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JULY TO DECEMBER, 1878,

Anr.ijA floribuiija, 463 ; notes on. 625
Abronia umbellata, 253
Abutilon Boule de Neige. 790 ; rosre-

florum, 76 ; A. venosum, 309
Abutilons, notes on, 794 ; at Chiswick, 759 ;

Mr. George's. 792
Acer Schwedleri. 23 ; A. rufinerve, 496
Acokanthera spectabilis. 113
Aconitum japonicum. 407
.\corns. the crop of. 277
Actinomeris squarrosa, 720
Adelaide Botanic Garden. 150
Adiantum farleyense. colouring. 21s : A.

\Villi.an,sii. 45
.Echmea columnaris, 113 ; JE. Leopoldii,

470
^^sculiis rubicunda Briotii. 626
Aflfghanistan. the climate and vegetation

ol. 556
Arnca. South, a pedestrian trip across,

48, no, 145, 209, 236
Agapanthus urabellatus Leichtlinii,

428
Agave geminiflora, 59 ; A. Goepper-

tiana. 785 ; A. paucifolia. 492 ; A.
X'andervinninii. 379

Ageratum Snowflake. 155
Ahlburg. death of Dr.. 503
Air temperature, its distribution and

range. 635
Akebia quinata, 625
Albuca juncifolia. 720
Allamandas as stove climbers. 218
Allium karataviense. 496
Allotment g.ardens. 85
Aloe Cooperi. 785
Aloysia citriodora. 506, 568 ; hardiness

of, 600. 633
Alpine Forget-me-Not and the Edelweiss,

143
Alpinia nutans, 306
Aniaryllid, what is an ?, 8
Amaryllis Belladonna, 503, 601 ; A. so.

landriflora, 720, 785
Ambrosinia Bassii, 113
American notes, 73. 137, i6g
American Aloes, large. 247 ; Cacti. 184 ;

forests, 220 ; new varieties of fruit, 408 ;

Peaches, 406, 495
Amicia Zygomeris. 437. 440
Amorphophallus (?) Lacourii. 752
Ampelopsis tricuspidata. 406
Ananas macrodonta. 626
Andri5's, M., journey in South America.

373
Androsace lanuginosa. 2^3
Anemone caroliniana, 720 ; A. japonica,

-42. 253 : A. nemorosa Robinsoniana.
752 ; A. irifolia. 496

1

Angelica, how to candy, 601
Angrxcum Scottianum. 556 ; A. sesqui-

pedale, 731
Anguis fragilis. 94
Anguloa Clovvesii. 118. 154
Anoplophytum strictum. 626
Ansellia from Zanguebar. a new. 502
Anthemis Biebersteiniana. 306
Ainlmrium Dechardei, 312. 820 ; and

Pothos cannajfolia. 345 ; A. Gustavii.
^7 \ A. Scherzerianum album. 507 ;

A. Scherzerianum Williamsii. 113
Antirrhinum hispanicum. 626
Aphelandra cristata. 566

Al'iAUY :—Bee show at South Kensing-
ton. 189 ; honey harvest, the. 221. 279.
498 : notes on bees in July. 53 ; Paris
Exhibition, exhibits at the. 572 ; pre-
parations for winter, 348 ; when to pro-
cure stocks. 305 ; work for September,
381 ; protecting skeps in winter. 786

Apple, Beaumann's Red Winter Pear-
main, 507 ; Calville de Saint Sauveur,
496 ; the Crab. 247 ; Dr. Hogg, 797 ;

Jolly Beggar, 496 ; Princess Mary, 785 ;

Stone's, 114 i Worcester Pearmain,

Apples, profitable, 441 ; in the West,

343
Apricots, the culture of, 697, 730, 794
Apricot and Peach tree, gum in, 534
Aquatics, tender, in the open air, 340
Aquilegia, a synopsis of all the known

forms of, 19, 76, III, 203 ; A. alpina,

203 ; A. Amalia;, 76 ; A. Bertolonii,

76 ; A. brevistyla, 20 ; A. Buergiana,

20 ; A. canadensis, 20 ; A. chrysantha,

iiT ; A. co^rulea, 203 ; A. Einseleana,

19 : A. flabellata, in ; A. ilavescens,

20 : A. formosa, in ; A. fragrans, 203 ;

A. glandulosa, 203 ; A. glauca, 76 ;

A. lactiflora, 20 ; A. leptoceras, 76 ; A.

Moorcroftiana, 76 ; A. parviflora, 20
;

A. pubiflora, 20 ; A. pjTcnaica, 76 ; A.
sibirica, in ; A. Skinneri, in ; A.
thalictrifolia, 19 ; A. viridiflora, 20 ; A.
viscosa, 19 ; A. vulgaris and its varie-

ties, 76 ; systematic key to the known
species, 203 ;

geography of the genus,

203 : index to the published Latin

names, 203
Aralia mandshurica, 592 ; A. spinosa,

375
Araucaria imbricata, 249
Arboricultural excursion to the woods of

Scone and Lynedoch, an, 204
-Arbutus, the, 688 ; A. procera, 731.

794. 821 : A. Unedo. 794 ; A. Unedo
Croomii. 566

,\rcadL', a gartlen, 440
Aivi,. Wh-n, !;

;

An'V., :

/' ''I50

An^l.JL.,^!.l ti:i_.:j.iLl. 626
.Artificial heal. 8n
.\roids, Brazilian. 18 [7S8

Aroid. another gigantic {Ficus sp. ). 596.
Arums in flower in July. 89
Anmdel Castle, the gardens at. 395
Arundo mauritanica. 471
Artocarpus exsculpta (? Brachyspatha).

Hort.. 84
AsarumThunbergii. 496
Asia, the Cinchonas cultivated in. 190
Asparagus culture at Argenteuil. 528
Asparagus plumosus. 122

Aspasia psittacina. 684
Asplenium paleaceum. 752 ; A. Tricho-

manes. 720
.\ster Amellus. 407 ; Lindleyanus, 253 ;

notes on, 495
Aucilbas, I^antanas, and rabbits, 698
Auricula Booth's Freedom, 785 ; Frank

Simonite, 720 ; John Simonite, 785
.\uricula Society, the National, 694
Auriculas, 498, 722 ; blooming in Oc-

tober, 600
Australian Orchids, 142
Autumn, spring flowers in, 472
Azalea Duke of Edinburgh, 785 ; Louisa

Pynaert, 785 ; mollis, 306
Azara, notes on, 440

Baccharis halimifolia, 662

Balcony and window gardening, 47
Ballota acetabulosa, 588
Bambusa heterocycla, 470
Bananas in the South of France, 214
Baskets, moss, how to make. 158
Batatas paniculata. 340
Battersea Park, 333
Bay Laurel, the common. 436
Bedding-out at Lambton Caiitle. the, 247
Bedding plants, winter. 662. 796
Bedford, gardening in. 243
Beetle, the Colorado, 52 ; the mustard in

the fens, 344
Beet-sugar industry in America, 403
Begonia ascotensis, 374, 410 ; Chiswick

Blush, 187 : discolor, 375 ; fuchsioides,

535 ; Louis Thibaut, 382 ; Mrs. Dr,

Todd, 187 ; Moonlight, 374, 562
;

Orifiamme, 496 ;
platanifolia Olilcn-

dorffiana, 780 ; President Burelle, 172,

217 ; weltoniensis, 374

Begonias notes on, 187 ; tuberous, 310,

443, 560, 717 : M. Planchon on, 171 :

double flowered, 720
Belfry, birds in the, 7
Belt, Mr. T.. death of, 478
Berberidopsis corallina, 439
Berberis Darwinii, 52, 120 ; as a hedge

plant, 88, 219 ; hardiness of, 567
Berberis vulgaris, 249
Berberis -u. Wheat, 89
Berkeley portrait, the, 16, 564, 628

Berlin, Industrial Exhibition, 502

Berries, scarcity of, in Yorkshire, 634 ;

our poison, 727
Berry-bearing plants, 502
Betula alba fol. atropurpureis, 785
Bignonia capreolata, 463 ;

sambucina,

563
Bijvoet, Mr. A. N., death of, 286
Bilbergia nutans, 796 ;

pailescens, 562 ;

Saundersii, 496
Birds : in the belfry, 7 ; between two fires,

90 ; and insects, 790 ;
pity the poor, 820

Birch, the Ornits, 762
Bishop Auckland Horticultural Society,

503
Blackbird, a carnivorous, 603
Blackberries, 343
Blandfordia fiammea princeps, 497
Blind-worm, notes on the, g-j

Blossoms, early and late, 438
Bocconia cordata, 122

Bolbophylliim khasyanum, 716, 794
Bollea Lawrenceana, 266 [507

Bomarea Brcdemeyerana, 306 ;
Carderi,

Bones, burning and dissolving, 506

Books Noticf.d :—Bartley's Anthropo-

logy, 114 ; Bellow's Dictionary for the

Pocket— French .and Enghsh, 114;

Bentham's Handbook of the British

Flora, 412 ; Bourne's Steam. Air, and
Gas Engines. 530 ; Brown's Collecting

Butterflies and Moths. 412 ;
Brown's

Pine Plantations on the Sand Wastes
of France. 242 ; Butler's Analogy of

Religion, 274 ; Cooke and Quelet's

Clavis Synoptica liymcnomycetum
Europxnim conjunctis studiis scrip-

serunt, 444 ; Dale's History of Glan-

ville's Wootton, 412 ; De CandoUe's

Monographiaj Phanerogamarum, 244,

315 ;
Design and Work, 381 ;

The Do-

mestic World, 381 ; Du Hamel's Model

Guide and French ^L^nual, 114; Dyer's

English Folklore, 683 ; EUacombe's

Plant-lore and Garden Craft of Shake-

speare, 53, 242 ; ICrnst's Researches on

the Malformations, Diseases, &c. , of the

Coffee Tree in Venezuela. 81 ;
Fitz-

gerald's Australian Orchids, 142 ;
Fruit

and Floral Magazine, 412 ; Gibb's First

Catechism of Botany, 114; Gill's Six

Months in Ascension, 754 ;
Glengariff

as a Health Resort, 412 ;
Glenny's Gar-

dening for the Million, 412 ;
Hehn's

The Migration of Cultivated Plants,

&c. , from Asia into Greece. 274 ; Hens-

low's Flowers, 53 ; Herefordshire Po-

mona, 634 ; Heroes of Britain in Peace

and War. 530 ; Hooker's Student's

Flora of the British Islands. 220 ; Jen-

nings' Field Paths and Green Lanes.

80 ; Lankester's Talks about Plants.

&c.
. 701 ; Meehan's Native Flowers and

Ferns of the United States, 220 ; Miers'

Monograph of the Apocynaceae of

South America. 178 ; Murray's Hand-
book for England and Wales. 274 ;

Notes on .Glengariff and KiUarney.

412 ; Odling's Memoir of the late

Alfred Smee. F.R.S., 348 :
Paley's

Evidences of Christianity, 274 ; Robin-

son's Ferns in their Homes and Ours,

444; Shi.v ^Ij I' 'm fc .r Cottages, 274 ;

Sorau. I 1 ,
' ,,.f the Hyacinth,

815 ; S| I I
, i:,. .r.k of the Plants

of T.iiiiiiii I. I, :. r.iylor's Flowers,

their Ongm, itc'., 53, 220; Thomas'
Report on Plant Galls arising from

Animal Agency, 349 : Thorn's County

and Borough Magistrates' List, 18 ;

Vick's Magazine, 412 ; Watts' School

Flora, 178; Wilson's Botany of Three

Historical Records, 635 : Wittstein's

Organic Constitution of Plants, &c.,

53 ; Wood's The Bulb Garden, 315 ;

Yan-cll's British Birds, 562

Bornean Nepenthes, 791
Boscobel, 569 ; and the Royal Oak, 497,

539, 602, 750, 821

Botanical Congress, the Pans, 436
Botanists' staff, a, 404
BoussingauUia baselloides, 154
Bouvardias at the Pine-apple Nursery, 407

Boyd-Wills conservatory at the Pans
Exhibition, 536

Brachyspatha, see Conophallus

Bracken, transplanting, 442
Bradford, the new park at, 50
Bramble, the double pink, 240
Brantingham Thorpe, the gardens at, 464
Brazilian Aroids, 18

Bridge Hall, Bury, 492
Brier-root Pipes, 531
Brier, the seedling. 601

British Bee-Keepers' Association, 198

British Museum, the Natural History

Collections at the, 183
British Plants, a Catalogue of, 534
British Pomines de Tcrre, 503
Broccoli, on the culture of. 686 ;

\'eitch's

.Autumn Giant, 698
Broussonetia BiUiardi, 626

Buds, M. Askenasy's experiments on the

development of, 724 ; on roots, 756
Buddleia insignis, 785
Bulbs, Dutch, 299
Bulb Culture in England, 505
Bulbocodium Eichleri, 785
Bulb, what is a ? 308
Bulbs and fungi in the North, 785
Bulbophyllum khasyanum, 716 ;

psy-

choon. 170
Bull's. Mr., new nursery, 112

Bulstrode. 587. 633
Burmah. British. Forest Flora of. 118

Burnliam Beeches. 233
IJutlon-hole Roses, 45. 78

Cabbage Broccoli, the new. 796
Cabbages, clubbing in. 117

Cacti in America. 184

Cactus, the night blooming. 244

Cactus, hybrid, 758
Caladiums, on resting, 502 ;

wintering,

599
Calamus adspersus, rapid growth of, 632 ;

Lewisianus, 497
Calandrinia umbellata, 253
X Calanthe Sedeni, 667 ; x 'Veitchii, 697

Calanthes, notes on some seedling, 795
Cal.athea Leitzii, 113 ;

inedio-picla. 113

Calceolaria flexuosa. 306 ; Pavoni. 40O

Calcutta Bouinic Gardens. 663

Calla palustris. 785
Callicarpa purpurea, 760
Calochortus luteus, 720
Camellia Madame Linden, 113

Campanula Hendersoni, 407 ;
macrostyla,

720 ; macrostyla rosjeflora, 535 ;
tur-

liinatn Grievei. 247
Canadian forests, the. 138 ; notes, 444 ;

rice, 18 ;
plants, 245

Cape Town, notes from, 13, 380
Capsicum, Prince of, 694
Capsicums for Decoration, 792
Carbolic acid as an insecticide, 795, 821

Cardiganshire, notes of a holiday in, 368,

398, 432
, „^

Carnation, a sportive, 86

Carnation and Picotee, the, 1^2, 444 ;

dressing, 657 ;
grafting, 87 ;

how to

distinguish, 126 ; notes on the bloom

of 1878, 380
Carnation and Picotee Society, ihe, il5,

694



INDEX.

Carnivorous plants, 8i8 ; in Grosvcnor
Street, 182

Carpet beddcrs, 186
Cn.rpet-bedding in the neighbourhood of

Romsey, 53 ; in Princes Park, Liver-

pool, 442
Carrot crop, the, 539, 631, 698
Carrot maggot, cheating the, 726
Cassandra calyculata, 7B5
Cashaw tree, on the poisonous nature of

the, 268
Castinea chrysophylla, 463
Castillcja indivisa, 694, 785
Catalogue names of plants, 569
Catalpa, the, fruiting in England, 121

Catasetum triodon, 461
Catsup, how to make, 798
Cattle, the mortality amongst, in South

Australia, 375
Cattleya citrina, 497 ; C. crispa, 249 ;

C. Dowiana, 279; xC. Marstersonity,

507> 55^ I
X ^- Mitchellii, 250 ; xC.

Veitchiana, 214, 250
Cattleyas and Ltulias, 719
Cantua buxifolia, 439
Cauliflowers, failure of, 408 ; 443, 474,

S39> 568, 602, 730 ; wintering young,

442 ; Dean's Snowball, 507 ; Eclipse,

666
Ceanothus azureus grandiflorus, 406
Ceanothus for outside walls, 562
Centaurea atropurpurea, 253 ; C. baby-

lonica, 438 ; C. FenzHi, 720
Centropogon Lucyanum, 342
Cercis Siliquastrum, 507
Cereus Swartzii, a hedge of, 184
Cestrums, notes on, 463
Ceylon Botanic Gardens, 726
Ceylon Tea, 695
Chalk, herbaceous plants on the, 154
Chelone obliqua, 408
Chelsea Hospital, the flower garden at,

248
Cherry, Bigarreaujacquet,626; Bigarreau
NapoMon, 306; Ida, -^ts \ Leopold III.,

497
Chevalliera Veitchii, 626
Children's flower show, a, 79
Chimonanthus fragrans, 625
Chinese wines and brandies, 118
Chiswick, Abutilons at, 759 ; Dianthuses

at, 171 ; Zonal Pelargoniums at, 430 ;

Potatos at, 600
Chlorophytum polyrhjzon, 396
Chlorospatha Kolbii, 113
Choisya ternata, 463
Chrysanthemums, 470, 699 ; at the Crystal

Palace, 637 ; in pots, 444 ; for market,
. 471 ; specimen for exhibition, 635 ;

new, 113 ; summer flowering, 470
Chrysanthemum Beauty of Kent. 694

;

Golden Empress of India and Diamond.
497 ; Japanese, M. Crousse, 697, 731

Chrysanthemum uliginosum. 492
Chrysanthemum Show at Liverpool, a
shameful disclosure. 696, 761

Chrysanthemum Shows, the, 567
Chrysanthemum, what is a Pompon? 762,

792
Chrysomela Betulce, 344
Chrysopa vulgaris. 254
Chrysopsis Mariana, 720
Church decoration. 747
X Chysis Chelsoni, 497
Cimicifuga americana, 556, 757
Cinchonas cultivated m Asia, the, 190
Citron culture in Corsica, 535
Clay burning, 318
Clay's Fertiliser, 474, 505, 538, 798
Claytonia virginica, 720
Cleistogamic flowers, 628, 697
Clematis Duke of Connaught, 497;
Duchess of Edinburgh, 497 ; grewite-
flora, 306 ; Henryi, 438 ; Jackmanni.
497 ; Mme. Emil Sorbet. 7S5 ; orientalis,

438 ;
Pitcheri, 278, 600 ; rubro-vjolacea

497
Clematis, notes on the. 246, 625
Cleome pungens, 720
Cleopatra's Obelisk, 343, 371
Clethra ainifolia, 438
Climate, the change of, 1S2
Climbers, evergreen, 474 ; conservatory

471
Clove, Susan Askey, 313, -^-ji^

Clubbing in Cabbages, 117
Club-root in Turnips, 373
Coat, a waterproof, 318
Cockroaches, 567
Coeha macrostachya, 189
Coelogyne corymbosa heteroglossa, 8

;

C. Hookeriana, 627 ; C. Massangeana
684 ; C. Wallichiana, 556

Coffee cultivation in Haiti, 351 ; in Cey-
lon, a disclaimer, 664 ; Liberian, in
Ceylon, 660 ; leaf disease in Ceylon,
570

Coffee tree in Venezuela, the enemies of
the. 81

Colchicum autumnale, 342, 410 ; C. cro-
ciflorum, 471, 539

Colchicums, 502 ; species of, 527
Coleus The Shah, 219
Colletia cruciata, si^' 661 ; C spinosa,
590

Colonial museum for London, a pro-

posed, 588, 663
Colorado, beetle, 52 ; Loco poisons of. 663
Coloured trees. 468
Commelyna coelestis, 495
Comparettia speciosa. 524
Conifer, an interesting hybrid. 438
Conophallus(?) Titanum, 781, 788
Convolvulus althajoides, 118

Cordyceps Menesteridis, 791
Coreopsis nudata, 277
Cork-tree bearing acorns, 631
Cornfields, Russian, devastations in, 565
Corsica, Citron culture in, 535
Corydalis Kolpakowskiana, 720
Cotoneaster frigida, 628
Covent Garden, Sunday morning at, 190
Cow-tree, the South Americi^n, 405
Cranberries, culture of, 569 ; the best

manure for, 445
Crassulaalpestris, 780 ; C. ramuliflora, 687

;

lactea, 818 [752
Crinum Forbesianum, 503 ; Macowani,
Crocuses, Corsican, 367 ; C. corsicus,

367 ; C. minimus, 368 ; C. etruscus,

114 ; C serotinus, C. pulchellus, C.

vallicolor, C. byzantinus, and C. longi-

florus, 497 ; C. speciosus, 438
Crossandra guineensis, 562
Croton Williamsii, 250, 630
Crowning the Rosiere. 90
Crystal Palace Rose show, the, go
Cucumber disease, the, 703
Cucumbers, ridge, 342
Culford Vine sport, the, 756
Cupressus Lawsoniana, 475
Curcuma, 503
Curmeria Wallisii, 592
Currant leaves, the odours of, 568
Currant, red, a Russian variety of, 786
Curvilinear plant-houses, 749
Cutting striking, 695
Cycas siamensis, 810
Cyclamens, Mont Blanc, 668 ; C. Rosy
Morn, 497 ; autumn-flowering, 471

Cydonia japonica, 626 ; C. sinensis, 502
Cymbidium affine, 810 ; C. Leachianum,

ro6 ; C. Parishii, 51, 74
Cypress, the deciduous. 182
Cypripedium insigne with two flowers on
a spike, 666, 698 ; C. Lawrenceanum.
668. 748

Cyprus, notes on the island of, t^, 106.
183 : the products of, 661

; what to
grow in, 150

Dahlias, Perfection, 279 ; D. lutea and
Paragon. 382 ; D. Paragon. 375. 441 ;

bouquet. 402 ; new. 250, 382 ; notes on,
221 ; lifting the roots of, 630 ; win-
tering the roots, 819 ; the Slough, 334

Damsons, 720 ; Farleigh Prolific or Clus-
ter, 342

Dangstein, a drive to, 238 ; the collec-
tion of plants at, 500

Daphne elegantissima, 590 ; D. indica
rubra, 406

Decimal system, the, 536
Deer in plantations, 345
Deherainia smaragdina. 189, 246
Delarbrea

( ? ) spectabilis. 752
Delphiniums. 568 ; and the slugs. 537Dendrobium d'Albertisii, 217,^588; D.

Eensonia?. 817; D. Bensom-e xanthil
num. 45 ;

D. bigibbum superbuni. 748 ;

D. Brymenanum, 752 ; D. Burbidgei,
300 ;

D. Moorei. 139 ; D. superbiens,
562 ;

D. Summeri, and D. superbiens,
48, 122 ; D. Wardianum, 406

Deodar, the, producing male catkins, 665
Desfontainea spinosa, 440
Desmodium canadense, 562
Devizes Castle and grounds, 240
Dianthus chinensis, 720
Dianthuses at Chiswick, 171
Dielytra eximia, 407
Diervilla rosea, 471
Dieteria coronopifolia, 752
Digging, autumn, 730
Dimorphanthus mandshuricus, 407, 439 ;

in Scotland, 441
Dionasa Muscipula, 21, 118
Diospyros Lycopersicon, 785
Diplacus glutinosus, 463
Disa grandiflora, 154. iB6
Discaria longispina, 440
Dominica, the Plantain and Mountain
Cabbage tree in, 347 [^07

Dracxna Aurora, 497 ; D. Goldieana,
Drains, elm roots in, 666
Dressing flowers, 411
Drimiopsis perfoliala, 364 •

Dumortier. B., death of, 93
Dutch bulbs. 299
Dutchman's joke, a, 534

EcinNors ruthcnicus, 253
Edelweiss, the, 118; and alpine Forget-
me-Not, the, 143

Edinburgh Cumtorship, the, 790

Elder, the, 122 ; a remarkable old, at

Thorpe Pcrrow, 404
Elxagnus glaber, 629
Electric light, the, 564 [598
Elm tree in Kensington Gardens, an, 567,

Elm roots in drains, 666 ; in wall

borders, 730
Elvaston, the lake and rockwork at, 116
Embothrium coccineum, 439
Encephalartos acantha, 810
English folklore. 683
Epping Forest, 809
Eremostachys laciniata, 306
Ercilla spicata. 440
Eria Corner!. 106 ; E. sphasrochila, 106
Erica hyemalis, 729'; E. obbata, on the

culture of, 300 ; E. Spenceriana, 306
Erigeron mucronatum, 253
Ernispie, the Grapes at, 314
Erodium Reichardi, 253
Eryngiums, South American, 376
Erythrcea venusta, 720
Erythrina crista-galli, 375
Escallonia montevidensis, 407, 443
Escallonia phihppiana, 108

;
pulverulcnta,

186 ; notes on, 439
Eschscholtzias, 562 [Tunis, 309
Esparto in South Australia, 191 ; n
Eucharis amazonica, an eight-pa

flower of, 86
Eucalyptus, on the, 532, 7^9 ; E. citrio-

dora, 118 ; E. globulus, 461. 473, 53°
600, 632, 655, 664, 729, 730 ; a notabli

441 ;
at Kew, 601 ; in the centr.i

provinces of India, 278
Eugenia oleoides, 306
Eulophia corollata, 786 ; E. scripta, 332
Eupatorium purpureum, 253
Euphorbia splendens for cutting, 790
Euphorbiaceje, Mr. Bentham on the, 628
Eurygania ovata, 720
Euterpe oleracea and montana in Domi-

nica, 347
Everlasting and dried flowers for Christ-
mas, 779

Exchanges among gardeners, 250
E.xhibition purposes, is Scotland a part of
England for ? 506

Experiments, a man of. 190
Eucomis amaryllidifolia, 492 ; bicolor,

492

Fabi.\na imbricata, 440
Fenham Nursery, the, 334
Ferments and Grape keeping, 799
Fern, the Elk's-horn, 729
Ferns, apogamous, 245
Ferns and Conifers of New Zealand, 309
Ferns at Lambton Castle, the, 214
Ferula fcetidissima, 662, 786
Ficus exsculpta, see Artocarpus
Fig, Col di Signora Bianca, 7 6
Fires, the extinction of, 797
Flax, the New Zealand, 118, 244
Fleming, Mr. lames, death of, 214
P^lints and Lichens, 23
Flora of North America, Sir J. Hooker
on the distribution of the, 140, 216

Floriculture in Palermo, 370

Florists' Flowers :—Auriculas, notes
on, 498, 722 ; Carnation and Picotee.
the, 444 ; Carnations and Picotees, the
bloom of 1878. 380 ; Carnation dressing,
false scents, 657 ; Chrysanthemum, the,

^17' 699 ; Dahlias, 221
; dressing

flowers, 411; Pink, the, 80; season-
able notes, 273, 571, 765 ; Violas, iii

Florvita, 727
Flowering hedges. 280
Flower-beds, on the designing of, 144
Flower garden at Hampton Court, 219
Flower sermons. 89
Flower show, a children's, 79
Flower-stands, wire, 665
Flowers, cleistogamic, 697 ; dressing, 411 ;

the ethics of, 16 ; everlasting and
dried for Christmas, 779 ; how to pack,
568. 633 ; the increasing love of, 566

;

least aifected by gas, 794 ; the ministry
of. 95; out of season, 344

Folklore, Enghp^* 68-1 729, 761
Foliage, autumi.,.., -j^^

Fonlainebleau, the Oaks of. 95
Food products from Pandanus. 117
Forest geography and archaeology. 534
Forest trees, protecting young. ii8, 282,

379
Forests, American, 220
Forest conservancy in Mauritius. 406
Forest flora of British Burmah, 118
Forest produce, price of, 118

Forestry :—American forests, 220 ; au-
tumn planting. 698, 765 ; forestry
notes. 82. 145 ; premature falling oi the
leaf. 316: seasons, effects of, on tree
growth, 536, 603 ; trees near houses,
412

Forest service, the Indiar
Forsythia suspensa, 599

Fox and the Grapes, the, 276
Foxglove, a fine plant of, 154
Frankcnia lajvis, 253
Fraxinus americana viridis, 471 ; F. ex-

celsior aucubifolia, 438
Freesia refracta alba, 23
Fremontia californica, 463
French gardens and French humour, 21

French horticulture, 47, 87, 139, 203, 311,

366
Fritillaria Hookeri, 84, 752; F. Sever-

zowii, 189
Frost, hoar, the beauty and protective

power of, 820
Frost, an earl^, 404 ; the, in December,

817, 819
Fruit crops of 1878, reports on the, 173,

180, 282, 206
Fruit growing in Kent, 589
Fruit-rooms, on the construction of, 656
Fruit shows, thefts at, 726
Fruit trees against walls, 602 ;

planting,

571
Fruits and vegetables in Vienna, 534
Fruits, new varieties of, certificated by the

Royal Horticultural Society, 782 ; in

America, 408
Fuchsia dependens, 408 ; John Sisley,

720 ; Riccartoni, 242 ; thymifolia, 502 ;

Venus Victrix, 315, 347, 379, 409, 441,

475. 505
Fuchsia growing in the West of England,

342
I-'uchsia, the, 408, 441, 473, 537 ; a word

for, 378 ; old, 346. 400 ; select, 470
Fulham nurseries, hardy flowers in the,

148
Fumigators. 186, 249 ; cheap and efficient,

695 ; Harber's Worcester, 218, 313
I''ungi, big. 534 ; deaths from eating, 343,

375 ; edible and poisonous, 404 ; in

pre-historic times, 154 ; trees injured

by, 470
Funguses, the Cup, of Shropshire, 465
Fungus meeting at Hereford, 476
Fungus on roots, 83 ; spawn, 51
Funkia grandiflora, 629, 630

GaillardiA Telemachi, 495
Galactodendron utile, 405
Game, how to pack, 318

'

Gardeners' Royal Benevolent Institution,

i8, 409, 436, 818
Garden allotments, 466 ; lanterns, 631 ;

pests, 756 ; tallies, 666, 698 ; novelties,

404
Gardens, the best kept, 218 ; on visiting,

217
Gardeners' difficulties, the, 249
Gardeners, exchanges among, 250 ; a

caution to, 727, 818
Gardeners' lodge at Trentham, 721, 820

Gardening in balconies and windows, 47 ;

in Bedford, 243
Garston vineyard, the, 559
Geese, instinct of, 147
Geranium cinereum, 118 ; G. pr.itense, 21

Geraniums and snakes, 406
f ierardia pedicularia, 720
Germander Speedwell, the. 539
Germany. tl\e rainfall in. 246
Gildabrook, Eccles. Mr. Gorten's garden

at. 431
Gilia Brandegei. 786
Gladioli, Messrs. Kelway's, 335 ; new

varieties of. 187. 562
Glasnevin. a visit to, 555
Glaux maritima. 90
Gleditschia macracantha. 470; G. sinen-

sis. 470
Gloxinias, 497 ; G. niaculata, 306, 382,

782. 789 ; M. Leon Duval's, 309
Godetia Lady Albemarle. 118

Golden Feather. Tom Thumb. 217
Goodwood, 331, 363
Goodyera pubescens, 118, (i^^

Goold's manure, 538, 569
Gourd and the Palm, the. 471
Grammatophyllum Eflisii, 333 ; G.
speciosum, 181, 183

Grape Chasselas de Tournai, 306 ; Duke
of Buccleuch, 89, 154, 280, 314, 346,

399 ; Duchess of Buccleuch, 121 ; Isa-

bella, 379 ; Madresfield Court, 88, 186 ;

Mrs. Pince's Black Muscat; 665

;

Golden Queen, 760; Gros Guillaume,

a large bunch of, 692 ; Gros Colmar
(Colman), 506, 569, 602

Grape cultivation in India, 277
Grape keeping, ferments and, 790
Grape sport, at Preston Hall, 34a ; the

Culford, 756
Grapes, the Charleville, 215, 632 ; at the

Edinburgh show, 375 ; at Moore Abbey,

634 ; at Lambton Castle, the, 215 ; for

table decoration, 528 ; cheap, 406

;

colouring of, 600 ; keeping, 731, 760,

820 ; ripening of, 503 ; summer and
winter, 346

Grape Vine bearing a second time, 538
Grasses, dried and dyed, for decoration,

779 ; the native, of New Zealand, 2-|6 ;
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for dry places, 191 ; for Queensland,

277 ; wild, 86
Greenhouse, furnishing a cool, in winter,

722
Grevillea cricifolia, 114; fasciculata, 796
Griffinia ornata, 189
Groundsel tree, the, 662
Guizotia oleifera, 534
Gum in Apricot trees, 534
Gunnersbury Park, Odontoglossums at,

597
Gunton Hall, Norfolk, 462
Guy Fawkes' day, 599
Gynandropsis cocclnea, 306

H

Haage, Mr. J. N., death of, 253
Hablitzia tamnoides, 50
Hsemanthus Arnottii, 492 ; H. albo-

maculatus, 202 ; H. Kalbreyeri, 202 ;

H. Mannii, 189
Haigh Hall, the gardens at, 235
Haiti, Coffee cultivation in, 351
Hall Barn. Bucks, 105
Harber's Worcester fumigator, 313
Hardiness of plants, 567
Hartwegia gemma, 8

Harvest moons, 21
Hanging gardens, 182

Hawkins, Mr. H.. death of, 540
Haworthias, seedling, 52
Haws, 598
Heat, artificial, 8ir
Heating horticultural buildings, 271
Heckfield Place gardens, 245 ; winter
bedding at; 725

Hedera colchica (Roegneriana), 438
Hedge-cutter, Hornsby's Patent, 171
Hedges, flowering, 280 ; in Russia, 634
Hedysarum Mackenzii, 627
Heimia salicifolia, 440
Helenium autumnale, 437, 724
Helianthus cucumerifolius, 405
Helix pomatia. 663
Henslow's, Rev. (j., experiments on the
absorption of water by leaves, 623. 628

Herbaceous plants, noteworthy, 118, 155,

407, 495, 472 ; at Kew, 429 ; on the
chalk, 154

Herefordshire Pomona, the, 533, 634
Hibiscus syriacus, 631 ; H. syriacus totus

albus, 524
Hippophae rhamnoides, 590
Hobart Town, the Royal Society's

Garden at, 683
Hoffmam, on variation in plants, 814
Hollyhock, tlie, 477, 406, 506
Holmes, Mr. \Villiam, death of, 26
Honey season, the past, 498
Hoodia Bainii, 497
Hooker, Sir J. D., on the North American

flora, 140
Hooper vS: Co.'s, Messrs., dried flower

trade, 779
Hop, a monoecious, 440
Hop plant, fibre of the, 117
Horse Chestnut, the, 53, 88
Horticulture, French, sec under French
Hortus Europieus, the, 436, 472
Hot-water apparatus, the. 791
House refuse, how to dispose of, 346,
409

Houstonia ccenilea, 786
Hoya carnosa. hardiness of, 154
Huernia brevirostris, 786
Humble-bees, fertilisation of Scarlet
Runner Beans by, 561

Hyacinth glasses, 343
Hyacinth Grand Master, 114
Hyacinth, on the culture of the, for exhi-

bition, 300
Hyacinths, (with coloured plate), 30S
Hyacinthus candicans and Gladiolus, 186,
250

Hybrids, parentage in, 50
Hyde Park and Kensington Gardens, 276,
278

Hyde Park trees, 473
Hydrangea hortcnsis, Thomas Hogg, 786

;

paniculata grandiflora, 409
Hydrophobia, new remedy for, 407
Hypericum empetrifolium, 495

I

lltERts, new v.irieties of, 114
Ice-houses, 812
Ilex scotica aurea. 660
Indian Forest Service, the, 87
Indigo, artificial production of. 87
Ingham Gardens, Palermo, the, 370
Insect on Apple leaves, 254
Insect-powder from Ragusa, 598, 694
Insects, destructive, in the Island of As-

cension, 269, 769 ; injurious, 52, 567 ;

American inventions for destroyins:,

598
Insecticides, 218 ; carbolic acid as an,

795 ; paraffin as an, 409, 440, 475 ;

Soluble Phenyle as an, 696
Insectivorous plants, 140, 700
lone paleacea, 562

lonopsis paniculata, 306
Ireland, a severe thunderstorm in, 150
Iris balkana, 266 ; I. cretensis, 562 ; I.

Eulefeldi, 786 ; I. Kolpakowskiana,
246, 306 ; I. versicolor, 720

Island of Ascension, destructive insects in

the, 269, 796
Ivy green, the, 247
Ixora splendens, 278, 752

JACARANDA mlmoscefoha, 566
Jamaica, the vegetation of, 270 ; the

Vine in, 304
Jam, manufacture of. at Maidstone, 589,

665
Japanese products at the Paris Exhibi-

tion, 758
Jasminums, notes on, 625
lasminum didymum, 497
Jersey v. the Scilly Isles, 112

Judges' fees, 278
Judging, curiosities in, 148
juglans ailantifolia, 720
June, open-air vegetation in, 77

Kainit, a discovery in the use of, 630
Kalosanthes, on the culture of, 110
Karatas humilis, 497
Kelway's, Messrs., Gladioli, 335
Kensington Gardens, Elm in, 567, 598
Kent, fruit-growing in, 589
Kerria japonica, 625
Kew Museum, a new feature in the, 790 ;

Indian products at the, 791
Kew, the Royal Gardens, 404 ; and Bank

Holiday. 214 ; the new regulations. 86
;

report for 1877, 50, 108 ; the conser-

vatory at, 180 ; the Eucalyptus at. 601
;

hardy shrubs at. 308 ; notes on her-

baceous plants at, 46, 253, 429 ; indoor
plants at, 504 ; notes on plants in

flower at, 238, 500 ; Orchids in bloom
at, 758 ; state of the pleasure-grounds
at, 340, 345 ; things to be looked for

at, 16 ; the new rockery "at, 278 ; suc-

culents at, 535
King George's Sound, botanical notes

from, 146
Knap Hill Nursery, the, 524
Kolpakowskyai.xioliroides, 786
Kylemore Castle, the rainfall at, in June,

53

Labels, garden. 470. 666, 698
.Labiu-num flowering in December. 781
Lnslia anceps alba, 756, 796 ; L. Domini-
ana, 332, 627 ; L. Veitchiana, 114

La-lias and Caltleyas, 719
Lakes, a week at the, 621, 653
Lambton Caslle, the bedding-out at, 247 ;

the Ferns at. 214 ; Tea Roses at, 407
Lamp, the " Hurricane," 667
Lancashire garden, notes from a, 434
Lantanas as bedding plants, 436
Lanterns, garden, 631
Lnpageria alba, hardy character of. 470 ;

L. rosea, 439 ; L. rosea superba, 502 ;

L. rosea rubra superba, 471 ; L. rosea,

outdoors, 569
Lapagerias and slugs, 602
Lardizabala biternata, 440
Latliyms tingitanus, 306
Laurel, the Caucasian Cherry, 471
Lawns at the Paris Exhibition, 630
Leaves, likeness in 438
Leaves of plants the, 502 ; Rev. G,
Henslow on the absorption of water
by, 623, 628

Lebanon, Syria, notes from, 570
Lee Hall, Orchids in flower at, 601

Lees, Mr. Thos., deatli of, 638
Leperiza eucrosioides, 170
Lepidoptera, the Doubleday collection of,

503
Leptodactylon californicum 406
Lettuce, spring, 594 ; the Bossin Cab-
bag 214

148

Leucojum autumnale. 313
Leucopogon verticillatus, 1

Leicester, the new park at,

Liatris pycnoslachya, 495
Lichens, dieir rate of growth, 75, 122

Lightning, trees affected by, 667
Light, influence of, on growth, 567
Ligustrum sinense, 364 ; L. sinense lati

folium robustum, 752
Lilacs, the, 150 ; Lenioine's double, 627

the so-called Persian, 86
Lilium auratum, 752 ; L. auratum uitli

140 blooms, 342 ; L. canadense, 752 ;

L. cordifolium, 752 ; L. elegans, 752 ;

L. elegans, var. citrinum, 306 ; L.

lucidum, 623 ; L. maritimum, 622
;

L., Mrs. A. Waterer, 189 ; L. nilgher-

rense, 437 ; L. speciosum, 752 ; L. spf-

ciosum rubrum, with white flowers, 728 ;

L. Wallichianum, 752 ; L. Washing-
tonianura, 752

Lilies, hybrid, 23, 123 ; tropical water,

502 ; two new, 622
Lime trees, go
Limnanthemum lacunosum, 786
Linaria dalmatica, 495 ; L. triornitlio-

phora, 253, 495 ;
peloria, 253

Linnean Society, 534
Linum perenne, 786
Liquid manure and watering, 268
LitUe and Ballantyne's new premises,

116
Liverpool Chrysanthemum Show : a

shameful disclosure, 696, 724, 728, S18
London gardening, 148
London, the Black Ilaliaii Poplar for,

539
Loasa vulcanica, 497
Lobelia carnea plena, 219
Lobelia fulgens, 342
Loco poisons of Colorado, &c., 663
Lonicera sempervirens, 463
London, another park for, 566
London parks, the renovation of trees in

the, 494
Longford CasUe, the Melons at, 315
Loxococcus rupicola,ii4

Listrostatthys ringens, 266
Lycaste. a hybrid, 535
Lycaste Wittigii, 654
Lychnis Haageana, 306

Mach.kranthera, new species of, 471
MacNab, Mr. James, death of, 660, 724,

818
Madeira, the Vine disease in, 398
Magnolia, a fine, 474
Magnolia grandilior-i, 309, 562 ; M.

stellata, 189, 786
Maidstone, the manufacture of jam at,

589, 665
Malcolraia bicolor, 375
Manchester, trees in the city of, 46
Mandevilla suaveolens, no
Manures, patent, 664
Maori least, a, 628
Marica brachypus, 786
Market Garden prizes, 692, 790
Marketing and ripening Pears, 64
Marrows, large, 409, 632
Masdevallia campyloglossa, 588 ; ^^

hypodiscus, 234 ; M. abbreviata, 106
;

M. polysticta, 189 ; M. Shuttleworthii,

189 ; M. tovarensis, 731, 758 ; M. trig-

lochin, 796 ; M. vaUfera, 364
Maskeluja, Ceylon, notes from, 570

'

Massangea Lindeni, 306
Massowia, on the genus, 622
Mauritius, forest conservancy in, 406 ;

planting in, 631
Maw's, Mr., Greek assailants, 116

Maxillaria caloglossa, 654 ; M. grandi-

flora, 752 ; M. neophylla, 588
Mealy-bug. 155
Mechi's, Mr., epitaph, 247
Melbourne Botanic Garden, 309
Melons, Dell's Hybrid, and Gilbert's York

Herald, 16 ; the Moreton Hall, 154

;

the Netted Victory, 23
Melons at Longford Castle, 315, 379 ;

judging, 315, 346, 379, 440 ; water,

sugar from, 407
Menispermum canadense, 464
Mentzelia ornata, 786
Mesembryanthemum hirtum, 138 ; fra-

grans. 597
Mexican Torch Thistle, the, 126

Mexican plants, new, 149
Mignonette, 310 ; the white, 215
Mimulus guttatus, 121

MirabiUs multiflora, 438
Mistleto, 726 ; composition of the, 375 ;

on Portugal Laurel, 795 ; case of

Mistleto Oalc at Eastnor, the, 120
Mitraria coccinea, 440
Mogador, the vegetable products of, 276
Mokurrus resin, 796
Monarda didyma, 217. 249
Mormodes luxatum, 396
Moss baskets, how to make, 158
Museum, a proposed colonial, for London,

588
Mushrooms, large, 506, 538
Mushroom culture, 724
Musk. Harrison's new, as a forcing plant,

310
Mustard beetle in the Fens, 344
Mutisias, notes on, 439

Natal as a field for emigration, 279

Natural History :—Bittern, the, 701 ;

blackbird, a carnivorous, 603 ; blind-

worm or slow-worm, 94 ; brown owl,

347 ; Hehx pomatia, 669 ; instinct of

geese, 147 ; notes on the owl, 701 ;

squirrels, are they carnivorous, 402

Nectarine Peach, the, 306
Neill prize, the, 343
Nelumbium speciosum, 18

Nepenthes ampullaria, 306 ; Kcnnedii,

592 ; Borncan. 791
New Forest, jottings in the, 459
New South Wales, Sugar and Orange

culture in, 662
New Zealand, th •- Fems and Conifers of,

309 ; the native rasses of, 246 ;
plants,

of, 79
Nicotiana suaveolens, 627
North American Flora, Sir J. Hooker on

the distribution of the, 140

North, the extreme, 107, 656
Notice to leave, 702
Novelties, garden, 404
Nursery. Mr. Bull's new, 112

Nursery sales, 600
Nurseryman, what is a ? 798

Oaks, the Boscobel, 497, 539, 602, 750,

821 ; of Fontainebleau, the. 95 ; ever-

green, at Highfield, 726 ; the Mistleto,

at Eastnor, 120

Oat-Barley question, the, 212

Obituary:—Ahlburg, Dr., 503 ; Bar-

thelemy Dumortier, 93 ; Belt, Mr. T.,

479; Bijvoet, Mr. A. N., 286 ; Brown,
Mr. James, 384: Haage. Mr. J. N.,

233 ; Hawkins, Mr. H., 540 ; Holmes,
Mr. W., 26; Lees. Mr. T., 638;
MacNab. Mr. J., 660. 724; Osborn,

Mrs. M.. 318; Reed, Mr. T., 59:
Rose, Mr. G.. 479 ; Sim, Mr. R.. 22^1 ;

Skirving, Mr. \\'.. 733 ;
Wighton, Mr.

John, 733 ; W'indebank, Mr. W., Jun.,

509

Odontoglossuni Ale.xandrse Perrinii,

668 ; O. Cervantesii majus, 752 ; O.

cirrhosum. 592 ; O. cristatellum, 716 ;

CEdwardii, 74 ; O. madrensc. 667 ; O.

Warscewiczii, 762
Odontoglossums at Gunnersbury Park,

597
Olives, how to preserve, 630
Olive tree hardy in Jingland, the. 249
Oncidium cucullatum. 497 ; O. curtum,

117 ; O. lamelligerum. 684 ; O. macran-
ihum. 443, 474, 538 ; O. Millianum,

364 ; O. obryzatum. 592 ; O. pr^etex-

tum, 592 ; O. varicosum Rogersii,

627
Onion, adventitious growth in an. 785
Onions, keeping, during winter, 340
Ophioglossum lusitanicum in Ireland. 340
Opuntia Rafinesquei. 306
Orchid, the smallest in the world, 817
Orchids, Austrahan, 142 ; Dr. Ains-

worth's, 623 ; in flower at Davenham
Bank, 819 ; Lee Hall, 601 ; at Oakley,

Fallo\vfield, 528 ; cool, at the Pine-

apple Nursery, 405 ; in bloom (Novem-
ber), 566, 598, 631

Orchid, an old, a word of praise for, 569
Orchid flowers, preservation of, 726
Orchid leaves diseased, 123
Orchids, terrestrial, 758
Orchis foliosa, 18 ; O. hircina, 538 ; a

monstrous, 150
Ornamental planting, 654
Ornithogalum albovirens, 364 ; O. auntn-

tiacum, 748
Osmunda regalis at Camstraddan, 751
Ossenkop system of propagating, 149
Owl, the brown. 347 ; notes on the. 701

Oxalis Bowei, 342, 495 ; O. lobata at

Kew, 470

P.vciivsTiGiM.v Cambyi, 720
Paionia MouLan Elizabeth, 786
Palermo, floriculture in, 370
Palm, a branched, 180 ; a new African.

18 ; the, and the Gourd, 471
Pampas grass, the, 406, 599, 757
Pancratium speciosum, 471
Pandanus caricosus, 720 ; P. Linnci,

flowering of, 662 ; P. reflexus, a fruit

of, 786 ; P. unguifer, 562
Pandanus or Screw Pines, 374 ; food pro-

ducts from, 117
Pansies, bedding, in the Durdham Down

Nursery. 246 ; new fancy, 7S6
;
Johnny

]ump-up5. 47
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Papaw, the, 765
Paper making material, a new, 534
Paraffin as an insecticide, 409, 440, 475,

602, 634, 664
Parentage in hybrids, 50
Paris exhibition, notes from the, 148, 214,

246, 532 ; awards at the, 530, 724 ; the

Boyd-Wills conservatory at, 536
Parks, the renovation of old trees in the,

397, 4.:{D. S17 ;
d'-ciduoLis trees for, 461

Parks ;ni-l immI-'ii,, pnl,lM', 7,7

Passifl .' ,.
,

! M.ilinii, jo.(
;

TSb
Paulnuin.i iM.p.ii.ili-,. ;ou. 7^3, OIL,

I*av(!tt;i borbonica, 535
Pavonia Makoyana, 592
Peaches, Hellegarde and Violette Hative,

313 ; Riltct, 190 ; Karly Rivers, 379 ;

(iladslcno. 407 ; Golden Frogmore,
736; l.R-lmnn's. 752

Peach culturu, Mr. McKinnon on, 400
Peaches and Nectarines, 282 ; at Chis-
wick, 266, 379 ;

growing on the same
branch, 249, 280, 312, 379 ; in America,
406 ; new early American, 495

Peaches, a heavy crop of, 53 ; not setting,

219
Peach tree, an extraordinary, 154
F^ea, llie Criterion, 85 ; Crown or Mummy,
757 ; Culverwell's Autumn Marrow,
310 ; Sharp's Invincible, 313

Pea culture, notes on, 474
Peas, sweet, for cutting from, 84
Pear Bergamolte Hertrick, 593 ; Beurrc

Saint-Fran90is, 593 ; Beurrti Lef6vre,

437 ; Chaumontelle, 503, 726 ; Dr.
Hogg, 382 ; Doyenne d'Alen9on, 752 ;

Marie Louise, 473 ; Mikado, 786

;

Peach, 720
Pear, a proliferous, 409
Pears for late use, 600, 665, 697, 731 ;

795, 811 ; ripening and marketing, 564
Pear trees, monstrous, 563, 761
Pedestrian trip across South Africa, 48,
no, 145, 209, 236

Pedicularis megalantha, 786 [436
Pelargonium inquinans, 204 ; P. Nymph,
Pelargoniums, bedding, rain-proof, 343 ;

the culture of, for autumn and winter
flowering, 783, 812 ; decorative, 786 ;

on dressing, 793 ; ivy-leaved, 627
;

grafting golden and silver variegated.

538 ; standard, 783 ; variegated at
Chiswick, 534 ; variegated, for market,

9 ; zonal at Cliiswick, 430 ; zonal, for

autumn blooming, 630, 664 ; winter
blooming, 792

Pendell Court, the gardens at, 310
Penrhyn Castle, 591
Pentaraphia floribunda, 593
Pcntstemons, autumn-blooming, 600

;

new, 114
Peristeria cerina, 139
Peruettya ciliaris, 89, 122
Peristeria elata, 249
Persian Lilac, the so-called, 86
Pescatorea Russelliana, 524
Petworth House, 491, 523
Petunias, the double, as decorative plants,

247
Pezizacnicifera, 397, 441, 473
Phaius Dodgsoni, 720
Phalnenopsis violacea, 116, 507 ; violacea
Murtoneana, 234

Philesia buxifolia, 439
Pliilodendron pertusuni, 630 ; P. serpens,

786
Phloxes, 503 ; P. Drummondii, 235 ; P.

reptans, 720 ; P. setacea atropurpurea,

407 ; P. Virgo Maria, 471
Phosphates for Turnips, 566
Pliotographs, Mr. Vernon Heath's, 18
Phyllo.\era, the, 218, 244. 281 ; in Bur-
gundy, 215 ; M, Lavalli^e's suggestions
for dealing with the, 660 ; Vines
affected with. 314

Physianthus albens as a moth-trap, 667
Picea nobilis, 343 ; P. Pinsapo, the

oldest specimens of, 374
Picotees, new varieties of, 124, 562, 75a
Pig-nuts and Truffles, 502
Pine-apple, the Lord Carington, 692 ; a
monstrous, 438 ; a proliferous, 630

Pine-apples, 502 ;
growing by smoke,

183 ; a suggestion concerning, 760, 792
Pines, injury to, 122
Pink in 1878, the, So
Pinus Montezumce in Palermo, 373 ; P.

parviflora, 624 ; P. ponderosa pendula,
236

Pious custom, the abuse of a, 503
Pipes, Brier-root, 531
Pitcher-leaved Salvia, a, 313
Plantago major, 88
Plantains, proliferous, 600
Plant-galls arising from animal agency, 3^9
Plant geography, 791
Plant-houses, curvilinear, 749
Planting, ornamental, 654 ; season, the,

731 ; the best season for, 794
Plant names, spelling and pronunciation

of. 345
Plant portraits, 113, 189, 306, 496, 562,

592, 626, 720, 752, 785
Plant shading, 246, 282, 781

Plants : New Garden, described—
Adiantum Williamsii, 45 ; Agapan-
thus umbellatus, Lcichtlinii, 428 ;

Agave paucifolia, 492 ; Angr?ecum
Scottianum, 556 ;Artocarpus(more cor-

rectly Ficus exscnlpta), R; ; .X-^pasia

psittacina, G84 ;
I'l-.-u'i pi ii.niifolia

Ohlcndorftiana, 7:-. I i i- nce-

aiia, 266 ; Bulboi-lr. ..m . ..nmm,
716 ; B. i:)sycho'jii, 1

,
' !i ' lum tri-

Chloroplivinm polvrlii/on, 396 ; Ccelo-
L,'\iir rorynihosa lirtL-n iglossa, 8; C.

Jilassangtana, 684 ; C. Wallichiana, 556 ;

Compareltia speciosa, 524 ; Conophal-
liis (.^JTitanum (probably Brachyspatha),

788 ; Cycas siamensis, 810 ; Cymbidium
affine, 810 ; C. Leachianum, 106 ; C.
Parishii, 74 ; Cypripedium Lawrencea-
num, 748 ; Dcndrobium Bensonre xan-
thinum, 45 ; D. Burbidgei, 300 ; D.
d'Albertisii, 588 ; D. Moorei, 139 ;

Drimiopsis perfohata, 364 ; Eria Cor-
neri, 106 ; E. sphserochila, 106 ; Euco-
niis amaryllidifolia, 492 ; E. bicolor, 492 ;

Eulophia scripta, 332 ; Grammatophyl-
lum EUisii. 333; Eneephalartos acan-
tha, 810; Hiemanthus albo maculatus,
202 ; H. Arnottii, 492 ; H. Kalbreyeri,
202 ; Hartwegia gemma, 8 ; Iris bal-

kana, 266 ; Lselia Dominyana, 332 ;

Leperiza eucrosioides, 170 ; Lilium
lucidum, 623 ; L. maritimum, 622

;

Listrostachys ringens, 266 ; Lycaste
Wittigii, 654 ; Masdevallia abbreviata,
106 ; M. campyloglossa, 588; \\. hypo-
discus, 234 ; M. velifera, 364 ; Maxil-
laria caloglossa, 654; M. neophylla,
58S ; Mesembryanthemum hirtum, 138 ;

Mormodes luxatum, 396 ; Odontoglos-
sum cristatellum, 716 ; O. Edwardi,
74 : Oncidium lameUigemm, 6S4 ; O.
Millianum, 364 ; Ornithogalum albo-
virens, 364 ; O. aurantiacum, 748 ;

Pescatorea Russehana, 524 ; Peristeria

cerina, 139 ; Phalnsnopsis violacea
Murtoniana, 234 ; Platycerium Hillii,

428 ; Renanthera histrionica, 74 ; Sar-
canthus mirabilis, 300 ; Schomburg-
kia Lyonsii, 3()6 ; Stanhopea tricornis.

Gardn.
T. pai:

I r... > inskiana, 460 ;

I
1

1
pa Kolpakow-

skiana, 2"^, 1 in \\y\.\ Ijii'TOglossa, 234;
Xeronema Moorei, 8 ; Zamia (?) ampli-
folia, 810 ; Zygopetalum obtusatum,
300

Plants, the distribution of, 715 ; the
effective grouping of, 201, 281 ; hardi-
ness of : a word of warning, 505, 599,
664 ; in flower at Drayton Beauchamp,
219 ; flowering out of season. 471 ; in-

sectivorous. 140 ; new, certificated by
the Royal Botanic Society, 655 ; cer-

tificated by the Royal Horticultural
Society, 782 ; New Zealand, 79 ; her-
baceous, at Kew, 46 ; noteworthy her-
baceous. 118 ; of Turkestan, 374 ; varia-

tion in, 814
Platanthera fimbriata, 786
I'latyceriumalcicorne on Cadcr Idris, i=;o,

729 ; P, Hillii, 429
Platycodon grandiflorum, 306
Pleroma Gayanum, 562
Plumbago capensis, 342, 473. 602

; in the
open air, 567 ; P. Larpento;, 438, 507

Plums, a second crop of. 474
Phim. the Sultan, 250
Plum trees dropping their crop, 280
Pogonia ophioglossoides, 720
Poison berries, our, 727
Polygonums, select, 406, 507
Polyporus dryadeus, juice distilled bv,

123
Pommes de Terre, British, 503
Pontederia crassipes, 155
Poplars, the black Italian for London,
539 ; a new silver pyramidal, 502 ; new
American, 662

Populus augulata, 51, 590 ; P. Frcmontii,
662 ; P, tricliocarpa, 662

Portugal Laurel, Mistleto on, 795
Portulacca Thellusonii, 253
Potato, Blue Fluke, 633 ; Interna-

tional Kidney. 601, 632, 664 ; Inter-
national and Victoria, 759 ; Sutton's
Magnum Bonum, 444, 474, 538 ;

Manhattan, 249 ; Radstock Beauty,

759 ; Woodstock Kidney, 507, 539,
569. 726. 759

Potato crops of 1S78, 119, 151, 148, 219,

342, 379 ; disease, the, 84. 18b, 304,
346, 376, 506 ; exhibiting, 761 ; fungus
on the Tomato, 250 ; lore. 663 ; shaws.

Potato exhibition, the International. 372.
414 ; notes from the, 431, 441, 505, 538

Potato, the native country of the, 121
Potatos, 346 ; at Bingley Hall. 727 ; at

Chiswick, 600 ; at the Paris Exhibi-
tion. 500 ; Mr. McKinlay's. 121 ; how
to save, 120 ; new varieties of, 666

;

notes from the North, 728 ; large yields
of, 217, 249, 342 ; to look at, and to

eat, 792, 819 ;
yellow-fleshed, 436 ; within

Potatos, 319
Potentilla fruticosa, 786
Pothos canncefolia, the history of, 244
Potting-shed, a model, 788
Preserve, Vegetable Marrow, 410, 443
Preston show of the Royal Horticultural

Society, the, 54, 86, 154. 408, 441
Prince's Park, carpet-bedding in, 442
Primrose Magenta, 114
Primula Auricula var. marginator, 569 ;

cortusoides anioena, 593 ;
japonica, 52,

374 ; longiflora, 306 ; nivalis, 593 ;

sinensis, 306 ; sinensis Lord Beacons-

field, 696 ; sinensis Ruby King, 694
Primula sport (solitary-flowered), 339
Primulas, propagation of, 22
Propagating, the Ossenkop system of,

149
Prosopis juliflora, on the poisonous nature

of, 268
Protection v. weather, 718
Pruning, effects of. on the growth and
shape of trees, 183 ; winter, 694

Prunus Padus aucubifoHa, 471 ; triloba,

625
Pterostylis Raptistei, 593
Pterostyrax hispidum, 599
Pyracantha, the, 665 ; as a standard tree,

218
Pyrethrum serotinum, 492 ; uliginosum,

406
Pyrola rotundifolia, 282
Pyrus arbutifolia, 470

Quail, a domesticated, 727
Queensland, corn and grass for trial in,

312 ; grasses for, 277 ;
product of. 790

Quercus Ilex at Wilton House, 218 ;'Q.

pedunculata fastigiata, 471
Quicklime a preservative of wood, 695

Ragusa, insect powder from, 598
Railway sleepers, on preserving, 87
Rainfall in Germany, 246 ; a remarkable,

535 ; tropical, 86

Ranunculus Ficaria, early flowering of,

539
RaspbeiTies, autumn bearing, 473, 505
Raspberry Jam tree, 415
Reanaluxuri.ans, 758
Redier's self-recording balance, 660
Reed, Mr. T.. death of, 59
Renanthera histrionica, 74
Resin, Mokurrus, 796
Rhea fibre, 148
Rhexia virginica, 269, 276
Rhododendron Souvenir de Jean Byls,

306
Rhodoleia Championi, 625, 667
Rhubarb of commerce, 654
Rliuljarb. a market bundle of. S19
Ribes alpinum pumilum aureuni. 627, 720
Richardia sethiopica, 2i, 155
River scenery on the Eden, 756
Road-scraper, an improved, 697
Rockery under glass, a, 438
Rogieria cordata, 190; R. gratissima, 759
Rondeletia odorata, 593
Root pruning, 475
Roots, growth of the, 597
Root shows, the annual, 686
Rosa bracteata, 599 ; R. caroliniana, 721

;

R. Parquerette, 752 ; R. parvula, 752 ;

R. Pompon de Bourgogne, 752 ; R.

rugosa, 564, 602
Rose, Anna de Diesbach, 593 ; Beauty of

Glazenwood, 502 ; Charles Darwin,

721 ; Chromatella, 282. 665 ; Duchess
of Bedford, 23 ; Harrison Weir,

123, 752 ; Dr. Sewell, 23 ; Penelope
Mayo, 23 ; Harrison Weir and Dr.

Sewell. 84; Jules Chretien, 721 ; Laur^
Davoust, 786 ; the Macartney, 590

;

Mad. Bonnin, 786 ; Mad. Rocker, 786 ;

Mar^chal Niel, 567 ; Mar^chal Niel

on the borders, 730, 761 ; Maria-
Henrietta, 721 ; Rosy Morn, 593

Rose de la Grifferaie as a stock, 834
Rose, a monstrous, 123
Roses, a bombardment with, 51 ; autumn
blooming, 369, 409, 438, 442, 473, 527,
5G8 ; list of, 410 ; button-hole, 45,

78 ; an enemy of, 632, 666 ; from seed,

10 ; how to judge, 25 ; of the future,

719, 784 ; out-of-doors, 379 ; seasonable
Iiints about. 108 ; buds and stocks.

108, 591, 684; anew stock for Mar^chal
Niel. loS ; Tea, 666 ; Tea. with coloured
plate, 43 ; Tea, at Lambton Castle, 407 ;

the new French, 494, 558 ; the Slough,

334; winter budding, 667
Rose shows, notes on the, 9
Rose Society, the National, 535, 788
Rosiere, crowning the, 90
Royal Botanic Society, evening fiSte, 8

Royal Horticultural Society and Her
Majesty's Commissioners, 372

Royal Society, the, 724
Rubus crataefiifolius, 59.] ; R. nubigenns
macrocarpus, 752

Rudbeckia purpurea, 407
Ruellia acutangula, 752 ; R. Devosiana,

594
Russia, hedges in, 634
Rye, mammoth, 182

Salisburia adiantifolia, 378
Salix argyreia, 438
Salt, 506
Salt-bushes on the Murrumbidgec, 763
Salvia cacaheefolia, 306 ; S. patens, 566 ;

S. patens shedding its buds, 601. 633,

666
;
planting out v. pot-culture of, 793

Salvia as a Pitcher-plant, 313
Salvias, notes on, 697 ; for winter bloom-

ing, 597
Saponaria calabrica, 309
Sarracenia Drummondii alba, on the cul-

ture of, 280 ;
S. purpurea, 624

Sarcanthus mirabilis, 300
Saxifraga Maweana, 786 ; S. peltata, 118

;

M. Schmidtii, 786
Scabious, the, 506
Scariet Runner Bean, fertilisation of, by
humble bees, 561, 600

Schizostylis coccinea, 698, 471, 193
Schomburghia Lyonsii, 396

Scientific Committee;—Acer Schwed-
leri, 23 ; action of carbolic acid on
plants, 667 ; Bamboo penetrated by a
borer, 667 ; beetle in Ascension, 796 ;

Cedar, gnam' on, 123 ; flints and
lichens, 23 ; Larch disease. 667 ; Lilies,

hybrid, 23, 123 ; Lilium pods, 667 ;

Mimulus maculatus, monstrous forms
of. 123 ; Mistleto, monoecious, 7^6 ;

Mokurras resin, 796 ; "nomenclatm'e of

garden plants, 667. 796 ; Orchid leaves,

diseased, 123 ; Orchis Iwrcina, 667 ;

Physianthus albens as a moth-trap, 667 ;

Pines, injury to, 122; plants exhibited,

667, 796 ; Polyponis dryadeus, juice

distilled by, 123 ; Potato disease, 123 ;

Primulas, propagation of. 22 ; Rose, a
monstrous, 124 ; Sugar-cane disease.

122 ; Tea disease in Sikkim, 22 ; Tea
leaf disease, 122 ; Torenia Bailloni,

124 ; trees affected by lightning, 667 ;

monstrous Vegetable Marrow, 796

;

\'ine, diseases of the, 22 ; Virginian

Creeper "a passer of the bottle," 122

Scottish Horticultural Association, 18, 215,

309, 438
Scotland, is it a part of England for exlii-

bition purposes ? 440, 473, 539
Scurvy of the sea, 186, 249
Scuticaria Steelii, 757
Seaforlhia elegans flowering, 566 ; fruit-

ing at Endelifte Hall, 597
Seaside planting : Victor Hugo, 378
Sedum Neoii, 786
Sedum, a review of the genus, 267, 302,

336, 376, 463, 590, 626, 658, 684, 716,

750 ; index of names, 784
Seed adulteration, 627
Seed Adulteration Amendment Act, 598
Seeds, good, how shall we get them ? 20

;

sown by birds in trees, 698 ; northern,

superiority of, 374
Self-recording balance, Redier's, 660

Senecio pulcher, 374, 438, 495 ; S. sub-

scandens, 114 [240

Sequoias, tlie, in the Yo-Semite Valley,

Seville, the produce of, 116

Shading for plants. 249, 282, 781

Shropshire, the cup funguses of, 465
Shrubbery borders, the formation of, 377
Shrubs, desirable hardy, 184 ; hardy, by

the sea, 347
Silphiuni integrifolium, 495 ; S. perfolia-

tum, 495
Sim, Mr. R.. death of, 223
Singapore Botanical and Zoological Gar-

den, 702
Slough, notes from, 334
Slugs and Lapagerias, 602 ; and Delphi-

niums, 537
Smith, Mrs. Chailotte, a relic of, 345
Snakes and Geraniums, 406
Snowdrop guard, a, 786

Societies :—Basingstoke Horticultural,

317; Birmingham and Midland Counties

Chrysanthemum, 731 ; Birmingham
Botanic Garden Show, 251 ; Bishop
Auckland Horticultural, 317 ; Bitteme
Horticultm-al, 91 ; Brackley Agricul-

tural and Horticultural, 222 ; Brent-

wood Horticultural, 382 ; Cheadle
Horticultural, 250 ; Chrysanthemum
shows, 668 ; City Flower Show, 156 ;

Clay Cross Horticultural, 222 ; Crypto-

gamic Society of ScoUand, 508 ; Crystal

Palace, 24, 413 ; Derbyshire Horticul-

tural, 349 ; Didsbury Floral and
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Horticultural. 157 ; Ealing, Acton,

and Hanwell Horticultural, 92, 700

;

East London Amateur Horticultural,

252 ; Edinburgh Botanical, 700 ; En-

field Horticultural, 93 ; Hereford Fungus
Meeting, 476 ; Highgate Horticultural,

91 ;
International Potato Exhibition,

414 ; Isle of Thanet Horticultural, 350 ;

Kendal Horticultural. 156 ; Leeds
Horticultural, 22 ;

Luton Horticultural,

125 ; Maidenhead Horticultural, 350 ;

Maidstone Horticultural, 23 ; Marl-

borough Horticultural, 156 ; Meteoro-

logical. 635 ; Moor Park Flower Show,

251 ; National Carnation and Picotee

(Southern Section), 123 ;
(Northern

Section), 187 ; National Rose Society,

Manchester. 58 ; Newcastle Horticul-

tural. 124 : Norfolk and Norwich Horti-

tural. 91 ;
Northampton Floral and

Horticultural. 382 ; Olney Horticul-

tural, 221 ; Pelargonium, 222 ; Rams-
gate and St. Lawrence Horticultural,

252 ; Reading Horticultural, 285 ; Red-
ruth Horticultural, 124 ; Richmond
Horticultural, 24 ; Rochester Horticul-

tural, 23 ; Romford and Essex Horti-

cultural, 24 ; Royal Botanic, 58 ; Royal
Caledonian Horticultural, 349 ; Royal
Horticultural. 22, 122, 187, 250. 382.

507, 667 ; Preston Sliow, 54 ; Sandring-

liam Cottage Horticultural, 157 ; St.

Austell Horticultural, 221 ; Scottish

Arboricultural, 635 ; Scottish Horti-

lultural Association, 604, 732 ; Seven-

onks Horticultural, 2S5 ; Shepton
Mallet Horticultural, 251 ; Southampton
Horticultural, 188 ;

Southampton Chry-

santhemum, 701 ;
Southgate Horti-

cultural, 92 ; Stevenage Horticultural,

93, 382 ; Taunton Dean Horticul-

tural, 252 ; Thornton Heath Horticul-

tural. 350 ; Torbay Horticultiu-al, 90 ;

Tunbridge Wells Horticultural, 92 ;

Versailles International Horticultural

Exhibition. 283 ; Weston-super-Mare
Horticultural, 188 ; Wimbledon and
District Horticultural, 91 ; Woodbridge
Horticultural, 92 ; Woodford Horticul-

tural, 125

Societies, special, 150
Soil exhaustion and its remedy, 445
Soil, on sweetening, 662 ; frost-bound,

breaking the surface of. 788
Soils, sticky and wet, 722
Solanum hybridum Empress, 400 ; S.

jasminoides, 440
Soluble Phenyle as an insecticide, 696.

765, 821
South Africa, notes from, 411
Spathiphyllum v. Massowia, 749, 783 {see

Anthurium Dechardi)
Specimen plant, what is a ? 268

Spirsa palmata, 88 ; S. palmata elegans,

375, 594
SpinKas, herbaceous, 240
Spiranthes cernua, 721
Squirrels, are they carnivorous? 222, 252,

316, 402
Stachys Maweana, 627
Staff, a botanist's, 404
Stanhopea tigrina, 21 ; tricornis. 8io
Stanstead Park Nursery, the, 239
Stapelias. rare, 567
Stirlingshire, the crops and the weather

in, 52
Stock, a double, 53
Stokesia cyanea, 470
Storks and toads, 756, 792
Stovve, 427
Stratton Park, Hants, 337
Strawberry farms of Perthshire, the, 85
Strawberries in November, 632, 697 ;

notes on, 21, 52 ; wintering plants in

pots, 730 ; removal of the leaves of,

438
Streptocarpus fioribundus, 282
Stuartia Malachodendron, 594
Suburban thoroughfares, trees in. 531.

Succulent beds in Kcw, 535
Succulent plants for window gardening,

1

Sugar and Orange culture in New South

Wales, 662
Sugar-cane disease, 122

Sugar from Water Melons, 407
Sugar Maple, the, 13S

Summer in London, 404
Sunday thunderstorms, 18

Sunflowers. 598
Sutton & Sons" florists' seed grounds, 666

Swallows and martins, 265
Sweet Pea, Butterfly, 183, 627

Sweet Peas for cutting from, 84

Table decoration. Grape Vines for,

528
Tacsonia insignis, 85
Talisia megaphylla, 598
Tea, Ceylon, 695 ; leaf disease, 122 ;

disease in Sikkim, 22

Tecoma grandifolia, 599 ; T. radicans,

463
Telegastrograph , the, 301
Tenant v. Rawlings, 702, 764
Tephrosia virginiana, 786
Teredo proof trees, 662
Thames Embankment, the trees on tiic,

503 ; the railings on the, 564
Thorn sport, a, 86
Thorpe Perrow, 10, 208 ; the old Elder

tree at, 405
Thozet, 'M.A., death of, 182, 309
Thuia Standishii, 397
Tillandsia brachycaulos, 627 ; T. circina-

lis, 780 ; T. Gardneri, 361 ; T. Kar-
winskiana, 460 ; T. paucifolia, 748 ; T.
Roezlii, 594 ; T. tectonim, 594 ; T.

usneoides, 594
Tithe commutation, 247
Todea Wilkesiana. 818
Torenia Bailloni, 123, 721 ; T. Four-

nieri, 594
Toxicophla?a Thunbergii, 306
Tomato, the Grape, 633, 698 ; Vick's

Criterion, 409
Tomato, grafting the, on the Bitter

Sweet. 215 ; the Potato fungus on tlie,

250. 537
Tomatos, 441, 569 ; and wasps, 379, 409,

443 ;
outdoor, 343. 507

I rachelospermum jasminoides, 626
Trau'iplanting, remarks on, 399, 697
Trapa natans, 214
Trees and slarubs, hardy, 590 ; orna-

mental, 687 ; select for outside walls,

439. 463. 561. 625 ;
planting, 726

Trees affected by lightning, 667 ; and
foundations, 726 ; coloured, 468 ; de-
ciduous, for parks, 461 ; ef!ects of sea-

sons on, 536 ; the foliation of, 86
;

golden, 438 ; the growth of, 116; in-

jm-ed by fungi, 470 ; in the city of

Manchester. 46 ; in Hyde Park and
Kensington Gardens, the, 276, 364 ;

the renovation of old, in the parks. 397,
43O' 473. 494. 5'34. 537 \

near houses,

412 ;
planting in London. 50 ; the

planting of. in towns, 560 ;
planting,

royal. 245. 278, 282. 315. 346 ; severe
punishment for destroying, 535 ; self-

reproduction of by layering, 791 ; in

suburban thoroughfares, 534 ; Teredo
proof, 662

Tr.^ntham, the young gardeners' lodge at,

721
Tre5co, Isles of Scilly. 19
Tropasolum aduncum, 630 ; T. Lobbianum

Perfection, 786 ; T. polyiDhyllum, 50 ;

T. speciosum, 118. 473, 502, 505, 601

T. tricolorum from seed, raising, 602
Trop;-eolum seed, raising, 568
Truffaut's, M., nursery at Versailles, 302
Truffles in America, 819; and Pig-nuts,

502
Tuberous-rooted Begonias, new, 717
TuUpa altaica, 786 ; T. Kolpakowskiana,

202. 786 ; T. saxiitilis, 190 ; T. tri-

piiylla, 786

Tunis, Esparto in, 309
Turkestan, 596 ;

plants of, 374
Turnips, club-root in, 373 ;

phosphates
for, 566

Tussac-grass in Stornoway, 280

UiTENHAGE, Soutli Africa, notes from,

410
Ulmus montana fohis variegatis, 219
Uncifera heteroglossa, 233
Upleatham, flower gardening at, 367

Valentines, the gardens at, 272
Vanda v. Anguloa, 697, 730
Vanda tricolor sporting, 474
Vegetable Marrow, a monstrous, 896
Vegetable Marrows, 346, 380, 438 ;

pre-

serve. 410, 443
Vegetable parasites, models of, 029
Vegetable products of Mogador. 276

Vegetables in the North, 665
X'^egetables, new, certificated by ih 1

Horticultural Society, 782 ; on
ing, 694. 792

Vegetation of Jamaica, 270 ; open-air for

June, 77
Verbascum Blattaria, 506
Verbena, bedding, Gruss aus Erfurt, 182,

786 ; V. Bessie, 721
Verbenas at the Castle Street Nurseries,

Salisbury, 186
Veronica Chamajdrys, 539 ; V.Traversii,

118, 627 ; V. longilolia subscssiUs, 247 ;

V. saUcifolia, 374 ; V. speciosa im-
perialis, 306

Viburnums, notes on, 625
Vienna, fruits and vegetables in, 534

Villa Garden :—Azaleas and Camel-
lias, 763 ; Calceolarias, 155, 690 ; Car-
nations, Cloves, and Picotees, 282

;

CaiTots, young, in autumn. 722 ; Chry-
santhemums in pots, 444 ; Cinerarias,

690 ; crowded forecourt gardens, 338 ;

Cyclamens. 690 ; forcing bulbs, 668
;

fruit garden ; root-pruning, 475 ; fruit

trees, planting, 571 ; Golden Feather
Pyrethrum for a north garden, 14 ;

greenhouse, &c. , cleanliness in the,

412 ;
greenhouse, furnishing a cool in

winter, 722 ;
greenhouse work in

winter. 763 ; Lettuce, spring, 594

;

Peach trees on walls, decline of, 210;
soils, sticky and wet. 722 ; Spinach,
Onions, Cabbage, 594 ; Strawberries.

82 ; vegetable refuse, 381 ; watering,

114 ; weeds, 381

Village, a suburban, 272
Villa Taverna, Lago di Como, 444
Villa Thuret, the, 214
Vine culture : watering, 664
Vine disease in Madeira, 398
Vine, diseases of the, 22
Vine extension, 155
Vine in Jamaica, the, 304
Vine sport, the Culford, 756 ; at Preston

Hall, 342
Vine, M. Macagno's experiments on the

functions of the leaf of the, 692 ; a new
disease in, 660 ; in pots, on the culture

of, 687 ; bottom-heat for, 760, 820

;

grafting on the bottle system, 765 ;

pruning and cleaning, 729
Viola pedata, 786 ; V. sagittata. 721
Violas and Pansies, bedding. 282, 303
Violas in wet and dry sdisons, 249
Violas, fancy, 500 ; notes on, m
Violet, Marie Louise, 665

Violets, in winter, 633 ; on the culture of,

366
Virginian Creeper a passer of the bottle,

Vitis gongylodes, 695

Walks, asphalte, 405
Wallis, M. Gustav, death of, 183
Wails, outside, select trees and shrubs for,

439. 463. 561. 599
Warscewiczella Wailesiana, marginata,

discolor, and vittata, 627
Wasps and Tomatos, 409, 443
Waste lands, on the profitable cultivation

of, 663
Wattle-bark in Victoria, the, 596
Watering and liquid manure, 268
Water Lilies, tropical, 502
Weather, in Oxfordshire, 567 ; in Decem-

ber, 791, 819 ; and garden pets, 811
Weather v. protection, 718, 761
Weather question, the, 761, 791, 819
Weed growth on lawns, 21
Weigela hortensis nivea, 80, 122
Weights and Measures Act, the new, 500,

532, 536
Wellingtonia, growth of a, 474
Westringia longifolia, 306
Wheat, Arctic, 183, prizes for new

varieties of, 702
Wighton, Mr. John, death of, 733
Wilder. Hon. Marshall P., 86, 478
Wilderness, near Reading, the, 814
Wild Grasses, 86
Willersley CasUe, new glass houses at.

496
Willow, a large Huntingdon, 596
Willows, North American, 818
Wilson raft, the, 631. 664
Wilton House gardens, glass extension at

313
Windebank, Mr. Wm., jun., 509
Window-boxes, a novelty in, 314
Wines and brandies, Chinese, 118
Winter bedding plants. 662, 796
Winter, the coming, 728, 759
Winters, severe, 794
Wistaria fnitescens, 463 ; W. sinensis,

AVood, quicklime a preservative of, 694
Woods, Indian, 182

Xantiioceras sorbifolia, 594, 599
Xanthosoma sagitufolia, 786
Xeronema Moorei, 8
Xiphion planifolium, 594

Year, the events of the, 816
Yew poisoning, 600, 632
Yorkshire Gala, the. 150
Yucca aloifolia variegata, 346. 374. 409 ;

Y. gloriosa, 150 ; Y. gloriosa elegans

marginata, 667

Zamia amplifolia. 810 ; Z. furfuracen,

594 ; Z. Loddigesii, 594 ; Z. Sieboldii,

594
Zanguebar, Ansellia from, 502
Zephyranthes Candida, 408
Zinnias, a chapter on, 272
Zizania aquatica, 18

Zygopetalum Mackayi. a word of praise

for, 569 ; Z. obtusatum, 300
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Abutilon rosnsflorum, 77
Adianium Williamsii, 44
Alpiae Forget-me-Not, and the Edelweiss,

the, 149
Aralia mandshurica, 593
Arbutus Unedo, 689
Artocarpus exsculpta (since determined to

be a Ficus), Hort., 85

Ballota acetabulosa, 589
Fiatatas paniculata, 341
Bean, fertilisation of the Scarlet Runner
by humble-bees, 561

Begonia President Burelle, 172
Boletus satanas showing change of

colour, 433
Roscobel House. 569 ; the Royal Oak

at. 501
Boyd-Wills conservatory at llie Paris

Exhibition, 537
Bramble, the double-flowering pink, 241
Brantingham Thorpe, plans of the flower

garden at, 464, 465 ; view of, 468 ; tlie

terrace garden at, 469
Bull's, Mr., new plant-liouses, 112, 113

Carnivorous plants. 433
Carpet-beds at Battersea Park, plans of,

332. 333
Carpet bed, " the Brunswick Star," 248
Cereus Swartzii, a hedge of, in Jamaica,

185
Chrysanthemum uliginosum, 493
Chrysopa vulgaris, 254
Cimicifuga americana, 557
Columnar flower-bed. a, 248
Conophallus (?) titanum, 781
Cordyceps Menestorides, 791
Cucumbers, tubercles on the roots of, 703
Curvilinear plant-houses, 749
Cut flower tray, 633

Dalkkith, section of the fruit room at,

657
Dendrobium d'Albertisii, 217 ; Bensonict,

817
Devizes Castle, the garden at, 245
Dieffenbachia Shutlleworthh, 45

Edelweiss and the alpine Forget-me-
not, the, 149

Elder tree, a remarkable, at Thorpe Per-

row, 405
Elm sapling in Ross church, 476'
Elvaslon Castle, view of the lake and
rockwork at, 117

Erica obbata, a specimen plant of, 301
Escailonia philippiana, 109

Ficus exsculpta, 85
Flower-beds, diagrams illustrating the

designing of, 144, 145
Flower garden at Brantingham Tliorpe,

469 ; at Thorpe Perrow. the, 12, 13
Fruit-rooms, plans of. 656
Fumigator, Harber's Worcester, 313
Funkia grandiflora, 629

Gardeners' lodge at Trentham, 720
Gate-post, protective resemblance in a

stone, 369
Gloxinia maculata, 189
Grammatophyllum speciosum, 181

Harber's Worcester Fumigator, 313
Hedge of Cereus Swartzii in Jamaica, 185
Helenium autumnale, 725
H ibiscus syriacus totus albus, 525
Hygrophorus Wymiise, 476

Ice-houses, 812
Insects : Chrysopa vulgaris, 254 ; Te-

phrites Cardui, 254

KE and rockwork at Elvaslon Castle.

17

mpetcr churcliyard, an old Vew tree

n, 369

Laurus nobilis, specimen of, 433
Ligustrum sinense, 365

folium robusluni, 753

Medicago echinus, 384
Mesembryanthemum hirtum, 139
Messenger and Co.'s houses at the Preston
show, 55

Mistleto Oak at Eastnor, the, 121

APNab, Mr. James, portrait of the late.

661
Moorman's, Mr. J., fruit-i

657

n, plans of,

Oak, the Royal, at Boscobcl, 501
Oak. the Mistleto. at Eastnor. the. 121

Onion, adventitious growth in an, 785

Paris Exhibition, the Boyd-Wills Con-
servatory at the, 537

Passiflora Hahnii, 305
Pelargoniums, a columnar bed of, 248
Pelargonium inquinans, 205
Penrhyn Castle, 597
Pernettya ciliaris, 89
Peziza crucifera, 397
Pine-apple Lord Carington, 693
Pinus Montezumce in Palermo, 373 ; P.

parviflora, 624 ; P. ponderosa pen-
dula, 237

Plant-houses. Mr. Bull's new, 112, 113 ;

with bent roofs, 749
Platycerium Hillii, 51, 428, 429
Ploughing, remains of ancient, 433
Potato within a Potato. 319
Preston show of the Royal Horticultural

Society : plan of the main tent, 54 ;

Messrs. Messenger's houses at the, 55
Pritchardia grandis, 284
Protective resemblance in a stone gate-

post, 369

Rhexia virginica, 269
Rhubarb, a market bunch of, 819
River scenery, vievv on the Eden. 757
Road-scraper, an improved, 697
Rosa nigosn, 565
Rose Gloire de Dijon at Thorpe Perrow,

209
Ross church, Ehii sapling in, 476

SalvivX. a pitcher-leaved, 313
Sarracenia Drummondii alba, 281 ; S.

purpurea, 625
Sedum maximum hrematodes, 337

;

S. multiceps. 717 ; S, pulchellum, 685 ;

S. spathulifolium, 377 ; S. Telephium
Jullianum, 336

Soianum hybridum Empress, 401

I

Tahle decorations, pot Vines for, 528,

529. 533
I

Tephrites Cardui, 254
Thistle gall, the, 254
Thorpe Perrow, the flower garden at,

12. 13; the Gloire de Dijon Rose at,

209 ; a remarkable Elder tree at, 405
Tvapa natans, 213
Trentham. the young gardeners' lodge at,

721 ;
plan of, 720

Valentines, view in the gardens at, 273 ;

the long pond and lower walk, 277
Vine, a standard pot, for decoration, 529,

533 ; trellis for, 528
\'irginian Creeper, the. as a passer of the

bottle. 123

Walk, a garden, at Woodbui'y Lodge,

441
Weigela hortensis nivea, 81

Willersley Castle, forcing-houses at, 496,

497
Wire stand, an ornamental. 665
Woodbury Lodge, garden walk at, 441

Xeuonema Moorei, 17

Yew, an old, in Lampeter churchyard.

3<J9

COLOURED PLATES.

A Group of Tea Roses (July 13), Double Plate,
|

Choice Hyacinths (September 7).
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CONTENTS.
Amaryllid ? what is an .

.

Aquilegia, a synopsis of
the known forms of

Berkeley portrait .

.

Birds in the belfry

Botanic Gardens, the even-
ing f^te at the ..

Brazilian Aroids ..

Cape Town, notes from ..

Coelogyne corymbosa he-

Dionxi muscipula
Flowering Agave .,

Flowers, I he ethics of
Gardeners' Royal Benevo-

Garden operations
Garden pests
Geranium pratense
Hartwegia geonoma

Kidney Beans
Melons, new
Morocco, plants of
Nelumbium speciosuin ..

Pelargoniums, variegated
Photographs, Mr. Vernon
Heath's

Plants, new garden
Potato shaws
Pyreihrums for north bor-

Obiu
Orchis foliosa

A Palm, a new African
Paris, the Congress of Eo-
uny at . . .. ..

Pelargonium oxalidifotium

Rose shows,
Ro^es from seed .

.

Seeds, good—how shall we
pet them?

Leeds'*"

Royal Horticultural ..

Rochester
Maidilone
Richmond
Romford and Kssex
National Rose Society

Stanhopea tigrina.

.

Strawberries, among the
Sunday thunderstorms .,

Thsrpe Perrovv (with cuts)
Tre^co, Isles of Scilly ..

Vi'la garden, the ..

Weather, the
Weed growth on lawns , ,
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With the Number for Saturday

next will be presented a Double Page

Coloured Plate of "A GROUP OF TEA

ROSES," For particulars see page 6.

NOTJCE.—AU Numbers of the ''Gardeners'
Chronicle ^^ prior to 1874 are \s. each.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY,
South Kensington. S. W.

EXHIBITION of the NATIONAL CARNATION and
PICOTEE SOCIETY in conjunction with the FKUIT and
FLORAL MEETINGS of the ROYAL HORTICULTURAL
SOCIETY. TUESDAY. July 23. For Conditions see Schedule
of Prizes, to be obtained on application at the Society's Office.
N,B.—There will be no Meeting of the Fruit and Floral

Committees on Tuesday, July 16. as originally fi.\ed.

EOYAL BOTANIC SOCIETY
Gardens. Regents Park.

EXHIBITION of FRUIT and ROSES and other CUT
FLOWERS, on WEDNESDAY, July 10. Gates open at

3 and close at 7 o'Clock. Two Military Bands will be in attend-

ance. Tickets to be obtained at the Gardens only by Vouchers
from Fellows of the Society, price 5J. each, or on the day of

exhibition, ^s. 6/i. each.

H~E O U N D L E FLOWER
and POULTRY SHOW will be held on WEDNES.

DAY. July 17. Priiei. upwards of ONE HUNDRED and
FIFTY POUNDS. Special Prizes for Stove and Greenhouse
Plants, Ferns and Roses. All entries close July to. Forms of

ALFRED KING, Sec. Oundle.

B^

entry of

• LACKPOOL.—The FLORAL and HOR-
TICULTURAL SHOW will be held al the Winter

Gardens, on WEDNESDAY, THURSDAY, and FRIDAY,
THOMAS BLANE. Secretary.

OTTINGHAM FLORAL and HORTI-
CULTURAL SOCIETY'S SHOW will be held on

JULY 18, ig. 20, in the Arboretum. Schedules and Entry
Forms on application.

Class I—JO Stove or Greenhouse Plants, lo in bloom lo
foliage (Orchids excluded). First Prize, i^a ; Second Prize
;£io ;

Third Prize, is-
Class 2— lo Stove or Greenhouse Plants. First Prize, /8

Second Prize, £5 : Third Prize, £,2 loi.
Class 3-6 Miscellaneous Plants, in or out of bloom distinct

Th'^d'p
f^"''^)"'* excluded). First Prize, iii Second Prize, i2 ;

Entries close on luly 13.

R. S. RADFORD. Secretary. Wilford Road.

T UDLOW HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
J-i --Exhibition at Ludford, JULY 24 and 25. A Special
Prize of TEN POUNDS, open to all England, is offered by
the President of the above Society, the Right Hon. the Earl of
Powis fur the best SI.K BUNCHES of GRAPES (three Black
and ihree White), of not less than two distinct varieties of each
colour, absolutely the growth of the exhibitor.

Competitors are earnestly requested to eive notice to the
HON. SECRETARY, 50. Broad Street. Ludlow on or before
the 2ot:i inst.

"W^ESTON-SUPER-.MARE Zi^d EAST
>> SOMERSET HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY
The SIXTH ANNUAL EXHIBITION in connection with

this Society will be held at Weston supenMare. on WEDNES-DAY July 31, when TWO HUNDRED POUNDS will be
olTered in Prizes. Schedules forwarded on applicalion to

W. B. FRAMPTON, Sec, Weston-super-Mare.

THE FOURTH GREAT r.lETROPOLI-
TAN BEE SHOW, promoted by the British Bee

Keepers' Association, will be held, under the Presidency of the
Baroness Burdett Couts, in the Gardens of the Royal Horti-
cultural Society, South Kensington, S.W., on August 6, 7,

and 8. For PRIZE LIST S and other information apply to the

Honorary Secretary,
j^^^ HERBERT R. PEEL,

Abbot's Hill, Hemel Hempstead, Heits.

Venus' Fly-Trap.
lON/EA MUSCIPULA.—Nice plants with
good traps, of this interesting Fly-catcher, 30^ per dozen

. WILLIAM BULL'S Establishment for New and Rare
5. King's Road, Chelsea, London. S.W.

D
HE CHESHUNT ROSES

ely in Bloom— late, but finer than ever.

PAUL/ :s, Cheshu . N.

CHARLES TURNER'S extensive Collection
is now in fine bloom : an inspection is requested. Trains

from Paddington at short intervals.

The Royal Nurseries, Slough.

ROSES. — Visitors to the Nurseries are
invited to inspect our extensive Collection of ROSES,

which are now in magnificent bloom.
CRANSTON'S Nurseries, King's Acre, Hereford.

ROSES NOW IN BLOOM,
thousands of the newest and finest varietie

An inspection invited.

JAMES DICKSON and SONS, Newton Nurseri<
(Eight minutes' walk from Railway Statioi

• Many

!. Chester.

To the Trade.—New Roses of 1878.

GEO. COOLING begs to offer e.\tra fine
plants of thiriy-two of the best varieties of the above,

wiih plenty of buds for immediate working. List and price on
application. The Nurseries. Bath.

TO BE SOLD, a great bargain, twenty-three
specimen STOVE PLANTS, (hs property of a Gentle-

man in Yorkshire. All particulats on application to

JAMES DICKSON and SONS, * Newton " Nurseiies.
Chester.

Baddins Violas, Show and Fancy Fansies.
ICKSONS AND COMPANY, i, Waterloo
Place. Edinburgh, invite an inspection of their unrivalled

illectlon of the above (including the new varieties for next
asoii). which is now in great beauty at their Pilrig Park
ursery. Established upwards of a century.

D

BEGONIAS — H.indsome-flowered, good
blooming plants, of choice named sorts, 3;^. and ^2J.

Mr. WILLIAM BULL'S Establishment for New and Ra
Plants, King's Road, Chelsea, London, S.W.

Primulas -Primulas—Primulas.
WILLIAMS' superb strain, ls.6tf. per dozen,

105. per 100: package and carriage free. CINE-
RARIAS, choicest assortment, same size and price. The
"'

' " equal to those I have sent out in previous years.

Coventry.

New Plant Catalogue.

HEATH AND SON beg to announce their
New Illustrated CATALOGUE of ORCHIDS,

FERNS, STOVE PLANTS, &c,, is now ready, and will be
forwarded, gratis and post-free, to all applicants.

HEATH AND SON, Nurserj^men, &c.. Cheltenham,

Genuine Garden Seeds.

WM. CUTBUSH AND SON have for many
years held some of the finest stocks of Seeds in the

Trade, and they believe that no House can possibly supply
better quality.

CATALOGUES post-free on application.
Highgate, London, N., and Bamet, N,

Show and Fancy Pansles, also Bedding Violas.
TPJOWNIE .\ND LAIKD, Royal Winter
-L^ Gardhn, Edinburgh, invite inspection of their unrivalled
collection of the above, which are now in full Hower. and may
be seen any day (Sunday excepted).

FOR S.ALE, in October and November,
Red and BUck CURRANT and GOOSEBERRY

BUSHES: also RASPBERRY CANES, STRAWBERRY
PLANTSand RHUBARB STOOLS. For particulars applvto

Mr. SCOTT, Garthdee, by Aberdeen.

F
New Cineraria Seed.

AND A. SMITH can now supply new Seed,
saved from their unrivalled collection, in is . 2s. 6ii

id 51. packets. Price by weight to the Trade on application.'
The Nurseries. West Duhvich, S,E.

Transit Agency for Plants, Seeds, &c.

1 J. BLACKITH AND CO. (established
^ " 1820, Cox's and Hammond's Quays, Lower Thames

London, S E —Forwarders to all parts of the world.

ANTED, to Stock a Range of Green-
• „„ houses, by Parties beginning business in Edinburgh,
ASSORTMENT of suitable YOUNG PLANTS. Offers
be addressed to

GARDENER, P.O., Murrayfield, Edinburgh,

c

w

(CATALOGUES.— His Excellency Pierre
V-V Wolkenstein will feel greatly obliged if Nurserymen and
Seedsmen will kindly send him their Catalogues. They should
be forwarded (by post) 10

S. E. PIERKE WOLKENSTEIN, Secrc'taire de la Society
Imperiale d'Honiculture de Russie. St. Petersburg

New Seedling Show and Early Pelargoniums.

FAND A. SMITH'S New CATALOGUE
• of the above is now ready, containing all the Novelties

of the Season. May be had free on application.

The Nurseries. West Dulwich, S.E.

c I N E R A R I A.—Turner's Strain, strong
Plants, 21. per dozen, post free.

PRITCHARD AND SONS, Nurserymen. Shrewsbury.

ORCHARD-HOUSE TREES, Fruiting in
Pots :- Peaches. Nectaiines, Plums. Pears, Apples,

Vines, Figs, Apricots, Cherries, Mulberries, and Oranges.
RICHARD SMITH and CO., Nurserymen and Seed

Merchants. Worcester.

To the Trade.L ILIUM AURATUM, I2s. per dozen in
pots, extra strong and fine : HYACINTHS, White

Roman; JONfJUILS. double; NARCISS, paper-while and
double Roman : ANEMONE FULGENS : SNOWDROPS,
double^and single. Prices very low and quality ex— ~ -

^ §,, fF. SANDER AND CO.. Seed Or . Albans,

Hyacinths, Tulips, and Other Dutch Bulbs.
BUDDENBORG BROS., Hillegom, Haar-

lem, Holland, Wholesale CATALOGUE of the above
now ready, and may be had of

Messrs. R. SILBERRAD and SON, 15. Harp Lane, Great
Tower Street, London, E.C,

Healthy Plants in Pots ofLILIUM AURATUM, the Golden-Rayed
Japanese Lily, per dozen, ifj , 24s , and 301.

UARR AKD SUGDEN. 12. King Sireet. Covenl Garden, W.C.

AY TREES for SALE.—The finest in
England. Five pairs in tubs, standing tj feet high.

Apply S.,West House, Clapham Common. S W.

Vines -Vines -Vinej.

J COWAN, The Vineyard, Garston, near
• Liverpool, calls attention to his splendid stock of well

ripened GRAPE VINES, su:table for planting Vineries. Cata-
logues free. Trade supplied. Jernis on application.

To the Trade, &o.
CLEMATISES. — An immense quantity of

the best and newest sorts. Plants of most kinds are now
very fine.

EWINGand COMPANY, The Royal Norfolk Nurseries,
: No (ich.

i "ORCHIDS.—Thousands of good Orchids canVy be supplied at 5J., -js. 6.^,, and ics bd. each. An inspec-
tion is invited, or by sending names of those already possessed
different varieties can be given, and purchasers will have a good
selection made for them.
Mr. WILLIAM BULL'S Establishment for New and Rare

Plants. King's Road, Chelsea, London, S.W.

Special List (No ,7) of Choice Orchids, &c.THE NEW PLANT and BULB
COMPANY beg to invite the attention of Orchid

Growers to their Importations from Assam, and various parts
of South America, &c ; also to their selection of many of the
choicest kinds of ORCHIDS, and those most easily grown.

i_...
pfj^eg^ gQQ^j healthy pieces, breaking and

growing freely. LIST posT-frC'

Lion Walk. Coltii,

pplic

6000 EugUsh-grown(CAMELLIAS and AZALEAS,
V^ ranging from t to 6 feet high, set with buds, in large or
small quantities to suit purchasers.
CATALOGUES and Prices on applicition. Special tcims

to the Trade.
HENRY WALTON, Edge End Nurseries, Brierlield, neir

Burnley, Lancashire.

To the Trade.
MALDEN AND SON have a few quarters of

the far-famed Stratton Green Round TURNIP
SEEDS to dispose of. For price, &c., apply to

MALDEN AND SON, Seed Growers, Biggleswade.

To the Trade.
RAPE SEED and WHITE MUSTARD.TT AND F. SHARPE have fine samples of

J^-*-« the above-named Seeds, suitable for sowing purposes.
Prices, &c., may be had on application.

Seed Growing EsiablJshment, Wisbech.

PEAT.—The West Moors Horticultural Peat
Supply.-C. R. HOLLOWAV, Chri-tchurch. Harts —

Brown, Fibrous. Light-weighing Peat, of excellent qualiiy.
for Orchids, Ferns, &c., well cut in Turves and carefully loaded
inta Railway Tructs. at 175. hd. per ton. in loads of 4 Tons and
upwards. Sample bag, 55. ; five bags. iis. ; iz bagt, 40J-

Some also, of good quality, at 13J td. per /our tons and
upwards.

Gentlemen's Gardeners, Amateurs, and Otbers

A R D E N P^Q T S' of best quality,
are requested to send their orders to

J. MATTHEWS, Rojal Potterv. Weston-super-Mare.
Price List on application.

G
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' SALES BY AUCTION.

Pyrgo Park, Romford, Essex.

IMPORTANT CLEARANCE SALE of Choice Exhibition
'

Spr<:imen STOVE and GREENHOUSE PLANTS of

various sizes, all well trained, and in the best possible

health, consisting of Anthurium Scherzerianiini (Raines'

variety), Lapageria alba (true) and rosea : rich assortmeills

of Allamandas and Ixoras, Eucharis, Lomaria heteiophylla,

Pimeleas Polygalas : a considerable number of young and

attractive specimen Azalea indica and Ericas, admirably

trained, embracing all the leading show varieties; Crotons.

Draca:nas, Caladium, Alocasia, and other ornamental

foliage plants : some handsome Palms and Ferns, show and

fancy Pelargoniums in variety, a small collection of valuable

ORCHIDS, a nearly new CONSERVATORY, 50 feet by

.8 feet; HOT-WATER PIPING; a nearly new Show
Plant VAN, 14 f«et 6 inches long by 8 feet wide, with

cloth.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
are favoured with instructions from Lieut. -General

Fytche to SELL the above beautiful COLLECTION of

PLANTS by AUCTION, without the slightest reservation, on

the Premises. Pyrgo Park, Havering-atte-Bower, near Romford,

Essex, on THURSDAY, July i8, at 12 for 1 o Clock precisely.

May be viewed two days prior to the Sale. Catalogues may
be had on the Premises, ofMr. LANE; and of the Auctioneers,

98, Gracechurch Street, EC, and Leytonstone, E.

Kelsale, near Saxmundham, Suffolk.

TO BE SOLD pursuant to an Order of the High Court of

Justice. Chancery^ Di ' ' '
"'^

'''"—'

Rickards, 1878. C. 33, with' the approbai

Chancellor Sir Richard Malins, the Judge

1 Chaplin V.

1 of the Vice-

„,„ ,„ attached, certain 'PROPERTY, situate

at Kelsale, near Saxmundham, in the county of Suflfolk.

MR. ROBERT FLICK (of the Firm of

Messrs Flick & Son), the person appointed by the said

Tud"e will SELL the above by AUCTION in one Lot, at the

Whi'te Hart Inn, Saxmundham, on MONDAY, July 15, at 6

o'clock in the afternoon punctually. 1 he Property comprises a

convenient stone, brick and tiled Dwelling House, containing

two Sitting-rooms. Kitchen, Pantry, Seedioom and three Bed-

rooms and surrounded by la. 3r. iSp of excellent land, now
planted, and for many years known as theKels.le Nursery

Giound, extremely well situated in the paiish tf Kelsale, by ihe

side of liie road leading from the village

which latter town and railway st

I mile.

The whole is now in possasslon of Mr. J. S. Rickards, and

possession will be given on October 11 next.

About eighty full bearing ORCHARD TREES will he

included in the Sale.

The property is copyhold of the Man
arbitr.aty on death or alienation.

Annual outgoings : land tax, 14s. yi. ; quit-rent. 6i/. : ap

timed tithe rent-charge, /i

Particulars and Conditions of Sale to be had of Me
SOUTHWELL and FRY, Solicitors, Saxmundham ;

Me:

POWNALL, SON, CROSS, and KNOTT, Solicil

Staple Inn, London, W.C. ; of the Auctioneer at his oITk

of Kelsale,

nndhai

Dated June 27, 1878.

nd at the place of Sale.

iR.l

To Be Let or Sold, with Immediate Possession.

TO BE LET or SOLD, a Small FLORIST
and NURSERY BUSINESS, situate .about i mile from

the Crystal Palace, and close to Upper Norwood ,
very central

and about i acre in extent partly stocked. There are four

Greenhouses and one Propagating House, and Range of Pits

heated by one Boiler, also 4 Ranges of Cold Pits stocked with

various Plants.

To view the same, apply to D. J. S.. 4 Ceiilah Road, New
Thornton Heath, Croydon ; and for further particulars, to Dr.

SMITH, Dingley, Market Harborough.

TO BE LET, at Michaelmas ne.xt, the

ABINGDON SEWAGE FARM, containing about

IS Acres of Pasture and 35 Acres of Arable Land. The land is

very suitable for the Cultivation of Vegetables, and will be Let

on a Lease, for Seven Years, a copy of which can be seen on

application at the Town Clerk's Office, Abingdc

further informatit 1 be obtained.

TO BE LET, with Immediate Possession, a
compact old-established NURSERY and SEED BUSI-

NESS in Somerset, in perfect working order, doing a thriving

trade and capable of further extension. Present proprietor

retiring. Coming-in about /500. This is an opportunity

rarely to be met with. For further p.articulars apply to

HURST AND SON, 6, Leadenhall Street. London, E.G.

TO BE LET, about 2 acres of well-stocked
NURSERY GROUNDS, with Vinery and Greenhouse

and Public-house and Pleasure Gardens attached, known as " The

Fountain," Apsley End. near the Paper Mills, and about \\i

mile from Boxmoor Railway Station. Mr. LENDON, who has

held the above for 27 years, having lost his wife and his health

failing, wishes to dispose of his Stock-in-Trade and Crops and

the Fittings and Furniture of the Public-house.

For further particulars and orders to View, apply to SMITH
AND ROBINSON, Estate Agents, Hemel Hempstead, Herts.

Roses, Pictorial Trees, &c.

"The Roses of Mr. Paul are things to see once and dream of

for ever."—/!//'.•"(!»;«.

"' Roses of every hue, so fresh and bright and numerous, that

the mind pictures to itself the scenery of the Rose gardens at

Waltham Cross in fine summer um^"—Morning Post.

WM. PAUL AND SON respectfully invite

all who take an interest in ROSES and ROSE
CULTURE to view the stock growing in their Nurseries at

Waltham Cross, which they believe to be still unsurpassed.

'The old-fashioned Roses dear to many from association are still

cultivated, and every novelty of merit is added as it appears.

Many seedlings raised in the establishment, and others raised

by the celebrated rosarian, R. B. Postans, Esq., can be seen

only in this est.iblishment.

The PICTORIAL TREES now so largely used in orna-

mental gardening are also in fine condition.

Admission free on presentation of address card. Visitors by
railway can enter the Nurseries from the platform, Waltham
Station. Great Eastern Railway.

Paul's Nurseries and Seed Warehouse, Waltham Cross.

T HE GARDENERS' ROYAL
BENEVOLENT IN.STITUTION.

Established in 1838 for the Relief of Aged and Distressed

Gardeners, their Widows, and others engaged in Horticultural

pursuits, by means of Pensions, which are granted for Life.

i^i6 per Annum to Men ; Xii2 per Annum to Women.
US' The Annual Subscription is j£i u. ; that for Life,

/lo loj- , which entitles the Donor to One Vote at each Election

of Pensioners.
Persons of the age of 60 and upwards are eligible for the

Pensions, or earlier in the event of being totally disabled.

During the time the Society has been in existence it has

relieved 252 persons, at a cost of upwards of .(^22,780, and it has

now upon its Funds 77 Pensioners.

The Funded Stock of the Society is .£11,300, standing in the

names of the Trustees, in the Three per Cent. Consols.

Special attention is requested to the following Rule (No. 6),

which enacts :
—

" That none but those who have subscribed fjr fifteen years

consecutively shall be considered eligible while a suflicient

number of such persons shall be upon the List, the object being

to give a preference to those persons who have been contri-

buting to assist others ; so that if the funds should enable the

Committee to call for an election of five persons, and there were
two or three Candidates who had been subscribing fifteen years,

such persons would be appointed Pensioners, without an
election, in preference to the other Candidates."

rrMsBWr:—ROBERT WRENCH, Esq., London Bridge,

E.C.

, Tavistock Row,

Gardeners Chronicle Office,

41, Wellington Street, W.C,
June 27, .878.

W. RICHARDSbegs to acknowledge the following donation

for the benefit of the above Fund ;

—

MISS E. A. ORMEROD
MISS JONES
W. THOMPSON
W. CARSON AND SONS
CURATOR
J. GREGGE
A. J. FOXWELL
R. SMITH
W. BALL AND CO
A FRIEND (A. F.) ..

J. MACMILLAN
J. BRYSON
G. T. S.\UI
T. SPENCER
R. FORTUNE
E. EDWARDS
J. GOODYER
W. BLAKE
COL. W. W. ANDERSON ..

J. AMOS
H. J. COBB
H. LAWLEV
W. HINDS
A BROTHER IN CRAFT ..

G. S. TISSINGTON ..

T. SMITH
R. WILLMET
T. MOORE
BRADBURY, AGNEWandCO
SPICER BROS.
H. 'V. WARD
DR. MASTERS, F.R.S.

J. BRAMHAM
R. WALTERS
J. LYE
ELIZ. HUBBARD ..

J. M. JEFFERY
ANONYMOUS
A. D. CHRISTIE
A FRIEND (C. C.) ..

{. s. d.\ £

CHRISTMAS ROSES.—Helleborus niger,

the true maximus variety. Spiraea (Hoteia) japonica and

palmata. may be had in any quantity. Prices on application to

BUDDENBORG BROS.. Florists, HiUegom, Haarlem,

Holland.

WM. PAUL & SON,

ROSE GROWERS,
TREE, PLANT, BULB, AND

SEED MERCHANTS.

WALTHAM CROSS,
HERTS.

Inspection of Stock invited.

Priced Descriptive Catalogues free by post.

O S B O R N AND SONS'
GENERAL CATALOGUE

Of STOVE and GREENHOUSE PLANTS
is now ready. It contains a Descriptive List

of the leading Novelties, also of Azaleas,

Camellias, &c. Post-free on application.

CALCEOLARIA, superb selection, magnifi-
cent colours, beautifully tigred.

CINERARIA, a splendid strain of rich colours and l.irge

flowers.

PRIMULA, from exhibition plants.

The above are raised by the best growers in the kingdom,
supervision.

Packi
upply the Trad

C. R. FREEMAN,

fid. The supply being limited we cannot

M
Four Choice and Handsome OrclildB.

R. WILLIAM B U
offers :

—
AERIDES FIELDINGII (FOXBRUSH).
DENDROBIUM BIGIBBUM,
CYMBIDIUM EBURNEUM.
CQiLOGYNE BARBATA,

at the extremely low price of loj. fid. each.

Establishment for New and Rare Plants, King's

Chelsea. London. S.VV.

ALTERNANTHERAS, and other Carpet
Bedding Plants, from Stores or in pots, in any

quantities, consisting of all the best varieties. Priced Lists on
application.

WILLIAM MILES, West Brighton Nurseries, Cliftonville,

s

JULES DE COCK, Nurseryman, Ghent,
BeUium. offers AZALEA INDICA of all sizes,

AZALEA MOLLIS and A. PONTICA. CAMELLIAS,
CHRISTMAS ROSES, DEUTZIA GRACILfS. DIELY-
TRA SPECTABILIS. LILY of the VALLEY. SPIR^AS.
JAPONICA. PALMS for Table use. DRACHMAS. FERNS,
and YUCCA VARIEGATA. Catalogues free on application.

FECIAL OFFER to the TRADE of
HARDY BULBS and FLOWER ROOTS.

Camassia esculenta, 20s. per

Delphinium nudicaule. 17J. per

Dielytra spectabilis, strong
plants, 1-j. per 100.

Erythroniuni dcns-canis, fl.

roseo, ^s. per 100.

Hemerocallis fulva, 12J. per

Iris crlstata, 17.J. per 100.

„ germanica, the best

named
ptr IOC

,, pumila a2

Lilium auratur

bulbs.

cissus biflorus. 45 per roo.

odorus (Campernt:! Jon-
quil), 4.f. per loj.

poeiicus, fl. pi., 5f. per

Taztiiia

:urea, 17J. per

n, home-^own

THE FULHAM NURSERIES, LONDON, S.W,

„ telamoniue, fl.pl.
, yy. per

Orchis maculata, home grown,

Ornithogalum splent^ens, 3^.

per 100.

Platycodon grandiflorum, n.

coeruleo (Campanula
graiidiflura), 17J. per

Polygonjtum multifioi-um

(Convallaria multi-

flara), gy. per 100.

Saxifraga granulata, il. pl.»

34J. pen 00.

Scilla hyacmthoides cosrulea,

51. per ICO.

,, patula albida, ^s. per 100.

per 100.

Smilacina bifolia (Convallaria),

91. per 100.

Spiraea tilipehdula, fl. pi
, 9^.

Triteleia uniflora, 3^. per 100.

FLOWER ROOTS for COLD FRAMES.
Canarina campanula, 345. per 1 Cyclamen persicum. fl. rosep,

100. I
25;. to 67J. per 100.

All grown in pots.

HARDY PERENNIALS.
Spiisca Aruncus, 25J. per loo. I Spiraa palmata, 84^. per 100.

„ japonica (Hoteia), 14^. „ elegans. Zs. each, six

per 100, £,^ 17s. per plants, £2 ; twelve
1000.

I
plants, £3 lof.

Orders to the amount of £2 free throughout Great Britain.

A. M, C. JONGKINDT CONINCK.
Tottenham Nurseries, Dedemsvaart, near ZwoUe, Netherlands.

Mu

bulbiferum, 42^. per 100.

Mariagon, -zos. per 100.

lii^rinum, 5*- per loo.

,, fl. pi., 67J. per 100.

„ splendens, 84s., per 100.

umbellatum atro-sangui-

,, granditiorura, 25^. per

,, speciosum superbum,
34s. per 100.

icari botryoides, 4s. per

Australian Plants and Seeds.

EUCALYPTUS GLOBULUS, PALMS,
CYCADS, FERNS, and all kinds of PLANTS and

SEEDS indigenous to Australia. Fiji, &c , supplied on the

most reasonable terms. Priced CATALOGUES and Special

Quotations on application.
- SHEPHERD AND CO.. Nurserymenand Seedsmen. Darling

Nursery, Sydney, New South Wales. (Established 1827.}

Agents: Messrs. C. J. BLACKITH and CO., Co.x's Quay,
Lower Thames Street. London, E.C.

"yEGETABLE PLANTS.
BRUSSELS SPROUTS ami DRUMHEAD SAVOY, 3'. 6<i

PERKINS^' CHAMPION BROCCOLI, the best for Main
Crop, 5J. per looo.

PERKINS' LATE PERFECTION BROCCOLI, the

finest late sort in cultivation, 'is. per icoo.

THO.MAS PERKINS and SONS, 34, Drapery, North-

New Roses, Tea Roses, &c.

EDWIN HILLIER offers the undermen-
tioned, in capital plants, best vars. , and at a low price.

ROSES, New, for tS/S, in twenty-eight best vars., with plenty

of buds for working.

ROSES, Tea and Noisette, in great variety, mostly with
flower-buds.

ROSE. Queen of Bedders, splendid plants, with plenty of buds.

ROSES. Mar&hal Niel and Gloiie de Uijon, very fine, two sizes.

CLEMATISES, in best leading kinds.

ECHEVERI.\ SECUNDA OLAUCA, from the ground,
strong, loj. per roo.

DAPHNE INDICA RUBRA, in 48's, 15J. per dozen.

CHRYSANTHEMUMS, best named, strong, in small pots,

3S. fid. per dozen.

Orders now booked for Double White PRIMULAS, by the

dozen or 100. Also E. H "s charming New Double Primula,

"Annie Hillier," piice loj. 6rf. each.

Cash or reference to accompany all Orders.

Nurseries, Winchester.
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B. S. WILLIAMS'
NEW AND CHOICE

FLOWER SEEDS FOR 1878,
Post rrCC. Per packct-i. d.

AURICULA, finest show varieties ... i 6

„ Alpine, finest mixed i o

BEGONIA HYBRIDA, finest mixed ... 2 6

CALCEOLARIA, Williams' Superb Strain
per packet, 5^., 3*. 6fl^., iS. 6d., and i 6

From tJte Rev. H. W. Vule, Shiplon, May 31, 187S.

" I am pleased to be able to say that the herbaceous Calceo-

larias grown from the seed you supplied last year, have pr.-ved

a very grtat success. My gardener says that hi never saw
any that were more sati- factory. And when ihey were used

for the decuration of our church htre at Easter ihry were
universally adm red by all who s:iw them."

CINERARIA, Weatherill's Extra Choice
Strain .. per packet, 51., 3J. 6<^., is. td., and i 6

From Mr. Brownell, Gardener to the Countess of Kingstown,
The Castle, Co. Co>k, May 13, 187S.

"Sir.— I have had a very satisfactory account from my
brother, in New South Wa'es. where I sent some seeds t-f

your Cineraria and Primulas. He h<s been very fortunate

with ihem in taking tevcral prizes. He says they are the best

PRIMULA SINENSIS FIMBRIATA,
Williams' Superb Strain, red, white, or mixed, per

packet, 5i., 3^, 6d., -is. 6d. and 1 6

From Mr. A. Bogie. Gardener to the Hon. G. R. Vernon,
Auchan House, April i^, 1878.

"Sir,—The Primulas I had from you last year have been
beautiful, not one bad plant or bloom. I have not seen any-
Ihing like them. The Hon. G. R. Vernon thinks they are the
best he has had."

PRIMULA SINENSIS FIMBRIATA
COCCINEA (New) per packet 3 C

From Mr. J. Gunner, Great Baddoiv, April 10, 1873.
" Sir,—Will you oblige by .sending me one packet of Primula

cocclnea ? 1 have enclosed a bloom produced from the seed I

had from you last year. It has been much admired by all who

SOLANUM HYBRIDUM, "Empress"
(New) per packet 2 6

ILLUSTRATED GENERAL,
AND ALSO

NEW PLANT CATALOGUES,
N01U ready, post-free to all applicaiits.

Victoria and Paradise Nurseries,
UPPER HOLLOWAY, LONDON, N.

GREAT REDUCTION /N THE PRICE OF

GREEN'S
PATENT "8ILEN8ME880R,"
Or Noiseless Lawn-mowing, Boiling, and

Collecting Machines for 1878.

The \Viiu>cr of cirry Prize in all cases of compciitiou.

To cut 6 inches Price £\ 15 o
Can be worked by a Lady.

1 o cut 8 iiiclies .. .. .. ,, 2 10 o
Can be worked by a Lady.

1 o cut 10 inches .. ,. .. ,, 3 10 o
Can b« worked by a strong Vouih.

To cut 12 inches , , . , . . ,, 4 10 o
Can be worked by a Man.

Tocul 14 indies 5 lo o
Can be worked by a Man.

To cut t6 inches .. .. .. ,. 6 lo o
'1 his can be worked by one Man on an even lawn.

To cut i8 inches 7 lo o
Can be worked by Man and Boy.

To cut 20 inches .

.

.

.

. . ., 800
Can be worked by Man and Boy.

To cut 22 inclies .

.

.

.

. . ,, 8 10 o
If made stronger, suitable for Donkey, 301. extra.

To cut 24 inches .

.

.

.

.

,

,

,

900
If made btronger, suitable for Dnnkey, 3^5. extra.

Prtcts oj Donkey, Pony, and Ho^se Machliia on applicaUcn.

B^ Carriage paid to all ihe principal Railway Stations and
Shipping Ports in Engbnd, Scotland and Ireland.

The sviperiority of our Machires over th^se of all ether

makers is universally acknowledged. 'ihey will Cut cithc-r

Long or Shoit Grass, Bents, &c. , wet cr dry.

They are the simplest in construcilon, the ea'iest to work the

least liable to get out of order, mike hltle noise when in use

and are the most durable Lawn Mowers irAtant.

These Advantages no other Lawn Mowers possesp.

Every Lawn Mower sent out is warranted to give entire sat s

faction, otherwise it may be returned at once, dee uf cost to the

purchaser.

The largest stock of Mowers kept in London, and including

all sizes from 6 to 48 inches, is to be seen at our London Estab
lishment, 54 and 55, Blackfriars Roiid, where purchaser-, c-in

select out of several hundred Machines, and have their orders

executed the same day they are received.

N.B.—Those who have Lawn Mowers to repair will do ^^eIl

to send them either to our Leeds or London EstabU^hmei t,

where they will have prompt attention, as an elTicient staff of

Workmen is kept at both places.

GREEN'8 PATENT R0LLER8
For Lawns, Drives, Bowling Greens,

Cricket Fields, and Gravel Paths.

SUITABLE FOR HAND OR HORSE POWER.

They can be had of all respectable Ironmongers and Seedsmen

in the United Kingdom, or from the Maniiractiircrs,

THOMAS GREEN & SON,
SMITHFIELD IRONWORKS, LEEDS :

And 54 and 55, BLACKFRIARS ROAD, LONDON. S.E.

*,• Carriage paid to all the principal Railway Sta

1 the United Kingdom.

Descriftlve lUustrated Price Lht Free . ! Application.

^^^oU I I UN o )^^
SUPERB STRAINS OF

FLOEISTS' ELOWERS,
POST FREE.

The FINEST STRAIN of CALCEOLARIA,

SUTTON'S "PERFECTION."
After many years' careful selection we have succeeded in

producing a strain of Calceolaria which for beauty and lorm of

flower, richness of colour, and habit of plant, is acknowledged
to be far superior to any yet in cultivation. Our houses have
been visited during the blooming season by some of the most
eminent autliorities of the day, all of whom acree in pronounc-
ing our Improved Strain to be of unusual excellence.

Price 5J. and is. 67. per packet, post free.

SUTTON'S SUPERB CALCEOLARIA ) 2^ U per packet.

JAMES'S INTERNATIONAL PRIZE \ post-free.

THE FINEST STRAIN OF CINERAEIA.

SUTTON'S SUPERB CINERARIA,
This will be found tmegualled by any in cultivation, the seed

having been saved from the finest named varieties only.

Price s^. and is. 6d. per packet, post-free.

THE FINEST STRAIN OF PRIMULA.

SUTTON'S SUPERB PRIMULA.
This choice stock has been carefully Felected from the largest

fringed (lowers of good colour. Habit robust, with bloom
thrown well above the foliage.

Red, white, or mixed, 5^. and ZJ. td. per packet, post-free.

SUTTON & SONS,
THE QUEEN'S SEEDSMEN, READING.
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j;RICHARD.SM1TH;^
;©".Wo'rcester;#

EOSES, choice Tc:i-Sccntcd and Noisette, in

grca t vantty.
Li'oiig, for forcing.

CLEMATIS JACKMANNI and many other sorts for bedding
and climbing.

IJeciding I'lants, strong and healthy ; Fuchsias, Pelargoniums,

Greenhouse and Stove Wants, Ferns, S;c.

Descriptive priced LISTS free on application.

RICHARD SMITH and CO., Nurserymen, Worcester.

VI N ES-VI N ES-VIN ES.
A splendid lot of well hardened Canes, fit for

immediate planting. All the most appro\cd

varieties, is. bd. and loj'. (>d. each. Also

FIGS IN POTS,
Well set with Fruit, 5^'. to lo.t. iid. each.

O S B O R N AND SONS,
THE FULHAM NURSERIES. LONDON, S.W.

EWIN6 & COMPANY'S

SPECIALITIES

FOR SUMMER,

1878.

All in pofs, and fit fur immediate removal.

NEW HOSES,

TEA and NOISETTE ROSES,

CLEMATISES,

GRAPE VINES,

ORCHARD HOUSE TREES,

Of best New and Old Sorts. Propagated in Quantity
corresponding with their promise or merit.

Of best Quality—In great Quantlty-At Low Prices.

LISTS FREE.

EWING & COMPANY,
The Royal Norfolk Nurseries,

NEWMARKET ROAD, EATON,
NEAR NORWICH.

|;RIC-HARD.SMITH-J
;k. Worcester:^;

STRAWBERRIES.— .Strong plants of the
leading sorts cin be supplied from the open ground

after July 15, at 51. per 100. See Descriptive FRUIT LIST,
to be had on application.

RICHARD SMITH and CO., Nurserymen, Worcester.

ODAMS' MANURES
FOR ALL CROPS.

Manufactured by the NITRO-PHOSPHATE and ODAMS'
CHEMICAL MANURE COMPANY (Limited), consisting
of Tenant-Farniers occupying upwards of iso.oooacres of Land.

C/ia;V»i««.—ROBERT LEEDS, Keswick Old Hall, Norwich.

Manasing Direcinr.—JAMES ODAMS.
Sub-Manager and Seci-etary.-C T. MACADAM.

Chiep Office—leg, Fenchurch Street, London, EC.
Western Counties Branch — Queen Street, E.\eter.

Particulars will be forwarded on application to the Secretary,
or may be had of the Local Agents.

PEAT SOIL, PEAT SOI L.—
Brown Fibrous, good quality, for Orchids, Pot Plants,

Ferns, &c. , ;£6 6f. per truck. Black, good quality, for American
Plants, Rhododendrons. Azaleas, Heaths. &c., i^s. per ton, or

6-lon truck (or jC4 io. Delivered on rail at Blackwaler, S. E. R.,

or Famborough, S. W. R. , by the trucWoad. Cash with order.

Sample sack, jj. 6rf., or four :

HOLDER AND SON. Crown N Reading.

Fibrous Peat for Orchids, &c.BROWN FIBROUS PEAT, best
quaUty for Orchids, Stove Plants, &c.. /6 ts. per truck.

BLACK FIBROUS PEAT, for Rhododendrons, Azaleas,
Heaths. American Plant Beds. 2ij. per ton.

Delivered on rail at Blackwater, S. E. R., or Farnborough,
S. W. R., by the truckload. Sample big, 55 6rf. ; 5 bags,

251. : 12 bags, 50.1.

Fresh SPHAGNUM, 10^. 6^. per bag.

WALKER AND CO , Farnborough Station. Hants.

COCOA-NUT FIBRE REFUSE.—
Reduced Price :—In 4 bushel bags, bags included, at is.,

or truckload of about 250 bushels, 251. (truckload delivered free

to rail in London). Post-office Order or Cheque will oblige

with all orders. Orders punctually attended to.

J. STEVENS AND CO., Greyhound Yard, and 134. High
Street, Battersea. S.W.

pOCOA-NUT FIBRE REFUSE.—
^^ Unrivalled for Strawberries. Bedding Out, &c.

\d per bushel, loo bushels for ^t, free to any London Station,

or Single Horse Van. 7s., at Works.
JAMES CROWLEY and CO., Suffolk Place, Snow's Fields,

Bermondsey, J.W.

r>OCKWORK made for the Improvement
^ of Park Scenery, for Alpine Gardens, and New Grounds.

—Apply to

ALEXANDER BLAKE, 9. Norfolk Terrace, Fulham, S.W

LILIUM KRAMERII

James Veitch & Sons
Beg to offer good strong Bulbs of this splendid Lily.

Price 5s. each.

ROYAL EXOTIC NURSERY, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, S.W.

PAUL & SON'S NEW CHESHUNT RAISED ROSES.

Paul & Son,
THE "OLD" NURSERIES, CHESHUNT, N.,

Beg respectfully to announce as ready for delivery

Their NEW ROSES for 1878.
They have all been carefully tried for some three or more years, and can be confidently

recommended. Paul & SoN, looking back, are pleased to find that the Roses distributed by them,
such as Duke of Edinburgh, Reynolds Hole, Sultan of Zanzibar, and others, have all proved to

be better than ever they could have anticipated.

H.P. JOHN BRIGHT (Paul & Son).—Pure glowing crimson, the
brightest of Roses. First Prize National Rose Society, for any New Rose ;

First-class

Certificate Crystal Palace. \os. 6d. each, extra size \2s. 6d. each.

H.P. ROBERT MARNOCK (Paul & Son).—Rich brownish crimson,
new in colour, a grand and effective garden Rose. 7;'. dd. each.

H.P. CLIMBING BESSIE JOHNSON (Paul & Son).—A new
climbing, or pillar, white, perpetual Rose. A great acquisition, ^s. each, large

blooming plants, Js. dd. each.

H.P. MRS. LAXTON (Thos. Laxton, Esq.).—Bright rosy crimson,
the most perfectly shaped Rose raised. First-class Certificates Royal Horticultural and
Royal Botanical Society, Manchester ; First Prize, Nottingham, for best Seedling Rose.
los. 6d. each.

The Set for £1 10s.

For fuller description see CATALOGUE, and at the Old Nurseries, Cheshunt, N,, where

THE ROSES ARE NOW SPLENDIDLY IN BLOOM.

Ffeqiioit Trainsfrom London to Cheshunt by Great Eastern Railway.

PAUL & SON, The Old Nurseries, CHESHUNT, N.

mmwmmii
FREEMAN'S ALL HEART CABBAGE, ij-. per ounce, lo.?. per lb.

One of the most compact and best selected stock of Cabbages grown.

FREEMAN'S INCOMPARABLE SPRING CABBAGE, u. per ounce, loj-. per lb.
A splendid exhibition v.iriely, tender, melting, .tnd delicious flavour.

FREEMAN'S MONSTROUS ITALIAN ONION, u. et/. per ounce, I2.r. per lb.
The largest and best flavoured Onion in cuhivation.

FREEMAN'S GIANT ROCCA ONION.

The above Prise will be given in one sum to the Grotver of the best Specimens of Garden
Produce from Seed supplied by

C. R. FREEMAN. ECONOMIC SEEDSMAN, NORWICH.
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Branded on every Casting,

Macfarlane's Castings,
Architectural, Artistic, aud Sanitary,

Conservatories; Winter Gardens; Ai-l^ours; Pavilions; Garden Screens;

Garden Entrances ; Bandstands; Verandahs; Covered Ways ; Boathouses;

Bailings; Balconies; &e. Plain and Ornamental Castings of every descrip-

tion for Parks, Gardens, Pleasure Grounds, Esplanades, &c.

FOR HOME Z. EXPORT.

Illustrated CATALOGUE with Price List and Estimates for special Designs

on application.

WALTER MACFARLANE & CO., GLASGOW.

TheThamesBank Iron Company
OLD BARGE WHARF,

UPPER GROUND STREET,
LONDON, S.E.,

Have the largest and most complete stock in the Trade

upwards of ^20,000 worth to choose from.

HOT-WATER BOILERS, PIPES, and CONNECTIONS,
And all CASTINGS for HORTICULTURAL PURPOSES.

Their New Illustrated Catalogue, 2>th Edition, now ready

{price Sixpence).

Hot-water Anparatus erected complete, or the Materials supplied at Wholesale Price?.

MESSENGER & COMPANY,
MIDLAND HDRTICULTURAL BUILDING & HOT-WATER

ENGINEERING WORKS, LOUGHBOROUGH.

HurtiLuIiuril Buildings erected on Messtnger & Cj ^ Pit lU Mul I i u i r \ rv sUong, mosf
durable. lih,ht d ^int impl) ouUdaUd p*.rfect effii,u7ic\ tor mtcndcd puiposL ib iii lu /ait LLonomical in cost
and maintenance ; combine ihe peculiar advantages of Wooden and of Iron Houses, without their disadvantages.

MESSENGER and CO., from their long experience, and having large Works exclusively devoted to the
Construction and Heating of Horticultural Buildings, are in a position to execute with despatch, in the best manner,
the Orders with which they are emrusted. Only thoroughly well seasoned timber used.

The FlanB of Landscape Gardeners, Arcliitects, and Others carried out.

Plans and Edhfzafcs forwarded free on receipt of Particulars by Post. Estimates sent free of charge.
Ladies and Gentlemen waited upon.

Illustrated CATALOGUES of GREENHOUSES. VINERIES. HEATING APPARATUS. &c., sent free
on application. Richly Illustrated CATALOGUE of HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS and HEATING
APPAR.ATUS (the Designs taJcen from Works executed by M. .i Co.). post-free for thirty-three stamps. Gentlemen
consulting this Catalogue have the adv.mtage of inspecting designs whos? efficiency has been tested bv actual
experience.

COCOA-NUT FIBRE REFUSE.
As supplied by M. H. Bentote to the Queen, Prince of Wales,

Emperor of Germany, Messrs. Carter £: Co., Veitch & Sons,
Wills. Bull. Daniels, Ewing. ftc.

3d. per bush. ; 100 for 20s. ; trucl: (loose, 250 bush.), 30s.

4 huilt^t bagz ^d. each.

LIGHT BROWN FIBROUS PEAT.—5s. (d. per sack, 5 sacks

25^.. 12 for 45J.

BLACK. FIBROUS PEAT.— 5J. per sack, s sacks 221.. 12
for 40J. Sacks ^d. each.

COARSE SILVER SAND.— 11. grf. per bushel, 131. half ton,

265. per ton. in i cwt. bags 1^. each.
YELLOW FIBROUS LOAM.— li. per bushel, iji. half Ion,

231. per ton.

LEAF MOULD.— IS. per bushel, 13J. half ton, 331. per ton,
in I cwt. bags ^d. each.

SPHAGNUM MOSS. 81. M. per sack. All kinds of

MANURES, GARDEN STICKS. TOBACCO CLOTH and
PAPER, and every GARDEN REQUISITE.

Write for free PRICE LIST. Goods free to rail.

Post-office Orders payable at King Street, Covent Garden,
W.C. Cheques crossed London aud County Bank, Covent
Garden, W.C.

H. G. SMYTH (late M. H. Bentote),
8, CASTLE STREET, ENDELL STREET, LONG

ACRE, LONDON. W.C.
(Three Minutes from Covent Garden M.irlietl

SIMPSON'S RED SPIDER, THRIPS, &c.,
ANTIDOTE. Testimonials of the highest order on

application. Per quart, condensed, 6s. ; per pint. 3^. fid.

Supplied to Seedsmen and ChemisLs. Strongly recommended
in the Gardener, and by many first-class Gardeners. Has an .

established reputation for efficacy.

Prepared by JOHN KILNER, Wortley. near Sheffield.

QCOTT'S WASP DESTROYER.—
k_7 The only effectual remedy for destroying these pests:
IS. 6rf., 2.1. dd. and 55. per bottle. May be obtained through
all Seedsmen, or direct Irom

JOHN SCOTT, The Royal Seed Stores. Veovjl.

The Orcliardist, by J Scoit. price 3^. td., the best work in

the English language on Fruit Trees and their Cultivation.

BRIDGFORD^S ANTISEPTIC LIQUID,
The (2uickcst, Safest, and Most Effectual

Insect Destroyer yet offered.

Has no unpleasant smell, leaves no stain on the plants, and
may be used with safety on young and tender leaves of the
most delicate plants.

Sold by all Seedsmen and Nurserymen, in Bottles,

with full instructions, at \s. 6d. and 3J. each, and Wholesale of

JAMES CARTER and CO . High Holborn, London, W.C.

GISHURST COMPOUND.—
Used by many of the leading Gardeners since 1859,

against Red Spider, Mildew. Thrips, Greenfly, and other Blight,

in solutions of from i to 2 ounces to the gallon of soft water, and
of from 4 to 16 ounces as a winter dressing for Vines and Fruit
Trees. Has outlived many preparations intended to supersede it.

Sold Retail by Seedsmen in Boxes, ix , if., and 105. 6d-

Whnl„s.ile by PRICE'S PATENT CANDLE COMPANY
(I-i .ed).

THE ''CHATS WORTH"
VAPORISING FUMiGATOR.

(J. S. Ellis' Patent. No. 1395)

KILLS TIIRIPS, K!LLS MEALY-BUG. KILLS
RED-SPIDER, KILLS SCALE, ^'e.

Price 37s. Cd. /^^
This Fuioigator has becn^ivii' ^^^~l,ii.f^^

i-i[iles, to supply a want
l>iv; felt by Gardeners 1^

.11,1 Amateurs for an easy '''.•
7

1 . d'ective mode of rid-

iliem of that enemy
iiivation./"iV^r;and

Llie " CHATSWORTH '

^y'~-
-ifc

III y *vill find a true and
safe Iriend, which no one

culiiva:ine Pl-tnii under Glass should be without, but should
w.lc'.ine ii MJih acckimaiion ./or it is Sff-acting, tkotoughy
effi^cti'oe. si'^ple. durab.'e, cannotgc out'/ oraer. ai.d wtii tict

injure tlu most dii ate Plants or E/czuers.

Testimcnial Ircm Mr. Speed.

Gardener to His Grace the Duke of Devonshite, Chafsivorih.
" Deak Sir,— I have now given the Patent 'Chalswnrlh'

Fumigator a cmrse of liials. and am su well satisfied with the
results that I shall have gre^it pleasure in recommending it to
my hoiticulttital brethren. In my experience I have tried many
diffeient Fumigatois, but certainly I must give this the palm
for being the most effectual : and. in fact. I could scarce'y have
believed the effect, when used with the Medicated Squibs, if I

had not seen it myself : ftT the way it kills, not only Green and
Black Fly. but Thrips. Red-Spider, Mealy-Bug. and most Scale,

is a thing to be rememliered.
" Ls ^miplicity, of being self-acting and requiring noatfention

after it is once started (according to your directions), obviates
the disagreeable necessity of remaining in the hou:e during
luinigation : for no damage can pussibly arise from leaving it

any length of time, as the combustion proceeds at a rate that
is harmless : the fumes being vaporised before passing into the
house make it quite safe to be left until the combustion is

finished.

' Mr. Ellis, Norfolk Foundry. Sheffield.'

Manufactured by J. C and J. S. ELLIS. Hot-water
Engineers and H'irticiihural Ironrnf^ngers. Norfolk Foundry
and Baker's Hiil, Sheffield.—Agents wanted.

KREPIN.—A new patented liquid for Garden,
Field. House, and Stable use, for ihe immediate destruc-

tion of all kinds of Insects, Egt;?, Larvae, without injury to

Plants. Fruits, or Animals- Approved of and rf commended by
the German Ministry of Agriculture, and ether high authorities

on the Continent.

Sold in BotlUs at is. 6^., 2s. U., and 105. each. Exira for

Vdporisers. \s. yi. and 31. ^d. May be obtained through all

respectable Nurserymen and Seedsmen. Chief Depot

—

H, ANu F. BONTEN, 116, Queen Vic'oria Street. E C
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ROSES-ROSES-ROSES.
SPECIAL NOTICE.

The GARDENERS' Chronicle
For SATURDAY NEXT, July 13, will contain a

DOUBLE PAGE COLOURED PLATE (18 in. by 13 in.).

From an Artistic Design by Fitcii, representing a Group of

TEA ROSES,
Thrown carelessly on to an Old Stone Wall, with a background of JASMINE, &c

The same Number will also contain a

SPECIAL REPORT of the ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY'S

GREAT PROVINCIAL SHOW AT PRESTON,
To be held on July lo, ii, 12 and 13.

PRICE FIVEPENCB.

POST-FREE, <^\d. ; OR WITH PLATE ENCLOSED IN CASE, ']\d.

Pnnhascrs arc specially rcconiincndcd to order the Plate in a Case, to prevent injury from folding. The cost oj

the Number, zuith the Plate so protected, will be 6d. , if obtained through a Newsagent.

NOTICE TO ADVERTISERS.
Asa large Extra Sale of this Nttmber is gitaranteed, it zvill be a very valuable

medittni for Advertisements.

ADVERTISEMENTS MUST BE SENT IN NOT LATER THAN THURSDAY NEXT THE 11th INST.

W, EICHAEDS, 41, WELLINGTON STEEET, STEAND, LONDON, W.C.
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THE PARIS EXHIBITION of 1878. Send for a PRICE LIST of

BLAKE'S SELF-ACTING

HYDEAULIC EAMS,
For Raising Water for the Supply of

Villages, Irrigation, Railway Stations, Mansions,

Fountains, Farms.

Ko Cost for Motive Power, which is obtained from tlie

Stream of Waterpassing through the Rams.

NO OILING OR PACKING REQUIRED.

Made in sizes to raise from 300 to 100,000 Gallons per day.

WILL FORCE TO A HEIGHT OF 1500 FEET.

Visitors should see the " Boyd-Wills "

Conservatory, which is generally admitted

to be one of the sights of the Exhibition, and

was honoured with a special visit from their

Royal Highnesses the Prince and Princess of

Wales, and the Crown Prince and Princess of

Denmark, Sic.

* , iii*---

JAMES BOYD & SOIS,
HORTICULTURAL BUILDERS

In Wood or Iron, and Manufacturers of

Hot-water Apparatus

FOR HEATING HOTHOUSES,
Churches., Mansions, Public Buildings,

Harness Rooms, &^c.,

PAISLEY.

ESTABLI.SHED FORTY YEARS.

HOTHOUSES Built with WOOD,

Preserved by Gardner's Patent Process,

Are rendered practically Imperishable, being

Proof against Damp or Dry-Rot.

HOTHOUSES ERECTED BY US
May be seen in most parts of Great Britain

and Ireland
;

Also in Australia, New Zealand, Cape of Good
Hope, &c.

No. 3.

We find that this Boiler gives great satisfac-

tion wherever it is tried, and from our own ex-

perience we can recommend it.

HEATING APPARATUS
Erected complete, or the Materials supplied at

Moderate Prices.

ILLUSTRATED CIRCULARS POST-FREE.
Complete Catalogue, 3s.

JAMES BOYD & SONS,
Horticultural Builders and Heating Engineers

to Her Majesty's Boaxd of Works,

PAISLEY.

This Ram will raise a part of the same
water that works it, or will raise pure water

from a well whilst it is worked by a stream

of impure water.

TESTIMONIALS.
Fromthe Right Hon. T. Sothern Estcourt, EsLourt Park,

Gloucestershire t September d, 1S75.

"You will be glad to hear, as I am to tell yoii, that your

Self-acting Hydraulic Ram has worked exceedingly well and
continuously since it was erected, more than twelve months
ago. It is, in fact, perfectly successful."

(The delivery pipe in the above case is 4200 feet long, with

100 feet rise.)

/^r(5w Captain ToWNSHEND. Wtnehmt, February 10. 1877.

" In answer to your enquiry, I am glad to say the Hydraulic

Ram you sent me in November, 1875, is working exceedingly

well, and gives no trouble. It will work when quite immersed,

as it has been several times during the floods this winter,

forcing up water thriiu^h a delivery pipe 900 yards long at the

rate of 80,000 gallons per day, although you only promised

50.000."

^rtJW John Barnes, Esq., Contractor, Chathum and Helli-

fiehi Railway, Contractor's Office, March, 1877.

" Dear Sir,— I have the pleasvire to inform you that the three

Hydraulic Rams you erected for me on this contract about two

years ago, have continued to work very satisfactorily, without

requiring any repairing. With a fall of 5 feel sufficient water

has been raised daily by each ram to supply two of my loco-

motive engines : they have fully answered my expectations and

all that has been said of them."

Deanwater, li'ilmsl.yiu, November 20, 1S73.

"Dear Sir,—In answer to your enquiries respecting the

Hydraulic Ram you supplied me with six months ago, I beg to

state th^t I am more than satisfied with it, as it is in perfect

order sending up to the top of the house about 2000 gallons of

witer in the tweniy-four hours, whereas you only contracted to

deliver m ihattime 500 gallons. I have, therefore, every reason

to be well pleased with your work, and more especially as I had
a Rim upplied me by another maker which could not send up a

iii^le gallon of water to the height required, and a second

11 ^er informed me that no Ram with a fall of 3 feet could send
up w Iter to the distance required, namely, 120 feet. But yours

IS an accomplished fact, and does its work most effectually.—

I

dm yours truly, L, Hanmer."

From Mr. Thomas Mason, Alkbtcoates Hall, Colne,

September yi, 1871.

"Sir,—Your self-acting Hydraulic Ram gives me entire

satisfaction ; it has been at work about fifteen months, and has

only been seen once during the last six months ; it is forcing

about 1400 gallons per day of twenty-four hours to a height of

Colne,

*' Sir,—The Self-acting Hydraulic Ram you supplied me with

nine months ago continues in excellent condition. It receives

water from a spring through a 2-inch pipe, of which it forces

3^00 gallons per day of twenty-four hours to a height of 90 feet,

exceeding all you promised, and far surpassing the water-wheel

and force pumps which it h.is displaced. Its cost is small, it

occupies but little space (2 square feet), and in mechanical

detail is simplicity itself. I have much pleasure in recom-

mending it as a cheap and efficient method of raising water."

JOHN BLAKE,
ENGINEER, ACCRINGTON.

SATURDAY, JULY 6, i5

BIRDS IN THE BELFRY.
LIKE some other inconsistent people I am

in the habit of killing certain kinds of

birds in the way of sport, and of cherishing

certain other birds near home. Our church

tower has been under repair lately, and the

birds that build therein were dislodged : they

are my special favourites. I was grieved one

day to meet a workman, coining down a ladder

within the tower, with a swift in his hand. He
had caught it on a floor above, from which it

seemed unable to rise, in consequence, he

thought, of a broken wing, but in point of fact it

was quite unhurt.

The legs, feet, and talons of the swift are

peculiar. The latter are sharp, curved like a

cat's, and exceedingly powerful. J put a finger

within one of the claws of the captured bird,

and was glad to be released from its tight

clutch. The legs are so short that they do not

much assist the owner in springing up from any

level siu'face on which he may chance to have

settled. The little prisoner had been captured

through its awkwardness in getting into flight,

and this had occasioned the mistake as to its

wing.
" What are you going to do with it ?" I asked.

" It has a broken wing," said the young fellow.

" I think I had better kill it.''

" Perhaps you had,'' I said ;

" but suppose

you give it just one chance ; open your hand and

let us see."

The hand was opened at this appeal, and in an

instant, and to the youth's astonishment, the bird

was on the «ing and aloft with its fellows.

Every summer evening flights of swifts

screech round the old tower ; I can hear them

as I write. Every year a colony arrives and

takes up quarters in an old warehouse abutting

on the churchyard, and here they breed un-

i molested beneath its open eaves. Here also

they rendezvous every evening, and hereabouts

around the tower I have counted as many as

forty or fifty, hawking in quick flight, screech-

ing and chasing one another before going to

roost, in evident enjoyment of life. I watch for

their return in spring, and they never disappoint

me. It may not be easy to answer my question,

but can any one tell me whether the saine birds

come back to their old homes .'

The white owl is another of my favourites.

She and I have been near neighbours now for

half a century, and we ha\'e always been on the

best of terms. As a boy I remember her hissing

not very far from my pillow. My bedroom

window looked out on to the churchyard, " where

owls do cry." But my good parents taught me
early that owls do no harm, and I soon grew

accustomed to the hissing, and was off' to sleep

in spite of it. Owing perhaps to these early

memories I love the owl ; as for the one that

builds her nest in the old tower I am pleased to

have lived long enough to do her a good turn.

During some recent repairs and alterations

the poor old bird was taken alixe under the

tiles, in the roof of the northern aisle. The cap--

ture was made in April, and, by chance, I was

present when the prisoner was brought down.

The man who had secured the poor old bird

when sitting on her nest had not escaped scot-

free ; there was blood upon his hand, and in

spite of my own misdeeds in ill-treating birds of

another class I did not pity him.
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The egj^s had been ovcriooked, and on my
inquiring about them the man returned to the

roof and found two, white and fresh. The next

question was the fate of the old bird. One said,

" Cage her," and another went off for a basket.

A gardener, looking over a wall, said, " Let

her go;" I said ditto, and we carried our

point. She was set free. Her captor, with the

scratched hand, magnanimously threw her up

into the air, and away she went, steering due

south, with the sun blazing in her unaccustomed

eye. The southern side of our churchyard is

fenced with houses, and the suburbs of our

little town lay full in her way, with some high

house-tops and chimney-pots ; but she steered

clear of them all. Notwithstanding the unsea-

sonable hour for her flight, she got clean away
in safety, and the workmen tell me she has

since taken more than one peep round about

her old home, where I hope she will again

settle in secure quarters when the repairs have

been completed. The debris in her kitchen

—

fragments and pellets—made up several wheel-

barrow loads. One would like to know how
many mice and rats arc represented by these

remnants.

In the church tower, and in the nooks and
crannies of old houses occupied by kindly

people not far off, a number of starlings find

shelter, and In breeding-time sufficient accom-

modation for their nests. Like the other birds

that build in the tower, they are undoubtedly

conservative of the interests of Mother Church,

and opposed to disestablishment, although the

recent repairs and restorations, stopping of

holes and closing of open caves, must have

caused some of them to find shelter somewhere
else.

Still the numbers are well kept up, and in

fact, when the starlings get together in winter, I

believe the flock is more numerous than ever.

They arc protected better by law and senti-

ment than they used to be, and their eggs are

not now taken by ruthless boys and thoughtless

men. I love to sec their black and golden

wings sparkle in the sun, to hear their cheerful

gossip from the vane on the stecplc-top and
among the vicarage Elms and Hawthorns. The
Vicar always accords them a hearty welcome in

his garden, allows them their share of fruit in

the kitchen garden, and gives them the free use

of the lawn, which he calls " the starlings' par-

lour." They help themselves to fruit in summer
time, but the good they do in destroying in-

jurious pests is more than an equivalent for the

injury. I believe we are coming to a juster

knowledge of our duties and interests in regard

to starlings ; I never hear now of a gun being

fired at them. In spring the starlings work
-hard for their young, just now the mown
meadows are the feeding places of young and
old, where they ransack the turf for food H-ith

groat clang of mandibles and much happiness

and sport.

I have yet to mention another friend, the im-

pudent house sparrow. Matters have mended
for him wonderfully in my remembrance.
Years ago he was deemed a nuisance and a
pest ; he was accused, among other crimes, of

waking people too early in the morning : the
penalty was death. He was shot at whenever
and w'herever he showed himself In breeding

time he passed through fire to visit his dame
upon her nest. This was in the old time when
the tower was covered with mosses, lichens, and
ferns—when the Wallfloi\'er, which fastens upon
crumbling walls, blossomed high above the

grourtd in many a cranny, and the house sparrow
had its nest where it would not now find a chink
to hide in. The restorations and repairs have
ousted him too, lately, but wherever he can find

a lodgment in any part of the tower he remains
as faithful to the church as the Vicar of Bray
was. His prospects, on the whole, have \-ery much
improved. His life is comparatively safe under
the general system of patronage which now pre-

vails in regard to birds. Plundering little rascal

as he is, and well fitted to live down hard times

and survive the prejudices of ignorance, 1 do

not find that he has an enemy left, save and
except the cruel cat.

In regard to the treatment of birds generally,

except one or two kinds, such as game birds,

I will only quote the short and simple saying,
" Live, and let live." T. G.

New Garden Plants.

Xeronema Mookei, /)'r. ct Gris." (Fig. 3, p. 17.)

This singular and beautiful Liliaceous plant is a

native of New Caledonia, and was recently exhibited

by Messrs. Veitch at the Royal Horticultural Society.

We believe it was first introduced to gardens by M.
Linden, but it was made known to science by Messrs.

Brongniart and Gris. The botanical history of the

plant is fully given in the works cited below, to the

accounts therein we have nothing new to add. It

may suffice here to say that the plant has the

habit of an Iris, witli a thick rootstock and a tuft of

sheathing sword-shaped leaves, from whose centre

rises a tal! flower-stalk bearing a few scattered bracts

below, and at the upper part a raceme of brilliant

crimson flowers all turned to one side (second). Our
illustration, taken from Messrs. Veitch 's plant, shows
the general habit of the plant (reduced), the flower-

spike natural size, a section through the flower mag-
nified twice, the plan of arrangement of the parts, and
a grain of pollen magnified 250 times. A remarkable
]")ecu!iarity of the plant consists in the manner in

which the upper part of the flower-stalk is bent some-
times almost horizontally so as to bring the flowers in

a horizontal line, as happens also in Freesia. Taking
this circumstance in connection with the twisting of
the flowers themselves so as to bring them all on to

one plane, the inference is that the arrangements in

question are connected with the visits of insects to

fertilise the flower. At any rate it is quite clear, from
the appearance of the flower, that the stamens and
styles mature at different times, and hence that the

mediation of insects is essential. A coloured figure

will, we believe, be given in the Botanical Magazine.
M. T. M.

Hartwegia gemma, K. Sp.\

This is a most lovely gem. Take a little Pleuro-

thallis, like P. teres, Lindl. (recently introduced by
Messrs. Veitch), give it blackish violet stems, thick,

semi-tcrcte, channelled, acute single leaves, blotched
with blackish violet, and a small one-branched
inflorescence of the most brilliant amethyst-purple
flowers in the way of those of Hartwegia purpurea

—

this is the new plant. The genus Hartwegia was
established by Dr. Lindley in 1S37 in honour of the

German traveller, Mr. Hartweg. Now, after forty-

one years, the second species appears. It is \'ery

much better than its predecessor. I have to thank
Mr. W. Bull for it. H. G. Rchb.f.

CCELOGYNE C0RYMB03A HETEROGLOSSA, K. var.

I propose this name for a Ccelogyne I ha\e seen
but once, so that it is a very difficult question to

decide how to name it. I obtained a two-flowered
peduncle. The flowers are even larger than those of
a Ccelogyne eoryinbosa, and of same colours

; yet
the lip has the apices of the side lobes overlapping the
base of the very broad (not narrow lancifomi) middle
lobe, and there are from the base of the lip to the base
of the middle lobe three membranous denticulate

keels. Two broad brown areas occur one on each
side of the basilar disk between the side lobes, which
have brown veins, each brown area ends in a yellow
one, and there is a four-lobed, angidate, deep yellow
area on the very base of the broad middle lobe, with
a dark brown narrow border. The liulbs cannot be
distinguished from those of a genuine C. corymbosa,
Lindl. The leaves, however, appear to be broader,
and with shorter petioles.

Can it be a mule between Ccelogyne corymbosa
and brevifolia or ocellata? I may add, that I

obtained fully developed English flowers from genuine
C. cor>'mbosa, with lanciform middle lobe of lip,

from Mr. Baker and Sir Trevor Lawrence, in 1S76
and 1S77. Finally, I have ascertained at Kew that
Dr. Griffith w.as decidedly a collector of this species,
though his specimens have been named C. ochracea,
Lindl. Our actual novelty was kindly sent me
by Sir Trevor Lawrence, Burford Lodge, Dorking.
H. G. Rdib.f.

• BiUL Soc But. Fraiu-e.t. xi. ,p. 317 ; rUustratwii Hor-
ticoh, N.S., t 257; Sderonema Moorei. Er. and Gr.. Ann.
Sc. Nut., ser. 5, t ii,p 166.

t Hartwe^a fTi^mma, n. &p.—Papilla 0.04 m. aha; caule
rcund oblu

cto paucLflora, bracteis trian8:ul._ „ ...

.epalo imparl ligulato obtuse acuto. sepalis paribus obi—„._
icutis : tepalis linearibus acutis, labello columna basi adnato,
inte basin venmcoso, gibberoso, compresso, dein constricu,
inticc cochleari crenulato ; margina ctispulo. Caule& violaceo
itrati, folia viridula guttulis atroviolaceis ; flores purpureo
imethystiri. H. G. Reho. /.

THE EVENING FETE AT THE
ROYAL BOTANIC GARDENS.

The annual exhibition of floral table decorations

and of other applications of plants and cut flowers to

decorative purposes was held on Thursday last under

most enjoyable atmospheric conditions for the thou-

sands who attended the fete, but under very trying

influences for the flowers, which we do not remember

to have ever seen more affected by heat, in spite of

all the care and attention that the most experienced

exhibitors could bestow on them. Fortunately for

this branch of art, we do not often have 91° in the

shade, or the variety of flowers and foliage at our

disposal would be materially diminished.

The 1st prize for a dinner-table, furnished with

plates, knives, forks, wine-glasses, &c., fell to Mr. W.
Soder, gr. to O. Hanbury, Esq., of Brentwood, whose

decorations were most elegantly arranged, and con-

sisted of a great variety of flowers of many colours

well harmonised and well toned down with light

foliage. The central line of objects contained a light

feathery Palm, two trumpet-vases each arising out ol

a bank of flowers, and two smaller vases ; there were

also four dishes of fruit and twelve specimen glasses.

Amongst the flowers used were Orchids of several

kinds. Water Lilies, Cactus, scarlet Anthurium,

double pink Pelargonium, Rhodanthe, and climbing

Fern. The tops of the vases were very lightly done

with brown grasses and pips of brightly coloured

flowers. The 2d and 3d prizes fell to Mrs. Scale, of

Sevenoaks, and to Mr. Charles Burley, of Brentwood,

for tables which did them credit, and which partook

of much the same general character. Amongst the

other exhibitions in this class there were two that

deserve notice :—Messrs. Phillips & Pearce had

some magnificent glass dishes, in which it would be

difficult to make any arrangement of flowers look well,

and which were unsuitable for any table less than

three times the allotted size of 10 feet by 5 feet

;

Messrs. J. Mortlock & Co., of Oxford Street, had

upon their table five vases, two Palms, and four

pretty baskets, all arranged with great skill, but suffi-

cient to decorate a dinner-table fully twice as large as

that upon which they were shown.

In striking contrast to these examples of crowded

tables was that which secured for Miss J. S. Lovibond,

of Starts Hill, Farnborough, the 1st prize for a dinner-

table of the same size, not furnished with the before-

mentioned accessories. In this class there were ten

competing tables, nearly all exhibiting good taste and

light arrangements. The competition must have been

severe, since equal 2d prizes were awarded to Mrs. F.

A. Guimarens, Wray Park, Reigate, and to Mr. James

Hudson, gr. at Gunnersbury House, Acton, and

equal 3d's to Mrs. Scale and Mr. C. Burley. But the

table which took the 1st prize differed in style and

character from all the rest ; and reminded us some-

what of the tables which Miss Edith Blair and Miss

Annie Hassard used to arrange at the Crystal Palace

shows eight or ten years ago. Of Miss Lovibond's

decorations it might have been asserted, without risk

of contradiction, that it would have been very difficult

either to have added anything to them, or to have

taken anything away from them, without spoiling the

effect ; and this assuredly coultl n<»t have been said of

any other table at the show. The centre-piece was a

trumpet-vase, at the foot of which were four fronds of

male Fern and four good Caladium leaves, three large

white blooms of Cactus, three good trusses of scarlet

Geranium, and nine white Campanulas, mixed with

Maidenhair Fern and Selaginellas. Around the stem

was entwined a spray of sm.all-leaved dark Cissus dis-

color. In the top were, lightly arranged, white

Campanulas, cerise Begonias, feathery grasses, and

leaves of Curculigo reeurvata. At each end of the

table was a glass basket containing Water Lilies,

leaves of Caladium argyrites. Begonias, and Fern

fronds. Four small trumpet-vases, containing Eche-

veria, Japan Spira:a, and Oat-grasses, completed the

decorations. Very rarely has so pretty an effect

been produced with such a limited variety of mate-

rials ; and it would be well if exhibitors of floral

combinations would keep before them the fact that

the highest art consists»in using as few flowers as

possible, and not in trying to put in as many as they

can command.

The prizes for floral decoration^ for a buffet went

to Messrs. J. Mortlock & Co., Mr. G. Wheeler, and
Mr. J. Chard, in the order mentioned, but none of

the designs were so good as they might have been.

Still more unsatisfactory were* the arches of cut foliage
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and flowers for a sideboard, in which class the 1st

prize was withheld. There were no fewer than

twelve competitors for the prizes for an epergne or

centre talile decoration ; but most of the exhibits were

overdone with flowers. Messrs. J. Mortlock & Co.

were 1st with a group of fruits most artistically

arranged around the base of a pretty Palm ; Mrs.

Guimarens was 2d ; and Messrs. Walter Wood,
Parmley & Co., of Knightsbridge, were 3d. We
expect that the faded condition of the flowers in the

centre-piece shown by Miss Lovibond explains the

reason why her name does not appear in the prize-list

of this class, for her centre-piece evidently had been

a very elegant arrangement of a limited selection of

flowers and foliage.

There were also many entries in the class for six

specimen glasses for a dinner-table ; but most of the

exhibitors had fallen into the mistake of dressing them

to one face, like coat-flowers ; hence the competition

was much reduced, and the prizes were awarded in

the following order—Messrs. Wood, Parmley & Co.,

Mr. F. W. .Seale, and Jliss Lovibond. We were

pleased to notice the prevalence of a lighter style in

the making up of bridal and ball-room bouquets—at

least amongst those to which prizes were awarded,

which honours were nearly equally divided between

Messrs. E. Green & Co., of Victoria Street, Messrs.

Wood, Parmley &: Co., and Mr. James Bromwich,

of Buckingham Palace Road. In table bouquets, not

tied, there was nothing worthy of a 1st prize ; and the

same remark applies to the hanging baskets with

growing plants, of which we never saw a more feeble

display. For the two kinds of standing baskets fur-

nished with plants, one for indoors the other for

out-of-doors, there was practically no competition

;

Messrs. E. Green & Co. well deserved the 1st prize

which was awarded to them in each class.

Only two exhibitors competed for the group of

plants arranged as a balcony garden, and the unsatis-

factory character of the exhibition may be inferred

from the fact of equal 3d prizes having been awarded.

On the other hand, there was good competition for

the group of plants arranged for the decoration of a

recess, alcove, or fireplace in a room. Messrs. E. G.

Henderson & Son, of Edgware Road, exhibited two

fireplaces, more elegantly decorated with growing

plants than any we remember to have seen before ;

one of these took the Ist prize, and the other was

highly commended. Messrs. J. Mortlock & Co.

carried off a good 2d prize for a fireplace with foliage

plants only ; a choice collection of a few blue China

vases upon dark Oak shelves above the mantelpiece

affording a i)leasant contrast to the well-arranged

Palms and other plants. The fireplace which gained

the Ist prize had in the centre a tall elegant pale

green grass with transverse yellow bands on its leaves,

and in front of it a handsome feathery grass ; and
amongst their leaves peeped up a lot of blooms of

choice Masdevallias. At each corner of the fender

was a nice plant of Todea superba, with a good Cocos
Weddelliana behind each, and at the back were plants

of Campsidium filicifolium, which looked well against

the light-coloured fireplace. On the mantelshelf was
a fine Anthurium Schetzerianum in the centre, a good
Caladium on either side of it, and a nice Dendrobium
in bloom at each corner. The other fireplace, shown
by the same firm, was decorated much in the same
style, but with diflferent kinds of plants ; and the

dark red colour of this fireplace set off to advantage

the pale green and variegated-leaved plants and the

white flowers which were principally used in its

decoration.

The prizes offered for a wreath of flowers or leaves,

garland, or other device for personal adornment were

not well responded to ; several specimens were shown,
but most of the exhibitors were tyros in the art.

There was only one well-made wreath in the collec-

tion, and for this Mrs. Sparling was awarded the Ist

prize ; it was to be worn on the head, and consisted

of a half-coronet with a long spray, the flowers used

being pink rosebuds of graduated sizes, and Heaths,

all of the same shade of colour.

Amongst the miscellaneous class were some excel-

lent specimens of crosses and circles of choice flowers

for grave decorations, shown by Miss J. Gardner,

Mr. J. Bromwich, and Messrs. Wood, Parmley & Co.
Messrs. J. Mortlock & Co. also exhibited three fruit

and flower stands of novel construction in glass and of

moderate size, which are likely to come into general

use ; the fruit rests upon a small circle of reflecting

glass, and is surrounded by a narrow zinc trough for

flowers, the trough being hidden behind facets of

reflecting glass ; this is supported by a tripod of

thick glass sticks. If not required for fruit, they look

well with flowers only.

Taken as a whole this floral display, though not

quite so large perhaps as upon some previous occa-

sions, gave evidence of an improvement in taste on

the part of old exhibitors. There is nevertheless

room for considerable advancement still on the part of

many of them ; they have got to learn, in too many

instances, when to leave oft' adding more flowers and

more leaves to a group that looks well as it is—they

have to study the question of form rather more than

they ha\e done, and of colour effects which can be

obtained by the judicious arrangement of a few inex-

pensive flowers. It ought to have been a lesson to

gardeners who crowd their vases with flowers from

the choicest stove plants, and to glass and china

manufacturers who heap up a pile of dishes and stands

which are unsuitable for the display of flowers, that

this is not artistic floral decoration of a dinner-table.

Such exhibitors have been taught by the awards of

the judges at this show over and over .again that

quality more than quantity should be aimed at, and

that a pretty and pleasing effect produced by a telling

arrangement of a few common materials has always

carried the highest prizes ; nevertheless, they will

not learn the lesson, but will persist in carrj-ing out

their notion that no dinner-table has a chance of

winning a prize unless it is decorated with a large

variety of the most costly Orchids, or furnished

with the most expensive vases which art can produce.

It is gratifying to know that good taste in these

matters does exist, and is carried into practice in

thousands of houses throughout England, and it is

to be regretted that it is not more often displayed at

public competitions.

Our notice of the floral decorations to be seen on

this occasion would be incomplete if we omitted to

mention the grand display of hardy annuals grown in

pots, and exhibited by Messrs. Carter & Co., of

Holborn. The collection afforded a most brilliant

mass of many colours, and covered both sides of the

long corridor north of the conservatory. We were

informed that about 740 species and varieties were

grown in 25,000 pots to form and keep up this exhi-

bition, and we much doubt whether any one who has

not seen such a display can possibly form any idea

of the wealth in colour which can be secured by

growing annuals.

WHAT IS AN AMARYLLID.'
Tiii; slight alteration I have made in the succession

of genera brings in Crinum as our closing subject, and

surely we may say Finis coroiiat opus, so grandly

stands Crinum alone amongst its fellow Amaryllids,

so unapproachable in its soft and sensuous beauty.

There is an immense number of species extending

over a wide geographical range both in the New and

in the Old World. Herbert, who was more of a

thinker and less of a species-maker than many of his

contemporaries, m.ade forty-six species and about as

many varieties, with hints towards further reductions ;

Mr. Baker tells us that they number about fifty at the

present day, including the more recent additions.

.Such a glorious family of plants was not likely to

escape the notice of the hybridist, consequently vast

numbers of cross-bred kinds were raised by Herbert

and distributed pretty well all over the world, and

especially to Calcutta, where Dr. Carey, the gifted

Superintendent of the Botanic Gardens, who was as

great an enthusiast in Amaryllids as the learned Dean,

received and cultivated all his Crinums, both pure and

cross-bred. Here they grew and prospered, and filled

not only India but other countries with their beauty

and variety, rendering it uncertain even now whether

a new species of Crinum may be so in reality or

merely one of Herbert's old cross-breds.

The hardy African capense proved a most valuable

plant in these experiments, as all its progeny, when
blended by artificial fertilisation with the tropical

kinds, proved as hardy as the female parent, or nearly

so. Some of these, which are described as having been

nearly as large as the Australian and Asiatic types,

from whence they were derived by the male side, must

have been very grand things, and would be invaluable

to gardeners now that the beauty of foliage and

tropical form is so much and so deservedly appre-

ciated. Capense itself is thoroughly and really hardy,

flourishing with the Sedges and Bulrushes round the

margins of our English ponds, and producing "seed

by the bushel " at Welton. In practice, however.

it does not increase by seed in such situations, for

the rat and slug devour every seed or seedling. It is

also very satisfactory to find that the new Mooreanum
and also one of the sorts that come under the all-

embracing name of ornatum have proved themselves

perfectly hardy at Kew. I have also at the present

time a large handsome kind, unknown (from India),

which is now growing well in the open, having

remained uninjured through the winter. As a beauti-

ful hardy garden plant Crinum certainly has a future,

and every likely sort should be tried out-of-doors,

especially in the warmer parts of England.

I have had no opportunity of examining any modern

systematised list of the genus and its species, and do

not know even what new sorts, or whether any really

new sorts, have been introduced.

For the purposes of popular description they are

easily divisible into three groups or sections, which

are sufficiently characteristic as regards each other ;

but there is a great family likeness between the

members of each section, so much so, that Herbert

regarded numbers of them rather as strongly marked

varieties, or local and climatic forms of a few prin-

cipal species ; thus anticipating forty or fifty years

ago the broader systems of botanical classification

affected by modern writers.

I do not know if I can do better at present than to

give an outline of Herbert's groupings, which are few

and simple ; indeed to do more would only tend to

complicate a subject which it has been my intention

rather to simplify.

An immense number of tropical, or nearly tropical,

species is distingitished by the peculiar form of the

bulbs, which are elongated like a Leek, or " bull-

necked" Onion, above-ground : each-flower-stem bears

numerous blossoms, which are widely expanded and

starry, with narrow petaloid divisions, sometimes even

revolute, like a Turk's-cap Lily ; each flower is also

more or less stalked or pedunculate : Asiatic and

Australian. They vary in size from the huge amabile

and its congeners to the charming little purpurascens

lately reintroduced and exhibited a few weeks since

by Messrs. Veitch.

These are followed by a fine group of shorter

necked plants, distinguished by their marked habit of

increase by numerous stolons, or sucker-like offsets.

Probably the fine erubescens will take the whole of

them as varieties ; americanum, however, with its

pure white, fragrant, four-flowered scape seems dis-

tinct. Endless slight difl'erences in bulb conformation

follow, till we come to a different type of flower,

which Herbert called semi-patent, in which the seg-

ments are broader and curving slightly inwards, the

flowers also are nutant, or looking, so to speak, down-

wards. Several of these are showy, but fleeting-

blossomed plants, from the west coast of Africa, bear-

ing from one to two flowers upon each stem, rosy in

tint, with a bright purple stripe on each segment.

They are known under the names of Broussonetii,

yuccajoides, distichuni, ornatum, &c., and are pos-

sibly all forms of one species, distichuni, being

only distinguished by the bifarious disposition of its

leaves.

But by far the most remarkable subject in this

class is the strikingly beautiful and distinct sort here

named petiolatum, in apposite allusion to its petioled

leaves. This lovely little plant was formerly known
by the exquisitely absurd name of giganteum. It is

a curious circumstance that one or two slight varieties

of this Western African should be also found in the

Brazils. The habitats, however, seem to be near the

haunts of men, and the plant has been probably

naturalised. Scabrum, a very beautiful and high

coloured plant, should be noticed here, and finally the

almost mythic ornatum—for nobody seems to be able

to give any certain information as to what is and what

is not Crinum ornatum. Herbert describes eight

varieties, all apparently Asiatic, but the most remark-

able part of the matter is that one of the ornates should

be hardy at Kew ! Two plants with curious Primrose-

shaped flowers close the the list of patentes, the re-

mainder are rather funnel-shaped or campanulate.

With the exception of the splendid Forbesianum the

whole of these last are hardy. Capense has been

alluded to ; revolutum, variabile and campanulatum are

very interesting small species about which little is

known, at least to gardeners. I used to flower

revolutum occasionally, and campanulatum has been

lately flowered by Sir Charles Strickland. I have

also another of this family from Kew, called dela-

goense.

This closes the list of Amaryllideous plants, of which
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I have endeavoured lo give a catalogue raisoiuv.

Space would not allow of a greater elaboration of the

sulijecl, which I have treated to the best of my limited

knowledge, and must pray that my friends will excuse

many shortcomings. A'. T. C. [Most assuredly they

will be too grateful lo see many shortcomings. Ens.]

NOTES ON THE ROSE SHOWS.
2. Crvstai, Pm..\ce.—The show at this old arena

of competition for Roses may be considered as really

a combination of that usually held there at this season

joined to the exhibition of the so-styled National Rose

.Society, which can scarcely yet be said to have drawn

the " most part " of the rosarians of this country

under its wings. Taking this circumstance into account

with the improved state of the weather, it was a fore-

gone conclusion that a great number of competitors

from all parts of the country would put in an appear-

ance, ancl that a very large collection of blooms would

be staged. Nor was this expectation unfulfilled.

Amateurs in particular, whose special field the

.Society's show may be considered to be, came out in

remarkable force, quite holding their own in com-

parison with the productions of some of the leading

nurserymen of the day. Indeed, the cultivation of

Roses for the purpose of exhibiting cut blooms is now
so generally understood that competitive success no

longer depends upon skill or routine of practice, but

is a question rather of soil, season, and stock of

plants. Napoleon's aphorism as to ultimate success

always resting with the largest battalions applies

equally to Rose growing

—

ctetcns paribus, those who
have the largest collections always having the best

chance of carrying off prizes. The inexperienced in

such matters have little idea of the immense number
of plants required to furnish a stantl of show blooms

at any given date, nor the attention in the shape of

disbudding, shading (of which more anon), insect

watching, watering above and below, liquid manuring,

and assiduous plying of the hoe—by those wise

enough to use it—required in getting together a col-

lection of show flowers. While speaking of this par-

ticular exhibition it is worthy of remark how strongly

the clerical exhibitors were represented. Several

were amongst the successfuul prize-takers, and others,

though defeated, were certainly not disgraced, notably

the writer's old acquaintance in rosy brotherhood,

Rev. E. N. Pochin, who had several very fine blooms.

Some, though missing a prize, even had buds to them,

which is a rare thing to see in the stands now-a-days.

It struck me, intleed, that the flowers of the amateurs

were in general better set up than those of the nur-

serymen. More of the foliage was shown, a real

improvement, especially when combined with buds,

as in a good many instances. AVhy should the Rose
be shown in single blooms only like a pipped flower

—wdiich it is not—instead of in natural tnisses, as it

ought to be ? This is one of the vicious effects of

disbudding to produce size.

Rtisarians are as obnoxious to the reproach of

gruurbling at the weather as the agricultural com-
munity ; yet we do, and, with respect to such as we
have hitherto experienced, not without adequate

cause. The season has really been most unfavour-

able, notwithstanding copious rains and bright hot

stinshine of late. The forcing effects of the two com-
bined were palpably evident at the show on Saturday

last. Notwithstanding plenty of size and even form,

there was in too many instances of otherwise fine

specimens a general appearance of thinness of petal

and want of substance in the calil)re of the flowers.

There was likewise a prevailing lack of normal colour-

ing amongst the various shades of the more intense

toned Roses, entirely destructive of those rich flush-

ings and cloudings upon which their beauty and
brilliancy so greatly depends. The ardent gaze of the

*' Sun-god," which tans and freckles the human face

divine, equally bleaches the features of rich-coloured

Roses ; hence the necessity for shading, as in

Dahlias, ^:c. (which some growers so indignantly

rc|iudiate), if their tints are to be preserved intact

with 90' in the shade.

Another point worthy of note, as exemplifying the

glorious uncertainty of Rose growing for show, is that

hitherto the lighter soils have had it all their own
way. The heavy clays and loams are nowhere. Later

on no doubt they will be in sjilendid form, but then,

unhappily, there will be no large exhibitions to appear

at. Hence the ^•alue of the practice, which cannot be

too strongly impressed uj)on intelligent

visiting the actual Rose grounds. Paraphrasing the

American's advice to voters "to poll early and poll

often," we say go early and go often to every place

within reach where Roses are grown. .See them at

home in their natural habits — catch them en

dishabille, so to speak—and the result will be great

modifications of opinion and considerable erasures

from the note-books of names that had been recorded

with enthusiastic admiration during tours round the

"stands."

Proceeding from generals to particulars, it may be

noted that the varieties remarked upon as being fine

at the Alexandra were equally so at the Crystal

Palace show. They may be despatched therefore

without further observation. Of others, Xavier Olibo

was remarkal)ly good both in size and colour, in the

latter respect being a remarkable exception to the

general run of the rich-coloured Roses. The writer

has never seen so many and such fine examples of

that magnificent Tea, Souvenir d'Elise, brought

together on one occasion ; indeed, the Teas as a

rule were numerous and fine, though, like other

kinds, they were very irregular in size and stages of

development. Hot seasons are evidently favourable

to their welfare, though it might be a nice query per-

haps as to how many of the specimens exhibited were

cut from outdoor plants. Referring to notes, the fol-

lowing of the class struck me for their general excel-

lence :—Anne Olivier, Moiret, Jean I'ernet, Rubens,

Reve d'Or, M. Ducher, Mons. Furtado, Old Adam,

Triomphe de Milan, Belle Lyonnaise (fine in Rev. E.

N. Pochin's stand, as was also a rich-coloured Marechal

Niel), Catherine ilermet, Marie Guillot, Madame
Lertot (or Bravy—are they not the same ?), Niphetos

(in several cases overdone), Adrienne Christophle

and Mdlle. Jules Margottin (a pretty melange of

colours) ; Uloire de Dijon and Celine Forestier were

conspicuously in the shade. Baroness Rothschild,

though appearing more frequently, was far from dis-

playing its usual beauty ; the samples, too, were

thin. I am doubtful whether this variety will hold

its own much longer, particularly taking into account

its lack of fragrance. It was refreshing to note some

fine blooms of the veteran General Jacqueminot in more

than one stand, but it would require a whole number

of the GarJeuers' Chronicle to enumerate all the

s)3ecialities of the show.

New Roses and novelties were brought forward in

unusual jjlenty. In face of the general aberrations

displayed in so many instances from normal character

and colour, which have resulted from the weather, I

entertain great hesitation in committing myself to

definite opinions or descriptions ; the remarks upon

them, therefore, must be taken ijnantuin valeani, and

subject to such qualifications as further inspection in

the Rose grounds during the season may give rise to.

With respect to the following named English seed-

lings, it may be remarked that Mr. William Paul's

Duchess of Bedford and Countess of Rosebery corro-

borated the opinion expressed of them in my last

paper ; Mr. C. Turner's Dr. Sewell and Congress

appear promising. Mr. George Paul's Earl of Beacons-

field also appears likely to be fine ; the specimens

exhibited had shape and substance, though in colour

not particularly new. I forget to which of the tw^o

last named raisers Eaid Russell pertains—any way
as shown it was dull and poor. But how is it possible

to judge accurately of the true quality of a new Rose

from two or three blooms, the product of two or three

immature plants ? Being of native origin we can only

hope that they will turn out worthy examples of

English skill. Mons. Norman and Le Havre were also

well shown. Marie Cointet was very poor, nor was

F. Michelon, as a rule, up to its usual excellence.

Many novelties, or quasi-novelties, must remain

over for a time, which will afford a more complete

opportunity for their further trial.

In the interests of the visitors to the Crystal Palace

Rose shows we would earnestly ask, can no more
convenient arrangements be made for a comfortable

view ? An inner space of about 14 feet between the

tables, and that divided by a rope into two parts,

made the inspection of that portion of the boxes far

from a labour of love. The inconvenience of transit

under such tropical heat and amidst a crowd evidently

deterred many from attempting the difficulties (or

horrors) of the "Middle Passage." Could not the

tables be placed in rows across the transept as they

are in the concert-room at the Alexandra Palace ?

One feature of this show, as instructive as un-

common, was jiarticularly deserving ofremark. There
was a large collection, in bunches, of some of those

older Roses now seldom seen except as curiosities,

and it may be unknown to luany of the younger culti-

vators of the Rose. Amongst others of like degree

there were to be seen The Garland, \"illage Maid, the

true pretty striped York and Lancaster, and Cra-

moisic and Fabvier, and, mirabile ilicfu, some blooms

of the Manetti. There were also blooms of the old

double yellow, of which after all it may be said, wc

can well do without it, notwithstanding its colour, nuw

that is quite equalled by some of the Teas. Why
should not such representative collections form an

item of every Rose show ? P.

VARIEGATED PELARGONIUMS
FOR MARKET.

Ti[F. culture of vaiiegntcd Zonnl Pelargoniums for

market is a somewhat recent development of horti-

cultural enterprise. It is not to be wondered at.

They are not everybody's plants in the sense that they

can be grown as readily as the green-leaved types :

rather they require a special course of treatment to be

well done, and it was because of this that a few men
are growing them in large quantities and find a ready

sale for them in Covcnt Garden and other markets.

The principal part of the plants pass into the hands

of the London nursery trade, and they find it to

answer much better to buy from the grower than to

attenjpt to cultivate these handsome-leaved plants on

their own account. The Tricolor Pelargonium has

ceased to be an expensive pet of the public ; but it is

found very useful indeed for many purposes, and

nicely grown and well coloured plants command good

prices.

One of the largest growers of these Pelargoniums

is Mr. Thos. Pestridge, Boston Park Nursery, Brent-,

ford, and what with gold and silver Tricolors and

bronzes or Bicolors, he markets some 20,000 plants,

a large proportion in large 60 and 48-pots—nice com-
pactly grown though bushy stuff, and admirably

coloured, bearing bold and handsome vandyked
leaves, gold and orange, carmine and black flashing

out with rare brilliancy. It is the way in which they

are grown that gi^'cs such a lustre to the Brentford

plants, and makes them so eagerly sought after at

market. The cultivator is a rare and painstaking

artist.

The best golden-margined varieties for this purpose

are Achievement, Masterpiece, Golden Queen, Miss

Goring, Mrs. Little, a rich coloured variety much
sought for in the market ; the Czar (Pestridge), a

bright-coloured variety and good grower ; Marie

Stuart (Pestridge), having a bold and handsome cir-

cular leaf, betokening an excellent constitution, and

very rich marking ; Prince of Wales, a useful variety,

but rather too much in the way of Mrs. Pollock
;

Florence, a remarkably good variety, in the way of

Mrs. Pollock, but with more colour in the leaves and

a compacter growth ; Salamander (Pestridge), very

full colour; Peter Grieve, a fine looking variety, hoVX

in the leaf and richly coloured, but of slow growth ;

and Macbeth, one of the best growers, vigorous antl

very attractive in the leaf. Lady Cullum is largely

grown because of its distinctive-character for bedding

purposes.

The silver Tricolors are much fewer in number, and

consist of Lass o' Gowrie, Miss Pond, Empress of

India (Pestridge), a remarkably good and vigorous

variety, that, as soon as sufficient stock is forthcoming,

will be almost entirely grown for this purpose ; Dolly

Varden, very good and free ; and >rrs. John Marshall

(Pestridge), very good colour and vigorous grower.

The bronzes or Bicolors comprise but a select few,

as W. E. Ciumblcton, very fine broad red bronze, a

variety that is in great demand because its bold and

striking appearance ; the Shah, very distinct and fine,

and of excellent habit ; Marechal McMahon, fine,

bold, and eflective in growth ; Mrs. Harrison Weir,

not a heavy zone, but bright in colour ; and Mrs.

Quilter, a very useful variety.

These plants are grown in ordinary market plant

houses, not particularly roomy in the roof, but light

and airy, and well adapted for the purpose ; but the

plants are not kept so near the glass as one might

suppose. Provided the treatment be right, immediate

contact with the glass is not so necessary to rich

colouring as is generally supposed. During winter a

temperature of from 50' to 55" is maintained, rising

to 60" and 65' in the sun-heat ; the plants are thus

kept comfortable, and there is no paralysis from cold.

I'lenty of air is given on all favourable occasions ;
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water is given sparingly in dull weather, but where a

comfortable temperature is maintained the plants will

take water without harm. Like many other speciali-

ties, the way to success lies through the uniformity of

treatment, and the constant attention the plants

receive.

The principal part of the propagating work is done

in Januarj', Februar)', and March ; but it may be said

to be always going on. The points of the shoots are

taken when they are hard and firm, and just moving

into growth ; if they have four or five leaf joints, that

is sufficient. These little cuttings are put into thumb-

pots, and shifted once into small 6o-pots, and in these

many of them are marketed. Many of the commoner

varieties are planted out in store lieds during the

summer, and directly a shoot is sufficiently advanced

to make a cutting it is taken of^". There is nothing

like these hard cuttings to get into rooted plants

quickly.

There is no secret as to the nature of the soil used.

For the gold and silver Tricolors, about two parts light

loam, one part leaf-mould, with a good sprinkling of

silver sand is used : the gold and bronze are found to

do with a stronger loam, and the addition of a little

old manure, as they make more root than the Tri-

colors.

F'or the sake of convenience the plants arc sent to

market in shallow boxes, each box containing twelve

plants; sometimes these are of one sort, sometimes of

two or more sorts. The largest and best coloured

plants command a good price, and so do such varieties

as Marie Stuart, Peter Grieve, Mrs. Little, &c. In

the case of the Bicolors, or gold and bronze, a good

bro.ad striking zone, like that seen on W. E. Uum-

bleton or the .Shah, is much preferred.

Mr. Pestridge has so much experience of the adapta-

bility of certain sorts for bedding purposes by reason

of planting out during the summer, that his preferences

are worthy attention. The best bedding Tricolors he

takes to be Macbeth, Marie .Stuart, Peter Grieve,

putting out plants strong enough to show the fine

character at once ; Miss Goring, Prince of Wales,

William Sandy, and J. V>. Downie. The silver Tri-

colors he looks upon as too delicate for bedding dis-

plays unless the soil be sandy and gravelly, and,

therefore, wann and dry ; even then they are better

suited for sm.all beds. Lass o' Gowrie is Mr.

Pestridge's choice, because of its free growth and

charming colour. The bronze varieties are generally

free growers, and, therefore, should not be put into

rich soil. The Shah is a very fine variety for large

beds, with W. E. Gumbleton as an edging to the

foregoing or for small beds. Those named Mrs.

Quilter and Mrs. H. Weir are valuable for small

groups ; Marechal McMahon is also a good bedder.

What a change from the brilliancy of colour seen at

Brentford, and the utter want of it seen in the speci-

mens of gold and silver Tricolors and bronzes pro-

duced at the recent show of the Pelargonium Society.

That the plants can be finely coloured all through

the summer is often seen at country shows, where the

growth of them is understood. .\li these Pelar-

goniums without colour means without condition,

and in that state they are .about the dullest examplei

of plant life found at exhibitions. R. D.

ROSES FROM SEED.
If there is one branch of gardening more interest-

ing than another it is that of raising plants from seed,

and if this happens to be with the object of obtaining

new varieties, it is not only interesting, but there is

a degree of fascination and enjoyment about it, that

only those who have once 'embarked in the work

can have any idea of. Any one therefore in quest of

a really pleasurable pursuit will do well to turn their

attention to the improvement of the Rose, the queen

of flowers, as an object worthy of his aim ; for

although much has been done in this respect, there is

still a fine field open in which amateurs have just as

good a chance of success as nurserymen or profes-

sional gardeners. Many of the former, indeed, have

already greatly distinguished themsehes for their skill

as hybridists, and it is to such gentlemen as Messrs.

Hoyle, Foster, Beck, and li.anks, that we are in-

debted for many of the magnificent Pelargoniums and

Fuchsias that grace our shows and greenhouses

;

besides which, if I mistake not, it was an amateur

that gave us one of the best English Roses ever raised

— viz., the old Devoniensis, which to this day is un-

equalled among the Teas, and always has great

weight with adjudicators at exhibitions. It is an

axiom that what has been done can be done again,

and if one good Rose has been raised by an amateur,
why not others? Spare time for the work is a great

element towards success, and in this respect amateurs
are generally much more favoured than nurserymen,

whose business allows them but little leisure to devote

to anything else than that of supplying their cus-

tomers, although a few have been able to turn a

little aside from this, and in most cases much to their

profit and the public benefit, as is evidenced by the

fine new fruits raised and sent out by Mr. Rivers and
others.

Many new varieties of plants are obtained by what
are termed chance seedlings—that is, from seed

gathered without the flowers from which they origi-

nated having been cross-fertilised by hand ; but it

often occurs that this is done through the agency of

bees or other insects, and sometimes by the wind, so

that in raising Roses from seed it is just possible that

the majority of them may be quite different to the one.

they were sowed from, and perhaps one or two will

have decidedly superior qualities. It is this hope and

expectancy that gives such a zest to the work, and

makes it so absorbingly interesting that one never

tires of w.atching the development of the young plants

from the first moment they emerge through the soil

till they flower and show what they are. It is

towards this period of their existence that the culmi-

nating point is reached as one bends over them with

searching eyes to see if they differ in any way from

the parents in colour or form ; and I, no doubt like

many more, in my impatience at the slow unfolding of

the petals, must plead guilty in forcing Nature by

doing the work for her, and pulling them apart

perhaps d.ays before their proper time.

In the matter of raising Roses from seed it cannot

be denied but that we are much less favourably

situated than our Continental neighbours, whose finer

climate does so much for them in causing fntctifica-

tion and a perfect ripening of the heps after ; still for

all that there are many parts of England where, in fine

dry summers and autumns, seed ripens abundantly, as

was the case last season. If those who have plants will

look around no doubt they will find many with heps

yet hanging, which, if gathered and sown, m.ay result

in something that will not only bring much pleasure,

but be a source of profit to other fortunate possessors.

The proper way to proceed is to rub the seed from

the husks and sow in sandy soil under hand-lights on

any open border or quarter of the garden. There

they should be kept close and shaded from strong

sunshine till they begin to germinate, when air must

be given to assist them to come up strong and sturdy,

and free from that pest, the mildew, which is sure to

assail them if kept in a close moist atmosphere. As

soon as the jilants get into the second rough leaf

they will be large enough to transplant, and should

then be singled out an<l placed in separate rows at

about 6 inches apart, which will afford ample room for

the first year's growth. In order to strengthen and

hasten this as much as possible, work in a good

dressing of thoroughly decomposed manure in the

soil and see that the plants never lack water or liquid

manure when once they have made a fair start.

Owing to the hard shells. Rose seeds take a long

time to come up, and it often occurs that many lie in

the ground two or three years ; which being the case,

care should be taken when transplanting the young

seedlings not to disturb the soil any more than can be

helped, otherwise it may so happen that some of the

most valuable arc spoiled.

Some growers have a preference for pans to raise

seed, and to subject most of them, however hardy, to

artificial heat ; but this is a great mistake with the

Rose, which hales coddling under any circumstances ;

and most particularly is it impatient of such treatment

during the first stage of its existence, a time when

artificial heat generally proves fatal. If sown in pans

at all, they should be stood in cold frames on a damp

coal-ash floor of suflicient hardness to keep worms

from piercing through and entering the drainage.

The great objection to pans for such a purpose is that,

from the small body of soil they contain, the seeds are

never in that uniform condition for moisture as when

sown in the open ground, .as there, covered with a

handlight, the variation is slight, and slopping with

water may thus be avoided.

It should be born in mind that the more leafage

the young seedlings can be induced to make, the

quicker will they become established and bear

flowers ; and therefore they should not be stopped

or shortened back in any way, either in the summCj

or winter, but allowed to retain their shoots full

length, from towards the tops of which the first

blooms will be formed. These of course cannot be
expected to be of large size till the plants get strong,

but a judge of Roses will at once be able to form a

pretty correct opinion as to their merits, and particu-

larly if he happens to know the varieties from
which they originated, as then it may readily be seen

whether they differ in colour or form, or are likely to

be any improvement on either. Such as afford

promise in these respects should be at once budded
on good strong stocks, and increased as rapidly as

possible. .Seedling Briers, where they can be had,

produce the best flowers, but, if these are not obtain-

able, good clear-stemmed Dog Roses are the next in

order of merit except for light soils, in which the

Manetti is the nrost suitable. Those who may desire

to embark in this most interesting occupation (and I

hope there will be many) should not rest satisfied

with simply gathering any seed they may find and

sowing it at random, but set about the work in a

scientific way by fertilising the flowers, making choice

of such kinds as Marechal Niel and others of that

character as pollen parents, with any others that are

known to seed freely. A yellow perpetual of good

shape and form would be a fortune to any one, as

we have so few Roses of that shade ; and efforts

should therefore be made with a view to increase

them, instead of reds and pinks, of which there are

already so many and so good that it would be a

difticult matter to beat them. In whites and yellows

and parti-coloured flowers there is a great deficiency,

and much may be done by working on these as well

as the Tea varieties, many of which want more vigour

and hardiness of constitution imparteil to them to

enable them to succeed in beds and borders.

.\s regards the fertilising of the blooms, that is

a very simple affair, and may easily be done by

removing a few of the central petals, when the organs

to be fructified will be exposed to view, and may
then be impregnated by the pollen of any variety it

may be thought desirable to introduce. This can be

done by the use of a fine camel-hair brush or by

lightly touching the anthers ; but, however effected,

the thing is to set about it on a dry sunny day, and to

see that the pollen is ripe before attempting to apply,

as success depends on this and having the flower to

be impregnated in a sufficiently advanced state, which,

when fully blown, they usually are. After being fer-

tilised in this manner, all that is necessary is to keep

the wet from them till the petals fall, which they soon

do after fecundation takes place, and the seeds begin

to swell—a time when rain has no further injurious

eftect on them, but rather tends to assist them. In

all cases the pods should be left till quite the end of

November, to insure their being thoroughly ripe before

they are gathered and stored, the best way of doing

which is to keep the seed plump and sound, or to

bury them in sand till the time comes round for sow-

ing. If amateurs and others will only set themselves

assiduously to raising Roses in this way, they will

find it afford them much pleasure and gratification ;

and if each is successful in adding only one new

flower, it will greatly increase the interest and beauty

of ourgardens, besides helping to remove the stigma of

being so entirely dependent on the French as we have

been till within the last few years. J. S.

THORPE PERROW.
Thoi!1'f. Perrow, the residence of Mark Milbahke,

Esq., is situated some two miles from the market

town of Bedale, the centre, as it were, of one of the

most fertile districts to be found in the West Riding

of Yorkshire. The mansion, a somewhat plain, yet

substantial looking structure, stands in the centre of

some 300 acres of richly timbered and slightly undu-

lating grass land, and is approached on the north side

by a pleasant road through the park, about a mile in

length. In that part of Yorkshire the g.ardens at Thorpe.

Perrow have long lieen held in high repute, and very

deservedly so, as though by no means so extensive as

many others we are acquainted with, the combinatio o f

wood and water in the pleasure-grounds is very fine,

the views beautiful, the flower garden very ornamental,

anil the whole place kept in the very best style. The

flower-garden, of which we give a couple of illustra-

tions (tigs. I anil 2), occupies some six acres of ground

on the west side of the mansion ; the pleasure-grounds

beyond the lake being 25 acres in extent. This g.arden

is divided into three well-marked divisions which are of

about equal proportions, the first and left division being
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devoted to flowering shniljs and herbaceous plants,

the second or central division, the subject of our

illustrations, to spring and summer bedding plants,

and the third, or right, to coniferous plants. The
spring gardening subjects had been replaced by
summer bedding subjects at the time of our visit a

fortnight ago, but we saw enough of the reserve

garden to convince us that it is well done, and must
have a charming effect in the earlier months, so well

does the garden and its surroundings lend itself to

this style of decoration. Fancy Polyanthuses and
Auriculas are used in great numbers, and of the

former there is here a very fine strain. Bulbs too are

in a season. Amongst the other notable subjects

which the house contains is a large bush of the old

Camellia Bruciana, one of the original plants. Leav-
ing the greenhouse and turning to the left, we pass

the garden of flowering shrubs and herbaceous plants

on the right, and soon come to a very remarkable
old Elder tree, on the left hand of the walk
leading to the pleasure grounds. It is 35 feet

high, has a noble bole, and carries a splendid

head of bloom. Entering the pleasure grounds we
soon came upon some fine coniferous and other orna-

mental trees, but before alluding to them we must
note the sward beneath them, which in spring is

Pinsapo comes into view. Here let us leave the

pleasure-grounds for a while, and entering a long,

straight avenue of Limes, make our way to the ruins

of Snape Castle, an object of considerable interest

to antiquarians, about half a mile <lue south of the

mansion, on the boundary of the park, and close to

the village of .Snape.

It was long a stronghold of the Nevilles, and after-

wards of the Cecils, Earls of Exeter, but at the

present time it is partly in ruins, and partly occupied
as a farmhouse. The chapel still remains, and has
been renovated in all its parts, except the ceiling,

since 1S74, by Mr. Milbanke, in memory of Lady

Fig. I,—the i'lower garden at thorpe perrow, looking north-west.

employed in considerable quantities, and so also is

Myosotis dissitiflora, which generally does well, but
occasionally gets touched with frost. The summer
bedding is too elaborate to be mastered in a hurried
"look round," so that we must pass on with the
remark that the planting has been carried out with
excellent taste and judgment, and the view of the
whole all that could be desired.

Near to the mansion, and a little to the right of the
view shown in fig. i, is a large span-roofed green-
house which contains a remarkable i)lant of the grand
old Luculia gratissima. It is planted out in a border,
covers the back wall, and runs up nine rafters. The
shoots are allowed to grow loosely all the summer,
and are tied in in the autumn, commence blooming in
the month of October, and continue till February. The
plant has produced as many as 700 trusses of flowers

literally covered with a mass of wild flowers. Blue-
bells, Violets, Primroses, and Wood Anemones by
the acre—a spring garden, or a wild garden, call it

what you will, of the most enjoyable character, and
a feature of the place in which the venerable pro-
prietor takes the greatest possible interest. These
lovely yet homely flowers are encouraged to grow
with the greatest freedom, and to facilitate this are
never mown down or disturbed by the process of
"cleaning up," until the month of July. To return
to the ornamental trees, let us note as standing out
prominently amongst the Conifers, in this part of the
pleasure grounds, a handsome specimen of the Douglas
Fir, about 50 feet high ; and, near by, a beautiful
Picea Nordmanniana, one of the plants brought by
Lord Alvanly from Prince Woronzow's garden in the
Crimea. A litle further on a fine example of Picea

Augusta Henrietta Milbanke, who died in that year.

The painted ceiling has been somewhat injured by
damp, but is very fine, the subject—a scriptural one
—illustrating the twelfth chapter of Revelations.

Retracing our steps down the before-mentioned
avenue of Limes, the pleasure-grounds are entered
again, and a serpentine walk leads us round the head
of the lake on the left to the well-wooded park
beyond, which is indicated in fig. 2. Here we soon
come upon a fine avenue of Oaks, partly seen in the
view, and dotted about with admirable eflect some
handsome examples of Abies orientalis and A.
Smithiana ; A. IMenziesii, 50 feet high, and of fine

proportions ; Pinus excelsa, about 40 feet high, very

handsome, and interesting to boot, inasmuch as this

was the only one of the Himalayan Pines that

escaped the sad destruction of trees which took place
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here in the memorable winter of 1860-61, when the

thermometer registered 13° below zero. A Wey-

mouth Pine has a bole more than 9 feet in circum-

ference ; Abies canadensis is represented by a

beautiful specimen ; and the next object which

catches the eye is a strikingly handsome

round-headed tree of the cut-leaved Beech, From

this part of the grounds there are many pretty views

across the laUe, reminding us strongly of the charm'

ing "peeps" so plentilul on the bnnks of the

Thames.
Onwards we must go, however, and passing a

beautiful Tinas Hcnthflini^na, over 30 feet high, and

nearly 6 feet high. Of Cuprcssus Lawsoniana we

noted five varieties ; of Thuja Lobbii, a perfect pyra-

midal plant, about 30 feet high ; and of Cryjitomeria

japonica nana a grand specinijn, about 30 feet high,

clothed to the ground and perfectly green. Taxodium
sempervirens was cut down to the ground during the

severe winter of 1S60-61, but has grown up agsin ant)

is a nice specimen.

From the Pinetum we make towards the kitchen

garden, which lies on the north side of the mansion

at a distance of about 200 yards, having our attention

called on the way to a short avenue formed by two

dense hedges of Norway Spruce, 10 feet hij^h and

/orriigir (!vorrcs)Jonbf!ut.

Cape Town.—The first view of Cape Town on

entering Table Bay is very imposing, and gives a

favourable Impression of South Africa, which, how-
ever, is liable to be banished on a closer inspection,

The town is situated nearly in the bight of the bay,

and extends from the shore nearly to the foot of the

Table Mountain, which, with another prominence

called the Lion*s Rump, from its fanciful resemblance

to that part of the animal, (orms the backgroimd to

Cape Town, and bestows upon it a scene of majestig

Fig. 2.—the flower garden at thori-e I'errow : looking south-west.

believed to be one of the original plants, we get

round at the head of the lake to the right of the view

shown in figs. I and 2, and enter that portion of the

flower garden devoted to Conifers only. Soon we come
upon a striking variety of Picea Pinsapo, a present

when a seedling from Dr. Lindley to Mr. Culverwell,

who for some thirty years has had the care of these

gardens. Next to come under review is the choice

collection of young Conifers collected by the late

Lady Milbanke, an ardent lover of trees, and now
forming a most appropriate memorial. The trees are

planted sufficiently wide apart to allow of their being

seen to the best advantage on all sides. A Crypto-

meria elegans was pointed out that had stood 4°

below zero. Thujopsis borealis grows most freely,

never sufl'ering from frost, wet, or drought. One of

the first plants sent out of Retinospora pisifera is

from 7 to S feet through, with a row of standard

Roses on either side. Most of these are of Gloire de

Uijon, and one especially is deserving of remark, as

being one of the first plants sent out—a grand old

specimen, having more of the proportions of an Apple
tree than of a standard Rose, and carrying a heavy

crop of blooms, from which flowers may be cut until

November. In the flower garden there is a plant

that we should have mentioned before, which measures

10 feet through, healthy and vigorous, and full of

buds. Proceeding onwards from the Spruce avenue

a new Pinetum is pointed out as occupying the site

of what was once noted as a fox covert, and next a

sight that would gladden the heart of the raiser of

the good old " Gloire " could he but see his famous

flower as it is here in full possession of a Holly tree

and 25 feet high. The plant is in splendid health,

and flowers most freely.

{To be continued.)

grandeur which could scarcely be excelled. The prin-

cipal part of the town is laid out in squares, and

when viewed from a good height displays a remark-

able amount of symmetry in the parallel streets, &c. ;

the suburbs are much scattered, and possess a great

deal of beauty and fertility. Eucalypti, Oak (Quercus

^sculus). Willow, Poplars, Cluster Pines, Stone Pines,

Melia Azadirachta, Leucadendron argenteum, the

Silver Tree, Widdringtonia juniperoides, the Cape

Cedar, which yields a valuable timber, owing to being

cross-grained and almost impervious to dampness,

Casuarinas, &c., have been planted with partial suc-

cess in all the broad streets and roadsides, and a few

large and umbrageous avenues have been formed with

Oak trees.

The roads and paths are very poorly kept, and,

judging from the newspapers, the drainage must be
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greatly neglected, for in one arlicic Cape Town was

crmcd the "City of Stinks." The buildings, on

I'hc whole, arc c)f n poor stamp when compared with

Iht large and magnificent buildings in the capitals of

other colonics: a Roman Catholic cathedral, hos-

pital, museum, and lil)rary constitute all. The docks

arc commodious, and a fine breakwater has lately been

made, which, with the good lighthouses, assist in

turning the once dangerous Table Bay into a safe

refuge. The population is about 30,000, incUiding a

vast number of the various coloured races of South

Africa and of Malays, who are principally the descend-

ants of the slaves under the Dutcli East India

Company.
The land situate at the foot of the Table Moun-

tain, and at Wynljerg, 8 miles from the Cape, is very

fertile, and Wheat, Maize, and all kinds of European

fruits and vegetables appear to flourish, except

Cherries and Gooseberries. Peaches, Nectarines,

l'"igs, and Grapes grow to perfection. The famous

wine called Constantia is the produce of the vine-

yard at Wynbcrg. Several thousand gallons of wine

are produced at Constantia annually ; the Grapes

grown there are said to be the finest looking fruit and
possess as fine a flavour as any in the world. The
soil and climate arc suitalile, and yet the Cape wines

are always reckoned to be inferior to French or

German wines, which, if a fact, seems most unaccount-

able, unless it be owing to the low habit given to the

Vine almost universally in South African vineyards,

and to the intense heat experienced during the pro-

cess of fermentation. Nearly all the Cape wine is

manufactured from the following varieties :—Green
(jrape, of which there are two varieties ; Red and
Black Muscats, Pontnac, Muscatel, red and white,

and Frontignac : the bulk of the wine is made
from the Green Grape. The original stocks of the

jiresent Cape varieties of Grapes are supposed to

have been brought from France by the exiled

Huguenots {through the Edict of Nantes), who,
according to colonial accounts, brought cuttings of

their favourite Vines with them to the land of their

adoption.

Judging from appearances and from statistics, I

fancy that Grape growing will become of more
importance, and form, at no distant future, a principal

article of exportation. The colony is, for the most
jiart, wonderfully healthy and suitable for the loca-

tion of Europeans, thereby backing up the old adage,
" A genial climate is the home of Vine and man."
All the houses in the suburbs and a great many in the

town have Vines trained over the verandahs and sub-

tropical flowers of numerous descriptions flourishing

in their little gardens.

The centre of the town is ornamentally set off by
a long avenue of Oak trees ; on one side is the

Government House, on the other the Botanical

Garden and Museum. The garden is rather small

for a colonial garden—generally very large—and is

poorly and unsyslematically laid out ; an unsightly,

tumbledown, rotten stick fence surrounds it ; irregular,

undefined paths, badly kept borders and beds, and
neglected trees and shrubs fill it ; and, worst of all,

the labelling of the plants is one vast medley—
Solanum laciniatum is placed against Dracaena ar-

liorca, Pcrilla nankinensis next Zamia, Plumbago
zeylanica to Eucalyptus ' resinifera, Francia to

Agave americana, Cassia florida to a pot of bulbs,

Nerium Oleander to a pot Lilium, and numerous
others equally ridiculous. Now a Government botanical

garden carried on in this state is not only disgrace-

ful, but wrong in the extreme, and it is hardly con-
ceivable the amount of damage it does ; for strangers

or inquiring colonists requiring the names of plants

enter the garden, see the identical plant, and take
down the name as indicated by the label, which in a
majority of cases is wrong. There were several beauti-

ful things in the garden which I had no knowledge of,

but dare not take the names for granted. The labels

are made of iron and frame topped, the names
printed, and therefore a considerable expense must
have been gone to in naming the things, all thrown
away through present neglect. The condition of the

garden, in spite of what is said in the Colonial Press,

ii most unsatisfactory. Very few things were in

bloom ; Burchellia capensis, Duranta Plumieri, Cri-

num aquaticum, Wigandia caracasana, Polygalas,

and Sparaxis pendula, were rather showy in IjIos-

som ; Cocos campestris, C. pluniosa, Oreodoxa
regia, with a few Phrenices, comprise nearly all the

Palms. Cycas, Zamias, and Enccphalartos are planted

here and there ; they all seem to do well, or, rather,

would do so, with a little more attention ; Eucalypti

and Araucarias grow to perfection. A small glass-

house contains a jammed up collection of stove orna-

mental plants usually met with at home—Coleus,

Begonias, &c. ; and a new glass-house is nearly

finished, so that I expect improvements are going to

be made in that direction.

On leaving Cape Town and passing along the

valley between the Lion's Rump and Table Mountain

towards False Bay, and then ascending to the top

from the back part, a numerous and varied flora is to

be met with. Iridacex are very plentiful, and com-

prise many pretty little things, including nearly all

colours—red, rose, yellow-, orange, and blue, tic.

—

all about the size of the Lily of the Valley ; these,

with several other bulbs of similar habit, would form

interesting collections for private culture in England.

CompositLe, principally of the Aster family, in abun-

dance ; and a very pretty dwarf large yellow-flowered

Thistle, Ericaceae, and numerous Healh-Hke flower-

ing dumose plants of the Leguminous order, with

Mesenibryanthete, and, greatest of all, Geraniacea.*,

covered the whole of the back slopes of Table
Mountain.

I found a marvellously pretty red hairy Orobanchc
parasitic on the roots of a Leguminous shrub, Leuco-

dendron argenteum, and a few Proteads and Conifers

form the principal arborescent growth around. Ferns

are rather scarce, and limited in species. Table

Mountain is a large plateau of about 3500 feet in

altitude, and of very difficult ascent, at times dan-

gerous, owing to the heavy clouds which often settle

on the summit, and thereby prevent the descent

;

it consists of horizontal strata of argillaceous and
ferrugineous schists, elevated on grey granite, which,

on the slopes and in the valleys, is in a great state of

decomposition. The schists are often here sur-

mounted by the unfossiliferous old sandstone. The
strata on the Table, and the two equally prominent

points on either side, correspond to a nicety, and
easily account for the plateau formation by elevation

and the washing away of the decomposing granite and
stratified formations above. I made a good collection

of dried plants, and procured many conns and bulbs

of the more interesting and Ijcautiful species. Ericaceae,

Pelargoniums, the numerous Irids, and the majority

of the beautiful hard-wooded stuff appeared to

flourish best in a mixture of decomposed granite,

argillaceous schist, and decomposed vegetable matter

(Graminace^e and Cyperacea;). The museum and
public library is a credit to the town ; the collection

of books embraces all sciences and authors of litera-

ture. The museum is full of specimens of the African

fauna, and possesses the finest collection of birds I

ever saw or heard of, all systematically arranged, and
mounted to perfection. Several improvements are

being made. C. MiuiJ.

C|)c |)il(;t d^ai'bcir.

Golden Feather Fvketiikum for a North
Garden.—When Nature in one of ils many-sided
sportive moods lirought forth this most popular plant,

with the sober green of the leaves changed to a hright

golden lint, a boon of almost unimagined value was
conferred on lovers of gardening—" high and low,

rich and poor, one with another." It is, indeed, a

popular plant, for from the meanest ami most circum-

scribed to the noblest and most extensive, the golden
sheen of this useful plant shines out in some part of
it. It is only at the dead of the winter—when there

appears to be so little of action in the vegetable king-
dom as to suggest a period of jiausc in Nature— it is

only then that it is least effective, but let mild warm
quickening days come in February and then the
leaves lengthen, the plant increases in size, the colour
intensities, and it becomes as bright and pleasant a
thing as one can well wish to look upon. It is a plant
that will be grown for years to come, when genera-
tion after generation of gardeners shall have passed
away into the shadows where their journey ends at
last.

In a cold, wet forecourt garden, with a due north
aspect, into which the sun only rarely enters, and that
during the period of the long days, the Golden Feather
Pyrethrum has done grandly this spring and summer.
The all-devouring slugs have left it untouched, and it

is but few things they have left untouched during the
long spell of wet weather. It is now in full bloom,
and the growth being compact and regular quite a
cheerful line is thereby secured.

To have plants clTccli\e in spring it is well to sow

some seed in May or June in the open air, and trans-

plant in October. These plants bloom but little that

year, and they are of a vigorous character to go out

for spring effect. I'lants that are raised from seed

sown early in the year appear to become too much
exhausted by the end of the first year to stand well

through the winter, and that is why it is preferable to

sow at midsummer to get plants for this purpose.

The safest plan is to jjlant out in February, just as

the plaints begin to move, but when doing so, take

care to put some nice fine soil about the roots so that

the roots can begin to move quickly. That hint,,

simple as it is, embodies one of the golden rules of

gardening, namely, always plant so that the roots can
be coaxed into activity as quickly as possible. To
take a plant from a bed of light free soil and put it

into a bed or border where the soil is cold, wet, stiff

and clammy, is plant cruelty ; it can never become at

home, and it must dwindle and die.

How this delightfully serviceable plant holds its

own against all rivals. We have had a few of them.

There was a taller growing (jolden I'eather named
Golden Gem, with cut foliage, and bearing double

white flowers. It probably got a First-class Cer-

tificate, but who grows it now ? It may be met with

here and there, but scarcely in a catalogue. Then
there is the new laciniated variety of the Golden
Feather, with its elegantly cut foliage, but it is

decidedly duller in colour and less attractive than its

progenitor.

Sweet Williams have done well in this cokl

garden in company with the Golden Feather, and they

are now bearing rare heads of bloom. They were put

out in February in that careful fashion recommended
above, and though the snails attacked them a little,

they soon grew beyond the point of attack. Nothing
in the way of flowering plants has done so well as

these Sweet Williams, in a garden deeply shaded on

three sides, and with the branches of trees making
the shade even more dense.

Arabis albida has done well also, and has made a

very vigorous growth. Whether it will bloom next

spring remains to be seen, but even if it does not there

will be the green tufts to be thankful for, and we
shall plant more of it in the future.

Up to March the variegated bro.ad-leaved Cress was
a pleasant subject, growing freely, thrusting up its

handsomely variegated leaves and its flower-stalks.

But all of a sudden, as it seemed, the slugs attacked it,

and in spite of dustings with lime, fine cinder ashes,

and soot, the rain rendered them harmless, the slugs

fed, and the plants have altogether disappeared.

Violas have been punished in much^lhe same way, and
during June the leaves of vigorous growing Poly-

anthuses have been well nigh devoured. During the

hot dry weather there came a pause in the dejireda-

tions, but now that the rain (and notwithstanding

that we appeared to have had too much of it, yet how
welcome it was) has come, the slugs will feast again,

to our great sorrow.

6urbcir 6pcralloirs.
FLOiVER CARDEX, ETC.

In order to realise the full enjoyment to be derived
from plantations or shrubberies they will require to

be frequently gone over, as a neat appearance is one
of the great essentials ; and in order to insure this

the hoe and rake should be constantly at work, and if

any of the shrubs or trees are growing out of bounds
they may be safely reduced at this season with the
knife to the necessary dimensions, but in such a
manner as not to interfere with the character of the
several varieties. American plants, such as Rhodo-
dendrons and Azaleas—which have been very fine this

season—should have all decayed flowers removed, and
as soon as possible the young seed-vessels carefully

pinched out before the growth hardens, which will

very much strengthen the future blooms. The walks,
which area necessary accompaniment of the plantation,

should also be kept neat and pleasant for walking by
frequent edging and rolling. With the thermometer
at 91° in the shade, and an almost cloudless sky, the

energies of newly-planted shrubs and trees will be
severely taxed, and the effects of such powerful
evaporation must be counteracted by copious supplies

of water both at the roots and overhead. The same
may also be observed of Roses, which, if not treated

to plenty of water, and occasionally liquid manure.
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will soon have liicir blooming powers exhausted, and
their season will he a very short one. In order to assist

the later hloonis it is advisable that all the expanded
ones shuuKl be removed as soon as they show symp-
toms of falling to pieces ; if required for dried Rose
leaves as an ingredient in pot poitrri it is as well to

cut them before the scent has all evaporated, and
this earlier removal, when it can be accomplished, is

even more favourable to the later development ; take

care also to check the luxuriance of the strong non-
blooming shoots by timely stopping. The newly-
plantetl bedding plants have felt the influence of the

sudden change of temperature very much. A rise of
30° of temperature, from dull cloudy weather to bright

sunshine, is likely to tell adversely against many
things besides bedding plants ; for example, at

this place Raspberries are scalded on the truss, and
turned quite sour and useless. .Strawberries have
ripened prematurely before they have attained their

full development, and the evaporation from the newly
planted beds of flowers is enormous, and those which
have not attained to any great degree of root develop-

ment will be very much benefited by the application

of a sufficient quantity of water to penetrate an inch ;

the ground is so wet underneath that a soaking, as it

is called, is not necessary, but only sufficient to

counteract the daily loss by evaporation. Where
plants are rootetl and growing away a tolerable

sprinkling overhead in the evening after hot days will

be sufficient. Hollyhocks which are growing freely

should have, in addition to a plentiful supply of water,

an occasional dose of liquid-manure ; and Dahlias,

when they have fairly started into growth, will require

the same treatment. Those very interesting subjects,

the alpine plants, being generally placed high and dry

among the nooks and crevices of rocks, are very

liable to suffer from lack of moisture, and this if not

attended to will be fatal to some of the tenderer varie-

ties. The strong-growing sorts should l)e from time

. to time reduced in size, to pre\ent them from smother-

ing the miniature alpine gems, which are, however,
gl.ad of their protecting shelter. Now is a good time

to see to the propagation of many of the varieties

which, although alpine in the strict sense of the word,

are yet largely used for decorative purposes in other

than alpine situations. I allude to such plants as

Alyssum, Iberis, Arabis, and others of a like nature,

which may now be propagated largely in shaded posi-

tions under glass without heat, and will be found

invaluable for filling up vacancies in the autumn and
early spring. Choice varieties of Sweet Williams and
Wallflowers may, if desirable, be subjected to the

same treatment for increase, but as a general rule

seedlings are far less trouble where such plants are

required in great numbers ; see, therefore, that seed-

ling plants are receiving due attention as to pricking

out from the seed-beds to prepare them for planting in

the autumn. The soil should be of a sandy nature,

to ensure plenty of fibrous rootlets. The seedling

plants of the biennial Campanulas or Canterbury IJells

should be at once pricked out, to strengthen them for

autumn planting, or they will not flower next season

at all satisfactorily. John Cox, Kaileaf.

FRUIT HOUSES.
Orchard-house.—If the fruit has all been gathered

from the forcing orchard-heuse, it will be quite

necessary to still attend to the trees, especially if they

are grown in pots ; the change in the weather requires

the utmost vigilance to keep the soil in the pots from
becoming too tlry ; abundant supplies of water will be
necessary to keep the leaves green and to thoroughly

plump up and consolidate the buds. The leaves must
also be thoroughly cleansed from all insect pests ; it

was necessary to discontinue the syringing as soon as

the fruit became slightly soft, and this allows the red-

spider to increase to an alarming extent. The syringe

must be brought into constant use to destroy this pest,

and while the weather is so warm the ventilators may
be open night and day. If there are thrips, aphis or

scale on the trees it will be necessary to fumigate with

tobacco-smoke to destroy the two first-named, and the

scale must be washed off by using a sponge with strong

soapy water. If any of the trees require to be re-

potted it is best to do this very soon after all the fruit

has been gathered ; I use good strong clayey loam.

Chalky loam is well adapted for all stone fmits. The
turfy part of the loam should lie torn up by the hand,

and for large trees it ought to be used lumpy ; to four

Ijarrowloadsofthis loamaddone ofrotten stable manure :

the refuse of Mushroom beds answers well for this.

I have turned the plants out of the pots when they have

been in full leaf, and when the roots have also been

thoroughly matted round the ball, and repotted the

trees in the same sized pots again. I simply take a

chopper and cut about i inch or \\ inch all round
the ball and as much from the base. Drain the pots

well, also w.ash them clean, place some fibrous turf

over the drainage, and ram the potting material firmly

round the sides with a wooden rammer. The trees

should be thoroughly well watered before beginning

to pot them. I do not water the roots for about

twenty-four hours after repotting, but the trees are

put into a house where the lights can be kept rather

close, and the leaves must be continually moistened

by syringing. If the weather should be very dry and

hot the glass may be shaded, but I have not at any

time done this, as I generally pot in cool moist

weather ; it is Ijetter to wait for this than to begin

when the weather is not suitable. In a week after

repotting fresh roots will be seen running into the

new soil, and in two or three weeks the trees will be

thoroughly established again, and the leaves will be

but little injured. The late house, where the fruit has

just finished stoning, will now stand a good

deal of heat ; 85° or 90° is not too much after

the house has been shut up and the trees

syringed. The time of shutting up will depend upon

the aspect of the house ; if it is a lean-to facing east,

the sun will not act upon it after i o'clock, and it may
be shut up soon after 3, the ventilation to be reduced

about I. The last thing at night the ventilators

should be opened a little, as in hot weather the sun

acts upon a house with an eastern aspect very early in

the morning. If the owner is able to attend to his

plants as early as between 4 and 5 A.M., it wUI not be

necessary to do this. Reverse the case, and let the

house l)e on the other side of the wall, the sun would

not strike upon the glass until much later in the

morning, but it would not be well to shut up such a house

until nearly 6 P.M. Span-roofed houses and others of

the lean-to or half-span description facing south, will

all require difTcrent treatment as regards opening the

ventilators in the morning and shutting up at night.

The grower will soon get to know the right time for

attending to this by watching the effect of the sun on

the temperature. Give the final surface dressing to

the trees when it is seen that the fruit h.as taken the

final swelling ; at that time the trees will luxuriate in

a high temperature and moist atmosphere. J. Douglas.

STRAWiiERRIES IN PoTS.—Layering and potting

will now be the order of the day, and strict attention

will need to be given to watering both mornings and

afternoons. If previous directions have been attended

to a batch of early runners will now be rooted ; these

should be severed from the parent plants and packed

closely together in a cold frame, and kept shaded

from the sun for a day or two till they recover from

the slight check they would otherwise receive if this

precaution were not taken during the present oppres-

sive weather. Before potting is commenceil it is

assumed that the necessary material is already provided

to carry on that operation. Our turf heap for this and

similar purposes has been stacked up for several

months, and frequent layers of fresh cow-manure were

added at the time, according to the quality and tex-

ture of the soil. When the soil is chopped up for

present use we add a little horse-droppings, and mix

the whole thoroughly well together. A few hundred

pots are always kept in readiness for potting. They

are carefully drained, first with crocks and then a

thin layer of green moss from the woods is placed

with the green side downwards over the crocks ; a

sprinkling of soot is then shaken over the moss and

potting is commenced, using, of course, the roughest

portion of the soil next to the moss. An experienced

hand is deputed to the work, which is not proceeded

with on any consideration unless all the materials are

in healthy working order. The roots are slightly dis-

entangled with a sharp-pointed stick, and the soil is

rammed moderately firm, and the plants are simply

dewed over for a few days till root-action has fairly

commenced. Black Prince " Improved "and Vicom-

tesse Hericart de Thury are the most eligible varieties

for early forcing. \V. Hinds, Otlcrspool.

VI^ES.—The general thinning having been brought

to a close. Muscats, Alicantes, and Lady Downe's,

intended for use after Christmas, or bottling for early

spring, should have the scissors passed through them

after the stoning period is over, and at the same time

the shoulders should be well tied up to admit of full

development of the berries and a free circulation of

air through the bunches in autumn. Stop all gross

laterals where they interfere with the even flow of the

sap, but avoid the unnatural system of pinching every

growth to a single leaf, particularly after the termina-

tion of the stoning period. The sudden change to

bright summer weather is all that can be desired for

Grapes in every stage, as the continued absence of

the sun in low-lying situations was producing serious

injury to Vines having their roots in outside and

unprotected borders ; but care must be taken that

late houses in which the fruit is stoning do not fall

below 70° at night, otherwise the sudden rise with

sun-heat will cause condensation of moisture on the

berries, which do not yet warm so quickly as the

atmosphere, and what is termed scalding follows.

Muscats, deriving their principal nourishment from

inside borders and now beginning to take their last

swelling, should have a thorough soaking with liquid

manure or guano water at a temperature of 85° to 90°,

after which the surface should be well covered with

some good nonconducting material for keeping in

moisture and the encouragement of root-action on the

surface. If outside mulching is still too heavy to

admit of the penetration of solar heat, its removal

must be carried on piecemeal and with great caution,

as many active roots vviU now be working on the top

of the border, and sudden exposure ])roduces a check
at the most critical period in Grape culture. Give

abundance of air by night and day to Hamburghs
now colouring, with a proportionate supjily of moisture

by frequently syringing the walls and fcjiiage when it

can be done without injury to the fruit, and thoroughly

soaking the paths and floors several times a day.

Vines that were lifted and replanted last autumn will

now l)e making free growth, which must be en-

couraged by the adoption of the extension principle

—

abundant atmospheric moisture with slight shade for

a few hours ; if they show signs of distress early

closing with sun heat and a low night temperature.

Young Vines struck from eyes this season may still be

planted out with every chance of their making fine

canes by the end of the season. Inside borders are

best adapted for this way of planting. Mulch the

borders and water with warm water to keep the roots

near the surface, /f. CoUtnan.

PL.iXT HOUSES.
Orchids.—Plants of Cypripedium spectabile grown

in the cold frames in pans will in the majority of

cases now have ceased bloom ; during this period

they should have been arranged in the conservatory

or flowering greenhouse ; for, if placed in the Odonto-
glossum-house, the excessive humidity causes the

delicate flowers to become much spotted, and quickly

to lose their richness and beauty. These, if they

require fresh potting, should now be taken in hand,

and even if that operation is unnecessary, it is better

that they should be examined so that an exact

knowledge may be obtained as to the condition

of the soil, the state of the roots, and the prospects

of so insuring a ripening of the growths just flowered

as that in the proper course the buds for next

season may be formed plump and solid, in which
condition they remain during the winter, and then

start away fresh in the spring. When this species is

imported it invariably arrives in masses of a loose

fibrous nature, much interlaced with Fern rhizomes

and roots, indicating pretty clearly the situation

in which in a state of Nature it rapidly spreads

and flourishes. From teaching such as this, it is

pretty evident that to insure a reasonable prospect

of success we must to a certain extent follow such

self-evident conditions, and set to work accordingly.

When, however, we have settled with the material

for the roots to ramify amongst—not for these only,

but in fact for all others, whether from the tropics or

the temperate zones, epiphytal or terrestrial—we are

at once confronted with the climatal conditions ; and

until it is part of a gardener's library or handbooks to

have in a cheap and concise work the maximum and

minimum temperatures for a twelvemonth of the

principal localities either in the Old or New World,

with the average amount of rain for every month, the

altitude at which they are found, as also a list of

the Ferns, foliage or fioweiing .plants found in their

immediate locality—until, I say, such a handbook is

compiled and issued at a low price, we must trust

to our powers of observation and experience, and

follow on with those methods we may ha\e proved ;

and when offering advice to give only that which we
know from our own practice to be right anil safe to

follow and recommend. Such a work I feel confi-

dent would be most acceptable, and certainly now
the matter should be accessible for such an under-

taking ; and if with those objects already mentioned

extr.acts from the writings of such men as Humboldt,

Wallich, Van Volxem, Hugh Low, Sir Joseph

Hooker, Colonel Benson, Rev. C. S. Parish, Dr.

Roxburgh, Linden, Pescatore, or such as those lately

appearing in these pages upon the vegetation of

Perak, by H. J. Murton, Singapore, such a work
would be at once interesting, instructi\'e, and of great

service, and a careful perusal of its pages would

always give us some fresh matter for thought, and

thus increase our knowledge and wisdom. Returning

however to C. spectabile, more particularly those

that require potting : do not divide the crowns, but

keep them in the masses as they have grown ; use

good-sized pans for the larger plants, crocking them

about a third of their depth, place some rough peat

and moss over the crocks, and make the pieces up in

the pans in a compost prepared of rough fibry peat

from which the greater part of the fine soil has been

shaken out, with some leaf soil. Sphagnum moss, and a

small quantity of silver sand, the whole well mixed

together. Keep the crowns up level with the rim of

the pans, and when all are done give them a good

watering and stand them outside under a north wall

or shady place, where the growth will mature and a

little root-action will take place. Here they must

remain till September or October, according to the

locality, after which they must be stood back in a

cold frame. Give air now freely to all the houses,

let nothing suffer for the want of water, and be very

particular that the rollers and shading are in thorough

working order, and use them whenever the strong

light would be injurious. It is better to err a little

on the safe side than to risk expensive plants by ex-

posure to an excess of light. /('. Swan, Falto-Mfield.
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i Horti'cullnral Society's Show.
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'.iliiit; Horticultural Society's Suinmei

li'liusford and Essex Horticultural Society's

Horticultural Society':

iltural Society's Annual

Norton Amateur Ro3c Society's

r Show.

IT is too much the custom for enthusiasts

devoid of mental balance to magnify the

object of their predilection to such an e.\tent

that a distorted image is the result. Listen to,

or read the gushing rhapsodies which it is con-

sidered correct to indulge in when speaking or

writing of the Rose. We all acknowledge the

exquisite beauty of the Rose, we thrill at the

recollection of all the pretty things said about it

from Sappho to Swinburne, but if we give

ourselves up to too exclusive adoration of any

one thing we become, as it were, idolators

—

deaf, blind, insensible to all but the one object

of worship. The consequence is that even the

Rose itself becomes vulgarised by our narrow-

ness of spirit. We see the Rose, not as Nature

intended us to see and appreciate her produc-

tions, but jammed into green boxes, ranged in

straight lines on a green-baize table, and we cry

in our ecstacy, Lo ! this is a Rose.

Walk into the rhodomaniac's Rose quarters

and even more painful exhibitions of man's

efforts to distort Nature are apparent. Of
course, we ha\e not a word to say against the

fancies of individuals. Let them indulge in

them to their heart's content. It is only when
they become aggressixe that any one else has a

right to interfere. Let them even band them-

selves together into societies, and ciy " Great is

Diana of the Ephesians I" The advantage to

horticulture may be very questionable, and even

the benefit to Rose culture marred and nullified

by the narrow spirit in which the aim is sought

to be obtained ; but this is a question of detail

into \\'hich we do not now care to enter.

Our present purpose is to protest against

the extravagant adulation of any one plant,

to the neglect, implied or direct, of other

plants. Thus, we have some weak and
foolish enough to quarrel with the works
of Nature, and assigning to some plants an
ethical superiority over others, speaking for in-

stance of the CiTJcifers and Umbellifers—Cress,

Turnip, Radish, Parsley—as humble plants

which may be useful, like the humbler classes

of humanity, but which are capable, when under
cultivation, of no perfect beauty, though reach-

ing some subdued delightfulness in such plants

as Stocks and Wallflowers. These humble
tribes, we are told, ha\-e eveiy floral quality

meanly and in vain. One critic says of his

humbler plants that they are " white without

purity, golden without preciousness, redundant
without richness, divided without fineness,

massive without strength, and slender without

grace." The poor Crucifers and unhappy
Umbellifers, therefore, do not belong to the

ornamental classes, and the critic being an
artist and lover of the beautiful passes them by
with a sneer and bows himself, not before the

Rose, but before the Lily. He sets Lilies above
all other plants in regard to the moral influence

which they ha\-e exercised on man. " It is im-
possible to count their influence for good," he
says, "in the middle ages." And why.' The

answer of the critic is that Lilies were grown in

church gardens, dedicated to the Virgin and
placed upon her shrine—they were the special

types of purity. This is pleasing rhetoric, but

it is by no means the whole truth, since all the

flowers known to the medieval gardeners were
dedicated to the Virgin, and were piled, with the

Lilies, in heaps upon her altars.

All the kinds of flowers exhibited in the

churches were " types of purity," and they must
have all exercised a good influence on the public

mind. The mediieval peasant was fond of his
" posy," or his single flower, in cap or button-

hole, and wore one quite as often as his modern
successor does, and we can quite believe that

the effect of such a "type" stuck in a young
fellow's cap by his sweetheart must ha\e been
a good one.

Flowers in churches were good too. His-

torians, however, give but a poor account of the

morals of the middle ages. The morals of the

country which turned out the flowers from its

churches when it turned out the Papists have
improved. The truth is, the influence of flowers

should begin at home ; their efTect on morals
is not by any means solely dependent on their

beauty, and from a moral point of view a
Cabbage has a great or greater claims upon our
recognition than the choicest occupant of the

flower-garden. One is a thing of beauty only,

and of beauty which is fugitive ; the other is one
of those plants that possess a heart and stand
the proof of trial. Few plants can be more in-

fluential for good, for instance, than the Cabbage.
Compare it with the gaudy Tulip at a fanciful

price per bulb, or with a brand-new French
Rose with a Gallic cognomen, scanty bloom,
and no perfume, and it will be seen that in spite

of its humble flower and small pretensions to

beauty, the despised Cabbage is a heavy
cropper, the favourite of the cottage garden, the
ally of honest industry and of thrift among the
poor. It is an excellent thing for their pigs too.

There is really no need to disparage any plant.

The Squills, Garlics, and Onions, says our critic,

have alwa)'S caused him great wonder, for he
cannot understand why their beauty and ser\ice-

ableness should have been associated with the
rank scent which, he assures us, "has really

been among the most powerful means of degrad-
ing peasant life, and separating it from that of
the upper classes." The critic whom we are
criticising must be a fine gentleman ; he has
visited the poor, especially in towns, and has
found the smell of Onions a barrier ; so is any
bad smell—that of herrings, for example : but
suppose it were removed, would no other barrier
remain between the t^\o classes, with their

different habits and tastes ? But our rhetorical

critic does not like parting with the humbler
plants without according them a few words of
praise. He says, " Yet think over that useful
vulgarity of theirs, and of the relations of Ger-
man and English peasant character to its food
of kraut-Cabbage (as of Arab character to its

food of Palm fruit), and you will begin to feel

what purposes of the forming spirit are in these
distinctions of species."

What we really " begin to feel " in reading
this kind of criticism is that, so far as the ethics of
plants are concerned, you get out of your plants
exactly what you have previously put into them.
" Food of Palm-nut " is not in the least more
cnobling than "food of kraut- Cabbage." And
as for the smell of Onions, why the Leek is the
\-er)- plant that would be car\-ed on Llewel-
lyn's monument, if he had one ; and even such
humble plants as the Thistle and Shamrock are
the symbols of two heroic nations. Clearly our
critic is an artist, and he places plants on the
same platform as pictures and statues, which
are of value in proportion to their artistic

beauty. But what is the moral influence of all

the stone and marble work of Rome or Venice,
compared \vith that of some of the humblest

domestic plants? The "floral spirit," which
our critic speaks of, smiles more sweetly in the

plants we have oursehes tended than in the

most gorgeous Lilies belonging to our neigh-

bours. Each blade of grass in the cottagers'

cow-plot is dearer to him than all the flowers in

the next parish. And if one may fancy this

be not cosmopolitan it is perhaps something
better, since the principle of family life lies at

the very root of morals. On a sailor's heart
might be imprinted a ship, on an Irishman's

a Potato ; and they would be depicted there

through having deeply coloured their thought

and influenced their life. Can anybody suppose
for a single moment that the Sternbergia lutea,

the Lily of the field, was painted on the peasant's

heart, or influenced his life materially, in the

middle ages .''

We would not for a moment seem to dis-

parage the refining influence of flowers, but their

mission had hardly commenced in the middle
ages, when the number of gardens was com-
paratively few, and when they were \ ei-y poorly

furnished ; nor in the nineteenth century is it

likely to be increased by the inspection of Rose
shows as at present ordered.

'- Berkeley Portkait.—A very successful

portrait of this highly-respected botanist now hangs
in the Council-room of the Royal Horticultural

Society, prior to being placed in the rooms of the

Linnean Society. The portrait has been executed by
Mr. I'EELE, and is intended as a tribute of respect, on
the part of his colleagues and friends, for one of the

foremost botanists and most esteemed of men. Those
who desire to take part in this tribute should commu-
nicate at once with Dr. Hogg, the Secretary of

the Royal Horticultural Society, the Treasurer, or

with Dr. Masters, 41, Wellington Street, W.C,
the Secretary.

Things to he Looked for at Kew, &c.—
Of many Pelargoniums lately in flower in the Cape-
house at Kew, none have been more charming than P.

oxalidifolium. It is a small tuberous stemmed species,

now without leaves, but bearing clear pink, regular

flowers, much like those of an Oxalis. Zephyranthes
carinata is one of the prettiest plants in this house,

and a pot of bulbs lasts in flower by succession a con-
siderable time. Theropogon pallidus takes the

attention, from the great resemblance of its flowers to

Lily of the Valley, but which are associated with
long narrow leaves. It was introduced not long
since, and figured in the Botanical Magazine.
Bomarea Carderi, in the Succulent-house near al

hand, is flowering splendidly, and it can but be said
is a valuable introduction. The flowers have a very
elegant eftect in floral arrangements, the deep pink of
the outer segments and the black spots of the inner
combine with unusual shape to form a striking

flower. It should always be planted out when
possible, it being one of those plants whose perfection

of bloom is in proportion to vigour of growth. A
figure of it was given in our volume for 1876.

State Entomologists.—If we were Ame-
ricans we should feel proud of having secured such a
man as Professor Riley as entomologist to the Govern-
ment Department of Agriculture. As Englishmen we
congratulate our cousins on their judgment, and we
look forward with confidence to the benefit that will

accrue to tillers of the soil, of whatever countrj', and
to the advance of science, that will accrue from this

excellent appointment,

New MelO-NS.—The two best Melons that

have come under notice this season are Dell's Hybrid
Green-flesh, and Gilbert's York Herald, a scarlet-

fleshed seedling. The York Herald is a good-sized,

round, thick-fleshed and nicely netted fruit, and was
shown for the first time at the recent York Gala,
where it took the 1st prize in its class. We did not
taste it there, but a few days later we both saw the
plant and tasted the fruit at Burghley, and can speak
highly of its merits. We never saw the green-fleshed
N'ariety until a few days ago when going round the
beautiful gardens at Stoke Rochford, with Mr. Dell,
ils raiser. He has grown it for the last six years, and
no wonder, when we say that it has a good consti-

tution, is a free setter, and, like such a sterling good
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sort as Rf.Ad's, almost invariably proves of unex-

ceptionable quality. All that wc have tasted were

delicious, and the Fruit Committee gave it a Fir.st-

class Cerliticalc tlic Hist lime of asking on Tuesday

last;

liAIUiOVV FlKM) NATLfRALISTS' Cl.UH.—We
hear that this Club has stepped out of the usual circle

within which such societies work, and has sent, or

l)roposes to send, at the cost of the Club, selected

delegates from its members to visit the Paris Exhi-

bition and report thereon. Some of the large em-

ployers of labour have contibuted to the fund for this

(Hirpose. We greatly admire the spirit and enterprise

which has prompted the CUib to do this good thing,

and trust thai the general result may be as satis-

factory as it deserves to lie.

Nelumimum si'ECiosuM, in the Lily-house

al Kcw, is now an object of great beauty, as is also

N. aspericaule, a nearly allied form, of which we spoke

in warm terms of eulogy last year. Batatas panicu-

lata, so much admired here every year, is again

wreathing the tank with its festoons of large rosy lilac

flowers.' Russelia, so far as known to cultivators, is

a most graceful genus, and in this house R. sarmen-

tosa is ornamental with leafy arching stems bearing a

multitude of tubular scarlet flowers. The more

common but still rare R. juncea is blooming in the

Palm-house, and with slender almost leafless stems,

which grow in flowing masses, suggests in the inflores-

cence the beautiful Thyrsacanthus rutilans.

Canada Rice: Zizania aquatica.—This

very interesting and important plant, we have the

pleasure to record, is once again the subject of culture

at Kew. Several attempts to germinate the seeds

having met with the usual and almost inevitable

failure, the possibility of getting over young seedlings

alive suggested itself, and accordingly some were

obtained and despatched by a correspondent on the

Potomac River. They were selected 2 or 3 inches

high, and taken up with so much mud as the roots

would hold, and packed in a small cigar-box with

damp moss. Two pots are now in flourishing con-

dition. For information concerning Zizania we
cannot do better than refer to the exhaustive article

by Mr. Leo Grin DON, on "New Material for Paper,"

in our issue of August i, 1874, p. 129.

Sunday Thunderstorms.—It is a curious

coincidence that the heaviest thunderstorms with

which the metropolis and its neighbourhood have

been recently visited have occurred on three succes-

sive Sundays, and each one accompanied by heavy
rainfalls. Why the exact interval of seven days

should thus elapse it is difficult to say, unless it

requires just that period of warm weather to winil up
the atmosphere to the proper electrical bursting

jiitch. Perhaps meteorologists may find some ex-

planation in the Sunday being the select day for these

noisy atmospheric displays of the greater quiet that

reigns that day over the vast region of houses with its

jiopulation of teeming millions, and consequent less

atmospheric disturbance from beneath. Perhaps con-

jecture will never lead to the discovery of any active

cause. The only thing certain is that the storms have
come on Sundays, as many worshippers in church or

chapel have found to their cost.

' Kidney Beans.—The delicious succulent

summer Bean, and its French ally the dwarf kind,

can hardly be plentiful this season. Growers found

that the ground was so cold that much of the seed

decayed in the earth, and have made no further sign,

whilst upon the living plants slugs and snails have

supped night after night with such voracity that

everything that was green of them has entirely dis-

appeared. Slugs, like the poor, will, we suppose,

always be with us ; but this season they have been

with us in exceptional numbers. Nature is said to be

made up of a series of counterpoises or checks ; if

thM be so, it is evident that the "slug" counterpoise

is a little out of order, and wants to be speedily set

right.

Gardeners' Royal Benevolent Insti-

tution.—The Thirty-fifth Anniversary Festival of

this Institution took place on Wednesday last

at the
'

' Albion, " Aldersgate Street, under the

presidency of Robert Marnock, Esq. This

gentleman has been so long known amongst hor-

tirulturisls as one of themselves, and has at all

times been held in such high estimation for his

urbanity and courtesy in the several positions in

which he was brought into contact with them, and,

moreover, has always been so thoroughly appreciated

for his talent as a landscape gardener, both by the

proprietors and cultivators of gardens, that it was

exjjected there would be a strong attendance in sujj-

port of the Institution under his presidency, and such

indeed pro\ed to be the case, the spacious hall being

well filled. The subscription-list amounted to over

600 guineas, the amount collected being, as the

Secretary slated, with one exception, the largest

o1)tained at any of these festivals. A good dinner and

a sociable company, bent alike on doing honour to

the Chairman and on doing Iheir best in support of

the charily, contributed no doubt to this happy result.

Amongst the company present we noticed Mr. Ser-

jeant Cox, F. a. Philhrick, Esq., Q.C. ; J. J.

Mechi, Esq., Professor Bentley, John Spencer,
Esq, ; R. Wrench, Esq. ; Dr. Brewer, Dr.

Hogg, Messrs. John Lee, J. F. Meston, S. Hiu-
berd, a. Mackenzie, T. Moore, H. J. Yeitch,
W. Bull, W. Paul, B. S. Williams, W. Robin-
son, W. Hurst, J. T. Burnell, C. Turner, R,

P. Ker, G. Thomson, A. Roger, J. Gray, and
other well-known horticulturists. The health of

the "Chairman" was proposed in very eulogistic

terms, fully .i.pplauded by the company, by Pro-

fessor Bentley; "The President, Vice-President,

and Trustees," by John Spencer, Esq. Bowood
;

"The Royal Horticultural and Royal Botanic

Societies," by F. A. Philbrick, Esq., Q.C. ; and the

"City Guilds," especiallyin reference to the Fruiterers'

Company and its respected Master, by Shirley
Hibberd, Esq.

Brazilian Aroids.—The last part of \\\(iFlora

BrasilietisiSf lately issued, contains a monograph of

these plants from the pen of Professor Engler of Kiel.

It is of the more importance, inasmuch as it treats

iiiUr alia of such genera as Caladium, Dieflenbachia,

Monstera, Philodendron, Anlhurium. The mono-
graph is illustrated with some fine uncoloured litho-

graphic illustrations.

International Congress of Botany and
Horticulture, Paris, 187S. — The following

arrangements have been made :—

Friday, August 16.—Opening meeting in the Palace

of the Trocadero at 3 p.m. Election of Chairman, &c.

Reception at the house of the Horticultural .Society,

a.}., Rue de Grenelle, St. Germains, at 8 p.m.

Saturday, August 17.—Horticultural meeting at the

Trocadero at 3 P.^L; botanic meeting at the house of

the Society at 8 p.m.

Monday, August 19.—General meeting at the Tro-

cadero at 3 P.NL

Tuesday. August 20 ; Wednesday, August 21 ; Thurs-

day, August 22 ; Friday, August 23.—Horticultural meet-

ing at the Trocadero Palace at 3 p.m., botanic meeting
at the Society's house at 8 P.M. on each day.

Saturday, .August 24.— Last day of congress, general

meeting at i P.M. in the Palace at Versailles (Galerie

Louis XIIL, Cour de Marbre).

Scottish Horticultural Association,—
The monthly meeting of the Scottish Horticultural

Association was held on Tuesday, the 2d inst., at

5, St. Andrew Square, Edinburgh, Mr. Dunn, Dal-

keith Palace Gardens, President, in the chair. Mr.
A. D. Mackenzie read a valuable paper on the

"Heating of Horticidtural Buildings." He alluded

to the various methods which had been tried for heat-

ing such buildings, but the only two effecti\'e plans

were by flues or by the circulation of hot water in

pipes. The old flues had been almost entirely super-

seded, the cost of repairing, their original expense, and
other disadvantages having contributed to this result

;

but the system of heating by hot-water pipes had sjiread

to such an extent that it now formed an important

item in the industry of the country. He described two
methods of heating by hoi water—the one by high

pressure with small malleable iron pipes, and the

other by low pressure with cast-iron pipes and
boilers. Mr. Mackenzie then gave his experience

of the various boilers in use, giving preference to

the saddle boiler ; and closed with a few hints in

reference to the working of the whole system. All the

members who took part in the discussion agreed that

the saddle boiler was the best in use. Mr. James
Grieve read a paper on "Campanulas," in which he

enumerated the different kinds and the places from

whence they had been first brought to this country,

and gave a general idea of the mode of cultivation.

The following subjects were exhibited :—Rare species

of Iris, Tropa^olum polyphyllum, and Alstromeria

chilense, by Mr. L. Dow ; twenty-four new seedling

fancy Pansies, by Messrs. Downie & Laird ;

beautiful flowers of the Hoya carnosa, by Mr. R.

RoiSERTSON ; and large spikes of Stocks, by Mr. A\'.

Black.

Westminster Flower Show.—The College

Garden, Westminster, was, on Thursday last, the

scene of the show of "The Society for Promoting
Window Gardening amongst the Working Classes."

The object of this society is sufficiently detailed by

the title. The show was interesting, as illustrating

what can be done in even such an atmosphere as the

purlieus of Westminster. This, the twelfth exhi-

bition, was better than those of previous years, no
fewer than 900 exhibitors entering into competition.

The interest of the show was added to by baskets of

cut Roses, Water Lilies, &c,, contributed by the

Baroness Rothschild, the Duchess of Nothumber-
LAND, Countess Brownlow, Lady H.\therley,
Messrs. H. Lane ik. Son, &c. We may congratulate

the committee on the successful result of their bene-

ficent labours, and trust that their success will nerve

them to yet stronger efforts. The principal plants

exhibited were Creeping Jenny (Lysimachia), Pelar-

goni;inis, Fuchsias, Musks, ik.c.

A New African Palm.—Among other

things brought home by Hildebrandt from Africa

were seeds of a Palm, which Wendland declared

to belong to some undescribed genus. The seeds

grew, and the seedlings in the botanic garden at

Berlin are now about 20 inches high.. When full

grown it is stated (in the Mouatssc/iri/f), on the

authority of Hildebrandt, to be only 6 or 7 feet

high, and it has elegant pinnate leaves resembling a

Cham:tdorea of the C. elegans type. It has been

named Kavenea Hildebrandti, and will be sent out

by Neumann, of Schoneberg, near Berlin.

Mr. Vernon Heath's Photographs. —
Those who wish to see faithful renderings of trees and
atmospheric effects would do well to inspect the very

beautiful photogr.iphs of well-known trees and gardens

taken by Mr. Heath. Photographic records of trees

taken at definite intervals w'ould be most valuable as

affording evidence of the rate of growth, as well as

illustrating the general asjsect and mode of growth.

It would be easy to affix a scale so as to insure correct

measurements. Mr. Heath has lately issued a series

of reduced views from his larger pictures, so as to

bring them within the means of most lovers of trees

and landscape art.

Plants of Morocco.—The last part of the

yoiirnal of the Linncan Society is entirely filled with

the concluding portion of Mr. John Ball's descrip-

tive list of the plants of Morocco.

Orchis foliosa.—We learn that the Lawson
Nursery Company have just now looo plants of Orchis

foliosa in flower. It deserves all and more than the

praise that has been given to it. As a hardy peren-

nial or as a pot plant, few things can surpass it.

Some pots containing six to nine roots grown in a

cold frame are extraordinarily fine. No plant is of

easier culture. It is grown in Edinburgh in a peal-

bed, behind a wall, a good deal shaded, and a little

moist, and never receives any protection.

The County and Borough Magistrates'
List for 1878 (Butterworth's).—Under this title

Mr. Thom has issued a very useful list of the local

magnates for each county and borough in England

and Wales, Within less tlian 400 pages we have a

complete list of the Peers of the realm, the members
of the House of Commons, the officers of the City

Companies, the Lords-Lieutenant and Magistrates of

Counties, the municipal authorities of the various

boroughs, and of other high and puissant seignors.

The university degrees, clubs, and residences of these

gentlemen are duly set forth, so that the book forms a

compact and select directory. We notice one omission

—that of the Judges and County Court Judges, who
should have been included in such a list.

Gardening Changes. — We understand

that, owing to a large reduction in the establishment,
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Mr. Lane is leaving Pyrgo Parle. The Orchids and

specimen plants will be sold next month. Mr. Lane
has worked up some fine specimens during the Last

six years, and Major-General Fytche has expressed

great regret at having to part with his gardener. The

gardens and grounds are in excellent condition at

present.

TRESCO, ISLES OF SCILLY.
AVhen I wrote my letter in your paper of May 25

I had no idea that Mr. Saunders was "infringing the

privileges of the Isles of Scilly ;
" I only wished to

tell him that he was quite mistaken in supposing that

tlie climate of Jersey was the finest this side of the

equator for the growth of New Holland plants, &c.

This I now maintain with more confidence, since at

p. 735 he seems to challenge comparisons and asks,

could I, were he to accept my invitation to visit

Scilly, show him trees of Eucalyptus globulus, 15 to

20 feet high ? I answer Yes, and much larger ; there

is one here 40 feet high and 48 feet in diameter of

branches, and girth of trunk 8 feet at 3 feet from the

ground, before which Mr. Saunders' trees must hide

their diminished heads. The tree is at present in

(lower abundantly and very interesting, especially with

the lid of the calyx, which covers the flower, and
drops off just before it expands, and from which the

plants derives its name, " to well cover." Some years

ago the leader of this tree was broken off by a severe

gale, and it has since grown out more laterally. I

may add here that there are many varieties of

Eucalyptu growing in these gardens, some of

them very beautiful, especially the young foliage.

Yes, Mr. Saunders, Edwardsias grow freely—three

varieties, E. grandiflora, E. microphylla, and

E. Macnaljiana, all very interesting, especially

so when in flower. The Pittosporum I have

already spoken of at p. 663, and here let me call

Mr. Saunders' attention to the riltosiiorum Tobira

variegatum. He says at p. 569 that "It is with much
difficulty we manage to keep it alive," and in my letter

at p. 663 I say " It grows freely here." Camellias

grow freely and become quite small trees ; there is an
old double white one 15 feet high and 54 feet in cir-

cumference of branches, up which I have seen a young
man climb to cut the pure white flowers ; and Mag-
nolias—but I cannot say 50 feet. M. grandiflora is

trained against a wall, but we have M. Thompson! as

a standard and in flower. Australian Acacias of
" fine form and beautiful foliage," one, A. brachy-

botrys, especially so, with its soft golden foliage, and,

so far as I can learn, the only specimen in England
;

and A. lophantha and A. Newmanii, literally arching

over the walks, and in some parts of the garden
growing so rude and rampant that we are forced to

use the saw and pruning-hook freely to them. Phor*

mium tenax, or New Zealand Flax—the very allusion to

it provokes a smile. Here there are banks of it, and
it is planted pretty freely for screens, and tons of it

might be cut—could the manufacturers manage to

clear the fibre of the gummy matter—for making
cordage. It flowers freely, ami we have individual

plants much larger than Mr. Saunders speaks of; but

why hold this plant up as an instance of a superior

mild climate ? I know that some years ago there was
a large plantation of it growing in the gardens at

Stackpole Court, the seat of tlic Earl Cawdor, in

Pembrokeshire, and I know it to be pretty hardy
further inland. AVe have many Ericas growing

;

most of the Cape Heaths stand out well. Could Mr.
Saunders show me a Pelargonium stalk 14 inches in

girth ? We have such here, and only a few weeks ago
we cleared away a Pelargonium hedge that had stood

over thirty years. Escallonia montevidensis grows
freely, and E. macrantha and E. alba floribunda are now
in full flower. Ixias do well, especially I. viridiflora,

and all the Cape bulbs, andGuernsey Lilies and Bella-

donna in abundance, portions of the gardens being set

apart for their growth. Calla .xthiopica is quite at

home round the margin, and in the lakes, not by
hundreds, but by thousands, and no one who has

never seen a bank of these beautiful white Lilies can
conceive the loveliness of such a sight, especially at

early morn when bespangled with dew.

So much for the plants named by Mr. Saunders ; and
now let me tell him, if he will accept my invitation to

visit Tresco and judge for himself, I will promise to

show him sixteen plants of Agave auiericana, or

American Aloes, coming into bloom, throwing up large

flower-spikes, at the present time 20 inches in girth,

and growing at the rate of from 4 to 6 inches a day,

and this they will do till they attain a height of from

25 to 30 feet. He would now see the Metrosideros

florida in full flower, and in a few days' time M.

robusta, a fine plant, 24 feet high and 55 feet round,

covering every green leaf with its brilliant flowers—

a

sight once seen not soon forgotten. At present he

would see avenues of Draccena indivisa in full flower,

filling the air with fragrance like some spice island.

The rockworks are covered with large masses of

Mesembryanthemums, dazzling to look at when in

flower, intermixed with bright Pelargoniums that live

out the winter through, and Cacti and Aloes and

Agaves in variety, and many other choice plants.

Here he will see fine specimens of tree Ferns growing

out, Dicksonia antarctica and D. squarrosa, and

Chami^rops excelsa in beautiful flower like large

bunches ofcoral, and C, humilis and Seaforthia elegans

with fronds 12 feet long, Aralia Sieboldii, and

large masses 20 feet high of A. papyrifera and Tupi-

danthus calyptratus, with Dasylirions, and many other

beautiful and rare plants. I could still go on speaking

of the plants that grow out-of-doors here, this I think

will suffice for Mr. Saunders, and convince him that

' he has claimed too much for Jersey. I have said

nothing about fruit, for the simple reason attention has

not been given to it, but I have seen Pears grown at

St. Mary's Island that would compare favourably with

Jersey Pears—viz., Gansel's Bergamot. Apples do

well and all bush fruit, but little attention has been

given to the cultivation of fruit on the islands ; were it

so I feel assured in sheltered situations they would do

well.

There are many small vineries on the islands where

good Grapes are cut without fire-heat by the third week

in July ; Figs do well, and I feel confident were a com-

pany formed, as there is at Jersey, for Grape growing,

Jersey would soon have to look to its honours in this

matter also. We are earlier in the market with

Asparagus and new Potatosthan the Channel Islands.

Asparagus is generally sent off by the middle of

February, and new Potatos by the end of March and

first week in April (from the open air, earlier from

frames and vineries). We soon know when the

Channel Islands begin to send these things, fur it

brings the market price down. The mere enumeration

of the choice plants that grow out-of-doors here can

convey no idea of the tropical and altogether unique

appearance of the gardens, so unlike any other gardens

they must be seen to he fully realised.

Visitors who have travelled much assure me there

is nothing to surpass them in Italy or Algiers in their

tropical appearance and general interest, and great

praise is due to the late " Lord Proprietor," Augustus
.Smith, Esq., who designed and planted them with so

much skill and forethought, and no less is praise due
to the present Lord Proprietor, T. A. S. Dorrien
Smith, Es(p, who still keeps them up with so much
interest. By his liberality the gardens are always
open to visitors, and at the entrance lodge is this

notice
—" In case cuttings are desired of any of the

peculiar plants growing in the garden, the ganlener
has orders to supply them." We experience all the

mildness in winter which Mr. Saunders speaks of in

Jersey, our mean winter temperature being 46° ; frost

is seldom felt, but the drawback is the wind coming
in from the Atlantic. Shelter and protection to all

these beautiful plants are of vital importance, and
this is done with Escallonia macrantha and Euonymus
hedges ; but there are sheltered vales and nooks
where the winds have but little ill effect. Geo. D.
Valiaiuf, gr, to T. A. S. Dorrien Smith, Esq,, Lord
Proprietor 0/ the SciHy Isles. [The reader will do
well to refer to the articles on Tresco, with illustra-

tions, in our volumes for 1872, p. 1102; and 1876,
vol. v., n.s, Eds.]

A SYNOPSIS OF THE KNOWN
J^ORMS OF AQUILEGIA.

There is perhaps no genus of hardy herbaceous

plants in which the naming is in a state of greater

confusion at the present time than in Aquilegia. This

is not to be wondered at, for in the first place the

genus, like its neighbours, Thalictrum, Aconitum,

Helleborus, and Delphinium, is one of exceptional

difficulty, many of the forms named from of old being

very close to one another, and marked by characters

so slight that it needs a large amount of special atten-

tion to be devoted to the genus before one can indi-

vidualise them. Then, as in so many genera that

belong to the orders treated in the early volumes of

De CandoUe's Prodi'omus^ there is no recent general

enumeration of the species and forms in existence.

The genus is distributed universally through the north

temperate zone, and consequently is dealt with par-

tially in a very large number of recent local Floras.

As I have attempted this summer to work out the

Kew specimens in the garden and herbarium, I should

like to place on record for the aid of other cultivators

the result of my work in the form of such a synopsis

as the readers of the Gardeners' Chronicle are by this

time pretty well accustomed to as my contributions to

gardening literature. For horticultural purposes we

may conveniently sulxlivide the Columbines into

three groups, according to the size of the flower,

which I will call Micrantha;, or small-flowered

Columbine ; Mesanthx, or middle-sized flowered

species ; and Macranthce, the large-flowered kinds.

Each of these three groups is represented both in the

Old and New AVorld, and unless it be correct that

the .\nierican A. formosa extends its range over into

Kamschatka, the forms of the New and Old World

are all different specifically ; and I believe further-

more that, although in the Flora liulUa the Hima-

layan forms are all massed under the name of A.

vulgaris, that by the general consent of gardeners

they too would be individualised, and separated from

both the EuropKO-Siberian and American forms.

Beginning at the smaller-flowered end of the series

the forms which I am able to distinguish are as

follows :

—

Group I. Miera/tthiF.—Sepals not more than \ or at

most 5 inch long, so that the expanded flower is

I inch or l\ inch in diameter.

* Old World Species.

I. A. Einselcana, F. Sclmltz, in Fl. Gal. et Germ.

Exsic., No. 1003 (1847) ; A. Bnuhiiii, Scliolt, in Verb.

Zool. Bot. Ver. Wien, 1853, p. 128 ; A. pyrcnaica,

Koch, Syn., edit, ii., p. 24. and Reich. Fl. Excurs.,

p. 479, non D.C. ; A. viscosa, Reich. Fl. Germ. Exsic.,

No. 1983, and Ic. Fl. Genn., tab. 473r l, not Gouan.

—

A pLmt of slender habit, not more than 5 foot or i foot

high, the lower part of the stem glabrous, the upper

shortly pubescent. Prim.ary peliolules of the leaf |—

i

inch long, bearing three sessile segments with broad

shallow rounded end-lobes ; texture of the lamina mode-

rately firm : both surfaces glabrous, the upper green, the

lower rather glaucous. Stem often branching below the

middle, its leaves usually mere sessile bracts with hnear

segments ; flowers 4—8 to a stem ;
Ijeduucles long,

stiflly erecto-patent. Sepals oblong, acute, usually bright

lilac, about \ inch long. Lamina of petal cuneate, nearly

as long as the sepal. 5 inch broad, rounded at the apex,

pale blue or while ; spur slender, nearly straight, a little

sliorter than the blade, the end not swollen. Head
of stamens equalling the lamina of the petal. Mature

follicles I

—

\ inch long, narrowed gradually into a J inch

slender style.

A native of Switzerland, Piedmont, and Central

Europe, as far east as Carinthia and the Tyrol, prin-

cipally over limestone, ascending to 6(xx> feet above

sea-level. This is a widely-spread plant, the pyrenaica

of a large number of local Flows of Central Europe,

the true species of that name being restricted to the

Pyrenees.

2. A viseasa, Gouan, Fl. Monsp., p. 267 ; lUust.. tab.

19, fig. J.

—

A plant of slender habit, not more than

I foot high, the whole stem, especially upwards, flfl--

nished w itii short viscose pubescence. Primary petiolules

of the leaf r inch or li inch long, bearing three sessile

segments reaching r inch in length, with deeper lobes

than in the tost : texture thinner than in the Einseleana
;

both sides green and finely pubescent. Stem branching

from low down, 3—5 flowered, its leaves reduced to mere

bracts, with linear or entire lanceolate segments. Sepals

oblong acute, blue-liUlc, J—J inch long. Lamina of the

petal as long as the sepal, rounded at the top ; spur

rather shorter than the lamina, stout, decidedly incurved,

and swollen into a knob at the top ; head of stamens

just equalling the lamina of the petal. Mature follicles

J inch long, densely pubescent ; style slender, recurved,

nearly as long as the follicle.

A native of the hilly tracts of the south-east of

France. Gouan's stations are Meyrules in the Lozere

and the Vigan in the Card department. The plant

does not seem to have been understood by Grenier

(Flore de Frame, vol. i., p. 44), for he gives the

name as a mere synonym of A. vulgaris. Gouan's

figure shows it in fruit only, but we have a type speci-

men from his herbarium in flower at Kew.

3. A. thalictrifoUa, Schott, in Verb. Zool. Bot. Ver.

Wien. 1853, p. 130.—-\ plant of slender habit, about

I foot high, with stems, as in the last, clothed down to

the base with fine viscose pubescence. Primary peliolules

of the leaf 1 inch or rJ inch long, each bearing three

distinctly sLalked segments cut into deep oblong lobes

with a distinct space between them ;
texture of the

lamina moderately firm, both surfaces green .and finely

pubescent. Stem bearing about three flowers, its leaves
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not more than sessile mere bracts, with smn,ll simple

linear segments. Sepals oblong acute, bright lilac-blue,

about \ inch long. Lamina of the petals about as long

as the sepals, rounded at the top ; spur slender, nearly

straight, rather shorter than the lamina, not swollen at

the tip. Head of stamens the same length as the lamina

of the petals. Follicles pubescent, not more than \ inch

long, narrowed into slender spreading styles \ inch long.

A native of calcareous rocks in the Tyrol, at an

elevation above sea level from 2000 to 4000 feet, very

liUc A. Kinseleana in the flower, but well-marked

from every other species by its leaves.

4. A. pai-viflora, Ledub. in Mem. Acad. Peters. , vol. v.,

p. 544; Fl. Ross, vol. i., p. 57; Ic. Altaic, t. 408;
D.C. , Prod., vol. i., p. 51.—Habit slender, the stem

being rarely more than i foot high, glabrous from the

base up to the pedicels. Primary petiolules of the well-

developed leaves i inch or more long, bearing three

sessile segments \— i inch long, with about three broad

rounded lobes ; texture firm for the genus ; upper surface

green and glabrous ; lower very glaucous, quite white.

Flowers several, the smallest in the genus, blue-lilac

or light claret or white ; leaves of the stem small and
bract like, with linear or lanceolate entire divisions.

Sepals ovate or oblong, \—| inch long. Lamina of the

petal about half as long as the sepal, obtuse, cucullate
;

spur very short {\ inch), stout, curved. Head of stamens

about as long as the sepals. Follicles glabrous, reaching

an inch in length ; style \ inch.

A native of Eastern Siberia. One of the best

marked species of the genus.

5. A. lacttflora, Karel. et Kiril. in Mosc. Bull.,

vol. .\'V., p. 374 ; Walp. Rep., vol. i., p. 50.—Stature

of A. vulgaris, the stem glabrous in the lower, finely

pubescent in the upper part. Primary petiolules of

well-developed root-leaves \\—2 inches long, bearing

three sessile or shortly stalked segments, thin in texture,

above i inch in length, green and glabrous on both
sides, with main lobes reaching halfway down, with

many round or oblong ultimate segments. Stem leaves

petioled and compound. Flowers about three to a stem.

Sepals nearly while, oblong-lanceolate, |—| inch long.

Lamina of the petal about half as long as the sepal
;

spur \ inch long, slender, nearly straight, not knobbed at

the tip. Head of stamens as long as the lamina of the

petals. Follicles not seen.

A native of the Altai range in South Central

Siberia. A little-known plant, which approaches

closely the Himalayan A. pubiflora.

6. A. pubiflora. Walk Cat., No. 4714; D. Don, in

Royle, 111. Him. PI., p. 55.—Habit much more slender
than in A. vulgaris. Flowering stems i—2 feet long,

finely pubescent from the base upwards. Primary
petiolules of the leaf I—ij inch long, the three divisions

in well-developed leaves distinctly stalked and cut into

three down to the base, the end segment i

—

\\ inch

long, with shallow broad ultimate lobes ; te.\ture thinner

than in A. \'ulgaris ; both surfaces glabrous
; upper

green, lower slightly glaucous. Flowers often five or six

to a stem, which is branched low down, and bears two
or three large petioled biternate leaves. Sepals oblong
or oblong-lanceolate, acute, not reflexing. \—| inch long,

finely pubescent, pale blue or pale claret. Lamina of the

petal obovaie, rounded at the top, \-~\ inch long, \ inch
broad ; spur moderately stout, much incurved, \ inch
long. Head of stamens about as long as the lamina of
the petals. Follicle \—| inch long, densely pubescent,

narrowed suddenly into a style nearly as long as itself.

Widely spread through the temperate region of the

western half of the Himalayas, ascending above
Simla to 10,000 feet above sea level. Var. 7m{s-

sooricmis, D. Don, Royle, III., p. 55, seems to be a
form of this with more lanceolate sepals, and A.
vulgaris var. viscosa of the Fhra Indica another form
with dense short viscose pubescence, extending even
to the petioles and petiolules of the leaves.

7. A. viridiflora, Pallas, in Act. Petrop., 1779,

p. 260, tab. 2
; Jacq. Ic, tab. 102 ; D.C. Prod., vol. i.,

p. 51 ; Led. Fl. Ross, vol. i., p. 57.—Habit of growth
more slender than in A. \-ulgaris. Stems i foot or i^

foot long, finely pubescent throughout. Primary petiol-

ules of well-developed leaves 1—2 inches long, the
three divisions sessile, or the end one shortly stalked

;

texture thinner than in A. vulgaris ; ultimate lobes nar-
rower and rather deeper ; upper surface green ; lower
slightly glaucous. Flowers several to a stem, which
bears two or three large petioled biternate leaves. Sepals
oblong, greenish, .ascending, obtuse, \-~\ inch long.

Lamina of the petal also greenish, cuneate, nearly or
quite as long as the sepal, and nearly or quite as broad
as long ; spur straight, slender, \~% inch long, not
knobbed at the end. Head of stamens exserted beyond
both petal-lamina and sepal. Follicles pubescent, \—\
inch long, with styles of the same length.

A native of Eastern Siberia. The type runs by

gradual stages of transition into the better known A.

atropw-pnrca. Wild.; D.C. Prod., vol. i., p. 51 (--/.

dai'iirica, Patr., in Deless. Ic. Sel., t. 49; spur too

much incurved), which is well figured in the Botanical

Register^ tab. 922, in which the lamina of the petal is

a dark dull lilac-purple, and the sepals and spur arc

more or less tinged with the same hue.

8. A. Bitcrgeriana, Sieb. et Zucc., Fam. Nat. Jap.,

No. 333 ; A. atropurptirm, Miquel in Ann. Mus. Lug.

Bat., vol. iii., p. 8 ; Franch. et Sav. Enum. Jap., p. 12,

non Wild.—Habit of growth more slender than in A.

vulgaris. Stem above i foot long, finely pubescent in

the upper part, glabrous towards the base. Primary

petiolules \— i inch long, the three divisions sessile, the

ultimate lobes short, broad, and close, the upper surface

green, the lower glaucous, both glabrous. Stem about

five-headed, bearing two or three petioled biternate

leaves. Sepals oblong-lanceolate, acute, \ inch long,

spreading in the fully expanded flower, yellow, tinted

with claret-purple. Lamina of the petal cuneate, \
—\

inch long, \ inch broad, nearly Unmcate at the tip, pale

primrose-yellow ;' spur erect, nearly straight, slender, as

long as the sepals, and the same colour. Head of

stamens as long as the lamina of the petals. Follicles

pubescent, |—f inch long ; style not more than half as

long as the follicles.

A native of Japan. My description is taken from

the living plant, sent to Kew by Dr. Kegel. From
atropurpurea, with which Miquel and Franchet and

Savatier join it, it differs in the colouring of the

flower, the different shape of the lamina of the petals,

and the much shorter style.

* New World Species.

9. A. brci-istyla. Hook. Fl. Bor. Am., vol. i., p. 24;

Torrey and Gray, Fl. N. Amer. , vol. i., p. 30.—Habit of

growth more slender than in A. vulgaris. Stems

glabrous n the lower part, finely pubescent upwards.

Primary petiolules reaching above i inch in length,

bearing three sessile or nearly sessile divisions ; ultimate

lobes rather deeper and narrower tfian in A. vulgaris
;

texture of the lamina thinner ; upper surface green
;

lower slightly glaucous. Flowers as many as five or six

to a stem, which bears two or three petioled biternate

leaves, blue-lilac, or pale claret or ^\hite, just as in A.

vulgaris. Sepals oblong or oblong-lanceolate, about

I inch long. Lamina of the petal slightly shorter than

the sepals, \ inch broad, nearly truncate at the top ;

spur stout, decidedly incurved, \ inch long, knobbed at

the end. Head of stamens not protruded beyond the

lamina of the petals. Follicles pubescent, \ inch long
;

style the shortest of the genus, \
—

\ inch long.

Sitka, Hudson's Bay Territory, and down the

Rocky Mountains as far south as Colorado. It agrees

with A. vulgaris in the colour of the flower, all the

other New World kinds except A. ca-rulea having

bright red and yellow tints predominant. A. cana-

densis \ar. hybriila of Hooker comes nearest to this,

from which it differs by its rather larger flowers, with

the head of stamens decidedly exserted beyond the

lamina of the petals. It looks like a hybrid between

brevistyla and canadensis.

10. A. caiiadcfisis, Linn. Sp. 752 ; Hot. Mag. t. 246 ;

Herb. Amat., tab. 305 ; Lodd. Bot. Cab., t. 888 ; D.C.
Prod., vol. i., p. 50 ; Torrey and Gray, Flor. N. Amer.,
vol. i., p.- 29.—Habit of growth rather more slender than

in A. \'ulgaris. Stems i or 2 feet high, finely pubescent

throughout or glabrous in the lower part. Primary
petiolules i or 2 inches long in well-developed root-

leaves, their three divisions distinctly stalked, the ultimate

lobes narrower and deeper than in A. vulgaris, the tex-

ture thinner, the upper surface green, the lower slightly

glaucous. Flowers several to a stem, which bears two or

three petioled biternate leaves. Sepals lanceolate, yel-

lowish or tinted on theback with red, about \ inch long,

not reflexing. Lamina of the petals falling a litUe short

of the sepals, yellowish, nearly truncate ; spur| inch long,

nearly straight, thick in the upper half, slender in the

lower half, bright red throughout, knobbed at the top.

Head of stamens much protruded beyond both petals

and sepals. Mature follicles about \ inch long, with
styles about half as long.

Universally spread through the Eastern States of

North America from Canada to Florida. It was
well known to our pre-Linnean botanists and culti-

vators, being one of the plants introduced to Europe
by Tradescant. It is described and figured in

Parkinson's Thcatrum, p. 1367, under the name of
*

' Aquilegia virginiana flore rubescente—the red

Columbine of Virginia," and in Miller's Iconcs, tab.

47, as " Aquilegia prcecox pumila canadensis." We
have a variety gathered by Fendler in New Mexico,
with a smaller limb than in the type (linear-oblong

sepals i inch long, lamina of petals \ inch), and a

very long slender spur. True canadensis is confined

to the east side of the Rocky Mountains. The species

that represent it in the Pacific States are A. formosa

and truncala.

II. A.flavescens, S, Wats. Bot. 40 Pamll., p. 10 ; ./.

canadensis van aurea, Roezl, in Regel Gartenfl., 1872,

p. 258, lab. 734.—General habit of A. canadensis.

Stems I—2 feet high, glabrous in the lower, finely

pubescent in the upper part. Leaves like those of

canadensis in cutting, stalking and texture, pale green

on the upper surface, rather glaucous beneath. Flowers

several to a stem, the lower leaves of which are petioled

and biternate. Sepals lanceolate, J—| inch long, yellow

or slightly flushed on the back with red, reflexing in the

fully expanded flower. Lamina of petal obovate-

cuneate, paler yellow, |—^ inch long, truncate at the

apex ; spur shorter than in A. canadensis, |

—

\ inch

long, yellow, slightly incurved, knobbed at the end.

Head of stamens much protruded beyond the lamina of

the sepals. Follicles pubescent, \—| inch long
;
style

slender, |

—

\ inch.

Subalpine zone of the Rocky Mountains in Utah
and Oregon, at an elevation of from 5000 to 7000 feet

above sea level. This is now widely spread in English

gardens. J. C. Baker.

GOOD SEEDS — HOW SHALL
WE GET THEM.?

It.is easy to answer the above question by saying,

"Go to a respectable seed-shop
;
" but the seed

vendor has to ask the same question, and gets for his

answer *' Go to a respectable seed grower ;
" and he,

poor man, has to ask the question in its ultimate

sense, and to him Echo answers "How?" He has

no one else to go to, and the problem is left for him
to solve. Efficient seed growing comprehends a great,

deal beyond the simple manual labour of digging,

sowing, weeding, hoeing, reaping, iS:c., which none
but the practical and experienced seed grower can

comprehend, or the problem would not be a difficult

one. Seeds are unique in their characteristics, and
cannot be con^pared with any other product of art.

The seed grower has to aim at getting a live object,

and keeping it alive when he has got it. A seed is

absolutely worthless for sowing if it has no life ; its

life, however, is latent, and the inexperienced grower
may be easily deceived, as by injudicious manage-
ment, although he may get full-sized and apparently

good seeds, he may get little or no vitality in them.

A good seed consists of a well developed embryo with

a quantity of food for its nourishment in its first stage

of growth, enclosed and well jirotected by integu-

ments. Plants choked and starved by weeds, or

even by each other, cannot produce seeds of first

quality. This is especially evident in Criicifera;,

which not only produce imperfectly developed seed-

vessels, containing small and imperfect seeds, but also

suffer very much more if attacked by blight, when
their cultivation is badly managed or neglected. On
the other hand, a too luxuriant growth is not good for

the production of good seed. This is more especially

evident in Legimiinosre, which, when encouraged

by a suitable season, rich soil, iSic, in the

production of robust stems and leaves, will go on

in that direction till the termination of the growing
season, or till they are fairly brought down, being

smothered by their own luxuriance. While suchgrowth

is going on, the blossoms and young pods will drop off

in great numbers, and those which reniain will come
to maturity by such a slow process that they never

ripen well, and consequently the seed will gain but

little vitality. The best seeds are produced by a

plant which has a healthy and free growth till it is well

in blossom, and is then kept only sufficiently nourished

to enable it to produce and perfect its seed, that it

may, by the performance of this, its final use, suffer

exhaustion and death.

Although the living embryo plant is well provided

for and protected by Nature the integuments are not

insensible to external influences ; if they were, the

embryo could never come forth to peform its uses in

the world, but its cradle would be its grave. A full-

grown seed gains vitality by the process of ripening,

and this vitality the seed is able to retain to an inde-

finite period if not exposed to any external influences.

Heat, air, and moisture, in various degrees and pro-

portions according to the nature of the plant, are

necessar)', and also sufficient to call forth the latent

vitality of the sleeping embrv'o, and give it actual and

evident life. When a seed imbibes water, and with

it a certain degree of heat, it expands, and if
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again exposed to a dry atmosphere it again con-

tracts ; and this alternate expansion and contraction

by alternate exposure to wet and dry atmo-

spheres is very injurious to seeds. When the seed

expands by exposure to atmospherical influences

the embryo is already moving, and begins to expend

its latent vitality by its struggles for actual and evident

life. A well developed and fully ripened seed should

never be once exposed to a wet atmosphere, not even

the dewy CN-e, if it can be prevented. There is the

secret of getting hold of a good seed—a living object

—and keeping it alive. Many seeds are destroyed,

or partly destroyed, especially in wet seasons, by the

injudicious treatment of the careless or inexperienced.

Seeds that ought to retain their vitality five or six

years are often found dead at the end of twelve

months. No seeds can be kept alive in the seed

shops for any great length of time if they have been

allowed to waste their lives by exposure in the hands

of the seed-grower. Some entertain the idea that

corn and many kinds of seeds are benefited by ex-

posure to a good shower or two of rain after they are

cut, or, as some would say, having plenty of field room.

It is true that many or most seeds are easier to thresh

after being left exposed to the weather, and some

may even increase in bulk after being cut if left in the

straw exposed to a few genial showers ; but it is a

rule, probably without exception, that the less a

ripened seed is exposed to atmospheric changes the

longer it will retain its vitality or powers of germina-

tion. On the other hand, there is a loss vv-hen seeds

are cut and dried too quickly. Let it be remembered

also, that each of the multitudinous kinds of seed

requires its peculiar treatment, and that the treatment

of each requires modification according to the uncer-

tain and ever-changing seasons, and it will be seen

that the duties of the seed-grower are something more

than can be done by the simple line and rule process.

Let all seed vendors visit seed growers as often as

possible during seed harvest, and note the modus

operandi of seed-gathering, and see what kind of

seeds, as to quality, they may expect. G., St. Osyth.

French Gardens and French Humour.

—

Apropos of French gardens, and as a specimen of

French humour, I cull the following from a French
daily paper. In Paris, the moment the sun shows
his face for a moment l^etween two passing clouds the

lively Parisians become instantly seized with niral

vertigo. The only subject of discourse is the delight

of a country life, and the only conversation to be

heard is as follows :
" Decidedly, I must go to my

covmtry villa," " I must indeed return to my country

house." These villas and country houses are for the

most part—well, what, gentle reader, do you imagine ?

Vou shall hear. Monsieur M. X. possesses a miniature

garden, so miniature, indeed, that the pavilion, the

summer-house erected at the extremity, takes up half

its area. M. X. feels only flattered at the noble
edifice being styled his chateau. The other day it

was extremely hot and sultry, and M. X. had just

watered his thirsty Lettuces for the forty-fifth time,

they were swimming. " Euphrasia," said Monsieur
to his wife, "pray open the dining-room door, to let

a little air into the garden." T. S. J.

Garden Pests.—Garden pests are at this time of

the year in great force. "It is impossible," says

Eernardin de St. Pierre, "to give the history of a

city without saying something of its inhabitants."

With the inhabitants of gardens the gardener must
indeed make an intimate acquaintance ; there are the

caterpillars that eat up the leaves and delicate flower-

buds of the Rose, the leaves of the Gooseberrj-,

Currant, and Cabbage ; the ants that are troublesome
at the roots of things ; slugs and snails that nip young
plants in the bud, and leave their slimy silvery trail

over wall fniits ; then, again, there are the mice that

wait to demolish the Peas just deposited in the drills,

and the sparrows, blackbirds, and jays are sharpening
their beaks for the Cherries. But upon the petals of

flowers, upon every leaf, there are myriads of little

creatures that may be studied, and are worth study-

ing, for there are wonders in every dewdrop and upon
every film of Thistle down. It is happily the tendency
of the times to direct the studies of youth to these

beauties and wonders. The father of a family who
would take an interest in the worlds which abound
in his garden, and would open them up to his chil-

dren, would do them a real service. How many errors

and extravagances of youth might not be checked by
the early infusion of a strong taste for scientific gar-

dening and botanical research. To direct the inquiries

of the young to this inner life of the garden is to

strengthen their minds for loftier inquiries in the

future. Our mind has a better grasp of the grandeur

of the uni\erse when it has become familiar with the

vital atoms that have a blade of grass for their broad
world, and as we pursue our delightful study we daily

grow more devoutly reverential in approaching Nature,

and in acknowledging the illimitable wonders of that

vast scheme of order which God has created, and over

which God presides. T, S. J.

Potato Shaws, &c.—So far as I am aware nobody
said that the word " shaw," referred to in the poetical

quotation, had anything to do with Potato and Turnip

shaws any more than " Sandy Shaw," or INIr. Dean's
" Pshaw " had with the same subject. The quotation

was given to show that the word had been in common
use from early date, and it was expressly stated that,

in the quotation referred to, the word did not apply

to anything connected with Potatos or Turnips either.

It was also stated, however, that the word was in

common use to signify the cluster of leaves, or stems

and leaves, growing on Potatos, Carrots, Turnips,

and such like, and as such had been admitted by
Webster into his dictionary. So that the " Man of

Kent's " facetious reference to every Potato top con-

taining a number of birds to warble welcome to the

Colorado beetle when it comes rather loses its force.

"Tops" as well as "shaws" is applied to more
things than one—indeed to a much more hetero-

genous class of things than shaws ; thus we have

chimney-tops, tree-tops, mountain-tops, steeple-tops,

house-tops, and a host of other tops too numerous
to mention—not forgetting spinning-tops. Potato-

tops, and Turnip-tops. Now as regards Turnip-tops,

suppose I was to take a Turnip from which the

cluster of leaves had been removed, and to slice off the

top of the Turnip, might not that part be fairly called a

Turnip-top ? Suppose, further, that I had a quantity

of them, might I not legitimately say I had a quantity

of Turnip-tops? although there was not a vestige of a

leaf among them. Shaws could not in this case be

applied to these Turnip-tops, as shaws would only be

applicable to the cluster of leaves growing on the top

uf the Turnip, and which had previously been re-

moved. It appears to me that shaws in this instance

expresses the meaning better than tops, so far as

applied to the cluster of leaves growing on the tops of

the bulbs or tubers. With reference to Mr. Dean's
"pshaw," I think the "p" before it rather spoils its

applicability. A facetious friend says "the Shah " is

on his way to Paris, and will perhaps visit this coun-

try, and it occurs to him that "shah" is quite as

applicable to the discussion as pshaw. Pict.

Harvest Moons.—I thank "X." for his hand-
some acknowledgment at p. S2S of your last number.
He is right in saying that Francis Moore, who has
been dead 150 years, stales, August 23, "This is the

harvest moon." I see a similar mistake in Vox
Stcllantm, 1S7S, where the harvest moon is said to be
in August 13. I must stick by Arago, who says the

harvest moon always occurs in September, and the

hunter's moon in October. If he is right, as these

moons are always full, the harvest moon for 1877 was
September 22, and the hunter's moon October 22.

For 1878 the harvest moon is September 11, and the

hunter's moon October 11. IV. F. Raddyffc^ Jioie 29.

Among the Strawberries.—As the most of us

arc now securing layers of this most indispensable

fruit for the ensuing season, perhaps it won't be amiss
if we exchange notes as to the most suitable kinds for

forcing and other purposes. The sorts I have used
during the past season are Keens' SeedHng, Sir

Harry, Dr. Hogg, and Premier, but the last-named
variety I consider head and shouklers above them
all both for productiveness, quality, and size of fruit

(as also for continuous supply). I must, however,
bear testimony to the splendid fruit I have sometimes
gathered from Sir Harry, averaging I oz. each in

weight. Keens' Seedling (a very old favourite) must
go the way of Black Prince and others. It is a good
bearer, but the fruit, as a rule, is deformed and ill-

flavoured, and disappointing to those who have to

supply the table with handsome fine-flavoured fruit.

Dr. Hogg with me labours under the same disad-

vantage, and looks suspiciously related to that

variety. In looking through the beds I find Premier
truly first and foremost, followed by Sir Joseph
Paxton, Sir Harry, and others, Keens' Seedling and
Dr. Hogg playing second fiddle. President is a good
useful \'ariety, but under unfavourable circumstances
sets badly, and consequently bears badly formed fruit.

The present season was a most trying one for Straw-
berries in cold soils during the setting season, by
noting which may prove useful in choice of kinds.

Hericart de Thury (Garibaldi) I have not grown, and
from certain information to hand feel in no hurry to try

it. Is it true that it is most fickle and uncertain, albeit

somewhat earlier than other kinds ? Perhaps some
successful correspondent will inform me. J. J. B.y

July I.

Geranium pratense.—I do not think the Pelar-

gonium pollen has had any influence on the varieties

of this plant raised by Mr. P. Grieve. I have known
the white and blue striped varieties ever since I was a

boy, both wild and in the garden. Some years since

I raised a seedling in the garden here from the typical

blue bloomed plant with flowers of a delicate French
grey. This plant annually gives me self-sown seed-

lings, about half of which are like the parent plant,

and the other half typical blue. //. Harpur-Crcivc^

Drayton-Bcanchamp Rectory
J
Tring^ yuly I.

Stanhopea tigrina.—My attention has just been
called to the correspondent's query in your issue for

May 25, signed " T. W." I may mention that I

have three fine plants planted in wire baskets (I

should think wood baskets quite as good if suffi-

ciently open). Last year my bloom was not very

good, and to shelter them slightly from the strongest

rays of the sun I doubled a supplement of the Times
newspaper, bored two holes through the paper, and
slung it just in front of the plants. My opinion
is, this has sheltered the air-roots from too great

a scorching. My plants have bloomed remarkably
well this year, and are slung over the passage in the

stove, which is lofty. I thing the plants require more
sun than they would get under your correspondent's
Muscat Vine—hence his failure, Thomas Hitghes^

WychdoUy near Stafford,

Weed Growth on Lawns.— I have had for two
years past my lawn, which is in a south aspect, at

times covered in patches with something like soft

seaweed. Vou would think you were walking on
snails and crushing them at each tread ; it also makes
the surface very slippery indeed, so that care is needed
in walking on it. I send two samples in a small box.
Can you inform me what it is, and how it can be
eradicated or removed? \V, S. Capper. [The speci-

men sent is the curious jelly-like Nostoc, aptly

described by our correspondent as like soft seaweed.
In some places the plant (which is an Alga) is called

Falling Stars, from its sudden appearance. Dryden,
speaking of the fairies, says :

—

*

' And lest our leap from the sky prove too far

We slide on the back of a new falling star,

And drop from above
In a jelly of love."

It is possible, however, that our corespondent may
not quite appreciate this lovely jelly. We can only

suggest raking it off, and if it occurs on a gravel path,

salting it. Probably the lawn requires draining.

Eds.]

Dionsea muscipula.—On looking over an old

memorandum-book I found the following entry,

written in the year 1824:—"Mr. Knight, nursery-

man. King's Road, found that a plant of Dioncea,

upon whose leaves raw beef was laid, was much more
luxuriant in its growth than others not so treated."

This shows that the flesh-devouring nature of Dioncea

was known in this country nearly fifty years ago.

y. Smith, Ex-Curator, Royal Gardens, A'civ. [In

Kirby and Spence's Introduction to Entomology, as

also in Darwin's Insectivorous Plants, the fact men-
tioned by Mr. Smith is aHuded to, and Mr. Knight is

spoken of as "a gardener," which might lead some to

infer that T. A. Knight, the celebratetl physiologist,

was intended, but it is clear that the "gardener" was
no other than Joseph Knight, the predecessor of

Messrs. Veitch in the Exotic Nursery, Chelsea. Eus.]

Richardia sethiopica.—The letters you have
published in reply to my question, tend, without

exception, to confirm my proposition that the plant

should never be allowed to go dry. Even in its

natural resting season, which is now at hand, it

should be supplied with water as at other times, and
should in every respect be grown generously. The
starving and drying to which it is often subjected

result in poor growth and a paucity of flowers, and it

is only when treated as hungering and thirsting, night

and day, the whole year round, that we become fully

aware of its remarkable capabilities. Mr. Farley's

suggestion on the subject of planting out is a de-

parture from the question. I am familiar with that

practice, and could sometimes show my friend planta-

tations that, with a little stretching, might reach from
here to the Land's End. But between making
stock and obtaining flowers of great size, and at

the rate of two to three from every sheath from

fully developed specimen plants, there is a very con-

siderable difference. In illustration of the case I
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enclose with this letter flowers cut on July 2, for my
plants have not clone flowering yet. Vou will observe

that they are smallish, but still too good to be lost,

as they would be if the plants were divided and

planted out in May or June. The proper course with

well-grown jiot clumps is to treat them the same as

pot Lilies—give them a shift as they go to rest, and

to accomplish it with the least jiossiblc disturbance of

the roots, and to avoid drying them off at any time.

Kichardia anhiopica is not counted among the grand

plants, but if it is wortli growing at all it is worth

growing well, and the tlifierencc in results between

the starving system that jirevails and the generous

system I recommend will, I think, fully justify the

space the discussion of the subject has occupied in

your well-fdled columns. It is very odd that we
should take a plant from the marshes and syste-

matically desiccate it as ]iart of the plan for develop-

ing its beauties. And it is still more strange that the

plant should survive the operation and, after all,

display a shadow of those beauties which Ijy better

treatment we might have in substance. Shirley

Hibbcnt

Reports of Societies.

Leeds Horticultural: Jituc 26, 27, and 2%.^
To those who from their commencement Iiave seen

these Xorthern horticultural gatherings, and especially

the one at Leeds, on the present occasion there was

one extremely encouraging feature—that was, the even

merits of the competing collections in the different

classes, which, with very few exceptions, were highly

creditable ; this applies particularly to the productions

of the local exhibitors, which have greatly improved

from what they were during the early years of the

Society's existence, showing that it has so far accom-

plished one object which should be the aim of the

promoters of these meetings. In most of the principal

classes for plants the competitors were much more
numerous than generally seen, and the competing

collections more than usually evenly balanced. The
weather was all that could be desired, and the people

came in such numbers to see the flowers that a

flower show in few, if any, other county can com-

mand, for at Leeds it is a horticultural exhibition,

pure and simple, without any other attractions,

except good music.

In the class for twelve stove and greenhouse

flowering plants (open) it was a close run between

Messrs. Cole, of Manchester, and Mr. Tudgey, gr.

lo J. I-'. G. Williams, Esq., Henwick Grange,

Worcester, the former getting 1st. In their collection

was a good specimen of Erica venosa, one of the

very finest summer flowering Heaths, and the white

Ixora Colei. Mr. Tudgey's best plants were Alla-

manda grandiflora and P2rica ferruginea superba.

Mrs. Ringrose, Cottingham Grange, near Hull, was
3d, with smaller plants. For six stove and green-

house plants in bloom (amateurs), J. Barran, Esq.,

Chapel-Allerton Hall, Leeds, was a good 1st, showing

a neatly-grown half-dozen, in which Dipladenia

amabilis and IJougainvillea glabra were both well

flowered and finely coloured. Mr. Tudgey and L.

Hanson, Esq., Green Mount House, Halifax, were

equal 2d. The other exhibitor had a verj' fine Dra-

cophyllum gracile and Statice profusa, but some of

his plants were too far gone. In the class for three

flowering stove and greenhouse plants \V. Bateman,
Esq., Weatherby, took 1st, with a large well flowered

Stephanotis floribunda, Clerodendron Balfourianum,

equally well done, and the singular and seldom seen

Gloriosa superba ; H. Oxley, Esq., Weetwood, was
2d ; and J. Rhodes, Esq., Potternewtown, 3d.

The class for six ornamental foliage plants brought

out a number of competitors, showing remarkably

well grown plants. 1st, T. Simpson, Esq., Weet-
wood, Leeds ; his best in a verj' good group being

Dasylirion plumosum and Cycas revoluta, large and
perfectly grown examples ; Mrs. Ringrose came in 2d,

-and L. Hanson, Esq., 3d. Eight exotic Orchids : 1st,

]\Ir. Mitchell, gr. to Mr. Ainsworth, Broughton, Man-
chcstcr ; in a fine collection he had the rare Saccola-

liium guttatum Holfordii, nicely flowered; Odonto-
^lossum I'escatorci, PhaLxnojisis Luddemanniana, and
his matchless plant of Vanda suavis, not so full of

flower as we saw it at Manchester, but still bearing

some good spikes ; J. Barran, Esq., was 2d, his best

plants being of Odontoglossum Uro-Skinneri, and O.
citrosmum. Mr. Mitchell was also 1st for four

Orchids, having, with others, probably the finest

specimen of Aerides Schrrederi in the kingdom ; W.
Batenian, Esq., came in 2d with a quartet in which
was includeil a smnll but profusely flowered example
of the darkest coloured form of Ladia purpurata. For
a single Orchid Mr. Mitchell was 1st, with Phalcenopsis

grandiflora.

Ferns were well and numerously shown. In the

class for six Messrs. Cole were 1st, having beautifully

grown, healthy examples of Gleichenia Mendelii,

G. rupestris, and G. Spelunca.% which may be taken

as the best representative, although not the most
distinct, of the most prized genus of Ferns ; F. W.
Tetley, Esq., Foxhill; Weetwood, 2d, the most con-

spicuous in whose collection were grand specimens of

Cibotium Schiedei, C. princeps, and the elegant

drooping Goniophlebium subauriculatum ; S. Smith,

Esq., Headingley, 3d ; L. Hanson, Esq., and J.
Rhodes, Esq., equal, extra.

Groups of plants arranged for effect have not

hitherto foun<l much favour with the promoters of the

North of Englami shows, but have been introduced at

Leeds, and very mucli contributed to the general

cflloct of the exhibition. But the space—limited to

300 feet—is too much, especially for exhibitors who
reside at a considerable distance from the place.

There were half a dozen comjietitors for the prizes

offered

—

£\^, ;^io, j^6, and ^4—but most of them
failed to realise exactly either the description of

plants best calculated to produce the most effective

display, or to arrange them to the best advantage. In

all such arrangements, where the general efiect pro-

duced by the whole is of much greater importance

than the size, value, and cultural excellence of the

individual plants of which the groups consist, it is a

mistake to introduce many large plants of a character

such as require formal training. This was exemplified

here, as the group which only stood 2d was deservedly

awarded the Silver Medal of the Royal Horticultural

Society for the best grown collection of plants in the

exhibition. Another mistake frequently made in

arranging plants for effect is the introduction of over-

much colour by the presence of too many flowering

subjects. These at least are the principles by which
those are guided who carry out the decorative combi-
nations of fine-leaved and flowering plants now so

much in fashion at public and pri\ate festivities in

and about the metropolis and other places. Mr.
Tudgey, who was 1st, had a group nicely balanced

both in form and colour, but, like all the other

exhibitors, a too even surface, deficient in the relief

afforded by a limited number of tall, elegant plants

standing well above the others. It consisted of

Palms, amongst which was the beautiful Cocos Wed-
delliana and the fine fan-leaved Pritchardia pacifica ;

tree and other Ferns, Dracaenas, Crotons, Pandanus,
and as many small flowering things as gave enough
colour to the whole. Mr. House, Eastgate Nursery,

Peterborough, was 2d, a great portion of his plants

consisting of large specimens; Jlessrs. Cole 3d, ex-

hibiting a fine lot of plants, the majority of which
were suitable for the purpose, but not made the most
of in their placing

;
4th, Mrs. Ringrose, with nearly

all foliage subjects, having an over sombre appearance

:

a few more suitable flowering examples would have
placed this collection higher in the competition.

Pot Roses.—At no place in the kingdom do w^e

see such pot Roses shown by amateurs as at Leeds and
York. As a matter of course they bear no comparison
to the gigantic plants shown by the trade growers who
exhibit in London and occasionally elsewhere, but
for moderate-sized specimens in 12 or 14-inch pots

they are really fine examples of skilful cultivation, and
the way they are retarded so as to keep them back
thus late in the season is quite a feat in Rose growing.
In the oj>en class of twelve, J. Pybus, Esq., Monckton
Moor, near Ripon, was 1st : Etienne Levet, centri-

folia rosea and Richard Wallace were the best

;

2(1, Mr. May, Hope Nurseries, Bedale, whose plants

bore a larger number of flower, but not so good in

quality. Single specimen Rose in pot : 1st, Mr.
May ; 2d, J. Pybus, Esq.

Pelargoniums were a fine feature, filling as they did,

the sloping central stage of a large tent, with a single

row of tall Fuchsias down the middle. They presented
a grand bank of colour, the higher shades of which
were toned down by the delicate tints of the pale fancy
varieties and the lighter coloured Zonals. Most of
the plants staged were finely grown and equally finely

flowered. For twelve show varieties, fancies ex-
cluded (open), Mr. May took a decided lead ; his

plants, besides being large, were well furnished with
flowers and sufficient hcalthyfoliage, and also possessed
diversity of colour. Messrs. T. Lazenby & Son,
York, 2d ; Mr. C. Rylance, Ormskirk, 3d. Six
French and spotted varieties : Mr. C. Rylance 1st,

with a very good half dozen; Messrs. Lazenby 2d.
Six show varieties (amateurs) : 1st, W. L. Joy, Esq.,
A\'eetwood Mount, Leeds ; 2d, F. W. Tetley, Esq.
Six fancy Pelargoniums : equal 1st, F. W. Tetley,
Esq., and Mr. H. May ; 3d, Messrs. Lazenby. The
Zonal kinds were splendidly done, profiisely bloomed,
and not too stiffly trained, with plenty of good foliage

to effectually hide the supports—a condition by no
means so general as it should be. For six varieties :

W. L. Joy, Esq., 1st, T. Simpson, Esq., 2d.
Fuchsias were shown as they almost invariably are

now seen, in moderate condition, not equal to the
way in which they once were. Six varieties : 1st,

F. W. Tetley, Esq. ; 2d, Mr. Halliday. Three
varieties : Mr. Rylance 1st, G. Talbot, Esq., Burley,
2d. Of Gloxinias some grand seedlings were exhi-
bited by Mr. Kitson, who took the Ist prize, the
flowers possessing unusual merit for size, purity of
colour, and distinct marking ; Mr. W. Chambers,
Rotherham, 2d, with better grown plants, but the
varieties not so good.
Hardy Ferns were well done, the collections not

being confined too much to the c^erlasting Alhy-

riums, Scolopendriunis, and Lastreas, which some
growers make up almost the whole of their exhibits

with. Mr. C. Rylance took 1st with a fine dozen,

Mrs. C. Naylor, Potternewton, being 2d, and Mrs.
Ringrose 3d,

Cut Roses were better than we have seen them
shown this season, Messrs. Cranston & Co., Here-
ford, making a clean sweep, taking isl in the classes

for forty-eight single blooms, thirty-six do., and
twehe in trusses of three—Messrs. Paul & Son, the

Old Nurseries, Cheshunt, 2d—both staging fine

flowers, but none the better for the scorching

weather. Twelve Tea varieties : 1st, Messrs. Paul ;

A. G. Soames, Esq., Trueham Park, Bourne, 2d;
Messrs. Cranston 3d. In the amateur classes for

eighteen Mr. .Soames was Ist, Mrs. Halliday 2d.

Twelve varieties : Mr. Soames was also 1st. Cut
flowers were well shown. For six bunches, stageil

like Roses, Mr. Letts, gr. to the Earl of Zetland,

Upleatham, was 1st. Group of flowers arranged in

stand or vase : equal 1st, R. Simpson, Esq., and Mr.
Kitson. Bouquets were good, both wedding and
ordinary. For the former Mr. J. C. Collins, Harrow-
gate, was Ist with a really artistic example, suitable

flowers tastefully put together, and sufficiently, but
not too large.

Fruit.—Time was when the exhibitors of good
fruit at these Yorkshire shows were comparatively
few, now the displays are not only extensive but are

contributed by a large number of individuals ; and on
the present occasion there was comparatively little of
that inferior quality, the presence of a limited quantity
of which mars the appearance of the whole. Six
dishes : Mr. Bannerman, gr. to Lord Bagot, Kugeley,
1st ; H. Thompson, Esq., 2d ; 3d, the Marquis of
Ripon. Four dishes: Ist, Mr. Letts—in his collec-

tion was a good Queen Pine and finely finished

Hamburgh Grapes; Mr. Bannerman 2d, the Marquis
of Ripon 3d. Six bunches of Grapes, three black
and three white : Ist, ^Tr. A. Ferguson, gr. to

B. Shaw, Esq., Selby, with Black Hamburgh and
Muscat of Alexandria, the former much superior to.

what they are usually seen until later in the season

—

the Muscats also better coloured than ordinarily thus
early ; the bunches of both varieties were good, the
berries well swelled— taking the two kinds, such
as not very often shown at the same time by one
exhibitor: iNIr. Bannerman, 2d ; H. Thompson, Esq.,
2d. Single dish of black Grapes : 1st, Mr. Ferguson

;

2d, H. Bcntlcy, Esq. Single dish of white Grapes:
1st, S. Smith, Esq., Headingly, Leeds. Heaviest
bunch of Grapes, any colour : 1st, Mr. Ferguson

;

2d, Mrs. Noble. Pine-apple, any variety : ist, Mr.
Letts, with a nice well-grown Queen ; 2d, J. B. Met-
calfe, Esq., Grantham. Peaches, single dish : 1st,

Marquis of Ripon ; 2d, H. Bentley, Esq. Nectar-
ines, single dish : 1st, H. Thompson, Esq.

; ^2d,

Mr. Bannerman. Melon: ist, Mr. Letts; 2d, Mr.
Hinds, gr. to Sir Thomas Edwards-Moss, Otterspool.
Figs: 1st, Mr. Bannerman; 2d, the Marquis of
Ripon. Cherries : 1st, Mr. C. Rylance. Straw-
berries, single dish : Ist, Mr. Hinds, showing mag-
nificent fmit, which, in addition to the prize, received
a special commendation from the judges; Mr. Hinds
also took 1st for Strawberries in pots.

Royal Horticultural: Juh' 2. — Scientific
CoMMiTTKF,.—Sir J. n. Hooker, K.C.S.I., in the
chair.

Propagation of Primulas.—A letter was read from

J. Anderson-Henry, Esq., staling that, as difficulty was
sometimes experienced in propagating certain species of
Primula, the method of increasing these plants which
he had discovered by accident might be of interest.

Mr. Henry statetl that he received seeds of P. denti-

culata and others from Kashmir. The young plants

were placed in beds an<l subsequently dug uji to make
room for other things. The plants were subsequently
replanted, and shortly it was observed that numerous
offsets were formed—so numerous indeed that the

plants came up like weeds. Mr. Henry also alluded

to some curious experiments in hybridisation, the

result of which will be made known when the experi-

ments have progressed further.

Tea Disease in Sikkim.—Leaves of the Tea plant

affected with some insect were sent from Darjiling

—

where the prospects of the crop are seriously injured

—

through Mr. Caird, C.B., with a request for in-

formation. The specimens were referred to Mr.
McLachlan for investigation and report.

Diseases of the line.—Dr. M. C. Cooke read a
fifth communication on Yine diseases, which was con-
fined to the two kinds of disease recently detected in

France, and described by Dr. Maxime Cornu in the

Bulletin iie la Soeietc Botaniijiic de Frame. The first,

termed Anthracnose, or canker, caused scorched
spots on the stems and leaves, as well as the Grapes,
and is attributed to Phoma uvicola (B. & C), a North
American fungus. The second, not uncommon at

Montpellier and Cognac, a brown mould chiefly con-
fined to the under surface of the leaves, was referred

lo Cladosporium viticolum (Ces.), a fungus with no
less than five names, known in the United States as

Graphium clavisponun (B, cS: C). Dr. Cooke was of
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opinion that the scorched spots in the disease called

Anthracnose were not sufficiently accounted for by
the presence of the Phoma, but that a more complete
investigation of the disease in a fresh condition would

show that the canker of the stem is independent of

the Phoma. If correctly determined as Phoma uvi-

cola (IJ. i.*v: C), no such appearances are found asso-

ciated with that species in the United States, where

it was originally discovered.

Acer Schxi'cdkri.—Dr. Masters showed leaves of

this, commenting on its beauty as an ornamental tree,

and pointing out the singular inclination of the petiole

to the blade of the leaf.

Flints and Lic/wns.—Mx. ^^'! G. Smith exhibited a

series of worked implements and flakes of flint from

the Sussex Downs. In every instance where the

original crust of the flint had been left untouched there

was on that spot a growth of lichens, principally

Lecanora pallida, but wherever a flake had been struck

off by the pre-hisloric makers the worked face and the

detached flake were alike perfectly plain or only

showed rudimentary vegetation. Mr. Smith said

that in damp situations under trees, or when flints

were embedded in abundant mortar, the lichens might

temporarily creep over a worked surface, but they could

not maintain their position or perfect themselves as they

invariably did on the old natural crust. To show the

almost indestructible character of flint Mr. Smith ex-

hibited a Palaeolithic celt from the drift gravel, which
showed a large thick snowy-white patch of the original

crust on the butt-end just as it was left ages ago by the

maker, the worked portion of the flint showing its

original black colour where no decomposition what-

ever had place.

Hybrid Li/iis.—'SU. G. F. AVilson showed on

behalf of Mr. Mangles, of Haslemere, a noble Lily,

like croceum in general aspect—the anthers were

quite barren ; also a supposed hybrid variety of L.

philadelphicum or of pulchellum, from Messrs. Veitch.

Two varieties of L. pardalinum were shown, var.

Robinsoni with large flowers, and var. californicum

with small flowers somewhat glaucous in the centre.

Floral Committee.—Dr. Denny in the chair.

First-class Certificates were awarded to Mr. Turner,

Slough, for two English-raised H.P. Roses, named
respectively Dr. Scwell and Penelope Mayo. The
former is a well-built flower, with fine broad petals,

of an intense crimson colour, shaded with maroon
;

the latter large, of beautiful form, and of a full rosy

cerise colour. Three blooms of each were staged,

those of Penelope Mayo being the finest we have yet

seen, and being a distinct flower—if it is possible for a

new Rpse to be distinct—is certain to take a high

position on the exhibition table. Messrs. William

Paul & Son, Waltham Cross, also showed several fine

English seedlings, including May Quennell and the

. Duchess of Bedford, to the latter of which a First-

class Certificate was awarded. The Duchess is in all

respects a grand new H.P., deep, well built,

with broad petals of good substance, and withal

a novelty in colour—very bright reddish crimson,

nr cherry is the nearest we can get to it, so

difficult is it to describe the exact shade. Messrs.

Paul & Son, the Old Nurseries, Cheshunt, also exhi-

bited some new varieties, which like the before-men-

tioned have the merit of being home raised. Of
these Charles Darwin, Duke of Teck, and Countess

of Damley are very promising, but were not at their

best to-day. From the New Plant and Bulb Com-
pany, Colchester, came Freesia refracta var. alba, a

charming little bulbous plant with white yellow-

blotched flowers larger in size than the yellow

blossoms of F. refracta ; and to which a First-

class Certificate was awarded. A similar award
was also made to M. V. Lemoine, 67, Rue dc

PElang, Nancy, for Ivy-leaved Pelargoniums El-

frida, in the style of Konig Albert, but larger and
of a deeper colour ; and Lucy Lemoine, a

beautiful double flesh-tinted pink. From Mr. J. R.

Pearson, Chilwell, came four seedlings from Pelar-

gonium echinatum, named Pixie, Hybridum, Ariel

and Beauty—free flowering and neat growing plants

with colours of the softest and loveliest description.

-Vriel and Beauty are a decided advance upon any-

thing that has been seen before from the same breed,

and deserved something more than the commendation
bestowed on them. Mr. G. Smith, of the ToUington
Road Nursery, showed several examples of a dwarf
strain of single and double Petunias, which the com-
mittee commended. From Mr. Cannell, Swanley,
came half-a-dozen stands of cut blooms of Verbenas,

with trusses of fine size, of all the best old and new
varieties—a grand lot of flowers. G. F. AVilson, Esq.,

contributed cut flowers of Lilium Kramcri from small

bulbs, and showing diff"erent shades of colour, also

of Lilium pardalinum, L. pardalinum Robinsoni,

and L. californicum. Messrs. James Carter tS;

Co. sent their fine new Eschscholtzia crocea

Mandarin ; Messrs. John Laing & Co., a new
and very distinct erect flowering Gloxinia named
l^apillon, the flowers of which are white, densely and
minutely spotted. From Messrs. James Veitch &
Sons came the brown and yellow-flowered Oncidium
prcetextum, and a small variety of Lilium philadel-

phicum ; and Mr. William Caldwell, The Ivies,

Wantage, sent a nice lot of cut blooms of Sweet
Williams. The fine yellow CEnothera Voungii and
the curious Umbilicus sempervirens were shown by
Mr. Parker, and cut blooms of Spircea palmata, the

Rose Queen of Bedders, and a new seedling in the

same way came from Mr. Noble. MM. Chan-
trier frcres, Mortefontaine, Oise, sent a tall plant

of Croton Baron James dc Rothschild, a large-leaved

form, green with yellow venation, and crimson
coloured midribs. In addition to the Freesia above
mentioned the New Plant and Bulb Company also

sent cut flowers of several other interesting plants,

including the pretty Calochortus macrocarpus, C.
luteus, and C. venustus, Lilium Hansoni, L. Brownii,

L. parvum, L. dalmaticum, L. Thunbergianum var.

Horsmanni, deep blood-red in colour, and L.

japonicum Colchesterii, creamy white, and not very
striking. Mr. Heims, gr. to F. A. Philbrick, Esq.,

Q.C., received a Cultural Commendation for a well-

grown plant of Cattleya gigas, with a dozen fine

blooms. F. A. Pache, Esq. , Brighton Road,

.

Birmingham, sent specimens of Pelargonium Golden
Jewel, which may be described as a Cloth of Gold
with very double dark scarlet flowers. Mr. R.
Dean showed cut flowers of his strain of Sweet
William, and from Chiswick came a large collection

of cut blooms of varieties of Dianthus Heddewigii.

Fruit Committee.—H. Webb, Esq., in the

chair. Seedling Melons were the leading feature of

the meeting to-day, but only two varieties proved to

be of any importance, and these were so good as to

merit the award of First-class Certificates, which were
accordingly voted. The first one came from Mr.
Gilbert, gr. to the Marquis of Exeter, Burghley, and
was named "The Netted Victory." It is a thick

white-fleslied, round, and fine-flavoured fruit, with

the netting very strongly pronounced. The other

came from Mr. Dell, gr. to C. Turner, Esq., Stoke
Rochford, Grantham, and was named Dell's Hylirid.

It is a round green-fleshed variety, moderately

netted, of most excellent flavour, and, as we
can testify, of a good hardy constitution. Mr.
Gilbert also sent a scarlet-fleshed Melon, named
Lord Mayor, an excellent flavoured variety, but

too thick in the rind to warrant the award of a

certificate. A pale green-fleshed variety named John
Chapman came from Mr. William Chapman, gr. to

the Marquis of Anglesey, West Park, Salisbury ; antl

Mann's Hylnid, a smooth, oval-shaped, green-fleshed

fruit, was sent by Mr. Mann, gr. to Mrs. Hornsby,

St. Vincent's, Grantham ; but both were failures as

regards flavour. From Mr. John Monro, Potter's

Bar, came a dozen examples of a seedling variety

called Monro's Bismarck, a medium sized ribbed

and green-fleshed variety, of fairly good flavour; and
two fruits of another seedling named Marquis of

Salisbury, a larger fruit than the first-named, smooth
skinned, and with a pale scarlet flesh, of very inferior

quality. From Mr. Mann also came a dish of Elruge

Nectarines, heavy and well coloured, for which the

exhibitor was ihanked. Mr. Gilbert also sent

samples of two seedling Peas, named Marvel and

The Baron. The first has straight and well filled

pods of good flavoured Peas—a promising variety ;

the pods of The Baron are very large, somewhat
curved, and of a deep green colour, but when opened

contained nothing that could be eaten ! Vou sent

them too soon, Mr. Gilbert. Another seedling Pea,

named Sequel, came from Mr. Hardy, of the Stour

Valley Seed Grounds, Bures, evidently a heavy crop-

ping variety of medium height ; and from Mr. Turner,

Slough, came a nice sample of the Early Bird Kidney,

which gained a Certificate at the last Potato show at

the Westminster Aquarium.

Rochester Horticultural : ^un^ 25.—The second

annual cxhibitinu took place on the above date, in

the grounds attached to the residence of H. Nichol-

son, Esq., a place which has one of the old-fashioned

flower gardens it is so pleasant to look upon, and
where one meets with many old friends of a some-

what scarce character. A very fine example of the

Purple Beech, with ample spreading branches and
grandly-coloured leaves was a fine feature in the

centre of the lawn. Rochester is not a plant-growing

district, that is quite certain from what could be seen

at the show, unless the plant growers decline to com-

pete for the small prizes offered in the schedule. But

newly-formed societies deserve some consideration at

the hands of nurserymen and gardeners, for they are

often but struggling corporations, and find it difficult

to pay their way, and therefore it is wise not to ofler

prizes beyond the financial means at command.
The principal prize for plants was that of the

Members' Cup, value £$, arranged for effect in a

space equal to 80 square feet. This was won by Mr.

Lawrence, nurseryman, Rochester, with small but

nicely-grown and arranged plants. The other com-

peting groups had larger plants of a more valuable

character, but they were badly arranged, and the

general effect was tii/. There were collections of

stove and greenhouse plants, foliage plants, Caladiums,

exotic and British Ferns, Pelargoniums, Sec, but the

system adopted in Rochester of keeping the exhibitors'

names from the plants prevented the gleaning of any
particulars. The Tricolor Pelargoniums were nicely

grown, being much superior to anything that appeared

at the Pelargonium Society's show at South Kensing-
ton a short time since. In the classes for vegetables

and fruit, Mr. Dewsbury, gr. to the Earl of Damley,
Cobham Park, was the principal exhibitor. The col-

lection of six dishes of fruit with which Mr. Dewsbury
gained the 1st prize consisted of Black Hamburgh and
Foster's Seedling Grapes, Peaches, Nectarines, Pine
and Strawberries. Generally, fruit was fairly repre-

sented, and vegetables were both numerous and fine.

The leading cut flowers were Roses, and these were
well shown by local amateur growers. There were
table decorations and bouquets, and the other inci-

dentals to this department of an exhibition.

Maidstone Horticultural : j^unc 26.—The spring

show, as it is termed, of the above Society, took place

in the Corn Exchange on the above data. In the

reduced circumstances of the Society the committee
wisely determined to limit their outlay according to

their resources ; and if the members missed the usuftl

tents, and the pleasant shade of trees, there was real

compensation in the cool pleasant atmosphere of the

Corn Exchange, which was certainly preferable to the

close atmosphere of the tents. In the plant depart-

ment, stove and greenhouse plants were rather poor,

though the prizes were good enough to have attracted

something better. The best groups of eight fine-foliaged

plants, competing for the High Sheriff^s special prize,

came from G. A. Dodd, Esq., the leading examples
being Da;monorops fissus, Pandanus Vetchii, Dracama
Shepherdi, and Kentia Canterburyana. Major Best

was 2(1. In the centre of the concert-hall, in

which the fruit was set forth, was a tastefully arranged
group of plants, contributed by H. A. Campbell-
Bannerman, Esq., M.P. The best specimen plants

were Clerodendron Balfourianum, from L. D.
Wigan, Esq. ; Bougainvillea glabra and Rhyn-
chospermum jasminoides dividing the honours for

2d place—these came from G. O. Dodd, ICsq.

and Mrs. Whatman. Other plants comprised
Coleus, Fuchsias, Pelargoniums, and Heaths ; and,

while they did not call for special notice, were very

useful in making an effective display. In the best six

Fuchsias, from J. W. Braddick, Esq., was a well-

grown plant of Wave of Life, nicely coloured o.m\

flowered. The best six Ferns came from Major East,

and included Adiantmn farleyense, Cibotium prin-

ceps, anil Davallia Mooreana. The best group of

hardy Ferns came from Mrs. Whatman.
The Roses were decidedly the leading feature in

the cut flower classes, and the possession of the High
Sheriff's prize was warmly competed for by F. Warde,
Esq., and J. Hollingworth, Esq., the fiat being

given in favour of the former. In point of merit the

flowers were evenly balanced, but in the matters of

arrangement, evenness, balance of colour, variety,

and general getting up, Mr. Warde had the advan-

tage. His best blooms were Mons. Noman, Star t)f

Waltham, Louis Van Houtte, very fine ; MarOchal
Niel, Marie Cointet, Thomas >Iills, La France,

Countess of Oxford, M.idame Hyppolite Jamain,

John Hopper, Royal Standard, and Madame La-

charme. In Mr. Hollingworth's box the best flowers

were Marie Rady, Duchesse de Vallombrosa, Marie
Baumann, Captain Christy, La France, Victor \'er-

dier, Mr. Baker, and Xavier Olibo. L. A. Killick,

Esq., had the best twelve Roses, and J. Smythe,
Esq., the 2d best. In the class for twelve Tea Roses

J. Hollingworth was 1st with some charming flowers,

L. A Killick, Esq., being 2d. Hardy flowers in

twelve bufiches were very good, and in the class for

a basket of cut flowers some large and well arranged

exhibits were staged ; the Misses Jones were 1st

and Mr. Pearce 2d. The best bouquet came from

F. Pine, Esq. Wild flowers were a good feature

—

Mrs. Cutbush being 1st and L. A. Killick, Esq., 2d.

The best collection of six dishes of fruit came from

G. A. Dodd, Esq., and consisted of black and white

Grapes, Strawberries, Cherries, and two Melons.

The best black Grapes were Black Hamburghs, from

K. Leigh, Esq. ; G. A. Dodd, Esq., being 2d. The
best white Grapes were Muscat of Alexandria, from

G. A Dodd, Esq. Captain Brenchley was 1st with

Peaches, having Royal George—R. Leigh, Esq., being

2d with Early Vork. Strawberries were very good,

the leading sorts Sir C. Napier, Sir J. Paxton, Dr.

Hogg, Randall's Seedling, and TroUope's Victoria.

Gooseberries and Currants were somewhat unripe, and

Raspberries very good.

Vegetables were numerous and very good. The
leading prize was for a basket unlimited as to the

number of varieties, the Misses Jones being 1st and J.

Whatman, Esq., 2d, with excellent lots. Collections

of herbs were very good also, and in the class for

Longpod Beans were some capital examples of the

Seville Longpod. The best kidney Potatos were

Myatt's Ashleaf and Jackson's Kidney ; the best

round Potatos Porter's Excelsior and Coldstream,

Peas were fine, but for the best part unnamed. The
non-appearance of the names of gardeners in this
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report is attributable to the fact that they appear to be
quite ignored at Maidstone shows. This is unusual,
and scarcely dcfcnsiltle.

Richmond Horticultural: >;hi; 27.—If weather
of unusual brilliance and at almost tropical heat, allicil

to active Royal patronage, could, combined, promote
success, certainly the show held in the Old Deer
Park on Thursday of last week was doubly blessed,
liut these things were but a jjortion of the advantages
enjoyed by the energetic committee on this occasion,
as added to a long and liberal prize-list there were
entries ad lihiluiii, specimens of first-class quality,
and, not le.ast, the support of many of the leading
London trade firms, all of whom seem to understand
the nature of the Richmond attendance, and the
wealthy and appreciative people of which it is com-
posed. The tent-space erected was of great extent

—

one immense tent for the chief plant classes, a second
for the special prizes, a third for table decorations
and cut flowers, a fourth for fruit and vegetables, and
a fifth for cottagers, and some extra classes.
The centre of attraction was of course the
large plant lent, which was filled to repletion with
collections of great variety and interest. The centre
was occupied by a double stage, on which were placed
sto\-e and greenhouse and ornamental foliage plants

;

Ferns, both exotic and hardy, Caladiums, Fuchsias,
Telargoniums, and numerous other plants in season

;

whilst the extremities were filled with choice collec-
tions from the nurseries of Messrs. Vcitch & Sons,
Chelsea, and Mr. V>. S. Williams, of Holloway ; and
around the sides were placed many fine semicircular
groups of decorative plants in competition and other-
wise ; and, not least, at either end next the entrances
superb groups of pot Roses, sent by Messrs. Veitch &
Sons, and Messrs. Paul & .Sons, of Cheshunt. These
were all dwarf young plants of the choicest sorts, and
were immensely admired by the visitors. The groups
arranged for effect are here invariably a telling feature,
and in the competition the 1st prize was awarded to
Mr. F. R. Kinghorn, the Sheen Nurseries, Rich-
mond, for a very effective arrangement—Messrs.
Hooper & Co. being placed 2d for a handsome lot of
plants from their Twickenham nursery; and Mr
Powell, gr. to Sir H. W. Parker, of Richmond, 3d.
Fine and effective groups were staged, not for com-
petition, by Messrs. Osborn, Fulham ; Rollisson,
Tooting ; and Jackson, of Kingston, to all of whom
medals were awarded ; and an extra prize was also
given to Mr. Brown, florist, of Richmond, for a good
group. In the stove and greenhouse plant classes
Messrs. Jackson & Son, of Kingston, were strong
exhibitors, having in the class for nine plants some
very good specimens of st.andard exhibition kinds.
The 2d prize lot, shown by Mr. Hinnell, gr. to F. A.
Davis, Esq., Surbiton, was a most meritorious collec-
tion, and displayed first-class cultivation, wanting
size only.

Fuchsias were w^ell grown but had suffered from the
great heat, but the show Pelargoniums looked very
bright and fresh—Mr. James, of Redlees, Isleworth,
being 1st in the various classes with good specimens ;

Mr. Livesley, of Spring Grove, taking 2d place with
small but well-flowered plants. To particularise all
the plant classes would be impossible, .as those offered
by the Society and by special donors made the number
legion, and it was truly wonderful that in the midst of
the great heat the judges got so well through the work
cut out for them. Such powers of endurance deserve
a special note of approbation. The special prize tent
was occupied chiefly with plants, some of the things
being good, but many were hardly v\'orthy the en-
couragement given to their cultivation. A reduction
in the number of these specials, and the addition of
the sums given for them to more suitable plant classes,
or for the production of high-class fruits, would serve
to enhance the character of the exhibition.

^

The table decorations consisted largely of centre-
pieces of glass, dressed as most habitiu's at London
flower shows are familiar with, some with elegance
and taste, others with heaviness and a lack of taste.
There was a large competitien in these classes, local
ladies being competitors, and the tables set apart were
entirely filled. Cut Roses were shown largely and
well, although the great heat kept some of the trade
exhibitors from competing in the open classes. For
thirty-six kinds, three trusses each, Messrs. Paul &
Sons, of Cheshunt, were a good 1st and only com-
petitor ; and in the class for twenty-four kinds, the
same firm were placed 1st ; Mr. William Rumsey, of
Waltham Cross, 2d. Mr. Rumsey also staged a large
box of Tea Roses. From Messrs. Veitch & Sons
came boxes of cut Roses, and of the red-flowered
Spirrea palmata ; from Mr. Charles Turner, Slough,
several boxes of Roses, Carnations, Picotees, Pelar-
goniums, Verbenas, &c. ; Messrs. Lee & Sons sent
from their Ealing Nursery some fine boxes of
Roses, and one of twenty-four blooms of La France,
which were remarkably fine. Some flowers from this
collection of Xavier Olibo, Louis A'an Houtte, and
others of darker hue, specially admired by the Princess
Mary, were presented to her in the evening, at her
request.

The cut Rose classes, open only to the district and
to amateurs, were well filled, the display of these and
other cut flowers being a marked feature of the show.
Fruit was well and largely shown, there being several

classes for both black and white Grapes ; but in many
cases the colour was not all that could be desired.

Mr. Punchard of Twickenham was the most suc-
cessful exhibitor in these classes, and in the open
class for four dishes of fruit Mr. Edwards, gr. to

J. S. Budgett, Esq., of Ealing Park, was 1st, with
good black Grapes, fine Peaches, and Nectarines, and
Pine; Mr. Cornhill, gr. to J. S. Virtue, Esq., of
Weybridge, coming 2d with similar fruits. Vegetables
were good, and largely shown, the collections in

baskets being a capital feature. In the cottagers'

tent Mr. Marcham, of Spring Grove, staged a fine

bank of striped Petunias that were greatly admired.
The entire show was a most marked success, thanks
to the energy displayed by Mr. A. Chancellor, the
active honorary secretary, and the support of a strong
committee, whilst the arrangement of all the varied
exhibits was in the hands of Mr. R. Dean, of
Ealing, and were such as to give the greatest satis-

faction.

Romford and Essex Horticultural : June 27.
The annual exhibition of this Society was held on
Thursday, June 27; in the grounds of C. P. Matthews,
Esq., The Bower, Havering. The show on this
occasion was not quite up to its original dimensions,
although the quality of the plants exhibited was
quite as good as usual. Exhibitors who enter plants
and who have places kept for them up to the last

moment are guilty of a grave ofience if they do not
put in an appearance at all. The Romford committee-
were put to considerable inconvenience by defaulters
of this kind

; for instance, there were four entries in
one class for flowering plants, but only two came
forward to compete for the prizes. It was in the
classes for flowering plants that the greatest falling off
was discernible. Besides the defaulters already
alluded to, the weather had been hot, and many
plants expected to be in were quite past their best.
1st prizes for stove and greenhouse plants were
awarded to Mr. Lane, gr. to Major-General Fytche,
of Pyrgo Park, Romford, and to Mr. Douglas, gr.
to F. Whitbourn, Esq., Loxford Hall, Ilford. Mr.
Lane had Erica tricolor coronata, E. ventricosa gran-
diflora, and Phoeocoma prolifera Barnesii very fine
indeed. Mr. Douglas had a well flowered plant of
Statice profusa and a nice specimen of Anthurium
.Scherzerianum.

In foliage plants Mr. Douglas h.ad the best, amongst
them a well-coloured Croton Weismanni, the best of all

for exhibition jjurposes. Mr. Douglas likewise had the
best Ferns, amongst them Todea superba and T.
pellucida. Mr. Noodhams, gr. at "The Bower"
had some well grown specimens in his 2d prize collec-
tion of the commoner sorts, especially of that excel-
lent sort for large baskets, Nephrolepis exaltata.
Stage and fancy Pelargoniums were well exhibited
by Mr. Bone, gr. to D. M'Intosh, Esq., Havering,
and Mr. Lane, Messrs. Meadmore, nurserymen,
Romford, and Mr. Soder, gr. to C. Hanbury, Esq.,
Weald Hall, Brentwood, had very good double zonal
Pelargoniums—the double variety of Wonderful fine
indeed. J. H. Pemberton, the Round House, Rom-
ford, had excellent Roses, his 1st prize collection
containing all the best sorts. Messrs. William
Paul & Son, of Waltham Cross, showed a collec-
tion of many varieties, all good, which was highly
commended.

There were very good collections of cut flowers, but
the hot weather was very trying to them, especially to
one collection of Pansies, the owner of which did not
provide tubes of water for it, and they were quite
shrivelled up. Mr. Douglas gained the 1st prizes in
all the classes, and Mr. Lane also showed good
flowers. Fruit was well shown, 1st prizes being
awarded to Mr. Bone for a good collection ; to Mr.
Douglas for Muscat Grapes, and for distinct varieties
of Grapes

; and to Mr. Farrance, market grower,
of Chadwell Heath, for Black Hamburgh. Mr.
Bone had excellent Peaches. Strawberries were
very fine, and abundantly shown : Mr. Smith,
market grower, Romford, had the best collection, and
Mr. Meadmore the best dish (a very fine one) of
British Queen. James Veitch, President, Auguste
Nicaise, and Dr. Hogg, were fine and large in the
collections. Jlr. Douglas had the best black and
white Cherries—Knight's Eariy Black and Elton.

Vegetables, as usual, were very good, and upheld
thecredit of the county. The best basket (a very good
one), containing eight varieties, was from Mr. Iggul-
den, gr. to R. B. Wingfield Baker, Esq., Romford

;

It contained excellent Culverwell's Telegraph Pea,
Seville Longpod Beans, and a very fine dish of
Kidney Potatos. Mr. Douglas had the best brace of
Cucumbers, the variety Tender and True. Other
single dishes of vegetables were shown in abundance
by gardeners, amateurs, and cottagers. Prizes were
also given by Mrs. Mcintosh for specimens of needle-
work by children, and the little ones of four and six
years came in for awards and commendations.

The National Rose Society's Exhibition a'
the Crystal Palace : June 29,—The newly formed
National Rose Society, which held its first exhibition
last year at St. James' Hall, this year changed its

quarters to the Crystal Palace. Last year the Roses
were abundant, the visitors scarce ; at the second
venture these conditions were somewhat reversed, the
show on Saturday being not so extensive or so good
all round, but the visitors—well, as "thick as
leaves in Vallombrosa." The cold and unfavourable
spring, with late frosts, spoilt the chances of many
growers, and notably of such doughty champions as
Mr. Turner and Messrs. Paul & Sons, of Cheshunt,
who, we regret to say, will, from the latter cause, not
have a good cut this season ; while the bleaching
weather of the previous week efiectually settled some
others. There was, however, a great competition in
some of the classes, notwithstanding these drawbacks,
and, as a general rule, the flowers were of fine
quality. Especially was this the case in the nursery-
men's and a few of the amateurs' classes, and most
notably of all as regards the Hereford contributions,
which were cut late overnight, and brought up to
town by a special train !—with what result will be seen
below. Vet, though the show was a good one and
held under the auspices of a society boasting the title

of "National," it was not so good as many Rose shows
that we have seen at the same place, and probably no
better than we should have seen there this season had
the Crystal Palace Comi)any held the show on its own
account, instead of subsidising the " National ; " and
further, we are quite certain that had the Palace Com-
pany held the show on its own account we should not
hai-e heard a tithe of the grumbling and dissatisfac-
tion with the management that came to our ears on
Saturday last. Much of this would have been obviated
had the leading spirits of the movement displayed a
little less fussiness and a little more business capacity.
As every one knows who has had any experience of

the Palace Rose shows, there are none more difflcult to
report on, so thick is the crowd of sightseers who
swarm in front of the boxesimmediatelythejudges have
completed their labours, yet no arrangement whatever
had been made for the admission of reporters until
the crowd went in at 12 o'clock, and they had to get
in as best they could after much marching outside the
Palace premises. Handsome treatment this from a
" National " Society, whose very existence depends in
no small degree upon the support accorded to it by the
Press. This was only one of the blots on the
management ; we could fill a column about them,
so great was the muddle, but will content ourselves
with one or two others, and then proceed with a more
pleasant subject. The first we have to note is, that
exhibitors who did not choose to pay 51. for re-
admission had to stay in the Palace from the time
they took their boxes in in the morning until they
removed them at night ; another complaint came
from some of the subscribers to the Society who did
not receive tickets of admission—an arrangement
which bore specially hard on one gentleman, who,
besides being a subscriber of two guineas, was the
donor of a special prize of five guineas, and who
only got in before the general public to see the result
of his generosity after much worry and annoyance at
the turnstiles. There must be a change if the National
Society is to live much longer ; it cannot go on in this
way.

Nurserymen's Classes.—The six classes con-
fined to nurser)'men brought a fine lot of blooms, the
bleaching weather of the previous week notwithstand-
ing. For the four prizes offered for seventy-two's
there were five competitors, and Messrs. Cranston &
Co., Hereford, had no difficulty in securing the
highest award, so uniformly good were their flowers
in size, colour, and freshness. Amongst the best
represented flowers we noted Jlarie Rady, Etienne
Levet, Due de Montpensier, Beauty of Waltham
Reynolds Hole, Madame Vidot, Baron Hausmann[
Abel Carriere, Belle Lyonnaise, Madame Nachbury,
Countess of Oxford, Antoine Ducher, Madame
C. Crapelet, Marie Baumann, Madame Lacharme,
Madame Eugenie Verdier, Horace Vernet, Auguste
Rigotard, Nardy Freres, Le Havre, Madame C.
Wood, and Mons. E. V. Teas. Mr. B. R. Cant
of Colchester, came in 2d with a nice fresh lot, but
not of the size of the Hereford flowers. How-
ever, he had very pleasing blooms of Pitord, Le
Havre, Madame de Caylus, Due de Wellington,
Franfois Michelon, Countess of Oxford, Charies
Lcfebvre, Souvenir d'Elise, Beauty of Waltham, Star
of \\'altham, a lovely bloom ; Xavier Olibo, grand in
colour

; M.adame Prosper Langier, Antoine Ducher,
Madame Victor Verdier. Messrs. Paul & Son,
The Old Nurseries, Cheshunt, were 3d, and Messrs'.
Keynes & Co., Salisbury, 4th ; the unsuccessful exhi-
bitors being Messrs. J. Mitchell & Sons, of the Pilt-
down Nurseries, Uckfield. Messrs. Cranston & Co.
again come to the front with forty-eight trebles,
showing splendid specimens, amongst others, of Lord
Macaulay, Paul Neron, Annie Laxton, Madame Hip-
polyte Jamain, Madame C. Wood, Niphetos, Mons.
E. Y. Teas, Fisher Holmes, Mons. Woolfield, Marie
Baumann, Le Havre, and Le Due de Morny, &c
Messrs. Keynes & Co. were a good 2d here, and
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Messrs. Paul iS; Son 3d again, the 4th going to Mr.
Cant. Mr. Turner, who could not show in either of

the preceding classes, came out strong in that for

thirty-six singles, and took the lead amongst the nine

competitors, his finest flowers being of Ferdinand de

Lesseps, Madame Jules Margottin, Horace Vernet,

Xavier Olibo, Camille Eernardin, Souvenir d'Elise

Vardon, Devoniensis, Star of Waltham, IMadame
George Paul, Niphetos, Penelope Mayo, and Mar-
guerite Brassac. The 2d prize went to Messrs. Curtis,

Sandford & Co., of Torquay; the 3d to Mr. Prince,

Market Street, Oxford ; and the 4th to Messrs. Kin-
mont iS: Kidd, Canterbur)'. With twenty-four trebles

Mr. Cant stood in amongst the winners of ist prizes

in a very strongly contested class, showing a capital

lot, including La Boule d'Or, Baronne de Rothschild,

Mdme. Cointet, Reynolds Hole, Antoine Ducher,
Souvenir d'Elise, Xavier Olibo, and Charles Lefebvre,

&c. Messrs. Keynes <& Co. also came in 2d here,

Messrs. Cranston »^ Co. getting no nearer than 3d,

and Messrs. Paul & Son 4th. A strong muster of

competitors also appeared in the class for twenty-four
•^ingles, and here again Mr. Turner came out Ist

followed by Messrs. Curtis, Sandford & Co., Mr.
Henry Frettingham, Beeston Nurseries, Nottingham,
and Mr. G. Prince, of Oxford, in the order named.
With twelve Teas or Noisettes, Messrs. Mitchell &
Sons took the 1st prize—as they have done before

—

with admirable specimens of Devoniensis, P)uc de
Magenta, Madame Margottin, Souvenir d'Elise \'ar-

don, Madame Celine Nairey, Catherine Mermet,
Marechal Niel, Souvenir d'un Ami, Niphetos, &c.
Mr. B. R. Cant was 2d, and Messrs. Paul & Son 3d.

The Amateur's Classes were quite up to the

average, and as regards the competition for the Chal-

lenge Cup, won last year by J. Jowett, Esq., The
Old Weir, Hereford, was especially good. Had Mr.
Jowett won the prize this time it would have become
his own ; but though he showed in grand form, he
was beaten very closely by R. N. G. Baker, Esq.,

Heavitree, Devon, and these two will next year have
to compete between themselves for its possession.

Mr. Baker had amongst others splendid blooms ofJean
Lkibaud, Mdlle. Marie Rady, Centifolia rosea, Marie
Baumann, Madame Charles Wood, Xavier Olibo,

Marquise de Castellane, Comtesse d'Oxford, Baronne
de Rothschild, Camille Bernardin, Sir Garnet Wol-
seley, Abel Carriere, Mons. Noman, Charles Le-
febvre, Ferdinand de Lesseps, Madame Caroline
Kustcr, Alfred Colomb, Marguerite de St. Amand,
Mons. E. Y. Te.i^i, Etienne Level, Francois Miche-
!on, Duke of Cunnaught, Ma<lamc Prosper Langicr,

Due de WoUingtun, Mdlle. Eugenic Vcrdicr, Magna
Charta, Auguste Rigotard, Royal Standard, and
Sultan of Zanzibar. Mr. Jowclt'o best examples
were of Duke of Edinburgh, Xavier Olibo,

Captain Christy, Alfred Colomb, Charles Lcfcbvrc,

Madame Nachury, Duo dc Wellington, Marie
Baumann, Marguerite dc St. Amand, Horace
Vernet, Fran9ois Michclon, Madame Marie Finger,

Le Havre, Prince Camille de Rohan, Beauty of
Waltham, Reynolds Hole, Docteur Andry, Devoni-
ensis, Abel Grand, Belle Lyonnaise, Mons. E. Y.
Teas, Mdlle. Marie Cointet, Hippolyte Jamain, Marie
Van Houtte, Cheshunt Hybrid, Marechal Niel. The
Rev. Canon Hole, Caunton Manor, Newark, was 3d;
Mr. W. Nichol, gr. to H. Powell, Esq., Drinkstone
Park, Bury St. Edmunds, 4th. There were seven
competitors. In the class for thirty-six single trusses,

also a good one, Mr. Brown, gr. to A. J. Waterlow,
Esq., Great Dood's, Reigate, came in 1st ; Mr.
Baker 2d ; Mr. J. L. Curtis, Chatteris, 3d ; and Mr. J.
HoUingworth, Turkey Mills, Maidstone, 4th. In the
twenty-fours there were the same number of com-
petitors, and there' the highest honour fell to the
lot of Mr. H. Atkinson, Marley, Brentwood,
Mr. Jowett coming in 2d ; Mr. John Sargent, Reigate,
3d ; Mr. J. H. Pembcrton, Havering-atte-B(jwcr,
Romford, 4th ; Mr. Bumaby Atkins, Halstead Place,

Sevenoaks, 5th ; and Mr. J. Edwards, Stistead

Rectory, Braintree, 6th : a large and excellent class.

The four prizes in the next competition, which was
with twelve varieties, three trusses of each, went in the
following order—to Mr. Baker, Mr. HoUingworth, Mr.
Ridout, an<l Mr. J. C. Qucnnell, Brentwood ; while
in a strongly contested class for twelve single trusses

equal 1st i>rizcs were awarded to Captain Christy,

Buckhurst Lodge, ^^'esterham, and Mr. A. G.
Soames, TruehamPark, Bourne—the other fiveawards
being taken by Mr. Pearce, gr. to Prof. Adams, of
Cambridge ; Mr. Lakin, Chipping Norton ; the Rev.
Allan Cheales ; Mr. Evans, Marston ; and Mr. Joha
Wakeley, Rainham.
The best six single trusses were contributed by

Captain Christy ; and the best six suburban grown
Roses in a poor class went to Mr. Scott, the Treasurer
of the Society. For twelve Teas or Noisettes,* Mr. J.
Brown was 1st ; Mr. W. Smith, gr. to Mrs. Round,
Birch Hall, Colchester, 2d ; Mr. W. Nichol, 3d ; and
Mr. John Pearce, 4th.

The Open Cl.^sses were twelve in number, and
productive of much variety. For a dozen new Roses,
not in commerce previous to 1875, the iSt prize went to

Messrs. Paul & Son, Mr. Turner, and Messrs. Curtis,

Sandford & Co., in the order named. The varieties

shown by Messrs. Paul & Son were Marie Baumann,
Duchesse de Vallombrosa, Sultan of Zanzibar, Rev.

J. B. M. Camm, Jean Soupert, a very dark red ;

Emily Laxton, Duke of Connaught, Marchioness of

Exeter, Star of Waltham, Madame Devert, and Magna
Charta. Mr. Turner had Richard Laxton, Madame
Devert, PrinceArthur, Oxonian, Marguerite Brassac

—

a beauty, Duchesse de Vallombrosa, John Stuart Mill,

Penelope Mayo, Henry Bennett, Rev. J. B. M.
Camm, Duke of Connaught, and Royal Standard.

The five classes for a dozen blooms each of specially

named varieties were not so well contested as usual,

and the 3d prize in every case was withheld. The
following are the awards :—Etienne Levet : Messrs.

Paul & Son, 1st ; Messrs. Keynes & Co., 2d. Fran-

9ois Michelon : Messrs. Keynes & Co., 1st ; Mr. G.
Cooling, Bath, 2d. Jean Liabaud : Messrs. Cran-
ston & Co., 1st ; Messrs. Paul & Son, 2d. Marechal
Niel : Mr. Turner, Ist ; Mr. Cooling, 2d.

Marguerite de St. Amand : Messrs. Paul & Son, 1st,

and Messrs. Keynes & Co., 2d. There were fourteen

competitors in the class for any dark variety not named
above, and Messrs. Curtis, Sandford 6c Co., came in

1st with a splendid stand of Marie Baumann
;

Mr. B. R. Cant with Horace Vernet, remarkably
fine ; and Messrs. John Laing & Co., t^A^ with
Marie Baumann again. Amongst the other

varieties represented were Alfred Colomb, Coun-
tess of Oxford, Penelope Mayo, Rev. J. B.

Camm, Mons. Noman, Mons. E. Y. Teas, Mdlle.

Marie Rady, Sir Garnet Wolseley, and Madame
Victor Verdier. In the corresponding class for eight

varieties there was one more competitor than in the

preceding one. Messrs. Paul & Son showed Captain
Christy and Duchesse de Vallombrosa, and took the

1st prize, but with which one we cannot say for

certain, though we should think with Captain Christy.

Mr. J. Ridout, gr. to J. B. Hayward, Esq., Wood
Hatch Lodge, Reigate, was 2d with Baroness Roths-

child, and Messrs. Cranston & Co. 3d with Madame
Lacharme. La France, Miss Hassard, and Marie
Cointet were amongst the unsuccessful ones. For
twelve of any Tea or Noisette not named above Mr.
Cant was ist with La Boule d"Or, a magnificent lot

;

Messrs. Keynes & Co. 2d, with Souvenir d'Elise, and
Messrs. G. Prince 3d, with Jean Ducher. Messrs.

William Paul & Son took the 1st prize for three

trusses of any new Rose with Duchess of Bedford, and
Messrs. Paul & Son, Chesliunt, the 2d, with Earl of

Beaconsfield, rose, with a shaded centre. The piece

of plate offered by Mr. William Roljinson for

the best collection of "old Rose:," i.c.^ Roses in

commerce prior to 1840, w.is awartled to M . Julius

Sladden, of Chipping Norton, who was the only exhi-

bitor, but who staged a remarkably fine collection,

including, amongst others, the old China, the Scotch
White, Felicite Pcrpctuel, Aimee Vibert, the old

Monthly, the White Bath, Bourbon Queen, the old

Cabbage, the common Moss, Madame Legras, Chene-
dole, Fairy, Eliza Savage, the yellow Provence,

crimson Damask, the old Damask, Pactolus, Ruga,
Globe Hip, Rosa Manetti, Comtesse de Lacepede,
Rosa Mundi, York and Lancaster, Village Maid,
Rose de Meaux, Coup de Hebe, Adam, Crested Moss,
York White, Comte de Paris, &c. We look upon this

exhibit as one of the most interesting in the whole
show, and trust so good a precedent will be followed

in future.

HOW TO JUDGE ROSES.
The following outline suggestions .is to judging at

Rose shows, compiled from expressed opinions of

leading rosarians, has been circulated by the National

Rose Society :
—

I.—Judges.
1. The judges shall, as f;u" as possible, be tiirej in

number for all small shows, and for all sections of large

shows.
2. They shall be selected principally fium successful

exhibitors.

3. They shall have no manner of interest in the sccliou

in which ihcy arc judging.

4. They shall begin punctually at the hour appointed.

II.—Boxes.

1. Roses must be judged as they are in the boxes at

the time of inspection. No other consideration of any
kind is admissible.

2. The boxes should be of the regulation size and
shape and set out with moss, unless otherwise specified.

Boxes of the regulation size ore 4 inches high in front

and I foot 6 inches wide.

III.

—

Pkizes.

1. No exhibitor may obtain more than one pri^e in the

same class.

2. .^11 Roses shown must have been cut from plants

which have been the properly of the cxliibitor for not

less than three months previously.

3. All Roses should be correctly named.
4. The showing of duplicates under the same name,

siill more under a different one. will disqualify the exhi-

bitor. Judges are expected to look closely to this.

5. Judges have power to disqualify for any infringe-

ment of the rules on the schedule.

IV.—Method of JirDciNG.

1. First cast out all bad bo.xes.

2. Then compare the residue.

3. The following, when necessary, shall be the method
of comparison.

{a). One of the judges should count and designate the

good blooms.
[b). The other two should stand by and stop him

when they do not agree.

[c\. In every difference of opinion a majority shall

decide.

[d). The result of such counting shall form the deci-

V.—Points.

Where points are found necessary they shall be allotted

as follows :

—

1. Three points shall be given for the best blooms
;

two for mediums ; one for those not so good, but not

bad enough to cut out ; and an extra point for a very

superior blonm.
2. One point shall be taken off from the box for every

case of decided badness.

3. Teas and Noisettes shall have no especial favour

shown to them as such.

4. Where stands are equal in respect of blooms,

judges shall proceed to consider the general evenness,

variety, arrangement, and setting up ; the boxes being

placed side by side, and in the same light, for that

purpose.
DEriNITIONS.

1. A Bloom or Truss shall be taken to mean a Rose,

with or without buds and foliage, as cut from the tree.

2. ./ Good Rose must have form, size, brightness, sub-

stance, foliage, and be at the time of judging in the most
perfect phase of its possible beauty.

3. ,-/ Dad Rose.—All blooms or trusses shall be con-

sidered bad that have faulty shape, confused centre, or

faded colour ; and which are either undersized, or over-

sized to the extent of coarseness, or of over-blooming.

4. Form shall imply petals abundant, and of good sub-

stance, regularly and gracefully disposed within a circular

symmetrical outline.

5. Brightness shall include frcshnci^s of colour, brilli-

ancy, and purity.

Clje Mealier,
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59^'. The mean daily ranges of temperature were
large, and varied from 31^° on the 26th, to 21 J* on
the 25 th ; the mean for the week was 26". The mean
daily temperatures of the air, and the departures from
their respective averages were as follows :—23d, 6S^2,
+ 7°.5 ; 24th, 69°.!, + S°.2 ; 25th, 7o°.6, + 9°.5 ;

26th, 72°.3, + ii°.i ; 27th, 73°.6, + I2°.3 ; 2Sth,

7I°.4, + 9°.9 ; 29th, 68°, + 6°.7. The mean tem-
perature of tlic air for the week was 70°. 5, being 9''.3

above the average of sixty years' observations. It was
the hottest week since that ending August 19, 1S76,

the next in order was that ending July 27, 1872.

The highest readings of a thermometer with black-

ened bulb in vacuo, placed in sun's rays, were 160^°

on the 27th, 159° on the 23d, 157^° on the 24th,

and about 156° on the 28th and 29th ; on the 25th
the highest reading was 148°. The mean of the seven
high readings was as large as 154^°. The lowest

readings of a thermometer on grass with its bulb
exposed to the sky were 48^° on the 23d, 504° on the
29th, and 51" on the 24th and 26th; the mean for

the week was Si|°.

Winii.—The direction of the wind was variable,

and its strength gentle. The weather during the week
was very fine and bright, and excessively hot ; the
sky was generally free from cloud.

A Ihiniikrslorm occurred on the 23d, accompanied
by very heavy rain, and distant thunder was heard on
the 26th during the afternoon.

Rain fell only on the 23d, during the thunderstorm

;

the amount measured was 0.5S inch.

England : Temperature.—"Yht highest tempera-
tures of the air observed by day were 922° at Bristol,

90}° at Blackheath, 90° at Cambridge, 89" at Eccles,

8SJ° at Nottingham, 88° at Leeds, 87!° at Leicester

and Bradford, and 87° at Norwich, Wolverhampton,
and Sheffield ; the highest temperature at Portsmouth
was 76°, and at Sunderland was 79° ; the mean value
from all stations was 864°. The lowest temperatures
of the air observed by night were 51° at Truro,

5li° at Cambridge, 52° at Eccles, and 53° at Sheffield ;

the lowest temperature at Portsmouth was 57°, and at

Blackheath was s6|° ; the mean value from alf stations

was 54°. The range of temperature in the week was
the greatest at both Bristol and Cambridge, 38.5°, and
the lowest at Portsmouth, 19° ; the mean range of
temperature from all stations was 324°.

The mean of the seven high day temperatures was
the highest at BKackheath and Cambridge, both 85

J',

Bristol 84!°, Nottingham and Eccles, both 84°, and
Leicester 834° ; and the lowest at Portsmouth, 73°,

and Plymouth 73.;° ; the mean from all stations was
8o|°. The mean of the seven low night temperatures
was the lowest at Truro, 56°, Eccles s6|°, and Hull
57° ; and the highest at Portsmouth, 61", and Brighton
60^° ; the mean value from all stations was 58S'.
The mean daily range of temperature in the week was
the greatest at Cambridge, 28^°, and the least at

Portsmouth, 12°; the mean daily range from all

stations was 22^°.

The mean temperature of the air for the week from
all stations was b^\°, being \\\° higher than that of
the preceding week, and ^\' higher than the value for

the corresponding week in 1S77. The highest were
701° at Blackheath, and 69:^' at Bristol, Leicester,
and Cambridge, and the lowest were 64° at Truro
and 64i° at Plymouth.

Rain fell generally on one day only during the
week ; the amounts collected varied from seven-
tenths of an inch at Wolverhampton and Leeds to
one-hundredth of an inch at Liverpool. At Ports-
mouth, Sheffield, Hull, and Bradford no rain was
measured ; the average fall over the country was a
quarter of an inch.

The weather during the week w.is very fine, bright,
and hot, and the sky generally clear.

Thunderstorms were pretty frequent all over the
country.

Scotland: Tempcratnre.—The highest tempera-
tures of the air varied from 87° at Glasgow, 83° at
Paisley, and 82° at Greenock, to 73^° at Aberdeen ;

the mean value from all stations was So|°. The lowest
temperatures of the air varied from 45° at Paisley and
46° at Perth to 52^° at Aberdeen ; the mean from all

stations was 47^°. The mean range of temperature
from all stations was 33°.

The mean temperature of the air for the week from
all stations was 64°, being 3" lower than that of
England, and jl' higher than the value for the corre-
sponding week in 1877. The highest were 65^° at
Glasgow and 65° at Paisley, and the lowest was 63^°
at Aberdeen and Perth.

Rain.—The falls of rain varied from 0.44 inches at
Perth, to o.oi inches at Greenock, at Aberdeen and
Paisley no rain fell ; the average fall over the country
was 0.15 inch.

Dublin.—The highest temperature of the air was
^9\, the lowest 49°, the range 30.5°, the mean 64°,
and the fall of rain o.So inch.

JAME.S GLAI.SHER.

©tiCtttarg.

Time—the great leveller—has of late sorely thinned

the ranks of the florists whose influence and work

was felt more than a generation ago. John Keynes,

of Salisbury, and George Wheeler, of Warminster,

have quickly been followed to the grave by a younger

man, but yet one who was a most active, hard-

working, and successful florist a quarter of a century

ago

—

William Holmes, of the Frampton Park

Nursery, Hackney. Those who were familiar with

the burly, manly form of our late friend little thought

the germs of dissolution lay so thickly within him
;

and a long lingering illness of nearly a year's duration

resulted in consumption, and he died on the after-

noon of Saturday last, fully conscious up to a short

period before his death.

William Holmes was born at West Ham, on

September 26, 1820, and was a florist by instinct, for

as a lad he was a real enthusiast in the matter of

florists' flowers, the Dahlia being one of the first, as

it was one of the most favoured, of his pets. It was

exceedingly pleasant, when in his company, to hear

him recite details of his young experiences as a florist,

and I well remember the glee with which he once

told me that his father or uncle exhibited Dahlias in

an old-fashioned divided pie-dish filled with sand,

into which the stems of the flowers were stuck, three

on one side and three on the other of the division.

At that time he used to attend the Chelmsford and

other floricultural exhibitions, all of which fed his

enthusiasm, and fired him with high desires to excel.

It is perhaps to be regretted that we know so

little generally of the earlier doings in their favourite

pursuit of some of our leading florists. One thing is

certain in regard to William Holmes, that when quite

young he was active in raising seedling Dahlias, and

sent out at various times some good and useful

flowers. In 1848 he became gardener to Dr. Framp-

ton at Hackney, and it was while he filled that situa-

tion his fame as an exhibitor culminated. He was a

frequent and successful exhibitor of Dahlias, and the

large-flowered Chrysanthemum was one of his most

dearly loved flowers. Pansies, too, were a real plea-

sure to grow, and he exhibited also Gloxinias, Achi-

menes, Pelargoniums, &c. ; and could the records of

the exhibitions he attended be opened and read it

would be found that his exhibits were invariably in the

first position.

He was one of the earlier promoters of the National

Floricultural Society, which was established in March,

1S51 ; he was a constant censor at the Society's meet-

ings, and florists' societies always got from him a

helping hand. In conjunction with the late Mr. R.

James, of Stoke Newington, he originated the Stoke

Newington Chrysanthemum Society, of which his

eldest son, William, is now the secretary. This was
the first Chrysanthemum Society started on the

Middlesex side of the Thames.
At f ne time his contributions to gardening litera-

ture were frequent and valuable. The Gardeners'

Chronicle, Florist, Gossip of the Garden, and others

had the benefit of his experience ; especially in con-

nection with the culture of the Chrysanthemum.
When Dr. Frampton's establishment was broken

up Mr. Holmes started in business as a florist and
nurseryman in Well Street, Hackney, and designated

his place the Frampton Park Nursery. Of late years

his business had changed, and his principal work
consisted in laying out and maintaining the gardens

attached to suburban residences. The pretty City

garden of St. Botolph, Bishopgate, was kept by him,

and his illustrations of successful City bedding-out

were familiar to many. He grew the choicer bedding
plants largely both for his own use and for purposes

of sale.

In his own district he was a well-known public

man. As Vice-Chairman of the Hackney Board of
Guardians and otherwise for eighteen years connected
with parochial aftairs at Hackney, as well as Church-
warden of the church of St. Luke's, he was well

known for his upright, manly, straightforward

businesslike character. He may be said to have
loved the strife of local politics, and, having some
amount of leisure at his command, heartily enjoyed
this branch of public work. The Vicar of St. Luke's
mourns the loss of a N-aluable fellow-worker in his

church work.

Some of us who knew him best can properly esti-

mate the social side of his character. He literally

overflowed with geniality and good spirits, and those
who were wont to travel with him to the pronnces to

act as censors at flower shows (in which position his

services were in frequent request) came to value

highly the kindly man rich in animal spirits. Many
a horticultural society will have cause to regret that

he will no more be present at their annual gather-

ings. The Gardeners's Royal Benevolent Institution

loses a long and steady supporter.

He died full of honours at the age of fifty-seven.

The season of his life was one of work worthily done.

The lesson of his death can be best given in one of Sir

William Jones' translations from the Persian poets :

—

" So live that, sinking in thy long last sleep,

Calm may'st thou smile while all around thee weep."

He that questionetk much shall leant ;««f/:.—Bacon.

Dutch Clover. — When did the epithet "Dutch"
get first applied to white Clover, and why should it be
more particularly applied to that species ? M.
Flowering Agave.—A correspondent has a specimen

of the American Aloe coming into flower—the flower-

stalk being now 8 feet in height—which he is anxious to

dispose of but cannot do so through the ordinar)' channels.

The Editors will give further informatiun.

Answers to Correspondents.

Calceolaria Seed : E. D. L. D. We are sorry we
cannot tell you ; see our advertising columns.

Insects : A. H. The insect which has burrowed into

the stems of your Potatos is the caterpillar of a moth,
apparently one of the Pyralidas ; a very unusual habit.

A sharp pinch of the stem would kill the caterpillars

without cutting off the head of the plant. /. O. IV.

Monstrous Gloxinia : Con-espondent. Gloxinias are
subject to this highly curious and interesting malforma-
tion. It is an outgrowtli from the outer surface of the
corolla, and is sometimes so complete as to form a
second corolla outside the first, and when that is the

case it is no dissight. We would recommend you rfo

select the best and try to improve them.
Names of Pl.a.nts : D. W. i, Adiantum hispidulum

;

2, too much crushed for identification
; 3. Cirrhoea

tristis
; 4, Lamprococcus fulgens.

—

Cainjce. Viburnum
opulus. May be increased by cuttings and seeds.

Fruit eaten in Sweden.

—

Clifford. Helichrj-sum ros-

marinifolium.

—

J. C. 6^ Sorts. 2, Saxifraga rotundi-

folia.—A'. E. E. 1, Spergularia mai'ginata ; 2, Carda-
raine impatiens

; 3, Glaux maritima.

—

A. B. i, Ltclia

crispa ; 2, Stanhopea insignis.

—

P. W. Specimen
utterly insufficient ; send leaves and fruit as well as

flowers. — Maria M. Pyrethrum maerophyllum.

—

C. R. I, Staphylea pinnata ; 2, Valeriana otficinalis
;

3, Potamogeton natans
; 4, Circeia lutetiana

; 5, Nar-
thecium ossifragum ; 6, Eriophorum angustifoliimi.

—

C. B. Pernettya mucronata.

—

J, E., Lutofi. i, Sym-
phytum officinale ; 2, Melilotus officinalis

; 3, Galium
verum

; 4, Galium saxatile
; 5, Hypericum perforatum

;

6, Circeia lutetiana
; 7, Erythraea Centaurium.

—

y. B.
I, Habenaria bifolia ; 2, Ranunculus aquatilis

; 3,

Lotus corniculatus
; 4, Potamogeton natans

; 5,

Orchis maculata ; 6, Galium verum.

—

G. M., Gordon-
Castle. 2, Escallonia rubra

; 4, Potentilla nepalensis
;

5, Spirsea filipendula, double fl. ; 6, Lychnis ; i and
3 labels misplaced—Tropaeolum majus, double fl.,

and Campanula glomerata, probably.
Pinks : Saml. Brozou, Handsivorth, Birmingham, i.

light purple, bright, well laced, large and full ; 6,

dark purple, would take high rank save that the petal

is inclined to curl ; 15. heavily laced purple, the mar-
ginal colour paler than the eye, but good ; red-laced,

unnamed, and unnumbered, very broad in the lacing,

but wants substance and smoothness. The three

numbered varieties are the best. Each deserves cul-

tivation, though no advance upon the best already
distributed. E. S. D.

I^° Foreign Subscribers sending Post-office Orders
are requested to make them payable at the post-office.

King Street, Covent Garden, London, and at the

same time to inform the Publisher at the office of this

Journal.

Communications Received.—J. G (thanks).—A. F.—J. O'B.
—E. C—J. G. B.—A B. (received with thanks, and will be
published shortlyy—A. J.—J. S.—A, H.—L. K.—D. T. F.

—J. R. L.~W. H.D.—A. O.—Bonairkaie.—J. B.—Sir J. L.
—G. R.-A Reader.

Itarkls.
COVENT GARDEN, July 4.

Our market has been very active since our last report,

and outdoor fruit is now showing itself in fair supply.

Raspberries are in demand at low rates, but Cherries and
Currants, except fine samples, are fiat. High-class hot-

house fruit is cleared well at good figures. James Webber^

Wholesale Apple Market.

Fruit.

Apricots, per dozen :

Cherries, per lb. .. (

Figs, per dozen . . ^

Grapes, per lb. . . ;

i.ds.d.
Melons, each . . 30-80
Oranges, per 100 , . 6 o-iz o
Peaches, per doxen.. 4 o-iS o
Pine-apples, per lb. 2 o- S o
Strawberries, per lb. o 6- 3 o
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Artichokes, English
Globe, doz.

Asparagus, Sprue,
per bundle.

.

— En^., per 100 ..

— broad, per bush. 30-..
Beet, per doz. . . 10-20
Cabbages, per doz. .. 10-20
Carrots, per bunch . . 04-06
— new Fr., p. bun. 10-13
Cauliflowers, per doz. 40-60
Celery, per bundle .. 16-20
Chilis, per 100 . . 50- .

.

Cucumbers, each ..04-16
Endive, per doz. .. 10-20
Poutos ;—Old Potatos are noi

Endive, Batav. dozen 16-..
Garlic, per lb. .. 06- ..

Herbs, per bunch .. 02-04
Horse Radish, p. bun. 40- ..

Leeks, per bunch .. o 2-^0 4
Lettuces, Cos, Eng.,

Mint, green bunch.. 04-06
Onions, young, bun. 04-06
Parsley, per bunch.. 04-..
Peas, green, per qr. 16-20
Radishes, per bunch 01-03
— Spanish, doz. .. 10- ..

— New Jersey, doz. 20-..
Shallots, per lb ..06-..
Spinach, per bushel 20-30
Tomatos, per dozen 26-30
Turnips, new, p. bun. 06-..

finished, but large sup-

Bedding Plants

Begonias, per doz.

Bouvardias, do
Calceolarias, p. doz
Campanula, per do.

Coleus, per dozen
Crassula, per dozer
Cyperus, do.

.

Dracffina ' "'

Euonymu

Foliage Plants, vari-

Fuchsias, per dozen .

Abutilon, 12 blooms
Arum Lily, per doz.
Bouvardias, per bun.
Calceolaria, 12 bun..

Campanula

IN Pots.

i. d. s. d.
' Hydrangea, per doz 18 0-24 o
Liliumeximium, doz. 18 0-36 o
Mignonette, per doz. 40-90
Musk, per dozen .. 30-90
Myrtles, per doz. .. 6 0-12 o
" '

variety,

Pelargon i I

• 6-21

per

Rhodanlhes. p. d

t
Roses, per dozen

Cut Flowers.

Can 2 blooms 1

2 bun.. .

bun . . ..20-60
Eucharis, per doz. .. 6 o-iz o
Heliotropes, 12 sp. ..06-10
Iris, 12 bunches .. 6 0-18 o
Mignonette, 12 bun. 60-90
Myosotis, 12 bun, .. 30-60

Pelargonium

Paeony, Ch.,
Pinks, var.. 12 bun. .

Primula, double, per
bunch .. ,. ]

Ranunculus, 12 bun
Roses (indoor), doz. i

— (outdoor). i2bun. <

— Moss), 12 bunch, t

Spirsa, 12 sprays .. ]

Stephanotis, 12 sp. . .
;

Sweet Peas, 12 bun,
.^

Tropseolum, 12 bun, 1

SEEDS.
London : yidy 3.—There is nothing new to report in

connection \vith the trade for farm seeds, which, as is

usual at this time of year, commands but little attention.

No inclination is manifested to speculate in any parti-

cular article, though some few parcels of red Clover seed
have been quietly absorbed, presumably for holding over.

White Clover seed and Alsike are very dull, as is also

Trefoil, though reports of this last continue favourable.

Sowing Mustard and Rape seed are steady, and continue
in fair request, but there is a great want of life about the

trade. Hemp and Canary seed are without alteration,

and move off very slowly. Feeding Linseed is in good
demand, but the quantity offering is fully sufficient to

meet all requirements, john Shaw &= Sons, Seed A/cr-

chaiits, n, Mark Lane, London, E.C.

CATTLE.
At the Metropolitan Market on Monday trade In beasts

was active, o\\'ing to clearance at the dead market, and
prices advanced. There was a short supply of sheep and
a brisk demand

;
prices were higher, and an early clear-

ance was effected. Tliere was also a good demand for

lambs at higher rates. Calves were about the same as of

late. Quotations :—Beasts, 45. dd. to 5^. 4//., and 55. 6d,

to 6^. ; calves, 5^. 61/. to ds. 6d. ; sheep, ^s, to 5^. 61/.,

and 5-r. 8^. to 6s. 81/. ; lambs, ys. 6d. to 8s. 6d.
;
pigs,

4s. to 5J. — The catUe trade on Thursday was tolerably

steady. Beasts and sheep of good quality were in

request at full prices. Lambs were dear, and calves and
pigs were steady.

HAY.
The report of Tuesday from Whitechapel states that

there was a fair trade and prices were firm. The supply
was rather short. Prime Clover, loos. to 135^. ; inferior,

85-f. to 9SJ. ;
prime meadow hay, 85^. to loaf. ; inferior,

70^. to 8ar. ; and straw, 425. to 53^. per load. — On
Thursday a short supply of fodder was offering. i?'or

best sorts trade ruled brisk, but other descriptions were
dull of sale. Prime Clover, looj". to i38j'. ; inferior, 85.^.

to 95J.
;
prime meadow hay, 85J'. to 102s. 6d. ;

inferior,

yos. to 80s. ; and straw, 42J-. to 535. per load.—Cumber-
land Market quotations :— Superior old meadow hay,

ir2j^. to 120S. ; inferior, 86s. to gzs. ; superior old Clover,

132J. to 140J. ; inferior, 105.1. to 115s. ; and straw, 55J.

to 60J. per load.

POTATOS.
The Borough and Spitalfields markets reports state

that there have been moderate arrivals, and without
acti\ity the trade has been steady. New Jersey kidneys.

160s. to xgos. ; ditto, round, 120J. to i6os ; Guernsey
kidneys, lyos. to 200J. ; ditto, round, 130J. to i6oi. per
ton ; New Dutch, 2s. 3(j'. to 2J. 6d. per basket ; French.
2J. to 2J. 6d. per basket ; English shaws. 140s. to i6cw.

per ton.—The importations into London last week com-
prised 2756 cases from Barfieur, 990 cases 436 boxes
Cherbourg, 1021 baskets Rotterdam, 138 bo.xes 287
packages Malta, 811 boxes Antwerp, and SB packages
Boulogne.

By Permission of the Hon. Board of Customs.

(Free 0/ Du/y.)

NICOTINE SOAP,
A NEW and UNRIVALLED INSECTICIDE for

PLANT CULTIVATORS.

No other Insecticide will bear comparison with this in killing

properties, with perfect safety to foliage. No known blight can

resist it, and it is the Cheapest in the market.

Price, in jars containing 8 oz., is. 6d., and 20 oz , 3J. ; drums,

2S lb., 25J.

2 oz sufficientfor i gallon 0/water/or ordinary use.

Wholesale from the Manufacturers, CORRY and SOPER,

Ponded Tobacco Stores, Shad Thames, London, S.E. ; or

HOOPER AND CO., Covent Garden, W.C. ; and Retail from

all Seedsmen.

Wholesale Russia Mat Merchants.

MARENDAZand fisher have received
from their Agents at Archangel several large shipments

of new ARCHANGEL MATS: also a large quantity of ST.
PETERSBURG MATS from Cronstadt. A small quantity of

RAFFIA in Stock.
James Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

RUSSIA MATS, fbr Covering Garden
Frames. —ANDERSON'S TAGANROG MATS are

the cheapest and most durable. Price List, which gives the

size of every class of Mat, forwarded post-free on application.

JAS. T. ANDERSON, 149, Commeicial Street, Shoreditch,

London, E.C.

ARCHANGEL, »«»-T-Q PETERSBURG
PACKING IVIM I O ETC.

BAFFIA for TYING,
TRAINING STICKS and LABELS,

Bamboo Gincs, Virgin Cork, &^c:

C. J. BLACKITH and CO.,
COX'S QUAY. LOWER THAMES STREET. LONDON.

Russian Mats.

T BLACKBURN and SONS, Archangel
fj • and Petersburg Mat I.MroRTEBs.and RAFriA Fibre,

Manufacturers of Sacks, liags, Hessians, Forfars, and
Scrims, Tarpaulins, Rugs and Door Mats, Rope and Twines :

and Dealers in all kinds of Second hand Bags. Price LIST on

4 and 5, Wormwood Street, London, E.C.

JOHN MATTHEWS, The Royal Pottery,
'f Weslon-super-Mere, Manufacturer of TERRACOTTA
VASES, FOUNTAINS, ITALIAN BASKETS, BORDER
TILES, GARDEN POTS of .superior quality, from i to

10 inches diamiter, stand the frost and seldom turn green.

ORCHID. FERN, SEED, and STRIKING PANS, RHU-
BARB and SEAKALE POTS, &c. Price Lists post-free.

Sheets of Designs. 6,1. Books of Designs, is.

Eosher's Garden Edging TUes.

1HE ABOVE and many other PATTERNS
ilerials of great durability. The

,— . n-.- \'' ^ p'ainer sorts are specially
uii.KSiJ.!AiiS?i ,..:..A r„. KITCHEN

GARDENS,
harbour no Slugs c

take up little

further labour i

as do "grown" Edgings, consequently being much cheaper.

GARDEN VASES, FOUNTAINS, &c., in Artificial Stone,

very durable and ofsuperior finish, and in great variety of design.

F. ROSHER AND CO., Manufacturers, Upper Ground
Street, Elackfriars, S.E. ; King's Road, Chelsea, S.W. ;

Kingsland Road, E.
Agents for LOOKER'S PATENT "ACME FRAMES,"

PLANT COVERS, and PROPAGATING BOXES; also

for P'OXLEY'S PATENT BEADED GARDEN WALL
BRICKS

Illustrated Price Lists free by Post. The Trade supplied.

ORNAMENTAL PAVING TILES,
for Conservatories, Halls, Corridors. B.rlconies, &c.,

from 3r. per square yard upwards. Pattern Sheets, of Plain or

more elaborate designs, with prices, sent for selection.

WHITE GLAZED TILES, for Lining Walls of Dairies,

Larders, Kitchen Ranges, Baths, &c. Grooved and other Stable

Paving of great durability, Wall Copings, Drain Pipes and Tiles

of all kinds. Roofing Tiles in great variety. Slates, Cement. &c.
F. ROSHER AND CO., Brick and Tile Merchants.

See Addresses above.

SILVER SAND,
fine or coarse grain as desired. Prices by Post per Ton

or Truckload, on Wharf in London, or delivered direct from

Pits to any Railway Station. Samples of Sand free by post.

FLINTS and BRICK BURRS for Rockeries or Ferneries.

KENT PEATS or LOAM supplied at lowest rates in any

Alii al Disc. 3 the Trade.

THE CLOSER WE SHAVE our customers
the better they like us, and if we take, easily, all but

their skin, they are delighted." Thus said, or did, MECHI'S
MAGIC STROPS, PASTE, and RAZORS, which for Fifty

Years have maintained the No. i position.—112, Regent Street,

London, W.—All the nice things in Dressing Bags, Dressing

Cases, and Elegancies for Presentation. CaUlogues post-free.
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BELGIAN GLASS forGREENHOUSES.&c,
Can be obtained in ail sizes and fiualilies, of

BETHAM & SON,
9. LOWER THAMES STREET. LONDON, EC.

B. & Son have always a larije Stock in London of 20-in. by i

ao.in bv 1 , by, by I in I6-0Z. & :

HORTICULTURAL GLASS, cut to any
siz^, from \\\'i. per foot ; 2i-oz..cut to any bize, from

2./. per font. Send si/es and Tull particulars for price-

KOIIKR r HOWARD AND CO.. Glass Merchants, IJirmingliam.

HORTICULTURAL WINDOW GLASS.
A larce variety of si/es, i5-oz., 12^. (^d. ; ai-oz., \ts. dd.

pet 100 feet. Large sizes, in Cases, for Cntiing up— 15-02. -(ths,

30J. : 3ds, ^os. per 300 feet;— 2i-oz. 4lhs. 30.?.; 3ds.. ^os.

per 300 feet.—ALFRED SVER. Glass, Lead. Zing. Oil and
Colour Merchant, 8. Pentonville Road. London. N.

HAEBY BUNYAED,
63 ana 64, Tooley Street, London, S.E.

MARQUEES
SALE or HIRE.

Orders now booked for Flower SItows, &~v

ESTIMATES FREE.

HARRY BUNYARD,
63 and 64, TOOLEY STREET, S.E.,

46, Week Street, Maidstone, Kent.

ETTING for FRUIT TREES,
SEED REDS, RIPE STRAWBERRIES, &c.TANNED NETTING l„r |.n.,,,,i„5 the above from Frost

HI-''; I'.: '<.--,
^ ,1 » ,!. ,.|^ar.l,oru.oyards. loi.

;

N I -^
!

\ ~
I

!
Ml

i I'f anyoflheabuve pnr-
po^'-^.'i .1 ... I . 1, I

1
I

1 .
..

:
, .1.:

. ,w<iu, 6rf. per yard
; 4 yards

\M<i'j ly |.M yaij. , iiitli iul li. 4 >.it Js wide, 15. 6// peryard.
TIFFANV,6.t (.,/. and 71. hi', per piece of 20 yards.

EATON AND DELLER, & 7. Crooked Lane, London Bridge.

BOULTON & PAUL,
Manufacturers of New and improved

POULTRY FENCES.

Tl.is fence is a ninth stronger desciio;ioii of fencing than the

lattice panels with loose standards, and is more portable, bcin.t;

made in lengths 6 feet long with double pronged ftct. A run

or pen can be formed of any len-lh or shape without extra cast ;

it is easdy fixed or removed : the gale can be placed in any part

of the fci.ce.

Prices :-

6 feet high, including all necessary Bolts and

N"'s .. .. .. 5i. per yard.

Doorway complete, 2 feet wide, including

Standards and Arched Stay 135 6.^. each.

Angle-iron Pillars for Corners, with Cast Oina-

Carriage paid on orders of 40^. value. Orders cxecul

reccpt.

NEW POULTRY LIST, with Illustrations, en applic

Protect Your Fruit Trees.

TANNED GARDEN NETTING,
\d. per yard. Send two stamps for SAMPLE BOOK ol

Nettinits, Shadings. S:c.. to

JOHN EDGINGTON AND CO., Marquee .andTent Makers,
48, Long Lane, West Smllhfield, London, E.G.

SHAW'S TIFFANY, ELASTIC NET-
TING, CANVAS. &c., for Shading, Protectine. and

other Horticultural Purposes. For Samples and Prices apply to

JOHN SHAW AND CO.. 29. Oxford Street. Manchester.

BAYLISS, JONES & BAYLISS,
Patentees and Manufacturers of Wrought Iron

CONTINUOUS BAR FENCING,
Iron Hurdles, Strained Wire Fencing,

Field and Entrance Gates. Tree Guards, &c..

VICTORI..\ WORKS, WOLVERHAMPTON,
And 3, Crooked Lane, King William Street, London, £.C.

Calalosites/ree an npflkation.

B
Protect Fruit Trees from Frost and Birds.

EDDY AND CO., Torlevcn Works, Porth-

FISHING NET. 4 yards wide, V. ,"

4^. .'
S'/. , and 6d. per

run, HORTICULTURAL SHADING, good protectii

against frost. FISHING, PHEASANT, PARTRIDGE, ar

RAI5BIT NETTING. Samples and prices on application.

EDGINGTON'S GARDEN NETTING,
the cheapest and most durable, at \d. per square yard, or
in quantities of 250. 500, or 1000 yards, carnage free.

EDGINGTON'S MARQUEES and GARDEN TENTS are
the prettiest.

EDGINGTON'S MARQUEES for Hire are the most hand-
some and capacious.

EDGINGTON'S RICK CLOTHS for 72 years have main-
tained their celebrity as the best.

HAYTHORN'S and WALLER'S NETTINGS.
A quantity of good Second-hand Government TENTS from

Abyssinia for Sale, Cheap.

Sample of material free on application.

Be p.irticular-FREDK. EDGINGTON and CO.. 52 (only).
Old Ktnt Road. London. S.E.

L
24 inches wide, zzo yards for tor.

For Skading CrcenI ouses. Seed Beds, and for Butter Cloths
and Dusters. Delivered on rails at Burnley.

Post-ofTice Order to accompany each Order, payable to

W. E. KAY. Manufacturer. Burnley.

Rustic Garden Fumitui-e in great variety.
Garden Seats, Awningsand Tents. Rustic I ,d,l, s, (.li.ur. and

Fl..wer Stand-, I awn Mowers. Garden R'Heis. W.,ter Ha.rows
Wheelbarr.iws. Garden Toals, Fancy Woeivik, Biidcages,'
Hammocks, and all kinds of Garden Furnltuic at lowest
marked prices, C'ttaio^ttfx /•rsf/ree.

THE P.\NKI.ir,.\>JON. 56. B.\KER .STREET, W.

BOULTON AND PAUL, NORWICH,

-TOHN BOWMAN,
Timber and Mahogany Importer and Merchant,

HORTICULTURAL BUILDER.
WEST END STEAM JOINERY,

NEWCASTLE-ON-TY.\"E.

GF-EENHOUSES complete, from £10 to £1000.
PoiiTAijt-E Box with One Light. 6 feet by 4 feet, glazed '

i6 oz. sheet glass, and painted four coats .

.

. . f
3a^-

Portable Bux with Two Lights, as above, each Light ) ,
6 feet by 4 feet . . . . . . ]

05s.

Estimates given for Conservatories and Green-
houses of every kind.

IV<:/l-!Ciis(!Hf,f Matirials and J^irit-c'ass Wcrkllmmhip

LASCELLES' PATENT BENT WOOD
CONSERVATORIES and GREENHOUSES. — All

Gardeners know that Wood is better than Iron for Plant Grow-
ing, and by the above system a handsome curved house can be
erected as cheaply as a plain straight one.

The curved house is more durable, stronger, lighter in con-

struction, and iio bent glass is required.

W. H LASCELLES, rzt, Bunhill Row. London, E.C., will

supply Drawings and Estimates free of charge.

pHEAP PORTABLE GREENHOUSES,
V^ Requiring no P.rickwork.~io feet by lo feet. ;{;i5 : isj^ feet

by 10 feet. £-21 : 21 feet by lo feet, £-i-j : including Ventilators,

2 Ends and i Door, all Glazed and Painted 3 coats, complete.

HEREMAN and MORTON, 2 Gloucester Street, Regent's
Park, London, N.W.

:;.REENHOUSES for SALE.—Two capital
Span-roof Houses, one 60 feet by 20 feet, the other 34,

by 14 feet, wiih Heating Apparatus and Fittings all

plete. Full particulars of
THOMAS S. FALLOWS. Auctioneer. Birmingham

G

GOALS FOR HOTHOUSE
PURPOSES.

WOOD AND CO/S
STAK ANTHRACITE SMOKELESS STEAM COAL

is now being extensively used by many of the principal Growers,

and IS found to be preferable to any other kind of fuel in respect
'

to cheapness and durability, and particularly on account of its

being perfectly free from sulphur, and that it does not clinker

the ftre-bars.

WOOD AND CO. deliver in truck loads to any Railway
Station, prices for which can be had on application, or can be

delivered by Wood & Co.'s Vans (in the Metropolis).

WOOD AND CO append a testimonial given to them by
Messrs. Beckwiih & Sons, a firm of great experience, and who
have kindly allowed them to make whatever use of it they may
Ihii.k fit.

Tottenham Nursery, London, N., Dec. 28, 1877.
To M,^ssrs. Wood & Cr>.

Deir S rs,—With reference to your enquiry respecting ihe
Si ir

' Aniliracice Coal with which you supplied us—as to how
il sMUt'l. its ei:onomy or otherwise—we have much pleasure io

infirmin.i; you that in every respect it is the best Anthracite we
have ever used. We find there is no smoke from it, whiuh is

very essential, and there is no trace of sulphur. It requires
very little stoking, and leaves very little ash, and certainly does
not clniker. Our consumption of Coal is about 500 tons a year,
and we have no hesitation in saying that, by using your " Star

"

Coal in the place of ordmary fvicl, we shall effect a saving ol

at least ;£ioo this year. We attribute this to the powerful and
lasting properties of your coal. — Vours faithfully,

(Signed) G. Beckwith & Sons.

WOOD AND CO. supply ali kinds of Coal for House and

Manu''actuting purposes, prices for which will be sent on

applicali'jn.

WOOD AND CO.. Coal and Coke Factors. Merchants
Contractors to Her Majesty's Government, 58, Coal Exchange,

E, C. ; and 4, Coal Department, Great Northern Railway,

King's Cross. N , and Midland Sidmcs, St. Pancras, N.W.

(^ "R TT TT "hJ ' *^

PATENT GRASS EDGe' CLIPPER,
Specially Desiijned fur

Cutting th9 Overhanging Grass on the Edges of
Walks Borders, Flower Beds, &c

Size— 8 inches wide, with roller 9 inche.=i diameter, £i i-J.

£^ DeHvered, Carriage Free, at all the principal Railw
itaiions and Shipping Ports in England, Ireland, and Scoilai

THOMAS QREEN & SON,
SMITHFIELD IRONWORKS, LEEDS:

And 54 and 5.;, BLACKFRIARS ROAD, LONDON, S E
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GARSONS PAINT.
PATRONISED BY

HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN. H.R.H. THE PRINCE OF WALES. H.R.H. THE DUKE OF EDINBURGH.
The British Government. The Indian Government. The Colonial Government.

10,000 of the Nobility, Gentry, and Clergy. Railway and Canal Companies. Collieries, Ironmasters, (So.

IS EXTENSIVELY USED FOR ALL KINDS OFOUTDOOR ^VORK.
IT IS SPECIALLY APPLICABLE TO

W^OOD, IRON, BRICK, STONE, and COMPO.
Sold in all Colours. 1 Cwt. and Oil Mixture Free to all Stations. Prices, Patterns, and Testimonials Free.

OILS and VARNISHES of EVERY DESCRIPTION.

WALTER CARSON &
LA BELLE SAUVAGE YARD, LUDGATE HILL, LONDON, E.G.;

SONS,
I, BACHELOR'S WALK, DUBLIN.

PAEHAM'S PATEIT SYSTEM OP GLAZIIG WITHOUT PUTTY
On Channelled Wrought-lron

Rafters,

Secures almost entire immunity fro

Breakage of Glass, great saving in repai

and re-painting, and absolute freedo

from Drip.

New ** Registered" Acme Plant Preserver,
W ih Truss H nge and no Pr nc pal

The Ridge always hts close, the i tenor s free from all obstruction, the comers
are secured in iron angle-plates: glazed, without putty, with 21-oz. glass.

Long. Wide. Price. Long. VVide. Price.
6 feet by 3 feet .

.

..^276112 feet by 3 feet .. . . /^4

WILLIAM PARHAM,
IloylUidtuni! Bu'thhr and I/ol-zvatcr

Enguiccr,

XORTHGATE WORKS. BATH
;

2S0, Oxford Street, London, \V.

*,* Specimens on view at either address.

Illustrated Catalogues and Price Lists free.

6 feet by 4 feet J feet by 4 feet

Extra strongf Cucumber or Melon Frames,
With 2-inch sashes and i^-inch red deal frames, secured at each corner wit

two wrought-iron strap bolts. Glared, without putty, with 21-oz. glass.

Orders amounting to ;i;3 carriage paid to
' Long. Wide. Price. Long. Wide. Price,

* "^ ^ ^ feet by 6 feet, I light ..j£2 2 o 16 feet by 6 feet. 4 hghts. . ^^7 5
feet by 6 feet, 2 lights.. 3 12 o 20 feet by 6 feet, 5 lights. . 8 Is
leet by 6 feet, 3 lights.. 5 7 6 | 24 feet by 6 feet, 6 lights. . 1010

' any Railway Static England, and to
j

o Principal Ports in Scotland and Ireland.

PAXTON'S CALENDAR
Now Ready, a New and tlioroughly Revised Edilion of l/ie

COTTAGER'S CALENDAR OF GARDEN OPERATIONS.
ORIGINALLY COMPILED BY THE LATE SIR JOSEPH PAX TON, M.P.

OPINIONS OF THE PRESS.
" It has been carefully revised by an experienced gardener, and the lists of vegetables, fruit,

and flowers have been corrected by the substitution of the most approved modem kinds, in place
of those which were mentioned in the first edition, and many of which have ceased to be worthy of
cultivation. It is a thoroughly sound, practical treatise ; but it has been so long before the public,
andsodeservedlyappreciated, that any special commendation of it now is unnecessary."

—

Midland
Counties Herald.

"This is a handy volume, consisting of seventy pages of letterpress and illustration, containing
much and varied information likely to prove useful to all cottagers, &c, who possess a garden.
To all such, who require a cheap and reliable book of reference, we heartily recommend it." —
Lloyd's.

see this useful little book once more, and it is like a whift of perfume
) read on the wrapper *two hundred and twenty-first thousand.' Wc

advise all who are interested in the promotion of cottage gardening to sow this little book
broadcast."-' £7ar^#«frj" Magazine.

"The information conveyed in this Httle book is Well adapted for all persons having small

plots of ground. The necessary operations for each month are clearly laid down, and are of a
thoroughly practical nature. The sorts of both fruit and vegetables are well selected, many of

them being excellent in quality. To our readers who are interested in the cultivation of their

dower and kitchen gardens, wc can safely recommend this as being a most concise and useful

Wjrk."

—

Belfs Messenger.

Price 3d., Post Free 3^d.

W. RICHAPx.DS, 41, WELLINGTON STREET, STRAND, LONDON, W.C.

T. H. P. DENNIS & CO.,
MANSION HOUSE BUILDINGS,

QUEEN VICTORIA STREET, LONDON, E.G.,

CONSERVATORY AND GREENHOUSE BUILDERS,

HOT-WATER ENGINEERS.
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THE GAKDENEES' CHRONICLE.

SCALE OF CHARGES FOR ADVERTISING.

Head Line churned as tivff.

4 Lilies .. ../o 3 o 15 Lines .. ..Co i 6

7 6 24
' 13

.ND SIXPENCE FOR EVl

it across columns, the lowest charge will be 30?.

Page ^ig o o
HalfPage 500
Column 3 5°

GARDENEKS, AND OTHERS, WANTING SITUATIONS.
26 words IS. 6d., and 6d. for every additional line

(about 9 words) or part of a line.

Births, Deaths and Marriages, 5^. each insertion.

Advertisements for ike cjtrretti iveek must reach the OJjfice

by Thursday fwflic.

All Subscriptions Payable in Advance.

Thii U.viTi-i. Kingdom: 12 Months, ^i 3J. 10,/. ; 6 Months,
Hi. iii^. ; 3 Months, 6s.

FoRPiGN ; 26r. , including Postage for 12 Months.
P. O. O. to be made payable at the King Street Post-office, W. C.

,

to W. Richards.

Publishing Office and Office for Advertisements,
41. Wellington Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C.

ELLIOTT'S NEW .SH.\DIN(; FOR
GLASS HOUSES, "SUMMER CLOUD." is aptUed

in a manner similar to ordinary pamt, and can be highly recom-
mended for its Pleasing Appearance, the Healihful and Beau-
tiful Eflect it has on all Plants groi>n under it, the .ease with
which it can be applied, and for its great economy.

Manufactured solely by H. ELLlmT, Seedsman, Bray-
wick. Maidenhead, Berks, and Sold in Canisters at ij. (,d

,

2j. 6d., 55., and lof. each.
London Agents : M^-ssrs. HURST and .SON, 6, Le.idenhall

Street, E.G. : and of all Seed-men.

ELLIOTT'S "TELEGRAPH"
FRUIT PROTECrOUS.

ET^LLIOTT'S GRAPE CRINOLINES.—
' Prospectuses and Prices on application.

GRANITIC PAINT, for Greenhouses and
for all Decorative 01 General Purposes where durability

and beauty are desired.

SILICATE ZOPISSA COMPOSITION, all Colours, for
Damp Walls, Preserving Stone, &c , either internal or exlemal
COLOURLESS LIQUID SILICATE ZOPISSA for

Damp Walls, Preserving Stone, Brick, or Cement, all washable
and durable.
To be had genuine only from the Original Inventors and Sole

Manufacturers,
The Silicate Zopissa Composition and Granitic Paint Com-

pany, 45, Fish Street Hill, London, E.C.
(Established over fifteen years)

OH Paint No Longer Necessary.

(Resislered Trade Mark)

XT ILL AND SMITH'S BLACK
;?r. ,,

VARNISH for Preserving Ironwork, Wood, or Stone,
inis Varnish is an excellent substitute for oil paint on all out-
door work, while it is fully two-lhirds cheaper. It was intro-
duced upwards of thirty years ago by the advertisers, and its
genuine good quality, notwithstanding a host of unprincipled
imitators, is Uilly attested by its constantly increasing sale. Itmay be applied by an ordinary labourer, requires no mixing or
ihinriing, and is used cold. It is used in the grounds at
Windsor Castle, Kew Gardens, and at the seats of many
hundreds of the Nobdity and Gentry, fiom whom the most
lUttering testimonials have been received, which Kill & Smith
will forward on application.

Sold in casks of about 30 gallons each, at u. 6d. per gallon,
. Hd. per gallon carriage paid to any

1877.
Unsolicited Testimonial received W

".^^ '^!'''>''<^-'^'^'<'''y Edge. iiranctiester.—Meiiss.. Hill &^
years I have used your

Varnish,' and .shall be glad if you will forward...^, ^. ^,„,v
as I consider it tlie best thing Itninvnfor the preservation pfatt
outdoor ivork. either wood or iron, that requires to be painted
—Yours respectfully, Alfred Lowe, J. P."

Apply to HILL AND SMITH, Bricrly Hill Ironworks, near
Dudley; 1,8. Queen Victoria Street, London, E.C. : and 180,
Uuchanan Street, Glasgow, from whom only it can be obtained.
CAUTlON.-\l having lately come to the knowledge of

Hill & Smith that spurious imitations of this Varnish are
being offered by unprincipled dealers at a slight reduction in
price, they would especiallv draw attention to the fact that every

: and

HELLIWICLL'S Patent NEW SYSTEM
of GLAZING ROOFS, GREENHOUSES. &c.

WITHOUT PUTTY, is the best and cheapest and most air-

tight of any. The cost of a Greenhouse on this system is about
the same as a good Greenhouse on the old system. No outside

painting is required, and any labourer can repai

glass.

Gaideners Chronicle of May 18 and 25.

T. W. HELI.IWELL, Ilri^house, Yorkshire.

Under the Patronage of the Queen.

S M I T irS I M PERI S H A B L E
STRATFORD LABELS.

palm before all other plant labels, as the very fir;

Samples and Price Lists free.

J. SMITH, The Roy.il Label Factory, Stratfoid-<

MIndestructible Terra-Cotta Plant Markers.
A \V AND C O .

' S PATENT.—
Prices, Printed Patterns, and Specimens, sent post-

1 application
; also Patterns of Ornamental Tile Pave-

for Conservatories. Entrance Halls, &c.
MAW AND CO..Bemhall Works. Broseley.

"DAMBOO and other CANES.—To Nursery-
-L* men and Gardeners.—Largest and best assortment in Eng-
land, at P. B, HARKINS, Timber Yard. Dutton St., Liverpool.

SHI RTS.-FORD'S EUREKA.
" The most perfect fitting made."

—

Obser-.'er.

Gentlemen desirous of purchasing shirts of the best quality
should buyFORD'S EUREKA,

3or., 405., 45f. per half dozen.

Illustrations and Self Measure post-free.

R. FORD AND CO, 41, Poultry, London, E.C.

PARI S EXHIBIT ! ON.
FOR PORTMANTEAUS, TRUNKS,

BAG.S and HAT CASES,

RILEY & CO., 280, Strand (opposite Norfolk Street).

Also the TOURIST COMPANION. Store Prices.

Paris Exhibition.
Special arrangements for Visitors to the Exhibition have been

made by I he

PJAILWAY PASSENGERS ASSURANCE
t COMPANY, for providing against Accident by Rail-

way or Steamboat during the journey to Paris and back.
A premiuni of One Shilling insures .£1000 it killed, or If. per
week if laid up by injury during ihe double journey. Policies
against Accidents of all kinds may also be effected for One,
Three, or Twelve months, on moderate terms.
Apply at the Booking Offices of the Sou hem Railways, or

at the Head Office, 64, Cornhill, London.
WILLIAM J. VIAN, Secret.ary.

Now Ready, illustrated by numerous Engravings and
Coloured Plates, large 8vo, cloth, -^^s ,THE GARDENER'S ASSISTANT:

PRACTICAL and SCIENTIFIC.
Py ROBERT THOMPSON,

Of the Royal Horticultural Society's Gardens, Chiswick.
New edition. Revised and Greatly Extended,

By THOMAS MOORE, F.L.S..
Curator o( the Chelsea Botanic Gardens, Co-Editor of the

Gardeners' Chronicle, &c. : assisted by
Eminent Practical Gardeners.

" The best book of its kind, and the only thoroughly c:>mpre-
nensive work adapted equally well for the gardener and the
gentleman :KmaXii\xx."—Gardeners' Magazine.

London: BLACKIE and SON, Paternoster Buildings
;

and sold by all Booksellers.

IVr A Y F A I R : a Non-Society Journal
-i-^X of Literature and Politics, unambitiously illustrated.
Price bd. Has been permanently enlarged by eight columns.

Contents of this week's Number (July 2) :

—

1. On the Watch.
2. The Priest in Politics.

3. Parliamentary Reporting.
4. German Socialism,

5. The Oxford Eastman.
6. The Criminal Code Bill. Considerations by a

Habitual Criminal.
7. The Dark Continent.
8. Pictures in Paris and London.
9. The Morals of Merrion Square.

11! TheChktofthe Fair.
12. Country Society.
13. Fashions in the Fair.
14. Turning Over Fresh Leaves.

^JI,"^'-'^"'':
°f '•>''* "^^l* ''"O contains Portrait Sketches of SirWdham Harcourt, M.P. ; Mr. O'Donnell, M. P. ; Mr Marvin

(the over-paid Cleik in the F.O ) : Mr. March (of ihe F.O ). Sc
Next week's Number will contain a Personal Sketch of

MR. BUTT IN THE FOUR COURTS.
It will be illustrated by an Original Portrait taken in Court

in M.irch, 1S66.
A Sketch of Lord Chief Justice Whiteside will rdlow
The Habitual Criminal will continue, next week, his " Con-

siderations of the New Criminal Code Bill.
May/air, unambitiously illustrated, price 6./. Yearly sub-

scription. 28J. (payable in advance). For sale by all Metro-
politan Newsagents and at all Bookstalls, on Monday afternoon
and throughout the country on Tuesday mornin<T

'

"lUvFAlR" Abroad —^/aj-A/r is on safe in the Paris
Exhibuion in Messrs. GALIGNANl'S English Kiosque ;

a som the Boulevard des Capucines, Kiosque ji,. In New
»T"fer.\;5^1?^'l'^^^°' 39. Union Square. In Malta, with
M. WATSON, 246, Strada Reale, Valetta.

" Mayfair" Offiizes :

BEAUFORT BUILDINGS, STRAND, W.C.

Farms, Estates, Residences.

Any one desirous of Renting a Farm or Residence, or
Purchasing an Estate, can have copies of the

MIDLAND COUNTIES HERALD
iupplied free for six weeks on stating the purpose for

which the paper is required, forwarding name and address, and
six halfpenny btamps for postage, addressed "Midland Counties
Herald Office, Birmingham." The Midland Counties Herald

large numbers cf advertisements relating to

. Esta and Residences for Sale and to be Let.

Second Edition, Revised and Enlarged, price 15^.,

T^^ O O D and DIETETICS,
J~ Physiologically and Therapeutically Considered. By
F. W. Paw, M.D., F.R.S., Physician to, and Lecturer on
Physiology at Guy's Hospital.
"A standard work of reference."

—

Lancet. "A book of
first-rate merit."-^/'rari'/V/o«cr. "Very lull and exliaustive
throughout "spectator. " A work wiih which every educated
man ought to make himself familiar."

—

Chetnical Nexus.

London: J. and A. CHURCHILL, and SIMPKIN.
MARSHALL AND CO.

THE~SYDNEY MAIL
NEW SOUTH WaTeS ADVERTISER.

CONTENT.'; :-

INTERCOLONIAL and GENERAL NEWS.
SPORTING and the FIELD, in which is inco:porated

BELL'S LIFE in SYDNEY.
RECORD of RACES, ami NOTES on the TURF.
CRICKET and AQUATICS.
THE FLORA of AUSTRALIA. (Drawn and Engraved

specially for this Journal.)

NATURAL HISTORY (Original Articles).

AGRICULTURE, PASTORAL, HORTICULTURE.
GOLD FIELDS and MINING generally.

STOCK and SHARE REPORTS.
ORIGINAL and SCIENTIFIC ARTICLES.
TALES by POPULAR ENGLISH and AUSTRALIAN

AUTHORS.
THE FASHIONS. DOMESTIC ECONOMY.
INDOOR AMUSEMENTS.
THE CHESS PLAYER. THE HO.ME CIRCLE.
COMMERCIAL NEWS.
SHIPPING INTELLIGENCE.

The SYDNEY MAIL has a wide circulation t

\iistralian Col .nies. New Zealand, Polynesia, &.
.igho

It coi

ty of subject

;the

Subscription in Atlvanoe, f1 per Annum.
Single Copies. 4,/. ; Stamped, ^d.

Publishing Office -Hunter Street, Sydney, New South Wales.

ENGLAND.
The undermentioned Newspaper an.l Advertising Agents are

authorised to receive ADVER FISEMENTS. which must be
paid in advance, for the SYDNEY MORNING HERALD
and SYDNEY MAIL:-
LoNDo.v Mr. George Street, t,,, Cornhill. E C.

Mr. F. Algar, S, Clement's Lane, Lon bard
Str , EC.
5. Gordon & Golch, St B.ide Street,

Fleet S.reet, EC.
Birmingham .. Mr. R. S. Kirk, g-. New Street.

LivEETOOl. .... Lee & Nightingale. .5. North John Street.

BmsTOi, James S: Henry Grace, Royal Insurance
Buildings.

Edinburgh Robertsm & .=cott, ij, Hanover Street.

Glasgow W. Porteous & Co., 15, Ro>al Exchange
Place.

Copic

1^ ADVERTISERS are requested to note that
although we do not object to receive Letters to be called
for, -we cannot undertake toforward them.

^\rANTED, a HEAD GARDENER, for the
* * Jephson Gardens, Royal Leamington Spa, in extent

about 13 acres ; he must be a married man, without family.
He will be requiied to Superintend the men employed, and
must also thoroughly understand Ornamental Gardening.
Salary C^o a year, with ledge rent free, coal and gas found.

—

Mr. BLACKWELL, Secretary to Jephson Gardens, Leicester
Street, Leamington.

^1 /"ANTED, a HEALTgARDENER, to take
y T entire charge of extensive Gardens. Must throughly

understand Stove and Greenhouse Plants, also Late and Early
Forcing, and the Management of Vines. Conservatories, Land-
scape and Kitchen Garden.—Apply to Mr. JAMES WALTON,
Biddulph Grange, Congleton, by letter (waiting reply), accam-
panied by recommeniacion and character from Jast situaiiLn,
with salary required.

Gardener, Head Working.
WANTED, at Slough, Bucks, a steady

married MAN, without children, to live in lodge, Wile
to attend to gate. One other man and boy kept. About i acre of
kitchen garden and 4 acres of shrubbery and hwns ; one green-
house. Wages lis. to commence.—Apply by letter to A. B. C.
Housekeeper, 10, Old Broad Street. City. Lundon, E.C.

ANTED, a "h

E

A D
"

"W O

R

k"i1^^
GARDENER, where two others arekept-arespectable

young Man, who is thorough competent in the Manaeement ot
a good Flower Garden, Vinery, &c. Will live at the lodge.
Wife to open gate. Wages 305. a week.—Apply by letter to Mr.
C-, 38. Wigmore Street, W.

T\rANTEb, a GARDENER, at Balham,
* * where a second is kept. Must thoroughly understand

the business in regard to Glass. Frames Flower and Kitchen
Gardening, and have a g od character. Will be required to live
in the Lodge —Address, stating age, family, experience, and
wages required, to S. S., care of Mr. Wood, Newsagent, i, Gr«l
Quiea Street, Westminster, S.W.
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WANTED, a good practical GARDENER,
c.ipable of making a well stocked Garden pay. Salary

;£5oand house.-By letter only to Mr. EDMUNDS, Carter.

Pa|e & Co., 53, London Wall, London, E.L.

ANTED, for a Small Place, a GAR-
DENER, understanding Hothouse Culture. Cottage

and garden found.—Address, stating wages asked, and giving

references. H. J. MARSHALL. Esq., Poulton Piiory,

Fairford. Swindon.

ANTED, a good WORKING
GARDENER, who understands the Flower and

Kitchen Garden, Vines and Hotbeds : and his Wife to take the

Laundry, in a small family. _Wages {.i 11$. per week, and

good hous of Mr. Padwick. Chemist. Red Hill.

WANTED, a single Man as SECOND
GARDENER, must have some knowledge of Stove

and Greenhouse Plants. Also two Single Men as UNDER
GARDENERS.—W. B. LANE. Estate Agent. South Creake.

Fakenham. Norfolk^

"WfANTED, Two UNDER GARDENERS.
\V Must understand Vines in Pots. Peaches. Pines.

Cucumbers, and Melons, and all kinds of Stove Plants. Wages
i6s. per week and bothy.—^. Post-office. Brandon.

WANTED, an Out-of-door NURSERY
FOREMAN who thoroughly understands his business^

Must produce unexceptionable

WANTED, a good PROPAGATOR and
PLANT GROWER in a large Nursery where Plants

are Grown extensively for Sale and Cut Flowers. He mu,t

thoroughly understand the business, and character be unexcep-

tionable as to honesty, sobriety and knowledge of the business.

The situation will be permanent to a suitable man.—Apply,
stating particulars, wages required. &c., to E. WHITE, Tht

11th Nu outh.

WANTED, a good PLANT GROWER
one who can grow Vines and Roses well preferred.—

Apply, stating references, terms. &c.. to P. J. P.. Messrs

Rutley & Silverlock. 412, Strand. London, E.G.

WANTED, a strong, active Young MAN,
under the Foreman, in Flower Garden. Must be able

to Mow and a good General Workman. Wages i6j , bothy.

gas milk. &C.-D. BUCHANAN, Sherivocd Park, Tunbridge

Wells, Kent.

WANTED, a steady, respectable Young
MAN, used to Growing SoftwooHeH Plants tor

Market.—Apply, with references, to JOHN TURTLE, The
Nurseries, Welling. Kent.

ANTED, TWO YOUNG MEN, quiclTat
Potting. &c., to work in the Houses.-E. COOLING,

Mile Ash Nurseries. Derby.

WANTED, a MAN and his WIFE, both
must be thoroughly industrious, sober, and strictly

honest. Man must thoroughly understand Management and
Rearing of Stock, and the Woman Dairy and Poultry. (!n

Middlesex.) Cottage, garden, and 25^. per week will be paid.

None but parties with undeniable characters need apply.—Send
full particulars by letter, to C. B., Messrs. Dawson & Sons,

121, Cannon Street, London. E.G.

Seed Trade-Managing and Confidential Clerk.

WANTED, a thoroui^hly experienced and
energetic MAN to take entire Charge of Office and

give General Supervision in absence of principal. Unexcep-
tionable references as to ability and trustworthiness required.

Liberal terms.— Full particulars in strict confidence, to M. N.,
Giirdenen' Chronicle Office. W.C.

WANT PLACES.

BS. WILLIAMS begs to intimate that he
• has at present in the Nur^eiy and upon his Register

some excellent Men, competent either to fill the situation of

HEAD GARDENER, BAILIFF. FOREMAN, or

JOURNEYMAN. Ladies and Gentlemen requiring any of the
above will pleate send full particulars, when the best selections

for the different capacities will be made.

HENDERSON
SON have many excellent

GARDENERS with approved testimonials

for ability now wailing ia their Nurseries for

re-engagement.

E. G. H. & Son will be pleased to answer
any enquiries from Noblemen and Gentlemen
requiring such.—Pine-apple Nursery, Maida
Vale. London. W.

E.

OSBORN AXD SONS have on their Register
a number of Men of e.Ncellent character and abilities,

and first-class experience in every branch, whom they would be
glad to recommend to Noblemen or Gentlemen requiring the

services of thoroughly praciical GARDENERS. FOREMEN
and UNDER GARDENERS can also be recommended.—
The Fulham Nurseries, London, S.W.

C:j.ARDENER (Head).—Age 38, married ;

-^ understands Forcing Fruit, Flowers, and Vegetables.
Ten years with late employer.—WALDER, i6. Fragley Road,
Lordship Lane. East Dulwich. SE.

GJ.ARDENER (Head).—Age 34, married, no
^ family ; thorough practical knowledge of the profession.

Satisfactory references.—R. T., 131, Hungerford Road. Camden
Road, Holloway, N.

GARDENER (Head), where one or two are
kept, or good Single-handed.—Age 35, single;

thoroughly experienced. Churchman. State wages. Good
character.—A. F., 72. Upper Ground Street. Blackfriars, S.E.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 40, married;
thoroughly understands the profession in all its branches,

also Land and Stock. Highly recommended. Six years' good
character.—J. F. E., Hasftcld Court, near Gloucester.

GARDENER (Head); age 30, married.—
Mr. Smith, Head Gardener. Mentmore. Leighton

Buzzard, Beds, can recommend one of his Foremen as above.
Good experience in all brandies of the profession. Has a fair

knowledge of Forestry, &c,

C:iARDENER (Head). — Age 40, married,
-^ no family ; twenty-five years' practical experience in all

branches of the profession ; thirteen years' Head Gardener, five

years in la>t situation. Good character.—H. B. , Bromley Villa,

Burnt Ash Hill. Lee, Kent.

/':i_ARDENER (Head), where four or five are
VJI kept ; age 36, married, two children.—A Lady wishes to

recommend the above for a situation. Undersiands Vines,

Forcing. Conservatory. Fruit. Flowers, Vegetables. --A. K.,
Butt's Library. 25. New Quebec Street, Portman Square. W.

(^ ARDENER (Head).—Age 30, single
;

V_X thoroughly practical in Fruit and Pl.^nt Growing, Ferns,

&c. , Forcing, and the General Management of a well-kept

Garden, Highest testimoniaU.—J. THORNTON, Sadberge
Hall, Darlington.

(""^ ARDENER (Head), to any Nobleman or
V-^ Gentleman requiring a really competent and respectable

Man.—Age 38, married ; thoroughly practical and energeilc.

Twentv years* experience in every department of Horticulture.

Of excellent character and unquestionable ability.—B. B.,

Post-office. Mile Oak, Brenchley, Kent.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 30, married, no
family ; thorough practical in all branches of the pro-

fession. Fifteen years experience in first-class places. Good
testimonials from present and previous employers. Three
years and a half Head Gardener in present place.—M. G., Post-

office. Oxford.

/':< ARDENER (Head, Working).— Married
;

V^ is a thoroughly honest, sober, trustworthy Man. well up
in his profef^sion. Can have fifteen years" good personal

cliaracter to that effect from situation just left.—T. B.,

Wheeler. Florist. Farnham. Surrey.

GARDENER (Head, Working).—Age 29,
married, no family ; thorough practical knowledge of the

profession. Excellent testimonials, and character will bear the
strictest inv'jstigation.— F, R., The Gardens, Belvidere,
Whitchurch. Salop.

C:j.ARDENER (Head, Working).—Age 30,
T mariied, two children ; thorough knowledge of Vines

Melons. Forcing Flowers, and Kitchen Gardening. Gcod
character.— F. B., Ada Cottage, Trashurbt, near Dorking,
Surrey.

/^ARDENER (Head, Working).—Age 27,
^•^ single, has a thorough practical knowledge of the pro-

fession. Early and Late Forcing, Flower and Kitchen Gardening,
Three and a half years' good character. Well recommended.

—

J. T.. 18. Pomona Place. Fulham. S.W.

r::j.ARDENKR (Head, Working).—Age 30,
V-.' married, one child ; thoroughly practical in all branches
of the pro'"ession ; well up in Early and Late Forcing. Fruits,

Flowers. Vegetables, and Flower Gardening. Upwards of four

years' good character in present situation.—D. DREDGE,
Givemvale. Crickhowell, Breconshire,

GARDENER (Head, Working), where
three or more are kept.—Age 33, married, one child

(7M) : understands the Management of Houses, Flower and
Kitchen Gardening, Carpet and other Bedding, and the General
Management of a Gentleman's Grounds. Wife willing to be
useful. Seven years' character from present place.—H.
ELDRIDGE, The Gardens. Bartlow. Linton, Cambridge.

GARDENER (HEAD, WORKING, or good
Single-h.\nded).—Age 33. married, two children ; has

good practical knowledge of Gardening in all its branches.
Neighbouieood of London preferred.—GARDENER, Golding-
ton's Park. Rickmansworth, Herts.

/^ARDENER (Head, Working, or good
V^^ SiNGLE-ltANDED).—.^gc 30. single : has a good prac-
tical knowledge of Gardening in all its branches. Well recom-
mended by previous and present emplo>'ers.— D., Prospect
Place. Wellington Road. Birchlield. Birmingham.

/i ARDENER (Head), or PARK KEEPER.
\„I —Harrison & Sons can confidently recommend a
man who thoroughly understands Gardening in all its branches.
Highest testimonials of character furnished if required,—G. W.,
Harrison & Sons, Seed Growers. Market Place, Leicester.

C
^ARDENER, where one or more are kept.

—

^ Good experience ; wife has knowledge of Poultry. Good
references from present situation.-A. T. S., Bringsiye.
Worcester.

C:*
ARDENER (.Second). — .\ge 23 ; five

* years' experience. Good character.—A. B., The
Gardens. Lark Hill, Stoney Croft. Liverpool.

C^.'^RDENER (Second), in a Gentleman's
y Establishment.—Age 22 ; eight years* experience in

Gardening. Good character.—A, M , Wentworth House,
John Street. Hampstead, N.

/^ARDENER (Second, in a good establish-

half years' experience. Good character -GARDENER, Well
Gate. Alford. Lincolnshire.

/':' ARDENER (Second', in a good establish-
^^ mentV—Age 24 : two years' good character from previous
situation.—J. ^^, The Lodge, Elderslie. South Eaton Pa.k,
Beckenham. Kent.

GARDENER (Second), in a good establish-
ment.—Young, single : well experienced in Growing both

Cut Flowers and PLants for Pots.—J., H. Page, Florist. &c ,

Teddington. Middlesex.

GARDENER (Second, or Under).—Age
20 ; good knowledge of Glass and Kitchen Garden. Two

and a half years' good character.—G. R., Hampstead Lane.
Dorking.

GJ.ARDENER (Under), in a Gentleman's
^ garden, where one or two more are kept.—Age 18. Good

cference.— F. G., Post Office, Heme Hill, S.

G^
ARDENER (Under) or JOURNEYMAN,

^ in a good Establi-^hment.- Has good knowleiJge of both
Indoor and Outdoor work. &c. -Apply, stating wages, to J. S ,

4. Upper Carton Place. South Lambtth Road, Clapham, Surrey,

FOREMAN in a large cstablishment,~Has
had thorough t xperience in all branches of the profession ;

good at Decorating. Four and a half years' good character. —
A. C. CURTIS. Clarendon Park. Salisbury, Wilts.

FOREMAN in the Houses.—Has a good
knowledge of Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Vines,

Peaches, and the routine of indoor work. Character will bear
investigation.—W. M., Quarry Bank, Allei ton. near Liverpool.

FOREMAN (General), for small Florist
Nursery.— Understands all kinds of Forcinj; Flowers,

Bulbs, and the general routine of the Florist Trade in general.

B. B., 2, Maudsvill Cottages, Hanwell, W.

PLANT GROWER and SALESMAN.—
Age 30, single ; has had considerable experience, and is

especially well up in the Culture of Poinsettias, Bouvardias.
Camellias, Roses in pots, Bulbous and Hard and Soft-wooded
plants generally. Has been accustomed to the Managemei.t of

Men. and could take General Management of a Department, or

of the Glass Department of a Nursery.—Apply, stating

particulars, to A. B.. care of John Wilson, Esq , New Street,

York.

IMPROVER,—Age 22 ; respectable ; three
years' experience Indoor and Outdoor, Disengaged July

20. Good character.—J H. Wingfield. Trowbridge, Wilts.

TMPROVER, in a Gentleman's Garden or
-L Nursery.—Age 17 ; has been in a Gentleman's Garden
several years. Good character.—R. BARNES, Colefoid House.
West Malvern.

To NurserymeiL

MANAGER or FOREMAN (age 35).—The
Advertiser is desirous of a le-engagement ; is a tirst-clais

all round Grower and Forcer. Eigh-een years' experience with
well-known London firm. Thoroughly understands the Grow-
ing for both Wholesale ard Retail Trades. The Colonies not
objected to. References unque^tionable. A guarantee oX £^^^o

can be given if required. Wid be disengaged at end of month,
—A. W., 16, Milton Road. South Hornsey, N.

Nursery and Seed Trade.

MANAGER or TRA\'ELLER,—Advertiser
offers his sei vices to thos-e requiring a thoroughly

practical and competent Man in either of above capacities; has
had extensive experience in Pl.int Growing and the Manage
raent of Nursery Grounds, Men, &c , and possesses a thorough
knowledge of the Seed Trade. First class rererenGes.-X.,
Messrs. Hurst & Son, 6. Lcadenhall Street, London, E.C.

TRAVELLER or COLLECTOR.—A Gentle-

/ COLLECTOR.— Mr. John Carder begs to
V^ offer his services as a Foreign Plant Collector to any Firn\

requiring the s-ime.-4. Blantyre Street, Chtlsea, S.W,

HOPMAN (Head),—Twenty years' expe-
rience in London and Provincial Houses ; for several

years travelled the Midland Counties, Scotland, and Ireland,

First-class references.—M, D , ii, King Street, Chelsea, S.W.

SHOPMAN (Second).—Nine years' practical
. - experience in some of the leading London Houses.
References as to ability and character indispensable. Good
Penman,—E. C. F., 14, Lower Portland Terrace. Southampton.

sHOPMAN (Second or Third).—Age 23 ;

nine years' experience. Good references.—S. S-, Edgbaston
sery, Hagley Road, Birmingham.

KI N A H A N ' S L L WHISKY.
The cream of old Irish Whiskies. Pure, mild, mellow,

delicious, and most wholesome. Universally recommended by
the Medical Profession, Dr. Hassal says. "The Whisky is

soft, mellow, and pure, well matured, and of very excellent

quality. "-20. Great Titchfield Street. London. W.

LAZENBY AND SON'S PICKLES,
• SAUCES, and CONDIMENTS.-E. LAZENBV

AND SON, sole proprietors of the celebrated recipes, and
manufacturers of the pickles, sauces, and condiments so long

and favourably distinguished by the name, beg to remind the

public that every article prepared by them is guaranteed as

entirely unadulterated,— 92. Wigmore Street, Cavendish
Square (late 6. Edward Street, Portman Square), and 18.

Trinity Street, London, S E.

HARVEY'S SAUCE.—CAUTION.—The
admirers of this celebrated sauce are pirticularly

requested to observe that each bottle prepared by E.

LAZENBY AND SON bears the label, used so many years,

signed '* Elizabeth Lazeuby."

DINNEFORD'S MAGNESIA.
The Medical Pro'cssion for over Forty Years have approved of

this pure solution as the Best Remedy fur

ACIDITY OF THE STOMACH, HEARTBURN,
HEADACHE, GOUT. AND INDIGESTION.

;, Ladies,

DINNEFORD'S MAGNESIA
OLLOWAY'S PILLS and OINTMENT
— Summer weather brings with it many risks and many

diseases ; (he blood becoming often overheated, the circulation

of it being increased in rapidity, renders it a more susceptible

receptacle for poisonous emanations and infeciious processes.

Fevers are often generated in this manner, and sometimes lie

lurking in the system in a latent form, until some accidental

exciting cause calls the disease into activity. Premonitory
symptoms afford an indication of this state of things, such :

adn
headache, pains in the back, shivering. &c., and such

[iitions should be disregarded by none. Early attention to

will often ward ofif impending danger, and stifle the

;e in its infancy. Holloway's lemedies afford the best

s of doing this.
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I MPORT ANT
CASH PRIZES FOR VEGETABLES and FLOWERS

OFFERED BY

Tames Carter & Co.,
*^ AT THE

PRESTON GREAT SUMMER SHOW of the ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY, 1878.
(For full Particulars, see Society's Schedules.)

TO BE COMPETED FOR BY GENTLEMEN'S GARDENERS AND AMATEURS ONLY.

For the BEST 13 DISHES of VEGETABLES, viz. :- For the BEST 3 DISHES of PEAS, consisting of:

12 Carrots, any va
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SALES BY AUCTION.

Dendrobluin superbiens.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTION, al his Great Rooms, 38, King Street,

Covent Garden, W.C., on THURSDAY, July 18, at half-past

12 o'clock precisely, an importation of the rare DENDKO-
BIUM SUPERHI ENS, m splendid plams, just received in the
best possible condition, many of them in line masses. This
handsome Dendrobium is illustrated at page 49 ol this year's

Gardeners' Chronicle, .ind at page 40 Frofessor Reichenbach
says of It, " It is a Kreat satisfaction to h.ive this great beauty
at hand." One great merit ol this charming Dendrobium is

that Its handsome spikes of richly coloured flowers are ex-
tremely persistent, lasting individually eight or ten weeks.

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Established Orchids.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 38, King Street,

Covent Garden. W.C. on THURSDAY, July tS, a small
COLLECTION of ESTABLISHED ORCHIDS, comprising
many extremely rare and choice kinds, and including the
following :—
Aerides crassifollum
Cattleya Dowiana
Cypripedium Druryi
Dendrobium Ainsworthii
Trichopilia crispa
Oncidium sessile

Trichosma suavis
Epidendrum prismatocarpun
Aerides dilTorme
Cattleya dolo;

I

Cattleya Ex
I

Calanthe Dominu
Laelia anceps Dawsoni
Oncidium Balderramx
Angrxcum sesquipedale

!
Odontoglossum phalsenopsi'
Phalffinopsis Manni
Lffilia arpophylla
Aerides japoi'icum

I Vanda Parishii

On\ f the ling of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Oncidium stipitatum platyonyx.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTION, XL his Great Rooms, iS, King Street,

Covent Garden, W.C, on THURSDAY, July 18, at half-past
12 o'clock precisely, an importation of plants of this New
ONCIDIUM-quile recently described by Prof. Reichenbach.
The plants to be sold are in excellent condition. Also an importa-
tion of ONCIDIUM AMPLIATUM and other ORCHIUS.

On view the moining of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Tree Ferns, &c.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTION, at his Great Rooms. 32, Kin^ i-treet

Covent Garden, W.C, on FRIDAY, July 19. at hall-past
12 o'clock precisely, several importations of TREE FERNS,
comprising fine trunks of Dicksonia anlarctica, Cyatheas. Todeas,
&c, in good condition ; two consignments of BULBS from
Algiers ; ten cases of AMARYLLIS : specimen STOVE and
GREENHOUSE PLANTS ; CAMELLIAS from France

ablished and imported ORCHIDS : twelve galvanised wire

Bristol.
HIGHLY IMPORTANT UNRESERVED SALE of a

celebrated Collection of Exhibition STOVE and GREEN-
HOUSE PLANTS.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
are instructed by Messrs. Parker & Bush (who are

giving up exhibiting) to SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises,
St. Michael's Hill Nursery. Bristol, on TUESD.4Y. July 16. at
II for 12 o'clock precisely, the whole of their magnificent
Collection of Specimen Exhibition STOVE and GREEN-
HOUSE PLANTS, which have won such high honours at the
chief shows in the West of England and elsewhere, comprising
many perfectly unrivalled specimens, amongst which may be
named Lapageria alba and rosea. Dipladenias, Ixoras, Alocasias,
Marantas. Dracainas, Anthurium Scherzerianum, best variety,
with 200 leaves

; several matchless specimen Palms, including
Cocos Weddelliana. Thrin.ax elegans, Livistona altissima,
Dxmonoropus trichorus. and others of great merit : also an
unusually line assortment of specimen FERNS and MOSSES,
including Gleichenia semi-vestita and rupestris, Adiantum
Farleyense and gracillimum, Davallia Mooreana, Dicksonia
amarctica, &c., Selaginellas in great variety, &c.
The stock may be viewed any day prior to the Sale. Cata-

logues may be had on the Premises, and of the Auctioneers
Estate Agents, and Valuers, 98. Gracechurch Street, E.C., and
Leylonstone, E.

Pyrgo Park, Romford, Essex.
IMPORTANT CLEARANCK SALE of Choice Exhibition

Specimen STOVE and GREENHOUSE PLANTS of
various sizes, all well trained, and in the best possible
health, consisting of Anthurium Scherzerianum (Baines"
variety), Lapageria alba (true) and rosea ; rich assortments
of AUamandas and Ixoras, Eucharis, Lomaria heterophylla
Pimeleas, Polygalas ] a considerable number of young and
attractive specimen Azalea indica and Ericas, admirably
trained, embracing all the leading show varieties; (llrotons.
Dracxnas, Caladium, Alocasia, and other ornamental
foliage plants ; some handsome Palms and Ferns, show and
fancy Pelargoniums in variety, a small collection of valuable
ORCHIDS, a nearly new CONSERVATORY, 50 feet by
18 feet: HOT-WATER PIPING; a nearly new Show
Plant VAN, 14 feel 6 inches long by 8 feet wide, with cloth.

TyrESSRS. PROTHEROE AND MORRIS
-^•-*- are favoured with instructions from Lieut -General
Fytche to SELL the above beautiful COLLECTION ofPLANTS by AUCTION, without the slightest reservation, on
the Premises, Pyrgo Park, Havering-atte- Bower, near Romford
Essex, on THURSDAY, July 18, at 12 for i o'clock precisely
May be viewed two days prior to the Sale. Catalogues may

The Nurseries, Taunton, Somerset.
IMPORTANT and ATTRACTIVE SALE of ORCHIDS

STOVE, GREENHOUSE and other PLANTS
"IVTESSRS. EDWIN WOTTON AND CO.^^ have received instructions from Mr. W. Hockin to SELL
by AUCTION, on the Premises, North Town, Taunton, onWEDNESDAY and THURSDAY, July 24 and 25 to
commence each day at it o'clock, COLLECTIONS ofSPECIMEN STOVE, FOLIAGE, and GREENHOUSE
PLANTS, Orchids, Exotic and British Ferns, Palms, Eucharis
amazonica, Amarj-llis, Liliums, and other Bulbs : Camellias,
Azaleas, Epactis, and Heaths ; 50 Magnolia grandiilora, 4 to 6
feet

; pyramidal Myrtles, Cytisus racemosus, 17 ; large
Specimen Fuchsias, 6 to 8 feet

; 38 Zonal and Nosegay
Geraiitums, averaging 2 feet across ; Acer Negundo variegat-
um, in pots ; and a quantity of other Miscellaneous Plants
VASES, RUSTIC SEATS, RUSTIC ARBORETTEs'HANGING BASKETS. &c.

t-iin-a.

Catalogues and Orders to View may be obtained on the
Premises, or at the oftices of the Auctioneers, 28, East Street
Taunton, five days prior to the day of Sale.

'

To Florists, Seedsmen, Fruiterers, Gardeners, &c.
rpo BE DISPOSED OF, on very advan-
\~ tageous terms, in consequence of continued illness, an
excellent BUSINESS in the above. Not long established, but
doing a large and increasing trade. Main road S.W. To an
enterprising man this is an opportunity seldom met with. Full

particulars by addressing
A. Z , Cnrdeneyi Chroiiide Office, W.C

Kent -14437

)

Eight miles from Covent Garden ; occupying a first-class posi-

tion in leading thoroughfare.

FOR DISPOSAL, a NURSERY and
FLORIST'S BUSINESS, comprises about a quarter

of an acre of ground, wilh four large Span-roof Greenhouses
and Show-house, eight-roomed Dwelling-house and Seed-shop.
Lease fifty-five years. Ground rent £,6. Price for Lease,
Goodwill, Dwelling-house. Shop, Glass, and other Erections,
.^i5CO Stock at a valuation, or would be sold by Auction.
Apply to PROTHEROE and MORRIS, 98, Gracechurch

Street. London, E.C.

O LET, for a Term of years, a FLORIST'S
BUSINESS, well situated in the West End. Compact

and in Good Repair.
A. B. C, GnrJeiiers' Chronicle Office, W.C.

O LET, a Noble RESIDENCE in CUM-
BERLAND, known .is .Skirsgile Hall, near Penriih.

Capital Stabling, Gardener's and Coachman's Cottages. Home-
stead, Pleasure and Kitchen Gardens. Frontage of upwards of
a mile to the winding River Chamont. Richly timbered Park

;

in all 89 acres. Descriptions of Hall and Grounds now ready.
Possession had November 11. To view and other particulars
apply to

JOSEPH TREMBLE, Nurseryman (the owner), Penrith

FOR DISPOSAL, a Genuine Old-established
NURSERY BUSINESS. First-class neighbourhood,

close to rail. House, two Cottages, Stabling for two Hor<es.
Cart-shed, Greenhouse. Tool-house, and about 9 acres of Land.
For particulars apply to

Mr. HUNTON, Estate Agent, Bracknell.

r,"'OR SALE.— Some large CAMELLIASi and ORANGE TREES, from 7 to 11 feet high. Full
particulars may be obtained by applying to

C. V, R.. Stanage Park. Brampton Brian, Herefordshire.

To Nurserymen, &c.
(CHARLES VUYLSTEKE begs to call
V-^ attention to his large and splended stock of fine budded
PLANTS, the best variety ol the following :—Azalea indica.
Azalea mollis, hardy Ghent Azaleas. Camellias. Kalmia latif dia.
Rhododendrons, Spira;a (Hoteia) japonica, &c.
CATALOGUES on application at the
Nuiseries. Loochristy. near Ghent, Belgium, or to his Agents

in London. Messrs. R. SILBERRAD AND SON, 15, Harp Lane,
Great Tower Street, E.C.

ORCHIDS.—Thousands of choice Orchids
arriving this month from Brazil, West Indies, Colombia,

Assam, &c., can be supplied in fine imported pieces on arrival,
at 3^. ed^y ^s

,
js. 6d. , and 10s. 6(/. A choice selection of Estab-

lished and Semi-estaljlished plants, growing freely and in good
health, also kept in stock. Orchid growers are respectfully
requested to make an early application to the
NEW PLANT AND BULB COMPANY, Lion W.alk,

Colchester, in order to secure the best pieces.
N,B.—The Brazilian Orchids are to hand, in fine condition.

To Market Gardeners and Others.
BROCCOLI PLANTS FOR SALE.

MR. MYATT has a large quantity to dispose
of, the ground being let where he intended planting

them. Walcheren Broccoli, 6s. per 1000 ; Snow's Winter White,
41. per icoo. Crates for packing cost price.

25, Harefield Road, Brockley, S.E .

To Market Gardeners.
(To be sent out in the Autumn.)

"IVTARECHAL NIEL, grafted on Brier roots,
i.T_L 4000 fine plants, fit for pot culture, at £2 i6s. per 100.

,;^26 per \ooo.
VIOLA, Belle de Chatenay, fine, in good transplanted young

plants, at £i sr. per 100, and ;fiioper 1000. Other varie-
ties of Viola, such as Marie Louise. Parma. Czar, do.
white llower, for disposal in large quantities.

As many orders last season could not be supplied, as the
Stocks run out. orders must be sent immediately, to

L. PAILLET, Nurseryman, Chatenay by Sceaux near
Paris, France ; or to his Aeents, Messrs. SILBERRAD and
SONS, 15. Harp Lane, Great Tower Street, London. E C,
where CATALOGUES and Trade Lists may be had on
application.

G^ A EDEN LAW N S .

These m.ly now be gre.illy improved hy sowing

SUTTON'S MIXTURE

GRASSES AND CLOVERS
GARDEN LATiVNS. CROQUET GROUNDS, &c„

Consisting of the finest growing varieties, which will produce
a beautiful evergreen sward in a very short time.

Sow 3 bushels or 60 lb. per acre, or i gallon to 6 rods (o

For improving Lawns already in turf, sow 20 lb. per acre.

Price Is. 3d. per lb., 22s. 6d. per Bushel.

lllilnictions on the Formation and Improvement

GARDEN LAWNS, CROQUET GROUNDS, &c.,
Gratis and Post Free.

SUTTON & SONS,
THE QUEEN'S SEEDSMEN, READING,

M Four Choice and Handsome Orchids.
R. WILLIAM BULL
AERIDES FIELDINGII (FOXBRUSH),
DENDROBIUM BIGIBBUM.
CVMBIDIUM EBURNEUM.
CCELOGYNE BARBATA,

at the extremely low price of los. 6d. each.
Establishment for New and Rare Plants, King's Road,

Chelsea, London, S.W.

ROSES for Coming Autumn.—Standards,
Half Standards, and Dwarfs respectively, /,^, £^, and
^3 per 100.

CHOICE CONIFERS.
YEWS. Irish, Golden, i to 2% feet. loj. to 40J. per dozen.

,, English, Golden, nice plants, gs. to i$s. per dozen.
CYPRESS, Knaphill, t foot, 40^. per 100.

RETINOSPORA PLUMOSA AUREA.nice plants. 9J. to iM.

TyyjA AUREA, ,2 to 15 inches, bushy, £s per 100.

T/'EGETABLE PLANTS.
BRUSSELS SPROUTS and DRUMHEAD SAVOY, 3*. 6d.

per 1000.
PERKINS' CHAMPION BROCCOLI, the best for Main

Crop. 51. per rooo.
PERKINS' LATE PERFECTION BROCCOLI, the

SONS, 34, Drapery, North-

LEE'S NEW VIOLET ODORATISSIMA.
For Description, Opinions of the Press. &c., see

Gardeners' Chronule for April 6. Plants per doz., i8j. ; per
half Qoz. , iQs. td. ; per quarter doz. , 6j. The usual allowance to
the Trade where a dozen or upwards are ordered. Although
they are good plants, yet. except in large quantities, they can
be sent by post, and by having ihcm at once a season will be
gained. At planting merely dip the roots in water (this is pre-
(erable to watering after plantmg), shade first day, and they are

GEORGE LEE, F.R.H.S., Market Gardener. Clevedon.
Somerset.

"a de HAENE (lit^ A^ Dalliere),X^. Nurseryman. Ghent, Belgium.—Immense stock 01
CAMELLIAS and AZALEAS with buds(ioodiflrerent varieties),
from £,1 10 ^3 per 103 ; 2oo,coo PALMS in store-pots, such as
Areca lutescensand rubra lutescens, Cocos Weddelliana, Euterpe
edulis, Geonoma Schottiana and others, Glazioua insigiiis,
Latania borbonica, Pandanus. Phcenix. &c. Palms and other
plants for Decorative Purposes, such as Aralia Sieboldi, and
variegated Arecas, Ficus, Latania, Euterpe, &c., from \s. to 5*.
each, and upwards.

New Ferns, &c.

ASTANSFIELD and SON beg to offer
• the following fine Novelties :—

ADIANTUM CAPILLLS-VENERIS CORNUBIENSE
(figured in the Gardeners' Chrotttcle for April 28, 1877),
good plants. \os. 6d. each.

POLYSTICHUM TRIANGULUM XIPHIOIDES, sf. to
42J. each.

WOODWARDIA RADICANS BROWNII, the best crested
form, 5j. to 42*. each.

WOODWARDIA RADICANS BURGESIANA, elegantly
, ^s. 6d. ach.

WOODWARDIA RADICANS CRISPA, loj. 6d. 10631 each
., RADICANS HETEROPHYLLA, 5^. each.

Also the following. Prices on application :

—

PTERIS ARGUTA POLYDACTYLA.
,, ARGUTA STANSFIELDIL
,, ARGUTA ROTUNDATA.

See figures in Gardeners' Chronicle for March 23, 1878.
General FERN CATALOGUE post-free for two stamps.

Yale Nurseries, Todmorden.

SPECIAL OFFER to the TRADE of
HARDY BULBS and FLOWER ROOTS.

Camassia esculenta, 20J. per Mas

Delphin

Dielytr:

I nudicaule, 17J. per

L spectabilis. :

plants, 25J. per 1

Erythroniuni dens-cani
rosco, ^s. per io<

Hemerocallis fulva, las

Iris crlstata, lis. per 100.

home-growE
bulbs, 1% in. in diam.,
IOC/, per 100; \% tc

bulbil'erui

Martagoi
tigrinum, 5J. per

,, rt. pi., 675. per

,, splendeiis. 845.,

umbellai

per

per I

tro-sangui-
neum 2&r. per 100.

,
grandinorum, 25^. per

monstrosum,
5J. per 100.

odorus (Campernel Jon-

„ tclamonius, fl. pi., -js. per

Orchis maculata, home grown,
I Of. per joo.

Ornithogalum splendens, 3J.

Platycodon grandiflorum, f?.

coeruleo (Campanula
grand iflora), i -js. per

Polygonatum mulliflorum
(Convallaria multi-
flora), 9J. per 100.

Saxifraga granulata, fl. p].,

34J. per 100.

Scilla hyacinthoides coerulea,
5J. per 100.

,, patula albida, -js. per 100.

,, patula atro-co:rulea, 7J.

Smilacina bifoUa (Convallaria),
oy. per 100.

Spirsea filipendula, fl. pL, gj.

speciosum
345. per ic

botryoides, 4s. per

FLOWER ROOTS for COLD FRAMES.
Canarina campanula, 344. per 1 Cyclamen persicum, fl, rosej,

100.
I

251. to (i^s. per 100.

All grown in pots.

HARDY PERENNIALS.
Spiraea Aruncus, 25J. per 100. I Spiraea palnula, 841. per xoo.

,, japonica (Hoteia), 14J. „ elegans, 8r. each, six

per 100. £s 17s. per plants, £3 ; twelve
1000.

I
plants, £3 lor.

Orders to the amount of £2 free throughout Great Britain.

A. M. C. JONGKINDT CONINCK.
Tottenham Nurseries, Ded«msvaart, near ZwoUe, Netherlands,
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ROYAL BOTANIC SOCIETY.

THIRD SUMMER EXHIBITION, JULY 10.

AWARDS of PRIZES.
CUT FLOWERS.

ROSES, 72 varieties, single tru

1st, Messrs. Paul & Son, Cheshunt.

2d, Messrs. Cranston & Mayos, Hereford.

3d, Mr. John Keynes, Salisbury.

Extra, Mr. George Cooling, Bath.

ROSES, 48 \

ist, Messrs. Cranston St Mayos.
2d, Messrs. Paul & Son.
3d, Mr. John Keynes.
Extra, Messrs. James Mitchell & Sons, Piltdown, Uckfield.

ROSES, 24 varieties, 3 trusses. (Amateurs.)

ist, Mr. James Davis, Wilton, Wills.

ROSES, 24 varieties, 3 trusses. (Nurserymen.)

ist, Messrs. Paul & Son.

2d, Messrs. Cranston & Mayos.
3d, Mr. Charles Turner, Slough.
Extra, Mr. Henry Frettingham, Beeston, Nottingham.
Extra, Mr. John Keynes.
Extra, Mr. W. Rumsey. Waltham Cross.

Extra, Messrs. James Mitchell & Sons.

ROSES, 24 varieties, single trusses. (Open.)

ist, Mr. Charles Turner.
2d, Mr. Henry Frettingham.

ir«....i A S Mr. John Keynes.
Equ.tl 3d,

I j,^^^;^ Cranston & Co.

ROSES, Yellow, 12 trusses, one variety.

St, Mr. Henry Frettingham. | 2d, Mr. John Keynes.

ROSES. 12 trusses. Red. one variety.

St, Messrs. Cranston StMayos.
]
3d, Messrs. Paul & Son.

ad, Mr. John Keynes.
|

ROSES, White, 12 trusses, one variety.

, Messrs. Paul & Son. I 3d, Mr. Thomas Jowltt.
3d, Mr. J. Keynes.

|

ROSES, basket, mixed colours.

St, Messrs, Paul & Son. I 2d, Mr. William Rumsey,

ROSES. 12 New, of 1874, or sino

t, Messrs. Paul & Son.
|
3d, Mei

CARNATIONS, 24

St, Mr. Charles Turner.
2d, Mr. J. Douglas, Or. to F. F. Whitbourne, Esq., Loxford

Hall.

3d, Mr. Henry Hooper, Bath.

PICOTEES, 24 varieties.

, Mr. Charles Turner,
|
3d, Mr. Henry Hooper,

id, Mr. James Douglas.

HARDY HERBACEOUS FLOWERS, 24 trusses.

St, Mr. Edward Morse, Epsom.
2d, Mr. George Wheeler.
3d, Mr. W, P. Roberts, Gr. , Peterborough House. Fulham.

STOVE and GREENHOUSE FLOWERS. 24 trusses.

Equal jst, (
^J''-

Edward Morse, Epsom.
^ '

I Mr. J. Douglas.
3d, Mr. James Boltbn, Gr. to W. Spottiswoode, Esq., Seven-

GROUP or BASKET of WILD FLOWERS from a delinita

area of 5 miles' radius,

ist, Mr. Walter Hills, Gr. to Mrs. J. S. Wells, Frittleworth.
2d, Mr. F. Tyler. The Gardens, Welford Park, Newbury.
3d, Mr. G. A. Bethell, Slangham, Sussex.

MISCELLANEOITS.
Extra Prizes were awarded as under :

—

Mr. B. S. Williams, Holloway, for 2 Collections of Foliage and
Flowering Plants.

Messrs. E. G. Henderson & Sons, for 2 Collections of Plants
and I of British Ferns.

ery & Son, Dorking, for a Collection of British

Ml
Fen
Osborne & Son, for a Collection of PJanls.

Messrs. Laing & Co., for a Collection of Plants.
Messrs. Carter & Co., for a Collection of Plants.
Mr. Cannell, Swanley, Kent, (or a Collection of Cut Flowers.
Messrs. William Paul & Son, (or a Collection of Cut Roses,
Mr. Henry Hooper, Bath, for a Collection of Carnations and

Messrs. Cutbush & Son, for a Collection of Plants.
Mr, Charles Turner, for a Collection of Verbenas.

FLORICULTURAL CERTIFICATES of MERIT.
Mr, C. Turner, for Rose Harrison Weir, for Pink Rosa Bon-

heur, for yellow Picotee Lady Roseberry, Picotec Sul-
Una, for yellow Picotee Ne Plus Ultra.

Messrs. Paul & Son, for Rose Countess of Rosebery.

BOTANICAL CERTIFICATE of MERIT.
Messrs. £, G, Henderson & Son, for Polypodium Henderson!.

FR-UIT.
COLLECTION of 6 Dishes,

ist, Mr. C. Ross, Gr. to C. Eyre, Esq., Welford Park, New-

2d, Mr."?' Coomber, Gr. to F. A. RoUes, Esq., The Hendre,

Monmouth. _ ^ . . ^^ ,

3d. Mr. G. Comhill. Gr to J. S. Virtue, Esq., Oatlands Park.

Extra, Mr W. Robbins, Gr. to E. Dyke Lee, Esq., Aylesbury.

COLLECTION of 9 Dishes,

ist, Mr. G. T. Miles, Gr. to Lord Carrington.

PINE-APPLES, 2 Queens.

1st, Mr. J. Hepper, Gr. to C. O. Ledward, Esq.. The Elms,

2d, Mr.T"binsmore, Gr. to T. F. Blackwell, Esq.

3d Mr. G. Ward. Gr. to T. N. Miller, Esq., Bishop Stortford.

Extra. Mr. J. Akehurst, Gr. to L. Copestake, Esq , The Grove,

Highgate.

PINE-APPLE, I Queen,

ist, Mr. J. Dinsmore.
2d, Mr. W. Polley, Gr. to Henry Rogers, Esq., Oatlands Park,

3d Mr. T. Bailey, Gr, Shardeloes, Amersham.
Extra, Mr. G. Ward.

PINE-APPLE, any other Variety.

ist, Mr. W. Davis, Gr. to W, F. Booker, Esq., Velindra,

CardiflF.

2d, Mr. G. T. Miles.
I
3d, Mr. J. Hepper.

MELONS, I Green, i Scarlet,

ist, Mr. H. Harvey, Wooley Park, Wantage.
2d. Mr. G. Murrell. Gr. to A. R. Allen, Esq., Prittlewell.

3d. Mr. James Bolton.

I MELON, Greatest Weight,

ist, Mr. T, Bailey. I 3d, Mr. H. Ward, Gr. to the

id, Mr. W. Robins. I
Earl of Radnor.

GRAPES, Basket, Black, 12 lb.

ist, Mr. P. Edwards, Gr. to Mrs. Tristiam. Llphook, Hants.

2d, Mr. Philip Feist, Gr. to R. J. Ashton, Esq , Staines.

3d, Mr. G. O.born, Finchley.

Extra, Mr. J. Peed, Roupell Park Nursery, Norwood.

GRAPES, Basket, White, 12 lb.

ist, Mr. J. Douglas.
I

2d, Mr. Philip Feist.

3d, Mr. Mowbray, Gr. to the Earl ol Leven, Fulmer.

Extra, Mr Jas. Fry, Gr. to L. J. Baker, Esq., Haydon Hall,

Eastcote.

Extra, Mr. H. Harvey.

GRAPES, 3 Bunches, Black Hamburgh,

ist, Mr P. Edwards.
2d, Mr. R. Prince, Gr. to F. Gretton, Esq., Bladon House,

Burton.
3d, Mr. P. Feist.

Extra, Mr. W. Robins.

CRAPES, 3 Bunches Black, or any other variety,

ist, Mr. Walter Hills.
|

3d, Mr. James Bolton.

2d, Mr. W. Mowbray.
I

GRAPES, 3 Bunches, Muscat of Alexandria,

ist, Mr. J. Douglas. I 3d, Mr. G. Cornhill.

ad, Mr. James Fry.
|

GRAPES, 3 bunches White, any other kind.

1st, Mr. W. Mowbray.
2d, Mr. P. Kay. Finchley.

3d, Mr. G. Masters, Gr. to F. Day, Esq.. Oatlands Park.

PEACHES, 2 dishes,

ist, Mr. G. Cornhill.

2d, Mr. C. Ross.
3d, Mr. Burnett, Gr., The Depedene, Dorking.

NECTARINES, 2 dUhes.

ist, Mr J. Bashford, Gr to H. Erenchley, Esq., Chalton
House, Staplehurst.

2d, Mr. W. Robins.
3d, Mr. G. Halliday, Gr. to J. Morris, Esq., Castle HUl,

Bletchingly.

CHERRIES, 2 dishes Black,

isl, Mr. T. Bailey.
1

3d, Mr. G. T. Miles.

ad, Mr. Burnett.

CHERRIES. 2 dishes, white or red.

1st, Mr. James Douglas.
2d, Mr C. Ross.
3d, Mr T. Jones, Gr. Elvetham Park, Winchfield.

STRAWBERRIES, 2 dishes,

ist. Mr. James Douglas.
2d, Mr. Johu Harwood, Gr. to J. L. Lovibond, Esq., Becken-

3d, Mr. Kaile, Burton Lodge, Woking.

FIGS, 2 dishes,

MISCELLANEOUS.-EXTRA PRIZES.
To Mr. W. Robins for a Collection of Melons.
To Mr. J. Douglas for a Collection of Tomatos.

B. S. WILLIAMS'
NEW AND CHOICE

FLOWER SEEDS FOR 1878,
Post Free. p„p„k=t-.. a.

AURICULA, finest show varieties ... i 6

„ Alpine, finest mixed i o

BEGONIA HYBRIDA, finest mixed,,. 2 6

^^we

CALCEOLARIA, Williams^ Superb Strain
per packet, 5,^., y. t<i., is. 6d., and i 6

From Oie Rev. H. \V. Vule, ShiptoHt May 31, 1878.

" I am pleased to be able to say that the herbaceous Calceo-
larias grown from the seed you supplied last year, have proved
a very great success. My gardener says that he never saw
any that were more satisfactory. And when they were used
for the decoration of our church here at Easter they were
universally admired by all who saw them."

CINERARIA, Weatheriirs Extra Choice
Strain .. per packet, 5s., 3*. 61/., ar. 6</., and i 6

From Mr. Brownell, Gardener io the Countess of Kingstown,
The Castle, Co. Cork. May 13, 1878.

"Sir,— 1 have had a very satisfactory account from my
brother, in New South Wales, where I sent some seeds of
your Cineraria and Primulas. He his been very fortunate
with them in taking several prizes. He says they are the best

PRIMULA SINENSIS FIMBRIATA,
Williams' Superb Strain, red, white, or mixed, per

packet, 5J., 3J. 6d., ss. td. and i 6

From Mr. A. Bogie, Gardener to tfie Hon. G. R. Vernon,
Auchan House, April -z^, 1878.

" Sir.—The Primulas I had from you last year have teen
beautiful, not one bad plant or bloom, I have not seen any-
thing hke them. The Hon. G. R. Vernon thinks they are the
best he has had."

PRIMULA SINENSIS FIMBRIATA
COCCINEA (New) per packet 3 6

From Mr. J. Gunni-r, Great Baddow, April 10, 1878.
" Sir,—Will you oblige by sending me one packet of Primula

coccinea ? I have enclosed a bloom produced from the seed I

had from you last year. It has been much admired by all who

SOLANUM HYBRIDUM, "Empress"
(New) per packet 2 6

ILLUSTRATED GENERAL,

NEW PLANf Catalogues,
Now ready, post-free to all appluants.

Victoria and Paradise Nurseries,
UPPER HOLLOWAY, LONDON, N,
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GREAT PROVINCIAL SHOW, PRESTON,
JULY 10, 11, 12, and 13.

A"WARDS OF THE JUDGES.
Class 1.-16 STOVE and GREENHOUSE PLANTS, d.s-

lincl, 8 in bloom and 8 with fine folL-ige. (Open.)

1st J. F. O. Williams, Esq., Henwick Grange, Worcester (f..

Tildgey, Gr.) Z30.
, . ,, . . r

ad, Messrs. E. Cole & Sons, Withington, Manchester, X.20.

3d, The Preston Nursery and Pleasure Gardens Company,

Preston (W. Troughton, Manager), ;<;io.

Cla.ssi.—BRIDAL BOUQUET. (Open)
ist. Messrs. Turner Bros., St. John's Market, Liverprol.

5d, Robert Horsfall. Esq., Grassendale Pnory, Liverpool (W,

Coldbrook, Gr.) „, , ,

3d, Messrs. W. Heath & Son, College Nursery, Cheltenham.

Class 3.-BALL-ROOM BOUQUET. (Open.)

ist, John Mosley, Esq.
I

2d, Messrs. Turner Bros.

3d, Messrs. Pope & Smith.

Class 4.—12 STOVE and GREENHOUSE PLANTS, in

bloom, distinct. (Amateurs.)

ist, J. F. G. Williams, Esq., (E, Tudgey, Gr.), ;£jo.

Class 5.-6 STOVE and GREENHOUSE PLANTS, in

bloom, distinct. (Amateurs.)

Ist, Mr. Edward Pilgrim. Fern Lawn, Cheltenham, iio.

Class 6.-12 MISCELLANE4US ISTOVE and GREEN-
HOUSE PLANTS, distinct, 6 to be in bloom, (Amateurs.)

ist, Mr. Edward Pilgrim, ^^12.

2d, Miss Ffarington. Warden Hall. Preston, £10.

3d, William Birley, Esq., The Larches, Preston (J- Newton,

Gr.), .£7.

Class 7.—12 EXOTIC ORCHIDS, in bloom, distinct.

(A,

ist R. B. Dodgson, Esq. , Blackburn (T. Osman. Gr ), lia.

2d, Dr. Ainsworth. Higher Broughton, Manchester (E. Mit-

chell. Gr.), .iis.

Class 9.-9 FINE-FOLIAGED PLANTS, distinct.

(A,

ist, R. B. Dodgson. Esq., (T. Osman. Gr.), .£12.

2d, Sir Wilfred Lawson J. Hammond. Brayton, Carlisle, Gr.),

£i.
3d, J. F. G. Williams, Esq., (E. Tudgey, Gr.). 17-

Class 10.— 6 FINE-FOLIAGED PLANTS, distinct.

(Amateurs.)

ist, Mr. Edward Pilgrim, ig.
3d, John Forshaw, Esq., Moor Park, Preston, ^7

Class ii.—6 ERICAS in bloom, distinct. (Amateurs.)

ist, Mr. Edward Pilgrim, 16.

2d, J. F. G. Williams, Esq., (E. Tudgey, Or.), £4.

Class h.-q EXOTIC FERNS, distinct. (Amateurs)

ist, Mrs. Birchall. Rlbbleton (W. R. Williams, Gr.), 111.

3d, Mr. David Chapman, ^8.

Class 13.—6 EXOTIC FERNS, distinct. (Amateurs.)

ist, Mr. E. Pilgrim, 16.

2d. R B. Dodgson, Esq., (T. Osman, Gr.V ^4.
3d, J. F. G. Williams (E. Tudgey, Gr.), i^.

Class 14.—6 CROTONS, distinct. (Amateurs.)

ist, Edward Pilgrim, Esq., i6.
ad. Mr. J. Hammond, Gr. to Sir W. Lawson, £i.

Class 14 A.-6 NEW and RARE PLANTS. (Amateurs.)

1st Edward Pilgrim, Esq., £6. \ 2d, Mr. J, Hammond, £^.
3d, Hon. A. C. C. Maxwell, .£3.

Class 15.—u BRITISH FERNS, distinct. (Amateurs.)

ist, Thomas Bolton, Esq., Fern Cottage, Warton, near Cam-
forth. 16.

2d, E. J. Lowe. Esq.. j£4.

3d, R. B. Dodgson, Esq. (T. Osman. Gr.), £,%.

Class 16.—6 BRITISH FERNS, distinct. (Amateurs.)

1st, Mr. Edward Pilgrim, ^£3.

2d, Mr. Joseph Stewardson, .£2.

3d, Colonel Cross, Red Scar, Preston (R. Gould, Gr.), ;£r.

Cla.ss 17.— 3 PALMS, distinct. (Amateurs.)

1st, Mr. J. Hammond. ;£4. | ad, Mr. Edward Pilgrim. ,£3.

3d. Miss Ffarington, .£2.

Class 18.—3 TREE FERNS(not less than 4 feet stems).

1st. Mr. David Chapman, ;£4.

Class 19.-6 SHOW PELARGONIUMS, in bloom, distinct.

(Amateurs.)

ad, William Birley, Esq. (J. Newton. Gr.), ^£3.

Class 21.—6 ZONAL PELARGONIUMS, in bloom, distinct.

(Amateurs.)

ist, William Birley. Esq., .£4. j ad, J. B. Jones, Esq. £-i.

od, Mr. David Chapman, .£2.

Class 23.-6 FUCHSIAS, disiinct, in bloom. (Amateurs.)

ist, T. Dodd, Esq , Swallow House, Penworlham, ;£4.

Class 24.-6 TUBEROUS BEGONIAS, distinct, in flower.

(Amateurs.)

ist, J. B. Jones. Esq., ,£3.

Class 25,-9 GLOXINIAS, in bloom, distinct. (Amateurs.)

1st, Colonel Cross, ;£3.

Class 27.-6 ADIANTUMS. distinct. (Amateurs.)

ist, R. B. Dodgson, Esq. (T. Osman, Gr.). Ii.
ad. Mrs. Birchall (W. K. Williams, Gr.). .£3.

3d, John Forshaw, Esq., ;£2.

Class 28.-12 SUCCULENTS, distinct. (Amateurs.)
1st, John Atherton, Esq., .£3. | ad, J. B. Jones, Esq

, ,£3.

Class 29,-6 CALADIUMS. distinct. (Amateurs.)

ist, Edmund Birley, Esq.. ^£3.

Class 30.—6 DRACi«NAS. distinct. (Amateurs)

ist, Mr. J. Hammond, ^£3.

2d, R. B. Dodgson Esq. (T. Osman, Gr.), {,1.

3d, Joseph Harding, Esq., Moor Park, Preston, £t.

Class 33.-24 ROSES, distinct, single blooms.

(Amateurs.)

ist, Hon. A. Upton (R. Craig, Gr.), £3.

2d, Mr. Henry Wilson, Brentwood, Cheadle, ll.

3d, Mr. William Warburton, Mytton Hall. Whalley, ill IM.

Class 34.— 12 ROSES, distinct, single blooms,

(Amateurs.)

1st, John Taylor, Esq , Malpas. Cheshire, ;£l 10s.

2d. The Right Hon. Lord Winmarleigh, .£1,

3d, Mr. Thomas Bolton, loi.

Class 35.—Basket of ROSES, with Rose foliage only.

(Amateurs.)

ist, Henry Wilson, Esq., ,£i los.

Class 37.-GROUP of 100 MISCELLANEOUS STOVE
and GREENHOUSE PLANTS, space not to exceed

250 superficial feet. (Nurserymen.)
ist. The Preston Nursery and Pleasure Gardens Company, .£25

2d, Messrs. F. & A. Dickson & Sons, i,io

Class 38.-12 NEW and RARE PLANTS, not in commerce.

(Nurserymen)
t.st, Mr. William Bull, Chelsea, .£15

2d, Mr. B. S. Williams, l^o

Class 39.—12 NEW and RARE PLANTS, sent out in

1876, 1877, and 1878. (Nurserymen.)

1st, Mr. William Bull. ,£12 | 3d. Messrs. Wra. Rollisson &
3d. Mr. B. S. Williams. ;£3 1 Sons. Tooting, London, £6

Class 40 -COLLECTION of 100 MISCELLANEOUS
HARDY PLANTS, in or out of (lower, space not to

exceed 250 superficial feet. (Nurserymen.)
1st, Messrs. W. Barron & Son, Elvaston Nurseries, Derby,

.£5
2d, Messrs. F. & A. Dickson & Son, ;£io

3d, The rPreston Nursery and Pleasure Gardens Company,
;£6'

Class 41.—12 STOVE and GREENHOUSE PLANTS, in

bloom, distinct. (Nurserymen.)
ist, Messrs. E. Cole & Sons. .£15

2d, The Preston Nursery and Pleasure Gardens Company,
x:.o

Class 42.-12 EXOTIC ORCHIDS. (Nurserymen.)

ist, Mr. B. S. Wdliams

Class 43.-6 EXOTIC ORCHIDS, (Nurserymen.)
ist, Messrs. Wm. Rollisson & Sons

Class 44.-9 FOLIAGED PLANTS, distinct.

(Nurserymen.)
1st, The Preston Nursery and Pleasure Gardens Company,

.£10

Class 45.-3 TREE FERNS, distinct, with stems not less

than 5 feet high. (Nurserymen.)
ist. The Preston Nursery and Pleasure Gardens Company, ;£9

Class 46.-6 ERICAS, in bloom, distinct. (Nurserymen.)

jd, Messrs. E. Cole & Sons, .£4

jd. The Preston Nursery and Pleasure Gardens Co., ;£3.

Class 47.— la EXOTIC FERNS, distinct. (Nurserymen.)

1st. Messrs. E. Cole & Sons, ,£10

2d, The Preston Nursery and Pleasure Gardens Company, Xi8

Class 48 12 DRAC^NAS, distinct. (Nurserymen.)
ist, Messrs. Wm. Rollisson & Son, ;£9

2d, Mr. B. S. Williams. iCj

3d, The Preston Nursery and Pleasure (gardens Company, £$
Class 49.-6 CROTONS, distinct. (Nurserymen.)

ist. The Preston Nursery and Pleasure Gardens Company, £6
2d. Mr. B. S. Williams. U \

3d. Messrs. E. Cole & Sons, .£3

Class 50.—20 CONIFERS and TAXADS, distinct, the speci-

mens not to exceed 6 feet in height. (Nurserymen.)
ist, Messrs. W. Barron & Son, ;£i5

2d, Messrs. F. & A. Dickson & Sons. .£10

Class 52.-6 TUBEROUS BEGONIAS, in flower, disiinct.

(Nurserymen.)
ist, Messrs. John Laing & Co., Stanstead Park, Forest Hill,

London. .£3.

Class 53.-9 SHOW PELARGONIUMS, in flower, distinct.

(Nurserymen.)
ist, Mr. C. Rylands. Ormskirk, £6.

Class 54.-9 FANCY PELARGONIUMS, in flower, disiinct.
(Nurserymen.)

ist. Mr. C. Rylands. .£6.

Class 55.-9 ZONAL PELARGONIUMS, in flower, disiinct.
(Nurserymen.)

ist. The Preston Nursery and Pleasure Gardens Company, £6.
2d, Mr. C. Rylands. ;£4.

Class 56.-72 ROSES, distinct, single . (Nurserymen.)
ist, Messrs. Paul & Son. The Old Nurseries, Cheshunt, ;£8.

2d, Mr. G. Davidson, Whitecross Nurseries, Hereford, .£6.

Class 57.-48 ROSES, distinct, single flowers. (Nurserymen.)
1st, Mr. George Prince, Oxford, ;£6.

ad, Mr. Wm. Corp, Oxford, ^£4.

Messrs. F, & A. Dickson & Sons, ^£3.

Class 58.-24 ROSES, distinct, single flowers. (Nursery

2d. Mr. C. Rylands, .£2.

Class 59.—A basket of 12 STOVE and GREENHOUSE
FLOWERS, distinct. (Nurserymen.)

ist. Messrs. E. Cole & Sons, £2.
2d, Messrs. F. & A. Dickson, £1.
3d, Messrs. Turner Brothers. .£1.

isf. Messrs. James Dickson & Sons. Chester, ;£s.
2d, Mr. H. Boiler. South Row, Kensal New Town, London.

W., ;£3.

Class 60.—COLLECTION of FRUIT. (Open.)
ist, Mr. William Coleman, Eastiior Castle, (Gr. to Earl Somers),

.£5
2d, The Right Hon. Lord Bagol (T. Bannerman. Gr.), .£10.

Class 61.—GRAPES. MADRESFIELD COURT.
3 bunches. (Open.)

1st, Thomas Barnes. Esq.. The Quinta. Chirk, ^£3.

2d, The Right Hon. Lord Bagot. ila.

3d. Mr. John Cowan, Garston, Liverpool. j£r.

Class 62.—GRAPES, any black kind, excluding Madresfield
Court and Black Hamburgh, 3 bunches. (Open.)

ist, Thomas Barnes, Esq. (J. Lowdon. Gr.), ,£3.

2d, The Right Hon. Lord Bagot, £7.

Class 63.—GRAPES, any white kind, excluding Muscat of
Alexandria. 3 bunches, (Open.)

ist, The Right Hon. Lord Bagot. £i.
2d, Mr. Wifliam Warburton, .£2.

3d. The Right Hon. Viscount Boyne (W. Boddey, Gr.), ;£t.

Class 64.—GRAPES, basket, not less than I3 lb (Open.)
ist, R. Reeves. Esq . Ashton's Green. St. Helens (J.

Meredith, Gr.), £2.
3d, James Watts, Esq , Abney Hall, Cheadle (R. Mackellar.

Gr.), .£2.

3d, Mr. John Cowan, ;£i.

Class 65.—PINE APPLE QUEEN, single fruit. (Open.)
ist. Mrs. Vivian, Swansea (J. Harris. Gr.), ^£2.

ad, Mr. W. Pratt, Hawkstone Gardens, Salop, ;£r.

Class 67.—STRAWBERRIES, collection of not less than 10
varieties. (Open.)

ist. Mr. W. Pratt. .£5.

ad. C. S. A. Thelluson, Esq. (W. Chuck, Gr.) £3.
3d, Mr. William Mansley, £1.

Class 68.—STRAWBERRIES, 2 dishes, distinct varieties.
(Open.)

ist. Earl Beauchamp, Madresfield Court, (W. Cox, Gr.), £7.
2d, Earl Somers (W. Coleman. Gr.). .£,.

3d, Mr. John Taylor. Malpas, Cheshire, lor.

Class 69.—STRAWBERRIES, single dish. (Open.)
ist. Earl Beauchamp (William Cox, Gr.), .£t.

ad, Mr. John Woodhouse, Sen., 15J.

3d, C. S. A. Thelluson, Esq 101.

Class 71.-FIGS, single dish,- (Open.)
ist. Earl Somers, £1.
3d, The Right Hon. Earl of Crawford and Balcarres (A,

Jamieson, Gr.), 151.

3d, The Right Hon. Earl of Crawford and Balcan
3d, William Blinkhom, Esq. (I. Smith, Gr), 101.

Class 73.—MISCELLANEOUS FRUITS not mentioned i

Schedule.
1st, Mr. J. Mclndoe, .£i.

VEGETABLES,
Class 74.—COLLECTION of VEGETABLES, 8 distinct

ist, The Right Hon. Lord Carrington, Wycombe Abbey (G,
T. Miles, Gr.), £6.

2d, Mr. Richard Walmsley, £^.
3d, li. B. W. Baker, Esq,, £3.

Class 75.—PEAS, 3 distinct kinds, J^ peck each.

1st. Sir T. Edwards Moss, Bart. (W. Hinds, C3r.), ^£3.

2d. Mr. W. R. Winch. .£2. | 3d. Mr. William Mansley, £t.

Class 76.—POTATOS. 3 distinct kinds. 9 tubers of each.

ist R. B. W. Baker, Esq, ^3. I 3d, Lord Carrington, j£i.

ad, Mr. John Taylor, ;£2.
1

Class 77.—12 ONIONS,
ist. Messrs. E. Smith & Son. ;£r im.
2d, Lord Carrington. £1.

3d, Mr. John Woodhouse, Jun., loj.

Class 78.-12 TOMATOS.
ist, Sir Thomas Edwards Moss, ;£r loj.

3d, Lord Carrington, ;£i.

3d, Earl Beauchamp (W. Cox, Gr.), IM.

Class 79.-CUCUMBERS, i brace.

ist, Mr. Edmund Birley. ;£i. I 3d, Colonel Cross, lOr.

2d, Mr, T. B. Dalby, 15J. |
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Class 80.—SALADS. 6 varielies, distinct.

i:t, Messrs. Edward Smith & Son. Ci.
2d, Mr. H. Holder. .£3.

|

3d, Mr. J. Myerscough, li.

Class 81.-MISCELLANEOUS. Any Vegetables not

specially mentioned in foregoing classes.

I5t, Earl Beauchamp. £,<.

2d, Lord Carringtcn, 155. I
3d, Mr. R. B. W. Baker, ic

IMPLEMENT S.
Class s.—GARDEN WATERBARBOW.

lit, Messrs. William Rollisson and Sons, Silver I\led.il.

Class 10.—Best STAND of HORTICULTURAL
APPLIANCES.

ist, Messrs. R. Halliday & Co., Manchester, Silver Medal.

Class 11.—Best EXHIBITION of HORTICULTURAL
BUILDINGS and STRUCTURES.

1st, Messrs. R. Halliday & Co., Manchester, Gold Medal.
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OS B O RN AND SONS'
GENERAL CATALOQXTE

Of STOVE and GREENHOUSE PLANTS
is now ready. It contains a Descriptive List

of the leading Novelties, also of Azaleas,

Camellias, &c. Post-free on application.

THE FULHAxM NURSERIES, LONDON, S.W.

WM. PAUL & SON,

ROSE GROWERS,
XREE, PLANT, BULB, AND

SEED MERCHANTS.

WALTHAM CROSS,
HERTS.

Adjoining the "Waltham" Sution,
Great Eastern Railway.

Insptction of Stock invited.

Priced Descriptive Catalogues free by post.

^K SUTTON'S ^^
CHOICE VEGETABLE SEEDS,

FOR PRESENT SOWING.

CABBAGE.

s^ IN onpareii . . c

:"^ Early Dwarf
York .. c

Red Pickling 1

CNION.—New Queen.
A valuable, new, and distinct variety, being the earliest of

all Onions. Sown in March it comes to maturity In July, or
sown in July it is fit for use the following autumn. It is of
beautiful mild flavour, and strongly recommended.

Per packet, \s.

Tfte/oUowhig varieties, s(nvn in yuly and August, will come
very large size during the following Spring and

Summer :

NEW GIANT ROCCA (the largest vari

LARGE EARLY RED ITALIAN
LARGE EARLY WHITE ITALIAN
GIANT LATE RED ITALIAN ..

GIANT LATE WHITE ITALIAN

:ty)

Perc

Vegetable Seeds up to

with a charge of 41/. for the i:

Railway Station in England ;

STJTTON & SONS,
THE QUEEN'S SEEDSMEN, READING.

^E,
FREEMAN'S ALL HEART CABBAGE,

IS. per ounce, xos. per lb. One of the most compact and
best selected stocks of Cabbages grown,

FREEMAN'S INCOMPARABLE SPRING
CABBAGE, ij. per ounce, loi. per lb. A splendid exhibi-
tion variety, tender, melting, and delicious flavour.

FREEMAN'S MONSTROUS ITALIAN
ONION, II. f>d. per ounce, 12s. per lb. The largest and
best flavoured Onion in cultivation.

FREEMAN'S GIANT ROCCA ONION,
IS. per ounce, io5. per lb.

Tke above Prize will be given in one sum to the Grower of the
best Spetimens ofGarden Producefrom Seed supplied hy

0. E. FREEMAN, EOONpMIO SEEDSMAN, NORWICH.

PAUL & SON'S NEW CHESHUNT RAISED ROSES.

Paul & Son,
"OLD" NURSERIES, CHESHUNT, N.,THE

Beg respectfully to announce as ready for delivery

Their NEW ROSES for 1878.
They have all been carefully tried for some three or more years, and can be confidently

recommended. Paul & Son, looking back, are pleased to find that the Roses distributed by them,

such as Duke of Edinburgh, Reynolds Hole, Sultan of Zanzibar, and others, have all proved to

be better than ever they could have anticipated.

H.P. JOHN BRIGHT (Paul & Son).—Pure glowing crimson, the
brightest of Roses. First Prize National Rose Society, for any New Rose ; First-class

Certificate Crystal Palace. io.r. dd, each, extra size I2j-. dci. each.

H.P. ROBERT MARNOCK (Paul & Son).—Rich brownish crimson,
new in colour, a grand and effective garden Rose. is. 6d. each.

H.P. CLIMBING BESSIE JOHNSON (Paul & Son).—A new
climbing, or pillar, white, perpetual Rose. A great acquisition, ^s. each, large

blooming plants "js. 6d. each.

H.P. MRS. LAXTON (Thos. Laxton, Esq.).—Bright rosy crimson,
the most perfectly shaped Rose raised. First-class Certificates Royal Horticultural and
Royal Botanical Society, Manchester ; First Prize, Nottingham, for best Seedling Rose.

lOi-. 6d. each.

The Set for £1 lOs.

For fuller description see CATALOGUE, and at the Old Nurseries, Cheshunt, N., where

THE ROSES ARE NOW SPLENDIDLY IN BLOOM.

Frequent Trainsfrom London to Cheshunt by Great Eastern Railway.

PAUL & SON, The Old Nurseries, CHESHUNT, N.

TheThames Bank Iron Company
OLD BARGE WHARF,

UPPER GROUND STREET,
LONDON, S.E.,

Have the largest and most complete stock in the Trade
;

upwards of £10,000 worth to choose from.

HOT-WATER BOILERS, PIPES, and CONNECTIONS,
And all CASTINGS for HORTICULTURAL PURPOSES.

Their New Illustrated Catalogue, 2>th Editiofi, now ready

[price Sixpence).

Hot-water Apparatus erected complete, or the Materials supplied at "Wholesale Prices.

NOTICE. -NOTICE.

ROSES IN POTS.
Many tlioiisands, from 12s. to ^os. per dozen.

Magnificent plants of the above, consisting of all the finest and most esteemed varieties of
TEAS, CHINAS, NOISETTE and HYBRID PERPETUAL ROSES, well adapted for

Greenhouse Culture and Conservatory Decoration.

CLEMATISES in POTS,
By the hundred or thousand, of the Newest and most Choice Varieties, from 1 2S. to y>s. per dozen.

Trained specimen plants at y. each.

PRICED CATALOGUES MAY BE HAD ON APPLICATION.

ADDRESS;—

W^M. AA^OOD & SON,
THE NURSERIES, MARESFIELD, NEAR UCKFIELD, SUSSEX-
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HENRY ORMSON,
HORTICULTURAL BUILDER AND HOT-WATER APPARATUS ENGINEER,

STANLEY BRIDGE, KING'S EOAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

THE BEST BUILT HOTHOUSES AND CONSEKVATOBIES.
Surveys made and Gentlemen waited on in any part of the Country. Catalogues, Plans, and Estimates supplied gratis on application.

UNSURPASSED BOILERS AND HEATING APPARATUS.

BOULTON & PAUL, HORTICULTURAL BUILDERS, NORWICH,
MANUFACTURERS of PRIZE GARDEN IMPLEMENTS, PRIZE GARDEN FURNITURE, «&c.

11i:SCR[PTI\'E LISTS Fir: hy Post. Orders .viunintiiti; to 40,1. Carriage Paid.

36-GALLON SWING WATER BARROW,
i

GARDEN ROLLER, PORTABLE PUMP. WATER or LIQUID MANURE CART.

Cash Pnc
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GEO. JACKMAN & SON.

NEW HARDY CLEMATIS.
.\w.,r,icd First -fl.us

Cniijicalcs by the Royal
ISolanic and Royal Jlor-
tii liltUral Societies of
I.otuioii and Crystal
I 'alace Company.

Ready for Distribution on llie

I'irst Wcckin JUNIO, 1878.

C, EDITH JACKMAN.
A cliarming variety of llie patens group, of free growth, and

having tcrnatc leaves. Tlie delicately-tinted flowers me;isure
fully ^ inches across, which are while, with a very delicate flush

of mauve. The stamens, which are somewhat conspicuous, have
white filaments, .ind dark chocolate-purple anthers, which
contrast admirably with the delicate tint of the sepals. Price
yj. 61/. each.

C. DUKE OF NORFOLK.
A variety of the early Lanuginosa section. The flowers are

about 4 inches across, eight-sepaled, forming a close well-set
flower of a very deep mauve colour, with a broadish pale bar

;

the anthers are darker coloured. Price js. bd. each.

C. PRINCESS OF WALES.
A grand variety of the early Lanugino-sa type. The flowers

are large, remarkable for the breadth ol their sepals, and their
rich satiny lustrous colouring ; they are fully 7 inches across,
flat, very full, eight-sepaled, much overlapped, so that the four
inner ones meet at the base. The colour is a deep bluish mauve,
with a satiny surface. An exceedingly fine Clematis. Price

C. SAMUEL MOULSON.
A handsome variety of the early Lanuginosa group. The

flowers are mauve-coloured, with a reddish tint on the bars,
the mauve tint being paler next the bars, and the anthers arc
dark coloured and well contrasting. Price 75. 6(/. each.

The set of Four Varieties^ inctttding Package, for 25.1.

WOKING NURSERY, SURREY.

EWING & COMPANY'S

SPECIALITIES

FOR SUMMER.

1878.

All in pots, and fit fur immediate removal.

NEW ROSES,

TEA anil NOISETTE HOSES,

CLEMATISES,

GRAPE VINES
,

ORCHARD HOUSE TREES,

Of best New and Old Sons. Propagated in Quantity
corresponding with their promise or merit.

Of best Quality-In great Quantlty-At Low Prices.

LISTS FREE.

EWING & COM PANY,

The Royal Norfolk Nurseries,

NEWMARKET ROAD, EATON,
NEAR NORWICH.

VI N ES-VI N ES-VI N ES.
A splendid lot of well hardened Canes, fit for

immediate planting. All the most approved
varieties, "js. 6d. and icf. 6d. each. Also

FIGS IN POTS,
Well set with Fruit, 5.?. to io.f. 6d. each.

O S B O R N AND SONS,
THE FULHAM NURSERIES, LONDON, S.W.

ROSES, PICTORIAL TREES, &c.

" The Roses of Nlr. I'.-iul are things to

" Roses of every hue, so fresh, and bright, and numerous, that Ihi

gardens at Waltham Cross in full summer time."

—

Montini' Post.

once and dream of for ever."

—

Athenesum.

nd pictures to itself the scenery of the Rose

Wm. Paul & Son
Respectfully invite all who take an interest in

ROSES AND ROSE CULTURE,
To view the Stock growing in their Nurseries at Waltham Cross, which they believe to be
still unsurpassed. The old-fashioned Roses, dear to many from association, arc still cultivated,

and every Novelty of Merit is added as it appears. Many seedlings, raised in the establishment,

and others raised by the celebrated rosarian, R. B. Postans, Esq., can be seen only in this

establishment.

THE PICTORIAL TREES,
NOW SO LARGELY USED IN ORN.\MENT.\L G.XRDENING, .\RE .\LSO LN FLXE CONDITION.

Admission free on presentation of Address Card.

Visitors by Railway can enter the Nurseriesfrom the platform, Waltham Station, Great

Eastern Railway.

WORKS on HORTICULTURE, by WM. PAUL, F.L.S,, F.R.H.S.

THE ROSE GARDEN (Seventh Edition), Woodcuts and fifteen Coloured Plates ... 2

THE ROSE GARDEN (Si.xth Edition), Woodcuts i

ROSES IN POTS (Fourth Edition), Woodcuts
ROSES and ROSE CULTURE (Fourth Edition) :

VILLA GARDENING (Third Edition), Woodcuts

PAUL'S NURSERIES AND SEED WAREHOUSE,
"WALTHAM CROSS.

MESSENGER & COMPANY,
MIDLAND HORTICULTURAL BUILDING & HOT-WATER

ENGINEERING WORKS, LOUGHBOROUGH.

Horticultural Buildings erected on Messenger & Co.'s P.atent Method of Construction are very strong, most
durable, light, elegant, amply ventilated, perfect efficiency for intended purpose is guaranteed, are economical in cast
and maintenance : combine the peculiar advantages of Wooden and of Iron Houses, without their disadvantages.

MESSENGER and CO.. from their long e.tperience, and having large Works e.\clusivelv devoted to the
Construction and Heating of Horticultural Buildings, are in a position to execute mth despatch, in the best manner,
the Orders with which they are entrusted. Only thoroughly well seasoned timber used.

Tlie Plans of Landscape Gardeners, ArcUteots, and Others carried out
Plans and Estimates forwarded free on receipt of Particulars by Post. Estimates sent free of charge.

Ladies and Gentlemen waited upon.
Illustrated CAT.^LOGUES of GREENHOUSES, VINERIES, HE.-\TING APPARATUS, fi:c., sent free

on application. Richly Illustrated CATALOGUE of HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS and HEATING
APPARATUS (the Designs taken from Works e.vecuted by M. & Co.), post-free for thirty-three stamps. Gentlemen
consulting this Catalogue have the advantage of inspecting designs whose efficiency has been tested by actual
experience.
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By Her Majesty's Royal Letters Patent.

EEl^DLE'S PATENT SYSTEM OE GLAZIIG.
This Invention is now adopted by Her Majesty's Government^ all the leading Railway

Companies, Public Binldings, Winter Gardens, ^c., throughout the Country.

ROOFS, &c.,

Lately Glazed on Rendle's

Patent Systenfi.

Albert Hall. Sheffield.

Bailey Markets,—Batley Corporation-
Boat House and Club House, Kcw.
Blackpool Winter Gardens.
Brick Lane Stables.—Great Northern Rail-

way Company.
Bath Goods Station,—Great Western Rail-

way Company.
Corporal ion of Leeds Corn Exchange.
Cardiff Station.—Great Western Railway.
Chatham Royal Dockyard.
Ceres Works. Wolverhampton.
Cambridge Barracks, War Department.
Evesham Corn Exchange.
Glasgow Cab Sheds,—Enoch Square Rail-

way Station.

Great Northern Railway Company.
Great Malvern Station,— Great Western

Railway.
Keyser's Royal Hotel. Blackfriars.

Knostrop Sewage Works,—Leeds Corpora-
Lecture Hall, York. [tion.

Leicester Tramway Stables.

Leicester Opera House.
Lett's Wharf,—Commissioners of Sewers,

Lambeth.
Manchester,—De Eergue & Co.
Manchester, — Vickers & Sons' Ware-

North Road Railway Station. Plymouth,—
Great Western Railway Company.

Neath Railway Station,—Great Western
Railway Company.

Neath Goods Station, — Great Western
Railway Company.

Plymouth, —Willoughby Brothers, Ware-

Perry & Co.,—Warehouses, Birmingham.
Paddingion Station, Departure Platform,

Great Western Railway Company,
Paddingten Station, Engineer's Office,

—

Great Western Railway Company.
Royal Aquarium, Westminster.
Rhyl Wmler Gardens.
Rawdon Convalescent Home.
Smithfield Warehouses, Parker's Works.
Sparbrook Nail Works, Birmingham.
Sheffield Vegetable Markets,-The Duke

of Norfolk.

Southend Skating Rink.
Swimming Baths. Chelsea.
Sewage Farm,—Corporation of Birming-
Torquay,—G. S. Bridgman, Esq. (ham.
Thomfield,— J. R. Armitage, Esq.
Woodside Railway Station, Birkenhead,—

Great Western and Norlh-Weslern
Joint Station.

Wolverhampton Skating Rink.
Wolverhampton— H. Lovatt, Esq., Work-

Wolverhampton,—Perry. Esq., Orchard-

Wolverhampton, — Mr. Henry Gough's
Warehouses.

Wolverhampton,—S C. Riddle, Esq.
Wolverhampton, — John Harper & Co.,

Workshops.
Woolwich Royal Arsenal,—Contract Stores
Woolwich Royal Arsenal,- Carriage De-

partment.
Woolwich Royal Arsenal,—Greenhouses.
Woolwich Royal Arsenal,—Rocket Shed.
Woolwich Royal Arsenal.—New Smithy.
Woolwich Royal Arsenal,—Shell Foundry.
Woolwich Barracks.—Stables
Westminster,— Hankey, Esq., Mansions.
Wolverton Carnage Sheds,—London and

North-Western Railway.
WiUesden Juncuon,—London and North-

western Railway Company.
Winter Gardens, Aston Park, Birmingham.
Weaving Sheds—Messrs. Marshall & Co.,

SPECIAL ADVANTAGES
OF RicNDLE's Patent

System of Glazing.
This system is now bciug univer-

sally adopted by Her Majesty's Gm'ern-

ment, several of the leading Railway

Companies, some of the principal Cor-

porations, including the Metropolitafi

Board of Works, Commissioners of

Sewers, and the Neiu Winter Garden

Companies throughout the country.

There is an enormous Saving in the

Maintenance and Repairs of Roofs on

this System—say from 80 to 90 per

cent.—and there is no reason why a

Roofshould not be as perfect in 20

rears as the first week, because all the

perishable Materials, such as wood,

iron or faint, are completely covered

bv the glass from the destructible in-

fluences of the weather.

.Another great recommendation is

that there is no breakage from con-

traction or expansion eitherfrom heat

or cold, as the glass has full play in

every direction. Tens of thousands of

squares are broken from this cause

every year. Nor is there any break-

age from vibration of large Railway

Roojs in heavy gales of wind, orfrom

the passing of express or fast trains.

Indeed, it is well kncnvn that a puttied

roof is never perfect in a station wher

express trains run through.

In adopting this system, all the

everlasting expenses of repainting or

reputtying are completely done atvay

with ; and, as it is noiv used by sc-veral

of the Great Railway Companies, an

enormous saving will be effected—//

will have a considerable influence in

supplying an addition to the yearly

dividends.

SUMMARY OF SPECIAL
ADVANTAGES.

I.

—

Saving offrom 80 topper cent.

2.—Xo breakage from contraction or

expansion, from heat or frost.

3.

—

Xo breakagefrom vibration caused

by heavy winds or passing

trains.

4.

—

Squares of glass can be instantly

replaced.

5.— The cottstruction is very strong

and durable.

6.

—

The glass can be put on in one-

fourth the lime of the old plan.

7.

—

A^o dripfrom condensation.

Z.—Putty, cement, felt, ^c, are en-

tirely dispensed with.

PLANT HOUSES,
Conservatories, &c.,

Erected and Glazed on the

Rendle System.

His Royal Highness the Princt of Wales.

His Royal Highness Prince Christian.

His Royal Highness the Maharajah
Duleep Singh.

Her Majesty's Commissioners for Parks
and Gardens.

His Grace the Duke of Portland.

His Grace the Duke of Rutland.

His Grace the Duke of Sutherland.

His Grace the Duke of Devonshire.

His Grace the Duke of Beaufort.

The Right Hon. the Earl of Normanton.
The Right Hon. Lady Llanover.

The Right Hon. the Earl of Stamford and
Warrington.

The Most Noble the Marquis of Exeter.

The Right Hon. the Earl of Romney.
The Right Hon. the Earl of Charlemont.

The Right Hon. the Earl of Macclesfield

The Right Hon the Earl of Dartmouth.

The Right Hon. the Earl of Portsmouth.

The Dowager Countess of Aylesford.

The Right Hon. Lord Ebury.

The Right Hon. Lord Vernon.

The Right Elon. the Earl of Carnarvon.

The Right Hon. Lord Aberdare.

The Right Hon. Lord Alfred ChurchilL

The Right Hon. the Earl of Bradford.

The Right Hon. the Earl De La Warr.

The Right Hon. Sir W. G. Hayter, Bart.

The Right Hon. Lady Rayleigh.

The Right Hon. Lord Charles Russell.

The Right Hon. Lord Berkeley Paget.

The Right Hon. Lord Boulton.

The Rt. Hon. Lord De I'lsle and Dudley.
The Viscountess Galway.

The Lord Bishop of Bath and Wellj.

The Hon Arthur Kinnaird, M.P.
The Hon. Martin Sackville West.
The Hon. Ashley Ponsonby.

Sir Daniel Gooch. Bart., M.P.
Count Heinrich Zichy, Vienna.

Sir Frederick Fitzwygram, Bart.

Sir Alexander Baimerman, Bart.

Sir William Forbes. Bart.

Sir W. B. Parker. Bart.

The Baron Amphlett.

S. Majendie. Esq., M.P.
G. H. Nelson, Esq.

James Macbraire, Esq.

John Mosford, Esq-

The Rev. Canon Johnstone.

S. W. Norman, Esq.

Miss E. H. Nugent.
W. B. Buddicombe, Esq.

David Ainsworth, Esq.

Chatham County Asylum.
Major Fitzgerald.

George Blackburn, Esq. , Batley.

G. Frankum, Esq.

Thomas Pickard, Esq.

T. H. Bryant, Esq.

Mrs. York.

Miss Sandars.

Mortimer Collier, Esq.

Corn Exchange, Mark Lane.

Bartholomew's Hospital

Victoria Skating Rink, Scarborough.

Royal Horticultural Society.

FOR ALL OTHER INFORM.\TION SEE

ILLTJSXBATED CATALOGUES AND BOOKS OF DESIGN,
which can be obtained from the Inventor and Patentee

—

WILLIAM ED6CUMBE RENDLE, 3, Westminster Chambers, Victoria St., London, S.W.

PINE APPLE NURSERY, MAIDA VALE
LONDON, N.W.

LILIUM AURATUM, 1 2.^. per dozen, extra
fine; HYACINTHS. Wnite Roii.an ; JONQUILS,

double ; NARCISS, paper-white and double Roman ; ANE-

E. G. Henderson & Son
Have the pleasure to announce that they have succeeded

in obtaining a Small Stock of the Rose-coloured variety of

the Large WHITE HARDY WATER LILY.

PRICE OX APPLICATtOX,

MONE FULGENSf SNOWDROPS.
BEGONIA FROFBELI, double white NARCISS,
low, quality

Pric

F. SANDER AND CO., Seed Gri . St. Albjns.

/"VVAL-LEAVED AND EVERGREEN
yj PRIVET.—Wanted, offers for Autumn ofaboveofallsizes,

forjg ood or cash customers in trade. State quantity, price, &c.

Also double Snowdrops, Thorn Quicks and Hollies, seedling

and transplanted, all sizes ; variegated Hollies, Platanus occi-

dentaiis, 6 to 12 feet. Laurustinus (flowering), large .and small

double white and other Camellias, Azaleas, H. P. Roses, dwarf
and standard, by 100 or 1000 : Golden Retinospora and Biota

strong green and variegated Euonymus, Norway Spruce for

Christmas Trees, 4 to 9 feet ; standard Cherries, Deutzia gracilis,

white and red Persian Lilacs, Helleborus niger and maximus,
strong : named Rhododendrons, ftc. CATALOGUES of these

or Over-Stock of any description may be sent to

THOMAS STAFKORD (Forty Years at the Nurseries,

Hyde, near Manchester), Horticultural Salesman, 2,^, Sligo

Street, Pendleton, Manchester.

"^^cme an^ e)^^.

MY PELARGONIUMS, FUCHSIAS,
VERBENAS. MIMULUS. VIOLAS. PETUNIAS,

LOBELIAS,BEGONIAS,PANSIES, SWEET WILLIAMS,
&c. : they are now in full bloom and a grand sight, as they

embrace all the best varieties in cultivation.

CATALOGUE post-free.

;Ri CHARD Smith-;
,i;.Wo'RCESTERe'd'

STRAWBERRIES.— Strong plants of the

leading sorts can be supplied from the open ground

after July 15. at 5J. per too. See Descriptive FRUIT LIST,
to be had on application.

RICHARD SMITH and CO., Nurserymen, Worcester.

The Pine-apple Nursery, Malda Vale,
LONDON. N.

771 G. HENDERSON AND
.Jji« SON can supply SEE.U of the

following, quality of strains are the best that

can be grown, at per packet :
—

PRIMULA SINENSIS FIMBRIATA,
mixed colours or separate. 25. kd.

PRIMULA SINENSIS FIMBRIATA,
double-flowered, white or mixed, 2S. bd.

PRIMULA SINENSIS FIMBRIATA, Maiden's Blush, new
double. 2i. bd. and 51.

CINERARIA and CALCEOLARIA, each is. bd.

CYCLAMEN PERSICUM GKANDIFLORUM, 11. and
. bd.

. bd.

|;^Rl CHARD SMITHv
v©lWORCESTERe:<l.i

EOSES, choice Tea-Scented and Noisette, in
great i ety.

ROSES, Hybrid Perpetual, strong, for forcing.

ROSES, New. for 1878
CLEMATIS JACK.MANNI and many other sorts for bed

and climbing.

Bedding Plants, strong and healthy ; Fuchsias, Pelaigoni
Greenhouse and Stove Plants, Ferns, &c.

Descriptive priced LISTS free on application.

RICHARD SMITH and CO., Nurserymen. Worceste

Cuttings Of all tlie

GOOD THINGS.
TN SOFT-WOODED PLANTS are now
J- very cheap, Spetwi! quotations for large quantities.

CATALOGUE post-free.

TEBBS' UNIVERSAL FUMIGATOR

( .'^.^y'f,V;is!3 GREENHOUSES,
CONSERVATORIES, FERNERIES,

FRAMES, PITS, &.C.

ds of tk'Se kaltdy apparatuses

They have proved to be the best and mos
invented, and are the only Fumigators made
ciple of slow combustic '

" " " 1 the

^ J. 6n' , and

^„ „.^ ,
,.. bd. each (packing extra)—the 3J. size will

thoroughly fumigate a house from 20 to 30 feet long.

Wholesale and Retail of FLANNAGAN and SON, Seeds-

men, 08, Cheapside, E.C., and Wholesale of CORRV AND
SOPER, Shad Thames, London, S.E., and Retail of all

Nurserymen and Seedsmen.

FibrouB Peat for OrcUds. &c.

BROWN FIBROUS PEAT, best

quality for Orchids, Stove Plants. &c . iCb bs, per truck.

BLACK FIBROUS PEAT, for Rhododendrons, Azaleas,

Heaths American Plant Beds, 21s. per tun.

Delivered on rail at Blackwater, S. E. R, or Farnborough,

S. W. R., by the truckload. Sample bag. 5J ba.
; 5 bags,

2C5. ; 12 bags. 50s.

Fresh SPHAGNUM, loj. bd. per tag.

WALKEB^AND CO., Farnborough Statu , Hants,
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BOULTON & PAUL, Horticultu ral Builders and Hot-water Apparatus Manufacturers, NORWICH.
PLANS AND ESTIMATES OF EVERY DESCRIPTION OF HORTICULTURAL BUILDING IN WOOD OR IRON.

HEATING BY HOT WATER ON THE BEST PRINCIPLES AND GUARANTEED.

CATALOGUES Twenty-jour Pcnnv Stamps. Illustrated LISTS Post-fret.

Plain and inexpensive Greenhouses as above, suitable fur Small f . >ukn, m nt cnnipktc «ith bta^'cs and Heating Appaiatus For further particulars

see New LIST, post-free, contammg Prices and all information.

ISELON FRAMES, 8 feet by 6 feet, with, two lights, carriage paid to any Railway Station in England, £3 78. 6d.

BOULTON & PAUL, HORTIOULTURAL BUILDERS, NORWICH

THE HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS
INVENTED AND PATENTED BY

THE LATE SIR JOSEPH PAXTON
(For w/tich a Prize Medal zoas azuardcd, London, 1862)

Are not the slight, temporary erections that many beheve who have not seen them—merely judging from their

title, Hothouses for the Million—but are strong durable buildings, suitable for, and supplied to some of

the best gardens in the kingdom, and those sent out twelve to eighteen years ago—though built of less

strength of timber than is now used—are still more perfect (with the exception of the old wooden gutters,

now replaced by iron) and will last longer than the low-priced structures often erected by parties having no
practical knowledge of the requirements of a Horticultural I3uilding.

The Materials used—well seasoned Red Deal, English Sheet Glass, and best White Lead and Oil—are the same in the Small House, 21 feet

by II feet, at /30, n'qiiiring no brickwork, as in the larger sizes, 64 feet by 20 feet, at ;C'20, and 102 feet by 26 feet, carriage paid to any Station
in Great Britain, for £260. They are all equally and legally removable, if so required.

SELECTED TESTIMONIALS:—
use. May 19. 1863.
jle. to sAy that he has
hich he constructed for

satisfactory." {Peach

"The Mar(iiiess of Westminster writes, in reply to Mr. Keren
much pleasure in informing him that the Glass-houses for Peaches,
him in Doiset, iSbo, have fully answered their purpose, and pto
/r^// 130 feet ]

From John Caie, Gardener to His Grace the Duke of Argyle, Invcrary Castle Gardens,
May 21, 1863.

"J have much pleasure in bearing testimony to the efficiency of the Lean-to Glass-houses
which you erected here for covering in Peach and Fie trees. Although our wall is 17 feet high,
the fruit sets regularly over the whole surface, and with ihe command of ventilation these houses
have, fruit cin be forwarded or retarded at pleasure." \_Peach ll'atl isoy'eet.']

From James Dickson & Sons, Ne-.fton Nurseries. Chcs'er, January 20, 1865.
" The Span-roofed House you sent us is all we could wish, and suits us very well

The house came to us in perfect order, and not a pane broken, and was at once put up and at

work." IPl.znt house 100 X i^ feet.}

From Hunter Rodwell, ¥.^(\., Amfiion Hall, Bury St. Edmunds, Aug^ist $. 1868.
" Respecting the Orchard-house, which you sent me six years ago, 1 have much pleasure in

stating that it has answered admirably. I have always received a good crop of fruit, and the
fabric is as sound as when first put together."

From John Hl'ghes, Gardener, luce Hall, Cluster, May 20, i86g,
" Captain Yates is perfectly satisfied with the large Vinery [toS feel] you put up for us. The

crops have been everything that could be expected, with every prospect of their continuing so.

After five years of experience I consider the plan of ventilation very excellent. [iSjeei Lean-to
Vineries. J

From F. Ford. Gardeiur at Ckarleyiuood Cedars, Rickmattsworth, February 25, 1S71.
" The late Vinery you put up for us in the autuiim of 1869 fully answered all expectations.

The Plant-house put up in 1S66 is the best I have, among many built by others. The boiler

works the three houses with less fuel than the old saddle boiler did the two. It is therefore much

Frcm George Breese, Gardener to Viscount Castlero;
" The Range is now 232 feet m length. In the one erec

and Nectarines last August. Your houses have many adv;

very cheap, are light in appearance, effectually exclude wet

se, KtUarney, February i, 1866.

ed January, 1865, I had fine Peachei
ntages

; they are easily erected ant
and the ventilation is excellent."

From J. Sheppard, Woolverstone, Ifswick, in " Gardener
" I have had some years* experience with Paxton's House*

other places, and always with satisfactory results; and for ;

consider them unequalled."

t' Chronicle," June 15. 1872.

and have seen many in use at
mplity, efficiency, and price, I

Send for the Shilling Handbook, giving detailed descriptions of above, with Twenty-eight Illustrations, Plans of Heating, &c.j and copious
Directions for \'ine and Fruit Tree Culture, by a Practical Gardener.

CARRIAGE PAID PRICE LISTS FREE.
Estimates givenfor every hind of Glass-house in Wood on recipt ofparticulars of size andform j also to Architects' Plans and Specifications.

A Pamplet^ with views of different styles, ^d., post-free. Heating Apparatusfixed complete.

HEREMAN & MORTON,
3, GLOUCESTER STREET, REGENT'S PARK, LONDON, N.W.
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FLORVITA
THE LIFE OF FLOWERS.

For Stimulating and Quickening

the Growth of Plants,
AND

Producing a Rapid and Higii Development

of Blossom.

This valuable preparation is the result of

several years' exhaustive trials, and it is

scarcely possible to speak too confidently

of it.

Plants of all descriptions (Ferns excepted),

from the best known to the rarest and costliest,

develope their blossom and foliage with extra-

ordinary quickness and beauty when the

" FLORVITA " is applied to them. So also with

Fruits and Vegetables, which under this treat-

ment reach perfection with great rapidity.

Exhibitors of Horticultural Specimens will

find the " FLORVITA " invaluable.

" FLORVITA " contains all the elements

essential to healthy growth combined in a care-

fully prepared form, rendering them most easy

of assimilation, at once imparting fresh life,

and supplying rich nourishment for the perfect

development of plants, both in their blossom

and foliage.

To ladies who take an interest in their

flowers, both indoors and out, " Florvit.\ "

particularly recommends itself ; for though

chemically it represents a very highly concen-

trated fertiliser, it has not the appearance or

character of what is known under the head

of " Flower Manures," being a delicate pink

powder, soluble in water, with a most agree-

able bouciuet.

Extract from Dr. Voelcker's Analytical Report, of

Jime 7, 1878 :
-

''
II (Florvita) cont.iins nearly 11 per Cent, of Ammonia in

the Salts of Ammonia, and about the same amount of Nitrogen

which is present in these salts, in the shape of Nitrates. It

moreover is rich in Soluble Phosphoric Acid, and embodies all

the more valuable fertilising constituents of cultivated plants in

a highly concentrated and readily available condition.
" The preparation is readily soluble in water, and perfectly

free from all disagreeable smell, and it may be regarded as the

concentrated essence of the most valuable manures, deprived of

all the disagreeable smelling and useless products of partial

decomposition which generally accompany ordinary manures.
" The facility with which it can be applied, and the small

quantity required to produce a visible elTect upon flowers,

render it an elegant and efficacious substitute for liquid manure,
guano-water, &c. , for use in Greenhouses and in the Flower
Garden."

DIRECTIONS FOR USE.

One fcaspoonful of the Florvita to be added

to each gallon ofwater used. The Plants should

be watered -with it once or twice a week.

PREPARED ONLY BY

PEENTICE BEOS.,
Chemical Laboratory,

STOWMARKET.

;:^l SUTTON 'S!ip
.SUPF.KB STK.MNS OF

ELOEISTS' ELOWEES,
POST FREE.

The FINEST STRAIN of CALCEOLARIA.

SUTTON'S "PERFECTION."
After many years' careful selection we have succeeded in

producing a strain of Calceolaria which for bsauty and form of

flower, richness of colour, and habit of plant, is acknowledged
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TEA ROSES.
[Sec the Coloured Plate given with this i\'iiml/er.\

WOULD that Ruskin, whose restoration to

health and work has gladdened the

heart of every lover of Nature and of Art, could

turn, if only for the shortest time, from Turner

to Tea Roses. The change might do him good,

and might, perchance, do more to popularise

Tea Roses than all the coloured plates and

illustrative descriptions of the horticultural press

for the past fifty years. He who could write

a prose poem on a blade of grass, a sprig of

moss, a dry lichen, what might he not do and

say while enjoying a feast of Tea Roses ? What
a treat it would be to have Ruskin contrast the

fragility of the Rose with the stability of the

Lichen. The beauty of Tea Roses could hardly

be exhausted by his own exuberant descriptions

of tangled masses of autumnal foliage wet with

the sweet verdure of a thousand evergreens.
" Pui-ple, or crimson, or scarlet " (this colour

can only be applied to the Tea Roses of the

future, and gold must also be added to the

above trio), " like the curtains of God's taber-

nacle, the rejoicing trees sank into the valley

in sliowcrs of light, every separate leaf quivering

with buoyant and burning life ; and as it turned

to reflect or to transmit the sunbeam, first a

torch and then an emerald."

It seems somewhat singular that such a great

art critic as Ruskin should have been impressed
more by the colour than by the fonn of the Rose.

In another place he says, " Perhaps few people

have ever asked themselves why they admire a

Rose so much more than all other flowers. If

they consider they will find, first, that red is, in

a delicately gradated state, the loveliest of all

pure colours ; and, secondly, that in the Rose
there is no shadow, except what is composed of

colour. All its shadows are fuller in colour

than its lights, owing to the transparency and
reflective power of the leaves."

There may be something in this, but there can
hardly be a doubt that the fragrance and asso-

ciations of the Rose inspire inore admiration

than it! colour, brilliant, rich and lurid as the

latter is. The Tea or other Roses trained round
or looking in at the window, become identified,

rather than merely associated, with other Roses,

yet more sweet either inside or out. Lord
Beaconsfield shoued himself a skilful diplo-

matist in affairs of the heart where he finishes

Lothair's rather curious love-making with the

gift of a Rose to Lady Corisande.

Could the secret history of Roses e\er be
written it would furnish abundant matter for

thousands of three-volume romances. Who can
estimate how many lives have been moulded
into new forms, diverted into fresh channels, by
such a lovely Tea Rose as Devoniensis ? No
doubt sucli Roses are exquisitely beautiful and
sweet in themseh'es ; and we are read)-, as they
linger in the cold and seem afraid to venture

forth hito the harshness of our modern summers,
to urge them forth in such words as these :

—

" Ope, folded Rose
;

Longs for thy beauty the expectant air ;

Longs every silken breeze that round thee blows
:

I'lic watching summer longs to count thee fair :

Ope. folded Rose."

Still each Rose as it opens unfolds a leaf of

the book of memoiy, and suggests its separate

scries of associations.
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" flow much of memory dwells amidst thy bloom,

Rose, ever wearing beauty for thy dower I

The bridal day, the festival, the tomb—
Thou hast thy part in each, thou stateliest flower.

" Therefore, with thy breath come floating by

A thousand images of love and grief

—

Dreams filled with tokens of mortality,

Deep thoughts of all things beautiful and brief.

Rose 1 for the bouquet gathered, and the bier
;

Rose ! coloured now by human hope or pain :

Surely where death is not, nor change, nor fear.

Yet may we meet thee, joy's own flower, again."

Said a little child, as her weak fingers relaxed

the firm grip of her Rose at the approach of

death, "Will there be Roses in Heaven ?" "Assu-

redly," was the quick answer of her father ;
and

her eyes lighted up with a new lustre as she

passed away.

Some of the more potent medicines never

find their way into the phannacopoeia : chief

among them are Roses. They have a ministry

of love and of healing for all. The man of

business and of pleasure, the woman of fashion

and of suffering—the statesman, the philo-

sopher, the scientist, the business or profes-

sional man—the mechanic and the labourer

—

the duchess at one end of the social scale, the

seinptress at the other—all are the better and the

happier for the Rose. They grow in their gardens

or wear them in their dresses or button-holes.

Even Hood's "Song of the Shirt" could not have

reached to such a bottomless abyss of heart-

rending agony had there but been a single Rose

in it. And as for the sickness and the low

smarting hopeless suffering so often met with in

hospitals, infirmaries, and the homes of the very

poor—there is no better palliative for it than

sweet Tea Roses. Their purity, beauty, and

fragrance suggest hope, peace, thoughts of a

new and better life—and these are the most

potent of all healers in not a few of the worst

cases of suffering. If any successful lady culti-

vator of Tea Roses is in search of even a higher

pleasure than that delightful pursuit affords,

permit me to point out how such a pleasure may
be obtained. Let such hasten into their garden,

and cut a few of their finest half-opened Tea

Roses, and cari7 thein to the nearest invalid,

and mark the result. The dew on the Roses

may be indescribably beautiful—a galaxy of

pearls on petals of alabaster—yet is the dew

that gathers in the eye of the suffering and

the sorrowful only restrained by delicacy from

gathering into long round tears of gratitude—

a

still more beautiful sight to see.

Fortunately, too, almost everybody, anybody

may grow one or more Tea Roses. Time was,

and not so long ago either, when almost every

dwelling-house had its monthly, and its Cab-

bage or Maiden's Blush Rose. All these have

in too many cases disappeared to make room
for short-lived Hybrid Perpetual or other Roses

or plants, few of them indeed possessing the

substantial merits of those they displaced ; but

it is useless as unprofitable to cry over spilt

milk. These old favourites are gone past recall

in most instances. Fill their vacant or usurped

place as far as possible with Tea Roses. They
possess most of the merits of the old monthly

China Roses, and far exceed them in form,

substance, fragrance, colour, and consequently

beauty.

Almost as well try to paint the Rose as to

describe it. The most attractive beauty is ever

shy and retiring. It shuns the painter's studio and
the photographer's camera— tries to hide its face

with its hands or with its blushes, or run away
as soon as one begins to pile up the adjectives.

Your artist, however, has been very successful

in catching the spirit as it were of our finest

form of Tea Roses.

The plate, however, reveals in a striking

manner one of the strongest defects of our Tea
Roses, the absence of bright and and brilliant

colour. Some may contend that the advent of

Cheshunt Hybrid and others removes this

reproach ; but as the name implies, and the

character of the flower and habit of the plant

still more strikingly demonstrate, this is but a

Hybrid Tea, with less than half of Tea blood

or character about it, perhaps hardly a quarter.

It is almost too early yet to write of the Duchess

of Edinburgh, a deep crimson Tea, almost rival-

ling the famous Duke H.P. in colour. Comtesse

Riza du Pare is a beautiful pink or rose coloured

Tea, of good quality. The pink Gloire dc Dijon

has also been much finer than usual this season,

and very worthy of the nainc of the fine orange-

coloured Glory, as it is generally called by way

of pre-eminence. An older variety was sent,

out some years since under the name of Da\-id,

of a brilliant pink or purple colour. This and the

pink Gloire de Dijon (Gloire de Bordeaux)

would prove useful for hybridising.

strikingly confirm, there at least is but half or

a quarter Tea.

It is impossible to dismiss coloured Tea

Roses without a word of praise for Homer,

perhaps the most early reared, but also one of

the most beautiful of all the Tea Roses when it

comes in good form. We know a large plant on

a south wall with over 200 blooms on it, almost

each perfect. The catalogues describe it as a

Rose with salmon centre—richly-mottled pink

is far nearer the truth about Homer when in

good colour. The bud is also of exquisite form,

which is more than can be said of a good many
Tea Roses. Take the best of all our white Tea

Roses, Niphetos, what a lumpy bud and

flower it is compared with Devonicnsis or

Madame Falcot, models of Tea Roses in bud.

By the way, a good July white Tea Rose is still as

Fig. 4.—ADIANTUM WILLIAMSII. (sEE V, 45.)

Aline Sisley, again, introduced a new colour

among Teas, co\'ering the range from purple to

violet-red. There are many who do not wel-

come bright colours in this class, hitherto

distinguished by its light creamy or golden hues
;

still it would be a welcome addition to have the

saiTie colours in Teas as in other Roses. The
Teas also excel in their golden tints. To say

nothing of the Mardchal Niel, a golden host in

itself—which not a few still rank among Noisette

Roses^there is La Boule d'Or, Madame Fal-

cot, Belle Lyonnaise, Perle de Lyon, Safrano,

and several others. Can no one work in the

golden tints abounding in our Teas and
Noisettes into our Hybrid Perpetuals, and give

us in exchange a first-class crimson Tea or pure
white—let us say Boule de Neige, a brilliant

colour ? Perhaps it may be said that the advent

of Cheshunt Hybrid removes this reproach.

As the name, however, implies, and the habit

and the style of this plant and flower more

much and 'more wanted as a brilliant crimson,

with a bud and flower equal to a half-opened

Devoniensis. The whites are all French, dashed

with cream, or, worse still, stained with yellow.

Of such are such splendid Teas as Souvenir

d'Elise, Souvenir de Paul Neron, Marie Van
Houtte, Madame Willermoz, Madame Hippo-

lyte Jamin, Madame Bravy, &c. Among rose-

coloured or pink Teas perhaps Adam, Rubens,

Souvenir d'un Ami, and President are about the

best. Those who have room for but two Tea
Roses should grow Gloire de Dijon and Devoni-

ensis, if for one only choose the foriner ; the

quality is not equal to Devoniensis, but the quan-

tity is surprising. Whereroomandasuitableposi-

tion on a wall or chimney can be found for the

climbing variety of Devoniensis, that can be sub-

stituted, but it is sometimes a shy blooiner. A
third Tea many would make first—and it must

be first if under glass—is the Mardchal Niel.

One word, in conclusion, in favour of Tea
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Roses as window plants. For this purpose they

should be grown on their own roots. Eight-inch

pots are large enough, and will produce a M'on-

drous succession of Tea Roses with good soil

and liberal treatment. As soon as a branch or

truss finishes blooming pick off the dead flowers

or cut back the shoot ; it will soon break again,

and begin to flower probably before other later

and successional shoots have exhausted them-

selves.

Tea Roses treated thus pretty well earn for

themselves the title of monthly, and are seldom

of an Italian flower garden crowded with Tea
Roses. They literally rained down beauty and
fragrance on the whole garden, and rendered it

one of the most beautiful and pleasant ever

seen.

New Garden Plants.
AdIANTUM WiLI.IAMSII, sp. II. (fig. 4, p. 44).

This handsome Fern has somewhat the aspect of

A. chilense, with the form of pinnule of A. Veitch-

ianum. It is, however, quite different from the latter

in the form of the sori, which are oblong-reniform

Fig. 5.—DIEFFENBACIIIA SIIUTTLEWORTHII, IIORT. liri.L, SHOW.N' AT PRESTON, (sEE I'. 56.)

out of flower. The beauty and freshness of

their leaves, the rich variety, exquisite form,

soft and delicate colours, and unequaUed

fragrance of the flowers render them universal

fax'ourites, while their rather dwarf and bushy

habits when grown on their own roots enable

them to be grown or flowered in most windows
with success and ease. By growing say half-a-

dozen of choice Tea Roses in pots the sitting-

room window may seldom be without a Rose
from April to November. They are also un-

equalled for bedding-out in groups and for the

dotting of walls. One of the finest sights ever

seen in England was that of the boundary wall

and not circular. The straight base and nearly equal-

sided pinnas are peculiar. The growth of the plant

is free and vigorous. It has a castaneous stipes

6 or S inches long, golden at the base, and a some-

what zigzag rachis of about a foot long. The lower

pinna; measure about 4 inches, and are of an ovate

. ^ nd, that is cut straight

base with the pedicel nearly central, rarely towards the apex,

slightly trapeiiform, occasionally provided slightly at the

angles so that the basal line is concave, the margin entire or

very slightly divided into 3— 4 lobes, crenately notched be-

tween ihe sori. the sterile portions with an erose diaphanous

margin ; sori 8—10, elongate reniform or lunate, occupying the

whole of the semicircular outer edge ; indusium rugose mem-
branous, pale green, entire ; stipes castaneous, semiterele, and

as well as the slender rachides smooth and glossy; caudex

slowly creeping.

figure, attached by stalks | inch long, and bipinnate.

The pinnules, which are nowhere crowded, arc about

i inch broad, and attached by pedicels, about J inch

long, so that the parts are nowhere crowded ; they

are membranaceous, of a bright green colour, mostly

semicircular, i.e., with a straight base and equally

developed on each side of the pedicel, occasionally

slightly binate, one or two towards the apex of the

fronds and pinnx subtrapeziform, and the terminal

one very slightly tapered at the base, scarcely cuneate j

the outer margin is divided about one-fourth the

depth into 3—4 rounded lobes, and there are 5— 10

sori around the edge, according to the size of the

pinnule, each sorus being separated by a notch about

as deep as itself, breaking up the edge into crenalures.

The sori occupy the whole of the outer semicircular

edge, and occupy the crest of the crenature ; they are

kidney-shaped in outline, and are covered by mem-
branous entire indusia.

There is thus, as already intimated, a close relation-

ship to A. chilense. but the plant seems to differ from

that by its larger size and freer growth, by the peculiar

form of the pinnules, and by the less curved sori, the

ends of which in A. chilense point outwards, like a

pair of horns. There is also a peculiar undulation of

the surface of the fronds. The caudex is slowly creep-

ing, and makes its way to the sides of the pot in

which it is grown.
It is a native of Peru, where it is found on the

mountains growing at an elevation of 12,000 feet,

whence it has been recently imported by Mr. B. S.

Williams, after whom it is named. It was awarded

a First-class Certificate at South Kensington on May 2,

1877, and is exhibited among Mr, WiUiams' plants at

Preston. 7'. Moore.

DeNDROBIUM BENSON.E, Rchh.f., .\ANTHINUM.

This new variety is the climax of the aurantiacuin

depicted in our columns, 1874, vol. ii., p. 6. It is

beautifully white, and has its lip adorned of a yellow

disk. The column bears some green tint. I have to

thank Sir Trevor Lawrence for this curious novelty.

It is the first totally unspotted variety which came in

my reach. //. G. Kchh. f.

BUTTON-HOLE ROSES.
When a gentleman clothed in broadcloth, and

especially one in bhack cloth, is seen with a large

Rose inserted in the button-hole of his coat at any

time during the Rose season, it may be accepted as

an undoubted fact that the wearer is an enthusiastic

amateur rosarian.

The trade, or professional cultivator, is a man
of cooler blood ; Roses to him are of course very

lovely and beautiful, but they are none the less

articles of trade, things to make money with and to

live by. To him Roses are of the "shop, shoppy,"

and it would be regarded by him as an evidence ol

growing eccentricity, or something worse, if he were

to sport the evidences of his trade in his button-hole.

A draper sporting a briUiant wreath of artificial flowers

on his breast would be just as incongruous an object.

The amateur rosarian, thanks to the unselfishness

of his love for the queen of flowers, has no profes-

sional objections to the fullest display of his passion.

He delights to display his finest bloom in his coat ; he

loves to show his superb blossoms to his friends ; he

finds the most perfect pleasure in conversing of their

beauties, and to talk about the Rose is to discourse

with all the ardour of first love. To such men, when

seen with monster Roses in their coats, the world

makes exception. They live in a world of Roses,

and can for the time see no other beauties ; they are

under a spell, but it is one to which all men may well

and truly become subject. Let them grow Roses,

show Roses, talk of Roses, live amongst Roses—nay,

die amongst them, for all their lives must be sweeter

and happier and better for the beauteous influences

the Rose sheds around.

But the amateur rosarian is not a common being,

he is one of a thousand, and whilst the thousand will

admire Roses, and some of the thousand will grow

them in a fashion, it is but the few that are true

worshippers. To the thousand, however, is yet left

a taste for the Rose in a crude uninformed way ; they

know nothing about form and petal, of globular or

cupped, of Hybrid Perpetual or Bourbon, of this,

that, or the other. The thousand love a Rose

button-hole, a pretty neat flower of sweet perfume,

and of suitable size, one that shall command at once

the admiration of the wearer and of all observers.

This passion for button-hole flowers is probably not

exclusively a feature of the English people, but it is at

least one that flourishes vigorously on British soil,

and it is none the less a passion to which our flori-

cultural trade owes much, as the supply of these floral
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decorations for ihe button-holes of the thousaml is

one that is extensive and profitable. Roses spread

the production of their beautiful flowers over such a

wide portion of the year that it is not surprising to

find them perhaps of all flowers the most commonly
worn, whilst there is a national taste for the flower

that, apart from its intrinsic merit, renders it pecu-

liarly acceptable to the true born Briton. Whilst

eccentricity or uncultivated taste may lead to the

button-hole display of Paul Neron, Baronne Prevost,

Marie Baumann, or full-blown Marechal Niel, the

more lefined fashion in button-hole workers leads

to the selection of some pretty half-expanded

bud, some medium-sized Tea or Noisette, or some

neat little cluster of half-expanded buds, such as need

not additional aid to produce that which the profes-

sional Ijutton-holist would consider a finished breast

decoration. But the proudest wearer of the rosy

button-hole is that individual who culls from his own
small garden, on each summer morning, with his own
hands, the flower of his own growing and of his

choice. The breakfast has been despatched, the time

for departure to the city is close at hand, and Init a

few moments have been left for the performance of

that one special great duty of the early morning, the

selection of a flower for the day's button-hole. It

may be, that on the previous evening after the early

arrival home from the arduous labours of the city

office, the evening meal has been partaken of, and
with a strong consciousness that the selection of the

flower that is to grace the next day's labour must be

done if a sleepless night is to be avoided, the subur-

ban resident steps into his garden to perform that

labour of love. If there are not one but twenty,

alike beautiful and tempting, then does he feel that

he could indeed be happy with either "were t'other

dear charmers away ;
" and, perhaps, when the choice

is made, uneasy thoughts of better ones thrust them-

selves upon the mind all through the night, and the

morning finds it as undecided as ever. Happier in-

deed is the man who, having twenty flowers to choose

from, finds hmiself without time to choose either, and
has some sweet angelic partner of his home who does

it for him, and thus relieves him of a care that might
have oppressed his next-door neighbour as with a

nightmare. Tea Roses rank above all other kinds as

suitable for button-holes, their sweet perfume is one
recommendation. Generally they produce flowers of

medium size, and some seem specially raised for the

production of button-hole and bouquet flowers. Then
the stems are less furnished with thorns, and are, as a

rule, smaller and more pliable than are the stems of

Hybrid Perpetuals ; and not least, the hues of colour

found amongst Teas render them more acceptable for

button-hole purposes. Monsieur Furtado, Marie Van
Houtte, Madame Margottin, Safrano, Marie Guillot

in early bud, Madame Falcot, Homer, Isabella

Sprunt, Catherine Mermet, and Cheshunt Hybrid, are

kinds that produce, under average culture, just the

flowers to grace the coat-front of a gentleman of

taste. Further, it should be added, that no foliage

more fittingly sets oft" a Rose than its own leaves.

Fashion has made it a rule to garnish all button-hole

flowers with Adiantum fronds, just as all cold meat,

from roast beef to a cold piece of bacon, is served up
with a garniture of Parsley. Fern fronds have no
more relation to a Rose than they have to a Dahlia :

the combination is absurd. Tea Roses, especially on

their own roots, will naturally flower for a long season,

but a few grown in pots in a gentle warmth, introduces

the Rose season six weeks earlier, and a few planted

on a south wall will keep up a supply nearly until

Christmas ; indeed in any small garden, with judgment
exercised in the selection and planting, button-hole

Roses may be had nearly all the year round. A, D.

HERBACEOUS PLANTS AT
KEW.

Some noble Irises are still in flower, and though we
enumerate others we must give special prominence to

Xiphion tingitanum, of Baker. It is a splendid plant,

much superior to X. tingitanum of the Botanical

Magazine, since found to Ije X. filifolium var. lati-

folium. The flowers are nearly 7 inches across, the

"falls," of fine form, are deep purple-blue, and at the

broadest part measure 2 inches, having a median line

of yellow with the additional beauty of a white feather-

ing ; the standards and stigmas are still darker than

the falls. X. filifolium var. latifolium has recently

flowered, and contrasts greatly in the comparatively

dull and less purple colour, and in the narrower seg-

ments. X, junccum is a beautiful species, not

equalling X. lusitanicum in robust and floriferous

habit, but nearly the same in colour ; it grows only

about half the height. Iris Monnieri is a very effective

tall growing self yellow, not surpassed in this section

of the genus. I. aurca, of which there is here the

true plant, is narrower in all its parts. A fine garden

form of I. Iccvigata from the florist's view must be

nearly perfect, the segments are all quite the same

—

standards like the falls—of good colour, and the

entire flower has perfect roundness and evenness

of contour. The two other kinds are I. lurida,

deep and rich in marking and colour, and I. plicata,

with delicate mauve and white. Gladiolus Col-

villei alba is now extremely beautiful at the end

of this border, and for pot culture it is excel-

lent, Morphixia paniculata is an Irid of much
interest ; it has a regular perianth, of which the

slender tube is 2\ inches long ; the limb is \\ inch

over, and the colour of the whole is reddish yellow.

Bloomeria aurea is a pretty plant, with umbels of

bright yellow flowers. It is known also as Notho-

scordum aureum. Scilla Fraseri is little known in

cultivation ; it has extremely narrow leaves, with long

slender scapes bearing a rather small raceme of pale

blue flowers. The forms of Alstromeria aurantiaca

are now very showy, and quite deserve a position in

merit beside the Lilies. A. Lightii is elegant, and

has pleasing pink flowers. Sisyrinchium striatum is

not a little ornamental, its yellow flowers in fascicles

appearing in long succession.

Neja falcata year by year find^ a decorative position

at Kew, and as a graceful half-shrubby Composite it

has few rivals. This is on the recently made and
capitally executed rough screenwork at the head of

the herbaceous ground, where many other plants are

flourishing. Linaria alpina is equal in Ireauty to

any other ; it grows only a few inches high and while

at home almost anywhere it never intrudes on other

plants. Lupinus arboreus is highly eflective, and ad-

mirable for its long blooming season. This form is

yellow, but appearing to cross freely it often comes blue.

Funkias are pretty well appreciated for the decorative

capacity of the foliage, but there are two or three

with large finely-formed flowers, of which F. Sie-

boldiana is now in bloom, the colour being a pale lilac.

The collection of Kniphofia includes several rare

kinds—K. caulescens, now pretty well known, is in

fine condition : it has a fine crown of foliage, such as

not produced on a tall stem, and it has a good spike.

Allium Moly is valuable among its congeners for the

fine show of yellow flowers it always produces. A.
stramineum is noticeable on account of its close head
of straw-coloured flowers, very similar in appearance
to a Globe Amaranth. A. Macnabianum, from Cali-

fornia, takes a place among the choice species ; its

flowers are nicely formed, not too much exposing the

ovary, and of beautiful plum-colour. This genus now
presents an important rarity. A. Erdelii was intro-

duced to Kew a sliort time since, and is now flower-

ing for the first time. It is a native of Syria, and in

a wild state is little known. It comes near to A.
nigrum, but is conspicuously different in the

glaucous leaves and very short scape. The flowers,

too, are finer, and the ovary differs in colour, being deep
purple. A figure will, we learn, shortly appear in the

Botanical Magazine. Dianthus Sequieri var. Atkin-
soni appears to be a fine perennial ; its colour is rich

crimson, and though without the fine marking is

equal to the varieties of U. chinensis. Linum grandi-

florum is a magnificent annual, well known, but
alwa)s worth recalling to mind.

Geraniums now show a great variety. The most
choice are perhaps G. Endresii, which produces with
good habit a large number of rosy flowers, and G.
subcaulescens, a small growing, neatly tufted species,

with pale flowers nearly white. Turning to the Com-
positce we are first struck with an annual of beautiful
blue colour, Kaulfussia amelloides. Deeper than this

we do not remember any blue member of the order,
its habit is good, growing to 6 or 8 inches hiTh.
Helichrysum orientale makes a pretty border plant,

though useful for the purpose to which it is so much
applied, for making wreaths m " immortelles." Bahia
lanata when kept in good order is useful for its silvery

foliage, but now in natural condition is covered with
showy orange flowers. Saxifraga autumnalis now
makes a good display, there is also a hybrid from it

with S. mutata, but like many hybrids—granted there
are many exceptions—it is nothing in itself, and quite
effete as a representative of either of its parents. It

has, however, some interest as a hybrid, and from this

point of view is not to be despised. Umbilicus Scm-
pcrvivum is choice and extremely pretty, it has a

rosette of broad leaves very distinct froni other species,

and panicles of delicate pink flowers. Sedum sem-

pcrvivoides is a very handsome variety, it has tri-

angular bronzy leaves on a short stem, and bears an

inflorescence equal to Rochea. Close by is a good
specimen of the rare Scmpcrvivum Regince Amclicc. It

cannot possiblybe mistaken for another species, and we
draw attention to this because in two well-known col-

lections quite an inferior plant has taken its place. It

branches but sparingly and throws off no stolons, so

that it is only with difficulty can a stock be obtained.

Gillenia trifoliata, of graceful habit, with scarlet calyx

and white petals, is one of the most select herbaceous

plants. Spirasa pubescens, forming a tuft of

neat foliage with white flowers, and growing only a

few inches high, strikes the attention as suitable for

choice rockwork. Scabiosa caucasica is now the

finest of all its congeners, with many large blue

flower-heads. Few herbaceous plants are more strik-

ing than Galax aphylla—the effect of its spikes of

white flowers rising above a mass of dark green

foliage being unlike anything else. Lindelofia spec-

tabilis is most choice in its order, the Borragine;^, and
is valuable for the deep blue of its flowers. Among
its relatives Salvia argentea is conspicuous ; its large

white flowers are set oft" with a base of broad leaves,

which alone are ornamental.

Nymphcta alba var. rosea has quite borne out our
prediction that bright weather would improve the

colour and enhance the beauty of its flowers.

The rockwork has much attraction in choice species,

and some in particular deserve attention. Primula
sikkimensis has recently been in unusually fine condi-

tion ; its flower-heads of extra development have had.

pedicels nearly 7 inches in length. P, capitata is one
of the most select, and its deep purple flowers are

finely contrasted with dense white meal. Though
quite distinct to the eye in a living state, it comes
\ery neai' P. denticulata, and, broadly speaking, may
be considered as one of its very numerous forms.

Delphinium cashmirianum, as one of the newer and
choicer species, here finds a place, and from its dwarf
habit is suitably situated. Dianthus superbus makes
a pretty rock plant—its petals, excessively erect, form,

as it were, a mass of beautiful fringe. Spiraea pal-

mata occupies a central position, and nothing at the

present time can be more showy. Morina longifolia

is highly ornamental in flower and foliage. In bud
and when first they open the flowers are white, after-

wards changing to deep rose. The leaves are spiny

and undulated, reaching a length of i foot. Litho-

spermum orientale is a rare and pretty yellow-flowered

species, lasting in bloom for many months. CEno-
thera eximia, Omphalodes Lucilice, and Silene Eliza-

bethse may be mentioned among others also rare and
choice, but in less degree.

TREES IN THE CITY OF MAN-
CHESTER.

Two mikl winters have come and gone since one of
our liberal-minded citizens, with praiseworthy views,

planted the graveyard of our cathedral church with
trees and shrubs of various kinds. This, to say the

least of it, was a bold stroke. Moreover, permission

must have been had from the dignitaries before the

attempt could have been made. This, no doubt, had
been obtained, and the churchyard was duly planted
with forest trees and American shrubs, of which I

counted only about half-a-dozen of the forest trees

alive on June 19, and the Rhododendrons are all

dead.

There is a costly kind ofeducation called experience,

and it is sagely said that some persons will not learn

in any other way: from this e.xperiment may be learnt

the important lesson that the harmless art of horticul-

ture is not native, but has to be studied, taught,

mastered, and applied, before any good can be got of
its treasures. There is such a thing as turning even
our failures to account, provided we can trace effects

to their causes ; and in this example we are fortunate

in finding the true cause of the ruin of the plantation,

for that is what it has come to after two exceptionally

wet seasons. All the principles of horticulture were
outraged in the first stage of the work. The evergreen
shrubs, Rhododendrons, being planted in coarse gra\'el

it did not require a spirit of prophecy to foretell their

future fate ; and the forest trees, tall and slender, like
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\\ aggon-whip-sticks stuck in between the gra\ cslones

ni scattered round just inside the fence as if to fatten

Mil the gravel and soot of what had been for ages

ancient foulpaths. We had the best advice from

London and elsewhere, and our local papers

teemed with the experiences of amateurs of home
growth, but notwithstanding all this array of talent in

so good a cause it is rather odd that with so many
practical gardeners scattered around us I do not re-

collect seeing any letter or even a suggestion from any

practical gardener on the subject, with the single ex-

ception of the writer, who was the first to see the folly

of the attempt, or as medical men say " diagnosed " the

deadly complaint to which all have succumlsed.

The side of the churchyard facing the Exchange is

about 120 yards long, and there is a good breadth,

and this strip admits of tree planting, as there is room

about the gravestones there for some display of trees,

or at least of shrubs, to carry green foliage. The best

that can be said of that site now is that it bears clean

green grass of its own accord without " man's official

aid." Now the very plants that could possibly exist

in our fine old churchyard are just what our local

advisers scorn. Take one example, the Elder. It

grows freely from truncheons. It could easily be fitted

in between gravestones, as the area of a single brick

would be ample space to introduce an Elder bush.

In two years I have had it 6 feet high as a hedge
from truncheons without either root or branch, and,

be it observed, it is one of the greatest practical diffi-

culties in this case to find room to plant anything.

The workmen must have had hard times to plant a

paved yard with trees, and yet not be allowed to move
a stone.

There is a mania for planting trees in towns at this

time, and if there be but room and other essentials

why should they not succeed? They do well in

London ; and in some provincial towns choice kinds

are planted and thrive luxuriantly, so that our letter

writers scorn such plants as the Elder, because, for-

sooth, the Cockney prefers better things ; and we are

snubbed for favouring the Elder bush, but it is now
in flower, and with its deep dark foliage and clear

white flowers borne in abundance on bushes or small
trees some 15 or 20 feet high in gentlemen's pleasure-

grounds, it is decidedly an ornamental bush, and
surely something might be added on the value of its

berries, for this bush is the mother of Elderberry wine.

I have the plant growing freely at my door, wliere the

Rhododendron dies the second year, and the Rose
does not bloom at all, though cDddled with kindness,

and "catching the river breezes " only a short dis-

tance off.

It would take a goodly volume to answer all the

letters that have appeared on town trees. The
London artizan speaks of his trees in pots—mean-
ing his Pelargoniums ; and he does wisely to hold
with such town trees. Tree Mignonette is acknow-
ledged in the trade, so are Tree Violets and Tree
Roses ; but there is no room for trees in towns, and
the only kind that would take up little room, the

Lombardy Poplar (R. fastigiata), is called un-Eng-
lish and other bad names ; still all agree that an
equilateral triangle—the sign of the Trinity—is an
elegant form, and truly artistic—at least we are told

so, and we look in vain for any other tree that would
give the finishing-stroke, and add the apex to the
triangle, as we see done in the Valley of the Thames
in twenty places. But I must conclude, for I only
wrote this notice to bear my humble testimony that

the first lesson on planting trees in our old churchyard
has been read, and I hereby chronicle the date of
midsummer, 1S7S, when that game was played out.

' Her lights are fled.

Her garlands dead,
And all but six departed."

Akx. Forsyth.

BALCONY AND WINDOW
GARDENING.

It is a common excuse for bare windows and un-

sightly forecourts that the atmosphere is too smoky
and plants too expensive. Such excuses can scarcely

hold good, for there are blossoms, and bright and

pretty ones, too, to be seen in some of the dirtiest

streets of London, and plants may be seen embel-

lishing the very poorest dwellings.

In country places the growth of plants is sponta-

neous ; the seeds are carried about by the wind or

dropped by birds, and undisturbed in their lowly and
untrodden beds they germinate, and soon cover the

barren earth with beauty. In towns and populous

places they require regular attention, but although

they require careflil tending it is not laborious work,

and even where bome little self-denial has to be prac-

tised the work will very soon become a pleasure.

" The labour we delight in physics pain." There is

no better illustration of this than in artistic work, in

the category of which we may well include gardening.

The great art of outdoor window gardening in towns

is to choose suitable subjects, and treat them accord-

ing to their requirements. Where this is considered

too troublesome no attempt at gardening should be

made—it will only result in disappointment. The
present being the height of the flower season, it will be

found an excellent plan to take two or three rambles

round about London, and learn a few lessons in the

beautifying of the outsides of what people are so fond

of calling the dingy houses of our smoke-dried metro-

polis. In the vicinity of towns and the densely-popu-

lated streets of London there is the same natural

craving for beautiful flowers, but a much greater diffi-

culty in obtaining and keeping them in a flourishing

condition ; however, at this season, and for many weeks

to come, the humblest window of the metropolis may
be rendered bright and pretty by snatching a few gems

from Flora's ample crown.

With care in supplying water in suflicient quantity

and at suitable times window plants may be kept in

beauty for weeks to come. If there is any sign of

flagging during the day water should be given at once,

but it should not be perfectly cold from the tap ; that

which has stood in the room or the sun for some time

is the best ; a careful gardener, however, will never

find any necessity for watering at mid-day ; but

during very hot weather, such as we have lately been

having, will give sufficient water in the evening when

the sun is not on the flowers, for then, added to the

moisture for the roots, the plants may receive a copious

shower-bath to cleanse theui from the soot and dust

which accumulate more or less on all foliage in towns.

There are many subjects suitable for places " cabined,

cribbed, confined," and streets and alleys pent, the

following being among those plants I have seen

flourishing in situations that would, to the non-

observant, seem ill-suited : — Stocks, Geraniums,

Balsams, Creeping Jenny, Mesembryanthemums,

Lobelia, Mignonette, Virginia Stock, Myosotis palus-

tris. Musk, Ground Ivy, Virginia Creeper, Crocus,

Tulip, Sunflower, Indian Corn, Indiarubber, and

common Ivy. These alone form a goodly list that

would brighten up any place otherwise bare and

barren of beauty, and cause it to smile with " verdure

clad."

Window-boxes and pots in which plants are grown

should be drained with a quantity of broken pot at

bottom, so that water may be frequently given with-

out any fear of its stagnating at the roots and so injur-

ing rather than benefiting the plants ; this, however,

docs not apply to the Indiarubber plant, a noble

subject for window culture, and Musk, which are

rather benefited by standing in water. Plants

grown in rooms, however free from injurious exhala-

tions and dust, require as nmch air as the temperature

and other circumstances will allow ; even in winter

we have many warm sunny days, when the window

should be thrown open, and air allowed to circulate

among the plants ; at all times it should be regidarly

given. It is too often the case that window plants

get air simply by chance, and the consequence is

they are sickly and ill-grown, their leaves become an

unhealthy yellow, their half-formed flowers fall ofi",

and insects innumerable appear to complete the dis-

aster. Window-plant cultivators should remember

that their often delicate charges suffer much when

exposed to cold draughts, and it is to prevent this

that, when the window is opened, it should be opened

wide, not only a few inches, which would cause the

very thing to be avoided—a draught. Again, the oppor-

tunity of giving air should be as often as possible taken

when the wind is blowing from rather than towards

the window in which the plants are situated. During

very hot sunshine they should be shaded, or the heat

will cause drooping of heads, which on no account

should happen. Watering is often improperly carried

out—an important matter window-plant cultivators

will do well to see to ; the first principle is never to

administer water unless the plant is really in need of

it, and this is the case when the ball of soil about the

roots is dr)', when water should be copiously given,

so as to thoroughly saturate every particle of soil, and

not in daily dribbles, as is too frequently the case,

this doing much more harm than good. Lacking a

garden proper, many people are fain to content them-

selves with window-gardening, and although this can-

not be made to rival the extensive brilliant parterre,

it may be made a source of great pleasure and of

daily-recurring interest, if attended to with judgment

and care. T. S. J.

NOTES ON FRENCH HORTI-
CULTURE.

And first as to the weather—this was quite as wet,

dull, and dirty as our own, up to about the twentieth

of June. Any difference there might be was against

French weather, for if it rained almost every day,

unless when it hailed, it rains much heavier in France

than in England, and the hail comes down with

greater speed, of larger size, and of course with more

force. The very streets in Paris seem to be aware that

the deluge is coming, and the mud and the dust ; a

sound as of distant thunder gives a few minutes' notice,

when down comes the rain in torrents, converting the

Boulevards, Champs Elysees, and other magnificent

streets and avenues into something very like shallow

rivers. The large and frequent openings into the huge

sewers save the streets from injury, and speedily get

rid of the torrents of water that threaten the destruc-

tion of the streets. Men are also busy with brooms

removing all obstructions and sweeping all refuse into

the sewers, so that the streets after the rains are free of

mud, and as sweet and clean as a nut—not a very good

simile, but a most expressive and truthful phrase.

Water and brooms are the two great street cleaners of

Paris—no scraping up of mud, and no removal of it

in carts. When by any chance mud appears, as will

happen at times through copious waterings or heavy

showers on dust, circular brooms drawn by horses

sweep it all ofl' and dismiss the mud at one side

of the broom. This is managed very simply, thus :

—

The broom, instead of Ijeing set at right angles to its

work, is set obliquely to the line of the street. The

result is that all the mud is left in a line at the lower

part of the broom. By repeating this process sufficiently

often, the mud is ultimately placed against the side

of the street, always paved with stone. It is then

swept into the sewer. After a series of thorough

washings the sand is cleansed, settled, and finally

lirought back for further use, while the impurities it

contained are removed by the sewers. This system

is also in use in many of the best London streets.

The quantity of water used on the streets is

enormous. The sides of most of the main

thoroughfares seem washed daily. Hydrants or

taps are placed at regular or convenient distances,

and a set of jointed pipes on wheels is attached

to these, and the street, path, trees, or whatever

else may need water, soaked, sprinkled, or rinsed

clean .is required. Thus all the trouble, danger,

and heavy labour of carts, horses, &c., for street-

watering is avoided, and perhaps no streets are

so thoroughly watered and so scrupulously clean as

those of Paris. Some may enquire. What has this to

do with French horticulture ? It may be answered,

very much indeed. Show me the streets of any large

town, and I will estimate almost without seeing them

the state of its horticultural productions. And smoky

chimneys are bad enough, but they are credited with a

great deal more mischief to horticulture than they

deserve. Dirt, dust on roads and streets are more

gross and consequently often more fatal to

vegetation than either the soot, vapours or gas fumes

from our fires. Seeing the scrupulous cleanliness of

the streets of Paris one wonders the less at the green-

ness and robust health of the Ivy screens that cover

or conceal so many of the fences and houses that abut

on the main thoroughfares. Never have I seen so

nmch, nor on the whole so fine, Irish I\-y as in Paris.

The taste for green seems, in fact, so intense that

those who do not plant Ivy go to enormous trouble

and expense in covering walls of houses, court-

yards, &c., with wooden trelliswork in ij inch

or 2 inch meshes, squares or diamonds, painted of the

greenest colour. These are sometimes used for the

training of Ivy .and other plants, but very often merely

as a green dead screen to hide the white glare of

stone walls. The same love of green is seen in the

use of a green wooden blind for hothouses. They

fold up something like a Venetian window blind.

The laths are about I inch wide, and are so

fixed and adjusted with strong cords as to almost

meet when laid on the roof of a glass-house. They

are a sure antidote to scorching and burning, but

the shade is far too dense in dull weather, and in

many cases the means of moving them seems slow

and inadequate. Indeed, in S9ni« of the larger bouses
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at the Jardin ties Planles and elsewhere, these wooden
shades seem to be left permanently over the glass for

the summer These blinds most effectually lone down
the glare of the glass. What the plants might think

of them could they be questioned on the subject is a

different matter. Fortunately for horticulture, the

plants gave plumpers against these green wooden

blinds in their own mute significant way, unless,

indeed, they could be rolled up and down as the sun

shines or otherwise. It must, however, be admitted

that the weather was not favourable for judging of the

merits of the blinds, and it is hardly Hkeiy a whole

nation would adopt those green wooden screens for

their glass-houses unless they were found to answer

fairly well. One thing is certain, at the time of my
visit these screens gave to the interior of the French

hothouses, and also to the plants in them, a sombre

aspect. Possibly, had one visited these houses in the

scorching weather of the last week of June his opinion

of those green shades would have been more favour-

able and widely different.

Turning to other matters, it was certainly a great

surprise to find the Parisians busy bedding-out all their

public gardens about the middle of June. Perhaps

this, after all, was the surest test that the weather was

no better nor much different from our own. Their

practice was a fortnight or three weeks behind that of

the major portion of England, and the weather gave

unmistakable proofs that they were not too late.

Several battering hailstorms did much injury to the

plants at that late period, and riddled and scattered

the Roses in all directions. Neither was the fruit in

the great markets of Paris much in advance of Covent

Garden, Cherries and Strawberries were plentiful in

the first three weeks of June, and they were almost

equally so in London. Of course there is great

diversity of climate in France—the South is a fort-

night or three weeks in advance of the North. There,

as here, early Peas were plentiful, and early Potatos

in the great markets ; but they were equally so and

fine in Covent Garden. Apricots had made their

appearance in Paris, but, as far as I could learn,

they were from Africa or Spain—a great many early

fruits and vegetables being sent from Algiers or other

warm countries to Paris. The Apricots were small,

pale, and very deficient in flavour. There were no
Peaches from Montreuil nor elsewhere, nor any forced

Peaches in the Parisian markets. Almonds, of which

the green kinds are popular for dessert, were plentiful.

These came from the South of France or of Europe.

No ripe Grapes, forced or otherwise, were seen, out-

of-door Grapes being no forwarder than in England.

Judged by other and yet surer standards, the

climate of the North of France seems little, if at all,

superior to that of England. The failure of supe-

rior fruits — including Pears — this season seems

general ; Pear trees, in fact, were not only bare of

fruit, but looked worse than in England. The
*' yellows," a sure sign of an ungenial climate, or

bad soil, or of both, was universal. A verdant,

healthy Pear tree seems a rare sight in the North of

France this year.

The condition of tender plants recently planted out

affords another sure test of climate. In applying this

test sufficient allowance must be made for culture,

soil, and the size and health of the plants when
put out. The soil is rich and mellow, and the

mulching of bedding plants with a dressing of rich

compost or manure seems universal. Neither is water

nor labour spared. The plants are also put out

large, and in good health, so that everything was in

favour of the Parisian parks and gardens. And
yet with all these advantages it could hardly be said

that any of the beds or borders were forwarder or

better furnished than those of London at the same
date. No doubt the season has been exceptional, but

it has been equally so in both countries, proving the

virtual identity of the climate, and it must be con-

fessed that neither observation nor experience con-

firmed previous impressions of the climatal advan-

tages of the *' sunny South," in which imagination

had set the whole of France.

Were further proofs of the similarity of the climate

on both sides of the Channel needed, they would be

found in the state of the crops of the two countries. The
Clovers and artificial grasses were being cut and made
in both. The haymaking of natural grasses was hardly

begun in either country. The Wheats from Boulogne
to Paris were no forwarder than those from Bury to

London. Barleys were later, and no better—Mangels
and Sugar-beet hardly so forward in France as in

England. Potatos, as a field crop, decidedly later,

and with less top in France. Asparagus in the height

of the season as a field and garden crop in the middle

of June, cutting to cease by the end of the month.

Rye, which is more grown, Ijut little, if any, earlier

than on warm poor soils in England. In a word, as

far as the crops went, one might have fancied oue-

self stilt at home, only that the fields were so much
smaller, there was less meadow land, and fewer live

stock—the crops were more mixed, and the produce

was uneven and widely varied.

Neither is the greater dryness of the climate nor the

clearer air of France a pure gain to horticulture. It

could hardly be insular prejudice that pronounced the

French Strawberries less luscious, the French Roses

less sweet or of less substance and persistency than
English. No, our leaden skies, if any such remain
after the melting heat of 90° in the shade, are not all

against us horticulturally, as I am thankful that the

north and east wind have leagued their forces together

and proved successful for a time against the tropical

heats that strayed here by mistake and threatened to

clear our gardens of all their beauty and plenty with

an ugly rush, and to rob us of our characteristically

mixed, but on the whole, perhaps, unequalled English
summer. D. T, Fish. [The climate of Northern and
Central P'rance does hot vary greatly from our own.
South of Lyons the "sunny South " begins, but it is

not till the Mediterranean region is reached that a

true southern climate is met with. Eds.]

Jfoitigii CaiTfspoiibfiicf.

Brisbane, Queensland : Dendrobium Sum-
NERI AND D. SUPERBIENS.—It gives to those here
who are interested in the Australian flora great

pleasure to see, from time to time, not only notices

but illustrations in your journal of our plants. But
when written in the style of that of Professor Reichen-
bach, of January 12, 1S7S, introducing his supposed
new species of Dendrobium, D. superbiens, we
certainly regret that a man of such high standing

in the profession should write so contemptuously
of a plant of which he had never seen a specimen.
Dendrobium Sumneri, F. v. M., I can assure him, is by
no means the poor thing he seems to think, but is

deserving of all the praise he has justly bestowed on
his D. superbiens. And when the learned Professor

has the good fortune to see D. Sumneri in flower he
will be quite ready to acknowledge that D. superbiens
is but a variety of that species—the diflerence, although
enough perhaps to warrant the florist in keeping
them apart, yet being quite insufficient to establish

a separate species. The following is the jM-incipal

difference in the flowers when viewed together :

—

The segments of D. Sumneri are more imbricated
giving to the flower a more globular appearance, the

spur also is much shorter and white, while that of D.
superbiens is of a purplish colour. The middle lobe
of the labcllum of D. Sumneri is almost truncate-

apiculate. At times the pedicel of the lowest flower
of the raceme of D. Sumneri is elongated from 2—

3

inches in length. With regard to the Professor's re-

remarks on the description he should bear in mind
that Baron Mueller described the species from dried

and fragmentary specimens, and yet no botanist need
mistake the plant from either his or the description

in the Flora. These descriptions will, doubtless,

require alterations as the plants become better known,
but too much praise cannot be given to Baron F,
von Mueller for the pains so constantly taken by
him to difl"use a knowledge of our indigenous plants.

f. M. Bailey, Keeper of Ilerbariuiii, Queensland
Miiseunty April 29.

A PEDESTRIAN TRIP ACROSS
SOUTH AFRICA.

Having just returned from a collecting trip, which
led me through all the South African colonics,

where I met with so many enterprising countrymen,
cursing the false and alluring reports made public

as to the advantages of the country, I am desirous
of giving correct idea of our possessions in South
Africa.

Of course in these columns I must confine myself
as much as possilile to what is of horticultural

interest ; so that these notes will be limited to a
few remarks taken from my journal of the overland
trip from Delagoa Bay on the east coast of Africa to

Cape Town on the south-west coast.

On October 8, 1877, I took a last look at the beau-

tiful and extensive harbour of Lorenco Marquez.
This view included the harbour with its Mangrove
and Palm-fringed shores, the islands of Inyack,

Skcfteen, and Elephant, with the calm and placid

bosom of the Indian Ocean stretching far away into

the distance. This place and the surrounding country,

although so blest with lovely scenes, fertile soils,

numerous rivers, abundant agricultural facilities,

and commercial products, is far too famed as the

death-place of Europeans, arising from a miasmic
form of fever, which renders the whole coastland for

about eight months out of the twelve uninhabitable to

the white man. Various causes have been assigned

for this pernicious effect, but according to my observa-

tions it undoubtedly arises from the decomposed
nature of the soil, which in the coastlands is very low,

so that when the rainy season sets in the majority of

the country assumes a swampy aspect. These low
lacustrine tracts of land are, as a rule, destitute of

trees and shrubs, but generally produce an abundance
of Arundo donax, which grows to a great height,

and is very dense ; occasionally clumps of Typha
latifolia are met with. The soil in these swamps is of

a dark slaty colour, very soapy to the feel, and
adhesive after it has been sodden with rain.

Often when crossing these places during the rainy

season, and sinking at every step, I have felt a
stench arise almost sickening in odour, and greatly

resembling sulphuretted hydrogen gas. At sunset a
dark blue cloud seems to be resting upon the swamps,
and gives the night air a raw, damp, and unwhole-
some flavour. Without a doubt it is this miasma
which produces the fever on being inhaled by Euro-
peans. In proof of this, if the wind at Delagoa be
from the south-east, east, or due west, there is very
little fear of fever ; but if it Ijlows from the north,

north-east, or south, during the rainy season, fever is

bound to be prevalent. On examining a map of
South-East Africa it will be seen that the winds which
bring the fever come over immense swampy regions,

and the healthy winds from the sea, or the highlands
of the interior. Most people suppose this fever is

caused by the decomposed and rank vegetation, as in

other tropical countries ; but here there are no rich,

rank primeval forests to produce a stagnant atmo-
sphere ; and besides, I have seen the fever raging
where there is scarcely a bush—so that it must arise

from the peculiar chemical composition of the rocks
and soils which constitute these low-lying tracts of
land.

We had great difliculty in procuring Kafirs to carry
our baggage, &c., into the interior, but after a little

bribing we succeeded in supplying all our wants, and
started on our inland trip with high spirits, as the
rainy season was just commencing, and we expected
to see many fine things in bloom now that the long
season of drought was over. The country from
Lorenco Marquez to the foot of the Lobombo Moun-
tains—a distance of 40 miles — is very Hat, with
occasional valleys and depressions of a swampy
nature. Away from these swamps the soil appears to
be extremely fertile, and of a rich brown sandy loam,
in most places of a very great depth.

There is little cultivation beyond 20 miles from
Delagoa, as the Kafirs, who would be glad to culti-

vate more, have no means of disposing of their-

produce, and therefore must be content to grow suffi-

cient for their own wants, which consist of Maize,
Sorghum, Pumpkins, Lathyrus amphicarpus, and a
species of Phaseolus, the seeds of which are largely
used for food amongst the coast Kafirs.

The land between the coast and the Lobombo
Mountains is the only part I have seen in Africa
which can lay claim to be a "wooded country." The
scattered trees give a park-like ajipearance, and in
places favourable to growth form thick belts of jungle
by the production of immense climbers, which,
with the help of a drawn-up undergrowth, blend the
whole into a matted clump of vegetation. In the
forest shades I greatly expected to find Orchideous
epiphytes in all their glory ; but, alas I my
continual researches were fruitless. On all sides
Ansellia Sandersoni was flourishing and display-
ing its large panicles of orange and brown-
blotched flowers, and now and then I came across
pieces of insignificant Angrjecums, the best of
of which were Angrjecum caudatum and arenatum.
The terrestrial Orchids were in great variety, but none
worth the florist's attention except Lissochilus

speciosus, Disa polygonoides, and Satyrium carneum.
The arborescent growth is almost entirely composed
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of Acacias, such as A. giraffe, A. horrida, A. calTrii,

Kigelia pinnata, and numerous species of Ficus. The

Kigelia, with its Quercus-Uke habit of growth, good

height, umbrage JUS and green foliage, elongated

peduncles, suspended racemes of very large brown

purplish flowers, and the remarkably large and Gourd-

like fruit hanging from the lengthy peduncles, is very

striking, and gives a marked aspect to the districts it

grows in. This tree is distributed all over Tropical

Africa, and is used for a variety of purposes by the

natives. The flowers are exceedingly showy and

numerous, the foliage is striking, and, but for its size,

w ould make a good plant for British gardens. Another

remarkable tree is a species of Feronia, resembling F.

elephantum, which produces an edible fruit of a very

agreeable nature, about the size and shape of an

ordinary Orange, with a very indurated pericarp,

containing a vast number of large seeds imbedded in

a brownish pulp, which has the flavour of baked

Apples when spiced with Cloves.

On the coast a few Cocoa-nut Palms are occa-

sionally met with, but they are not indigenous, having

been introduced by the Portuguese ; and the same may

be said of Phcenix dactylifera, Tamarindus indica,

Punica Granatura, and a few other plants, which are

scattered along the coast. Phcenix spinosa is very

common near the coast, and I have seen it in a few

places further inland ; this Palm, according to its

position, varies greatly in size and appearance, from a

low bush to a height of 30 feet. It is a very useful

plant, and supplies the natives with material for

making mats, &c. Chf. Miiild.

(To ie cmifmucd.)

KITCHE.V GARDEN.
The termination of a prolonged period of humidity

lias been suddenly succeeded by one of an opposite

extreme, so much so that a rainfall would now be very

acceptable in this department, and, until it comes,

watering will be an operation that will be impera-

tively necessary to such crops as Peas, Beans, Celery,

&c., and likewise to salading subjects if they are to be

had in the highest state of perfection. The experience

• of the past fortnight's aridity has so manifestly indi-

cated the beneficial effect of mulching the crops which

are suitable for it that I am constrained to reiterate

my oft-repeated advice in favour of this important

operation. If the advantageous conditions which have

recently prevailed for extenninating weeds have been

taken advantage of for the purpose, tidiness and order

in this respect will now exist, and the preparation of

ground which has fallen vacant from the removal of

early crops of Peas, Cauliflowers, and Potatos, should

be proceeded with, in order that the first suitable

opportunity may be embraced to plant out the late

crops of Broccoli, Brussels .Sprouts, Winter Greens,

&c. A reservation of this should also be made for a

plot of Rosette Colewort, a most useful subject, which

will provide an abundance of Cabbage through the

winter months. We plant these at a foot apart every

way. The sowing of these, which in a former Calendar

I advised should be made about the second week

in June, will by this time be ready either for trans-

planting into beds or other permanent places. In the

case of this subject I advise the latter course

to be adopted before the plants become drawn and

weakly. In low and moist places it frequently hap-

pens that my early-planted Celery will not keep with-

out decaying. Where such is the case it is advisable

to plant out largely at about the present season. Keep
the trenches which contain advanced crops of this

subject well supplied with water. If some stimu-

lant be added to it occasionally, it will accelerate

growth immensely. Take up Shalots as soon as they

are ripe, and when they are properly dried let them

be stored away. By this time the Tripoli section

of Onions which were sown last autumn will also be

ripe enough to be removed oft" the ground entirely.

As these will not keep for a long period, it is not

advisable to preserve more than is actually required

for use during the next month. If not already done,

let a good plantation of Parsley be got out at once ;

sunshine will abound when it prevails. During the

winter months this is much required, and it should

therefore be planted in sufficient quantity to meet such

demands. At about the third week in the current

month sow Cabbage seed for the most forward supply

for next spring, and Cauliflower likewise ; sow also

abundantly a good hard variety of Lettuce : none

excel the black-seeded Brown Cos. These plants

will be fit for planting in the ground when the spring

crop of Onions is cleared off, and will be available

for lifting for frames, &c., for early winter use.

Endive should also be sown in quantity for a corre-

sponding purpose. G. T. Miles, IVjvoml'i: Abbey.

IIAP.DY FRUIT GARDEiV.
Whether the copious rains and the cool moist

atmosphere that prevailed for so long a time during

the early part of the season have been the means of

satiating blackbirds and thrushes with insect food I

know not, but certain it is that they are making a

more determined onslaught on fruit now than I ever

remember, and so persevering are they in their efforts

to get at it that single nets, unless of very fine mesh,

are of little avail. From their increased numbers and

boldness of attack it would almost appear that they

are aware of the Act in force for their preservation, as

they put all at defiance, and pay their visits in the

most open manner possible, instead of coming in the

stealthy way one would suppose their thieving pro-

pensities would lead them to do. No one enjoys the

sweet melody of these birds during early spring more

than I do, but just now in gardens they are an in-

tolerable nuisance, and I heartily wish they would

betake themselves to the woods ; but as they will

not be persuaded to do this, the only course is

to render their entry impossible. The only thing

I know of that will do this is galvanised wire

netting, which in the long run is far cheaper than

ordinary fishing-net, such as is generally used for

the purpose, as with the greatest care this will only

last a few years, whereas the other is good for a life-

time. What we use here is about a yard wide, and

this for smgle ordinary sized Gooseberry or Currant

bushes is cut into lengths of9 feet or so, which we then

easily and quickly run round, and secure by means of

a few ties where the ends meet. A piece of old net

thrown over the tops makes all secure, and the fruit

can be kept as long as it will hang on the trees with

the most perfect safety. The best way, however, is

to grow the late-keeping sorts in a quarter or border

by themselves and fence them in with the wire

netting, as then a greater number may be protected at

less cost, and the netting come in for Strawberry beds

or Raspberries first, and is thus made doubly useful.

As regards this latter fruit, the double bearing kind

should now receive every attention by way of mulching

the ground over and giving the plants a good soaking

of liquid manure to aid them in swelling their crop,

which, with the great scarcity of Apples, will be more

than usually valuable. Alpine Strawberries, too, are

deserving of all the care that can be bestowed on them,

and if kept well-watered now will bear almost con-

tinuously till late in the autumn. Treated in the same

way, the Vicomtesse Hericart de Thury, that have

been forced in pots and planted out in an open sunny

position, will j-ield a second crop, as it is almost a

perpetual bearing variety, and one of the most useful

and best Strawberries in cultivation. Those who
have not this excellent kind would do well to obtain

plants of it at once, for if got in in well-prepared beds

now they will bear fruit next season. In making

fresh plantations to replace any becoming exhausted,

one of the most important things is to start with good

strong runners from fertile plants, for it often occurs,

where large quantities are grown, that many among

them are barren, and if stock is obtained from these

they, too generally partake of the same character,

and prove either abortive or do not fruit in the free

manner they ought to do. As the weather is now dry and

runners will be a long time rooting if left to themselves,

the best way is to layer them in pots, in which, if

kept duly watered, they will quickly become estab-

lished, and may then be transferred to the beds with-

out further check. Any now going out of bearing

that arc intended to stand another year will be greatly

benefited by having the litter, runners, and all super-

fluous foliage cleared from among them in order to

let in plenty of light and air to the crowns, but to

denude them of leaves, as is sometimes done, is a

barbarous practice, and has such a weakening ten-

dency as to seriously affect the health of the plants.

Digging amongst them, too, is likewise most hurtful,

destroying as it does the principal feeders that .are

now actively at work in forming and building

up the flowers for next season's crop. Instead, there-

fore of forking up the ground, a mulching of short

manure laid on the surface, and a dose of sewage

applied after, will do much to lecruit their exhausted

energies, which with those in dry shallow soils are

now at a low ebb, after having had a heavy crop of

fruit to carry. It cannot be too often reiterated or too

strongly impressed on young beginners, that the

principal part of next season's success depends in a

great measure on the amount of assistance afforded

now, and this applies not only to growing Straw-

berries, but to all other cultivated fruits, as what we
obtain then has to be stored up in an embryo state

before plants are denuded of their foliage and winter

sets in. This being the case, such things as pyra-

midal Pears, Peaches, and other trees having heavy

crops to carry, should now have a thorough soaking

with liquid manure, which will not only aid very

materially in swelling the fruit, but will enable them

to form and develope plenty of flower-buds. In all

cases, however, where watering is resorted to, a

mulching should be given first, as then there is no

loss by evaporation, and the roots are kept in a more

uniform shape and get the full benefit of the mois-

ture, whereas without it the soil cracks open and

lets in large volumes of dry heated air, a thing to

be avoided as much as possible. J. Sheppavd, IVool-

vcistoiic Park.

FRUIT HOUSES.

Pines.—The necessary provision for restarting the

suckers which are to be taken off the plants which

formed the early section of summer fruiters should be

made at once, and that these may have the advantage

of an undiminished force of solar heat and its con-

comitant influences to develope a growth for as long a

period as possible prior to the advent of more unsuit-

able conditions. As soon, therefore, as the necessary

arrangements are made, which should comprise a

fermenting bed in a low damp house or pit, and the

heat of it is in a settled state of about 95° at S inches

beneath the surface, the suckers referred to should be

taken off the parent plants and be potted at once into

clean 5 and 7-inch pots according to the size of the

sucker, and he watered over once in order to settle

the soil firmly about the collar of the plants. For
potting use good fibrous loam alone, and firmly imbed

it in the pot, as by these means root-action will pro-

ceed more speedily than otherwise, and the ultimate

progress in the plant will be much more satisfactory.

The condition in the house for the first week should be

rather close and moist, therefore shade effectually

and give but little air, and lightly dew the plants

overhead with a fine syringe once or twice

every day according to circumstances. As soon

as growth is indicated this state must be by

degrees relaxed, and more sunshine and air

admitted until such time as growth is well estab-

lished, when ordinary treatment should be resumed.

The growth in those plants should be accele-

rated as far as practicable, and therefore no delay in

the next shift of these should ensue, but immediately

the roots have firmly taken hold of the soil and

before they become very much permeated together

at the side of the pot, they should be put into the fruit-

ing-pots, and the needful preparations be made .accord-

ingly. For Queens and Black Jamaicas 11 and

12-inch pots are best, and from 12 to 14-inch ones

for other sorts ; loam of the same kind as recommended
above, only let it be in a more lumpy condition.

A few half-inch bones may be added ; to check

the inroads of worms into the pots, a handful of^ soot

or wood ashes dusted amongst the drainage will be

effectual. The attention required in this department

is now reduced to the minimum, and if the watering

at the roots of these plants be judiciously done a

s.atisfactory condition of all the plants will most cer-

tainly be assured. As the houses in this department

become vacant a thorough cleansing of them should

be eff'ected. G. T. Miles, Wycomlie Abbey.

Melons planted out some time ago will now be the

better for having some soil added to the hillocks, which,

while being done, should be trodden firmly. Regulate

the plants, stop, &c. ; watch diligently for woodlice,

which are very destmctive and troublesome pests, and

if not well looked after would, in a very short time,

overrun a large house, pit, or frame. The best and

quickest way to destroy them is to pour boiling water

along the ends and sides of the frames inside, the soil

having been previously well trodden down. Slugs, too,

are very troublesome at times not only in the Melon but

in the Cucumber house as well, and to which the woodlice

act as pioneers. These may be easily caught by look-

ing into the structure in which the Melons are growing

just before dark, when most probably they will be

found either on the plants, or adhering to the

woodwork in readiness to pounce upon their prey,

and from which position they should be removed and,

needless to say, destroyed. Lettuce and Cabbage

leaves make very good baits for slugs, they serve a

double capacity in the form of bait and food, inasmuch

as most of the leaves may be seen in the morning

regularly skeletonised, and under those not so eaten

may be found the depredators, thereby through a little

timely forethought saving from disfiguration perhaps

some of our best and finest shaped fruits. Guard

against red-spider and mildew. H. IV. Ward.

Cucumbers.—Attend regularly to the stopping,

thinning, &c. Beds showing signs of exhaustion

should now be well top-dressed with an admixture of

decomposed short dung and loam, and the whole well

watered ; after which keep the house, pit, or fr.ame at

a nice growing he.at. Syringe the plants well, accord-

ing to the state of the weather, twice a day. Frames

from which Melons have been cut can now, if so

required, be planted with Cucumbers, which will

make a good succession to those now in full bearing.

From frames of this description recently planted with

Cucumbers we shall, when we commence some weeks

hence, keep cutting Cucumbers till Christmas by

attending well to the linings and external protection

from inclement weather. Should woodlice be trouble-

some, which is very likely, pour boiling water over

their haunts, which will speedily reduce their numbers,

and as, to use a homely phrase, " prevention is better

than cure," repeat the dose a few times a week. If mil-

dew or red-spider should put in an appearance apply

the usual remedies. H. W. Ward, Longford Castle.
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INTJIENTS FOR TIIK ENSUING WEEK.
July 14 — Baden Horticultural Society's Show.^
I.. I,- fc f Wolverhampton Horticultural Socictj'^
-""> '5( Show (two days).

Tonbridpe Horticultural Society's Show.

'
"i
Wpodford Horticultural Society's Show.

Blackpool Floral and Horticultural Socic
Show (three days).' ullural Exhibition.( Luton llorticullural Exhibi

ulviaJ l'1'P'ni.'ham Rose Show,

"''^"'i NoltiiiBham Floral ant
t Society's Show (three day:

id Horticultural

Lca'BrKlge' H.
(two days).

Royal HorUcultural Society or Pcrthshirc''i
Show.

West of Scotland Rosarian Society's Show.
Newcastle-upon-Tyne Horticultural Society's
Great Summer Exhibition (two days).

Bromley Common Horticultural Society's

Horticultural

THE report on the progress and condition

of THE Royal Gardens at Kew, during

tlie year 1877,'* a copy of which has just reached

us, is a remarkable document, and one we are

glad to call attention to. We have not the

former reports at hand to refer to, but our

impression of the present one is that it is fuller

in detail than its predecessors, and gives a better

idea of the magnitude and variety of the work
done at Kew. We greatly regret that it is not

in our power, in the present crowded state of

our columns, to do more than call attention to

it, but probably we may make a few extracts

from it at a future time.

Sir Joseph Hooker's report begins by an
enumeration of the numbers of visitors during

llie year, and by the expression of his appre-

hensions for the safety of some of the stove

plants which require heat, and moisture, and
freedom from draughts—conditions difficult of

fulfilment when such numbers pass through the

houses. Reference is then made to the works
necessitated in the Palm-house, Aroid-house, and
Herbarium by the inundations of the winter

and spring. Allusion is made to the wall along
the Richmond road, and to the agitation for

opening the gardens to the general public at an
earlier hour than at present—an agitation mainly
promoted by the local residents. Sir Joseph's
opinion, to which the highest regard should be
paid, is that the earlier opening would be detri-

mental to the proper maintenance of the

grounds and houses, and injurious to the main
object for which Kew was established.

The principal results of Sir Joseph's visit

to America are hinted at, and the progress

of science in that country noted in terms more
favourable to the Americans than to ourselves.

The Americans generally, it appears, know-
more about the progress of such establishments
as South Kensington, Kew, the British Museum,
than our own people as a rule do.

Some interesting statistics are given, from
which it appears that the walks in Kew Gardens,
which have to be kept in order, have a total

length of about 15 miles. The number of

visitors for the year was 687,972, 58,000 having
visited the gardens on a Bank Holiday-
August 6—while in two days, in Januaiy and
Februaiy, the number sank to 24. The number
of plants recei\'ed from various persons was
9859, the packets of seeds 2135. On the other
hand, the number of plants distributed

amounted to 1 1,361, and the number of packets
of seeds to 1941.

The principal operations in the several houses
and outdoor departments of the garden and in

arboretum and pleasure ground, during the year

* Clowes & Son, Charing Cross,

arc alluded to, including a description of the new
heating apparatus in the Palm-stove already

noticed by us (p. 624, viii.,n.s.),and then follows a

most interesting and detailed report on the useful

plants introduced to or sent out from Kew for

growth on a large scale in the colonies, such as

Chocolate, Cinchona, Indiarubber, Ipecacuanha,

Liberian Coffee, Mcsquit Beans, Tussock-grass,

and a \ariety of other plants. Extracts from

official correspondence I'elating to these and

other plants are given, and they are interesting

not only in themselves but as giving an idea of

the magnitude of the interests with which Kew
has to deal.

The physiological laboratory is well nigh

complete, and has already been put to good use

by Dr. BuRDON Sanderson, Mr. Church,
and others. The new herbarium and library,

the largest and best ordered of their kind in the

\\orld, ha\e been completed, and the transfer

of the collections made without closing the

buildings for a single day. When one thinks of

the days and weeks which are supposed to be

requisite merely for cleaning at the British

Museum, the National Gallery, and some other

institutions, and the limited time and oppor-

tunities afforded to students at those institutions,

admii'ation for the administrative ability mani-

fested at Kew is amply justified.

Lessons are given to those young gardeners

who like to avail themselves of the privilege in

physics, chemistr)', structural, systematic, geo-

graphical and economic botany, and the result,

we are glad to learn, is very satisfactoiy.

Lastly, we have, as an appendix, a carefully

compiled list, by Mr. N. E. Brown, of the

Aroidea; cultivated in the Royal Gardens, Kew.
This is a valuable list, so far as it goes, but it

is limited to names and a few synonyms. It

may be taken, we hope, as an indication that a

complete Horttis Kewctisis will hereafter be
undertaken. To say the least, such a work
would benefit a larger number of persons than

a small colonial Flora. The completion of

the Genera Plantarmu, which may be looked

for at no verj' distant period, affords a basis

whereon to construct such a work as we now
advocate—a work which would be of incalcul-

able value to scientific horticulturists of all

countries. The list of Aroids, though very ex-

tensive, does not include several species of

recent introduction to the nurseries, but which
have not yet found their way to Kew. In such

a catalogue as we are alluding to such defici-

encies should be supplied. This matter, how-
ever, is but a side issue, our present object is to

call attention to the report, and to express our

opinion that it amply justifies the pride which
Englishmen feel in the premier botanic garden

of the world and its dependencies.

The Provlncial Show of the Royal
Horticultural Society. — Some courage was
demanded on the part of the Society to go on with its

Preston Show. The strike, the commercial depres-

sion, the illness of the Local Secretary, the comparative

want of interest felt in the matter, must have all

operated prejudicially ; and, indeed have produced a

show not quite up to the average of former times.

But, considering all the circumstances, it ranks much
higher, and the old Society is to be congratulated on
the "good work it has achieved in thus reviving its Pro-

vincial Show. Mr. Shuttleworth's illness is matter

for great sympathy, for he has worked hard ; and but

for him we suspect there would have been no show.

His fine collection of plants, however, bears testimony

to his zeal and disinterestedness. Mr. CowELL, the

local Assistant Secretary, has done his best to supply

the absence of his chief, and has been ably backed by
Mr. S. Jennings. Mr. Johnston's arrangements

in the tents, though they do not look well on a small

scale on paper, give great satisfaction on the ground ;

and Mr. Barron, whose services were called in at

the last moment, has maintained his well-merited

popularity ; while all thanks are due to Mr. Trough-
ton, of the Preston Nursery Company, for his valu-

able services. The weather, up to the time of writing.

has not been too propitious ; hut we trust the endea-
vours made to progress in the right direction will meet
with the success they deserve.

Parentage in Hybrids.—In the June num-
ber of the Florist a plate is given of the wonderful

Pelargonium named after Dr. Denny. The first flower

of this variety—not matched since—caused us great

astonishment at its deep purple colour dashed with

orange-scarlet like a Masdevallia. Our statements

were received with polite but scarcely concealed in-

credulity, and certainly no second flower, as far as we
have seen, has reproduced the colouring of that par-

ticular pip ; and again, the plate referred to, though

a fair representation of the average flower, by nO'

means recals that one memorable flower. We revert

to the plant more particularly to cite the interest-

ing history given of it in the Florist by M, SiSLEY.

"Its origin is rather strange," he writes. "It is a

seedling from a double-flowered zonal, the flowers-

of which are dark red, fecundated with the pollen of P.

peltatum lilacinum. Although fecundated by pollen

of P. peltatum it has no signs of it except the colour.

But I have had many instances of the same. Having
fecundated many peltatums by zonals they always

resemble the mother, and generally also the zonals

fecundated by peltatum. Nevertheless, I have two
hybrids partaking of both." This hardly coincides

with Dr. Denny's views on the subject, but it is

another justification of the view taken by ourselves,

that at present the evidence as to the greater influence

of one or other parent over the seedling is too con-

flicting for any general rule to be laid down con-

cerning it.

Tree Planting in London.—The Sanitary

Record announces that a gentleman interested in the

subject of tree-planting is willing at once to give, .

through Mr. Peter Hincks Bird, of Norfolk Square,

^V., ;^I0OO to ten parishes, in sums of .j^IOO each,

towards planting Plane trees in various parts of the-

metropolis where the need of such shade is greatest.

This amount is offered simply to induce the parish

authorities to interest themselves in this important

matter. The option of refusal will be given to the

neighbouring parishes of Paddington and Marylebone,

and then those that first apply will be first on the list,

subject to the approval of the donor.

TROr.EOLUM polyphyllum.—Some plants

of this yellow-flowering species are now very attrac-

tive in Mr. Parker's nursery at Tooting, on spots

where it is planted out pennanently. It is a very

showy plant, producing strong prostrate stems, several

feet in length, with glaucous leaves, and numbers of

large yellow flowers. At Tooting it is allowed to

trail on the ground, and appears to enjoy an imme-
diate contact with the cool, moist soil. It would

make a useful plant to cover rockeries, rockwork, lS;c.,

if kept moist and cool.

Hablitzia tamnoides.—Paxton doubts

whether this plant is still in the country, and it is

assuredly scarce in cultivation. Its merits as a hardy

climbing perennial, however, should secure it a place

in every garden whose proprietor loves plants. We
saw it lately at Mr. Wilson's, at Weybridge, where

its profuse foamy masses of greenish flowers, like

those of the Black Br}'ony (Tamus), could not fail to

attract attention. The leaves, too, are peculiar in

their very long taper points and crimped edges. The
individual flowers are small but inconspicuous, but en

masse they are very elegant, while even the single

blooms seen under a magnifying glass afford a pleasant

surprise, for if the ripening fruit be touched with the

point of a needle or the point of a knife, off" comes the

top like an extinguisher, and reveals one relatively

large glossy black seed—just like a ripe Plum in a

dish. The plant has, we believe, tuberous roots, and as

it is a native of the Caucasus it should be quite hardy.

The Selection of Designs for Bowi.
ING Park, Bradford.—At a recent meeting of the

Bradford Town Council, the Council proceeded to

confirm a resolution of the General I'urposes Com-
mittee, selecting, as the best competitive designs for

the laying-out of Bowling Park, one marked with the

letter B, which was given the first place (prize being

100 guineas), and another marked with the letter L,

which was ranked second {prize 50 guineas) in order

of merit. After doing so, the envelopes which had

accompanied the two designs were opened, when it
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was found that the authors of the B design were Mr.

Lister Kershaw, landscape gardener, and Mr.

George Hepworth, architect and surveyor, Brig-

house ; and that the authors of the L design were

Messrs. Brockhank, Wilson & Molyneux, Man-
chester.

Fungus Spawn.—The attention of culti-

vators cannot be called too often to the danger of

suppl)dng mould to trees in orchard-houses or hot-

houses. The white mycelium, which in such

cases are found between the wood and bark,

belongs to one of the higher fungi, and not to those

parasites which affect leaves. Still it is quite tnie that

these are often propagated by means of the soil, and

or this reason it is recommended to gather and burn

A Bombardment with Roses.—A corre-

spondent of the Z)i2//j' A'tTi'j relates a pretty incident

of the reception given to the new Imperial Russian

Commissioner at Philippopolis on June S, Phillip-

popolis is near to Kesanlik, the centre of the Bul-

garian valley of Roses from whence comes the

world-famous "attar," the most concentrated per-

fumed essence of the queen of flowers. What, then,

more fitting than that the inhabitants should, in the

exuberance ot their joy, be desirous of giving to their

new temporary governor a *' rosy " reception. In our

more robust clime public men, be they ever so popu-

lar, seldom receive a warmer greeting than can be

given by the throats of thousands of sturdy Britons ;

but then what a heart-stirring greeting that is !

Unpopular people, or those who may for the time

welcomes, but surely none sweeter or in better keep-

ing than that which thus greeted Prince Dondaugoff
KORSACOFF at the hands of the little girls of Philip-

popolis.

Cymbidium Parishii.—It may interest our

readers to know that this new and beautiful Cym-
bidium is now flowering for the first time in Europe

at Mr. Williams' Nursery, HoUoway.

POPULUs ANGULATA.—A Poplar that is not

so well known as it deserves to be is Populus angu-

lata, a North American species. When young it is

sometimes injured by frost in this country, as it grows

very rapidly and makes very thick succulent shoots.

It is remarkable for the size of its leaves, which on

Fig. 6.

—

platycerium hillii, shown at prf.ston by Messrs. yeitcit.

the leaves. This is notoriously true in the case of

several ofthe fungi which attack cereals, andL^VEiLL^
has shown that it is equally true of some of the yellow

parasites ; and so it is very probably true of the para-

site affecting Peach leaves, which is Lecythea pruni,

Lev,, a species which is noticed in Gardeners'

Chronicle^ 1864, under the name of Uredo Castagnei,

M., but which does not seem to have been inserted in

any list of British species. It is probably of exotic

origin, for we have specimens from Port Louis,

gathered by the late Mr. Ayres, and from Italy by
Passerini, under the name of Uromyces prunorum,

FucKEL. It was also sent from Valparaiso by Bridges,

and Mr. Salway gathered it in Madeira. As regards

the supposed fungus on Pear leaves, sent us by Mr.

Sheppard, it is not a fungus but the work of a minute

acarus, allied to that which is so destructive to Black

Currants. M, J. B.

have refused to trim their sails to the popular

breeze, sometimes get a reception composed of rotten

eggs and brickbats. This is, however, but the occa-

sional effervescent humour of the British mob. To
prima donnas only do we offer an oblation of choice

bouquets, but the sacrifice is offered up only after the

offering has done its customary duty, so that the idea

is robbed of much of its romance. The prettiest

floral offering we make is, when lines of neatly-clad

school-children cast flowers in the path of some
favoured newly-wedded pair; but in Bulgaria they

welcome Imperial Commissioners with positive volleys

of Roses. Hundreds of pretty school-giris drawn up
in lines on either side of the street in Philippopolis,

each one having a perfect magazine of these floral

missives, threw them with all their childish strength

at the great official, singing sweetly songs in har-

monious cadence. There may have been grander

young \'igorous trees are often upwards of i foot long

including the petiole. The general outline of the

leaf is nearly triangular, especially on adult trees..

On young trees they are more heart-shaped, with

rather a deep sinus. We have measured leaves with

a blade between 9 and 10 inches long and borne

on a petiole nearly 5 inches long. There are

some fine examples of this tree at the foot of the

South Downs on the north side. In North America
it attains a large size in the low-lying grounds from

Pennsylvania and Wisconsin southwards. In the

botanic gardens of the Real Casa at Caserta there is

a tree upwards of 130 feet high, with a trunk between.

3 and 4 feet in diameter. It is stated that the

branches are very brittle, and therefore the tree should

not be planted in exposed situations. The timber is.

quite useless, but, as Loudon observes, as an orna-

mental tree it forms a ver)' stately object.
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Cyprus.—The land of Venus must needs

have flowers, and we do not suppose those flowers are

all known in English gardens. There may be a chance

now of getting new Crocuses and other nice things.

Meanwhile, we hope shortly to publish some notes on

the vegetation of the island.

Horticultural Society of the Rhine.
•—At the exhibition inaugurated by the federated

horticultural societies of the Rhine at Darmstadt, on

the 24th ult., the grand prize of honour given by his

Royal Highness the Grand Duke of Hesse was

awarded to M. Jean Verschaffelt, who was also

so successful in various other competitions that the

Grand Duke conferred on M. Verschaffelt the

Cross of Chevalier of the Order of Philip the Mag-
nanimous ! Here we have to be content with bronze

medals from the Societies, and the State ignores us !

The Colorado Beetle.—Where is the

dreaded stranger ?—is he coming ?—are questions

which may well be asked when we remember the

scare of last year. So far we have not heard of him,

but we must keep our eyes open nevertheless. Mean-
while it is comforting to know that our possible foe

has his crosses too. A kind of mite (Uropoda ameri-

cana) attacks the beetle in numbers and puts an end
to its existence. A figure of the creature is given in

the J uly number of the American AgnciUtwist.

Primula japonica.—Among the new plants

that are introduced and distributed yearly there are

more good ones either destroyed or neglected in culti-

\ation than retained. Primula japonica, sent out a

few years since, and distributed largely, was by some
grown fairly but condemned by most, from the fact

that only a few took the trouble to find out its proper

position. The plant evidently requires a moist, par-

tially shaded position. In the remarkable gardens of

Mrs. Warner, of Hoddesdon, there has been one
of the finest beds of this plant that can possibly be
conceived. The flower-spikes are about 2\ feet long,

with from five to six whorls on a spike, and Mr.
Williams, the head gardener, the father of Mr. B.

S. Williams, states that it had been the most
j^orgeous bed he had ever seen.

Diseased Potatos.—We regret to learn

that many of the Potatos lately received from Cher-
bourg, Jersey, and Guernsey are in many instances so

much diseased as to be totally unsaleable.

We are happy to notice the increase of

institutions for the improvement of young gar-

deners in their profession, and in the absence of

any proper school of horticulture doubt not that

they will do much good service. One means by
which good might be done is by setting suitable

questions to be answered, and the replies examined
by some competent person. To show how this might
be done, we cite some questions put at a recent

examination of the Michigan State Agricultural

College, though some of the questions, we must
admit, are vague enough :

—

Landscape Gardening.
I. Name three trees peculiarly adapted for

2. Give the preliminary considerations in the choice of
a place as to soil, shape of lot, climate and site.

3. How will you make a good walk after it is laid out ?

4. Name tea first-rate evergreens for our climate.

5. What are picturesque objects, and where are they
appropriate on a place ?

6. How can you show originality without avoiding
good taste ?

7. Where are suitable places on a lawn for single
trees or for groups ?

8. How can you increase the apparent extent of a
place ? How best to manage the foreground of a water
view ?

g. Define richness and polish.

10. What is gradation ? appropriauon ?

Flower Show FixTURES.^The annual
exhibition of the National Carnation and Picotee
Society will be held on Saturday, Monday, and Tues-
<lay, August 3, 5, and 6, in conjunction with the

great Cottagers' Flower Show of the Manchester
Botanical Council, in the Botanical Gardens, Man-
chester.

Gardening Changes.—We are informed
that Mr. George Merritt, late foreman at

Wrotham Park, Barnet, has been appointed gardener
io Lord Dacre, Kimpton Hoo, Welwyn.

J^oiur Corresponbtittt.

Injurious Insects.—The present season ai)pear5

favourable to snails and slugs, but as far as my
own observations go, equally so to many of our

common insect foes. The American blight, which

had been well extirpated in my own garden, re-

appeared early in the season on almost every Apple

tree, and in one or two of the more neglected orchards

near hung down in large flocky masses. The Carrot

maggot— " rust " as it is called—is unusually fine and

powerful in its workings where noticeable ; Onion-fly

has appeared, and the Celery-leaf miner I notice as

particularly strong on a patch of plants about 15 feet

long by 3 feet broad, exposed to afternoon sun, and

clear overhead ; whilst two patches near, shaded by

overhanging trees, and on soil freshly turned up from

some depth, and freshly manured, are comparatively

free. I also have noticed the larva: of Psylliodes

chrysocephalus (a small dark greenish beetle, much
resembling the Turnip-flea beetle, to which it is nearly

allied) burrowing in considerable numbers in the

stems of last year's Turnips left to run up to seed.

As far as I see, it chiefly affects the stem and the

petioles of the leaves, but in some cases it h.ad

channeled galleries both in the outer coats and in the

centre of the root, and in this position is capable of

doing a good de.al of mischief; the channelings

merely in the centre ofthestem, and the occasional ones

in the petioles, did not appear to cause much injury.

The larva is of some interest for microscopic exami-

nation, from the great power of its strongly-toothed

jaws, and also its powers of vitality—a specimen which

had been decapitated so that the cut dried before the

contents could escape living two hours and seventeen

minutes after the operation, with sufficient muscular

power to raise either extremity in the air (on disturb-

ance from a slight prick), remaining for the first

fifty-five minutes. As far as I see at present, the

mixture sold as Little's Chemical Fluid—which,
judging by its scent, is some form of carbolic acid

—

often answers well as an insect deterrent, used either

excessively weak for syringing, or more strongly for

watering. Turnips which have been treated with it

are growing remarkably well, and when used undi-

luted with a brush or burr to form a circle round a

plant in a rockery attacked by slugs I find it a perfect

preservative. 0.

Among the Strawberries.—Your correspondent

"J.J. B." appears in no hurry to give the Vicomtesse

Hericart de Thury Strawberry a trial ; I would strongly

advise him to be up and doing and not to lose a day

in obtaining the true variety. I have grown most of

the new sorts late years both for forcing and out-

door purposes, and I have certainly arrived at the con-

clusion that the above variety has outrivalled all other

sorts which I have grown, both as regards quantity,

quality and colour. When visiting a friend last

March (a large grower of Strawberries) I was informed

by him that the night previous, having a large dessert

to supply, he sent three dishes of Strawberries, namely,

President, Sir C. Napier, and the Vicomtesse Hericart

de Thury ; the foUowingmorning one of the guests asked

him the name of that delicious Strawberry of which

he had partaken the night before. The gardener not

knowing which of three it was, invited the gentleman

to taste the several kinds ; was quite satisfied that the

Vicomtesse was the one, and pronounced it the best

flavoured Strawberry he had ever eaten, as a forced

fruit. If your correspondent will try and get some
good plants well established early, he will with

ordinary care have good ripe Strawberries to gather

by the New Year. I have always found that the

Vicomtesse under the same treatment as Keens'

Seedling, President, &c., is the first to be

gathered from. Another advantage which is

gained in growing the Vicomtesse is that if the

plants which were forced are planted outdoors

about March or April a fair crop of fruit may be had
after the general crops are finished, at least such has

been the case with me. The Vicomtesse is extensively

grown in this locality, and I have never heard of any

one having cause of regret in growing this variety.

Thomas Carlton, Devon House, Epsom.

Seedling Haworthias.—Reading Mr. Brown's
notes on the variableness of seedling Haworthias in

the Gardeners^ Cltroniik of June 29 brought to my
recollection that about forty years ago the foreman then

in charge of the succulent collections at Kew called

my attention to a number of seedling Haworthias and
Gasterias he had raised. Many of them varied from

the parent and from one another, and it became
evident to me that if they were preserved their inter-

mediate forms would do much to lessen the value of

the original typical species described by Haworth and
others, the greater number of which were founded on
plants imported direct from their native country. As
no note of the parentages of these seedlings was pre-

served, and on considering that in time their

history would be lost, and that some writer

would be describing them as normal species, I

therefore deemed it best not to retain them ; one,

however, escaped, and at the time of my resigna-

tion in 1864 was a conspicuous plant in the collection,

but unnamed. In 1869 it was figured and described

in the Botanical Maga-inc, t. 5812, as a species, by

Sir Joseph Hooker, under the name of Aloe (Gasteria)

Croucheri, so named in compliment to the then fore-

man of the succulent collection (not the raiser thirty

years prior), and Sir Joseph says that its origin is un-

unknown. This leads us to consider as to whether the

originally imported plants of Gasteria and Haworthia
which have been described as species are really nor-

mally distinct in Nature, or whether they are merely

difterent forms brought about by lapse of time and
climatal influences of localities. On this point I

remember as long ago as 1S24 or 1825 expressing my
doubts to Mr. James Bowie (who had then recently

returned from the Cape of Good Hope), as to the

specific value of many of the forms he had discovered

and introduced, and which were then being named
and described by Mr. Haworth, On this he con-

tended that as he never found different forms growing

contiguous to one another, but always separate and in

localities often far apart, he therefore considered them
as distinct. Be that as it may, we have practical

evidence that when brought contiguous to one another

and cultivated in gardens, their progeny assume
forms in many instances diffi^rent from their parentage,

thus rendering their original specific characters almost

nugatory, and of which there are examples of similar

variations in the species of many other genera when
brought together under cultivation. J. Smith.

The Crops and the Weather in Stirling-

shire.-*-We do not remember so favourable a season

in all respects in Scotland as this is proving to

be. We have had plenty of rain, and yet not too

much ; we have had plenty of dry weather and sun,

and not too much, and in consequence the crops are

moving along rapidly. The crop of hay is almost

unprecedentedly heavy and of fine quality, and in the

earlier districts is in ricks, and in a fewdays more will be

harvested, except in the case of those laggards who
do not deserve a crop. Potatos planted in the fields

in drills 2^ feet apart are touching each other, and
promise to be an abundant crop. Those in the

garden are in plenty, and in good condition.

Farmers are busy thinning their Turnips, and are

quite at their wits' end to keep abreast of the

work. Weeds are growing rapidly, but with a

tropical sun and a free use of the hoe are easily

subdued. Apples and Pears are very poor ; small

fruits ditto, with the exception of Raspberries, Straw-

berries, and Black Currants. The heat is greater

than it has been for years. To-day the thermometer
indicated 83° in the shade. A. H.

Berberis Darwinii.—I am glad to see attention

drawn to Beriberis Darwinii as a hedge plant, for un-

questionably it is one of the most ornamental and
useful that can be had for the purpose, where a fence

of only moderate size is required. Although I have no
experience of it as a barrier to cattle, I have not the

least doubt but it would answer well mixed with the

common Whitethorn, as it would interlace itself among
the branches and form a perfect thicket, which would
be impenetrable to anything larger than a rabbit if

kept clipped and well looked after. Such a hedge
would have the double merit of being exceedingly

ornamental and serviceable, and as the plant is of an
evergreen nature it would greatly assist in breaking

the cold cutting winds of winter, and afford shelter to

any stock in fields around which it may be planted.

The intense bitter of its bark renders it disagreeable

to cattle, so that it may be looked on as safe from their

ravages, and as it may easily be raised from seed

there is no difficulty in getting any quantity that may
be required. This, like most of the Berberises, how-
ever, transplants badly, unless caughtjust at the right

time, which is in spring immediately after the drying

winds of March are over, and before the buds burst,

when they will be found to succeed as well as most
evergreens. When grown to form hedgerows in

gardens as boundary fences or divisional Lines, Ber-

beris Darwinii should be clipped hard in directly

it has done flowering, as then it makes just

young growth enough to feather out and furnish a

blaze of bloom the following spring. So managed
they arc quite a sight every year, and have a good
effect as a background to herbaceous or other borders,

where they rob the soil less than any other shrub with

which I am acquainted. We have them here in these

and similar positions growing as bushes, and being

pnmed-in annually they are nice and compact and

show oft" very advantageously associated with Rhodo-
dendrons and plants of that class that flower about the

same time. Besides being valuable for the above-named
purposes, Berberis Darwinii does admirably trained

on trellises or nailed to walls, where it may be made
to cover a large space in a short time if the ground is

well broken up previous to planting, x Berberis steno-

phylla, a more recent introduction, is likewise a very

beautiful plant when in bloom, but is altogether of a

different habit, being more procumbent and spreading.
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and therefore specially adapted for planting on banks

or other raised positions down which it can trail or

drop over. On a rockery or any place of that kind it

is just at home, and forms a very handsome object

when in flower or fruit. J, S.

The Rainfall at Kylemore Castle, County
Galway.— I send you the register of the r.unfall here

for June. It cannot fail to interest you, as being

unprecedented even in this wet locality, and is per-

h.aps the heaviest on record :—^June, 1S7S : — 1st,—

;

2d, — ; 3d, .66 ; 4th, .23 ;
5th, .46 ; 6th, 1.94 ; 7th,

.66; 8th, .01; 9th, .35; loth, .22; nth, .65;

I2th, — ; 13th,—; 14th, .03; 15th, .33 ; l6th,

—
; 17th, .33; iSth, .19; 19th, .63; 20th, .64;

2ist, ,oS ; 22d, .40 i 23d, .43 ; 24th, 1.07 ;

25th, .42 ; 26th, .43 ; 27th, .77 ; 28th, .04 j

29lh, — ;
30th, .35: total, 11.32 inches. In the

whole, of the month there were just six fair days, just

with a dull leaden sky and cold north winds. Jas.

Gander.

A Double Stock.—I have hitherto believed that

the well-known Stock Mauve Beauty, which invariably

gives 75 per cent, of double flowers, was the most

double kind that I knew of. I have however now in

bloom a pyramidal white kind, obtained originally as

a white intermediate, of which 125 plants now in full

bloom as put out from the seed-pan from seed saved

here last summer and sown in Noveniber, give twelve

singles only, which is at the rate of a trifle over 90
per cent, of doubles. I got last year but a couple of

singles from a few plants, and the present lot in bloom
is the produce of the entire stock of seed saved.

Calculating that ten single-flowered plants will pro-

duce half an ounce of seed, it would require that 3200
plants should lie raised and planted out to give one

pound of seed. AUx. Dtan.

Some Remarks upon the Horse Chestnut.

—

The article written by Mrs. H. E. Watney, and pub-

lished in the Gardeners' Cliroitielc of June 29, p. 82S,

upon the uses of the fruit of the above-named tree, is

both interesting and well worthy of being more gener-

ally known. Loudon in his Ilorliis Brilaniiieus

gives the date 1629 as the time of its introduction into

Britain, and that its specific name ^Ksculus is meant
to denote food, which is no doubt derived from the

large nuts being used as food for animals. The
generic name Hippocastanum is not, however, so

clear. It is supposed to have been derived from its

possessing the properties of curing horses and other

animals of cough. It has another feature equally

suggestive of the name, which I believe is not com-
monly known. It is the perfect resemblance of a

horse's foot, showing the hoof and nails of the shoe

both over and under. This simple matter is easily

disjilayed by cutting a lateral branch of last year's

growth, slantingly at its base, and paring it down until

it shows the shape of the hoof with its nails. The
enclosed example will show it more perfectly than

my explanation. J. Wcbslcr.

Unlike your correspondent, H. E. Watney
(see p. 82S), I have found cows eat Horse Chest-

nuts with great avidity without any preparation

whatever. I well remember when a boy at home my
favourite amusement when the nuts were ripe was
to collect what had fallen in the garden and give them
to eat, which they eagerly did ; one in particular (an

Alderney) was ciuite ravenous for them, and would
come a considerable distance when called after them.

I have always, however, been told that they have a

bad eftect on the milk, and have noticed a bitter taste

in it sometimes after they had had an extra quantity.

W. H. Divers, Eaiulrulge Court, GoJstoiie, Surrey.

Carpet-Bedding in the Neighbourhood of
Romsey.—To those interested in carpet-bedding,

and who may on "business or pleasure bent," be
passing through Romsey or its vicinity, I would say

pay a visit to Lockerby Hall Gardens (Mr. J. Budd,
gr. ); Norman Court, a place for which Nature, as well

as Mr. Swansbury's artistic gardening, has done
much ; Broadlands, the beautiful residence of the

Hon. W. Cowper-Temple (Mr. Thirlby, gr.) ; Mottis-

font Abbey, nestling in the midst of hill and dale,

wood and water, the quaint residence of Lady Barker

Mill (Mr. Jones, gr.). Carpet bedding is carried on
more extensively at Lockerby than at any of the

places above-mentioned, and the designs and arrange-

ments of colours have been very cleverly and neatly

executed by Mr. J. Budd, and upon whom the well-

kept gardens in general reflect great credit. The
other places are also well kept, particularly Mottisfont

Abbey Gardens, ably superintended by Mr. George

Jones. H. W. Ward.

A Heavy and Fine Crop of Peaches.—In

looking through the extensive range of houses at

Norman Court a few days ago I saw in one house,

about 23 feet long and 9 feet wide, one of the finest

samples of Peach growing, without exception, it

has ever been my good fortune to see. Tliere

are two trees growing in the house—fine established

trees of Barrington and Grosse Mignonne Peaches
;

the former ripened a crop of II dozen to perfec-

tion, one fruit turning the scales at \z\ oz., and
several other individual fruits weighing 10 oz., and

the latter ripened the splendid crop—fine in size and

finish—of fla\our I am not in a position to speak—of

20 dozen fruit. //. /T. //'.

Apiary.

The cold and wet weather of May and June sadly

damped the hopes of many bee-keepers for an abun-

dant harvest of honey in the present year. Up to

June 20 the bees hardly gathered enough to keep

themselves, so that when the hot weather arrived

their energies were directed to fill up the vacant

combs in the hive at a time usually devoted to filling

supers. At this present date (July S) the Lime trees

are aftbrding abundance of honey, with which the

hives are being rapidly filled, and where these trees

abound supers may yet be furnished. In adjlition to

the Limes few honey-yielding flowers now remain

except white Clover, and it is not every locality where

this is in abundance ; altogether, I fear the honey

season of 1878 may be pronounced a failure, so much

so that a bee and honey show announced to take place

at Ealing on the loth instant had to be abandoned, as

not a single entry for competition was made. When
bee-keepers fiml the yield of honey has ceased—which

generally occurs before the end of July—all supers,

filled or unfilled, should be at once removed ; the

delay of a few days only will often be fatal to the

profit, for combs, being full of brood, much honey is

necessarily consumed for nursery purposes, and the

vacant cells in the main hive will surely be quickly

filled by the only store at the bees' command—that in

the super—until in a very little time nothing but empty

combs will be left. Those who keep their bees on

the old system of entirely breaking up those stocks it

is wished to rob of their honey will likewise gain

nothing by delay. It is a common practice to leave

this work until after harvest, but except in localities

where Heather abounds much more honey would be

obtained early in August. I need hardly say the

bees should on no account be destroyed. This

practice is inhuman, wasteful, and unnecessary.

Where frame hives are used it is a simple operation

to shake or brush off the bees, and take away

the honey-combs. Straw skeps can also be easily

deprived of their bees by driving. The inoJiis

operandi of this has been so well and often demon-

strated at many bee shows that how to do it is now

pretty generally known ; after once seeing it done it

is found to be so easy that every bee-keeper vows to

adopt the plan in his own bee garden in future. For

the benefit of those who are yet ignorant of the opera-

tion I will as briefly as possible explain it. Provide

an empty skep, a pail, two sticks about 15 inches

long and i inch thick, 3 or 4 yards of stout string,

and a long strip of calico or round-towel. Having

selected the stock to be driven, blow into the entrance

two or three strong pufls of smoke from tobacco,

brown paper, or rags—either will do, giving the hive a

smart tap or two on each side either with the open

hand or the sticks, and then leave it for two minutes

;

the smoke and the jar from the blows will so alarm

the bees that all make a rush at the honey-cells and

fill their honey-bags, in which state they are harmless

and all their pugnacity departed. Now boldly, with-

out flinching, wrench the hive from its footboard and

invert it (mouth upwards) in the pail ; few bees will

fly and fewer still be incHned to sting. Place on it

the empty skep, mouth to mouth, and round the

junction wind the round-towel, securing it there by a

few turns of the string ; now, with the two sticks,

keep up a smart drumming on the sides of the full

hive, and very soon the bees will run like a t^ock of

frightened sheep from their full hive into the empty

one. As soon as ever they begin to run the top hive

may be freed, tilted up, and the whole passage of the

bees watched, until only a few stragglers remain in

the hive, lately so full of busy life. Adepts at this

work will dispense with smoke, towel, and string,

and commence the driving with tilted hive, so that

the whole exodus may be seen from beginning to end.

It may very naturally be asked. What is the use of the

houseless bees now we have them ? The answer is.

Strengthen your other colonies with them, or, putting

several populations together, feed them with sugar-

syrup, and they will build a new set of combs, and

form a valuable stock for next season. In breaking

up the old combs, probably, a good deal of brood will

be found. Those who possess a frame-hive may

utilise this by fitting the various pieces into frames,

and giving them to the bees to hatch out. In ordi-

nary cottage bee-keeping the brood is sacrificed ; in

fact, often contaminating the honey by being bruised

and strained with it. Whenever two or more lots of

bees are united, all should be well drenched with

syrup scented with a little peppermint ; after this

preparation fighting will seldom occur. The queens

may be left to settle their own affairs themselves ; or,

rather, the workers will do so for them. One queen

will be certainly left, although what guides the bees

in their selection of the favoured one I know not.

Those who would see the operation of driving per-

formed, and the whole management of frame-hives by

experienced hands, will do well to visit the exhibition

of the British Bee-keepers' Association at the Royal

Horticultural Society's Gardens, South Kensington, on

August 6, 7, and 8 next. John Hunter, Eaton Rise,

Ealing.

Itotias ai §oohs.
The Chemical Constitution of Plants.

—There really seems no limit to the energy and

activity of Baron Von Mueller. Almost every mail

brings us some evidence of his zeal and talent. This

time we have to mention a work which will be most

serviceable to chemists and vegetable physiologists,

and which will we hope be placed in the hands of a

London publisher as well as in those of Messrs.

McCarron, Bird & Co., of Melbourne. The title

of the work we now refer to is T/ie Organie Constitu-

ents of Plants and Vegetable .lubstanees, and their

Chemical Analysis, by Dr. G. C. Wittstein, trans-

lated from the German original and enlarged and

annotated by Baron F. Von Mueller. The plan of

the work is alphabetical, each substance, such as

absinthin, acetic acid, &c., being briefly described,

its mode of formation and composition being also

given. The formula; are given according to both old

and new systems. In the second part the plants

yielding the substances before-mentioned are arranged

alphabetically and according to their natural orders.

Lastly, detailed explanations of the mode of analys-

ing plants are given, together with sundry useful

tables ; the whole forming a valuable treatise.

Under the title Flora'ers the Rev. G. Henslow

has published (Stanford) a small pamphlet containing

an elementary description of some dozen or more

common wild plants. It appears to us about the

simplest and easiest introduction to the study of

flowers that we have met with, and as its cost is only

a few pence we hope its merits will be appreciated.

It forms one of the series entitled Simple Lessonsfor

Home Use.

Mr. EUacombe's charming papers in the

Garden have been republished under the title, Plant

Lore and Garden-Craft of Shakspeare. In this

work every passage is quoted in which Shakes-

peare names any tree, plant, flower, or vegetable

production. A short account of each is given, iden-

tifying Shakespeare's plants with their modern repre-

sentatives, with illustrations from contemporary

writers, and with notices of any points of literary,

botanical, and historical interest connected with the

plants named. Those desirous of possessing the work

should apply to the author at Bitton Vicarage, Bristol.

An excellent little volume devoted to Flmoers,

their Origin, ^-'e., by Mr. J. E. Taylor, has recently

been published by Hardwicke & Bogue. It should

be read by all those who care to know more about

flowers than a mere superficial glance will tell them,

and who do not care to worry themselves with the

tiresome details ofsystematic classification. The work

contains a popular digest of what is known concerning

the formation and life of flowers, and their relation-

ship to insects, &c. We shall probably allude at

greater length to the volume on another occasion, but

before the summer season is over feel bound to call

attention to it.

Among the books on our table awaiting notice

we may mention an interesting Memoir of the Late

Alfred Smee, who to his many claims on our grate-

ful recollection added those of an enthusiastic gar-
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dener. T)io woik is coniiiilcil by liis dau^lucr

is published by Messrs. IScll & Sons. We shall 1

to this volume on anochcr occasion.

Puni.iCATiONS Kkcktved.—Le Moniteur Horti"

cole IJclge.—Rcvuc Ilorlicolc.—Illustration Horti'

cole. — G.irtcndora. — Dcr G.arten-freund. — Dcr

Dcutbchcr Garten.—Journal dc la Socicte Ccnlralc

d'llorticulture. — Proceedings of the Aberdeenshire

Agricultural Association. — .Separatabzug aus den

Sitzungbericlilcn des Botanischen Vereins der Pro-

vinz Brandenburg (several nundjcrs). — Gardeners'

Monthly.—American Agriculturist.-—Revue de I'llor-

ticuUure Beige.—Villa Gar<lener.—The Gardener.

—

Botanische Zeilung. — Report of the Professor of

Botany and Horticulture, Slate Agricultural College,

Michigan.

Reports of Societies.

The Provincial Show of the Royal Horti-
cultural Society.

Special TI'LEGraphic Report. Prcs/on, July 11.

This has been a complete success so far as the

exhibition is concerned.

held a few years since at Belfast were very highly

spoken of. The irregular banks provided for the

display of the plants consist of gentle slopes in-

stead of steps, which is a manifest ailvantage in the

setting of the plants, since in most cases it gives them

the desired inclination, while the use of ugly support-

ing blocks and other unsightly contrivances is done

away with or reduced to a minimum. A considerable

surface of water and a watcrHxll are introduced, antl

more or less utilised in setting out the plants for

effect, a series of small green banks occupying the

b.ays formed in the margin of the water, and a dozen

Tree Ferns being tastefully distributed over the

surface of the lake itself, being set just above the

water-level. The effect from the elevated points

marked I, 2, 3, on the plan was very good,

and was exceedingly creditable to the taste of the

designer. A mass of rockwork on the bed marked 2

|)rojected over the walk, and terminating in a water-

fall dripping into the lake, was rather crude in design

and tame in execution, but we learned it was the best

that could be done in the time with the materials at

hand. In any case the effect of this principal tent

was very good, though the setting was here and there

a little thin—a result contributed to liy the absence of

the Shuttleworth noble collection of plants in the com-

petition, and their consequent exhibition in one corner

groups of Crotons, and y y some groups of stove and
greenhouse plants. At one end of the bed z, near

to Mr. Williams' plants, were Palms margined with

Pelargoniums, and at the opposite end another portion

of the plants shown for Mr. Bull's Cups. In the

centre was the rockwork overhanging the pathway,
and the waterfall already alluded to.

At the end of this floral pavilion was a large cir-

cular tent devoted chiefly to hardy Ferns, aTid \\~,n\

also as a band stand. Beyond this there slrelchcd

out three long narrow tents, appropriated respccti\cly

to fruits, table plants, and cut flowers. A con-

siderable space outside was occupied by implements,

garden erections, and other garden requisites, of which
there was a very fair display, while an ample area

was reserved for promenadmg.
The whole of the arrangements were planned, and

in great measure carried out, by the energetic local

secretary, T. M. Shuttleworth, Esq., with the help of a

most assiduous local committee, and Mr. Troughton,
the manager of the Preston Nursery Company's
grounds. Mr. Barron and his staff also rendered

most important aid in carrying out the details of the

several departments, and in bringing the exhibition

to a successful issue.

The show as a whole may be regarded as a fairly

good one, and would doubtless have been better had

Fig. 7.—PRESTON show :Jplan of arrangement'in the"main text.

About I o'clock the Mayor and Corporation met
Lord Aberdare, the President of the Royal Horticul-

tural Society, and made an official tour and inspec-

tion of the various tents. Two o'clock was the time
appointed for the judges' luncheon, to which a large

number of the public were admitted, and this neces-

sary part of the programme was commenced with fair

punctuality, and engaged the attention of a select

comp.iny for a couple of hours, during which the

various loyal and usual horticultural toasts were duly
given and warmly received, the President paying a

well-deserved compliment to Mr. T. M. .Shuttleworth

—whose absence, from indisposition, was universally

regretted—for the energy and ability with which he
had carried out all the earlier stages of the arrange-

ments. Mr. Veitch responded for the exhibitors, the

Rev. C, P, Peach for the judges, and Mr. Moore for

the Press.

The show took place in the grounds of the Preston
Pleasure and Nursery Gardens Co., a pleasant spot

about 2 miles out of Preston, in a field of some
30 or more acres, adjoining the nursery grounds.
Not far from the entrance is a piece of ornamental
water, over which Mr. Inman, of Manchester, has
thrown a picturesque rustic bridge, which forms a
pleasing object as seen in passing to the large plant

tent, a parallelogram in three circles, the plan of
which is given in fig. 7. The enclosed area and the

surrounding ground has been designed and laitl out

by Mr, J. F. Johnson, landscape gardener, of

Belfast, whose arrangemeats for the great show

of the show. It is a pity that the rules of arrange-
ment were so strictly adhered to in this case. The
vistas and varying effects from different points of

view were all well brought out, and we heard many
compliments passed upon Mr. Johnson's felicitous

arrangement, which though showing rather hard on
paper and unattractive in the plan was really effective

as worked out on the ground.
The distribution of objects in this principal tent

will be understood by a reference to the pl.-in. The
exterior bank a, a, a, was filled with miscellaneous
stove and greenhouse plants, with groups of Pelar-

goniums on many of the projecting points ; /• included
the principal competing groups of new plants, with
some Tree Ferns and Pelargoniums ; c was filled with
more new plants and succulents ; (/ represented some
miscellaneous plants, followed by stove and greenhouse
Ferns at e, e\ f and g were filled by groups of
Dracienas ; h by Adiantums ; i by Orchids ; k by
Begonias ; / by Draccenas and Orchids ; m by
Dracaenas ; n by Orchids ; by DracKuas

; / by
Orchids ; q by Caladiums ;

;• by Adiantums ; s by
Dracrenas ; t by Adiantums. The irregular bed at ;<,

just opposite the entrance, was filled by a splendid
group shown by Messrs. Veitch & Sons, and some of
the groups shown in competition for Mr. Bull's Cups ;

V was occupied by similar groups from Mr. B. S.
Williams, and Messrs. Rollisson & Sons. Nearly the
whole of the bank marked w was occupied by a grand
collection, already alluded to, from the gardens of T.
M. Shuttleworth, Esq. ; while x represented some

not the health of the indefatigable honorary secretary

broken down. Many remarkably fine plants were
shown in the competing classes, especially by Mr.
Tudgey, Messrs. Cole & Sons, Mr. Pilgrim, of Chel-

tenham, and Mr. Hammond, gr. to Sir W. Lawson
;

and the display of fruit and vegetables, though not

better than we have seen in previous shows, was
really of a very meritorious character. We only trust

the weather may prove favourable, and that a financial

success will be realised, which will place the con-

tinuance of these provincial shows—the best work
the Royal Horticultural Society is doing—beyond a

doubt.

Stove and Greenhouse Plants.

The principal class was one for sixteen, eight in

bloom and eight with fine foliage, and three collec-

tions were staged—a very fine lot of plants. The 1st

prize was won by J. F. G. Williams, Esq., Henwick
Grange, Worcester (Mr. Tudgey, gr.), who had for

fine-foliaged subjects large and good specimens of

Ste\"ensonia grandifolia, Cycas revoluta, Croton
angustifolius, C. pictus, Dicksonia antarctica, Cycas
circinalis, Pritchardia pacifica, and Gleichenia becisto-

phylla, the latter a grand bush about 6 feet through
and in admirable condition. The flowering plants

were the strongest feature of the group, and included
an immense bush of Erica Parmentierii rosea, about

5 feet through and well flowered ; a fine plant of

Ixora Di.xiana, about 4 feet through ; Allamanda
grandiflora, from 3 to 4 feet through, and well bloomed ;
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Erica tricolor impiessa, a very large busli, scarcely

full out ; Dipladenia amabilis, large and well

MooniLHl, the flowers being exceptionally good ;

Clerodendron Balfourianuni, also very fine ; Ixora
coccinea superba, &c. The 2il prize went to

Messrs. E. Cole & Sons, Wilhington, near

Manchester, who had the finest fine-foliagecl plants

of the two, but was not so strong in llowering

subjects. The specimen foliagcd plants were excep-
tionally bright and effective, consisting of a mag-
nificent example of Cycas revoluta, large specimens,
fresh and clean, of Latania Ijorbonica, I)icksonia

antarctica, Cycas Normanbyana, Prltchardia pacifica,

and Crotons Weismanni, angustifolius, and Johannis,
all well-developed plants, and grandly coloured. Of
flowering subjects the exhibition had the fine white
Ixora Colei, about 4 feet high and 3 feet through

—

thoroughly well bloomed ; a nice fresh and well-

flowered Dipladenia amabilis, Erica ampuUacea
Bainesii, E. venosa, a fine plant ; Azalea Brilliant,

A. President, and Bougainvillea glabra. The 3d
prize was taken by the Preston Nursery and Pleasure
Gardens Company (Mr. Troughton, manager), with a
nice lot of fine-foliaged plants, the flowering subjects

being weak. Mr. Tudgey was the only exhibitor in

the amateurs' class for a dozen plants in bloom,
and took the 1st prize with a capital lot, in-

cluding a large and thoroughly well-bloomed Alla-

manda Hendersoni, a finely-flowered Dipladenia
amabilis, the blossoms of which were exceedingly

plants, the former of which were of the best quality

in point of cultivation. Messrs. E. Cole & Sons came
in 1st in the nurserymen's class for twelve stove and

greenhouse plants, and the Preston Nursery Company
were again placed 2d. The Withington collection

consisted of medium-sized plants, in excellent condi-

tion and well-flowered, of Darwinia tulipifcra, Alla-

manda cathartica, Staticc profusa, Erica retorta

major, E. Shannoni, E. venosa, and E. tricolor Wil-

soni superba. In the 2d prize group the best ex-

amples were of Staticc profusa and Trcmandra
verticillata. •

Fl.NE-FOLIAOED PLANTS.

Next to the classes previously mentioned those for

fine-foliaged plants, including Palms, Dracaenas,

Crotons, &c., were the most liberally responded to,

and were employed with fine effect in the large tent.

For six distinct Mr. Pilgrim was placed 1st, with a

capital lot, including a handsome example of Thrinax

elegans, a tall and fine Encephalartos villosus,

Latania rubra, Croton pictus, cS:c. The 2d prize in

this class was well won by J. Forshaw, Esq., Ful--

wood, Preston {Mr. James Kigg, gr.), who staged a

particularly well grown lot of plants, consisting of

Davallia Mooreana, about 5 feet over, Crotons pictus,

Weisemnanni, and majesticus, bushy plants, about 3

feet high, and remarkably well coloured ; a good

unnamed seedling Lomaria, and a large pan of Diona^a

muscipula. The amateurs' class for nine was an

Weismanni, uudulatus, Johannis, Rex, Disraeli, and
picturatus. The Braywick plants were also an admir-
ably grown lot, and, thanks to the excellence of the

Braywick water, capitally coloured : his C. Johannis
was especially effective in this respect. The last-

named exhibitor was also 1st for three distinct Palms,
with nice young sjiecimcns of j:\.canthorhiza War-
sccwiczii, Areca Vcrschaffeltii, and ChaniiVrops

humilis tomcntosa. Caladiums were rather scarce

in the class for six, and of no particular merit, but the

two classes lor Dracaenas brought a capital lot of plants.

The best amongst amateurs came from R. B. Dodg-
son, Esq. (Mr. T. Osman, gr.), medium-sized,

but neatly grown and very fresh specimens of D.
Casanovce, Ba isei, Berkeleyi, Mooreana, Nitzsch-

nerii, &c. Mr. Hammond was a very good 2d, with

taller plants thaii his more successful rival, but not

quite so fresh looking. The next lot were by no
means so good. The nurserymen's class was for

twehe, and here Messrs. ^Yilliam Rollisson & Sons
came in 1st with a very fine group of plants, well

grown, well coloured, and very fresh, the sorts repre-

sented being Goldieana, Regina, .Salmoni, amabilis,

Youngii, Gladstonei, Nitzschnerii, Guilfoylei, &c. ;

Mr. B. S. Williams was 2d with a very good lot

also, including most of the new ones sent out liy him
this season ; the Preston Nursery Company was 3d.

Orchids.

Of these there were not many, but the plants staged

Fig. 8.—PRESTON snow: messrs. messengers' houses, (see p. 58.)

rich in colour, a large and well-flowered specimen of

Ixora amboynensis, a very good AUamanda nobilis,

and Clerodendron Balfourianuni, good Ericas Paxtoni,

and tricolor impressa. The highest award in the ama-
teurs' class for six went to Edward Pilgrim, Esq.,

Fern Lawn, Cheltenham, who showed amongst others

a large Erica Thompsoni, well-flowered and large

examples of Bourgainvillea glabra, Clerodendron
Balfourianuni, and Anthurium Scherzerianuni, iS:c. Mr.
Pilgrim also took the lead in the competition with
twelve stove and greenhouse plants, six to be in

bloom, with a capital group, including amongst others

a tall and noble specimen of Pritchardia pacifica, a

remarkably fine Cycas circinalis, a large and well-

lurnished Latania borbonica, a fine Phorniium tenax

variegatum, and Croton longiflorus, well furnished

and admirably coloured ; a very nicely flowered

Dipladenia Brearleyana, a fine plant of a good
broad-spathed form of Anthurium Scherzerianuni,

Stephanotis floribunda, &c. The 2d prize was taken
by Miss Ffarrington, Worden Hall, Preston (Mr.
Hutchinson, gr.) who had a tall and handsome
specimen of the variegated Pine-apple as her chief

specimen. With six Heaths Mr. Pilgrim again came
to the front with a neat lot of medium-sized plants,

including as varieties E. ampuUacea, E. Aitoniana
Turnbullii, E. Massoni major, &c. Mr. Tudgey was
a good 2d in the same class with similar-sized

plants of E. Cavendishiana, E. Paxtoni, and E.
ferruginea, &c. In the nurserymen's class for a

group of 100 miscellaneous plants the 1st prize

went to the Preston Nursery Company, and the 2d
to Messrs. F. & A. Dickson & Sons, of Chester, both
showing nice collections of medium-sized fine-foliaged

exceedingly good one, and here R. B. Dodgson,
Esq., Blackburn (Mr. T. Osman, gr.) came in 1st,

with a very striking group, the central object in which
was a magnificent example of Cycas revoluta, with a

spread of branches about 8 feet over. The other

specimens included a large and showy specimen of

the very distinct Anthurium crystallinum ; finely

grown and coloured specimens of Croton pictus and
C. Disraeli ; a large and handsome Livistonia altis-

sima, and a capital Alocasia metallica, about 4 feet

over, and well furnished. The next award of the

judges went to Sir Wilfred Lawson, Bart., M.P.,
Braywick, near Carlisle (Mr. Hammond, gr.), who
had a particularly good lot of tall, fresh, and finely

developed specimens of Dasylirion glaucuni, Dra-
caena indivisa, very fine ; Dracaena Youngii, well

coloured ; Cocos Weddelliana, Phorniium tenax varie-

gatum, a capital Cycas revoluta, &c. Mr. Tudgey
came in 3d with a fine lot, including a noble-looking

plant of Encephalartos Vroomi, a Latania borbonica
of noble proportions, and capital specimens of Geo-
nonia gracilis, Pandanus Veitchii, Sarracenia pur-

purea, and Pritchardia pacifica, &c. In a collection

from Mrs. Birchall, Ribbleton Hall, Preston (Mr.

Williams, gr.), we noted a beautifully grown
plant of Lomatia salicifolia, a tall and well-fur-

nished Yucca aloifolia variegata, a very nice Dracaena

Draco, and a good example of the deep green-leaved

Croton Hookeri, &c. The amateurs' class for six

Crotons brought out two very good groups from Sir

Wilfrid Lawson's gardener and Mr. Pilgrim, the last-

named securing the chief prize. The plants were
from 3 to 4 feet through, well furnished with ample

foliage, and nicely coloured ; and the sorts shown C.

were of excellent quality for the month of July. The
amateurs' class for twelve brought out an admirable

group from R. B. Dodgson, Esq., Blackburn (Mr. T.

Osman, gr.) and which easily secured the highest

award. The plants were in a nice fresh condition,

and included Aerides odoratum nivajus, with nine

spikes, Vanda suavis, with seven spikes, a very

healthy plant ; Dendrobium densiflorum, nine spikes ;

Cattleya Mendelii, with eleven grand blooms ; Cypri-

pedium Veitchii, with five flowers ; C. villosum, very

good ; Dendrobium nobile, about 2 feet through and

full of flowers ; Cattleya Warneri, with thirteen

beautifully coloured blooms ; and Dendrobium
Schrrederi with fourteen spikes. The 2d prize went

to Dr. Ainsworth, Higher Broughton, Manchester

(Mr. E. Mitchell, gr.), who had a lairly good group,

including Lycaste Skinneri pallida, Phalcenopsis

grandiflora, Aerides Veitchii, A. Dayanum, with eight

spikes, A. Lobbii Ainsworthianum, with very fine

branched spikes. In the nurserymen's class for twelve

Mr. B. S. Williams took the 1st prize with a very

nice group, including a very good Cypripedium

niveuni, Dendrobium Bensonce, Cattleya Mendelii,

with sixteen good flowers ; C. Leopoldi, with three

good blooms ; Cypripedium barbatum superbum,

Epidendrum vitellinum majus, Dendrobium formosum

giganteum, D. densiflorum, Loelia purpurata, five

fine spikes; Aerides odorata majus, very good.

For six Messrs. William Rollisson & Son came in

1st with Oncidium macranthum, with eight flowers;

a very nice Dendrobium glumaceum, a good pan

of Cypripedium niveum, the new Dendrobium
suavissimum, and Cypripedium Parishii with eight

good spikes.
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Fekns.

Some good exotic Ferns were shown in llic oral

classes. In that for six plants Mr. I'ilgrim was 1st,

his collection containing a line Davallia Mooreana

(pallida), Satlleria cyatheoidcs, three good Gleichenias,

and the rarely seen Aglaomorpha Mcyeriana, with its

remarkably h.andsomc broad sterile and contracted

fertile fronds. Mr. Osnian, gr. to R. li. Dodgson,

Esq., was 2d, and showed a fine Cyathea Hurkei,

with a 3-feet stem and fine spreading head ; Cyathea

dealbata, Dicksonia antarctica, Gleiehenia rupestris,

a fine plant, 5 feet through ; G. SpehincK and G.

rupestris glauca—all well grown and well furnished.

h\ one of the collections of nine plants was a nice

specimen of the neat-growing Adiantum Hendersoni,

a plant rarely seen at exhibitions.

The class for two Tree Ferns brought only one

exhibitor, Mr. D. Chapman, of Manchester, who
showed fair specimens. Three Tree Ferns were better

shown by the Preston Nursery and Pleasure Gardens

Co., who had a very good plant of the elegant slender-

stemmed Alsophila Leichardtiana, the others being

Dicksonia squarrosa and D. antarctica.

The nurserymen's class for twelve exotic Ferns

brought into the field Messrs. E. Cole & .Sons and

the Preston Co. The former had the best lot, which

contained nice medium-sized fresh-looking plants of

Gleiehenia Mendelii, G. rupestris, G. Speluncoe, and

G. flabellata, a vigorous young Cibotium princeps, a

fine mass of Pteris scaberula, Davallia polyantha, and

Thamnopteris australasica. The Preston Co. had a

large and stately Cibotium regale, C. Schiedei, a

healthy young Brainea insignis, and a very fine plant

of Adiantum cardiochlrena, one of the handsomest

of Maidenhairs.

The groups of six Adiantums are always interest-

ing, and brought a good competition. The 1st prize

went to Mr. Osman, gr. to R. B. Dodgson, Esq.,

who showed A. formosum, cultratum, cuneatum, te-

nerum, Farleyense, and gracillimum, all well-grown

plants, of tolerably good size. -Mr. Williams, gr. to

Mrs. Birchall, was 2d, with good plants of A. gracilli-

mum, concinnum, concinnum latum, Ghiesbreghtii, and
formosum, and a less perfect A. Sanctffi Catharina;.

British Ferns were well shown, and rather numer-
ously. The 1st prize for twelve plants was awarded
to Mr. T. Bolton, Fern Cottage, Warton, for a re-

markably finely-grown lot, consisting of Athyrium
F.-f. plumosum .Stansfieldii, and A. F.-f. plumosum
Barnesii, Osmunda regalis cristata, Lastrea F.-mas
ramoso-cristata, and L. F.-mas grandiceps, Scolopen-

drium vulgare crispum, Athyrium F.-f. Victorias,

Polystichum aculeatum gracile cristatum, Trichomanes
radicans delicatum, Polystichum angidare raniosum,

and Polypodium vulgare cornubiense. For six

British Ferns Mr. Pilgrim was 1st with Lastrea

Filix-mas cristata angulata, Polystichum angulare

proliferum, Athyrium Filix-fosmina plumosum, Las-

trea F.-mas grandidens, Osmunda regalis cristata,

and a Scolopendrum, which appeared to be rather

digitatum than ramosum, which name it bore. In a

collection from the gardens of Levens Hall was a

very curious variety of Bracken, named Pteris aqui-

lina crispa Craigii. Some very interesting varieties

of British Ferns were also included in the collection

staged by E. J. Lowe, Esq., of Nottingham.

New Plants.

The competing exhibitors in the nurserymen's
classes for new plants were Mr. W. Bull and Mr.
B. S. Williams. Mr. Bull took the 1st prize with a
very fine group in the class for twelve new and rare

plants, not in commerce, consisting of Philodendron
Carderi, a species with dark green leaves, shaded
with bright green, and having a rich velvety lustre ;

Aralia concinna, in the way of spectabilis ; Dietfen-

bachia regina, with broad pale yellow-green leaves,

having few scattered spots, and narrow edge of dark
green ; Lastrea aristata variegata, now developing
into a beautiful variegated Fern ; Anthurium insigne,

figured by as under the provisional name of Philoden-
dron Holtonianum ; Croton formosus, with stiff

sword-shaped leaves, having yellow ribs changing to

red ; Dracrena Bijou, a very dwarf and compact
variety, with numerous small bronzy leaves, having
a broad edging of red ; Davallia fijiensis, with its

finely-cut fronds, and Dieffenbachia Leopoldi,

with its contrast of rich bright green and ivory,

both previously figiired by us; Dipteris Florsfieldii,

not looking too prosperous ; Zamia princeps,

with beautiful pale green pinnate fronds, having
narrow tapered pinn.-c ; and Artocarpus exsculptus,

a green pinnatifid-leaved plant, with hairy crenated

lobate segments. Mr. Williams, who showed in

the same class, and was placed 2d, had
the handsome Alsophila Macleayi, Aralia nobilis,

with broad oblong wavy leaves ; Kentia neograna-
tensis, with having broad pinnate segments ; Adi-
antum Williamsii, fig, 4, p. 44. Croton Williamsii,

with broad obovate-oblong acuminate leaves, with
yellow ribs, veins, and flush and changing to a
crimson red ; Aralia spectabilis, pinnate leaves, with
ovate-oblong pinnatifid segments ; Grammatophyllum
Nortoni, with red stems ; Pandanus inermis, Dtaccena

superba, with erect narrow red-edged bronze leaves ;

Caladium hybridum, and Croton albicans, with large

oblong leaves, with creamy white rili and veins.

In the next class, for twelve new plants sent out in

1876-S, Mr. Bull was 1st with Alocasia Johnstoni,

Doodia asjiera multifida, Adiantum princeps, Cibo-

tunii Menzicsii, Dracrena Goldieanaa, Anthurium

Veitchii, Bowenia spectabilis serrulata, Lomaria dis-

color bipinnatifida, Dieffenbachia Shuttleworthii,

with a silvery-feathered midrib, see fig. 5, p. 45 !

Croton roseo-pictus, with fine broad obovate-oblong

leaves, having well-defllied yellow ribs and veins

changing to red ; Catakidozamia Hopei, a bold

pinnate Cycad, with pinnae 6 to 8 inches long

;

Cyphokentia macrocarpa, a noble- looking Palm, with

pinnate leaves, the pinna; broad and bronzy-red when
young ; and Croton Mortii, with broad obovate leaves

marked with clear yellow ribs and veins.

In the amateurs' class for six new and rare plants

Mr. E. Pilgrim, Cheltenham, was 1st. He showed

a nicely bloomed plant of Rhododendron Duchess of

Edinburgh, and the bright carmine Erica opulata,

with Fourcroya Lindeni, and Crotons Queen Victoria,

Prince of Wales, and regina. Mr. Hammond, gr. to

SirW. Lawson, Carlisle, also showed in this class, his

plants being Phyllotrenium Lindeni, Croton notiilis,

Kentia Belmontiana, Lomaria discolor bipinnatifida,

Rhaphia humilis, and Draca;na Robinsoni. A new
Croton, named Hendersoni (the second of that name),

with red petioles, and particularly bright yellow vari-

egation, from Mr. D. Thomson of Drumlanrig, received

a First-class Certificate ; another with trilobate leaves,

splashed all over, Aucuba-fashion, with yellow, was
passed for the present. Mr. Pearson, of Chilwell,

also received certificates for three seedlings of Pelar-

gonium echinatum, bright-looking spotted flowers,

with rosy-tinted ground colours, named respectively

Beauty, Ariel, and Pixie.

Mr. Bull's Cups for new plants did not bring a very

full competition. The 1st prize for private growers

was taken by Mr. Hammond, gr. to Sir W. Lawson,

who showed Macrozamia Mackenzii, Draccena Goldi-

ana, Artocarpus Cannoni, Brahea filamentosa, Aralia

elegantissima, Croton Rex, Lomaria Dalgairnsia;,

Croton Disraeli, GymnogrammaMartensiidoboydensis,
Dracaena amboinensis, Aralia filicifolia, and Maranta
inscripta. In the 2d lot, shown by Mr. Tudgey, gr.

to J. F. G. Williams, Esq., Henwick Grange, was a

good Brahea filamentosa, Ixora regina, nicely

bloomed ; the curious interrupted Croton torquatus,

and Croton Mortii, a bold-leaved variety with well-

marked variegation. The prize in the nurserymen's

class was taken by Mr. Williams, who had large

specimens of Cibotium pniinatum, and of Sadleria

cyatheoides, Croton Challenger, Panax laciniatus,

Dracaena Goldieana, Artocarpus Cannoni, Croton
splendidus, Draccena Robinsoni, Brahea filamentosa,

Anemidictyon Phyllitidis var. tessellata, Croton prin-

ceps, and Aralia filicifolia. In the private growers'

maiden class the 1st prize was withheld, and the 2d
awarded to Mr. Mclntyre, gr. to the Hon. A. C. C.
Maxwell, Dumfries. In the nurserymen's maiden class

the 1st prize was taken by the Preston Nursery and
Pleasure Garden Company, who showed Hibiscus

CoUeri, Panax laciniatus in flower, Croton splendidus,

Adiantum tetraphyllum gracile, Croton Hendersoni,

a fine bold-leaved sort ; Lomaria Dalgairnsice, Aralia

elegans, Ixora regina, Croton Rex, Croton picturatus,

Artocarpus Cannoni, and Acalypha marginata.

Florist's Flowers.

These call for very little comment at our hands,

so poorly were they represented. Zonal and Show
Pelargoniums were the best represented of all,

and these only by second-rate examples, and very

few of them. In the class for six show varieties the

2d prize only was awarded, and that went to W.
Birley, Esq. In the corresponding class for fancy

varieties there were no entries at all. The class for

nine brought a nice collection from Mr. C. Rylance
of Ormskirk, consisting of fairly well-flowered plants

of Mrs. Bradshaw, Queen Bess, Digby Cirand, Clari-

bel, Prince of Wales, &c., and to them the 1st prize

was awarded. A similar number of fancy varieties

also gained a first prize for the same exhibition. For
six Zonal Pelargoniums, W. Birley, Esq. (gr., Mr.
G. Newton), was ist, with large, fairly well-flowered,

but rather rough specimens of Madame Vaucher, Le
Grand, Mrs. W. Paul, William Underwood, and
Miss Skipworth. J. B. Jones, Esq., came in 2d.

The best nine, a neat and well-grown lot of plants, were
contributed by the Preston Nursery Company, and
Mr. C. Rylance took the next award. F'uchsias were
very poorly represented, only one or two collections

being staged. The Ist prize for six went to T. Dodd,
Esq., Swallow House, Penwortham (Mr. Hutchin-
son, gr.). Tuberous-rooted Begonias were also in

poor form, except half-a-dozen sent by Messrs. John
Laing & Co., of Forest Hill, which consisted of
nicely bloomed plants of Laelia, John Laing, Gloire

de Nancy, Baronne Hruby, and Y. M. dos Santos
Viana, and which took the Ist prize in their class.

Of Gloxinias there was also only one group, a well

grown and a well flowered lot of plants, which, how-
ever, had suffered somewhat in travelling.

Cut Flo\\'ers.

This department was somewhat less extensive than

usual. The Roses were by fiir the best feature, being

of exceptionally fine quality, though limited in

numbers. Messrs. Cranston & Co., Hereford, were

well Ist with seventy-two distinct varieties, having a

remarkably fine lot, including especially fine blooms

of Princess Beatrice, Camille Bcrnardin, Annie Wood,
Marie Baumann, Paul N^ron, Antoine Ducher, Le
H.avre, Mons. Etienne Levet, Duke of Wellington,

Marquise de Mortemart, Madame Lacharme, Dupuy
Jamain, &c. The 2d prize collection, also a very good

one, came from Mr. G. Davidson, of Hereford, and

in tills collection also were singularly good examples of

Dupuy Jamin, Mons. Etienne Levet, Marie Bau-

mann, Alfred Colomb, Madame C. Crapelet, Xavier

Olibo, Auguste Rigotard, and Madame C. Wood, &.c.

If Hereford cleared the board in the last class Oxford

did the same for the next one, which was for forty-

eight varieties, with which Mr. Prince was 1st and

Mr. Corp 2d, the 3d prize going to Messrs. F. & A.

Dickson & Sons. Mr. Prince's collection was a

superb one, every bloom being of fine size and mar-

vellously fresh. The finest blooms of all were of

Alfred Colomb, Richard Wallace, Madame la

Baronne de Rothschild, Dupuy Jamain, Claude

Levet, Le Rhone, Beauty of Waltham, Reynolds

Hole, Marie Baumann, Horace Vernet, Fran90is

Louvat, Marie Rady, Mons. Boncenne, and Mon.
E. V. Teas ; La Duchcsse de Morny, Marguerite

Brassac, Star of Waltham, Madame C. Wood, Marie

Rady, Marie Cointet, Ed. Morren, and Mons. E. V.

Teas were also in grand condition in Mr. Corp's

boxes. The prizes in the amateurs' class for twenty-

four went in the order named to General the

Hon. A. Upton, Levens Hall, Milnthorpe (Mr.

R. Craig, gr.), H. Wilson, Esq., Brentwood,

Cheadle (Mr. F. Thompson, gr.), and W. War-
burton, Esq., Mytton Hall, Whalley, all of whom
showed very well, but not in the style of the

nurserymen. For twelve J. Taylor, Esq., Malpas,

Cheshire, was Ist, the Right Hon. Lord Winmarleigh

2d, and J. Bolton, Esq., 3d ; while the Ist prize for

a basket of Roses went to H. Wilson, Esq. Messrs.

Cranston & Co. contributed four boxes of cut blooms

in the miscellaneous class, one of these containing the

finest dozen blooms of the dark-coloured Marie Van
Houtte, which the judges Highly Commended ; and

a Silver Flora Medal was awarded by the Society.

Mr. Prince and Mr. Davidson also contributed—the

former four, the latter two, boxes of splendid blooms,

and were each awarded Silver Medals. Cut flowers

of stove and greenhouse plants, in collections of

twelve bunches, were well shown by Messrs. Cole &
Sons, Messrs. F. & A. Dickson & Sons, and Messrs.

Turner Brothers, of St. John's Market, Liverpool,

and the awards of the judges, went in the order

named. Of bridal and ball-room bouquets there

were some fifteen put up for the judges' inspection,

and the prizes for the former went to Messrs. Turner

Brothers, R. Horsfall, Esq., Grassendale Priory,

Liverpool (Mr. C. Coldbrook, gr.), and Messrs.

William Heath & Son, the College Nursery, Chelten-

ham ; and for the latter to Mr. John Moseley, Crosse

Bank, Halliwell, Bolton ; Messrs. Turner Brothers,

and Messrs. Pope & Smith, Astley Bridge, Bolton.

Some of them were very good indeed, and none abso-

lutely bad. Messrs. Downie & Laird, of Edinburgh,

showed two fine boxes of cut blossoms of Pansies,

mostly seedlings, of very high quality, which were

Commended by the judges.

Hardy Plants.

These consisted for the most part of Coniferous

subjects, contributed by Messrs. Barron «^ Sons, of

Elvaston, and Messrs. F. & A. Dickson & Sons, of

Chester. The best group of all was one of twenty

Conifers and Taxads, which took the 1st prize for

Messrs. Barron & Sons, and which consisted of large

and well-developed specimens of Picea bifida tardiva,

Taxus Dovastoni variegata, a fine golden form

;

Pinus Jeffrey!, Taxus baccata aurea, a beautiful

pyramid of gold ; Taxus adpressa, a very fine pyra-

mid ; Retinospora plumosa aurea, Tsuga Pattoniana,

Retinospora plumosa argentea, R. filifera, Arthro-

taxus selaginoides, Dacrydium Franklinii, Picea mag-
nifica, Abies polita, Cupressus Lawsoniana lutea, avery

striking golden variegated form ; Abies Alcocquiana,

Thujopsis dolabrata variegata, Sciadopytis verticillata,

Abies Parryana (Engelmanni), Abies Tsuga nana, and

Podocarpus alpina—an exceptionally fine lot. Messrs.

Y. & A. Dickson & Sons were 2d. A larger class,

and a very good one also, was that for 100 miscel-

laneous hardyplants, in or out of flower, and here again

Messrs. Barron & Son came out of the competition

Ist, with a well-grown lot of choice Conifers, Hollies,

Acers, Privets, Yuccas, Ivies, Kalmias, and similar

subjects. Messrs. F. & A. Dickson & Sons were a

very good 2d, showing a very good assortment of

small Conifers and evergreen shrubs, very neatly set

up. The Preston Nursery Company, who took the

3d award, showed a mixed lot of shrubs and flowering

herbaceous plants. The whole of these were shown
outside in the grounds. In the large marquee Messrs.
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Liltle & Ballantyne, of Carlisle, showed small speci-

mens of their new pendulous variety of Wellingtonia

gigantea, which attracted so much notice at Carlisle

last autumn.

Of the display in this department we can only say

that it is fairly good and of average quality, but not

very keen. There are only two collections competing

for the Society's prizes, and these come from Earl

Somers, Eastnor Castle, Ledbury (Mr. Coleman, gr.),

and Lord Bagot (Mr. Bannerman, gr.), and the prizes

go in the order named. Mr. Coleman has a splendid

lot, consisting of a very fine sample of Black Ham-
burgh Grapes, and the same of Muscat of Ale.xandria,

fine in bunch and berrjs but not quite ripe ; very

good Queen, Eastnor Castle, and Cox's Golden Gem
Melons, finely coloured Bellegarde .and Royal George

Peaches, Elruge and Stanwick Elruge Nectarines,

black and white Cherries, Brown Turkey Figs, very

good and capital samples of Oxonian and Frogmore

Late Pine Strawberries. Lord Bagot's gardener has

better ripened Muscats, good Black Hamburgh and

Black Prince Grapes, and well-coloured Peaches and

Nectarines, &c. For a dish of black Grapes, any

kind, Thos. Barnes, Esq., The Quinta, Chirk, is 1st,

with good examples of Barchardt's Seedling, Black

Prince ; and Lord Bagot a good 2d with Alicante.

The best samples of Madresfield Court come from

J. B. Barnes, Esq., Mr. J. Cowan, of Garston, and

Lord Bagot. In the any white Grape class Lord

Bagot is 1st with a beautiful dish of Foster's

Seedling, not large, but well finished : th e 2d

prize is won by J. Hick, Esq., M.P. (Mr. Warbur-

ton, gr.), with Buckland Sweetwater ; and the 3d

by Viscount Boyne, Burwarton, Salop (Mr. Boddey,

gr.), with Foster's seedling. The best of three Queen

Pines come from Mrs. Vivian of Singleton, near

Swansea, (Mr. Harris, gr.). In the class for a basket

of Grapes the 1st prize is taken by R. Reeves, Esq.,

Ashton's Green, near St. Helen's (Mr. J. Meredith,

gr.), with a good lot of Black Hamburghs ; Mr.

Mackellar, gr., Abney Hall, Cheadle, comes in 2d

with Muscat Alexandria, of good quality, and a nice

lot of Madresfield Court, shown by Mr. Cowan, is 3d.

Of all the fruits named in the schedule Strawberries

are far the best represented. The 1st prize for ten dishes

is taken by Viscount Hill, Hawkstone (Mr. Pratt, gr.);

and President, Sir Harry, Oscar,Cockscomb, Dr. Hogg,

Marguerite, Sir C. Napier, and Eleanor, are well

represented in his collection. C. S. A. Thellusson,

Esq., Brodsworth Hall, Doncaster (Mr. Chuck, gr.),

is a very good 2d, and Mr. AVomansley 3d. The
competition in the class for two dishes is very strong :

Earl Beauchamp, Madresfield Court (Mr. Cox, gr. ),

is 1st with remarkably fine samples of Oxonian

and British Queen ; Earl Somers a very good 2d, with

the last-named variety and Froginore Llate Pine.

President and Lucas, fine dishes of both, are the

winning varieties which take 3d prize for J. Taylor,

Esq., jMalpas, Cheshire. In the single dish British

Queen is shown in fine style ; Earl Beauchainp, is

1st ; a large dish of Barnes' Prolific, shown by J.

Woodhouse, Esq., is 2d ; and British Queen, by

C. S. A. Thellusson, Esq., 3d.

The Melon class is a very good one, a great number
being staged. The Hon. A. C. C. Maxwell (Mr.

Mclntyre, gr.); takes the 1st prize with

a very good Golden Queen ; the Earl of

Crawford the 2d, with Conqueror of Europe

;

and W. Blinkhorn, Esq., St. Helens (Mr.

Smith, gr.) the 3d, with Eastnor Castle,

green-flesh. In the miscellaneous class Mr.
Mclndoe, gr. to J. \V. Pease, Esq., M.P., takes

the highest award with a very fine dish of Jefferson

Plums.
For Messrs. Sutton & Sons' special prizes for

three distinct varieties of Melons and Cucumbers
Earl Beauchamp is 1st, with Golden Queen, Sutton's

Horticultural Prize, and Hero of Bath Melons, and
Telegraph, Duke of Connaught, and Tender and
True Cucumbers. Miss Ffarington (Mr. Hutchinson,

gr.) is 2d, and the Marquis of Cholmondely (Mr.

Malcolm, gr.) 3d. The classes for Carter's Cream
Pine and Khiva Melons brought out a very mixed lot,

and in the latter class especially there were no two
alike,

Veitch Prizes.

For Messrs. James Veitch & Sons' liberal prizes

there is a good competition in all but the first class,

and a capital lot of fruit is staged. In the class for a

collection of ten dishes, Mr. Coleinan, gr. to Earl

Somers, Eastnor Castle, Ledbury, is the only exhibitor,

but he takes the 1st prize, with very fine samples of

Black Hamburgh, Muscat of Alexandria Grapes, a

handsome Queen Pine, good Eastnor Castle Melon,
finely coloured Royal George Peaches, and Lord
Napier Nectarines ; a grand dish of Brown Turkey
Figs, Bigarreau Napoleon and Black Circassian

Cherries, and a very fine sample of the Oxonian Straw-

berry. There are four competitors with six dishes each,

and the 1st prize goes to Lord Bagot, Blithefield,

Rugeley (Mr. Bannerm.an, gr.), who shows very gooti

dishes of Muscat of Alexandria and Black Hamburgh

Grapes, the berries of the latter being especially fine

;

a fair Queen, Read's iNIelon, Royal George Peaches,

and Elruge Nectarines, the latter a very beautiful

sample. The 2d prize goes to the Duke of St. Albans,

Bestwood, near Nottingham (Mr. Edmonds, gr.), who

also has good Grapes, very fine Elruge Nectarines and

Chancellor Peaches, &c. Viscount Hill, Hawkstone

(Mr. W. Pratt, gr.), is 3d. The best three bunches of

Muscat of Alexandria Grapes in a fairly good class

come from Lord B.agot, the bunches being of good

size, the berries fine, and the colour good for the

season. A very nice clean dish, shown by A. Smollett,

Esq. (Mr. J. McConnochie, gr.), is 2d, and another

nice sample, shown by B. Shaw, Esq., Selby (Mr.

Ferguson, gr.) is 3d. There are fourteen competitors

in the corresponding class fr blacok Grapes, and Earl

Somers takes the 1st prize easily with three very com-

pact bunches of Black Hamburgh, with berries of

large size and well coloured. A very good sample is

shown by J. F. Morris, Esq. (Mr. Marsh, gr.), who is

2d, and "R. Prince, Esq., Burton-on-Trent, 3d.

Amongst a dozen admirable dishes of Peaches, a very

fine one of Bellegarde, shown by the Earl of Crawford

and Balcarres, Haigh Hall, Wigan (Mr. Jamieson, gr.)

takes the 1st prize ; Earl Somers the 2d, with a

beautifully coloured sample of the same variety ; and

W. R. Winch, Esq., coines in 3d, Bellegarde being

also the variety shown. Other varieties well repre-

sented are Teton de Venus, Walburton Admirable,

Noblesse, and Gallande. Of Nectarines there are

eleven dishes, and the best of all is a remarkably fine

sample of Elruge, shown by the Duke of St. Albans ;

an excellent dish of the Pine-apple Nectarine, from

the Earl of Crawford, comes in 2d ; and a pretty

dish of Elruge from Lord Bagot is 3d. There are

only two competitors with four bunches of Grapes,

distinct kinds, and of these the best comes from

Thomas Barnes, Esq., The Quinta, Chirk, (Mr.

Louder, gr.). Lord Bagot being 2d. Madresfield

Court and Gros Colman are well shown by Mr.

Barnes. In the class for three Pines there are five

competitors, and the highest award is taken by C. O.

Ledward, Esq., The Elms, Acton (Mr. Hepper, gr.).

With a very fine trio of Queens, Mr. Vivian (Mr.

Harris, gr.) is 2d, and Mr. Austen, gr., Ashton Court,

Bristol, 3d, with capital examples of the same variety.

Vegetables.

The vegetables are a remarkably good lot, and very

plentiful. Lord Carrington (Mr. Miles, gr.), takes

the highest award for eight distinct kinds, with a

very fine collection, consisting of Green Globe Arti-

chokes, Nantes Horn Carrots, Bailey's Selected Cauli-

flowers, Early White Naples Onions, very fine Stam-

fordham Tomatos, Canadian Wonder Beans, Culver-

well's Telegraph Peas, and Porter's Excelsior Potatos.

Richard Walmsley, Esq., comes in 2d with a capital

lot of Peas, Potatos, Tomatos, Beans, Turnips, &c. ;

R. B. W. Baker, Esq. (Mr. Iggulden, gr.), is a very

good 3d. Eight collections are staged. For Peas there

are a dozen competitors, with three dishes of Peas

each, and all are of fine quality. Sir. T. Edwards
Moss, Bart., Otterspool (Mr. Hinds, gr.), takes the

1st prize with grand samples of Ne Plus Ultra,

Culverwell's Telegraph, and Challenger ; W. R.

Winch, Esq. (Mr. Seymour, gr.), is a good 2d ; .and

W. Mansley, Esq., 3d. For three dishes of Potatos

R. B. W. Baker, Esq., is 1st, with particularly fine

examples of Snowflake, Porter's Excelsior, and

Waterloo Kidney. The 2d goes to J. Taylor, Esq.,

Malpas ; and the third to Lord Carrington, both of

whom showed well. An exceedingly fine dish of

Onions won the 1st prize in their class for Messrs.

E. Smith & Sons, and Lord Carrington was a good

2d. The finest dish of Tomatos staged was a grand

one of Trophy, from Sir T. Edwards Moss, and Lord
Carrington came in 2d again, the Earl Beauchamp
being 3d. Messrs. E. Smith & Sons showed the best

six dishes of salad plants, and Edmund Birley, Esq.,

took the 1st prize for Cucumbers.

Messrs. Carter's and Messrs. Sutton's Prizes.

Messrs. Jas. Carter & Co. are favoured with an
excellent competition for their special prizes, the

most important of which are offered for the best

collection of thirteen dishes. There were eight com-
petitors, and Lord Carrington (Mr. Miles, gr.) again

came in 1st with a grand lot. Most of the sorts men-
tioned in his other collection are shown here again,

with the .addition of Sutton's Early Snowball Turnips,

Seville Longpod Beans, James' Prolific and Sup-

planter Pea, &c. Jno. Richardson, Esq., Boston,

takes the 2d prize, Earl Beauchamp the 3cl, Viscount

Hill the 4th, Sir T. Edwards Moss the 5th, and
H. Marriott, Esq., the 6th. Prizes for three dishes

of Peas prizes are awarded in the order named—to

J. Richardson, Esq., Lord Carrington, H. Marriott,

Esq., T. Thompson, Esq., and R. Thomson, Esq.

The samples shown were very fine, and especially the

1st prize lot, which included Challenger, Little

Wonder, and Culverwell's Telegraph.

Messrs. Sutton & Sons had two competitors in their

class for a collection of twelve dishes, and the 1st

prize was taken by Earl Beauchamp (Mr. Cox, gr.),

the 2d going to R. Baker, Esq. (Mr, Iggulden, gr.)

Mr. Cox putting up very fine dishes of Porter's Excel-

sior Potatos, Duchess of Edinburgh, and Giant

Emerald Marrow Peas, Canadian Wonder Beans,

Haywood's White Queen Celery, Broad Beans, Arti-

chokes, Turnips, Onions, &c.

Miscellaneous Plants. (-A. Lindley Medal
Awarded.)

The miscellaneous class—for plants not entered for

any of the competitions—is one of the best that we re-

member, a circumstance mainly due to the fact of

Mr. T. M. Shuttleworth contributing one of the

most extensive groups of specimen stove and green-

house plants ever staged by one grower, and which

the Council honoured with the award of a large

Lindley Medal. The flowering specimens were

large, well-furnished, and admirably bloomed ex-

amples of Plumbago capensis, a fine old plant,

apparently well done in this neighbourhood, Alla-

manda nobilis, well done, Vriesia reticulata, Statice

profusa, a very large specimen ; a well bloomed Ixora

coccinea, Cattleya Leopoldi, Darwinia tulipifera, La-

pageria alba, a very fine specimen, grandly bloomed ;

several good Heaths ; Dipladenia Brearleyana, not

large, but with very richly coloured flowers, AUa-
manda Hendersoni, very large and finely done, and

Ixora Colei, a large specimen, full of fine white flowers.

F'erns formed a principal portion of the fine-foliaged

subjects, and many of the specimens were superb.

Of Gleichenia dichotoma there were plants about 5 feet

through, G. Mendelii measuring 4 feet, Davallia

elegans, in a pan, over 5 feet across ; D. Tyermanni

about 4 feet over, Gleichenia microphylla quite 5

feet through—a noble plant ; Nephrolepis Daval-

lioides, from 6 to 7 feet across, and in magnificent

condition, Davallia Mooreana almost as large ; a

finely variegated specimen of Yucca fiLamentosa,

finely developed examples of Croton Weismanni and

others ; the handsome Pritchardia pacifica and Cor-

dyline indivisa, a large and beautiful specimen of

Paulinia thalictroides, and a remarkably handsome
Aralia elgantissima,

Messrs. James Veitch & Sons were awarded a Gold
Medal for one of their largest and most interesting col-

lections of small specimens of new and rare plants,

which included flowering examples of such Orchids as

Cypripedium Veitchii, Odontoglossum Alexandra,

Cattleya gig.as, Masdevallia Harryana, with over three

dozen flowers, and a very good Sobralia macrantha,

various fine Pitcher-plants, and a fine stand of in-

sectivorous plants, including several fine Sarracenias, a

capital example of the flesh-tinted Crinum Makoyanum,
several flowering specimens of Lilium Krameri, and

striking plants of Anthurium Brownii and A.

Veitchii. Mr. B. S. Williams also showed a very

fine group of choice plants, and was awarded a Gold

Medal. Some of the newer Dracrenas and Crotons

figure conspicuously with Pitcher-plants, such

Orchids as Odontoglossum vexillarium and O.

Alexandras, Dendrobium Devonianum, and the sin-

gular Nanodes Medusa;, with six flowers, and amongst

these flowering plants a very good Dipladenia ama-

bilis, and a new Lobelia of this season's introduction,

named Lilac Queen, a close-growing and free-flower-

ing variety of a pale lilac colour. To Messrs. Rollisson

& Sons, of Tooting, another Gold Medal was awarded

for a fine group of plants, mainly consisting of flower-

ing Heaths and Orchids, but including Dracjenas,

Crotons, &c., as fine-foliaged subjects.

Amongst Heaths the most noticeable was a basket

of small plants of Erica Denisoniana, a large white-

flowered and gumless variety, which must make a

very good exhibition subject ; E. tricolor profusa,

the long white-tubed E. Aitoniana Turnbulli, and

E. Massoni major. Amongst other subjects of

interest the most noteworthy are Alsophila Imrayana,

Draccena Goldieana, a good exainple of Oncidium

sessile, Cattleya Leopoldi, and Aeides odoratum, &c.

Implements.

The implement d»partment is one of the best

features of the show, being both extensive and of

great interest to practical horticulturists. The medals

offered in a series of classes for such useful garden

requisites as wheelbarrows and waterbarrows, garden

engines and syringes, spades, forks, and hoes, &c.,

brought out very little competition, but the class for

the best exhibition of horticultural buildings and

structures was one of the best we should think that

hasever been got together at anytime. The Gold Medal
offered for this competition was awarded to Messrs.

R. Halliday & Co., of Manchester, who show a com-

pletely constructed span-roofed stove, which is at

work, lightly made of wood, strengthened with iron,

and elegant in design ; a span-roofed greenhouse, a

lean-to vinery, a rather steep span-roofed Strawberry

or Auricula house, a half-span-roofed forcing-house,

and Melon frames, &c. Mr. P.J. Perry, of Banbury,

shows a large and ornamentally designed conserva-

tory, a large curvilinear-roofed plant-house, and a

vinery or Peach-house, constructed on the same

principle. Messrs. W. Richardson & Co., of Darling-

ton, exhibit somewhat extensively, showing amongst

other structures a patent wall cover, a very substantial

affair ; a span-roofed greenhouse that may also be used
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ns a viiicry, and models of various vineries, green-

honscs, &c. The same firm also show Iheir patent model

Ivdnilar boiler. Messrs. Messenger & Co., of Lough-

horouRli, have five sp.in-roofcil houses, strong and

wcll-liuill structures, nn.l one i>r llicm, a Cucumber

or Melon and proiayalin.c; house cond)incd, appeared

to us a well-designed slructiue for the object m view

(sec fig. S). A light and roomy span-roofed house, an

amateur's greenhouse, and some frames are shown

by Mr. Jno. Webster, of Liverpool. Messrs. Cran-

ston & Luck, of IJirmingham, have a lean-

to house and a span-roofed structure with frames

at the sides, illustrating their patent system

of ventilating and glazing without putty ; and

the Messrs. Horlcy, of Toddington, lieds, have theiir

paleiU Paragon greenhouse, and other structures,

gl.azeil on the system of fixing the glass without putty.

Messrs. R. Halliday & Co., also take a Gold Medal

for the exhibition of boilers and valves, shown in the

class for general horticultural implements and appli-

ances, the valves included a throttle made on a new

plan, and a newscrcwed-down slide-valve that thejudges

thought very highly of. In this class Mr. Seward, of

Lancaster, shows a tubular saddle boiler ; Mr. Wag-
staff of Dunkinfield, near Manchester, his patent

hot-water boilers j Mr. Metcalf, of Preston, a boiler

and hot -water apparatus ; Messrs. John Weeks & Co.,

of Chelsea, models and drawings of a variety of horti-

cultural structures ;Mr. B. Harlow, of Macclesfield, a

four-flued saddle boiler with upright tubular boiler ;

and Mr. J. II. Critchley, of Cheltenham, specimens of

the patent hot-water regulators, the principle of which

consists in bringing all the valves to one centre. A
great variety of other subjects are shown in

this class, besides those connected with heating; and

amongst them may be noted a fine display of garden

pottery from Mr. Matthews, of Weston-super-Mare ;

a good assortment of waterproof labels, paper flower-

)iots, seed packets, and Henderson's seed-packet

filler, shown by Messrs. ISlake & Mackenzie of Liver-

pool. Various garden appliances connected with the

distribution of water, and including water engines

and hose reels, from James Quin & Co. A brass

model of the large boilers in the Palm-stove at Kew,
shown by Messrs. Simpson & Co. of London ; Rush-

peat's summer-houses and bridges, from Mr. Inman of

Manchester, and who 'gains a Small Gold Medal for a

rustic bridge thrown across a pond. Samples of Peat are

shownbyMr. R. Epps, ofVauxhall ;peat. sand, &e., from

Messrs. James Fraser& Co.,ofLeighton Buzzard. Wd-
liam Roilisson & Sons show a new water-barrow and

plant-truck combined, which took the Silver Medal
in its class. In construction it is very simple but

strong, and is so arranged that when not required

for watering the tube can be lifted off, and a flat

tray put on for carrying plants, &c. The Preston

Nursery Company shows a wheelbarrow and sets of

spades and forks, but they call for no special

comment.

The National Rose Society—Manchester.

—

The grand Natipnal Rose Society's show at the Royal

Botanical Gardens, Old Trafford, on Saturday, was,

as predicted, one of the most successful ever held. It

included collections from the grounds of the most noted

Rose growers in the country, and the loveliness of

some of the exhibits would have been scarcely pos-

sible to surpass. Financially, too, the result must

have exceeded anticipations, the admissions, including

season ticket-holders, numbering over 10,000. Messrs.

Cranston & Co., of Hereford, carried off the premier

prize for seventy-two single trusses (distinct). Next
to them came the collections of Mr. B. R. Cant, of

Colchester ; and Messrs. Paul & Son, Cheshunt. In

the class for forty-eight distinct Roses, three trusses of

each, Messrs. Cranston were again successful ; Messrs.

Paul & Son and Mr. Cant being bracketed for the next

honours. For twenty-four distinct flowers, of three

trusses each, Messrs. Cranston & .Son stood 1st, Mr.

Cant 2d, and Mr. G. Davison, of Hereford, 3d. For
twenty-four, distinct, single trusses, the prizes were

awarded— 1st to Messrs. Paul & Son, 2d to Mr. Cant,

and 3d to Mr. Davison. Messrs. Paul & Son took

the 1st prize for twelve Teas or Noisettes, distinct ;

Mr. B. R. Cant 2d, and Mr. G. Davison 3d. The
prizes in the amateur classes were as follow ;

—

Fortv-eight, distinct, single trusses.—ist, Rev. Canon
Hole, Newark ; 2d, Mr. T. Jowilt, Hereford

; 3d, Mr.
D. L. Coddington, Drogheda. Thirty-six, distinct, single

trusses : 1st, Rev. E. N. Pochin, Leicester ; 2d, Rev.
Canon Hole. Twentv-four, distinct, single trusses : ist,

Mr..T. Jowitl ; 2d. Rev. E. N. Pochin ; 3d, Rev. Canon
Hole ; 4th, Mr. J. Mayor. Oxford. Twelve distinct,

single trusses : ist, Mr. A.J. Soames, Bourne ; 2d, Mr.

|. Lakin, Chipping Norton
;
3d, Mr. J. Davenport, .M-

trincham
;
4th, Mr. W. Hand, Newcasde-under-Lyme-

Six distinct, single trusses : ist, Mr. A. J. Soames ; 2d.

Mr. J. Lakin
;
3d, Mr. J. Brown, Heaton Mersey. Six,

distinct, single trusses, of distinct-grown Roses : ist, Mr,

J.
Brown ; 2d, Mr. W. L. Palfrey. .Altrincham

;
3d, Mr..

•J.
Davenport. Twelve Teas or Noisettes, distinct,

single trusses : ist, Rev. Canon Hole ; 2d, Mr. T.

Jowitt, Hereford
;
3d, Rev. E. N. Pochin.

Open Classes.—Twelve new Roses, distinct, single

jrusses, must not have been in commerce previous to

1875 ;— ist, Messrs. Paul & Son ; 2d, Mr. G. Davison
;

3d, Mr. H. Frettingham. Twelve distinct trusses of

Marie Baumann : ist, Messrs. Cranston & Co. ;
2d,

Messrs. Paul & Son
;

3d, Mr. B. R. Cant. Twelve

distinct trusses of Charles Lefebvre : ist, Messrs. Paul

& Son ; 2d, Messrs. Cranston & Co. Twelve single

trusses of La France : ist, Messrs. Paul & Son ;
2d,

Mr. G. Davison ;
3d, Mr. H. Frettingham, Nottingham.

First-class Certificates were awarded to Messrs. W.
Paul & Son, Waltham Cross, for Rose Countess of

Roseberry ; to Messrs. Paul & Son, Cheshunt, for a

Rose, Mrs. Laxton. Messrs. W. Paul & Son were

also Highly Commended for a collection of ten boxes

of Roses.

The judges in the amateur classes were Messrs.

Cranston, G. Paul, G. Prince, and H. Appleby ; and

in the nurserymen's class. Rev. Canon Hole, Rev. E.

N. Pochin, Mr. T. J- Jowitt, Mr. J. Lakin, Mr. A.

J. Soames, and Rev. H. 11. D'Ombrain. (Front a

Correspondent.)

Royal Botanic : ^i//)' 10. — The Roses were

arranged on tables covered with green baize in front

of the banks usually devoted to the collections of

flowering and foliage plants. The banks where Roses

were not placed in front of them were furnished with

collections from nurserymen. The banks h.ad a bare

appearance, as the grass is dead and trampled ; a row

or two of foliage plants behind the Rose-boxes would

have been a great improvement. In the class for

seventy-two varieties, distinct, single trusses, there were

five entries. Messrs. Paul & Son, Cheshunt, were

well 1st with a grand collection ; every one of the

seventy-two were perfect. It is not desirable to give

the names of the whole collection, but we cannot omit

to mention La Duchesse de Morny, of great depth of

petal, superb ; Mrs. George I'aul, a finely cupped

crimson Rose ; Niphetos, the best white Tea ; Sena-

teur Vaisse, Maurice Bernardin, Marie Rady, grand ;

Reynolds Hole, as shown here the best dark Rose
;

Horace Vernet, fine and distinct ; Madame Vidot, in

good form, as also was Mrs. Laxton ; Alfred Colomb
was grand. Others worthy of honourable mention

were Marquis of Salisbury, Monsieur E. Y. Teas,

Sultan of Zanzibar, Prince Teck, Duchesse de Vallom-

brosa, Madame Lacharme, and Nardy Freres, distinct

from any other Rose in colour. Messrs. Cranston

& Mayos, King's Acre, Hereford, were 2d, also with

a grand collection, the blooms of large size, but a few

of them were slightly damaged, which told against

them in a close contest. Mr. John Keynes, of Salis-

bury, was 3d, with nice fresh blooms, but rather small.

An extra prize was awarded to Mr. Geo. Cooling, of

Bath. Forty-eight varieties, three trusses of each :

The contest was again between Messrs. Cranston and

Messrs. Paul, but the large size and superior quality

of the first-named firm carried them well to the front.

Reynolds Hole was very fine ; Charles Lefebvre,

grand ; Marquise de Mortemart, most lovely ; Lord

Macaulay, very fine for that sort ; Captain Christy,

very fine ; Madame Lacharme, very pure ; La
Duchesse de Morny—we have never seen this variety

finer than in this stand ; and that of Messrs. Paul,

Marie Baumann and Alfred Colomb, was perfection.

Messrs. Paul & Son, of Cheshunt, were a good 2d,

Mr. John Keynes 3d, and an extra prize was awarded

to Messrs. Mitchell, of Piltdown, Uckfield. Twenty-

four varieties, three trusses of each, was devoted to

amateurs. The 1st prize in this class went to Mr.

J. Davis, The Square, Wilton, Wilts. He exhibited

a nice clean lot, and gained the 1st prize. There was

no other competitor. Twenty-four varieties, three

trusses open : Messrs. Paul & Son had the 1st place,

Messrs. Cranston 2d, and Mr. C. Turner, Slough,

3d : extra prizes being awarded to Mr. J. Keynes,

Messrs. J. Mitehel & Sons, and to Mr. W. Rumsey.
Mr. C. Turner, of Slough, gained the 1st prize for

the twenty-four single blooms and very fine they were.

Messrs. Paul had a 1st prize for twelve white Roses

—

they were very good Madame Lacharme, Messrs.

Cranston being placed 1st for twelve red with Marie
Baunwnn. Messrs. Paul & Son had the best basket

of Roses, and the same firm had also a collection of

climbing Roses : it made a very interesting exhibition,

and well deserved the 1st prize. Climbing Mdlle. E.

Verdier is a fine Rose. Messrs. Paul & Son gained

the 1st prize for new Roses, Mr. C. Turner 2d, and
Messrs. Cranston 3d. Messrs. Carter, of Holborn
won a Silver Medal for foliage plants.

After the Roses came the Carnations and Picotees.

Mr. C. Turner was 1st in both classes, and Mr.
Douglas 2d, Mr. Hooper, of Bath, being 3d. Mr.
Douglas had the best cut stove and greenhouse

plants ; they comprised Orchids, Heaths, Ixoras, &c.

Mr. E. Morse, of Epsom, had the best cut herbaceous
plants—a very nice stand. Mr. W. Hills had a Ist

prize for a very fine collection of native wild flowers,

comprising a hundred species correctly named. The
2d prize went to Mr. T. Tyler, Welford Park, New-
bury ; and the 3d to Mr. J. A. Bethell, Slangham,
Sussex, all exhibiting fine wild Orchids and other

rare plants.

Mr. B. S. Williams, of Holloway, won a Large
Silver Medal for a collection of plants, the same
award being made to Messrs. Henderson, of the Pine-

apple Nursery ; a Silver Medal to Messrs. Laing, of

Forest Hill ; and one of the same class to Messrs.

Ivcry, of Dorking, for Hardy Ferns ; Messrs. Cut-

bush, of Ilighgate, having a Small Silver given to

them also, for a collection of stove and greenhouse

plants.

Fruit.—The show of fruit was very extensive, as

is usual at the Botanic tiarden in July. There were

five exhibitors in the class for six distinct varieties of

fruit. Mr. C. Ross, gr. to C. Eyre, Esq., Walford

Park, Newberry, had excellent Black Hamburgh and

Buckland Sweetwater Grapes, the berries very large ;

a handsome Queen Pine-apple, and Duke of Edin-

burgh, very fine Violette Hative Peaches, and a dish

of Pitmaston Orange Nectarines ; 2d, Mr. T. Comber,

gr. to \. A. Rolls, Esq,, The Hendu, Monmouth ;

3d, Mr." G. Cornhill, gr. to J. S. Virtue, Esq., Oat-

lands Park. For nine dishes Mr. G. T. Miles was

the only exhibitor, and gained the 1st prize, which

was well deserved, as his Foster's White .Seedling

and Black Hamburgh Grapes, Excelsior Melon,

Figs, and Cherries were very fine. For two

Pine-apples ((Jueens), Mr. J. Hepper, gr. to

C. C. Ledward, Esq., The Elms, Acton, was
1st, with large handsome fruit ; 2d, Mr. J. Dins-

more, gr. to T. F. Blackwell, Esq., Harrow
Weald ;

3d, Mr. G. Ward, gr. to T. N. Miller,

Esq., Bishops Stortford. All the fruit was very fine.

The Ist prize for one Queen Pine was given to a large

finely ripened fruit from Mr. J. Dinsmore ; JNIr. W.
Tolley, gr. to H. Rogers, Esq., Oatlands Park, Wey-
bridge, was 2d ; Mr. T. Bailey, gr., Shardeloes, was
3d. Mr. W. Davis, gr. to T. W. Booker, Esq.,

Velindra Gardens, Cardiff, had a 1st prize for a very

large Providence Pine-apple ; Mr. G. T. Miles, with

.an Enville, 2d; Mr. J. Hepper was 3d, with a

Prickly Cayenne. Two Melons, green and scarlet-

fleshed ; The 1st prize was given to Mr. H. Harvey,
Wooley Park, Wantage, Berks ; and the 2d to Mr.
G. Murrel, gr. to A. R. Allerton, Esq., Prittlewell.

Loxford Hall Seedling was very fine, the fruit large

and well-ripened ; Frogmore Late Pine was smaU.
Mr. T. Jones, Elvetham Park, Winchfield, had a

Ist prize for excellent Figs
;

3d, Mr. J. Bolton,

gr. to W. Spottiswoode, Esq., Coombe Bank,
Sevenoaks. Mr. T. Bailey had the largest Melon,
Mr. W. Robbins the 2d, and Mr.. H. Ward, gr. to

the Earl of Radnor, Longford Castle, Salisbury, 3d.

The baskets and dishes of Black Grapes were the

largest in quantity and finest in quality that have been
shown here for many years. There were twelve

baskets of Black Hamburghs : the Ist prize was
awarded to Mr. P. Edwards, gr. to Mrs. Tristram,

Liphook, Hants—the berries were smaller than some
of the others, but well finished and quite black ; 2d,

Mr. Feist, gr. to R. J. Ashton, Esq., Bishopsgate
House, Staines ; Mr. G. Osbom, of Kay's Nursery,
Finchley, was 3d. The 1st prize for a basket of

white Grapes was awarded to Mr. J. Douglas, gr. to

F. Whitbourne, Esq., Loxford Hall, Uford, for

well ripened Muscat of Alexandria ; Mr. P. Feist,

was 2d with the same variety ; 3d, Mr. W. Mowbray,
gr. to the Earl of Leven, Fulmar, with excellent

Buckland Sweetwater. Eleven dishes of Black Ham-
burgh were exhibited : Mr. P. Edwards was Ist with
three splendid bunches, even in size, and the berries

black as Sloes ; 2d, Mr. R. Prince, gr. to F. Gretton,

Esq., Bladon House, Burton-on-Trent, also with splendid
berries, but the bunches not so large ; 3d, Mr. P.

Feist. For any other kind of Black Grape, the Ist

prize went to Mr. W. Hills, gr. to Mrs. J. S. AVells,

Frittleworth, with the best-coloured Muscat Ham-
burgh, we have yet seen ; 2d, to Mr. W. Mowbray

;

3d, to Mr. O. Bolton, with Black Prince. Mr.
Douglas had the best dish of Muscats, and very
finely ripened they were—the berries quite golden

;

Mr. J. Fry, gr. to L. J. Baker, Esq., Haydon Hall,
Easteote, had the 2d best, the bunches large and
handsome ; the 3d was awarded to Mr. G. Cornhill.

For any other white Grape, Mr. W. Mowbray had
splendid Buckland Sweetwater, and gained the
highest award, the 2d going to Mr. P. E. Kay, Long
Lane, Finchley, for Duke of Buccleuch with very
large berries ; Mr. G. Masters was placed 3d with
Buckland Sweetwater. Mr. G. Cornhill, gr. to J. S.

Virtue, Esq., Oatlands Park, had the two best dishes of
Peaches—Royal George and Early Grosse Mignonne :

they were fine and well-ripened ; 2d, Mr. C. Ross
;

3d, Mr. J. Burnett, gr., The Deepdene. Nectarines
were very fine : Mr. J. Bashford, gr. to H. Brenchley,
Esq., was 1st with Stanwick Elrugc and Rivers'
Orange ; 2d, Mr. W. Robbins, gr. to E. D. Lee,
Esq., Hartwell House, Aylesbury ; 3d, Mr. G. Halli-
day, gr. to J. Morris, Esq., Bletchingly. Cherries
were very fine. The best black Cherries—two dishes
—were sent from Mr. Bailey ; they were both Black
Circassian ; Mr. Douglas had the best white or red
Bigarreau Napoleon ; Mr. Douglas also had the best
.Strawberries.

Floricultural Certificates of Merit were awarded to

Mr. C. Turner, of Slough, for yellow ground Picotee
Ne Plus Ultra, clear yellow edged and slightly barred
with reddish scarlet ; to Sultana, a large full flower,
reddish buff, slightly flaked scarlet ; and to Lady
Roseberry, a clear primrose self. The same exhibitor
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also sent Princess Marguerite, pale yellow edged with

scarlet, the edge breaks into the body colour in places;

Dove, an immense flower, with broad serrated petals,

yellow streaked with scarlet ; and Lightning, a very

showy yellow ground and a useful decorative sort.

All these fine flowers have been raised from Prince of

Orange (Perkins) : they are a great advance in this

section, as the plants are of very free growth ; they

were all exhibited as plants with a dozen flowers

on some of them. Rosa Bonheur, a different tyjie,

was exhibited as a cut flower. It is the best of

the flesh-coloured selfs, and also received the

highest award for a new flower. Mr. Turner also

gained a Floral Certificate for Rose Harrison Weir,

deep rose, large and full, the outer petals reflexed like

those of Marquise de Castellane. Messrs. W. Paul

& Sons, Waltham Cross, exhibited a fine collection of

Roses, not for com]5etition ; amongst them a new
II. P. Rose, Countes; of Roseberry ; the flowers are

very perfect in shape, the petals beautifully cupped,

as shown ; the colour is that of Etienne Level, but it

is a better shaped flower. Messrs. Paul gained an

extra prize for their collection, and a Floral Certificate

of the highest class for the new Rose. Mr. Cannell,

of .Swanley, Kent, also sent fine collections of cut

blooms of Zonal Pelargoniums Verbenas, &c. : an

extra prize W'as awarded to them.

Cbc Mc;itljtr.
STATE OF THE
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Begonias, perdoz. .. 6

Bouvardias, do ..12

Calceolarias, p. doz. . 6

Campanula, per doz. 6

Coleus. per dozen . . 4
Crassula, per dozen 12

Cyp<

J Pots.
I. d. s. d

Hydrangea, perdoz. 12 0-24 i

Liliumeximium, doz.18 0-36 <

Mignonette, per doz. 4 o- 9 <

Musk, per dozen .. 3 o- 9 <

Myrtles, per doz. .. 6 0-12 1

Palms in variety.

Drac
— viridis, per doz.

.

Abutilon, 12 blooms o 6-
;

Arum Lily, per doz. 3 o-i:

Bonvardias, perbun, i o- .

Calceolaria, 12 bun,. 9 o-il

Campanula, 12 bun. 6 o-
\

Carnations, 12 bunch. 4 0-1:

Cornflower, 12 bun.. 3 o- 1

EschschoUzia, 12

nalis 30 0-60 o Pelargonii per

Eucharis, per doz. .

Gardenias, 12 blm
Gladiolus, 12 spikt

Heliotropes, 12 sp. .

Mignonette, 12 bui

. 6 o-i

Petunias, per dozen 4 0-12 <

Rhodanthes p. doz. 6 0-12 c

Roses, per dozen - . 18 0-60 (

— Fairy, per doz. 9 0-12 <

Myosotis, 12 bun. ..
;

Pelargoniums. 12 spr. (

i — zonal, 12 sprays t

' Phlox, 12 bunches .. i

Pinks, var., 12 bun. ,

Primula, double, per

Roses (indoor), doz.
— (outdoor), i2bun.
— Moss), 12 bunch.

I Stephai

Tropseolu

SEEDS.
London : July 10.—As usual at this lime of the year

the seed market is now thinly attended, and the actual

business doing is in the narrowest compass. Attention

is at present directed towards the new crops, specimens

of which have begun to arrive at Mark Lane. OfTri-

folium incamatum. samples of new of both French and

English growth are to hand, but values have not yet fixed

themselves. Growers of course do not know at first what

to ask and so, to make themselves safe, they quote prices

quite prohibitory. It is thought that the home demand
for Trifolium will not this season be large. Trefoil

promises to be abundant, good, and cheap. Several

samples of new foreign have already been shown at Mark
Lane. Of new white Clover seed, one or two specimens

have arrived from Silesia. The breadth this year of new
Turnip seed is very large, and the yield good, conse-

quently prices will be moderate. In sowing Mustard and
Rape seed there is no change. Hemp and Canary seed

meet a steady demand at unaltered currencies, yohn
Shaw 6^ Sons, Seed Merchants, 37, Mark Lane, London,

E.C.

CORN,
Trade at Mark Lane on Monday, contrary to the state

of the provinciEil markets, and to what might have been

anticipated from the weather, was firmer. W^eat, the

English supply of which was small, may be quoted steady

at the prices of Monday week. Barley was very dull, and
inclined downwards. Malt remained quiet on former

terms. Oats were in belter demand, as also was Maize,

and in the value for both an advance of 6</. per quarter

was established. Beans, Peas, and flour were held for

previous rates, the inquiry remaining poor.—On \\Wednes-

day there was a steady market for cereal produce, but

business was quiet, and prices showed no material change
from Monday. The advance quoted in Oats and Maize
on Monday was well supported, and the tendency as

regards Wheat was upwards. Barley remained very dull.

Beans, Peas, and flour were unaltered. Average prices

of corn for the week ending July 6 :—Wheat, 46J.
;

Barley, 37J. 2(/. ; oats. 27J. Tid. For the corresponding

period last year ;—Wheat, 6ij-. 5*/. ; Barley, 351. 6d.
;

oats, 27J-. iO(/.

HAY.
Tuesday's Whitechapcl report states that, with a small

supply, trade was steady, and prices well supported.

Straw, at 42J. to 55.1. was rather dearer. Prime Clover,

looT. to 149.C. ; inferior, Z$s. to 95^. ;
prime meadow hay,

gar. to \02.s. 6d. ; inferior, 70s. to 85.T. per load.—At the

market on Thursday there was a short supply on offer,

and trade ruled brisk. Hay and straw were dearer.

Prime Clover, iooj". to 140J. ; inferior, 85J. to gy. ;

prime meadow hay, gos. to 105J. ; inferior, 70^. to 85-c.
;

and straw, 42s. to 57^. per load. — Cumberland Market
quotations:— Superior old meadow hay, ii2J. to 120-T.

;

inferior, 84J-. to iooj. ; new hay, 70J. to loos. ; superior

old Clover, 132J. to i4aT. ; inferior, 105.T. to 112s. ; new
Clover, 70i'. to iooj. ; and straw, 54J. to 6oj-. per load.

POTATOS.
Tlie Borough and Spitalfields reports state that there

have been large arrivals, and a dull trade has been expe-

rienced at reduced rates. New Jersey kidneys, 140J. to

170J. ; ditto, round, 120J. to i6oj-. ; Guernsey kidneys,

iSor. to 180J. ; ditto, rovmd, iioj. to i4av. per ton
;

English shaws. I20jr. to 140J. ; French, is. 6d. to zs. yi.

per basket.—The Potatos imported into London last

week consisted of 1979 baskets from Rotterdam, 166

packages 197 baskets Boulogne, 108 boxes 86 sacks

Dunkirk, 255 baskets Antwerp, 51 Harlingen, 10 Ham-
burg, and 44 tons Cherbourg.

GREAT KF.DrCT/OX I.V THE PRICE OF

GREEN'S
PATENT "8ILEN8!VIE880R;'
Or Noiseless liawn-mowing, Rolling, and

Collecting Machines for 1878.

The U'hnnr of every Priu in nil cases of competition.

COALS.
The market for house coals was steady on Monday, at

previous quotations. Wednesday "s currencies were :

—

Springwell West Hartley, 15J. ; Walls End—Hetton, 17.V.

;

Hetton Lyons, 15^. 3*/. ; Hawthorns, 15J. s*/. ; Lambton,
i6j. td. ; Original Hartlepool, 17J. ; Wear, 15J, ; South
Hetton, 17J. ; Tunstall, 15^. Sf/.

To cut 6 inches Price £\ 15 o
Can be worked by a Lady.

To cut 8 inches ,, 2 lo o
Can be worked by a Lady.

To cut 10 inches .. .. .. ,, 3 10 o
Can be worked by a strong Youth.

To cut 12 inches .. .. .. ,, 4 10
Can be worked by a Man.

To cut 14 inches .. .. ., ,, 5 10 o
Can be woiked by a Man.

To cut xd inches .

,

.

.

. . ,, 6 10 o
This can be worked by one Man on an even lawn.

To cut x8 inches ,, 7 10 o
Can be worked by Man and Boy.

To cut 20 inches ,. ., .. ., Boo
Can be worked by Man and Boy.

To cut 22 inches .. .. .. ,, 8 10 o
If made stronger, suitable for Donkey, 30J. extra.

To cut 24 inches .. ,. .. ,, 900
If made stronger, suitable for Donkey, 30J. extra.

Prices ofDonkey, Pony, and Horse Machines on application.

S^ Carriage paid to all the principal Railway Stations and
Shipping Ports in England, Scotland and Ireland.

The superiority of our Machines over those of all other

makers is universally acknowledged. They will Cut either

Long or Short Grass, Bents, &c., wet or dry.

They are the simplest in construction, the easiest to work, the

least liable to get out of order, make little noise when in use,

and are the most durable Lawn Mowers extant.

These Advantages no other Lawn Mowers possess

Every Lawn Mower sent out is warranted to give entire satis-

faction, otherwise it may be returned at once, free of cost to the

purchaser.

The largest stock of Mowers kept in London, and including

all sizes from 6 to 48 inches, is to be seen at our London Estab-
lishment, 54 and 55, Blackfriars Road, where purchasers can
select out of several hundred Machines, and have their orders

executed the same day they are received.

N.B.—Those who have Lawn Mowers to repair will do well

to send them either to our Leeds or London Establishment,
where they will have prompt attention, as an efficient staif of

Workmen is kept at both places.

GREEN'S PATENT R0LLER8
For Lawns, Drives, Bowling Greens,

Cricket Fields, and Qravel Paths.

SUITABLE FOR HAND OR HORSE POWER.

They can be had of all respectable Ironmongers and Seedsmen
in the United Kingdom, or from the Manufacturers,

THOMAS GREEN & SON,
SMITHFIELD IRONWORKS, LEEDS ;

And 54 and 55, BLACKFRIARS ROAD, LONDON. S.E.

•*• Carriage paid to all the principal Railway Stations

in the United Kingdom.

Descriptive Ilhistrated Price List Free on Application.

PEAT SOIL, PEAT SOIL.—
lirown Fibrous, good quality, for Orchids, Pot Plants,

Ferns, &c., £(> 6j. per truck. Black, good quahty,tor American
Plants, Rhododendrons, Azaleas, Heaths, &c.. 17J. per ton, or

6-lon truck lor i\ 10. Delivertd on rail at Dlackwater, S. E. R.,

or FarnborouRh, S. W, R. . by the truckload. Cash with order.

Sample sack. 5^ dd., or four sacks, zos.

HOLDER AND SON. Crown Nurseries. Reading.

r^OCOA-NUT FIBRE REFUSE.—
Vy Unrivalled for Strawberries. Bedding Out, &c.

xd per bushel, 100 bushels for jCi. free to any London Station,

or Single Horse Van, 7s,, at Works.

JAMES CROWLEY and CO., Suffolk Place, Snow's Fields,

Bermond sey, S.W.

'^OCOA-NUT FIBRE REFUSE.—
Reduced Price :—In 4 bushel bags, bags included, at u.,

uckload of about 250 bu-shels, 251. (truckload delivered free

lil in London). Post-office Order or Cheque will oblige

c
.viui an u[uci3. Orders punctually attended ....

J. STEVENS AND CO.. Greyhound Yard, and

. Ba , S.W.
. High

COCOA-NUT FIBRE REFUSE.
As supplied by M. H. Bentote to the Queen, Prince of Wales,

Emperor of Germany. Messrs. Carter & Co., Veitch & Sons,

Wills, Bull. Daniels, Ewing. &c.

3d. per bush. ; 100 for 20s. ; truck (loose, 250 bush.), 30b.

4 bushel bags 41/. each,

LIGHT BROWN FIBROUS PEAT.—5^. 6</. per sack, s sacks

B5J.. T2 for 45^.

BLACK FIBROUS PEAT.—51. per sack, 5 sacks 221., I2

for 40J. Sacks 4(/. each.

COARSE SILVER SAND.— u. grf. per bushel, 15;. half ten,

26^, per ton, in r cwt. bags ^. each,

YELLOW FIBROUS LOAM.— 11. per bushel, 13J. half Ion,

23J. per ton.

LEAF MOULD.— 15. per bushel, \^s. half ton, 23J. per ton,

in I cwt. bags ^d. each.

SPHAGNUM MOSS, 3j. id. per sack. All kinds of

MANURES, GARDEN STICKS. TOBACCO CLOTH and
PAPER, and every GARDEN REQUISITE.

Write for free PRICE LIST. Goods free to rail.

Post-office Orders payable at King Street, Covent Garden,
W C. Cheques crossed London and County Bank, Covent
Garden, W.C.

H. G. SMYTH (late M. H. Bentote),
8, CASTLE STREET, ENDELL STREET, LONG

ACRE, LONDON, W.C.
(Three Minutes from Covent Garden Market)

ODAMS' MANURES
FOR ALL CROPS.

Manufactured by the NITRO-PHOSPHATE and ODAMS'
CHEMICAL MANURE COMPANY (Limited), consisting

of Tenant-Farmers occupying upwards of 150,000 acres of Land.

C/m/r»«««.—ROBERT LEEDS, Keswick Old Hall, Norwich.

Managing Director—iAWRS ODAMS.
Sub-STaiuiger and Secrctary.-C. T. MACADAM.

'HIEF OmcE— 109, Fenchurch Street, London, E.C.

We.stern Counties BRAKCH-Queen Street, Exeter.

ticulars will be forwarded on application to the Secretary,

or may be had of the Local Agents.

C^ISHURST COMPOUND.—
T Used by many of the leading Gardeners since 1850,

against Red Spider, Mildew, Thrips, Greenfly, andother BUghr.

in solutions of from 1 to 2 ounces to the gallon of soft water, and
ol from 4 to 16 ounces as a winter dressmg for Vines and Fruit

Trees. Hasoutlived many preparations intended to supersede iu

Sold Retail by Seedsmen in Boxes, is.. 3J., and loj. ed.

Wholesale by PRICE'S PATENT CANDLE COMPANY
(Lir ed).

QCOTT'S WASP DESTROYER.—O The only effectual remedy for destroying these pests:

IS. 6d., 2S. 6d. and 55. per bottle. May be obtained through
all Seedsmen, or direct from

JOHN SCOTT, The Royal Seed Stores, Yeo\'il.

The Orchardist, by J. Scott, price 35. (sd., the best work in

the English language on Fruit Trees and their Cultivation.

By Permission of the Hon. Board of Customs.

{Free of Duty.)

NICOTINE SOAP,
A NEW and UNRIVALLED INSECTICIDE for

PLANT CULTIVATORS.

No other Insecticide will bear comparison with this in killing

properties, with perfect safety to foliage. No known blight can

resist it, and it is the Cheapest in the market.

Price, in jars containing 8 c

28 lb., 25J.

,
3J. ; drums

2 oz, suffi.cientfor i gallon ofwater for ordiitary use.

Wholesale from the Manufacturers, CORRY and SOPER,

Bonded Tobacco Stores, Shad Thames. London, S.E. ; or

HOOPER AND CO., Covent Garden, W.C. ; and Retail from

all Seedsmen.

KREPIK.~A new patented liquid for Garden,
Field. House, and Stable use, for the immediate destruc-

tion of all kinds of Insects, Eggs, Larva;, without injury to

Plants, Fruits, or Animals. Approved of and recommended by

the German Ministry of Agriculture, and other high authorities

on the Continent.

Sold in Bottles at is. 6d., 2s. ed., and los. each. Extra for

Vaporisers, 15. ^d. and 3s. 6d. May be obtained through all

respectable Nurserymen and Seedsmen. Chief Depot

—

H. AND F. EONTEN, 116, Queen Victoria Street, E.C.

HORTICULTURAL GLASS, cut to any
size, from ij^rf. per foot ; ai-oz. , cut to any size, from

2d. per foot. Send sizes and full particulars for price.

ROBERT HOWARD AND CO., Glass Merchants, Birmingham.
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IMPORTANT TO FARMERS.
BY ROYAL APPOINTMENT

TO HER MAJESTY,
'^^^fe^'? ^^ ^^"^ PRINCE OF WALES,

By Special Warrant, dated December 27, 1S65. ^^*^^^^^^^-' ''^ Special Warrant, dated February 10, 1866.

Day, Son, & Hewitt,
Inventors and Sole Proprietors of the "ORIGINAL"

STOCK-BREEDERS' MEDICINE CHESTS,
FOR ALL DISORDERS IN HORSES, CATTLE, CALVES, SHEEP, AND LAMBS.

No. 1 CHEST, £6 6 0. (CARRIAGE PAID.) No. 2 CHEST, £2 16 6.

HOBSEEBEPER'S CHEST, No. 4, £3 17 6.

ESTABLISHED 1834. PRIZE MEDALS AWARDED.

DAY, SON, & HEWITT,
22, DORSET STREET, BAKER STREET, LONDON, W., and WANTAGE, BERKS.

ESTABLISHED 1820.

JARED T. HUNT & SON'S
PHOSPHO GUANO, DISSOLVED GUANO, WHEAT, BAKLEY, AND

POTATO MANURES,
BICH IN PHOSPHORIC ACID AND SOLUBLE PHOSPHATES, AND IMMEDIATELY AVAILABLE FOR THE

EEEDINGt OF PLANTS.

PERUVIAN GUANO, NITRATE OF SODA, &c.

Delivered at any Railway Station.

BONE-SUPERPHOSPHATE of LIME and DISSOLVED BONES
FROM RAW LONDON BONES ONLY.

Also the LARGEST STOCK of CRUSHED BONES LV THE UNITED KINGDOM, consisting 0/ lia/f-iiuh, quarlcr-imh,

Pulverisedfor Grass Lands, and Hones specially assortedfor Vines.

MESSRS. JARED TERRETT HUNT k SON (Limited),

CHIEF OFFICES and WORKS; Bow Bridge Bone Mills and Chemical Manure Works, STRATFORD, LONDON, E.

Branch ditto : Downham Market, Norfolk.

N.n.—RESPONSIBLE AGENTS REQUIRED FOR DISTRICTS UNREPRESENTED.

THIRTEEN INTERNATIONAL MEDALS AWARDED TO

James Gibbs & Company,
SOLE M.\XUK.\CTURERS OF THE

PATENT AMMONIA-FIXED GUANO,
THE CHEAPEST AND BEST MANURE IN USE.

ALSO MANUFACTURERS OF THE HIGHEST CLASS

CHEMICAL MANURES.
The Results have given Utiiversal Satisfaction, and Prove the Manures to be the Cheapest yet Sold.

FULL PARTICULARS OBTAINED ON APPLICATION.

HEAD OFFICES: 16, MARK LANE, LONDON, E.G.

Branch Offices : BRISTOL and PLYMOUTH. Works : VICTORIA DOCKS, LONDON, and CATTEDOWN, PLYMOUTH.
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THE *'CHATSWORTH"
VAPORISING FUMIGATOR.

(J. S. Ellis' Patent. No. 1395)

KILLS THRIPS, KILLS MEALY-BUG, KILLS
RED-SPIDER, KILLS SCALE, ^c.

Price 37s. 6d.

This Fumigator has been
designed on scientific prin-

ciples, to supply a want
long felt by Gardeners
and Amateurs for an easy
and effective mode of rid-

ding them of that enemy
to Cultivation, Filth ; and
in the "Ciiatsworth"
they will find a true and
safe friend, which no one

cultivating Plant?, under Glass should be without, but shou'd
welcome it with acclamation -.ybr it is selfaLitngy t/torough y
e^t-ctive, simple^ durable^ cannot get out 0/order^ and lutll not
ttiju - the most delicate Plants or Flo-.iu

Testimonial from Mr. Speed.

Gardener to His Grace the Duke 0/ Devonshire, Chatsworth.

"Dear Sir,— I have now given the Patent 'Chatsworth'
Fumigator a course of trials, and am so well satisfied with the
results that I shall have great pleasure in recommending it to

ray horticultural brethren. In my experience I have tried many
different Fumigators, but certainly I must give this the palm
for being the most effectual ; and, in fact, I could scarcely have
believed the effect, when used with the Medicated Squibs, if I

had not seen it myself: for the way it kills, not only Green and
Black Fly, but Thrips, Red-Spider, Mealy-Bug, and most Scale,

I thing to be remember

after

" lis simplicity, of being self-acting and requiring no
it is once started (according to your directions), ODviai

disagreeable necessity of remaining in the house duri
damage can possibly arise from leaving

any length c

is harmless ; the fum
house make it quite

finished.

the combustion proceeds at a rate that
. being vaporised before passing into the
afe to be left until the combustion is

"THOMAS SPEED,
" The Gardens, Chatsworth, October 0. 1877.

Mr. Ellis. Norfolk Foundry, Sheffield."

Manufactured by J. C. and J. S. ELLIS. Hot-water
Engineers and Horticultural Ironmongers, Norfolk Foundry
and Baker's Hiil, Sheffield.—Agents wanted.

LLIOTT'S NEW SHADING FOR
GLASS HOUSES, "SUMMER CLOUD." is applied

in a manner similar to ordinary paint, and can be highly recom-
mended for its Pleasing Appearance, the Healthful and Beau-
tiful Effect it has on all Plants grown under it, the ease with
winch it can be applied, and for its great economy.
Manufactured solely by H. ELLIOTT, Seedsman. Bray-

wick. Maidenhead, Berks, and Sold in Canisters at is.ed.,
2S. 6d,, ss.. and lor, each.
London Agents : Messrs. HURST and SON, 6, Leadenhall

Street, E.C. ; and of all Seedsmen.

Iri L L I O T T'S *'T E L E G R A P H "

Li FRUIT PROTECTORS.

ELLIOTT'S GRAPE CRINOLINES.—
Prospectuses and Pnces on application.

RANITIC PAINT, for Greenhouses and
for all Decorative or General Purposes where durability

and beauty are desired.

SILICATE ZOPISSA COMPOSITION, all Colours, for

Damp Walls, Preserving Stone, &c. , either internal or external.

COLOURLESS LIQUID SILICATE ZOPISSA for

Damp Walls, Preserving Stone, Brick, or Cement, all washable
and durable.

To be had genuine only from the Original Inventors and Sole
Manufacturers,
The Silicate Zopissa Composition and Granitic Paint Com-

pany, 45, Fish Street Hill, London, E.C.
(Established over fifteen years.)

Oil Paint No Longer Necessary.

G

(Registered Trade Mark)

HILL AND SM ITH'S BLACK
VARNISH for Preserving Ironwork. Wood, or Stone.

This Varnish is an excellent substitute for oil paint on all out-
door work, while it is fully two-thirds cheaper, It was intro-

duced upwards of thirty years ago by the advertisers, and its

genuine good quality, notwithstanding a host of unprincipled
imitators, is fully attested by its constantly increasing sale. It
may be applied by an ordinary labourer, requires no mixing or
thinning, and is used cold. It is used in the grounds at
Windsor Castle, Kew Gardens, and at the seats of many
undreds of the Nobility and Gentry, from whom the most

flattering testimonials have been received, which Hill & Smith
will forward on application.

Sold in casks of about 30 gallons each, at is. 6d. per gallon,
at the Manufactory, or 15. 8d. per gallon carriage paid to any
Station in the Kingdom.

Unsolicited Testimonial rechivbd May 3, 1877.
"TkeRyleys, AlderUy Edge, Manchester.—Messrs. Hill &

Smith.—Sirs,—For some 20 years I have used your ' Black
Varnish,' and shall be glad if you will forward me another cask,
as I consider it the best thing known/or the preservation ofall
outdoor luork. eit/ur -wood or iron, that requires to be painted.
—Yours respectfully, Alfred Lowe. J. P."
Apply to HILL and SMITH, Brierly Hill Ironworks, near

Dudley; 118, Queen Victoria Street, London, E.C. ; and 180,
Buchanan Street, Glasgow, from whom only it can be obtained.
CAUTION.-lt havuig lately come to the knowledge of

Hill & Smith that spurious imitations of this Varnish are
being offered by unprincipled dealers at a slight reduction in
price, they would especially draw attention to the fact that every
cask of their varnish is legibly marked with their name and
address, without which none is genuine.

HELLIWELL'S PATENT SYSTEM of
Air and Water-tight GLAZING WITHOUT PUTT

and without exposing any outside woodwork to Paint, ai

NEW SYSTEM of COVERING ROOFS.
The fasteners are brass or copper. The peculiar arrangemei

of the Glass covers the whole of the Woodwork and only the
small fastener is visible, therefore the roof in indestructible and
outside painting unnecessary. The squares of glass can be
easily removed, and the whole be taken out and cleaned by any
inexperienced person. Breakage is impossible except through
carelessness or accident.

The Glazing is more air-tight than the old putty system, yet
any amount of ventilation can be given.

Old Roofs may be reglazed on this principle, and roofs are
covered with slates or 2inc on this system.

Extract from Building Ne-ws.
" Mr. T. W. Helliwell, of Brighouse, has recently patented

and introduced a New System o( Glazing and covering Roofs,
>\hich is certainly superior to anything ot the kind we have
seen before, and it will in oiu* opinion supersede any other
sjstem before the public."

Important references and all particulars from the Patentee,
T. W. HELLIWELL, Brighouse, Yorkshire; and 19,

Parliament Street, London, W.C.

MIndestructible Terra-Cotta Plant Markers.AW AND CO.'S PATENT.—
Prices, Printed Patterns, and Specimens, sent post-

1 application ; also Patterns of Ornamental Tile Pave-
for Conservatories, Entrance Halls, &c.
MAW AND CO.. Benthall Works. Broseley.

HORTICULTURAL WINDOW GLASS.
A large variety of sizes, 15-02., i2.y. 6d. ; 21-oz., 16s. 6d,

per 100 feet. Large sizes, in Cases, for Cutting up— 15-oz. 4ths,

SOS.; 3ds, 40J. per 300 feet; — 3i-oz. 4ths. 30s.: 3ds. , ^os.

per 200 feet,—ALFRED SVER. Glass, Lead, Zinc, Oil and
Colour Merchant, 8, Pentonville Road. London. N.

BELGIAN GLASS forGREENHOUSES, &c.,
Can be obtained in all sizes and qualities, of

BETHAM & SON,
9. LOWER THAMES STREET. LONDON, E.C.

B. & Son have always a large Stock in London of 20-in. by la-in.,

20-in. by 14-in.. 20-in. by i5-in , 20-in. by i8-in.. in 16-oz. & 21-oz.

J ONES'S PATENT "DOUBLE
SADDLE BOILER."

Boilers possess ail the advantages of the old Saddle
Boiler with the following improvements— viz. . the water-space
at back and over top of saddle increases the heating surface to
such an extent that a "PATENT DOUBLE L SADDLE
BOILER " will do about twice the amount of work with the same
quantity of fuel ; the cost of setting is also considerably reduced,
and likewise the space occupied ; at the same time these Boilers
are simple in construction, and being made of wrought-iron are
not liable to crack. They are made of the following sizes :—

Fram Mr. Charles Yovng. Aurs^-rifs, Balham Hill, SJK,
May 29, 1S73.

"Having given your Patent ' Double L' Boilers a fair trial

at my Nurseries, I beg to say that they are most satisfactory.
I consider tbem the best in use, and without doubt the most
economical of all boilers; they will burn the refuse of other
tubular boilers I have in work."

PRICE LISTS of HOT-WATER PIPES and CONNEC-
TIONS, with Boilers, of all sizes and shapes ; or ESTIMATES
for HOT-WATER APPARATUS, erected complete, will be
sent on application.

J. JONES AND SONS. Iron Merchants, 6, Bankside, South-
wark, London, S.E.
When ordering Boilers please refer to the above a

KEEP OUT THE EROST, DRIVE OUT
THE DAMP, and WARM VOUR GREENHOUSES

or other Places, by MEE'S PATENT PORTABLE COMBI-
NATION HOT-WATER APPARATUS.

Price, with packages, £,^ loj.

F. AND J. MEE, Hot-water Engineers and Patent Boiler
Makers, 11, Wood Street, Liverpool.

ROSSERifRUSSELL
lORTlCULTURAL
Warming ENCINEERS's;

Ventilrtinc %
( Sanitary

NEW CATALOG U E
Of CONSERVATORIES and GREENHOUSES in Wood

and Iron, architecturally treated and designed expressly for

Offices 11- SHowRooMS.4bCHAKiNC oros^

WORKS PUEENS Wharf Hammersmith

AGRICULTURAL LOCOMOTIVES,
STEAM PLOUGHING MACHTNERV,

ROAD LOCOMOTIVES, TRAMWAY LOCOMOTIVES,
STEAM ROAD ROLLERS.

For Prices, Description, and Reports of Working, apply

to the Manufacturers,

AVELING & PORTER,
ROCHESTER, KENT: 72, CANNON ST.. LONDON,

E.G.; and 9, AVENUE JIONTAIGNE. PARIS.

AvEUNG & Porter's ENGINES have gained the highest

Prizes at every important International Exhibition. The two

Medals for Progress and Merit were awarded them at Vienna

for their STEAM ROLLERS and ROAD LOCOMOTIVES :

and at the last trials of the Royal Agricultural Society of

England their AGRICULTURAL LOCOMOTIVES gained

the First Prize after exhaustive trials, when one of their lo-horse

power Engines, fitted with single slide and ordinary link-

motion, indicated 35-horse power, with a consumption of t/tree

and one-fi/tk f'ounds nfcoal per horse-power per hour.

PARI S EXHIBIT ! O N.

FOR PORTMANTEAUS, TRUNKS,
BAGS and HAT CASES,

RILEY & CO., 283, Strand (opposite Norfolk Street).

Also the TOURIST COMPANION. Store Prices.

/""GARDEN SPECIALITIES.'— Tanned
vX Netting, Scrim. Tiffany, Elastic Netting, Patent

Shading, Frigi Domo, Bunting, &c. SAMPLE BOOK sent

for two stamps.

JOHN EDGINGTON and CO., Marquee and Teat Makers,

48, Long Lane, West Smithfieid, London, E.C.

BUNYARD'S NETTINGS,
for Garden use : 2 yards wide 2d., and 4 yards wide

4*/. per yard.

BUNYARD'S SHADING,
36 inches ^d. , and 72 inches (>d. per yard : ditto Cotton,

60 inches, ^d., sd., and Bd. per yard.

BUNYARD'S LAWN TENNIS NETS,
White and Tanned.

BUNYARD'S MARQUEES,
Ready in Stock.

BUNYARD'S RICK and HAY COVERS
Are the Best.

BUNYARD'S TENTS,
Square, Round, French Canopy, and all other Shapes in Stock.

BUNYARD'S FLAGS
Are the Cheapest and Best.

Post-office Order or Cheque required from unknown
;;ustomers. Parcels of £2 value and upwards Rail carriage
laid to nearest Station for prepayments.

MATS, LINES, TWINES, HORSE CLOTHING, &c.

Pfls/,7/ Address :—

HARRY BUNYARD,
64, TOOLEY STREET, LONDON, S.E.

Branched at^ < "^" Street, Mark Lane, E.C.BRANCHES AT
.J ^5^ y^^^^ Sm^, Maidstone, Kent.

Illustrated Price Lists and Samples Post-free.
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24 inches wide, lOo yards for lor.

For Shading Greenhouses. Seed Beds, and for Butter
and Dusters. Delivered on rails at Burnley.

Post-office Order to accompany each Order, payable

W. E. KAY, Manufacturer, Burnley.

BAYLISS, JONES &BAYLISS,
Patentees and Manufacturers of Wrought Iron

CONTINUOUS BAR FENCINa,
Iron Hurdles, Strained Wire Fencing,

Field and Entrance Gates, Tree Guards, &c.,

VICTORIA WORKS, WOLVERHAMPTON,
And 3, Crooked Lane, King William Street, London, E.G.

Ccttahsiirs/r,-r r"i a^flicatifn.

NETTING for FRUIT TREES,
SEED BEDS, RIPE STRAWBERRIES, &c.

TANNED NETTING for protecting the above from Frost,

Blight, Birds, &c. , 2 yards wide, yi. per yard, or joo yards, 20J. ;

4 yards wide, kd. per yard, or 50 yards 20i.

NEWTANNED NETTING.suited for any ofthe above pur-
poses, or as a Fence for Fowls, 2 yards wide, 6</. per yard ; 4 yards
wide, 15. per yard : JX^'nch mesh, 4 yards wide, 1^. dd. per yard.

TI FFAN Y, (,s. &i. and 71. 6d. per piece of 20 yards.

EATON AND DELLER, 6 & 7, Crooked Lane, London Bridge.

JOSEPH BRAMHAM, HORTICULTURAL
fj and Hot-water Engineer, Wire Worker, Weaver,
&c., 104, Dale Street, and 44, Elizabeth Street, Liverpool.

J. B. wishes to draw attention to his ALLERTON PRIORY
BOILER, for which he alone, amongst numerous competitors,
took Certificate of Merit at theGrand International Horticultural
Society's Show, held at Carlisle on September 6, 7, and 8, 1877.

He also took the First-class Certificate for PLAIN and
FANCY WIREWORK, which consisted of Roseries, Arches,
Flower Stands, Baskets. Gates, Hurdles, &c.

I. B. strongly recommends his improved WELDED
SADDLE BOILER, with independent waterway back, as it

is one of the simplest and best of Boilers for heating up to 2000
or 3000 feet of 4-in. piping ; and, where a larger quantity of
piping is required, would strongly recommend his Allerton
Priory Boiler as the best extant, and which he can fix to heat

up to to,ooo feet of 4-inch piping.

These Boilers are so simple in construction, and are so easily

wotke 1. that any inexperienced person can manage them, whilst

they effect a saving of over 35 per cent, in fuel alone.

Protect Fruit Trees from Frost and Birds.

BEDDY AND CO., Torleven Works, Porth-
• leven, Cornwall. - New GARDEN NETTING,

4 yards wide, 6d., jd., and Sd. per yard run. Repaired
FISHING NET. 4 yards wide, 3,f., ^d.. sd.. and 6d. per yard
run. HORTICULTURAL SHADING, good protection

against frost. FISHING, PHEASANT, PARTRIDGE, and
RABBIT NETTING. Samples and prices on application.

RUSTIC {%??$\^

Garden Furniture

GREAT VARIETY.

Garden Seats, Awnings and Tents, Rustic Tables, Chairs, and
Flower Stands, Lawn Mowers, Garden Rollers, Water Barrows,

Wheelbarrows, Garden Tools, Fancy Wirework, Birdcages,

Hammocks, and all kinds of Garden Furniture at lowest

marked prices. Catali^^ues pcst-free.

THE PANKI.IBANON. 56, BAKER STREET, W

JOHN EDMONDS & CO.,
HORTICULTURAL BUILDERS and HOT-WATER ENGINEERS, LILLIE BRIDGE , WEST BROMPTON, LONDOM, S,W.

Const'ii'aton'cs, Grtwvi/ioi/scs and Ho//louses of every dcseription Erected and Heated in any part of the Kingdom or Abroad.

Kiosks, .Summer-houses, Verandahs, Glass Approaches, 5:0.— Pit Lights, Garden Bo.xes, Hand Glasses, &c., in Stock.

PATENTEES OF THE "TUBULAR SADDLE BOILER," THE BEST CAST-IRON BOILER.
Illustrated Cataloguefree by Post. Note.—The \\'o>-ks adjoin West Brampton Station, Metropolitan District Railway.

S. OWENS & CO.,

HYDRAULIC ENGINEERS,
WHITEFRIARS STREET, LONDON, E.G.

THE IMPROVED SELF-ACTING HYDRAULIC RAM.
This useful Self-acting .Apparatus, which works day and night without needing attention, will raise water to

^^jthi-- ^"y height or distance, without cost for labour or motive-power, where a few feet fall can be obtained, and is

suited for supplying Public or Private Establishments, Farm Buildings, Railway Stations, &c.

No. 37. DEEP WELL PUMPS for Horse, Hand, Steam, or other Power. Xo. 49. GARDEN ENGINES, of all sizes, in Oak or Galvanised Iron Tubs.

No. 63. PORTABLE IRRIG.\TORS, with Double or Treble Barrels for Horse or No. 54i>. THE C.ASSIOBURY FIRE EXTINGUISHER, as designed for the
Steam Power. [Gardens, &c. Right Hon. the Earl of Essex.

No. ifia. IMPROVED DOUBLE ACTION PUMPS on BARROW for Watering No. 44. WROUGHT-IRON PORTABLE PUMPS of all sizes.

No. 49<2. GALVANISED SWING WATER CARRIERS, for Garden use. No. 4. CAST-IRON GARDEN. YARD, or STABLE PUMPS.
No. 50 and 5411. F.'\RM and MANSION FIRE ENGINES of every description.

No. 33. PORTABLE LIQUID MANURE PUMPS, on Legs, with Flexible Suction,

S. OWENS .\ND CO. Manufacture and Erect every description of Hydraulic and General Engineers' Work for Mansions, Farms. &c., comprising PUMPS, TURBINES,
WATER WHEELS, WARMING APPARATUS, B.\THS, DRYING CLOSETS, GASWORKS, Apparatus for LIQUID MANURE distribution. FIRE MAINS,

HYDR.^NTS, HOSE PIPES, &c., &c. p^w,v„/^.-r t„h,„ i„ any part of the Country. Plans and Estimatesfurnisited.Particulars taken

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES CAN BE HAD ON APPLICATION.
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RICHARDSON'S PATENT
HOODED TUBULAR BOILER,
For Heating Hortuttliural Buildings, Chunlics,

Chal'els, Schools, Mansions, &-•(.

60 ttr cint. liss />«•/ is ustd than tn"//> « fhin SaddU
Biilir a/ equal j^ntiir.

Apply for particulars and Price List to the Patentees.

W. RICHARDSON & CO.,
HORTICULTUItAL BuiLDKRS and HOT-\rATER EhGIHBEKS,

DARLINGTON.

COALS FOR HOTHOUSE
PURPOSE S,

WOOD AND CO.'S
STAR ANTHRACITE SMOKELESS STEAM COAL

is now being extensively used bymany of the principal Growers,
»nd is found to be preferable to any other kind of fuel in respect

to cheapness and durability, and particularly on account of iu
being perfectly free from sulphur, and that it does not clinker

the fire-bars.

WOOD AND CO. deliver in truck loads to any Railway
Station, prices for which can be had on application, or can be
delivered by Wood & Co.'s Vans (in the Metropolis).

WOOD AND CO. append a testimonial given to them by
Messrs. Beckwith & Sons, a firm of great experience, and who
have kindly allowed thtm to make whatever use of it they may
think fit.

Tottenham Nursery, London, N., Dec. aS, 1877.

g the
)how

To Messrs. Wood & Co.
Dear_ Sirs,—V/ith referenc
Star " Anthracite Coal with which you supplied i

economy or otherwise—-we have much pie;

your enquiry respectii

informing you that in every respect it is the best Aiithr
have ever used. We find there is no smoke from it, which is

very essential, and there is no trace of sulphur. It requires
very little stoking, and leaves very little ash, and certainly does
not clinker. Our consumption of Coal is about 500 tons a year,
and we have no hesitation in saying that, by using your " Star

"

Coal in the place of ordinary fuel, we shall effect a saving of

at least ^100 this year. We attribute this to the powerful and
lasting properties of your coal. — Yours faithfully,

(Signed) G. Beckwith & Sons.

WOOD AND CO. supply all kinds of Coal for House and
Manufacturing purposes, prices for which will be sent on

ippUcation.

WOOD AND CO., Coal and Coke Factors, Merchants,

Contractors to Her Majesty's Government, 58, Coal Exchange,
E.C. : and 4. Coal Department. Great Northern Railway,
King's Cross, N., and Midland Sidings, St. Pancras. N.W.

GEEEN'S
PATENT GRASS EDGE CLIPPER,

Specially Designed for

Cutting the Overhanging Grass on the Edges of
Walks, Borders, Flower Beds, &c.

It is simple in construction, is easily worked, and reduces
labour immensely.

Size—8 inches wide with roller g inchc; diameter £i los

B^ Delivered, Carriage Free, at all the principal Railw
Stations and Shipping Ports in England, Ireland, and Scotlaj

THOMAS GREEN & SON,
SMITHFIELD IRONWORKS, LEEDS;

And 54 and 55, BLACKFRIARS ROAD, LONDON, S.E.

BQULTQN & PAUU NORWICH.
NEW PORTABLE LEAN-TO POULTRY HOUSE.

Ihe N fil I 11 u e s made of wood pa nted green outside

and lime-whited inside, with run underneath for shade and
shelter ; new O.G. -shaped galvanised roof, which is very orna-

mental, and affords good ventilation ; fitted with shifting

perches, sliding window, large door and lock for attendant,

small door for fowls, and hen ladder, no nest boxes. Strong

galvanised Wire Run, with corrugated iron roof, door, and lock,

and all necessary bolts and nuts complete.

Prices—Carriage paid t» any railway station in England

:

ist size. No 7, with run complete, la feet long.

4 feet wide ;£? 5 o
sd size. No. 8, with run complete, 13 feet long,

5 feet wide .. •• 8 10 o
3d size. No, 9. with run complete, 16 feet lon^.

6 feet wide .. .. .. .. -- ..laoo
Illustrated Catalogue can be had on application.

BOULTON AND PAUL. Norwich.

BECKETT BROS.,

Patentees & Manufacturers of the Self-adjusting Throttle Valv
now so much in use for Horticultural purposes.

See Illustrated CATALOGUE, Two Stamps.

Designs and Estimates on application.

w.
Ks : ANCHOR STREET, CHELMSFORD.

H. LASCELLES, Horticultural
Builder, Finsbury Steam Joinery Works,

142. Bunhill Row, London, E C.

Estimates given on application for GREENHOUSES and
CONSERVATORIES of all kinds, and to any design.

GARDEN BOXES and LIGHTS. Each
Portable Box with One Light, 6 (eet by 4 feet, glazed x. d.

good 16-0Z. sheet glass, painted four coats, and
packed ready for use • 35 o

Portable Box with Two Lights, as above, each light

6 feet by 4 feet ., .

.

65 o

LIGHTS ONLY.
3 feet by 4 feet light, not painted nor glazed .. .. 3
Ditto glazed, good i6-oz. sheet glass, and painted 4 coats lo 6
6 feet by 4 feet, not painted nor glazed . . . . .

,

6 „
Ditto glazed and painted 4 coats . . .. .. .

.

16 „

JOHN BOWMAN,
Timber aad Maiogany Importer and Mercliaiit,

HORTICULTURAL BUILDER.
WEST END STEAM JOINERY,

NEWCASTLE-ON-TYNE.

GREENHOUSES complete, from £10 to £1000.

Portable Box with One Light. 6 feet by < feet, glazed )

i6 oz. sheet glass, and painted four coats .

.

. - I

Portable Box with Two Lights, as above, each Light ) g
6 feet by 4 feet i

Estimates given for Conservatories and Green.

houses of every kind.

Well-uasoned Materials and First-class Workmanship
guaranteed.

Glass for Horticulture and Dwellings.

THOMAS MILLINGTON begs to inform
his Friends and the Public that he has in Stock >ll the

most useful sizes in reneral uie, in 15 and a 1 -ounces, of all the

various qualities als. Genuine WHITE LEAD. LINSEED
and BOILED OIL, TURPENTINE. Colour VARNISHES,
BRUSHES, MILL or SHEET LEAD and PIPE, as well as

IRON, LEAD, and BRASS PUM PS. Lists on application.

AdJress, 87, Bishopsgate Street Without. E.C.
Established .so years.

ich cheaper,
n Artificial Stone,

ty of design.

Ground
S.W. ;

THE ABOVE and many other PATTERNS
made in materials of great duiability. The

. plainer sorts are specially

ed for KITCHEN
GARDENS, as they
harbour no Slugs or Insects,

take up little room, and,

further labour or expense,
as do "grown" Edgings, consequently being 1

GARDEN VASES, FOUNTAINS. &c, '

very durable and ofsuperior finish, and in gn
F. ROSHER AND CO., Manufacturers, Upper

Street. Blackfriars, S.E. ; King's Road, Chelsea.
Kingsland Road. E.
Agents for LOOKER'S PATENT "ACME FRAMES,"

PLANT COVERS, and PROPAGATING BOXES: also

for FOXLEY'S PATENT BEADED GARDEN WALL
BRICKS.

Illustrated Price Lists free by Post. The Trade supplied.

ORNAMENTAL PAVING TILES,
for Conservatories, Halls, Corridors. Balconies, &c..

from 3r. per square yard upwards. Pattern Sheets, of Plain or

more elaborate designs, with piices, sent for selection.

WHITE GLAZED TILES, for l.inmg Walls of Dailies.

Larders, Kitchen Ranges, Baths, &c. Grooved and other Stable
Paving of great durablity. Wall Copings, Drain Pipes and Tiles

of all kinds. Roofing Tiles in great varietv. Slates. Cement. &c.
F. ROSHER AND CO.. Brick and Tile Merchanu.

See Addresses above.

s I L V E S A N D _

Prices by Post per Ton
r Truckload.on Wharf in London, or delivered direct from
'its to any Railway Station. Samples of Sand free by post.

FLINTS and BRICK BURRS for Rockeries or Ferneries.

KENT PEATS or LOAM supplied at lowest rates in any

ROCKWORK MADE for the Improvement
of Park Scenery. Designs prepared for Laying-out

New Gardens and Grounds. Conservatories Planted with
choice Palms. Ferneries Made and Planted with choice Ferns,

&c.
ALEXANDER BLAKE, 9, Norfolk Terrace, Fulham, S.W.

G A R D EN and FARM.
WIND ENGINES (Self Regulating) FOR PUMPING & FARM PURPOSES,

POLLARD & CO., late Bury & Pollard
(Successors to JOHN R. PEILL. late STEPHENSON and PEILL).

BEAR GARDEN, PARK STREET, SOUTHWARK, S.E.
Illustrated PRICE LISTS, loitlt Testimonials, sentfree.

Also the other Specialties of POLLARD and CO.,

Paient Sidney S ed Sower, the Garden Roller Barrow, The Patent

Gate Bolt, Patent Weed Extirpator, and

STEPHENSON'S IMPROVED CONICAL BOILER
For Heating by Hot Water Conservatories. Churches. Mansions, Warehouse-, &c.

This BOILER having a well-established reputation of over Thirty years' standing.

rKlCES FREE £}' POST.
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HANDY VOLUME EDITIONS.—The distinctive features which have secured for the
Handy Volume Editions their pre-eminent place are HANDINESS, LIGHTNESS, and ARTISTIC FINISH. The
volumes are printed with great care, in a beautiful type, on a fine paper, and their harmonious com-
pleteness commends them to persons even of the most refined taste.

THE ^VAVERLEY NOVELS.
TWENTY-FIVE ELEGANT LITTLE VOLUMES IN A CASE, EACH CONTAINING A COMPLETE NOVEL.

Everyone should see this Handy-Voluiie Edition of the Waverley Novels, and note how different it is from all the others which

have been issued hitherto. The volumes are only half the size of the smallest of previous editions, being no larger than those of the

Handy-Volume Shakspeare, and they are so light that two or three of them can at the same time be easily carried about in the pocket.

Although the volumes are so small, their smallness has not been attained at the sacrifice of their legibility. The type is a new type,

giving a sharp, clear, and distinct impression, and in size it closely resembles that used in the Handy-Volume Shakspeare. The paper is

of a special manufacture, pure in colour, and very fine in texture, being nearly opaque, and possessing a highly burnished surface.

No bookcase will be too small to hold the set of twenty-five little volumes, whilst their lightness, handiness, and elegance, will make
them an attractive addition to the reading tables of .any and eveiy household.

LIBRARY TABLE EDITION.

Case when Open. Case when Shut.

The Case when closed measures only 9 inches in width, 10 inches in length, and 5 inches in heiglit.

BINDINGS AND PRICES.
In Enamelled Binding, ic///i//Vto7<r/ Grjv, price ^is. 61/. ; Green Cunn, io/ii!/ri:t{ ei/i^is, i/t eUo-,t/ii Gisc; price 4S^. ; French Morocco,

"/// i:iiges, ill Leather Case, price 73^. (>d.

THE BIBLE.
IN ELEVEN ELESANT VO^U.'JES.

f

References

Bindings and Prices.

In Extra Cloth, UmP, red edges^ in a case, price One Guinea.

In French Morocco, //;«/, g-i/i edges, in a leather case, price One Guinea and a Half.

In Persian Morocco, iifn/, in an elegant case, price Two Guineas and a Half.

In Smooth Calf, red edges, in an elegant case, price Three Guineas and a Half.

In Turkev Morocco or Calf, Circuit Edges, highly finisfted, limp, gilt edges

SHAKSPEARE.
IN THIRTEEN ELEGANT LITTLE VOLUMES.

lit), attd tooled sides, in c ,,i/o, , price Four Guineas.

The Bible has not hitherto been provided in any other than a rigid

form of production—in one volume, occasionally in two. A heavy and
bulky book to secure a legible type, or a type painfully small to secure a
volume of convenient size, were, until now, the only alternatives for Bible

readers—-either way making its perusal a work of labour and fatigue. In

the Handy-Volume Edition legibility and portability are both attained.

A print so clear as to be easily read in a fading light, and a volume so

small that its weight cannot be felt by the weakest invalid, are attrac-

tions which it is believed will be valued by all who love and reverence

the Holy Scriptures. No book could be more appreciated than this

handsome set of little volumes in their appropriate case.

Bindings and Prices.

Bound in Green Cloth, ^iircfi, red edges, in a neat cloth case, price One Guinea.

In French Morocco, gUt edges, in an elegant case, price One Guinea and a Half.

In German Morocco, gilt edges, in an elegant case, price Two Guineas and a Half.

In Vellum and Gold, ^uitk test morocco case, price Two Guineas and a Half.

In Morocco Elegant, limp, gilt edges, in POLISHED OAK' CASE, loilh mediuva

In •

lock and key, price Tiin

HE BEST Turkey Morocco, limp, gilt edgei

Three Pounds Ten Shillings.

HE BEST Red Russia, lim/i, gilt edges, in a
Pounds Ten Shillings.

c to match, with Lock, price

atcJt, 7vith Lock, price Three

This choice Miniature Edition of "Shakspeare" contains the whole

of the Plays, the Poems, and a Glossary. The volumes are printed on

a slightly toned paper of fine quality, with a new, clear, and readable

type, on a page free from Notes—and the Text has been arranged from

a close comparison of the most trustworthy editions.

Ask for the " Handy-Volume" Editions. "^^

BRADBURY, AGNEW, & CO., 8, 9, 10, BOUVERIE STREET, E.G.
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THE GARDENEES' CHRONICLE.

SCALE OF CHARGES FOR ADVERTISING,

,ND SIXPENCE FOR EVI

;t across columns, the lowest charge will be 30J,

Page £9 o °
HalfPage 5 o °

GARDENERS, AND OTHERS, WANTING SITUATIONS.

26 words li. hd., and ^d. for every additional line

(abont 9 words) or part of a line.

Births, Deaths and Markiages, 51. each insertion.

Advirtiumtnts /or Ikl current weik MUST riM/i tht Offict

All Subscriptions Payable in Advance.

The United Kingdom: 12 Months, ,ti 35. 10,/.; 6 Months.

lis. lid. ; 3 Months, 6^.

FoRPiGN : 26J, . including Postage for 12 Months.

P. 0.0. to be made payable at the King Street Post-office, W.C,

Publishing Office and Office for Advertisements,

41, Wellington Street, Covent Garden, London, W,C.

NEW SEASO N'S ARCHAN GEL MATS.

77/1' First Arrival of the Season.

The Trade and Large Buyers supplied at

Special Low Prices on Orders being booked

now.

JAMES T. ANDEESON,
Importer of Russia Mats,

149, COMMERCIAL STREET, .SHOREDITCH.
LONDON, E.

Wholesale Russia Mat Mercliants.

MARENDAZ AND FISHER have received
from their Aeents at Archangel several large shipments

of new ARCHANGEL MATS; also a large quantity of ST.
PETERSBURG MATS from Cronstadt. A small quantity of
RAFFIA in Stock.

James Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

ts,'

(v^^l'l^

WOOD TRAINING STICKS and
TALLIES, commended by Royal Horticultural Society

BAMBOO CANES. RAFFIA for tying. VIRGEN CORK'
ARCHANGEL and other MATS, PACKING MATS, &c.
Wholesale prices on application to

C. J. BLACKITH AND CO., Cox's Quay, Lower Thames
Street, London, E.G.

Under tlie Patronage of the Queen.

SM ITH^S IMPERISHABLE
STRATFORD LABELS.

The Gardeners Magazme says :—" We must give these the
palm before all other plant labels, as the very first in merit."

Samples and Price Lists free.

J. SMITH, The Royal Label Factory. Stratford-on-Avon.

"'JlHE CLOSER WE SHAVE our customers
, . ,

.'h« better they like us, and if we take, easily, all hut

w .'S,^Hi."u'*'^y
^•« delighted." Thus said, or did, MECHl'SMAGIC STROPS. PASTE, and RAZORS, which for Fifty

Years have mamtained the No. i position.— 112, Regent Street,
London, W.—All the nice things in Dressing Bags, Dressing
Cases, and Elegancies for Presenution. Catalogues post-free.

MR. MECHTS ADDRESS
to his OLD FRIENDS and CUSTOMERS and to

the PUBLIC :
—

*• As it has been erroneously supposed by some that I am no

longer interested in my London busmess, I think it desirable

to state that I continue to carry it on as energetically, and I

trust as satisfactorily to the Public, as formerly, assisted by
my only son, who will in due time succeed me. It is now
fifty years ago since I first commenced business in Leadenhall

Street, and what changes have taken place ! Then everybody

shaved, and my razor and razor-strop trade was immense ; now
moustache and beard are the order of the day, and the razor

and strop trade is comparatively defunct. Then thi

railways, so people stayed and used wooden dressing-

rail, and we have dressing-

Itered conditions. Fifty years ago the poor
pens, and many a now rich merchant

:verybody travel;

geese supplied c . , - ., .

City will remember the quality of Mechi's shilling pen-kn:

but steel pens have extinguished the pen-knife trade and the

penmaking machines, and the geese are in peace, except at

Michaelmas. In fact, steam has altered, and. I may safely

say. improved everything, and has made us a nation of travel-

lers both by land and sea. I wonder how much time is now
occupied in reading the steam-worked press? and hDw much
less time is occupied in sipping port wine, as we used to do
fifty years ago, when we could not travel? Steam will make
our 4 lb loaves cheaper some day, just as it has converted calico

from 2J. td. to dd. or less per yard. Then, again, a letter

which used to cost 6j. (>d. to Cork is now carried for \d.

Sir Rowland HIU richly deserves a monument. But to return

to business : fifty years ago, when I first commenced on a small

scale, I made it an axiom that what I sold should be good and
useful, and I believe thousands who used the strop and paste,

which 1 personally invented, can testify to this ; it fact, it was
sometimes complained of that I stamped on my razors ' Ex-
changed if not approved.' I have never, and shall never so

long as I live, deviate from this principle, because it is the true

means to retain and increase one's connection. I devoted my
attention especially to the quality and convenience of arrange-

ments in the dressing bag and dressing case department, and in

the tasteful selection of articles suitable for presentation, as well

as on the matter ol dispatch boxes and writing cases. Although
both razors and penknives have 'gone out,' our sportsmen
remain, and ' sporting knives ' form one of our special deoart-

ments. I feel firmly convinced that there is no fear of the

departure of knives and forks, or dinners, so we make this an
important department in quality and price. In conclusion, I

ask no favours, but simply desire that my customers should

compare the quality and price of my wares with those of other

dependable establishments, and form their own conclusions.

Most of my worthy assistants and workmen have been nearly

forty years in my service, and long ago learned that civility and
attention to our customers are as important as good quality in

the articles sold. Illustrated catalogues will be forwarded
post-free on application."

112, Regent Street, W., opposite Vigo Street. —1877.

WOQDElvlQmWC;;
WOI^HIK'QTO^^Q.^MITtt

.

I5.M1LDMAY Qrov%.^ LoWDoW.^f.e

Paris Exhibition.
Special arrangements for Visitors to the Exhibition have been

made by ihe

RAILWAY PASSENGERS ASSURANCE
COMPANY, for providing against Accident hy Rail-

way or Steamboat during the journey to Paris and back.

A premium of One Shilling insures iiiooo if killed, or Z6 per

week if laid up by injury during the double journey. Policies

against Accidents of all kinds may also be effected for One.
Three, or Twelve months, on moderate terms.

Apply at the Booking Offices of the Southern Railways, or

at the Head Office, 64, Cornhill, London.
WILLIAM J. VIAN, Secretary.

MA Y F A I R : a Non-Society Journal
of Literature and Politics, unambitiously illustrated.

Price dd. Has been permanently enlarged by eight columns.

Contents of this week's Number (July 9) :—
On the Watch.
Corruption by Compromise.
Poems and Ballads.

The Loneliness of Mr. Lowe.
Morals of Merrion Square.
Bits of Turf.
Revolt of the Jingoes.
Fair in the City.

Fancies of the Fair.

High Jinks in High Life.

The Criminal Code Bill. Considerations by an
Habitual Criminal.

Fashions of the Fair.

The Chat of the Fair.

Mr. Butt in the Four Courts.
May/air of this week also contains Portrait Sketches of Mr.

Adam, Mr. Lowe, Sir Charles Foster, Mr. Swinburne, Mr.
Butt (sketched in Court 1866), &c.
May/air. unambitiously illustrated, price td. Yearly sub-

scription, 28J. (payable in advance). For sale by all Metro-
politan Newsagents and at all Bookstalls, on Monday afternoon,
and throughout the country on Tuesday morning.
"Mavpair" kn-aoK-o. — Mayfair is on sale in the Paris

E.xhibition in Messrs. GALIGNANI'S English Kiosque

:

also in the Boulevard des Capucines, Kiosque 313. In New
York, with BRENTANO, 39, Union Square. In Malta, with
M. WATSON, 246, Strada Reale, Valetta.

REVUE de I'HORTICULTURE BELGE
et ETRANGERE (Belgian and Foreign Horticultural

Review) —Among the principal Contributors are :—A. Allard,
E. Andre', C. Baltet, T. Buchetet, F. Burvenich. F. Cre'pin,
Comte de Comer, De Jonge van Ellemeel, O. de Kerchove de
Denterghem, P. E. de Puydt. C. de Vis, J. Gillon. A. M. C.
JoDgkindt Coninck, C. Koch, J. Kickx, L. Linden, T. Moore,
C. Naudin, B. Oliver, H. Ortgies, E. Pynaert, E. Rodigas,
A. Siraux. O. Thomas, A. van Geert Son, H. J, van Hulle, J.
Van Volxem, H. J. Veitcli, A. Westmael. and P. Wolkenstein.
This illustrated Journal appears on the ist of every month,

in Parts of 24 pages, 8vo, with a Coloured Plate and numeroui
Engravings.
Terms of Subscription for the United Kingdom :—One year,

105.. payable in advance.
Publishing Office : 143, Rue de Bruxelles, Ghent, Belgium.
Post-office Orders to be made payable M. E, PYNAERT,

at the Chief Post-offic<, Ghent.

THREE BOOKS for S A L E.—
HORTUS BRITANNICUS (1831), by Jambs Down,

F.L.S., FR.H.S., with numerous alterations and additions by
G. Sinclair, F.L.S., F.R.H.S. ;

LINDLEY'S ORCHARD,
by John Lindlev, F.R.S.—a capital Guide to the Orchard
and Kitchen Garden ; and LOUDON'S HORTUS BRI-
TANNICUS The two first are in excellent condition, the last

in good condition, but not bound. Will sell the three, 501.

J. R. M., 5, Leopard Place, Chester Street, Ladywood,
Birmingham.

GARDEN OPERATIONS. By the late Sir J.

Paxton, M.P.
Reprinted from the Gardeners' Chronicle, with

Alterations and Additions.
Price yl. ;

post-free, 3j4(^.

Post-office Orders are to be made payable to Wm. Richards,
at the King Street Office, Covent Garden, London. W.C.
Pubhshed at the Office of the Gtirdeners' Chronicle, 4t,

Wellington Street, W.C.

Second Edition, Revised and Enlarged, price i$s.,

FOOD and DIETETICS,
Physiologically and Therapeutically Considered. By

F. W. Paw, M.D., F.R.S., Physician to, and Lecturer on
Physiology at Guy's Hospital.
"A standard work of reference."

—

Lancet. "A book of

first-rate merit."—^yat-//V/(j«,fr. "Very lull and exhaustive

throughout."

—

Spectator. " A work with which every educated
man ought to make himself familiar."

—

Chemical Nevjs.

London : J. and A. CHURCHILL, and SIMPKIN,
MARSHALL AND CO.

Farms, Estates, Residences.

Any one desirous of Renting a Farm or Residence, or

Purchasing an Estate, can have copies of the

MIDLAND COUNTIES HERALD
supplied free for six weeks on stating the purpose for

which the paper is required, forwarding name and address, and
six halfpenny stamps for postage, addressed " Alidiarid Contities

Herald Office, Birmingham," The Midland Counties Herald
always contains large numbers of advertisements relating to

Farms, Estates, and Residences for Sale and to be Let,

Belgian.

BULLETIN d'ARBORICULTURE de
FLORICULTURE, et de CULTURE MARAI-

CH ERE. A monthly horticultural work, with superb Coloured
Plates and Illustrations. Published since 1865 by F.

Burvenich, F. Pavnaert, E. Rodigas. and H. J. Van
Hulle. Professors at the Horticultural School of the Belgian
Government at Ghent. Post paid tos. per annum.

H. J. VAN HULLE, Botanical Gardens. Ghent, Belgium.

rp H E CULTIVATOR.—
-L A Portuguese Monthly Agricultural Journal, which
circulates in Portugal and her possessions, and in the Principal

Towns of the Brazils.

This papes offers an excellent medium for Advertisements ol

every description of industry and of every article of Consump-
tion in the countries and places above mentioned.
Advertising charges, 8*^. per square inch. Translation included,

Ten per cent. Discount for six months ; 30 per cent. Discount
for twelve months, if paid in advance.
Address, the Editor of the Cultivator, St. Michael's, Azores.

THE SYDNEY MAIL
NEW SOUTH WAL°ES ADVE RTISER.

CONTENTS :—

INTERCOLONIAL and GENERAL NEWS.
SPORTING and the FIELD, in which is incorporated

BELL'S LIFE in SYDNEY.
RECORD of RACES, and NOTES on the TURF.
CRICKET and AQUATICS.
THE FLORA of AUSTRALIA. (Drawn and Engraved

specially for this Journal.)

NATURAL HISTORY (Original Articles\

AGRICULTURE, PASTORAL, HORTICULTURE.
GOLD FIELDS and MINING generally.

STOCK and SHARE REPORTS.
ORIGINAL and SCIENTIFIC ARTICLES.
TALES by POPULAR ENGLISH and AUSTRALIAN

AUTHORS.
THE FASHIONS. DOMESTIC ECONOMY.
INDOOR AMUSEMENTS.
THE CHESS PLAYER. THE HOME CIRCLE.
COMMERCIAL NEWS.
SHIPPING INTELLIGENCE.

The SYDNEY MAIL has a wide circulation through.
Australian Colonies, Ne%v Zealand, Polynesia, &c. '

a targe amount of information on a great variety of subjects.

the

Subscription In Advance, £1 per Annum.
single Copies, 411'.

; Stamped, 5,/.

Publishing Office-Hunter Street, Sydney, New South Wales.

ENGLAND.
The undermentioned Newspaper and Advertising Agents are

authorised to receive ADVERriSEMENTS. which must b.
paid in advance, for the SYDNEY MORNING HERALD
and SYDNEY MAIL :—

London Mr. George Street, 30, Cornhill, E.C.

Mr. F. Algar, 8, Clement's Lane, Lombard
Street, E.C.

Messrs. Gordon & Gotch, St. Bride Street,

Fleet Street, E.C.

Birmingham .. Mr. R. S. Kirk, 90, New Street.

LlVEBfOOL Lee & Nightingale, 15. North John Street.

Bristol James St Henry Grace, Royal Insurance
Buildings.

Edinburgh Robertson & Scott, 13, Hanover Sireet.

Glasgow W. Porteous & Co., 15, Royal E^chanee
Place.

Copies 0/ lach foumal are filed at tite ttieve Ofiut
for tht use 0/Advertisers.
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1^ ADVERTISERS are requested to note that

altliough we do not object to receive Letters to be called

for, %oc cannot undertake to forioard them.

WANTED, a HEAD GARDENER, to take
entire charge of extensive Gardens. Must lhroui;hly

understand Stove and Greenhouse Plants, also Late and Early
Forcing, and the Management of Vines, Conservatories. Land-
scape and Kitchen Garden.—Apply to Mr. JAMES WALTON,
Biddulph Grange, Congleton, by letter (waiting reply), accom-
panied by recommendation and character from iast situation,

with salary required.

WANTED, an experienced HEAD GAR-
DENER, without young family.—E, 23, Queen's

Gate, London, S.W.

WANTED, a thoroughly experienced GAR-
DENER with -•» knowledge of Orchid Growing,

also Fruit and Flower Forcing.—Apply by letter, stiting full

particulars, references, salary required. &:c,, to A. J.
HOLLINGTON, The Limes, Crouch End. N.

WANTED, a SINGLE-HANDED GAR-
DENER, married, without family, who unherstands

Flower and Kitche-i Gardens. Lawn and Greenhouse Two
living rooms, coals, and vegetables found. None need apply
whose character will not bear strict investigation.—Write full

particulars, wages required, where last employed, to W.
WATSON. Esq., A.penden.

Gardener.

WANTED, a respectable, active MAN, who
thomighly understands Vines, Peaches, Flowers and

Ferns under Glass, also Flower and Kitchen Garden. Wagts.
including everything. 25.J. a week, no lodging found. No one
who has children need apply.—Address, by letter, 207, Hagley
Road, Birmingham.

WANTED, a single Man as SECOND
GARDENER; must have eood knowledge of St.ve

and Greenhouse Plants, and to look after Fires. &c. Waces
;Ci 2i. per week to cemmence with.—T. P., Gardener, Rosebank,
West Hartlepool.

WANTED, a thoroughly competent Man
as FOREM.AN PROPAG.'iTOR and PLANT

GROWER. One accuuomcd to grow for Covent Garden
preferred.—M. CHAPMAN, Sydenham Park Nursery.
Sydenham, S.E.

w
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BEST QUALITY ONLY.

The excellence of our MATERIALS and WOKMANSHIP
combined with the numerous Patent Improvements effected by us, renders our

Structures not only of the HIGHEST CLASS, but superior to all other

productions.

Our New Book of Designs, in various styles of architecture, pronounced

by the Horticultural Press to be unique, may be had, post-free, on application.

J. WEEKS & CO.,

HORTICULTURAL BUILDERS, HOT-WATER APPARATUS MANUFACTURERS & PATENTEES,

KING'S EOAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

Editorial Communications should be addressed to " The Editor ;" Advertisements and Business Letters to " The Publisher," at the Office, 41. Wellington Street, Covent Garden. London, W.C.
Printed by William Richards, at the Office of Meisrs. Bradbury, Agnhw. & Co., Lombard Street, Precinct of Whitefriars, City of London, in the County of Middlesex, and Published by the

said William Richards, at the Office, 41, Wellington Street. Parish of St. Paul's, Covent Garden, in the said County.—Saturday, July 13, 1878.
Agent for Manchester—John Hbywood, Agents for Scotland—Messrs. J. Menzies & Co., Edinburgh and Glasgow.
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BOYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
' Great Provincial Show at Preston.

In the Implement Departmani, Class 10. Messrs.' R. Halliday
& Co., Manchester, were awarded a Gold Meddl, instead of a
Silver one, as stated at p. 37.

In Class 56—72 Roses, distinct, single (Nurserymen), Messrs.
Cranston & Co., Hereford, were ist, and not Messrs. Paul &
Son, Cheshunt. .is printed at p. 36.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY'S
SHOW at PRESTON.

The FIRST PRIZE oftered for MISCELLANEOUS
PLANTS was awarded to a selection of beautiful SUC-
CULENTS belonging to MESSRS. JAMES DICKSON and
SONS, Newton Nurseries, Chester, who exhibited part of their

very large and interesting collection of these p'ants.

OYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY,
South Kensington. S.W.

EXHIBITION of the NATIONAL CARNATION and
PICOTEE SOCIETY in conjunction with the FRUIT and
FLORAL MEETINGS of the ROYAL HORTICULTURAL
SOCIETY. TUESDAY, July 23. For Conditions see Schedule
of Prizes, to be obtained on application at the Society's Office.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY,
South Kensington, S.W.

NOTICE.—CARNATION and PICOTEE SHOW,
SCIENTIFIC, FRUIT, and FLORAL COMMITTEES'
MEETINGS, on TUESDAY next, July 23. in the Council
Room, at II o'Clock. GENERAL MEETING for ELEC-
TION of FELLOWS at 3 o'Clock.

Admission One .Shilling.

WESTON-SUPER-MARE and EAST
SOMERSET HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

The SIXTH ANNUAL EXHIBITION in connection with
this Society will be held at Weston super-Mare, on WEDNES-
DAY, July 31. when TWO HUNDRED POUNDS will be
oITered in Prizes. Schedules forwarded on application to

W. B. FRAMPTON, Sec, Weston-super-Mare.

SOUTHAMPTON HORTICULTURAL
kJ SOCIETY. (Undertheimmediate Patronage of H.R.H.
Prince LsoroLD.) GRAND SUMMER SHOW, August 3
and 5. TWO HUNDRED POUNDS in Prizes.

SPECIAL NOTICE TO EXHIBITORS.— In Class 27,

18 Miscellaneous Plants, not less than 5 to be in bloom, open to

Gardeners, the Prizes are increased as follows :— First Prize, a
Sliver Cup value Ten Guineas, presented by H.R.H. Prince
Leopold : Second Prize, {.b ; Third Prize, iCi : Fourth Prize,

£1. Last day of Entry, July 2S.

C. S. FUIDGE, Secretary. 39, York Street, Lower Avenue.

T EICESTER and LEICESTERSHIRE
-L^ FLORAL and HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
THE GRAND ANNUAL ROSE SHOW will be held on

the beautiful Grounds of the County Asylum, on TUESDAY
and WEDNESDAY, July 23 and 24.

' /^ia in Prizes for CUT ROSES, and other numerous and
liberal Prizes for FRUIT, VEGtTABLES, PLANTS and
FLOWERS.

Great Attraction for the Second Day. Athletic Competition.

£14 in Prizes for 2-mile Walk, and 250 Yards Flat Race.
The splendid BANDS of the Leicestershire Militia, Piince

Albert's Own LY.C. and the Rifle Volunteers (by permission
nf the Commanding Officers), under the direction of Messrs. H.
Nicholson and J. Smith.
For Special Train Arrangements see Window Bills.

A Grand Display of FIREWORKS each evening.
Dancing after Six o'clock on both days.

Further particulars on application to the Secretary,

THOS P. BROWN,
ID, Bowling-green Street, Leicester, and Holbrook Road,

ROYAL BOTANICAL and HORTI-
CULTURAL SOCIETY of MANCHESTER.

SPECIAL EXHIBITION for COTTAGERS on SATUR-
DAY, August 3.

Schedules ot Prizes may be obtained from
BRUCE FINDLAY, Curator and Secretary,

Royal Botanic Gardens, Manchester.

/^LAY CROSS HORTICULTURAL
yy SOCIETY.
Twenty-First Annual Exhibition, AUGUST 13. Prizes

THREE HUNDRED and FIFTY POUNDS. Twenty
Plants. £^$,[£20, £,s. /;ir, and £s- For the Best Dish of Peaches
and Neclarmes, £s and the Veitch Memorial Medal. Entries
must be sent and the entrance fee paid on or before August 5.

J. STOLLARD, Secretary, Clay Cross, near Chesterfield.

B. MALLER, LEWISHAM, has to of=fer for
cash 303OGKEVILLEA ROBUSTA in 4S-pots at 75s.

). Less number than 50. 121. per dozen.

Healthy Plants in Pots of

LILIUM AURATUM, the Golden-Rayed
Japanese Lily, per dozen. iSr , 241 , and 30J.

BARR AND SUGDEN, 12, King Sircel. Covent Garden, W.C.

ROSES.— Visitors to the Nurseries are
invited to inspect our extensive Collection of ROSES,

which are now in magnificent bloom.
CRANSTON'S Nurseries, King's Acre, Hereford.

True Native Scotch Fir Seed.

RAND A. MORRISON, Nurserymen,
• Elgin, are taking in Orders for the above for spring

delivery. Price on application.

rPO BE SOLD, a great bargain, TWENTY-
JL THREE Specimen STOVE PLANTS, the property of
a gentleman in Yorkshire. All particulars on application to

JAMES DICKSON and SONS, Newton Nurseries,

Mitchell & Sons' Renowned Roses.
TAMES MITCHELL AND SONS beg

innounce that the:

1 full bloom.
Piltdown Ni • Uckfield. Su

Venus' Fly-Trap.
lON^.A MUSCIPULA—Nice plants with
good traps, of this interesting Fly-catcher, 3cj per dozen.

Mr. WILLIAM BULL'S Establishment for New and Rare
ants. King's Road, Chelsea, London, S.W.

D
CHRISTMAS ROSES.— Helleborus niger,

the true maximus variety. Spiraea (Hoteia)japonica and
palmata, may be had in any quantity. Prices on application to
BUDDENBORG BROS., Florists, HiUegom, Haarlem,

Holland.

To the Trade.-New Roses of 1878.

EO. COOLING begs to offer extra fine
plants of thirty-two of the best varieties of the above.

th plenty of buds for immediate working. List and price on
iplicaticn. The Nurseries. Bath.

G
Gentlemen's Gardeners, Amateurs, and Others

A R D E N P O TS of best quality,
are requested to send their orders to

J. MATTHEWS, Royal Potterv. Weston-super-Mare.
Price List on application.

G
Genuine Garden Seeds.

WM. CUTBUSH AND SON have for many
years held some of the finest stocks of Seeds in the

Trade, and they believe that no House can possibly supply
better quality.

CATALOGUES post-free on application.

Highgate, London, N., and Barnet, N.

New Cineraria Seed.

FAND A. .SMITH can now supply New Seed,
• saved from their unrivalled collection, in i j , 2s. 6d. , and

55. packets. Price by weight to the Trade on application. Also
Seedling Plants at los. per 100. or i^. ji/. per dozen, post-free.

West Dulwich, S.E.

Vines —Vines—Vines.

J COWAN, The Vineyard, Garston, near
• Liverpool, calls attention to his splendid stock of well

ripened GRAPE VINES, suitable for planting Vineries. Cata-
logues free. Trade supplied. Terms on application.

POTATOS.—20 sacks Extra Early Vermont,
10 sacks Giant King, 10 sacks Ameiican Breadfruit,

perfectly sound, true, and well dried. Price 8r. per cwt.

The Holt, Great Oakley, Harwich, Essex.

EcTeTABLE PLANTS.—Brussels Sprouts
and Drumhead Sivoy, Green Curled Scotch antl Aspa-

ragus Kale, and Sugarloaf Cabbage, 3f. per icoo ; Early,

Second and Late Broccoli, 5J. per rooo.

JOSEPH BOWEN, Hijh Wycombe.

Cabbage Plants.

FOR SALE, a quantity of good strong
Enfield Market CABBAGE PLANTS, on rail at 31. per

1000. Can now be supplied by

J. WOOBERRY, Washington, Pulborough, Sussex.

ANTED, a good Specimen of DIPLA-
DENIA BREAKLEYAVA -Stale size and pre to

J. G., Ciirdcncn' Cl.r.-H:de Office, W.C.
w

TULES DE COCK, Nurseryman, Ghent,
f' Belgium, offers AZALEA INDICA of all sizes,

AZALEA MOLLIS and A. PONTICA, CAMELLIAS,
CHRISTMAS ROSES, DEUTZIA GRACILIS. DIELY-
TRA SPECTABILIS, LILY of the VALLEY, SPIR/EA
JAPONICA, PALMS for Table use, DRAC/ENAS, FERNS,
and YUCCA VARIEGATA. Catalogues free on application.

ALTERNANTHERAS, and other Carpet
Bedding Plants, from Stores or in pots, in any

quantities, consisting of all the best varieties. Priced Lists on
application.

WILLIAM MILES, West Brighton Nurseries, CliftonviUe,

To the Trade.
RAPE SEED and WHITE MUSTARD.

AND F. SHARPE have fine samples of
» the above-named Seeds, suitable for sowing purposes.

, lie, may be had on application.

Seed Growing Establishment, Wisbech.

H
Cllanthus Dampleri Seed.

10 THE TRADE
URST AND SON beg to offer New Seed of
CLIANTHUS DAMPIERI, in fine condition. Price

pplication.

6, Leadenhall Street, London. E.G.

H
CALCEOLARIA, superb selection, magnifi-

cent colours, beautifully marked.
CINERARIA, of splendid colours and large flowers.

PRIMULA, from exhibition plants.

The above are raised by the best growers in the kingdom.
Packets ij. and 3S- (>d. Supply limited, cannot serve the Trade.

C. R. FREEMAN, Economic Seedsman, Norwich.

Dutch Bulbs, First Quality Only.
r\ G. VAN TUBERGEN'S Wholesale
V7» CATALOGUE of Hyacinths, Tulips, &c., will be
forwarded free to the Trade on application to

Messrs. R. SILBERRAD and SON, 15, Harp Lane, Great
Tower Street, London, E.C.
C. G. VAN TUBERGEN, Nurseryman. Haarlen, Holland.

ATALOGUES. — His Excellency Pierre
Wolkenstein will feel greatly obliged if Nurserymen and

Seedsmen will kindly send him their Catalogues. They should
be forwarded (by post) to

S. E. PIERRE WOLKENSTEIN, Secretaire de la Societe
Imperiale d'Horticulture de Russie. St. Petersburg.

J.

For Autumn Exportation.
VANDER SWAELMEN'S ENGLISH
TRADE CATALOGUE is now ready, containing the

most commercial Plants and Bulbs. Free on application.

The Lily Nursery, Ghent, Belgium,

New Plant Catalogue.

HEATH AND SON beg to announce their
New Illustrated CATALOGUE of ORCHIDS,

FERNS. STOVE PLANTS, &c.,isnow ready, and will be
forwarded, gratis and post-free, to all applicants.

HEATH AND SON. Nurserymen, &c., Cheltenham.

Hyacinths, Tulips, and Other Dutch Bulbs.

BUDDENBORG BROS., Hillegom, Haar-
lem, Holland, Wholesale CATALOGUE of the above

now ready, and may be had of

Messrs. R. SILBERRAD akd SON, 15, Harp Lane, Great
Tower Street, London, E.C,

5000 English-grown
(CAMELLIAS and AZALEAS,
V^ ranging from i to 6 feet high, set with buds, in large or

small quantities to suit purchasers.
CAT.ALOGUES and Prices on application. Special terms

to the Trade.
HENRY WALTON, Edge End Nurseries, Brierfield, near

Burnley, Lancashire.

To Amateur Strawberry Growers.

"PUNNERS, strong and well-rooted, are
-Li) now ready, from H. D. Thury, President. Sir J. Paxlon,
and B. Queen—four of the best varieties in cultivation. Price

List on application. Sample Box of Plants post-free, ij.

Manual on Strawberry Culture. 6r/.

W. LOVELL, Strawberry Grower, Weaverthorpe. York.

UTRAWBERRY PLA N T S.— 100,000
10 Vicomtesse Hericart de Thury (Garibaldi), now ready,

and all the best proved Covent Garden kinds. Special quotations

for large quantities. Catalogue, with valuable information,

post free.

H. CANNELL. F.R.H.S.. Stanley. Kent.

Decorative Pelargoniums.

FAND A. SMITH are now distributing their
• new varieties of the above, which are strongly recom-

mended for their bright, diverse, and original colours, dwarf
robust habits, rendering the use of sticks and tying in a great

many instances unnecessary. They have obtained much CO n-

mendation and several awards, and will give general satisfaction.

Lists with terms on applit

We ; D.dwlch. S E.

To the Trade.LILIUM AURATUM, 1 2^. per dozen, e.\tra

fine; HYACINTHS. White Roman: JONQUILS,
dovible: NARCISS. paper-white and double Roman : ANE-
MONE FULGENS; SNOWDROPS, double and single;

BEGONIA FROEBELI, double white NARCISS. Prices

low, quality extra.

F. SANDER AND CO., Seed Growers, St. Alb-ns.
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SALES BY AUCTION.

South Norwood.
Eight minutes' walk from Norwood Junction.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
arc instructed by the Proprietor (who is leaving the

neighbourhood), to SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises,
Lyndhurst Lodge. White Ilorse Lane, on TUESDAY, July 30.

J878, at I o'clock precisely, the whole of the STOVE and
GREENHOUSE PLANTS, including about 100 large double
Camellias in fine condition, Trom 2 feet to 10 feet high, compris-
ing alba plena, Lowii, Blairii, Bealii Perfection, Countess of

Oxford, Conspicua, fimbriala, Princess Marie, imbricata rubra.

Countess of Orkney, anguste superba. Calypso, and others ;

pyramidal-trained Azalea indica
; 7 nearly new i, 2, and 3 light

BOXES: 4 feet i-horse IRON FIELD ROLLER: 24 inch
LAWN MOWER: GARDEN ROLLER: 2 Gentlemen's
RIDING SADDLES; 2 sets Plated HARNESS, complete ;

and other effects.

On view the day prior, and Catalogues had of Mr. J.
CLACEY, the Gardener, on the Premises ; and of the

, Gracechurch Street, E.C.and Leytonstone, E.

Amptbill Nursery, Ampthill Square, Hampstead
Road, N.W.. close to Gower Street Station.

Owing to continued ill-health the Proprietor, Mr. R. Green,
intends greatly curtailing his business at the end of the

present season, and to discontinue the Furnishing Depart-
ment. He has therefore instructed

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
to SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises as above, on

WEDNESDAY, July 31, nt 12 o'clock sharp, in consequence
of the great number of lots, the whole of the ORNAMENTAL
FOLIAGE PLANTS and FERNS, including 3 large Tree
Ferns ; 12 Dracaenas, 10 feet high : i large Corypha australis ;

6 Sabal umbraculifera, 3 to 4 feet ; 2 large Latania borbonica : a

splendid specimen of Araucaria excelsa, 10 feet : a fine pair of

Areca Verschaffcltis ; thousands of smaller Plants, in 48's and
6o's : a few lots of Orchids : 200 feet 4-inch Hot-water Piping,

&c. More particulars next week.
On view three days prior to Sale. Catalogues had on the

Premises : and of the Auctioneers, 98. Gracechurch Street, E C,
and Leytonstone, E.

Orchids and Ferns.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 38, King Street,

Covent Garden, W.C, on WEDNESDAY. July 24. at half-past

I! o'clock precisely, an importation of TODE.A SUPERB.\
from New Zealand, Specimen ORCHIDS and other PLANTS,
which have been exhibited at the Royal Horticultural Society's

Show: several importations of ORCHIDS from Br.i2il, Java,
and others parts; a collection of STOVE PLANTS; 40
bimdles of MANILLA CANES, &c.

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

The Nurseries, Taunton, Somerset.
IMPORTANT and ATIRACTIVE SALE of ORCHIDS.

STOVE, GREENHOUSE and other PLANTS.
MESSRS. EDWIN WOTTON and CO.

have received instructions from Mr. W. Hockin to SELL
by AUCTION, on the Premises, North Town, Taunton, on
WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY, July 24 and 25. to

commence each day at 11 o'Ciock, COLLECTIONS of
SPECIMEN STOVE. FOLIAGE, and GREENHOUSE
PLANTS, Orchids, Exotic and British Feins, Palms, Eucharis
amazonica, Amaryllis, Liliums, and other Bulbs; Camellias.
Azaleas, Epaciis, and Heaths

; 50 Magnolia grandiflora, 4 to 6

feet ; pyramidal Myrtles, Cytisus racemosus ; 17 large

Specimen Fuchsias, 6 to 8 feet
; 38 Zonal and Nosegay

Geraniums, averaging 2 feet across : Acer Negundo variegta,
in pots ; and a quantity of other Miscellaneous Plants, VASES,
RUSTIC SEATS, RUSTIC ARBORETTES, HANGING
BASKETS. &c.
Catalogues and Orders to View may be obtained on the

Premises, or at the oflices of the Auctioneers, 28, East Street,

Taunton, five days prior to the day of Sale.

To Nurserymen, Florists, Gardeners, and Others.

FOR DISPOSAL (in consequence of family
bereavement). a very compact and convenient

FLORIST'S BUSINESS, in a fast increasing neighbourhood,
two miles from Covent Garden, consisting of a good Eight-
roomed Dwelling-house, Six Glass-houses heated with Hot
Water, Potting-sheds, &c., commanding Front to Main Road,
and doing a good Jobbing and Cut Flower Trade, &c., which
may be extensively increased. Long Lease, and moderate
Rent. Immediate possesion can be had.
For further particulars apply to F. W. A , Swiss Nursery,

Loughborough Road. Brixton.

To Market Gardeners and Others.

TO LET on Lease from Michaelmas next,
about 60 Acres of ARABLE LAND, adjoining Buckden

Station. Huntingdonshire, two hours from London, Soil suitable
for a Market Garden. A Cottage on the ground, and usual
Farm Premises. Address

Rev. H. M. ROXBY, Buckden Vicarage, Huntingdon.

f^nO LET, for a Term of years, a FLORIST'S
-I- BUSINESS, well situated in the West End. Compact

oRCHARD-HOUSE TREES, Fruiting in
Pols :

— Peaches. Nectarines, Plums, Pears, Apples,
Figs, Apricots, Cherries, Mulberries, and Oranges.

RICHARD SMITH and CO., Nurserymen and Seed
Merchants, Worcestei

ORCHIDS.—Thousands of choice Orchids
arriving this month from Brazil, West Indies, Colombia,

Assam, &c., can be supplied in fine imported pieces on arrival,

at 3.1. 6rf., 55., Ts. td., and io.r. (id. A choice selection of Estab-
lished and Semi-established plants, growing freely and in good
health, also kept in stock. Orchid growers are respectfully
requested to make an early application to the
NEW PLANT AND BULB COMPANY, Lion Walk,

Colchester, in order to secure the best pieces.

N.B.—The Brazilian Orchids are to hand, in fine condition.

To the Trade Only.

EH. KRELAGE and SON, Nurserv-
• MEN, Seedsmen and Florists, Haarlem, Holland.—

The Wholesale CATALOGUE for 1S78-79. first part (332A),
i-i Now Ready, and may be had free on pre-paid application by
Nurserymen, Florists, and Seedsmen. The Catalogue contains
complete collections of Hyacinths, Tulips, Crocus, Narcissus,
Fritillarias, Ranunculus, Anemones, Lilies, Iris, Gladiolus,

Pseonies, Amaryllis, &c. The second part of this Catalogue
(332c), containing a complete list of miscellaneous Bulbous and
Tuberous-rooted Plants, will be sent out beginning of August.

Four Choice and Handsome Orchida.

MR. WILLIAM BULL
offers :-

AERIDES FIELDINGII (FOXBRUSH),
DENDROBIUM BIGIBBUM,
CVMBIDIUM EBURNEUM.
CCELOGYNE BARBATA.

at the extremely low price of loi. 61/. each.

Establishment for New and Rare Plants, King's Road,
Chelsea, London, S.W.

The Pine-apple Nursery, Maida Vale,
LONDON. N.

EG. HENDERSON AND
• SON can supply SEED of the

following, quality of strains are the best that
can be grown, at per packet :

—

PRIMULA SINENSIS FIMBRIATA,
mixed colours or separate, 2J. 6d.

PRIMULA SINENSIS FIMBRIATA,
double-flowered, white or mixed, 2J. 6ci.

and 5S.

PRIMULA SINENSIS FIMBRIATA, Maiden's Blush, new
double, 7S. 6{f. and 5^.

CINERARIA and CALCEOLARIA, each 2s. td.

CYCLAMEN PERSICUM GRANDIFLORUM, u. and
. td.

, each \s. Cd.

T LINDEN has much pleasure in ofTisrins^ to
• the Trade the following choice PALMS, admirably

adapted for Table Decoration, for Vases, and for almost every
purpose in which ornamentation is desired :

—

D^MONOROPS FISSUS, first-rate plants. 14 inches high.
seven leaves, 8oi. per dozen ; young seedlings, 30.J. and
40s. per dozen.

CHAM/EDOREA GRAMINI FOLIA, 12 inches high, very
nice plants. 805. per dozen.

COCOS WEDDELLIANA, 12 inches high, five leaves, 40^.

GEONOMA GRACILIS, young plants, five leaves, 6oi. per

ARECA LUTESCENS. 18 inches high, five leaves, 20J. per
dozen ; young plants, 6qs. and looi, per loj.

KENTIA ROBUSTA, the most elegant of Keutias, young
plants, five leaves, Sos. per dozen.

PHCENICOPHORIUM SECHELLARUM (Stevensonia
grandifi»IIa), young seedlings, 8oj. per dozen.

ARALIA ELEGANIISSIMA, 15 inches high, twenty-five to
thirty leaves, 405. and 63J, per dozen.

A large stock of nice CAMELLIA and AZALEA INDICA
Plants, with many Buds, will be available on September i next.
Price for the former, ^6,^8, and £,12 per 103, according to force ;

price for the latter, {,S, £^, jC^, jCi^, JC20 and upward, according
to strength. Orders are kindly requested to be sent forthwith.
Apply to

J. LINDEN, Exotic Nurseries, Ghent, Belgium.

SPECIAL OFFER to the TRADE of
HARDY BULBS and FLOWER ROOTS.

Camassia esculenta, 20s.

Delphii

Dielytr

Erythrc

Hemerc

ium nudicaule, 17^. per

t spectabilis, strong
plants, 25J. per 100.

per 100.

,, piiinila azurea, lys. per

Lilium auratum, home-grown
bulbs, i^ in. in diam.,
loos, per 100; ij^ to

167^. ; and 2 to 2% in.,

,, bulbiferum, 42J. per 100.

,, Mariagon, 20s. per 100.

,, tigrinum, 5^. per 100.

,, ,, H. pi., 67^. per 100.

,, ,, splendens, 841. ,
per 100.

,, umbellatum atro-sangui-

„ „ granditiorum, 25J. per

cissus bifloriis, 41 per loo,

odorus (Campernel Jon-
quil), 4^. per 103.

poeticus, fl. pi., ss. per

„ telamonius, 11. pi., ys. per

Orchis maculata, home grown,
io,t. per 100.

Ornithogalum splendens, 35.

per too
Platycodon grandiflorum, fl.

cceruleo (Campanula
grandiflora), ijs. per

Polygonatum multiflorum
(Convallaria multi-
flora), gs. per 100

Saxifraga granulata, fl. pi,

,

34J. per 100.

Scilla hyacinthoides carulea,
5J. per 100.

,, patula albida, js. per 100.

„ patula atro-ccerulea, 7^.

Smilacina bifolia (Convallaria),
Qj. per 100.

Spiraea filipendula, fl. pi,, gs.

speciosum
34^. per IOC

n botryoide
Triteleia uniflora, 3^. per

FLOWER ROOTS for COLD FRAMES.
1 campanula, 34J. per I Cyclamen perslcum, fl. roseo,
100.

I
251. to 675, per 100,

All grown m pots.

HARDY PERENNIALS.
Spirxa Aruncus. 2$s. per 100. I Spiraea palmata, 84J. per 100.

,, japonica (Hoteia). 14^. „ elegans, 8s. each, six

per 100, £5 17J. per plants, £2 ; twelve
looo.

I
plants, ^^3 lof.

Orders to the amount of £2 free throughout Great Britain.

A. M. C. JONGKINDT CONINCK.
Tottenham Nurseries. Dedemsvaart, near ZwoUe, Netherlands.

;RlC HARD SMITH;;
.fcWcmcESTER^:®^

ROSES, choice Tea-Scented and Noisette, in
great variety.

ROSES. Hybrid Perpetual, strong, for forcing.

ROSES, New, for 1878.

CLEMATIS JACKMANNI and many other sorts for bedding
and climbing.

Bedding Plants, strong and healthy ; Fuchsias, Pelargoniums,
Greenhouse and Stove Plants, Ferns, &c.

Descriptive priced LISTS free on application.

RICHARD SMITH and CO., Nurserymen, Worcester.

Special Cheap Trade Offer.

FERNS, P.\LMS, AZALEAS, CAMELLIAS, &c.

JOHN H. LEY,
ROYAL NURSERY, CROYDON,

Will be pleased to send (on application) a List of very cheap
and good plants. Grseniiouse Ferns especially fine, by the
100 or 1000, at less than a quarter of usual prices.

Also Special Retail LIST of New and Rare Plants, Cheap
Ferns and Stove Plants, post-free to all applicants.

Cuttings Of aU the

GOOD THINCS.
IN SOFT-WOODED and BEDDING

PLANTS axe now very Cheap. Posted to all parts of

Europe.

From R. Larios, Esq., Malngd, Spain, yime 25, 1878.
' Dear Sir,— I have received the four Coleus and two Zonals

by post, in perfect condition."
" Florence, Italy, July 12, 1878.

*' Dear Sir,—The second package of cuttings, by post, arrived

in good condition.—Very truly yours, Arthur Reed."
CATALOGUE post-free.

H. CANNELL, The Home for Flowers, Swanley, Kent.

O S B O R N AND SONS'
GENERAL CATALOGUE

Of STOVE and GREENHOUSE PLANTS
is now re.ady. It contains a Descriptive List

of t-he leading Novelties, also of Azaleas,

Camellias, &c. Post-free on application.

\

THE FULHAM NURSERIES, LONDON, S.W.

WM. PAUL & SON,

^""ROSE GROWERS,
TREE, PLANT, BULB, AND

SEED MERCHANTS.

WALTHAM CROSS,
HERTS.

Inspection of Stock itivited.

Priced Descriptive Catalogues free by post.

FREEMAN'S ALL HEART CABBAGE,
xs. per ounce, lai. per lb. One of the most compact ana
best selected stocks of Cabbages grown.

FREEMAN'S INCOMPARABLE SPRING
CABBAGE, IS. per ounce, lot. per lb. A solendld exhibi-

ety, t ndde ilia

FREEMAN'S MONSTROUS ITALIAN
ONION, IS. 6,t. per ounce. 12s. per lb. The largest and
best flavoured Onion in cultivation.

FREEMAN'S GIANT ROCCA ONION,
IS. per ounce, 105. per lb.

T/u above Prize will be giveti in one sum to the Grower of the
best Sfecimois ofGarden Producefront Seed supplied by

C. R. FREEMAN; ECONOMIC SEEDSMAN, NORWICH.

VI N ES-V I N ES-VI N ES.
A splendid lot of well hardened Canes, fit for

immediate planting. All the most approved

varieties. Ts. 6it. and los. 6d. each. Also

FIGS IN POTS,
Well set with Fruit, 5^-. to los. 6(1. each.

O S B O R N AND SONS,
THE FULHAM NURSERIES. LONDON. S.W.

;^1^ I CHARD Smith-]
A:. WorcesterMl
TRAWBERRIES.— Strong plants of the
ieadine sorts can be supplied from the open ground

ter July 15, at 51. per 100. See Descriptive FRUIT LIST,
be had on application.

RICHARD SMITH AND CO., Nurserymen, Worcsster.

s
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B. S. WILLIAMS'
NEW AND CHOICE

FLOWER SEEDS FOR 1878,
Post rl'Ce. Per packet-j. d.

AURICULA, finest show varieties ... i 6

„ Alpine, finest mixed ... ... I o

BEGONIA HYBRIDA, tinest mixed... 2 6

CALCEOLARIA, Williams' Superb Strain,
per packet, <,$., 3^. td., is. td., and i 6

From ilu Rev. H. W. Yule, Shifiiou, May 31, 1878.
'* I am pleased to be able to say that the herbaceous Calceo-

larias grown from the seed you supplied last year, have proved
a very great success. My gardener says that he never saw
any that were more satisfactory. And when they were used
for the decoration of our church here at Easter they were

ally admired by all who saw them."

CINERARIA, Weatherill's Extra Choice
Strain ,. per packet, 5^., 31. 6d., 2s, 6d,, and i 6

Front Mr. Brownell. Gardener to the Countess of Kingstown,
Tlu CastU, Co. Cork. May 13, 1878.

"Sir,— I have had a very satisfactory account from my
brother, in New South Wales, where I sent some seeds of
your Cineraria and Primulas. He his been very fortunate

/ith them in taking several prizes. He says they are the best

PRIMULA. SINENSIS FIMBRIATV,
Williams Superb Strain, red. white, or mi.\cd, per

packet, 5^., 3^. 6d,, w. (td. and i 6

From Mr. A. Bogie, Gardener to the Hon. G. R. Vernon,
Auclutn House. April i^, 1878.

"Sir.—The Primulas I had from you last year have been
beautiful, not one bad plant or bloom. I have not seen any-
thing like them. The Hon. G. R. Vernon thinks they are the
best he has had."

PRIMULA SINENSIS FIMBRIATA
COCCINEA (New) per packet 3 6

From Mr. J. Gunnkr, Great Baddow, April 10, 1878.
" Sir,—Will you oblige by sending me one packet of Primula

coccinea ? I have enclosed a bloom produced from the seed I

had from you last year. It has been much admired by all who

SOLANUM HYBRIDU.M, "Empress"
(New) .. .. .. .. .. per packet 2 6

ILLUSTRATED GENERAL,
AND ALSO

NEW PLANT CATALOGUES,
A'oit' ready, post-free to all applicants.

Victoria and Paradise Nurseries,
UPPER HOLLOWAY, LONDON, N.

HYACINTHS, TULIPS, CROCUS,
GLADIOLI, ifc.

Our Revised LIST for 1878 is now ready, and will be handed
to all Gardeners and Amateurs, post-free, on application to

Messrs. MERTENS and CO.. Forwarding Agents, 5. Billiter

^^ SUTTON'S ^^
CHOICE VEGETABLE SEEDS,

FOR PRESENT SOWING.

GAB B 'A G E

.

\\ ' ^ p^^u II produce beau'

V 1 \ ife 1'

'^"''^'''^*

'
i \v ^ iX , UHl h^P'd.'trylarg

11^1 .V / \. , I a^S rm and of mild

\

Enfield Mar-
ket . ..08

Nonpareil .,06
Early Dwarf
York ..06

Red Pickling i 6

ONION.—New Queen.
A valuable, new, and distinct variety, being the earliest of

all Onions. Sown in March it comes to maturity in July, or
sown in July it is fit for use the following autumn. It is of

beautiful mild llavcur, and strongly recommended.
Per packet, i.s.

Thefollowing varieties, sown in yuly and An^usi. will come
to a very large size during the /ollowing SpHttg and
Summer:-

Per oz-s. d.

NEW GIANT ROCCA (the largest variety) .. ..13
LARGE EARLY RED ITALIAN 13
LARGE EARLY WHITE ITALIAN 13
GIANT LATE RED ITALIAN 13
GIANT LATE WHITE ITALIAN 13
Vegetable Seeds up to 12 ounces in weight sent by post

with a charge of 4*/. for the 12 ounces, or 20s. worth free to any
Railway Station in England and Wales.

SUTTON & SONS,
THE QUEENS SEEDSMEN, READING.

Important to aU Admirers of Clean, Healthy Foliage.

SPEEDS

PARASITE ANNIHILATOR

and all Parasites infesting Roses, Vines, Plants, Shrubs. &c.
Mr. W. Thomson, of Tweed Viru-yard, Clovenfords, writes :—"You are entitled to the gratitude of all who have to

battle with the parasites that affect plants for youj discovery ;

amongst collections of Orchids and stove plants it will be
invaluable."
Mr. J. Wills, Floral Decorator, South Kensington, says :—

" I have tried it in various ways, and find it very effective. It

at once destroys Thrips, Scale and Red Spider ; Greenfly and
minor pests instantly disappear."
Mr. D. Thomson, Gardener to His Grace the Ditkc of

Buccleuch, Df7(inlanrig Castle, writes :
—
" I find it to do most

effectually all that you claim for it. I applied it to Mealy Bug,
Grey Scale, and Red Spider, and its effects are quite magical."

Sold in bottles at 2J., 3.1. 6d., 6s., and 10s. each.

It is most economically applied with a Vaporiser, price 2S.

Prepared by Alfred Lowe, Chemist, Chesterfield-

Agents :—London. J. Veitch & Sons, Chelsea. S.W. ; Hurst
& Son, 6, Leadenhall Street, E.C. ; Corry & Soper. Shad
Thames, S.E. ; Dick Radclyffe & Co., 128, High Holbom,
W.C. ; W. Cutbush & Son, Highgale Nurseries. N. ; Chester.

J- Dickson & Sons ; Manchester, Dickson, Brown & Tail
;

York, J. Backhouse & Son; Hull, Martin & Son; Sheffield,

Fisher, Holmes & Co. ; Birmingham, Fekon & Sons. R. H.
Vertegans : Colchester, New Plant & Bulb Co. ; Cheltenham.
Heath & Son ; Peterborough. J. House ; Hereford. Cranston &
Co., King's Acre; Nottinfeham, J. R. Pearson: Edinburgh,
Downie & Laird, Ireland & Thomson, T. Methven & Son ; Aber-
deen, W. Smith & Son ; Dundee. W. P. Laird& Sinclair . Stirling,

W. Drummond & Son : Hawick, J. Forbes ; Belfast, J. Bovle,

Balmoral ; Dorking, H. Appleby : Stoke-on-Trent. Burges?,

Kent & Son: Wellington, C. Butler; Mansfield, G. Rymer ;

Saffron Walden, W. Chater ; Jedburgh, C. Irvine : Lichfield,

E. Holmes. Whittington Nurseries: Thirsk. F. Hutchinson:
Kingston-on-Thames, T. Jackson & Son ; Beverley, G. Swailes

;

Wavertree, J. Dewar & Co. ; Newcastle-on-Tyne, J. Thomp-
son ; Worksop, T. Marris.

Agents wanted in every district.

HARBERS' WORCESTER FUMiGATOR,
^.'T'^ Acknowledged to be the most efficient

and economical Fumigator yet intro-

duced, and cannot fail to give great

satisfaction. It is self-acting, and
may be used by placing the funnel

through an aperture of the house.

It has been tested by the principal

Gardeners in this neighboiuhood, and
all have pronounced it a great

BtciSTERED!l4AY20.ia78. price los. 6d., 12S. 6d., and 15J.

ach ; larger sizes made to order. Terms cash.

List of Testimonials may be had on application.

THE '^CHATSWORTH"
VAPORISING FUMIGATOR.

(J. S. Ellis' Patent, No. 1395)

KILLS THRIPS, KILLS MEALY-BUG. KILLS
RED-SPIDER, KILLS SCALE, 6^c.

Price 37s. 6d.

This Fumigator has been ^

designed on scientific prin-

ciples, to supply a want
long felt by Gardeners
and Amateurs for an easy
and effective mode of rid-

ding them of that enemy
to CuUii

the
, Filth ;

they will find a true and
safe friend, which no one

Plants under Glass should be without, but should
'elcome it with acclamation ; for it is self-acting, tlioroughly

, durable, cannot get out of order, and "will not
• the most delicate Plants or FloT.vers.

Testimonial from Mr. Speed.

Gardener to His Grace the Duke of Devonshire, Cliatswortk.

"Dear Sir,—I have now given the Patent 'Chatsworth'
Fumigator a course of trials, and am so well satisfied with the

ilts that I shall have great pleasure in recommending it to

my horticultural brethren. In my experience I have tried many
different Fumigators. but certainly I must give this the palm
for being the most effectual ; and, in fact. I could scarcely have
believed the effect, when used with the Medicated Squibs, if I

had not seen it myself: for the way it kills, not only Green and
Black Fly. but Thrips, Red-Spider, Mealy-Bug.and most Scale.

is a thing to be remembered.
" lis simplicity, of being self-acting and requiring no attention

after it is once started (according to your directions), obviates
the disagreeable necessity of remaining in the house during
tumigatioii : for no damage can possibly arise from leaving it

any length of time, as the combustion proceeds at a rate that
is harmltss : the fumes being vaporised before passing into the
house make it quite safe to be left until the combustion is

finished.

"THOMAS SPEED,
" The Gardens, Chatsworth, October 9, 1877.

'Mr. Ellis, Norfolk Foundry, Sheffield."

Manufactured by J. C. and J. S. ELLIS, Hot-water
Engineers and Horticultural Ironmongers, Norfolk Foundry
and Baker's Hill, Sheffield.—Agents wanted. ^__
GRANITIC PAINT, for Greenhouses and

for all Decorative or General Purposes where durability
aiid beauty are desired.

SILICATE ZOPISSA COMPOSITION, all Colours, for

Damp Walls, Preserving Stone, &c. .either internal or e.'tternal.

COLOURLESS LIQUID SILICATE ZOPISSA for

Damp Walls, Preserving Stone, Brick, or Cement, all washable
and durable.

To be had genuine only from the Original Inventors and Sole
Manufacturers,
The Silicate Zopissa Composition and Granitic Paint Com-

pany, 45, Fish Street Hill, London, E.C.
(Established over fifteen years.)

on Paint No Longer Necessary.

{Registered Trade Mark)

HILL AND SMITH'S BLACK
VARNISH for Preserving Ironwork. Wood, or Stone.

This Varnish is an excellent substitute for oil paint on all out-
door work, while it is fully two-thirds cheaper. It was intro-

duced upwards of thirty years ago by the advertisers, and Its

genuine good quality, notwithstanding a host of unprincipled
imitators, is fully attested by its constantly increasing sale. It

may be applied by an ordinary labourer, requires no mixing or
thinning, and is used cold. It is used in the grounds at

Windsor Castle, Kew Gardens, and at the seats of many
hundreds of the Nobility and Gentry, from whom the most
flattering testimonials have been received, which Hill & Smith
will forward on application.

Sold in casks of about 30 gallons each, at is. 6d. per gallon,

at the Manufactory, or is. %d. per gallon carriage paid to any
Station in the Kingdom.

Unsolicited Testimonial received May 3, 1S77.
" The Ryleys, Alderley Edge, Ma>tc/iesier.~t!,lf:%sYs. Hill &

Smith.—Sirs,—For some 20 years I have used your ' Black
Varnish,' and shall be glad if you will forward me another cask,

as I consider it the best thing knov)nfor the preservation ofall
outdoor ivork. ettJier -wood or iron, that requires to be painted.

—Yours respectfully, Alfred Lowe, J.
P."

Applyto HILL AND SMITH, Brierly Hill Ironworks, near
Dudley; itS, Queen Victoria Street, London, E.C. ; and 180.

Buchanan Street, Glasgow, from whom only it can be obtained.
CAUTION.~\t having lately come to the knowledge of

Hill & Smith that spurious imitations of this Varnish are
being offered by unprincipled dealers at a slight reduction in

price, they would especially draw attention to the fact that every
cask of their varnish is legibly marked with their name and
address, without which none is genuine.
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IRON ROOFS for SALE, Cheap.—Several
Iron-framed Roofs, from 20 feet to 40 feet span (not curved,

no skilled labour required in fixing), covered with galvanised

corrugated Iron. Apply
HEMMING AND CO., 47. Moorgalc Street, London, E.G.

LASCI I LI S PATLNF BFNT WOOD
CONSERVAIORIES and OREENHOUSLS —All

Gardeners know tint Wood is bettei than Iron for Phnt Crow
ing. and by the above system a handsome curved house can be

erected as cheaply as a plain straight one.

The curved house is more durable, stronger, lighter in con-

struction, and no bent glass is required.

W H LASCELLES 121 Bunhill Row London E C will

supply Draw ngs and Est mates free of charge

Greenliouses.

H FREEMAN and SONS, Horticul-
• TURAL Builders and Hot. water Aftaratus

Manufacturers, Cambridge Heath Bridge, Hackney, E.

Good substantial made GREENHOUSES, Glazed, ready for

fixing, 42 feet long, 11 feet wide. {,v> ; 21 feet by 13 feet, .£28 ;

12^ feet by 10 feet. /rs. Estimates given 111 wood or iron.

Glasshouses.

HE R E M A N AND M O R T O N
give prices for all kinds of

HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS in WOOD
On receipt of particulars. Also for Heating.

A Pnmphlcliil. Prkc Lh'sfm.
2, Gloucester Street, Regent's Park, Lonc'ot, N.W.

Two Gold Medals, Preston, 1878.

Royal noiiicullural Sodctys Gyand Provincial

Sluno.

JOHN BOW MxVN,
Timber and Mahogany Importer and Merchant

HOI TILlLTLh \L I L ILUER
WEST END STEAM JOINERY

NLWLVSTLI ON 1\NL

GREENHOUSES complete from £10 to £1000
PoKf nLF Box w th One L uht 6 feet by 4 feet glazed >

16 oz I eet glas and pa nted four coats f
35i

Portable Box w h T o Lights as above each L ght ) ,^^
6 (eet by 4 feet (

"^^

Estimates given for Conservatories and Green-
houses of every kind.

Well-seasoned Materials and First-class Workiitatiship

R. HALLIDAY & CO.
Beg to announce they have been avarded the ONLY GOLD
MEDAL for Horticultural Buildings, and the ONLY GOLD
MEDAL for Boilers, Valves, and Heating Apparatus, &c., in

compelilion with several of the oldest firms in the trade.

The following BUILDINGS, which obtained the GOLD
MEDAL, are for SALE, and will be delivered. Fixed, Glazed,

and Painted, in any part of England, at the Prices enumerated

below :-

TWO SPAN-ROOF HOUSES, each 25 feet

long by 18 feet wide folding doors at one end, and (inials

and ornamental cresting along top : each C^i.

ONE LEAN-TO ROOF HOUSE, 25 feet long-

by 15 feet wide, with door at each end, newly designed,

wrought iron and wood combined, very strong, li^ht, and
durable, would make excellent vineiy : £,^<i.

ONE HALF SPAN ROOF HOUSE, 25 feet

long by 12 feet wide, with door at each end, and orna-

mental finials and cresting along top : ^50.

ONE LEAN-TO ROOF HOUSE, 20 feet long
by 12 feet wide, door at each end : L\i loi-.

These EuildinKs, it need scarcely be observed, a-e finished

ia the very best manner, and made of the best red Petersburg

deal, glazed w.th 21 oz. English sheet glass, and have been

painted four coats, and would be painted another coat after

fixing. The front and roof sashes are fitted with our improved

simultaneous opening machinery, and the doors with best brass

bolt mortice locks and furniture.

N.B-The above will be on Sale till first week in August,

after which they will be taken to pieces and re-used in other

R. HALLIDAY & CO., Horticultural Builders and Ho
Water Engineers, MIddleton, Manchester ; and 71, Barton

Arcade. Manchester.

S T R A AA^ B B R R I E S.

Messrs. James Veitch & Sons
Beg to announce that their DESCRIPTIVE PRICED LIST of the

above is now ready, and will be sent free on application.

ROYAL EXOTIC NURSERY, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, S.W.

TheThames Bank Iron Company
OLD BARGE WHARF,

UPPER GROUND STREET,
LONDON, S.E.,

Ha\e the largest and most complete stock in the Trade ;

npwards of ^20,000 worth to choose from.

HOT-WATER BOILERS, PIPES, and CONNECTIONS,
And all CASTINGS for HORTICULTURAL PURPO.SES.

Their New Illustrated Catalogue, Wi Edition, nozu ready

{price Six-pence).

Hot-water Apparatus erected complete, or the Materials supplied at Wholesale Puce?.
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^SUTTON'S^
Sl'PKKB STKAIN'S OF

ELOEISTS' FLOWERS,
POST FREE.

The FINEST STRAIN of CALCEOLARIA.

SUTTON'S "PERFECTION."
Arte Tiany years' c;ireful seleclHii wc have succeeded in

producing a strain of Calc- olaria which for beauty and (orm of

flower, richness of colour, and habit of plant, is acknowledged
to be far superior to any yet in cultivation. Our houses have
been visited during the blooming season by some of the most
eminent authorities of the day, all of whom agree in pronounc-
ing our Improved Strain to be of unusual excellence.

Price 5J. and is. 6d. per packet, post free.

SUTTON'S SUPERB CALCEOLARIA \ 2s U per packet
JAMES'S INTERNATIONAL PRIZE I post-free.

THE FINEST STRAIN OF CINERARIA.

SUTTON'S SUPERB CINERAKIA.
is will be found unequalled by any in cultivation, the seed
having been saved Irom the finest named varieties only.

Price 5J. and 2^. 6ti. per packet, post-free.

THE FINEST STRAIN OF PRIMULA.

"IK

SUITON'S SUPERB PRIMULA.
This choice stock has been carefully selected from ihe largest

fringed flowers of good colour. Habit robust, with bloom
thrown well above the foliage.

Red, white, 01 mixed, 55. and zs. 6d. per packet, post-free.

SUTTON & SONS,
THE OUEEN'S SEEDSMEN, READING.

Send for a PRICE LIST of

BLAKE'S SELF-ACTING

HYDRAULIC EAIS,
For Raising Water for the Supply of

Villages, Irrigation, Railway Stations, Mansions,

Fountains, Farms.

No Cost for Motive Pmt'cr, which is oltained from Ihe

Stream of Waterpassing through the Hams,

NO OILING OR PACKING REQUIRED.
Made in sizes to raise from 300 to loo.coo Gallons per day.

WILL FORCE TO A HEIGHT OF 1500 FEET.

t.%

ea

Thi5 Rain will i<u.:,e h part of the same
water that works it, or will raise pure water
from a well whilst it is worked by a stream
of impure water.

TESTIMONIALS.
Front ihe Right Hon. T. Sothern Estcourt, Estcourt Park,

Gloucestershire, September 6, 1875.

"You will be glad to hear, as I am to tell you, that your
Self-acting Hydraulic Ram has worked exceedingly well and
continuously since it was erected, more than twelve months
ago. It is, in fact, perfectly successful."

(The delivery pipe in the above case is 4200 feet long, with

ICO feet rise.)

Front Captain Townshend, Wineftaviy February 10, 1877.

" In answer to your enquiry, I am glad to say the Hydraulic
Ram you sent me in November, 1875. is working exceedingly

well, and gives no trouble. It will work when quite immersed,
as it has been several tim:s during the floods this winter,

farcing up water through a de'ivery pipe 903 yards long at the

rate of So.ooo gallons per day, although you only promised

From]Q\\H Barnes, Esq., Contractor, Chatbum and HcUi-
fiehi Railway, Contractor's Office, March, 1877.

" Dear Sir,— I have the pleasure to inform you that the three

Hydraulic Rams you erected for me on this contract about two

years ago, have continued to work very satisfactorily, without

requiring any repairing. With a fall of 5 feel sufficient water

h^s been raised daily by each ram to supply two of my loco-

motive engines : they have fully answered my expectations and

all that has been said of them."

Deanwater, Wtintslow, Nozieniber -zo, 1S73.

" Dear Sir,—In answer to your enquiries respecting the

Hydraulic Ram you supplied me with six months ago, I beg to

state th..t I am more than satisfied with it. as it is in perfect

order, sending up to the top of the house about 2000 gallons nf

water in the twenty-four hours, whereas you only contracted to

deliver in that time 500 gallons. I have, therefore, every reason

to be well pleased with your work, and more especially as I had
a Ram supplied me by another maker which could not send up a

single gallon of water to the height required, and a second
maker informed me that no Ram with a fall of 3 feet could send
up water to the distance required, namely, 120 feet. But yours
is an accomplished fact, and does its work most effectually.—

I

am. yours truly. L. Hanmer."

From Mr. Thomas Mason. Alklncoates Hall, Colne,

September y3, 1871.

" Sir,—Your self-acting Hydraulic Ram gives me entire

satisraction ; it has been at work abjut fifteen months, and has

only been seen once during the last six months ; it is forcing

about 1400 gallons per day of twenty-four hours to a height of

feet.*

Coin,

" Sir.—The Self-acting Hydraulic Ram you supplied me with

nine mouths ago continues in excellent condition. It receives

water from a spring through a 2-inch pipe, of which it" forc'>

3*^00 gallons per day of twenty-four hours to a height of go leet,

exceeding all you promised, and far surpassing the water-wheel

and fjrce pumps which it has displaced. Us cost is small, it

occupies but little space (2 square feei). and in mechanical

detail is simplicity itself. I have much pleasure in recom-

mending it as a cheap and etficient method of raising water."

JOHN R^A,KE,

ENGINEER. ACCRINGTON.

SATURDAY, JULY 20,

AMERICAN NOTES.

IN passing northward through the richly culti-

vated districts of the North-eastern States,

large portions of which bear the mellowed aspect

of long settlement, the new-comer cannot help

noticing the transitional aspect of Canada, pass-

ing from prima;val Nature to the dominion of

the plough. Every gradation occurs ; here the

continuous miles of orchards and well-cultivated

fields, interspersed w'ith square blocks of forest,

and again the forest broken into by separate

areas of culture, but nowhere is the old horizon

of the native forest-shroud lost, and the eye can-

not fail to detect the remnants of the great sea

of deciduous trees which to the early settlers

must have appeared an almost inipenetrab'e

barrier. Passing for hours and days through

interlacing alternation of forest and culture,

the mind becomes bewildered between the

extent and monotonous uniformity of the forest,

and the huge gaps man has made in it within a
few years ; here are separate blocks of forest

preserved amongst the arable land as precious

remnants to be cared for and maintained, and
again the forest appears as a continuous barrier

for destruction, oppressive to the labours of the

new settler. It is wonderful to observe the

extent of the clearance that has been made
within four or five generations, and the establish-

ment of prosperous cities hundreds of miles

within the great sea of trees. From a bird's-

eye view it is as even as a rich hay-field partly

mown, here and tlierc only broken by Pines and
a few other taller trees standing up like weeds

abo\e the general level of verdure.

Goat Island, the scene of my first botanical

ramble, situated in the midst of the Niagara
River between the American and Canadian
shores, just above and dividing the Falls, is

reached by a small suspension bridge from the

American side, and I entered at once through

cool glades into a slice of the forest hemmed
in by the mighty force of rushing water.

Though monotonous in aspect and uniform in

habit, the great variety of deciduous trees,

intermixed with Hemlock Spruce, at once

strikes the visitor from the Old World. These

I shall enumerate later on.

Nothing can be more charming than the

aspect of the island, unchanged from Nature

except by the presence of a road cleared round

its circumference, and a few paths cut through

the wood. The pleasant island exists -only on
sufferance, a threatened barrier to the mighty

force of the stream eating into its edge and
bending over the fringing trees, here dead and
stranded on the shore, and again undermined,

and bowing towafds the irresistible torrent. At

a few paces from the shore the idea of an island

is lost save in the pleasant sound of the tumult

of w.iters. The trees are so thick that all out-

siae is buried from sight, and you are in the

midst of a labyrinth of straight stems supporting

a bright canopy of leaves and prostrate tiimks

in every stage of decay, crossed and mingled

with the rich tangled carpet of the lesser vegeta-

tion. The prevalent plant is Erythronium

americanum, or Yellow Dog's-tooth Violets,

which occurs in the greatest profusion here and

in every wood I visited in Canada. The bulbs

multiply by long stoloniftrous shoots, and only

a ver)- small proportion produce fio-;-''

Bulbous plants are rare in Easte'- ""'^ *
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and the only other species I noticed on Goat

Island was Allium tricoccum, with tufts of

Garlic-like leaves succeeded by the flowering

scape. In more exposed places and on over-

hanging rocks Aquilegia canadensis was abun-

dant and ornamental. The white and purplish

forms of Trillium erectum were conspicuous

and in full beauty, intermixed with the May
Apple, Podophyllum peltatum, which occurs in

the greatest profusion throughout the Northern

States and Canada, forming sheets of pleasant

green foliage in the open glades of the forest.

As a New World genus the occurrence of a

single species, Podophyllum Emodi, in the

Himalayas, is a remarkable case of geographical

isolation. Its ally, Jefifersonia diphylla, also

occurs on Goat Island intermixed with many
strong-growing herbaceous plants, including

Thalictrum dioicum, .Smilacina racemosa, and

S. stellata, a Convallaria, and Maianthemum
bifolium, also Uvularia grandiflora, a large her-

baceous Aralia, and the pretty little ground-

nut, Aralia trifolia. Arisarum triphyllum, the

common Arum of Canada and the States, was

also abundant, together with Claytonia vir-

ginica, a Galium, a small Anemone, several

species of Aster and Solidago not yet in flower,

and a number of Ferns, including an abundance

of the graceful Adiantum pedatum, and Botry-

chium virginicum, an elegant species with a large

finely divided deltoid frond. Of Violas, up-

wards of thirty species occur in the States and

Canada, some of which are common to Europe

and North America. Goat Island afforded five or

six species, the most conspicuous of which were

Viola canadensis and V. pubescens, often half

a yard high, the former having white and the

latter yellow flowers. Dicentra cucuUaria,

closely allied to Corydalis and Dielytra, was

conspicuous from the ornamental tufts of finely-

cut glaucous foliage. It is distinguishable from

the Squirrel-corn, D. canadensis in having pale

scaly tubers, those of D. canadensis being of a

bright golden-yellow colour. Altogether the

herbaceous flora was wonderfully rich and

varied for so small an area.

The Rapids above the Falls impressed me as

the most sublime feature of Niagara. Above

Goat Island the river is about a mile wide, and

the water approaches you from a sky horizon, its

source invisible, down a regular incline a mile

and a half in length. Froin its great scale it is

almost featureless in its monotony, but viewed

piecemeal most striking in detail, hundreds of

yards of rushing foam interlaced with strips of

stiller water, often raised up as eddying plat-

forms above the general level, and interspersed

with hissing, squirting fountains forced over

stranded " snags " and projecting rocks ; and then

the great leaps of 160 feet into the comparatively

narrow gorge, of a million and a half tons of

water every minute ! amidst a cloud of misty

spray 200 feet high, bearing a splendid rainbow.

Here the contrast of a sullen, rolling flow for

3 miles, slower and stiller in its narrow

channel than the wide foaming sheet above, tells

of its great depth ; and again at the " Whirl-

pool Rapids " it reasserts its force and bulk and

life, and the vast mass of water rushes down
furiously and tumultuously to the level of Lake
Ontario.

From Niagara to London in Upper Canada
the railway sides afforded a few fresh species.

Geranium maculatum and Phlox divaricata were

especially abundant and ornamental, and here

and there I noticed Cypripedium pubescens,

and Sanguisorba canadensis. The rich rank

leafage of the undergrowth of the woods was

especially remarkable, and made up for the most

part with the fleshy leaves of the Skunk

Cabbage, SjTnplocarpus fcetidus, and the May
Apple, Podophyllum peltatum, intermixed with

—hite and purple Trilliums ; and in the wet

-wNuphar advena, with its curious upright
^ ^'ig erect out of the water, fonned

dense masses of glossy foliage intermixed with

Ferns, including three species of Osmunda, O.

cinnamomca, O. Claytoniana, a small delicate

form of O. regal is, Onoclea sensibilis, Lastrea

Thelypteris, and Polypodium Phegopteris. Poly-

stichum acrostichoides, Cystopteris bulbifera,

and Adiantum pedatum were also abundant.

Canadian scenery unfolded itself in the alterna-

tion of square forest blocks with broken ground

separated by the traditional "snake fences"

—

mere split poles 11 or 12 feet long, piled up zig-

zag in alternate layers, or by the still more
weird-looking root fences, consisting of grubbed-

up stumps ranged in a row—cheap and hasty

methods of forming a boundary where timber is

almost a drug, and the loss of a wide strip of

ground unimportant. " Posts and rails " are

seldom seen, partly from the labour involved in

fixing, and also from the difiiculty of keeping

any fixed fence in position where the frost

penetrates 2 or 3 feet into the ground and lifts

everything. Hoarding fences often have to be
added to from the bottom, to make up the gaps
caused by the successive liftings of the long

frosts.

For this reason the want of finish ai^d neat-

ness in the roads and fences, so apparent every-

where in Canada, is unavoidable ; the depth to

which the frost penetrates displaces all within

its reach, and the best made roads, as well as

the stone paved streets and causeways of the

towns are rotten and uneven. George Jl/aw,

F.L.S., Benthatl Hall, near Broseley.

(To he continued.)

New Garden Plants.
Cymbidium Parisiiii, RJib.f.*

To have this plant in flower was one of the most
ardent of Orchidic wishes. Who knows whether it did
not begin to be regarded as a myth in EngHsh Orchidic

circles, where one is told so many surprising things

—especially in Mr. Stevens' rooms behind, or rather

perhaps before the scene. I expected to have had the

flowers from my second eldest and invaluable English
correspondent, who has given me much information,

Mr. John Day. I have been surprised by getting a

flower from Mr, William Swan, Orchid grower to

Mr. W. Leech, Oakley, Fallowfield, Manchester.

Mr. Swan writes :
—"The plant in question is grow-

ing very vigorously along with the Cattleyas ; has
thrown up two spikes ; each bears two of its splendid
blooms. I saw a plant in bud in Mr. Day's collection

last Wednesday [letter of June 25]. Mr. Leech's has
been open just a week." There it is, and at last it

flowers at two different places in England. [Mr.
B. S. Williams also has it in flower. Eds.] It quite

fulfils what Mrs. E. Parish's accomplished figure had
promised. The flowers, indeed, are smaller than
those of the varieties of Cymbidium eburneum,
Lindl. itself, but they are far more gay in colour. The
sepals and petals are of same ivory-white. The lip

has an orange middle zone and an orange disk to the

anterior lobe, both painted with purplish brown spots.

The side lobes of the lip have numerous spots of a

most lively purplish violet, which gives the chief

charm to the flower. The back side of the column is

white, the edges are yellow, and the front side is yellow,

with some brownish purplish spots on the foot. So
much for the general aspect—that must be very lovely.

It is very distinct from Cymbidiumeburneum, Lindl.,

by the caudicula, which is not blunt-angled on each
side, but furnished with a spreading long bristle as

in Scuticaria Steelii. The whole of the flower is

shorter. The callus goes much nearer the base of the

middle lobe, and it is only furnished with velvet

borders and angles outside, having no middle velvet

line.

There are at hand representations dravm by Mrs.
E. Parish, kindly given me by the Rev. C. Parish. I

have also memoranda from this gentleman about the
plant, which are highly interesting. I hopenot to offend

my excellent correspondent by publishing some of his

* Cymbidium Parishii, Kchb./., in Trans. Linn. Soc. xxx.,
p. 144.—Juxta Cymbidium eburneum, Lindl. Foliis ligulato-
Iineartbus acutis, pedunculo bi-trifloro, vaginis scanosis lanceo-
falcatis acuminatis ; floribus magnis ; sepaUs oblongo-ligu-
latis acutis; labello a basi angusia flabellato dilatato anlice
trifido :

lacinus lateralibus oblongis aculis antrorsis, lacinia
antica submaculaii vmdulata, disco sericea ; callo in disco prope
basin lacinise medium mrinq«e sericeo antice transverse abrupto.
—Floseboraceo-albus ; labdli linea media lata ac discus lacinia
anticae aurantiaci maculis quiNusdam purpurec-rubris ; niaculse
pulcherrimEC violacese in laciniis labelli lateralibus. Columna
anlice flavtda maculis quiV-jsiain in basi purpure'--brunneis

;

caudicula antic? utcnque processu setaceo extmrso uti in
Scuticaria Steelii.-^urmah. Rev. C. Parish. 1850. H. G.
Rckb.f.

remarks :
— "This was one of my earliest discoveries,

having been found by me during my first long journey
in the distant jungles in 1S59. On the same occa-

sion I discovered Dcndrobium crassinode and several

other good things, but I was so bewildered then at

the number of novelties of all kinds, that I did not

know what to choose, as I could not carrj" everything

!

A beautiful little pendulous /Eschynanthus I then

lound, I have neversinceseen! I gathered a fairquantity

of Cymbidium Parishii (what I then called C. ebur-

neum var.) and of D. crassinode; I sent them, with
many other valuable things, to Mr. Low, the father,

with one box meant for Kew, but all (six large cases

full !) were sunk in the Ganges. It was a cruel

disappointment, as it was my first collection—a most
valuable one ; many of the plants I have never met
with again. The single plants kept by me to grow
died. Hence I lost sight of these two plants for many
years, and but for my drawings made at the time,

and the short descriptions sent to Sir W. Hooker,
perhaps, another would have had the credit of their

first discovery. Of all the business celebrities Dendro-
bium Bensonire is nearly the only Orchid I have never

gathered." //. G. Rchb.f,

It has long been the desire of many having a

collection of Orchids under their charge to succeed in

flowering the new and rare, and at the same time

most chaste and beautiful, Cymbidium Parishii. It

is perhaps pardonable when I saw the small paragraph
on p. 51 of your paper that I should feel some-
what surprised. I can easily believe that it was
imagined to be the first plant that had bloomed, but
since I have flowered it this season with two spikes,

each 'bringing a couple of flowers, and the blossoms
open on June iS, I think I may fairly claim to have
earned that distinction ; that is, of course, unless a
still prior claimant should appear on the scene. I

sent a bloom to Professor Reichenbach, whose letter

in reply I enclose. I am not desirous of adding to

his remarks, but at the same time I may say that it

is a most beautiful thing, fully answering to the

description I had with it ; and that it svicceeds well"

in the Cattleya-house, giving it in the growing
season very copious supplies of water. Cypri-

pedium Parishii is now in fine form with me. A mass
has thrown up seven strong spikes, five bringing six

blooms, one seven, and the remaining one five, in all

forty-two perfect blooms, all now full and fresh. We
ha\'e also four j^lants of Oncidium macranthum in

bloom ; the spikes I have lied round four sticks in the
separate pots as they increased in length, and on
the short laterals the blooms are now very gay. We
have them now with sixteen, seventeen, nineteen, and
twenty-three blooms ; a most attractive and pleasing

sight. Dendrobium crystallinum has been in flower

for ten weeks, and is still fresh. W. Swan.

Odontoglossum Edwardi, n. sj>.*

This is a very curious Odontoglossum, loaded on a
very great inflorescence with hundreds of flowers,

which are, according to a memorandum, violet with
yellow lip. Those flowers, indeed, are not large,

since they equal those of Odontoglossum prasinum,
densiflorum, and such species

; yet the mass is said to

make a very good and novel impression, which may
easily be believed. There was till now no species of

this aftinity with such square wings to the column, or

with sepals exasperated by small warts outside. It is

one of the Ecuadorian discoveries of Mr. Edward
Klaboch, the elder of those two energetic collectors,

whose name it bears. //. G, Rihh. f.

Renanthera histrionica, ;/. J/.t

A very interesting novelty. It is the first Re-
nanthera with acuminate leaves as they occur in

Cleisostoma and Sarcanthus. The inflorescence is a
short few-flowered raceme. The flowers have beauti-

fully yellow sepals and petals bordered with purplish
blotches. The lip is white with an orange spur and
purplish blotches on the side laciniae. Column lively

yellow, with purplish streaks and blotches. Flowers
equal to those of a Saccolabium miniatum, but set on
at some distance apart. Origin, Stevens' Rooms, if

it is English. It may come from Singapore or Malacca.
I have to thank for this surprise my invaluable
English correspondent, Mr. J. Da)% who so often
gives me useful information. Lf. G. Rchb.f.

* Odontoglossum Edwardi, n. sp —(Myanthium) panicula
amplissima thyrsoidea myriantha, ramis ramulisque fractiflexis

;

bracteis triangulis conspicuis ovariis pediceliatis multoties
brevioribus ; sepalis breve unguiculatis ovatis obtusis extus
asperis ; tepalis subsequalibus apiculatis brevlbus ; labello
obtuse rhombeo genuflexo : callo cuneato oblongo emarginato
a basi in medium ; papuHs geminis obtusatis intus antice
interjecta carinula ; columna trigona reiusa, antice utrinque
basi alata, alls juxta foveam quadratis.—Ecuador. Edward
Klaboch. H. G. Rchh. f.

t Renanthera hisiriortiea, n. sp. —HumiHs : foliis lancels
acuminatis; pedunculo paucifloro ; racemoso laxo ; sepalis
tepalisque cuneato ligulatis obtuse acutis; labelli trifidi

laciniis lateralibus triangulis ; lacinia media ligiilata acuta ;

lamellis geminis incumbentibus nunc triangulis nunc quadratis
in basi_ hujus lacinise calcari conico breviusculo.—Flores
xanthini purpureo-maculali ac marginati maculis parvis.
Labellum album laciniis lateralibus purpureo-maculatis. Calcar
amantiacum. Columna flava purpiu-eo-picta. Exhorto Davano.
'\G. Rchb.f.
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THE ISLAND OF CYPRUS.
Whether for good or ill the Government has

taken possession of the island of Cyprus, and as the

conditions upon which it is to be held ate likely to

continue, the possession may be regarded as a

permanent one. This step naturally awakens a more

lively interest in that island in this country, and

therefore any trustworthy information concerning it

will doubtless be welcome to many persons.

As soon as it was known that England intended to

" occupy "
it, the " dailies " treated their readers to

more or less—in most instances less—truthful descrip-

tions of the country, its inhabitants, productions, and

resources. Some of these hastily written effusions are

remarkable more for their exhibition of the biassed

views of the writers than for the amount of reliable

information they contain. One describes the island

as a perfect paradise, the home of Venus, enjoying a

most agreeable climate, and rich in Pine and Beech

forests, &c. ; whilst another asserts thai it is unhealthy,

unbearably hot in summer and very cold in winter,

and sometimes desolated by a drought of several

years' duration. Another remarks, very truly, that

little has been written in English concerning the

island, though there is a good German account of it

;

of which, however, he does not appear to have under-

stood more than the title. The island has been

visited by various travellers during the present cen-

tury, but no one of them has made a sufficiently long

stay to be able to give a very complete account of its

climate and productions. Nevertheless, one may

obtain a vast amount of information from Unger and

Kotschy's Die Insd Cypcrn (1S65), which work con-

tains not only the results of the authors' travels and

researches, but also those of previous travellers.

Amongst Englishmen who have visited Cyprus we

may name Clarke, Sibthorp, and Chesney ; and in

1849 the island was surveyed by H.M.S. Vo!ai;c, and

an excellent chart, accompanied by plans and views,

drawn by Th. Graves. Sibthorp, the author of

the magnificent Flora Graca, spent five weeks in

Cjqirus in the year 17S7, and a considerable pro-

portion of the thousand coloured folio plates of plants,

drawn by that unexcelled botanical artist, Ferdinand

Bauer, which illustrate the work in question, represent

Cyprian plants.

Clarke spent ten days in 1801 on the island, but he

was extremely active during this short period, as his

narrative testifies. He gives a short list of the plants

observed, and describes three newly-discovered species,

and he gives his general impressions of the island in

the following words:—"This island, that had so

highly excited, amjily gratified our curiosity by its

most interesting antiquities, although there is nothing

in its present state pleasing to the eye. Instead of a

beautiful and fertile land, covered with groves of

fruit and Pine woods, once rendering it the paradise

of the Levant, there is hardly upon earth a more

wretched spot than it now exhibits. Few words may
forcibly describe it. Agriculture neglected—inha-

bitants oppressed—population destroyed—pestiferous

air—contagion — poverty— indolence— desolation.''

With respect to this testiomy, Unger states, in the

work named above, that it is unfortunately impossible

for him (in 1S65) to alter a single letter of it. Several

French and German travellers have visited the island,

including Billardiere, Aucher, Olivier, and Hassel-

quist, but it is chiefly to Dr. Theodore Kotschy and

Dr. F. Unger that we are indebted for more recent

and precise information. The former made several

trips in the island, and both together passed nearly

seven months—May to November—on the island in

1862. As their work embodies the labours of others,

it is convenient to epitomise portions of it instead of

making extracts from various authors. We may add

that one of our correspondents has proceeded to

Cyprus, and from him we hope to receive sketches

and notes on the vegetation of the island.

Position .^nd Size of the Island.

Cyprus lies between 34° 33' 3°" and 35' 41' 18"

north latitude, and 32° 15' 42" and 34° 35' 4^"

east longitude from Greenwich, and with the excep-

tion of Sicily, Sardinia, and Crete, it is the largesi

island in the Mediterranean Sea. The south-western

portion (nearly half of the area) is mountainous, the

highest peak, Troodos (ancient Cyprian Olympus),

rising to an altitude of 6000 feet. The north coast is

also skirted by a narrow range of hills, which reaches

3000 feet in height. Between these two mount.iin

ranges is an extensive plain drained mainly by two

rivers—a large one flowing eastward, and a small one

flowing westward. In the lowlands near the coast

are several inexhaustible salt lakes.

Geological Formation.

The south-western mountains consist mainly of

greenstone and trachyte, with tertiary chalk and marl.

Here and there are beds of gypsum and isolated

spots ofJura limestone and " Vienna " sandstone. The

north chain is built up almost entirely of limestone,

overlaid on both flanks with sandstone, and the

intervening plain of post-tertiary deposits of a very

complex character. Marl, sand, sandrock, and

conglomerate arc the principal elements. These

desposits extend from the sea-coast up to 200 feet,

or even 600 feet, and are spread over all the lower

parts of the island, forming a not very fertile soil.

Climate.

Any one thinking of going to Cyprus would regard

the climatal conditions as of the first importance,-

hence a little more detail on this point may be desir-

able. There is no doubt that the summer is ex-

cessively hot, so hot as to have a paralysing effect on

the pursuits of men ; on the other hand the winter

is relatively cold, and often it becomes necessary to

have recourse to artificial heat. Thymbra spicata and

Poterium spinosum, the two commonest shrubs in the

island, are frequently used to warm dwelling rooms.

The change from one extreme to the other is very

sudden, no spring or autumn intervening. In the

midst of summer the temperature often exceeds

100° Fahr. in the shade ; and though it rarely

falls so low as the freezing point in winter, the cold

makes itself felt very much, because the means of

protection against it are so inadequate. But the mean

winter temperature is not sufficient to arrest vegeta-

tion. Indeed there is what may be termed the winter

flora, which is already over at the beginning of March.

Winter (Octolier, November, and December) is the

rainy season, whilst the summer is nainless with an

uninterruptedly cloudless sky. Sometimes in winter

rain falls during thirty to forty days in succession, and

vegetation is reanimated and reinvigorated. The

parching heat and continuous drought of summer,

however, use up the accumulations of winter ; brooks

and rivers present dry channels, and vegetation ceases.

During the rainy season the Pedias, the principal river

in the island, often overflows its banks, and the con-

tiguous land owes its fertility to these periodic inunila-

tions. Nearly all traffic in the lower part of the islands

is interrupted during this period. Occasionally the

overflow assumes the dimensions of a flood, causing

considerable damage. It is also recorded that no

rain fell on the island during thirty-six years, in the

reign of Constantine, consequently most of the inha-

bitants were obliged to leave the country. During

the whole time (March to November) Unger and

Kotschy were in Cyprus there was scarcely any rain.

The harvest is over in May, after which there is

nothing but the depressing stubble fields to be seen,

look in what direction we may. Even Flax, the

latest of the crops, is already turning yellow. Cotton

is the only summer crop, and that can be grown any-

where artificial watering is possible. In June and

July the formation of dew ceases, and the atmosphere

becomes charged with a dense vapour, which veils

objects even at short distances. Added to this the

slightest winds cause clouds of penetrating dust to

rise, and insects abound whose torments it is

impossible to escape. The tiial aria prevails at

the sea-ports, and all who can, avoid them as

much as possible during the months of July and

August. It is described as a dense white fog,

which spreads over the plain, and even covers the

mountains with its unwholesome vapour. D.-iy after

day the fierce heat continues, and all business is done

in the evening or during the night. Sunstroke is

frequent amongst those who venture out during the

day. The following mean temperatures (by Gaudry)

were obtained from one season's observations only,

and those for April and May (by Kotschy) were

deduced from a small number of observations—the

others from three observations daily throughout the

month, namely, at 7 A.M. and 2 and 9 P.M.

Month.
Mean Tempera-

j m„„,^^

March .. 6:?°. 6 Fahr. August
April .. .. 66\2 ,, September .. 83° 4

May .. .. 73" 4 .. October .. 73*6 ,.

June .. yg'.z ,. November 6^-7
July .. 85*.o „

I

It should be added that the observations were made
at Larnica. In spite of all the drawbacks presented

by the climate all traNcllers agrtt-ip calling Cj-prus a

lovely island.
{To he continued.') ^ ^

Mean Tempera-

. . 8<)'.7 Fahr.

LICHENS: THEIR RATE OF
GROWTH.

It will be seen from what I have already said

(p. 624, ante) that it is impossible to claim for the

larger proportion of lichens a great longevity, owing

to the perishable nature of the substances on which

they grow ; and further, that twenty years is more

than sufficient time for the growth of certain well-

known species of the genera Ramalina, Parmelia,

Lecanora, Lecidea, and Verrucaria—on a very hard

sandstone. These facts narrow the area of doubt,

and confine us in our inquiry into the age of such

species as grow on the harder rocks, such as granite,

quartz, flint, &c. It is in relation to these we begin

to feel our want of actual observations. If we permit

ourselves to be satisfied with conjectures in place of

facts we must at any rate base our conjectures on

what we know. I ventured to say that if less than

twenty years suffices for the growth of lichens on

hard sandstone it cannot require such an incredible

period as some speak of to admit of their grow'th on

these harder rocks. The question, however, is open

for discussion, and it is not well to be dogmatical.

It must be borne in mind that the age of the rock

or flint can by no means be admitted as the guage

by which to estimate the age of the lichen growing

on it. If I find a block of granite in Llanberis Pass

deposited there in the glacial age bearing Pilophoron

fibula. Tuck., I am not justified in believing that

lichen to be some thousands of years old any more

than I should be in believing the specimen of Hymeno-

phyllum Wilsoni on the same block to be of that age.

Lichens spring up, flourish and decay like other

members of the vegetable kingdom. The block on

on which the perfect lichen is found presents ample

evidence that many have passed their prime and fallen

into decay. The antiquity of the rock docs not

necessitate the antiquity of the plant growing on it.

The absence of lichens from worked stones of great

antiquity will not aid us in forming an opinion. Mr.

W. G. Smith (p. 737, aitle) infers from the absence of

lichens on certain old buildings of worked flint in

Norfolk and Suffolk dating prior lo the Norman Con-

quest, that those lichens present on the flint flake

figured by him (fig, 107) must be a; old as that date.

By parity of reasoning it inay be contended that the

absence of lichens on some of the old sandstone

buildings in the neighbourhood in which I write,

dating back nearly to the Conquest, proves that those

lichens found elsewhere on sandstone are 600 or 700

years old ! The truth is, the plants under con-

sideration are governed in their choice of habitat

by certain atmospheric and other conditions which are

not always apparent to us, and hence their choice may

at times appear whimsical. A striking illustration of

this was afforded a few days back, when, on crossing

an iron bridge in this county, I gathered several

well-developed specimens of Physcia parietina (L.)

on the iron of the parapet—a most unusual and un-

likely place to find them. They were growing only

on one side of the bridge, the parapet on the other

side was examined in vain for them. We have many

older iron bridges in the county on which no Lichens

can be found, but here were certain conditions present

which encouraged the settlement of the Lichen on this

most unusual habitat. It must not be inferred from

Mr. Smith's remarks that the growth of perfectly

developed lichens on the chipped surface of flints is

a rare occurrence. The late Mr. Borrer while

residing in Sussex sent my friend the Rev. W. A.

Leighton a large number of specimens on flint, and in

looking over some of these in his excellent herbarium it

is by no means rare to find well developed lichens on

the chipped surface. There is no means of judging

of their age, but given favourable atmospheric con-

ditions I maintain that what we -actually know

of lichen growth justifies us in believing they

may be of comparatively recent date. Mr. Smith

believes " that it may take centuries for a broken

flint to acquire a surface suitable for the growth of

lichens," which belief is possibly correct ; but the

longer it takes the more recent must be the growth of

the lichen found on it. It should be remembered

that lichens have not yet been proved to be true para-

sites i.e., living at the expense of the substance on

which Ihey grow. By the best authors they are

believed to dr.aw none of the constituents of their

growth from the material on which they flourish. All

they require is a foothold for their very slender hypo-

thallus. It is true they find this foothold on softer

rock more readily than on harder ones, but they will
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affix themselves to the pnlishe'i surface of the purest

quartz, and have occasionally been found on glass.

Dr. Arnold has enumerated (Die Lichcnin dcs

frtinkisclicn Jura, Flora, 1863) a number of lichens

found by him on the Jura mountains on quartz and

other hard rocks, that present as durable a surface as

flint. I have before me at this moment a specimen

of Lecidea geographica on a piece of pure quartz from

North Wales.

These facts, however, aid us very little in finding

the age of lichens, and if we arc to arrive at any satis-

factory solution of the question we must adopt one

of two methods—either watch an individual specimen

from its first appearance through the years necessary

for its complete growth, or note the existence of

specimens that are found growing on stone we know

to have been worked at a given date. William

Phillips.

A SYNOPSIS OF THE KNOWN
FORMS OF AQUILEGIA.— II.

GROt;p 11. Aijitilcgiit mcsanthir. — Sepals about

1 inch long, so that the expanded flower is about

2 inches in diameter.

• Old World Forms.

12. A pyrenaica, D.C. Fl. France, vol. v., p. 640:

Floral Magazine, 1867, tab, 322, not of Koch nor

Reichenbach.—Habit dwarf, the slender, finely pubescent

stem being often only a few inches long and i-headed, at

most only a foot long and 2—3 headed. Petiolules of the

leaves \— i inch long, bearing three sessile or nearly

sessile divisions, ^

—

\ inch long, with broad, round,

close, ultimate lobes ; texture moderately firm ;
both

surfaces glabrous, the upper one green, the lower

a little glaucous. Stem-leaves small and little com-

pound. Sepals bright lilac-blue, ovate, unguiculate,

about I inch long, \
—\ inch broad. Lamina of petal

obovate cuneate, about half as long as the sepal, rounded

at the top, about as bread as long : spur slender, nearly

straight or rather incurved, |

—

\ inch long, scarcely

knobbed at the end. Head of stamens at most as long

as the lamina of the petals. Follicles pubescent, | inch

long ; style about half as long as the follicle.

Confined to the Pyrenees, where it is frequent

throughout the whole chain from Mount Louis to Eaux

Bonnes in the alpine region, to the exclusion of

true A. alpina. There is a good figure of the true

plant in the Floral Magazine, as above cited, from

specimens grown at York by Messrs. Backhouse.

13. A. Bcrtolonii. Schott, in Verb. Zool. Bot. Ver.

Wien, 1853, p. 127 : A. Rcutcri, Boiss. Diagn., ser. 2,

part I, p. 10 (1834) ; A. pyrinaica, Reich. Ic. Fl.

Germ., tab. 4732, non D.C. ; A. pyrenaica \^r. decipietis,

Gren. Fl. France, vol. i., p. 45.—Stems slender, finely

pubescent from the base upwards, at most i foot or

1^ foot long, 2—3-flowered. Petiolules ^—i^ inch long,

bearing three sessile segments \
—

\ inch long, which are

glabrous, moderately firm in texture, rather glaucous

beneath, with short broad ultimate lobes. Stem-leaves

small and little compound, with linear segments.

Flowers bright lilac. Sepals oblong, about I inch long,

not so broad as in pyrenaica and more acute. Lamina of

the petals half as long as the septils, ^ inch broad, rounded

at the top : spur as long as the lamina, decidedly

incurved. Head of stamens as long as the lamina of the

petals. Follicles as in A. pyrenaica.

Alpine region of the mountains of the east of

France and north of Italy. Barely distinguishable

from A. pyrenaica, from which it only differs by its

narrower and more acute sepals and shorter decidedly

hooked petal-spur. Most of the specimens I have

seen are from the Col de Tendc. The Austrian A,

Kitaibelii, Schott, in Verb. Zool. Bot. Wien, 1853,

p. 127 (A. viscosa, Waldst. and Kit., tab. 169), judg-

ing frc>m the figure, is a distinct form, midway
between Eertolonii and Einseleana, but I have not

seen any specimens.

14. A.glauca, Lindl., in Bot. Reg., 1846, tab. 46.

—

Less robust than A. vulgaris. Stems in the wild state at

most 3—4-flowered, l

—

1\ foot long, glaucous, glabrous

in the lower part, finely pubescent upwards. Primary

petiolules reaching a length of i— i^ inch, bearing three

distinctly-stalked segments, with broad shallow ultimate

lobes ; texture thin ; both surfaces glabrous, very

glaucous. Stem bearing 1—2-petioled biternate leaves.

Flowers fragrant, white, tinted claret. Sepals about

I inch long, not reflexing, ovate, sub-obtuse, \ inch

broad. Lamina of the petals cuneate, truncate |—

}

inc'.i long and nearly as broad ; spur straight or a little

curved, moderately short, \- \ inch long. Head of

.stamens as long as the lamina of the petals. FoUicles

pubescent, f inch long ; style recurved, nearly as long as

the follicle.

A native of the temperate region of the Western

Himalayas ; introduced into cultivation by the E.ast

India Company in 1846. A. nivalis, Falconer MSS.,

is a fine dwarf one-flowered alpine variety of this,

with pale blue sepals and dark lilac-blue petal-lamina,

from Kashmir and Balti, at an elevation of 10,000

—

1 1,000 feet above sea level.

15. A. Moorcrofiiana, Wall. Cat., No. 4713 ;D. Don,

in Royle, 111., p. 55 ; A. kanaoriensis, Jacquem. ;
Cam-

bess. in Jacquem. Voy. Bot., p. 7, tab. 5 ; Hook, in Bot.

Mag., tab. 4693.—Habit of growth about as robust asin

.\. vulgaris. Stems reaching a length of i J—2 feet, many-

flowered, finely pubescent from the base upwards.

Petiolules of the root-leaves 1—2 inches long, bearing three

or rarely five distincdy stalked divisions, the ultimate

lobes about as bro,ad and shallow as in A. vulgaris
;

texture moderately firm ;
both surfaces glabrous, very

glaucous. Stem bearing 2—3 petioled biternate leaves.

Flowers white, with a lilac tint. Sepals reflexing,

oblong, or lanceolate, acute or subobtuse, about \ inch

long, not more than half as broad. Petal-lamina

cuneate, nearly as long as the sepal, \ inch broad, rather

rounded at the tip ; spur nearly straight, slender, as long

as the lamina, litde knobbed at the tip. Head of

stamens about as long as the petal-lamina. Follicles

pubescent, contiguous, j—| inch long ; style | inch.

Temperate region of the Western Himalayas

;

Kunawar, Ladak, Janskar, &c., at an elevation above

sea level of from 10,000— 14,000 feet. This was

introduced into English gardens in 1852, and figured

in the Botanical Magazine, but I have not seen it of

late years.

16. A. Amali<e, Held, in Boiss. Diagn., ser. 2,

part I, p. II ; Boiss. Fl. Orient., vol. i., p. 71.—Habit

of growth not quite so robust as in A. vulgaris. Stems

bearing several flowers, finely pubescent from the base

upwards. Primary petiolules i

—

1\ inch long, pubescent,

as are the petioles, bearing three sessile segments, with

rather deeper and narrower ultimate lobes than in \.

vulgaris : texture thin ; both surfaces glabrous, the

lower rather glaucous. Stem with 2—3 petioled bi-

ternate leaves. Sepals oblong-lanceolate, whitish or

lilac-tinted, \
—\ inch long. Petal-lamina \— | inch

long, rounded at the top, pale-coloured, about half as

broad as long ; spur rather shorter than the lamina,

moderately stout, more or less incurved, not much

thickened at the tip. Head of stamens not protruded

beyond die lamina of the petals. Follicles pubescent,

about i inch long ; styles h.alf as long as the follicle.

Alpine region of the Thessalian Olympus, at an

elevation of from 5000—8500 feet above sea level.

The other alleged Greek species, A. Othonis, Orph.,

Boiss. Fl. Orient., vol. i., p, 71, from Parnassus and

Mount Chelmos in the Peloponnesus, comes so near

to A. Amaliie that I cannot venture to attempt to

separate it from dried specimens alone. Amalicc runs

vulg,aris very close, differing by its narrower rather

deeper ultimate leaf-lobes, narrower sepals, more

slender, less curved petal-spur and smaller follicles.

An allied or identical form has just been discovered

by Mr. Groves in South Italy, on Mount Magella, in

the Abruzzi. Judging from the description, A. ncva-

densis, Boiss. and Rent., in Cat. Hort. Genev. 1854,

from the alpine region of the Spanish Sierra Nevada,

comes very near to A. Amalis.

17. A. Itptoceras. Fisch. and Meyer, Ind. Seni. Hort. Pe-

Irop.No. 4, p. 33 (1S37) ; Turcz. Fl. Bale, vol. i., p. 68
;

Ledeb. Fl. Ross, vol. i., p. 57 ; A. hrachyccras, Turcz.
;

Maund. in Bot. Gard., No. 755, with a small coloured

plate.—Stat\ireof.-i(. canadensis. Stems several-flowered,

nearly glabrous throughout. Petiolules i

—

1\ inch long,

bearing three sessile divisions with deeper narrower teeth

than in A. vulgaris, thin in texture, glabrous and green

on both surfaces. Stem bearing 2—3-petioled, biternate

leaves. Sepals oblong, subacute, J inch long, half as

broad, bright lilac-blue. Lamina of the petal half as

long as the sepal, tipped with yellow, rounded at the

apex ; spur slender, slightly curved, h.alf as long again

as the lamina, not knobbed at the apex. Head of

stamens protruded a litde beyond the lamina of the

petals. FoUicles slender, glabrous, nearly I inch long
;

style J inch.

A native of Eastern Siberia. A little known plant,

receding from A. vulgaris in the direction of A. cana-

densis in the cutting of the leaves and longer less

incurved petal spur. It was cultivated in the Botanic

Garden of Birmingham in 1838, but I have not seen

living specimens.

18. A. vulgaris, Linn. Sp., p. 752 : D.C. Prod.,

vol. i., p. 50 ; Reich. Ic. Fl. Germ., tab. 4279 ; Fl. Dan.,

t. 695 ; lingl. Bot., lab. 297: 4 edit., tab 46.—Stems

\\—2 feet long. mavy^Towered, finely pubescent from the

base upwards, or glibrous in the lower part. Petiolules

of fully-developed leaves \\ — 2 inches long, bear-

ing three distinctly-stalked divisions, of which the end

one under cultivation is often i\—2 inches broad, the

ultimate lobes shallow and roundish, the upper surface

slightly glaucous and the lower more so, the texture as

firm as in any species of the genus. Lower stem-leaves

petioled and biternate. Flowers bright lilac-blue or light

or dark purple {.\. nigricans, Baumg.), rarely white (-\.

nivea, Baumg.). Sepals ovate, unguiculate, acute, about

I inch long, and half as broad. Lamina of die petal

i—3 inch long, rounded at the apex, about half as broad

as long ; spur much incurved, stout, distinctly knobbed

at the end, as long as the lamina. Head of stamens

equalling the length of the lamina of the petals. Follicles

densely pubescent, l inch long ; style half as long as the

follicle.

Spread throughout nearly the whole of Europe and

extending into Siberia. Excluding mere colour-forms

»nd garden monstrosities the following are its principal

named varieties :

—

1. Var. platysepala, Reich. Ic. Fl. Germ., tab. 4730.

—Sepals shorter and more obtuse than in the type.

2. A. atrata, Koch, in Flora, 1830, part i, p. 118 ;
A.

nigricans, Reich. Ic. Fl. Germ., tab. 4731.—Flowers

smaller than in the type, always dark purple. Head of

stamens protruded a little beyond the lamina of the

petals. Central Europe.

3. A. SIcrntergii, Reich. Ic. Fl. Germ., tab. 4733 ;

A. Hsenkeana, Koch, Synop., p. 23.—A dwarf alpine

form, with smaUer leaf-divisions than in the type, and

not more than 2—3 bright lilac-purple flowers, which are

half as large again as in the type. Central Europe.

,^..A transsilvanica, Sclmr, Fl. Transyl., p. 29.—Like

Sternbergii, but the whole plant, except the peduncles,

glabrous, and ovate-oblong bright blue sepals, obtuse and

emarginate. Transylvanian Alps, at 6000—7000 feet.

5. .4. subalpina, Boreau, Fl. du Centre, vol. ii., p. 24.

—Stature and leaves of typical vulgaris, but flowers as

in Sternbergii. Pyrenees and mountains of Central

France.

6. A. Bcrnardi, Grenier, Fl. France, vol. i., p. 45-

—Tall ; 3—7-flowered ; slender spur of the petal not

more than half as long as its lamina ;
head of stamens

much shorter than the lamina of the petal. Corsica, on

Monte Rotondo.

7. A.paraplesia, Schur, Fl. Transyl., p. 29.—Flowers

large, dark violet. Lamina of the petals about as long

as the sepals ; spur not more than half as long as the

lamina. Alps of Transylvania, 6000 feet.

8. .4. hybrida, Sims, in Bot. Mag., t. 1221.—Sepals

oblong-lanceolate, lilac-purple, under I inch long. Petal-

lamina white, Iruncate-emarginate, not more than half as

long as the sepal ; spur quite as long as the sep.als, stout,

lilac-purple, hardly at all incurved, knobbed at the end.

A garden form raised by Messrs. Whidey & Brame, Old

Brompton, in 1809. Probably a hybrid production.

9. A. olympica. Boiss. Fl. Orient, vol. i., p. 71 '. •^•

vulgaris, var. caucasica, Led. Fl. Ross, vol. i., p. 56 ;
A.

Witmanniana, Hort.—A very fine variety, with several

large light claret or bright lilac-purple flowers, the latter

with a white petal-lamina. Sepals ovate, acute, i— li

inch long, more than half as broad. Petal-lamina not

more than half as long as the sepals ; spur curved, at

most as long as the lamina. Caucasus and mountains

of .Armenia, and North Persia. .4. blanda, Leniaire, in

111. Hort., t. 146, is either identical with this or very

near it.

10. A.JCarelini, Balcer.—Stature of A. vulgaris—Stems

pubescent throughout. Leaves more membranous in

texture, with narrower, deeper ultimate lobes. Flowers

of typical vulgaris, bright lilac or claret-purple. Alatau

mountains. Distributed by KareUn and Kirilow as

doubtful A. Sternbergii.

The Chilian plant gathered by Lechler, named A.

glaucophylla by Steudcl in the Regensburg Flora for

1856, p. 407, is merely introduced A. vulgaris. J. O.

ABUTILON ROSvEFLORUM.
Since the introduction of the white Abutilon,

called Boule de Neige, these plants have occupied a

prominent position as decorative subjects of moderate

bulk and stature. Bold without coarseness, exceed-

ingly gay when in blossom, and of the easiest possible

culture, they commend themselves to the decorator

as plants in everj' way worthy of his attention, and

that whether they are employed as dwarf plants for

the flower-stand or window, or as larger bushier

specimens for the conservatory or hall. The drooping

cup-shaped flowers are not only pleasing in colour,

but elegant in form and graceful in their arrangement.

The white flowers of A. Boule de Neige are exceed-

ingly effective, and none are perhaps more really use-

ful than this. The yellow A. Perle d'Or is another

pleasing and showy variety ; while the reddish-tinted

blossoms of A. Darwinii are distinct and attractive.

It is to this latter that many of the hybrids now in

cultivation are due. A. rosaeflorum, the subject of the
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annexed illustration (fig. 9), is one of these, and is a

remarkably showy and interesting hybrid. It is the

product of a cross between A. Darwinii and A. Boule

lie Neige, and was raised by Mr. B. S. Williams,

of Holloway, by whom it has recently been put into

commerce. From A. Darwinii it has derived a com-

paratively dwarf free-blooming habit, while the bold

nicely-cupped flowers are due to its relationship to

A. Boule de Neige. The result of the cross is the

acquisition of a free-growing greenhouse soft-wooded

shrub, of great beauty, and one which can be turned

to good account for ornamental work, since the young

plants come early into flower, and then go on con-

tmuously as long as a steady growth is maintained.

Other varieties have since been produced.

.Sycamore or Plane trees. Limes, Elms, .Service Trees,

Horse Chestnuts, and Thorns, all being kinds already

noticedfor their scarcityof flowers. Although the Lime

tree is not yet in bloom, and gives little appearance

of flowering profusely, owing to their points being

much destroyed by caterpillar, many of the leaves

being completely skeletonised, the bulk of the leaves,

however, away from the points are all thoroughly

developed, and as yet free from caterpillar. The

prevalence of easterly winds has been very destructive

to the blossoms of many fruit-bearing trees ; fruit, in

consequence, has the appearance of being scarce in

comparison with the mass of blossom which each tree

originally showed. During the early part of May the

young leaves of many trees got scorched by lightning,

domestica), annually noticed for its systematic flower-

ing, still exhibits the same peculiarity, but in a less

degree. The top of the tree in question is divided

into two leading heads, which flower alternately each

successive year. Last summer the western half was

loaded with flower and ultimately fruit ; while this

year, although only three or four dozen heads were

visible ; they are on the eastern half. On the Sorbus

torminalis, which was particularly noticed during 1877

for the abund.ance and brilliancy of its fruit, not a

vestige of flower is to be seen. The foliage on all the

Service trees is now in perfect health. Walnut trees

look as if they would be barren. Their foliage is in

general poor, many of the joung leaves fell off early,

quite black.

Fig. 9.—ABUTILON ROS.EFLORUM. (SEE P. 76.)

OPEN AIR VEGETATION FOR
JUNE.*

The month of June was \'ery ple.asant, mild,

and agreeable, although somewhat hot towards the

end, when a severe thunderstorm was experienced,

accompanied with heavy rain and hail, the latter

damaging the leaves of many herbaceous plants, such

as Rheum oflicinale. Vegetable Marrow, and other

large-foliage plants. Easterly winds were prevalent

with occasional showers, giving somewhat the

character of the June months of old.

Arboreous vegetation, although earlier than last

year, is still about ten days behind, comparatively lew

trees being seen with their full complement of leaves

thoroughly developed. Perhaps at this time the most

copious display of foliage is to be observed on the

* Read at the July meeting of the Botanical Society, Edit

burgh, by Mr. M'Nab.

as large portions on Beech, Elm, Oak, and others

seem very much browned up one side in various parts

of the country. Greenfly is very numerous and

destructive to many forms of vegetation, although

slugs as yet are comparatively scarce.

In my notes on open-air vegetation for Jlay I

stated that certain trees and shrtibs had produced few

or no flowers. I have to add that the blossom of

many other later flowering trees have also been ex-

ceedingly limited. A large tree of the flowering Ash

(Fraxinus Ornus), standing in the centre of the garden,

and which is generally observed to bloom freely, came

into flower on June 18, while the 2Sth was the day

the first flower w.as seen open last year, but instead of

400 or 500 heads being expanded at one time not

more than eighty could be counted altogether, and

these unusually small and of short duration. Many

Service trees which fruited last season have very few

flowers on them now. A largi Service tree (Sorbus

The Elder (Sambucus nigra) is by no means over-

loaded with flower ; opened its first blooming head on

the 1 5th, although the first flower on the same plant was

not opened last year till the 27th. The Portugal, as

well as the Bay Laurel, which are often in full bloom

at this time, have no flowers, and scarcely any buds

are yet to be seen. Holly, which last winter gave us

such a show of fruit, and which ought to be in full

flower now, has very few as yet visible, while

numerous clusters of berries of last years' crop are

still adhering to many plants. Yew berries were also

particularly abundant during the autumn of 1877, but

very few are now to be seen, even in the young green

condition.

Ghent Azaleas have been very full of blossom, and

so were the varieties of the beautiful alpine Roses

(Rhododendron hirsutum and ferrugineum), perhaps

finer than they have been for many years. Of the

Kalmia latifolia, although not less than 150 plants are
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cultivated in the garden, not one plant is in flower,

notwithstanding the specimens are all in the most
perfect health and vary from 2 to 36 feel in

ferencc. .Some large plants of Wistaria

which arc generally covered with flowers, are this

year bloomless, although the plants arc all in vigorous

condition.

The scarcity of bloom on the various examples
.illuded to is in a great measure owing to the un-

ripejied state of the wood for want of sun during the

last two simimers. At the present time it does not

seem that we shall have to suficr from the same cause

as far as the season has yet gone, and, judging from
the more matured state of the wood, we may fairly

look for a copious display of bloom and probably
fruit next season. In those instances where the bloom
has been stated as very plentiful, such as the Ghent
Azaleas and alpine Rhododendrons, the flowering

growths were observed to be unusually short. As
this season has the appearance of being very favourable

for the formation of leaf wood growth, it may not be
so advantageous in every instance for the formation of

flowering wood.

On the rock garden 360 species and varieties of

plants were counteil in flower on June 30. Perhaps
the most striking are the v.arieties of the Orchis
foliosa and O. maculata supcrba. These plants are

usually cultivated in dampish soils. Here they are

flowering freely in the comparatively dry stone com-
partments. Many of the plants originally put in with
single roots are now tufts, each with many heads of

flowers, and annually increasing. The O. maculata
superba has heads of flowers 5 inches long and sJ
inches in circumference.

The varieties of alpine Poppies are also very
beautiful, being crosses between the Papaveralpinum,
P. nudicaule, and others. They are white, yellow,

and orange, and vary also in size and depth of
colouring.

The Orobanche rubra (Rcil liroom Rape), which
flowered last year with eight spikes of flowers, has
this year forty-two heads coming forward on the same
plant. It is growing on the roots of the white
Thyme, on which it is a parasite. This tuft of Oro-
banche is about 16 inches square. Besides soil, a
portion of the Thyme is growing on stone and a part
on the ash-walk : some flowers of the Orobanche are
to be seen on each place.

Calculating the night temperatures above the
freezing point during the month of Jime, I (ind that
the aggregate is 493°, while the corresponding month
of 1877 indicated 485°, showing a difference of S'
above last year.

The six lowest night temjieratures above 32°
amount to 236°, while the six lowest last year made
241°. The aggregate of the six highest this year was
334°, while 325' is the amormt recorded last 5'ear.

The six lowest night temperatures were on the 4th,
Sth, 6th, nth, ijth, and 14th, indicating 36^ 38°,
42°, 41°, 39°, and 40°, while the six highest were on
the 20th, 23d, 26th, 27th, 28th, and 30th, indicating
ca" cc" n" cft° rSo nn^t c*^ .54", 55^ S7^ 56^ 58" ^ncl 54'."

The following is n. list of s

spicuous plants

AUtutn Macnabianum
,, oraophyllum

Androsace lanusinosa
Arnebia f chioides
Arenaria laricifoUa

Aster a,lpinu-s albus
Astragalus alpinus

„ vaginalis
Campanula turbinata

,. VarHotittei
Chrysobactroii Hookeri
Cypripedium spectabile
Delphinium HcHadonna

Dianthus alpinus

„ neglectus
Dracocephalum grandiflo;

,, speciosum
Epilobium obcordatnm
Eriogonum aureum
Eriophonim alpinum
Erodium Manescavi
Fragaria lucida
Galax aphylla

: of the most <

in bloom in the rock garden

Gentiana gelida
Helonias asphodeloides
Irisfilifolia

Linnsa borealis, P

Meconopsis nepalensi*;

„ Wallichii
Menziesia polifolia vei
Nierembergia rivnlarii

Orchis fohosa

„ maculata superb;
Oxytropis cyaneus
Papaver alpinum aura
Potenlilla alchemilloid

Dnia splendens

Mr. M'Nab placed on the table about sixty species
and varieties of hardy alpine and herbaceous plants in
pots, including the following :—

,, ,, hybridus

„ dentosus

„ n.glectus
Disaerandiflora
Epilobium obcordal
Erpetia reniformc
Gentiana ornata

Primula capitata
Saxirraga aizoides X S. mutata
„ flagella.-is

Sedum brevifolium

... „ Poltsii

Sibthorpia europ^a variegata
Silene Elizabetha:
Spraguea umbellata

Trileleia Murrayana

ABOUT BUTTON-HOLE ROSES.
If will be pretty generally admitted that there is no

better flower for the button-hole than the Rose when-
ever it can be obtainerl. It must not, however, be

hastily concluded that every Rose is adapted for the

purpose. There is a natural fitness even in such an

apparently trivial art .as adorning this humble portion

of modern apparel ; and it is quite as easy without

due consideration to produce an eficct of vulgarity

instead of finish. The modesty of Nature should always

be observed. For instance, what would be thought

of an enterprising individual who should place a

bloom of Paul Neron, Captain Christy, or La France

of ** show " dimensions in his button-hole ? We can

imagine the sensation that would be produced by his

transit through the streets, wearing such a fireman's

badge sort of object at his breast. Indeed, he would

need the trs triplex of Horace's pristine mariner, or

the effrontery of a Theodore Hook, to venture upon

such an outr.ageous proceeding. But a bud of the

last (La France} on a proper coloured garment is as

elegant and delicate a subject as could well be found.

This brings us to the necessary exercise of that

prime factor in every artistic application of form and
colour, termed " keeping," so diflicult to define, but

which may be broadly said to consist of an intuitive

perception of propriety in objects brought into juxta-

position for purposes of art.

The two things we have to consider, then, in

adorning our button-holes, are the colour of the coat,

and—what is too often lost sight of—that of the

waistcoat also. A single illustration will suffice. We
have a beautiful light Rose-bud, backed up with a

leaf or two, but the vest is spotless white. The
effect of flower is destroyed of course. A brilliant

scarlet bloom, however, would have set off both

garment and flower. We do not, however, purpose

to enter upon a discussion of the esthetics of

the subject, which would require a space equal

to half M. Chevreuil's elaborate work on colour

to exhaust it properly. A few suggestions are

all that will be attempted, after which the kinds

of Roses suitable for the purpose will be dealt with for

the benefit of those who desire to manifest their taste

through the medium of their button-holes.

To begin with coats, as the backgrounds upon
which colour is to be displayed. These are for the

main part

—

Black.—Few if any modifications.

lilite.—In shades.

Mulberry.—Clarets and the like.

Brown.— Rarely now used as a self-colour ; numer-
ously modified in mixtures.

Green.—In various shades.

Greys.—The most modified in mixtures of all.

It must be reeollected that, for the most part, these

are seen in toler.able masses, and that the object of

the introduction of sm.all touches of colour upon them
is to lighten up and give smartness to that which
would be otherwise dull, just as artists are prone to

introduce elderly ladies in scarlet cloaks to give life to

a picture. Taking the main colours into account

then, we have to consider what may be used in con-

nection therewith to produce an agreeable effect.

Scarlets, liright reds, deep crimsons, and maroons
always look well with greys, especially in their lighter

tones
; yellows, from rich to pale ; whites (tinted or

not), apricots, scarlets and brilliant reds will go well

with black. Indeed nothing looks better on a black

coat than a small well-matched pair of buds, one
yellow and the other some rich shade of crimson or

red. Pale orange tints, yellows, whites, and scarlets,

are all admirably suited to use with blue. Any tints

involving a superabundance of red in their composi-
tion ought to be avoided in connection with
brown or mulberry ; but various shades of yellow,

in which orange forms no part, may be appro-
priately brought into use. Bright reds, and pmks
will do well with green. The heathery nondescript

mixtures, so fashionable at the present time, are par-

tictdarly difficult to deal with ; indeed we cannot
attempt an analysis of the good or bad colours for such
in the limited space at command here. Actual trial

must be resorted to for ascertaining what looks well

with the garment, at least to the satisfaction of its

wearer. In cases of doubt or difficulty recourse may
be h.ad to the opinion of lady friends—the female
eye, which appears to have an intuitive judgment as to

colour, will be sure to decide aright. We may
just throw out a few general hints before proceeding
to the particular Roses recommended for use. Light

colours upon dark are telling if skilfully contrasted ;

light upon light are ineffective. The primary colours,

red, blue, yellow, form a good contrast with each

other, but their secondary compounds must not he

brought into immediate contact with those primaries

in which they predominate ; thus, purple ought not

to be brought near red or blue. Buds are to be chosen

in preference to blooms. If the latter are employed

they ought to be rather of the small, close petalled

kind, than those having a large, shell-shaped form.

Blooms should never be more than three parts ex-

panded. .Shapely Inuls, rather long than round, arc

the most elegant, and if two are used they ought to

match in style and size. In enumerating some of the

most useful Roses for the button-hole we may classify

their colours as follows :—The darkest hue, extending

from Prince Camille de Rohan to Charles Lcfeb\-re, in-

cluding both varieties ; these ought to be in burl

only, and are best combined with whites and yellows ;

Emperor de Maroc, Abbe Brammerel and Deuil de

Prince Albert may be used fully blown, as they are

compact, high centred, resembling somewhat a double

Ranunculus in form.

Horace Vernet, Jean Soupert, Louis Van Houtte,

DukeofConnaught, Marechal Vaillant, Vicomte Vigier,

Due de Cazes, with many others, are all very rich

and bright, and may be used either in the well-deve-

loped bud stage or nearly expanded. Of the crimsons,

but subject to a more stringent limitation—for size in

these striking colours means vulgarity — a whole
army of fine varieties are at our command : Lord
Macaulay, Duke of Edinburgh, and General Jacque-

minot, of which immense numbers are forced for

winter use ; .Senateur Vaisse, Alfred Colombe, Marie

Rady, Annie Wood, Mr. Wm. P.aul's new Red
Dragon, Dr. Andry, Fisher Holmes, and E. V. Teas,

are amongst the choicest. We pass over the cerise

and rose colours, which, however beautiful, are less

telling for the button-hole than many others, except-

ing the lovely buds of Madame Knorr and the old

Moss, always charming, but best used alone.

Amongst lighter shades. La France, Madame M

.

Finger, and Mdlle. Eugenie Verdier, are fine upon
dark grounds ; and .-Mmee Vibert and Louise Darzins

for pure while. The spines on the stalks of Roses for

button-holes ought to be broken off, or nibbed down
previous to use.

But it is in the Tea-scented class that the finest

examples for button-hole Roses are to be found. The
following selections embrace the most suitable :

—

Yellows : JIarcchal Niel stands at the head of

them. Then we have Noisettes, Celine Foresticr,

iSouquet d'Or, Caroline Kuster, and Triomphe de
Rennes (when it can be conveniently had, both pale

but clear). Reverting to the Teas, come Gloire de
Dijon, Madame Berard, salmony cream ; Belle Lyon-
n.iise, Jean Pernet, Madame Dr. Jutte, a little

copper)', yellow rosette ; Narcisse, Pcrle des Jardins,

Jean Ducher, and Vicomtesse de Cazes ; Devoni-

ensis is a splendid variety, ivory-white, tinted yellow

centre, exquisite in the bud stage. We have next the

tinted kinds, very pretty and effective, such as

Adricnne Christophle, Comtesse N.adaillac, Madame
Jules Margottin, Comtesse Riza du Pare, Marquis de

Sanima, and Reine de Portugal ; Souvenir de la

Malmaison is a most exquisite button-hole Rose in

any stage save full expansion—delicate white, with
blush centre ; Souvenir d'Elise, another beauty

;

Catherine Mermet, flesh rose ; Niphctos, white tinted

lemon. These four are amongst the very best, and
may be used as single blooms up to nearly full size.

The petals are of great sulistance, and with substantial

foot-stalks, a point of great importance. Madame
Falcot and Safrano, bright apricot, are absolutely

necessary colours, but are useful only in the bud, and
harmonise admirably each with another bud of the

highest range of colours. Rubens, Sombreuil, and
Homer complete a sufficient and copious list. Do
not forget that the colours of Roses, like other flowers,

are affecteil by artificial light.

One of the brawb.icks we have to contend with in

the use of Roses for the button-hole is the brittleness

of the footstalks just below the calyx, at which point
the flower commonly breaks off. 'To avoid this it is

as well to pass a piece of *' tying wire," used in

making up bouquets, once or twice through the base
of the bud, bringing the ends down a portion of the
stalk. If neatly done it will not be noticed. Every
one should have a little tube, filled with water or wet
sand, out of sight under the lapetoflhe coat, into
which to pass the stalk, otherwise the flower will soon
become limp and stale. There is no background for

Roses equal to their own foliage, but it must be in

good condition. IV, D. Prior.
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NEW ZEALAND PLANTS.
The fullowing remarks are extracted from a paper

read by Dr. Lauder-Lindsay before the Uotanical

Society of Edinl)urgh at its June meeting. The paper

consisted chiefly of extracts from correspondence re-

lating to the growth in Great Britain of various New
Zealand plants.

Mr. Gorrie writes as follows :

—

"I have long been anxious to try if at least a few

representatives of the peculiar flora of the Southern

Hemisphere could be added to our hardy plants, so as

to impart to our woods and flower-borders an agreeable

diversity in figuring, flower, and foliage.

" My first attention was directed to Van Diemen's

Land, plants of which I grew in the open more than

twenty years since ; then the Australian alps, which form

the high ridge between Sydney and Melbourne districts,

from which, however, I have not succeeded in getting

many objects to experiment upon ; and lastly, New
Zealand, which, as its geography became known, seemed,

by the great extent and altitude of its mountain ranges,

the most likely of all to supply hardy specimens of

Southern forms of vegetation. Some years since, when

Japan was first opened up, a number of gentlemen in

Edinburgh and elsewhere combined to send out a

botanical collector there, but owing to considerable

delay in carrying out their intentions, Fortune and

Veitch got into the field before them."

The Messrs. Lawson. of Edinburgli, " five or six years

since had some supplies of native seeds sent from a gar-

dener in Olago, a good number of which came up, and

not a few seem quite hardy, altliough some were nothing

belter than weeds and have consequently been uncared

for and lost."

"Plant acclimatisation is certainly a not very well

understood subject ; but I think more diflliculties are

thrown in the way by theorists than they have good

grounds for. Take, for instance," Asplenium marinum,

which grows so well in the old castle and rocks east of

Kirkcaldy. It is taken out of its natural dry crevices,

and planted in flower-pots fully exjiosed to the winter

rains, by which the soil is kept damp, and the plant

rots. This bad treatment is never taken into account

;

but this pretty native Fern is quoted as an instance how
really hardy and even native plants will not grow except

where they choose in this country.
'

' Again, the Cypripediums and many other interesting

American plants are said to be incapable of culture

here except in greenhouses, while in their native Canada,

and even in colder regions, they withstand much greater

extremes of cold. The fact is, they have been misused,

in never having either soil or situation altered to them

so as to be similar to what they naturally choose."

In a subsequent letter of Januan.', 1867, he goes into

detail, describing some of his acclimatisation experiments

with New Zealand plants at Trinity. It so happened

that he wrote after a winter storm. On the late

pretty severe storm setting in I thought it would be

better to wait to see its effects upon the New Zealand

plants he was then gro\^ing out-of-doors in his garden.

" In course of it we had the temperature frequently

under 20°, and once as low as 11°
; the latter was in the

Royal Botanic Gardens, and although it may not have

fallen just so low in all the places where the plants have

stood out, yet nowhere could the difference have been

more than a few degrees."
" O.xalis corniculata, L., has become a naturalised

weed in some of the plant collections here, both indoors

and outside.

" Clianthus puniceus, Banks and Sol. (var. elegans),

has stood three winters on a west wall, where it flowered

splendidly last spring. It has more shining leaves and

seems a more rapid grower than the first-introduced

form of the species, which also stands out in mild

winters.
" Cookia Cotoneaster, Raoul, has stood the last two

winters at the base of a wall with northerly exposure.

"Craspedia—two herbaceous species, one large and
the other small—have been grown in gardens about Edin-

burgh for the last twenty-four years. Sent originally

from Van Diemen's Land.
" Myosotidiuni nobile. Hook., stood three years since

in a cool glass-house with northerly exposure, unharmed,

with a temperature about 20*.

A Veronica, "unknown to Dr. Hooker, with remark-

ablv narrow Rosemary-like leaves, stood out the two last

winters at West Shandon, on the Gareloch.

" Fagus antarctica, or an allied evergreen species from

South America, stood the winter of i860—61 at Preston-

hall, when the temperature there fell to about zero ; but

several plants were killed down to the snow-line about

Edinburgh when it fell 5° to 6° lower.

" Amndo conspicua, Forst., an elegant grass, is very

hardy—its leaves remained fresh and green \\hen exposed

to the late severe frost.

" An unknown plant, with leaves finely scented when
bruised—said to have been from New Zealand or Van

Diemen's Land—has stood in the open border for the

last twenty years.

" The preceding contains all that I can call to mind
relating to outdoor-grown New Zealand jilants. If you
see the way of getting seeds home from any of your
friends, then it would afford me much pleasure to

experiment with some of them for you. I should like

to get some of the New Zealand Araliacea:, as I think

some good and hardy plants may exist among them, also

of the alpine Veronicas, especially of those curious, cord-

like ones, with stout imbricated leaves."

Mr. Henderson's communication refers exclusively to

the importation and growth by him at Helensburgh of

Tree and other Ferns from the province of Otago, N.Z.
In August, 1867, he wrote to me :

—

" I would consider it a pleasure if you could pay me a
visit at Towerville, where I could show you such a lot of

New Zealand and other Tree Ferns as are not equalled

by any collections in Great Britain or on the continent of

Europe. . . . Captain Logan has certainly the credit of

having brought the finest lots of Tree P'erns, particularly

the silver-haired Cyathea dealbata, that ever were im-

ported into this country. Last year (1866) he brought
me, by the Robert Hendersov , a lot which he dug up in

the month of Januar)', several of which had stems 6, 8,

and 10 feet in height, and beautiful silvery fronds up-

wards of 6 feet in length. This year, when in command
of another of my ships, the ivUlujnt Dnvic, he was
fortunate enough to bring me an equally superb lot,

which he also dug up in the month of January, some of

which had them 12 feet higli, and alreatly show healthy

fronds, 3 and 4 feet long, but, being younger plants,

without as yet the silvery character of last year's ones.

"With the above last importation I received fully a
dozen of splendid Dicksonia squarrosa, 4, 6, to 8 feet in

height, showing fronds already 3 to 4 feet in length ; and
with these a few other Tree Ferns of smaller size. . .

I think you would be highly pleased to see some of the

Todea superba and T. hymenophylloidcs, also brought by
Captain Logan. I would be able to show you a very

nice plant of Dicksonia antarctica—a seedling of eleven

years, of my o\\n growing.
" Captain Brown, of the Hdeuskc, brought me three

years ago from Auckland several very nice Ferns, but of

smaller dimensions than the Otago ones, amongbt them
some samples of Cyathea dealbata that are perfect gems.
"Of small New Zealand Ferns in my collection I may

mention ;

—

Trichomanes demissum Asplenium prEmorsum
., reniforme ,, lucid urn

Pleris vespertilionis *

,, flaccidum
Potystichum vcstilum „ diversifolium
Plalyloma rotundifoluim „ bulbiferiim
Microlepia nov;e zclandise Blechnum australe
Lomaria lanceolala I Adiatitum setulosum
I astrea glabella „ hispidulum
Davallia solida

I ., australe

"I received the last lot of Ferns by the William
Davie when Captain Logan came round from London
with the ship in the middle of May. We then con-

sidered the atmosphere too cold for them, consequently
had them put under glass in a Peach-house, where, how-
ever, after a short lime the fronds came out in such a

healthy manner that, on account also of their size

and their connng against the glass, we were obliged to

remove them to a sheltered corner in the open air, where
they have been up to dale, and will remain for two or

three weeks till the new iron and glass fernery—50 feet

by 30 feet and 25 feet high—which I am at present erect-

ing is ready to receive them, and which I expect will

please you as much as the Ferns themselves.

" My New Zealand Ferns are in a consen-ator)- whieh

in summer is never heated by fire, but in winter is kept

at from 50° to 60*. A number of the tropical Ferns are

in the Orchid-house, and subject often to a temperature

of 80° to 90°. I have besides another fernery, where a
number of Ferns are kept at 60"" to 70°."

A'^isiting Towerville in September, 1867, I found

Cyatheas and Dicksonias, with other Otago P'erns,

flourishing in pots in the open air, pending their recep-

tion into the new temperate fernery. Various other

Towerville acclimatisation experiments were instructive

besides those on Ferns. Because certain Otago Veronicas

had been killed down at once in the open in winter, or

because it was found that they could stand one or two
degrees of frost only, it was at once inferred that the)-

are to be considered in our climate half-tender, and hence
no other Otago plants of any kind are tried in the open.

Spring was always found more fatal to exotic vegetation

than winter.

Verj' different was the experience of Mr. Rae in the

Dean Cemeterv. Writing to me in Febniary, 1867, he
said :—

" Nearly all the New Zealand plants that I have tried

have proved perfectly hardy. Among these I may
notice the beautiful Anthericum Hookeri, Craspedia
Richea, a fine herbaceous plant, producing its flowers

in compact yellow balls resembling a small Orange;
Aca^na nova:-zeland ire, Vittadinia trilobata, the pretty

Eurybia cmincns, which is trained against a wall and is

every year clothed with thousands of its Daisy-like

flowers. All of these are quite hardy here. Dr. I^owe,

of Laughton Hall, tells me that Phormium tenax has
suffered with him very severely during the recent storm.

But, although that may be the case with some individual

plants, I have every hope that a large portion of the flora

of New Zealand will be found adapted for our climate

—

that is, free grow^th out-of-doors in our gardens, shrub-

beries, and woods."

A CHILDREN'S FLOWER
SHOW.

An annual exhibition of plants Iiy the children

resident in the parish of Holy Trinity, Brompton, took

place in the gardens of the Royal Horticultural

Society at South Kensington, on Thursday the

nth inst., and proved of an interesting and instructive

character. It was under the management of the Rev.

A. S. Brooke, curate of Holy Trinity, and a com-
mittee of ladies and gentlemen. At nine o'clock the

children began to bring their plants, no one exhibitor

being allowed to produce more than three, and up to

half-past ten quite a stream of hopeful prize-winners

poured into the western arcade. On arrival each
child's name and address was taken, with the number
of plants shown, and in order that the exhibition

should be as honA fide as possible, a committee of

ladies visits the houses of the parents of the children

two months before the show is held, and each plant

has a piece of tape placed on one of the branches,

which is duly sealed. Every plant presented for a
prize must bear this seal. The clergy of the parish

every year provide a quantity of plants which are sold

to the children at 4//. each, and the Sealing Com-
mittee are set to work soon after the inirchases arc

made.

Two classes of plants arc shown—those that were
exhibited at the show the previous year and have
been kept through the winter, and those purchased

two months before. A number of prizes are given

to the best plants in each section, preference being

given to the one-year-old plants.

No money prizes are given, but instead, useful

articles of art, books, is.c.., are provided. This is

done in order to secure as far as possible the prizes t()

the children, and to prevent unprincipled parents

appropriating the money to themselves.

The old plants consisted of Fuchsias grown against

trellises, a few being capital examples ; Pelargoniums,

Creeping Jennies, Ornithogalum longebractcatum,

Ferns, Musk, and a few other subjects. Of the four

1st prizes given in this section, three went to nicely-

grown and flowered Fuchsias, and one to an excellent

specimen of a Creeping Jenny. The Royal Horticul-

tural Society gives a Bronze Medal for the best plant

in the show, and this was awarded to a highly praise

worthy Fuchsia grown by Angelina Garrett, to which
a 1st prize was already awarded. It was said this

plant had been grown under somewhat diflicult cir-

cumstances, but it was bold in growth, clean, and
nicely bloomed. The next best plant was a fine

Creeping Jenny from Elizabeth Rhodes, requiring

only a little more flower to make it perfect.

In the section for new plants a very large number
were staged, and comprised Aspidistra lurida, scarlet,

large-flowered and scented-leaved Pelargoniums,

Fuchsias, Musks, Lobelias, Coleus fruticosus, succu-

lents, and various others. These were nicely arranged
in a stage with some Palms, Fuchsias, &c., belonging

to the Society at the back, and so a nice effect was
secured. The leading prizes went to F\ichsias,

scarlet Pelargoniums, Musk, Creeping Jennies, and
Nettle plants.

The cleanly character of a large numl>er of the

plants was specially noticeable. One effect of this

annual exhibition is no doubt to give increased atten-

tion to the culture of the plants, and it was remarked
that they were not only in better condition, but much
more numerous than last year. As far as one could
judge from the appearance of the children they were
mainly the offspring of the working classes.

The little people appeared to take an immense
interest in the show, and when the doors were opened
quite a rush was made to see whose plants had gained
prizes. Each child's name was pasted on the pot
containing his or her plant, to assist in identifying

them at the close of the show.
The prizes were distributed by Lady Alfred S.

Churchill at 5 o'clock, and for years to come
memories will cluster thickly and fondly round the
proceedings of what must have proved to hundreds
of children an exciting and happy day. A". /?.
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Florists' Flowers.
TiiK Pink in 1S7S.—The Pink mny claim an

honouraljle position in the largest antl best kept gar-

dens. The flowers are very sweet, having a perfume

peculiarly their o«n : they are very pretty and withal

very easily cultivated. It is because they are so

easily cultivated, and can be grown to perfection

without the aid of glass, that the Pink is so valuable to

small amateurs and cottagers. It is a pleasing sign of

the times that there is such a large demand for plants,

growers for sale North and South having had much
diflrculty to get up a stock of plants equal to the

demand for them. On a recent visit to the nurseries

of the Messrs. Veitch & Sons, King's Road, Chelsea,

I was shown a large lied of the best varieties of Pinks.

They were in splendid health and flowering quite as

freely and as well as our collection at Lo.fford. I

noticed that some of the varieties were not well laced,

and some not at all. This was readily accounted for

from the fact that the plants were not put out in the

bed until the s]5ring. Plants raised from flowers that

are not laced will be quite as good as those raised

from the best laced flowers—it is merely a question

of the date of ])lanting. October is the best month for

this purpose. Pinks have never flowered better with

us than they have done this year. They seem to

delight in a moist cool climate, and the flowers

are at their best . as I write (June 25). On that

date, too, we had finished jiutting in the pipings.

They always strike roots best when they are removed
from the plants on a wet day, and if it is dull

and wet for a few days after a good strike is

certain. I usually put them into bo.xes rather close
together, and then place the boxes in a shady place.
I used to strike ninety pipings out of every hundred
in .Scotland, and they were merely put out in the
open ground witliout any protection. I have just

taken a few notes of the best sorts in our collection,

which may be useful :—Shirley Ilibberd (Turner) is

a large full flower, with medium reddish purple lacing
;

one of the best. Annie (McLean), a beautiful sort,

evenly laced ; the petals neat and regularly arranged.
Rosy Gem (Hooper), one of the best Ijy this raiser,

very pretty, medium lace. Venus : this variety was
sent to me from Scotland ; it is too full of colour,
and the edges of the petals are serrated ; a showy
variety. Mrs. Mitchel (Hooper), late flowerer, but
very prettily laced. Genevieve (Marris), a free-

flowering sort ; neat habit of plant, colour rich and
lacing regular. President (Turner), usually good, but
it is a great failure this year. Robert Pattison,
another sort from Scotland ; a full flower, but lacks
refinement. John Drake, a flower sent to me by
Hooper, of Bath ; it resembles Venus, l)ut is of
much better outline ; deep reddish purple lacing.

Ne Plus Ultra (Hooper) : this is the same as
Koiartl (Turner) ; it is a grand flower, of the same
character as Dr. Masters and Shirley Hibberd. There
are too many petals, and unless a few of the small
ones are removed the flower has a confused appear-
ance. It has very clearly defined purplish red lacing.

It would probably not open well in the North. Emily
(Battersby), one of the prettiest sorts in the collection ;

deep maroon lacing, dwarf haljit, and free flowering.
Nonpariel (Bragg), flowers of the largest size ; lively

rosy purple lacing, robust habit. Blondin (Turner),
deep crimson-purple lacing, full flower, and healthy
free growing plant. Device (McLean), a handsome
variety, very showy, full flower ; well defined rosy red
lacing, the white very pure. Grand Sultan : this

variety is said to be very fine ; it was sent from Brad-
ford, but it has failed with us this )'ear. Excelsior
(Marris), a very fine flower, large well-shaped petals,

with distinct narrow maroon lacing ; healthy plant.
Gay Lad, an old flower from Scotland, tall habit,
flowers very freely ; <leep rosy red lacing. Dr. McLean
(Turner), rose lacing, a fine full flower ; stem medium
height. Dr. Masters (Turner), a very fine flower
when it is well grown, but it is one of the most difli-

cult to manage ; the grass is very weak and flower-
stems slender ; flowers of the largest size, petals
broad, smooth, and distinctly laced with deeji red.
Empress of India (Hooper), a new flower sent to me
by the raiser ; it has large flowers, but is certainly
not superior to others of the same class ; it has well-
defined rose Lacing. Mildred (Turner), one of the
best ; flowers large and full

; petals broad and
smooth, with well-defined rosy red lacing. Warrior,
another Scottish flower, very late, and was not in
character this year ; lacing irregular and splashed.
Mrs. Thurston, sent to me by the Rev. F. D. Horner,
but none of the flowers were laced. James Hogg
disappointed in the same way ; this variety is very
difficult to propagate, and a stock is kept up l)y

growing and layering in pots like Carnations. Aurora,
sent from Scotland, very late to flower, but when in

character, a desirable variety. Lowlander (Turner),
a full-sized flower, with rich lively red lacing ; the
lacing is not always well-defined, but when at its

best this is a very fine flower. John Ball (Turner),
medium grower, broad reddish purple lacing ; one of
the best and most constant sorts. Excellent (Turner),
a large full flower, with smooth petals, medium pur])le

lace, very constant. Prince Frederick William
(Hooper), one of the best by this raiser, reddish
purple lacing, smooth petals, very free-growing and
free-flowering variety. Reliance (Hooper) : this was
the finest flower in our collection last year, and it is

usually good, but is not up to the mark this .season ;

deep red lacing, large full flowers. Victory (Hooper),
very distinct in the grass, which is light green, flowers
full and broadly laced with pale reddish purple.
The al)ove are the best flowers in our collection. I

have grown a number of other sorts, but there is a
great family likeness in Pinks, and it is not worth
while to grow sorts that cannot readily be distin-

guished from each other. There are a few varieties

of a different type that are well adapted for forcing,

of these the best are Lady Blanche (Gibbons), a pure
white variety with smooth petals, and abundantly
floriferous. Lord Lyons (Clark), a very free-bloom-
ing sort, the ground colour is rosy red, with reddish
purple lacing, smooth petals ; very similar to this

variety is Derby Day, by the same raiser, as it has
been exhibited by Mr. C. Turner, of Slough. It is a
useful decorative variety, but I have not succeeded
in growing it satisfactorily. Anne Boleyn, an old
variety, probably the parent of the above, is a
larger flower, and makes a stronger plant than the
above : a very useful border flower. They are all

propagated freely from cuttings, but those intended
for forcing should be put in early in May. J.
Dou'^las.

WEIGELA HORTENSIS NIVEA.
The Weigelas, as is well-known, rank amongst the

most ornamental of our dwarf-growing deciduous

flowering shnibs. The first which appeared in our

gardens was W. rosea, introduced from China in

1845, through Mr. Fortune, by the Royal Horticultural

Society. Since then W. amabilishas been introduced,

also from China, while W. hortensis, the white form

of which is the subject of the annexed illustration

(fig. 10), is said to have come from Japan in 1S63.

Weigela hortensis is one of the Japanese plants

described by Siebold and Zuccarini, who adopted the

generic name of Diervilla. They describe it as a
shrub of 4 to 5 feet high, with opposite pidiescent,

oboval or oblong, cuspidate, finely toothed leaves,

antl flowers terminating the short axillary branchlets.

They have a persistent calyx, and funnel-shajied

corolla, which is red or white, somewhat downy out-
side, smooth within, and having a regular limb of five

oval obtuse entire segments ; there are fi\e projecting
stamens, and a filiform style equalling them in length.
The capsule is crowned by the persistent calyx.
The white-flowered variety, W. hortensis nivea, is

a very handsome plant, remarkably free-flowering and
attractive. It is moreover very effective in contrast
with the rosy tints of the m.ajority of the garden
forms, and the deep crimson of that named Lav.allei.

Our figure was made from specimens communicated
by Mr. Parker, of Tooting.

Iloticcs flf JBoahs.
Field Paths and Green Lanes. By Louis

Jennings. Murray.

Thi,^ is a charming book for the tired townsman. It

smacks of green fiekls, is fragrant with the wikl
Thyme of the downs, stirs the pulse of all those who
can appreciate a noble prospect or feel an interest in

a village church erected by the piety of our ancestors.
" Country walks chiefly in Surrey and Sussex " form
the staple of the book, and a pleasanter companion
in the lovely lanes of our southern counties we do not
desire. Mr. Jennings chats pleasantly enough of the
much neglected but altogether beautiful country
forming the Weald of Sussex and the adjacent
districts in Surrey—districts within an hour or two's

ride from the metropolis, but many of them
less known than the AVelsh hills or the Cum-
berland lakes. "SU. Jennings makes no pretence to

instruct us in physical geography, geology, botany,
archLX^ology, or any other of the "ologies." His
notes on such subjects are few and far between, but a
naturalist with a sheet or two of the Geological Survey
map with him would soon fill in the details left un-
touched by Mr. Jennings and add tenfold to the en-
joyment to be got out of field paths and green lanes.

The book as we have said is a delightful one, ^e^ er-

theless we have a complaint or two to make against
the author. One is his indiscriminate condemnation
of ''restoration " as aipplied to old churches. That

much restoration has lieen injudicious there can be no

doubt, but preservation and careful adaptation to

modern wants and increased needs are surely legitimate

enough. A ruin is picturesque and Goth would he

be who attempted to "restore" it, but a building that

is in daily use is not, or ought not to be a ruin— it

should be jealously preserved from becoming such.

Does Mr. Jennings suppose that the talent of the

mediaeval architect or the piety of our forefathers

would have allowed their handiwork to fall into

ruins if they could have avoided it? Could they see

the crumbling condition which has been the conse-

quence of neglect as much as of unavoidable causes,

would they be satisfied thereat ? Rather, would they

not applaud the loving skill and reverent care which

endeavours to repair the neglect of the past and to

conserve to the future the monuments of the talent

and good-feeling of their predecessors. Given the

requisite knowledge, judgment and appreciation, and

restoration becomes a thing to be praised and encou-

raged, not indiscriminately abused.

On another point we must join issue with Mr.

Jennings. He is fond of narrating his con-

versations with the villagers and wayfarers he

meets with in his rambles, and we could ha\e

wished he had given us more illustrations of their

habits of thought and mode of speech, both of which
are calculated to afford valuable suggestions. But
what right has Mr. Jennings to assume, as he Hoes in

several places, that his proteges have a monopoly of

those higher and better feelings which we venture to

think are shared in more or less by all mankind
boasting of any degreee of civilisation? Far be it

from us to undervalue the simple piety and unques-

tioning faith of lonely shepherds or wandering tinkers.

We merely demur to the thoughtless comparisons the

author makes between such persons and others in d

different walk of life. Mr. Jennings is especially

severe by implication on scientific men as a class, but

were he thrown into contact with them, and were he

to become conversant with their modes of thought,

and their appreciation of the majesty and beauty of

Nature, he might perhaps be disposed to admit that

according to their lights they have as exalted notions

concerning higher things as a Sussex boatman or a

Hampshire peasant woman. There is no necessity

for making any such comparison, and we trust that in

any future edition the author may be induced to run

his pen through such passages as we have indicated.

Wc add a few extracts relating to the Yew, which

will interest many of our readers \—

" The Druids' Walk is long and narrow, with a declivity

in some places rather steep, to the left hand, and rising

ground to the right, all densely covered with trees. The
Yew begins to make its appearance soon after the little

gate is passed, like the advance guard of an army. In

certain spots it seems to have successfully driven out all

other trees. As the path descends the shadows deepen,

and you arrive at a spot where a mass of Yews of great

size and vast age stretch up the hill, and beyond to tlie

left as far as the eye can penetrate through the obscurity.

The trees in their long and slow growth have assumed
many wild forms, and the visitor wlio stands there

towards evening, and peers into that sombre grove, a\ ill

sometimes yield to the spell which the scene is sure to

exercise on imaginative natures—he will half fancy that

these ghostly trees are conscious creatures, and that they

have marked with mingled pity and scorn the long

processions of mankind come and go like the insects of a

day, through the centuries during which they have been
stretching out their distorted limbs nearer and nearer to

each other. Thick fibrous shoots spring out from their

trunks awakening in the memory long-forgotten stories

of huge hairy giants, enemies of mankind, even as the
' double-fatal Yew ' itself was supposed to be in other

days. The bark stands in distinct layers, the outer

ridges mouldering away, like the fragments of a wall of

some ruined castle. The tops are fresh and green, but

all below in that sunless recess seems dead. At the foot

of the deepest part of the grove there is a seat beneath a

stern old king of the wood, but the genius loei seems to

warn the intruder to depart—ancient superstitions are

rekindled, and the haggard trees themselves seem to

threaten that from a sleep beneath the 'baleful Yew,"

the weary mortal will wake no more."
" The great curiosity of the gardens at .\1bury is the

Yew hedge before referred to, now more flourishing than

ever. It Is a quarter of a mile in length, and is largely

formed by Yew trees, which grow at regular distances,

and form a sort of canopy with their branches on each

side of the greensward beneath. The lower branches

are cut and trimmed every few years in order to pre-

serve uniformity. Under the trees there grows the hedge
proper—it is, in fact, a thick hedge with an overlianging

roof of Yew trees carefully kept in shape. It is pro-
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bably the finest and most remarkable hedge to be seen

in England, and running at right angles with it there is

a HoUv hedge to which it would be hard to find an

eqv

Estudios sobre las deformaciones enferme-

dades y enemigos del arbol de Cafe en Vene-
zuela. Por A. Ernst. (Researches on the Mal-

formations, Diseases, and Enemies of the Coffee

Tree in Venezuela.)

Thi' ; a reprint of a paper presented to the Natural

ous branches often produce branchlets which,

instead of proceeding directly from the axils of

the leaves, are given off about a quarter of an

inch above them. This is by no means so uncommon

an occurrence as the writer seems to think. Another

abnormality observed was deeply lobed leaves on some

branches. The abortion of one seed and the conse-

quent different shape of the remaining one when fully

developed, as in the Mocha Coffee, is well known,

though it was not known, according to Mr.]lliern

the other, and rolled around it. Several of these

variations are described and figured in the fifth

volume of the Adansonia. The part concerning

disease, &c., contains little that is new to Europeans.

There is, however, an interesting note at the end re-

specting the dimorphism of the flowers of the Coffee.

In the Gacda Botanka, 1869, Dr. Bernoulli states

that, amongst the normal flowers of the Coffee, and in

the same axils, there are many smaller flowers having

a three or four-lobed cotalla, and destitute of stamens,

Fit;. 10.—WEICEL.^ 1I0RTE>;SIS NIVE.i. (5EE 1'. So.)

History Society of Caracas, containing some statistics

of the production of Coffee in Venezuela, and descrip-

tions of the various diseases, &c., to which the tree

is liable. The quantity of Coflee exported from that

country during the financial year of 1874—1875 was

35,721,130 kilograms, and a little less during tha

following year ; and the annual home consumption is

estimated at 10,000,000—in fact Coffee is the chief

source of wealth in Venezuela. Five difterent kinds

of malformations are described, only one of which, it

is stated, has been mentioned by Moquin-Tandon,

Masters, and other writers on teratology. Vigor-

(Tratis. Linn. Soc. series 2, vol. i., p. 171) whether

Mocha Coffee was a distinct variety, or only due to a

particular mode of cultivation. Ernst states that

Mocha Coffee is called Cafe caracolillo in Venezuela

in allusion to the resemblance the seeds bear to

certain univalve shells of the genus Cyprsa, and that

]

there it is found chiefly at the ends of the

1
branches or on all the branches of weakly

i trees; but this property appears to become here-

I

ditary. In Guiana trees bearing only Mocha
' Coffee are abundant. Sometimes the seed is more

or less two-lobed, one lobe being much larger than

but having a perfect ovary. These small flowers

alone produce fiuit, whilst the larger ones, with

regular five or six-lobed corollas, furnish the pollen.

Ernst adds that he has nowhere been able to confirm

this in Venezuela, or read of its occurring elsewhere

than in Costa Rica, and he suggests that Berndulli

has been too hasty, and generalised on a solitary case.

But, after a cursory examination of the specimens in

the herbarium at Kew, we can so far corroborate Dr.

Bernoulli as to say that the flowers of Coffea arabica

are usually, if not invariably, dimorphic. Culti-

vated specimens from Asia, Africa, and America, m-
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cludiii'; Venezuela, present llio same peculiarily.

Whether ihc (lowers »re so coniiiletely jnonrecious as

Dr. Bernoulli describes, cannot so easily be deter-

mined from dried specimens. W. B. Ilcmsky.

.Strawiif.kries.—.V Villa tlanlen without .Straw-

berries would lie an incomplete garden, for it would

l)e w.anting in one of the most popular and favourite

fruits. If there were room for l)ut one fruit, that

sh ndd be the .Strawberry. It is the earliest of out-

<lojr fruits, it can l)e grown in a small space, it is a

certain fruit, a few plants in a bearing state yield an

agreeable supply ! and it can be cultivated without

much difficulty. The Villa gardener should and must

have his plot of Strawberries.

He is apt to commit the mistake of trusting too long

to an old bed, and forget th.at plants wear out; and

when this comes about there is blindness where there

should be blossom and fruit in plenty, or the crop is

small, and the fruit wanting in goodness and quality.

He should replenish his beds from time to time, and

we will proceed to supply a few suggestions in regard

to this important matter.

Ru.NNKKS.—If our Villa gardener is in possession

of a good sort or two of Strawberries, and he is

desirous of continuing the cultivation of them, he

should take runners as soon as he can. The plants

nre Ijeginning to put them forth, and he should thin

out some of the weakest runners, leaving only a few

of the strongest. Ne.Kt he should loosen the soil

round the plants, and top-dress with some good soil

so as to supply something for the runners to root

quickly into. When the runners reach the soil, and

they have put forth two or three leaves, take out the

secondary runner they make, place a stone on the

stem close to the leaves, and if the weather be dry

sprinkle overhead with water. They will soon strike

root into the soil, and become good plants if kept

well watered. To have extra strong plants it is a

good plan to fill some small 60-pots with rich soil,

and insert them in the ground nearly up to their rims,

just underneath the runner, place it in the middle of

the pot, peg it down on to the .soil, or put a stone on

it to keep it stationary, and it will soon root. By-

and-byc the runners may be severed from the plants,

the pots lifted, put by in a cool shady place, and kept

well watered, and then they will be capital stuff to

plant out for the purpose of forming a new bed.

One word of caution is necessary here—do not take

runners from blind plants, that is, plants that do not

bear fruit, but only from those that have fruited.

Sometimes it happens that when Strawberry plants

go blind they do not again produce fruit, and it is

useless to propagate from these.

If the Villa gardener Is desirous of growing a new

sort or two he should be careful to get his plants from

a trustworthy source. There are some nurserymen

who make a speciality of Strawberries, and from these

sorts true to name can be obtained. He should have

a few of the earliest runners taken olT just as they are

beginning to put forth roots. When these come to

hand they should be put singly in small pots—some

about 2^ or 3 inches in diameter will do—using a

good soil and potting firmly. Then the plants should

be stood away on some cool shady spot, and kept well

watered, so as to grow into as good a size as possible.

So much, then, for the provision of plants.

Son. FOR Strawberries.—The Strawberry is a

somewhat accommodating plant, for it will grow in

any good garden soil provided it be good. Most of

the sorts will do well in a stiffish sandy loam, but it

must be made rich, and in a rather strong loam pro-

vided also it be well enriched and kept moist. Gar-

tleners generally are adverse to planting Strawberries

in close wet clayey soils ; it may suit a few very vigor-

ous sorts, but unless such soils are made lighter and

rendered more porous by mingling with them mortar

rubbish, wood-ashes, leaf-mouUl, and decayed vege-

table refuse, they do not bring good crops of fruit.

The soil for .Strawberries should be of a holding cha-

racter ; it should rest on a cool and moist bottom,

and not be of a nature that will get very dry from the

effects of a fortnight's drought. We sometimes get a

spell of hot, dry weather at the end of May, and when
this happens, and the soil of the Strawberry bed gets

dry, and the plants begin to flag, unless good drcnch-

ings of w^ter be given, the crop will be all but lost.

Nothing is so harmful to a Strawberry bed as for the

plants to be cliecked for want of water ; it is worse

llian a superabundance of rain, and that is b.ad

enough.

I'lua-ARATio.N OF TiiF. SoiL.— It is little better

than a waste of time to attempt to grow Strawberries

in poor ground. The market gardener's golden rule

is, to put plenty into the ground, in the certain belief

that i>lcnty will be got out of it in the way of crops.

This is true of Strawberries. The soil in which they

arc grown must be rich. It must be deeply dug, or,

better still, trenched : and if trenched, it should be

to the depth of 2 feet. When trenching is done, a

good diessing of thoroughly rotten dung uiust be

worked in, and so distributed as to leave it about a

foot below the surface of the soil : some rotten leaves

and leaf-mould should be mixed with the soil nearer

the surface.

WiIic.N AND How TO I'l.A.NT.—.\ Strawberry-bed

can lie made at any time as soon as the plants are

sufficiently well-rooted. There is nothing like taking

advantage of showery weather ; but if the plants

are in pots, and they have good balls of earth to the

roots, planting-out can be done in dry weather, pro-

vided the plants be kept well watered till rain comes.

It is best to plant in lines, about 2 feet or so apart

—

a little wider for strong-growing sorts, a little

narrower for weakly growing ones. Let there be at

least 18 inches from plant to plant in the rows. Mark

out the lines at a proper distance, and then with a

trowel proceed to plant, placing the plants firmly in

the soil by pressing it well about them. Plant as

deeply as possible without burying the heart of the

plant. Water as required till the Strawberries are

established in the soil.

Forestry.

This with foresters generally is the most leisure

time- of the year; they have, at least, usually fewer

hands employed now than in spring, autumn, or

winter. Whether upon well or ill-managed estates,

however, and with foresters of all cap.acities, there

is alw.ays work in arrear, and it is upon the arrears'

list that I make the following observations.

In these days, when education is recomniendetl for

all the ills that flesh is heir to, and some also that

flesh is not heir to, the forester's curruidnni has also

by his advisers been provided for him. Education

must be an excellent thing, and happy, or rather for-

tunate, they who possess it ; but the real kind as well

as the proper quantity of education necessary for a

good forester has, from some cause or other, been

well-nigh overlooked, both by ancient and modern

publishers, as the sequel will, it is hoped, in sonic

faint measure indicate. The farmer knows the num-
ber of stock upon his farm, the quantity of grain and

tons of roots and tubers it produces, together with

their true or approximate value. And why, it may
with propriety be asked, cannot the forester give all

the data connected with his profession—or, if not

all, at least as much as his employer or the public are

entitled to know, such as thenumber of trees upon the

estate or district of each species that ought to be cut

down as ripe or mature annually, and the market

value of such annual cut or fall of wood ? By know-

ing this accurately the estate is saved the risk of

exhausting the wood revenue by over-cutting during

any period. How many trees are there upon the

estate altogether, counting from the date of first thin-

ning? This may appear a difficult question, espe-

cially upon estates of large area, but it is by no

means difficult, nor the work at all unpleasant or

laborious ; and any forester who knows his profession

well, and can attend to it, should not be ignorant

of the number of trees 'of pit-prop size and upwanls

upon the district over which he is placed in charge
;

how much the annual increase of growth of all

the woods and plantations of which he has

charge ; and what the money value of such annual

growth. In order to find what the annual growth

and value is, it is necessary to take each wood or class

of trees by itself, such as timber trees, whose annual

growth is valued by the cubic foot, and spars anil

props by the lineal foot or top growth. The bases of

calculation of the increase of timber trees is the thick-

ness of the annual layer or outer zone of alburnum,

and that of trees below timber size by their top

growth. The causes of decay and death of all trees

should be well known, and there is no justifiable

reason for a forester not knowing from what cause a

tree died at least as accurately as a physician knows

from what cause his patient succumbed ; indeed,

when the mechanism of a tree is compared with that

of a human being, the simple structure of the former

may satisfy any one that its derangement can be much

more easily found out and disease prevented or

cured.

Besides learning the new lessons, there is an equally

hard task to accomplish, namely, the unlearning of

some of the old ones ; and as we all know the diffi-

culty of giving up what to us has become a habit, so

we may know how hard a thing it is to come round

to disbelieve what formerly we had faith and confid-

ence in, of which the following are examples :

—

That the roots of trees rend and split rocks

mechanically as well as chemically many erroneously

believe in, and act in accordance with such belief.

That the principal reason for pruning trees is to

increase the growth of the stem and trunk by cutting

off side branches, which were appropriating the so-

called stem's nourishment ; and by so cutting off the

lateral branches and contending shoots, the sap which

formerly went to nourish them now immediately on

being cut off flows into and nourishes the stem or

trunk of the tree.

That insects, such as the while bug, are the cause

of sickliness and premature death of the Silver Fir,

Larch, and Beech hedges.

That thinning is always beneficial to I'ine and Fir

plantations, and that by thinning out a certain number

of trees those that are left benefit to an extent equal

to the growth lost by those trees cut down.

That ground cannot be drained too much for the

welfare and development of trees ; and that, unless

the surface of the ground is rendered perfectly dry,

the trees are thus placed under unfavourable condi-

tions for their growth and development.

That barking of wood for fence-posts makes it last

longer than it does when left on, and that the heart-

wood, no less than the sap-wood, is influenced by the

season of the year at which it is cut.

That the action of open drains is similar to that of

underground drains ; and as the deeper the better

for the latter, so also for the former.

These are a few of what I believe to be fallacies ;

and though in themselves of comparati\'ely small im-

portance, yet in connection with other subjects, and

specially as the basis of reasoning, it must be obvious

that holding such tenets is a matter too serious in its

consequences to be lightly regarded. C. Y. MicJiii:,

Ciilkn House, Culien, July 15.

d^arbcii ^i^cratiaiTS.

FLOWER GARDEN, ETC.

Former directions with regard to Roses are still

applicable. We do not often get a season in which

they come out so strong and fine as they have done this

year, nor one in which a better return has been made

for liberal treatment, and this must still be followed

up both for the purpose of strengthening the plants,

and to assist in securing a good autumn blooming.

The propagation of choice varieties by budding may
be carried out at once where required, but as a general

rule gardeners ought not to be called upon for much
of that sort of work, as their hands are Arr too full in

other ways. Bedding plants will now require constant

attention. As long as a small hoe can be inserted among
them the surface should be frequently moved, and de-

cayed leaves and seed vessels often picked off. If this

is not attended to the later blooms will be poor ; in

addition, therefore, give the beils from time to time

moderate applications of liquid manure. See also

that grass edgings and verges are kept very neat, and
gravel walks frequently rolled, for unless these matters

have constant attention very much of the beauty of

the flowers will be unappreciated. Now that the

season of growth is in full operation carpet bedding

will be a source of daily trouble. .Strong growing
plants which form the lines of the patterns should be

carefully pinchedand stopped to confine them to their

legitimate limits, and the creeping varieties which fill

up the divisions require to be constantly pegged into

shape. This kind of planting is nothing unless the

lines and divisions are most accurately marked and

kept in place, and when growth is in full action

pegging out and pinching back is a daily operation.

Many annuals are now in full beauty, and add greatly

to the charm of the mixed garden, which after all,
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owing to its great variety and ever elianging colours,

will always afiford the greatest amount of enjoyment
to the true lovers of flowers. Amongst the choicer

kinils of annuals some of the more conspicuous ones
will be found in the Zinnia elegans flore-pleno,

also Z. Haagetna imbricata flore-pleno, a valuable

acquisition in orange-yellow flowers ; Godetia Lady
Albemarle, which, however, is not so strong-growing

as ti. Whilneyi, from which it is evidently derived, and
w hich should have a place in every garden. Phlox
1 )rummondii is another very useful plant either in

mixed borders or in a bed ; in the latter case the soil

should be much enriched, and the jilants as growth
progresses frequently pegged out, so as to form a com-
pact mass ; the great variety of colour in the flowers

is very charming. One of the most useful plants at

this season in the mixetl borders is a good strain of

.Sweet William, of which there are several very

eligible varieties both single and douijle ; all may be

jnopagated froni seed, and now is a good time to mark
the very best-formed and best-coloured varieties, with-

out which care a good strain cannot be maintained, for

if seed is saved indiscriminately the varieties soon de-

generate. See that the seedlings from the early sowings

in June are properlypricked out in the reserve garden in

readiness for autumn planting. East Lothian Stocks

should be planted at once in the situations where they

are intended to flower. Seed of this variety and also

of the Emperor and intermediate \'arieties should be

sown at once for the purpose of potting off', to be

kept in the shelter of a pit through the winter and
planted out in spring. The early sown Giant Bromp-
tons may be potted now and plunged in the open air,

to be sheltered through the winter, and planted out in

very rich ground in early spring. The true variety

produces immense spikes ofblossom and is highly orna-

mental, but they are very apt to degenerate, owing
probably to being crossed by the bees with the number
of varieties which flower at the same time. Those
who possess the true old strain will do well to isolate

the plants from which they save their seed as far as

possible. The borders of herbaceous and other plants

are very interesting at this season, and will require

constant attention to maintain that condition of neat-

ness so essential to the thorough enjoyment of their

beauty. Timely support must be given to all the strong-

growing sorts ; the surface between the plants must be

constantly stirred and neatly raked over, and the

vacancies continuallyfilled up with the reserve plants of

Asters and other annuals kept for the purpose, amongst

which Tagetes signata pumila will be found very use-

ful. The mowing of the lawns has this season been

one of the most arduous of the gardener's duties ; now,

however, there seems a reasonable hope that it may
be well kept under. The grass is in very fine condi-

tion, and to keep it so it wdl be necessary to pass the

machine over it once a week, taking care not to shave

it oft" too closely. John Cox, Kullcaf.

FRVIT HOUSES.
Orange-house.—Those who understand the cul-

ture of Pines will be able to grow Oranges well. The
best fruit I have yet grown, and it is produced in the

same way every year, is fronr a house that was erected

to grow Pines. The house is a half-span, facing

south ; the bed for the Pines is at the front part of the

house, and there is a stage at the back for the Orange

trees in pots. They are now fully exposed to the sun,

and in such a position absorb a very large quantity of

water from the soil in the pots and also from the leaves.

The trees are syringed at least twice a d.-iy, and in hot,

dry weather three times. I surface-dress the trees as

they require it ; those trees which were potted before

they were started will not depend so much upon this.

Some of our trees have not been repotted for two or

three years, the leaves still retain a healthy green, and

excellent fruit is produced through the surface dress-

ing. About 70° at night is a good temperature.

J. Douglas.

Orchard-house.—Allusion was made two weeks

ago to repotting the trees if the fruit had been

gathered. It would be necessary to keep the house

rather close for a few days, or perhaps for say ten

days or more, as the work might not all be completed

within a week ; but when all the trees are potteil and

fresh roots are formed, more air must be admitted,

and less moisture in the atmosphere is desiralile.

Full instructions as to repotting and the treatment

required until the trees become established was given

in the number for July 6. We have at intervals of

two weeks continued to surface-dress our trees in pots,

but when the first fruits on such sorts as Early York
and Hale's Early show signs of ripening this is dis-

continued. In a week, even in houses where no

artificial heat has been used, fruit of Early York and

Hale's E.irly will be ripe. I may just be permitted

to say what I consider the best way to gather the

fruit. Peaches and Nectarines are easily injured by

pressure from the fingers, especially the former, and

it is simply barbarous to press the fruit at the apex to

feel if it is ripe. It ripens last at the stalk, and after

a little experience you can tell whether the fruit is

about ripe without touching it at all ; and if the

cultivator cannot do this he ought to lose no time in

acquiring such experience. I used to place netting or

gauze under the fruit to support it if it (ell, at one time,

but fruit loses its flavour if it is allowed to hang until

it drops. My plan now is to have flat-bottomed

baskets, a layer of cotton wadding is placed at the

bottom, and over it a sheet of tissue-jiaper ; once
every day I look over the trees and gather all the

fruit that is ready. It is removed to a cool place, but

the fruit is not removed from the baskets, as this

would injure it. There it remains until it is ready for

use. It will keep a week in cool weather, and longer

if the baskets can be placed in an ice-house. The
Pears most desirable for the orchard-house are

Williams' Bon Chretien, Beurre d'Amanlis, Louise
Bonne of Jersey, Beurre Hardy, and Summer Beurre
d'Aremberg. Except Louise Bonne none of them
will keep long after they are gathered. To have the

flavour in perfection it is best to pick the fruit from
the trees before it parts too readily from the stalks ; it

is generally ready for use about a week after it is

gathered. Plums and Cherries I usually gather from
the trees as they are wanted for use. When the frutt

is ripening admit plenty of air, and maintain a dry

atmosphere, y. Douglas, Loxford Hall, Ilfonl.

Vines.—Late houses in which Grapes have not yet

finished stoning must not be allowed to range too low
at night until this process is complete. Admit air

early in the morning to prevent a sudden rise of tem-

perature, and close with plenty of moisture at 80° to

85°. Muscats in their last stage of ripening will be

greatly benefited by the application of sufficient fire-

heat to raise the house to a temperature of 90^ to 95*

by day, with a free circulation of air ami suflicient

moisture to prevent anything approaching aridity,

until they begin to lay on that delicate golden colour

so much desired, but not always attained, in the finish

of this noble Grape. Under the modern system of

glazing with large squares and close laps we fre-

quently see the berries of very early forced Muscats

caught by the sun. Where this is liable to occur

laterals should be allowed free play, and if a few'

squares can be removed and replaced with perforated

zinc, shading need not be resorted to. If shading is

considered necessary where the foliage is thin, a

piece of fishing-net will be found quite sufficient to

break the direct rays of the sun. Owing to the great

amount of firing all through the spring and early part

of the summer red-spider has been more troublesome

than usual, and as full crops of Grapes cannot be

expected to colour well where this pest exists, the

usual remedies must be applied for its destruction.

The borders must also have attention in the way of

mulching, and receive copious supplies of water both

inside and out ; otherwise, now dry weather has set

in, the roots will strike deep into the border in search

of that moisture which the great demands of fruit and

foliage render necessary. Houses from which the

fruit has been cleared must be well washed with the

engine on fine evenings, kept cool by the removal

of some of the lights, and encouraged to make
surface-roots by passing liberal supplies of weak
liquid-manure through the mulching. Pot Vines

intended for early forcing, now ripening their

wood, will require more air and less moisture,

but to prevent the premature ripening of the foliage

water must be applied to the roots in moderation, and

an occasional syringing overhead will keep them clean

and healthy until the buds are properly tilled up and

matured. W. Coleman, Eastnor.

Peachrs and Nectarines.—In succession houses

trees presenting a large surface of leaves to the full

influence of the sun and now swelling oft" crops of

fruit, if growing in properly drained borders, will

require very liberal supplies of water at or a little

above the temperature of each house. Syringe freely

twice a day up to the time the fruit begins to show
signs of ripening. Expose the fruit to the influence

of the sun, and ensure colour and flavour by throwing

open all the movable lights on hot, dry days. If it is

found necessary to retard some of the fruit the lower

parts of the trees may be shaded for a few hours each

day with canvas, suflSciently elevated above the glass

to admit of a free current of air between the two.

Early forced trees from which the fniit has been

gathered must still have attention in watering the

roots in inside borders and the free use of the garden

engine to keep the foliage clean and healthy until the

flower-buds for next year are properly formed and

ripened. Mulch both inside and external borders, and

give abundance of water to trees in the late house now
stoning. Keep the wood well thinned and tied-in, to

ensure thorough ripening of that intended for carrying

next year's crop. Syringe well both ways twice a

day, and water the floors after sunset with liquid-

manure or clean water over the mulching. Mark trees

that require root-pruning or renovation, and have a

supply of strong calcareous loam ready for use when

the leaves begin to part from the trees. IV. Cokiiiaii.

Strawberries in Pots.—The prolonged con-

tinuance of dry weather has increased the labour of

raising young plants in sufficient quantity where large

numbers are required, and a good margin should be

allowed for filling up blanks, if such should occur

before the season is too far advanced. Layering and

potting will of course occupy the attention of Straw-

berry growers for some time to come, the latter

operation being one of extreme importance to the

future well-being and development of the plants, for

while the soil sliould be rammed firmly about their

roots, care should be taken at the same time that the

plants are not only in a fit state for potting, but the

soil is also in a similar state (especially soils of an

adhesive* nature), and a thin coating of horse-drop-

pings rubbed through the hands and scattered over the

surface of the soil in the pots will assist and encour.age

surface-roots. As jiotting is proceeded with, the

ground on w hich they are to remain for the autumn
should be prei^ared (if there is not a penriancnt

situation for them), by putting a layer of coal-ashes

2 inches deep o\er the space require, and sprinkling

the surface with soot to prevent the inroad of worms.

Water the plants individually with a rose as they

require it till the pots are filled with roots, after which

the whole stock may be watered indiscriminately

through a hose-pipe with a rose attached. Our Straw-

berry season out-of-doors promises to be a short one
;

therefore, plants that were forced in pots last spring

will be called upon to yield an autumn supply earlier

than usual. W. Hauls.

PLA.\*r HOUSES.

Orchids.—Daily and diligent supervision will now
need to be exercised in this department, since the

majority of the spring and early summer flowering

species and varieties will by this time have gone out

of bloom. The flowers, too, of this section mostly

appearing on growths made the previous season, it

will now be the more incumbent upon all to see that

all things are now favourable to the starting into

growth, and the continuance in a healthy state of the

breaks and bulbs as they gradually develope them-

selves. Doubtless one of the first essentials is the

state of the atmosphere, and this must be so managed
that whilst it is kept in a condition fairly moist, there

must also at the same time be such a gradual and

regular admission of the outer air that a heavy or

stagnant feel on entering the houses at any part of the

day is never perceptible. See, too, that once during

the day the foliage is permitted to become moderately

dry, so that any excess of damp caused by watering

or dipping may be removed ; for a continuously damp
and shaded regimen is as much to be avoided as the

opposite extreme of excessive light and dryness. The
atmosphere being thus kept in a regular and satis-

factory condition, attention must be bestowed upon

the plants individually, and if the directions in pre-

vious Calendars as to the material in which the jjlants

should be potted, and the other matters in connection

with the crocking, potting and basketing were followed

as nearly as circumstances would at the time permit,

it will be quickly perceived how large a quantity of

water many of the plants may now be treated to with-

out any injurious efi'ects upon the soil itself, and the

little liability there will be for any thus treated to

become soddened and sour. Where, however,

bad crocking has taken place, the evils resulting

therefrom will now be more apparent than at

any period of the year, for a damp, sour soil

speedily causes the points of the new roots to turn

bl.ack, and if the plants are then shaken out a good

part of the season is lost, and, as a natural conse-

quence, the growths are less in size, the bulbs smaller,

and the blooms when they appear are often not so

numerous nor of so fine a character as we may have

hitherto enjoyed, or have been produced in previous

seasons. Still rather than wait till the resting season

to shake such a plant out, it had better be done at

once ; wash away the sour material, cut oft" any dead

or decaying roots, and pot afresh in loose open soil,

being very particular about the crocking, that it, too,

is open, and so placed that the water may quickly

run away. Such jjlants should be placed in the most

shady part of the house, giving much less water what

the most of the others will receive. Fresh roots will

certainly push away and breaks appear, but it re-

quires care and patience and the exercise of a little

more skill in dealing with plants thus treated than

with those that start freely, and continue doing well

through the whole of the season. Make it a point to go

through the whole of the plants in pots at least every

second day, giving water then to all that require it.

Look the blocks over with the syringe twice a d.-iy,

for being suspended in the air, and all around drawing

the moisture from them, it is surprising how quickly

some will become dry. Baskets should be examined

daily, and those that are dry shoald be taken down and

dipped in tepid water. To avoid the drip from these,

presuming they hang over the tables or stages, it is

better that they remain on the floor, or are suspended

on the edges of the stages until the water has drained

from them, after which they may be put back in their

places. Such, however, as are hung over the paths

should be put back as soon as they have been im-

mersed, as the drip from those on the floors will not

be in any way injurious. W. Swan, Fallc^ffield.
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among the Lilies and Fritillarias. Next to notice is

the gradual and pyramidal transition from the lowest

leaf to the highest bract no more than a scale. The
lower flowers appear in the axils of leaves, which con-

siderably exceed them in length. The height of this

plant is slightly over a foot ; the length of the lowest

leaf is S inches, thus being longer than described

specimens. They distinguish this species from the nearly

allied F. macrophylla by numbering only 6—9, and

by not crowding near the base of the stem. The
flowers in this case are about an inch long, not tesel-

lated, and form a subsecund raceme. The stigma is

three-cleft. This plant is described by Mr. Baker

many acres. The fruit is gathered as it ripens, and

put into barrels capable of holding from i cwt. to

3 cwt., and in this way about 60 tons leave the Muir

annually for the preserve works of Dundee, Glasgow,

Edinburgh, Arbroath, Dumfries, and Belfast. On
the seven years' growth of the plant the average value

is about ;^25 per acre ; but when it is in its third or

fourth year as much as £^0 or;^50 may he realised

from the crop. The season—which in all respects is

a most favourable one—commenced properly this week,

about 3 tons being sent off on Monday, and not a day

has passed since without considerable quantities

leaving Blairgowrie, Rosemount, and Coupar-Angus

Tacsonia can show itself. It is a very vigorous

grower, as only a twelvemonth ago it was about 5 feet

in height ; but since then it has done so well as to

have grown to a great height, and the shoots being

trained out from the top along bars and such-like, the

flowering wood is thus enabled to hang down and

display its fine pale pinkish magenta flowers to the

best advantage. These are borne in the form of loose

racemes, some of which carry more flowers than

others. The fact that it is a strong growing species

suggests that it should be planted only where there is

ample roof space over which to spread. As far as

priming is concerned, it is Mr. Hudson's (Mr. H. J.

Fig. U.—ARTOCARPUS EXSCULPTA, HORT. hull, shown at PRESTON. (SEE p. 84.)

under Lilium in our " Synopsis of all the Known
Lilies " (1871, p. 201), the preceding species being

best known .ts such to cultivators ; it is, however, to

be preferred in Fritillaiia. It was discovered by Sir

Joseph Hooker in the temperate region of the

Silckim Himalayas, at an elevation above the sea-level

of 9000—10,000 feet.

The Strawberry Farms of Perthshire.
—On the Muir o' Blair, an extensive track of land

lying between Blairgowrie and Coupar-Angus, Straw-

berries are grown on a large scale ; indeed, the dis-

trict may, in all fairness, be termed the Strawberry-

bed of Scotland. Here there are from tw'enly to thirty

farmers who depend on nothing else but this luscious

fruit for a livelihood, some of the farms extending to

stations. Raspberries are also largely cultivated,

some farmers having one or more acres ; and as they

are found to be even more profitable than the Straw-

berry, many are turning their attention to the advisa-

bility of increasing its cultivation. The correspondent

who sent us the above cutting from a local paper

remarks :
" It is really astonishing to see the crops that

are taken off ground which a few years ago was worth

little or nothing."

• Tacsonia insignis.—This splendid creeper

is now blooming with great freedom at Gunnersbury

House, Acton, the residence of H. J. Atkinson,

Esq. It is growing in a circular house forming the

middle portion of a range of plant-houses, and as this

has a cupola roof tliere is ample space in which this

Atkinson's gardener) rule to cut back only the

flowering-shoots to the wood of the leading branches

from which they sprung.

Pea Criterion.—This fine new variety, one

of the late Mr. JOHN Standish's seedlings now in

the hands of Messrs. Veitch & SONS, promises to

be a valuable addition to our main crop Peas. It

partakes of the character of the Ne Plus Ultra, but is

dwarfer, while the flavour is all that could be desired.

It should displace many of an inferior type.

Allotment Gardens.—The recent exhi-

bition of the Ealing, Acton, and Hanwell Horti-

cultural Society served to illustrate in a remarkable

manner the value of Allotment Gardens in the suburbs

of London. The Ealing Dean allotments were con-
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vcyeil lo Uie i»ii>li uITiclms of Ealiiig 1))' ihc lii.sliop of

London and the copyholders of the manov in the

year 1S32, to be hcUl in trust by them, anil for tlie

benefit of poor persons, who are enjoined to

cultivate them with the spade. They are 146 in

number, and average one eighth of an acre in

extent, the rent charged being 5^. each per allotment

per annum. The restrictions placed upon culti-

vators are but few, one of the chief l)eing that no

laljour is to be done on the Sunday. This does not pre-

clude an allotment holder from gathering vegetables,

&c., on that day. In order to encourage good garden-

ing on these allotments, the Baroness Rothschild

and Mrs. Wali'OLE give every year the sum of

twelve guineas to l)e awarded in prizes for the best

kept allotments, and cott.-ige gardens can also compete

provided that in the case of both the allotment holder

and cottager he cultivates his own garden, works for

daily w.ages, and does not pay more than ^15 per

annum for house and land. Twenty prizes are

awarded, the highest being thirty shillings, and the

lowest five shillings, but so numerous are the compe-

titors that it is often found necessary to give several

extra prizes. A competent jury visits the allotments

from time to time, and thus are enabled to award the

prizes ; and to give a further stimulus to cott.-ige

gardeners other special prizes are given, to the number

of eight, for the best kept flower garden, and in this

cUass a spirited competition always ensues. The

.Society also olTers a number of prizes for plants,

flowers, fruit and vegetables at its shows, giving as

many as eight prizes in a class, and the competition

is not only extensive but exceedingly keen. The

competitors for the above prizes must reside in either

Ealing, Acton, Hanwell, or in that part of Brent-

ford which is in the parish of Ealing.

Kew Gardens.—The last edition (the 28th !

)

of the " Ofiicial Guide to the Royal Botanic Gardens

and Pleasure Grounds, Kew," lately issued, contains

the following regulation :

—"The Botanic Gardens and

Pleasure Grounds are open every week-day from

I P.M. till sunset (Christmas D.ay alone excepted),

and no person can be admitted at other hours, except

for purposes of special study, by permission to be

obtained on application at the Curator's ofiice. On
Sundays they are open from 2 I'.M. till sunset, and

on Bank Holidays from 10 A.M. till sunset." The

present edition of this useful popular Guide contains

a map of the pleasure grounds, with indications by

which some of the principal groups, such as the

Maples, the Limes, the Pines, &c., in the arboretum,

may be found. As the groups in question are often

wide apart, and difficult to find, this map will be a

boon, and may be taken, we trust, as an earnest of

future improvements in the same direction. A few

indicators, or outline maps, painted on zinc, and hung

about in various parts of the grounds, would be of

service, especially now that the arboretum is attaining

so much importance.

The Royal Horticultural Society's

Show at Preston.—We are glad to hear, on good

authority, that although this is not likely to prove so

successful from a financial point of view as was hoped

might prove to be the case, it is believed that it will

not result in any considerable loss—perhaps none,

but until the accounts are made up, this of course

cannot be accurately known. Doubtless the opening

of the Winter Garden at the contiguous town of

Blackpool, which was attended by the Lord Mayor

of London, in state, drew away a contingent of

visitors, and the unpropitious weather of the first

days was unfortunate ; but despite all this the admis-

sions on Wednesday numbered 460, on Thursday

II 23, on Friday 5140, on Saturday 12,320, on Sunday

520, and on ^Ionday, an extra day thrown in with a

view to help the finances, 5032 : thus together making

a total of 24,595. The show itself was so good, and

showed so great an amount of confidence in the old

Society, that we must express a hope, which we believe

is generally felt, that the financial result may not prove

a deterrent, and hinder the Societyfrom making another

attempt to revive the provincial shows, but that it may

make another efibrt, which it may be hoped will be

under more favourable conditions, and attended with

happier results. The Preston committee worked

well, but the unfortunate loss of their leader at the

critical moment no doubt laid an unexpected pressure

on the individual members, while it was not till the

end of the week that the enthusiasm of the towns-

people in support of the show, warmed up as it should

have been made to do at the outset. We may take

the opportimity to correct the following errors which

crept into our necessarily hurrietl report published last

week :— In p. 54, a, the tent should be described as

a parallelogram with three "aisles," not "circles;"

col. /', the mass of rockwork was on the bed marked

"z," not "2 "
; col. r, Gleichenia " hecistophylla ;

"

p. 55, col. /', Lomatia " silaifolia," not "salicifoHa ;"

col. (', Dracx'na " salmonea," not " S.almoni ;
" p. 56,

col. a, Trichomanes radicans "dilatatum," not

" delicatum ;
" col. /', Erica "opulenta," not " opu-

lata." A few other literal errors are so obvious as

not to need to be referred to here. We should also

here mention, as we are very pleased to have the

opportunity of doing, that Messrs. James Veitch &
Sons were awarded a Gold Lindley Medal for their

fine group of plants, and not simply a tjold Medal,

as mentioned in our report.

• Tropical Rainfall.—A correspondent of

the TiiHt-s, writing from Hong Kong under date

May 31, says :
— " I have just been reading an account

in your columns relative to an abnormal fall of rain

in England. We in this distant tropical station may
perhaps be allowed to smile when we compare

9 inches of rain in three hours, which we have just

had, with the English fall of about 3^ inches in

twenty-four hours. On the occasion to which I

allude there was nearly 15 inches in the twenty-four

hours, an amount which very few of the gauges were

competent to retain for registration."

The Foliation of Trees.—The French

have three convenient words—viz., fcitiUaison, to

indicate the appearance of the leaves in spring

;

difiuiUaison^ their fall in autumn ; and effi:uiUaison^

their artificial removal, as in the case of stripping the

Mulberry trees for the food of silkworms. M. DE
Candolle has lately been making investigations on

a large number of trees with a \'iew of ascertaining

whether any definite relation exists between these

phenomena. The results of the comparisons goes to

show (i) that no direct and regidar relation can be

traced between the period when the leaves appear in

spring, and that in which they fall in winter. (2.) In

those species where considerable differences exist

between individual plants as to the period of the

appearance or the shedding of leaves, even when
growing under the same conditions, it is found some-

times (Lime) that the earliest to show their leaves in

spring are the latest in autumn, while in other species

no such relation can be traced ; whence it may be

concluded that, in spite of the superficial resemblance,

the internal organisation of the leaf must be different.

(3.) The individual pecularities of particular trees

manifest themselves constantly in different years.

(4.) The complete removal of the leaves in autumn
induces a late development in the following spring.

(5.) The removal of the leaves from a branch in

autumn produces varied consequences by reason of

circumstances as yet not understood. (6.) The per-

sistence of old leaves (as in some Beeches, Oaks) till

the spring induces a late leafage.

The Premier's Return.—The remarkable

feature in the ornamentation of the Charing Cross

station last Tuesday was the beautiful floral display

made by Mr. John Wills, of South Kensington.

The base of the seats was fringed with Palms, among
which Pelargoniums, Fuchsias, Phloxes, and Calceo-

larias were set in undulating lines, which thus gave

roundness and completion to the otherwise abrupt

and awkward outlines of a railway platform. The
arrival platform was broken up by tall Dracrenas,

round the foot of which beds of Lycopodium were

placed, and the Lycopods interspersed with Roses.

Roses were trained up to the lamps, the posts were^

hung with festoons of Roses, of which some 3000*

blooms were used. Palms and Ferns appeared in

every place left vacant, and no fewer than 10,000

plants, many of them 20 feet high, were used lo give

colour and fragrance to the scene.

Date and Origin of the Different
Varieties of Apples. —The committee of the

Hcvffordshirc Po}uona are anxious to obtain informa-

tion as to the origin of any Apples and Pears of

acknowledged merit. At the present time they wish

to do justice to the producers of those excellent

Apples, Lord Suflield, Stirling Castle, New Northern

Greening, and Tower of Glammis ; and they would

also be very glad to learn any particulars as to the

origin and age of the Keswick and Manx Codlins,

about which the usual gardening authorities are

silent.

Thorn Sport. — In the Monatsschrift for

June of the Horticultural Society of Berlin, there is

a description of an interesting sport of a Thorn. On
an exceedingly large specimen of a scarlet double-

flowered variety in Grossenhain, it is stated, a large

branch this year bore double white flowers. The

writer asserts that he is certain it was not the result

of grafting or budding, and the tree was never known
to produce white flowers before. The branch in

question, which was covered with flowers, is about

I \ inch diameter where it springs from the tree.

A Sportive Carn.vpion.—We have just

seen a seedling Carnation, one half of the plant pro-

ducing dark purple self flowers borne on stout erect

stems, whilst the other half produces Picotee blooms

—a pure white groimd very thinly laced with purple.

It is also remarkable that, whilst the growth and

stems of the self Carnation are erect, that of the

Picotee portion are somewhat drooping, the flower-

stalks lying about incapable of holding up their

flowers. It is the first year of the plant's blooming.

The circumstance aflbrds proof of the singular spot-

tiveness of plants under conditions that give no clue

to the cause of the eccentricity.

Wild Grasses.—A walk just now in lanes or

fields may be pleasantly diversified if attention be given

to the numerous and various forms of grasses that grow

so freely in hedgerows or by the wayside. To gather

bunches of these whilst yet in their fully developed

grace and beauty would add many delights.and charms '

to a rural excursion, whilst the discovery ofeveiy fresh

kind lends additional interest to the search. It is not

alone in such transient joys that the reward of industry

is to be looked for, as if these bunches of grasses be

carefully and slowly dried, they will prove welcome

and pleasing additions to the winter ornamentation of

the household. Artificially coloured grasses may be

very gay and attractive, but those that are in keeping

with Nature are the most tastefid.

The So-called Persian Lilac—Ac-
cording to M. Decaisne, the tree usually called

Syringa persica should be referred to S. chinensis, of

Willdenow, and the epithet Persian should be

abandoned in favour of Chinese. The true Syringa

persica has become very rare in cultivation. In spite

of the appellations, the native country of the two

species is still unknown. Wild specimens are not to

be found in herbaria. Up to this time then the

species in question are only known in a cultivated

state. How odd this ignorance concerning the

habitat of many cultivated plants. It is only the

other diiy that the Horse Chestnut was found in a

wild state, and even now no one has seen the

Mignonette in a wild state. The so-called wild

Mignonette belongs to quite a difterent species.

Eight-parted Flower of Eucharis
AMAZONICA.— It is very rare to find a four or eight

parted flower among Monocotyledons, in which, .as is

well known, the numbers three or six prevail. Mr.
Walker, of Wood Green Nursery, Waltham Abbey,
has, however, sent us a flower in which all the

whorls are four-parted. Out of luore than 2500
flowers this is the only one which has shown this

peculiarity.

11- Horticulture Militant. — Col. Mar-
Jhm.1, Wilder, of Boston, U.S., is well known to

/n.anyofour readers as an enthusiastic horticulturist

and an ardent promoter of many other good and noble
objects. Not long since the "Ancient and Honour-
able Artillery Company" celebrated their 240th anni-

versary, so that in some things Americans are becoming
vener.able. Venerable also is Col. Wilder, vsho on
this occasion celebrated his golden wedding with the
corps. The Artillery Company is an offshoot from
the well-known Finsbury corps, and Col. Wilder
has, we believe, been a guest of that body. When
Col. Wilder commanded the Boston Conii)any, he
entered into communication with the late Prince

Consort, then Commander of the London Com-
pany, and caused him to be elected a special

honorary member. In return the Prince pre-
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senteil Colonel Wilder with a copy of liiGii-

MOKii's Ilislory of the Arlilkry Company, which

dates back as far as 1537. The Prince of Wales
is now ihe Conunanilcr of this corps, and on

the proposition of Colonel Wii.di-.k he has been

elected, as his father was before him, an honorary

member of the Boston Company. The drummer of

the Boston corps has exercised his functions, it

appears, for no less than sixty-eight consecutive years.

\Ve should like to know whether this long-resounding

drummer is a horticulturist also. He must surely be,

or he would not have lived so long. British horti-

culture has among its votaries many who know how
to wield a sword and use a pruning-knife ; indeed,

our own columns have sometimes suffered from the

calls of military dut)', diverting the continuous flow of

Amaryllis lore, ami causuig delay in the reply to the

inquiry—What is an .Vmaryllid ?

Gk.iitini; C.\knations.—.\ writer in the

/)i-H/j<7/cC(y(/Htv-Zi'//K«j,'recominends grafting weakly

and rare Carnations on Saponaria officinalis. The
root is the part employed, and as the graft is buried

in the earth the scion itself often roots and becomes

indejjendent of the stock. It is only profitable for

rare and costly sorts, and it is more conveniently done

in pots placed in a spent hotbed.

Preserving Railw.w Sleepers.—Accor-

ding to a report in the Indian Forester, the most im-

portant processes in favour for railway sleepers are

the pneumatic processes, with tar-oil, chloride of

zinc, and sulphate of copper, and the kyanizing pro-

cess, Boucherie's process being more used for

telegraph poles than for sleepers. Of the above four

processes the one with tar-oil is the very best ; the

other three are about equal to each other, and slightly

inferior to the first. The choice between the four

methods depend to a great extent upon the fluctua-

tions in the price of the impregnating material.

A Royal \'isit to Slouch.—On Tuesday

last Her Majesty and Princess Beatrice paid a

visit to Mr. Turner's nursery at Slough. The

collections of Roses, Carnations, Picotees, Verbenas,

and Fuchsias, &c., were all in capital condition, and

were much admired by the Royal visitors, who
accepted bouquets on leaving.

Artificial Production of Indigo.—The

object of the chemist is not only to analyse substances

—pull them to pieces, so to say, to see what they are

made of—but to construct them out of their elements,

a more difficult task, but one of great value, as it

affiirds a test of accuracy like the proof of a sum.

Professor Baeyer, of Munich, has in this way, after

years of labour, succeeded in producing indigo artifici-

ally by acting on well-based inductions.

The Indian Forest Service.—The Journal

of Forestry has an article on this subject, criticising

the plan now in use of sending candidates for this

service to Germany or France for their education, and

showing how costly the process is, and how it deters

working foresters from educating their sons for the

profession. For our own parts, while acknowledging

that we have no such systematic instruction in this

country as the_ forest schools of Europe afibrd, we
yet entirely agree with our contemporary, that the

time is come for the establishment of such a school in

this country, where the rudinients and theoretical

portions of the subject could be learnt ; and these

acquired, the pupils might be drafted oft" for practical

instruction to the woods of this country, and finally

to the forest schools of Germany, to become acquainted

with details of management which can hardly be

mastered here with the resources at command. In

point of fact, we sadly want a practical university,

where thorough grounding in the principles of

agriculture, horticulture, forestry, and the several

arts and sciences therewith connectetl should be

taught.

The Linnean Society.—Will some one

responsible for the decision lately arrived at, to close

the library during the autumn, state the grounds on

which so important a decision has been made
and why the general body of Fellows were not

consulted before so apparently retrograde a step

was taken ?

NOTES ON FRENCH HORTI-
CULTURE.

Cur Flowers, P.oucjuets, Floral Decorations.

To those familiar with the rich and rare wealth of

floral beauty in the central avenue, Covent Garden,

and the finer flower markets and florists' shops in

London, Manchester, Liverpool, Glasgow, and other

principal towns of Great Britain, the cut flowers and

bouquets of the Halles Centrales and other flower

markets and shops of Paris will prove a sudden and

severe disappointment. Our own bouquets and other

floral decorations have been severely criticised, and

with more or less justice condemned as opposed to

Nature, and incompatible with the principles or prac-

tice of true art. But the descent from Nature and .-Vrt,

say from a bit of charming English landscape and the

best examples of plant and flower grouping in the

National Gallery to our floral decorations is far less

abrupt and severe than from French scenery and the

finished paintings of the Louvre to the huge concen-

trations and conglomerations of flowers.

I know not what it may be at other seasons, but

in the month of June there seems a wonderful scarcity

in Paris of all the more choice flowers. It will hardly

be credited, but I did not see a bit of Gardenia, Orchid,

Stephanotis, Clerodendron, Azalea, Heath, or other

good sto\e or greenhouse flowers in any of the Parisian

flower markets in June. The time of forced Lilacs,

Camellias, Valley Lilies, Violets, &c., was past, and

that of Roses, White Pinks, Pansies, and .Mignonette

had fully come. Now no doubt these flowers are

beautiful in their time and place, and the little fresh

Rose-buds, that look .as if they were born in May and

gathered before they were kissed by the summer, are

remarkably fascinating as well as sweet ; but one

tires of the evcrl.asting monotony of Roses, Pansies,

Mignonette, and White Pinks, bunched up tightly as

miniature sheaves, all of a size. The Roses of the

Parisian markets are in fact unique, and, in general

terms, all the same. It matters not where you go

—

the Place de la M.adeleine, Chateau d'Eau, Hotel

Dieu, Place St. Sulpice, or the Halles Centr.ales—there

are the prim bunches of the self-same Roses, of the

same size, and equally tightly tied together and

scant of foliage. And the Pinks are all white in

Paris, at least I did not see a coloured one, and, what

is more marvellous still, the market Pansies are all of

one colour, a sort of dark velvety purple. The Roses

are pink, and very like some of the old-fashioned

small summer Roses that used to be found, and

are still found, in not a few Scotch and English

gardens. Hardly any of the finer perpetual and

Tea Roses seem yet to have found their way

to the art-flower markets or shops of Paris. The

Roses themselves, in pots carefully wrapped round

with sheets of thin paper, could be had in

plenty, and at reasonable prices ; but scarcely

any of the finer Rose flowers were oftered for sale in

the markets or shops. For example, not a bud of

Niphetos, Devoniensis, Celine Forestier, nor even

Marechal Niel could be seen. This was indeed a

surprise and a disappointment to one familiar with the

irresistible Rose-buds on show at the florists' shops of

London. But if the bulk of the material in the

flower-markets of Paris was a surprise, what shall we

say of its manufacture into bouquets ? Manufacture is

the proper word to use for those ponderous pro-

ductions, heavy with the weight of unredeemed ugli-

ness. They seem all cast in one mould. Any differ-

ence that exists is mostly in their size and the order

of the material. They might as well be made by

machinery as by human hands. A huge bunch of

Roses is succeeded by a ring, of two, three, or four

inches broad, of White Pinks, and this again by a yet

wider band of Pansies, finished with a scant fringe of

commonpLace foliage, with or without an additional

band or a few sprigs of Mignonette. Such are the

weighty beauties with which our facetious neighbours

pelt and thunder out their applause at their prima

donnas or other public favourites. Were it possible

to measure our admiration by the mere weight or size

of the bouquets, then assuredly the most exacting

ought to be more than satisfied. But if the taste

and beauty of the gift are to be taken into account,

then assuredly an elegant button-hole from Covent

Garden or a single Rose-bud supported by its own
verdant leaf express more admiration and a higher

approval than an entire barrowload of those lumps of

spoilt flowers.

This is strong language, but not stronger than the

facts warrant. Fancy going to the land of taste, La

Belle France—the fairest and most beautiful city in

the world, Paris, and hunting through most if not all

its flower-markets and flower-shops for nearly two

whole weeks and not finding in either, nor in the hands

of the fair daughters of France, a single bouquet much

if any better than that I have truly described. These

bouquets seem built on the principle that mass is

might. Only pile together sufficient flowers and the

end must be magnifiqne. The quality of the material,

however, is the most potent foctor in determining the

character of the mass. A galaxy of diamonds must be

m.agnificent, but a bushel of pa^te imitations would be

tawdry and vulgar.

The commonness of the materials of the French

bouquets is a weakness, if not necessardy a fault,

for it is one of the highest functions of taste to

redeem the commonest things from ugliness by the

touch of genius, and make them contribute to the

highest artistic ends. But bouquet-making in France

does not seem to have yet risen above the merest

mechanical rules of piling the flowers together, keep-

ing the surface even and the concentric lines tolerably

regular. Bouquet-making seems the business of the

growers and the market women at the stalls. No
one with the style, taste, or standing of the Covent

Garden artistes was seen in any of the Parisian flower

markets or shops. Taste abounds in Paris—the

picture galleries, the churches, the milliners' shops,

the parks and gardens, even the very streets are full

to overflowing with taste—but it seems to have for-

saken or never to ha\c been possessed by the bouquet

maker and floral decorator. Mr. Wills has furnished

a useful example to the Parisian of the art of the

effective and artistic arrangement of plants, though

the space at his disposal at the Exhibition is quite

inailequate to do justice to his unique abilities and

striking successes in this line. But could Mr. Wills

and his staff' of bouquelists have gone over to Paris

for a couple of months or so, and have opened an

English floral pavilion on the Champ de Mars, they

might have elTected one of the most important and

peaceful art revolutions that have ever been accom-

plished. Mere mass, heaviness, commonplace

monotony would have been dethroned from ruling

longer over bouquets in France, and lightness, grace,

taste, in a word true beauty, firmly established in

their stead.

With the Frenchman's innate love of beauty it

seems singular that e\en button-hole bouquets are

almost unseen and unknown in Paris. True, you

mally meet a gentlemen with a Rose-bud

or a finished button-hole in his coat. But that proves

nothing to the purpose, as Paris is now completely

invaded with foreigners, in the ratio probably of two

of the latter to one native. The markets and florists'

shops afford a better criterion of the tastes and wants

of the people, and in them button-hole bouquets are

conspicuous by their absence.

And yet the demand for cut flowers seems enor-

mous, and the supply looks practically inexhaustible

—basketsful, stallsful, streetsful, marketsful, shopsful

in all directions ; and ladies and gentlemen load them-

selves with the bunches and bouquets, and seem

complacently satisfied. This satisfaction with flowers

as they are seems the greatest difficulty in the way of

improvement. An intelligent Frenchman who freely

admitted the immense superiority of the bouquets and

cut flowers of London, only shrugged his shoulders

when it was suggested to open a flower-shop on the

English model in the Champs Elysee or Rue Rivoli,

and remarked that Monsieur might starve while

elevating the taste and changing the fashions of his

countrymen and countrywomen.

The fact is, there is nothing so conservative as

fashion and art, true or false ; hence, in a capital

everywhere scarred and marred by the traces of such

sudden, frequent, and great political changes, it

might probably take half a century to change the

style of floral bouquets ; anil yet changes must come.

Were I a younger man I should like to try the experi-

ment of an English florist's style and material in

Paris. More and better in the way of taste might

also be made out of the poorest material. The lumps

might be broken up into something approaching

sparks, rays, or sprays of beauty. One-third of the

flowers now employed in bouquet-making and room

decoration would produce a much more artistic effect.

If mass is might, and may at times dazzle by its mere

magnitude, it is ever in danger of landing us in vul-

garity. The men or the women who pride themselves

chiefly in the number and cost of the flowers with

which they affect to grace but not seldom cumber
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Iheir feasts, may be exceedingly rich, but lack the

higher charm of true refinement and real nobility.

Charity covers a multitude of sins, but quantity can

never conceal the want of quality, nor hide the more

serious lack of taste.

If bouquets and floral decorations arc deficient in

the latter in France, as I contend they are, this can

only arise from delegating the work to the wrong

hands. Who that has walked with glowing admira-

tion through the French half of the Exhibition and

admired the displays of genius, inspired by the percep-

tion and love of beauty as seen in the exquisite designs

and workmanship of their lace, tapestries, silks,

bronze, glass, to quote no more, but must feel that

a mere tithe of the same delicacy and lightness of

touch applied to flowers would make the French the

first and best bouquetists in the world.

It must also be admitted that the dog-days are not

the best season for choice flowers. Doubtless in the

early spring, when white Lilac, Valley Lilies, Violets,

Camellias, Hyacinths, Spin-eas, &c., crowd the

markets, the bouquets are more beautiful than^ now.

Credit must also be given for the liberal use in the

Halles Centrales and other markets of mere wild um-

belliferous and other flowers that would be regarded

as weeds in England. But the large massing up or

piling together ruins all, and a lighter touch, more

variety, less material and formality, and last, but by

no means least, wider fringes for Maidenhair Ferns,

are essentially needful to raise the French bouquets of

the day from the low level of commonplace to the

higher plane of true art. D. T. Fis/i.

JljoiHC (Torrrsponbriur.

Spiraea palmata.—Among the many herbaceous

plants now blooming this lovely Spirx-a is the most

attractive, the rich crimson-purple of its fine corymbs

of flowers rendering it an object of great beauty.

Considering the time that has elapsed since it was

first sent out, the wonder is that it is not more gene-

rally known and cultivated, as it is really one of those

good things that no one can fail to admire. Although

it will succeed in almost any soil and situation, it is

like most of the Spir.i:as, fond of moisture, as is

evidenced by the splendid condition of the plants this

season, the heavy rainfall having exactly suited their

requirements, anil caused them to come more vigorous

and healthy than I ever remember to have seen them

before. Not only is it a grand plant for the her-

baceous or shrubbery border, but it is likewise a first-

class thing for forcing, a few pots of it going far to

give quite a distinctive feature to any greenhouse or

conservatory in which they may be used. The best

way of growing it for this purpose is to plant it out

in rich soil in some convenient spot where it can be

well attended to with water during the summer, that

being the time to assist it in forming and developing

the full pot crowns from which the flowers are pro-

duced. Restricted to the limited area of a pot they

invariably become starved and poor compared with

such as have more liberal treatment and an abundance

of root-moisture to suit their half aquatic nature.

The finest plants we have of it here are growing in a

deep greasy sand, where they get partial shade from

trees, and on these the flowers last longer and are

more highly coloured than those produced by others

more fully exposed. In planting this and other

varieties of Spirsas a fine efiect may be produced by

grouping them together according to height and habit,

S. japonica or S. Filipcndula flore-pleno coming in

admirably for the foreground, and such as S. Aruncus

for the back. Brought into juxtaposition in this way

they help to show each other up, and are far more inter-

esting than when grown as isolated specimens, except,

it may be, in herbaceous borders, where single plants

look best. The readiest mode of increasing S. pal-

mata is by division, which may be done at any time

during winter or early spiring ; the latter time being

the most suitable, as then the wounded part quickly

heals over on the commencement of growth, and

there is not so much risk of losing them through

decay, which is apt to take place if the plants are

interfered with before. J. S,

The Horse Chestnut.—There was a slight printer's

error in my notes on this tree, and I am obliged to

Mr. Divers for calling my attention to it. I did not

intend to say that cows would not eat the fruit unless

the bitterness of the nut were removed. The word

"they" was printed instead of "sheep," it being a

well-known fact that the last named animals will

not eat them unprepared. I have been very much
interested in Mr. Webster's researches, and mean

to get a branch as soon as I can, and pare it

down to find the hoof with nails. The following

is a recipe for decoction of Horse Chestnut,

said to be very valuable as a tonic and febrifuge :

Bark of the tree four ounces, water two pints ;
boli

and repeat the operation a second time with the same

quantity of water ; strain the two boiling liquors and

reduce to one pint by evaporation, then add one ounce

of white sugar. Dose, a cupful once a day. The

febrifuge principle of the bark is called "Esculinc."

I/clcn E. Watmy, IJss, Hants.

The Madresfield Court Vine at the Garston
Vineyard.— In a recent number of the Gardeners'

Chronicle I noticed the eslinialiun in which this Grape

is said to be held by Mr. Cowan. No one can say

too much in favour of this noble Grape, which occu-

pies a whole house at Garston. The house is a lean-

to, and is 60 feet long by i5 feet wide. The border

was originally made and intended to be all inside, so

as to be .able to give the Vine the special treatment its

peculiarities was said to require. Mr. Cowan has

extended the border both inside and out with marked

success, and in addition the tops are being extended

into an adjoining house, which was formerly an early

Peach-house ; but Mr. Cowan has such a high opinion

of the Madresfield Court Grape that he has sacrificed

the Peach trees to make room for the extension of his

favourite Vine. The Vine, as I have said, occupies a

whole house, and will soon fill a second, and is fruited

on the "short spur," not on the long rod, as is

erroneously assumed by some people. The bunches

are long and tapering, and the berries are of unusual

size, considering that the Vine is carrying two respect-

able crops. If there is any fault to be found with the

appearance of this Grape it is in the deficiency of the

shoulder in not bearing a relative proportion to the

size and length of the bunch. Notwithstanding this

there are some splendidly shaped bunches at Garston.

Now, as to the peculiarities of this Vine every one

knows that it is " addicted to cracking," and Mr.

Cowan owes his success in the cultivation of the

Grape mainly to the fact that he has special facilities

open to him by which he can obviate this difficulty.

After the Grapes begin to colour water is withheld

from the border inside and the atmosperic conditions

of the house are also nicely guaged ;
provision is also

made for protecting the outside border in case of wet

weather—a contingency that is rather improbable

before early Grapes are disposed of. There is a large

stock of young Vines from eyes at Garston for fruiting

in pots and for planting, the condition of which would

do credit to a Meredith in his palmiest days. Mr.

Cowan has devoted considerable personal attention to

his young Vines, and the result is alike creditable and

highly satisfactory. W. Hinds.

In answer to "Subscriber's" enquiry at p.

S32, in reference to the cracking of this fine highly

flavoured Grape, and which I think is generally

admitted to have a tendency to crack, I would say

that in my judgment the best way to prevent its

doing so is to ventilate early and somewhat freely,

and crop heavily. Some five years ago I cropped

a cane of this Grape very heavily—so heavily indeed

that some of my brother gardeners who saw the

Vine considered they would never ripen, which

however, they did, and to my entire satisfaction,

without showing the slightest symptom of cracking.

Last year I did not crop so heavily—the object in

view being to obtain larger bunches, as in previous

years. The bunches were thinned well out, and the

berries promised to be of an enormous size, but just

as they were beginning to colour they showed symp-

toms of cracking, when I had the house kept drier

and ventilated more freely, and with tolerable success.

This year, in the early house—just before the berries

began to colour— I made a cut nearly half-through the

shoots on which the bunches were, between the

bunch and the joint preceding it, and through which

wound the surplus sap could flow—acting as a kind

of tap to carry off the superabundance—which

without a doubt is the cause of the Madresfield Court

Grapes cracking, all other points being properly

attended to—and with the desired result. //. W.
Ward, Longford Castle, Salisbury.

Berberis Darwinii as a Hedge Plant.—At

p. 827 of the Gardeners' Chronicle Mr. C. Penford

writes of the suitability of the Berberis Darwinii for a

hedge plant, and the richness and grandeur of his

hedges in spring when in flower. Would Mr. Penford

kindly state at what time of year he cuts his hedges, and

what is the mode adopted, for on this a great deal of the

flowering of this plant depends. One plant of the

B. Darwinii I have growing on a wall, that has to be

cut to keep it close to the wall, only gives a very small

show of flowers, compared with those growing in the

shrubbery that are allowed to grow as Nature directs

them ; it is on these that the grandest show is to be

seen. I had a Berberis hedge under my charge once.

About one-third of the plants in it were of B. Darwinii,

the other was a more slender-growing variety, the

flowers single and paler yellow than Darwinii, and

though there was always a good sprinkling of flowers

on both plants yet there was not enough to give any

one the idea of a wall of gold. The cutting of this

hedge deprived it of many flowers ; had it occupied a

position where no cutting would be required, such

as the edge of a wood or shrubbery, then there

would have been the full amount of flower, but

in such a position it would not be a hedge. That the

B. Darwinii is the most compact and suitable to form

a hedge of any of the family no one will doubt, but to

ensure that it will flower so abundantly under hedge

treatment after the hedge is fully grown, it will

require to be cut at a diff'erent time and in a different

way from what hedges usually are. Lines of this or

any other flowering plant may occupy positions where

there is no necessity for hard clipping or clipping

of any kind ; but then this would not be a hedge in

the sense of the word. It is entirely against Nature

to cut any plant at the time and in the manner

hedges usually are cut, and expect it to i>roduce many

flowers. Many fine shrubs on walls are almost with-

out flowers from having all the flowering-wood cut off

in winter, when the nailing and pruning of wall-plants

are usually done. Berberis, Ceanothus, Escallonia,

and Ribes, are examples of this. If they are to get cut-

ting or pruning, it should be done when their flowering

is just past. More attention to this on the part of the

cultivator would give a greater abundance of flowers

than are usually seen on such plants. P. Graham,

Lays^vood.

Plantago major.—It may interest your readers

to know the measurements of some specimens of the

common Plantain (Plantago major) that I gathered

on the borders of a cornfield near Folkestone on

July 13. I took home four of the largest spikes.

The length of the largest, taken from the point at

which it sprung from the ground, was 26j inches,

the length of the inflorescence 14J inches, the circum-

ference of the stem J inch, and that of the inflor-

escence in its thickest part was \\ inch. The

smallest of my four specimens was 2oi inches in

height, and the inflorescence ilj inches long. They

were all firm, well-developed specimens, not at all

"drawn," as might have been expected from their

great length. They were all of about the same cir-

cumference, ranging from \ inch to \-.t inch. E. T. M.

Fungus on Roots.—From a close observ.ation ol

this and other parasitic fungi frequently found on the

leaves of plants, I am of opinion that in the majority

of cases the affection arises from the root, and I am
the more convinced of this from the trouble I have

had with the soil forming many of our borders, in which

mycelium had spread to such an extent that I have

had to take the whole of it out, and replace it with

fresh, and although this has been done for more than

a year the Peach trees and Vines are still showing the

injurious effect it has had on them. The loam form-

ing these borders was a top spit t.aken from the park,

and had a good deal of fibre and other undecomposed

vegetable matter, such as short grass and moss, on

the surface, and as the turf was used fresh and dry

seasons followed, the vegetable portions of the soil,

instead of rotting, generated fungus, which fastened

itself to the roots of the trees in such a manner as to

form a perfect network under the bark. Till this took

place no Vines or Peach trees could be healthier or

more vigorous, as many can testify who knew and

visited this place a few years back, but instead of

keeping up to the standard attained they flagged under

bright sunshine and failed to aflbrd the crops we
had been accustomed to get. Not only have fruit

trees suffered from these fungoid attacks at the roots,

but many young valuable Conifers have been lost

here from the same cause, and others at the present

time are dragging out a miserable existence, although

they are not looking nearly so bad this season as last,

which improvement is due to the heavy rainfall we
have had, so saturating the ground as to destroy the

greater portion of the parasite that had fastened itself

on their vitals. With this I send you some leaves

of the Peaches affected, that you may see the different

stages of the disease and the form it takes ; but when

more fully developed, the pustules on the under-sides

exude a snuflT-like dust, which viewed through a

microscope has the appearance of small grains of seed.

You will observe that during the earlier stages, or

when it first shows itself, that it is entirely between

the tissues ; and this made it clear to me that it niust

have its origin below, where on making an examina-

tion of the soil I soon found that such was the case.

Excepting from the action of cold or a vitiated air,

such as occurs near cities or towns, it is very rare

indeed, if ever, that their leaves are affected ; and if

we would have healthy plants, we must see that

the supply of food is not poisoned, or it is

obvious that they, like ourselves, must suffer through-

out their entire system, which at once becomes disor-

ganised in the same way that ours would. As reg.ards

the Pear-leaf fungus, if you will examine closely you

will see that it appears just in the same way as that

on the Peach-leaves sent, which is exactly between

the tissues, and the under-portion being the weakest

and most tender it dcxelopes itself there. I have seen

a great many Pear trees growing in different parts of

the country, but where the soil is deep and cool, and

of a nature suited to their requirements, I have

never yet found any affected with this fungus growth

on the foliage. If it be an atmospheric affair,

how comes it that there is this exemption, and that
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we only find it in gardens that are naturally dry, or

amongst trees that have a good deal of undcconiposed
manurial matter worked in about them ? Some years

since I had a great number of pyramids that had been

planted where some old Asparagus beds had been
destroyed, the roots from which left in the ground soon

lold a tale, as round the collars of the trees, issuing from

the bark, sprang minute Mushrooms, while the leaves

and fruits were spotted to such a degree that it was
apparent something must be done if they were to be

rendered of any future use. Trenching was at once

decided on, and this was carried nearly a yard deep
;

and, as the work went on, heavy dressings of clay

were mixed in, the result of which is that the trees

are now all what can be wished. On a west wall,

however, we have some trees of a great age, which till

the dry summers we have had of late were always

healthy, but which last year were as badly affected

with leaf-fungus as any I ever saw. This was par-

ticularly the case where some beds of preserving

grow it in their hedges. They have an idea that it is

baneful to corn. I believe that .Sir J. Banks and others

supposed that the .-Ecidium berberidis fungus infest-

ing this shrub generated the dust which gave rise to

thePuccinia, which is called "rust" when it appears on

growing corn ; and so the Barberry has in agricultural

districts acquired a bad reputation. No farmer in Hants

or Sussex likes to cultivate it. I was much amused
once when at a farmhouse by seeing the fowls stand

on tiptoe to pick the fruit of one of these shrubs on the

lawn, and when they had cleared the lower branches

hop high from the ground to reach others. The lady

called it " the Pipperidge bush," but said she must

cut it down, as they were going to grow Wheat in the

field next the house the following year. Helen E.
Watney.

Arums in Flower in July.—Most of our Arums
are standing round a tank of water, and have had a

liberal supply. The result—they are blooming freely.

Fig. 12.—PERNETTYA CILIARIS.

Strawberries stood near and helped to rob the soil

of its moisture, and where no doubt strawy manure
had been used before planting. Anyhow an exami-

nation of the border soon showed where the mischief

lay ; owing to press of work we have not yet

been able to break up the ground and give them a little

fresh loam, but as soon as we can do this I am confi-

dent that the leaves will, after a season or so, assume
a healthy look, and be free from all warty excresences.

Voung trees on the same wall that have been recently

transplantetl in fresh soil have their foliage without

spots, although they are directly between those

already alluded to ; and it is evident, therefore, that

if the fungi were propagated and spread by means
of spores falling about or carried by the wind, that

these trees would not have escaped. J. S. [The Pear-

leaves were affected with a minute mite, not a fungus.

Eds.]

Berberis v. Wheat If the Berberis Darwinii

bears the same character as the Berberis vulgaris it

will be long before the fanners can be induced to

but, like Mr. Shirley Hibberd's, the flowers are much
smaller than those produced in winter, spring, or

summer under glass. I do not, however, attribute

this to weakness but to heat. Try to grow an Arum
under glass in a temperature of 85° or 90^ and note

the result. Leaves and flowers would be as small as

they are now in the open air. The -Vrum, in fact,

does not like hard forcing, and the flowers and leaves

are the finest in a temperature of from 45^ to 55°.

Such has at least been my experience. Apropos of

those smaller summer flowers it may be added that

they are more useful for decorative purposes than the

finer ones. It needs tall, somewhat massive vases to

do justice, that is, form a suitable base for fine

flowers of this grandest of all our old common plants

for choice decorative effects. Arums with their own
or Caladium leaves are perfect ; Fern leaves are

altogether out of place. .Such long and rather narrow-

leaved Caladiums as picturatum and Belleynnei are ad-

mirably adapted for association with the flowers of

the Calla. One of the novelties of the Parisian flower

markets in the middle of June consisted of numbers

of plants of the variegatcd-leavcd variety flowering

freely in 8-inch pots. I did not see any of the plain-

leaved or common Calla in the markets, and it would

appear as if the variegated sort, not very common in

England, were chiefly used in France for summer
flowering. The plants were fresh and healthy, as if

they had just come into bloom, and the flowers were

of the normal size, which is generally considerably

smaller than the plain-leaved sort. The variegated

variety is worth growing for its leaves alone, the

white splashes and lines on the dark green ground

being rich and striking. D. T. Fiih.

Pernettya ciliaris [fig. 12].—We send you in a box

per post two branchlets of this beautiful flowering shrub,

which we think deserves to be given in your pages

by the pencil of your artist. The beauty of its pure

w^hite bell-shaped flowers surpasses even that of the

Lily of the Valley. It was in spring in full flower in

one of our greenhouses, and some of the jilants were

a perfect mass of bloom. Though growing under

glass it is quite hardy, the natural time for flowering

being April and May; at any rate it would prove

quite hardy against a wall. We believe it has not

been often seen in flower—indeed, several nursery-

men and gardeners have admitted to us that they

never saw it flowered before, but we will be glad to

hear from any of your correspondents, through your

columns, how it behaves under their treatment.

A'. &• A. Morrison, The .Wurscrics, Elgin, N.B.
[Pernettya ciliaris of Don, D.C. Proil. vii., 5S7, seems

to have dropped out of cultivation. It is a native of

Mexico, and was figured in the fruiting state in the

Journal of the Hortietiltural Society, vi., 268. It was
originally introduced by Messrs. Veitch, and was
found by them to be hardy at their nurseries at Combe
\Vood, where possibly it may still be found. Eds.]

Flower Sermons.—Flower sermons, inaugurated,

I believe, by the universally popular Dean Stanley,

are becoming more general each season. I lately had
the pleasure of listening to one, delivered to children

in the Congregational Church, Anerlcy, by the Rev.

[. llalsey. A preliminary circular begged all attend-

ing the service to bring flowers with them, which were
the s.ame evening forwarded to the nurses of St.

Thomas' Hospital for distribution among the patients.

The text chosen for the occasion was the trite one

—

'* All flesh is grass," but the similes and figures drawn
from it were fresh and interesting, and well compre-
hended, if the intelligent expressions of the children's

faces were a true index to their minds. As an instance

of the vast difference to be found in plants of the

same species two grasses were exhibited—a very long

Bamboo-cane and a handful of the grasses growing
close to the church. The individual bouquets were

not, I must confess, put together with much taste or

artistic discrimination, quantity and brilliant hues

appeared most sought after, but the centre of the

church around the pulpit was most chastely arranged.

Raised on a semi-circular stand the plants were placed

in tiers, colour being provided by Roses and scarlet

Pelargoniums only, while elegance and grace, coolness,

and repose were found in the ever refreshing masses

of green foliage. Cycads, Palms, Indiarubber plants,

and Ferns formed a basis of operations, out of which

was raised a floral decoration at once rich, pleasing,

and appropriate. The very name of sermon is apt to

impress us with an idea of a dry lecture, a verbal

castigation for our faults to which we would rather

not listen ; the very notion appals young children,

but to disabuse their minds of such a prejudice it is

only necessary to let the first discourse they hear from

the pulpit be a flower sermon, then instead of avoiding

they will desire to go to church ; their belief in a

beneficent Creator must be greater when they have

seen and studied, if only for a time, the glory of His

works. T, S. J.

The Duke of Buccleuch Grape.—How often

will " Amateur " have to reiterate his wonderful

story about this Grape to convince your readers that

with him it has proved a veritable success ? I have

noted the nearly self-same statement from him three

or four times within the past twelvemonths, and I

venture to say he might continue till Doomsday with-

out being any nearer the mark if he can furnish no

better evidence than he has done in the past. What a

pity such an illustrious name requires to be bolstered

up by such miserable reports. It has been planted

with him for five years, and during that time he only

records a product of seven bunches with "berries

equal to Black Hamburghs in size and plumpness.'' I

need hardly say he has only chronicled a most signifi-

cant tailure. It is lucky for "Amateur" that he is

an amateur, and thus has only his own whims and

fancies to please, because no gardener who has either

to keep up a supply for family use or make a liveli-

hood from it, could aflbrd to grow Grapes upon his

principle. It so happens that I have charge of a

vinery which was planted in the spring of 1873. I am
this season taking eight bunches from most of the

rods, last year I took six, and in the previous years

just what I thought was in proportion to the age and
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strenglh of the Vines, yet they arc every year improv-

ing in vigour and appearance. When planting this

house I got a fruiting cane of the Duke, but it pro-

ducer! nothing and grew little. The following year I

inarched it upon IJurchard's Prince, a rank-growing

variety, but although the connection was complete

it refused to grow when severed from the parent plant.

I have still a plant in a pot which I struck from an

eye, but it can scarcely be said to " live— it only

exists." I have watched most attentively the progress

of this discussion since its commencement, but hnd

not intended to take any part therein, and have only

been goaded on to it by " Amateur's " persistence.

Just let me say one word about the Madresfield Court

Grape. It must be very soothing to the mind of the

raiser to find it rising so much in general estimation

after all the obloquy that has been cast upon it since

its introduction. I planted it five years ago in the

house I have just noticed as a fruiting cane, when it

promised so well I retained it in its place, and ever

since I have reason to rejoice I did so. I have eight

as fine bunches upon it as need be wished for ; they

are just at the trying period, and it may be too soon

to " holler," but past experience leads me to expect it

will pull through most creditably, as I have never

been annoyed with split berries since the first year,

when some of them went wrong. I see "Subscriber"

in enquiry column seeking a preventive to this. My
reply is to crop heavier than most other sorts (there is

never any scarcity of bunches showing upon this Vine),

and water none after it begins to show the least tinge

of colour. Scotia.

Glaux maritima.—Will you kindly name the

enclosed plant ; it grows on the sea-shore, and is used

in infusion by the country people as a remedy for

eruptions or irritation of the skin. They call it

"Scurvy of the sea," but I cannot find any such

name in my books on plants, whether garden or wild.

Guernsey. [The plant is Glaux maritima, but wc are

not aware of its "virtues." Eds.]

Crowning the Rosiere.—During summer, in all,

or almost all the villages of France, a fete somewhat
resembling in character the old English celebration of

May-day is still popular; it is called the " Crowning
of the Rosiere," and is in efil'ect the placing of a

wreath of Roses upon the head of some young girl

chosen, not, as we may infer from Tennyson's poems
was the case in England, for her youth and beauty,

but for her virtues. Nor is the reward merely flatter-

ing, it is substantial as well—the fair Rosiere is the

queen of a day, who bears away, not only the tem-

porary crown of flowers but also a large purse : this

latter being as a rule the gift of the lord of the manor.

In different districts different customs prevail ; but

the rule appears to be, that she who combines the

greatest number of virtues shall be the recipient of the

crown awarded, generally by the municipal council

and always publicly. In one place La Rosiere must
not marry for twelvemonths after her corona-

tion, in others she has to choose a husband the

moment the ceremony is over. Last week two of

these interesting ceremonies took place in the environs

of Paris. At ^lontreuil the fair Rosiere, after being

crowned, makes choice of a husband ; it is scarcely

necessary to say she finds but little difficulty in this
;

she is then accompanied by hery?(7/;a', and proceeds

to the Mairie, where the civil marriage is performed,

after which she is led to the church, where the reli-

gious ceremony is enacted, and the bride is presented

by the Mayor with the purse, the gift of a farmer who
first bestowed it in 1852. At Enghien the purse

founded by the Marquis de la Coussaye contains

1329 francs ; it is this year awarded to I\Idlle. Maria
Prevost, god-daughter of the Prefect of the Seine-et-

Oise, who in full official costume had the pleasure of

presenting the reward. Every village is of course en

fete for the occasion, and flowers and ribbons, with

all the other et cicfcras of village decoration, are em-
ployed with that regard to artistic taste and profusion

so characteristic of the people of France. T. S. J.

The Late Rose Show at the Crystal Palace.
—In reply to the charges contained in your report of

the National Rose Society exhibition held at the

Crystal Palace on June 29, we beg to state (i) That
we are in no way answerable for the reception which
any member of the Press (according to your account)

met with at the hands of the Crystal Palace authori-

ties, one of us having a week before spoken to the

secretary, and been assured that they would be ad-

mitted, as on their own Rose Show, without any
difficulty. (2.) That every member who had paid his

subscription received his tickets— the_ instructions

being given by the executive committee to the hon.
treasurer that they were not to be sent unless it was
paid. In the case of the gentleman alluded to, we have
a letter now before us from him, dated July 6, asking
about the accounts, so that clearly he has not paid.

[We should have thought the fact of his being the

donor ofa special prize would have entitled him to some
consideration, Eds.] (3.) That the subject of re-ad-

mission was taken into consideration, and the Crystal

Palace authorities asked to sanction it ; their reply

was, it was the rule of the Palace not to re-admit with-

out repayment, and that they could not break through

it ; and the only relaxation of the rule we could obtain

was to get tickets for the assistants of exhibitors to

return at half-past 5 o'clock, and these when applied

for were granted. We have only to add that all the

reporters of the gardening papers do not seem to have

met with the difficulty yours did. [Three out of four

representatives of the gardening journals, and the

gentleman who represented the French Journal lies

koses, experienced the inconveniences that our reporter

complained of. Eds.] //. Honywood ITOml'rain,

Edward hiawlcy, Hon. Sees,

Birds in the Belfry: Between Two Fires.—Had
the genial writer at p. 7 left out the sparrow, I, as a

practical cultivator, responsible for the continuous

supply of a largish family, would have held my pence.

It is hard, however, to do so when the sparrow is

included amid the gardener's list of friends. He has

no enemy, exclaims " T. G.," but the cat. Indeed !

Does the writer mean to say that we, who sorely

against our wills are compelled to kill the sparrow

to save our Peas, have cat-like cruel natures ? I

enclose you a fair sample of the sparrow's doings among
our Peas. And that is how he would serve the lot

if not kept in check. ," No enemy but the cat," what
about the cooks, were these shells sent in instead

of juicy green Peas ? These rhapsodies on birds are

worse than the mf)st extravagant rhapsodies on Roses.

The latter harm no one much, and give enthusiasts

much pleasure. The former often do much harm to

a most deserving class of men—gentlemen's gardeners.

The praise of birds not seldom brings serious trouble

and blame to them. Not seldom gardeners are

placed between two fires ; one is sentiment, the other

fact. And these two are as opposite as the master

and mistress I first served. The former was deter-

mined that his vineries should grow nothing but

Grapes, his Peach-houses nothing but Peaches.

Some semi-mad doctor had persuaded him
that the exhalations and excretions of all other

plants were poison to these two, his favourites :

hence his stringent orders for their exclusion.

The latter, his sister, was equally determined that

vineries and Peach-houses should be furnished with

flower plants ; hence boxes of bulbs and seeds from

the Cape, India, Australia, and gifts of plants from
Land's End to John o' Groats, poured in, and the

contest was fierce and strong until the houses were
crammed. Only the initiated can imagine what a

potent power sentiment has in the management of

most gardens. That sentiment often takes a bird

direction ; when it does, the order to destroy no birds

goes forth in truly Mede and Persian law fashion.

Aleanwhile, few things are more prosaic or matter-of-

fact than the demands on private gardens ; e\'erything

must be had in plenty in its season, from the Pine-apple

in the stove to the humblest herb and fruit : hungry
birds meanwhile must be fed, as they must not be

removed. The result is, every crop is injured, not a

few wholly destroyed ; and the gardener, failing

through no fault of his to supply the wants of the

family, first loses character, and finally place. And so

ends not a few bird rhapsodies. I admire the writer's

sentiment—it is very genial, gossiping, pleasing ;

only let me beg of him to keep his sparrow's in the

belfry. The more of them there, if built in, all the

better—the fewer in the garden ; and I should be glad

to supply him with a thousand, and the blackbirds

and thrushes to keep the sparrows company, or to

furnish the owl's kitchen and larder abundantly. Our
fruit crops and vegetables would feel the benefit of their

speedy disestablishment from their gardens, in which
one's life almost becomes intolerable in dry weather
through the maintenance of a perpetual warfare with

feathered friends and foes. Swifts, owls, starlings,

are all very well, though the latter play terrilile havoc
with thatched buildings, and their terrible chatter in

the early morning is no joke to tired and weary men,
who want to sleep at least till 5 a.m. ; but sparrows
in the garden in any considerable numbers are quite

unbearable, and blackliirds and thrushes in scores,

hundreds, thousands, dri\'e gardeners to despair, if

not actual madness. Net them out ! Sheer senti-

ment. Unless you have nets of steel wire it is hope-

less. As well attempt to sweep the ocean waves from

covering the shingle with a birch-broom, as eflectually

protect the crops of the garden from flying hosts of

hungry birds with the ordinary nettings employed for

those purposes. Nets at a penny or so a square yard

are simply a mockery, a delusion, and a snare. D. T,

Fis/u

Lime Trees.— One of the most pleasing features in

and around the district of Dulwich, Norwood, &c., are

the splendid specimens of Lin>e trees, at present

(Jidy 15) in full fiower. Always beautiful, the Lime is

exceptionally so when in full bloom, the air is loaded

with the delicious odour exhaled from the myriad
pendent pale green bunches of flowers which hang
beneath the leaves and almost hide the ample foliage

from an upward glance. One remarkable feature in

reference to these trees is the total absence of bees : I

could not catch the drowsy hum of these busy workers
about any one specimen—a fact the more noteworthy
as I retain a vivid recollection of a North-country
village where the ancient churchyard was rendered
umbrageous by some magnificent Lime trees, whose
countless blossoms were the resort of such a number
of bees that their soothing hum was perfectly audible
during service, and seemed to have a most somno-
lescent effect, if I may judge by the number of per-

sons who slept peacefully through the delivery of the

gentle admonitions of the genial Rector. 7\ S. J,

Reports of Societies.

Torbay Horticultural : July 2.—Nothing can be
more out of place at a flower show than a pitiless wet
day, a thick rain falling out of low heavy clouds with-

out intermission ; but this was, unfortunately, the

accompaniment of the above exhibition. It was the

more to be regretted because it was a really good
show, comprising some features of unusual merit and
many of great interest. Towards evening the weather
cleared a little, but too late to convert a disaster into

a success. The tents were pitched in the grounds of

Apsley House, the residence of the Rev. W^. B.

Davies, which is almost in the heart of the town.

There were four tents in all, the largest being filled

with plants. If the contents here could have been
arranged with a little taste and judgiuent this tent

would have been an excellent show in itself. Fore-

most was a splendid collection of eighteen stove and
greenhouse plants, staged by Messrs. Lucombc, Pince

& Co., nurserymen, Exeter, in the class for nursery-

men, and to which the 1st prize was awarded. This
comprised the following flowering plants :—Alla-

manda Hendersoni, A. nobilis, A. grandiflora, Ixora
Colei and I. Dixiana, Dipladenia amabilis, Dasy-
lirion gracile, Darwinia tulipifera, and Eucharis ama-
zonica. Of foliaged plants Croton Disraeli, a splen-

did piece ; C. Johannis, very fine ; C. volutus, a

great novelty, but somewhat too formal in appearance
to make a good exhibition plant ; Cycas revoluta,

Maranta illustris, Geonoma Seemanni, Gleichenia

dicarpa, Nepenthes phyllamphora, and Dicksonia
squarrosa ; 2d, Mr. W. B. Smale, Torquay Nur-
series. In the class for twelve stove and greenhouse
plants open to amateurs there was a very keen com-
petition, the 1st prize going to G. Tanner, Esq.,

Paignton (Mr. Burridge, gr.), who had a good lot,

consisting of Dipladenia amabilis, Allamanda nobilis,

A. Hendersoni, Vinca oculata. Erica Candolleana,
Croton interruptus, Lalania borbonica, Caladium
Veitchii, very fine ; Croton variegatus, very good ;

C. Weismanni, and Alocasia macrorhiza variegata
;

2d, T. Perkins, Esq., Exeter (Mr. Prowse, gr.).

There were several smaller classes for stove and green-

house plants, but while they materially helped the

show they did not contain subjects calling for special

remark. In the class for nine Coleus, competing for

a silver cup given by C. Richardson, Esq., Madame
Singer, Paignton (Mr. Ormstone, gr.), staged a group
of plants that perhaps had never before been excelled

for size and superb finish ; they were rare examples of
high-class cultivation, grown in bush shape,

averaging 4 to 5 feet through, and 4 feet in height.

2d, G. Tanner, Esq., Paignton, with some remark-
ably good plants. Another striking feature was the

tuberous-rooted Begonias, which were represented by
large and extremely well grown and flowered plants,

making admirable exhibition subjects. A. R. Hunt,
Esq., was 1st, and the Misses Carew 2d. Vesuvius
appears to be an excellent exhibition variety. The
six Achimenes in class 9, from W. Gillon, Esq.,
Torquay, w^ere so admirably done that they were
specially Highly Commended by the judges, in addi-
tion to receiving the 1st ]irizc. They were robust

without being drawn, clean and fresh, well coloured
in the matter of varieties, and grandly flowered. Our
gardening friends in the \\'est of England are able to

turn out some things in rare style. It is impossible

to give full details in a limited space ; suffice it to say

that Balsams, Fuchsias, Pelargoniums of all kinds
(the variegated varieties well done), Caladiums, exotic

and hardy Ferns, &c., were numerous and generally
good. Roses arc always a feature at Torquay, and
some good prizes brought an excellent display. Messrs.
Curtis, Sandford »S: Co., nurser)'men, Torquay, were 1st

withseventy-two varieties, staging some capital flowers

;

2d, Mr. Geo. Cooling, Bath. Messrs. Curtis & Co.
were also 1st with forty-eight varieties ; three trusses

of each, and the same number one truss of each ;

Mr. Cooling being 1st with twenty-four varieties,

three trusses of each. In several minor classes these

well-known firms gained prizes. In the ama-
teurs' classes the leading prize was a silver

cup for forty-eight varieties, one truss of each,

which was won by Thomas Jowitt, Esq., the Old
Weir, Hereford, who staged some superb flowers.

Mr. Jowitt was also ist in several other classes ; and
Messrs. Beechcy, Pejipin, Meade, Tomlinson, and
others were well to the fore. The show of fruit was
not large, but, on the whole, creditable to the neigh-

bourhood. The best six dishes came from H. For-
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tescue, Esq. The best white and black Grapes came
from Madame Singer. In the classes for vegetables,

the best collections of twelve and six varieties came
from Madame Singer, very good lots indeed. Collec-

tions of wild flowers were a very pleasing feature,

and many other subjects were equally good.

Wimbledon and District Horticultural : July
2 and 3.—The annual exhibition of this Society was
held at Wimbledon House, the residence Sir W.
Peeke, Bart., M.P., whose well-kept garden and green-

houses were opened to the public, who largely availed

themselves of the privilege accorded. Stove and
greenhouse plants were shown in mixed collections of

flowering and fine-leaved subjects. For six Mr.
Smith, gr. to J. C. Joad, Esq., Oakfield, Wimble-
don, stood 1st, his best plants being Cattleya War-
neri, nicely flowered ; and Clerodendron Balfouri-

anum ; Mr. Moorman, gr. to the Misses Christy, was
2d, showing, amongst others, a very fine and well-

bloomed specimen of Bougainvillea glabra, and an
equally well done Statice profusa. For four stove

and greenhouse plants, Mr. Bentlcy, gr. to Sir T.
Gabriel, Wimbledon, was 1st, and Mr. J. Lyne 2a :

both exhibing medium sized specimens. Ferns
were forthcoming in fresh, healthy condition, and
consisted principally of comparatively small-grow-

ing species, Mr. Benlley was 1st with pretty evenly

grown plants, the best of which were Davallia

Mooreana, Adiantuum trapeziforme, and A. farley-

ense ; Mr. Smith was 2d. For four Ferns Mr. Lyne
was 1st, showing in his group a beautiful specimen of

Polypodium appendiculatum, one of the handsomest
of small growing Ferns, and a fine Todea pellucida

;

Mr. D. Bridger, gr. to F. B. Thomas, Esq., was a

very good 2d.

Fuchsias were better done than they are now
usually met with. Mr. W. Stratton, gr. to Miss
Forbes, was 1st with well-flowered examples ; and
Mr. Lyne 2d, with a nicely-flowered lot.

For six miscellaneous plants, in or out of flower, in

9-inch pots, Mr. .Smith came in 1st, showing the use-

ful decorative Palm, Rhapis flabelliformis, Panda-
nus Veitchii, Kalosanthes coccinea, and Aerides odo-

ratum ; 2d, Mr. Lyne. Gloxinias were better grown
than most plants in the show. Mr. Lyne's 1st prize lot

were beautifully flowered and as these plants should

be, with stout, thick, short leathery leaves, in which
case the blooms will almost invariably be found

standing well above the foliage, and on stalks strong

enough to support them, so different from the weak
flagging examples too often exhibited. In the class

for a group of eighteen foliage and flowering plants Mr.

Smith was 1st, showing a nicely grown group, com-
prising Palms, Dracaenas, Caladiums, Crotons, and
Pandanus ; 2d, Mr. Lyne, who also exhibited a well-

grown lot. Mr. Lyne took 1st with half a dozen

double Pelargoniums, much better flowered than

these plants generally are. Zonal Pelargoniums were

nicely shown, the plants not trained in the ordinary

formal shape, not very large but well bloomed, Mr.
Lyne showed the best. Mr. Stratton was 1st with a

well-managed half-dozen Lycopodiums, and Mr.
Curtis, gr. to W. Barlow, Esq., Allerton Grange,
W^imbledon, 2d. For a single specimen plant in

flower, Mr. Smith was 1st with a very good example
of Anthurium Scherzerianum, l>earing some thirty

well developed spathes. In the corresponding class

for a single fine-foliage plant Mr. Smith was 1st,

showing a finely coloured Dracaena Baptistii, one of

the best of all the large-leaved kinds ; Mr. Bridges

came in 2d with a healthy young plant of Livistona

rotundifolia.

Roses were well but not extensively shown : for

twenty-four Mr. Moorman came in 1st, and Mr.
Clark 2d. In another class for twenty-four Mr.
Moorman was likewise isl, and Mr. Kendall 2d ; and
for twelve varieties W. Scott, Esq., was a good 1st,

with the best stand of flowers in the exhibition.

Button -hole flowers were quite a feature, there

being fifteen competitors for the special prizes offered

for six. They were shown on large black cards, and

so arranged were seen to the best advantage. Miss
Parsons, Wimbledon, was 1st, Mr. Lyne 2d, and
Miss A. Parsons 3d.

Fruit was forthcoming in fair condition. In

division I. Mr. Davies, gr. to the Rev. G. Porter,

was 1st, and Mr. Fanning, gr. to Madame Digby,
Roehampton, 2d. In another class for six dishes

Mr. Davis was also 1st and Mr. Fanning 2d. For
three bunches black Grapes, Mr. Bentley 1st and Mr.
Davis 2d. Mr. Fanning came in 1st for six Peaches,

and also for six Nectarines. Mr. Mayes showed a

good dish of Black Circassian Cherries, that took the

1st prize \ and Mr. Cole was 1st for Strawberries with

James Veitch, large and fine in appearance.

Messrs. Veitch, of Chelsea ; Jackson, of Kingston
;

Rollisson A; Sons, Tooting ; and D. S. Thomson,
Wimbledon, each exhibited groups of new and rare

plants, that contributed much to the effect of the show.

A separate tent was devoted to the productions of

cottagers, who at Wimbledon meet with more encou-

ragement than usual. The display was alike satisfac*

tory to the committee and creditable to the exhibitors.

The vegetables, hardy fruit and flowers, were superior

to those ordinarily met with in such competitions.

Norfolk and Norwich Horticultural: Jnly i.—This Society held its annual summer exhibition in

Catton Park (the seat of S. Gurney Buxton, Esq.),

a delightful place, situated some two and a half miles

from Norwich. The beautiful jileasure grounds and
most of the glass erections were thrown open to the

public. The show was held in the park opposite the

east front of the mansion, three tents being called

into use. The first was devoted to Roses and other cut

flowers, the Roses alone occupying the central table,

which ran the entire length of the tent. The flowers

were in very good form, and the different classes were
well contested. The prize of ji^5 given by the President

(E. K. Harvey, Esq.) for the best forty-eight single

bloom, distinct, was won by Mr. Cant, of Colchester.

Mr. W. Nichol, gr. to T. H. Powell, Esq., of Drink-

stone Park, Bury St. Edmunds, was 2d ; and Miss
Penrice, of Witton, y\. For thirty-six single blooms :,

1st, Mr. Nichol ; 2d, Miss Penrice ; 3d, Mr. T. Rose,

of Melton. For twenty-four single blooms Miss Pen-

rice was 1st, and G. Holmes, Esq., of Brook, 2d, an

extra prize going to Mr. Nichol. For twelve varieties

the Rev. F. W. Jex-Blake, of Swanton, was a good
1st. In a class for two blooms, one to be red or pink

and the other white or yellow. Miss Penrice took the

1st prize with Niphetos and Alfred Colomb ; Mr. T.

Rose the 2d with Due de Montpensier and Madame
Lacharme ; and H. Bullard, Esq., Sheriff of Norwich,

3d, with John Stuart Mill and Marechal Niel. On a

talile placed against one side of the tent were the cut

flowers of other subjects than Roses. In the class for

twelve bunches of show Pelargoniums the Rev. C.

Fellowes, of Shottesham, took the 1st prize with

a splendid lot, the bunches as well as the intlividual

flowers being very large and handsome. For
the same number of Zonals Mr. Fellowes also

came in 1st, as well as for Sweet Williams and
Pinks. For twelve bunches of cut flowers, a bunch
of a sort, J. B. Petre, Esq., Westwick House (gr.,

Mr. J. Davison), was 1st with some really good
things cut from the stove. H. Trevor, Esq., St.

Giles's Road (gr., Mr. G. Woodhouse), was 2d.,

and the Rev. C. Fellowes, 3d. A prize was offered

for the best arranged group of flowers for the

drawing-room table, and here H. Trevor, Esq.,

canre in 1st with a very nicely arranged lot in a glass

stand. Another of the tents was devoted to pot

plants. For nine exotic Ferns, J. B. Coaks, Esq.

(gr., Mr. J. Powley), of Thorpe Hamlet, was 1st with

a most even lot of fresh, clean, and well-grown speci-

mens, consisting of Adiantum trapeziforme, A. tene-

rum, A. formosum, A. farleyense, A. cuneatum, A.
cardiochkvna, A. gracillimum, Gymnogramma och-

racea, and Adiantum concinnum latum ; 2d, Mrs.

Steward, Saxlingham Hall. For British Ferns,

J. B. Coaks, Esq. (gr., Mr. J. Powley), was 1st

again with good plants, but not the equals of the

exotics in size ; 2d, H. Trevor, Esq. (gr., Mr. G.
Woodhouse) ;

3d, the Rev. J. J. Lubbock. For six

Caladiums, Mr. Trevor was 1st with grandly grown
plants of well-known sorts. For six Coleuses, Mrs. E.

Steward, Saxlingham Hall (gr., Mr. J. Catton), was 1st

with a nice compact lot. Mrs. Steward also took the 1st

prize for Balsams. The third tent was occupied with

fruits and vegetables, and a good display was made.
For three bunches of black Grapes, ^I^. Allan (gr. to

Lord Suflield, Gunton Park) was most deservedly 1st

with large bunches of Black Hamburgh with good-
sized berries, even in form and perfect in colour and
bloom. For white Grapes the Rev. H. J. Muskett
was 1st with Muscat of Alexandria. Only one Pine

was shown, and to this, exhibited by H. Bullard,

Esq., the Sheriff of Norwich (gr., Mr. Sandford), the

2d prize was awarded. There were several Melons
shown, and Mr. Back was 1st with Hero
of Bath, Mr. Allan, of Gunton, taking the

2d. For a dish of Peaches the Marchioness of

Lothian, Blickling Hall (gr., Mr. H. Oclee), was 1st

with goofl examples of Royal George. Lord Heniker,

of Thornham Hall (gr., Mr. Perkins), was 2d with

the same kind; and W. Birbeck, Esq., of Thorpe
(gr., Mr. P. Wright), was 3d with Early Rivers. For
Nectarines, Mr. Allan, ofGunton, was 1st with Hunt's

Tawny, very good ; 2d prize went to Mr. H. Oclee,

of BHckling Hall ; and the 3d to J. Grey, Esq.,

Catton House. For .Strawberries, twenty-four berries,

there was a spirited competition: G. Holmes, Esq.,

of Brook, was 1st ; Mr. Norgage, gr. to Admiral

Corbet, of Horstead Hall, 2d ; and G. H. Christie,

Esq., 3d. For a collection of Strawberries of four

varieties, eighteen berries of each, Mr. Holmes was
again 1st, Mr. Allan 2d, and W. Birbeck, Esq. (gr.,

>lr. Wright), 3d. For a collection of fruit, six dishes,

Mr. Allan was again to the fore with a nice lot, con-

sisting of two bunches of black Grapes, good
Violette Hative Peaches, Brown Turkey Figs,

Hunt's Tawny Nectarines, President Strawberries,

and Austin's Incomparable Melon. The 2d prize

went to the Sheriff' of Norwich. There was a capital

lot of vegetables, prizes being given for single dishes

of Peas, French and Broad Beans, Cabbages, Cauli-

flowers, Lettuces, Carrots, Turnips, and Onions, and
also for Cucumbers. For a collection of vegetables,

J. B. Petre, Esq., Westwick House (gr., Mr. J.

Davison), was 1st. This collection consisted of Cauli-

flowers, Carrots, Peas, French Beans and Potatos.

Mr. Perkins, of Thornham, was 2d, with Cauliflowers,

Mushrooms, Peas, Potatos, and Globe Artichokes.

The whole of the tables in this tent were well filled,

and the productions staged much scrutinised by the

gardeners of the neighbourhood, whomusteredstrongly

in the afternoon. {From a Correspondent.)

Bitterne Horticultural : July 3.—The annual

exhibition of this small but prosperous society took

place at Shales, Bitterne, the residence of Vice-

Admiral Coote, C.B., and was one of the best the

Society has yet held. One could wish there had been

more competition in some of the classes ; but the

neighbourhood is perhaps hardly populous enough to

admit of this. Groups of nine plants, and the class for

six stove and greenhouse plants weretheleading features,

and in both Mrs. Hazelfoot, Moor Hill (Mr. Bland-

ford, gr.), was 1st, having in the former class nicely

grown examples of IMcksonia antarctica, Allamanda
grandiflora, Dendrobium nobile, Alocasia metallica,

Adiantum pedatum, and Caladium Bellemcyi ; and
in the latter class Eucharis amazonica, Clerodendron

squamatum, Rhynchospermum jasminoides, Justicia

rosea, and Mussiienda frondosa. In the class for nine

plants. Captain Andrew, R.N., and Mrs. Burrell-

Ayre were equal 2d.

The best six exotic Ferns came from Captain
Andrew, Mrs. Ayre being 2d. Mr». Hazelfoot had
the best four. Captain Andrew coming in 2d. Glox-
inias and Achimenes were fresh and pretty, and so

were Pelargoniums of all kinds ; and the nine varie-

gated Pelargoniums staged by Mrs. Hazelfoot were
admirably grown by Mr. Blandford, and decidedly

the best we have seen this season.

The Petunias, Fuchsias, and Achimenes from Mrs.

Hazelfoot were remarkably good.

The best twelve bunches of cut flowers came from
W. S. Gillett, Esq., Mrs. Hoare and Mrs. Wilson,

being equal 2d. The best twelve Roses came from

Mr. Jackson, Captain Fitzgerald and C. Purrctt,

Esq., being equal 2d. Fruit was somewhat limited

in extent but vegetables were good : gardeners,

cottagers and amateurs all showing well in their

respective classes. Table decorations always excite

much interest among the ladies of the neighbourhood,

the best single piece a chaste and pretty design

being furnished by Madame Blanche. The best button-

hole bouquets came from Miss Coote. Bouquets of
wild flowers furnished by the school children were

decidedly good, some of them arranged with consider-

able taste.

The only exhibitor in the nurseryman's class for

twenty-four plants was Mr. j. Kingsbury, Bevois

Valley Nursery, Sulhampton. Mr. Kingsbury also

had some new plants, among them a very promising

pale blue Ageratum of his own raising, likely to be

very useful for bedding purposes. Some seedling

Petunias and Pelargoniums were also of a promising

character.

Highgate Horticultural : July 4.—There arc

few of the many societies round the metropolis that

hold a position equal to this, for the simple fact that

we know of no other that can with favourable weather

secure such a numerous attendance of the public, the

result being that the Society is not hampered for want

of means, like many that have to struggle on from

year to year under financial difficulties. Then, again,

there are a number of the wealthy residents who give

handsome special prizes for various subjects ; and as

is always the case, the competition for prizes of this

description excite more interest both with exhibitors

and the public generally than the prizes offered by the

Society. The show was held at Holly Lodge, the

well-known residence of the Baroness Burdctt-Coutts,

which was no slight attraction to the surrounding

residents of this fast-increasing* neighbourhood,

and who availed themselves of the privilege. We
understand that considerably over £100 was taken at

the gates. The President, Colonel Wilkinson's,

prize for twelve plants, six flowering and six foliage,

was awarded to Mr. E. Ayling (gr. to S. Cuming,

Esq.), in whose collection were well-grown examples

of Dendrobium Pierardi latifolia, D. thrysiflorum,

bearing nine large spikes; Thunia Marshallire, Aerides

odoratum, and Eucharis amazonica, associated

with Palms and Ferns ; Mr. Sheen, gr. to E. Brook

Esq., was 2d. For the special prize given by

S. Cuming, Esq., for twenty plants in or out of

flower, Mr. Sheen was 1st with a nice group of

Palms, Crotons, Ferns, Alocasias, and Marantas

;

2d, Mr. Clarke, gr, to Sir S. H. Waterlow, who had

in his collection a good specimen of the old Erythrina

Crista-galli, Erica obbata and E. Shannoni. Palms

and Ferns : For the prizes given by E. Brooke, Esq.,

for six Palms, Mr. Ayling was well 1st, with a very

fine half dozen, in which were Hyophorije indica,

Cocos Weddelliana, and Latania borbonica ; 2d, Mr,

Sheen. Six foliage plants : These were well shown,
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Mr. Ayling again taking the lead ; 2(1, Mr. Bramlrick,

gr. to R. H. Prance, Esq. For si.x Ferns Mr. Sheen

was 1st ; 2tl, Mr. T.iylor, gr. to J. H. Gent, Esq.

In the class for sLx Orchids Mr. Ayling was 1st

with a very neatly flowered lot, including Dendro-

liiinii Falconcri, U. suavissinuim, Anguloa Clowesii,

and the white-flowered Cypripedium niveum. Mr.

Brandrick, who was 2d, showed a large-flowered .So-

bralia macrantha, and the singular Angrrecum cauda-

tum. Mr. Ayling also took the 1st prize with a

beautiful box of twelve varieties of cut flowers, mostly

consisting of Orchids. Roses, iot so near London,

were nicely shown.
Fruit was fairly represented in quantity and

generally in good condition. Mr. Birse, gr. to J. H.
Lerniitte, Esq., was 1st for si.x dishes, showing Black

Hamburgh and Buckland Sweetwater Grapes, a good

dish of Royal George Peaches, Violette Hative

Nectarines and Strawberries, and a Melon. Three

bunches Black Hamburgh Grapes : equal 1st, Mr.

Birse and Mr. Clarke. Three bunches white Grapes:

1st, Mr. Brandrick ; 2d, Mr. Clarke. Six Peaches :

1st, Mr. Reeves, gr, to Mrs. Heal, with Stirling

Castle in line condition. Six Nectarines : 1st, Mr.

Birse, showing Violette Hative well coloured. Mr.

Sparkes, gr. to J. W. Jeakes, Esq., staged half-a-

dozen nice Pines, not for competition. Mr. Brooke's

prizes for fruit and vegetables combined : 1st, Mr.

Birse, with a very good collection ; Mr. Clarke, 2d,

also exhibiting a meritorious lot.

Cottagers' productions receive at Highgate, from the

Baroness Burdett-Coutts and others, very great en-

couragement, and the quantity of well grown culinary

vegetables, hardy fruit and flowers exhibited is an

evidence of what may be accomplished at so short

a distance from London even in an ungenial season

like the present has been.

Tunbridge Wells Horticultural : July 5.—This
society is proverbially lucky in the matter of weather,

and a line day is its invariable heritage. As usual

the show took place in the grounds adjoining the

Calverley Hotel, while the cut flowers and fruits were

in the Public Hall, through which the visitors pass to

the grounds. The exhibition at Tunbridge Wells is

always rich in two strong features, viz., fruit and

table decorations. Both were admirably shown on

this occasion. In the class for black Grapes, three

bunches of Black Hamburghs were generally shown,

and some splendid examples were staged—there

being some fourteen competitors. The best—and

they were very fine—came from Sir Julian Goldsmid,

Bart., M.P., Somerhill Park (Mr. T. Hopgood, gr.)

;

R. Leigh, Esq., Maidstone (Mr. C. Haycock, gr. ),

being 2d ; and C. Reilly, Esq., Nevill Park (W.
Scammell, gr.), 3d. Muscat of Alexandria had the

lead in the class for white Grapes, the best three

bunches being staged by T. Holman, Esq., East

Hoathley (Mr. H. Blundell, gr.) : Lord De Lisle,

Penshurst (Mr. T. Bridger, gr. ), being 2d. Foster's

Seedling and Golden Champion were well shown, the

latter a little unripe. In the class for three varieties

of Grapes, exclusive of Black Hamburgh, the best

three bunches came from Bayham, the residence of

the Marchioness Camden (Mr. W. Johnston, gr.),

and consisted of Duke of Buccleuch—very fine

;

Buckland Sweetwater and Auvergne Frontignan

—

all good examples ; 2d, H. B. Mildmay, Esq.,

Sevenoaks (Mr. Burt, gr.), with Foster's Seedling,

Buckland Sweetwater, and Black Prince. The best

collection of fruit for quality and arrangement came
from Mr. T. Hopgood, and consisted of a Pine-apple,

black Grapes, Peaches, Strawberries, Raspberries, ^c,
all in capital condition ; 2d, J. Deacon, Esq., Mable-
don Park (Mr. A. Henderson, gr.), with some good
fruit nicely arranged. Pines were represented by
some good Queens, and Peaches were remarkably
good, the 1st prize dish of Crimson Galande, from H.
Brenchley, Esq., Staplehurst (Mr. T. Bashford, gr.),

were wonderful fruit. Noblesse came 2d, a fine dish

coming from Mr. Fennell. In the class for Nec-
tarines Mr. Bashford had a very fine dish of Stanwick
Elruge, which gained the 1st prize ; J. Norris, Esq.,

Blctchingly, coming in 2d with Elruge. Melons,
Strawberries, Cherries, and Cucumbers were also

numerously and well shown.
Not only are table decorations numerously shown

at Tunbridge Wells, but the quality is very high, and
a remarkably keen competition always ensues in the

classes. They are most eleg.antly and lightly set up,

gr.acefully conceived, and executed with fine taste.

The best three pieces came from iSIrs. W. Scale,

Sevenoaks, set up in the fine style characteristic of

this lady's work ; Mrs. Bishop, Croydon, being 2d, and
Miss Fennell, Fairlawn Gardens, y\. The best

single piece came from Mr. J. Bolton, and was ex-

quisitely set up ; 2d, Mrs. W. Scale ; Miss Blanche
(Jharlton being 3d, and Miss Rachel Cox, Redleaf,

4th : all were very good. The epergnes of wild

flowers commanded general admiration, so tastefully

were they arranged. Miss Pankhurst, Tunbridge,

was 1st ; Mr. F. A. Scale, Sevenoaks, 2d ; and Mr.

J. Bolton 3d. The best GoUection of wild flowers,

properly arranged and named, came from Miss Isabella

Cox, Reilleaf. Hand bouquets and button-holes were

numerously shown.

In the classes for cut Roses Messrs. Mitchell & Sons,

Piltdown Nurseries, were 1st, forty-eight varieties,

three blooms of each ; Mr. G. W. Piper, Uckfield,

being 2d. In the class for twenty-four varieties, three

trusses of each, Messrs. T. Bunyard & Son, Maid-

stone, came in 1st, and Messrs. Mitchell & .Son 2d.

In the amateurs' classes the most successful exhibitors

were Captain Christy, Messrs. F. Warde, J. Ridout,

J. Allan, and others. The class for eighteen varieties

"of stove and greenhouse plants, cut blooms, jiroved a

very interesting one, and brought together .some

excellent things—Messrs. Bolton, Johnstone, and Burt

taking the prizes in the order of their names. In the

plant tents a certain thinness was apparent, for there

was a lack of the material usually seen there, and had

not Mr. W. Balchin come up from Brighton there

would have been serious gaps. The best group of

nine stove and greenhouse plants came from Mr. Bal-

chin ; 2d, J. J. Barron, Esq., Langton (Mr. J.

McLean, gr.). The same exhibitors also came in 1st

and 2d with eight foliaged plants.

Coleus, generally a great feature at Tunbridge Wells,

were wanting on this occasion ;
perhaps the season

had not proved favourable to their development.

Caladiums were very good, the best coming from Mr.

W. Johnstone, and the same exhibitor had the best

six exotic Ferns. i\Ir. Balchin had the best eight

exotic Ferns. Fuchsias were in force, but not so good

as we think they ought to be shown ; and Pelargo-

niums of all kinds were rather stale. Lycopods, as

usual, were very fine ; and Achimenes were good also.

One class at Tunbridge Wells causes great interest

among local exhibitors, namely, that for a group of

miscellaneous plants occupying a space 9 feet by 6

feet. Four prizes were offered, and the best and

most tastefully arranged group was adjudged to be

that from the Rev. R. V. Kinleside, Sunbury House
(Mr. F. Newm.an, gr.) ; 2d, Mr. G. Fennell ; 3d, Mr.

A. Bashford ; 4th, Mr. G. Goldsmith. Vegetables

were numerous and very good. Messrs. Veitch & Sons,

Chelsea, and Mr. B. S. Williams, HoUoway, sent

down from London fine groups of new and rare plants,

which proved a great treat to the visitors and were

eagerly scanned by them. The arrangements were,

as usual, of an excellent character, both for exhibitors

and judges.

Southgate Horticultural.- July 6.—This exhi-

bition was held in the grounds of Broomfield Park,

the residence of R. D. M. Littler, Esq., J. P. The
show collectively was quite equ.al to former displays

in respect to quality, but not quite so extensive as on

some former occasions. The cottagers' exhibits from

their gardens and allotments, arranged in a tent to

themselves, were as usual here an important feature,

creditable alike to the promoters and the exhibitors.

The gentlemen's gardeners of the surrounding neigh-

bourhood, .assisted by the nurserymen of the district,

had a fine display of Roses, filling the whole of one

side of a large tent. Messrs. Paul cS: Son, the Old

Nurseries, Cheshunt, staged some magnificent flowers ;

Messrs. Paul & Son, Waltham Cross ; Messrs. W.
Cutbush (& Son, Highgate and Barnet ; and Mr. W.
Rumsey, also exhibited largely. Mr. B. S. Wil-

liams and Messrs. Cutbush also exhibited good collec-

tions of new and rare plants. Stove and greenhouse

flowering plants : These were shown in very nice

condition. Mr. Graver, gr. to J. Walker, Esq.,

Amos Grove, Southgate, took the 1st prize with half-

a-dozen, his best being Anthurium Scherzerianum,

Allamanda Chelsoni, and a large well-flowered

example of Stanhopea tigrina; Mr. Osborn, gr. to

J. A. Mappin, Esq., Southgate House, was 2d.

Six fine foliage plants : These also were well done.

Mr. Hughes, gr. to Mrs. Adams, Enfield, was

awarded 1st, having in a nice group well grown
specimens of Areca Vershaffeltii, and Croton

niajesticus. Six exotic Ferns ; Mr. Osborn came
in 1st easily, showing amongst others beautiful

specimens of Neottopteris australasica and Dav.allia

Mooreana. Mr. Graver took 1st with the highest

coloured half-dozen Coleus we recollect to have

seen—not large plants, but dense and full of foliage.

Mr. Graver was also 1st for six Cockscombs, with

dwarf, well grown plants of his fine strain.

Cut flowers.—.\mateurs' Roses were well shown in

a good competition. Mr. Graver took 1st for twenty-

four, and Mr. Duflield, gr. to H. K. Mayor, Esq.,

Winchmore Hill, 2d. Mr. Trebble, gr. to J. Miles,

Esq., was 1st for twelve with the best competing
stand in the exhibition. Twelve Rose-buds : Mr.
I'ullcn, gr. to — Smith, Esq., Colney Hatch, 1st,

for a handsome dozen, in which the Tea varieties

were most numerous.
Miscellaneous cut flowers are always a feature at

Southgate. For forty varieties, hardy and exotic, Mr.
Graver was easily 1st, exhibiting a fine collection of

mixed stove, greenhouse and outdoor plants. For

twenty varieties, all hardy, and twenty exotic and

hardy, Mr. Hughes was 1st.

Fruit.—Mr. Ravenhill, gr. to Alderman Sidney,

was 1st for three bunches of black Grapes, Mr.

PuUcn 2d. Three bunches of white Grapes : Mr.

Pullen ist, with Muscat of Alexandria, a little

deficient in colour ; Mr. Reed, gr. to R. D. M.
Litler, Esq., 2d, showing Foster's Seedling. Three

dishes of Strawberries.—These, as generally the case

here, were very fine, Mr. Graver having splendid

cx.amples of Dr. Hogg, Preinier, and President ; Mr.

Trebble was 2d, with fruit little inferior. Green-flesh

Melon : Ist, Mr. Graver ; 2d, Mr. Osborn. Scarlet-

flesh Melon : 1st, Mr. Hughes ; 2d, T. Mann, Esq.

Collection of hardy fruit : Ist, Mr. Graver, showing,

amongst others, splendid Cherries and Strawberries.

An extra prize was deserverlly awarded to Mr.

Ravenshill for a beautiful dish of Royal George

Peaches.

Ealing, Acton, and Hanwell Horticultural ;

July 10.—Perhaps for the last time in the course of a

history that is horticulturally famous, Ealing Park was

on the loth inst. the scene of a large flower show

and the rendezvous of a brilliant company. Mr. J. S.

Budgett, so long the tenant of this delightful spot, and

during that time a munificent supporter of the local

society, will shortly quit it for a new home ; and it is

feared that, as was so humorously expressed at the

special luncheon—over which the Right Hon. S. H.
Walpole presided, and where the owner, Sir Trevor

Lawrence, and Mr. Budgett were guests—thecharming

park would presently be converted into a garden in

which were grown only those plants that were watered

with ground rents. In other words the destiny of the

place would seem to be that of a "magnificent and

truly delightful building site," as it may perhaps figure

in some auctioneer's announcement. The grounds

being thrown open to visitors there were few that did

not avail themselves of the chance once more to

inspect the beautiful trees with which the place

abounds, admire the grandly coloured group of

Golden Queen Hollies at the end of the lawn, and to

be enraptured with the splendid Deodar glade, one of

the most beautiful groups of these fine Conifers to be
.

found in the kingdom. Whatever may befall the

outer grounds, for old association sake and still

more for its inherent beauties, it is earnestly to be

desired that these enclosed pleasure grounds may be

spared from desecration by the modern Goths and

Vandals, the brick and mortar-stucco-plaster-run-up-

speculation builders of the present day.

Of the show itself it is pleasant to be enabled to

write in high praise of the quantity of the exhibits

and the general good quality, and the excellence

of the arrangements for conducting the exhibition.

Three large tents were used to hold the various

classes. One contained groups and classes of large

plants placed upon the ground ; a second was

filled with smaller plants, table decorations, cut

Roses, and other flowers, fruits, and vegtables ; and a

third was almost exclusively filled with cottagers' pro-

ductions—a marvellous feature at Ealing at all times,

and more so than ever this year. When it is stated

that about twenty entered for each class of six dishes

of vegetables, eighteen for four sorts, and about

twenty-five for three kinds, it will be understood that

the competition all through the other classes was

excessive ; and this, although the customary prizes for

Potatos were held over to the autumn show. The two

great competitors in the leading open plant classes were

Mr. Hudson, gr. to H. J. Atkinson, Esq., Gunners-

bury House, and Mr. Edwards, Mr. Budgett's

gardener. With these, nearly all through the show,

it was "Greek meeting Greek," or perhaps we may
be permitted in these days of national patriotism to

pitch that antiquated classic illustration to the dogs,

and say that it was '

' Briton meeting Briton, " with

varying success. In Ferns and foli.age plants Mr,

Hudson was exceptionally strong, having in his 1st

prize group of the former a centre plant of Dicksonia

antarctica of fine proportions, immense Davallia

Mooreana and bullata, a large Adiantum cardio-

chtena, a fine farleyense, and a good specimen

Thamnopteris nidus. i\Ir. Edwards had a capital lot

of plants. For six fine-foliage there w.as a close run,

Mr. Hudson having a centre plant in a noble specimen

Areca lutescens, about 12 feet in height ; Alocasia

metallica and Lowii, each 5 feet through ; .and

superbly leaved Cycas circinalis, and Croton pictus

and variegatus. Mr. Edwards took 2d place with a

centre plant of Areca Baueri, and round it Phcenix

reclinata, a grand Pandanus Veitchii, Alocasia Lowii,

Draca:na Voungii, and Cycas revoluta. In the class

for single specimen plants in flower Messrs. Hudson

and Edwards were placed equal Ist with fine speci-

mens of Dipladenia amabilis and Alkamanda Ilender-

soni.

An enumeration of all the awards in the plant

classes here is impossible, therefore we must be con-

lent with mention of the groups shown not for com-

petition—one sent by Mr. Kinghorn, of Richmond,

and occupying a prominent place in the plant tent,

being specially admired. Mr. Roberts, gr. to Baron

Rothschild, of Gunnersbury Park, sent a charming

and effective group of Orchids, Ferns, Drac.xnas, and

other valuable decorative plants. Mr. Pestridge, of

Boston Road Nursery, Brentford, had a large group
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of his richly colouidl bronze and tricolor Pelargo-

niums, with respect to the culture of which something
was recently said in these pages. Mr. Pestridgc states

that the richest hues, however, arc secured in spring

and autumn. Mr, G. Weedon, of Ealing, exhibited

a nice group of bedding plants, which included some
very richly coloured blue Lobelias of a fine type. Mr.
R. Dean staged a miscellaneous collection that in-

cluded several of the newest Fuchsias, some Carna-
tions in pots, including the pure white kind, Susan
Askey ; several varieties of Campanula turbinata,

and fine examples of cut Sweet Williams and white

Stocks. The cut Roses shown by the trade were a

telling feature, and, as usual, attracted great attention.

In the class open to the kingdom for thirty-six kinds

in three trusses Mr. Charles Turner, of Slough, was
1st with a beautiful lot of blooms that included several

of his most recently sent out kinds. Mr. Piper, of

Uckfield, Sussex, was 2d with fairly good flowers.

Perhaps the finest lot staged were those sent by Mr.
Cannon, manager of Messrs. Charles Lee & Sons,

Ealing ^Nursery, for amongst them were flowers that

would have taken a 1st place in any exhibition.

Messrs. Cutbush t^ Sons, of Highgate, also staged a

fine lot of flowers. The local competition was great,

as indeed was the case in most classes.

Fruit generally was not a strong section, but some
was excellent. The ist prize collection of six kinds,

sent by Mr. Edwards, was well worth the position

gained. It consisted of good black Grapes, Melon,
Pine, Peaches, Cherries, and Strawbei'ries. Mr.
Hudson took the 1st place for a collection of vege-

tables, all of good quality. M. P. M'Kinlay, of

Beckenham, sent from his garden dishes of Woodstock
Kidney, Beckenham Kidney, International, and the

new American kind, Beauty of Hebron, all fine hand-
some samples. Some dishes of International, shown
both by gardeners and cottagers, were by far the best

Potatos in the various classes. In table decorations

Mrs. Hudson was placed 1st with one of her customary

displays of decorative taste. Classes for amateurs,

single-handed gardeners and cottagers were numerous
in addition to those that were open to all-comers in

the district, but of course in these the best gardeners

were the strongest competitors. The attendance of

visitors was in excess of the usual members, and the

gate-takings all the more satisfactory. The weather
was delightful, and throughout the exhibition was a

complete success, for which much is due to the efforts

put forth by Mr. R. Dean, the secretary of the

Society. ^^_^_________^

Woodbridge Horticultural : July 1 1.—This
Society held its annual meeting in the Abbey grounds,

and was highly favoured in the weather, although the

morning looked threatening and slight showers fell.

The flower show is always a source of attraction to the

people of Woodbridge and its vicinity, who make quite

a gala day of it, and it is therefore not to be won-
dered at that this Society is a flourishing one. Another
secret of its success is in having an influential com-
mittee, and an honorary secretary who is full of zeal

and energy in hunting up fresh subscribers and exhi-

bitors, most of whom he imbues with much of the

same spirit he possesses himself. A Society so con-

stituted and worked is bound to succeed, especially

if it happens to be located in a town like Wood-
bridge, where there are so many noblemen's and
gentlemen's seats with good gardens, and so many
amateurs in the neighbourhood whose ruling passion

is a love of horticulture. TheyeVt-, always an interest-

ing one, was doubly so this year owing to the Vcitch

Memorial prize of^5 and medal being offered fur three

stove and greenhouse plants. The medal was carried

off" by E. Packard, Esq., of Berkfield Lodge, Ipswich
(Mr. A. Payne, gr.), but he was run very closely

indeed by the collection from Lord Rendlesham (Mr.
Mill, gr.), who had a magnificent Stephanotis flori-

bunda and a well-bloomed specimen of Anthu-
rium Scherzcrianum, the weak point being an
AUamanda Schotti poorly flowered. The three in the

winning lot consisted of a finely-managed Trachelo-

spermum jasminoides, a grand AUamanda Hendersoni
in perfect condition, and a good plant of Dipladenia
amabilis, and, taken together, these had what slight

difference there was in point of merit. The other

collections of stove and greenhouse plants were well

represented, the special prize for the best six, offered

by Sir Richard Wallace, being won by Messrs. Gilbert

& Son, St. Margaret's Nursery, Ipswich ; and the 2d
by R. Jones, Esq., of Woodbridge (Mr. Gunn, gr.) ;

the 3d going to J. P. Fitzgerald, Esq., of Boulge Hall
(Mr. King, gr.). For the best stove or greenhouse
plant the 1st prize was carried off" by E. Packard,
Esq., and the 2d by Messrs. Gilbert & Son. Stove and
greenhouse Ferns were fairly represented, the best

four coming from the last-named firm, and the 2d
from Lord Rendlesham, who had a nice Adiantum
farleyense and a good specimen of Davallia

Mooreana, a fine exhibition Fern, and thoroughly

deservingjcultivation even in the most choice collection.

Lord Rendlesham, who has a splendid collection of

Orchids, carried all before him in these classes, the

exhibits in which are always a special treat to visitors

at the Woodbridge Show. One great feature in the

exhibition was the collection of stove and greenhouse
plants in not larger than S-inch pots, for which prizes

there were a great many entries, most of the lots

containing very meritorious productions—^just such

a class of plants as are needed in most establish-

ments for general decorative purposes, and there-

fore the right thing to encourage. Quite as much
skill is required in the management of these to

have them in good condition for special occasions,

as for those of more elephantine proportions,

and it is therefore to be hoped that we shall see

more of such at horticultural shows in future. The
premier award for these went to E. Packard,

Esq., the 2d to Lord Rendlesham, for a collection

but little inferior ; and the 3d to J. Limmer, Esq., of

Woodside, Ipswich (Mr. Latter, gr. ), for a nice clean

lot. For the special prize offered by E. Packard,

Esq., for six fine-foliaged plants, Messrs. Gilbert &
Son were 1st, and J. P. Fitzgerald, Esq., 2d.

Fuchsias were wonderfully well done, the whole of

them being fine handsome pyramids, clean and fresh,

and laden with bloom from top to bottom. A collec-

tion of Gloxinias contributed by J. Limmer, Esq.

{Mr. Latter, gr. ), from seed raised from Veitch s

strain, were much admired, owing to their fine colours

and the great substance and size of the flowers, they

being almost as large as Allamandas. Other exhibits

in the plant department were too numerous to

particularise. The Roses had such crowds of admirers

that it was difficult to approach them after visitors were
admitted. Mr. Cant as usual was to the fore, with a

magnificent twenty-four, among which Alfred Colomb,
Fran9ois Lcvet, Baroness de Rothschild, Black Prince

and Princess Beatrice, figured most conspicuously.

Captain Powell, of Drinkstone (Mr. Nichol, gr.), was
2d in this class with a splendid lot of flowers, but,

with so many to pick from, a nurserj'man stands in a

much better position for winning than any amateur,

although, on this occasion, Mr. Cant had two
champions to contend with who have frequently

carried off" high honours at the metropolitan shows

;

Mr. Rushmere, gr. to Sir C. Rowley of Tendring,

being 3d. In the class for twelve. Captain Powell

(Mr. Nichol, gr.), was a good ist, having, among
others, a superb bloom of Reynolds Hole, which
is one of the finest dark Roses in existence. The
same exhibitor was 1st for six, the best bloom
among which was Leopold I. In Teas, Mr. Cant,

of Rose growing fame, came in 1st with a fine lot, and
Mr. Rushmere 2d. Herbaceous cut flowers, which
are now most deservedly coming more into notice,

were well shown by Messrs. Gilbert & Son, of St.

Margaret's Nurser}", Ipswich, who, as usual in East

Suffolk, had the best collection. P""ruit, considering

the season, was well represented, the collection shown
by the Duke of Hamilton (Mr. Irvine, gr.) being

highly meritorious, as were also those in the same
class contributed by Lord Waveney (Mr. Fisher, gr.)

and Lady North (Mr. Tebenham, gr.), who were
placed in the order in which their names stand. The
special prize for Grapes, two bunches of black and two
of white, was carried off by Lord Waveney, who had
fine Hamburgh and Muscat of Alexandria, the latter

only wanting a little more colour to render them per-

fect. In the class for black Grapes, Lord Rendlesham
(Mr. Mill, gr.) was quite unapproachable, he having

three magnificent bunches of Hamburgh well coloured

and finished. Equal 2ds were awarded to Viscount

Holmsdale, of Glevering (Mr. Coppin, gr.) and Lord
W^aveney, who both showed excellent examples of

this favourite Grape. In the class for whites. Lord
Waveney was 1st with Muscats, and Lady North 2d
with Foster's Seedling well coloured. For the heaviest

two bunches Lord Rendlesham was again 1st with

Hamburgh, large both in bunch and berry, and well

coloured. Melons, of which there were a great many
shown, were chiefly confined to Golden Perfection,

the Duke of Hamilton being 1st, as also for a collec-

tion of Strawberries. The white and red Currants
were something unusual for size, and looked in that

respect more like Grapes, being fine both in bunch
and berry. One thing more to be commended in the

Woodbridge show, is the encouragement afforded to

cottagers, whose productions here are such that any
kitchen gardener might be proud of them. [From a

Correspondent. )

Stevenage Horticultural : yiily 12.—This proved
one of the best exhibitions the Society has held for

several years, and it took place as usual in the Public

Hall at Stevenage. It is pre-eminently a cottagers'

show, supplemented with the productions of gar-

tleners and amateurs who also compete for prizes in

their sections. Some of the best-grown bond fide

window plants it is our lot to see are found at

Stevenage. In the classes for plants, the best window
specimens were double Petunias, Fuchsias, among
which was a good specimen of F. fulgens ; Pelar-

goniums, the show class and doubles being well

shown ; and herbaceous Calceolarias, of a brighter,

praiseworthy character, grown by George Totman in

a cottage window. Bunches of cut flowers were
rather lumpy, but some nice collections of wild flowers,

arranged with taste, were of a very pleasing character.

The best came from Martha Gillams, and they were
set up skilfully and well in a homely epergne.
Hardy fruits, with the exception of Cherries, were

largely shown ; there were not less than twenty-one
dishes of Black Currants, all remarkably good. Red
and white Currants were not so numerous, but all

good. Vegetables were very fine, especially Peas
and Broad Beans ; and baskets of vegetables were of
a highly praiseworthy character. Mr. George Dunn,
the hon. secretary of the Society since its establish-

ment, bears emphatic testimony to the good the
Society has wrought in Stevenage and the surround-
ing villages, and states that the produce as now
shown marks a surprising advance over that staged at

the earlier shows of the Society. In the other depart-
ments the principal e.xhibitors were J. B. Denton,
Esq., Stevenage ; Colonel Wilkinson, Chesfield ; the
Rev. J. E. Pryor, Pennington ; Colonel Metcalfe,
C.B., Aston; the Rev. F. Jenyns, Knebworth ; the
Rev. J. O. Seager, G. Salmon, Esq. ; the Rev. W.
Jowitt, and Mr. J. W. Smith, Stevenage. Plants
were somewhat weakly shown, but fruit and vege-
tables were remarkably good. The prizes were not
large, for the funds of the Society are but small, and
the leading work is to encourage gardening among
the cottagers as much as possible.

Enfield Horticultural: July 13.—This Society
had a small but pretty show in the grounds of Chase
Side House, Enfield, on Saturday last.

The collection of foliage and flowering plants was
tolerably good. Mr. Hughes, gr. to Mr. Adams, took
1st for six Ferns with fair examples ; the 2d falling to

Mr. Farrow, gr. to G. Batters, Esq., with smaller
examples. Mr. Hughes also had the highest award
for six plants with Crotons, Crinums, Alocasias, &c. ;

six foliage plants also gaining Mr. Hughes a prize.

Half-a-dozen fair Begonias came from Mr. Tong, gr.

to G. S. Law, Esq.—Mr. Lowe, gr. to J. Collins,

Esq., being placed equal Ist, and Mr. Cornish 2d.

Mr. Hughes was also fortunate with eight Balsams,
with fair examples ; the prize for four Balsams falling

to Mr. Shaw, gr. to P. Twells, Esq., with larger

plants. Six fair Cockscombs came from Mr. Farrow.
Pelargoniums were shown by Mr. Farrow, Mr. Lowe,
Mr. Shaw, Mr. Cornish, &c. Mr. Hughes had a 1st

for four stove or greenhouse plants, Mr. Lowe taking

2d : the specimens not being extraordinary.

P'or a group of miscellaneous plants, Mr. Tong, gr.

to G. S. Law, Esq., was placed ist with some good
specimens. Mr. Tong was also 1st for six Achimenes,
having well-bloomed plants. Six nicely done Fuchsias
gained Mr. Lowe another 1st prize.

The extra prize offered by G. S. Foley, Esq., was
also gained by Mr. Hughes with some very fair

examples. An extra prize was also ofi"ered by F. G.
and J. H. Adams, Esqs., for a group of plants, and
this prize was also taken by Mr. Hughes, who
appeared to have matters pretty much his own way.
Among the groups exhibited for the above prize was
one by Mr. J. Shaw, who was awarded an extra, as

was also Mr. Ranee.
Messrs. Cutbush & Son, Highgate, and Mr. B. S.

Williams had pretty little groups of plants in the

show. Gloxinias and cut flowers were a moderate
show. Roses were a tolerably good show—Messrs.

W. Paul & Son, Waltham Cross, having a stand of

some ninety-six sorts, not for competition, which
were Highly Commended. Mr. W. Rumsey, of

Joyning's Nursery, Waltham Cross, who was also

Commended, had some very fine blooms. Messrs.

Paul (li: Son, Cheshunt, also had a very good stand.

Half-a-dozen very pretty hanging baskets were con-

tributed by Mr. Cornish and Mr. Shaw, who were

awarded 1st and 2d respectively.

Vegetables were a very moderate show ; wild

flowers, grasses, &c., by the children, were interest-

ing. A few Carnations and Picotees were also exhi-

bited. Fruit was a moderate show, some fairly good
Grapes, Pines, Peaches, and Strawberries being exhi-

bited, but, like the vegetables, they did not call for

individual comment.

«©t)(tuars.
Barthelemy Du Mortier, Count of the Holy

Roman Empire, Minister of State, member of numer-

ous learned societies at home and abroad—such, in

brief, is the inscription on the obituary notice which

has just reached us of Belgium's leading botanist.

M. Du Mortier died on the gth inst., at Tournai, in

his eighty-second year. It is but the other day that

the good old man received the touching homage of

his friends and colleagues, grateful to him for what he

had done for botany, and sensible of his high personal

qualities. Du Mortier of late years was better known

as a politician than a botanist, and managed to win

the respect of all parties for his honesty of purpose

and courteous manner. As a Minister he was enabled

to do excellent service in promoting the organisation
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of the liolanic Garden al Brussels, with its herbaria,

museums, and library, and to the last he preserved his

interest in an institution of which he may be regarded

in the light of the founder.

Uiiturnl listorg.

Blind-worm, or Slow-worm (Anguis fraci-

Lis).-—Well do I recollect in my school-days with

what especial dread I looked upon this harmless

reptile ; the villagers all around told me frightful

tales of the fearful deaths which had taken place—of

course, years ago—through the sting of this snake ;

and when we chanced to meet with one, strange to

say, they were generally found in a Clover field at the

base of the hills, and would turn up when it was

being mown. This field was an unpleasant one to

mow with the scythe, on account of the uneven

nature of the ground ; so, to clear up the diffi-

culty, they mowed it in a circle. At last a small

patch only was left standing, just in the centre of

the 'meadow ; in this a few hares, partridges, rab-

bits, and, amongst the rest, one or two blind-

worms were generally discovered. If one of the

"fearsum snakes" wriggled out beside the men, the

scythe was flung down in haste, and not unfrequenlly

a scream and a run was the result. If the blind-worm

crawled over the scythe blade, it was cleaned with

great care before being used again. However,

although this superstitious feeling existed amongst

these ignorant labourers, yet I never heard any one

say the cattle would take any harm from eating the

Clover. This latter idea has, in recent years, some-

times puzzled me. Mr. Wood, I find, bears me out,

for he states as follows :
— '* They impute to the blind-

worm qualities which even the cobra, the rattlesnake,

or the puff-adder do not possess, and which the com-

bined powers of these deadly reptiles could not equal.

It is thought to be saturated with venom, and to

exude poison indiscriminately from every part of its

body. According to their conception it bites the

cattle, especially when they arc lying down, and alto-

gether it affords a notable instance of the strange

errors into which men will fall, especially when there

is an unfavourable opinion to be expressed."

Nature keeps up an even balance. If we were
dependent upon birds alone to keep down slugs,

worms, snails, and injurious insects generally, they

would muUiiily too rapidly ; but when birds have

sought their roosting places, and the shades of even-

ing are drawing on apace, then our friend the blind-

worm creeps out of his concealment and keeps up the

constant war ; so by night and day alike they are

destroyed, and prevented from doing much mischief.

There are thousands of tiny snails so small as to be
scarcely detected

;
probably these would escape the

eye of our larger song-birds who feed upon them, but
the young blind-worm follows these dainty morsels

along the blades of grass most perseveringly ; it is

thought it subsists almost exclusively upon the young
snails and slugs. To see this army to advantage, go
out in a clear though moist evening, with the aid of

a lantern turn up the undersides of the leaves of

plants, and every one not acquainted with this must
be astonished.

Vipers and snakes devour frogs, mice, &c., but our
blind-worm refuses these, and, so far as I have been
able to learn from actual observation in captivity, it

appears to prefer slugs to all other kinds of food.

It has a very interesting manner when catching its

prey—if I may be allowed to use this term ; it takes

them invariably in one position—elevating its head
slowly over the spot where the slug is detected, it

suddenly seizes it by the middle of the body, somewhat
as a dog fastens a rat ; it holds it in this position for a

minute or more, then, turning slowly, it swallows it

head foremost. Again, unlike snakes, it seems to

dread water, and carefully avoids marshy spots,

selecting as its favourite haunts dry hilly or sandy

places.

The l:)lind-worm has a general resemblance to

snakes, and this is all that can be said against it, for

it certainly possesses no fangs, and has not even the

power to inflict an injury ; in anger, when more than

usually tormented in captivity, it will bite the finger

if held near it, though it can scarcely be felt. Unlike

the true snakes, which have smooth skins, it has a

scaly body; but it casts its skin annually, like many

other reptiles.

The specific name, "fragilis," first given by Lin-

na'us, is very expressive of a peculiar habit ; if it is

alarmed, or suddenly surprised, and prevented from

making its escape, it will become perfectly rigid by a

forcible contraction of all the muscles of its body ; in

this condition, which is supposed to be a manifesta-

tion of anger—though we can scarely believe this

theory—it will, by a slight blow, or by attempting to

bend it, break into two portions ; the tail part will

begin to wriggle about, and whilst we are intent upon

watching its antics, the head quietly takes its depar-

ture to some place of safety. No doubt its local

name, "blind-worm," is derived from an idea of its

being sightless. The eyes are very minute, but it

makes good use of them while hunting for supper.

The general colour of this reptile is brownish

yellow, with a pearly lustre ; a darker line is seen

down the back ; the under-side is blue-black, with

white reticulations. It produces the young alive,

about midsummer
;
generally about a dozen, seldom

less, are found at each birth.

According to our peculiarities, one has one hobby,

another a widely different one. Very few seem fond

of keeping reptiles ; but we know of no hobby which

yields so much pleasure and amusement as a few pet

lizards and blind-worms; the chief drawback is, they

are summer pets—we can seldom draw them out of

their winter's sleep ; charm we ever so much, and tempt

with the choicest morsel, in the shape of a few white

slugs, still they are deaf to all our entreaties. If they

are brought to a warm room, which enlivens them

only for a few minutes, it seems to us great cnielty,

for they quickly creep away again to their drowsy

state. The gardener has no friend equal to the slow-

worm for clearing his beds of the slimy snail family :

let us regard it, not with dread, but look upon it in

future as one of the links in Nature's great chain,

which cannot be broken without our suffering

injury. R,

CIjc Meatl^xr.
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Variorum.
The Ministry of Flowers.—Flower missions

grow almost as rapidly as ihe flowers themselves.

There are depots everywhere. Busy hands gather in

the country these ''stars that in earth's firmament do

shine," and transport them to the city, where they are

soon scattered amongst hospitals and workhouses,

courts and alleys, cellars and garrets. These united

ministers open doors and hearts closed to the gar-

rulous human tongue, and are the means of bringing

to light misery, which, but for them, would lie con-

cealed in the dark corners of the earth. The bearer

of the sweet freight of flowers is soon surrounded by
ragged children craving a blossom, and is led by them
into scenes of sin, shame, penury, or suffering, such

as neither pen nor pencil could paint. Appended to

each nosegay is a text of Scripture, distinctly printed

and illuminated, and together they not unfrequently

become evangelists to many who would listen to no

other Gospel teaching. It is touching to see the wan
face brighten and the dull eye glisten as these heaven-

sent ministers appear. It is hopeful, if sad, to watch

the sin-soiled start and weep at sight of a Primrose or

Violet, recalling the early home and purity of child-

hood ; and it is affecting to know that the carefully

designed texts are treasured, and even framed, when
the fragrance of the flowers has departed. Some,

given to foreigners in their own language, have been
forwarded to their native country in proof of the

tender care of the stranger. Thus, this " nature

which is beautiful and dumb," wakes up the spring-

tide of hope in many a despairing soul. It is accom-
panied by Christian love and syinpathy, and so is the

pioneer of aid temporal and spiritual, when such aid

is as unexpected as needed. There could scarcely be

a more graceful or a more pleasing occupation for

the young than to roam the mead and woodland in

search of these treasures, and then to arrange and
despatch them to their contemporaries in the great

city, ready to receive and distribute them. Hundreds
of thousands of nosegays are thus culled and utilised

during Flora's bountiful reign. May they be multi-

plied, until every wayworn pilgrim learns to say with

Longfellow

—

" In all places, then, and in all seasons,

Flowers expand their light and soul-like wings.

Teaching us, by most persuasive reasons,

How akin they are to human things."

The Quiver.

The Oaks of Foxtainebleau.—One of the

four finest Oaks of Fontainebleau is to be seen at

Bas-Breau, close to Barbison. This tree is called

sometimes "le Briar^e," its older and more signi-

ficant name, and sometimes the "Bouquet de I'Em-

pereur." Many of the trees in Fontainebleau forest

are remarkable for the multiplication, so to speak, of

their stems ; for the forks of the upward-springing

branches are, in some instances, so near the ground
that it is diflicult, if not impossible, to say which is

the true trunk of the tree. Thus, the strange-looking

Oak at Nid de I'Aigle has no fewer than ten such

pseudo-trunks, with scarcely any perceptible differ-

ence of size among them. You will see this wonder-
ful tree in the course of a beautiful drive, commencing
from Fontainebleau with the road named after Louis
Philippe, which rises on a hill-side bordered by black

Pines. After a noiseless journey this way and that,

the maze being unravelled for you by M, Denecourt's

red and blue marks on the tree-trunks, you come to a
rocky region, and are then compelled to climb a rough
winding path, in order that you may view the Sala-

mander. You not only see this monstrous petrcfaction,

but many shapes besides, in which you may trace a

fanciful resemblance to almost any and evcrj-thing

you please ; and you will notice here also that some
of the Oaks are more like those of English growth,
being stunted in height, ample of circumference, and
much gnarled and knotted. Lizards and innocent

green snakes, against whose life a churlish ignorance

sets its cruel face, move in the carpet of brown leaves

that the vanishing years have strewn. Pieturesque

Europe,

Fresh Air.—Fresh air is an element upon which
everybody professes to set a high value

;
yet we fre-

quently meet with people who, by dint of green-

bazing the doors, sand-bagging the windows, stuffing

up unused chimneys, pertinaciously closing the win-

dows of a railway-carriage during a two hours' journey
in July, and other similar expedients, endeavour to

exclude the pure breath of heaven as they would so

much choke-damp or sewage fumes. In these days
of scientific progress it is surprising that so much
ignorance exists on the subject of ventilation ; for,

while the tenns "oxygen " and " carbonic acid " are

familiar to anybody, most of us are still in the dark
as to the best means to be adopted for securing the

one and getting rid of the other. Those who take so

much trouble in stopping up every crevice, to prevent,

as they say, the ingress of "draughts," never dream
that they are at the same time taking every precaution

against the escape of poisonous gases, the mhalation
of which must ultimately produce a train of disorders,

the mere catalogue of which would fill a page of a

large-sized medical treatise. Ventilation, as it is

understood by such persons, includes amongst its

happy effects cold in the head, sore throat, toothache,

and tic-douloureux, all of which may certainly be pro-

duced by draughts ; but this is not ventilation. Much
of this misconception is due to the ignorance of

builders, who appear to think that ventilation is alto-

gether out of their line, and consequently make no

provision for it. In large public buidings—as schools,

churches, and clubs—some attempt is usually made to

keep the contained air pure ; but in ordinary dwelling-

houses there is nothing for it but to open the windows,

at the risk of entailing upon delicate or non-accli-

matised inmates the painful disorders just alluded to.

Sciencefor AIL

lis tJuit qusstioneth much shall learn 7«ttt:/(.— Bacon.

Bolting Caulifowers.—One half of mv crop is

bolting into bloom as soon as the> are read) to cut the

heads are also small, and not like former crops lH\e
I got bad seed, or is the culture likeh to be at ftult'

Can any intelligent practical man gi\e me an c\phm-
tion ? B. B.

u)Tre^pomi(ni

Ni. 'crous eomnutnUations, i Lpoi ti of slia.

arc unavoidably posponcd.

Carnation : H. M. Hcioitt, Chesterfield. Crimson

bizaiTe : first-rate in every respect—marking, colour.

quaUty, form of petal, texture, and smoothness. A
most desirable variety, something between J. D. Hex-
tall and Captain Stott. but quite dissimilar. WHiat is

it to be called ?

—

Charles Buckland, Chesterfield.

Neither of the flowers sent have any pretension to first-

class excellence. The rose-flake is far behind the best

of the present day.

—

Xo Name or Advice, post mark,

Wakefield. Six blooms: four scarlet-flakes—N'os. 16,

29, 39, and 40 ; one crimson bizarre, No. 2 ; and one
purple-flake. No. 43. Had been packed with dry

cotton-wool, and consequently were too much collapsed

to admit of a critical opinion on their merits. Judging
from the remains, all are worth fiu-ther trial, though

neither indicated any advance upon the best e.xisting

varieties. E. S. D. — C. B. Saunders. Very good
border flowers, but nothing more, various in colour.

We know of few subjects more interesting than a

bed of seedlings of Carnations and Picotees, and they

are specially good as towii flowers.

Celery: II^. Wliite. The trench should be well dressed

with good rotted dung before planting. SubsequenUy

there is nothing better for the plants than well diluted

household or stable sewage.

Cucumbers :
/•'. Ford. The Cucumbers are suffering

from an attack of the too well-known Cucumber
disease, of the origin or cause of which no satisfactory

explanation has yet been given. We know of no cure

for it, and can only recommend you to adopt the pre-

ventive measure of ttsing entirely fresh soil, and a

change "of seed.

—

J. C. Yoiu- seedUng, which you
propose to call Telephone, is not one we can com-
mend. It is too thick, has too long a " handle," and
is too dull in colour to be a taking variety.

Fuchsias : J. M. S. We think it a clear case of sun
scorching while the leaves were covered with water or

condensed moisture.

Fungus : 5. K., Leyton. The name of the fungus is

Polyporus squamosus, not the soft and delicious
" oyster." but the pachydermatous " saddle-flap."

He.\tiis : A Nen'ice. Keep them in a light airy house,

on a bed of ashes if possible, until the end of July or

beginning of .\ugust, and then stand them outside ex-

posed to the sun, until about the middle of September,

the bed of ashes on which they are placed being suffi-

ciently deep to exclude worms from the pots.

Insects : C. R. The insect fastened on your Potato leaf

is the pupa of a ladybird (Coccinella) ^vhich has fed

upon aphides. The hole in the leaf was made by
some other insect, or by some other cause. /. O. ]V.

Landscape Gardening : An Old Sutscriber. Your
question is much too vague for us or any of our cor-

respondents to answer satisfactorily. Consult some
local landscape gardener, who has a knowledge of

trees.

Mangoes : J. Hart, Jamaica. We regret to say that

the fniit arrived in a rotten condition, in fact, in a
state of fermentation. Could you not pack them in

powdered charcoal, or cork dust, with a few holes in

the hd ?

Names of Plants : C. M. IV. 5, Phyllocactus cre-

natus ; 6, P. grandis
; 7, P. phyllanthoides.

—

jf. A. G.

Please send another specimen.

—

Afrs. Brooke. Pyrus

torminalis, the wild Service tree. — X. Senebiera

coronopns and Nasturtium sylvestre.

—

A Subscriber,

Diplacus glutinosus.

—

S. Ray. Begonia semperflorens.
—G. farqukar. Tradescantia virginica.

—

K. ^ F.

I, Deschampsia casspitosa var. littoralis ; 2, Bromus
arvensis

; 3, Triticum repens var. Leersianum
; 4,

Apera spica-venti
; 5, juncus lamprocarpus

; 6,

Triticiun caninum.

—

P. A. S. LiUum testaceum. —
See and Say Nothing. The Orchid is -Aerides suavissi-

mum : 4, is probably Veronica spicata. The others

are too scrappy to name. .Send better specimens.

—

J. C. Trachilium cceruleum.—y. B. i, Euphrasia
ofticinalis ; 2, Filago germanica

; 3, Hypericum pul-

chrum
; 4, H. humifusum ; 5, one of the many forms

of Hieraceum sylvaticum ; 6, Rhinanthus Crista-

galli.—Z). (7. D. I, Torenia Fournieri ; 2, Cornus
mas, var. variegata

; 3, Cephalota.xus drupacea ; 6,

Taxus baccata. The others we are unable to deter-

mine without flowers.

—

H. E. Watney. Valeriana

officinalis.— Tourist, Guernsey, i. Euphorbia Paralias ;

2, Sedum album
; 3, Lycium barbarum.— W. IV. A,

Clerodendron fragtans flore-pleno.

Oncidicm rostrans : £. Aforse. It was described by
Professor Reichenbach in our number for June 12,

1875, p. 748.
Peach Pruning : H. C. We do not know all the

circumstances, but the principle is bad.
Pi.UM Tree and Fernery : Cru.x: Yes, it will kill the

tree eventually if you do not take precautions to pre-

vent the earth from covering the stem. Enclose it

with tiles.

Te.v Le.-vves : A. Knffwles. Practically of no manurial
value.

Tecom.\ jasminoides : W. \V. .1. No wonder you fail

to bloom this in your Orchid-house. The place is too

hot for it. It is an Australian plant, and makes a first-

rate greenhouse climber. The Bignonia and .Stepha-

notis probably fail to flower for want of rest, and most
assuredly that is the case with BougainviUea.

Viola : \V. W. P. The pieces received are attacked

by a lungus peculiar to the Viola, .^cidium violas.

We would advise you to hoe the plants up and bum
them.

\* Correspondents are specially requested to address,

post-paid, all communications intended for publica-

tion to the " Editors," and not to any member of the

staff personally. The Editors would also be obliged

by such comiiiunications being sent as early in the

w^eek as possible. Correspondents sending news-

papers should be careful to mark the paragraphs they

wish the Editors to see. Letters relating to Adver-
tisements, or to the supply of the Paper, should be

addressed to the Publisher, and not to the Editors.

^g" Foreign Subscribers sending Post-office Orders

are requested to make them payable at the post-office.

King Street, Covent Garden, London, and at the

same time to inform the Publisher at the office of this

Journal.

Erratum : In our report of the Royal Botanical

Society's Show, at p. 58, we inadvertently wrote

Messrs. Cranston & Mayos, instead of Messrs.

Cranston & Co.

Catalogues Received.—J. Vander Swaelman (The
Lily Nursery, Gendbruggc, Ghent, Belgium), Special

Trade List of Plants and Bulbs.

Communications Received. -J. O.-W. E.-R. H. & Co.-
E. Orpet (yes).-W. D. P.-J. W. L.—H. G. R.-James
Backhouse & Son.-Sir T. L.-L. & B.-W. C.-T. W.-
C. M.—J. U.—A. S. K.—A. K. , Warsaw (many thanks).

-

Nether. -Younij Gardener.—G. H.-R. C H. B. F.-G. M.

—J. M.—N. E. B.-J. F. J.-W. B. H.-D. T. F.

COVENT GARDEN, July i8.

Hea\y supplies of soft fruit have reached us during

the week, and prices have been good, but show signs of

a do%vnward tendency. Grapes are in bad demand,

and have experienced a considerable fall. Peaches and
ready sale. James Webber,Nectarines still meet

Wlwlesah Apple Market.

Plants
s. d. s. d.

Begonias, per doz. .. 6 0-12 o
Bouvardias, do ..12 0-24 o

Calceolarias, p. doz. . 6 0-18 o

Campanula, per doz. 6 0-12 o

Coleus, per dozen . . 30-90
Crassula, per dozen 12 0-36 o

Cyperus, do.. .. 6 0-12 o

Dracaena icrminalis 30 0-60 o
— viridis, per doz. . . 18 0-24 o

IN Pots.

[

s. d. s. d.

I

Hydrangea, perdnz. 12 0-24 o

I

Liliunieximium,doz.iS 0-36 o

Mignonette, per doz. 30-90
I Musk, per dozen .. 20-60
I

Myrtles, per doz. . . 6 0-12 o

I

Palir
: 6-21

Fuchsias, per dozen . 4 (

Pelargonium:

— scarlets,

per dozen .

Petunias, per dozen 4 o-iz <

Rhodanthes, p. doz. 6 0-12 <

Roses, per dozen . . 18 0-60 (

— Fairy, per doz. g 0-12 <

Cut Flowers.

3 o-i-
Abutilon, 12 blooms
Arum Lily, per doz.

Bouvardias, perbun. 10-40
Calceolaria, 12 bun.. 9 0-18 o
Campanula, 12 bun. 60-90
Carnations, i2bunch. 4 &-12 o

Cornflower, 12 bun.. 30-60
Eschscholtzia,

s. d. s. d.

6 o
Eucharis, per doz. .. 6 o-i:

Gardenias, 12 blms. 3 o- 1

Gladioli, various, 12

Heliotropes, 12 sp. . . 06-:
Jasmine, 12 bunches 6 0-1;

Mignonette, 12 bun. 3 o- (

Apricots, per dozen i 6- 3 <

Cherries, per lb. .. o 6- i (

Figs, per dozen .. 4 o-io (

Grapes, per lb. .. i o- 6 (

Myosotis,
Pelargoniuir
— zonal, 12 sprays 04-10

Phlo.K, 12 bunches .. 6 o~i2 o
Pinks, var., 12 bun. 40-90
Primula, double, per
bunch .. ..10-20

Pyrethrum, 12 bun.. 30-60
Roses (indoor), doz. i 6-12 o
— (outdoor). i2bun. 4 0-12 o
— Moss), 12 bunch. 6 o-iS o

Stephanotis. 12 sp. .

.

30-90
Stocks. 12 bunches.. 40-90
Sweet Peas, 12 bun. 20-60
Sweet Sultan.izbun. 60-90
Tropsolum, 12 bun. 10-40

Melons, each
Oranges, per 100 .

.

Peaches, per dozen.

.

Pine-apples, per lb.

j
Strawberries, per lb.
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Artichokes, English
Globe, doz.

Aubergines, p. doz..

lieans, French, per

lb— broad, per bush.

Beet, per doz.

Cabbages, per doz. ..

Carrots, per bunch .

.

Cauliflowers, per doz.

Celery, oer bundle .

.

Chil
,
per 1 • 5 <

icumbers, each
Endive, per doz. .. i <

Endive, Batav. dozen i i

Garlic, per lb. . . o '

Potatos ;—Old Potatos ;

plies of new ones ar

the Channel Islands

Herb5, per bunch ..02-
Horse Radish, p. bun. 40-
Lettuces, Cos, Eng.,
per score .. ..16-

Mint, green bunch., o 4-

Onions, young, bun. o 4-
Parsley, per bunch., o 4-

Peas, green, per qr. 1 6-

Radishes, per bunch o 1-

— Spanish, doz. ..10-
— New Jersey, doz. 2 o-
Shallots, per lb. . . o 6-

Spinach, per bushel 2 o-
Tomatos, per dozen 2 f-

Turnips, new.p. bun. o 6-

quite finished, but large :

ig to marUet from France

ices continuing very low.

London : July 17.—The seed market to-day, ai

have been expected, was thinly attended, and Un

i doing w
for the moment fj

seed left on hnn^!

lion. With R-L, 1;

the same has m 1

quantity prom
here,

jmpass. Red Clover is

the stocks of yearling
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'ith some difh-

-Wheat, 62.r. 3-/. ; Barley, 34J. id.

GREAT REDUCTION IN THE PRICE OF

GREEN'S
PATENT "81LEN8ME880R;'
Or Noiseless Lawn-mowing, Rolling, and

Collecting Machines for 1878.

Tin- 1 1 nnicr of every Prnc in alt cases of competition.

pitched in a low key. The samples of new English

Trifolium coming forward exhibit good quality, superior

to the general run of French. There is no supply at

present to hand from France—the quotations current

there being several shillings per cwt. above those which

content the English grower. New home-grown Rape

!.eed now offers freely ; and the rates accepted show a

substantial decline from those recently current for 1877

seed. The new crop of Rye in Essex is now bemg
marketed. Of large blue Peas the stock seems aboiit ex-

hausted, and the prospects of the new crop are said to

be poor. Hemp and Canary seed move off slowly on

former terms. Feeding Linseed keeps firm widi small

offerings. Jo/in Sliawb' Sons, Seed Mcrcluiiits, jj. Atari:

Lane, London, B.C.

CORN.
At Mark Lane on Monday the best that could be said

as regards Wheat was that there was a steady market at

Friday's advance of \s. per quarter on Russian and

American qualities. Barley was quiet at about late rates.

Malt was unchanged. Oats were in moderate request,

at an improvement of about 6d. per quarter, and there

was more doing in Maize, at in some instances is. per

quarter more money. Beans, Peas, and flour were quiet

but firm, quotations remaining the same

Oa Thursday English Wlieat was not so

as regards foreign Monday's prices were '

culty supported. Barley had a downward tendency, and

the firmness of the market for Oats was not altogether

maintained. Maize was in moderate request at the late

improvement. Beans and Peas were steady, and no

change was quoted in the value of flour.—Average prices

of corn for the week ending July 13 :—Wheal, 4+t. 8./. ;

Barley, 39J. lod. ; Oats, z6s. j^. Vox the corresponding

period last year

Oats, 28J. lod.

CATTLE.
At the Metropolitan market on Monday there was a

large supply of beasts, including about the same number

of American as last week ; the ciuality of both foreign

and British was very good. Prices were lower on the

average, and to effect a clearance rather lower than we
quote had to be submitted to. There was a fair demand

for sheep at about late rates. Trade was dull for lambs,

and late quotations were barely supported. Quotations :

—Beasts, 4!. 6d. to ss. , and 5^. 411'. to 6s. ;
calves, 51. 6d.

to 6s. 6d. ; sheep, 51. to 5J. 4^., and 5J. 6d. to 6s. ;

lambs, 7J. 4d. to Ss.
;

pigs, 41. to 41. lod. — On Thurs-

day trade was dull. Beasts sold slowly, and were rather

weaker than on Monday. For sheep the demand was

inactive at about late rates. Lambs were quieter, and

calves and pigs were disposed of at Monday's quotations.

To cut 6 inclies Price

Can be worked by a Lady.

I'o cut 8 inches • . .

Can be worked by a Lady.

To cut 10 inches
Can bs worked by a strong Youlh.

To cut 12 inches
Can be woikcd by a Man.

To cut 14 inches

B
Fibrous Peat for OrcMds, &o.

ROWN FIBROUS PEAT, best

-, quality for Orchids, Stove Plants. &c.. £6 6s. per truck.

BLACK. FIBROUS PEAT, for Rhododendrons, Azaleas,

Heaths. American Plant Beds, 21s. per ton.

Delivered on rail at Blackwater, S. E. R., or Farnborough,

S. W. R., by the truckload. Sample bag, 51 6d. ; 5 bags,

25J. : 12 bags. 50J.

Fresh SPHAGNUM. 101. 6rf. per bag.

WALKEK;and CO ,
Farnborough Station, Hants.

"PEAT SOIL, PEAT SOIL.—
X Brown Fibrous, good quality, for Orchids, Pot Plants,

Ferns &c. {.(> 61. per truck. Black, good quality, for American

Plants, Rhododendrons. Azaleas, Heaths, &c.. 17s. per ton, or

e-ion truck lor /;4 10. Delivertd on rail at Blackwater, S. E.R.,

or FarnborouKh, S. W. R_. , by the truckload. Cash with order.

Sample sack_^ 51_6^.

,

HOLDER/ 1 Nurseries, Reading.

5 10
Can be worked by a Man.

To cut 16 inches 61
This can be worked by one Man on an even la« n.

To cut 18 inches 71
Can be worked by Man and Boy.

To cut 20 inches . . . . . . . , 8
Can be worked by Man and Boy.

To cut 22 inches 3 1

If made stronger, suitable for Donkey, 30J. extra.

To cut 24 inches .. .. .. ,. 9
If made stronger, suitable for Donkey, 30J. extra.

Prices of Donlcey, Pony, and Horse Mcullina OK afplie,

tS" Carriage paid to all the principal Railway Station!

Shipping Ports in England, Scotland and Ireland.

The super!

Long or
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o get out of order.

thost
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3 work, the
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dri

I, the
; little rt ise wnen in use,

durable Lawn Mowers extant.

These Advantages no other Lawn Mowers possess.
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ilher' inied : iofc the

largest stock of Mowers kept i

s from 6 to 48 inches, is to be s

nt, 54 and 55, Blackfnars Roa
ral hundred M

executed the same day they ate reci

N.B.—Those who have Lawn M.

to send them either to our Leeds
where they will have prompt atten

Workmen is kept at both places.

I, and including

r London Estab-
where purchastrs can

5, and have their orders

).

s to repair will do well

London Establishmei.t,

as an efficient staff of

GREEN'S PATENT ROLLERS
For Lawns, Drives, Bowling Greens,

Cricket Fields, and Gravel Paths.

SUITABLE FOR HAND OR HORSE POWER.

HAY.
Tuesday's Whitechapel report states that there was a

fair supplv of fodder on offer. Trade was good, at the

extreme prices of Saturday. Prime Clover loos, to 140J.

;

inferior, iy. to 955. ;
prime meadow hay, 90J. to io6j. ;

inferior, 70J. to 85J. ; straw, 42J. to 57J. per load. — For

the moderate supply offering on Thursday a steady de-

mand prevailed, at unaltered prices. — Cumberland

Market quotations :— Superior old meadow hay, 10 sr.

to ii6j. ; inferior, 86j. to 95.C. ; new hay, jos. to 95.1. ;

superior old Clover, 132s. to 1405. ; inferior, iio.t. to

i2or. ;
new Clover, S+t. to looi. ; and straw, 54r. to

60s. per load.

POTATOS.
The Borough and Spiuilfields reports state that there

are good supplies of the various descriptions of Potatos,

and trade remains very slow. Regents, 120^. to i6aj. ;

Essex Rose, 90.1. to noj. ; kidneys, 125^. to 140J. ; Shaws,

80J. to 100s. ; Jersey kidneys, 14CU. to i8or. ; ditto, round,

looJ. to 120J. ; Gtiernsey kidneys, 140J. to 180J. ;
ditto,

round, iooj. to 130J. ; Cherbourg round, 90J. to not. :

ditto, kidneys, ioo.t. to 1501. per ton ; Dutch round,

IS. 6d. to 2.t. 9</. per bushel.—The imports into London
last week were upon a very trifling scale. They con-

sisted of 6421 baskets from Rotterdam, 356 packages

Boulogne, 225 bags 35 bales rhinkirk, too bags Ham-
burg, and 125 Antiverp.

COCOA-NUT FIBRE REFUSE.
As supplied by M, H. Bentote t

Emperor of Germany, Messrs

Wills, Bull, Daniels, Ewing. &c.

3d. per busli. ; 100 for 20s. ; truck (loose, 250 bush.), 30s.

4 t'Jisfiel tags ^d. eacti.

LIGHT BROWN FIBROUS PEAT.— jr. 6rf. per sack, s sacks

BLACk'^'fIDROUS PEAT.-5S. per sack, s sacks a2J., 12

for 40,1. Sacks 41/. each.
, . i , ,,

.

COARSE SILVER SAND.— 11. grf, per bushel, 15J. half t

' "" "3KOUb

LEAfIvIOULD.- ij. per bushel, 13s. half ton, 231. per ton,

in I cwt. bags i.d. each. ,„ , . . r
SPHAGNUM MOSS, is. id. per sack. All kinds of

MANURES, GARDEN STICKS. TOBACCO CLOTH and

PAPER, and every GARDEN REQUISITE.
Write for free PRICE LIST. Goods free to rail.

Post-office Orders payable at King Street, Covent Garden.

W C Cheques crossed London and County Lank. Covent

Garden, W.C.

H. G. SMYTH (late M. H. Bentote),

8 CASTLE STREET, ENDELL STREET. LONG
ACRE, LONDON, W.C.

(Three Minutes from Covent Garden Market.!

(^ I S H U R S T
VT Used by

ODAMS' MANURES
FOR ALL CROPS.

Manufactured bythe NITRO-PHOSPHATE and ODAMS'
CHEMICAL MANURE COMPANY (Limited), consisting

of Tenant-Farniers occupying upwards of i5o,oooacres of Land.

C/i<i/r»i«n.-ROBERT LEEDS, Keswick Old Hall. Norwich.

Managing Director.—]AMES ODAMS.
S„l>-Manogera>idSecretary.-C. T. MACADAM.

Chief Office— log, Fenchurch Street, London, E.C.

Westekn Counties Branch -Queen Street, Exeter.

Particulars will be forwarded on application to the Secretary,

or may be had of the Local Agents.

COMPOUND.—
leading Gardeners .since 1859,

Rtd Spider. Mildew, Thrips, Greenfly, and other Blight,

in solutions of Irom i to 2 ounces to ihegallcn of snft water and

of from 4 to 16 ounces as a winter dressing for Vines and Fruit

Tiees. Has outlived many preparations intended to supersede it.

Sold Retail bv Seedsmen in Boxes, i^ . js., and lor. 6d.

Wh.lesale by PRICE'S PATENT CANDLE COMPANY
(Unme£)^

^ ^

QCOTT'S WASP DESTROYER.—
10 The only effectual remedy for destroying iliese pests ;

11 6d., zs. 6d. and 51. per bottle. May be obtained through

aii Seedsmen, or direct Irom

JOHN SCOTT, The Royal Seed Stores. 'Veovil.

T/:e Oreliardisl, by J, Scolt, price 3s. 6rf., the best work in

Ihe English language on Fruit Trees and their Cultivation.

RE PIN.—A new patented liquid for Garden,
" le use, for the immediate destruc-

Eggs, Larvie,
K

of all kinds of In hout injur>' to

Approved of and recommended by

German Ministry of Agriculture, and other high authorities

iold in Bottles at 11. 6d.. 21. td., and lor. each. Extra for

poiisers, ir. 3^. and 31. 6(/. May be obtained through all

peclable Nurserymen and Seedsmen. Chief Dtpot—

NO F. BONTEN, 116, Qu et. EC.

They can be had of all respeclable Ironmongers and Seedsmen

in the United Kingdom, or from the Manufacturers,

THOMAS GREEN & SON,
SMITHFIELD IRONWORKS, LEEDS;

And 54 and 55, BLACKFRIARS ROAD, LONDON, S.E.

•.*• Carriage paid to all the principal Railway Static

LLIOTT'S NEW SHADING FOR
GLASS HOUSES, "SUMMER CLOUD," is applied

in a manner similar to ordinary paint, and can be highly recom-

mended for its Pleasing Appearance, the Healthful and Beau-

tiful ESect it has on all Plants grown under it, the ease with

which it can be applied, and for its great economy.

Manufactured solely by H. ELLIOTT, Seedsman, Bray-

wick, Maidenhead, Berks, and Sold in Canisters at is. 6d.,

ar. (td., 5^., and tor. each.

London Agents : Messrs. HURST .

Street, E.C. : and of all Seed-men.

TELEGRAPH'
i SON. 6, Leadenhall

TTi L L I O TT'S
JCj FRUIT PROTECTORS.

ELLIOTT'S
Prospectu

CRINOLINES.-
m application.
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P T? Tf Tf T^ ' S
PATENT GRASS EDGE CLIPPER,

Specially Designed for

Cutting the Overhanging Grass on the Edges of
Walks, Borders, Flower Beds, &c.

It is simple in conslriiclion. is easily worked, and redu

e—8 inches wide, with roller 9 inches diameter, £i los.

Delivered, Carriage Free, at all the principal Railway
ns and Shipping Ports in England, Ireland, and Scotland.

THOMAS GREEN & SON,
SMITHFIELD IRONWORKS, LEEDS:

And SI and 55. KLACK.FRIARS ROAD. LONDON. S.E.

Rustic Garden Fariutur.:- m great variety.

G-arden Seats, Awnings and Tents, Rustic TaWes, Chairs, and
Flower Stands, Lawn Mowers. Garden Rollers, Water Barrows,
Wheelbarrows, Garden Tools, Fancy Wirewcrk, Birdcages,

Hammocks, and all kinds of Garden Furnitine at lowest
marked prices. Catalogues post-free.

THE PANKI.IHANON, 56, BAKER STREET, W.

Eosher's Garden Edging Tiles

^HE ABOVE and man) otlici PATTERNS
materials of great durability. The

ed "for KITCHEN "V?f-^»;^GARDENS, as they ig^^g

further labour or expense. ^*

Edgiiips. consequently being much cheaper.
GARDEN VASES. FOUNTAINS. &c . in Artificial Stone,

very durable and of superior finish, and in great variety of design.

F. ROSHER AND CO., Manufacturers, Upper Ground
Street. Blackf.iars, S. E. ; King's Road, Chelsea, S.W.

;

Kingsland Road. E.
Agents for LOOKER'S PATENT "ACME FRAMES."

PLANT COVERS, and PROPAGATING BOXES: also

for FOXLEVS PATENT BEADED GARDEN WALL
BRICKS.

Illustrated Price Lists free by Post. The Trade supplied.

ORNAMENTAL PAVING TILES,
for Conservatories, Halls, Corridors. Balconies. &c.,

from 31. per square yard upwards. Pattern Sheets, of Plain or
more elaborate designs, with prices, sent for selection.

WHITE GLAZED TILES, for Lining Walls of Dairies,
Larders, Kitchen Ranges, Baths, &c. Grooved and other Stable
Paving of great durability. Wall Copings, Drain Pipes and Tiles
of all kinds. Roofing Tiles in great variety. Slates. Cement. &c.

F. ROSHER AND CO.. Brick and Tile Merchants.
See Addresses above.

SI L ~V E R S ^A N D ,

fine or coarse grain as desired. Prices by Post per Ton
or Truckload. on Wharf in London, or delivered direct from
Pits to any Railway Station. Samples of Sand free by post.

FLINTS .and BRICK BURRS for Rockeries or Ferneries.
KENT PEATS or LOAM supplied at lowest rates in any

quantities.

F. ROSHER AND CO.-Addresses see above.
N.B.— Orders ptoniollv executed by Rail or to Wharves.

A liberal Discount to the Trade

SIMPSON'S RED SPIDER, THRIPS, &c.,
ANTIDOTE. Testimonials of the highest order on

application. Per quart, condensed, 6r. : per pint. 3r. 6d
Supplied to Seedsmen and Chemists. Strongly recommended
in the Gardener, and by many first-class Gardeners. Has an
established reputation for efticacy.

Prepared by JOHN KILNER. Wortley. near Shefiield.

Protect Fruit Trees from Frost and Birds.

BEDDY AND CO., Torleven Works, I'orth-
• leven. Cornwall. - New GARDEN NETTING,

4 yards wide. 6/,, 7</., and 8./. per yard run. Repaired
FISHING NET. 4 yards wide, 3^., i,d.. sd., and &d. per yard
run. HORTICULTURAL SHADING, good protection
against frost. FISHING. PHEASANT. PARTRIDGE, and
RABBIT NETTING. Samples and prices on application.

COALS FOR HOTHOUSE
PU RPOSE S,

WOOD AND CO/S
STAR ANTHRACITE SMOKELESS STEAM COAL

is now beinp extensively used by many of the principal Growers,

and is found to be preferable to any other kind of fuel in respect

to cheapness and durability, and particularly on account of its

being perfectly free from sulphur, and that it does not clinker

the tire-bars.

WOOD AND CO. deliver in truck -loads to any Railway
Station, prices for which can be had on application, or can be
delivered by Wood & Co.'s Vans (in the Metropolis).

WOOD AND CO. append a testimonial given to them by
Messrs. Beckwilh & Sons, a firm of great experience, and who
have kindly allowed ihcm to make whatever use of it they may
think fit.

Tottenham Nursery^ London^ N., Dec. 28, 1877.
To Messrs. Wood & Co.

Dear Sirs,—With reference to your enquiry respecting the
" Star " Anthracite Coal with which you supplied us—as to how
it suited, its economy or otherwise—we have much pleasure in

informing you that in every respect it is the best Anthracite we
have ever used. We find there is no smoke from it, which is

very essential, and there is no trace of sulphur. It requires
very little stoking, and leaves very little ash, and certainty does
not clinker. Our consumption of Coal is about 500 tons a year,
and we have no hesitation in saying that, by using your " Star

"

Coal in the place of ordinary fuel, we shall effect a saving o\

at least ;ttoo this year. We attribute this to the powerful and
lasting properties of your coal.— Yours faithfully,

(Signed) G. Beckwith & Sons.

WOOD AND CO. supply all kinds of Coal for House and
Manufacturing purposes, prices for which will be sent od

application.

WOOD AND CO., Coal and Coke Factors, Merchants,

Contractors to Her Majesty's Government. 58, Coal Exchange,

L,C. ; and 4, Coal Department, Great Northern Railway,

King's Cross, N , and Midland Sidings, St. Pancras. N.W.

BOULTON & PAUL,
Manufacturers of New and Improved

POULTEY FENCES.

This fence is a much sitonger descripuon of fencing than the

lattice panels with loose standards, and is more portable, being

made in lengths 6 feet long with double pronged feet. A run

or pen can be formed of any length or shape without extra cost ;

it is easily fixed or removed ; the gate can be placed in any part

of the fence.

Prices :-

6 feet high, including all necessary Bolts and

Nuts .. .. 5i. per yard.

Doorway complete, 2 feet wide, including

Standards and Arched Stay 13J. 6<^. each.

Angle-iron Pillars for Corners, with Cast Orna-

ments .. 31. each.

Carriage paid on orders of 401. value. Orders executed on

receipt.

NEW POULTRY LIST, with Illustrations, on application.

BOULTON AND PAUL, NORWICH.

HELLIWELL'S PATENT SYSTEM of
Air and Water-light GLAZING WITHOUT PUTTY,

and without exposing any outside woodwork to Paint, and
NEW SYSTEM of COVERING ROOFS.
The fasteners are brass or copper. The peculiar arrangement

of the Glass covers the whole of the Woodwork and only the
small fastener is visible, therefore the root in indestructible and
outside painting unnecessary. The squares of glass can be
easily removed, and the whole be taken out and cleaned by any
inexperienced person. Breakage is impossible except through
carelessness or accident.
The Glazing is more air-tight than the old putty system, yet

any amount of ventilation can be given.
Old Roofs may be reglazed on this principle, and roofs are

covered with slates or zinc on this system.
Extract from Buildhig Neivs.

"Mr. T. W. Helliwell, of Brighouse. has recently patented
and introduced a New System of Glazing and covering Roofs,
which is ceruinly superior to anything ot the kind we have
seen before, and it will in our opinion supersede any other
system before the public."

Important references and all particulars from the Patentee.
T. W. HELLIWELL, Brighouse, Yorkshire; and 19,

Parliament Street, London, W.C.

HORTICULTURAL WINDOW GLASS.
A large variety of sizes, 15-OZ., 12,1. dd. ; 21-oz., \ts. (xi.

)er 100 feet. Large sizes, in Cases, for Cutting up— 15-oz. 4ths,

per 300 feet: — 2r-oz. 4ths, soi. ; 3ds., ^o

BELGIAN GLASS forGREENHOUSES, &c.,
Can be obtained in all sizes and q.ialities, of

BETHAM & SON,
9. LOWER THAMES STREET. LONDON, EC.

B. & Son have always a large Stock in London of zo-in. by 1 2-in.,

20-in. by 14-in , so-in. by i6-in , 20-in by i3-in., in i6-oz. & 2i-oz.

KEEP OUT THE FROST, DRIVE OUT
THE DAMP, and WARM YOUR GREENHOUSES

or other Places, by MEE'S PATENT PORTABLE COMBI-
NATION HOT-WATER APPARATUS.

Price, with packages, £% tos.

F. ANOJ. MEE, Hot-water Engineers and Patent Duller
Makers, 11, Wood Street. Liverpool.

PARI S EX H I B IT I ON.
FOR PORTM.A.NTEAUS, TRUNKS,

BAuS and HAT CASES,

RILEY & CO., 283, Strand (opposite Norfolk Street).

Also the TOURIST COMPANION. Store Prices.

BUNYARD'S NETTINGS^
for Garden use : 2 yards wide id., and 4 yards v.ide

41/. per yard.

BUNY.'\RU'S SH.i^DING,
3^ inches \d., and 72 inches 6(/, per yard : ditto Cotton,

60 inches. 4./.
, 5./. . and 8,/. per yard.

BUNYARD'S I.AWN TENNIS NETS,
White and Tanned.

BUNYARD'S MARQUEES,
Ready in Stock.

BUNYARD'S RICK and HAY COVERS
Are the Ee.st.

BUNYARD'S TENTS,
SqULire, Ri-mnd. French Canopy, and all other Shapes in Stock.

BUNYARD'S FLAGS
Are the Cheapest and Best.

^
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SCALE OF CHARGES FOR ADVERTISING.

..£.0 ;

14

uirgid as

16 Lines

25 3 6

If set across columns, llic lowest charge will be 30J.

Page £9 o

Half Page 500
Column 350

GARDENERS, AND OTHERS, WANTING SITUATIONS.

5O words IS. 6,/., and 6J. for every additional line

(about g words) or part of a line.

Births. Deaths and MARRiAtiEs, 5.i. each insertion.

Adver/isemenis for t!\t current meik must reach till Office

l,y Thnrs.tay «,),)«.

All Subscriptions Payable in Advance.

Thh Unmted Kingdom: 12 Months. £\ 3J. \od.; 6 Months,
115. iid.\ 3 Months, 6s.

FoRi^lGN : 26J.. including Postage for 12 Months.

P.0.0. to be made payable at the Kin^ Street Post-office, W.C,

PuBLLsniNG Office and Office for Advertisements,

41, Wellington Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C.

NEW SEASO N'S ARCHANGEL MATS,

The First Arrival of tlie Season.

The Trade and Large Buyers supplied at

Special Low Prices on Orders being booked

now.

JAMES T. ANDERSON,
Importer of Russia M.its,

149, COMMERCI.^L STREET, SHOREDITCH,
LONDON, E.

Wliolesale Russia Mat Merchants.

MARENDAZand FLSHER have received
from their Agents at Archangel several large shipments

of new ARCHANGEL MATS : also a large quantity of ST.

PETERSBURG MATS from Cronstadt. A small quantity of

RAFFIA in Stock.

James Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

New Archangel and Petersburg Mats.

J BLACKBURN and SONS have im-
• ported several large shipments of Mats from Archangel,

Petersburg and Cronstadt, and are offering them for present

orders at unusually low prices. Samples can be seen and prices

obtained at

4 and s. Wormwood Street. London. EC.

MATSP.XCKING 1VI/-V 1 <J ETC.

BAFFIA for TYING,
TRAINING STICKS and LABELS,

Bamboo Canes, Vinrin Cork, &'e.

C. J.
BLACKITH AND CO.,

COX'S QUAY. LOWER THAMES STREET. LONDON.

Under the Patronage of the Queen.

T SMITH'S IMPERISHABLE
O . STRATFORD LABELS.

The Gardeners' Magazitte says :—" We must give these the

palm before alt other plant labels, as the very first in merit."

Samples and Price Lists free.

J. SMITH, The Royal Label Factory, Stratford-on-Avon.

Protect Your Fruit Trees.

TANNED GARDEN NETTING,
irf. per yard. Send two stamps for SAMPLE BOOK ol

Nettings, Shadings. &c., to

JOHN EDGINGTON and CO., Marouee and Tent Makers,
48, Long Lane, West SmithSeld, London,' E.C.

LONG EGG CASES, cheap, suitable for
rough Fencing.

NURDIN AND PEACOCK, Wells Street. Oxford Strreet, W.

"'TlHE CLOSER WE SHAVE our customers
J- the better they like us, and if we take, easily, all but

their skin, they are delighted." Thus said, or did, MECHTS
MAGIC STROPS. PASTE, and RAZORS, which for Fifty
Years have maintained the No. i position.— It2, Regent Street,
London, W.—All the nice things in Dressing Bags, Dressing
Cases, and Elegancies for Presentation. Catalogues post-free.

PEAT.—The West Moors Horticultural Peat
Supply.-C. R. HOLLOWAY, Christchurch, Hants-

Brown, Fibrous, Light-weighing Peat, of excellent qualuy,

for Orchids, Ferns, &c., well cut in Turves and carefully loaded

into Railway Trucks, at 17J. td. per ton, in loads of 4 Tons and

upwards. Sample bag, 5J. , five bags, 21J. ; 12 bags, 405.

Some also, of good quality, at 13J. 61/. per four tons and

upwards.

Paris Exhibition.

Special arrangements for Visitors to the Exhibition have been

RAILWAY PASSENGERS ASSURANCE
COMPANY, for providing against Accident by Rail-

way or Steamboat during the journey to Paris and back.

A premium of One Shilling insures /tooo if killed, or £fi per

week if laid up by injury during the double journey. Policies

against Accidents of all kinds may also be effected for One,
Three, or Twelve months, on moderate terms.

Apply at the Booking Offices of the Southern Railways, or

at the Head Office, 64, Cornhill, London.
WILLIAM J. VIAN, Secretary.

THE COTTAGER'S CALENDAR of
GARDEN OPERATIONS. By the late Sir Joseph

Paxton, M.P.
Reprinted from the Gardeners' Chronicle, w

Alterations and Additions.
Price ^d. : post-free, 3j^(/.

Post-office Orders are to be made payable to Wm. Rich.
at the King Street Office, Covent Garden. London, W.C.

Published at the Oflice of the Gardeners' ChronicU
Wellington Street, W.C.

REVUE de I'HORTICULTURE BELGE
et ETRANGERE (Belgian and Foreign Horticultural

Review). —Among the principal Contributors are ;—A. Allard,

E. Andri, C. Baltet, T. Buchetet, F. Burvenich, F. Cre'pin,

Comte de Comer, De Jonge van EUemeet, O. de Kerchove de
Denrerghem, P. E. de Puydt, C. de Vis, J. Gillon, A. M. C.

Jongkmdt Coninck. C. Koch, J. Kickx, L. Linden. T. Moore,
C. Naudin, B. Oliver, H. Ortgies, E. Pynaert, E. Rodigas,

A. Siraux. O. Thomas, A. van Geert Son, H. J. van Hulle, J.

Van Volxem, H. J. Veitch, A. Westmael. and P. Wolkenstein.

This illustrated Journal appears on the ist of every month,

in Parts of 24 pages, Svo, with a Coloured Plate and numerous
Engravings.
Terms of Subscription for the United Kingdom :—One year,

T05. ,
payable in advance.

Publishing Office ; 143. Rue de Bruxelles, Ghent. Belgium.

Post-office Orders to be made payable M. E. PYNAERT,
at the Chief Post office. Ghent.

Farms, Estates, Residences.

Any one desirous of Renting a Farm or Residence, or

Purchasing an Estate, can have copies of the

MIDLAND COUNTIES HERALD
iupp'ied free for six weeks on stating the purpose for

which the paper is required, forwarding name and address, and
six halfpenny stamps for postage, addressed " Midliind Counties

Herald Ofhce, Birmingham." The Midland Counties Herald
aways contains large numbers of advertisements relating to

l-'arms. Estates, and Residences for Sale and to be Let.

THE SYDNEY MAIL
NEW SOUTH WaTeS ADVERTISER.

CONTEXTS :-

INTERCOLONIAL .and GENERAL NEWS.
SPORTING and the FIELD, in which is incorporated

BELL'S LIFE in SYDNEY.
RECORD of RACES, and NOTES on the TURF.
CRICKET and AQUATICS.
THE FLORA of AUSTRALIA. (Drawn and Engraved

specially for this Journal.)

NATURAL HISTORY (Original Articles).

AGRICULTURE, PASTORAL, HORTICULTURE.
GOLD FIELDS .and MINING generally.

STOCK and SHARE REPORTS.
ORIGINAL .and SCIENTIFIC ARTICLES.
TALES by POPULAR ENGLISH and AUSTRALIAN

AUTHORS.
THE FASHIONS. DOMESTIC ECONOMY.
INDOOR AMUSEMENTS.
THE CHESS PLAYER. THE HO.ME CIRCLE.
COMMERCIAL NEWS.
SHIPPING INTELLIGENCE.

The SYDNEY MAIL has a wide circulation throughout the
Uistralian Colonies, New Zealand, Polynesia, &c. It contains
L large amount of information on a great variety of subjects.

Subscription in Advance, £1 per Annum.
Single Copies, ^d. ; Stamped, S'l-

Publishing Office-Hunter Street, Sydney, New South Wales.

ENGLAND.
The undermentioned Newspaper and Advertising Agents are

authorised to receive ADVERTISEMENTS, which must be
paid in advance, for the SYDNEY MORNING HERALD
and SYDNEY MAIL :-

London Mr. George Street, 30, Cornhill, E.C.

Mr. F. Algar, 8, Clement's Lane, Lombard
Street, EC.

Me

Birmingham .. Mr. R. S. Kirk, 90, New Street.

LlVERrooL .... Lee & Nightingale, rs. North John Straet.

Beistol James & Henry Grace, Royal Insurance
Buildings.

Edinburgh Robertson & Scott, 13, Hanover Street.

Glasgow W. Porteous & Co., 15, Royal Exchange
Place.

Belgian.

BULLETIN d'ARBORICULTURE de
FLORICULTURE, et de CULTURE MARAI-

CHERE. A monthly horticultural work, with superb Coloured
Plates and Illustrations. Published since 186.5 by F.

Burvenich, F. Pavnaert, E. Rodigas. and H. J. Van
HuLLE. Professors at the Horticultural School of the Belgian

Government at Ghent. Post paid lor. per annum.
H. J. VAN HULLE, Botanical Gardens. Ghent, Belgium.

THE CULTIVATOR.—
A Portuguese Monthly Agricultural Journal, which

circulates in Portugal and her possessions, and in the Principal

Towns of the Brazils.

This papes offers an excellent medium for Advertisements ol

every description of industry and of every article of Consump-
tion in the countries and places above mentioned.
Advertising charges, id. per square inch. Translation included.

Ten per cent. Discount for six months ; 20 per cent. Discount
for twelve months, if paid in advance.

Address, the Editor of the Cultivator, St. Michael's. Azores.

MA Y F A I R : a Non-Society Journal
of Literature and Politics, unambitiously illustrated.

Price Ut, Has been permanently enlarged by eight columns.

Contents of this week's Number (July 16) '.-^

1. On the Watch.
2. Bound to a Corpse.

3. Fellows of the F. O. (by one of them).

4. Dublin Society.

5. Morals of MerrionSqu.are.
6. The Oxford Prig.

7. Shakespeare on the Cession of Cyprus (profusely
illustrated).

8. The Queen's Proctor intervening.

9. Newmarket July.
10. What will they say at the Polling Booth,
ri. The World on Wheels.
12. The Chat of the Fair.

13. The Fashions of the Fair.

14. Upon Living and Growing Old.
• 15, Mr. Lawsou's Concert.

16. A Satire.

17. Turning over Fresh Leaves.

May/air of this week also contains Portrait Sketches of Lord
Beaconsfield. Mr. Gladstone, Lord Harlington, Sir Garnet
Wolseley, Mr. Wheelhouse, M.P., Mr. Bungs, &c.

Aiity/air, unambitiously illustrated, price 6./. Yearly sub-
scription. 281. (payable in advance). For sale by all Metro-
politan Newsagents and at all Bookstalls, on Monday afternoon,
and throughout the country on Tuesday morning.
"Mavfair" Abroad.- .1/,ij.AiV Is on sale in the Paris

Exhibition in Messrs. GALIGNANI'S English Kiosque

:

also in the Boulevard des Capucines, Kiosque 213. In New
York, with BRENTANO, 39. Union Square. In Malta, with
Mr. WATSON, 246, Strada Reale, Valetta.

Igy .ADVERTISERS arc requested to note that

although we do not object to receive Letters to be called

for, -we cannot undertake to forward them.

"lArANTED, an experienced HEAD GAR-
T V DENER. without young family.—E, 23, Queen's

Gate, London, S.W.

To Gardeners.

WANTED, a SECOND GARDENER,
married, well accustomed to Inside and Outside work.

Wife experienced Laundress, without incumbrance. House and
coals found. Laundry attached. Good reference for both
indispensible—Apply, stating wages, to R. H, APPLETON,
Woodside Hall. Eaglescliffe Junction, via Darlington.

WANTED, as HEAD WORKING
GARDENER a m.arrled Man without incumbrance.

Must have thorough character from last employer for knowledge
of all branches of the profession, industry, sobriety, and honesty.
—Address, stating full particulars, to THOMAS ROGERS,
Esq., Orleigh Court, Bidefoid, North Devon.

ANTED, an UNDER GARDENER,
about 22, single ; he would have to attend to a Pony

and Cow, and make himself useful in the House.—T. J., Hale
Lodge, Edgware, Middlesex.

ANTED, a General PROPAGATOR, and
to take Charge of the Glass Department. Good wages

to a really competent, energetic man. None other need apply.
—WM. L. SKINNER, Nurseryman and Seedsman, Silcoates,
Wakefield.

ANTED, a WORKING FORE.MAN, for
the Glass, well up in Growing for Market, and Cut

Flower Trade.—Apply to M. LEWIS, the Ember Nurseries,
Thames Ditton, Surrey, S.W.

ANTED^ MARKET GARDENERS.
Special Country Job. Wages (>d. an hour.—\V.,

Waters' Library, 97, Westboiirne Grove, W.

ANTED, as HEAD SHOPMAN, an
energetic competent man to take the Management of

an old-established Seed Business in a large provincial town :

one having some knowledge of the Nursery business preferred.
Liberal salary.—Address A.^^care of Messri. Hurst & Son, 6,
Leadenhall Sii , London. E C.

WANTED, a Young MAN, a good Budder
of Roses and Fruit Trees, and careful Planter of Shrubs,

also that would make himself generally useful. State wages
required.—Address, W. GODWIN, Nurseryman, Market
Drayton, Salop.

WANTED, for an Agricultural Co-operative
Society, a person who can undertake the duties of

MANAGER. SHOPMAN, or TRAVELLER, and to take
personal charge of Contracts of Growing Seed Crops. No one
need apply who has not had experience in a first-class house and
is not a professing Christian. Salary to a suitable man, to star t

with, ^250 per year, and commission. -- Confidential, J.

,

Garde^ters' Chronicle Ofl"ice, W.C.

ANTED, a young Person, as SALES-
WOMAN for a Florist, with a knowledge of Plants

and a good Bouquetist. Unexceptionable references required.
—Apply to E. PATES. Kingston Gardens. Cheltenham.

ANTED, a young MAN, to attend to
Gardenia and Fern House. Wages 18.J. per week.—

R. WEATHERILL, Woodside Nursery, Finchley, N.
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WANT PLACES.

EG. HENDERSON
• AND SON have many excellent

GARDENERS with approved testimonials

for ability now waiting in their Nurseries for

re-cngagement.

E. G. H. & Son will be pleased to answer
any enquiries from Noblemen and Gentlemen
requiring such.—Pine-apple Nursery, Maida
Vale, London, W.

SHORN AND SONS have on their Register
a number of Men of excellent character and abilities,

atad first-class experience in every branch, whom they would be
glad to recommend to Noblemen or Gentlemen requiring the
services of thoroughly practical GARDENERS. FOREMEN
and UNDER GARDENERS can also be recommended —
The Fulham Nurseries, London, S.W.

BS. WILLIAMS begs to intimate that he
• has at present in the Nursery and upon his Register

some excellent Men, competent either to fill the situation of
HEAD GARDENER, BAILIFF, FOREMAN, or
JOURNEYMAN. Ladies and Gentlemen requiring any of the
above will please send full particulars, when the best selections
for the different capacities will be made.

A R D E N IC R (Head). — W. Craggs,
Winslade, near Exeter, would be pleased to recommend

his Foreman to any Lady or Gentleman in want of a steady,
industrious, and persevering man. Has lived in some of tiie

leading establishments in this country, and has been over three
years in present situation as Foreman, where Gardening is

carried on with spirit. No single-handed place accepted.

—

Address as above.

GARDENER (Head), in a Nobleman's or
Gentleman's Garden.—Age 33. married, one boy (age

7^^) ; eighteen years' practical experience. Seven years'
character as Head from present place. Leaving nn own
account. State wages, if house, &c.—HENRY ELDRIDGE,
The Gardens, Bartlow. Linton, Cambs.

GARDENER (Head), where three or four
are kept.—Age 34, no family ; understands Vines, Pines,

Stove. Greenhouse Plants Flower and Kitchen Garden. Good
character.—J. C, The Gardens, Quorn Hall, Loughborough,
Leicestershire,

ARDENER (Head), or GARDENER,
land steward. &c.—Age 54, married (family

grown up) ; Scotch : experienced. References for character and
ability most satisfactory in every way.—HORTUS, PostOffice,
Heme Hill, S.E.

ARDENER (Head).—Mr. Townsend
desires to announce his inability to reply to very numerous

applications received in reply to his late advertisement.

GARDENER (Head), age 35.—A Gentle-
man, who has let his Estate, would be pleased to

recommend his late Gardener. He is well qualified to take the
Management of a Large Place ; also Land and Stock.—Address,
first, to J. H. M.. II, Queen Anne's Gate. Westminster, S.W.

GARDENER (Head). — Age
z(:>,

single
;

experienced in all branches of the profession. Three
years' good character.—M. M., 48, Park Street, Upper Stieet,
Islington, N.

ARDENER (Head), where three or four
are kept ; age 36, married, two children.—A Ladv wishes

to recommend the above. Understands Vines, Forcing, Con-
servatory, Fruit, Flowers, Vegetables.—A K , Bult's Library,
25, New Quebec Street, Portman Square, W.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 40, married, no
(amily ; twenty-five years' practical experience in Grow-

ing Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Ferns, Orchids, Pines, Vines,
Melons. Fourteen years Head Gardener. Five years in last

situation. Goad character.—E. H., i, Alexandra Terrace,
Penge Lane, Penge. S.E.

ARDENER (Head). —Age 32, married,
Scotch : thorough practical experience in all the higher

branches of Gardening. Has had experience in large Establish-
ments, both in Scotland and England. Competent to manage a
large place. Good references.—W. L., Post-office, Cuckfield,
Sussex.

ARDENER (Head), to any Nobleman or
Gentleman.—Age 40. married ; no incumbrance. ; Scotch.

Thoroughly practical in all branches of the profession, including
Laying-out of New Grounds, Management of Land. &c.
Unexceptionable references. — A. B., Post-office, Church,
Accrington.

ARDENER (Head). — Married ; a
thoroughly practical Man of twenty years' experience

in every department of Horticulture and General Estate work,
offers his services to any Nobleman or Gentleman requiring a
really competent and respectable man, of excellent character and
unquestioned ability.—B. B., Post-office, Mile Oak, Brenchley,
Kent.

GARDENER (Head), where two or three
are kept.—Age 26. single ; good experience in Early and

Late Forcing of Fruit, Flowers, and Vegetables. Good refer-

ences^—WJL^_Post-office^o^

ARDENER (Head).—Age 34; married,
one child (7 years); thoroughly understands the culti-

vation of all kinds of fruits, Ochids, Stove and Greenhouse
Plants. Ferns, Flower and Kitchen Garden. Highest re-

ierences~C. G . 9. Park Terrace, Balham, Lonlon, S.W.

ARDENER (Head).—Age ^i ; thoroughly
practical in everyjdepartment of Early and Late Forcing

of Pines, Vines, Peaches, Figs, Strawberries. &c. . Stove and
Greenhouse Plants, Kitchen and Flower Gardening. Has
lived in some of the best places in England and Scotland.—
D. LONG. Rolls Park. Chigwell, Essex.

ARDENER (Head).—Age 30, married, no
family; thoroughly practical in all branches of the pro-

fession. Fifteen years* experience in first-class places. Good
testimonials from present and previous employers. Three and
a-half years Head Gardener in present place.—M. G, Mr.
Woods, 73, High Street, Oxford.

GARDENER (Head).—C. Hoskins, late
Gardener to C. W. Wingfield, Esq.. Onslow Hall. Salop,

four years, is open to treat with any Lady or Gentleman in

want of a thorough practical and energetic Man, fully con-
versant with the most modern and practical system of horticul-
ture in every branch, whose character and abilities will bear
the strictest investigation.— C. HOSKINS, Church Farm,
Esher, Surrey,

GARDENER (Head), age 35, married, two
children. -John Smith. Gardener to H. Tate, Esq.,

Highfield, Woolton, will be shortly disengaged, and would be
glad to meet with any Ladyor Gentleman requiring his services
m the above capacity. Five and a-half years' good character.
Highest references from previous employers,

GARDENER (Head), w:\ere two or three
are kept.—Age 31, married, no family; experienced in

Indoor and Outdoor Gardening. Wife would attend a Lodge.
—W. T, 17, Elgin Road, Maida Vale, London, W.

ARDENER (Head).—Age 34, married,
two children ; thoroughly practical in all branches of the

profession. Five years' good character.—W. J. WHITE,
Cranbourne House, Hoddesdon, Herts.

GARDENER (Head, Working), required
at the City of London Lunatic Asylum, Stone, near

Dartford. Kent. Must have a good knowledge of Growing
Vegetables in large qiiantities, and be accustomed to the care
of Pigs, &c —Apply by letter, stating wages required, to the
MEDICAL SUPERINTENDENT.

GJ^ARDENER (Head, Working).—Age 27,
^ single, has a thorough practical knowledge of the pro-

fession. Early and Late Forcing, Flower and Kitchen Gardening.
Three and a half years' good character. Well recommended.

—

J. T. 18, Pomona Place. Fulham. SW.

/^ARDENER (Head, Working).—Age 42,
V^^ married, one in family ; well up in every branch ofGarden-
ing. First-class Grape Grower. Eighteen years' character.

—

H. W., II, Pembroke Road. Walthamstow, Essex.

GARDENER (He.vd, Working).—Age 36,
married, no family

; good practical knowledge of the
profession. Good character.—A, B. WALKER, 6, Bland
Terrace, Wells Lane, Streatham, S.W.

/'"< ARDENER (Head, Working).—Age 30-
VJ single ; thoroughly practical in management of Gonser.
vatoiies. Vineries, Peach Houses, Forcing. &c. : Stove and
Greenhouse Plants, Ferns, &c, ; and the general management
of well-kept gardens. Highest testimonials.—J. THORN-
TON, Sadberge Hall, Darlington.

GARDENER (Head, Working).—Age 42 ;

thoroughly experienced in all branches of the profession.
Nine years' good character. Total abstainer.—E. F., The
Gardens, Poullimore, Devon.

r^ ARDENER (Head, Working).—
vJ Thoroughly understands the profession in all its branches.
Has been in business for himself ten years as a Florist and
Market Gardener, Highest testimonials of character can be
given —G. W., Mr. J. Loveday, Ribworth. Leicestershire.

rjJ^ARDENER (Head, Working), where t\v(.

V,^ or more are kept.—Age 29. married ; thoroughly under
stands the profession in all its branches. Been in first-clas;

situations, and three years in present.-W, WHITE, Daisor
Lodge. St. Mary Church, Torquay.

GJ_ARDENER (Head, Working).—Age 35,
^

_
married ; thorough praciical knowledge of the proles-

sion in all its branches; Land and Stock if required. Good
character from present and previous employers.—ALBERT
IDLE, Howbery Park, WallingforJ, Berkshire.

GARDENER (Head Working).—Age zz^
married, one child (age 6); well-up in every branch of

Gardening. Excellent character from present employer.

—

R. H., St John's, Crowborough, Sussex.

/^i ARDENER (Head, or good Single-
V,'^ HANfiED).—Age 28 ; single at present ; thoroughly
understands his duty. Two years good character from present
situation. -W. W,, 2. Rose Cottages. Page Green. Tottenham, N.

GARDENER (.Single-handed, or where
one is kept).—Age 23, single. Good character and refer-

L B,, 19, Rectory Gr ove, Clapham, London, S.W.

GARDENER (Second), in a good establish-
ment.—Age 26 ; wishful to improve, particularly in

Orchids and Stove Plants. Good character. — S. L., The
Gardens, Churchtown, Southport.

GARDENER (Second), in a Nobleman's
or Gentleman's Establishment.—Age 23: eight years'

experience in a good establishment. Good character and
testimonials.—Address, stating particulars, to W, B , The
Garden, Gatecombe Court. Long Ashton, near Bristol.

GARDENER (Second, where three are
kept ; or Third, where four or five are kept).—Age

20 ; five years' experience in good place. Good character.

—

F. R.. I, Taunton Road, Burnt Ash Lane. Lee. S.E.

/-^ARDENER (Second), in a Gentleman's
VJ Garden.—Young ; used to Stove and Greenhouse Plants.
Flower and Kitchen Garden.—G. B., Bexon Bredgar. Sitting-
bourne, Kent.

CI ARDENER (Second).—Age 22 ; eight
-^ years' experience in gardening. Good character. —A. M.

,

Wentworth House, John Street, Hampstead. Middlesex.

GJ.ARDENER (Second), in a Gentleman's
" Establishment —Age 23 ; eight years' experience. Good

character.—W. BECKWITH, Rose Cottage. Eliot Park,
Lewisham, S.E.

GARDENER (Under), in the Houses pre-
ferred. —Age 20 ; four years' experience in all branches.

Two years' good character.—A. H,, Mr, Swift. Bloxhim, Oxon

GARDENER (Under).—Age 24 ; two years
and seven months in present situation.—M. CHARLTON,

The Gardens, Noblethorpe Hall, Barnsley, Yorkshire.
.

GARDENER (Under).—Age 20; used to
Stove. Greenhouse. Flower, and Kitchen Garden.—

Address, slating wages, G. W., 20. Alma Place, Lyham Road,
Brixlon. S.W.

C^ARDENER(Working), where two or three
-^ are kept.—Married, no family ; thoroughly understands

Gardening in all branches. Good character.—H. M. . Brackham
Green, near Reigate, Surrey.

FOREMAN.—Age 23 ; thoroughly under-
stands Vines, Melons, Cucumbers. Stove and Greenhouse

Plants. Ten years' experience. Good references.—A. RUM-
BALL, Chipstead Place, Sevenoaks, Kent.

FOREMAN, in the Houses, where three or
more are employed.—Age 25 ; ten years' experience in

good places. Over two years' good character from present
situation. Bothy preferrcd.-C. WATTERSON, The Gardens,
Crow Nest, Halifax.

OREMAN, or SECOND, in a Nobleman's
or Gentleman's Establishment.—Age 23, single at present :

eight years' experience under good Gardeners in two places.
Good character and references.—J. HAMMOND, 3, Rands
Square, Highgate, N.

FOREMAN, in a thorough good Gardening
Establishment.—John Deericutt, Gardener, Pye Nest,

Halifax, can confidently rt commend a young man as above.

OREMAN, in the Houses.—Well up in
Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Vines, Peaches, and

Vegetable Forcing. Nine years' experienceand good character.
- M. \V., 35, Keynsham Street, Cheltenham.

OURNEYMAN, in the Houses preferred.—
Age 20 ; good knowledge of general routine of Gardening

Good character.— F. ROLFE, Balls Park. H ertford.

JOURNEYMAN (Good, or .Second).—
Twelve month^and fiveycari'gojd characters from present

nd^preyiouscTiploycrs^Please state wages and requirements
s, near Newport,

rpo NURSERYMEN. — A Young MAN, of
-L several years' experience in the Outdoor Department of
General Nursery work. Budding, Grafting. Layering, &c

,

wishes to engage for two or three years, with a view to gain
information and general experience. Unexceptional chiracter.
-ER ROR, Mr. George, New Shrubs Hill, Egham. Surrey.

TMPROVER.—Age ig^ three and a half
-- years' character from present employer.—A. WILLIAMS,
W. Sharp. Esq., Endwood Court, Handswonh, Stafford shire.

HANDY MAN.—A situation wanted on a
Nobleman or Gentleman's Estate, by a steady married

.Man.—Painting, Glazing, Repairing Hot-water Pipes, Rough
Carpentering, &c.—S. G., Mentmore Gardens, near Leighton
Buzzard, Beds.

Nursery and Seed Trade.

IVTANAGER or TRAVELLER.—Advertiser
-^'-L offers his services to those requiring a thoroughly
practical and competent Man in either of above capacities; has
had e-xtensive experience in Plant Growing and the Manage-
ment of Nursery Grounds, Men, &c., and possesses a thorough
knowledge of the Seed Trade First-class references.~X

,

Messrs. Hurst & Son, 6, Leadenhall Street. London. E.G.

J

s
To the London Seed Trade.

HOPMAN.—Thoroughly competent in all

Ckroniclt Office, W.C.

("•OLLECTOR.-Mr. John Carder begs to
V-^ offer his services as a Foreign Plant Collector to any Firm
requiring the same.—<, Blantyre Street, Chelsea. S.W.

KINAHAN'S LL WHISKY.
The cream of old Irish Whiskies. Pure, mild, mellow,

delicious, and most wholesome. Universally recommended by
the Medical Profession. Dr. Hassal says, "The Whisty is

illow, and pure, well matured, and of very excellent
quality."- t Titchfield Street, Londo ,

W.

DINNEFORD'S MAGNESIA.
The Medical Profession for over Forty Years have approved of

this pure solution as the Best Remedy for

ACIDITY OF THE STOMACH, HEARTBURN,
HEADACHE, GOUT, AND INDIGESTION,

and as the safest Aperient for Delicate Constitutions, Ladies,

Children and Infants.

DINNEFORD'S MAGNESIA.
ELAZENBY AND SON'S PICKLKS,

• SAUCES, and CONDIMENTS.—E. LAZENBY
AND SON, sole proprietors of the celebrated recipes, and
manufacturerb of the pickles, sauces, and condiments so long
and favourably distinguished by the name, beg to remind the
public that every article prepared by them is guaranteed as
entirely unadulterated.—92, Wigmore Street, Cavendish
Square (late 6. Edward Street, Portman Square), and iS,

Trinity Street. London, S E.

HARVEY'S SAUCE.—CAUTION.—The
admirers of this celebrated sauce are pTrticularly

requested to observe that each bottle prepared by E.
LAZENBY AND SON bears the label, used so many years,
signed " Elizabeth Lazenby."

HEALTH or SICKNESS.— It has been
often and truly asserted, that want of forethought ruins

thousands and kills hundreds : surely in the matter of personal
suffering remedial means should always be available. Nolhint;
preserves the health so well as an occasional alterative, whe't
the heat is oppressive and the nerves are unstrung. Holloway's.
Pills act admirably on the stomach, liver, and kidneys, and s »

thoroughly purify the blood that they are most efficient iit

warding off nausea, fever, diarrhcea, dysentery, and other
maladies always rife throughout our summers. All who have
the laudable desire of maintaining their own and their families'

health, cannot do better than trust to Holloway's Pills, which
cool, regulate, and strengthen the system.
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GARSONS PAINT.
PATRONISED BY

HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN. H.R.H. THE PRINCE OF WALES. H.R.H. THE DUKE OF EDINBURGH.
The British. Government. The Indian Government. The Colonial Government.

10,000 of the Nobility, Gentry, and Clergy. Railway and Canal Companies. Collieries, Ironmasters, <Sc.

IS E.XTENSIVELY USED FOR ALL KINDS OFOUTDOOR ^VORK.
IT IS SPECIALLY APPLICABLE TO

WOOD, IRON, BRICK, STONE, and COMPO.
Sold in all Colours. 1 Cwt. and Oil Mixture Free to all Stations. Prices, Patterns, and Testimonials Free.

OILS and VARNISHES of EVERY DESCRIPTION.

WALTER CARSON &
LA BELLE SAUVAGE YARD, LUDGATE HILL, LONDON, E.G.;

SONS,
I, BACHELOR'S WALK, DUBLIN

BOULTON & PAUL, horticultural builders, NORWICH,
MANUFACTURERS of PRIZE GARDEN IMPLEMENTS, PRIZE GARDEN FURNITURE, &c.

DESCRIPTIVE LISTS Ercc- hy Po^f. Orders amountiu^^^ io 4oy. Carriage Paid.

36-3AI.L0N SWING WATER BARROW. GARDEN ROLLER, PORTABLE PUMP. WATER or LIQUID MANURE CART.
Balance Handle.

tide, made extra strong, wUh very powerful
continuous stream of water 50 feel.

Cash Prices, Carriage paid to any Station in Kngland.
15 gallons, Cl loj.

I
20 gallons, ^£4 |

25 gallonR, £4 loj.

The Judges at the late Great International Horticultural Exhi-
bition held at Manchester (1873). tested this Engine very severely,

and although all the principal makers competed, it was declared
to be the best, and was awarded the only prize, a Silver Medal.

of the principal Railway Stations in England. Cash i

The above is by far the strong*

cheapest implement of the kind yet introduced, For conveying
and distributing liquid manure it is invaluable. A pump can
be attached for emptying cesspools, &c. As a drinking trough
for caltlc. ^nd for many other farm purposes, it is most useful.

The shafts and lids are arranged to turn back out of the way.

Carriage paid to any Railway Station in England. Cash Prices.

To hold 140 gallons .. .. .. ^10 10 o

«5o .. M 10 o
Galvanised Iron Pump and lo-feet

Indiarubber Suction Pipe .. .. 3 15 o
Spreaders .. .. ,, each o 15 o

The 140 and 200 gallon carts are best suited for one horse.

SWING WATER or MANURE CART,
SUITABLE FOR A PONY.

With two tanks to one carriage a large quantity of liquid car

be carted in a short time, one lank bemg filled while the othei

is conveyed away. The tanks are galvanised, and can be sei

down and left in the fields for cattle to drink from.

Cash Prices. Carriage paid to any Railway Station.

To hold 60 gallons with one tank . . ;£6 o o

Valve and Spreader for dit

cspectjully requested with fr of allfirst orders

T. H. P. DENNIS & CO.
MANSION HOUSE BUILDINGS,

QUEEN VICTORIA STREET, LONDON, E.G.,

CONSERVATORY AND GREENHOUSE BUILDERS,

HOT-WATBK ENGINEEKS.
ms should be addressed to "The Editor;" Advertisements and Business Letters to "The Publisher," at the Oflice, 41. WellinRton Street. Covent Garden. London, W.C.
ICHARDS. at the Office of Messrs. Bradourv. Agnew, Sl Co., Lombard Street. Precinct of Whitefriars. City of London, in the County of Middlesex, and Published by the

t the Oflice, 41. Wellingto.i Street. Parish of St. Paul's, Covent G.itden, in the said County.—Saturday, July 20. 187S.
' "

AgentsforScolland—Messrs. J. MBNZ1BS& Co., Edinburgh and Glasgow.Agent for Manchester—John Heywood.
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BRACKLEY AGRICULTURAL and
HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

The ANNUAL FLOWER SHOW of this Society will be
held on TUESDAY, August 6, 1878, by Mr. Weston's kind
permission, in the picturesque grounds at the rear of the College
Chapel, Brackley. The maijnificent Band of Her Majesty's
Coldstream Guards has been engaged for the occasion.
Schedules and all information will be afforded upon application

R. J. AND A. H. RUSSEL, Brackley.
to the Ho

ROYAL BOTANICAL and HORTI-
CULTURAL SOCIETY of MANCHESTER.

SPECIAL EXHIBITION for COTTAGERS on SATUR-
DAY, August 3.

Schedules ot Prizes may be obtained from
BRUCE FINDLAY, Curator and Secretary,

Royal Botanic Gardens, Manchester.

MAIDENHEAD HORTICULTURAL
SOCIETY.

The FIRST FLOWER SHOW will be held on THURS-
DAY, August 29. in the Hamblettonian Hall, Maidenhead.
Admission 2S. fid. from 1 until 4 o'Clock, and is. from 4 until

7 o'clock. Tickets may be had of the Treasurer. Mr. H. H.
DURRANT: the Secretary: or at Mr HODGE'S Library.

Entries close August 22. except for Cottagers, who can enter
any time before the day of Show.
Schedule and Rules may be had of

Mr. H. J. MOUNT, Honorary Secretary.

KOYAL CALEDONIAN HORTICUL-
TURAL SOCIEPY —SPECIAL NOTICE.

At the AUTUMN SHOW in the WAVERLEY MARKET,
EDINBURGH, on WEDNESDAY, September 11, the fol-

lowing SPECIAL PRIZES will be given, in addition to those
in the Primed Schedule :-
For a Basket of Black Grapes, not less than 12 lb. in weight. —

£>lx C-i, £1.
For a Basket of White Grapes, not less than 12 lb. in weight.

—

£i. £3. £'
For the finest Table of Plants, 20 feet by s feet (for Gardeners

and Amateurs). -;{;5,i4.;<;3.i;2.
For three Palms, not less than 6 feet high.—£3. £i, £1.
For two Tree Ferns, not less than 4 leet stem.—;£3, £2. £1.
For three Heaths in Flower.-.i3. £1, los.

For two Pots Vallota purpurea.—.£i, 10s.

FOR NURSERYMEN.
For three Palms, not le s than 6 feet high.— j<;3, £2, £1.
For two Tree Ferns, not less than 4 feet stem.

—

£3, £1, £\.
The Shows of the Society are open to all Exhibitors, whether

members of the Society or not.

JOHN STEWART, Hon Sec.

P'
ROTHEROE AND MORRIS, HORTI-
CULTURAL, Market Garden and Estate Auctioneers

and Valuers, 98. Gracechurch Street.City. E.G., and at Leytcn-
sione, E. Monthly Horticultural Register had on application

ORCHARD-HOUSE TREES, Fruiting in
Pols :- Peaches, Nectarines. Plums, Pears, Apples,

Vines. Fia=, Apricots, Cherries, Mulberries, and Oranges.
RICHARD SMITH and CO., Nurserymen and Seed

Merchants. Worcester.

TO BE SOLD, a great bargain, TWENTY-
THREE Specimen STOVE PLANTS, the property of

a genlleman in Yorkshire. All particulars on application to

JAMES DICKSON and SONS, Newton Ni

A
Our NewRCHANGEL MATS

prices on application.

B MALLER, LEWISHAM, has to offer for

cash 3000 GREVILLEA ROBUSTA in 48.pots at 7ss.

o. Less number than 50, I2r. per dozen.

Healthy Plants In Pots of

LILIUM AURATUM, the Golden-Rayed
Japanese Lily, per dozen, \Zs., 24J, , and 30J.

BARR AND SUGDEN. 12. King Sireet. Covent Garden, W.C.

13 OSES.— Visitors to the Nurseries are
-V) invited to inspect our extensive Collection of ROSES,

which are now in ma;.;nificent bloom.
CRANSTON'S Nurseries, King's Acre, Hereford.

True Native Scotcli Fir Sesd.

RAND A. MORRISON, Nurserymen,
• Elgin, are taking in Orders for the above for spring

delivery. Price on application.

To the Trade.STANDARD ROSES.

J NO. JEFFERIES AND SONS offer extra
line Standard ROSES, and will be pleased to quote

Special Prices for delivery in Autumn.
JNO. JEFFERIESanuSONS, Royal Nurseries, Cirencester.

Venus' Fly-Trap.

DION/EA MUSCIPULA.—Nice plants with
good traps, of this interesting Fly-catcher, 30J per dozen.

Mr. WILLIAM BULL'S Eslablishment for New and Rare
Plants. King's Riad. Chelsea, London. S.W.

CHRISTMAS ROSE.S.— Helleborus niger,

the true maximus variety. Spiraea (Hoteia) japonica and
palmata, may be had in any quantity. Prices on application to

BUDDENBORG BROS.. Florists, Hillegora, Haarlem,
Holland.

To the Trade.-New Eoses of 1878.

GEO. COOLING begs to offer extra fine

plants of thirty-two of the best varieties of the above,

with plenty of buds for immediate working. List and price on
application. The Nurseries, Bath.

Gentlemen's Gardeners, Amateurs, and Others

ARDEN POT S' of best quahty,
are requested to send their orders to

J. MATTHEWS, Royal Pottery, Weston-super-Mare.
Price List on application.

G
Genuine Garden Seeds.

WM. CUTBUSH AND SON have for many
years held some of the finest stocks of Seeds in the

Trade, and they believe that no House can possibly supply

belter quality.

CATALOGUES post-free on application.

Highgate. London. N.. and Barnet, N.

Vines—Vines—Vines.
T COWAN, The Vineyard, Garston, near
^J • Liverpool, calls attention to his splendid stock of well

ripened GRAPE VINES. suit.,ble for planting Vineries. Cata-

logues free. Trade supplied. Terms on application.

H
To the Trade.

RAPE SEED and WHITE MUSTARD.
AND F. SHARPE have fine samples of

the above-named Seeds, suitable for sowing purposes.

, &c,, may be had on application.

Seed Growing Establishment, Wisbech.

H
Cllanthus Dampierl Seed.

TO THE TRADE.
URST AND SON beg to offer New Seed of
CLIANTHUS DAMPIERI, in fine condition. Price

application.

6, Leadenhall Street, London. E.C.

Dutch Bulbs, First Quality Only.

r^ G. VAN TUBERGEN'S Wholesale
V.''* CATALOGUE of Hyacinths. Tulips, &c., wUl be

forwarded free to the Trade on application to

Messrs. R. SILBERRAD and SON, 15, Harp Lane, Great

Tower Siteet, London. E.C.

C. G. VAN TUBERGEN, Nurseryman, Haarlem. Holland.

Cahbage Plants.

FOR S.\LE, a quantity ot good strong
Enfield Market Cabbage Plants on rail, at is. 6rf. per

loco, can now he supplied by

J. WOOBERRY, Washington, Pulborough. Sussex.

QTRAWBERRY PLANTS.—Strong and
kJ well rooted Runners can be had of the following sorts :

—
James Veitch, Sir Joseph Paxton, Eleanor, and British Queen.
The fruit from the British Queen have been pronounced the

finest in the market. Price List on application lo

A, WHITEHEAD, Oakwood. Chlslehurst,

New Cineraria Seed.

FAND A. SMITH can now supply New Seed,
• saved from their unrivalled collection, inir , is. 6d. , and

5s. packets. Price by weight to the Trade on application. Also
~"

3(/- per dozen, post-free.Seedling Plants a

West Dulwich. S.E.

PEACHES.— Si.x extra large bearing standard
trained on 6 feet stems, principally ear:y sorts, and two

STANDARD TRAINED APRICOTS on 6-feet stems, extra

sized bearing trees. Those having such will please send

RODGER McCLELLAND and CO , 64, Hill Street, Newry.

For Autumn Exportation.

JVANDER SWAELMEN'S ENGLISH
• TRADE CATALOGUE is now ready, containing the

most commercial Plants and Bulbs. Free on application.

The Lily Nursery, Ghent, Belgium.

New Plant Catalogue.

HEATH AND SON beg to announce their
New Illustrated CATALOGUE of ORCHIDS,

FERNS, STOVE PLANTS, &c,,isnow ready, and will be
forwarded, gratis and pist-free, to all applicants.

HEATH AND SON. Nurserymen, Sc, Cheltenham.

Hyacinths, Tulips, and Other Dutch Bulbs.

BUDDENBORG BROS., Hillegom, Haar-
lem. HolLind, Wholesale CATALOGUE of the above

now ready, and may be had of
Messrs. R, SILBERRAD and SON, 15. Harp L,ane. Great

Tower Street, London, EC,

To Amateur Strawberry Growers.

RUNNERS, strong and well-rooted, are
now ready, from H. D. Thury, President. Sir J. Paxlon,

and B. Queen-four of the best varieties in cultivation. Piice
List on application. Sample Box of Plants post-free, t^.

Manual on Strawberry Culture. 6rf.

W. LOVELL, Strawberry Grower, Weavenhorpe, York.

To the Trade.L ILIUM AURATUM, I2s. per dozen, extra
fine : HYACINTHS, White Roman ; JONQUILS,

double: NARCISS, paper-white and double Roman ; ANE-
MONE FULGENS: SNOWDROPS, double and single;

BEGONIA FROEBELI, double white NARCISS. Prices
low, quality extra.

F. SANDER AND CO., Seed Growers, St. Albans.

TULES DE COCK, Nursery.man, Ghent,
O Belgium, oflTers AZALEA INDICA of all sizes,

AZALEA MOLLIS and A, PONTICA, CAMELLIAS.
CHRISTMAS ROSES, DEUTZIA GR.\CILIS, DIELY-
TRA SPECTABILIS, lily of the VALLEY. SPIR/EA
JAPONICA, PALMS for Table use, DRAC/ENAS. FERNS,
and YUCCA VARlEG.VfA, dialogues free on application.

Decorative Pelargoniums.

FAND A. SMITH are now distributing their
• new varieties of the above, which are strongly recom-

mended for their bright, diverse, and original colours, dwarf
robust habits, rendering the use of sticks and tying in a great

many instances unnecessary. They have obtained much coin-

mendation and several awards, and will give general satisfaction.

'

Lists with terms on application.
West Dulwich, S.E.

QTRAWBERRY P LA N T S.— 100,000O Vicomtesse Hericait de Thury (Garibaldi), now ready
for shifting into 6-inch pots, and all the best proved Covent
Garden kinds. Special quotations for large quantities. Cata-
logue, with valuable information, post free.

H. CANNELL, F.R.H.S., Swanley, Kent.

B.
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SALES BY AUCTION.

Imported and Established Orchids.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 38, King Street,

Covent Garden. W.C., on THURSDAY, August 1, at half-

past 12 o'clock precisely, Forty Plants of Dendrobiiim Dal-
berlisii (Reich, filsj. This new Dendrobe has recently been
introduced from New Guinea ; also a quantity of recently im-

ported plants of Lycaslc Skinneri, IJendrobium formosum
ciganteum, D. cretaceum, D. bigibbum, D. barbatulum, D.
Johannis, Saccolabium retusum, &c. ; and a Collection of
Established Orchids, comprising many rare and valuable

sorts; a Collection of Orchids and Palms from Belgium,
including 20 Colax jugosus, 34 Masdevallias, including Bon-
plandi, Harryana, myrosligma, Houtteana, coriacea, civilis,

20 Cattleya Harrisonix, 20 Cocos Weddeliana, 4 Liparis

elegantissima, 2 Restrepia antennifera fusci, 500 Seedling
Plants of Cineraria " Champion." and 500 Primula sinenbis. Sec.

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

South Norwood.
Eight minutes* walk from Norwood Junction.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
are instructed by Mrs. Hubbard (who is leaving the

neighbourhood), to SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises,
Lyndhurst Lodge, White Horse Lane, on TUESDAY, July 30,

at I o'clock precisely, the whole o( the STOVE and GREEN-
HOUSE PLANTS, including too large double Camellias in

fine condition, front 2 feet to 10 feet in height, comprising alba

plena, Lowii, Blaeria, fimbriata, imbricata rubra, and other
well-known varieties : pyramidal-trained Azalea indica ; 7

nearly new i, 2, and 3 light BOXES; 4-feet i-horse IRON
FIELD ROLLER; 24 inch LAWN MOWER; GARDEN
ROLLER; 2 Gentlemen's RIDING SADDLES: 2 sets

Plated HARNESS, complete ; small Stack of HAY and effects.

On view the day prior, and Catalogues had of Mr. J.
CLACEY, the Gardener, on the Premises ; and of the
Auctioneers, 98, Gracechutch Street, E.Cand Leytonstone, E.

The Nursery, Amptbill Sq., Hampsteail Boad, N.'W.

Important Sole of Ornamental Foliage Plants, Ferns, &c —
Mr. Robert Green begs to announce that owing to continued
ill-health he intends considerably curtailing his business at

the end of the present season, and entirely discontinuing

the Furnishing Department. He has therefore instructed

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
to SELL by AUCTION, on WEDNESDAY next, July

31, at 12 o'clock sharp, in consequence of the great number of

lots, the whole of the largestock of ORNAMENTAL FO LIAGE
PLANTS, FERNS, &c , at his London Nursery or Depot as

above, consisting of large specimen Palms, Dracaenas, Tree
Ferns, Ficus, Pandanus, Cordylines, Curculigos, Phopalas,
Musas, &c. ; also an immense number of smaller Plants of the

above; together with about 7.000 Hardy Greenhouse Ferns,

in 48's and 6o's ; i,o3o established British Ferns, in 48's ;

1,000 Ficus repens, Tradcscantia, and Isolepis, in 48's and
6o's : a small collection of Orchids ; 203 feet Hot-water Piping

;

30 loads Mould ; Pots, &c.
On view the day prior to the Sale. Catalogues may be had

on the Premises : at Mr. Green's West End Establishment, 28.

Crawford Street. W. ; and of the Auctioneers, 98, Gracechurch
Street, E.C., and Leytonstone, E.
N.B.—The Nursery is about 5 minutes' walk from Gower

Street and Euston Siations. Omnibuses and Trains from all

parts of London pass the square.

Auction Mart, Tokenhouse Yard, near the Bank of
England.

IMPORTANT SALE of a celebrated collection of ORCHIDS.
MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS

are favoured with instructions to SELL by AUCTION
at the Mart, Tokenhouse Yard, City, E.G., on MONDAY.
August 19, at 12 for half-past 12 o'CIock precisely, a magnificent

COLLECTION of ESTABLISHED ORCHIDS in the best

possible health, including several handsome specimen Cypri-

pediums, Saccolabiums, Vandas, Cattleyas, &c. ; also fine

plants of Odontoglossum vexillarium and Rcczlii, Masdevallia,

Harryana. Lindenii and coccinea, Laelia purpurata magnalis,

flava autumnalis, albida and anceps, Cattleya gigas, eldorado,

Mendelii, superba and marginata. Dendrochilum, filiforme.

Oncidium concolor, praetextum, Marshallii, dastyle, cheiro-

phorum, and other rare varieties ; Cymbidium ebumeum, C.

Master^ii, Cypripedium, Parishii. Sedenii, Stoneii, Harish,
Odontoglossum Alexandrae. pulchellum, magus, Leopardiiim
grande and Phalanopsis. Pescutorea, carina, Pleione, humilis,

maculata, Saccolabium, ampullaceum, Blumei. curvifolium, prse-

morsum, guttalum, Sobralia, macrantha, Sophronites, coccinea

and grandiflora, Vanda ccerulea, tricolor formosa, Parishii suavis,

and undlata, Paphinia cristata, Millonius, Lycaste Skinneri,

Opidendron, vitellianum majus, Dendrobium, Ainsworthii,
Cambridgeanum chryosotis. Devonianum, Falconerii, hetero-

carpum, nobile, Schrodeni thyrsiflorum. and Wardianum.
On view morning of Sale. Catalogues may be had at the

Mart, and of the Auctioneers and Valuers, 98, Gracechurch
Street. E.C., and Leytonstone, E.

TO BE DISPOSED OF, a small NURSERY
and JOBBING CONNECTION. Apply to

Mr. CLINGO, 2. Swiss Terrace, Belsize Road. N W.

To Nurserymen, Florists, Gardeners, and Otiiers.

FOR DISPOSAL (in consequence of family
bereavement). a very compact and convenient

FLORIST'S BUSINESS, in a fast increasing neighbourhood,
two miles from Covent Garden, consisting of a good Eight-
roomed Dwelling-house, Six Glass-houses heated with Hot
Water, Potting-sheds, &c , commanding Front to Main Road,
and doing a good Jobbing and Cut Flower Trade, &c. , which
may be extensively increased. Long Lease, and moderate
Rent. Immediate possession can be had.
For further particulars apply to F. W. A. , Swiss Nursery,

Loughborough Road, Brixton,

To Market Gardeners.

TO BE LET, and LEASE DISPOSED OF,
78 Acres of First class LAND, as a Market Garden, with

33 Acres of rich Grazing MARSHES, situate in Barking.
Essex, q miles from London. A desirable newly built

RESI-DENCE and every necessary Out-building.
THOMPSON, Dagenham. Essex.

Isle of Wight, near Carlsbrooke.

TO BE LET, by the Year of on Lease, a
good FAMILY RESIDENCE in perfect condition, with

large Conservatory, extensive ornamental Grounds, two large

Tennis and one Croquet Lawn, large Kitchen Garden, south

Fruit Wall, an Orchard, and fine Run for Poultry, three-stall

Stable and Coach-house.
Apply, personally or by letter, to the owner, Millbrook House,

near Newport, Isle of Wight,

To Market Gardeners and Others.

TO LET on Lease from Michaelmas next,
about 60 Acres of ARABLE LAND, adjoining Buckden

Station, Huntingdonshire, two hours from London. Soil suitable

for a Market Garden. A Cottage on the ground, and usual

Farm Premises. Address
Rev. H. M R0X8Y, Buckden Vicarage, Huntingdon.

nno BE LET, on Long LEASE, aT NURSERY, with Large Double Fronted Shop, Dwell-
ing House, Greenhouse, Garden at back ; likewise a Nursery
Ground with Stock-in-Trade ; delightfully situated for a first-

rate trade. Apply by letter,

E.G., P.O. 177, New Cross Road, Hatcham, S.E.

To the Trade.
NEW TURNIP SEEDS FOR PRESENT SOWING.
HAND F. SHARPE have just harvested

• the following varieties of TURNIP SEEDS suitable

for present sowing, viz. :

—

Stratton Green Round I Pomeranean White Globe
Devonshire Grey Stone Lincolnshire Red Round
Sutton's Mammoth Purple Top

I
White Stone <jr Stubble

They are ready for immediate delivery. Prices may be had
on application.

Seed Growing Establishment, Wisbech.

To Market Gardeners.
, (To be sent out in the Autumn.)

MARECHAL NIEL, grafted on Brier roots,

4000 fine plants, fit for pot culture, at £,-i ifj. per 100,

C-i^ per 1000.

VIOLA, Belle de Chatenay, fine, in good transplanted young
plants, at ;Ct 5s. per 100, and ^^toper 1000. Other varie-

ties of Viola, such as Marie Louise. Parma, Czar, do.

white flower, for disposal in large quantities.

As many orders last season could not be supplied, as the

Stocks run out, orders must be sent immediately, to

L. PAILLET, Nurseryman, Chatenay by Sceaux near
Paris, France ; or to his Acents, Messrs. SILBERRAD AND
SONS, 15, Harp Lane, Great Tower Street, London, EC.
where CATALOGUES and Trade Lists may be had on
application.

s

,
5^- per

TO BE SOLD, or EXCHANGED for
small Stove or Greenhouse Plants. Ferns, or Roses, the

following fine Specimen Plants, all in perfect health and forming
part of a famed Collection :—Cyathea dealbata, 3 feet stem ;

Dicksonia antarctica. young plant. 20 fronds ; 3 splendid
basket Ferns. Gomphlebium subauriculatum, very fine Lemon
tree, 8 feet high, in fruit ; pair of Orange trees. 5 feet by
4 feet, well furnished ; Croton pictum, 6 feet high ; 2 plants of
Australian Flax, 6 feet high ; very fine Khododendron Veitchii,

5 feet by 4 feet ; R. Edgworthii. same size, well furnished ;

3 Pitcher-plants, including Nepenthes Hookerii, xi fine plants

of Yucca variegata, and oiher plants.

Particulars on application to TAYLOR and CO., Nursery-
men, Timperley, Cheshire.

FECIAL OFFER to the TRADE of
HARDY BULBS and FLOWER ROOTS.

ulenta, -zos. per ' Narcissus biflorus, 4^ per too,

100.
I

,, odorus (Campernel Jon-
Colchicum autiimnale, fl. pi., ' quil), 4^- per iod.

25i. per 100.

Delphinium nudicaule, 17^. per

Dielytra spectabilis, strong
plants, 25J. per 100.

Erythronium dens-canis, fl. „ telamonius, fl. pi., 75. per

js. per 100. _
100.

Orchis maculata, home grown,
loj. per 100.

Omithogalum splendcns, 3^.

Platycodon grandiflorum, fl.

cceruleo (Campanula
grandiflora), 17s. per

Polygonatum muUiflorum
(Convallaria multi-

flora), gj. per 100

Saxifraga granulata, fl. pi.,

34s. per 100.

Scilla hyacinthoides ccerulea,

5^. per 100.

,, patula albida, is. per 100.

,, patula

named varieties, 13J.

per 100.

pumila azurea, 17J. per

imbulbiferura.4M. per 100.

Martagon, 20J'. per 100.

tigrinum, 55. per 100.

,, fl. pL, 67J. per 100.

,, splendens, 84^. per 100.

umbeliatum atro-sangui-
neum. 20f. per 100.

„ grandiflorum, 25J. per

,, speciosum superbum,
_34J. per 100.

carl botryoides, 4J. per

Mu

Smilacir
per 1

I bifolia (Convallaria),

s. per 100.

lipendula, fl. pi., 9J.

Triteleia uniHora, 31. per

FLOWER ROOTS for COLD FRAMES.
Canarina campanula, 34^-. per 1 Cyclamen persicum, fl. roseo,

100.
I

255. to 67J, per 100.

All grown in pots.

HARDY PERENNIALS.
Spir^a Aruncus, 251. per 100. I Spiraia japonica (Hoteia). 14J.

Spiraja palmata, 845. per 100. | per 100, £,s 17^- pc 1000.

Orders to the amount of £,-2 free throughout Great Britain.

A. M. C. JONGKINDT CONINCK.
Tottenham Nurseries, Dedemsvaart. near Zwolle. Netherlands.

FREEMAN'S ALL HEART CABBAGE,
15. per ounce, \os. per lb. One of the most compact and
best selected stocks of Cabbages grown.

FREEMAN'S INCOMPARABLE SPRING
CABBAGE, \s. per ounce, \os. per lb. A splendid exhibi-

tion variety, tender, melting, and delicious flavour.

FREEMAN'S MONSTROUS ITALIAN
ONION, ti, td. per ounce, 121. per lb. The largest and
best flavoured Onion in cultivation.

FREEMAN'S GIANT ROCCA ONION,
IJ. per ounce, loi. per lb.

Tlu ahoz'e Prize will he given in ofU sunt to the Grower of tlte

liest S/ecimeits 0/ Garden Producefrom Seed supplied by

C. B. FREEMAN, ECONOMIC SEEDSMAN, NORWICH.

p ICHARD WALKER has to offer London
Xt Market CAULIFLOWER PLANTS, 61. per 1000;
Snow's Winter White BROCCOLI. 5i. per 1000: SAVOYS
and BRUSSELS SPROUTS, 41. per 1000 ; East Ham Plants.
3s. per 1000 : Robinson's Drumhead, 2S. 6d. per 1000. Cash

Market Garde eswade, Beds,

ORCHIDS.—Thousands of choice Orchids
arriving this month from Brazil, West Indies, Colombia,

Assam, &c., can be supplied in fine imported pieces on arrival,

at 3J. ^d,, 5f., -js, dd., and lox. dd. A choice selection of Estab-
lished and Semi-established plants, growing freely and in good
health, also kept in stock. Orchid growers are respectfully
requested to make an early application to the
NEW PLANT AND BULB COMPANY, Lion Wallt,

Colchester, in order to secure the best pieces.

N.B.—The Brazilian Orchids are to hand, in fine condition.

To the Trade Only.

EH. KRELAGE and SON, Nur.sery-
• MEN, Seedsmen and Florists, Haarlem, Holland.—

The Wholesale CATALOGUE for i8;8 79. first part (332A),

is Now Ready, and may be had free on pre-paid application by
Nurserymen. Florists, and Seedsmen, 'i'he Catalogue contains

complete collections of Hyacinths, Tulips. Crocus, Narcissus,
Fritillarias, Ranunculus, Anemones, Lilies, Iris, Gladiolus,
Pseonies, Amaryllis. &c. The second part of this Catalogue
(332c), containing a complete list of miscellaneous Bulbous and
"Tuberous-rooted Plants, will be sent out beginning of August.

Four Choice and Handsome Orchids.

MR. WILLIAM BULL
offers :-

AERIDES FIELDINGII (FOXBRUSH),
nENDROBlUM BIGIBBUM,
CYMBIDIUM EBURNEUM.
CCELOGYNE BARBATA.

at the extremely low price of lar. (>d. each.

Establishment for New and Rare Plants, King's Road,
Chelsea, London, S.W.

Onion Seeds (Naples), Warranted.
OIGNOR SABATA IMPROTA, in order to
VD put a stop to the unfair competition, now offers his four
kinds of Seeds at 41. per kil .gram {2lbs. 3", 07^.). All are highly
prized, and are in great request in England. No. i, the
Marzatica. No. 2. the Maggiola. No. 3. the Mezzatempo.
No. 4, the Agostina. All these Onions are sweet, juicy, and
wholesome, and are much valued for cooking and hygienic
purposes.
By writing at once to SIGVOR SABATO IMPROTA. 321, •

"'
del Mercato, Naples, any quantity can be arranged for.

CAULIFLOWER SEEDS from 6s. to 1

Price LISTS on applicatic

|;Rl CHARD SMITH;'
v©:.WORCESTERe:©:

ROSES, choice Tea-Scented and Noisette, in
ely.

ROSES, New, for i

CLEMATIS JACKlilANNI and many other sorts for bedding
and climbing.

Bedding Plants, strong and healthy : Fuchsias, Pelargoniums,
Greenhouse and Stove Plants, Ferns, &c.

Descriptive priced LISTS free on application.

RICHARD SMITH and CO., Nurserymen, Worcester.

Special Cheap Trade Offer.

FERNS, r.VLMS, A2..\LE.\S, CAMELLIAS, &c.

JOHN H. LEY,
ROY.\L NURSERY, CROYDON,

Will be pleased to send (on application) a List of very cheap
and good plants. Greenhouse Ferns especially fine, by the

Also Special Retail LIST of New and Rare Plants, Cheap
Ferns and Stove Plants, post-free to all applicants.

VI N ES-VI N ES-VI N ES.
A splendid lot of well hardened Canes, fit for

immediate planting. All the most approved

varieties, js. 6d. and io.f. 6d. each. Also

FIGS IN POTS,
Well set with Fruit, 5^. to \os. 6d. each.

O S B O R N AND SONS,
THE FULHAM NURSERIES. LONDON, S.W.

j;Rl CHARD SMITH;;
;©i Worcester."©

QTRAWBERRIES.— Strong plants of theO leading sorts can be supplied from the open ground
after July 15, at 5J. per 100. See Descriptive FRUIT LIST,
to be had on application.

RICHARD SMITH and CO., Nurserymen, Worcester.

To the Trade.

SEEDLINGS, Good and Strong, ot

DRAC^NA AUSTRALIS, at tsi. per too: ARALIA
SIEBOLDII, at 51. per too ; CHAM^ROPS EXCELSA, at

71. per 100 : ditto, in single pots, 4 and 5 leaves, at 151. :

AGAPANTHUS FL. ALBA, at loi. per c*t. ; RHUBARB,
QUEEN VICTORIA, at +1. per cwt. SEEMANN and
GOEPEL.ThcNurseries.Wandsbeck, near Hamburg, Germany.
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STRA^TVBERRIES.
Messrs. James Veitch & Sons

Beg to announce that their DESCRIPTIVE PRICED LIST of the

above is now ready, and will be sent free on application.

ROYAL EXOTIC NURSERY, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, S.W.

TheThames Bank Iron Company
OLD BARGE WHARF,

UPPER GROUND STREET,
LONDON, S.E.,

Have the largest and most complete stock in the Trade
;

upwards of ^20,ckx) worth to choose from.

HOT-WATER BOILERS, PIPES, and CONNECTIONS,
And all CASTlNCiS for HORTICULTURAL PURPOSES.

Tlieir New Illustrated Catalogue, ^th Edition, now ready

{price Sixpence).

Hot-water Apparatus erected complete, or the Materials supplied at Wholesale Prices.

MESSENGER & COMPANY,
MIDLAND HORTICULTURAL BUILDING & HOT-WATER

ENGINEERING WORKS, LOUGHBOROUGH.

Horlicultui-al Buildings erected on Messenger & (. o.'s Patent Method of Construction are very strong, wo-t
durable, light, elegant, amply ventilated, fctfect efficiency iox intended purpose \% guaranteed, are economical^';; co^t
and maintenance: combine the peculiar advantages of Wooden and of Iron Houses, without their disadvantages,

MESSENGER and CO,, from their long experience, and having Large Works e.'cclusivelv devoted to the
Construction and Heating of Horticultural Buildings, are in a position to execute with despatch, in the best manner
the Orders with which they are entrusted. Only thoroughly well seasoned limber used.

The Plans of Landscape Gardeners, ArcUtects, and Otliers carried out.

Plans and Estimates fm-warded free on receipt of Particulars by Post. Estimates sent free of charge
Ladies and Gentlemen waited upon.

Illustrated CATALOGUES of GREENHOUSES, VINERIES, HE.ATING APP.ARATUS, &c sent free
on application. Richly Illustrated CATALOGUE of HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS and HE.ATING
APPAR.ATUS (the Designs taken from Works executed by M. & Co.), post-free for thirty-three stamps. Gentlemen
consulting this Catalogue have the advantage of inspecting designs whose efficiency has been tested by actual
experience.

B. S. WILLIilS'
NEW AND CHOICE

FLOWER SEEDS FOR 1878,
Post Free. pe^ packet-., d.

AURICULA, finest show varieties ... i 6

„ Alpine, finest mixed i o
BEGONIA HYBRIDA, finest mixed... 2 6

tt-v5>^v;^^'
C\LCCOLA.RI\ ^ ib Strain,

per
i_

[ 25 6t/ , and i 6
From thi Rev H \V \ l le, A / ^ ^ «, May 31, 1878

" I am pleased to be able to sa> that the herbaceous CaLeo
larias grown from the seed >ou supphed last year, have proved
a very great success. My gardener says that he never saw
any that were more satUfactory. And when they were used

church here at Easter they were
Mhem."

CINERARIA, Weatherill's Extra Choice
Strain ,. per packet, 51., 3X. 6;^., as. 6d., and i 6

From Mr. Brownell. Gardtner to the Countess of Kingstown,
Tlte Castle, Co. Cork. May 13, 1878.

"Sir,— I have had a very satisfactory account from my
brother, in New South Wales, where I sent some seeds of
your Cineraria and Primulas. He his been very fortunate
with them in taking several prizes. He says iliey are the best

PRIMULA SINENSIS FIMBRIATA,
Wiiliams' Superb Strain, red, white, or mixed, per

packet, s^., 3J. 6d., 2J. 6d. and i 6
From Mr. A. Bogie. Gardener to the Hon. G. R. Vernon,

Auchan House, April -z-^, 1878.

"Sir.—The Primulas I had from you last year have been
beautiful, not one bad plant or bloom I have not seen any-
thing like them. The Hon. G. R. Vernon thinks they are the
best he has had."

PRIMULA SINENSIS FIMBRIATA
COCCINEA (New) per packet 3 6

From Mr. J. Gunner. Great Baddoiu, A/»-il 10, 1878.
" Sir,—Will you oblige by sending me one packet of Primula

coccinea? I have enclosed a bloom produced from the seed I

had from you last year. It has been much admired by all who

SOLANUM HYBRIDUM, "Empress"
(New) per packet 2 6

ILLUSTRATED GENERAL,

NEW PLANf Catalogues,
A'ow ready, post-free to all applicants.

Victoria and Paradise Nurseries,
UPPER HOLLOWAY, LONDON, N.
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^^ SUTTON'S 1^
CHOICE VEGETABLE SEEDS,

FOR PRESENT SOWING.

CABBAGE.
-s^^^^^ Sutton's

"^'
Imperial.

' I L'^^'-SWmKi:^^. The best Cab-
/ '

/ ,' ^ ^"^OjBi^miw^HEl bage for spring

-^
,

IS > > (

'tl'^'-M' /
^ j/MMn » 'II produce be:-^^ "' l/ > ,^ <//<'|^^«(^^liful Cabbaeesfor

-^rt*
.

f , f ' \\^ J ^ IBahrm. and of mild

t' ... ^ lll^\ J >s.j ISMK l«^ Enfield Mar-
ket.. ..08

Nonpareil ..06
Early Dwarf
York ..06

Red Pickling i 6

ONION.—New Queen.
A valuable, new, and distinct vaiicty. being the earliest of

all Onions. Sown in March it comes to maturity in July, or

sown in July it is fit fur use the following autumn. It is of

beautiful mild flavour, and strongly recommended.

Pey packet, is.

The/ollcnving Z'arieiii s, sown in y^tty and A ugust. luill cotre
to a very large size d7iriitg the foUoviing Spring and
Summer:-

Vcr 07.-S. d.

NEW GIANT ROCCA (the largest variety) .. ..13
LARGE EARLY RED ITALIAN 13
LARGE EARLY WHITE ITALIAN 13
GIANT LATE RED ITALIAN 13
GIANT LATE WHITE ITALIAN 13

SEEDS BY POST.
VEGETAbLE Seeds Up to 12 ouuccs in Weight sent by post

with a charge of 4d. for the 12 ounces, or 20s. worth free to any
Railway Station in England and Wales.

StTTTON & SONS,
THE QUEEN'S SEEDSMEN, READING,

O S B O R N AND SONS'
GENERAL CATALOGUE

Of STOVE and GREENHOUSE PLANTS
is now ready. It contains a Descriptive List

of the leading Novelties, also of Azaleas,

Camellias, S;c. Post-free on application.

E.

THE FULHAM NURSERIES. LONDON. S.W.

The Pine-apple Ifursery, Maida Vale,
LONDON, N.

G. HENDERSON and
SON can supply SEED of the

following, quality of strains are the best that
can be grown, at per packet ;

—
PRIMULA SINENSIS FIMRRIATA,

mixed colours or separate, 2s. 6d,

PRIMULA SINENSIS FIMBRIATA.
double-flowered, white or mixed, 2s. 6d.

PRIMULA SINENSIS FIMBRIATA, Maiden's Blush, new
double, 2S. 6d. and SJ.

CINERARIA and CALCEOLARIA, each 2s. 6d.

CYCLAMEN PERSICUM GRANDIFLORUM, is. and
. 6d.

, each IS. 6d.

HYACINTHS, TULIPS, CROCUS,
GL.iDIOU, b'c.

Our Revised LIST for 1878 is now ready, and will be handed
to all Gardeners and Amateurs, post-free, on application to

Messrs. MERTENS and CO., Forwarding Agents, 5, Billiter

Square, London, E.C., or to ourselves direct, ANT. ROOZEN
AND SON, Overveen, near Haarlem, Holland.

WM. PAUL & SON,

ROSE GROWERS,
TREE, PLANT, BULB, AND

SEED MERCHANTS.

WALTHAM CROSS,
HERTS.

Inspection of Stock invited.

Priced Descriptive Catalogues free by post.

DENDROBIUM SUPERBIENS,

Mr. William Bull,
Having received an Importation from Torres Straits of this new and handsome DENDROBIUM,

is now sending out good plants at Three and Four Guineas each.

An inspection of these is invited, as of many thousands of other choice ORCHIDS, which

can be supplied at moderate prices, having been received from his Collectors and Correspondents

in Assam, Colombia, Burmah, Brazil, Mexico, Costa Rica, Venezuela, Ecuador, West Indies, and

the Eastern Archipelago.

ESTABLISHMENT FOR NEW AND RARE PLANTS,
KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

TV/O GOLD MEDALS, PRESTON
ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY'S GRAND PROVINCIAL SHOW.

R. Halliday & Co.
Beg to announce that they have been Awarded the ONLY GOLD MEDAL for Horticultural Buildings, and

the ONLY GOLD MEDAL for Boilers, Valves, Heating Apparatus, &c., in competition with several of

the oldest firms in the trade.

Thefolloiving BUILDINGS, ^vhich obtained the GOLD MEDAL, arefor SALE, and will be delivered,

fixed, glazed, atidpaitited, in any part of England at the prices e?m7nerated below

:

—
TWO SPAN-ROOF HOUSES, each 25 feet long

by 18 feet wide, folding doors at one end, finials and ornamental
cresting along top : each £,%o.

ONE LEAN-TO, 25 feet long by 15 feet wide,
newly designed, door at each end, wrought-iron and wood com-
bined ; very strong, light, and durable : £yo.

ONE LEAN-TO, 20 feet long by 12 feet wide, door
at each end : £^2 \os.

ONE HALF-SPAN, 25 feet long by 12 feet wide,
door at each end, ornamental finials and cresting along top : ^50.

Exclusive of stages, heating, or brickivork.

These Buildings, it need scarcely be observed, are finished in the very best manner, and made of the best red Petersburg deal, glazed with

21-0Z. English sheet glass, and have been painted four coats, and would be painted another coat after fixing. The front and roof sashes are fitted

with our improved simultaneous-opening machinery, and doors with best brass bolt mortice locks.

N.B.—The above will be on Sale till Second Week in August, after which they will be taken to pieces and re-used in other work.

R. HALLIDAY & CO.,
HORTICULTURAL BUILDERS AND HOT-WATER ENGINEERS,

MIDDLETON, MANCHESTER, and 22, BARTON ARCADE, MANCHESTER.
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\ FLORVITA.
THE LIFE OF FLOWERS.

For Stimulating and Quickening

the Growth of Plants,
AND

Producing a Rapid and High Development

of Blossom.

This valuable preparation is the result of

several years' exhaustive trials, and it is

scarcely possible to speak too confidently

of it.

Plants of all descriptions (Ferns excepted),

from the best known to the rarest and costliest,

develope their blossom and foliage with extra-

ordinary quickness and beauty when the

"Florvita" is appKed to them. So also with

Fruits and Vegetables, which under this treat-

ment reach perfection with great rapidity.

Exhibitors of Horticultural Specimens will

find the " Florvita" invaluable.

" Florvita " contains all the elements

essential to healthy growth combined in a care-

fully prepared form, rendering them most easy

of assimilation, at once imparting fresh life,

and supplying rich nourishment for the perfect

development of plants, both in their blossom

and foliage.

To ladies who take an interest in their

flowers, both indoors and out, " FLORVITA

"

particularly recommends itself ; for though

chemically it represents a very highly concen-

trated fertiliser, it has not the appearance or

character of what is known under the head

of " Flower Manures," being a delicate pink

powder, soluble in water, with a most agree-

able bouquet.

Extract from Dr. VoeloSer's Analytical Report, of

June 7, 1878 :
-

••
It (Florvita) cont.iins nearly ii per Cent, of Ammonia in

th^ Salts of Ammonia. £nd ab^ut the same amount of Nitrogen

which is present in these saltK, in the shape of Nitrates. ]t

moreover is rich in So'uble Phosphoric Acid, and embodies all

the mire va'utble fettilsing constituents of cultivated plants in

3 h'Rhly concentrated and read.ly available condition.
" ihe preparation is readily soluble in water, and perfectly

free from all disagreeable smell, and it may be regarded as the

onrentrated esserce of the most valu.able manures, deprived of

a'l the disagreeah'e smelling and useless products of partial

decomposition which generally accampany ordinary manures.
" The facility with which it can be appl.ed, and the small

quantity required to produce a visible effect upon flnwers,

render it an elegant and efficicious substitute for liquid manure,

guano-water. &c . for use in Greenhouses and in the Flower

^SUTTON'S.^
SUPERB STRAINS OF

rLOEISTS' ELOWERS,
POST FREE.

The FINEST STRAIN of CALCEOLARIA.

DIRECTIONS FOR USE.

On: tcaspoonful of the Florvita to be added

to each gallon ofxvater used. The Plants should

be watered with it once or twice a week.

PREPARED ONLY BY

PKBNTICE BEOS.,
Chemical Xaboratory,

STOWMARKET.

SUTTON'S "PERFECTION."
Art many ye s' careful selection we have succeeded in

,f Calceolaria which ior beauty and lorm of

wer. richness of colour, and habit of plant, is acknowledged

be far superior to any yet in cultivation. Our houses have

en visited during the blooming season by some of the most

: authorities of the day. all of whom agree in pronounc-

Improved Strain to be ol unusual excellence.

Price 5J. and 2J. 6(i. per packet, post-free.

SUTTON'S SUPERB CALCEOLARIA)
JAMES'S INTERNATIONAL PRIZE I

, Cd. per packet,

THE FINEST STRAIN OF CINERARIA.

SUTTON'S SUPERB CINEPA^.IA.

This will be found unequalled by any in cultivation, the seed

having been saved Itom the finest named varieties only.

Price sr. and 25. 6r/. per packet, post-free.

THE FINEST STRAIN OF PRIMTTLA.

Sold in Is. and 2s. 6d. Bottles by aU norists and

Seedsmen In the United Kingdom.

SATURDAY, JULY 27, 18

SUITON'S SUPERB PRIMULA.
This choice stock has been carefully selected from the largest

fringed flowers of good colour. Habit robust, with bloom

thrown well above the foliage.

Red, white, or mixed, ss. and zj. 6d. per packet, post-free.

SUTTON & SONS,
THE QUEEN'S SEEDSMEN, READING.

HALL BAKN.

THE town of Beaconsfield is widely known

as having lent its name lately to the

Premier, after it had been offered almost a

century ago to Edmund Burke. The country

has several times fixed its eyes with interest on

this historic town. Burke resided here, Hampden

exercised his trained bands here on the eve of

the civil war, and Waller, the poet, lived here in

his retirement at Hall Barn.

There have not been many such wealthy

poets as Edmund Waller, a man of family,

politician, poet, and M.P. for Wendover,

which had previously returned John Hampden

and afterwards honoured itself in the same way

in the case of Burke. His wealth enabled

Waller to enlarge his house, and indulge his taste

in gardening.

Persons quitting the one wide street of

Beaconsfield, through which the Oxford coaches

rolled on their w.iy to London, and intend-

ing to visit Hall Bam, will pass the church

and large churchyard in the centre of the

town, and travel less than half a mile along-

side the park wall of the ancient domain

of the Wallers. Conspicuous from the road

are the tomb of the poet, and two large

Walnut trees, one of which overshadows his

monument. The Walnut is not common in

churchyards, and these are connected with a

curious piece of family history. The tree was

chosen as the Waller crest after Agincourt,

where the head of the family took the Duke of

Orleans prisoner, and took afterwards as his

crest the arms of Orleans hanging by a label in

a Walnut tree with this motto to the device :

Herefrjtctus virtutis.

The poet seems to have regarded the service

of the king as an hereditary duty, but in the

years of his retirement at Hall Barn the king

lost his head, and during several years it hap-

pened for the first and only time in English

history that there was no king. The poet,

therefore, paid his court to the Protector Crom-

well till the sovereign's return from exile ; he

liked to keep his loyalty in the sun and air.

Waller was a poor patriot, but an excellent gar-

dener. On one side of his house he laid down

a lawn and slope, formed a sheet of ornamental

water, planted a shrubbery and grove, and

snugly enclosed a paddock for his cow and pony.

Besides laying-out the ground in this admirable

manner he set some fences of Yew and Holly,

which now shelter two wings of the house with

two high vegetable walls of 20 feet, beneath

which you may walk on gravel and catch the

warm sunbeams even in the winter. He kept

the south side of his house in seclusion, and

opened two aspects to the park, preferring

partial privacy to the all round ^•iew which

introduces the whole country within the windows.

Across the park is the tower of Beaconsfield

Church, and beyond, on rising ground, are the

groves of Butler's Court, the house for many

years of Emund Burke.

When an open park surrounds a house, part

of it should be planted out. Waller managed

this by means of his Evergreen walls and a

grove. It is a grove of many acres commencing

beyond the lawn, and it forms a delightful

shelter and retreat. After winding by obscure

paths, darkened by shrubs and timber, you may

perhaps desire more light and a longer view,
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and the desire is gratified, for a summer-house

stands before you with a vista opened through

the wood. The greatest of blessings are the

sun and Ufe, and, when they have been excluded

in the recesses of a woodland walk, it is pleasant

meeting them again in vistas, where the sun

lights up the smooth stems of the Beech trees,

pierces their light foliage here and there and

crosses the mossy path in bars of light, and

where the feathered and other live stock of the

grove appear in the shape of flustering black-

birds, pert squirrels, gay cock pheasants and

their more demure looking hens.

On the south side of Waller's Grove the soil

is poorer than next the lawn, and the wood is

less heavily timbered. Seating yourself in a

flint-built grotto you admire the park through

a thin blind of foliage, and watch the handsome

herd of Highland cattle. Then you walk on

and find a substantial summer-house standing a

short distance within the wood. Further on is

another ornamental building, a dome set on

pillars and sheltering a statue. Waller here

leaned a little dangerously in the direction of

architectural gardening. A Greek temple in an

English wood is not what it ought to be in

several respects. Some sort of building is

needed here to mark the spot where several

vistas meet, and Waller's Grecian temple, with

its frescoed ceiling, open sides, and statue in

the midst, is not by any means a bad imitation

of Greek art. But we don't see any seat, and
we want to sit down ; the open sides of the

little building admit a cutting draught, and they

admit small birds too, which have settled on

the upturned face of the allegorical personage

here represented. The plaster requires washing.

Vistas open from this spot, which forms the

nucleus of several telescopic views. One only

desires here a seat and a suitable building.

We should prefer substantial rockwork planted

with Ferns and alpines, or a handsome obelisk.

There is a delightful walk round the wood
and inside its fence, a grass terrace of velvet

green protected from the park by a sunk fence,

and bordered on the wood side with a bank of

evergreens. It atones amply for the Grecian

temple, and is English evei-y inch of it. One
can sit down here during a stroll, for some
pretty summer-houses have been built among
the evergreens, on the margin of this long and
sheltered terrace. There are a few statues at

salient points. An obelisk, with tools of hus-

bandry and horticulture carved upon its base,

stands conspicuously at an opening of vistas

through the wood. It is tolerable, but every

such obelisk should be a monolith. An orna-

ment placed among trees and shrubs, which are

perfect in their structure, should be perfect, too,

of its kind.

The hurricane of 1839 overthrew 500 trees

in the park at Hall Barn, and just such a hurri-

cane is needed in many old parks which are at

present overcrowded ; but, unfortunately, a

clean sweep was made of some Cedars of

Lebanon which ought not to have been put
down. The worst of hurricanes is, they don't

discriminate.

Poets confer fame on places and on people.

The high-born dame. Lady Dorothea Sidney,

is held in memory as the " Sacharissa " of
Waller's verse. Beaconsfield became a place of

note as his residence. He had expressed a
wish that he might die in Coleshill, a hamlet of

Amersham, returning there to his birthplace

like the stag to the lair where he was roused
;

but he died at Hall Barn. It is recorded on
his tomb in graceful Latin that " he was of the

poets of his time easily the prince ; that when
an octogenarian he did not abdicate the laurel

he had won in his youth, and that his country's

language owes to him the possible belief that, if

the Muses should cease to speak Greek and
Latin, they would love to talk in English."

Hall Barn was much enlarged by Sir Gore
Ouseley, Bart., who obtained the estate by pur-

chase of the Wallers in 1832. Mr. A. Morrison
is the present owner. H. Evershed.

New Garden Plants.

Eria srH.-EROciin.A, Liiuil. ; Id. Contrib. InJ. Orclu

in Jouin. Pioc. Linn. Soc. 1858.

I have before me a splendid specimen, covime il

faudrait, a living plant with three inflorescences,

sent me by Mr. W. Bull, F.L.S., gathered a short

while ago by Mr. Freeman and his 400 men in

the Khasia Hills, at an elevation of 5000 feet.

There are three stout bulbs, .-.ne fitting on the

other, ..he junior being the break of the third and last

joint of the elder stem. Those stems are not unlike

those of Eria myristacreformis, much grooved and
shining, 2 to 3 inches long, nearly i inch in circum-

ference. The young flowering break is quite fresh.

It has five rather broad nearly sessile leases, the tops

of which are injured by travelling. The inflorescence

has nothing Erioid at all, so much that when
extracting the very carefully packed plant I thought

of some Pholidota, for the chin is scarcely to be re-

marked. The main rachis is puberulous. The linear

lanceolate acuminate bracts are nearly as long as the

velutinous stalked ovary. Flowers ochre-colour with

some violet-purple margins of the lateral auricles of

the lip ; mentum, as stated before, nearly none

;

sepals lanceolate acuminate, rather narrow ;
petals

much narrower ; lip three-lobed ; side lobes auriculi-

form, blunt, very small ; middle lobe far greater,

obovate, with an apiculus ; two small rounded cells,

one standing each side before the basilar auricles,

anterior end ; column genuine. Rostellum bidentate ( !).

Anther with the usual eight cells. PoUinarium
genuine.

After this I only name the plant with certain

doubts, though, thanks to Dr. Lindley, I have two
typical specimens. My first disagreement is, that the

leaves are sessile in Mr. Bull's plant when they are

cuncate and far longer and narrower in those speci-

mens which were collected by Drs. J. D. Hooker
and T. Thomson. (No. 68.) Then the inflorescence

is quite the same ; but Dr. Lindley drew a dark

border around the terminal part of the lip, no
such border to the auriculse. And Dr. Lindley found,

what is very unusual in the genus, the .anterior vein

varicose. The colours are different in our plant from
those described before, and no vestige cf variety. My
opinion is, that the leaves are not fully developed, and
would perhaps finally have shown a cuneate base.

As to the varices of the lip, I must remark that I

suspect the specimens were dried in the absence of the

illustrious collector. The Hindus or Malays thought
it far quicker work to boil both flowers and leafy

stems neatly ; that may account as well for their

astuteness as for those changes of the flowers and the

varices. I cannot think that such an extraordinary

shape of the flowers, so very well represented by Dr.
Lindley's sketch, would return in a second species in

the same era. The flowers gave me a pelorioid im-
pression, 3'et I have no direct claim and proof that they
are such, unless it be the nearly absolute obliteration

of the flowers' chin (mentum). ff. G. Rdib.f.

Masdevallia abbreviata, n. sp*

Another member of the group of the Amandce. I

have had a day's work to go once more over all my
types of the afiinity of Masdevallia polysticta, melan-
opus, X anthodactyla, Lehmanni, tridens, caloptera,

Gustavi, pachyura. This one is the ninth species, so
much a connecting link between M. polysticta and
melanopus that I often believed it to be a mule
between these two. It h.as the full colours of M.
polysticta, yet there are usually far fewer dots. There
is even a nearly unspotted variety. The whole flower
is far shorter, more gibbous underneath at its base,

and those cilia2 and hairs, so very conspicuous in

Masdev.illia polysticta, are scarcely tr be seen, or not

at all present. Then the petals are mc-re retuse, with
a single apiculus, and very seldom accrned with a few
lateral teeth (only seen once). The anterior part of the

lip is hooded, as in genuine Masdevallia polysticta, and
covered with three blunt ridges, yet if is usually far

broader. I am not very sure whether it comes from
ISI. Roezl, or perhaps from M. Bruchmiiller, since

none of wild specimens agree with it. I am rather
more inclined to believe in its Roezlian origin. Mas-
devalliaAmanda has the same long lateral sepals, which
are charateristic of M. polysticta, and which I saw
very judiciously represented in an elaborate drawing
of this species prepared for the Botanical Magazine by
Mrs. Dyer. H. G. Rckb. f.

Cymbidium Leachianum, n. .t/.t

This is a novelty gathered in Formosa on the branch
of a tree 30 feet from the ground by Mr. Arthur Comer.

* Masdeziallia abbreviatat n. sp.—(Amanda.) Foliis spa-
tulatis obtusis ; racemo paucifloro ; bracteis cucullatis ovaria
crispo-alata vulgo superantibus ; periEOnio abbreviato ante
mentum obtusum constricto : sepalorum partibus latis brevis-
simis triangulis minutissime denticulatis, in caudas longiores
extensis, intus calvis ; tepalls cuneato-oblongis retusis cum
apiculo medio, labelli laciniis lateralibus semioblongis elon-
gatis, lamma antica infraposita oblonga lateribus replicatis,

lineis tumidis ternis ; columna gracilenta, androdinii cucuUo
serrulato, //. G. Rchb. f

t Cymbidium Leachianum^ n. 8p.— Foliis lineari-acuminatis

It has chartaceous linear lanceolate leaves, acute

(apparently unequally bidentate at the withered top),

of more than 2 feet in length and I inch broad,

thicker than those of C. ensifolium, but far thinner

than those of C. aloifolium. Thus it is easily dis-

tinguished from the group of the last, whose flowers it

imitates a good deal. They stand in a loose raceme,

and are just as large as those of that species, but

rather distant. Sepals and petals ligulate, acute,

whitish ochre colour with a brown line running nearly

to the apex. The three-lobed lip is nearly totally

brown except the whitish disc with two keels. The
column is nearly totally dark purple. The anther is

light yellowish white.

There isacopy of a Chinese drawing in Dr. Lindley*s

Herbarium of an obscure species called Cymbidium
floribundum (see Lindl. G. and Sp. 0., sub Cymbidio.

sinensi, p. 162). It represents leaves much like

those of our plant, but shorter, and an upright raceme

of thirty flowers with blunt spatulate sepals and
petals of a certainly not very clean olivaceous brown
colour and the lip three-lobed, blunt, purplish brown
with yellow disc. Column with yellow border and

brown middle line. It cannot be this.

Then our plant really stands very near our

Cymbidium Dayanum, which appears to be a very

rare plant. It is, however, well distinguished by its

broader leaf, blunter sepals, and the very short

middle lobe of the lip. The keels, too, are more velu-

tinous on their anterior parts, and interrupted in this,

while they are continuous and full of equal velvet in

C. Dayanum. The caudicula is square in this, trape-

zoid in Jthe new one.

I have to thank for very satisfactory materials Mr.

Charles Leach, King's Road, Clapham Park ; and the

new species may bear the name of its possessor. N. G.

Rchb.f.

Eria Corneri, «. sp.*

This is a very interesting species, rather near Eria

Griftithii (Eria pulchella, Grift.). It is decidedly dis-

tinct by its very curious glaucous pseudobulbs, which
attain 2 inches in height, and are just obtusangulo-

tetragonous. The leaves are petiolate oblong acute,

apjjarently very thin, nervose, rather broad, remind-

ing one of those of a Cirrhasa. The flowers are of a
very pallid green, the lip white with a purplish middle
lobe and purplish streaks over the side lobes. It is a

very delicate flower, and when Mr. Day sent me the

first inflorescence I was not very hopeful to come to

an understanding, since the plant was not in the posses-

sion of this gentleman. I have, however, been
assisted in a manner almost unique. jNIr. Day began
by sending me a coloured sketch and coloured

analyses taken from the fresh inflorescence, October 31,

1S71. Mr. Leach, the possessor, forwarded to Mr.
Day for me a photograph of the flowering plant, and a

living one, that gave evidence of those wonderful bulbs.

I have to thank most cordially both those gentlemen
for their kind assistance in describing this curious

novelty, which was discovered in Formosa by Mr.
Arthur Corner, and grown by Mr. Charles Leach,

King's Road, Clapham Park. It is, of course, dedi-

cated to Mr. Corner, its discoverer. H. G. Rchb.f.

THE ISLAND OF CYPRUS.
{Continuedfrom p. n-)

Vegetation.

Generally speaking the vegetation is of a mono-
tonous character, presenting neither the pleasing con-

trasts of temperate northern regions nor the richness

and brilliancy of the tropics. A grass carpet is wholly

wanting, save in a few favoured mountain gorges in

the south-west. Shrubs and tough herbaceous plants

in great variety, belonging to the Compositje, Gra-

minere, Labiat?e, Boraginece, Cistinece, Euphorbiacere,

Papilionacece, &c., form a loose network of vegeta-

tion. Prominent in this steppe vegetation, for it can-

not be called pasture, are Stipa tortilis, vEgilops

ovata, /E. triuncialis, Jasonia sicula, Pulicaria arabica,

Centaurea hyalolepis, C. solstitialis, Kentrophyllum

apice bidentatis pergameaeis ; inflorescentia laxa pauciflori
(porrecta?); spatha scariosa ligulata in basi ; bracteis
triangulis acuminatis valde brevibiis ; sepalis tepalisque lineari-

ligulatis acutis ; labello trilobo, lobis lateralibus angulalii, lobo
medio porrecto triangulobrevi, carinis geminis a basi in basin
lobi [anlici, dimidio antico magis velutinis, in cannulas
angustiores excurrentibus ; caudicula trapezoidea.—Sepala albi-

do-ochracea, linea mediana atropurpurea. Labellum toto limbo
atrojjurpureum, disco ochroleucum. Columna atropurpurea,
buccis in basi antice ochroleucis.—Formosa, A. Corner. H. G.
Rchb. f.

* EriaCorneri,Ti.%^.—(Hymeneria)pseudobulbisadultiscylin-
draceo-tetragonis, junioribus diphyllis ; foliis cuneato-oblongis
acutis papyraceis ; racemo porrecto calvo plurifloro ; bracteis

minutissimis ; floribus curvatis mento angulato bene conspicuo
;

sepalis ligulatis acutis; tepalis linearibus. subbrevioribus

;

labello tnfido ; lacinia media semi-elliptica acuta ; laciniis

lateralibus semi-ovatis antrorsum obtuse angulatis ; carinis

elevatis antrorsum undulatis ac ramentaceis ternis a basi ad
apicem ; columnse semi-tereti. Flos slramineo-viridulus; labelli

lacinix laterales intus brunneo-purpureo punctUatx ; lacinia

media omnino brunneo-purpurea. Ex Formosa misit dom.
Arthur Corner, et coluit dom. Chas. Leach, King's Road,
Clapham Park. H. G. Rchb./.
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syriacum, Picnomon Acarna, Notobasis syriaca, Salvia

controversa, Calamintha cretica, Teiicrium divari-

catum, Echium elegans, Anchusa ^eg>'ptiaca, Onosma
fruticosa, Helianthemum pulverulentum, H. obova-

tum, Fumana Spachii, Hypericum crispum, Euphorbia

lanata, E. Cassia, Medicago denticulata, M. minima,

Trifolium stellatum, T. striatum, T. tomentosum.

Astragalus b^ticus, Hedysarum spinosissimum,

Onobrychis cristagalli, Alhagi Maurorum, Prosopis

Stephaniana.

Associated with the foregoing are many bulbous

and tuberous plants as well as some dwarf shrubs.

The monocotyledonous bulbous plants are only visible

above ground for a very short period, hence they

escape the botanist who is not there at the exact time.

But there are many dicotyledons with tuberous root-

stocks, as Emex spinosus, Rumex tuberosus, R.

bucephalophorus, Aristolochia hirta, A. sempervirens,

Valeriana Dioscoridis, /Egyalophila pumila, A.

cretica, Mandragora vemalis. Cyclamen hederKfolium,

Bunium ferula-folium, Cryptoceras rutrefolia. Geranium

tuberosum, and so on. Tuberous Ranunculi espe-

cially are very numerous, thus. Ranunculus bullatus,

R. chsrophyllus, R. myriophyllus, R. millefoliatus,

Vahl., R. cadmicus, R. asiaticus, Ficaria ranuncu-

loides, and Pa;onia corallina. Cichoracece are repre-

sented among others by Thrincia tuberosa, Scorzo-

nera undulata, S. araneosa, Lactuca hispida, L.

leucophcea, L. cretica, and /Etheorhiza bulbosa.

Conspicuous in the dwarf bushy element is Poterium

spinosum, which is spread over all the dry-hill

(trachiotis of the natives) region of the island. And,

on account of the poverty in wood, a welcome plant

this is, as it affords fuel for heating ovens and kilns
;

and it is also used for hedges. Among other plants

of this class are Thymelea hirsuta, Satureia Thymbra,

Ononis antiquorum, &c.

A richer and more varied flora is presented liy the

southern slopes of the central mount.iins in the south-

west. Prominent here are various Cisti, dclieiously

fragrant Labiatse, &c. A gigantic variety of Ferula

communis is one of the most characteristic productions

of the dry-hill region, forming, where it occurs, the

most striking feature in the landscape. It attains a

height of 8 to 10 feet, with a correspondingly stout

stem, and is a very beautiful object. The elegant

foliage and large umbels of yellow flowers render it

one of the most ornamental plants in the island. But

its beauty is of short duration, as the heat of early

summer hastens its flowering and fruiting, and the

whole plant soon turns brown. A loose, deep, sandy

soil suits it best, and it is a social plant covering con-

siderable tracts, forming miniature forests. It is

common near Larnaca, on conglomerate, and near

Panteleimon. The stems are used for making chairs,

&:c., and the pith as tinder. The thick roots pene-

trate the soil to a depth of 6 feet, which accounts for

the great vigour of the plant. It is the anatriches of

the natives.

Very different from the "dry-hill " vegetation, and

the richer herbaceous flora of the mountain slopes, is

the thicket or underwood region. This commonly

consists of Pistacia Lentiscus and Juniperus phcenicea,

either separately or intermixed, forming an almost

impenetrable growth. The Juniper is also useful in

various ways, whereas the Pistacia is perfectly useless

and seems only destined to crowd out anything

better.

It is only here and there that other shrubs are

found mixed with the foregoing, or occasionally appro-

priate the ground exclusively to themselves. Such are

Ulex europceus, Quercus caliprinos, Myrtus commu-

nis, and Rhamnus oleoides. In the more elevated

parts of the island only several other shrubs occur, as

Ceratonia siliqua. Arbutus Andrachne, Anagyris

fcetida, Styrax officinalis, Quercus alnifolia, and Acer

creticum. The first-named is particularly abundant

in some places as a shrub, clothing the hillsides at

Machera. Single bushes are not seldom overrun by

Tamus communis, Smilax aspera, and Asparagus

verticillatus, or Clematis cirrhosa, Lonicera etrusca,

and Teucrium creticum. On the banks of streams

and other humid spots there are shrubberies of

Tamarisk and Oleander. The latter, when in

flower, is a bright ornament of the landscape,

and has consequently found its way into the gardens

of the town of Larnaca, where it attains the dimen-

sions of a small tree. Though not so showy, the

Tamarisk is far more graceful and elegant, and lends

an indescribable charm to the brooks and rivulets on

whose banks it flourishes. It is the favourite retreat

of the nightingale. These shrubberies save many a

lovely plant from destruction, giving shade to Sera-

pias pseudocordigera, Aceras intacta. Orchis anatolica,

Crepis Sieberi, Scutellaria Columnse, Malcolmia

Chia, &c.

Forests.

As already stated, some writers who profess to

write for the public information have imagined forests

of Pine, Beech, &c. Unfortunately, forests of any

kind of tree are exceedingly limited in area, and

chiefly confined to the inaccessible parts of the moun-

tain chains ; and as for the Beech, there is no record,

we believe, of its ever having been found in the

island.

Formerly, it is true, Cyprus was covered with

forests, and was noted for its excellent timber ; but

according to Unger and Kotschy there is no doubt

that then, as now, the forests consisted principally of

Pine trees. From the sea-level up to 4000 feet Pinus

maritima prevails, and above that altitude it is

replaced by P. Laricio var. Poiretiana. Even no\Y

it is possible to trace the earlier distribution of these

two Pines, and see that the Pine forests were only

interrupted here and there by other trees. Although

the work of devastation has been carried on very

recklessly there still exist some beautiful though thin

forests of P. maritima. Europhaca boetica flourishes

only in the shade of this Pine, and Quercus alnifolia,

Arbutus Andrachne, and Acer creticum are often

associated with it as underwood, sometimes straying

beyond, and forming independent copses. The forests

of P. Laricio are nobler and undisturbed, because

they are in less accessible situations. This Pine

clothes the heights of Troodos, Adelphos, and

Machera, and these alone. Few flowering plants

flourish underneath the Pines. One of the most con-

spicuous is the beautiful Pa:onia corallina, and Limo-

dorum abortivum pushes forth from the decaying bed

of Pine foliage. Juniperus fcetidissima is associated

with the Pine on and near the summit of Troodos, to

which also Berberis cretica penetrates. Only the two

species of Pine named occur in the island. Cupressus

horizontalis and Juniperus phcenicea are rapidly dis-

appearing as forest trees, though the latter spreads as

a shrub where the maritime Pine makes room for it.

Quercus inermis and Q. Pfsffingeri var. cypria,

the only arborescent species of Oak, are

now quite rare as trees, and can never

have had any considerable distribution in the

island. Platanus orientalis and Alnus orientalis

exist only by the side of the beds of streams ; and

Cratccgus Aronia and Pistacia patestina are rapidly

disappearing, fine specimens being quite rare. The

general character of the flora is quite Mediterranean,

as distinguished from Syrian. One of the most note-

worthy features in this is the prevalence of needle-

leaved trees in Cyprus, whereas in Syria these are

replaced by flat-leaved trees. A considerable propor-

tion (4.2 per cent.) of the species are peculiar to the

island, at least they have hitherto not been found

elsewhere. Of these eleven are monocots and thirty-

one dicots—two apetalce,' sixteen gamopetalre, and

thirteen polypetate. Amongst the most noteworthy

are Quercus alnifolia, which represents Q. Ilex ; Q.

cypria, Ballota integrifolia, a spiny species ; Ptero-

cephalus cyprius. Salvia cypria, Galium suberosum,

Ornithogalum pedicellare, Silene laevigata. Gladiolus

triphyllus, Colchicum Troodi, Crocus cyprius, C.

veneris, &c. The bulb flora, it may be repeated, is

still very imperfectly known.

Total Number of Flowering Plants and
Ferns.

Hitherto upwards of 1000 species of Phanerogamia

have been collected in C)'pnis—a considerable

number, inasmuch as it reaches a fifteenth of the

number found in the whole of the Mediterranean

region. These 1000 species include 51 trees, 66

shrubs, 55 under-shrubs, 235 herbaceous perennials,

45 bulbous and 70 tuberous plants, 6 parasites and

472 annual plants. The 21 Amentaceas are repre-

sented by 14 arboreous and 2 shrubby species ; of the

8 Coniferae, 6 are trees and 2 shrubs ; 6 of the 14

Cistines are shrubby ; the 5 species of Tamarisk are

all shrubby ; of the 10 Pomaces 5 are trees and 4

shrubs ; the 5 Amygdalefe are all trees ; amongst

103 PapilionaceK there are 2 arborescent and 3

shrubby species ; the three Mimoseje, two arbores-

cent, and one shrubby, so that including the under-

shrubs Cyprus possesses 172 woody plants, or half

as many as the South of Europe. Of Ferns, eleven

species have been discovered, whereof all except

Gymnogramme leptophylla, NothchlKna Marantje,

Cheilanthes fragrans, and Nephrodium pallidum, are

natives of Britain.

Principal Natural Orders.

THE EXTREME NORTH.*
After a relatively mild winter here in the far North

[Norrbotten], we were able to begin spring work early,

by the middle of May, although the lakes were still

covered with thin ice. In ordinary seasons, the ice

does not disappear before the middle or beginning of

June. Usually we have eight to nine months of severe

winter, the temperature falling to 40° C. [40° below

Fahrenheit's zero, or 72° of frost] or lower, and only

three to four months of summer, cold winds prevail-

ing. Our readers may wonder how under such con-

ditions gardening can be successful at all. But it

often succeeds quite well, although sometimes,

as last year, a sharp frost in August destroyed

all prospect of any crops. When we consider,

however, that the soil here consists almost entirely

of sand, and that the sun scarcely disappears below

the horizon in the month of June (without this

all-wise provision of nature next to nothing would

grow here), we can comprehend that the develop-

ment of plants proceeds much more rapidly here than

in the southern countries of Europe. As examples

hereof, I will only mention the American Rose Potato,

Sugar Peas, and common Peas, which in the un-

favourable season of last year were ready for use seven

weeks after sowing. Radishes on a tan bed were

ready in eighteen to twenty-two days, indeed a sow-

ing in May produced Radishes fit for eating in a

fortnight.

Fortunately gardening is practised for the love of it

by many prominent men who have come hither from

the south of Sweden, whereas it is scarcely known to

the natives, especially the lower class. Still we may
hope that the newly-founded horticultural society for

the province of Norrbotten will be able to show the

benefits to be derived from careful cultivation. The
Society's head gardener has the special task of visiting

persons in any part of the province who may need his

assistance, and he has been much in request during the

short period that has elapsed since the formation of

the society in 1S77 ; but chiefly by the governing

bodies and wealthier people for laying out small

flower gardens around the houses.

Flower gardening must be regarded as the most

popular branch, and flowers are produced here

rivalling in colour and perfection of development

those of southern climes. The passion for window

gardening is universal, and e^en in the smallest hut

one finds flowers. They are chiefly Roses, Carna-

tions, Pelargoniums, Fuchsias, Oleanders, &c. Plants

with ornamental foliage are still little known here.

In the small gardens attached to most of the houses in

the town Potatos are largely grown, and Sugar Peas,

various roots and other vegetables on a smaller scale.

Kohl-rabi is highly esteemed by the peasantry, and

would probably displace the Potato altogether were it

safe from the depredations of the youths, who are

exceedingly fond of it, and of the Bird Cherry.

Hitherto it has not been possible to punish this species

of theft, but it is to be hoped that our now better

conducted schools will convince the peasant and his

offspring that even the appropriation of another

person's Kohl Rabi is really robbery, and then this

vegetable will be more extensively cultivated.

For the same reason the Bird Cherry, although a

charming object amongst other trees, cannot be gene-

rally employed. We have indeed few trees that we

can plant without risk of their being destroyed by

autumn or winter frosts, and are obliged to limit our-

selves to Birch, Mountain Ash, Ash, Bird Cherry,

' A Translation from Der Deutsche Garten, of a letter dated

from Lulea, the capital of Norrbotten, Sweden, which lies in

65' 35' N. lat., not 60° 35' as inadvertently stated by our

German contemporary.
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Willow, Pines, and Firs. In particularly favoured

situations we plant Populus laurifolia and Larch.

We have, however, nearly 100 species and varieties

of shrubs wc can plant without risk of their being

injured. Very few of the common berry-bearing

shrubs are hardy in this climate, but I shall return to

this subject in another letter. Aug. Engherg.

SEASONABLE HINTS ABOUT
ROSES.

Buds and Stocks.

As the season of budding is now in full tide, a few

hints upon its performance may not be out of place,

especially for the benefit of amateurs. In the trade

grounds, of course, there is little opportunity for the

practice of details. Time with them, as in other

matters of practical business, means money. The
whole course of operations is carried out upon a

regular system, under which, from dexterous manipu-

lation, failures are few and of less importance than

the delay which would be caused by special precau-

tions against them. Vet even here it has often struck

me there is room for more care in the choice of buds

than is frequently exercised, as well as in their shape.

It frequently happens that a tendency is manifested in

certain varieties to run back, or deteriorate in truth of

character. The writer has formerly had plants of

Jules Margottin and others after a year or two com-
pletely alter in type, assuming a long wiry habit of

growth, with small rosette-shaped flowers—a sort of

sport, in fact, though not worth attempting to fix. It

is probable that all such instances arise from the

employment of inferior buds. More, this departure

from normal types may have given rise to the idea

—

far from uncommon—that in time some varieties wear
out, whereas bad buds would be found at the root of

the complaint ; or it may also be the use of inferior

stocks for older varieties. In all cases, wherever a
depreciation in quality of special sorts is found, it

would be well to obtain a supply of fine and healthy

buds from some other place. This leads to the

expression of a notion that has sometimes struck the

writer, that plants propagated year after year in the

same place and soil, and from the same stock, may
perhaps undergo some sort of deterioration similar

to that which takes place in seeds under similar cir-

cumstances. Wherever circumstances will permit, it

is an excellent plan to set apart a batch of plants

especially for the supply of buds.

It cannot be too often and too earnestly impressed
on budders to bring the incision—one slit only is the

best—as near to the main stock as possible. It is

even desirable to tuck that end of the shield which
is nearest to the stock under its very bark if possible.

The more this is attained the more thorough is the

union, and the handsomer and more natural the
position of the final head. In cutting out the shield,

therefore, let that part which is nearest the main
stock be as short as possible, more so than is com-
monly used ; and where the cross incision is made the

bud can be brought up flush to the barrel of the

stock.

A New Stock for Marechai. Niel.

Like most other Roses, this popular favourite is best

upon its own roots, only it takes so long to produce a
plant of blooming size, and the exigences of trade
demands require a more rapid mode of propagation.
Perhaps there is no rose in cultivation which has been
tried on so many diflerent stocks, and on the whole
with so little decided success. From the Manetti the

interloper invariably takes its departure—or is expelled

—after a brief sojourn. Upon the Briar it is a lottery

whether it takes or not, though when it cordially

unites therewith the product is usually a thrifty plant.

Gloire de Dijon, Climbing Devoniensis, and the

yellow Banksia have all been employed with
more or less satisfaction. Some time ago it

was said that Mr. J. Harrison had a special stock,

called the Napoleon, which worked wonders when
grafted or budded with this capricious beauty,

but we have not lately heard much about it. Perhaps,
however, the problem is in the way of solution at last.

A few days ago at the Waltham Cross Nurseries we
saw some remarkably vigorous and healthy plants

(dwarfs) worked upon stocks of De la Grifferaie " (a

variety of the Multiflora t)'pe little known or grown in

the present day. This is a strong grower with climbing
propensities and probably some constitutional affinities

with the Marechai, which are always to be sought for

in such unions as interfere with the ordinary course of

nature, and such budding is. There are no doubt

many other of the older vigorous growing varieties

and species, which might be experimented on with

probably most valuable results ; amongst these, such

as Ayrshire Ruga, the Boursaults, Noisettes Augusta,

Du Luxemburg, La Biche, in fine, any vigorous and

rampant growers the cultivator may have at hand.

The present season offers unlimited opportunities for

experiments of this character, of which Rose amateurs

in particular, who have usually abundance of time at

their command, ought to avail themselves in the

interests of their favourite pursuits. A somewhat
unusual mode of budding Mardchal Niel recently fell

under the writer's observation. The suckers on the

Briars purchased for Stocks in November, had been

cut off with morsels of fibrous root attached, wherever

found ; then potted in small pots, and treated like

Manetti Stocks. At the proper time they were

grafted and "potted on," and certainly had made
splendid plants with rods 6 and 7 feet long when I

saw them. These plants combined the advantages of

the Manetti in closeness of the "work " to the soil,

with the suitability of the Briar to the special variety on
which we are remarking. In addition the stock and
scion being more of an age, they consequently grow
more equally together.. W. D. Prior.

ESCALLONIA PHILIPPIANA.
This is one of the most desirable of hardy shrubs

—for such it is at least in Messrs. Veitch's nursery at

Combe Wood. The plant was described from Messrs.

Veitch's specimens in these columns in 1S73, p. 947.

Its dense masses of white flowers have some resemb-

lance to those of some of the Spiraeas, but the botanical

structure is quite different and the foliage of a richer

green than in most Spiraeas. We congratulate Messrs.

Veitch on the introduction of so beautiful a shrub,

which amply justifies our commendations. Fig. 13.

THE ROYAL GARDENS, KEW,
1877*

The annual number of visitors to the Royal Gar-

dens has during the past five years shown a disposition

to fluctuate about an average of 670,000. Rising to

nearly 700,000 in 1874, it sank in 1876 to a little

below 600,000, while in 1877 it rose again to a number
somewhat above the average, 687,972. As in the

preceding year, the bank holiday in August (the 6th)

brought the greatest number of visitors in any one day,

nearly 58,000, while on two days in January and

February it sank to a minimum of 24.

The vast crowds of persons who now come to Kew
on public holidays are gradually becoming in one

respect a matter of very serious anxiety. The plants

of damp tropical climates, of which in such groups as

Palms, Ferns, Aroids, iS:c., the collections in the

Royal Gardens are unrivalled, require as essential

conditions of their growth a humid atmosphere in

buildings with necessarily contracted passages. When
these are thronged with visitors, the doors, ordinarily

jealously closed, must be kept wide open, and the air

being maintained constantly in motion and laden with

impalpable dust, soon loses its moisture and injures

the beauty and vigour of the collections of plants in

the most disheartening manner. I merely wish now
to record my apprehension that it may eventually

prove impossible to admit the public on exceptionally

crowded days to visit certain of the collections, at any
rate except in restricted numbers, which must be

eventually exterminated in the process.

In the early part of last year it was brought to my
knowledge by the residents on the Cumberland estate

adjoining the Royal Gardens that the ground land-

lord proposed to erect a public-house at the corner

of the Kew Gardens Road immediately opposite to

the Cumberland Gate. The Richmond Road is here

only 33 feet wide, and my experience in the case of

the numerous houses of refreshment on Kew Green
having shown me that, although well-conducted, the

mere circumstances of their business cause on public

holidays and frequented days a considerable concourse

of vehicles and individuals, I felt it my duty to repre-

sent to the Board the great inconvenience which

would ensue to the general public on their way to

and from the Gardens and the railway station if such

an erection were permitted. I was accordingly in-

the Progress and

structed to appear before the Richmond justices and
oppose the licensing of the house on public grounds,

the result being that the licence was refused.

During the past year the wall in the Richmond
Road skirting the Royal Gardens has received an

addition of 3 feet to its height between the Cumber-
land and Unicorn Gates. This addition has long

been contemplated, as owing to the irregularities of

the ground the wall in some places was only 5 feet in

height on the Gardens' side, and had proved insuffi-

cient as a protection.

A proposal has been made, emanating in the first

instance from the occupants and proprietors of the

houses opposite, to remove the wall and substitute in

its place an iron railing. This proposal I have felt it

my duty to strenuously oppose. The Richmond Road
is one of the great highways out of London, the traffic

upon it is great, and, especially since the abolition of

the toll on Kew Bridge, is increasing. The wall is

not merely a most valuable and efficient screen against

the driving and destructive easterly winds of spring,

but it also checks the dust and litter of a great

thoroughfare from being drifted into the Gardens. It

has been judiciously remarked that a question of this

kind must be decided from the inside. If this is

done, the public utility of the wall cannot be com-
bated. It is one of the first principles of landscape

gardening to conceal boundaries and produce an efiect

at once of privacy and interminableness. There is no

better means of accomplishing this than by a wall

backed by well arranged shrubberies. If the wall be

removed, the wind will soon exterminate the shrubs,

and the eye will rest with little satisfaction on glimpses

of iron railing, passing vehicles, and clouds of dust.

The Director's American Journey.

I cannot adequately express my sense of the libe-

rality with which travelling facilities and hospitalities

of all kinds were accorded to me by public companies

and private individuals wherever I went in America.

The fact of my being connected with this establish-

ment was a recognised passport, and this even in the

remote settlements of the Far West, for I found a

reading people everywhere, few of whom had not

heard of Kew Gardens. In the Northern States of

America the progress of science, and of institutions

for the instruction of the people in science, occupy a

prominent place in the cheap illustrated periodical

literature of the masses ; and nowhere on the globe is

this literature better or so universally read as in the

States. It is hence not wonderful that the progress of

such establishments as Kew, the British Museum,

South Kensington Museum, eS:c., should be better

known amongst all classes of the people there than

they are in the United Kingdom generally, and so I

found it.

I should add that the liberality of the English

Home and Colonial Government, in respect of the

Philadelphia Exhibition (of 1876), especially as shown

by the extent and interest of the Colonial departments

(where the Australian woods sent from the Kew
Museum attracted especial notice), and by the presents

made by the British Government to the United States

Museums, has produced the best effects in America,

and was directly the means of obtaining for me many
important facilities during my journey.

The Early Opening Question.

Feeling that the responsibility of any radical

changes in this great establishment—the botanical

head-quarters of the British Empire and its depen-

dencies—must ultimately rest with Her Majesty's

Government, subject to the approval of Parliament, I

am unwilling to enter into an expression of my
own opinions at any length. I trust I may be per-

mitted, however, to make the following remarks :

—

1. For nearly a century before the Royal Gardens

became in any sense a public establishment, they

w'ere widely known, while still in the possession of

the Royal Family, as scientific gardens of the greatest

interest and importance.

2. When, therefore, they were transferred to the

Government as an institution of puV)lic utility, it was
in no sense as a local or even metropolitan place of

recreation. In fact, twenty-five years ago they were

by no means easy of access from London, and if the

claims of the public to admission to them had had no

better foundation than their use as a pleasure-ground

for the neighbourhood, there is little reason for sup-

posing that they would ever have been dedicated to

public use at all. As far as the residents are con-

cerned, they may be considered as enjoying excep
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lional advantages, since in addition to (lie Ktiyal

I'.ardens they have access to Kew Green, the Iieautiful

riverside walk from Kew to Richmond, and Richmond
I'arli, all of which are maintained at Go\ernment

expense.

3. Although it has always been fell Ijy my father

(the late director) and myself that, in accordnncc with

the vie\\s t)f the Government, the scientilic usefulness

of the Royal Gardens has under all circumstances a

den the trld when
degree of tinish and neatness is aimed at, where the

public are so little impeded or restricted by hurdles or

other impedinrents from the freest enjoyment of every

portion.

4. My e\]:ericnce of the management and working

of the Royal Clnrdens, extending now o\cr upwards

of thirty ye.nrs, leads me unhesitatingly to the belief

that neither the collections nor grounds can be

depredation and wanton injur-y continually goes on,

and our gardening staff is therefore more occupied in

the afternoon with the business of protecting and

supervising the collections under their contiol—to say

nothing of answering inquiries—than of doing any-

thing for their care and cultivation—which is indeed

impracticable on full days. There is therefore a

marked difference 1 elwecn their duties at the difl'crsnt

parts of the day, ard this division of their labour I

\
>
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Fig. 13.—esc.\i,i-Oxi.\ i'iiii,it'i'iAN.\ (ri^OM messiis. veitcii). (see v. ioS.)

paramount cl.aiui, I may apjical with confidence to all

who have watched the gradual development of the

Royal Gardens to— I do not hesitate to say—their

present condition of unrivalled excellence, to support

me in saying that it has been our uniform policy

to render them as attractive as possible, and to

progressively remove as far as we have been able all

restrictions on their enjoyment by the public. The
Gardens, with all the houses and museums, are open

every day of the year except Christmas Day.

The museums, as far as I know, are the only

scientific collections in the country ojien to the

public on Sund.ays. And I do not believe that

maintained up to their present standard if the public

are to be admitted in the morning. During the hours

before I o'clock the labourers and gardeners practically

accomplish the daily work necessary for the culture of

the collections, and the keep of the grounds, and in

my judgment they could not do so if surrounded by

visitors. At I o'clock the gardens are "dressed"

ready for the admission of the public. And though I

belie^e our visitors are proud of Kew and deserve the

highest praise for the small amount of mischief which

they individually commit (apart from that which is

unconsciously and inevitably brought about by the

movement of large crowds), still a certain amount of

consider it essential to preserve. It is, I am awaa,

proposed that this difficulty might be met by closing

the houses and museums up till i o'clock. My expe-

rience, however, leads me to the belief that this,

though it might be satisfactory to the local residents,

would not be so to visitors from a distance. The only

principle which does not lead to disappointment and

difficulty is that when the gardens are open at all they

should be so in every department.

5. With regard to the grounds I must point out

that there is this radical diflerence between them and

any other public garden—that they are really to be

regarded as an open air museum, where specimen
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phnls nn 1 collections of the greatest possible value

are freely tlisplaye:!. Here ajain the necessity of

constant supervision during the presence of the public

ii obvious. Nor must it bs forgotten that grounds so

occupied require, unlike other public gardens simply
n?e ling to be maintained up to the same standard

from year to year, constant improvement and deve-

lopment. The laying out and planting of new collec-

tions, an I the verification, examination, and rearrange-

m:nt of old ones is work which must be done with the

co-operation of the scientific staff, which it cannot and
oujht mt to be expected to give during public hours.

6. A very large class of persons for whose use the
Royal Gardens have always been primarily designed,

I mian those who visit the collections with some
special end in view, whether botanists, horticulturists,

students, manufacturers, c&c, would have serious

grounds of complaint if there were no time when they
could pursue the'r studies in quietude. Persons with
proper ere lentials interested in particular groups of
plants are freely .allowed to handle and examine them
in private hours, a privilege which must be with-

drawn if the pu'ilic are admitted at all times. To
artists also leave to draw during public hours is prac-

tically useless.

7. While I entirely fail to see that the local resi-

dents have any just claim to earlier admission, I alto-

gether doubt whether, especially amongst the resi-

dents in the north and east of London who are our
principal visitors on crow;led days, there is any real

demand for an earlier.hour of admission than I o'clock.

On bank-holidays, which are in every way days of an
exceptional character, I have willingly assented to the

opening at 10 o'clock. On these days arrangements
will lie made for susiiending all the work of the Royal
Gardens, and the whole staff will have, even with
additional assistance, more than sufficient occupation
in watching and controlling the crowds.

The Walks.

I may mention that having had the length of walks
in the Royal Gardens which have to be maintained

in order, carefully measured, I find they amount to a
total of nearly 15 miles.

y,1s.

Botanic gardens
Arborettim
Queen's Cottage grounds
Herbarium and Palace grou

I.NSTRUCTION OF VoUNG GaRUENK.KS.

The lessons given to the young gardeners in the

evening in elementary physics, chemistry, structural,

systematic, geographical, and economic botany, and
upon which the atlentlance is voluntary, continue to

give satisfactory results. Notes arc required to be
taken by all who attend, and these arc examined by
the instructor, and those whose attendance is regular

and whose notes are satisfactory receive a certificate

to that effect, counter-signed by myself.

re be coiiliimeJ.)

A PEDESTRIAN TRIP ACROSS
SOUTH AFRICA.
{Concluded/ram /. 49.)

Thk African Borassu'i is pcrhap.s the mjst u-icful

plant indigenous to this part of the country; the oM
stem is used for fuel and fencing, the leaves for

baskets, mats, and thatch, and the sap when coUccted
in calabashes supplies thousands of natives with a
very delicious and nutritious Ijeverage. The shrubs,

and in fact nearly all the undergrowth, arc of a thorny
nature, often forming impassable barriers to man and
the larger species of wild animils, nt the same time
affording admirable retreats to small and non-for-

midable animals when pursued by the beasts of prey.

Amongst the bushes, and generally out in the open,
I foimd two species of Strophanthus, one producing
mignificcnt terminal flowers of a rose-white and
creamy colour, with the segments prolonged into fine

drooping curls, often exceeding 9 inches in length.

The matured fruit of this species is very remarkable,

cjnsisting of two carpels, united at their base and
spreading in nearly opposite directions, so as to form
a pair of horns ; some of these carpels are over

iS inches in length and 3^ inches in circumference.

On leaving the doep sandy loam of th':; coast this

plant completely disappears, as do the two species of

Oacoba. One of these is evidently O. Petersiana,

ba' th: other, which his a cimpict habit, large hir-

sute leaves, and terminal corymbs of large white

flowci's, was not described in my books. Hut

brightest of all were the va.st quantities of the lovely

Brun.svigia multiflora mingling with Hxmanthus
insigni% Crinum aquaticum and longifolium, all

bestowing a beauty upon the park-like scene, which,

as a rule, is so destitute of flowers.

Climbing amongst the trees and shrubs I saw

several species of Asparagus, from the short A.

decumben.;, to one which reached the top of the

highest treei, and often formed green hanging festoons

between their respective branches. There were also a

few Apocynumi, an*! a very pretty Adenium with

terminal clusters of rosy white flowers ; besides several

species of Asclepiads and Composites. Cassia and
Gossypium were growing on all sidc-^ ; and, judging

from the fine cotton pod.s I have often plucked, this

part of Africa would make a capital cotton producing

country.

The Orchella Lichen, which produces a valuable

dye, is found in large quantities on all old tree;* in

damp situation,! ; but this, like all other natural pro-

ducts, is allowed to remain unheeded by the indolent

and non-advancing Portuguese. I have been told by
several hunters and traders, that the Ebony tree grows
away to the north of this place ; also of a tree resem-

bling the Ad^nsonia, from which they have often

procured a drink similar to *' Cream of Tartar."

On nearing the Lobombo Mountains and beholding

in the distance what appeared to be a well-wooded
country and well-w.itered range, my hopes and ex-

pectations ran high that in th j^e mountain valleys I

might find my favourite epiphytes in abundance ; but

how disappointed I was. This range of mountains,

running nearly north and south, is merely a long con-

tinuation of lofty plateaus, averaging an altitude of

2500 feet above the level of the sea. The aridity of

these mountains is really extraordinary, not even pro-

ducing a small stream during the winter months.
Travelling in strange and comparatively unknown
countries, travellers generally expect to find water

where mountains exist ; but here, in the Lobombo,
although at the spring of the year, not a stream of

water could be seen emerging from the base of

these mountains. Finding this to be a fact, I was
not at all surprised to find that Orchids, Ferns,

ami such-like plants^lovers of moisture— were
rarieties, and that Aloes, Acacia horrida, fruti*

cose Compo.Utre^struggIing, stunted trees^and the

arborescent Kuphorbia canariensis grew in the

dry, sandy, and shallow alluvial amongst the

granite and ironstone boulders which seem to

compose these mountains. On the shady side

of these boulders I was certainly surprised to find

several fornii of Pellcea hastata and Cystopteris

battling against the excessive dryness of the range
;

also to see some fine specimens of Erythrina caflTra

in full bloom. After spending some time in exploring

these peculiar and interesting mountains, we travelled

in a N.E. direction, over an undulating stony country,

with numerous isolated plateaus, or what in South

African parlance are called "koppies." The altitude

of this elevation for about 60 miles averages 2000 feet,

and the vegetation is similar to that of the coast lands,

with a diminution of herbaceous and green foliage,

and a greater amount of Aloes—that is, the vege-

tation is of a hardier and dryer type. Some of these

Aloes are exceedingly pretty and prolific in flower
;

the trees arc of a smaller growth, and not so abundant,

being nearly limited to the banks or vicinity of rivers,

except the Acacias, which are seldom seen by river-

sides, always preferring a dry elevation, an! flourish-

ing where other trees would perish for want of water

x\\k\ deep alluvial. The most interesting thing

in this part was a small Leguminous tree, producing

large racemes of deep violet flowers, very much
resembling Kol)inia \*iolacc(i.

About twenty miles from the Lobombo Mountains

we crossed the Umkomati river, and twenty-three

miles further on the Umgwenia River ; these two large

rivers have their origin in the Drakcnsberg Mountains,

near New Scotland, on the east borders of the Trans-

vaal. After a course of about 140 miles they unite at

the Lobombo Mountains, and a few miles on become
swallowed up in the King George's River, before

entering the Indian Ocean. About thirty miles further

inland from the Umgwenia River brought us to the

confines of the *' fever and tsetse lly country." On
lo)kingatthc map and finding out the position of

Leydenberg, the goUlfields, and the principal part of

the Transvaal, it seems incredible that all the produce

from these places has to be taken over 500 miles to

Durban ; and all merchandise, stores, &c., required

have to be brought from Durban, whilst it is only

160 miles from Leydenberg to Delagoa, This fact

alone shows how gigantic the barrier must be that the

tsetse fly and fever have built up ; for although there

is only no miles of dangerous country to be traverscl

in reaching the coast, yet up to the present time all

attempts at forming a transport company between

Delagoa and the Transvaal have failed. Oxen, horses,

donkeys, and even camels have been tried, but nothing

can stand the bite of the tsetse fly. Human beings as

beasts of burden will not pay, so that the only thing

which would be able to traverse the narrow strip of

land and bring to the coast the produce of the

Transvaal and immediate South Central Africa is the

"iron horse" of the Kaffirs. But, the thousands of

pounds worth of railway plant rotting and rusting at

Lorenco Marqucz, show how remote is the fact of a

railway in that part of Africa.

The vast extent of country drained by the Umko-
mati, Umgoweniaand Sabia rivers, although so cursed

—locked up by the fever and fly—is in many respects

the finest part of South and South-east Africa ; for,

besides having a fertile soil, large and available rivers,

plenty of timber, and, above all, a harbour without n

drawback as regards its navigation, and which ought

to belong to England, it is at present the finest and
best game country in Africa, and, I may say, in the

world. Although not a sporting party, we had to <\o

considerable hunting for the purpose of keeping the

"pot going," so that our adventures and experience

with the wild animals of Africa were not trifling. It

would be out of place in this paper to go into an

account of wild animals, but, to give my readers a

little insight into the country, I will just mention that

we came in contact with numerous troops of giraffes,

buffHlos, and quaggas. In one herd ofgirafics I counted

over fifty-five animals, but, for numbers, a species of

antelope, or what the natives call " Impalla," excels

them all, for we have often seen over a thousand

together. This is a most graceful animal, but, for

beauty, nothing can come up to the "Koodoo,"
another species of antelope, which, with its large

spiral horns, elegant skin and gracefulness in all its

movements, causes the hunter many a pang and
feeling of regret when witnessing the poor gentle

brute give its last strokes in death. Lions are also

numerous, and, although we only managed to get a
shot at two, very often in our wanderings through
the bush and long grass we dropped across them,
and, during the night when sleeping by the camp-fire

were (iften disturbed by the lion's deep growl, which
it keeps up when hunting for prey. This growl
seems to stupify and transfix the majority of other
animals, so that if they happen to be in the way
they are easily captured by the "Forest King."
The greatest of zoological wonders, however, is

the tsetse fly. This insect, which is a little larger

than the house fly and nearly the colour of a bee,

ha.s been the subject of a great many investigations.

Many travellers assert that its bite is only fatal

to domestic animals ; others, that it will not injure

donkeys ; and some that its bite is not fata] at

all, and what we ascribe to the fly is caused by
the climate. This not being exactly the place to

enter upon an argument of the matter, I will just

briefly state my experience. It is limited to and
follows the large herds of game in low-lying tracts ;

it lives upon and obtains its poisonous properties from
dead animals ; its bite is fatal to wild as well as

domestic animals ; the poisoned animals linger and
waste away for about two months, and my donkeys
died through the effects of the tsetse. Hy extermi-

nating the game lictwcen the coast and Pretoria's
" Kop," this barrier to commerce would be abolished.

In the lion and tsetse we have two wise provisions of
Nature for keeping down the large numbers of animals,

especially the antelope tribe, which, but for these

"devastators" would become too numerous for this

dry and often parched up country to carry, for even
now they must often die in thousands for want of food
and water during excessive droughts. Chr. MmfJ,

KALOSANTHES.
In" the goo;l old Chiswick show-days these were to

be seen in grand specimens, but now, from some
cause or other, they are very seldom met with either

in a large or small state. That they should have
fallen into such neglect is most surprising, as there

are few plants more showy and useful for general

decorative purposes, added to which they are exceed-

ingly fragrant and of the easiest culture imaginable
;

indeed, so free are they in this respect that failure

is almost an impossibility, as the only thing likely to

injure them is c\cc.>s of wnter during the winter, a
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season when they require but little, owing to their

succulent nature. Not only are they most valuable

for light greenhouses and conservatories, or sitting-

room winrlows, but they are equally so to plunge in

a bed or border near a dwelling, in which position, if

sheltered from winds, they will last at least six or

eight weeks in perfection. I well remember the fine

display they maclc at Cowood some twenty-seven years

ago when used in this way, with the ground carpeted

with Pansiei, Mignonette, or other plant* of low

growth, and how greatly they were admired and

praised for the rich perfume they exhaled. For

amateur cultivators, who have not much spare time

to devote to their gardens, Kalosanthes and such-like

succulents are just the things to grow, as, should cir-

cumstances prevent them being attended to for a few

days, or even weeks, they do not resent it, and are

little if any the worse. Indeed, at this season they

often do best left pretty much to themselves, as any

watering is apt to be overdone, especially during such

a sunless time as we had last spring, and with

the air laden with moisture in the way it was for

sonic months. Ho long as the leaves are kept just

plump, and the soil damp enough to maintain the

roots alive, that is all they need till later on in the

spring, when they begin to jiush up their (lowering

shoots, and make fresh growth—a time when liquid

manure may be given with much benefit, especially if

the ])lants are at all pot-bound, as they should be at

that period.

Kxcept for e\hibition purposes, small neat speci-

mens in about 8-inch pots are the most serviceable

and easily managed, as in those sizes they may be

set on shelves near the glass during the winter, a

position in which they do much better than anywhere

else, as there the light and air play on them, and keep

them from drawing. As with all succulents, the thing

is to get the growth thoroughly firm and consolidated,

and this effected, a profusion of bloom is a matter of

certainty. It is, howc\'er, too late now to do more

than lay the foundation for another year, and the

sooner this is set about the more satisfactory will the

results V)e at that time. Cuttings put in now will,

with ordinary care, form capital plants for flowering

next June twelvemonths, a time when they will be

found of great use to replace Pelargoniums and other

spring blooming subjects when fading away. The
best plan of propagating Kalosanthes is to select

sufficient of the strongest shoots and cut themofl'in

lengths of about 6 inches, the lower leaves of each of

which should then be removed, and the cuttings

inserted separately in small pots. If these are filled

with good fibry loam, and the base of the cuttings

surrounded with sharp sand, they are sure to root
;

but, to assist them in doing this, they should be stood

on a shelf near the glass in any warm house, and be

kept without water till callused. In April or May
jiinch out the heart, which will induce them to break

;

and when this has taken place they are ready for pot-

ting, and may be shifted at once into the sizes it is

intended to flower them in. The best place for them

is any cold pit or frame close up to the glass, and

after they get a fair start the lights should be gradually

withdrawn till the plants are sufficiently inured to the

sun, and able to do without any protection. This

exposure will so harden the growth by the autumn,

that they will keep securely in any light pit or house

for the winter if frost is excluded, and when spring

comes round each shoot will be found to produce a

fine uml)el of bloom measuring from 3 to 6 inches

across, according to its size and strength.

In order to have large plants for exhibition or other

purposes, it is necessary to keep them from year to

year ; but many fail in flowering these through not

cutting them back in time for them to break and be

well forward in their growtli by the autumn. The
only way to be really successful with them is to have

two sets, so as to grow on the one while the others

are blooming, as then they have all the summer before

them, which gives them time to ripen out in the open.

Those, therefore, who may be so fortunate as to have

plants to sjiarc for making fine specimens should at

once give tlicm a shift into a size larger pot, or so re-

duce the old ball as to go Isack in the same, that fiesh

soil may be given. This should consist of libry

loam and some thoroughly decomposed cow manure

mixed well together, in which they will luxuriate,

and bear leaves of that dark healthy colour so pleasing

to the eye of a plantsnian. There arc several new
kinds, but none more showy and effective than the

brilliant old K. cnccinea, although one or two others

are desirable for the sake of variety. J, S.

A SYNOPSIS OF THE KNOWN
FORMS OF AQUILEGIA.~III.

19. A. sihirica. Lam. Encyc., vol. i.. p. 150; D.C
Prod., vol. i., p. 50; Led. FI. Ross, vol. i., p. 56;
Sweet, Brit. Flow. Card., ser. ii., t. 90.—Stature of

A. vulgaris. Stems many-flowered, nearly or quite

glabrous throughout. Primary petiolules i—2 inches

long, each bearing three sessile or nearly sessile divisions,

the end one \— 1 J inch broad; ultimate lobes shallow

and broadly rounded, quite contiguous ; texture as in

A. vulgaris ; upper surface rather glaucous, lower more
so. Lower stem-leaves pelioled and biteniate. P'lowers

bright lilac-blue or pale claret. Sepals i

—

\\ inch long,

oblong or ovate-oblong, broader and more obtuse than

in A. vulgaris, spreading or reflexing a little when fully

expanded. Petal lamina often white, not more than

half as long as the sepals, rounded at the tip, nearly as

broad as long ; spur moderately stout, much incurved,

3— I inch long. Head of stamens about as long as the

lamina of the petals. Follicles glabrous, i inch long ;

style I inch.

Eastern half of Siberia ; Altai mountains and hills

of Davuria. Very near A. vulgaris, from which it

mainly difters by its broader more obtuse sepals,

spur rather longer and more slender towards the tip

and glabrous follicles. Here belong A. bicolor,

Ehrh. PI. Select., No. 115; A. Garnieriana, .Sweet,

Brit. Flow. Card., ser. ii., t. 103 ; and A. speciosa,

D.C. Syst., vol. i., p. 336. A. spectabilis, Lemaire,

in III. Hort. t. 403, from Amurland, seems to be a

large bright lilac-flowered variety of sibirica, with

the petal-lamina, as in leptoceras, lipped with

yellow.

20. .-i. f.,ibi-I/ata, Sicb. and Zucc., Fani. N.it. J.ip..

^*^o- 334 ; -' v"/i,'<7''if, Thunb. Fl. Jap., p. 232, not

Linn. ; J. glaiidnlosa, Miquel in Ann. Mus. Lug. Bat.,

vol. iii., p. 8, not Fischer.—Stems as stout as in A. vul-

garis, but not so tall, few-flowered, glabrous in the lower

part, finely pubescent upwards. Primary petiolules

1

—

1\ inch long, bearing three nearly sessile divisions
;

ultimate lobes short, broad and contigiious ; texture as

in A. vulgaris ; upper surface slightly glaucous, lower

more so. Lower stem-leaves large, petioled and bitcr-

nate ; the sessile ones that subtend the peduncles nmch
larger than in A. vulgaris, with large linear-oblong ulti-

mate lobes. Flowers bright lilac or pale claret-purple or

white. Sepals about i inch long, oblong or ovate-

oblong, obtuse. Lamina of the petals about half as long

as the sepals, often white in the lilac-flowered form,

rounded at the tip, \
—

\ inch broad ; spur shorter than

the lamina, slender towards the end, much incurved.

Head of stamens at most as long as the lamina of the

petals. Follicles glabrous, not seen fully mature ; style

\ inch long.

A native of Japan and the Sachalin Isles. A well-

marked species, nearest A. sibirica, from which it

may be readily distinguished by its large flabellate

bracts and short petal-spur.

** New World Forms.

21. A.formos,!, Fisch., in D.C. Prodr., vol. i., p. 50 ;

Torrey and Gray, Flor. N. Amer., \ol. i.. p. 30 ; Flore des

Serres, t. 795 ; A. canadensis var. formosa, Torrey
;

S. Wats. Bot. 40 Parall., p. 10; A. arctica, Loudon
;

Flore des Sen-cs, t. 795 (plate, not text).^Habit as in

A. canadensis, more slender than in A. vulgaris. Stems
many-flowered, nearly or quite glabrous beyond the

peduncles. Primary petiolules i—2 inches long, bearing

in well-developed root-leaves three divisions, of whicli

the end one is distinctly stalked ; ultimate lobes deeper

and narrower than in A. vulgaris ; texture thinner

;

upper surface slightly glaucous ; lower more so. Stem-

leaves petioled and biternate. Sepals bright red, ovate-

lanceolate, spreading, usually about | inch, rarely i inch,

long, pubescent, with an obtuse green tip. Lamina of the

petal yellow, nearly truncate at the tip, about half as long

as the sepals ; spurs \
—\ inch long, slender in the lower

half, nearly straight, distinctly knobbed at the tip. Head
of the stamens twice as long as the lamina of the petals.

Follicles glabrous, contiguous, under t inch long ; style

half as long as the follicle.

Spread from Sitka down the west side of North

America to California, ascending in the Rocky
Mountains to 6000—7000 feet ; Kamschatka, accord-

ing to De Candolle's Prodromus^ but I have not seen

Old World specimens. Very near the eastern A.

canadensis, from which it difters by its larger sepals,

quite twice as long as the petal-lamina.

Var. A. tntucafii, Fisch. and Meyer, Ind. Scni.

Petrop., 1843, p. S ; ./. cilifoniira, Hartweg in (iard.

Chron. 1854, p. 836, with a woodcut ; ./. cximiir.

Planch, in Flore des Serres, 1857, tab. 1188.—Lamina of

the petal very little developed, truncate. California.

Of this I know but little, not having had a fair

chance of studying it in a living state, but I cannot

in a large bundle of dried specimens draw any distinct

line of demarcation between it and A. formosa.

22. A. Skintieri. Hook, in Bot. Mag., tab. 3919

(named A. mcxicana in the diagnosis).—General habit of

.\. canadensis. Stems many-flowered, glabrous. Pri-

mary petiolules i—1| inch long, the stalks of the three

divisions they bear more developed than in any other

s]5ecies of the genus ;
ultimate lobes broadly rounded,

deeper than in A. vulgaris ; texture thinner
;

upper

siu-face green, lower glaucous. Several stem-leaves

petioled and biternate. Sepals green, lanceolate, acute,

permanently ascending, f— i inch long. Petal-lamina

greenish, truncate, half as long as the sepals; spur

bright red, slender in the lower half, \\—li inch long.

Head of stamens protruded nearly i inch beyond the

lamina of the petals. Follicles not seen.

Mountains of Guatemala, introduced into cultiva-

tion by Mr. Skinner in 1S40. A most distinct and

beautiful species.

23. A chrysauihit, A. Gray, in Gard. Chron. 1873,

PP- 1335 ^"<^ 1501. fig- 304 ; '^- leptoceras var. flava, A.

Gray. PI. Wright, part 2, p. 9 ; A. leptoceras var. chr)-

santha. Hook, fil., in Bot. Mag., t. 6073.—General

habit of A. canadensis. Stems many-flowered, glabrovs

beyond the peduncles. Primary petiolules i—2 inch< s

long, bearing three distinctly-stalked divisions ; ultimate

lobes much smaller and especially narrower than in A.

vulgaris ; texture thinner ; upper surface bright grecp,

lower glaucous. Stem bearing several petioled biteniate

leaves. Sepals oblong, acute, primrose-yellow, spreading

horizontally in full expansion, |— i inch long, tinted

claret at the ver>' tip. Lamina of the petals a deeper

(lemon) yellow, \
— \ as long as the sepals, nearly as

Ijroad as long, slightly rounded and emarginate at the

tip; spur straight, very slender, divergent, ij—2 inches

long. Head of stamens a little protruded beyond the

lamina of the petals. Follicles glabrous, about 1 inch

long ; style half as long as the follicle.

Eastern New Mexico to Arizona. It is one of the

plants that has attracted the greatest amount of

attention in the herbaceous ground at Kew this

present summer. It comes very near A. ca^rulea,

but difi'ers by its yellow flowers and much smaller

sepals. Dr. A. Gray has pointed out that it is more

southern and less alpine in its geographical range.

7. G, Baker.

Florists' Flowers.

ViOL.'Vs.—The condition of these during the present

season has been of the most satisfactory kind, as in

all soils and situations where I have seen them grown

they have been ablaze with bloom, and in the most

perfect health possible, thus showing how well the

dull moist weather of the past two or three months

has agreed with them. In dry seasons under bright

sunshine it is a difficult matter to keep them free from

red-spider and mildew, but as yet I have not seen any

traces of either of these pests, which accounts in a

great measure for the plants flowering in the free

manner they are doing.

Although few of them are to be depended on for

summer bedding, except in cool northern districts,

there is nothing in the plant way that makes so fine

a display or is more useful in the spring garden or to

plant in moist shady borders than Violas, which,

thanks to those who have taken them in hand, have

been much improved of late, so that we have now not

only almost every shade of colour, but a more con-

tinuous blooming hal)it. The individual flowers,

too, of the newer varieties are altogether of better

form and substance, resembling in these respects more

the character of Pansies, from which indeed there is

not any botanical difference. The best and nearest

approach to white that I have yet seen is White

Perfection, which is of a soft creamy colour, and which

when better known will become a great favourite, as it

is a shade that was much wanted. In blues and

purples there are plenty to choose from, but my
favourites are Blue Bell, Purple Perfection, and

Trenlham Purple, all of which arc good, and sure to

give satisfaction. Amongst the yellows Golden Gem
is the besf and most striking, and a variety that

flowers with great freedom.

One advantage there is in using these Violas in

bedding arrangements is the great ease with which a

large stock of plants may be worked up, as they

admit of propagation in a variety of ways, and may be

increased at almost any season of the year. The best

way to set about this now is by means of cuttings

made from the toi)s of any of the young succulent

shoots, all of which if ]iut in under a handlight on a
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cool shady border will strike almost ns freely as

Watercress, and in as short a space of lime if kept

syringed or damped overhead during the evening after

hot da}^. In the spring they root freely in gentle

heat under glass, and come readily from seed sown at

the same time, although they cannot be depended on
to come true in this way unless the different kinds

have been kept at wide distances apart, to prevent

the flowers from receiving foreign pollen through the

agency of bee.i or other insects visiting them for the

sweet nectar they contain. If sown early and nursed

on in any w.irm frame after being pricked out in rich

light soil they will make strong-flowering plants the

s.ime season ; but the best way of managing is to get

one or two of a sort now and set to work propagat-

ing at on:.c in the manner above described, which if

followed up will afford a large stock by the time they

are required for planting out. Like all moisture-

loving subjects, it is necessary, in order to grow them
well, that the ground in which they are to be planted

should be well broken up, and if at the same time a

good dressing of rotten manure be worked in it will

greatly aid them in withstanding dry weather, and
help them to produce a fine head of bloom. Liquid

manure administered once or twice a week likewise

works wonders for them during the summer months,
at which time they should be relieved of all their

secdpods, as nothing is so exhausting or tends to

throw plants of this class out of flower quicker than

having to perfect seed, and these Violas bear in great

quantity if left to themselves. Having a very light

soil to ileal with, I always make a practice in the cul-

ture of these to mulch the surface either with sifted

leaf-mould or the dung from old Mushroom beds,

which shades the roots and intercepts evaporation,

thus keeping them cool and moist—a matter of much
importance. J. S,

JERSEY V. THE SCILLY ISLES.
I HAVK to thank Mr. Vallance for the reply he

ha^) made to the inquiry lie hatl evoked, when sup-

posing I was mistaken as to the relative merits of the

climates of Jersey and the Scilly Isles. The question

is evidently as gratifying to him, in his love of home,
as it is instructive to me, and, I hope, to many of

your readers. I admire the plucky manner in which

he vindicates the character of the Scilly climate, and

the determination he displays that it shall not lose one
iota of its merit for want of a champion. Scilly

horticulture has a true friend in him, and he will not

allow any of the privileges it enjoys to be infringed
;

but he loses sight of the fact that the love of his own
does not preclude others from practising the same
sentiment, and that Nature's distribution of privileges

and favours is not limited. If he were not above

praise, he might be commended as "a good and faithful

servant, careful of a few things, and worthy of the

care of many."

The Scilly Isles, as may be perceived by the exami-

nation of a map of England, lie to the west of the

main-land, exposed to the full action of the wind and
waves of the Atlantic Ocean. Jersey is the southern-

most of the Channel Islands, ensconced in the Bay of

St. Michael's, on the French coast, and within the

lines of the headlands of Cherbourg and Brest, enjoy-

ing the protection of these headlands, and about l'*

further south than the Scilly Isles. Being much
larger than any of these isles, it has also the advan-

tage of forest growth, as trees and shrubs grow most

luxuriantly on it, and its geographical position is much
in its favour.

Referring to the remarks made about Eucalyptus

globulus or Australian Gum-tree, I did not inform

Mr. Vallance that there was a specimen tree of it at

La Chaire, Rozel, Jersey, which was 58 to 60 feet

high, with a girth of stem from 7 to 8 feet ; nor did I

inform him that there was also a tree of Eucalyptus

jjendulus, about 40 feet long, stretching its strong limbs

over a pathway and bridge, and in close proximity to

these a tree of Acacia dealbata, 40 feet high, with a

fine spreading; head—all really fine trees. *

Camellias gnw as luxuriantly as any other shrubs

and trees in Jersey, and numbers of them have

attained the size of trees, producing blooms in such

a!>u-.i lance, that I have often regretted that they could

not be nnre easily conveyed to the admirers of their

b;;auty. The Camellia is, in fact; hardier than the

Spanish or common Laurel, and often remains unin-

jure-.I when the points of the shoots of the Laurel suffer

severely. The beautiful Magnolias, to which I pre-

viously referred, are now coming into bloom, and

dispelling their fragrance around. The wind must

be more destructive to them in the Scilly Isles than

the low temperature. All large-leaved plants require

sheltered situations here as elsewhere, on account of

the power of the wind, which disfigures their foliage.

It is scarcely necessary to refer to the Pittosporums, as

they grow and thrive so freely, the exception, as far

as my personal experience goes, being ta the varie-

gated form of P. Tobira. Doubtless, an occasional

plant may take to the soil in which it is planted, and

grow freely, presenting a beautiful appearance. As a

rule it is different.

If the Liverpool New Zealand Fibre Company had

known that Phormium tenax grew so luxuriantly

in the Scilly Isles, they would have smiled, and

might have sent their bank-notes there for it, instead

of sending them to Jersey, which made me smile.

This little peculi.arity, so demonstrative of pleasurable

excitement, might then have been general. It is pos-

sible to extract the gummy matter or resin from the

leaves of this useful plant by boiling and combing. I

have seen and handled specimens of the fibre reduced

to the tissue and softness of silk, and evidently free

from resin. I will gladly refer any of your readers

who are interested in the manufacture to a friend

wdio has been very successful with it. It is much

value, and being unwilling to make sacrifices to the

senses. "Cut it down. Why cumbereth it the

ground?" has been the edict pronounced against

many valuable trees and plants which the climate has

produced, which is explained by the reasoning already

adduced.

Mr. Vallance would be pleased to convince me, and

I would be equally pleased to be convinced, but facts

arc stubborn things, and with due deference to the

opinion ofthe lady, who thought it applied especially

to her husband, I am sorry to say I am unconvinced.

Kruit and vegetables are sent from these islands to the

London markets at all seasons of the year. There is

no company formed in Jersey for Grape culture. The
idea was started in an adjoining island some years

since, but I have no knowledge of its development.

There is nothing like individual exertion in such cases.

Two modes of culture or two systems of management
would be disastrous in the growth of crops. Differ-

ences as to little details often provoke antagonism

amongst gardeners, as well as other intelligent mem-
bers of the community, and any but gardeners (at

heart or by profession) investing funds in such a

speculation might as well give them to the poor in the

first place, unless their object was to benefit the

labourer, who would be certain to get it in the end.

It is an error of conception to suppo^^e the jnoduce

^'
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used, but the rope manufactured from it, though

stronger, is not so endurable as that manufactured

from hemp. This may be attributed to the caloric

it contains. I am pleased to learn from such a prac-

tical authority as Mr. Vallance that this plant is so

generally cultivated. It is a valuable plant, and

should be on every estate, as its leaves produce, by

simply stripping them, a bundle of useful strong ties,

available at any season of the year, and when required.

The varieties of Agave americana grow and thrive

in these islands. I know of some beautiful speci-

mens, and occasionally see one in bloom. How
splendid the sixteen specimens Mr. Vallance refers

to must be. I am pleased to have my knowledge

corroborated by Mr. Vallance as to the rapidity of

the growth of the flower-spikes. It appears like an

Americanism to state the growth to be at the rate of

4 or 6 inches per diem, but it may be proved by

placing a stake by the side of one of the plants when
throwing up its spikes of bloom, and daily marking

the growth. Who would not enjoy such upward

progress as this ? Adding cubits to one's stature bears

no analogy to it.

As to the bulbous-rooted and other plants referred

to in Mr. Vallance's kind response to my inquiry,

they are common enough here, Init the specimens are

not, as a rule, so large as he specifies. Pelargoniums

survive the seasons, but are generally destroyed on

account of the space they occupy j the room cannot

be spared, most proprietors of gardens estimating

of two or three small islands would affect the prices in

the London markets. The great object of the dealers

and salesmen is to get a continuous supply of com-
mendable articles, so that as soon as they can get a
demand they may furnish the supplies and improve
the prices. The growers of particular crops often run

great risks from the chances of sale. The great

delight of gardening is in the variety of crops and
growths. Complimenting Mr. Vallance on having
realised that power of enjoyment, and thanking him
for his instructive rejoinder to my enquiries, I venture
to inform him he would find evergreen Oaks and
Tamarisk admirable protective plants, and less liable

to be broken by the winds than those he specifies.

Charks B. Saiimkrs, Jersey.

MR. BULL'S NEW NURSERY.
In October last Mr. William Bull, desiring to in-

crease his resources for the reception and cultivation

of new plants, became possessed by purchase of a
piece of land about an acre and a half in extent, a

part of the Cremorne estate, in the rear of Messrs.

Wimsett's nursery, on which he has had erected by
Messrs. John Edmonds iS; Co, horticultural builders,

Lillie Bridge, Fulham, two ranges of houses, which,

on account of the excellence of their design for the

purpose in view, and the admirable character of the

workmanship put into them, we think are worthy of

being brought under the notice of our readers.
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There are eighteen plant houses in all, divitled into

two ranges of nine houses in each, with a roadway
12 feet witle between them. Each house is 60 feet

long by 10 feet 6 inches wide, with a path

2 feet 6 inches wide running down the centre.

The sides are built in 9 inch brickwork to the

height of 2 feet 6 inches above the path, with

wood ventilators 2 feet 6 inches long by 12 inches

high let into the same, and alternating on each side

of the house at distances about 7 feet apart. These

ventilators are made to swing on pivots. On the

dwarf walls is erected the wood and glass framing,

I foot 6 inches high, and from which springs the roof,

the latter being constructed of moulded and rebated

wood, principal rafters, and intermediate bars. Top
ventilation is obtained by means of a lifting ridge,

which is made to rise and fall simultaneously in long

lengths by Messrs. Edmonds^ Co.'s improved method
of machinery worked from small windlasses fixed on the

stages. The roof is strengthened and lied together

by wrought-iron spandrils and cohnnns, which,

both sides under the stages ; the second range being

for plants requiring cooler treatment, is fitted with

four rows of 4-inch pipes in each house, i. c. two rows

laid horizontally along both sides under the stages.

The wood ventilators being fixed below the hot-water

pipes, the air, as admitted, has to pass between the

jiipes, and is consequently warmed before reaching the

plants. This is an arrangement suggested by jMr.

Godseff (Mr. Bull's manager), and is undoubtedly of

great practical value in cold weather.

The heating pipes are supplied through mains

6 inches in diameter, branching off with smaller pipes

to the several houses ; and each house is fitted with

improved diaphragm screw valves in the How and
return pipes. This makes each house under ^lerfect

control, enabling any one house to be heatetl

separately from the others, or the whole together at

will. There are in all about 8000 feet of 4-inch pipes.

There are commodious brick and cement tanks in

each house into which the rain-water collected on the

roofs is conveyed, and all the tanks being conncc'ted

striking new species of this genus. The leaver are

described as 6 to 7 feet in length, of a rosy colour,

arranged in a tuft, from whose centre proceeds a

dense spike of llowers of even greater size. The
flowers arc described as grey in colour and unat-

tracli\e, but the fruits by which they are succeeded as

golden-yellow. This gorgeous plant was discovered

by M. Andre in New Granada.

AMitKOSiMA Uassii, Linn., Botanical Magazine^

t. 6360.—A curious little Aroid with oblong stalked

leaves, and spalhes prolonged into a long tail and a

tongue-shaped spadix, with the male flowers on one

side, and so placed as to preclude the access of the

pollen to the stigma on the other side of the spathc

sa\'e by insect agency.

AXTHUIUUM .SCIIKllZERIANUM, var. WlLI.IAMSII,

Illustration Ilortifolf, t. 306.—The white variety of

the well-known "Flamingo plant," first exhibited by

Mr. Williams in 1874.

Calathea LlETZl, E. Morr., Garlcnflora, t. 935.

—Leaves oblong-lanceolate, deep metallic green, and

v^/'7 '"'
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l)eing painted a gray colour, give a light and efll-clive

appearance to the interior. Close-boarded stages on
strong wood standards are fixed the whole length on
each side. There is a sash-door in each end of each
house fitted with brass bolt mortice-locks, which are

made specially for the Messrs. Edmonds.
Along the top of the ridge is fixed a light orna-

mental iron cresting, with a finial at each end. It

should be observed that six of the plant-houses have
side ventilating sashes in addition to the wood venti-

lators, and these sashes are made to open and close

simultaneously on each side by means of the Messrs.

Edmonds's improved mallealile iron machinery,

worked from a small quadrant lever fixed in the centre

of each house. The whole of the glazing is of 21-oz.

Uritish sheet glass.

The heating apparatus consists of three of Messrs.

Edmonds & Co.'s patent tubular saddle boilers fixed

in a commodious stoke-hole 25 feet by 25 feet, at the

back of the first range of plant-houses. Two only of

these boilers are kept in operation, the third being in

reserve in case of accident. The first range of nine

houses being intended for the reception of stove-

plants, is fittetl with eight rows of 4-inch pipes in

each house, ;'. c.^ four rows laid horizontally along

together at one level there is an equal supply uf water

ill each house ; but in case of long drought or running

short of water, a connection has been laid on to the

high pressure ser\ice of the water company, thus

insuring a constant supply. The water in the tanks

in the first range of houses is also heated by hot-water

pipes laid in the bottom of the tanks.

The whole of the houses were built and ready for

use in a \ery short time, and are now completely

filled to overflowing with a most valuable lot of

plants, most of them of quite recent importation. A
few weeks ago they contained amongst other things

the enormous collection of imported Orchids which
we alluded to at the time ; and there may now be

seen here a large and valuable lot of the new Den-
drobium superbiens, as well as of the fine D.

bigibbum.

PLANT PORTRAITS.
AcoKANTHERA SI'F.CTAiiii.is, Henth., Botanical

Magazine, t. 6359.—This is the plant figured in the

Gardeners^ Chronicle, 1S72, p. 363, as ToxicophUi^a

spectabilis, the name by which it was originally

described.

/ICcHMEA COLUMNARIS, Andre, Illustration Horti-

cole, p. 51, 1878.—A woodcut illustration of a very

shining on the upper surface, with feathcr-liko mark-

ings of deeper colour, purplish violet beneath. Intro-

duced from Brazil by MM. Makoy of Liege.

Cai.athf.a mf.dio-picta, Gartcnflora, t. 934.—.V

species with oblong-acute leaves, tapering to the

base, dark green with a broad central stripe of

white. Native of Brazil. Introduced through MM.
Makoy.
Camellia Madame Linden, Illmtralion Horti-

cok, t. 308.—A sport from Madame Verschaftelt.

The form is regularly imbricated, the sidistance good,

and the colour blush-coloured, with pinkish stripes
;

each petal, moreover, is margined with white. The

variety in question recei\ed the 1st prize for the best

new variety of Camellia at Ghent at the recent exhi-

bition.

ClILOROSI'ATlIA Koi.iiil, Engler, Gartcnjlora,

t. 933.— .'V spotted-stalked, pedate-leavcd Aroid,

with elongated, cylindrical, convolute spathes. The

plant is chiefly of botanical interest. It was collected

in Columbia by Wallis, and is named in honour of

M. Max Kolb, the talented curator of the Munich

Botanic Garden.

Chrysanthemums, Floral Magazir.c, t. 307.

—

The varieties figured are : I, Fulton, yellow ; 2, La
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N)']ni)lie, pink
; 3, Fvilgor, rosy-purple. They all

belon}; to the Japanese section.

Crocus etruscus, Bolanical Maga-Jm, t. 6362.

—We owe the introduction of this pretty lilac-

flowered species to the zeal and taste of Mr. George

Maw, who found it in plenty in the Tuscan Maremma,

and introduced it to Kew, where previously it had

been only known Ijy the descriptions of the late

I'rofessor Parlatore.

GRHVII.LEA EKlcii-OI.IA, Botanical Magazine,

t. 6361.—A characteristic figure of a pretty green-

house shrub flowering in mid-winter and remaining

for several weeks in flower. The leaves are linear,

and the red flowers in clusters.

Hyacinth Grand Master, floral Magazine,

t. 30S.

—

\ single variety, the segments being blue or

bluish lilac in the centre, edged on either side with a

marginal stripe of greyish blue.

IiiERis.—The Florist for May, 187S, gives a coloured

plate of two dwarf varieties of Candytuft, one with

white, the other with rose-coloured flowers. They

are very beautiful, and well deserving culture as hardy

aiiiuials. They were sciit out by MM. Vilniorin

& Co.

X L.'ELIA Veitchiana, Floral Magazine, t. 305.

—A noble hybrid raised by Mr. Dominy, between

Catlleya labiata as pollen parent and Lxlia crispa as

s;;eJ parent. The plant did not flower for sixteen

years after its origin, but it was worth waiting for.

Lo.xococcus RUi'icoLA, Wendl. and Drude,

Botanical Magazine, t. 6358.—An elegant pinnate-

leaved Palm, native of Ceylon, where it attains a

height of 30—40 feet. Its coral-red inflorescence ii

produced from the upper part of the stem beneath the

leaves. The seeds are chewed by the Cingalese with

their IJetel. The plant flowered for the first time in

Europe at Kew in the spring of the present year,

and was mentioned at the time under the name of

Ptychosperma rupicola.

Pextstemons, Revue Je rHorticulture Beige, May,

1S78.—A group of hybrid Pentstemons, scarcely

equal to the best English varieties as shown by Messrs.

Laing and others.

Primrose magenta, Floral Magazine, t. 306.—

A

bright magenta-coloured Primrose, raiseil by Mr.

Dean, and one to be inquired for Ijy all lovers of

hardy flowers.

Senecio subscandens. Botanical Magazine,

t. 6363.—A handsome trailing plant, native of Abys-

sinia and central tropical Africa. The specimen

figured was from a plant which is trained up one of the

girders of the Palm-house at Kew, where it flowers

iluring the winter. The foliage is pinnately lobed, the

lobes sharply toothed, the two basal ones embracing

the stem-like stipules. The heads of yellow flowers are

about half an inch in length, cylindric, surrounded

by reddish bracts and disposed in loose cymes.

Stone's Apple, Florist, May, 1878. — A noble-

looking Apple, excellent for culinary purposes, and

a favourite for market supply. It has already been

figured in our columns.

Ilcrtitcs of §oaIiS.
Anthropology. By Dr. Paul Topinard. Trans-

lated by K. T. II. Hartley, M.D. Chapman
& Hall.

To those who maintain that the proper study of

mankini-l is man we commend this volume. The com-

parative anatomy ofman and animals, their life-history

in its physical and in its mental aspects, in its relation

to its surroundings—such is the immense field of which

M. Topinard undertakes to furnish his readers with a

general glance. Klaliorate details are not to be

expected, but merely suflicient to indicate the general

nature of the stibjects to be investigated. We find,

theii, after some introductory observations, a brief

account of the comparative anatomy and measure-

ments of the skeleton, teeth and muscles of man and

animals. The second part is devoted to a description

of the principal races of mankind, their characteristics,

and mental peculiarities. Having pointed out the

distinguishing characteristics of the several races, the

author devotes a few pages to the question whether or

no all these races are varieties of one species, or

whether they are to be considered as belonging to so

many distinct species. The author points out that

between the fair-skinned, blue-eyed .Swede and the

dark-skinned, woolly-haired, thick-lipped Negro, for

instance, there is as great a difference or greater than

between camels or dromedaries, jackals and dogs,

wolves and fo.\es, goats and sheep ; and he concludes

that the human "family," the first of the "order,"

" Primates," is composed of species or fundamental

races. As to man's place in Nature, although main-

taining that physically he is subject to the same laws

as the rest of the animal creation, the author points out

that the spirit of inquiry is the most noble of his attri-

butes. " Eor want of knowledge the imagination muses

upon the unknown, and forms it to our own ideal. But

to true observers the reality is sufficient. They contem-

plate the magnificent spectacle which is opening out

before them j they even worship Nature in its beauty,

its grandeur, its harmony, and its thousand varieties

of form and movement. The animal has the simide

notion of cause and effect, and sees that the boundary

of his faculties and senses is limited. Man alone

investigates and wills ; his horizon is indefinite, like

his intellectual faculties, when they are exercised

without trammel." The author might have added

that to man alone, whatever be his origin, is per-

mitted the faculty of perceiving, however faintly, in

the workings of Nature, the handiwork of one

Supreme liitelligence.

The Model Guide and French Manual for

English I'isitors to Fan's and the Exhibition, by -^.

C. Du Hamel, B. A. (Ciregory & Co.) A useful

phrase book, with numerous hints as to what to see

in Paris, and how to see it. Various conversion

tables for money, weights, and measures add to the

utility of the volume.

Dictionar^forthePockel—French and English,

by John Bellows. (Triibncr & Co.) An admirable

dictionary, necessarily in very, not to say painfully

small type, but clearly printed and most conveniently

arranged. The ready way in which the genders of

the nouns are shown, and the mode of pronunciation

indicated, give this dictionary a special value. In

addition various maps and tables enhance the utility

of the book. It is evident that the greatest care has

been taken to make it serviceable, and the compiler

has succeeded.

./ First Catechism of Botany, by John Gibbs.

(Chelmsford, Durrant). NVe altogether doubt the

wisdom of attempting to te.ach children botany by

means of catechisms. A ramble in the fields to

collect specimens, a demonstration by the teacher

with the aid of the black board, or of diagrams, and

then a supervision of the children as they are made
to find out for themselves with their own hands and

eyes what their teacher has told them, would be much
more efficacious than any such catechism as that now
before us, which seems intended to be learnt by rote.

Publications Received : — Bulletino della R.

Societa Toscana di Orticultura.— Bulletin d'Arbori-

culture.—Western New York Horticultural Society.

—Proceedings of the Liverpool Naturalists' Field

Club.

^t DlKa (Itrarbtii.

Watering.—The villa gardener has need just now
to employ much of his spare time in watering his

garden, for the drought is beginning to tell severely

on his plants. The heavy, or rather pouring

showers of a few weeks ago {when the rain fell in

places as if the windows of heaven had opened to

pour forth another deluge over the face of the earth),

are now telling their tale ; they beat down the lightest

soil hard and firm, and now that hot sun and drying

winds are doing their worst, the earth is cracking in

all directions, as if it had secrets within its bosom to

show to the children of men. The more the ground

cracks the drier does it become, and if rain does not

fall shortly the water-can will require to be in con-

stant requisition. But this necessary operation can

only be thoroughly performed at the expense of time,

and time is an object to many villa gardeners. What
then can be done to mitigate the effects of the

drought ?

Hoe deeply in all cases when it can be done. This

is a comparatively easy matter in the case of kitchen

garden crops that are wide apart, such as Brussels

Sprouts, Kales, Cabb.age, Pe.as, &c. There is nothing

like deep hoeing so long as it does not disturb the

roots of the growing crops. A loose surface soil

keeps the subsoil much cooler and more comfortable

than a broad firm surface docs ; and certain of our

large nurserymen are in the habit of cncour.aging their

men to hoe deeply in dry weather, by giving them

special premiums in order to secure the due execution

of their work.

In the case of kitchen garden crops, a little of the

fine surface soil drawn up to cover the roots of grow-

ing plants is of great assistance also in mitigating the

burning effects of the sun.

But the flower garden, and beds and borders of

flowering plants, sufler also, and as the plants cover

the whole surface of the soil, it is obvious the hoe

cannot be applied to the beds j and yet their surface

is dry and parched, and ominous cracks look up from

amid the plants. Wliat is the best thing to be done

in this case ?

In so far as it can be done, let the surface soil be

scratched and loosened in any way possible without

doing injury to the plants. It is of little use watering

a hard-baked surface, as the water will be pretty

certain to run from it, and not penetrate the soil ; but

when the surface is loosened, if only a little, the

water can penetrate it, and reach the roots of the

plants, imparting to them the refreshment they so

much need.

If hot dry weather exists, it is quite certain dryness

and cr.acking will be certain to follow after watering.

Then comes the question how best to keep the surface

of flower-beds as cool and comfortable as possible.

The general practice is to put on the top of the soil a

layer of Cocoa-nut refuse, which has a cooling eflect,

and at "the same time a neat appearance. In course

of time, however, through repeated waterings, the

surface of the Cocoa-fibre becomes hard and almost

impenetrable, and in its turn needs to be occasionally

stirred to keep it loose and open.

One of the best things for our purpose is spent

Hops from a brewery. It may prove easier to obtain

these than to get a supply of Cocoa-nut refuse. They

hold moisture better than the latter, and in course of

time do not bake so hard on the surface, are con-

sidered to possess greater fertilising properties as a

surface-dressing, and to be superior in all respects

;

but spent Hops do not look so neat as Cocoa-nut

refuse after all.

A good soaking should be given before the cover-

ing is supplied, and another soon afterwards. If the

soaking be thorough, the Villa gardener may then go

on his way rejoicing, for the drought will have no

present fears for him. If it be prolonged, subsequent

applications of moisture will have to be given till the

clouds shall open and the blessed invigorating rain

falls, refreshing and renewing the face of Nature.

6aitciT ^^pcraticriTS.

KITCIIE.V GARDE.W
In this district during the past few weeks the

nature of the weather has been of such an arid cha-

racter as to materially affect the state of vegetation in

certain subjects beneficially or otherwise. This fact is

plainly demonstrated in the case of the Potato crop,

as, where the tubers were planted very early in the

season, or where the plants happen to be located

in damp positions, the predominant prevailing condi-

tion has proved to be most beneficial, so much so

that here at the present time (July 22) the crops of

early kinds are in the best condition possible, per-

fectly clean and entirely free from disease, and in.

a

fit state to be lifted at any time. This operation as

far as practicable should, in our opinion, be effected

before the advent of a heavy rainfall, which in all

probability may ensue after a prolonged season without

rain. The same conditions have not, however, been

so advantageous to crops which were planned later in

the season, nor has it been so in regard to those in

very dry places, as these indicate the lack of moisture,

and without a sujiply of it ere long the yield will

undoubtedly be light.

Under a temporary period of powerful sunshine nnd

aridity combined, it is not prudent to proceed w'th

the planting out of such subjects as Cabbage plants,

or those of any other description beyond what is

absolutely required under existing circumstances.

This matter cannot however be too long delayed, or

the successional supplies which are required will be

interfered with. Let therefore good breadths of

Rosette Colewort, Cabbage, Leeks, &c., be got out

now, and if not already done, defer no longer the

sowing in quantity of Lettuce and Endive. Every

attention and encouragement should be given to these

plants, as they will form the plants which are to give

the autumn and early winter supply. The Black-

seeded Bath Cos Lettuce is the best of its class for

this purpose, and the Stansted Winter Cabbage

variety should be selected in its way. Amongst thC
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different sorts of Endive for present sowing the moss-

curled, green-curled, and hroad-Icaved Batavian

should be chosen. Sow also Cabbage and Cauli-

flower seed for the earliest supply when time permits.

Let the ground which is selected for next season's

crop of winter Onions lie prepared by being deeply

cultivated, and a plentiful supply of good decomposed
manure be well incorporated wuth the soil ; after this

jirocc-ss it should be trodden down moderately (irm,

and a part of the seed should be sown about the nth
of the ensuing month, and the rest at about a

week later. The same dates will likewise be

suitable for sowing the lieds of winter Spinach.

Give this estimable winter crop plenty of room
between the rows, so that it can develop itself fully,

and let sunshine and air well into the plants ; iS

inches between the rows will not be too wide in well-

enriched soil. Amongst tender herbs Basil is, at

many places, in great request at certain seasons ; see

that there is no lack of it, and sow at once in pots if

it be necessary. Where very late Peas are highly

esteemed it will be advisable to make a sowing

of Little Gem or Laxton's Unique at once either in

frames or pits, or very sheltered places, such as at

the base of a south wall. French Beans, which are

placed in similar situations, should have abundant
supplies of water given to them, and the surface of

the soil about them should be well mulched with

manure. Geo. Thos. Miks, Uycomhe Abbey.

\

HARDY FRUIT GARDEX.
If there is any dependence to be placed on the old

tradition of St. Swithin we are now to have a dry

time of it, and certainly, jiulyinyfroni present appear-

ances, there is every prospccl that it will be so, as the

barometer is very high, and imUcalions we had of rain

have mostly passed away. In lit^ht shallow soils, fruit

trees and Strawberries are alreatly feeling the drought,

and unless the latter are heavily wateretl to assist

them in forming their blooms that remain in embryo
in the hearts of the plants till the spring, a crop next

season will be lookctl for in vain, liefore doing this,

however, the beds should be cleareil of all useless

runners and weeds and receive a good coating of half

rotten manure, to act as a mulching, the juices from

which washed in during rain or whenever water is

applied will have a highly beneficial effect in restoring

the exhausted energies of the plants. Those layered

in pots for forcing or forming fresh plantations will now
require unremitting attention, the hot sun and arid

state of the atmosphere rendering frequent watering

necessary in order to keep the soil moist and to

encour.age a quick formation of roots, for unless this

is done, red spider soon gets a hold of the foliage and
causes irreparable dam.tge. Weak sewage or soot-

water applied in a clear state, will now be of great

assistance in pushing a vigorous growth, but during

the present early stage it should not be used more than

about twice a week, as till the pots become well-filled

with roots, it is an easy matter to over-stimulate or so

gorge the plants as to produce a too plethoric habit.

The crop of Raspberries being now over, no time

should be lost in removing the old canes that the

young ones may have the full benefit of sun and air

to ripen and harden the wood. Double bearing kinds

will be greatly bencfitetl by a good soaking of water,

and a hea\'y mulching to shade the soil and keep their

roots cool, which will enable them to swell off a fine

lot of fruit for the autumn. Peaches and Nectarines

too will require assistance in the same way, for if

allowed to become at all ilry, red spider is sure to get

a hold on them, as this pest always follows in the wake
of poverty induced by a dry border, or when the ener-

gies of a tree are taxed in carrying a crop. A moist

root run is one of the surest and best preventives

against the attacks of these most troublesome insects,

and the next is a good drenching of water every

night from the garden-engine, which after a hot day
has a most salutary and refreshing effect on the foliage.

The same useful implement will likewise be best to

wage war against the Plum aphis, which this year,

from some cause or other, is more than usually

troublesome, and getting rid of them by the use of

insecticides is quite out of the question. If a well-

directed jet is brought to bear within a few feet of

them, so as to take the leaves sideways or behind,

it is impossible for them to resist its force, and a

strong stream may now, in the jiresent advanced state

of the foliage, be used without the least risk of

lacerating it or causing injury in any other way.

Independent of the necessity of at once eradicating

these aphides by some means or other for the sake

of the health of the trees, their excreta soon spread

over the fruit, and not only spoil its appearance,

but greatly impede its swelling by stopping the pores.

Unfortunately, except in very favoured localities,

the Pear crop is anything but a satisfactory one,

and to speak of thinning under such circumstances

would appear superfluous advice, and yet in cases

where any particular tree may have a heavy load to

carry it is very essential, in order to secure tine fruit,

that it should be relieveil of a portion of its burden,

as what is gained in quantity is more than lost in size

and quality, besides which a tree overtaxed one season

will rest itself the next by refusing to bear. This

being the case, it is far better to remove any small or

misshapen fruit at once than to allow Nature to

relieve herself in her own way at the expense of

another year, as is always done if timely assistance is

not affonlcd cither by lightening the load or well

feeding the roots with sewage, which for Pears on the

(,)uince stock cannot well now be given too often.

The best way of applying this is to make a large

shallow b.xsin-like receptahle round the stem of the

trees by drawing the soil away with a hoe, and when

this is done the holes or depressions so made shoukl

be partly filled in with half-rotten manure, when the

trees may be thoroughly soaked with gre.it ease, as

there is then no escape for the water but in a down-

ward direction, and the mulching intercepts its escape

by evaporation. J. Hhrppaiil, Waolvirstom Park.

FRUIT HOUSES.
Melons.—To those plants having their roots in a

somewhat confineil space, and which are now swelliiig

off their fruits, give copious applications of liquid

manure in a weak state, and in doing so where the

fruits are in pits and frames, avoid ^yetting the fruit

as much »s possible, as, in connection with imper-

fect ventilation, this would cause them to crack. And
do not water too closely to the stems of the plants,

which would probably cause canker. Should this

disease appear, place some fresh lime and new soot

around the stems of the plants so aflected. Imme-

diately after the application of liquid manure, wash the

foliage over with clear water through a rose and long-

spouted watering-pot. Stopping, thinning, lymg,

and otherwise arranging of the shoots, must be regu-

larly and skilfully attended to. Damp the houses,

pits, or frames, in which Melons are growing, twice a

day during bright and favourable weather—weather

which we have been and are still enjoying, shuttmg-

up early, according to the state of the weather and

the aspect in which the houses are situate—say at

from half-past three to four o'clock. In structures

where Melons are approaching maturity increase the

ventilation with a corresponding decrease in the atmo-

spheric moisture of the house and plants. Should

dull weather ensue, stir the fires up a little at night.

In succession houses where the fruits have set too

thickly, thin them out to about four or five (according

to the strength of the plants) so soon as it can be

ascertained which are going to swell, of the best and

most even-shaped fruit, which should be distributed

regularly over the plants, thereby causing an

equalisation in the flow and concentration of

the sap at regular if not equal distances from the

main stem. Place some pieces of slate or wood

in a sloping direction to prevent the lodgment of

water, to keep the fruit clear of the damp sitrface,

which would cause their disfigurement. It is not

loo late to make another planting, where so re-

quired, and where hot-water pipes are at contmaml,

otherwise the results will be very doubtful. //. /('.

n'cinl.

Fic;s.— Trees from which the early fruit was

gathered in May will now be ripening olf second

crops, the quality of which, with full exposure to sun

heat and air, must be all that can be desired. If in

pots the roots must be well mulched and constantly

watered, to prevent the numerous ills which follow an

insufticient supply of good liquid food, xs no amount

of syringing will keep the foliage free from spider

where Kigs are allowed to become dry at the root.

Neither will after management prevent the finest

fruit from dropping just when it ought to be getting

ripe. All pot rigs should be plunged up to the rim,

and the feeding-roots encouraged upwards by means

of large sods of turf, intermixed with rotten manure

and old mortar laid round and above the rims of the

pots. Trees growing in borders are less liable to

suffer from sudden checks ; but they must be kept

heavily mulched and drenched with water if the fruit

is to be plentiful and fine. Where Figs can be planted

against the north side of a house or pit, and allowed

to root up the stems into the wall, with light turf or

moss packed in amongst them for the reception and

retention of daily supplies of liquid manure, and the

shoots trained from the ridge or highest part of the

house down to the southern eaves, heavy and equally

distributed crops of fine fruit may always be hail

without fear of loss from checks. Brown Turkey is

one of the best for this kind of training, as it is un-

questionably the best for eating. If this brilliant

weather continues, the movable sashes may be drawn

quite off' the earliest house ; and when the second

crop has been cleared off, the trees may be allowed to

sink gradually to rest, with just sufficient water to

keep them «lean and healthy. If brown scale attacks

the trees, no time must be lost in destroying it, other-

wise it will soon disfigure and destroy fruit and foli-

age. The most economical way is to hand-wash with

a solution of Gishurst before it reaches the leaves.

Attend to regular stopping, thinning, and tying out

in late houses, so as to give advancing crops the full

benefit of sun and light, and keep the roots well

covered up with good rotten dung. Syringe heavily

twice a day, and shut up with sun heat ranging from

85* to go". Young trees from eyes that have finished

their growth, may be set out-of-doors in a warm place

to ripen oft' and go to rest. W. Cokniait.

Cucumbers should be daily attemled to in the way

of stopping and thinning the shoots, which, if

neglected for only a few days, become a thicket of

wood, thereby wasting the energies of the plant, and to

a great extent rendering the plant non-prolific ; there-

fore, no matter how busy we may be—and it is the

gardener's fate to be always busy—we should attend

to the daily stopping and thinning of the Cucumber

plants, and our reward will be ample. Plants judi-

ciously crossed, ami having the old wood regularly

cut out when practicable, and suftlcient young laid in,

can be kept bearing all the year round, as most of

your readers are aware, by top-dressing with gooiJ

loam and rotten dung (free from worms), and frequent

and liberal applications of liquid manure, with a suit-

able temperature and a genial atmospheric moisture.

Ridge Cucumbers will require to be stopped frequently,

and should the shoots become crowded, they will

require being thinned. Look after the plants every

day, and cut all full-grown fruits, and also tiherkins

for pickling, &c. H. /C. Ward.

PLA.VT HOUSES.
Abundance of ventilation will now be necessarj- for

all plant-houses, with an unlimited amount of mois-

ture, particularly in houses where soft foliaged plants

are grown, whether they are stove or greenhouse. A
dry, hot atmosphere is very favourable for insect

pests, which will spread at an amazing p.ace unless

the proper means are adopted to keep them in sub-

jection. On the other hand, as a dry parching

atmosphere is anything but favourable to plant life,

the water-pot and syringe should be pretty freely

used in damping down walls, passages, pots, staging,

or material, on which the plants are growing ; neither

should the plants themselves he omitted. The

majority will be much benefited by occasional sprink-

lings overhead during very hot days, and a thorough

gooil syringing when shutting up. In fact, the syringe

should be plied with good force amongst most plants

once a-day, which will tend to keep them pretty free

from the ravages of mealy-bug, thrips, ^c. ; for

although these pests get into lurking-places beyond

the reach of the syringe or other instrument used for

the purpose, still they may be kept down to a

very considerable extent, by thorough and re-

peated drenchings of water. Sponging plants is a

monotonous weary job, but when such pests as

mealy-bug have had a firm footing for years it too fre-

quently becomes necessary to resort to this practice

of cleaning, particularly with such subjects as Stepha-

notis, Gardenia, Eucharis, iS;c., which rank amongst

our most indispensable and valuable flowers. Epi-

phyllums will now be making their young wood, and

should be kept in a moist stove temperature until

their growth is finished, when they should be put in

a cooler and drier house to rii>cn off. Pegonias

manicata, hydrocotylifolia, nitida, digswellicnsis, and

insignis .are all alike useful for winter blooming. The

stock should now be inspected, and propaga-

tion pushed on if necessary. They all do well in

small pots, and delight in a good growing atmosphere,

1 with a proportionate amount of shade. Pot them in

a mixture of peat and loam with a little deer or sheep-

dung and sand—it is a mistake to use much sand.

I'ot on batches of Gesnera Cooperi, exoniensis,

! I )onckl.aarii, cinnabarina, refulgens, and zebrina.

Keep them in a moist stove temperature, but avoid

syringing the foliage overhead ;
give occasional

waterings of liquid manure, and by no means crowd

the plants. Linum trig)nuin will now have

made its growth, and should be placed in

cool frames on a moist bottom and kept well

syringed. Occasional dippings in tobacco-water and

sulphur will tend to keep the plants tolerably free

from red-spider to which it is very subject. Monochw-

tum ensiferum and M. sericeum multiforum should be

well cared for, and potted if necessary in a compost of

fibrous peat, loam and le.if-mould ; they will do well

in a pit with an intermediate temperature. Eranthe-

mum pulchellum should, if not already done, have

their final shift into their flowering pots, and when

filled with roots should be frequently watered with

liquid manure. Push on the growth of Sericographis

Ghiesbreghtiana, Justician, Centradenias, Scutellarias,

&c., for winter blooming'. Cut down a good batch of

Pelargoniums of the Vesuvius, Christine, and Madame
Vaucher types for blooming in winter and early

spring. Pot up those already started into growth,

and put them where they will get plenty of sun. Pro

pagate from cuttings to increase stock. Attend well

to Chrysanthemums, rub out all surplus growths, and

tie up the main shoots to stout sticks to prevent the

wind breaking them off. .Attend to the necessary

fumigation of Tea Roses in pots, and adopt the

i proper means to keep down mildew. Sow a batch of

iiilcrmediate Stocks to flower in pots, or plant out,

early next year. J. Ollerluail, The Gardens, mml'le-

don House, S, IF.
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AI'l'OINTMKNlS FOR THIC EXSUINc; Wlil.K.

( Hinckley Floricullural Soclcli\ Shnw.

„. , .
. ,„J Stc|)iicy l-'lowcr Show (two (l.n^l

I Society's Show.

WEDNESDAY, July 3- P^'S;;'""'"-''-""''
"""i'"""'"' ='"''='>'^

„ „.„.„ , r I'aris hitcrn.-ilionnl Ilonicultural Exhibi-
IllURSDAV, Allt- I

) li„„("|»'il I.. I^Jllll

r Ma.ah,-.l.i l!,,i.iiii( il :m.\ II..1 liciiltuial

SA,vK3Ay, Au«. 3 H!;!::;::r EHi;;r,::u'{:":;^'" s„,„.

mcrl'AliibiCion (woilajs).
National Caniatioii and I'icolcc Socictj's

I. Show at Mnnclifslcr (three days).

THE Exhibition of tlie Carnation and
PiCOTEE SOCIEIY, which took place on

Tuesday last, was veiy successful regarded

from the point of \iew of the professed florist.

The several classes were well represented, and

the skill of the cultivator, as well as the beauty

of form and colour of the flower, were well dis-

played. No attempt was made to break from

the traditional mode of exhibiting these flowers,

a tradition so venerable and so religiously

acted up to, that it would appear as if the

height of excellence as regards practice had

been reached, and that long experience had

shown that no improvement could be made.

At the risk of being considered rash

heretics, we venture to dispute the assumed
excellence of the present mode of exhibiting

these flowers. Is it necessary, for instance,

that the flowers, no matter what their colour

may be, should be throttled by a stiff collar of

dead white card-board, projecting all round the

flower for some distance ? Assuming that some
support of this kind is necessary to prevent the

effect of the bursting of the calyx, is it necessary

that such support should be so conspicuous ?

The effect is often distressing, often ludicrous,

nearly always detrimental to the lighter colours

of the flowers themsehes. The card might be so

curtailed in its proportions as not to be objection-

able, and it might be of some light warm neutral

tint which should enhance, not detract from, the

colour of the flower. So far we have been

assuming the necessity for such a support—

a

necessity no one will gainsay under present cir-

cumstances. But are not those circumstances

susccptilile of alteration ? We think they are.

The florists have succeeded in making what is

botanically a monster, they have inordinately

increased the number of petals, and the result is

burst calyces and dishevelled flowers needing a

girdle of cardboard, as modern ladies' dresses

need artificial suspension to keep them out of

the mire. To our thinking the florist has it in

his power by the exercise of judgment and
patience to overcome this defect by making the

flower support itself.

To explain our meaning we must enter into

some botanical details. The centre of the

flower is occupied by the ovary, which ripens

ultimately into the capsule containing the seed.

Now this ovary naturally occupies a great deal

of space, and as it swells it pushes aside the

petals, and ultimately causes the calyx to

burst. But some Caryophyllacea;, notably

the common Lychnis of our hedgerows,

have some flowers with stamens only,

others with ovaries only. Naturally the

former would not be so liable to burst open the

calyx as the latter. Why not then entleaxour

to raise a race of one-sexed Pinks or Carnations,

reserving the stamen-bearing flowers for exhi-

bition purposes, and the ovary-bearing flowers

for seeds ? Among a large number of plants

some would assuredly be found all stamen-

bearing, others all pistil-bearing, and these

should be selected with the object in view. No

doubt the process would be a tedious one, but

the florist is by nature, or ought to l)c, patient,

and surely it would be better for hi*n to mo\e

out into new grooves, and make jirogress, than

to be continually harping on the same string

and practically acknowledging failure by resort-

ing to artificial devices, instead of availing him-

self of Nature's own indications.

But if this gradual production of one-sexed

flowers be objected to on the score of the

time required to produce them, there is

another alternative which might be tried.

Outside the true calyx or " pod" of the florists'

vocabulary is a series of scales, overlapping

like the scales of an Artichoke head, much
shorter than the calyx, and forming what is

botanically known as an epicalyx. In the old

Wheat-ear Carnation this epicalyx exists in a

multiplied state, the true petals arc not

formed, but these bracts exist in unwonted

numbers, producing the Wheat-ear-like ap-

pearance which, has gixen the plant its

name. Now instead of multiplying these

scales, which however curious a process,

is not a desirable one from the florist's stand-

point—instead of multiplying them, increase

their size, so as ultimately to get an outer ex-

pansible sheath to the flower, which would pre-

vent the bursting of the pod. " Not practicable,"

we fancy we hear our enthusiastic friends retort.

But with all deference, we submit that it is at

least as practicable as dozens of other equally

or more important changes which have been

wrought by the hand of the gardener who has

had foresight enough to a\ail himself at

once of the hints that Nature gives him, and
of the pliability w-hich enables him, within

certain limits, to work his will. But if these

things be deemed too visionary, and florists

have neither time nor inclination to make the

necessary experiments, let them abolish the

card-board collars and substitute a fine elastic

band, which should be as inconspicuous as it

would be useful, or, at least, let tiie collars be
smaller and less trying to the complexion of the

fair flowers.

The Laice and Rockwokk at Ei.vaston

Castle.— In our volume for 1874, vol. ii., p. 591,

we gave an illustration of the garden at Elvaston

Castle, with its singular hedges of clii>ped rows, and

other specimens of the ars topiaria so familiar to our

forefathers, but which the less formal taste of our days

has abandoned. Our present illustration (fig. 16)

shows a view of the lake and rockwork looking north-

east from the Castle, and will at least confirm the

modern taste by showing the beautiful forms assumed

by the Cedar of Lebanon when left to itself. The
lake was formed by Mr. Barron, now of ISorrowash,

and is a good specimen of his taste and ability.

Produce oe SEvn,i.E.~Thc cultivation of

Oranges in Seville is reported to be largely on the

increase, several new plantations having lately been

formed. It is described as a very profitable branch

of culture, about 50,000 chests of Oranges being

annually shipped from this ]3ort. Large quantities of

cork are also produced in the neighbouring mountains,

aiul the cork, which is of excellent quality, is shipped

in great quantities, in its natural stale, or manufac-

tured into bottle-corks, to several ports in Europe,

and to the United States of America. The Liquorice

(tilycyrrhiza glabra) grows spontaneously in this part

of Spain, and, manufactured into paste, it is shipped

chiefly to America.

Mandevilla suaveolens. — A very fine

example of this fine stove-climljcr is now in bloom in

one of the large plant-houses at Luton Hoo Park,

Beds, the residence of Mrs. Gerald Leigh. The
specimen is planted out against a pillar, and from

thence it has been carried up into the interior of the

roof, where it grows with amazing rapidity, and

flowers with great freedom. Exquisite as the

numerous white flowers are when looked at from

below, yet their profusion is hidden by the vigorous

green leaves ; and, in order to comprehend its amaz-

ing degree of floriferousness, the plants should he

scanned from the outside of the roof. Mr. Butters,

the gardener at Luton Hoo, states that it pro\'cs in-

valuable for cutting from lUiring a considerable part

of the year, and we can readily understand that it is so.

Bushels of white flowers might be cut without robbing

the plant of the whole of its wealth and floral beauty.

Scottish .\riioricultural Society.—
The first Arboricultural excursion of the Society will

take place on Monday, August 5. The plantations

to be visited are those of Scone and Lyndoch, Perth-

shire—the estates of the Earl of Mansfield. Con-

veyances will leave Perth railway station for Scone

about 10.30 A.M. Mr. William M'CoRiiUODAi.E,

forester and wood-surveyor, will conduct the party.

The Society's photographic artists and an experienced

reporter will accompany the excursion. Members who

intend being present should communicate with the

secretary, Mr. J. Sadler, on or before Monday next.

CiKOwrH 01- Trees.—A special feature of

the present year is now evidenced in the luxuriant

growth common to all trees and shrubs, but is specially

seen in the giant forest trees, as not only is the early

growth unusually robust, but the new summer shoots

are strong, _and covered with leafage of a paler and

therefore prettily contrasting hue. In a few years

hence, as we examine the branches of trees, we shall

see the efl'ects of the moisture of 1878 fully shown in

the lengthened growth of that season, as compared

with that of the few jireceding years, whilst future

generations, whose duty it may be to fell and utilise

themonarchs ofoursoil may, perchance, if they examine

the annual rings of growth formed on the trunk, per-

ceive that 1S78 was a year peculiarly favourable to the

production of wood, and to the building up of trees.

Mr. Maw's Greek Assailants.—The five.

men by whom Mr. George Maw, of Benthall

Hall, near Broseley, was robbed last October

in the island of Santa Maura, as narrated in our

columns, were tried last month at Missolonghi.

Three were acquitted on the ground of insufficient

identification, and the other two sentenced to ten

years' hard labour. The sentence having been ap-

pealed against, the case has been taken to the Court

of Cassation at Athens. It will be remembered that

through the prompt action of Mr. Onogrio, the

British Vice-Consul, and the energetic proceedings of

the local authorities of Santa Maura, the five men
were captureil and the whole of the stolen property

recovered within a few hours of the robbery.

• PlIAL.ENOfSIS VIOl.ACEA.—Mr. MURTON,
gr. to M. H. WiLLI'AMS, Esq., Tredrea, Perranar-

worthal, Cornwall, informs us that the beautiful Pha-

lasnop^is violacea is now in bloom there. It is

described by Mr. MURTON^as being quite distinct

and most attractive ; the upper part of the flower

white, the lip and under part of the lower petals

dark brilliant rose. Our correspondent would be

glad to know if it has flowered in England before.

Messrs. Little & Ballantyne's New
Pre.mises.—We learn from the Carlisle Palriot that

Messrs. Little & Ballantyne have taken posses-

sion of the new premises erected for them on the

site of the old Bush Hotel. The new block of build-

ings is built of tooled red stone. It is four stories

high, excluding basement and attic floors, and occu-

pies a commanding position to the south-west of the

city. It has a frontage of 36 feet to English Street,

of 65 feet to the Victoria Viaduct, and of 36 feet to

Blackfriars Street. The style of architecture is that

of the Stuart period, and the whole is surmounted by

a Mansard roof The large shop fronting the Viaduct

and English Street has been fitted up for the conveni-

ence of the firm's business, no expense having been

spared to procure the maximum of usefulness com-

bined with the ornamental. The interior is handsome,

a great part of the walls and the ceiling being of Pitch

Pine. Everything in the shop is of the best character,

the proprietors and the architect havingvisited the prin-

cipal business establishments in the trade with this in

view. The counter is of Oak, and around the inside

wall is a range of seed-drawers—numbering nearly six

hundred. A gallery for the display of horticultural

implements, seeds, and plants ranges along the back

of the shop, and forms a novel feature of the arrange-

ment. On the right of the shop is a large office,

chastely fitted up, with stained glass windows looking

towards the Viaduct. The scenes on the glass repre-

sent seed time and harvest. Above there is a private
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office and a seed ihowroom. Tlie system of ventila-

liun is a's I of tlie most apjiroved kind.

liKlTISIl UKK-KKKI'EUs' ASSOCIATION. —
The Association will hold Iheir fourth great e.xhi-

liition of bees and their produce, hives, and bee

furniture, and honey fair, at the Royal Horticultural

.Society's Gardens, South Kensington, in connection

with the .Society's Flower Show, on August 6th, 7th,

and Sth next.

Turc RoYAi, HouTicui.TUKAi. Society's

Mektincs i-ou 1S79.—The Council have fixed the

meetings of the Society for 1879 as follow :—January

14, February 11, March 1 1 and 25, April 8 and 22,

tightly packed with the powder and securely fastened
;

in this way it is said it will keep good for years. A'

specimen of this powder received at the Kew Museum
is of a yellowish colour, having somewhat the appear-

ance of coarse sawdust, with a sweet but distinctly

woody taste.

Oncidium CI'RTU.M.—This rare, handsome,

and distinct Brazilian Orchid is flowering at the

present time in Mr. liL'Li.'s nursery at Chelsea. The

spike thrown up is not a very strong one, having only

nine flowers, but they ?.re very pretty, yellow, barred

and blotcheil with cinnamon. The new Pescatorea

Dayana is also in flower in the same collection, and

Masdevallias elephanticeps and Trochilus will shortly

Show. A local paper, in recording the case, informs

its readers that the stolen plants were " bloximinues,"

a name that might well have puzzled even the most

learncil gardeners to distinguish, much more the

general public. The plants wcic (doxinias.

Cluiiiiim: IX Caiii;.\ges.—The last number

ot Pnii!;sliciiii's Journal is entirely devoteil to Cryp-

togams ; but there is one article of great interest in a

Horticultural point of view, as it completely illus-

trates the true nature of that formidable disease,

clubl)ing, in Cabbages and their allies. The paper

was originally published in Russian, a language un-

fortunately very rarely acquired in this country ; but

even under such unfavourable '"circumstances, the

iC—YIE\V OF THE lake AND IIOCKWOKK AT ELYASTO.N CASTLE, LOOKING .NORTH-E.AST. (SEE 1'. Il6.)

May 13 anil 27, June 10 and 24, July 8 and 22,

August 12 and 26, .September 16, October 14, Novem-
ber iS, December 16. The CJreat .Summer .Show will

be held on May 27, 28, 29, and 30. The Rose Show
and the Show of the Pelargonium .Society on June 24.

Food Product from Panhanus.— Under
the name of "Kapupu," a staple article of food is

prepared in the islands of the Gilbert group, Pacific,

from the soft central portion of the fruit heads of

species of Pandanus. The following is given as the

mode of preparation adopted :—The inner soft part of

the fruit-head is taken and baked in an oven of hot

stones, it is then beaten out, and formed into cakes,

and again hardened over a fire, after which it is

broken up into small pieces and pounded with a

stone in a large clam shell ; a mat is next rolled

round a large piece of rounded wood, which is after-

wards withdrawn, and the cylinder thus formed is

be in bloom, as well as a

vallia bella, which belong

but has no hairs.

I si>ecles named Masde-

the Chim.era section.

FiiiRE OF THE Hot' Plant.—The utilisation

of the fibre from the stems of the Hop is, like many

other subjects of a similar character, one that crops up

periodically. The latest information regarding the

application of this plant for textile purposes comes to

us from Stuttgart, where a process has been patented

by which we learn that the fibre is made so soft and

pliable that it can compete with the best prepared

Flax, which it resembles very closely in appearance,

while it is superior to all other fibres in elasticity,

softness, aud durability.

Plant Nomenclature,—At the Brentford

Petty Sessions last week a man was charged with

stealing a couple of plants at the Ealing Flower

illustrations are sJ good and so numerous, that it

is quite e.isy to understand the drift ofllERR WORO-

nin's observations. They give a s.cries of drawings

from the first affected or unaffected rootlets. At a

very early stage of growth some of the component

cells are very much enlarged, and filled with a granu-

lar protoplasm ; this shortly becomes differentiated,

and at last gives birth to multitudes of globose spores.

The most interesting matter now occurs—the spores

j

germinate, but, instead of producing threads, as the

I

generality of fungi, they give rise to Amceba-like

bodies, closely resembling those of the little dusty

fungi known under the n.-ime of ifyxogastres, of

which a good example is the yellow dusty plant so

common in hothouses where tan is used. There does

not indeed appear to be any aflinity, but the analogy

is very curious. If these germinating spores

arc now sown, the young seedlings are at

once afl'ccted ; sometimes every rootlet is
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allered in shape, at other thiies the change is

partial, and in a short time the disease acquires the

usual appearance of clubbing. Many attempts have
been made to remedy the disease, but altogether un-
successfully. The practical results which Hekr
WoRONIN deduces from his observations are as
follows :—The absolute extirpation appears to our
author impossible. Any remedy which might be
thought useful is quite as likely to kill the plant as
the parasite. (I.) The principal means of at least

alleviating the disease is to burn everything which is

likely to jiropagate it, and as it has been proved that
it can be i)ropagated by the spores, our duty in this

matter is plain. Old plants affected are allowed to
lie about in the spring, but they should be carefully

cleared from the ground and burnt. (2.) A careful

selection of plants from the seed-bed should be made,
and none used which are not perfectly clear. It has
been usual under such circumstances merely to pinch
off the affected rootlets, but this is not sufficient, as
the disease may exist in other rootlets apparently free.

(3.) The third remedy consists in a careful rotation
of crops. It is suggested that the ground should not
be used again till after the lapse of two years. As
the disease consists in an alteration of the plasmodic
contents of thii.cells, our author has given to it the
name of I'lasmodiophora Brassic.-e, Wor. Af. J. B.

GoDF.TiA Lady At.iiEMARi.E. —This is just
now so grand that it might well lie described as the
111 i-it gorgeous garden annual introduced for many
years. Although with the most careful selection it

has not yet acquired the perfectly even compact habit
so desirable where a regular line or bed of it is

needed, yet the hue of colour in the flowers is the
same, those in the compact plants being smaller and
more densely borne. It seems to thrive well under
the recent heat and drought, and evidently develops
its fine qualities best when the plants are thinly
sown.

Forest Flora of British Burmah.—One
of the last works of the late Mr. .S. KuRZ was the
preparation of this Flora. It is intended as a guide to
the forester in th.at comparatively little-known country,
and comprises the description of about 2000 woody
plants, with other particulars of service not only to
the botanist but to the forester. Doubtless many
valuable trees have yet to be discovered, and even
more probably much has still to be made out concern-
ing the useful products of those that are known. The
first step towards the knowledge of these points is to
be obtained through the systematic investigation of
the flora and the careful discrimination of one species
from another. Mr. KURZ had unusual opportunities,

and possessed unusual knowledge, so that his book is

likely to be very useful for the purposes for which it

was intended ; and when the difiicult circumstances
under which the book was compiled are remembered,
the credit due to the author will be generally acknow-
ledged. Prefixed to the systematic account of the
trees are some remarks on the climate, which will be
reail with interest by Orchid growers and others.
Thus, the rainfall of various provinces varies from an
average of 47 inches per annum in I'rome to 223
in .Sandoway ; while in some parts of Ava and about
P.aghan little or no rain falls. The cold dry season
(November to February) has a temperature of 57°—
60° in the morning, running up to 85°—88° in the
afternoon. The hot season begins in February and
lasts till nearly June, with a temperature of 70'—74°

in the morning and 95°— 100° in the afternoon. The
maxima range from 104°— 106°, while the minima go
down as low as 69°,

• A.NGiu.OA Clowesii.—Professor Reiche.n-
racii writes :—I was not a little surprised lately, on
being told by Mr. Alfred Borwicic, that he had a
plant of this species bearing three two-flowered pe-

duncles ! and I had not seen a single one in my life.

I have now a specimen before me, thanks to Mr.
ISorwick's kindness, and consider it a good testimo-

ni.al of the skill of his enterprising grower, Mr. Wal-
ton. I regard this peduncle in my herbarium as just

such a curiosity, as a two flowered peduncle of Lycaste

Skinnerl, which is a decidedly rare thing.

DlON.-EA MUSCIl'LLA.—Mr. Bfi.L, who
imports nothing by halves, has, at the present time,

the finest and most extensive lot of young plants, of

\'enus's Flytrap, that has yet come under our notice.

They occupy nearly the whole of one side of a span-

roofed pit, and present a perfectly unique appearance,

the little plants being in fine health, and wonderfully

sensitive to the touch. Evidently now is the time to

experiment on its carnivorous propensities.

EucAi.Yi'TfS CITKIODORA.—Lovers ol in-

teresting rather than " strikingly showy " greenhouse
plants should make the acquaintance of the new
lemon-scented Gum tree. Eucalyptus citriodora. It

is a slender-habited plant, with oblong leaves,

covered with glandular hairs, which when gently
rubbed emit a powerful odour, resembling that of
the lemon-scented Aloysia. A native of Australia.

TiiORXs Protectinu Vol'm; Forest
Trees.—Writing to Land aiul iValcr, Mr. Hi(iFORi>
Burr, Aldermaston Court, Reading, says :—

" I dare say that most of your readers who Lake any
interest in planting have often remarked how an Oak or
other tree of fortuitous pbrnting has attained a fair

growth, owing to the protection of a Thorn biush, which
has saved it from cattle. Taking a hint from Nature. I

desired my woodman last autumn to pkxnt in my park,
by way of experiment, a dozen trees, about 6 feet high,
in such a manner that they would be protected each by
a Thorn. He performed his task with great judgment,
and I am happy to say that hitherto the experiment
appears to be so successful that I shall repeal it on a
Larger scale this next November. Planters, of course,
will see that my object is to plant single or grouped trees,

without having to incur the expense and trouble of
fencing them ; and having been thus far successful, I am
desirous of imparting this 'dodge' to others, who. having
rough grounds, may thus make use of their Thorns as
nurses for more valuable trees."

Prices of Forest Produce.—,\ valuable
list, showing the comparative prices realised for forest

produce of various qualities, is given in a late number
of the Journal of Forestry. The returns are given
from each division of the country, and comprise the
average prices for Ash, Alder, Beech, Birch, Horse
Chestnut, .Spanish Chestnut, Elm, Hornbeam, Lime,
Norway Maple, Oak, .Scotch Pine, Spruce, Silver

Fir, Larch, Poplar, Sycamore, Walnut, Willow, 0.al;-

bark, cordwood, faggots, &c. The table is rendered
more complete by indications of the distance of the
nearest market or railway. The general result seems
to be that prices for all descriptions of timber have
been low, excejit in the case ofgood Oak. Oak-bark
too has experienced a reduction of 10 to 20 per cent,

large stocks of last year's growth still remaining on
hand.

The Potato Croi'.—In the present issue

we give an instalment of the reports furnished us by
our correspondents in various parts of the country,
relating to the crop of Potatos. Partial as is the
summary we now give, we have little doubt, when the
fuller details reach us, that the general results up to

this time will not be materially different from those
we now publish. Speaking generally, the disease

appeared early, but was checked in its progress by the

dry weather. This, however, had its disadvantages
of arresting the growth of the tuber, so that complaints
of small size are frequent. The occurrence of thunder-
storms and of wet weather, however, is an evil omen,
and we fear that we may receive worse accounts
in future than those we now publish as to the stale of
the crop.

Chinese Wi.ses and Brandies. — The
Bulletin of the I'aris Acclimatisation Society contains
an article on the wines and brandies manufactured in

China, with a description of the mode of preparing
the ferment called kiu-tscc. In different parts of the
country it is variously pre|)ared ; but that made at

Canton is considered the best, and is in request all

over the empire. It is prepared as follows :—They
take 75 lb. of good Rice (that of the summer crop by
preference), 27 lb. of Dolichos soja, 4 oz. of old kiu-
tsit, and 14 lb. of the powdered leaves of Glycosmis
citrifolia. Kiu-lsrt is not considered good without
the leaves *f this plant. They are partially dried in

the open air, and finished over a stove, care being
taken to cover them up to prevent the evaporation of
their essential oil. The Dolichos beans are boiled in

fresh water for twenty-four hours in a cast-iron caul-

dron. The Rice is also boiled in a large cauldron.

When the water boils the Rice is thrown in and taken
out again in about ten or twelve minutes. The ingre-

dients are worked up together into a paste, and then

stowed away for a lime to ferment. Afterwards ihey
are drie<l, and this operation properly performed they
will retain their virtue for two or three years. With
this ferment the Marquis of Villeneuve thinks he
could with his acid rejilace the wines of France should
the Phylloxera destroy .all the Vines. But .as Daury
DE TiiiERSANT, the Writer of the article from which
we are quoting, says, it is to be hoi)ed that things

will not come to this pass, for the best Chinese wines
and spirits are not equal to the worst French. Great
improvement will be necessary before they can ever

be tolerable. Their brandies at Canton are maile

from Rice, but in the North they employ instead the

grain of Sorghum. A kind of wine is manufactured
from pulled Millet, and several different varieties

from different kinds of Rice. The savages of Formosa
prepare a beverage by chewing the .Sorghum, after-

wards drying the crushed grain in the sun, and then on

putting it into vessels filled with water, fermentation

taking place naturally.

The New Zealand Fi.ax.—In another

column our esteemed correspondent, Mr. C. B.
' Sau.nders, of Jersey, writing on the comparative

;
advantages, horticulturally, ofhisfavoured isle and that

1 of Scilly, remarks, with reference to the New Zealand
Flax, Phormium tenax, that such a valuable plant

should be grown on every estate, as its leaves pro-

duce, by simply stripping them, a useful material for

making strong ties, which is available at any season of

the year. Lest it should be inferred that this can
only be done in specially favoured localities, we may
mention that at Stoke Rochford, Lincolnshire, the

plant grows freely, and is largely made use of for

tying trees.

Noteworthy Herbaceous Plants.— .

Strolling through the interesting gartlen of Mr, G. F.

Wilson, at Weybridge, lately, we noted the follow-

ing, among a vast number of other plants, as worthy
of special notice :

—

GOODVERA I'UBESCKNS.—We .are so accustomed to

class Goodyera and .-Vnaictochilus together, and to see

them in steamy stoves, that it was with a feeling of

surprise that we met with the above-named species in

full flower. The fohage is rich velvety green picked out
with while veins.

Seuum pulciiellu.m. — Some time since we pub-
blished a figure of this (p. 552, vol ii.) from the garden
of the Rev. H. -N. ELLAcoiinE, but we call attention to it

again for the purpose of corroborating our former state-

ment. On the rockery, amid a crowd of notable things,

the tjeauty of this little known Sedum attracted most
attention at a recent visit, and that is saying a good deal.

In some gardens S. lydium or S, sexangubre may be
met with under this name, but they are widely different

from the tme pulchellum.

Tub Edelweiss. — Some one — whom we forget,

said, somewhere—where we forget also—that this did not

bloom in this country. The statement was contradicted

at the time, aiid any visitor to Mr. Wilson's garden
may see it now in full flower at Weybridge.

Convolvulus altii.koides.—This with its silvery

leaves and mauve flowers, so familiar to the traveller in

th« South of France, is just now in flower at Weybridge.
where it seems to have esuablished itself as freely as

though it were wild, Its near ally, C. mauritanicus is in

flower .also in the same garden.

Geranium cinerelu.— rhis is one of the prettiest ol

its race, its p,ale pink flowers, picked out with darker
veins, being very elegant.

Veronica Tkaversil—.A very elegant plant, with
loose spikes of white and blue flowers, just the thing for

bouquets.

Saxifraga peltata.—The largest ]>lant of this we
have yet seen, but for its peltate leaves we might Lake it

at a disLuice for a small Rhubarb or Gunnera, so unlike
is it to a Saxifrage.

Tkoi'.i-:oluu si-eciosu.m.—Those who know Scot-
land know how be.autifully this grows over the highland
cotLagcs, but southern growers are far from successful
with it. Mr. Wilson grows it against a cool wall in
light soil, where it is now flowering well.

Restrictions of space forbids us to do more than men-
lion the names of a few other choice herbaceous plants
now in flower in the same garden, but we trust our
readers will kindly furnish us with lists of the best

herbaceous plants in their several collections. Hyperi-
cum Coris, glaucum, Stenaclis speciosa, Oxalis lasi-

andra, Malva campanulata, M. capensis, Berkheya
purpurea (see Gardeners' Chronule, 1872, p. 1261)

;

Pentstemon Torreyi, a fine scarlet species ; Gentiana
cruciata, &c.

*

I
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THE POTATO CROPS OF 1S78.

SCOTLAND.

Ayr.—Ayrshire is a great county for Potatu culture,

both as regards producing early tubers for Glasgow and

early markets, and later crops for the general markets

and seed trade. On the whole, they are looking well

and promising to be a full crop^no signs of any

disease, and not likely to be any, if this fine, dry,

w.um weather continues. The favourite varieties

here for iield culture are Red Boy, Dalmahoy,

Walker's Early, Paterson's Victoria, and this season

there has been a run upon one called Champion, a

coarse growing variety, with no good qualities to

recommend it. I expect soon to see this discarded.

yolut Gray, Egliiiton Castle.

B.iNFF.—The Potato crop is very promising, both

in gardens and fields, and no sign of disease is yet

manifest, the weather continuing dry and hot. John

U'i'/'sU-r, Gordon Castle.

Ckomaiitv.—The crops are free from disease, look

fine, and are very early, except on dry soils, where

they are suffering much from the dry weather. James
Lalng, Nao Tarbat.

East Lothian.—These are looking extra well

throughout this district. On shallow soils the intense

heat is acting injuriously on the ultimate yield of the

crop. In the garden here about sixty varieties are

being grown on trial this year, and under differing

cultural treatment. Six of the earlier kinds have

been lifted, the produce being above the average in

size and appearance, eating qualities varying according

to sorts, but generally good. It is rather early to

speak of the crop as a whole yet. R. P. Brollierston,

Tyninghaiue.

KenI'-rew.—Everywhere round this neighbourhood

the Potato crops look most promising, the fields at

present being quite a picture of bloom. The sort

chiefly grown is the ^'ictoria, but the Champion

seems likely to succeed with the farmers this year.

In gardens the crop is not quite so abundant, yet

good both in size and quality, and no signs of blight,

y. Methven, BlythswooJ.

Ross.— Potatos look well, and there is no trace of

tlie disease ; but the continued drought is slightly

affecting them on light soils. Robert Massie, The

Gardens, Anlross Castle.

RoxiiURtJii.—The crops are excellent all about

here, and promise, thanks to the extra sunshine, to be

over the average. I never saw such a fine braird,

scarce any single blank in the rows. The kinds we

have this year are Old Ashleaf, Myatt's Kidney,

(Jloucestershire Kidney, Fortyfold, Rintoul's Don,

Regents, and Champion Rocks. The latter has a

great character over Scotland this year, and promises

well to turn out a successful late Potato. We may
thank our stars that, if we have not the apple of the air,

wc have the apple of the earth, in store for our winter

consumption. I am in hopes of the disease keeping

quite away from us this year. If. Knight, Floors.

Stirling.—Potatos look promising both as to

quality and quantity. M. I'itzgeraU, Diininore

Gardens.

Wigtown.—The Potato crops in the fields look

remarkably well, but the breadth planted in this dis-

trict is limited. In gardens the disease is common

—

although of late making little progress, owing to the

hot dry weather we have had for the last few weeks.

The disease appeared here on June 30, twelve days

earlier than I have observed it for twenty years. There

was a thunderstorm, and heavy fall of rain three days

previously. .Archibald Foxider, Castle Kennedy.

ENGLAND—NORTHERN COUNTIES.

Northumberland.— I never saw the Potato crops

looking better than they are with us this season.

What we have taken up for use are good both in

quantity and quality, and there is no appearance of

disease as yet. Alex Ingram, Alnwick Castle Gardens.

Westmoreland.—Most of the crops are looking

fine, and there is little or no appearance of the dis-

ease. It is generally believed that the crop will be

under-sized as to tubers should the severe dry weather

continue. I may add that the only varieties that have

shown symptoms of the disease are Early Rose and

Snowflake. A'. Craig, Lcjens Hall, Milnthorfe.

Durham.—I never saw Potatos look better, with

fine strong haulm and of a dark colour. I hear

nothing about the disease in this locality. We had

fine hay crops, and well gathered. Corn of all sons

looks very promising and strong in straw ; some Wheat |

crops are 5 to 6 feet high. R. Draper, The Gardens,

Seahani Hall.

York.—Potatos good and without disease, but

much wanting rain, especially the late kinds. IVilliain

Ciilverwell, Thorpe Perrow, Bedak.

MIDLAND COUNTIES.

Cheshire.—Early Potatos are excellent. We
found a few diseased tubers amongst the very earliest

in the wet weather, but none latterly, and the crop is

very heavy and clean. Late Potatos are strong and

healthy looking, and the tubers much larger at this

date than we have ever known them. Thomas Sel-

wood, Eaton Hall, Chester.

All the early Potatos came up strong and

healthy, and those which were first matured pro-

duced large crops ; but the continued dry weather

during the past month has caused several of the

second earlies, jiarticularly in light ground, to ripen

prematurely, and the produce in consequence is not

so abundant, nor the tubers so large as the earlier

ones. The quality has been very good, and up to the

present I have not seen a single diseased tuber. Late

or winter Potatos look very healthy, bearing blossoms

in abundance, with strong, well-matured stems and

leaves. Wm. H/hittaker, Creme Hall, Cre-ivc.

Derby.—The Potato crop in this quarter has not

been better for many years, the yield being over an

average crop. No disease as yet. Our main crop

will soon be ready for storing. We find the old Ash-

leaf to be the best for early and general cultivation ; it

takes up little ground so far as shaws are concerned,

with a yield of from twenty to twenty-four to each

shaw of good Potatos. We believe in deep cultiva-

tion. All our ground is turned over three spades

deep annually, and the returns are heavy crops.

James IV. Baync, Kingston Hall.

Nottingham.—In this district the Potato crops

are excellent, and no disease reported lately amongst

the early or second early varieties. The markets at

present are well supplied, and the quality of the

second early kinds is excellent. I have lately lifted

all my early and second early varieties for seed, and

have not found a diseased tuber amongst them.

Hammersmith Kidneys, Alpha, Dixon Kidney, and

Fenn's Early Market were quite ripe, owing to the

tropical heat prevailing in July. Before a change

takes place in the weather to rain or thunder showers,

all the Potatos nearly ripe should be lifted, for the

disease is almost sure to run riot as soon as it is deve-

loped, from the heated nature of the soil, and only

wanting moisture for the fungus to appear. Il'illiam

Tillery, Ilelbeei .ibbey, Worksop.

Excellent crops of all sorts, and especially

of Empress Eugenie, Hammersmith Kidney, and

Veitch's Royal Ashleaf. A few diseased tubers were

seen to-day, July 24. I hear in the neighbourhood it

has shown itself some days past. Henry Gadd, The

Gardens, Wollaton Hall.

The Potatos are looking well at present. I

have not found any diseased ones in our own garden,

nor have I heard of any in the district. Late Potatos

would be benefited by rain if it came soon. Early

kinds, such as Hammersmith Kidney, .Mona's Pride,

Veitch's, and Rivers' Ashleaf are all good and

clean, tubers dry, and good flavour when cooked.

A. Henderson, Thoresby.

Leicester.—Early sorts are very good, especially

Myatt's Prolific. Mona's Pride is yielding a good

crop, but a few of them are diseased. Extra early

Vermont very good. John Kitley, IVanlip Hall.

Bucks.—The Potato crops have been most promis-

ing, but the last few days of hot sunshine has caused

the haulm to go oft' very much. The tubers have

not yet suft'ered much from the disease, but I fear

they will soon, as the tops in some sorts are dead,

others on the same land look beautifully healthy. I

have not yet had a single tuber diseased, but I

think rain would cause them to suffer more or less at

once. Philip Frost, Dropmore.

Beds.—The disease showed itself in the haulm six

weeks since, but dry, hot weather setting in effectually

checked it. Early varieties are being lifted, small in

tuljer but almost free from disease. Late kinds, where

not giving up from drought, look well at present, but

sufticient signs of the old complaint show it is only

subdued by excessive heat ; a showery time com-

mencing now would cause it to break out again in all

its virulence. A. M'Kay, Wohnrn Abbey.

Herts.—All kinds are diseased, and the haulm

destroyed. Early kinds, such as Myatt's, Veitch's,

Ashleaf, &c., are uninjured in the tubers at present.

The later sorts will, I am afraid, be injured. Heavy

crops. J. C. Muiidell, The Gardens, .^foor Park,

Riekmans7t>orth.

Northami'TON.—We have no disease except in

one border of Alphas. Myatt's Principal, an early

variety, is a true gardener's friend, a good cropper,

with no disease, and the quality unexceptionable. I

have just seen (July 18) 30 lbs. lifted for seed of the

best description. Late varieties look well—the dry

weather no doubt is saving the crop, Init vegetation

is almost at a stand-still, tlic weather Ijeing so liot.

R. Gilbert, Btirghky.

EASTERN COUNTIES.

Lincoln.— Potatos are good, but like all other

vegetables arc suffering much for the want of rain.

As yet we have found no disease. We have had no

rain for the last month. Several of the farmers round

here will commence harvest next week. Barley

crops have grown up much before the time in conse-

quence of the hot dry weather. Isaac Dell, Stoke

Rochford,

Garden Potatos are a fair crop, but rather

smaller than usual. We have seen some diseased

but very few. Field Potatos will turn out very small,

owing to the dry scorching weather we are having ;

no disease as yet in field culture. I have heard of

several cases of disease amongst the early Potatos in

this neighbourhood, but not of a serious nature as

yet. D. lumsden, Bloxhobn Hall, Sleaford, July 22.

Norfolk.—Early Potatos are, generally speaking,

very small. The great quantity of rain and absence

of strong sunshine in the early part of the season

caused them to make an extra amount of luxuriant

haulm. In this condition they were attacked by the

Peronospora before much tuber growth had taken

place. However the tubers are plentiful, and of

first-rate quality. Second early varieties promise

better, and are looking well, being very little touched

with the disease. Very late planted sorts are pro-

mising well, only wanting rain. Scarcely any appear-

ance of disease amongst them at present. \V. Bishop,

Bylaugh Park, East Dereham.

Suffolk.—This has suffered both from the long

spell of wet, dull weather, and the long drought and

intense heat succeeding it. The result is a small crop

of small tubers, but the early ones sound and good.

We are getting them up as fast as possible, and find

no disease. But the morning of the 22nd has brought

rain, with thunder, and the strong probability is that

the disease will come swiftly on the heels of the wet.

Even before the rain the latter sorts had commenced

to supertuberate, the first tubers being little larger

than marbles, and the stems dying down with sheer

heat and drought, so that the prospects of a sound

average field are not hkely to be realised. D. T. Fi>h.

SOUTHERN COUNTIES.

Berks.—The early crops were partially diseased

but not to any great extent. The late crops are look-

ing well here and promise to give an abundant yield.

There are, however, places round this neighbourhood

where the disease is making its appearance, T, Jones,

The Royal Gardens, Ifindsor.

Middlese.\.—Potatos so far are very good, excel-

lent both in quantity and quality, and very few

diseased ones have been found as yet. 7'. P., Stan-

more.

Surrey.— The Potato crop here is very much

injured by the disease. The tops of the early kinds are

all dead, but the tubers are sound, though small.

Late kinds are looking better, though in some cases

near the water they are showing signs of the murrain

in patches, which soon spread over the whole plot.

Owing no doubt to the heavy rain-fall through April

and the early part of May, the disease made its ap-

pearance six weeks earlier than usual. //'. Kemp,

Albiiry Park, Gnildford.

. Very good so far ; but I believe from the

appearance of the shaw that the disease would be

very severe, with favourable weather for development.

Win. Denning, the Gardens, Combe Lane, Kingston-

on-Thames.

Our Potatos look remarkably well, and as

yet there has not been any disease, though in some

places in the neighbourhood it has been seen. So far

as we have lifted the early Kidneys and Rounds,

there is a very good crop. J. Burnett, The Deepdene,

Dorking.
. Potatos look vei7 well in this district as yet,

but I hear at a distance in wet soils the disease ii
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making ils mark, though scarcely a diseascil tuber

has been found around here. The Kidneys are line

and good. The varieties I find to <io best here arc

Ashleaf, N'eilch's Improved Ashleaf, Rivers' Royal,

Early Rose, liountiful, "^'orkshire Hero, Coldstream,

Dalmahoy, Karly .Shaw, Fen's Karly Market Peer-

ess, and Rector of Woodstock. Alfred Evans, Lylhc

Jim, Hashmin:

Kf.nt.—The Potato crop not having been cut l>y

late frosts, looked very promising up to the end of

June, when the disease m.ade its appearance ; but the

weather being dry it has not spread so rapidly as

usual. With a continuance of fine weather a fair crop

may be e.tpected. J. Ilossack, Bifroiis.

I am sorry to have to record that through-

out this district, but more particularly on land at all

retentive of moisture, the disease is very virulent—

the proportion varies with the sorts. I have lifted all

our early planted varieties with the worst result, on

the whole, that I have ever known ; some, such as

Veitch's, Myatt's, and Rivers' Ashleaf, have turned

out well, very few diseased. Next to these are Snow-

flake, Drummond's Early Prolific, and that very

early old sort, Sedan's Early Oxford ; Bryanslone

Kidney, tolerable ; Coldstream, one-tenth good ;

Rector of Woodstock, one-fourth good. Several

other sorts not worth mentioning. A bad look-out

on the whole, jfolm Cox, RcJlcaf, Pemliurst.

Sussex.—There are a few diseased tubers amongst

the early kinds, but I have no reason to think that

the disease has as yet done any harm worth speaking

of Joseph Ritst, Eridgc Castle.

The Potato crops are very badly diseased. I

have not known them so bad for many years.

F. Riitlaiu!, Good'vood Park.

The disease showeil very early on the tops,

but has not affected the tubers; nearly all early

kinds are good, but not heavy crops. The late sorts

and field Potatos are looking well. Since the blight

showed we have had but little rain, the cause, I con-

sider, of the Potatos being so good. G. Breese, Tlie

Gardens, Petworth Pari;.

In this district the disease has already com-

mitted dreadful havoc among the early crops. Some

of the American varieties, and especially Snowflake,

are among the worst affected. There is scarcely one

sound tvd)er to a root. J. Viekcry, Wood End,

Chiehestcr,

Wilts.—Potatos planted in the open, in a highly-

manured piece of ground, and a most favourable piece

as far as quality and situation of soil are concerned, on

March 1 1 , which grew on without the slightest check

whatever in the most satisfactory way imaginable,

the produce being everything that could be desired.

Large tubers, fine in quality, quantity, and flavour

—

n short it was the heau ideal of a Potato crop ; but,

alas ! about three weeks or a month ago the disease

set in with a suddenness both amazing and saddening

to behold, there being fully more than one-half of the

crop diseased ; the sorts being those good sorts

Myatt's Prolific and Lee's Hammersmith Kidneys.

Thus I am more convinced than ever that highly-

manured ground is conducive to the disease in Potatos,

and that the poorer the soil in which the Potatos are

planted the less liable they are to disease. The

Potatos in this district are all more or less badly

diseased, caused, no doubt, in a great measure, by

the great quantity of rain that fell during the latter

part of May and early part of June ; but on every

side it is admitted the crop is everything that could

be desired, were it not for the disease setting in. //.

W. Ward, Longford Castle.

Dorset.—The Potato crop is very good in this

locality, the early varieties producing very heavy

crops, and good in quality. The disease has made

its appearance, but as yet is not very prevalent. The

late crops of Potatos promise to be good. Ihnrv

Mnnro, Clcvelands, Lyme Kcgis.

sound. Rivers' Royal Ashleaf and Veitch's wiih

Myatt's Prolific are amongst the most reliable sorts for

general use. There are many spurious and useless

sorts, with nothing but a name to recommend them,

brought under our notice, which would be better dis-

carded fi)r well tried sorts, which are sure to i>le.ase.

Late crops promise well with but little signs of disease,

and should the dry weather continue, the results will

be very favourable, as the crops are most promising

in this locality. C. Wcstlaml, Witley Court.

With a month of fine dry weather and oc-

casionally intense heat, disease has so far been

checked, and most early crops being ripe ought to be

taken up in good condition. So far as I have l)ecn

enabled to observe when crops have been injured it

has been by rot, consequent upon over-close planting

and the use of stimulants in a crude stale. Late

crops at present look well, but w.ant rain. William

Cox, Aladresjicld Conrt.

Gloucester.—In this district the Potato murrain

commenced its ravages very early, and promises to be

very destructive to the early crops. Thomas Shingles,

The Gardens, Tortworth.

WESTERN COUNTIES.

HkreI'ORD.—Myatt's Prolific .A.shleaf is proving a

good u^eful Potato, a few diseased, but nothing to

speak of. Coldstream, a good early round, possesses

fine qualities for the table ; and though not a heavy

cropper, is very free from disease. The haulm of

Yorkshire Hero is ripening off well, and Sutton's

Magnum Eonum is in a good growing state. William

Ward, The Gardens, Stohe Edith Park.

Worcester.—Early Potatos, which we are now

lifting, are yielding famous crops, and the tubers are

WALES.
Pemuroke.—The crops promise to be good this

year, the disease not having made its appearance

nearly so early as last year ; and if the dry weather

continues a little longer they will turn uj) well. Henry

Howard, Castle Malgwyn Gardens.

IRELAND.

Clare.—People about here were justly alarmed at

the disease showing itself so early this season. It

appeared about June 26. In no previous year was it

seen earlier than July 6, consequently the tidjers are

generally small ; however, if the weather keeps fine

it is expected the crop will be better in quality than

last year. JK. IFilson, The Gardens, Droinotand

Castle.

Donegal.—Owing to the fine weather the Potato

crop promises to be first-rate in this part. There are

some signs of the disease setting in, but it is not

making much progress. A. Ilanlon, Drumhoc Castle.

Dow.N.—The absence of rain for these last four

weeks has kept the Potato disease in check. But

such varieties as Eariy Rose and Snowflake by the

middle of June were getting very much infected, but

we have found no bad Potatos yet. Late crops are

sulTering from drought, and I fear will be a light

crop if no rain comes soon. Janus Taylor, Mount-

stavart.

Kildare.—The Potato crops are looking remark-

ably well in this neighbourhood, those in use here,

Myatt's Victoria, being a very good crop, and of

excellent quality. Although I have heard of diseased

tubers, there seems to be very little appearance of it

in the shaws. W. A. Emery, Kilkca Castle.

Meath.—The Potato crops promised to be \ery

good this year. The disease made its ajipearance

after the severe thunderstorms of last month ; but it

does not appear to be spreading much. I have not

found one single diseased tuber as yet. The Ashleaf

is very good ; Climax and Early Rose are rather wet

;

so also are the Lapstone. I planted some Ashleaf

and Lapstone in June, and there is no sign of disease

on them at present, and they are looking first-class.

Of the Scotch Dons grown by the farmers I hear very

bad accounts. John Clr.vs, I/eadfort Gardens, Kelts.

WiL'KLOW.—The late brilliant weather has done

wonders for the Potato crop in checking the disease,

which had set in, and shown signs of being very bad.

Now we are looking for a fair yield of sound and

well-ripened tubers. Charles I'enford, Porwerseonrt.

3ijoinc (Tontsponiirnce.

The Mistleto-Oak at Eastnor.~-Allh.nii;h Ihi,

parasite is abundanlly produced by many deciduous

trees in this jrart of the country, the Oak, of which

the Rev. G. Henslow's drawing is now before me, is

the only tree of the kind on this estate supporting.

Mistleto. The tree in question may be 100 years old,

probably more, and is known to the oldest inhabitant

as the Mistleto-O.ik ; but when or how the Mistleto

became established is matter for conjecture. Most

likely the seeds were conveyed to the tree from the

surrounding orchards l)y thrushes, which are abundant.

There are five large masses, some of them several feet

through, which produce seeds freely. Homoeopathists

sometimes apply for them for medicinal purposes, and

persons calling themselves naturalists mutilate the

tree for the purpose of enriching their botanical col- ••

lections. In addition to the Oak, we have Mistleto

growing on the Willow, Maple, Thorn, Acacia, Ash,

Pear, Alder, Lime, and Apple. From the latter many
tons are cut annually and sent away to London and

the large towns in the North. Collectors connncnce

fathering early in Novendier, continue quite up to

Christmas, and receive £\ to f,2 per ton from the

dealers, delivered into truck or boat. W. Coleman.

[The fullest account of the Mistleto on the O.ak is that

"iven by Dr. Bull in the Transactions of the Wool-

hope Club, and reprinted in the more accessible

Journal of Botany, 1S64, p. 371. In spite of the

proximity to Mistleto-bearing orchards, there are but

three instances known of ils growth in Herefordshire

on the Oak, that in Easlnor Park above figured, at

Tetlstone, Delamerc, and in ihe forest of Deerfold.

In other counties the Mistleto is known to grow on

the Oak :—at Badam's Court, Sedbuiy Park, Chep-

stow, Burningfold Farm, Dunsfold, Surrey, Hack-

wood Park, Basingstoke, near Plymouth, and at

Frampton-on-Sevevn, Eds.]

The Potatos : How to Save Them.— Lift the

whole of the earlier crops at once. The skins of

these are firmly set by semi-maturity and the intense

heat and drought, and not a day should be lost in

harvesting them. The thunder showers that have

fallen at last on the morning of the 22d will have one

of the following effects— either a fresh flow of sap will

start the tubers into new growth, in such case its

quality will be seriously lowered if not ruined ; or

super-tuberation will follow the rain ; or the disease

will attack the crop. The first is by far the least evil

of the tlirce, though it is an evil without any corre-

sponding advantage as a set-oft", for the addition to

the size of the Potato is far too deariy purchased at

the expense of its quality. Super-tuberation is utter

ruin. The first tubers are rendered uneatable, and

the .second have no time to reach edible size, as-

suming, which is most improbable, that the disease

spares either crop. The risk of the disease itself

is also very great, rains, and especially thunder-

storms, after long droughts, bring on the disease

with about as much certainty as twice two

are four. It is almost equally certain that

early crops lifted before the advent of the

disease keep soundly and well. The variety of

opinion on the latter point has arisen from the fact,

that in too many instances the disease has appeared

before the crops were lifted. When and where this

is the case there is no security that lifting will arrest

it though it often seems to do so, and oftener the

lifting of a tainted crop does little or nothing to arrest

the malady. But eariy crops lifted in a sound state

do not catch the disease in store. Hence the super-

lative importance of early harvesting and the imme-

diate lifting of all Potatos that have the skin set. Late

crops not worth lifting may as well be left in the

ground, though, in many cases, it would be wiser to

lift these also, and destroy all the shaws, so as to

limit the area and virulence of this disease, and

perhaps checking also, to some extent, its repro-

duction. D. T. Eish.

CHANNEL ISLANDS.

Guernsey.—Early sorts were not good at all, and

the very heavy thunderstorm and rain of the 21st here

will, no doubt, much injure the later ones already

attacked. Tlios. C. Brehant, Richmond House.

Jersey.—Large quantities of Potatos were planted

this season, and the crop has been below the average

owing to the disease affecting them when in full

growth. Some farmers have succeeded in recovering

their outlay, but numbers will go ** to the wall,"

owing to their losses. Speculation has been rife. I

have just heard of a dealer in Potatos from Goole

having committed suicide by drowning himself. It

is "temporary insanity," attributable to his losses

in the Potato trade. Charles B. Saunders, St.

Saviour's.

Berberis Darwinii.— In answer to Mr. P.

Graham's inquiry respecting the clipping of Berberis

Danvinii hedges (see p. S8), I may at once say that

my practice is in unison with that of "J. S." (see

p. 52, where there are some excellent practical

remarks in reference to clipping Berberis Darwinii

hedges). "J. S." there distinctly states that when
grown to forni hedgerows in gardens as boundary fences

or divisional lines, Berberis Darwinii should be clipped

hard in directly it has done flowering, as it then

makes just young growth enough to feather out .and

furnish a blaze of bloom in the following spring. If

Mr. Graham will follow the above practice he will be

rewarded with as fine a display of bloom as could be

wished for. It is no assumed thing, but a matter of

fact, that the Berberis Darwinii hedges are growing

here in the most perfect health and splendour that

the most fastidious could wish ; and should Mr.

Graham lie travelling this way he can see them for

himself. My employer is so much pleased with them
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Ihat lie intends to li.ive some of them removed to a
|irominent position in the garden. It need hardly to

1)C said that the plants should be in good health to

furnish a gooil supply of young growths after clipping,

which could not he expected from weak plants.

There may be exceptions in some soils, but as a rule

here the plants grow in the ordinary soil in robust
health. It m.ay not be out of place to mention that

the lierberis Darwinii may be grown to advantage on
the borders of coverts, or even to form the hedges,
where the birds would {qcA on the berries which are
produced in great abundance, thereby rendering it a

plant of value as well as of ornament. C. Pciifonl,

PrMrscOllrt Gan/cin.

Mimulus guttatus. — There are some plants
growing in the water in a running brook near this

]>lace which are at present in flower, are thriving luxu-

riantly, and very ornamental. Have any of your
readers tried this, or any other species of Mimulus as

an aquatic? IViNiain San^, I\cnnowa)\ Fife.

The Catalpa Fruiting in England.—It is, I

believe, uncommon for this tree to bear fruit in

England. I enclose you two pods, which were ap-

parently formed last year, and in which I fail to lind

any seeds. They were taken from a tree in tlie

gardens of Wateringbury Place, near Maidstone.
There were several more pods on the tree, which is

a rich orange-flowered variety. The rose-coloured
kind is very pretty, but I am in doubt as to its

novelty, as I have heard of Eschseholtziacrocea rosea,

and it is possible that this sport and that variety are

identical. Assuming that it is really a sport, of

course I think it is possible that its production with
Mandarin may have been accidental and not natural.

It presents a singular illustration of the sportiveness

of garden plants when themselves the product of
crosses or of selection. A. D.

Duchess of Buccleuch Grape is growing here
in the late house with several other kinds, but I have
not much to say in favour of it, and would advise no
one to plant it. The Duchess is a very vigorous

grower, and shows an abundance of bunches, but sets

very confusedly, with a lot of rubbish to clear out, like

Lady Downes. The berries are amber, with a slight

glaucous tint when ripe, but small, and with a dis-

proportionate amount of large seeds ; flesh firm

;

flavour excellent, in the way of Chasselas Musque.

J. W Lawrence, iVnDstcad Ahbcy, Notts..

This Grape, because of the smallness of its

berries, has not come into extensive use. Experiences
of cultivators are asked regarding this very highly

flavoured Grape ; mine may be more limited than
many, but not unsuccessful. When I first saw it an
amateur had a small house full, it having been planted
in.ad\ertently for Black Hamburgh. Every shoot

Fig. 17.— iiiE MisTii'.TO OAK Ai rAsiNOK. (sEi; 1'. 120.)

about 42 feet high, with branches covering 4S feet in

one direction, and 35 feet in its shortest spread. The
form and venation of the leaf correspond exactly with
the figure, in Loudon's Etuyelopicdia, of Catalpa
syringiefolia, where the leaf is wrongly described as
" cordate," whereas it should rather be called roundish
ovate. The tree is now covered with flower-buds,

which will shortly be out. Is more than one species

iu cultivation in England ? //'. T. T. [Xo, but there

are varieties, especially the golden leaved form, which
is very handsome. The pods are formed in hot

summers. Eds.]

The Native Country of the Potato.—With
reference I" your notice (p. 739, June S, 1S7S) of my
jxapcr on the native country of the I'otato, read

before the Scientific Committee of the Royal Horti-

cultural Societ)-, will you permit me to state, injustice

to my friend Mr. IC. Andre, that I found him in error

only in supjiosing that he was the first to point out the

existence of .Sol.anum tuberosum in a wild state in Peru

and Columbia. \V. li. J/emshj, Tiiniliani Green.

Eschscholtzia Mandarin.—This isaverygorgeous

annual when the plants are strong, and the flowers

freely produced, but it seems to possess a remark-

able sportive faculty, as from the produce of two or

three packets of seed growing here on at least one-third

of the plants rose-coloured flowers were developed.

Certainly a strangely contrasting hue to come out of

showed three to four bunches, many of which were

iS inches long before they were in flower. Hearing

much of the excellence of its flavour I planted two

Vines, and grafted one on a West's St. Peter's, which

I cut down. The planted ^'ines were in a Muscat-

house. They showed large tapering bunches, set well,

and were of extra flavour, and a mnnber of times

secured me 1st prizes for white Grapes of highest

flavour (I never saw it beaten) in this class. The
grafteil Vine did well, and bore fine crops of medium-
sized bunches, with berries like moderate-sized

Muscats. These, because of their size, were appre-

ciated more than those on their own roots, the latter

being much sm.aller and harder than those on the

grafted \'ines. Few cultivators who visited me would

believe they were the Duchess. The late .Mr. Thomas
Osborn (who took a lively interest in many experi-

ments which I performed by grafting \'ines on other

stock), was much struck with the change the stock

of West .St. Peter produceil on these Vines' produce.

My predecessor at that place had for a number of

years made experiments in grafting delicate \'ines on
stronger ones (he was an advanced practitioner and

a thoroughly scientific man), .\mong his experiments

was the Ciolden Hamburgh grafted on the Marchioness

of Hastings. The bunches and berries grew large in

this case, but the fruit was very rough and tasteless.

A Golden Hamburgh Vine grafted half-way up the

rod of a Plack Hamburgh bore splendid fruit of

immense size and fine flavour, and I have kept them

'n sound condition till February. This (irape often
helped me materially along with Muscat Hamburgh to
to secure prizes in collections of sixteen kinds of fruits,

in \yhich for eight or nine years running I held good
positions against heavy odds. .Speaking of the Muscat
Hamburgh I found it do capitally when grafted on
Mack Hamburgh both for early and late work, but
after eight or nine years' hard cropping the Vines were
less vigorous and the colour not so fine or the berries
so large. With Mr. Thos. Osborn I made a yearly
comparison of Grapes grafted on others ; tasting them
and otherwise examining the fruit was a matter of
great interest to us both, and happened once each
season for a period of ten years. M. Temple, linpney.

Mr. McKinlay's Potatos.—Not long since a
correspondent invited Mr. McKinlay to give in these
pages a resume of the manner in which he succeeded
in obtaining his superb samples of show Potatos.
That no reply w.as given diil not arise from want of
courtesy, but rather because of a well grounded belief
that existed in Mr. McKinlay's mind that the query
was not bona fiik, in other words, that it was in-

tendetl as a draw, as it is no secret that some
persons have not hesitated to express an opinion that
the grand samples Mr. McKinlay exhibits have
not been grown at Beckcnham. .\ favourable oppor-
tunity occurred a few days since to accept an invitation
from that gentleman to look over his growing stocks
as now to be seen in some cases nearly ripe, and in
the majority yet in the full luxuriance of growth, anil

it will readily be conceded that either mentally or on
paper it was ne.xt to impossible to make note of the
various features of the 6c» kinds that are this year
being cultivated in Mr. McKinlay's ground. The
collection of such a number of sorts has naturally been
a work of difficulty, and few catalogues are there that
have not been ransacked to find positively distinct
sorts ; few indeed are the kinds put into commerce
within a recent period that are not represented. In
a large number of cases only a few tubers of each are
lieing grown, as barely a tithe of these numerous kinds
producewhat might be called exhibition samples ; they
are grown for the purposes of comparison and possibly
that they might enable the cultivator at some future
date to stage .a large representative collection of all the
best known kinds. Now in the matter of the pro-
duction of show tubers one great element of Mr.
.McKinlay's success is found in the beautiful

quality of the soil of his Beckenham garden

;

it is so deep, so soft, and silky, and so finely pul-
verised that, to use the simile of a confrere, it is

quite enough to tempt one to lie down on it to sleep.
That all this high quality ami fine productive power
lias been of Nature's own formation we may be^
leave to doubt. Mr. McKinlay tells us of con-
>t,ant and deep tilth, the incorporation of plenty of
horse-droppings and various patent manures, and not
least, constant care to keep the soil free from weeds
and such obnoxious elements. In the selection of
tubers for planting, more than the customary care is

exercised. If from roots of home growth, seed is

never saved except from plants that have been fully

ilevelopetl. It is not all the best tubers for the pot,

all the rubbish and ugly ones for the seed. So far

from that being the case, the seed claims next place
to the selection of show tubers, and in this way, with-
out doubt, a fine degree of stamina in the stock is

maintained. If seed is bought in, it is not the rule to

buy a dozen tubers if only a dozen be wanted ; rather

thrice or four times that number is purchased that the

cream of the whole may be planted. Where the

avowed object of the grower is to secure the finest

show samples, it would be folly to spare expense
either in the matter of cultivation, or in the selection

of the best seed. The storing of seed-tubers in the
safest way is also a matter of moment. At Becken-
ham, when a row of any sort is lifted, the best

samples are selected with care, and carried into a
large airy out-building, which is lined with tiers of
small wooden bins ranged one above the other, but
open at the top, each one holding about half a bushel of
Potatos. Into these the selected samples are care-

fully laid, and are covered up with dry sawdust,
where they remain clean and fresh until required

for the show-table — whilst the remaining tubers

of the sort having been exposed to the air and
fully dried for a few hours are then buried in a
small pit at the end of the row, where they
remain until the show tubers having been re-

moved from the bins to win prizes at cxhiliitions

the heaps arc opened, the selected seed tuliers are

taken to the bins to remain for the winter, whilst the

remainder go to the store for domestic consumption.

As in front of each bin the name of the Potato occu-

jiant is placed, each sort is easily found when required.

There is no better material in which to keep show
tubers fresh and bright than clean dry sawdust. But
all this is simply preliminary to the important subject

of the condition of the Beckenham l^otatos this year,

and of this it can be said that not only have they

never looked better but already of the earlier kinds

Mr. McKinlay has lifted some of the finest

s;imples of certain sorts he has ever seen. In looking
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over the garilen one is slruck with the fact that

evidence of disease in the hau)m is exceedingly

limited, and exists only in the earliest kinds, whilst

the tops of all later sorts or of the early kinds

jilanted late are robust, fresh, and vigorous. The
soil is so pulverised and so warm that growth is raj^id

and clean, whilst we learn that throughout the garden

no fresh manure has been added this season, a course

of culture that doubtless will show its beneficial results

on ihe low average of diseased tubers. But looking

at Totato-tops naturally sets one longing—if we may
say so with all proper innocence—to look at Potato-

bottoms, and with a ready zest Mr. McKinlay
]iroduces a large steel fork and lifts for inspec-

tion a root of a new seedling while kidney

named Ceckenham Beauty, which is found to

jiroduce a grand crop and sample of large

fluke-shape<l tubers that will make a grand dish for

the show-table. Blanchard throws out a marvellous

sample, some tubers weighing I lb. each, and sin-

gularly bright and handsome. Red Emperor, a

beautiful sample, large and high coloured, and a fine

crop. International came out grand, the one-root

lifted actually gave out of a total of thirty tubers, six

that would have graced any dish. Trophy, a new
red American kidney, shows a rare crop and a tine

though not yet fully developed sample. Shelburne,

another new American, throws out a splendid root of

tubers of great beauty, long snow flake-shaped white,

tipped with pink at the nose. Bountiful, clean, bright

and beautiful. Woodstock kidney, a new kind of

Mr. Fenn's raising, now in the hands of the Messrs.

Sutton, gives some of the handsomest and most
perfect tubers seen and a splendid crop. The firm

have done well to let Mr. McKinlay test this fine kind

at Beckcnham. Beauty of Hebron, a new American,

and several others are lifted, enough to show that

throughout the produce is of the finest quality and in

great abundance. That more were not lifted is due
to the reasons—first, that time was short ; and,

second, that we regarded it as a pity that roots yet in

luxuriant growth should be thus prematurely lifted

merely for our gratification. About the second week
in August—disease permitting—will find the bulk of

.

the Beckenham crop ready for lifting, and then look

out for a sight to gladden the hearts of the gods,

supposing that they take any special delight in the

production of fine I^otatos. The space allowed

between the rows ranges from 3 feet to 4 feet, so as to

admit of the full development of top. With respect

to the vexed question of polishing for exhibition, it is

safe to say that to polish tubers such as arc lifted in

Mr. McKinlay's garden, would be as absurd as paint-

ing the Lily or gilding refined gold. Spud.

Pernettya ciliaris.—I have a plant of this in the

open, and in an exposed situation, which has flowered
well, with only one exception, for four or five years.

I bought it with a lot of shrubs at a sale. Used with
a Lily of the Valley leaf for a '* button-hole " the

flowers pass muster to other than critical eyes for

those of the Lily itself. C, //., Salishitry.

The Elder.—All praise to the Elder, and all

praise also to Mr. Alex. Forsyth for upholding it and
singing its jjraises. Let me, I pray you, add my
mite. The Elder is a charming tree. I love its

beautiful bunches of cream-coloured flowers, with
their fragrant smell, -for I cannot believe that they are

dangerously narcotic—its succulent purple berries,

and its deep green coloured leaves, which have the

not to be undervalued quality of driving away midges,
alias gnats, and other insect disturbers of one's peace
of mind on warm, damp summer evenings. By the

way, Elder leaves are said to keep the little gentle-

men in black velvet (moles) at a respectable distance,

and a decoction of them most certainly destroys a great

many of the insects that infest delicate plants. The
berries are reputed poisonous to poultry of all kinds,

and the flowers fatal to turkeys. About this last-

named point I cannot ofier an opinion, but the first is

not correct, for I had a beautiful Elder tree growing
in tlie enclosed space, where my hens and young
chickens were fed, and they used to mount into the

branches to get at the berries as soon as the fruit

ripened in Scjitemlier. I never could save any of the

berries for wine making. The leaves of the Elder,

though refused by most animals, arc beneficial to

sheep when they are affected w^ith a disease called
*' rot." Have you ever noticed a singular fungus
which occasionally grows on the Elder called Judos's
Ear {Exidia auricula Juda:). It resembles the

human ear in shape, but why it should be considered

like the arch-traitor's auricular appendages in par-

ticular is puzzling. The right name I am told is

I'cziza auricula, and an old woman I once knew
made a lotion of this fungi, and used it in cases of

ophthalmia. A very great many preparations were
formerly made from Elder flowers, Bark, and fruit.

One was called "Elder Rob," another "Elder
\'"incgar." The first was composed of ripe berries

and sugar, five parts of fruit to one of sugar, boiled

gently until it became like thick honey. This stuft'

was given in rheumatic affections. The " Elder

Vinegar " was a gargle, the Elder-flower water a

cosmetic ; but I must not " betray the secrets of my
prison-house " or of the trade, as I think it might be

an agreeable and ]>rofitablc occupation, if needs be, to

set up asa modern female quack doctor. I will promise

my patients not topoison them, and to give them, at any

rate, harmless preparations. One preparation of Elder

is [said to be] invaluable in small-pox and other

eruptive diseases, which have been checked in their

determination to the skin. The Elder was called by

the Saxons '* Ellara," and it is still in the North
known by the name of the " Boor Tree," not that I

mean to imply, though I am ancient British,

being of Welsh descent, that the Saxons were

clowns. Sambucus comes from " sambuca," a musical,

and some people are of opinion that the " sackbut
"

was made from the wood of the Elder tree. There are

three or four varieties which are generally cultivated in

gardens. The flowers of the white-berried Elder give

wine the odour of Muscat, and are used to simulate

Frontignac wines. The French put layers of the

flowers between keeping apples, and flavour vinegar

with them. The dwarf Sambucus ebulus grows in

waste places, and blooms in July : this species is

called Danewort. Ifclcn Walney.

Lichens : their rate of Growth.—Mr. Phillips

has quite misapprehended my remarks. If he will

carefully read once more what I have written he will

find that I have not said one single word about the

age, or the rate of growth, of lichens. In fact the

subject never entered my mind at all. I merely called

attention to the two following facts, viz. :— I, A flint

in a l)ed of chalk naturally and commonly acquires

{by decomposition) a thick white porous crust, and this

crust is sufficiently thick and porous to support lichen

growth. 2. A flint which has been taken from chalk

and broken by hand some hundreds or thousands of

years ago, also at length acquires a white porous crust

on the broken surfaces, but in this instance the newer
crust is, as a rule, so thin and hard that it cannot as

a rule support lichen-growth. I merely referred to

the age of flints and the immense time that is probably
required for their complete disintegration. In my
own mind (although I in no way referred to the sub-

ject) I then looked and still look upon the lichens as

recent procUictions, and nothing has been and is

further from my belief than that lichens live to a vast

age. Mr. Phillips says that I infer ** from the absence
of lichens on certain old buildings of worked flint in

Norfolk and Suffolk dating prior to the Norman
Conquest, that those lichens present on the flint flake

must be as old as that date." My remarks will not

bear such a construction. I referred to worked flints

of known date merely to show that the time which has
elapsed since their fracture has been insufficient to

properly prepare their surface for perfect lichen growth.
I have in no way mentioned or suggested a.n age for

the lichens. W. G. Smii/t,

Dendrobium superbiens and D. Sumneri.—
There is, in p. 48 of your columns, some "foreign
correspondence" from the Brisbane Museum. The
author, Mr. F. M. Bailey, endeavours to express

his unfavourable opinion about what I wrote on
Dendrobium superbiens, and makes use of what he
thinks an opportunity to write a panegyric on Baron
von Miiller's merits. I refer to what I have said,

having stated that Baron von Miiller speaks of

"glandular protuberances," and Mr. Bentham of

pedicels three to four lines long. It was quite

necessary to conjecture from Mr. Bentham 's indications

that the D. Sumneri was in the way of D. dicuphum.
Now Mr. Bailey declares my D. superbiens to be a

distinguishable variety of D. Sumneri. If really these

two belong together, then the name D. Sumneri has

simply to be cancelled, for in our days only such
names have validity as are based on intelligible

diagnoses. It is, to say the least, a great mistake

on Mr. Bailey's part to declare that it is possible

to name the plant as D. .Sumneri from the

descriptions given. Nay, it is impossible. And
to give evidence of his fair spirit Mr. Bailey adds,

that in D. Sumneri the pcdical reaches 2 to 3 inches,

when Mr. Bentham has measured 3 to 4 lines. This
gives a difference of it may be as much as 32 lines

against 3 to 4. And after this these Dendrobes are

believed to be recognisable as the same thing.

Where there is a single Orchid in all the majestic

army which shows such differences? It was a very

great fault of Baron Midler to depict his D. Sumneri
from such unsatisfactory fragments without any
other reason than to give a name. Mr. Bailey

should understand, that if somebody has scarcely

ten days in the year, without applications being made
to him to name Orchids immediately, he is really

entitled to complain in the most bitter terms of the

horrible drawback of "descriptions" of new species,

which cannot be recognised, though forty years' steady
work should enable one to understand just what can
be understood. It is high time to protest against that

kind of hasty publication, and to compel certain

authors to work with such an amount of care as will

enable others to understand their opinion. If we do

not this, we may be in a short time in the deepest

B.abylonian confusion. The whole case is simply this

—A. describes what might be regarded as a new
pussy-cat. B. describes a new lion. Now A.'s

friend urges that the lion should bear the names of

.V.'s pussy combined with the lion's description

given by B. Mr. Bailey may soon have the satis-

faction to see a memorandum of mine on many recent

Orchidic descriptions in the system of Australia. There
he will also read, by what highly curious reasons

the type of Dendrobium Sumneri came not within my
reach in consequence of the pains taken not to diffuse

a knowledge of Australian plants. //. O. Rchb. f.

Asparagus plumosus (Sec p. 527, vol. ix.),—In
your issue of A]uil 27 last, I observe that a plant of
Asparagus plumosus has been introduced to the nur-

series of Messrs. Veitch. A plant of this Asparagus was
found by Mr. Cooke, gr. to the Rev. John Harman,
and brought to England more than two years ago.

The plant flourishes well under his treatment, so that

we can form a much better idea of its elegance than
from the specimen Messrs. Veitch have lately received.

I think myself that it will form a very useful creeper
under glass, making a natural shade for the plants

;

and I was told l)y Mr. Cooke a few days ago that it

has hitherto proved itself a clean growing plant.

Ifcury Aston Walker^ 1 28, Lcxham Gardens, A'cn-

sing/on.

Weigelia hortensis nivea.—As you sayAVeigelia
hortensis nivea is a very fine w^hite flowering shrub
which should be in every garden in pots for early

flowering, quite as much as Deutzia gracilis, for it is

quite as useful and quite as beautiful, and anybody
seeking white flowering plants of easy culture would
do well to add this to their stock of really useful

plants. It roots freely Irom green wood, and may be
increased readily, and, potted on freely, soon developes
into flowering plants. Clici'aiicr,

Bocconia cordata.—Among hardy ornamental
foliage plants this takes high rank and is deserving a
place in any shrubbery border or isolated position on
a lawn, where if planted in good soil with plenty of
depth for its roots to ramble it grows with great
strength and attains a height of 6 or 8 feet, each
shoot being terminated by a fine large panicle of
brownish white flowers, which give it a very striking

effect. The leaves are about the size of those of the

Fig, which they somewhat resemble in form, but are

far more beautiful, the divisions being more deeply
indented, while in colour they ha^-e a palish green
tinge with a highly polished surface, the under sides

possessing the silvery white appearance peculiar to

Seakale. This, when the wind is blowing so as to

give them a slight movement or a turn upwards,
renders them very attractive and shows them up in

pleasing contrast with any foliage of a darker hue. It

is a plant that admits of ready increase by division, as

it makes numerous offsets or suckers, that come up
some distance away from the main stems. In remov-
ing these it is necessary for the sake of getting roots

to them to follow them low down, or failure is likely

to be the result. The best time to take them off is

early in spring when about 3 or 4 inches high, as then
they quickly start away and become well established

before dry weather sets in. y. S.

Reports of Societies.
Royal Horticultural, yu/y 24.

Scientific Committee. — Dr. Maxwell T.
Masters, F.R.S., V.P., in the chair.

Tca-lcaf Disi-asc.~~Mr. McLachlan reported that

the leaves forwarded from Darjeeling antl shown at a
previous meeting did not afford suflicient material for

a satisfactory opinion being given as to the cause of
the disease.

Injury to Pines,—'"^Ix. McLachlan showed speci-

mens of Pines (P. silvestris ?), the young shoots of
which were rotted and felted together by a white
web, the work of a species of Tortrix, supposed to be
undescribed. The injury was spread over so large
an area that hand picking and other means of com-
bating the evil were inelTectual.

Sugar-eanc Disease.—-Specimens were again shown
from Porto Rico, in which the cane was bored by
some insect, but in the total absence of all history of
the invasion, and in the absence of specimens of the
insect, no more definite opinion could be given.

J'irginian Creeper " a /assrr of the BottIcr~\\x,
W. G. Smith exhibited a drawing, part of which
is here reproduced to a small scale, of a bottle
containing water and a plant, in the grasp of
Ampelopsis hederacea. Mr. Smith said that on
one of the walls of his house he had a large
Virginian Creeper growing, and a week or two
ago he noticed when the hanging branches were
disturbed by the wind that there was a jingling noise
against the wall, near one of the first floor windows.
On going to the spot to discover the cause of the
noise, he found a boUle tightly grasped round the
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neck liy a tendril of the Ampelopsis. The boUlc,

wliich contained water, and a specimen of Phytcuma
orbiculare, weighed just over 3 ounces. It had been
taken by the Creeper off the sill of a window above,

and lowered {as the branches grew downward), several

feet, nearly to the level of the window below.;

Juice disiilkiiby Polyporus Diyac/cus.—Ur. Smith
showed a phial containing the juice naturally distilled

by this woody fungus from the trunk of the Oak. 1'.

dryadeus is a not uncommon parasite of the Oak, nnd
it is invarial)ly studded with large drops of moisture
near the margin of its pileus. The moisture is derived
from the tree on which the fungus grows. The juice,

which was obtained by Dr. Bull of Hereford, was,

said Mr. Smith, sweet to the taste, and probai)ly

devoid of tannin : on a microscopical examination it

disjtlaycd a number of germinating spores, a few
crystals, some cells belonging to the Fungus, and a

number of exceedingly minute revolving bodies, which
might be referred to Sphitro-bacteria, though the

nature of these latter bodies might possibly be of a

very different character from IJacteria.

Potato Disease.—Rev. (i. Henslow showed speci-

mens showing the carbonising effect of the fungus on
the leaves.

Hybrid Lilies.—Mr. G. F. Wilson showed speci-

mens of hybrid Lilies raised by Mr. Mangles. The
flowers are in the way of those of L. croccuni, with
large bell-shaped flowers, lanceolate recurved segments,

tajjcring at the base into a stalk, and of a buff-yellow

colour spotted with purple spots. No anthers were
formed.

Giiaui' on Cedar.—Mr. Wilson also showed a good
specimen of these productions, which are usually con-

si<lercd to be abortive branches.

Monstrous Forms of Mimulus luaeulatus.—Speci-

mens were sent by Mr. Clapham, which were referred

to Dr. Masters for examination and report.

Diseased Orchid Leaves.—Dr. Masters showed, on
behalf of the Marquis Corsi-Salviati, leaves of Aerides

odoratum, &c., with a corky development of the epi-

dermis, the result of some injury to the leaves. As
sundry Cocci or scale insects were present the presump-

tion was, that the insects in question were the cau^
of the malady. The specimens were referred to Mr.
McLachlan for further report.

Monstrous Rose.—Dr. Masters showed a specimen

obtained from the Royal Gardens, Kew, of a Rose, in

which the shoot was flattened, curved, and bore

flowers on one side only, one above another in con-

tinuous series. The specimen was remarkable, as

affording an excellent illustration of the growth and
union of secondary axes, one to the other, in a con-

tinuous line, as in the so-called "sympodes." An
excellent sketch of the shoot in question was exhibited

by Mr. Worlhington Smith.
Torenia BaiUoni.—Dr. Masters called attention to

this remarkable novelty from Cochin China. It has

the habit of T. asiatica and of T. Fournieri, but the

flowers are bright yellow with a dark purplish brown
tube. The specimen was exhibited by Messrs. ^'eitch

lieforc the Floral committee, but as the plants were

small and out of condition no notice was taken by that

body of what is a very interesting novelty and one
which ultimately is sure in all probability to find

favour with culli\ators. Some conversation ensued

as to the desirability of the Scientific committee
taking steps to adjudicate on novelties and plants of

botanical interest likely to be passed over by the other

coiumittees, either because not adapted for decorative

or commercial gardening, or because they are not ex-

hibited in a condition to justify any notice being taken

of them on the grounds of cultivation. Numbers of

interesting plants, and some, like the present one,

pretty certain to secure the favour of cultivators'

in general, might be sent if they were not likely to

be ignored by the floral committee. A "botanical

certificate " given by that body is naturally as little

valued as a "first-class certificate" awarded to a

florists' flower by the scientific committee would be.

As a result of this conversation it was agreed that

the President of the Scientific Committee be requested

to address the Council on the subject.

Specimens Exhilnted.—Mr. W. W. Saunders sent

from Worthing, as illustrating the mild winter climate

of that locality, Colletia spinosa in fruit, Hakca
adnata in fruit, Verl^ena JMelindres, and Cnicus altissi-

mus, a noble Thistle, II feet high, 7 feet through at

4 feet from the ground. The whole plant has a pyra-

midal habit like that of a Cypress, and is very orna-

mental. A plant of Vesuvius, in which the white

sport had reverted to its original red, was shown by
Mr. Cannell.

Lindky Library,—Donations were announced from
Messrs, \'eitch of a copy of the original edition of

Gerarde's Ilerbaii (1633) and of Le Plond's La
Thcorie et la Prati^juc du Jardiuage, 17 15. Mr.
Ellacombc's work on the Plants of Sheikspeare has
been added l)y purchase.

The meetings of the Committee stand adjourned

till November next.

Floral Committkk. I^r. Denny in the chair.

Thanks to a most liberal contribution of good things

sent up from the Society's garden at Chiswick, the

Council Room was well filled, considering we arc

nearly at the end of "the season," and the trying

times that exhibitors have had lately. The only Cer-
tificate that was awarded was one of the First-class to

Mr. Turner, fur the magnificent new seedling Rose,
Harrison Weir, <Ic=;cribcd last week at p. 84. The
Chiswick contingent consisted of a large, and freely-

flowered collection of double-flowered zonal Pelargo-

niums, a nice collection of Abutilons in variety, a

large assortment of cut blooms of Dianthuses, Phloxes,

and Clove Carnations, and further examples of Tor-
renia P'ournieri, a very pretty, and remarkably free-

blooming species. Mr. Speed, gr. to the Duke of

Devonshire, Chatsworth, s«nt a single specimen of

Disa grandiflora, with seven fully expanded flowers on
a spike, and two more to open. [This was the variety

Barrellii introduced by Mr. W. Bull in 1874.] The
plant was in a splendid condition, and well merited
the cultural commendation bestowed upon it. Sir

William Marriott, the Down House, Blandford,
showed three pans of the dark-coloured variety of

Disa grandiflora named supcrba. with about thirty

spikes in all and a couple of flowers on each ; a

vote of thanks was accorded. Messrs. F. & A.
Smith of Dulwich, showed a fine group of Balsams,

perhaps not yet at their best but carr}'ing blooms
which, for sire, fullness, beauty of form, and decided
colouring, have never been excelled. From Mr. H.
Cannell, Swanley, came another of those excellent

displays of cut blooms of \'erbenas that he has been
treating us to so often this season. Mr. H. James,
Castle Nursery, Lower Norwood, showed the rare

Oncidium curtum, with a spike of twenty-two flowers
;

and Oncidium pra^textum superbum, with a five-

branched spike of dark brown and yellow

blossoms. From Mr. John Wills came a

contribution of the varieties of double Stocks grown
from seed sent by Mr. \'. Dopplet of Erfurt. A
hybrid Lily, probably from davuricum and eiegans,

lemon-yellow, with maroon spots, and grown by J.

H. Mangles, Esq., Haslemere, was shown by G. F.

Wilson, Esq., who also sent from his own garden

the richly-coloured swamp Lily of North America,

Lilium superbum, about 8 feet high, and grown in a

pot. A vote of thanks was passed. Messrs. Paul ^:

Son, the Old Nurseries, Cheshunt, showed cut blooms
of such of their new Roses as Mrs. Laxton, Marquis
of Salisbury, Duke of Teck, and Lady Darnley; and
Lady Dorothy Neville, Dangstein, sent examples of

some strangely coloured and quaintly formed Cocks-

combs. The crimson-plumed East Indian Celosia

pyramidalis was well shown by Messrs. James Veitch

Ji: Sons, who also exhibited in Torenia Bailloni, a

yellow-fiowered form, which promises when better

grov\n to become as useful a plant as T. Fournieri.

From Mr.' C. Smith, Caledonia Nursery, Guernsey,

came some remarkably strongly-grown flowering

specimens of that beautiful old Cape plant,

Spnraxis pulcherrima. The stems were quite 7 feet

high, and profusely flowered. P'rom Mr. R. Parker,

Tooting, came cut sprays of Rubus fruticosus florc

roseo pleno, the double flowered rosy pink Bramble,
a pillar or wild garden plant of great beauty.

Olearia Haastii, a dwarf, dense, white flowering New
Zealand shrub, not half so much known as it deserves

to be, was also exhibited by Messrs. James Veitch
&Sons; and Mr. Scutt, gr., Ewell Castle, Surrey,

showed a seedling erect flowered Gloxinia of
beautiful form and rich colour, but showing no
improvement on many others that have already

been seen.

Fruit Committee.—H. Webb, Esq., in the

chair. Messrs. Rivers & Sons, Sawbridgeworlh,
received the thanks of this committee for an
interesting display of Peaches, Nectarines, Cher-
ries, &c., including Early Rivers, Rivers'

Early York, Early Louise, Merlin, and Hale's
Early Peaches ; the Pine-apple, Spenser, New-
ton, Byron, and other Nectarines, Late Black
liigarreau, and Bigarreau Gros C?eret Cherries, &c.
From Mr. J. Clarke, gr. to Lord Hastings, Melton
Constable, Norfolk, came a collection of large Melons,
including Eastnor Castle, Cox's Golden Gem, Melton
Favourite and Sutton's Golden Perfection. Mr.
Chapman, gr., West Park, Salisbur)-, again sent his

seedling Melon John Chapman, but it failed to get an
award. Mr. A. Donaldson, The Gardens, Stoodleigh
Court, Tiverton, exhibited a white-fleshed, smooth,
medium-sized Melon named St. George, and a netted

scarlet-fleshed variety named Stoodleigh Court, but
neither of them came up to the Committee's standard
of quality. Messrs. Charles Lee & Son showed the

Lawton Blackberry, a variety which stands high in

America ; and Messrs. J. Veitch & Sons submitted
fniits of two imported species of Pine-apple from Peru,
which did not prove worthy of being put into culti-

vation. A heavily laden branch of the Stone Apple
was exhibited by Mr. Louis KilHck, of Langley, to

show its remarkable productiveness.

National Carnation and Picotee Society.

—

The second annual exhibition of the Southern section

of this Society, was held on Tuesday last in the Royal
Horticultural Society's Gardens, South Kensington,
in conjunction with the meetings of that Society's

committees, and we were pleased to find, that the ex-

hibition on the whole was a much better one than could
have reasonably been expected, considering the wither-

ing character of the intense heat experienced during
the previous week or ten days. When the date was
selected sometime back, there was every probability,

considering the nature of the weather up to that time,

that the flowers would be in their best dress at the

time stipulated, but as things have turned out, a fix-

ture a week earlier would have better served the

Southern growers. As it was, Mr. Turner was thrown
out of most of the competitions altogether, and
Mr. Dodwell, the indefatigable honorary sccretar)-,

too, couki only show second flowers as a

general rule, good though they were, and fairly

successful in the competitions. But if the show
illustrated one thing more than another, it was the

wonderful manner in which Mr. James Douglas
manages always to "hit the day," for although even
with his skill and resources, he could not save his best

flowers, he nevertheless was in sufficiently strong

force to take thirty-four prizes, besides showing the

premier blooms in the show of both Carnations and
Picotees—a feat of unerring skill, that, so far as we
know, has never been equalled—in the south at all

events. A satisfactory feature of the show, as com-
pared with the one held last year at the "NA'est-

minster Aquarium, was the increased number of

northern flowers staged, together with a larger

attendance of northern growers themselves, whose
presence gave a lively interest to the proceedings of

the day.

The prizes were awarded as follows :—Carnations :

For twenty-four blooms, not less than twelve dis-

similar varieties.— 1st, Mr. James Douglas, gr. to

F. Whitbourn, Esq., Loxford Hall, Ilford, with

Eccentric Jack, crimson bizarre ; James Douglas,

purple flake ; Isaac Wilkinson, C.B., James Taylor,

pink and purple bizarre ; Admiral Curzon, scarlet

bizarre ; James Cheelham, scarlet flake ; Rose of

Stapleford, rose flake ; Squire Meynell, purple flake ;

Captain Stott, C.B., Rev. G. Rudrick, C.B., Sybil,

rose flake ; True Briton, scarlet bizarre ; Earl of

.Stamford, purple flake ; Rifleman, C.B., Sarah

Payne, pink and purple bizarre ; John Keet, rose

flake ; Dreadnought, scarlet bizarre ; John Bayley,

S.F. ; James Merr}*weather, R.F. ; Lord Lewishnm,
C.B.

; J. D. Hextall, crimson bizarre ; and the

Clipper, scarlet flake ; 2d, Mr. George Rudd, Under-
cliff, Bradford ; 3d,'I\Ir. E. S. Dodwell, Chatham Ter-

race, Larkhall Lane, S.W.
;

4th, Mr. Jonathan
Booth, Failsworth, near Manchester. Yox twelve

dissimilar varieties of Carnations :— ist, Mr. E. S.

Dodwell, with Falconbridge, P.P.B. ; Admiral

Curzon, S.B. ; John Keet, R.F. ; James Cheelham,
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scarlct-flakc ; Maicclml Ncy, C.I!. ; Crficclcss Tom,
C.B. ; three seedling scarlet liizarres, a seedling

crimson bizarre, and a seedling rose-flake; 2d, Mr.
James Douglas; yS^ Mr. S. IJrown, Compton Road,
Handsworth, Birmingham ; 4th, Mr. 8. C. IJuttrum,

Burgh Mills, Woodliridgc
; Sth, Mr. G. Rudd ; 6th,

Mr. B. Simonite, Rough Bank, Sheflield. For six

dissimilar varieties : 1st, Mr. Medhurst, Priory Road,
Wandsworth Road, with Falconbridge, P.P.B.,
Mercury, S. B., J. D. Hexlall, C. B., Lovely Ann,
rosc-fiake, Admiral Giirzon, S.B., and Florence
Nightingale, P.F, ; 2d, Mr. W. II. Dodwell, Sydney
Villa, Stockwcll, and 3d, Mr. T. F. Burnaby Atkins,

Ilalstcad Place, Sevenoalcs.

In the classes for single specimen blooms, of the six

different sections, the awards were made in the fol-

lowing order :—Scarlet bizarres : ist, Mr. Douglas,
with True Briton ; 2d, Mr. J. Booth, with Gari-

baldi
;

3d, Mr. J. P'letcher," with a seedling; 4th,

Mr. S.Brown with Admiral Curzon ; 5th, Mr. Douglas,
with Admiral Curzon, Crimson Bizarres— Ist, Mr.
Douglas with Jenny Lind ; 2d, Mr. Douglas with
John Simonite

;
3d, Mr. Turner with John Simonite

;

4lh, Mr. Douglas with Captain Stott
;

5th, Mr.
Douglas with Lord Miltcm. Pink Bizarres— 1st,

Mr. Douglas with James Taylor ; 2d, Mr. S. C.
Buttrum with Sarah Payne

;
3d, Mr. J. Hines, Ijiswich,

with Eccentric Jack ; 4th, Mr. Douglas with James
Taylor; 5th, Mr. S. C. Buttrum with Eccentric

Jack. Purple Flakes — Ist, Mr. Douglas with
James Douglas; 2d, Mr. G. Rudd with Ajax

;

3d, and 4th, Mr. Douglas with Squire Meynell ; 5lh,

Mr. Rudd, with Ajax. Scarlet Flakes— ist, Mr. S. C.
Buttrum with Annihilator, and the other four prizes.

Mr. Douglas, with Clipper, John Bayley, Sportsman,
and Clipper. Rose flakes— 1st, Mr. Douglas, with
Sybil ; 2d, Mr, Douglas, with John Kcet ; 3d, Mr.
Buttrum, with Mrs. Green ; 4th," Mr. Douglas, with
Rose of Stapleford

;
5th, Mr. E. S. Dodwell, with

Rose of Stapleford. The premier Carnation, selected
from the whole exhibition, was John Bayley, S. F.,

shown Isy Mr. Douglas.

Picotees : for twenty-four blooms, not less than
twelve dissimilar varieties— 1st, Mr. James Douglas,
with J. B. Bryant, heavy red edged ; Mary, light

purple edged ; Fanny Helen, heavy rose edged
;

Mrs. Douglas, light jiurple edged ; Ethel, light rose

edged ; Mrs. Niven, heavy purple edged ; Mrs.
Bower, light red edged ; Edith Dombrain, heavy
rose edged ; Prima Donna, light purple edged

;

Brunette, heavy purple edged ; Miss "Wood, light

rose edged ; Zcrlina, heavy purjjle edged ; Obadiah,
heavy rose edged ; Clara, light red edged ; Miss Lee,
light rose edged

; John .Smith, heavy red edged

;

William Summers, medium red ; Alliance, heavy
purple edged; cX;c. : 2d, Mr. Turner, with Princess
Mary, Lady Beeston, Lothair, Queen of Summer,
Rev. F. D. Horner, heavy red edged ; Brunette,
heavy red edged ; Zerlina, heavy purple edged

;

Royal Visit, heavy rose edged ; Lady Salisbury,
Lady Louisa, hea\y rose edged ; I\Irs. Wilson, Lily
of the A'alley, wire edged red

; J. B. Bryant, red
edged ; Lady Carington, medium rose edged

;

Alliance, heavy purple edged ; Mrs. Payne, medium
edged rose ; Brilliant, heavy scarlet edged ; Thomas
Jivens, light red edged ; and Mrs. Langley. Second,
Mr. James Douglas ; 3d, Mr. E. S. Dodwell

; 4lh,
Mr. J. Booth

; sth, Mr. H. Hooper, Bath. For
twelve dissimilar varieties : ist, Mr. James Douglas,
with J. B. Br}'ant, red edged ; Miss ^^'ood, light rose
edged ; Mrs. Douglas, purple edged ; Thomas Wil-
liam, light red edged ; Mary, purple edged ; Zerlina,
heavy purple edged ; l-^dith Dombrain, heavy rose

edged; Brunette, heavy red edged; Fanny Helen,
heavy rose edged

; John Smith, hea\y red edged ;

Minnie, purple edged ; and Afrs. Niven, purple
edged ; 2nd, Mr. E. S. Dodwell

; 3rd, Mr. R.
tJorton, Eccles, Lancashire

; 4th, Mr. G. Rudd
;

5th, Mr. S. Brown ; 6th, Mr. B. Simonite. For six

dissimilar blooms : 1st, Mr. Medhur.4, with Robert
Scott, heavy red edged ; Beauty of Cheltenham,
Princess of Wales, red edged ; Cynthia, purple edged ;

Mary, light purple edged ; Zerlina, heavy jnirple

edged, and Miss Lee, light scarlet edged ; 2nd Mr.
W. H. Dodwell ; 3d, Mr. T. F. Burnaby Atkins.

Single specimens : red, heavy edged, 1st and 2d,
:Mr. Douglas with John Smith ; ii\^ IMr. Douglas
with Princess of Wales

; 4th Mr. Turner with Dr.
Abercrombie

; 5th, Mr. Douglas with Princess of
Wales. Red, light edged : 1st, Mr. G. Rudd, with
Thomas William ; 2d, Mr. B. Simonite, with Violet
Douglas; 3d, Mr. E. S. Dodwell, with Thomas
William

; 4th, Mr. B. Simonite, with Violet
Douglas

; 5th, Mr. G. Rudd, with Thomas AVilliam,
Purple, heavy edged : 1st, Mr. Turner, with Mrs.
Albert Chancellor; 2d, Mr. Turner, with Zerlina;
3d,Mr.E.S. Dodwell, with Zerlina; 4th, Mr. Douglas,
with Mrs. Niven; 5th, Mr. S.C. Buttrum, with Lavinia.
Purple, light edged: Isl, :\lr. Douglas, with Mary;
2d, Mr. E. S. Dodwell, with Mary; i<\, Mr. Turner,
with Alice

;
4th and 5th, Mr. Douglas, with Mrs.

Douglas and Alary. Rose or scarlet, heavy
edged: 1st, Mr. Turner, with Mrs. Payne; 2d,
Mr. E. S. Dodwell with Juliana ; lO, and 4th, Mr.
(;. Rudd, with Miss Horner and Juliana; 5lh, Dr

Abercrombie, with. Lady Louisa. Rose or Scarlet,

light edged : 1st, Mr. Turner, with Victoria ; 2d, Mr.
Dnuglas, with Miss Wood

; 3d, Mr. G. Rudd, with
Miss Wood

;
4th, Mr. H. Hooper, with Lucy; Sth,

Dr. Abercrombie, with Victoria. Vellow Grounds :

Ist, Mr. Turner, wiih Hon. Mary Lascellcs ; 2d, Mr.
Turner, with Prince of Orange

; 3d, Mr. Douglas,
with Prince of Orange

; 4th and 5th, Mr. Turner,
with Alice Wailc and Prince of Orange. The Pre-
mier Picotce in the show, was J. B. Bryant, heavy-
edged red, shown by Mr. Douglas.

Selfs, Fancies, or Vellow Grounds, twenty-four
blooms, not less than twelve dissimilar; 1st, Mr. J.
Douglas; 2d, Mr. Turner ;3d, Mr. H. Hooper; 4th,

Mr. B. Simonite; 5th, Mr. E. S. Dodwell. Twelve dis,

similar blooms : 1st, Mr. Turner ; 2d, Mr. H. Cattley-
Bath

; 3d, Mr. H. Hooper; 4th, Dr. Abercrombie.
Plants in Pols. Twelve specimens in Pots not

exceeding S inches in diameter : 1st, Mr. Turner ; 2d,
Mr. Douglas.

First-class Certificates were awarded to Mr. Turner
for Ophir, a fine yellow self Picotce ; Lord Beacons-
field, salmon buff, with red edges, a fine flower, with
beautifully shaped petals ; Royal Visit (Abercrombie),
a beautiful heavy edged Rose ; Mrs. Payne, fine me-
dium edged Rose ; Alice, yellow ground, edged and
strijied with red ; Henry Tait, yellow ground, heavy
red edged and striped ; and Eleanor, primrose yellow,

striped with red.

Newcastle Horticultural: July iS and 19.

—

This .Society, said to be the oldest in England, has,

within the last few years, had new life infused into

it by coming under the management of a really

energetic commillce, who ha\e shown by the results

of their exertions wdiat can be done by thoroughly
united efforts to make their show attractive to the

public, and to bring exhibitors from long distances to

aid the local growers in making their displays such
as to maintain their hold of the masses, without
which these gatherings necessarily lack the means for

their existence. That the committee have been in

this successful is evident, from the fact that

each year they command a larger attendance.

On this occasion they took at the gates on
the first day ;^250 in money, in addition to

the tickets held by some 4000 subscribers, of which
large number we understand the Society can
boast. The show was held in Leazes Park, on a

large canvas-covered space, consisting of five spans,

each 130 feet in length, placed side by side, and col-

lectively 150 feet wide, supported by upright timbers
10 feet in height, let well into the ground, and
covered alternately with pale blue and white calico.

On the head of these pillars, which ran longitudinally

under the junction of each span, was a stout

piece of timber, to which the canvas was secured,

and these, as well as the outside walls of the

tents, were festooned with red cloth. In this

way there was very little timber except the centre

poles seen. The whole was securely braced together

by several runs of 2-inch gas-piping extending the

entire length across the timbers which cap the up-
right pillars, and bolted to them. This arrangement
was devised by Mr. Dinning, of Messrs. Dinning &
Cook, Hot-water Engineers, Newcastle.
The exhibition collectively was considered quite up

to the standard of former years, and showed a

marked improvement in the local growers' produc-
tions, thereby giving evidence that the first object for

which such societies exist is being attained. The
arrangements were of the most complete description,

which enabled the judging to be got through without
the hitches and delays that too often occur where
better things might be looked for.

Stove AND Greemiousf. Plants.—The leading

open class of ten flowering and ten foliage plants,

grouped for effect, 1st pri7e^25 and the Royal Horti-

cultural Society's Silver Knightian Medal, brought
out two competitors^—Mr. Tudgey, gr. to T, F. G.
Williams, Esq., Henwick Grange, Worcester, was
1st, his flowering specimens showing unmistakable
signs of long travel and previous exhibiting, but his

foliage plants were much superior to those of his

opponent and better adapted to give the efiect required

by the conditions of the schedule, as well as being
better arranged. His most noticeable blooming
examples were the useful summer - flowering

Heaths, E. Irbyana, and E. Paxtoni, and Ixora

Dixiana ; in foliage he had a handsome Cycas
—C. circinalis, C. revoluta, a fine Dicksonia
antarctica, and the two elegant Palms, Geonoma
gracilis and Cocos Weddelliana, with the massive

leaved Pritchardia pacifica. Mr. T. Wilson, gr. to

Mrs Fleming, Normanby Hall, Middlcsborough,
2d, with well-flowered fresh, healthy, and large

plants of ])ipladenia Brearleyana, D. amabilis,

Allamanda Hendersonii, Clerodendron Balfourianum,
Erica ferruginea, superba, and Pha^nocoma proli-

fera Barnesii. For six blooming plants, Mr.
Wilson was easily 1st, showing in a well-bloomed
half-dozen the old Trcmandra verticillata trained on a

large balloon-shaped trellis, a plant of too slender

growth and spare foliage to look well so managed.

The Dipladenia amabilis in this lot bore about thirty

bunches of very large highly coloured flowers ; Mr. T,
Battcnsby, Magg Hill, Blaydon, 2d, whose group
was the yellow-flowered Cassia corymbosa, a plant,
when well done, as this was, very effective.

Foliage Pi^ants and Ferns. — Six fine-foliage

plants : For these Mr, A. Methven, gr. to T. Lange,
Esq., Heathfield House, Gateshead, stood well to the
front, having, amongst others, a grand example of
Encephalarlos ; Mr. Battensby 2d. Six Ferns : Mr.
Wilson was again in front. In his group there was a
preponderance of tree species. Second, Mr, J. Storrie,

gr. to B. Noble, Esq., Gloucester House, Newcastle.
In the division for amateurs the best three blooming
plants came from Mr. J. Oliver, consisting of Statice

profusa, Allamanda Chelsoni, and Trachelospermum
jasminoides ; Mr. Battensby 2d.

Pelargoniums.—For so late in the season these
were well done, Mr. May, of Bedale, taking 1st in the
class for nine large-flowered varieties, as also for six

fancies, having amongst the former well bloomed
specimens of Ruth, Lady of the Lake, Desdemona,
and Purple Gem. Mr. May's best fancies were
Delicatum, .Sylvia, and ]Mrs. Hart. In the amateurs'
class for six large flowered kinds Mr. Adams took
1st easily. He had, with others, the fiery coloured
Prince Leopold. Zonalcs were extensively shown and
neatly grown and flowered. For six Mr, R. Gardner,
Dunston, was 1st with an even bloomed half dozen ;

Mr. Stockley, Elswick Park, a very close 2d, showing
larger trussed varieties, such as Mrs. Turner, deep
pink ; Miss Blanche, and the semi-double Wonderful.
Roses.—These were largely exhibited, and for the

middle of July in good condition. Forty-eight single

blooms; Messrs. Cranston ^; Co., Hereford, stood
out conspicuously with magnificent flowers of
Betiuty of Wallham, Marguerite de St. Amand,
Horace Vernet, Monsieur Francois Michelon,
and Senateur Vaisse ; Mr. Prince, Oxford,
2d ; and Messrs. Paul, the Old Nurseries,

Cheshunt, 3d, both having fine blooms ; Mr. H.
May and Mr. J. Davison, Hereford ; and others,

also exhibited in this class. For thirty-six varieties

the competition was equally numerous, Alessrs. Cran-
ston again taking 1st with a splendid lot of blooms,
Messrs. Paul 2d, Mr. G. Davison 3d. Twelve
Roses, any \ariety : Messrs. Cranston 1st, showing
a dozen magnificent Alfred Colomb, fresh, full, and
possessing a beautiful deep shade of colour ; Mr. J.
Davison 2d, Mr. Prince 3d. Twelve Tea Roses:
Mr. Prince, 1st; the executors of the late J. Harrison,
The Nurseries, Catterick Bridge, 2d. Twehe yellow-

Roses : 1st, the executors of the late J. Harrison.
In the amateurs' class for twenty-four, the competi-
tions were both numerous and close : 1st, Mr. E. R.
Whitweli, Barton Hall ; 2d, Mr. J. Burrell, Heigh-
ton, Dariington ; 3d, Mr. Mayo, Oxford. Twelve :

1st, Mr. C. Laws, Pouteland.

The Tahle Decorations, for which liberal

prizes were offered, were none of them well done,

being too heavy, the flowers used in moVit cases too

large and clumsily arranged ; 1st, Mr. M. Thompson,
gr. to L. Wood, Esq. ; 2d, Messrs. J. Gellender & Sons,
florists and fruiterers, Newcastle

;
3d, Mr. Methven.

Fruit was not largely shown, but the greater por-
tion good in quality. For six dishes, Mr. Jowscy,
gr. to G. G, Brown, Esq., Sedbury Park, was 1st,

with an even well finished collection ; Mr. Service,

Maxwell Town, Dumfries, 2d ; Mr. Jowsey was also

1st for four dishes, as likewise for four varieties of
Grapes. Two bunches black Grapes : 1st, Mr. T.
Aitken, Kirkleatham Hall, Redear. Two bunches
white Grapes : Ist, Mr. J. Mavin. One Pine: 1st,

Mr. J. Brown, gr. to E. Joicey, Esq., Whinney
House, Gateshead. Six Peaches: 1st, Mr. J,

Brogdon, gr. to Mrs. Morrison, Jesmond ParK
Six Nectarines : 1st, Mr. J. R. Metcalfe, gr.

to W. Hornby, Esq., Elsham House, Grantham.
Mr. Jowsey had an extra award for one of the finest

examples we have seen of Venn's Black Muscat Grajic,

which, whether distinct or not from Muscat Ham-
burgh, was, as shown here, a grand Grape. Mr.
Witherspoon, Chester-le-Street, received an extra

prize for fruit trees in pots, consisting of Grapes,
Peaches, Nectarines, and Apples, creditably shown.
Messrs. Veitch, Chelsea, had a very fine miscellaneous
collection of plants, including Orchids, Nepenthes,
Sarracenias, and ornamental-leaved subjects. Mr. J.

Watson exhibited a verj' good assortment of coniferous

and taxaceous trees in pots. From Mr. J. Thompsc-n,
Ravenside Nursery, came a miscellaneous collectitin

of flowering and fine-leaved plants.

Redruth Horticultural: July 16 (tW 17.—This
Society held its second annual c\hibiti<m on the

above date. The weather was all that could 1 e

desired, and financially the show has left the Society

in a very prosperous condition. The show was in

every respect a great improvement on its jircdeccsscr,

the exhibits being superior to those shown on the

previous occasion, though it is still hoped that, wiih

better prizes, an increased competition may ensue. 'J 1 e

prizes offered now, however, are as good as at any
other show in the country. Contrary to Comi>h
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exhibitions generally, everything shown was on this

occasion for competition. It is too often the case

that the competitive collections are conspicuous by

their absence, owing to the reluctance of many of

the gentry to compete with each other, while the non-

competitive forms the staple of the shows, and of

course removes that interest which would otherwise

be felt. Among the most successful exhibitors are the

names of W. II. Lean, Esq., Falmouth, (gr. Mr.

Sluthridgc), who showed some of the best plants in the

exhibition ; among them an Allamanda Hender-

soni, large in size and well-flowered, by far the best

flowering plant in the show ; also a good Vinca

rosea, some good Crotons and Palms. A. Lanyon,

Esq. Redruth, (gr. Mr. Bowden), was also a very

successful exhibitor, his twelve Ferns being very fine,

while his white CJrapes were a long way ahead of

anything in this class. In the class for nurserymen,

Mr. R. T. Veitch, of Exeter, figured very pro-

minently. The local nurserymen also showed good

collections of plants. Class i was for twelve stove

and greenhouse plants, not specified as flowering or

line foliage, which of course left a great margin to

exhibitors. There were three entries in this class,

Mr. Lean taking the lead with six flowering and six

foliage, the flowering section being the weaker part ;

but there were two very good plants, viz., the above-

mentioned Allamanda Hendersoni and Vinca rosea.

Among the foliage plants were Cissus discolor, La-

tania borbonica, and Areca lutescens, in good con-

dition ; Mr. Lanyon was 2d, his best plants being

Clerodendron Thomsoni and Dracaena magnifica
;

Mr. Bickford 3d. Class 2; six plants of the same

character.—Mr. Lean was awarded 1st, with a nice

fresh lot, including a good plant of Cleroden-

dron Thomsoni. Mr. Lanyon was a good

2d. Class 3 : Twelve fine foliage plants.—Here

Mr. Lean again asserted his supremacy, although it

was a close run between him and Mr. Lanyon, whose

plants were the fresher of the two, but not sufficiently

so to counterbalance the size and quality of Mr. Lean's.

who had Croton angustifolius and variegatus of good

size and well coloured ; also Corypha australis and a

monster specimen of Pandanus utilis. Mr. Lanyon's

best were Maranta tubispatha, Anthurium m.agnificum,

and some good Draccenas, all fresh, medium-sized

plants. In the class for twelve miscellaneous plants

Mr. Pendarvis was 1st, Mr. Lanyon 2d. These were

only of medium merit. There were two classes for

Fuchsias, twelve and six. The six shown by Mr.

Lean were very well done and did the grower credit,

while the twelve were a very indifferent lot.

Exotic Ferns were quite a feature of the show. Mr.

Lanyon took the lead with a capital group of twelve

very creditable specimens, including a well-grown

Adiantum farleyense, also a good Adiantum gracilli-

mum, which were very much admired ; Mr. Bickford

taking 2d honours. There was also a class for six ;

here the Rev. W. W. Butlin and Mr. Lean were the

competitors, taking the prizes in the order named. In

the 1st prize lot was a specimen of Adiantum cuneatum

about 5 feet across and very beautiful.

Class 18 was for a collection of plants shown by
nurserymen. There were three competitors in this

class. Mr. Veitch, of Exeter, took 1st prize with a

valuable collection, among them a fine specimen of

Cycas revoluta, the best foliage plant in the show
;

good plants of .Alocasia Sedeni, Stephanotis flori-

bunda, several Ericas, notably a fine plant of Erica

pulcherrima ; several nice plants of Cocos Weddelli-

ana, a Phoenix reclinata, Dracaenas ferrea, stricta, and

Baptistii, two or three Orchids, including a good

variety of Saccolabium ampuUaceum ; while a pan of

Sarracenia purpurea came in for a share of attention.

Mr. J. Nicholls, Redruth, also showed a very inte-

resting lot of plants, small, but in capital health. To
particularise them would be a task, as their number
was legion. Mr. .Smith, Redruth, also exhibited in

this class a very well-grown lot of plants, such as

Ferns, Fuchsias, Pelargoniums, &e.

In the cut flower department the Roses, as usual,

seemed to attract most attention. Messrs. Curtis,

Sandford, & Co., Torquay, carried off all the 1st

prizes, with a fine lot of bloom, Mr. Smyth,

St. Austell, taking 2d honours. In bouquets, both

table and hand, Mr. Painter, Clowance, took the 1st

prizes with a couple, very well arranged. The others

were far below them in merit.

The fruit classes were not very strong. The 1st

prize-dish of black Grapes were of medium size, and

nicely coloured, G. L. Basset, Esq., Tehidy, being

the exhibitor. Mr. Bowden, gr. to A. Lanyon, Esq.,

showed a beautiful dish of white Grapes, Buckland

Sweetwater, in prime condition, and easily secured

the 1st prize, the other exhibitors showing Muscat of

Alexandria, fine in bunch and berry, but not ripe.

There was a nice dish of Peaches shown, and several

Melons, the best from Mr. Grose, gr., Trevince, first-

rate in size and flavour.

In the cottagers' department there were some good
fruits and vegetables shown, but the competition was

confined to a very limited number. This is a depart-

ment the society wishes to encourage, the few

prizes offered being but the nucleus of a cottagers'

show, which they intend to establish. I^. G,

Luton Show? : yuly 18.—This exhibition was held

on the above date at Luton, and formed an importaiit

part of the annual meeting of the Bedfordshire Agri-

cultural Society, which included a poultry exhibition

also. All was under the care of a central committee

with a special committee to carry out the details of

each. One admittance fee franked the visitor to

every part of the exhibition ground.

The opinion was generally entertained that the

horticultural department was the best feature of the

meeting. One very large circular tent accommodated

the plants, the fruits, vegetables, and cut flowers, and

the cottagers' produce filled two long tents of a roomy
character. The huge plant house was too large for

the size of the fgliaged and stove and greenhouse

plants grown round Luton ; but Mr. Butters, the

gardener at Luton Hoo Park, the residence of Mrs.

Gerald Leigh, very kindly sent a number of B.ays in

tubs, several fine Palms, &c., and these proved of

great value in furnishing the large space within the

tent.

The leading class was for twelve stove and green-

house plants in or out of flower, and these were

grouped on a raised stage round the centre pole of the

tent, where they formed an imposing feature, as they

contained fine examples, especially in the way of

foliaged plants. The exhibitors were Mr. C. Butters,

Luton Hoo Park ; Mr. J. Parker, nurseryman, Rugby ;

and Mr. J. Howse, Eastgate Nursery, Peterborough ;

and the prizes were awarded in the order of the

names given. Mr. Butters' fine collection included

Allamanda Schottii, Clerodendron Balfourianum,

Kalosanthes coccinea. Begonia weltoniensis, finely

grown ; Gleichenia speluncce, a huge Cyathea

princeps, of splendid proportions ; Croton angusti-

folius, C. pictus, Pandanus Veitchii, Cycas revoluta,

Areca robusta, and Dracaena Baptistii. The flower-

ing plants were past their best, but any defects in

this respect were amply compensated for by the fine

character of the foliaged plants. The remaining col-

lections were pretty well balanced, but the freshness

of Mr. Parker's plants give him the advantage over

his riv.al, Mr. Howse. In the class for eight stove

and greenhouse plants Mr. Butters, the only exhi-

bitor, staged a capital group. He was also 1st with

six fine-foliaged and variegated plants, and also with

six stove and greenhouse Ferns. With six fine-

foliaged plants Mr. Hedley, gr. to Colonel Sowerby,

Putteridgebury, was 2d ; and in the class for nine

exotic Ferns the 2d prize went to Mr. J. Free-

m.an, gr. to Sir J. G. S. Sebright, Bart., Beechwood,

Herts.
Foliaged plants, such as what are usually shown

under this heading. Ferns, Caladiums, &c., were

plentiful enough, but it was remarkable that in the

leading classes for Fuchsias, the various sections of

Pelargoniums, Lilies, &c., there were no entries.

This greatly interfered with an eff'ective arrangement

in the large tent, and with the exception of the stove

and greenhouse plants in flower the only colour to

give life to the green foliage of the plants was that

supplied by Crotons, &c. Balsams were fairly well

shown, and there were some nice Cockscombs, but

nothing else in the w.ay of flowering plants.

Messrs. Veitch & Sons, Exotic Nurseries, Chelsea,

Mr. B. S. Williams, Victoria Nursery, Holloway, and

Mr. John Wills, Onslow Crescent, South Kensington,

sent to Luton large and varied collections of new and

rare plants, that supplied much to delight and fill with

wonder the country people who swarmed to see them.

Messrs. Lane & Son, Berkhampstead, sent six large

Vines in fruit in pots, and these appeared to be a

veritable surprise to the Luton people.

In the open class for seventy-two cut Roses,

Messrs. Paul & Son, Old Nurserie's, Cheshunt, were

1st ; Messrs. W. Paul & Son, Waltham Cross, 2d ;

and Messrs. E. P. Francis & Son, Hertford, 3d.

Notwithstanding the hot weather some fine blooms

were staged. In the other classes some good blooms

were shown, the season considered. There were also

collections of cut flowers of stove and greenhouse

plants and a few other things, supplemented by fine

collections of cut Roses sent from their Ealing nur-

series by Messrs. C. Lee & Son, and from Messrs. W.
Paul & Son.
The collections of wild flowers botanically arranged

were an interesting feature. There were five com-

petitors, the 1st prize being taken by Mr. J. Saunders,

of Luton, who had i5o species, all gathered with but

one exception within a radius of 12 miles from Luton.

They were scientifically arranged in their classes and

natural orders. The 2d prize was awarded to Miss H.
Paybody, Luton, who had 160 species, and the

third to Miss D. M. Higgins, Luton, with a collection

of about 140 species. .\ collection sent by John
Edge, one of the under gardeners at Luton Hoo
Gardens, was highly commended.
The best collection of eight dishes of fruit, as also

that of twelve distinct kinds of vegetables, came from

Mr. Geo. Sage, gr. to Earl Brownlow, Ashridge,

Herts. Mr. John Day, Norton, near Daventry, was

2d, with a collection of fruit, and Mr. Norman,
Hatfield Gardens, 3d. The 2d prize for vegetables

went to Mr. G. Robinson, gr. to F. Howard, Esq.,

Abbey Close, Bedford, and the 3d to Mr. J. Freeman,

Beechwood Gardens. There were many other classes

for vegetables and fruits, but space will not admit of

their being detailed.

Woodford Horticultural: July 17. — This
delightful suburban show was held in the beautiful

grounds of Monkhams, by the kind permission of

Henry Ford Barclay, Esq. One huge tent comprised

the main part of the exhibition, attached to which

centrally on either side were two ante or small tents,

containing on the one side vegetables and wild flowers,

and on the other the gratuitous exhibits made by some
of our leading nurserymen and others.

Passing rapidly through the tents we observed that

fruit was excellent, more especially the small fruits in

season. For collection of Palms, W. Mellis, Esq.

(Mr. McNie, gr.), was a good 1st, and Mr. Grove, gr.

to E. N. Buxton, Esq., was 2d. For six plants in

bloom, &c., open, Mr. Monk won the 1st prize with

neat young plants. Exotic Ferns, though small, were

neatly shown, Mr. Pearce being 1st. Foliage plants

were well staged by Mr. McNie. Mr. Grove was 1st with

neat Lycopods. For single plants Mr. Simmons and

Mr. Grove had the best Gloxinias, and Mr. Nott and

Mr. Simmons Achimenes. Mr. Fisher was placed an

equal 1st with a good Cattleya crispa, and a splendid

plant of Lilium auratum respectively. Hanging
baskets and Verbenas were also best shown by Mr.
Simmons. With baskets of pot plants Messrs. J.

Rumbel & Grove had the best, and six dinner-table

plants were admirably staged by Messrs. McNie,
Rumbel & Grove. With collections of plants arranged

for effect, Messrs. Monk & Simmons were an admir-

able 1st and 2d. Amongst the fruits we noted that the

best Grapes were shown by Messrs. Simmons, Grove,

Kennard, and Searing; Peaches, by Mr. Beadle;

Nectarines, Mr. Kennard ; Melons, Mr. Searing ; and
for vegetables, Mr. Darvel. The Messrs. Wm. Paul

& Son staged some excellent Roses. Mr. Rumsey
showed Roses in admirable trim ; Messrs. Daniels

Bros., Norwich, being strong in Phloxes, Tropaeolums,

Pelargoniums, &c. ; they also staged an excellent

dish of Old King Noble Potatos. An immense
collection of garden implements was arranged around.

The company was numerous, and much credit is due

to Mr. Taylor, the secretary, and the committee,

who so ably carried out the arrangements. H'. E.

%\t ®ca%r.
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Temperature.—The higlicst temperatures of the air

observed by day varied from 87 i° on the 19th to 70°

on the 15th ; tlie mean vaUie for the week was 79^*.

The lowest temperatures of the air observed by night

varied from 52^ on the l6th, to 63^° on the 19th ; the

mean vahie for the weel-: was 56^'. The mean daily

range of temperature in the week was 22!*, the least

range in the day being I5|° on the 15th, and the

greatest, 274°, on the 17th.

The mean daily temperatures of the air, and the

departures from their respective averages, were as

follows:—July 14th, 6o°.7, — I°.9 ; 15th, 6o°.3, —
2°.4 ; l6th, 62°, — o°.7 ; 17th, 66°.2, + 3°S ; iSth,

70°- 3. + 7°-7 ; '9'h, 72°.7, + io'.2 ; 20th, 69°.2,

+ 6°.8. The mean temperature of the air for the

week was 65°. 9 being 3°. 5 above the average of
sixty years.

The highest readings of a thermometer with black-

ened bulb in vacijo, placed in sun's rays, were 157°

on the 19th, 156^° on the 20th, and 141 j° on the l8th;

on the 15th the reading did not rise above 100*. The
lowest readings of a thermometer on grass with its

bulb exposed to the sky were 41^° on the i6lh, and
421° on the 14th ; the mean of the seven low readings

was 481°.

Wind.—The direction of the wind was North, and
its strength gentle. The weather during the week
was generally fine, dry, and warm. No rain fell.

England : Temperature.—The highest tempera-
tures of the air observed by day were 90° at Sun-
derland, 891° at Bradford, 89° at Eccles, 88^° at

Cambridge, and S7i^° at Blackheath ; the highest

teinperature of the air at Liverpool was 765°, and at

Portsmouth 79° ; the mean value from all stations was

84I*. The lowest temperatures of the air observed by
night were 46!^ at Brtstol, \']\° at Cambridge, 48" at

Hull, and 49° at Truro and Nottingham ; the lowest

temperature of the air at Liverpool was 56}^, and at

Leeds was 56^
; the mean value from all stations

was 52". The range of temperature in the week
was the greatest at Cambridge, 41 J°, and the least at

Liverpool, 20^° ; the mean range of temperature from
all stations was 32f *.

The mean of the seven high day temperatures was
the highest at Cambridge, 8oi°, Bristol, So°, and
Blackheath, Leeds, and .Sunderland all about 79i°

;

and the lowest at Liverpool, 684'', and Wolverhamp-
ton, 714° ; the mean from all stations was 76|°. The
mean of the seven low night temperatures was the

lowest at Cambridge and Nottingham, both about

S3j°, and Bristol, 53!° ; .and the highest at Ports-

mouth, 601", and Sunderland 60^^ ; the general mean
from all stations was 57°. The mean daily range of
temperature was the least at Liverpool, gj", and the
greatest at Cambridge, 27 J" ; the mean daily range
from all stations was igf.
The mean temperature of the air for the week from

all stations was 65°, being 74° higher than the value
for the corresponding week in 1S77. The highest

were 68° at Sunderland and 67^° at Leeds, and the

lowest were 61 J° at Wolverhampton and 62° at Liver-
pool.

Rain.—The weather daring the week was fine,

warm, and very dry. At Eccles 0.02 inch of rain

fell, and at Liverpool o.oi inch fell ; at all other
places no rain fell.

The mean temperature of the air for the week at

Sunderland was no less than 1 1 j° higher than the
value for the corresponding week last year.

Scotland : Temperature.—The highest tempera-
tures of the air varied from 85° at Dundee to 714° at

Greenock; the mean from all stations was 78 J°. The
lowest temperatures of the air varied from 45° at

Dundee to 54° at Paisley ; the mean value from all

stations was S°k''- The mean range of tempera-
ture from all stations was 28|°.

The mean temperature of the air for the week from
all stations was 63*°, being 6i° higher than the
value for the corresponding week in 1S77. The
highest was 66° at Dundee, and the lowest 60" at

Greenock.
Jiain.—The amount of rain measured at Greenock

was 0.05 inch, and at Aberdeen, 0.02 ; at Glasgow,
Edinburgh, Dundee, Paisley, and Leith, no rain fell ;

the average fall over the country was but o.oi inch.

Dublin.—The highest temperature was 79°, the
lowest 52^°, the range 26.^°, the mean 66°, and the
fall of rain O.OI inch.

JAMES GLAISHER.

Variorum.
SHur Your Own Gate Behind You.—A week

or two devoted to going among others engaged in

similar pursuits—and this need not, of necessity, be
very far from home—will give one a freshening up
that will be worth more than all it costs, and the
good influences of which will last all the year. To
all who make use of the comparative leisure of mid-
summer to visit the orchards, gardens, and ground of
others, we (American Agriculturist) have one bit of
advice to give :

—"Shut your own gate behind you !"

When you leave your garden, fruit patch, or grounds,
of whatever kind, shut the gate, and leave whatever
is behind it there—don't take it with you. Recollect
when you visit the place of another you go to see
what he has to show, and learn what he has to teach.

If you would be a welcome visitor, and be dismissed
with a pressing invitation to come again, place your-
self in a receptive mood ; be for the time the atten-

tive pupil and not the te.icher. When others
visit your place, will be the proper time to teach.

Of all the intolerable bores who visit us is

the man who brings his own place with him,
and who, whatever may be shown him, at once
institutes a comparison with his own, and at once
begins to tell that "mine are much better than that,"—" I can beat you on so and so," and, ignoring the
thing before him tells us, "Ah, you should see my
Strawberries," "my Roses," "my Tomatos," and
so on all through—in short, the man who did not
" shut his own gate behind him." Those who are so
thoroughly satisfied with their own that they cannot
forget it for a few hours, should not visit, but remain
upon the scene of their remarkable achievements—at

home. We would not imply that one in visiting the
grounds of another may not, on occasion, drop a
useful hint drawn from his own experience, or that

he may not give his host any information that he may
ask for. But we have been so annoyed at receiving
visitors, and worse still, in visiting strange grounds in

company with those whose only object in visiting

appears to be to boast of their own aiTairs, that we
feel called upon to protest .again it. Those who
thoughtlessly fall into this unpleasant error need only
to be reminded of it, and they will sensibly avoid it.

From the chronic boaster of his own achievements
we hope to be delivered.

Cfnptrirs.
He iJuit questioneth much shall learn tmcch.— Bacon.

The Mexican Torch Thistle.—Will some of
your numerous correspondents kindly say where plants
or seeds of the so-called Mexican Torch Thistle are to be
had ? The botanical name of the plant is Erythrola^na
conspicua. It is a grand thing, and some years ago was
not uncommon, but appears, unaccountably, to have got
out of fasliion. Christopher Musgrove, Edmonton.

Answers to Correspondents.
*»* Numerous communicatio/is, reports of shows, ^c,

are unavoidably postponed.

Bees and Birds : J. N. We beUeve the bees have
been decapitated by some insect-eating bird, not by
the honey-bee.

Carnations and Picotees : A Novice. The flaked
flowers are Carnations ; those with a while ground
and coloured edges Picotees. The florists divide the
Carnation into six sections, which they place in

the following order ; — Scarlet bizarres, crimson
bizarres, pink and purple bizarres, purple flakes,

scarlet flakes, and rose flakes. The tri-coloured

flowers are bizarres, the flaked flowers those with one
colour on a white ground. The colour in a Picotee
should be disposed round the margin of the petals, the
pure white ground being free from spot or bar. The
' edges" are described as hea\y, medium, and light.

The red-edged flowers are the most highly favoured,
the purple-edged varieties standing second, and rose
and scarlet edges third.

Clematis : Old Sub. Star of India is the best of the
Jackmanni type that we know of, blooming at the pre-

sent time. Most of the plants that we have seen during
the last week or two, have been perfect sheets of
purple.

Climbing Rose : y. //. You will find Jaune Desprez,
a strong, vigorous growing, and free flowering variety,

of a light colour.

Double Primulas : V. Z. These are propagated by
taking off the side shoots and inserting them as cut-
tings singly in small pots in a sandy compost, keeping
them in a close frame or pit till rooted, and being very
careful not to over-water. If the plants have no side-

shoots you must destroy the centre carefully, and wait
for them. Many strains of Primula, however, bring a
good proportion of doubles from seeds.

Grapes : See and Say Nothing. The Grapes sent were
what is termed "shanked," and the entire method of
treatment described by you as that practised by your
superior tends to such results.

Insects : A Constant Reader. The Wood Leopard
Moth, Zeuzera aesculi.

Names of Plants : D. M. Send better specimens and
not withered scraps, and please remember, if fresh
when sent, they are shrivelled when received if not
well packed.

—

G. S. i, Echium \iolaceum ; 2, CEeno-
thera serotina ; 3, Ruscus hypophyllum var. hypo-
glossum

; 4, Cotoneaster acuminata
; 5, probably

Azara celastrina, but too imperfect to be certain.

—

\V. H. B. Calliphruria subedentala.

—

Inverness, i,

Diplacus glutinosus ; 2, Arauja albens
; 3, Calathea

sp.— \V. E. Acacia retinoides.

—

K. and F. i, Poa
compressa

; 2, Festuca duriuscula
; 3, Bromus race-

mosus var. without awns. Could you oblige us with
a few good specimens, with locality, for the herbarium ?

4, Festuca elatior ; 5, Brachypodium sylvaticum ; 6,

Eleocharis palustris.

—

Mary Andrews. Funkia ovata.
E. Moore. Oncidium planilabre.—y. H, G. Pteris

hastata macrophylla.

—

y. Scott, It is the common
Gladwyn Iris foclidissima. The seed pods have been
sold in the markets in winter under the name of
Wagga-Wagga HoUy.—X Z. i, Blechnum occi-

den tale, probably, but not mature enough ; 2, Adianlum
assimile

; 3, Onychium japonicum
; 4, Adiantum affine

;

5 and 6 are varieties of Coleus which we cannot attempt
to name from such materials.

—

E. G. H. i, Diplacus
(or Mimulus) glutinosus ; 2, Salvia Grahami

; 3,

Probably Dieles (or Moraea) iridioidcs, but the flowers

had perished long before the specimens reached
us, being very fugacious.

—

Dr. Morton. One of the
Funkias, probably F. ovata.

—

J. H. Cylas. 4, Stenactis

speciosa
; 5, Cineraria maritima ; 6, Begonia Suther-

landii
; 7, Veronica salicifolia ; 8, Chr)'santhemum

segetum
; 9, Achillea Ageratum.

Pelargonium Corsair : X. O. It is decidedly one of

the best bedding Zonal varieties that Mr. Pearson sent

out, a neat habited plant with fine solid-looking trusses

of scarlet blossoms. Wherever we have seen it this

season it has always been good.
Petunias : J. Gill. A fine strain. Some of the double-

flowered varieties are especially attractive. Those
named Exquisite, D, and Bride, all light colours, are

more to our taste. Mrs. Gill, somewhat darker ; and
F, a fringed purple, are also showy sorts. Perhaps
for quality E is the best flower, fringed petals, very

full, large, the coloiur a deep Ulac prettily veined.

This and Exquisite are very fine.

Ragged Kale : C. R. Freeman. The leaves are remark-
able for the mossy outgrowth from the upper surface.

These outgrowths take various forms, but we do not
think yours are more developed than others we sec in

cultivation. The colours are not as yet very telling for

decorative uses.

To Dry Leaves and Flowers : Young Gardener.
Get some old newspapers ; lay them together in packets
of six or eight pages ; on the top place your specimens,
which cover with an equal number of pages ; then put
.some more specimens on the pile, and cover as before.

On the top of all place a fiat board, with a brick or

other heavy weight. Change the papers every twenty-

four hours for the first two or three days, taking away
the damp sheets and replacing them by dry. The
necessity to change the sheets, and the time required

to dry the plants, depend on the nature of the plants,

&c.

Treatment of Grapes : H. C. i. If the Grapes are

approaching maturity, there was nothing injudicious

in the proceeding. 2. Quite right so far as we can
judge without knowing all the circumstances.

%* Correspondents are specially requested to address,

post-paid, alt communications intended for publica-

tion to the " Editors," and not to any member of the

staff personally. The Editors would also be obliged

by such communications being sent as early in the

week as possible. Correspondents sending news-

papers should be careful to mark the paragraphs they

wish the Editors to see. Letters relating to Adver-
tisements, or to the supply of tlie Paper, should be

addressed to the Publisher, and not to the Editors.

^^ Foreign Subscribers sending Post-office Orders
are requested to make them payable at the post-office,

King Street, Covent Garden, London, and at the

same time to inform the Publisher at the office of this

Journal.

Communications Received. -D.T. F.-W. B.-SirT. L.—
J. V. & S.—S. J.—J. T.—One of the Committee (you have
not complied wilh our rules, by sending your name and
address)—Amateur.—T. King.— R. G. (many thanks).—

J. S.—T. W. R. G. (No. as in that case it would be an
advertisement).-;. G. B.-H. W. Sargent—H. & B.-G. H.
W. H. R—G. M.—Marquis Corsi Salviati.—H. N. E.—
Rulherglen.—E. C. C.-M. V.-L. P.—A. J. B.-W. W. S.

-C. J. H.

COVENT GARDEN, fuly 25.

The supply of soft fruit has sensibly diminished the

last few days, and prices are somewhat higher. The
demand for hothouse fruit is not so brisk, Peaches more
particularly realising lower figures. Pines still in de-

mand. Vegetables plentiful and good. Trade quieter.

Plants in Pots.

Begonias, per doz, .. 6 o-ia o
Bouvardias, do ..12 0-24 o
Calceolarias, p. doz. , 4 o-ia o
Campanula, per doz. 6 0-12 o
Coleus. per dozen . . 30-90
Crassula, per dozen 9 0-24 o
Cyperus, do.

.

.. 6 a-12 o
Dracaena terminalis 30 0-60 o
— viridis, per doz. . . 18 0-24 o
Euonymus, var.,doz. 6 0-24

Fuchsias, per dozen . 4 0-18
Hydrangea, per doz. g 0-18 1

Mignonette, per doz. 3 o- 9 <

Musk, per dozen .

.

20-61
Myrtles, per doz.

Pairr ety.

elastic ,', each •6-150
toliage I'lants, vari-

ous, each . . . . 2 0-10 6

Cut Fi

5. d. s. d.

Abutilon, 12 blooms 06-10
Bouvardias.perbun. 10-40
Calceolaria, 12 bun.. 9 0-18 o
Carnations, i2bunch. 4 0-12 o
Cornflower, 12 buu.. 30-60
Eschscholtzia, 12

Euchari
Gardenias, 12 blms. 3 o- 9 <

Gladioli, various, 12

Heliotropes, i2sp. .. o 6- i (

Jasmine, 12 bunches 4 o- 9 c

Mignonette, 12 bun. 3 o- 6 <

Myosotis, i» bun. . . 3 o- 6 (

• 6-21

— scarlets, zonal,

per dozen .

.

..26-91
Petunias, per dozen 4 0-12 1

Rhodanthes. p. doz. 6 0-12 (

— Fairy, per doz. 9 0-12 <

OWERS.

s. d. s. a

Pelargoniums, 12 spr. o 9- i ^

— zonal, 12 sprays 04-11
Phlox, 12 bunches .. 6 0-12 .

Pinks, var., 12 bun. 40-9'
Primula, double, per

Pyrelhrum, 12 bun.. 30-6.
Roses (indoor), doz. i 6-12 <

— (outdoor), i2bun. 4 0-12 1

Stephanotis, 12 sp .

.

30-91
Stocks, 12 bunches.. 40-91
Sweet Peas, 12 bun. 2 o- 6 (

Sweet Sultan, 12 bun. 60-9*
Tropaeolum, 12 bun. i o- 4 <
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Apricots, per dozen :

Figs, per dozen .. i

Grapes, per lb. .. ]

Artichokes, English
Globe, doz. . . 20-40

Aubergines, p. doz.. 30-..
Beans, French, per

lb 04-06
— broad, per bush. 30-..
Beet, per doz. .. 10-20
Cabbages, per doz. .. i o- 3 o
Carrots, per bunch .. 04-06
Cauliflowers, per doz, 40-60
Celery, Der bundle .. 16-20
Chilis, per
Cucumbers, each .. o
Endive, per doz, .. i

Endive, Batav. dozen i

Garlic, per lb. .. o

Potatos ;—Old Potatos ;

plies of new ones are coming to market from

the Channel Islands, the prices continuing very low.

Oranges, per 100 .

.

Peaches, per dozen .

.

Pine-apples, per lb.

Strawberries, per lb.

Herbs, per bunch . . (

Horse Radish,p,bun. ,

Lettuces, Cos, Eng.,

Mint, green bunch., c

Onions, young, bun. «

Parsley, per bunch.. <

Peas, green, per qr. ,

Radishes, per bunch (

— New Jersey, doz. :

Shallots, per lb .. c

Spinach, per bu;.hel ;

Tomalos, per dozen :

Turnips, new, p. bun, c

Vegt. Marrows, doz. (

quite finished, but large 5

SEEDS.
London : July 24.—No change of importance has

occurred this week in the value of any kind of agricultural

seeds. The article most in request has been Trifolium
incarnatum, which has readily found buyers for export

to France ; for the moment, owing to the French demand,
the tendency of quotations is upwards. The domestic
inquiry for this article is at present very meagre : as to

the quantity, whether great or small, which will be wanted
later on for home consumption, it is difficult, as yet, to

form any opinion : a great deal will, of course, depend
on the weather. Of new Essex Rape seed there is a good
supply at market ; the quality is satisfactory and prices

are moderate. For white Mustard the sale continues

slow. With regard to Clover seed the market is withcut
life, but values keep exceedingly firm ; and it now appears
probable that the quantity supposed to be remaining in

the hands of farmers in Canada and also in the United
States has been largely over-estimated. In Trefoil there

is nothing yet doing ; the supply of new English in-

creases week by week. There is no alteration in the

rates for either Hemp or Canary Seed. Feeding Linseed
keeps very steady. John Shazo fr' Sons, Seed Merchants,

37, Mark Lane, Lofidon, E.C.

CORN.
Trade at Mark Lane on Monday was very quiet, and

no material change took place in prices. As regards
foreign Wheat rates were rather well supported, English
Wheat was altogetlier nominal. Barley had a dull and
drooping market, and little different can be said as

regards Malt, Oats, Maize, and the other descriptions of
produce, although in the absence of business no altera-

tion was reported.—On Wednesday trade was dull and
prices not very well supported. Of English Wheat the
supply was short, and the small amount of business done
was at some reduction from the prices of last week.
Foreign Wheat, the supply of which was liberal, changed
hands at an occasional decline. Barley, Oats, and the

other descriptions of produce tended downwards, but
there was no disposition to force sales.—Average prices

of corn for the week ending July 20 :—Wheat. 44J. 5*/.
;

^rley. 35J. 5</. ; Oats. "z-js. 6d. For the corresponding
period last year : — \Vlieat, 6y. ; Barley, 32J. 5*/.

;

Oats, 28J.

CATTLE.
At Copenhagen Fields on Monday, although llicie

was a much shorter supply of beasts than on the pre-

vious Monday, trade being dull, the top price of tliat

day was scarcely reached. The number of sheep was
about the same as last week, but the demand was not so
good

;
prices on the average were lower. There was a

fair demand for lambs ; our top quotations were exceeded
in a few instances. No alteration was noted in trade
for calves. Quotations :—Beasts, ^. 6d. to 5^. , and
5J. 4d. to 5^. lod. ; calves, 5^. 6rf. to 6s. 6d. ; sheep, 5,^.

to 5J". 4d., and 5^. 6d. to 6s. 4*/. ; lambs, ys. to 8s,
;

pigs, 3^. 8d. to 4-f. 8d.—On Thursday supplies ^\ere

tolerably good, amongst the beasts being a fair lot of

Americans. Prime qualities both of beasts and she;p
were in demand, and realised steady prices, othen\i5e
trade was quiet. Lambs were better, and calves sold at

about late rates.

POTATOS.
The Borough and Spitalfields market reports state

that there are moderate supplies, and for the better class

of Potato trade may be reported steady. The following

are the prices :—English kidneys, 120J. to 140^. ;

Regents, iios. to 140s. ; Shaws, Sos. to iioj. ; Jersey
kidneys, i^os. to 150J. ; Cherbourg ditto, 120s. to 150J.

—

The imports are still very moderate. During last week
153 packages were landed at London from Boulogne,
96 bales from Dunkirk, 350 bags from Rotterdam.

COALS.
Business at market on Monday was quiet, at pre-

vious quotations. On Wednesday the demand was
small for all descriptions, and prices showed no change.
Bower's West Hartley, i5J-. ^d. ; East Wylam, 165.

;

Walls End—Hawthorns, i5J-. 6d. ; Walls End Original

Hardepool, lys.—Ships at market, 18 ; sold, 4 ; con-
tracts, gas, &c., II— 15 ; unsold, 3 ; at sea, 5.

GREAT REDUCTION IN THE PRICE OF

GREEN'S
PATENT ''8ILEN8ME880R;'
Or Noiseless Lawn-mowing, Rolling, and

Collecting Machines for 1878.

The Winner of every Prize in all cases of competition.

To cut 6 ill' Price £\ 15 o
Can be worked by a Lady,

To cut 8 inches ..
, 2 10 o

Can be worked by a Lady.
To cut 10 inches .. .. .. ,, 3 10 o

Can be worked by a strong Voulh.

To cut 12 inches 4 10 o
Can be worked by a Man.

To cut 14 inches .. .. .. ,, 5 10 o
Can be worked by a Man.

To cut 16 inches .. .. .. ,, 6 10 o
This can be worked by one Man on an even lawn.

To cut 18 inches . . .

.

. . .

,

7100
Can be woiked by Man and Boy.

To cut 20 inches ..
, 800

Can be worked by Man and Boy.

To cut 22 inches ,^ 8 10 o
If made stronger, suitable for Donkey, 30J. extra.

To cut 24 inches .. .. .. ,, 900
If made stronger, suitable for Donkey, 30J. extra.

Prices 0/ Donkey, Pony., and Hoise Machines on application.

itST Carriage paid to all ihe principal Railway Stations and
Shipping Pons in England, Scotland and Ireland.

The superiority of our Machines over those of all other
makers is universally acknowledged. They will Cm either
Long or Shoit Grass, Bents, &c,, wet or dry.

They are the simplest in construciion, ihe easiest to work the
least liable to get out of order, make little Dcise when in use
and are the most durable Lawn Mowers extant.

These Advantages no other Lawn Mowers possess.

Every Lawn Mower sent out is warranted to give entiie satis-
faction, otherwise it may be returned at once, free of cost to the

The largest stock of Mowers kept in London, and including
all sizes from 6 to 48 inches, is to be seen at our London Estab-
lishment, 54 and 55. Bl-ickfnars Road, where purchasers can
select out of several hundred Machines, and have their orders
executed the same day they arc received.

N.B.—Those who have Lawn Mowers to repair will do well
to send them either to our Leeds or London Establiihmeit,
where they will have prompt attention, as an efficient staff of
Workmen is kept at both places.

GREEN'S PATENT R0LLER8
For Lawns, Drives, Bowling Greens,

Cricket Fields, and Gravel Paths.
SUITAKLE FOR HAND OR HORSE POWER.

They can be had of all respectable Ironmongers and Seedsmen
in the United Kingdom, or from the Maxiufacturers,

THOMAS GREEN & SON,
SMITHFIELD IRONWORKS, LEEDS:

And 54 and 55, BLACKFRIARS ROAD, LONDON. S.E.

•»* Carriage paid to all the principal Railway Stations

in the United Kingdom.

Descriptive Illustrated Price List Free on Application,

POCOA-NUT FIBRE REFUSE.—
V^ Reduced Piice :—In 4 bushel bags, bags included, at 11.,

or truckioad of about 250 bushels, 25J. (truckload delivered free

to rail in Lindon). Post-office Order or Cheque will oblige

with all orders.—J. STEVENS AND CO., Greyhound Yard,
and 134. High Street, Battersea. S W.

Fibrous Peat for Orciiias, &c.

BROWN FIBROUS PEAT, best
quality for Orchids. Stove Plants, &c, . C^ 6i. per truck.

BLACK FIBROUS PEAT, for Rhododendrons, Azaleas,

Heaths, American Plant Beds, 2\s. per ton.

Delivered on rail at Blackwater, S. E. R. , or Farnborough.
S. W. R.. by the truckload. Sample bag, 5s 61/. ; s bags,

255. : 12 bags. 505.

Fresh SPHAGNUM, loi. 6rf. per bag.
WALKER.AND CO , Farnborough Station, Hants.

EAT SOIL, PEAT S O I L.—
Bro\in Fibrous, good quality, for Orchids, Pot Plants,

Ferns, &c. , C^ 6j. per truck. Black, good quality, for American
Plants, Rhododendrons, Azaleas, Heaths. &c., 17J. per ton, or

6-ion truck lor liia. Delivertdonrail at Blackwater, S. E. R.,
or Farnborough, S. W. R. , by the truckload. Cash with order.

Sample sack, sr 6i/., or four sacks, 20J.

HOLDER AND SON.Ciown Nurseries, Reading.

COCOA-NUT FIBRE REFUSE.
As supplied by M. H. Bentote to the Queen, Prince of Wales,

Emperor of Germany, Messrs. Carter S: Co., Veitch & Sons,
Wills. Bull, Daniels, Ewing, &c.

3d. per bush. ; 100 for 203. ; truck (loose, 250 bush ), 3O3.

4 bitshtl I'lt^s 4fi. each.

LIGHT BROWN FIBROUS PEAT.— 55. id. per sack, 5 sacks
25^., 12 for 45J.

BLACK FIBROUS PEAT.—5s. per sack, j sacks 221.. 12
for 4or. Sacks ^i. each.

COARSE SILVER SAND.— ij. grf. per bushel, 131. half ton,

a6j. per ton, in i cwt. bags ^d. each.

YELLOW FIBROUS LOAM.— is. per bushel, 13^. half ton,

LEAF MOULD.— ij. per bushel, 131. half ton, 23J. per ton,

in I cwt. bags ^d. each.
SPHAGNUM MOSS, 81. td. per sack. All kinds of

MANURES, GARDEN STICKS. TOBACCO CLOTH and
PAPER, and every GARDEN REQUISITE.

Write for free PRICE LIST. Goods free to rail.

Post-office Orders payable at King Street, Covent Garden,
W.C. Cheques crossed London and County Bank, Covent
Garden, W.C.

H. G. SMYTH (late M. H. Bentote),
8, CASTLE STREET, ENDELL STREET, LONG

ACRE, LONDON, W.C.
(Three Minutes from Covent Garden Market.)

ODAMS' MANURES
FOR ALL CROPS.

Manufactured bythe NITRO-PHOSPHATE and ODAMS'
CHEMICAL MANURE COMPANY (LiMiTiiu). consisting
of Tenant- Farmers occupying upwards of 150.000 acres of Land.

C/miV»(««.-ROBERT LEEDS, Keswick Old Hail, Norwich.

Managing Director.—].\:t.VLS> ODAM^.
Sub-Majutger and Secretary.-C T. MACADAM.

Chief Office— icg, Fenchurch Street, London, E.C.

Western Cot;NTms BHANCH-Queen Street, Exeter.

Particulars will be forwarded on application to the Secretary,
or may be had of the Lncal Agents.

ELLIOTT'S NEW SHADING FOR
GLASS HOUSES, "SUMMER CLOUD," is applied

in a manner similar to ordin.ary paint, and can be highly recom-
mended for its Pleasing Appearance, the Healthful and Beau-
tiful Effect it has on all Plants grown under it, the ease with
which it can be applied, and for its great economy.
Manufactured solely by H. ELLIOTT, Seedsman, Bray-

wick, Maidenhead, Berks, and Sold in Canisters at 11. (td.,

2S. 6d., $s., and lor. each.

London Agents : Messrs. HURST AND SON, 6, Leadenhall
Street, EC. ; and of all Seedsmen.

ELLIOTT'S "TELEGRAPH"
FRUIT PROTECTORS.

ELLIOTT'S GRAPE CRINOLINES.—
Prospectuses and Prices on application.

E T T I N G for FRUIT TREES,
SEED BEDS. RIPE STRAWBERRIES, &c.

TANNED NETTING for protecting the above from Frost,

Dlight, Birds, &c. , 2 yards wide, 3(/. per yard, or 100 yards, 20s. ;

4 yards wide, 6J. per yard, or 50 yards 30s.

NEWTANNED NETTING, suited for any of the above pur-

poses, or as a Fence for Fowls, 2 yards wide, 6*1'. per yard
: 4 yards

wide. IS. per yard ; ^^-inch mesh, 4 yards wide, is. 6d. per yard,

TIFFANY, 6s. 6d. and 7s. 6d. per piece of 20 yards.

EATON AND DELLER, 6 & 7, Crooked Lane. London Bridge.

GRANITIC PAINT, for Greenhouses and
for all Decorative or General Purposes where durability

aiid beauty are desired.

SILICATE 20PISSA COMPOSITION, all Colours, for

Damp Walls, Preserving Stone, Sac, either internal or external.

COLOURLESS LIQUID SILICATE ZOPISSA for

Damp Walls, Preserving Stone, Brick, or Cement, all washable
and durable.
To be had genuine only from the Original Inventors and Sole

Manufacturers,
The Silicate Zopissa Composition and Granitic Paint Com-

pany. 45. Eish Street Hill, London, E.C.
{Esublished over fifteen years)

SCOTT'S WASP DESTROYER.—
The only effectual remedy for destroying ihese pests:

IS. 6d., 25. 6d. and $s. per bottle. May be obtained through
all Seedsmen, or direct (rom

JOHN SCOTT, The Royal Seed Stores, Yeovil.

The Orc/tardtst, by J. Scott, price 35. 6d., the best work in

the English language on Fruit Trees and their Cultivation.

C A L I C O .

24 inches wide, loo yards for los.

For Shading Greenhouses. Seed Beds, and for Butter Cloths

and Dusters, Delivered on rails at Burnley.

Post-office Order to accompany each Order, payable to

W. E, KAY, Manufacturer, Burnley.
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Important to all Admirers of Clean, Healthy Foliage.

SPEEDS

PARASITE ANNIHILATOR
Tll= mi.-t eflectua: rcriiedv ever discovered aa.uiiM Mealy

I!u;. Red Spider, Greenfly, American Bug, Thripi, Scale,
and all Parasites inresling Roses, Vines. Plants, Shrubs. &c.
Mr. W. Thomson, of Tiueed Vineyard, CtoTCH/ords, writes :—" You are entitled to the gratitude of all who have to

battle with the l)arasites that affect plants for your tiiscovery
;

amongst collections of Orchids and stove plants it will be

Mr. J. "^lUl^s, Fhrat Dccor.tlor, South Keiising/fiif says :

—

'
I have tried it in various ways, and find it very efTcctive. It

at once destroys Thrips, Scale and Red Spider : Greenny and
minor pests instantly dis^ppfar."
Mr. D Tkohson, Gardener In His Cr.iee the Duke of

Bitccleueh, D^ uintattrig Castle, writes ;—" I find it to do most
effectually all that you claim for it. I applied it to Mealy Bun
Grey Scale, and Red Spider, and its effects -ire q me mag cal

Sold in bottles at 21., 3J. 6.^
, 6'., and \os. eaih

It is most economically applied with a Vapor er pr ce 2S
Prepared by Alfred Lowe. Chemist, Chesterfield
Agents :-London. J. Veitch & Sins, Chel er S W H rst

h Son, 6, Leadenhall Street, E.C. : Corry S. Soper Sh d
Thames. S.K : Dick Radclyffe & Co., 128 High H Ijjrn
VV.C

:
W. Cutbush & Son, Highgate Nurseries N Chester

J. DicVson & Sons: Manchester. Dickson Broivn S. 1 a t

York. J Backhouse & Son: Hull, Martin S. Son Sheffiell
Fisher, Holmes & Co, ; Birminoham, Felion S. Sons R H
Vertegans : Colchester, New Plant & Bulb Co Chel en an
Heath S: Son; Peterborough. J. House; Hertf d Cr st n '^

Co.. Kina's Acre; Notlintham. J. R P.ts n Id t gh
Downie ,S Laird. Ireland & Thomson, T. Meil en <^ S n \a
deen,W. Smith & Son; Dundee. W P. Laird S. S ncia r St rl ng
W. Ilrummond & Son: Hawick. J Forbes Belfast J B]vle
Balmoral: Dorking, H. Appleby; Stoke-on Ire t Bu gess
Kent & Son : Wellington. C. Butler : Mansfield G Rymer
Saffr. n Walden, W. Chaler ; Jedburgh, C Irv ne L cl he d
F. Holmes, Whittington Nurseres : Thirsk, F. Hutchinson;
Kingston-on-lhames, T. Jackson & Son; Beverley, G. Sxailes :

Waveriree, J. Dewar & Co ; Newcastle-on-Tji.e, I, Thon-p-
son : Worksop. T. Ma ris.

Agents wanted in every distii.n.

THE ' C H A T S W O R T H "

V.\PORISI\a FUMIGATOR
(J. S. Ellis' Patent No 1395)

K/LLS TriR/PS. Kill..'! .UElL) h ( /ILLS
KED-SPIDICR, KILLS SC4t £ ^

Price 37s. 6d
s Funiigator has

esignedonscienlihc
ples,_ to supply a

by Oardi

th' y will find a true and
safe friend, which no ne

cultivating Plints under Glass sho d be hout b t she i
»^5lcome It wiih acclamation

:
/or t ,s se// t I g tlmnuji y

ejjectti'e. si'fple, dut-nble, rnn-'ft ge o U J order and IV t ot
injure the most d. I etc I\a;ts or Ft^ve s

Testimonial from Mr Speed
Gardener to His Cr-ace the Duke oj Dn,o s i e CI i swor h

" Dear Sis,-I have now given the P.tlcnt Chaisworlh

my ho
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Under the Patronage of the Queen.

SMITH'S IMPERISHABLE
STRATFORD LABELS.

The above L.ibels are made of a White Metal, with Ri

! The Gardeners' Magazine says :—" We must give thes<

1 palm before all other plant labels, as the very first in merit.

! Samoles and Pnce Lists free.

1 J. SMITH, The Royal Label Factory. Stratfoid-on-Avo

Eosher's Garden Edging Tiles.

THE ABOVE and many other PATTERNS
are made in materials of great durability. The

plainer sorts are specially
'

• ed for KITCHEN
GARDENS, as they
harbour no Slugs or Inserts,

: up little room, and,
e put down, incur nj

further labour or expense,

as do " grown " Edgiiips. consequently being
GARDEN VASES. FOUNTAINS. &c , in

very durable and ofsuperior finish, and in great

S.E.

much cheape
i Artificial Ston
variety of desigi

nuCaclurers, Upper Groiin

g's Road, Chelsea, S.W,
ROSHER

Street, Blackfiiars,

King^land Road. E.
Aeents for LOOKER'S PATENT "ACME FRAMES."

PLANT COVERS, and PROPAGATING BOXES: also

fir FOXLEY'S PATENT BEADED GARDEN WALL
BRICKS.

Illustrated Price Lists Iree by Po-t. Th<- Trade supplied.

ORNAMENTAL PAVING TILES,
for Conservatories, Halls, Corridors. Balconies. &c.,

from y. per square yard upwards. Pattern Sheets, of Plain or

more elaborate designs, withpiices, sent for selection.

WHITE GLAZED TILES, for Linini; Walls of Dairies,

Larders, Kitchen Ranges, Baths, &c. Grooved and other Stable

Paving of great durability, Wall Copings, Drain Pipes and Tiles

of all kinds. Roofing Tiles in great varietv. Slates. Cement. &c.
F. ROSHER AND CO.. Brick and Tile Merchants.

See Addresses above.

s I L V E R SAND,
e grain as desired. Prices by Post per Ton

Truckload, on Wharf in London, or delivered direct from

ts to any Railway Station. Samples of Sand free by post.

FLINTS and BRICK BURRS for Rockeries or Ferneries.

KENT PEATS or LOAM supplied at lowest rates in any

A liberal Discount to the Trade

RUSTIC 1^

Garden Furniture

GREAT VARIETY.

Garden Seats, Awnings and Tents, RusticTables, Chairs, and

Flower Stands, Lawn Mowers, Garden Rollers, Water Barrows,

Wheelbarrows, Garden Tools, Fancy Wirework, Birdcages,

Hammocks, and all kinds of Garden Furniture at lowest

marked prices. Calalogues post-free.

THE P.\N'KLIB.\NON, 56, B.\KER .STREET, W.

G-REEN'S
PATENT GRASS EDGE CLIPPER

Specially Designed for

Cutting the Overhanging Grass on the Edges of
Walks, Borders, Flower Beds, &c.

It is simple in construction, is easily worked, and reduce
labour immensely.

Size— 8 inches wide, with roller 9 inches diameter. Jit loJ.

S^ Delivered, Carriage Free, at all the principal Railway
jtations and Shipping Ports in England, Ireland, and Scotland.

THOMAS GREEN & SON,
SMITHFIELD IRONWORKS, LEEDS;

And 54 and 55, BLACKFRIARS ROAD, LONDON, S.E.

'ONES'S PATENT "DOUBLE L"
SADDLE BOILER."

These Boilers possess all the advantages of the old Saddle
Boiler, with the following improvements— viz. , the water-space
at back and over top of saddle increases the heating surface to
such an extent that a "PATENT DOUBLE L SADDLE
BO ILER " will do about twice the amount of work with the same
quantity of fuel ; the cost of setting is also considerably reduced,
and likewise the space occupied ; at the same time these Boilers
are simple in construction, and being made of wrought-iron are
not liable to crack. They are made of the follo%ving sizes :—

if required.

, Balham Hill, S. W.From Mr. Ch.msles Young. Arosi'n
A/ay 2g, 1873.

"Having given your Patent • Double L' Boilers a fair tria

at my Nurseries, I beg to say that they are most satisfactory

I consider tbem the he it in use, and without doubt the mos
economical of all boilers ; they will burn the refuse of olhei

tubular boilers I have in work."

PRICE LISTS of HOT WATER PIPES and CONNEC-
TIONS, with Boilers, of all sizes and shapes ; or ESI IMATES
for HOT-WATER APPARATUS, erected complete, will be
sent on application.

J JONES AND SONS. Iron Merchants, 6, Banlside, South-
wark, London, S.E.

When ordering Boilers please refer to the above advertisement.

RICHARDSON'S PATENT
HOODED TUBULAR BOILER,

A>; //Uii n t lit ill nihil (.Inches,

p
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SCALE OF CHARGES FOR ADVERTISING.

Head Line cluiyffcd as tivo.

6 24
ol 25 3 6

AND SIXPENCE FOR EVBRY ADDITIONAL LINE.

If set across columns, the lowest charge will be 30J.

Page ig o °

HalfPage 500
Column 3 5°

OARDENERS, AND OTHERS, WANTING SITUATIONS.

26 words IS 6ii., and 6d. for evei-y additional line

(about 9 words) or part of a line.

Births, Deaths and Marriages, 5^. each insertion.

'

Advertisements for the current week imsT reach the Office

by Thursday noon.

All Subscriptions Payable in Advance.

The United Kingdom: 12 Months, ii 31. lorf. : 6 Months.

lis. lid. : 3 Months, 6s.

FoRRlCN L 26J., including Postage for 12 Months.

P. 0.0. to be made payable at the King Street Post-office, W.C,

Publishing Office and Office for Advertisements,

41, Wellington Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C.

HORTICULTURAL WINDOW GLASS.
A large variety of sizes, 150Z., 12J. 6d. ; 2i-oz., its. 6d.

jer too feet. Large sizes, in Cases, for Cutting up— 15-oz. 4ths,

|0r. : 3ds, 401. per 300 feetj^— 2i^oz. 4ths, 301.: 3d:

Coloi

ALFRED SVER, Glass, Lead, Zinc. Oil and

Merchant, 8. Pentonville Road. London^N^

BELGIAN GLASS forGREENHOUSES, &c.,

Can be obtained in all sizes and qualities, of

BETHAM & SON,
9. LOWER THAMES STREET. LONDON, EC.

B, & Son hive always a large Stock in London of 20-in. by iz-in.,

20-in by 14 in . 2o.in. by i6-in.. 20-in by i8in.. in i6-oz. & 21-oz.

ELLIWELL'S PATENT SYSTEM of

Air and Water-tight GLAZING WITHOUT PUTTY,
and without exposing any outside woodwork to Paint, and

NEW SYSTEM of COVERING ROOFS.
The fasteners are brass or copper. The peculiar arrangement

of the Glass covers the whole of the Woodwork and only the

small fastener is visible, therefore the roof is indestructible and

outside painting unnecessary. The squires of glass can be

easily removed, and the whole be laken out and cleaned by any

inexperienced person. Breakage is impossible except through

carelessness or accident.

The Glazing is more air-tight than the old putty system, yet

any amount of ventilation can be given.

Old Roofs may be reglazed on this principle, and roofs are

covered with slates or zinc on this system.

Extract from Building News.
" Mr. T. W. Helliwell, of Brighouse. has recently patentsd

and introduced a New System ol Glazing and covering Roofs,

which is certainly superior to anything ot the kind we have

seen before, and it will in our opinion supersede any other

system before the public."

Important references and all p.articulars from the Patentee,

T. W. HELLIWELL, Brighouse, Yorkshire: and 19.

Parliament Street, London, W.C.

AGRICULTURAL LOCOMOTIVES,
STEAM PLOUGHING M.4CHINERV,

ROAD LOCOMOTIVES, TRAMWAY LOCOMOTIVES,
STEAM ROAD ROLLERS.

For Prices, Description, and Reports of Working, apply

to the Manufacturers,

AVELING & PORTER,
ROCHESTER, KENT: 72, CANNON ST.. LONDON,

E.C. ; and 9, AVENUE MONTAIGNE, PARIS.

AVELING & Porter's ENGINES have gained the highest

Prizes at every important International Exhibition. The two

Medals for Progress and Merit were awarded them at Vienna

for their STEAM ROLLERS and ROAD LOCOMOTIVES :

and at the last trials of the Royal Agricultural Society of

England their AGRICULTURAL LOCOMOTIVES gained

the First Prize after exhaustive trials, when one of their lo-horse

power Engines, fitted with single slide and ordinary link-

motion, indicated 35-horse power, with a consumption of three

and one-fifth pounds ofcoal per horse-power per hour.

GARDEN SPECIALITIES.— Tanned
Netting. Scrim. Tiffany, Elastic Netting, Patent

Shading, Frigi Domo, Bunting, &c. SAMPLE BOOK sent

for two stamps.

JOHN EDGINGTON and CO., Marquee and Tent Makers,

48, Long Lane, West Smithfield, London, E.C.

PARI S EXHIBIT ION.

FOR PORTMANTEAUS, TRUNKS,
BAGS ami HAT CASES,

RILEY & CO., 283, Strand (opposite Norfolli Street).

Also the TOURIST COMPANION. Store Prices.

Wholesale Russia Mat Merchants.

MARENDAZand fisher have received

from their Agents at Archangel several large shipments

of new ARCHANGEL MATS ; also a large quantity of ST.

PETERSBURG MATS from Cronstadt. A small quantity of

RAFFIA in Stock.

James Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

New Archangel and Petersburg Mats.

T BLACKBURN and SONS have im-
f) • ported several large shipments of Mats from Archangel,

Petersburg and Cronstadt, and are offering them for present

orders at unusually low prices. Samples can be seen and prices

obtained at
. „ ^ . x- f-

4 and 5, Wormwood Street, London. E.C.

WOOD TRAINING STICKS and
TALLI ES. commended by Royal Horticultural Society :

BAMBOO CANES. RAFFIA for tying. VIRGIN CORK,
ARCHANGEL and other MATS, PACKING MATS, &c.

Wholesale prices on application to

C. J. BLACKITH and CO., Cox's Quay, Lower Thames
Street. London. E.C.

BAYLISS, JONES &BAYLISS,
Patentees and Manufacturers of Wrought Iron

CONTINUOUS BAR FENCING,
Iron Hurdles, Strained Wire Fencing.

Field and Entrance Gates, Tree Guards, &c.,

VICTORIA WORKS, WOLVERHAMPTON,
And 3, Crooked Lane, King William Street, London, E.C.

Cataloguesfree on application.

Paris Exhibition.

Special arrangements for Visitors to the Exhibition have been

RAILWAY PASSENGERS ASSURANCE
COMPANY, for providing against Accident by Rail-

way or S.eamboat during the journey to Pans and back.

A premium of One Shilling insures £1000 if killed, or {.f, per

week if laid up by injury during the double journey. Policies

against Accidents of all kinds may also be effected for One,

Three or Twelve months, on moderate terms.

Apply at the Booking Offices of the Souihern Railways, or

at the Head Office, 64, Cornhill. London.
WILLIAM J. VIAN, Secretary.

THE SYDNEY MAIL
NEW SOUTH WALES ADVE RTISER.

CONTENTS :-

INTERCOLONI.AL and GENERAL NEWS.
SPORTING and the FIELD, in which is incorporated

BELL'S LIFE in SYDNEY.
RECORD of RACES, and NOTES on the TURF.
CRICKET and AQUATICS.
THE FLORA of AUSTRALIA. (Drawn and Engraved

specially for this Journal.)

NATURAL HISTORY (Original Articles).

AGRICULTURE, PASTORAL, HORTICULTURE.
GOLD FIELDS and MINING generally.

STOCK and SHARE REPORTS.
ORIGINAL and SCIENTIFIC ARTICLES.

TALES by POPULAR ENGLISH and AUSTRALIAN
AUTHORS.

THE FASHIONS. DOMESTIC ECONOMY.
INDOOR AMUSEMENTS.
THE CHESS PLAYER. THE HOME CIRCLE.

COMMERCIAL NEWS.
SHIPPING INTELLIGENCE.

The SYDNEY MAIL has a wide circulation throughout the

Australian Col mies, New Zealand. Polynesia, &c. It contains

a large am.unt of information on a great variety of subjects.

Subscription in Advance, fl per Annum.
Single Copies, i,d. : Stamped, 5^.

Publishing Ofl'ice-Hunter Street, Sydney, New South Wales.

ENGLAND.
The undermentioned Newspaper and Advertising Agents are

authorised to receive ADVERTISEMENT.S, which must be

paid in advance, for the SYDNEY MORNING HERALD
and SYDNEY MAIL :—

London Mr. George Street, 3:1, Cornhill, E.C.
'

Mr. F. Algar, 8, Clement's Lane, Lombard
Street, E.C.

Messrs. Gordon & Gotch, St. Bride Street,

Fleet Street, EC.
Birmingham . . Mr. R. S. Kirk, 90, New Street

Liverpool Lee & Nightingale. 15. North John Street.

Bristol James & Henry Grace, Royal Insurance

Buildings.

Edinburgh Robertson & Scott, 13, Hanover Street.

... W. Porteous & Co., 15, Royal Exchange
Place.

THE CULTIVATOR.—
A Portuguese Monthly AericuUural Journal, which

circulates in Portugal and her possessions, and in the Principal

Towns of the Brazils.

This paper offers an excellent medium for Advertisements ot

every description of industry and of every article of Consump-
tion in the countries and places above mentioned.

Advertising charges, 8^^. per square inch, Translation included.

Ten per cent. Discount for six months ; 20 per cent. Discount

for twelve months, if paid in advance.

Address, the Editor of the Cultivator, St. Michael's. Azores.

Now Ready, illustrated by numerous Engravings and
Coloured Plates, large 8vo, cloth, 35J.,

THE GARDENER'S ASSISTANT:
PRACTICAL and SCIENTIFIC.

By ROBERT THOMPSON,
Of the Royal Horticultural Society's Gardens, Chiswick.

New edition. Revised and Greatly Extended,
By THOMAS MOORE, F.L.S..

Curator ol the Chelsea Botanic Gardens, Co-Editor of the

Gardeners Chrcniclc, &c. ; assisted by
Eminent Practical Gardeners.

" The best book of its kind, and the only thoroughly compre-

hensive work adapted equally well for the gardener and the

gentlem.in :isnsx^\x^."—Gardeners' Magazine.

London : BLACKIE and SON, Paternoster Buildings
;

and sold by all Booksellers.

M A Y F A I R : a Non-Society Journal
of Literature and Politics, unambltiously illustrated.

: 6J. Has been permanently enlarged by eight columns.

Contents of this week's Number (July 23) ;—

Favourite Words.

The Major's Retiring Ad-

1. On the Watch.
2. Restoring the Turk.

3. Fancies of the Fair.

4. A Cabinet of Adventure.
5. Officialism

6. Fellows at the F. O. (by on(

of them).

7. Masters and Men.
8. A Rhapsody in History.

9. A London Warehouseman.

May/nir of this week aUo C(

Beaconsfield, Lord John Mam
George Moore, &c,

May/air, unambitiously illustrated, price td. Yearly su

SCription. 285. (payable in advance). For sale by all Metr
politan Newsagents and at all Bookstall?, on Monday afienioo

and throughout the country on Tuesday morning.

"Mavfair" Abroad —^/rtjv/rtjV is on sale in the Pai

Exhibition in Messrs. GALIGNANFS English Kiosqin

also in the Boulevard des Capucines, Kiosque 313. In Nt
York, by BRETANO, 39. Union Square. In Malta, 1

Mr. WATSON, 246. Sirada Reale. Valetla.-

3. Selfishness as a Fine Art.

4. The Chat of the Fair.

5. Fashions in the Fair.

6. Kempton Park.

7. Waiting for Review.
8. Turning over Fresh Leavc^;.

ins Portrait Sketches of Lord
,, Sir Stafford Northcote, Mr.

Copii

ThisDay, crown 8vo, with Coloured Illustrations, Plans ol bSmu

Gardens, and numerous Wood Engravings, price 3^. 6rf. cloih

(postage 4</ ),

THE BULB GARDEN ; or, How to Culti-

vate Bulbous and Tuberous rooted Flowering Plants to

Perfection. A Manual adapted for both the Professional and
the Amateur Gardener. By Samuel WooD. Author of " Gaod
Gardening," &C.

CROSBY LOCKWOOD and CO., 7. Stationers' Hall

Court, E.C.

TDEVUE de THORTICULTURE BELGE
XV et ETRANGERE (Belgian and Foreign Horticultural

Review) —Among the priicipal Contributors are ;—A. Allard.

E. Andri5, C. Baltet, T. Buchetet, F. Burvenich. F. Cr^pin,

Comte de Gomer, De Jonge van Ellemeet, O de Kerchove de

Denterghem, P. E. de Puydt, C. de Vis, J. Gillon. A. M. C.

Jongkindt Coninck. C. Koch, J. Kickx, L. Linden. T. Moore,

C. Naudin, B. Oliver. H. Ortgies. E. Pynaert. E. Rodigas,

A. Siraux. O. Thomas, A, van Geert Son, H. J. van Hnile. J.

Van Volxem, H. J. Veitch, A. Westmael. and P. Wolkenstein.

"This illustrated Journal appears on the ist of every month,

in Parts of 24 pages, 8vo, with a Coloured Plate and numerous
Engravings.
Terms of Subscription lor the United Kingdom :—One year,

\QS., payable in advance.
Publishing Office : 143, Rue de Bruxelles, Ghent. Belgium.

Post-office Orders to be made payable M. E. PYNAERT,
at the Chief Post office. Ghent.

Farms, Estates, Residences.

Any one desirous of Renting a Farm or Residence, or

Purchasing an Estate, can have copies of the

MIDLAND COUNTIES HERALD
supplied free for six weeks on stating the purpose for

which the paper is required, forwarding name and address, and

six halfpenny stamps for postage, addressed " Midland Counties

Herald Office. Birmingham," The Mi^iland Counties Herald
always contains large numbers of advertisements relating to

Farms. Estates, and Residences for Sale and lobe Let.

1^ ADVERTISERS are requestjd to note that

although 7Vl' do vot object to receive Lettirs to be ca 'led

for, loe cannot undertake to fonuard them.

WANTED, as HEAD WORKING
GARDENER a married Man without incumbrance.

Must have thorough character from last employer for knowledge
of all branches of the proression, industry, sobriety, and hnnesiy.

—Address stating full particulars, to THOMAS ROGERS.
Esq., Orleigh Court, Eideford, North Devon.

WANTED, a HEAD WORKING
GARDENER, where two or more are kept, married,

without family. Flower and Kitchen Garden, Vines, Wall
Trees, &c.—Address Rev. C. AMPHLETT, Four Ashes Hall,

Bridgnorth.

WANTED, a SINGLE-HANDED GAR-
DENER, married, without family, who can take the

Management of Two Cows, Field, Kitchen Garden, small

Peach-house. Vinery, and Mushroom and Cucumber Frames.

Wife to assist with family washing. Good large cottage and

garden found.—Write, stating salary required, and where last

employed, to S. C. COOMBES, Millfield House, Stockton-on-

Tees.

WANTED, an experienced SINGLE-
HANDED GARDENER, married, without children;

Wife to assist in Housework, Rooms and firing provided.—

Apply, stating age and references, to C. SAXTON, Esq.,

Riverdene, Cookham, Berks.
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WANTED, a MAN as Grower of General
Stock for a Florist's Shop. Will be required to act as

Salesman at the Nursery occasionally. Good wages given to a

good competent man.—Apply, stating particulars, to J. C.
COLLINS, Rose Villa Nur:^ery, Harrogate, Yorks.

Brentwood School District.WANTED, a G A R D E N E R and
PORTRESS.—The Managers require the services of

a married couple without children as Gardener and Portress at

the District Schools, Brentwood, Essex. Salary, ;^3o per

annum for the Man and jiiio per annum for- his A'ife. with

furnished lodge, rations, and washing. The man must be able

to train the boys in Practical Gardening. For particulars of

duties apply to the Superintendent at the Schools. Appli-

cations must be made upon Forms to be obtained at my office,

to be returned not later than Wednesday, August 7. endorsed
" Gardener and Portress."—By Order, E. S. PARKER, Clerk,

213, Kingsland Road, London, E.

ANTED, GREENHOUSE CAR-
PENTER.—Staleage. experience, and wages required,

to JAMES DICKSON and SONS, Newton Nurseries,

Chester.

WANTED, a MAN and WIFE without
young children ; the wife as good Laundress, the

husband as Handy Man and to work in the garden. Terms, a

cottage with all laundry requisites, not coals or soap, and ^tco
a year.—Apply, by letter to Mrs. WORMALD, Epping House,

H ert ford^

WANTED, a JUNIOR SHOPMAN.—
Salary to commence at ;{[7o per annum.—Address,

wilh full particulars of experience and age, BARR and
SUGDEN. 12. King Street. Covent Garden, W C.

"\lirANTED, TRAVELLER and CLERK,
V\ for Midland Counties and Wales. Give full par-

ticulars as to experience, age. and salary required, to W.,
Cardfuers' Chronicle Office. W.C.

WANT PLACES.

EG. HENDERSON
• AND SON have many excellent

GARDENERS with approved testimonials

for ability now waiting in their Nurseries for

re-engagement.

E. G. H. & Son will be pleased to answer

any enquiries from Noblemen and Gentlemen

requiring such.—Pine-apple Nursery, Maida
Vale. London. W.

OSBORN AND SONS have on their Register
a number of Men of excellent character and abilities,

and first-class experience in every branch, whom they would be

glad to recommend to Noblemen or Gentlemen requiring the

services of thoroughly practical CARD EN E RS. FOREM E N
and UNDER GARDENERS can also be recommended.—
The Fulham Nurseries. London. S.W.

GARDENER (He.\d).—Mr. Walton wishes
to inform all applicants that a Head Cirdener has been

appointed for the Gardens at Biddulph Grange,

GARDENER (He.\D), where three or four
are kept.—Age 3^, no family; understands Vines, Pine^;.

Stove. Greenhouse Plants, Flower and Kitchen Garden. Good
character.—J. C, The Gardens, Quorn Hall, Loughborough,
Leicestershire.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 28, married, no
family ; Mr. Cockkrsole wishes to recommend to any

Lady or Gentleman requiring a thorough practical Gardener, a

steady persevering Man.—Address, stating wages, &c., to Mr.
COCKERSOLE. Ponton Hall. Grantham.

GARDENER (Head), to any Lady or
Gentleman requiring the services of a practical man. both

Indoors and Out.— Alarried. no family ; understands Grass
Land. Good character.—G. H., Post Office, the Hyde, Hendon,
Middlesex.

ARDENER (Head), to any Nobleman or
Gentleman.—Married, one child ; thoroughly under-

stands Stove and Greenhouse Plants. Orchids. Forcing, the

Management of Vines. Conservatories. Landscape and Kitchen
Garden. Three years Head Gardener at Eiddulph Grange,
five years Head Gardener at the Rookery Hall, Nantwich.
Highest testimonials.—GEORGE RATCLIFFE, the Gardens,
Biddulph Grange.

GARDENER (HE.A.D).— Middle-aged,
married, no incumbrance ; understands Vines, Pmes,

Melons, Cucumbers, Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Kitchen
and Flower Garden. &c. Good reference.—G. HUTCHIN-
SON, the Gardens, Worden Hall, Preston, Lancashire.

ARDENER (Head).—Married, no in-
cumbrance ; has had good experience in all branches of

Horticulture. Has been Foreirai at Crystal Palace (or last

two years.- E , Mr. Thomson, Crystal Palace, S.E. N.E.—
No single-handed place will be accepted.

To Lovers of Orchids.

GARDENER (He.\d), where the above is

required to be grown to perfection and plants generally,

also Kitchen and Flower Gardening —Age 41, at present single.

Has been a successful exhibitor at the Metropolitan Shows.
Twenty-seven years' experience — W. M, Mr. W. Bull's

Establishment for New and Rare Plants. Chelsea. S.W.

GARDENER (Head), age 35.—A Gentle-
MAN, who has let his Estate, would be pleased to

recommend his late Gardener. He is well qualified to take the

Management of a Large Place ; also Land and Stock.— First, to

J. H. M.. II, Queen Anne's Gate, Westminster. S.W.

ARDENER, (Head).—Age 36, single;
experienced in all branches of the profession. Three

years good character.—^L M., 48, Park Street, Upper Street,

Islington, N.

ARDENER (Head), where two or three
are kept.—Age 26. single

;
good experience in Early and

Late Forcing of Fruit, Flowers, and Vegetables. Good refer-

ences.—W. H., Post-office, Rolleston, Burton-on-Trent.

GARDENER (Head).—Married ;
thoroughly

experienced in Forcing Choice Fruits, Flowers, and
Vegetables, and in supplying a large demand for Flower,
Fruit, and Kitchen Garden Produce throughout the year.

Excellent testimonials and character of some years' standing.

—

D. N., 3. Pleasant Place, Langley Road, Watfoid, Herts.

GARDENER (Head).—Age ^^ ; thoroughly
practical in every department of Early and Late Forcing

of Pines. Vines. Peaches. Figs, Strawberries. &c.. Stove and
Greenhouse Plants, Kitchen and Flower Gardening. Has
lived in some of the best places in England and Scotland.

—

D. LONG. 12K, Archway Place, Highgate Hilt. London, N.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 30 ; thoroughly
understands the profession in all its branches. No

single-handed place accepted. Good references for character
and proficiency.—GARDENER. Woodford Green, N.E.

GARDENER (H E A d).—Married ; a
thoroughly practical and energetic Man of twenty years'

experience in every department of Horticulture and general
Estate Work, offers his services to any Nobleman or Gentleman
requiring a really competent and respectable Man of excellent
character and unquestioned ability.—A. B., Post-office, Mile
Oak, Erenchley, Kent.

GARDENER (Head), where four or five

are kept ; age 36, married, two children —A Lady wishes
to recommend the above. Understands Vines, Forcing. Con-
servatory. Fruit, Flowers. Vegetables.—A. K , Bull's, Stationer,

25, New Quebec Street, Portman Square, W.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 37, married;
_W. Johnstone, gardener to the Marchioness Camden,

can. with every'confidence. recommend to any Nobleman, Lady,
or Gentleman the above. Has had over twenty years' first-class

Eractical experience, twelve of which as Head Gardener. Can
e highly recommended from present and former situations.

Will be shortly disengaged.—W, JOHNSTONE. Tha Gardens,
Bayham Abbey. Lamberhurat. Kent.

G-^
ARDENER (He.\d, Working), where two

* or more are kept.—Age 39. married ; thoroughly under-
stands the profession in all its branches. Been in first-class

situations, and three years in present.—W. WHITE, Daison
Lodge, St. Mary Church, Torquay.

GARDENER (He.^id, Working).—Age 35,
married ; thorough praciical knowledge of the profes-

sion in all its branches ; Land and Stock if required. Good
character from present and previous employers.—ALBERT
IDLE, Howbery Park, Wallingford, Berki,hire.

iTJ^ARDENER (Head, Working).—
^^ Thoroughly understands Early and Late Forcing.
Kitchen and Flower Garden. First-class character from last

and previous employers.—G. E. S., Mount Pleasant Garden,
Newport, Isle of Wight.

4_ARDENER (Single-handed, or where
^e is kept).—Age 24 : two and a-half years* good cha-
A. H. SLY, 2, Rutland Park Villas, Perry Hill,

G
C:*

ARDENER (Single-handed, or where
v.-' one is kept,—Age 22. single. Good chiracter from
present situation. —C. A., Wojdlands Cottage, Muswell Hill
Road, Highgate. N.

GJ.ARDENER (Single-handed, or Under.
* —Age «S, married, two children ; thoroughly under-

stands Kitchen Garden and Pleasure Grounds Twelve mmtlu'
good character.—J. VV.. Post Office, Knight's Hili, Lower
Norwood. S.

GARDENER, where two or three are kept.
—.Age 26, married : four years' character. — Apply,

stating wages given, to EDWARD HILL, The Hendre
Gardens, near Monmouth.

GJ_ARDENER, where two or more are kept.

—

' Age 27. Has been Foreman in one of the best p'aces in

England. Good character. -J. W, Mr. Ellis, 9, Raynham
Road. Edmonton, near London.

GARDENER.—Married, one child; under-
stands Vines. Melons, Cucumbers. Kitchen Girden.

Wall Fruit. fJood knowledge of Flowers. Country pre-
ferred. Good character.—C. S., i, Cornwall Terrace, Catford
Bridge, S.E.

GVA.RDENER (SECOND)—Age 25 ; under-
^ stands Vines, Pines, Peaches, Stove and Greenhouse

Plants. Flower and Kitchen Gardening. Two years and four
months' good characer from present employer. Slate wages,
&c.—G.T., the Gardens, Denbies. Dorking. Surrey.

GARDENER (SECOND), where three or four
are kept.—Age 25 ; eight years' experience. Good

reference.—State wages and particulars to J L. . Mr. Smith,
Rose Cottage. Harrow Road West, Dorking, Surrey.

GARDENER (Second), in a good Establish-
ment.— Has a good knowledge of Gardening in general.

Indoors and out. Good character.—W. S , Coventry Road,
Small Heath. Birmingham.

GJ_ARDENER (Second), in a good establish-
* ment.—Age 23: good knowledge of Vines, Melons.

Cucumbers. Stove and Greenhouse Plants. Ten years' ex-
perience. Good references —A. RUMBALL. Chipstead Place,

GJ.ARDENER (UNDER).—Age 24 ; two years
* and seven months in present situation.—M. CHARLTON,

The Gardens, Noblethorpe Hall, Barnsley. Yorkshire.

GARDENER (Under). — Age 20; good
experience, willing and obliging—the houses preferred.

Good character.—A. B., McHardy's, Stationer, Potter's Ear,
Bamet, Herts.

BUDDER, experienced, safe, quick.—At per
thousand, wi:h 'I'yers, &c —Please reply before Saturday,

August 3rd, to BUDDER, Wyddial, Buntingford. Herts.

pUCUMBER GROWER (Practical), or
Vy GARDENER (Seco.nd or Single handed).—Age 30,
married

: many years' experience in all its branches.—G. G.,
Independent Office, Southampton.

JOURNEYMAN, in a good establishment.—
^ Age 21 ; fir^t-class reference.—J. P., Mr. Joseph Lane,
Head Gardener, Pyrgo Park, Havering, Essex.

IMPROVER in a Gentleman's Establish-
ment.—Age 16 ; two years' experience in the Houses, under

his Father. Good reference.—HEAD GARDENER, Gosdcn
Gardens, Bramley. Guildford. Surrey.House Gardens. Bramley. Guildford. Surrey.

APPRENTICE.—The FRIENDS of an intelli-

gent Lad, who is 15 yeais of age, and very desirous to

learn Gardening, are anxious to hear of a suitable opening for

him under a good Gardener. A moderate premium offered.

—

H. P.. James Veitch & Sons, Royal Exotic Nursery. Chelsea.

ASSISTANT to help in the Hot and Green-
houses and Garden, if required, is in want of a situation.

—Age 19; good reference. Please state wages.—W. P., Mr.
Clayden s. Upminster Common, near Romford, Essex.

IQRESTER.-Has had considerable experi-
JL ence in Scotland and Ireland, also '" ^t„_.i,,.™i,^,u^^
TH^t

_ . . „.^^ ... Northumberland.
Good testimonials. — RALPH ROBSON, Wentworth Nur-
series, Hexham, Northumberland.

ESTATE CARPENTER.—Understands all

branches.—Address, A. B., iz, Conduit Street, Upper
Clapton, N.E.

HANDY MAN. — Frst-rate Rockwork
Builder. Painter, Glazier, Hotwater Apparatus Fitter.

Can set Boilers. First-class reference. Terms moderate.— Z,,

29. Godfrey Street, King's Koad, Chelsea.

Nursery and Seed Trade.

SHOPM.\N (Third).—Age 21 ; four years
and-a-half experience. Good Reference.—G. C. G.. Mid-

Surrey Seed Stores, Sutton, Surrey.

SHOPMAN (Second).—Age 24 ; ten years'
experience in England and Scotland Good references.

—

T. R., 19, Thomas Street, Cirencester, Gloucestershire.

SHOPMAN, or SECOND. — Thoroughly
proficient in every branch of Retail Trade. Nine years'

experience in Leading London firms ; a knowledge of Plants,

and unexceptionable references. Good Penman. — X ,

i6. Seymour Place. West Brompton, S.W.

Seed Trade.
QHOPMAN (Second).—Age 23 ; four and a
k3 half years in present situation. Good references.

—

ALPHA. i3t. St. Ann Street. Chester

B

To tbe Seed Trade.
QHOPMAN.—London or Provincial House.
^^ Ten years' e,\psrience. First-class references. — M

,

4. Ingestre Road. Kentish Town. LonHon. N,W.

To tlie London Seed Trade..

OHOPM.^N, thoroughly experienced, hasO just declined business on own accjunt. H.as also got a
good knowledge of Nursery work.—C. B , Gardeners' Chronicle
Office, W.C-

Q E

E

D'TRADE.—Young Man, nearly finished
^^ apprenticeship, open to engagement. Highest recom-
mendation from employer.—B. R., Mr. Reid, 43. George Street,

Edinburgh.

SEED TRADE.—.A Nobleman's Gardener
wishes to place his Son. now 20 years of age and thoroughly

educated, with a fir t-class Seed Firm for two or three years.

Indoor preferred. Qualificatic

factory.—W C,

OOK-KEEPER in a Nursery or Seed
"business.—Age 3^; first. class references.—M., Geir-

dencrs Chronicle Office, W.C.

Nursery and Seed Trade.

MANAGER or TRAVELLER.—Advertiser
offers his services to those requiring a thoroughly

practical and comoetent Man in either of above capacities ; has
nad extensive experience in Plant Growing and the Manage-
ment of Nursery Grounds, Men. Sec , and possesses a thorough
knowledge of the Seed Trade First class references.—X,,
Messrs. Hurst & Son, 6, Leadenhall Street, London, E.C.

KI N A H A N ' S L L WHISKY.
The cream of old Irish Whiskies. Pure, mild, mellow,

delicious, and most wholesome. Universally recommended by
the Medical Profession. Dr. Hass.al says. "The Whisky is

soft, mellow, and pure, well matured, and of very excellent

qu.ilily."-2o. Great TitclifieUl Street. London, W.

DINNEFORD'S MAGNESIA.
The Medical Profession for over Forty Years have approved of

this pure solution as the Best Remedy for

ACIDITY OF THE STOMACH, HEARTBURN,
HEADACHE, GOUT, AND INDIGESTION,

and as the safest Aperient for Delicate Constitutions, Ladie*;,

Children, and Infants.

DINNEFORD'S MAGNESIA.
ELAZENBY AND SON'S PICKLES,

• SAUCES, and CONDIMENTS.— E. LAZENBV
AND SON, sole proprietors of the celebrated recipes, and
manufacturers of the pickles, sauces, and condiments so hint;

and favourably distinguished by the name, beg to remind the

public that every article prepared by them is guaranteed as

entirely unadulterated.—92, Wigmore Street, Cavendish
Square (late 6. Edward Street. Portman Square), and 18.

Trinity Street, London, S E.

HARVEY'S SAUCE.—CAUTION.—The
admirers of this celebrated sauce are p-irticul.irly

requested to observe that each bottle prepared by E.

LAZENBY AND SON bears the label, used so many years,

signed" Elizabeth Lazenby."

OLLOWAY'S PILLS.—This cooling
medicine has the happiest effect when the blood is over-

heated, and a tendency to inflammatory action is set up in the

system. One Pill taken shortly before dinner does away with
the indigestion, fulness, and flatulency indicative of a weak
stomach or disordered liver. A few Pills taken at bedtime act

as alteratives and aperients : they not only relieve the bowels,

but regulate every organ connected with them ; overcome all

acrid humours, and encourage a free supply of all the secretions

essential to our well-beinE:. Holloway's Pills thoroughly
clennse and perfectly regulate the circulation, and beget a

feeling of comfort in hot climates and high temperatures, which
is most desirable for the preservation of health.
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T. H. P. DENNIS & CO.
MANSION HOUSE BUILDINGS,

QUEEN VICTORIA STREET, LONDON, E.G.,

CONSERVATORY AND GREENHOUSE BUILDERS,

HOT-WATER ENG-INEERS.

JOHN EDMONDS & CO.,
HORTICULTURAL BUILDERS and HO T-WATER E NGINEE RS, LILLI E BRIDGF , WEST BROMPTON, LONDON, S.W.

Conservatories, Greenhouses and Hothouses of every description Erected and Heated in any part of the Kingdom or Abroad.

Kiosks, Summer-houses, Verandahs, Glass Approaches, &c.— Pit Lights, Garden Boxes, Hand Glasses, &c., in Stock.

PATENTEES OF THE "TUBULAR SADDLE BOILER," THET^EST CAST-IRON BOILER.
Illustrated Cataloguefree by Post. NOTE.— r/;<' Works adjoin West Brompton Station, Metropolitan District Railway.

BOULTON & PAUL, HORTICULTURAL BUILDERS, NORWICH,
MANUFACTURERS of PRIZE GARDEN IMPLEMENTS, PRIZE GARDEN FURNITURE, &c.

DESCRIPTIVE LISTS Free by Post. Orders amounting to 40J. Carriage Paid.

36-aALLON SWING "WATER BARROW. GARDEN ROLLER, PORTABLE PUMP. WATER or LiaUID MANURE CART,

The above is in% ^iuible for carrying li luiJs of ^11 kindb No
Garden. Farm, Stable, or Kitchen Yard should be wilhout one
Two or more tubs can be had with one carnage at a small addi-
tional cost. A lad can easily work it ; but if required to travel

long distances over rough ground a pony can be attached. The
wheels and carriage are wrought iron, and the tub oak.

Cash prices. Carriage paid to any Station in England.
Price £.1 lo o
Ditto, with two tubs 380
Spreader and Valvi .

.

. . . . extra o 15 o
Garden Engine and fitting for tub ..270
iS-Gallon Barrow, with Galvanised Tank 220

THE HAMBURGH FIRST PRIZE
LAWN WATERING MACHINE,

WITH POWERFUL GARDEN ENGINE.

Cash Prices Carnage paid to any btauon in England
Complete (3b gallons) .. j^O 10 o
If without Pump 3 10 o

This new article is -very complete, and most useful in
gardens ; is fitted with valve and spreader for distributing \

or liquid manure Walerpots and pails can be filled whei

The engine is bolted to the top of the barrel, and fitted
suction pipe, which is useful either for drawing water d
from a pond or out of the barrel.

With stand

10 feet of Indi;

rubber SiiL

^^g Pipe \MihClip
'^"~

and Str-iiner 1 10 o

Powerful Garden and
Conservatory Engine

y ^nJ well made Cin be used \

diam...;Ci 17

Dou:
18 in. long by 16

IMPROVED GARDEN ENGINE.

The above is by far the strongest, most convenient, and
cheapest implement of the kind jet introduced For conveying
and distributmg liquid manure it is invaluable. A pump can
be attached for emptying cesspools. &c. As a drinking trou4h
for cattle, and for many other farm purposes, it is most useful.

The shafts and lids are arranged to turn back out of the way.

Carriage paid lo any Railway Station in England. Cash Prices.

To hold 140 gallons .. .. .. ^10 10 o

250 M 14 10 o
Galvanised Iron Pump and 10-feet

Indiarubber Suction Pipe .. .. 3 15 o
Spreaders.. .. .. each o 15 o

The 140 and 200 gallon carts are best suited for one horse.

SWING WATER or MANURE CART,
SUITABLE FOR A PONY.

Goods ail

A firs-t-class article, made extra strong, with very powerful

engine, throws a continuous stream of water 50 feet.

Cash Prices. Carriage paid lo any Station in England.

15 gallons, Ci \os. \ 20 gallons, ^4 | 25 gallons, £,^ im.
The Judges at the late Great International Horticultural Exhi-

bition held at Manchester( 1873), tested this Engine very severely,

and although all the principal makers competed, it was declared
to be the best, and was awarded the only prize, a Silver Medal.

With two tanks to one carriage s

be carted in a short time, one tank bei

is conveyed away. The tanks are ga^

down and left in the fields for cattle to (

Cash Prices- Carriage paid to ar

To hold 60 gallons with one tank

rge quantity of liquid c

filltd while the other
anised, and can be set

Railway Station.

)iting to 4o.r. ent I a^efrce to any of the principal Raiho. ' Stalio in England. Cash c efe,

Valve and Spreader for dil

ctfully requested witk Iraiisi

Editorial Commi
Printed by Will

said William Rich.i

iications should be addressed to " The Editor ;" Advertisements and Business Letters to " The Publisher," at the Office. 41. Wellington Slreet, Covent Garden. London. W.C.
AM Richards, at the Office of Messrs. Bradburv. Agnsw. K Co.. Lombard Street. Precinct of Whitefriars. City of London, in the County of Middlesex, and Published by the

t the Office, 41. Wellington Street. Parish of St. Paul's, Covent Garden, in the said County. —Saturday, July 27 " "

Agent for Manchester—Jo Agents for Scotland—Messrs. J. Me ,
Edinburgh and Glasgo
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ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY,
South Kensington, S.W.

NOTICE.—SCIENTIFIC, FRUIT, and FLORAL COM-
MITTEES' MEETINGS, on TUESDAY next, August 6, at

It o'clock. GENERAL MEETING for ELECTION of

FELLOWS at 3 o Clock. EXHIBITION of BRIVISH
BEE-KEEPERS' ASSOCIATION. The Band of the Royal
Horse Guards will attend.

Admission One Shilline.

CRYSTAL PALACE.—TWENTY-TH I RU
ANNUAL EXHIBITION of FRUIT, TUESDAY and

Wednesday, September 34 and 35. Schedules may now be

had on application to

Mr. THOMSON, Crystal Palace.

BRACKLEY AGRICULTURAL and
HORTICULTURAL SOCIE'rY.

The ANNUAL FLOWER SHOW of this Society will be
held on TUESDAY, August 6, 187S, by Mr. Weston's kind
permission, in the picturesque grounds at the rear of the College

Chapel, Brackley. The magnificent Band of Her Majesty's

Coldstream Guards has been engaged for the occasion.

Schedules and all information will be afforded upon application

J the Ho R. J. J A. H RUSSEL, Brackley.

MAIDENHEAD HORTICULTURAL
SOCIETY.

The FIRST FLOWER SHOW wdl be held on THURS-
DAY, August ag. in the Hamblettonian Hall, Maidenhead.
Admission 2r. 6ii. from i until 4 o'Ciock. and 15. from 4 until

7 o'clock. Tickets may be had of the Treasurer. Mr. H. H.
DURRANT ; the Secretary : or at Mr HODGE'S Library.

Entries close August 22. except for Cottagers, who can enter

any time before the day of Show.
Schedule and Rules may be had of

Mr. H. J. MOUNT, Honorary Secretary.

ANBURY HORTI CULTURAL
SOCIETY.

The THIRTY-SECOND ANNUAL SHOW will be held on
TUESDAY. August 27. SCHEDULES, including OPEN
PRIZES for ROSES and GLADIOLI, and of ^iio and £s for

STOVE and GREENHOUSE PLANTS to be had of the

Secretary,
Mr. E. J. HARTLEY, High Street, Banbury. Productions

conveyed from and to railway.

ANDY and DISTRICT FLORAL and
HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY (Open Show).

The TENTH ANNUAL EXHIBITION of FLOWERS,
FRUIT, VEGETABLE!), CAGE BIRDS, and POULTRY,
will be held at Sandy, Bedfordshire, on FRIDAY, August 10.

Prizes ONE HUNDREDand EIGHTY POUNDS. Ten Stove
and Greenhouse Plants in flower, 1st prize, .^^to, 2d prize £6.
Schedules on application to WILLIAM GREEN, Sec, Sandy.

The Cabbage that will not run is

HENLEY CHAMPION.— It is the earliest
and best Cabbage in cultivation. It may be sown and

planted at any time of the year, and will not run. ij. per ounce,

post-free. E. JONES, Seedsman. Henley-on-Thames.

Strawberries.

WM. CUTBUSH AND SON beg to announce
that their DESCRIPTIVE PRICED CATALOGUE

of the above is Now Ready, and will be sent post-free on
application.

Highgate, London, N., and Bamet, Herts.

MR. GEORGE BUNYARD, Horticul
TURAL VaLUEB. NURSERYMAN, SeKDSMAN, am

Florist (of the firm of Thomas Bunyard & Sons). Maids
Kent. Valuations made for Probate, Partnership, lnt:oming o
Outgoing Tenants, or other purposes. Terms on application.

ORCHARD-HOUSE TREES, Fruiting in

Pols :— Peaches, Nectarines, Plums, Pears, Apples,
Vines, Figs, Apricots, Cherries, Mulberries, and Oranges.
RICHARD SMITH and CO., Nurserymen and Seed

Merchants, Worcester.

BMALLER has yet to offer 2000 GRE-
• VILLEA ROBUSTA, flne. in 48-pots ; 75J. per 100.

The Nurseries, Lee and Lewisham.

R OSES. — Visitors to the Nurseries are
inspect our extensive Collection of ROSES,

To the Trade.
STANDARD ROSES.

JNO. JEFFERIES and SONS offer extra
fine Standard ROSES, and will be pleased to quote

Special Prices for delivery ih Autumn.
JNO. JEFFERIES AND SONS, Royal Nurseries, Cirencester.

Venus' Fly-Trap.

DION/EA MUSCIPULA.—Nice plants with
good traps, of this interesting Fly-catcher, 3or. per dozen.

Mr. WILLIAM BULL'S Est.nblishment for New and Rare
Plants, King's Road, Chelsea, London. S.W.

CHRISTMAS ROSES.— Helleborus niger,
the true maximus variety. Spiraea (Hoteia)japonica and

palmata, may be had in any quantity. Prices on application tc

BUDDENBORG BROS., Florists, Hillegom, Haarlem,
Holland.

To the Trade.—New Roses of 1878.

GEO. COOLING begs to offer e.xtra fine

plants of thirty-two of the best varieties of the above,

with plenty of buds for immediate working. List and price

application
""TheN Bath.

Gentlemen's Gardeners, Amatevirs, and Others

GARDEN POTS of best quality,
are requested to send their orders to

J. MATTHEWS. Royal Potterv, Weston-super-Mare.
Price List on application.

pYCLAMENSEED.—TotheTrade.—J.AND
Vy G. LOWE have just harvested a fine strain of the above
in separate colours and mixed. Price per ounce and pound on
application. J. and G. LOWE, Uxbridge.

Vines —Vines—Vines.

J COWAN, The Vineyard, Garston, near
• Liverpool, calls attention to his splendid stock of well

ripened GRAPE VINES, suitable for planting Vineries. Cata-

logues free. Trade supplied. Terms on application.

RAPE SEED and WHITEMUSTARD.
HAND F. SHARPE have fine samples of

• the above-named Seeds, suitable for sowing purposes.

Prices, &c., may be had on application.

Seed Growing Establishment, Wisbech.

Grevillea robusta.

SANDY AND SON offer beautifully-grown
PLANTS of the above, in 4-inch tJots, 1 foot to 18 inches ;

501. per loo. The Nurseries, Stafl'ord.

To the Trade.

SEEDLINGS, Good and Strong, ot
DRACKNA AUSTRALIS, at 151. per too : ARALIA

SIEBOLDII, at 55. per 100 ; CHAM.EROPS EXCELSA, at

js. per 100: ditto, in single pots, 4 and 5 leaves, at 15^. ;

AGAPANTHUS FL. ALBA, at los. per cwt. : RHUBARB,
QUEEN VICTORIA, at 4s. per cwt. SEEMANN and
GOEPEL.The Nurseries.Wandsbeck, near Hamburg, Germany.

CALCEOLARIA, superb selection, magnifi-
cent colours, beautifully marked.

CINERARIA, of splendid colours and large flowers.

PRIMULA, from exhibition plar.ts.

The above are raised by the best growers in the kingdom.
Packets 15. and 2r 6ii. Supply limited, cannot serve the 'Trade.

C, R. FREEMAN, Economic Seedsman, Noiwich.

To the Trade.

WCROWDER has to offer at low prices
• Robinson's Champion Drumhead CABBAGE, Early

Enfield ditto. Rape or Cole. Prices on application.

Seed Warehouse. 14. High Street. Hnrncastle.

Geranium Cuttings.

WANTED to Purchase, cuttings of choice
Gold and Silver Tricolor, Bronze and Zonal GERA-

NIUMS. Send list of sorts, and price per 103 or 1000. to

DANIELS BROS., The Town Close Nurseries, Norwich.

WANTED to PURCHASE or RENT on
LEASE, about 3 ACRES of first-rate GARDEN

LAND in a sheltered situation. The Southern, Western, or

South Midland Counties preferred. A small residence and
some glass also no object. Address

NEPTUN, W. H. Smith & Son, Bookstall, Bedford.

Yellow Capsicums.

WANTED, a few hundreds of the pods of
Prince of Wales. Send sample and price.

BUTLER, McCULLOCH & CO., South Row, Covent
Garden Market, London, W.C.

ROMAN HYACINTHS, 'white and blue;
NARCISSUS, double Roman and paper white ; SNOW-

DROPS, single and double. Special low quotations on
application to

JAMES CARTER, DUNNETT and BEALE, High
Holbotn, London, W.C.

Hyacinths, Tulips, and Other Dutch Bulbs.

BUDDENBORG BROS., Hillegom, Haar-
lem, Holland, Wholesale CATALOGUE of the above

now ready, and may be had of
Messrs. R. SILBERRAD and SON, 15, Harp Lane, Great

Tower Street, London, E.C,

CXtALO GU E.S. — His Excellency "Pierre
Wolkenstein will feel greatly obliged if Nurserymen and

Seedsmen will kindly send him their Catalogues. They should

be forwarded (by post) to

S. E. PIERRE WOLKENSTEIN, Secretaire de la Soci6te

Imperiale d'Horticulture de Russie, St. Petersburg.

Dutch Bulbs, First Quality Only.

CG. VAN TUBERGEN'S Wholesale
• CATALOGUE of Hyacinths. Tulips, &c., will be

forwarded free to the Trade on application to

Messrs. R. SILBERRAD and SON, 15, Harp Lane, Great
Tower Street, London, E.C.
C. G. VAN TUBERGEN, Nurseryman. Haarlem, Holland.

EWING AND CO. forward gratis and post-
free to applicants, CATALOGUES of their extensive and

welt-grown stock of Standard and Dwarf Rojes, Pot Roses,
Clematises. Vines, Fruii Trees, Ornamental Trees, and Conifera:.

The Royal Norfolk Nurseries, Newmarket Road, Eaton, near
Norwich.

For Autumn Exportation.

JVANDER SWAELMEN'S ENGLISH
. TRADE CATALOGUE is now ready, containing the

most commercial Plants and Bulbs. Free on applicalion.

The Lily Nursery, Ghent, Belgium.

New Plant Catalogue.

HEATH AND .SON beg to announce their
New Illustrated CATALOGUE of ORCHIDS,

FERNS, STOVE PLANTS, &c.,isnow ready, and will be
forwarded, gratis and post-free, to all applicants.

HEATH AND SON. Nurserymen, &c., Cheltenham.

To Amateur Strawberry Growers.

RUNNERS, strong and well-rooted, are
now ready, from H. D. Thury, President. Sir J. Paxlon,

and B. Queen—four of the best varieties in cultivation. Price

List on application. Sample Box of Plants post-free, rj.

Manual on Strawberry Culture, 6</.

W. LOVELL, Strawberry Grower. Weaverthorpe, York.

To the Trade.

LILIUM AURATUM, 1 2.y. per dozen, extra
fine : HYACINTHS, White Roman : JONQUILS,

double: NARCISS. paper-white and double Roman ; ANE-
MONE FULGENS: SNOWDROPS, double and single:

BEGONIA FROEBELI, double white NARCISS. Prices

low, quality extra.

F. SANDER AND CO., Seed Growers, St Albans.

JULES DE COCK, Nurseryman, Ghent,
Belgium, offers AZALEA INDICA of all sizes,

AZALEA MOLLIS and A. PONTICA, CAMELLIAS,
CHRISTMAS ROSES, DEUTZIA GR.\CILIS. DIELV-
TRA SPECTABILIS. LILY of the VALLEY, SPIR/EA
JAPONICA. PALMS for Table use, DRAC/ENAS, FERNS,
and YUCCA VARIEGATA. Catalogues free on application.

To the Trade.
NEW ENGLISH SOWING RAPESEED.

HAND F. SHARPE have just secured fine

• samples of the above Seed .and are prepared to make
special offers to the Trade at reduced prices, which may be had
(with sample) on application.

Seed Growing Establishment. Wisbech.

6000 EngUsh-grown
CAMELLIAS and AZALEAS,

ranging from i to 6 feet high, set with buds, in large or

small quantities to suit purchasers.

CATALOGUES and Prices on application. Special terms

to the Trade.
r^HENRY WALTON, Edge End Nurseries, Brierfield, near

Burnley, Lancashire.

Transit Agency for Plants, Seeds, &c.

CI. BLACKITH AND CO. (established
• i82z). Cox's and Hammond's Quays, Lower Thames

Street, London, S E — Forwarders to all parts of the world.

To the Trade Only.

EH. KRELAGE and SON, Nursery-
. MEN, Seedsmen, and Florists. Haarlem, Holland.—

The Wholesale CATALOGUE for i3,8 70. first part (332A),

is Now Ready, and may be had free on pre-paid application by
Nurserymen. Florists, and Seedsmen. The Catalogue contains

complete collections of Hyacinths, Tu'ips. Crocus, Narcissus,

Fritillarias, Ranunculus, Anemones, Lilies, Iris, Gladiolus,

Pa^nies, Amaryllis, &c. The second part of this Catalogue

(332c). containing a complete list of miscellaneous Bulbous and
Tuberous-rooted Plants, will be sent out beginning of August.

Healthy Plants In Pots of

L ILIUM AURATUM, the Golden-Rayed
Japanese Lily, per dozen, i8j., 245., and 301.

BARR and SUGDEN, 12, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C.
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SALES BY AUCTION.

Auction Mart. Tokenhouse Yard, near tlie Bank of
Kntil.ind.

IMPORTANT SALE of a celebrated collection of ORCHIDS.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
are favoured with instructions to SELL by AUCTION

at the Mart, Tokenhouse Yard, City, E.G., on MONDAY.
Aueust ig, at 12 for half-past 12 o'Clock precisely, a magnificent

"COLLECTION of ESTABLISHED ORCHIDS in the best

possible health, including several handsome specimen Cypri-

pediums, Saccolabiums, Vanda3. Cattleyas, 6£C. ; also fine

plants of Odontoglossum vexillarium and Roezlii ; Masdevallia

Harryana. Lindenii and coccinea ; Lxlia purpurata, majalis,

flava, autumnalis, albidaand anceps; Cattleya gigas, eldorado,

Mendelii, superba and marginata ; Dendrochilum filiforme
;

Oncidium concolor, prxtextum. Marshallii. dasCyle, cheiro-

Rhorum, and other rare varieties ; Cymbidium eburneum, C.

lastersii ; Cypripedium Parishii, Scdenii, Stoneii, Harisii :

Odontoglossum Alexandrae. pulchellum majus, Leopardium
grande and Phalscnopsis ; Pescatorea cerjna ; Pleione humilis,

maculata ; Saccolabium ampullaceum, Blumei. curvifolium. prae-

morsum, gultatum ; Sobralia macrantha ; Sophronitis coccinea

andgrandiflora; Vandacoerulea, tricolor formosa, Parishii, fuavis,

and undulata : Paphinia cristata ; Miltonia ; Lycaste Skinncrj,

Opidendron vitellinum majus ; Dendrobium Ainsworthii,

Cambridgeanum, chryosotis, Devonianum, Falconerii, hetero-

carpum, nobile, Schroderii, thyrsiflorum, and Wardianum.
On view morning of Sale. Catalogues may be had at the

Mart, and of th« Auctioneers and Valuers, 98. Gracechurch
Street. E.C., and Leytonstone, E.

Now Oncidium Edwardi Reiclienbacli, Odontoglossum
PARDINUM. some with flower-spikes.

MR. J. C. STEVENS has received instruc-
tions from Mr. F. Sander, to offer for SALE by

AUCTION, at his Great Rooms. 38, King Street. Covent
Garden, W.C. on THURSDAY, August 8. at half-past 12

o'clock precisely, on and for account of Mr. B. Roezl,an impor-

tation in finest health of the new ONCIDIUM EDWARDI
REICHENBACH. discovered by Mr. Edward Klaboch, and
fully described by Professor Dr. Reichenbach, in the

Gardeners Chronicle, June 20. It is a new violet-coloured

variety of great beauty, the flowers are produced in enormous
quantities in stout 3 feet long stems, and the effect of its mass
inflorescence is grand. At the same lime will also be sold an
importation in altogether unusually fine masses of ODONTO-
GLOSSOM PARDINUM. the pieces are in the finest possible

health and freely set with breaks. The masses of Odontoglossum
pardinum, through having been brought home and packed m a
peculiar manner, are in such a marvellous fine condition that

some of them have actually made flower-spikes on the journey,

and we do not thtnk that an Odontoglossum of any description

has ever reached this country in such fine or better health than

t}.e;e Odontoglossum pardinum.
On view the moining of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Blounts Farm, Sawbrtdgeworili, Herts.

IMPORTANT ANNUAL SALE of CROPS and HAY.

GE. SWORDER begs to announce that he
• has been favoured with mstructions from John Prout,

Esq.. to SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises, on TUES-
DAY. August 6. 1873, the excellent GROWING CROPS of

CORN, upon 370 acres, including lao acres of Wheat, 215
acres of IJjrley. 35 acres of Oats, together with the whole of the

Straw: also 70 acres Second Cut CLOVER, seven stacks of

First Cut CLOVER HAY, and two stacks TARE HAY.
Luncheon at 11 o'Clock.

Catalogues may be had of the Auctioneer, Bishop's Stortford.

FOR SALE, Cheap, a Small FLORIST'S
BUSINESS — all Glass, well stocked, Heated with

Hot Water. Apply on the Premises.
W. FISHER, Myrtle Cottage, Green Lane, South Street,

Greenwich.

To Builders, Master Gardeners, and Others.

TO BE SOLD, a Bargain, Five 2-inch Gun
Metal HYDRANT VALVES, with caps and chains

complete, 560 feet lengths of best canvas HOSE lined with
indiarubber, each length htted with gun metal unions to screw
on valves, five brass NOZZLES, 18 inches long, to screw on
hose unions, fitted with ^ cocks to screw on and off, five pairs

of COUPLING IRONS for hose unions. The whole made by
C. Jakes & Co., Engineers, London.

Can be seen at s, Granby Street, Hampstead Road, N. W.

Kent.

COUNTRY HOUSE to LET on LEASE.—
Rent;£9o per annum. Situate at Merewolth, two miles

from S.K.R. The house contains ten Rooms, and there is

Stabling, Coach House, and Gardener's Cottage. The house
stands in a valuable FRUIT PLANTATION, returning about

ftto annually. The whole beinj^ about 2 acres.

For particulars apply to GEORGE BUNVARD, The
, Maidstone. No Agents need apply.

Nurserymen and Growers for Market.

TO LET, a large GARDEN, well stocked;
about 4,000 feet Glasshouses, Twin Boilers, adjoining

Cottage, large Sheds, Stables. Office, &c., most conveniently
fitted for a good trade ; mile from station.

G. MIDWAY, Bradford-on-Avon.

Camellias, Indian Azaleas, Falms, &c.

MR. A. VAN GEERT begs to intimate that
his stock of budded plants of Camellias and Indian

Azaleas and of Decorative Palms is unusually tine this season.

and will be ready for delivery at very moderate charges on and
after September i. Also the following desirable plants are in

prime conditiou :—Ghent Azaleas, Azalea mollis. Spirea

japonica, and Lilies of the Valley, Greenhouse Ferns for

furnishing and general nursery stock as well.

The new CATALOGUE will be issued shortly.

A. VAN GEERT, the Continental Nurseries. Ghent, Belgium.

TO BE SOLD, or EXCHANGED for
small Stove or Greenhouse Plants, Ferns, or Roses, the

following fine Specimen Plants, all in perfect health and forming
part of a famed Collection ;—Cyathea dealbata, 3 feet stem :

Dicksonia antarctica, young plant, 20 fronds ; 2 splendid

basket Ferns, Gompholobium subauriculatuin, very fine Lemon
tree, 8 feet high, in fruit : pair of Orange trees, "; feet by
4 feet, well furnished : Croton pictum, 6 feet high ; 2 plants of

Australian Flax. 6 feet high : very fine Rhododendron Veitchii,

5 feet by 4 feet ; R. Edgworthii, same size, well furnished
:

3 Pitcher-plants, including Nepenthes Hookerii, 12 fine plants

of Yucca variegata, and oiher plants.

Particulars on application to TAYLOR AND CO., Nursery-
men, Timperley, Cheshire.

Australian Plants and Seeds.

EUCALYPTUS GLOBULUS, PALMS,
CVCADS, FERNS, and all kinds of PLANTS and

SEEDS indijienons to Australia. Fiji, &c , supplied on the

most reasonable terms. Priced CATALOGUES and Special

Quotations on application.

SHEPHKRD AND CO., Nurserymenand Seedsmen, Darling
Nursery, Sydney, New South Wales. (Established 1827.!

Agents; Messrs. C. J. BLACKITH AND CO., Co.t's Quay.
Lower Thames Street. London, E.C.

To the Trade.
NEW TURNIP SEEDS KI^R PRESENT SOWING.
HAND F. SHARPE have just harvested

• the following varieties of TURNIP SEEDS suitable

for present sowing, viz. ;

—

"
I
Pomeranian White Globe
Lmcolnshire Red Roinid

ith Purple Top
I
White Stone or Stubble

e ready for immediate delivery. Prices may be had

Seed Growing Establishment, Wisbech.

M
Four Choice and Handsome Orchids.

R. WILLIAM BULL
AERIDES FIELDINGII (FOXBRUSH),
DENDROBIUM RIGIBBUM,
CVMBIDIUM EBURNEUM.
CCELOGYNE BARBATA.

at the extremely low price of lor. dd. each,

iblishment for New and Rare Plants, King's Road,
a, London. S.W.

OR F O R C I

SPIR/EA JAPONICA. 20s. per 100

„ PULMATA. 255. per ,

N G .

_j _. , itock finely ripened ;

Palmatas for planting, \os. 6d., 151., and 20^. per 100.

large clumps at moderate prices.

ROSE QUEEN OB^ BEDDERS.
Booked for Autumn, lar. per dozen, 75^. per i

CHARLES NOBLE, Bagshot.

ORCHIDS.—Thousands of choice Orchids
from Brazil, West Indies, Colombia. Assam. &c., in fine

imported pieces, at 3s. 6(i., 5^ , ys. 6ti,, and io.j. 6d. A choice
selection of Established and Semi-established plants, growirg
freely and in good health, also kept in stock. Orchid growers
are respectfully requested to make an early application to the

NEW PLANT AND BULB COMPANY, Lion Walk,
Colchester, in order to secure the best pieces,

N B.—The Brazilian Orchids are to hand, in fine condition.

20,000 Orchids from Colombia have arrived.

OTRAWBERRY PLANTS.—Well rooted,
kj strong runners, of following varieties, purchaser's selection,

is. 6ti. per 100, our selection, 2j. (yd. per too, 20J. per 1000,

true to name ;—Aromatic, Amateur, British Queen, Bicton Pine,
Black Prince, Cornucopia, Comte de Zans, Crimson Queen,
Comtede P.ans. Dr. Hogg, Duke of Edinburgh, Elton Pine.
Eleanor, Exquisite, Early Prolific, Enchantress, Eliza,

Garibaldi. John Powell, Grosse de Sucree, Oscar, Marguerite,
Lucas, Prince Arthur, Prince of Wales, President. Premier,
Royalty, Sir C. Napier, Sir J. Paxton, Sabreur, Scarlet Pine,
Souvenir de Kieff, Stirling Castle, Traveller, The Countess,
Vicomtesse de Thury, Unzer Fritz, Wonderful, W. J. Nicholson.
Not less than twenty-five of a sort supplied at 100 rate ; 100
plants in twenty sorts, 5^. , 100 in fifty sorts. 75.

WM. CLIBRAN and SON. Oldfield Nursery, Altrincham.

PRIMULAS, CINERARIAS, CHOICE
GERANIUMS, &c.-Striped Vesuvius and Salmon

Vesuvius, IS. 6d. each : White Vesuvius and Dr. John Denny,
Qs. each, post-free : twelve fine distinct Geraniums for pot
culture, winter blooming, &c., 4r. and 6s,, post-free. Primulas
and Cmerarias, ar. per dozen, post-free ; Roman Hyacinths,
fine bulbs, ar. 6d. per dozen, 17s. per 100.

STOVE and GREENHOUSE PLANTS in great variety.

CATALOGUES on application. Special cheap offers to

Gentlemen furnishing new Conservatories, Greenhouses, i^c. :

also to those planting Herbaceous Borders of Herbaceous and
Alpine Plants, Florist's flowers, &c.
WM. CLIBRAN and SON, Oldfield Nursery. Altrincham.

IPECIAL OFFER
? HARDY BULBS and

sculenta, 20J. perCamassi

Colchici

Delphin

Dielytr;

Erythrc

aale, fl. pl.,

151. per too.

um uudicaule, lyr. per

spectabilis, strong

Hemerocallis fulva, 1

17s. per„ pumila

Liliumbulbiferum.42J. per loo.

,, Martagon, 20f. per loo.

,, tigrinum, 5^. per 100.

,, ,, n. pl., 675. per icx».

,, ,. splendens, 84J, per 100.

,, umbel latum atro-sangui-

. per 1

>> i» grandillorun:

,, ,, speciosum si

345. per 100.

Muscari botryoides,

25J. per

4^. per

to the TRADE of
FLOWER ROOTS.
Narcissus billorus, 45. per too.

,, odorus (Campemel Jon-
quil), 45. per loj.

„ poeticus, fL pl., ss. per

„ telamonius, fl. pi,, 7s. per

Orchis maculata, homegrown.

Ornithogalum splendens, 3s.

Platycodi idiflorum, fl,

coeruleo (Campanula
grandiflora), 17^. per

Polygonatum multiflorur

(Convallaria mult;

flora), gs. per 100,

Saxifraga granulata, fl. pl,

341. per 100.

Scilla hyacinthoides ccerulea

5S. per 100.

,, patula albida, 7;. per loc

,, patula

bifolia (Convallaria),

91. per 100.

Spirsea hlipendula, fl. pl, 91.

Triteleia uniflora, 3J. per loo.

Muscari
SS. pel

FLOWER ROOTS for COLD FRAMES.
Canarina campanula, 34^. per I Cyclamen persicum, fl. rose

too.
I

251. to 67J. per loj.

All grown in pots.

HARDY PERENNIALS.
Spirsea Aruncus, 251. per 100. 1 Spirsea japonica (Hoteia), t^

Spira;a palmata, 84J-. per 100. | per 100, £5 tjs. per io<>

Orders to the amount of jCn free throughout Great Britain.

A. M. C. JONGKINDT CONINCK.
Tottenham Nurseries, Dedemsvaart, near 2woUe, Netherland:

HYACINTHS, TULIPS, CROCUS
GLADIOLI, b-c.

Our Revised LIST for 1878 is now ready, and will be handed
to all Gardeners and Amateurs, post.free, on application to

Messrs, MERTENS and CO., Forwarding Agents, 5, Billiter

Square, London, E.C, or to ourselves direct, ANT. R002EN
AND SON, Overveen, near Haarlem, Holland.

The Pine-apple Nursery, Malda Vale,
LONDON. N.

XT' G. HENDERSON and
-lli. SON can supply SEED of the
following, quality of strains are the best that
can be grown, at per packet :

—

PRIMULA SINENSIS FIMBRIATA,
mixed colours or separate, is. 6d.

PRIMULA SINENSIS FIMBRIATA.
double-flowered, white or mixed, 21. 6d.

and SI-

PRIMULA SINENSIS FIMBRIATA, Maiden's Blush, new
double, ts. dd. and SJ.

CINERARIA and CALCEOLARIA, each is. 6d.

CYCLAMEN PERSICUM GRANDIFLORUM. is. and
. f,d.

. td.

Special Cheap Trade Offer.

FERNS, P.\LM.S, .'\Z.\LEA.S, CAMELLIAS, &c.

JOHN H. LEY,
ROYAL NURSERY, CROYDON,

Will be pleased to send (on application) a List of very cheap
and good plants. Greenhouse Ferns especially fine, by the
too or 1000, at less than a quarter of usual prices.

Also Special Retail LIST of New and Rare Plants, Cheap
Ferns and Stove Plants, post-free to all applicants.

^^1^
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PAEHAl'S PATEIT SYSTEM OE &LAZIM WITSOUT PUTTY
On Chaimelled Wrought-Iroii

Rafters,

Secures almost entire immunity from

Breakage of Glass, great saving in repairs

and re-painting, and absolute freedom

from Drip.

^^ *<

New "Registered" Acme Plant Preserver,
With Truss Hinge and no Pnnc pals

The Ridge always fits close, the interior s free fron all obstruction, the comen
are secured in iron angle-plates : glazed, without putty, with 2i-oz. glass.

Long. Wide. Price. Long. Wide. Price.

6 feet by 3 feet .. ,. £,1 T t \ 12 feet by 3 feet .. ..^405
6 feet by 4 feet .. .. 3 o o

I
12 feet by 4 feet .. .. 50c

WILLIAM PARHAM,
Horticultural Builder and Hot-xoater

Engineer,

NORTHGATE WORKS, BATH;

280, Oxford Street, London, W.

*^ Specimens on view at either address.

Illustrated Catalogues and Price Lists free.

I Orders amounting to Ci carriage paid to

any Railway Station in England, and to

Principal Ports in Scotland and Ireland.

Extra strong Cucumber or Melon Frames,
With 2-inch sashes and i J^-inch red deal frames, secured at each comer with

two wrought-iron strap bolts. Glazed, without putty, with 21-oz. glass;

Long, Wide. Price. Long. Wide. Price.

4 feet by 6 feet, i light .. /a 2 o I 16 feet by 6 feet, 4 lights. . ;C7 5 o
8 feet by 6 feet, 2 lights.. 3 12 o 20 feet by 6 feet, 5 lights. . S 15 o

12 feet by 6 feet, 3 lights.. 5 7 6 | 24 feet by 6 feet, 6 lights.. 10 10 o

GARSONS PAINT.
PATRONISED BY

HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN. H.R.H. THE PRINCE OF WALES. H.R.H. THE DUKE OF EDINBURGH.
The British. Government. The Indian Government. The Colonial Government.

10,000 of the Nobility, Gentry, and Clergy. Bailway and Canal Companies. Collieries, Ironmasters, &c.

IS EXTENSIVELY USED FOR ALL KINDS OFOUTDOOR V/ORK.
IT IS SPECIALLY APPLICABLE TO

W^OOD, IRON, BRICK, STONE, and COMPO.
Sold in all Colours. 1 Cwt. and Oil Mixture Free to all Stations. Prices, Patterns, and Testimonials Free.

OILS and VARNISHES of EVERY DESCRIPTION.

WALTER CARSON & SONS,
LA BELLE SAUVAGE YARD, LUDGATE HILL, LONDON, E.G.; 21, BACHELOR'S WALK, DUBLIN

S. OWENS & CO.,

HYDRAULIC ENGINEERS,
WHITEFRIARS STREET, LONDON, E.C.

THE IMPROVED SELF-ACTING HYDRAULIC RAM
This useful Self-acting Apparatus, which works d-iy and night Without needing attention will raise water to

any height or distance, without cost for labour or motive-power, where a few feet fall can be obtained, and :

suited for supplying PubUc or Private Establishments, Farm Buildings, Railway Stations, &c.

No. 37. DEEP WELL PUMPS for Horse, Hand, Steam, or other Power.
\

No. 49. GARDEN ENGINES, of all sizes, in Oak or Galvanised Iron Tubs.

No. 63. PORTABLE IRR!G.\TORS, with Double or Treble Barrels for Horse or No. 54*. THE C.ASSIOBURY FIRE EXTINGUISHER, as designed for the
Sieam Power. [Gardens, Sic. Right Hod. the Earl of Essex.

No. 46.7. IMPROVED DOUBLE ACTION PUMPS on BARROW for Watering No. 44. WROUGHT-IRON PORTABLE PUMPS of all sizes
No. 49a. G.ALVANISED SWING W.ATER CARRIERS, for Garden use. ^o. 4. CAST-IRON GARDEN, YARD, or STABLE PUMPS
No. 50 and s^a. FARM and MANSION FIRE ENGINES of every description. ^o. 39*. IMPROVED HOSE REELS for Coiling up Long Lengths of Hose for
No. 38. PORTABLE LIQUID M.\NURE PUMPS, on Legs, with Flexible Suction. Garden use.

S. OWENS AND CO. Manufacture and Erect every description of Hydraulic and General Engineers' Work for Mansions, Farms, &c., comprising PUMPS, TURBINES.
WATER WHEELS, WARMING APPARATUS, B.\THS, DRYING CLOSETS, G.\SWORKS, Apparatus for LIQUID MANURE distribution. FIRE MAINS,
HYDRANTS, HOSE PIPES, &c., &c. ParticuUn taken in any part of the Country. Plans and Estimatesfurnished.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES CAN BE HAD ON APPLICATION.
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^SUTTON'S^
VE6ETABLE& FLOWER SEEDS

FOR PRESENT SOU'LVG.

CABBAGE.
Sutton's

-«? f'S'K^^^^K^rs Imperial.
// t i "x^]»ll^A I'he best Cab-

' ?'i ^ "^wllfe)
'"''^'^ '"' "''""^

rst or ^se^con.^

V. ill produce beau-
tiful Cabbages for

early spring use
Heads cone-
biped ,very large,

.
irni, and of mild

z.—s.ii.

Enfield Mar-

VA 1 /<(J''fci'iiiHIBfflBBB' j^ ''"• ..08
^^\ \t.m,m\mMUmim^ j^P Nonpareil ..06

h.irly Dwarf
York ..06

Red Pickling 1 6

ONION.—New Queen.
A valuable, new, and distinct variety, being the earliest of

all O.uons. Sown in March it comes to maturity in July, or

sown in July it is fit ft r use the following autumn. It is of

beautiful mild Havcur, and strongly recommended.

Per packet, ij.

ThefoUmvbis varieties, sown in July and August, luill con^e

to a z'ery targe size during the foltowing Spring and
Summer :-

p^.^ ^^_^ j
NEW GIANT ROCCA (the lai^ast variety) .. ..13
LARGE EARLY RED ITALIAN 13
LARGE EARLY WHITE ITALI.\N 13
GIANT LATE RED ITALIAN 13
GIANT LATE WHITE ITALIAN 13

The FINEST STRAIN of CALCEOLARIA.

SUTTON'S "PERFECTION."
For beauty and form of flower, richness of colour, and habit

of plant, is acknowledged to be far superior to any yet in

cultivation. Price 5J. and 2s. 6d. per packet, post-free.

THE FINEST STRAIN OF FRIMULA.
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SUITON'S SUPERB PRIMULA.
,ed, white, or niLsed, s-r, and is. 6ii. per packet, post-free.

SUTTON'S SUPERB CINERARIA.
Price 5^. and 2^. 6d. per packet, post-free.

ht sent by post

SEEDS BY POST.
Vegetable Seeds up to 12 ounces in

with acharge of 4^/. for the 12 ounces, or a

Railway Station in England and Wales.

SUTTON & SONS,
THE QUEEN'S .SEEDSMEN, RE;\DING.

VI N ES-VI NES-VIN ES.
A splendid lot of well hardened Canes, fit for

immediate planting. All the most approved

varieties. 7.f. C;/. and I0j'.6(/. each. Also

FIGS IN POTS,
Well set with Fruit, y. to loj. 6ii. each.

O.SBORN AND SONS,
THE FULHAM NURSERIES. LONDON, S.W.

OS B O R N AND SONS'
GENERAL CATALOGUE

Of STOVE and GREENHOUSE PLANTS
is now ready. It contains a Descriptive List

of the leading Novelties, also of Azaleas,

Camellias, &c. Post-free on application.

THE FULHAM NURSERIES, LONDON, S.W.

DENDROBIUM SUPERBIENS,

Mr. William Bull,
Having received an Importation from Torres Straits of this new and handsome DENDROBIUM,

is now sending out good plants at Three and Four Guineas each.

An inspection of these is invited, as of many thousands of other choice ORCHIDS, which

can be supplied at moderate prices, having been received from his Collectors and Correspondents

in Assam, Colombia, Burmah, Brazil, Mexico, Costa Rica, Venezuela, Ecuador, West Indies, and

the Eastern Archipelago. _^

ESTABLISHMENT FOR NEW AND RARE PLANTS,
KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

NE^A^ PLANTS.
James Veitch & Sons

Desire to direct attention to the following Novelties :

—

TORENIA BAILLONI.
A pretty novelty from Cochin China. It has the habit of T. asiatica and T. Foumierii, but

the flowers are bright yellow, with a dark purplish brown tube. It is free flowering, and will

prove quite as useful as the other varieties of Torenia.

Price 5a. each.

ESCALLONIA PHILLIPIANA.
A beautiful semi scandent evergreen hardy shrub, a native of Valdivia, from whence we intro-

duced it through the late Mr. Pearce.

It is figured in the Gardener^ Chronicle, July 27, 1878, page loS, and mentioned in the
following terms :

—

" This is one of the most desirable of hardy shrubs—for such it is at least in Messrs. Veitch 's nursery at Combe
Wood. The plant was described from Messrs, Veitch's specimens in these columns in 1873, P- 947- Its dense
masses of white flowers have some resemblance to those of some of the Spiraeas, but the botanical structure is
quite different and the foliage of a richer green than in most Spirasas. We congratulate Messrs. Veitch on the
introduction of so beautiful a shrub, which amply jtislifies our commendations."

Price 78. 6d. each.

ROYAL EXOTIC NURSERY, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, S.W.

TheThamesBank Iron Company
OLD BARGE WHARF,

UPPER GROUND STREET,
LONDON, S.E.,

Have the largest and most complete stock in the Trade
;

upwards of ;£2o,ooo worth to choose from.

HOT-WATER BOILERS, PIPES, and CONNECTIONS,
And all CASTINGS for HORTICULTURAL PURPOSES.

Their New Illustrated Catalogue, Zth Edition, now ready

{J>rke Sirpeiue).

Hot-water Apparatus erected complete, or the Materials supplied at Wholesale Prices.
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THE PARIS EXHIBITION of 1878.

Visitors should see the " Boyd-Wills "

Conservatory, which is generally admitted

to be one of the sights of the Exhibition, and

was honoured with a special visit from their

Royal Highnesses the Prince and Princess of

Wales, and the Crown Prince and Princess of

Denmark, &c.

..--"

JAMES BOYD & SOIS,
HORTICULTURAL BUILDERS

In Wood or Iron, and Manufacturers of

Hot-water Apparatus

FOR HEATING HOTHOUSES,
Churches, Matisions, Public Buildings,

Harness Rooms, Gr'c.,

PAISLEY.

estafjLished forty years.

HOTHOUSES Built with WOOD,

Preserved by Gardner's Patent Process,

Are reiulered pracliiiilly Imperishable, being

Proof against Damp or Dry-Rot.

HOTHOUSES ERECTED BY US
May be seen in most parts of Great Britain

and Ireland
;

Also in Australia, New Zealand, Cape of Good
Hope, &c.

No. 3.

We find that this Boiler gives great satisfac-

tion wherever it is tried, and from our own ex-

perience we can recommend it.

HEATING APPARATUS
Erected complete, or the Materials supplied at

Moderate Prices.

ILLUSTRATED CIRCULARS POST-FREE.
Complete Catalogue, 33.

JAMES BOYD & SONS,
Horticultural Builders and Heating Engineers

to Her Majesty's Board of Works,

PAISLEY.

Send for a PRICE LIST of

BLAKE'S SELF-ACTING

HYDEAULIC EAMS,
For Raising Water for the Supply of

Villages, Irrigation, Railway Stations, Mansions,

Fountains, Farms.

No Cost for Motive Power, which is obtained from iJu

Stream of Waterpassing through tlie Rams,

NO OILING OR PACKING REQUIRED.

Made in sizes to raise from 300 to 100,000 Gallons per day.

WILL FORCE TO A HEIGHT OF 1600 FEET.

This Ram will raise a part of the same
water that works it, or will raise pure water

from a well whilst it is worked by a stream
of impure water.

TESTIMONIALS.
From iJie Right Hon. T. Sothern Estcoi;rt, Estcouri Park,

Gloucestershire, September t, 1875.

*' Vou will be glad to hear, as I am to tell you, that your
Self-acting Hydraulic Ram has worked exceedingly well and
continuously since it was erected, more than twelve months
ago. It is, in fact, perfectly successful."

(The delivery pipe in the above case is 4200 feet long, with

ICO feet rise.)

From Captain Townshend, WineJiam, February 10, 1877.

" In answer to your enquirj', I am glad to say the Hydraulic

Ram you sent me in November, 1875, is working exceedingly

well, and gives no trouble. It will work when quite immersed,
as it has been several times during the floods this winter,

forcing up water through a delivery pipe 900 yards lon^ at the

rate of So,ooo gallons per day, although you only promised

so.cxxj."

^r^;« John Barnes, Esq., Contractor, Chathurn and Helli-

field Railway, Contractor's Office, March, 1877.

" Dear Sir,— I have the pleasure to inform you that the three

Hydraulic Rams you erected for me on this contract about two
years ago, have continued to work very satisfactorily, without

requiring any repairing. With a fall of 5 feet sufficient water

has been raised daily by each ram to supply two of my loco-

motive engines : they have fully answered my expectations and

all that has been said of them."

Deanwater, IVilmsloiv, November no, 1873.

" Dear Sir,— In answer to your enquiries respecting the

Hydraulic Ram you supplied me with six months ago, I beg to

state th:.t I am more than satisfied with it, as it is in perfect

order, sending up to the top of the house about 2000 gallons of

water in the twenty-four hours, whereas you only contracted to

deliver in that time 500 gallons. I have, therefore, every reason

to be well pleased with your work, and more especially as I had
a Ram supplied me by another maker which could not send up a

single C'lIIon of water to the height required, and a second
maker informed me that no Ram with a fall of 3 feet could send
up water to the distance required, namely, tzo feet. But yours

is an accomplished fact, and does its work most efTectually.—

I

am, yours truly, L. Hanmer."

From Mr. Thomas Mason, AlkhuoaUs Hall, CoUe.
St'Ptember 2,0, 1871.

' Sir.-Your self-acting Hydraulic Ram gives me entire

satisfaction ; it has been at work abjut fifteen months, and has

only been seen once during the last six months ; it is forcing

about 1400 gallons per day of twenty-four hours to a height of

From John Penn

" Sir.—The Self-acting Hydraulic Ram you supplied me with

nine months ago continues in excellent condition. It receives

water from a spring through a 2-inch pipe, of which it forces

3'>oo gallons per day of twenty-four hours to a height of 90 feet,

exceeding all you promised, and far surpassing the water-wheel

and force pumps which it has displaced. Its cost is small, it

occupies but little space (2 square feet), and in mechanical

detail is simplicity itself I have much pleasure in recom-

mending it as a cheap and efficient method of raiding water."

JOHN BLAKE,
ENGINEER, ACCRINGTON.

SATURDAY, AUGUST 3, 1878.

AMERICAN NOTES.
{Continued/rom p. 74.)

PROGRESS and transformation are quit^ as

obvious in the Canadian towns as in the

general aspect of the country, and if I may draw

a parallel from the old world, there are several

orders of architecture which are in quick process

of successive replacement. Canada has had its

wigwam period, its log-hut period, its painted

wooden-villa period, and its matured brick and

stone-building period. In the embryo towns

the three latter types are seen side by side

curiously mingled. Hamburgh, in the Province

of Ontario, is a good representative of a rising

place, neither village nor town, yet perhaps

aspiring to the future status of a " city" laid

out with broad roads representing its future

intentions, which are some day to be realised in

the replacement of its present strange mixture

of habitations by proper streets and orderly

buildings.

The log hut is but occasionally seen looking

grimly substantial and solid, a sort of old friend

that cannot be dispensed with, often annexed to

an uncongenial smart-looking painted villa con-

structed wholly of wood. The wooden villa is

the present pervading type, varj'ing from hand-

some roomy houses to neat little habitations

looking like educated bathing machines without

wheels.

These framed wooden dwellings possess the

advantage of being movable entire from place

to place, and men who make it their trade are

able to shift about on rollers to a fresh location

a six or eight-roomed house, family included,

without interrupting the domestic routine.

Through the streets of Hamburgh, wide and

miscellaneous in their aspect, "stores" of every

grade, rows of wooden villas, the smouldering

ashes of a burnt block, a handsome stone fire

insurance office, churches and chapels, lots of

brightly painted agricultural implements staged

in the streets, and great piles of "lumber" all

dotted about and intermixed, we emerge into

the country between snake-fences along a road

which has been heaved up bodily by the late

winter's frost, and is just settling down again

into small hills and valleys over which the high-

wheeled buggy is dexterously guided.

The fields on either side present every variety

of agricultural progress, some with level-sown

crops as neat as culture can make them ; then

blocks of virgin forest, neatly pruned orchards,

or boggy thickets, most inviting for a botanical

stroll ; and again, large areas in every stage of

transformation ;
partly cleared land, with the

timber hewn and the crops sown amongst the

weird-looking dead stumps and the great

transported glacial boulders ; other fields from

which the stumps have just been grubbed up,

with the plough gradually reducing the natural

inequalities of the ground. Labour is so valu-

able in Canada, and the exigencies of the farm-

work so pressing during the six or seven months

of open weather, that every expenditure on

levelling ground or mere neatness of detail has

to be dispensed with. The farms are mostly

freeholds, of from 70 or So to 1 50 or 200 acres,

and worth in the best cleared districts from /8
to ^25 or /30 an acre ; in more remote districts

not nearly so much. Taxation is but light, and

mainly for local purposes, about half the total

bein>T devoted to education. The school
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organisation, which is national and unsectarian,

is of a somewhat higher standard than in our

own elementary schools, and is said to be efifi-

cient and free from our "religious difficulty"

without being irreligious.

The other main item of public expenditure is

for highways, the local roads being kept in

repair by a contributory assessment of manual
and team labour within limited districts, or

money payments in lieu of labour.

The neighbourhood of Hamburgh and Hays-
ville is a great milk-producing district. The
production of cheese has for many years been

centred in special factories, formerly under a

sort of joint arrangement, the farmers paying
for the manufacture ; but now the milk is pur-

chased and collected by the factories, and
converted into cheese, and the ready sale of

milk at %d. a gallon to the factories is one of the

most profitable branches of Canadian farming.

The manufacture of butter on the same plan is

also being commenced.
A drive of 6 miles brought me to Nyth Grove,

near Haysville, a pleasant location on a terrace

above the River Nyth, a pretty trout-stream

winding amongst rich meadows and beautiful

woods, where I enjoyed some hours' interesting

botanical research. The prevalent plant in the

meadow fronting the house was the curious

Aroid, Symplocarpus fcetidus, or Skunk-Cab-
bage, so called from the offensive odour emitted

from any bruised part of the plant. The bogg)'

portions of the meadow produced an Andro-
meda, and a very handsome variety of Lilium

canadense, not yet in flower, but which I have

had under culture from this source. Cypripe-

dium candidum occurs sparingly, also Sar-

racenia purpurea, several species of Viola,

Smilacina stellata, &c.

The Canadian Forests.

The " Bush " close by struck me as being the

most beautiful woodland scenery 1 had ever seen,

set off by the winding river passing through it,

a complete canopy of bright green spring

foliage high up on a labyrinth of tall bare

stems, intermixed with Hemlock Spruce, and'

a

perfect garden of verdure under foot, mixed up
with prostrate trunks in every stage of decay.

The old age, death, decay, and replacement

of trees in a natural forest is a novelty to any-

one from a land of plantations and periodical

felling, where every tree is much alike from a

fair and equal start, and is artificially protected

from natural competition. In most of the

Canadian woods we have the picturesque charm
of Nature working in her own way. Here are

the seed-beds of young trees as thick as Mus-
tard and Cress ; many perish in their baby-
hood, and others struggle on to middle life, a
few only growing up into the gaps left by the

death and decay of the patriarchs of the forest,

so that there is a constant round and unbroken
scene like the continuous life of a nation, the

individual lives overlapping and overlapped by
their contemporaries.

The deciduous trees of the forest look much
alike, and are monotonous in their habit and
aspect, but include double or treble the number
of species found in any European wood. Maples
are prevalent, and two species occur here
— Acer rubrum, the red or " soft " Maple ;

and Acer saccharinum, the sugar or "hard"
Maple. The former is generally a smaller tree

than the latter, and grows in swamps and low
grounds. It assumes its brilliant scarlet colour

earlier than the Sugar-Maple, often in July and
August patching the green forests with brilliant

scarlet and crimson. It is largely used for fuel,

and varieties known as the " curled," " land-

scape," and Mountain Maple are employed for

cabinet work.

The Sugar Maple.

Acer saccharinum is a much larger tree, and
is at once'distinguishable from the Red Maple

by the roundness of the notch between the lobes

of the leaves It is one of the largest trees

of the genus, often attaining a diameter of from

3 to 4 feet, and out-topping the other deciduous

trees, sometimes reaching a height of over

i
100 feet. For fuel and charcoal its wood is

!
especially valuable ; it also produces the well-

known Bird's-eye Maple used in cabinet work,

supposed by Emerson to be a distinct variety

of the Sugar Maple, but from information given

me in Upper Canada, it seems probable that it

is only of mere casual occurrence in individual

trees. This species is pre-eminently the source ot

Maple sugar and was known to the Indians before

the settlement of the country by Europeans.

I had the advantage of inspecting on the

farm of a Dutch gentleman, near Haysville, a

, section of the forest in which the Maples are

tubbed, and the collected sap boiled down for

sugar, the particulars of which I record.

A very interesting physiological pomt con-

nected with the production of Maple sugar is the

variability of the flow of the sap dependent on
diurnal changes of weather, the whole life-force

of the big old trees being apparently ruled by
trifling changes of temperature and alternations

of heat and frost. Changes of life-action occur

unappreciable to the eye in the daily develop-

ment of the spring growth, but which the flow

of sap records with precision.

The rising of the sweet sap commences im-

mediately after the first break-up of the long

frost from the middle to the end of February,

continuing through March and into the early

days of April, but varj'ing in different localities

and at different seasons. A cold north-west

wind with frosty nights and sunny days in

alternation, tends to incite the flow, which is

more abundant during the day than the night.

It is, however, most sensitive to unfavourable

changes, and from a flow of 3 gallons a day
from one tree may almost cease in a few hours,

and then gradually recover itself. From this it

will be seen that the flow given from day to day
is uncertain, and that reliable statistics of pro-

duce are difficult to record. A continuous

course of favourable weather tends to the largest

production, a rising and falling supply reducing

the total produce of the season.

The time at which the flow commences varies,

not only with the season, but with the exposure

and elevation of the ground, being earliest in

warm and low situations. A thawing night is

said to promote its flow, and it ceases during a

south wind and at the approach of a storm, and
so sensitive are the trees to aspect and climatal

variations that the flow of sap on the south and
east side has been noticed to be earlier than on
the north and west side of the same tree.

There are generally from ten to fifteen good
"sap-days" in the sap season, which continues

on and off for about six weeks, after which, as

the foliage developcs, the saccharine matter is

reduced, and the sap is said to be "sour"
though a restricted flow still continues. Emer-
son, in his work on the Trees of Massachusetts,

referring to Michaux's observations, considers

that the product of Sugar depends also on the

character of the previous summer, and that a

season of plentiful rain and sunshine prepares

the tree for an abundant han-est of Sugar in the

succeeding spring. Open winters are thought

to cause the sap to be sweetest, and much
freezing and thawing to make it most abundant
and of the best quality. The sap of isolated

trees is richer in Sugar than that of those

which are massed together in the forest.

In the Maple Bush at Haysville the produce

of Sugar was at the rate of i lb. to each
6 gallons of sap, and the average may be I lb.

to 4^ or 5 gallons, but Emerson records instances

in which i lb of sugar has been produced from

3 gallons of sap. With reference to the produce

of individual trees, in a good sap season an
average tree will run as much as 3 gallons of

sap in a day, occasionally more, and produce

about 4 lb. of sugar in the season, but Emer-
son records instances of the production of

10, 20, 33, and 43 lb. of sugar from single trees.

Such weights are, however, altogether excep-

tional. The highest weight was produced from
a draught of 175 gallons of sap from a single

tree. The average quantity per tree would be
from 12 to 24 gallons in a season.

Young trees under twenty-five years old are

seldom tapped, the smaller trees scarcely pay-
ing for the trouble, apart from the debility

it produces in the young growing tree. Repeated
tapping of the matured trees produces no appa-
rent injury or effect on their vigour. Emerson
records instances of trees that have been tapped
for forty consecutive years without injury, and
it is said that both the quality and quantity of

the sap are visibly improved after the first

tapping.

The trees are usually tapped at a height of

3 or 4 feet from the ground with a J inch auger
to a depth of from 2 to 6 inches, into which a
perforated plug is driven to lead the sap into

the collecting vessels, or a simple notch i j inch
deep is cut with the axe. From one to three
taps are inserted in each tree, and these have
to be renewed in succeeding years in fresh
places, generally alternated on opposite sides
of the tree. The sap is evaporated either in

iron chaldrons or shallow boilers, 6 feet long,

i\ feet wide, and about 8 inches deep. Those
of copper are preferred to iron, as they are said
to yield a whiter sugar.

Care is taken to keep the boilers filled up
with fresh additions of sap during evaporation
till the syrup attains a sufficient consistency,
which is ascertained by its "breaking" or
cr>'stallising when dropped into cold water.
The syrup is strained during evaporation, a
small quantity of liine or soda added to neutral-
ise any free acids that may be present, and a
little white of egg or milk to clear it. After
straining and skimming, the syrup is poured into

pans or moulds to crystallise, and it may be
further clarified by gently boiling in tapering
cans with a tap at the bottom, towards which
the molasses gravitates, and is drawn off as the
crystallised sugar sets.

Maple-sugar is made not so much as an article

ofcommerce as for the home use ofthe producers,
and the great bulk being consumed where it is

made, it is difficult to arrive at anything like an
accurate estimate of the total production.
Emerson states that in Massachusetts alone
between 500,000 and 600,000 lb. weight of sugar
are annually produced from the Maple, and he
values it at Scents, per lb. In 1874 the price

rose to from 10 to 22 cents, a lb. In Canada
at the beginning of April last, new Maple sugar
was selling at from 10 to 11 cents, a lb., about
the price of the best cane sugar.

A considerable proportion of the Maple-sap
product is also preserved as syrup without
crystallisation, and in this state it is used as
sweet sauce and for various culinary purposes.
The Maple sugar production is said to be a

growing industry, and if the preparation could
be centred in well-oidered factories, on the plan
of the cheese and butter factories, there is little

doubt that carefully prepared Maple sugar would
closely compete in price with cane sugar. As
it is, with the simple and almost rude appliance
for preparation, there is little to choose between
the purchase of Cane sugar and the cost of pro-
ducing the local home-made sugar from the sap
of the Maple. Geo. Maw, Benthall Hall,
Broseley.

To he eoniinued.')

New Garden Plants.
Mesembryanthemum hirtum, N. E. Br.

Stems perennial, diffuse procumbent, terete, 3—

6

inches long, i^ line thick, dull purple-red, papillate,

rather rough, clothed with fine short spreading hairs,

at length becoming woody, pale-grey and glabrous.

Leaves crowded on the barren shoots, \— i^ inch
distant on the flowering branches, connate at base, sub-

erect-recurving or sometimes the older leaves spread-
ing-recurved, i^—25 inches long, 2—3 lines wide,

linear, attenuate from about ^ or ^ below apex to a
subacute point, face concave, back obtusely keeled,

both surfaces covered with minute glistening papillae,

hairy along the keel and margins otherwise glabrous,
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dark green, dull purple-red at base ; sometimes the

whole leaf is purple-tinted. Flowers terminal, usually

solitary, sometimes 2—3 together. Peduncle i-~-z\

inches long, terete, clothed and coloured like the

stem. Calyx 5-cleft, tube obconical, lobes leafy un-

equal, two being about twice as long as the rest, shorter

lobes membrane-margined 3—6 lines long, longer lobes
6— ir lines long, semiteretc subacute; the whole
minutely papillate, clothed outside with fine short

hairs, lobes dark green, tube paler. Corolla ij inch

diameter, petals straight, not very numerous, about

3 seriate, bright purple on both sides, linear, apex
obtuse, entire or minutely denticulate. Stamens
about \ as long as petals, filaments pale yellow,

anthers bright yellow. Stigmas 5, slightly shorter

than stamens, turgid-cylindric acuminate, apex shortly

aristate.

Introduced from South Africa by Mr. T. Cooper.
This species is closely allied to M. Suthcrlandi,

described last year in the Botanical Magazine, but the

leaves are much the narrower, the flowers smaller with
straight (not falciform) petals, the stigmas with a much
shorter arista, and lastly the perennial habit will dis-

tinguish it from that species, for M. Sutherlandi is re-

markable for its stems dying down to the ground
every year, /. d'., it produces annual stems from a

towards the apex in a wild flower (dried of course).

In the living flower it is emarginate at its an-
terior side, and vanishing gradually, towards the base.

The column has no hollow at its base, and a shallow
margin with a dorsal apiculus around the anther.

I have to thank for fresh, very satisfactory specimens,
Messrs. Veitch, who obtained it from Australia under
the name of D. Kingianum. I have been lucky
enough to see the typical specimens preserved at the

Kew Herbarium. The description quoted before is

not very satisfactory ; but, to crown the work, there

comes this remark—"Species praclaro inventori

dicata proxime venit D. macrantho et D. calcarato et

insula Vanikoro et D. lancifolio a Bouron Malac-
carum." Those are species of Achille Richard {_Voy-

age dc Dccoiivertes de VAstrolabe). Now, our astonish-

ment will be easily understood by every Orchidist, if

we mention that A. Richard's D. macranthum is no
Dendrocoryne, but a Stachyobium, with a totally

different flower, no doubt widely spread in Oceania
(Samoa ; Tutailla ; Samoe Urala ; Taiti ; Vanikaro).

The D. Achillis, Rchb. f. (calcaratum A., Rchb.) is a

Pedilonum near Dendrobium secundum, and D. lan-

cifolium, A. Rich., is a very peculiar plant, like a

very thin-stemmed Pedilonum (flowers like those of

D. cumulatum, Lind,, but lip three-lobed). It has

Fig. 19.—MESEMBKYANTIIEMUM HIRTU.M. FLOWERS PURPLE,

perennial rootslock, a peculiarity that I think is

possessed by no other known species of the genus.
This and M. Sutherlandi belong to the section

Relaxata, and should range next to M. relaxatum.
A\ E. Brffn.'Hy Herbarium, Keiu.

Dendrobium Moorei, F. Mueller, Fragmenta,
vii., p. 29.

It is very pleasant to see this species alive, the

more so since we may hope to have D. Petri soon at

the same place—the Chelsea Royal Exotic Nursery
—in flower. This species is far more slender in its

bulb than Dendrobium Kingianum, and has as many
as four oblong acute, bidentate leaves, of the texture

of those of the just-named species. The inflorescence

of five to ten flowers bears those organs in very

different directions, nodding, upright, and turning

inverse. They arc as white as those of a Lily of

the \'alley, except a slight greenish hue on the ovary,

and the pedicel, too, is white. Both sepals and petals

are very narrow and connivent, and the spur just

equalling the ovary, and not reaching the pedicel, is

rather flat on the hinder back side and retuse. The
narrow, linear-lanceolate acuminate lip has a trian-

gular blunt lobe on each side in the middle or

below it or towards the base, and between these

lobes a fleshy callosity is placed. This callosity

is easily understood by an Orchidist, and I found

it trapezoid, bilobed towards the base, three-lol ed

the inflorescences terminal and lateral, and has but

one affinity, with D. Huttoni, Rchb. f., only known
from the establishment of Messrs. Veitch. What can

a perplexed author do when a species is compared at

once to such different things—if he is not so lucky

as to get a type? But this is not enough. Mr.

Robert D. Fitzgerald, whose great merit it is to

give representations taken from the living Australian

terrestrial Orchids, begins now to publish in Australian

public papers ! It is by a lucky accident (by the

kindness of the Colchester New Bulb Company) that I

obtained a description of a Dendrobium falcoglossum,

more poetical than scientific, from the Sydney Morning
Herald, November, 1S76. If this model were followed

botanists would have to subscribe at once for al[

papers. Sir Joseph Hooker might write in the

Times; Dr. Regel, in the Golos ; M. Bureau

in the Debals ; Geheimrath Fenzl in the A'eue

Freie Presse ; Professor Baron Cesati in the Voce

della Verita. The fullest Babylonian confusion would

accrue, and at such places as Kew Herbarium, the

British Museum, and the Jardin des Plantes, extra

rooms would have to be provided with emj'loyes

reading all the papers of the world and hunting for

botanical articles. Or the Ministers of Foreign Affairs

might place on their staff some botanists, so that the

expense of paying all the papers for the botanic articles

might be saved, provided botanists of polyglottic

education were found. H, G. Rekh.f,

Peristeria cerina, Lindl.

It is a quarter of a century since I had a fresh in-

florescence of this old Orchid, only two of which were
preserved in my herbarium. Now I have the fresh

inflorescence of five waxy, light brown flowers, which
reminds me of Cceliopsis and Schlimia. It is pen-

dulous, and bears ascending flowers rather larger

than those represented in Botanical Register, tab.

1953 (1837). It is very remarkable to see the deep
union of all three sepals, though the lateral ones are

connate even higher. The lateral wings of the lip are

very small and incumbent on the nail of the column,
which is angular on each side at the base. The epi-

chiliumis concave with serrate inflexed anterior margins
and a bilobed, overlapping and thickened apex. Once
it was much flowered at Hamburgh with P. pendulaand
guttata. I remember a Berlin friend's conversatinn,

who informed me (it was not jealousy, but not very far

from it,) that at the Berlin flower shows those Ham-
burgh people. Senator Jensch and Messrs. Booth sent

their enormous specimen Orchids, grown by Messrs.

Kramer, now among the patriarchs of Orchid growers,

and Mr. Boysen. Amidst those treasures those Peris-

terias were beloved plants of the highest attraction.

Where are those days ? How much has taste changed 1

I have not seen a living spike of Peristeria pendula

in the whole of my life, and so very little of P.

guttata and cerina, that I feel the more grateful for the

pleasure of sketching Peristeria cerina from fresh

flowers Sir Trevor Lawrence very kindly sent mc.
//. G. Rchb.f.

NOTES ON FRENCH HORTI-
CULTURE.

Market Plants.

Plants for the million seem the order of the day

in Paris. Most of the plants are more common and

more cheap than those offered in the markets or shops

of London or other large towns. Not but what good

showy plants are cheap enough at home on the out-

skirts of our markets or carters' carts. The cheap-

ness, not the dearness of plants in our large towns,

is what startles and surprises provincials. And to

those with the practical knowledge how to buy, good

plants are as cheap at home. But they seem even

cheaper and far more numerous in Paris. The
flower markets are everywhere crowded with plants

in pots, in groups of dozens or scores in easily port-

able wicker baskets or pans, &c., and the green-

grocers' shops are equally crowded. There may be

few or no flowers, there is sure to be any number of

plants.

The most popular and attractive plants in Paris are

the Marguerites or large Daisies—or single white Pyre-

thrum fructicosum or Chrj'santhemum leucanthemum

or montanum, of which there are several varieties differ-

ing osmewhat in their stature and size of flowers, but

all being alike in being white and also single. The

quantity of those grown and sold passeth compre-

hension. They are met with everywhere, of all

shapes and sizes. Some of them in the flower-shops

in the Boulevards and chief streets, are trained table-

fashion as 5tandard^. These vary from I yard to

nearly 2 in height, and from I to 2 or more yards

across, as level as a die, and white as snow. They

are very striking as standards, and bear cutting and

keeping into form remarkably well. Of course many

of those fine plants have seen several seasons, s^nd

are kept safe from severe frosts in the winter. But

the majority of the Marguerites offered in the market

are comparatively small. Nice plants are grown and

flowered in 4, 6, or 8-inch pots, and groups of bushy

plants are offered in pans or wicker baskets at cheap

rates for planting out or growing in window gardens,

greenhouses, S:c. These white flowers do not seem

to be very much used for cutting, at least, not in June,

at the time my observations were made. It may seem

a rapid ascent from Marguerites to Roses. But pos-

sibly owing to the month the Rose seemed next in

general use and popularity. And the market Roses

in Paris were remarkably well done, and also care-

fully cared for. Most of the plants seemed in 7 or

S-inch pots. By the way, the Parisian pots are much

behind ours in quality and form. Mr. Matthews

ought to make a note of this. I noticed Doulton's

and other English ware, but did not notice Matthews

at the Exposition. If not there he ought to

have been with his pyramid of pots of such

quality as perhaps no one else can show.

Also what a huge mistake the French make

by writing all their labels in black on a green

ground, colours that almost insure illegibility;

but the Roses are good, and I never saw finer bud
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of La France, and seldom better of Marie Baumann,
Baroness Rothschild, &c., than in Parisian flower

shops and markets. The plants were also surrounded

by a clean sheet of semi-tissue paper, which kept

the leaves fresh, and the buds and flowers from the

cutting draught.

After Roses must come Begonias of the" Itigramii

types ; these were liberally offered, and are bedded

out in thousands, but so do their seasons change in

France that very few of the variegated, and hardly

any of the tuberous-rooted Begonias, seemed yet to

have made their appearance—at least, not in any
quantity, but of red and pink flowering Begonias the

quantity seemed literally inexhaustible. There were

no great quantities of Fuchsias, nor show Zonal

nor fancy Pelargoniums ; Zonals were also far fewer

than at home, and silver and golden Tricolors might

De said to be conspicuous by their absence ; neither

were any Heaths nor hard-wooded plants seen ;

Petunias were not numerous, and even Mignonette

in pots was nothing like so plentiful nor so

fine as at home. For climbers the most popular

sxmed the old Cobcea scandens and the Maurandya
Ba'clayana. The variegated variety of Cobrea was

not seen, and the others were evidently all seedlings

rather young and weakly. Very few of the finer, or

indeed any Clematis were seen, nor Tropasolums, nor

Nasturtiums in pots. The Caladiums were of the

commoner sorts, and the variegated Callas offered

in con'-iderable quantities. Draci"enas were pretty

plentiful, and Indiarubber plants numerous. Some
of the more elegant annuals, such as Gypsophilas,

Rhodanthes, Clarkias, &c., were plentiful, and gave a

brightness and a glow of colour to not a f-^w of the

stalls, shops, and markets, which one seldom sees at

home.

The bedding plants, offered in dozens or scores in

small rough wicker baskets, were a new feature

and remarkably handy and portable for purchasers.

In asking the price of some of these and betraying our

nationality, we were politely informed that distance

from home was no object, as they sent plants to

Londres, oc any part of Angleterre. These groups

of bedding plants were remarkably clean, strong,

healthy, well-established, and carefully hardened
off, and from their number, variety, and cheap-

ness, showed how many thousands must depend on
the flower-markets for the furnishing of the window-
boxes, flower-beds, or parterres. A few dozen of these

baskets of plants, and the desolate garden of to-day

becomes the blooming Paradise of to-morrow. Seldom
have I seen finer Begonias, Bouvardias, Petunias,

Verbenas, Ageratums, Calceolarias, Iresines, Coleus,

Phlox Drummondii, Amaranthus, Cannas, Alternan-

thera, Lobelia, Echeveria, Sempervivum, Pelargo-

niums, &c., than those offered in the Parisian markets.

These, in fact, enable any one with moderate means
to have their window-gardens, small conservatories,

sitting-rooms, or gardens furnished equal to the public

gardens or squares, with little trouble and almost less

expense. This class of plants seems superior in size

and cheaper than those offered in the markets of
London and other large English towns. /). T. Fish.

INSECTIVOROUS PLANTS.
In the second edition of ll'it/icrings Arratigement

(1787), vol. i., pp. 332—334, occur the following

passages :

—

"Few persons can have observed the Droscra in its

native bogs without seeing some of the leaves doubled
up ; but the cause of this, 1 believe, was first ascertained
in this kingdom by the attention and ingenuity of my
friend Mr. Whateley. now a surgeon in London. In the
month of August, 1780, that gentleman, being upon a
visit in Derbyshire, and gathering some specimens of the
Drosera. examined some of these folded leaves, and
finding a dead insect in each, was prompted to irritate

the upper surface of other leaves by touching them with
a pin. The effect was, as he expected, a sudden con-
traction of the leaf upon the pin. He communicated
this curious fact to me, and though the experiment has
since failed in my hands, I am satisfied he saw what
he described Two or three years after Mr.
Whateley had sent me an account of his dis-

covery, I was much pleased to find the following
account of the Drosera in a German author, which,
though it differs in some respects from the observations
of Mr. Whateley and Mr. Gardom [a friend who accom-
panied and corroborated him] yet upon the whole it tends
further to illustrate the singular properties of these curious
plants :—" July, 1799, Dros. rotundifolia and D. longi-
folia. I remarked that many leaves were folded together
roTi the point towards the base, and that all the hairs

were bent like a bow, but there was no apparent change

on the leaf-stalk. Upon opening these leaves I found in

each a dead insect. Hence, I imagined that this plant,

which has some resemblance to the Dion^ea muscipula,

miglit also have a similar moving power.

"With a pair of plyers I placed an ant upon the

middle of a leaf of the D. rotundifolia, but so as not to

disturb the plant. The ant endeavoured to escape, but

was held fast by the clammy juice at the points of the

hairs, which was drawn out by its feet into fine threads.

In some minutes the short hairs on the disk of the leaf

began to bend, then the long hairs, and laid themselves

upon the insect. After awhile the leaf began to bend,

and in some hours the end of the leaf was so bent in-

wards as to touch the base. The ant died in 15 minutes,

which was before all the hairs had bent themselves. On
repeating the experiment, I found the effects to follow

sooner or later, according to the state of the weather.

. . . The same experiment being made on the

D. longifolia the same effects followed, but more

rapidly." . . . Wroth. Bytrog., p. 64. These

accounts will, I hope, occasion numerous observations

to be made upon this British Fly-trap, which so nearly

approaches in its wonderful properties to the Dionasa

muscipula or Venus Fly-trap, a native of the bogs of

Carolina. It is natural to inquire whether this destruc-

tion of insects be not necessary to the welfare of the

plant?
"

So far Withering. One word as to another

property held in common by Drosera and Pinguicula,

that from which the latter derives its technical name,

and also its vernacular one of " Butterwort." This

is the coagulation of the " curd " or "casein" in

milk. This is done artificially in cheese-making by
" rennet," the prepared inner membrane of the " abo-

masum," or fourth stomach of the calf. This secretes

the " gastric juice," which is mainly water with free

hydrochloric acid, and a minute quantity of pepsin.

Dilute acid alone takes days to dissolve albumenoid

substances, though it will separate curd from whey

almost instantaneously, so much of the digestive

power of the gastric juice must be attributed to

pepsin. Either pepsin or a closely allied substance

had been found in Nepenthes, and probably in Dro-

sera, but, though needful for digestion, it is not so for

coagulating casein. This occurs spontaneously—for

instance, when the sugar of milk is converted by a

micro-fungus into lactic acid, i.c.^ when milk turns

sour.

These facts may have some bearing on some

well-known phenomena connected with a very

beautiful tree, Carica Papaya, the Papaw. This

remarkable plant, whose Stephanotis-Iike flowers,

and Fig-like foliage I recently had the pleasure

to see at Sir George M.acleay's, has a fruit said

to contain fibrin, to taste like meat, and to

be very antiseptic, whilst the whole tree renders

meat tender, when it is suspended amid its branches.

Now fibrin, like all other albuminoids which occur in

meat, is remarkably unstable. A little acid soon

acts upon them, and they themselves act as "fer-

ments " in spreading that solution of previously inso-

luble albuminoids, which is the first stage both in

digestion and in putrefaction — rendering meat

"tender." It is possible that the initiation of this

"indirect fermentation " may act as a check on that

produced by septic organisms. May we soon get

some more light on these problems of vegetable

physiology. G. S. Boulgey, II, Bitrlin^on Road^

Wcstbounic Park, Jr., July 18.

THE DISTRIBUTION OF THE
NORTH AMERICAN FLORA.*

Whatever countries beyond the seas we may visit,

in the temperate regions of the globe, we find that

their vegetation has been invaded, and in many cases

profoundly modified, by immigrant-plants from other

countries, and these are in almost all cases natives of

North-western Europe. Nearly forty years ago I

arrived at night at the Falkland Islands, when a boat

was sent ashore to communicate the ship's arrival to

the Governor ; and, being eager to know something

of the vegetation of the islands, I asked the officer in

charge of the boat to pluck for me any plants he

could feel for, as it was too dark to see anything, and

the armful he brought to me consisted of nothing but

the English Shepherd's purse. On another occasion,

landing on a small uninhabited island, f nearly at the

Antipodes, the first evidence I met with of its having

* An address by Sir Joseph Hooker, K.C.S.I., Pres. R S.,

n April la, 1878, before the members of the Royal Institution,

t Lord Auckland's Island, south of New Zealand,

been previously visited by man, was the English

Chickweed ; and this I traced to a mound that

marked the grave of a British sailor, and that was
covered with the plant, doubtless the offspring of seed

that had adhered to the spade or mattock with which

the grave had been dug.

It was hence no surprise to me to find myself, on

landing at Boston last summer, greeted by Western

European plants that had established themselves as

colonists in New England. Of these the first was the

wild Chicory, growing far more luxuriantly than I

ever saw it do elsewhere, forming a tangled mass of

stems and branches, studded with turquoise-blue_

blossoms, and covering acres of ground ; the very

next plants that attracted my attention were the Ox-
eye Daisy and Mayweed, which together whitened the

banks in some places, and which I subsequently

tracked more than half-way across the Continent.

These, and more than 250 other Old England

plants, which are now peopling New England, were

for the most p^rt fellow emigrants and fellow colonists

with the Anglo-Saxon, having (as seeds) accompanied

him across the Atlantic, and having, like him, asserted

their supremacy over and displaced a certain number
of natives of the soil.

Turning to the hotter parts of North America, the

same process of invasion by natives of the Old World
is going on ; a British-Indian plant * has established

itself in the streets of Savannah, and so entirely simu-

lated the habit of a native weed, that American

botanists gave it a new name, regarding it as in-

digenous ; and one of the most curious cases of plant

invasion known to me is that of the Mango tree in

Jamaica, which reminds one of the accounts of cap-

tured tribes, which, after being carried into their

conqueror's country, have so increased and multi-

plied, as eventually to dispossess and supplant their

captors. In 17S2 Admiral Rodney took a French

ship, bound for St. Domingo from Bourbon, with

living plants of the Cinnamon, Jack-fruit, and Mango,

sent to the Botanical Gardens of the former island by

that of the latter. These undistinguished prizes the

Admiral presented to the Jamaica Botanical Gardens.

There the Cinnamon was carefully fostered, but

proved to be (as it is to this day) difficult of culture in

the island ; whilst the Mango, which was neglected,

became in eleven years as common as the Orange,

spreading over lowlands and mountains from the sea-

level to 5000 feet above it. On the abolition of

slavery immense tracts of land, especially Coffee

estates, relapsed to a state of Nature, and the Mango
being a favourite fruit with the blacks, its stones were

flung about ever}-where, giving rise to groves along

the roadsides and settlements ; and the fruit of these

again, rolling down hill, gave rise to forests in the

valleys and on their slopes. The effect of this spread

of the Mango has been to cover hundreds of thousands

of acres, and to ameliorate the climate of what were

dry and barren districts, by producing moisture and

shade, and by retaining the rainfalls that had

previously evaporated, besides affording food for

several months of the year to both negroes and horses.

It may well be, that by future generations in Jamaica,

Admiral Rodney will be known less for his victory

over Count Grasse, and being the first to "break the

enemy's line," than as the capturer of the Mango tree

in the Spanish Main.

And it is the same in all countries colonised by the

Anglo-Saxon ; so firmly have the plants he has

brought with him established their foot, or, rather,

root-hold, in the soil, that were he and all other evi-

dence of his occupation to disappear from North

America, these, his fellow-emigrants, would remain

as witnesses of his former presence, not only on the

shores and in the forests of the older States, but in

the interior prairie and the newly settled valleys of the

Rocky Mountains themselves.

Time does not permit me to dwell longer upon this

subject of immigration during the historic period. I

must now hasten to consider the flora of North

America as it was for an indefinite period before the

arrival of the Anglo-Saxon, embracing prehistoric

and geological epochs : we have to regard this flora

as a whole, and as subdivisible into local floras, cha-

racterised by the prevalence of certain assemblages of

plants ; to connect these local floras with the geogra-

phical features of the areas they occupy ; to account

for their position and composition by a reference to

the countries from which their components may have

been derived, and to the means of communication

* Fragariaindica, Andr. (Potentilla Durandii, Torr. and Gr).
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which exist, or may in former times have existed

with these coimtries.

Before proeeeding with this inquiry I will indicate,

with the aid of the map, those prominent features of

North American geography, which have regulated

the distribution of its plants.

PHYSICAL CONFORMATION OF AMERICA.

In the Arctic regions the three northern continents

approach, and the hydrography and geography of

those regions favour the assumption that in former

times they may have been connected. Next we
observe that in the American continent (unlike the

European and Asiatic), the great obstacles to the

intermingling of floras, the mountain chains, are

longitudinal ; as are the principal valleys, which are

the great aids to their dilTasion. If wc now run a

section across the continent along its principal parallel

(that near 40'), which approximately coincides with

the isotherm of 55", we find that such a section repre-

sents tolerably well any other parallel to it in those

meridians in which there is the greatest development

of a temperate vegetation. Commencing on the east.

The descent from the Rocky Mountains on the

west, is on to a tract elevated upwards of 4000 feet

above the sea, extending for 400 miles to the foot of

the Sierra Nevada. This tract is intersected by

several short ranges Sooo feet high and upwards ; its

climate is dry, its soil saline, and many of the rivers

lose themselves in salt lakes and marshes, whence the

local names of Great basin, and of the Sink, Salt-lake,

and Desert regions. The Sierra Nevada succeeds,

rising steeply to an elevation of 12,000 and sometimes

of 15,000 feet. Under various names it traverses

America, with little interruption, from Alaska to

Southern California, at a distance of 100 to 150 miles

from the Pacific ; but its breadth is nowhere so great

as that of the Rocky Mountains. The descent from

it to the westward is into the great valley of California,

whose floor is raised but little above the sea-level, and

between which and the Pacific are the low and narrow

coast-ranges, of which the southernmost in southern

California unites with the Sierra Nevada.

Turning now to the flora of North America north

of the tropic, we find that the distribution of its plants

is in remarkable conformity with its geographical and

47th parallel ; it consists ot a mixture of North

Kuropcan, North Asiatic, and American genera, in

very different proportions, disposed in five meridional

belts. I, to the eastward, the Canadian forest region ;

2, the woodless region, a continuation of the prairie

region farther south
; 3, the Rocky Mountain region,

where Mexican genera appear
; 4, a dry region, a

continuation of the Desert or Sink regions to the

south of it ; and 5, the Pacific region, which assimi-

lates very closely in its vegetation to that of

ICamtschatka.

United States Flora.

It is on entering the United States that the flora ot

temperate North America attains its great develop-

ment of genera and species in all the meridians, and
that the boundaries of the meridional belts of vege-

tation arc most strictly defined.

I. The Great Eastern Forest region, extending over

half the continent, and consisting of mixed deciduous

and evergreen trees, reaches from the Atlantic to

beyond the Mississippi, dwindling away as it ascends

the western feeders of that river on the prairie. It is

Valloys of the Mississippi and Ohio.

-K-

W'uwled region, of chiefly deciduoud trees. Many luistern Asiatic geucra.

Coaifcrou3 region, heavily .Saline region, nearly troe-

tliubcrcd. uilh chiefly ever- lees, with sage-bush CArte-
green tree?. misia).

Grassed and loosely-timbered cnr

ferous region, with ciitti Ijelow ; alpii

region aljove.

Many Mexican genera

Fig. 20.—SECTION oi- hie nokih American coniinent in about lat. 40°.

there i-, first the Atl.intic seaboard, hounded to the

westward by mountain ranges of moderate elevation

(rarely attaining 6000 feet), which under various

names extend from New Brunswick, in lat. 48', to

Al.abama and Georgia, in lat. 34° (and which have

been collectively called the Appalachian chain).

Westward of this chain are the broad, low, well-

watered valleys of the Ohio, Mississippi, and Missouri,

the latter in its intersection with our principal parallel

being nearly midway across the coniinent and 1300

miles from the Atlantic. From the Missouri the

ascent is very gradual to the elevated region of the

Rocky Mountains, which consist of a complicated

series of rocky ridges rarely exceeding 14,000 feet

elevation, occupying a belt 300 miles broad from east

to west. These ridges inclose very large, well-

watered, open grassy valleys, called Parks, the rivers

from which usually discharge from the range through

narrow gorges, called Cations.

The parks and valleys to the east of the moun-
tainous belt present the gray-green (grassy) vegetation

of the prairie, those on the west, the hoary sage-bush

(Artemisia) vegetation of the dry country to the

westward ; and these often intersect, so that a trans-

verse ridge may separate a green and well-watered

park from a hoary and dry one.

climatal leatures, being in lucridiunal belts from the

.\rctic Ocean to the Gulf of Mexico ; the botanical

components of these belts ditTering more and more in

advancing south, till in the principal parallel that we
have traced, the diversity between the eastern and

western belts is greater than between any two similarly

situated regions on the globe.

Polar Area.

I

Commencing in the Polar area, the Arctic American

I

flora, though on the whole a uniform one, is distinctly

divisible into three ; the first extends from Behring's

Straits to the luouth of the McKenzie River, and is

marked by the presence of certain Asiatic genera and

species that advance no farther eastward : the second

extends thence onwards to Baffin's Bay, and presents

various American genera and species not found either

eastward or westward of it ; and the third is that of

Greenland, which is almost exclusively European, and

1
presents several anomalies, which I shall hereafter

discuss. Besides this eastern and western distrilju-

tion of the Arctic flora, it streams southward along the

three meridional mountain chains of the continent.

British North-American Flora.

South of the Arctic flora is that of the British

possessions, that is of temperate .\merica north of the

noteworthy for the number of kindo especially ol

deciduous trees and shrubs that are to be found in it,

even on a very limited area. Of this I shall select two

examples from my Journal. One was a patch of

native forest, a few miles from St. Louis, on the

Missouri, where in little more than half an hour, and

less than a mile's walk, I saw forty kinds of timber

trees,* including eleven of Oak, two of Maple, two

of Elm, three of Ash, two of Walnut, six of Hickory,

three of Willow, and one each of Plane, Liine, Horn-

beam, Hop-hornbeam, Laurus, Diospyros, Poplar,

Birch, Mulberry, and Horse-Chestnut ; together with

about half that number of shrubs.

The other example was afforded me by Goat Island,

which divides the great cataract of Niagara, and

covers less ground than Kew Gardens. Here the

\egetation was nrore boreal and less varied than

in Missouri ; but with Dr. Gray's aid I counted thirty

kinds of trees, of which three were Oaks, and three

Poplars, together with nearly twenty different shrubs.

I know of no teiuperate region of the globe in which

any approach to this .aggregation of dift'erent trees and

shrubs could be seen in such limited areas, and

perhaps no tropical one could afford a parallel.

• For the indication and names of them I am indebted to

Dr. Engelmann of St. Louis, who took me to the forest.
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No less remarkable is the composition of the flora

of the Eastern Stales. Professor Gray has shown that

niost of its genera are common to Europe ami Asia,

but very many are all but confined to North-eastern

Asia and Western America. This generic identity,

however, gives but a faint idea of the close relation-

ship between the East American and East Asiatic,

especially the Japanese, floras, for there is further

specific identity in about 230 cases, and very close

representation in upwards of 350 ; and what is most

curious is, that there are not a few very singular

genera, of which only two species are known, one in

East Asia, the other in East America ; and in some
of these instances the Asiatic species is a wide-spread

plant in East Asia, whilst the American is an ex-

tremely scarce and local plant in its country, which
and other considerations render it conceivable that

the Asiastic element in East America is a dying-

out one.

Leaving out of consideration the purely American
genera of this flora, there remain the genera common
to Europe, Asia, and America ; the genera confined

to America and Asia ; and the genera confined to

America and Europe. I shall give an illustration of

the proportions in which these occur by a reference to

the principal trees and large shrubs only, their names
being familiar to you, though the smaller shrubs and
herbs aflbrd infinitely more numerous and striking

examples ; thus, of those common to the three northern

continents, I find in America thirty-eight genera with

about 150 species, these include Maples, Ashes,

Hollies, Elms, Planes, Oaks, Chestnuts, Nut, Horn-
beam, Birches, Alders, Willows, lieech. Poplars, &c.

Of those confined to America and East Asia I find in

America thirty-three genera and fifty-five species, in-

cluding Magnolias, Tulip tree, Negundo, Wistaria,

Virginia Creeper, Gleditschia, Hydrangea, Liquid-

amber, Nyssa, Teconia, Catalpa, Diospyros, Sassa-

fras, Benzoin, Mulberry, Walnut, and others, which,

not being European, are unfamiliar to you. Lastly,

of those confined to Europe and America I find

only one genus, namely, the Hop-Hornbeam, of
which there is but a single representative in each
country.

Here, then, is conclusive evidence of the close

botanical relationship of North-Eastern Asia .and

Eastern North America ; a relationship of which there
is but little evidence in the vegetation of the Prairies

and Rocky Mountains, and still less, perhaps, in the
regions farther west.

The Pkairie Region.

n. The Prairie region succeeds, a grassy land with
many peculiar herbaceous American genera, including
Mexican types, of which last the most conspicuous are
a Yucca and Cacti, which latter increase in number as

the Rocky Jlountains are approached, where they
form a noticeable feature in the landscape.

In the parks and lower valleys of the Rocky Moun-
tains deciduous trees are few and scattered, and the
forest is an open one of Conifers, amongst which a
Pine, allied to the American Nut-Pincs, P. edulis,
first appears. Higher on the mount.ains the Conifer-
ous forests are dense, and almost the only deciduous
tree is an Aspen, which forms impenetrable brakes on
the slopes and in the gullies. Above the forest

region are the sub.alpine and alpine regions, present-
ing a mixture of European, Asiatic, and American
types.

^
III. Descending to the .Sink region the Cacti and

Yucca almost disappear, though they increase to a
maximum farther south in this meridian. Deciduous
trees are very few, and confined to the gullies of the
mountains, and Mexican genera increase in numliers.
The Hoary .Sage-bush (Artemisia) covers immense
tracts of dry soil, and saline plants occupy the more
humid districts.

Another Nut-Pine of Mexican affinity (P. mono-
phylla) traverses the centre of this region in a narrow
meridional strip, .and the proportion of endemic pl.ants,

herbaceous especially, is very large.

IV. The Sierra Nevada is clothed with the most
gigantic Coniferous forest to be found on the globe,
amongst which a very few species of deciduous trees
are scattered ; but none of these are identical with
trees of the eastern forests, though several are repre-
sentative of them. New Mexican genera occur at all

elevations from the crest of the range to its base, and
thence extend .across the Californian valley and the
coast-ranges to the Pacific, mixed with northern West
American genera and species.

[To be continued.)

THE CARNATION AND
PICOTEE.

The promoters of the National Exhibition held at

South Kensington must be gratified by the extended
notice of the show, and also by the prominent
Editorial remarks in last week's Gan/eners' Chrimiclt.

Others besides the Editors noted the white cards used

to supix>rt the flowers, and probably went away with

the notion that the cards were used solely to keep
flowers together that had burst their calyces ; if so,

they are in error. The cards are used to show off' the

flowers to the best advantage. Your readers will

probably be surprised to learn that many collections

there did not contain a single flower with split pods.

There always used to be a clause to the effect that any
collection containing a flower with a split pod would
be disqualified. The committee erased that clause in

this season's schedule, as it was thought it might keep
small growers from exhibiting.

The best way to arrive at a satisfactory con-
clusion whether flowers would show to the best

advantage with or without cards, would be to set up
a stand both ways, and place them together ; if this

were done I fancy most people would select the carded
collection. Many of the best flowers, such as Admiral
Curzon, .S. B. Carnation ; and Mrs. Lord, rose edged
Picotce, ought always to be bloomed on cards ; the

petals reflex so much backwards that the effect of the

brilliant colours of the one, and the delicate rose edge
of the other, is altogether lost. On a card they are

amongst the best in their individual sections. As to

the colour of the cards, it is certain that no other

answers so well as white. If I do not advocate any
changes in the arrangement of the flowers and stands,

I do think that the stands might be arranged more
eflfectively. In such a large exhibition the long lines

of stamis look formal and monotonous to the general

visitors.

The growers themselves are so much interested with
the individual specimens that they seldom think much
of the general effect. The stands are either arranged
on both sides or only on one side of long t.ables. In
either case I would have a single or double row of
Ferns and foliage plants in 5 or 6-inch pots behind
the stands. It would also be desirable to divide

certain classes by a group of jilants of a different

character ; large plants would be out of place, nor
should the groups used to divide the classes be taller

than from 2 to 3 feet. The groups might be formed
of such specimens as are exhibited by Messrs. Veitch,

Bull, Williams, and others of the principal nurserymen.
I may on another occasion return to this subject ; in

the meantime I should like to hear the opinion of

Mr. Dodwcll and others.

I would just like to make a few further observations
on the most noteworthy flowers. Beginning with
Carnations, one is struck with the large number o
flowers that have been in cultivation for more than a

quarter of a century, and some even fifty years old are

yet as good if not better than those recently introduced.

In the principal class of Carnations, Scarlet bizarres,

old Admiral Curzon is still the best flower, and True
Briton ( Hcpworth) another old sort, took the first prize

in its class. The old florists studied refinement in the

flower, brilliant and decided colours, with breadth
and smoothness of petal. Elowers with a bunch of
petals that must needs burst the pod, before they could

expand themselves, were rejected. The best of the

modern raisers still hold to the s.ame opinions,

notably Mr. Ben. Simonite, of Sheffield ; he considers

25 petals a sufiicient number for the best flowers ; a
larger mnnber looks confused and breaks up the out-

line. In the next class Crimson bizarres, Jenny Lind
was first in the classes, although it was not the best

C B. in the show. J. D. Hextall (Simonite) is

probably the best in this class ; but Rifleman, Eccen-
tric Jack, John Simonite, and Capt. Stott are .all

in the first pl.ace. In Pink and purple bizarre the

good old delicately' tinted beauty Sarah Payne is quite

the best, but James T.aylor is a very desirable sort.

Purple flakes have been much improved in recent

years. James Douglas (Simonite) wa.s first in the class,

and I fancy it is the best purple flake. Mr. Ben Simonite
himself gives this honour to Dr. Foster, a flower well

coloured with him, but always wanting in colour
"down south." Earl Stamford is also a very fine

flower. The Scarlet flake John B.ailey (Dodwell)
took premiunr ; as shown it was very well marked. It

must have been very gratifying to Mr. Dodwell to

see a flower raised by him more than twenty years ago

in such a high position. Clipper w.as also fine, and
Sportsman, which usually stands in the highest place,

was eclipsed by Jackson's Annihilator. In Rose flakes

a rather new flower named Sybil (Holmes) is very
fine, and gained the first prize in its class ; but Flora's

Garland, raised fifty years since, w.as well shown, and
John Keet, James Merryweather, and Rose of Staple-

ford, arc always to be depentled upon.

Coming now to the Picotees, we find that all the
best flowers are of comparatively recent date. In
red edges, J. ]i. Bryant (Ingram) gained premium
this year, an honour which fell at the show in 1877,
to another heavy red named John Smith. Princess of
Wales added to these will make a trio of heavy-edged
reds not easily matched. Light reds is a weak class,

there are some flowers raise<l by Mr. Simonite not yet
sent out, but they will when well known take a lead-

ing place. At present Thomas William (Flowdy) must
take the highest place, but Mrs. Bower (Bower), Clara
(Bower), and Rev. F. D. Horner are very fine.

Heavy edged purple flowers were well represented by
Zerlina, a fine new flower raised by Mr. Robert Lord
of Todmorden, Alliance (Fellows) ; Norfolk Beauty
(Fellows), Mrs. Summers (Simonite), were all in good
form. The new variety, Mrs. Albert Chancellor, is a
decided acquisition in heavy purples. There are some
singularly beautiful flowers in the light purple edges.
Mary (Simonite) was first and second in the class, and
stood very high in the stands ; there is no Picotee
has a broader, smoother or more massive petal.
Ann Lord (Lord) was better last year than it has been
this, still it is a very pretty sort with fine wire edge.
Lord's Minnie ; Mrs. Little (Hooper) ; Mrs. Douglas
(Simonite), are .all good and distinct. In Rose and
Scarlet edges, the heavy class was well represented
by Edith Dombrain (Turner) a pale edged flower with
much refinement. Fanny Helen (Niven) is very clear
in the white, and has a distinct smooth edge. Juliana
is the best and Obadiah the second best of the Scarlet
edges. Royal Visit, raised by Dr. Abercrombie, and
exhibited by Mr. C. Turner, is a grand heavy edge,
rather brighter in colour than Edith Dombrain. In
the medium and light edges Miss Wood, Mrs. Allcroft,

Ethel and Miss Williams are usually to the fore, a.s

they were also this year. Of new varieties Mrs.
Payne, a medium edge, and Victoria light, exhibited
by Mr. Turner, promise to hold high positions.

liefore concluding these remarks a word of com-
mendation should be given to Mr. Turner for his fine

set of yellow Picotees, raised from Prince of Orange.
All of them possess the strong constitution of that
useful variety. All the pot plants that gained him
the first prize were seedlings from that sort. Ophir is

a fine clearyellow ; Earl oflieaconsfield is very distinct

;

Alice is probably the best of the set, the petals are
broad and smooth, flaked and edged with scarlet.

Henry Tait and Eleanor are also distinct sorts. The
above received first-class certificates. J. Douglas.

Itotitcs of gcrchs.
Australian Orchids. By R. I). Fitzgerald, F.L.S.

Parts I, 2 and 3. Thomas Richards, Sydney, New
South Wales. Folio, Coloured Plates.

This charming work is a valuable and most interesting
contribution to our Orchid literature ; the three jiarts

now before us contain together twenty-seven plates,
representing thirty-nine species, and although it is

only five years since the Australian Orchids were
monographed in the Flora Amhalicnsis, yet out of
these thirty-nine species no less than eleven are new to
science, or rather more than one-quarter. F'rom this

we may expect that the species yet to be discovered
will be nearly or quite as numerous as those already
known. Perhaps the most interesting of the new
species is Adenochilus Nortoni, in.asmuch as the only
known species of the genus is a native of New Zea-
land, and has apparently only been found by one col-
lector. The discovery of a member of this genus in
Australia serves further to connect the floras of the
two countries.

The plates are all coloured except the first, which
illustrates very fully the various parts of the flower in
such a manner, that any one previously unacquainted
with Orchid structure may easily comprehend it. All
are drawn from Nature by the author, and are faithful

lithographic illustrations, giving very full details of
structure. They are printed on pale stone-coloured
paper, though we cannot but think they would look
much better on white paper. They are not numbered
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or arranged in any order, the author stating that "the

order of publication is not that of final arrangement."

Australian Orchids will form a companion work to

Bateman's OJoiitoglossum and Warner's Select Orchids,

&c., but is a much more interesting hook, Mr. Fitz-

gerald having made it highly attractive by the manner

in which he has described the mode of fertilisation of

many of the species ; in this respect it stands almost

unique among descriptive botanical works, and can

only be compared with Darwin's fascinating book on

the J-'cililhalion of Orchhk. Mr. Fitzgerald's

language is simple and expressive, and his style some-

what like that of our great naturalist, of whom it is

evident he is a great admirer and supporter. The

much-vexed question as to what should constitute a

species and what a variety is well argued under

Pterostylis cycnocephala and P. mutica, where he

writes :—

"The objection so often raised against the Darwinian

theory, in the form of a demand that any absolute (that

is present or recent) alteration in species be pointed out,

can only, it seems to nic, be answered through such

investigation and determination as to whether the form

called a variety reproduces the form called a species. . . .

The first step towards such proof must be through the

most accurate description or careful delineation, so as to

stereotype present forms for futiu-e comparison, and the

forms best suited for the purpcse arc those that, generally

resembling each other, differ on some one specific point.

The salient point of difference between P. cycnocephala

.and P. nmtica is, that in one where the labellum closes

the flower, the point of the appendage to the labellum

turns down into a little hollow just large enough to receive

it in the other it turns up. It would be easy to include

bith under one name and species by inserting in the

description such words as append.age variable eidier

turned up or down. But does the one form ever produce

the other? .\nd. if not, why should they be forced

together by a union only in name? On the other hand,

if they were once the same—and there has been a variation

that does not relapse into the original form—is not the

variety a new species? Or in what respect is it not a new

species ? Though of course both can be included under

the one name, and the departure lost sight of by an

extension of the specific description, which is nothing

more than a begging of the question, unless it be

ascertained that, with or witliout change of soil

or climate, the one relapses into or reproduces the

odier."

This is perhaps as good a definition as can be given

of species and variety, and is adhered to in all cases

by Mr. Fitzgerald, hut it is not always possible to

apjily it, though it might be applied much oftener than

is done with profit, for it has become a common thing

for botanists to place two or more forms together as

varieties of one species without any evidence to prove

them such, and this grouping or lumping together of

distinct forms is oftentimes an inconvenience rather

than a benefit, especially to those who know the forms

in a wild state, and, as Mr. Fitzgerald says in inother

place :
" To include a great number of very distinct

varieties under one species cannot, if it be possible to

avoid it, be satisfactory. The general reason for thus

including them is that intermediate forms have been

obtained. This may not have been sufficiently

attended to formerly, but is not too much being made

of it now? Could it not, and should it not, to be

consistent, be carried out to the union of all our

species, or nearly so, of Eucalyptus into one species,

all our Acacias, &c. ? -Xnd, if all the forms of the

world were brought together, might not many others,

such as Hibiscus, be similarly united ?
"

The introduction contains much interesting matter

concerning distribution, fertilisation, fertility, &c.

Concerning the fertility of the Australian species, it is

shown that in many species which are fertilised by

insect agency an abund.ance of flowers may be pro-

duced, but few or no capsules result. .\s an instance

he cites a specimen of Dendrobium Hillii, which in

1872 bore about "40,000 flowers, and yet did not

produce a single seed," whilst in the self-fertilising

species all or most of the flowers produce seed. Apart

from this the fertility of the seed is estimated, for

although a plant may produce very few capsules, yet

each capsule contains a vast number of seeds, but it

is found that only a very mintite proportion of the

seeds vegetate. After citing several instances, the

debtor and creditor account, as Mr. Fitzgerald calls it,

of Dendrobium speciosum is thus stated :—"Agamst

it that not one flower, say in a thousand, produces a

capsule. For it that that one capsule contains half a

million of seed. Against it that possibly, if not

probably, out of the half million not one seed vege-

tates. For it that it is long-lived and hardy. This

statement cannot be considered to place D. speciosum

in a ver)' solvent position, and were it not for the

last item, I believe it would long since have become

extinct. In support of this oiiinion, it may be stated

that in .any situation, even on the summit of flat

moss-covered rocks, where they frequently grow, and

where the seed might well be expected to vegetate,

the masses consist of a few large plants, and ver)- few

young ones arc to be seen, notwithstanding the quan-

tity of seed that must fall and rest in such a place

when even one capsule bursts over it,"

These statements are quite in accordance with

similar ones put forth by Darwin in his Fertilisation

of Orchids. . .

The book is written entirely from the Darwinian

point of view, and a strong point is made in favour

of the theory of evolution in the Introduction, where

Jlr. Fitzgerald compares the manner of fertilisation

of Thelymitra ixioideswith thatofT. carnea. He says :

"Much has been made of ' design,' which might be

viewed in a different light, as adaptation. Certain parts

of plants and animals, being wonderfully designed (or

adapted for certain ends, to the palpable benefit of such

plant or animal), it is argued that their life or existence,

being dependent upon such design, they must have been

so created. But what, except inheritance, can account

for the extension of similar parts to others where they

are evidently useless? The flowers of Thelymitra are of

a beautiful blue colour, and are borne in attractive spikes.

In the centre of each flower is placed the stigma or female

part of the flower ; it resembles a shield, covered with

viscid matter. .\t the top of it is inserted, in a notch,

a htde boss or button called the rostellum, con-

nected with which, and behind the stigma, are the

pollen masses, and on either side arms stretch out,

supposed to attract and gxiide to the rostellum.

Touch this rostellum, which is covered, as it were,

n-ith glue, with the point of a pin. and then withdraw it,

and the pollen masses arc at once withdrawn from be-

hind the stigma. Return the pollen masses, now firmly

attached to the point of a pin, again into the flower, and

the greater part of them adhere to ihe viscid surface of the

stigma, and the flower is fertilised. Such is the process,

and the only one, bv which it can be impregnated ; but in

nature the proboscis, or some part of an insect, acts as the

pin has done in the experiment, Left to themselves under

a b4ll-gl.Tss, not one flower of T. ixioides will produce seed.

Can there be a more perfect example of predetermined

design ? The bright colour to attract the insect—the

arms to guide it—the projecting rostellum for it to touch

—the viscid matter on the rostellum to adhere to the

vHsilor-and the expanded shield-like stigma, covered in

its turn with gum to lay hold of the pollen, when the

insect either returns its head in sairch of honey or visits

another flower. What trace is there of development?

It is a well-adapted whole : a whole well adapted to one

end. Now examine another species of the same genus,

T. carnea. The flowers are bright pink. Here are the

extended arms—the shield-like stigma—the sticky rostel-

lum and the pollen masses behind the glutinous stigma ;

but there is a slight modification, the pollen masses are

not only behind but over the stigma, and crumble

upon it whilst yet in the bud, and thereby fertilising the

flower, which seldom opens, and never until after ferti-

lisation. What has become of the picture of design?

For what is the colour in the flowers, seeing they so

rarely open, and then to no purpose ? For what are the

arms ? What use is the rostellum ? Without their aid

T. carnea is far more fertile than T. ixioides ; in fact

every flower produces seed. Why arc all those parts so

necessary to T. ixioides present in T. carnea? Can

they be' accounted for by any other explanation than

relationship through inheritance?
"

There seems to be no limit to the modes by which

Orchids are fertilised, even two species of the same

genus often being fertilised by quite diflcrent modes,

as shown in the above abstract, and in a still more

remarkable manner in the case of .Spiran'hes australis.

Of this plant Mr. Fitzgerald says :—

"No Orchid examined bv me has afforded greater

pleasure or surprise than S australis. Having read the

very interesting description by Mr. Darwin of the

organisation of S. autumnalis, so wonderfully specialised

for the intervention of insects, I fully expected to find the

/Vustralian species almost identical in the arrangement of

a splitting rostellum. boat-like disk, easily removable

poUinia, and labellum falling lower as the flower expanded.

But. as diough to set analogy at defiance. S. australis is

as much self-dependent as S. autumnalis is at the mercy

of external influences. To obtain the clue to the fertili-

sation of this Orchid it is necessary to examine the bud m
an early stage, when the pollinia will be found slightly

overhanging the stigma .and enclosed within the anther

to a far greater extent than subsequently, when the

anther shrinks back by withering. The pollinia, at first

loose and easilv removable, touch the upper lip of the

stigma and fert'ilise it at an early stage. After the flower

has opened, and for some time pre\aously, they cannot

be removed, clearly owing to the connection formed, by

the extension of pollen-tubes, between them and the

stigma, which is much less defined .as to its limits than is

generallv the case. I could discover no trace of a

Fostellum or disc of any kind. In this flower the per-

sistence with which the pollinia remain behind the stigma,

diough left naked by the shrinking back of the anther, is

veri- peculi.ar, no transfer of the substance of die stigma

on the point of a pin or bristle induces them .after the

opening of the flower to come forth for the chance

fertilisation of another flower. It even requires some

violence to break them up, as the more friable portion is

turned towards the anther. In the very many flowers

examined I have not noticed the slightest derangement

of the pollinia, or trace of pollen upon the stigma ; yet

every flower produces a full aipsule of seed, and the

placing it under a bell-gl.iss makcb no alteration in its

fertility In mv opinion it is never made fruitful by

pollen from another flower, nor in any odier way than by

contact of the extreme edge (and possibly part of the

inner side) of the stigma with the pollinia. The modifi-

cation or absence of parts leading to so great a diflfcrencc

in reproduction in two species so closely related as S.

australis and S. autumnalis is very interesting and instruc-

tive ; it illustrates the very slight degree in which results

can be anticipated in the study of Orchids, and how

greatly their very existence may depend on alterations

that leave the pl.ints in the s;ime genus, or may be, by

oversight, in the same species."

Space will not permit us to make further abstracts,

but sufiicient have been given to show the style of the

book. We have only to add that its general plan

is to give some account of each genus of which

species are figured, then under each species an

account of the distribution, habitat, time of flowering,

manner of fertilisation, and general description, &c.

Altogether the book is a most satisfactory one ;
there

is only one thing that needs remedying, viz., the

insertion of the date on which each part is published,

which although of trivial matter to the general public

is an important one to the botanist.

THE EDELWEISS AND THE
FORGET-ME-NOT.

We doubt if even the Rose is so much in favour as

the Forget-me-Not. Its story is known to all and, its

associations are such as most people feel too tenderly

about to be willing t» speak of, coram fiiblko. A
legend similar to that which invests the Forget-mc-

Not with so much interest, ajiplies to the Swiss

Gnaphalium or Leontopodium, its br.acteal leaves

suggesting a resemblance to the claws of a lion. In

the illustration which accompanies this note at p. 149,

Mr. Fitch has drawn for us both these plants, the

Edelweiss and the Alpine Forgel-me-Not, Myosotis

alpestris.

The Edelweiss, the extinction of which the Swiss

government, we hear, are going to prevent by legal

enactments, is more curious than lieautiful, and is

esteemed a suitable decoration in lieu of a feather,

for the wideawakes of Alpine tourists, as a memento

of their exploits, in place of alpcn-stocks, decorated

with the burnt-in names of places, where, perchance,

they have never been. The demands of those am-

bitious of cheap fame, appear to have fostered a host

of eradicators, to cater for the Alpine fancy, hence

the protective enactment.

In Piritain it has been rendered necessary to legis-

late for the protection of wild birds, for the saiiie

reason ; but as yet the law has not reached our wild

plants, which, owing to the greed of eradicators,

under the cognomen of botanists, are becoming more

and more rare—nay, some are extinct ; and owing to

the spread of a taste for having in a garden what

would look better wild, we shall soon have to go far

afield to find a Primrose or a Fern. Would that

eradicators would exercise their spuds on such plants

as Docks, Dandelions, and Thistles, and deserve

thanks instead of reprobation. We have heard of a

collector who, on once calling on a country botanist,

to inquire the whereabouts of a rare English plant,

Malaxis paludosa, was asked if he were an " Eradi-

cator," and replied that he was a "Botanist, a tabs-

manic term, which so touched the hearer that he

kindly took some troulile to indicate the desired spot,

when the " Botanist," espying in a damp siiot a single

specimen, sprang on the devoted plant and uprooted

it, much to the horror of the cicerone.

O where arc Cypripedium, the Lizard Orchis, &c.,

&c. ? They are in Herbaria, if not eaten by beetles,

and the fortunate owner of the last specimen is not

ashamed to boast its possession. If it were the last

Dandelion or Shepherd's Purse, he would be more

deserving of credit.

The plant associated with the Edelweiss in the cut

—which is perhaps rather an artistic liberty—is the

Alpine representative of the common Forget-me-not,

but it does not aftect the same spots as the true one.

Our variety grows on the mountain ranges of the

North, where it is only seen by few, consequently

it is much admired by the lowland many, and coa.xed

by sundry nurserymen to put forth its charms in lower

latitude in some shady corner till it merits the pub-

licity it eschews. .

But no plant, however shy, can escape if it becomes

celebrated or notorious, and guides who esteemed the

pKants on their favourite mountains, have been heard

to express a regret for the gradual disappearance of

some peculiar plants which made the hill one flush of

flowers—nay, we have been told of sacks having been

brought and filled by collectors for scientific puriioses

—truly sacking the place. The innocent guide sup-

iiosed that the plants were to be used for medicinal

purposes, for why otherwise should such a quantity be

required ; he never recked that they were to be dis-

tributed to medical students at the Botanical lectures

they are obliged to attend as part of their curriculum

;

and who, as the professor was descanting thereon,

perhaps made use of them to tickle the ear;, of the

students before them, or inserted them beneath coat

collars.

Such is the story as it is told to us. \\ e must say

we doubt its strict accuracy, and our experience leads

us to the opinion that the Swiss guides and the Swiss

lieasantry are quite as mugh or more to blame than

the tourists.
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ON THE DESIGNING OF
FLOWER-BEDS.

The following cxlract from a copiously illustrated

essay on the subject of designing flower-beds has been

obligingly sent to us by Mr. J. F. Johnson, of Belfast,

who has already gained some reputation for his works

as a landscape gardener. Mr. Johnson's ideas are

very comprehensive ; and in so wide a subject, a por-

tion like the present, no doubt, suffers from being

detached from its context, but we have endeavoured

to eliminate such references as would not be under-

stood. Mr. Johnson writes :

—

In working out the present series of designs, I have

endeavoured to use the forms in most general use, so

k J/

as to beiititit, as far as possible, by the labours of

others. I have collected them from every source,

and adapted them in a general way to fit in with what

I regard as natural principles. One change I have

generally had to introduce is, to make those long

sharp points, which look so well on paper, into forms

more suited for growing plants. These beautiful fine

lines are far more delicately rendered by plant life

3 nn o
than they can be by ihe hand of man, and therefore,

if proper plants are selected, no design need be want-

ing in fineness. My guide has been Nature. The
greatest assistance I have obtained from others has

been, I fancy, derived from the illuminators of the

middle ages. It is often charming to see how they

follow Nature's laws ; how each figure diflfers from

each, and yet how pleasantly they all blend together,

so as to appear to grow out of each other. Nature's

forms present us with a world of wonder beyond
these ; but, nevertheless, these illuminations assist us

to understand what we see with our eyes ; they help us

to clear away mental blindness, and lead us to the

Infinite Maker of all beauty. Some of us might miss

seeing much of this beauty were not these stepping-

stones by mighty men of old time planted for us.

There are several reasons why I have confined my-

self to small designs, and these I should like to state

here. First, I l^elieve that general designs of too large

a scope are more frequently adopted than is required

by the necessities of the case from which the designs

have sprung. Moreover, my time and means would

not allow me at present to give the series as complete

as I could wish. Those who require large designs

should always secure the advantages of professional

advice, which is far cheaper and better than wasting

their time and labour without realising any good

results. When the true jirinciples of the art are

understood, a formal garden can be made of any size

free from the confusion too often exhibited. The
amount of variety whieh it is necessary to include in
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working out a series, is more easily understood in the

case of small designs than of large.

The faults I have mentioned as being necessary to

correct in the formation of beds, will naturally re-

quire equal correction in grouping beds. The object

of formal designs, as already stated, is to bring man's

formal ideas into harmony with Nature, so as to

secure a succession of effects. They serve as margins

to mansions, giving the latter a clear base, and

causing the lines to flow out, as it were, into union

with the surroundings. The usual square brick de-

signs are unsuited in toto for this object, the feeling

expressed by many of these expensive designs being

as lifeless as the bricks or stones employed ; but as

art should flow into nature, as nature flows into life

and form, the flow of the lines should be suitable to

the object. In formal gardening there is not much
scope in this respect, for the buildings of the mansion

give the base from whence the formal lines must

spring, thus giving the lines of action into the

landscape. Now with the type of bed shown in

fig. 21 \ and B power is given suited to elevation of

plants or ground, as it contains so much of Nature's

principles. Every view being different, it possesses

t^-^-^.-^-^ (SN-^s...^

great capabilities of effect when properly planted, on
account of its ever varying outline, which is an
important consideration in making designs, but does

not cover the whole art.

Beauty builds upwards its effects with trees and
shrubs, carpeting i)lants, and climbers, and no land-

scape is complete without this combination, not that

the garden need to be a forest or wood, but it should
be in harmony with tree form.

The general detail and proportion of designs

requires careful consideration. I can give no definite

guide on paper. Proportion can be learnt by studying

Nature ; it is a thing to be felt and acted upon, but

not easily explained.

Elevation is not only important in building up
effects, but it is also important for seeing the general

effect of any ground of considerable extent. The
terrace of the Italians and mound of Lord Bacon, I

fancy, had these objects in view ; and, if gentle undu-
lating paths were properly introduced, many, very

many beauties might be seen that are now hidden
in landscapes by the levelling system. Every foot of

ascent or descent gives a new effect ; and it is sur-

prising what an impression of command is gained by
even slight elevations. Therefore, in planning a

garden, plan also how it is to be brought into sight,

in other words how it is to be seen.

The square form is the lirst comprehended, and

students .and others before they have gained know-

ledge of the forms that satisfy their feelings, prefer it

to others. Thus it is that they cut their square shapes

all over the country and call them gardens, whereas

in this mediator of art it is the very opposite that is

wanted, for any form is better than the square for

securing harmony in the landscape, since all other

forms gain the power of light and shade which produce

infinity more easily than the definite square. How-

ever, as we seem naturally to learn straight lines

before undulations, I give one or two figures develop-

ing these into designs according to the principles

named. Fig. 22 c simply shows diversification with-

out any object gained ; fig. 22 D shows means used

that would assist an union with Nature ; while fig. 22 E

more fully illustrates the principles advocated.

In designs for groups of three beds it is usual to see

merely variations of fig. 23, but other combinations, as

figs. 24, 25, 26, 27, and 28, are obvious, and these I

consider of great use for large or small places. Some
of those, indeed, which are in my private book of

designs, I have developed into gardens. The designs

sufficiently explain themselves.

The same remarks apply to designs for groups of

four or more beds, of which figs. 29 and 30 are

examples. As these embr.ace both plain figures and

those which are more developed, it will be well to say

one word about the scale. The scale must, of course,

vary according to the object for which the design is

intended, but I consider that a point should not be

less than 3 feet wide a short distance from its

extremity ; thus the designs here given would be from

12 to 16 feet to the inch. .Such designs of four beds,

&:c., are suited for south fronts of buildings, and may
also be adopted for the front of summer-houses, or

the margin of mansions, according to circumstances.

In regard to the meeting or confluence of walks I

offer some examples in which the walks are furnished

with beds near them, each being shown in a diflerent

character, and every bed varying. The beds are not

arranged along the sides of walks like the sarcophagi

in a graveyard, but are adapted to please the eye of
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taste. These sketches (figs. 31, 32, ^i) show the

advantage of natural arrangement, and the proper

way of arranging beds on the sides of walks in general.

yoseph Forsylh Johnson^ Kjiockina^iorc, Green Island,

Belfast.

A PEDESTRIAN TRIP ACROSS
SOUTH AFRICA.
(Contiutted from p. no.)

From Pretoria's Kop (an isolated mount) at the

confines of the fever countrj', we commencetl a gradual

ascent, through a well wooded, broken and nigged

district, which is plentifully supplied with water, ami
is one mass of rounded hills, and deep precipitous

valleys. In lra\ersing this jiart, we had to keep to the

grassy ridges—as most of the valleys were filled with

an impenetrable jungle and usually very rocky—so that

W'e were compelled to go many miles out of the direct

line to the mountains. Hut, how delightful the journey

was, —ahead of us could be seen the bold, lofty, and
perpendicular sides of the Northern end of the Dra-

kensburg mountains, running as far as the eye could

reach, north and south. Over these stupendous cHffs,

at various parts, waterfalls were tuml)ling their

torrents of sparkling waters, which after a run through

this beautiful and rugged countr)% unite an<l form the

Sabia River of the fever and fly-cursed plains of the

coastlands. On nearing this gigantic and almost con-

tinuous plateau, the vegetation became thicker, trees

taller and more abundant ; the range appeared higher ;
[

waterfalls larger, and caves and ravines increased the
|

beauty of the mountain before us. As the hitherto i

grassy hills were now covered with trees, we took to !

the bed of a small river, the Macamac, a tributary of
|

the Sabia, and followed it up to the foot of the
:

mountains.
I

Up one of the Ijroad, deep ravines we traced the

creek. On either side, Fern and Aloe clad clifl's were I

lowering over i,ooo feet perpendicular above our I

heads. What scene in this world coukl surpass the i

Kern-growth of this ravine ; the tall and robust

C'yathea Dregei ; the elegant Amphicomia riparia,

/V:^

XH-i' O

with its lovely and delicate anomalous pinnae, spark-

ling with the everlasting dew of these damp natural

ferneries. This tree fern, when seen growing with

all its natural surroundings, is one of the most fas-

cinating sights of the vegetable kingdom ; it produces

a dark stem, seldom exceeding 6 feet in height and 6

inches in diameter ; tripinnatifid fronds, often over

S feet by 2 feet 6 inches, but what gives the charming

eflfect is the trichomanoid anomalous pinnic—cover-

ing the bases of the fronds and the crown of the stems,

with what appears to be a brilliant green gauze, and

is often mistaken for a species of Trichomanes. It

grows in the rocky vegetable soil of these damp shady

ravines. Todea africana, with robust green fronds,

over 8 feet in length, and Maratta evecta, under two

forms, were growing in all directions. In after

rambles up these numerous and enchanting ravines, I

often came across scenes which were made up by the

intermingling of these few gigantic ferns—all blend-

ing their distinct forms, in such a manner as to lead

one to think they must have been planted and mixed
by some ornamental gardener. Besides these, there

were numbers of Nephrodiums, Aspleniums, Adian-

tums, and Polypodiums, covering rock, tree and
ground. When looking upon these natural ferneries,

with the sparkling stony stream in front ; the green

trees on either side, lichen and moss-covered rocks

and old stumps, with the damp towering clitl' in the

background—all setting off the richness of the ferns,

which always appeared so profuse in growth and

healthy in appearance, I thought of our ferneries

at home, and have, since then, through close obser-

vation, come to the conclusion that this richness, this

beauty, this elevating and refining scenery, could be

attained in England. I firmly believe that these

tree-ferns, and numerous other plants, growing at

this altitude, where frosts are often \evy severe,

would, by proper study, care, and cultivation, flourish

in the " open air " of England: and that many
floral beauties, now limited to hothouses and *' stew-

pans," could be eventually made to flourish, and so

beautify our out-door scenery.

After following up ihe Macamac Creek for about

half a mile, into this mighty gorge, which gradually

became narrower, we suddenly came upon a grand

and majestic scene, excelling all I had seen, read, or

heard of. It consisted of the ravine terminating in a

large waterfall ; on measuring this fiill, I found it ex-

ceeded 370 feel of a clear and uninterrupted drop,

and where the water tumbled over, about 60 feet in

width. In limes past this waterfall must have been

far larger and something awful in height, for the deep

cutting the river has gradually made and is still making
into the plateau, is like the shape of the fourth

tetter of the Greek alphabet, with the side nearly

half a mile in length ; these still retain their waterworn

and perpendicular faces. This great inroad into the

mountain is partly effected by the bed-rock being de-

composed grey granite, which is easily dissolved or

disintegrated by the back current of the lower stream,

so undermining the upper strata, which eventually

become separated from the mountain side. Near to

thebaseof the waterfall, Trichomanes, Adiantum, Sela-

ginellas and a species of Balsam were luxuriating in

the perpetual vapour, and high up on the dry rocky

sides, Aloes and other succulent plants were struggling

for an existence. With great difficulty we ascended

this plateau, and found the highest point to be a little

over 4,000 feet above the sea-level. The country at

this elevation assumed a grassy aspect, with slight

undulations, almost entirely devoid of trees, except at

the verge of the declivities, where the arljorescent

vegetation of the ravines has escaped to the top.

Following the stream at this elevation for about 15

miles, we arrived at a still higher range of mountains,

from whose rocky and perpendicular sides it springs.

Here we found a similar vegetation to that of the

lower range, but on arriving at the top, we got into

the region of Proteads and Heaths, at an altitude of

7,000 feet above the level of the sea.

On reading the foregoing it will clearly be seen

—

that from the coast to the interior, there is a succession

of altitudes, or in other words, a series of steps or

plateaus, from the sea level to the 7,000 feet of the

Highlands. This is the peculiar feature of South

Africa, and to behold it, is to have impressed upoi;

the mind the fact, that the Continent of Africa has

been formed by a series of successive elevations or

rccedings of the water. To stand on the edge of the

highest of these stupendous and lengthy cliffs, com-

manding a full view of the deep ravines, which jag

its otherwise unbroken outline, and which originate

small streams, whose sparkling waters tumble over

the various elevations on their way to the lowlands ;

to behold as far as the eye can reach to the eastward,

a low flat country enveloped in haze and cursed with

fever, and know that here, up in the mountains, one is

in a healthy country, nearly 7,000 feet higher than the

lowlands in the distance ; to go back in imagination

to the lime, when the world of waters was dashing

and foaming in fury against the very cliffon which one

is standing ; to think of the eternity of time which

must haveintervenedbetweenthen and now; of the past

eternity it must ha\e taken the water to wear away

these mountain sides into perpendicular and gigantic

faces, and to make this countr}' a land of plateaus,

coppicesand plains ; and to think (what is here forcibly

displayed) of the marvellous, incomprehensibleand past-

eternal manner of de\elopment of this world. On
looking at and thinking of all these things, how insig-

nificant our little span of time appears, and how
trifling the greatest of human abilities, when we behold

the Creator in His past and present work, and think

of that great and wonderful Design, in which He

originated the world, watched over its numerous

changes, and brought it to its present state. C. Mitdd.

( To be con tinned. )

Forestry.
In my last article of the 20lh ult., I made reference

to some things, which foresters in ^^eneral are too

little conversant and familiar with, and which it may
be well to specify and describe somewhat more clearly.

In that article I ventured to suggest that the kind of

education most needed by foresters, is more that of

observation and experience in the wood and forest,

than what is acquired from books within the walls of

a school. Not that I believe a man can be a proper

forester without book education, but still less do I

believe he can be one without observation and ex-

perience. The first recommendation is that the forester
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should know accurately how many trees he has charge

of, which require attention at his hand. Tiic way in

which this can be ascertained is by finding how many
trees arc standing upon the ground, after the first

thinning has been effected, assuming that at ten years
idd, t!ie pine, fir, or mixed plantation is thinned out to

8 feet ajiart, or say 700 troc!^ to the acre, which is the

distance or nearly so at which the trees should stand
after the first thinning. There are various means of
ascertaining the average distance apart, or number of
trees upoi\ an .-icre, but that which I find sufficiently

near for all jiraclica! i>urpo,cs is just to lead a tape-

line, orbellcr for the purpose, a gig-rein, m.arked with
feet and incites like a common tape-line, through the
]>lantation in several directions, measuring from tree to

tree in a zig-zag manner, always taking the next
nearest tree, antl jotting down in two columns, the
one containing the distance apart, and the other the
species of trees. I do not lake time to write down
more than the initial leUer of the [species, as L. for

Larch, .S. for Spruce, and .S. P. for Scot's Pine, and
so on.

The average distance apart, and the number of trees,

are easily found by dividing the aggregate measure-
ments by the number of distances.

Again, in after thinnings, all the trees cut, whether
dead or alive, are noted in the Book of Thinnings,
kept for the express purpose.

The practice of taking one-fourtli of an acre, here
and there, throughout a plantation, and counting the
trees upon each, is a false practice, and attended with
bad results.

To find how much growth plantations are making,
and the value of that growth, each must be taken
separately, in the following manner :—A plantation,
whose timber value is by the foot, \i found thus

—

Length or height of tree, 50 feel, or 600 inches
;

girth at centre, 2j feet or 30 inches, and thickness of
layer, or zone, one-eighth of an inch. 600 x 30 =
18,000 -f- 8 = 2222 inches -^ 1728 = lJ feet nearly

;

and at S^/. per foot, would be I.r., which the tree is

making annually. If, therefore, there are 300 trees
ujion the average acre, the annual return will be £\^
per acre. Few plantations are in such vigorous
growth as to produce an average annual layer of one-
eighth of an inch thick ; but it is by no means an
unusual growth, and such, moreover, as is both at-
tainable and desirable.

Trees below timlier size, such as prop-wood and
spar-wood, are not sold by cubic, but by lineal

measure, and their growth is easily known by obser-
vation.

The market value of a tree may be said to begin
when, at 6 feet from the ground, it girths 9 inches

;

that is, it constitutes a pit-prop or a fence-post at
that size, and every year's additional top growth is

just so much additional length of post or prop.
Taking a plantation, for example, after its first

thinning, when it contains 700 trees per acre, and at

the stage of growth when the trees girth 9 inches at

6 feet from the ground, at that stage it is a fair com-
putation to put the top growth at one foot, equal to

700 lineal feel per acre ; and at \d. per lineal foot,

which, in the case of very young ijlantalions is too
much, and in the older cl.ass too little, 700 halfpence
is = .^i 9.''. 2</., which is the value of the annual
growth per acre. It is the practice of some valuators
to put the various growths at the same value, such as
prop, spar, and timber trees ; but this is found to be
an erroneous method, as, by it, young trees would
represent a sum far beyond what they are worth,
either in the market or as an estate subject of pro-
perty. I'ine and fir trees are exceedingly sensitive,

and cannot endure any derangement of the current
of their sap and other fluids. [With reference to this

point, see Mr. Maw's remarks on the flow of the sap
in the Sugar Maple, p. 138.] It is this that renders
the work of thinning so precarious, hurtful, and often
fatal to resinous trees, and makes any forester, who
knows the sensitiveness of the plant, guard and pro-
tect it against any species or form of injury. C. }'.

Mkhii, Cxikii Home, Cullen.

Jfortigii CoriTspoitbtnte.

King George's Sound.—I write a few lines, to

inform you of the progress made by me here in South

West Australia. While completing my tour from

Swan River I went along the bas» of the Darling

ranges to the Collie ami Preston River, through

much forest land, timbered prevailingly with Euca-

lyptus marginata, among which E. calophylla is

interspersed, as is the case in all the so-called

Mahogany forests of West Australia.

I did not expect to find many novel forms, but
wished, while journeying, to watch the distribution

and association of species. I may instance that the lovely

Goodenia Eatoniana, which was only known from

the Blackwood River, extends from the Preston to

the Shannon, Walpole, and (iordon Rivers, being a

forest plant of humid valleys. Another pretty blue-

flowered Goodenia, G. leptoclada, of which, like

of so many other of Drummond's plants, we did not

know the natural localities, belongs to the forest

heaths of the Hay River and Torbay, as I have just

found out. Previously I met G. Hassallii on the

Murchison River, the Irwin, and Arrowsniilh River,

also on the Upper Greenough River. The i)est plant

of this latter part of the journey is a stately Xerotes
from the valleys of the Lower Shannon. It attains a

height of S feet, the caudex increases finally to a

diameter tif nearly \ foot, while the leaves are Typha-
like and the panicles purplish, of which flowers are

large and formed on the model of those of X. lirownii.

This species is still grander than X. Uanksii, and
I have named it In honour of General Sir Harry Ord,
the new Governor of W. Australia, His Excellency
having evinced a great interest in my researches here.

My attention was directed to this showy plant by Mr.
Muir, who had previously noticed it in the few localities

to which it is confined, and I shall have seeds of

this Xerotes to introduce into European conservatories.

The glorious Eucalyptus ficifolia extends from Brooke's
Inlet to the western side of Irwin's Inlet. It has a

deeper fissured bark than E. calophylla, and is a
smaller tree. But the most noteworthy of all the

Eucalypts remains, the splendid " Karri," true, E.
diversicoior. While the Varrah or Mahagoni tree has
the features of a stringyd.>ark tree of the Eastern

colonies (E. o]>liqua), the Karri resemljles in habit

quite the E. amygdalina, and it is also quite as

gigantic as that world-renowned species. The con-

flagrations of the scrubs do not here deface the
forests as in so many other parts of Australia, the bark
of the Varrah not catching fire so fully as that of

E. obliqua ; thus not so many shabby objects of dead
trees are found in the woodlands here ; indeed the

forests look fresh and green everywhere. I discovered
a new lonidium (or, better, Hybanthus), also a
Stylidium, twining like S. scandens, and also up to

6 feet high. It is leafless, and the comparatively
larger rosy flowers are fringed like those of a small
Dianthus. On other interesting plants I will com-
municate on another occasion. Fcrd. von Mtulkr.

6arbciT Operations.
FLOWER GARDE.V^ ETC.

It may be said, with great truth, that a gardener's
work is never done, that operations requiring atten-

tion follow each other in such rapid succession, that

it is scarcely possible to keep pace with them ; but,

perhaps, at this season, when the flower beds and bor-
ders are well filled, and the mowing and edging easily

kept under, there is a tiifie less pressure than was
the case earlier in the season. Care-taking, however,
must not be relaxed ; the carpet beds will require a
consideral)le amount of attention in pegging out,

pinching back to maintain the lines and divisions

perfect, and removing all extraneous matter. Beds
of scarlet and other Pelargoniums are flowering in

great beauty this season, and these too require frequent
attention to the removal of decayed leaves and ex-
hausted flower stems, in order to prolong the season
of flowering. Any tendency to a rambling growth
should be checked at once. The propagation of the
scarlet and zonale Pelargoniums, in all their numerous
varieties, should be commenced at once, and carried
on as fast as cuttings can be secured, without
materially injuring the beds. Most of the varieties

will strike very well in the open air on a warm
border, from whence they may Ijc potted in the
autumn ; but choicer and more tender sorts are best

put singly into small pots, and struck under glass.

They will require very little water until the rooting
process commences ; but plenty of water should be
poured upon the plunging medium about the pots.

Now is also a good time to propagate, by cutting
Noisette, Bourbon, China, and other Roses. These
may be either inserted in the open border, and
covered with handlights, and shaded for a time, or

they may be put into good-sized pots, and placed
under glass in a cold pit. The propagation of
Pansies should be continued according to the stock
required, and the early-struck cuttings will be bene-
fited by being pricked out on to a reserve border. The
layering of the border varieties of Clove Carnations
should be followed up, as should also the propagation
of the many varieties of Pinks, so useful as border
plants. Pipings and slips are both available for this

purpose. Now is also a good time to insert cuttings

of Mule Pinks, Double Sweet Williams, and others

of that class of plants, all of which are exceedingly
useful to keep the mixed borders well furnished.

These borders are now a source of great interest, and
the floral display very varied. Almost every week
brings some tribe or other prominent to the eye just

now. The beautitul varieties of herbaceous Phlox
are very conspicuous ; so also is the old scarlet

Lychnis, and .Spirca venusta is also very beautiful.

Hardy and tender Annuals likewise contribute no
small share to make up the general display of beauty.

Now is the time to make notes of the varieties

which, by their size, Cfilour, and habit of growth, are

most suitable for particular situations. The seed of

choice varieties should be collected from time to time,

when ripe and dry. A thorough neatness in this

department is essential to its enjoyment, so that a

constant attention will be requisite to keep all de-

caying and useless foliage and exhausted flower stalks

removed, and sujiport afforded to all plants liable to

be blown down by the wind. A general stirring of

the surface will complete the operation, previous to

which, however, any very conspicuous vacancies

should be filled from the reserves of Biennials for

next year's flowering. The Double White Rockets,

too, must have all the flower stalks removed at once,

in order to encourage the young growth for another

season. These should never be allowed to stand

more than two years withiuU being lifted and divided,

and planted in fresh places. The dwarf varieties,

both white and purple, should also be subjected to

the same routine, and they are all benefitcil by the

addition of some rich compost, at the time of re-

planting, which is best done early in September.

Dahlias will now require a great amount of atten-

tion. High winds must be guarded against by strong

supports, to which the stems must be frequently

securely fastened. The earth shoidd be well loosenetl

about them, and when required very fine it should

be left round the stem in the form of a basin, into

which occasional doses of strong liquid manure
should be poured. The buds also should be thinned

out ; and if earwigs are troublesome, small pots,

placed in an inverted position on the top of the

stakes, will trap them ; these should be examined
daily. Hollyhocks will require the same attention as

to fastening and liquid manure. John Cc.r, Kcdkaf.

FRUIT HOUSES.
Orchard House.—In the early house—that is,

where the trees were started in January or early in

February with a little artificial heat—all the fruit will

by this time have been gathered—that is, premising

that no sorts so late as Salway are grown in the house.

Any trees requiring to be repotted should lie attended

to at once. Instructions as to how it ought to be

done were given in a previous number. Red spiders

are so partial to the leaves of Peach and Nectarine

trees that they are almost sure to become infested with

them when the syringe or garden engine is withheld

to allow the fruit to ripen. As soon as all the fruit is

gathered a vigorous application of water in the form

of spray to the under sides of the leaves will soon clear

the trees from the pest. The roots must be well

supplied with water while the leaves remain green, as

much of the success of next year's crop depends on the

full development of the Ijlossom-buds, and the

perfect ripening of the young wood. Of course it is

well-known that Peaches and Nectarines are not

produced from spurs, but from the young wood of the

previous season. The small and medi-um growths

produce the most blossoms, very strong shoots seldom

produce any fruit. If the growths (as they are almost

certain to be) are too thickly placed on the tree, it

requires some experience to be able to ihin

them out, and also as to shortening those that

require it. It is certain that good fruit cannot

be produced from trees with much young wood, and
the inexperienced are more likely to err on the side

of not thinning enough than they are on the other.

A mistake may also very easily be made in cutting

back the young wood at this season. A succulent-

growing shoot, if it is stopped early in the season,

will start again and produce two or three weaker
growths ; they will not do this now. Weak and
medium growths must not be stopped at all after this,

the stronger growths only that contain triple buds
may be cut back, if it is necessary so to do, and
they must be cut back at one of those buds ; the

centre buds in triplets are leaf buds. The buds at the

point of weak and medium growths are always leaf-

buds, but as a rule all other buds from the point at

which the young growths started are fruit buds, and if

the growth is cut at any of these it will certainly die

back to the point from whence it started. Those in-

tending to purchase young trees at the nurseries will

fintl the present a good time to select them. See
that they are clean and well furnished with promising
wood from the base upwards. In the training of

young trees from "maidens" I have seen reason to

alter my opinion. Following Mr. Rivers' direction,

I used to cut the growths back only one- third,

certainly not more than half ; some of the

trees would do very well, otliers would be
badly furnished at the base, an<l no amount
of stopping back closely near the top of the trees

would give satisfactory results. Last year, when
looking round the nurseries of Messrs. J. Veitch &
Sons, Chelsea, at Southfield, I saw a house of Peaches
and Nectarines in pots which I could but stand and
admire for the perfect manner in which every one of

them was furnished with young bearing wood from
the base to the summit. I could see at a glance that

the foundation of this successful eft'ort was laid in

cutting the maiden growths over from 15 to 18 inches

from the insertion of the bud. Those intending to
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purchase and who cannot visit the nurseries will find

the following a good selection arranged in the order

of their ripening. Peaches: Early Beatrice, Early

Louise, and Early Rivers are very early and have

done very well with some growers, but I have dis-

carded them. The earliest now grown here are Hale s

Early, a splendid sort from America ; Early York,

also a constant sort ; next in succession we have Early

Grosse Mignonne, Grosse Mignonne, Royal George,

Bellegarde, Noblesse, Harrington, Walburton Admi-

rable, Exquisite, a fine yellow fleshed American of

the largest size ; and Desse Tardive. Nectarines :

Hunt's Tawny is an early yellow-fleshed sort of second-

rate quality. Lord Napier, very fine ; Balgowan,

Elruge, Pine-apple, Violette Hative, Stanwick

Elrugc, Victoria. A few good Pears for the orch.ard-

housc arc IJeurre Gifiard, Williams' lion Chretien,

•Souvenir du Congres, lieurre d'.\manlis. Summer
Beurre d'Aremberg, Louise Bonne of Jersey, Beurre

Hardy, and Marie Louise. Of Plums the following

may be grown :—July Green Gage, Green Gage,

Golden Esperen, Transparent Gage, Angelina

Burdett, Jeflerson, Kirke's, and Coe's Golden Drop.

7. Douglas.

\\s?.?,.—Late Vines now swelling ofl' heavy crops

will well rep.ay all the attention that can be given to

them. Inside borders cannot receive loo much tepiil

liquid manure, and notwithstanding the heavy spring

rainfall, the outside roots should be well protected

with good mulching, and watered if necessary to pre-

vent their striking downwards in search of moisture.

If the Grapes are well advanced, hard forcing, and the

use of fire-heat should be avoided by giving abundance

of air throughout the early part of the day, and ^closing

with suflicient sun-heat to raise the house to 90° in the

afternoon. Keep up a steady supply of ammonia by

the frequent introduction of a few baskets of fresh

horse-dung, and ply the syringe every evening to the

walls, stems, and foliage, where it can be used with-

out spotting the Grapes. The great extremes of wet,

cold, and tropical heat of the past four months having

been favourable to the spread of red spider and mildew,

observance of the above details will, in most cases,

bring these troublesome pests into subjection by pro-

ducing vigorous growth of leaves and laterals, which

should be encouraged by just suflicient thinning and

stopping to prevent over-crowding or the exclusion of

light. Houses in which ripe H.imburghs are hanging

may have some slight shade thrown over the glass to

prevent loss of colour. Tanned pilchard nets thrown

on loosely answer well, as they do not exclude too

much light, neither do they require removal until

after the Grapes are cut. It is gratifying to find there

are many fine bunches of ^'enn's Seedling in diflereut

parts of the country. With me the berries are well

set, evenly swelled, dense blue black, and thickly

covered with bloom. Worked on the Hamburgh it

is nearly as early, and is in fine condition for use long

after that variety has passed its best. If skilled

Grape growers were to devote more attention to the

artificial fertilisation of shy setting kinds, the removal

of all surplus bunches before they come into flower,

and theproduction of active roots by applying instead

of condemning what is termed bottom-heat, we should

hear less of shy-setting, cracking, and shanking.

Vines in early houses from which the Grains were cut

in April and May, must have every attention in the

way of watering and syringing so as to preserve the

foliage in a clean healthy state until all the buds arc

fully matured, when, if movable, the lights may Ix;

taken ofl' for a few weeks to be repaired and painted.

Examine the roots and prepare the compost for making

all necessary alterations or additions to the borders as

soon as the foliage shows signs of ripening. Pot

Vines intended for early forcing will now be ripe and

fit for full exposure or removal to a warm, airy situa-

tion out-of-doors. Keep them moderately supplied

with water, and protect the roots \)y covering up the

pots with old tan-leaves or litter. fF. Cokmaii.

Peaches and Nectarines.—The most important

item in the management of late houses is the liberal

use of water both to the roots and foliage. Few trees

when in growth take more water than the Peach, and

more failures may be traced to partial watering than

to any other cause. Let all borders, inside and out,

be well mulched with good rotten manure. Use the

garden engine twice a day, and be very careful in

always using soft or other water free from lime. Keep

the young growths tied down to the trellis, and turn

a.side any leaves that shade the fruit, as Peaches, like

Grapes, cannot be pronounced perfect where colour is

deficient. If the crop, as is sometimes the case, shows

to be too heavy when the second swelling sets in, a

few of the worst placed may still be removed, with

advantage to the current as well as the next yearns

crop. One good Peach to every square foot of trellis

is quite suflicient if trees are to be kept in health for a

numlier of years. Young gardeners will do well to

make special note of the above paragraph if they wish

their success to be of permanent benefit to themselves

and their employers. To have Peaches and Nectarines

really good in flavour they should be gathered in the

morning, and before they are quite ripe, p.uticularly

if they have to be packed for a journey before they

are used. Great care is requisite in gathering Peaches,

as the slightest pressure causes a bruise and spoils the

appearance of the fruit. When large, highly hn'shed

Peaches swell half way round the wood on which they

are growing, and the latter can be removed without

loss, a cut should be made .above and below the fruit

with a pair of pruning-scissors, the operator having

previously secured it with a good pad of cotton-wool

placed in his left hand. If the wood on which Peaches

are borne must be left, clasp the fruit with a pad of

wool and sever the stalk with a finely-pointed pair of

Grape-scissors. I'lace them in squares of soft tissue-

paper as they are gathered, and keep in a cool room

till wanted for use. IV. CoUmait.

Strawuerries in Pots.—The present season as

far as it has gone, has not been at all propitious, either

with regard to the development of the plants or the

furthering of the work in all its varied details to a

successful termination. The young plants since they

have been shifted into their fruiting pots do not seem

to get away with that freedom and vigour that we

would like, therefore no opportunity should be lost to

encourage growth by frequent syringings overhead

whenever the weather will admit of the operation

bein" carried out. A good bath late in the evening

is always beneficial, because the moisture does not

evaporate so rapidly through the night. Runners are

still being layered in quantities, and are nursed in

small pots in a comparatively shaded place, where

they make double the progress they otherwise would

do if fully exposed to the aridity of the present

weather ; pot them up on the ajjpearance of a dull

day and they grow away amazingly ; their leaves

should be a bright oily-hke green—an appearance

that indicates vigour and health. I invariably notice

that plants that get their final shift the tirst week in

August and that are in good condition at that time

always turn out the best, but it is not always possible

to get out large numbers in a few days. Remove

runners as they make their appearance on the earliest

potted plants, and keep a sharp look-out for the

maggot that attacks and coils itself up m the leaves

from this lime and onwards. IV. Hinds, Ollcnpool.

PL.4XT HOUSES.

Orchids.—That an early and eflective display of

Dendrobium nobile may be m.a<le during the coming

winter (for however much we may and justly do

ailmire this old favourite during the spring and

summer months, when size, form, and colour may be

compared through the aliumlance of the specimens,

and preference given to those that exhibit these cha-

racteristics in a superior manner), still coming back

to general utility and a thorough appreciation of choice

flowers in winter, there is no manner of doubt that

the first opened blooms of this and also many other

first-class though old acquaintances are those that are

most admired, as they ever seem to have an attractive

freshness about them, and are highly prized as a natural

consequence. It is by no means difticult to flower

this at Christmas lime. We lately read of a specimen

plant being exhibited at Preston at the Royal Horti-

cultural Show. This I consider a far more difticult

task in many respects than the earlier blooming of this

species, and one worthy of a special commendation.

Go now carefully over the specimens and those that

have finished making their growths, the last leaves

on the top of the bulbs having expanded should be

taken from the house in which up to the present they

have been growing, and stood or suspended (if in

baskets) in a cooler house, such as a vinery or Peach-

house the object being that the change may mature

and ripen the bulbs just made, by the atmosphere

about them being of a drier nature, while by less

shadin" being given, and being kept cooler at the

same tmie, a fresh batch of breaks may be prevented

from starting away, and thus the formation of the

blooming buds for the coining winter and spring

may be assisted. As the majority of the Dendro-

biums, in fact, finish up their growths, it is far

better for the reasons just stated, that they should

be taken, and for a time, longer or shorter, ac-

cording to the time the growths are made up and

the blooming period of the species—placed in a house

where such conditions are kept up, that the rest and

ripening process may be thoroughly accomplished.

In the Odontoglossum-house it will be needful that

an .abundance of air be now given, for if this is not

attended to, the new breaks now starting away,

instead of bringing leaves broad and of a dark

shining green, as they gradually develop, are very

apt to grow very narrow, and unduly lengthened,

and scarcely able to l>ear up their own weight.

Among the gems in this division, more particularly

those that have flowers less in size than the ma-

jority of the Odontoglossums, may be named the

varieties of Oncidium—cucuUatum, nubigenum, and

Phakenopsis. Choice and lovely, though compara-

tively small, yet continuing in flower for a very long

time, these are seldom to be met with nowadays,

though a matter of ten years ago they were much

more plentiful, more particularly the two hrst-naiiii.d

sorts; it would see... that tlicy have gradually died

out and have not been renewed by importation at

the'same rate to that in which they have disappeared.

When grown in jiots, in the course of a year or two

they almost invariably dwindle away, the growths

gettimi less and weaker, and the roots do not pu»h

out so freshly as is to be desired. If, however, they

are planted in small baskets or pans, receiving a

good supply of water whilst growing, and suspendecl

from Ihe roof, they will, in the greater number of

cases, continue making plump and flowering bulbs,

and the roots remain in a much more healthy con-

dition than when stood low down on the stage

amongst the other plants. If some pieces are fas-

tened on blocks, they will also do better than in pots,

the roots appearing to prefer the atmosphere to the

confining them in pols. That the strange beauty and

singular form of Masdevallia Chim.ura may be seen at

its best, this, too, should be grown in a basket or pan,

and suspended from the roof, taking care that it has a

plentiful supply of water when in flower ;
it will show

itself far better through iiushing out at the side or

throuL'h the bottom of the basket than when it is

grown in a pot, where the flowers must be pressed

from the soil with pieces of sticks, or some lost

entirely, through the spikes pushing down through

the soil into the crocks at the bottom of the pots.

/('. .Swan, Fallmifich/.

Natural History.

Instinct 01- Geese.—Reading over again the

story of the pet gander in a last year's number of the

Gardincrs Chronicle, I was reminded of the singular

habit of some geese of this neighbourhood. About

thirty years ago the small market town in which I

reside was skirted by an open common, upon which a

number of geese were kept by cottagers. The number

of the birds was very great, and every year as Michael-

mas drew near, the various owners used to specu-

late among themselves upon the value of their pro-

perty, and every household used to settle upon the

articles to be purchased when the geese were sold.

Our corn market at that time was held in the street in

fri.nt of the principal inn, and on the market day a

good deal of corn was scattered from sample bags

by millers. Somehow the geese found out about the

spilling of corn, and they appear to have held a con-

sultation on the subject. Every day, we may sup-

i)ose, they met in council on the pond and cackled in

debate upon the subject of the spilt corn. This is

what one may surmise to have taken place ;
if any

person disbelieves that geese debate, I can only say

that they had a place of assembly, a pond upon the

common, where they met every day and cackled—the

House of Commons on an Irish night is not more

noisy than they were. They must have discussed the

corn question and carried a resolution, for one morn-

iag, on the day following the market, they came into

the town, marched up the street, and cleared up the

scattered corn ; they then retired.

From this time they never missed their opportunity,

and the entry of the geese was always looked for and

invariably took place. On the morning after ihe

market, early, and always on the proper morning,

fortnightly, in they came cackling and gobbling in

merry mood, and they never came on the wrong day.

The corn, of course, was the attraction, but in what

manner did they mark the time ? One might have

supposed that their perceptions were awakened on the

market day by the smell of corn, or perhaps by the noise

of the market traffic, but my story is not yet finished,

and its sequel is against that view. It happened one

year that a day of national humiliation was kept, and

the day appointed was that on which our markijt

should have been held. The market was postponed,

and the geese for once were baffled. There was no

corn to tickle their olfactory organs from afar,

no traffic to appeal to their sense of hearing. I think

our little town w.as as still as it usually is on Sundays.

I think the occasion was that of the Potato blight, or

perhaps the cholera ; at any rale there was a fast and

there was no market, and the geese should have

stopped away ; but they knew their day, and came

as usual. Unfortunately for them the cattle market

was being held in the street when they entered. It

had been postponed from the day before ; but the

eeese were right so far as coming on the proper day

was concerned, and they marched on boldly, cackling

as usual, till they had advanced some distance up

the street, when they became entangled among the

herds of cattle; and what with kicks from the

animals and pokes with sticks from men and boys in

attendance, they at length retreated beaten and

abashed.

I do not pretend to remember under what precise

circumstances the habit of coming into the street was

acquired. It may have been formed by degrees and

continued from year to year ; but how the old birds,

who must have led the way, marked the time so as

to come in regularly and fortnightly, on a particular

day of the week, I am at a loss to conceive. 1. o.
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APPOINTMENTS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.

'\'iC. 5 ( C'lVbrirtKe Cottage Garden Society's Shi
^ I Woburn Cottace Garden Society's Show.

'"lyal Horticultural Sod ty: MectinK of
nd Floral Committees, at

and Exhibition of the British
1' Association (three days).

Au' 8'f'*?*'
"''"'"'''"'»' Society of Ireland'?

' Sale of Orchids, at Stevens' Rooms.
.\u.-.'o (

t head Ic Floral and Horticultural Sociclj'"
^ ^ ( show (two daj s).

'"PHE Reports on the Potato Crop which,
-'- by the courtesy of our correspondents, we

are enabled to present, is, we are glad to say, on
the whole a satisfactory one. From Land's End
to John o'Groat's, from Kent to Galway, from
Scilly to the Channel Isles, the report is,

generally speaking, favourable. In our last

issue we published some of these reports, which
are supplemented by those now issued. The
disease set in in the Southern counties much
earlier than usual, and naturally gave rise to

much apprehension. The hot dry weather
\xhich ensued checked the progress of the

disease which, as we have said, was chiefly

observed in the Southern counties.

Early sorts yielded good crops, though from
the check to their growth consequent on the

heat the individual tubers are small. Late
Potatos have not looked so well for many years
past, so that great hopes are entertained of a
full harvest. From the great Potato-growing
districts of the North of England and Scotland,

as well as from Ireland, there is the promise
of a much more abundant yield than for several

years past. One natural effect of the defective

crops of late years has been to reduce the acre-

age of Potatos in Great Britain and Ireland.

The total acreage in Great Britain devoted to

Potato culture in the year 1S77 was, according
to the returns issued by the Board of Trade,

512,471 acres, an increase of 7383 acres over
1S76, though still below those of any
year since 1867. In Ireland there has
been a still greater decline in the acre-

age devoted to Potato culture. The improved
crop of the present year may possibly lead
to an increased quantity of land being devoted
to the culture of the tuber. But, on the other
hand, if prices rule low, the temptation to increase
the cultivation will be lessened. Seeing how
precarious the crop has become, and noting
how large—thanks to Free Ti-ade—is the im-
portation from abroad, we cannot wish to see the
acreage greatly increased, more especially in

Ireland, whose damp, warm climate is so parti-

cularly favourable to the spread of the fungus.
We do not remember a season on the whole
less favourable to the development of the
fungus. That it was present as abundantly as
ever we cannot doubt, but the conditions were
not propitious for its development, and thus the
balance this year is in favour of the Potato.

Hardy Flowers in the Fuiiiam Nur-
series.—llessrs. OsBORN & Sons send us a beautiful

bouquet, the constituents of which we enumerate, as

they are one and all worthy the attention of lovers of
such plants. We take the names as we find them :

—

Verbena venosa, an old favourite with purple flowers,

capital for bouquets, and very effective in the border
;

Bocconia cordata, elegant and uncommon ; Poly-
gonum molle, Rhexia virglnica, a North American
Melastomad, remarkable for its purplish red flowers

and bright yellow anthers of singular form—one of
the most beautiful as well as curious of hardy plants.

Spircea palmata elegans does not answer to expecta-

tions. We greatly doubt its alleged hybrid origin.

Kudbcckia] grandiflora, a handsome yellow-flowered

Composite with a dark centre ; Coreopsis lanceolata,

a very attractive yellow Composite ; Hyacinthus
candicans—the very striking and relatively new
Hyacinth ; the botanists arc no doubt right, but this

looks as little like a Hyacinth as can well be
;

Amaryllis longifolia, a beautiful pink crimson, rather

too powerfully scented to be pleasant ; Lythrtim \cr-

ticillatum anil L. roseum superbum, both fine forms
of the Loose strife ; Tournefortia heliopoides, a plant

singularly like the Heliotrope in the flowers j Trades-

cantia virginica, and var. alba and rubra, all old

friends ; Linum luteum, bright yellow ; CEnothera
Voungi, one of the smaller species, with thin wiry

branches and yellow flowers of moderate size ; Vero-

nica spicata corymbosa, a remarkable form of \'.

.spicata, in which the spike is replaced by a densely

branched ]ianicle, covered with small linear bracts,

with purplish flowers in their axils.

Khea Fibre.—There is little chance of this

plant being cultivated profitably in cool countries, a
tropical or subtropical climate being necessary for it.

According to Dr. ScHOMBURGK the plant thrives at

Port Darwin, North Australia, and may prove valu-

able there.

The New Park at Leicester.—Messrs.
Barron & Son, Londscape Gardeners of Elvaston
Nurseries, Borrowash, Derby, have been awarded the

1st prize of fifty guineas for their design for laying

out the new public park at Leicester. The park,

which is over 60 acres in extent, is situated by the

river Soar, near the old abbey. As the public are

already provided with a large recreation and cricket

ground in the immediate vicinity of the proposed park,

the whole of the 60 acres is treated as pleasure ground.
Messrs. Barron & Sons' design includes a large

piece of ornamental water, with island, rockwork,
&c. ; an American garden, a Rose garden, archery

ground, lawn tennis and croquet ground, bowling-
green, &c. They also furnish plans for a pavilion,

lodges, entrance-gates, bridges, and band stands.

The corporation of Leicester offered 100 guineas in

prizes, fifty for the best design, thirty for the second-

best, and twenty for the third best. There were
twenty-two competitors from all parts of the United
Kingdom, and one or two from the Continent.

Messrs. Barron & Son are entrusted to carry out

the work.

London Gardening.—We have received

from Mr. Wallwyn Shepheard, Hon. Treasurer

of Euston Square South, a few specimens of flowers

raised from seed in the open ground of that Square.
He writes :

—

"The seed was supjMied by Carter, of Holborn.
These specimens comprise the following, which have
bloomed well here in the heart of London :

—

Oxyura chrysanthemoides Tropxolum majus
Papaver orientaie ' Leptosiphon luteus
Eschscholtzia crocea ' CoUinsia bicolor
Convolvulus atropiirpureus Clarkia elegans
Malope tritida grandiflora Viscaria cardinalis
Papaver nudicaule Ibcris amara
Myosotis dissitiflora and Sileoe pentlula

palustris Nemophila insignis

" Tlie late hot weadier caused several of the top
brandies of the Lombardy Poplars to fall without any
warning, thus necessitating the immediate lopping of all

other branches which overhung to a dangerous extent
the public footway. The sap vv.as well down in the trees,

which will look all the better next year. The deciduous
shnibs and trees, as well as the Privets, Laurels, and
Euonymus have done well this season. The Super-
intendent of the garden, who visits it once a week to
report to the committee, is Mr. Kirk, formerly appren-
ticed gardener on the Earl of Hardwicke's grounds at

Wimpolc, and lately g.ardener to Edgar Hanburv,
Esq. The gardener's name is Stephen Gosden. The
committee is formed of several residents in the square."

We heartily congratulate the residents of Euston
Square South on being so well served by their officials.

The bouquet forwardeil to us was bright, fresh, and
varied. We should never have supposed that it was
the product of a London square. Twenty years
ago we used to be told that nothing would grow in

London, but since then we have made great advances,
to the great benefit of the Londoners. We earnestly

hope that other " Squares " may follow the example
of that of Euston. It should be noted that the

plants sent, though showy and effective, are inexpen-

sive. There is no reason that we know of why many
more deciduous shrubs and .trees should not be tried.

The Paris E.xhibitiOiN.—A correspondent
in Paris writes :

—

"The jury for the judging of the horticultural exhibits

was only gazetted in the official paper on June 11 last,

though the Exhibition had been opened on May i, and
several horlicultiu-al fortnightly shows had taken place
Amongst the judges we notice th.at a Dutchman is I 're-

sident— Mr. G. J. G. Klerek, formerly .Minister of War
;

first Vice-President (French), M. Joigueaux ; second
Vice-President (Portuguese), Vicomte de Villa Maior

;

.Secretaries (French), Comte de Galbert and \'crloi.

England has not a single member in the Council, nor

Belgium. The only representative in the jury of England
is Mr. John Wills, and of Belgium M. Linden. Tlic

other jurymen, not menUoning two from Holland, arc

all French, and we notice the following :
— Messrs.

Barral, Joly, Jolibois, gardener of the Luxembourg
Ciarden

; Duchartre, of the French Institute ; Truffaui,

Sen. , of Versailles ; Carriere, Editor Rcvitc HorticoU-

:

Decaisne, Pissot, Superintendent of the Bois th-

Boulogne
; Bureau, Professor of Botany ; Quihou, head

gardener of the Paris Zoological Garden ; Isidore Leroy
of Passy. the well-known ?'rench Orchid grower ; E.

.Andrti, Editor Illuslnitioii. Horticoh; and F. Bergman,
he.^d gardener to Baron Rothschild at Ferritres. The
shows taking place every fortnight, we suppose the

results of the jury will only be known at the end of

October. A great many greenhouses and hothouses
have been built, and we shall mention them. Beginning
first in the Champ de M.ars, coming across the bridge

Jena, we find on our right hand a very nice iron

structure, half pavilion and half greenhouse, built

by A. Michaux, of AsniAres. We tried hard to

get ' in, but it was locked. Through the glass,

however we managed to see some double Pelar-

goniums exhibited by A. Porrier of Versailles ; also

from
J. Vallerand, of .Asni^res. a good cohection of

Achimenes, some 150, and also some Gloxinias, of

which he had last week 250. nearly all of different

variedes, many seedlings, and good ones too. Further

on we find a wooden structure, something in the shape
of a bell, built by W. H. Lascelles, of London. Next
comes the fine house erected by James Boyd & Sons, of

Paisley, containing the gem of the horticultural group,
that is, the fine and tastefully arranged ^exhibition of Mr.

John "Wills. The borders of the walks and the pillars

are covered with vigin cork and cUmbers. It is refresh-

ing to see such a house after the rubbish exhibited else-

where. The general collection consists of Nepenthes,
Tillandsias, Dracaenas, Crotons, Bromehas, .\nthuriums.
Azaleas, &c. Not far from this house Messrs. Boulton &
Paul, of Nonvich, show a nicely-built span-roofetl

structure, which is empty. Further on we find Ozanne's
lean-to house ^^in iron, and rather light, also empty.
.\g.ain5t the s.ame wall on the other side there is a

capital conservatory, built for a genUeman in the South
of France, by the Usine de .St. Sauveur, of .Airas. In

that house there is a bed of Pelargoniums, also a few-

plants from Russia, Dracaenas umbraculifera, D. lutescens

striata, D. draco, &c. In another wood and glass

structure shown by C. Nattier, of P<aris, we come to a
group of Orchids from Lebatteux, of Le Mans. The
plants are of good size, but seem to have suffered from
their sojourn here, the house being exceedingly dry,

w Inch does not of course suit them at all.

"

Curiosities in Judging.—A correspondent

writes ;

—

' .\t the exhibition of a provincial Horticultural .Society

recently held, in which vegetables are both numerously
and finely shown, some surprise was expressed at the

action of the judges in certain Potato classes, in that

dishes of Extra Early \'ermont and Snowflake Potatos

were struck out from competition, being marked in each

case "not a kidney variety." That the exhibitors of

these sorts were astonished and not a little indignant,

was not to be wondered at. The reason assigned by the

judges for this curious decision appeared to be that they

were intermediate varieties, neither round nor kidney.

It may happen that the exhibitors of these dishes will

next season put them into the class for round varieties,

and another set of judges would disqualify on the ground
that they are not round but kidney varieties. Such a
decision as that given above is not only perplexing to

exhibitors, but it is contrary to general classification, as

any catalogue of Potatos would show. In all Potato

competitions we have seen Extra Early Vermont and
Snowflake Potatos were admitted as kidney variedes,

while the round tubers of these, if shown in the round
class, would lead to disqualification. The judges in this

pardcular case were actuated by the best motives ; their

conduct was above suspicion. The matter for regret is

that they were not better informed in relation to a common
practice. Want of knowledge on the part of the judges

should not be permitted to operate to the disadvantage

of the exhibitor, If there is any doubt in tlie matter,

it would clearly be right to give the exhibitor the benefit

of it."
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The Ossen'kop System ok Propagating
Plants.—This mailer, which was menlioned by us

some time since, and which was even brought under

the notice of the Linnean Society, forms the subject of

a paper by M. Weber, of the Botanic Garden,

Dijon, in a recent number of the Rci'itc Ilorticok.

M. Weber confirms our impression that the process

has been in use for Vines in France for some time ;

and, while he admits the correctness of the principle.

the callused ends of the cuttings, so as to

promote the formation of roots, while the

reversed upper portion of the cutting, from which

buds will spring, remains in a slate of quiescence till

the time comes for planting out the cuttings, towards

the end of May. M. Wbber tells us that last ye.ir

he e.\perimented on over three thousand cuttings of

^'ines, repsesenting about a thousand varieties, and
that all have, at the time of writing (June 20), made

Mimulus presenting some features worthy of comment.
The flowers were unfortunately nearly rotten when we
received them, but they were still in sufficiently good

condition for us to note that the carpels which form

the capsule, instead of being two in number and

joined together as usual, were five in number and all

separate. We have thus an example of regularity in

number in a flower in which three out of fi\-e carpels

are generally undeveloped.

Fig. 34.—THE EDELWEISS AMJ ALl'INE FORCET-ME-NOT,

he altogether doubts tlie \alue of ils application to

practice as an economical procedure. M. OssENKOf
took out a patent in various countries, but we fear ho
is little likely to profit by it. M. \Veber's plan of

striking Vine cuttings is as follows. As soon as the

leaves fall, M. Weber places the cuttings in a

sheltered position in a rather light soil, the butt end
upwards, and covered with 10— 15 centimetres (4—

6

inches) of soil. In frosty weather the access of frost

is prevented by a thick layer of litter. As soon as

danger from frost is over, the litter is removed, as it

is essential that the sun's heat should be felr[at

shoots several centimetres in length. The principle

that underlies these procedures is simply that of

afibrding luore heal and freer access of air to the

lower end of the culling than to the upper, and thus '

of stimulating the production of roots prior to the i

formation of shoots and buds ; and, as M. Weber
j

points out, this process can be as effectually
1

carried out by simple means than by the patented

procedures of M. OssENKOP.
i

Mimulus.—A correspondent, whose letter

we have unfortunately mislaid, sends us flowers of a '

New Mexican Plants.—Mr. W. li.

FIemslev, who is engaged in the preparation of an

extended catalogue, with numerous illustrations of

the plants of Central America, for the splendid pub-

lication on the Biology of Central America, to be

issued by Messrs. Salvin & Godman, has issued in

pamphlet form a series of diagnoses of new poly-

petalous plants. These '' diagnoses " will be most

convenient to working botanists, and specially to

those who may not be able to procure the larger and

more expensive work. In accordance with the plan

followed by zoologists, Mr. He.msley writes the
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siiecific name in small type, anil not in capitals, even
when the specific name is that of a person, thus

—

Krythrochiton lintleni. Mr. IIemsley has pre-

cedent for this course, but it is, nevertheless, an
inconvenient one. In addition to new plants Mr.
Hemsley gives us notes on little known plants, and
complete lists of the Central American representa-

tives of some genera, such as Fuchsia, Sedum, &c.
Other "di<ignoscs" will follow as Mr. Hemsi.ey
advances to the Gamopetaht and other subdivisions.

Messrs. GoDMAX ami .Sai.vin have been collect-

ing materials during the last twenty-five years for

a natural history of Central America and Mexico. It

was intended originally to restrict it to the zoolog)',

but about three years ago they thought it would
be exceedingly interesting if they could include

botany as well, especially for contrasting the laws of

distribution in the two kingdoms. All l>ranches of
zoology will be critically elaborated—the botany only
so far as is necessary for geographical purposes.

Kew Herbarium being very rich, and in course of
revision for the genera Tlantarum and various Floras,

it was considered that if this were taken as the

basis of an enumeration, the object would be
attained. The botany, therefore, will consist of a

complete enumeration of all the Mexican and Central
American plants in the Kew Herbarium, named and
unnamed, as far as species are concerned ; but nearly

always trustworthy as to genera. Localities, altitudes,

collectors' numbers, &c., will also be given, as well

as references to original descriptions and plates,

general distribution of order and genera and species.

The enumeration will also include all published species

of which there are no named specimens at Kew, as

well .as the novelties of the collections made by the

French Scientific Commission, access to which has
been courteously afibrded by the authorities at Paris.

Although it was not possible to elaborate species criti-

cally, a considerable number of striking new plants will

be described, and many new and interesting ones will

be figured from drawings by FrrcH, and some of
them coloured from drawings done on the spot
by Mrs. Sai.vin. As an appendix to the enu-
meration there will be a sketch of the history of
botanical discovery in the countries under consi<lera-

tion, and an essay on the distribution of the plajits of
that region. The whole work will be of a uniform
quarto size.

Aris.bma triphyi.i.a. — Mr. Meehan
kindly forwards us a spadix of this plant which has
extended itself beyond the flowers, so that there is

above the flowers a long naked spadix, as in Arum.
The curious thing is that this prolonged spadix is

flattened at right angles to the plane of the spathe,
thus —

I
.

The Lilacs.—Adverting to the note of
M. IJecaisne in a recent issue, Mr. He.msi.ey sends
us the following remarks of Professor Koch's, which
hardly tally with those of his French colleague :

—

"At present we know six species of Syringa,* whereof
two, S. vulgaris and S. Josikoja, are indigenous to South
Hastern Europe ; two, S. cliinensis and S. oblata, to the
celestial empire

; and S. Eniodi to the Himalayan Moun-
tains, whereas the native country of S. persica is still

uncertain. The last played an important part in Persia
before the Rose took the first place. .According to Mr.
Wkt/stein, who was Consul at Damascus for many
years, it was first known to the Persians and
.\rabs about the year 1200, and it is verj' probable
that it was introduced from Persian gardens into
ICurope. That it is not a native of Persia is

beyond doubt. Lerchk, who died at St. Petersburg
in 1780, found this species wild in Eastern Caucasus,
but certainly not indigenous. M. Dkcaisne believes
that it will prove to be a native of South Eastern Europe.
[S. persica is cultivated in Kashmir and Lahore ; and
Brandis {Forest J'loni, p. 306), states that Dr. Stewart
found the entire-leaved variety app.arently wild near
Kanigorum, the chief village of Waziristan, on the
Eastern flank of the Suliman range at 8000 feet.] S.

rothomagensis is undoubtedly S. cliinensis (the S. dubia
of Persoon), and it is a wild species native of North
China, as Dp-CArsNE has proved by comparing Bunge's
original specimen."

Monstrous 'Orchis.—Mr. Boulger sends
us flowers of Orchis pyramidalis, in which the sepals
and petals are normal ; there is no column, but in the

* S. villosa, Vahl, collected by Turczaninow.in North China,
appears to be a distinct species : and Ligusti'
cannot be separated generica'Iy from Syringa.

axils of each sepal and of each petal is a stalked bud,

consisting of a central growing point with three scales

thrown off from its sides. In the axil of each scale

secondary axes may be seen ileveloping from above
downwartls.

.\(;aves.—Mr. Baker's revision of this

genus, which appeared in these columns last year, is

reproduced in the Bulktin of the Royal Tuscan
Society of Horticulture.

—— Si'EciMEN Plants Burnt on a Railway.—^We much regret to state that two van loads of
plants, belonging to Mrs. Cole and Sons, the With-
ington Nurseries near Manchester, and containing all

their most valuable specimens, were totally destroyed
by fire recently in the Whaleley Tunnel. The plants

h.ad been to Nottingham for exhibition, and were on
their way home at the time of the unfortunate occur-

rence. The two vans were on trucks next to the

engine, and, as we are informed, they were burnt to a
cinder.

Vucca gloriosa.—An old-fashioned plant
truly ; but what more striking, and, when in flower,

what more lovely? In the garden of Mr. Croas-
DILL, of Westgate House, Canterbury, there is now
a plant some 13 feet high, with a flower-stalk of

7 feet, bearing some 700 blossoms.

Special Societies.—We call attention to
the following remarks on the National Rose
Society, but which appear to us to apply equally
well mutatis mtitaiuHs to each and all of the sm.all

societies recently established. The remarks in
question were written by one of our foremost horti-

culturists, a man of large practical experience, whose
opinion should receive all the deference that extensive
knowledge and lengthened experience demand.

'

'
I was pleased at your remarks about Rose show s

and the mode of e.xhibitiug this favourite flower. Xo
good, so far as the improvement of the Rose, is coming
out of them so far as I can see. P"or the last few years
there has been little or no progress, and it would almost
appear that the Rose is at its best as a florists' flower.
This is. in my way of thinking, a great mistake. There
is a fine oi^cniug to improve the Rose in many ways if

our floriculturists would but see tlie necessity of a change
for the better. I shall not be satisfied until I see thorough
good Roses in the florists' view produced on plants truly
perpetual as to flowering, evergreen in their leaves,
hardy in constitution, and either rampant or bushv in
character. All this could be obtained by offering prizes
for new v.arieties of the Rose, by carefully hybridising the
many fine species v.hi.h are to be found in some gardens,
but w hicli have no place in the estimation of the florist."

-V Find. — Here's a chance for British

botanists! Platycerium alcicorne (the Elk's Horn
Fern) found on Cader Idris !— " A fact?" Well is

it not recorded in the pages of our horticultural con-
temporary ? who further understands that it was also
found on the estate of a nobleman in the North of
England. We have no doubt it is to be found on
the estates of nrore than one nobleman in any division
of the kingdom. This is the first of the big Goose-
berries of the season, and it will be tlifficidt to
beat it.

—— The Botanic Garden, Adelaide.—Dr.
ScHOMiiURGK's report for the year 1877 on the
Botanic Garden and Government Plantations of
Adelaide, South Australia, bears intrinsic testimony
to the utility of the institution and the zeal and ability

of its director. It may be of interest to some who were
complaining lately of the hot weather here to know
what the South Australians—human beings and plants
—had to sustain on January 10, 1877, when the ther-
mometer stood at 116° in the shade and 166° in the
sun, and this after a drought of nearly three months'
duration. After several months of drought 3J inches
of rain fell within a few hours, causing a severe flood.

In the spring months, September and October, the
Roses flowered in perfection.

The Bee Show at South Kensington.—With reference to the fourth metropolitan show of
bees, hives, and honey, which is to be held in the
gardens of the Royal Horticultural Society, South
Kensington, on the 6th, 7th, and 8th of August, the
Rev. Heruert R. Peel, Abbot's Hill, Hemel-

Hcnipstead, writes as follows:—" The show is pro-
moted by the British Bee Keepers' Association, whose
object is to introduce (more especially among cot-
lagers and the labouring classes) a more merciful and
more profitable system of bee-keeping than that which
the m.ajority of them have hitherto practiseil. Very
much has been done by the association towards this

object since its institution in 1874, but very much still

remains to be done. The association is fortunate this

year in having for its jiresident the Baroness Burdeit
CouTTs, who has given a liber.al donation to its

funds ; but the exjicnses attendant upon the annual
show are considerable, and I venture to ask through
your columns for contributions towards the prize fund
from all those who are interested in bee-keeping
themselves or who may wish to promote the interests

and pleasures of their poorer neighbours who are bee-
keej)ers."

What to Grow in Cyprus.— It is to be
hoped that the Government will at once i)roceed to

make the best of their bargain, and not confine them-
selves to military or naval works, however requisite,

but attend to more directly profitable matters. The
culture of Esparto might probably be introduced with
advantage. Eucalyptus is sure to be planted, and
increased care will, it is to be hoped, be given to the
culture of the Vine, Olive, Maize, Ceratonia, and
other Mediterranean products.

—— Grand Vorkshire Gala Horticultural
E.\HIBiTio.N.—We have before us the balance sheet
of the society for 1878, and we find that the income of
the society, from various sources, has been /'1877,
that there is a balance of nearly^200 in hand, inde-
pendent of ;^1275 invested, from which dividends,
amounting to ^54 \as. annually, are derivable towards
the yearly expenditure. The sum' of ;f504, against.

£S^\ last year, has been expended in prize-money
and payment of the judges ; but a larger sum was
offered ; but owing to the counter attraction of the
Preston Meeting of the Royal Horticultural Society,
so soon afterwards, some few classes were not filled

up so well as usual. Marquees, for the purposes of
the exhibition, cost ^'300 per annum, whilst a very
liberal sum is annually expended in amusements, of
which first-class music forms a prominent part.

Royal Horticultural Society. — The
principal feature of next Tuesday's Floral Meeting at
the Royal Horticultural Society will be a fine display
of tuberous Begonias in flower, from Chiswick and
some of the leading nurserymen.

Grand Flower Show at Versailles.—
The only real flower show of the season in Paris
and its vicinity will take place at Versailles under
the auspices of the Horticultural Society of Seine
and Oise. This Society alw.ays holds its show at
the end of August, but this season, owing to the
Exhibition in Paris, it will be unusually good, such
well-known English firms as the Messrs. Veitch,
Mr. Wills, etc., having promised to exhibit. M.
Linden, of Ghent, and several other foreigners, will
also come forward. The schedule is a very liberal one,
having 113 classes well arranged, and above the usual
medals for e.ach class there are about twenty rewards
averaging from £b to £,-i:i. The Grand Prix d'hon-
ncur is a fine vase from the Sevres factory, given by
the Minister of Fine Arts. The show will open (five

francs) on Saturday, 24th .August, at 3 o'clock, on the
same day as the last meeting of the Horticultural and
Botanic Congress. The show will remain open on the
25th, 26th, 27th, and 2Sth, on which d.iys the entrance
will only be one franc. The Show takes place in the
Park at Versailles, a few minutes' walk from the
Chateau.

A Severe Thunderstorm in Ireland.—
We learn from Mr. George Dodd, that on the
evening of July 23, between 8 and 10 o'clock, p.m.,
Inistioge was visited by a violent thunderstorm,
accompanied by vivid lightning and violent peals of
thunder. In the centre of the very pretty village of
Inistioge is a rookery of great antiquity, and during
the storm one of the large trees was struck with
lightning, and had its bark stripped off from top to
bottom, and singular to say, next morning thirty-five

rooks were found dead under the tree without the
least appearance of their having been killed by such a
violent shock.
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THE POTATO CROPS OP^ 1878^

{Cottcluded from /. i-o )

SCOTLAND.
AuKKUKKN.—The Totato crop looks very well

bulh in rich! and garden. The old Ashleaf, which I

have been usiny for some time, are very dry, and all

that coidd be wished both as to quantity and size ;

but we want rain just now very much, and if it does
not come soon, late varieties will be small, but as yet

all are free from disease. R. Farquha)% Fyvic CastU
Ganfais.

Potatos planted before the severe snowstorm
wc had in the end of March, came up very irregularly,

w ith many blanks, Init have improved very much since

the beginning ofJune, and arc now in luxuriant health,

l)looming very abundantly, and no appearance of

tliscase. If the hot dry weather we have had for the

last ten weeks continue for a short time longer, I

think the crop will he comparatively safe. Early
varieties that are now being taken up are a plentiful

crop and fine in quality, yo/i/i Forrest^ Iladdo House,
Abcnit-ai.

Argyll.—Our Potato crops on the whole look
o\ceedingly well and healthy. A. Fro'wii, Gr.^ k'H-

many, Lochgilphead,

A large breadth of Potatos has been planted
here this year, and the remarkably fine weather
which has prevailed since they were planted has
forwarded the crops so much, that they are being
lifted both in the ganlens and fields, and the quality

is excellent, and without the least sign of disease.

Here, where fungi are generally found in great

abundance under the shade of the old sj>reading forest

trees, there is none to be seen as yet, so I hope this is

ominous of a gooil future for the Potato crop. The
hay, corn, and Turnip crops are unusually fine, and,
judging from jiresenl appearances, the harvest will be
an early one. John Can; Inverary.

Hanff.—Potatos arc looking extra well, and there is

no appearance of disease. We have a fine crop, and
of good quality for tabic use. All over this part of the

country they are looking exceedingly well, with every
prospect of an abundant yield. George Berry, Citllcn

House Gardens.
Berwick.—The crops never looked better than

they do at present, and where ready for taking up,

are of the finest quality. The weather has been most
favourable here for all vegetables this season. /'.

Loucy, Marehmon! House, Dunse,
The Potato croj) is very good, and there

is no appearance of disease. The tubers are large

and numerous, and of the very best quality. A
most excellent sort in use here at present is Rintoul's

White Don, Earlier sorts have also been very good.
Alex. Scott, Ladykirk House.
Caithness.—The Potatos are good and quite

free from disease as yet. The early ones were cut

down l)y the frost on the 7th of June, but they arc

quite healthy now. John Sutherland, Lang-well,

Be. cdale.

ClacivMAXNAX.—The Potatos in this district are a
remarkalily good crop, but early varieties are small
owing to long drought. Later varieties are looking
well. Thomas Ormiston, The Gardens, Alloa Park.
Dljmhakton.—The Potatos arc a very fine crop

this season, and of excellent quality. No disease has
been seen or heard of up to the present time. Alex,
Scott, Auchendennan Gardens.

The I'otatos are very fine, but small. No
disease. James iMitchell, Gr., Camis Estean,
LLelensburgh.

Dumfries.—Potatos are small in the tubers but
were never better in quality, both in field and garden,
and as yet there is no sign of the disease. The
following sorts have been found to succeed well in the
garden : — Snowflake, American Early, Myatt's
Prolific Ashleaf Kidney, Corberry Kidney, Early
Vermont, Compton's Surprise, and Early Oxford.
Trophy and Manhattan, two new sorts that I got this

season, are looking remarkably well, and promise to

be an improvement on some of the older varieties.

In the field a good breadth of Champions are grown,
which speaks well as to its being a favourite variety

with farmers. Many other sorts are grown, and all

promise to be an excellent crop. Vegetables in

gardens are growing rapidly, and will, I think, be
above an average. We had a shower yesterday

(July 2S), which has refreshed crops considerably after

the burning sun. Before that we had no rain for

three weeks, which is something unusual for this

district, where in general the rainfall is so heivy.
The greatest heat we had in the late hot weather was
85'' in the shade and 120" in the sun. James Dkk;on,
The Gardens, Arkleton, Langholm.

Early Potatos are extra good except on light

soils, where they are a poor crop, although of good
quality. Taking the crop as a whole they have never
looked better in this locality, free from disease and
fine in quality. There is, I am afraid, a probability

of the late ones getting a check should the dry
weather continue, and then with a change second
growth setting in amongst them. James Smart, The
Gardens, A'aehllls, Lockerbie.

East Lothian.—The Potato crops are looking
well everywhere in East Lothian. No disease yet.

Alex. Shearer, Yesfer Gardens.

Fife.—The Potato crops arc very fine. G. Ramsay,
Fordell,

KORFAR.—The Potato crops never looked more
promising than they did some weeks ago, but the

continued drought is telling sadly on them, especially

on light soils ; in such cases heavy crops cannot be
expected, especially of the late varieties. Early sorts

are of good size and excellent quality, and there is no
appearance of disease among them. George Johnston,
Glammis Castle,

The crops are growing most luxuriantly, with

no signs of disease. Early kinds are turning out

well. "James Mitchell, Panmure Gardens, Carnoustie.

KlNCARiJiNF.—The Potato crops are very good.
George IVight&n, Fasque.

Lanark.—The Potato crops are very healthy, and
there is no disease either in gardens or fields, but

we have had only about three-tenths of an inch of

rain this month, and none for the last twenty days,

so that a change of weather may soon alter the case.

Andrew Tnrnbull, Botlnvell Castle.

Moray.—Early Potatos are an abundant crop and
of good quality. Late Potatos look remarkably well,

and are free from disease as yet. Donald Cunning'
ham, Darnaway Castle Gardens, Forres.

Orkney.—The Potato crop in this quarter is all

that could be desired. We have had new Potatos of

excellent quality in the open air since June 26th
last. Thomas J/c Donald, Balfour Castle Gardens,
Kirkioall.

Pf.rth.—The Potato crops in the field are in

vigorous health, and promise well. There are no
symptoms of disease. In the garden I never saw
them finer in quantity nor quality. The early sorts arc

ready for taking up. D. Doig, A'ossic Priory, Inchture.

Our Potato show no symptoms of disease, and
are looking extra healthy ; but in exposed and (.Iry

places are beginning to wither from the drought,

the rainfall, from January i to July 29 being 8.7

inches under the average of the past twenty years,

and 14-11 inches less than up to this period in 1877.

George Croueher, Ochtcrtyre. Crieff.

The Potato crops in this neighbourhood
are looking well, but rain is much wanted. As yet

they are free from disease. John Brenvning, The
Gardens, Dupplin Castle.

Sutherland.—No disease has been reported as

yet in this neighbourhood. The shaws have a

healthy appearance, and the tubers are turning out

good quality, owing to the dry weather. Early sorts,

however, are in many places rather a lighter crop

than usual. D. Melville, Dunrobin Castle Gardens.

• ENGLAND—NORTHERN COUNTIES.
NoRTHUMiiERLANH. — Potatos are very good in

quality, and a very good crop in this district. The
disease has made its appearance in several places, but

not to a great extent. IVilliam Turner^ Capheaton,

A'etveastle-on- Tyne.

CUMUERi.ANl).— Potatos are a good crop here and
in this neighbourhood generally, and free from disease

at present. I have Veitch's Improved early Ash-

Leaf fine, also Rivers, Royal, Myatt's Prolific, Lap-
stone, Lemon Kidney, Red Kidney, and various

others ; but the above-named are very fine, large, and
prolific, and excellent when cooked. F. Blackivood,

The Gardens, Eden Llall, Penrith.

Wf.stmoreland, — The Potato crops here are

suffering from drought, and in consequence the tubers

are small. No signs of the disease as yet. IK Shand,
Loiother, Penrith.

Vork.—The crojjs are very promising and free

from disease. On light land rain is needed, but in

marsh land and our great Potato districts the crops

are very healthy, and hopes are entertained that

Potato growing may again become a remunerative

business. Robert C. A'ingston, Brantinghamthorpe,
Brough.

The early varieties are very good. There is

no disease, and late sorts look well. IVilliam Lewin,
Aske Gardens, Richmond.

So far Potatos are looking well. The tubers

of the early kinds arc very numerous, but small, and
the quality not very good. A few diseased tubers

have been found, john Young, Wentxoorth, Rother-

ham.
The early crops are fine and abundant, and

the sooner they are lifted the better, as the heavy
thunder showers we are having will not improve them.

The late crops wanted rain before the recent showers,

but they have had sufficient for the present. The
corn crops have improved much of late under the

influence of hot weather. M. Saul, Stourton.

The Potato crop in this neighbourhood is

very promising. The pKint is clean and healthy.

Early sorts are turning out first-rate heavy crops ;

tubers clean and free from disease—a great blessing.

J. Mclndoe, Hutton House, Guisborough.

Our Potato crops are very good, especially

early varieties on lightish land. Some of the late

sorts were suffering from drought until the last few

days, which have given us nice rains. We have
found no disease to speak of so far. H. J. Clayton,

Grimston Park Gardens, Tadcaster.

Early potatos in this neighbourhood are
splendid, and in quality and quantity better than
we have had them for many years. No diseased
tubers have been found as yet. Wc are about lifting

all our early varieties. James Fcnvler, Llarruiood

House, Leeds.

The late Potato crops arc looking promising
at present. The early ones turn out well, and arc

free from disease. IVilliam Stephens, Endcliffe Hall,

Sheffield.

Lancashire.—The great quantity of rain and
very little sunshine we had during the month of May
and up to June 20, had a most injurious effect on all

kitchen garden crojis. The brilliant weather during
the past ftve weeks has, however, considerably im-
proved the appearance of things. I have never seen

Potatos in this neighbourhood look so strong and
vigorous, and so far they are free from disease.

Should the present fine weather continue there will

be an abundant crop. Andreio Jamiesou, The Gar-
dens, Hugh Hall, IVigan.

The early crops of Potatos have turned out an
excellent yield, and the quality all that can be
desired. The late crops also promise well, and wc
expect a sound and plentiful harvest. JV. Hinds,
Olterspool.

MIDLAND COUNTIES.
Cheshire.—This has been a good potato season.

The first earlies were not injured as they usually are

by late frosts, consequently,we had Potatos out doors

unusually early. The yield has been about an average
and the quality goo(i. Field Potatos are looking

well, and there is no ai>pearance of disease at present.

R. Mackcllar, Abney Hall, Cheadle.

In this neighbourhood the crops are an
average. Some little disease has made its appear-

ance, but I have found the pulling up of the shaws
immediately the "spot" becomes manifest a safe

preventive, particularly with early sorts. //'. Muir,
Oulton Park, Tarporley.

Early kinds arc very good but not quite so

large as usual. Second earlies are but small. Late
sorts look promising, and will doubtless be much
improved by the rains of the last few days. Very
little disease at present, only in-a few isolated cases,

Alfred J, Grant, Wtthington Hall, Chclford,

Dkruy.—The crops in this neighbourhood look

well, and are free from disease at present. The
tubers are rather small, but the recent rains will no
doubt improve their size. IVilliam Broion, Brctby

Gardens, Burton-on- Trent.

Potatos in this district look very well.

We have lifted all our early kinds, and find them very

good in quality and quantity, quite free from disease,

and a fortnight earlier than usual. I fear the late

rains will assist the disease, although late Potatos

were suffering from the long drought. Some of the

American kinds are already slightly diseased. J. H.
Goodacre, Elvaston,

Sai.oi*.— Potatos with us are still free from disease,

although some of the shaws arc showing unmistakable

signs of the foe. This I observe on Snowflake and
Lapstone Kidney. Ashtop and Myatt's Prolific are

quite free in all respects at present. Late varieties in

the fields are to all appearance healthy, but weak in

growth, and require rain. Of course, it is too early

to write definitely concerning them. The ground

they occupy was manured in autumn, which may
account for their weakly growth, but they will have a

better chance of escaping the murrain. A. S. Kemp,
Haughton, Shifnall,

Potatos with us are very fine this year both

as regards crop and quality ; indeed, we never had

them finer. The sorts I fintl best here are Veitch's

Improved Ashleaf for first crop, Myatt's Prolific for

second, and a variety I got from Messrs Veitch, called

Bryanstone Kidney. For a late crop we grow Victorias

principally. I have seen no signs of disease among
them so far, and I trust we shall escape it altogether

this year. Potatos in the fields in this district arc

looking remarkably well, and with the nice genial

weather wc are having, arc likely to turn out well.

James Loudon, The Quinta, Chirk.

Early Potatos are a good crop, and free from

the disease. Late sorts are looking strong and

healthy, except a few in shady situations, where the

disease has made its appearance. The first attacked

were Paterson's Victoria and Gloucestershire Kidney.

George Pearson, Attingham Gardens, Shrewsbury.

Stafford.—Potatos are a fine crop in this dis-

trict ; but in many instances are badly diseased. O,

Thomas, Drayton Manor Gardens, Tamworlh.
Early sorts very good. The disease has

made its appearance, Init very slightly at present.

Late sorts are generally looking well. E, Simpson,

IVrottesley, Wolverhampton.
Early sorts are first-class, and we have found

none bad. Late varieties also look well. T. Rabone,

Alton T&wers, .Stokc-on-Trcnt.

Garden Potatos are a fair crop, but rather
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smaller than usual, owing.'no doubt, to the hot dry
weather. The quality has Ijeen very good. I have

not found any diseased ones in the gardens, nor

have I heard of any in this district. Late varieties

look well, /-".(hoard Gibnan^ Ingesirc Gardou.
The Potato crops are very good, and the

tubers clean. Only a very few are diseased. This
relates to early kinds only, the late ones have not been

tried. W. Bcnitcff, Raiii^cmoyc^ Ihuiou-oii-Trciif.

Leicester.—Plentiful and good in quality, but the

tubers are small. //. David, Gopsall, Athcrstouc,
~ The early Potato crops are very good. A

few diseased tubers appeared about six weeks since,

when we began to take them up, but dry weather
setting in seemed to check the malady. I have been
judging at many exhibitions, but have not seen any-

thing of it since, nor have I heard of its making any
progress at all. The late crops are looking very pro-

mising. Montgomoy Henderson, Cole Orton Gardens,

Ashhy-de-la-Zonch

,

Early Potatos exceedingly prolific and sound,

but tubers rather small. Second early crops checked
by dry weather ; recent rains will probably save the

later kinds, William Ingram, Bclvoir Castle Gardens.

Warwick.—If I said I had not heard of Potato

disease this year in this neighbourhood I should be

speaking an untruth, but I can truly say I have not

seen any. Potatos about here have been checked in

growth very considerably by the severe heat during

the last week of June and first weeks of July. Last

year in making out this report we were for the most
part jubilant in reporting ourselves free of disease ;

but oh, horror ! had we been called upon to report

on our Potatos just one week later, what a doleful

account would have to have been told. Much has

lately been said about the bad climate of the island of

Cyprus. It must be bad indeed if it is worse tlian

the island of Cireat Britain. Sometimes we are heated
up to boih'ng-point from the influence of the Gulf
stream, and at other times we are starved and withered

up by north and east winds. Our nurserymen and
gardeners can grow fruit trees, but we have often to

whistle for our fruits. William Miller^ Combe Abbey.
Early crops are tolerably good, but some of

them are diseased. Late crops look well at present.

Daniel Judd, Wanoick Castle.

Our early garden Potatos, such as Myatt's,

Mona's Pride, Veitch's and Hammersmith Kid-
neys, are excellent, including also several other
sorts, and with as yet but little disease. Where an
affected root amongst the earlier sorts was lifted,

invariably but one tuber was found diseased, and that

in a state of complete putrescence, the remaining
tubers being ajiparently sound. Amongst later sorts

the haulm of Sutton's Magnum Bonum at present

stands tall and healthy. Our field crops I fear will

again turn out poor, owing to the combined influence

of the protracted wet weather during the early stage

of growth and the subsequent drought, which com-
bined ill suits our heavy clay soil. William Gardiner,

Kttington Park, Strat/ord-ou-Avon.

Oxford.—Early Ashleafs were remarkably good,

the produce abundant, and of first-rate quality. Those
grown in the fields are looking well at present, and
apparently quite free from disease. Isaac Watso/i,

A'nne/iam Park Gardens.

Excellent crops of fine quality, with only

a very little disease of tubers as yet, although
the haulm indicates some unwelcome symptoms.
Myatt's Prolific is still one of the very best for gar-

dens or ground of good cultivation, followed by
Snowflake, Schoolmaster, and Magnum Bonum
—the best of all field Potatos, where only it

ought to be grown, its strong growing and branching
habit rendering it unfit for garden culture. The
American Early Rose is the general fa\ourite with
cottagers for their allotments, and undoubtedly is a

vety suitable Potato, seeing its prolific qualities and
hardy, robust constitution. //'. Crump, Blenheim.

Northampton.—The potato crops are so far

satisfactory, being good, and free from disease. I learn,

by inquiries made amongst the men employed here,

that there is no report of any appearance of disease

in the various villages in which they reside. I grow
various kinds of Potatos here, but for main crops I

have my special favourites for early use. Veitch's

Improved Ashleaf, a good early cropper and of fine

quality ; 2d, Myatt's Prolific, three weeks later than
the former when planted at the same time. I am
not acquainted with a better Potato, a better cropper,

or a better keeper ; it is good and useful at all

seasons. For late cropping I use and like Wheeler's
Milky white ; I also grow the true old Walnut-leaf
Kidney—a fine Potato with me, and withstands
ilisease well. I have grown most of the new intro-

ductions but with unfavourable results. Fenn's Early
Market is a very good Potato, but no improvement
on the Handsworth Early Prolific, a good old kind
which it much resembles. George Beech, Castle Ashby.

Rutland.—Our early Potatos are an excellent

crop, good in size and quality, with no signs of dis-

ease whatever. Late Potatos look well at present.

"John Gray, Normanton Park, Stamford.

Notts.—Good crops of all sorts and of excellent

quality when cooked. Late sorts arc looking strong,

and will be greatly benefited by the recent rains.

Nosignsof disease yet. John Edmonds, The Gardens,

Bcstwood Lodge.

Beds.—Early Potatos are a good crop and free

from disease. Later sorts are looking well, and
promise well for a good crop. The varieties grown
here arc Victoria, Magnum bonum, and Dalmahoy.
I am just lifting a fair sample of Snowflake, and
without any sign of disease. Chas. Turner, Cranjicld

Court, Ncii'port Pagnel.

Bucks.—Very fine crop of early varieties, and none
of them diseased ; best crops are Veitch's Ashleaf,

Rivers* Royal and Myatt's. Among new varieties on
trial here one of the best seems lo be Lye's Favourite.

Late crops, such as Flukes, Victorias, and Regents,

all look very promising. No disease has as yet been
noticed here, but it is very bad in some of the cottage

gardens in this neghbourhood. J. Smith, lilentmore.

Herts.—The early sorts were attacked with the

disease much earlier than any season before. The
tubers were not much injured, but owing to the

growth being stopped they will be small. Late kinds,

such as Regents, Victorias, and Brinkworth's

Challenge promise splendid crops. Gedr^c Sage, Ash-
ridge Gardens.

EASTERN COUNTIES.

LiN'COi.N.—The Potato crop is a better one this

season than I have seen for many years. I have not

seen a diseased tuber up to the present lime. The
late kinds are looking well. All we require is about

twenty-four hours' rain, and then some kind weather
to insure a good yield of fine tubers. George B. Till-

yard, Brocklcsby Park.

Norfolk.— I never had Potalosof finer quality and
good in quantity. There is scarcely a symptom of

disease showing yet. I hear some of our neighbours

complaining, but I have seen but very little myself.

Charles Penny, Sandriu^^hani.

Late varieties are looking remarkably well.

The first and second earlies have all ripened otf their

haulm, and are being lifted before the disease attacks

them. They are a very good crop, and of even size.

The past fortnight's very hot and excessively bright

weather has ripened them off quickly. Thos. Wynne,
Wroxham Hall, A''oruiich.

The blight appeared sooner than usual on the

early crops, but was checked by drought and hot

weather. Late crops look well, yet suftering from
drought ; and some are fearful of the tubers being

pre-ripened, and after r.ain " take a second growth,"
and thus spoiling the first, y. Jl'ighton, Cossey Park,
A^onvich.

Suffolk.—The cold and rain were too much for

the early kinds during their firit stage of growth, -as

curl in the leaf was engendered ; but although this

was the case, the yield has been fairly good and free

from <lisease although the tops were affected. Spots

of the oidium were beginning to appear on the late

varieties, but fortunately the dry weather set in just

at the right time to prevent it spreading, and the

prospect just now is better than we ha\e had for some
years past. American kinds, most of which ha\e
thin leaves, and are more delicate than those of

English origin, look the worst, and generally show
the disease liefore others, so that it would appear if

we are to get rid of this scourge, we must not breed

from these or look to them to help us. The aim
must be to secure stout sturdy foliage and stems, as

all of this character are best. y. Shcppard.

As far as I can learn the early Potato crop in

this neighbourhood is not so bad as at one time

threatened to be, indeed the fine weather we have
had for the past month has had much to do in arrest-

ing the alarming progress of the disease just as it

made its appearance, and although some varieties

were badly attacked I have not heard of its

spreading very much, and the tubers, though small in

many places, are of average quality. The late kinds

are looking well up to the present, y. Mill, The
Gardens, Rcndlcsham Hall, Woodbridge.

Potatos on good land are a plentiful crop,

of good size, and fine quality. On light dry land

the tubers are sound but very small. The early

sorts are ripe, and will be better if lifted before they

get rain to start them into second growth. Early
Rose was the first to show signs of maturity. Red-
skinned Flourball and some of the late sorts have

commenced to sub-tuberate, although we have had
no rain here for the last five weeks, with the excep-

tion of a slight shower on the 23d inst., which merely

laid the dust. Disease showed itself in some of the

cottage gardens nearly a month ago, and only requires

showery weather to develop itself. Thomas Blair,

Shrubland Park.

Essex.—The crop is much more promising now
than it was a few weeks ago, the dry weather
having undoubtedly saved the early and second early

varieties which took the disease the last week in

June, much earlier than I ever knew it to do so

before. The dry weather set in just in time, or they

would have been nearly all bad ; as it is, there is a

pretty good crop. Late ones are looking well, but it

is too early to say much aI)out them. J. Bryan,
Audlcy End.

The crop with me is a very good one. I

don't hear any complaints at present. W. Bones, Gr.,

Havering Park, Romford.
The Potato crop is not at all good upon our

Essex land this season. Disease is showing in many
places, though some early kinds are ripening off", and
those may in a measure escape it. Early kidney
Potatos were fine and sound. Wm. Parley, Valen-

tines, Ilford. ^______
SOUTHERN COUNTIES.

Berks.—Our crops, on the whole, are good. The
disease attacked the early kinds badly, but the con-

tinuance of fine hot weather has been a great check,

and I find, on lifting the early kinds, the disease is

not so bad as was expected, fames Tegg, Beanuood,

The disease appeared early in this neigh-

bourhood, and in damp ground some of the early

sorts were nearly half bad ; but where it is dry very

few of the tubers were bad, although the tops were
nearly gone. All sorts are now spotted less or more
in the leaves. But very few of the tubers are

diseased yet. The crops are light, but the quality

very good. Charles Ross, Welford Park.
The Potatos in this neighbourhood are very

badly diseased. Early Rose and Snowflake being the

worst in gardens. The field Potatos being later do
not show symptoms of disease as yet. yoshua Atkins,

Lockiugc Gardens, Wantage.

Middlesex.—Early varieties were slightly diseased

previous to the dry weather setting in, which appears

lo have checked it. The second early and late kinds

promise the best, and with a continuance of drj-

weather we may expect less disease, so far as affecting

the whole crop, than has been experienced for years.

T. Baines, Palmers Green, Southgate,

Generally the large breadths of late kinds

grown in this district for the London market are

looking well, although here and there there is

abundant evidence of the welbknown spot in the

foliage. The most widely-grown late sorts are

Regents, Victorias, and Belgian or French Reds, the

latter the latest, and looking yet very fresh anrl

healthy. Some small breadths of Magnum Bonum
are being grown for trial as a market kind, and m one
instance where planted with a liberal dressing of

manure the foliage is fast disappearing ; whilst in

other cases, where the soil is less rich, the haulm is

fresh and vigorous. All early kinds have already lost

their foliage, and although complaints as to dise.ased

tubers are not considerable, yet the samples are but of

medium size, and no doubt there is much latent disease

that will manifest itself later on. The general anti-

cipation is, that should the month of August remain

fairly warm and dry, there will be a moderately good
crop of tubers, but not of large ones, as the haulm
disappears rapidly as the period of maturity aji-

proaches. As a comment upon the oft-repeated

advice to plant early even in the autumn, it is worthy

of remark that the most diseased tubers I have lifted

have come from roots of self-sown Potatos in the open

field, the produce of these of various sorts being more
than one-half bad. In the many kinds growing here

the disease is apparent in the haulm, more or less, in

proportion to earliness or lateness of sorts, and as the

soil is purposely poor, having been manured only with

peat-charcoal, the tops are moderate, whilst the roots

give so far but a few diseased tubers. I shall not,

however, take the advice of Mr. Fish, and get all up

at once. If the tubers are diseased, the lifting won't

save them ; and if they are not, they will keep better

in the soil during warm weather than out of il.

Alexander Dean, Bedfont.

Surrey.—Early Potatos {especially the American
variety) are badly diseased ; late kinds, such as

Regents, Victorias, &c., are showing disease very

badly in the haulm, but the tubers do not appear to

be affected at present. I fear we shall have a very

bad Potato season unless dry weather sets in. James
Child, Garbrand Hall, Ewell.

Up to the present date the crops have proved

excellent. Fred. Corbould, Tandridge Court, Rcdhill.

Kent.—Potatos are a good crop in most places,

but the earlier kinds are very much diseased. C
Haycock, Barhani Court, Maidstone.

We should ha\e an average crop, but are

much afraid of the disease, which we expect will

increase rapidly. Lcivis A. Killick, Mount Pleasant,

Langley.

Early varieties are good but small. The best

are Veitch's Early Ashleaf, Myatt's Kidney Cold-

stream, and Porter's Excelsior very good. Victorias,

now that we have had rain, will be a good crop.

Regents are small, and will make a second growth if

rain continues. Disease has made its appearance in

a few places. F. Dcuxbcrry, The GarJois, Cohliani

Hail.
Early planted Potatos have not grown so well

as those put in later. They appear to be a good deal

diseased, while the late plantings are at present free.

R. Gray, Chcvciiing, Sn'Ciwaks.

Early Potatos are very good and abundant.
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The disease has just made its appearance, and I fear,

as we have been some time without rain, that when

it does come we shall not be able to give so good

account of late crops. //. Russell, Tony Hill,

Sittiugbounic.

Sussex.—The blight was first seen here the third

week in June, and has now become general all round

this part. I was over all the cottage gardens on the

estate on July 4, and heard great complaints of bad

tubers. With me Snowflake, Early and Late Rose,

Myatt's Prolific, and Fortyfold had on an average one

tuber in a hundred diseased, but since housed they

are keeping well. Sidney Font, Lconardslce, Horsliain.

The Potatos are in a very diseased state,

particularly the late ones. H. Biirgoine, The Abbey

Gardens, Battle.

All the early Potatos about here are very much
diseased. The late ones promise to be good. John
Wilson, The Castle Gardens, Arundel.

Beds.—The disease made its appearance very

early, but the late dry weather checked it. The early

kinds are small, but very good. The late sorts will

be the same unless a change of weather comes soon.

G. Ford, Wrest Park, Ampthill.

Hants.—Potatos generally are very good, but the

disease is now spreading rapidly. W. Wildsmith.

Ilcckfield Place, Winchfield.

Early Potatos are a heavy crop, but very

much diseased. Early Rose is tlie worst, and was

the first to show signs of it in the haulm, and in rich

ground went off very rapidly, whilst in half-starved

land the haulm has ripened off without much sign of

disease. Late Potatos, in some places, are looking

well, whilst in others the disease has turned the

haulm quite black, particularly in places where they

are surrounded with trees. Jas. Taverncr, The

Gardens, Woolmer Lodge, Lip/100/;.

Wilts.—The disease came early ; but although

the tops are dead, the tubers are not so mnch injured

at present as they were this time last year. The
quality is particularly good. U^in. Taylor, Longleat,

IFarminster.

First-rale crop of the early varieties. Late

sorts looking very satisfactory. IK Phipps, Bo-wood

Gardens, Calne.

The crops in this part of North Wilts are

very good. The disease made its appearance in the

early ones five weeks ago ; but the change to fine

weather prevented it from spreading very much, and

now we find but very little of it. The late Potatos

are very promising. Win. Fraser, Charlton Pari,

Mal;nesbury.

Dorset.—The crops are very good ; the haulm of

some sorts, especially Gloucester Kidney, and Lady

Paget became diseased very early in the season : but

the tubers are very little affected as yet. I have

found, from past experience, that the best plan to

ripen the tubers, where the haulm is diseased, is to

walk on the rows, and pull aw.ay the haulm between

the feet, leaving the Potatos in the ground till later

on in the season. W. G. Pragnell, Sherborne

Castle.

WESTERN COUNTIES.

Hereford.—Potatos are clean and a fair crop,

but small, and very few diseased. We have had a

splendid rain after the drought, which will greatly

assist late Potatos. A\ Fuller, The Gardens, Do^.fnton

Castle, Ludlozv.

Early varieties are sound and excellent crops.

Late varieties look well, and promise good crops.

Alfred Bye, Gr., Hampton C^urt, Leominster.

Worcester.—The Potato crops so far are very

good in quality, with scarcely a diseased tuber to be

found, but the greater number of the tubers are small.

Geo. Holman, Cro^on East Court, Worcester.

Gloucester.—Many kinds of Potatos in this

neighbourhood have succumbed .already to the disease,

more especially American varieties, which it seems

to have attacked in a virulent form, the haulm in

many instances having entirely disappeared, and the

tubers in consequence being small and much diseased.

The kinds which seem to resist disease most success-

fully this season are Paterson's Victoria, and Sutton's

Magnum Bonum. Most kidneys of the Ashleaf tjq^c

have cropped well, and are fairly sound. ]Vm. .\'ash.

Badminton, Chippenham.
The Potato crop in general is very good, the

early Potatos have turned out very well, being a

heavy crop with very few diseased, and the tubers are

large. The field crops look very promising, and

should they escape with a slight amount of disease,

we m,ay look for a heavy crop. W. J, Simpson,

Kingscote Park, Wolton-under-Edge.

Somerset.—The early Potatos are very good, and

an excellent crop. The later sorts are looking pro-

mising, but the disease has made its appearance since

the late storm of thunder, lightning, and rain. M'.

Hallett, Cossington Farm, Bridge-water.

I am sorry to say the disease is very pre-

valent in this neighbourhood, and especially so

amongst the second early v.arieties. The very early

kinds, such as Veitch's Royal Ashleaf, just escaped

it, and are excellent both in quantity and quality.

Late kinds at present promise well. John Austen,

As/iton Court, Bristol.

Owing to the rains of May the early Potatos

are greatly smitten with disease, but a most abundant

crop, and those not diseased of very good quality.

Late kinds so far promise well, and will be a good

crop if they do not fall victims to disease, as the early

kinds have done. C. Ehmrt/iy, Nettlecombc Gardens,

Taunton.
Potato crops in this district are very bad.

My plan has been during the last two years to plant

nearly all early and second early varieties so as to get

them off the ground before the disease much affected

them, but I am sorry to say this year that the h.aulm

were spotted like a leopard in the first week in June,

quite a month earlier than I remember ever seeing it

here. The haulm now (July 20) is quite dead.

Unfortunately this is a general complaint in this

neighbourhood. Late Potatos this season will, I

think, be the freest from disease. E. Miller, Old STieed

Park, near Bristol.

Devon.—Notwithstanding the cold wet weather

we had up to the middle of June, early Potatos have

been a good crop. The disease made its appearance

earlier this season, and as usual attacking the Early

Rose, Snowflake, and other strong growing American

sorts first. Latterly we have had heavy thunder-

storms, succeeded by a close foggy atmosphere, and

it has spread with great virulence in all sorts. I fear

the greater part of the late crops will be destroyed.

.4. Ayton, Oxton House.

Potatos are very much diseased in some

pla ces, and in closely confined spots the haulm has

q uite died away. Field Potatos are looking well but

s how signs of the disease in the haulm. Early Potatos

have been good. Alfred George, Bicton Gardens.

Early sorts both in frames and early borders

were badly diseased. Late sorts look very promising.

John Garland, Killerton, Exeter.

Cornwall. — The early Potato crop suffered

severely from the early attack of the disease, brought

on doubtless by the continuance of rain. The late

crops have not " gone off" so quickly with the disease,

but have blossomed before the disease was strong upon

them. There are none to be seen now, however, but

are more or less blackened : we expect the yield lo

be fair. Henry Mills, Enys, Penryn.

The crops are good, but the disease is very

prevalent. W, N. Came, Koscmundy House, St.

WALES.

Anglesey.—The earlier Potato crops are very

good, though some diseased tubers ajipear. The

late crops in this neighbourhood have hitherto looked

remarkably well, but on shallow soils are beginning

to suffer for want of rain, of which very little has

fallen for about a month, while White Rocks are

mostly grown in this county for field crops from im-

ported Irish seed, and are said to produce the best

results the second year after importation. For early

garden crops I find nothing better than Veitch's Ash-

leaf and Mona's Pride, and for later crops, Coldstream,

Magnum Bonum, and Fortyfold. J. Ellam, Bodorgan.

An excellent crop, good in quality, and free

from disease. Robert Webster, Glyn Garth.

Carnarvon.—Early potatos are a very good cro)).

but I have found a few diseased tubers during the

last few days. Late sorts I fear will be rather small

owing to the dry weather, but a good crop where the

ground is favourable. Allan Calder, I'aynol Park,

Bangor.
Cardigan.—Early Potatos are very fine but dis-

eased. Late crops look very promising, and not

diseased. James A'night, Gr., Bronwydd, Llandysil.

Glamorgan.— I am sorry to say our early croi«

are much affected with disease. With me A'eitch's

Ashleaf and Gloster Kidney are the best, many other

varieties are totally void of foliage. American Early

Rose were good in tuber, but of bad flavour. Our

late crops have much improved during the last few

weeks of fine weather, and bid fair for a good yield.

Henry Battram, Cyfarlhfa Castle.

Montgomery.—The crops about hero arc very

much injured by the disease. AVe have dug up

several very bad tubers, and the tops are all gone, so

that we are pulling them up to save the crop. Wm.
Lee, Pffiois Castle Gardens, Welchpool.

IRELAND.

An I rim.—The Potato crops up to the present are

remarkably good. There is no sign of disease, and

should favourable weather continue this will be the

most productive season we have had for some years.

D. Taylor, Glenarm Castle.

Armagh.—The Potato crop has not looked so

promising for many years in the North of Ireland as

it does at present. The crop of early varieties is

abundant, and good in quality. Late sorts look well,

but would be greatly improved by a good shower.

\'ery little disease has been seen so far. W. .Allan,

Bro-wnlo-u' House, Lurgan.

Carlow.—Early Potatos are very good and a very

fine crop, but the disease has set in and destroyed the

haulm, and many of the tubers are badly aflected.

Fieldcropslook very well. Thomas Turner, Oak Park,

Carlo'w.

Cavan.—Up to about a week .ago the Potato crop

had not looked so promising for a number of years,

but the blight has made its appearance, and is spread-

ing rapidly (especially amongst the early sorts).

However, owing to the almost matured state of the

crop (being about three weeks earlier than former

seasons) before the blight made its appearance, also

taking into account the abundance and quality of the

crop, it is expected that there will be more than an

average crop of good Potatos left after the blight has

done its worst. W. J.

Dublin.—An average crop, and very good in

quality. David Presslcy, Knockmaroon Lodge.

A thunderstorm with heavy rain took place

here early in July, and in the course of a couple

of days afterwards large patches of the stems were

blackened (in the Ashleaf varieties). I had the worst

of them dug up at once, and they showed very little

trace of disease on the tubers. Other varieties appear

to be sound at present and bid fair for a heavy crop.

The fine warm weather of the last three weeks has

done much to improve them. (/. Smith, Vice Regal

Gardens.

Potatos look well up to this date ; should dry

weather continue we may expect a good average crop.

Disease made its appearance among the early crops

during the wet weather we had some weeks since.

The dry weather we are now having has put a stop to

the spread of it. No appearance of disease on the

late crop up to this time. John Ellam, Brenanstonan

House, Cabinteely.

Kerry.—The' Potato crops in this district are over

the average, but a great many of the earlier kinds arc

diseased. I commenced to get very good Potatos in

the open borders the third week in M.ay ; these were

not even started in heat before planting, neither had

they any protection from late frost, from which they

suflered slightly. The field Potatos are looking re-

markably well, and give promise of an abundant late

crop. The weather has been most favourable for the

past three weeks. F. Kclley, Killarney.

Kilkenny.—The Potato disease made its appear-

ance very early this year, and nearly all kinds have

suffered alike. The following sorts have lost all their

haulm :—Rector of Woodstock, Myatt's Prolific,

Rivers' Royal Ashleaf, old Early Ashleaf, and Early

Don ; Paterson's Victoria, and Scotch Downs are

not so b.ad. We have one here called Champion,

introduced from Scotland, which has withstood the

disease up to the present time, July 26. It is a fine

robust sort, and promises to be the right Potato for a

damp climate like Ireland. George Dodd, Woodstock,

July 26.

King's Co.—Early Potatos of the following kinds

have turned out abundant and fine :—Rivers' Royal

and Veitch's Ashleaf, American Early Rose and York-

shire Hero, but a great many of the Ashleafs are

diseased. Later kinds are looking very suspicious ;

the haulm is turning black and smells strong. There

are serious doubts entertained in this neighbourhood

lest the Potato crop should be a failure. T. J. Hart,

Birr Castle Gardens, Parsonstcnun.

Sligo.—The Potato crop looked remarkably well,

and promised to be very abundant, but unfortunately

the blight has made its appearance. It is thought,

however, that the dry weather we are now enjoying

may to some extent retard its progress. J. White,

Haslt'oood.

TlI'PERARY.—The crops in this district are badly

diseased, especially the early varieties ; and the late

ones have the appearance of being a very bad crop,

the disease coming on them earlier than ever. Jesse

IVils/icr, S/iaubally Castle, Clogheen.

Westmeatii.—The crops in general are very good,

but, the blight setting in very early, checked their

growth very much ; still, from their present appearance,

I think there will be a very good crop. Cereals of

all sorts look well, and green crops are very fine.

John Lgoe, Maydrum, .Athloue.

Wexford.—The Potato crop in this neighbour-

hood looked very flourishing until early in June, when
the disease made its appearance and spread with great

rapidity, destroying nearly all the early crops, and

soon began to spread over the late ones. Fortunately

fine, hot, dry weather set in and arrested its progress,

or the whole crop would have been lost. P. nraund,

Coiirtoniin House, Gorey.

CHANNEL ISLANDS.

Isles of Scilly.—The early Potato crops were

good, and were all dry, and sent off by^ the end

of May and the early part of June. Myatt's Ashleaf

Kidneys were especially good, and realised average

prices, and but little diseased. The later crops for

home consumption are above the average in quantity,

but are much diseased with home-saved seed. The

crops from new seed from the mainland are excellent,

and but little diseased. G. D. Vallcnce, Tresco Abbey

Gardens,
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Fungi in Pre-historic Times.— It is a singular

fact that amongst the relics fuuntl in the ancient Lake
dwellings of Switzerland and North Italy, three

fungi commonly put in an apjicarancc, viz., I'olyporus

igniarius, I*, fomentarius and Ihvdaica qucrcina, all

large and woody species which live parasitically upon
trees. In some instances the fungi still show the

marks from the ancient implements used to detach
them from the trees. Some of the specimens, espe-

cially of 1*. fomentarius, are of very large size, and
antiquaries differ in opinion as to the probable use

made of them. An opinion which receives credence
is that the fungi were dried and used as tinder. It

has also been suggested that they were used for tables,

vessels, and articles of furniture. Some antiquaries

have referred to the edible nature of certain species of
Polyporus, but no edible species have been found in

the Swiss Lake Dwellings, and the three plants men-
tioned are nearly as hard in texture as the trunks upon
which they grow. English botanists will remember
that Mr. Berkeley has recorded {Outlines of British

Fungology^ p. 2^\ the fact of Polyporus lucidus being
found in a semi-fossil state in the fens of Cambridge-
shire, a position where relics of pre-historic times are

common. There is a fine specnnen in the Kew
Museum. It must be remembered that these fungi

cannot be used as tinder unless completely dried, and
it is far more probable that dried grasses were, as a
rule, used for fire with the aid of flint and iron-

pyrites. It is not improbable that the fungi were in

those ancient times put to no serviceable use, but were
brought "home" as mere objects of curiosity. In
ancient vill.iges of pre-historic date, it is by no means
uncommon t(^ find coloured and curious stones often

transported from long distances, as pudding stone,

pieces of coloured quartz, flints of curious shape,
fossils, as Echinites, &c. The writer of this once
picked up a specimen of Echinites, partly worked,
showing that the man who first found it was curious
about the ornamental markings he could sec outside,

and so chipped the fossil to see what there might be
inside. W, G, Smith,

Hardiness of Hoya carnosa. — In a Fern
house, standing on the ground which was once part
of Cremorne, and is now in the possession of Mr.
Wimsett, of the Ashburnham Park Nurseries, there
is a plant of the above of considerable size and full

of flower ; it is said that it has stood the two last

winters without fire-heat, while all the hardier kinds
of green-house Ferns perished, except Blechnum
braziliense. A'.

A Fine Plant of Foxglove.^Last year several
plants of the Foxglove sprang up in my garden
amongst the vegetables, and when the ground was
dug in early spring I decided to save one very strong
specimen. This was transplanted to a narrow border,
where it grew with surprising vigour, and began to

flower very early. I do not know the exact date of the
expansion of the first flower, Imt nearly or quite two
months must have elapsed between the expansivtn of
the first and last. Besides the main flowering-stem,
there were three secondary ones. The main stem
was a few inches over seven feet high, and had five

lateral branches between 3 and 4 feet from the
ground. These branches l)ore eleven, twelve, fifteen,

twenty-one, and twenty-four flowers respectively, and
there were 170 seated directly on the .stem, making a
total of 253. The three secondary stems produced
collectively 261 fl.nvers, thus making a grand total of
514. Being struck with the large number of seeds, I

took one capsule from above the middle of the flower-
ing part of the main stem and counted the seeds it

contained. There were upwards of 1,200, which,
multiplied by 514, gives 6i6,Soo ; and if we make
a reduction of more than 100,000 for a smaller
production in the upper capsules we have still half a
million left. This would be sufiicient to plant nearly
12 acres of ground, at a foot apart. My imaginary
plantation would yield, assuming the plants to be
equally productive, two hundred and fifty thousand
million seeds, or enough to plant a surface larger
than CJreat Britain ! I have not calculated the jjro-

duce of the third season ; l>ut there would be enough
seed to plant all the earth, and some to spare for the
moon. But I have a word to say in jiraise of this

native plant, independently uf its fertility. It is

certainly one of the most showy of hardy Biennials,

besides having a characteristic habit of growth.
Furthermore, it will flourish in the shade or fully

exposed to the sun ; and it presents so little surface

to the wind, and is so tough, that it docs not require

tying up. This is not a plant to grow in a town
garden, but it is indispensable in parks, rock gardens,
and wild gardens. I never saw it so plentiful any-
where else as in Heathfield Park, Sussex, where the
soil is very poor and sandy. There it covered acres

of ground, intermixed, of course, with other plants
;

a white-flowered one here and there relieving the

purple, /r. B. H,

Anguloa Clowesii. — In reply to Professor

Reichenbach's note (sec p. no) I have to state that

in competing for the " Bateman Challenge Medal " in

1866 and 1867 I exhibited at one of the meetings of

the Royal Horticultural Society a two-flowered

]>eduncle of Anguloa Clowesii. It was considered so

abnoffmal at that time that Mr. Bateman, in noticing

the exhibits generally, referred to it as so extra-

ordinary that it ought to be relegated to the Kew
Museum. I am not aware up to that time of any
grower having a two-flowered peduncle, but since

then I have seen others have it. and it has appeared
several times with myself. \Vhy one pseudobulb
should do so it would be hazardous to assign a cause,

as corresponding pseudobulhs equally strong and well

flowered in every way in the same plant do not seem
disposed so to "sport." Lycaste Skinneri has a

greater tendency to throw two-flowered peduncles,
but I never saw any variety ]iroduce more, although a

lady amateur in the neighbourhood of Liverpool
averred that she had a seven-flowered neduncle !

*'Nol seven flowers to the pseudobulb,' said I.
'* No ; seven flowers on one stalk." yames Audcrsou^
Mcaiiffivhank.

Herbaceous Plants on the Chalk.—The
copious showers and gleaming sunshine which charac-
terised the later spring and early summer months of
the present year have caused certain plants to be un-
usually flourishing and floriferous on the arid chalky
soil upon which I have the misfortune to live. The
double purple and French white varieties of Hesperis
matronalis have been a perfect sight, but have been
hard run by the double-flowered form of Spir;va
Ulmaria. A plant of Ophrys hircina, now just going
out of bloom, is more than 2 feet high. Monarda
purpurea towers in purple glory to about 4 feet. Lilium
superbum has been very fine, and so has Chryso-
bactron Hookeri, which I have hitherto utterlyfailed to

bloomin the openborder. OxalisDeppei, lasiandraand
vespertilionis, mauritanica and floribunda, have heen
beautiful from breakfast to noon, and Erodium ab-

sinthifolia and macradenium have been unusually
fine. Orchis latifolia incarnata and maculata superba
were grand. Anemone narcissiflora was the admir-
ation of everybody, and A. rivularis has far exceeded
its usual stature. Brugmansia sanguinea and lutea,

which have both stood the winter, are 3 feet high,

and the latter has a bud nearly ready to open. The
hot sun of the last few weeks has been very fatal. AH
my plants of Meconopsis ncpalensis have perished,

and various other things are in a sadly drooping con-
dition. The recent thunder showers have just come
in time to save widespread withering and death.
//. Uarptir Cretoc, Dmyton-Beauchamp Rectory^
Tring, Jttly 29.

Moreton Hall Melon.—At the Jesuits' College,
Roehampton, there is a span-roofed house of this

variety, measuring 68 feet, and aliout 8 wide. The
plants are on one side, and trained over the path to

the other side. Cutting was commenced in the first

week in May, There are now on the same plants

fruit in various stages, var)'ing from the size of a
walnut to those ripe and ripening. There are cer-

tainly sufficient for four crops on at present, and
Mr. Davies expects them to produce fruit up to the

end of September. The soil is all that could be
wished for, and bones are mixed with it ; and when-
ever you see an extra-sized lump of soil or piece of

bone there, the roots are round it or into it, giving it

the appearance of being covered over with fungus. R.

Disa grandiflora.—The Disa grandiflora—or

rather the identical variety exhibited by Mr. Speed
—has been in this country for at least twenty years.

I have flowered it myself several times during that

period, and have it in flower now, so that if, as the

Editorial bracket observation (see p. 123) suggests it

to be the same as Mr. Bull's Barrellei introduced in

1874, it is not new, but one of the good old varieties

that many have tried to cultivate, but have not

succeeded satisfactorily in doing so. It difier-i from
the so-called Grandiflora superba in having narrower
segments scarcely so brilliant in the colour. The
laljelhnn, however, is beautifully reticulated with bold
crimson-purple lines on a whitish ground. The
extraordinary character which Mr. Speetl induces it to

assume—not one year among half-a-dozen, but year by
year— is due to superb cultivation and to that alone ;

and. if the Committee ever had a " Lindley medal "

to dispose of, in my opinion it might have been voteil

unanimously, as no cultivator has achieved anything
like a corresponding success, and that, too, with one
of the liveliest and most brilliant Orchids in cultivation.

It will only be rendering confusion "worse con-
founded "to call it Barrellei, which I understood to be
a distinct species, and not a "grandiflora." James
Amkrson. Meadmvbank jYitrscrivs, i'ddingston, A'.B,

Boussingaultia baselloides.—Is it a rare occur-
rence to see this jilant in bloom out-of-doors ? We
planted some tubers in the autumn of 1876 against a
south-east wall in a very sheltered position. Last year
there w.as abundance of foliage, and this year, after a
luxuriant growth, the plant is in full bloom. The
smell is very sweet. Even if it does not bloom the
Boussingaultia is well worth growing for the sake of
its beautiful glossy leaves, of singular coldness to the
touch. In winter the tubers were protected with
cinder-ashes. Sci'cnic Majcndic^ Damyous^ Castle

Hcdiiigham^ Essex.

An Extraordinary Peach Tree. — In the gar-
dens of E. Cazalet, Esq., P'airlawn, near Ton-
bridge {Mr. G. Fennell, gr.), is a remarkably large
tree of the Noblesse Peach. It covers the entire roof
the ordinary distance from the glass, which has a
rafter of 13 feet, the house being 35 feet in length.
The tree, whose stem measures aViout 24 inches in

circumference I foot from the ground, is clothed
throughout with ample and peculiarly luxuriant foliage,

in this respect resembling the robust leafage oftentimes
seen on young trees two or three years after planting
out in the Peach-house. It has produced upwards of
500 splendid fruit this season, specimens of which
have taken several prizes at the recent exhibitions ;

fruit from this same tree also secured for Mr. Fennell
the Messrs. Veitch's prize for this variety when last

competed for in London. IT. Lockyer^ Ttinbridirc

Wells.

The Provincial Show.— I fear the Roy.a! Horti-

cultural Society's Show at Preston has been a com-
parative failure, both financially and otherwise, and
that this may prevent further attempts to hold shows
out of London. I hope, however, that another trial

may be made, and a better locality selected for the
exhibition. It appeared to me from the first that

Preston was an unsuitable place ; and the local com-
mittee delayed the commencement of their operations
so long, that really they had not sufficient time to do
full justice to the important work they had in hand.
On this point I can speak from the experience I

gained at the Carlisle International Show last year,

w^hich occujiied the constant attention of the com-
mittee for six months ; and it took all the time to

get matters properly organised and completed. It

would be interesting to have an opportunity of com-
paring the working expenses of the Pjpston Show
with our expenses at Carlisle ; and we njight gain
some useful experience to guide us in managing such
large exhibitions in future. As far as we have learned,

there does not appear to have been so good an attend-

ance of visitors at Preston as we had at Carlisle,

although they had six days of it, and we had only
three days. The number who passed through the
gates at Carlisle (excluding free tickets) was 28,000;
whereas the greatest number at* Preston during the

six days was 24,800. We have cleared our large

expenses ; and had it not been for the boisterous

weather and heavy rain, we should have had a
large accession to the number of our visitors, and a

considerable sum left on our hands. No doubt Car-
lisle has exceptional advantages from its central posi-

tion and its remarkable railway facilities ; and both
home and foreign visitors can reach it from every
point of the compass readily, and return to their

homes easily by any of the numerous lines which
diverge from Carlisle in every direction. Win. Baxter
Smith,

The Duke of Buccleuch Grape.— I notice in

the issue of July 20th, of your journal, the letter

of "Scotia" on the above-named Grape, in which
he is more critical upon poor me for praising

the Duke Vine than is seemly between lovers

of fruits or flowers. What is valued, in this in-

stance, in your pages, is kindly interchange of ex-
perience and opinion in regard to new varieties of
Grapes. And if I wrote on the subject of the Duke
three or four times in twelve months, the product
seems only to be "Scotia's" scoffing

—

Parturinut
monies nascitnr ridiciihis mus. I am bound to

hide my diminutive head as "Amateur "before a
gigantic authority, who takes upon himself to de-

liver the opinion of the gardeners of all Scotland.

God save the mark ! I quote his words (mure
honestly than he does mine) where he says :

" It (the

Duke) has been planted with him for five years, and
during that time he only records a product of seven
bunches, with berries equal to Black Hamburghs in

size and plumpness. I need hardly say he has
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only chronicled a most significant failure. It is lucky

for * Amateur ' that he is an * amateur,' and thus has
only his own whims and fancies to please ; be-

cause no gardener, who has either to keep up a

supply for family use, or make up a livelihood from it,

could afiford to grow Grapes on \(\^ principle.'"' Now,
as to dishonest quotation to begin with, "Scotia"
says, quoting me, that I said of the Vine in ques-

tion, that the berries were ^^ equal to IJlack Ham-
burghs in size and plumpness." Compare this with
what was before his eyes—but he would not quote it—" the berries excel Black llamburghs in size and
plumpness, and are much more bright and trans-

parent than any other white Grape." So much for

supercilious and unfair dealing in controversy. Then,
because the Duke has given me only five bunches this

year, he alludes to my "whims and fancies," because
no gardener could afionl to grow Grapes on my
principle," What can he mean in regard to " prin-

ciple " in Grape-growing? What right has he to

assume that I ever advised the growing of the Duke
fur family use or for livelihood to a gardener ? I

never advised anything of the kind ; but simply gave
my experience of a, to me, new variety, with which
I have, slowly, I admit, to my entire satisfaction,

succeeded, while he, proudly but vainly repre-

senting all Scotland, has failed, as, whether on the

branch or in a pot, "his can scarcely be said to

live, it only exists." Does this abject admission not

"crack the nut of his displeasure, ' and account for

his envy, that the Duke has been pleased to grow
with others when properly treated, but not with him-
self. As to my '* principle," as he calls it, not being
suitable for a family or market gardener, my three

houses would gladden the heart of any market
gardener. Every Vine is loaded with large and
beautiful bunches, except the Golden Hamburgh, as

before explained, and the Duke, who has only five.

But I prefer the Duke to any Vine I have. The
berries are beautiful, and in size twice that of IJlack

Hamburgh, or any other but Gros Colman, and con-

siderably larger than that Vine's produce. Amateur.

Herbaceous Perennials.—May I add to your
list of noteworthy herbaceous plants the Scolymus
hispanicusand the Helianthusiigidus, two Composites
not so frequently met with as thcy<leserve to be, both
on account of their beauty and the easiness of their

culture. I find the Scolymus answer perfectly well

in a sheltered spot of rockery in my garden, without
any other care than protection in spring from slugs,

and its tall stems, running upwards of 5 feet high,

with large yellow flowers and spinous, white-veined
bracts, set in small clusters at the end of the stems or

in the axils of the strongly decurrent, Thistle-like

leaves, make it a very effective rockery or border
plant, contrasting well with those near ; it has also

the recommendation of lasting in flower for several

weeks. The Helianthus rigidus is a taller grower,
with its large-cupped blossoms about 3 to 4 inches
over, yellow in the ray surrounding a rich brown
disk, borne gracefully on long slender footstalks, and
is beautiful both for distant effect or nearer examina-
tion, and I find it also thrive excellently in rockery
where its roots are well protected by masses of Burr
from over-exposure to sunshine. O,

Mealy-Bug.—Much has been written in your
columns on the destruction of this pest, and amongst
the nostrums paraffin oil, diluted, was recommended.
Mr. Davies. of the Jesuits' College, Koehampton,
tried this on the early Vines and Peach trees. The
whole were killed. One of the Peach trees was a
fine specimen, measuring 2 feet lo inches round the
stump. It was planted forty-two )cars ago, and
bearing annually from 50 to 70 dozen Peaches.
Mr. Davies finding, in January, that the Vines and
Peach trees were not starting, began to examine
them, and found they were dead. The Peach trees

were cleared out, a fresh border made, and the most
suitable trees from the outside walls brought in ; one
of these bears now 14 dozen fruit. The stumps of
the old Peach trees are planted outside, and are
pointed to as a warning to others. The Vines, 30 in

number, were all cut down and broke, excepting
four ; two rods have been trained from each, and the
growth they have made is out of the ordinary way
indeed. I question if such growth is excelled. It

is puzzling to account for the bug getting into the
l)lace, as no jilants are ever put into the house, nor
did I see any pol plants on the place. A'.

Richardia iEthiopica. — In answer to Mr.
Hibberd's inquiries in the Gardeners' Chronicle, May
18, respecting the dr)*ing-off system, as I am situated
in the home of the plant in question, I am in a position
to give some information to Mr. Ilibberd and your
correspondents as lo its natural habit and character.
I have seen them growing in several locations, viz.,

mountains, ravines, antl the sides of streams, and
those found in the latter place are much superior in
every respect, the flowers being much larger and
pro luced in double the quantity. I quite agree with

y\.x. Fish in saying the Richardia is a water-loving

subject. Also I consider the continuous growing
system, as adopted by Mr. Hibberd, is the proper
course of treatment. Vet let it be borne in mini that

the Richardia does experience a check (or properly
speaking, a rest) which is occasioned by a long
continued drought. In summer there is a scarcity of

water, owing to having no rain for a period of

three months, when every place, comparatively speak-

ing, becomes as dry as dust, but I find it does not

receive such a check, or rest, as to cause it losing

its entire foliage. My first acquaintance with the

Richardia, growing in its natural state, made such an
impression upon me that I shall never forget. I was
a passenger on board the steamship Taymouth Castle

to this colony, and the vessel, through having sickness

on board, was placed in quarantine. We were
destined to serve our term of confinement, or impri-

sonment, in Saldanha Bay (70 miles distant from
Cape Town). While there I had the pleasure of

seeing an Island about 20 acres in extent, literally

covered with the Richardia in full flower. I found
them growing between rocks and loose stones, the soil

being principally sand and decayed vegetable matter.

The flowers were inferior when compared with those

found in moist situations. I may mention that its

season of flowering commences in July and continues

for months, the three preceding months being our

season for rain. Taking these points into considera-

tion they clearly show that moisture is the principal

agent in exciting the growth and flowering capabilities

of the Richardia. Perhaps it may prove interesting

to your readers, who practise Lachenalia-growing
to take a hint from the following :—On the above-
named Islaml I saw Lachenalia tricolor with flower

spikes from 3 to 4 feet {three parts of spike floriferous)

;

they were growing in pure sand, dry as dust. At the

time I was reminded of a wrinkle imparted to me
when serving as foreman in a nobleman's garden.
Acting according to directions I was compelled to

grow the Lachenalia with the pots standing in saucers

filled with liquid manure, a course of treatment which
proved a failure. Richard Johnson, Foreman, Glass
Department, Botanie Gardens, Cape Town.

A Horticultural Foundation.—Horticulture as

a science has many branches, and it commonly goes
deep to the roots of things. The uses of pl.ants are

not all yet discovered, and one of the latest discoveries

is that potatoes form a substantial substructure for

suburban villas. At North-East London many little

builders skin off the mould {sometimes brick-earth)

and make bricks ; they then <lig out the sand and
make mortar (unless some one will buy the sand, then
the builders use mud), lastly, they dig out the gravel

for concrete, i.e., if the district surveyor compels them
to use it. When there is a large hole dug ami the
blue clay can be seen at the bottom, the proprietor

slicks up a lioard to intimate that "the desirable

piece of land {!) is to be let on a building lease."

After a few days dead cats and dogs are to be seen at

the bottom of the hole, with the contents of numerous
dust bins, the rotten refuse from greengrocers' shops,
and old mattresses, foul with vermin and dangerous
with the germs of disease. Recently many tons of
diseased potatos have been imported, and as the

North-Easters boldly refused to eat them, they (the

tubers) were shot by cart-loads into some of these

holes as foundations for new villas. The villas are

never detached or semi-detached, they are always in

a row ; by this means they partially hold c.ich other up
like tipsy men, arm in arm. //''. G. S.

Pontederia crassipes.—A plant of Ponteileria

crassipes came into flower in the Royal Botanic
Garden of Edinburgh about a fortnight ago. The
floral spike was about i foot in length, and bore seven
flowers. When the flowers were fully expanded, some
of them were artificially fertilised by the application

of the pollen to the stigma. The day after the fertili-

sation the flowers began to wither, and on the second
day the floral axis began to bend downward towards
the water in which the plant was growing. The
bending increased rapidly until the flowers at the top
of the axis reached the water. The curvature brought
the upjier and lower portions of the floral axis close to

each other, the space between them being about \ inch.

The curvature is so fine that it is impossible tost raighten
the axis without running the risk of breaking it. The
curvature tn^k place a little below the lowest flowers,

and the summit of the floral axis came into contact
with the water. J, IT. B., Royal Botanic Garden,
Edinburgh.

Ageratum Snowflake.—This charming Ager.atum
needs only to be seen—as seen by the writer a few
days ago in the beautiful and well-kept flower gardens
at Clarendon Park—to be admired. It is of dwarf
compact habit, producing, as its name implies, white
flowers in great profusion. Mr. Robert Frisby, the
gardener at Clarendon, speaks very highly of it

—

though for that matter it speaks sufficiently well for

itself—and as a matter of course has several well-

filled beds of this bijou of an Ageratum, which with-

out doubt is an excellent "bcddcr." Mr. Frisby

has introduced carpet-bedding at Clarendon this year,

ami with very good eflect in the terrace garden, a

libce well adaptetl for such style of bedding—a style

which is fastly, and justly so, on the increase in this

and surrounding neighbourhoods. The designs and

arrangement of colours have been very prettily and

neatly arranged, and just now are well worth walking

from the ancient and picturesque city of Salisbury to

see. //. IV. Hard,

Vine Extension.—A remarkable instance of Vine

culture on the extension system may be seen at the

Jesuits' College, Roehampton. The house is 160

feet long ; one vine is planted nearly in the centre, and
four rods extend in one direction and two the other.

Their present length on either side is 65 feet. Next
year two more rods will be started. The vine was
planted eleven years ago, and has carried this year

665 bunches, varying in weight from I lb. to 2^ lbs,

all well finished. R.

Cb|)c W\\h (Lrai'kir.

THK Vf.i.low Calckolaria.—Looking in upona
neighbour a few evenings ago, we found him in great

distress on account of the rapid manner in which his

ycHinv Calceolarias were dying. His great pride is a

pretty ribbon border on one side of the gravel walk

leading from the entrance gate by the roadside to the

front door. The plants were put out as usual in

June, and while the weather kept moist and cool

they had looked fresh and growing, but when the

sun burst out into a glorious radi.ance from an un-

clouded sky, and the thermometer got above lOo" in

the sun, then the plants began to flag and die, and
when we visited our friend he was gazing on his ruined

border, with a grief at his heart something like that a

man feels from a reverse in business. A few hours

of hot sun wrought havoc akin to that which springs

from pestilence. Alas ! All our modern introductions

in the way of bedding plants have brought us nothing

that can be regarded as an effective substitute for the

Calceolaria. If some one could only produce a bright

golden zonal Pelargonium, he would impart a great

boon to flower gardeners. But wc fear we are yet a

long way from the realization of this desideratum.

There is some reason to fear that calceolarias arc

put out too late to get established in the soil before

hot weather sets in ; and especially do these remarks
hold good of plants that had been grown on in pots,

and were turned out of these into the open grountl.

Herein lies one of the disadvantages of purchasing

bedding plants from a nursery in pots, and yet a great

many Villa gardeners do this. If a plant that is pot-

bound is planted out in a bed it will often succumb
before it can get firmly rooted in the soil. If Villa

gardeners who depend on the yellow Calceolaria for

this particular hue of colour in their flower-beds and
borders would get their plants as rooted cuttings from

store pots early in April and then plant them in good
soil in shallow boxes, or made up a nice bed in some
part of their garden, with some provision for shelter

during rough weather, and by-and-by in May trans-

plant to their beds when the weather is mild and

shower)', the plants would not only be placed out

under more favourable conditions, but they would

stand a ver)' much belter chance of surviving through

the summer. There is something in planting out as

early as possible, for the quicker the roots of the

plants can lay hold on the soil the greater is the chance

of their enduring. Then in planting let some good

fine soil be placed about the roots, and all pressed

firmly down into the bed. There should be no undue
haste to water, and if the weather sets in dry, occa-

sional syringings will be found better than pouring

water about the roots. If yellow Calceolarias be grown
and planted out under these circumstances the culti-

vator has then done something—perhaps as much as in

him lies—to secure the plants standing through the

summer.

Substitutes for the Calceolaria.—As far

as yellow-flowering plants are concerned, it must be

admitted we have not done much in the way of pro-

viding effective substitutes. The best thing for the

purpose i>robably is a good dwarf yellow bedding

Tropceolum, the plants raised from cuttings but not

from seed. There is a variety called Vellow Dwarf,

while another is known as luteum improved, and

either of these, if propagated by cuttings, produce but

very few seed pods, which is all in favour of a con-

tinuous bloom. Supposing seed-pods are formed,
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they can Ije picked off by the hnml. Then there are

tlic dwarf Marigolds. The best of tliese is Aurea

floribunda, because it is so dwarf in growth, and the

flowers large, well-formed and of a fine golden colour.

It can be raised from seed, it stands well, and blooms

continuously if the decaying flowers are picked off.

The dwarf single Tagetes lignata is also a very useful

substitute, but it is late in the summer before it gets

eftective. The yellow bedding Violas are not nearly

so much valued as summer bedding plants as they

deserve to be. Crown Jewel, yellow Tom Thumb,

and Lutea major are all very good bedders if carefully

jilanted out in spring in good light rich soil. Might

not Harrison's new Musk be tried as a yellow bedding

plant ? It is now getting generally grown because

of its great usefulness ; and if a shallow trench were

made, and filled with rich soil, and the plants kept

well watered during dry weather, we think much
could be made of this fine Musk ;—at least, it is

worthy a trial.

G.\RDEN Turnips.—When early Potatos are dug

and Pea and Bean haulm cleared away at this season

of the year, the thoughts of the Villa gardener are

turned towards a crop of Turnips. This is a delicious

vegetable in a young state, and to have good Turnips

good sorts need to be selected, and they should be

quickly grown. Soil that has been pretty well

manured for Potatos and other kitchen garden crops,

will be found to bring crisp, sweet Turnips. There

are two sorts of Turnips so well adapted for \'illa

gardens and so thoroughly good that they should be

sown for our purpose. They are the American strap-

leaved and the red American stone. The first should

be sown because of its earliness and quickness to turn

in ; the other for its good qualities and lateness.

Having forked over the ground to be sown, and

made the surface soil somewhat fine, the seed should

be sown thinly, and soil and seed pressed down firmly

by means of a rake. If the surface lumps do not

break readily to pieces a slight dusting of fine soil

may be thrown over the seed, and when a shower

falls the lumps will soon go to pieces. Turnip seed

soon gets into growth, and then comes the danger of

attacks from the Turnip fly. He is a small shining

black insect, with a voracious appetite and an immense

capacity for doing harm. If he and his tribe alight

on a piece of young seed Turnips as the plants are

putting forth their first young leaves, and the weather

keeps dry and hot, scarcely a leaf will remain un-

devoured. The best antidote is to sprinkle the bed

just as the young plants are coming through the soil,

or just when the leaves are showing themselves, and

dust them over with lime. The fly does not like

water ; ho will flee from its approach, and this is

why the insect is so injurious in hot weather, and

rarely so when it is wet. Thus great watchfulness is

always necessary on the part of a gardener ; many
things conspire to ruin his crops, and it is only by

constant oversight that he can reap the harvest he

has to tend from the time of sowing to the time of

reaping.

Reports of Societies.

City Flower Show : July 23.—It can be fairly

said that this cxhilsition of window plants, grown
within the city of London, becomes more and more
popular each year. The gardens of Finsbury Circus

are too small to accommodate the hundreds of

city people who flock to the show so thickly

in the evening. The only matter for regret is that

some of them are not sufficiently mindful of the

grass, flowers, and trees, that cost so much labour

and expense to preserve so fresh and bright.

Since the extension of the Metropolitan Railway to

Aldgate, gardening in Finsbury Circus is carried on
under gra^c ditficulties, for the subterraneous passage

runs right under the gardens, from west to east.

How this drains away the moisture from the soil in a

naturally dry position can be imagined ; and it is

only a just arrangement that the railway company
should pay to the residents of Finsbury Circus a

stated sum per annum to assist in maintaining the

gardens in good condition. Great credit is due to

Sir, A. Mitchell, the gardener, for the condition

in which the gardens are kept, in the face of so many
difficulties.

As is usual, a large number of plants grown within

the city were staged in competition for the prizes in

the schedule. Probably owing to the season Musk
and Creeping Jennies were not so good as usual, and
the latter not nearly so numerous ; but Fuchsias and
rdargoniums were plentiful, and in some cases very

good. Other fluwcring-plants comprised Canary

Creepers, with Begonia Weltoniensis. The main of

the City plants are evergreen, and among these

are huge Nettle plants (Coleus fruticosus). Myrtles,

Ferns, Orange Trees, Ivies, very nicely grown ; \'ir-

ginian Creepers, and Aucubas, Euonymus, &c. The
classes for a collection of plants, any number, and
also for plants not mentioned in the schedule, brought

a great many things of an interesting character, includ-

ing Ficus elastica, a capitally grown Loquat, Lilium

auratum and L. speciosum, &c. Fern cases were an
excellent feature ; some of these are highly creditable

examples of City culture.

The blue ribbon of the show—the Silver Medal of

the Royal Horticultural Society for the best plant

—

was awarded to Herod Hammond, of the Coal Ex-
change, for a very fine example of the Onion plant

(Ornithogalum longibracteatum). This had four large

bulbs and bore three spikes of flowers. The three

bronze medals of the Society were awarded to Mrs.

P. Jacquiery, for a well-grown Ficus elastica ; to

Sergeant Halfyard, of the City Police, for a very fine

Creeping Jenny ; and to Catherine Parr, for the

Loquat above referred to.

One object of considerable interest was a model of

Cleopatra's Needle on a pedestal formed of growing
Mustard and Cress. It was of considerable size, and

the even growth of the Mustard and Cress, and the

admirable manner in which the model had been

covered was praiseworthy. The model was con-

structed of wood, and over this was stretched thick

flannel, and w-hen thoroughly moistened the seed was
sown, and only eight days had elapsed from the time

of sowing. This was awarded a special prize.

Collections of rare and choice plants were sent by

Messrs. James Veitch & Sons, Mr. John Wills, Mr.

B. S. Williams, Messrs. W. Rollisson & Sons, and

Messrs. W. Cutbush & Sons. Some pitcher plants

are included in them, and they appear to be sources of

great interest to the city people, and especially to the

poorer classes. Messrs. Paul & Son, Cheshunt ; W.
Cutbush & Son, and Mr. W. Runisey, sent boxes of

capital cut Roses ; and Mr. T. S. Ware, examples of

cut Perennials. A handsome Fern case was also sent by
Messrs. Dick Radclyffe & Co. Without such valuable

help, the City Flower Show, full of interest as it is,

would make but a poor display.

Marlborough Horticultural and Cottage Gar-
den Society : July 29.—The third exhibition of the

Society was held in the grounds of Marlborough
College, on Monday last, and was regarded as show-
ing a decided advance on others that have preceded it.

The tents were pitched in a field in the front of the

head master's residence ; and when the numerous
company attending the distribution of prizes at the

College, came on to the ground, the scene was very

enlivening. Marlborough can hardly be termed a

plant-growing district, but the specimens st.aged,

though small, were nicely grown and presented in

good condition. The best four stove and greenhouse

plants came from the Rev. T. A. Preston, The Grove,

Marlborough (Mr. John Stevens, gr.), and consisted

of Lapageria rosea, Abutilon Boule de Neige, A.
vexillarium, and Plumbago capensis. There were

several collections of four foliage plants, the best came
from the Marquis of Ailesbury, Savernake Forest (Mr.

C. Grinwood, gr.), having four very nice bright ex-

amples. The best four Ferns came fromMr. H. Brooke,

Marlborough, the Hon. Sec. of the society, viz.,

Pelea hastata, Asplenium bulbiferum, Pteris crctica

albo lineata, and Adiantum cuneatum. Mr. Grinwood
was 2d, having A. farleyense, A. cuneatum and two
others. Coleuses were plentifully .shown, but some-

what formally trained to flat trellises. The best

four came from H. ^L^nsell, Esq. (Mr. D. Morse, gr.),

Mr. Brooke coming in with a good 2d, In the

winning group the new C. pictus was nicely coloured.

Fuchsias were only sparely represented, the best

four coming from the Rev. G. C. Bell, Headmaster
of the college (Mr. Cox, gr.). Single Petunias were

shown on the sloping flat trellisses, peculiar to the

West of England, and were well grown and flowered,

the best four coming from W. E. MuUins, Esq. (Mr.

E. Holliday, gr.) ; H. Mansell, Esq., being 2d, and
Mr. H. Brooke, 3d. In this class there was a keen

competition, and all the plants were admirably grown.

The best four Balsams, well grown double \arieties,

came from Mr. H. Brooke. Pelargoniums did not

call for special notice, and the plants of Gloxinias

and Achimcnes were somewhat under-sized. Begonias

were represented by the foliage types, and by the

flowering varieties, the latter bearing the choice ; but

the flowers grown in this locality need improvement,

which can be easily brought about, as there are now
several good varieties in cultivation. Groups of

plants from Savernake and other places came in

useful to fill up spare spaces in the tents.

In the cut flower tent an interesting collection of

Lilies, brought down by G. F. Wilson, Esq., F.R.S.

(who acted as one of the judges), attracted consider-

able attention. It consisted of longiflorum, Krameri,

Svotzianium, tigrinum flore pleno, a finely marked
variety of L. speciosum, Nilgherense, chalce-

donicum, auratum, and a pale orange form of

L. elegans. Considering they had been cut on the

previous Wednesday, it was remarkable how
fresh and nice they had kept. The special prize of

one guinea, offered by Mr. Wilson for the best pot

Lily, brought a good example of L. auratum.

Baskets and vases of wild flowers were a very

pleasing feature, and being set up with good taste

were much admired. The only exhibitor of a dinner-

table decorated was Mrs. T. A. Preston, which
deserved a much larger prize than was oiTcred in the

schedule. There were also classes for three vases for

the dinner-table and bouquets, which were well filled.

One most interesting class was that for a

collection of cut flowers in bunches, perennials and
annuals. The best lot—came from R. Lyne, Esq.,

and were set up with great care. The subjects

were double Larkspur, Clarkia elegans. Coreopsis

lanceolata, Chrysanthemum tricolor, Blue Nemophila,
white and rose-coloured Leptosiphons, Xeranthe-

mum aureum, &c. ; 2d, W. E. Mullins, Esq. There
were also boxes of cut blooms of stove and greenhouse

plans, and boxes of Roses, but they did not call for

special remark. Cut blooms of Verbenas, Phlox
Drummondii, and Zonal Pelargoniums, were finely

shown by Mr. H. Brooke, who was 1st in all three

classes, and others. Mr. Brooke's method of backing
up his flowers with foliage deserves great praise.

The best six dishes of fruit came from Mr. C.
Grinwood, and consisted of black and white Grapes,
very fine Peaches, Melons, Morello Cherries, and
Currants; 2d, W. E. Mullins, Esq. (Mr. E. Holli-

day, gr.). The best four dishes were shown by the

Rev. J. S. Thomas (Mr. J. Henley, gr. ) ; 2d, Rev.
G. C. Bell.

Other fruits were well shown, and so vegetables

not for competition were of a meritorious character.

The fine weather brought a numerous company, and
the fimds of the Society will no doubt be a gainer

thereby.

Kendal Horticultural; July 25.—The summer
exhibition of this society was held, as usual, in the

Soldier Field. The classes confined to amateurs were

well represented, especially in Roses arid other cut

flowers, as also vegetables, but in the open classes for

plants the competition was meagre, and the quality con-

siderably below what might have been expected for ihc

prizes given, particularly in the leading class where 1st

2d, and 3d prizes of ^15, ^10, and £,^, were offered.

Mr, Craig, gr. to General the Hon. A. Upton, Levens
Hall, was the only exhibitor in the open class of

twelve stove and greenhouse plants—six in flower,

and six fine-leaved. His collection included a well-

bloomed specimen of Stanhopea oculata, Oncidium
flexuosum, Anthurium .Scherzerianum with very large

flowers ; a fine example of Adiantum Farleyense,

Latania borbonica, and Areca rubra. In the amateur

class for stove and greenhouse plants the Rev. J.

Gibson took 1st, in whose group was the singular

Testudinaria elephantipes, shown on an umbrella-

shaped wire trellis. Six exotic Ferns : Of these

also Mr. Craig was the only exhibitor. Hardy
Ferns were well represented, Mr. J. Gott, in a

close competition, taking 1st, having amongst others

beautiful plants of Polypodium cambricum, Os-

munda cristata, Polystichum cristatum, P.

Bradburnii and Aspidium dcntatum cristatum ; Mr.

Wilkinson 2d. In his group were remarkably well-

grown examples of Polystichum, aculeatum, pro-

liferum, and Scolopendrium vulgare and albo-

marginatum. Collection of plants in 8-inch pots, 1st,

Mr. J. Monkhouse. These consisted of flowering and

foliage, amongst them was a beautiful Hoya bella.

Miscellaneous collection of six stove and greenhouse

plants. Mr. Monkhouse 1st, with a neat lot, in-

cluding the variegated Pine-apple Anthurium
Scherzerianum and Curculigo recurvata ; 2d, Mr.

I. Barrack. Best pair of fine foliage plants

(amateurs), 1st, the Rev. J, Gibson, in his exhibit

was a nice plant of Yucca filamentosa variegata.

Three Fuchsias, 1st to Mr. J. Barrack, with

fresh small plants. Roses were the best feature of

the show. For twenty-four, Mr. Shand (gr. to the

Earl of Lonsdale) took the lead with very fine flowers,

the best of which were Louis van Houtte, Due de

Rohan, Mademoiselle Marie Rady, Duke of Edin-

burgh, and Princess of Wales ; Mr. Craig 2d, show-

ing a very good lot. Mr. Shand was also 1st for

eighteen ; Mr. Craig, 2d. Twelve (amateurs) Mr,

Bintley, 1st, having a nice stand ; Mr. W. Bolton,

2d. Six (amateurs), Mr. Bintley, 1st; Mr. J.

Cleasby, 2d,

Cut flowers were forthcoming in quantity, both

stove, greenhouse, and hardy. For a vase, Mr.

Monkhouse stood ist ; the same exhibitor was like-

wise 1st in another class for a vase of cut flowers, and

in two classes for bouquets. Messrs. Dickson,

Brown, & Tait, and Messrs. Dickson & Robinson, of

Manchester, had some fine cut Roses. Messrs.

Alexander Ross & Son, nurserjnnen, Kendal, exhibited

an extensive collection of hardy Ferns, neatly shown.

Mesers. Little & Ballantyne, Carlisle, contributed a

group of New Coniferous and Taxaceous trees, and

Roses, the latter consisting jirincipally of the best
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hardy kinds that, as may be supposed, are needed for

this northern part of the kingdom.
Fruit was somewhat sparingly shown. The best

Grapes (Black Hambro) came from Mr. S. Cookson,
gr. to F. A. Arglcs, Esq., Eversley, Kendal ; 2d, Mr.

J. Leeson, Barrow-in-Furness, with Venn's Black
Muscat, large, but scarcely ripe. Mr. Leeson took
1st, with very good Royal George Peaches. Melon,
1st, Mr. Thornborrow.

Didsbury Floral and Horticultural : July 26
and zy.—The neighbourhood of Manchester is rich in

associations devoted to floriculture and practical

botany, and the least that can be said of them, as
regards their periodical coming before the public, is

that they always present a capital front. The Dids-
bury Society, as newly constituted, held its Seventh
Annual Show on the dates above named. Compared
with its predecessors, although there was very little

that could be called new, or different, as regarded
their composition, there seemed to be a decided im-
provement in the general complexion. The leading
exhibitors and prize-winners among the amateurs
were Mr. Joseph Browne, Mr. Hugh Birley, M.P.,
Mr. J. G. Silkenstadt, Mr. D. Adamson, Mr.
Thomas Ashton, Mr. C. V. Henderson, Mr. T. W.
Tatton, Mr. William Brockbank, and Mr. J. T.
Bolland. The nurserymen who did their best so
well were Messrs. E. Cole & Sons, Messrs. Clibran
& Son, Altrincham, Messrs. W. &J. Caldwell (whose
nursery at Knutsford was established as far back as

1780), Messrs. Dickson & Robinson, Old Mill-

gate, Manchester, and Messrs. Dickson, Brown &
Tait, Corporation Street, Manchester. The two
last-named firms confined themselves to cut Roses;
the others brought up capital lots of miscellaneous
large plants ami medium ones in nice balance and
proportion. The emphasis given by the Palms and
olher great foliage plants was, without question,

remarkably good. Quite as delightful in its own way
was the spectacle of the countless greenhouse plants

adapted for cultivators who have no space for such
things, or the means wherewith to maintain expensive
establishments. The plants which most pleased us on
th's occasion were a beautiful Vanda Batemanni, from
Mr. Broome, a Muss^nda frondosa from the same
gentleman, and a very striking collection of Cocks-
combs from Mr. T. W. Tatton. The Vanda gave
the idea of a great Persian Fritillary, so boundless is

the Orchideous race, in the matter alike of colour
and inflorescence. The Musscenda, trained over
a large oval wire cage, was loaded with its delicate

yellow flowers and swan-white wings. Of the Cocks-
combs, it will suffice to say, that we do not remember
ever seeing such handsome ones. Numerous
Ferns, Gloxinias, Fuchsias, Caladiums, &c., furnished
a nice contrast to very many beautiful varieties

of Coleus and Achimenes ; and the pot plants,
in turn, ga^e agreeable individuality to two or
t' ree score of very creditable bouquets and epergnes.
The cottagers came up in strength, showing chiefly

vegetables all very meritorious. There were also
some collections of wild flowers, presumably gathered
in the neighbourhood, but with considerable latitude.

On the whole the show was a decided success, speak-
ing well alike for the spirit and industry of the pro-
moters, and for the status of Didsbury horticulture,
both private and professional. The amount offered
and awarded in prizes was about j^ioo.

Sandringham Estate Cottage Horticultural

:

July 24.—The thirteenth annual exhibition of this
Society took place on the .above date in Sandringham
Park, kindly placed at the Society's service by His
Kiyal Highness the Prince of Wales. It is well suited
for a flower show, indeed we have never seen a place
hotter adapted for the purpose ; the fine park and
gardens being thrown open to the public must afford
them great pleasure. They are kept in the finest

order, not a weed or a decayed leaf to be seen ; the
flower garden was just in its beauty, the beds being
well filled with gay colours, and arranged so as to
produce the best possible effect ; the finely-kept grass
lawns and the noble specimen trees all combine to
produce a charming relief and contrast to the well-
blended colours. Nor must we omit the fine lake,
with its natural and antiquated-looking rockwork,
scarcely to be imagined as man's handiwork, as its

appearance is so rustic and the background so per-
fectly natural, consisting of trees and shrubs growing
in a wild state. Facing the lake is the mansion
itself, with its fine avenue of Limes leading to the
main road. The park and gardens are not the only
boon of enjoyment the public have on this day, for

greatly amusing and interesting are the kennels,
pheasantries, Sec, under the superintendence of Mr.
Henry Jackson, to whom can be ascribed great credit.

The various rare and valuable specimens of dogs,
pheasants, and many other birds, some of which were
brought from India by the Prince of Wales, seem to
be thoroughly at home, and are looking as healthy as
one could desire to see them.
The flower show is held about three miles from

Wolferton station, and, notwithstanding the shower

of the afternoon, the people went by thousands by
special trains, from Lynn and various other places.

The exhibition was held under large tents, in

some of which were a good display of flowers and
vegetables, shown by the cottagers on the estate.

The Potatos were specially worthy of notice—there
must have been more than 100 entries ; and, as most
of them were fine samples, they were diflicult to

judge, as was also the case with the Onions, Cabbages,
&:c., most of which were shown in fine condition.

The cut-flowers, such as Roses, Stocks, &c., were a
great credit to their cultivators, as were also the

window-plants, which were not only well grown, but
arranged with taste. The fruit that was in season
was also shown in excellent condition, such as

Currants, Gooseberries, Raspberries, Cherries, &c.,
fruits that are desirable for a cottage garden ; there

were also Apples and Pears, but they are not yet in

season. It was a most agreeable sight to witness the
cottagers taking the various productions of their

labour in the morning, and placing them in their

respective places for competition. They all looked
so cheerful and happy, gazing with wonderment on
each other's things, thinking who would be fortunate

enough to obtain the 1st prizes; and again, in the

afternoon, they went, dressed in their best, and ready
to enjoy the privilege allowed them of walking about
the royal gardens and park.

There is great credit due to the committee for their

excellent management. Nothing could be more per-

fect than the way in which the tents were placed and
arranged ; the large tent contained plants from the

Sandringham estate, grown by Mr. Chas. Penny.
This was one of the best arranged tents and finest

collection of plants we have seen. It was so arranged
that visitors could walk through and admire every
plant, each standing out boldly for itself, not crowded
as we often see them at flower shows ; they were well
backed up with Tree Ferns, Palms, Aralias, &c.
The front rows were arranged with Caladiums, Coleus,
Palms, fine Scarlet Pelargoniums, Ixoras, Dipladenias,

Allamandas, Liliums,|Orchids, and beautifully coloured
Crotons, Dracaenas, &c., which were artistically

blended together, altogether i>roducing a most pleas-

ing effect. The poles of the tent were also crowned
with evergreens and flowers, and at the entrance to

the show was erected a triumphal arch, having the

Crown and Prince of Wales Feathers on the top of

it, and being well decorated with flowers and ever-

greens. It is well worthy of mention that after the

expenses of this show are paid, the surplus funds are

distributed to the various hospitals and charities of

the surrounding neighbourhood, so that from this

show much good is done in many ways. {From a
Correspondcut

.

)

CIjc Mcatljtr.
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Variorum.
How TO Make Moss-Baskets.—Very beautiful

baskets for holding flowers may be made of the longer

and more feathery kinds of mosses. We have made
them often ; and never do flowers, whether wild or

garden, look more lovely than when clustered within

a verdant border of that most delicate and beautiful

material, which by proper management may be made
to preserve its freshness and brilliancy for many
months. We will here give a recipe for their manu-
facture. A light frame of any shape you like should

be made with wire and covered with common
pasteboard or calico, and the moss, which should

first be well picked over and cleansed from any bits

of dirt or dead leaves which may be hanging about

it, gathered into little tufts, and sewed with a coarse

needle and thread to the covering, so as to clothe it

thickly with a close and compact coating, taking care

that the points of the moss are all outwards. A long

handle made in the same manner should be attached

to the basket, and a tin, or other vessel, filled with

either wet sand or water, placed within to hold the

flowers. By dipping the whole fabric into water

once in three or four days, its verdure and elasticity

will be fully preserved, and a block of wood about

an inch thick, and stained black or green, if placed

under the basket, will prevent all risk of damage to

the table from the moisture. To make such baskets

affords much pleasant social amusement for children,

who will find a constantly renewing pleasure in vary-

ing their appearance. One week, Snowdrops and

Crocuses will cluster among the mossy edges ; then

will come groups of "dancing daffodils " and hazel

catkins, which, mixed with ivy leaves, make almost

the prettiest dressing that can be found for it. In

another week or two. Anemones, Hyacinths, and

Jonquils will crave admittance into the place of

honour ; and long before the basket is decayed,

Roses, Lilies, Jasmine, and even Carnations, will

have sprung into beauty, and had their day in the

favourite moss-basket. — " Cassdts Popular Edu-
cator."

Answers to Correspondents.

\* Numerous commtinicatimts, reports of shmos, b'C,
are unavoidably postponed.

Carnations, &c. : C. J.—The whole-coloured flowers

are called selfs. The origin or typal form of all tliese

plants is the Dianthus Caryophylius, the Clove, Clove

Pink, or Clove Gilliflower. It produces flowers either

self-coloured or variegated, single or double. The
single-flowered forms are not esteemed, but all those

with double flowers are more or less highly prized.

The double Selfs are simply Cloves with double

flowers ;
those flaked with one or two distinct colours

are Carnations, and those bordered with a distinct

colour are Picotees. The choice florists' forms of

either must have smooth even edges, hence the old

definition of a Picotee—fringed edges—would not now
hold good as applied to anything of higher rank tlian

a border flower.

Carnations and Picotees : .i Novice. It has been

pointed out that our reply last week under this head, is

Uable to be misapprehended. What we meant to say

in reference to Picotees was this, that in the classifica-

tion of florists, the red edges are taken first, purple

second, and rose and scarlet third. Colour and
shades of colour being purely matters of taste, are

legitimately open to preference, so that A. may prefer

red edges, B. purple, and C. rose, all other properties

being equal, without any violation of floral canons.

Crown Pea : H. K. .\n old acquaintance, known to us

under many names. You will find an illustration and
something of its history in our volume for 1873, p. 45.

Fruits TO Name : F.H.Cylas. You should get as m.any

of them named as you can by comparison in your own
neighbourhood. Those that you have any doubt

about send to the Editors, in a bo.\ or basket, securely

packed, carefully numbered, and carriage paid. We
do not undertake to receive any parcel ot fruit sent to

be named on which the carriage has not been paid, nor

must we be expected to deal with more than six at a

time. The fruit should be sent just before it conies to

maturity.

Grapes : Inquirer. The berries are affected by rust,

which may have been induced by any one of various

causes between which we cannot determine. There is

no cure for it now.

Insects : B. G. L. The insect which has bored into the

stem of your Saccolabium Blumei, is the lar\'a of one

of the species of weevils, which had gone into the pupa
state and died, so that we cannot say to what genus or

species it belonged ; Anon. The insects sent are the

common httle black bark mite. I. O. W.
KOROMIKO : J. S. The Koromiko of New Zealand is a

species of Veronica, which no doubt would grow in

favoured places in this country. No doubt it can be

grown from seed, but would be quickest propagated

by cuttings.

LiBOCEDRUS CHILENSIS : J. C. Mundcll. Your tree h.as

be6n possibly turned by the hot sun and drought at the

roots. Without further knowledge we can suggest no
further explanation.

Names of Plants : J. G. Mitchinson. Symphytum
officinale, the common Comfrey, probably just as

useful for forage as the cultivated one.

—

J. T. F. As-

clepias curassavica.

—

An Old Subscriber. Erica Tetra-

lix.—j?5. Diplacus glutinosus ; W. M. i, Not recog-

nisable : 2, Adiantum hispidulum
; 3, Pteris serrulata

cristata ; 4, Asplenium flaccidum
; 5, Caladium.

New Zealand Pines : J. S. The Cowdie, Cowrie, or

Kaurie Pine of New Zeal.and, is Danimara australis,

the tree which produces the Kaurie resin used in the

manufacture of varnish. It grows from seed, .but

would only thrive in this country in climatically

favoured localities. New Zealand plants generally are

only half-hardy in this country.

Oncidium .Stipitatum Platvonvx : An Old Sub-

scriber. The only information we have is contained in

Professor Reichenbach's description published in our

columns a few weeks ago, so that we cannot assist you
at present with any cultural details.

Petunia ; R. \V. Your seedling is a neatly formed and
prettily coloured double variety, quite worthy of culti-

vation, though we are doubtful as to its distinctness.

Potatos Growing in the Axils of the Leaves :

G. Pcckham. Every year brings us similar specimens
to the one you send, and we have illustrated them two
or three times.

Sporting Carnations. J. G. W. Such variations

seem to be more frequent than usual this year in the

Carnation and Clove Pink. These plants are of very

mixed origin, and the sports in question are probably

sudden attempts to go back to some of the parent

forms.

Stove : T. J. G. How can you expect a stove intended

to hold coice enough for ten or twelve hours" consump-
tion, without attention, to be a small and cheap affair.

Such a stove or boiler must of necessity be of a large

size and proportionate cost, and altogether unnecessary

for heating only 40 or 50 feet of piping. A small gas

stove would be ample.

Strawberry : The Ferns, You can get the Vicomtesse

H^ricart d'Thury Strawberry true from any respect-

able nurseryman who makes them a speciality. Con-
sult our advertising columns.

*:f* Correspondents are specially requested to address,

post-paid, all communications intended for publica-

tion to the " Editors," and not to any member of the

staff personally. The Editors would also be obliged

by such communications being sent as early in the

week as possible. Correspondents sending news-

papers should be careful to mark the paragrjiphs they

wish the Editors to see. Letters relating to Adver-
tisements, or to the supply of the Paper, should be

addressed to the Publisher, and not to the Editors.

^^ Foreign Subscribers sending Post-office Orders

are requested to make them payable at the post-office.

King Street, Covent Garden, London, and at the

same time to inform the Publisher at the office of this

Journal.

Communications Received.—J. H.-G. T. M.— R. D.—
J. R. M.—W. S.—J. M.—J. M.. Dublin.-W. H. G.—
D. M.-J. J. & Sons.— F. H. C—W. B.—L. & B.—
W. B. H.-T. S. J.-J. M.-J. H.-A. D.
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The soft fruit being nearly over, our market has been

somewhat quieter during the last few days, but prices

remain the same. The first Kent Filberts are to hand,

and are a very good sample. James Webber, Wholesale

Apple Market,
Fruit.

s. d. s. d.

Apricots, per dozen 16-30
Figs, per dozen . . 16-60
Filberts, per lb. ,.09-10
Grapes, per lb. ,.10-60

Melons, each . . ;

Oranges, per 100 . . (

Peaches, per dozen. . i

Pine-apples, per lb. :

Strawberries, per lb. <

Vegetables.

Artichokes, English
Globe, doz. ..20-^

Aubergines, p. doz.. 3 o-
s, French, per

lb. .4-06
broad, per bush. 3

Beet, per doz. . . 10-20
Cabbages, per doz. .. 10-20
Carrots, per bunch . . 04-06
Cauliflowers, per doz. 40-60
Celery, per bundle .. 16-20
Chilis, perioo .. 50- ••

Cucumbers, each .. 04-16
Custard Mar., doz. 30-..
Endive, per doz, .. i o- a o
Endive, Batav. dozen 16-..
Garlic, per lb. ..06-..

Herbs, per bunch . . 02-04
Horse Radish, p. bun. 40-..
Lettuces, Cos, Eng.,

Mint, green bunch.. 04-06
Onions, young, bun. 04-06
Parsley, per bunch. . 04- .

.

Peas, green, per qr. 16-20
Radishes, per bunch 01-03
— Spanish, doz. . . 10- .

.

— New Jersey, doz. 20-..
Shallots, per lb. ..06-..
Spinach, per bushel 20-30
Tomatos, per dozen 26-30
Turnips, new. p. bun. o 6- .

.

Vegt. Marrows, doz. 20-..

Potatos ;—Old Potatos

pli

the Ch;
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quite finished, but large s

,v ones are coming to market from France s

1 Islands, the prices continuing very low.

Plants in Pots.

Begonias per doz. .

Bouvardias, do
Calceolarias, p. doz,

Campanula, per doz. 6 0-12 c

Coleus. per dozen . . 3 o- 9 c

Crassula, per dozen 9 0-24 c

Cyperus, do.. .. 6 0-12 c

Dracaena terminalis 30 0-60 (

— viridis, per doz. . . j8 0-24 (

Euonymus, var.jdoz. 6 0-24 (

Ferns, in var.,doz. 4 0-18 <

Ficus elastica, each 2 6-15 *

Foliage Plants, vari-

ous, each . . . . 2 0-10 <

Fuchsias, per dozen . 4 o-iS
Hydrangea, per doz, 9 o-i£

Mignonette, per doz. 30-5
Musk, per dozen . . 2 o- f

Myrtles, per doz. . . 6 o-is
Palms in variety,

each . . . . 2 6-2]

Pelargoniums, per
dozen .. .. 6 c^2.
— scarlets, zonal.

Petunias, per dozen 4 o-i;

Rhodanthes. p. doz. 6 o-u
— Fairy, per doz. 9 0-1:

s. a. s.

Abutilon, 12 blooms 06-1
Bouvardias, per bun. 10-4
Calceolaria, 12 bun.. 9 o-iS
Carnations, 12 bunch. 4 0-12
Cornflower, 12 buu., 30-6
Eschscholtzia, 12

Eucharis, per doz. ..

Gladioli,

Heliotropes, 12 sp. .. o (

Jasmine, 12 bunches 4 <

Mignonette, 12 bun. 3 <

,30-9.

OWHRS.

Pelargoniu

Phlox, 12 bunches ..

Pinks, var., 12 bun. 4 o- <

Primula, double, per

Pyreihrum, 12 bun.. 3 o- I

Roses (indoor), duz. 1 6-1:

— (outdoor), i2bun. 40-1:
Stephanotis, 1 2 sp. .

.

30-1
Stocks, 12 bunches.. 4 o- 1

Sweet Peas, 12 bun, 2 o- 1

Sweet Sultan, 12 bun. 6 o- .

Tropaeolum, 12 bun. i o- .

SEEDS.
London : July 31.—More animation now character-

ises the trade for farm seeds—the successive arrival on
Mark Lane of various samples of the new crops naturally

affording increased scope for business. Trifolium in-

carnatum continues to be the article most in request, and
a further substantial advance in its value has been esta-

blished. The demand, however, has run mainly upon
new parcels : and only to a limited degree has yearling

seed improved in price. The home inquiry has during
the last few days become stronger : many of the pro-

vincial firms have apparently resolved to follow the

French lead, and lay in at any rate some stock before

quotations can take another spring upwards. In Trefoil

seed there is nothing doing of importance ; holders still

ask rates considered prohibitory by the London trade.

In view of the favourable reports of the Continental
crops, buyers here are only willing to operate at about
i8s. to 19J. per cwt. In red Clover seed the business

passing is ?///. Advices from the Western States and
from Ontario bold out the promise of an abundant
harvest. The new Timothy is also highly spoken of.

Some choice samples of new Alsike and white Clover

from Germany have lately been shown here. New Rape
seed offers freely at moderate rates ; the yield in some
parts of the country is said to prove disappointing. For
somng Mustard there is now a rather better sale. Hemp.
Canary, and Millet seed are without alteration ; all three

varieties are obtainable at unusually low prices. The
new Rye from Esse.\ is both good and cheap. John
Skaiu b' Sons, Seed Merchants, 37, Mark Lane,

London, E.C.

CORN.
Trade was again quiet at Mark Lane on Monday, and

no decided change in prices can be reported. There was
no new Wheat on the market worth speaking of, but the

foreign importations were liberal, and prices remamed
steady. As regards Barley, Oats, Maize, Beans, and
Peas, quotations were pretty well upheld.—On Wed-
nesday trade was again very quiet, but as holders w ere

not aJixious to sell, slight firmness of tone has to be

reported. The supply of English Wheat was short.

Foreign Wheat was in good supply, but well held. Barley

drooped rather, and there was scarcely any market for

Malt. Oats and Maize were steady, as also were Beans,

Peas, and flour.—Average prices of corn for the week
ending July 27 :—Wheat, 44r. jd. ; Barley. 37J. ^d.

;

Oats, 2Sj. srf. For the corresponding period last year :

—Wheat, 64J. 6(/. ; Barley, 39J. ; Oats, 27J. lorf.

CATTLE.
There was a larger supply of beasts, a third of them at

least being American, at Copenhagen Fields on Monday,
and prices for the best quality improved. The supply of

sheep was smaller than the previous week, but trade was
active, and prices rather better. In lambs the trade was
not so good, and prices generally were lower. Calves

still sold well. Quotations :—Beasts, $s. 6(1. to 5J., jod. ;

and 5^^. ^d. to 5.;. 6d. ; second quality do., 4J. ^d. to

^s. 6d. ; calves, 5^. 6d. to 6s. 6d. ; sheep, 6s. 4*/. to

6s. 6d. ; ^s. 8d. to 6.f. ; and 5^. to 5J. 6d. ; lambs, js.

to 8s. 4(/, ;
pigs, 35, Sd. to 4s. 8d.—On Thursday a good

supply of stock was on offer, but for both beasts and
sheep the demand was quiet. Lambs were in great

request, but were barely so firm in price ; and calves sold

at late rales.

HAY.
At Whitechapel on Tuesday the demand for fodder

was very slow, and prices ruled low. The supply was
moderate. Prime old Clover, 120s. to 135J. ; inferior,

80J. to 90J. ; new Clover, joos. to 105.1. ;
prime old

meadow hay, 90J. to loos. ; inferior, 50J. to 70J. ; new,

80J. to 85^.; and straw, 43^-. to 53J. per load. On Thurs-

day the supply was rather short, and a better demand
prevailed at previous quotations. Cumberland Market

quotations :—Superior old meadow hay, g$s. to io$s.
;

inferior. 75J. to 84J. ; new, 70i. to 84J. ; old Clover,

130J. to 13SS. ; inferior, 100s. to 112s. ; new, 84J. to

io5.(. ;
straw, 525. to 58.^. per load.

POTATOS.
With a moderate supply on offer in the Borough and

Spitalfields market, trade was steady at the following

rates :—Regents, 120s. to 140J. ; Shaws, 85^^. to 120s. ;

kidneys, 120s. to i4av. ; Victorias, 120J. to 140,;.—The
imports into London last week were 243 packages from

Boulogne, 617 bags Bremen, 22 Denmark, 60 bags 27

bushels 30 sacks Malta, 98 baskets Rotterdam, and

7 Hamburg.

COALS.
There was no change in the prices for all descriptions

on Monday, while on Wednesday trade was steady at

previous quotations. Prices;— Walls End— Hetton.

17J. ; Hetton Lvons, 15s. ^d. ; Lambton, i6j. 6d. ;

Original HarUepool, 17s.; Wear, ly.; South Hetton,

17J. ; Ttmstall, ly. sd. ; Chilton Tees, i6s. ; South Hartle-

pool, i6s.; Tees, i6s. ^d.; Hutton. i6s. 6d.
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B. S. WILLIAMS'
NEW AND CHOICE

FLOWER SEEDS FOR 1878,
Post Free, p^p^ckct-x. a.

AURICULA, finest show varieties ... 1 6

„ Alpine, finest mixed ... ... i o

BEGONIA HYBRIDA, finest mixed ... 2 6

CALCEOLARLA, William^, Supcih Strain,
per packet, ^s.^ 3J. 6(/., 2.!. td., and i 6

From tlu Rev. H. W. Vule, Skipton, May 31, 1878.

*' I am pleased to be able to say that the herbaceous Calceo-

larias grown from the seed you supplied last year, have proved

a very great success. My gardener says that he never saw
any that were more satisfactory. And whenthey

CINERARIA, Weatherill's Extra Choice
Strain . . per packet, 51., 31. 6rf., 25. 61/., and i 6

From Mr. Brownell, Gardener to the Countess of Kingstown,
TJie CastU, Co. Cork. May 13, 1878.

" Sir,— I have had a very satisfactory account from my
brother, in New South Wales, where 1 sent some seeds of

your Cineraria and Primulas. He his been very fortunate

with ihem in taking several prizes. He says they are ihe best

PRIMULA SINENSIS FIMBRIATA,
WilUams' Superb Strain, red, while, or mixed, per

packet, 5^., 3J. 6(f, , 2f. (id. and i 6

From Mr. A. Bogie, Gardener to tJte Hon. G. R. Vernon,
Auckan House, April i^t 1878.

"Sir,—The Primulas I had from you last year have been

beautiful, not one bad plant or bloom. I have not seen any-

thing like them. The Hon. G. R. Vernon thinks they are the

best he has had."

PRIMULA SINENSIS FIMBRIATA
COCCINEA (New) per packet 3 6

From Mr. J,.
Gunner, Great Baddozv, April 10, 1873.

" Sir,—Will you oblige by sending me one packet of Primula

coccinea ? I have enclosed a bloom produced from the seed I

had from you last year. It has been much admired by all who

SOLANUM HYBRIDUM, "Empress"
(New) per packet 2 6

ILLUSTRATED GENERAL,

NEW PLANf Catalogues,
Now ready, post-free to nil applieants.

Victoria and Paradise Nurseries,

UPPER HOLLOWAY, LONDON, N.

^timmmMiNcs.
NEW COLEUS totally distinct from all

others ever yet sent out, and will add an additional

charm to every Greenhouse. Their many colours are very vivid

and attractive. G. Bunyard, Kentish Fire, Lord Falmouth,
post-free, is. 6d. each, the three for 31. 6d.

Cyclamen for Winter Blooming.
HCANNELL begs to announce that he has

• several thousands of BULBS of the above now in

splendid condition of various siz«s. They are all from the First

Prize London Exhibition Plants, therefore cannot fail to give the

utmost satisfaction ; 4s., gy. , and 6s. per dozen.

Chrysanthemums.
HCANNELL begs to announce that his

• collection of 500 varieties of the above are in fine

condition, and he can offer a few thousands of the very best

kinds just now ready for shifting in 6-inch pots for winter

blooming, 20J. per 100.

The Home for Flowers, Swanley, Kent.

TRON ROOFS for SALE, Cheap.—Several
-L Iron-friimed Roofs, from 20 feet to 40 feet span (not curved,

10 skilled labour required in fixing), covered with galvanised

:orrugated Iron. Apply
HEMMING AND CO., 47, Moorgale Street, London, E.C.

GreenHouses.

H FREEMAN AND SONS, Horticul-
• TURAL Builders and Hot-water Apparatu!

Manufacturers, Cambridge Heath Bridge. Hackney. E,

Good substantial made GREENHOUSES. Glazed, ready for

fixing, 42 feet long, n feet wide, ;C50 ; 21 feet by 13 feet, £
~

iz'A feet by 10 feet. ;C'5- Estimates given in wood or iron.

H
Glasshouses.EREMAN AND MORTON

give prices for all kinds of
HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS in WOOD

On receipt of particulars. Also for Heating.
A Pauifhlet ^d. Price Listsfree.

2. Gbucc^ler Street, Kejcnts Park, London. N.W.

JOHN BOAV.ArAN,
Timber and Mahogany Importer and Merchant,

HOKTICULTURAL BUILDER,
WEST END STEAM JOINERY,

NEWC.\STLE-OX-TYXE.

GREENHOUSES complete, from £10 to flOOO.
rtable I:o.\ with One Light. 6 feet by 4 feet, glazed >

16 oz. sheet glass, and painted four coats .

.

, .
)^^ '

rtable Box with Two Lights, as above, each Light
\

6 feet by 4 feet
65^.

Estimates given for Conservatories and Green-
houses of every kind.

Well-seasoned Materials and Ftrst-elass Workma7tship
guaranteed.

LASel LLl S 1 Ail Nl LL\1 WOOD
CONSKRVAlORILb and oREIlNHOUSLS —All

Gardeners know th^t Wood is better than Iron for Plant Grow-
ing T.nd by the above system a handsome curved house can be

erected as cheaply as a plam straight one.

The curved house is more durable, stronger, lighter m con-

struction, and no bent glass is required.

W. H. LASCELLES, 121, BunhiU Row, London, E.G.. will

supply Drawings and Estimates free of charge.

HORTICULTURAL WINDOW GLASS.
A large variety of sizes, 15-oz., i2j. 6d. ; 21-oz., 165. 6d.

jer 100 feet. Large sizes, in Cases, for Cutting up— 15-oz. 4ths,

\os,; 3ds, 405. per 300 feet ;
— 2ij-oz. 4ths, Z^s^} 3ds.,_40-i;

BELGIAN GLASS forGREENHOUSES, &c.,

Can be obtained in all sizes and qualities, of

BETHAM & SON,
9, LOWER THAMES STREET. LONDON, E.C.

B. & Son have always a large Stock in London of 20-in. by 12-in.,

2o-in. by 14-in. , 20-in. by 16-in.. 20-in, by i8-in..in 16-oz. & 21-oz.

AMBOO and other CANES.—To Nursery-
menand Gardeners.—Largest and best assortment in Eng-

land, at P. B. HARKINS' Timber Yard, Dutton St., Liverpool.

TORN MATTHEWS, The Royal Pottery,
fj Weston-super-Mare. Manufacturer of TERRA-COTTA
VASES, FOUNTAINS. ITALIAN BASKETS, BORDER
TILES, GARDEN POTS of superior quality, from i to

m inches diameter, stand the frost and seldom turn green.

ORCHID. FERN, SEED, and STRIKING PANS, RHU-
BARB and SEAKALE POTS, &c. Price Lists post-free.

Sheets of Designs. 6ti. Books of Designs, is.

Under the Patronage of the Queen.

SMITH'S IMPERISHABLE
STRATFORD LABELS.

ade of a While Metal, with RAISED

The Gardeners' Magnzhie says :—" We must give these the

palm before all other plant labels, as the very first in ment.

Samples and Price Lists free.

J. SMITH, The Royal Label Factory, Stratford-on-Avon.

Rosher's Gaiden Edging Tiles.

mE ABOVE and many other PATTERNS
in materials of great durability. The

' suited for KITCHEN 'w.^!;^S^
GARDENS, as they )l»^
harbour no Slugs
Uke up little

* "^
furlher labour i. . _ ^

as do "grown" Edgings, consequently being much cheaper.

GARDEN VASES, FOUNTAINS, &c., in Artificial Stone,

very durable and ofsuperior finish, and in great variety of design.

F. ROSHER AND CO., Manufacturers, Upper Ground
Street. Blackfriars, S.E. ; King's Road, Chelsea, S.W. ;

Kingsland Road, E.
Agents for LOOKER'S PATENT "ACME FRAMES,"

PLANT COVERS, and PROPAGATING BOXES ; also

for FOXLEY'S PATENT BEADED GARDEN WALL
BRICKS.

Illustrated Price Lists free by Post. The Trade supplied.

ORNAMENTAL PAVING TILES,
for Conservatories, Halls, Corridors, Balconies. &c.,

from 31. per square yard upwards. Pattern Sheets, of Plain or

more elaborate designs, with piices, sent for selection.

WHITE GLAZED TILES, for Lining Walls of Dairies,

Larders, Kitchen Ranges, Baths, &c. Grooved and other Stable

Paving of great durability, Wall Copines, Drain Pipes and Tiles

of all kinds. Roofing Tiles in great variety. Slates. Cement. &c.
F. ROSHER AND CO., Brick and Tile Merchants.

See Addresses above.

SILVER SAND,
fine or coarse grain as desired. Prices by Post per Ton

or Truckload, on Wharf in London, or delivered direct from

Pits to any Railway Station. Samples of Sand free by post.

FLINTS and BRICK BURRS for Rockeries or Ferneries.

KENT PEATS or LOAM supplied at lowest rates in any

Y. Kt.

I.—Ord-_, . .

A liberal Discount to the Trade.

Oil Paint No Longer Necessary.

{Registered Trade Mark)

HILL AND SM ITH'S BLACK
VARNISH for Preserving Ironwork, Wood, or Stone.

This Varnish is an excellent substitute for oil paint on all out-

door work, while it is fully two-thirds cheaper. It was intro-

duced upwards of thirty years ago by the advertisers, and its

genuine good quality, notwithstanding a host of unprincipled

imitators, is fully attested by its constantly increasmg sale. It

may be applied by an ordinary labourer, requires no mixing or

thinning, and is used cold. It is used in the grounds at

Windsor Castle. Kew Gardens, and at the seats of many
undreds of the Nobility and Gentry, from whom the most

flattering testimonials have been received, which Hill & Smith
will forward on application.

Sold in casks of about 30 gallons each, at u. 6^- per gallon,

at the Manufactory, or u. 8</. per gallon carriage paid to any

Station in the Kingdom.
Unsolicited Testimonial received May 3, 1877.

"TheRyleys, Alderley Edge, Mafie/iesier.—Messrs. Hill &
Smith.—Sirs.—For some 20 years I have used your * Black

Varnish,' and shall be glad if you will forward me another cask,

as I consider it thetest thing ktununfor tfie preservation ofall

outdoor -work, either -wood or iron, that requires to be pamted.

—Yours respectfully, Alfred Lowe. J.P."
Apply to HILL AND SMITH, Brierly Hill Ironworks near

Dudley; 118. Queen Victoria Street, London, E.C. ;
and 180,

Buchanan Street, Glasgow, from whom only it can be obtained,

CAUTION.— It havmg lately come to the knowledge o(

Hill & Smith that spurious imitations of this Varnish are

being offered by unprincipled dealers at a slight reduction in

price, they would especially draw attention to the fact that every
*-

, , .,
ji^f^ -^ legibly marked with their name and
• ' ' - genuine.
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Fibrous Peat for Orchids, &c.

BROWN FIBROUS PEAT, best
quality for Orchids. Stove Plants. &c.. {,(, is. per truck.

BLACK FIBROUS PEAT, for Rhododendrons, Azaleas,

Heaths. American Plant Beds. =rj. per ton.

Delivered on rail at Blackwater, S. E. R., or Famborough,
S. W. R., by the truckload. Sample bag, 55. dd. ; 5 bags,
25J. ; 12 bags. 50J.

Fresh SPHAGNUM, loj. id. per bag.
WALKERvAND CO , Famborough Station, Hants.

COCOA-NUT FIBRE REFUSE.
As supplied by M. H. Bentote to the Queen, Prince of Wales,

Emperor of Germany, Messrs. Carter & Co., Veitch & Sons,
Wills, Bull, Daniels, Ewing. &c.

3d. per bush. ; 100 for 20s. ; truck (loose, 250 bush.), 30s,

4 busfu-i ba£S \d. each,

LIGHT BROWN FIBROUS PEAT.—5J. &/. per sack, 5 sacks
255., 12 for 455.

BLACK FIBROUS PEAT.—5J. per sack, s sacks 22J., 12

for 40J. Sacks 4*/. each,

COARSE SILVER SAND.— ii. grf. per bushel, 151. half ton,

26J. per ton. in 1 cwt, bags a^. each.

YELLOW FIBROUS LOAM.— u. per bushel, 13^. half ton,

LEAF MOULD.— ij. per bushel, 13s. half ton, 231. per ton,

in I cwt. bags id. each.

SPHAGNUM MOSS, 8r. bd. per sack, All kinds of

MANURES, GARDEN STICKS. TOBACCO CLOTH and
PAPER, and every GARDEN REQUISITE.

Write for free PRICE LIST. Goods free to rail.

Post-office Orders payable at King Street, Covent Garden,
W C. Cheques crossed London and County Bank, Covetit

Garden, W.C.

H. G. SMYTH (late M. H. Bentote),
8 CASTLE STREET, ENDELL STREET, LONG

ACRE, LONDON. W.C.
(Three Minutes from Covent Garden Market.)

ODAMS' MANURES
FOR ALL CROPS.

Manufactured by the NITRO-PHOSPHATE and ODAMS'
CHEMICAL MANURE COMPANY (Limited), consisting
of Tenant-Farmers occupying upwards of iso.oooacresof Land.

C/4<i:rm(««.—ROBERT LEEDS, Keswick Old Hall, Norwich.

Managing Director.—JAMES ODAMS.
Sub-Manager and Secretary.— C. T. MACADAM.

Chief Office— 109, Fenchurch Street, London, E.G.

Western Counties BRANOi-Queen Street, Exeter.

Particulars will be forwarded on application to the Secretary,
or may be had of the Local Agents.

I S H U R S T COMPOUND.—
Used by many of the leading Gardeners since 1859,

against Red Spider, Mildew, Thrips. Greenfly, and other Blight,
in solutions of from i to 2 ounces to the gallon of soft water, and
of from 4 to 16 ounces as a winter dressing for Vines and Fruit
Trees. Has outlived many preparations intended to supersede it.

Sold Retail by Seedsmen in Boxes, is., ^s., and 10s. 6d.
Wholesale by PRICE'S PATENT CANDLE COMPANY
(Limited).

COTT'S WASP DESTROYER.—
The only efTeclual remedy for destroying these pests:

IS, 6J., 2S. 61/. and 51. per bottle. May be obtained through
all Seedsmen, or direct from

JOHN SCOTT. The Royal Seed Stores. Yeovil.
T/te OrcJmrdist, by J. Scolt, price 3^. t>d., the best work in

the Eng li'^h language 011 Fruit Trees and their Cultivation.

QiMPSON'S RED SPIDER, THRIPS, &c.,O ANTIDOTE. Testimonials of the highest order on
application. Per quart, condensed, ts. \ per pint, -^s, 6J.
Supplied to Seedsmen and Chemists. Strongly recommended
in the Garcit-ner, and by many first-class Gardeners. Has an
established reputation for efficacy.

Prepared by JOHN KILNER, Wortley, near Sheffield.

K^REPIN.—A new Liquid for Garden, Field,
Stable use, for the immediate destruc-

tion of all kinds of Insects, Eggs, Larvs,
Plants. Fruits, or Animals. Approved of and 1

the German Ministry of Agriculture, and other high s

ot) the Continent. Has a pleasant smell, and
Flower-tables and Conservatories.
Sold in Bottles at is. 6d.,2S. Co'., and loj. each. Extra for

Vaporisers, is. -^d. and 3J. 6d. May be obtained through all

respectable Nurserymen and Seedsmen. Chief Depit

—

H. AND F. BONTEN. 116, Queen Victoria Street, E.C.
Agents wanted. I

WASPS and FLIES v. FRUIT.—Protect
your fruit both indoor and out by using DAVIS'S

WASP DESTROYING MIXTURE, the best article ever
used. Certain destruction of these pests.

2J. dd. per bottle, with full directions aU'

efficiency.

The Trade suppled by Messrs. CORRY and SOPER, Shad
Thames. London, and by the Manufacturer. B. R. DAVIS,
Yeovil Nurseries and Seed Warehouse, Yeovil.

injury to
lended by
Luthorities

litable for

als of its

NETTING for FRUIT TREES,
SEED BEDS. RIPE STRAWBERRIES, &c.

TANNED NETTING for protecting the above from Frost,
Blight, Birds, &c., 2 yards wide, T,d- per yard, or 100 yards, 20J. ;

4 yards wide, 6d. per yard, or 50 yards 20s.

NEW TANNED NETTING,suited for any of the above pur-
poses, or as a Fence for Fowls, 2 yards wide, 6d. per yard ; 4 yards
wide, js. per yard ; ^^-inch mesh, 4 yards wide, is. 6d. peryard.

. TIFFANY, 6s. 6d. and 7s. 6d. per piece of 20 yards.
EATON AND DELLER, 6 & 7, Crooked Lane. London Bridge.

pOCOA-NUT FIBRE REFUSE.—
^^ Reduced Price :—In 4 bushel bags, bags included, at ij.,

or truckload of about 250 bushels, 251. (truckload delivered free
to rail in London). Po.st-ofBce Order or Cheque will oblige
with all orders.—J. STEVENS and CO., Greyhound Yard,
and 134, High-Street, Battersea, S.W.

T. H. P. DENNIS & CO.
MANSION HOUSE BUILDINGS,

QUEEN VICTORIA STREET, LONDON, E.G.,

CONSERVATORY AND GREENHOUSE BUILDERS,
AND

HOT-WATEE ENGINEERS.

BOULTON & PAUL, horticultural builders, NORWICH,
MANUFACTURERS of PRIZE GARDEN IMPLEMENTS, PRIZE GARDEN FURNITURE, &c.

DESCRIPTIVE LISTS Free by Post. Orders amounting to 40J. Carriage Paid.

36-GALLON SWING WATER BAHROW. GARDEN ROLLER, PORTABLE PUMP. - WATER or LIQUID MANURE CART.

The above is in\alu-ible for carrying liquids of all kinds. No
Garden, Farm, Stable, or Kitchen Yard should be without one.

Two or more tubs can be had with one carriage at a small addi-

tional cost. A lad can easily work it ; but if required to travel

long distances over rough ground a pony can be attached. The
wheels and carriage are wrought iron, and the tub oak.

Cash prices. Carriage paid to any Station in England.
Price £2 10 o
Ditto, with two tubs 380
Spreader and Valva .. .. .. extra o 15 o
Garden Engine and fitting for tub ..270
i3-Gallon Barrow, with Galvanised Tank 220
30-GaUon ,, „ 2 12 o

THE HAMBURGH FIRST PRIZE
LAWN WATERING MACHINE,

WITH POWERFUL GARDEN ENGINE.

> any station in England.Cash Prices Carriage paid I

Complete (36 gallons) .
'
.. . £6

If without Pump 3 10 o

This new article is very complete, and most useful in large

gardens ; is fitted with valve and spreader for distributing water
or liquid manure. Waterpots and pails can be filled when the
spreader is not in use.

The engine is boked to the top of the barrel, and fitted with
suction pipe, which is useful either for drawing water direct

from a pond or out of the barrel.

A first-class article, made extra strong, with very powerful
engine, throws a continuous stream of water 50 feet.

Cash Prices. Carriage paid to any Station in England.
15 gallons, £3 10s.

I

20 gallons, £4 1 25 gallons, £4 10s.

The Judges at the late Great International Horticultural Exhi-
bition held at Manchester (1873), tested this Engine very severely,
and although all the principal makers competed, it was declared
to be the best, and was awarded the only prize, a Silver Medal.

The above is by far the strongest,
cheapest implement of the kind yet introduced. For conveying
and distributing liquid manure it is invaluable. A pump can
be attached for emptying cesspools. &c. As a drinking trough
for cattle, and for many other farm purposes, it is most useful.
The shafts and lids are arranged to turn back out of the way.

Carriage paid to any Railway Station in England. Cash Prices.
To hold 140 gallons ;^io 10 o

.250 „ 14 10 o
Galvanised Iron Pump and lo-feet

Indiarubber Suction Pipe .. .. 3 15 o
Spreaders .

.

.

,

, . . . each o 150
The 140 and 200 gallon carts are best suited for one horse.

SWING WATER or MANURE CART,
SUITABLE FOR A PONY.

Goods amounting to 40^. sent c

ith two tanks to one carriage a large quantity of liquid can
irted in a short time, one lank being filled while the other
nveyed away. The tanks ate galvanised, and can be set

a and left in the fields for cattle to drink from.

Cash Prices. Carriage paid to any Railway Station.

To hold 60 gallons with one tank . . ;C6 o o

Valve and Spreader for ditto

'efrcc to any of the prhicipal Railway Statiotis in Englatid, Cash or reference respectfully requested with transmission of allfirst orders.
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BOULTON & PAUL,
Manufacturers of New and Improved

POULTRY FENCES.

This fence is a much stronger description of fencing than the

lattice panels with loose standards, and is more portable, being

made in lengths 6 feet long with double pronged feet. A run

or pen can be formed of any length or shape without extra cost ;

it is easily fixed or removed ; the gate can be placed in any part

of the fence.

Prices :—

all necessary Bolts and

5j. per yard.

Doorway complete, 2 feet wide, including

Standards and Arched Stay 135. 6(/. each.

Angle-iron Pillars for Corners, with Cast Orna-

ments • .. .. 3J. each.

Carriage paid on orderi of 40J. value. Orders executed on

receipt.

NEW POULTRY LIST, with Illustrations, on application.

6 feet high, includ

Nuts

BOULTON AND PAUL, NORWICH.

r^ "R IT TT "N" ' ^
PATENT GRASS EDGE CUPPER,

Specially Designed for

Cutting tlie Overhanging Grass on the Edges of
Walks, Borders, Flower Beds, &c.

Size—8 inched

iW Dell ered C
Stations and Sh pp

9 inches diameter £,z los

t all the principal Ri 1 viy

E gland Ireland and Scotland

THOMAS GREEN & SON,
SMITHFIELD IRONWORKS, LEEDS;

And 54 and 55. BLACKFRIARS ROAD, LONDON, S.E.

Rustic Garden Furniture in great variety.

Garden Seals, Awnings and Teiils, Rustic Tables, Chairs, and
Flower Stands, Lawn Mowers, Garden Rollers, Water Barrows,
Wheelbarrows, Garden Tools, Fancy Wirework, Birdcages,
Hammoclcs, and all kinds of Garden Furniture at lowest

marked prices. Catahgitcs pest-free.

THE PANKLIBANON, 56, BAKER STREET, W.

Indestructible Terra-Cotta Plant Markers.

MAW AND CO.'S PATENT.—
Prices, Printed Patterns, and Specimens, sent post-

free on application ; also Patterns of Ornamental Tile Pave-
ments for Conservatories, Entrance Halls. &c.

MAW AND CO., Benthall Works, Broseley.

COALS FOR HOTHOUSE
PURPOSE S.

WOOD AND CO/S
STAR ANTHRACITE SMOKELESS STEAM COAL

is now beinff extensively used by many of the principal Growers,

and is found to be preferable to any other kind of fuel in respect

to cheapness and durability, and particularly on account of its

being perfectly free from sulphur, and that it does not clinker

the fire-bars.

WOOD AND CO. deliver in truckloads to any Railway

Station, prices for which can be had on application, or can be

delivered by Wood & Co.'s Vans (in the Metropolis).

WOOD AND CO. append a testimonial given to them by

Messrs. Beckwith & Sons, a firm of great experience, and who

have kindly allowed them to make whatever use of it they may
think fit.

Tottenham Nursery^ Lotidon, N., Dec. 28, 1877-

To Messrs. Wood & Co.
Dear Sirs,~With reference to your enquiry respecting the

" Star " Anthracite Coal with which you supplied us—as to how
it suited, its economy or otherwise—we have much pleasure in

informing you that m every respect it is the best Anthracite we
have ever used. We find there is no smoke from it, which is

very essential, and there is no trace of sulphur. It requires

very little stoking, and leaves very little ash, and certainly does

not clinker. Our consumption of Coal is about 500 tons a year,

and we have no hesitation in saying that, by using your " Star
"

Coal in the place of ordinary fuel, we shall effect a saving of

at least ;Cioo this year. We attribute this to the powerful and
lasting properties of your coal.—Yours faithfully,

(Signed) G. Beckwith & Sons.

WOOD AND CO: supply all kinds of Coal for House and

Manufacturing purposes, prices for which will be sent on

application.

WOOD AND CO., Coal and Coke Factors, Merchants,

Contractors to Her Majesty's Government, 5S, Coal Exchange,

E.C. ; and 4, Coal Department. Great Northern Railway,

King's Cross, N., and Midland Sidings, St. Pancras, N.W.

ELLIWELL'S PATENT SYSTEM of
Air and Water-tight GLAZING WITHOUT PUTTY,

and without exposing any outside woodwork to Paint, and

NEW SYSTEM of COVERING ROOFS.
The fasteners are brass or copper. The peculiar arrangement

of the Glass covers the whole of the Woodwork and only the

small fastener is visible, therefore the roof is indestructible and
outside painting unnecessary. The squares of glass can be

easily removed, and the whole be taken out and cleaned by any
inexperienced person. Breakage is impossible except through

carelessness or accident.

The Glazing is more air-tight than the old putty system, yet

any amount of ventilation can be given.

Old Roofs may be reglazed on this principle, and roofs are

covered with slates or zinc on this system.

Extract from Buildifig News.
"Mr. T. W. HelUwell, of Brighouse. has recently patented

and introduced a New System of Glazing and covering Roofs,

which is certainly superior to anything ot the kind we have

seen before, and it will in our opinion supersede any other

system before the public."

ImporUnt references and all particulars from the Patentee,

T. W. HELLIWELL, Brighouse, Yorkshire ; and 19.

Parliament Street, London, W.C.

GRANITIC PAINT, for Greenhouses and
for all Decorative or General Purposes where durability

and beauty are desired.

SILICATE ZOPISSA COMPOSITION, all Colours, for

Damp Walls, Preserving Stone, &c., either internal or external.

COLOURLESS LIQUID SILICATE ZOPISSA for

Damp Walls, Preserving Stone, Brick, or Cement, all washable

and durable.

To be had genuine only from the Original Inventors and Sole

Manufacturers,
The Silicate Zopissa Composition and Granitic Paint Com-

pany, 45, Fish Street Hill, London, E.C.
(Established over fifteen years.)

O .

24 inches wide, 100 yards for los.

For Shading Greenhouses. Seed Beds, and for Butter Cloths

and Dusters. Delivered on rails at Burnley.

Post-office Order to accompany each Order, payable to

W. E. KAY, Manufacturer, Burnley.

PARI S EXHIBIT ION.

FOR PORTMANTEAUS, TRUNKS,
BAGS and HAT CASES,

RILEY & CO., 283, Strand (opposite Norfolk Street).

Also the TOURIST COMPANION. Store Prices.

Wholesale Russia Mat Merchants.

MARENDAZand fisher have received

from their Aeents at Archangel several large shipments

of new ARCHANGEL MATS; also a large quantity of ST.

PETERSBURG MATS from Cronstadt. A small qnamity of

RAFFIA in Stock.

James Street . Covent Garden, W.C.

New Archangel and Petersburg Mats.

T BLACKBURN and SONS have im-

f/ • ported several large shipments of Mats from Archangel,

Petersburg and Cronstadt, and are offering them for present

orders at unusually low prices. Samples can be seen and prices

obtained at t j «> ,-

4 and 5, Wormwood Street, London, I3..C.

.4RCH.\NGEL, ^/l ATQ PETERSBURG
P.\CKING IVIM I O ETC.

RAFFIA for TYING,
TRAINING STICKS and LABELS,

Bamboo Canes, Virgin Cork, S^c.

C. J.
BLACKITH AND CO.,

COX'S QUAY, LOWER THAMES STREET, LONDON.

BAYLISS, JONES &BAYLISS,
Patentees and Manufacturers of Wrought Iron

CONTINUOUS BAR FENCING,
Iron Hurdles, Strained Wire Fencing,

Field and Entrance Gates, Tree Guards, &c..

VICTORIA WOHKS, WOLVERHAMPTON,
And 3, Crooked Lane, King William Street, London, E.C.

Cataloguesfree on nfiplication.

TO ENHANCE THE VALUE OP

SEED,
IT SHOULD BE PUT INTO

BAGS

SACKS,
selected FROM OUR BEST MAKES,

SPECIAL SEWING.

SAMPLES AND BRICES POST FREE.

STARKEY, SONS, & CO.,

CORN EXCHANGE, LONDON.

Paris Exhibition.

Special arrangements for Visitors to the Exhibition have been
made by the

RAILWAY PASSENGERS ASSURANCE
COMPANY, for providing against Accident by Rail-

way or Steamboat during the journey to Paris and back.

A premium of One Shilling insures .£1000 if killed, or ,£6 per

week if laid up by injury during the double journey. Policies

against Accidents of all kinds may also be effected for One,
Three, or Twelve months, on moderate terms.

Apply at the Booking Offices of the Southern Railways, or

THE FLORIST and POMOLOGIST.
AUGUST. 1S78. Price is.

AZALEA, DUK-E ot EDINBURGH, Coloured Plate.

On the Present Failure in the Apple and Pear Crops, and the

causes which have led to it.

Rev. G. Jeans on the Philosophy of Florists' Flowers :—V.
Early Cherries.

Early-fiowering Pelargoniums.

New Zealand Flax, Phornium tenax.

Draca:nas as Table Plants.

Hasmanthus Mannii (Illustrated).

Judging Roses.
Raspberry ('ulture.

FIG COL di SIGNORA 13IANCA, Coloured Plate.

Villa Gardening for August.
Seed Germination.
Dioscorea retusa (Illustrated).

National Carnation and Picotee Society, Southern Show.
Garden Gossip.—Provincial Show of the Royal Horticultural

Society at Preston (Illustrated}— Metropolitan Rose Shows
—Richmond Horticultural Society.

Obituary—Mr. William Holn

WANTED, HEAD WORKING
GARDENER, where a second is kept : must

thoroughly understand Vines, Flowers. Fruit, and Vegetables,

and have a good long character for knowledge, industry,

sobriety, and trustworthiness.—Apply, by letter, to R. B. B.,

Bookstall, RedhiU Station. Surrey.

WANTED, an industrious WORKING
GARDENER, to lake the Management of Vines

Conservatory, and Stove, Wages 271. Also an UNDER
GARDENER, who can Mow and Milk. Wages £.1 per week.

-Apply with references, to THOMAS HUGHES, Esq.,

Wychdon, Hixoii, near Stafford.

WANTED, a GARDENER, not Head, to

take charge of the Herbaceous Department in a gentle-

man's garden. None need apply who does not thoroughly

understand the cultivation of Hardy Plants.—Address, stating

wages, G. C. JOAD, Esq.. Oakfield, Wimbledon Park.

WANTED, a young GARDENER, who has
a fair knowledge of Herbaceous and Alpine Plants, and

their Propagation. One with a general knowledge of Plants

preferred. Must have good references to character and abili^.

—State wages and experience, by letter only, to Mr. W.
THOMPSON, Seedsman, Tavern Street, Ipswich.

ANTED, a good WORKING FORE-
MAN. to grow Plants, Flowers, and Vegetables for

Market and Exhibition r
must be a good Cucumber and

Cyclamen Grower ; one who can propagate Roses under Glas

preferred Good wages given and cottage free.—KUtili^X

CRAGG Rose Nurseries, Car Colston, Bingham, Notts.
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WANTED, an experienced FOREMAN
thoroughly acquainted with -the routine of General

Indoor Nursery Work.—Apply by lelter, stating age, references,

antl am™nt of wages required, to D. S. THOMSON, the

. Wimbledon.

WANTED, Two stout APPRENTICES,
about 16 years of age, and where other five are kept.

They will have every advantage of learning the profession, and
will be well looked after, and supplied with books. Nine
shillings a week to start with and rooms to live in.—Apply to

J. JACK, Eeachwood Gardens, Lymm, Warrington ; or

DOWNIE AND LAIRD, 17, Frederick Street, Edinbnrgh.

ANTED, as CLERK, for the retail trade,
a young Man who has had experience at Books and

Accounts, with some knowledge of the Business. Must write

a neat round hand, and be a good accountant. Character

for honesty, sobriety, &c- must bear strict enquiry.—All parti-

culars, with salary expected, to ALPHA, General Posl-Oftice,

Duhlin.

WANTED, an industrious Young Man as
BOOK-KEEPER and SHOPMAN, one with a

knowledge of Pbnts preferred. None need apply whose cha-

racter will not bear the strictest inve«:igation.—Apply, m first

instance, in own handwriting, stating age, salary, &c., to

F. R. KINGHORN. Sheen Nursery. Richmond. Surrey.

To the Seed Trade.

WANTED, an energetic business MAN, to

take charge of a branch Seed Shop in a large Lancashire

town. Must be well up in Vegetable and Flower Seeds, Bulbs.

Everlasting Flowers, and Garden Requisites, &c.—Address,
wiih full particulars of former situations, age, salary expected,

&C.. ALPHA, Gardeners' ChronicleO^C^, W.C.

WANT PLAC ES.

BS. WILLIAMS begs to intimate that he
• has at present in the Nursery and upon his Register

some excellent Men, competent either to fill the situation of

HEAD GARDENER, BAILIFF. FOREMAN, or

JOURNEYMAN. Ladies and Gentlemen requiring any of the

above will please send full particulars, when the best selections

for the di fferent capacities will be made.

G. HENDERSON
• AND SON have many excellent

GARDENERS with approved testimonials

for ability now waiting in their Nurseries for

re-engagement.

E. G. H. & Son will be pleased to answer

any enquiries from Noblemen and Gentlemen

requiring such.—Pine-apple Nursery, Maida
Vale, London, W.

OSHORN AND SONS have on their Register
a number of Men of excellent character and abilities,

and first-class experience in every branch, whom they would be
glad to recommend to Noblemen or Gentlemen requiring the

services of thoroughly practical GARDENERS. FOREMEN
and UNDER GARDENERS can also be recommended.—
The Fulham Nurseries, London, S.W.

Gardeners' Register.W JACKSON AND CO., Nurseries, Bedale,
• Yorkshire, have a few good MEN WANTING

SITUATIONS. Really good hands may apply to us.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 49, married, one
daughter (i6 years of age), Scotch ; is a thoroughly

practical, energetic man, and has had great experience in first-

class General Gardening, also the management of Grass Land
and Stock. Wife competent to manage Dairy and Poultry if

required. Good character.—M. A., 385. King's Road. Chelsea.

To Noblemen and Gentlemen.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 27 ; thoroughly
practical, understands the management of Indoor Fruits,

Plants, &c., good experience in Landscape, Kitchen, and Flower
Gardening. Good reference and good character from previous

situations.—W. M. G., Gardens, Annesley Park, Notts.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 32, married
of thorough trustworthiness and practical ability

Nineteen years' experience with Orchids, Stove and Greenhouse
Plants, Early and Lrae Forcing of Grapes, Peaches, Melons,
Cucumbers. &c. , Kitchen and Flower Gardening. Highest
testimonials.—A. W. T.. Midway. Bradford. Wilts.

GARDENER (Head), where two or more are
kept.—Twenty years' experience in all its branches.

Good character.— f. B., Bridge Foot. Fareham. Hants.

GARDENER (Head), where three or more
are kept —Thoroughly experienced. Eighteen months'

good character from last situation. Please state wages.— F.

BUFFARD. Bucks Lane, Kingsbury. Miodlesex.

/'GARDENER (Head), where two or three
>J are kept.—Age 26, single : good experience in early and
late Forcing of Fruit, Flowers, and Vegetables. Good references.

—W. HIGGS. Post Office, RoUeston. Burton-on-Trent.

G't ARDENER (Head).—Age 40, married, no
^ family ; twenty-five years' practical experience in grow-

ing Stove and Gieenhouse Plants, Ferns, Orchids, early Forcing

Vines, Pines, Melons. Thirteen years' head Gardener, five

years in last situation. Good character,—E. H., Bromley Villa,

Burnt Ash Hill, Lee, Kent,

To Lovers of Orchids.

GARDENER (Head), where the above is

required to be grown to perfection and plants generally,

also Kitchen and Flower Gardening.—Age 41, at present single.

Has been a successful exhibitor at the Metropolitan Shows.
Twenty-seven years" experience. — ORCHID GROWERS,

... ...... „ ....
j.^^ jj^^ ^^j j^^^ Plants.

GARDENER (Head).—Middle-aged, single
;

had ihe management of Vines, Kitchen, Flower Garden,
c—HORTUS. Mr. Edwards. North Road, Highgate, N.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 30, married, no
family ; thorough practical in all branches of the pro-

fession ; fifteen years" experience in first-class places ; good
testimonials from present and previous employers ; three and
half yea . Head Gardener in present place. ^L G. , Mr. Green,
Newla Street Eynsham, Oxon.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 27 ; thoroughly
practical. Well up in the cultivation of Orchids and all

kinds of Stove and Greenhouse Plants.—W. ASH FORD,
Sunbury Court, Sunbury-on-Thanies.

GARDENER (Head), to any Lady or
Gentleman requiring the services of a practical man. both

Indoors and Out.—Married, no family ; understands Grass
Land. Good character.—G. H., Post Office, the Hyde, Hendon,
Middlesex.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 31 ; sevente^
years* thorough practical and varied expeiience in first-

class places. Excellent characters from last and previous em-
ployers.—Apply, stating wages, extent of place. Sec, to J. R.,

1, Talbot Street. Chester.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 40, married;
good practical experience in all branches of his profession.

No objection to Land and Stock. Good character and references.

—S. O., the Lodge. Ham Common, Surrey.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 28, married, no
family.—Mr. Cockersoi.e wishes to recommend to any

Lady or Gentleman requiring a thorough practical Gardener. A
steady persevering Man. State wages, &c.—Mr. COCKER-
SOLE, Ponton Hall, Grantham.

r:< ARDENER (Head), in a good family
\-A where a thorough good practical Man is required.—Age
J4, single. State wages.—C. H., 5, Merrick Square, Trinity

Street, Borough, S. E.

GARDENER (Head), age 30, married.—Mr.
Smith, Mentmore Gardens, Leighton Buzzard, Beds,

cin recommend one of his Foremen as above. Advertiser was
brought up in the profession, and is well versed in all matters

relating to horticulture.

GARDENER (Head), age 35, married.—

A

Gentleman wishes to recommend as above. He is well

up in Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Orchids and Ferns. Fruit

Inside and out, Flower and Kitchen Gardening ; also Land and
Stock. The highest testimonials as to character will be given.

—J. M., II, Queen Anne's Gate. Westminster, S.W.

GARDENER (Head), where two or three
are kept.—Age 28. married : understands Flower and

Kitchen Gardening, Forcing of all kinds of Fruit, &c. Wife
could manage Dairyor Poultry.—GARDENER, Burwell Park,

GARDENER (Head).—Age 38, married ; a
thoroughly prartical and energetic man, of twenty years'

experience in every department of Horticulture and general

Estate work, oflTers his services to any Nobleman or Gentleman
requiring a really competent and respectable man, of excellent

character and unquestioned ability.—B.,B., Mascall's, Brenchley,
Kent.

GARDENER (Head).—Having a thorough
practical knowledge of Alpine and Herbaceous Plants,

together with the general routine of Gardening, seeks a situa-

tion as above.— E. H., Mrs. Haiids^ 56, Margaret Street,

Clarkenwell, EC,

GARDENER (Head), where two or more are
kept.—Age 32, married, two children ; not more than

40 miles out. Six years' good personal character. Please state

wages, &c.—W, B , Cazenoves. Upper Clapton. London, E.

GARDENER (Head, Working).—Age 40 ;

married, one girl aged lo ; thoroughly understands the
cultivation of Stove and Greenhouse Plants. Ferns. Vines,

Flower and Kitchen Garden ; Land and Stock if required ;

leaving present situation on own accord.—E. B. C, Posr-office,

Oxted, Surrey.

GARDENER (Head Working). — No
family. Wife useful. Good character. Twenty-four

years' good experience. Early and late Forcing, all sorts of

Fruits and Vegetables, good Plant Man, the Laying out of

Grounds, Erecting Horticultural Buildings, and the general
routine.—A.|B., McHarding's, Stationer, Potter's Bar. Barnet.

ARDENER (He.-^d, Working).—Age 39,
married ; thorough practical knowledge of the profes-

sion in all its branches; Land and Stock if required. Eight
years' good character.-HENRY DOWNE, Brockley Hall,
Brockley, Kent.

GARDENER (Head, Working).—Age 34,
married : no family ; thoroughly practical. Good refe-

rences. State full particulars.—R. T., 131, Hungerford Road,
Camden Road, HoUoway, N.

GARDENERr(HEAD~WoRKlNG).--Age 27,
married when settled ; has had good practical experience

in early and late Forcing of Fruit, the cultivation of Stove and
Greenhouse Plants, Ferns, and Flower and Kitchen Gardening.
Good References.—W. STRATTON, the Gardens, Leonardslee,
Hoi sham.

GARDENER (Head Working).—Age 32,
married ; thoroughly understands Forcing and Plant

Growing 1 also Fruit. Flower, and Kitchen Gardening. Well
recommended.—W. M. MAVFIELD. Shooter's Hill. Kent.

G^.ARDENER (Head Working).—Age 33,
;d, two children ; thorough knowledge of Vii

GARDENER (Single-handed, or where
one is kept).—Age 26, married when suited ; has had ex-

perience in Cattle and JVIeadow Land, and Flower and Kitchen
Garden. Good character.— J. M., 3, Bryanston Mews,
Bryanston Square, London. W.

GARDENER, where one under is kept.—
Age 30. single at present ; understands all branches of

Gardening. Twelve months' good character. State wages. &c.

—

S. W., Bandou Hill Nursery. Beddington, near Croydon, Surrey .

GARDENER (SECOND, or under the Fore-
man).—Young, respectable.—M. N.. Wade & Co., 23.

Milkwood Road. SE.

GARDENER (SECOND)—Age 25 ; under-
stands Vines, Pines, Peaches, Stove and Greenhouse

Plants. Flower and Kitchen Gardening. Two years and four

months* good character from present employer. State wages,

&c.—G. T.. the Gardens, Denbies. Dorking. Surrey.

GARDENER (Second).—Thoroughly trust-

worthy ; nine years' experience. Good character and
references.-). H., 3. Pond Square, Highgate, N.

GARDENER (SINGLE-HANDED, Or where
two are kept).—Age 23, single ; nine years' experience.

Good character.—B. C, Mr. Barnard, Grocer, Manor Street,

Clapham. S.W.

GARDENER. — Age 20; experienced in
the Pleasure Ground department. Five years in last situa-

tion. Good references from present situation.—F. WEAVER.
Wigmore, Capel, near Dorking, Surrey.

GARDENER, where two or three are kept

—

Age 26, married ; four years' good character.—E. HILL,
The Hendre Gardens, near Monmouth.

GARDENER, where one or more are kept.

—

Has had good experience in Forcing, &c. First-class

character from last employer.—WICKENDEN, 3. Willow
Terrace. Woodland Road. Upper Norwood.

ARDENER (Under).—Age 19 ; outside
work preferred. Good character.—J. R., Mr. Grice,

Bletchingley. Surrey.

GARDENER (Under or good SiNGLE-
Handed).—Age 25 : has good knowledge of Indoor and

Outdoor Gardening in general.—Apply, stating wages, &c., to

J. A.. Gardentrs' ChrcnUU Office. W.C.

FOREMAN, in the Houses.—Age 24 ; has a
good knowledge of the profession. Nine years' experience.

No objection to undertake a small place. Can be highly recom-
mended. Total abstainer. State wages and full particulars.

—

G. B., Badminton Post-Office, near Chippenham. Wilts.

FOREMAN or SECOND in a Good Garden.
—Age 23 ; good character.—A. B., 28, Gowrie Road,

Lavender Hill. S.W.

FOREMAN (Indoor), and PROPAGATOR.
—Well up in growing Stove and Greenhouse Plants for

Trade and Market, or for Exhibition. Long experience. Seven
years in a large establishment in London.—T. MILLER, 23,

Broadley Terrace, Omega Place. Alpha Road, St. John's Wood,
London. N.W.

FOREMAN, SALESMAN, or PRpPA-
GATOR (HarD'Wooded).— Thoroughly experienced.

Can be highly recommended by last employer.—A. B. , 7,

Birkbeck Place, Lower Norwood, London, S.E.

ROPAGATOR and GROWER (SOFr-
Wooded).—Young. Good references, —W. ROBERTS.

Beckwith's Nursery. Tottenham, Middlesex.

PROPAGATOR (Assistant), in a good
Market Nursery (near London preferred), or where

Rhododendrons, Roses. &c. are largely grown.—J. COOK,
Kells Place, Stanwix, Carlisle.

To Nursenmien.
PROPAGATOR (Assistant).—In a large

Nursery where Rose Growing, &c,. is carried on
extensively.—H. HAVELOCK, Messrs. G. Jackman & Son,
Woking Nursery, Surrey.

JOURNEYMAN, in a good Establishment.—
O Age 21 ; first-class reference.—HORTUS, 58, Montague
Street, Cemetery Road. Sheffield.

TMPROVER.—Age 19; three and a-half
-1- years' character from present employer. — AMOS
WILLIAMS. W. Sharp, Esq., Endwood Court, Handsivorth,
Staffordshire. ^

Seed Trade.

SHOPMAN (Assistant).—Age 21 ; seven
years' experience. Good reference.— F. W. W., i, Frilford

Place. Slough.

OHOPMAN (Second).—Age 31 ; fifteen
k_7 years' experience, and thoroughly understands his

business.—G. G., Gardeners' Chronicle Office, W.C.

SHOPMAN or SECOND.—Age 23 ; tho-
roughly proficient in every branch of retail trade ; nine

years' experience in leading London firms ; a knowledge of
Plants and unexceptional references. Good penman —X.

,

16, Seymour Place, West Brompton, S W.

pLERK or SHOPMAN.—Wanted, early
V^ in September, by a Young Man, a situation as above;
could travel if required. Has had several years experience in

the Nursery and Seed Trade. A good correspondent.—A. M.K.

,

Gardeiu-rs Chronicle Office, \4.C.

KINAHAN'S LL WHISKY.
The cream of old Irish Whiskies. Pure, mild, mellow,

delicious, and most wholesome. Universally recommendej by
the Medical Profession. Dr. Hassal says, " The Whisky is

soft, mellow, and pure, well matured, and of very excellent

quality."-2o. Great Titchfield Street, London. W.

DINNEFORD'S MAGNESIA.
The Medical Profession for over Forty Years have approved of

this pure solution as the Best Remedy for

ACIDiry OF THE STOMACH, HEARTBUKN,
HEADACHE, GOUT AND INDIGESTION,

and as the safest Aperient for Delicate Constitutions, Ladies,

Children, and Infants.

DINNEFORD'S MAGNESIA.
HOLLOWAY'S PILLS. — A Remedy for

Bilious and Liver Complaints.—Those who suffer from
bile and liver complaints should try the effects of this valuable

remedy, a few doses of which will make the sufferer feel elastic

and vigorous, remove all impurities, give a healthy action to the

liver, and strengthen the stomach. If bilious attacks be allowed

to continue without using such a preventive, more serious

casualties may arise, and the sufferer be consigned to a bed of

sickness. Holloway's Pills are an extraordinary remedy, acting

immediately in the removal of acidity of the stomach, indigestion,

debility, and nausea, preparing the food thoroughly for assimi-

lation, rendering each tributary organ perfect in Us function and
stimulating the kidneys.
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NEW ONCIDIUM, EDWARDI REICHENBACH.

ODONTOGLOSSOM PARDINUM, some with Flower Spikes.

IWr R. J. C. STEVENS has received instructions from Mr. F. Sander, to

offer for SALE by AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C, on

THURSDAY, 8th of August, at half-past 12 o'Clock precisely, on and for account of Mr. B. Roezl, an

importation, in finest health, of the NEW ONCIDIUM, EDWARDI REICHENBACH, discovered by

Mr. Edward Klaboch, and fully described by Professor Dr. Reichenbach in Gardeners' Chronicle, June 20.

It is a new violet-coloured variety of great beauty, the flowers are produced in enormous quantities, in stout

3-feet long stems, and the effect of its mass inflorescence is grand.

At the same time will also be Sold, an importation, in altogether unusually fine masses, of

ODONTOGLOSSOM PARDINUM; the pieces are in the finest possible health, and freely set with

breaks. The masses of Qdontoglossom pardinum, through having been brought home and packed in a

peculiar manner, are in such a marvellous fine condition that some of them have actually made flower spikes

on the journey, and we do not think that an Odontoglossom of any description has ever reached this country

in such fine or better health than these Odontoglossom pardinum.

On view the Morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

AUCTION ROOM AND OFFICE, 38, KING STREET, COVENT GARDEN, LONDON, W.C.

BOULTON & PAUL, Horticultural Builders and Hot-water Apparatus Manufacturers, NORWICH.
PLANS AND ESTIMATES OF EVERY DESCRIPTION OF HORTICULTURAL BUILDING IN WOOD OR IRON.

HEATING BY HOT WATER ON THE BEST FBIKCIFLES AND GTTAKANTEED.

CATALOGUES Twenty-four Penny Stamps. Illustrated LISTS Post-fn

Plain and inexpensive Gieenliouses as abuvc, suiLiblu Im Small Garden, sent conipiete witli Statues and Heating Apparatus. For fiuthcr particulars

see New LIST, post-free, containing Prices and all information.

MELON FRAMES, 8 feet by 6 feet, with two lights, carriage paid to any Railway Station in England, £3 7a. 6d.

BOULTON & PAUL, HORTICULTURAL BUILDERS, NORWICH.
Editorial Communications should be addressed to "The Editor;" Advertisements and Business Letters to " The Publisher." at the Office, 41. Wellington Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C.
Printed by William Richards, at the Office ol Messrs. Bradburv. Agnbw. & Co., Lombard Street, Precinct of Whitefriars. City of London, in the County of Middlesex, and Published by the

said William Richards, at the Office, 41, Wellington Street. Parish of St. Paul's, Covent Garden, in the said County.—Saturoav, August 3, 1878.
- -" •

... .,„..... ••-21BS J; Co., Edinburgh and Glasgow.Agent for Manchester

—

John Hbywood. Agents for Scotland—Messrs. J. Me
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NOTICE.—A// Numbers of Ihe " Gardener^
Chronicle" prior to 1874 are \s. cai/i.

/^RY.STAL PALACE.—TWENTY-THIRD
KJ annual exhibition of FRUIT. TUESDAY and
WEDN BSDAY, September 24 and 25. Schedules may now be

had on application to

Mr. THOMSON, Crystal Palace.

"\'\nNTER GARDENS, SOUTHPORT.—
VV A CHRYSANTHEMUM and FRUIT SHOW will be

held on THURSDAY and FRIDAY, November 21 and 22.

SCHEDULES may be obtained by applying to

A. CAMPBELL, Horticultural Superintendent.

READING HORTICULTURAL
SOCIETY.

The AUTUMN SHOW will take place on THURSDAY,
August 22, 187S. F. PETTY, Hon. Sec.

BANBURY HORTICULTURAL
SOCIETY.

The THIRTY-SECOND ANNUAL SHOW will be held on
TUESD.\Y. August 27. SCHEDULES, including OPEN
PRIZES for ROSES and GLADIOLI, and of £10 and .£5 for

STOVE and GREENHOUSE PLANTS, to be had of the

Secretary,
Mr. E. J. HARTLEY. High Street, B.-inbury. Productions

conveyed from and to railway.

WARWICKSHIRE AGRICULTURAL
SOCIETY.

A GRAND HORTICULTURAL EXHIBITION in con-
nection with the above Society (open to all England) will be
held at COVENTRY on SEPTEMBER to and 11, 1S78.

Schedules and every information on application to

Mr. THOMAS WIGSTON, 32, Bishop Street, Coventry.

SUTTON and CHEAM HORTICUL-
TURAL and FLORICULTURAL SOCIETY.

President—Sir H. W. Peek, Bart., M.P.
The FIFTEENTH ANNUAL SHOW of this Society will

be held in The Cedars, adjoining the Railway Station. Sutton,

on THURSDAY, August 15, r878. A Military B.and will be
in attendance. At 6 o'Clock the Prizes will be distributed. The
Show will be opened at 2 p..m. to Subscribers on presenting

their tickets, and to the Public on payment of 2s. 6d. Admission
after 4 o'Clock, ir. Children, half-price.

W. R. CHURCH, Secretary.

ROSE BUDS for BUDDING.— 150 choicest
varieties. HP., Tea. and Noisette. 8j. 6d. per loo ;

sample dozen, rr. ^d. ; nice Bloom-Buds, 6j. per to3.

W. CAUDVVELL. F.R.H.S., The Ivies. Wantage.

pAMELLIA and AZALEA .STOCK.S.—
^^ A few thousands, in small pots, fit for immediate work-
ing, for Sale.

CHARLES B. SAUNDERS. Nurseryman. Jersey.

FERNS.—Osmunda alpestre, and eighteen
other hardy sorts, named, five of each sort for 125. ; three

of each sort for75.. p.ickage included ; one of each small, named,
post-free 31. R. CANDY, Gardener, Portishead, Somerset.

GLADIOLI.—Spikes of Bloom now ready.
Price on application to

KELWAY AND SON, Langport.

BMALLER has yet to offer 2000 GRE-
• VILLEA ROBUSTA, fine, in 48-pots ;

75s. per roo,

i2S. per dozen.
The Nurseries, Lee and Lewisham.

)ASSIFLORA CCERU LEA.—Very strong

in 60 pots. 3J. 6d. per dozen, 2ir. per 100, for cash.

MORLE.so. Kennir ' ~
"

1 Park Road, SE.

GrevlUea robusta.

SANDY AND SON offer beautifully-grown
PLANTS of the above, in 4-inch pots, i foot to 18 mches ;

501. per too. The Nurseries, Staffird.

Healthy Plants In Pots of

LILIUM AURATUM, the Golden-Rayed
Japanese Lily, per dozen. i8j , 24J, , and 301.

BARR AND SUGDEN, t2. King Street. Covent Garden, W.C.

To the Trade.
STANDARD ROSES.

JNO. JEFFERIES and SONS offer extra
fine Standard ROSES, and will be pleased to quote

Special Prices for delivery in Autumn.
JNO. JEFFERIES and SONS, Royal Nurseries, Cirencester.

PROTHEROE AND MORRIS, Horti-
cultural, Market GARCENand Estate Auctioneehs

and Valuers, 98, Gracechurch Street, City, E.C., and at Leyton-

stone, E. Monthly Horticultural Register had on application.

r-^HRISTMAS ROSES.— Helleborus niger,
V_^ the true maximus variety, Spirzea (Hoteia) japonica and
palmata, may be had many quantity. Prices on application to

BUDDENBORG BROS-. Florists, Hiilegom, Haarlem,
Holland.

G
Gentlemen's Gardeners, Amateurs, and Others

A R D E N POTS of best quality,
are requested to send their orders to

J. MATTHEWS, Royal Pottery, Weston-super-Mare.
Price List on application.

Vines -Vines—Vines.

J COWAN, The Vineyard, Garston, near
• Liverpool, calls attention to his splendid stock of well

ripened GRAPE VINES, suitable for planting Vineries. Cata-
logues free. Trade supplied. Terms on application.

ORCHARD-HOUSE TREES, Fruiting in
Pots :— Peaches. Nectarines, Plums, Pears, Apples,

Vines, Figs, Apricots, Cherries, Mulberries, and Oranges.
RICHARD SMITH and CO., Nurserymen and Seed

Merchants. Worcester.

Hyacinths, Tulips, and Other Dutch Bulbs.

BUDDENBORG BROS., Hiilegom, Haar-
lem, Holland. Wholesale CATALOGUE of the above

now ready, and may be had of

Messrs. R. SILBERRAD and SON, 15. Harp Lane, Great
Tower Street, London, E.C,

EWlNG AND CO. forward gratis and post-
free to applicants, CATALOGUES of their extensive and

well-grown stock of Standard and Dwarf Roses, Pot Roses,
Clematises, Vines, Fruit Trees, Ornamental Trees, and Conifera:.

The Royal Norfolk Nurseries, Newmarket Road, Eaton, near
Noi ^ich.

For Autumn Exportation.

T VANDER SWAELMEN'S ENGLISH
O • TRADE CATALOGUE is now ready, containing the

most commercial Plants and Bulbs. Free on application.

The Lily Nursery, Ghent, Belgium.

WM. CUTBUSH AND SON beg to announce
that their DESCRIPTIVE PRICED CATALOGUE

of the above is Now Ready, and will be sent post-free on
application.

Highgate, London, N., and Bamet, Herts.

WANTED, the PRESENT ADDRESS
ofj. W. SMITH, late of 392, Bowling Back Lane,

Bradford.-E. P. DIXON, 57, Queen Street, Hull.

Geranium Cuttings.

WANTED to Purchase, cuttings of choice
Gold and Silver Tricolor, Bronze and Zonal GERA-

NIUMS. Send list of sorts, and price per lOD or tooo, to

DANIELS BROS., The Town Close Nurseries, Norwich.

To Yorkshire Gardeners.

WANTED, some \V1NES0UR PLUMS.
Apply, stating price.

Mr. BAXTER. Foois Cray Place, Foots Cray, Kent.

WANTED, strong Rooted Cuttings of
GERANIUMS Vesuvius, Master Christine. Mdme.

Vaucher, and Mrs. Pollock.
W. HOWARD, Southgate, N.

WANTED, CUTTINGS of Greenhouse
and Bedding Shrubs or Plants, hard, soft-wooded, or

herbaceous stuff, named. List and price to

C. R. FREEMAN. Seed Grower, Norwich.

"X'XrANTED, a quantity of the following
* V TRADE PLANTS :—Adiantum pubescens, Pteris

serulata, Pteris serulata cristata, I.omaria gibba. Sample and

J. AND R. THVNE, Great Western Nursery, Glasgow.

Strawberry Plants.

DR. RODEN'S new late Seedling, MRS.
LAXTON, and other choice Seedlings, are now ready

for delivery. Illustrated priced descriptions provided in ex-

change for stamped addressed envelope, on application to

THE GARDENER, Morningside, Kidderminster.

LILY OF THE VALLEY, finest strong
crowns for forcing at 455. per 1000. AZALEAS with

buds, inhice healthy plants for the market. CAMELLIAS, nice

plants at lowest rates. Orders requested at once. Prices on

applit

ROBERT NEUMANN, The Nu , Erfurl

To the Trade.

SEEDLINGS, Good and Strong, ot

DRAC/ENA AUSTRALIS, at 151. per 100: AUALIA
SIEBOLDII, at 51. per 100 ;

CHAM/EROPS E.XCELSA, at

IS. per 100; ditto, in single pots, 4 and 5 leaves, at isr. ;

AGAPANTHUS FL. ALBA, at loj. per cwt. ; RHUBARB,
QUEEN VICTORIA, at 41. per cwt.—SEEMANN anu
GOE PEL.The Nurseries,Wandsbeck, near Hamburg. Germany.

To Amateur Strawberry Growers.

RUNNERS, strong and well-rooted, are
now ready, from H. D. Thury, President. Sir J. Paxlon,

and B. Queen—four of the best varieties in cultivation. Price

List on application. Sample Box of Plants post-free, is.

Manual on Strawberry Culture, 6d.

W. LOVELL, Strawberry Grower, Weaverthorpe, York.

To the Trade.

LILIUM AURATUM, 1 2.f. per dozen, extra
fine : HYACINTHS. White Roman ; JONQUILS,

double : NARCISS, paper-white and double Roman ; ANE-
MONE FULGENS ; SNOWDROPS, double and single ;

BEGONIA FROEBELI, double white NARCISS. Prices

low, quality extra.

F. SANDER AND CO., Seed Growers, St. Albans.

Strawberries.

CHARLES TURNER is now prepared to

supply strong runners of all the established varieties, as

well as several liitle known but excellent kinds. For full

descriptions, see Charles Turner's LIST, which may be had
post-free on application.

The Royal Nu , Slough.

SEEDLINGS. — Immense quantities of
Thorns, Scotch Firs, Alder, Bitch, &c., for transplanting

and in strong plants. Apply to

Messrs. LEVAVASSEUR and SONS, Nurserymen, Ussy,
Calvados, France.

RIEMSCHNEIDER, Brandenburg-on-
• Havel, Germany, has to offer Helleborus niger. gos.

per I003": Cypripedium macranlhum and guttatum, -jos. per loo ;

Cyclamen gTffiCum, Coum, odoratumandrepandum, 3or. perioo;
Lily of the Valley, single blooming crowns. ^^501. per 10.000.

RCHIDS. — Thousands of choice Orchids
fron Assam. Brazil, the West Indies, and from the cool

mountain ranges of Columbia, carefully selected by the

Travellers of the New Plant and Bulb Company, Lion Walk,
Colchester, have arrived in fine masses and in excellent condition.

Orchid Growers are respectfully requested to make an early

application, so as to secure the strongest pieces.

o

TULES DE COCK, NURSERYMAN, Ghent,
O Belgium, offers AZALEA INDICT of all sizes,

AZALEA MOLLIS and A. PONTICA, CAMELLIAS,
CHRISTMAS ROSES, DEUTZIA GRACILIS, DIELY-
TRA SPECTABILIS. LILY of the VALLEY, SPIRvEA
JAPONICA, PALMS for Table use, DRAC^NAS. FERNS,
and YUCCA VARIEGATA. Catalogues free on application.

Hollies.

r^ WHITEHOUSE, Brereton Nurserj',
^^' • Rugeley, Staffordshire, has to offer extra fine one-year

seedling and two years transplanted Hollies, 9 to t8 inches,

well rooted, a large portion suitable for working. A sample 100

sent for rar., for cash only with order. Now is a good time to

move them.

QTRAW BERRY P LA N T S.— 100,000
k_y Vicomtesse Hericart de Thury (Garibaldi), now ready
for shifting into 6-inch pots, and all the best proved Covent
Garden kinds. Special quotations for large quantities. Cata-
logue, with valuable information, post free.

H. CANNELL, F.R.H.S., Swanley, Kent.

TRIPOLI ONION SEED.
Giant Rocca, 6ti. per ounce ; Large Late Flat Red, 6d.

per ounce ; Large Late Flat Red, extra, ir. per ounce ; Large
Late Flat White, 6d. per ounce ; Large Late Flat White, extra,

IS. per ounce ; New Queen, ir. per ounce.

Illustrated CATALOGUE on application.

DIDDLES and CO., The Penny Packet Seed Company,
Loughborough.

The Cabbage that will Not Run is

HENLEY CHAMPION.— It is the earliest
and best Cabbage in cultivation. It may be sown and

planted at any time of the year, and will not run. is. per ounce,
post-free. E. JONES, Seedsman, Henley-on-Thames,

To the Trade.

ROMAN HYACINTHS, white and blue;
NARCISSUS, double Roman and paper-white ; SNOW-

DROPS, single and double. Special low quotations on
application to

JAMES CARTER, DUNNETT and BEALE, High
Holborn, London, W.C.
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SALES BY AUCTION.

Oool Odontoglossums.

MR. J. C. STEVENS has received instruc-
tions from the New Plarit and Uiilb Company of

Colchester to SELL by AUCTION, at his Great Rooms i8
King Street. Covent Garden, W.C, on THURSDAV, August
15, at half-past 12 o'clock precisely, a splendid consignment
of ODONTOGLOSSUMS and other ORCHIDS, from
the highest mountain ranges of Colombia, comprising fine
healthy pieces of O. crispum, Pescatorei, Fhnlainopsis
*^'

' nphan^, Ixve, hastilabium. and many other fine things.
On I the r ling of Sal alogiies had.

Imported Orchids.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 38, King Street,

Covent Garden. W.C, on FRIDAY, August 16, at half-past
12 o'clock precisely, the remainder of the importation of
ODONfOGLOSSUM PARDlNUiM and O. EDWARDI.
recently received by -Mr. F. Sander : also an importation of
ORCHIDS from Brazil, and several other importations of
Oichids from various parts: too Pots of BEGONIA FR(E-
BELLI in Fliwer. IIAMBOO CANES. &c.

On view the m iming of S.ile, and Cat.-.logiies had.

Auction Mart, TokenUouse Yard, near tbe Bank of
En-l.-md

IMPORTANT SALE of a celebrated collection of ORCHIDS.
MESSRS. PROTHEROE AND MORRIS

are favoured with instructions to SELL by AUCIION
at the Mart, Tokenliouse Yard, Citv, EC, on MONDAY.
August ig. at 12 for ha!f-p:ist 12 o'Clock precisely, a magnificent
COLLECTIOi'^ of ESI'AIiLISHED ORCHIDS in the best
possible health, including several handsome specimen Cypti-
pediums, Saccolabiums, Vandas. Cattleyas. &c. : also fine
plants of Odontoglossum vexillarium and Koe^lii : Masdevallia
H.arryana. Lindeni and cocciriea ; Lasiia purpiirata maialis
flava, antumnalis, albidaand anceps; Calllev.i n- .!.l.i,il...

Mendelii, superba and margiiiata : Den<l 1 ,
i::,i ,,;

Oncidiuin ctncolor, piajte.'clum. Marshall!.. .!,';.! 1
,-

phorum. and other rare v.ineties
; Cynibidn) n n 1 m C.

Mastersii; Cypripedium Parishii. Sedenii. Si n./i[. Il:ii[~ii.

Odontoglossum Alexandrx. pulchellum majiis. l--op.irdiniim

grande and Phalrennpsis ; Pescatorea cetina ; Pleimie huniilis,
raaculala : S.iccoLibium nmpiill.iceum. Rhnnti. ciu vll. .Ilu.n |.,;c-

andgniu'li'l \ , ' •
1

, ;
-

,
,! ,,,',. ., •, ,.,.

EpidcLlLi, , :, '. ,L, ,1 I
i

I
,

, I
). ;, ;.,.l ;

,.•,.., •

! 1 1
1

,'

carpum, n..b,]e. .Schru; Itiii.' tlivrsinor"ii!n!"and ivardi'inum''
On view mirniog of Sale. Catal.ig.ies may be hid at the

Mart, ajid of the Auctioneers and Valuers, yS. Gra;echurch
Street, E.C., and Leytonslone, E.

Brixton Hill. S.'W.

FINAL CLEARANCE SALE.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
Will SELL by AUCTION, on the Preniiies. The

Nursery, Streatham Place, Brixton Hill, on TUESDAY,
August 20, at I o'clock precisely, handsome specimen
AZALEAS, CAMELLIAS, and other GREENHOUSE
PLANTS, in excellent condition : FRAMES and PITS,
LAWN MOWING MACHINE, CARTS. NEST of SEED
DRAWERS, and other EFFECTS.
On view day prior to Sale. Catalogues had on the Premises,

and of the Auctioneers. 98, Gracechurch Street, and Leyton-

T
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OSBORN AND SONS'
GENERAL CATALOGUE

Of STOVE and GREENHOUSE PLANTS

is now ready. It contains a Descriptive List

of the leading Novelties, also of Azaleas,

Camellias, &c. Post-free on application.

THE FUI.HAM NURSERIES. LONDON, S.W.

©;MoRc Es T^mA.
ROSES, choice Tea-Sccntcd and Noisette, in

Sre.ll va.iecy.

ROSES, Hybrid Perpetual, strong, (or forcing.

ROSES, New, for 1878
CLEMATIS JACKMANNIand many other sorts for bedding

and climbing.

Bedding Plants, strong and healthy ; Fuchsias, Pelargoniums,

Greenhouse and Stove Plants, Ferns, &c.

Descriptive priced LISTS free on application.

RICHARD SMITH and CO .. Nurserymen, Worcester.

NORTH of ENGLAND ROSE NURSERIES,
CATTERICK BRIDGE .nnd SCORTOX,

YOKKSHIEE,

MESSRS. ROBERT MACK & SON
Respectfully inform the Trade .ind the Public that having

purchased the Freehold, with the entire Stock and Appur-

tenances of these extensive Nurseries, and the Goodwill ot the

Business from the Executors of the late -Mr. John Ha
they intend to carry on and to extend the business 11

branchL .

The Cultivation of the Rosi

which the soil of the Nurseries

as heretofore, a lead'

1 all its

forin all approved
[s so admirably adapted, will be,

; feature of the Business ; but it is their

..... .„ uch a Stock of Forest and Fruit Trees,

Ornamental Shrubs, choice Greenhouse, Conservatory, and

Stove Plants, and Florists' Flowers, as will enable them to

execute with promptness and with satisfaction, both to the Trade

and to the Public, all orders in these departments.

They retain the services of Mr. Chkistohher Scott as

General Manager, and are confident that his skill as a Horti-

culturist, and the personal attention of the resident Partner,

Mr. R. Maci:, Jun., will enable thein to maintain the high

character for excellence that attached to the products of these

Nurseries under the management of the late well-known

proprietor, and largely end the

; Stair
iNu

CATALOGUES of the NEW ROSES of 1878, and of the

General Stock, will be sent on application to

ROBERT MACK and SON, Catterick Bridge, Yorkshire,

to whom ail orders and other communications are to be

addressed.—July, 1878.

Important to all Admirers of Clean, Healthy Foliage,

speed's

PARASITE ANNIHILATOR
The mo>t effectual remedy ever discovered against Mealy

Bug. Red Spider, Greenfly, American Bug, Thrips, Scale,

and all Parasites infesting Roses, Vines, Plants, Shrubs, &c.

Mr. W. TH0.MS0N. of Tweed Vineyard, Clovenfords,

muled to the gratitude of all —
parasites that affect plants for your discovery :

^- ' " • • --- - plants it will be

"You

amongst collections of Orchids

:gfon, says ;Mr. J. \^ll,\.s. Floral Deec)\iti}r, South Ke .^...

I have tried it in various ways, and find it very efft

: once destroys Thrips. Scale and Red Spider : Gf
linor pests instantly disappear."

, r^ , r" Thomson, Gardener to His Grace the Duke of

;nily and

:-••! find

applied it to Mealy Bug.
IFects are quite magical."

1 Vaporiser, price ns.

irfield.

BitecUuch, Drnmlanris Castle, y
effectually all that you claim for il

Grey Scale, and Red Spider, and

Sold in bottles at is., 3^. (td., 61,

It is most economically applied

Prepared by Alfred Lowe, Cher....-,

Agents —London, J. Veitch & Sons, Chelsea. S.W. ; Hurst

& Son 6. Leadenhall Street. E.C. ;
Corry & Soper. Shad

Thames S.E. ; Dick Radclyffe & Co., 128, High Holborn,

W.C. : W. Cutbush & Son. Highgate Nurseries. N. : Chester.

J Dickson & Sons : Manchester, Dickson, Brown & Tait :

York, J. Backhouse & Son; Hull, Martin S: Son; Sheffield.

Fisher Holmes & Co. ; Birmingham, Felton & Sons, R. H.

Verte^aos : Colchester. New Plant & Bulb Co. ;
Cheltenham.

Heath & Son : Peterborough. J. House ; Hereford. Cranston S
Co King's Acre; Nottingham. J. R. Pearson; Edinburgh.

Downie & Laird. Ireland & Thomson, T. Methven & Son ;
A.ber-

deen, W. Smith & Son ; Dundee, W. P. Laird& Sinclair .Stirling,

W. Drummond & Son ; Hawick, J. Forbes ; Belfast. J. Boyle,

Balmoral ; Dorking, H. Appleby ;
Stoke-on-Trent. Burgess.

Kent & Son; Wellington, C. Butler; Mansfield, G. Rymer ;

Saffron Walden. W. Chater ;
Jedburgh, C. Irvine : Lichfield.

E. Holmes. Whittington Nurseries ; Thirsk. F. Hutchinson ;

Kingston-on-Thames. T. Jackson & Son ; Beverley. G. Swailes ;

Wavertree, J. Dewar & Co. ; Newcastle-on-Tyne. J. Ihoirp-

son ; Worksop, T. Marris.
.

Agents wanted in every district.

PEAT.—The West Moors Horticultural Peat

Supply. -C. R. HOLLOWAV, Christchurch, Hants-
Brown. Fibrous, Light-weighing Peat, of e.xcellent quality

for Orchids, Ferns. &c., well cut in Turves and carefully loaded

into Railway Trucks, at 17s. td. per ton. in loads of 4 Tons and

upwards. Sample bag, 5s., five bags, 211.; 12 bags, ios.

Some also, of good quality, at 13s. bd. per tour tons ana

Fibrous Peat for Orchids, »o.

BROWN FIBROUS PEAT, best

quality for Orchids, Stove Plants, &c , It ts. per truck.

BLACK FIBROUS PEAT, for Rhododendrons, Azaleas,

Heaths. American Plant Beds. 2ii. per ton.

Delivered on rail at Blackwater, S. E. R, or Farnborough,

S. W. R., by the truckload. Sample big. 5s id.
; s bags,

25J. ; 12 bags. 50S.

Fresh SPHAGNUM, loi. M. per bag.

WALKER AND CO , Farnborough Station, Hantsu

COCOA-NUT FIBRE REFUSE.
As supplied by M. H. Bentote to the Queen, Prince of Wales,

Emperor of Germany, Messrs. Carter & Co., Veitch & Sons,

Wills, Bull. Daniels. Ewing. &c.

3d. per bush. ; 100 for 20s. ; truck (loose, 250 bush.), 30s.

4 bushel bags ^d. each.

LIGHT BROWN FIBROUS PEAT.— 51. W. per sack, 5 sacks

25J., tjfor 451.

BLACK FIBROUS PEAT.—51. per sack, 5 sacks 2=1., 12

for 40J. Sacks id. each.
, , , , ,-

COARSE SILVER SAND.— 11. 13d. per bushel, 15s. half ton,

26s. per ton. in t cwt. bags id. each.

YELLOW FIBROUS LOAM.— 11. per bushel, 13J. half ton,

LEAF MOULD.— ij. per bushel, 131. half ton, 231. per ton,

in I cwt. bags id. each.

SPHAGNUM MOSS, is. td. per sack. A 1 kinds of

MANURES, GARDEN STICKS. TOBACCO CLOTH and

PAPER, and every GARDEN REQUISITE.
Write for free PRICE LIST. Goods free to rail.

Post-office Orders payable at King Street, Covent Garden.

W C Cheques crossed London and County Bank. Covent

Garden, W.C.

H. G. SMYTH (late M. H. Bentote),

8 CASTLE STREET, ENDELL STREET, LONG
ACRE. LONDON. W.C.

(Three Minutes from Covent Garden Market.)

GISHURST COMPOUND.—
Used by many of the leading Gardeners since 1859.

against Red Spider, Mildew, Thrips, Greenfly, and other Blight,

in solutions of from i to 2 ounces to the gallon of soft water and

ol from 4 to 16 ounces as a winter dressing for Vines and Fruit

Trees. Has outlived many preparations intended to supersede it.

Sold Retail by Seedsmen in Boxes, is , 31., and loi M.
Wholesale by PRICE'S PATENT CANDLE COMPANY
(Limited).

COTT'S WASP DESTROYER.—
The only effectual remedy for destroying ihese pests :

IS. td., 2J. td. and 55. per bottle. May be obtained through

all Seedsmen, or direct from

JOHN SCOTT, The Royal Seed Stores. Yeovil.

Tlie Orchardist, by J. Scott, price y. td., the best work in

the English language on Fruit Trees and their Cultivation.

WASPS and FLIES v. FRUIT.—Protect

your fruit both indoor and out by using DAVIS'S
WASP DESTROYING MIXTURE, the best article ever

' ^ - destruction of these pests. Price is. td. and
' " '-.-.: ^ •— •; ials of itstd. per bottle, with full directions and

"The"l>ade suppled by Messrs. CORRY and SOPER. Shad

Thames. London, and by the Manufacturer, B. R. DAVIS,
Yeovil Nurseries and Seed W.arehouse, Yeovil.

COALS FOR HOTHOUSE
PURPOSE S.

WOOD AND CO.'S
STAR ANTHRACITE SMOKELESS STEAM COAL

is now being extensively used by many of the principal Growers,

and is found to be preferable to any other kind of fuel in respect

to cheapness and durability, and particularly on account of its

being perfectly free from sulphur, and that it does not clinker

the fire-bars.

WOOD AND CO. deliver in truck loads to any Railway

Station, prices for which can be had on applicition, or can be

delivered by Wood & Co.'s Vans (in the Metropolis).

WOOD AND CO. append a testimonial given to them by

Messrs. Beckwith & Sons, a firm of great experience, and who

have kindly allowed them to make whatever use of it they may

think fit. „ „ «
Tottenham Nursery, London, N., Dec. 28, 1877.

To Messrs. Wood & Co. . .

Dear Sirs.—With reference to your enquiry respecting the

"Star " Anthracite Coal with which you supplied us—as to how

it suited, its economy or otherwise—we have much pleasure in

informing you that in every respect it is the best Anthracite we

have ever used. We find there is no smoke from it. which is

very essential, and there is no trace of sulphur. It reqiiires

very little stoking, and leaves very little a.sh, and certainly does

not clinker. Our consumption of Coal is about 500 tons a year,

and we have no hesitation in saying that, by using your Star

Coal in the place of ordinary fuel, we shall effect a saving ol

at least iCioo this year. We attribute this to the powerful and

lasting properties of your coal.— Yours faithfully,

(Signed) G. Beckwith & Sone.

WOOD AND CO. supply all kinds of Coal for House and

Manufacturing purposes, prices for which will be sent on

application.

WOOD AND CO., Coal and Coke Factors. Merchants,

Contractors to Her Majesty's Government, 58, Coal Exchange,

E C ; and 4, Coal Department, Great Northern Railway,

King's Cross. N , and Midland Sidings. St. Pancras, N.W.

Indestructible Terra-Cotta Plant Markers.

MAW AND CO.'S PATENT. -
Prices, Printed Patterns, and Specimens, sent post-

free on application ; also Patterns of Ornamental Tile Pave-

ments tor Conservatories, Entrance Halls, &c.

M.4W AND CO., Benlhall Works, Broseley.

Under the Patronage of the Queen.

SMITH'S IMPERISHABLE
STRATFORD LABELS.

The above 'Labels are made of a White Metal, with kaised

The Gardeners' Maga:ine says :—" We must give these the

palm before all other plant labels, as the very first in merit.

Samples and Price Lists free.

J. SMITH, The Royal Label Factory, Slratford-on-Avon.

Rosber's Garden Edging TUes.

1HE ABOVE and many other PATTERNS
in materials of great durability. The
plainer sons are specially

suited for KITCHEN
GARDENS, as they
harbour no Slugs or Insects,

take up little room, and,

further labour or expense,
Edgings, consequently being much cheaper.

GARDEN VASES, FOUNTAINS, &c., in Artificial Stone,

very durable and ofsuperior finish, and in great variety of design.

F. ROSHER AND CO., Manufacturers, Upper Ground
Street, Blackfriars, S.E. ; King's Road. Chelsea, S.W. ;

Kingsland Road, E.
Agents for LOOKER'S PATENT "ACME FRAMES,"

PLANT COVERS, and PROPAGATING BOXES: also

for FOXLEY'S PATENT BEADED GARDEN WALL
BRICKS.

Illustrated Price Lists Iree by Post. The Trade supplied.

ORNAMENTAL PAVING TILES,
for Conservatories, Halls, Corridors, Balconies. &c.,

from 3f. per square yard upwards. Pattern Sheets, of Plain or
mote elaborate designs, with prices, sent for selection.

WHITE GLAZED TILES, for Lining Walls of Dairies,

Larders, Kitchen Ranges, Bathff. &c. Grooved and other Stable

Paving of great durability. Wall Copings, Drain Pipes and Tiles

of all kinds. Roofing Tiles in great variety. Slates. Cement. &c.
F. ROSHER AND CO.. Brick and Tile Merchants.

• See Addresses above.

SILVER SAND,
fine or coarse grain as desired. Prices by Post per Ton

or Truckload. on Wharf in London, or delivered direct from
Pits to any Railway Station. Samples of Sand free by post.

FLINTS and BRICK BURRS for Rockeries or r
KENT PEATS or LOAM supplied at lowest r

F. ROSHER AND CO.—Addresses se<

N.B.—Orders promptly executed by Rail or

A liberal Discount to the Trade
to Whk

Oil Paint No Longer Necessary.

{Registered Trade Mark)

HILL AND SMITH'S BLACK
VARNISH for Preserving Ironwork. Wood, or Stone.

This Varnish is an excellent substitute for oil paint on all out-

door work, while it is fully two-thirds cheaper. It was intro-

duced upwards of thirty years ago by the advertisers, and its

genuine good quality, notwithstanding a host of unprincipled

imitators, is (ully attested by its constantly increasing sale. It

may be applied by an ordinary labourer, requires no mixing or

thinning, -and is used cold. It is used in the grounds at

Windsor Castle, Kew Gardens, and at the seats, of many
undreds of the Nobility and Gentry, from whom the most

flattering testimonials have been received, which HiLL & Smith
will forward on application.

Sold in casks of about 30 gallons each, at i^. td. per gallon,

at the Manufactory, or is. Zd. per gallon carriage paid to any
Station in the Kingdom.

Unsolicited Testimonial received Mav 3, 1877.
" The Ryteys, Alderley Edge, Martc/iester.~HtiSS,Ti. Hill &

Smith.—Sirs.— For some 20 years I have used your 'Black

Varnish,' and shall be glad if you will forward me another cask,

as 1 consider it the best thing knoivn/or the preservation o/all

outdoor work, eitlur wood or iron, that requires to be painted.

—Yours respectfully, Alfred Lowe, J.
P."

Apply to HILL and SMITH, Brierly Hill Ironworks, near

Dudley; 118. Queen Victoria Street, London, E.C.

, Glasgow, from
CAUTION.— ll having lately c

Hill & Smith that spurious imit

being offered by unprincipled deali

price, they would especially d

ask of their

addrc

ly it can be obtained,
the knowledge of

f this Varnish are

ilight reduction in

the fact that every

legibly marked with their name and
i genu

WOOD TRAINING STICKS and
TALLI ES, commended by Royal Horlicultviral Society ;

BAMBOO CANES. RAFFIA for 'y'"e. VIRGIN CORK,
ARCHANGEL and other MATS, PACKING MATS, &c.

Wholesale prices on application to

C. J. BLACKITH AND CO., Cox's Quay, Lower Thames

Street, London, E.C,
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B. S. WILLIAMS'
NEW AM) CHlllCF,

FLOWER SEEDS FOR 1878,
Post Free. pe,packe.-x. d.

AURICULA, finest show varieties ... i 6

„ Alpine, finest mixed i o

BEGONIA HYBRIDA, finest mixed... 2 6

•<^t-vs%^*
CALCEOLARIA, William. .Superb .Strain,

per packet. 5^ , 3J. 6(/,, 2s 6^/., and i 6

From the Rev. H. W. YuLE. Shipton, May 3t. 187S.
'*

1 am ple.Tsed to be able to say that the herbaceous Calceo
larias grown from the seed you supplied last year, have proved
a very grtat success. My gardener says that he never saw
any that were mjre satUfactory. And when they were used
l"or the decoration of our church here at. Easter they were
universally admired by all who saw them."

CINERARIA, Weatherill's Extra Choice
Strain .. per packet, 51., 31. 6rf., 2J. td., and i 6

From Mr. Brownell, Gardener fo the Countess of Kingstown,
Tlu Castle, Co. Cork, May 13, 187S.

"Sir.— I have had a very satisfactory accoimt from my
brothar. in New South Wales, where I sent some seeds of
your Cineraria and Primulas. He h ts been very fortunate
with ihem in taking several prizes. He says they are the best

PRIMULA SINENSIS FIMBRIATA,
Williams* Superb Strain, red, white, or mixed, per

packet, 5J., 3J. dd., 3s. 6d. and i 6

Fnrm Mr. A. Bogie. Gardener to the Hon. G. R. Vernon,
Anckan House, April -z^, 187S.

" Sir.—The Primulas I had from you last year have been
b»autiful, not one bad plant or bloom. I have not seen any-
thing like them. The Hon. G. R. Vernon thinks they are the
best he has had."

PRIMULA SINENSIS FIMBRIATA
COCCINEA (New) per packet 3 6

From Mr. J. Gunner, Great Baddoiu, April 10, 1878.
" Sir,—Will you oblige by sending me one packet of Primula

coccinea? I have enclosed a bloom produced from the seed I

had from you last year. It has been much admired by alt who

SOLANUM HYBRIDUM, "Empress"
(New) per packet z 6

ILLUSTRATED GENERAL,

NEW PLANf CATALOGUES,
Noli' ready, post-free to all applicants.

Victoria and Paradise Nurseries,
UPPER HOLLOWAY, LONDON, N.

DENDROBIUM SUPERBIENS.

Mr. William Bull,
Having received an Importation from Torres Straits of this new and handsome DENDROBIUM,

is now sending out good plants at Three and Four Guineas each.

An inspection of these is invited, as of many thousands of other choice ORCHIDS, which

can be supplied at moderate prices, having been received from his Collectors and Correspondents

in Assam, Colombia, Burmah, Brazil, Mexico, Costa Rica, Venezuela, Ecuador, West Indies, and

the Eastern Archipelago.

ESTABLISHMENT FOR NEW AND RARE PLANTS,
KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

W. H. Lascelles,
HORTICULTURAL BUILDER,

121, BUNHILL ROW, LONDON, E.G.

RANGE of PATENT BENT WOOD CURVED VINERIES, PLANT H0USE3, <Sc,.

recently erected at Croydon.

These Houses are light, strong, durable, and of elegant appearance. Can be made as cheaply
as a plain, straight House, and no Bent Glass need be used.

Illustrated Slieets sent, post-free, on application, and Estimates given without charge.

COOL ODONTOGLOSSUMS.
TV /r R. J. C. STEVENS has received instructions from the New
-'- * -^ Plant and Bulb Company of Colchester to SELL by AUCTION, at his Great Rooms,

38, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C, on THURSDAY, August 15, at half-past 12 o'clock

precisely, a splendid consignment of ODONTOGLOSSUMS and other ORCHIDS, from the

highest mountain ranges of Colombia, comprising fine healthy pieces of O. crispum, Pescatorei

Phakcnopsis triumphans, la;ve, hastilabium, and many other fine things.

On view morning of Sale, atid Catalogues had.

AUCTION ROOMS AND OFFICES, 38, KING STREET, COVENT GARDEN,
LONDON, W.C.

PAXTON'S CALENDAR.
iXow Ready, a new and thoroughly Revised Edition of tlte

COTTAGER'S CALENDAR OF GARDEN OPERATIONS,
ORIGINALLY COMPILED BY THE LATE SIR JOSEPH PA.XTON, M.P.

Price 8d., Post Free SJd.

W. RICHARDS, 41, WELLINGTON STREET, STRAND, LONDON, W.C.
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GREAT REDUCTION IN THE TRICE OE

GREEN'S
PATENT ''8ILEN8ME880R;'
Or Noiseless Lawn-mowing, Boiling, and

Collecting Machines for 1878

TAc \Viiii,a- ./ ci'cry Trhc in nil i i Li f i mfchl: n

I^SUTTON'SvS"^
VEGETABLE* FLOWER 8EED8

FOR PRESE.XT SOWIXG.

CABBAGE,

To cut 6 inches .. ,. . I rite £i 15 o
Can be worked by a Lady

lo cut 3 inches .

.

. . . 2 10 o
Can be worked by a Lady

To cut 10 inches .. 3 10 o
Can b« worked by a strong Youih.

To cut 12 inches
,, 4 10 o

Can be worked by a Man.
To cut 14 inches .. .. ,. ,, c; 10 o

Can be woiked by a Man.
To cut 16 inches ,. .. ,. ,, 6100

This can be worked by one Man on an even lawn.

To cut 18 inches .

.

.

.

. . ,

,

7100
Can be worked by Man and Boy.

To cut 20 inches .

.

,

.

. . ,

,

800
Can be worked by Man and Boy.

To cut 22 inches ,, 8 10 o
If made stronger, suitable for Donkey, 3^5. exlra.

To cut 24 inches . . . , . , ,, 900
If made stronger, suitable for Donkey, 305. extra.

Prices 0/Donkey, Pony, and Horse Machhiei on af'Plkation.

S^ Carriage paid to all the principal Railway Stations and
Shipping Ports in England. Scotland and Ireland.

The superiority of our Machines over those of all other
makers is universally acknowledged. They will Cut either

Long or Short Grass, Bents, &c., wet or dry.

They are the simplest in construction, the easiest to work, the
least liable to get out of order, make little noise when in use,

and are the most durable Lawn Mowers extant.

These Advantages no other Lawn Mowers possess.

Every Lawn Mower sent out is warranted to give entire satis-

faction, otherwise it may be returned at once, free of cost to the
purchaser.

The largest stock of Mowers kept in London, and including
all sizes from 6 to 48 inches, is to be seen at our London Estab-
lishment, 54 and 55. Blackfnars Road, where purchaS" rs on
select out of several hundred Machines, and have their orders
executed the same day they are received.

N.B.—Those who have Lawn Mowers to repair will do well

to send them either to our Leeds or London Establithme- 1,

where they will have prompt attention, as an efficient stalT of

Workmen is kept at both places.

GREEN'8 PATENT ROLLERS
For Lawns, Drives, Bowling Greens.

Cricket Fields, and Gravel Paths.

SUITABLE FOR HAND OR HORSE POWER.

They can be had of all respectable Ironmongers and Seedsmen

in the United Kingdom, or from the Manufacturers,

THOMAS GREEN & SON,
SMITHFIELD IRONWORKS, LEEDS:

And 54 and 55, BLACKFRIARS ROAD, LONDON, S.E.

•^* Carriage paid to all the principal Railway Stations

Norpareil .. c

Eirly Dwarf
\orlt .. <

Red Pickling )

ONION.—New Queen.
A valuable, new, and distinct vaiiety. being the earliest

all Omons. Sown in March it comes to maturity in July,

sown in July it is fit for use the following autumn. It is

beautiful mitd flavour, and strongly recommended.

Ptrfacket, ij.

The/ollmvtttg vnrietits, sanun in ytdy and August, ivitl cot

to a very large size during the following Spring a.

Sunnner

:

—
Per oz s

NEW GIANT ROCCA (the largest variety) .. .. i

LARGE EARLY RED ITALIAN i

LARGE EARLY WHITE ITALIAN i

GIANT LATE RED ITALIAN
GIANT LATE WHITE ITALIAN i

The FINEST STRAIN of CALCEOLARIA.

SUTTON'S "PERFECTION."
For beauty and form of flower, richness of colour, and habit

of plant, is acknowledged to be far superior to any yet in

cultivation. Price 55. and 2S. 6d. per packet, post free.

THE FINEST STRAIN OF PRIMULA.

SUITON'S SUPERB PRIMULA.
Red, white, or mixed, 55. and 2s. 6d. per packet, post-fre<

Descripth

1 the United Kingdoi

• Illustrated Price List Fn ! Application.

SUTTON'S SUPERB CINERARIA.
Price 5.S. and zs. bd. per packet, post-free.

SEEDS BY POST,
Vkgetable Seeds up to 12 ounces in weight sent by post

with a charge of 4^. for the 12 ounces, or 20J. worth fiee to any
Railway Station in England and Wales.

SUTTON & SONS,
THE QUEEN'S .SEEDSMEN, READING.

SATURDAY, AUGUST lo, 1S78,

AMEEICAN NOTES.
{Concludedfrom /. 138 )

THE other larger trecj, making up the

Canadian forest, include the White OaV,

(^uercus alba; the Red Oak, Ouercus rubra,

which extends further north than any other

American species of Oak ; the American Elm,

Ulmus americana, a singularly beautiful tree,

with spreading branches, bending over in a

graceful sweep, it occasionally attaining great

dimensions of trunk and stature, with a height

of 70 to even loo feet, and a girth of trunk of

from 15 to 18 feet. The Slippery Elm, Ulmus
fulva, occurs less frequently, and is of lower

stature than the White or American Elm. The
wood is said to be stronger and more durable.

There is also another Elm about Haysville,

locally known as the " Rock " Elm, the species

of which I have not been able to identify. It is

a large tree. The wood is said to be more solid

than that of the others, and is used in the

framework of barns and other wooden buildings.

The American Beech, Fagiis americana of

Nuttall (Fagus fcrruginea of Alton), also occurs,

but it is one of the numerous species of North

American trees that approach too closely to

their European representatives to be positively

separable as distinct species.

Of Fraxinus two species occur—the White

Ash, F. americana, and the Black Ash, F. sambu-

cifolia ; the latter grows in wet land, and is

much employed for fence rails.

Amongst the other larger tree are the White

Birch, Betula populifolia ; Bass-wood, Tilia

americana; the Button-wood, Platanus occiden-

talis, one of the largest deciduous trees of

America; the Hop Hornbeam, or Ironwood

tree, Ostrya virginica, and several species of

Poplar.

Of the Hickory tribe several species occur,

including the Shell-bark, Carya alba ; the Butter-

nut, Juglans cinerea ; and a third species,

locally known as Smooth Hickory. In the

neighbourhood of London, Ontario, the Black

Walnut, Juglans nigra, occurs ;
but not in the

neighbourhood of Haysville.

The smaller trees of the forest include the

American Hazel, Cor>-lus americana; two

species of Elder, Sambucus canadensis, with

black berries, and Sambucus pubens, with red-

fruited panicles ; the June-berr>', Amelanchier

Botr)'apium ; the Nanny-berr)', or High-Bush

Cranberry, Vaccinium corymbosum; two species

of Gooseberr)', several species of Rubus, in-

cluding the Thimble-berry, Rubus occidentalis ;

the Choke Cherry, Cerasus virginiana, the

wood of which is much used for furniture ;
the

Northern Red Cherry, Prunus pennsylvanica,

and one or two species of Plum.

Of Conifers;, the White Pine, Pinus Strobus, is

the largest of the north-eastern species, occa-

sionally exceeding 200 feet in height, and very

often reaching to 100 or 130 feet; about Hays-

ville it prefers sandy land, and towers high

above the level of the deciduous forest, often as

a mere pole, with a few broken boughs at its

summit.

The graceful Hemlock Spruce, Abies canaden-

sis, is generally distributed intermixed with deci-

duous trees, and occasionally as separate patches

of forest. It is said to attain a high northern

range. The bark is extensively used for tan-

ning, .ind the timber for the framing of all kinds
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of buildings. The Balsam, Picea balsamifera,

producing the'Canada Ealsam of commerce—

a

neat compact tree—occurs less frequently than

Ihc Hemlock Spruce in the neighbourhood of

Haysville, but is often planted in gardens as an

ornamental shrub.
" Tamarac," or "Hacmatack" (Larix ame-

ricana), the American representative of the

European Larch, but a smaller and more com-

pact tree, almost invariably grows in wet,

swampy places.

Cupressus thyoides, or " White Cedar," com-

pletes the list of the coinmoner Coniferae. Like

tlic Tamarac it generally grows in swamps, and

its timber, from its durability, is largely used for

fence rails.

The Herhaceous Flora.

The herbaceous flora of the woods about

Haysville included, with many additions, nearly

the whole of the species observed on Goat

Island, the open glades abounding with showy

flowering plants, of which Phlox divaricata.

Geranium maculatum, and the chocolate and

white forms of Trillium erectum, N\'crc the most

prominent.

Of the Convallaria tribe, including Smilacma,

six or seven species were abundant, together

with the elegant Uvularia grandiflora. Saxi-

fragace^ were represented by Tiarella cordi-

folia and two or three species of Heuchera

and Mitella. Erythronium americanum was

most abundant in every part of the wood, in

some places quite covering the ground with its

pretty variegated leaves. I also observed

Thalictrum dioicum, T. anemonoides, Hepatica

triloba, a small white Anemone, an Asclepias

the young shoots of which are used as a \ege-

table like Asparagus ; an Iinpatiens not yet in

flower ; Aralia triphylla, and a second larger

species ; Antennaria plantaginifolia ;
Claytonia

virginica, Dicentra canadensis, Waldsteinia

fragarioides, Fragaria vesca, Viola canadensis,

V. pubescens, and a blue Violet. The wood
abounded with several Fenis common to Europe

and America, together with Botrychium virgini-

cum, Polystichum acrostichoides, Cystopteris

bulbifera, Onoclea sensibilis, and Adiantum

pedatum, the latter -foriTiing lovely sheets of

delicate foliage. I also observed a few plants

of Aspleniuin angustifolium on the margins of

a bog. Mitchella repens, the Partridge-berry or

Squaw-berry, a rutaceous plant, was abundant

on the drier banks—a most attractive little plant,

with persistent bright scarlet berries, creeping

closely over the leaf-bed of the forest.

From Haysville I proceeded to Toronto,

towards which the proportion of Pinus Strobus

to the deciduous trees seems to increase, and

the land, on the whole, is more neatly cultivated.

Geological History of the Lake
Region.

Thence down Lake Ontario, with flat shelving

shores here and there, with a low clilTof lake silt

in which, as far as I could observe from the

steamer, glacial boulders were absent, though

inland from the lake glacial drift was every-

where visible. The "Thousand Islands," at the

eastern end of the lake, seemed to consist in

part of glacial drift ; some of the smaller islands

of granite or a hard metamorphic rock, the

whole densely covered with low deciduous woods

and Hemlock Spruce. The low rocks were

thoroughly rounded by ice action, possibly by

post-glacial floating ice passing over them, pro-

digious quantities of which are annually carried

down the river during the spring thaw. The
lake gradually narrows amidst an archipelago

of little islands, and tapers imperceptibly into

the great river. One of the most striking features

throughout its length to Montreal is the absence

of that sloping conformation of the land towards

the river channel, the result of graduated sub-

aerial drainage which is characteristic of most

large river valleys, and the St. Lawrence seems

placed inharmoniously in relation to the adja-

cent land contour. It has its channel between

low banks, and that is all, and the observer

fails to detect that graduated contour which the

contributory rainifications of all ancient rivers

have sculptured from their watersheds to

their main channels of drainage ; moreover

the St. Lawrence has an indecisive course, here

splitting itself up against trifling obstacles into

numerous channels, again uniting and spreading

itself out into broad shallow lakes over the

land, reminding one of the behaviour of a

sudden rush of storm-water over a course un-

prepared for it. The St. Lawrence is obviously

a new river and supplies a fresh line of drain-

age compared with the ages of many other

rivers, and its history must be viewed in rela-

tion to the origin of the great chain of lakes of

which it is the outlet.

The surface levels of the lakes step gradually

upwards. Ontario is 235 feet above the sea
;

Erie, 564 feet ; Huron, 595 feet ; Superior,

627 feet above the sea. But their depths

have no relation to the order in which they

occur from the watershed to the sea, for the

bottom of Ontario nearest the sea is 365 feet

below the sea level. The bottom of Erie is

462 feet above the sea level, of Huron 145

feet above the sea, and of Superior, at the

inland end of the chain of lakes, 65 feet below

the sea. Michigan is merely a great bay lying

off from the main line of drainage. It is

obvious that the present relative depths of the

connected chain of lakes are inconsistent with

their being merely the flooded sections of an

old river valley, for the bottom of Ontario, the

lake nearest the sea outflow, is 365 feet below

the sea, and 600 feet below its own outflow into

the St. Lawrence ; the bottom of Superior, the

lake furthest inland, is 65 feet below the sea,

and 527 feet below the bottom of Erie, which

intervenes, and no less than about 570 feet

below the river-bed oudet of Erie.

A glance at the map will show how closely

the watershed line environs the great lake dis-

trict. The lakes receive no long rivers, and it

is a mere narrow belt of land that drains into

them, beyond which the drainage goes north

towards Hudson's Bay, south towards the Mis-

sissippi, and east by the Ottawa.

We must set aside the view that the chain of

large lakes is due to glacial excavation, for

Ontario, the deepest of the lakes running east

and west, is in lower latitude than Huron, the

bottom of which is 510 feet above that of On-

tario, and there is no high ground about

Ontario from which ice could have originated

as a preponderating mass, capable of exca-

vating Ontario 600 feet deep ; nor is there any

such mass of debris anywhere to be seen

about the lake as would represent such an ex-

cavation.

New York State, bordering on Ontario,

abounds with small lakes, running north and

south, between escars and drift ridges, evi-

dently of glacial origin, and which have nothing

in common with the direction or character of

the larger lakes, which must be the result of

the subsidence of the area, bounded by their

environing watershed, resulting in a fresh basin

of drainage towards the Atlantic, the former

drainage of which was divided between the

Mississippi basin, Hudson's Bay, and the

Ottawa. The contour of the land surface north

and south of the great lakes seems to indicate

that the subsidence of the containing area was

subsequent to the glacial excavation of the

numerous sinall lakes running north and south,

and it seems probable that the Niagara gorge,

as well as the St. Lawrence, down to its

junction with the Ottawa River, are of post-

glacial origin.

Montreal.

My Canadian tour was coinpleted at Mon-
treal. The hill behind the city which gives it

its name is a most pleasant place for a botanical

ramble, commanding magnificent views over

Montreal, the St. Lawrence, and far beyond.

The charm of its wildness is, however, being a

little impaired by its conversion into a park,

with long winding drives through the woods

which thickly cover it.

The principal trees are Acer saccharinuin, A.

ruljrura, and A. spicatum, intermixed with Abies

canadensis and Pinus Strobus, and amongst the

hcrljaccous and bulbous plants I observed during

a short ramble were :

—

Thalictrum dioici

Aqiiilegia canade
Aetata .splcata

Erylhronium am«

.S.ixitraga virg
iphyllu

Verbascum TliaDSus, an intro

duction from Europe, abun
dantlv naturalised, and a
number of Asters Solidagos,

and other Composila: not yet

in flower

Cystopteris fragilis

., bulbifera

Athyrium Filix-fcemina

Onoclea sensibilis

Laslrea Thelypteris, and a thin

and graceful variety of Pteris

aquilina, very unlike the

European form

The larger proportion of North American

herbaceous plants are remarkable for their thick

fleshy roots, a natural provision for their pre-

servation during the intense summer heats
;

this renders them comparatively easy to import,

and most of the species will survive many weeks

if carefully packed.

One of the most noticeable features of the

flora of North-eastern America is the small pro-

portion of Leguminosa; and Umbellifera: to

other flowering plants as compared with the pro-

portion in Europe. LeguminosEP in North-

eastern Ainerica constitute but about i,\ per

cent, of the total flora, whilst in Europe the

proportion is about double. The North-eastern

American Umbelliferae constitute only about

if per cent, of the flowering plants, whilst in

Europe the pi-oportion is about 4^ per cent.

Compositae form about 13 per cent, of

the European flora and 11 per cent, of the

flowering plants of North-eastern America
;

and Cruciferas 2^ per cent, in America, as

compared with about 4I per cent, in Europe.

Ranunculacea;, Labiata:, and Scrophulariacea;

bear about the same proportion to the total

flowering plants in Europe and America. The
rarity of bulbous plants, both as regards the

number of genera and species, is very marked,

and including the whole of the Liliaceae, Irid-

ace^e, and Amaryllidaceae, they only form about

\-^^ per cent, of the flowering plants, whilst in

Europe these three natural orders constitute

neariy 4 per cent, of the flora. Of Ferns there

are about fifty-six species in North-east Ame-
rica, of which about twenty are common to

Europe and America. George Mi!U>, F.L.ii.,

Benthall Hall, near Broseley.

New Garden Plants.

Leperiza eucrosioides. Baker, n. sp*

This is a well-marked second species of the Pancra-

tioid Andine genus Leperiza of Herbert, which differs

from Stenomesson and Coburgia mainly in its short

perianth-tube and long perianth-segments. Only one

other species is known, L. latifolia, Herbert, of which

a good figure will be found Bolanical Magaiiine,

t. 4952. The present plant was imported from

Ecuador by Messrs. E. G. Henderson & Son, and

flowered by them in the winter of 1S77.

Bulb ovoid, about 2 inches in diaincter, with brown
tunics. Leaves i—2 developed after the flowers,

petioled, oblong, acute, thin in texture, green on the

face, rather glaucous on the back, with a distinct mid-

rib and curving veins -^— j', inch apart. Scape terete,

12—15 inches long; umbel 3—4-flowered ; bracts

lanceolate ; bracteoles filiform
;

pedicels 4—I inch

long ; flowers drooping. Ovary green, oblong-

triquetrous, \ inch long ;
perianth-tube green, cam-

panulate, ^J inch long ;
perianth-segments red,

oblanceolate, obtuse, 3

—

\ inch long. Stamens in-

serted at the throat of the perianth-tube, finally pro-

truding \— i inch, the filaments joined halfway up,

more so on the lower side of the flower, free in the

upper half, lanceolate at the base, without any teeth

between them ; anthers oblong, greenish yellow,

\ inch long. Style curved, reddish, entire, shorter

than the stamens. J. G. Baker.

BULBOPHVLLUM PSYCHOON, H. Sp.\

This is a curious little thing, coming from Assam,
where Mr. Freeman picked it up accidentally.

I have at hand a great mass of clustered bulbs

* Leperiza ettcrosioidcs. Baker, n. sp.—Bulbo ovoideo, tuoicis

brunneis : foliis t—2 post scapum productis petiolatisoblongis

acutis ; scapo subpedali : umbellis 3—4 floris : bracteis lanceo-

latis ; bracteolis filiformibus : pedicellis brevibus; ovario viridi

oblongo : tube viridi campanulato :
perianthli segmentis rubris

oblanceolatis obtusis ; staminibus exsertis, filamentis dimidio

inferiori in coronam coalitis, dentibus interstamineis nuUis

;

stylo integro staminibus breviori.

t BiMofhyllum fsyclmon. H. G. Rchb. f.—Aff. B. radiate,

Lindl. Pseudobulbis aggregatis oviformibus tenue multi-

sulcatis monophyllis ; folio cuneato lanceo acuto bene crasso ;

pedunculo exserto apice pluribracteato uniAoro (hinc sine dubio
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becoming finally brown, pear-shaped, and covered

with numerous shallow keels and furrows, reminding

me of the eggs of certain butterflies when seen through

a good lens, hence the name. I have not the least

doubt that the inflorescence must be an umbel, though

the peduncle at hand is one-llowered. There are

some empty bracts around which afforded evidence

of a future umbel, the more as the old peduncles are

far stronger, though their tops are broken off. If

the flower is shorter than those of its kindred species,

B. radiatum (Lindl.), odoratissimum (Lindl.), oligo-

);lnssum (Rchb. f.), it is yet rather like them. The
C'tlour is a very modest pellucid green. The small

petals are very interesting for their toothed margin.

I h.ive to thank Mr. W. Bull for this botanical

lile.isure. H. G. Kdib.f.

TUBEROUS BEGONIAS.
TuiiEROUS Begonias are in fashion just now, and

Mil- favour with which they are regarded is justly

ilL^crved. For a long time past they have been

r.nuiliar to us as plants with fresh, elegant foliage and

numerous brilliant flowers, lending themselves equally

well to outdoor or indoor culture. Amongst a genus

ahoady so rich in species, adapted for culture in either

\\'A or temperate houses, Begonia discolor, originally

li'in China, and known in cultivation from the be-

i;imiing of the century (.since 1804 in England), seems

alilc to resist the winters of Southern Europe.

All of a sudden, about twenty years ago, there entered

\\\»^w the scene two groups ofAmerican Begonias that,

v.umusly hybridised, have been the originators of a

line of offspring as varied in foliage as in their

ll'wcrs, and which rival their primitive ancestors in

liiriHness, brilliancy of colour, and abundance and

'Knation of bloom. The type of the first of these

giriups is Begonia bolivicnsis, a species of the sub-

Ljenus Barya, the lengthened stems of which produce

scattered leaves and axillary groups of flowers with

narrow sepals and petals ; the second group, named
Huszia by Klotsch, comprehends a sub-group of

species that are remarkable for their leaves arranged

in a rosette, recalling some of the beautiful Saxifrages

belonging to the Megasea tribe (Saxifraga ciliata,

crassifolia, &c.), and for their long stems crowned by

a cyme of flowers, the sepals and petals of which are

of a bright rose colour.* Such is Begonia rosceflora,

J. D. Hook., a charming species that has been figured

in the Flore des Scrres (tab. 1S53) ; such is also Bego-

nia Veitchii, which L. Van Houtte justly called the

aifer ego of rosa^flora, although its leaves, less wavy
and less pale, and its flowers of a tint of red impossible

to reproduce, give it, from an aesthetic point of view,

quite a distinct character.

The transition between the species with a lengthened

stem and those with a short, thickened stem, is afibrded

by Begonia Clarkei, J. D. Hook. {Bot. Mag., tab.

5675), which combines with the foliar peculiarities of

Barya the floral characteristics of Huszia. This

apparently heterogenous combination has been further

mixed by hybridisation on the one hand with

Begonia Frcebelii, Alph. D.C., which has radical,

heart-shaped, hairy leaves, with long petioles and

close cymes of small rather bright scarlet flowers ;

and on the other hand with Begonia Pearcei, with

velvety foliage and golden-yellow flowers. At the

present time the mixed products of these species,

boliviensis, Veitchii, Frcebelii, Pearcei, and others

that are cultivated with such rivalry among the

florists, constitute quite a legion of forms, only to

be distinguished the one from the other with great

difficulty—some, as in the case of x Sedeni, usurping

normaliter umbellato) ; sepalo impari triangulo acummato
deflexo : sepalis paribus lanceo-acuminatis ante basin gibboso
gutturosis latere interno inflexis, decurvis ; tepalis oblongis

acutis microscopice denticulatis multo minoribus ; labello crasso

semisigmoideo basi erecto cordato, metiio unisulcato ; colutnna
apice utriDque iinidentata. Assam. Introd. dom. Bull.

* The prototype of the section or sub-genus Huszia is the
splendid Begonia octopetala, which. long familiar to botanists

from the descriptions of H^ritier (1784-1785), has been recently

introduced from Lima by M. Roezl. (See Flore des Serves,

tab. 2056-57). It is an acaulescent species, with the features of

Geranium. Amongst the caulescent forms of this group we
may mention Begonia cinnabarina, Hook, (aurantiaca, Hortu'.),

introduced by Bridges from Bolivia to England, where it has
flourished since 1848. It is one of the oldest known of the

tuberous forms, and is of Bolivian origin, like most of its

allies. A still more ancient tuberous form in gardens
is Begonia gracilis, Kunth, a Mexican plant, of which the

variety diversifolia, Alph. D.C, described by Graham in 1829.

was figured under this name in the Botanical Magazine
(tab. 2566) and in the Flcrc des Serres (tab. 1823). M. Alphonse
De Candolle, considering it as belonging to Klolsch's genus
Knesebeckia. placed it there, as well as Begonia Evansiana or

discolor, a Chinese plant, also of a tuberous form. But it

may as well be remarked that the differences between Huszia
and Knesebeckia are of very little importance, inasmuch as the

placentas and stigmas are alike in both, and the differences in

the capsules and

the designation of a species, and others, more numer-

ous, being baptised with those fantastical names which

make gardeners' fortunes and are the torment of

botanists. The latter would be tempted to cry out

against lheem/>atriis t/e n'c/tessfs if they were not forced

to recognise the right of amateurs to enjoy these

creatures of chance, of caprice, or of the happy com-

binations of skilful horticulture. All that can be done,

and we will willingly_do it, is to record, by drawings,

the characteristics of the first parents of these unnatural

connections before they are lost in the crowd of their

motley descendants. The day will come perhaps in

which the ancestors of Emperor, Acme, Mont Blanc,

Agate, Onyx, Emerald, Ruby, Topaz, and of certain

other queens of fashion will be as rare in a pure state

as are at the present day the Dahlias, with radiating

capitula—from which have sprung the innumerable

Dahlias of our gardens.

Happily for science the botanical plates resemble

permanent galleries, in which portraits of their

ancestors are preserved side by side with their

history and authentic descriptions. As the various

floral varieties succeed and supersede each other and

become entangled in apparently the most intricate

confusion, one has only to refer to the pages of the

Gardeners' Chronicle^ Botanical Magazine, or Flore

des Serres, to know that Begonia Veitchii was dis-

covered near Cuzco by tlie celebrated collector

Pearce, that it bloomed in 1S67 in the nursery of

Messrs. Veitch, at Chelsea, that Dr. Hooker traced

its characteristics, recognised it as being new, and

dedicated it appropriately to the patrons of Mr.

Pearce, he himself having received the dedication of

another Begonia. One will also see that Begonia

Veitchii is met with in the Andes of Peru at an eleva-

tion of3650 to 3800m., which is a sufficient explanation

of its powers of resisting low temperatures, and gives

it a good place among those hardy species which

thrive well in Southern Europe, and especially on the

borders of the Mediterranean, y. E, Plamhon, in

''•Flore des Serres," vol. x.\ii., p. 119.

HORNSBY'S PATENT HEDGE-
CUTTER.

We are indebted to a correspondent of great ex-

perience for the following interesting report of wh.-tt

is likely to prove to be one of the most useful imple-

ments ever invented for the purposes of the hcdger

and forester. A new implement that attr.acted great

attention during the late show of the Royal Agricul-

tural Society, at Bristol, was e.\hibited at Stand 167,

where Messrs. Homsby & Sons, of Grantham,

showed a fine collection of agricultural machines.

The implement we refer to is the patent two-horse

machine for cutting. and trimming hedges. At the

special request of the Prince of Wales, its working

was explained to him, during his visit to the show-

yard on the I2th July, and so impressed was His

Royal Highness with its apparent usefulness, that he

expressed his intention of paying a visit to Grantham

to see it at active work in the field. Messrs. Homsby
for several years have paid much attention to the

subject, and have been experimenting with the

implement ; but it was only this year that they had so

perfected the machine as to enable them to show it.

It has, in the course of the past two years, been

thoroughly tested on hedges of all kinds, with the

result of proving that it is able, cheaply and expedi-

tiously, to accomplish what has been, hitherto, a

laborious and costly operation. The machine is

mounted on two road-wheels of large diameter to secure

light draught. Both wheels are employed in driving

the working parts, the motion being communicated

by an arrangement of gearing to one of a pair of

knives, similar to the knives of mowers and reapers,

but larger, and of greater strength. These knives are

carried by a sliding bar, projected from the side of the

machine. This bar with the cutting apparatus is so

arranged as to be capable of ready adjustment to suit

different circumstances, the entire machine, when set

for work, being under complete control of the man

in charge, who rides upon a seat conveniently placed

for making all necessary adjustments. The cutting

apparatus can be raised to any required height, to

suit high or low hedges, on the level of the ground on

which the machine may be travelling. It can also be

set at any required angle, to cut more or less off the

hedge, and to reduce its height or alter its shape as

may be desired. Both sides of the hedge may be cut

from the same side, so that the machine may be kept

on that side which is most convenient. The side of

the hedge nearest to the machine is usually cut first,

and then the bar lifted over the hedge and the angle of

inclination reversed, so as to cut the other side. The

top may afterwards be trimmed if required (though this

is not usually necessary), by setting the cutting bar

straight out from the machine, at the height the

hedge is required to be left. The cutting bar

being constructed on the same principle as the
'

' Paragon " mower, swinging round the crank

spindle, will work equally well on either side or at

the top, and at any angle of inclination. The hedge

when cut is wedge-shaped, of any desired height and

width at bottom, this shape being the one most

generally preferred, and found to furnish the most

durable and efficient fence without occupying too

much of the ground. The machine is worked by two

horses, and requires only a youth to drive, with one

man to manage and control the cutting. The work

accomplished is about 5 miles of hedge per day,

cut on both sides and at the top. Where trees,

railings, or other obstructions are found in hedges,

the cutting apparatus can be instantly withdrawn, and

put into work again when the obstruction is passed.

The machine is substantially constructed, so that

hedges' of two or three years' growth may be cut

without fear of breakage, but where they are syste-

matically cut they' will be gone over once or twice

every year. The machine exhibited was sold to the

Earl of Derby, and we expect the demand for such

an extremely useful and economical implement will

be very great, as its merits become generally known

to owners of landed property and their managers.

Journal of Forcsliy.

DIANTHUSES AT ClIISWICK.

Ap.\kt from the Carnation, Picotee, and Pink, and

the homely Sweet William, the genus Dianthus has

other members of an exceedingly attractive character,

and as useful, as efli'ective, and showy. They are the

very things to grow in places where cut flowers are

in large request, and they should have a place in the

smallest of gardens, but they are rarely found in

cither. It cannot be for lack of appreciation, for no

one can look on them and not admire ; it must be

from want of knowledge— a knowledge it is the aim

of this paper partly to supply.

It is now some years since there came to us from

abroad the fine Di.anthus Heddewigii and its fringed

petalled variety, laciniatus. Since then these charm-

ing forms have given birth to many varieties, double

and single, self-coloured and chequered, and all with

a dwarf growth that flowers with a freedom so

profuse as to be exhausting. That all came originally

from the Indian Pink (D. chinensis) there can be no

doubt, and this favourite old garden type has itself

been considerably improved also.

If Mr. Barron could bring up from Chiswick some

of the beds of Indian Pinks he has there now in full

bloom, and set them down in the Council-chamber

of the Society at South Kensington on one of the

meeting days, the Fellows and others would be

ravished with the sweet beauty of many of the flowers.

It is something that they can be seen at Chiswick.

There are several beds of them, and they present a

variety almost infinite as .applied to flowers. One

hardly knows which to admire most—the large hand-

somely-marked single varieties with their broad petals

resplendent with brilliant colours, or the immense

double forms with their full flowers. A bushel of

flowers might be cut from a bed 6 feet by 3 or 4,

and side-shoots are thrown up with eager activity on

the part of the plant. One fails to sum up the variety

of tints and hues—they are too numerous, but they

range from creamy white to the rich crimson of

Messrs. Carter & Co.'s new variety. Crimson Queen.

This is not only fine in colour, but true to character ;

its special beauty is its greatest recommendation.

Eastern Belle is very pretty also, with a kind of

wanton sportiveness which illustrates the difficulty of

fixing with certainty its charming character ; but the

variety it yields w^ill be an irresistible passport to the

affections of many.

If all these beautiful forms were only fragrant ! But

they lack this exalted charm in flowers. If some one

could throw into them the scent of the Carnation and

Pink, without aff'ecting their dwarf and annual

character, he would establish a claim to the gratitude

of all lovers of flowers.
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The improved double and single forms of the

Indian Pink arc very fine likewise, and the double

varieties are peculiarly adapted for cutting from. One
could say with some truth that they are of a little

taller growth than the forms of D. Heddewigii ; that

they have smaller flowers and a little taller growth,

furnishing rather longer flower-stems—that was the

impression left on my mind.

The value of their high floral service and radiant

expressiveness is only equalled by the ease with which

they are grown. At Chiswick the seeds were sown
in drills in the beds in which the plants are now
growing, and they are simply thinned out a little.

What can he simpler ? They cleservc a little extra
atlention ; they should have a rich soil, and plenty of
moisture when necessary. 1 should like to see an
attempt made to grow in slightly sunken drills, thin-

ning out the plants to 6 inches apart in the rows, and
mulching with some well decomposed manure in

summer. Plants standing at this distance apart could

then tind ample s]>ace in which to grow ; they are far

too good and useful to be inconveniently crowded.
Such a bed would probably become a floral sight

worthy the highest admiration.

Let every flower-seed order compiled next winter
include some of these Dianthuses. When once grown
they will not soon be abandoned. A profuse beauty
will reward the grower's care, and he will have added
one more subject to the list of the flowers he may
include under the head of special favourites. R. D.

BEGONIA PRESIDENT BURELLE.
Tins variety of tuberous Begonia is probably the

best of those producing double flowers : at least, the

flowers of this variety are the fullest and finest in shape

of any which have come under our own observation.

It was shown in very fine condition at the Crystal

Palace Summer Show, by Messrs. Laing & Co., of the

Stanstead Park Nursery, and was on that occasion

awarded a First-class Certificate. It is of dwarfish

habit, like Gloire de Nancy, and its large and full

double flowers—the male flowers only being double

—

are of a rich deep crimson-red, and remarkable for

their regularity and symmetry of form. Altogether it

is a very showy and attractive plant, one that is cal-

culated to arrest the eye and to command admiration,

alike from its richness of colour and from the novelty

of character which attaches to these double-flowered

varieties—for, beautiful as they are, they are yet by no

means common, a circumstance which is perhaps

owing to the comparatively slow rate at which the

individual varieties can be increased. Our illustration

(fig. 35) was drawn from the plant shown as above

referred to by Messrs. Laing & Co., who have made
a speciality of the culture of this race of Begonias,

some of which it may be noted are admirably adapted

for greenhouse basket plants.
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CONDITION OF THE FRUIT QXKOVS—(Continued).

PEACHES
PLUMS. CHERRIES, akd NEC- APPLES.

TAKINES.

NAME
AUDRESS.

NORTHERN
COUNTIES.

YORKSHIRE

LANCASHIRE

MIDLAND
COUNTIES.

CHESHIRE

DERBYSHIRE .

NOTTINGHAM

Partial crop

Under ; good

Very few ; Kid

None outdoors

Average

Average, and
good

Very few

Full crop on
glass-protected

Under average

Average Under None grown
outside

Under; bad Very few Donotsnccjed

Under Averajte ; very Under

Fair crop on About half None grown
walls averaceon I outside

walls
;

i

Under

Average

Grand crop

Average ;good

Average

Good

Average ; good

Average

Under Over average Over average None grown W. Stephens, EndcliB: Hall,
Sheffield

Very few Agoodaverage Over : very None grown Andrew Jamiesnii. The Gar-
good dens, Haigh Hall
;r : very .... W. Hinds, OtterspoolAverage ; very Average : very

good good gooo
Good on south Currants About half

walls heavy ; Gio e- crop
Hunlroyde

Over

Average

Above an aver
age

Over ; good

Under

Bad

Victorias full,

others under
average

RUTLAND .

WARWICK .

NORTHAMPl'ON

Under aver-
,

age ; had I

Under average C

Under aver-

Under

Bad

Under ; good

Good

Under
Under 1 bad

go>d

Under
;
good

Under

Half a crop

Under ; gold

Under

Jndcr averag

Under average

Under

Much under

Iver on walls

standards
Iver avei.ige

very good

Fair

Under

Abundant

Ave

BUCKS !0v.

:ry gool

Good crc

Average

verage very
good

Good

Very good

Average

Good

Under
Iver average
very good

Mone outdoors

Under

Under

Half crop

glass-covered

Under aver-

age ; bad

Average : fruit

promisin;

Under

Very pat rial

crop
Under ; good

Under

Under

Half crop

Under

Under

A few. and
small

Average ; good

Half a crop

Under

OvUnder, except
Raspberries good
Average ; Over

;

good very good
Agoodaverage

Under ; good

Veiy good

Abundant

Over : good

6ne
Full crop

Abundant and
fine

Fin

3ver : good

Over
; good

Full crop

Undei Wm. Whitaker, Cr( :Hall

R. Mackeliar, Abney Hall,
Cheadle

Very thin W. Muir, Oulton Park, Tar-

Average ; good Thos. Selwood, Eaton Hall,
Chester

.... ! Alfred J. Grant, WithingtOTi

But few iThoi . ,

1 Chatsworih

J. H. Goodacre, Elvaston
Castle

James W. Biyne, Kingston

Under average ,
Under average

Bu 1-Trent

Under aver

age : trees

Tiealthy

Average Under
Average !

Average

looking sickly

Under ; good

None, exrei
Morellos
Failure

Under

Had

Over

Thm

Average ;
goodlUndci

Iver aver.1

very goo

Under, except- Average
;
good

ing Morellos;

Under aver-

age
:
go<d

Under averag.

Under aver-

Half crop

Fair

Under

Average

Under average

Under; good

Under

Heavy crop

Uiider ; good

Under

Undei

Under avs

,

Under; bad

Under

Average ; good

Average ; good

Under average i

Half crop

Average

Under

Under average

'urrants plen
tiful

Very go id

Plenliful

Very good

Plenty

Average

Above average None grown ;

I

an average crop
j

Abbey, Worksop

I

[ in the woods
i

I

Good average
}

.... Henry Gadd. The
Wollaton Hall

Very good Under
Over ; very ' Average

Average ; good Under average

Very fine

Very good

Very good

Plentiful, but
nail

EASTERN
COUNTIES

LtNJCOl.X

Over average
! on protected

Over aver.ige

;

I

very good

on walls

Under

: Under average

Average ; very Under :

Very thin ; !

Under

Under

Under aver-

age ; bad

Under average

Under

Under average

Under; bad

Under aver-

Under
Haifa crop

Under

Under aver-

age : good

Under aver-
age ; bad

Average ; good Average
goc

;, Average Over a\

Average
Average ;

gojd

Plentiful

Averaac

;

Av'erage,

xcept Goost

Average

Plenty

A. Henderson, Thoresby
John Edmonds, The Garden5,
Bestwood Lodge

A. S. Kemp, Haughton,
Shifnal

George Pearson, Altin?h^m
Gardens, near Shrewsbury

W. Pratt, Hawkstone Gar-
dens, Shrewsbury

T. Bannerman, Bliihfield,
Rugeley

O. Thomas, Drayton Manor
Gardens, Tamworth

r. Rabone, Alton Towers
[ verbampton

E. Simp on, Wrottesley, Wol-
Ben:

I

Under average
j

\Vi 1
1 i

liurton-
Rang

Ingram, Belvoir

F.r.st-rate

Average :

Uade^r ; go Average ;

Abfve aver-

Average ; gooc

Average

Over average

Plentiful

Average ;

Under

Under

Under

Under

Under averag

Under aver
age ; V
ve'y s

Undei

Under av<

H. David, Gopsall, Ather-

Johii Kitley. Wanlip Hall
Jijhn Grey, Normaoton Park

Wm. Miller, Combe Abbey
Wm. Gardiner, Eatington

I

R. Gilbert, Burghley

jJ.Trijx^er, Milton Gardens,
I Peterbirougb

I

George Beech, Castle Aahby

A. McKiy. Woburn Abbey

^. Ford, Wrest Park

Average ;good

Gooseberries
Average, ex- (

cepting Goose-

Isa.ic
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CONDITION OF THE FRUIT QKO-pS—iContiuuc-d).

PLUMS. CHERRIES.
P1'..\CHES
.\M> NKC-
lARI.NES.

NAME

ADDRESS.

EASTERN
COUNTIES.

LINCOLN

SOUTHERN
COUNTIES.

BERKS

MIDDLESEX

Not more ilian Good on walls, Average : trees Good, but in- Not more than About
hall a crop light on stand- injured 1 y jured by spiing half a crop ;

wet ^pri^g
Some places An even crop Scarce

crop crop very fair crops generally
ich under Under average Under aver-ige Under average Unccr averaae Below :

NORFOLK .-V very poor An abundant Fair crop

Average crop Good crop, but Walnuts light

of most kinds soon over !

Cobs and Fil-

Plentiful

Under aver- Over aver- Over aver- Under aver-
;

Urder aver-
age ; good age ; good age : very good age: very bad age : good
A failure Abundant crop Rather poor ; Very poor Very poor

Morellos good
A failure Under average: Under average Under average Under average

Under : good Average : good Under : bad Under : good
|
Under ; gjod

Under Average ; bad

Under

Below average

Under

Average
; good

Very good Over average

Average ; good Over : very

Under 1 Average

Average and

Average
; good

Over on stan

Under aver-
age

;
good

cially""'"'

Very bad

Under, except
Morellos; good

Average

Undei

Undei

Under ; bad

Under

Under

Under average

IrreKuIar, and
poor in quahtj

Average

Under

Average

Under

Under

Under

Average ; good :
Over average

Average ; good

Average ; good

Average Average ; fair

Average ; good Under average. Under j

Under
j

Avera_
standards !

places

Average
; good Average

; good Under average

Under

Under
1

Under aver-

age ; good
Jnder average

Under

Plentiful on
walls only

Poor crop

Under

Under

Average

Under aver-

age ; good
Light,

Very good

)ver average ;

Abundant and

good

Under aveiage Good

Average 'Average; very Average ; very

I

good
\

good
Under Average ; verj*. Over ; v

I

goud
I

good
Under Average ; g.->od ,

Very good

Under average Under average Failure

Average

Under avcrag(

Thin

le1o» average

Under average

I

Some kinds
!

good
I

Heavy crop

Over : very

Heavy crop onj

Average

Under average: i

Under average Ave

Thin

I

good

I

Morellos"
des^ert sorts a

I

failure

; Over average
;

I
very good

\ Average ; g jod

Average Under

Average Under average

Under average Under average

Undi

'under: scarce

Much under
average
Under

Under average

Thin

Plentiful and
good

Under ; good

?plenjid crop
trees in good

health

Undei

Pleniiful

All average
ccept Goose-

berries

verage, Under, except Abundai

Plentiful

Average

)ver average

Under average
|

Plenty
|

Thin crop

Average good

Under

Bad

Thin

Poor

cept Goose-
berries

Plentiful and Good average
crop

Under ; very
cept Goose- I

leiries
; good

Scarcely any Very abundant' H*avy crop.

;xcept on enrly and gooi butseasonver

Walnuts an
iveiage ; Fil-

Ui?der'"

None grown

Good

Very few

Partial; Wal-
nuts very few

Under

Tho=. Wynne. Wroxham Hall
I Gardens, Norwich

: John Wighton, Cossey Park,
Norwich

William Bishop. Bylaugh

I

Park. East Dereham
|C. Penny, Sandringham

mas Blair, Shrubland

J. Sheppard, Woolverstone
Park

J. Mill, The Gardens, Ren-
dlesham Hall

W. Bones. Havering Park,
Romford

J. Bryan, AudTey End Gar-
dens. Saffron Walden

Wm. Smith. Birch Hall, Col
Chester

Alexander Gait, Aldermiston

I

Court
[Charles Ross, Welford Park,

I

Newbury
James Tegg, Bearwood
Joshua Atkins, Lockinge

Gardens,
1 Lee, Cn by Ho

SyonJohn Woodbridge,
Gardens, Brentford.

R, Henderson, Fulham
,

Palace
T. Baines, Southgate

Chiswick
James Ollerhead, Wimbledon

W. Kemp, Albury Park,
Guild ord

r. Burnett, The Diiepdene,

Scarcely any jW. Dei

Under average, Under average

cept Goose-

Goo.-eberries

Unde

; I
Average ; very I

Average ; very

;.ige ; very good

I

None grown

Under average

Under average

, Under ; bad

Under average

Abundant

;

, Very scarce

Bad

Average
; good

Average ; good

Under average

Under average

Average

Under average

HANTS Ov

Thin
walls ; good
under glass

verj' goad

Average

A full crop

Under average

Over average
;

Average
;
good

Average

Over average
on wal's ; thin
on standards.

Under averageiOn south walU

erageUnder a : Undei

Average | Good

Under ; good Under

Under average Under average

I Under aver-
age : good

Average
; good

Much under

Under average

Under average

Under

Average

Under a

Under

Average
; good Average : good O'

Good

Excellent

Very much |
Undi

under average

age
; good

Unde

' Undei

Undci

'er average ; Averag
very good '

Average ; ^

good

;ept ',

Gooseberries
U.ider, excepl
Currants and

pWrries
Goo J,

Gooseberi
Averaa
rent G

, I berri.:

I

Bad Unlei

Average Averag

;

I

Under aveiage Currant?

.Abund.ant and Very tbin in

good places
Not an aver-

I

Average of

'erageB.i.1 outdo;

Under ave;

Under aye

very gojd

Average

Bid

Average ;

Fulfaverage
and g)0d

Abundant

Under lOver average :

average
;
good 1 good :

.\verage
; good Average

;
good

Nearly
erase ; good
ifnder

: Ov verage

Heavy crops
and good in

ood Over av

Abunda

Under Over average
average ; good very gooi j

Under Average : gojd Over average
average ; bad v^rv sood
Under average -Average ; gocd Under

Hail,

Hill,

: good j

Fred. Corbould, Tandridge

? John Cox, Redleaf Gardens,
Penshurst

R. Gray, Chevening, Seven-

Henry CanneM, Swan'ey

C. H.iycock, Barham Court,
Maidstone

Lewis A. Killick, Mount
Pleasant, Langley

F. Deuxberry, The Gardens,
Cobham Hall

H, Russell, Torry Hill,

Rather under J. Hoss

Very thin

Average

Under avera

Und.

John Wilson, Castle Gardens,

Joseph Kust, Bridge Caslle,

_ Tunbridge Wells
ageiSi'Jney Ford, Lconardslee.

Horsham
:ood F. Rutland, Goodwood Park

J. Vickery, Wood End,
Chichester

Burgoine. Tlie Abbey

r Gooseberries
I

I

[Under average Over average

odj
I

Garden, Battle

d, Plentiful and 'Thin; scarcely I Geo. Brefse, the

good ' any Walnuts I Petwotth Park
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PEACHES
PLUMS. CHERRIES, and NEC-

I

TARINES.

SOUTHERN
C0UNTI6S.

HANTS

V^'ESTERN
COUNTIES.

HEREFORD

WORCESTER

GLOUCESTER

.

Under aver-

age : good

Very good

Very few

Under

Under

Under
; good

Average ;

Und^c°r°aver-

Under

Poor, except

copings
Under ; very

Under
; good

Und.

Und.

Under average

Average

Under

Average ; good

Average crop 'l

Good crop

Average
; good

I

Under average

Average
j good

Under

Under ; bad

Half crop
;

good

Average

Abundant

Under, except Very good
ofMorellos

|

Good crop
I

Average ; good I
Under

Under aver- Over average
age : good |

very good
Average

;
good Under ; bad

Sprinkling

Under ; good

Under, am

Average

;

Kentish good
;

Morello half a

Under average

Under ; bad

Over
; good

Under ; good

Over ; very

Under aver-

age ; bad
Average

Under average

Bid

Average

Under

Under average

Under aver-

age ; bad

CORNWALL .

Average

;

good
Under aver-
age

;
quality

good
Average

Under;

Average ; good

Under aver
age

; good
Under averaj

Average

Good

Average
; good

Average

WALES.
ANGLESEY ...

BRECON

CARDIGAN ....

CARMARTHEN

MERIONETH ...

MONTGOMERY ,

Under

Not grown

Bad

Under

Under average Under average Average ; good
I

I

prospect
Under

; good Under
; good Average

; good

Average

Not grown

Good Average
!

Average

Good Good
i

Bad

RADNOR Average crop

IRELAND.
ANTRIM

Unde

Unde

Average
;
good

Under

Very good

Very good

Average

Excellent

i

Average

Under
Under an aver-

age
I

Average
; good

i Under average!
\ Over ; very I

good
Average

one grown
outside
Under

Undei

Under*;'

Bad I

Good average

Under
;
good J

APPLES. PEARS.

Under

Under average

Under : bad

Late
; good

Under

j

Very good

[Average
; good

Under average, Over average ;

very good
Under Over ; good

Not good I Abundant

Under 1 Average, and
I

[

good
]

Under ; bad Under ; bad Over ; good I

Very good

Average ; good

Average, but

Over ; very
good

Under ; very

Much under

Under ave

Under average

Bad

Average

Under average

Under
; good

Under

Much under

Under";°bad

Average

Under
;
good

Under

Under average

Under; bad

Average

Average
;

good
Under, aui

bad
Under

Under aver-
age

;
quality

gjod
Under

Very good

Under ; good

Much under

i Und« aver-
age ; bad
Average on

I

walls

Under average

Haifa crop

Under

Average

Average
; good

Under

Under average

Under average

Under ; bid

Average

Under; goDd

Under

Bad

^nder

Nearly aver-
iige

Failure Under averag

i

Half a crop
i

Very good

Average

;

Average
;

good
I

good
Abundant, and Abundant, and

very good I
very g )od

Average i Over ; very

j

good
Moderate crop Very good, but

Average, e;

cept Goose

Under, exc<
Currants ; go

Much under ;

Average
; good

Very good

Under ; espe-
cially Goose-

Currants over
;

Gooseberries

Wood-nuts
scarce; Wal-
nuts partial '

Few William Phippa. Ujwood
Gardens, Calne

Under Wm. Taylor, Longleat, War-
minster

Under average H. W. Ward. Longford
I

Cabtle, Salisbury
Under; good ,Wm. Eraser, Charlton Park,

Malmesbury
W. F. Radclyffe, Okeford-

j
Fitzpaine

Under : Henry Munro. Clevelands.
Lyme Regis

Under W. G. Pragnell, Sherborne
, Castle

Average ; bad

Most excellent

good
I

Average
; good

Over average
;

very good
|

Average

Under average

Abundant

Light ; Wal-

plentiful

Very bad

Alfred Bye, Hampton Court,

I

Leominster
I
William Ward, The Gardens,

I

Stoke Edith Park

N. Fuller, Dawnton Castle
Gardens

William Cox, Madresfield
Court, Great Malvern

under
ew grown

Under average

Under average

Bad

Average

Average
; good Scarcely any

Average

Good

Abundant
;

good
j

Average
; good Average ; good

\verage
; good Over average;!

Abundant, and
good

Good, except

Under
;

Under an aver-

age
Average

;

Under aveiagt
Over ; good

Under ; bad Under ; good

Under ; bad Average; gODd

Under
;

Under

Bad
A mere sprink-

ling

Average
;
good

Bad

Very seal

George Helman. The Gar-
dens, Crown East Court

Thomas Shingles, The Gar-
dens. Tortworth

W. J Simpson. Kingscolc
Park, WoUon-under-Edge

William Nash, Badminton

John Austen, Ashton Court,
Bristol

E. Miller, Old Sneed Park,
Bristol

William Hallett, Cossiugton
Farm, Bridgewater

T. Foote, Clevedoa Court

AIex.-inder Ayson, Oxton
Gardens, Kcmon

Alfred George. Bicton Garden,
Budleigh SaUerton

r Mills, Enys, Penryn

Robert Webster, Glyn Garth

J. Ellam, Bodorgan

Frederick J. Ireland, Glanusk
Park

James Knight, B^on^vydd,
LlandysNil

J. Ticehur-st, The Gartlen:>,

Dynevor Castle

*

Over, and

)ver average
remarkably

good
Average

Average

Under average

I

Under

;' Under average

[Under average

Castle

Over ; good Average; good Under ; bad

Over
;
good Average; good Under; bad

James Bennett, Rhug Gar-

Wm. Lee. Powis Castle Gar-
dens, Welshpool

Henry How.ird, Castle Mai-
gwyn Gardens

D. Taylor, Glenarm Castle

W. Allan, Brownlow Houss

Thomas Turner, Oak Park

W. Wilson, The Gardens,
Dromoland Castle

John Fraser, Besborough
William Fleming, Palace Gar-
dens, Londonderry

Armstrong Hanlon, Drumboe
Castle

James Taylor, Mountstewart
G. Smith, Vice-Regal Gar-

John Ellam, Brenanstown
House, Cabinteely

David Pressly, Knockmaroon
Lodge
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KILDARE

KILKENNY

KING'S COUNTY

KERRY

MEATH

SLIGO

TIPPERARY ....

WATERFORD ....

WESTMEATH

WEXFORD

WICKLOW

CONDITION OF THE FRUIT CROPS— ((Vv///V//^,',/).

CHANNEL
ISLANDS.

GUERNSEY

JERSEY

ISLES OF SCILLY.

Undei

ITmler

Average ; good

Under average

Under

Average
; good

Under average

Under average

L'nder average

Half a crop

3ge ;
good

Under

Over ; good

Under average

I

PEACHES I

CHERRIES. AND NEC- I APPLES.
;
TARINES. ;

Average in

orchards; good
Under average

Average; good

Over average

Average

Very g'ood

Average
;
good

Bad

Average
; good

Average

Very few
cuUiva.ted
Average

Under; bad

Under average

Under average

None outdoors

Bad

Under av<

age ; poc
Under

Average
; good

Under average

Almost a Under
I failure average

; good
Under average Uiider average

Average 1 Under

. Under; good Average; good
'

i

Under average Under average

Over average

;

very good
Average

;
good

UnderUnder

s Under average. Average

Bad, except om Bad

Under average. Under aver-

Bad
;

" Bad

Under ;
good Under

;
good

Under average Under average

Average ; very
gocd

Over average

Under average

Very good

Average ; very

Under
.

BERRIES. NUTS.

Average; good
I

Under
javerage; good

Over average ;i ....

Average Und,

Over average

Over average

Good av€ rage

Very good

Average ; good

Good

NAME

ADDRESS.

•Average ; verj

Average

Good average

Half a crop

Not grown

J. McDonald, Florence Court.
Enniskillen

W. A. Enieiy, Kilkea Castle

¥afk
Dodd,

Hart.

John
I

Garde
I

J. NVhitc

Woodstock

irr Castle

"
Killarney

Headfort
.. Kells
Hazlewood

Shanbally

Cle

Under , Under: bad Under; good Over; good
,
Under; good Under

Under ; good Under ; bad Under ; good Average ; good .\verage ; good Under : gocd

....
I

.... . , ,

,

Under average Under average Avern;e

Ov,;r : very jAverage ; good

.Average
; gcod Under average

Average

^erage
: good

Jesse Wilsher
Castle. Clogheen

G. Fairbairn, Curraghmore,
Portlaw

John Igoe, Moydtum,
Athlone

P. Braund, Courton House,

Charles Penford, Powerscourt

Not grown Thomas Collings Bi;5haiit,

Richmond House
Average

1 Charles B. Saunders, St.

REMARKS ON THE FRUIT CROPS.

FoLLOWLSG our usual custom, we supplement the

tabulated report on the present appearance of the

fruit crops, which is given in the preceding pages,

with the following extracts from communications

kindly sent by our correspondents along with their

report. We follow also the plan adopted last year of

placing the counties in the order of their importance

as fruit-producing centres, as shown by the Agricul-

tural Returns for 1877, published by the Statistical

and Commercial Department of the Board of Trade,

which under the head of "Orchards, &c.," gives the

acreage of arable or grass lands used also for fruit

trees of any kinds. First on the list comes Hereford,

with a total of 24,885 acres, showing an increase on

1876 of 269 acres. Devon follows closely with 24,776

acres, showing an increase on the previous year of

679 acres. Somerset, the only other county which has

an acreage, under such culture, of over 20,000 acres,

is credited with 20,921, or 108 acres less than in 1876.

Worcester stands next with 14,621 acres—an increase

of 443 ; followed by Kent with 13,097—an increase

of 1431 ; and Gloucester with 11,965, showing an

increase 363 acres. Cornwall had 4497—an increase

of 125; Dorset, 3814—an increase of 158 ; Middlesex,

3051—an increase of 124; Salop, 2944—an increase

of 193 ; and Surrey, 1726, showing a decrease of 331.

In 1S76 the total acreage in these eleven counties was

122,951 ; while in 1S77 it was 126,297—^^^ increase

lieing no less than 3346.

Hereford.—Among Apples, Stirling Castle, Lord
Suffiekl, and the New Northern Greening, are prov-

ing good and certain croppers, and should be largely

planted. Our local Seek-no-fiirther is also very good
this season, and Cellini, too, may also be trusted as a

good and sure cropper. This has proved a very dis-

astrous season for Pears, the wood not ripening suffi-

ciently in the autumn of 1877. Peaches and Nectar-

ines have suffered a good deal from blister, but are

now making good growth, which however can scarcely

ripen in time to insure crop for 1879. William Ward^
The Gardens, Stoke Edith Park.

Fruit-crops in this district vary very much.
The Apples that have set best are Keswick Codlins
and Devonshire Reds. Plums on west walls are best

;

in some gardens bush-trees are heavily laden. Pears

very poor ; we had a tolerable show of bloom, but the

greater part was injured by frost, and some trees ha\e
fair crops on the same aspect, while the rest a '>lank,

A'. Fnller, The Gardens, D<ramton Castle, Ltidlcm'.

Devon.—Apples are variable, such sorts as Kes-
wick Codlin, King of the Pippins, Northern Green-
ing, and Lnrd Suffield, are a full crop ; but many sorts

are very thin. Altogether, the crop is considerably

imder the average. The same remarks apply to the

cider orchards. Strawberries, where properly culti-

vated, have been plentiful, the fruit not quite so fine

as in a more genial season. Other small fruits have

been abundant. Cherries, with the exception of
Morellos, nearly all dropped in stoning. Alex. Ayson^
Oxton, Kciiton.

Plums blossomed well, and set well to all ap-

pearance ; but nearly all dropped oft" while the fruits

were as large as Peas only, and Cherries were the

same. Peaches and Nectarines good where protected

by glass coping. Apples blossomed well, but being

wet and cold very few set at all ; and of cider fruit

there is scarcely any. Pears blossomed well, but set

very thinly. Alfred George, Bicton Gardens.

Somerset.—In this neighbourhood the spring of

1878 was one of the most promising we have had for

many years w-ith regard to the prospect of an
abundant crop of fruit. The Apple orchards were one
mass ofbloom—in fact, fruit-trees of all kinds bloomed
freely, with the exception of some varieties of Pears,

which were rather thin ; we have, notwithstanding, a

fair average crop of the latter. All looked well up to

the end of May, when a change came over the scene ;

Cherries, instead of swelling, begun to drop until the

greater part was gone, Morellos being the only kind

here that held on to the end. About the middle part of

July Apricots began to follow suit, and these have
fallen to such an extent that some large trees

which were bearing good crops have scarcely a dozen
remaining. Plums, Peaches, and Nectarines, seem to

stand better. The Apple trees which at the end of

May looked so flourishing, by the end of June in

many instances presented a sad appearance ; the

foliage looked as if it had been blasted by fire, and
with a gentle summer breeze passing through the

branches the leaves and embryo fruit fell scattered on
the ground, somewhat similar lo what one may wit-

ness on a frosty morning at sunrise in the month of

November ; neither were Pears wholly exempt from
this malady. The cause of this failure many attribute

to the unripened state of the wood last season ; but

my own impression is, that the low wet temperatures

we had caused the Cherries and Apricots to drop at

stoning, and the same with a sudden fluctuation to

one of excessive dry heat which we experienced this

season, I think we may look for the source of the evil

which has tallen on many of our Apple trees. Thos.

Foote, Clevedon Court.

The whole of the fruit crop promised well up
to the beginning of May, when the weather set in

very wet, with a very low temperature, which con-

tinued up to the beginning of June, and I consider

did all the injury to the crop. The Figs in particular

would have been abundant. Walnuts would have
been plentiful—Filberts would not, there being no
catkins. J. C. Elworthy, Ncttkeombe Gardens.

The fruit crop is not very good in this neigh-

bourhood. I have been informed that in some
gardens there is scarcely any fruit at all. IV. Hallett,

Cossington Farm, Bridgrwater.

Worcester.—Although the fruit crops in this

district are superior to last year they are, upon
the whole, sadly below an average, and very partial.

Tolerably hea\7 crops of Apples may be seen in one

orchard, whereas others are almost fruitless, young

trees as a general rule all bearing best. This, the

most serviceable of fruits, did not suffer when in bloom
from actual frost, and never were trees more flori-

ferous, moreover the bloom was late, with ever)' pro-

spect of an abundant crop, but it doubtless succumbed
to the severity of the weather, which continued
throughout May, the ground being at the time sod-

dened with water. Amongst sorts bearing full crops

generally are King of the Pippins, in every instance

heavily cropped ; Lord Suffiekl, Keswick Codlin ;

Ecklinville Seedling, very free bearer, and excellent ;

Dutch Mignonne, Hawthornden (new). Tower of

Glamis, .Striped Beefing, Golden Winter Pearmain,
Waltham Abbey Seedling, Sturmer Pippin. Pears
were but scantily and partially bloomed, and doubtless

suffered much with the Plums when in flower from
severe frosts, which were then general ; 15° of frost is

too severe for such blossoms to withstand without pro-

tection. Marie Louise and Beurre Bosc are bearing

the best crops here. The crop in general is a very

light one. Plums : partial heavy crops are occasionally

seen of all kinds, and the reverse in other cases. Small
fruits generally, with the exception of Gooseberries,

plentiful, although not up in size and quality. Nuts
very deficient, which was to be looked for, there having

been such a profusion last year. G. IVestland, IVitUy

Court.

With some exceptions the fruit crops are a

considerable improvement on last season, stone fniits

as a whole being up to the average ; bush fniits.

Gooseberries excepted, also a fair crop. Apples

suffered from the excessive wet and sunless days

during the period of bloom, and consequently the

fruit dropped more than usual—orchard trees suffering

most in this respect. IVm. Cox, Madrcsfield Court.

All fruit crops are partial in this neighbour-

hood, with the exception of Plums and Strawberries,

which are very fine. In the gardens here we have
everything good except Peaches—outdoors, none ;

Apricots very few, except under glass coping—they

are fair. John Cough, The Gardens, Wesiwood Park,

Droitwich.

Kent.—In all the thirty-one seasons I have known
at this place and the neighbourhood, there has never

been so light a crop of Pears ; there was at one time

a fair promise of a tolerable crop, but the greater

portion fell off when the hot weather set in. Apples
at one time promised to be much over average, but

early in July about half the crop, on the whole, fell

off, some of them larger than Walnuts ; a fair average

is left, if they come to perfection. No Walnuts, and
very few Filberts and Cobnuts. John Cox, Redleaf.

Fruit crops in this locality are, with a few

exceptions, under the average. Damsons are a good

crop in most places, and so are a few kinds of Plums,

such as Victorias, Early Prolific, and Jefferson. Of
Apples, King of the Pippins is carrying the best crop

this season in most of the orchards. C. Haycock,

Barham Court, Maidstone.

The fruit crop generally is below average.

Cherries short, excepting English and Flemish (red

preserving) ; Gooseberries very scarce (Rifles ihe
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ore piclilir, Ihnn l.lack :
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best) ; red Cur
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most prolific, but Victorias and Old Orleans lia\c a

fair crop. Uamsons in this district good ;
Apples arc

scarce, with the exception of a few sorts : many young

trees striicU with blight. I.cvh A. Killuk, Moiinl

Pleasant, .Maiihhnic.

Nothing looked sobeaulilul and proniisnig .as

Cherries, taking a 6-niile radius round here (Silting-

bonrne) ; but, alas ! a few nights of wet and cold fogs

altered the aspect of things much, and .agani the (ruit

growers round here must feel it much. //. Kii.<st-ll,

Tony Hill, Si/Zinffwinu:

ClLOUCESTKii.—In general Apples and Pears are

much under the average, in spite of the abundance of

blossom the trees produced. Peaches and Ncctarmes,

Plums and Cherries, are abundant and good ;
(loose-

berries set well, but only to drop off. Mulberries,

(Quinces, and Medlars are very scarce. Walnuts, Fil-

'

lierts, and Cobs are very thin indeed ; the trees pro-

iluced but few catkins here, which accounts for a light

crop. Thomas Shin!;!cs, 'flu Gan/ais, Torhi'orlh.

The fruit crop is not so good as one would

have e.'ipecled after such a favourable spring. The

heavy rains, with a long spell of low temperature,

caused a vast amount of stone fruit to fall. Small

fruits, especially Str.iwberries, have been very fair.

W. J. Simpson, A'inssiolc Pari; ]l'ollon-iinilci-Ei/ge.

CORNWALI,.—Apples in orchards are very scarce :

in gardens on espaliers the crops are better—some

kinds, such as Hawthornden, are heavily cropped.

Pears on dwarf trees have a sprinkling ; the same

may be said of those on walls. Peaches and

Nectarines are a good crop here. Figs out-of-doors

are a poor crop ; I do not recollect seeing so few, nor

can I account for it, as the winter was not at all

severe, except it is owing to the abundant crops they

yielded last year. Reports from Plum gardens are

not favourable. Small fruits were abundant, especially

Gooseberries and Strawberries—but what a plague

the birds have become. //. Mills, En vs.

Pears and Apples are very scarce ; Currarits

and Raspberries were a good crop, but Gooseberries

are not ripening well. In some places Peaches are

abundant. IV. X. Came, Roscmundy House, St.

Agnes.

Dorset.—The fruit crop generally m this imme-

diate neighbourhood is much below the average.

Most fruit trees flowered freely, and gave promise of

good crops ; but the unusually wet cold weather

during blossoming, and afterwards, had a decided

effect in lessening the fruit crop in_this locality. Henry

Munro, Clcvelamls, Lyme Regis.

The fruit crops in this neighbourhood are

generally very bad ; in fact it is the worst season I

have ever known. The ,\pple trees at the beginning

of the season were very promising, but they are now

very much blighted, some of them having lost, not

only fruit, but neariy all their leaves. The Peach and

Nectarine trees are very much improved, but the

fruit in general is very thin, excepting Veitch's

Diamond, which is of a hardier nature, and always

carries a first-rate crop. Pears and Plums will be

scarce. Of small fruits, and especially Strawberries,

we have very heavy crops and first-rate in quality.

IV. G. Prag.icll, Sheriorne Castle.

MiDi:>Li:sF..'C.—The blossom on fruit trees of all

sorts, excepting Pears, was most abundant ; Apples

were especially floriferous. The weather appeared

^irepitious, and 4here was every appearance of^ a full

frop. I-t-iw^s remarketl, moreover, how quickly the

)jlOom vVasstied—"in- RvU -bloom to-d.iy, gone to-

fiiorrcjw "T-aml it .w.i.s so«n obswved j that the fruit

Kad not set. lOn three-fourths of- the .trefts there is

not a single Apple >; ^me varieties) on tha Boalrary,

are bearing a full' crop, such r as; Small's .\dmirablo',

Keswick Codlin, &c. DenycrV \\ictoria phm),', are.3

fine crop ; all others failures. A. F. Barron, Cliisiouk.

Perhaps the most remarkable fact connected

with the fruit crops this season is the imperfect setting

of the frint, and the consequent falling off in the

cariier stages of its growth. Thishrs been especially

the case with Apples, which at one time appeared

most promising for an abundant crop, but now are

quite the reverse. John WooJliridge, Syon Gardens,

Brentford.
The most singular thing connected with the

fruit crops in this neighbourhood, the present season,

is the remarkable difference which the sharp frosts,

at the time of blooming, h.ad upon different kinds.

Ajiricots, Peaches, and Nectarines are in most jilaces

^ good crop, although whilst they were in bloom

there was, on two or three nights, 13° degrees of

fro.t. It is seldom that they escape with several

decrees less than this, even when carefully covered.

Gooseberries were, in a great measure, destroyed,

Civrrants mostly escaping, most varieties of Pears

having the crop in a great measure killed. Apples

were late in blooming, the flower lasting a shorter

time than ever I recollect seeing it ; they generally

set freely, but many fell off afterwards. T. Baincs,

Soiithgate.

Everything in the eariy part of the spring

promised well for an abundance of frtiit, The trees

«Lr.- will furnished with blossom-bu<ls, and the

wou.l gciicr.dly well ui.iturcd, so that the prus|)ecl!

were more than usually good. The severe frosts,

however, at the end of iSIarch and the bcgmnmg of

April, quite destroyed all these bright hopes. In

some places, where well protected, the crops arc

tolerably good : here, however, they arc by no means

satisfactory. Situated on an elevated spot, and nnich

exposed to the east, we suffer nujre from late sjirmg

frosts than most of our neighbours. Plums were

very much injured, many of the spurs were kdled

back to the wall. Peaches and Nectarines apiicar to

have suffered less. Pears, although blossoming most

abundantly, have, nevertheless, set but a moderate

crop. Cherries set well, and continucil l<i swell

until they arrived at the stoning process, when they

all withered and fell-owing, no doubt, to the sud-

den check they received in the early part of Aprd.

.\pples, some trees well laden ; on others, although

well blossomed, the crop is very light. Gooseberries,

though well set, fell off ns soim as they began swell-

in". Currants a \ery indifl'erent crop, except black

on'es, which are abundant and fine. Raspberries a

fine crop, also Strawberries. 'P. P., Stanmore.

Salop.—Apples with ns are a miserable failure,

the only exceptions are Lord Suffield, Hawthornikn,

Cellini, Cox's Pomona, and Tower of Glaniis
;
the

trees in spring were very promising, but owing to the

bad autumn of last year and the cold wet .\pril of the

present they failed to set properly. Pears, as a rule,

flowered sparingly, most sorts are a blank ; the excep-

tions are lieurre Diel, Belle de Noel, lieurre

d'.\manlis, Louise Bonne of Jersey, Beurr^ de Capiau-

mont, and Dunmore. Peaches on open walls are

thin, but fine in quality ; under glass they arc very

good in every way. I'lums are a very heavy crop,

and fine in quality ; Damsons the .same. Walnuts

thin, but good in quality ; other Nuts a very heavy

crop. James Louden, The Qninta, Chirh.

Fruit crops in this neighbourhood are about

half a crop, with the e\ce|ition of small fruit, which is

plentiful. Apples and Pears .about half a crop ; Plums

fair ; Damsons good average crop ; Walnuts and Fil-

berts very thin. V/. Pratt, Hauikstone, Shrewshnry.

With a better bloom than usual we have the

worst crop of Apples I ever remember, and what few

set are now nearly all falling off—the drenching

rains during the t.me they were in blossom pre\ented

the fruit setting ; we have a few exceptions—trained

trees—which being more open would dry quicker :

they are mostly King of the Pippins. Manx Codlin,

and Keswick Codliri. Pears fairiy good all round.

Plums set large quantities, and required thinning

;

these are on walls. Apricots were destroyed by fro.^t,

although covered with Frigi Domo whilst in blo.im—
Peaches escaping on the same wall. .-/. S. Kemp,

Honahton Hall, Shifnal.

Surrey.—There never w.as a better show for fruit

than we had this spring, and all went on well until

the cold weather in May, when by far the greatest

quantity gradually disappeared, leaving little or no

trace behind. I was very much impressed with the

idea that all would go, but fortunately it was not so,

as we have good crops of the following : .\pples

—

Dmnelow's .Seedling, Devonshire Quarrendcn, .Mex-

ander, Llolden Kussett, tiolden Keinette, Cornish

Aromatic, Atkin's Seedhng, tloklen Pippin, Court of

Wick, lacomb's Pine, Yellow Ingestrc, Stone

Pippin, "Tower of Glamis, London Pippin, Lamb
Abbey Pearmain, Blenheim Oratige, Downton and

Cockle Pippin. Other varieties have a fair sprink-

ling of fruit, but not a full crop. We have a fair

sprinklingof Pears on some trees, the most being on

Doyenne du Cornice, Josephine de Malines, Calabasse

d'Ete, Summer Beurre d'.\remberg, Colmar

Francais, Seckle, Beurre Ranee, Napoleon, and

Ayitliams; Bon Chretien. There are good crops of

the tollou'iHg -kinds of Plums, but the fruit is small-

Prince Engelbert, (ireen Gage, Jefferson's, and

Downton. J. Ollerhead, The Gardens, IVimhledon

House, S. IV.

At these gardens, and as far as I can ascer-

tain in the neighbourhood, the Apricot, Peach,

Nectarine, and F'ig crops arc very thin indeed, .and

may be said to be failures. All looked as promising

as could have been desired, but on April i 15° of

frost proved too much for them. The same may be

said of Apples and Pears. Plums on walls are good,

but standards and pyramids are a failure, with the

exception of the Victorias and Green tiage ; Morello

dessert Cherries are very good on walls, but thin on

standards. Alfred Evans, I^ythe /fill, Haslemere.

Apricots here were in bloom early, con-

sequently were cut by early spring frosts, in some

cases destroying all the bloom. Plums set well, and

are carrying a heavy crop. Cherries bloomed well

and set their fruit, but were very much dam.aged by

wind and cold rain. Peaches and Nectarines set well :

are a good crop. Apples bloomed well, but owing to

the rain and wind did not set well. Pears set well,

but the -greater part fell off. Gooseberries and

Currants, both black and red, are plentiful and fine.

Strawberries fine, but owing to the dry weather were

soon over. \V. Kemp, .'llbury Park, Guildford.

Iloticcs of goohs.
Dr. Marsiiai.i. Watts has prepared a .Sehool

Flora for the use of elementary classes (Frederick

Warne). Its object is to enable the student who has

some little jireliminary knowledge to identify the

connnon plants he may meet with in his rambles.

The book is readily portable, though intcrieaved for

notes, and contains, we are assured in the preface, a

complete enumeration of the plants that grow within

a few miles of Giggleswick School, in addition to all

the commoner plants of the country al large. The-

plan adopted is the analytical, which is, indeed, the

easiest for a beginner, but has the defect of all

artificial schemes, of conveying but little idea

of the true relationships or family kinships of

plants. The pronunciation of the names is indi-

cated and a few vi-oodcuts given. The blank leaves

suggest a mode of using the book not indicated in the

preface, and that is the insertion by the student of

notes of observation or research on the plants in ques-

tion. Thus, to give one instance, under the head .

"Drosera" might appropriately be added a brief note

relating to its power of absorbing and digesting ani-

mal matters—a fact of far more consequence than the

mere indication of the locality where the plant grows.

The details of structure are to most persons very dry

and uninteresting, but when combined with informa-

tion as to the life-history and mode of action of the

machine, the dryness is replaced by no slight amount

of interest.

What Dr. Wattshas done for British wild plants

the Rev. \V. W. Spicer has done for those of Tas-

mania, in his little book entitled A Handbook of the

L^lants of Tasmania. As far as we can judge from

mere inspection—and no such work can be perfectly

tested except in the field—Mr. Spicer has done his

his work well. He has given us a list of the plants

in analytical 'form for easy reference, and then a

classified list according to the sequence of the natural

orders, with references to authorities. Had he done

nothing beyond this he would have done good service,

for there is nothing available for students of the F'lora

of Tasmania save the costly Flora of Tasmania of Sir

Joseph Hooker, the scattered publications of Baron

von Mueller, or the voluminous /7i;r(7 .-;;K//(;//iv/.t/j of

Mr. Bentham.

The veteran botanist, Mr. Miers, has recently

published an elaborate monograph on the .Apoeynacete

ofSouth .4jneriea, illustrated with thirty-five litho-

graphic plates. The special value of the work consists

in this, that it is based on observations made on the

living plants in Brazil many years ago. Among
plants more particularly interesting to horticulturists,

Mr. Miers enum.erate^ fourteen species of Dipladenia,

D. nobilis being transferred to Chariomma, D.

Ilarrisoni to Odontadcnia, D. crassinoda, splendens,

urophylla, and others, to Micradenia.

6ari)cir (!Li)pcnitions.

KlTCIIE.y GARDE.V.

In this department there will be at the present

period of the year an abundance of ground falling

vacant from which the crops of Peas, Beans, Potatos,

&c., have been removed, which, without much inter-

ference with the routine of cropping for the subse-

quent year, can be made available for salad and

similar subjects. The demand for salads has so won-

derfully increased of late years as to necessitate almost

constant attention to this matter in order to cope

with the demand which is constantly required. The

present period is the time to jilant out extensive

breadths of Batavian and Curled Endive, and Black-

seeded Cos and Stanstead Winter Cabbage Lettuce for

giving the autumn and winter supjily. .\s all the sub-

jects which are used in an vmcooked state require to

be quickly grown in order to be crisp and tender,

see that suitable places for fulfilling these require-

ments are selected, and proceed v\'ith the planting of

those plants which were sown about the third week

in July immediately they are fit for the purpose. By
this time the advanced crop of winter Onions and

Spin.ach ought to have been sown. This should be sup-

plemented by another sowing on or about the nth of

the current month, to form the main crop for the

ensuing season, and as such a liberal space between

the rows should be allowed. Winter crops of Spinach

are at times and in some places liable to canker at

the collar of the plant, and die off very much ; \ye

therefore recommend the sowings 'not to be made in
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close pruxiinily lo each other, niul where the

soil is light and rich it should he firmly
trodden (Uami willunU hciui^ dui^S and the
plants in the rows ha well set out at about

9 inches apart. The general sowing for the

main crop of Cabbage should be made about the
Sth inst., and a suliscquent sowing a week later.

Sow also good breadths of a winter kind of Turnip
now. About the 20th of the present month sow
Lettuce to stand the winter, and cnmo in for spring
use ; amongst the different kinds which we have tested

we still give the j^refercnce to the old Black-seeded
Brown Cos and the Slanstcad Winter Cabbage for

sowing at the period rcfcnxd to. Make a sowing of
Cauliflower about the 24ih in an open place where
the planN are n-.t lialjJc lo become drawn. We find

that, owing to the long period of dry weather which
lately prevailed, the summer crops of Onions are
already ripening off ; for the sake of appearance the

tops of these may be laid down. Wc have not,

however, found this practice to be attended with
any beneficial results when large bulbs are desired, as

the largest are generally those which stand erect the
longest. The recent rainfall has come most oppor-
tunely, and already altered the appearance of the
different crops considerably, and made planting
operations easy to be performed. Take advantage of
suitable opportunities, when the weather is dry, to
tie up Endive. If this subject is not well blanched
its quality is much depreciated, and, undoubtedly
from this cause alone, it is not so generally esteemed
as it should be for salading purposes. G. 7". Miles.

MusilROOM-HousE.—Ifnot alreadydone this house
should be clearetl out entirely, and be thoroughly
cleansed, in order to eradicate those terrible pests
" woodlice," which are sure to abound, more or less.

Everything about it should be put in order, so that

operations for the forthcoming season's supply may be
commenced. For this purpose it will likewise be neces-
sary to collect manure for the same object. Let the
first-made beds be placed in the coolest part of the
house, and in the first instance use rather more loam
in the beds. G. Thos, Miles, Wycombe Abbey,

and best mode of jiropagation. In order to be suc-

cessful, however, it is highly important that the young
wood from which the buds are taken should be tolerably

HAnDY FRUIT GARDEN.

The pre'>ent dry v.ealher, although anything but
favourable for the swelling of fruit, will have a most
salutary effect in checking the redundancy of growth
on trees bare of a crop, or which have light loads U^

carry, a condition which, judging from the reports

just made, is only too common in most parts of the

country. There can be no question that a judicious
summer pruning and stopping of the young growth
will do much to produce fertility ; l)ut a dr)' state of
the atmosjihere at this season, such as we are now
getting, works wonders in aiding the formation of
flower-buds and ripening and hardening the wood,
which already gives promise of early maturity. In
the case of trained trees, however, it will be necessary

to give all the assistance possible towards this ripen-

ing process, by removing any superfluous shoots, so

that the spurs and main leaves around them mayha\c
the full benefit of all the light and air thai can be
afforded while the sun bears plenty of power, as solar

heat is one of the principal factors in converting the

sap to its proper uses. Now that the stoning of

Peaches and Nectarines is over, and the final swelling
off is about to lake place, abundant supplies of water
should be given at the roots, as it is astonishing the

amount of moisture they will take up at this sta^e,

and, without artificial assistance during such an arid

time as we are now having, it is impossible to obtain

fine truit, or to keep the trees free from red-sjiider, a

pest that is sure to assail them if they are overstocked
in any way. Not only will they take plenty of water

just now, but they will also bear a good soaking or

two of liquid manure, where growing on light poor
soils ; and if this is supplemented with a slight

mulching, to shade the liorder and prevent evapora-

tion, the roots will be in a comfortable condition for

some time to come, unless, as too frequently occurs,

they are robbefl by vegetable crops growing near.

This double crojjping is a great mistake, and does

more to ruin fruit trees than many imagine ; but, with

increased demands, most of us are obliged to resort

to it, little or much, although fully alive to the evil.

In all cases, however, where such a practice has to be

pursued, the ground should be cleared as soon as pos-

sible, for, bad as it may be during early spring and
summer, it is doubly injurious just now, when every-

thing is struggling for existence, and roots are drink-

ing up every drop of moisture they copie near with the

utmost avidity. To leave anything standing to rob the

soil longer than is absolutely necessary is so much
loss to the trees, and this not only tells now, but its

effect is felt the year following owing to the exhaustion

it produces, and the consequent inability there is to

form fruit-buds under such circumstances. In cases

where grafts failed now is the time to make good the

loss by inserting buds, which as regards Plums,

Apricots, Cherries, and Peaches, is always the safest

mature, for when the bark
are almost sure to shri\-el

usually favourable time sli

as the operation is carriefl

s m a green soft state they

ip and fail, unless an \\\\-

\xV\ happen to i>et Jn just

out. In taking the buds
principal thing is to get them off and inserted

without bruising, and if this is done and the bark of

the stock runs fairly well ;

The best time to set

heavy rain and when the '

is almost a certainty.

lit the work is soon after a

eather is dull, as then there

more abundant supply of sap, which is greatly in

their favour. Although the wood from fruit-tree buds
docs not conie out so readily as that from the Rose
it may easily be removed by a dexterous use of the

thumb-nail, and on the skill w ith which this is done
the art of budding principally depends, as any bending
back of the bark in doing it ruptures the tissues and
causes the part so injured to turn black and die off.

This is why amateurs and others unaccustomed
to this most interesting branch of gardening so

frequently fail in getting buds to take, and another

reason is in the tying them in, which should be done

with pieces of-stout worsted or similar soft elastic

material that will remain in the same condition of

tightness under any changes of weather. Vines on

open walls will now require going over in order to

remove any lateral shoots that may have formed, and
overshadow the bunches, which, if not fully exposed,

will stand but little chance of ripening unless the

autumn should turn out unusually favourable.

^^ildew, the great scourge of outdoor Vines, is easily

eradicated if taken in lime, by appl>'ing dry flowers of

sulphur, an operation that should be performed early

in the morning while the leaves are moist with dew,

as then it adheres more readily than at any other

time. A dredger or large pepper-box answers well

as a distributor. J. SheppayJ^ IVoolvcrstone.

FRrIT HOUSES.

Pines.—Under the suitable conditions which

naturally prevail at thisparlicular season of the year, and

with proper attention combined, all young stock in

this department will make rapid and vigorous

progress. This should be fostered to the utmost

extent with the aid of solar influences, and everj-

attention should therefore be given to the ventilation,

so as to make these means available for this end. P»y

this time the plants, with few exceptions, will have

become so inured to the powers of sunshine as to be

able to resist its effects without detriment. Under
these circumstances shading should be entirely

abolished, and any existing impediments to its free

access to the plants be removed. In order, likewise,

to promote speedy growth in recently potte<l plants,

let the heat at the roots be well sustained at about

95°. Be cautious in the application of water at the

roots of such plants, for until the roots arc multiplied

so as to absorb it, only a limited quantity will be

necessarj' ; on the other hand, when the soil in the

pot is well permeated with roots plentiful supplies of

this element, with a slight admixture of guano or

other stimulating agent in it should be given at

intervals as required. A minimum temperature at

night of 70' should rule in Pine structures at the

present season, and 95" as a maximum when sunshine

exists. Close up the house at this point as soon as the

sun begins to wane in the afternoon. Ordinary matters

—such as sprinkling the floors and syringing the

foliage of the plants occasionally—should be attended

to as required with regularity. G, T. Miles,

Melons.—Stopping, thinning, tying, &c., will he

the order of the day in this department, all of which,

where success is aimed at, must be carefully and

skilfully attended to as advised in former Calendars.

The recent and somewhat frequent storms have ne-

cessitated the fire being lighted occasionally to dispel

unnecessary damp, and now that the nights are

getting longer and somewhat colder, the fires will be

the better for being lighted when the evenings indicate

a falling in the temperature during the night. The
atmospheric moisture in the houses, pits, and frames,

must of course be regulated in accordance with the

requirements of that stage of growth at which the

occupants of each structure may have arrived, and the

conditions of the weather—that important element

upon which so much depends the success of all

crops. Shutting up in the afternoon can be done

somewhat earlier—say at from three to half-)iast three

—now that the days are becoming shorter. Damping
must be done very sparingly in pits and frames where

no hot-water pipes are at command. The latter will

be the better for having the linings made up a little

around those frames in which the plants are just now
swelling their fruit. II. IV. JVard, Longford Castle.

CUCITMBERS.—Now, and again at the end of the

current month, \vill be a good time to make a sowing

of RoUisson's Telegraph—in my opinion one of the

best varieties for winter work, producing as it does

nice handsomely-shaped and moderately-sized fruit.

The plants are also constitutionally good, and very
prolific. Sow the seeds singly in large 6o's in light

mould, and plunge in a Cucumber frame, and sliJt as

they require more room at the roots until they are

planted out or finally shifted into their fruiting pots
or boxes, as the case may be, for which use an ad-
mixture of three parts light loam and one part i^eat

and charcoal should be used. In this mixture I ha\e
found winter Cucund:)ers lo grow satisfactorily, more
so, in my opinion, than when animal or other manure
is incorporated with the above ingredients. .Stimu-

lants, moreover, can always be applied in a liquid

state as the plants may require it. Put small thin

sticks to the plants when sufficiently grown to

require support to prevent their being l)roken through
vibration or other causes. Attend to the stopping,
thinning, tying, and removing of superfluous and
mis-shaped fruits. .Syringe the plants twice a day
during bright and otherwise favourable weather,*and
shut up early—at from 3 to half-past 3 o'clock in

the afternoon. Sec that the plants do not suffer fcr

want of or from too much water at the root ; but
when they require it give it them unsparingly.
.Look well after wood-lice; they can be speedily
reiluced by pouring boiling water along llic siilcs

and ends of the interior of the structure in which the
plants are growing in the morning. The soil should
be previously well trodden down. Guard well against

red-spider and mildew, and should they appear apply
the usual remedies. Should green or black fly per-

chance put in an appearance, fumigate with tobacco-
paper in the evening when the plants are dry, or dust
with Pooley's tobacco-powtler in the evening when the

plants are damp, which should be well syringed off

the plants the morning immediately succeeding its

application. //. ]V. IFanl, Longford Castle.

PLANT HOUSES.

The propagation of most of the winter blooming
plants will now be over, and the frame or house should
therefore be utilised for the propagation of foliage

plants, or other subjects which it is desired to increase.

Now is about the best time to propagate Cissus dis-

color for festooning or draping the roofs of stoves,

walls, &c. Cuttings struck now will make nice plants

by spring, and under proper treatment will grow com-
pactly next year. Now is also a good time to propa-

gate Cyanophyllums, Si>ha;rogynes, &c., for next

year's specimens. Continue to propagate Dracaenas

and Crotons to work into useful stuft* early next year.

Also pot and work up a good stock of Cyperus alter-

nifolius variegatus, Fittonia argyroneura, F. Pearcci,

and F. Verschaffeltii, Peperomia arifolia, P. argyrca,

and P. marmorata, Soncrila margaritacen, Ficus Par-

cellii, Campylobotrys Cihicsbreghtianus, Sanche/.ia

nobilis var., .Selaginella apoda, CKsia, Martcnsii,

stolonifera, and denticulata, iic, all of which will be

useful for furnishing during the winter months. Cala-

dium argyrites that ripened off early in the year may
again be started into growth, and the growths divided,

if desirable, for very small pots. The same may
be said of Alocasia Jenningsii and macrorhiza varie-

gata, both of which are useful in a small form.

Propagate Pandanus Veitchii, P. ulilis, r.nd P.

graminifolius from side shoots or suckers. Keep a

sharp look-out for Fern spores, and as tliey ripen

shake them on to pans of prepared soil and put them
in a warm dark place until they have germinated,

Then give more light, and immediately they can be

handled by two sharp-pointed sticks, dibble them off

into small tufts into other pans to allow them to

further developc thcmsehcs and prevent damping off.

Sow a batch of Nemophilas and Saponarias in small

pots
;
put them in a cold frame, and give them

plenty of light. They will niake useful stuff for

draping the fronts of stages, baskets, &c., late in

autunm. Shake out Lachenalias that have been at

rest, and re-pot or re-basket them. Baskets are by far

the best to grow them in. We get a quantity of

sphagnum moss and prepared soil (peat and loam in

equal quantity, leaf-mould one-fourth, and a sprinkling

of sharp sand and deer dung), commencing at the

bottom of the basket with sphagnum, then a little

soil, into which the bulbs are equally placed,

with their crowns pointing outwards ; follow up the

sides in the same way, filling up the middle of the

basket with soil as the work proceeds, and finish off

the top in the same way and lace it over with a little

wire. The whole when finished is a mass of bulbs all

around the outside, the soil for them to grow in being

in the centre and concealetl by the moss. They are then

put in a cold frame, well watered, kept cl se and

shaded until they have made an inch of growth, and

are then hung up to the roof of a cold house and kept

well watered until they have done blooming and again

put away to rest. Fire-heat is never used except to

expel frost : under such treatment they show off their

flowers to the best advantageand are much appreciated.

Tropxolum Jarrcttii should now be repotted, in soil

as recommended for Lachenalias, and put into a cotd

pit until growth commences, when they may be trained

over a trellis or otherwise as may be desirable.

7. Olierhead, The Gardens, Wimbledon House.
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AITOINTMENTS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
Tuesday, Aug. 13 — Clay Cross Horticultural Society's Siiow.

(Royal Agricultural and Horticultural
Society of Jersey; Show.

Tavistock Cottage Garden Society's Show.
Shropshire Horticultural Society's Show
(two days),

r Hawardcn Horticultural Society's Show.
I
Taunton Dean Horticultural Society's

Thursd.w, Aug. 15 -j Show.
Sale of Imported Orchids from Colombia,

16 i Sale of Imported Orchic

THE detailed reports of the Fruit Crops,
which have been obligingly furnished us

by our correspondents, and which we publish in

our present issue, will doubtless be read with

much interest. If not quite so unfavourable as

those of the two preceding seasons, they are

by no means encouraging. This is a fact the

more worthy of notice, as the acreage under fruit

culture is yearly extending, and in some counties,

such as Kent, farmers apparently find it more pro-

fitable to convert their arable and pasture lands

into orchards. It would be interesting to seek

the causes of this. Probably the cost of labour

has much to do with it, though the prices realised

by the fruit grower in the wholesale markets

seem bynomeans commensurate with thecharges

made by the retailer, and this remark applies with

as much or more force in the case of \'egetables.

The effect of untoward weather in spring is

nearly as marked this year as last ; even Goose-

berries, one of the hardiest of our fruits, having

this year been singularly deficient. Local cir-

cumstances, such as favourable positions, suit-

able soil, rainfall, and the like, though doubt-

less of great importance so far as quality is

concerned, do not seem to affect the general

average. The influx of foreign fruits seems to

be steadily increasing, and, with increased

facilities for transport, is likely to do so. It

becomes, then, a very important question for

those who advocate the more extensive culture

of fruit—in the abstract most desirable—to con-

sider all these varied circumstances before

embarking largely in the cultivation and invest-

ing their capital.

Reverting to the report before us we may
give a brief summary in the following terms ;

—

Apricots.—Generally under the average.

The only returns which claim an average crop

come from Banff, Caithness, East Lothian,

Nairn, Yorkshire (one) ; Derby, Leicester,

Surrey, and Devon (two each) ; Middlesex

(five), Sussex (three), and one each from the

counties of Oxford, Lincoln, Berks, Hereford,

Somerset, and Dublin. The only places at

which the crop is reported to be "o\er aver-

age," are Wycombe Abbey, Bucks ; Ashridge

and Moor Park, Herts ; The Deepdene, Surrey
;

Heckfield Place, Hants ; Longford Castle,

Wilts ; and Oxton, Devon.
Plums.—Under an average generally, about

sixty of the returns report "an average ;" while

an "over average" crop is reported from
Tyninghame, East Lothian ; Crewe Hall, and
Eaton Hall, Cheshire ; Ehaston, Derby ; Best-

wood Lodge, Notts ; The Ouinta, Salop ; Bcl-

voir Castle, Leicester ; Wrest Park, Beds
;

Nuneham Park, Sarsden House, and Blenheim,
Oxford ; Panshanger, Ashridge and Moor Park,

Herts ; Stoke Rochford, Lincoln ; Bylaugh
Park, Norfolk ; Rendlesham Hall, Suffolk ; the

Royal "Gardens, Windsor, and Alderinaston
Court, Berks ; Southgate, Middlesex ; The
Deepdene, and Garbrand Hall, Surrey

; Red-
leaf, Chevcning Park, Torry Hill, and Bifrons,

Kent ; Goodwood, Sussex ; Tortworth, Glouces-

ter, Rhug Gardens, Merioneth ; Powis Castle,

Montgomery ; and Courtown House, Co.

Wexford.

Cherries.- -Under an average generally.

" An average " is reported by about eighty of

our correspondents, and " over average " by

se\enteen, the latter coming from Inverary,

Argyll ; Alloa Park, Clackmannan ; Castle

Kennedy, Wigtown ; Rangemore, Stafford
;

Belvoir Castle and Cole Orton, Leicester
;

Nuneham Park, Oxford ; Stoke Rochford, Lin-

coln ; Bylaugh Park, Norfolk ; The Royal

Gardens, Berks ; The Deepdene, Garbrand
Hall, and Lythe Hill, Surrey ; Tortworth,

Gloucester ; Coffington Farm, Somerset ; Palace

Gardens, Londonderry, Co. Kerry ; and Head-
fort Gardens, Co. Meath.

Peaches and Nectarines.—Much under an

average. An average is reported by less than

fifty, and o\er average by seven only. These
come from Cole Orton and Gopsall Hall,

Leicester ; Panshanger, Herts ; Goodwood and
Battle Abbey, Sussex ; Heckfield Place, Hants

;

and Longford Castle, Wilts.

Apples.—\'ery much under the a\'erag'e. An
average crop is recorded by thirty-five only ; and
over average only at Burghley Park, Stamford

;

Cambridge House, Twickenham ; Garbrand

Hall, Surrey ; Palace Gardens, Co. Derry ; and

in Guernsey.

Pears.—Very much under an a\erage, but

sightly better than Apples, though an over

average crop is in no instance recorded.

Small Fruits have been abundant and good

in quality, with the single exception of Goose-

berries, which ha\e been an almost universal

failure.

Strawberries. — A \ery good average,

rather over than under, and the quality has been

generally good.

Nuts.—Much under an average.

" Hope springs eternal in the human breast"

—no sooner do we dismiss the consideration of

the present and the past than we turn to the

future. This is the more reasonable, as not only

do fruit growers ^•ery properly lay stress on

the growth and "ripening of the wood" in early

autumn, but it is a fact not so much considered

as it should be, that not only is the wood ripened

at this season, but that already the germs of

next season's flowers are forming, and in very

many instances are formed. Most important,

therefore, is the autumn season. Would that

the spring did not so often ruin the work of

the autumn. So far the prospect is fa\ourable.

E\-ery gardener must eie this ha\e remarked
the luxuriant growth on fruit trees this season.

The woody development has received little

check from the present carrying of fruit crops,

as they are light ; so that wood-making has

its own way. So far the season has been

very favourable to the ripening and proper

maturation of such growth, and unless a change

occurs there is no reason to doubt but that, as

far as such wood can be properly perfected, it

will be. What, then, will be the result on the

next year's crops ? Has this woody growth

been so much in excess as to injure the due deve-

lopment of the fruit-buds } If so, our prospects

of a fruit season in 1879 will be poor indeed.

If, on the other hand, there has been a building

up of flower-bud and of wood simultaneously,

a better prospect is opened before us. These

are points, howe\er, that it is yet too early to

decide on, but it is worthy the attention of

readers during the ensuing autumn. Last

spring, in spite of a fine bloom upon the Apple,

the crop was a vei^ thin one. Some attributed

this sparseness to the influence of the early

spring frosts upon the unopened flower-buds,

whilst others declared the result to have been

independent of frost, and the ine\'itable outcome

of the unripened state of the wood of last year.

It should be remarked, however, that the Apple

rarely fruits from the maiden growth, but chiefly

from the wood of the previous years ; still it

would not do to dispute an_ assertion'that is^so

possible when applied to several other fruits.

Will those who \\a.\c been observers amongst
fruitists take note during the ensuing autumn of

the condition of the wood made this year

after the fall of the leaf; estimate fairly its

matured or immatured features, and thus form

an opinion at the proper time to pronounce

whether it is productive or otherwise. By doing

this we may eventually be enabled more clearly

to guage the damage so freely ascribed to spring

frosts.

Early Oi'ENI.ni; of Kew Garuens. — Sir

Trevor Lawrence, the Member for Mid-Surrey,

who has undertaken to bring the suljject of the earlier

daily opening of Kcw Clardens before the House of

Commons, has written to the hon. secretary of the

Kew Gardens Public Rights Defence A.ssociation a

letter explaining thai, owing to the state of the

business of the House, he has been reluctantly com-
pelled to give up all hope of finding a satisfactory

opportunity for making his intended motion on the

subject this session, but he states his intention of

raising the question at the earliest favourable oppor-

tunity next session, ami of giving notice to that eflecl

before the House rises.

A Branched Talm.—One of the most

remarkable examples of a branched Palm is described

and figured by S. Percy Smith, in the tenth volume
of the Transactions and Troct'Ctiin^^s of the Nr^v
Zealand Institute. Kentia sapida, or Areca sapida,

is the only Palm indigenous in New Zealand, and it

has not been found far to the south of Canterbury. A
branched specimen of this was discovered by one of

the survey parties growing in the forest at the base

of the Tangihua Mountains, Whangarei. It has

eleven separate and distinct branches growing from

one parent stem, most of which separate from the

main trunk at about 5 feet from the ground, and after

rising some 10 feet higher some of them divide again

into other branches. The tree itself was about 9
inches in diameter at the ground, and about 6 inches

just before it divides ; the branches being from three

to 4 inches each in diameter. The total height of

the tree was about 30 feet, and each branch was

crowned with a fine head of luxuriant lea\es, forming

altogether a most beautiful object. The forest arounil

contained hundreds of ordinary specimens with single

trunks. There was no fruit on the branches, though

others in the vicinity were in bearing, but this may
not be owing to barrenness. It would be rather

interesting, Mr. Smith observes, to ascertain whether

the seeds of this particular tree would produce

branched offsprings like itself We may add that

the branches, as represented in the sketch, spread

very little.

Botanical Prizes. — The Society of

Apothecaries have awarded their prizes for pro-

ficiency in Botany to medical students as follows :

—

The gold medal to T. B. Franklin Eminson, of

St. Mary's Hospital, and the silver medal and hooks

to W. Egerton Starling, of Guy's Hospital.

They have also awarded their prizes for young women
as follows :—The gold medal to Alice CIraiiam, of

155, Hungerford Road, N.W., and the silver medal

to Mary Isahella Webb, of West Hill Lodge,

Hampstead, N.W. The third in order of merit

received a prize in hooks from Miss Twining, of

Twickenham. The examinations, both for medical

students and young women, were conducted by the

Rev. M, J. Berkeley, M.A. The papers of many
of the young women showed, we learn, consitlerable

knowledge and ability.

Lord Beaconsfield, K.G.—It was a very

"happy thought" of Mr. Punch to republish a series

of cartoons, extending over nearly forty years, ami

illustrative of the political career of the Prime

Minister. It will be examined with great interest at

the present time.

—- The Conservatory at Kew.—To be more

precise we should call this No, 4, for its architectural

features are not such as to justify a fine-sounding

epithet. Nevertheless, enter when you will, it is sure

to be gay even in the depth of winter. Many visitors

who may only have half-an-hour to spare make for

this house at once, and pass over the Aroids, the
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Palms, the Succulenis, wliich, if they appeal lo a moie
ciiltivatcd taste, arc not the plants for the million. It

is all the more desiralile then tliat No. 4 shonld con-
tain the best and most striking plants of a decorative

class, and iii the highest state of cultnre. A spriidvling

of ordinary greenhouse stuff should be grown at all

times to secure colour and brightness at all seasons, but
these should be as a fringe to fine specimens of select

specimens of little-known ornamental plants, which
would serve as reminders to gardeners to vary the
monotony of their displays. Strictly botanical objects
not of an ornamental character should form no part,

or at least not a principal part, of such a house, which
should be maintained as a jrapular house and as a
show-house for gardeners who have to study decora-
tive gardening. Just now No. 4 is gay with l'"uchsias,

among which some of the old sorts, as virgata and
coccinea, will hold their own with the more modern
varieties in grace, if not in size of flower. lierberi-

dopsis corallina is a very striking climbing plant, with
deep crimson Berberis-like flowers, far too seldom
seen. Agapanthus, Cannas, Cockscombs, Pelargo-
niums, Lobelias, Statices, Campanula pyramidalis,
Hydrangeas, Lantanas, IJalsams, and Uegonias, with
many others, render this house very gay at this season,
while the creepers on the roof are many of them rare

and choice. The Camellias are planted out in the
centre, and are very attractive in their season,

Hanging Gardens.—Whatever may have
been the riches of the hanging gardens of Babylon, it

it is pretty certain that, all things considered, they
were not excelled by what may be seen in some of
the West-end squares. It would be quite worth
while for the gardener who has to make a show with
limited means, and under unpropitious circumstances,
to pay a visit to some of the streets at the West-end
of London, and see what may be done to relieve the
dingy monotony of London streets. In an area
decorated with a dozen hanging baskets variously
furnished, we lately noticed one in particular as
strikingly effective. It contained a small Yucca as
a centre piece, surrounded with Ivy, the dull green
of which was relieved by the bold white, yellow and
green foliage of Farfugium grandc.

Carnivorous Plants in Gro.ivenor
Street.—In a Fern-case in a win<low in Grosvenor
Street, flourishing amid Trichomanes, Hymenophyllum
and other Ferns, may be seen plants of Sarracenia pur-
purea and Darlingtonia californica—well, not quite so
line as we have seen exhibited by Mr. Baines or
grown at Chatsworth, but still noteworthy as showing
what may be done in a London street.

The Naturai- History Collections at
THE British Museum.—Visitors to the Royal
Horticultural Society cannot have failed to notice the
speedy completion of the new museum into which it

is proposed to transfer the natural history collections
from the existing British Museum. It had been hoped
that this transfer would have afforded an opportunity
for placing the natural history collections, at any rate,

under the control of a naturalist of eminence not
responsible to a chief librarian, possibly ignorant of
natural history, and naturally with little sympathy for

it. The Librarian is himself responsible to a body
of trustees, men of eminence already overdone with
public work and having no special faculty for so
great a task as the suijcrvision of a vast museum.
What seems to be wanted is a Minister of Education,
a mendier of the Government, to whom the super-
intendent should be directly responsible, but whose
hands should not be unnecessarily tied. It will

scarcely be believed that one Government establish-

ment to which a library is all important, and the
early acquisition of new books a matter of greatest

moment, should have to make the demand to Her
Majesty's Stationary Office for books — a demand
complied with when it happens to be convenient.

The consequence is that months sometimes elapse

before the workers in some of our national collections

can avail themselves of means which are in the hands
of private workers directly after the publication of the

work in question.

How to Meet an Old Ohjection to
Flower Shows. — It has often been urged as an
objection to horticultural exhibitions, that they would
lead to a gardener giving his attention to a few
things, lo the neglect of the general work of the

garden. Experience proves that this is not true as a

mailer of fact, unless in exceptional circumstances
;

but it is urged again and again in these later days.

The Marlborough Horticultural Society having had
to face this objection, have, since its formation three

years ago, adopted the practice of oflering extra prizes

to be competed for by gentlemen's gardeners in

Marlborough and Preshute, with the best kept kitchen
anil flower garden, showing superior cultivation in

all de]iartraents ; and a certificate of merit, duly
framed, is given to each prize-winner in addition.

These certificates are duly exhibited before the public

on the occasion of the annual meeting of the .Society.

It is satisfaclory to know there is always a spirited

competition for these prizes, which are valuable pre-

miums on painstaking industry and careful oversight.

The winners of the three leading prizes this season

are Henry Ford, gardener to T. E. Tho.mi'son,

Esq., CoUen House, Marlborough ; Edward Holli-
day, gardener to W. E. Mullens, Esq., Marl-
borough ; and John Stevens, gardener to the Ke\-.

T. a. Preston, the Green, Marlborough ; the degree
of H orth being in the order of the names given. This
is a wholesome practice, and one that might be
adopted by country societies as a i)arl of their prac-

tical work.

M. Thozet.—We regret to hear of the death,
at Rockhampton, Queensland, on June i, of M. A.
Thozet, one of the most earnest and indefatigable
practical naturalists in Australia. His efforts in the
introduction of useful plants to the colony in which
he resided were worthy of all praise.

Noteworthy Herbaceous Plants.
In the herbaceous ground at Kew at the present time
may be seen, among many others to be hereafter
noticed :—Echium creticum, a fine species, with large
deep red flowers ; Pentstemon Torreyi, a fine scarlet

flowered species like its near ally, Chelone barbata
;

Castilleia indivisa, a species remarkable for its scarlet

bracts.

The Deciduous Cyi'ress.—A fine example
of this fine American Cypress is growing on the grass-

plat close to the mansion at Strathfieldsaye, Hants
;

and the open, light, fresh, and agreeable tint on its

leaves is in marked contrast to the darker and more
sombre hues of Elm, Oak, Fir, Chestnut, &c., which
are to be found around it. The specimen is not only
large, but handsome in appearance and symmetrical
in outline, and it is one of the chief arbore.al glories of
this historical residence. Among the coniferous plants,

of which there are many fine examples, is a Welling-
tonia gigantea, comparatively young, but of con-
siderable height, very handsome, dense in foliage,

with a trunk of remarkable dimensions for the height.
It occupies a fine position, and is seen to the very best

advantage.

Mammoth Kve.—This is said to be superior
to any in the world, producing seventy-five bushels to

the acre ; it is said also that it had been found grow-
ing wild in Nevada. The large grains have indeed a
great resemblance to gigantic grains of Rye. It was
sown by Dr. Sciiomburgk in the .\delaide Botanic
Gardens, and came up and produced a good stiff

straw and full heads, but the grain was not equal to

the seed, and turned out to be a true Wheat, Triticum
polonicum, Linn. The Wheat is well known in

Germany, where it has been cultivated ; but as the

plants do not stool well they do not cover the ground,
and the grain ripens very unequally and produces
a coarse flour. The German agriculturists have
given up its cultme, which has never been very
extensive.

Bedding Veruena Gruss aus Ereurt.—
It is worth a journey from London to Chiswick to see

this very fine and striking variety in flower in one of
the beds on the right hand of the broad walk. It is

of a very bright red colour, by the side of which all

other red and crimson Verbenas growing near it

appear dvdl and wanting in expression ; many who
have given up the use of A'erbenas in their flower

gardens will be desirous of returning to the old love

when they see the glorious brilliancy of this interest-

ing stranger. All honour to the raiser of it, for it is

a perfect bedding X'erbena, w-ith a dwarf close-grow-

ing habit, and a freedom of bloom that is the height

of profusion. Other new Continental varieties well

deserving attention are Otto I-'roebel, which may be
best described as a blue Purple King, very good
habit, ami remarkably free ; and Hofgartner Hinder-
mann, magenta, the white eye having a shaded ring

round it, very pretty. .\ note should be made of

these three varieties for .bedding purposes. The Floral

Committee will probably have an opportunity of
seeing these before long, and they will be properly

appraised by that body. The first-named of these

German varieties can scarcely fail to find a permanent
place in bedding plant lists, and that is a great deal

more than can be said of several of the new varieties

that during the past ten years received First-class

Certificates. Guiss au t)rfurt should take high rank
as an exhibition variety. As grown in the West of
England goo«l bedders appear to lie best adapted for

this purpose.

Indian Woods.— .V consignment of woods
has recently arrived in this country from Calcutta

which have been looked upon quite as a novelty, inas-

much as they are the produce of our Indian forests,

and are, so far as we are aware, the first batch that

has ever been sent to this country for sale by the

Forest Conservancy Department. The woods have
come over in irregularly shaped logs, some of very

large size, and are very varied, so far as quality is

concerned, for structural or manufacturing purposes.

Thus, for instance, appeared among them such woods
as Box (Buxus sempervirens), Olive (Olea cuspidata),

the soft and apparently useless wood of Alstonia

scholaris, as well as the woods of many other trees

well known for the fruits, resins, or other economic

productsproducedby them, buthithertounknownin this

country, at least as timber trees. The collection was
sold a short time since by public auction, and realised

fairly good prices. It remains, however, to be seen

whether the prices obtained were sufliciently remu-
nerative to induce the authorities to send another

consignment, for though the prices may have been

moderately good as compared with those which usually

prevail for similar woods, they may be prohibitive

where the cost of transit is \ery great, for the remarks

made in the recently issued Kew report regarding

Box wood applies equally to other woods. The
remarks referred to are as follows :

— ** The difficulty

of transit from the mountains to the seaboard appears

to be the great obstacle." It is to be hoped, con-

sidering the vastness of our Indian forests, that such

obstacles will in course of time be overcome.

Carnivokous Plants. — Adverting to a

statement in our issue for July 6 that Mr. Knight,
of the Chelsea Nurseries, was one of the earliest to

experiment on the subject, an obliging correspondent

sends us the following note, showing that "Thomas

.\ndrkw Knight also interested himself in the

subject ;
— ".\s regards the experiment referred to in

your number for July 6, I have frequently heard my
late rector say that his great friend T. A. Knight
told him he once selected two plants of Dionrea

muscipvda, as nearly as possible of the same size, anJ

placed them side by side, one fed with raw beef, t.'ie

other left alone. The one fed grew more luxuriantly

than the other."

Change of Climate.—Our readeis will

remember the discussion raised by Mr. McNaii as

to the deterioration of the climate of Scotland, a

deterioration not marked in the meteorological regis-

ters, and to which was attributed the falling off in the

quantity and quality of fruit in various districts. This

however must be attributed to other causes, "t

is curious, however, to find that the same icUa

is prevalent in Belgium. In the neighbourhood of

Tournai, we are told by the Bulletin ifArhoriciilttir^

the Vine was formerly cultivated in vineyards the

name of which remains though the ^^ines are nov only

grown against walls. In proof of this s^atemen! some
historical details are given, showing the low price of

the wine of Tournai in 965, owing to the abundant

produce of the vineyards. Other information is given

as to the taxes raised on the wine in 1290, 1315, 1441,

1531, 1546. In 1609 the wines of Tournai were offeree

to \'iscount D'AYREon his way to marry the daughtfr

of the governor ; and it is further stated that the wile

was of such quality as only to be presented to the

Knights of the Golden Fleece, the governors of pro-

vinces, and to princes, and foreign grandees vialing

Tournai. Now-a-days Chasselas Grapes aloie are

grown against walls in Tournai, and have beei much
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esteemed since ihe lime that Loins XI\'. decline<l to

cat other Clrapes than the Cliassclas ufTournai. The

mere fact, however, that it is no lon.tjer found pro-

litalilc to cultivate vineyarils at Tournai, is Ijy no

means concIusi\'e of any deterioration of climate.

l>ou1)lle»s, if it were worth while to do so, as <joiid

«ine cuiild l.c ma.Ic now at Tournai as heretof.ue.

I'l.M'. GunWIMi IIV Smdi^h.—M. Kknkst
DO Canto, in a recent number of the Illustration

I/oriicolc, tells us how in the Azorc Isles where, as is

well known, they grow winter Pines largely for the

ICiiglish market, it lias hcen found that smoke hastens

the proiluction of (lowers. The advantage of bottom

heat is .acknowledged, but as this demands houses

-l>ecia!ly constructed and these do not exist, portable

stoves are used, and it is observed that whenever the

smoke escapes into the house the flowering process

lakes place in about a fortnight. So efficacious is this

L- ^posure to smoke that not only do plants of proper

age bloom, Init also young suckers only just rooted, as

\\ell as Rose cuttings. Having observed this, the

Pine growers now practise it regularly by burning a

little straw or some shavings in the Pine stoves for

iwo or three days. We shoukl like to receive

further details as to this process from some of our

correspondents in the .\zores.

PkoI'Essor RElctrE.NluciI. —We are re-

quested to announce that Professor REICHEXif.-\cn"s

address for the next four weeks will be at the Hcr-

liarium. Royal Gardens, Kew.

Arctic Wheat.— Dr. Schomiu'ruk nar-

rates in his report on the Adelaide Botanic Garden:^,

that he received a sample of Wheat taken from a

quantity left by the American Arctic Expedition ship

Polaris iu 1871, which had been abandoned in north

latitude 8l° 16'. This Wheat had been left on the

beach, exposed to the snow and a temperature of

72° to 104° of frost for live years, and was found in a

heap by Dr. NiN.MS, of H.M. ship Discovery, on the

return of the last Arctic Expedition to England. I)r.

.ScHO.MiiiiRCK. sowed about 300. Of the 300
grains about sixty germinated. The i)lants grew

healthy, and reached to the height of from 3 to 4
feet. It is a beanled Wheat, and ripened in the

commencement of January. The ears contained

about thirty grains each, which were but small,

though round and plump.

CU'STAV Wai.lis.—We regret to have to

announce the death of the well-known horticultural

traveller, M. Gustax- Wai.lis, of Detmond.

Several letters from M. lunvAKU Ki.Aiiocu state

that Wai.lis died on June 20 in the hospital at

Cuenca.

The Derinc; Woods.—Every passenger by

the South-Eastern Railway to Dover, as he nears

.\shford, must have noticed the splendid woods to the

right hand of the traveller as he faces the engine. -V

description of these woods is given in the June number
of the yotinial of Fon-stry. It is easy to see at a

glance that these woods are well managed, and that

their beauty is beyond average ; but we should have

been glad if some notion of the expenditure had been

given, and of the return obtained for invested

capital. The woods are mixed plantations, with fine

avenues cut through in various directions, and

bordered with Deodars, evergreen Oaks, Silver Firs,

&c. -\ coloured plan is given with the description.

Sweet Pea " Butterfly.".—This charming

novelty was distributed by Messrs. Sutton & Sons of

Reading, The flowers are white, with a kind of

narrow beaded margin of pale azure-blue, which is also

slightly suftused over a portion of the petals. It is a

decided acquisition to the Sweet Peas, having a

well-marked distinctness of aspect, of a peculiarly

delicate character. It is probably a sport from the

white form, fixed and perpetuated by careful selec-

tion. It is all the more valuable, because there is

among Sweet Peas a larger proportion of heavy than

of light colours ; though all are beautiful and richly

f ragrant.

Cool Orchids.—We are informed that Jlr.

HoRSMAN has just returned from a collecting trip

amongst the cool mountain ranges of the higher parts

of Colombia, on behalf of the New Plant Company,

Colchester, and that he has brought with him a large

collection of Orchids, several new bulbs, especially a

new double Amaryllis, and many other things.

Prinim;. — We extract from the liiJiaii

For.sler the following summarj' of the efl'cils of

pruning on the growth and shape <!f trees :

—

1. Piiuiiug, in as fur as it diminishes the leaf |)owfr of

a tree, must reUird its growth.

2. 'I'liere is a constant struggle to make good this loss,

which is therefore only lenipomry. The branches cut

lower down are replaced by the lateral expansion of the

upper brandies.

3. The l.iss ill r..,, Ill
• .il iniKiii.'.; i-, not great, for

even if die whol.
|

, .
,., mii,;. .inc-third of the

f.iliage. be n-m.nr.l. : ,.
i

,

1 U,. ireewill onlvbc

diminished by o„L-,c>umu p,u. ,
i.lnUi ,

I
ilu- 1.,,, portion

of theleaf canopv, rc])re=,cnllng.i:i ' ni .i i il . , ,,i t<iliagc

is removed, the leaf power will bv r-h;
, : . n. n,. than

one-half; and ns the lower braiu'i i i , .^ .irc re-

placed higher up and in a more 1;i\.hii.iIjIl- position, a

less quantity of new leaves will suffice to restore the leaf-

power of the tree.

4. Pruning proiluces not only a larger piece of timber,

but also causes it to assume a more desirable shape, and
to. approach ni'ire and more 10 the figure of tlic para-

boloid, whilst a low branching tre.- may be even less

full-wooded than a cone.

.\ third edition of Mr. .Serjeant Cox's Z<-/Av.t

to a J.aw SluJait 0,1 llic Arlsof M'ritiiig, Reading, ami
Sf'eakiiig'<a^', been issued (Co.\, 10, Wellington Street).

These letters abound in sound coinmin sense, and are

replete with practical hints. Though originally

addressed to law students in particular they will prove

very serviceable to all who have to put pen to paper,

reail a paragraph aloud, or utter a few words in public.

(lARDENiNG CiiAXc.Es.—We hear that Mr.

I. Weatherston has resigned his position as gar-

dener to Sir II. J.
Brydi;es, Bart., at Boultibrook,

near Presteign, Radnorshire, ami that he has been

succeeded by Mr. Hf.nky Thomas.

GRAMMATOPHYLLUM
SPECIOSUM.

A iti;ure of this gr.tnd epiphyte—which has been

called the queen of Orchids, appears on p. iSi.

The C.rammatophyllums are allied to Cymbidium,

difl'ering in certain detads of the column and pollen

masses. The genus was established by Blume for

the plaiit now under notice, which was originally

figured by him in the Rtiniphia (ii-., 47, t. igi).

It inhabits Java and the other islands of the Indian

Arcliipelago, as well as Cochin China ; and Dr.

Lindley mentions having had specimens found by

Grithth in the Straits of Malacca with a scape 6 feet

high an<l an inch diameter at the base.

In this country the Grammatophyllum speciosum,

which is recorded to have been introduced in 1837,

was first flowered in 1851 by Mr. Loddiges, of

Hackney, the blossoms being, however, small and

for the most part developed in a monstrous state.

The figure in Paxton's Flo-.tvr Garden, t. 69, was

made up from this source. A much finer specimen

was bloomed in October, 1859, in the collection of

W. G. Farmer, Esq., of Nonsuch Park, Ewell, under

the care of Mr. Carson, who was well known, in his

day, as a first-rate plant grower. In this specimen the

stems were from 9 to 10 feet high, and the scape 6 feet

long, growing from the base of the stem. In this case

the expanded leathery flowers were nearly 6 inches

across, several being produced on the scape. The
sepals and petals are bluntly obovate-oblong, undu-

lated, rich golden-yellow, thickly dotted with short

oblong spots of reddish-purple ; the lip is comparatively

snuall, Ihree-lobed, streaked with red, the side lobes

convolute over the column. The stems bear a few

large appressed scales at the base, above which they

are furnished with the distichous leaves, which are

lorate, acute, coriaceo-membranaceous, and from I .j to

2 feet long. The red streaks on the disc of the lip are

ciliated.

Grammatophyllum speciosum was also well flowered

some years since by Mr. Scott, while gardener to

Sir G. Staunton, at Leigh Park, where also another

noble and rarely seen Orchid, Cyrtopodiura puncta-

tum, was flowered many years since, and exlwhited at

one of the Regent's Park shows.

In the wild state the stems, according to Blume,

grow from 2 to 3 feet high, and from I inch to i.J inch

in diameter, towards the top closely loaded with

leaves, which are distichous and equitant, curved back-

wards, smooth and shining, with a central rib chan-

nelled on the upper side, and bluntly protuberant

beneath. The scape springs directly from the bate of

the leal stem, grown from 5 to 6 feet high, and bears

a profusion of flowers for about half its length, each

flower standing on a curved stalk about 3 inches long,

and having the same or a greater diameter.

The iilant is one of large growth, as the foregoing

jiarticulars indicate, and can only be accommodated

when there is ample space. Nevertheless so noble an

object is well worthy of being grown where suitable

accommodation exists. It requires the temperature

of the East India house, and to be encouraged to make

a few strong growths, after which they shoidd have

a decided resting period. They are best grown in

peat soil, in large well-draineil pots, and .should be

liberally watered in the growing season.

M. \'an Volxem, writing in these columns on May
n last, mentions having seen this species in Manilla

growing on the highest forks of the trees fully ex-

posed to the light, moisture being amply provided

from the brackish Mangrove swamp.

THE ISLAND OF CYPRUS.
(Comlmiidfrom I: 107.)

Agriculture and Horticuli ure.

The condition of agriculture is undoubtedly as bad

as it can he, and many years must elapse before any

general improvement can be effected, e\'en supposing

measures are promply taken with that object. The

soil is merely scratched on the surface previous to sow-

ing the seed, and such a thing as manuring is un-

known, or at least never practised. The tools and

implements are almost exactly of the same pattern as

those in use in Egypt. Fresh land is of course more

productive than land that has been under cultivation

without manure for a long time, consequently the

forests have been sacrificed to obtain fresh land.

Even now it is the practice to burn the brushwood

and herbage ; and the fires often extend to the re-

mains of the fore.it, causing great damage. The evils

attending the destruction of the forests are manifold,

to say nothing of the dearth of timber and firewood.

The copious rains of winter are carried away to the

sea, or evaporate very quickly, and sudden heavy

rains cause floods, as there is nothing to hold the

water back. Wheat, Barley, and Oats are cultivated

—Barley chiefly, as it ripens before the Wheat, and

thus escapes the locusts more than Wheat. Several

leguminous plants are cultivated, as Ervum Ervilia,

E. Lens, Lathyrus Ochrus, ViciaFaba, and Cicerarie-

tinum ; the first is generally esteemed, and, as it will

grow in almost any soil, it is much more extensively

cultiv-ited thin any of the others. Cotton, Madder,

Tobacco, Flax, and Hemp, are grown on a very

small scale. It is estimated that the annual export of

cotton during the Venetian dominion was 30,000

biles, and this had dwindled down to 3000 bales in

1865. Cyprian Madder has a great reputation, being

surpassed only by Smyrnian. Unger gives the quan-

tity exported as about 90 tons. Formerly the sugar-

cane was extensively cultivated ; but in Unger's

time it was not to be found on the Island.

The Potato is restricted to the mountainous region,

but in the lowlands Colocasia antiquorum is culti-

vated instead, and affords no inconsiderable propor-

tion of the food of the islanders. Tobacco is not

grown in sufficient quantity to meet the wants of the

inhabitants. Gourds, Melons, and Cucumbers,

Water Melons, and Calabashes, are common,

especially Water Melons, which are very refreshing

during the hat season. Another Cucurbitacea, the

Colocynth, is actually an article of commerce. Here

we may mention Resina Ladani, a resin collected by

goats when browsing amongst Cistus creticus. It

collects on the goats' beards, and these when full are

shaven oft". The collecting of the resin is apparently

left entirely to the goats. The cultivation of vege-

tables in the sense we understand it is not practised

at all, although Cabbage, .\rtichokes, .\spara5us, and

Cress (Lepidium sativum), grow wild in the island.

It is only on the tables of the wealthy Ihat any

variety of vegetable is seen—the poorer class

content themselves with the shoots of the wild

Asparagus verticillatus. Capers, Cress, Purslane,

Samphire, and " other hay and straw." As for

pleasure-gardening, except in some of the principal

towns, and perhaps some of the monasteries, it is a

thing unknown. There were, however, some pleasant

gardens in Larnaca when Clarke visited the island.

He says (vol. ii., p. 340) :
" The gardens of Larnaca

are very beautiful, and constitute the only source of
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delight the women dI ilic pinco hccin to |iossess.

They are, however, no ornament to the town, being

enclosed by high walls. Almost every house has its

garden ; the shade and verdure thus afforded is a

delightful contrast to the glare of a white and dusty

soil everywhere observed around. In these gardens

we noticed two sorts of Jasmine, one common in

European countries, and the other derived from Syria

;

the double-blossomed Pomegranate, a most beautiful

shrub ; also Lemons, Oranges, Plums, and Apricots.

The Phaseolus Caracalla, kept in the greenhouses of

the seraglio gardens at Constantinople, flourished here

in the open air. They had also the Arbutus An-
drachne, growing to an enormous size." Unger once
saw Calendula oflicinalis growing in a pot, and Bal-

samila vulgaris, Artemisia Abrotanum, A. Absinthium,
and A. Santolina, as well as Iris florentina, Roses, and
Jasmine, and Melia Azedarach arc the only ornamental
plants met with here and there. It is worthy of note

that the three first are employed in Cyprus, as in

Central Kurope, to adorn the bride at the wedding
and the corpse before it is interred. Some of the

Turkish graveyards, as that of Scarpho, were i>lanted

.

with Iris sepulchorum.

Grapf. Cui.Tl'RE.

Of all the branches of husbandry Grape growing is

the most important on the island. Not only is suffi-

cient wine made for the inhabitants, but it is one ol

the principal articles of export. The Grape Vine suc-

ceeds in all parts of the island, from the sea-level to

an elevation of upwards of 4000 feet ; but it is in the

southern and south-easter]! region of the Troodos
and Machera Mountain system where it is most
planted and where the best vintages are secured. Here
the \'ine flourishes on the steepest declivities, and in

fact in almost any situation. Unger observes that,

if it were desirable, the whole island might be trans-

formed into a vast vineyard. Of course, no manure
is used in the vineyards any more than elsewhere, for

whence would it come ? And the canes here, as in

Greece and Syria, have no supports, because the

material does not exist in the island. Cyprian wine
is celebrated in history, and Ungev states that the

wine found in e\'ery village is of excellent quality ;

even the commonest kinds are good. The Com-
mandeira wine is dark red, or almost black, when
young, but with age it becomes lighter, and eventually

has a brownish-yellow hue. A vintage fifty years old

was dark brown, and rather bitter, but excessively

fiery, and not without bouquet. The natives are very

moderate in the use of wine, which was extremely

cheap, and so abundant that considerable quantities

W'cre distilled for brandy.

The Oi.iVE.

This tree is certainly not indigenous to the island,

though frequently found in a wild state. It is

cultivated all over the island, occasionally up to an
elevation of 3500 feet, and it grows in the driest

rocky places, but thrives much better near springs.

The 01i\e gardens of Kitti, Moni, Colossi, Episcopi,

Lapithus, Bellapais, Kythrrea, &c., are extensive, and
contain fine old trees, some of which must be several

centuries old. Amongst the numerous varieties, those

of the last-named place are highly esteemed on account

of their large size. The Olive is the favourite fruit

of the islanders, and is within the re.achof the poorest.

During the fast the Greeks eat nothing else, except a

little liread. Besides the consumption as food, an
immense quantity is used in the thousands and thou-

sands of lamps kept burning to the glory of numerous
saints. Not the least care is taken of the trees ; and
if they were not very tough and tenacious of life, and
able to live under hard conditions and take care of

themselves, they would be destroyed by bad treat-

ment. Not a drop of olive oil is exported, although

it might certainly form a profitable article, consider-

ing the productiveness of the country.

Cerato.ma SILtnUA.

The Carol) tree is spread all over Cyprus, ascend-

ing to an .altitude of 2000 feet. In the mountains it

is only shrubby, but in the plains it often grows to a

large size. Clarke states that it is sometimes as large

as the Oak in England. Cultivated trees are all

grafted, the operation not being performed until the

trees are of considerable size. Carob plantations are

most numerous and extensive on the south coast

between Mazoto and Limasol, and also in the district

between Kcryncia and Lapithus. The Carobs are

mostly shipped to Trieste, where a spirit is jirepared

from them. In 1853 the exports reached close upon

4500 tons.

Fruit Trees.

Once there were 800 small orchards in the neigh-

bourhood of Sergios, near Famagosta, and now there

arc scarcely twenty. The trees in these and all other

orchards of the island are Fig, Orange, Lemon, Pome-
granate, Almond, Walnut, Cherry, Apple, Pear, and

Medlar. The commonest and most generally dif-

fused are Fig trees, which, with Orange, Citron, and

Mullierry trees, constitute the bulk of the orchards,

Opuntia, Atriplcx Halimus, and Tamarisk, are

planted for hedges. The Figs are rather poor in

quality ; but the Oranges and Lemons are excellent,

though unfortunately not plentiful. Peaches and

Apricots are also grown. Of the former there are

only inferior varieties, and the small early Massa-

franci has the reputation of favouring dysentery. The
Apricots, on the other hand, are better. Apples,

Pears, Plums, and Cherries are all very poor, the

climate being too hot for them. The stately

Date Palm must not be forgotten. This is the Mus-
sulman's favourite, and is found wherever there are

Turks ; but it does not fully ripen its fruit. It adds,

however, greatly to the embellishment of the towns
and villages. Morus alba is grown for rearing silk-

worms, but the silk industry, like most others, has
been crushed by exacting imposts.

LOLUSTS.

.Some seasons the locusts devour almost every green
thing, and every season they are troublesome. The
peasants hasten to harvest their crops even before

they are quite ripe, in order to escape the ravages of

these dreaded insects, which often appear in myriads.

It is remarkable that the insect that devastates the

island is not the same as that which is the enemy
of the husbandman in Syria, though the latter also

occurs in Cyprus. .Stauronotus cruciatus is apparently

the only kind of locust that crosses the island in

swarms, clearing everything before it. Unger and
Kotschy collected the following orthoptera, which
are all herbivorous insects :—Decticus albifrons,

Acridium tartaricum, Stauronotus cruciatus, Locusta
viridissima, Pocthetis Rauliniana, Gryllus capensis,

Periplaneta oricntalis, Heterogamia cegyptiaca,

Forficula auricularia, Gryllotalpa vulgaris, Gryllus

burdigalensis, Odontura sp. n., and Try.xalis ungui-

culata.

With this we must conclude, merely reininding the

reader that the work to which we are indebted for the

bulk of the foregoing observations, contains much
other interesting matter, both historical and scientific,

including lists of the lower cryptogaiTts, mammals,
birds, insects, &c. //'. B. Hciiisley.

DESIRABLE HARDY SHRUBS.
To those interested in trees and shrubs of an orna-

mental character the nurseries of Messrs. J. Veitch &
Sons at Coomlie Wood are at all times worthy of a

visit. The avenue of alternate specimens of Wel-

lingtonia gigantea and Araucaria imbricata has a very

imposing effect ; the trees are very vigorous and well

furnishetl ; many specimens of the latter I believe

were furnished with cones, but at the time of my visit

they had lieen gathered, as they have a tendency to

exhaust the trees. For one thing these nurseries are

celebrated, and that is, the collections of hardy trees,

shnibs, and Coniferie, from Japan.

The late Mr. John Gould Veitch was singularly

successful in obtaining many good things during his

explorations in that mysterious land, and the firm

have added considerably to the treasures collected by

him. It is not only good policy of any firm, but they

are also conferring a boon on the country by adding

to the lists of hardy things suitable to the adornment

of our parks and shrubberies. I would not say one

word derogatory of the introduction of any desirable

plants, but we have certainly been overdone in some

directions with new tender foliage plants lately,

which have been introduced to our stoves to the

exclusion of older and better things, and the sale'of

such plants has been aggravated by the unhealthy

stimulant of oflering tempting prizes to the purchasers

of them. I know ior a fact that quantities of weedy-

looking things are purchased at a high price, and are

discarded after being grown for a year or two. Our

stoves are limited in number and size, but our parks

are large, and you never hear of new hardy shrubs

being discarded.

I noticed the following as being very distinct and

desirable shrubs, suitable for even the smallest gar-

dens. Olearia Haastii, which was recently exhibited

at one of the fortnightly meetings at South Ken-

sington, and descril)ed at the lime in this paper, was
finely in flower, and the efl'cct of large masses of it,

either near at hand or at a distance, was much finer

tlian could be conceived by seeing a small basket of

it. The deep green leaves and compact habit of the'

plants show to advantage the profusion of white

flowers. Escallonia Phillipiana, even more recently

described and figured, was a novel feature in the long

Ijorder, and my attention was drawn to the fact that,

in addition to its other good qualities, the flowers arc

sweet-scented.

Hypericum oblonglfolium is quite a shrub, from 2

lo 3 feet in height, and, as far as my experience goes,

is certainly the finest of the genus. The plant was

well clothed with i)unches of golden flowers, a suc-

cession of which is kept up for at least three month>,

and reminding one of the beautiful Fremontia cali-

fornica. II. patulum was also in flower; it is of a

more dwarf sub-trailing habit, with smaller flowers,

which were not quite so freely produced.

A group of Acer polymorphum dissectum had quite

a charming effect amongst the other shrubs of a

different character ; the finely divided leaves are so

elegant in themselves, but when you add to this the

rich bronzy tinge they assume in spring, which is ever

changing as the season advances, it will be seen at

once that this is a tree no garden should lack.

Hydrangea paniculata grandiflora was also flowering

with great freedom, the plants also making good
growth. This plant improves much by a closer and
longer acquaintance. It is quite hardy and not parti-

cular as to soil. One of its most useful characteristics

is the profusion of its pink flowers.

Eulalia japonica must also be noticed as one of the

most distinct and handsome of the variegated grasses;

it is Japanese, and quite hardy in the borders at

Coomhe. The leaves are broadly linear, handsomely
and evenly striped with while; the whole plant is.

about 4 feet in height. The growth is very rapid,

and it seems to be a plant that will accommodate
itself to any class of soil or situation. J. Doit-^hjs.

CEREUS SWARTZn.
Clood hedge plants are a desideratum in many

places, hut there are not many localities out of

tropical or subtropical regions where such a.hedge a-i

that represented at p. 185 (fig. 37), woultl be possible.

A glance is sufficient to show how effectually it serves

its purpose, and how striking its appearance must be.

The photograph from which our drawing was made
was obligingly forwarded to us by Mr. Hart of

Kingston, Jamaica. It represents a hedge of Cereus

Swartzii, a species which, like others of its class,

grows so freely under suitable conditions, that all that

is necessary is to stick a fragment into the ground,

when it will grow as freely as a Willow cutting here.

CACTI IN AMERICA, &c.

We have some good collections of Cacti and

Agaves in the East—indeed in a few cases they arc

made a specialty. The finest collections I know of in

Massachusetts are owned by Messrs. Ross, Forest Hills

;

J. C. Hovey, Cambridgeport ; Hovey & Co., East

Cambridge ; and C. S. S rgent, Brookline ; in New
York by Messrs. Corning, and Menand of Albany, and

a few by Kelly, of Rhinebeck ; in New Jerse)', by Such

and Rathbun, of South Amboy, and Doey of Long
Branch ; and in the West (Missouri) by Shaw, of

St. Louis. It is at St. Louis that Dr. Engelman,

our great authority on these plants, resides.

Our climate is admirablj* adapted for the welfare of

Cacti, of which we get many interesting and curious

species from Colorado, Utah, New Mexico, Arizona,

Texas, and other parts of the Far West, but unfor-

tunately we have very few species that are hardy in

New England. Opuntia vulgaris, Rafinesquei, and

missouriensis are perfectly hardy, enduring our

winters with impunity even without any covering.

Two years ago Echinocactus Simpsoni survi\-ed the

winter in our outdoor rockery, but it rotted off lar>t

winter. It was well covered with leaves both seasons.

Consignments of Western Cacti are often sold at

auction in New York city, when the '* homely things"

seldom fetch more than a trifle ; indeed I have been

surprised at the number of Echinocactus polycephalus,

cylindricus, and that long-spined section I saw "kick-

ing about" the florists' greenhouses in the neighbour-

hood of New York. It is quite a common thing to

see new and rare kinds gasping an existence about the

stokeholes, out-of-the-way corners, or under the stages
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of suluulwn greenhouses, unknown, un\aluecl, and

uncared for ; and Louis Menand showed nic a little

Cereus he bought (from over the boiler) for fifty cents,

and on bringing it to Albany refused one hundred

dollars for it.

Mr. Menand, who is a most intelligent and en-

thusiastic cultivator, has some of the finest and
lie.althiest Cacti I know of, and I was particularly

si ruck with the beauty of the little " white" Cactuses,

as Echinocereus pectinatus te.\ensis, Mammillaria

senilis, M. pretiosa cristata, M. eximia, M. Mulben-

pliordti, 51. acanthophlegma, Opuntia ferox, and

many others. Mr. Menand plants out his Agaves

and Opunlias in the summer-time, and lifts and pots

them in the fall, wintering them in the greenhouse.

He finds that Echinocactuses, Maminillarias, and

better than those we kept in pots. Last summer

—

1877—we planted out on the terrace most of our

Mammillarias, Echinocactuses, and Cereuses of the

gonocanthus and Englemanni class, but with no

flattering result. Yuccas planted out grew splen-

didly, and lifted well, and as for Opuntias and

Agaves they grow enormously when planted out ;

besides they assume a plumpness, vigour, and colour

hardly obtainable in pot-nursed plants, and they lift

so well that the efiect of the displacement is not

noticeable. We winter most of our commoner and

larger Opuntias on shelves in a dry cellar. They are

not potted, but merely lifted and stored as we shoidd

Dahlia roots, with the exception that we keep them

as dry as possible, turn them often, and cut out any

riecaying pieces and atlmil all the light we can. and

Mr. Clements, gardener to Mr. Rathbuu, tells me
that last summer they h.ad their Stapelias planted

out on a hot dry piece of ground, and that they grew

splendidly, and towards fall bloomed abundantly.

Just now they are planted in a row on the floor along

either side of the pathway in one of the greenhouses,

as we often see Selaginella Kraussiana, and the little

.Africans look comfortable enough.

Our hardy Sempervivums are much used in bedding,

but large plants so often " bolt " that a reserve stock

is always necessary. The tender species—the tree-

like kinds—are not much used, but we have employed

them in flower-beds with telling results.

Cotyledons of the orbiculatum, farinosum, lanceo-

latum, and pulverulentum type, we ha^e been un.able

to grow satisfactorily in the flower-garden, notwith-

.—A HEDGE Of CEREIS -.\V.\RTiII IN lAMAIC^. (SEE V. IS4.

)

vhat similar genera, do not do very well when
planted out in the open garden, consequently in May
he plants them out in a cold frame. The frames are

uncovered by day in the event of fine weather, but

the sashes are replaced at night, and in wet weather
kept on during the daytime. About an hour before

closing-up time Mr. M. sprinkles his Cactuses o\er-

head with water from a fine rose, just giving enough
to wet the ground about a quarter of an inch deep.

In October he lifts, repots, and transposes them to

the greenhouse. So satisfactory is this method that

Mr. M. assures me he "can almost se« them
grow."

Some growers around Boston used to plant out

their Mammillarias, &c., in the garden, but last year

I think most of them kept them in pots placed on
boards or ashes out-of-doors or plunged in frames. In

1876 we planted out many Aloes, but they did not grow

keep the windows or ventilators open on every

favourable occasion. We plant them right out from

these quarters in May, and for about three weeks

after they look "horrid," but towards the end of

June they will have plumped up a little and begin to

grow, which they do with great vigour. Euphorbias

of the tall-growing species grow beautifully, and have

a telling effect in the flower garden ; indeed, the

candclabnnii-like pillars of some of these were

amongst the most attractive plants I saw in the flower

garden at the Botanic Gardens at Washington.

Phyllocactuses grow thriftily—fat and green when
planted out—but some of my amateur neighbours

assert that they don't bloom so well as those they

keep in pots during the summer time. Last summer
we planted out some of the tall-growing Cereuses, as

jamaicensis and cylindricus, and they seemed to do
pretty well.

standing the reported successes from other sources !

they do not grow enough, and every rain washes so

much of the " meal " oft' them that they look rather

ghostly. In a frame, however, whereon the sashes

were kept night and day all summer, we had good

results. We kept the plants in pots, which were

plungetl in coal ashes, and the ashes we kept moist

;

but only three times in as many months did we water

the soil in the pots. We never touched the leaves

with water if we could help it, and when we brought

in these plants in October they were lovely rosettes of

untainted whiteness. The commoner Cotyledons

(EcheNcrias), as pumila, secunda glauca, &c., are

abundantly grown for the flower-garden, thousands

of them being used for defining patterns in the

"succulent bed." At one place some 16 or 18 miles

from Boston is even an " Echcxeria garden," a series

of scroll-beds patterned with Echeverias and em-
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blazoned with " coloured gravel," clnppcil crockery,

bvickbals, and minced glass of various Inics—an iillur

abomination.

As Lobelias of iIk^ Erinus type are of no use here

aflcr luly, AgcraUims somelimcs uncertain, and tlic

\'ioIa oormvta and other " bedders " arc of no per-

manent avail in the flower-garden, we want a good

lasting blue, and that we have in Klcinia repciis.

There are several varieties of it, some not nuich

worth, but others again as summer advances become

deeper in colour and thriftier in growth, and it is

always neat. William Falconer, Botanic Gardens,

Cainlniitge, Mass.

IJoiiic (irorrcsponiicncf.

Hyacinthus candicans and Gladiolus.—This

really excellent garden plant is now in full flower in

our nursery, and is admired <laily by the numerous

visitors to our eslablishnicnt. We have a large bed

of the pure while flowering Hyacinth, edged by a

broad bolder of Gladiolus Urenchleyensis, which is

particufarly admired. A most splendid effect has

been obtained by this combination. The pure white

colour of the Hyacinth makes the most striking con-

trast with the dark-red tint of the Gladiolus, and this

grows just of that height as to enable the Hyacinth to

exceed by nearly the whole length of the flower-stem

the Gladiolus. We consider Hyacinthus candicans,

which flowers during a period of several weeks, one

of the best ornamental plants for gardens and parks,

and can especially recommend the above-described

arrangement. IL If. Krclagc C^ Son, Ilaarlcin.

Escallonia pulvarulenta.— I send you flowers of

Kscallonia pulverulenta, a \ery distinct species, now
flowering for the first time in the open air. It urifor-

tunately is not quite hanly e\ery\yhere, but in a

favourable situation on a warm wall it has stood two

years. It will not compare for beauty with such sorts

as E. mr)ntevidensis, but has distinct features of its

own, and a perceptible Ha.vthorn perfume, and is a

good plant for a cool house. T. Smilli, Naory.

Verbenas, &c., at the Castle Street Nurseries,

Salisbury.—The display of Verbenas and Pelargo-

niums of the newer and choicer varieties to be seen

now and for several weeks to come is one not easily

to be forgotten. The Verbena plants, as also the

Pelargoniums, are planted in rows about i8 inches

apart in borders in the immediate neighbourhood of

the forcing-houses, in which borders, with one or two

exceptions, the plants seem to luxuriate. The plants

are very healthy, and the hues of the flowers most

varied, from the most highly coloured crimson gradu-

ally toning down to the most chaste, soft, and delicate

pink and white. The profusion of bloom, the perfect-

ncss of the trusses, the regularity in the development

of and immense si^e of pips, some of which measure

more than an incli in diameter, produce a floral dis-

play which is perfectly lovely. I give the names and

descriptions of a few of those that took my fancy

most. Admiration, very brilliant carmine, slightly

shaded towards centre, with immense pips. Favourite,

fine deep velvety crimson, with light purplish tinted

eye. Boule de Neige, best pure white. Clarinda,

plum colour, with white eye. Uuke of Edinburgh,

bright pink, with crimson ring round the eye. Miss

Edwards, beautiful scarlet-i)ink, with much darker

centre, with very small white eye. Adelina I'atti,

bright pink, with while ring round dark eye, im-

mense truss. Lovely Jilue, very bright blue, very

sweetly scented ; grand flower and strong grower.

The Pelargoniums are equally good, but not so

extensive in variety, but, nevertheless, the habit of

. the plants, the size and form of the flowers are all

that could be desired in a Pelargonium, some of the

colours being very attractive, among which Jennie

Dodds and Fire King (in /onals) figure conspicu-

ou.sly, the former possessing quite a new shade of

colour. Dahlias, as is well known to your readers,

are not only extensively but successfully cul-

tivated in the Castle Street ISurseries. This year

the plants have m.ade unu.sually fine growth. They
are very healthy, and most of them are now coming
into flower—flowers which for size, form, and perfect

finish are simply superb. Of the Roses I neetl make
no remark—they have spoken sufficiently well for

themselves at the various metropolitan and pro\incial

horticultural and floricultural shows during the present

as in past seasons. Most of the glasshouses are filled

with clean well-grown short-jointed |3ot ^ines of the

most appro\ed kinds, which in the course of a couple

of months will find their way to wirious and d stant

counties throughout the country, bearing on them the

stamp of high cultural skill, redounding, as most

other things cultivated in these nurseries do, to the

credit of Jlr. James Wyatl, the m.inagcr—who has,

I understand, filled this [josition in these nurseries

from their infancy. And with what perseverance and

care he has, in connection with the late proprietor and

founder (Mr. J. Keynes), tended his charge, endea-

vouring to carry it bravely through a "competitive

trade," is well known to luost of the readers of

the Gardeners' Chronicle and other horticultural

papers ; and how he has succeeded in establishing the

name of Keynes and the Castle Street Nurseries

throughout the floricultural worid, is also well known
to your readers : thus rendering Salisbury as famous

for its Roses as it so long has been, and justly so, for

the beauty of its cathedral architecture and historical

associations. //. JV. JVard,

Madresfield Court Grape. — Last . week, in

looking through the houses at Wilton House gar-

dens, Salisbury, I noticed a vinery filled with the

noble Grape. The vines are, Mr. Challis informeil

me, all planted in the inside border. They are carry-

ing a nice crop of regular good average-sized bunches,

having good berries, which showed not the slightest

sign of cracking. ^Ir. Challis thinks very highly of

the Madresfield Court, as his having a house devoted

to its special culture will testify. //. JV. JT.

Scurvy of the Sea.—Perhaps the " Scurvy of

the Sea," mentioned in p. 90 by "Guernsey," is

the " Scurvy-grass " (Cochlearia officinalis), a com-
mon plant on seashores, which has the antiscor-

butic properties referred to by him. y. ^1/., Dublin,

Carpet Bedders.—Whatever captious critics may
say as to the a;sthetic taste displayed in carpet-

bedding, it is at least certain that, so long as garden-

ers or their employers, whom they aim to please,

keep their beds at home for their own pleasure and
gratification, and do not send them to some royal

floral bedding academy for public display, they have

an undoubted right to carry out this development of

their own wishes without reference to the whims,
fancies, or criticisms of other people. But there is

another reason why carpet-bedding should exist, and

even be encouraged. Nothing would more tend to

the extinction of interest in garden-work than the

decoration of all gardens on exactly the same
pattern and upon the same dead level ; and thus

it is desirable to find in each good place some
special feature, differing perhaps from that found

elsewhere, and which at all times marks the garden

in question as worthy a visit from those who admire

horticultural specialities. Then, again, one place

seems to be specially adapted for the display of

carpet-bedding ; another has features that render it

out of place there ; another is reiuarkable for its masses

of mixed plants, its noble glades, its grand trees, its

water scenery, and so on ; and thus it is impossible

to lay down any special rule for the decorati^e

features of any garden. The most indefensible point

in carpet-beddiirg is not in its existence, but rather in

the way in which it is worked out ; and, assuming
that it is altogether in correct taste when done well,

it is of course open to criticism when worked out in

bad taste, and in a slovenly way. Such carpet-

bedding is, however, rather the exception than the

rule ; and that so much is done well is perhaps

largely due to the good examples set to the garden-

learners in these things in our public parks,

the Crystal I'alace, and in a few of the best private

gardens. It is often a matter of complaint against em-
|)Ioyers that they send their gardeners to these large

places to study the designs there worked out, and bid

them endeavour to reproduce them m their smaller gar-

dens at home. Suchan attemiit is sure to lead to failure.

That such might be the case if a literal reproduction

were attempted there can be little doubt, as it is not

unfrequenlly the case that large designs, however
admirably worked out, can hardly be suited for small

beds, and that the effect when worked out in a small

scale is lost. This is so far true that it is perhaps

unwise to attempt any more slavish copying, as it

encourages no artistic eftbrts upon the part of the

gardener. An intelligent student would rather note,

first, what most telling eft'ecls were produced hy cer-

tain plants, and how combined ; and second, what
kinds of plants generally were most useful, and, as a

rule, the most successful carpet-bedders. IJy getting

well ])osted in these features a man nuist inilecd be an
indifterent designer if he proved incaiiable of working
out within the sphere of his own labour something

that should be good, tasteful, eftectivc, and should

command the admiration not only of his own
employers, but also of their numerous friends and
visitors. Designs, however effective on paper, are

admired more or less just as the tastes of the gardener

may vary, but there can be little or no diflerence of

opinion as to the most useful plants for carpet bed-

ding. In these distinct and clearly-defined lines are

essential, as in working out effective designs good
contrasts must be had ;

greens, blues, reds, yellows,

whites and greys, form the most common colours of

carpet plants, and in these there is a further divergent

range of tint .according to kind, whilst to this is

added variety in habit and growth, but all of that

close, dense, compact character, without which no
good carpet would be possible. Certain plants

present special features for the production of dividing

lines or for the working out of the skeleton design

prior to the ultimate filling in. Of these Golden

Feather, dwarf blue Lolielia, Mentha Pulegium

gibraltarica, and Echeveria secunda glauca are sjic-

cially good, as they jiresent distinctive, well-marked

colours allie<l to reliable habits for the production of

lines. Then for the filling in of broad spaces the

various dense growing .Sedums, such as Lydium,

green ; hispanicum, grey ; and acre elegans, creamy

yellow ; the variegated Mesembryanthcmum, Alter-

nantheras in shades of red, yellow Chickweed, other

Lobelias for blue, &c., afford an abundance of

material for the designer's selection. There are few

of these that have not that natural evenness of growth

so essential in the maintenance of uniformity in the

design. Perhaps the most troublesome to keep in

check is the Golden Feather, which needs much
pinching, as in the good soil of flower beds it finds

encouragement to grow robust. The new laciniated

variety, although a little dwarfer, is only just so,

whilst it largely lacks the rich golden lint of the old

kind. A new selection from the first named variety

that gives all its dcnseness of leafage and richness of

colour with a \ery dwarf compact habit has just pre-

sented itself, and this, if proved to be reliable, will

doubtless become' the most suitable yellow foliage

bedder. Carpet bedding is subject to the charge of

flatness whilst unrelieved by the introduction into it

of a few taller plants, as may suit the taste of the

gardener. These are found in abundance in some of

the hardier Draca;nas, dwarf Thistles, large Eche-

verias, .Sempervivums, Pachyphytons, small Agaves,

&c., and many other things that may be to hand,

provided they do not present unharmonious features,

and preserve form and foliage in perfection throughout

the season. A. D.

The Best Kept Gardens.—Will " M." allow

me to supiilement his excellent report of the Ma'rl-

borough horticultural show, with a short note of one
class in the schedule which was judged in the week
before the show. The class was- " for gentlemen's

gardens in Marlborough and Preshule." " For the

best kept kitchen and flower garden showing superior

cultivation in all departments, with a certificate of

merit" [glass excluded.] The gardeners of seven

masters competed, the gardens were very well kept ;

those gaining 1st and 2d prizes were admirable, and
the 3d not only thoroughly well kept, but with an
interesting collection of alpine and herbaceous plants.

It was very pleasant to see at a great jiublic school

evidence everywhere of the increased taste for garden-

ing which has happily so greatly developed itself of

late years in this country. George F, IVilson, Ileather-

Imnk, Weybridgc.

Fumigators.—Some of your correspondents would
perhaps kindly give their experience of a want which
I and doubtless many often feel, viz., that of an
clficient fumigating apparatus, for all that I ha\e seen

or tried lead me to infer that we have not yet attained

theacme. Tobacco paper, perhaps the most economical,
effective, and generally used article, always more or

less moist, will not burn satisfactory without a handful

of live coals or (better still) charcoal to kindle it—the

largest size of those in use emitting so small a volume
of smoke that I find it impossible to do the work
effectually, so shall pro tein. resort to a sieve or wire

basket involving of course the presence of tlie operator.

Tebbs' i> a neat strong apparatus, but diflicult to

kindle as per directions ; and the largest size far too

small to fumigate a medium-sized house eftectuall)',

E. A'., Car/oir.

The Potato Disease.—The reports with respect

to the general appearance of the Potato crop, now so

freely furnished, point to the conclusion, that so far

the disease has been more destructive in the Southern
or earlier districts than in Northern ones; indeed, in

carefully scanning the reports it was easy to perceive

that the more northerly they becaiue in locality the

more glowing the accounts of Ihe Potato crop. Is

this difference to be ascribed to the disease having
expended its force this year in the .Southern localities,

or does it arise because the fungus is but slowly

travelling northwards, and has therefore not yet

reached the most remote Potalo fields ? It is a
commonly observed fact that the disease does not

appear in a destructive form in any crop until that

sort has attained to a certain degree of maturity.

Does, therefore, the fact that Potatos in the South are

earlier matured, point to the conclusion that the

disease will appear in the North in due time? I trust

not, and hope the worst mischief it can accomplish is

past ; but if the hea\7 rains that have fallen here

within the last few days have been general, there

can be little doubt but that a much wider spreading

of the dreaded fungus amongst the late kinds will

take place. Uf all this however we shall hear in
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goutl lime ; but meanwhile it i.s eminently scitisfactury

to hear that, so far as at present the Potato crops in

the great northern fields are concerned, they look well

and healthy. I have here just now a somewhat
curious contrast outdoors—except in some of the latest

hinds scarcely a green leaf. \V;thin doors there is

growing in a soil-bed, in a roomy span-roofed house,

a lot of seedling Potatos, of which the foliage is as

green and luxuriant as could be desired. Except just

Io mark the exception where drip gets in, there is

here antl there a spot or two, but as showing the

general effects of protection from outside influences

the result is conclusive. Alex. Dean, Bc,/foi:t.

Disa grandiflora.—As accuracy is of the utmost
importance, |)eimit me to correct the following sen-

tence (see p. 154, col. /') :
—"The labellum, however,

is beautifully reticulated with bold crimson-purple
lines on a whitish ground." It ought to read the

"dorsal sepal," insteatl of the "labellum." This
dorsal sepal, which is of scoop form, with a \ery
prominent keel, is the most beautiful limb of the

flower, and envelopes the two inferior petals, wdiich

arc in the form of a Chinese sandal, and between
which the awl-like labellum is situated. The flower

is as extraordinary in its details as it is captivating as

a whole. Pity it is not generally in better cultivation.

Possibly Mr. Speed might let us know how he
manages it so well, ynijics Anderson, Alcadowbank.
[Mr. Bull's 1). Barclii was sold at .Stevens' rooms in

1872, not 1874. Eds.]

Reports of Societies.

Royal Horticultural : Aug. 6.—W. Hanghton,
Esq., in the chair. The Assistant-.Secretary, Mr.
Jennings, having read the awards of the committees,

and called attention to a few of the more prominent
objects of interest exhibited, proceeded to make a

few remarks on tuberous Begonias, the special feature

of that day's meeting. Begonias, so named in honour
of Michael Begon, a Erenchman, originally consisted

of ornamental-leaved plants, sometimes called

Elephant's Ears, but now included two divisions or

classes—one fine-foliaged and two floral, or as they

are most generally termed tuberous-rooted. The
original jjlanls of the latter race came from .South

America, whence they were first introduced by the

Messrs. \'eitch, through their traveller Pearce. The
first io arrive was B. \'eitchii, a stemless species with

conspicuous flowers, thrown well above the little tuft

of round leaves. Then came B. ros:cflora, which
specifically differs only in colour from B. Veitchii.

This was followed by B. boliviensis, a very distinct

l)lant with a fine erect, branching habit, and richly

coloured flowers ; by B. Pearcei, similar in habit

to the last-named, but having yellow flowers ; and
lastly by B. Davisii, a \'ery dwarf species of the

\'eitchii type. These are the materials on which
hybridists have been working, and a very great im-
provement has been brought about tjy the judicious

crossing that they have been submitted to. M.
Lemoine, of Nancy, had raised many interesting

hybrids, and amongst them some with partly double
flow'ers. This is, of course, not the natural habit of

the plant, but a monstrosity, in which the stamens
have developed into petals, more or less perfectly.

The true form of the ISegonia is recognised in

the staminate flowers with four ])ctals, and the

pistillate with five, though this is by no means
constant, as an examination would prove. The tubers

were very small, and required only to be potted in

.\pril and grown on without forcing for planting out

in May, from which time they will flower in the open
air until November, or they m.ay be lifted in .September

and transferred to pots for house decoration. They
like a light sandy friable loam, and are very impatient

of damp. In a suitable soil and a well sheltered

situation they are hardy enough to withstand the

rigours of an ordinary winter. When they are cut

down water should be withheld for about three weeks,

when they will again commence to grow if so desiretl.

FkI'IT Committf.e.—^John Lee, Esq., in the chair.

Mr. William Thomson, of Clovenfords, sent a re-

markably fine bunch of the IJuko of Buccleuch
Grape, weighing 2 lb. 14 oz., perfect in shape,

with very large berries, and free from spot or blemish

of any kind. .\ Cultural Commendation was awarded.
Messrs. Charles Lee iS: .Son, Hammersmith, received

a vote of thanks for a capital sample of the ripe fruit

of the Lawton Blackberry, an excellent .\merican
variety for garden cultivation. Mr. .Sidney Ford, gr.

to W. E. Hubbard, Esq., Leonardslee, Horsham,
showed a collection of Potatos, about three dozen
sorts, represented by fair-sized, clean, and well-grown
tubers—a capital display for the time, which was
awarded a .Silver Knightian Medal. From the Chis-

wick Carden came a well-grown and very interesting

collection of Drumhead Cabbages, to which a Cul-

tural Commendation was awardetl ;and good samples
of the Trebons Onion, \'ick's Criterion Tomato, and
the .\scot Citronelle Grape, a small, white, round-

berried variety, of fine flavour.

Floral Co.mmittee.—Dr. Denny in the chair.
The special feature of this meeting was the large
display of tuberous-rooted Begonias, contributed by
the Chiswick Garden ; Messrs. John Laing & Co.,
Messrs. Hooijer & Co., and Messrs. Veitch cS: Sons.
By far the largest collection came from Chiswick.
It included well-grown plants of most of the leading
Continental varieties, and a very large batch of seed-
lings, which if it contained nothing very striking, at
least illustrated their usefidness as decor.ative plants.
Messrs. John Laing & Co. received a Gold Medal for
a magnificent group of seedlings, of the [nesent year's
raising, which show an advance in the range of
colours, and a decided improvement in the form and
substance of the flowers. Some of them were named,
and amongst 'these the most noteworthy for their fine
quality were Mrs. H. J. Elwes, a good white, of
excellent shape and rare texture ; Thomas Bell, the
most perfect in form as a florist's flower that has yet
been shown, being perfectly circular in outline,
measuring 24 inches across, with petals of the
substance of leather. The only fault was to be found
in its colour, a dingy shade of yellow, but having
got .the shape, that can easily be corrected in
another generation of seedlings. Sir Trevor Lawrence
is a fine dark crimson ; the Marquis of Salisbury, a
full deep rosy crimson ; and Viscountess Cranbrook,
soft rose, a very pleasing variation in colour. The
most striking of all was Mrs. Dr. Todd, a rich
lustrous crimson in colour, with finely-formed flowers,
freely produced, and thrown well above the foliage.
This was awarded a F'irst-class Certificate, and well
deserved it. Messrs. Laing & Co. also showed a
seedling of the Boliviensis type, grown as a basket
plant, and most amply illustrating the high value of
this section for that kind of decoration. Messrs.
James Veitch & Sons contributed flowering plants of
"the species from which these garden hybrids have
sprung, such as B. \"eitchii, B. rosx'flora, and B.
Davisii, together with the fine (Jueen of the Whites,
the dark crimson-flowered .Mrs. Charles Scorer, and
a very diminutive variety, no doubt a seedling from
the charming little B. Davisii, named Mrs. Arthur
Potts, which has dark blood-red flowers—quite a
little gem in its way. Messrs. Veitch & Sons
also sent several other interesting plants, to be
alluded to below, and a Gold Medal was
awarded to the collection. Amongst the seed-
lings raised at Chiswick were two varieties of
great merit, one of which, named Chiswick Blush,
was awarded a First-class Certificate, and the other,
the Hon. Miss Bruce, well deserved, though it did
not gain this honour. Chiswick Blush is a fine flesh-

tinted ])ink flower of medium size, with a rare free

flowering habit ; while the Hon. Miss Bruce is a
lovely cup-shaped flower, a nice shade of rose with a
white centre. Lady Alfred Churchill belongs to the
same type, but is of a nnich paler colour. From
Messrs. Hooper & Co. came a grouj) of plants, to-

gether with one of seedling Gloxinias, which gained
a Silver Banksian Medal. The plants exhibited by
Messrs. Veitch & Sons, in conjunction with tl.e

Begonias above alluded to, consisted of a most in-

teresting display of Sarracenias, Droseras, and other
insectivorous jilants, together with a nice group of
Nepenthes, which included N. Kennedyana, an in-

teresting species insomuch as it is the first species
introduced from North Australia, and thus forms the
connecting link with the mainland. The same firm
again showed the fine yellow Torrenia Baillonii, which
gained a Botanical Commendation ; and also cones of
the Araucaria imbricatia, gathered from trees growing
in their Coombe Wood nursery. Mr. B. S. Williams
also received a Silver Banksian Metlal for a capital
group, which included the new Dendrobium d'Alber-
tisii, described at p. 366, vol. ix., which was awarded a
Botanical Commendation ; a flowering s])ike, with ten
blooms, of the remarkably continuous blooming new
Dendrobium superbiens ; the distinct oval-leaved
Croton J.amesii, the showy C. Prince of Wales, the
very handsome noble-leaved C. Williainsii ; and a
small, narrow-leaved, and highly-coloured, bushy-
growing, and very distinct species, named C. camp-
tophyllus ; also the beautifully transparent-leaved
Calailium, La Perle de Bresil, and a curious hybrid,
between Caladium and Alocasia. Messrs. Kelway
& Son, Langport, showed a grand collection of Gladi-
oli, which was awarded a Gold Medal ; and three
varieties were selected for the award of First-class
Certificates. These were Ciorgonius, a large, soft, rosy
crimson flower, feathered and sjiotted with a darker
shade ; Herois, a fine rose-pink, edged with scarlet and
light in the centre ; and Telamon, a pale-centred full

pink, shot with crimson. Mr. R. Dean, Ranel.agh Road,
Ealing, exhibited a dwarf variety of the well-known
C;oldeii Feather Pyrethrum named Tom Thumb, the
plants of which, as compared with Golden Feather,
from seed sown at the same time last autumn, were
exactly half the height. If this can be got true
from seed it will be a valuable acquisition for carpet
bidding. Mr. Cannell, Swanley, again sent a fine

stand of cut blooms of \"erbenas ami Pelargoniums.
Mf. Osborn, gr. to ~ Buchan, Esq., Southampton,
exhibited a flowering plant of the yellow Odoutoglos-

sum Lindeni. This is the first time the plant has been
exhibiteil here in bloom, though it has been known to

culti\'ators for .about seven years past. Mr. Osborn,
who had tried the plant for some time in a Cattleya-
house, at last succeeded in flowering it under cold
treatment. It comes from Columbia, but as shown
was no great beauty.

National Carnation and Picotee : Augiisl 3.

—

The exhibition of the Northern section of this Society
was held in the grounds of the Royal Botanical and
Horticultural Society of Manchester. This was one
of the largest exhibitions ever held in the North,
certainly the largest that has been held at Manchester
for many years. One exhibitor brought about
200 blooms, and did not even find a place on the
prize list. Of single blooms we are almost safe in

saying that a larger number was never staged at one
show. In such a large number of blooms there is

always some pleasant excitement in finding the
premium flowers. This time the high honour was
awarded to the scarlet bizarre Mercury (Hextall),
chosen from Mr. G. Rudd's stand of twelve dissimilar
blooms, and further the flower was staged just as it

was cut from the plant. Richard Gorton, Esq., also
exhibited a fine bloom of Mercury, just inferior to the
other ; and the same exhibitor had in his stand the
best crimson bizarre in the exhibition—Rifleman
(Wood): this is a fine constant variety. The Leeds
strain of Lord Milton (Ely), C. B., was shown in fine

colour. Mr. Pohlman exhibited a fine sport from
Lord Milton, a rose -flake, which shows considerable
promi.se._ Mr. Ben Simonite, of Shclfleld, was not
up to his usual high standard, although he ex-
hibited some \ery fine seedlings, notably a scarlet
bizarre, which is destined to take a high position
if he can get stock of it. He had also a very
good purple- flake, also a scariet-flake of considerable
refinement. We did not expect Mr. Simonite to stand
very high, as he had written to say " This is the worst
season I have ever had ; the north-east wind destroyed
the blooms as they o|iened ; smoke with all its accom-
panying evils has done its worst." Mr. Booth, of
Failsworth, exhibited an even lot of blooms. He
brought up some good scariet bizarres, such as Lord
Napier, Admiral Curzon, and Sir Joseph Paxton.
Mr. Booth, K. Gorton, Esq., and Mr. R. Lord exhi-
bited very good Picotees. Mr. Booth's stand was
composed of fresh medium-sized blooms. Medina,
Hy.P. ; Mary, L.P. ; and Zerlina, Hy.P., were very
fine. Mr. Gorton had a very fine bloom of ths
Hy.P.P. Mrs. Fuller. Mr. G. Rudd had Thomas
William, L.R., very fine ; the best in its class. One
feature lacking at the Northern show was the plants
in pots. It is lery desirable that they should be
exhibited in pots, and the committee might stipulate

that they should be exhibited without cards. As
usual, all the blooms in the show were exhibited on
cards, and however much this may be objected to by
some, it is certain that they must be exhibited in that
way until a better has been discovered. It is very
easy to criticise in such matters, for doth not the poet
say—

" .\ man must serve his time to every trade
.Save censure—critics all are ready made."

The following are the judges' awards:

—

Carnations : For twelve blooms, distinct, Mr. G. Rudd,
Undercliffe, Bradford, was isl witli MercuiT, S.B.: this
flower gained premium; Syliil, R.T.

; J. D. Hextafl, C.R.
;

Juno. P.F. : .Sportsman, .S.F.
; James Uouglns, P.F.

;

Clipper. .S.F. : Mars, S.B. ; .Sarah Pavue. P. and P. B.
;

Uarib,aldi, S. B. : John Keet, R. F'. : John Harland,
C.B.—a fine stand of flowers, even in size and verv fresh.
Mr. Jonadiau Booth, Pole Lane, Failsworth, Manchester,
was 2d : he had amongst others good blooms of James
Cheethani, S.F. ; Earl of Wilton. P.F. ; William Har-
land, S.F. ; Lord Napier, S.B. ; Mrs. Hurst, R.F., .and
Splendour, S.F.: diis was also a very good stand. Mr.
Ben Simonite, Rough Bruk, Sheffield, w.as 2^\ with a
stand mostly seedlings of his own. 41I1, Mr. R. Lord,
Hole Bottom, Todmorden. 5lh. Mr. John Beswick,
Middleton, Manchester.
For tuelvc Carnations, rtine, di;s"milar, Richard

Gorton, ICsq.. Ecclcs, near Manchester, was ist, with
Mercurv, C.B. ; Roseof Stapleford, R.F. ; .Mr. Baltersbv,
S.F. ; Albion's Pride, C.B. ; Fannv Gardiner, S.B.'

;

Rifleman, C.B. ; Clipper, S.F. ; Graceless Tom, C.B.
;

Juno. P.F.
; and Sir Joseph Paxton, S.B. Tliis was a

\ery fine stand. Rifleman and Graceless Tom being
superb. 2d. Mr." John Fletcher, North Brierlv,
Bradford : he had good btoonis of .\diniral
Curzon, S.B. ; Sportsman, S.F., and Mars, .S.B.

Mr. T. Mellor, .\shtou-uuder-Lync, was 3d ; Mr. Joseph
Chadwiel;, DuUinficId, being 4th. Six Carnations, dis-

similar : the 1st prize in d.ii cl.Tss went to Mr. W.
Taylor, Middleton, Manchester. It was a verv fine
stand indeed, and contained .Sportsman, S.F. ; Lovely
.^nn, R.F. ; .Admiral Curzon, S.B. ; Mr. Battersbv,
S.F. ; Earl of Wilton, P.F. ; .and Lord Napier, S.B.
Mr. IC. Pohlman. Halifax, was 2d ; Mr. F. Bateman,
Low .Moor, Chesterfield, 3d : Mr. W. Slack, Queen
Street, Chesterfield, 4th ; Mr. John Whitlaker, Royton;
Rochdale, 5th. In the cla-sses for single blooms, scarlet
bizarres : ist, Mr. Booth. with.\dniirai Curzou . 2d, Mr.
Lord, with the same

;
3d. Mr. Booth, with Lord \a|iier

;

and 4th, with .\dmiral Curzon : 5tfi, .^fr. ficn Simonite,
with a seedling ; 6tli, Mr. G. Rudd, «ith Sir J. Paxton.
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Crinisou Ijiziin-L-s : isl, Mr. Kiuld, willi Lord Milloii
;

2d, Mr. Simonite, seedling
:
3d, Mr. I3oulh, witli Cap-

Uiin Stolt, and 4II1 «illi Lord Goderich
; 5tli, Mr.

Rudd, Ca]3tain Stott ; 6tli, Mr. Booth, Eccentric Jack.
Pink and purple bizarres : ist, 2d, 3d, Mr. Booth, with
Kccentric Jack and James Taylor

;
4th, Mr. Rudd,

witli Wm. Harland
; sth and 6th, R. Gorton, Esq.,

with Sarah Payne. Scarlet flakes : ist, Mr. Lord,
with Clipper ; 2d. Mr. Rudd, with Sportsman

;

3d, Mr. Lord, with Annihilator
;

4th, Mr. Booth,

with a seedhng : 5th. Mr. W. Taylor, with An-
niliilator : 6th Mi. Beswick, with James Cheatham.
RobC-flakes ; ist, 2d, 3d, Mr. Rudd, with James
Merryweather and Lovely .\nn

;
4th, Mr. W. Taylor,

with Apollo ; 5th, with Lovely Ann ; 6th, Mr. Lord,

with John Keet. Purple flakes : ist and 2d, Mr. Lord,
with Ur. Foster and Squire Meynell

; 3d, Mr. G. Rudd,
with Squire Meynell

;
4th, Mr. Lord, with Juno ; sth

and 6th, Mr. Ben Simonite, with seedlings.

Picotees ; twelve dissimilar, Mr. Booth was ist, with a
very fine stand of medium-sized blooms containing J. B.

Bryant, Beauty of Plumstead, light scarlet ; .\da Mary,
light red ; Zerlina, Ethel, Mrs. Summers, IVIiss Horner,
Brunette, Alliance, Mary, Medina, heavy purple ; and
Edith Dombrain. Tlie 2d prize stand from ^^r. R. Lord
was a very good one, and it must have taken the judges
some time to decide who would be ist ; his blooms not

in the above were John Smith, Mrs. AUcroft, a superb

bloom, and afterwards selected as the premium ; Rev. F,

D. Horner, light red ; Ann Lord, Wm. Summers, Mrs.
Niven, Mrs. Lord, heavy rose ; Alice, and Miss Small.

3d, Mr. Simonite. with seedlings, very fine, especially

one light red, in the style of Marv, light purple
;
4th,

Mr. Besxvick
;
5th, Mr. Rudd.

Twelve Picotees, nine dissimilar : R. Gorton, Esq.,

gained the highest prize ; his flowers were in fine con-

dition and very bright ; they were Edith Dombrain, Mrs.
Fuller, heavy red ; Purity, heavy rose ; Norfolk Beauty,

Mrs. Summers, Mary, Fanny Helen, Zerlina,
J.

B.

Bryant ; 2d, Mr. Mellor
;

3d, Mr. Fletcher ; and 4th,

Mr. Chadwick.
Six dissimilar : Mr. E. Pohlman w^as ist : his stand

contained Flower of the Day, a good heavy scarlet ; and
Minnie, light jjurple. 2d, Mr. W. Taylor ; he had
Brunette, a very heavy red. which has been fine this

year, and a very pretty Mrs. Lord. 3d, F. Bateman, Esq. ;

4tli, Mr. W. Slack ; and sth. Mr. W. Whittaker.
In the classes for single blooms hea\7 red Picotees

Mr. Robert Lord was 1st, 2d, 3d, and 4th, with John
Smith

; sth, Mr. Simonite, with Princess of Wales ; 6th,

R. Gorton, Esq., with Mrs. Fuller. Light red : 1st,

Mr. Lord, with Rev. F. D. Horner ; 2d, 3d, 4th, sth,

and 6th, Mr. Booth, with Mrs. Summers, Mrs. Bowers,
and Ada Mary. Heavy purple edges ; ist and 6th, Mr.
Booth, with Alliance ; 2d, Mr. Beswick, with Wiu.
Summers ; 3d, Mr. Simonite, with Mrs. Nivcn ; 4th,

Mr. Lord, with Zerlina
; sth, Mr. Booth, with Fanny.

Light purple : ist, Mr. Simonite, with Mary ; 2d, Mr.
Booth, with Marv

;
3d, Mr. iMellor, with Mary

;
4th,

Mr. Beswick, witii Ann Lord
; sth, Mr. Beswick, with

Mary : and 6th, with Ann Lord. Heavy rose ; 1st, Mr,
Mr. Simonite, with Lady Louisa ; 2d, ^Ir. Beswick, witll

Bonny Jane ; 3d, Mr. Lord, with Miss Horner
;
4th,

Mr. Booth, with Fanny Helen
;
5th, Mr. Lord, with

Mrs. Lord ; 6th, Mr. Booth, with Fanny Helen. Light
rose : ist, Mr. Lord, with Mrs. Alfcroft ; 2d, Mr.
Mellor, with Miss Wood

;
3d, Mr. Simonite, with Miss

Wood; 4th, R. Gorton, li^sq. .with I'jnpress Eugenie;
Sth, Mr. Beswick, with Mrs. Allcroft ; 6th, Mr. Booth,
with Miss Wood.

Many of the flowers in the above lists have done
remarkably well in the North this year, and have not
succeeded in the same way in the South. Mrs. AU-
croft, for instance, did not come out well ; the petals

were narrow and badly arranged, while Mr. Lord's

flowers of thai sort were remarkably fine. The Car-
nation and Picotce more than any other flowers are

influenced by the seasons and also by situations
;

certain flowers that have done well this year may be
indifferent ne.xt, and flowers that have made their

mark in London will not do so in Manchester the

same year. For this reason it is always necessary to

grow a larger number of sorts than would otherwise

be required. {From a Correspondent.)

Weston-super-Mare and East Somerset
Horticultural: July 31.—The exhibitions brought
together annually under the auspices of this Society

hold a place equal to any in the West of England,
where, as in the northern division of the country, a

great deal has been accomplished of late years in the

shape of a marked improvement in the cultivation of

the various subjects exhibited. Those who are

acquainted with this beautifully situated watering-

place will have noticed the uniformly neat appearance

of the houses, with their nice but generally small

gardens. With a view to induce an improvement in

the condition of these, the Society have offered a series

of prizes, amounting to about a score, for the best

kept garden and the neatest arrangement of window
plants, &c. The prizes were not merely offered, but

the committee, in conjunction with a gentleman who
t.ikes an interest in such matters, took the means to

bring the subject before the residents in a way that has

been so far satisfactory that 2 1 7 competitors entered the

lists ; the general results of which it will not be difficult

to realise. The exhibition, taken as a whole, in the

even, generally superior description of the productions

displayed, was in advance of any that have preceded

it, which circumstance, coupled with the brilliant

wcalhcr and numerous attendance, was a well-merited

reward for llic arduous labours of llie promoters.

The open class for twelve stove and greenhouse

plants, in or out of flower, was remarkably well

represented, both in blooming and tine-foliage

subjects with a freshness in almost all rarely met with

at this comparatively late season. Mr. Tudgey, gr.

to T. r. J. Williams, Esq., Henwick Grange,

Worcester, took 1st, showing beautifully bloomed
specimens of Dipladenia amabilis, Lxora coccinea,

AUamanda grandiflora, Clerodendron Balfourianum,

Erica Fairrieana, and E. Austiniana ; an immense
bushy Gleichenia hecistophylla, the handsome
Palm Pritchardia pacifica, and Cycas circinalis

—

the whole as fresh as usually seen at the sjiring

shows. Mr. Cypher, of Cheltenham, who was a good

2d, had a grandly bloomed AUamanda Hender-

soni, Bougainvillea glabra. Erica a^mula, a fine

example of Cycas Normanbyana with elegant plume-

like fronds on a trunk, 2 feet high ; Livistona

altissima, Cocos Weddelliana, and Gleichenia

rupestris. E. Pilgrim, Esq., Cheltenham, 3d.

His best flowering plants were Franciscea caly-

cina major, very well bloomed ; Stephanotis flori-

bunda, and several finely-flowered Heaths, with an

immense specimen of Encephalartos villosus, and an

equally good Croton longifolius, an old but, when
well done, handsome kind.

Six blooming plants (open) : Here Mr. Cypher was
well to the front. His most meritorious examples

were Lapageria rosea, Eucharis amazonica, large and
well flowered ; and AUamanda nobilis. Messrs.

Bryant & Hoskins 2d. In their half-dozen was a

large and evenly bloomed Rondeletia speciosa major.

In the class for six ornamental-leaved plants Mr.

Cypher had an easy win, showing amongst others a

good specimen of Thrinax elegans, still one of the

best Fan Palms. Mr. Pilgrim 2d. His collection

contained Geonoma Seenianni, G. Schottiana, and

G. saripiquense, the latter a plant of moderately com-

pact growth, the leaves elegantly subdivided, very

dark green in colour, not nearly so well known as it

deserves to be. He had also a small plant of Croton

Queen Victoria, which fully bears out the character of

being one of, if not the very best large-leaved kind of

the many now in cultivation.

For eight exotic Ferns ISIr. Cypher was also Ist. In

his exhibit was a very well managed specimen of

Adiantum cardiochtena, 6 feet through, one of the

finest of the large-growing Maidenhair Ferns. Mr.

S. Brown, Whitecross, 2d.

Eight Adiantums : Mr. Brown 1st, with plants in

beautiful condition, including A. colpodes, A. rethio-

picum, A. concinnum, and A. gracillimum. Mr.
Cypher 2d.

Mr. Brown was 1st for six Clematis, exhibiting well

flowered examples of thejackmanni type. The same
exhibitor was also Ist for six Liliums in pots.

In the amateurs' division of the schedule W. Ash,

Esq., was Ist for six flowering plants with a moderate

half-dozen. Mr. Pilgrim, showing in the same class

a better lot, was disqualified through inadvertently

not staging all distinct genera, as required by the

schedide. In six fine-foliaged plants the same thing

occurred, Mr. Ash getting Ist through Mr. Pilgrim's

mistake. This regulation of requiring all distinct

genera to be shown is an innovation in schedule

making, better omitted, leaving it for the judges

to decide whether there is sufficient variety or

not, as the case may be, in the competing col-

lections—a matter always taken into account by

those who know their work. Mr. Pilgrim had an

extra prize awarded to each of his groups shown in

these classes. Mr. Ash took Ist for four Begonias,

with well grown and excellently flowered plants of

Acme, Vesuvius, Kalista, and Ne Plus Ultra.

Mr. Wilson, Frome, h.ad an extra prize for a very

distinct and interesting collection of succulents, con-

sisting of Melocactuses, Stapelias, Opuntias,

Mesembryanthemums, Echeverias, Sempervivums,
Haworthias, &c.

Roses were here again very fine for so late, Mr.

Prince, of Oxford, exhibiting twenty-four varieties in

threes that would not have disgr.aced a leading

exhibitor early in the season ; amongst them Camille

Bernardin, Marie Kady, Victor Paillat, Pierre Not-

ting, Louis Van Houtte, Victor Verdier, and Marie

Guillot, were for the time extremely fine ; Mr. Cool-

ing, Bath, 2d. Twelve Tea varieties : Mr. Prince

was also Ist, Mr. Cooling 2d.

Gladioli, twenty-four : Messrs. Kel\v.ay & Son,

LangiJort, 1st, staging, as usual, although too early

for the best blooms, a splendid lot of flowers, con-

sisting of established favourites and some new seed-

lings, amongst which was Earl Russell, which received

a First-class Certificate ; it is a very fine and distinct

kind, with a deep flesh-coloured ground flaked at the

margin of the sepals and petals with dark rose, with

a deep crimson throat, the lower segments heavily

blotched with deep crimson, a broad, not too long

petalled variety, having a dozen perfect flowers open

at once. Mr. Dobree 2d, who also staged a good

group, the same exhibitor taking 1st in the amateurs'

class for Gladiolus.

Centre-pieces arranged fur a dinner-taljle, with

fruit and flowers combined, as also for draw ing-rooms

with flowers alone, were much in advance of those

usually met with at provincial shows, bearing evidence

that the arrangers could discriminate between over

and under doing such groups—the former much the

more prevalent, but the latter, although not so

objectionable, Ijy no means a rare occurrence. For
a drawing-room stand, Mr. J. Meekins was Ist, with

a very elegant group. The base of the stand was
filled with Dipladenia amabilis, AUamandas I.xora

coccinea, and Bougainvillea; the white double Fever-

few, blue Gloxinias, and large Ferns lying flat on the

table. The three trumpet-shaped side branches held

several small blush and white flowers and pink

Begonias; the top, also 'a trumpet-shaped glass, con-

tained a couple of sprays of Oncidium flexuosum,

white Heaths, and Hoteia japonica, the whole draped

with Lycopodium CKsiuni. Mr. Hooking, 2d, had
a similar arrangement. F'or a group comprising fruit

and flowers, T. H. Pirgo, Esq., 1st, showed a

similarly arranged collection. Bouquet : Ist, Mr.

Hooking ; 2d, Mr. Meekins.

Fruit was well shown. For eight varieties, Mr.
Wilson, gr. to Earl Fortescue, Castle Hill, Great

Molton, was a good Ist, with a large and
handsome Smooth Cayenne Pine, Black Ham-
burgh and Foster's Seedling Grapes, Belle Beauce
Peaches, Early Newington Nectarines, Brown
Turkey Figs, Rivers' Early Prolific Plums, and
Morello Cherries. Mr. Foote, gr. to Sir C. Elton,

2d, had, amongst others, finely finished Black

Hamburgh and Muscat of Alexandria Grapes, Royal
George Peaches, and Pitmaston Orange Nectarines.

Three bunches white Grapes : Ist, Mr. Hallelt,

with good Muscats; 2d, the Rev. J. Hcyworth,
staging very fine Golden Champion, good bunches,

large in berry and nicely coloured. Three bunches
black Grapes : Ist, Mr. Marsh, gr. to F. Norris, Esq.,

who had beautifully finished Black Hamburghs

;

Mr, Dufferin, 2d, with Madresfield Court, handsome
in bunch and large in berry.

Eight Peaches : Mr. E. Miller, gr. to F. Sargarl,

Esq., Bristol, Ist, with Princess Dagmar ; Mr.
Wilson, 2d, showing Crawford's Early, very hand-
some.

Eight Nectarines : Mr. Dufferin, Ist, with beauti-

fully-coloured Pitmaston Orange ; J. B. Lowe, Esq.,

2d. Mr. Wilson received an extra prize for four very

fine Smooth Cayenne Pine-apples. {From a Corre-

spondent. )

Southampton Horticultural: Aug. 3 and ^.—
This Society held its annual summer exhibition on
the above dates in ^^^estwood Park, and it must be

classed as by far the most successful the Society has

ever held. This is easily accounted for by the fact

that Royal patronage in the person of Prince Leopold
had been secured—and not patronage only, but His
Royal Highness also presented a cup of the value of

10 guineas for the best collection of eighteen miscel-

laneous plants, not less than five to be in bloom, the

winner being Mr. Wills, gr. to Mrs. Pearce, The
Ferns, Bassett, whose jilants, though not so large as

the second and third collections, were wonderful

examples of high culture, the best specimens being

Maranta Veitchii, Alocasia metallica, Croton majes-

ticus, Cypripedium barbatum niajus, and Dracaena
Baptistii. The 2d prize went to Mr. Amys, gr. to

the president of the Society, the Hon. Eliott Vorke,

Netley Castle, who had fine specimens of Oncidium
flexuosum, Adiantum farleyense, and Eucharis

amazonica. The 3d award was made to Mr. Budd,
gr. to F. G. Dalgety, Esq., Lockerby Hall, Stock-

bridge ; and the 4th to Mr. Browning, gr. to

F. HoUoway, Esq., Marchwood Park, South-

ampton. The next large plant class was one
for twenty miscellaneous plants, not less than

six to be in bloom ; and here the 1st award was made
to Messrs. T. Jackson & Son, Kingston, for a very

superior collection, and the 2d to Mr. S. Cummins,
gr. to A. T. P. Hoare, Esq., Brownlow, Bitterne,

.Southampton. The smaller classes for collections of

dinner-table plants, as also of Orchids, Ferns, Fuchsias,

Pelargoniums, Petunias, Coleus, and Begonias, were

all of them well contested, the latter being shown in

extra good style by Mr. N. Blandford, gr. to Mrs.
Haselfoot, Moor Hill, Westend, Southampton; Mr.
Wills, and Mr. Harbut, gr. to R. Driver, Esq.,

Barniield Hill—the prizes going in the order named.
There was a considerable amount of '* extras," amongst
which were a grand collection of succulents from Mr.
H. Boiler, London, which were a source of attraction

and wonder, a rustic being heard to exclaim, ** They
beant growing, they be artificials ;

" and the open
mouth of wonder bespoke his sincerity. One of the

most interesting features of the show were the groui»
of plants arranged in a space of 10 feet by 8 feet, for

which six competitors entered the lists, all of them
being far too crowded, which gave one the idea that

they were thus arranged to hide defects of culture,

though in justice to the exhibitors we must add that

such was not the case, as all of them were creditable

to the growers, but certainly not to their artistic skill

;
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in any one of the groups half the plants would

have made up a far more effective exhibition.

The tent which gained the largest number of

admirers was one devoted solely to table decorations,

bouquets and cut flowers generally, the competition

being keen in all the classes ; and we may safely assert

that out of the five exhibitors for "the most tasteful

table decoration occupying a space of 8 feet by 4 feet,"

not one would have disgraced a metropolitan show,

and yet all the exhibitors belonged to the locality.

The show of fruit did not come up to our expectations,

and taken as a whole was below the average in quality;

there were some four or five good dishes of Grapes,

ditto of Peaches, all the rest being second-rate, and

the Melons simply execrable. The vegetable classes

were not so well filled, or the produce so fine as usual,

and, what was worse, in the majority of cases it was

badly set up and in two or three cases they were not

even washed. It is to be hoped that the bestowal of

Royal patronage is not to be a means of extinguishing

ihe production of good vegetables such as have

invariably been seen at this show. The arrangements

of the tents and of their occupants were all that could

lie desired, and Mr. Fuidge, the hard-workingsecretary,

must be credited (though not a gardener) with a real

gardeners' taste. There are now upwards of 700

annual subscribers, which virtually renders the Society

independent as to finances in case of a rainy show

day, and we could wish that in this respect all similar

societies were as fortunate as Southampton. (From a

Corrafoiitlciil).

Apiary.

British Bf.e-Keepers' Association.—Exhihl-

lioit of Bees, Hives, &'e., at Ihe Royal Hoiiicultiiial

Gardens, South Kensington : August 6, 7, and 8.

—

The fourth exhibition of this Association was held as

above, and proved, as usual, very interesting to the

general public as well as to bee-keepers. The

gardens at South Kensington being in a more

central position than the Crystal or Alexandra

Palaces, hitherto chosen for the show, it was hoped it

would attract manyof the upper classes, whose interest

in the subject of humanity to the honey-bees would be

excited sufficiently to bring improved methods of

bee-culture before the cottagers in far-away localities.

The Association has for President this year the

Baroness Burdett-Coutts, who graced the show by

her presence, and contributed some fine glasses of

honeycomb, not for competition. The present

year has, in many localities, been a most in-

different one for honey gathering, the cold

weather of early June having thrown the stocks

very backward, hence the number of exhibits

does not equal some of the previous years, and

heavy supers of 50 lb. and upwards were entirely

absent ; but this may be partly ascribed to another

reason, for experience has proved that large masses

of honeycomb in one receptacle are practically un-

saleable, and the example of America, and the teach-

ing of experts in bee culture, have taught bee-keepers

to send their honey to market in small parcels, if they

would find a ready sale. We noticed among

the exhibits many small boxes of honey weighing

about I lb. each, which soon found purchasers.

These boxes were described in our columns, and in-

troduced from America, by Mr. John Hunter; and for

a sample shown on this occasion the judges awarded

him a Bronze Medal. In class 10, which was for the

largest and best harvest of honey in the comb from

one stock of bees, three prizes were offered, but only

two competitors put in an appearance. Mr. S.

Thome, of Buldock, exhibited two supers of about

18 lb. each, another partly filled, and eleven sections

of about 2 lb. each—total, 75 lb. ; the second prize

only giving a total weight of 39 lb. In class 11, for

the best exhibition of honey from one apiary, the 1st

prize was withheld, the 2d being awarded to Mr. W.
Martin, of High Wycombe, with two fine sets of sec-

tional supers. In class 12, for the best super of

honey (excluding glass), the 1st prize was gained by

Mr. Lighten, of Frampton, Boston, who showed, 36 lb.

in nine sections ; 2d prize, Wm. Martin, for a capital

super of 30 lb. weight ; the 3d, 4th, 5th and 6th prizes

going for much smaller weights. In this class, not

for competition, the Baroness Burdett-Coutts showed a

beautiful super ofabout 30 lb. weight, which the judges

HighlyCommendcd. In cass 15, for the best exhibition

of honey in supers or sections of supers, separable,

and each not more than 3 lb. in weight. Mr. Thorne

was again to the front, taking the 1st prize with a great

number of small sections of a very good character ; so

tempting indeed that a customer was soon obtained

for the lot. The 2d i>rizc we thought misplaced, as

we certainly should have given precedence to a

very clean and neat exhibit of Mr. W. Freeman, to

whom the judges awarded the 3d position. In class 15,

for the best single section in the comb, weighing not

more than 3 lb., the 1st prize was carried oft' by Mr.

Hunt for a real beauty, closely run by Mr. Walton,

who took 2d. The collection of run, or extracted

honey, was very creditable, though not large. Some

further classes for honey were devoted especially to

cottagers, and it is a noticeable fact that in the open

classes two-thirds of the prizes at least were won by

men in the same class of life, showing that, by proper

attention, the working-man can hold his own in bee

culture.

We now come to the hives. In class I, for the best

hive for observation purposes, the Silver Medal was

taken by Mr. Brice Wilson, of Newbury, for a very

ingenious arrangement embodying the principle of the

leaf hive of Huber. Mr. Wilson's hive attracted great

attention, the chief feature being its folding and re-

volving construction, with a tunnel for the queen to

pass through when the compartments pre close together.

We fear, however, its great cost (six guineas) will pre-

clude its common use. The 2d prize was taken by

Messrs. Abbott Bros., for a glass-covered hive made to

swing on a door-post. The same exhibitors also took 1st

prize for the best movable comb-hive, whose principal

novelty consisted in the facility it afforded for expan-

sion or contraction as the needs of the bees require ; its

construction also allows the interior to be divided by

diaphragms of perforated zinc shutting ofl^ the queen,

the intention being to devote a portion of the combs

to honey storing only. The 2d prize hive (Mr. J. M.

Hooker's) also affords facilities for enlargement and

contraction, and has many very good points, but we

cannot help thinking that science in hive-making is

overdone. Contrivances in many of the hives are

numerous and ingenious, but utterly out of place in

practical bee-keeping for profit, and impossible to be

adopted by working-men, whose education in bee

culture the Association is striving for. The 3d prize

hive (Mr. Baldwin's) is also a good hive, and of a

more simple character. Many hives suitable for cot-

tagers were exhibited, for which prizes were given

to Mr. Lee, Messrs. Abbot Bros., Mr. Hall, and Mr.

Simmins, but as in the judging "economy" was to

be taken into consideration, we fear the prices some-

times attached were such as copies of the prize hives

could not readily be obtained at. Supers were shown

in abundance, sections largely predominating, which

we were very glad to see. Mr. James Lee was again

to the front with his well-known first-class work-

manship, and Root's small sections (exhibited

by Mr. John Hunter) took the 2d prize. A large

collection of hives and bee furniture was as usual

shown by Messrs. Neighbour & Sons, to whom
a prize was awarded. Honey extractors were not

in force, and those shown were far inferior to Mr.

Cowan's, exhibited in previous years. We think

the judges would have been justified in withholding

all the prizes. For new inventions, calculated in the

opinion of the judges to advance the culture of bees,

but few exhibits appeared. A Silver Medal was given

to Messrs. Abbott Brothers for a driving apparatus,

which, on trial afterwards, proved a nuisance. The
Bronze Medal for the 2d prize was awarded to Mr.

K. Iliffe, for an apparatus for niah.Jng comb founda-

tion, which was in every way inferior to Root's

(American) machine standing by its side, exhibited

(not for competition) by Mr. Hooker. In the

face of this indisputable fact we are at a loss to

see why the medal should have been awarded.

A collection of sixty microscopic slides illustrating

the anatomy of the hive-bee, exhibited, with micro-

scope for examination, by Mr. John Hunter, gained a

Silver Medal ; and a Bronze Medal was won by Mr.

W. Hunt for a stand of natural flowers exemplifying

honey sources. Many more exhibits than we can

here mention were on view, and underwent a large

amount of critical examination, but the great attrac-

tion of the meeting was the manipulation with live

bees in the Association's new bee tent, which is so

constructed as to allow the operators and the bees a

clear space in the middle, and the public a covered

ring all round fronted with net, through which in

perfect safety they can view the operations. The
" drivings " were continued at intervals all through

the afternoon, and each was preceded by a

short lecture on bee life and death by Mr.

John Hunter, which much interested the numer-

ous audiences. On the first day of the show
a competition for the Association's prizes took place

between six experienced bee-masters, the points of

excellence to be attained being who could drive out

the bees from the full stock into an empty oiie in the

shortest possible space of time consistent with neat-

ness, coolness, and captureof the queen in her transit.

The 1st prize was taken by William Martin, who suc-

ceeded in accomplishing his task in 5f minutes ; Mr.

Thorne taking 2d prize, his driving being done in a

very masterly manner in 5 J minutes, but unfortunately

he did not capture her majesty in her transit, which

lost him the 1st place. The impunity with which the

bees were handled caused great astonishment to the

beholders, and many were the enquiries as to why

the bees did not sting. Great credit is due to the

Rev. H. R. Peel, the honorary secretary, for the

manner in which the arrangements were carried out

always an arduous and responsible task.

PLANT PORTRAITS.
Calceolarias, Herbaceous, Revue dc fHoiti-

culture Beige, June, 1878. — A plate representing

several flowers of Van Houtte's strain.

CoiLIA MACROSTACHVA, Lindl., Kevicc Horticole,

1878, p. 210.—A handsome Orchid with globose

pseudobulbs, from whose summit proceed stems with

long sword-shaped leaves. The inflorescence is a

dense spike protruding from the base of the pseudo-

bulb. Flowers pink. Guatemala.

Deherainia smaragdnia, Dene., Botanical

Magazine, t. 6373.—A remarkable Mexican shrub,

with oblong lanceolate serrulate leaves, hirsute along

the nerves, and with clusters of green flowers 'con-

cealed below the leaves, each flower being Primrose-

like and li—2 inches in diameter. Imported by M.

Linden. It is the plant known in gardens as Poso-

queria macrantha, Theophrasta smaragdina, and

Jacquinia smaragdina.

Fritillaria ARMENIA, Boiss., Botanical Maga-

zine, t. 6365.—.\ small i-flowered species, with

lanceolate or linear lanceolate leaves, nodding bell-

shaped flowers of a purple or yellow colour, free from

tesselations. Native of Armenia. The yellow-flowered

variety, which it is surmised may prove to be a dis-

tinct species, was collected near Smyrna by Mr.

George Maw.
Fritillaria Sewerzowi, Regel, Botanical

Ma'azinc, t. 6371; also called Korolkowia Sewer-

zowi.—It has the habit of a Polygonatum with the

flowers of a Fritillaria, and of a lurid purple colour.

Mountains of Turkestan. Figured from a specimen

of Mr. Elwes'.

Grifflnia orxata, T. Moore, Botanical Maga-

zine, t. 6367.—This is the plant described and

figured in these columns, 1876, vol. i., p. 266, fig. 47-

It was imported from Brazil by Mr. W. Bull.

H.tMANTiIus Man.nii, Baker, Botanical Maga-

zine, t. 6364.—A species resembling H. cinnabarinus

in the flowers, but differing in the production of

leaves from a special stem formed after the scape.

Introduced from Liberia by Mr. Carder to Mr. Bull's

establishment.

Leucopogon verticillatus, R. Br., Botanical

Magazine, t. 6366.—An erect shrub, allied to Epacris,

with whorls of sessile lanceolate leaves and axillary

spikes of pink flowers. The young leaves are described

as of a lovely rose colour. Native of West Australia,

whence it was introduced by Mr. J. Anderson- Henry.

Lily Mr. Anthony Wateker, Florist, July,

,878. — A hybrid between L. speciosum 9 and

L. auratum<5, raised by Mr. G. Thomson, Garden

Superintendent oftheCrystal Palace, some years since.

It is a beautiful Lily, betraying its hybrid origin very

distinctly.

Magnolia stellata, Maxim. Botanical Maga-

zine, t. 6370.—This is the very beautiful deciduous

spring flowering M.agnolia shown by Messrs. Veitch

in the spring of the present year under the name of

M. Halleana. It is a native of Jap,an, and is one of

the best additions to hardy shrubs of recent times.

Masdevallia polysticta, Rchb. f. Botanical

Magazine, t. 6368.—The figure previously given of

this (tab. 6258) is now referred to M. melanopus.

Gardeners' Chronicle, 1873, i., p. 33^; 1874. "•>

p. 322. The true M. polysticta is a native of

Northern Peru, and was figured in our columns in

1875, i., p. 656, fig. 134-

Masdevallia Shuttleworthii, Rchb.f., Botani-

cal Magazine, t. 6372 (see Gardeners' Chronicle, :87s,

i., p. 170 and 1876, ii., p. 7S2).—The plate is taken

from a unique specimen in the collection of W. H.

Punchard, Esq., of Twickenham. The flowers have

a shallow cup-shaped tube divided into three oblong
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segments of a pinkish colour dotted with minute
spots, and each prolonged at the apex in^to a long tail-

like appendage. Colombia.

Peach Baltet, Revue IlortkolCy 1S78, p. 250.

—

Said to be the best of the late Peaches. The tree is

a good bearer, the leaves without glands. The fruit

is a free-stone, of medium size, elongated, spheroidal,

with a short beak. Skin cream-coloured, tinted with

scarlet and purple on the sunny side. Flesh white,

juicy, sugary, aromatic. Raised by the late M. Baltet.

Plums, Useful, Fiorisi, July.— i. Diamond, one

of the largest and most beautiful Plums grown,

excellent for cooking. Ripens in September. Raised

by Mr. Hooker, of Brenchley ; 2, Belgian Purple,

a medium-sized fruit recommended to amateurs either

for dessert or for kitchen purposes.

ROGIERA CORDATA, RcVUC Horticok, 1S78, p. 23O.

—A Rubiaceous shrub, allied to Ixora, with opposite,

entire, broadly lanceolate leaves, and terminal heads

of small white flowers. Native of Guatemala.

TuLIl'A SAXATiLis, Sieber., Botanical Magazine^

t. 6374.—A Cretan species of great beauty, having

large mauve flowers with a bright yellow eye. It was

introduced from Crete by Mr. G. Maw.

THE CHINCHONAS CULTI-
VATED IN ASIA.*

Any contribution to previous knowledge of

Cinchonas and their most profitable culture is

welcome. We are not in a position, however, to

judgfi of the value of a great deal contained

in the pamphlet quoted below ; but if Mr.

Kuntze's claims to the honour which he covets

rest upon the merits of this work alone, or even com-

bined with his primeval fresh-water ocean, his

chances should be very slender indeed. Neverthe-

less, we give the substance of it for the benefit of our

friends in India, who may be able to corroborate or

controvert the writer's views. From the title we
expected a monograph of the whole genus, but found

it to include only the forms cultivated in Asia. In

the course of his travels Mr. Kuntze visited

the plantations in Java and in India, and he

stales that he is the first botanist who has

comparatively investigated the Dutch and English

plantations since they have been in a flourishing con-

dition ; consequently he is in a position to publish

many hitherto unknown facts. With regard to the

yield of alkaloid, he says, " It is no small result of

my Cinchona studies that I can confidently propose a

plan whereby in future it will be possible to obtain an

average of 12 per cent, instead of the i—4 per cent,

hitherto obtained." This is to be effected by plant-

ing hybrid forms, as the secretion of quinine is in-

creased by hybridity. "And the more irregular the

hybrid—that is to say the less the characteristics of the

parents are blended in the offspring, the richer the

bark is in quinine. At present only one irregular

hybrid is known, C. Ledgeriana, which yields from

5— *3i P^"^ cent. The latter equals 17.S3 per cent, of

sulphate of quinine, the maximum quantity hitherto

found. Unfortunately this hybrid is mostly sterile,

whilst all the otJier hybrids are extraordinarily fertile.''

An "irregular " hybrid is the offspring of a species

fertilised by the pollen of a hybrid, in which the cha-

racters of the parents, instead of commingling and

forming an intermediate in leaves, flowers, &c., are

separate and easily recognised. The present method

of planting practised by the Dutch is in rows on

gentle slopes in forest clearings at an elevation of

5000 feet to 5500 feet. Treated thus Kuntze states

they succeed well, and this mode of treatment he

regards as better than that adopted by the English in

India. All the kinds succeed in Java, whereas in

most other plantations only C. succirubra succeeds.

According to the official report of July, 1876, there

were thenin Java 2,012,187 Cinchona trees, namely :

—

1,001,670 C. Calisaya—Hassbarliana

565.336 C. officinalis

223,200 C. Calisaya—Ledgeriana
177,433 C- succirubra and caloptera

44,036 C. lancifolia

tC. r ntha

The Dutch are letting C. succirubra and C. micrantha

die out, because their bark is very poor in quinine ;

whilst the English have planted little else than the

former, the bark of which is unsuitable for commerce,

as it usually contains only i per cent, of quinine

against 3 per cent, of cinchonine. The number of
Cinchona trees in India is estimated at 10,000,000 to

12,000,000. With regard to species, Mr. Kuntze
could only distinguish four in the plantations of Java
and India, three of which he " was obliged to rename,
because the names by which they are known in culti-

vation are partly defective, partly connected with

faulty descriptions, and partly include species and
allied hybrids." This proceeding is all the more
indefensible as the author recognises the fact that

hybridity in the genus is illimitable. His species he
places in two groups, characterised as follows :

—

A. Leaves small, dark green, ribbed almost coriaceous

leaves, regular capsules, and lunnel-shaped fruit-

calyx.

1. C. Weddelliana, Kuntze
; C. Calisaya, pro

parte.

2. C. Pahudiana, Howard.
B. Leaves ample, light green, tbin, capsule ventricose,

beaked.

3. C. Howardiana. Kuntze; C. succirubra, //v
p.irlc.

4. C. Pavoniana, Kuntze ; C. micrantha, pro
parte.

C. lancifolia mutis, C. officinalis, L., C. scrobiculata,

Hb. el Bpl., C. purpurea, R. et P., and several others

are regarded as hybrids of American birth. The
spccierum hybridarumijtte clavis is no doubt care-

fully elaborated, as the author has had some practice

in "reforming" the classification of Brambles; but

we fail to see the utility of it. In the first place it is

admitted that the species freely hybridise, and the

hybrids cross with each other and the species in the

most indefinite manner. Secondly, will any one
planter label a certain hybrid according to its pedigree

as follows: " C. Howardiani-Palutdiani aim
Pahudiana dcnuo cum Pahudiana- Weddelliana "

?

Each succeeding generation of seedlings, if the off-

spring of cross-fertilisation, which they most likely

would be, would get an additional name. The hybrid

C. Ledgeriana was originally brought from America
by Mr. Ledger, who found it 120 kguasixovcv Pelechuco

in Bolivia, and it has also been accidentally raised in

India ; Kuntze recognises it as the offspring of the

hybrid Pavoniani-Weddelliana fertilised with pollen

from one of the original parents, and as it is sterile

he proposes raising it artificially in the manner indi-

cated. Respecting C. micrantha, the author says that

the larger the blade of the leaf is, the shorter is the

petiole ; but this is not in accordance with our ex-

perience.

Variorum.
Sunday Morning at Covent Garden.— I am

not about to speak of any very early hour, suffice it to

say that it was about 7 A. M. when I visited the

scene. The market itself was of course closed, and
the ultra-mural mart was held before the railings of

St. Paul's Church. Vou remember Hogarth's pic-

ture, "Morning." I cannot visit Covent Garden in

early morning without the truth of Hogarth's picture

being impressed upon me. The change has been for

the better, but the present St. Paul's Church looks

down on characters who represent well those whom
its predecessor saw congregate in the open space in

front. The morning to be described was fine, which
no doubt accounted for the number of early risers

;

moreover, the spot appeared the still more busy on
account of the quiet prevailing in the surrounding

streets. The space in front of the church was crowd-

ed with people, nearly all of the humbler class, who
were buying bouquets and pots of flowers to decorate

their homes and make them look more cheerful by

these visions of the country. The sellers ranged out-

side the market itself, with their boxes of plants on
the ground, were vociferous in praising them. The
wares consisted principally of Geraniums in pots (which

were in great demand), also bouquets made up and
being made up from large bunches of different flowers

— Pinks, Ferns, tS;c. Here was a seller of Pelargonium

cuttings {some with a flower), specifying each one as

the best as he collected six, then offering them for a
'

' tanner, " and having found a buyer, declaring he liked

the man who had no money, thereby hinting that his

price was fixed, and on some one ofteringhim less told

him he had better sow them ; after which he collected

six more, all of the best quality. Next to the seller

just mentioned was one of Calceolarias, who declared

them superior to any other flower on account of their

size. In the road along the edge of the pavement

were vendors of ginger-beer, who were doing a brisk

trade and were calling out lustily "beer a penny
a-bottle." The buyers were moving slowly about,

people of all ages—the young man with his fair partner
liedecked with the purchase of flowers and a bouquet
in her hand which was fresher looking than herself;

men, women, boys and girls nearly all carrying pots
or bunches of flowers or bouquets. It seemed like a
morning dedicated to the goddess Flora, the devotees
coming with their offerings. At one spot was a Water-
cress man who, finding trade rather slow, was offering

his stock to another in the same line as " all fine and
fresh ;" but he did not know his man, as after looking
over the " cresses"hishoped-for purchaser pronounced
them as those he had sold to " George " yesterday,

and refused to buy. At another spot was a large

cistern cart containing Sarsaparilla. The man selling

it (the beneficial successor of Hogarth's quack doctor)

was by means of three liquids showing in a wine-glass,

first the healthy stateofthestomach, then the unhealthy,

and lastly changing the latter to the former. After

this he harangued the people, telling them that too

much stout and bitter was bad overnight and required

something to put them right in the morning ; if they

had a dry tongue they should not take so much whiskey,

but if they had indulged he had the very thing to put
them right—here it was, and only a penny a glass. A
glass of wine for a penny—it was almost giving it away,
but it was to do them good. Among the purchasers

{of whom there was a large number) were boys and
girls who no doubt took it for its invigorating qualities,

or because they had nothing else to do ; of course they

could not have taken it for moistening a dry tongue as

a result of the previous night, Near this was a group
of six men eagerly engaging in conversation about some
unfortunate who had figured at a police-court, and had
left his friends for a short time. Of this group, one
had a board on his breast intimating he was " blind,"

but from the knowing look of his eyes and the very

vehement way he enforced his opinion, and pointed

from one to the other of his hearers as if deprecating

them, he appeared nothing less than a "cadger," one
who would no doubt impose later on the charitable,

and knock the pavement with his stick to call people's

attention to the fact that he was "blind." In front

of Evans' was a row of flower women who had made
early purchases and were selling bouquets and flowers,

but they could not agree (thus taking the place of

Hogarth's brawlers in Tom King's coffee-house), and
who were engaged in an animated wordy warfare, to

tlie intent that if one had minded her own business

the other would not have given vent to so much strong

language. But the hands of the clock are pointing

to eight, and the purchasers are moving off, leaving

only those who had not the means to buy ; so follow-

ing the former example, I bought a bouquet and paid

double its value, and bid adieu to Covent Garden,

Pictorial World.

A Man of Experiments.—Professor W, J. Beal,

of the Michigan Agricultural College, seems to have
head and hands full of experiments—if we may judge
from his recently published report—and when not
nipped in the bud by the elements, or the untimely
cow, they are more or less satisfactory and instructive.

Forty varieties of seed from Japan were planted last

year, none of which seemed to give Radishes, Onions,
Cabbage, Lettuce, Beets, Beans, Squashes, of quality

equal to those already known among us. Quite a
number did not mature seeds ; those which did
will be subjected to further trial. Careful tests

were made with nineteen varieties of that "pungent
and penetrating manifestation of the vegetable

world "—the Onion. The Professor remarks that a
few of the White Globe—which kept longer without

sprouting than any other kind — were carefully set

out for seed, and he offers the suggestion that if

attention was persistently given to this quality, and
only those planted for seed which are found nearest

perfect at the latest date in spring, the result

would be the production in due time of a race which
would resist decay to the greatest possible extent.

Doubtless the careful gardener might easily add thus

to the native strength which is in Onion. Of Tomatos,
Little Gem is too small; Trophy— when the plants

are started early—is preferred for late pickings ; the

Conqueror is rightly named for early use. The Pro-

fessor
—" having for some time been convinced that

there is as much opportunity for using skill in breed-

ing corn as in breeding any kind of domestic animal

"

—made the initial steps of an experiment of raising

seed-corn in a patch by itself, where good cultivation

was given, and all the poor stalks either removed or

their tops cut off before shedding any pollen. Having
tried all sorts of material for mulch, he now prefers

clean straw, old or new, or marsh hay, or corn fodder

cut 2 inches long, less or more. Pine shavings get

into the soil and are a nuisance ; he urges the same
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objection against tan-bark or any stuff which does not

decay readily and help to enrich the land. Five pis-

tillate flowers of Musk Melon tied up so as to exclude

bees, proved abortive, and the sa^ne result occurred

in the case of Cucumbers, while the crop of

ilubbard Squashes artificially fertilised by hand
was increased from a quarter to a third. Of
forest trees under experiment, the greatest success is

with white Ash, the seed^ of which germinated freely,

Lind two-year old specimens stand in the nursery row
from 3 to 6 feet high, while those transplanted are only

half as large. Silver Maples, removed fron\ the river

bottoms when only a few inches tall had in three

years attained the height of 13 feet and stem diameter
I if 2^ inches. Some slight attention at odd times was
L;iven to Potatos—of which fruit that grows at the

in.tt there were 250 sorts under cultivation—and the

number of species of plants in greenhouse has run up
h> 950. As an agreeable indication of the local

interest attaching to these experiments we are told

that "it is no unusual thing to see from six to ten

conveyances standing at one time near the grounds,"
and as one perceptible fruit of this interest it is said

lliat there is in these parts "a rapidly increasing

iMnstruction of greenhouses of moderate cost.*' New
\ -ork Tribttuc. ^

Esparto in South Australia,—The Esparto-
L^tass, a native of Spain, has during the last few
\cars gained a great mercantile reputation for its

valuable fibre as an excellent material forropes, and also

fi tr the best writing paper without any other admixture,

and has become an essential article of import into

England and other places. The value of the Esparto-

grass is about ^5 to £'} per ton, and it is said that as

much as from six to eight tons can be obtained from
one acre. It grows on the poorest soil, especially

limestone or sand ; in fact, where the soil will produce
no other vegetation the Esparto-grass will grow. It

grows even in the sands of the Sahara, on stony hills,

and on the edge of the coast. The plants cultivated

in the Adelaide Gardens, according to Dr. Schom-
burgk, grow most luxuriantly, and there is not the

slightest dcubt that many thousand acres of arid

land, of a limestone or sandy nature in different parts

of the colony, which are scarcely fit for pasture, by
sowing it with Esparto-grass may become useful, and
may be changed into productive districts. Another
grass of the same superior quality for paper making,
and which grows just as well as the Esparto, Lygeum
spart'um, Loefl., also a native of Spain and Africa,

fetches the same price in the markets. Only the fibre is

sent home, as is done with New Zealand Flax. The
scarcity of the material for paper making becomes
more and more apparent in Europe, as the consump-
tion increases from year to year. South Australia

produces numerous native plants for paper making of

a greater or less value, especially the following

genera, viz., Cyperus juncus, Lepidospenna, Carex,

Cadium, Dianella, &c., which grow abundantly along

the coast. Even the bark of Gum trees provides

material for a fair paper. The important question is,

"What means can be found for reducing the bulk of

the stuff for exportation ?
"

Grasses for Dry Places. — Our readers in

some of the colonies, in the south of Europe, in

Peru, and other places where heat and drought pre-

vail, will be interested in the following results of
Dr. Schomburgk's trials in the Adelaide Botanic
Gardens :

—

" Amongst these grasses are seven kinds which show
not the slightest effect of the drought, and foremost of
these is Panicum spectabile, Nees (Phillip's Grass).

During the hottest time the plants have grown vigorously,
and not a blade of the grass has been injured by the
hot winds. Truly this grass cannot be too strongly
recommended as the best summer grass. Saccharum
cylindricum, a kind of sugar-grass, also deserves high
recommendation. Fesluca duriuscula, Linn. (Hard
Fescue-grass); Pennisetum fimbrlatum ; Aira c^spitosa,

Bromus longifiorus, Willd.

^s) ; and Bromus inermis,

nthstood the drought.
" The following ten kinds suffered more or less from

the drought, but not one species entirely destroyed, and
they are well worth the attention paid to them :—Elymus
condensatus, Presl. (Bunch-grass); Piptatherum Thomasii
(falling awn grass) ; Cynosurus cristatus, Linn. (Crested
Dogtail-grass) ; Andropogon giganteum ; Paspalum cili-

atum, Humb. and Bonpl. (Millett-grass) ; Poa pratensis,

Linn, (common Meadow-grass) ; Dactylis glomerata,
Linn. (Cocksfoot-grass) ; Milium altissimum (Millett-

grass); Festuca rubra, Linn. (Fescue-grass).
"The following five kinds suffered materially, and

cannot be recommended:—Holcus lanatus, Linn. (Sugar
or soft grass) ; Agrostis verticiUata, Vil. (Switch-grass)

;

Alopecurus pratensis, Linn. (Foxtail-grass) ; Ceratochloa
exaltata.

"The following kinds entirely succumbed to the

drought:—Avena flavescens, Linn. (Oat-grass); Poa
fluitans, Scop. (Water-grass) ; Festuca elatior, Linn.
(tall Fescue-grass) ; Phleum pratense, Linn., Catstail-

" ."Vs already mentioned, the Prickly Comfrey suffered,

also Plantago lanceolata. The different kinds of Clover
suffered more or less, but the Lucem and Sheepbush,
Pentzia virgata, stood their ground well."

%\t Mcatljcr.
STA TE OF THE WEA THER A T BLACKHEA TH, LONDON,

FoK THE Week endink Wednesday, August 7, 1S78.

Linn, (tufted Hair-grass)

;

(long-flowering Broom-grE
Linn. Tliese seven kinds \
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Kew Gardens: W. S. Yes, " cew " Gardens are open
to the public on Sunday afternoons.

Names oi" Plants ; Monkshood, i to 9 are all Aconi-

tum Lycoctonum ; 10, Delphinium datum.

—

A. C,
Clonmcl. I, Linnria purpurea ; 2, Coronilla varia.

—

J. II'. Olcaria liaaslii.— .-/ Subscriber, Chesterfield.

1, Lisianthus Rusbeilianus ; 2, Lychnis coronaria
; 3,

Seduni carneuni
; 4, S. spurium

; 5, Eleagnus, species

indeterminable ; 6, Sedum reflexum, var. albescens
;

7, Magnolia, species undeterminable.— W. P. i,

Medicago sativa ; 2, Melilotus parviflora.

—

C. E. F.

Valeriana officinalis.—/'". H. C. 1, Ceanothus azureus
;

2, Zauschneria californica
; 3, Veronica spicata

; 4,

Symph or!carpus racemosus
; 5, undeterminable ; 6,

j'^ccremocarpus scaber.

—

K. Specimen not found.

—

G. Biith. Olearia Haastii.—G. S. 4. Coccoloba Platy-

ciadon. The other specimens insufficient.

—

J. G. M.
Convolvulus cneorum.

—

A. E. We do not recognise

either of them.

—

Frank Taylor. 1, Phlebodium
aureum ; 2, Pteris tremula

; 3, send when in flower
;

4, Adiantum macrophyllum
; 5, Selaginella Martensii.

—Cobo. If you want your plants named you must send
better specimens, we can do nothing with such
miserable scraps.—//. E. II'. The Hares-foot Trefoil,

Trifolii -/_;". //. C. Viburnum lantana.

I'jwli;

IIv

,Iirub in limestone districts.—/?. A/.

2, Cnn.pannl:! .p. ; 3. Clematis

iii|iiin,i, /. '', a.. Clonmcl. I,

nil ,
_>, Mr, Mil, I hii-sutuni.— G. T.F.

2, Sernilula tnicluna
; 4, Sciiipcrvivum calcareum.

The others are far too miserable specimens to be

identified.~C. IK. D. Verbascum C\\^\\\\.—Redwood.
Helianthus doronicoides probably (specimen insuffi-

cient), Cytisus capitatus, Aristolochia sempervivum,

and Hippeastrum reticulatum.

Onions : J. M. D. The long drought succeeding very

wet weather is quite sufficient to account for the condi-

tion of your Onions, though it is possible they may
have been attacked by a Peronospora, which is often

very destructive. We find an undescribed fungus

belonging to the genus Mystrosporium, but it is clearly

an after-growth. M. J. B. .

Petunias: //. Canndl. A very excellent strain, in-

eludin,<; Ijolh .sin,!;le and double varieties ; they are of

very I.I':;'' --i/i-.in'i lim l\ V II ird in colour. ThcFuchsia,
loo, I

.I III- '!
:
'! ])rnporlions. \\ith a widely-

exp.iii'.' : I. I
'

'
\

< inped purple corolla.

Rose iuLi..>. 7^/.. v.. ,.,,..,. Vcb ; fresh plant them by

all means.
Tritonia : C W. D. The plant is much subject to

going off as you describe, when grown in pots. They
do not generally get enough water, and are an easy

prey to thrips.

Catalogues Received.— Messrs. Vilmorin-Andrieux
et Cie. {4,Quai de la M^gisserie,^ Paris), Catalogue of

Flower Seeds ; also Catalogue of Bulbs, &c.—Messrs.

Haage & Schmidt (lirfurt, Prussia), General Bulb
Catalogue.

Communications Receivep.-G. D. H.—W. K.-A. H.
(thank5)-A. M.~W. G.— J C—A. H.—D. T. F.—W, T —
W. Y.—P. G.—G. M.—W.B.—Youngster. -W.C.-C. M.—
James Veilch & Sons.— T S. C.-Scotia.—R. M. (thanks)-
R. G.—F. H. D.-I. R. J.—C. H.

lilurhcts.
COVENT GARDEN, August 8.

A large supply of Grapes are now reaching us from

the Channel Islands, and prices have been considerably

reduced. Our market keeps quiet. Kent Filberts are

making a heavy sale, panics Webber, Wholesale Apple

Market.

Begonias, per doz.

Bouvardia*^, do
Calceolarias, p. do
Campanula, per di

Coleus, per dozen
Cyperus, do.

.

Dracaena terminal
— viridis. per do2

Euonymus, vai

Ferns, in var.,

Ficus elastica,

Foliage Plants

Fuchsias, per c

Plants in Pots.

s. d. s. d.
I

s.

. 6 0-12 o Hydrangea, per doz, 5

.12 0-24 o Mignonette, per doz. -.

. 4 0-12 o ' Musk, per dozen . , :

. 6 0-12 o : Myrtles, per doz. . . i

. 30-90' Palms in variety,

. 6 0-12 o each .. .. :

30 0-60 o Pelargonium&, per

per dozen .

.

. . 2 6- (

Petunias, per dozen 4 o-i;

Rhodanthes p. doz. 6 o-i,
— Fairy, per doz. g 0-1:

Abutilon, 12 blooms
B juvardias, per bun.

Calceolai
Carnatioi
Cornflower, 12 bun.
Eschscholrzia, :

F.uchiris. per doz. .

Gardenias, 12 blm
Gladioi. various, i

Heliotropes, 12 sp.

Jasmine. 12 bunchi
M ignonette,

Myosotis, i:

Pelargonium
nal,

spr. c

,ch.

Apples, J/->ieve - . 1

Apricots, per dozen 1

Fi^s. per dozen .. 1

Fiiber.s, per lb. .. e

Grapes, per lb. .. <

Lemons, p-r loo .. .

C-12 o I Phlox, 13 bunchei
0-12 o ;

Pinks, var, 12 bun. .

c- 6 o
[

Primula, double, per

0-60 Pyreihrum, 12 bun..
0-12 o ' Roses (indoor), doz. :

0-90' — (outdoor). 12 bun.
;

I

Stephanotis. 12 sp ..
;

c- 4 o
I

Stocks. 12 bunches . ,

6- I o
I

Sweet Peas, 12 bun. ;

0-90' Sweet Sultan, 12 bun. i

0-60, Tropseolum, 12 bun.

,

Oranges, per 100 .. (

. Peaches, per dozen.. .

Pears, per doz.
,
Pine-apples, per lb. :

Artichokes, English
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GEEEN'S
PATENT GRASS EDGE CLIPPER,

Specially Designed for

Cutting the Overhanging Grass on the Edges of
Walks, Borders, Flower Beds, &c.

nple In con»triicilou. is easily worked, and

193

Size— 8 inches Wide with roller g inche=! diameter Ci \os

SS" Delivered Carriage Free at all the principal Railway
Staiionb and Shipping Ports in England, Ireland, and Scotland

THOMAS GREEN & SON,
SMITH FIELD IRONWORKS, LEEDS;

And 54 and 55. TLACKFRIARS ROAD. LONDON, S.E.

AGRICULTURAL LOCOMOTIVES,
STEA.U rLOUGHING MACIIISERY,

ROAD LOCOMOTIVES, TRAMWAY LOCOMOTIVES,
STEAM ROAD ROLLERS.

Fjr P.ic.

AVELING & PORTER,
ROCHESTER, KENT; ^^, CANNON ST., LONDON.

E.C. ; and 9, AVENUE MONTAIGNE, PARIS.

AvEUNG & Porter's ENGINES have gained ihe highest

Prizes at every important International Exhibition. The two

Medals for Progress and Merit were awarded them at Vienna

for their STEAM ROLLERS and ROAD LOCOMOTIVES :

and at the last trials of the Royal Agricultural Society of

England their AGRICULTURAL LOCOMOTIVES gained

the First Prize after exhaustive trials, when one of their lo-horse

power Engines, fitted with single slide and ordinary link-

motion, indicated 35-horse power, with a consumption of three

and one-fi/th ftoiiiids o/coiit per horse-power per hour.

H.

TRON ROOFS for SALE, Cheap.-Several
t'fi"".'^!'*!"'"'

Roo's. fftn 20 feet to 40 feet span (not curved
no skilled labour required in fixing), covered with galvanised
corrugated Iron. Apply
HEMMING AND CO., 47, Moorgale Street, London, E .C.

Greenhouses.
FREEMAN and SONS, Horticul-
TtiRAL Builders and Hot-water Apparatus

MANUFACTURERS, Cambridge Heath Bridge. Hackney, E.Good sub.stantlal made GREENHOUSES, Glazed, ready for
fixing, 42 feet long, ,3 feet wide, lyi ; 21 feet by i, feet, iiSi^h feet by 10 feet, /,;. Estimates given in wood or iron.

QIR JOSEPH PAXTON'S HOTHOUSES'^ for THE MILLION
ARE CHEAP. FOR fABLE and LASTING.

Send for the Shilllmg Handbook <of sixty pages), fully
describing above, with twenty eight Illustrations Plkns ofHeating, &c., and Directions for Vine and Fruit Tree Culture
by a Practical Gardener.
A smaller Pamphlet with views, testimonials, &c., 3^., post-

free. Carriage-paid Priced LISTS gratis.
•
J

.
f

Estimates given for any kind of structure in Wood and Glass,
also for Heating Apparatus.

Glass Boundaries and Winter Gardens arranged
HEREMAN AND MORTON, 2, Gloucester Street, Regent's

Park. indon. N.W.

HELLIWELL'S PATENT SYSTEM of
Air and Water-tight GLAZING WITHOUT PUTTY,

and without exposing any outside woodwork to Paint, and
NEW SYSTEM of COVERING ROOFS.
The fasteners are brass or copper. The peculiar arrangement

of the Glass covers the whole of the Woodwork and only the
small fastener is visible, therefore the roof is indestructible and
outside painting unnecessary. The squares of glass can be
easily removed, and the whole be taken out and cleaned by any
inexperienced person. Breakage is impossible except through
carelessness or accident.

The Glazing is more air-tight than the old putty system, yet
any amount of ventilation can be given.

Old Roofs may be reglazed on this principle, and roofs are
covered with slates or zinc on this system.

Extract from Building Neil's.
•' Mr. T. W. Helliwell, of Brighouse, has recently patented

and introduced a New System of Glazing and covering Roofs,
which is certainly superior to anything ol the kind we have
seen before, and it will in our opinion supersede any other
system before the public."

Important references and all particulars from the Patentee,
T. W. HELLIWELL, Brighouse, Yorkshire; and 19,

Parliament Street, London, W.C.

3P» ji i«^.JU3HgttKri^^

BECKETT BROS.
H RT, ITRAl-I H-CEPSANDHt A1 PR ENGINEERS

Patentees ^ Man ifacturers of the Self adj 1 ling fhrolllc Valvnow so much in use for Hort cultural p rposes
See llluslratel CATALOGUE T vo Stamps

Desij,ns and Est mites on application

W,,RKs. ANCHOk SlRhEl, CHELMSFORD.

JOHN BOWMAN,
Timber and Mahogany Importer and Merchant

HORTICULTUR.-iL BUILDER.
WEST END STEAM JOINERY,

NEWCASTLE-O-N'-TYNE.

GEEENHOUSES complete, from £10 to flOOO
Portable Box with One Light, 6 feet by 4 feet, glazed

)'

16 oz. sheet glass, and painted four coats .

.

..] SSI-

Portable Box with Two Lights, as above, each Light 1

feel by 4 feet *»
!'.'}65..

Estimates given for Conservatories and Green-
houses of every kind.

Well-seasoned Materials and First-class H-orkmanshit
^^uaranteed.

TheThames Bank Iron Company
OLD BARGE WHARF,

UPPER GROUND STREET,
IjONDON, S.E.,

Have the largest and most complete stock in the Trade
;

upwards of ;^2o,ooo worth to choose from.

HOT-WATER BOILERS, PIPES, and CONNECTIONS,
And all CASTINGS for HORTICULTURAL PURPOSES.

Their New Illustrated Catalogue, 8tA Edition, now ready

{price Sixpence).

Hot-water Apparatus erected complete, or the Materials euppUed at Wholesale Prices.

ROSSERtRUSSELL
torticultural
Warming ENGINEERS"-;

Ventilminc 11-

I Sanitary

N EW CATA LOG U E
Of CONSERVATORIES and GREENHOUSES in Wood

and Iron, architecturally treated and desisned expressly for
this work. Post-free is.

Offices tl-,SHowROOMS. 46 CuARiNd Cro£^

WORKS PuEENS Wharf Hammersmith,

BOULTON & PAUL, NORWICH.
NEW PORTABLE LEAN TO POULTRY HOUSE

The Night Hou e i m
and hme wh ted in de
shelter ; new O.G.-shaped l;.ll^

mental. and_ affords good vtntilatidd
; lUicd with shifting

perches, sliding window, large door and Iijck for attendant,
small door for fowls, and hen ladder, no nest boxes. Strong
galvanised Wire Run, with corrugated iron roof, door, and lock,
and all necessary bolts and nuts complete.
Prices— Carriage paid to any taihvity atatioit in England

:

:e. No 7. i'llh r
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SCALE OF CHARGES FOR ADVERTISING.

:t across columns, the lowest charge will be 301,

Page ^9 o o
HalfPage 500

GARDENERS, AND OTHERS, WANTING SITUATIONS.
2G words 15. 6(/. , and (>d. for every additional line

(about 9 words) or part of a line.

EiKTHS, Deaths and Marriages, ^s. each insertion.

Advertisements for the current week must rea^/i the Offict

by Thursday noon.

All Subscriptions Payable in Advance.

Thb United Kingdom: 12 Months, ^i 35. icY. ; 6 Months.
\is. lid. ; 3 Monlhs, 6s.

Foreign : 26^., including Postage for 12 Months.

P. 0.0. to be made payable at the King Street Post-office, W.C.

,

to W. Richards.

PuBLTSiiiNG Office and Office for Advertisements,

41, Wellington Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C.

HORTICULTURAL WINDOW GLASS.
A large variety of sizes, 15-02., i-2s. 6d. ; 21-oz., its. 6d.

per 100 feet. Large sizes, in Cases, for Cutting up— 15-oz. 4ths,

30J. ; 3ds, 4cs. per 300 feet; — 21-oz. 4ths. 301.; 3ds., 40s.

per 200 feet.—ALFRED SVER. Glass. Lead. Zinc, Oil and
Colour Merchant, 8. Pentonville Road. London. N.

BELGIAN GLASS forGREENHOUSES, &c.,

Can be obtained in all sizes and qualities, of

BETHAM & SON,
9. LOWER THAMES STREET. LONDON, E.C.

B. & Son have always a large Stock in London of 20-in. by 12-in.,

20-in. by u-in.. 20-in. by i6-in.. 20-in. by iS-in.. in i6-oz. & 21-oz.

NETTING for FRUIT TREES,
SEED BEDS. RIPE STRAWBERRIES. &c.

TANNED NETTING for protecting the above from Frost,

Blight, Birds. S:c., 2 yards wide, 3(1'. per yard, or 100 yards, 205. ;

4 yards wide, 6d. per yard, or 50 yards 20s.

NEWTANNEDNETTING.suited for any of the above pur-

poses, or asa Fence for Fowls, 2yardswide, 6d. per yard ; 4 yards
wide, 15, per yard

; ?^ -inch mesh. 4 yards wide, is. 6d. per yard.

TIFFANY, 6s. 6d. and ^s. 6d. per piece of 20 yarus.

EATON AND DELLER, 6 & 7, Crooked Lane. London Bridge.

MR. MECHI'S ADDRESS
to his OLD FRIENDS and CUSTOMERS and to

the PUBLIC :
—

"As it has been erroneously supposed by some that I am no
longer interested in my London busmess, I think it desirable

to state that I continue to carry it on as energetically, and I

trust as satisfactorily to the Public, as lormcrly, assisted by
my only son, who will in due time succeed me. It is now
fifty years ago since 1 first commenced business in Leadenhall
Street, and what changes have taken place ! Then everybody
shaved, and my razor and razor-strop trade was immense ; now
moustache and beard are the order of the day, and the razor
and strop trade is comparatively defunct. Then there were no
railways, so people stayed at home and used wooden dressing-

cases ; now everybody travels by rail, and we have dressing-
tags to suit the altered conditions. Fifty years ago the poor
geese supplied our pens, and many a now rich merchant in the
City will remember the quality of Mechi's shilling pen-knives

;

but steel pens have extinguished the pen-knife trade and the
penmaking machines, and the geese are in peace, except at
Michaelmas. In fact, steam has altered, and. I may safely

say, improved everything, and has made us a nation of travel-

lers both by land and sea. I wonder how much time is now
occupied in reading the steam-worked press ? and haw much
less time is occupied in sipping port wine, as we used to do
fifty years ago, when we could not travel ? Steam will make
our 4 lb loaves cheaper some day, just as it has converted calico

from 2J. 6d. to 6d. or less per yard. Then, again, a letter

which used to cost 6s. 6d. to Cork is now carried for id.

Sir Rowland Hill richly deserves a monument. But to return
to business : fifty years ago. when I first commenced on a small
scale, I made it an axiom that what I sold should be good and
useful, and I believe thou.sands who used the strop and paste,

which I personally invented, can testify to this ; it fact, it was
sometimes complained of that I stamped on my razors ' Ex-
changed if not approved.' I have never, and shall never so
long as I live, deviate from this principle, because it is the true

means to retain and increase one's connection. I devoted my
attention especially to the quality and convenience of arrange-
ments in the dressing bag and dressing case department, and in

the tasteful selection of articles suitable for presentation, as well

as on the matter oi'dispatch boxes and writing cases. Although
both razors and penknives have 'gone out,' our sportsmen
remain, and 'sporting knives' form one of our special deoart-

ments. I feel firmly convinced that there is no fear of the
departure of knives and forks, or dinners, so we make this an
important department in quality and price. In conclusion, I

ask no favours, but simply desire that my customers should
compare the quality and price of my wares with those of other
dependable establishments, and form their own conclusions.

Most of my woithy assistants and workmen have been nearly
forty years in my service, and long ago learned that civility and
attention to our customers are as important as good quality in

the articles sold. Illustrated catalogues will be forwarded
post-free on application."

112. Regent Street. W., opposite Vigo Street.—1877.

TO ENHANCE THE VALUE OF

SEED,
IT SHOULD BE PUT INTO

BAGS
SACKS,

SELECTED FROM OUR BEST MAKES

SPECIAL SEWING.

SAMPLES AXD PJvVCES POST FREE.

STARKEY, SONS & CO.,

CORN EXCHANGE, LONDON.

BAYLISS, JONES &BAYLISS,
Patentees and Manufacturers of Wrought Iron

CONTINUOUS BAR FENCING,
Iron Hurdles. Strained Wire Fencing,

Field and Entrance Gates, Tree Guards, &c.,

VICTORIA WORKS, WOLVERHAMPTON,
And 3, Crooked Lane, King William Street. London, E.C.

Catahgueifree m npflieaiimi.

m^0) u{^^-^a^

Paris Exhibition,

Special arrangements for Visitors to the Exhibition have been
made by ihe

"RAILWAY PASSENGERS ASSURANCE
-Lv COMPANY, for providing against Accident by Rail-
way or Steamboat during the journey to Paris and back.
A preinium of One Shilling insures .£1000 if killed, or 1C6 per
week if laid up by injury during the double journey. Policies
aqainst Accidents of all kinds may also be effected for One,
Three, or Twelve months, on moderate terms.
Apply at the Booking Offices of the Southern Railways, or

at the Head Office, 64, Cornhill, London.

WILLIAM J. VIAN. Secretary.

TDEVUE de I'HORTICULTURE BELGE
J-t et ETRANGERE (Belgian and Foreign Horticultural
Review).—Among the principal Contributors are :—A. Allard.
E. Andre', C. Baltet, T. Buchetet, F. Burvenich. F, Crcpin,
Comte de Gomer, De Jonge van Ellemeet, O. de Kerchove de
Denlerghem. P. E. de Puydt. C. de Vis, J. Gillon, A. M. C.
Jongkindt Coninck, C. Koch, J. Kickx, L. Linden. T. Moore.
C. Naudin, B. Oliver, H. Ortgies. E. Pynaert. E. Rodigas.
A. Siraux, O. Thomas. A. van Geert Son. H. J. van Hulle. J.
Van Volxem. H. J. Veitch, A. Westraael. and P. Wolkenstein.
This illustrated Journal appears on the ist of every month,

in Parts of 24 p.ages, 8vo, with a Coloured Plate and numerous
Engravings.
Terms of Subscription (or the United Kingdom :—One year.

10s., payable in advance.
Publishing Office : 143, Rue de Bruxelles, Ghent. Belgium.
Post-office Orders to be made payable M. E. PYNAERT,

at the Chief Post-office. Ghent.

Belgian.

BULLETIN d'ARBORICULTURE de
.
FLORICULTURE, et de CULTURE MARAI-

CHERE. A m.mlbly horticultural work, with superb Coloured
Plates and Illustrations. Published since i86q by F.
BUKVENICH, F. Pavnaert. E. Rodigas. and H. I. Van
Hulle, Professors at the Horticultural School of the Belgian
Government at Ghent. Post paid los. per annum.

H. J. VAN HULLE, Botanical Giirdens. Ghent, Belgium.

T HE CULTIVATOR.—
A Portuguese Monthly Agricultur.il Journal, which

circulates in Portui'al and her possessions, and in the Principal
Towns of the Bra/ils.

This paper offers an excellent medium for Advertisements ol
every description of industry and of every article of Consump-
tion in the countries and places above mentioned.

Advertising charges. 8d. per square inch, Translation included.
Ten per cent. Discount for six months ; 20 per cent. Discount

for twelve months, if paid in advance.
Address, the Editor of the Cultivatoy, St. Michael's, Azores,

Farms, Estates, Residences.

Any one desirous of Renting a Farm or Residence, or
Purchasing an Estate, can have copies of the

MIDLAND COUNTIES HERALD
supplied free for six weeks on stating the purpose for

which the paper is required, forwarding name and address, and
six halfpenny stamps lor postage, addressed " Midland Counties
Herald Office. Birmingham." The Midland Counties HeraU
always contains large numbers of advertisements relating to
I-'arms. Estates, and Residences for Sale and to be Let.

Now Ready, illustrated by numerous Engravings and
Coloured Plates, large 8vo, cloth, 35^,,

rHE C;ARDENER'S ASSISTANT:
PRACTICAL and SCIENTIFIC.

By ROBERT THOMPSON,
Of the Royal Horticultural Society's Gardens, ChiswIck.

New edition. Revised and Greatly Extended,
By THOMAS MOORE, F.LS..

Curator ol the Chelsea Botanic Gardens. Co-Editor of the
Gnrdeiurs' Chrcnicte, &c. : assisted by

t Praci :al Gardei
" The best book of its kind, and the only thoroughly compre-

hensive work adapted equally well for the gardener and the
gentleman 3.m-sX^^xx."— Gardeners' Magazine.

London : BLACKIE and SON, Paternoster Buildings :

and sold by all Booksellers.

Just published, 60 pages iSmo. price \s.. post-free from

R. Lowe, Shifnal, on receipt of twelve stamps,

BOSCOBEL : an account of the Royal Oak
;

Boscobel House : and the Whiteladies. By Henry U.
DE BuKSEN, M A,, Recto

London: SIMPKIN and MARSHALL. St;

Court ; Shifnal. LOWE, Stationer ; and all Bookselle;

Hall

MA Y F A I R : a Non-Society Journal
of Literature and Politics, unambitiously illustrated.

Pi ice 6d. Has been permanently enlarged by eight columns.

Contents of this week's Number (August 6) ;

—

On the Watch. 8. Bank Holiday.
The Debate. : 9 Our Public Offices.

At a Tennis Party. 10. Fifty Years' Fashion.
TheNeivSavioursofSaciety 11. Meeting the Mails.
Affairs in the City. , t2. The Chat of the Fair.

Political Flapdoodle, [eral. 13. Fashions in the Fair.

PoetasterandGovernor-tjen- 14. Turning over Fresh Leaves.

Portrait Sketches of Mr. Gladstone, Father Ignatius Cat

Margate), &c.

May/air, unambitiously illustrated, price (id. Yearly sub-
scription. 2Sj. (payable in advance). For sale by all MetVo-
politan Newsagents and at all Bookstalls, on Monday afternoon,

and throughout the country on Tuesday morning.

"Mayfair" Abroad. —il/fiy/rtrV is on sale in the Paris
Exhibition in Messrs. GALIGNANI'S English Kiosque

;

also in the Boulevard des Capucines, Kiosque J13. In New
York, by BRETANO. 39, Union Square. In Malta, by
Mr. W.VrSON, 246, Sirada Reale, Valetta.

THE SYDNEY MAIL
NEW SOUTH WALES ADVERTISER.

CONTEXTS :-

INTERCOLONIAL and GENERAL NEWS.
SPORTING and the FIELD, in which is incorporated

BELL'S LIFE in SYDNEY.
RECORD of RACKS, and NOTES on the TURF.
CRICKET and AQUATICS.
THE FLORA of AUSTRALIA. (Drawn and Engraved

specially for this Journal.)

NATURAL HISTORY (Original Articles).

AGRICULTURE, PASTORAL, HORTICULTURE.
GOLD FIELDS and MINING generally.

STOCK and SHARE REPORTS.
ORIGINAL and SCIENTIFIC ARTICLES.
TALES by POPULAR ENGLISH and AUSTRALIAN

AUTHORS.
THE FASHIONS. DOMESTIC ECONOMY'.
INDOOR AMUSEMENTS.
THE CHESS PLAYER. THE HOME CIRCLE.
COMMERCIAL NEWS.
SHIPPING INTELLIGENCE.

The SYDNEY MAIL has a wide circtilation throughout the
iiustialian Colonies, New Zealand, Polynesia, &c. It contains
1 large amount of information on a great variety of subjects.

Subscription In Advance, £1 per Annum.
Single Copies. 4./. : Stamped, ^d.

Publishing Olficc-Hunter Street, Sydney, New South Wale

ENGLAND.
The undermentioned Newspaper and Advertising .Agents are

authorised to receive ADVERTISEMENTS, which must be
paid in advance, for the SYDNEY MORNING HERALD
and SYDNEY MAIL :—

LOND Mr. George Street, 30, Cornhill, E.C.

Mr. F. Algar, 8, Clement's Lane, Lombard
Street. E.C.

Messrs. Gordon & Gotch, St. Bride Street,

Fleet Street, EC.
Mr. R. S. Kirk, 90. New Street

Lee & Nightingale. 15. North John Street.

James .<t Henry Grace. Royal Insurance
Buildings.

Robertson & Scott, 13, Hanover Street.

W. Porteous & Co., 15, Royal Exchange
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1^ ADVERTISERS are requested to t:ole that

nlllh'iigk we do not object to recciz'C Letters to be called

for. IOC cannot undertake to forward tlum.

WANTED, two UNDER GARDENERS,
with a sood knowledge of Plants, &c.— E. MILLER,

Old Sneed Park, near Bristol.

ANTED, an experienced GROWER (for
Market) of Grapes, Peaches, Strawberries, Cucumbers,

and Melons, to lake the Management of a range of Glass near
4txi feet. Must know his work thoroughly and produce first-

class testimonials as to ability and good character. Salary and
commission. --Apply to J, L. LOVIBOND, Starts Hill,
Farnborough, Kent.

ANTED, as gootd PLANT GROWER,
a young Man who has been successful as an Exhibitor,

and knows something about Pines and Grapes.— VV. JACKSON
AND CO.. Nurseries, Bedale,

ANTED, TWO good HANDS at
BUDDING.—Apply to WM. PAUL and SON,

Wahham Cross. Hens.

ANTED,a Man and Wife as GARDENER
and COOK : to live in the House.-Apply, by letter in

the first instance, to F. S.. Fern Lodge. Milllield Lane.
Highgate Rise. N.

WANTED, a respectable, industrious young
Man. as SHOPMAN. &c., for a small concern in the

Country, with a knowledge of the Nursery. None need apply
whose character will not bear the strictest investigation.-- Appl v.

in own handwriting, stating age. salary. &c.. to JAMES BIRD,
Nurseryman. Downham.

ANTED, a JUNIOR SHOPMAN.--
Salary to commence at £,io per annum — Address,

with full particulars of experience and age, BARR .\.\o

SUGDEN. 12, King Street. Covent Garden. W.C.

WANTED, a JUNIOR SHOPMAN.-
Apply to EDMONDSON BROTHERS, lo. Dan

Street. Dublin.

WANTED, an ACTIVE LAD about 16
years old. to work in a Garden and assii.t in the House-

work.—Wages i4r. per week.—Apply, by letter, to Mr. C ,

Springfield, Heme Hill Station. S E.

To Budders of Roses.

WANTED, a Person to Bud 2000 Roses.—
Good wages will be given.—J. MONRO. Potter's

Bar. N.

WANT PLACES.

E. G. HE N D E R S O N
AND SON have many excellent

GARDENERS with approved testimonials

for ability now waiting in their Nurseries for

re-engagement.

E. G. H. & Son will be pleased to answer

any enquiries from Noblemen and Gentlemen

requiring such.—Pine-apple Nursery, Maida
Vale, London, W.

OSBORN AND SONS have on their Register
a number of Men of excellent character and abilities,

and first-class experience in every branch, whom they would be
glad to recommend to Noblemen or Gentlemen requiring the

• softhoroughlypractical GARDENERS. FOREMEN

MESSRS. WILLIAM BARRON and SON,
Landscape Gardknrrs. have a VACANCY lor a

PUPILS in the above profession ; he would also have the

opportunity of acquiring a thorough knowledge of the Nursery
Business. A youth with some knowledge of drawing preferred.

"' ..
. .- rrowash, Derby

To Noblemen and Gentlemen.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 27 ; thoroughly
practical, understands the management of Indoor Fruits.

Plants. &c.,good experience in Landscape. Kitchen, and Flower
Gardening. Good reference and good character from previous

-W. M. G.. Gardens, Annesley Park. Notts.

GARDENER (Head), married, no family.—
A Gentleman wishes to recommend as above ; under-

stands Forcing &c—Mr. NIGHTINGALE, Oakley Park.
Scole. Norfolk.

ARDENER (Head).—Age 28, married, no
family.—Mr. Cockersoi-E wishes to recommend lo any

Lady or Gentleman requiring a thorough practical Gardener a
steady persevering Man.—Address, stating wages, &c., Mr.
COCKERSOLE, Ponton Hall, near Grantham.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 30 ;
practically

acquainted with the Culture and Management of choice

Plants, Fruits, Flowers and Vegetables. Good references for

character and proficiency.—GARDENER, Woodford Green,
N.E.

GARDENER (Head), age 35.—A Gentle-
MAN. who has let his estate, would be pleased to

recommend his late Gardener. He is well qualified to take the

Management of a Large Place, also Land and Stock.— First, to

J. H. M., II. Queen Anne's Gale. Westminster, S.W.

GARDENER (Head), to any Lady or
Gentleman requiring the services of a practical man. both

Indoors and (Jut.— Married, no family: understands Grass
Land. Good character.—G. H., Post Office, the Hyde, Hendon,
Middlesex.

GARDENER (Head), where two or more
are kept,—Age 29, married: e.xcellent references as lo

character, a'-ility. &c.—GARDENER, Haybrow, Hacknets,
Scarborough.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 33, married,
Scotch ; has a thorough practical knowledge of the

inn in its various branches. Gord character.—WM.
T- .c:t n ..H«»»r r,,„h„r. p,rV. Wn<-li«r-r. Ham.;

GARDENER (Head); age 38, married.—

A

ihoroushly practical and energetic man, of twenty years*

experience in every department of Horticulture and general
Estate work, offers his services to any Nobleman or Gentleman
requiring a really competent and respectable man. of excellent

character and unquestioned ability.—B..B.,Mascairs, Brenchley,
Kent.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 34, married,
two children ; thoroughly practical in all branches of the

profession. Five years' good character.—W. J. WHITE,
Cranbouine House. Hoddesdon, Herts.

C1ARDENER (Head).—W. Cr.'VGGS,
r Winslade, near Exeter, would be pleased to recommend

bis Foreman as above to any Lady or Gentleman in want of a
steady, industrious Man. Has lived in some of the leading
establishments in this country, and has been over three years
as Foreman in the above-named establishment, where gardening
is carried on wiih spirit.—Address as above.

GARDENER (He.ad).—Married ; has had
itventeen years' practical experience in the profession,

including Early and Late Forcing, also Flower and Kitchen
Gaidening. First-class references to character and proficiency.
— H. P., 16. Dendy Street. B.ilh.am, Surrey.

GARDENER (He.\D).—Understands the
cultivation of all kinds of Fruit. Stove and Greenhouse

Plants. Flower and Kitchen Gardening. Good references.

—

I. GREGORY. St. Paul's Nursery. Baiibuiy.

GARDENER (Head), or BAILIFF.—Age
15, manicd. one child (age 7); leaving through

establishment breaking up. Six years' character.—H EAD
GARDENER. Fern Wood, Wimbledon Park.

GARDENER (Head, or good Single-
u).—Age 31 ; lilteen years' experience. Under-

stands Pines. Vines. Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Cucumbers,
Melons. Flower and Kitchen Garden, and also Stock. Wife
good Laundress. Two years' and four months good character
and good reference.- O. M.. Ihe Gardens. Woodstock House,
Golders Green, Hendon, N.W.

GARDENER (He.\d, Working).—Age 35,
one child (7 years old) ; sixteen years' good references.

—

G, BRAND, T. Froom. Long Lane, Finchley. N.

GARDENER (Head, Working).—
Thoioughly understands the management of Kitchen,

Fruit and Flower Gardens, also Stove, Greenhouse, Orchaid
House and Vineries. Orchids, and all kinds of Ferns. Three
and a-half yeais' excellent character from present with good
testimonials from previous situations.—W. LINTOTT. Cranes-
water, East Southsea, Hants.

C:j.ARDENER (Working).—Age 25, married,
^ no family ; good experience in all branches. Sober and

respectable. Good character.—R. H., 58, Harwood Street,

Kentish Town, N W.

GARDENER (Head, Working).—
Thoroughly understands the profession in all its branches.

Hss been in business for himself ten years as a Florist and
Market Gardener. Highest testimonials of character can be
given.—G. W., Mr. Loveday, Kibworth, near Leicester.

GARDENER (Head, Working).—Age 27,
married ; thoroughly understands the various blanches

of Gardening. Five years' cb-aracter from present s tuation as

Head Gardener.— R. BOW. The Undercliffe, Sandgate, Kent.

^ARDENER, where two or three are kept.
-^ ~ Age 29. married, no family : character will bear

est investigation.—G, PICKER, Wychdon Lodge, Hixon,
Stafford.

G

G;<
ARDENER.—Age 23 ; four years' ex-

* perience. Good references.—E. N.. Post Office. St.

Margaret's, Harleston, Norfolk.

CI ARDENER (Single-h.\nded).—Age 28;
<~-^ has had experience in Cattle and Meadow Land, Flower
nd Kitchen Garden ; eight years' good character from last

ituation —W. B., Post Office, Wolston, Coventry.

p ARDENER (Second).- Age 22, in
vT Nobleman's or Gentleman's Garden ; several years' «

perience ; highly recommended. State wages.—L. O.,
Hamilton Road. Southall, W.

/^ARDENER (Second), where three or four
V,.^ are kept.—Two years' good character. London pre-

ferred.—W. S.. Ousden Hall Gardens. Newmarket.

C
^ARDENER (Second), or under the Fore-
T man in the Houses.—Age 20: good character.— C. R,

Avenue Cottage. Shooter's Hill. Kent.

GARDENER (SECOND), in a Gentleman's
establishment.—Age 25 ; understands his work. Good

reference from last situation.-G. B., 17, Eversleigh Road.
Shaftesbury Estate. Battersea. S.W.

ARDENER (Second, where three or four
are kept, or good Si.vgle-Handed).—Has fair know-

ledge of Indoor and Outdoor Gardening in general. —Apply,
stating wages, to E. C. Gordeners' Chronicle Office, W.C.

/'ZJ-.ARDENER (Second, or under the Fore-
VJ man).—Age 21.- E. R . 6. Gas Street. Leamington.

ARDENER (Second, or good Third).—
Age 21 good character from present and previous places.

—T. W., II, Charles Street, Sydenham Hill, Kent.

GARDENER (Third), or under a Foreman
in the Houses in a Gentleman's Establishment—Age 24 :

two years' good character.—THOMAS WILLCOCKS, Glen-
thorne, Lynton, North Devon.

ARDENER (Under), in a good establish-
ment.—Age 21 : three years' character. In the houses

preferred.—W. E. CLENT. Stouibridge. Worcestershire.

GARDENER (Under).—Age 23 ; has a
good knowledge of Flower and Kitchen Gardening.

Good character -R BURSTON, the Gardens, Hill House,

-^.RDENER (Under).—Age 22, single,
VJ steady, respectable ; six years' good character. PleaseCV^^
Slate wages anc
Wimbledon, S.W,

^^^j, .^^t^^^.^.^... , ...^ years gooa tiiaracter. riease

iges and particulars.—T. H., Frost, Newsagent,

GARDENER (Under).—Age 24 ; two years
and seven months in present situation.—M. CHARL-

TON. Havelock Street, Race Common Road, Barnsley,

Yorkshire.

^^OREMAN or MANAGER (Working),
for Florist business near London ; understands the

mine of business in all branches. Good references as to capa-
litie*. &c.— B.. Mr. Prellove, High Street. Hanwell. W.

FOREMAN, in a thorough good Gardening
Establishment.—John Dsrkicutt. Gardener to Sir H.

Edwards, Bart., Pye Nest, Hallifax, can conlidently recom-
mend a young Man as above.

FOREMAN.—Age 25 ; understands Vines,
Pines. Peaches. Stove and Greenhouse Plants. Flower

and Kitchen Gardening. Two years and four months' good
character from present employer. State wages, &c. — G. T.,

the Gardens. Denbies, Doiking, Surrey.

FOREMAN, or JOURNEYMAN, in a good
Establishment.—Age 22 ; seven years' experience. Good

references from present and previous employers.—J. D., Coed
Coch Gardens. Abergele, North Wales.

JOURNEYMAN, in a good Estabhshment.—
Age 21 ; first-class reference.—HORTUS. 58, Montague

Street. Cemetery Road, Sheffield.

DECORATOR, in a Nursery or Private
Establishment. Can be highly recommended by both

Gardener and Butler for his good taste in Decoration.—A. T. S.

,

Bringsly Common. Worcester.

SEED TRADE.—Young Man open to
Engagement. Hightst references from present employer,

— li. R., Mr. Reid. 43. George Street. Edinburgh.

TO NURSERYMEN and FRUIT
GROWERS.—A situation wanted for a youth of 17. in

a large Nursery or Fruit Grower's Establishment, where he
could acquire sufficient technical knowledge to enable him to

manage a fruit farm.—Write, slating terms, to JAMES ELLIS,
The Gynsills. Leicester.

QHOPMAN or TRAVELLER.—A young
kj Man of good address, thoroughly proficient in every
branch of the Seed Trade, with good linowledge of Plants.

Nine years' experience in leading London firms. Unexcep-
tional references. Good Penman, or would be glad to start as

Traveller with low salary—W. B., 51, Blanlyre Street,

Chelsea, S.W.

SHOPMAN (Second).—Age 24; ten years'
experience in England and Scotland. Good references.

—

T. R.. 19. Thomas Street. Cirencester, Gloucestershire.

To Seeilsmen anil Florists.

QHOPMAN (Second).—Age 23 ; eight years'O experience.—A. B. C. Mr. T. Darby, Seedsman, &c,,
Selby Oak, Birmingham.

SHOPMAN, ASSISTANT.—Age 26; good
knowledge of Nursery Business : good reference.

—

F. G. v., 87, Argyle Street. Belgrave Road, Leicester.

MANAGER, or SHOPMAN.—Four years'
experience in a good London house, and six years in a

good provincial house : has a good knowledge of every branch
of the Seed Trade. Good references as to character, ability, &c.

—GEORGE W. STEVENS, s. Fairfield Terrace, Cowick
Estate, St. Thomas. Exeter.

KINAHAN'S LL WHISKY.
The cream of old Irish Whiskies. Pure. mild, mellow,

delicious, and most wholesome. Universally recommended by
the Medical Profession. Dr. Hassal says. " The Whisky is

soft, mellow, and pure, well matured, and of very excellent

quality."-2o. Great Titchfield Street. London. W.

DINNEFORD'S MAGNESIA.
The Medical Profession for over Forty Years have approved of

this pure solution as the Best Remedy for

ACIDITY OF THE STOMACH, HEARTBURN,
HEADACHE, GOUT AND INDIGESTION,

i. Ladies.

DINNEFORD'S MAGNESIA.
ELAZENBY AND SON'S PICKLES,

• SAUCES, and CONDIMENTS.-E. LAZENBY
AND SON. sole proprietors of the celebrated recipes, and
manufacturers of the pickles, sauces, and condimenis so lone

and favourably distinguished by the name, beg to remind the

public that every article prepared by them is guaranteed as

entirely unadulterated.—92. Wigmore Street, Cavendish

Square (late 6. Edward Street, Portman Square), and 18.

Trinity Street, London, S.E.

HARVEY'S SAUCE.—CAUTION.—The
admirers of this celebrated eauce ar« particularly

requested to observe that each bottle prepared by E.

LAZENBY AND SON bears the label, used so many years,

signed " Elisabeth Lazenby."
^

HOLLOWAY'S PILLS.—Good Digestion.
— Holloway's Pills are universally acknowledged to be

the safest, speediest, and best corrective for indigestion :
loss of

appetite, acidity, flatulency, and nausea are a few of the in-

conveniences which are remedied with ease by these purifying

Pills. They strike at the root of all abdominal ailments, they

excite in the stomach a proper secretion of gastric juice, and
regulate the action of the liver, promoting in that organ

copious supply of pure, wholi

digestion. These PilL

ecessary foi

all distention and obstruction,

and from their harmless composition are peculiarly wel

adapted for delicate persons and voung children. Whilst casting

out impurities these excellent Pills strengthen the system anc
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JOHN KDMONDS & CO.,
HORTICULTURAL BUILDERS and HOT-WATER EN GI NEERS, LILLIE BRIDGE, WEST BROMPTON, LONDON, S.W.

Coiisi-yvalo)-ics, Gn'cnluniSc'S and Hothouses of every description Erected and Heated in any part of t/ic Kim^dom or Abroad.

Kiosks, Summer-houses, Verandahs, Glass Approaches, &c.—Pit Lights, Garden Boxes, Hand Glasses, &c., in Stock.

PATENTEES OF THE "tIiBULAR "SADDLE BOILER/' THE BEST CAST-IRON BOILER.
Illustrated Cataloguefree by Post. NOTE.

—

The Worts adjoin West Brampton Station, Metropolitan District Railway.

T. H. P. DENNIS & CO.
MANSION HOUSE BUILDINGS,

QUEEN VICTORIA STREET, LONDON, E.C.,

CONSERVATORY AND GREENHOUSE BUILDERS,

HOT-WATER ENOINEEES.

BOULTON & PAUL, HORTICULTURAL BUILDERS, NORWICH,
MANUFACTURERS of PRIZE GARDEN IMPLEMENTS, PRIZE GARDEN FURNITURE, &c.

DESCRIPTIVE LISTS Free by Post. Orders amounting to 40s. Carriage Paid.

36-GALLON SWING WATER BABROW.
1 GARDEN ROLLER, PORTABLE PUMP. WATER or LiaUID MANURE CART.

Balance Handle.

m
The abrive is invaluable for carrying liquids of alt kinds. No

Garden, Farm. Stable, or Kitchen Yard should be wilhout one.

Two or more tubs can be had with one carriage at a small addi-

tional cost. A lad can easily work it ; but if required to travel

long distances over rough ground a pony can be attached. The
wheels and carriage are wrought iron, and the lub oak.

Cash prices. Carriage paid to any Station in England.
Price £.1 10 o
Ditto, with two tubs 380
Spreader and Valve .

.

.

.

. . extra o 15 o
Garden Engine and fitting for tub ..270
i3-Gallon Barrow, with Galvanised Tank 220
3o-Gallon „ „ 2 12 o

THE HAMBURGH FIRST PRIZE
LAWN WATERING MACHINE,

WITH POWERFUL GARl'KN ENGINE.

1 large

Cash Prices Carnage paid to any station in England.
Complete (36 gallons) £6 10 o
If without Pump . 3 10

This new article is very complete, and most usefu
gardens : is fitted with valve and spreader for distribut

or liquid manure. Waterpots and pails can be filled when the
spreader is not in use.

The engine is bolted to the top of the barrel, and fitted with
suction pipe, which is useful either for drawing water direct
from a pond or out of the barrel.

-^ For LiMuid Man

With stand
to feet of India-
rubber Suction
Pipe, with Clip

Powerful Garden and
Conservatory Engine.

; very heavy and well made. Can be used with a pail

Water-barrow, £2

alh very powerfulA first-class article, made extra

engine, throws a continuous stream ol water 50 leet.

Cash Prices, Carriage paid to any Station in Englai

15 gallons, £i im. | 20 gaUons, £^ \ 25 gallons, jC^
The Judges at the late Great International Horlicultui

bitionheld at Manchester (1873), tested this Engine very severely,

and although all the principal makers competed, it was declared
to be the best, and was awarded the only prize, a Silver Medal.

alExhi-

Goods i Htitiitg to 40,r. cfrec to any of ihe prhicipal RaihLHiy Station ' Eft^hunt Cash t efcf

The above is by far the strongest,

cheapest implement of the kind yet introduced. For conveying
and distributing liquid manure it is invaluable. A pump can
be attached for emptying cesspools, &c. As a drinking trough
for cattle, and for many other farm purposes, it is most useful.

The shafts and lids are arranged to turn back out of the way.

Carriage paid to any Railway Station in England. Cash Prices.

To hold 140 gallons ;Cio 10 o

Galvanised Iron I
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SALES BY AUCTION.

Postponement of Sale.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
beg to announce that the SALE of ORCHIDS

adveitUed to take place at the Auction Mart on MONDAY
jidably for the present postponed.

and Ley!
and Estate Offic Gracechurch Street, E.C.

,

Brixton HiU, S.W.
FINAL CLEARANCE SALE.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
will SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises, The

Nursery, Streatham Place, Brixton Hill, on TUESDAY,
August 20, at T o'clock precisely, handsome specimen
AZALEAS, CAMELLIAS, and other GREENHOUSE
PLANTS, in excellent condition : FRAMES and PITS,
LAWN MOWING MACHINE, CARTS, NEST of SEED
DRAWERS, and other EFFECTS.
On view day prior to .Sale. Catalogues had on the Premises,

and of the Auctioneers, 9S, Gracechurch Street, and Leyton-

Eensal Green.
Ten minutes' walk from Station. By order of the Exeecutors.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
will SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises. Kensal

House, on THURSDAY, August 59, at i o'clock precisely,

the whole of the STOVE and GREENHOUSE PLANTS,
including Specimen Araucaria excelsa, I2 feet : double
Camellias, 2 to 8 feet ; trained Azalea indica, &c. : four

GREENHOUSES and FITTINGS, and other EFFECTS.
May be viewed the day prior. Catalogues may be had o n

the Premises, and of the Auctioneers, 9S, Gracechurch Street,

E.C. and Leytonstone, E.

Stove and Greenhouse Plants.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 3S. King Street,

Covcnt Garden. W.C. on TUESDAY, August 20, at half past

12 o'clock precisely. Established and Imported ORCHIDS, in

the best possible condition, and lotted especially for those

forming new collections, there being plants of all sizes, amongst
them a quantity of plants of Calanlhe vestita and Lycaste
Skinneri, and several other small collections of Orchid.s

;

specimen PALMS. FERNS, CROTONS, and other STOVE
and GREENHOUSE PLANTS; 5}^ ounces of SEED of the
finest strain in cultivation of Primula sinensis fitnbriaia alba

and rubra ; TREE FERNS, eleven GARDEN SEATS, &c. :

also a large PLANT VAN, S feetby 12 feet, boarded over.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Dutch Bulbs.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 3S. King Street,

Covent Garden, W.C, on WEDNESDAY, August 2t, at half-

past 12 o'clock precisely, eleven cases just rceeived. contain-

ing HYACINTHS, TULIPS, CROCUS, NARCISSUS,
JONQUILS, IRIS, and other BULBS, from well-known farms
in Holland, in large and small lots to suit all buyers.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Streathara HIU, S.'W.

A valuable COLLECTION of STOVE and GREENHOUSE
PLANTS, removed from The Cedars, Streatham Hill,

to the Paragon Nursery, for convenience of Sale, an

Auction not being permitted on the premises by the

purchaser of the estate.

MR. JAMES STEVENS Is instructed by the

Owner to remove and SELL by AUCTION, without

reserve, at the Paragon Nursery, Streatham Hill, S.W., on

WEDNESDAY, August 21. at 12 for i o'Clock precisely, a

collection of valunble imported ORCHIDS, EXHIBITION
PLANTS, including fine specimens of Fuchsias, Azaleas,

Camellias, Begonias, Achimenes, Marantas, Caladium?;, and

Ferns : and a variety of miscellaneous GREENHOUSE and

STOVE PLANTS; also the OUTDOOR EFFECTS, includ-

ing artistic Vases, Garden Seats and Chairs, several Mowing

Machines, Garden Roller, Iron Tree Supports, 150 casts of Pots,

four nearly new 2-light Boxes, Summer-house, Boiler and

Fittings, Garden Tools, and numerous Effect.

On view at the Nursery, two days previous to sale, and

Catalogues had on the Premises ; at the " Crown and Sceptre"

Tavern, Streatham Hill; and at the offices of the Auctioneer,

Mr, JAMES STEVENS. 112. High Street, Clapham, S.W.

Middlesex and Bucks.

MR. E. P. NEWMAN will SELL by
AUCTION, during AUGUST and SEPTEMBER,

300 ACRES of POTATOS, growing on f.irms in the
?arishes of Hayes. Hillingdon, Harmondsworth, West Drayton,
lorton, and the adjoining neighbourhood, in Lois. Most of the

Potatos are Recants of first-class quality and from new Scotch
seed. Credit will be given.

Catalogues of the various Sales can be obtained free by post
on applying to the Auctioneer, 41, High Street, Uxbudge,
Middlesex.

SALE of a Collection of VALUABLE* PLANTS, for the most
part of half-specimen size, which have been removed from
Crow Nest, Saltaire, Yorltshire, consisting of Fine and Rare
Miscellaneous PLANTS for STOVE, GREENHOUSE,
and CONSERVATORY, and a good Assorlmeot of
BRITISH and EXOTIC FERNS.

ARTINGSTALL and HIND respectfully
give notice that they are instructed to SELL by

AUCTION, on TUESDAY, August 27, beginning at 12 o'Clock
prompt, at their Sale Premises, 45, Princess Street, Man-
chester, a large quantity of desirable PLANTS.

Catalogues are being prepared, and will be issued several
days prior to Sale.

for further particulars apply to the Auctioneers, Manchester.

IriOR DISPOSAL, a genuine old-established
: NURSERY BUSINESS First-class neighbourhood,

close to rail. H-iuse, two Cottages, Stabling for two Horses,
Cart-shed, Greenhouse, Tool house, and about g acres of Land.
For particulars apply to

Mr. HUNTON, Estate Agent, Bracknell.

West Of England.—(4446.)
Situate on the confine.^ of an important and most thriving town.

Tj^OR DISPOSAL, an extensive and well-X known NURSERY. SEED, and FLORIST'S BUSl-
NLSS, which has been in existence for upwa-di ofa century
and a half The Grounds cover an area of about 30 acres,
and comptise a convenient detached Dwelling-house, Seed-
shop, several extensive ranges of Glass, containing altogeiher
about 55 000 feet super, fitted with all the modern appliances,
and offering unusual facilities for turning out enormous qiiantities

of Stock ; commodious Outbuildings, and every requi^i:« for

doing a very large trade. Well selected and beautifully grown
stock. Extremely productive soil, A certain portion of the
Stock would have to be taken by valuation, but the Vendor
would be piepared to Sell a considerable quantity by Auction.
No charge for Goodwill. Satisfactory reasons can be given for

relinquistiing the business.

Rent and further particulars may be had from Messrs.
PROTHEROE and MORRIS, Horticultural Auctioneers and
Agents. 98. Gracechurch Street. London, E.C.

TO BE SOLD, by Private Contract, on
advantageous terms, an old-established BUSINESS ofa

NURSERYMAN and FLORIST, with the Greenhouses, Hot-
houses, and General Nursery and Florist Stock, as now carried

L University Town.— For pani-

A. B , Me . Hu : Co., 6, Leadenhall Sti , London, E.C.

TO LET, or LEASE of Forty-nine years
SOLD, with immediate possession, a small FLORIST

and NURSERY BUSINESS, i acre in exten% partly slocked,
with four Greenhouses, Propagating-house, and range of Pits,

all heated by one large tubular boiler. In a rising neighbour-
hood, 1 mile from the Crystal Palace, and close to Upper
Norwood.—To view apply to ,
D. I- S., 4. Beulah Road, New Thornton Heaih, Croydon.

Particulars to Dr. SMITH, Dingley, Market Harborough.

To the Trade.
NEW ENGLISH SOWING RAPE SEED.

HAND F. SHARPE have just secured fine
• samples of the above Seed, and are prepared to make

special offers to the Trade at reduced prices, which may be had
(with sample) on applicuion.

Fine Samples WHITE MUSTARD. Prices (with samples)
may be had on appHcition.

Seed Growing Establishment. Wisbech.

BEGONIA SEED—Saved from exceedingly
beautiful varieties of the handsome-flowered tuberous-

rooted seclijn. The (lowers have been carefully fertilised, so
that splendid new kinds may be expected from this seed. 15. 6./.

ai.d 25, fni. per packet.
PRIMULA, CINERARIA, and CALCEOLARIA, from

Prize Strains, the best that can be purchased, each at \s. td. and
IS. 6d per packet.
WILLIAM BULL, F.L.S., Establishment for Newand Rare

Plants. Kina's Road. Chelsea. London, S.W.

Strawberries.

WM. CUTBUSH AND SON beg to announce
that their DESCRIPTIVE PRICED CATALOGUE

of the above is Now Ready, and will be sent post-free on
application.

Highgate, London, N., and Barnct, Ilerls.

Hyacinths, Tulips, and Other Dutch Bulbs.

BUDDENBORG ISROS., Hillegom, Haar-
lem, Holland, Wholesale CATALOGUE of the above

now ready, and may be had of
Messrs. R. SILBERRAD and SON, 15. Harp Lane, Great

Tower Street, London, E.C,

EWING AND CO. forwaid gratis and post
free to applicants, CATALOGUES'of their extensive ;

well-grown stock of Standard and, Dwarf Ro.'es, Pot Ro;
Clematises, Vines, Fruit Trees, Ornamental Trees, and Coniferx!
The Royal Norfolk Nurseries, Newmarket Road, Eaton, neai

Norwich.

riATALOGUES. — His Excellency Pierre
KJ Wolkenstein will feel creatly oblised if Nurserymen and
Seedsmen will kindly send him their Catalogues. They should
be forwarded (by post) to

S. E. PIERRE WOLKENSTEIN, Secr<!taire de la Society
Imperiale d'Horticulture de Russie. St. Petersburg.

WAITE, BURNELL, HUGGINS and
CO.'S BULB catalogue is now ready, and will by

forwarded free on application. A copy has been posted to all

their customers, should it not have been received another copy
will be sent on receiving an intimation to that effect.

Agricultural and Garden Seed Warehouse, 79, Southwark
Street. London, S.E.

MI N I E R, NASH, and C O. ' S
catalogue of HYACINTHS and other FLOWER

ROOTS is now ready, and may be had on application.
Friends who have not received a copy will please write.

Liberal Discount for large Orders.
60, Strand. London. W.CWATKINS AND SIMPSON beg to state

that their wholesale CATALOGUE of Dutch, English
and other Flowering Bulbs is now ready, and has been posted
to all our customers ; any one not having received same, will
oblige by letting us know. We also wish to draw special atten-
tion to our Snowdrops, Narciss, Lily of the Valley, clumps and
single crowns ; American Tuberoses ; Lilies, Scailet, Mariagon,
and Orange, &c.

Special quotations for quantities on application.
1, Savoy Hill. Strand. W.C.

To the Trade.

JAMES CARTER, DUNNETT AND
BEALE'S AUTUMN CATALOGUE of DUTCH and

other FLO W E R ROOTS is now being posted to their customers.

J. C, D. & B. will be glad to be informed of any exception to
this notice, and will at once forward a duplicate cipy on learn-

ing the otiginal has miscarried.
High Holborn, London. W.C.

To the Trade Only.

EH. KRELAGE and SON, Nursery-
• MEN, Seedsmen, and Florists. Haarlem, Holland.—

The Wholesale CATALOGUE for 1878-79, first part (sjaA),
is Now Ready, and may be had free on pre-paid application by
Nurserymen. Florists, and Seedsmen. The Catalogue contains
complete collections of Hyacinths, Tulips, Crocus, Narcissiis,
Fritillarias, Ranunculus, Anemones, Lilies, Iris, Gladiolus,
Peonies, Amaryllis. &c. The second part of this Catalogue
(332B), containing a complete list of miscellaneous Bulbous and
Tuberous-rooted Plants, now ready.

To the Trade.
SELECTED STOCKS.— New Seed.—

Freeman's May Queen Broccoli. AUheart Cabbage,
Wheeler's Imperial and Drumhead Cabbage ; Celery, extra
fine Cress, Rainbow Kale, Scakale Seed, &c. Lists and Prices
on application.

C, R. FREEMAN. Seed Grower, Norwich.

BMALLER begs to announce that his
• Stock of ERICAS. SOLANUMS, BOUVARDIAS,

CAMELLIAS, AZALEAS, ADIaNTUM CUNEATUM,
GREVILLEAS, FICUS ELASTICA, PALMS, VINES, &c.,
is very extensive, and in excellent condition this season. The
usual Trade Sale will be held in September. An inspection is

respectfully solicited.

Burnt Ash Nursery, Lee. S.E.

UTRAWBERRY PLANT.S.—Well rooted
KJ strong runners of following varieties, purchaser's selection,
3f. &ei. per iod, our selection, zs. 6d. per 100. aor. per 1000,
true to name :—Aromatic, Amateur, British Queen, Bicton Pine,
Black Prince. Cornucopia, Comte de Zans, Crimson Queen,
Comte de Paris, Dr. Hogg, Duke of Edinburgh, Ellon Pine.
Eleanor. Exquisite. Early Prolific, Enchantress. Eliza,
Garibaldi. John Powell, Grosse Sucr<^e, Oscar, Marguerite,
Lucas, Prince Arthur, Prince of Wales, President. Premier,
Royalty, Sir C. Napier. Sir J. Paxton. Sabreur, Scarlet Pine.
Souvenir de Kieff. Stirling Castle, Traveller, The Countess,
Vicomtesse deThury, Unser Fritz, Wonderful, W. J. Nicholson.
Not less than twenty-five of a sort supplied at 100 rate; ico
plants in twenty sorts, 5J. ; 100 in fifty sorts, 7^.
WM. CLIBRAN AND SON. Oldfield Nursery, Altrincham.

ORCHIDS.—Thousands of choice Orchids
from Brazil, West Indies, Colombia, Assam, &c., in fine

imported pieces, at 3^. 6d., 5^ , 7s. 6/., and zos. 6d. A choice
selection of Established and Semi-established plants, growii g
freely and in good health, also kept in stock. Orchid growers
are respectfully requested to make an early application to theNEW PLANT AND BULB COMPANY, Lion Walk,
Colchester, in order to secure the best pieces.
N.B.—The Brazilian Orchids are to hand, in fine condition,

ao.ocxi Orchids from Colombia have arrived.

Camellias, Indian Azaleas, Palms, &;c.

MR. A. VAN GEERT begs to intimate that
his stock of budded plants of Camellias and Indian

Azaleas and of Decorative Palms is unusually fine this season,
and will be ready for delivery, at very moderate charges, on and
after September i. Also the following desirable plants are in
prime condition :— Ghent Azaleas, Azalea mollis, Spirsa
japonica. and Lilies of the Valley, Greenhouse Ferns for
furnishing;, and general Nursery Stock as well.

1 he new CATALOGUE will be issued shortly.
A. VAN GEERT, The Continental Nurseries, Ghent, Belgium.

FECIAL OFFER to the TRADE of
HARDY BULBS and FLOWER ROOTS.

Colchicum autumnale, fl. pi., ' Narcissus Tazetta aureus
(Grand Soleil d'Or),

Orchis maculata, homegrown,
\os. per 100.

Ornithogalum splendens, 31.
per 100.

Platycodon grandlflorum, fl.

ccenilea (Campanula
giandiflora), 17s. per

Di
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F OR FORCING.
SPIR/EA JAPONICA. los. per loo.

„ PALMATA. 25J. per loo.

' ICO or 1000. An immense stock, finely ripened. Smaller

Imatas, for planting, \os. td., 15J-, and 20J. per lOO. Extra
ge clumps at moderate prices.

ROSE QUEEN OF BEDDERS,
Booked for autumn, iis. per dozen, 75J. per 100.

CHARLES NOBLE, Bagshot.

SEEDLINGS, from GENUINE GERMAN
SEED.

1,500 Chinese Primu'as, very strong, i^. per dozen.

15.0-0 Cinerarias, zs. per 700, ^i per 1000.

Alyssum saxatile compactum, (>d. per dozen.

Lychnis Chalcedonica, Delphinium ^andiflorum, Dianthus
plumarius, Geum coccineum grand itlorum, Veronica
gentianoides, Coreopsis auriculata, CEnothera campylo-
carpa longiflora, Papaver nudicaule, 35. per 100.

Polyanthus, Daisies in variety, Mimulus Tillingi, Solanum

capsicastrum, Papaver bracteatum. Cineraria marinma,

Myo?otis sylvalica. Aubrietia graeca, is. per 100.

Myosotis dissitiflora, the new Forget-me-not, -is. per dozen.

A. E. EUNGEROTH, Wootton, near Liverpool.

;R I CHARD Smith-;
.l>c Wo EC ester;.©

STRAWBERRIES.— Strong plants of the
leadino- sorts can be supplied from the open ground

after July 15, at 51. per 100. See Descriptive FRUIT LIST,
to be had on application.

RICHARD SMITH and CO.. Nurserymen, Worcester.

FERNS, PALMS, DRAC/ENAS, &c.
Having a large surplus stock of the following, we can

offer them unusually cheap to make room.

DRACHMAS.— Congesta, terminalis, Cooperii, stricta. and

Guilfuylei, in 3 and 6-mch pots. Also a few fine specimens

of amabilis in lo-inch jiots.

PALMS.—Latania borbonica, 15 inches, in 6-inch pots.

FERNS.—Adi.antum cuneatum and gracillimum, Lomaria

gibba, e.\tra strong : Pteris tremula, cretica, cretica albo-

lineata ; Cyrtomium falcatum in 3 and C.inch pots. Also

specimens of cuneatum and gracillimum.

Price per dozen, 100, or 1000 on application. Samples of Six

varieties of mixed FERNS, in 3.inch pots. 11. (ut. per dozen.

PELARGONIUMS in eight leading Market varieties, well-

established in 3-inch pots, 61. per dozen. Price per 100 or 1000

°Vou'nCe"amd sons, F.R.H.S., Nurserymen. Hendon,
M iddlesex, N.W.

GAR DEN LAWN S.

These may now be greatly improved by sowing

SUTTON'S MIXTURE
OF FINE

GRASSES AND CLOVERS

GARDEN LAWNS, CROQUET GROUNDS, &c.,

Consisting of the finest growing varities. which will produce
a beatilul evergreen sward in a very short time.

Sow 3 bushels ol 60 lb. per acre, or i gallon to 6 rods (or

perches).

For improving Lawns already in turf, sow 20 lb. per acre.

Price Is. 3il. per lb., 2Zs. 6d. per BusheL

Instructions on the Formation and Imprai'Cmcnt

OF

GARDEN LAWNS, CROQUET GROUNDS, &c..

Gratis and Post Free.

SUTTON & SONS,
THE QUEEN'S SEEDSMEN, READING

To Amatevtr Strawberry Growers.

RUNNERS, strong and well rooted, are
now ready, from H. de Thury, President, Sir J. Paxton,

and British Queen—four of the best varieties in cultivation.

Price List on application. Sample Box of Plants, post-free, \s.

Manual on Strawberry Culture, td.
W. LOVELL, Strawberry Grower, Weaverthorpe, Vork.

PRIMULAS, CINERARIAS, CHOICE
GERANIUMS, Sc—Striped Vesuvius and Salmon

Vesuvius, IS. 6i. each ; White Vesuvius and Dr. John Denny,
iS. each, post-free : twelve fine distinct Geraniums for pot
culture, winter blooming, Stc, 4^. and ds., post-free. Primulas
and Cinerarias, is. per dozen, post-free ; Roman Hyacinths,
fine bulbs, is. 6d. per dozen, 175. per 100.

STOVE and GREENHOUSE PLANTS in great variety.

CATALOGUES on application. Special cheap offers to

Gentlemen furnishing new Conservatories, Greenhouses, Jn:c. :

also to those planting Herbaceous Borders of Herbaceous and
Alpine Plants, Florist's flowers, &c.
WM. CLIBRAN and SON. Oldfield Nursery. Altrincham.

WM. PAUL & SON,
the late A. Paul & Son.

Established iSo5,)

GROWERS,
TREE, PLANT, BULB, AND

SEED MERCHANTS.

WALTHAM CROSS,
HERTS.

Adjoining the " Waltham" Station,
Great Eastern Railway.

Iiisptxtion of Slock invited.

Priced Descriptive Catalogues free by post.

I

;Ri CHARD Smith-;
vCWoRCESTERJ^'

"DOSES, choice Tca-Scentcd and Xoisette, in

ROSES, Hybrid Perpetual, strong, for forcing.
ROSES, New, for 1878.
CLEMATIS JACKMANNI and many other

and climbing
s for bedding

Bedding Plants, strong and healthy : Fuctisias, Pelargonii
Greenhouse and Stove Plants, Ferns, &c.

Descriptive priced LISTS free on application.

RICHARD SMITH and CO., Nurserymen, Worcester

pOCOA-NUT FIBRE REFUSE.—
V-^ Reduced Price ;—In 4 bushel bags, bags included, at ir.,
or truckload of about 250 bushels, 25J. (truckload delivered free
to rail in London). Post-ofiice Order or Cheque will oblige
ith all orders.-;. STEVENS and CO., Greyhound Yard.

and 134. High Street, Batters . S.W.

PEAT.—The West Moors Horticultural Peat
Supply. -C. R. HOLLOWAY. Christchurch, Hanti—

Brown, Fibrous, Light-weighing Peat, of excellent quality,
for Orchids, Ferns, &C-. well cut in Tur\-es and carefully loaded
into Railway Trucks, at i-js. dd. per ton, in loads of 4 Tons and
upwards. Sample bag, 5s. , five bags. i\s. : 12 bags, 40^.
Some also, of good quality, at 13^. kd. per four tons and

Fibrous Peat for Orcblds, So.BROWN FIBROUS PEAT, best
quality for Orchids. Stove Plants, &c., {,6 6s. per truck

BLACK FIBROUS PEAT, for Rhododendrons, Azaleas
Heaths, American Plant Beds. 21s. per ton.

Delivered on rail at Blackwater, S. E. R., or Famborough,
S. W. R., by the truckload. Sample bag, 55 6d.

; 5 bags
251. : 12 bags. 501.

Fresh SPHAGNUM, loi. 6d. per bag
WALKER and CO., Famborough Station, Hants.

TheThames Bank Iron Company
OLD BARGE WHARF,

UPPER GROUND STREET,
IjONDON, S.E.,

Have the largest and most complete stock in the Trade
;

upwards of ^20,000 worth to choose from.

HOT-WATER BOILERS, PIPES, and CONNECTIONS,
And all CASTINGS for HORTICULTURAL PURPOSES.

Their New Illustrated Catalogue, %th Edition, now ready

{price Sixpetice).

Hot-water Apparatus erected complete, or the materials supplied at Wholeaale Prices.

COCOA-NUT FIBRE REFUSE.
As supplied by M. H. Bentote to the Queen, Prince of Wales,

Emperor of Germany. Messrs. Carter & Co., Veitch & Sons.
Wills, Bull, Daniels. Ewing, &c.

3d. per busb. ; 100 for 20s, ; truck (loose, 250 bush.), 30s.

4 buslul ba£s \d. eacJi.

LIGHT BROWN FIBROUS PEAT.—51. id. per sack, 5 sacks

BLACK FIBROUS PEAT.—51. per sack, s sacks 22J., 12
for s,os. Sacks 41/. each-

COARSE SILVER SAND.—u. 9rf. per bushel, 151. half ton,

26^. per ton. in i cwt, bags ^d. each.

YELLOW FIBROUS LOAM.— 11. per bushel, 131. half ton,

LEAF MOULD.'— II. per bushel, 131. half ton, 231. per ton,

in I cwt. bags ^d. each.
SPHAGNUM MOSS, 8s. id. per sack. All kinds of

MANURES, GARDEN STICKS. TOBACCO CLOTH and
PAPER, and every GARDEN REQUISITE.

Write for free PRICE LIST. Goods free to rail.

Post-office Orders payable at King Street, Covent Garden,
W.C. Cheques crosseti London and County Bank, Covent
Garden, W.C.

H. O. SMYTH (late M. H. Bentote),
8, CASTLE STREET, ENDELL STREET, LONG

ACRE, LONDON, W.C.
(Three Minutes from Covent Garden Market.)

QCOTT'S WASP DESTROYER.—
k_7 The only effectual remedy for destroying these pests :

IS. 6d., IS. 6d. and ss. per bottle. May be obtained through
all Seedsmen, or direct from

JOHN SCOTT. The Royal Seed Stores. Yeovil.
T/ie Otxkardist, by J. Scott, price i^. dd., the best work in

the English language on Fruit Trees and their Cultivation.

WASPS and FLIES v. FRUIT.—Protect
your frmt both indoor and out by using DAVIS'S

WASP DESTROYING MIXTURE, the best article ever
used. Certain destruction of these pests. Price is. 6d. and
3s. 6d. per bottle, with full directions and testimonials of its

efficiency.

The Trade suppled by Messrs. CORRY and SOPER. Shad
Thames. London, and by the Manufacturer. B. R. DAVIS,

and Seed Warehouse, Yeovil.

SIMPSON'S RED SPIDER, THRIPS, &c.,
KJ ANTIDOTE. Testimonials of the highest order on
application. Per quart, condensed, 6s:: per pint, 3^. 6d.

Supplied to Seedsmen and Chemists. Strongly recommended
in the Gardener, and by many first-class Gardeners. Has an
established reputation for efficacy.

Prepared by JOHN KILNER, Wortley. near Sheffield.

GISHURST COMPOUND.—
Used by many of the leading Gardeners since 1859,

against Red Spider, Mildew, Thrips, Greenfly, and other Blight,
in solutions of from i to 2 ounces to the gallon of soft water, and
of from 4 to 16 ounces as a winter dressmg for Vines and Fruit
Trees. Has outlived many preparations intended to supersede it.

Sold Retail by Seedsmen in Boxes, is,, ^s., and 10^. 6d.
Wholesale by PRICE'S PATENT CANDLE COMPANY
(Limited).

M
Indestructible Terra-Cotta Plant Markers.

AW AND CO.'S PATENT.—
Prices, Printed Patterns, and Specimens, sent post-

iree on application ; also Patterns of Ornamental Tile Pave-
ments for Conservatories, Entrance Halls, &c.

MAW AND CO.. Benihall Works, Broseley.

OLD DOWN GARDEN POTTERY
Works, Shepton Mallet.

We tr>' to be first, and we mean to be always first.

For Colour, Manufacture, and Weather Qualities.
" 1 think your Flower Pots far better than any I have had

from other potteries,"—Mr. Dart, Gardener to the Riglit Hon.
lite Lady IVatdegrare, January 25, 1S78.

Eosher's Garden Edging Tiles.

HE ABOVE and many other PATTERNS
are made in

_
materials of great durability. The

plainer sorts are specially
suited for KITCHEN
GARDENS, as they
harbour no Slugs or Insects,

take up little room, and,
once put down, incur no
further labour or expense,

as do "grown" Edgings, consequently being much cheaper.
GARDEN VASES, FOUNTAINS. Sc, in Artificial Stone,

very durable and of superior finish, and in great variety of design.
F. ROSHER AND CO., Manufacturers, Upper Ground

Street, Blackfriars, S.E. : King's Road, Chelsea, S.W. ;

Kingsland Road. E.
Agents for LOOKER'S PATENT "ACME FRAMES."

PLANT COVERS, and PROPAGATING BOXES- also
for FOXLEY'S PATENT BEADED GARDEN WALL
BRICKS.

Illustrated Price Lists free by Post. The Trade supplied.

/^RNAMENTAL PAVING TILES,Vy for Conservatories, Halls, Corridors. Balconies, &c.,
from 3r. per square yard upwards. Pattern Sheets, of Plain or
more elaborate designs, with prices, sent for selection.
WHITE GLAZED TILES, for Lining Walls of Dairies.

Larders, Kitchen Ranges, Baths, &c. Grooved and other Stable
Paving of great durabdity. Wall Copings, Drain Pipes and Tiles
of all kinds. Roofing Tiles in great variety. Slates. Cement. &c.

F. ROSHER AND CO., Brick and Tile Merchants.
See Addresses above.

s ILVER SAND,
grain as desired. Prices by Post per Ton

or Truckload. on Wharf in London, or delivered direct from
Pits to any Railway Station. Samples of Sand free by post.
FLINTS and BRICK BURRS for Rockeries or Ferneries.
KENT PEATS or LOAM supplied at lowest rates in any

F. ROSHER AND CO.—Addresses see above.
N.B.—Orders promptly executed by Rail or to Wharves.

A liberal Discount to the Trade.
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EARLY WHITE ROMAN HYACINTHS.

DOUBLE ROMAN AND PAPER-WHITE NARCI88.

JAMES Veitch & Sons
Beg to announce that they have received their usual consignments of the above valuable

BULBS for EARLY FORCING,

And will be pleased to receive Orders for immediate deliverj'.

BULB CATALOGUE, containing Select Lists of the leading HYACINTHS, TULIPS, and

other DUTCH BULBS, with nuinerous Illustrations, now ready, and will be forwarded, post-free,

on application.

ROYAL EXOTIC NURSERY, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, S.W.

MESSENGER & COMPANY,
MIDLAND HORTICULTURAL BUILDING & HOT-WATER

ENGINEERING WORKS, LOUGHBOROUGH.

Horticultural Buildings erected on Messenger & Co s Patent Method of Conitruclion ire \ery strong, most
duraUi, light elegant amph -entdatid perfect efficuiicv iox intended puipose \i, ^iiai iiittui aie economical in cost

and maintenance combine the pecuhir advantages of W ooden and of Iron Houses without their disadvantages.
MESSENGER and CO., from their long experience, and having large Works exclusively devoted to the

Construction and Heating of Horticultural Buildings, are in a position to execute with despatch, in the best manner,
the Orders with which they are entrusted. Only thoroughly well seasoned timber used.

The Plans of Landscape Gardeners, Architects, and Others carried out.

Plans and Estimates forwarded free on receipt of Particulars by Post. Estimates sent free of charge.
Ladies and Gentlemen -waited upon.

lUusu-ated CATALOGUES of GREENHOUSES, VINERIES, HE.'iTING APP.'iR.^TUS, &c., sent free

on application. Richly Illustrated CATALOGUE of HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS and HE.ATING
APPARATUS (the Designs taken from Works executed by M. & Co.), post-free for thirty-three stamps. Gentlemen
consulting this Catalogue have the advantage of inspecting designs whose efficiency has been tested by actual
experience.

PAXTON'S CALENDAR
Now Ready, a new and thoroughly Revised Edition t^fthe

COTTAGER'S CALENDAR OF GARDEN OPERATIONS.
ORIGINALLY COMPILED BY THE LATE SIR JOSEPH PAXTON, M.P.

Price 3d., Post Free 3|d.

W. RICHARDS, 41, WELLINGTON STREET, STRAND, LONDON, W.C,
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B. S. WILLIAMS'
NEW AND CHOICE

FLOWER SEEDS FOR 1878,
P0S( Fire. pe, packet-., rf.

AURICULA, finest show varieties ... i 6

„ Alpine, finest mixed ... ... i o
BEGONIA HYBRIDA, finest mixed... 2 6

CALCEOLAKI \, W ilhims Superb Stram,
per packet 5.1 3J td 2s 6J , and i 6

From i/ie Rev H W \lle S/tt/ion, A/jy 31 1878
" I am pleased to be able to say that the herbaceous Calceo-

larias grown from the seed you supplied last year, have proved
a very grtat success. My gardener says that he never saw
any that were more satisfactory. And when they were used
for the decnraiion of our church here at Easter they were
universally admired by all who saw them."

CINERARIA, Weatherill's Extra Choice
Strain .. per packet, 55., 35. 6J., 2s. 6d., and i 6

From Mr. Brownell, Gardener to the Countess of Kingstown,
T/i£ Castle, Co. Cork. May 13, 1878.

"Sir.— I have had a very satisfactory account from my
brother, in New South Wales, where I sent some seeds ol

your Cineraria and Primulas. He his been very fortunate
with ihem in taking several prizes. He says they are the best

PRIMULA SINENSES FIMBRIATA,
Williams* Superb Strain, red, white, or mixed, per

packet. 51., IS. 6rf., 2J. 6d. and i 6

From Mr. A. Bogie, Gardener to tlie Hon. G. R. Vetnon.
Auchan House. April 2^, 1878.

"Sir.—The Primulas I had from you last year have been
beautiful, not one bad plant or bloom. I have not seen any-
thing like them. The Hon. G. R. Vernon thinks they are the
best he has had."

PRIMULA SINENSIS FIMBRIATA
COCCINEA (New) per packet 3 6

From Mr. J. Gunnur, Great Baddow, April 10, 1878.
' Sir,—Will you oblige by sending me one packet of Primula

coccinea ? I have enclosed a bloom produced from the seed I

had from you last year. It has been much adm'ied by all who

SOLANUM HYBRIDUM, "Empress"
(New) per packet 3 6

ILLUSTRATED GENERAL,

NEW PLANf Catalogues,
A'ow n-aify, post-free to all applicants.

Victoria and Paradise Nurseries,
UPPER HOLLOWAY, LONDON, N.

Send for a PRICE LIST of

BLAKE'S SELF-ACTING

HYDEAIJLIC EAMS,
For Raising Water for the Supply of

Villages, Irrigation, Railway Stations, Mansions,

Fountains, Farms.

No Cost for Motive Po-wcr, lultUh is obtained from tlic

Stream of Waterpassing tlirougli ttu Rams.

NO OILING OR PACKING REQUIRED.
Made in sizes to raise from 300 to too,ooo Gallons per day.

WILL FORCE TO A HEIGHT OF IBOO FEET.

^^

This Ram will raise a part of the same
water that works it, or will raise pure water

from a well whilst it is worked by a stream
of impure water.

TESTIMONIALS.
From the Right Hon. T. Sothern Estcourt, Eslcouri Park,

Gloucestershire, Septenther 6, 1875.

"You will be glad to hear, as I am to tell you, that your
Self-acting Hydraulic Ram has worked exceedingly well and
continuously since it was erected, more than twelve months
ago. It is, in fact, perfectly successful."

(The delivery pipe In the above case is 4200 feet long, with

100 feet rise.)

From Captain Townshenh, WincJiam, February 10, 1877.

" In answer to your enquiry, I am glad to say the Hydraulic

Ram you sent me in November, 1875. is working exceedingly

well, and gives no trouble. It will work when quite immersed,
as it has been several times during the floods this winter,

forcing up water through a delivery pipe 900 yards long at the

rate of 80,000 gallons per day, although you only promised
50.000."

From John Barnes, Esq., Contractor, Ckatbumand Helli-

field Railway, Contractor's Office, March, i8jj.

" Dear Sir,—I have the pleasure to inform you that the three

Hydraulic Rams you erected for me on this contract about two
years ago, have continued to work very satisfactorily, without

requiring any repairing. With a fall of 5 feet sufficient water

has been raised daily by each ram to supply two of my loco-

motive engines : they have fully answered my expectations and
all that has been said of them."

Deanwater, IVilmslaw, November 20, 1873.

" Dear Sir,—In answer to your enquiries respecting the

Hydraulic Ram you supplied me with six months ago, I beg to

state that I am more than satisfied with it, as it is in perfect

order, sending up to the top of the house about 2000 gallons of

water in the tweniy-four hours, whereas you only contracted to

deliver in that time 500 gallons. I have, therefore, every reason

to be well pleased with your work, and more especially as I had
a Ram supplied me by another maker which could not send up a

single gallon of water to the height required, and a second
maker informed me that no Ram with a fall of 3 feet could send
up water to the distance required, namely, 120 feet. But yours
is an accomplished fact, and does its work most effectually.— I

am, yours truly, L. Hanmer."

From Mr. Thomas Mason, Alkincoates Hall, Colne,

September 30, 1871.

"Sir,—Your self-acting Hydraulic Ram gives me entire

satisraction ; ithas been at work about fifteen months, and has

only been seen once during the last six months ; it is forcing

about 1400 gallons per day of twenty-four hours to a height of

From John Pennington, Esq., Emmott Hall, near Colne,

December 21, 1868.

*' Sir,—The Self-acting Hydraulic Ram you supplied me with

nine months ago continues in excellent condition. It receives

water from a spring through a 2-inch pipe, of which it forces

3600 gallons per day of twenty-four hours to a height of go feet,

exceeding all you promised, and far surpassing the water-wheel

and force pumps which it has displaced. Its cost is small, it

occupies but little space (2 square feet), and in mechanical

detail is simplicity itself. I have much pleastire in recom-
mending it as a cheap and efficient method of raising water."

JOHN BLAKE,
ENGINEER, ACCRINGTON.

SATURDAY, AUGUST 17, 187S.

EFFECTIVE aEOUPING OF
PLANTS,

IT is now a good many years since some of

the provincial horticultural societies first

introduced into their schedules classes for

groups of plants effectively arranged, and more
recently prizes for such groups have been
offered and competed for at some of the shows
of the metropolitan societies. That this is a
step in the right direction few will be disposed
to question, for such displays tend to educate
those whose duty it is not only to grow well

the various plants they are called upon to culti-

\ate, but also when gro%vn, to arrange thein to

the best advantage not alone in the different

glass structures they are intended to decorate,

but also to group them artistically in the rooms,
corridors, and other available spaces not only

of such mansions as by their extent may justly

be styled palatial, but likewise the many of a
less pretentious character, which the occupiers

are nevertheless desirous to adorn and enliven

by the presence of these the most acceptable,

and, when selected with judgment and skilfully

disposed, the most elegant objects with which
a dwelling can be embellished. In such private

establishments, where plant decoration of this

kind is regularly carried out, practice in this as

in other matters helps to guide and correct the

taste until proficiency is attained. That there is

plenty of room for inore extended knowledge in

all that pertains to it is evident, for nothing is

more common than to meet with individuals

who can grow plants fairly, and yet evince all

but a total absence of an eye to grouping them
in a way calculated to produce the best effect by
the judicious association of form and colour.

Let me be clearly understood. I am now
speaking of arranging plants, foliage and flower-

ing subjects, combined in a w-ay that they will

be the most pleasing to look upon for the time

being, or, in other words, a temporary arrange-

ment such as is required for an ordinary festivity

;

or at most the disposal in a conservatory for a

short time of plants that have been grown
elsewhere, with a view to their doing duty

for a limited period in this manner. In the

case of plants located in a glass structure, of

any description, with the object of making their

growth therein, I am anything but an advocate

for making effective arrangement the first con-

sideration, for where such is the course followed,

the cultivation in all, with few and these acci-

dental exceptions, soon falls down to a very low

ebb, and if adopted generally would bring the

cultural standard, of which plant growers in the

kingdom are justly proud, even below that of

Continental countries, where the presence of

more sunlight than we get places the plants

that have to be grown all, or partially, under

glass, less under the attenuating influences of

fire-heat. It is quite necessary to urge this, for

to satisfy immediate appearances gardeners,

against their better judgment, and after useless

remonstrance, are sometimes compelled to

arrange the occupants of the houses under their

charge in a way that prevents the possibility of

their existing, much less ever reflecting credit

upon the cultivator. One of the most palpable

instances of this kind was recently brought

under my notice, where a handsome structure,

costing several thousands of pounds, had been

erected, and on its completion the gardener (a
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thoroughly experienced man) was directed to

have a lot of Honeysuckles and Ivies dug up

from the woods and planted out along with

a host of Clematis and other hardy things, in-

termixed with Dipladenias, Allamandas, Bou-

gainvilleas, and similar heat-requiring plants,

also planted out. How the unlucky individual

who, as a matter of course was held responsible

for the well-doing, and called to account if all

this happy family did not thrive, was to succeed,

unless possessed of Alladin's wonderful lamp,

it tt^ould be difficult to guess.

Even at the various provincial exhibitions

where these competitions are held, the descrip-

tion of plants employed and the grouping are

often alike a mistake. That most frequently

made consists in the selection of too many large

plants, both such as are cultivated for their leaf

beauty, and also in the case of the flowering

subjects introduced, the latter sometimes con-

sisting of bushy trained specimens—than which

nothing could possibly be more out of character.

The introduction of too much colour is equally

objectionable, as also is the use of massive,

low, broad fine-leaved plants. I have seen

this season at several exhibitions where this

feature was introduced, what otherwise would

have been a creditable arrangement completely

spoilt by the presence of a fine specimen of

Cycas revoluta, with nothing to balance it suffi-

ciently on the opposite side of the group ; in

fact such plants are only fit for very extensive

combinations of this kind, and then in the back-

centre or key position, and for which unless on

a considerable stem they are insufficient in

height, and then even in large groups not equal

to a good Tree Fern on a sufficient stem,

flanked right and left, not too near, by a couple

or more of medium growing Palms. The mis-

take is often made of using too great a number
of large plants proportionate to the extent of the

group or space to be covered, the result ofwhich

is that the individuality is lost of the compara-
tively few plants that are required to stand out

in relief, above what may be termed the under-

growth or carpet out of which the taller subjects

should spring.

The first essential in arranging either a large

or small group is to have a sufficient back-

ground of green foliage, as a matter of course

regulated in height by the height of the apart-

ment and the space to be filled, and to avoid

anything approaching crowding amongst the

taller plants which are intended to stand out in

relief above the lower subjects, which latter

should be placed close enough to hide the pots

or tubs in which the former are grown. Another
matter of importance is not to have too much
colour in the shape of flowering plants, or to

introduce too many plants bearing high colours,

either of which are offensive. The green foliage

should always predominate, at the same time

it is possible to err by using such a prepon-

derance of green as to produce in the whole a

sombre appearance.

The highest colours, especially if in anything

approaching a mass, usually look the best when
placed the furthest of the coloured subjects from

the eye, avoiding the common error of giving to

the arrangement a spotted appearance by
dotting the flowering plants singly at short

stated intervals amongst the green, or in making
straight continuous lines of colour, thereby

producing that which is usually a bad example

of the ribbon-border, once so fashionable in

flower gardening. In place of this, the different

blooming plants when stood, each kind together,

at sufficient intervals apart in the green setting,

produce a much more artistic eflfect. As a

matter of course, the front of the arrangement

should be composed entirely of dwarf, low-

growing plants in- all cases, stood so near

together that the whole of the pots are hid

from view, the extreme front being covered

with such things as Isolepis gracilis, Lycopo-

dium, or something of a similar character.

In London, where of late years, as is well

known, this kind of decorative work has been

very much on the increase, it is known in the

trade as furnishing, and those who lay them-

selves out specially for it, as might be supposed,

ha\'e something like an acknowledged system

to guide them. Amongst those who have

gained celebrity for taste and originality in

these arrangements I may mention Mr. Wills.

To those who have not had an opportunity of

seeing the way these arrangements are now-

carried out in the metropolis, a few details

of the description and numbers of plants

Mr. Wills uses will convey some idea of

the effect produced. It will be scarcely

necessary to say that the extent of the space to

be filled determines the size of the foliage

plants he uses. Where admissible large Tree

Ferns and massive leaved Palms are employed

for the background, with a few of the more

elegant dwarfer growing Palms, such as Cocos

Weddelliana, Chama;dorea graminifolia, or

Geonoma gracilis, single-stemmed Aralias, the

Fern-leaved Cupania, Grevilleas and Dracxnas

of sufficient height proportionate to the extent

of the group stood informally at intervals at mid-

distance from the back to front of the space

filled ; the whole thickly carpeted at the back of

the group with dwarf Palms, Dracscnas, spread-

ing low-growing Fems, Ficus elastica, Crotons,

Dieffenbachias,Pandanads,Theophrastas,Panax,

Marantas, Anthuriums, Alocasias, Caladiums,

Acacias, Aspidistras, Cordylines, Yuccas, Phor-

miums. Myrtles, Lomatias, and others of

similar habit. The flowering plants employed

arc such as happen to be in season for the time

being :—Roses in abundance, dwarf Azaleas,

Epiphyllums, Celosias, Cyclamens, Amaryllis,

Bouvardias, Gladiolus, Boronias, Eucharis ama-
zonica, Abutilons, Pelargoniums, Cinerarias,

Primulas, Calceolarias, Hoteias, and Richardias,

with choice Orchids, amongst the commoner
things and other flowering subjects of a cha-

racter such as usually seen in Covent Garden.

Of these the quantities Mr. Wills uses are

enormous, as much as 30,000 in a week, in-

cluding Lycopodium denticulatum, Isolepis gra-

cilis, and the British yellow-flowered Loosestrife,

Lysimachia nummularia, or Creeping Jenny
as it is more usually called. Of these three

latter Mr. Wills uses as many as 15,000 per

week during the busy season. These figures will

give some idea of the way in which the plants

that form the base of the arrangements are

massed, standing so close that not a vestige of

pot is to be seen, the Creeping Jenny covering

the extreme front and acting as a verge.

In addition to flowering plants Mr. Wills

uses an almost incredible quantity of cut flowers,

consisting of such things as Camellias, Azaleas,

Gardenias, Zonal Pelargoniums (red, white, and
pink), Stephanotis in hundreds of bunches, and
Roses—as much as a thousand flowers in a day,

even during the spring before they are in bloom
out-of-doors. The taste, at all events in London,
for plants and flowers in the dwellings of almost

all who can aflbrd them—from those whose
wealth enables them to procure all that money
can purchase, down to those in a very much
more humble position—is such that it is difficult

to say where it will end. T. Bnines.

New Garden Plants.

H/EMANTHUS (NeRISSA) KaLBREYERI, .fia^^r, ». jr/.
*

This is another new species of the section of the

genus Hfemanthus, marked by thin leaves, small re-

flexing bracts, and spreading perianth segments, of

which the old H. muUiflorus is the type. It was
gathered by Mr. Kalbreyer when out collecting in

Guinea for Messrs. Veitch. His dried specimen in

the herbarium of the British Museum bears the label

" Isles de Los, in open spaces under trees." It

belongs to the group with a special leaf-bearing stem,

and comes in between H. Mannii and H. muUiflorus.

* HiEiitanthus iNerissa) Kalbreyeri, Baker, n. sp.—Caule
foliifero special! post scapum prcducto : foliis 2—3 breviter pe-

tiolatis oblongis acutis, venulis transversalibus crebetrimis ;

scapo lateral! i—3pedali ; pedicellis elongatis ; perianthio 15—16
lin. longo : segmentis anguste linearibus, tubo cylindrico 3—4-
plo longioriljus ; filamentis periantbii segmentis Eequilongis.

The plant is here characterised from a living speci-

men, presented by Messrs. Veitch to the Kew collec-

tion, which flowered March, 1878.

Rootstock a globose corm, with fleshy cylindrical

fibres. Leaf-stem developed after the flowers, half

a foot long, with copious claret blotches on a green

ground, bearing two or three short-petioled oblong

leaves, which reach a length of 9— 10 inches, and a

breadth of 2j—3 inches, bright green on both sides,

with a deltoid base and a channelled midrib, the

central main veins \ inch apart, connected by very

close oblique fine cross veinlets (about four to a line).

Scape lateral, reaching, according to Mr. Kalbreyer,

a length of 2—3 feet. Umbel 30—40-flowercd,

5—6 inches in diameter ; bracts oblong, reflexing ;

pedicels i— I J inch long. Perianth bright crimson,

15— 16 lines long; tube cylindrical, J— J inch ; seg-

ments narrow, linear, i inch long, spreading or reflex-

ing when fully expanded. Filaments stout, bright

red, .erecto-patent, equal in length to the perianth

segments. Anthers linear-oblong, a line long. Style

entire, rather longer than the .stamens. J. G. B.

Ii.«MANTHUS (DlACI.ES) AI.BO-MACULATUS,
Baker, 11. sp*

This is a fine new species of Ha;manthus of the

group of H. coccineus, with a dense head of pure

white flowers. In general habit it comes nearest to

H. hyalocarpus, Jacq., but by its white spreading

bracts, veined with green, it approaches H. virescens.

Herb., from all the forms of which it may be easily

distinguished by its large ligulate green leaves,

copiously spotted with white. \\'e had it first in

1875 from Messrs. Low, of Clapton ; but the

material which they sent was not enough to fully

settle its characters. In December last Messrs. E. G.

Henderson & Son presented to the Kew collection a

living plant in fine flowering condition, from which

this present description v,-as made. As to what
province of the Cape it comes from, I have no infor-

mation.

Bulb compressed, about 2 inches the longer

diameter, with thick green fleshy tunics. Produced
leaves two, contemporary with the flowers, ligulate,

fleshy, quite glabrous when mature, very obtuse,

above I foot long, 2\—3 inches broad above the

middle, deep green, with copious spots of white,

obscurely ciliated in an early stage only. Scape

lateral, plain green, slightly compressed, glabrous,

3—4 inches long. Flowers in a dense head 2—

3

inches in diameter; bracts 6—7, oblong, ij— i J inch

long, spreading, white, veined with green
;
pedicels

very short. Perianth pure white, I

—

\\ inch long,

the ascending linear segments twice as long as the

tube. Filaments white, a little exserted ; anthers

oblong, yellow. Style white, reaching to the top of

the stamens ; stigma minute, capitate. Ovules pen-

dulous from the axis at the apex of the cells, y. G. B.

TuLiPA KOLPAKOWSKIANA, Regcl, Dcscrip. Plant.

Nov.,fasc. v., p. 50.

t

This is a new species, discovered in Turkestan

by Mr. Albert Kegel, and named by his father, Dr.

Kegel, in compliment to General Kolpakowsky, the

governor of the eastern province of that territory. It

belongs to the same group as T. Gesneriana, Didieri,

and Fransoniana, but at first sight, with its narrow

leaves and comparatively small yellow flower flushed

with red on the outside, looks more like one of

Sylvestres, especially T. australis. From the yellow-

flowered form of Gesneriana it differs by its narrow
leaves, subacute perianth-segments, and very small

stigma. Botanically it is a well-marked piant, but

for decorative uses it falls far below Greigii, Eichleri,

Fransoniana, and many others. My description is

taken from a plant that flowered at Kew last .\pril,

the bulb of which was received from Dr. Kegel.

Bulb middle-sized, ovoid, the brown tunics thinly

hairy on the inside. Stem, including the peduncle,

about I foot long, glabrous, glaucous, i -flowered.

Leaves three, confined to the lower half of the stem,

linear-lanceolate or linear, glabrous, glaucous, the

lowest \ foot long, under I inch broad. Perianth

1 4 inch long, campanulate, bright yellow inside, with-

out any dark blotch at the base of the segments,

which are nearly all alike in shape, the outer ones

oblong, subacute, the inner ones rather broader above

the middle, both rows under % inch broad, the three

inner concolorous on the back, the three outer flushed

with red. Stamens about i inch long, yellow through-

* Hxmanthus (Diades) i

Bulbo compresso.

inaculatus. Baker, n. sp. —
is viridibus ; foliis productis

synanthiis ligulatis glabris obtusis pedalibus et ultra albo-

maculatis primum obscure ciliatis ; scapo 3—4-poll_icari glabro

viridi leviter compresso : floribus dense capitulatis ; bracteis

6-7 oblongis capitulo brevioribus albidis venulis viridibus per-

cursis : pedicellis brevissimis : perianthio ajbo pollicari : seg-

mentis linearibus ascendentibus tubo duplo superantibus ; fila-

mentis albis exsertis : antheris citrinis.

t Tulipa Kolpaktmiskinna. — Bulbo ovoideo magnitudine

mediocri, tunicis brunneis intus lenuiter pilosis ; caule triphyllo

glabro glauco pedali unilloro : foliis lineari-lanceolatis vet line-

aribus acutis glaucis glabris :
perianthio luteo campanulate

sesquipoUicari ; segmentis sub-conformibus oblongis sub-acutis,

interioribus dorso concoloribus. exterioribus dorso rubellis;

macula basali nulla : suminibus luteis perianthio triple breviori-

bus : antheris filamento glabra subjcquilongis ; stigmate parvo.
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out, the lincar-oblong anthers as lung as the glabrous

filaments. Stigmas yellow, very small, narrower than

the green triquetrous ovary, which is \ inch long. J.
G. B,

A SYNOPSIS OF THE GENUS
AOUILEGIA.

(Concludedfrom /: iii.)

GROtJp III. Macranthcc.—Sepals \\— \\ or even

2 inches long, so that the expanded flower is

2^—3 inches in diameter.

Of these we have one species from each of the

principal geographical areas over which the genus is

spread, viz., Europe, Siberia, the Himalayas, and

North America.

• Old World Species.

24. A. glandidosa, Fisch. in D.C. Prodr., vol. i.,

p. 50; Lcdeb. Fl. Ross, vol., i., p. 56 ; Sweet, Brit. Flow.

Card., ser. 2, t. 55 ; Knowles and West. Flor. Cab.,

t. 10 ; Regel. Gartenfl., lab. 289, fig. i.—Stem i—i^ foot

long, I—3-flowered, finely pubescent in tlie upper half.

PetioUilcs of well-developed root-leaves 1—2 inches long,

bearing three distinctly-stalked divisions ; ultimate seg-

ments much narrower and deeper than in A. vulgaris
;

upper siu"face green, lower slightly glaucous. Stem-
leaves few, small and bract-like. Sepals bright lilac-

blue, ovate, unguiculate, acute, usually about i^ inch

long, quite half as broad as long. Lamina of the petal

cuncatc, lilac-blue in the type, less than half as long as

the sepals, rather rounded at the tip. as broad as long
;

spur \
—\ inch long, stout, much incurved. Head of

stamens shorter than the lamina of the petals. Follicles

I inch long, densely pilose ; style short (i—^ inch), fal-

cate, divergent.

A native of the Altai Mountains and other districts

of Central Siberia.

Var. jucunda, Fisch. and Lall. Ind. Sem. Petrop.,

1840, p. 2 ; Lindl. in Bot. Reg., vol. xxxiii., t. 19 ; Flore

des Serres. t. 535; Regel, Gartenfl., tab. 289. fig. 2.

—

Flower rather smaller than in the type. Lamina of the

petal white, more truncate at the tip. Head of stamens

as long as the lamina of the petals.

A fine form, well-known in cultivation.

25. A. alpina, Linn. Sp. Plant., edit, ii., p. 752;
D.C. Prodr., vol. i., p. 50; Deless. Ic., t. 48 ; Lodd.

Bot. Cab., t. 657; Sweet, Brit. Flow. Card., t. 218;

Reich. Ic. Fl. Germ., t. 4734; A. montana, Sternb.

Denks. 1818, p. 60.—Stem about i foot long, bearing

not more than 2—3 flowers in the wild state, glabrous

in the lower part, finely pubescent upwards. Petiolules

I—2 inches long, bearing three nearly sessile divisions
;

idtimate lobes as narrow and deep as in any of the

species ;
texture more membranous than in A. vulgaris

;

upper surface green, the lower rather glaucous. Stem
bearing i—2 petioled blternate leaves. Flowers

usuaUy bright lilac-blue, rarely white, or pale claret.

Sepals broad ovate, \vith a distinct claw, acute, usuaUy

i\— I \ inch long, more than half as broad. Petal

lamina about half as long as the sepals, slightly rounded

and faintly emarginate at the tip, nearly as broad as long,

often white when the sepals are bright coloured ; spur

stout, more or less incurved, as long as the lamina.

Head of stamens shorter than the lamina of the petals.

Follicles pubescent, i—i^ inch long ; style \—§ inch.

Mountains of Central Europe, from Dauphine east-

ward to Transylvania, ascending to 7000 feet above

sea-level.

26. A. fi-agnins, Benth. in Maund. Bot., vol. iv..

t. 181 ; A. vulgaris var. pyrenaica, Hook, fil, and

Thoms. Fl. Ind., vol. i., p. 24, in part.—Stems more

slender than in A. vulgaris, i\—2 feet long, few-flowered,

finely pubescent in the upper part. Petiolules i—

2

inches long, bearing in well-developed leaves three dis-

tincUy-stalked divisions ; textiure as thin and ultimate

lobes as deep and narrow as in A. alpina ; upper surface

green, lower shghtly glaucous. Stem bearing 2—3 large

petioled bitemate leaves. Flowers white or pale claret-

purple, finely pubei^cent, very fragrant. Sepals ovate,

subacute, r^

—

ih inch long, not reflexing. about half as

broad as long. Petal-lamina very cuneate, f inch long

and broad, slighUy rounded at the tip ; spur slender,

sUghtiy curved, about as long as the lajnina. little

knobbed at the lip. Head of stamens about as long as

the lamina of the petals. Follicles pubescent, \— i inch

long ; style i—^ inch.

Temperate region of the V/estern Himalayas,

Kashmir, Kistwar, &c., at an elevation above sea-

level of about Sooo— 10,000 feet. Introduced into

cultivation by the Royal Horticultural Society about

1840.
* New World species.

27. A. ccerulea, James, in Bot. Long Expedit., vol. ii..

p. IS ; Torrey, in Ann. Lye. New York, vol. ii., p. 164

(1827) ; ToiTey and Gray, Fl. N. Amer., vol, i., p. 30 ;

A.lephcet'a,K\i\.\.Vi\\,'\n]o\xr\i. Acad. Phil. 1834. p. 9;
Hook, in Bot. Mag., t. 4407; A. macrantha. Hook, and

Arn. Bot. Beech, tab. 72, on plate only.—Stems as stout

and tall as in A. vulgaris, bearing several flowers when
well developed, glabrous in the lower part, finely pubes-

cent upwards. Petiolules i—2 inches long, bearing in

full-grown leaves three distinctly-stalked divisions ; tex-

ture less firm than in A. vulgaris ; ultimate lobes as deep

and narrow as in A. alpina ; upper surface green, lower

slightly glaucous. Lower stem-leaves large and blternate.

Sepals usually whitish, sometimes more or less tinted

with lilac-blue or claret, oblong, obtuse, unguiculate,

usually i^—i^ inch long by about half as broad, refle.xing

when the flower is fully expanded. Lamina of the petals

half as long as the sepals, always white, very cuneate,

rather rounded at the lip, not so broad as long ; spur

very slender, straight, \\—2 inches long. Head of

stamens about as long as the lamina of the petals.

Follicles pubescent, i inch or more long ; style 3 inch.

Plentiful in the subalpine region of the Rocky

Mountains in Utah and Colorado, at an elevation of

from 7000 to 10,000 feet above sea-level, and occur-

ring also more sparingly on the Californian Sierra

Nevada. Of the two colour-groups of Columbine,

the red-yellow and lilac-claret-white series, all the

American species belong to the former except this and

A. brevistyla. Here the bright colours seem to be

comparatively rarely brought out, and the whole

flower is generally whitish. But this affords no valid

ground for dropi>ing the original name, ccerulea, as

has been proposed more than once by botanists of

high authority. The only species besides ccerulea

with such a long slender spur is the more southerja

A. chrysantha, which differs by its yellow flowers

and smaller sepals.

This finishes the descriptive enumeration of all the

known species. To conclude the paper, I give a

systematic and geographical key to the species as

here adopted, and an index of names :
—

I. Systematic Key to the Kkown Species of
Aquilegia.

Group I. yl//t-;-rt«M<r.—Small-flowered Columbines.

Stem-leaves all small and bract-like.

I. A. Einseleana I 2. A. viscosa

3. A. thalictrifolia | 4. A. parviflora

Lower stem-leaves large petioled and blternate.

Lamina of the petals much shorter than the sepals.

5. A. lactiflora 1 6. A. pabiflora.

Lamina of the petals nearly or quite as loni; as the sepals.

Spur short and curved 9. A. brevistyla

Spur moderately long, nearly straight.

7. A. viridiflora I 8. A. Buergeriana

10. A. canadensis I
11. A. flavescens

Group II. Mesantha:.—Middle-sized flowered

Columbines.

Stem-leaves all small and bract-like.

12. A. pyrenaica |
13- A. Bertolonii

Lower stem-leaves large petioled and biternatc.

Spur short.

14. A. glauca
I

20. A. flabcllata

Spur about as long as the lamina of the petal.

Lilac-claret-white flowers ; short stamens.

15. A. Moorcroftiana 1 16. A. Amalia:

17. A. leptoceras I 18. A. vulgaris

19, A. sibirica.

Red-yellow flowers ; long stamens.

21. A. formosa 22. A. Skbncri

Spur very long 23- A. chrysantha

Group III. I\[acranthtv.—Large-flowered Colum-

bines.

Spur short 24- A. glandulosa

, , f 2s. A. alpina.
Spur moderately long

\ ^g_ a. fragrans

Spur very long 27. A. ccerulea

2. Geography of the Genus.

The following table shows in succinct form the

general distribution of the species through the nor-

thern hemispheres of the Old and New World respec-

tively. As maiiy of the species are local, and others

widely distributed, it would be desirable to obtain

further information as to the character of soil in

which they grow naturally.

European sPeiies, 8.—A. Einseleana, A. viscosa, A.

thalictrifoha, A. pyrenaica, A. Bertolonii, A. Amalix,

A. vulgaris, A. alpina,

Siberian, 7.—A. parviflora, A. lactiflora, A. viridiflora,

A. leptoceras, A. vulgaris, A. sibirica, A. glandulosa.

Japanese, 2.—A. Buergeriana, A. flabellata.

Himalayan, 4.—A. pubiflora, A. glauca, A. Moorcroft-

iana, A. fragrans.

North American. 6.—A. brevistyla, A. canadensis, A.

flavescens, A. formosa, A. chrysantha, A. ccerulea.

Central American^ i.—A. Skinneri.

3. Alphabetical Index to the Published

Latin Names.

Accepted species m italics ; synonyms
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is as it should be. Those familiar with the culture,

cooking, and eating of Mushrooms are not seldom
amazed at the huge floppy things that are offered in

English markets and sent to table in private families.

They are all very well for those who prefer to eat

their ketchup in the fungus, to drawing it duly spiced

and prepared from the cruet-stand. But the French
know better ; they have reduced the growing, cook-
ing, and eating of Mushrooms to something like an
exact science. Hence they gather them young to

obtain a rapid succession of crops, and also to com-
mand the first condition of success in all successful

cooking—that the thing to be cooked should have all

its richest juices and most delicate flavours and tex-

tures intact. This is the case with the French Mush-
•rooms when fresh gathered. They are not only very

plentiful but very good, and are in universal request

not only for flavouring and garnishing, but also for

eating.

England decidedly has it in the matter of Onions,
thDJth in Garlic and Shallots the French excel.

Toaitilos had hardly appeared in June, though,

of curse, they form a most important feature

in the markets later in the season. The same
rem irk applies to many other vegetables, such as

Cardoons, Salsify, Haricots, Celery, &c. Even French
Beans were scarce in June, while Runners were con-
spicuous by their absence. Egg-plants, both white

and purple, were however present, and seem to be
used to a considerable extent in Paris. Herbs were
more plentiful than at home, especially Chervil,

while Parsley was comparatively scarce, and not

equal to English grown. But the balance of the

greens was abundantly rectified by the enormous pre-

ponderance of Sorrel, mostly the boat-leaved variety.

Radishes were by no means plentiful, and Beet had
scarcely appeared. Neither did I notice that earliest

and best of all Beets, the Egyptian Turnip-rooted,

which comes in so early, and is equal in colour and
flavour to the finest strains of the ordinary formed
varieties. Neither is June the season of Chicory,
though it proved to be of green curled Endive, which
surprised me perhaps as much as anything I saw
in Paris. In every market and shop this was offered

for sale, and everywhere it was alike good—dense,
blanched heads, ranging from 6 inches to i foot or

more in diameter, beautifully white and tender, with
no tendency to bolt. Good Endive is plentiful enough
in Covent Garden and other markets and small
gardens in England in the autumn, winter, and early

spring, but is seldom or never met with in June ;

but little of the plain-leaved Endive was seen, and
fewer Cabbage Lettuces. The latter do not seem
po.Ju!ar in France, and are seldom or never used in

silads. The Cos Lettuces did not seem widely
di ferent or superior to good English grown ones.

They were of good average size, crisp and tender, but
as to flavour it is difficult to make comparisons, for

that is swainped in oil in most French salads. The
quantities of Lettuce and Endive brought to market,
sold and consumed, must be seen to be realised.

Smdl salading, such as Mustard-and-Cress, and even
Watercresses, seem to have found no place in the
Parisian markets and shops.

But what shall we say of the Asparagus in the

Parisian markets ? Only this—that we saw thousands
of bunches and huge basketfuls in the Halles Cen-
trales and other Parisian markets equal—yes, superior

—to the finest sensational hundreds ever seen in

Central Avenue, Covent Garden, or elsewhere in

Britain. June is the middle, or rather tending
towards the end of, the Argenteuil Asparagus season,

and the display was in every sense magnificent.

There can hardly be two opinions about the desira-

bility of coming up to the French standard in regard
to size ; but the testimony of good judges and my
own experience proved on the spot that Asparagus
blanched to the tips was by no means better to eat or

more profitable to grow than green. That the crop pays
well, however, there can be no doubt, else so much
good land and skilled labour would not continue to be
devoted to this special industry. It is also said that

the old-fashioned town of Argenteuil and several

other districts are growing rich by the cultivation of
Asparagus, the gross value of the crop being estimated
at several thousands sterling a year. Though the
major portion of the Asparagus offered is uniformly
fine in quality, yet a considerable amount of smaller
and also greener " grass " is offered at a much cheaper
rate, which brings this delicious vegetable within
reach of all ranks and conditions of the people. It is

mo tly packed irj baskets, with long green grass as a

buffer between the bunches, which gives the Asparagus
a cool and fresh appearance.

Cucumbers were mostly white, and by no means so

good nor so plentiful as at home. There seems far

less demand for Cucumbers and a less perfect know-
ledge of the best condition to use them. The white

CucuiTibers, for example, are thick, gross, and strong,

such as few good judges of Cucumbers would eat in

England ; the colour would also be objectionable to

English tastes. The French grow a good many
Gourds, which had not come in, but do not seem to

largely patronise our Vegetable Marrows, of which I

saw none. A French cook somewhat startled me the

other day by asking for two or three Melons ; I found
he meant Vegetable Marrows.

The fruit in the Parisian markets in June may be

dismissed in two or three sentences. There is an
entire absence of the finer fruits, which adds such a

richness to Covent Garden and our other English
markets and fruiterers' shops. The F'rench fruits

consisted of Strawberries, Cherries, green Almonds,
and a few Apricots. The quality of the two first did

not equal those met with in England, though Straw-
berries were fine and so plentiful as to be exported
to England. The flavour was also pretty good, but

by no means equal to the finer samples at home.
Cherries seemed nearly all alike, and not at all to

be compared to the black, white, and other " Hearts"
with which British fruit-growers have made us

familiar. The common red and white alpine Straw-
berries, gathered on the stalks and tied up in bunches,

were also offered for sale, though not in quantities.

A very few Apricots, small, and pale in colour, and
with little flavour, were also seen. No Gooseberries,

and but few Currants or Raspberries were in the

markets ; it was also, I presume, too early for

Apples, Pears, and Plums. The season had also

been as unfavourable for fruit in France as in

England, so that there was little or no fruit. The
French mode of protection, of which we have heard
a good deal, seems to have utterly broken down this

season. Peaches and Nectarines, of which there is

but a scant crop in most localities, and none in many
places, had of course not come in.

Little or no fruit seems forced for market in

France, and any there may have been had not
found its way to the markets or shops in June.
Not a bunch of Grapes, a dish of Peaches, Nec-
tarines, Figs, nor a single Melon, nor French-grown
Pine-apple were seen in Paris at that season. The
contrast between the two countries in these respects

was most striking. No doubt the differences in the

tastes, customs, and habits of the two nations partly

explain the causes of the contrast. The superior

climate of the South of France and the colony of

Algiers likewise checks the forcing of superior fruit.

It is easier and also cheaper to wait than to work for

it. Besides, difficulty has ever proved the sharpest

spur to exertion, and doubtless our fine forced Grapes,

Pines, Peaches, Melons, and other fruits are, to a

very great extent, the legitimate products of our
somewhat harsh and proverbially unstable climate.

This, however, as it may, my chief purpose here

and now is not to explain the scarcity of superior

fruit in Paris, but merely to chronicle the fact. D. T.

Fish.

PELARGONIUM INQUINANS.
Pelargonium inquinans is interesting as being

the parent from which the plain-leaved race of varieties,

represented by Tom Thumb, Warrior, &c., have been
produced. How far these modern varieties excel the

ancient form, our illustration (fig. 3S) will show.
This modification and improvement have cost about
half-a-century of labour on the part of the florist, the

rate of progress being in inverse proportion to the

distance of time. Some of us in out younger days
knew the variety called Bath Scarlet, an improved
form of P. inquinans, but how far behind the modern
forms does it rank ? It was not, however, till after

the advent of Tom Thumb, some thirty years ago or

more, that much progress was made in the improve-
ment of the flower, but since that time the advance
has been more rapid. The zonate race originating in

P. zonale has, moreover, been brought into contact with

P. inquinans, and the intermixture of the two has
given us the splendid varieties we now possess. At
the present day indeed the varieties of P. zonale are

the most numerous and perhaps the most advanced.
It is to the improvement of these flowers and of the

allied groups of show and other varieties, that the

Pelargonium Society, which held its fourth anniversary

on Wednesday last, is devoting its best energies, and

not without a fair measure of success. T. M.

AN ARBORICULTURAL
EXCURSION.

OiN Monday, the 6th inst., members of the Scottish

Arboricultural Society paid a visit of inspection to the

woods of Scone and Lynedoch, estates of the Earl of

Mansfield. This was the first of what is intended to

be a series of annual excursions to the more important

plantations and forests in Scotland and England with

the object of practical study of arboriculture. The
members were summoned by circular to meet at

Perth Railway Station at 10.30 a.m. Those who
arrived by the southern trains had some time to waii

the arrival of those from the north. The interval

was occupied in inspecting the trees in the central

avenue on the south side of the town. These included

a handsome Ash with a splendid head, 75 feet high,

15 feet in girth, 5 feet from the ground, and a spread

of branches in circumference of 1S9 feet. The tree is

computed to be 250 years old. A Scotch Elm, 70 feet

high, 1 1 feet in girth at 5 feet from the ground, and with

a spread of branches covering a circular area of 200

feet ; a Beech, 75 feet in height, 1 1 feet in girth ; and
a grey Poplar, apparently 45 years old, over 60 feet

high, and 10 feet 3 inches in circumference, were also

noticed. As the hard impervious road covers half the

rootage of these fine trees, they can scarcely have fair

play in growth. Gratings such as are used in the

boulevards of Paris, to allow of water to reach the

road-covered portions of the roots, would promote the

growth and lengthen the existence of these stately

trees. When the party was fully made up, a start was
made in five waggonettes for Scone, under the

direction of Mr. Wm. McCorquodale, forester and
wood surveyor. Among the members present were
Professor Balfour, Edinburgh ; Mr. Thos. Methven,
Edinburgh ; Hon. Waldegrave Leslie, Messrs. John
Ord Mackenzie, James Alexander, Jan., Edinburgh

;

William Stewart, Dundee ; Malcolm Dunn, Dalkeith ;

C. S. France, Penicuik ; Edmund Sang, Kirkcaldy
;

Wm. McCorquodale, Scone ; John Anderson, Perth ;

William Gough, Wykeham
; John W. Barry, York

;

Archibald Skirving, Duncombe Park ; John
Davidson, Auldbar ; James Kay, Bute

; John
Grant, Daldowie

; James Mitchell, Donibristle
;

Thomas Dow, Idvies
; James Robertson, Panmure ;

George Dodds, Hawkhead
; John B. Smyth, Duff

House ; Richard Hartland, Cork ; John Pears

Hutton, Edinburgh ; Wm. Gorrie, Trinity, Edin-

burgh ; Robert Maxton, Strathallan ; William

Erskine, Oaklands, Edinburgh ; William Strang,

Scone ; M. Jackson, Perth ; George Crichton,

treasurer ; and John Sadler, secretary.

Among the visitors present on invitation were ;

—

Dr. Pryde, Edinburgh ; Messrs. J. Bosworth,

Royal Engineer Department, Horse Guards ; James
Scrymgeour, Dundee ; E. Dangerfield, factor. Scone ;

Halliday, Scone Gardens ; Macdonald, Scone ; R.

Black, Liberton, &:c.

The weather, though misty and dull in the morning,
cleared up as the forenoon advanced, and a more
charming day could not have been desired for a roam
through the love]> woods on Lord Mansfield's estates.

After leaving Perth fairly behind, Mr. McCorquodale
first directed the attention of the party to a magni-
ficent Weeping Beech of very graceful mien, planted

thirty-five years ago, and now 45 feet high. Many
black Italian Poplars, considerably over 100 feet

in height, were passed till the Scone wood was
reached. The trees here are seventy years of

age, and many of the Larches are from So to 90 feet

high, and contain from 60 to So cubic feet of timber.

Passing next to the Burnside Wood, a splendid

plantation of Scots Fir was shown. Mr. McCorquo-
dale said that most arboriculturists were aware that

there was a general belief that a crop of Scots Fir
would not succeed after a crop of the same forest

trees had been removed ; but the wood in which the

party now was, disproved that theory. The soil was
black moorish, with a hard till underneath, and the

ground having been drained the young trees were
simply " notched " in. Two years after planting the

young trees he found some dying ofl', and on care-

ful investigation it proved to be from the ravages of the

beetle, Hylobius abietis. He put a layer of fresh

earth round every tree, and above that layer a quarter

of an inch of the flour of hot lime. From that time

forward he had never had a dead plant. Mr. Gorrie
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stated as an illustration of the tenacity uf life of the

beetle, that he had steeped some specimens in whisky

for twelve hours, and then starved them for five or

six days, after which they were as lively as ever.

Leaving the wood, Pyrola uniflora, a small rare alpine

plant, was found. The plant is very rare in Scotland.

From the Scots Fir wood a move was made past an

experimental plantation where thirty-two of the newest

varieties of Coniferai are growing. Next to Abies

the ground, and has 76 cubic feet of timber. The
second is about the same height, is 7 feet in circum-

ference, and has 93 \ cubic feet of timber ; and the

third has a stem of 57 feet, girths 6 feet 9 inches, and
has 1 14 cubic feet of timber. The first is the Quercus

sessiliflora variety, and the two latter the pedunculata.

At the old Blairgowrie road are several noble Ashes,

105 feet in height and 150 years old. A glance was

given at the fine Lime avenue, 600 jards in length.

formed by the " toom " from the barons' boots. A
little to the north-west of this spot, and embowered
by lordly trees, is a fine old cross—all that remains

of the ancient royal burgh of Scone. On a sloping

bank at the south-west front of the palace is a Syca-

more planted by Mary Queen of Scots. Although

the west fork has been broken off the tree it is still a

beautiful one, and stands 63 feet high, measuring

13 feet I inch in circumference 5 feet from the ground.

Fig. 38.—I'EI.ARGOMfM iNQflNANS. (sEIC P. 2O4.)

Douglasii, A. MenziesiJ grows the largest and
strongest, but from some unexplained cause these

fine trees are dying right and left this summer.
Some arboriculturists blame the late spring frosts.

I'assing Balboughty, Lord Mansfield's home farm,

the party took a run through the spacious and
well-kept liyres and stables, and then hurried

on to the policies of Scone Palace. In an out-

lying plantation were three Oaks of wonderful size

for their age. They were planted in 1S08, and the

first has a fine stem of 56 feet, to the head the height

is over 80 feet ; it girths 5 feet 7 inches at 5 feet from

previous to an inspection of the Boothill, now the

Mansfield bur>'ing-ground, and planted with several

fine Cedars, Sycamores, Elms, and Beeches.

When the ancient kings of Scotland were crowned

at the Royal Palace of Scone, on the stone now
located in Westminster Abbey, all the nobles were

present. In order, so tradition says, that the inde-

pendence of the barons should be maintained, each

brought with him from his estate a small quantity of

earth, which he placed in his boots on coronation day,

so that he might say he stood each on his own ground

during the ceremony. The Boothill was gradually

Nearer the river and in a hollow is an Oak planted

by King James V. It is a magnificent tree, with a

spread of branches of 75 feet. It is 55 feet high, 15 feet

in girth at the swell, 14 feet I inch at 3 feet from the

ground, and 13 feet 3 inches at 5 feet from the

ground. On the terrace to the east of the palace

is a Sycamore planted by King James VI. of Scot-

land and I. of England. Standing 80 feet high,

with a noble umbrageous head, it girths 12 feet

at 4 feet from the ground. Among the other notable

trees in the park are an American Scarlet Oak in

splendid foliage, with a girth of 8 feet 2 inches ; a
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Turkey Oak, with thick umbiageous head and a

circumrerenceofstemat 5 feet from the ground ofS feet

7 inches ; a Douglas Pine, raised from the first seed

sent in 1S27 to this country from British Columljia,

75 feet in lieight and 7 in girth ; a Wych Elm, 95 feet

high and 6 feet 7 inches in circumference.

North of the old Scone burying-ground, in which
are some stones of the early part of the fifteenth cen-
tury, including that of the sixteenth Abbot of Scone,
who flourished when the battle of Flodden was
fought—is an Oak planted in 1809. With 40 feet of

a straight stem, this Oak stands 70 feet in height. It

is at the root 10 feet 2 inches in circumference, and at

5 feet from the ground 8 feet 2 inches. The pinetum,
ne\t visited, has some fine specimens of Abies Men-
ziesii, I'icea Nordmanniana, P. nobilis, Wellingtonia
gigantea, Araucaria, and Pinus monticola. Leaving
the policies the party drove to Lynedoch Woods by
the .Stanley Road, passing on the way an avenue half

a mile long of Purple Beeches—the only one in the

country.

En passant, it may be stated, as an illustra-

tion of the profitable nature of arboriculture, pursued

commercially, that 15 acres of Muirward Wood, a

plantation on the Scone estate which extends to 400
acres, and consists chiefly of Scotch Fir, were recently

sold at the rate of ^^132 per acre. This is irrespective

of a large annual revenue from thinnings. In Drum-
shagles wootl, planted sixty years ago, and which
some men on the estate remember to have been
cropped with Wheat, there is now a grand plantation

of Oaks and Spruces—the former averaging 70 feet in

height and 5 feet in girth, while the latter are from
80 to 90 feet high, and from 5 to 7 feet in circum-

ference of stem.

Comparatively little time was left to inspect the

magnificent woods of Lynedoch, but the party did

not fail to admire and measure the great Silver Fir

—

one of the finest in Great Britain—no feet high, and
with timber up to 84 feet. It is about 150 years old,

girths 13 feet 4 inches at 5 feet from the ground, and
contains 425 -cidjic feet of timber. There are also two
of the best and largest Douglas Pines in Britain on
the slopes of the Almond, the first being 85 feet high,

9 feet 7 inches in circumference at 5 feet from the

ground, and containing 132 cubic feet of timber.

The second, which, like the first, was planted in

1S34, though, unfortunately, it lost its leader several

times, stands 85 feet high, with a spread of br.anches

of 70 feet. It girths 9 feet 3 inches at 5 feet from the

ground, and contains 121 cubic feet of timber. In

the course of the afternoon the party had an oppor-

tunity of inspecting Lord Mansfield's art treasures in

the saloon of .Scone Palace.

Before leaving the grounds of Lynedoch, luncheon

was served on a high bank overlooking one of the

fairest panoramas in Scotland, embracing a long

stretch of the valley of the Almond. Professor Bal-

four proposed "The Health of the Earl of Mansfield,"

through whose kindness the Scottish Arboricultural

Society had spent such a happy and profitable day.

Mr. E. Dangerfield, factor on the estates, replied,

stating that his Lordship was alw.ays glad to receive

visitors who came to his grounds in the pursuit of

science. Hon. Waldegrave Leslie proposed the

"Healths of Mr. Dangerfield and Mr. McCorquo-
dale," who had acted as their guides that day. He
dwelt on the importance of arboriculture both from a

proprietor's and a national point of view, and said

that a man like Mr. McCorquodale, who had planted

over two millions of trees, had grown them up,

thinned them, and sold them for the benefit of his

jiroprietor, was worthy of all honour. Mr. ]\IcCor-

quodale, in responding for the toast, expressed the

delight at meeting the members of the Society in

Scone and Lynedoch woods. He had at the meet-

ings of the Society in Edinburgh frequently urged

the importance of such excursions. It was all very

well to read essays and discuss them indoors, but such

practical demonstrations as they had had that day
would do much more to elevate the profession of

forestry.

Among other toasfs were "Messrs. Halliday and
Macdonald," the gardener and clerk of works, " The
Scottish Arboricultural Society," " Professor Bal-

four," and "Mr. Sadler," .secretary of the Society,

upon whom had devolved all the arrangements of the

excursion, which were most complete.

The party thereafter drove to Perth, where they

arrived at seven o'clock, in time for the trains

north and south, after so pleasantly and profitably

spending nearly eight hours in the wood^. y. S.

REMARKS ON THE ERUIT
CROPS, 1878.

Tilt: following is the concluding porlioii of ihc

supplementary reports kindly furnished liy our corre-

spondents, and we give them under the heading of

counties in the order of their importance as fruit pro-

ducing centres as shown by the Agricultural Returns

for 1877. Thus the acreage of arable or grass lands,

used also for fruit trees of any kind, was in the three

Ridings of Yorkshire 2983 acres ; Monmouth, 2932 ;

Wilts, 2393 ; Lancashire, 1974 ; Sussex, 1707 ; Bucks,

1627; Norfolk, 1534; Notts, 1508; Berks, 1422;
Cheshire, 1384; Cambridge, 1377; Lincoln, 1282;
Essex, 1224; Hants, 1173; Herts, 1080; Suffolk,

1041 ; Warwick, 991 ; Oxford, 869 ; Stafford, 850 ;

Derby, 690 ; Leicester, 6^;^ ; Northampton, 539

;

Beds, 395 ; Cumberland, 305 ; Hunts, 242 ; West-
moreland, 211 ; Durham, 197 ; Northumberland,

177 ; and Rutland, 58.

York.—With the exception of Raspberries and
Currants the crop of all other kinds of fruit is light.

Strawberries showed plenty of blossoms, but either

through the blossoms being weak and imperfect or
from the very heavy rainfall whilst they were in

bloom, the crop was a light one. Nectarines are

light. Of Plums the Victoria is in general heavily
laden. The Golden Drop, GoUah, Pond's Seedling,
and Jefferson are moderate on walls. Green Gage
rather thin. Apples are a great failure. Pears are

only a moderate crop, and the fruit not likely to get
to any size. The principal cause of the failure of the

crop this season is the cold sunless summer of 1877.
A/. Saul, Stourton, Knarcshoroiigh,

Another bad fruit season. Pears either on
walls or pyramids had but little bloom. Apple trees

bloomed abundantly, set fairly well, but much of the

fruit fell off while quite small. Morello Cherries on
north walls are nearly a total failure. Strawberries
were the best crop of outdoor fruit, but owing to

exceedingly hot and dry weather their season was a
very short one. John Young, Wcutworth,

Apples are a light crop on the whole. The
same remark applies to Apricots, though I have seen
some few good crops, where the soil was light and
the wood got well ripened last year. Peaches and
Nectarines are thin. We jiicked a few ripe Early
Louise from a wall tree on the 25th inst. Pears are
partial. We have a fair sprinkling of some sorts, viz.,

Marie Louise, Jargonelle, Louise Bonne of Jersey,
and Comte de Lamy. Plums are good on walls, but
thin on standards. Jefferson, Green Gage, and
Victoria are all reliable sorts on walls here. Cherries
are thin, even Morellos, which usually bear good
crops. Small fruits, with the exception of Goose-
berries, are good crops. I do not think that the
frosts in the spring had so much to do with our light

fruit crops as the cold wet weather last autumn. We
had plenty of bloom, but it was weak and imperfectly
developed, and where well protected from frosts it

never set and swelled away. Fruit trees are in fine

health now, and everything promises well for a fine

crop next year. H. J. Clayton, Grimston Park
Gardens, Taihastcr.

The Apple crop is a failure generally, al-

though we had a good promise up to May 19, when
the blooms were destroyed by hail and snow, followed
by 7'' of frost. WilUain Culvcnvcll, Thorpe PcrronK
Bedale,

Fruit of all kinds generally very scarce. On
light thin soils small fruits poor in size and quality,

from want of moisture. Apples in orchards suffering

from the same cause, shedding both leaf and fruit.

Robert C. A'i'ngston, Drantinghaiu Thorpe, BrongJi.

In this cold hilly district fruit crops are as a
whole satisfactory, especially Apples, Apricots,
Cherries, and Peaches, which are generally good both
in crop and quality. Pears and Plums uneven and
patchy, some trees bearing heavy crops and others
almost barren. The cold wet weather we ha<l in May
and the early part of June did much damage to the
small fruits and Strawberries. J, Mclndoe, Hutton
House, Guisborough.

Wilts.—After all that has been said and done
respecting the chances of the fruit crop of 1878, and
notwithstanding the sad forebodings indulged so freely

in (and not without just cause) liy many of your corre-

spondents, I think the present year's crop, if not
better, is quite equal to our fondest anticipation.

Peaches of the following varieties are carrying very
heavy crops, which all promise to finish satisfactorily :

—Violette Hative, Noblesse, Bellegarde, Teton de
Venus, and Early Beatrice (from the latter we have
been picking nice fruit since the middle of July in the
open). Nectarines as follows ;—Rivers' Orange,
Elruge, Violette Hative, and New White. Plums ;^
Green Gage a very heavy crop where protected

;

Plums without protection and carrying gootl crup^ are I

as follows :—Reine Claude, Violet Orleans, I'onthill,

Pond's Seedling (fine for bottling), Drap d'Or, Coe's I

Golden Drop, Denyer's Victoria. Apricots :—Ship-
ley and Moorpark very heavily cropped. The frosts

on the nights of March 23, April 2 and 23 (when the

thermometer registered 12", 12', and 9° of frost)

spoiled the Cherry and I'ear crop ; however, some
trees are heavily cropjicd, as also are some Apple
trees, but on the whole the crop is very much below
average. Bush fruit in abundance— I never remember
seeing such fine crops, and as good as fine. Also
Strawberries have been very aljundant and fine. Mul-
berry trees are cropped heavily. Figs are also plenti-

ful. Raspberries, I shoukl mention, have been
tremendous crops. //. //''. IV'aril, Longford Castle.

Laxcashikk.—The fruit crops in this district are

a fair average except Peaches and Plums, which are

never looked for out-of-doors unless after an exceed-
ingly favourable autumn to ripen the wood, and a
mikl spring immediately succeeding. Apples and
Pears are in many cases quite a full crop, notwith-
standing the severe weather during the blossoming
period. The simple fact is, \vc are better off in this

respect than our friends in the South through our trees

not being in full flower when the weather was at its

worst. The Pear blossom seemed parched and dried
up with frost and cold winds, but the outer scales of
the flowers only were injured, and all the internal

organs opened out strong and healthy and set well,

though many fruits have fallen in cold districts, no
doubt the result of heavy soils and a variable climate.
Small fruits generally are a full crop. IV, Ilinds^
Olterspool, near Liverpool.

Apples flowered abundantly, but the blossom
seemed deficient in vigour and set imperfectly, and at

least three-fourths of the fruit has fallen off during the
past three weeks. Strawberries have been an enor-
mous crop, and the quality for this district unusually
good. Pears are a very poor crop. Peaches, Nectar-
ines, Figs, and Apricots, do not succeed in the oi>en
air in this locality. A. yamicson, The Gardens, Harj/i
Hall, IVigan.

We had plenty of bloom on all kinds of fruit

trees, but the wood not being well ripened last autumn,
and there being a continuance of east wind in the
spring of this year, attended with an" over-average of
rain antl low temperature, when the trees were in

bloom, many of them shed all their bloom, and others
partially, thus materially reducing our fruit crops for

1878. Henry Lindsay, Huntroyde, Padiham.
Sussex.—We have not an average crop of fruit.

The spring was not remarkable for frost, but we had
harsh winds and an incrcilible qviantity of rain.

Joseph Rust, Eridge Castle, Tunbridge Wells.

Apples : There was a great promise here of
a very large crop early in the season, but lately they
have been coming down in showers, especially

Warner's King, Hawthornden, Keswick Codlin,
Blenheim Orange, Downton, Ribston Pippin, and
many other well-known kinds. Still I think it an
average crop. The trees are healthy and growing
fast, and fruit will be a good colour. Sidney Ford,
Lconardslee, Horsham.

I'lums, Apples, and Pears are improving

;

they seem to have enjoyed the heat. Plum trees are
much affected with blight. Apricots are earlier than
usual. Geo. Breese, I\-l7i-ort/i.

Some varieties of Apples are very plentiful,

and promise to be very good, but on the whole not
quite an average crop. Peaches and Nectarines a
heavy crop, looking most promising. Most varieties

of Pears are ^ery light. Figs the lightest crop I have
known in this neighbourhood. F. Rutland, Goodwood.
Bucks.—Fruit trees of all kinds had a good show

of blossom this spring, and it seemed to set a good
croi> ; but on many of the trees the fruit all fell off

about the middle of May. Damsons and Plums,
which are grown extensively in this district, are only
about half a crop. This is the fourth year in which
these fruits have failed round here. JC Smith, Alen'.-

more, Leii^hton Buzzard.
Early in the spring there was a great promise

of all kinds of fruit, the blossom was never more
promising ; l)ul the quantity of rain and cutting wind
did great damage, and in some places the crops

suffered much. On the whole there is not a general

crop throughout this part of the country. Philip
Frost, Dropmore.

Norfolk.— I think we are, with the exception of
Plums, shorter of all outdoor fruits than we have been
for the last six seasons. I never saw finer Apple and
Cherry bloom, but the constant wet and cold, without
sun, I think, is the cause of so many failures. Pears
short of bloom and fruit. Charles Penny, Sandring-
ham. Kings Lynn.—— All small fruits were very good and plentiful.

Apples in some gardens are very full, in others thin.

Plums are very plentiful, both on the walls antl

standards trees. Apricots are the scarcest of any-
thing. 'Jhos. If-ynne, IVro.vham Hall, Norwieh.

The fruit crop in this district is very defi-

cient \w quantity. Where there was a fair crop of
fruit, such as Apples, Apricots, Plums and Pears
on the trees they are being thinned by falling off; I

never saw Apricots fall ofl" the trees at ?^uch a rate

before. All the trees are very healthy, making an
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abundnnce of shoots after mklsunimcr pinching and

pruning. W. Bishop, Bylaiigli Pari;, East Dereham.

NoTTINiilIAM.—There was an abundant show ol

bloom on Apples, Pears, Plums and Cherries, and no

severe spring frosts to injure the setting of the fruit

;

the promise therefore of a good fruit year was enter-

tained by all growers. In the course of the month of

May the weather was wet nearly every day, with a

iow temperature for the season, and the young fruit

dropped off in quantities. The foliage of Apples,

likewise, showed on most trees a blighted appearance,

,ind aphis attacked the young shoots in a worse form

than usual. Gooseberries and Currants were likewise

attacked on the joints of the young shoots by them,

and although the crojis of these fruits were good, the

quality of the fniit was much deteriorated. Straw-

berries during the heavy rains in May when in flower

did not set so well, but the crops were good, but their

season was over soon owing to the hot weather now

prevailing. Raspberries a good crop, but the fruit

smaller than usual. W. Tilleiy, Welk-ek.

, Early in spring the fruit prospects were

promising, but the cold and low temperature with long-

continued r.ain through May told on many of the fruits

then in bloom. Many that appeared to set are now

dropping otT, Ajiples and I'lums especially. The

wood of most of all our fruits never got a good,

firm, ripe appearance last autumn. A. Henderson,

Thoresby.

Fruit trees generally are much infested with

insects, and large quantities of the fruit are falling

off. Not a Medlar or Quince to be seen anywhere.

Damsons a heavy crop. Henry Gailtl, ]Vollaton

Hall, Nottingham.

Berks.—The fruit crops about here will be very

far short of what they were expected to be in spring.

Apples will not be so plentiful as they were last year ;

the trees bloomed well, and jilenty of them set for a

full crop, but fully three-fourths have dropped off,

and they keep dropping even now. Many of the

trees do not look well, they have a scorched appear-

ance, and the ends of the young growths are quite dead.

A few sorts look healthy, and are bearing nearly an

average crop; they are Keswick Codlin, Eclinville

Seedling, Northern Greening, Lewis' Incomparable,

Tower of Glamis, and a few others. Pears will be

about one-third of a crop, but they will be small-

Marie Louise and Josephine de Malines look best.

There are plenty of Beurre Kance, but they are

cracking, and likely to be worthless. Cherries of the

early sorts have been plentiful and good, but Morcllos

are a light crop. Plums on walls are a full average

crop still, although many of them have dropped.

Peaches and Nectarines will be nearly half a crop,

and the trees look well. There are scarcely any

Apricots, we very seldom get a crop of them. Charles

Ross, Weiford Park, Nildmry.

The fruit crops, as a whole, both here and

round this neighbourhood, are very good. Some

kinds of Apples are thin, such as Blenheim and Wel-

lington ; but most other varieties are bearing heavily.

Plums are most abundant everywhere, also Cherries.

Pears are thin, as a rule ; but there was a scarcity of

bloom, which will account for it. Apricots, Peaches,

an<l Nectarines are most abundant, and all winter

frait promises to be of excellent quality. T, Jones,

Koyal Gardens, Windsor.

Peaches are an average crop where protected,

tlic best croppers being Early Grosse Mignonne,

Royal George, Early Alfred, and Royal Charlotte ;

Early Silver is also a very fine Peach outside. Apples

a thin crop, so many having fallen off, but the quality

promises to be good. Pears a thin crop ; Boii

Chretien, Louise Bonne of Jersey, Jargonelle, Beurre

Diel, are the only ones carrying a good crop. Joshna

Atkins, Loekinge Gardens.

Cheshirk.—Although there was a large show of

blossoms on most fruit trees at the time of flowering

a great part fell ofl' without setting or forming fruit

and with the exception of Plums and Damsons, o

which there are more abundant crops than for several

years past, all other fruits {except Strawberries, which

were very plentiful and good, and Raspberries, about

an average crop) are under the average. As there

were no late spring frosts to injure the blossoms or

embryo fruit, I have no doubt the cause was the low

temperature and absence of light and sun Last autumn,

through which the wood was imperfectly ripened.

Trees of some varieties have good or moderate crops

of fruit, but generally they are much below the aver-

age. JVilliam IVhittaker, Crem- Hall.

We never had a better promise for Pears as

regards their blossoming, but the long continuance of

east wind quite destroyed them. Apples seemed to

set fairly well, but no sooner had the dry, hot weather

set in than they came down in shovvers. I can safely

say this is the worst Apple year we have had for a

dozen. JF. 3/iiir, Oulton Park, Tarforlcy.

A very poor fruit year, with the exception of

Strawberries and Plums. Apples bloomed freely but

set badly, and the fruit keeps dropping off even to this

date. On low-lying grour.d the Gooseberries were

destroyed by frost when they were the size of Peas.

Thomas -Seheood, Eaton Hall, Chester,

Lincoln.- I think the Apple crop in this neigh-

bourhood will be much below the average ; Pears a

little under average, as they have fallen much of late.

George B. Tillyard, Broeklesly Park, Ulccl'y.

Apples are a very poor crop, although we had

a beautiful show of blossom, but suffered from frosts

in March and April, and much of the fruit has

dropped off: the same may be s.aid of Cherries and

Plums. Pears are a very poor crop, being in full

bloom during the sharp frosts in April. Apricots,

Peaches, and Nectarines, are a fair crop where well

protected, but where not covered up are a failure,

(iooseberries suffered from frosts, and very much from

bullfinches. Strawberries an extraordinary crop,

Garibaldi being the main crop. Walnuts a very poor

crop ; Filberts a failure. D. Lumsden, Bloxholni Hall,

Sleaford.

Essex.—Taken for all in all, the fruit crop in our

immediate neighbourhood is considered an average.

Small fruits have been abundant generally, and cheap.

In some places excellent crops of Apples are to be

seen, these chiefly on soils possessing a dry subsoil.

It is remarked that all kinds of preserve fruit exhibit

an exceptionally large amount of fermentation this

season—a fact likely to prove antagonistic to good

keeping qualities. William Earley, Ilford.

Apricots were a poor crop, but were all

killed, or nearly so, by the Irost on April i, even where

covered with thick canvas. Plums a fair crop, but

many ot the early flowering ones were injured with

the frost. Apples were never more promising with

bloom, but very few set. Pears a small crop ; many
trees had no bloom. J. Bryan, Andley End.

Hants.—With the exception of Gooseberries, all

kinds of small fruits are and have been excellent.

Strawberries have borne prodigiously, especially Presi-

dent and \'icomtessc Hericart de Thurjs the latter

variety for all purposes, and have come to regard as

the Strawberry /(ircrci7/fH(-f. Apricots and Peaches

were well protected with canvas and are excellent

crops, and the trees have made healthy growth.

Apples are very thin indeed, and yet the fruit set

thickly, but fell oft' immediately, wdiich I think may
be attributable to the wet summer of last year, and

consequent imperfection of buds. Pears on walls are

an average crop, but standards are thin and many have

no fruit at all. W. Wildsmith, Heckficld Place.

The fruit crops in this neighbourhood are not

so good as was expected from the amount of bloom

exhibited on the trees ; but we had more moisture than

was good for them at the time most fruit trees were in

bloom. Gooseberries are very thin, owing to the

severe frosts we h.ad during the latter end of March
and beginning of April. J. 'Pavcrncr, The Gardens,

Woolmer Lodge.

Herts.—Of Apples, a sort called Pine-apple

Pippin and Lane's Prince Albert are bearing very

good crops, but other sorts are very poor. Some
Pear trees have splendid crops, others of same sorts

had no bloom-buds, although similarly situated.

Plums splendid crops on walls, Victoria good on

standards. Gooseberries are light with excei)tion of

one called Sulphur, which had an abundant crop.

George Sage, Ashridge.
—-— Apricots in this district very partial ; in some

jilaccs a fair average crop, and in many scarcely any.

Peaches and Nectarines generally good. Apples, with

abundant bloom and every prospect of heavy crop,

set badly, the greater ])ortion of fruit falling when
very young. Strawberries heavy crop and good.

Currants and R.ispberries most abundant and good.

Gooseberries very few. Richard Riiffcit, Panshanger.

Apricotswere abundant where covered by Ren-

dle's protectors. Cherries yielded good crops, but m.iny

spoiled by splitting, especially the Bigarreaus, through

the heavy rains. Apples and Pears blossomed well,

but set imperfectly, and were injured by the frost on

the morning of April i after a wet night. Birds are

more troublesome than I ever remember ; it is next to

impossible to keep them from the fruit, even by netting.

J. C. Mundcll, Moor Park, Rlekmansjt'orth.

SUEI'OLK.—The fruit crops in the gardens here are

the worst in my recollection. Some sorts of Apples

are tolerable, such as King of the Pippins, Court

Pendu-plat, Cellini, Lord Suffield, and Nonsuch

;

many of the other kinds are without a single fruit.

Pears are in keeping with the Apple crop, Marie

Louise and Beurre Ranee on the wall, Louise Bonne
of Jersey, Comte de Lamy, Knight's Monarch, and

Al'thorpe Crassane on standards are the best ; the

trees generally are healthy and growing very strong.

Apples in the neighbourhood are a partial crop, and

Plums are very scarce. Peaches and Plums in the

orchard -houses arc abundant, but blackfly has been

exceedingly troublesome. 'Jhomas Blair, Shrnhland

Park, Xeedham Market.

The fruit crops this j-ear ar«, on the whole,

very disappointing, as during the early spring months

there w.as every promise of great abundance, but the

frosts and bad weather that prevailed with more or

less severity towards the end of March so injured the

blossoms that those which passed through the trying

ordeal set but imperfectly, and the larger portion have

since fallen ofl'. Plums are an c-.;cption, but the

fruit of these is so stunted and crippled that I very

much doubt if it will ripen properly. Small or bush

fruits have been scarce, especially Gooseberries, which

are not a tenth of a crop. J. S., Woolvcrstonc Park.

During the spring the fruit crop looked very

promising indeed, but just as the trees were expand-

ing their buds we experienced such severe frosts as

completely wrecked our prospects for the year—the

flowers and very young fruit on the Apricots and

pyramidal Pear trees seemed to wither up from its

eft'ects, and could not set. Peaches and Nectarines

that were protected with spare lights and other mate-

rial have a fair crop, but there is absolutely none on

the trees that were left unprotected. Apjiles are

only a partial crop. J. Mill, The Gardens, Rendles-

ham Hall.

Warwick.—Blossom of Apricot killed by frost, a

few late blossoms set, and are producing a few in-

ferior fruits. Pears also suffered much by cold, and

are thin ; a few varieties are, however a full crop.

Apples are more plentiful, but far under average.

Cherries in orchards are under average. Peaches and

Nectarines on walls out-of-doors are thin, but trees

are making good growths. Plums are nearly nil

everywhere. With the exception of Gooseberries,

small fruits are plentiful and good. Strawberries were

plentiful and good until hot weather arrived. Hazel

Nuts plentiful. Walnuts are thin. Acorns on the

British Oak are partial, on the Turkey Oak thin,

on the American Scarlet Oak none. Beechmast

none ; trees scarcely recovered from heavy crop of

last year. Horse Chestnuts thin : Spanish Chestnuts

are plentiful. Ever since the opening of the bud I

never remember seeing forest trees look better. The
leafage is dark and healthy. The Oak has made a

second growth, stronger in some instances even than

the first. William Miller, Combe Abbey.

Oxi-ORD.—Apricots are a total failure in this

neighbourhood, the same may be said of .Apples.

Peaches and Nectarines are very thin on the trees.

Pears are not half a crop. Plums are a heavy crop.

Cherries (Morellos), which flower very late, arc the

best crop I ever remember. Strawberries very good.

Small fruits are almost an entire failure, especially

Ciooseberries. Isaac Watson, Kuneham Park

Gardens.
In this district in the very early part of the

season there never was a better prospect for Apples

and Pears, whilst the results will be about the worst

possible. The trees have been much blighted, and are

now growing again—a by-no-means desirable thing.

Apricots are a failure, with here and there a few

favoured exceptions. Cherries and Plums are good

crops—Morellos and Damsons especially so. Bush

fruits have also been a fair crop ; Strawdjerries enorm-

ous, but of short duration, excepting Elton Pine,

Myatt's Eleanor, and a few other late kinds, which

did not set properly—the result of so much wet and

dull weather during their blooming. William Crump,
Blenheim.

The Apple crop is all but a failure, and the

best are on dwarf bushes or pyramids. Pears are

considerably better. Plums are a most extraordinary

crop, the trees being loaded both on the walls and

standards. John Grecnshiclds, Sarsden House.

Stafford.—Apples, Apricots, Pears, and Plums

are very thin indeed in this district ; but bush fruits

generally are about an average crop, and Strawberries

are unusually plentiful and fine. We had no frost to

speak of while the trees were in blossom, and not-

withstanding that the past spring was ver)' wet and

cold, and consequently unfavourable to the setting of

fruit, still, had it not been for the unripcned state of

last year's wood, we might reasonably have expected a

tolerable crop this season. 0. Thomas, Drayton

Manor Gardens, Tam-oorth.

Apricots are very little grown in this neigh-

bourhood ; what there are this season are small an<l

deformed. Plums set very thick indeed, but many
fell off in the spring and from blight, which gave us

great trouble, so that constant syringing and hand-

picking had to be resorted to. Many of the fruit arc

deformed, but the fruit generally is pretty good.

Cherries are very good indeed, both dessert and

Morello. Peaches and Nectarines won't do out-of-

doors in this neighbourhood ; indoor crops good.

Apples very poor indeed. Pears only a few ; this is

not a Pear neighbourhood. Raspberries abundant and

good ; Currants also. Gooseberries not so good.

Strawberries good crop, not very large, and the crop

soon over from the dry weather. W. Bennett, Range-

more, Burton-on- Trent.
—— Apricots quite a failure. There was very

little blossom. Owing to the excess of rain last

summer and autumn the trees did not ripen their

wood, consequently the flowers were weak, and when
the trial came they fell to the ground. The same
may be said of Peaches and Nectarines (of course this

applies exclusively to trees not protected with glass).

Plums are jiartial ; some trees are bearing very heavy

crops, others are fruitless. There was a fine blossom

on Cherries, but all the sweet sorts dropped before

coming to maturity. Ajiples are not satisfactory—the

trees are much blighted, consequently the frviit does
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not swell as wc could wish. Pears are very partial ;

wc have a few trees with heavy crops on, but many
without a Pear on. Currants are plentiful ; Goose-

berries not so plentiful, being cut off with spring

frosts. Strawberries very good, especially Tresident.

La Constante is a very good sort, continuing in bear-

ing a long time. Altogether the fruit crop of 187S

will not be very satisfactory, .at least not in this

district. E. Simpson, WrollcsUy.

Df.riiy.—^We had an abundance of bloom upon
.ill kinds of fruit-trees, and up to May the pro-

spects of a good general crop were never

better ; but since May (the usually fatal month)
Apples, Pears, Peaches, and Nectarines have

become with us almost a failure. We have a good

crop of Peaches on some trees removed from the

orchard-house to the open wall, after the wood w.as

well ripened with the aid of lire-heat in the autumn,
showing llial a good sunny autumn to ripen the wood
is as indispcns.ible to a good fruit season as the

absence of frost in the spring. J. //. Goodacrc,

Blvaston,

The fruit crops in the early parts of the season

in this neighbourhood looked very promising, but

excessive wet in May and June spoiled the bloom.

During the two months above-named rain fell on
above thirty-nine days, and amounted to 8.12 inches.

IVilliaiH Bimvii, Brcthy Park Gardens, Biirton-on-

Trent.

Our spring was characterised by an entire

al)sence of frost ; wc only registered 1" in May, a

most unusual thing in Derbyshire, and especially in

the Pe.ak district. It was a cold, sunless spring, with

a great rainfall ; upwards of lol inches fell in May
and June. Vegetation was at a standstill, made but

httle progress, and our prospects up to June 20 were

anything but cheering, but, thanks to the beautiful

weather wc have since had, vegetables and small fruit

have made ample amends for an unfavourable start.

T. .Spceif, Chatsioorlh.

Another year ofuntoward weather only shows
the desirability of having such fruits as Peaches and
Figs better under control and protection. Our Peaches

and Nectarines were anything but beautiful during

the months of Marcli, April, and May. The biting

high east winds during the latter end of March
settled the question of fruit for this year. We pro-

tected with " Frigo Donio," but the cold driving wind
and snow was too much for such covering. Apples
gave good promise at the time of flower, but with the

other extreme of wet the trees got completely
blighted, and now what few fruits had set are drop-

ping off: our crop will be thin. W.all Pears are

thin, with the exception of Winter Nclis and Glou
Morceau. .Standard trees lifted and transplanted two
years ago are well covered with fruit. Strawberries

showed a good quantity of flower, which turned out

well ; the fruit was good. Raspberries were cut uj) with

March frosts. Currants good and plentiful. James
]V, Bayne, Kingston Hall.

Leicester.—Apricots are a thin crop generally

in this neighbourhood. Pears a very poor crop.

Apples a thin crop, with a few exceptions. Cher-

ries of all kinds are abundant, and excellent

in quality. Peaches and Nectarines are very

abundant, requiring much thinning. Strawberries

have turned out much bettter than was expected at

one time. Small fruits were a very great crop, with the

exception of Gooseberries, but a good deal blighted.

Plums are a good crop in this neighbourhood—in

some instances very heavy. Figs were a great crop,

but very many have fallen off. Nuts and Filberts a

good crop, but Walnuts thin. Monlgotnery Hender-
son, Cole Orion Hall.

Young and vigorous Apricot trees have
carried better crops than old trees. In two instances

on a south wall a covering of Russian mats saved a
crop. All my Apple and Pear trees lost what pro-

mised to be abundant crops of fruit, trees being
sickly. Plums promise the greatest crop that has
been seen for years. Cherries very abundant. Currants

a good average crop, but Gooseberries thin. Stra^v-

berries very prolific. JVilliain Ingram, Belvoir

Castle.

The Apple blossom was very abundant, but

fruit is very scarce. Cherries promised to be very

plentiful, but were imperfectly set, and the crop is

only an average one. Pears are very scarce. Plums
are the only crop that can be called good. Apricots

were protected, or must have failed with 12" of frost

when in bloom. There was no frost here to injure

the Apple bloom. The wet and sunless summer of

1877 must be blamed. Jolm Kitley, ll^anlip Hall.

NoRTiiAMi'TON.—-The Apple crops in this district

are very inferior ; indeed it is rather diflicult to point

out the true cause of fiiilure. In the early stages of

growth, flowering, setting of bloom, &c., there was
every prospect of a fine crop, but these now have
dwindled away to almost a total failure. Of Peaches

and Nectarines we have a few ; but our trees are very

much blighted, and making poor and weakly growth.

Of Plums we have good crops on the walls. The
best are .-Vngelina Burdett, Coe's Golden Drop, Green
Gage, t'obah, Bhe Imperatrice, Jefferson, Magnum

Ponum, Farly Orleans, Reine Claude de Bavay, Stan-

dard of Fngland, Washington, c^c. Red Currants
are very infcri'jr in quantity, the branches, \cry small,

having had the lower parts all destroyed by the

heavy storms when in early growth. Gooseberries

wc have none at all. Apricots none, the few which
wc did set have fallen in stoning. Of .^Iorello Cherries,

wc have had a few ; trees are making no growth.
Speaking on the whole fruit season here, I m.ay say

it is a failure. Geort^e Beeeh, Castle .Ashby.

I find Dutch Mignone and Keswick Codlin sure

bearers here, and both very useful. Apples and Pears

are very thin both on walls and standards ; the best

bearers are Beurre Ranee and CJlon Morceau. Cherries

outside, except Morcllos, ne\er do well here. K.
Gilbert, Bin;^/,ley Park.

Beds.—Much injured by the cold heavy rains and
dull weather when in blossom, also much infested

witli aphis and mildew from the cold north-east winds
in the spring. G. Ford, IVrest Park, Ampthill.

Cumberland.—Apples arc very scarce here, and
in this neighbourhood there was a good show of bloom
and some set well, but have fallen off owing to the cold

east winds we had here. -Apricots are scarce from
the same cause, and also Cherries ; all other fruit ex-

cept Peaches and Nectarines are a fair average croi>

and good. F. Blackman, The Gardens, Eden Hall,
Penrith.

Westmoreland.—Almost a failure in Westmore-
land, with our long cold and backward spring ; tlie

frost, registering 14" as late as May, quite destroyeil

all crops, such as Gooseberries, Currants, &c., while
on the other hand we have had one of the best Straw-
berry seasons on record. Apples are very few ; Pears
very fine. Figs and Peach trees out-of-doors are fine.

K. Craig, Levens Hall, Milnthorpe.

DtJRHAM.—Apples had abundance of blossom, but
at that time we had a deal of rain, which hindered the

setting of the blossoms ; of late-flowering sorts the crop
is under average. Pears do not do well here, nor
Plums ; we are too near the sea. Of Currants, Goose-
berries, Raspberries, and Strawberries, there is a good
average crop, but the latter fruit is suffering for want
of rain. Peaches and Nectarines do not come to per-

fection, but generally set freely. K. Draper, The
Gardens, Seahain Hall.

Northumberland.—Apples are a very thin crop
with us this year, owing to the cold wet weather when
in bloom. Gooseberries are a very thin crop ; black
Currants and red Currants are all very good, both in

quality and quantity. William Turner, Caphcaton,
jVeweastle-on- Tyne.

Rutland.—Peach trees, such as Royal Kensing-
ton and Nolilesse, are carrying good crops, other sorts

are not. Apricots are under aver.age, although some
trees are loaded with fruit. Plums are a failure,

except Victoria and Rivers' Early Prolific. Morello
Cherries are a good crop, and of excellent quality.

A|)ples in general are very poor, and the foliage very
much blighted. Pears are also very inferior both in

quantity and quality ; some trees bloomed well, others
not at all. Small fniits have been both abundant and
good in quality. Strawberries wonderfully fine

;

Nectarines are scarce. For the spring everything
promised well for splendid crops of wall and other
fruits, and the frosts were not very severe. I attri-

bute the failure in most cases to the dull wet autumn
of last year, the wood not getting properly ripened.
yohn Gray, Nornianton Park.

THORPE PERROW.
Before concluding our notes on the gardens at

Thorpe rerrow, the residence of Mark I^lilbanke,

Esq. (commenced at p. Il of the present volume), we
must take the opportunity of correcting a geographical

error which we then inadvertently made. We should

have said that Thorpe Perrow is situated in the

North Riding of Yorkshire, and not the West.

We concluded at p. 13 with some observations on

a remarkable specimen of the Gloire de Dijon Rose,

which has completely taken possession of one side of

a Holly tree, some 25 feet in height. Since then wc
have been favoured by Mr. Culverwell, who for so

many years has worthily held the responsible post of

gardener here, with a photograph of the object in

question, which Mr. Smith has done his best in fig.

39 to copy. This grand old Rose grows at Thorpe

Perrow in the greatest luxuriance, and flowers with

extraordinary freedom even a^ a stan.dard, one of

which measures quite 10 feet through.

The kitchen garden is situated a little to the north

of the mansion, and about 200 yards distant. There

are about 3^ acres altogether, and the greater portion

is within the walls, as well as the whole of the glass

structures, which are lean-tos facing due south. Enter-

ing the first one—a vinery—we learn that it had been

somewhat recently lengthened, that Grapes were in

demand from July to Easter, and though the canes have

tn carry heavy crops they never fail to colour, and finish

off well in other respects. The Vines before us were

all Black Hamburghs, with the exception uf a couple

of Erontignans. The croi* in weight was all thai

could be desired, the bunches running from i tu 3 lb.

each—a most serviceable size. Growing under-

neath the Vines, in large pots and tubs, were some
fine bushes of the Brown Turkey Eig, a fruit that is

much appreciated.

The next house is ft vinery and Peach-house com-

bined, the Peaches— Ntjblesse and Royal George

—

being trained on a trellis in the usual manner, and

the yearly growth of the Vines above them tied in Ijy

the side of the cane instead of at right angles. There

are also Grapes on the back wall. Mr. Culverwell

never over-crops his Peaches, and the result is seen

in a good display of fruit of more than an average

size. The Grapes, Black Hamburgh, West's St. I'elcr's,

and Barbarossa, were carrying an excellent crop,

and looked in the best health and vigour. Another

vinery follows. This is a fine house with rafters

25 feet long, and the crop of Cirapcs Black Hamburgh,

with Muscat of Alexandria and White Erontignan

at the warmest end, as good as one could wish to sec,

with foliage clean and ample. The Muscats are grafted

on the Royal Muscadine, and never fail to set a good,

even crop. There is also another large vinery, the

border of which was renewed last year, to the great

advantage of the Vines, which are doing splendidly.

Trebbiano and Gros Colman were carrj'ing some fine

bunches, and the berries of the latter, as usual, were

of fine size. The Muscats are young, so that crops

from them are favours to come.

Of plant-houses, properly speaking, there arc none,

but Mr. Culverwell manages to grow a few subjects

for winter and spring flowering in exceedingly good

style, and notably a good collection of large sjiecimen

Azaleas, which come in most usefully either for cutting

or for furnishing the conservator}'. Passing through

the vineries we noticed a few Orchids, such as do

well under cool treatment, as, for instance, Dendro-

bium nobile, Odontoglossum grande, Dendrobiuni

speciosum and D. pulchellum, all represented by

specimens in the very best condition ; Oncidiunt

flexuosum by a grandly developed plant more than

2 feet through ; and smaller ones of Cyi)ripe<.iium

villosum, insigne, and Maulei, which are valuable

on account of their free-flowering qualities. Rhodu-

dendron Ealconeri and Maddeni are also represented

by fine bushes, which flower freely, and are greatly

appreciated ; and another good old plant, highly

esteemed for winter flowering, is the pretty Mono-
choeton ensiferum.

Most hardy fruits and all kinds of vegetables do

well here, though the climate is described as wet

and cold in winter. The soil is a loam of good

substance, on a clay subsoil. We note that fruit

generally is scarce, but on the walls we saw sonic

fine crops of Marie Louise on trees, double worked
on the Winter Nelis ; and Mr. Culverwell

remarked that the last-named variet}, Jose-

phine de Malines, Glou Morceau, and Beurre

fl'Amanlis generally do exceedingly well. Doyenne
du Comice and Huy&he's Prince Consort promise also

to give good returns. Marie Louise, grafted on

Beurre Ranee, produces fine fniit, which keeps till

after Christmas {a fact worth knowing) ; and the

Beurre Superfin, grown as a standard on the Quince,

here takes the place of Williams' Bon Chretien, than

which it has the desirable quality of keeping longer.

On the Easter Beurre there was no crop at all, but

there was a nice lot of fruit on the Plums, Blue

Imperatrice and Kirke's. Peaches and Apricots do
well outside, but not Nectarines, and of the fonner

we saw ca]5ital crops. Some trees of the Kentish

preserving Cherry are like little Oaks, and carried

enormous crops ; and a special feature here are a

number of gigantic black Currant bushes, some of

them quite 12 feet through, which carried a

splendid crop. The Apples which do best here are

the Cockpit, a fine culinary variety almost unknown
out of Yorkshire ; Sturmer Pippin, which stands

frost well ; the King or Pound Apple, a very

large culinary ^a^iety ; licauty of Kent, Bedfordshire

Eoundhng, Dutch Mignonne, "almost the best Apjjie

grown in the county ; "' Rynier, Pdenheim Orange, a

little tender but almost always good ; King of the

Pippins, and Norfolk Beefing, a good sort for winter

keeping.

In the vegetable department the crops were abun-

dant and good all round. Peas are a speciality of

Mr, CuherwellV, and he is not unknown as a raiser,
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al which work he has been engaged for se\'eral years.

One of his seedlings, undergoing fvirther trial, h.\5

pods longer than Superlative ; it is a marrowfat and

a strong grower, but was not forward enough for us to

iudge of its flavour. Another seedling, called Prolific

JIarrow, also gives good promise, but the best of all as

yet is, we think, Cuherwell's Telegraph, an early

marrowfat sent out last spring, which grows about

5 feet higli, and is a grand cropper. It makes its

A PEDESTRIAN TRIP ACROSS
SOUTH AFRICA.
{.Continuedfrom p. 145.)

This part of South East Africa is certainly the most
useful as well as the most beautiful of all its numerous
districts. At present it is a dangerous part to settle

in, although British territory since last year : for

Sekidvime claims the whole country north of Lcyden-

Apple tree to a diminutive species with a lovely white

tomentose flower, forming, as it were, undergrowth to

the large species. These beautiful l^roteas grew here

at an altitude of 7000 feet and over, in a shallow,

stony, turfy soil, resting on hard grey granite, and

always on a slope, so as to ensure perfect drainage.

The dryness of the position which they occupy is in-

credible, for except the heavy mist, which occasi<in-

allyciiN elopes those mountains, they must often go for

FlTt. 39.—THE GI.OIRE HE DIJON RnsE .\ I THORPE PERROW. (SEE V. 20S.)

mark at the tabic, loo, as well as ihc exhibition,

and was well sjiokcn of al several places we ha\e
called at since. Amongst salad [ilants Mr. Culver-

well spoke in high terms of Messrs. \'eitch's new-

strain of the Neapolitan Cabbage Lettuce, a large

wrinkled-leaved variety of excellent quality ; the

sample we saw was a very true one.

To conclude, we may observe that gardening at

Thorpe Perrow is ably carried out by Mr. Culverwell,
who, besides being one of the best and most respected
of gardeners, is an entomologist and ornithologist of
no mean order.

berg, .tnd as far as the Oliphant River. If natural

boundaries, jiast rights, and prior occupation are

taken into consideration, his claims are just. The
tame, melancholy, stony and plateau scenery, so

universal in South Africa, is here almost abolished, by

the deep ravines and bases of hills being covered with

a stunted but thick forest ; and the sides and grassy

tops of these ranges made picturesque by an abun-

dance of herbaceous plants and Proteads. Amongst
the Proteas 1 recognised P. obtusa, P. longiflora, P.

laurifolia, P. coriacea, P. angustata, P. nana, and

others which I knew not, varying in size from an

weeks together without water during the dry season.

They shun all other vegetation, so that these mountain

tops would be quite naked if the Proteas were to dis-

appear—a catastrophe which, I fear, will eventually

take place, through the pernicious and abominable

practice of " firing the bush," which Boers and

British settlers have inherited from the ignorant

Kafirs. All the species of Protea possess an in-

flammable matter, which causes them to be the

favourite fuel of settlers and travellers, and, of course,

render them an easy prey to the destructive "bush

fire;" in fact, one of the largest bush fires I have
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ever seen was one mging through a forest of I'rotcns.

These plants arc called by settlers the Sugar Bush,

and form the favourite liaunt of Nectarinia, or the

honey-bird ; in fact, some species of these birds arc

limited to the Proteas.

It must be remembered that the country of which

I am speaking is the termination of the Drakensberg

Mountains, and is situated just out of the tropic of

Capricorn, so that, working from one elevation to

another, the vegetation must be varied and numerous,

although it was in no wise rich, or what we might

expect to find at such a latitude. About 200 miles

to the north of this part, the Zoutpansberg and

Spelunkcn Mountains present a far more luxuriant

and tropical vegetation ; a fact which I learned

front several hunters and traders, besides having seen

a few dried plants from there. It was my intention to

collect in these mountains, by reaching them through
the famous Sekidcune's country ; but for the last two
years this chieftain has forbidden the white man to

traverse his country, which is known to be extremely
rich in natural history—plants and minerals, es-

pecially gold. As this country exists between the

Drakensberg and the Spehmken. I was very anxious
to pass through it ; but all attempts were in vain,

and the late Sekukune outbreak rendered it im-
possible.

To convey an idea of what may be expected farther

north, I will describe a few of the best plants found
in this district. The grassy level slopes and mountain
tops, besides producing Proteas and Heaths, were ex-

tremely rich in herbaceous plants, which at this

time of the year made the hill-sides sparkle with
their bloom. Cyclopia genistoides, .and another

si)ecies, were very showy, and in places covered acres

of ground ; their short, compact and dumose habit,

and wonderful display of orange flowers, collected in

terminal racemes, ought to make them great favourites

with English gardeners. Thymelea; is one of the

l>rincipal natural orders, and possesses some species
of remarkable beauty, as Gnidia pinifolia, G. im-
bricata, G. tomentosa, G. sericea, G. pubescens,
Passerina cephalophora, Lachnsea filamentosa, and
L. eriocephala. Some of these Thymeleie have a

similar habit to the Cyclopias, with terminal heads of
pale yellow woolly flowers. Salvia colorata, and
the gorgeous Gerardia, made lovely pictures when
intermixed with the Gnidia and Cyclopia. This
species of Gerardia is a lovely plant, and has a most
striking effect when growing in large masses on the
sides of the hills, for its numerous and large white
flowers, with minute leaves and prostrate habit, con-
vey the idea of a patch of sparkling snow. It is

herbaceous, and generally consists of three stems,
about I foot in length, having a good supply of
opposite, sessile, exstipulate, ovate-lanceolate leaves,

of a bright green colour. Kach leaf produces from
its axil a solitary flower on a short peduncle ; calyx
campanulate, of four sepals, and about an inch in

length
; corolla of four petals, which form a tube

4 inches in length, and then spread out to a diameter
of 2 inches. These large flowers stand erect from
the prostrate stems, and are snow-white in colour.

Knowing the Gerardias of North America to be
parasites, and that all attempts to introduce them
have failed, I was greatly surprised to find this

species only slightly parasitic on the roots of a dwarf-
growing grass, and found no difliculty in trans-

planting it, as long as I allowed a little grass to grow
with it. On pressing this it turns quite black, and
the watery secretion in the corolla tube is a good sub-

stitute for ink. Towards the verge of the mountain
levels the soil is very shallow, and the primitive

rocks, which are here exposed, present romantic and
grotesque appearances, from being much waterworn
when this land was being elevated. Amongst these

rocks the soil is a dark sandy loam, and in it I found
several interesting plants—one in particular, a sjiecies

of Acanthonema. This plant consists of one leaf,

oblique, the largest 2 feet by i foot, very prominent
veins, the upper surface glaucous and corrugated,

beneath pale green, and thickly covered with red

aspcritous spots ; margin sinuous, and deeply crenate.

This large fleshy leaf lies flat upon the ground, and
produces, from its base, a compjund scorpoidal cyme,

about 18 inches high, and bearing numerous dull red

flowers. It was very abundant, but seems to be

limited to this locality.

Another remarkable plant was a \'el]o?.ia—an

indigenous branching shrub, with a peculiar and

unusual habit, greatly enhanced by a good show of

rich mauve flowers, suspended on long wiry peduncles.
|

The stem is very nrm, erect, 5 feet high, branchiiig iii an

irregular manner, and covered with the persistent bases

of the leaves. Leaves linear, spinose at the margin, 6

—

12 inches long, and on old plants form large tufts at the

end of the branches, which, with the numerous, solitary

and axillary flowers is a bouquet in itself. Where the

soil amongst these rocks is of sufticient depth,

numerous shrubs and small trees aboimd, some of

which are exceedingly pretty and well worth the

florist's attention. There was one lovely shrub, which

I think belongs to or comes near the Escallonias ;

compact in habit, 3 feet high and upwards, with leaves

opposite anil alternate, ovate-acuminate, entire,

glabrous and dark green ; it was literally covered

with large, terminal, compounil corymbose panicles

of bloonr. The calyx consists of three l)rown mem-
branaceous sepals ; corolla of 6—7 linear and sinuous

perigynous petals, an inch in length, and of a snow-

white colour, with a dark rose base. To appreciate

and understand the beauty of this shrub it must be

seen growing amongst these rocks—usually the home
of Aloes and other sombre-looking plants, amongst

which this plant with its delicate bloom and aromatic

odour seems entirely out of place.

Near to the banks of streams, in these valleys,

where there are no trees, such plants as Ixias, Irids,

Galaxia, Sparaxis pendula ; Aspalathus sericeus, Aga-

panthus umbellatus, Tritonia aurea and three other

species, Tritoma, Streptanlhera cuprea, and innumer-

able terrestrial Orchids ; Orobanchc, Thymelea, rank

fruticose Composit;i;, especially the families Senecio

and Asteria3 ; numerous Scrophulariads and Solanunis,

Rubus luteola, Polygala speciosa, Lantana salvifolia,

two species of Leonotis, several Microcachrys, abound.

The Tree Fern, Cyathea Dregei, seems to love these

open and exposed situations, and gives a remarkable

effect where growing away from all other vegetation.

There are also two species of Arbutus, which often

occupy the whole side of a hill, and supply the natives

with a fruit of no mean flavour. For variety and

beauty the damp, shady old forests which fill (he

ravines and kloofs of these mountains are equal to

any jilace in the world, for the old trees and rocks

are covered with Ferns, Orchids and Mqsses ; whilst

gigantic climbers, callecl "monkey ropes," often

bind the trees into impenetrable clumps. The under-

growth is almost entirely composed of ferns and a

few herbaceous plants. Streptocarpus Rexii and two

other species were very common, also numerous
varieties of Begonia, one of which was a stemless

plant, with minute leaves and a large quantity of deep

red flowers, often covering the tops of old rocks
;

and a shade-loving Aloe grew on almost every tree.

Seeing so many epiphytal orchids, I greatly expected

to find something w^orth having, but all turned out

insignificant bloomers, generally of a green colour,

and in habit resembling the Bolbophylli.

The Ferns here form a field of study in themselves,

although nearly all the species growing in this district

have been collected and described from the Kaarkloof

Range, 500 miles further south, in the Natal colony.

These P'erns have been mainly brought to light by such

enlightened gentleman as the Rev. Mr. Buchanan, Mr.

Saunderson, and Mr. Wood, of the said colony. This

being a favourite class of plants with me, and having

Hooker's invaluable Synopsis FiUcuin^ and other

books of reference, I made it a special study. In this

district I pressed over 180 diftcrcnt species, and to

give my readers an idea of the richness of these vast

ferneries, I will enumerate a few of the most important
ones. Hypolepis anthriscifolia, H. amaurorachis, H.
Bergiana, Asplenium heterodon, A. contiguum, A.
alatum, A. laserpitiifolium, A. liillardieri, A.
Kraussii, A. monanthemum, A. flabeliiforme, A.
ebeneum, A. anisophylhnn, A. flaccidum, Cystopteris

iragilis, and C. hirta. Pteris aquilina var. esculenta

is very abundant, and covers tracts of land miles in

extent ; it is also eaten by the natives and hunters.

Gleichenia polypodioides, G. dichotoma and varieties

.abound towards the tops of the ravines, as they do not

care for a damp, shady situation, always preferring an
exposed but damp position ; Mohria thurifraga, under
many forms and very common here, also i)refeis an
exposed place; Gymnogramma totta, G. rosea anci t;.

aurea ; Niphobolus rupestris, N. Lingua, Polypodium
Phymatodes, P. Dryopteris, P. piloselloides, P.

venosum, P. irioides, P. trichodes, P. dubium, P.

lyco])odioides, P. attenuatum, P. submarglnatum,
Oleandra nodosa, Vitlaria zosterifolia, Pteris hastala,

in forms varying from 2 inches to 3 feet in height
;

P. sulcata, P. quadriaurita, P. serrulata, P. semipin-

nata, and P. longifolia ; Adiantum lunulatum, A.
Capillus-Veneris, A. cethiopicum, Nephrodium molle,

N. patens, Lastrea athamantica, several Aspidiuras,

an Elaphoglossum, and some Davallias, besides the

Tree Ferns I have mentioned before. Chris, MiulJ.

C'|)c l)illa 6;ut)cii.

Decline of Peach Trees on Walls.—A Buck-

inghamshire Villa gardener is in a sad strait because

the Peach trees he is constantly planting against his

garden walls do not grow. He is contiju\ally buying

and planting, and year Ifter year, instead of a

generous growth gladdening his eyes, he has the mis-

fortune to see the trees gradually dwindle and die. He
is without much knowledge of the management and

necessary soil for Peach trees, and depends mainly

on the advice of an old gardener of antiquated

notions and imperfect information.

On the east, north, and south sides the garden is

enclosed by buildings, and, as it is not of great extent,

it is very close and hot in summer. The soil is of a

light and porous character, a kind of stony marl

resting on sand and gravel. It is not particularly

holding, and moisture rapidly passes away from it,

and as no efforts arc put forth to mitigate the effects

of the heat of the sun and the drought h hich follows,

the trees, as might be supposed, have but a poor

time of it. " Where the soil is naturally shallow

and resting on a subsoil that is dry and gravelly,"

remarks Mr. Thompson, in the Gardeners' Assistant,

" it often happens that the tree suffers much from

want of moisture in dry weather. Exposed to the

accumulated heat of the sun's rays, often above 100°,

the leaves evaporate an astonishing amount of moisture,

as long as the roots can supply it. Whilst any

moisture is to be found within their reach they will

'

rapidly absorb it, but when all is exhausted their

action must cease, and the condition of the tree must

undergo a change for the worse, for it cannot be

supposed that the foliage, which was in a healthy

state whilst evaporation was fully supplied, can con-

tinue in the same state when that supply is almost

entirely stopped. Although the supply of moisture

from the roots may have ceased, e\aporation will

soon continue drawing to a considerable extent from

the juices of the tree ; then it is that red-spider com-

mences its most determined attacks, and these, if not

arrested, would almost ruin the tree in one season."

That is no doubt a correct description of the causes

operating to bring about the condition of the parti-

cular trees above referred to. They were planted in

autumn, and before they could get rooted into the

soil the heat of summer comes, and the trees are

literally withered up.

TJie Keniciiy.—When the matter was referred to

us, as to the best plan to be adopted, the reply was
easy and obvious. In the first place it is necessary
thoroughly to change the soil. The present one is

unfitted to the well-being of the trees. It is both
poor and open, and cannot supjily the trees with

adequate nourishment. Our .ad\ice was to take out a

quantity of the old soil, a yard in depth at least, and
of a corresponding width, and to put in its place some
good fibry loam, or a good garden soil, mixed with

well decomposed manure. A compost of dung and
loam is better for the Peach than dung alone, being

more lasting and not so apt to cause the trees to gum.
The soil being removed in the way indicated, it needs

to be allowed to subside a bit before planting takes

place. If the renewal of the soil takes place in Sep-
tember, the planting of new trees can be done early in

October, autumn being generally considered tlte best

time for ]^lanting, for " the vegetation of the Peach
takes plaice c.ii]y in spring, and when the plant is then
reniu\ l,I il ix> ci\ l^ a check which is injurious to it."

\\'c UirlhL-i lecumniended that, as soon as the trees

are planted, the surface soil, as far as the roots extend,

be mulched with stable litter—not heavy wet dung
reeking with heat and moisture, but a layer of lightish

stable dung of an ordinary character. This keeps
frost from penetrating to the roots before they get

well established in the soil, and also cool and com-
fortable, if, as sometimes hajipens, October and
November prove warm ami drying. There is yet

another advantage derived from the mulching—it is

valuable as a fertiliser when decay takes place in the
following spring and summer.

Then to guard against the drying process, which
appears to have almost shri\elled up the trees just

when spring was changing to summer and the sun
gained greater power in the day, frequent syringings
overhead were recommended, with copious waterings
and mulchings at the roots. It is only in this way
that a balance between moisture and evaporation can
be maintained. It had never suggested itself to the

old gardener to syringe, water, or mulch the trees ;

but if these precautions were adopted in the future,

we could assure them that a chance of life was
offered them, and of vigorous life, too, if the atten-

tions on the part of the cultivator backed up in a

resolute manner the advice given.
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Apricot Irees iilanlcd against these walls and in the

same soil were doing much belter than Teaches, which

was perhaps not to lie wondered at. The nature of

the soil suited them lietter. Tlley, however, had a

slaned look, for the use of the watering-jjot, syring-

ing!., and mulchings had been denied them. There

is such a thing aa cruelly to trees ; and who hnows
but that they possess em itions, and that Ihey arc so

constituted as to endure p.iin flowhis from neglect.

6ai't)cn (i)pcn\tion.s.

FLOWER GARDEiV, ETC.
Many of the gardener's duties are essentially pro-

spective ; he has to provide to-day for the require-

ments of the garden many months hence ; so that it

i, important that ihe work of propagation should

have duo attention at the proper season. Scarlet

I'elargoniums are generally the first to be operated

upon, and early-struck cuttings have the best chance

of becoming well rooted, and best able to withstand

the vicissitudes of winter. Verbenas shoidd follow,

as these are likewise much benefited by a good

stock of roots to carry them through the w inter in their

store-pots. Another ad vantage is gained by beginnirig

early with \'erbenas, as they will not require the aid

of artificial heat to strike, and hence may be brought

forward with more exposure to light and air, ensuring 1

a hardy and sturdy constitution ; but the best efforts

are often defeated by the insidious attacks of aphides,

so that an occasional fumigation is necessary to a ;

healthy state of growth, both for Verbena and several

other kinds of bedding plants, cuttings of which
|

should be inserted in their store-pots as soon as pos-

sible, so as to allow them a period of hardening by

exposure to the open air before the winter sets in.

There is no need to enter largely into the propagation

of the greater portion of bedding plants at this season.

A few store-potsofeach will generally supplyample cut-

lings for spring propagation. Petunias for bedding pur-

jioses are so easily grown from seed that it is hardly

worth while to trouble about keeping cuttings through

the winter, unless any particular colour is wanted in

masses. Lobelias of such sorts as, to be kept true,

must be jiropagated by cuttings, should now be in

store-pots, reserved from the spring planting, and

kept from flowering in accordance with former direc-

tions ; but many of these, again, come so true from

carefully saved seed that, unless for particular pur-

poses, much trouble may be saved by trusting

to it ; but a sufficient stock of Salvia, Heliotrope,

Cuphea, Coleus, Iresine, and Ageratum, must be

got into iheirstore-pots as soon as possible. Mesembry-

anthcmmn cordifolium variegatum should be com-

menced at once, as this is generally required in great

numbers. As many boxes or pans should now be filled

as there can be found cuttings for the purpose. They

will strike now in a close frame or pit without the

aid of artificial heat, being kept shaded for a time,

and then gradually hardened by exposure. These

will stand a much better chance of wintering safely

than the plants wdiich are struck later on by the aid

of artificial heat, and will likewise furnish the best

stock of cuttings for spring propagation. Cuttings

of .\lternanthera of the various sorts are plentiful

now, and in a good state for propagation. A good

number of small store-pots should therefore be filled

at once and placed on a little bottom-heat, and if care

is taken that they are never allowed to flag they will

soon root, and may then be removetl to a cooler tem-

perature and free ventilation for a time, but remem-

bering that it will require nearly a stove temperature

to winter them in, they must not have the free exposure

w hich may be given to such plants as may be winte:

sect pests, and the roots must be in the happy medium

of neither too wet nor too dry. If the leaves are still

green, soft and rather flimsy in texture, get the trees

as near the glass as possible and keep up a higli tem-

perature by day ; from the lights being kept rather

close the wood will ripen very well by the aid of the

glass alone, but if the trees are to bear a crop of good

fruit next year the leaves and wood also must

speedily assume a reddish-brown tinge. Keep the

soil in the pots of such trees that have not yet

riiicned the wood rather dry, but by no means

permit the drying-otT system for orchard-liouse trees

of any ilescription. See that any potting not yet done

is seen to as speedily as possible. Keep the leaves of

the trees recently jwtted moist by frequent syringing

until they are established. Keep the house clean and

the walks and borders neat. I keep Peach and Nec-

tarine trees indoors, but as soon as the fruit of Pears,

Plums, Apples, and Cherries is gathered, I remove the

trees out-of-doors. Many persons think it is a waste

of good space under glass, and mis-spending

of \aluable time, to grow Ajiple trees in pots. Pro-

bably it is in most cases, but we cannot grow good

fruit in our garden at Loxford Hall ; and the differ-

ence between fruit grown under glass and out-of-

doors is so marked that an expert would scarcely

recognise the fruit to be the same. The sorts I grow

are Early Strawberry, Early Julien, Keinette Jaune

Hative, Kerry Pippin, and Calville Blanche. I have

grown a few of the American sorts, such as the

Northern Spy, Melon, and Mother, liut they have

not been so satisfactory as our own English sorts.

Kerry Pippin is particularly fine gathered from pot

trees. The fruit is as large again as that grown in the

open garden ; it is also clear, almost transparent.

Calville Blanche is a splendid Apple from pot trees,

it is necessary to thin it out well, when it can be

grown as large and fine as the best imported from

France. Perhaps the best Pear for orchard-house

culture is Louise Bonne of Jersey, worked as all

orchard-house Pear trees ought to be (that will work)

on the (Juince stock. I have had it very large and of

most excellent quality. The names of the best Pears

and other fruits were given at p. 147.

Orancf. Tki:ks in Pots.—Little can be added

to the directions given in previous numbers as

to general routine work. The fruit takes a loiig

time to swell and ripen. The secret of success is in

keeping up plenty of heat with moisture when the

fruit is growing, syringing the trees well, and keeping

the leaves and branches free from scale. Over-potting

is also to be avoided. There is a tree at Loxford in

an iiA-inch pot of the St. Michael's variety, which is

1 carrying its third crop of fruit, and it has been in the

same pot without any renewal of the soil for three

years. I have now surface-dressed it with the com-

I

post i find answers best—bones crushed to powder,

manure, and stiff loam. I use two parts of loam to

' one each of the bones and manure. Powdered

charcoal is also added to sweeten the mass, and I

protection. Having succeeded in destroymg all in-

sect life, a moderately dry warm atmosphere with

plenty of air will be found most conducive to the

complete maturation of the wood intended for pro-

ducing next year's crop ; and as Figs will stand and

benefit by any reasonable amomit of heat, the points

of the young growths may be encouraged to make

their way up to the glass as long as it is allowed to

remain over the trees. But when the foliage shows

signs of going to rest, the entire removal of tlie

lights from the south side oi the structure will Ic

found more beneficial to large pot-trees, grown upcn

the extension principle and plunged in concreted pils,

than annual removal to the open air, and there will

be less disposition on the part of the trees to cast then-

first and most anxiously looked-for crop of fruit. As

the term " pot Fig " may be taken in a very wide

sense, I may here explain that my trees occupy 20-

inch pots, are 6 to 10 feet high and about 6 feet

through. Where Fig trees can be planted out fur

filling large houses the roots should be restricted,

thoroughly drained, and if the stems can be trained

up against and allowed to root into a rough moist

wall on the north side on their way to the highest

point of the trellis,, thence to be trained to the south

ca^cs, they will produce heavy crops of fine fruit so

lon^ as the roots underground are confined and the

walT roots are kept su|)plied with liquid manure

through the growing season. For the encouragement

of stem toots as well as the retention of the ammonia

from the liquid, the back walls should be wired and

partially packed wilh moss or lumps of fibrous turf.

The Fig is a gross feeder, .and will take large supplies

of water if properly drained ; but a sour water-logged

soil is perhaps more fatal to the crop than the want

of water, particularly if the roots have a.firm hold of

materials that never become dust dr\-. ]V. Coleman.

flincv this last substance invariably gives a deep green ally occur. Almost all of the TrianK section wi

PLANT HOUSES.

Orchids.—An extra amount of attention will now

need to be exercised in the Cattleya-house, fur a great

number of the specimens are now getting well

advanced in their new growths, and as these, gradually

pushing up and expanding, are marks of successful

culture, and hold out promise of future disjilays, so

too, H hilst the new growths are just in a half-finished

stale, they are very apt to collect any drip that may

happen to be caused by the syringing of the plants on

blocks that may be suspended in their immediate

vicinity, or water from other causes may drop into the

hearts of the breaks, endangering their life and health.

.\ny blocks that may be too near had better be moved,

so that no drip may fall into the shoots. Above all

see that a regular and free use is made of the venti-

lators, both those of the top as well as the lower ones.

This freeadmissionofairwill materiallyaid in thedrying

up ofanvsuperabundant moisture, and at ihe same time

assist in the perfecting and hardening of the new

growth, thus enabling them to withstand the more

ly any little exce s of moisture that may occasion-

gloss to the leaves. I never surface-dress any trees

that have no I'ruit upon them. It is very undesirable

to crop sorts with large fruit like the St. Michael's

and Maltese Blood too heavy, whereas the Tangierine

will bear almost as many again, but they will not l:c

more than half the size. J. Douglas.

STRAWiiKKRiES IN POTS.—All plants that are still

unpolled should be seen to as early as possible, but
'

..e'U advanced with their growths, and doubtless in

the majority of cases have i^roduced flower-sheaths for

next winter's display. Much as we may enjoy any

Cattleya blooms during the spring and summer

months, there is such a jileasure and attractiveness

in visiting these houses in the winter time, when

almost everything outside is bare and cheerless, that a

good display of the Trianie section—including many

varieties, ranging as they do from pure white sepals

in the greenhouse or pits. From well-established i the proKable length of the season of growth before

case there are any weakly plants of special varieties ^„(j petals and deep yellow throat, up to the deep rosy

let them be encouraged for a few days longer in small - '^ • .... .. -.- :- -c . ..vi, ,„.,,. .,...„i»

pots, where they can be nursed and pushed along with

reduced labour so long as they require extra attention.

When they are potted up let the size of pot be con-

idered according to the condition of the plants a" '

j-pots such as these' Alternanlheras ought to bi

the work of propagation in the spring may be com-

menced early and a good stock secured ; Ihey will

require an occasional fumigation. Climbing Roses

and various other climbing plants, such as Clematis,

lasmine, the blue Passion-flower, Honeysuckle, &c.,

are growing very freely, and will require frequent

regulation by thinning out and removing .all exuberant

growth, particularly the strong shoots which Roses on

walls and trellises are apt to throw out at this season.

A few may be laid in where there are vacancies, or

where it may be necessary to cut out old worn-out

wood. After lying-in and making all neat a powerful

syringing with' the garden engine will be of great

service in forcing out dca.l foliage and cleansing them

from the filth left by noxious vermin, such as spiders

and snails. Roses in borders may still have the strong

growth cut back, and if treated for autumn blooming

must have the free help of liquid manure as well as

water in dry weather. Join: Cox, Rcdkaf.

ERLTT HOUSES.
theOrchard-hoise. — I would still urg

portance of paying as much attention to the trees now

as if it was mid-summer, they do not require so much

labour to be expended upon them as they do at that

time ; but the leaves must be kept quite free from in-

thein. I have, I tTiink, in a recent Calendar adverted

to the fact that plants that receive their final shift

about the first week in August are invariably the best

fruiters : and why ? simply because their season of

growth is not obstructed by so many vicissitudes as

earlier grown plants, which are as a rule grown in

small pots, and are thereby influenced by a predis-

]->osition to start into .second growth in the autumn.

These matters all require personal consideration. Our

plants are growing apace lately. They require thin-

ning out if they are at all crowded, and where worms

are at all troublesome it is a good plan to have wooden

spars laid under the jiots, filling up the intervening

spaces with coal-ashes or cinders. Keep the same side

of the crown to the sun all through the season, and re-

move runners and weeds as theymaketheirappearance.

Those plants that have been retained for autumn fruit-

ing should be gradually taken to a warm, sheltered

aspect, and" encouraged into a fruiting condition as

requirements may demand. /('. Hinds. Ollcrspool.

Figs.—When the early forced pot-trees have been

cleared of the second crop of fruit, the foliage may be

thoroughly cleansed from dust and red-spider liy the

free use of the garden engine. The roots may also

have another soaking with tepid liquid, and if those

near the surface become exposed a little non-con-

ducting material may be laid on the top by way of

forms, where the labellum is of a rich rosy purple

—should ever be aimed at, for in this species,

with such varieties as here indicated, one can never

err in adding fresh ones to the collection. The

flowers, too, during the winter months, when the

houses are much drier than at any other time of the

year will remain perfectly fresh for a period of from

four' to six weeks, a fact of sufiicient importance for

those to bear in mind who have to supply a large

quantity of choice flowers for cutting or decirative

purposes. C. Mendelii, too, is a free-growing sj ecies,

and of this several distinct varieties are to be met

with. This is now, however, so often to be seen at

the spring and summer exhibitions that it is only

needful to refer to its beauty and the aid it renders on

occasions of this nature. C. Eldorado splendens is a

most beautiful form, far superior to the specie.s

Eldorado, though this is pretty in its way. 1 hese will

now in many cases be in .bloom, the flower-sheaths

coming up with the new growth, and by the time the

bulb is formed the flowers inish up and expand in all

their beauty. The flowers of the splendens variety

are of good size, the sepals .and petals being of a rich

rose colour, with a large tube-shaped labellum, while

the throat is of a bright orange surrounded by a band

of pure white, this again being followed by a margm

of a deep rosy purple. The blooms, which will remain

in beauty for a period of four weel<s, have a nrost

powerful and agreeable perfume. This form I find

succeeds much the best on a block, its numerous

roots, delighting to run over the hard surface, will

soon throw out a quantity of short lateral rootlets.

W. Sman, Fallo-^vfidd.
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THE time of year is now .it hand ine-

verently termed the " big Gooseberry '

season, and doubtless we shall not be long
before we hear of, but do not see, blue Dahlias,
Apples of the size of school globes, or some
such portents. Indeed we have already heard
of the Australian Platycerium alcicorne being
found ri'/A/ on Cadcr Idris !—a good beginning.
The Bedfori^lshire Natural Historj' Society and
Field Club has been doing its best to pre\ em
the future appearance of one of these big Goose-
berries, and we hardly know whether to feel

grateful to it or no. It is so refreshing to ha\e
these old stories, whose fallacies have been
exposed o\ er and over again, brought before us
as if we had ne\er heard of them before, and
narrated with all the con\iction and faith of a
newly-ascertained fact. Of course, it is not the
story that is refreshing—musty old thing !—but
the way in which successive generations always,
with unwavering faith in their own accu-
racy, narrate it. No matter how false the
story in essence, the veracity of the narrator is

always clear and unspotted—hence the sense of
perennial freshness. It seems a pity to dis-

illusion such people, but, indeed, in some cases
it can't be done. What they were told, that
they believe ; <! forliori, what they saw, or
thought they saw, that they cling to, with a
faith deserving of admiration if only the object
were worthy of it.

The particular case before us is the Oat-
Barlev question. The belief that Oats may be
converted into Barley is an old one, and a
widely spread one. It is shared not only by
ordinary folk, but by some at least whose intelli-

gence and powers of obser\ation might have
been expected to protect them from falling into
such errors. The last time this question was
alluded to in these columns, we were startled to
find one of our leading and most deservedly
respected agriculturists acknowledging himself a
firm believer in the possibility of the transmuta-
tion of Oats into Barley.

The worthlcssness of the evidence generally
adduced in favour of this notion was ruthlessly
exposed by Mr. Ei.ger before the Bedfordshire
Field Club. But such an exposure failed to produce
conviction—very izw people are ever convinced
by an argument, ho\\ever logical. The Bedford-
shire Field Club thereupon resolved to test the
matter practically—a course for which we be"
leave heartily to commend them, and to hold
up their example as a model to be followed by
similar Field Clubs all over the country. There
are plenty of questions waiting to be solved by
practical experiment besides this of the Oat-
Barley, but this by the way. We take from the
Bedfordshire Mercury the following account of
the experiments, calling special attention to the
sentence in brackets at the end of the first

paragraph as an illustration of one way in which
an erroneous impression may be generated :

"On March 27, 1877, a sample ol while Oats was
sown in six rows in the presence of Dr. Adams, Mr.

Ekins, Mr. Elger, anii Mr. Hurst, after being carefully

cx.aniiiied, and all foreign grains that were detected
removeU. Wc will call this sowing Batch I. [I wouM
remark that tiuile 10 per cent, of this sample when
purcliased consisted of Barley and other grain.]

" On April II, 1877, six rows of black Tartarian Oats
were sown in the presence of the same members of the
committee. We will call this sowing Batch II.

"On .May 29, 1877, the white Oats (Batch I.), sown on
March 27, having attained a height of about 18 inches,

were cut down to within .about 2 inches of the ground,
the same niembers of the commiuee being present.

"On June 16, 1877, the white Oats (B.atch I.), h.aving

attained the height of about 20 inches, were cut the

second lime, The black Tartarian Oals (Batch II.),

having attained a height of 24 inches, were cut the first

time, the same members of the committee being present.
'

' On July 5, 1877, six rows of Friesland Oats were sown,
which we will call Batch III. The white Oats (aitch I.)

were cut llie third lime, and the black Oats (Batch II.)

the second time, in the presence of Dr. Adams, Mr.
B.\rkham, Mr. Ekins, and Mr. Hurst.
"On July 28, 1877, the white Oats (Batch I.) were cut

the fourth time, the black Oats (Batch II.) the third

lime, and the Friesland Oals (Batch III.) were left

untouched, the members of the committee present being
Dr. .'\dam.s, Mr. Hn.LHOUSE, and Mr. Hurst.

" On .August 14, 1877, the white Oals (Batch I.) were
cut the fifth tiiue, and the black Oals (Batch II.) ihe

fourth lime. Botll crops, especially the former, becoming
very scanty. The Friesland Oals (Batch III.) were cut

the first lime, the crop having attained a height of at

least 18 inches. The members of the committee present
being Dr. AuAMS and Mr. HuRST.
"On September 3, 1877, Ihe few remaining plants of

the white Oats (Batch I.) were cut the sixth time, and
the few remaining plants of the black O.als (Batch II.)

were cut the fifth lime. The Friesland Oats (Batch III. ),

which had attained the height of about 18 inches, were
cut the second liiue, in the presence of Dr. Adams and
Mr. Hurst.
"On November 25, 1877, each of the three batches of

Oats sown were cut. Of the while Oats (Batch I.) only
a few plants remained. The black Oals (Batch II.) and
the Friesland Oats (Batch III.) were in a flourishing

state, having attained a height of about 12 inches.

Members of the committee present, Mr. Elger and Mr.
Hurst.
"Hence Batch 1., the white Oats, were cut down

altogether seven times ; Batch II., the black Tartarian,

six limes ; Batch III., the Friesland Oats, three limes.

Immediately after this final cutting the plants were
covered with cinder ashes to protect them during the
approaching winter.

" The result of the experiment up to the present time
(July, 1878) is as follows :—

" In Batch I. (Ihe white Oals) out of all the six rows
planted there are now standing three Oat plants and
one Barley plant. In Batch II. (the black Tartarian
Oats) there are nineteen Oat plants and one Barley
plant. In Batch III. (the I''riesland Oats) there are
thirteen Oat plants and no Barley plants. Of Batches
II. and III. not more than half the plants have survived.

"In order 10 test the question as to the relative h.ardt-

hood of Oals and Rarley, we were allowed, through the
kindness of Mr. Coleman, of Si. Mary's .\bbey, to plant
a large sample of Barley in his garden on April 13, 1877.
This was cut down six times but has survived all the
operations performed upon it, and the crop now standing
is as fine in quantity and quality as it w.as last year.

" One broad fact is, I think, esl.-iblished by our ex-

periment, viz. : That the Oat plant is far less able to
survive the cutting down process than the B.arley

:

thisis shown by the white Oats (Batch I.) which were
cut down seven tiines with the result of almost clearing
them off. Of Batches II. and III. only about one-half
remain—Batch II., the black Tartarian Oat. being
apparently the most hardy plant of all, as it was cut
down six times and yet about half of the original plants
survive. Our experiment with Oats in Mr. Burst's
garden seems an admirable illustration of the Dar-
winian theory of ' the survival of the fittest,' and
I think taken in connection with the Barley experiment
at Mr. Coleman's it affords a very prob.able ex-

planation of the so-called tmnsmulation theory.

Suppose that instead of carefully examining the white-

Oat sample of Batcli I., which was found to include
at least 10 per cent, of foreign grain (mostly Rirley)
we had committed it to the earlh in the same state

as it was when we received it— what would have
been the result? We should have had the three Oat
plants—sole survivors of the cutting down process,

and in addition every one of the Barley plants due to the
overlooked Barley grains contained in the scandalously
impure sample purchased. As it is, you will have
remarked that we have one Barley plant 10 account for

in Batches I. and 11. In the face of what has been said
as to the impurity of the commercial samples we used, it

is hardly likely that any one of common sense, whether
he be a transmutationist or not, will consider that the

presence of these solitary plants proves anything except
that vendors of seed do not sell the pure unmixed article

they profess to do, and that there is a limit to the sharp-
ness of the most critical eyes. The differences, physio-
logical and chemical, which exist between the Oat and
Barley plants are so great that the asserted transmutation
of one into the other in the space of a few months seems
from a botanical point of view to be an impossibility

;

but those who look part in thc^ experiment I have
described endeavoured as far as possible lo throw all

their preconceived scientific notions of what ought or
ought not 10 result from it to the winds and to test the

matter without prejudice."

A subsequent speaker furnishes a probable

explanation of the circumstance

—

"That the Barley said to be obtained from the Oat
plant is stronger in the straw , of improved quality, and
obtains a higher price in the market, than that which is

produced from pure Barley seed, and that it is praised by
the brewers for yielding an extract of superior strength

and flavour. If the Oat plants perished, and a few stray

Barley seeds germinated and survived a year's pruning
and the inclemency of the winter, you might expect in

the second year the plant, being thoroughly established,

would become more vigorous than one allowed in its first

year to produce seed, that the straw would become
stronger, and the corn itself of finer quality. By checking
for a time the reproductive powers of plants of various
kinds, they progress rapidly in size and vigour. Our
agricultur.al e.xpsrimentalists, while striving at what is

impracticable, have in all probability made a discovery
that will lead to important improvement not in one only,

but in all the various kinds of grain. Our Oats that have
survived the second year, as well as the Barley, have
become very productive and lirxuriant."

Now hear the other side. Mr. Ekins relates

the following circumstantial story :

—

" In the year 1852 I was induced to try the experiment
mentioned in the sixth volume of Chambers Miscdhiiiy.
by sowing some white Oats in June, 1852, in my father's'

garden at Woodhurst, Huntingdonshire, in the presence
of John Carev, our gardener. These Oats were cut
down according to the instructions in Chambers' sixth

volume, preserved through the winter, and I find in my
diary, May 30, 1853, ^" ear of Barley was distinctly

seen on the Oat sown plants, and the produce of my
experiment in 1853 was distinctly Barley of a very thin
quality, and only a small quantity, of which 243 kernels
were dibbed or sown on a plot of land 3 yards by
4t yards by Edward Dri.ng, one kernel in each hole.
The produce of this was four small sheaves, threshed by
the same person, and yielded about 2 pecks of Barley,
and I h.ave continued to keep some of this stock of
Barley in my possession up to this year, 1878. In the
year 1856 I tried the same experiment, but lost all

my plants in the winter. In 1857, July 2, I sowed
three rows of white Oats in a garden at Woodhurst,
in the presence of John Carey, which were treated as
before, and the result w.-is as formerly. Barley—an ear
of w hich, July 14, 1858, was sent to Professor LiNDLEV,
through Mr. M. Foster, of Huntingdon. I am not
alone in trying this experiment. The late Mr. Ulysses
Payne, of Goldington, and Mr. Daniels, of Swavesey,
Cambs, also Mr. J. H. Blundell, of Woodside, near
Luton, succeeded in obtaining Barley from Oats.
A Mr. Cowi'ER, of Wappenham, near Towcester,
Northamptonshire, succeeded in growing Wheat from
Dutch Oats treated in the same manner. One fact I

must mention respecting this avenine aarley—its dif-

ference from any other sort of Barley
; the straw is

stronger and stands erect, while other Barley falls and
becomes laid down."

What a pity Mr. Ekin.s did not send to

Professor LiNDLEV the ear of Barley which he
alleges that he distinctly saw " on [one of the]

Oat-sown plants." More unfortunate still is it

that he did not send the " Oat-sown plant '' with
" the ear of Barley on it."

When ^ve ha\e \entured to question the
accuracy of statements like that made in all

good faith by Mr. Ekins, we have been favoured
with samples of the Barley, sometimes in the
ear, more frequently from the sample bag, and
we have been expected to beliexe that unmis-
takable Barley grain was the produce of Oats
treated as before stated. We are quite open to

conviction, and when some one faxours us with
a plant in the ear which presents indications of
the change in question—we will give it our
most attentive consideration.

It seems to us evident that, from the preva-
lence of the belief among persons of undoubted
good faith, there must be some basis for their
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statements, and the Bedfordshire Kick! Club

has done good service by endeavouring to

ascertain what that is.

One very curious circumstance regarding this

matter is, that the class of persons who believe

in the comparatively sudden, and so to speak

violent, changes of Oats into Barley, are pre-

cisely those who would repudiate most vehe-

mently the idea that mankind and monkey-kind

could have had in an inconcei\ably remote past

a common origin. But surely the difference

between the structure of the Oat-plant and that

ofthe Barley is little, if any, less (at any rate in the

eyes of a botanist) than that between the bodily

conformation of a man and that of a monkey.

If Oats and Barley are capable of transmu-

tation the one into the other in one season, we
can see no reason whate\'er why a similar

transmutation of a monkey into a man, or vice

versa, might not take place within an equally

short period. Here's a new subject for inquiry

for the Field Clubs of Great Britain 1

Trai'.-v natans.— Every now .nnd then wc
fall in with this very old friend and never see it without

recognising the interest attaching to it. For some

reason or other those who have this interesting plant

often fail to keep it for any length of time, possibly

because its seeds are not always sufficiently ripened.

The curious fruit, with its four hooks, which act as

grapplers, contains a single large seed abounding

in starch, so that they are used as food in Southern

Europe. By the French they are known as iMarroiis

tl^caii. Water Chestnuts. From the submerged stems

proceed fine thread-like segments, which may he

roots or may he submerged leaves. The floating

leaves are deltoid in shape and borne on a thickened

stalk which serves as a float. The mode of

germination is highly curious, and the whole plant

is well worthy the attention of those interested in

plants. A paper with illustrations relating to this

aquatic will be found in the Annaks ties Sciences

NaturcUes, third series, vol. ix. This comprises the

fullest account known tons ofthe history and structure

of this singular plant. The plant may he seen in

the stove tank at Kew at the present time, and we
lately saw a thriving specimen growing in a tub in

the Liverpool Botanic Garden. (.See fig. 40, p. 213.)

RF.I'ORTERS at TilK Pakis Exiii-

niTION.—Among the reporters selected by the

•Society of Arts to examine and report on the

various industries at the Paris Exhibition, we learn

that Mr. George Stanton, gr. to John Nohi.e,

Esq., Park Place, Henley-on-Thames, has been

appointed to report on horticulture. Mr. Stanton
was selected by the above-mentioned .Society also foi

the same purpose at the Paris Exhibition in 1S67.

Mr. J. B. Grant, ofthe Shaw Farm, Windsor, son

of Mr. CjRANT, the Factor at Skiho Castle, Huther-

landshire, has been selected to report on agriculture.

BossiN Cabbage Lettuce.—This variety

was found to stand best among the large numlier of

varieties tried at Chiswick this season, and it was
singular to note that while heads of all other varieties

had bolted oflT to seed, the Bossin was as unbroken as

when it was hearting in. It is not a taking-looking

Lettuce, being somewhat large and coarse-looking,

with brownish tinted fringed leaves. Of its standing

qualities there can be no doubt, and after all it is the

inside of a Lettuce that salad-eaters are most con-

cerned about.

N'n.LA Tiiuret.—Many of our readers will

emember the illustrations we gave from the garden

of the late M. TiuiRET, at Antibes, near Cannes. We
have already announced that, through the munifi-

cence of a relative of the late M. TtifRCT, this

unique garden has become the property of the

French nation, and that it is to be maintained as an

experimental garden for scientific and horticultural

purposes. It has been placed under the

directorship of M. Nai;din, than whom a more
competent person could not be found. We are now
requested to state that this garden is open to botan-

ists and students of all nations. Not only is

the garden thus thrown open to students, but all

the resources o^ the establishment, living plants,

herbaria, books, &:c., will be at their dis-

posal. More than this, students will be lodged

gratuitously for six weeks or longer, with the

consent of the Minister of Public Instruction. As
these facilities arc intended for bona fitle students of

botany or scientific horticulture, and not for mere
idlers, or dikl/an/i\ those who propose to avail them-

selves of this most liberal offer must be provided with

a reconnnendation from some well-known man of

science, or must themselves be known as scientific

investigators. We are requested to state that, subject

to the above conditions, English students will receive

a warm welcome and every facility for their studies.

The garden is one of the most remarkable we ever

saw, ils collections of the richest and most valuable,

while the proximity to the Mediterranean, the library,

the microscopes, the laboratory, give the Villa

Thuret an exceptional value. We earnestly trust

that such splendid opportunities will be utilised fully,

and that the hospitality of the French nation and the

munificence of Mdlle. Tin'REr may find their reward
in the advancement of Ijotany and horticulture.

Those who cannot visit this experimental garden may
perhaps be enabled to send seeds or plants of interest,

either for scientific or industrial purposes, from the

colonies, with the certainty that they will be duly

appreciated.

Carpeting a Stove Bed.— In a large span-

roofed stove at Lambton Castle the centre bed is

covered with Fittonia argyroneura, trailing about at

its will, and forming a dense carpet, amongst which
the principal plants stand, and look very well, in addi-

tion to which the leaves in the winter, when fresh

foliage for garnishing is scarce, are made to do duty
with fruit in this way.

Mr. Hunter's Seedlini; Fig, from simply
an inspection of the fruit, has been thought by some
not to be distinct from the Brunswick, but we have
never seen that variety fruit in the way the seedling

does at Lambton ; it is both extremely large and a

profuse bearer. Some of the fruits have weighed
8 oz. each.

Kew Gardens and Bank Holiday.—The
total number of \'isitors to the gardens on Augirit 5
was 57,121, of whom 3997 were admitted before one
o'clock. WMth reference to the earlier opening
question. Sir Trevor Lawrence has given notice

in the House of Commons of his intention to move
next session that it is desirable, in the opinion of the

House, that the whole or part ofthe Gardens should
be opened to the public at 10 A.M. on week-days, and
that there is nothing in the work of maintenance or in

the special objects of the Gardens to justify the exclu-

sion of ilie public from them until i I'.M.

Bananas in the South ov France.—
M. Naudin tells us that he has recently partaken of
Bananas ripened in the open air, ganz im frcicn Liifi,

at Cannes.

Struck rv Electricity.-A genuine case

of a tree struck by lightning may be seen at the

village of Micheldever, Hants. A tall Aspen Poplar

was struck by the active fluid about 40 feet from the

ground, and in its course downward the electricity

ploughed out a furrow of bark and wood 6 inches

wide down to the roots, blacking and withering the

small lir.mches on the stem in its course.

The FEitNs at Lamimon Castle are

grown in a house that affords very much more light

than the structures usually devoted to these plants,

and are very thinly shaded. The result is that all

are much more enduring than when grown in a darker
situation, and the tints of the young fronds of some
are almost indescribable— Adiantum Farle)'ense, for

instance. The fronds of this Fern, as is well known,
are influenced in colour by the light they receive, but

in the plants here it existed to an extent we have
not previously met with. The fronds, even those

almost fully grown, were of the most beautiful deep
pinkish magenta, and many other sorts were alike

inthienccd.

Death of Mr. James Fleming of New
York.—The Ganicnen' Monthly reports the death,

on July 10, of this well-known seedsman. Mr.
Fleming was born in Ayrshire, Scotland, in 1833,
and was consequently 45 years of .age. He was an

excellent type of the best class of Scotch gardeners

—

an educated, intelligent man, thoroughly versed, not

only in the varied details of all the branches of horti-

culture, but he was, besides, an excellent botanist.

He was so modest, unassuming, and unpretentious,

that only his most intimate friends were aware of his

varied acquirements, I"ew men of his age were

better known to the gardeners of New York than

James Jleming, and certainly none were more
beloved. Open-handed, open-hearted, genial, and
hearty always, he will long be remembered by score .

of poor fellows into whose plodding lives he threw

many a gleam of sunshine.

Hybrid CATri.EV.\.- Of all exiierimentalists

few have been more fortunate than Mr. DoMINY.
His success is not to be measured merely by his skill

and tact or the scientific v.due of his labours, but ab"
!>) results of a more tangible character, and such a

cm be ajipieciated by every one. The last of h.

arhieiements, and we do not think we shall be fat

wrong in saying the greatest, is the production of a
hybrid Cattleya, which is now in bloom in Messrs,

\'eitcii's nursery at Chelsea, and which will probably
be exhibited at the Floral Committee of the Royal
Horticultural Society on Tuesday next. It is a cross

between Cattleya Dowiana and x Cattleya Exoniensis,
or possibly Ladia purpurata, one of the parents of
X C. Exoniensis. Whatever be its origin, the plant
is remarkable for its free habit, in which it contrasts

favourably with C. Dowiana. The plant has elongated
fusiform pseudobulbs, oblong strap-shaped leaves,

slightly emarginate at the tip, and three flowers,

averaging each %\ inches in diameter. The sepals

are of a beautiful pink-mauve colour, the lip, which
is of the size and form of that of C. Dowiana, is of
an intense magenta-purple, undulated at the edges,
and marked at the base with radiating buff-yellow

lines. Orchid lovers should not fail . to see this

wonderfully highly coloured Cattleya. When they
do so they will appreciate the feelings of the raiser,

who has had to wait patiently for ten long years to see

the result of his skill. There is already a Cattleya

Dominiana, so that, that name cannot be applied to

this plant, but we doubt not our great orchidologist,

who is so skilful in the manufacture of approjiriate

names, will be able to suggest an anagram or a modi-
fication of Mr, Dominy's name, which shall suffice to

commemorate his achievement, without infringing

the rules of botanical nomenclature.

P.VRis Universal E.khiihtion.—One of

our c rrespondents send us the following notes on the

horticultural buildings and implements :

—

" In the Belgian section near the Restaurant Beige is

a nice iron house, built by Boissin of Paris, where M,
Linden, of Ghent, exhibits a good collection of hot-

house plants, such as Dracaenas, Crotons, P.alins, Fern,
Nepenthes, Bronu-lias, .\nthuriums, &e. Going towards
die railway station on ttie riglit hand side is another iron

structure, by Tliiry, jun. , with a collection of Palms.
&c., in it, but witli no exliibitor's name. Near the English
machinery department is a long iron span-roofed house,
having in the centre a group of Palms, from Wincke de
Jonghe, of Bruges, Retracing our steps towards the

Jena Bridge we find on our right hand side, near the
jjavilion of the liorticultural section, a good iron house
built by Lagnas, of Presles, with a group of Pelargo-
niums from Morlet, of I'"ontainebIeau, in the centre. In

one of the other divisions is a collection of .Vchimenes
from Duval, of Versailles, and in the other one a very
good collection from the Luxembourggarden (M. Jolibois,

gr.), of Cypripediums, Cattleyas, .Anguloas, Vandas, On-
cidiums, Bromelias, &e. Not far from this house is

another iron building with a pavilion in the centre by
Maurel & Stojckel, of Paris, with some large Palms from
Lebatteux, of Le Mans, and a good collection of smaller
specimens from Ch. Massart, nurseryman, of Brussels, One
ofthe nicest iron houses exhibited is that bniltby Mathiau
pere et fits. This house contains a collection of Caladiums
but we have never been able to get in, the house being
alw.rys locked. We were told that by coming late in the
afternoon we might have some chance to get in, as
.M, Bleu, who exhibits the Caladiums, has taken upon
himself not to open it, or rather to open it when he
likes. What would the English public think of such an
arrangement at an English show ? Not far Irom this is

a small span-roof house, with a nice lot of Peach trees in
pots, with plenty of fruit on, from Margoltin fils. Next
to the quay in a small house is the show of Etienne
Solomon, wine-grower of Thomery. The Vines look
healthy, and the fruit is very fair,

" We must now cross over the Seine towards the
Trocadero, Hhere in the grounds are several houses.
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0.1 ihi' right hand, niMr one of the entrnncc?, is tin iron

span-roofed lionse by Tronchon, leaving no plants in

it, but a lumdjer of small aquariums, with a very iii-

torchting collection of lish quite worth seeing, N'ut far

from tills house is a large rustic house, with no light, or

\erv little, wh.Me M. Chantin exhibits a large collection

of i'.dms.
'

'
On the left hand side, facing the I'alaee of the

Trocadero, is perhaps the best house of the exhibition,

by Lefebvre-Dormois, having in the centre a kind of

pa-,-ilion, with one span-roofed house on each side. At
the back of die pavilion is a small waterfdl, tastefully

arr.mged. The whole of the jjlnnts exhibited in this

hiuse belong to Constant Lemoine, of Angers. All the

plants are Very healthy, and they are correctly and legibly

labelled, which is not the case in any of the other

collections. M. Lemoine has staged in the pavilion a

group of large l-'ahus, Pandanus, &c. , and in one of die

adjoining houses a number of Caladiums and Bronielias,

i.n.l in the other house Dracfenas, Crotons, M.arantas,

itc. , all good plants.

"Close by is a small span-^-oof house by Lefebvre-

Dormois. full of pot \'ines bearing plenty of fruits. The
CAhibitor is die well-known Grape grower of Thomery,
M. Rose Charmeux. This gentleman, being on the jury,

has had the straightforwardness to have a big board stuck

in front of his Ions,' with the mention Iwn nwcaiirs.
• X small iron house of Mery Picard, of Paris, pre-

sents a new idea. The house is glazed with concave

panes of glass ; in case of rain the whole of the water is

made to collect in the centre of the panes. What the

advantage may be remains to be determined. In this

house M. Barbot, of Paris, has staged a goodish lot of

plants, but not one of them is labelled.

" Xearer to the quays we find a small iron house, shut

up, containing a collection of succulent plants ; a small

low house by G. Laillct, from Amiens, with a collection,

from Barbot, of course ivithout labels, of Caladiums and
Begoni.as.

"An iron span-roofed house, built by Leblond, of

^^ontnlOrency, contains a large collection of succulent

plants from the collection of Mnie. Steiner-Pfersdorff, of

St. Ouen. When we visited that house at 12 o'clock

we found tw'o females, belonging perhaps to the staff

of the builder or of the exhibitor, who had brought a

dirty table and two chairs ; they also had a baby (crying,

of course), and on that table they w'ere not only eating

but cooking their own dinner. Our own impression

of the houses and their contents is that, with the excep-

tion of t'lre^ or four, it would have been better not to

have exhibited them. The visitors seem never to give a

1 )ok inside the houses. During the five or six mornings
we have spent in the exhibition we have never seen more
than two visitors at a lime, which is not romark.able

considering the baby.

"In a long building receiving light from the top,

with the entrance next to Mr. John Wills' house, we
find part of the exhibits relating to garden implements
of all sorts, comprising a variety of tools of the usual

kind from noted French makers, .\mong these numer-
ous exhibits that of the firm known under the name of

a fit .]/i//iixt/r. which has its show-rooms in the Boulevard

Bmne Nouvelle, near the Porte St. Denis, is note-

wordiy. It is a most extraordinary establishment, com-
bining every requisite wanted in the garden, with fur-

niture of all sorts, apparatus for warming, bathing,

cooking, &c. It has lent the Comniissaire-General, for

the free use of the visitors in the Exhibition, over

400 seats of all sorts. What struck us most in the

articles exhibited in this group is a pump worked on a new
principle and so exceedingly light to work that a child

could do it easily. Hardiville, of Chambly (Oise), shows
.1 quantity of knives, scissors, &c., and amongst the

number an instrument called silcateHi'-c^lanticr, which

is very strong, as well as an cbranclunr (branch cutter),

both of which are light to work. L. Bachelier shows
gummed Grajoe bags, very useful for outside vinery. It

prevents the flies and the birds from spoiling the Grapes,

and does not shut out the rays of the sun. Louis

L'h^rault, the well-known, and, we think, die most suc-

cessful Aspamgus grower in France, exhibits a collection

of all the tools necessary for the cultivation and packing

of .Asparagus. P. Loyre, 181, Rue de la Pompe, Passy,

h.as some of his best specimens of tubs [bacs coulqncs),

which will, we hope, one day altogether supersede

the ugly square cases used for the Orange trees

in the garden of the Tuileries and at Versailles.

Granjon exhibits several of his new inventions ; one of

tbeni is the patent budding-scissors. You have only to

put the branch from which you wish to cut the bud on

the scissors, and by two movements you cut it out as

nicely as possible ; also a metallic brush for cleaning the

bark of trees. M. Etiennc Salomon, Grape grower, has

also exhibited here several apparatus used for keeping

die Grapes ; one especially is very tasteful—it is a very

pretty vase in a kind of terra-cotta, with holes to allow the

Grapes to be put in as in a botde. It is a useful article

to put on the table, as it can be decorated with foliage

and flowers. The last but not the least curious group

consists in the new garden tables, seats, steps, &c..

mnnnfactnrod by Lavaud & C.i.
, 30, Rue de Levis, Paris.

This house makes everything to fold up so as to be portable

and to save sp.ace. Their steps when folded look like

slicks. Every article seems to be very well made, and of

strong but, at the same time, light material. They
have also all sorts of folding fences, which can be made
from, say, i yard long into 3, by merely pulling on one

side. This part of the horticultural show docs not

attract many more visitors than the greenhouses, but still

there is a little more life in this department."

The Grai'ES at Lamhton Castle.—From
the exceptionally large and fine Grapes that Lambton
Castle gardens have produced, the vineries here arc

always asourceofinterest to Grape growers. TheX'ines

in the principal range, whereon not only the sensational

bunches that have been exhibited were grown, but

also those which collectively have produced on an

average much larger bunches than often met with, as

well as an immense weight of fruit in the aggregate,

are now, as might have been expected, beginning to

tame down considerably in the size of the bunches ;

but the lierries are larger and higher coloured,

especially the Hamburghs. Goklen Champion was

in grand condition, without an apparent speck on the

berries, as also was Foster's .Seedling, which no doubt

is the white Grape as an early kind to depend upon,

free, and a certain cropper ; it was bearing seventeen

very large bunches on a single rod ; Raisin

de Calabre, a dozen very big bunches to a

rod. In the house devoted to Muscats the bunches

are large, close, and numerous, and colouring

nicely, but not ripe. In the east end house,

which is the latest in this range, the crop is

very heavy ; White Lady Downe's was in the best

condition we have yet seen it ; Madresfield Court

equally fine, as also Black Alicante, bearing twenty-

four big bunches. In this house there is an example

of Gros Colnian grafted on Foster's Seedling ; on this

stock the bunches are larger than on Black Alicante,

on which it is also grown, but the colour is never so

good on the white as on the black variety. Mr.

Hu-NTKR has a very high opinion of -\lnwick Seedling

as a late kind ; a young cane in a lo-inch pot, inarched

this spring, was bearing three very beautiful bunches.

The earliest house (all Hamburghs) was ripe the first

week in April, the second a very little later ; the

borders of these houses are both insiilc and out, and

we understand there are more roots outside than in,

yet no fermenting matter was used, or even anything

in the shape of protecting material, and Mr. Hi nter
says the crops on these Vines were equal to any he

ever had on early Grapes, and that whatever he puts

on his Vine borders is for support, not protection.

The Vines planted in the border ni.rde of dang and

leaves still keep on doing satisfactorily ; they were

bearing a beautiful crop ; some of the bunches would

weigh 4 lb., with even large berries, well coloured.

Colouring Adiantum Farleyense.—
Those who are found asserting that it is somewhat

difficult to colour well a large specimen of this splen-

did Fern would have been agreeably surprised at the

sight of a really magnificent example staged at the

exhibition of the Brackley Horticultural Society on

August 6. The plant measured fully 4 feet through,

its height corresponding with its width ; it was densely

clothed with large fronds, which were exquisitely

coloured with that peculiar delicacy of tint which

characterise this Fern when in fine condition. As a

specimen it was perfect. It was shown by Mr. C.

Wells, gr. to Viscount Valentia, Stratton Audley.

The judges regretted they were not privileged to make
some substantial award, that would ha\e served as an

enduring memento of so noble a [ilanl presented in

such fine condition.

The White .Mi(;.\ONErrE. — Judging of

Messrs. Gar.wvay's white Mignonette as we re-

cently saw it planted out in their nurseries at Bristol,

it is a very tlifierent thing to what the impression

conveyed by an ordinary plant grown in a pot would

lead us to conclude. Here the contrast betwixt its

very double white highly perfumed flowers, and the

stout deep green leaves with which the sturdy bushy-

habited plants were clothed, was apparent. It is evi-

dently a fine variety, with an absence of the olive-

yellow hue in the foliage which detracts so much from

the appearance of this sweet-scented favourite.

The Corn CroI'S. — The Agiiciiltiiral

Gazette of Monday last contained a considerably

better series of crop reports than any which have ap-

peared since the great crop of 1S74 ; for although the

Wheat crop is not, upon the whole, much more than

an average, and Barley is decidedly umler average, and

Oats, also, do not reach the average, and Beans and

Peas are largely failures—and although it is the lighter

soils of the country (not generally the most productive

of our bread corn) which have been especially favoured

by the season—yet no such disastrous account of our

produce has had to be endered as was true of 1S75,

1S76, and 1S77.

Scottish HoRTicfLTi'UAL Association.—

.\l the monthly meeting, held on the 6th inst., the

President in the chair, Mr. Ale.x. IIonevman read

an instructive p.aper " On the distribution of plant.,,"

dividing his subject into four heads, viz., how pkiuls

grow, on what plants grow, the application of their

food, and the influence of light and temperature.

The essayist dwelt at considerable length 05 the

different heads of his paper, and succeeded in pulling

before the meeting some of the principal facts that

every gardener .should make it his study to know.

He concluded by strongly enforcing the necessity of

gardeners making themselves acquainted with the

rudiments of chemistry, and expressed the liope that

the time was not far distant when chemisty would lie

as widely known among horticulturists as it now is

among agriculturists. Mr. Wji. Black next read a

paper " On the cultivation of the East Lothian,

Warriston, and Ten-week Stocks." lie described the

modes of cultivation followed in the Dean Cemetery,

where these Stocks grew so luxuriantly. Messrs.

DiCKSONS & Co. received a Certificate for new

Phlox Surprise, and Mr. R. Robertson received

Certificates for new Carnations Rosy Queen and

Mrs. Robertson.

Phylloxera in Burgundy.—Great con-

sternation is felt at the appearance of this pest in the

Cote d'Or district, the region in which the finest

Burgundies are produced, such as Montrachet, Po-

mard, Volnay, Chambertin, Clos \'ougeot. Hitherto

this region has been unafiected.

GRAETINC. the TOM.VIO ON THE lllTTER

Sweet.—The experiments which have been made in

this country by Mr. M.\\v and by Mr. Ai.e.xanuer

Dean with reference to the grafting of the Tomato

on to the Bitter Sweet (Solanum Dulcamara) are

no doubt within the recollection of some of

our readers. M. CARRii:RE has been repealing

some of these experiments in Paris, and with

the result of obtaining regular bushes 2 metres

and more in height (nearly 7 feet). Two such

plants placed in pots in a greenhouse continued to

"row all the winter, and were planted out in the open

air in the beginning of June. One of the plants has

now (end of July) a ripe fruit, .so that a plan I gener-

ally considered as an annual has lieen converteil into

a woody perennial, not the least curious of the many

curious phenomena connected with grafting. The

Rnnte Horlkole of August I is our authority for the

statement above made.

Paris Academy of Sciences. — Mr.

Charles Darwin has been elected a corresponding

member of the Paris Academy of Sciences in the

section of zoology ; and Prof. Asa Gray h.as been

elected a corresponding member in the section of

botany, in succession to the late Dr. Braun, of

Berlin.

The Chari.eville Grapes.—The Gar-

liaurs' Kccord reports that the display of fruit at the

recent autumn show of the Royal Horticultural

Society of Ireland was wonderfully good, the Grapes

in particular being simply magnificent. Once again,

remarks our contemporary, that celebrated grower,

Mr. Roi!ERTS, gr. to the Countess of Charleville,

obtained the leading position, winning the \''eitch

Memorial Prize and £i for the best three bunches

of Muscat of Alexandria, and also the Hamilton

prize for the best six bunches, at least two varieties.

But although winning both those coveted prizes, it is

but fair to say that he had a tough competitor in

Mr. M'Gee, gr. to HENRY Hawkins, Esq., Belfast,

who also showed some really splendid bunches, and

in one instance, namely, that for the best three bunches

of black Grapes (any other variety class) was placed

1st, beating Mr. Roderts, both showing the s.anie

variety, namely, Madresfield Court. " We can con-
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scieiUiously say that the three bunches of Muscat of

Alexandria, with which Mr. RouERTS won the Veitch

Memorial Medal, were the finest, both for size of

bunch, size of berry, colour and finish, that ha\c ever

come under our notice ; they were simply perfect in

every particular. His bunches for the Hamilton

prize were also wondcifully tine."

— GAKiJKMNt; Al'POINTMKNTS.—AVc undcr-

fcland that Mr. James Burr, lately head gardener to

the Duke of Manchester at Kimbolton Castle, has

been appointed to a similar pnst in the service of

KOHERT Heath, Esq., M.P., at Biddulph Grange,

Congleton, formerly so well known to Orchidologists

as the residence of James Bateman, Esq.— Mr.

Thomas Wilkins, late foreman at Stoneleigh

Al)bey, Warwickshire, has succeeded Mr. Pracnei.l

as ^c;ar(lener to the Marchioness of Westminstkk at

Mntcombe House, Dorset.

THE DISTRIBUTION OF THE
NORTH AMERICAN FLORA.

{Continued from p. 142.)

In this slight outline of the botanical features of

temperate and Arctic North America, I have alluded

to three as most noteworthy, namely, the vegetation

of Greenland, the Asiatic character of the vegetation

of the eastern half of the continent, and the more

southern and even Mexican character of the vegeta-

tion of the western half. How are these features to

be accounted for ?

It so happened that Dr. Gray. Professor of Botany

in Harvard College (Boston), and I were contempor-

aneously, but without concert, engaged in botanical

in\estigations which have resulted in explanations of

the two first features. He was at work on the flora

of Japan,* I on that of the Polar zone,t and we were

both bringing to bear upon our subjects considera-

tions regarding the variation- of species which Mr.

Darwin \ almost simultaneously laid before the

public, and which, I need not say, powerfully

directed our studies.

The Greenland Flora.

I shall take the vegetation of Greenland first, as

being first in order, though second in date of appear-

ance and least in importance. Its chief peculiarities are

— I, that its plants are almost all of them Scandinavian

(that is, North-West European), hardly any of the

peculiar plants of the American arctic sea-coast and

polar islands crossing Baffin's Bay and Davis Straits
;

2, that of its 300 flowering plants hardly any present

e\'en a variation from their Scandinavian prototypes ;

3, that it is poorer in species than is any other

division of the arctic flora, and wants many Scandi-

na\ian plants that are found in most other arctic

countries ; 4, that though (Greenland extends 400
miles south of the arctic circle, its extra-arctic con-

tinuation adds only about 100 species to the flora,

and these all cross the Arctic circle in other longi-

tudes ; 5, some Greenland si^ecies confined to it and to

the mountains ot the Atlantic side of America, being

found nowhere else in arctic or sub-arctic America.

My explanation of these anomalies was, that at a

period previous to the Glacial, a flora common to

Scandinavia and Greenland was spread over the

American polar area, and that on the accession of

the cold of that period this flora was driven south-

wards, and was affected differently in different longi-

tudes. In Greenland many species were extermin-

ated, being as it were driven into the sea at the

southern extremity of the peninsula, where only the

hardiest survived. On the return of warmtli the

Greenland survivors migrated northward, peopling

the peninsula with the hardiest of the species of its

former flora, unmixed with American species ; and

unchanged in aspect, from never having been brought

into competition with those of any other flora. On
the other hand, the same Scandinavian plants when

driven south on the plains of the continent multiplied

there in individuals, and being brought into competi-

"" Observations upon the Relations of the Japanese Flora

to that of North America, and of other parts of the North
Temperate Zone." Memoirs of the American Academy 0/
Sciences, vol. vi., p. 377. Read December 14, 1858, and

January 11, 1859.

t "Outlines of the Distribution of Arctic Plants." Read
before the Linnean Society of London, June, 21, 1&60. Tfaris.

Linn. Sec. xxiii., p. 257.

t
" On the Tendency of Species to form Varieties." by C.

Darwin Esq.. F.R.S., and Alf. Wallace. Esq. Read July i.

1858. Jonrnal c_f the Procccdi?igs of the Linnean Society of
London^ vol. iii. (Zoology), p. 45.

tion with American species descending from the con-

tinental mountains on to the jilains, assumed varietal

forms. On the return of warmth, therefore, many
Scandinavian species that had been exterminated in

Greenland would, having survived on the continent,

travel northwards on it, some unchanged, others

under varietal forms, accompanied with the American

species that had descended from the mountains during

the cooling of the continent. Lastly, as some of

the Scandina\ian species were no doubt local, and

confined to near the meridian of Greenland, it is

not surprising to find that a few such should survive

only in Greenlaml and on the eastern alps of North

America.

Thus only could I satisfactorily account for the

almost complete identity of the Greenland flora with

the Scandinavian after such changed conditions of

climate ; for the paucity of its species ; for the ab-

sence in it of varieties ; for the rarity in it of pecu-

liarly American species; for the few species which

extra-arctic CIreenland adds to its arctic flora ; and

for certain of its plants being limited in range to

Greenland and the eastern American alps.

North Asiatic and North American Floras.

The relationship between the flora of North-east

Asia and Eastern North America has been fully ex-

plained by Dr. Asa Gray in an essay on the Flora of

Japan, which is the first entirely satisfactory contri-

bution of its kind to the science of botanical

geography known to me.

After a detailed comparison of the botany of Japan

and North America, and proving their affinity, P
fessor Gray refers to the fact that many of the t

isting genera and even species of both floras

existed in the high latitudes of America during Mi]

cene times, as shown by Heer, and other paki

legists : during which period he further assumes tHat

the three northern continents were conjoined, or

nearly contiguous as to allow of a commingling of

their floras.

The Glacial period followed, carrying an arctic

climate south to the latitude of the Ohio, but so

gradually, that these plants were not exterminated,

but wholly or in part driven southward, followed in

the rear by the arctic vegetation. As the tempera-

ture rose with the retreating ice, this flora returned

northward, leaving the arctic and sub-arctic plants

on the mountains of both East and West America.

He next shows that the retreat northward was to a

somewhat higher latiliuic than the same plants now
attain ; and this he acLouiUs fui liy a reference to the

Fluvial epoch of Dana,* when the region of the

great lakes was submerged 500 feet below their

present level. This <liminished area and lowered

elevation of the land, by inducing a milder climate

than now obtains in the lake region, favoured the

extension of the flora to a higher latitude than it now
attains, and hence effected a second commingling of

jVmerican and Asiatic plants. Lasily, Dana's Terrace

epoch super\ened, when the previously depressed nor-

thern region was again raised, cooling the climate,

finally dissociating the Asiatic and American floras,

and giving to the arctic and sub-arctic plants of the

continent their present limits.

It remains now to account for the great rarity of

East Asiatic types in America west of the prairies,

and the presence in those meridians of Mexican and

still more southern ones. Hitherto there have been

no other attempts at a solution of this problem than

such unsupported speculations as that the western

half of the continent, though so much the loftier, was
submerged during the southern migration of the

northern Miocene plants ; or that the climate of the

West was unsuited to the habits of these, which ap-

pears to me to be at variance with the fact that when
imported into it they thrive luxuriantly.

The explanation which I have to oft'er will be

best understood by a reference to the section (p. 141),

which shows the western half of the continent to be

enormously elevated as compared with the eastern,

and to have been singularly adapted for the retention

of vast bodies of ice for long after the Glacial period.

We find there a valley (the desert region), upwards

of 400 miles broad, and upwards of 4000 feel eleva-

tion, with many ranges of over 8000 feet in it, bounded

by broad and lofty mountains, together occujiying at

least two-thirds of the breadth of the western half of

* Whilst these pages were still in the press. Prof. Gray has
informed me that he now lays little stress on the conditions

supposed to be due to the Terrace and Fluvial epochs ; and
that he is rather dispo.sed to consider the separation of the

notthern floras by the Glacial epoch to have been final.

the continent. We further know that these moun-

tains were clothed with ice during the Glacial epoch,

and that the valley was then occupied by a vast lake ;

for on the uppermost of the many shelves which the

retiring waters of this lake cut on the flanks of the

Rocky Mountains and Sierra Nevada, the skull of

the musk-ox, the most arctic of land quadrupeds,

has l)een found.

It is obvious that this whole western region

must have retained its glacial mantle fur an in-

calculable period after Eastern America had Ijcen

suflicicntly warmed to admit of the northward return

'if the plants tliat had been driven southward in it
;

and that this glaciated condition must have efiectually

Ijarred a similar return of the same i)lants in those

western meridians ; these must ha\e perished in short

on reaching Southern California. Long ages after,

when the western ice disappeared, and the climate of

the valleys warmed, the Mexican and more southern

plants would, as a matter of course, take possession

of the unoccupied soil, "and advance northward till

they encountered the boreal vegetation of North-

western America, with which they now commingle.

I have said that the extinction of East Asiatic

tyi^es in Western America was not total ; a few

escapes are found in the valleys of the Rocky Momi-

tains and Sierra Nevada,* and also along the coast of

the Pacific, the warming influence of which favoured

their preservation during the northern migration.

The Sequoias.

Two instances of these escapes are of such interest

that I shall, in concluding this lecture, bring them

under your notice ; they are those giants of the vege-

table kingdom, the Sequoias, the l^ed-wood (S. sem-

pervirens), and the " Big-tree,'' or " Wellingtonia
"

S. gigantea).

The fossil remains of these trees, or species most

closely allied to them, are found in Miocene beds in

high latitudes all round the globe ; in Vanoouver's

Island, Sitka, on the arctic American sea-coast, in

Greenland, Spitzbergen, and in arctic Asia, iS:c. The

genus, therefore, which first appeared in the Creta-

ceous times, was undoubtedly a member of that mixed

Americano-Asiatic flora that was driven southward

during the Glacial period. The genus is now confined

to Western North America, and to the two above-

named species, but it is represented in Eastern

America by the very closely allied genus Taxodium,

and in Eastern Asia by Glyptostrobus.

The distribution of the two Sequoias is most In-

structive. The Red-wood forms a dense narrow forest

tract for about 500 miles, skirting the ocean, along

whose wanner shore it crept northward after the

Glacial epoch. It rivals in height its sister of the

Sierra, and attains an enormous girth and age, thougli

I can find no account of any attempt having been

made to estimate its age.

The S. gigantea or "Big-tree" (the Wellingtonia

of British gardens), again, is a plant of a cooler

climate ; and hence, ha\ing survived the glacial cold,

was enabled to establish itself in the Sierra Nevada,

under certain very restricted conditions. It extends

at intervals along the western slope of the Sierra to a

little north and south of the parallels of 36" and 3S*

N., that is, for nearly 200 miles in a north-west and

south-east direction, at elevations of 5000 to Sooo

feet above the sea. Towards the north the trees

occur as very small, isolated, remote groves of a few

hundreds each, most of them old and intersperse*.l

amongst gigantic Pines, Spruces, and Firs, which

appear as if encroaching upon them ; such are the

groves visited by tourists (Calaveras, Mariposa, &C.).

To the south, on the contrary, the Big-trees form a

colossal forest, 40 miles long and 3 to 10 broad, whose

continuity is broken only by the deep sheer-walled

canons that intersect the mountains ; here they dis-

place all other trees, and are described as rearing to

the sky their massive crowns ; whilst seen from a

distance the forest presents the appearance of green

waves of vegetation, gracefully following the compli-

cated topography of the ridges and river basins which

it clothes.

But by far the most remarkable fact hitherto

reported regarding the disposition of the groves is,

that they occupy only those spots in the Sierra which

were first laid bare when its icy mantle became broken

up into isolated glaciers. Thus, connnencing at the

' And also on the highlands of Centr.;il Mexico, where some
Asiatic types lemain which have not migrated farther north or
south in America. Such are the eminently Asiatic genera
Bocconia, Meliosma, Photinia, Cotoncaster, Deutzia, and
Abeiia.

A
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north, the gap of 40 miles l^etween the Calaveras and

Tnolome groves was occupied by the great glacier of

the Tuolome and Stanislaus Rivers ; that between the

Merced and Mariposa groves by the glacier of the

Merced River, which sculptured the famous Yosemite

\'alley ; and so on—each successive group of trees

occupying a lofty spur between the sites of ancient

glaciers, and the greatest continuous extension of the

forest (of 40 miles) occurring exactly where, owing to

the topographical peculiarities of the region, the ground

was most perfectly protected from great fields of ice.

Mr. Muir, a very intelligent and accurate observer,

who has studied the groNcs throughout their length

and breadth most diligently,* and to whom I am
indebted for the above and much other information

regarding the southern forest of Big-trees, considers

that these have never since the Glacial epoch been

more widely distributed or in greater vigour than

now, and doubts, indeed, if the forests have reached

their prime, founding his opinion on the high state of

health of the mass of the trees, the multitude ofseedlings

and saplings in the southern groves, and the absence of

any trace of trees having existed outside the present

limits of the groves (as of dead trees, stumps, or the

great holes left by fallen trees).

Size or the Big Trees.

So little that is trustworthy has hitherto been

Ublished regarding the age, size, and durability of

'the Big-tree trunks when fallen, that I shall offer you

some accurate data which I obtained on these points

chiefly from Mr. Muir. A tree felled in 1875 had no

appearance of age ; it was 69 feet in girth inside the

bark, and the number of annual rings counted by

three persons varied between 2125 and 2139. Another

was 107 feet in girth inside the bark at 4 feet from

the ground ; its wood was very compact, and showed,

throughout a considerable portion of the trunk, 30

annual rings to the inch. This, if the rings were of

uniform diameter in the rest of the trunk, would give

the incredible age of 6400 years ; but as the interior

rings of such trees are much broader than the outer,

half that number to the inch is a more conceivable

estimate, which would give an age of 3500 years.

The only other instance of careful counting of rings

which I can find is of that of the felled tree in the

Calaveras grove, which measured 70 feet girth inside

the bark at 6 feet above the ground, and which at

40 feet above the ground had 1255 rings. In this

case the rings ne\t the bark were 33 to the inch,

a number which at 5 feet inward had diminished

one-half. The result of many measurements chiefly

by Professor \Vhitney,f gives, as the average height of

full-grown trees, 275 feet, and a maximum a little

over'320, and a girth outsifle the bark, at 6 feet above

the ground, of 70, with a maximum of 120 ; whilst the

maximum age possibly attained may be 4000 years,

though this is very improbable.

The duration of the tiead wood in the forest is very

great. I rarely observed signs of rot in the fallen

trees I examined, whilst in similar forests in

Northern California I saw gigantic trunks of Silver

Firs forming mounds of rotten dchis without an atom
of sound wood, and this in two years after their fall,

as I was assured. I had no data for ascertaining the

length of time during which any of the prostrate

Sequoia trunks which I saw may have lain on the

ground, but Mr. Muir has supplied me with a very

crucial case. It is that of a prostrate trunk with no

signs of decay in any part of it, which had been burnt

in two by a forest fire, and in the trench between the

severed portions of which a .Silver Fir grew. This Fir

was felled, and had 380 annual rings ; therefore, to

estiinate the time during which the Sequoia trunk had

lain uninjured, we must add to the 380 years, first the

time it lay before the forest fire burnt it in two, and

then the unknown interval between that time and the

arrival of the Silver Fir seed.

The millenia during which these Sequoia trees

must have remained in statuo quo^ proving the long

duration of existing conditions of climate, are but as

minutes compared with the time occupied by the

migration of this very species, or its ancestors, north

and south in the continent of America. Whatever
might otherwise b6 the extent of the Sequoia's travels,

they are now at an end. Man has pronounced the

sentence, "ThiTS far shall thou go, and no farther !

"

The doom of these noble groves is sealed. No less

than five saw-mills have recently been established in

the most hixuriant of them, and one of these mills

alone cut in 1S75 two million feet of Big-tree lumber ;

"On llie Post-GIacial History of Sequoia gigantea," by
John Muir. of San Francisco. Cal. Prou-cdiugs ofthe Amer.
Assoc, for the Advancfmcnt 0/ S<:ic}t€c, Buffalo meeting,

Aug.. 1876.

t Very careful measurements of the trees in the Calaveras

and Mariposa groves are given by Professor Whitney (State

Geologist) in the Ycscmiie Gtiide-Book, published under the

authority of the Geological Survey of California (1874).

and a company has lately been formed to cut another
grove. In the operations of the California wood-
cutters the waste is prodigious. The young, manage-
able trees are first felled ; after which the forest is

fired to clear the ground and get others out, and thus

the saplings are destroyed. More destructive still are

the operations of the sheep-farmers, who fire the

herbage to improve the grazing, and whose flocks of

tens of thousands of sheep devour every green thing,

and more effectually than the locust. The devastation

of the Californian forest is proceeding at a rate which
is utterly incredible, except to an eye-witness. It is

true that a few of che most insignificant groves of the

Big-trees at the northern extreme of its range are

protected by the State Legislature, and that a law
has been enacted forbidding the felling of trees over

15 feet in diameter; but there is no law to prevent
the cutting or burning of the saplings, on which the

perpetuation of the grove depends, or to prevent the

burning of the old trees, which, if they do escape the

fire, will succumb to the drought which the sweeping
away of the environing forest will occasion.

During the last quarter of a century the Anglo-
Saxon has been ruthlessly carrying fire and the saw
into the forests of California, destroying what he could

not use, and sparing neither young nor old, and before

a century is out the two Sequoias may be known only

as herbarium specimens and garden ornaments

;

indeed, with regard to the Big-tree, the noblest of the

noble coniferous race, the present generation, which
has actually witnessed its discover}-, may live to say

of it, that *' The place which knew it shall know it

no more." J. D. Iloohcr.

^joiiir (irorrcsponbcntc.

Dendrobium d'Albertisii. — Suuic time since

(p. j66, vol. ix.) Professur Rcichcnbach described in

our dolumn:^ this remarkable species from New Guinea,

which is now in flower with Mr. B. S. AVilliams.

We understand that the plant is likely to be figured

in the Botanical Magazine, but in the meantime we
subjoin an illustration of a single flower of natural

size, and which shows well the singidarly long,

deep green, strap-shapetl petals, which are cur\ed

backwards like the horns of an antelope.

Monarda didyma.—Now that hardy herbaceous

plants are beginning to assume their proper position

as chief among garden ornaments the very showy old

Monarda didyma should not be forgotten, as just at

this season it is one of the most conspicuous objects

that can be grown, its numerous whorls of brilliant

scarlet flowers having a most striking eft'ect. This is

greatly heightened by growing the several varieties

near each other or the scarlet and white in the same
clump, the contrast aftbrded by which is most pleas-

ing, the colours of the two harmonising well together,

as do also the purple and white. The general form and
appearance of the flowers greatly resembles those of

the Salvia, to which they are closely allied, but instead

of coming at the joints of the stems they appear in

clusters or whorls at the tops, where they continue

to open a long time in succession. The Monarda
is a plant that likes full sun and plenty of depth of

soil to work in, under which conditions it grows
sturdy and strong and blooms in the freest manner
possible. Like most herbaceous plants it admits of

ready propagation by division during early spring just

as it is starting into growth, or cuttings may be taken

from the young shoots and struck in the ordinary way.
7.s\

Double Begonia President Burelle (Lemoine).
—The woodcut on p. 172 gives an exact portrait of

this Begonia when at its best, but having grown and
observed it carefully since it was sent out in the spring

of 1876, I must venture altogether to disagree with

your opinion that this variety is the best of those pro-

ducing double flowers. My experience shows me

that its duplicature is a matter of uncertainly and that

its coming so fine as it did this year at the Stan-

stead Park Nursery in the hands of Mr. John Laing
is quite a chance. The first year I had it {1876) it

had nothing to recommend it save its brilliant shade
of colour, as only some of its male flowers were
semi-double ; although the plant seemed in full health

and vigour planted out in the open air, where I find

these Begonias do much better and produce finer,

fuller coloured flowers than when grown in pots in the

house. Last year my plant was far from being as

strong or vigorous as in the preceding year, but the few

male blooms it produced were fully double, and quite

astonished me by their beauty after what I had seen

the previous year. This year my plant is also pro-

ducing double blooms but not so fine as last year, but

I hear from a correspondent in England, that with

him the male blooms of this variety are this year alto-

gether single. It is also quite one of the most difficult

to propagate of all tuberous Begonias. I may add for

the information of your readers that by far the finest

double Begonias now in commerce are Lgjjjgjjjg^s

Gloire de Nancy and Marie Lemoine, which for size* ^
of flowers and perfect constancy arc altogether un- "^

equalled. Emile Lemoine is also a fine variel}".

;r. E. G.

Golden Feather Tom Thumb.—As the whole
of the gardening Press has borne testimony to the

value of this interesting sport, I may perhaps bo

allowed to state that it showed itself for the first time

last summer at my Bedfont seed grounds. The seed

was saved and sown, and out of a large number of

plants only a very few have the tall growth of the

old type, anil there is reason to think they were
accidental seedlings. So far from the plants having
been starved, as some supposed, they have been grown
with liberal treatment, in good soil, in which the

plants of the old type have grown with unusual

luxuriance. Next year it shall be tried at Chiswick,

and there the Floral Committee will have an oppor-
tunity of seeing it as it is. -A*. Dcany Ealinj^, IK

An Extraordinary Yield of Potatos. — OH
56 square yards we have dug 6 bushels of good sound
tidiers, most of them of an extraordinary size. I

should have liked you to have seen the face of our

man "Tommy," as he rolled them out. An acre at

the same rate would produce rather over 172 sacks.

Not a bad crop. The sort was Extra Early Vermont.
>//;; A7//.y', Ifaii/iJ' Hall, Leicester.

Richardia sethiopica. — Much has been said

of late respecting the treatment of this most popular
|)lant, but I do not remember to have seen any notice

of its having seeded with any one, and as it is doing

so freely with me this season I have thought the

niatter might be interesting to many of your readers.

The plants carrying the seed-heads were turned out of

pots into the open ground early in spring, and the

whole of them threw up two or three flowers

afterwards, each of which set and will not be long

before they are ripe, so that I hope to be able to raise

a batch of seedlings. I regret not having tried cross-

ing with some of the Arums, such as A. italicum, a

very ornamental species, as with such a good thing as

the Richardia its progeny would probably be valuable.

J.S.

Visiting Gardens.—An extract from an American
contemporary, published in your columns a few weeks
since, gave some excellent advice upon this subject,

which it is to be hoped some of your readers in this

country may profit by. But when they go to visit

their neighbours' gardens they should remember to

lock up their own, taking the key with them if they

think well to do so, but by all means let them leave

their garden at home, and make u]j their mind to use

eyes and ears more than their tongue. What little is

to be seen in the gardens, &c., near which I write, is

open to the inspection of visitors at all times who may
think it worth their while to avail themselves of this

privilege ; and as I am now for obvious reasons

writing under a noin t/c plume I may l^e allowed

to sound my own tnnnpet so far as to say that I be-

lieve I am generally considered to be civil and oblig-

ing to all comers, but I must admit that my patience

has on some occasions been severely tried, and that

too by persons who might be expected to act differ-

ently. Take the following as familiar examples :—

A

practical gardener calls, gives his name, and asks to

he allowed to look round. This request is, of course,

complied with, and he is shown first, say, into a Pine

stove. Our visitor does not appear to take much
interest in what he sees, but he detains us for ten

minutes or more with a minute description of a fine lot

of Queens he grew some years since, when he was in

the service of Lord So-and-So. A house of Muscat

Grapes is next entered, and we are informed that

the finest Muscats he ever saw were grown at the Earl

of Somewhere 'si>lace when he lived there as foreman.

The bedding-out is now glanced at, and we are told

how well this sort of thing was carried out at such
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nnd such .1 jwrk some yenis ai;o, iS:c. Now all ihis in-

Oiimation so freely furnished may he well enough in its

way, hut under the circumstances it is in questionable

taste, quite uncalled for, and is an unwarrantahlc tax

upon lime and patience. Not unfrequenlly parlies

cnnsisting of several individuals will call at garden

establishments, and request to be shown over the

grounds, lS:c., and this request is, I believe, very

seldom refused, liut such parties do not always
conduct themselves with the propriety which might be

expected, as it is by no means unusual for one or two
individuals to appropriate, as it were, the entire

attention of the person attending to them, by asking
nvnncrous trivial and unnecessary questions, the

answers to which they hardly condescend to notice,

ImiI will continue to asU questions merely for the sake
of asking them ; while other members of the party,

instead of keeping together, will scatter themselves

about the grounds, causing much unnecessary trouble

and waste of time to their conductor. I have even
known such people to take the unwarrantable liberty

of lighting pipes or cigars in the immediate vicinity of

the mansion. I have written these lines in no captious

or ill-natured spirit—far from that, for there are few
things that give more pleasure to a gardener than that

of showing intelligent and appreciative people fiuo-

fcssional or otherwise) the gardens, iS:c., under his

charge ; but very many I have no doubt can sympathise

with what I have written, and have experienced the

annoyances I have endeavoured to describe and expose,

and, if I may venture to hope so, helped in some
small degree to mitigate. A Gardener.

Fumigators.—In reply to E. K. Carton (p. 186),

I beg to say that a long-felt want is now supplied by
Mr, Charles I larbcr, 15, Boughton Street, Worcester,

in a registered fumigator (Harber's "Worcester"),

well made of sulv>tantial materials, and the price

(15.1.) for the largest and most economical size places

it within the reach of all. In form it resembles a

conical tea-kettle, with a long nozzle for insertion

iuto the pit or house about to be fumigated. It works
best from the outside on account of the draught, is

easily started, and creates a great saving in material,

as every particle is rapidly converted into a dense

\olume of cool smoke sufficient to fill a large house in

a very short time. There is no danger to the most

delicate foliage, as it cannot flame, and all impurities

are condensed and fall to the bottom. Many nursery-

men and gardeners whose opinions are of \ahie

greatly appreciate it on the score of economy of time

and material ; and last, but not least, comfort to the

men who have to use it. W. Coleman, Eastnor.

Harber's "Worcester" Fumigator, a recent

invention, is the best I have seen, being simple in

construction, very effective, and economical in the

consumption of paper. It may be useil to advantage

outside the house. It is in frequent use here, and is

strongly recommended by many of the principal

gardeners in this district. William Co.\\ Madrcsfield

'Coini, Great Malvern, Aii^^iisf 13.

The Best Kept Gardens.—I observe you give

some prominence to the "keep of gardens " under
ilic heading of " How to meet an old objection to

Mnwer Shows," and you further recommend the idea

as a wholesome practical work to country societies.

I was pleased to read your remarks, because they

justify a hope I entertained that you would not object

to render assistance to those who have already

ctnljarked on a scheme such as the one you propose.

In fact, the idea has been already anticipated Ijy a

local society in our neighbourhood. I confess to

having misgivings as to the practicability of the

scheme in so far as general application is out of the

question, if we accept it on broad grounds. The idea

would be a capital one if it were practicable, or if

some remedy could be suggested whereby all com-
petitors could be placed on an equal footing. When
the idea was first carried into practical effect at our

local show last year there were—if I remember
riglilly—sixteen entries for the prize, and amongst
them were many who could not in any sense be
entitled to a place, not because their garden was not

in a creditable condition, but simply because they

v.'cre competing against overwhelming odds with

others who had threefold the extent of ground, means,

aivl material to work upon ; and here I may remark
that the variety of the entries disclosed a remarkal)ly

exaggerated notion of the principle (if there is

such a thing as yet understood) upon which the

judges were to adjudicate. Some would appear

to rely upon the merit of one speciality, some
upon another, whilst the judges, who had only one

C'ur-.c ojien to them, awarded the prizes to general

merit. The committee, finding that the scheme did

not meet with general approval, have, as I think,

amended their schedule in one or two material points

this year, and have offered prizes in two classes,

besides (lisqualifying the winners of last year from

taking any part in the competition ; still, there is

great need of further improvement before the scheme
can be called a practical one. The classes referred

to, which may be called A. and B. respectively, are

intended to include gardens where only one assistant

is kept besides the so-called head-gardener, and
gardens of any size ; and I am not so certain that

there is not some stipulation in both cases (or in the

former at least) as to the extent of acreage that is to

constitute the charge of an eligible exhibitor. It will

be obser\cd tliat there is a vast chasm between gar-

dens where only two men arc employed and where
there may be from ten to twenty ; there seems to be

no provision made for intermediaries. Besides, there

is another class

—

Ti\\(\ a very deserving class too

—

entirely ignored or forgotten, viz., those who are "a
man or two short." There are, I understand, some
philanthropic gentlemen connected with the move-
ment in our neighbourhood, and no doubt this

seeming anomaly will be removed in framing the

schedule for another year. The opinions of those

who have a practical connection with similar work
would be of great service to committees anxious to

imjirove upon existing rules, or to beginners anxious

to give the movement a fair trial. /F. I/inlls.

The Pyracantha as a Standard Tree.—The
cheerful, berry-bearing Crata.^gus Pyracantha is well

known and fully aijpreciated as a wall tree, but I

think there are but few who know it as a free-

growing standard, spreading out on the lawn with

charming regularity, the lower branches lying on

the ground, and those above so arranged as to form

an elegant diffuse pyramid, snowy with flowers in

May and all a-fire with berries from mid-September
until the birds make an end of them in spring. It

needs a good subject to justify a long sentence, but

the Pyracantha in standard form would justify any
extravagance in th eway of eulogy, for you cannot

over-praise it. On the 12th of December, 1865, I

placed a few pot-grown trees on a table at a meeting

of gardeners in the Strand, and the verdict was
unanimous in favour of treating the tree as a standard

or bush in addition to its orthodox employment as a

wall-tree. When I had the " plunging system
"

in full ojieration, the bush trees in pots were in-

valuable to mix with pot Ivies and such-like in the

formation of rich outdoor groups in autumn ; but you
do not see the capabilities of the plant by any other

plan than planting it out, and allowing it to grow
naturally in its own free way. It comes from cuttings

almost as readily as Gooseberries and Currants, and
if grown three years in nursery rows, the trees may be

planted where they are to remain, and will need no
more care than to be supported with a few light

stakes to keep the leader in its place, and slightly

regulate the side branches. I send with this note a

side branch from a tree that is only eight or nine

years old, and I think you will agree that this branch

may almost be regarded as a tree in itself, for it

measures 5 feet in length, with proportionate breadth,

and carries a fair share of berries. Some of my trees

are in all the upper branches literally solid with

berries, and this not in the present season only, for

they never fail to cover themselves with glory, and

surpass in splendour all other berry-bearing trees and

shrubs in the place. The Pyracantha may be trained

as a close cordon, and if pinched in betimes will bear

a prodigious crop of berries ; but the free natural

growth is the best in my opinion, for it results in a

display of vegetable beauty that is altogether unique.

Shirley Jlibberd.

The Phylloxera.— I send you a bunch of Grapes

for inspection, cut from one of the Vines the roots

of which you last year pronounced attacked with

Phylloxera. We have entirely destroyed all in one

house, which were badly attacked in the foliage, but

the second, a smaller house, the subject of your

enclosed letter, my employer wished me to try

another year, and we have succeeded in getting a

very fair sample of Grapes, and a good strong growth

and foliage. Can they have outgrown the disease?

If they do well another season I shall feel satisfied.

The border at present is all inside. Chas, Ilerrin,

llic Gardens, Chalfoni Park, Slough. [The matter is

so important that we shall be glad to have the opinion

of our correspondents on the subject. We shall give

the results of our own observation in a future number.

Kns.l

AUamandas as Stove Climbers.—Few plants,

if any, equal the above for growing as stove climbers,

especially where a large quantity of flowers is re-

quired for shallow vases or dishes. It is necessary, if

a long period of blooming be required, that the plants

should be started into growth early, and they will

continue to bloom the greater part of the year. The
system adopted by me is to keep the plants blooming
till the end of October, when I gradually withhold

water until the plants show signs of flagging and
begin to lose their lower foliage. I do not attempt to

rest them until all the leaves fall off", but partially cut

them back after they have l^een dry for a month or

five weeks, and then linally prune them back to one

or two eyes, like Vines, and at once repot, which is

early in January. If the plants are in pots large

enough their balls should be well reduced, giving

them a good soaking of warm water before commenc-
ing the operation. The compost I find most suitable

is rich fibry loam, a small portion of well decomposed
manure, and sufficient sand to make the whole porous.

The soil is rammed into the pots as firm as it is pos-

sible to make it ; the plants are then syringed twice a
day, no water is given at the roots until they commence
to grow. Under this treatment the young growths
are from I foot to 18 inches in length before showing
flower. As soon as the pots are well filled with roots

they receive strong manure-water every time they re-

quire to be watered. A. Wardleyana (llendersoni)

produces more flowers and is earlier than A. Scholtii ;

the flowers arc very useful for packing and travel well,

and last se veral days after travelling bum htic to London.
I find a ^ery short jicriod of rest oidy i;- necessary to

bloom AUamandas well, and without bottom-heal they

do all that can be desired. The plants under my charge

here this season had only seven weeks' rest, and have
been producing hundreds of line flowers 6 inches and
more over, and have this day (August 6) hundreds of

flowers upon them. I use a very light tiffany for

shade for a few hours during very Ijright hot weather.

IV, Bardney, Norris Green, West Derby, Liverpool.

Insect'cides.—Being in my small way an amateur
Grape grower, and also having an orchard-house for

Peaches and Nectarines, I feel a considerable interest

in the various propositions for destroying the insect

pests w^hich consume so large a proportion of the

results of our labour, and lieg to give you my expe-
rience of a fresh mode of a]>plication of an insecticide

now becoming known, but I am afraid not yet under-
stood—I mean petroleum. I see in your last week's
number a letter from one who has tried it mixed
with water for syringing Peach trees, who has had
the misfortune to kill all the trees, though they were
^ery large ones. I suppose the mixture of a wine-
glassful of petroleum to 4 gallons of water was what
he used. Now I can only account for this mishap
on the principle that he had not kept the mixture
thoroughly stirred while using, so that a large propor-
tion of petroleum had been syringed at once on the

trees. I have used this mixture, but not vefy cxten-

si\'ely, and the trees have not been injured. I should
very much like to see further experiences published.

I have been for some years endeavouring to get rid

of American blight from Apple trees, and have tried

a variety of compounds. This year, finding ]ietro-

leum killed the blight, but also killed the branch, my
man, who had pre\iously, by my orders, tried kitchen

fat without success, mixed equal parts of fat and
petroleum. The success of the mixture was perfect.

Not only did it at once destroy the blight where
applied, but in no single instance for five months has
it ever reappeared ; the branch has made new bark,

and become quite healthy. The composition spreads
like ink through blotting-paper, and penetrates to the

bottom of every crack. It sometimes, but very rarely,

damages a leaf, but I have used it freely on young
wood at the eyes, where the blight makes its ajjpear-

ance, and with perfect success. Finding this so good
for blight I was induced to experiment with it for

mealy-bug, and accordingly, wherever the pest

appeared on the old wood, I had it freely ajiplietl.

In no case has there been any damage to the \'ine or

return of the insect. I tried it on a very tender young
Vine leaf, one just formed and not fully grown. I

found by putting a jiatch on it that the green layer

was destroyed, but the mischief did not reach beyond
the part actually co^ered by the mixture. I have

since extensively followed it up, and find the mealy-

bug, when touched with it, is instantly killed and
converted into a semi-transjiarent mass like siionge.

I intend to experiment cautiously with it when the

leaf has fallen, and believe it to be a most valuable

form of insecticide from its peculiar penetrating

powers. I hope some of your scientific readers will

try this mixture, and let you know the result. I

wanted to make some inquiries about a new enemy
in the orchard-house, but am afraid to trespass too

far on your patience, so will reserve them for a future

time. W. A*., Leicester. P.S.—On looking through

the vinery I find the leaf I dressed in April whilst half

grown. I have not seen it for months, and enclose

it for your inspection. Older leaves and leaf-stalks

.are not affected so.

The Quercus Ilex at Wilton House. — Per-

haps one of the largest and finest sjiecimens uf the

evergreen Oak to be met with In thi^ country is grow-
ing in the pleasure grounds at Wilton House—a place

at once famous and historic for its fine trees, especially

its Cedars. The tree in question, roughly speaking,

is about 45 feet high, trunk 5 or 6 feet high, at which
point it assumes several leaders, and about 4 feet

through, having a spread of branches of about 90 feet

in diameter. This tree, like all the other choice trees,

is well cared for by Mr. Challis, who has thought it

advisable some time ago (I know not how long) to

relieve the principal of some of the numerous extend-

ing branches of their weight by supporting them with

pillar-like posts, to which the branches are braced by
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cli:iins, which, by the way, weight about half a ton

weight. The leaden strips of " plaster " which have

been applied to various members of this interesting

old tree, green in old age, must also weigh several

hundredweights. Altogether the tree is most sym-

metrical, and is a noble example of its kind. //. IK
liar./.

Potato Crops, Montgomeryshire.—Observing

at p. 153 the .account which Mr. Lee gives of the state

uf the I'otato crops in Powis Castle gardens, I am
induced to furnish you with a report of what I have

found to be the case in my garden, which is very near

I'owis Castle. I have just raised a considerable breadth

of Veitch's Prolific, Myatt's Perfection, Lapstones,

Gloucester and Sutton Kidneys, and found the crops

heavy and singularly free from disease. The tubers

were perhaps not quite so large as usual, but this I

im.igine is in some measure accounted for liy my
having raised the crops early, my idea being to secure

it while I knew it was sound and the avoidance of

possible wet weather and consequent disease. Geo.

D. Harrison, Froii Llu'y.l, Wchhyol, .lir^iisl 7.

Berberis Darwinii as a Hedge Plant. —It is a

matter of no ordinary gralificatiun to me to observe

the correspondence which has been going on in your

valuable columns aboat the adaptability of Kerberis

Darwinii as a hedge plant I am glad indeed that Mr.

Penford has drawn attention to the subject. I can

state pretty correctly the date of the planting of the

hedges in question, having been the one at whose

instance they were planted as an experiment. In the

spring of 1S69 I found I had a large number of seed-

ling Berberis Darwinii, and having consulted my em-

ployer, X'iscount Powerscourt (than whom no pro-

prietor in Ireland has done more for the development

and culture of all new ornamental plants), it was
agreed that we should plant several hedgerows in the

newly-formed nursery for shelter, presuming that the

beautiful racemes of flower which it so luxuriantly

])roduced in a natural state would be an excellent

feature in a hedge if it stood the annual clipping.

We were indeed fully repaid for the trial, as the hedge

grew vigorously, and m three years began to develope

its great beauties. I had the jileasure in the autunm

of 1S76, while on a flying visit to Ireland, of seeing

those hedges, and they were literally loaded

with a profusion of blue berries, thereby jirov-

ing that they must have been loaded with

flower the spring previous. .Since then I have

seen . Berberis Darwinii planted as a hedge with

similar results ; and I am at present rearing a large

number of plants to use in this way around our newly

formed gardens here. I regret to see that it has been

proposed to remove the hedges at Powerscourt to a

more prominent position, although I quite sympathise

with the desire to do so. I can only say that should

this be done death will be the probable result, as no

class of plants are more precarious to transplant after

attaining some age than Berberis of all species.

From the rapidity of growth of the young plants I

would rather advise the planting of new hedges, with

plants two years old, and the result desired will be

accomplished in about two or three years at most,

with no risk whatever, and the danger of destroying

what at present is a valuable and interesting feature

will be averted. Having during the time I .acted

as forester to Lord Powerscourt planted many of

the newer Conifero,- and other rare and orna-

mental shrubs, I naturally feel a deep interest in

anything arboricultural emanating from Powerscourt,

and consequently I feel the more gratified to think

that this experiment has evoked a passing obser\'ation

in your columns. I can only say that as an orna-

mental hedgerow i)lant, Berberis Darwinii st.ands

pre-eniinent. Clias, S. France, J\-nitiiik.

Plants in Flower at Drayton Beauchamp.

—

Amaryllis .-Vckermani pulcherrima is now in tine

bloom with me in the open border, where it has stood

three winters, and is throwing uj) a second flower-

stem. It has not bloomed before, but has come up
strong eveiy year. I trust that, as in its Derbyshire

locality, at Calke Abbey (from whence it came
to me), it is now thoroughly established here,

Brugmansia lutea and sanguinea are also both in

bloom ; the former has stood one winter, the latter

four. Hyacinthus candicans and Bravoa geminiflora

are also both in bloom, and seem to have established

themselves. The little Gladiolus penneabilis, white,

with a purplish line down the centre of the petal, is

also in flower. I received it from Mr. Elliott, of

Port Elizabeth, together with a very sweet-scented

pale blue Babiana, the name of which I do not

know. //. irarpur-Crcii<c, The Kcilory, Drayton-
Bcatuhainp, Triiii^, Aui^iist 12.

Coleus The Shah.—Amongst the table plants

exhibited at the Cheadle show on the gth anil lolh

there was a very nice specimen of this \ariety. It

appears to be a very beautiful variety, the lea\cs for

the most part being similar in colour to C. \'erschaf-

feltii, only the tip of each leaf is of a golden hue,

which at a little distance gives the plant an exceed-

ingly pretty and novel appearance. Large plants of

this variety would doubtless be very effective for the

decoration in summer of some conservatories, espe-

cially such as are not much shaded. This variety of

Coleus appears to be more constant in habit than

some of the other newer varieties, more, at least, than

Duchess of Edinburgh, which only now and again

has a beautiful shoot upon it. A'. I\/.

Ulmus montana foliis variegatis. — Some
five or six years ago -Mr. Capers, then gardener at

Woodcote Park, Warwick, sent you a note relating to

a variegated form of the English Elm growing on a

white sandstone rock in the parish of Leekwootton,

Warwick. If I remember rightly Mr. Capers spoke

of it .as a natural type or form of variegation, i.i-., as

being so found in the locality it is growing in.

Whether that be so or not, it has the true form and

growth of a common English Elm, or I might say

Warwickshire Elm, for nowhere do you see them in

greater glory, and such has been the opinion of most

people claiming any knowledge of tree nomenclature.

Well, sir, "a chiel amang us takin' notes" meets

with it, measures its height -over 50 feet, and its

circumference, 96 inches—and describes it in the

Gan/cii as the finest variegated American Elm he has

ever met with. And I should rather think it was, but

to dub a true-born Briton growing on his native soil

(who has been there longer than the " oldest man in the

village " can remember) an American is more than

Britons can stand, whether men or trees. Canifcstris.

[The leaves sent seem to us to be those of the variegated

Wych Elm, U. montana, but the error is a pardonable

one. Eds.]

Rhododendrons.—Towards the end of this month

these plants often suffer from drought unless jjlanted

in heal and the weather be showery. To obviate

this, and also to cause abundant blooming, I have for

several years past used lawn sweepings with the best

effect. They should be put on after rain. I have seen

sawdust used for planting Rhododendrons in : if

deal sawdust be used the plants grow luxuriantly and

bloom well, but Oak sawdust causes no bloom,

showing the difference in the cflects of tur|ienline and

tannin. Obsci'vcr.

Peaches not Setting.—The Peach r.ange here

(North of Scotland) came under my care last No-

vember, when there was a fair supply of young wood,

although not well ripened. The dull, wet season

was, no doubt, unfavourable ; but it might have been

improved, as the range is amply heated. However,

our crop is a failure. The trees were pruned and

dressed in the ordinary way, and they commenced to

start in the beginning of March, some of the freest

fruiting varieties having a fair show of bloom. Fine

weather prevailed at that time, and all appeared to go

well till they became of the size of Peas, when all

dropped oft'. We were sure the border could not be

dry, but on making a second examination and going

a little deeper we found very few roots in what is

intended for the border, most of them descending

some feet down into the cold soil. The garden is

situated on a peat moss, most of it from 4 to 9 feet

deep, and as the soil for the border has been laid on

the moss without any stones to prevent the roots

going down into the cold soil, we think this gives a

clue to the cause. Eight years ago over fifty fruit

trees were planted here, one half of them wall trees,

the other as standards. The wall trees had a good

show of bloom, but went the same road as the Peaches,

and the standards have a sickly appearance. Thirty

years ago a wall 300 feet long was planted with

Plums on flags 6 feet by 6 feet, and the trees are in

fine health, and ripening a good crop. Boiiair A'ai^'.

Lobelia carnea plena.—At the nursery of

Messrs. Cole & Sons, Withington, I noticed this in

flower a few days ago. It is a beautiful dark scarlet

flower ; indeed, looking at a single blossom, I could

not call to mind any flower of such a deep colour.

These tall-growing, red-leaved Lobelias are now
rarely met with, but for making up variety in a mixed

border they are very valuable. /^. M.

Flower Garden at Hampton Court.—Those

intending to visit this historical palace, and who are

also interested in the modern style of flower garden-

ing, would do well to lose no time in doing so. The
bedding-out is at its best, and the grounds are also in

excellent keeping. There is enough of what is termed

carpet-bedding without its being overdone, and, if this

style of gardening can be tolerated anywhere, it is in

such places as our public parks and palace grounds

that are open to the public, as the large mass of the

people seem to hang over and admire them. There

arc nine beds in the form of parallelograms devoted

to the carpet style, arranged parallel to the

the long wall: in front of the palace. All of these

are worthy of study to those who have to do such

work, or who happen to be in any way interested in

them. The beds numbered 3 and 4 I admired the

most—3 would certainly be the best of the two,

except that it has not quite enough colour. This

could be altered another year ; one suggested ini-

pro\ement would be to plant one of the highest-

coloured golden tricolors, instead of the silver tricolor

Mrs. Laing, in the bed numbered 4 on the plan. In

these beds the best jjlants used are Sempervivum

montanum : this is certainly the best of the species for

carpet work. Leucophyton Brownii is very pretty in

small circles in No. 8 bed. Achyrocline Saunder-

sonii is very pretty—it is a hardy plant, with silvery

foliage, and very dwarf. Alternantheras magnifica,

ama-na, and paronychioides are in nearly all the beds ;

Kleinia repcns, Pachyphytum bracteosum, Veronica

incana, and a few other well-known plants serve to

complete the arrangement. There are over too more

beds distributed over the lawn. I noted one or two of

them asrather different from the'usual style, and remark-

ably pleasing. Bijou, with alternate lines of \'iola Per-

fection, has a fine effect, one such edged with Golden

Harry Hieover is also very good. Viola Tory is also

used in combination with the variegated Pelargonium.

This is darker than Perfection, and Mr. Graham con-

siders it the best. Tory is also used to form a ground-

work for a thinly planted bed of Abutilon Thomson!,

and is exceedingly effective in that way. Passing over

the other features of the garden, I was much interested

is some trial beds of Dr. Denny's new Zonal Pelargo-

niums, presented by Messrs. Veitch, of Chelsea. It was

scarcely a fair trial, as the plants were all from spring

struck cuttings, and this season has had a tendency

to encourage undue development of leaf. There was

enough bloom to show that many of them will make
excellent bedders. Each of the great raisers of Zonal

Pelargoniums have a strain peculiar to themselves,

and there is no mistaking that of Dr. Denny.

This raiser came upon the fforicultural world with

something like a surprise when he introduced

to our not ce the set containing such distinct

flowers as Wellington, lanthe. Sir Charles Napier,

lago and others. Since that time Dr. Denny has

been earnestly working to improve his strain, and has

succeeded ; the flowers are the largest of any, and the

form, colour, and substance of the petals seem to leave

nothing to be desired. I noted the following as very

fine. Nyanza is perhaps the best scarlet ; it is a

splendid sort, with immense trusses of very brilliant

scarlet, and the pips 2 inches across, very free

flowering. Moxham has also scarlet flowers of the

florist ly\)e, the trusses stand well up above the

foliage ; it flowers very freely, and will, I fancy,

make a good bedder. Titania has large trusses, with

splendid pips of a crimson shade. As seen here the

flowers are not quite freely enough produced, but

planted in rather poor soil, from autumn struck

cuttings, I fancy it would be free enough.

Globosum m.ajus is a very striking variety from

a distance ; the flowers are crimson magenta.

This will make a fine bed if the flowers are produced

in sufiicient quantity. Cleopatra, large trusses and

pips ; the colour is very distinct, and seems to have

been borrowed from lanthe, a violet-magenta ; the

flowers are much larger and of a better form than

lanthe, of course, .\mazon is the strongest grower

of the lot, has immense tnisses of flowers, which are

brilliant scarlet and of fine shape. It would be grand

for very large beds, even if planted in poor soil.

Heather Bell is the last one that I have any notes of.

The colour is a pale pink with white centre. The

flowers are well shaped, but I fancy it will do better

as a pot plant than as a bedder. It does not make

such an effective bed at a distance as Atiiaranth, yet

as a flower, looked at from a florist's point of view,

it is infinitely superior. J. Douglas.

The Potato Crops.—I have read with great plea-

sure your reports from all quarters of the present

satisfactory jjosition and promise of the Potato crop

of the present year—the fruit of by far the greatest

value to the Labouring population. It must, however,

be borne in mind that the encouraging growth and

appearance of the haulm after the middle of July is

usually accompanied by the growing out of the tubers

below, which greatly diminishes their value for food.

In the very full and accurate report of the manage-

ment of my Potato crop from the planting to the

harvesting in 1S76, and the period of consumption,

and which you published in the Gardeners' Chronicle,

is the following extract :

—

" .\t the end of [ulv, 1876. on a careful examination of

the crop, I found the 'haulm and leaves in a green and

vigorous state without the usual indication of disease on

either. On inquiry amongst my neighbours 1 received

the same encouraging reports ; indeed, such were the

reports given in the Gardeners Chronicle in the month of

August from ScoUand, and various English coimdes.

.About the middle of August occurred some heaxy rains,

after some very hot sunshine, and the haulm still appear-

ing green, I apprehended sprouting of the tubers under-

ground ; and bearing in mind the success of an experi-

nient on a small scale under similar circumstances at a

former period, of drawing oft' the haulm by the roots, I
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resolved (.11 ,i(Im|iImi;.; III. it Course tliroughout my iiiiiin

crop. Till l"(>i lilt, w.ii- formed, in point of size, but os

yetunti|ii, iln skm mii heing set firm. At that date, 1

desired nn -inlui^ji .md his assistants that they woulil,

placing one foot close to each side of the plants, care-

fully draw the haiilm by the roots without disturbiny the

tubers.

"

On forking up a root here and there recently, and
observing symptoms of vegetation in the tubers, I

forthwith had all the haulm drawn, perpendicularly,

as before described. Though this uprooting of the

haulm in my crop of 1S76 was not adopted with any
view of the disease, of which there was then no ap-

pearance, it is not improbable that it may have had
some inllucnce in arresting the disease, when it is

borne in miml that it broke out very generally before

the end of August in 1876, especially in and around
this parish, as I saw reported in the Gardeners''

Chroniele soon afterwards ; and that my crop, after

the various operations of harvesting stated in my
report, yielded 72 bushels of sound Potatos with

twenty-three faulty tubers only, and those chiefly from
having been eaten in the ground. Charles Laurence^
The Querns, Cirencester.

Hotitcs 0f JBoohs.
Flowers; their Origin, Shapes, Perfumes, and
Colours. By J. E. Taylor, Ph.D., .^c. llard-

wicke "S: Bogue.

Not so very many years ago botany in this country

meant merely the counting of stamens and pistils so

as to ascertain the name of some wild plant. The
general introduction of the so-called natural system

effected a great improvement. Ideas of the relation-

ship and interdependence of plants were necessarily

evolved. Still, however, there was too much count-

ing of spots and splitting of hairs, with little or no

object beyond that of finding out the uncouth name
which some botanist had applied to some harmless

weed. If there were any higher object it was to

perfect '*the system," to see how the plant could be

fitted to the system. Now we are very far from

undervaluing either the names of plants or the claims

or "system": both are imperatively necessary; but

when the name is practically made of more import-

ance than the thing it signifies, and when the system

is more studied than the plants composing it, it will

be owned that the means are more considered than

the end. That such was the case in this country

with regard to botany in general is, we think, beyond
dispute. But the promulgation of Mr. Darwin's views

at once altered this, and lifted botanical study from the

rut into which it had fallen on to the high road of

progress. Plants are no longer studied as so many
dry bones, they are studied as living, sentient beings,

with awonderful life-historyof their own and a heritage

yet more wonderful : in a word, they are now studied

asGod'screatures, replete with all marvels—the beauty,

the fitness, the growth, the life with which He has

endowed them. A whole world of wonder and

beauty has been again held up before our gaze : we
say again, for the life history of plants is no new
department of science. It is one which had been

unduly neglected, owing probably to the immense
influence exerted by Linnoeus, the De Jussieus, and
other systematists. Philosophers of their calibre might
devote their chief attention to system with the greatest

advantage, because they were too wise to misuse it or

to neglect other departments ; but feebler folk almost

necessarily fell into the narrow errors we have before

alluded to. To Darwin mainly we are indebted for

altering this state of things. He it is who has

shown that the true basis of natural classification

is the genealogical one—that plants stand related

one to the other not only by the fact that they

e.\ist together and have certain characteristics in

common but that they have an ancestral derivation

from a common stock—which is the basis of the

so-called natural order. Then comes variation, an
innate tendency called into play by the varying con-

ditions under which the plant grows, adaptation of

organs to particular ends, the survival of the fittest

in the internecine struggle, the extinction of the

unsuitable and of the feeble.

The fecundity of such ideas is shown by the pro-

gress that has been made in the knowledge of the

life-history of plants within the last twenty years.

And this knowledge is not only important to the

botanist and physiologist, it is of vital consequence to

the cultivator, and it is on this ground, especially,

that we frequently call attention to the matter, and

urge our readers to make themselves familiar with

what has been done liy the botanists within the last

few years. Assuming the possession of a very small

amount of elementary knowledge of the construction

of flowers, no more than a schoolboy of ten or

twelve years can acquire in a few weeks, if pro-

perly taught—assuming such an amount of informa-

tion, then, we would recommend the young gardener,

and any one interested in plants, to study such works

as that of .Sir John Lubl)ock, on British Wild

Flowers, formerly reviewed by us, and that which

supplies the text for these present observations.

Dr. Taylor's book, to which we now allude, covers

a wider field than that of Sir John Lubbock, and is

not an original work, but avowedly a compilation.

Its lone is excellent, it reveals the fallacies and

narrow ideas of theological casuists ; it shows the

noble aims of modern botany, and the clearer concep-

tions of Creative Power and Wisdom that it opens

up. Its scope will be judged by the headings of the

chapters, which are devoted to the consideration of

the old and new philosophy of flowers, their geologi-

cal antiquity, their geographical distribvition, their

structure, and their relations to earth, air, water,

winds, insects, and birds, their colours, perfumes,

shapes, their habits, and their means of defence. In

a word. Dr. Taylor's object seems to be to give the

reason why such or such a plant has such a structure

and conformation. It is no longer to be looked at

as a pretty or a beautifid thing, to be ticketed with an

ugly name, but its meaning is to be sought out, and

the lessons therefrom derived are to be utilised. Quite

l)eyond conception are the multitude and the magni-

tude, the mar\'el and the harmony of the lessons so to

be learnt, and the awe and the reverence they are

calculated to engender. We cordially recommend

Dr. Taylor's book to our readers, and when a second

edition is called for we would advise him to consider

the propriety of omitting the' coloured plates, or of

substituting better ones.

The Native Flowers and Ferns of the United
States. By Thomas Meehan. Boston : Prang

.^ Co.

We do not think a better selection could have

been made of an editor for such a publication as this.

It required one conversant with the subject—in full

sympathy with it—and one conscious of the wants of

the general public and able to supply them. The
work is intended to comprise illustrations of a selection

of the more striking and interesting flowers of the

United States, accompanied by suitable descriptions.

Scientific sequence is not attempted, but the descrip-

tions will be accurate, and, like the plates, drawn from

Nature. Of the parts before us we can speak highly.

The coloured illustrations are accurate so far as they

go, and effective, but not exaggerated.

The letterpress is clearly printed on good paper,

and comprises a short technical description taken

from the standard American Floras, and then a plea-

sant gossiping history of the plant, neither diffuse in

style nor patronising in tone, as such books are apt to

be when written by authors full of knowledge for a

public not over-endowed with that precious posses-

sion. The geographical distribution and properties,

medicinal and otherwise, are not overlooked, and

numerous references are made to those points in the

life-history of plants to which Mr. Meehan has paid

so much attention, and which lend so much interest

to the study of flowers. Mr. Meehan's publication

will do much to dispel the impression that botany is

all hard names and dry systems. Many of the plants

figured are of course well-known inmates of our

gardens, which furnishes another reason for our calling

the particular attention of all lovers of hardy plants

to it.

A second edition of Sir Joseph Hooker's
Student's Flora of the British Islands has been
published (Macmillan). It is the most compact and

complete British Flora that we have. While we
think it no drawback for the beginner that the

synonynny is not given at length, yet we think it

wovdd have been advisable to have added references

to easily accessible figures. Although the British

Flora may be considered as pretty well worked out,

yet there are probably numerous varieties and local

forms yet to be added. We may cite one instance

that has recently come under our notice at

Hythc, but which we do not find mentioned in any

of the Floras—viz., a small form of Silene maritima

with the petals but little exceeding the calyx. The

variety in question was very abundant, mixed with

the ordinary form and growing under precisely the

same conditions. Vet the very different appearance of

the flower would point to some difference in the life

history of the plant. Adverting to this subject we regret

to find that the reference to a possible second volume,

devoted to the principal morphological and physiolo-

gical peculiarities that have been recorded in our

British plants, no longer finds a place in the Preface.

This second edition appears to have been carefully

revised and brought up to date, and is indispensable

to those who wish to have a comprehensive and
accurate idea of the British Flora.

Putd.icATiONs Received. — Gardener. — Villa

(jardcn.—The Bulb Garden, by Samuel Wood.—
Alphabetical Handbook for England and Waks
(Murray).

Forestry,
The American Forests.—The following ex-

tracts are taken from a letter from an extensive

timber merchant of Montreal, and published in the

Boston Commonwealth. The result, so far as the

older States are concerned, is startling. Already

there are only four States among the twenty-six north

of the old slave line and east of the Rocky Mountains

whose forests are capable of sui>plying lumber enough

for transportation beyond the limits. The writer,

Mr. Little, remarks that

"The qttestion of the timber supply and consump-
tion of the country is a matter in which e\ery individual,

high and low, rich and poor, of 40,000,000 of American
people, is interested. Of the twenty-six States com-
prising the New England, the Middle, the Western
and North-western to the Rocky Mountains, only

four, namely, Maine, Michigan, Wisconsin, and Min-

nesota, are no\v' able to furnish supplies beyond their

own requirements. The State of Maine, which ndt

long since could boast of most extensive Pine forests,

is now all but stripped of that valuable \\ood, and
is besides so far denuded of its once-supposed inex-

haustible supply of Spruce that the lumberers are forced

to the head-waters and tributaries of every river in the

State to hunt for supplies, and are stocking their mills in

a large measure with logs cut from sapling poles of from

6 to 8 inches in diameter ; and this reckless and wasteful

slaughtering is carried on to such an extent, to supply the

neighbouring States and for shipment abroad, that a few

years will find the people of that State widiout building

timber, either Pine or Spruce, for their home consump-

tion. The northern sections of Michigan, Wisconsin,

and Minnesota are the .only localities of the whole

twenty-six States that are able to furnish supplies of

White Pine beyond the wants of their own respeclivs

States ; and the demand on them is so heavy for all sec-

tions of the country that it will not be possible for them
to respond to it for more than six or seven years longer.

Yet, notwithstanding this state of the case, the lumberers

keep slaughtering away as if life depended on how soon

they could rob the counuy of its timber wealth and bring

about a timber famine, to the utter min of the wood
industries of the country, in which every member of the

community is deeply interested. Not satisfied with the

havoc they are making to keep their own markets con-

tinually largely overstocked, they have also made ex-

tensive preparations by fitting up their mills for the

manufacture of deals, to drive, as their lumber papers

boast they will, the Canadian supply out of llie British

markets ; and they are besides at work using up the best

of their White Pine in the manufacture of board-wood
and square timber for the same markets ; a course most
destructive to the forests. In fact, lighting the candle at

botli ends w ould fail to fitly describe the utter reckless-

ness and folly of their proceedings—they are casting it

bodily into the fire.

" We liave theories and speculations on the forests as

influencing the rainfall, and their value as reservoirs to

keep up a supply of waters for the rivers, watercourses,

and canals, and afford power for machinery, but who has

given consideration to the consequences to the whole
country of a dearth of timber ? W"ho of your statesmen

has given his mind to think on its effects on the 173.450
industrial establishments, and the 1,093,202 operatives,

who, as shown by the census returns, as far back as

1870, are engaged therein, pronding the people with the

finished wood materials so indispensable to their well-

being? Who of the delegations from the North-western

limber sections, that are now praying Congress to

prevent Canada from giving any assistance to prolong

the life of these industries, has taken into account tlie

consequences of a failure in their timber-supply on the

settlementofyour boundless, treeless prairie country, or the

deprivations it will entail on its inhabitants and the millions

who are to make it their home? Who of your whole

people has gi\'en himself the trouble to understand that it
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would require you to raise $500,000,000 to send abroad

to purchase an amount of lumber equal to your present

consumption for a single year, or that all the tonnage of

the whole world would fall far short of being able to

freight from your Pacific territories to your Atlantic sea-

board ? The aggregated freighting capacity of the world

is only about 18,000,000 of tons, while the 12,755,000,000

feet of lumber shown by the census returns of 1870

to have been sawn in 1869 would make a tonnage of

21,000,000, from which it will be seen, that, without

taking into account the thousands of millions of shingles

and the millions of feet of timber of all kinds consumed
at the same time, there is not tonnage enough in existence

to freight that single item of sawn lumber alone around

Cape Horn, and how inadequate it would be to meet

the shipping requirements for the whole consumption of

all kinds of building-timber and wood for other industrial

purposes of the present day, and how much more so by

the time your present stock is exhausted with so many
more millions of consumers to be suppUed.

'

' From the utter indifference and neglect with which

this momentous question of the supply and consumption

of timber is treated by your people, it might be supposed

you could dispense altogether with its use, or that you

could reproduce it as easily as raising a crop of corn,

or that you would have no difficulty in finding a substi-

tute : but it takes a century to grow a standard Pine

saw-log, and if there is a country on earth in a position

to do without or find a substitute for timber, that

country is Great Britain, and yet she increased her

wood consumption at an average rate of 10 per cent,

a year for the last ten years, and last year, as shown by

her trade returns, it was 31 per cent, more than in 1875,

and the import of that island, not half the area of your

State of Texas, and being, as it were, thoroughly

finished up throughout its whole extent, showing no

further room for improvements, amounted to no less

than 100,000,000 dols. But large as that sum is, it is

comparatively small to what the United States will soon

yearly be called on to supply for its own wood con-

sumption, and it is not a luxury that can be thrown

aside at will ; it is indispensable to the national well-

being.

" I know that the impression prevails, and it is often

stated by interested parties, that it matters little what is

the condition of your supplies, as you have but to look

to Can.ada, where can be found ' enough for the most

exacting populations of the world for centuries,' which

is the statement usually made by those utterly ignorant

of its true condition, or those who do so for a purpose
;

and I will here assert, from a personal knowledge of

most of the timber sections of Canada, and trustworthy

reports from others, that we have not, from the far-off

province of Manitoba to the Gulf of St. Lawrence, as

much Pine, Spruce, Hemlock, Oak, Ash, Elm, White-

wood, and other commercial woods, as would supply

the whole consumption of the United States for a

period of three years ; and the whole accessible

Pine localities have besides been run over to such

an extent for such Pine and boardwood timber

as would pay to ship, that many of our lum-

berers have been forced to seek for these descriptions

of wood-goods to supply the English demand in your

north-western timber territories, where they may now be

found cutting down on an average three trees to get one

stick of timber, and leaving the others from some trifling

defect to rot in the woods—a waste of this valuable

material that you can ill afford. I will further venture the

prediction that the near future will reveal such a state of

things in regard to the timber question as will bring your

Government fully to realise it would have been a wise

policy on its part to have paid a bonus for the importa-

tion of our lumber, if by such means it could have been

saved for the use of your people, than the course it has

adopted in driving it away to foreign markets by the im-

position of duties to any amount."

Apiary.

I SEE by your columns that Mr. Hunter has given

in his report, stating the result of the honey harvest

for 1S7S, which is a very disheartening one to

the apiarians in the South. Our honey season here

(Berwickshire) at the time of Mr. Hunter's report was

just beginning, and has been the best I have seen for

years. We have just about three weeks here of what

we call our honey season, viz., from July i to 20 ;

but though the season has been an excellent one

honey has by no means been plentiful : the harvest

indeed was great, but the labourers were few.

Judging by my own stock and some of my neigbbours,

I think it is no exaggeration to state that our stocks

set down last autumn died at the rate of 90 per cent.

This melancholy disaster I attribute to the miserable

bee season, or anything else season, of 1877, the

principal want being they never got in what is well

understood here as their back-end brood ; therefore

when spring came, the few old bees remaining died

before young brood could be hatched. None of my
stock, or none that I have examined, died from want.

We had to feed a great many of our later swarms the

whole of last summer and winter, and we had none

but what required constant feeding this spring to

keep them alive. Out of all the bees I had last year

only six lived over winter, and out of the six only one

survived the spring ; in this I thought myself lucky,

as three-fourths of our bee-keepers here had none. I

give you a report of the doings of my remaining one.

It swarmed thrice, all of which I put into separate

colonies {a practice I don't approve of, unless in a

case of this kind, when we are upon our last legs for

stock). The first swarm came off on June 14, the

second three days later (rather an unusual occurrence),

the third one day after the second : the old stool now
weighed 45 lb., the first swarm Oo lb., the second

35 lb., and the third 30 lb. ; making a total of 170 lb.

gross weight (straw skeps I am speaking of). This is

nothing unusual, but it shows the crop of honey we

have had here within the dales mentioned. Another

of my neighbours has just come in, and he tells me he

has been taking the ends off his (Nutt's) wooden hive,

and he has got 80 lb. of solid honey : this hive was

managed on the non-swarming principle.

We are all getting ready here to take our bees to

the heather for our second crop, which, if the season

is a good one, generally beats the one at home. We
take our bees a distance of 16 miles, the mode I need

not here describe. W, K.

Dahlias.—With the middle of August come the

Dahlia shows. In fact cut Dahlias have already been

seen, but they are pretty well certain to be uneven in

size and not well developed. In a week or two there

will be plenty of good flowers. The late rains have

caused a strong and rapid growth in the plants, and

some of the strongest growing have become what the

old florists used to designate as being too " sappy,"

meaning thereby a dense, soft, and weedy growth.

This cannot be avoided, but the best thing to do is to

remedy it as far as possible. This is best accomplished

by lying out the shoots to admit all the air possible,

and tying the plants securely, as in the stale of rapid

growth the rough winds which invariably accompany

heavy rains will do the plants much harm.

But the rain cannot last for ever, and bursts

of sunny drying weather are certain to come. Then

the water-pot must come into requisition to give the

plants a good watering over the foliage of an evening,

and if a spell of dry weather follows watering at the

roots must be attended to. Mulching at the roots is

of great importance in producing good exhibition

blooms, and if not already done should be attended

to without further delay, using partly decomposed

manure.

Sometimes the blackfly becomes troublesome,

clustering about the young growths and obstructing

their well-being. Vigour in the plants is the best

resisting condition, and to get them to grow strongly

is a wise proceeding. It is weakly rather than strong

plants that sutifer most from this insect visitation.

It is best not to be too eager to thin out the shoots

and disbud, and when attempted it should be done

sparingly at first, leaving a goodly number of buds on

the largest varieties. All thinning needs to be done

with caution, and a knowledge of the varieties is of

great service, or with indiscriminate thinning many

varieties will be made coarse and open in the petal.

Varieties that no amount of growth will cause the

flowers to become coarse, need to be disbudded freely.

All this knowledge is of the utmost importance to

exhibitors, and it is gained only by experience.

Slugs are plentiful, they have taken possession of

the garden for the season, and with earwigs will require

to be looked after ; for in a short time they can do

irreparable mischief to a promising flower.

The classification of Dahlias is but imperfectly

understood, for at a recent provincial show there was

a class for " twenty-four Dahlias, self-coloured," and

yet many of the light ground tipped flowers were

found among them. The literal rendering of the

terms of the class should have led to the disqualifica-

tion of all but self-coloured flowers, but custom

had sanctioned the exhibition of tipped varieties.

All but fancy flowers were regarded as "self-

coloured " flowers. In some parts of the country

all tipped flowers are admitted as fancies, and to

disqualify on this ground would lead to much heart-

burning. It is a case where custom overrides the

distinctions set up by florists. R. D.

Reports of Societies.

St. Austell Horticultural : A:i:^. 6.—This, one

of the oldest horticultural societies in the country,

held its annual show on the above date, and although

occasional showers descended, to damp the spirits of

the pleasure-seeker, yet the show was crammed to

excess, and the town and neighbourhood appeared to

hold general holiday. The show was held in the

Market House, which was very tastefully decorated,

and a temporary fountain in front of the band-stand

was quite an attraction.

The show is kept up principally for cottagers, but

there are about thirty classes devoted to open compe-

tition, the great feature of which is the collections of

plants shown by gentlemen for a silver cup—the

prize being oflered for a collection of an unlimited

number. We cannot help thinking it would be much
more satisfactory if prizes were offered for sixes, or

twelves, as the case may be, as parties residing at a

distance would then be placed more on terms of

equality with those near ; and not only so, it would

encourage the cultivation of flowering plants, without

which a show has a dull appearance, and in the present

instance they were very scarce.

The silver cup was taken by T. Martin, Esq., St.

Austell (Mr. Dunn, gr.), among whose plants were

some well-grown specimens, principally of foliage

plants, a fine Dsemonorops periacanthus, towering

high above its fellows ; a good jilant of Latania

borbonica, a monster specimen of Maranta zebrina,

several Crotons (eight varieties), some of them very

good plants ; also a seedling Croton, apparently a

cross between Weismanni and majesticus ; it cannot

be better described than by saying it is a red variety

of Weismanni. His best flowering plants were

Stephanotis floribunda, Clerodendron Balfourianum,

AUamand Hendersoni, and A. grandiflora.

In addition to tlie silver cup Mr. Dunn also won
nineteen other prizes, fourteen being 1st, and the

silver medal for getting the greatest number of prizes

in the open competition.

Mrs. Drew, St. Austell (Mr. Daniell, gr.), was

awarded 2d prize, with a fresh, well-grown lot of

plants, including two or three good specimens of

AUamanda Hendersoni, a Bougainvillea glabra, Clero-

dendron Balfourianum, a fine plant of Alocasia inter-

media, Alocasia zebrina, Maranta Warcewiczii, some

good Crotons and Palms.

In the competition for fruit Dr. Treffrey (Mr.

Gale, gr.) figured very prominently, taking seven 1st

prizes and three 2d, his specimens plainly showing

Mr. Gale to be an excellent fruit grower. For a col-

lection of fruits Mr. Gale was ist, showing fine

examples of Black Hamburgh and Bowood Muscat

Grapes, a nice Queen Pine, Peaches, Apricots, Melons

and Tomatos. Mr. Daniell was placed 2d with some

good Peaches and Nectarines, also Black and White

Grapes, a Melon, and various small fruits. Mr. Gale

was the only exhibitor in the class for a Pine-apple,

and took 1st prize with a fine specimen of Queen.

Mr. Hill, gr., Halligan, showed a splendid bunch of

Black Hamburglv Grapes, and easily won 1st prize.

He also obtained a 1st for a dish of fine Peaches.

Good collections of cut flowers were shown (not for

competition), principally by the local nurserymen,

Gladioli forming the chief feature.

In the cottagers' department vegetables were in

strong force, and too much praise can hardly be

bestowed on the exhibits. Potatos were exceedingly

fine, while Beans, Carrots, Parsnips, and almost

every other ordinary vegetable were shown in large

quantities and of good quality. R. G.

Olney Horticultural : Aug. 6. — This Society

carries on its operations under some degree of diffi-

culty, inasmuch as there is scarcely a place within a

few miles of it where plants are grown ; and the

managers have to trust to friends at Newport Pagnell,

Bedford, Northampton, &c., for .assistance on the

occasion of the annual show. The flower show is

the only holiday afforded to the dwellers in this re-

mote Buckinghamshire village, and its recurrence is

anticipated with great pleasure, as great numbers

come in from the surrounding villages to participate

in it.

The best eight varieties of stove, and greenhouse

plants were sent by Messrs. Ball & Co., nurserymen,

Northampton, and comprised Hibiscus Cooperi,

Caladium Belleymei, Begonia floribunda, Caladium

bicolor splendens, Dracsna regina, &c. The 2d

prize was withheld in consequence of the smallness

of the plants ; but a 3d prize was awarded. The best

specimen plant was a fine Draca:na excelsa, from
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Messrs. Bail & Co. ; Mr. Howard, gr. to G. Robin-

son, Esq., being 2d with Yucca aloifolia variegata.

The best six Pelargoniums came from Messrs. Ball &
Co., and included two of the '* regal" varieties,

Prince of Novelties and Queen Victoria. The plants,

though not very large, were nice and fresh ; Mr.
Howard was 2d, with a collection made up altogether

of variegated varieties. Messrs. Ball & Co. were the

only exhibitors of six Fuchsias, six Ferns, and six

Caladiums ; the latter including good examples of C.

Wightii, bicolor splendens and Chantinii ; also six

nice plants of Zonal Pelargoniums; C. Hutton, Esq.,

being 2d. Balsams and a few other things did not

call for remark. Cut flowers were represented by
Roses, the best twelve coming from Messrs. T.
Perkins & Sons, Northampton ; Mr. G. House,
Daventry, being 2d. Messrs. Ball & Son had the

best twelve bunches of cut flowers, C. Hutton, Esq.,

being 2d ; and the same exhibitors were 1st and 2d
with cut examples of Zonal Pelargoniums. Zinnias

were very good for the time of year ; and there were
good Stocks, Carnations, and Picotees, Holly-
hocks, &c.

All kinds of hardy fruits were well represented.

Apricots were particularly good ; while Gooseberries,

Currants, Morello Cherries, &c., were highly

creditable.

It is in the vegetable classes that the keenest

competition takes place, and in all the divisions, open
classes, amateurs and cottagers, all vegetables were
of excellent quality. The great competition laid in

the amateurs' class for six dishes of Potatos, and here

Mr. Walter Snow, the secretary to the Society, was
1st, with good examplesof Red Emperor, Red-skinned
Flourball, Giant King, International Kidney, Gari-

baldi, and Snowflake ; Mr. John Lord was 2d. In

the cottagers' class for the unusually large number of

eight varieties, C. Adams was 1st, and W. May-
nard 2d.

Messrs. Ball & Son sent a large collection of

Potatos, not for competiton, which included School-
master, Lye's Favourite, Blanchard, Centennial,

Oxford Beauty, a white round ; Giant King, Gari-

baldi, Success, Cattell's Eclipse, Purple Ashleaf,

Magnum Bonum, International Kidney, and Snow-
flake. {From a Correspondent.

)

Brackley Agricultural and Horticultural

:

Aug. 6.—This Society was formed for the purpose
of encouraging both horticulture and agriculture in its

own district, and in addition to a flower show held on
the above date there will be a show of roots, horses,

&c., on October 16, the flower show having been pre-

ceded by a wool fair held on June 19. This year the

experiment was tried of having a flower show apart
from that of agricultural produce, but the weather,
which is frequently an unfortunate interposing agent
at Brackley, was somewhat unpropitious, and marred
the success of the day's proceedings. The show took
place in the grounds of the college chapel, Brackley,
an edifice associated with Magdalen College, Oxford,
and quite in the heart of the town.
The contributions were staged in four large tents, in

one of which the cut flowers and table decorations were
collected. The last are always a leading feature at

Brackley, the sum of ^10 being offered in four prizes,

each exhibitor being required to cover a table with a
cloth and decorations, 9 feet by 5 feet being allotted

to each. The 1st prize was awarded to Mr. J. Parker,
nurseryman, for a charmingly graceful arrangement,
but the centre piece, which was in itself perfect, was
detracted from by the employment of a kind of out-

works of shallow glass troughs, which also needlessly

filled up the table. 2d, Mr. Hoskins, The Gardens,
Stowe, Buckingham, with an arrangement similar in

design to that shown the week previously at Bucking-
ham, but decidedly stale

; 3d, Mr. B. West, Shal-
stone. In the class for a single piece there was a

numerous competition, but in point of taste they fell

far short of what was produced in the larger class,

being generally too crowded.
In the class for twenty-four Roses Mr. George

Prince, nurseryman, Oxford, staged some superb
flowers, probably from young seedling Brier stocks,

the most striking being Etienne Levet, Madame
Victor Verdier, Devienne Lamy, Marie Baumann,
Dr. Andry, Auguste Rigotard, Fran9ois Michelon,
Maurice Bernardin, Sir Garnet Wolseley, &c. In
addition Mr. Prince staged six other boxes of twenty-

four blooms, that greatly helped the show. The best

collection of cut flowers, unlimited in extent, came
from Mr. Parker, and contained blossoms of stove

and greenhouse plants, &c. ; Mr. C. Rowe, gr. to

Mrs. Hopcroft, Brackley, being 2d ; and Mr. B. Niel,

Shalstone, 3d. There was also a class for eighteen

bunches, which was well filled. Dahlias were poor,

and it appeared to be too early for the growers round
about. Collections of Pelargonium blooms were well

shown, the zonal varieties being especially fine.

The leading class for plants was for eight stove and
greenhouse specimens, the best coming from Mr. J.

Parker, nurseryman, Rugby, and included Dipladcnia

insignis, Clerodendron fallax, ^C. Balfourianum,

Bougainvillea glabra, Eucharis amazonica, Allamanda

Hendersoni, and Statice profusa ; 2d, Mr. C. Wells,

gr. to Viscount Valentia, Stratton Audley. The best

twelve ornamental foliage plants also came from Mr.
Parker, Mr. Wells coming in 2d again. The best

collection of Ferns came from Mr. Parker, Messrs.

Osborne and Rowe being equal 2d. Ferns are evidently

plentiful and pretty well grown in the Brackley

district. Mr. S. Osborne, gr. to the Earl of Effing-

ham, Tasmere Park, had the best three, having

Adiantum cuneatum, A. formosum, and Blechnum
occidentale in excellent condition ; 2d, Mr. Bloxham,

gr. to the Hon. C. Barrington, Prestbury Manor,
with Adiantum cuneatum, Pteris cretica albo-lineata,

well grown ; and Asplenium bulbifcrum. One inter-

esting class was for six pots of annuals in bloom, in

pots not exceeding 9 inches in diameter. Mr. Osborne

was the only exhibitor, and had Chrysanthemum tri-

color. Asters, Cockscombs, Celosia, Stocks, and
Mignonette. It would be an improvement to this

class were it stipulated that the subjects should be

grown in pots.

A great many prizes were ofiered fo» amateurs'

productions, which brought a fairly good compe-
tition, but some of the awards in the plant classes

were of a curious character. Plants, fruits, cut

and flowers, vegetables were all creditably shown.
There being a number of allotment gardens in

Brackley and neighbourhood, it was not a matter for

wonder, that in addition to various cottagers' classes,

there were four prizes for the best collections of

vegetables grown by cottagers resident in the parish

of Brackley, and the same number of prizes for cot-

tagers in each parish of Eversley, Newbottle-cum-
Charlton, and Turweston. In addition Colonel

Campbell, of Eversley Hall, offered a champion prize

of;^i, and a second champion prize of \os. for the

two best collections picked out of all in the foregoing

classes. This champion collection came from D.

Jones, Brackley, and was placed 1st also in the

classes for Brackley parish. The collection included

Vegetable Marrows, while Spanish Onions, Long
Surrey Carrot, and hollow-crowned Parsnips, very

handsome in both cases, and measuring nearly 3 feet

in length ; Peas and Snowflake Potatos. The 2d
champion prize went to H. Ladyman, Eversley, who
had Cauliflower, Parsnips, Intermediate Carrots,

French Beans, Peas, and Snowflake Potatos, To this

collection was also awarded the 1st prize in the

Eversley parish competition. The best collection in

Newbottle parish was from H. Spier, Charlton, and
that in Turweston parish from R. Canning.

No person is allowed to compete as a cottager in

any of the above classes who holds more than half an
acre of ground, or is otherwise disqualified by occu-

pation or employment as an under-gardener or

labourer in noblemen's or gentlemen's gardens. {From
a Correspondent.)

Pelargonium : A2tg. 14.—This thriving Society

held its fourth annual meeting on Wednesday last, at

Chiswick, when the following report of the Executive

Committee was adopted :

—

" The Executive Committee in laying before the mem-
bers the Society's fourth annual report, have the satisfac-

tion of being able to refer favourably to the labours of

the past year, and to the Society's present position.

They congratulate the members on the increased popu-
larity of the Society, as evidenced by the accession of

new members, and by the great hberality of its old and
well-tried supporters—this popularity, as they believe,

being mainly atU'ibutable to the endeavours constantly

made by the executive to stimulate the production of

improved varieties in all sections of the family, thus

making its admirers still more convinced of its useful-

ness, and at the same time educating and improving the

popular taste.
" The exhibition held at South Kensington on June 18

was a decided success, since the specimen plants were
well grown and flowered, and presented a fine display,

and the progress made in all sections of the Pelargonium
family was satisfactorily represented in the exhibits of

new varieties. It is still to be regretted that many
members withhold from exhibiting, and this fact will in-

duce the Executive Committee to propose, for the

approval of the members, such modifications of the

prize schedule for 1879 as they hope may tend to remedy
this defect.

" The Executive Committee take this opportunity to

lender their thanks to Mr. Kinghorn, Mr. G. Smith, and
Mr. Moore, who fulfilled the onerous duties of judges.

They desire also to call attention to the fact that some of

the prizes were withheld by the judges, on account of the

inferior character of the exhibits, and wish to impress

upon the members that this course is necessary to the

full realisation of the objects for which the Society was
established, namely, the attainment of the highest

standard of perfection in the exhibits of new varieties,

and the best state of cultivation in the older varieties.

Any other course woxJd be detrimental to the Society,

which would, in that case, utterly fail to carry out its

avowed objects.
" The Society have again to acknowledge the substan-

tial and valuable assistance rendered to it by the Council

and officers of the Royal Horticultural Society—first, by

the cultivation of their collections at Chiswick ; and,

secondly, by the facilities afforded for holding their exhi-

bitions. The Society's warmest thanks are also due to

those exhibitors of other subjects who came forward so

liberally, and by their magnificent ornamental groups
added so much to the effect and beauty of the show.
"The Executive Committee hope to be able in the

ensuing year to carry out their desire of publishing a list

of all the new varieties in all the sections of the Pelargo-

nium family, and of notifying those varieties which they
consider superseded, and which consequently would be
better withdrawn from cultivation.

"The annexed balance-sheet presents a satisfactory

view of the Society's financial position, so far as it goes.

Increased exertions are, however, needed on the part ol

its members, so that the number of prizes offered in some
of the classes may be increased ; as well as to provide

means to acknowledge, in some slight degree, valuable

aid now gratuitously rendered, and to maintiiiu the

Society in an independent position.

Balance-sheet for 1878.

Kecctpis.

To balance brought forward from 1877 account . . £4,2 6 8

,, subscriplioiis (or 1873 .. 109 4 o

ruyiiicitls.

By Drinliiig Z* 19 3

,, advertisements •• .. .. .. .. 2 14 10

,, postage and stationary .. .. .. .. i 2 o

,, prizes awarded June 18, as per statement .. 78 7 6

„ balance in liand 64 7 i

^5t 10 8

Examined and found correct, J Charles Noble,
July 2, 1878. ( Edmund B. Foster.

The officers for the year ensuing were appointed, as

follows :—Chairman, James Mcintosh, Esq., Dune-
evan, Oatlands Park ; Vice-Chairman, E. B. Foster,

Esq., Clewer Manor, Windsor ; Hon. Treasurer, Dr.

Denny ; Hon. Secretary, Mr. T. Sloore, E.L.S.

Committee—Messrs. Browse, Cannell, Catlin, Eraser,

George, Henderson, Hibberd, Hogg, James, Kellock,

Kinghorn, Laing, Llewelyn, Masters, Peach, Pear-

son, Postans, Sisley, G. Smith (Hornsey), G. Smith

(Edmonton), Turner, H. J. Veitch, Webb, West, and

Wilson. The schedule of prizes for next year under-

went discussion and amendment ; and it was unani-

mously agreed that the Society should award Certifi-

cates of Merit to deserving novelties exhibited at its

shows.
A large party of the members partook of luncheon

in the Great Vinery, after inspecting the new Pelar-

goniums grown at Chiswick this year for trial ; and

altogether a very pleasant afternoon was spent in

discussing the merits of Pelargoniums, and devising

means for carrying forward the improvements which

have been made in this flower by such rapid stipes

during the past few years.

Clay Cross Horticultural : Aug. 13.—This was
the twenty-first annual exhibition of the above Society,

and, as usual, a very fine display was brought

together. In the class for twenty plants there were

five entries ; the specimens in each case were excep-

tionally good, and collectively formed one of the

finest groups of plants ever seen at Clay Cross. Mrs.

Cole & Sons were 1st ; Mr. Cypher, of Cheltenham,

2d ; Mr. Tudgey, Henwick Grange, Worcester, 3d ;

Mr. Ward, gr. to T. Oakes, Esq., Riddings House,

Alfreton, 4th ; and Mr. House, of Peterborough, 5th.

It was gratifying to find Mr. Ward, a new com-

petitor in that class of plants, successful when
pitted against sueh veterans ; they will evidently have

to look to their laurels. The competition for the

Veitch Memorial Medal, with /5 added, for one

dish of Peaches and one of Nectarines, was ex-

ceedingly close. Mr. H. A. Mann, gr. to, Mrs.

R. Hornsby, St. Vincent's, Grantham, came 1st,

with fine fruit of good flavour. Mr. Tillery,

of Welbeck, exhibited wonderfully fine fruit, but not

equal to the winning fmit in other points. Pie also

exhibited, not for competition, a plate of Nectarines

—the Welbeck Seedling—which was specially Com-
mended by the judges as the finest-flavoured Nec-

tarine they had ever tasted. In the class for Melons,

Mr. Mann was again 1st with a seedling, which

proved to be greatly superior in flavour to the other

specimens shown, and was recommended by the judges

as a very desirable variety. In the class for not less

than twenty plants arranged for effect, Mr. House
came 1st with a very eflective display. This class

was an attractive and instructive part of the show, as

the plants were of a size and kind that people with

limited means may grow successftilly. The specimens

shown by cottagers and by those who do not keep

professional gardeners were very good, and showed

that the Society has promoted a knowledge of, and a

taste for, horticultural pursuits in the neighbourhood.

(From a Correspondent.)

Natural History.
Are Squirrels Carnivorous.—As I was stand-

ing some days ago in the garden I heard distressing

cries of a bird. On looking round I saw at a little

distance on a high tree a starling struggling in the

paws of a squirrel ; I ran to the spot, but so soon as

I got forward Mr. Squirrel took fright, leaving his

prize. I picked up the bird and examined it ; the

poor thing was bleeding about the head. W, K.
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communis cracovia
; 4, Juniperus communis hibemica ;

^ Retinospora obtusa ; 6, Sequoia sempervirens.

—

James Cocker & Sofis. i, Anticlea glauca ; 2, Cam-
panula pusilla.—/i^. E. Dtvver. Fraxinus heterophylla.

—J./.&fSofi. Aster macrophyllus.— T'. IV. Pholi-

dota imbricata ; very common. T/ios. Kennedy ^ Co.

Asclepias curassavica, a common tropical weed.

—

y. Lcman. Erigeron canadense.

—

F. IV. i, Cyrtan-

tlicra magnifica ; 2, Chlorophytum orchidiastrum
; 3,

Populus alba.

—

C. H. D. Poa alpina var. vivipara.

—

Amateur. Specimens very immature, i, Seloginella

uncinata (cassia) ; 2, S. stenophylla
; 3, S. Martensii

;

4, S. Kraussiana (denticulata).— W. C. A. The Elder

is Sambucus racemosus ; the Vine we do not recognise.

//. M. E. Krica cinerea.

—

E. K. i, Leycesteria for-

mosa ; 2, Colutea arborescens.

—

M. H. i, Alocasia
macrorhiza variegata ; 2, Pterls cretica

; 3, Desfon-

tainca spinosa
; 4, Jasminum officinale

; 5, probably
Libonia floribunda, but not in flower ; 6, specimen
insufficient,

—

J. G. R. Diplacus glutinosus.

—

R. G.

Asclepias syriaca.

—

G. Boidger. Centaurea nigra,

Atriplcx patula, Torilis nodosa.
PoTATos : ,-/. A. The tubers are affected by the scab,

but we cannot explain the cause.

Phlox : K. J. W. Your seedling Phlox arrived quite

rotten.

Catalogues Received.—Messrs. Dicksons & Co.
(Waterloo Place, Edinburgh), Descriptive Catalogfue

of Dutch Flower Roots, New Pansies, Violas, &c.

—

Messrs. Hooper Bros. & Thomas (Cherry Hill Nur-
series, West Chester, Pa., U.S.A.), Trade List of

American Plants, Seedlings, &c.—Stephen Brown
(Weston-super-Mare), Autumn Catalogue of Bulbs and
Flower Roots, also Illustrated Catalogue of Bulbs.

Communications Received.—Tydia.-W. S.— J. H. S.—
H.—J. D.-D. T. F.—H. G. R.—Operator.—W. H.-R.
Milne.—R. M.—D. C. P.—H. M. K. -J. R. L.—J. S. B.—
R. McL.—J. P.—J. R.-Count Savorgnan di Brazza.

MARRIAGE.—August 7, at St. Stephen's, South
Kensington, the Rev. Frank D'Altry Hornek, M.A.,
of Kirkby Malzeard, Ripon, son of the late F. R. Horner,
M.D., F.R.S., Hull, to LoursA Mary, daughter of the
late R. S. Palmer, Esq., of Calcutta.

COVENT GARDEN, August 15.

Heavy markets have been the rule during the week,

aud prices have a downward tendency. Large consign-

ments of Grapes are still arriving from the Channel
Islands, and fetching fair prices. Kent Filberts are

rather lower. James Webber, Wholesale Apple Market.

Fruit.

Apples, «-sIeve ..
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IRON ROOFS for SALE, Cheap.—Several
Iron-framed Roofs, from 20 feet to 40 feet span (not curved,

no skilled labour required in fixing), covered with galvanised

corrugated Iron. Apply
, , ,- ^HEMMING AND Co., 47, Moorgale Street, London, E.C.

Greenliouses.

H FREEMAN AND SONS, Horticul-
• TURAL BuiLDEKS and Hot-water Aitaratus

Manufactokers, Cambridge Heath Bridge. Hackney, E.

Good substantial made GREENHOUSES, Glazed, ready for

fixing, 42 feet long, 13 feet wide, XI50 ; 21 feet by 13 feet, A28 ;

12^ feet by to feet, /t5. Estima tes given in wood or iron.

Glasshouses.

HE RE MAN AND MORTON
give prices for all kinds of

HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS in WOOD
"

eipt of particulars. Also for Heating.

A Pnmflih-l yf.
P.,rk, I.ondo

JOHN BOWMAN,
Timber and Mahogany Importer and Merchant,

HORTICULTURAL BUILDER,
WEST END STEAM JOINERY,

NEWC.-\STLE-ON'-TYNE.

GREENHOUSES complete, from £10 to £1000.

Portable Box with One Light. 6 feet by 4 feet, glazed 1

16 oz. sheet glass, and painted four coats .

.

•• S

Portable Box with Two Lights, as above, each Light ) g
6 feet by 4 feet /

Estimates given for Conservatories and Green-

houses of every kind.

Well-sctisotud Materials and Ftrst-dass Workmauship
guaranteed.

W. " LASCELLEb, Horticultur m
BlILDER,

rat, BunhiU Row London E C

Estimates given on application for GREENHOUSES and

CONSERVATORIES of all kinds, and to any design.

GARDEN BOXES and LIGHTS. Each.

Portable Box with One Light, 6 feet by 4 feet, glazed s. d.

good 15-oz. sheet glass, painted four coats, and
packed ready for use

l"
^^ °

Portable Box with Two Lights, as above, each light

6 feet by 4 feet 65 o

LIGHTS ONLY.
3 feet by 4 feet light, not painted nor glazed . . .

.

36
Ditto glazed, good 15-02. sheet glass, and painted 4 coats 10 o

6 feet by 4 feet, not painted nor glazed 60
Ditto glazed and painted 4 coats . . . . • . .

.

16 6

HORTICULTURAL WINDOW GLASS.
A large variety of sizes, 15-oz., 125. dd. ; 21-oz., i6.r. td.

per 100 feet. Large sizes, in Cases, for Cutting up— 15-02. 4ths,

30J. ; 3ds, 40,r. per 300 feet;— 2i-oz. 4ths, 30J,

BELGIAN GLASS forGREENHOUSES,&c,,
Can be obtained in all sizes and qualities, of

BETHAM cS: SON,
9. LOWER THAMES STREET. LONDON, E.C.

B. & Son have always a large Stock in London of 20-in. by 12-in.,

20-in. by r4-in.. 20-in. by 16-in.. 20-in. by i8-in., in 16-oz. & 21-oz.

ARCH.-\NGEL, PETERSBURG
ETC.P.ACRIXG MATS

BAFFIA for TYING,
TRAINING STICKS and LABELS

Bamboo Canes, Virgin Cork, ^c.

C. J. BLACKITH and CO.,
COX'S QUAY, LOWER THAMES STREET. LONDON.

rJUSSIA MATS.—A large stock of Archangel
y and Petersburg, for Covering and Packing (price on

application for Archangel)—Petersburg, 605. to loos, per 100 :

superior close-wove, 405,, 50J.. and 55J. per too : Packing Mats
at 20J., 3ar., and 35^. per 100 : and all other descriptions of

Mats at equally low rates, at

J. BLACKBURN and SONS, 4 and 5, Wormwood Street,

London, E.C.
,

HOT-WATER APPARATUS,
FOR THE APPROACHING WhVTER.

Defective Boilers replaced, New Hot-water

Apparatus executed, existing Apparatus Re-

paired, in any part of Great Britain, with the

utmost promptitude, by experienced men.

Boilers of all sizes kept in Stock.

MESSENGER AND CO.'S

Patent Check-end Tubular Saddle Boiler

Combines exery real modern impro\-einent.

We guarantee its efliciency. No night stoking

required.

ILLUSTRATED PRICE LIST FREE.

MESSENGER & CO.,

Ilot-watcr Engineers. Horticultural Builders,

LOUGHBOROUGH.

BOULTON & PAUL,
Manufacturers of New and Improved

POULTRY FENCES.

Thib fe ce b 1 I 1 of fencing than the

lattice panels wuh loose standards, and li more portable, bemg

made in lengths 6 feet long with double pronged feet. A nm

or pen can be formed of any length or shape without extra cost

;

it is easily fixed or removed ; the gate can be placed in any part

of the fence.

Prices :—

6 feet high, including all necessary Bolts and

Nuts 5J. per yard.

Door^vay complete, 2 feet wide, including

Standards and Arched Stay 13s. 6<^. each.

Angle-iron Pillars for Corners, with Cast Orna-

ments -• 3J. each.

Carriage paid on orders of 40J. value. Orders executed on

receipt.

NEW POULTRY LIST, with Illustrations, on application.

BOULTON AND PAUL, NORWICH.
Under the Patronage of the Queen.

SM ITH'S IMPERISHABLE
STRATFORD LABELS.

The Gardeners' Magazine says :—" We must %
palm before all other plant labels, as the very first in merit."

Samples and Price Lists free.

J. SMITH, The Royal Label Factory. Stratford-on-Avon.

Oil Paint No Longer Necessary.

H VARNISH for Preserving Ironwork, Wood, or Stone.
This Varnish is an excellent substitute for oil paint on all out-

door work, while it is fully two-thirds cheaper. It was intro-

duced upwards of thirty years ago by the advertisers, and its

genuine good quality, notwithstanding a host of unprincipled
imitators, is fully attested by its constantly increasing sale. It

may be applied by an ordinary labourer, requires no mixing or
thinning, and is used cold. It is used in the grounds at
Windsor Castle, Kew Gardens, and at the seats of many
hundreds of the Nobility and Gentry, from whom the most
flattering testimonials have been received, which Hill & Smith
will forward on application.

Sold in casks of about 30 gallons each, at is. 6d. per gallon,

at the Manufactory, or is, Sd. per gallon carriage paid to any
Station in the Kingdom,

Unsolicited Testimonial recbived May 3, 1877.

"TheRyleys, Alderley Edge, Manchester. ~^U?.it<,. Hill &
Smith.—Sirs.— For some 20 years I have used your 'Black
Varnish,' and shall be glad if you will forward me another cask,
as I consider it the best thing kninvnfor ihc preservation ofall
outdoor work, either ivood or ti-on, that requires to be painted.

—Yours respectfully, Alfred Lowe, J.
P."

Apply to HILL AND SMITH, Brierly Hill Ironworks, near
Dudley: 118. Queen Victoria Street. London, E.C. ; and 180.

Buchanan Street, Glasgow, from whom only it can be obtained.
CAUTION.— Ix. having lately come to the knowledge of

Hill & Smith that spurious imitations of this Varnish are

being offered by unprincipled dealers at a slight reduction in

price, they would especially draw attention to the fact that every
cask of their varnish is legibly marked with their name and
address, without which none is genuine.

GRANITIC PAINT, for Greenhouses and
for all Decorative or General Purposes where durability

and beauty are desired.

SILICATE ZOPISSA COMPOSITION, all Colours, for

Damp Walls, Preserving Stone, Sc, either internal or external.

COLOURLESS LIQUID SILICATE ZOPISSA for

Damp Walls, Preserving Stone, Brick, or Cement, all washable
and durable.

To be had genuine only from the Original Inventors and Sole
Manufacturers,
The Silicate Zopissa Composition and Granitic Paint Com-

pany, 45, Fish Street Hill, London, E.C.
(Established over fifteen years.)

NETTING for FRUIT TREES,
SEED BEDS. RIPE STRAWBERRIES, &c.

TANNED NETTING for protecting the above from Frost,

Blight, Birds. &c. , 2 yards wide, yi. per yard, or 100 yards, 2ar. :

4 yards wide. 6d. per yard, or 50 yards 10s.

NEWTANNEDNETTING.smted for anyofthe above pur-

poses, or as a Fence for Fowls, z yards wide, dd. per yard : 4 yards
wide. 15. per yard ;

^-inch mesh, 4 yards wide, is. (>d. per yard.

TIFFANY, 65. (id. and ^s. 6d. per piece of 20 yards.

EATON AND DELLER, 6 & 7, Crooked Lane. London Bridge.

TO ENHANCE THE VALUE OF

SEED,
IT SHOULD BE PUT INTO

BAGS
SACKS,

SELECTED FROM OUR BEST MAKES,

SPECIAL SEWING.

SAMPLES AND PRICES POST FREE.

STARKEY, SONS & CO.,

CORN EXCHANGE, LONDON

,i:i^

BAYLISS, JONES & BAYLISS,
Patentees and Manufacturers of Wrought Iron

CONTINUOUS BAR FENCING,
Iron Hurdles, Strained Wire Fencing,

Field and Entrance Gates, Tree Guards, &c.,

VICTORI.'i WORKS, WOLVERHAMPTON,
And 3, Crooked Lane, King William Street, London, E.C.

Catalogue!free m application.
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SCALE OF CHARGES FOR ADVERTISING.

AND SIXTENCE FOR EVERY ADDITIONAL UNK.
If set across columns, the lowest charge will be 3W.

Page {.') ° °
Half Page 500
Column . . 350

GARDENERS, AND OTHERS, WANTING SITUATIONS.

26 words IS. 6ii., and 6^. for every additional line

(about g words) or part of a line.

BiRTjis, Deaths and Marriages, 5s. each i

Advertisements for the current week must reiuh the Off'c

by Thursday noon.

All Subscriptions Payable in Advance.

Tkb United Kingdom: 12 Months. Zi is. lad.: 6 Months.

1 1 J. lid.', 3 Months, ds.

Foreign : 265., including Postage for 12 Months.

P O O. to be made payable at the King Street Post-office, W. C.

,

to W. Richards.

Publishing Office and Office for Advertisements,

41, Wellington Street. Covent Garden, London, W.C.

PARI S EXH I BIT I ON.

FOR rORTMANTEAUS, TRUNKS,
BAGS and HAT CASES,

RILEY & CO., 283, Strand (opposite Norfolk Street).

Also the TOURIST COMPANION. Store Prices.

Paris Exhibition.

Special arrangements for Visitors to the Exhibition have been
made by the

RAILWAY PASSENGERS ASSURANCE
COMPANY, for providing against Accident by Rail-

way or Steamboat during tbe journey to Paris and back.

A premium of One Shilling insures ;Ciooo if killed, or ;C6 per

week if laid up tiy injury during ihe double journey. Policies

against Accidents of all kinds may also be effected for One,

Three, or Twelve months, on moderate terms.

Apply at the Booking Offices of the Southern Railways, or

at the Head Office, 64, Cornhill. London.
WILLIAM J. VIAN. Secretary.

MR. MECHTS ADDRESS
to his OLD FRIENDS and CUSTOMERS and to

the PUBLIC :
—

"As it has been erroneously supposed by some that I am no

longer interested in my London business, I think it desirable

to state that I continue to carry it on as energetically, and I

trust as satisfactorily to the Public, as formerly, assisted by

my only son, who will in due time succeed me. It is now

fifty years ago since I first commenced business in Leadenhall

Street, and what changes have taken place ! Then everybody

shaved, and my razor and razor-strop trade was immense ; now

moustache and beard are the order of the day, and the razor

and strop trade is comparatively defunct. Then there were no

railways, so people stayed at home and used wooden dressing-

cases ; now everybody travels by rail, and we have dressing-

ba^s to suit the altered conditions. Fifty years ago the poor

geese supplied our pens, and many a now rich merchant in the

City will remember the quality of Mechi's shilling pen-knives ;

but steel pens have extinguished the pen-knife trade and the

penmaking machines, and the geese are in peace, except at

Michaelmas. In fact, steam has altered, and. I may safely

say, improved everything, and has made us a nation of travel-

lers both by land and sea. I wonder how much time is now

occupied in reading the steam-worked press ? and how much

less time is occupied in sipping port wine, as we used to do

fifty years ago, when we could not travel? Steam will make

our 4 lb loaves cheaper some day, just as it has converted calico

from 2J. 6d. to Sd. or less per yard. Then, again, a letter

which used to cost 6^. td. to Cork is now carried for id.

Sir Rowland Hill richly deserves a monument. But to return

to business : fifty years ago. when I first commenced on a small

scale, I made it an axiom that what I sold should be good and
useful, and I believe thousands who used the strop and paste,

which I personally invented, can testify to this ; it fact, it was
sometimes complained of that I stamped on my razors ' Ex-
changed if not approved.' I have never, and shall never so

long as I live, deviate from this principle, because it is the true

means to retain and increase one's connection. I devoted my
attention especially to the quality and convenience of arrange-

ments in the dressing bag and dressing case department, and in

the tasteful selection of articles suitable for presentation, as well

as on the matter 01 dispatch boxes and writing cases. Although

both razors and penknives have 'gone out." our sportsmen

remain, and 'sporting knives' form one of our special depart-

ments. I feel firmly convinced that there is no fear of the

departure of knives and forks, or dinners, so we make this an
important department in quality and price. In conclusion, I

ask no favours, but simply desire that my customers should

compare the quality and price of my wares with those of other

dependable establishments, and form their own conclusions.

Most of my worthy assistants and workmen have been nearly

forty vears in my service, and long ago learned that civility and
attention to our customers are as important as good quality in

the articles sold. Illustrated catalogues will be forwarded
post-free on application."

112, Regent Street. W., opposite Vigo Street —18:7.

THE ''CHATSWORTH"
VAPORISING KUMIGATOR.

(J. S. Ellis" Patent, No. 1395)

KILLS TIflUPS, KILLS MEALY-BUG, KILLS
RED-SPIDER, KILLS SCALE, dT'c.

Price 37s. 6d.

This Fumigator has been
designed on scientific prin-

ciples, to supply a want
long felt by Gardeners
and Amateurs for an easy

and effective mode of rid-

ding them of that enemy
to Cultivation. Fi/ih ; and
in the " Chatsworth "

they will find a true and
safe friend, which no one

ints under Glass should be without, but should

h acclamation -./or it is self-acting, thoroughly

durable, cannot gel out of order^ and ivill not

injure the iuost delicate Plants or Flowers.

Testimonial from Mr. Speed,
Gardener to His Grace ihe Duke 0/ Devonshire, Chaisworth.

"Dear Sir,— I have now given the Patent 'Chatsworth'

Fumigator a course of trials, and am so well satisfied with the

results that I shall have great pleasure in recommending it to

my horticultural brethren. In my experience I have tried many
different Fumigators, but certainly I must give this the palm
for being the most efl'ectuil ; and, in fact, I could scarcely have

believed the effect, when used with the Medicated Squibs, if I

had not seen it myself: for the way it kills, not only Green and
Black Fiy, but Thrips, Red-Spider, Mealy-Bug, and most Scale,

is a thing to be remembered.
" Its simplicity, of being self-acting and requiring no attention

after it is once started (according to your directions), obviates

the disagreeable necessity of remaining in the house during

fumigation : for no damage can possibly arise from leaving it

any length of time, as the combustion proceeds at a rate that

is harmhss ; the fumes being vaporised before passing into the

house make it quite safe to be left until the combustion is

finished.
"THOMAS SPEED,

" The Gardens, Chatsworth, October 9, 1S77.

'^Mr. Ellis, Norfolk Foundry. Sheffield."

Manufactured by J. C. and J. S. ELLIS, "

nd Bake
,
Norfolk Foundry

THE COTTAGER'S CALENDAR of
GARDEN OPERATIONS. By the late Sir Joseph

Paxton, M.P.
Reprinted from the Gardeners' Chronicle, with nume

Alterations and Additions.
Price 3*/. ;

post-free, sK*^-
Post-oflice Orders are to be made payable to Wm. Richa

at the King Street Office, Covent Garden. London, W.C.
Published at the Office of the Gardeners' Chronicle^

Wellington Street, W.C.

THE SYDNEY MAIL
NEW SOUTH WALES ADVERTISER.

CONTENTS :—

INTERCOLONIAL and GENERAL NEWS.
SPORTING and the FIELD, in which is incorporated

BELL'S LIFE in SYDNEY.
RECORD of RACES, and NOTES on the TURF.
CRICKET and AQUATICS.
THE FLORA of AUSTRALIA. (Drawn and Engraved

specially for this Journal.)

NATURAL HISTORY (Original Articles).

AGRICULTURE, PASTORAL, HORTICULTURE.
GOLD FIELDS and MINING generally.

STOCK and SHARE REPORTS.
ORIGINAL and SCIENTIFIC ARTICLES.
TALES by POPULAR ENGLISH and AUSTRALIAN

AUTHORS.
THE FASHIONS. DOMESTIC ECONOMY.
INDOOR AMUSEMENTS.
THE CHESS PLAYER. THE HOME CIRCLE.
COMMERCIAL NEWS.
SHIPPING INTELLIGENCE.

The SYDNEY MAIL has a wide circulation throughout the

Australian Colonies, New Zealand, Polynesia, &c. It

a large amount of information on a great variety of subjects,

Subscription in Advance, £1 per Annum.

Single Copies, 41/. : Stamped, id.

Publishing Ofllce-Hunter Street, Sydney, New South Walei

The undermentioned Newspaper and Advertising Agents are

authorised to receive ADVERTISEMENTS, which must be
paid in advance, for the SYDNEY MORNING HERALD
and SYDNEY MAIL :-

London Mr. George Street, 30, Cornhill, E.G.

Mr. F. Algar, 8, Clement's Lane, Lombard
Street, E.C.

Messrs. Gordon & Gotch, St. Bride Street,

Fleet Street, E.C.

BiKMiNGHAM .. Mr. R. S. Kirk, 90, New Street

LivERPOoi. Lee & Nightingale. 15. North John Street.

Eristoi- James & Henry Grace, Royal Insurance
Buildings.

Edinburgh Robertson & Scott, 13, Hanover Street.

Glasgow W. Porteous & Co., 15. Royal Exchange
Place.

Farms, Estates, Residences.

Any one desirous of Renting a Farm or Residence, or

Purchasing an Estate, can have copies of the

MIDLAND COUNTIES HERALD
supplied free for six weeks on stating the purpose for

which the paper is required, forwarding name and address, and
six halfpenny stamps for postage, addressed "Midland Coujities

Herald Office, Birmingham." The Midland Counties Herald
always contains large numbers of advertisements relating to

Farms. Estates, and Residences for Sale and to be Let.

M A Y F A I R : a Non-Society Joumal
of Literature and Politics, unambitiously illustrated.

(jd. Has been permanently enlarged by eight columns.

Contents of this week's Number (August 13) :

I. On the Watch,
z. Worse than ever. [don,

3. Political Influence of Lon
4. The Fair in the City.

5. Fancies of the Fair.

6. The Bargain with lh<

8. The H-aughtiness of Mr.
Justice Hawkins.

9. The Week at Canterbury,
ro. Country Society,

ri. Parrot Cries.

12. The Chat of the Fair.

13. Fashions in the Fair.

Our Public Offices. ! 14. Turning over Fresh Leaves.

Portrait Sketches of Major O'Gorman, Mr. E. Jenkins, Lord
Henry Thynne, Mr. Justice Hawkins, Tom Thumb. &c.

May/air, unambitiously illustrated, price dd. Yearly sub-

scription, iZs. (payable in advance). For sale by all Metro-
politan Newsagents and at all Bookstalls, on Monday afternoon,

and tliroughout the country on Tuesday morning.

"Mayfair" Abroad.— ./l/rtj-A"'*- is on sale in the Paris

Exhibition in Messrs. GALIGNANI'S English Kiosque

;

also in the Boulevard des Capucines, Kiosque 213. In New
York, by liRETANO, 39. Union Square. In Malta, by
Mr. WATSON, 246, Strada Reale, Valetta.

th.

TOEVUE de I'HORTICULTURE BELGE
XVi et ETRANGERE (Belgian and Foreign Horticultural

Review).—Among the principal Contributors are :—A. Allard,

E. Andre'. C. Baltet, T. Buchetet. F. Burvenich. F. Crdpin,

Comte de Gomer, De Jonge van Ellemeet, O. de Kerchove de
Denterghem, P. E. do Piiydt, C. de Vis, J. Gillon, A. M. C.

Jonekindt Coninck, C. Koch, J. Kickx, L. Linden. T. Moore.
C. Naudin, B. Oliver, H. Ortgies. E. Pynaert, E. Rodigas,

A. Siraux. O. Thomas. A. van Geert Son. H. J. van Hulle. J.

Van Volxem, H. J. Veitch, A. Westmael. and P. Wolkenstein.

This illustrated Journal appears on the ist of every

in Parts of 24 pages, 8vo, with a Coloured Plate :

Engravings.
Terms of Subscription for the United Kingdom :—One ye.ar,

loj., payable in advance.
Publishing Office : 143, Rue de Bruxelles, Ghent. Belgium.

Post-office Orders to be made payable M. E. PYNAERT,
at the Chief Post-office, Ghent.

Belgian.

BULLETIN d'ARBORICULTURE de
FLORICULTURE, et de CULTURE MARAI-

CH ERE. A monthly horticultural work, with superb Coloured

Plates and Illustrations. Published since 1S65 by F.

BuRVENTCH, F. Pavnaert, E. Rodigas. and H. J. Van
Hulle. Professors at the Horticultural School of the Belgi.an

Government at Ghent. Post paid 10^. per annum.

H. J. VAN HULLE, Botanical Gardens. Ghent, Belgium.

H E CULTIVATOR.—
A Portuguese Monthly Agricultural Journal, which

circulates in Portugal and her possessions, and in tbe Principal

Towns of the Brazils.

This paper offers an excellent medium for Advertisements of

every description of industry and of every article of Consump-
tion in the countries and places above mentioned.

Advertising charges. ^. per square inch. Translation included.

Ten per cent. Discount for six months ; 20 per cent. Discount

for twelve months, if paid in advance.

Address, the Editor of the Cultivator, St. Michael's, Azores.

^" ADVERTISERS are requested to vote that

although we do not object to receive Letters to he called

for, we camiot undertake to forward them.

WANTED, in the Countiy, .1 good
SINGLE-HANDED GARDENER; small Green-

house, Frames and Conservatory, Flower-beds and Shrubbery ;

no Kitchen Garden.—D. B., Steel & Jones, Advertising Agents,

Spring Gardens. S.W.

WANTED, a young active GARDENER,
who understands thoroughly Flower Garden aud

Orchard-house.— Capt. LEWIS, Hollington, Hastings.

ANTED, as ?ood PLANT GROWER,
a young Man who has been successful as an E.\hibitor.

and knows something about Pines and Grapes.—W. JACKSON
AND CO., Nurseries, Bedale.

WANTED, as GARDEN ASSISTANT, a
good practical Man, for Flower and Kitchen Garden.

Age not under 22. Wages 181. per week.—Mr. J. CHILD,
The Gardens, Garbrand Hail. Evvell. Surrey.

WANTED, a respectable, industrious young
Man, as SHOPMAN, &c.. for a small concern in the

Country, with a knowledge of the Nursery. None need apply

whose character will not bear the strictest investigation.—Apply,

in own handwriting, stating age, salary, &c., to JAMES BIRD,
Nurseryman, Downham.

ANTED, an ASSISTANT SHOPMAN
in a Retail Seed Business. Must write a good hand

and do up parcels quickly and neatly. —Apply, stating salary

required, to W. H. ROGERS, 132, High Street, Southampton.

ANTED, a Married MAN, thoroughly
experienced, to take charge of a small herd of Alderney

Cows. Good Milker. Must have unexceptional character, and
be steady sober, honest and industrious.—Write full particulars

to A. B ., Bates, Hendy & Co., 4, Old Jewry, London, E.C.

"\TSrANTED, an experienced MAN, with a
V \ thorough knowledge of the Seed Trade, Correspon-

dence, &c -Apply by letter to F. AND A. DICKSON and
SONS. 106. Eastgate Street. Chester.

ANTED, a HANDY-MAN, who has
experience in Packing, and one who can m.ake himself

useful in Repairing. Painting, &c.—F. and A. SMITH, the

Nurseries, West Dulwich, S.E.
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WANTED, to Work under Glass, TWO
young MEN of ability.—F. R. KINGHORN, Sheen

Nursery, Richmond, S.W.

WANTED, for a Florist and Fruit Shop, a
Young LADY, to take charge. Mu.it be well up in

the Business.—Apply, stating particulars, to J. C, Rose Villa

Nursery, Harrogate.

WANTED, a MAN, between the ages of
25 and 35, who has a knowledge of GARDENING, to

assist during the Summer Months in the Public Garden of

St. George in the East, and in Winter to act as INSPECTOR
of SCAVENGERS.
Livery will be provided. Wages 25s. per week.

Candidates to be in attendance with Testimonials, on

WEDNESDAY, September 4, at 3 o'clock in the afternoon.

The Election by the Vestry will take place on THURSDAY,
September 5, at 6 o'Clock in the evening.

T. G. HARRrSON,
Vestry Hall, Cable Street, London, Vestry Clerk,

August. 1878.

ESSRS. JAMES VEITCH and SONS
require for their Seed Department an intelligent Young

MAN who has had some experience in the Trade. One
accustomed to wait upon customers preferred.—Apply, in the

first instance in own handwriting, with full particulars of

experience, salary required, &c.. to Royal Exotic Nursery,

King's Road, Chelsea, London, S.W.

WANT PLACES.

E.

BS. WILLIAMS begs to intimate that he
• has at present in the Nursery and upon his Register

some excellent Men, competent either to fill the situation of

HEAD GARDENER. BAILIFF, FOREMAN, or

JOURNEYMAN. Ladies and Gentlemen requiring any of the

above will please send full particulars, when the best selections

for the different capacities will be made.

HENDERSON
SON have many excellent

GARDENERS with approved testimonials

for ability now waiting in their Nurseries for

re-engagement.

E. G. H. & Son will be pleased to answer

any enquiries from Noblemen and Gentlemen

requiring such.— Pine-apple Nursery, Maida
Vale. London, W.

OSBORN AND SONS have on their Register
a number of Men of excellent character and abilities,

and first-class experience in every branch, whom they would be
glad to recommend to Noblemen or Gentlemen requiring the

services of thoroughly practical GARDENERS. FOREMEN
and UNDER GARDENERS can also be recommended.—
The Fulham Nurseries, London. S.W.

C^
ARDENER (Head).—Age 30, married, two

X children ; has a thorough practical knowledge of

the profession. Well up in Vines. Peaches, Melons. Stove and
Greenhouse Plants, Early and Late Forcing, Flower and
Kitchen Gardens. Has been very successful in exhibiting.

Own reason for leaving present situation. Four years' good
character. — HEAD GARDENER, Grassendale Priory,

Liverpool.

GARDENER (HEAD).—A Bonus of ^5 and
upwards will be given to any person obtaming for

advertiser a good Head Gardener's situation. He has a good
character, is married, and without family.—ASH, 34, Church
Hill Road. Hackney, London, N.

GARDENER (He.\d).—Henry Eckford,
for twenty vears Gardener to the Earl of Radnor, at

Coleshill, offers his services to any Nobleman or Gentleman
as above.— 21, North Street, Swindon, Wilts.

GARDENER. (Head).—Age ^o, married;
thoroughly experienced in Forcing Vines, Peaches, and

Plants; Greenhouse, Conservatory, Cucumbers, and Melons;
Fruit, Flower, and Kitchen Gardening. Three and-a-half years'

good character. Highest references.—W. H., Blount's Court
Lodge, Devizes.

GARDENER (Head), where two or three
are kept. — A Gentleman wishes to recommend a

married Man as above.—Please state requirements, wages,
&c., to D. S., Gardener. Upton House, near Poole. Dorset.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 30 ;
practically

acquainted with the Culture and Management of choice

Plants. Fruits, Flowers and Vegetables. Good references for

character and proficiency.—GARDENER, Woodford. N.E.

GARDENER (HEAD), to any Lady or
Gentleman requiring the services of a practical man, both

Indoors and Out.—Married, no family : understands Grass
Land. Good character.—G. H., Post Office, the Hyde, Hendon,
Middlesex.

GARDENER (He.\d),—Age 27 ; thoroughly
practical. Well up in the culture of Orchids and all

kinds of Stove and Greenhouse Plants,—\V, ASH FORD.
Sunbury Court, Sunbury-on-Thaines,

GARDENER (Head), where four or more
are kept.—Age 40 ; has had great experience in all

departments of Gardening in leading places in Scotland and
England. First-class references.—J. C. , r, Munster Terrace,
Bohemia, Hastings, Sussex.

To Noblemen and Gentlemen.

GARDENER (Head).—The Advertiser is

now open to engage as above. Thoroughly practical in

the Forcing of Vines, Pines. Peaches, Flowers, and Vegetables,
Kitchen and Flower Garden. First-class references as to

capabilities, and thorough good character.—H. C., Mr. Martin,
Park Road, Esher, Surrey.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 34, married,
two children ; thoroughly practical in all branches of the

profession. Five years' good character.—W. J. WHITE,
The Engine House. Hoddesdon, Herts.

GARDENER (Head), where two or more
are kepi.—Married, no lamily ; thoroughly understands

the profession in separate branches. Early and Late Forcing
Thirteen years in last place.—A. B., 3, Castle View, Chilton
Road, Bath.

GARDENER (Head), where two or more
are kept—Age 40, married; thoroughly understands

every branch of the profession. Four years' excellent character.
—A. S. , Wheeler's Nursery, Farnham, Surrey.

ARDENER (Head),—Age 36, married,
Scotch : understands the cultivation of all kinds of

Fruits, Flowers, and Vegetables, Good testimonials,—J. M.,
s. Roper Street. Eltham, Kent.

GARDENER (Head), or BAILIFF.—Age
35, married, one child (age 7); leaving through

establishment breaking up. Six years' character.—HEAD
GARDENER, Fern Wood, Wimbledon Park.

G

GARDENER (Head, Working),—Age 35,
married (one child) ; has a thorough practical knowledge

of Gardening in all its branches. Wife could manage Poultry
if required. Twelve years' good character.—GARDENER,.
Messrs. Cutbush & Sons. Highgate. N.

GARDENER (Head, Working), or good
FOREMAN.—Age 28. single ; thoroughly experienced

in the general routine of Gardening. Excellent character.

—

2. Z., 5. Knowsley Cottages. Long Lane. North Finchley, N.

GARDENER (Head, WORKiNG).—Age 26,
married. Near London preferred. Twelve years practi-

cal experience in good establishments. Good references.

—

WILLIAM JENNINGS, South Park. Reigate, Surrey.

GARDENER (Head, Working), where one
or more are kept.—Single : understands Kitchen and

Flower Gardening, Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Vines,
Peaches, Cucumbers. Melons, &c. Good character —Stale
wages, &c.. to H. BERRY, Alpine Villa. Sunninghill. Beiks.

GARDENER (He.\d, Working).—Age 32,
married ; thoroughly understands Forcing and Plant

Growing, also Fruit. Flower, and Kitchen Gardening. Well
recommended.—W. M.. Mayfield. Shooter's Hill, S.E,

GARDENER (Head, Working).—Age 39,
married, three children : thorough grower of Early and

Late Furits, J-lowers, and Vegetables ; understands Poultry,
Cattle, and Grass Land. Trustworthy, industrious, and very
handy. Twenty-four years' good character.—Address, staling
terms, to J. H., Mr. R. Debron, Florist, &c , Ely, Cambs.

GARDENER (Head, or Single-Handed).
—Age 40, married, two in family; Stock and Land if

required. Two years' character.— J. liUT'llFANl', Edles-
borough, Dunstable, Bedfordshire.

C;;j.ARDENER, where two under are kept.

—

-^ Age 25. single
;
good experience in Flowers. Fruits, and

Kitchen gardening. Good character.—COLE, Post-Ofiice,
Wood Green, N,

GARDENER (Head), or FOREMAN
where good Gardening is carried out in all its branches.

—Age 30, single ; fifteen years' first-class experience in good
places. No single-handed place accepted. Highest references.
—RICHARD BRETT, The Lodge, Elstree, Herts.

GARDENER.—.A.ge 38 ; of good experience.
Seven and-a-half years' good character from last

-G. R., 22, Romaney Road, Lower Norwood,

GARDENER (SECOND), or to attend to a
Garden and pony.—Four years' character. — F.

DEBNAM, gg. Glenthorne Road, Hammersmith, W.

GARDENER (Second), where three or four
are kept.—Two years' good character. London pre-

ferred.—W. S.. Ousden Hall Gardens. Newmarket.

GARDENER (Second), in a good EstabHsh-
ment.—Seven years' experience in the Houses. Good

references from present employer and others if preferred.

—

S. WAGSTAFF. 220, Morton Street. Longsight, near Man-
chester.

ARDENER (Third), in the Houses.—
Good references.—W. H., The Gardens. Heronden Hall.

Tenterden. Kent.

ARDENER (Under).—Age 24 ; houses
preferred. Good character.—W. E., 8, Elwick Terrace,

Shooter's Hill, Kent.

ROPAGATOR and GROWER, or FORE-
MAN (Indoors).—Good references.— R. W., Tithe

Farm, Harrow. N.

PROPAGATOR (Assistant), in a good
Market Nursery, London preferred, or a place where

Rhododendrons, Roses, &c , are largely erown.— I. C . Kells
Place. Stanwix. Carlisle.

N

To Nurserymen,
PROPAGATOR and GROWER of Soft-

wooded Plants, &c. . in a Nursery. Good reference.—
E. J., 4. Upper Canton Place, South Lambeth Road, Clapham,

URSERY or GENERAL FOREMAN,
SALESMAN, &c.—The Advertiser offers his services

those requiring a practical Man, who has had great ex-
perience in Plant Growing, Management of Nursery Grounds,
Retad Business of Seed and Dutch Bulbs, &c. Good references,—M., Mr. Cowan, The Vineyard, Garston, near Liverpool.

FOREMAN, in a thorough good Gardening
Establishment.—John Derricutt, Gardener to Sir H.

Edwards, Bart., Pye Nest, Hallifax, can confidently recom-
mend a yoimg Man as above.

One Hundred Pounds.
LAND STEWARD.~A Gentleman, with

testimonials and character of the highest order, will
give the above sum to any one who will procure him a situation
as Land Steward in England. Salary, ^^300 per annum.
Less bonus for less salary.—Apply, W. 220, Messrs. Deacon's,
154, Leadenhall Street, E.G.

WOOD STEWARD and CLERK of
works, on a Gentleman's Estate. Eleven years'

in present situation. — GEORGE TRAIN. Osberton, near
Worksop.

pLANT COLLECTOR, — Christopher
-^ MuDD, who has had considerable experience in various
parts of the world, and was Collecting Botanist to H.R.H.
Prince of Wales in India, begs to offer his services to any
Gentleman or Firm requiring a Foreign Plant Collector.

—

CHRISTOPHER MUDD. Uotanic Gardens, Cambridge.

JOURNEYMAN, for the Houses, in a goodO Garden Establishment.—Mr. Moffat, The Gardens,
Hindlip, Worcester, will be glad to recommend the above.
Seven years' experiance.

TMPROVER, in the Seed Trade,—Age 17,
J- Good references from last employer.—A. C, Posi-Office,
Waltham Cross, Herts,

APPRENTICE,—Age 19, active ; is very
desirous to learn Garder.ing. Will be anxious to hear of

a suitable opening under a good Gardener. A small Premium
offered.—G. B., Golden Lion, Sheep Street. Wellingborough,
Northamptonshire.

A PPRENTICE.—The Friends of a well-
-^5"*- educated and respectable Youth, aee r6, wish to place
him in a first-class Nursery where he will have the opportunity
of learning the business in all its branches.— Please send terms
and particulars to Mr, VASEY. Mount Pleasant, Crewktrne
Somerset.

CiHOPMAN or TRAVELLER, —Young
^,-7 Man of good address, and thorough knowledge of Seed
IVade and Plants. Nine years' experience. Or would start as
Traveller wiih low salary. Good Penman. Unexceptionable
references.— N.. 51, Blantyre Street, Chelsea, S.W.

QHOPMAN (Junior).—Age 22 ; six years'^ experience in all the departments. Good references.

—

A. B . GanU-iicrs ChronicU OHice. W.C.

SHOPMAN.—Age 23 ; nine years' experience
in London and the Provinces —K, G.. Messrs- Minier,

Nash .'i N.ish. Seed Merchants. 60. Strand. London, W.C.

QHOPMAN (.Second).—Age 24; ten years'^ c.vperlence in England and Scotland. Good references.

—

T. R.. t9, Thomas Street, Cirencester, Gloucestershire,

To Agricultural Builders and Others.

PAINTER and GLAZIER,—Permanent
situation required : two years' reference can be given —

E. H.. 80. Belmont Street, Chalk Farm Road, N.W.

rtLERK, or CLERK and SHOPMAN.—

A

V7 young Man ; no objection to Travel. Unexceptionable
references -.K. X., Messrs. Wyllie & Son, 167, Union Street,
Aberdeen.

rv\0 NURSERYMEN and FRUIT
-L GROWERS.—A situation wanted for a youth of 17. in
a large Nursery or Fruit Grower's Establishment, where he
could acquire sufficient technical knowledge to enable him to
manage a fruit farm.—Write, stating terms, to JAMES ELLIS,
The Gynsills, Leicester.

KINAHAN'S LL WHISKY.
The cream of old Irish Whiskies. Pure, mild, mellow,

delicious, and most wholesome. Universally recommended by
the Medical Profession, Dr, Hassal says, " The Whisky is

How. and pure, well matured, and of very excellent
quality, "- t Titchfield Street, Londo ,

W.

DINNEFOR'D'S MAGNESIA.
The Medical Profession for over Forty Years have approved of

this pure solution as the Best Remedy for

ACIDITY OF THE STOMACH, HEAHTBURN,
HEADACHE, GOUT, AND INDIGESTION,

and as the safest Aperient for Delicate Constitutions, Ladies,

Childreq, and Infants.

DINNEFORD'S MAGNESIA.
ELAZENBY AND SON'S PICKLES,

• SAUCES, and CONDIMENTS.-E. LAZENBY
AND SON, sole proprietors of the celebrated recipes, and
manufacturers of the pickles, sauces, and condiments so lon^
and favourably distinguished by the name, beg to remind the
public that every article prepared by them is guaranteed as
entirely unadulterated.—92, Wigmore Street, Cavendish
Square (late 6. Edward Street, Portman Square), and 18,
Trinity Street, London, S.E.

HARVEY'S SAUCE.—CAUTION.—The
admirers of this celebrated sauce are particularly

requested to observe that each bottle prepared by E.
. -,r.-^-,-c^t, ^r^-^-r , .... .

^ many years,

HOLLOWAY'S OINTMENT and PILLS.—
Indisputable Remedies.—In the use of these medicaments

there need be no hesitation or doubt of their cooling, healmg,
and purifying properties. The Ointment stands unrivalled for
the facility it displays in relieving, healing, and thoroughly
curing the most inveterate sores and ulcers, and in cases of bad
legs and bad breasts they act as a charm. The Pills are the
most effectual remedy ever discovered for the cure of liver

complaints, diseases most disastrous in their effects, deranging
all the proper functions of the organs affected, inducing restless-

ness, melancholy, weariness, inability to sleep, and pain in the
side, untilthe'whole systemjis exhausted. These wonderful pills,

if taken according to the printed directions accompanj-ing each
box, strike at the root of the malady, stimulate the stomach and
liver into a healthy action, and effect a complete cure.
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CARSONS' PAINT.
PATRONISED BY

HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN. H.R.H. THE PRINCE OF WALES. H.R.H. THE DUKE OF EDINBURGH.
The British Government. The Indian Government. The Colonial Government.

10,000 of the Nobility, Gentry, and Clergy. Railway and Canal Companies. Collieries, Ironmasters, &c.

IS EXTENSIVELY USED FOR ALL KINDS OFOUTDOOR VvTORK.
IT IS SPECIALLY APPLICABLE TO

Vv^OOD, IRON, BRICK, STONE, and COMPO.
Sold in all Colours. 1 Cwt. and Oil Mixture Free to all Stations. Prices, Patterns, and Testimonials Free.

OILS and VARNISHES of EVERY DESCRIPTION.

WALTER CARSON & SONS,
LA BELLE SAUVAGE YARD, LUDGATE HILL, LONDON, E.G.; 21, BACHELOR'S WALK, DUBLIN.
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will be presented a Coloured Plate of

"HYACINTHS."

PRYSTAL PALACE.—TWENTY-THIRD
V7 ANNUAL EXHIBITION of FRUIT. TUESDAY and
WEDNESDAY. September 24 and 25, Schedules may now be
had on application to

Mr. THOMSON. Crystal Palace,

WINTER GARDENS, SOUTHPORT.-
A CHRYSANTHEMUM and FRUIT SHOW will

held on THURSDAY and FRIDAY, November 21 and 22.

SCHEDULES may be obtained by applying to

A. CAMPBELL. Horticultural Superintendent.

BISHOP AUCKLAND HORTICUL-
TURAL SOCIETY.

GRAND PLANT and FRUIT SHOW—
Greatest Dahlia Show in England— will be held on August 30.
For Schedule of Prizes apply to

J. C. HENDY, Secretary .

ISLE of THANET FLORAL and HORTI-
CULTURAL ASSOCIATION, and ST. PETER'S

COTTAGERS' GARDENING SOCIETY.
The TWENTY.THIRD ANNUAL EXHIBITION will

be held in Bromstone Park, St Peter's, Ramsgate (by kind
permission of G. E. Hannam, Esq ), on WEDNESDAY,
August 23. 187s.

NOTICE.—The PRIZES we offered for the
best SINGLE BUNCH of MRS. PEARSON and

GOLDEN QUEEN GRAPES, will be awarded by the
Committee o( the Royal Horticultural Society at their meeting
ol October 15, at the South Kensington Gardens. The prizes
are Z5. ^Cz, and £,1. for each variety,

J. R. PEARSON. Chilwell. Notts.

GOLD MEDAL for BEGONIAS.—Our
unrivalled Collection is now in great beauty. Those

bedded out are flowering in great profusion. Inspection invited

any week day. Visitors can select their colours from thousands.
JOHN LAING AND CO., Nurseries, Forest Hill, S.E.

HINESE PRIMULAS, \s. per dozen;
CINERARIAS. 3S, per 100.

A. AND E, BUNGEEOTH. Woolton, near Liverpool.

c
LAWN GRASS SEED, the finest and best

varieties for producing a close velvety turf, well adapted
to withstand drought, wear and tear, is. per pound, iS.j. per
bushel, carriage free.

C. R- FREEMAN. Economic Seedsman. Norwich.

EENOVATING GRASSES for PASTURE
and MEADOW LAND, double the ordinary crop may

be obtained by sowing this mixture during showery weather.
9*^, per pound. 75,1. per cwt. , carriage free.

C. R. FREEMAN. E. Seedsman, Norwich.

R
Deutzia gracilis and Cupressus macrocarpa.
AND G. NEAL have the above to offer in
quantities. Sample and price on applicati

The Nun . Wandsworth Comn . S W,

STRAWBERRIES.— The fact of my
being situated in the midst of hundreds of acres of all the

best and most profitable kinds enables me to offer unusually
fine plants, and perfectly true to name. All those who wish to

grow for gain should have the Kentish well-known varieties.

CATALOGUE, with valuable information, cost-free.

H. CANNELL, Swaoley, Kent.

CHRISTMAS ROSES.—Helleborus niger,
the true maximus variety. Spiraea (Hoteia) japonica and

imata, may be had many quantity. Prices on application to
BUDDENIiORG BROS.. Florists. Hillegom, Haarlem,

G
Gentlemen's Gardeners, Amateurs, and Others

ARDEN pots' of best quality,
are requested to send their orders to

, J. MATTHEWS, Royal Potterv, Weston-super-Mare.
Price List on application.

Vines -Vines-Vines,

T COWAN, The Vineyard, Garston, near
• Liverpool, calls attention to his splendid stock of well

~ — —
" able for planting Vineries. Cala-

oRCHARD-HOUSE TREES, Fruiting in
Pots 1— Peaches. Nectarines, Plums, Pears, Apples,

s, Fi^s, Apricots, Cherries, Mulberries, and Oranges.
RICHARD SMITH and CO.. Nurserymen and Seed

Merchants, Worcestei

LILY OF THE VALLEY, finest strong
crowns for forcing at <5i. per looo AZALEAS with

buds, in nice healthy plants for the market. CAM ELLI AS. nice
plants at lowest rates. Orders requested at once. Price; or
applit

ROBERT NEUMANN, The Nu , Erfurt.

SEEDLINGS. — Immense quantities of
Thorns, Scotch Firs, Alder, Birch, &c., for transplanting

and in strong plants. Apply to

LEVAVASSEUR and SONS, Nurserymen, Ussy,
Calvados, France.

FRUITING PLANTS of PEACHES,
NECTARINES, APRICOTS, and GRAPE VINES, a

larae and fine slock, now offered for Sale
THOMAS RIVERS and SON. Sawbridgeworth. Herts.

Healthy Plants in Fats of

LILIUM AURrVTUM, the Golden-Rayed
Japanese Lily, per dozen. 185 , 24^., and 301.

BARR AND SUGDEN. 12. King Street. Covent Garden. W.C.

1"1HE ORCHARD HOUSES of THOMAS
JL RIVERS AND SON are now in full fruit, and can be
seen at any time.

Sawbridgeworth. Herts.

HOICK FERNS.—Gleichenia dichotoma,
j5. 61/. each, and upwards ; Gleichenia dicarpa and

speluncje, ^s. each, and upwards. Special LIST of other
Ferns on application.

W. AND J. BIRKENHEAD. Fern Nursery, Sale, near

CINERARIAS, from choice named kinds.

—

Fine plants, ready for potting on in 60 pots, zj. per
dozen, 105. per 100. The same plants out of pots. is. 61/. pet
dozen, 8s. per 100. Very fine Seed of the above, is., is. 6d.,

and 2S. td. per packet ; per ounce on application to

HENRY MAY. The Hope Nurseries. Bedale, Yorkshire.

PRIMULAS and CINERARIAS, Williams'
and WeatheriU's strains, strong, is, per dozen ; extra, from

single pots, at li. dd. per dozen, post-free for cash.— H.
MORLE. Market Grower, 50. Kennington Park Road, S.E.

BULBS.—Economic Collections of the finest
varieties in cultivation. Send for Price Li,t and make

selecti'jn The Trade supplied.

C. R. FREEMAN, Upper Market, Norwich.

TRAWBERRY RUNNERS, in pots and
from open ground. A large and fine Stock now ready.

CATALOGUES on application.

THOMAS RIVERS and SON, Sawbridgeworth, Herts

ANTED, the PRESENT ADDRESS
ofj. W. SMITH, late of 392, Bowling Back Lane,

Uradlord.-E. P. DI.XON, 57, Queen Street, Hull.

WANTED, Tricolor GERANIUM Cuttings
(in quantity), in EXCHANGE for bushy plants of

DAPHNE INDICA RUBRA, or Cash.
% W. H. TURNER. Green Hill Nursery, Garston, Liverpool.

Geranium Cuttiogs,

WANTED to Purchase, Cuttings of choice
Gold and Silver Tricolor, Bronze and Zonal GERA-

NIUM.S. Send list of sorts, and price per 103 or 1000. to

DANIELS BROS., The Town Clo!

w

WANTED, BRUGMANSIAS, one each
of Ivnightii and sanguinea, good plants, about 5 or 6

feet. State price, &c.. to

FISHER, HOLMES and CO., Handswoith Nurseries,
Sheffield.

ANTED, a few thousand Cuttings of
VESUVIUS GERANIUMS.—State lowest price for

R. AND F. ALLUM, Nurserymen, Tamworth.

w
WANTED, some very large Plants of

Common IVY, from 18 to 20 feet high.—State price,

&c., to

M. R., The Beeches, Oatlands Park, Weybridge, Surrey.

H
Park and Other Bedding.

CANNELL has large quantities of all

those seen in the most choice designs, supplied either

as Cuttings or Plants, now very cheap. CATALOGUES post-
fice. Swanley, Kent.

Rochea falcata.

I^j^
AND A. SMITH offer the above charming

- • Decorative Plants, with large heads of bloom, in 4 and
5-inch pots, at 121. and iSi. per dozen.

The Nurseries, West DuKvlch, S.E.

pAMELLIA
\J A few ihousai
ing, for Sale.

CHARLES B. SAUNDERS. Nurserym;

and AZALEA STOCKS.—
1. in small pots, fit for immediate work-

. Jersey.

\rEGETABLE PLANTS. — Scotch Kale,
» Green Curled Kale. Asparagus Kale. 2j. fid. per 1000,

fine large plants : Beck's Premier and Sugarloaf Cabbage, and
Brussels Sprouts, 31. per looj : Early and Second Late Broccoli,

JOSEPH BOWEN, PUi , High Wycombe. Bucks.

Mushroom Spawn (Cutbush's).

WM. CUTBUSH AND SON beg to announce
that they have a quantity of their celebrated MILL-

TRACK SPAWN, in fine condition, fit for immediate use.

Price on application.

Highgate, London, N.,.and E.arnet, Herts.

TO BE SOLD, Two ORANGE TREES
and One LEMON TREE, separately or together. Fine

well-grown trees, in tubs, from 7 to S feet high from the top of

the tub. Apply, by letter, to

E. R , Post-Office, Ealing, W.

FOR SALE, splendid pyramidal CAMELLIA
IMBRICATA, i3 feet by 6, in pot; also some large

AZALEAS, fineplants.—Particulars on application to ROBERT
MACKELLAR, Abney Hall, Cheadle, Manchester.

CHARLES TURNER is now prepared to
supply strong runners of all the established varieties, as

well as several liitle knc
descriptions, see Charles 1

post-free on application.

The Royal Nurseries. Slough.

JULES DE COCK, Nurserym.^n, Ghent,
Belgium, offers AZALEA INDICA of all sizes,

AZALEA MOLLIS and A. PONTICA, CAMELLIAS,
CHRISTMAS ROSES, DEUTZIA GRACILIS, DIELV-
TRA SPECTABILIS, LILV of the VALLEY, SPIR^A
JAPONICA, PALMS for Table use, DRAC.ENAS, FERNS,
and YUCCA VARIEGATA. Catalogues free on application.

PROTHEROE AND MORRIS, HORTI-
CULTUSAI., MAEKETGARDENand ESTATE AUCTIONEESS

and Valuers, 98, Gracechurch Street, City, E.C. , and at Leyton-
stone, E. Monthly Horticultural Register had on application.

Strawberry Plants.

DR. RODEN'S new late Seedling, MRS.
LAXTON, and other choice Seedlings, are now ready

for delivery. Illustrated priced desciiptions forwarded in ex-

change for stamped addressed envelope, on application to

THE GARDENER, Morningside, Kidderminster.

Zonal Pelargonium Cuttings.

H CANNELL has an acre of the above,
• and now offers fine cuttings very cheap — 100 splenditl

distinct kinds for lar. Vide Catalogue.
Home for Flowers. Swanley, Kent.

CUanthus Dampleri Seed.
TO THE TRADE.

URST AND SON beg to offer New Seed of
CLIANTHUS DAMPIERI, in fine condition. Price

pplic

H
6, Leadenhall Strt

,
E.C.

PERMANENT FORAGE PLANTS.—The
most productive Prickly Comfiey, Giant Sainfoin,

Dactylis glomerata, Italian Rye-grass, Annuals, Early
Trifolium incamatum. Late Trifolium, and various other

Seeds for spring sowing^nd foreign clin

FREEMAN, Ec : Seedsi , Noi

To the Trade Only.

DUTCH BULBS at DUTCH PRICES.—
Hyacinths. Tulips, Crocus, Narcissus, Begonias. Christ-

mas Roses, Gloxinias, Caladiums, Novelties in Bulbs and Roots,
Anemone fulgens. Snowdrops, &c. Quality extra. Prices

low. Catalogue on application to

F. SANDER and CO., Seed Growers, St. Alb.ins.

Camellias, Indian Azaleas, &c.

EPYNAERT begs to offer the following :—
• CAMELLIAS, with flower-buds, at .£3. i,(>, sCl P"

TOO, and upwards.
CAMELLIAS, without flower-buds, at li. £f, and £6 per too.

CAMELLIA STOCKS, very strong, 30!. per 100.

INDIAN AZALEAS, fine young plants, at £3 to £6 per roo.

HARDY RHODODENDRONS, fine named varieties, with or

without flower-buds, at £s per io3.

May be had per Thousand.
References from unknown correspondents.

Agents in London, Messrs. R. SILBERRAD and SON,
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SALES BY AUCTION.
Dutch Bulbs.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by
AUC'lllJN. at his Great Rooms, 38, King Street,

Covciit Garden, W.C. on WEDNESDAY, Augubt 28, at

hair-past 12 (>'Clocl<_piecisely^_rift^e_n__cases _(67_o _l.ots) .of

Fr;
On-» t morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Cool Odoutoglossums.

MR. J. C. STEVENS has received in-
structions from the New Plant and Bulb Company of

Colchester to SELL by AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 38,

King Street, Covent Garden, on THURSDAY, August 19, at

hall-past 12 o'clock precisely, the second and last portion of a

splendid consignment of ODONTOGLOSSUMS and other
ORCHIDS from the highest mountain ranges of Columbia,
comprising fine healthy pieces of O. coronarium, Pescatorei,
Phaiainopsis, triumphans, laive, hastilahium, and many other
fine things. An importation of ONCIDIUM VARICOSUM
ROGERSI from Brazil, ORCHIDS and PALMS from
Belgium. BULBS from Algiers.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Kensal Creen.
Ten minutes' walk from Station. By order of the Exeecutors.

MESSR.S. PROTHEROE AND MORRIS
will SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises, Kensal

House, on THURSDAY, August 29, at i o'clock precisely,

the whole of the STOVE and GREENHOUSE PLANTS,
including Specimen Araucaria excelsa, 12 feet : double
Camellias, 2 to 8 feet ; trained Azalea indica. &c. ; four
GREENHOUSES and FITTINGS, and other EFFECTS.
May be viewed the day prior. Catalogues may be had on

the Premises, and of the Auctioneers, 98, Gracechurch Street,
E.C., and Leytonstone. E.

Middlesex and Bucks.

MR. E. P. NEWMAN will SELL Ijy
AUCTION, during AUGUST and SEPTEMBER,

300 ACRES of POTATOS, growing on farms in the
parishes of Hayes. Hillingdon,' flarmondsworth, AVest Drayton,
Horton, and the adjoining neighbourhood, in Lois. Most of the
Potatos are Regents of first-class quality and from new Scotch
seed. Credit will be given.
Catalogues of the various Sales can be obtained free by post

on applying to the Auctioneer, 41, High Street, Uxbridge,
Middlesex.

SALE of a Collection of VALUABLE PLANTS, for the most
part of half-specimen s'ze. which have been removed from
Crow Nest, Saltaire. Yorkshire, consisting of Fine and Rare
MiscelKaneous PLANTS for STOVE, GREENHOUSE,
and CONSERVATOKY. and a good Assortment of
BRITISH and EXOTIC FERNS.

ARTINGSTALL and HIND respectfully
give notice that they are instructed to SELL by

AUCTION, on TUESDAY, August 27, beginning at 12 o'Clocic
prompt, at their Sale Premises, 45, Princess Street, Man-
chester, a large quantity of desirable PLANTS.

Catalogues are being prepared, and will be issued several
days prior to Sale.

For further particulars apply to the Auctioneers. Manchester.

TO BE DISPOSED OF, as a Going Concern,
a very Incr.-itive FLORIST'S, SEEDSMAN'S, and

FRUITERER'S BUSINESS, with Jobbing attached.
Premises comprise large Shop, well fitted, good Dwelling-house.
Greenhouses, Lights, Stabling, Horse, two Vans, and general
Stock. X400 or valuation. An opportunity seldom met with —
A. A.. Gnr.hiiers Ckronu-le Office, W.C.

London-West End.—(4458.)FOR IMMEDIATE DISPOSAL, a
thormighly genuine DECORATIVE FLORIST'S

BUSINESS, in a leading thoroughfare. Incoming about .£850.
Rent ^210 per annum.

Full particulars of PROTHEROE and MORRIS, 08,
Gracechurch Street, E.C.

I ^^
West of England.-(4446.)

FSuuate on the confines of an important and most thriving town.
OR DISPOSAL, an extensive and well-

KTT^ct.''"T\^"^^^^^' SEED, and FLORIST'S BUSI-
NESS, which has been in existence for upwa-di of a century
and a half The Grounds cover an area of about 30 acres,
and comprise a convenient detached Dwetling-house, Seed-
shop, several extensive ranges of Glass, conlaining altogether
about 55,000 feet super, fitted with all the modern appliances,
and offering unusual facilities for turning out enormous quantities
of Stock: commodious Outbuildings, and every requisite for
doing a very large trade. Well selected and beautifully grown
stock. Extremely productive soil. A certain portion of the
Stock would have to be taken by valuation, but the Vendor
would be prepared to Sell a considerable quantity by Auction.
No charge for Goodwill. Satisfactory reasons can be given for
relinquishing the business.
Rent and further particulars may be had from MessrsPROTHEROE and MORRIS, Horticultural Auctioneers and

Agents, 98. Gracechurch Street. London, E.C.

FOR SALE, cheap, a Small FLORIST'S
BUSINESS, all Glass, heated with hot water. Whole

or part of Stock. For particulars apply on the premises
W. FISHER, Myrtle Cottage, Green Lane, South Street,

Greenwich, S. E.

rriO BE SOLD, by Private Contract, on
j:;V,„A'd^'™'"''=°"'^ '"""* ^" old-estahlished BUSINESS of aNURSERYMAN and FLORIST, with the Greenhouses, Hot-
houses, and General Nursery and Florist Stock, as now carried
en in a first-rate situation in a University Town.—For parti-
culars and to view, apply to
A. B., Messrs. Hurst & Co., 6. Lcadenhall Street, London, E.C.

TO LET, from Michaelmas ne.Mt, a MARKET
GARDEN (VValled)-about 2>i acres, with a Gardeners'

Residence, Stable, Piggeries. &c. At Great Lodge Farm,
Wlihin 2 miles of Tunbridge Wells.— For particulars and orders
to view, apply to

The TOWN CLERK. Tunbridge -\Vells.

Fifty Nurseries, Market Gardens, Florist and Seed
BUSINESSKS to be DISl'OSED OF.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS'
HORTICULTURAL REGISTER contains full

particulars of the above, and can be obtained gratis .at 08
Gracechurch Street, E.C.

'

Corn, Flour, and Seed Trade.

WANTED, about 20 or 30 miles from
London, PREMISES adapted to the above business.

STABLING and STORAGE ROOM necessary. A moderate
Premium would be given for an established business that will

bear the strictest investigation. Send full particulars to
Mr. L., zOo, Cornuall Road, Kensington Park, W.

TRIPOLI ONION SEED-
Giant Rocca. fid. per ounce ; Large Late Flat Red, bd.

per ounce ; Large Late Flat Red, extra, is. per ounce ; Large
Late Flat White, td. per ounce ; Large Late Flat White, extra,

IS. per ounce ; New Queen, is. per ounce.
Illustrated CATALOGUE on application.

BIDDLES" AND CO., The Penny Packet Seed Company,
Loughborough.

FOR SALE, the large and valuable Collection
of AUSTRALIAN bEEDS now exhibiting by Mr.

C. F. Ckeswell, of Melbourne, at thePARISEXHlBITION,
comprising Elsccarpus grandis, Eucalyptus globulus, Castano-
spermum australis, Ficus macrophylla, and a great quantity of
other Seeds, some hitherto unknown in Europe, besides many
Vegetable and Grass Seeds.— For particulars apply to

C.J. BLACKITH and COMPANY, Cox's Quay, Lower
Thames Street, London, E.C.

QUTTON^S CHOICI-: STRAINS OF
FLORIST'S FLOWERS, POST-FREE.
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PAUL AND SON,
THE OLD NURSERIES, CHESHUNT, N.,

Have now ready for delivery their Importation of

DUTCH and FRENCH BULBS,
ROMAN HYACINTHS for Forcing.

Choice picked Roots of NAMED HYACINTHS, with TULIPS,
NARCISSUS, &c., for Pot Culture.

MIXED HYACINTHS, TULIPS, CROCUS, BORDER NARCISSUS, LILIES,

And all other Bulbs for Outdoor Spring Gardening, ha\e been all recei\'ed

in fine condition.

CAREFULLY PREPARED, REASON.'VBLY PRICED,

CATALOGUE of BULBS, zuith AZALEAS, CAMELLIAS,

Select Descriptive LIST of STRAWBERRIES, poit-free, on application.

CONSERVATORIES
Built to suit any style oF iVIansion, Architects' Plans carried out,

Es/imatcs i^ivcn to Specifications, or Rough Sketches zvith sizes Diarked on.

Winter Gardens and Glass Boundaries arranged.
PRICE LISTS of Cheap and Portable ORCHARD HOUSES, VINERIES, GREEN-

HOUSES, PEACH WALL COVERS, &c., on application.

A PAMPHLET, with Views, Testimonials, &--r., yi., post-free.

HEREMAN & MORTON,
2, GLOUCESTER STREET, REGENT'S PARK, LONDON, N.W.

TheThames Bank Iron Company
OLD BARGE WHARF,

UPPER GROUND STREET,;!^
IjONDON, S.E.,

Have the largest and most complete stock in the Trade
;

upwards of ^20,000 worth to choose from.

HOT-WATER BOILERS, PIPES, and CONNECTIONS,
And all CASTINGS for HORTICULTURAL PURPOSES.

Their New Illustrated Catalogue, Zth Edition, now ready

{price Sixpence).

Hot-water Apparatus erected complete, or the Materials supplied at Wholesale Price?

H

SEED POTATOS, for Export and the Trade,
Coo varieties, including Magnum Bonum—the most

productive and disease-proof kinds, Snowflake. Extra Early
Vermont, Ashleaf, Send for Treatise upon Cultivation and
Prevention of Disease in Potatos, Gratis.

FREEMAN. Seed Grower, Norwich.

Notice to the Trade,

URST AND SON can supply fine samples
of ROMAN HYACINTHS and SNOWDROPS.

Prices upon application.

They beg to intimate that their CATALOGUES of Flower
Roots have been posted, and if any persons have not received
same, wilt they kindly inform them, and one shall be forwarded
immediately. Their first consignment of roots is .it hand, orders
can at once be executed.

6, Leadenhall Street, E.G.

Camellias, Indian Azaleas, Palms, &;c.

MR. A. VAN (iEERT begs to intimate that
his stock of budded plants of Camellias and Indian

Azaleas and of Decorative Palms is unusually fine this season,
and will be ready for delivery, at very moderate charges, on and
after September i. Also the following desirable plants are in

prime condition :—Ghent Azaleas, Azalea mollis, Splrxa
jap^nica, and Lilies of the Valley, Greenhouse Ferns for

furnishing, and general Nursery Stock as well.

The new CATALOGUE will be issued shortly.

A. VAN GEERT.The Continental Nurseries, Ghent, Belgium.

j;^K: I CHARD Smith-;
vfcWORGE ST E

R

:4l

QTRAWBERRIES.— Strong plants of the
Kw7 leading sorts can be supplied from the open ground
after July 15, at 5^. per 100. See Descriptive FRUIT LIST,
to be had on application.

RICHARD SMITH and CO., Nurserymen, Worcester.

To Market Gardeners.
(To be sent out in the Autumn.)

MARECHAL NIEL, grafted on Brier roots,
4000 fine plants, fit for pot culture, at £2 i6s. per 100,

£.26 per 1000.

VIOLA, Belle de Chatenay, fine, in good transplanted young
plants, at £1 51. per 100, and £10 per 1000. Other varie-

ties of Viola, such as Marie Louise, Parma, Czar, do.

white flower, for disposal in large quantities.

As many orders last season could not be supplied, as the
Stocks run out. orders must be sent immediately, to

L. PAILLET. Nurseryman, Chalenay by Sceaux near
Paris, France ; or to his Acents, Messrs. SILIJERRAD and
SONS. 15. Harp L.ane. Great Tower Street. London. E.G..
where CATALOGUES and Trade Lists may be had on

PRIMULAS, CINERARIAS, CHOICE
GERANIUMS, &c.—Striped Vesuvius and S.ilmon

Vesuvius, IS. 6-i. each ; White Vesuvius and Dr. John Denny,
2S. each, post-free : twelve fine distinct Geraniums for pot
culture, winter blooming, &c., 4^. and 6.f.

,
post-free. Primulas

and Cinerarias. 2s. per dozen, post-free ; Roman Hyacinths,
fine bulbs, 2^. 6(/. per dozen, ijs. per iod.

STOVE and GREENHOUSE PLANTS in great variety.

CATALOGUES on application. Special cheap offers to

Gentlemen furnishing new Conservatories, Greenhouses, &c. ;

also to those planting Herbaceous Borders of Herbaceous and
Alpine Plants, Florist's fiowers, &-.

\VM. CLIBRAN AND SON, Oldfield Nursery. Altrincham.'

"j^^ERNS, PALMS, DRAC^NAS, &c.
-L Having a large surplus stock of the following, we can

offer them unusually cheap to make room.
DRAC^NAS.-Congesti, terminahs, Cooperii, striata, and

GuilfDylei, in 3 and 6-inch pots. Also a few fine specimens
of amahilis in lo-inch pots.

PALMS.—Latania borbonica, 15 inches, in 6-inch pots.

FERNS.—Adiantum cuneatum and gracillimum, Lomaria
gibba, e.xtra strong ; Pleris tremula, cretica, cretlca albo-

lineata ; Cyrtomium falcatum in 3 and 6-inch pots. Also
specimens of cuneatum and gracillimum.

Price per dozen, 100, or looo on application. Samples of Six
varieties of mixed FERNS, in 3-inch pots, ^s. 6d. per dozen.
PELARGONIUMS in eight leading Market varieties, well-

established in 3-inch pots, 6s. per dozen. Price per 100 or looo
on application.

POUNCE AND SONS, F.R.H.S., Nurserymen. Hendon,
Middlesex, N.W.

-Ri chard' S MiTH •;

.fcWo-RGESTtR.^©'
ROSES, choice Tea-Scented and Noisette, in

great v.^riety.

ROSES, Hybrid Perpetual, strong, for forcing.

ROSES, New, for 187S.

CLEMATIS JACKMANNI and many other sorts for bedding
and climbing.

Bedding Plants, strong and healthy : Fuchiias, Pelargoiliums

Greenhouse and Stove Plants, Ferns, &c.

Descriptive priced LISTS free on application.

RICHARD SMITH and CO., Nurserymen, Worcester.

Iron Hurdles for Fencing.
To GENTLEMAN PARMERSand OTHERS.

TO BE SOLD, Cheap, 150, 6 feet by 4^ feefj

strong Five-rail Iron Hurdles, in good condition, als3 foii^

IRON G.4TES. The above can be seen and price had from

C. E. WATERS, Nurseryman, Derby Villas Nursery, Forest

Hill, S.E.

WHOLESALE RUSSIA MAT
MERCHANTS.

NEW ARCHANGEL MATS.
ST. PETERSBURG MATS.
RAFFIA FIBRE. NETTING, CANVAS, &c.

MARENDAZ and FISHER, James Street, Covent

Garden, W.C.
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WM. PAUL & SON,

ROSE GROWERS,
TREE, PLANT, l;ULn, AND

SEED iMERCHANTS.

WALTHAM CROSS,
HERTS.

Inspi\tion of Stock invited.

Priced Descriptive Catalogues free by post.

NORTH of ENGLAND ROSE NURSERIES,
C.\TTERICK BRIDGE and SCORTOX,

YOEKSHIEE.

MESSRS. ROBERT MACK & SON
id Appn

Respectfully inri.rm I he Trade .ind ihe Pulilii
purchased the Freehold, with the entire Stock
lenaiices of these extensive Nurseries, and the Goodwill o'l'

Business Trotn the Executors of the late Mr. John Harrison,
ihey intend to carry on and to extend the business in all its

The Cultivation of the Rose in all approved varieties, for
which the soil of the Nurseries is so admirably adapted, will be,
as heretofore, a leading feature of the Business ; but it is iheir
intention to maintain such a Stock of Forest and Fruit Trees.
Ornamental Shrubs, choice Greenhouse. Conservatniy, and
Stove Plants, and Flo.ists' Flowers, as will enable them to
execute with promptness and with satisfaction, both to the Trade
iiid to the Public, all orders in these departments.
They retain the services of Mr. Christopher Scott

General Manager, and :

ciilturist, and the perst
Mr. R Mack, Jun., '

character for excellence
Nurseries under the
proprietor, and largely t

lal

Mr. Ga. : Sta rill (

nfident that his skill

.tention of the resident Partner,
lable them to maintain the high
attached to the products of these

the late well-known
ection formed by him.
n the Management of

nd the t

the Sc.

CATALOGUES of the NEW ROSES of 1878, and of
General Stock, will be sent on application to

ROBERT MACK ano SON, Catterick Bridge, Yorksh:

COOL ODONTOGLOSSUMS.
MR. J. C. STEVENS has received instructions from the New

Plant antJ Bulb Company of Colchester to SELL by AUCTION, at his Great Rooms,

38, King Street, Covcnt Garden, W.C, on THURSDAY, August 29, at half-past 12 o'Clock

precisely, the second and last portion of a splendid Consignment of ODONTOGLOSSUiMS
and other ORCHIDS, from the highest mountain ranges of Colombia, comprising fine healthy

pieces of O. coronarium, Pescatorei, Ph.alxnopsis triumphans, Ixve, hastilabium, and many

other fine things—an importation of ONCIDIUM VARICOSUM ROGERSI from Brazil,

ORCHIDS and PALMS from Belgium, and BULBS from Angiers.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

AUCTION ROOMS AND OFFICES, 38, KING STREET, COVENT GARDEN,
LONDON, W.C.

DUTCH FLO\VER ROOTS.

B. S. Williams
BEGS TO ANNOUNCE 'THAT HE HAS RECEIVED HIS ANNUM. IMI'IJKTATION OF

HYACINTHS, TULIPS, CROCUS, NARCISSUS,
And other BULBOUS ROOTS, in splendid condition.

CATALOGUES, containing a Select List of the above, are now ready;

Also of NEW PLANTS, FRUIT TREES, ROSES, &c.

GRATIS AND POST-FREE TO ALL APPLICANTS.

VICTORIA AND PARADISE NURSERIES, UPPER HOLLOWAY, LONDON, N.

NBV^ SEKDLING PINE-APPLE.
"LADY BEATRICE LAMBTON."

Ireland & Thomson
Have much pleasure in announcing that they will now send out this splendid Seedling Pine-apple, raised at Lambton Castle Gardens ; and in
recommending this valuable Fruit they cannot give it a higher recommendation thaii the opinion of several of our best Fruit Growers, who
have seen and tasted it.

TE STIMONI ALS.
• On a recent visit to Lambton I wa

' Lady Beatrice Lambton ;
' a plant of th

in size, shape, or handsome proportions. I ven
most ambitious Pine-grower. In shape it w,
hiqh, and at its thickest part 20 inches in circ
This fruit weighed 10 lb. 2 oz. The colour
juicy, quite distinct from any Pine-apple I <

either Charlotte Rothschild or Smooth Cayenn'
that the ' Lady Beatrice Lambton,' when well known

•Mr

itruck with the noble appearance of Pine-apple
m an n-inch pot had a fruit, taking it either

: to say would have delighted the heart of the
perfect cone, with an even surface, 12 inches
irence, surmounted with a neat little crown,
bright orange, flesh soft, flavour sweet and
tasted, and in my opinion much superior to
Much as I esteem these two varieties I predict

11 far supersede them.

McINDOE, Hutton HallGardct.

of ' Lady Beatrice Lambton Pine ' you sent me, cut from a plant ten
isembles in appearance a well-developed Providence, the pips being of

peculiarly luscious, flesh soft and melting, and should the fla

"Thanks for the slic

! months old, which much
' immense size. The flavoui

be equally as good of those noble fruits of it I saw swelling in thi , _

!
upwards of 10 lbs., I have not the least hesitation in saying it is one of the

I
sitions among fruit that have been introduced for many past years, and on
every Pine-grower when acquainted with it will be an.\ious to obtain,

I

" RICH.\RD WESTCOIT, Raby Castle Gardt

Lambton Castle, and h;

that, while it far exceeds the Envilii
Smooth Cayenne in flavour, and in i

your Seedling Pineapple,

s, Git.-sboroii^

' Lady Beatrice Lambton,' in

and winter, and my opinion
shape, it equals the Qu

fruit

this respect far excels the:

'WILLIAM THOMSON, Tivced Vineyard. Clovenfords."

" I have several times
fruit of it in winter, and c

cone-shaped fruit of large di

juicy and much better flavoured than S
melting in flesh, like Prince Albert. I c

fruiting habit, renders it

e of which weighed
t valuable acqui-

, Darlington."

:-appIe,' and have tasted
cultivation. It grows into

Le winter season, when I found it to be remarkably
•th Cayenne or Charlotte Rothschild. It is soft and

i consider that these qualities, coupled with its very free
ble acquisition among Pine-apples.

" DAVID THOMSON, Drumlanrig Gardens."

' Lady Beatrice Lambton

The above arc afew of the many Testimonials ive have had sent 7ts, ail of which agree in stating that it is one of the greatest additions to our
fruit-houses that has been introducedfor jnany years.

We also beg to state that our Stock of this Plant is in fine condition, and thoroughly clear of all parasites.

EARLY ORDERS ARE SOLICITED, WHICH WILL BE EXECUTED AV ROTATION.

P EI CE S:-
Good rooted Suckers, 423.; Fine Succession [Plants, 63s.; Fruiters, 10 js.

USUAL ALLOWANCE TO THE TRADE.

IRELAND & THOMSON,
CEAIGLEITH NUESEEY, EDINBIJEGH
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B. S. WILLIAMS'
NEW AND CHOICE

FLOWER SEEDS FOR 1878,
Post Free. Per packet-^, d.

AURICULA, finest show varieties ... I t

„ Alpine, finest mixed ... ... i c

BEGONIA HYBRIDA, finest mixed... 2 (.

CALCEOLARIA, William^" Superb Strain,
per packet, 55., 35. bd., 2S. 6d., and i 6

From tfu Rev. H. W. Yule, Shipton, May 31, 187S.

" I am pleased to be able to say ihat the herbaceous Calceo-

l.irias grown from the seed you supplied last year, have proved

a very grtat success. My gardener says that he never saw

any that were more satI^factory. And when they were used

for the decoration of our church here at Easier ihty were

universally admired by all who saw them.*'

CINERARIA, Weatherill's Extra Choice
Strain .. per packet, 5r., 3J. 6:^.. sj. dd., and i 6

From Mr. Brownell, Gardener to the Countess of Kingstown,
Tlie CastU, Co. Co>k. May 13, 187I

"Sir.— I have had a very satisfactory account from my
brother, in New South WaVs. where I sent some seeds ot

your Cineraria and Primulas, He h -s been very fortutuiie

with ihera in taking several prizes. He says they are the best

PRIMULA SINENSIS FIMI5RIATA,
Williams' Superb Strain, red, white, or mixed, per

packet, 5^., 3^. 6d. , 2s. 6d. and

From Mr. A. Bogie, Gardener to the Hon. G. R. Verne

Aiichan House, April i-^, 1878.

**Sir.—The Primulas I had from you last year have

beautiful, not one bad plant or bloom I have not seen

thing like them. The Hon. G. R. Vernon thinks they an
best he has had."

PRIMULA SINENSIS FIMBRIATA
COCCINEA (N^*) perpacket 3 6

From Mr. J. GuNSER, G'mt Bd-Jihw, April 10, 1S7?.

'• Sir,—Will you oblige by sending me one packet o( Primula

coccinea ? I have enclosed a bloom produced from the seed I

had from you last year. It has been much admired by all who

SOLANUM HYBRIDUM, "Empress"
(New) per packet « 6

ILLUSTRATED GENERAL,

NEW PLANf Catalogues,
Now readv, post-free to all applicants.

SUTTON'S
FLOWER BULBS,

CARRIAGE FREE.

SUTTON'S PRIZE CYCLAMEN.

This magnificent variety surpasses all others yet in-

troduced. Several of the bulbs last year produced nearly

100 blossoms each.

Fine Bulbs 3s. 6d. and 5s. each.

Post-free for . . . . 3s. 9d. or 5s. 3d.

Payable by Stamps or Post-office Order.

SUTTON'S
FORCING BULBS FOR EARLY

PLANTING.
EARLY WHITE ROMAN HYACINTHS,

fine white blossoms, deliciously fragrant.

EARLY DOUBLE ROMAN NARCISSUS.

EARLY PAPER-WHITE NARCISSUS.

DOUBLE SNOWDROPS.

SINGLE SNOWDROPS,

For Prco: rni full partkiiLtrs see

Victoria and Paradise Nurseries,

UPPER HOLLOWAY, LONDON, N.

©'SSftlPl
One of the most Practical Works on the

Cultivation of

HYACINTHS, TULIPS, CROCUS,
LILIES, NARCISSUS, &C.,

VET PUBLISHED,

PROFUSEL Y ILLUSTRATED.

Price 6d. post-free, or gratis to Customers.

SATURDAY, AUGUST 24, 1S7S.

SUTTON & SONS,

THE QUEEN'S SEEDSMEN, READING.

BURNHAM BEECHES.

'"yHE giant trees known as the Buinham
i. Beeches cover 600 acres or 700 acres of

land near Stoke Pogis. Some centuries ago

tliey were pollarded, and the operation has pro-

duced the usual results ; it has given the trees

short, thick trunks and enormous heads, much
bossed and knotted at the crown where the

branches were lopped.

Some odd legends linger in the neighbour-

hood on the subject of these trees. One old

person told a recent tourist that the limbs of the

Burnham Beeches were first removed by the

Saxons. According to Murray's capital Hand-

book of Berks, Bucks, and O.xfordshire, they

were cut by Cromwell's soldiers to be fashioned

into gun-stocks. During the Civil War Bucks

was Parliamentary in its sympathies. A rector

of Amersham who hated " Cromwell's soldiers,"

wrote of the influential Roundheads living in

his neighbourhood :
— " General Fleetwood

lived at the Vache and Russell on the oppo-

site hill, and Mrs. Cromwell, Oliver's wife,

and her daughters, at Woodrow High House

where afterwards li\ed Captain James Thomson

;

so the whole country was kept in awe, and

became exceedingly jealous and very fanatical,

nor is the poison yet eradicated. But the

Whartons are gone and the Hampdens a-going."

The Beech woods of the Chilterns and of Bucks

generally belonged to the Roundhead gentry,

and there were none better in the county than

those of John Hampden, the Member for Wend-

over. Great Hainpden and his mansion there

was then, as it is now, buried amid Beech

woods. It is quite unlikely, therefore, that the

branches of the Beech would be cut for gun-

stocks when better timber could readily be

obtained. Some persons have imagined that

Yew trees, standing singly in churchyards, fur-

nished wood for making bows ; but the knots

and flaws of such timber would render it quite

unfit for the purpose. The best Yew timber

for bows was grown here and abroad on the

same plan as the Beeches are grown for manu-

facturing purposes in Buckinghamshire—in

woods, with tall straight stems, and without

side branches. We may reasonably conclude

that the picturesque appearance of the Burn-

ham Beeches was occasioned by the practice of

lopping them for firewood. There are still

certain privileges of common on the land on

which they grow, such as the right of gathering

firewood from beneath the trees ; but the free-

holders, who may at one time have lopped them

in a systematic manner, have long since vanished.

In fact the trees have not been lopped for cen-

turies, nor is it known when or by whom they

were first lopped, nor when the practice was

discontinued.

The poet Gray wrote to Horace Walpole on

the subject of the Burnham Beeches in 1731:—
"

I have at a distance of half a mile, through a

green lane, a forest (the vulgar call it a common),

all my own, at least as good as so, for I spy no

human being in it but myself. Both vale and

hill are covered with most venerable Beeches

and other reverend vegetables, that, like most

other ancient people, are always dreaming out

their old stories to the winds." They are all

unsound, many of them hollow, and some mere

shells. Huge bosses and protrusions have

formed where the limbs for centuries had been
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;iiii])iitatcd ; and the effects are exceedingly

picturesque. Tlie size of llic Beeches is pro-

digious. There arc a few trees among them of

other sorts. An "Oak has reached 24 feet in

circumference, having thriven under persecu-

tion, and grown into a sturdy tree under the

process of pollarding.

The country people in this neighbourhood

are singularly ignorant of the name of Gray.

" Wc have lived hereabout for this thirty years

agone," said one of them, " and we never heard

of a Mr. Gray."

A woodman employed by the lord of the

manor professed similar ignorance, and he cared

but little apparently for Burnham Beeches, or for

anything, but a rather awkward piece of busi-

ness w-hich he had on hand. The steward had

desired the woodman to cut down a dead

Beech in Gray's "forest," and he carried an

axe in his hand for the purpose of performing

that task.

" He may not know il," said the woodman,
" but there's a hornet's nest in that tree, and

a strong one, too."

" Then," said the tourist, " you must be care-

ful. My guide-book says, he lived—Gray I

mean—at Stoke Court, a house now much
enlarged. Which is the way to Stoke Court ?"

" I'm thinking, 'haps they'll sting," said the

woodman.
" Who lives at Stoke Court now ?

"

" You never saw so many hornets in one nest

before," was the reply.

" My good friend," said the tourist, " I am
asking about Stoke Court."

" I'm thinking as how, may be, they'll sting,"

said the woodman, following the train of his

ideas, and gazing into the thick wood as if he

saw the tree in the distance. " I know how
it'll be," he went on ;

" the moment I sets to

work they'll set to work."

The tourist here questioned the woodman
about the church at Stoke, and quoted the

lines

—

'
' Beneath these rugged Elms, that Yew tree's shade,

Where heaves the turf in many a mould'ring lieap.

Each in his narrow cell for ever laid.

The rude forefathers of the hamlet sleep."

" Bust 'em !
" interposed the woodman ;

" I

knows exactly what'll happen ; soon as I begins

to stir them up, they'll begin to stir me up.

When I sets to they'll set to."

Gray lived in West End Cottage, outside the

park, with his mother, aunts, uncle, and a pet

dog to every chair in the parlour. The house

was described by him as a square brick box,

with doors and windows, standing in a pleasant

sheltered hollow near a stream. Shade and

shrubbery abounded ; the summer-house in the

wood, half a quarter of a mile from the house,

still remains ; and there is the same pleasant

w-alk through the woods to Burnham Beeches.

A mansion of Elizabethan architecture, named
Stoke Court, the residence of C. Allhusen, Esq.,

stands on the site of West End Cottage, and

pheasants crow in the coverts round it. When
last the writer passed Stoke Park Mr. Robins

could show in a north retarding house. So feet

by 18 feet, the plants of Azalea which took the

prize at the London International Horticultural

Exhibition of 1866, also an orchard-house, a

Peach-house of 80 feet, four graperies, each

35 feet long, and a very large Camellia-house.

Since Queen Elizabeth visited Sir Edward
Coke at the old Manor House, which is now
disiTiantled, forming an Ivy-covered ornainent

of the park, the grounds of the new house have

indulged largely in exotic ornament, and

the situation being dry and sheltered, e\-en

Pinus insignis is preserving a healthy green

from year to year. There is a noble avenue of

Conifers at the west front, including large spe-

cimens of Picea cephalonica, and its neigh-

bour and congener, P. Pinsapo, Cryptomeria

japonica. Sequoia sempervirens, and many

others. Rhododendrons edge the winding

walks and blaze with beauty in June, and the

tinted leaves of Azaleas blush deeply in October.

There is a Horse Chestnut tree with branches

spreading 90 feet, and beneath it, or in the

park around, there are both red and fallow

deer.

Near the church, and seen from the windows
of the house, there is a memorial erected to the

memory of Gray by the grandson of William

Penn, and inscribed with those mournful verses

from the "Elegy" beginning "Hard by yon

wood." The poet died at Cambridge, where he

held a professorial chair, and was buried here.

He had lived in such retirement at the College

that the ladies of the manor-house knew not of

the presence of a poet within a quarter of a

inile, until the echo of his fame reached them
from London. They then immediately pounced
down upon him and enlisted him for their even-

ing rubber, having previously played almost

invariably with a dummy.
The history of Stoke Pogis is of more than

average interest, and a few items may be here

inserted in this ra.mbling narrative. The estate

was originally called Stoke, till the Norman
family who owned it terminated in a daughter,

Amicia de Stoke, whose marriage with Richard

Pogis occasioned the addition of the second

name, which is not, however, used in ordinary

conversation. Within two generations the

house of Pogis also ended in a daughter, and

passed, as before, to another family, from whom
descended the Earls of Huntingdon, who built

the manor-house, that ancient pile with

" Rich windows that exclude the hght,

And passages that lead to nothing."

In the reign of Elizabeth Sir Christopher

Hatton, the Lord-Keeper, lived here, as we read

in Murray.

" Full oft within the spacious wall.

When he had fifty winters o'er him.

The grave Lord-Keeper led the brawls,

The Seals and Maces danced before him."

Chief Justice Coke, another owner, is said to

have advised John Hampden to resist the pay-

ment of ship-money. If so he the better deserves
his memorial in the park, built by Mr. Penn.
The estate once more found a master in a new
family by the marriage of Sir Edward's heir

and daughter to John Villiers, brother of the

notorious Duke of Buckingham, and afterwards

by creation Baron 'Villiers of Stoke Pogis. The
historical family of Penn next acquired posses-

sion, and to them succeeded by purchase the

present owner, Mr. Coleman.
One wing only of the old manor-house now

remains, and notwithstanding all its meinories

it has acquired more celebrity as the scene of

Gray's " Long Story " than from all its actual

records. The poet—to return to him and finish

with him—was born in 17 16, educated partly at

Eton, and narrowly escaped being made a lawyer.

The mournful key of his famous " Elegy" has

been explained by a ^ touching incident—the

death of a friend and schoolfellow in the year
when the poem was written. Gray had sent

his " Ode to Spring" to his dear friend, who was
dead when it arrived ! Notwithstanding all

its polished art there is "the touch of Nature"
in'every verse of the " Elegy," from the opening
line, " The curfew tolls the knell of parting

day," to the last of the epitaph, " The bosom of

his Father and his God." And this, with its

nationality and exact rural description, is the

secret of its popularity. There is Nature, too,

combined with noble feeling, expressed in the

same plaintiff' minor tone, in the following :

—

'

' Sweet is the breath of vernal shower.

The bees' collected treasure sweet
;

Sweet music melting falls, but sweeter jet

The still small voice of gratitude.

"

In these verses the poet gave delicate ex-

pression to his gratitude to the Duke of Grafton,

who obtained him his Professor's chair at

Cambridge.
The gardens at Stoke Park were originally

laid out for Mr. Penn by Ryston and Brown.
//. E.

New Garden Plants.

UNCII'ERA IIKTEROGLOSSA, ». sp*

It is a very great pleasure to have before one what
is probably the first inflorescence of Uncifera flowered

in Europe—alas ! a new species, when I had preferred

one of the two Lindleyan species. The raceme is

rather short and the rachis pallid, so much covered
over and over with red dots that it looks quite red.

The bracts are triangular, very short. The flowers, are

of the size of those of Sarcanthus tricolor, and may have
been white, but came totally withered. They have
the usual oblong blunt sepals and petals. The lip is

rather navicular, hollowed out, with the anterior

border thickened. There arc not the rctrorse great

teeth of Uncifera obtusifolia. The ascending uncatc

spur is well represented. The grand merit of the

flower is its column. The anther case is like an old-

fashioned three-horned hat, with a much prolonged
middle part overlapping the rostellum. The cau-
dicula is most curious, rhomboid elongate, replicate

on each side, so that the lateral horns are lying free of
the anthers. It bears at its free narrow top tw<i

nearly globose sulcate pollinia. The glandula i:,

long, linear, split, and perhaps deciduous. I found
it several times free in the spur, so that it might be
mistaken when shining through the tender skin of the

spur for an inner process, such as are seen in several

genera of the distichous Orchids. There is an uncale
process, as in the hinder side of the androclinium, to

support the anther. The flowers are fewer and
smaller than those of Uncifera obtusifolia, Lindl.

When studying this rather difficult plant I have
very much enjoyed the sight of Dr. Lindley's
analytical sketches. What pleasure he must have
found in making out the features of this curious genus,
and how much must he have enjoyed his researches !

The great care he took for all particulars gives

evidence how much he valued the Uncifera. " The
plant in growth very much resembles a small plant
of Vanda Cathcartii." This is the accompanying
remark of Mr. Bull, who sends this extraordinary
curiosity, the third species of one of the most asto-

nishing genera. H. G. Rchh. f.

Masdevallia hypodiscus, m. sp. \

This is a stately member of the Fenestrata group.
All the dimensions are twice those of the nearest

species, M. gracilenta. The leaf is lilac-purplish

underneath, and the rather long stalk is bent. The
flowers are deep purjilish violet, with a very long
narrow window on each side, and numerous whitisFi

fringed crests all over the principal veins. The
lip is sagittate at its very base and sagittate also

a second time in the middle, these with sharp acute
rctrorse angles, while the small angles at the base are

blunt. There is a space in the disk of the basilar part

covered with square warts, which looks like a pave-
ment. It has just now flowered with Mr. Stuart Low

—

one of the curiosities sent by the enthusiastic and ener-

getic collector, Mr. F. C. Lehmann. I have similar

things from various collectors, but have just now no
time to make a minute investigation in order to as-

certain whether they are identical. //. G. Rchb. f.

Phal-enopsis violacea, Tcijsm., Murtoniana.

Few plants took longer time to get known than
this, it having been described by Messrs. H. Teijsman
and L. Binnendijk in the Planta: A^ova: in Horlo
Bogoricnsi cult(C in a most unsatisfactory manner. It

has been figured in the Flore dcs Jardins du Royautitc

dcs Pays-has, but neither could it be understood by
this figure, though one may understand it as soon as

the flower itself is at hand, when one sees that those

crescent-shaped yellow parts of the lip are intended
for the side laciniaa seen in perspective.

I had but once seen a fresh flower, by the kindness
of Mr. Willink, then of Amsterdam, in 1862. I do
not know of its having flowered anywhere else except
then at Leyden. I have seen numerous plants with
Messrs. Low, Bull, Linden, and the peduncles were
even branched and exceeding a foot in length. The
leaves were of a gorgeous extension. No doubt about
the name, since shrivelled old flowers gave evidence.

I have been very pleased to get just now the second
European flower I have seen, and it is the third case
I know of its flowering. It is a new variety, light

lemon-yellow with purplish inside at the base of lateral

sepals, purplish in the middle part of lip, with purplish
base ofcolumn and orange side lacinice. It has been sent

by Mr. H. G. Murton, Superintendent of the Botanic

• trnr;//i'ra/«'to-<>e/osM. n. sp.— Habitu Esmeralda; (Vanda)
Cathcartii. Racemo pauciitoro ; floribiis illos Unciferse acu-
minatae, Lindl., sequantibus ; sepalis tepalisque oblongo ligulatis

obtusis ; tabello navicular! limbo anteriori incrassato ; calcari

.iscendente cornifc^rmi. Ab Uncifera obtusifolia, Lindl. . recedit
floiihus minoribtis : labelli laciniis retrorsis non evolutis—Coll.
W. Bull. //. G. Rchb./.

t JMnsdevnllia hyfiodisctis, n. zp.—AfF. M, gr.acilent32 duplj
major ; folio longe petiolato cuneato-Ianceolato ; floris fenestr.i

elongata, rostre abrupto, deorsum verso, minulo, carinis
cristis erosulis onustis ; tepalis rhombeis ; labello ima basi
obtuse, medio argute sagittato acuminato ciliato, disco pavi-
mentato ante basm ; anthera apiculata. Jno. F. C. Lehmann
Coll. S. Low. H. G. Rchb./.
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Ciardens, Singapore, and is grown by Mr. J. Murlon,
ycvrdener lo Mr. M. H. Williams, Tredrea, Perranar-

worthal, Cornwall. H. G.Rchb.f.

PHLOX DRUMMONDII.
At a recent provincial horticultural show prizes

were offered in the cut flower classes for Phloxes.

The class was simply expressed " Phloxes "—nothing

more. I was in attendance as one of the censors,

and naturally expected to see blooms of the ordinary

perennial varieties, but not one was staged ; in-

stead thereof there were some charming stands of

Phlox Drummondii, large, varietl in colour, brilliant

and delicate shades alike appealing to that love for

flowers which all florists feel. They were an exceed-

ingly pleasant surprise, and being in bunches of a few

trusses of one variety, were most effective on the

exhibition stage. The apparent keenness in the com-
petition led to the surmise that there existed several

cultivators of this beautiful annual who were in the

habit of pitting their strength against each other at

llie annual show, and I found it was so. In getting

about to flower shows I have observed evidence that

certain fancies are powerful among growers in difter-

ent localities, and that they always form a leading

feature of interest at exhibitions—here it was Potatos,

there Onions, anon Asters, also Zinnias, Fuchsias,

N'erbenas, Marigolds, &c., but this was the first time

I had met with Phlox Drummondii exalted into a

special fancy at a flower show. And I was right glad

of it, for it is exceedingly pretty, wonderfully flori-

ferous, and as useful as a summer bedding plant as it

is thrifty and free.

I was shown through the garden of one of the

exhibitors of Phlox Drummondii, and found that the

plants were grown in long narrow beds, with walks
between them, so as to admit of ready access to any
part of a bed. The rich vigorous growth showed that

the plants were in good soil, and the Phlox Drum-
mondii is disappointing if not so grown. The beds

had been top-dressed also just before the plants had
flowered, sotherewas no lack ofencouragement on that

score. The varieties were mingled together, which
added to the attractiveness of the beds, and bright

colours alternated with paler tints. The generous
culture had caused the production of large trusses

finnished with splendid pips, well finished from the

florist's point of view.

The seed was sown in a little heat early in March,
and when large enough the tiny plants were pricked

out in boxes, and from thence lo the beds. Mean-
while the beds had been well prepared for the plants,

and it would be certain to lead to disappointment
lo grow them in poor soil.

In this garden there were beds of Asters, Stocks,

Verbenas, Gladioli, Zinnias, &c., all showing the

care and attention that surely produces fine flowers.

Many who grow these fine plants are so apt to

plant out in a haphazard fashion and in poor soil,

which only leads to disappointment, and the blame is

cast on the seedsman that the strain of seed was not

good. The best strain to grow is that known as

grandiflora, and one has only to compare the large-

flowered varieties of comparatively recent introduc-

tion with the smaller-flowered and less brilliantly

coloured varieties grown a few years since. The
brilliant crimson grandiflora splendens is remarkably

fine, and a bed of it well grown would be a very

striking feature in the flower garden.

The best thing any one can do who is anxious to

get acquainted with the varieties of Phlox Drum-

mondii is to purchase the largest collection he can

—

for some twenty varieties or more can be had—and by

this means find out the best and most striking among

them, and grow these in the future. The grower can

save his own seed, and so get the sorts he wants. All

the striped varieties, also the Chamois, yellow and

orange, are very poor as yet, but they might be im-

prosed if taken in hand. What a gain it would be to

have the fine striped General Radetzsky of some

twenty years ago back again, as that was a true and

very beautiful striped Phlox Drummondii, at that

time much used for bedding purposes, and propagated

by cuttings to maintain it true. There is reason to

fear it is now quite lost, but it was a true type ol a

striped Phlox Drummondii.

Any one desirous of getting well up in the varieties

of the Phlox Drummondii should pay a visit to Chis-

wick, as Mr. Barron has filled several of the beds in

the broad grass plat with them ; and as they include

the best varieties, a good selection can be made.

Some of the finest Phlox Drummondii I have ever

seen are growing in an old-fashioned vicarage garden,

where they get the morning sun, and that only ; for

as soon as the meridian is reached a line of tall trees

interposes their friendly shade. The plants simply

get the treatment given to the ordinary bedding stuff;

but they flourish with rare proficiency, and for a long

time during the summer are objects of great beauty in

the flower garden. Strangers become greatly in-

terested in them, ask what they are, and wonder they

have never seen them before.

There are about six or eight varieties that might

be used with great advantage to form beds of separate

colours. In large gardens they would be very effec-

tive. As the Phlox Drummondii is a free seed pro-

ducer, the trusses of bloom should be removed as

soon as they decay ; and any seed required should

be looked for from plants specially set apart for the

purpose. A*. D.

HAIGH HALL.
llAir.H IlALL, Iheseat of the liarl of Crawford and

Balcarres, is situated about 4 miles from Wigan, and

is a noble edifice, standing on an eminence which

commands a view of a vast tract of country and

varied scenery, but, unfortunately, the great amount

ofmanufacture carried on in the district rather militates

against the growth of delicate Conifers and the choicer

section of evergreen shrubs ; indeed the climate as a

whole is about the worst that can well be imagined

for gardening pursuits generally. The different

approaches to the mansion are kept in beautiful order,

and no pains or expense has been spared to make the

groundsall that can be desired. This is done by making

a judicious selection of such plants as are known to

thrive best in the district, and by adopting a special

mode of planting. Mr. Jamieson, his lordship's head

gardener, is fully alive to the difficulties of the situa-

tion and is engaged in introducing new features into

various parts of the grounds. The idea has been

eminently successful so far, and no doubt the improve-

ment will be supplemented annually so long as

improvement is possible. The Rhododendron is the

conspicuous feature at Haigh, and as Mr. Jamieson

remarked it succeeds, not because of a suitable soil, but

because of a wet climate and partial shade. The soil

is naturally a hungry gritty clay, the very essence of

poverty to look at, and yet Rhododendrons grow

luxuriantly. There is a Rhododendron garden adjoin-

ing one portion of the dressed grounds which is planted

with a fine collection of hybrids and which are in

robust health. The garden is in the shape of an

oval, and is protected on all sides by large forest

trees, which affords ample protection and shade. On
examining the roots of these plants I found the sur-

face one mass of fibre, no doubt the natural result of

moisture and shade, and yet many people think the

Rhododendron requires an expensive preparation.

Leaf-mould is an admirable substitute for peat in

Rhododendron culture, and is not an expensive com-

modity on large estates. The secret of Mr. Jamieson's

success in the introduction of evergreen clumps in the

grounds at Haigh has been mainly owing to a careful

study of suitable plants for exposed situations, and by

adopting a protective mode of planting, every plant

shields its neighbour, and the colours of the Rhodo-

dendrons are beautifully blended and varied. There

are large banks of the commoner type of Rhododen-

drons contiguous to the Hall, and when in full flower

(as they were when I saw them) they present a chaste

and picturesque appearance.

Within easy distance of the Hall is a block of orna-

mental plant-houses, four in number, viz., two plant

stoves, an orangery, and Camellia-house. There is

an omament.al lake in front of these houses, oval in

shape. The enclosure is bounded by a belt of orna-

mental trees and shrubs, with an irregular border laid

out for carpet-bedding. The lake is surrounded by a

low wall with flower vases arranged at equal dis-

tances, and there is a magnificent fountain in the

centre of the lake. The orangery is circular shaped,

and stands out conspicuously from the other houses at

either side, the Camellia-house branching off at the

back. The centre of the orangery is filled with large

trees in pots, all of which are in capital condition,

and the side stages are occupied with Epiphyllums

and such like, the roof being covered with a fine

plant of Passiflora edulis and a plant of Clianthus

puniceus magnifica.

Plant stove No. i contains a splendid collection of

choice flowering and foliage plants effectively

arranged ; both stoves are single span with a path

all round. At either end of this house there is an

arch over the path of Lygodium scandens, wdiich has

a pretty effect, the back wall being covered with

common moss gathered from the woods, and taste-

fully planted with Selaginella denticulata. Begonias

of sorts. Maidenhair Ferns in variety, Caladiums,

Cypripediums, and such-like, the roof being lightly

covered with creepers, such as Stcphanotis floribimda,

Cissus discolor, Allamandas, BougainviUcas, &c.

The principal feature in this house is, however, a

picturesque piece of rockwork which is arranged

with consummate skill, and is at once imposing and

attractive. Some of the most prominent pieces of

rock are dressed with common moss, which is kept in

a growing state and quite green. In the centre is a

plant of the beautiful Adiantum concinnum latum, the

next one is dressed in a similar fashion with Panicum

variegatum, and another with Gymnostachyum

Pcarcii, then the lovely Fittonia argyroneura is

creeping into a jungle beneath, and coming in con-

tact either with a Fern of deep green or some other

contrasting colour in foliage. A half specimen Tree

Fern occupies the topmost place of all, with its fronds

gracefully overhanging the rocks, while difterent

species of Orchids are suspended from the roof on

blocks with one or two fine baskets of Nepenthes

Hookerii amongst them.

The foliage plants grown here are mostly of a size

suitable for house decoration in winter. Mr. Jamie-

son adopts a very good plan of covering the surface-

soil of such pots with Selaginellas and Panicum varie-

gatum, either of which answers well according to the

colour of the foliage. There are Gardenias set with

buds by the hundred ; Rondeletia speciosa in fine

health ; and Bougainvillea spectabilis, which is win-

tered in a cold house, .and reintroduced to heat .again

in the spring. The most noteworthy plants in the

collection are fine samples of Dracaena amabilis,

Aralia elegantissima, Cocos Weddelliana, Croton Dis-

raeli, DraCKua regina, Croton Weismanni, Pavetia

borbonica, Mcdinilla magnifica, Cyanophyllum mag-

nificum, and Pandanus Veitchii.

Of Orchids there is a large collection, many of them

in splendid condition. Dendrobium Farmeri and

D. densiflomm with pans of Ccelogj'ne cr"islata, over

3 feet in diameter, are perhaps the finest I have seen.

Cypripediums, Aerides, Vandas, are grown both in

pots and in pans ; while Lffilia anceps, Dendrobium

Parishii (not so good to my mmd as the old nobile),

Pierardi, Bensonicc, and Sophronites grandiflora, are

thriving nicely on blocks, .\nthuriums are grown in

large pans, and comprise many fine varieties. There

is also a fine stock of the beautiful Adiantum farley-

ense, together wtth Cheilanthes elegans and other

useful sorts.

Plant stove No. 2 is filled with [a large assortment

of useful plants in course of preparation for purposes of

decoration next winter. The back wall is covered

with flowering Begonias, and on the roof are trained

good plants of Allamandas, Clerodendrons, and other

creepers. I noticed, as a sample of Mr. Jamieson's

idea of plants for winter decoration, a nistic basket

with a Dracaena terminalis in the centre done round

with drooping Ferns. There were others of Ficus

Parcellii done round with Selaginella denticulata

[Kraussii]. Seedling Gloxinias are of a superior

strain, one, a lilac mottled, being especially striking.

There was also a collection of Odontoglots at the

cool end of the house, and a general assortment of

other plants, including Palms, I'^erns, &c. The sides

of the stages are dressed with mosses and Panicum

variegatum arranged alternately.

Leaving this part of the garden we. retrace our

steps to the fruit and kitchen gardens, which are

three in number, and which are well stocked with

hardy fruits and vegetables. The gardener's house,

which is well appointed in every respect, occupies a

commanding site at one entrance to the garden, with a

bold walk in front, which leads to a range of offices

and sheds aw.ay to the right and quietly secluded (as

all such working places should be) from the more

prominent features of the gardens. On either side of

this walk there is a collection of Violas and Tansies

which appear to be favourites, and to receive more

than passing attention. Parallel with this walk there

is a range of span-roofed houses for growing Potatos,

French Beans, and Strawberries.

To the east of these are the Pine pits, together with

a group of other working pits and frames. The

varieties of Pines grown embrace all the best varieties.
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Smooth Cayenne and Charlotte Rothschild promising

to be especially good. On the west side of this

garden is a large span-roofed greenhouse running

north and south ; it is So feet long by 22 feet wide,

and contains a fine collection of plants, principally

for cutting. The creepers here are what might be

called old-fashioned ones, such as Habrothamnus

elegans ;
yellow and white Banksian Roses, with

Marechal Niel grafted on them, but the Marechal is

not satisfactory with the Banksian as a stock. Other

portions of the roof are covered with climbers in a

thriving condition. Amongst old-fashioned plants

there was a specimen of RoUisson's Unique Pelargo-

nium, about 6 feet in diameter, and many other

varieties of scented Pelargoniums, all of which are

well adapted for keeping the flower-basket well

supplied. These Pelargoniums are invaluable for

cutting, indeed for any other decorative purpose.

Rhododendrons Veitchii, Duchess of Buccleuch,

and Countess of Haddington are acquisitions, and

are superior plants for general decoration. The
general collection included healthy samples of Ericas,

Epacrises, Pimeleas, Genetyllis, Acacias, Lapagerias,

with a handsome lot of flowering Pelargoniums and

other miscellaneous subjects. Two span-roofed

plant-houses run alongside this greenhouse ; these are

useful houses, and are well filled with flowering and

other plants. Abutilon Boule de Neige is planted out,

and is a perpetual bloomer. There is a batch of

double Primulas, another of Cyclamens, and a third

of Bouvardias, which promises in turn to do good

service. Carnations, double Petunias, scented Ver-

benas, Heliotropes, and a variety of other useful

subjects, are here by the hundred, and at the end of

the season will no doubt worthily fill the place of

their summer rivals. The next is a Eucharis-house,

span-roofed, and 65 feet long, with a walk up the

middle. The plants are always kept in a growing

state, or, at least, are not "dried ofi"," as is generally

recommended, and flowers are gathered in quantity

all the year round. The east wall is occupied with a

Strawberry-house on the west side, and is therefore

protected from the fearful east winds that are too

frequent in our changeable spring climate. The
varieties grown are Vicomtesse Hericart de Thury, Sir

Charles Napier, Premier, President, and British Queen,

and some .others are on trial ; but the Vicomtesse

and Sir Charles are the sorts chiefly depended upon
for the main supply. There are over 3000 pots grown,

and a constant supply is kept up during the greater

part of the year. In a range of pits running east and

west in three compartments are excellent crops of

Melons and Cucumbers, and a fourth house at the

back of this block is devoted to Pelargonium growing.

The Melons include Mr. Jamieson's well-known Con-

queror of Europe, and Telegraph Cucumber. Novel-

ties are represented in Sonerilas and other delicate

subjects grown under bell-glasses—pleasing little

plants, that require much attention and care.

Before leaving this part of the garden I must notice

a range of Peach-houses the trees in which are

carrying fine crops, and are pictures of good health.

The trees in the late house were carrying an enor-

mous crop, as were several Figs in pots. The centre

house is the early one, and the first fruits of Early

Louise were gathered on May i. This, I learn, is a

promising variety for early work, and is destined in

time to supersede a good many other sorts. It is

considered far ahead of Early Rivers or Early

Beatrice by Mr. Jamieson. As an instance in the

difference of varieties ripening in the same house I

may mention that last year Early Louise Peach was

gathered on May 12, and Prince of Wales Nectarine

at the end of July. The Prince is a fine Nectarine

and a grand variety for exhibition. In the first

walled-in kitchen garden the forcing houses are

extensive and well adapted to their work. They
have been erected under Mr. Jamieson's superin-

tendence. Some are remodelled and some are alto-

gether new. Few men have attained to the high

reputation that Mr. Jamieson enjoys as a fruit

grower, and very few indeed are held in higher public

estimation, I therefore expected to see something

good in the fruit line, and was not disappointed. The
west wall of this garden is planted with Plum trees,

and a portion of it is covered with glass. The trees

under glass are bearing good crops, but those on

the open walls are but moderate. The south wall is

covered from end to end with glass, viz., six vineries

and three Peach-houses.

No. I is a Hamburgh-house, where the Grapes are

ripi early in May ; they]_were beautifully coloured,

and an excellent crop. The inside border is heated

with hot-water pipes, which are not often used, and

when they are the heat is not allowed to rise beyond

a very moderate figure. There are also upright pipes

communicating with the pipes in the border in case

the latter should by any oversight become overheated,

so that the surplus heat can escape into the atmo-

sphere of the house. In addition to this advantage,

water can be poured into the bottom of the border,

and a moist heat substituted for a dry one. The out-

side border is simply covered with about a foot of dry

litter, and covered with shutters.

No. 2 vinery is mainly planted with Madresfield

Court ; No. 3, Black Hamburgh and Duke of Buc-

cleuch grafted on the Hamburgh. The Duke is a

noble Grape, and Mr. Jamieson not only grows it,

but exhibits it well. Those who remember the

grand examples of this Grape exhibited at Manchester

by Mr. Jamieson two years ago will not soon forget

the sight, and will be very slow to believe that the

Duke is worthless.

No. 4 is a young house of Lady Downe's, Gros

Colman, Barbarossa, and Venn's Black Muscat.

No. 5, Lady Downe's, Child of Hale, Alicante, and

Muscat Hamburgh. No. 6 is all Hamburghs, which

are being encouraged on the long-rod principle.

All the Vines are in splendid condition, and with

such a formidable arrangement, where all are in full

bearing, it ought to be "Vine growing made easy"

on an enlarged scale. The Peach-houses are stocked

with trees in full bearing mainly for mid-season crops.

The range of houses in the next garden are the most

spacious and imposing of the whole. The range

is 266 feet long and 18 feet wide, divided into three

compartments.

The first is a Peach-house planted with young trees

of different varieties. The second is planted with

Cherries at the front and Peaches on the back wall.

The Cherries are May Duke, Elton, Early Lyons (a

grand Cherry), and Bigarreau. The third house is

planted with trained Fig trees on the front trellis and

Peaches on the back wall. The varieties are arranged

to succeed one another, so that a supply is kept up as

long as it is possible to have them. The crops of

Figs in these liouses, both on the trees, planted out,

and in pots, are exceedingly fine—in fact, remarkable

for size and quantity. There is no doubt that under

shrewd management Figs can be made to fruit satis-

factorily without so much chopping and pinching as is

often recommended, although restriction may be

desirable, indeed necessary, in some cases. Castle

Kennedy, I noticed, was growing in pots, with other

vigorous sorts, but it was also planted out, and with

Negro Largo was fruiting as freely as anything else in

the house. Nearly every variety of Fig worth grow-

ing finds a home at Haigh, but after going over a

long list and discussing their qualities seriatim Mr.

Jamieson concluded that nothing was equal to Brown
Turkey for forcing, and the old Brunswick for out-

door culture.

Having now summed up my few scattered notes

(which will convey but a very imperfect idea of

the thousands of plants grown in an establishment

like Haigh Hall, to meet the demands of a year's con-

sumption), I would draw attention to a capital plan

of protecting stone fruits on open walls adopted at

Haigh. The plan is simple, and is as follows :—

A

piece of thin wood is made fast on the wall coping,

and upright posts are driven into the border along the

edge of the walk ; wires are then run from the coping
to the posts, forming a sort of skeleton framework,
over which a net is thrown, which not only protects

the fruit on the walls but also the Strawberries in the

borders. It takes little more netting to cover the

border and wall than it would to cover the wall alone ;

besides, the net need not be removed from the time it

is put on till the crops are gathered. Visitor.

PINUS PONDEROSA PENDULA.
In your issue forJune 22 you illustrate and describe

a Pinus ponderosa as it appears in Colorado, as well

as in other parts of the Rocky Mountains, from photo-

graphs sent you by Sir Joseph Hooker, and taken

during his late trip among these mountains last

summer. On his visit to my place in the autumn, on
his return from his expedition to the West, Sir Joseph
was very much struck by a sport of Pinus ponderosa
which I have in my grounds, and a photograph of

which I send you enclosed, it having been taken at

his request, and which he thought should be called

Pinus ponderosa pendula (see p. 237, fig. 42).

This specimen was imported a few inches high (not

over three, I think), from Messrs. Waterer & Godfrey,

of Woking, in 1S51, with half-a-dozen others of

the same size. The pendulous variety assumed its

character very early in life, the branches weeping

more and more as the tree advanced in age, while the

other five retain, as you will see by another photo-

graph, tlie normal condition and character of the tree

as found by Sir Joseph in the Rocky Mountains. The

growth of both varieties is very rapid, especially the

pendula, averaging i\ to 3 feet a year. Henry

Winthrop Sargent^ Wodenithe, Fishkill on Ilitdson.

A PEDESTRIAN TRIP ACROSS
SOUTH AFRICA.
{Continuedfrom p, 210.)

After spending considerable time at the foot of the

Drakensberg mountain range, we ascended to the

highest elevation, and travelled in a westerly direction

toward the Sekukune frontier, after which we turned

south and went to the small border town ofLeydenberg.

The country from this range, west to Sekukune, north to

the Oliphant River, and south to Leydenberg, consists

entirely of high mountains and deep valleys. It is

comparatively a naked country, as, with the exception

of a few Proteas, Aloes, Acacias, bulbs and grass, the

vegetation is confined to the ravines or kloof. On this

tedious journey we passed through the various places

where gold has been discovered, and worked for the

last four years, but without much success. In our

rambles we had good opportunities of testing the

mineral wealth of the country, and in several places

we discovered gold in small quantities, not sufficient to

pay for working ; but without a doubt there is a vast

amount of gold to the north of this range beyond the

Oliphant River—a part which up to now has been de-

barred from Europeans, and especially gold diggers.

Had the late Mr. Baines lived to carry out hjs

life's object, we should now be in possession of a

complete knowledge of the productions existing to the

north ; but since the unfortunate and lamentable

death of that able and worthy traveller, nothing has

been done in the matter.

On this journey the scenery was splendid, and, as a

natural consequence, caves are large and numerous

in these mountains, once barriers to the ocean. Often

I have wandered for hours without finding an end

to them, and rarely failing to come across streams

of pure water running along the floors, and suddenly

disppearing down what appear to be rents in the

earth's crust. One morning we started from Pilgrims'

Rest Creek (a tributary of the Blyde River) to explore

the valleys in a northerly direction. We took a

supply of tarred rope to use as torches. After

crossing the creek we toiled for a long time in

ascending to the top of a range 6500 feet above

the sea level. These mountains consist of horizontal

layers of hard metamorphic rocks resting on a

bed of decomposed grey granite, often as soft as

putty ; quartz, ironstone, and flint boulders form a

deep conglomerate alluvial in the valleys, and it

is in this alluvial that gold is found. The sides of

this range were very poor in vegetation ; numerous

herbaceous plants. Aloes, &c., grow amongst the rocks,

with a few Ferns, and the rest is covered with hard,

coarse grass. After reaching the top, and skirting

the side of another ridge, we commenced to

descend a little in the direction of the Blyde River.

All at once we came to a clear rippling stream, of a

good size, which originated higher up the mountain.

Seeing a clump of small trees, tic, towards which the

stream was running, we made to it, and to our sur-

prise found that the water disappeared over a precipice

into a large deep hole, which was surrounded by these

trees and bushes. This aperture was about 60 feet

across, of a circular shape, and about half-way up the

mountain side. Feeling sure that this stream was a

tributary of the Blyde, I determined to find out its

egress from the bowels of the earth. We went to the

bottom and followed the valley along, until we cane
to a stream running from the direction of the

mysterious aperture. We followed the stream up ; it

was very picturesque, with numerous little waterfalls

in the many narrow gorges through which it struggled.

On tracing it up for about 2 miles, we came to some
lofty cliffs, with a considerable growth of trees and

shrubs at their base ; through these trees wc traced

the stream, and discovered it pouring forth from the

mouth of a large cave. How splendid the scene—the

lofty entrance, with its jagged outline, the sparkling

water, the lichen and moss-covered rocks, the luxuriant
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growth of Adianti and Trichomanes, with the Aloe-

clnd cliffs towering far above, made the place enchant-

ing. After enjoying this beautiful scene, we
entered the cave and, finding it very dark, lit our

torches, fastened the end of a ball of twine to a rock,

so that we could not possil^ly lose ourselves, and

then followed up the stream. The cave was very high

and in places we could not discern the ceiling, which

was decorated with drooping ]5innacles of petrifaction,

sides of the hole were covered with moss, Selaginella,

Trichomanes, Adianti and Aspleniums, and higher up

Gleichenia covered the whole surface. This luxurious

growth, sparkling water, with the outline of the cave

for a frame, made a most fascinating and sublime

picture.

The foregoing is only one of the many delightful

scenes we beheld on our way to Leydenbnrg, at which

place we emerged fron\ the mountainous country with

claims the greater part of the district, keeps up a large

armed force on the borders, and is always threatening,

or at war with the settlers. This state of affairs is not

only irksome to the immediate colonists, but dangerous

to the South African colonies at large, for it breeds

and encourages discontent and strife on all our borders.

On leaving Leydenbnrg wc travelled in a south-

westerly direction for about 100 miles to Middleburg,

a small township on the Oliphant River. This is a

Fig. 42.

—
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white as chalk. Making our way from rock to rock

for a good distance in this damp, lofty subterraneous

passage, the cave took a sudden turn, and then what
a sight burst upon us ! There we were, in darkness,

looking at a brilliant cascade about 50 yards ahead.

For a moment we were astounded, as it seemed more
like a vision, a fairy tale, or a transformation

scene at a London pantomime. The sun at its zenith

was pouring its refulgent light into the mysterious

hole we previously discovered, forming rainbows out

of the spray, and making the water as it was dashing

over the precipice sparkle like diamonds. The steep

all its caves and waterfalls, into one of a melanclioly

aspect. When gold was discovered in this district a

few years ago this town became of importance,

buildings were erected, speculators swarmed into the

place, trade became brisk, and land assumed high

prices ; but now the gold-fields have turned out a

complete failure, and the outbreak of .Sekukune has

reduced the once promising town to a mere nothmg.

It is in this district that the want of a definite " native

policy" is felt—a district that has always been devas-

tated and kept back by frontier wars, and always will

be so, unless something definite is done. Sekukune

very hot place, and the surrounding country desti-

tute of a bush. Continuing in the same direc-

tion for 130 miles, we arrived at Pretoria, the

capital of the Transvaal. It is a very scattered

place, but pleasantly situated on a large plain,

surrounded with stony hills. In the distance

the town has a beautiful appearance, owing to large

quantities of Eucalypti, planted in all the streets and

on the banks of the river : the buildings as a rule are

very poor ; cultivation is neglected, and, judging

from the insignificant botanic gardens, horticulture is

a taste yet to be acquired. From Pretoria we
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travelled on for about loo miles to Potchefstrooni,

on the Mooi River. This town is equal to any in

South Africa ; it is well laid out, well watered, well

built, and well cultivated. After leaving Potchef-

strooni we followed the Vaal River for over 90 miles,

a!vl cr ).-iscd the Miquassic River into Griqunland.

The Transvaal.

Uo.^idej this trip across the Transvaal, we went from
south to north a few months previously, and therefore

ought to have a correct idea is one o( what the country
really is. The general aspect is one of vast rolling grassy

plains, destitute of trees and presenting a clear

horizon as far as the eye can reach. In some places

it is broken up into stony ranges of bare mountains,
some of which have a scattering of Acacias at their

base. The whole country is well watcreil, and
possesses a fair proportion of arable land ; the climate

is very healthy and exhilarating, except towards the

north, where the fever often commits great ravages ;

and. owing to the nakedness of the country, people
are very subject to diseases of the e)'e. All kinds of tem-
perate and subtropical fruits can be grown ; Oranges,
Figs, Apricots, and Peaches are the general favourite

throughout the settlements, ami Tobacco, Wheat, for-

age, and "mealies"are the usual crops. With minerals

•he couiilry is tolerably well supplied, but not of that

stamp and quantity to justify the late deceptive cry

of the "mineral wealth of the Transvaal," which has
been used by speculators, &c., to get the country
opened up, prospected, and peopled. As the bright

side of this colony has usually been held up, I will,

apart from prejudice, give the other side. I only
recollect seeing one man who did not regret coming
into the country—never saw a person who was
not disappointed in it. To my knowledge hundreds
of men have come into the country with capital and
have left it penniless. I have seen dozens of deserted

farms, and thousands of settlers struggling for

an existence on milk and boorsmeal. Horses, sheep,
and cattle are subject to numerous and prevalent

cattle diseases ; cultivation is uncertain and a risky

undertaking, for drought, hailstorms, and locust

swarms are common occurrences. The country is

almost destitute of fuel, and dried cow-dung is the

universal article for cooking purposes ; bad roads, no
bridges, and the extortionate nature of the merchants,
render articles of apparel and consumption very dear,

whilst the indolence and ignorance of the Boors, as re-

gards agriculture, cause flour, "mealies," eggs, butter,

and poultry to fetch an exorbitant price. Besides all

this, the naked melancholy aspect of the whole place
renders life a misery to a settler, and subjects him
annually to sore eyes. However, by annexmg
Delagoa Bay, forming a railway, and placing a few
enterprising men at the head of affairs, nearly all

these drawbacks would be abolished. By forming a
"forest department " on a small and economical scale,

for the express jiurpose of propagating and planting
suitable trees all over the territory, the climate would
eventually be improved, the bleak aspect abolished,
timber would be plentitul and chea]), and I firmly
believe the majority of diseases, which now keep
the land in a backward state, would be exterminated.
It is not because suitable trees cannot be found that

the Transvaal has not been intersected with timber
belts, as Eucalypti flourish here as well as in Australia,

and I have seen gigantic trees not eight years
planted ; besides many other species grow luxuriantly

and require very little attention at first and afterwards
none.

When once away from the eastern mountains the

indigenous vegetation is very poor, and nearly all the

magnificent plants occupying these grassy highlands
are found in the uplands of Natal, so that in the

whole journey across the Transvaal I saw nothing
worth collecting or describing. The same may be
said of the animal kingdom, for the numerous
animals which once existed here have been driven
beyond the Limpopo River ; the birds are very
poor in variety and plumage, except a few
varieties of Taniger. As we had been told this

route would display a better country than our
previous journeys h,ad done, we were greatly

disappointed ; as there was nothing but flats, flats,

grass, grass, day after day, with nothing to relieve

the eye (except a few imported Gum trees) or to

arouse the mind from that stupor which sameness
and bleakness in a hot country throw over it.

From the Maquassie River we went on to Bloomof, and
there crossed the Vaal River into the Free .State, fol-

lowed the ri\er down to Kimberly at the Diamond

Fields, then travelled south to Hopetown, crossed

the Orange River, traversed the Roogeveld and the

Karroo Desert to Buffalo River, where we took train

to Cape Town, making in all a distance of 1360
miles from Del.agoa Bay to Cape Town. On leaving

the Transvaal we got into a different aspect ; instead

of the green, grassy plains, we had a stoney, sandy
country with a scarcity of water, and covered with

numerous species of Mesembyanthemums, Stapelias,

.Moes, and Composites. On the banks of the Vaal

and Orange River we saw large ])lants of Salix

gariepina, Olea similis, and Rhus pyroides.

During the rainy season the Roogeveld and Kar-

roo must swarm with innumerable plants, which
only display their foliage and bloom after a shower.

Mesembryanthemum campestre is the most common
species ; M. spinosum, M. croceuni, M. arboriforme,

are also very common ; Lycium tetrandrum is the

predominating shrub, and Stcebe Rhinocerotis the pre-

dominating herb ; Acacia detinens and A. atomiphylla
are met with ; Alyssum glomeratum, Oxalis lupini-

folia, several Gnidias, Senecios, Helichrysum, Poly-
gala, Hebenstreitia integrifolia. Euphorbia tenax, E.
mauritiana. Aloe clava?flora, Crassulas, Asters, Sola-

nums, Gnaphaliums, Hesperanthus, Gazanias, Malvas,
Salvias, Hibiscus cucurbitinus, Mahernia vernicata.

Cassia arachnoiiles, Phlomis, Royena microphylla.
Salsola aphylla is .very abundant and supplies the
animals with food. These are a few plants which I

noticed on my hurried journey through that barren,
inhospitable, and worthless tract of country, and none
but those who have had to traverse it can understand
what a vast amount of Cape Colony is useless to the

Ivnglish settler, and only occupied by a few Dutch
Boors. Chris. Miidd.

NOTES FROM KEW.
Ft'ClISIA CORYMisiFLORA, planted out in one of

the beds in the Temperate-hou^e, has been for some
time in glorious bloom, far surpassing the display

usual in pots. Statice rosea, from Natal, in the same
house, claims attention for its ple.asing colour,

unusual in the genus. It has long erect stems with
spathulate leaves, an<l according in habit with Limo-
niastrum monopetalum of South Euro]ie. The in-

florescence is comparable with that of the shrubby
hybrids so much valued for pot culture, but having
the charm of pretty jiink or rose calyces. In No. 4
are fine specimens of Campanula pyramidalis, in white
and blue forms, both strikingly efiective, the number
of stems thickly covered with flowers, varying from
eight to fourteen. One specimen in particular with
ten stems is quite a floral picture. Passing to the

rockwork, among other plants of interest we notice a
fine well-berried tuft of Nertera depressa, sometimes
absurdly spoken of as the fruiting Duckweed. Senecio
pulcher is in good condition, and just expanding its

fine flower-heads. Francoa ramosa is extremely
pretty, with ample light green foliage ; it has slender
stems, bearing pink flowers along a considerable
length. It is one of the best of rockwork plants, and
fortunately is pretty well known. Nardostachys Jata-
mansi, of great interest as being the Spikenard of the

ancients, has recently been in bloom. We have long
wished to have this plant in cultivation, and at

last the satisfaction arrives by seeds sent from
India. The source of this perfume was long un-
known, and some doubt has been entertained

with regard to this plant, though with full evidence
no question now remains. The native women of
Nepaul at the present day use oil impregnated with
the root for perfuming their hair. It is allied to

Patrinia and in habit resembles P. nudicaulis, some-
times found in herbaceous collections. The flowers

howeverare white slightly tinged with pink. Kniphofia
Macowani is now charming with two spikes of brightly

coloured flowers. Scarcely anything is more showy
than Phygelius capensis, both on the Orchid-house
wall and in the herbaceous collection. It grows with
greater strength in the latter position, where its

panicles are of immense size. The flowers are scarlet

and tubular. Alstromeria psittacinn, with red flowers,

is now considerably ornamental ; it is the only one in

flower, having succeeded the beautiful forms of A.
aurantiaca. Salvia Grahami deserves a note, con-
tinuing to produce its crimson flowers during the

whole sunnncr. A short time since we were agreeably
surprised to find it growing on the walls of a cottage

in a Devonshire village, antl it need not be said, with
good effect. Salvia farinacea is one to which we draw
especial attention. This is the true plant. It has
an erect habit and grows 3 feet high ; the lea\es

are glabrous, ovate or lanceolate acuminate and
coarsely serrate, on both surfaces numerously pitted

when viewed with a lens ; the spikes are from 6 to

1 1 inches long, thickly covered with blue buds and
flowers, the latter very brilliant and with two white

marks on the lower lip. The spikes, though really

distinct, havesomethingthe appearance of S. Icucantha.

Two other jilants are about, we believe, doing

duty for this. Abromia arenaria and nmbellata, with

yellow and pink flowers respectively, are extremely

pretty trailers in one of the beds. Nepeta macrantha

is now in fine condition, and is perhaps the best of its

genus. Passing the fine collection of aquatics we
notice the new Aponogeton spathaceuni still in

bloom, Nymiih.eas Candida, odorata, and tuberosa

may also receive mention. Escallonia fioribunda is

flowering profusely on one of the walls, and dovdit-

lessly is one of the most ornamental of the si)ecies,

though not having the brilliant colour of E. ma-

crantha. Its flowers are pure white, almost like

Hawthorn, and with similar perfume, growing in

large panicles. Its habit is good, and the leaves

neat, with shining surface. It is an Andine species.

Ha:manthus Kalbreyeri, in the Cape house, recently

introduced and exhibited by the Messrs. Veitch, is quite

unsurpassed for brilliancy of colour. It has lasted in

beautiful condition for some time, and now, after show-

ing itself to be a valuable conservatory inmate, is nearly

over. Crinum Moorei, of the most noble form and deli-

cate colour, is in the best condition. It has been planted

out in quite an exposed position for two or three

years, and has attained to great strength, but the

flowers are decidedly coarser than when grown in

pots. The Victoria regia this year presents a pecu-

liarity not observed in previous years. The flowers,

instead of reposing on the water, are considerably

elevated above (about 6 inches), and so far, from the

time of opening to the time of fading, have not

touched the water. The flow^ers are .verj' fine, antl

the leaf margins more upturned than usual.

A DRIVE TO DANGSTEIN.
It was a lovely afternoon—just the weather for a

drive over the hill and across the wild bit of moor-

land covered with Gorse and Heather that lies

between Hill-lirow and the turning which leads to

Dangstein Gardens—when a young lady, who
desired to interview the head gardener on business

(the character of a Sub.), asked me to accompany
her. I had often been over these well-known and

deservedly-famed gardens, houses, and grounds, but,

as I invariably find fresh objects of admiration each

time I go there, I was only loo pleased to agree to

Miss R.'s wish, and, accordingly, we went to Lady
Dorothy Nevill's on Wednesday, the 7th. The
atmosphere was clear, but there was a sufficient

number of light fleecy clouds floating about in the

bright blue sky to prevent the sun's rays from

becoming too powerful, and they likewise gave a

charming diversity of light and shade to the far-away

Sussex downs. The heath was a glow of deep rich

purple, varied by occasional patches of Bracken,

whose fronds were already beginning to assume, in

many places, their autumnal tints of brown antl

yellow ; an<l clumps of tall Fir trees, whose trunks,

covered with moss and ivy, afforrled a i)le.asant

resting-place for the eye when dazzled by the bright

hues of the Heather. On one side of the roatl there

were fields of golden-eared corn—in some the harvest

had already began. IIow those words remind one of

Pringle's lines

—

" Arormd him ply the reaper baud
With lightsome heart and eager hand,
And mirth and music clieer the toil,

^\'hile sheaves that stud the russet soil.

And sickles gleaming in the sun,

Tell jocund Iiarvest is begun."

And inside the hedge stood a belt of Birch trees,

whose foliage, quivering in the breeze like so many
miniature Aspen leaves, made a deliciously soothing,

rustle-like murmur. At length we turned off the

highway and into the road leading to the gardens of

Dangstein. It would be simply impossible for me to

describe the different houses. I do not even know
the names of one quarter of the rare plants. Ferns,

and flowers I saw in them, but I w.as struck in the

first we entered by a bunch of Bananas in the process

of ripening, and the guide told us that some had
already been picked for table. The Palms are

well represented, so are Ferns, from Tree Ferns
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down to the mobt graceful and newest Maidenhnir of

this season—a Fern especially pointed out to us for its

tiny, exquisitely shaped fronds and slender hair-like

stems. One house is entirely devoted to the culture

of stove Ferns, cherished natives of tropical climes,

which require an amount of heat more than trying to

an English constitution, and one lady was obliged to

relinquish all further botanical researches. One house

was perfumed by Stephanotis blossoms, and another

wreathed by the magnificent golden flowers of the

Brazilian Allamanda. The Bougainvillea, too, was
in full beauty, but the glories of the Orchids were

nearly over. We looked at Pitcher-plants more
curious than pretty, and pondered over the mystery

of insect digesting, as well as catching members of

the vegetable kingdom ; saw two remarkably fine

specimens of the Thorn usually called "Christ's

Thorn ;
" and some magnificent Polyanthes or Tube-

roses with creamywhitc, funnel-shaped, sweet-smelling

flowers ; and finally went into raptures over some
really splendid Cockscombs. I never before saw
such brilliant-coloured crests or such broad flattened

stems.

There were specimens of all hues, some the old-

fashioned crimson colour, others bright canary, various

shades of orange and, last of all, an exquisite pale

yellow-green—the exact hue of the Lime l>Iossom tint

so fashionable, yet so unbecoming, for ladies' dresses

last year. Have Cockscombs come into vogue of late ?

An accident I met with when in town jirevented my
going to the Botanical yiVt'-r, or any other place where
there was likely to be a crow<l of people, so that I

am a very ignoramus in respect of all floral fashions.

We saw Crapes and Green Gages, Figs and
Peaches of an enormous size, but I invariably hurry

away from such temptations, lest I should, not steal,

but covet, my neighbour's fruit. I could have lingered

long in a fairy-like fernery, where, by the way, there

arc some white tiles very charmingly decorated by
the Lady of Dangstein with paintings of various

flowers, and a museum full of difTerent curiosities,

some good botanical works, and a book in which all

visitors arc asked to write their names. Through the

gardens we proceeded to the cemetery, where some of

Lady Dorothy Nevill's pets are buried. In going to

it the guide pointed out a singular tree, which he
called "The Maidenhair tree." The foliage was re-

markably like in shape to that of the Fern, hence I

conclude its English name, but should much like to

know its botanical one [Salisburia adiantifolia]. The
graves of departed canine friends are beautifully kept.

A neat white headstone, on which are engraved
trilnitary lines, marks each resting-i>lace, and I was
forcibly reminded of the cemetery at Beacon Lodge,
where all the Hon. Crantley Berkeley's favourite

hounds, horses, and "dear Gazelle," are placed. I

was staying in tiie neighbourhood of Christchurch
stime years ago, and the former occupier of Beacon
drove me over to see the graves of his once-cherished
pels in their burial-ground on the edge of the cliflT,

overhanging the sea.

These are several Ailantus trees at Dangstein, but
I did not see any silk moths : they were cultivated

there at one time I know. The green frogs were
likewise invisible, but we saw a few very pretty birds.

One orange bishop struck me as being remarkably
line, and I am well acquainted with these feathered

clericals, for a relative of mine at the Royal Military

Hospital, Chelsea, has a family of red and orange
bishops in his aviary, but the ecclesiastical dignitary

amidst the Sussex downs excels them all. We
returned to our quarters at Liss, thoroughly well

pleased with our drive to Dangstein. //. E. W,

THE STANSTEAD PARK
NURSERY.

Few hoiticulturisls have done so much in the way
of raising new varieties of some of our hardy plants

as the senior partner of this firm, Mr. Laing. I

can remember nearly a quarter of a centurj* ago the

two types of the Hollyhock—the English variety,

small in size but very double, with scarcely any guard

l)etal ; the Scotch type, of large size and with an im-

mense guard petal, but the centre not so large as the

other. Mr. Laing crossed these two, and obtained an

intermediate strain superior to either. Pansies were
also grown well, and some good varieties were raised

by him at Dysart. But it is at Forest Hill that the

greatest amount of work in the way of raising new
flowers has been performed. Phloxes and Penlste-

mons amongst hardy flowers have received consider-

able attention, and the result has been much improve-

ment in the form and colours of the flowers. At
present the Phloxes and Pentstemons are at their

best, and very useful they are, either grown in beds or

in the mixed borders—any position, in fact, where

they can obtain a good depth of rich soil, and do not

suffer at any lime for want of water at the roots. The
Phlox when grown in pots helps to keep the green-

house gay for a month or six weeks at this season. I

grow a number of Phloxes every year in 5 and 6-inch

pots. They are raised from cuttings early in March.

The cutting-pots are i>laced in a frame where they can

obtain a little bottom-heat, .and with a little care they

soon make vigorous plants. Our greenhouse at Lox-

ford is now gay with them, and has been so all through

the month of August, where they are associated with

different species of Lilies, such as L. speciosum, in

many distinct varieties ; L. auratum, L, tigrinum in

variety, of which the tall richly-coloured L. tigrinum

splendens is the best.

The Phlox has now arrived at a very high state of

perfection, and improvement proceeds but slowly. I

fancy the English raised flowers surpass the French in

size, and perhaps in form ; but the Continental growers

ha\e sent out many richly-coloured flowers, and they

lack but little in form. I looked carefully over the

Forest Hill collection, and noted the names of the

best and most distinct in the diflferent shades of colour,

and a large proportion arc of foreign origin. The
following sorts are also distinct from each other :—
Norma, white, streaked and curiously marbled with

bright red ; Retour de la Fortune, pale lilac with

white eye ; Madame Noiset, pale reddish pink, with

deep rosy red centre ; Madame Prosper Langier, red,

with a dash of purple, crimson centre; Rubens, blush,

red centre ; White Lady, very pure white ; Fairy of

the Rhine, white, pale pink centre ; Madame Domage,
white, rosy. red centre; Memnon, light purple, dis-

tinct crimson centre ; Due de Montebello, brilliant

purplish crimson, shading off to crimson at the centre;

Austin Withers, light orange-red, purplish crimson

centre ; Captain Spcke, white, shaded pale purple

;

Hugh Low, purplish crimson, with crimson centre,

large spike ; Mons. Quennessen, orange-red, crimson

centre ; Queen of Whites, large, pure white, some of

the flowers dashed with red ; Bianca, white, pink

centre ; Princess of Wales, crimson-scarlet, very

bright ; Lothair, orange-scarlet, very fine.

I did not notice any of the Pentstemons grown in

pots at Forest Hill, but a large bed planted near Mr.
Laing's house, and containing all the best and newest
of the English and French sorts, was very showy.

The Pentstemon is so easily propagated and grown
that no garden need be without it. The cuttings

should be put in at once, in fine soil, in handlights

behind a north wall or any other shady place. Roots
are soon formed, and the small plants may then be

lilanted out in a more open space. New varieties are

raised from seeds, which may still be sown, and the

plants will flower well next year. I went carefully

over the bed and noted the best, which were as fol-

lows :—Robert White, bright red, with white throat

marked with feathery lines ; Comedy, crimson-scarlet,

witli deeper coloured throat ; W. P. Laird, pale

purj^le, white throat flaked with purple ; W. Rolles

Friar, bright red, white throat, streaked reddish crim-

son
; John McPherson, light purple, white throat,

streaked with a deeper colour ; Kgerton Hubbard,
rich ]>urple, white throat, purple lines ; Lady Coutts

Lindsay, pure white ; Faust, pale red, distinct white

throat ; Abel Dennis, reddish purple, rich deep purple

throat ; Mr. Fenwick, purple, distinct white throat

;

Mrs. C. Patrick, rich deep purple, streaked purple ;

Midhat Pacha, purple, broadly-opened white throat

;

No\eIty, rose, Ijase of the throat reddish crimson,

ujiper part blush ; Hor.ace \'ernet, scarlet, white

throat, streaked deep red ; Desilles, scarlet, upper

part of throat white, base reddish crimson ; Riocreux,

purple, broadly-opened white throat ; Soissons, red-

dish purple, white throat.

The TUHEROUS Be(^o\IAS now form a ver)' in-

teresting feature at Stanstead. There are thousands of

them, comprising named varieties and seedlings. It

will give a good idea of the collection to say that, in-

dependently of the new varieties raised by Mr. Laing,

there are about 200 other sorts, the largest proportion

of them being of foreign origin. A critical exami-

nation of the plants shows that nearly all of them have
been obtained from B. Veitchii and B. boliviensis,

not by selection but by crossing the two species, and
the best of Mr. Laing's flowers are fouror five genera-

tions removed from that cross. The Begonia is very

easily propagated from seeds. I sowed seeds early in

March, and the plants arc now in full flower, and

have been so since July. The seeds were sown in

heat, and the plants have been grown in a warm house,

where the temperature was about 55" or 60° at night.

When the flower-buds were formed the plants were

placed in a cold pit, with the lights kept rather close

for a week or more until the plants were gradually

inured to the cooler treatment. Treated in that way,

and being potted on as they require it, these Begonias

are the easiest grown of plants. They should be

potted in good turfy loam about four parts, one part

well rotted manure, and one part leaf-mould, with a

little silver-sand. Five and 6-inch pots are sufficiently

large in which to pot the plants the first year.

The Begonia is also propagated by cuttings, and

these strike roots very freely in any close place, with

or without a little bottom-heat. In preparing the

cuttings it will be necessary to take the cutting or eye

at a leaf-bud. The flowers issue from the axils of the

leaves, and if the stem is cut at a leaf from which

flowers have been removed, the cutting so prepared

will root freely, and tubers are readily formed at the

base of such cuttings, and they will also grow to a large

size, but they arc utterly worthless, as no fresh stem

will issue from them. To be successful, a leaf that

has a growth in the axil must be selected, and the

stem must be cut through just under the leaf, and a

bulb or corm that is formed there will form the basis

of a plant for next season. Many persons have an idea

that these Begonias can be propagated at a rapid rate,

like Zonal Pelargoniums or the Begonia nitida section,

but it is a mistake to suppose so. Some of i!ie very

be-<t varieties are the slowest to increase, and they will

therefore remain expensive for some time. I'resident

Burelle, for instance, the new double crimson-scarlet

variety raised by Lemoine, and to which a First-class

Certificate was awarded at South Kensington, and

which was fig\ired at p. 172, is very slow indeed,

merely from the difficulty in obtaining leaves that have

no flowers at their axils.

Many of the Continental varieties arc very fine
;

but it is with the Begonias as it is with the Roses—
they send out too many. There were quite thirty

varieties sent out last year, and as the English

growers must purchase the whole of them if they

would make sure of getting the best, the expense is

a verj' serious item indeed, either for a trade grower

or an amateur. Then their descriptions cannot be

depended upon. If you look at a flower, and then read

the French description of it, this will be evident to

any one who knows anything of colours. One flower

is described as "fine golden crimson tinted brilliant

carmine," and most of them are eiiher " vivid

amaranth, sparkling, fascinating," or "dazzling Ver-

million." I admit that it is difficult to describe the

colours ofmanyof the Begonias, as scarlet and crimson,

red, orange, and salmon blend into each other ; but

there ought to be some bounds to a raiser's enthusiasm.

I went carefully over the collection with Mr.

Laing, and selected the following among the older

sorts :—W. E. Gumblcton, rich scarlet, the petals

obtuse, a large fine flower; Charles Baltet, crimson-

scarlet, shaded towards the centre with purple ; Pur-

purea magnifica, crimson-scarlet, veined with jiurple ;

Professor Pynaert, bright clear rose, fine large flower ;

Baynard, orange-scarlet, fine flowers ; Massange de

Louvrex, orange-red, very large flowers ; Baronne

Hruby, crimson, suflfused with violet at the base of

the petals—one of the best ; Lucien Peucclle, bright

purpHsh red, large flgwers ; Vesuvius, orange-red,

a fine free-flowering sort ; Acme, rosy-red, very dis-

distinct ; Louis Van Iloutte, orange-red, double ;

I'residcnt Burelle, one of the best of the doubles ;

Baronne Leon Leguay, jiale rose, distinct and good
;

Laurent Descours, bright rose, well shaped petals,

large flowers ; Alexander Lequin, pale orange-red,

large flowers ; F. Lecointe, bright rose, a most beau-

tiful sort ; Adolphc Dubois, creamy white, tinged,

yellow at the base of the petals.

Amongst the new seedlings raised this "year there

are, as has been already stated, many flowers of high-

class quality. I noticed the following as the best of

them :—Samuel Pope, orange-red, the petals large

and well rounded ; Rosy Box, fine large flowers,

bright rose stained with violet, petals rounded ;

Francis E. Laing, one of the most brilliant coloured

sorts, glowing orange-scarlet ; George Thomson, a

flower of great substance, the inner ]ietals scarlet,

outer rosy-red, a profuse blotSmer ; Marquis of

Salisbury, deep purplish rose, petals beautifully
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rouiuktl, free blooming variety ; Mrs. KIwes, blush

while flowers, freely [)roduce<:l ; Thomns Bell, the

flowers of this variety arc quite round, the petals of

great substance ; Mrs. Dr. Todd, very bright crimson-

scarlet, a most profuse bloomer ; Mrs. J. Douglas,

bright rose tinged with lake, large, finely shaped

flowers. 7. D.

THE SEQUOIAS.
In the Gai-ikncrs' ChrouUk of August 17 i?, a

notice of the Sequoias, or " big trees." My brother,

Mr. Wilfred Marshall, has this summer been on a

tour in America, and having paid a visit to these
** big trees" has sent me his diary, from which I

extract the following notes. 'John Marshall^ Bclmouf,

Taunton,

" Yo Semite Vidlcy ami the Groves of Wg Trees.—

We were delighted to get so far, as we were so very

anxious to see the great Yo Semite Valley, or (translated

from the Indian) Valley of the Great Grizzly Bear. There
are two ways of reaching the valley from San Francisco :

one can either go direct by way of Merced and the Mari-

posa grove of ' big trees,' or by way of Milton and the

Calaveras grove. Though the longer and more tedious

of the two ways, on account of the 154 miles staging, we
chose the latter, chiefly because it traverses fine torests

and fine scenery. We were also spared the plague of

American dust, so prevalent everywhere in summer.
Botli routes enable one to see on the way specimens of

those wonderful ' big trees.' Of these there are, I believe,

a few 'groves,' five I think. The Calaveras and the

Mariposa are the two finest,

" Leaving San Francisco at 4 P.M., at 8 o'clock (dis-

tance 92 miles) we found ourselves at Stockton, and put

up at the Yo Semite Hotel. The town is chiefly famed

for mosquitos ; this appears to be their headquarters.

Leaving Stockton next morning we arrived at Milton (a

collection of a dozen shanties) and took a four-in-hand
' stage ' to the Calaveras grove, a distance of 45 miles

—

the mercury 95' in the shade. W'hen we did arrive there,

at 9.30 P.M., it was quite dark, and it was so for the last

two hours of our ride. We were thickly surrounded with

the apparendy interminable Pine forest, trees of enormous

size. We could just discern the trunks of two monsters,

called the 'Two Sentinels,' as we drove between them

and entered the large space that had been cleared away
in the forest to make room for the hotel and premises,

" yitnc 23, 1878.—It will be impossible in any form of

words to convey a true idea of the stupendous grandeur

of these great trees. Like, Niagara they cannot be

realised unless seen. We have stayed hei'e longer than

was our intention ; we are tied to the place, in perfect

wonder and amazement. The ' grove ' lies almost within

a stone's-throw of the ' hotel, ' and contains between ninety

and a hundred ' big ' specimens of the Sequoia gigantea,

growing out of the thick forest. With few exceptions diey

stand comparatively near one another, running uj) as

straight as arrows, to the height of some of the highest

buildings in tlie world. Fancy a tree as Iiigli as St. Paul's

Cathedral, or one reaching to the top of the Duomo at

Milan, or as high as Strasbourg's tower or Salisbury's

spire! The 'Father of the Forest,' a great prostrate

trunk (there are altogether four fallen trees of great

size and importance), measures 435 feel in length, and
110 feet in circumference. He must have been nuich

longer when living. Along the inside of the fallen trunk

is a tunnel 35 feet long, and in places 8 to 10 feet high.

The ' Mother of die i-'orest,' standing at the further end

of the grove, is 327 feet iiigh, and 90 feet in circumference.
' .She ' stands quite dead and bare, having suffered from

the riivages of fire, and is entirely barkless from toji to

bottom. A great li\ing monster is the ' Pioneer's Cabin,'

probably so called from a recess in the lower part

of the trunk, big enough to hold a large family

party at breakfast. The circumference of this tree

5 feet from the ground is 92 feet by our own
measuring. Perhaps tlie most beautiful of the trees

in the grove are three named ' The Three Graces.

'

They stand only a few feet apart, and with their branches

intertwining run up to an almost equal height of 265 feet.

The same with the 'Mother and her Sons.' Though
they each run up to an equal height, 270 feet, the

'Mother' is 'fat and bulky," but her 'Sons' by her

side are thin and slender. The bark in one of the largest

trees in the grove has been removed to the height of

120 feet, and was taken to the Crystal Palace, where it

was destroyed in the fire that occurred there some few

years ago. Another great tree is called the ' Keystone

State,' 325 feet high ; its branches begin at 150 feet from

the ground. The ' Siamese Twins ' are great curiosities.

There are two sets of this species of twins in the grove,

both sets about 390 feet high, their points of union being

a few feet from the groiuid.

" But perhaps the greatest curiosity is a big fello\\',

which has been purposely thrown, cut off 6 feet above

the ground, and a pavilion built on the standing stump.

There is room enough in the pavilion on the top of the

stump for a very pretty dance. The surface has been

smootlicd, and dances do take place thereon. There is

space enough for two sets of ' Lancers,' or for sixteen

couples to spin round with ease. We measured the

dancing space and found the diameter 30 feet less

20 inches ; the circumference 85 feet.

"There are many other ' big trees ' called by the

names of public individuals, such as Richard Cobden,

Baroness Burdett-Coutts, Florence Nightingale, John
Bright (circumference 80 feet), Sir John l-'rankiin, U. S.

Grant, Columbus, George Washington, ice. W'itjrcil G.

Marstialir

THE DOUBLE PINK BRAMBLE.
We give an illustration of this (fig. 44) as one of the

very best and most beautiful plants for the wilderness

walks, the rootery, or other similar places where free

rampant growth, sturdy shoots, efifective foliage, and

dense masses of beautiful pale rose-pink flowers are

likely to be valualjle. The double white is hardly

less valuable, while of other Brambles of like cha-

racter we may specify the variegated-leaved Bramble,

R. laciniatus, the foliage of which is elegantly cut,

and the fruit of which is excellent, and the singular

white-stemmed variety known as R. leucodermis, but

which is, we believe, more truly R. biflorus. All

these are hardy Brambles, requiring literally no culti-

vation, but in their proper places most effective and

beautiful, while R. laciniatus is worth growing for its

fruits. For the specimen engraved we are indebted

to Mr. Parker, in whose nursery it grows with great

freedom.

HERBACEOUS SPIR^AS.
There are few who do not know our English

Meadow-sweet, Spirasa Ulmaria, and all that do know
it value it for its beauty and its fragrance. In gardens

there is a double form of it, a pink form'of it, and a

variegated-leaved form of it, but we cannot say that

either are improvements on the common wild plant.

In gardens, moreover, there are various other Meadow-
sweets of great beauty and very confused nomencla-

ture, and the list has been lately added to by the

addition of a plant known as Spircea palmata elegans,

concerning which some doubts are expressed. The
Spiraeas we allude to are S. lobata, S. digitata, S.

vemtsta, S. palmata, and S. palmata elegans, setting

aside S. Ulmaria, concerning which there is happily

no doubt. We have lately had the opportunity of

studying these species afresh in gardens and in her-

baria, and we have been kindly furnished with speci-

mens from Kew, from Mr. Parker, of Tooting, and

elsewhere. We are, therefore, in a position to be

able to clear up at least some portion of the prevalent

confusion.

AH the species and forms above enumerated arc

herbaceous perennials and form a distinct section

(^ Ulmaria) of the genus Spiraea. All except S. pal-

mata have interruptedly pinnatisect leaves, that is to

say the leaves are very deeply divided in a pinnate

fashion, the larger side pieces being arranged in pairs,

with numerous pairs of very much smaller leaflets or

segments in between. The terminal segment is much
larger than all the rest, more or less rounded in

general outline, and cut more or less deeply into

broad or narrow segments. The upper surface of the

leaves is usually glabrous, the lower surface also

glabrous, or more or less hairy. In our common S.

Ulmaria the under surface is usually white and hoary,

though there are glabrous forms of it. In S. jaal-

mata there are no side lobes to the leaves or only a

few very small ones, but the terminal lobe is large

and palmately lobed. Moreover the flowers are of

a much deeper crimson hue than is the cast with any

other species.

As to the foliage of the other species, although it

is sometimes perfectly easy to distinguish one from

the other by the leaves alone, yet in other cases the

forms, as it were, slide so gradually and so com-

pletely one into the other that discrimination becomes

doubtful or even impossible. In that case, the stipules

or small leafy appendages at the base of the leaf-stalk

must be looked to as well as the characters presented

by the flowers and especially those offered by the

seed-vessels. It is very probable that the seeds also

difter in the different species as they are known to do

elsewhere in the genus, but on this point wc have no

evidence to ofler. W'ithout going into unnecessary

detail we may mention the following particulars, which

may be useful and serve as a guide or a sketch for

others to fill in from their own observations of uKjie

complete material than we have at hand.

1. S. Ulmaria, L,, is our common English

Meadow-sweet, known by its foliage being usually of

a white colour underneath, by the terminal lolic less

divided than in the others, by its fuaiiiy masses of

cream-white flowers, and especially by its cari)els ur

seed-pods which are glabrous and spirally twisted

when ripe. There is a pink flowered variety, a double-

flowered variety, and one withyellow variegated leaves,

in cultivation.

2. S. i.oitA'i'A, Murray, Syst. 472.—-This plant

was figured by Jacquin in his Jlortits Vindoboncnsis^

t. 88 (anno 1770). It is of American origin, being

known in the .States as the Queen of the Prairies. It

is a taller-growing plant than our Ulmaria, with

leaves glabrous, or with a few hairs along the nerves

on the under-surface, kidney-shaped stipules, loose,

many-flowered panicles of pale junk or rose flowers,

stamens i,^—40, and straight glabrous carpels.

By Linnceus this plant was called S. palmata, but

erroneously, as Thunberg's previously named J a])anest:

S. palmata is very different.

The S. venusta of gardens is in our judgment the

same plant ; if so, the sooner the name venusta is

dropped the better. As the reference to the name
venusta is not easily found, it may be well to note

that the plant was described in Otto and Dietrich 's

Garten Zcitung, No. 32, 1845, and in the Gardener.^'

Chronicle for 1S46, p. 23. It was sent out, it

appears, from the nurseries of Van Houtte and of

Booth. A paler-flowered form is figured in the

J^evite de PHorticulture Beige, 1877, as S. ^enusta

albicans, and is said to have been a chance seed-

ling from S, venusta, grown in Messrs. Simon-Louis'

nursery at Metz.

3. S. DIGITATA, Willd., SprPl, ii., p. 1061 (1797).

is very similar to the preceding, but the terminal leaf-

lobe is rounder, and its segments are more numerous,

narrower, and more or less hairy beneath, especially

along the nerves. Too much stress must not, however,

be laid on the character afforded by the leaves. A
better one will be found in the stamens, about twenty in

number, and seed-pods, which in S. digitata are some-

what rounded, not spirally twisted, hairy, or even

setose. The flowers are pink, or nearly white. The
plant is Siberian, and there are two varieties of it,

one with glabrous the other with tomentose leaves.

This plant, like the preceding, was erroneously referred

to S. palmata by Pallas, in his Flora Rossica, tab. 27.

The S. kamtschatica, of Pallas {Flora Rossica, i., 94,

t. 28), is apparently very close to the glabrous form

of S. digitata, having setose carpels.

4. S. PALMATA, of Thunberg {Bot. Mag., t. 5726),

differs from all the preceding in the leaves, as before

mentioned, in the lanceolate stipules, and in the much
deeper pink colour of its flowers. Although it was

long uncertain as to what Thunberg's plant really was,

as we have seen by the fact that both S. digitata and

S. lobata were considered to belong to this species,

yet the difference is really so great that now, thanks

to Mr. Fortune, the Japanese plant has been inlro-

I duced, there is no chance of further confusion. S.

!
palmata is the most ornamental of the species now

I

under consideration.

I

SiMK.EA PALMATA ELEGANS, llort., is a ncwIy

introduced form, figured in the A'ez'uc dc CHorti-

.
culture Beige and the Florist. It is asserted to be a

j

hybrid between Hoteia japonica and Spiraea palmata.

We are bound to believe that the assertion has

been made in good faith, but we suspect those

who made the assertion have been mistaken.

In any case we see no trace of hybrid origin about

the plant. The question then arises—what is it ? It

is not S, Ulmaria, of which it has neither the hoary

leaves nor the twisted carpels. It is not S, lobata,

inasmuch as it has not the elongate glabrous carpels

of that species. There remains S. digitata, of which

the present plant has the ventricose hairy carpels.

At present, then, we are disposed to refer this new-

comer to S. digitata, but we ha\e not yet seen the

ripe fruits. If these should in their ripe condition

lose their ventricose form and become glabrous, then

the resemblance would be greater to S. lobata

venusta. Those who have Spiraea venusta need not

trouble themselves to grow the form called palmata

elegans except for a curiosity, for as an ornamental

plant it is greatly inferior to it. All the species should

be planted in rather wet soil. On dry ground they

do not thrive.

DEVIZES CASTLE AND
GROUNDS.

Amoxg the country seats and gardens so graphic-

ally described in the Gardeners' Chronicle, Devizes

Castle, with its Ivy-covered ruins, its grassy moat, and

its sloping lawns, has not yet found a place, probably

because it lies somewhat out of the track of the usual

tourist. Vet this ancient castle, if only from its his-

torical memories, is well worthy of notice, while the

grounds and gardens are specially interesting to the
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Fig. 43.—the double flowering pink bramble, nat. size, (see p. 240.)

landscape gardener as showing how much may be

done in a comparatively small space. Of the original

castle, built by Roger, Bishop of Salisbury in the

reign of Henry II., on a conical hill commanding the

town only the foundations of the dungeons and ban-

queting hall of the keep now remain. The old Ivy

tower, built probably in the reign of Elizabeth, still

stands, and is incorporated with the present picturesque

edifice, in the Norman style, built by the owner, R.

\'alentine Leach, Esq. The drawing-room of the

castle is connected by a crescent-shaped stone arcade,

hung with basket plants in the intersection of the

arches, with an octagonal and dome-roofed conser-

vatory, in the centre of which is a rich group of

Mexican and New Zealand Tree Ferns, while around

stand Ericas and fine specimens of New Holland

plants. A splendid Tacsonia climbs up the north

side of the conservatory and covers the roof, its large

and rich crimson flowers hanging in profusion over

the delicate green of the central foliage.

The garden front of the castle faces to the west,

and commands a wide view of richly wooded country.

Immediately under the castle to the left lie the ruins

of the ancient keep, now thickly overgrown with Ivy

and overshadowed by a sloping bank of ornamental

shrubs. To the right a fine semicircular lawn occu-

pies the site of the old courtyard of the ancient castle,

sloping upwards in graceful curves to the rampart and

bastion walks, which are surrounded by low battle-

mented walls, enclosing the ornamental grounds lying

within the moat. Two broad curved flights of steps

lead from the archway of the castle terrace to the

gateway ol the walk overhanging the moat, while a

curved flight of steps lead up from the ruins to the

bastion which commands them. The lawn itself is

bordered along the rampart walk by tall Irish Yews,

alternating with golden-headed Yews and other valu-

able shrubs. Among these a sixteen-year-old Welling-

tonia has scarcely its equal in England.

On the upper part of the lawn are six beds of various

ornamental designs filled with foli,age plants in quaint

parterres, while in the hollow of the lawn there is a

large bed of trefoil shaiie of very striking design.

The chief plants used in these beds are Alternan-

theras, Mesembryanthemums, Sempervivums, Pyre-

thrum Golden Feather, Gnaphalium, Coleus, iStc,

with Echeverias for the border ; their eflect is ex-

tremely brilliant, being produced thus early in the

season by the plants being set thickly in groups

instead of singly. The centre of each bed is relieved

by a sub-tropical plant, the one in the centre of the

trefoil bed being a fine specimen of Yucca .aloifolia

variegata. This bed alone contains not less than

6000 plants, all of which, as well as those of the other

beds, have been reared in the stove-houses of the

castle by Mr. Iving, who has held the post of head

gardener with entire control for the last eighteen

years.

But the most striking object from the castle is the

splendid oblong parterre in the ruined banqueting

hall of the ancient castle at the foot of the lawn.

Here a space of 73 feet by 23 feet is laid out with a

long oblong bed surrounded by a gravel walk. The

design of this bed is large Vandykes planted with

Alternantheras, Pyrethrum, Iresine of various varieties,

Coleus, Gnaphalium, Mesembryanthemum, and Eche-

verias, DraCLTjna, Ananassa sativa variegata, Phormium

Colensoi variegatum, and Palms, and intersected

with sub-tropical plants. It contains about 12,000

plants, and the effect of the bed lying in the midst of

the Ivy-covered ruins is remarkably fine.

Bishop Rogers' Gateway leads into a shady walk

surrounding the castle mound and above the moat,

and from this extend many winding and thickly-

shaded walks, giving an almost endless variety by

means of skilful planting. At the end of one of these

walks stands a summer-house, in which Garrick

taught Sir Thomas Lawrence, when a boy, to recite

scenes from Shakespeare's plays. The kitchen gardens

lie on the south slope of the castle mound beyond the

inner moat, and are entirely concealed from the castle

and pleasure-grounds. The gardens lie on a warm
sloping bank, and are laid out in walled terraces

covered with fruit trees. Stretching from end to end

of these terraces is a range of houses devoted to the

growth of fruit. Vines, and flowering plants. The

glass is on an extensive scale, measuring on the

whole about 10,000 square feet. Four houses

are devoted to Vines, some planted within

the houses and some without ; these last have

produced bunches of Black Hamburghs of 7 lb.

weight. A Peach-house, 50 feet in lengtli, and an
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orchard-house of lOO feet, are tliis year as usual

heavily latlcn with fruit. l'"or the last fourteen years

these houses have carried I si prizes for "collections

of fruit " front various shows. The stove-house is

60 feet long, and is Idled with .Stephanotis, Ixoras,

Rondeletias, Allaniandas, and other plants for cut

flowers, and among these is to be noticed a splendid

specimen of Cocos Weddclliana and Anthurium

Scherzerianum. Lastly, (here is a large greenhouse, 50

feet long, in which Mr. King grows his Ericas and his

splendid Fuchsias, which carried off two 1st prizes and a

silvermedal inl S74 at the London I lorticultural Society.

Ilotites of §oohs.
The Plant Lore and Garden-Craft of Shake-

speare. By the Rev. H. N. ElLacombe, ]\I..\.

8vo, pp. 303. Printed for the author by

^\'illiam Pollard, E.\eter.

.Surely no fitter person could have lieen found to

compile such a volume as this than Mr. Ellacombc.

In full sympathy with his author he has, what few

critics and commentators have, a specially wide and

deep knowledge of his subject-matter, plants and

garden-craft. It is no wonder, then, that a delight-

ful book has been compiled, and that it is as accu-

rate as it is delightful. Mr. Ellacombe brings to

his task, as we have said, full sympathy with Shake-

speare, no slight scholarship, and acquaintance with

contemporary literature, combined with a knowledge

of plants such as few can lay claim to. We are

therefore under no slight obligations to Mr. Ellacombe

for reprinting his papers from the Garden, in which

])ublication they originally appeared. Shakespeare

was neither a gardener nor a botanist in the sense of

being an expert, but he was both in his sympathies

and appreciation, and of all the writers of his time,

such as Bacon, Beaumont and Fletcher, Ben Jonson,

Spenser, not one possessed so much knowledge of

plants and flowers. We are all familiar with certain

passages, but we think it will surprise many to find

how abundant are the references to plants and to

gardens here collected. Mr. Ellacombe has picked

out each passage and as it were framed it with an ex-

planatory comment of his own. We are sorely

leniplod to cite several of his annotations by way of

illustration, but we must content ourselves 'with one,

whicli may suffice to show the author's method of

treatment. Speaking of Rue as mentioned by Ophelia,

he says :

—

'

' Shakespeare tims gives lis the two names for the same
]ilant. Rue and Herb of Grace, and though at first sight

there seems to be little or no connection between the two

names, yet really they are so closely connected diat the

one name w.as derived from or suggested by the other.

Rue is the English form of tlie Greek and Latin Ruta, a

word which has never been explained, and in its earlier

English form of ' rude ' came still nearer to the Latin

originals. But ' ruth ' was the English word for sorrow and
remorse, and to rue was to be sorry for anything, or to

have pity. We still say a man will rue a particular

action—that, is besorryforit ; and soitwasanaturaUhing
to say that a plant which was so bitter, and had always

borne the name Rue or Ruth, must be connected with

repentance. It was, therefore, the herb of repentance.

This was soon transformed into the Herb of Grace
(in 1S33 Loudon said, ' It is to this day called -Ave

Grace in Sussex '), repentance being the chief sign of

grace ; and it is not unhkely that this idea was strength-

ened by the connection of Rue with the bitter herbs of

the Bible, though it is only once mentioned, and then in

no special remark, except as a tithable garden herb,

together with Anise and Cummin."

"The Rue, like Lavender and Rosemary, is a native

of the more barren parts of the coasts of the Mediterra-

nean, and has been found on Mount Tabor, but it was

one of the earliest occupants of the EngUsh herb garden.

It is very frequently mentioned in the Saxon leech-books,

and entered so largely into their prescriptions that it

must have been very extensively grown. Its strong

aromatic smell and bitter taste, with the blistering

quality of the leaves, soon established its character as

almost an heal-all.

' Rew bitter a worthy gres [herb],

Mekyll of myth and vcrtu is.'

" Even beasts were supposed to have discovered its

virtues, so that weasels were gravely said, and this by

such men as Pliny, to eat Rue when they were prep.aring

themselves for a fight with rats and serpents. Its especial

virtue was as .an eye-salve, a use which Milton did not

overlook.

To nobler si

Michael from .Adam's eyes the filmo removed.

(Ills

Which that false fruit wliich promised clearer sight

Had bred ; then purged with luiphrasie and Rue

The visual nerve, for he had nuich to see—
'

and which was more fully stated in the old lines of the

Sc/iolti Sa/ci/ii—
' \obilis est Ruta quid lumina reddit acuta

;

-Vuxilio Kuta.\ vir lippe vidcbis acute ;

C'ruda comesta, recens oculos caligine purgat
;

Ruta facit castura, dat lumen et ingerit astum
;

Cocta facit ruta et de poUieibus loca tuta.'
"

After reading this high moral and physical character

of the herb, it is r.ather startling to find that " it is

l«lieved that if stolen from a neighbour's garden it

would i)rosper better." As other medicines were

introduced, the Rue declined in favour, so that

Parkinson spoke of it in qualified praise
—" Without

doubt it is a most wholesome herb, although bitter

and strong. Some do rip up a bead-rowl of the

virtues of Rue . . . but beware of the too

frequent or over-much use thereof." And Dr.

Daubeney says of it :
—"It is a powerful stimulant

and narcotic, but not much used in modern practice."

The following extract, relating to the oldest of British

manufactures, will probably be new to many readers :

— " British basket-making is, as far as we know, the

oldest national manufacture. It is the manufacture

in connection with which we have the earliest record

of the value placed on British work. British baskets

were exported to Rome, and it would almost seem as

if baskets were unknown in Rome until they were

introduced from Britain, for with the article of

import came the name also, and the British 'basket'

became the Latin 'b.-iscauda.'

"

We have curious evidence of the high value attached

to these baskets. Juvenal describes Catullus, in fear

of shipwreck, throwing overboard his most precious

treasures
—" prcecipitare volens etiam pulcherrima,

"

and among these pulcUerriina he mentions " bas-

caudas." Martial bears a still higher testimony to

the value set on British baskets, reckoning them

among the many rich gifts distributed at the

Saturnalia :

—

" Barbara* de pictis veni baicauda IJritannis

.Sed nie jam \ult dicere Roma suam."

W'e have one fault to find with this book— "surgit

aliquid aniari"—it has no index.

Pine Plantations on the Sand Wastes of

France. Cumpilcil by J.
<-'. Brown. Oliver &

Boyd.

Dr. Brown is truly indefatig.il)le. Ills object is to

lay before the colonists of South Africa, and others

similarly situated, the means adopted in various

countries of ameliorating the climate, or at least of

obviating, so far as possible, the evils effects arising

from unfavourable climatic conditions. In this man-

ner we have had from his pen treatises on the water

supply of South Africa, on the replanting of dis-

afforested regions in various parts of Europe, on the

eiTects of forests on humidity of climate, on the

forest schools of Germany, France, &c., and now we
have a work detailing the appearances of the sandy

wastes of South-western F'rance, and the mode of

planting adopted.

The two Pines principally treated of are the Mari-

time Pine, or Pinaster, P. maritima, and the Scotch

Fir, with its varieties. The culture, mode of ex-

traction of the resin, the diseases and injuries to

which they are subject, all receive attention.

A large amount of information is got together

—

information scattered through a not very accessible

class of books. Dr. Brown, therefore, has fairly

earned the thanks of those interested in such matters.

If, to the table of contents prefixed to his volume he

would add an index, the utility would be considerably

enhanced.

The first volume of the new weekly journal

entitled BiicfWs, reached us. It forius a condensed

history of the times, is well arranged under separate

headings, and has the additional advantage of an

index so constructed that the references precisely

indicate the nature of the matter to which reference is

made. The references to occurrences under each

heading are in chronological order ; thus indicating

the progress of any given event, as well as the current

opinion regarding it. To most of the principal ever^ts

of the period the date of occurrence is appended ;

thus an index to the files of all the daily and weekly
Press is presented.

S|)e DiKa 6;irkii.

FucHSEA Rlcc.Mtro.Ni.—This is well worthy the

attention of the Villa gardener, as a wall or fence plant,

or for growing as a bush. It is an old but extremely

useful species, with a certain amount of robustness of

character that enables it to stand the winter without

taking harm. We have just seen a fine plant growing

against a west wall in a somewhat damp and sunless

spot, where it was planted out about four years ago,

and it is now in a full blaze of bloom, flowering with

great luxuriance and quite radiant with beauty when

the sunlight falls upon the plant. If the blossoms are

small in size this is compensated for by the abundance

with which they are produced, and it is found most

useful for cutting from, as a fair-sized plant will

furnish a number of sprays of coral-red blossoms for

the decoration of a sitting-room.

Fuchsias are such pretty decorative plants,

possessing such a fulness of soft beauty and elegant

appearance, that one can but wonder they are so

little grown in Villa Gardens. Perhaps it is because

attempts have been made which have not answered

well. Market plants have been purchased from a

costermonger's barrow, and such plants are always

pretty well pot-bound when they are sent to market

;

these plants are kept in pots for a time till they get

shabby (generally the main cause of this is want of

water), and then a hole is dug in a border or bed, the

plant is turned out of the soil and planted. Plants

treated in this way quickly fade and die, and it is not

to be wondered at, -for, when planted, no friendly

and attentive hand loosens the ball of roots which by

this time have become hard and matted together,

and no more fresh soil is at hand to put in about the

loosened roots to give them a start in their new

quarters. Were this done, many a plant would be

saved for very useful service during the late summer

months.

Going back to Fuchsia Riccartoni, it may be
'

remarked that, when once planted out, it grows

freely ; and all that is necessary in the way of training

when the plant is against a wall is to cut b.ack the

young shoots that wither in autumn to the old wood,

which will start into growth again as soon as the

spring-time arouses the dormant powers of plants into

action.

When this Fuchsia is plante.l against a wall it

should alternate or be in proxiiuity to evergreen

plants. The (nim Cistus, red Pyracantha, and other

evergreens come in well for this purpose, and pro\e

excellent companions to the Fuchsias.

Anemo.ne J.M'Onica.—Over against the Fuchsia,

and almost forming a foreground to it, is a plant of

Anemone japonica alba, or Honorine Jobert, as it is

frequently called. The wet spring and summer have

suited this fine i)lant exactly, and it has made a

wonderful growth and is now blooming with great

freedom. A lady interested in flowers passing along

the road a few days ago came upon this plant, and

stood like one transfixed with astonishment at survey-

ing for the first time so much delicate beauty in hardy

plants. She made eager inquiries as to what it was,

and went on her way resolving that it should find a

place in her garden. And yet how rarely it does find

a place in Villa Gardens. Is it because they are

generally furnished in the first place by men having

a very restricted slock of plants from which to ilraw a

supply, or a very limited knowledge. of the best

things to plant ?

This white Anemone is well companioned by the

original species with its reddish puce flowers, and the

very attractive \. japonica hybrida. We met with

these in a country garden a few days ago, growing in

an old-fashioned border with remarkable luxuriance,

and the mistress of the house said, with great truth,

that they were the very best things she could possibly

have for cutting from during the summer. After the

Roses and Carnations, Picotees, Cloves and Pinks

have gone, these hardy Anemones furnish a large

supply of blossoms.

Unfortunately there is a little difficulty in getting

them sometimes, but nurserymen are beginning to

find out that they are the right sort of things to pro-

pagate for sale. Never mind if the plants are small

so long as they can be got, they will soon grow into

size. We have found it best to plant small plants in

good soil, and leave them to the ten<lerness of Nature.

In a year or two they estaljlish themselves, and then

they take the hearts of plant lovers by storm.

In planting, plant in good stuff. Remember the
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importance of a goo.l slail. Pig out a good -sized

hole to receive the plants, and put at the bottom (if it

can be procured) some dried cow-dung, then put in a

compost made up of some good yellow loam, leaf-

mould, and rotted dung, and also place it about the

roots of the plants. By doing this you will ensure

the well-being of the plants—you have propitiated

Nature, and Nature is never slow to reward the heart

that loves and regards her. And when once the plants

get well established don't be in a hurry to disturb

them. If you want to propagate your stock you will

fintl round about the clumps sundry rootlets thrusting

themselves up near to the surface, every one of which

will make a plant. Wrench them off and put them

into store pots, as one would Pelargonium or Calceo-

laria cuttings, and in a few d.ays they will begin to

grow. Then the grower will have abundance and

to spare, and if he be generously disposed, no garden

in the neighbonrhood need be without these fine

perennial .\nemones.

KITCHEN GARDEN.

The sowing of certain kinds of seeds at precise

periods is a matter of concern to those in charge of

this department generally, and infinitely so in regard

to special subjects, because the ultimate issue mate-

rially depends upon this operation being performed at

the proper time. In this way two very important

spring crops demand attention now, namely, those of

Cauliflower and Lettuce ; both of these should be sown
not later than the 24th inst., and in quantities not only

sufficient to meet the ordina^-y demand for planting

out when they are fit, but enough to provide against

natural casualties, and to leave a supply of plants in the

latter case for pricking out into cold frames or other-

wise for transplanting in the spring, should the

winter season prove to be destructive. Amongst
-Cauliflowers we find the Frogmore forcing variety the

best for very early work, and therefore these are

jilaced under handlights, or in the most forward

jjositions. The Erfurt and Early London varieties

come in next in the order named, the latest kinds

used here being Walcheren and Bailey's Selected ;

the latter, although not yet in commerce, is unques-

tionably the finest late variety extant. The main
l)oint in Ci)nnection with these tender plants is to

keep them sturdy ; for this end they should be sown
on an open space of ground, and not too thickly, and
be transferred to the handlights or frames, as the case

may be, immediately the plants can be handled,

and after they have taken hold of the soil they

should be fully exposed constantly until frost

comes, when the jjlants should be covered. It

is an invariable rule with us to provide enough
plants for the purpose of planting a border at the base

fif a south wall, but the planting is, howe\er, not

done until after the leaves have fallen from the trees

above. As a rule, in ordinary seasons these plants

give us some of the best early Cauliflowers w-e obtain.

An adequate supply of Lettuce plants is also prepared
for a siurilar position and planted out identically.

In making preparations for winter crops of Lettuce

and Endive it should be borne in mind that moisture

is the most destructive element to contend with
during the winter period ; such being the case, nreans

should be taken to counteract the effects as much as

possible by having a plane surface so inclined as to

pass it away speedily. In very wet i>laces ridges

thrown up with slopes at an angle of about 30°,

running due east and west, \\\\\ be found most suitable

for this purpose. Autumn-sown Radishes are much
esteemed at some places, Ijecause the nature of the

season renders them more delicate than during the

mid-summer months ; if so, make a sowing at once of

Wood's Early Frame— " a variety still unsurpasssed

in quality and appearance "—at the base of an east

wall, or in a cold frame ; so also for salading Mustard
and Cress. As occasion requires continue to tie up
Lettuce and Endive for blanching. Advanced crops

of winter .Spinach will by this time need to be thinned

out ; let this be done before the plants become large,

and set them out, firstly, at least 6 inches apart,

and, lastly, at about 12 inches, as good individual

plants will be found to be more productive* than

having a few plants massed too closely together.

Proceed in pricking out into well enriched places

early sown Cabbage plants, and as soon as these jire

sufficiently advanced transfer them to the appointed

places, allowing theur at least iS inches apart every

way. Early white-hearted Cabbage is in great request

at some places ; where it is so much prized special

attention should be given to have it in the best possible

condition—for this purpose the ground cannot be

made too rich. Forward plantings of Celery will

require to be earthed up during dry weather ; this

matter should be seen to now, as in the ordinary

course good Celery well blanched should be ready for

use next month. The old custom of doing this operation

by dribblets is now become almost obsolete, and the

mure modern and simple method of doing it up almost

altogether is supreme. Give frequent attention to the

stopping, thinning, and exposing to the sun's in-

fluence of out-of-door Tomatos ; entirely remove all

side-shoots and superfluous growth, and whatever

leaves ma) be necessary for this end. If not already

done, the necessary quantity of herbs should be cut,

dried, and stored away for winter use. As soon as

the crops of Onions are ripe, these should be pulled

up, and after a few d.iys' exposure, when they are

perfectly dry, they should be stowed away. G. T.

Mi/cs, ]Vy<-oml>c A/'/vy.

FRUIT HOUSES.

Ridge Cucumbers I have never known to do

better than they have done this season. The sorts we

grow are Stockbridge, RoUisson's, and a Telegraph

of our own, also a plant of Gherkins, all of which

(thirteen) plants, with one or two exceptions, have

grown and produced fruit most satisfactorily. I may
here remark that during hea\7 storms (we have had a

few) we protected the crowns of the plants against the

heavy rains by putting on the top-lights or lids, and

thereby probably saved them from canker ; and be it

understood too that the soil runs slopingly from the

base of each plant. The plants should be looked

over occasionally and all decayed foliage removed,

and the shoots stopped and thinned out where neces-

sary, and all full-grown fruits should be cut regularly

and not allowed to remain unnecessarily long on the

plants, which I believe is often the cause of the plants

"going off," as it is generally called, and in which

case the causes are generally "unaccountable," or

otherwise attributed to a wrong cause or some

mysterious disease : of course it is only the uninitiated

in Cucumber growing who reason thus. See that the

house in which winter-bearing Cucumbers are to be

planted is thoroughly cleansed before the plants are

introduced therein. The woodwork should be washed

with soft-soap and warm water, the glass with

clean water only, and the brickwork and plaster

should be scraped if green and limewashed with hot

lime, thus making the whole perfectly sweet for the

reception of the plants. //. \V. IFarJ, Lonsfoni

Melons.—Judgment must be exercised in the ap-

plication of w'.iiL-r either to the roots or otherwise,

now that the stage of growth at which most of the

plants have arrived, in connection with the state of

the weather, will rentier its application less frequent.

Plants in frames, which are swelling their fruit, will

need pushing on with all possible despatch, and as

the chance of .success in ripening this crop satis-

factorily depends almost entirely upon the condition

of the weather, every opportunity available should

be embraced, • ith the object of achieving a satis-

factory ; result therefore entrap the sun by shutting up

every afternoon, and damping the plants lightly at the

same time, and see that the linings are attended to by

adding some fresh fermenting material to that already

there, and put some mats over the frames at night.

Those frames in which fruit are ripe, and approaching

maturity, will of course require being ventilated freely

during favourable weather, and a dry atmostphere

should be maintained to insure highly-flavoured fruits.

Stopping, thinning, tying, &c., v\'ill, as a matter

of course, be duly attended to. //. //'. trim/.

HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.
Disappointing on the whole as the fruit crop i have

been this season, the prospects, so far as can at present

be judged, are most encouraging for next—the heavy

rainfall during the early part of the summer having

induced plenty of growth, coupled with a most

active condition of the roots. This is not only the

case with fruit trees, but applies equally to every other,

as must be patent to the most casual observer, the

dense and ample foliage, with its luxuriant dark green

appearance, being a striking feature just now in the

landscape. This healthy condition, in contrast with

the languishing appearance vegetation presented a

year or two back, shows unmistakably how much the

subsoil required the soaking it has recently had, and

points forcibly to the necessity of giving fruit trees

more water than they generally receive, especially

such as are growing in raised borders trained to walls

where the sun beats down with such force and robs

the soil of its moisture. The Peach and Nectarine

of all others are the first to sufler, and more par-

ticularly is this the case at the present season if they

happen to have a crop of fruit to carry, the finishing

off of which is a great tax on their energies, unless the

requisite assistance is afforded. Weak sewage or

liquid manure renders this in a form the most readily

available, but it should not be given to those about

ripening, as at that late stage it is apt to aftect their

flavour injuriously. Those coming in, however, about

the end of September and October will be greatly

benefited by its use, as will also the trees themselves,

this being just the time they are forming their buds,

and on the full development of these at this season

much of next year's success depends. This lieing the

case, no efl'ort should be spared in helping them on,

both in the manner already adverted to, and by

copious syringing both morning and evenings on fine

dry days, the effect of which is not only very refresh-

ing and conducive to health, but is the best antidote

against that worst of all pests to Peaches, the red-

spider, an insect which in some gardens is particularly

troublesome. Cold water, however, and plenty of it

at both root and lop, will always keep it in abeyance,

and if applied in time will eradicate it altogether.

It often occurs that Apricots and such varieties as the

Royal George Peach, and one or two others, become
infested with mildew when making their growth, and

this par.isite, if left to itself, soon cripples the trees

to such an extent that they rarely recover. There is

no known remedy equal to dry flowers of sulphur

dusted on while the leaves are moist with dew, and

after it has been on for a few days the best

way is to wash it thoroughly off' by means of

a well-directed stream from the garden-engine,

which will cleanse the wood and foliage of the crust

of dead spores and dust, and afford a fair chance of

their breathing again and getting back into a healthy

condition.

Except the plague of blackbirds, that are eating

into all kinds of early Pears and Apples, v\ith a

voracity that I have never seen equalled before,

the most difficult thing the fruit gardener has now
to contend with are wasps, that appear to have

sprung into existence all at once, and are making up

for their previous absence by the most vigorous on-

slaughts on everything in the fruit way they come near.

As a protection against these there is nothing equal to

Haythorn's hexagon net, which, with care in use

and during the time of storage in winter, will last for

many years. It is handiest in pieces of about 12 or 15

feet long by 8 or 10 feet wide, in which sizes it may
readily be tacked over a tree, and removed from one

to the other as the fruit is gathered, and thus made to

do good service during the whole of the fruit season.

Pieces of coarse, cheap, dam.aged muslin that may
often be got at large drapery establishments answer

likewise ; but even with these aids time is profitably

employed in tracing out their nests, and destroying them

in their homes. To do this there is perhaps no more

effectual or expeditious way than soaking a pieco of

cotton-wool in turps or carbolic acid, and thru:,ting it

tightly into the entrance, and then covering it all

up vsith dry earth so as to exclude air, when
they soon become stifled and die. The carbolic acid

is, however, a dangerous liquid to handle, and requires

care, for if allowed to get on the skin it causes blisters

and sores, and the turps is therefore the more pre-

ferable of the two. Where these insects are very-

troublesome trapping should also be resorted 10,

indeed this is one of the best means of keeping them

down, as during the autumn the young queens get

out, ami are easily seduced into bottles filled with a

tempting bait of sugar and beer, in which their fate is

soon sealed. Seltzer or common soda water-bottles

do admirably for the purpose, and these can be hung

about where the wasps frequent, and as soon as they get

well stocked emptied, and the liquor used again to lure

others in, adding, as an additional enticement, a little

more sugar or treacle.

Filberts are now getting to that stage of for-

wardness when they require the closest watching

in order to keep them safe from the pdfering pro-

pensities of squirrels, which, if there are any in the

neighbourhood, are sure to find them out and carry

them off in a very short time. Unfortunately these

active little r.-iiders are not to be intimidated, and there

is no help for it Init to shoot them, for not content with

a visit or two, they think of the morrow, and lay by a

plentiful store for the winter, thus showing their

wisdom and teaching us a lesson. J. Sht-ff'anl, ll'ocil-

vcrsionc.

Gardeni.ng in BedI'ORD.—A stranger visiting

Bedford for the first time cannot but be struck with

the pretty character of the town, as trees flourish in

all directions. It is a most delightful mixing up

together of town and country, to the great advantage

of the former. The charming gardens attached to the

Swan Hotel deserve especial mention. A broad

strip of nicely trimmed grass plat, with many flower-

beds scattered about it, runs parallel with the River

Ouse for a space of some 300 yards, affording a

pleasant lounging place in the cool of the evening,

while cross walks lead to the large kitchen and flower

gardens, which are also open to the company staying

at the hotel. It is sometimes charged against hotel

keepers that they pay attention only to indoor attrac-

tions, so as to encourage the consumption of drinks ;

but in the case of the Swan Hotel there is every

inducement to come out-of-doors to enjoy a well-kept

and deliciously cool garden. If such gardens in con-

nection with places of public entertainment could be

extended it would prove a great boon to the com-

munity.
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ArrolNTMF.NIS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
Ensl Tower Hamlets Floricullural Society's
Show.

Mile Entl and Stepney Floricultiiral

Society's Sliow (two (lays).

Poplar, Bromley and l.nnehouse Amateur
Eloricultural Society's Show (three days).

r South of Ireland Horticultural Society's
Autumn Show.

I

Uanbury Horticultural Society's Show.
I Pamber

Isle of Thanet Hi

WtDNESD.W, Aui;. 38

Aug. 30

d 'Tadley Iloiticultural Society's

ultural Society's
bnow.

Heckett Horticultural Society's Show.
Sherborne Horticultural Society's Show.
Thornton Heath Horticultural Society's
Show.

Mellington Hall Floral and Horticultural

Hornby and District Horticultural Society's

Wantafje Horticultural Society's Show.
Sale oT Orchids and Jiulbs at Stevens'
Rooms.

Bishop Auckland Floral and Horticultural
Society's Show.

Sandy and District Horticultural Society'sict Horti

ultural Society's Show (t'

Aug. 31 — Wakefield Horticultural Society's Show.

THE time has now come when, as it appears

to us, it is desirable to ascertain definitely

what amount of mischief the Phylloxera or

Grape-louse has done in the \ineries in this

country, or, at least, to estimate the probable

amount of damage that may be expected

from it. Hitherto, following the advice given

by such very competent authorities as Messrs.

Dunn and David Thomson, we have, in

all the numerous cases that have come
under our notice, advocated a " bag and bag-

gage policy," and counselled the destruction

of the affected Vines, the removal of the in-

fected borders, a general process of disinfection

and cleansing, and a fresh start in the

quickest and most efficient manner. Lately,

some circumstances have arisen which

have suggested the idea that possibly a

less heroic remedy might suffice. Where
expense is no ol^ject the stamping-out system

must necessarily be the best, and even in point

of time radical measures may prove the best

;

but there are cases, and those not few, where

half measures and a temporising policy may,

however objectionable in the abstract, yet in

practice be worthy of adoption.

In the first place we would ask, have the

effects of the Grape-louse been as disastrous as

was once feared ? Many of our readers are in

a better position to answer this question than

we are. We have seen numerous instances of

the disease during the last few years, probably

more than any others in this country', but natur-

ally our experience has been rather with spe-

cimens sent us by other people than with Vines

under our own observation. The consequence

of this is that in many cases we have no infor-

mation as to the fate of the Vines. We have

testified to the appearance of the louse on the

root or on the leaves, and we ha\'e given our

advice in conformity with the appearance pre-

sented ; but it is in comparatively few instances

that we have heard of the results. For the

general good it would be very desirable if those

who have suffered from this pest would give us

the benefit of their observations. We are led

to make this suggestion by the fact that a few

days since a bunch of Black Hamburgh Grapes

was sent to us as perfect in flavour and appear-

ance as need be. This bunch was grown upon

a Vine which we had condemned last year,

because affected with Phylloxera, but which had
not been destroyed. We have no further his-

tory of this case, and know nothing of the

circumstances ; but we trust careful obser\a-

tion will be made. In another case, where

during the greater part of one whole season we
had the Vines under our own personal observa-

tion, and where every time we visited the

vineries we ascertained without doubt the pre-

sence of Phylloxera on the roots, we have since

ascertained that the crop was so poor and the

Gi'apes were so unripened that they were \'alue-

less except for kitchen purposes, and have since

been entirely removed.

This case is the more noteworthy inasmuch
as, contrary to our recommendations, the \'ines

were not destroyed in the first instance, but

were retained for experimental purposes ; and,

moreover, the border was periodically soaked,

by the advice of a noted Grape grower, with

some petroleum-like fluid, with a view of kill-

ing the louse. We are bound to say that we
found the Phylloxera a {c\s days after the appli-

cation on more than one occasion, so that

the fluid clearly did not reach all the enemies.

But in any case there is a great disproportion

between the number of specimene that have

been sent us of the Phylloxera and the complaints

that have reached us. Either the " bag and

baggage policy " has been most effectual, or the

mischief done by the insect is less than was at

first anticipated. We believe that where the

roots have access to an outside border the mis-

chief is less, for hitherto we have never seen

a root from an outside border affected with

Phylloxera, hence we incline to think that the

temperature is not sufficient to allow of the

development of the insect. Another point on

which we are desirous of fuller information is

as to whether the insects are ever found on the

roots and on the leaves at the same time. This

is a point of interest to the entomologist, for, as

is known to those of our readers who have

suffered from the plague, the root-louse and the

leaf-louse are somewhat different in aspect and
magnitude. The stages through which the

insect passes have been attentively studied by
LiCHTF.NSTEIN, Balbiani, and Planchon in

France, and by RiLEY in America, so that great

advances in our knowledge have been made
from the time when Wesi'WOOD first described

the insect from specimens sent to him at our

instigation from a London nursery.

We are now concerned, however, chiefly with

the practical aspects of the case, and in view of

its importance we venture to ask those of our

readers who have suffered from the pest to

communicate the results of their experience,

and to specify what they did when they had
ascertained the presence of the insect, and what

has been the result.

Night Blooming Cactus.—The singular

anJ beautiftil white night-blooming Cactus, Cereus

grandiflorus, as well as the sinaller yellow and white

C. Macdonaldiae, flower regularly each summer at

Amos (irove, Southgate, the seat of John W.vlker,

Esq., which by the way is one of the finest old places

about London. The latter species blooms earliest.

This season it had as many as thirteen of its singularly

perfumed flowers open at once. C. grandiflorus on

one e\ening had three immense blooms expanded,

the largest of which when fully open was just 12

inches across. It is somewhat strange that these

curious plants are not more usually grown, Vjut the

fact may be attributed to their not flowering freely as

generally treated ; yet there are frequently corners in

many plant stoves where the conditions necessary for

the production of bloom in these plants exist, and

where they might be introduced, especially as where

they will flower the generality of blooming subjects

would scarcely exist at all. A short account of the

conditions under which the Amos Grove plants suc-

ceed will give an idea of what they require. The

stoN'e, standing ends east and west, is a wide span-

roofed struclure ; in the eastern corner there is for a

few feet a high wall separating it from the shed in

which the boiler is placed, and up to this wall,

which receives warmth from the chiinney-shafl, Mr.

Graver, the successful gardener here, knowing

the natural requirements of the plants, trained them.

They ate growing in pots some 13 or 14 inches

in diameter, standing on a low shelf, but their roots

are by no means confined to the pots, as they hang

down right to the floor in masses almost as large as a

birch-broom, where they imbibe the muisiuic.

They also emit roots freely from the sleuis

above the pots. The flowers are borne at the top,

where the plants ha\'C reached close up to the roof

glass, where it is in summer very hot, and they

get the roasting all on through the time their growth

is being made essential to the production of bloom.

In plant stoves, where such a position as this exists,

few more desirable sulijects than these could be

found.

• DeCANDOLLe's "MONOGRArill.EPlIANERO-

GAMARUM."—The first volume of this work has

reached us. It is in some respects a continuation

of the well-known Prodromtis, but the orders will not

appear in natural sequence, and some of those im-

perfectly treated in the latter work will be republished

in a revised form. The present volume contains the

Smilacece, elaborated by M. Alphoxse DeCandolle ;

the Restiaceffi, by Dr. M. T. Masters ; and the

MeliaceK, by M. Casimir De Candolle. We shall

have occasion to refer to this work again, meanwhile

we may mention that it is written on a wholly different

and more convenient model than even the later

volumes of the Prodromits^ and il contains nine

plates illustrating the floral struciure of the orders

elaborated.

The Parks.—Now that the London season

is over, and the House wherein unpleasant questions

may be asked is no longer sitting, it may be as well to

warn those interested to keep a watchful eye over the

proceedings of the Chief Commissioner and his sub-

ordinates in Hyde Park and Kensington Garden.

The condition of the trees is in many cases disgrace-

ful ; still more the fact that little or nothing is done,

in spite of repeated remonstrance, to preserve the-

sylvan character of the Park. Over and over again

the class journals have pointed out the need for

immediate measures, and indicated what they should

be—over and over again the columns of the Times

and other journals have been occupied with indignant

protests and sometimes with good suggestions, antl

yet no good comes of it all. The worst and most

audacious maltreatment took place under the auspices

of Mr. Avrton, who diverted walks in a perfectly

reckless manner. Some competent landscape gardener

and forester should at once be appointed to take the

necessary steps to preserve the trees and make new
plantations where the old are exhausted. It is per-

fectly intoler.able that our noblest public park should

be so grievously neglected and maltreated.

• The New Zealand Flax.—By the side of

the carriage-drive in Messrs. Garawav's nursery at

Bristol may lie seen growing a very fine example of the

New Zealand P'lax, Phormium tenax, some 10 feet

through. In situations where this plant will thrive it

is one of the most desirable subjects that can be

introduced—its broad, somewhat erect, .spear-shaped

foliage, diftering in both form and colour from every-

thing else, rendering it a very suitable plant either for

a prominent position in the front of shrubs, or as a

specimen in grass, or in combinations of mixed fine-

leaved plants, especially such as are of a spreading

character, to which it would afford a striking contrast.

The History of Pothos cann.bfolia,

afterwards named Spathiphyllum cannKfolium by

ScHOTT, as a cultivated plant, is an instance of the ups

and downs experienced by some members of the

vegetable kingilom. It appears to have been first

introduced into this country in 17S9 by Mr. Alex-
ander Anderso.n, at that time superintendent of the

botanic garden in the island of St. Vincent. It

flowered at Kew in 1790, as appears from a specimen

preserved in the Banksian Herbarium. In 1S03 it

was figured in the Botankal Magazine (t. 603), and

it is theie praised on account of its ornamental

character, and the agreeable fragrance of its flowers.

How long it retained a place in our gardens we cannot

tell, though it would seem to have been unknown or

forgotten by some of the foremost of the present

generation of gardeners, for last year it was figured in

the Iltiistralioii Hoilicole, tab. 269, under the name of

Anthurium Dechardi. This year it met with a still

greater distinction at Ghent, where it was awarded

the 1st prize for a new plant in flower. M. Andr^,

who described it in the Ulustrntim Horticotc, had
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some inkling that his plant was a Spathiphyllum, but

it was Mr. BuowN, of Kew Herbarium, who recog-

nised it as an old plant under a new name, or as a

variety of an old species ; for while the old Pothos
cannxfolia had the spathes green on the undcr-
surface, A. Dechardi is white on both sides. One
spathe, howe\'er, on a plant exhibited this year was
green on the outer side, all the others being white.

Moreover, the older plant is a native of the West
Indies, the newer one of the forests of New ( iranada.

Apogamous Fkrns.—-It will lie remembered^ by some of our readers that Dr. Faki.ow published

(Quarterly Journal of Microscopical Science, 1874,

p. 266) an account of an asexual growth from the pro-

almost constantly from spores, are sexually propagated.

A variety of Scolopendrium occasionally showed a
reversion to the cominon form, likewise three or four

plants out of about 300 seedlings of Asplenium Filix-

foemina Frizellia;. Spores of ordinary Scolopendriuur
vulgare, or of any of its varieties, showed a great

tendency to variation in their development.

(iARIJf^N Wl.NTER Croi'S.—Though slightly

hindering to the progress of the harvest, the recent

fine rains have been most welcome to the market
gardener, as it has greatly facilitated thr getting out

of all the later Broccoli and other winter plants, and
put the soil in the best possible condition for the

reception of Onion, Spinach, Turnip, and other

have not seen it yet, but Dr. AsA Gray notices it in

Silliinan's Journal. The range takes in British

Columbia. The total number of species enumerated
(including lichens) is 3081, whereof 2271 are flowering

plants. Upwards of 2900 of the species have been
collected in their native habitats by the editor himself.

Dr. Gray observes that the remarkable accession to

the North American flora which this catalogue records

is that of Littorella lacustris.

Royal Tree Planti.ng.—In accordance

with what is now a common, and certainly a very

pretty custom, the Prince and Princess of Wales
presided at the planting of a tine specimen Thujopsis

dolabrata in the Deanery grounds on the occasion of

-rriE ll.\RDE\S AT DEVIZES CASTLE. (SEE P. 24O.

)

thallus of Pteris cretica. As Dr. Farlow was unable

to continue his researches. Professor De Bary took

up the subject, and is now publishing the results of

his studies in the Boianischc Zcitimg, under the title

of '
' Apogamous Ferns and the Phenomenon of

Apogamy in general." De Eary's experience is that

Pteris cretica (both typical and the variety albo-

lineata) never forms perfect archegonia, or female

organs, on the prothallus, or so-called seedling

Fern, and is invariably reproduced by budding of

the prothallus. Aspidium Filix-mas cristatum and A.

falcatum exhibited the same peculiarity in several

series of experiments. On the other hand, a large

number of species and varieties, including typical

Aspidium Filix-mas, &c., always developed archegonia

on the prothallus, and were reproduced from an im-

pregnatetl embryo. Contrary to what we should

have expected, garden varieties, which are reproduced

[
autumn seeds. Thejgenerarappearance ot the green

J

crops at present indicate an immense abundance of

all kinds in the winter, the bre.adth of Brussels

Sprouts especially being very robust and healthy.

Last winter the growers had to deplore one of

, the worst winters known for green produce, as

i

crops were large, and the returns simply wretched.

i Either there was too much grown, or there was a lack

of means amongst the poorer classes, or the tastes of

the great masses of the metropolitan residents are

changing for the worse. Certainly plenty did not

last winter mean profit.

Canadian Plants.—Mr. Macoun has pre-

pared a useful addition to the botanical literature of

North America in the form of a catalogue of the

Phsenogamous and Cryptogamous plants of the

Dominion of Canada, south of the Arctic circle. We

their recent visit to Southampton, as a lasting

memorial of the very interesting event they had been

there to take part in. The tree was supplied by Mr.

Wm. Rogers, of the Red Lodge Nurserj', who super-

intended the planting. It is to be hoped that this

tree will obtain a better fate than appears to have

befallen some other Royal memorial trees in

Southampton.

Heckfield Place Gardens.—It may in-

terest some of our non-professional readers who have

not yet seen these charming gardens to learn that

Viscount E^'ERSLEY, with his customary kindness and

good spirit, has arranged to throw them open to the

public during the whole of the first week in Septem-

ber—that is from the 2d to the 7th inclusive—and

applications for tickets of admission should be made
to Mr. WiLDSMlTH at the gardens, The nearest
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lallway stations are Winchfieltl, Wokingham, ami

Reading, and the drive to and from either place is a

(Iflightfid one. The gardens are just now in the

height of beauty, and the bedding perfect. Alany

novelties of arrangement have been introduced, and

even to those who have made many previous visits to

the place there are not wanting features of interest,

a\y\ renewed attraction. Lord Everslky's liberality

in this respect might well be more generally followed,

to the gratification of the gardeners, and for the

benefit of the public.

A rUETTV AND Efi'-ective Comhination.
— It wasastandard plant of Acer Negundo variegatmn

blanding in the forecourt of a villa garden with a

tiny circular bed about the roots, and in this bed had

been planted a climbing Tropreolum of the Lobbianum
section bearing crimson flowers. This had gradually

twined itself round the stem of the Acer, ami mounted

among the branches, mingling its bright-coloured

blossoms with the charming creamy variegation of

the leaves. The tree, having become well established,

did not suffer in the least from the presence of the

Tropa.'olum, and the latter was not in the least starved

by contact with the former. This is how it should

be. Any plants, such as standard Roses, &c., planted

on grass-plats, should be permitted to establish them-

sehes thoroughly before other plants are i>laced near

the roots for the purpose of clothing the stems. It is

a common practice to place free-growing plants near

them before the trees are thoroughly rooted, and the

plants frequently dwindle away and die.

The Raixi-'all in Germany. — Peter-

mvnn's Gco^s^raphisc/ic Mittheihmgcn for July con-

tains a map showing the distribution of rain in

Germany for each of the four quarters of the year.

The author distinguishes three sharply defined regions

of rain :
—

1. A region of prcvailiitg autumn rains.—This is

limited to the west coast, which is under the influence of

ilio Xorth Sea and the eastern coast of the Baltic.

2. A region of prevailing winter rains.—Restricted

to the higher parts of Alsace. Winter rains are also

considerable in Lorraine and the Rliine Palatinate.

3. A region ofprevailing summer rains.—This region

iiuludes all the rest of Germany, and summer rains are

mure prevalent, generally speaking, the more we recede

wt'si to east and from north to south.

Paius Universai. ExaiiiiTiON.—One of

nur correspondents in Paris, writing with reference

to the fortnightly show, which commenced on

August i6, says :

—

" This is without doubt one of the best of the season.

The two large sheds built for the purpose were nearly

filled, which is a great improvement. Gladioli were

]))cntiful. In the collection exhibited by MM. Souil-

li;ird & Firunet, nurserymen, of Fontainebleau. I noticed

the following very good varieties :—^James \'^eitch, pale

red ; Zampa, white striated with pink ; Beatrice, white

witli a violet border ; Titania, salmon ; Vesuvius, bright

red ; Astree. white, striated dark pink ; Octavie, pale

Ijink, striated darker pink ; Camille, pink, striated light

violet ; La Perle, light violet, striated with a darker violet
;

Gliristophe Colomb, pink, striated darker pink ; and last,

but not least, La Fiancee, fine pure white, Messrs.

Kelway & Co., of Langport, were the only English

exiiibitors, and their collection consisted of above

120 spikes, comprising many good varieties. Tlieir

method of showing them is better than the one adopted

here, which merely consists in sdcking the spikes in

ordinary wine bottles full of water. Messrs. Kelway 's

method is well known to most ofyour readers, and needs

not to be detailed. Amongst the other exhibitors of

Gladiolus I may mention M. Picquenot and M. Torcy-

Vannier. The last-named had also a lot of Asters (cut

flowers). Zinnias, and Dahlias. M. Cliat^ showed a

collection of Pelargoniums ; M. Crousse, Begonias and
Gladioli ; M. .\. Berger, Gladioli ; M. V. Durand.

fruit ; Lev^que et fils, Dahlias and Phloxes ; and
Legendre-Garrian, Balsams. The show of truit and
vegetables was also very fair ; Figs in quantity, and very

fine too, came from Argenteuil ; and from Montreuil,

Peaches and Nectarines. From Argenteuil, Messrs.

Dingremont, Louis Cottard. and Louis L'h^rault, sent

good collections of Figs, as gathered fruits and as pot

trees. Messrs. Croux et fils sent also a fair collection of

Plums. M. Chevalier, of Montreuil, staged some very

fair Peaches, Nectarines, iSrc. From Turin came a lot

of Italian Grapes, sent by M. Fran9ois Cirio. Grapes

were not plentiful, there being only two exhibitors

—M. Rose Charmeux and Mons. Margottln fils. The
former showed cut bunches of St. Albans and Foster's

Seedling—nothing very remarkable. These were shown

in til.' I-ivnch way, in botUes. M. Margottin fils showed
by the way in which he had grown his Grapes, and also

by the way in which he exhibited dieni, tliat he has been

in ICngland. His Grapes were very fair, and shown also

to advantage in the English fashion. The following wcri.-

the varieties exhibited by him :—Black .\liciinte, Frnnken-

thal, Bowood Muscat, Madresfield Court Muscat, BlacU

Prince, Muscat of Alexandria, Royal Ascot, Mrs. Pinee's

Black Muscat, and also a fine plant of Foster's Seedling

in a pot, with plenty of fruit on it. There were also some
Roses, but these were very badly shown, and presented

nothing worth looking at to any one who has seen the

ICnglish Rose shows. The exhibitors of cut Roses were

;\ndre Leroy, Margottin fils, L^vesque fils, and Charles

Vcrdicr.
" I have at last been able to get into llie house in

which M. .\lfred Bleu exhibits his collodion of Cala-

diums and Begonias. I cannot understand wliy (the

exhibition being open to the public from 10 .\.M.) the

committee allow an exhibitor to close the house he

exhibits in. What would the French say if an English

exliibitor was to do so? j\mongst the newest kinds of

Caladiums staged I noticed M. Linden, Ziw imjirove-

m^nt on Perle du Bresil—it has larger leaves, and the

ribs, middle and lateral, are pink instead of green ; Mr.

Hardy, white ground, dark red ribs, leaves bordered

green ; Rironne James de Rothschild, white ground,

scarlet veins ; Ibis, rose, a most charming plant, having

the same pleasant colour as the bird after which it is

named, leaves bordered green ; Eucharis, ]>ink ground,

large green border ; Reine Marie de Portugal, centre

pink, red veins, border green ; Souvenir du Dr. Bleu,

red ground and ribs; Verdi, red ground, with large green

border, leaves undulated — amongst the old variety,

Madame Alfred Bleu, Perle du Bresil, Jules Duplessis,

Due de Ratibar, Rameau. In the types of the Begonia

Rex, Le Shah, dark green ground, with small white

sport ; Varsovie, same as above, but lighter ground
;

Louise Chretien, fine red, quite distinct ; Perle dc

Paris, white ; Voie lact^e, white centre and border

green.

"The International Congress oe HoUTicfi.-

turEvVND Botany was opened on the i6thby agentleman

delegated by the Ministry of Agriculture. The attendance

was very fair. The first meeting was only a formal one, and
did not last more than half an hour. The names of the

Vice-Presidents and Secretaries were read, and the pro-

ceedings terminated. In the evening the Socieli^ d'Hor-

ticulture received the members of the Congress at their

mansion, 84, Rue de Crenelle, when a very pleasant

musical evening was spent. The Prefet of the .S.-ino

honoured the company with his presence. On Saturday

the first meeting took placfe at 3 I'.M., in the Trocadero,

but the attendance was poor, and the gentlemen who
had given in their names to speak on the subjects fixed

for discussion were all of them absent. But thanks to

N!es.rs Chatin, Duchartre, and Edward Morren, we had

; n interesting discussion on the question, ' Des circum-

stances qui determinent la production des plantes ^

fleurs doubles," without, however, coming to any definite

conclusion. On Thursday next (.Aug. 22) there will be a

banquet, and on .Saturday, the 24th, the meeting of the

Congress will be closed with a visit to the horticultural

exhibition at Versailles, which promises to b.- of unusual

importance.

• A New Iris.—A coloured figure of a VL-ry

beautiful new Iris (Xiphion) is given in a recent

number of Kegel's Gartenjlora, plate 939. It is

closely allied to Iris (Xiphion) reticulata, from which

it is at once distinguished by having only one sheath

around the base of the leaves instead of several. In

brilliancy of colours its flowers equal, if not surpass,

those of I. reticulata, differing mainly from the variety

figured in the Botanical Magazine (t. 5577) by the

"falls "being tipped with reddish purple instead of

deep violet. Indeed there is generally more of the

red element in the flowers of I. Kolpakowskiana, as

Regel has named this novelty. This fine species

is a native of eastern Turkestan, and is perfectly

hardy, producing its flowers in early spring.

The Native Grasses of New Zealand.—
Mr. John Buchanan, F.L.S., is editing a large

illustrated work on The Indigenous Grasses of N'eio

Zealand for the Colonial Museum of New Zealand.

The whole of the illustrations have been drawn from

Nature by the editor ; but to insure accuracy of form,

so it is stated in the preface, the specimensof the various

grasses were lightly inked and faintly impressed on the

prepared surface of the lithographic stones. The

details were then filled in by hand, together with the en-

larged drawings, showing the ** anatomical [structural]

characters of the inflorescence in each species, all

of which are from original microscopic dissections."

Parts I. and XL, containing twenty-five plates, are

before us j and the work is certainly a very handsome

and useful one. \v^ kn'.-,'*^* >>i'^e is against it fur practi-

cal use, but fortunately an octavo edition will be

published. It is |>roposcd to reduce the plates by

pholo-lilhography to octavo size. The plates of the

present (folio) edition are, to all intents and pur-

poses, nature-printed, and on toned paper. The

complete work will contain fifty-five plates. Fn^m

a cursory examination the dissections appear good,

though this is a point of little imjMirtancc to

practical farmers, for whose benefit the work was

undertaken. We may mention that the genus Isachne

is described as triandrousy whilst I. australi.i is fii^urcd

as diandrons, which we find it to be.

DeheR/MXIA smaraguina.—A very singular

plant was lately figured in the Botanical Magazine

(t. 6373), a plant worth calling attenti(m to in this

place. Its chief peculiarity is that it has fiat green

flowers, which are nearly 2 inches in diameter. The
Laurel-like leaves are crowded at the ends of the

branches, and the flowers, which look downwards,

are clustered immediately beneath them, so that they

are scarcely visible from above. This plant has been

named Deherainia smaragdina. It is a native of the

tropical zone of Southern Mexico, ami was introduced

into European gardens by Mr. LiM)EN"s agents.

Bedding Pansies in the Durdham
Downs Nursery.—A short time ago we had an

opportunity of seeing at the Durdham Downs Nur-

sery, Bristol (Messrs. Caraway), a border of some

7 feet wide and of considerable length planted with

i)edding Tansies that fully exemplified the telling

effect which can be produced by the use of these pro-

fuse flowering plants when employed alone, even

where a large surface has to be covered. They were

planted as follows—a broad band at the back some

2i feet wide, of Waverley, deep blue ; then a row of

about a foot in width of Snowflake, white ; next a

similar row of Lady Diana, purple ; and in front

another broad band of Sovereign, yellow. The
burning weather experienced in the West of England,

as elsewhere, has put these moisture-loving plants to

a severe test this summer, and well they have stood it

where the soil was of such a nature as to suit their

requirements. Ordinary bedding plants were affected

by the almost continuous rainfall and cold state of the

ground during May, that so far chilled and stagnated

them that they made little progress for some time,

and then all at once the intense heat commencing

force. 1 many things into a sheet of flower before cor-

responding growth had been made. In this way

much more of the soil is to be met with in an un-

covered state than is agreeable to the eye, but the

Pansies were not affected in like manner.

Plant Nomenclature.—The attempts to

gi\'e to plants in flower-show reports in the local

press their correct technical names has at all limes

furnished a fund of amusement for professional

readers, matters being considerably mixed when
clerical and typographical errors are combined. A
recent instance of an attempt to render a name
correctly in a provincial paper is amusing for the

reason that the reporter seemed imbued with the idea

that simplicity of construction must be inexact, and

thit, drawing from the depths of his own profundity,

he would naturally arrive near to the mark. The
plant in question was a Cycas, and this the pro-

vincialist learnedly converted into Psychus.

The Clematis.—Since the Messrs. Jackman
introduced their grand kinds of this hardy climber it

has become one of the most popular plants of the

day, and few indeed are the gardens in which at

least X C. jackmanni is not found. So much has been

wrttten about the Clematis that it is difticult to say

anything new in reference to it, were it not that now
and then, either through the development of some

novel idea, or through accident, features of interest in

relation to it are brought out. Thus in recently passing

through a village in West Middlesex we were struck

with the fine effect produced by the training of

Clematis Jackmanni over the tops of gate and wall

pillars ; the usual prominent excresences of brick or

stone being covered with a perfect garland of the rich

purple flowers. Hitherto a sparse growth of Ivy has

adorned these pillars, and this gave them all through

the year a vernal covering, but the addition of the

Clematis for the summer months has been a great suc-

cess, and calls for much admiration. Another excellent
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mode of cu\ci'ing a wall with the growth of tliis fine

plant is to grow the plants on one side and carry the

strong and latest growth down over the other ; in this

way, if the plant be grown on the south side and

carried over on the north side, the blooming period is

greatly prolonged. Another pretty effect is found

in a practice, seen about Hampton, of training the

\'irglnian Creeper along the top of a wall, and

then allowing its summer growth to fall down on

both sides, spurring back in, the winter. The
Clematis would do well served in the same way, and

would look none the less effective if its fine flowers

were intermingled with the green leaves of the other

creepers.

The Bedding-out at Lambton Castle
this year, as usual, is very effective. Much less rain

fell in the neighbourhood during the months of June
and July than in the southern part of the kingdom,

and the ground about the middle of the latter month
W.1S exceedingly dry and open in large cracks in a

way not seen this summer in the southern counties,

consequently s:)me things had not made so much
growth as in moister summers. In seasons like the

present the effects of spring bedding (at this place

sonie 70,000 spring flowering plants occupy the dif-

ferent positions devoted to flower gardening) are

apparent, by many of the summer bedders being

necessarily later planted. Amongst bedding Pansies,

tlie Tory, deep plum colour ; Alpha, bluish purple,

and Sovereign, yellow, were flowering in the dry soil

profusely. Lobelia St. Martin's lilue, moderately

close and compact, is one of the bronzy-coloured

leaved kinds, and on that account not so effective

when in close contact with other plants as the green-

leaved varieties ; but, as used here, it was very telling.

Harrison's new Musk, as seen at Lambton, is evi-

dently going to turn out an acquisition ; as a yellow

bedder it was quite as floriferous and effective as any

of the freest flowerers of the yellow Pansies. Of
Pelargoniums the old crimson variety, Robert Fish,

is vastly superior to most of the newer kinds ; leaves

and truss small, but a profuse bloomer. Mr. Hunter
has found the hardy Valeriana Phu to be one of the

best coloured leaved plants for spring bedding, during

which time the leaves are bright pale yellow. It gets

green later in the seaso.i.

A New Japanese Veronica.—We lately

saw an exceedingly fine Veronica, grown by Mr.
\N'are, of the Tottenham Nurseries. It is a native

of Japan, and is named Veronica longifolia var. sub-

sessilis. Like the type, it is a robust herbaceous

plant, but the specimen we saw was very vigorous,

with large, nearly sessile leaves and long dense splUcs

of deep blue flowers of great beauty.

• Campanula TtrRiuNATA Greivei. — Of
several dwarfgrowing Campanulas of the C. turbinata

type to be seen at Chiswick, the one named aliove

tops all the white varieties. Plants of it growing in

the open ground were strong, remarkably free, and

covered with large pure white flowers. It was one

of the dwarfest growing of the whole batch. What
capital things this and some others are for pot pur-

poses, and also for growing on rockwork, if they are

not starvetl, which too often happens. These dwarf

Campanulas merit far more attention than they receive,

but it takes a long time for certain plants to make
headway. Mr, IJarron is doing good service in

bringing before the notice of the public many plants

of decided value.

The Flora of British India.—The fifth

part of the Flora of British India has appearetl. It

contains the remainder of the Lcguminosit, the whole

of the Rosace;v, by Sir Joseph Hooker, and carries

it on to nearly the end of the Myrtacex, which are

worked up by Dr. DuTHEL. We have reasons for

believing that succeeding parts will speedily follow,

Mr. C. b. Clarke having devoted much time to the

elaboration of several orders.

The Ivy Green.—Universally known and

freely admitted as are the merits of the commoner
varieties of Ivy as wall plants, it is singular that the

many distinct and beautiful kinds in cultivation are

not more generally employed. The strongest grow-

ing sorts, such as Hedera canariensis, are no doubt

the best for use where a large space has to be covered

quickly, as also for giving contrast where several sorts

are used. At Wimbledon House there is a wall of

moderate height inclosing the frame-ground, pits, and

garden offices, covered v/ilh several of the l>cst

varieties of Ivy ; the plain and variegated leaved,

stronger and weaker growing kinds, planted alter-

nately. Nothing in its way could look better winter

and summer than this wall so clothed, from the variety

in colour and form, some clinging close to the bricks,

others with longer petioles, bearing their larger

leaves further from the surface—the broad-foliaged

sorts contrasting admirably with the laciniate forms.

Commutation op Tithes.—On Saturday

last an Act passed on the Sth inst. to amend and further

to extend the Acts for the Commutation of Tithes in

England and Wales, was issued. In all cases where

land charged with rent-charge in lieu of tithes is taken

for the building of a church, chapel, or other place of

public worship, the making of a cemetery, the erection

of a school under the Elementary Education Act, the

erection of a town-hall, court of assize, lunatic asylum,

hospital, or any otherbuilding used for public purposes,

or in carrying out any improvements underthe Artisans'

Dwellings Act, 1S75, the formation of any sew-

age farm under the provisions of the Sanitary Acts, or

the construction of any sewers or sewage works, ot

gas or water works, the persons to carry out such

works are, so soon as they are in possession of the land

and before the land is applied to any of the purposes

mentioned, to apply to the Tithe Commissioners to

order the redemption of the rent-charge for a sum of

money equal to twenty-five times the amount thereof,

to lie paid within the time to be fixed by the Com-
missioners. The existing powers in the reciteil Acts

from the 7 Will. IV, are to apply to the present

statute ; and with reference to the exchange of glebe

lands for otlier lands the provisions are to be deemed

to authorise any spiritual person (clergyman) to ex-

change for lands or for tithe rent-charge any annual

payment or augmentations belonging to him in right

of his benefice, and charged upon or payable out of

any lands or tithe rent -charge.

The Crab Apple.—Just now, when the

Crabs are to be found in fruit in the hedgerows, it

may be of interest to note the characteristics of the

fruit, and to compare them with the cultivated varie-

ties. Though completely naturalised, it is doubtful

whether the Crab is truly wild in Britain. In some

cases, we doubt not, it is a degenerate form of some

garden variety, the seeds of which have been dropped

by birds. In this manner the numerous variations

that are met with in foliage, flower, and fruit, may
probably be accounted for. We subjoin ths characters

of a form common near Harrow. The tree rarely

attains 20 feet, and is of bushy habit, with long,

slender, asjending branches. The leaves on vigorous

shoots measure about 2i by 2 inches, arc glabrous

on both surfaces, oblong, abruptly and shortly acumi-

nate, wedge-shaped at the base, and crenate-serratc at

the margins. The petiole is slender, about \\ inchlong.

The fruit peduncles are borne on short *' spurs," and

are erect, spreading, scarcely drooping, each rather

more than half an inch long. The fruit is about

\\ inch in diameter, sub-globose, deeply indented at

the base, greenish yellow, thinly speckled with small

white spots, and somewhat russety near the insertion

of the stalk. The "eye" is prominent, the calyx-

segments glabrous (connivent), meeting in the centre,

rarely divergent. The calyx-tube is shallow, inversely

conical, and the stamens marginal. The carpels or

cells of the core arc closed, the seeds two in each cell,

collateral — 00, or not unfrequently antero-pos-

terior — %. It will thus be seen that the fruit falls

into Group A, stamens marginal, of Dr. Hoi;c;'s

classification. The "eye" is generally closed, but

sometimes open, in specimens now before us gathered

from the same tree. The position of the seeds is

curious. We imagine that in the first . instance the

seeds are always collateral—00, but that in process of

growth one has slipped behind the other— g .

Agricultural Returns or Great
Briiain.—From a summary of the Agricultural

Returns of Great Britain for 1S7S, issued by the

Statistical Department of the Board of Trade on

Tuesday last, we learn that the acreage of land under

Wheat is 3,218,579 ; Barley, 2,469,694 ; Oats,

2,699,077; Potatos, 508,451; and Hops, 71,791;

showing an increase over 1S77 in the case of Wheat

of 50,039 acres; of Barley, 52,106 ; and of Hops,

552 ; and a decrease in the cultivation of Oats to the

extent of 55,102 acres, and of Potatos 4020;

though the acreage under the latter crop is still 5732

more than in 1S76. Tlic total numlicr of live stock

in Great Britain is given as :—Cattle, 5,73S,476 ;

sheep, 20,397,274 ; and pigs, 2,483,437.
* Of cattle

there is ^n increase over 1S77 of 40,543 ; anil of

sheep, 236.110 ; while of pigs there is a decrease to

the extent of 15,291. The returns were collected on

June 25 in the year 1876, and on Jime 4 in the years

1S77 and 1S78.

A Large American Aloe.—Visitors to

Torquay have an opportunity of seeing one of the

finest specimens of Agave americana just coming in

flower that has perhaps been met with. The plant

in question has been in its present position about

twenty-five years, and was put out when quite small.

It now measures 10 feet in diameter ; the flower-spike

at the present time is 30 feet high, and 32 inches in

circumference at the base of the spike, with forty

flower-branches or panicles, and will doubtless have

more. The plant is growing in the gardens of G.

Burden, Esq., Marina, quite close to the town, and

Mr. Devane. the gardener, will be pleased to show
it to any one desirous of seeing this noble example

of the vegetable world.

Mr. Mechi's Epitaph !—Mr. Mkchi tells

us {Agrtiidtural Gazette) that he has already chosen

words to be inscribed on liis tombstone. Long may
it be ere we read them there ;

—

They were suggested by an anonymous correspondent.

Gardening Appointments.—Mr. Lane
is leaving Pyrgo Park, Romford, Essex, to take charge

of the gardens of Sir E. Kerrison, Bart., at Oakley

Park, where his attention will be chiefly devoted to

the cultivation of fruits and vegetables.

THE DOUBLE PETUNIAS.
Only since the advent of the double varieties have

Petunias made good theit claim to be reckoned sweet-

scented plants. The flowers of most of these have

been more or less fragrant, but the sap of the plant

has been so pungent, and withal so glutinous, that

the Tetunia was about the last plant any one thought

to cut for room decoration, or vase or liasket-work.

The plants were seldom or never employed for room

decoration for similar reasons, and also for the addi-

tional one that the flower in shady or confined places

proved fugitive. When well grown, however, the

single Petunia w.-is always a showy plant, either for

the conservatory or in the open air. Such pretty

pink varieties as Shrubland Pet, a soft pink, with a

white throat and centre, formed fine specimens grown

cither in bush form or trained over a flat or a semi-

spherical trellises. But the single Petunias can never

b; said to have become popular as greenhouse

plants, though the white, pink, mottled, and red

varieties were a good deal used for beds and borders.

On rather poor soils and in warm situations few plants

grow into a finer blaze of beauty than the single

Petunia.

The double varieties came in under serious dis-

advantages; most of them were white or pale in

colour, and lanky in habit. I remember the first

double Petunias that came under my notice, and my

remark upon them—that they were Petunias spoilt.

Instead of the bushy habit and moderate growth of

my favourite old variety—Shmbland Pet—they had

long stems, larger leaves, and a few coarse, monstrous,

rather than double, flowers on the top of the plants.

But horticulturists, above all other people, should

never despise the day of small things. These mon-

strous scarecrows were doubtless the direct progenitors

of the compact, sweet, beautiful double Petunias that

are finding a place to-day in every garden. .Sweet as

a Clove, and beautifully flaked and mottled as Car-

nation or a Balsam, is no exaggerated description of

the finer types of double Petunias. Their fragrance

is one of their most valuable characteristics. Com-

paratively . few greenhouse plants are really very

sweet, and yet the desire for perfume in flowers is

universal. Every one by instinct instantly applies

flowers to the nose, unless experiment has previously

informed him that they are scentless. This proves

beyond dispute how highly the satisfaction of the

sense of smell is prized. Scarcely any plant grown,

not even excluding the Heliotrope and the Rose, is
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mure delightfully fragrant than the finer [strains of

double Petunias.

Their beauty is also very striking, covering the whole
range of colours from pure white to crimson, through

all the most delicate and soft shades of lilac, purple,

and lose. The petals arc also much laciniatcd and

deeply fringed, and the colours mixed and distributed

in a mingled and irregular manner. No doubt the

latter quality forms a fault in the eyes of many. Ex-

cepting in the case of well-established selfs you are

never sure what any particular Petunia bud may
tlevelope into. It may come like the other, it may
revert to some primitive Petunia type, or advance into

some new form. Their vagaries and endless varieties

of colour but add to the beauty of the flowers and
plants for decorative purposes. No doubt they are

provoking to those who may be attempting—and

this attempt is likely ultimately to succeed—to raise

the Petunia to the stability and symmetry of a florists'

tlower. That, however, is still a matter for the

future. At present the Petunia is as sweet as a Clove,

and almost as richly marked as a mottled Balsam.

The flowers are also large and massive. There

seems a rich prodigality of petals piled on over or

l)cside each other, as if the plant were at a loss where

to stow away its excess of floral beauty; and the result

is flowers of great size, and in continuous succession

throughout the season. The habit of the plant has

also been vastly improved, though it must be con-

fessed the latter is very much a matter of culture.

Still no skill in cultivation or training could have

moulded the old lanky Petunias into the dwarf dense

masses becoming common in the gardens of to-

day. Perhaps the best form for these plants is that

of dense bushes on the model of fancy Pelargoniums,

or bulbous-rooted Begonias, when well done. Such

varieties of the latter, for example, as Vesuvius, boli-

viensis, and intermedia, from 2 feet to a yard through

and as much or more high—almost covering the pots

—are among the richest and most brilliant of all

decorative plants. Well, double Petunias may be

moulded into similar specimens, and become equally

beautiful though not so brilliant.

The great point is to select young short-jointed

wood for cuttings ; small side shoots, if such can be
found, are the best. Put these in a cold close frame
near to the glass any time during the summer or early

in the autumn. If in summer, grow the plants right in

the sun or the open air as soon as rooted. Stop at every
joint until a dense squat mass of a dozen or so shoots

is obtained. Winter near the glass in a temperature
of 45", giving little water and guarding against damp
on the leaves or around the collar of the plants.

These plants may be shifted into the flowering pots

early in January or February, and placed in a tem-
perature of 50° or 55^ They will thus grow very
rapidly and flower in April or May if wanted, and
jirove invaluable at that early season. As to soil and
size of pots, two parts loam, one of leaf-mould, and
one of two-years-old cow-dung well decomposed, with
a sprinkling of sharp sand, suits Petunias well, and
8 or lo-inch pots should never be exceeded.

Autumn-rooted cuttings should be wintered on
shelves near to the glass, and will come in for suc-

cession. Cuttings should also be put in in the spring,

and again in thesummer, so that several setsofflowering
plants may be had in the year. The early plants may,
indeed, be cut back and forced to flower again late

in the autumn. But on the whole young plants full

of new life and vigour are to be preferred, as the

collar of the old plants is apt to rot off" or give way
just when a break-down is least desirable. For the

same reason no one should ever attempt to winter
old Petunias, double or single.

Not only are specimen double Petunias most useful

in the greenhouse, conservatory, or window garden,
but their flowers are among the most valuable and
durable for cutting. They are admirable for centres

of bouquets, and some of the smaller ones for filling

up or finishing the same. Though rather large they
have also a rich and pleasing effect in glasses for

each guest at the dinner-table. In flat baskets, vases,

glass dishes, &c., double Petunias are admirable.
Petunia leaves are used to go with the flowers.

Ferns, Lycopods, small Caladiums such as Argy-
rites, Gymnostachyums, Tradescantias, &c., form
admirable foliage for the flowers of double Petunias.

The flowers are well-nigh imperishable, and will keep
fresh a week, a fortnight, or more, if the water is

changed and the flower-stems cut afresh daily ; but
it is seldom desirable to pursue a floral arrangement
beyond a few days, or at most a week, as one of the
chief merits of cut flowers and plants in pots is the
facilities their portability affords for the frequent change
of arrangement and disposition of beauty.

The plants under careful culture also continue long
in health and beauty in pots. The pots should he
well drained, as, though Petunias are greedy of water

in a growing slate, yet stagnation at the roots is

almost immediate dropsy or decomposition to the
stem, and consequent death to the plants.

Petunias enjoy guano or sewage water when growing
and flowering freely. Greenfly arc rather fond of
these plants, and the moment one appears it should
be picked or brushed off", or the plants fumigated

;

for once it gets a footing it spreads rajtidly, and
speedily disfigures, disables, or destroys the plants,

but under favourable conditions few plants continue
more free from insect pests than double I'etunias

while none respond more quickly to skilful treatment,

nor yield a richer reward at less cost. D. 7'. Fnh.

THE ROYAL HOSPITAL,
CHELSEA.

How few there are in the country—ay, even in the

borough of Chelsea—who know anything of the beauti-

ful gardens attached to the Royal Military Hospital

Fig. 45.—a columnar ued i

—that noble refuge for aged warriors ; and yet flower

gardening is carried out there in a style that is really

remarkable for its excellence^—position and climate

being taken into consideration. The terrace garden

is one of the most remarkable and extensive that we
know of, and the bcdding-out is well deserving of

honourable mention in the Gardcuoi Chronicle.

This terrace garden is 2S0 yards long, and faces the

officers' quarters—on the south front a broad expanse

of grass with two slopes running the entire length,

divided into four parts by a broad walk in the centre

and two narrower ones at about a third of the distance

from each end, with a straight boundary line, com-
posed of a border of mixed trees and shrubs forming

the background.

By the side of a gravel path running parallel with

the edifice are a number of ornamental vases filled

with different varieties of Zonal Pelargoniums, then

come two broad stretches of well-kept grass, the

slopes connecting them being intersected by stone

steps. The floral embellishments then commence on

the lower level, and consist of a series of sixteen beds

disposed in a line, at equal distances apart, the entire

length of the lawn. Six of these beds are oblong in

form, two of them oval, and eight round, and all are

planted in pairs, almost similar in detail, so that only

the contents of one set of eight need be particularised.

The first bed from the east end is a circular one

(measuring, as do all the others, 17 feet 6 inches over),

containing broad lines of Veronica incana. Golden
Feather Pyrethrum, and Pelargonium Waltham Seed-

ling, the innermost one enclosing six sharply pointed

ovals, converging on the centre, of Perilla nankinensis,

with Centaurea candidissima for a groundwork. Then
follows a small oblong, with Roses in the centre, and

bordered with an outer line of Stellaria graminea

aurea, and inward ones in the order given of Lobelia

Blue King, Pelargonium Lady Plymouth and P.

Amaranth. Next in order comes another circle—

a

sub-tropicalbed with several plants ofAcacia lophantha,

Abutilon Boule de Neige, and A. brasilicnse in the

centre, and then lines, counting outwards, of Abu-
tilon niveum aureum maculatum, Pelargonium

Serena, Pink Veronica Andersoni variegata, and

Echeveria secunda glauca ; the whole being dotted

with Amaranthus melancholicus ruber and Gladiolus

brenchleyensis. The character oi this composition may
be described in two words, "exceedingly effective."

A gravel path divides the lawn at this point, and

the next section contains five beds, the central one of

which is an oval, flanked on either side by a circle

and an oblong. The oval bed contains Roses sur-

rounded with rows, counting inwardly, of Cerastium

tomentosum, Tagetes aurea floribunda. Pelargonium

Christine and P. Cybister. The two oblongs also contain

Roses, with an outer border composed of lines of Stel-

laria graminea aurea (outer). Pelargonium Manglesii,

Calceolaria Prince of Orange, and P. Madame Vaucher.

Of the two circles one may be described as '

a novelty, and the other as a perfect example
ol carpet-bedding. The novelty consists of a per-

fectly clothed tower or columnar bed of Pelar-

gonium Daybreak, 7 feet high and 3 feet 6 inches

in diameter, surrounded at the base with Pelargonium

Bonfire, scolloped with Pelargonium Creed's Seedling

enclosed with a line of Ageratum Countess of Stair,

and an outer formed of two rows of Echeveria secunda

glauca, set in a carpeting of Sedum glaucum. Fig. 45
shows a section of the tower before being planted.

There are eight posts in all, firmly driven into the

ground, at equal distances apart, around which wire

netting is fastened, partly to keep the posts perpen-

dicular, and partly to form an embankment for tlie

compost, the most turfy parts of which are placed

outside. When the planting is being done, the wires

are placed where necessary, and pulled outwards to

admit of the plants being placed in position, and are

afterwards pressed back again into their place. Five

hundred plants of the white variegated Pelargonium

Daybreak were used ; and the column is sur-

mounted by a medium-sized Yucca surrounded with

the Paris Daisy, Chrysanthemum pinnatum. There

are two of these towers on the lawn, aud they are

certainly very appropriate and very eflfective.

The panel carpet bed (see fig. 46) is somewhat
similar in design to the Brunswick Cross, a famous

military decoration, and is composed of six different

plants— I, Echeveria secunda glauca, set in a dense

carpet of Sedum glaucum ; 2, Alternanthera mag-
nifica ; 3, Pyrethrum Golden Feather

; 4, Alternan-

thera amcena
; 5, Mentha Pulegium giljrallaricum

;

and 6, Kleinia repens.

In front of the shrubbery which divides the private

from the public garden there is a broad border which

runs the entire length (2S0 yards), and this has been

furnished with flowering plants in a bold and very

effective style. The first line is a broad one of Ceras-

tium tomentosum, then one of equal width of Lobelia

speciosa. The back line is composed of Pelargonium
Lucius, 'the space between being filled with half

circles of such plants as Pelargoniums Amaranth and
Bonfire, Calceolaria Gaines' Yellow, Dell's Crimson
Beet, &c., with a continuous scolloped line in front of
Pelargonium Crystal Palace Gem, and sections filled

in with Pelargonium Daybreak.
There are one or two other features of interest in

the grounds of the Royal Hospital, thanks to the

encouraging support which all and e\erything con-

nected with the garden receives from Major-General
Hutt, the executive representative of the Hospital

Commissioners, and to the excellent management of

the gardener, Mr, AN'illiam Gibson, but these we
must defer to another occasion.
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|)oiiic Contspoiibfiuc.

Violas in Wet Seasons and in Dry Ones.
—The total failure of Violas in many districts this

season where they tlid well last year is a misfortune
to gardeners, and a source of disappointment to their

employers. To such an extent indeed is this the

case, that one almost feels concerned for the future of
Violas, notwithstanding their undoubted popularity as

llower garden i)lants ; certain it is that, however
decimated they may have been by disease and drought
(the former, no doubt, the result of the latter accom-
panietl by intense heat), their other accommodating
qualities and characteristics are too well known to

admit of their being discarded in any appreciable
degree from the position they still deservedly occupy.
Writing from the wettest county in England, it is

open to comment whether, if they do not succeed in

Lancashire, where else they could reasonably be
expected to thrive? This would be very fair com-
ment if there were no other features to be taken into

consideration. I am, however, convinced that the

nature of the soil, and the situation they occupy, has
as much to do with their success or failure as any-
thing else. Last season \'iolas were good every-
where, because there were no periods of dry weather
long enough to impede their growth till they had
become established and furnished the necessary shade
lo their roots, which they so much enjoy. They
delight in comparative shade and atmospheric hu-
midity. Planted in a rich, open soil, in a moist
situation, with driziiling showers at intervening
periods, they are pleasingly beautiful ; whilst the
absence of any one of these elements has the con-
trary effect in proportion to its intensity. Thus
we learn by careful observation how far it is

prudent to depend on any class of plants that is not
adapted to particular soils and situations. With
regard to our climate, which does not enjoy an envi-

able notoriety, I may say that it is, generally speak-
ing, favourable to the growth of Violas ; but our soil

(I mean in the garden here) is both sandy and jiorous,

and coiiscqucnily c\ap(iralitin takes place much more
rapidly than in snils of a more retentive nature. In
addition to this tlic rainfall is heavy during the spring
months, and vegetation is so soft that it cannot with-
stand sudden extremes of weather like that made
under more favourable conditions of soil and climate.

The present season has been an exceptional one ; let

us not therefore discard old friends because of one
misfortune, but try to fiml consolation in the lesson

which is so obviously patent to any one who cares to

study and derive benefit from providential visitations.

These things never occur without leaving people wiser
for the future, and the remedy in this case is clear

indeed, in the selection of soil, situation, and routine
treatment. All our Violas that were not specially

cared for disappeared during the hot weather, but those
that were planted in a preparation of leaf-mould and
soil, and were protected by walls or trees from
the fierce rays of the sun, are now in a vigorous
growing state and flowering profusely. W. Hinds,
Oltcrspool.

Shading.—It has been staled in this controversy
that many Orchids require sunlight, and are found
growing in the full blaze of the sun, and not under
shade. Now it does not follow that because they
are found growing in the full sun that that position is

the best suited to them. My experience in Jamaica
is altogether to the contrary, for I find that here,

although many are found growing fully exposed to

the sun, that myriads are found under deep shade.
Compare the two together, samples of each ; for

instance, I have before me now pieces of Broughtonia
sanguinea, one of which has been exposed to full

sun, the other in deep shade. The diflerence is this :

the one growing in the sun is healthy in every respect,

but the pseudobulbs are small, light coloured, and
shrivelled, which aspect is not altered only for a short

time during the rainy season, when the bulbs assume
a fuller appearance. The flower-spike is short, the

flowers ojiening by ones and twos, and then dropping
off. The one growing in the shade has its pseudo-
bulbs of full appearance, of a deep green colour
extending to the leaves, flower-spikes twice the length

of those exposed, flowers larger and more open at

one lime. This is not a single case. In searching
for Orchids here where do we find them in the best

condition ? In the ravines and gullies, on the sides

facing the North, by the river sides, where the water,
dashing from rock to rock, produces a spray which is

continually bathing them with moisture, and where
the sun only reaches them for a short time during the

day, and then through a thicket of overhanging
branches. It must not be supposed that from this

description they require no light, for light and shade
in Orchid growing are the two great essentials. Give
thent as much light as possible, but let not one direct

ray of the sun touch leaf or blossom. This is effected

here by reflected light, and an imitation of this will

probably be the nearest approach to perfect success

in Orchid growing in England. J. If,

Berberis vulgaris.— I notice that Mrs. Watney,
in her remarks on Herberis, mentions that a prejudice
exists among farmers against growing what they call
" the Pepperidge bush," through its being supposed
to have introduced or generated the rust on Wheat,
but it would be a pity if such a notion were to stand
in the way of a more extended cultivation of such an
ornamental plant as Herberis Darwinii, which would
do much to brighten up many a hedgerow and farm-
house garden. In the eastern part of England, too,

Berberis vulgaris is known under the name of Pep-
peridge, and is in great request among knowing dames
and quack doctors as a certain cure for jaundice and
other liver complaints. Judging from the intense
bitter of its bark it may have valuable medicinal pro-
perties that would make it worth growing, but with
so many other vegetable febrifuges now used, such as
Cinchona, Quassia, Sassafras, Gentian, &c., so easily
attainable, it is not likely to take a place in the
dispensary at present. J. S.

The Olive Tree Hardy in England.— It m.iy
perhaps be new to many of your readers, as it cer-
tainly was to myself, to learn that such is the case.
Those who are interested in the subject may be referred
to Mr. Ellacombe's charming book on Slinlccsfearc's

Plant Lore, which should be in the hands of every
admirer of the poet and lover of plants. They will

there find many curious and instructive remarks relat-

ing to this tree, with evidence that it has been culti-

vated in the open air in this country for more than
two centuries. C, Bath. [A fruit was produced in
the late Mr. D. Hanbnry's garden at Clapham a few
years ago. Eds.]

Fumigators.— I have tried most of the fumi-
gators now in use, including Tebbs', Appleby's, and
the fumigating bellows, but up to the present time I

have not seen anything that can match the " Chats-
worth Evaporising Fumigator." It is perhaps rather
more expensive than the above, but I find that it

consumes less tobacco-paper, and does its work much
more effectually than any other apparatus I have pre-
viously used ; it is also exceedingly well made,
put together with the best material, and con-
sequently not li.able to get out of order or wear out
for years. I find it easy to kindle, and there is no
need for the presence of the operator, as it is entirely
self-acting, and can be used either in dry or damp
weather with safety. Oferator.

I have found a fumigating pan sold by Messrs.
James Dickson & Sons, Newton Nurseries, Chester,
lo be a really good, cheap and a most efficient one.
Koht. Milne, Vale Royal Garrlens, Xorlhwich,

The Manhattan Potato.— In my report on the
Potato crops, which a|.pcare.l in your issue of
August J, I menti<med two new sorts that were look-
ing well. I lifted both the other day, and I must say
thai the one named Manhattan has far surp.assed my
expectations as to quantity and quality. One tuber that
I cut up and planted produced 130 fine large Potatos.
In shape it is oblong, and in colour something like
Fortyfold. I am inclined to think that it will rank
amongst the best second early Potatos in cultivation,
and, so far as my experience goes, it will be in-
valuable as an exhibition variety, being so distinct in
appearance from any sort that I am acquainted with.
James Dickson, Aiklelon, Langliolm.

Scurvy of the Sea.—I thought that the "Scurvy
of the Sea" mentioned by "Guernsey" had been
pronounced to be the Glaux maritima, sometimes
locally called "Black .Saltwort" and "Sea Milk-
wort," whose small fleshy leaves are often pickled,
otherwise I would have forwarded a short account of
the virtues of the Scurvy-grass, which, as "

]. M.,
Dublin," truly says, grows abundantly on the sea-
shore as well as in alpine districts far inland. Gerard
used to call this plant " Spoonwort " (ils generic
name comes from cochlear, a spoon). It is a singular
fact that Scurvy-grass grows most plentifully in places
where this terrible disease is rife. Foster mentions
having found an abundance of it in the South Sea
Islands, but the natives did not know its virtues until
the English navigators showed them how to use it.

Herbalists were wont at one period to cultivate the
plant. They used to sow the seeds in the summer in
drills, and prepare the expressed juice in the follow-
ing spring. It formerly ranked very high as an anti-
scorbutic, and the inhabitants of Iceland make a
great many different kinds of dishes of it. They use
it with acidulated milk, and pickle it in various forms
wilh layers of salt and aromatics. I am told that our
English medical men always prescribed it to sailors
after a long sea-voyage mixed with the juices of Wood-
sorrel and ^yatercress, or a Lemon in former days

;

but now medical science has advanced, and herbs are
going out of fashion ; though, as a writer in Casscll's
J/rti'irs/Ht' remarked a few weeks ago, few are aware
of the really valuable qualities to be found in some of

our much-neglected native plants, and I for one think
that there should be a "doctor's corner" in every
garden. Ife/en E. Watney, Berry Grove, Liss,

Hants.

Araucaria imbricata.—There is a fine specimen
of this tree in the grountls here, bearing on the
top twenty-seven large cones, which are now quile
ripe. I gathered one of them the other day, think-
ing we should be favoured with a good batch of seed,
but I am sorry to say we found all bad. John Smaray,
gr. lo T. Gamliier Parry, Esi]., Highnani Court,
Gloucester.

Peaches and Nectarines Grovi'ing on the
Same Branch.—On a Peach tree here which is

ripening off" about twenty dozen of good fruit there is

growing on one of the branches a perfect fruit of a
Nectarine and two Peaches, about 6 inches apart. I
believe this is a very uncommon occurrence, and
should be glad if any of your readers would explain
the cause of its appearance there. Can the bees have
had anything to do with it ? John So^uray, gr. lo T.
Gambler Parry, Esq., Highnam Court, Gloucester.

Another Good Yield of Potatos.—On August 19
I hfted a crop of Sutton's Magnum Bonum Potatos
off" 52 square yards, and had gi bushels of good
sound tubers without a single one diseased. Such a
croji has not been lifted here for nearly twenty years.
We have over twenty different varieties, but I think
Ihis is the best and heaviest cropping one. .A. J.
Oxford, Rushton Park, Battle, Sussex.

Peristeria elata and Cattleya crispa.—These
two Orchids are now amongst the most useful flower-
ing plants of a choice kind which we have. Every
year about this lime they seem sure to flower, and
though they are both beautiful and interesting, more
especially perhaps the former, they are here more
worthy of being mentioned, as this is comparatively
a very dull season for flowering plants in the stove.
Of the Peristeria we have seven good spikes, the
best of which have about two dozen flowers and
buds, and by the time they are in flower at their
tops we shall have had the plants in flower a full

month if not more. Cattleya crispa is a first-

rate plant for a stove, whether an Orchid-house be at
command or not, and if choice cut flowers be highly
prized every one of this plant will be found useful,

as it will do for almost any purpose. We have only
one planl of this Cattleya, and it has just flowered,
having had about a score of flowers on, all of which
we have found valuablcf or bouquets, glasses, &c. I
send a flower or two, which may be acceijlable to you.
R. M.

Monarda didyma.—It is true this planl likes
plenty of sun, but it must have plenty of moisture too.

On this hot, dry, chalky soil, it as a rule refuses to
grow, but this summer, having had copious showers
and plenty of sun, it has done well. I never saw a
while variety of M. <lidyma. I have several times
hail a while-flowered species, but totally distinct from
M. didyma. //. Harpur-Creive.

The Gardener's Difficulties.—" Hope springs
eternal in the human breast " is your most apposite
comment on our meagre fruit crop. And it is well
it is so, else would all fruit growers hie away to
Bedlam or Cyprus at once. Only look at the vicis-

situdes of this season alone. December in April and
a dash of it mixed at intervals with our summer ever
since. A long cold spell of dull weather suddenly
interrupted by a month's outburst of tropical sun-
shine and drought ; this again succeeded by cold,
floods, and tempest in various places. The drought
and the scarcity maddened the birds into a kind of
ravenous frenzy. Nothing was safe within their reach,
from fruit to greener vegetable ; luscious Strawberries
and Cherries were varied with a full diet of green
Gooseberries and Currants, and when the latter failed

a full feed of sweet green Peas. No sooner did the
Apricots begin to swell, or Plums, or Apples, or Pears
to show colour or other signs of maturity than the
birds were down upon them with bills preternaturally
sharpened and alarmingly numerous. Just as the
rains, the traps, nets, and guns, somewhat weakened
our feathered foes or lured them oft' to other
pastures, out have swarmed countless hosts of the
most ill-favoured, ill-mannered wasps that ever
were seen. These are, it is to be hoped,
the last, as they are by far the worst pl.igue of a
season that has been full of plagues to cultivators.
The old-fashioned wasps were quite respectable and
harmlesss compared to those of this season. These
literally fight with one for their prey, our fruit. In
gathering Apricots the other day, there were wasps in
front of us, wasps to the right of us, wasps to the
left of us, and wasps to Ihe back of us. Plums are
equally infested ; a few of these being ripe, the wasps
amuse themselves with a tasting bout, which threatens
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to ruin the crop. Ripe CIrapes and Peaches under
glass arc also held to be the lawful prey or prize of

the wa>ips. They eat their way through canvas, fine

nets, cliccsc-cloths, &c., and indulge in the most
noisy and determined warfare to hold and consume
the choicest fruits in the presence and against all the

efforts of the cultivator. Possibly the general scarcity

of the fvLiit drives the wasps to desperation ; certain

it is that they are far more troublesome, though
pcrliaps not more numerous than usual. We are

vigilantly hunting for nests in all directions, and tar-

ring-in these golden enemi-?s as soon as found. I

liavc spoken of wasps as the last enemies of the season,

but no doubt the blue-bottles will come on the heels

of the wasps, and as the fields arc being cleared of

coin, hordes of rats mostly find their way into

the garden. A short time ago the rats had
an Apricot feast, the next evening they pre-

ferred a change of dessert, and scooped out a huge
Queen Emma Melon, leaving nothing but the rind up-
standing like an empty shell; on the the third night
they tried the Clrnpes. But all these have paid
the just penalty of their misdeeds with their lives,

liut one trembles to think of the way the endless
succession of these thieving rogues, trooping into

gardens in dozens and dozens fi*om the bare fields,

bent upon undermining our fruit and root stores, and
living on their all too scanty contents, if possible,

all the winter. There ought to be a general law to

enforce the destruction of such vermin. In nine
cases out of ten, where game is preserved, so also are

rats and mice ; and the latter not seldom to such an
extent as not only to render the lives of gardeners in

private places well nigh intolerable, but also to inflict

most serious loss on whole districts and large com-
munities. It is hardly possible to exaggerate the
extent of the evil that is worked in gardens so unfor-
tunate as to be placed near to a farm on an estate

overrun by vermin. D. T. Fish.

The Potato Fungus on the Tomato.—

I

regret to ha\'e noticed here alreatly abundant
evidence of the action of the Peronospora in-

festans on the outdoor Tomatos ; on many of
the plants the leaves are greatly spotted, in some
cases the stems are partially blackened, and in

others it has got so far as to have already rotted young
green fruit. In the latter instance the fungus pene-
trates the rind of the fruit direct from the outside and
not through the stems, as is seen usually in the Potato.
Although this development on the Tomato is nothing
new it is interesting to note it inasmuch as it affords the
most conclusive proof that the fungus is atmospherically
propagated, and that all kinds of root treatment, as so
often prescribed for the Potato tuber, are valueless. It

would be absurd to assume that the fungus is inherent
in the seed of the Tomato; if it were, it would develope
itself under glass. As with the Potato it is only when
weather adapted for its propagation takes place that we
find it affecting the plants. Tomatos, I fear, are not
likely to be abundant this autumn. A. D.

Hyacinthus candicans and Gladiolus.—Notic-
ing the remarks at p. 86 by Messrs. Krelagc & Son,
Haarlem, on the aliove, I was reminded of a very
effective and good contrast I had with (Gladiolus

brenchleyensis and white .Sweet Peas when I was
gardener to the Earl of Harrington at Elvaston.
These were here and there along a mixed border in

the kitchen garden ; the Peas a mass of white to look
from the end of the border, and the brilliant red of
the Ciladiolus in front of the Peas made two very bold
features. While Sweet Peas, as well as being showy,
as here noted, are very useful for cutting. In Messrs.
Clibran & Son's stand of plants at the Cheadle show
were a few plants of the above-named Hyacinth.
Arranged as they were, just their tops—somewhat like

Tuberoses—seen over the other plants, they were very
elegant. Single flowers of the pretty white bells

would be very useful for bouquets, a few of which
slu^uld be liad for some considerable lime from the
first flowering of the spike till it has flowered out.

Robert MackcUar.

Law Notes.
Exchanges amont- (Iakdknf.ks.—A case which

has lately been tried before the magistrates at

CJrecnock is of interest to masters and gardeners in

general, and therefore we subjoin a brief statement,

condensed from a local paper. Many witnesses were
called to prove that the system of exchange between
gardeners is a common ]iractice, and it is one which
we should decidedly consider advantageous to all

jiarlics, but not only should there be no concealment
about it, but the express sanction of the master should

l)e obtained, and then these unpleasant circumstances

would not arise. In the present case the accused

was liberated on a \crdict of "not jiroven."

AtllicCJreonock Police tourt, before Hailie Krskinc

a gardener was charged with having stolen five Geranium

plants in pots, and five Fuchsia plants in pots, from his

employer.

"Detective John Campbell deponed that he went to

the gardener, who at once admitted that he had given

Paterson, a greengrocer, the flowers. He ditl not say

wliy be had given away the flowers. He said diat they

were in the habit of exchanging flowers. There was no
attempt at concealment. He told them where he got

the plants, and from whom he got them. The accused

also told him quite frankly that he had given Paterson

the plants.

"Mr. Cowan, of Stoneleigh, said the accused had
been in his employment since November, 1875. He had
no authority whatever from him to give away flowers,

neither for sale nor for any other purpose. He could not

identify the flowers produced as his. He never gave any

of his gardeners authority to give away flowers in pots

without hisco'nsent. The gardener had no authority from
him to exchange plants. Witness did not wish plants in

that way. He couldn't tell that he had plants in his

garden that had been got in exchange. The gardener had
taken upon himself to order seed, and witness could not

say but that he would have yet to pay for seeds got.

Witness was cross-examined at some length as to various

plants and fruits he had in his garden, which it was con-

tended had been got through the give-and-take custom

amongst gardeners. He had no wish to get plants or

flowers in this way. On one occasion witness had warned
his gardener that he was not to give away any flowers.

" Mr. Butler, examined for the defence, was aware
of a custom amongst gardeners of giving and getting

flowers in exchange. Some masters knew about their

gardeners giving away flowers in this way, and odicrs

did not. He did not know of any gentlemen wlio

objected to their gardeners giving away flowers. This

give-and-take system had been the custom since ever he
remembered. Witness would rather that there was no
such custom. It would be better for him. He was
aware of the custom amongst gentlemen's gardeners of

exchanging flowers. It was a common practice, though
he could not say it was common to give flowers to

greengrocers.
" Thomas Paterson, examined by Mr. Shearer,

deponed that he had a garden in tJourock, and had a

small greengrocer's shop. He knew of the custom of

giving and taking flowers amongst gardeners. Last

.September he gave the accused some three or four dozen

Pansy plants. Tliere were some white Pansies amongst
them, which the accused had had a particular desire to get,

and which he put in his master's place. The gardener

paid no money for the Pansies, and witness asked for

none. He treated the gardener as a brother in the trade.

When he went to Stoneleigh he didn't go for the pur-

pose of committing a felony. He went up quite openly.

He had the hamper widi him, into which he was going

to put some Parsley \\ hich the gardener had asked him to

come and get. It would be about 9 o'clock when he got

up to the accused's house. Witness did not get any
Grapes, but he got some Geraniums and Fuchsias. He
paid nothing for the plants. He would not have taken

the plants if he had thought he was doing anything

wrong. The plants were of very little value to witness.

When the accused gave him the flowers he said the pots

were of more value than the flowers, and asked him to

return them, and he promised to do so.

"The flowers were given to ornament his shop. They
were not for selling at all. Xo one saw witness giving

the accused the Pansies. Nothing was said about the

flowers until he was in the garden. He was going to

sell the I'arsley, wliich would be worth about bd. alto-

gether. He was disappointed with the quantity of

Parsley that he got. He expected far more. The accused

said the flowers were of no use to him, and that witness

could get dien\ if he wanted diem. He did not go up
to get flowers. He went up for the Parsley. The
flowers were not intended to make up for his diappoint-

ment about die quantity of Parsley.

" By the Assessor : Witness had no intention of selling

the flowers. He was to give the gardener nothing in

return.
'

' Mrs. Paterson deponed that about three weeks ago
the accused was down in her shnji .il)out some black
Currants. When he was leaving iIm li.>;. L- Minnrked
that the window Vvas very bare. .Ill . :l ( 1

! would
make her a present of some flo\\i I 1

' ii. She
thanked him, and he left. Her In; lin

! I.l not go up
specially for the plants on Friday night. He went for

the Parsley, and he took the first hamper tliat he saw in

the shop, which happened to be the only empty one.

She understood that the plants were to be given as a

present.
" The Bailie said diat the case had been fully argued,

and that the police had only done dieir duty in bring-

ing up the case. He (the Railie) would not 'like to do
anydiing that would prevent this system among gar-

deners, because he thought it was for the benefit of the

masters. The present case was not exactly in accord-

ance with the usual custom, because it had been proved
that Paterson was a market gardener, and in that way
it was different. There was an amount of suspicion in

the ease, but under the whole circumstances he thought
that he was bound to give a verdict of ' Not pro\cn.'

The accused was accordingly dismissed."

Reports of Societies.

Royal Horticultural: Aug. 20.

Floral Committek.—Dr. Denny in the chair.

The labours of the committee were \cry light on ihi:-.

occasion, but few subjects being brought forward for

adjudication. Mr. B. S. Williams contributed a small

group of new plants, and received a First-class Ccrli-

ficatc for Croton Williamsii, a noble-leaved and hand-
somely-variegated plant, of which he staged a large

and well-grown specimen ; as also ofanother strikingly

effective golden-variegated form, named Hcnryanus.
Messrs. James Veitch &: Sons exhibited ihcir new
hybrid Cattleya, described last week, which has been
named Veitchiana, and which to-day gained a First-

class Certificate. Another highly interesting hybrid
Orchid was exhibited by Mr. Mitchell, gr. to Dr. Ains-

worth. Lower IJroughton, Manchester. Thiswasx Cat-
tleya Mitchelli, described by Professor Reichenbach at

p. 3S6, vol. vi., 1S76—the result of a cross between C.

quadricolor (Eldorado) and C. guttata Lcopoldi. It

was awarded a First-class Certificate. Mr. H. J.
Clayton, Grimston Park Gardens, Tadcaster, .showe<l

a curious seedling Fern, Blechnum interruptum, and
received a Botanical Commendation. Mr. Turner,
Slough, exhibited several new Dahlias, to two of
which First-class Certificates were awarded. These
were Helen Macgregor, a beautifully shaped flower,

with pink petals tijiped with maroon ; and Prince
Bismarck, a \'ery large-petalled, deep maroon coloured
flower, that we considered coarse. Messrs. John
Laing & Co. sent the new seedling Begonia, Mrs.
Elwes, a fine white flower, with a pale lemon
centre ; and from Mr. B. Johnson, gr. to T. T.
Clarke, Esq., Swakeleys, Uxbridge, came two
remarkably well-grown and bloomed jilants of Val-
lota purpurea, or what was stated to be a seedling

from that plant, and which were awarded a Cul-
tural Commendation. Sir Trevor Lawrence, M.P.
(Mr. Spyers, gr.), showed a fine variety of Dendrobium
SlcCarthii^, and also a plant with a fine spike
of flowers of Odontoglossum Reichenheimi. Mr.
CanncU again sent a very fine contribution of cut

blooms of Verbenas, some thirty-six varieties in all,

and the best in cultivation. G. F. Wilson, Esq.,
exhibited a cut bloom of the true Lilium speciosinn
rubrum, a magnificently coloured flower, not often

met with ; and a flower of what was supposed to be
L. Lishmanni, a kind of Tiger-Lily, with scarlet

flowers spotted with black. ^Ir. R. S. Vates, of
Sale, sent a very large head of bloom of Lilium
auratum on a fasciated stem ; and Mr. Green, gr.

to Sir G. Macleay, contributed cut blooms of

tuberous Begonias grown in the open air ; of
Gladiolus dracocephalus, the pink Nymphcua Eugenie;
and the striking Carica cauliflora. From Chiswick
came a well-bloomed lot of Abutilons.

Fruit Committkk.—Wr. William Paul in the

chair. Mr. F. N. Dancer, Little Sutton, Turnham
Green, showed a fine dish of Denycr's \'ictoria Plums

;

and also one of the new variety named Sultan,

sent out by Messrs. Rivers tJt Son last year. It is a
round, dark coloured culinary variety of excellent

quality, and generally considered a valuable intro-

duction to supersede the Prince of Wales, which,
though its fruits always realise the highest prices for

preserving, cannot be depended upon, as a tree, to

continue healthy for any length of time ; hence the

accession of a variety of the same stamp, but which is

believed to Ijc free from the mysterious disease which
so suddenly kills the trees of the Prince of Wales, is

welcomed l)y the market growers. A First-class

Certificate was awarded to it. Nine seedling Melons
were placed before the committee, but there was not
a good flavoured one amongst them, and therefore

they need not be further alluded to. Messrs. William
Paul iS: Son, Waltham Cross, t ontributed fruits of four-

teen varieties of early Apples ; and from the Society's

gardens at Chiswick came a number of Russian
varieties, which, however, proved of no value. From
Chiswick also came a dish of fruit of the Early Silver

Peach, one of Mr. Rivers' seedlings, which comes in

immediately after Acton Scott. Mr. Hinds, gr. to

Sir Thomas E.lwards-Moss, Bart., Ottcrspool, near
Liverpool, sent a bunch of the Golden Chamjiion
Grape, which had suffered severely in transit, antl sf)

did not present the handsome appearance which it

had when we saw it on the Vine a few weeks ago.
Mr. Maurice Voung, the Milford Nurseries, Godal-
ming, sent a sample of preserve made of the fruit of
Elc.agnus edulis.

f

1

Cheadle Horticultural: .?»;'. g aiui lo. —
Taken as a wliole, this show was dccidciUy the best
the Society has yet held. Four tents were used for

the purpose—one for fruit, too feet by 27 ; another
for nurserymen, 86 by 27 ; the plant lent 200 feel by
50, and one 100 by 27 for plants which were arranged
for effect. For the liest ten stove and greenhouse
plants (open cl.-iss) Messrs. Cole & Sons, Withington,
had the 1st place with two fine Ericas ccmula and
Ilolfordi ; Cycas revoUua, a fine specimen ; Jxora
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ciiccinca, wiih fine heads; Allamamla llcmlcrsoni,
anti two good Crolons. The 2d prize in this class was
awarded to E. Bowden, Esq. (H. Corfield, gr. ) For
the best ten stove and greenhouse plants (amateurs)
the 1st prize went to a large and fine ornamental
group belonging to J. Rylands, Esq. (G. .Smith, gr.),

In this stand was a splendid pot of Alocasia Lowii, a
plant not so often met with now as it used to be.
The 2d prize in this class went to H. Samson,
Esq. (AVm. Lingard, gr.) : his best plant was
a very large and finely-coloured Crotum varie-

gatus ; Dipladenia Brearleyana was also fine
;

Bnugainvillea glabra and .-Mlamand.! grandiflora

were well flowered. For si.\ stove and greenhouse
plants, J. Rylands, Esq., was again 1st ; his plants

were Erica Jacksoni, .4llamanda grandiflora, &c.
1*^ Kogerson, Esq., was 2d. For the best si\ exotic

]''crns (open), Messrs. Cole & .Sons had 1st, the 2d
going to Mrs. Sykcs, Edgley (George Kemp, gr).

In six fine-foliage plants, J. Rylands, Esq., was
1st, though the place was well contested for by
E. Bowden, Esq. For four Fuchsias the 1st prize w-ent

to T. H. .Sykes, Esq., with well-bloomed plants of

the older \arictics. With four Liliums, Mrs. Sykes
w.as 1st with average jiots. In the class for nosegay
Pelargoniums, for the best four, the prize went to

1). .Vlamicm, Esq. (J. Brierley, gr.). His plants were
well bloomed. For four Zonals (not nosegays), Mr.
Brierley h.ad again 1st place, with similar well flowered
plants. l''or four Adiantums, J. R}lands, Esq., was 1st

with a very fine lot. Achimenes, three pots : the 1st

prize went to D. .A-damson, Esq. For four Dracaenas,
1''.. Bowden, Esq., was 1st with D. Voungii, D. pul-

chella, I). Shepherdii, and I), albicans. For six pots
Caladiums, I). Adamson, Esq., was 1st. For four

pans Lycopods, 1st, Dr. Massiah ; 2d, Cj. \\'. Mould,
Esq. For specimen l'*uchsia, T. H. .Sykes was 1st.

For three single Petunias, specimen Petunia, Balsam
and Verbena, P. Tambaci, Esq., was 1st. In speci-

men Cockscomb Mr. Sykes had the best. In model
gardens there have been more competitors, but no
exhibits have been better than the 1st prize one on
this occasion, by Mr. A. Lumbers. It is the same
design which he showed at the Carnation show at

Old TratTord a week before, only since it has been
there it has been impro\ed upon.

A tent was almost entirely devoted to the competi-
tions for two prizes, twenty plants growing in lo-inch

pots, arranged for effect, and twenty bedding-out
jilants in 6-inch jiots. Sloping tables, about 2 yards
wide, were fixed from the centre of the tent, and on
these the plants were arranged. For the best twenty
in lo-inch pots, D. Ad-imson, Esq., and H. Wilson,
Esq. (F. Thomson, gr.) had equal ists ; Dr. Massiah,
with a very go<Kl lot, had 3d ; other two 4th prizes

were awarded in this class. In the twenty bedding
]>lants in 6-inch jwts, P. Tambaci, Esq. (G. Wilkes,
gr.), w.is 1st ; and H. Wilson, Esq., was 2d. G. W.
Mould, Esq., had the 1st prize for eight British Ferns.

Cottagers' produce was not so largely represented this

year as on former occasions, but so far as it went it

was of average quality.

In the fruit collection of six dishes, J. Rylands,
Esq. was 1st, with a good Queen Pine, Muscat of

.Vlexandria, and Lady Downe's (J rapes, hybrid Melon,
tVc. : D. Atlamson, Esq., was 2d, w^ho had in his

collection some fine Madresfield Court Grapes, and
Grosse Mignonne Peaches. For the best Pine in pot,

uncut, J. Rylands w.os 1st. For two bunches black
(irapes there were about a dozen competitors,

and the successful exhibitor was R. Gammon,
with two bunches of Madresfield Court ; 2d going to

P. Tambaci, Esq. For two bunches of white, II.

Samson, Esq., was 1st with Muscat of Alexandria.
In culinary Apples, for the best dish there were about
a dozen and a half competitors, and the fruit was
very good. J. Rylands, Esq., was 1st, with Lord
Suffield ; G. W. Alould, Esq., 2d. Some very good
Melons were shown in both green and scarlet flesh.

In small fruits there were but few comjictitors,

thrr>ugh the late dry hot weather the small fruit

season has passed over very rapidly this year. In

Tomatos J. Rylands, Esq., was 1st, W. J. Legh,
Esq., M.P., 2d. There were about a dozen and a

half competitors for a brace of Cucumbers ; A. Fallows
was 1st, and J. Rylands, Esq., 2d. Twelve bunches
of stove antl greenhouse cut flowers : Messrs. Cole &
Sons were 1st. Along the centre of the fruit table

plants for table decoration, hand bouquets, and
stands of cut flowers for table decorati'on were placed,

giving the table a fine effect. Stands for table

decoration w'ere well contested, the ist prize going to

P. Tambaci, Esq., and the 2d to D. Adamson, Esq.
Vegetables in some cases were particularly good,

especially the 1st prize Cauliflower, the 1st prize

Onions, the 1st prize kidney Potatos, and the 1st col-

lection of vegetables, which were exhibited by P. Tam-
baci, Esq. .\ tent was allotted to the nurserymen,
which in itself made a very nice little show. The exhi-

bitors here were Messrs. Clibran & Son, Bowdon ; Mr.
llooley, Stockport ; and Mr. Gleave, Ileaton Norris.

There was a great variety of choice small plants exhi-

bited in this tent, and \'ery efleclively arranged. The
success of the show there can be no doubt is in the

greatest degree due to tht

honorary secretary, E. D.
Con'cst>oniicnt.)

- efforts of the

Esq. {From a

The Birmingham Botanic Gardens Exhibi-
tion.—The annual exhibition took place on the
9th and loth inst., and there was a good display of
stove and greenhouse plants, the 1st prizes for

twelve and six being awarded to .Mr. Walter Jones,
gr. to Mr. Councillor C. E. Matthews. In these
collections were well-grown antl flowered specimens
of Statice profusa, Dipladenia Brearleyana, in fine

colour ; Clerodendron Balfourianum, very fine ; and
Al)utilon Boule de Keige in fine character and dwarf
and bushy. Mr. A. ]. Elkington's gr. (Mr. Hurst) and
Mr. T. W. Webley's gr. (Mr. Dye'i) also staged some
good collections of stove and greenhouse plants.

Fuchsias are invariably shown well here, and it was
so again this season, every plant being a model of
good culture and well flowered. The leading honours
fell to Mr. Willis, gr. to Mr. Henry Heaton, and
Mr. Caldecotl, gr. ro Mr. W. Mathews.
Two superb sixes of exotic Ferns, which took the

1st and 2d prizes, the former from Mr. T. W.
Webley, contained grand plants of Davallia Mooreana
and Adiantum farleyense, and the second lot was
staged by Mr. W. Matthews.

Six Cockscombs exhibited by Mr. Dennings, gr.

to Mr. J. Fenton, were as fine as it is possil)le to

grow the plant, and some good Zonal Pelargoniums
were exhibited, especially those of the pyramidal fornt

of training, which were very effective. The Gloxinias
were very good. In the collection of plants exhibited
by .Mr. Ilurst, gr. to Mr. A. J. ElUington, were a
few examples of Tabern.-emontana coronaria flore-

pleno, and Dracaena Baptistii in very fine colour and
health. Some wonderfully well-grown Caladiums
were exhibited, especially the 1st prize lot exhibited
by Mr. Dyer. Several good exanqjles of the bulbous
rooted Begonkas were exhibited, and they are really

striking objects and very attracti\e, and being easy of
cultivation, and of rich and pleasing shades of colour,
they ought to be very generally grown. Some groups
of Dracivnas from Mr. Dyer, and Mr. Jinks, gr. to Mr.
J. E. Wilson, consisting chiefly of the newer kinds,
exceedingly well grown, were much admired. Mr.
R. W. Vertegans sent (not for competition) a group
of plants, amongst which were Hyacinthus candicans.
Begonias Earl of Beaconsfield and Marquis of
Salisbury, and Tuberose Pearl, a really fine variety.

The arrangement of the large plant tent here is

as the Regent's Park Botanical Gardens, and Mr.
Latham, the curator, jjroduced an effect which pleaseil

every one. .\ large tent was also used for cut flowers
and fruit, of which there was a fair display. ]V.

Shepton Mallet Horticultural: .7;/;. 13.—
Any one in the habit of visiting horticultural shows
in the country cannot fail to be struck with the admir-
able culture shown in the plants exhibited at Shep-
ton Mallet and other West of England exhibitions.
They may not be superior to those seen elsewhere,
but they are a long way ahead of what is generally
staged by cottagers. At Shepton Mallet the Fuchsias
shown by cottagers shamed the productions of many
gardeners with ample glass accommodation. They
were shown in threes, and one trio consisted of Wilt-
shire Lass, Rose of Castile, and Souvenir de Chis-
wick, 3 feet in height, of pyramidal shape, and finely

bloomed. Large and small plants alike were well
grown, and this was equally true of the subjects
staged in the class for a single specimen. Here
.\lbo-coccinea, .\nnie, and Souvenir de Chiswick were
the best ; the former is a charming free-blooming
exhibition and decorative variety. One specimen
was a standard growing in an old slop-pail ; the stem
of the plant had been covered with moss up to the
branches, a height of 2j feet, which made it resemble
the stem of a Tree Fern. A circle of Mignonette
was growing in the .soil about the roots. Cottagers'
Pelargoniums (nearly all Zonal varieties) were remark-
ably good, especially some of the specimens of doubles.
The single varieties were well grown also. They
were shown in threes and also in single specimens.
The class for any other flowering plant comprised
Agapanthus unibellatus. Petunias (very finely grown),
very good Balsams, &c. ; showing that the culture of
plants is well understood by this class.

In the cottagers' classes vegetables and hardy fruits

ofall kinds were finely shown, and in the class for an
ornamental device of garden flowers was a variety of
designs showing careful and elaborate execution.
The other departments of the large show were

exceedingly well filled, altogether 13,000 entries had
been received. One large tent was set apart for

classes open to all, the leading prizes being for nine
varieties of stove and greenhouse plants in bloom.
Not less than five groups competed, the best coming
from Mr. James Cypher, who had nice fresh and evenly
balanced specimens. Fuchsias were very finely shown,
the best six coming from Mr. J. F. Mould, who had
suiJerbly grown specimens of Itoil's Favourite, Mar-
ginata, Arabella, Excellent, Blue Sky, and Puritana

;

these averaged 5 to 6 feet in height, were fmely and
symmetrically grown, and profusely flowered. 2d, M r.

W.J. Mould, nurseryman, Bristol, who hail .\rabella,

lion. Mrs. Hay, Conspicua, Rose of Castile, Elegance
and t^ueen Victoria. Two other good collections were
staged, the worst plants being much in advance of
those to which first prizes have been awarded at country
shows.
The best collection of twelve ornamental foliage

plants were staged by Messrs. Bryant & Iloskijis,

Bristol, and contained some excellent subjects, such as

Cocos Wedclelliana, with flower-spikes and fruit
;

I'andanus \'eitchii, very fine ; Ficus Parcelli, Aloca-
sia metallica, A. Lowi, a fine piece of Maranta
Makoyana, M. rosea picta, Da^monorops ]3alem-
banicus, and Croton Weismanni. 2d, Mr. W. C.
Drummond, nurseryman, Bath, with an uneven lot.

containing some nicely grown specimens promising
well for the future. The best group of eight Ferns and
Club-mos-ses came also from Messrs. Bryant tS: IIos-

kins, and there was a spirited competition in this class ;

Mr. E. Burge, gr. to F. Berryman, Esq., being 2d.
Three other collections were exhibited. The best six

Lycopods came from Mr. R. 'Williams, and were
grown in ornamental terra cotta pans, which appeared
to suit the plants well. They were a remarkably fine

lot, the sorts being .S. circinalis, viticulosa, Karsteni-
ana, Martensii variegata, involvens, and Poulteri.

The best twenty-four Dahlias—superb for this early
l^eriod of the year—came from Messrs. J. Keynes
& Co., Salisbury, and included Royal Queen, J. W.
Lord, Louisa Neate, Flag of Truce, Michael Saunders,
W. P. Laird, Harriet Tetterell, Vice-President, Mons.
Chauviere, Burgundy, Drake Lewis, The Countess,
John Bennett, Herljert Turner, Mr. Stancomb, Henry
Walton, Chris. Ridley, Henry Bond, Earl of Radnor,
John Wyatt, Cremorne, &c. ; 2d, S. Dobree, Esq.,
Wellington. The best twelve fancies also came from
Messrs. Keynes & Co., and included Hercules, J. IS.

M. Camm, Lucy Fawcett, Mrs. Saunders, F'anny
Sturt, Henry Glasscock, &c. ; 2d, S. Dobree, Esq.
Hollyhocks were somewhat poorly shown, the .season

ha\ing been against them.

One large tent was entirely devoted to fruit, vcge-
t.ables, table decorations, and devices. None of the
exhibitors names were on their products up to

2 o'clock, and no return of the prize-winners could be
obtained up to that hour. .Vpples, particulary culi-

nary varieties, were remarkably fine. Lord Suffield

took the lead, with Monster Pippin, Hawthornden,
Keswick Codlin, Excelsior Pippin and .Sauce Apple,
both of which appear to be identical with Glory of the
West, were finely shown. The best dessert Ajjples
were Bath Seedling, t^uarrenden, .Stubbard's Non-
jiareil. Red Astrachan, and the Irish Peach. Dessert
Pears were represented by Jargonelle, Beurre Giffard,

and Duchesse d'Orleans. .Apricots were both numer-
ous and fine. Peaches and Nectarines were very
good ; and Plums, both purple and green, very fine.

Black Hamburgh and white Muscat Grapes were
tolerably well shown, and in a collection of six dishes
of fruit, Crawford's Early Peach was very attractive.

Vegetables were wonderfully fine in all the classes,

and Potatos were especially numerous. {Front a Cor-
respondent.

)

Moor Park Flower Show, Rickmansworth

:

Au;^. 14.—.Moor Park, the scene of the show of the
Rickmansworth Cottagers' Ilorticidtural .Society,

is of historic interest, it having been in days long
gone by the property of Cardinal Wolsey, who
while he resided there received a visit from King
Henry VIII. and his unfortunate (,)ueen, Anne
Boleyn, and wdio no doubt reclined under some
of the noble old trees still standing in the vicinity of
the mansion.

The visitors to the show w^ere permitted to view by
ticket the Italian gardens in front of the mansion,
which were looking very beautiful, in spile of the
heavy rains that had fallen.

Mr. Mundell, gr. to Lord Ebury ; Mr. Myers, gr. to

the Earl of Clarendon ; and Mr. Smith, gr. to D. Car-
negie, Esq., exhibited magnificent groups, unnamed

—

Air. Mundell having pretty little groups on each side
of the entrance of the large marquee. Mr. Marsden,
gr. to the Earl of Essex, had a very beautiful group,
amongst them being Croton variegatus and majesticus,

Cyanophyllum magnificum, Pandanus Veitchii, Alo-
casia metallica, Panicum sulcatum, Maranta Veitchii,

Cyperus laxus, and many others. Mr. Herrin,
gr. to J. N. Hibbert, Esq., of Chalfont Park,
Slough, had a very choice group ; Mr. T. Bailey, gr.

to W. McMurray, Esq., exhibited a fine collection,

amongst them being several splendid Fuchsias, as
shown by him here for several years past. In the tent

appropriated to wild flowers, honey, &c., Mr. Smith,
gr. to W. Jones Loyd, Esq., exhibited a really grand
group of plants, the principal being fine specimens of
Pandanus Veitchii, Croton variegatus and angustifo-

lius, Phormium tenax, &c. Mr. Trj', gr. to L. J.
Baker, Esq., of Haydon Hall, exhibited in the tent

appropriated to table decoration two pretty groups.

.\nother small tent contained a pretty collection by

.Mr. Mundell. Mr. Goddard, of Stone Grove Nur-
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series, showed a choice and vahiable group of plants.

Mr. IJrush, gr. lo Lady Hume Campbell, exhibited

two lioxes of choice Roses and one of Asters. Mr. T.

Hutchings, of the Nurseries, Rickmanswortli, showed

a box of grand Dahlias, three boxes of choice Roses,

one box of Phlox, &c. The most charming feature of

the show was furnished by Mr. Donaldson, gr. to Lord

Chesham. It was a design about 10 feet long and

5 feet wide, having a ground of moss, with a border

of choice and well-grown Asters, the centre having

designs in Asters, between which were eight baskets

of drapes, Waltham Cross, Black Morocco, Alicante,

Muscat of Alexandria, Trebbiano, Abercairney Seed-

ling, Black Hamburgh, Duke of Buccleuch, and

Foster's Seedling. In the centre there was raised

above the rest a basket of red Currants, and the

handles of the baskets were covered with moss. Mr.

i;. Reeves, gr. to Mrs. Connop, exhibited a nice

basket of fruit, Cucumbers, and vases of Ferns, also

four very prettily arranged bouquets of flowers. The

centre table not being sufficiently large to hold the

gardeners' plants, some were distributed into smaller

tents, perhaps to the advantage of the plants, as their

beauty was much more readily seen.

The cottagers' exhibits, especially the Potatos and

baskets of vegetables, were very good, but the entries

were not so numerous as might be expected from the

size of the district. There was but very little fruit

shown by them, nor, indeed, flowers, which is to be

regretted.

An interesting feature was introduced by the Rev.

Herbert Peel, of Ilemel Hempstead, hon. sec. of the

British Beekeepers' Association. A tent was erected

on the lawn, in which Mr. S. J. Baldwin, of the

Apiary, Alexandra Palace, had a hive of bees, and

showed his audience how to transfer bees from fixed

comb to movable comb hives, &c.

F'ruit was exhibiteil in moderate quantity and nice

condition—black Grapes particularly.

Mr. J. W. Chapman had, not for competition, a

group of flowering plants. Ferns and Dracajnas,

which were Highly Commended, as also were

Gladioli and a collection of Clematis from Messrs.

Bunyard & Sons, of Ashford ; and Roses—good for

the time—from Messrs. Kinmont & Kidd, Canter-

bury. (From a Correspondent.)

Ramsgate and St. Lawrence Horticultural

and Cottage Garden : Aug. 14.—The lirst exhi-

bition of this Society was held in the grounds of

Townley Castle, a most beautiful and well-adapted

place for the purjiose, easy of access, and the sur-

roundings such as to add much to the general efi'ect of

the show, which in itself was of a character that

augurs well for the prospects of the Society. If in a

place teeming with visitors as Ramsgate is at this sea-

son of the year the people can at the first attempt be

induced to visit the exhibition in such numbers as

they did on this occasion, the first, and one of the

principal elements of success, is secured. So far as the

productions collectively went, without containing

anything of an extraordinary character, they were

very creditable. There was an absence of any very

large specimen plants that are the work of years to

grow, but the greater portion bore evidence of careful

attention in their cultivation, and we have no doubt

but that ere long the Society will be able to command

a sufliciency of plants of larger growth to gi\'e variety

and relief to the smaller subjects, which, in themselves

more generally useful for ordinary decorative purposes,

are nevertheless, either on the exhibition or home

stage, improved by the presence of a moderate

number of large fully-developed specimens.

The leading open class was for a group of plants

effectively arranged, occupying a medium space, not

too large, as in these competitions sometimes required,

the result of which is that the exhibitors are compelled

either to use an unreasonable number of plants or

to stage them thinly, which latter alternative is

destructive generally of the finish essential to effective

arrangement. The 1st prize group was very nicely

set up, and suitable for the purpose. Those which

look the 2d were nearly equal, only rather too even

on the surface. In the 3d prize lot the old blue

Agapanthus umbellatus, with single stems of flower

borne by small plants well elevated above the

general level of those immediately around them, pro-

duced a good effect.

Stove and greenhouse plants, in or out of flower,

were shown in nice condition, the greater portion

being foliage subjects. Ferns also were creditably

done, consisting of the smaller growing species, many

of which it is refreshing to meet with on the

exhibition stage, having been supplanted by larger

but often less elegant or beautiful kinds, which is

somewhat to be regretted.

Fuchsias were well flowered, but some of the

plants old, and wanting in the appearance possessed

by younger specimens.

Coleus were produced in very nice condition, with

no more sticks or training than necessary to support

them.
Zonal Pelargoniums were very fairly done, not

large, but well furnished with flowers and healthy

foliage, the latter an essential that cultivators of these

plants would now-a-days appear to think not necessar)'.

Gloxinias, for so far on in the season, were forth-

coming in good condition, and quite equal to anything

present on'the occasion, full of flowers, supporteil Ijy

stout healthy foliage.

In cut flowers Dahlias and Asters were especially

well shown, as also Roses.

Taunton Dean Horticultural: Aug. 15.—This

flourishing Society, which holds a prominent place

amongst those in the West of England, which of late

years have contributed in no small degree to make

well-grown plants, fruits, and culinary vegetables in

this part of the kingdom more the rule than the excep-

tion, held its eleventh annual exhibition in Vivary

Park, a well chosen and beautiful jilace for the pur-

pose. To those who have an opportunity of seeing

flower show arrangements in difterent places there

are two things strikingly apparent at Taunton—the

assiduity of the promoters, and the hearty support

accorded to them by the townspeople, who are not

sparing either in trouble or expense to give the place

a thoroughly festive appearance. To such an extent

is this carried here that it at once sets us wondering

how it is that in some places the inhabitants seem to

enter heartily into and second the efforts of the com-

mittee to provide a treat for all, from the highest

to the lowest, who can be induced to come and see it,

while in other places nothing but listless indifference

is evinced by the majority not absolutely engaged in the

pursuit. One is almost inclined sometimes to think

that climate has some influence upon the peojile in

this respect, as it has upon the plants, until we recol-

lect how the denizens of some of the great centres of

trade and manufacture throng the tents and admire

their contents. Anyhow the Taunton committee

and the Taunton people go hand in hand, making

their show a success. There was a very large attend-

ance, ;^329 being taken at the gates during the

afternoon ; and over 6000 people paid for admission

to see the fireworks in the evening. In the open

class for twelve plants, all flowering, or flowering and

fine-foliage combined, at the option of the exhi-

bitors, Mr. Cypher, Cheltenham, was a good 1st,

showing all blooming specimens, fresh and well-

flowered ; amongst them were very fine examples of

Ixora Fraseri, and I. regina, Dipladenia amabilis ; a

grand Eucharis amazonica, large and beautifully

bloomed ; Erica a;mula, Allamanda nobilis and A.

Hendersoni. Mr. Tudgey, gr. to T. F. G. Williams,

Esq., Henwick Grange, Worcester, 2d, showed a

combination of flowering'and fine-leaved plants, con-

sisting of Palms and Crotons, intermixed with bloom-

ing specimens, amongst which was a large and finely

flowered example of the seldom seen Erica Eweriana

superba, a handsome high-coloured variety ; and a

well-bloomed Dipladenia Brcarleyana. Mr. Drum-
mond was 3d. For eight fine-leaved and variegated

plants Mr. Cypher was a long way in front. In his

exhibit was a splendid example of the handsomest of

all Cycads—Cycas Normanbyana. Mr. Drummond
was 2d, with smaller plants.

For eight exotic Ferns Mr. Tudgey was 1st, having

an immense bush of Gleichenia hecistophylla, several

handsome Tree Ferns, Adiantums, and smaller

examples of Gleichenia Mendelii and G. rupestris.

Mr. Cypher was 2d, with less plants, but a nice even

lot, in which was a beautiful pendent example of

Goniophlebium subauriculatum, with fronds 7 feet

long ; when so managed it is one of the finest and

most distinct of Ferns.

In the class for six Orchids Mr. J. W. Wills was

the only exhibitor, showing very nicely done plants

of Odontoglossum hastilabium, Cattleya marginata,

Mesospinidium vulcanicum, Cypripedium caudatum,

Epidendrum prismatocarpum, and Oncidium aurosum.

Mr. Drunnnond was 1st for six Fuchsias, with well

bloomed but old plants, and, as such usually are, not

equal in general ajipearance to younger examples.

We almost despair of again seeing these most useful,

easily grown decorative subjects grown as they once

were, through the determined way in which cultivators

retain old worn-out plants.

Zonal Pelargoniums at this advanced season help

to give colour to the mass of green and variegated

leaved subjects that otherwise would look somewhat

sombre. For eight Zonals Mr. W. S. Mould was

Ist, with well-flowered, nicely grown examples,

closely followed by Mr. II. J. Penny. For eight

nosegay varieties Mr. Mould was also Ist, showing

in his lot the glowing crimson Douglas Pearson

and the bright pink Rose of Allendale—two very

effective varieties ; Mr. Penny was 2d. For four

double Pelargoniums Mr. Mould was again 1st ; his

plants collectively were not subjected to the close,

over-trained manipulation which is destructive of the

natural habit of these useful subjects.

In the amateurs' divisions for twelve stove and

greenhouse jjlants a valuable silver cup was offered,

which w.as easily won by Mr. J. Marshall
_
with a

well-matched group, containing a nice specimen of

the old, but still one of the best, Ixora salicifolia, a well-

plants.— isi, mr.
jve medium-sized

|j

h, if it maintains I

ir it had here, will V

flowered Clcrodendron Balfourianum, and a finely-

coloured Croton majesticus. Mr. Miles, who w.as

2d, had in his dozen a neat example of the glowing

Erica vestita coccinea. Six foliage plants.— 1st, Mr.

Marsh<all, who had a very effective medii

plant of Croton McArthurii, which,

the character of growth and colour il

lie one amongst a very few of the most select kinds ;

the foliage is droojiing, much handsomer in colour

than C. Weismanni, and very much longer, the

yellow and green mingling in a very telling way.

With it was a nice example of Nepenthes Chelsoni

—a handsome kind.

The prize for a single greenhouse plant went to

Mrs. Greenslade, for a very well-flowered Plumbago

capensis ; and that for a single stove plant to Mr.

Miles, who had a nice specimen of .-Xnthurium Scher-

zerianum.
Dinner-table decorations.—These are made a parti-

cular feature here, a tent of considerable size being

devoted to them. For a fully furnished table, 4 feet

by 8 feet, competed for by ladies only, Miss Cypher

was 1st in a very good competition, with fruit and

flowers comliincd, extremely well arranged ; Miss

Coker's (2d) also well done.

Cut flowers.—Roses were here again unusually well

shown. For forty-eight single blooms Mr. Prince of

Oxford was easily 1st with these, as likewise in the

class for twenty-four in threes. If Mr. Prince could

not quite "go the pace " with some of the other lead-

ing growers early in the season, he apparently can out-

stay his opponents, as evidenced by the grand flowers

he has been showing lately for so far on. Mr. Cool-

ing took 2d in each class.

Fruit was well represented, exceiit (Irapes, which

collectively were deficient in finish. F"or ten dishes

the five-guinea silver cup was, in a close competition,

won by Earl Fortescue with, amongst others, a really

good Pine, Peaches, Nectarines and F'igs ; Mr. J.

Austen 2d, Mr. Foote extra. Six dishes ; Mr.

Foote 1st, Earl Fortescue and Mr. Hallett equal 2d.

Pine-apple : isl. Earl Fortescue, who also received

an extra prize for a collection of extremely fine

Pines.

Three bunches Black Hamburghs : Ist, Mr. Hallett ;

.

2d, Mr. R. O. Backwell. Three bunches black

Grapes, not H.amburghs : Ist, Mr. Iballett. Three

bunches white Muscats : 1st, Mr. Ilallet ;
2d, Mr.

R C Davis. Three bunches white Grapes, not

Muscats: 1st, Mr. Hallett; 2d, the Rev. C. M.
Miles. [From a Correspoiuleut.)

East London Amateur Floricultural : Aug. 19,

20, and 21.—The thirteenth annual show of this

Society was held in the grounds adjoining Bancroft's

Schools, Mile End Road, a space well suited to the

purpose. The show was a very neat one, many fair

specimens being exhibited. Among the exhibitors

Mr. H. Hare gained prominent distinction at the

hands of the judges. First prizes were awarded him

for an epergne tastefully filled with blooms, for a

group of handsome Begonias, for three Fuchsias of

this year's cuttings, for a general collection of plants,

for a set of three Ferns, and for a similar number of

Coleus. Several prizes also fell to the lot of Mr. C.

Parker, to whom 1st honours were awarded for a

basketful of flowers, for three Fuchsias of any age,

for a collection of diflerent plants, and for a group of

twelve Pelargoniums. Mr. J- K- Roberts obtained a

Ist prize for twelve beautiful bunches of cut flowers,

and for twelve Dahlia blooms. Mrs. C. Smith was

accorded high commendation. The other competi-

tors who were fortunate enough to carry off Ist prizes

were Mr. J. R. Roberts, for a neat dwarf Lilium aura-

tum ; Mr. C. J. Dance, for three Pelargoniums : Mrs.

A. Pilkington, for three Fuchsias and for an equal

number of Petunias ; Mr. T. Boggis, for a collection

of plants in bloom ; Mr. T. Vule, for an assortment

of Apples and Grapes; and Mr. Charles Smith, for a

collection of vegetables, which included Potatos,

Onions, dwarf Beans, and other esculents. The show

of vegetables and fruit was not extensive. ^Ir. T.

Kiddle showed a wonderfully pretty combination of

aquarium, aviary, and fernery, which must have taken

a considerable amount of time and patience to have

completed so neatly. This was highly commended,

as also was the effective group of plants from \ ictoria

Park, which filled one end of the tent ; and the model

garden of Mr. Wender, which contained not only th e

stereotyped fountain and flower-beds, but also a pret(y

summer-house and greenhouse, &c.

Natural History.
Are Squirrels Caknivorol's ?—In answer to the

inquiry by "W. K." as to squirrels being carnivorous,

I may say that I have repeatedly seen them attack the

nests of blackbirds and thrushes, and in spite of the

efforts of the old birds to defend the young ones they

have succeeded in canying off one of their prey into

a neighbouring tree, where they would eat them upas

voraciously as a cat eats a mouse. They will also suck

their eggs as well when they get a chance. A. n dhs.

The Gardens, Cahvicli Abbey, Ashbourne, Derbyshire.
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you care to have a few seeds, we can supply them for

less thau sixpence a piece.

Parasite on Apple Leaves : ff. Henderson. The
"strange-looking parasite" is no other than the eggs

of the lacewing-fly, Chrysopa vulgaris (sec fig 47).

The eggs, instead of being laid directly on the leaves,

are fixed to the end of slender footstalks, about half an
inch in length, which are formed from a viscous matter
secreted by the female.

Names of Fruits : Lydia. The Plum is the old

Orleans. The numbers belonging to the Apples got
mixed with the wool packing, and were not observed
until after the Apples were unpacked, their identity

being thus lost. The three smaller ones are all Haw-
thomden, the large coloured one M^re de Manage,
and the other we are not quite sure of.— William
Potten. Devonshire Quarrenden we should say.

—

H.
The Apple is unripe, and we do not recognise it.

—

G. B. I, rotten ; 2, Prince of Wales
; 3, Orleans

; 4,

Coe's Golden Drop.
Names of Plants : \V. IV. A. Sarcanthus pallidus.—H. A/. K. Acropera Loddigesii.

—

C. F. i, Magnolia
tripetala probably ; 2, Kleinia repens ; 3, Juniperus
virginiana var. Leeana. — Ignoramus. Polygonum
cuspidatum, judging from the leaf only.

—

Cranston ^
Co. Equisetum arvense.

—

J. Leman. i, Phytolacca
decandra ; 2, next week. 3, Thomasia solanacea.—G. M. I, Spiraea Douglasii ; 2, apparently the

common Dead Nettle, Lamium album — specimen
wretched

; 3, Ammobium alatum ; 4, Sanguisorba
officinalis ; 5, Eupatorium sp,—specimen miserable.—P. JV. P. Polypodium suspensum ; we have not
seen cultivated plants.— IV. A. G. i, Lastrea patens

;

2, Pteris longifolia
; 3, Adiantum hispidulum

; 4,

Selaginella ; 5, some Davallia—imperfect ; 6, Pteris

cretica.

—

Miss Stackhmtse. i, Campanula pusilla ; 2,

Sedum Sieboldii variegatum
; 3, Sedum spurium ; 4,

Muhlenbeckiacomplexa.

—

H. M, E. Chelone Lyoni.—O. O. Francoa sonchifolia.

—

G. B. 5, Hasmanthus
puniceus ; 6, indeterminable without flowers. — M.
T. M. Morinda citrifoha.—^7. H. P. One of the

numerous varieties of Salix cinerea.

—

A. B, i, 2, 3,

and 6, Geranium sylvaticum
; 5, G. collinum

; 4, 7,

and 8, G. ibericum.

—

G. S. i, too young to name;
2, Chamaerops Martiana ; 3, Begonia Ingrami. —
T. R. Viburnum Awafurka.— W. D. Mimulus car-

dinalis.— W. E. H. Myrioa Gale.

Onions : J. G. Mitchinson. Some of the bulbs are, no
doubt, white Spanish, but they appear to be of an

' inferior sample. The question of liability for loss is a
legal one, which we cannot undertake to decide.

Phlox Drummondii : R. J. W. There are many much
handsomer varieties in cultivation, though yours
appears to be distinct.

Thistle Gall : T. B. The Fig-like gall on the

Thistle is the work of a two-winged fly, Tephrites

Cardui (fig. 48), whose grubs may be seen in the gall.

Potatos Flowering : T. H. H. Early May and the

Ashleaf Kidney Potatos so rarely flower that they are

practically regarded as flowerless kinds. This same
feature, however, characterises nearly all first early

sorts, owing probably to the early maturation of

their tubers precluding a growth sufficiently robust to

produce flowers. In the case of the true Ashleafs it

has been found necessary, when wanted to produce

flowers for crossing purposes, to grow them in pots

under glass, and then not always with the required

results. It may be taken as certain that any assumed
stocks of the above-named Potatos, if flowering suffi-

ciently to attract notice, cannot be true.

Riribakb: /''. H. S. Mitchell's Royal Albert or

Dancer's Early Scarlet. Light is not necessary.

Vegetable Marrow^ Preserve : Subscriber. The
recipe was given in our pumber for October 6, 1877,

which may be obtained from the Publisher.

*^* Correspondents are specially requested to address,

post-paid, all communications intended for publica-

tion to the " Editors," and not to any member of the

staff personally. The Editors would also be obliged

by such communications being sent as early in the

week as possible. Correspondents sending news-
papers should be careful to mark the paragraphs they

wish the Editors to see. Letters relating to Adver-
tisements, or to the supply of the Paper, should be

addressed to the Publisher, and not to the Editors.

Erratum.—In the report of the Fruit Crops at Belvoir

(p. 208), instead of saying all my Apple trees lost their

fruit, it should have been "many of them." I have
still trees with good crops. \V. I.

C,\TALOGUES Received.— Messrs. Dickson & Robin-
son (12, Old Millgate, Manchester), Descriptive Cata-

logue of Hyacinths and other Bulbs, Roses, Clematis,

Decorative Plants, &c.—B. S. Williams (Victoria and
Paradise Nurseries, Upper Holloway, London, N.),

General Bulb Catalogue, also Fruit Trees, New Plants,

Roses, &e.—A. M. C. Jongkindt Coninck (Tottenham
Nurseries, Dedemsvaart, ZwoUe, Holland), Price

List of Hardy Perennials, &c. — Messrs. Wm.
Cutbush & Son (Highgate, London, N.), Descriptive

Catalogue of Hyacinths, Tulips, and other Bulbs.

—

Louis de Smet (Ledeberg-lez-Gand, Belgium), Sup-
plementary Catalogue of New Plants, &c.—Messrs.

Kerr & Fotheringham (Dumfries), List of Potatos
;

also Catalogue of Dutch Flower Roots, &c.—Messrs.

Carter & Co. (High Holborn, London, W.C),
Catalogue of French imported Dutch Flower Roots.

Roses, &c. — Messrs. Sutton & Sons (Seedsmen,
Reading), Catalogue of Bulbs, Seeds, Plants, &c.

Communications Recei

COVENT GARDEN, August 22.

The same remarks as last week apply to this, except

that Filberts and Cobs have met with a more ready sale.

James Webber, Wholesale Apple Market.

Fruit.

Apples, K-sieve
Figs, per dozen
Filberts, per lb.

Grapes, per lb.

Lemons, per loo
Melons, each

.
6- 4 <

I

Oranges, per lo

;
Peaches, per dozen..

I

Pears, per doz.

Pine-apples, per lb.

Plums, >^.sieve .

.

. 6 (

Vegetables.

: o- 4 (

6- ..

Artichokes, English
Globe, doz.

Aubergines, p. doz.

Beans, French, lb. .. o 4-
— runners, p. bush. 4 o-
— broad, per bush. 3 o-
Beet, per doz. ..10-
Cabbages, per doz. ..10-
Carrots, per bunch ..04-
Cauliflowers, perdoz. 4 o-
Celery, per bundle ..16-
Chilis, per 100 ..50-
Cucumbers, each ..04-
Custard Mar., doz. -\ o-
Endive, Batai
Garlic, per lb. ..06-..

Potatos are very plentiful, and

Prices range : — Myall's, 1

13CJ. ; Early Rose, iios. tc

Begonias, per doz, . . 4 0-12 o
Bouvardia-;, do ..12 0-24 o
Calceolarias, p. doz. . 4 0-12 o
Campanula, per doz. 6 o-is o
Coleus, per dozen .. 30-90
Cyperus, do.. .. 6 0-12 o
Dracaena terminalis 30 0-60 o
— viridis, per doz. . . iS 0-24 o
Euonymus, var.,doz. 6 0-24 o
Ferns, in var., doz. 4 0-18 o
Ficus elastica, each 2 6-15 o
Foliage Plants, vari-

Herbs, per bunch . . 02-0.
Horse Radish, p.bun. 40-..
Lettuces, Cos, Eng.,
per score .

.

..16-21
Mint, green bunch.. 04-01
Onions, young, bun. 04-01
Parsley, per bunch. . 04-..
Peas, green, per qr. 16-21
Radishes, per bunch 01-0
— Spanish, doz. . . 10- .

.

— New Jersey, doz. 20-.,
Shallots, per lb. ..06-..
Spinach, per bushel 20-31
Tomatos, per dozen 26-31
Turnips, new, p. bun. 06-..
Vegt. Ma

:pla

, doz.

:s much dis

Regents, i

Abutilon, 12 blooms o 6- 1 <

Asters, 12 bunches.. 3 o- 9 <

Bouvardias.perbun. 10-41
Calceolaria, 12 bun. . 6 0-12 1

Carnations, 12 bunch. 4 0-12 i

Cornflower, 12 bun.. 2 o- 6 <

Dahlias, 12 bunch. .. 3 o- 9 <

Delphinium, X2 bun. 6 0-12 i

Eschscholtzia, 12

Eucharis, per doz. .. 4 0-12 <

Gardenias, 12 blms. 3 o- g 1

Gladioli, various, 12

Heliotropes, 12 sp. . . 06- i

Jasmine, 12 bunches 40-9

1 Pots.

Fuchsias, per dozen
Hydrangea, per do
Mignonette, per do;

Musk, per dozen
Myrtles, per doz. .

Palms in variety

— scarlets, zonal,

per dozen .

,

. . ;

Petimias, per dozen .— Fairy, per doz. 1

Mignonette, 12 bun. ;

' Myosotis, 12 bun. ..

Pelargoniums, i2spr. <— zonal, 12 sprays 1

I Phlox, 12 bunches .. 1

j

Primula, double, per
bunch

Pyrethrum, 12 bun..
,

j
Roses (indoor), doz.

I

— (outdoor), i2hun.
Stephanotis, 12 sp, .

.

Stocks, 12 bunches..
1
Sweet Peas, 12 bun.
Sweet Sultan,i2bun. >

I Tropseolum, 12 bun.

SEEDS.
London : Aug. 21,—For the time of year, and for the

season, a fair amount of activity is now observable on
the seed market. The articles most in request, and
which are needed for immediate use, are Trifolium incar-

natum. Mustard, and Rape seed : as the land gets cleared

the demand for all three varieties will increase. The
weather having latterly been unfavourable for harvest

operations, and the country, moreover, being unusually

well supplied with feed, there is less inquiry than is ordi-

narily the case for autumn-sowing seeds. Trifolium

moves off at late rates ; the quantity coming forward is

very small. A few samples of white Mustard of the 1878

crop have been shown, but the condition of most of them
is unsatisfactory. There is no change in the value of

Rape seed. Winter Tares are not as yet in large supply,

consequently the moderate prices at which they opened
have been well maintained. The same can be said of the

new English Rye. With respect to red Clover seed there

is no fresh feature ; the plentiful surplus which it is

expected America will have to send us will

probably keep quotations at a reasonable level.

Trefoils now offer freely, but the prices asked are too

high to encourage business. Less favourable reports are

now to hand of the American Timothy crop. Canary
seed keeps firm at the late advance : in Holland a
further considerable rise has been established. Linseed

is steady. There is no alteration in the price of Marrow-
fat Peas : the crop proves disappointing in all parts of

England, yolui Shaiu &f Sons, Seed Merchants, 37,

Mark Lane, London, E.C,

CORN.
At Mark Lane on Monday the market wore a steady

appearance, the prices of last week being well supported,

and in some instances rather exceeded. The supply of

new Enghsh Wheat on sale was unimportant, and quo-

tations were as previously noted, the \Qvy finest samples
being worth perhaps 54J. per quarter. English Wheat ot

last year's growth attracted little or no attention, the

quality and condition being very poor. Foreign I'lfjilmc

was held for an occasional advance of is. per .iu.nti r

upon the rates of Monday sennight. Barley w.i uuirt

on former terms, as also were malt and Maize. U.as
were rather better in price—say ^d. per quarter, and a

firm market prevailed for Beans and Peas. Flour was
quiet, but well held.—Trade on Wednesdaywas very quiet

and prices not very well supported. The weather the

pre\'ious few days had been propitious for the in-

gathering of the crops, and reports speak well of tlie

character of those of Wheat. New English Wheat may
be quoted steady, but as regards foreign there was no
distinct change, business being quite unimportant.

Barley was dull. Malt was nominally the same, and in

the case of Oats, Maize, and other kinds of produce, the

small amount of business concluded was at about the

rates of Monday.—Average prices of com for the

week ending August 17:—Wheat, 42J. at/. ; Barley,

33^- 3"'- ! Oats, 26s. id. For the coiTesponding period

last year :—Wheat, 64J. gd. ; Barley, 32J. gd. ; Oats,

27J-. lod.

CATTLE.
At Copenhagen Fields on Monday there was a large

supply of beasts, including about 1300 Americans, and
trade was acdve. Late prices were generally well main-
tained. The number of sheep was larger than of late,

there being about 2000 from America. There was an
active demand for choice qualities at a slight advance
in price. The lamb season is now far advanced, and
trade was consequently dull. Choice calves were readily

disposed of. Quotations:—Beasts, 4^. 4d. to 5^., and
5J. 4d. to s^- ^°^- ' calves, ^s. 6d. to 6s. 6d. ; sheep,

y. to 5^. 6d., and 55. 8(/. to 6s. Sd. ; lambs, 6s. 8d. to

ys. 6d.
;

pigs, 4s. to 4^. 8d. — On Thursday beasts sold

slowly, but without change from Monday. Sheep were
in demand, and were disposed of on higher terms.

Lambs sold at late rates, and calves were quiet and un-

altered in value.

HAY.
Tuesday's Whitechapel report states that there was a

moderate supply, and trade was rather betterat fimi prices.

Prime old Clover was quoted at 1201. to 135s. ; new, 100/.

to 115J. ;
inferior, 80s. to gos.

;
prime old meadow hay,

90J. to loos. ; new, 80s. to 855. ; and straw, 435. to 53J.

per load.—On Thursday there was a moderate supply of
hay and straw on sale. The trade was steady for fine

sorts, at full prices. Other kinds quiet. Cumber-
land Market quotations :— Superior old hay, 905. to

loos. ;
inferior, 70J. to 84s. ; superior old Clover, 126s.

to 135^. ; inferior, loos. to iios. ; new, 805. to 105J.
;

and straw, 52s. to 56J. per load.

POTATOS.
The Borough and Spitalfields markets reports state

that the supplies of Potatos were moderate, but disease

was veiy prevalent amongst them. Trade was steady.
Regents, 80s. to i2ar. perton ; Shaws, 50J. to65.f. ; kidneys,

IOOJ-. to 130J. ; Victorias, loos. to 120s. ; English Rose,
iioj. to 14CW.—During last week the imports into London
were confined to 611 bags from Bremen, 201 Dunkirk,
and 498 Hamburgh.

COALS.
The demand on Monday for best descriptions was dull

at pre\ious prices, but seconds advanced 6d. per ton.

The quotations of Wednesday were as follows :—East
Wylam, 16.^. ; Walls End—Hetton, 17s. 6d. ; Hetton
Lyons, i6j'. 3d. ; Hawthorns, i6j^. 31/. ; Lambton. lys.

;

Original Hartlepool, ijs.Sd.; Tunstall, 16s. 3d. ; (Thilton

T'^^es, i6j-. gd. ;
Thornley, i6j. 6d. ; Hetton, ijjr.
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Fibrous Peat for Orchids, &o.

R OW N FIBROUS PEAT, best
quality fjr Orchids, Stove Plants, &c., C^ 6i. per truck.

BLACK FIBROUS PEAT, for Rhododentlrons, Azaleas,
Heaths, American Plant Beds, 21J. per ton.

Delivered on rail at Blackwater, S. E. R. , or Farnborough,
S. W. R., by the truckload. Sample bag, 5J, (>d. ; 5 bags,
25J. : 12 bags. 50J.

fresh SPHAGNUM, rot. 6,.'. per hag.
WALKER AND CO , F.irnborough Station, Hants.

COCOA-NUT FIBRE REFUSE.
As supplied by H. G. Smyth to the Queen, Prince of Wales,

Emperor of Germany, Messrs. Carter & Co., Veitch S: Sons,
Wills, Bull, Daniels, Ewing, &c.

3.1. per bush, ; 100 for 20s, ; truck (loose, 250 bush.), 30s.

4 bushel bags ^d. eacht

LIGHT BROWN FIBROUS PEAT.—5J. 6rf. per sack, s sacks
25^., 12 for 45J. , and 36^. per ton.

BLACK FIBROUS PEAT.—51. per sack, 5 sacks 221., 12
for \os. and 34.^. per ton. Sacks ^d. each.

CO.\RSE SILVER SAND.—11. grf. per bushel, 151. half ton,

ibs. per ton, in i cwt. bags t^. each.

YELLOW FIBROUS LOAM.—ij. per bushel, ijj. half ton,

23s. per ton.

PEAT MOULD.— ij. per bushel, 151. half ton, 281. per ton,

bags \d, each.
SPHAGNUM MOSS, 8s. M. per sack. All kinds of MAN-

URES, GARDEN STICKS, VIRGIN CORK, TOBACCO
CLOTH and PAPER, and every GARDEN REQUISITE.

Write for free PRICE LIST. Goods free to rail.

Post-oFTice Orders payable at King Street, Covent Garden,
W.C. Cheques crossed London and County Bank. Covent
G.arden, W.C.

H. G. SMYTH,
8, CASTLE STREET, ENDELL STREET, LONG-

ACRE, LONDON, W.C.
(Three Minutes from Covent Garden Market.)

QCOTT'S WASP DESTROYER.—
y^ The only effectual remedy for destroying ihese pests :

15. 6(/., 2S. 6d. and 5^. per bottle. May be obtained through
all Seedsmen, or direct from

JOHN SCOTT, The Royal Seed Stores, Yeovil.

The Orchardist, by J. Scott, price -^s. 6d., the beit work in

llie English language on Fruit Trees and their Cultivation.

^irASPS and FLIES t'. FRUIT.—Protect
t Y your fruit bnth indonr .and out by using DAVIS'S
WASP DESTROYING MIXTURE, the best article ever
used. Certain destruction of these pests. Price is. 6d. and
25. 6d, per bottle, with full directions and testimonials of its

efficiency.

The Trade suppled by Messrs. CORRY AND SOPER, Shad
Thames. London, and by the Manufacturer, B. R. DAVIS,

s and Seed Warehouse, Yeovil.

GISHURST COMPOUND.—
Used by many of the leading Gardeners since iSsg,

against Red Spider, Mildew, Thrips, Greenfly, and other Blight,

in solutions of from i to 2 ounces to the gallon of soft water, and
of from 4 to i6 ounces as a winter dressing for Vines and Fruit
Trees. Has outlived many preparations intended to supersede it.

Sold Retail by Seedsmen in Boxes, is,, 3J., and loj. 6,/.

Wholesale by PRICE'S P.-VTENT CANDLE COMPANY
(Limited).

Important to all Aduitrers of Clean, Healthy Foliage.

SPEEDS

PARASITE ANNIHILATOR
The most effecttial remedy ever discovered aj.ainst Mealy

Bug, Red Spider, Greenfly, American Bug, Thrips Scale,

and all Parasites infesting Roses, Vines, Plants, Shrubs. S:c.

Mr, W. Thomson, of Tin-ed Vineyard, Clmicnfords, writes :—"You are entitled to the gratitude of all who have to

battle with the parasites that affect plants for your discovery

;

amongst collections of Orchids and stove plants it will be
invaluable."
Mr. J. Wills, Tloral Decorator, South Kensington, says ;—

" I have tried it in v.arious ways, and find it very effective. It

at once destroys Thrips, Scale and Red Spider ; Greenfly and
minor pests instantly disappear."

Mr. D. Thomson, Gardener to His Grace the Dnhe o/
Buccleneh, Drumlanrtg Castle, writes ;

—
" I find it to do most

effectually all that you claim for it. I applied it to Mealy Bug.
Grey Scale, and Red Spider, and its effects are quite magical."

Sold in bottles at 25., 3J. fid., ds., and \os. each.

It is most economically applied with a Vaporiser, price 2s.

Prepared by Alfred Lowe, Chemist, Chesterfield.

Agents :—London, J. Veitch & Sons, Chelsea, S.W. : Hurst

& Son, 6, Leadenhall Street, E.G. ; Corry & Soper, Shad
Thames, S.E. ; Dick RadclyflTe & Co., 128, High Holborn,

W.C. ; W. Cutbush & Son, Highg.ate Nurseries, N. ; Chester,

J. Dickson & Sons : Manchester, Dickson, Brown & Tait ;

York, J. Backhouse & Son ; Hull, Martin & Son ; Sheffield,

Fisher, Holmes & Co. ; Birmingham, Felton & Sons, R. H.
Vertegans ; Colchester, New Plant & Bulb Co. ;

Cheltenham,

Heath v^ Son ; Peterborough, J. House ; Hereford, Cranston &
Co., King's Acre; Nottingham, J. R. Pearson: Edinburgh,

Downie S: Laird, Ireland & Thomson, T. Methven & Son : Aber-

deen, W. Smith & Son ; Dundee, W. P. Laird & Sinclair , Stirling,

W. Drummond & Son : Hawick, J. Forbes ; Belfast, J. Boyle,

Balmoral; Dorking, H. Appleby: Stoke-on-Trent, Buigess,

Kent & Son ; Wellington, C. Butler : Mansfield, G. Rymer :

Safton Walden, W. Chater : Jedburgh, C. Irvine : Lichfield,

E. Holmes, Whittington Nurseries: Thirsk, F. Hutchinson;
Kingston-on-Thames, T. Jackson & Son : Beverley, G. Swailes ;

Wavertree, J. Dewar & Co. : Newcastle-on-Tyne, J. Thoirp-

son ; Worksop, T. Mairis.
Agents wanted in every district.

rpHE GARDEN POTTERY,
-L Old Down, Shepion Mallet.

We try to be first, and we mean to be always first.

For Coloi;r, Manufacture, and Weather Qualities.
" I think your Flower Pots far better than any I have had

from other potteries."—Mr. D\RT, Gardener to tile Riglu Hon.
tite Lady WaUegrave, Jan. 25, 1878.—HYACINTH POTS.

Indestructible Terra-Cotta Plant Markers,
AW AND CO.'S PATENT.—
Prices, Printed Patterns, and Specimens, sent post-

= on applicuion : also Patterns of Ornamental Tile Pave-
nts for Contervatories, Entrance Halls, &c.

MAW .\NU CO.. Benthall Works, Broscley.

Under tlie Patronage of tlie Queen.

SMITH'S IMPERISHABLE
STRATFORD LABELS.

M

The Gardeners' Magazine says :
—" We must give these the

palm before all other plant labels, as the very first in merit."

Samples and Price Lists free.

J. SMITH, The Royal Label Factory, Stratford-on-Avon.

Rosher's Garden Edging Tiles.

1HE ABOVE and many other PATTERNS
in materials of great durability. The
plainer sorts are specially ^i. Tm-.-. .aalu.^jc

' suited for KITCHEN "VT^SSs^"
GARDENS, as they Krf^^S
harbour no Slugs or Insects, — .^ -

3^ .S''\
'^'"' "P ''"''= '°°'"' ""''• M

'^;.^J2iiafc once put down, incur no £2s^
further labour or expense, ——'

as do "grown" Edgings, consequently being much cheaper.
GARDEN VASES, FOUNTAINS, &c., in Artificial Stone,

very durable and ofsuperior finish, and in great variety of design.

F. ROSHER AND CO., Manufacturers, Upper Ground
Street, Blackfriars, S.E. ; King's Road. Chelsea, S.W. :

Kingsland Road, E.
Agents for LOOKER'S PATENT "ACME FRAMES,"

PLANT COVERS, .and PROPAGATING BOXES: also

for FOXLEY'S PATENT BEADED GARDEN WALL
BRICKS.

Illustrated Price Lists free by Post. The Trade supplied.

ORNAMENTAL PAVING TILES,
for Conservatories, Halls, Corridors. Balconies. &c.,

from 3.t. per square yard upwards. Pattern Sheets, of Plain or
mure elaborate designs, with prices, sent for selection.

WHITE GLAZED TILES, for Lininp; Walls of Dairies,
Larders. Kitchen Ranges, llaths, &c. Grooved and other Stable
Paving of great durability, Wall Copings, Drain Pipes and Tiles

ol all kinds. Roofing Tiles in great variety. Slates, Cement, &c.
F. ROSHER AND CO.. Brick and Tile Merchants.

See Addresses above.

SILVER SAND,
fine or coarse jrraln as desired. Prices by Post per Ton

or Truckload. on Wharf in London, or delivered direct from
Pits to any Railway Station. Samples of Sand free by post.

FLINTS and BRICK BURRS for Rockeries or Ferneries.

KENT PEATS or LOAM supplied at lowest rates iu any

F. ROSHER AND CO.—Addresses see above.

N.B.—Orders promptly executed by Rail or to Wharves.
A liberal Discount to the Trade.

THE ^'CHATSWORTH"
VAPORISING FUMIGATOR.

(J. S. Ellis' Patent, No. 1395)

KILLS THRIPS. KILLS MEALV-BUG, KILLS
RED-SPfDER, KILLS SCALE, a'c.

Price 37s. 6d.

This Fumigator has been
designed on scientific prm
ciples, to supply a want
long felt by Gardeners
and Amateurs for an easy
and effective mode of rid-

ding them of that enemv
to Cultivation, Fiitn and

the 'Cha
they will find a true and
safe friend, which no one

cultivating Plants under Glass should be without, but should
welcome it with acclamation -./or it is self-acting, thorough'y
effective, simple, durable, cannot gel out cforder, and vjilL not
inju '. the most delicate Plants or Flovjers.

Testimonial from Mr. Speed,
Gardener to His Grace the Dttke 0/ Devonshire, Chafsmorlk.

"Dear Sir,— I have now given the Patent 'Chatsworth'
Fumigator a course of trials, and am so well satisfied with the

results that I shall have great pleasure in recommending it to

my horticultural brethren. In my experience I have tried many
different Fumigators, but certainly I must give this the palm
for being the most effectual ; and, m fact, I could scarcely have
believed the effect, when used with the Medicated Squibs, if I

had not seen it myself: for the way it kills, not only Green and
Black Fly, but Thrips, Red-Spider, Mealy-Bug, and most Scale,

is a thing to be remembered.
" Its simplicity, of being self-acting and requiring no attention

after it is once started (according to your directions), obviates

the disagreeable necessity of remaining in the houie during
fumigation : for no damage can possibly arise from leaving it

any length of time, as the combustion proceeds at a rate that

is harmless ; the fumes being vaporised before passini; into the

house make it quite safe to be left until the combustion is

finished.

" Mr. Ellis, Norfolk Foundry. Sheffield."

Manufactured by J. C. and J. S. ELLIS. Hot-water
Engineers and Horticultural Ironmongers. Norfolk Foundry
and Baker's Hill, Sheffield.—Agents wanted.

COALS FOR HOTHOUSE
PURPOSE S.

WOOD AND CO/S
STAR ANTHEACITE SMOKELESS STEAM COAL

is now being extensively used by many of the principal Growers,

and is found to be preferable to any other kind of fuel in respect

to cheapness and durability, and particularly on account of its

being perfectly free from sulphur, and that it does not clinker

the fire-bars.

WOOD AND CO. deliver in truck loads to any Railway

Station, prices for which can be had on application, or can be

delivered by Wood & Co.'s Vans (in the Metropolis).

WOOD AND CO. append a testimonial given to them by

Messrs. Beckwith S: Sons, a firm of great experience, and who
have kindly allowed them to make whatever use of it they may
think fit.

Tottenham Nursery^ London, N., Dec. 28, 1877.

To Messrs. Wood & Co.
Dear Sirs,—With reference to your enquiry respecting the

Star " Anthracite Coal with which you supplied us—as to how
it suited, its economy or otherwise—we have much pleasure in

informing you that in every respect it is the best Anthracite we
have ever used. We find there is no smoke from it, which is

very essential, and there is no trace of sulphur. It^ requires

very little stoking, and leaves very little ash, and certainly does
not clinker. Our consumption of Coal is about 500 tons a year,

and we have no hesitation in saying that, by using your " Star
"

Coal in the place of ordinary fuel, we shall effect a saving of

at least £,\qo this year. We attribute this to the powerful and
lasting properties of your coal.— Yours faithfully,

(Signed) G. Beckwith & Sons.

WOOD AND CO. supply all kinds of Coal for House and

Manufacturing purposes, prices for which will be sent on

application.

WOOD AND CO., Coal and Coke Factors. Merchants,

Contractors to Her Majesty's Government, 58, Coal Exchange,

E.G. ; and 4, Coal Department, Great Northern Railway,

King's Cross. N., and Midland Sidings. St. Pancras. N.W.

HELLIWELL'S PATENT SYSTEM of
Air and Water-tight GLAZING WITHOUT PUTTY,

and without exposing any outside woodwork to Paint, and
NEW SYSTEM of COVERING ROOFS.
The fasteners are brass or copper. The peculiar arrangement

of the Glass covers the whole of the Woodwork and only the

small fastener is visible, therefore the roof is indestructible and
outside painting unnecessary. The squares of glass can be

easily removed, and the whole be taken out and cleaned by any
inexperienced person. Breakage is impossible except through
carelessness or accident.

The Glazing is more air-tight tlian the old putty system, yet

any amount of ventilation can be given.

Old Roofs may be reglazed on this principle, and roofs are

covered with slates or zinc on this system.

Extract from Building News.
"Mr. T. W. Helliwell, of Brighouse, has recently patented

and introduced a New System of Glazing and covering Roofs,

which is certainly superior to anything ot the kind we have

seen before, and it will in our opinion supersede any other

system before the public."
' iportant references and all particulars from the Patei

HORTICULTURAL WINDOW GLASS.
A large variety of sizes, i5-oz., 12?. (>d. ; 21-oz., \ts. 6d.

per 100 feet. Large sizes, in Cases, for Cutting up— 15-oz. 4ths,

30.?.; 3ds, 4QS. per_300 feetj^— 2ij^oz. 4ths, 30^. ; 3ds.

BELGIAN GLASS for GREENHOUSES, &c,,

Can be obtained in all sizes and qu.alities, of

BETHAM & SON,
9. LOWER THAMES STREET, LONDON, E.C.

B. & Son have always a large Stock in London of 2o-in. by la-in.,

20-in. by 14-in., 20-in. by i6-in., 20-in. by i8-in.,in 16-oz. & 21-02.

PARI S EXHIBIT ION.

FOR PORTMANTEAUS, TRUNKS,
BAGS nnd HAT CASES,

RILEY & CO., 283, Strand (opposite Norfolk Street).

Also llie TOURIST COMPANION. Store Prices.

TO ENHANCE THE VALUE OF

SEED,
IT SHOULD BE PUT INTO

BAGS
SACKS,

SELECTED FROM OUR BEST MAKES,

SPECIAL SEWING.

SAMPLES AND PRICES POST FREE.

STARKEY, SONS k CO.,

CORN EXCHANGE, LONDON"
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Greenhouses.H FREEMAN and SONS, Horticul-
• TURAL BuiLDEKS and Hot-water Apparatus

Manupactukers, CambridKe Ilealh Bridge. Hackney, E.
Good suUtanliil made GREEN HOUSES, Glazed, le.ady for
fixinc, 42 feet loiiR. 13 feet wide. .^50 ; 21 feet by 13 feet. £,2Z :

i2f-< feet by to feet. i^t^. Estimates given in wood or iron.

BOULTON PAUL, NORWICH.

ROSSERtRUSSELL
"Warming.: lINuIINLLIXO Sanitary. .

mental
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JOHN EDMONDS & CO,
HOHTIC'JLTURAL BUILDERS and HOT-WATER ENGIN EERS, LILLIE BRIDGE, WEST BROMPTON, LONDON, S.W.

ConservaiorUs, Greenhouses and Hothouses of every deseription Erected and Heated in any part of the Kingdom or Abroad.

Kiosks, Summer-houses, Verandahs, Glass Approaches, &c.— Pit Lights, Garden Boxes, Hand Glasses, &c., in Stock.

PATENTEES OF THE "fUBULAR SADDLE BOILER,"~THE~BEST CAST-IRON BOILER.
Illustrated Cataloguefree by Post. NOTE.

—

The Works adjoin IVest Brompton Station, Metropolitan District RailtL'ay.

T. H. P. DENNIS & CO.
MANSION HOUSE BUILDINGS,

QUEEN VICTORIA STREET, LONDON, E.G.,

CONSERVATORY AND GREENHOUSE BUILDERS,

HOT-WATEE ENGINEEKS.

BOULTON & PAUL, Horticultural Builders and Hot-water Apparatus Manufacturers, NORWICH.
PLANS AND ESTUL^TES OF EVERY DESCRIPTION OF HORTICULTURAL BUILDING IN WOOD OR IRON.

HEATING BY HOT WATER ON THE BEST PRINCIPLES AND GUARANTEED.

Plain and inexpensive Greenhouses as above, suitable for Small Garden, sent complete with Stages and Heating Apparatus. For further particulars

see New LIST, post-free, containing Prices and all information.

MELON FRAMES, 8 feet by 6 feet, with two lights, carriage paid to any Railway Station in England, £3 7b. 6d.

BOULTON & PAUL, HORTICULTURAL BUILDERS, NORWICH.
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SCALE OF CHARGES FOR ADVERTISING.

Head Lhic char<:cd as Hvo.

:t across columns, the lowest charge will be 30^.

Page £.9 o o
Half Page 500
Column 3 S o

GARDENERS, AND OTHERS, WANTING SITUATIONS.

All Subscriptions Payable in Advance.

NiTED Kingdom: 12 Months, ^i 35. loY. ; 6 Months.
lis. ijd. ; 3 Months, 6s.

Foreign : 26s., including Postage for 12 Months.

Pqblisiiin'G Office and Office for Advertisements,

41, Wellington Street, Covent Garden, London. W.C.

MR. MECHI'S ADDRESS
to his OLD FRIENDS and CUSTOMERS and to

the PUBLIC :
—

" As it has been erroneously supposed by some that I am no

longer interested in my London business, I think it desirable

to slate that I continue to carry it on as energetically, and I

trust as satisfactorily to tlie Public, as lormerly, assisted by

my only son, who will in due time succeed me. It is now

fifty years ago since I first commenced business in Leadenhall

Street, and what changes have taken place ! Then everybody

shaved, and my razor and razor-strop trade was immense ; now
moustache and beard are the order of the day, and the razor

and strop trade is comparatively defunct. Then there were no

railways, so people stayed at home and used wooden dressing-

cases ; now everybody travels by rail, and we have dressing-

ba^s to suit the altered conditions. Fifty years ago the poor

geese supplied our pens, and many a now rich merchant in the

City will remember the quality of Mechi's shilling pen-knives ;

but steel pens have extinguished the pen-knife trade and the

penmaking machines, and the geese are in peace, exxept at

Michaelmas. In fact, steasn has altered, and. I may safely

say. improved everything, and has made us a nation of travel-

lers both by land and sea. I wonder how much time is now
occupied in reading the steam-worked press ? and how much
less time is occupied in sipping port wine, as we used to do

fifty years ago, when we could not travel ? Steam will make
our 4 lb loaves cheaper some day, just as it has converted calico

from 2s. 6d. to 6d. or less per yard. Then, again, a letter

which used to cost 6s. 6d. to Cork is now carried for id.

Sir Rowland Hill richly deserves a monument. But to return

to business : fifty years ago. when I first commenced on a small

scale, I made it an axiom that what I sold should be good and

useful, and I believe thousands who used the strop and paste,

which I personally invented, can testify to this ; it fact, it was

sometimes complained of that I stamped on my razors ' Ex-

changed if not approved.' I have never, and shall never so

long as I live, deviate from this principle, because it is the true

means to retain and increase one's connection. I devoted my
attention especially to the quality and convenience of arrange-

ments in the dressing bag and dressing case department, and in

the tasteful selection of articles suitable for presentation, as well

as on the matter of dispatch boxes and writing cases. Although

both razors and penknives have 'gone out,' our sportsmen

remain, and ' sporting knives ' form one of our special depart-

ments. I feel firmly convinced that there is no fear of the

departure of knives and forks, or dinners, so we make this an
important department in quality and price. In conclusion, I

ask no favours, but simply desire that my customers should

compare the quality and price of my wares with those of other

dependable establishments, and form their own conclusions.

Most of my worthy assistants and workmen have been nearly

forty years in my service, and long ago learned that civility and
attention to our customers are as important as good quality in

the articles sold. Illustrated catalogues will be forwarded
post-free on application."

112. Regent Street. W., oi-posite Vigo Street —j^rj.

WoODENQRAVlTsrq;
Wo!lTHI^^QTo^''Q.%mm .

'

"^ 15.M1LDMAY QRc/e."~
LorJ'DorJ'.Tf.,

THE CLOSER WE SHAVE our customers
the belter they like us, and if we take, easily, all btit

their skin, they are tlelighted." Thus said, or did, MECHTli
MAGIC STROPS. PASTE, :uid RAZORS, whith for I'ifty

Years have maintained the No. i position.— 112, Regent Street.

London, W.—All the nice things in Dressing Bags, Dressing

Cases, and Eleeancies for Presentation. Catalogues post-free.

AGRICULTURAL LOCOMOTIVES
STEAM PLOUGHING MACHINERY,

ROAD LOCO.MOTIVES, TRAMWAY LOCOMOTIVES,
STEAM ROAD ROLLERS.

For Prices, Description, and Reports of Working, .apply

to the Manufacturers,

AVELING & PORTER,
ROCHESTER, KENT: 72, CANNON ST., LONDON,

E.G. : and 9, AVENUE MONTAIGNE, PARIS.

AvEuiNG & Porter's ENGINES have gained the highest

Prizes at every important International E.\hibition. The two

Medals for Progress and Merit were awarded them at Vienna

for their STEAM ROLLERS and ROAD LOCOMOTIVES 1

and at the last trials of the Royal Agricultural Society of

Enghnd their AGRICULTURAL LOCOMOTIVES gained

the First Prize after e-\haustive trials, when one of their lo-hoise

power Engines, fitted with single slide and ordinary link-

motion, indicated 35-horse p3wer, with a consumption of tJt^-ce

atld one-Ji/th pounds of coixt per horse-power per hour.

Paris Exhibition.

Special arrangements for Visitors to the Exhibition have been

r)AIL\VAY PASSENGERS ASSURANCE
^ COMPANY, for providing against Accident by Rail-

way or Steamboat during the journey to Paris and back.

A premium of One Shilling insures ^looo if killed, or ^6 per

week if laid up by injury during the double journey. Policies

against Accidents of all kinds may also be effected for One,
Three, or Twelve months, on moderate terms.

Apply at the Booking Offices of the Southern Railways, or

at the Head Office, 64, Cornhill, London.

WILLIAM J. VIAN, Secretary.

Farms, Estates, Residences.

Any one desirous of Renting a Farm or Residence, or
Purcha,ing an Estate, can have c:)pies of the

MIDLAND COUNTIES HERALD
supplied free for six weeks on stating the purpose for

which the paper is required, forwarding name and adt'ress, and
six halfpenny stamps for postage, addressed '* Midland Counties
Herald Office. Birmingham." The Midland Counties Herald
always contains large numbers of advertisements relating to

. Estates, and Residences for Sale 3 be Let.

P>EVUE de I'HORTICULTURE BELGE
y> et ETRANGKRE (Belgian and Ftirelgn Horticultur.al

Review),—Among the principal Contributors are ;—A. Allard,
E. .\ndre', C. Baltet. T. Buchetet, F. Burvenich. F. Crepin,
Comte de Gomer, De Jonge van Ellemeet, O. de Kerchove de
Denterghem, P. E, dc Puydt, C. de Vis, J. Gillon, A. M. C.
Jongkindt Coninck, C. Koch, J. Kickx, L. Linden, T. Moore.
C. Naudin, B Oliver, H. Ortgies, E. Pynaert, E- Rodigas,
A. Siraux, O. Thomas, A. van Geert Son, H. J. van Hulle. J.
Van Volxem, H. J. Veitch, A. Westmael. and P. Wolkenstein.
This illustrated Journal appears on the ist of every month,

in Parts of 24 pages, 8vo, with a Coloured Plate and numerous
Engravings.
Terms of Subscription for the United Kingdom :—One year,

las., payable in advance.
Publishing Office : 143, Rue de Bruxelles, Ghent. Belgium.
Post-office Orders to be made payable M. E. PYNAERT,

t the Chief Post-office, Gho:

Belgian.

BULLETIN d'ARBORICULTURE dc
FLORICULTURE, n de CULTURE MARAI-

CH ERE. A monthly horticultural work, with superb Coloured
Plates and Illustrations. Published since 1S65 by F.
BuRVEMicH, F. Pavnaert, E. Rodigas. and H. J. Van
Hulle. Professors at the Horticultural School of the Belgian
Government at Ghent. Post paid loj. per annum.
H. J. VAN HULLE, Botanical Gardens. Ghent, Belgium.

THE CULTIVATOR.—
A Portuguese Monthly Agricultural Journal, which

circulates in Portugal and her possessions, and in the Principal
Towns of the Brazils.

This paper offers an excellent medium for Advertisements ol

every description of industry and of every article of Consump-
tion in the countries and places above mentioned.
Advertising charges, 8rf. per square inch, Translation included.
Ten per cent. Discount for six months ; 20 per cent. Discount

for twelve months, if paid in advance.
Address, the Editor of the Cultivator, St. Michael's. Azores.

M A Y F A I R : a Non-Society Journal
of Literature and Politics, unambitiously illustrated.

d. Has been permanently enlarged by eight columns.

Contents of this week's Number (.August 20):

—

I. On the Watch.
I. The Liberal Hundreds.
3. The Fair in the City.

4. Fancies of the Fair.

5. Drummed Out.
6. English Loyally.

7. Our Public Offices.

8. Railway Grievances.

9. Small Deer. [sellors.

10. In the Multitude of Coun-
ri. The Chat of the Fair.
12. Fashions in the Fair.

13. Some Eaily Letters and
Speeches of the Emperor
Napoleon.

14. Turning over Fresh Leaves,

of SirMav/airol this week also contains Portrait Sketche
George Balfour, Dr. O'Ltary, ftc.

May/air, unambitiously illustrated, price kd. Yearly sub-
scription, 281. (payable in advance). For sale by all Metro-
politan Newsagents and at all Bookstalls, on Monday afternoon,
and throughout the country on Tuesday morning.

"Mavfair" Adroad. — /I/iij-Aj/V is on sale iu the Paris
Exhibition in Messrs. GALIGNANFS English Kiosque

;

also in the Boulevard des Capucines, Kiosque 213. In New
York, by BRETANO, 39, Union Square. In Malta, by
Mr. WATSON, 246, Strada Reale, Valetta.

THE SYDNEY MAIL
NEW SOUTH WALES ADVERTISER.

CONTENTS

:

INTERCOLONIAL and GENERAL NEWS.
SPORTING and the FIELD, in which is incorporated

BELL'S LIFE in SYDNEY.
RECORD of RACES, and NOTES on the TURF.
CRICKET and AQU.«'ICS.
THE FLORA of AUSTRALIA. (Drawn and Engraved

specially for this Journal.)

NATURAL HISTORY (Original Aillcles).

AGRICULTURE, PASTORAL, HORTICULTURE.
GOLD FIELDS and MINING generally.

STOCK and SHARE REPORTS.
ORIGINAL .and SCIENTIFIC ARTICLES.
TALES by POPULAR ENGLISH and AUSTRALIAN

AUTHORS.
THE FASHIONS. DOMESTIC ECONOMY.
INDOOR AMUSEMENTS.
THE CHESS PLAYER. THE HO.ME CIRCLE.
COMMERCIAL NEWS.
SHIPPING INTELLIGENCE.

The SYDNEY MAIL has a wide circulation throughout the

Australian Colonies, New Zealand. Polynesia, &c. It

, of information on a great variety of subjects.

Subscription in Ativance, £1 per Annum.

Single Copies, 4;/. ; Stamped, ^d.

Publishing Office-Hunter Street, Sydney, New South Wale

ENGLAND.
The undermentioned Newspaper .and Advertising Agents are

authorised to receive ADVERTISEMENTS, which must be
paid in advance, for the SYDNEY MORNING HERALD
and SYDNEY MAIL:—

London Mr. George Street, 31, Cornhill, EC.
Mr. F. Algar, S, Clement's Lane, Lombard

Street, E.C.
Messrs. Gordon ft Golch, St. Eiide Street;

Fleet Street, E.C.

BiRMiN-cilAM . . Mr. R. S. Kirk, 90, New Street

I.lVEEl'OOl Lee & Nightingale. IS, North John Street.

Bristol James & Henry Grace, Royal Insurance
Buildings.

EiiiNmiRr.ri .... Robcrtsin & Scott, 13, Hanover Street.

Clasoow W. Porteous & Co., 15, Royal Exch.in-je
Place.

THE COTTAGER'S CALENDAR of
GARDEN OPERATIONS. By the late Sir Jostfii

Paxton. M.P.
Reprinted from the Gardeners' CkronicUy with numerous

Alterations and Additions.
Price 31/. : post-free, ^'^Ad.

Post-office Orders are to be made payable to Wm. Rictfards,
at the King Street Office, Covent Garden. London. W.C.

Published at the Office of the Gardeners' Chronicle, 41,

Wellington Street, W.C.

Works on Botany, by Dr. Lindley.

DESCRIPTIVE BOTANY; or, The Art
OF Describing Plants Correctlv, in Scientific

Language, for Self Instruction and the Use of Schools. Price is

MEDICALantiCECONOMICALBOTANY
or. An Account of the Principal Pl.\nts

Emplovep in Medicine or Domestic CEconomy. In One
Volume, Svo, with numerous Woodculs, price 5J.

QCHOOL BOTANY ; or, THE RUDIMENTSO OF Botanical Science. In One Volume, Svo, half bound,
with 400 Illustrations, price SJ. bd.

THE ELEMENTS of BOTANY, Struc-
tural and Physiological. With a Glossary of

Technical Terms and numerous' Illustrations, 9s. cloth.

This completes the series of Elementary Botanical Works by
Professor Lindlev, cX \sV\z\i School Botany and The Vegetable
Kingdom form the other parts.

The First two Parts of The Elements 0/Botany, comprising
Structural and Physiological Botany, and a Glossary of Techni-
cal Terms, are published in one Svo volume, price 95.

These three Parts form a complete Manual of Botany for

Medical and other Students who have made themselves
acquainted with the K\x\hoTS School Botany.

N.B, The Glossary maybe had separately, price 5^.

London: BRADBURY, AGNEW, and CO., Bouveri
Street. E.C.

t^ ADVERTISERS are requested to vote that

although we do not object to receive Letters to be dilled

for, we cannot undertake to forward them.

WANTED, a HEAD GARDENER, well
versed in the culture of Fruits. Plants, and Vegetables

under Glass extensively. SaLirv ^75 per anmim, with house.

Kic—Address, by letter only, to J. BLAIR, Esq. Estate

Agent. I, Clarendon Stieet, Birkenhead.

WANTED, a GARDENER for a Small
Establishment vhere assistance is given.—Must

thoroughly understand Vines, Trees, Flowers, Forcing, &c.

Single Man preferred : if married, must have no children.—

H. Y., Davis & Co., Advertising Agents, Finch Lane,
Cornhill, E.C.
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WANTED, a WORKING GARDENER.-
Wages 26J. per week (no house). Must have good

reference.—Apply to Mr. JOS. HARDING. Land Agent.
Preston, Lancashire.

ANTED, as UNDER GARDENER, one
who h.is been u^ed to General Ouldoor Work.—Apply

to F. J. D., Post-onice, E.ibt End. Finchky, N.

WANTED, a PROPAGATOR and SALES-
MAN, for the Glass Department oF a large Nursery,

possessing a thorough knowledge of growing Stove, Greenhonse,
and other Plants. Applicants to state age, wages, and refe-

rences —Apply to E. WfllTHAM, The Nurseries, Reddish,

near Stockport.

WANTED, a FOREMAN in the Houses,
where the Head Gardener works himself. A practical

knowledge of Plant Culture generally required, and also Fruit.

Wages 21^. per week and Milk, no Bothy. Personal application

preferred.—HEAD GARDENER, Ewell Castle. Surrey.

WANTED, as WAREHOUSEMAN, an
energetic and intelligent Man, who thoroughly under-

stands the Agricultural Seed Department.
_
Must have had

experience in similar situations. Unexceptionable references

required. Liberal salaiy given for a thoroughly competent

WANTED, for a Retail Seed Warehouse, a
young Man, .is CLERK, who h.i5 some knowledge of

the business, and is quick and accurate at Figures and Accouols

.

Character must bear strict enquiry, for honesty, sobriety. &c.

—

ALPHA, Nutting & Sons, 60, liarlncan, London. EC.

WANTED, a respectable, industrious young
Man, as SHOPMAN. &c.. for a small concern in the

Country, with a knowledge of the Nursery. None need apply
whose character will riol bear the strictest investigation, —Appltf,

in own handwriting, slating age. salary, &c.. to JAMES BIRD,
Nurseryman, Downham.

WANTED, a PACKER—one that can do a
little Painting and Glazing preferred. Good references

required.-JOHN LAING and CO., Nursery. Forest

Hill, S.E.

MESSRS. WILLIAM BARRON and SON,
Landscai'E GAiiDENBHS have a VACANCY for a

PUPIL in the above profession : he would also have the
opp^rlu^ity of acquiring a thorough knowledge of the Nursery
Business. A youth with some knowledge of drawing preferiej.

Elvaston Nurseries, Barrowasli, Derby.

HE PRESTON N U R S E R Y and
PLEASURE GARDENS COMPANY require the

immediate services of an experienced TRAVELLER to

represent them in the Nursery and Seed Department. Must
be steady and hard-working.—Apply, with testimonials, to Mr.
W. H. COWELL, Secretary, .4.?, Church Street, Preston.

WANTED, a MAN, between the ages of
23 and 35, who has a knowledge of GARDENING, to

assist during the Summer Months in the Public Garden of

St. George in the East, and in Winter to act as INSPECTOR
of SCAVENGERS.

Livery will be provided. Wages 25s. per week.

Candidates to be in attendance with Testimonials, on
WEDNESDAY, September 4. at 3 o'clock in the afternoon.

The Election by the Vestry will take place on THURSDAY,
September 5, at 6 o'clock in the evening.

T. G. HARRISON,
Vestry Hall, Cable Street, London, Vestiy Clerk,

August, iSvS.

WANT PLACES.

OSBORN AND SONS have on their Register
a number of Men of excellent character and abilities,

and first-class experience in every branch, whom they would be
glad to recommend to Noblemen or Gentlemen requiring the

services of thoroughly practical GARDENERS. FOREMEN
and UNDER GARDENERS can also be recommended.—
The Fulham Nurseries, London, S.W.

"P G. HENDERSON
-*—^* AND SON have many excellent

GARDENERS with approved testimonials

for ability now waiting in their Nurseries for

re-engagement.

E. G. H. & Son will be pleased to answer

any enquiries from Noblemen and Gentlemen

requiring such.—Pine-apple Nursery, Maida
Vale, London. W.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 30, married;
thoroughly experienced in Forcing Vines, Peaches, and

Plants: Greenhouse, Conservatory, Cucumbers, and Melons;
Fruit, Flower, and Kitchen Gardening. Three and-a-half years*

good character. Highest references.—W. H., Blount's Court
Lodge, Devizes.

GARDENER (Head), where two or more
are kept.^Age 40, married; thoroughly understands

every branch of the profession. Four years' excelknt character.

—A. S., Wheeler's Nursery, Farnham, Surrey.

GARDENER (Head), where two are kept.—
Age 34, married ; understands Flower and Kuchen

Gardening, Vines, Cucumbers, Melons, and Greenhouses, &c.
Eighteen years* experience, five years' good character.

—

H. J. C. 44, Willow Walk, Sydenham, Kent.

GARDENER (Head), age 28, single.~Mr.
LivERS.AGE. Acton Park Gardens, Wrexham. Denbigh-

shire, can recommend his Foreman as above. Is a good
practical Man, and steady.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 25, single
;

thoroughly understands the profession in all its branches.
Good character.—A, B., Swithland Hall Gardens, Lough-
borough.

Gi.ARDENER (Head). — A Gentleman
^ wishes to recommend his Head Gardener, who will soon

be disengaged. He understands all kinds of Forcing. Married,
no family. -Address. Mr. NIGHTINGALE, The Gardens,
Oakley Park, Scole, Norfolk.

G:i.ARDENER (Head).—Alfred Patrick,
Gardener to Major Phillips, Crumlin Hall, near Newport,
Duthshire, is open to treat with any Nobleman or Gentle-
> above. Character and abdities will bear the strictest

GARDENER (Head). — Age 27, single;
thorough practical knowledge of Early and Late Forcing,

Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Flower and Kitchen Gardening.
Good characters from all previous situations—M. B., 2, Aldis
Street, Lower Tooting, London. S.W.

GARDENER (He.\D), to any Lady or
Gentleman.—Age 43, married, no incumbrance ;

thoroughly understands the profession in all the varied
departments, including the Growing of Pines. Vines, Peaches,
Forcing of Flowers, ftc. Kitchen and Flower Garden. Fourteen
years Head Gardener. Three and-a-half years' good character
from last situation.-J. B. , Abbot's Meads, Park-gate Road,
Chtster.

To Noblemen anil Gentlemen.

GARDENER (HEAD).—Age 27 ; thoroughly
practical, understands the management of Indoor Fruits,

Plants, &c., good experience in Landscape, Kitchen, and Flower
Gardening. Good reference and good character from previous

-W. M. G , Gardens. Annesley Park. Notts.

GARDENER (Head), to any Lady or
Gentleman requiring the services of a practical man. both

Indoors and Out.—Married, no family; understands Grass
Land. Good character.—G. H., Post Office, the Hyde, Hendon,
Middlesex.

To Noblemen and Gentlemen.

GARDENER (HEAD).—The Advertiser is

now open to engage as above. Thoroughly practical in

the Forcing of Vines, Pines, Peaches, Flowers, and Vegetables,
Kitchen and Flower Garden. First-class references as to

capabihiies, and thorough good character.—H C, Mr. Martin,
P..rk Road. Esher, Surrey.

(":j.ARDENER (Head), where three or four
V_l are kept.—Age 34, married : has a thorough practical

knowledge of Gardenmg in all its branches. Good character.

—

W. H , It, Northaw. near Barnet. Herts.

/^ARDENER (Head), where two or more
V--^ are kept.—Age 32. married

;
practical Man. Total

abstainer. Good character from present employer.—W. M.,
Gatcombe Court, Long Ashtin. near Bristol.

/':j.ARDENER (HEAD), or BAILIFF, to any
V,^ Nobleman or Gentleman requiring the services of a
thoroughly practical Man —Age 4r, married, no incumbrance ;

wife a good Dairy and Poultry Womin. Two years' eood
character.-A. B., i. All Saint's Road. Hockley. Birmingham.

G'l ARDENER (Head), where two or three
^ are kept.—Eighteen years' practical experience Clood

character.— P. Q , the School, Marham, Downham Market,
Norfolk.

GARDENER (Head), age 29, married.—
George Tranter, Wcstbrook, Hay, Hemell-emostead,

Herts, will be pleased to recommend his Foreman, Thomas
Taylor, who has lived with him upwards of two years, to any
Lady or Gentleman requirng a steady man, who thoroughly
understands the profession in all branches.

/^ARDENER (Head).—Age 46, married;
V-" has had thirty years' extensive practice in Forcing of all

kinds of Fruits. Flowers, and Vegetables. Has served six. four,

and nine years" successfully as Head Gardener. Highly recom-
mended. Could undertake tJ Lay-out New Grounds.—
gardener, C. G. Muggeridge. Buckhurst Hill. Essex.

VT Sis-c
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BOULTON & PAUL, HORTICULTURAL BUILDERS, NORWICH,
MANUFACTURERS of PRIZE GARDEN IMPLEMENTS, PRIZE GARDEN FURNITURE, &c.

DESCRIP FIVE LISTS Free b^

36-GALLON SWING WATER BARROW

The -lb ve IS inMluable fnr carrying liquids of all kiiidb No
r.ardea Turn Stable or Kitchen Yard bh^uld be wiihout one

Two or more tubs can be had with one carnage at a small addi

lional osl. A lad can easily work it ; but if required to travel

long distances over rough ground a pony can be attached,

wheels and carriage are wrought iron, and the tub oak.

Cash prices. Carriage paid to any Station in England.

The

Ditto,
Spreadei

/ilht 5 tubs 3 8

andValvi
Garden Engine and fitting for tub ..270
iS-Gailon Borrow, with Galvanised Tank 220
3o-Gallon ,, „ 2 12 o

THE HAMBURGH FIRST PRIZE
LAWN WATERING MACHINE,

WITH POWERFUL GARDEN ENGINE.

Cash Prices. Carriatje j. 1 ; l , : . I _,l,uid.

Complete (36 gallons) ^6 10 o
If without Pump .. 3 10 o

This new article is very complete, and most useful in large

gardens ; is fitted with valve and spreader for distributing

spreader is no
The engine

suction pipe,

from a pond o

Goods anu

Waterpots and pails can be filled when the

; bolted to the top of the barrel, and fitted with
vhich is useful either for drawing water direct

out of the barrel.

GARDEN ROLLER
Tid uice Handle.

Orders amounti}i;^ to 405. Carriage Paid.

PORTABLE PUMP. WATER or LiaUID MANURE CART,

For Liquid Manure or

Water.
With stand ..£,-2 5 o
10 feet of India-

rubber Suction
Pipe, with Clip
and Strainer., i 10 o

Powerful Garden and
Conservatory Engine.

; very heavy and well made Can be used with a pail

Water-barrow, £,-2. 2s.

with very powerful
continuous stream of water 50 feet.

Cash Prices. Carriage paid to any Station in England.

15 gallons, £>z 105. [ 20 gallons, £,\ \ 25 gallons, £,^ \os.

The Judges at the late Great International Horticultural Exhi-
bition held at Manchester( 1873), tested this Engine very severely,

and although all the principal makers competed, it was declared
to be the best, and was awarded the only prize, a Silver Medal.

^ to \os. sent carriagefree to any of the principal Railway Stations in England. Cash or refer

trongest,The above is by far the
cheapest implement of the kind yet introduced For conveyn
and distributing liquid manure it is invaluable. A pump cm
be attached for emptying cesspooU. &c. As a drinking trough
for cattle, and for many other farm purposes, it is most useful.

The shafts and lids are arranged to turn back out of the way.

Carriage paid to any Railway Station in England. Cash Prices.

To hold 140 gallons ;^io 10 o

The 140 and 200 gallon carts are best suited for one horse.

SWING WATER or MANURE CART,
SUITABLE FOR A PONY.

With two tanks to one carriage a large quantity of liquid car

be carted in a short time, one tank being filled while the olhei

is conveyed away. The tanks ate galvanised, and can be sei

down and left in the fields for cattle to drink from.

Cash Prices. Carriage paid to any Railway Station.

To hold 60 gallons with one tank . . ;£6 o o
100 „ „ ,. „ .. 800

Valve and Spreader for ditto .. .. 150
cspectfully requested with transmissiott of allfirst aiders.

S. OWENS & CO.,

HYDRAULIC ENGINEERS,

THE IMPROVED SELF-ACTING HYDKAULIC BAM.
This useful Self-acting Apparatus, wliich worlcs day and night without needing attention, will lais.

any height or distance, without cost for laboiu- or motive-power, where a few feet fall can be obtained, and
' '

lited for supplying Public or Private Establishments, Farm Buildings, Railway Stations, &c.

No. 49. GARDEN ENGINES, of all sizes, in Oak or Galvanised Iron Tubs.

No. 5+5. THE C.\SSIOBURY FIRE EXTINGUISHER, as designed for the
Right Hon. thf Earl of Essex.

No. 44. WROUGHT-IRON PORTABLE PUMPS of all sizes.

No. 4. C.\ST-IRON GARDEN, YARD, or ST.ABLE PUMPS.

No. 37. DEEP WELL PUMPS for Horse, Hand, Steam, or other Power.

No. 63. PORTABLE IRRIGATORS, with Double or Treble Barrels for Horse oi

Sieam Power. [Gardens, &c
No. lf>a. IMPROVED DOUBLE ACTION PUMPS on BARROW for Watering

No. 49,!. GALVANISED SWING WATER CARRIERS, for Garden use.

No. so and 54a. F.\RM and M.\NSION FIRE ENGINES of every description.

No. 38. PORT.\BLE LIQUID M.\NURE PUMPS, on Legs, with Fle.'cible Suction

S. OWENS .-iND CO. Manufacture and Erect every description of Hydraulic and General Engineers' Work for Mansions, Farms, &c., comprising PUMPS, TURBINES,

WATER WHEELS, WARMING APPARATUS, B.\THS, DRYING CLOSETS, G.\SWORKS, Apparatus for LIQUID MANURE distribution. FIRE MAINS,

HYDRANTS, HOSE PIPES, Src, &c. Particulars taken in any part of the Country. Plans and Estimatesfurnished.

ILLUSTRAT ED CATALOGUES CAN BE HAD ON APPLICATION.

Editorial Communications should be addressed to "The Editor;" Advertisements and Business Letters to "The Publisher," at the Office, 41, Wellington Street. Covent Garden, London, W.C.
Printed by William Richards, at the Office of Messrs. Bradbury. Agnbw, & Co., Lombard Street, Precinct of Whitefnars, City of London, in the County of Middlesex, and Published by the

taid William Richards, at the Office, 41, Wellington Street. Parish of St. Paul's, Covent Garden, in the said County.—Saturday, A
Agent for Manchester—John Heywood. Agents for Scotland—Messrs. J. Mb
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k^®^ With the Number for Saturday

next, Sept. 7, will be presented a Coloured

Plate of
"CHOICE HYACINTHS."

NOTICE.—All Numbers of the " Gardeners'
Chronicle" prior to 1874 are \s. each.

/"1RYSTAL PALACE.—TWENTY-THIRD
V^ ANNUAL EXHIBITION of FRUIT. TUESDAY and
WEDNESDAY. September 24 and 25. Schedules may now be
had on application to

Mr. THOMSON. Crystal Palace.

THE INTERNATIONAL POTATO
EXHIBITION will be held at the Crystal Palace. Syden-

ham, on SEPTEMBER 24 and 25. Last day of entry.
September 17. Schedules anti all particulars may be obtained

Great Winchester Street

The Royal PavUlon, Brighton.

THE GRAND AUTUMN EXHIBITION
of the BRIGHTON and SUSSEX HORTICULTURAL

SOCIETY will be held at the above splendid Palace and
Grounds on WEDNESDAY andTHURSDAY, SEPTEMBER

the ;

Flowe
Railway Cup is offered for the best

Schedules of Prizes can be had on appl
96, St. James's Street, or Superintend
Graperies, Park Street. Brighton.

EDWARD CARPENTER, Secretary.

liberal scale of
and Fruits. The

of Orchids.
3 the Secretary,
;PARV, Queen's

NOTICE.—-The PRIZE.S we offered for the
best SINGLE BUNCH of MRS. PEARSON and

GOLDEN QUEEN GRAPES, will be awarded by the
Committee of the Royal Horticultural Society at their meeting
ol October 15, at the South Kensington Gardens. The prizes

V.

ell, Notts.

NOTICE.— I hereby give Notice that Mr.
GEORGE CROMAR is no longer in my employ, and is

not authorised to collect any moneys on my account. His
present address is wanted.
JAMES YATES, Hop and Seed Merchant, Royal Oak

Mills, Stockport.

GOLD MEDAL for BEGONIAS.—Our
unrivalled Collection is now in great beauty. Those

bedded out are flowering in great profusion. Inspection invited
any week day. Visitors can select their colours from thousands.

JOHN LAING AND CO.. Nurseries, Forest Hill, S.E.

q^ J. HICKES' POTTERY at Shepton
-L • Mallet Flower Show.—The First Prize for Fuchsias,
and Second for Roses, were gained by plants grown in our pots.
The Pottery (the Works are little more than twelve months

old) is already famed for growing healthy plants.
T, J. HICKES, The Garden Pottery, Old Down, Shepton

Mallet.

"piNES.—A quantity of clean, healthy fruiting
-*- Pines, in i2-inch pots, for Sale; also surplus stock of
SPRING BEDDING PLANTS. List sent.

J. METCALFE, Gardener, Elsham House, Grantham.

GUERNSEY LILIES, in splendid condition,
7i. (>d. per dozen; BELLADONNA LILIES. 61. per

;n. HOOPER and CO.. Covent Garden, W C.

IINE SUCKERS.— 150 Queen, and 50
Charlotte Rothschild, in one lot. price rs. each.

S. A., 50. Acklam Road, Notting Hill, W.

FOR SALE, SEEDLING PINK
VESUVIUS, perfectly true and of good flower.

D. PRINCE, Florist, Nightingale Road. Lower Clapton, N.

H
Zonal Pelargonium Cuttings.

CANNELL has an acre of the above,
and now offers fine cuttings very cheap— loo splendid

: kinds for \os, yide Catalogue.
Home for Flowers. Swanley, Kent.

HYACINTHS, CROCUS, TULIPS,
NARCISSUS, and all DUTCH FLOWERING

BULBS. Priced descriptive CATALOGUE, with cultural

DICKSON AND ROBINSON. t2,01d Millgate, Manchester.

CHRISTMAS ROSES.— Helleborus niger,
the true maximus variety, Spiraa (Hoteia) japonica and

palmata, may be had in any quantity. Prices on application to

BUDDENBORG BROS.. Florists, Hillegom, Haarlem,
Holland.

G
Gentlemen's Gardeners, Amateurs, and Others

ARDEN POTS of best quality,
are requested to send their orders to

J. MATTHEWS, Royal Pottery, Weston-super-Mare.
Price List on application.

ORCHARD-HOUSE TREES, Fruiting in

Pots :— Peaches. Nectarines, Plums, Pears, Apples,
Vines, Figs, Apricots. Cherries, Mulberries, and Oranges.
RICHARD SMITH and CO., Nurserymen and Seed

Merchants. Worcester,

LILY OF THE VALLEY, finest strong
crowns for forcing at 45.1. per 1000 AZALEAS with

buds, in nice healthy plants for the market. CAMELLIAS, nice
plants at lowest rates. Orders requested at once. Prices on
application to

ROBERT NEUMANN, The Nurseries. Erfurt.

SEEDLINGS. — Immense quantities of
Thorns, Scotch Firs, Alder, Birch, S:c,, for transplanting

and in strong plants. Apply to
Messrs. LEVAVASSEUR and SONS, Nurserymen. Ussy,

Calvados, France.

FRUITING PLANTS of PEACHE.S,
NECTARINES, APRICOTS, and GRAPE VINES, a

large and fine stock, now offered for Sale,

THOMAS RIVEKS and SON. Sawhridgeworth, Herts.

Healtby Plants In Pots of

LILIUM AURATUM, the Golden-Rayed
Japanese Lily, per dozen. 185,, 24J. , and 30.1.

BARR AND SUGDEN, 12, King Street. Covent Garden, W.C.

THE ORCHARD HOUSES of THOMAS
RIVERS AND SON are now in full fruit, and can be
any t

Sawhridgeworth, Hei

cHOICE FERNS.—Gleichenia dichotoma,
\s. td. each, and upwards ; Gleichenia dicarpa and
, 5^. each, and upwards. Special LIST of other

jd''^J.'^''b'iRKENHEAD, Fern Nursery, Sale, near

STRAWBERRY RUNNERS, in pots and
from open ground. A large and fine Stock now ready.

CATALOGUES on application.

THOMAS RIVERS and SON. Sawhridgeworth, Herts

pAMELLIA and AZALEA STOCKS.—
V-^ A few thousands, in small pots, fit for immediate work-
ing, for Sale.

CHARLES B. SAUNDERS. Nurseryman. Jersey.

pHARLES TURNER is now prepared to
^<-^ supply strong runners of all the established varieties, as

well as several little known but excellent kinds. For full

descriptions, see Charles Turner's LIST, which may be had
post-free on application.

The Royal Nurseries. Slough.

WANTED, a few thousand Cuttings of
VESUVIUS GERANIUMS.—State lowest price for

R. and F. ALLUM, Nurserymen, Tamworth.

WANTED, well-grown healthy
PYRAMIDAL ORANGE TREES, in Fruit, 3 feet

high, in t2-inch pots.

Messrs. LITTLE and BALLANTYNE, Knowefield
Nurseries, Carlisle.

ANTED, SEA BUCKTHORN
(Hippophre rhamnoides), in large quantities. Send

price and particulars to

W. H., Gardeners' Chronicle Office, W.C.

JULES DE COCK, Nurseryman, Ghent,
Belgium, offers AZALEA INDICA of all sizes,

AZALEA MOLLIS and A. PONTICA, CAMELLIAS,
CHRISTMAS ROSES, DEUTZIA GRACILIS. DIELY-
TRA SPECTABILIS. LILY of the VALLEY, SP1R7EA
JAPONICA. PALMS for Table use, DRAC/ENAS, FERNS,
and YUCCA VARIEGATA. Catalogues free on application.

Clianthus Bampieri Seed.
Tu THE TRADE.

URST AND SON beg to offer New Seed ot

CLIANTHUS DAMPIERI, in fine condition. 1 rice

application.

6, Leadenhall Street, London, E.C.

H
To the Trade Only.

DUTCH BULBS at DUTCH PRICES.—
Hyacinths, Tulips. Crocus, Narcissus, Begonias, Christ-

mas Roses, Gloxinias, Caladiums, Novelties in Bulbs and Roots,

Anemone fulgcns, Snowdrops, &c. Quality extra. Prices

low. Catalogue on application to

F. SANDER AND CO., Seed Growers, St. Albans.

ORCHIDS.—Thousands of choice Orchids,
from Assam, Brazil, the West Indies, and from the cool

mountain ranges of Columbia, carefully selected by the

Travellers of the New Plant and Bulb Company. Lion Walk,
Colchester, have arrived in fine masses and in excellent condition.

Orchid Growers are respectfully requested to make an early

application, so as to secure the strongest pieces.

To Amateur Strawberry Growers.

RUNNERS, strong and well rooted, are
now ready, from H. de Thury, President, Sir J. Paxton.

and British Queen—four of the best varieties in cultivation.

Price List on application. Sample Box of Plants, post-free, ij.

Manual on Strawberry Culture, 6d.

W. LOVELL. Strawberry Grower, Weaverthorpe, York.

BMALLER begs to announce that his
• Stock of ERICAS, SOLANUMS, BOUVARDIAS,

CAMELLIAS, AZALEAS, ADIANTUM CUNEATUM,
GREVILLEAS, FICUS ELASTICA, PALMS, VINES, &c..
is very extensive, and in excellent condition this season. The
usual Trade Sale will be held in September. An inspection is

respectfully solicited.

Burnt Ash Nursery, Lee, S.E.

MR. GEORGE BUNYARD, Horticul-
TLfRAL Valuer, Nurseryman, Seedsman, and

Florist (of the firm of Thomas Bunyard & Sons), Maidstone,
Kent. Valuations made for Probate, Partnership, Incoming or
Outgoing Tenants, or other purposes. Terms on application.

5000 English-grown
CAMELLIAS and AZALEAS,

ranging from i to 6 feet high, set with buds, in large or
small quantities to suit purchasers.
CATALOGUES and Prices on application. Special terms

to the Trade.
HENRY WALTON, Edge End Nurseries, Brierfield, near

Burnley, Lancashire.

STRAWBERRIES.— The fact of my
being situated in the midst of hundreds of acres of all the

best and most profitable kinds enables me to offer unusually

fine plants, and perfectly true to name. All those who wish to

grow for gain should have the Kentish well-known varieties.

CATALOGUE, with valuable information, post-free.

H. CANNELL, Swanley, Kent.

TREE FERN.— Dicksonia antarctica, height

CINERARIAS.—About i coo strong seedling
plants to be sold cheap, in one or more lots. From

selected plants, many Blues. Very strong plants, td. per dozen,
not less than ten-dozen lot.

R. SMITH, Kenward Gardens, Yalding. Maidstone, Kent.

R
Deutzla gracilis and Cupressus macrocarpa.
AND G. NEAL have the above to offer in

Sample and price on applic

The Nu , Wandsworth Coi . S.W.

QTRAWBERRY PLANTS.—Strong andO well-rooted Runners can be had of the following sons ;—
James Veitch, Sir Joseph Paxton, Eleanor, and British Queen.
The fruic from the British Queen has been pronounced the
finest in the market. Price List on application.

A. WHITEHEAD, Oakwood. Chislehurst,

RIED FLOWERS, GRASSES, MOSS,
IMMORTELLES, BOUQUETS, WREATHS,

BASKETS, cheap, in finest quality. Price Lists on application.

N. BOETTNER, Romhild, Germany.

1HINESE PRIMULAS, \s. per dozen;
CINERARIAS. 31. per too.

A. AND E. BUNGEROTH, Woolton. near Liverpool.

BEGONIA SEED—Saved from e.\ceedingly
beautiful varieties of the handsonie-flowered tuberous-

rooted section. The flowers have been carefully fertilised, so
that splendid new kinds may be.expected from this seed. is. 6d.

and 2S. 6d. per packet.

PRIMULA, CINERARIA, and CALCEOLARIA, from
Prize Strains, the best that can be purchased, each at is. 6d. and

6d per packet.

c
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SALES BY AUCTION.
Dutcb BulbE.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 38. King Street,

Covent Garden. W.C. on MONDAY, September 1, at half-

oast 12 o'clock precisely, HYACINTHS, TULIPS,
CROCUSES, NARCISSUS, JONQUILS. IRIS, SNOW-
CROPS, and other BULBS, just received from well-known

farms in Holland, lotted to suit private buyers and the trade.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Dutch Bulbs.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTION, at his Great Rooms. ^^, King Street.

Covent Garden, W.C, on WEDNESDAY, September 4.

at half-past 12 o'clock precisely. 14 Cases (570 Lots) of

HYACINTHS, TULIPS. CROCUSES, NARCISSUS,
JONQUILS, IRIS, SNOWDROPS, and other BULBS,
just airived from well-known farms in Holland, lotted to suit

private buyers and the Trade.
On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Ferns, Orclilds, and Specimen Stove and Greenhouse
PLANTS

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTION at his Great Rooms. 38. King Street,

Covent Garden. W.C, on THURSDAY, September 5, at

half-p.ast 12 o'clock precisely, a quantity of SPECIMEN
PLANTS of very fine and distinct varieties of BRITISH
FERNS, suitable for exhibition, from the well-known collection

of the late Mr, Sim, of Foots Cray : also an importation of

NEW ZEALAND FERNS: a collection of ESTABLISHED
ORCHIDS, comprising many rare and valuable sorts : eleven

varieties of PITCHER-PLANTS: an importation of a new
DENDROBIUM from New Guinea ; a collection of SPECI-
MEN PLANTS for Table Decoration : and a collection of

STOVE and GREENHOUSE PLANTS, the property of a

Gentleman changing his residence.

On view morninE of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Botanical Books.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 38. King Street.

Covent Garden. W.C. on FRIDAY. September 6. at half-

past 12 o'clock precisely, a small Library of BOTANICAL
BOOKS, including works by Lindley, Curtis, Paxton, R.
Sweet, I. E. Smith, Sydenham Edwards, Hooker, Loudon and
other authors.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Odontoglossum Texillarium.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTION, at his Great Rooms. 38, King Streer,

Covent Garden, W.C. on TUESDAY. September 10, at half-

past 12 o'clock precisely, by order of Messrs. Hugh Low and
Co., a quantity of ODONTOGLOSSUM VEXILLARIUM.
strong plants of CATTLEYA GIG AS, CATTLEYA LODDI-
GESI or HARRISONIjE. BURLINGTONIAS, and other

choice Orchids, just received. At the same time will be offered

two plants of MASDEVALLIA BELLA, described by Pro-

fessor Reichenbach in Gardetters' Chronicle, June 8 : MAS-
DEVALLIA HYP0DISCU3, described in G<irdeiters

Chronicle, August 24 ; established plants of PHAL^ENOPSIS
SCHILLERIANA, p. LUDDEMANNIANA, CATTLEYA
DOVVIANA, ODONTOGLOSSUM SCHLEIPPERI, &c.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Auction Mart, Tokenhouse Yard, London, EC.
Opposite the Bank of England.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
announce that GREAT UNRESERVED SALES of

DUTCH FLOWER ROOTS of the finest quality, consisting

of the choicest varieties of double and single HYACINTHS,
TULIPS, NARCISSUS, JONQUILS, SNOWDROPS, &c.,

lotted to suit the trade and private buyers, will take place

EVERY MONDAY, commencing September 9 and ending
December g.

N.B. Messrs. P. & M. will have great pleasure in executing
commissions for Gentlemen who cannot attend the Sales.

Horticultural Auctioneers, 98. Gracechurch Street, E.G., and
Leytonstone, E.

Lea Bridge Nurseries, Lea Bridge Road, Leyton,
Essex.—Three Days' Sale.

EXTENSIVE ANNUAL SALE of WINTER-FLOWER-
ING HEATHS, &c.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
are instructed by Mr. John Eraser to SELL by

auction, on the Premises, on WEDNESDAY, Sep-
tember II, and two FOLLOWING DAYS, at 11 for

12 o'clock precisely each day, 25.000 WINTER-BLOOMING
HEATHS, remarkably well grown, and including about Sooo
hyemalis, 4000 gracilis, 500 Wilmoreana, large quantities of
grandinosa, Cavendishii, ventricosa, and other excellent varie-

ties : 4000 Eijacris of the choicest kinds, 2000 Cyclamen persi-

cum, 300 Genista fragrans, Bouvardias and Gardenias of sorts,

Lapagerias. Azalea indica. Tea-scented and other Roses.
Solanum capsicastrum in berry, a quantity of miscellaneous

Greenhouse Plants, including strong Chrysanthemums : also

about 20,000 healthy young Erica hyemalis, and 2500 strong
Epacris in small pots for growing on.

May now be viewed : Catalogues had on the Premises, and
of the Auctioneers, 98, Gracechurch Street, E.C, and Leyton-

Upper Halliford, Middlesez.
Near railway station, adjoining the line, and about midway
between the River 'I'hames and Kempton Park R.acecourse.

A MOST ADVANTAGEOUS SPECULATION.

MR. WOODS has been instructed by the
Executors to SELL by AUCTION, at the Mart,

London, on MONDAY, September 9, at 2 o'clock (unless a suit-

able offer is made privately in the interim), a valuable, newly built,

long LEASEHOLD RESIDENCE—two reception, five bed-
rooms and offices. Farmyard, Two Cottages, and 35 acres of first-

class LAND, part arable, part meadow, and part fruit plantation

—now worked as a farm and market garden, but ripe for con-
version into a fine building estate, being held direct from the
freeholder for nearly ninety-nine years, at the very low ground
rent of ;£6 lOJ. per acre.

May be viewed, and particulars obtained of Messrs.
FARNELL and BRIGGS, Solicitors, Isleworth ; and of Mr.
WOODS, Auctioneer. Hounslow.

TO LET, from Michaelmas next, a MARKET
GARDEN (Walled)—about 2;< acres, with a Gardeners'

Residence. Stable, Piggeries. &c. At Great Lodge Farm,
within 2 miles of Tunbridge Wells.—For particulars and orders
to view, apply to

The TOWN CLERK, Tunbridge Wells.

For Real Amateur Gardeners.

TO BE LET by the YEAR or on LEASE,
near Carisbrooke, Isle of Wight, a TWELVE-ROOM ED

HOUSE in perfect repair, with Kitchens and usual Offices,

Coach-house, and Stables. The Grounds are large and
productive, and on them are some Trees of an unusal size. They
contain large Lawns, Shrubberies, &c,. Kitchen Garden, large

Conservatory, Greenhouse, two Forcing Houses. Pits, and a

long Fruit Wall ; also a very large Run for Poultry. There are

two Pumps and a small Pond on the premises. 'Ihe whole has

been managed by the proprietor, who is an amateur Gardener,

during the last fourteen years.

For particulars apply to the OWNER (who courts personal

inspection of the premises), Millbrook House, near Newport,
Isle of Wight^

West Of England.—(4446.)

Situate on the confines of an important and most thriving town.

FOR DISPOSAL, an extensive and well-
known NURSERY. SEED, and FLORIST'S BUSI-

NESS, which has been in existence for upwards of a century

and a half. The Grounds cover an area of about 30 acres,

and comprise a convenient detached Dwelling-house, Seed-

shop, several extensive ranges of Glass, containing altogeiher

about ss.ooo feet super, fitted with all the modern appliances,

and offering unusual facilities for turning out enormous quantities

of Stock: commodious Outbuildings, and every requisite for

doing a very large trade. Well selected and beautifully grown
stock. Extremely productive soil. A certain portion of the

Stock would have to be taken by v.aluation, but the Vendor
would be prepared to Sell a considerable quantity by Auction.

No charge for Goodwill. Satisfactory reasons can be given for

relinquishing the business.

Rent and further particulars may be had from Messrs.

PROTHEROE and MORRIS, Horticultural Auctioneers and
Agents, 9S. Gracechurch Street, London, E.C

Corn, Flour, and Seed Trade.

WANTED, about 20 or 30 miles from
London. PREMISES adapted to the above business.

STABLING and STORAGE ROOM necessary. A moderate
Premium would be given for an established business that will

bear the strictest investigation. Send full particulars to

Mr. L., 260. Cornwall Road. Kensington Park, W.

To tne Trade.
NEW ENGLISH SOWING RAPE SEED.

HAND F. SHARPE have just secured fine

• samples of the above Seed, and are prepared to make
special offers to the Trade at reduced prices, which may be had
(with sample) on application.

Fine Samples WHITE MUSTARD. Prices (with samples)

may be had on application.

Seed Cirowing Establishment. Wisbech.

Hyacinths, Tulips, and Other Dutch Bulbs.

BUDDENBORG BROS., Hillegom, Haar-
lem, Holland, Wholesale CATALOGUE of the above

now ready, and may be had of

Messrs. R. SILBERRAD and SON, is. Harp Lane, Great
Tower Street, London, E.C.

Bulbs of all Kinds.

THE GENERAL AUTUMN CATALOGUE
of the New Plant and Bulb Company. Lion Walk,

Colchester, containing some splendid new Lilies, Tulips,

Freesias, Iris. Crocus. S:c, will be ready in a few days.

EWING AND CO. forward gratis and post
free to applicants. CATALOGUES of their extensive an

well-grown stock of Standard and| Dwarf Roses, Pot Rose!

Clematises, Vines, Fruit Trees, Ornamental Trees, and Conlfera

The Royal Norfolk Nurseries, Newmarket Road, Eaton, nea

Norwich.

Hyacinths, Tulips, &c.

BUTLER, MCCULLOCH and CO.'S
CATALOGUE of the above is now ready, which also

contains a copious list of Garden Necessaries and Culinary

Requisites. Sent free and post-paid to all parts of the world.

Covent Garden Market, London, W.C.—Established upwards
of a century^

MINIER, NASH, AND CO.'S
CATALOGUE of HYACINTHS and other FLOWER

ROOTS is now ready, and may be had on application.

Friends who have not received a copy will please write.

Liberal Discount for large Orders.

60, Strand, London. W.C.

CATALOGUES.— His Excellency Pierre
Wolkenstein will feel greatly obliged if Nurserymen and

Seedsmen will kindly send him their Catalogues. They should

be forwarded (by post) to

S. E. PIERRE WOLKENSTEIN. Secre'taire de la Socl^te'

Imperiale d'Horticulture de Russie. St. Petersburg.WATKINS AND SIMPSON beg to state
that their wholesale CATALOGUE of Dutch, English

and other Flowering Bulbs is now ready, and has been posted
to all their customers ; any one not having received same, will

oblige by letting their know. They also wish to draw special

attention to their Snowdrops, Narciss, Lily of the Valley, clumps
and single crowns ; American Tuberoses ; Lilies, Scailet,

Martagon, and Orange, &c.
Special quotations for quantities on application.

1, Savoy Hill. Strand, W.C.

Annual A B. C. Bulb Guide.

THOMAS S. WARE has much pleasure in
announcing that the present year's issue of the above is

now ready, and will be posted free on application. It includes

complete collections of Liiiums, Narcissus, Gladiolus, Iris, and
numerous other families ; also selections of Bamboos and Orna-
mental Grasses, Aquatic and Bog Plants, Herbs, &c. ; and a
fine collection of Hardy Orchids, to which is added a few choice

Perennials, adapted for present planting.

Hale Farm Nurseries, Tottenham, London.

DUTCH FLOWER ROOTS.—Now ready,
our ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE of Dutch Flower

Roots, Roses, Fruit Trees. &c., containing forty-eight pages
imperial size of beautifully illustrated letterpress, with new and
original articles on Flower Roots and their Uses, the cultivation

of Hyacinths, Tulips, &c., and a superbly finished coloured
plate. This will be found the most useful, the cheapest and
best Bulb Catalogue ever sent out, and should be read by all

purchasers of flower roots before ordering. Price dd. post-free ;

gratis to customers and intending purchasers.

DANIELS BROTHERS, The Royal Norfolk Seed Esta-
blishment, Norwich.

Great Eastern Railway Company.
DUTCH LJULBS.

THE GREAT EASTERN RAILWAY
COMPANY have now made special arrangements for the

conveyance of Bulbs and Roots from Holland at a rate of 25^.

per ton from Rollerdam to London, includmg delivery within
the ordinary cartage limits. Traffic sent by this service will

usually be delivered in London on the second day after shipment
in Rotterdam. The Company have also instituted an Express
Service for the carriage of Bulbs from Rotterdam to London at
i,$s. per ton, including delivery within the usual cartage limits,

ihe Company guarantee delivery (against forfeiture of freight)
the day after shipment in Rotterdam, the act of God alone
excepted. The Company are prepared to quote throughout
Rates from any town in Holland to any town in England. The
Bulbs should be consigned to the Company's Agents, Messrs.
Hudig & Pieters, Rotterdam, to whom full instructions (stating

whether the Bulbs are to be forwarded by ordinary or express
train) must also be sent. Senders are requested to address their

cases in full, and to mark them " Bulbs *" in large letters, so as to

avoid the possibility of error or delay.

For further information, address The CONTINENTAL
DEPARTMENT. Liverpool Street Station, London. E.C.

Park and Other Bedding.

H CANNELL has large quantities of all
• those seen in the most choice designs, supplied either

as Cuttings or Plants, now very cheap. CATALOGUES post-
free. Swanley, Kent.

TODEAS.— Healthy young plants of T.
superba and T. hymenophylloides (pellucida), free and

safe by post. is. 6d. each for prepayment. Trade price (low)
per 100. or lesser quantities, on application.

i ROBERT SIM, Sidcup Hill Nursery, Foot's Cray, Kent.

Bulbs for the Season.

pHARLES TURNER'S consignments of the
V_^ above have arrived in fine condition. The roots are
remarkably sound, and early orders are respectfully solicited.

CATALOGUES post-free on application.
The Royal Nurseries, Slough.

"~~~
" To the Trade.

ARALIA SIEBOLDII, very fine plants, in
small 48 pots, at 6^. per dozen, or 40J. per 100.

CLEMATIS JACKMANNl, and other fine kinds, at Sos.

Wm. WOOD AND SON. The Nurseries, Maresfield,
Uckfield. Sussex.

Vines—Vines—Vines.

J COWAN, The Vineyard, Garston, near
• Liverpool, is now offering a large and splendid stock of

strong, short-jointed, and thoroughly ripened GRAPE VINES,
suitable for fruiting in pots and planting Vineries. Catalogues
free. The Trade supplied.

HE BEST STRAWBERRY FOR ALL
PURPOSES.—Short's EUREKA, the best for Forcing

and Exhibition. Short's Eureka, the best for Dessert and
Preserving. Short's Eureka, the best for Market and "rravelling.

T

To the Trade.

p WHITEHOUSE, Brereton Nursery,
y~J • Rugeley, has to offer nice, straight, young, healthy
HOLLIES, two years transplanted, good fibrous roots, 12 to
20 inches, most of them suitable for working, at los. per 100.
Also fine one-year Seedling Hollies, at 5^. per 1000, for Cash.
Now is a fine time to plant them.

Budded Camellias, Azaleas, Palms, &c.

MR. A. VAN GEERT begs to intimate to
his friends and patrons that his stock of the above is of

usual excellence and ready for delivery at once. Also Ghent
Azaleas, Azalea mollis. Spiraeas. Lily of the Valley. Rhododen-
drons, and Ferns for furnishing, are of the very best quality.
The whole at the most reasonsible charges.

Wholesale prices on application.
A. VAN GEERT, Continental Nurseries, Ghent, Belgium.

sUTTON'S CHOICE STRAINS
FLORIST'S FLOWERS, POST-FREE.

OF
CALCEOLARIA, Sutton"

Perfection, 51. and
per packet.

CINERARIA, J

Superb, ^s. and -zs.

packet.

The Que

PRIMULA. Su

packet.
CYCLAMEN, Sutton's Gi

ganteum, 5J. and 2i. 6d
per packet.

Seedsmen, Reading.FOR FORCING.
SPIR^A JAPONICA. 20s. per roo.

PALMATA. 55J. per loo.
By 100 or 1000. An immense stock, finely ripened. Smaller
palmatas, for planting, loj. 6</., 151., and aot. per 100. Extra
large clumps at moderate prices.

ROSE QUEEN OF BEDDERS,
Booked for autumn, 12s. per dozen, 75J, per 100.

CHARLES NOBLE, Bagshot.

Dracaenas and Tree Carnations.

HENRY JAMES has first-class Plants of
the above to ofTer at low prices for cash with order.

Dracaenas, finely coloured, in the well-known decorative
varieties, Cooperii, terminalis, Guilfoylei, Hibbertii, ferrea and
braziliensis, at 245 and 305. per dozen. Tree Carnations in
the best leading kinds, including large quantities of La Belle,
the best white, at \2s. and 155. per dozen.

Castle Nursery, Lower Norwood, S.E.

Hyacinths, Tulips, Crocuses, &c.

WM. CUTBUSH AND SON beg to announce
that ihey have received their first consignment of the

above, in splendid condition. Wm. Cutdush & Son having
again obtained all the First Prizes for Hyacinths, &c., proves
that their selection is superior in quality to those offered by
many other houses. CataJogues post-free on application.

Highgate. London, N., and Barnet. Herts.

The New
PRIMULA SINENSIS COMPACTA

GRANDIFLORA.-The finest and largest new double
white-fringed Primrose extant, of exceedingly sturdy and robust
habit.

Opinion of Mr. Wills :—" T/u- best white flower for
bouquets." Price £6 6s. per dozen.
A. VAN GEERT, Continental Nurseries, Ghent, Belgium.
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DUTCH FLOV/ER ROOTS.

James Veitch & Sons
EF.G TO ANNOUNCE THAT THEY HAVE RECEIVED THEIR

ANNUAL SUPPLY of HYACINTHS and other BULBOUS ROOTS
From HOLLAND,

And are pleased to say that they are in splendid condition.

CATALOGUES, 11111strated with upwards of Sixty Woodcuts, are no%u ready, and will be

forwarded, postfree, on application.

ROYAL EXOTIC NURSERY, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, S.W.

COUIT BEAZZA'S lEAPOLITAI VIOLETS
(BLUE AND WHITE).

Blooms rounder and larger than any variety in cultivation.

Colours^ Dark Blue and perfectly White. Thefinest of all varietiesfor Biittotihole Bouquets,

Gardeners' Chronicle,

April 6, 1S7S.

" Some time since, through
the kind intervention of the
Marquis Corti-SalviatJ, we
received specimens of Nea-
politan Violets, blue and
white, from Count Savorgnan
di Brazza, of Soleschiano, near
Udine, about midway between
Venice and Trieste, at the
head of the Adriatic. As these
much excelled all similar
Violets which we had seen.
we sought permission to have
some of them engraved, and
the illustration now given
(% 74. P- 433) gives a fair

idea of their size and regu-
I.irity of form, and this at the
end of the flowering season
In January and February the
blooms are yet finer. The
plant is of very sturdy robust
hahit, with fine bold foliage
and a profusion of flowers."

Plants, with Instructions,

will be ready for delivery from

Of the white variety, there

are no more plants at disposal,

but orders can be booked for

them for the flowering season
of 1879.

Plants of the blue variety at

the following rates :

—

18s. per dozen.

10s, 6d, per half dozen.

Carriage free from Udine
to London wJten tzuo dozen or
icp^vards are ordered.

Apply to the GARDENER of the Count Filippo Savorg-nan di Brazza, tTDINE, Italy.

Remittances to be meide per post to the A^^ent of the Count Savorgnan di Brazza.

SPECIMEN HARDY FERNS.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at his Great

Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C, on THURSDAY, September 5, at

half-past 12 o'clock precisely, a quantity of SPECIMEN PLANTS of very fine and distinct

varieties of BRITISH FERNS, suitable for exhibition, from the well-known collection of the

late Mr. Sim, of Foots Cray. Also an importation of NEW ZEALAND FERNS, &c.

On view morning oj Sale, ana Catalogues had.

AUCTION ROOMS AND OFFICES, 38, KING STREET, COVENT GARDEN,

LONDON, W.C.

STRAWBERRY PLANTS.—Well rooted
strong runners of following varieties, purchaser's selection,

31. 6d. per loo, our selection, ^s. 6J. per loo, 20s. per 1000,

true to name ;—Aromatic, Amateur, British Queen, Bicton Pine,

Black Prince, Cornucopia, Comte de Zans, Crimson Queen,
Comtede Paris. Dr. Hogg, Duke of Edinburgh, Elton P.ne,

Eleanor, Exquisite, Early Prolific, Enchantress, Eliza,

Garibaldi. John Powell, Grosse Sucrce, Oscar, Marguerite,

Lucas, Prince Arthur, Prince of Wales. President. Premier,

Royalty, Sir C. Napier. Sir J. Paxton, Sabreur, Scarlet Pure,

Souvenir de Kieff, Stirling Castle, Traveller, The Countess,

Vicomtesse deThury, Unstr Fritz, Wonderful, W. J. Nicholson.

Not less than twenty-five of a sort supplied at 100 rate ; 100

plants in twenty sorts. 5^. : 100 in fifty sorts. 71.

WM. CLIBRAN AND SON. Oldfield Nursery, Altrlncham.

To the Trade.

CVUYLSTEKE, Nurseryman, Loochristy,
• near Ghent, Belgium, has to offer a splendid stock of

fine, healthy, abundantly-budded plants at the following

100 CAMELLIAS, budded, named, imbricated, at £s. £6,
£7. and £S.

ICO AZALEA INDICA, budded, named, nice crowns, at £4,
£5, £6. £S. and £ii.

loD AZALEA MOLLIS, budded, named, very bushy, at £S,
;^io, ;£;r2. and j<;i6.

100 GHENT AZALEAS, hardy, budded, named, very bushy,
at £4, £5. £6. and £S.

100 KALMIA LATIFOHA, nice flat-shaped crowns, £4. £s,
and £6.

100 BEGONIAS, bulbous, new short brilliant sorts, at £2.
toco SPIR/EA JAPONICA, colossal clumps, at iCl!.

A priced descriptive Catalogue may be had on application

to Messrs. R. SILBERRAD and SON, 15, Harp L.ane, Great
Tower Street. London, E.C.

JAPERS, Nurseryman, Loochristy, near
• Ghent, Belgium, offers the following splendid stock of

healthy, well-shaped, and richly-budded Plants :
—

CAMELLIAS, at £s, £6, £j, and £s per too.

CAMELLIAS, very large, at 2s., ^s., and 4s. each.
AZALEAS, Indian, £s, £6, £t, and £S per 100.

AZALEAS, large Indian, at 2S., 2S. 6d., ^s., and 4s. each.
AZALEA MOLLIS, from seed, at £s. £6, £j, and £S per 100.

AZALEAS, hardy Ghent, at £4, £5, £6, £j, and £S per 100.

Larger. 2S.. 3^, . and 4s. each.

RHODODENDRONS, at £6, £7. £3, and £12 per too.
Larger, 3r., 4s.. 5J., and 6s. each.

The DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE may be had on
application to

SON, IS, Harp Lane, Great

LAMIUM MACULATUM AUREUM,
33J. per 100.

In the Re^me del'Horticulture Beige et EtraHgere oi k\>ri\ r,

1877, Mr. Edward Pynaert gives a coloured plate of this beau-
tiful perennial, and says :

—"The Lamium maculatum aureum
has about the same colour, the same regular growth, as the
Pyrethrum parthenifolium aureum, which is generally used for

carpet bedding, but is to be preferred to Pyrethrum. because of
its being perfectly hardy and keeping its beautiful foliage in

HARDY PERENNIALS suitable for WINTER CARPET-
BEDDING.

. per Sedum,in many sorts, q^s. per

Stellerian,

1 Eieberste;

25J.

Dactylis glomerata fol.

var.,25i. per 10
Festuca glauca, 251. per
Lamium maculatum

331. per 100.

Mentha piperita fil. arg.

175. per 100.

baxifraga. in many sorts,

CYCLAMEN PERSICUM FL. ROSED, strongroots ful

ot flower-buds, all thrown in pots, 25J. to 675', per 100.

Ordeis to the amount of ^a free throughout Great Britain.

A. M. C. JONGKINDT CONINCK. Tottenha;
Dedemsvaart, near Zwolle, Netherlands.

Sempervivum, in many sorts,

Stachys lanala, lOJ. per

Thymus citriodorus fol. aureo-
mag., gs. per 100.

Thymus lanugmosus, gs. per

Thymus montanus albus, gs.

oer 100.

Trifolii

JOSEPH BAUMANN, Nurseryman, Ghent,
^ Belgium, begs to offer :

—

100 AZALEAS, Indian, named best sorts, with flower-buds,

£4, £i. £b. £i. £12.
100 AZALEAS, Indian, Stocks, i8r.

100 AZALEAS, hardy Ghent, named best sorts, with flower-
buds, £4 £5, £6, £%, £\2 and ;(£;4o.

TOO AZALEAS, hardy, mollis (Van Houtte's), named, eighteen
sorts, with flower-buds, ;C8, j^t2, £\i, ;^2o

100 AZALEAS, hardy, mollis seedlings, with flower-buds, £3,
loo CAMELLIAS, alba-plena, with flower-buds, £i. £%.
loo CAMELLIAS, alba-plena, without flower-buds, £4^

£$. £6-
100 CAMELLIAS, named, best sorts, with flower-buds, £6,

^8, ,^12.

100 CAMELLIAS, named, best sorts, without flower-buds,
£4. £5. £6. £12.

00 CAIMELLIAS. Stocks. £1, £1 loi.

100 LILIUM LANCIFOLIUM RUBRUM. /;2, £2 IM.
100 LILIUM LANCIFOLIUM ALBUM, £2, £2 los.
100 SPIR,«A JAPONICA, isr., £1.
100 OTAHEITE ORANGES, £%. £4, £s.
100 OTAHEITE ORANGES, with fruit, £s, £6. £7.
100 CHIMONANTHUS FRAGRANS, i-yr. seedhngs, £x.
100 CHIMONANTHUS FRAGRANS, 2-yr. seedlings, £2.
12 CHIMONANTHUS FRAGRANS, i-yr. cuttings, 12s.

LAURUS NOBILIS. the finest in Belgium.
Rhododendrons, Viburnum Tmus, Roses, Phormiums,

Paionies, Myrthus flore-plena. Ilex, Thuja aurea. Thuja
semper-aurea, and Araucaria Joseph Napoleon Baumann, the
finest of all.

;Rl CHARD SMITH;;
V©:. Worcester.'©

QTRAWBERRIES.— Strong plants of the
^-J leading sorts can be supplied from the open ground
after July 15. at 55. per 100. See Descriptive FRUIT LIST,
to be had on application.

RICHARD SMITH and CO., Nurserymen, Worcester.
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G EO. J ACKM AN <& SON,
(Established 1810,

)

Cultivators of

FRUIT and FOREST TREES,
Evergreen and Flowering

TREES and SHRUBS,
ROSES, RHODODENDRONS,
Conifers and Hardy Climbers.

THE CLEMATIS

Descriptive Priced Catalogues free.

-WOKIITO NTTRSEBY, STTBBEY.

B. S. V^^ILLIAMS'
NEW AND CHOICE

CYCLAMEN SEED
FOR IMMEDIATE SOWING.

CYCLAMEN PERSICUM, Williams' Superb
Strain, per packet, 5^., 35. 6d., zs. 6d., and is. 6d.

From Mr. G. BoNE, Gardener, Hingham. yanuary 2, 1878.

" Sir.—The Cyclamen seed supplied by you have turned out
splendid. They have been admired by all that have seen them."

CYCLAMEN PERSICUM GIGANTEUM.—
The flowers of this splendid new giant variety measure
from a to 2;4 inches in length, colour pure white,

fine bold violet-purple eye- Per packet, ss. and s 6d.

New Plant and Bulb Catalogues

AV:t. ready, post-free.

VICTORIA and PARADISE NURSERIES,
UPPER HOLLOWAY, LONDON. N.

DUTCH BULBS
AT

GROWERS' PRICES.

THE QUEEN'S SEEDSMEN,

HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.

HYACINTHS-HYACINTHS-HYACINTHS.

SPECIAL NOTICE TO ADVERTISERS.

GARDENERS' CHRONICLE
For SATURDAY NEXT, September 7, will contain a

COLOURED PLATE OF "CHOICE HYACINTHS."

Application for space skotdd be sent in as early as possible.

W. RICHARDS, 41, WELLINGTON STREET, STRAND, W.C.

hyacimss, tulips, am othee bulbs.

Wm. Paul & Son
BEG TO ANNOUNCE THAT THEIR

NEW CATALOGUE of HYACINTHS, TULIPS, and other

BULBS, CAMELLIAS, AZALEAS, &c.,

Is now ready, and will be sent, post-free, on application.

Collections of Bulbs from 10s. 6d. to 84s.

A CHOICE COLLECTION OF CAMELLIAS,
3o.r. per dozen and upwards.

SPECIMEN CAMELLIAS from One to Thirty Guineas each.

" Hyacinths formed the most important feature of the show, the
principal exhibitor being Mr. William Paul, of Waltham Cross, who
was far in advance of any other in the size and beauty of the noble
spikes which he placed in competition."

—

Journal of Horticulture.

" Hyacinths were again the main feature, Mr. WiUiam Paul taking
first prize with a collection that were as near absolute perfection as in
the present state of our knowledge we can imagine."— GardcJiers'
Chronicle.

It IS due to Mr William Paul's wonderful group of Hyacinths that a tribute should be borne here to their

[icomparable qualitj — Tlie Florist.

PAUL'S NURSERIES and SEED WAREHOUSE,
WALTHAM CROSS, HERTS.

DUTCH FLO^VER ROOTS.

B. S. Williams
BEGS TO ANNOUNCE THAT HE HAS RECEIVED HIS ANNUAL IMPORTATION OF

HYACINTHS, TULIPS, CROCUS, NARCISSUS,
And other BULBOUS ROOTS, in splendid condition.

ALSO FOR EARLY FORCING,

Roman Hyacinths, Jonquils, Double Roman and Paper-white Narcissus,

Double and Single Snowdrops, Scilla sibirica, &c,

CATALOGUES, containing a Select List of the above, are now ready

;

Also of NEW PLANTS, FRUIT TREES, ROSES, &c.

GRATIS AND POST-FREE TO ALL APPLICANTS.

VICTORIA AND PARADISE NURSERIES, UPPER HOLLOWAY, LONDON, N.
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CHOICE COLLECTIONS
OF

HYACINTHS,

CROCUS, TULIPS, LILIES,

NARCISSUS, &c.,

CARRIAGE FREE.

WEB B'S
SELECTED BULBS,

FOR

FORCING and EARLY FLOWERING.

EARLY WHITE ROMAN HYACINTHS.
EARLY DUG VAN THOL TULIPS.

EARLY PAPER-WHITE NARCISSUS.

EARLY DOUBLE ROMAN NARCISSUS.

DOUBLE AND SINGLE SNOWDROPS.

For full particulars sec

AVEBB
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be very easily deceived, and the Small Birds'

Preservation Act must be set at naught.

The swifts left our neighbourhood this year

the third week in August. They migrate before

the swallow, but could hardly have left the

country at that early date. H. E.

New Garden Plants.
LiSTROSTAClIVS RINGENS, «. Sp.*

This is a connecting link between the group of L.

ChaiUuana, arcuata, Sedeni, and, on the other hand,
the group of L. filicornis. It is intermediate in all

features between them, and distinct at once from all

scientifically by its short unbeaUed rostellum. The
flowers are yellowish white, standing in a raceme,

3 inches long, one-sided, with triangular recurved

sepals and petals, a lanceolate Hp with a blunt angle

on each side before the mouth of the spur, and a long

wide cylindrical blunt spur i^ inch long. The
leaves are cuneate-oblong, with two blunt lobes at the

apex, widening before it—according to a sketch

3 inches long and i inch broad at the broadest place.

The whole plant is very low, 3 inches high.

I have to thank for a spike and a sketch of the

leaf Iferr Garten-inspector Bouche, of the Botanic

Garden, Neuscho^neberg, near Berlin, who says he
received it from the Cameroons. H. G. jRc/ib.f.

Iris (Pogoniris) balkana, ya«^-rt, ^itoo.t, p. 173.

t

This has now been introduced into cultivation in

this country, and proves to be a distinct species mid-

way between olbiensis and squalens. The following

description is taken from a plant sent by Max
Leichllin, Esq., to the Kew collection, which flowered

in the herbaceous ground the first week in May.
Tufts crowded, the whole plant about a foot high.

Leaves 6—8 to a stem, ensiform, acute, glaucescent,

the outer at the flowering lime 3—4 inches long,

under an inch broad. Flowering-stem 6—9 inches

long, with a single terminal cluster of a couple of

flowers. Spathe-valves deltoid-navicular, green
throughout at the flowering time, 2 inches long,

I ^ inch broad. Pedicel short. Perianth with a cylin-

drical greenish tube i inch long above the ovary

;

limb 2\—3 inches long, dark claret-lilac ; falls obo-

vate-cuncate, i— I^ inch broad, reflexing from low
down, with a dense white beard tipped with lilac ;

standards erect, broad-oblong, with a distinct claw

I^ inch broad, emarginate at the tip, the same colour

as the falls. Branches of the style | inch broad,

white with a lilac keel, I inch long exclusive of their

deltoid crests. Anthers white, as long as the free

filaments. J. G. Baker.

BOLLEA LAWRENCEANA, H. J/S.J

There are few groups which have been enriched

lately so much as the BoUeas and Pescatoreas. Look
in Dr. Lindley's stately collection—two or three. My
herbarium contains eighteen, three of which are un-

published. Without the arroganceof a certain vaH-
dniiim we cannot undertake to judge their position

perhaps as sexual forms, as some people amuse them-
selves in valuing the Selenipedia and Uropedia states

of one another, though they never saw anything of

that kind that would entitle them to do so.

The plant I have the agreeable duty of introducing

to-day is one of the most stately Orchids of the

world, and may be regarded as connecting in some
way Pescatorea bella and BoUea coelestis, and yet it

is a genuine BoUca, and very distinct from both.

The sepals and petals are equal to those of the

largest BoUea coelestis, but they are far more acute,

milk-while, with beautifully yellow tops both sides.

The lip's large callus is bright yellow, as in Bollea

ccelestis, before it darkest violet, white on both sides

of the callus. The column is well hooded as in the

Bolleas, but it has not such strong rounded cheeks

each side, nor has the edges sharp there. It is

whitish violet on both sides, and has a yellow area

on the inferior part of the front side with very few

hairs and a few red spots. The free base of Ihe

Listrostachys rlugcns^ n. sp. — Foliis cuneato-oblongis

obtuse bilobis ; raceino secundo-paucifloro ; bractels triangulis,

ovariis pedicellala longe non aequantibus ; sepalis triangulis

reRexis : tepalis rhombeo-ligulatis reflexis ; labello rhombeo-
anceolato, calcari amplo tiliformi obtuso ovarium pedicellalum

t)lus duplo excedente : rostello abbreviate.—Cameroons. Hort.

feot. Berol ex C. Bouch«. H. G. Rclth.f.

t IrisiPazoniris) «,j«-a«a.—Rhizomate brevi crasso : caule

subpedali bifloro ; foliis 6—8 ensiformibus acutis glauces-

centibus, caule brevioribus : spathse valvis deltoideo^navi-

cularibus viridibus
:

perianlhii tubo supra ovarium pollicari ;

limbi tripollicaris atropurpureo-lilacini segmentis exterioribus

obovato-cuneatis reflexis. dimidio inferiori ad carinam barbatis,

interioribus erectis late oblongis unguiculatis emarginatis ; styli

ramis latis. cristis deltoideis ; antheris filamentis aequilongis,

—

/. Chntntziris var. bal/iaint. Baker, in Gardeners' Chronicle^

1876, p. 648.

\ BoUca Lawrcncetzna^ n. sp.—Omnlno aflinis Bollea ccc-

lesti. Sepalis tepalisque melius acutis ; labello antice multo
iatiori revoluto : columna utrinque sine buccis incrassatis, basi

utrinque semi sagittato parcissime in fronte piloso. Sepala et

tepala allaa apicibus elegantissime violaceis. Labelli callus

flavus, portiones laterales albx, portio antica atroviolacea.

Columna albo-violacea, antice interne flava maculis rufis.

Anthera pallida rufa.

—

Zys/iopetalnm Latvrcnceanunt, Col.

ch. Sir Trevor Lawrence. H. G. Rchb, f.

column on each side the nail of the lip is angulate

semi-sagittate, which is quite peculiar to this ; anther

light red. Thus the plant is very easily recognised.

It would seem that it is unique till now, as there can-

not be the least doubt that any one who had flowered

it would have made a great exclamation of pleasure.

I regard it as by far the best of the whole affinity,

excepting the best Pescatorea Dayana varieties—as

far as I know the species alive. There can scarcely

be a doubt that this is once more one of the

Klabochian discoveries. The plant is stated to be

quite undistinguishable in the leaves from ccelestis.

I have to thank for this beauty Sir Trevor

Lawrence, who twice sent flowers. It is a very great

satisfaction to name the species as I do, in due

acknowledgment of very great merits as an Orchid-

ologist. //. G. Rchb.f.

PEACHES AND NECTARINES
AT CHISWICK.

Some five years ago Mr. Barron planted the south

wall, which forms a portion of the northern boundary

line of the gardens, with Peaches and Nectarines.

At the lime of planting the trees were maidens, and

they are trained in the form of double oblique cordons.

.\ltogelher there are 150 trees, planted 2 feet apart,

making 100 yards run of trees. Many of the varieties

are in duplicate, but there is an excellent assortment,

old and new. They are bearing well this season,

and those interested in such a capital trial will find

much to instruct them. No particular attention has

been given to the trees but what is ordinarily given ;

they were covered with a herring-net in spring when
frost threatened. The trees are now very healthy,

very clean, and carrying vigorous foliage. Such a

comprehensive trial is of great value, and deserves a

record for many reasons, while it serves to illustrate

something of the highly practical work being carried

out at the gardens.

The earliest Peach is Rivers' Early Beatrice. This

was ripe on the open wall on July 20, and was suc-

ceeded by Hale's Early, an American variety. This

was ripe from August 3 to 4 ; the fruit very highly

coloured, good in quality, and it is the first early Peach

that can lay claim to the possession of anything like

quality ; it is an excellent variety for early exhibitions.

Condor (Rivers) is a very free bearing Peach, coming

in just before the Acton Scott, which is an old

standard sort, much larger and of finer quality. This

was ripe on August II, Acton Scott being about two

days later. Early York was ripe on August 12 ; it

is a well-known variety, very fine in colour, and of

good quality. Early Alfred is something similar to

Early York, smaller in size, and as seen here certainly

not so good, and not worthy of cultivation. Early

Silver (Rivers) bears very fine looking and striking

fruit, conspicuous on the wall among all others, the

skin pale, and of a fiery crimson colour ; large in size,

very fair in quality, and a capital exhibition variety.

Cornice de Bourbourg, though announced as a distinct

variety, is in the way of Grosse Mignonne, and so like

it as to be difficult of separation. Belle Imperatrice

is a French Peach, coming in fit for table late in

September ; a large and fine-looking fruit of good

quality. Late Admirable is a well-known variety,

still much grown. Goshawk is a mid-season Peach

of a promising character, but another season's growth

is necessary to estimate its true value. Merlin

(Rivers) is a good-looking large Peach of the Grosse

Mignonne type, and evidently free bearing : a seed-

ling raised by the late Mr. Rivers, marked No. 45,

can be set down as medium-sized, and a very free

bearer. Osprey is a very late variety, its value can be

better determined later on. Magdala has the appear-

ance of a late Bellegarde, very free bearing, and

promises to make a useful mid-season variety. Rivers'

White may be briefly described as a large pale-

coloured late Peach, and a free bearer. Another of

Mr. Rivers' seedlings (No. 40) is a free bearing late

Peach of a pale colour. Early Grosse Mignonne is

such a well-known variety that it simply requires to

be named in this relation. Bellegarde is fruiting well, -

and is one of the best mid-season Peaches grown.

Desse Tardive is a French Peach, the fruit of which

looks very green and uninteresting at present ; it

ripens at the end of September, and is then as highly

coloured as Bellegarde. It is one of the best late

Peaches known, and is not nearly so generally grown

as it deserves to be. It is highly recommended by

Mr. Barron. Van Zandt's Superbe is a strong-grow-

ing late Peach, but is not very free bearing. Royal

George is bearing freely, as is usually the case, but is

somewhat afilicted with mildew, showing its tender

constitution, and is far better suited for indoor culti-

vation than for fruiting in the open air. Exquisite

(Rivers) is a very late Peach, said to be of good

quality, which will be tested later on. Abec is a

medium-sized, highly-coloured Peach, and is occa-

sionally met with in excellent form on the exhibition

table. Stump-the-World, an American variety with

an atrocious name, is a very late variety, and that is

all that need be said about it. The English Galande

appears to be identical with the Bellegarde. Belle

Beauce is like Grosse Mignonne. Noblesse is one of

the finest quality of Peaches grown—that will be

generally admitted, but it succeeds better in a house

than on the open wall. Frogmore Yellow is bearing

a good crop. Raymackers and Malta are very

similar, being very large pale-coloured Peaches, like

Noblesse in appearance. Barrington, one of the

standard late Peaches, is bearing freely. Walbur-

ton Admirable is also a very free bearer, and Late

Admirable may be mentioned as a well-knewn

late Peach. Chevreuse is a Peach in the style of

Royal George. Lord Palmerston is a very large,

late, pale-coloured Peach, that has been highly com-

mended by some cultivators. Crawford's Early is a

handsome yellow-fleshed Peach, very large and attrac-

tive in appearance, and bearing well.

Conspicuous among all the Nectarines stands Lord

Napier (Rivers) for its marked individuality of

character. It is in three different places on the wall,

and is thoroughly good in all. It is the eariiest of all

Nectarines, being ripe about the same time as the

Acton Scott Peach ; the fruit large and very highly

coloured, flesh pale to the stone, and of excellent

quality ; also an enormous bearer. What more can

be said in praise of a Nectarine ? It will stand as an

enduring memorial of the grand old Hertfordshire

pomologist who raised it. Cricket Nectarine is in

the style of Elruge. Pitmaston Orange and Pine-

apple (f'tivers) are both splendid Nectarines, bearing

very freely, but not yet ripe. Elruge is a fine

standard variety, large in size and fine in colour

;

and the same may be said of Violet Hative

;

neither are yet ripe, but, to use a gardening

phrase, they maintain their character well. Dar-

win is a late free-bearing variety of medium

size. This is one of Mr. Rivers' raising. Albert

Victor (Rivers) is very free bearing, large and hand-

some, hke the Stanwick in appearance. Stanwick

Elruge (Rivers) is a very fine Nectarine in appearance,

and the raiser claims for it that it possesses the free

character of the Elruge with the splendid quality of

the Stanwick. The Large Elruge (Rivers) does not

appear to be so large as the ordinary Elruge. Victoria

(Rivers) is very late, and is so excellent in quality that

Mr. Barron regards it as the best Nectarine grown.

The Autumn Rose is quite small in comparison with

others, but it bears very freely, and is a strong grower.

But it is too small ; it really ought to be larger.

Imperatrice is in the style of Violet Hative. Downton

is like Violet Hative in appearance, but a trifle larger;

it is very fine and free bearing. Balgowan is an

old standard variety, now superseded by Lord Napier.

The position is advanced by some fruit cultivators,

that varieties of Peaches having leaf glands are more

robust in character than those destitute of them. The

Noblesse, Royal George, and Early York, are all

varieties without glands, and they are all very much

addicted to mildew, and tenderer in constitution than

those having glands. If it be true that the presence

or absence of glands is related to constitutional vigour,

on what grounds can it be accounted for ? What
economic purposes do the glands serve ? Are they a

kind of outlet by which certain noxious particles or

matters are given out by the plants? R. D.

HARDY STONECROPS: SEDUMS.
The taste for hardy plants is happily reviving, and

plants are becoming more widely appreciated for their

general beauty and interest rather than for mere

brilliancy of colour, apart from other attributes.

Variety and interest rather than monotony and garish-

ness are being more and more sought after. One

happy result of this is that hardy plants, and such as

can be grown anywhere and under almost any con-

ditions, are coming more and more into favour. The

Sedums or Stonecrops come under this category, on

which account we purpose devoting a few papers to a

descriptive enumeration of the hardy species, such as

may be grown on the rockwork, in the open border,

on a wall, in a cold frame, on a balcony, or on the

house-top, on a window-sill of the dingiest London

alley, or in the mosaic beds of my lords' flower-garden.
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We do not indeed assert [hat all the species will thrive

equally well—nor that culture and attention do not

produce their results as obviously and beneficially as in

the case of other plants ; but we may safely say that,

on the whole, there are few plants that absolutely

require less attention or that will exist under such un-

favourable conditions. This is a great recommendation

to villa gardeners with limited time, and a still greater

recommendation to "alley"' gardeners with less

means and not the purest of atmospheric conditions.

On the other hand, few plants repay the cultivator

who has the requisite means and appliances with

more brilliant results. Some species are resplendent

in bloom, others are evergreen ; some have bold

foliage, others delicate leaves of bright colour suitable

for carpet or mosaic beds ; almost all are at home on
the rockwork, many will glorify a wall. The
botanical structure is always interesting, not un-

unfrequently remarkably so. In this place, however,

vvc do not intend trenching on this department further

than is necessary for the discrimination and
identification of species, and, as our remarks are

intended mainly for gardeners who have to grow,

rather than for students who have to investigate

the plants in question, we shall adopt an arrange-

ment which is more in accordance with cultural

requirements than with strict botanical kinship, and

we shall, in the first instance, pay more heed to

distinctions which are readily seen and appreciated by
those not versed in botanical lore than to those which

are intrinsically of higher importance. We shall

confine ourselves also mainly to hardy species which

we know to be, or to ha\e been, in cultivation. In

order to form an opinion as to what species are or

have been in our gardens, we have studied the

species we have seen growing in the principal botanic

gardens—Kew, Paris, Edinburgh, Florence—as well

i;s in several private collections. Moreover, thanks to

numerous friends and correspondents, we have our-

selves grown a large proportion of the species to be

hereafter mentioned, and have had them under obser-

vation for some years.

Our excellent correspondent, Mr. Baker, of the

Kew Herbarium, has also collected notes concerning

the species cultivated at Kew and elsewhere. These

notes he has very obligingly placed at our disposition,

and wc have freely availed ourselves of his kindness.

Mr. Baker's notes did not come under our notice till

within the last few weeks. Had we known of their

existence we should have resigned to him the comple-

tion of a task for which he has greater facilities than

we can boast of. Meanwhile it is agreeable to find

that on all essential and main points there is a sub-

stantial agreement between us.

One result of the observation of living plants has

been to convince us that, as is usually the case, names

abound in greater proportion than plants distinct

enough to warrant the rise of separate names. Book-

names are indeed very numerous, but the things signi-

fied are not so in proportion. It is, of course, very

much a matter of opinion whether a particular plant

is sufficiently distinct to have a separate name. The
gardener, seeing how constant are these variations,

can hardly understand how it is that some botanists

refuse to consider them in the light of distinct species.

For his purposes they are distinct enough, and he has

not to trouble himself with the reasons which induce

a botanist to adopt other views. If he be not only a

gardener but a botanist also, then it is clear he has

a double right to adopt whatever course he thinks

best. For our own parts we propose to adopt a middle

course—to retain those names for many plants which

seem distinct under cultivation, butwhich doubtless in a

broader sense are mere forms of larger groups and

have been derived probably from a common stock,

and whose buds or whose seedlings may and some-

times do revert to that common stock. But, withal,

we shall have to sacrifice many names which, as it

appears to us, have been applied on insufficient

grounds. Where we have sufficient reason we shall

cite synonyms, but in doubtful cases, or in cases

where the interests of the garden are not involved,

we shall make no effort to disentangle the ravelled

thread.

With these preliminary observations we now begin

our enumeration of hardy Sedums, classifying them

first of all into three groups according as they are (in

the open border) perennials, herbaceous perennials, or

annuals. Under greenhouse culture some of the

herbaceous perennials become evergreen perennials.

Under perennial species we include those forms

which, under ordinary circumstances, do not die

down in the winter but retain their leaves. Her-

baceous perennials are those which die down in

the winter and spring up again in the following year

—the rootstock being thus perennial. Annuals are

those which die completely after the flowering stage.

As the herbaceous perennials happen to be those

which are fur the most part autumn-flowering, we
will begin with those, premising that our notes have

been taken from the living plants mainly. Of those

species or forms of which we have only book, picture,

or herbarium knowledge, we shall in these columns say

but little.

HARDY STONECROPS—SEDUMS.
I. Herbaceous Perennials.

* Flowers unisexual.

1. S. Rhodiola, D.C, Plantes Grass., t. 143.

Rootstock thick, fleshy, perennial.

Stems annual, several from the ame stock, 6—8 inches

high, erect, unbranched.

Leaves scattered, \, glaucous, spreading, or erect,

I inch by ^, sessile, oblong, obtuse, rounded at base,

obscurely r-nervcd, slightly toothed at the apex.

Flowers greenish or reddish-purple, in a terminal flat-

topped, subglobose cyme, about i inch in diameter,

pedicels short.

Calyx less than \ inch diameter, tube cup-shaped,

sepals four, deltoid, lanceolate, as long as the tube,

spreading.

Petals four.

Stamens four in the male flower, absent in the female

flower.

Carpels in the female flower four, erect, twice the

length of the sepals, oblong, tapering into a short style,

terminated by a flat discoid sdgma.—Fl. summer.

Syn. : Rhodiola rosea, Linn.

Native country.—W. Europe, E. and W. N. America,

Himalayas, Welsh and Scottish mountains.

Var. Minor. Smaller than the type, stamens scarcely

equalling the petals.

Switzerland,

A neat growing species, adapted for rockwork or

front row of the herbaceous border. The roots exhale a

perfume of rose-water.

See also Regel, Gart. Flor., 1863, p. 210, t. 403,

figs. 4, s- Regel mentions a var. l.\nceolatum, and

enumerates as synonymous with S. Rhodiola, S. Stephani,

elongatum, and atropurpureum.

** Flowers bisexual.

t Leaves narrow, entire, toothed or deeply divided.

2. S. ASI.ITICUM, D.C. Prod, iii., 401.

Rootstock thick, descending, many-headed.

Stems annual, 6—12 inches, erect, unbiranched,

slender, glabrous.

Leaves opposite, decussate, spreading, sessile, J— i inch

by J inch and more, linear, oblong, coarsely and irre-

gularly toothed.

Flowers in compact terminal globose c)-mes, numerous,

S-merous, greenish yellow.

Sepals oblong-lanceolate.

Petals greenish-yellow, oblong, obtuse, twice the length

of the sepals, and with a thick dorsal nerve.

Stamens some as long as the petals, those attached to

the petals shorter and later in development ; anthers

orange-brown.

Carpels erect lanceolate, tapering into a short style,

each with a bright yellow gland at the base.— Fl. summer.

Syn. : S. crassipes. Wall. ; Rhodiola asiatica, Don ; S.

Wallichianuni, Hook., Ic. Plant., t. 604.

Himalayas from Sikkim to Kashmir.

A peculiar species, its almost pinnatifid leaves

giving it a very different appearance to that of other

Sedums. We cannot distinguish Hooker's S. Wal-

lichianum from this species. In India it is said

to have red flowers, but in cultivation the flowers are

greenish-yellow. We have found it suffer from wet

and damp in winter in the open border, and hence

counsel those who wish to keep it to grow it in a cold

frame or greenhouse.

3. S. Semenovii, Mast.

Stems annual, from a many-headed rhizome, erect,

cylindrical, glabrous, about i foot high.

Leaves in six rows, erecto-patent, sessile, about I inch

long, linear acute, entire, i-nerved, channelled on the

upper surface.

Flowers whitish, \ inch and more in diameter, arranged

in compact terminal globose cymes.

Flower-buds oblong, pointed.

Calyx tubular at the base, sepals linear-acute, longer

than the tube, reddish.

Petals quite free, lanceolate, twice the length of the

sepals, tipped with pink.

Filaments white, anthers orange-brown.

Carpels erect, white, turgid, erect.

Glands white.—Fl. Kew, June.

Syn. : Umbilicus Semenovii, Regel, in Enum. PI.

Semenov.
Turkestan.

We have seen only a single specimen of this, grown

in the frames at Kew. It is evidently nearly allied to

S. asiaticum, and having quite free petals should not

be placed in Umbilicus.

3<?. S. QU.\DRIF1DUM, Pall. D.C. Prod, iii., 407.

Stock thick, giving off numerous erect slender stems,

2—s inches.

Leaves glabrous or puberulous, approximate, subterete,

\ inch.

Flowers red, in terminal cymes.

Sepals oblong.

Petals linear-oblong, twice the length of the sepals.

Clarke, in Hook. Fl. Brit. Ind. ii., 418.

Syn. : S. coccineum, Royle, 111. PI. Him., t. 48.

Arctic Russia, Siberia, alpine Western Himalaya.

We have not seen this species, but it is entered in

some catalogues, and Haworth says it was introduced

in 1809, and flowers in July. Our description is

condensed from those of Clarke and Royle above

cited.

3*. S. RHODANTHUM, Gray, Am. Journ. Sci. ii.,

33. 405 ; S. Wats., Bot. 40 Parall. loi.

Glabrous.

Root thick.

Stems tufted, ij-1 foot high, erect.

Leaves i—2 inches, alternate, lanceolate, entire,

channelled.

Flowers numerous, in a dense terminal cyme, mostly

tetramerous, 4—5 inches long, rose coloured.

Sepals linear.

Petals lanceolate acuminate, twice the length of the

sepals and longer than the stamens.

Carpels erect.— Fl. end of June, Kew.
Rocky Mountains of Utah and Colorado, alt. 9000 feet.

The above particulars are gleaned from Mr. Baker's

notes on the plant in cultivation and from Mr.

Watson's work above cited. We have not seen the

species in a living state, but, judging from dried

specimens, it has much of the appearance of S.

Rhodiola.

4. S. MiDDENDORFFIANUM, Maxim. PI. Amur.

Leaves alternate, rather fleshy, sessile, 1—2 inch,

erecto-patent. oblanceolate. dentate towards the apex,

somewhat concave on the upper surface.

Flowers numerous, yellow, in a flat-topped umbellate

cyme ;
primary branches four, with a central flower in the

forks.

Sepals barely \ inch, linear acute.

Petals spreading, yellow, | inch longer than the sepals.

Carpels compressed, stellately spreading when ripe.

—Fl. simimer.

Amur.
Var. Minor, dwarfer in aU parts (Maxim.).

We have seen only a fragment of this species, grown

by Mr. Green at Reigate.

5. S. TRIFIDUM, Wall, ex Clarke, in Flor. Brit. Ind. ii.,

p. 420.

Stems erect, slender, 3—11 inches, unbranched.

Leaves glabrous, aggregated towards the top of the

stem, sessile, spreading, oblong cuneate at the base,

coarsely toothed or piunatifid.

Flowers in small dense terminal cymes.

Flower-buds conical, reddish.

Sepals lanceolate.

Petals linear-lanceolate, twice the length of the sep.il5.

— Fl. summer.
Temperate Himalaya from Sikkim to Kashmir, alt.

6000—12,000 feet ; ex Clarke, I.e.

A species abundant on rocks and trees in the Hima-

layas, and varying much in the size of its leaves. We
have only seen a small specimen in the frames at Kew.

6. S. AIZOON, Linn. Sp. Plant., ed. i., 430.

Roots thick, descending.

Stems glabrous, I foot or more in height, subangular
;

several from the same crown erect unbranched.

Leaves distant, sessile, alternate, 2I inches by | inch,

oblong lanceolate, coarsely and irregularly toothed for

the greater part of their length, midrib prominent.

Flowers numerous, yellow, \ inch in diameter, in a

loose panicled cyme, 1—3 inches in diameter, lower

peduncles axillary, distant, upper umbellate, flat-topped.

Flower-buds conical, acute, each subtended by a small

bract.

Sepals equal, three lines long, base dilated, prolonged

into a linear point.

Petals yellow, lanceolate.

Anthers yellow or brownish, glabrous.

Carpels glabrous, yellow or pinkish, rather longer than

the persistent sepals, divergent hke the rays of a star

when mature.
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Glands whitish, notched.—Figured in D.C. PL Grasses,

t, loi.—Fl. late summer.
Syn. : Anacampseros Aizoon, Haworth ; Sedum

Stephani of gardens ; S. dcnticulatum of gardens, partly
;

S. Wallichianum of gardens, partly.

Siberia, [apan, Amur, Altai.

An old inhabitant of our gardens, suitable for

rockeries or the herbaceous border. Its yellow flowers

remain !ong in bloom.

6, S. Maximowiczii, Kegel, Gartenflora,

1S66, .\v., 355, t. 528.

Glabrous ; .Stems erect, about i foot in height, terete,

or somewhat four-sided, greenish.

Leaves subopposite or alternate subsessile, i\—i inch,

oblong-ovate or oblong-lanceolate, sometimes obtuse,

regularly toothed, midrib channelled, upper leaves longer,

narrower.

Flowers numerous, yellow, in a dense flat spreading
cyme.

Flower-buds flask-shaped.

Sepals unequal in size, dilated at the base, protracted

into a long slender point, rarely somewhat spalulate at

the apex.

Petals yellow, lanceolate, half as long again as the

sepals.

Stamens yellow ; those in front of the petals shorter

than the rest.

Carpels yellow, shorter than the petals. Scales white.

—Fl. late summer.
S. purpurascens, hort. Florence

; S. Lehmanni and S.

cristatum of some gardens.

Japan—Amur.

Similar in habit to S. Aizoon, but larger, differing

in the sepals of unequal length, and in the peculiar

flower-buds dilated below and narrowed into a long
beak like a Florence oil-flask. The central flower is

sometimes 4-merous ; in some cases they are

6-merous.

7. S. Selskyanum, Regel, Gartenflora,

1S62, t. 361,

Stems 12—18 inches, erect, pilose.

Leaves sessile, ascending, lower ; upper i\ inch long,

less than \ inch broad ; lanceolate from a broad base,

ciliate ; midrib very prominent on the under surface
;

margin serrate in its distal third.

Flowers numerous in a many-branched hollow-topped
leafy cyme ; rachis flexuose ; bracts leafy ovate ; ultimate

pedicels shorter than the flowers.

Sepals glabrous, linear.

Corolla nearly 1 inch diameter, half as long again as

th; calyx ; petals yellow, lanceolate, apiculate.

Stamens 10, as long as the petals, anthers yellow.

Carpels 5, greenish, as long as the stamens, ultimately

spreading.

Scales minute, whitish.—Fl. late summer.
S. kamtschaticum of some gardens, not of Fischer.

Amur and Manchuria.

The species resembles S. Aizoon, but the leaves are

narrower and pilose.

(,To he continued.)

ON THE POISONOUS NATURE
OF THE CASHAW TREE (PROSOPIS
JULIFLORA).

With reference to the note on poisonous Legumes
at p. 76S, vol. ix., Gardeners' Chronicle for June 15

last, I have been favoured with a letter from Robert

Russell, Esq., of Government Park, Spanish Town,
Jamaica, the facts contained in which may be in-

teresting. The Cashaw tree ofjamaicaisnot a native

but is said by ^L Longue in his History ofJamaica^
on the information of an old resident, to have been
introduced about the end of the seventeenth or

beginning of the eighteenth century from South
America by some mules which were afterwards pas-

tured on the plains, then a prairie country, and they

distributed the seeds by their droppings. All the

plains between Liguanca and Vere are now covered

with Cashaw trees. The wood is heavy and hard, and
when polished may be mistaken for Mahogany ; it is

a beautiful tree, and assumes various shapes accord-

ing as it is grown, singly or in groups, or

clustered in a forest. When grown singly the branches

become tortuous, and can be dressed up into various

forms for knees and ribs in ship-building. When
clustered, seeking the light, they grow straight to the

height of 15 feet or more before branching, and the

wood is then used for columns, gate-posts, &c. It is

the principal fuel-wood where it grows, and is largely

consumed by the Jamaica Railway Company for their

^team-engines. The Bean is excellent food for all

quadrupeds, and produces no injurious effect on

cattle, sheep, and goats ; this immunity, in the

case of cattle, it is said, is because these animals

chew the cud, and thus get rid of the gas. It

is greedily eaten by horses, which fatten on it so

long as it is dry, but a slight shower of rain, just

sufficient to damp it, causes the pulpy covering of the

seed to ferment, it then becomes sweet, and the horses

eating it in that state have their stomachs distended,

and if not attended to die in a few hours in great

agony. The gas generated by the fermentation

is said to be hydrogen (?), and I am inclined

to think it is, for my unfailing remedy is a

champagne glass of the chloride of lime or soda

mixed with water : these will altogether fill a

wine-bottle, and are administered in two or three

drenches at intervals of half or three-quarters of an

hour or more. Shortly after the distention is

reduced, the fasces are removed by mechanical means,

and the animal is relieved. The effect of the chloride

acting on the hydrogen gas is said to at once absorb

it, and to convert it into hydrochloric acid, and thus

reduce the distention. Many graziers store the

crushed Beans, to be given to their horses in times of

scarcity. It may be remarked that, when the Bean
becomes well saturated after a heavy rain, it gets sour,

and the animals will not eat it.

I am further informed that the writer of the fore-

going letter lost at one time some valuable horses

during the wet season from Cashaw poisoning, but at

the present time, owing to his treatment as above
described, a loss from Cashaw poisoning is a thing
unknown. Regarding the similarity of the wood of

the Cashaw to that of Mahogany, the heart-wood is of

a reddish brown colour, and not at all unlike some of

the lighter coloured kinds of Mahogany. It is appa-
rently also strong and durable. Johri R. Jackson.

WHAT IS A SPECIMEN PLANT?
This depends, as the farmers' wives so often say if

quizzed about their management in their homes,
fowl-houses, or dairies ; but, while the listener waits

for further explanation, he is rather surprised to find

that the good woman considers her answer complete.

It is not purposed, however, to be so vaguely reticent

in these notes. *' Fair Play," possibly unconsciously,

answers himself when he says. Azaleas, Aphelexis,

Ericas, Genetyllis, Phoenocomas, Dracophyllum,

&c., arc all bought in from nurserymen and growers

as single plants. But observe, he does not proceed to

state that these or such-like plants are shown, and
prized by the judges and praised by the press, with

from three to four plants in a pot. No, but he contrasts

with these such plants as Allamandas, Bougainvil-

leas, Clerodendrons, Dipladenias, Dracaenas, and
Statices. Why ? Simply because these and other

plants can hardly be grown well without producing

quantities of offsets and suckers. By this change of

plants the whole force is taken out of " Fair Play's"

objections. Can he cite any case in which good
judges awarded a prize to three Heaths in one pot as

a single specimen, or three Azaleas or Aphelexis ? If

so, then the judges failed in their duty ; and they

would equally fail if they insisted on any offset or

sucker being removed from such plants as Dracaenas,

Clerodendrons, Statices, Lapagerias, &c. Each root-

stock of these plants naturally and almost necessarily

becomes the centre of a colony, and a specimen to be

perfect should reveal the natural growth and character

of the plant.

The same rule necessarily applies to Orchids.

These grow and enlarge from year to year, and the

difference between specimens is not that of a unit as

against numbers of such, but as between a small

group of independent plants and a larger and better

one ; for no one can have failed to have noticed that

it is less those who can make up the largest plants that

sweep off the prizes, but rather such as can grow and

flower them best. No doubt in open classes the

growers for sale may have an unfair advantage, and

carry a prize by mere force of numbers. But it must

also be borne in mind that the nurseryman's main
interest is to sell his plants, and not to pile them up

into mere pot-boilers for the exhibition table ; and it

must also be confessed that most of our most success-

ful exhibitors of Orchids in the trade—such, for

example, as Messrs. Veitch, Williams, Low, Rollis-

son, &c.—win rather by virtue of superior culture than

by mere massiveness of made-up specimens.
,
One of

the most delightful groups of Orchids I had seen for

years were those of the Messrs, Veitch at the opening

show of the Alexandra Palace. Freshness and beauty
were their chief characteristics, and the same qualities

mostly characterise the prize groups of Mr. Williams
at the metropolitan and provincial shows.

As a rule, loo, there are two or more classes at

most of the best shows where Greek meets Greek,
and others contend with their equals.

At limes the exhibitors, through carelessness pos-

sibly—for there is really no practical advantage in the

practice—place more than one plant at first in a pot.

A case in point occurred last year at a large show at

which I was one of the judges. A specimen Dracjena

had been started with four plants in a pot ; the other

nine plants in the collection were remarkably good.

They were, however, disqualified, with the reason

assigned on a card, " Four Dracsenas, but strongly

recommended for a valuable extra prize," which they

received ; but the specimen Dracaena was no better

than many others in the same tent, which all sprung

from one root-stock.

"Fair Play" has really good grounds for com-
plaint at the undue importance assigned to new
plants in collections of specimens. As there are

generally classes for these specially, the merit attached

to mere novelty should there meet with its just

reward, but in all other classes superior culture

should have at least three marks to one awarded to

novelty. I should go much further than this, and
place a mark against novelty in any class unless the

new variety were superior to or distinct from old ones

already in cultivation. Novelty for its own sake

deserves no encouragement in an age when the

craving for it has grown into something like a.

disease among all classes, especially horticulturists.

And yet it exerts a seriously disturbing influence on
the awards of most judges, while provincial censors

not seldom jierpetrate the most glaring absurdities

under the spell of the novelty craze.

Others again almost worship mere size. This fault

is, however, far less common, and there is a tendency

in not a few judges to underrate the importance of

size as a factor in the awarding of prizes. Assuredly,

the quality of two plants being equal in health, fresh-

ness, and beauty, the largest is the best. And large

plants have an important place to fill, not only on the

exhibition tables, but also on the floors, shelves, and

stages of large conservatories and plant stoves. But

neither size nor novelty are deserving of much weight

in the awarding of prizes for general collections of

specimen plants. The chief merits are perfect health,

spotless cleanliness, superior culture, good form,

abundance of bloom—or if foliage plants, beauty and

perfection of colouring, suflicient variety, and tasteful

arrangement, so that each plant is shown to the best

advantage, and also so placed as to heighten the

effect of all the others. D. T. Fish.

LIQUID MANURE AND
WATERING.

Important and necessary as good soakings of

water are in a clear pure state, there is no way of

helping growing crops or plants that have large

heads of flower or seed to carry equal to that of

giving it impregnated with manurial matter of some

kind. Even soapsuds form a most excellent stimu-

kint, and should be treasured up till wanted, as they

may be used with safety and good effect on all kinds

of vegetables, while they are of special value for Vines

and other fruit trees. The only objection to their use

is the sediment they leave, which seals over the sur-

face of the soil and causes it to crack and let in large

volumes of air, but this may readily be got over by

mulching the ground before applying them, as then

they filter through any half-decomposed matter that

may be used, and pass on clear although impregnated

with many of the soluble salts, on which the roots of

most plants delight to feed. Now there is hardly a

house in the kingdom where soapsuds are not more or

less wasted, and I know of no better investment that

could be made than money laid out in the formation

of tanks in which to save them and other slops that

are daily thrown away down drains, blocking them

up sooner or later with greasy deposit, and thus

becoming a nuisance instead of being made reproduc-

tive as they ought to be. Were this only attended to

gardens might be made much more profitable than

they now are, as there are few places where solid

manure can be obtained in anything like sufficient

quantity to meet the many requirements there are for

it, and even where it can be got it is in no way equal

in the summer to that given in a liquid form, as plants

can take it up at once, whereas the other, while it

remains dry and undecomposed, cannot be absorbed,

and therefore lies useless till rain moistens the earth

and sets free the gaseous juices it contains.

Of the many kinds of manure-water that may be

made, there are none, excepting perhaps that from
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giuino, which will compare with a solution of night-

soil, the strength and potency of which is something

astonishing, l)ut Hke all manures of this character it

is necessary to use it with extreme caution and well

diluted or much mischief ensues. The late Mr.

Rivers, who was not slow at finding out the best

stimulant for Roses, at one time gave this the prefer-

ence o\er any other kind of manure, and used it in

quite a thick liquid as a winter dressing, giving from

one to two gallons at a time.

head as an antidote to insects, to most of which its

bitter qualities render it very obnoxious. Of all

manures with which I am acquainted, I know of none
that has such an effect on the foliage, imparting to it

as it does a rich dark green appearance, which to

most plants is a sure index of health. The best way
uf making or obtaining clear soot-water is to get a

large vessel, such as a tub or deep butt, in either of

which a tap can be fixed within a foot or so of the

bottom, and the liquid drawn off without causing

Fig. 49.—RHEXIA virginica; flowers puri'le t^LE V. 276.]

Although this might be safe at that season of the

year, it would not do to apply it at anything like that

strength now, but if weak, all gross-feeding crops will

be greatly benefited by its use. There is, however,

one thing to be avoided when pouring it in, which is

to avoid wetting the foliage, or if this cannot well be

done, as it could not in the case of Celery, it should

be immediately washed off by means of clear water

sent with some force through the rose of a pot. As a

mild stimulant that will agree with all kinds of

plants, clarified soot-water is of great value, not only

for administering to the roots, but for syringing over-

any disturbance such as would necessarily occur

were it dipped out with a pot. So managed, it may

be used without causing the least discolouration to the

most tender foliage, or leaving the slightest deposit

on the surface of the soil ; and another advantage

with soot-water is, that it may be used in greenhouses

or dwellings for plants in windows without causing

any unpleasant smell, or being in any way the least

objectionable. A favourite liquid manure with many

is that made from cow, deer, or sheep-droppings, and

a very cool, safe, and useful stimulant it is, but the

difficulty with it is to get it clear, as in such weather

as the present it soon runs into a state of fermenta-

tion, in which condition it becomes turbid, and is

then unfit for anything except where the surface soil

is mulched, or can be slightly scratched over to break

up the crust it leaves on the top. What we use most

of here is the drainings from the cow and farmyard,

where there is generally a good deal of manure lying,

through which rain passes, and carries with it some

of the best juices to large deep tanks made for the

purpose of holding it. From these it is pumped out,

and is just now in great request for the Vine borders.

Celery, Cauliflower, Peas, Runner Beans, and such

like, all of which drink it up greedily, and thrive

amazingly on it.

The great mistake many people make when using

liquid manure or clear water is in giving it in driblets

instead of in sufficient quantity to moisten the whole

of the soil as far as the plants have got possession of it

;

for if this is not done, the feeding portion of the roots

are attracted to the surface where they arc subjected

to such alternations of wet and dry, heat and cold

that many of them perish. To avoid this, a

mulching of some kind should be given, however
slight it may be, for it not only acts as a barrier to the

sun, but it prevents in a great measure evaporation

taking place, which, without something of this kind to

intercept it, goes on at a rapid rate under the in-

fluence of wind or a dry parching atmosphere. Those
who have never tried the effect of slightly shading the

land round about the roots of plants can have no idea

liow beneficially it acts, especially to all such as are

artificially watered, as without it the earth becomes
washed, and the application is therefore often more
injurious than otherwise. Even half an inch or so of

ordinary leaf-soil is of great assistance, and as this may
be used on the surface of flower beds or round the

roots of plants in borders without being at all an ex-

pense, its utility for such purposes should not be over-

looked. For years I have used it largely in the flower

garden with the best results, as it has not only saved

an immense amount of labour in watering, but has

greatly aided such things as Calceolarias, Verbenas,

&:c., by keeping the soil cool and thus enabled them
to carry double the amount of blossom they otherwise

would. Another excellent material for mulching beds
• '\ borders is the spent droppings from old Mushroom
l-eds, which beaten up so as to break them to pieces

ran scarcely be distinguished from the ground, and

may therefore be used in any position.

Scattered along the rowsof Celery trenches, nothing

answers better than seaweed, which is preferable to

>iny other mulching for this where it can be obtained,

,is, being a maritime plant, the salt the weed contains

is highly congenial and helps to keep off slugs and

worms that are frequently so troublesome in gardens.

In giving liquid manure or clear water the evening is

the most suitable time, especially if the heads of the

plants have to be wetted, as then they have time to

dry before the sun gets on them and the water has a

better chance of finding its way to the roots. .S. JF.

DESTRUCTIVE INSECTS IN
THE ISLAND OF ASCENSION.

This little spot in the middle of the Atlantic is

suffering to an alarming extent from the ravages of

caterpillars, which threaten to destroy all vegetable

produce—a most serious matter, when it is considered

how greatly the health of its inhabitants—and espe-

cially the prevention of that dire scourge scurvy

—

depends upon a proper supply of vegetables.

A nicely preserved collection of the perfect insects

(with most of their larvce in spirits) has been for-

warded to the secretaries of the Admiralty, and

submitted to me through the authorities at Kew.

It consists of nine species—two of these butterflies,

the others moths of the family Noctuidce. All of

them may be suspected of having been introduced

with plants, &c.

The butterflies are the very widely distributed

Vanessa Cardui and LycKna bretica, neither of which

can cause much damage ; and a Noctua larva was

forwarded in error as pertaining to the Vanessa.

The most destnictive of all is our too well known
Agrotis segetum, known in the island as the " black

grub," and, as here, nipping off the young plants just

below the surface. Another is Prodenia retina, not

known in this country, but of very wide distribution ;

it appears in great numbers, and clears everything

before it. In December, 1876, the Cricket Valley

Crater was grown over with wild Tomatos, which
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were covered with the caterpillars ; the Tomatos died

oil' in April, 1S77, and buL few of the caterpillars were

to be seen until last November, when they swarmed
over the whole mountain. Another caterpillar, which

is said to be seen in numbers, is that of a Lencania,

apparently L. Loreyi, but it is not stated upon what

it feeds ; probably grasses and cereals. Two pretty

species of Plusia—P. aurifera and (apparently) P.

U-aureum—with characteristic " half-looper " larvx,

are said to be destructive to garden produce. The
other moths are Cosmophila xanthindyma and a

species of Callopistria, but of these the larvas have not

been observed.

Naturally the islanders seek means of ridding them-

selves of this plague of caterpillars ; but these are

very difficult to suggest. The introduction of rooks

or starlings appears to be practically impossible, on

account of the treeless condition of the island. The
sparrow would, I think, be useless ; if introduced it

would be sure to keep to the houses, and, moreover, the

larvx are large, and, in the case of the Agrotis, only

at work above-ground during the night. I have sug-

gested the breeding of large numiiers of ducks, if this

can be done successfully in an island with so little

water ; and, failing these, the turning out of large

flocks of fowls and guinea-fowl, and building sheds

for them in which to shelter and roost.

Strict attention to systematic alternations of crops

is, I think, desirable ; and not less so is the carefiU

collection and destruction of all larvx and pupoe

turned up by the plough or spade.

Chemical and other agents seem to be of little

service ; but I know that the sprinkling of unslaked

lime over the plants has been found useful in the case

of Agrotis segetum.

An estimate of the number of land birds on the

island accompanies the insects, from which it appears

that there are about 25 pheasants, 400 partridges, 100

Guinea-fowl, iioodomesticfowls, 25 ducks, 50 canaries,

10 cardinal birds, and 1500 wax-bills. The Guinea-fowl

are said to keep about the N.E. plains, 400 feet

above the gardens, and live on grasshoppers and

crickets ; surely if these birds were pinioned, or

prevented from straying, they would find the larvx

equally to their taste.

The only immediate consolation I can give the
unfortunate islanders is, that destructive insects, as a
rule, only appear in extraordinary numbers in certain

years. A', AIcLachlan.

VEGETATION OF JAMAICA.
The following extracts are taken from letters

addressed to Mr. John Smith, formerly Curator of

the Royal Gardens, Kew, by the late Mr. N. Wilson,

the Curator of the Botanic Garden, Bath, Jamaica,

between the years 1S45 and 1S6S. Mr. Wilson

became an assistant to Mr. Smith at Kew in 1836.

He remained at Kew for two years, and then

accepted the post of head gardener to G. Corbett, Esq.,

of Elsham, Lincolnshire, but in November, 1S40, he

went to Jamaica, where he had a brother in charge of

a sugar and coffee plantation, and almost immediately

began a correspondence with Mr. Smith, which was

carried on at intervals till the time of his death.

Many specimens, both living and dried, of the Ferns

and other plants of the island were transmitted. Mr.
Wilson had the better opportunities of doing this, as

in 1S45 he was appointed Superintendent of the Bath

Botanic Garden. The principal object of the super-

intendent was to introduce economical and orna-

mental plants to the island, so as to increase its

resources and its attractions. Things went on well

for a time, but by-and-bye the depression of

trade became very detrimental to the progress

of the island ; the garden shared in the general

languor, and its superintendent was harassed by
pecuniary and other difficulties, so that he seriously

contemplated leaving the island, a resolution some-

what shaken by a visit to the United States, which

did not appear to him to open up a sufficiently attrac-

tive prospect for him. In 185S he was requested to

select a site for a new garden, and accordingly fixed

on a spot in the mountains fourteen miles north of

Kingston, with a good climate, and a suitable soil well

watered.

Procrastination and divided opinions on the ]iart of

the authorities rendered Mr. Wilson's task diflicult

and irksome. In 1S63 an assistant was sent to him
from Kew, in the person of Mr. Thomson. In the

negro rebellion of 1866 Mr. Wilson and his family

were in great danger, his own negro assistant being

the foremost to attempt to take his life. Had it

not been, says Mr. Wilson, for Governor Eyre's deci-

sive action not a white man would have escaped. The
last few years of Mr. Wilson's life were occupied in

farming pursuits, a pension having been obtained for

him at the instigation of Doctor (now Sir Joseph)

Hooker. Mr. Wilson died in May, 1874, in his sixty-

fifth year. With this brief history of his career we now
proceed o glean a few extracts from the correspond-

ence with which Mr. Smith has furnished us :

—

Regarding the exchange ot plants, in one of his

first letters he says, " In search ot these I often

traverse cavities and places wliere sun never shone nor

man trod. There are many species of creeping Ferns

(Hymenophylleas), living plants of which I send to the

extent of my discovery on this property, which is

nearly all woodland and rich in Ferns." Periodically he
made excursions to the mountain peaks, and he relates

what he has found and considers new or rare, and
especially notices the Tree Ferns, ol which he says their

specific distinctions are more readily seen by their dis-

tinct habits or aspects, even when seen at a distance,

than by specimens of their fronds only. He says,

" Diclcsonia dissecta is not a Tree Fern, but would readily

be mistaken for one by a common observer. It has a
creeping root (stem). In strong lands it produces
fronds i2 feet to 15 feet long." Again he says, "The
most handsome plant I have ever seen is a Tree Fern I

discovered here (Brokenhurst) yesterday. It is of dwarf
habit, the caudex 3 feet higli, and 2 feet in circumference

;

the fronds are growing in the most graceful manner
imaginable, 15 feet or i6 feet long, covering a space
of 600 feet. There are four other plants of the same near
to it, and if there were twenty they should all go by steam
and find their termination in Kew Gardens. I also

discovered another Tree Fern, in habit like the Cyathca
elegans but taller, being about 30 feet high, and with n
perfectly smooth stem ; the stipes of the fronds are

covered with long down or white hair like the Cereus
senilis. When I first saw this elegant Fern, I thought
of Linn^us worshipping the Furze in flower on Wimble-
don Common : I was struck with a similar amazement."

In February, 1848, he says, " I am delighted to hear of

my Tree Ferns doing well ; shall I send you any more or

taller ones? I have got many things well established in

Bamboo baskets for you, which is the best way of pre-

paring plants for voyages." In April, 1852, he says, "
I

have just shipped a case of tree and other Ferns, say

from twenty to thirty in all. I have sent another plant

of what I mentioned in my last, the most beautiful

Asplenium I had ever seen, and which I am sure must
be what you call Hemidictyon marginatum, and you par-

ticularly wished to have plants of it sent home."
In May, 1858, he says, " I have just returned from the

ricliest spot for Ferns probably in all the eartli, St.

Catherine's Peak, 15 miles from Kingston, 5000 feet high,

where tlie sea on both sides of the island can be seen. I

found many Ferns I had never seen before, four or five

b^ing Tree Ferns, and procured specimens of three of

them. As for Trichomanes, &c., there seemed to be no
end of them. I also found Danasa elliptica and two
Gleichenias, which I have at last succeeded in esta-

blishing."

Besides sending boxes of living Ferns to Kew, he
also frequenUy sent herbarium specimens both to Sir

Wm. Hooker and myself. In a letter dated June, 1843,

he says :—
" Ihavejust shippeda box of Orchids for you, consisting

of all the sorts I have met with in this district worthy of

notice, and among them are some you wished to have. In

the bottom of theboxyouwill find eighteen or twenty bulbs

of our white Lily, Pancratium caribajum, one of the most
fragrant flowers this country produces. The other box
contains 200 different sorts of plants of those 1 con-

sidered new, rare, and showy : they have been esta-

blished four months in Bamboo baskets ; there are about

a dozen plants of the Lace-bark tree. I have sent all the

Ferns you have named, except the new Pteris you
require ; the plant I took the specimen from is the only

one I saw, and I have quite forgotten its location."

In another letter he describes all the Palms of the

island which he had then seen, and sends seeds of most
of them. From time to time he describes tlie success or

failure of the more important plants, of which the

following are a few special cases :

—

" Amherstia nobilis has attained the height of 25 feet,

and at one time had produced forty racemes of flowers,

producing perfect pods and seeds, four of which vege-

tated. In a later letter he says, "The Amherstia has now
sixty or seventy racemes of flowers, and is truly a noble

and imposing plant."

In 1857 he says, " Matisia cordata is now a large tree

some 20 or 25 feet high, and last year produced seven

dozen fruit, one of which weighed 2 lb. 2 oz ; it is very

stringy and full of fibre, and not a good fruit for dessert.

I have distributed the plant all over the island.

"The Pitcher-plant. Nepenthes distillatoria, is growing
frcnly, and it is now (1855) 25 feet or more in lengtli.

"The Sandal-wood tree, Santalum album, although
sndl, lam glad to say is progressing. The Calamus
R Utan is 50 feet in length, the C. verus is also doing well.

Tiic Wax Palm of Brazil (Copernicia) will be in its

element here, but I have not succeeded with the Andean
Ccro.xylon andicola.

" Dendrobium moschatum and D. pulchellum are now
in profusion, having stems 6 feet in length and full of

flowers.

" I have stocked the island with AstrapceaWallichii
; it

thrives admirably here.

" Xanlhochymus ovalifolia is now 10 feet high, and I

could supply you with plants of X. pictorius in abund-
ance.

"I have raised one plant from the twelve seeds o!

Musa Ensete you sent me—it is growing finely ; and also
four of Musa textilis." These he wishes to make

" The China-grass plant, Bcehmeria nivea, which you
sent me is thriving to admiration. One of its shoots
attained the height of 6 feet in fourteen days : it will be
a weed here soon. I have sent plants of it all over the
country, which will never be turned to good account
except the English Fibre Company take it in hand. The
Governor is now making a plantation of it on trial.

" The African Hemp plants, Sanseviera, are also doinjr
well."

In 1854 he began to take special interest in the fibre

plants of the island, and on sending a few samples of
different kinds, he says, "If you think it would be of
any service. I would prepare a collection for your
nuiseum. A short time ago I prepared some which have
been forwarded to London by our Society of Arts, which
were so much thought of, that it has led to a company
being formed for their cultivation." He entertained the
idea of forming a collection for the Paris Exhibition, and
says, "I could send about twenty or twenty-five sorts, but
require your assistance in naming some of them, of which
I send specimens."

In a subsequent letter he says, "The Governor is

taking much interest in the French Exhibition, and I

have prepared fifty-five samples of different kinds of fibre.

.\ species of Sida, probably S. villosa, is specially wortliy
of notice for its fine quality. It could be gro\^n here to
any extent. Mr. Sharp, of London, has taken up the
subject, and has an agent here, but he is sure to over-
estimate the quantity to be obtained consequent on the
question of labour. The negros will not work ; they
are all settling on their 2 or 3 acres of land, hence
the country is suffering most materially for the want of
labour. Of Plantain fibre alone thousands of tons rot
annually. Musa violacea is the best and strongest
fibre, even better than M. textilis whicli you sent. All
the BromeliacecB are rich in fibre." In a later letter he
says, " My fibres have been greatly admired at the Paris
Exhibition, and I have been awarded a medal and a
diploma."

Again, in the English Exhibition of 1862 he exhibited

a collection of seventy to eighty fibres of different kinds,
and says,

'

'
I have heard that my fibres have attracted

attention, and that is all the good result that will be
heard of them ; as for making commercial use of them,
that is the last thing Jamaica people would think of, so
long as they can get a return on Sugar and Coffee."

In 1865 he says, "The Bamboo is now coming into
requisition for paper making, and the Americans are
taking away large quantities."

In February, i860, he says, " I am glad to hear that
the Indian Government has taken u]) the subject of the
introduction of quinine producing plants into India ; but
I think they have done wrong in not making this island
the central dep6t for the plants." In his next letter he
says, "Sir William Hooker has been in communication
with our Governor on the subject, and I have freely
complied with their request to give all the assistance I

can in establishing a plantation in the hills."

Seeds were accordingly sent to him, and in January,
i86r, he says, "The seeds of Cinchona nitida, C.
micrantha, and C. succirubra are coming up well, and in
another month will be ready to prick off. C. succirubra
is the strongest. I am sanguine of success, but the ta^k
of attending to them is too much for me with my other
duties. I liave laid the subject before the Government
and asked for an assistant, and also that I shall require
a field of 60 acres in the hills at an elevation of 4000 to

5000 feet for a Cinchona plantation."

It apiJcars by his next letter that a site had been
selected in the hills 60 miles from Bath, and that he had
taken up 120 Cinchona plants, sixty of C. nitida, and
sixty of C. micrantha. " For the present I have retained
all the plants of C. succirubra here, as they appear to

stand the lower elevation remarkably well, and arc gain-
ing strength."

For the first year they are attended only by negros,
and on his occasional visits to them he finds them not
very thriving, but at last, having got an assistant (Mr.
Thomson), " we are now getting on with our Cinchona
plantations."

In 1865 he says, "The Cinchona plantation is thriv-
ing ; C. succirubra is now in flower, som(> of the plants
arc 10 feet high."
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HEATING HORTICULTURAL
BUILDINGS*

I HAVE no new or novel invention or improvement

to introduce to your notice, my object being simply

to endeavour to explain, as far as I can, the main

principles that underlie the method of heating by

means of the circulation of hot water, in order to draw

attention to a subject of great importance to every

horticulturist.

It is unfortuate, for the proper understanding of

artificial healing, that most of those who have treated

of it have not (apparently) been so anxious to spread

true knowledge as to push forward, " by hook or by

crook," some really good or fancied system of their

own. The literature of the subject is full of new and

(sometimes very old) startling proposals, calculated

in the imagination of their advocates lo revolutionise

the horticultural world. Thus we find between

thirty and forty years ago what was then called

" the Tolmaise system," introduced, if I am rightly

informed, by a Mr. Murray, then gardener at Pol-

maise, near Stirling, creating an amount of contro-

versy which appears to us now, seeing that no such

thing is heard of, as a sad waste of controversial

ability ; and so on down to the present day an

epidemic of something of the same nature breaks out

now and again, and after running its course for a

longer or shorter period always ends in smoke—and

ashes.

Heat itself, as a separate and material substance,

apart from other substances, is what we have no

knowledge of, and whether it is a substance at all or

a quality is what men of science are not agreed upon.

All attempts at artificial heating of hothouses have

been in connection with the circulation of heated air

or water, separately or combined, and as all the

others have turned out failures we may assume that

there are the only two really effective practical means

of artificially heating horticultural buildings, namely,

the old flue and the circulation of hot water in pipes.

The old flue system, which is now almost entirely

superseded by the more modern and effective hot

water, has, in days gone by, served the horticulturist

in good stead, and even yet may, in certain cases,

owing to the comparative cheapness in first cost, be

used, upon the principle that "half a loaf is better

than no bread ;
" but from its heavier consumption of

fuel, the necessity of having separate fires for each

house, the trouble and expense caused by cleaning and

repairing the flues, and other disadvantages, it is un-

likely that any of us may have much more to do with it.

TlEATiNr. r.v Hot Watfj;.

Heating with hot water, as far as I can learn, was

introduced into England from France about the year

1816, and as the cost of cast-iron pipes receded, so

the system has spread, until it now forms an important

item in the industry of the country.

There are two modes of applying the principle of

the circulation of hot water to the heating of build-

ings, and although one of these only is more inti-

mately connected with horticultural structures, it may
be as well to glance at the other in passing. The
one is the high-pressure system, with small malleable-

iron pipes, and the other the low pressure, with large

cast-iron pipes and boiler.

In the high-pressure system, known by the name
of *' Perkin's patent," malleable-iron tubes of ^ inch

and I inch bore are used, sometimes hermetically

sealed and at other times loaded with a safety-valve

at a heavy pressure. In this system there is no

boiler used, as it was found that no boiler could lie

made sufficiently strong to stand the enormous pressure

necessary to force the water through these small tubes

when carried round buildings and dipping through

below doors ; instead of a boiler proper the tube

itself is coiled round the fire. In this way every part

of the apparatus is equally strong and "able to resist

the jiressure. Vou may have an idea what that pres-

sure is when you consider that the fire coils, when in

full going order, arc heated to a straw colour, although

filled with water, and that the tubes are proved to a

pressure of from 2500 lb. to 3000 lb. upon the square

inch. This is a very convenient way of heating con-

servatories attached to mansions where the large

pipes cannot be very well adopted. The principle is

the same as the low-pressure, which I will now
endeavour briefly to explain.

The motive power in the circulation of hot water in

all cases is the difference in weight between the

columns of water in the two legs of a syphon. A hot

water boiler of whatever shape or form, with its flow

and return pipe, is practically an inverted syphon. In

every boiler there must be at least two outlets—one at

the top, called the flow, and one at the bottom, called

the return. Now, suppose we connect these by means

of a pipe, long or short, and we have an endless tube,

the part formed by the boiler being to a greater or

less extent enlarged to catch more of the heat from

the fire ; and suppose, when the whole is full of water,

we apply fire-heat to this part, and immediately the

particles nearest to the fire get heated, expand, become
lighter, and ascend to the top of the boiler in the

direction of the flow-pipe, thus causing a partial

vacuum in that part of the boiler next the fire, which

is immediately supplied by a rush of colder and

heavier water from the return. This, in its turn, gets

heated, ascends, is followed by more cold water from

the return, and so the circulation goes on as long as

we continue to apply the fire. In the first stages of

the process, however, there is a double movement in

the flow-pipe itself, a current of warmer and lighter

water flowing along the top of the pipe from the

boiler towards the highest point of the pipe, and

another current of colder and heavier water setting in

towards the boiler ; this must continue until the whole

of the water in the flow-pipe gets to a higher tempera-

ture, and consequently lighter than the water in the

return.

The process is exceedingly simple, and where there

is only one circulation it is almost impossible to go

wrong ; but when there are a number of different

houses to be heated from one boiler on different levels

and at various distances from the source of heat it is

by no means of the same simple nature. It is a

universal law in Nature that all substances expand

when heated, and, as it is the operation of this law

with which we have to do in this case, it will be as

well to understand it to some extent. A peculiar

property of water, in which it differs from other

substances, is that from a certain point of temperature

it expands downwards as well as upwards. Thus we
find that, instead of 32", the freezing point, being the

point of greatest density in a fluid state, it is 40°—8°

above the freezing point ; and after that it gradually

expands until, at 46', it stands at the same density as

32", and it continues to expand below and above these

points. This expansion of water in cooling below 40^

is the cause of serious damage in certain cases, and it

would be well if all who have to do with hot-water

pipes should be mindful that if the pipes, being full of

water, are allowed to get frozen, they must inevitably

be broken to pieces by the tremendous pressure exerted

upon them by the expansion of the water in freezing.

It has been found that a hollow ball of cast iron filled

with water hermetically sealed and with a shell

i^ inch in thickness exposed to a severe frost, was

broken into fragments, thus giving us some idea of the

power of the slow and silent process going on

around us on a frosty day.

Hut, to return to the subject, we find that a gallon

of water at 40"* is a little above 10 lb., or, more
correctly, iOj,V, l^^- iri weight. Suppose, then, we have

the apparatus as already explained ready for the

fire, filled with water at say 40", we apply the

heat, and raise a gallon of the water 12°. This will

make it twenty-eight grains lighter, and consequently

the portion retaining its original weight forces

the lighter portion upward towards the flow-pipe.

It is a mistake to suppose that the mere fact of the

water getting heated and lighter is the cause of its

rising up. The natural law of gravitation acts upon

the heated water according to its density just the

same as before, but, it being relatively lighter than the

colder portion, it is forced up in the one leg of the

syphon, just in the same manner that the pressure

of the atmosphere forces up the water in a suction

pump when a partial vacuum is formed by the action

of the plunger. Continuing then to heat the water in

the boiler we raise a further portion of it, say another

20^, or up to 82°, while the portion in the return

remains at the original 40''. The difference between

the weight of a gallon at 82" and at 40° is about

seventy grains, and thus the movement goes on conti-

nually, the hot ascending and the cold descending.

It must not be supposed that in practice anything like

this weight, small as it is, is available as a motive-

power, and in some apparatus as much as 90 per cent,

is lost owing to the friction and other causes. It

must be evident that those boilers which offer the

least resistance to the rise of the hot water to the

top must be more advantageous then those which upon

the plea of more heating power have contrivances for

causing the water to travel from the one side to the

other losing far more by friction and cross-currents

than any gain that may be obtained from greater

heating surface.

Forms of Boilers.

As to the most favourable shape of boiler, I am of

opinion that the principle of the old saddle is the best

and simplest yet before the public. Many have tried .

their hand upon it and, as has been tmly said, '*
it has

been turned upside down, turned on end, and in all

imaginable positions," but with the result that the

original form still holds its ground against all comers.

It is amusing to look back upon the history of the

hot-water boiler during the last forty years and
consider the so-called improvements put forth.

Every one who invents, or thinks he invents, a

boiler is sure to proclaim to the world that his is the

best, that it does four times the work with one-fourth

the fuel of any other boiler ever known before. This

has been going on for years, and " the cry is, still they

come ;"so that one wonders if the time is not at hand
when a point is reached that a boiler may be con-

structed which will require no fuel at all ; and indeed it

has been lately gravely asserted on the part of one of

them, that any rubbish gathered about the yard, was
more eftectual than the best Newcastle coal with other

boilers. I don't mean to deny that there have been im-

provements upon the old saddle. I consider the almost

universal use of malleable-iron instead of cast as an

immense improvement, and also the terminal and
double flue ; but the part representing the old saddle

immediately above the fire is what we must principally

depend upon. Vou will find that in steam engineer-

ing the part immediately above the fire is counted as

a full unit, whilst side or vertical surfaces, even

though close to the fire, only as one-half, and in a

flued boiler the under surface of the flue is not taken

into account at all from the well-known fact that heat

will descend but very slowly.

All the boilers in general use may be made to work
pretty well if properly built in, and not overloaded

with work. Alany mistakes have been made on this

point for the want of due consideration. You may
get the best boiler, and have it rendered almost

useless by not being properly built, and by a want of

good draught, which is a frequent and troublesome

cause of failure. Some people have the idea that,

because they find a good deal of heat goes up the

chimney, it is entirely wasted ; this is not so, and

frequently it is more economical to allow the heat to

escape direct into the upright shaft than carry it

round in flues from which the boiler derives little

benefit, and which has the eftect of preventing the

proper combustion of the fuel. It must never be for-

gotten that without a strong draught we cannot have a

good burning fire, and without the air in the flues and

upright shaft being heated to many degrees above the

temperature of the external air there cannot be a

strong draught ; it is plain that the more heat that is

extracted from the products of combustion in coming

in contact with the boiler, the less there is available

for causing a strong current in the chimney, and the

argument put forward on behalf of some boilers that

they extract nearly all the heat out of the fuel, and at

the same time have a better draught than others, is a

contradiction in terms.

The better the boiler the more necessity there is for

looking carefully to the furnace and chimney. In

building-in a boiler, no matter of what shape, be sure

in the first place that you are deep enough with your

stokehole. A mistake here is fatal. Be careful also

that you have your flues as wide and roomy as may
be practicable, always allowing about one-third or

one-fourth more area in a horizontal flue than an

upright shaft ; have no contraction, and have every

part easily got at for cleaning, If this is done, and

you have a moderately high chimney, there is little

danger of not having a proper draught and a good

going fire.

I need not go into particulars as to the number of

feet of pipe that should be allowed for each foot of

boiler surface, nor the amount of area of furnace bars,

but there is a certain proportion which must not be

overlooked. Vou need never think that by multiply-

ing flues in or round a boiler, or even enlarging it,

you can attain satisfactory results, except you pro-

portionately enlarge the area of the furnace bars. It

is said that I lb. of coal requires about 230 cubic feet
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of air, and when ihe area of bars is too little and the

draught bad, combustion must go on very imperfectly

and fuel is wasted.

The quantity of piping a boiler is able to heat

depends upon contingent circumstances, and each

apparatus must, to a certain extent, be judged upon
its own merits, but as the quantities given by boiler

makers have often led to deceptive results it is safest

to allow a pretty wide margin. Three-fourths of the

usual number of feet put opposite a boiler is quite as

much as it can heat. About 50 feet of 4-inch piping

is the quantity supposed capable of being heated liy

I square foot of boiler surface directly exposed to the

fire
J
when above the flame 25 feet by every square

foot of vertical surface, and 15 feet by every square

foot of flue surface. Of course, the upper half only

of the flue is counted. These are the data from
which the tables of makers are constructed, and
although not to be relied upon absolutely, they are

useful as showing the relative powers of each size,

and after allowing a margin of from 25 to 33 per cent,

may be safely acted upon.

The amount of piping required to keep up a given

temperature is very often arrived at upon no clear

oonception of the case, and the result has been a sad

want of thoroughness in this department ; and not

only has this been the case in horticultural buildings

but in churches and other public buildings as well. I

was called in lately to examine a church where it was
alleged the hot-water apparatus was entirely useless

for heating the building, .and it was proposed to throw

it out and introduce a hot-air stove. On ascertaining

the capacity of the church I found that it contained

6S,ooo cubic feet, and to heat this there should have

been alrout 600 feet of 4-inch piping ; instead of this,

however, there was only some 200 feet buried in a

drain below the flooring, with small gratings here and
there to let up the heat. In this case the boiler was
blamed at one time, the feeding cistern at another,

but the real cause seems never to have been suspected.

It is supposed that I foot of 4-inch pipe is capable of

raising about 222 cubic feet of air 1° per minute when
the temperature of the pipe is 125° above the internal

air, and that i square foot of glass will cool down 50
cubic feet of air 1° per minute when the temperature

of the external air is 40° below the air in the house.

From these figures tables are constructed, which are

more or less useful, but never absolutely to be depended
Upon, as much depends upon the situation, the form

of the building, the closeness of the laps of the glass,

and other things, but it is always better to have more
piping than is absolutely necessary not only for emer-

gencies of severe weather, but also because there is

less trouble in firing, a gentler heat, and more economy
of fuel.

In conclusion, let me impress upon you that to have

satisfactory results in heating you must have a suffi-

ciently deep stokehole, a large boiler, well built in, a

tall chimney, if you can get it, and plenty of piping

properly laid. With these and a moderate supply of

good coal there is little danger of failure as far as

artificial heat in your houses is concerned.

A CHAPTER ON ZINNIAS.
A DEVELOPMENT approaching the marvellous has

taken place in relation to the Zinnia elegans of late ;

and even those who do not generally share the pre-

vailing fancy for double flowers must admit that the

double varieties of Zinnia have become so surpassingly

fine as to quite eclipse the single kinds. In regard

to the size, fulness, and brilliancy of colour in the

flowers, the double Zinnia has outstripped the Ranun-

culus, distanced the Aster, and is assuming a cha-

racter that will eventually make it a rival to the

"lumpish and inelegant Dahlia," as Dr. Lindlcy

once termed it. Some of the newer varieties of the

double Zinnia are very large and surpassingly beau-

tiful, and they deserve to take high rank as exhibi-

tion flowers.

At the London Road trial grounds of Messrs.

Sutton & Sons, at Reading, there can now be seen a

large space of ground planted with double and single

Zinnias, representing a trial of the various varieties,

in order to discover from what source comes the best

improved strains. It is a remarkable, interesting,

and instructive trial of Zinnias, and is well worthy

inspection.

In point of comparison with the double varieties

the single Zinnias are prvactically nowhere as decorative

objects. Showy and striking as they are—qualities

all the m')re noticeable because of their great useful-

ness in the past,—yet it must be admitted the

double forms have eclipsed them. The increasing

demand for the one will bring about a decline in the

other. No one would now venture to grow the

single Pyrethrum in preference to the double : in

fact, the former are practically out of cultivation, and

the single Zinnias will similarly give place to the

double types.

" P"or still the new transcends the old,

In signs and tokens manifold."

The leading varieties of the double Zinnia are the

scarlet, very bright in colour, large and full, one of

the best ; rosy purple, a pleasing colour and very

good ; orange-yellow, atropurpureum, a distinct and

fine hue ; coccinea, rather brighter than the scarlet ',

alba, good for a white, but capable of improvement,

and somewhat smaller in size than the preceding ;

crimson, very fine ; and Kermesina, a very rich, full,

and striking variety. We thus get a good selection

of colours.

In the light, friable, rich loam at the London Road
trial grounds these double Zinnias have made a free

growth ; and it is pleasing to notice that a compact-

ness of habit is the prevailing characteristic. The
plants were raised from seed in the usual manner and

transplanted to the soil they now occupy, where they

have grown into good branching specimens. If the

Zinnia be treated in this way, taking care the soil be

rich and light, and the position suitable, the flowers

can hardly fail to come large, full, and satisfactory.

Some time ago a new type of Zinnia, named
Haageana, was introduced, and this is now in full

bloom at Reading. It is hardly a desirable plant,

even when compared with the worst type of single

Zinnias. It may be roughly described as a giant

form of Sanvitalia procumbens. Zinnia Haageana
Darwinii is, in all probability, the result of a cross

between Z. Haageana and the ordinary double

Zinnias. They are rather dwarfer in growth than the

latter, with flowers smaller in size and inferior in

fulness and colour. Unless very much improved

(and then it can scarcely be different from the double

Zinnias of which I have been treating) the sooner the

type falls out of cultivation the better for gardens,

seedsmen, and catalogues. R. D,

VALENTINES.
It is curious to note how many old gardens are

still to be found dotted about the country, of which

but little is known. Old gardens, indeed, there are in

plenty, but they have mostly been so modernised that

ihey might just as well have been laid out a quarter of

a century ago as one or two hundred years since.

But every now and then one sees an old garden in

which, while the characteristic features have been

retained, expansions and modifications have been

made which harmonise with the older features, while

incorporating what have been secured for us by

modern art and modern enterprise. Such a garden

is that of Dr. Ingleby, near Ilford, some ten miles

from London. Old walls sheltering numerous fine

plants, and at whose base nestles a fine herbaceous

border ; old pieces of water, old walks, old trees— all

these are to be seen here in pleasing association with

modern shrubberies and new pleasure-grounds. An
old Vine should not be forgotten although it lives

only in its descendants, the original stem being dead.

It was planted in 1768, and from it was taken the

cutting which has developed into the more widely-

known Vine at Hampton Court. The existing Vines

are chips of the old block—that is to say, suckers

from it—and their history is given in our volume

for 1873, p. 1307. There, too, will be found the

history of Valentines initsconnection with Archbishop

Tillotson and also a brief notice of the gardens, and

of the improvements effected under the superintendence

of Mr. Earley. Near the fine old wall before alluded

to is a rosary, not the largest, but certainly one of the

best that we have seen. It is of oblong shape,

bounded on all sides by a Rose hedge, 5 feet high

and 4 feet through, and enclosing beds of Roses, a

Rose temple, and other attributes of the Rose ; the

whole forming in the season a perfect little paradise

of Roses, where the pruning-knife is as little used as

may be. There are within the grounds two separate

sheets of water, one—the long pond {fig. 51)—over-

hung by splendid timber-trees, and bordered in part

by the Bower Walk, in part by a wall draped in

part with Berberis stolonifera as a groundwork, and

with the golden-leaved Honeysuckle intermixed, with

a rare bed of Lily of the Valley at its base. To the

left in our drawing is seen a portion of the American
garden ; the other sheet of water is upon a lower 1 la

level, and is supplied from the long pond, the water
rushing through an arched cavern. In this lake is a IB
small island, all overgrown with trees ; the margins,

too, are planted with Pampas-grass and Weeping
Willows, and not far off are .Scotch Firs, Araucarias,

Pinus insignis, and flat-topped Thorns. Elsewhere in i

\

the grounds is a noble Cedar, one of the features of ^
the garden. The bare ground beneath its massive
limbs may by some be objected to, but to us it seems
natural and in harmony with the tree, whose deep
green foliage stands out better than if it were asso-

ciated with green of another tint beneath. The trees

which form the background of our second illustration

('ig- 5°) form part of the Bishop's Walk, said to have
been planted by Archbishop Tillotson. The Bishop's

Walk forms a noble avenue, terminated at each end
by a mound surrounded by a circle of old solemn Vew
trees, whose weird limbs and denuded trunks are

suggestive of some architectural design, with which
Time has dealt picturesquely, it is true, but none the

less destructively. In the centre of this avenue is an
opening, from which three walks diverge, producing
a singularly impressive effect. Near one end of this

walk, in a depressed hollow, is a wild fernery—

a

delightful feature.

In the selection and disposition of the shrubs and
trees on the lawns Mr. Earley has shown an amount
of knowledge of suitable materials and of interesting

and beautiful plants not often possessed by gardeners,

while his taste in arranging these materials is worthy
of all praise. He had a fine opportunity, and he has
used it well.

The fruit garden is divided by walls into three

separate compartments, well adapted for fruit growing,

and well stocked. Here is the double vinery, each

division some 40 feet in length, wherein the parent of

the Hampton Court Vine still stands. In these

scattered notes we have only sought to indicate, not

to describe, the leading features of this very charming
garden, the arrangements in which do credit to Mr.
Earley. In the manner, too, in which he has availed

himself of the adjoining park, cutting out openings

to let in views, and so planting as to enhance their

effect, Mr. Earley has been very successful.

A SUBURBAN VILLAGE.
London and twelve miles round may, in many

respects, be looked upon as one vast city ; its out-

skirts, stretching road after road and street after street,

are, at any rate from a picturesque point of view, but

little better than so many suburban towns, all trace of

rurality save of the most meagre character being

blotted out by bricks and mortar—maugre a fairly-

sized forest tree here and there, not a vestige of sylvan

scenery remains. The exception proves the rule, and
so to prove that dull streets and duller houses, with

forecourts and backyards miscalled gardens, are con-

sidered country, we quote a notable exception. It

is a village within eight miles of Charing Cross,

not a fashionable suburb like Richmond, but a

veritable village, where life goes on more regularly

and slowly than in more frequented retreats—where

there is no royal park to make it the hacknied resort

of school parties and holiday excursionists, and no

river to attract a mixed crowd of oarsmen and idlers ;

but it has what is more beneficial and more refresh-

ing to the jaded Londoner, not a mere whiff of

country air, but a full breeze that blows from the

Surrey Downs and Kentish uplands, and brings with

it no one knows how many sweet scents and whole-

some odours.

A breath of the sea comes with a keen nor'-easter,

the southerly winds waft the consumption-curing aroma

of the Hop, and should the gentle sou'-westerly pre-

vail, it brings on the wings of the gentle zephyr that

fans our cheeks the perfume of the Lavender and the

incense of the wild Thyme breathed from the fields

and commons around Mitcham. Unknown to fame,

the salubrity of the atmosphere is not unappreciated,

the residents boasting with pride that seven different

airs blow over the little spot, charming away miasma
and effluvia, and keeping it for ever fresh and healthy.

The greatest charm, however, is in the fact that,

although surrounded by many resorts more pre-

tentious but less worthy, this little spot has as yet

remained uncontaminated l)y the touch of popularity

—it continues a little village beyond the pale of gen-
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tility, and only hanging on the skirts of fashion by

this slender thread that its inhabitants, all working-

bees, make their home here because it is cheap, and
go into more populous and less favoured spots to their

daily labour. A struggling, straggling, much-built-

upon village, where one-storied cottages are in the

the majority, and shops are almost ////—where there is

not a window from which there is not a prospect of

undulating meadows or hill-sides clothed with trees,

where the sun sets below a horizon of distant blue-grey

hills, or, when angry, sets his flaming seal on window
after window, and floods the landscape with the light

of his (lying glory. Our village, too, boasts a very

fair number of gardens—not villa gardens trimly set

after the fashion of the day, like the ladies' dresses,

hamlet there lingers a remnant of the olden day, a

picturesque farmhouse with overhanging brow and
Ivy-mantled head, built in the reign of Elizabeth ; its

ample roof, sloping almost to the ground, :s partly

covered with a dense growth of House Leek, of

various tints of green and many flowers. A fine old

Walnut tree, whose trunk lies almost level with the

ground for some length, rears mighty branches whose
bright pale-green leaves form a beautiful contrast to

the dense growth of Ivy, with which gables and
chimneys are almost covered. A relic of a bygone

time this house still stands and points back to the

date when a village on this spot was but a hazy vision

of the future, as the name of it now is but a dreamy
recollection of the past. Speculation has turned a

rivetted by the rich blood-coloured blooms of a

standard Rose, with numberless flowers in every stage

of development, from the embryo bud to the more
than full-blown flower, whose fallen petals might,

from their brilliant hue, ha\e been the very ones that

Venus' blood had dyed.

Another notable feature is a fine scarlet Pelargonium

which, planted against a house, grows some I2 or 14

feet high, co\cring a recess up to the very top of a

window, and bearing aloft a goodly number of full

clusters of scarlet blossoms.

The majority ot the gardens are well kept, many
remarkably so. Perhaps a forthcoming local flower

show has somewhat influenced the matter ; at any
rate, there is a schedule containing g goodly number

Fu;. 50.—VIEW IN THE GARUF..NS AT VALENTINES. (SEE P. 272.)

all of one pattern, only diftering in colour, but

veritable cottage gardens, where the best culture and

the largest space of ground are given to the homely,

useful Cabbage and Potato ; where Scarlet Runners

form the orfipmental climbers that cover the fence,

and where unsightl)' mounds are honoured by being

o\errun with the broad handsome leaves, rich golden

flowers and ponderous fruit of the Vegetable Marrow,
where use not ornament is the main object, but where

beauty is not quite forgotten, for the front plot must

have its complement of flowers, and the windows
tliciv curtains of greenery. As yet the immediate

neighljourhood is free from the bane of lodging-

houses ; the ozone of the atmosphere has not yet been

ai>praised and sold to the highest bidder in the form of

furnished apartments. At present such accommo-
dation is conspicuous by its absence.

Almost new in its entirety, in one corner ^f this

heath into a town, and having cut down and dragged

up all along the lines of the future streets and roads

the trees and shrubs which adorned the whilom

common. Art has to step in to re-embellish by the aid

of horticulture, to plant and cultivate and render pro-

fitable the denuded land, and lend its help in covering

with elegant creepers and handsome blossoms the

otherwise unsightly bald brick buildings. Already

many a tiny plot is remarkable for some especial

beauty ; here it is a most happy blending of the

chaste exquisitely variegated foliage of the Japanese

creeper with the splendid dark purple flowers

of the Clematis Jackmanni. Like beauty leaning

upon strength these two plants growing together are

mutually effective : the Clematis with its wealth of

flowers and paucity of leaves finds an unsurpassable

foil in the delicate veinings, and greeny yellow tint ot

the elegant creeper. In another spot attention is

of prizes for amateurs and cottagers, and we shall note

the result of the exhibition with interest. Jane

^en-old.

Florists' Flowers.
Seasonable Notes. — Attention more or less

is required at present by all the subjects cared for by

the florist. Auriculas have now all been repotted,

but the smaller plants and seedlings will require

potting a second time about the first week in Septem-

ber. Plants that have made vigorous growth in

small 6o's may now be repotted in 4S's. If the

shift seems to be a large one, rather more drainage

should be put in, as no greater mistake can he made

than to over-pot in September. The plants had be-

come infested with greenfly, and as it is not quite safe

to fumigate with tobacco smoke when the plants are
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in vigorous growth, it was necessary to ailvert to the

tedious method of lirushing the pest from each plant

separately willi a small camel-hair brush. Of course

all decaying leaves must be removed, not must any

weeds be allowed in the pots. Many of the plants

have thrown up flower trusses, these are removed as

soon as wc can get hold of them with the finger and

thumb.

Polyanthus are akin to the Auricula, and require

very similar treatment when they are grown in pots
;

but they are not grown in pots all the year round,

they arc planteil out when the flowers fade early in

May and arc repotted early in September. Some
growers indeed have two sets of plants, and they

grow each set in pots alternately. Thus the plants

that were put out in the open ground in May are not

potted up till September, sixteen months after.

Certainly it is trying to the plants to be shifted about
so frequently, as those of us are obliged to do who
have small collections, but notwithstanding we have a

very fair measure of success. They require the soil

in which they are potted to be rather heavier than

that used for Auriculas, but like the Auricula they

must not be over-potted. I divide all the plants into

single crowns, and find that 5-inch pots are large

enough to grow the strongest in ; they may be a trifle

smaller for weaker crowns.

Carnations and Picotees. — We have now
finished layering these, and have arranged all the pots

conveniently out-of-doors. The surface soil of the

pots is removed and the layers are pegged down into

some light sandy soil, which is placed there for this

purpose. Pinks have not yet been planted out in

some light soil, as they would have been a few weeks
ago if we had had time. The plants become weakly
if they are not planted out of the boxes in which they

are struck. Later cuttings are not yet rooted, but

they are looking well and we hope to have a good
strike. The ground must now be prepared for the

plants by trenching and manuring, and the surface

should either be lightly forked over or Dutch-hoed
two or three times during the next six weeks : at the

end of that time the plants ought to be put out. I

generally place some light loam free from manure on
the surface and plant the Pinks in that light soil.

Plant them 8 or 9 inches apart, and press the soil

firmly round the base of the plants.

Dahlias now require considerable attention, the

principal care is to shade the flowers and destroy

earwigs. The insects feed at night and retire at day-

break into any convenient shelter. Some persons

have small pots inverted on the top of the sticks with

a little dry moss in the bottom, which serve for hiding

places for them, and a man must go round every

morning and shake them out ; or they may be caught

in lengths of hollow bean-stalks or Hemlock stems.

Two or three of them should be placed near the top of

the plants, between the stick and stems to which they
are tied—the insects can be blown out by applying the

mouth to one end of the stem. The anxious culti-

vator will also be out at night with a lamp to destroy
any he may see feeding on the flowers. In our

neighbourhood it has not been necessary to water such
plants except once or twice this season, but in districts

where there has been but little rainfall, water must be
freely applied, and in every case the ground over the

roots should be mulched with rotted manure. This
is desirable for Phloxes, Pentstemons, Hollyhocks,
Asters, Delphiniums, and in fact every class of free-

rooting plants. J. Douglas.

Kulturpflanzen und Hausthiere in ihrem
Uebergang aus Asien nach Griechenland
und Italien sowie in das ubrige Europa.
Jlisloiisch-liiigiiistisilie Skizzcii. Von VictorHehn.
Driltc verbcsscrtc Aliflnse. {The Migration of
Cultivated riants ami Domesticated Animals from
Asia into Greece and Italy^ ^c.)

The third edition of this important work calls for a

brief notice. To the botanist and horticulturist it is

perhaps of more interest from its "historical linguis-

tical" side than as an authority on the origin of

cultivated plants, though the author appears to have
neglected no trustworthy source of information on this

point. So little is beyond doubt on this point that it is

idleto criticise the author's views when he disagrees with
the recognised phyto-geographers, Indeed, he enters

the lists himself against them, and meets such critics

as Griesbach and lleer on by no means unequal terms.

But whether he is right or wron;j on certain poin s,

his book of some 550 pages is one ot the most inte-

resting that we have taken up for some time. It

abounds in quotations from the c.irly Greek anil Latin

and other writers, and those from the dead languages

are mostly given in translation as well, " for the

benefit of persons who are so unfortunate as to have

grown up without learning them." The Grape Vine,

to which 20 pages are devoted, comes first under

consideration. Here we may trust the author so far

as its ancient history is concerned, but he is not

reliable in its modern history. He seems to have
conceived the idea that the Grape Vine for wine

producing will only flourish at its best in the Mediter-

ranean region, taking rather a wide sweep around that

sea. Thus with respect to the southern hemisphere,

he states that with the exception of the inconsider-

able Cape country, the Grape Vine is not present in

the narrow temperate region suitable to its culture.

One would ask, has he never heard of Australian

wines ? In Chili, too, it is recorded that the Vine is

successfully grown. In the New World, he adds, it

does not thrive, though California may now produce
a few hundred thousand hectolitres of ill-tasting wine.

Such careless statements detract considerably from the

value of a serious work. There are reasons for

believing that the vintages of California and Australia

may one day rival those of Europe. What has already
been achieved cannot be disposed of with a few con-
temptuous words ; and what experience may effect we
cannot foretell.

—— Alphabetical Handbook for England and
ITales (Murray, pp. 501).—A very useful gazetteer for

the tourist or for the " stay-at-home tr.aveller " who
requires topographical information in a small com-
pass, and of a kind that he is not likely to find in

more pretentious works. We have tested the volume
in several places known to us, and with such satisfac-

tory results that we can confidently recommend the
volume to our readers as a very serviceable compen-
dium. A railway map forms an indispensable adjunct
to the book.

Sketches for Cottages, ^'c, By R. N. Shaw,
R.A. (Lascelles, Bunhill Row.)—This is a series

of designs for cottages and other buildings designed
to be constructed on the patent cement slab system
of W. H. Lascelles. The designs are eminently
pictural, and suitable for country districts. They
are close imitations of old models, and to that extent
destitute of originality, while, as in the small-paned
windows, the old and inconvenient is copied rather
than adapted to modern requirements.

Messrs. Ward, Lock & Co. have done excel-
lent service in reprinting, at the low cost of one
shilling, each volume of Butler's Analogy of Religion
and Paley's Evidences of Christianity. The latter

book is somewhat out of date, and not in sympathy
with modern thought ; but Butler's close reasoning
and well-sustained argument may be read with as
much profit as ever. A useful summary of the argu-
ment and an analysis of the facts and postulates on
which it is founded is prefixed in both cases, but we
could wish that the editor had confined himself to

these and not defaced the text with notes expressive

of his own personal views and opinions—often on
subjects on which it is fair to iiifer that his opinion is

of no special weight.

Publications Received.—Journal des Roses.
— Botanische Zeitung. — Gartenflora. — Midland
Naturalist.—Gardeners' Monthly.—Nuovo Giornale
Italiano.—Glasgow and South-Western Panoramic
Guide.—Nature.—Bulletino Amphelografico, fasc. ix.

—Journal de la Socicte' Centrale d'Horticulture de
France.—The Indian Forester.—Bulletino della R.
.Societa Toscana di Orticultura.—One and Three
(Bradbury & Co.).—Inquiry for .Seeds of Grasses,

&c., Brisbane, Queensland. — Vick's Illustrated
Monthly Magazine. — Bulletin d'Arboriculture. —
Revue Horticole.—Handbook of the British Flora,
fourth edition, by G. Bentham, F.R.S. (Reeve
& Co.)—E. Regel, Descript. Plant. Nov., fasc. vi.— Agricultural Statistics, Ireland : Live-stock. —
Illustration Horticole.—Monthly Flor.al and Fruit
Magazine.—The Poverty of India, by Dadabhai
Nagroji (Vincent Brooks).— Bulletin d'.\rboriculture
der Deutsche Garten.— Forest Tree Planting, by Dr.
Sghonibiirgk.—Science Gossip.

PLANT IlOUSIiS.

Now is a good time to take off Banana suckers

with a view of pushing them forward fur fruiting nc.\t

spring. Pot them in rich loam with a good sprinkling

of deer-dung incorporated with it, plunge them in

a bottom-heat of 95^ with a top-heat of go' or lOo'

at shutting-up time, but allow it to fall to 75" for

night temperature. Keep the atmosphere of the

house well charged with moisture, and syringe the

plants overhead pretty freely ; under this treatment

the plants will soon make growth both in foliage and
roots, when the bottom-heat may be gradually

lowered to 85° minimum an<l 90" maximum. Imme-
diately the pots are filled with roots, and before they

get entangled, the plants should be planted out in a

beil of the best and richest loam procurable, with

which should be mixed a liberal quantity of deer or

sheep dung rubbed through a half-inch sieve to sepa-

rate the large lumps. Uottom-heat is indispensable

for the well-being of Bananas, and a mean tempera-
ture of 87° should always be aimed at. The plants

delight in plenty of sun, and should never be shaded
except for a few days, when the suckers are potted

in a rootless state. Established plants should have
free ventilation from the top of the house during the

forepart of the day, but they should be shut up
early, and, if possible, run up to 100° or 1 10'' with
sun-heat, the plants being syringed overhead freely.

In fact, the more heat and moisture they get in this

way the better they seem to grow. The plants aic

also gross feeders. When the soil or beds get full of

roots they should be liberally supplied with good
liquid water, taking care to make the liquid of the

same temperature as the bed, otherwise the plants

will receive a sudden check, which no after-treatment

will rectify, neither should they be stinted for water,

otherwise it will cause them to fruit prematurely, the pro-

duce really being almost worthless. We give our plants

a thorough drenching about every ten days or a fort-

night, but this depends on the weather and the state

of the border. A border full of roots in hot weather
dries much quicker than in dull weather, but a fort-

night may be taken as the average time. "Good stout

suckers planted this month, and under good manage-
ment, will show fruit about next February, and ripen

about the end of June ; from the time that plants show
fruit until they are ripe in the summer is about four

months, while on the other hand it takes from tive to

six months to ripen them during the dull months of

autumn and winter. Immediately the spike of fruit

is formed, and the last whorl that will swell

is discernible, cut off the point containing the

useless pips so as to throw all the strength of the

plant into the pips that will swell, at the same time

get a stout pad of leather and put it round the shank
or stem of the fruit and then by means of a stout chain
sling up the fruit to the roof of the house to prevent it

breaking down the plants : the pad of leather is to pre-

vent the chain cutting through the stem, as a bunch
of well grown fruit will weigh from 70 lb. to loo lb.

About the same time as the plants show fruit they
will also throw up suckers from their base, two
of which should be selected to remain on each
stool and the others rubbed out. Those selected

to remain will develope themselves into good strong

plants, while the parent is swelling off and ripening

its fruit. Immediately the fruit is ripe the parent
plant is cut out, and the two suckers left to lake its

place ; these will in a very little time take their

turn in fruiting, as four months growth at least will

be made while the parent is ripening its fruit. After
the suckers have ripened their fruit the beds should
again be cleared out, refilled with soil, and other pro-

perly prepared suckers planted as previously alluded
to. Bananas always develope and ripen much better

fruit in summer when assisted with abundance of solar

heat than when produced during the sunless weather
of autumn and winter. Bunches of fruit produced
during the latter season are always short and dumpy
and never attain the weight of summer fruit although
they may be equally good in flavour. Under the

above treatment we have grown fruit running from
85 lb. to 97 lb. per bunch, and have now two bunches
developing which bid very fiiir to equal anything
we have yet grown. J. OUcrhcad, The Gardens^
Wimbledon^ IIousc^ S. U \

Orchids.—As the more forward plants in the
several sections advance in growth and approach
maturity it will be necessary that they should have a
little more individual treatment bestowed upon them,
so that in regard to shading, air, and water, the con-
ditions essential to their thorough and perfect forma-
tion may be observed and attended to. They thus
attain a stout healthy growth matured in goocl time,

and when the blooming periotl arrives they will,

on account of such maturity, produce a fine display of
perfect and well coloured blooms. Though these

periods are not so decisively marked in some species

as they are in others, there is, however, no doubt but
that in all cases a stout, mature, and plump growth is
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very helpful to the production of a strong spike in the

growth about to bloom, whether it is the last made
bulb or, as in the case of many Dendrobiums, the

growth produced the season pre\ious. Such plants

as Dendrobium Cambridgeanuni, which finished their

bulbs some two months back, yet continued rooting

for some time longer, will now be found to be at rest.

Let them now be placed in a cooler house, where air

and light arc freely given. As soon as D. chrysan-

thum has gone out of flower it should also be placed
in the same house. If this is not attended to with
this species as soon as it has flowered it will start

almost immediately, the consequence being that

w'eakened breaks push away and the growth is formed
of great length, but far too slender. As I), crassinode

and Wardianum finish their biUbs they, too, must be
stood in the cooler division, though the amount of
cold to which they should be exposed must be
less than would be given to those just named,
partly on account of the dililerence of locality m which
they are met with in their native habitats, and partly

also as a precautionary measure. Large plants of
crassinode and Wardianum are too costly to submit
to extremes of treatment.. Let Calanthes now
finishing their growths have a good supply of water,

and liquid manure may occasionally be given them
;

extra light also must be given by running up the

blinds earlier in the afternoon on bright clear days,

and unless the sun is very clear the shading will not
be required at all, that is presuming the Calanthes
are grown in a structure where the treatment gi'^en

will be such as will suit Calanthes first and chiefly
;

for, considering ihe great quantity of bloom these will

bring during the winter months, it surely is worth
while growing a number of pots, so that for several

months the houses may be gay and attractive with
flowers of a choice antl useful nature. Mesospinidium
vulcanicum is a very pretty plant for the Odonto-
glossum-house, and one that should be grown in

small baskets, for since it is of a small and compact
habit of growth, and never attaining a very large

size, it should not be made up in masses. It will now
be in many cases in flower, and its spikes of bloom,
which are of a deep yet bright rose colour, as they
hang just over the green foliage of the other plants

have a very pleasing eflect. W. Sican^ Falloaofichi.

FLOWER GARDEN, ETC.
Referring .igain to some noteworthy plants of the

season I must reiterate the praise I some time back
accorded to the Zinnia Haageanaimbricataflore-pleno;
it maintains a dwarf compact habit of growth, is very

free flowering, and a charming deep yellow colour, and
the plant being sturdy and stiff it bears the weather
very well indeed. Amongst other noticeable plants

in the mixed borders—which should now be not only

reasonably gay with plants in season, but also a

source of great interest to the lovers of flowers—Calli-

opsis Drummondii is conspicuous ; its rich tone of

yellow helps very much to relieve the more sober tones

of many ofits equally interesting companions, whilst its

own brilliancy is heightened by contrast with the ever-

bright spikes of Gladiolus Brenchleyensis, which is a

great feature just now, and its reasonable price should

conduce to its being more extensively employed for

the production of effects, since its season may be

grolonged by planting at intervals from the be-

pinning of March to the end of May. The
varieties of dwarf double P'rench Marigolds are becom-
ing conspicuous, and amongst them is a very dwarf
and compact variety of Dean's, having large yellow

flowers, very effective in combination with other

plants, and would also be very fine in masses in beds.

The thorough enjoyment of the garden is greatly

dependent upon the amount of labour which can
be devoted to the maintenance of a neat and at the

same time natural appearance. Freedom from weeds
and dead foliage and exhausted flower-stems are

among the essentials. An even but broken-up surface

of soil is also necessary. Moreover, the supports

to the plants and the tying material should be kept

out of sight as much as possible ; this is not diflicult

with the strong-growing plants with abundant foliage,

to which stout stakes must be driven in, and
can be hidden in the fastening ; but lighter and
more delicate plants may have tolerably stout

but short stakes driven in, and the stems loosely

looped to them in sections, not tied round

in bunches like faggots, which is \txy objectionable.

Wherever seed is not required it is always desirable

to pick off all seed-pods, which will* strengthen the

late flowers. The late abundant rains have induced

an extra strong growth in many plants, a portion of

which should be removed for the sake of maintaining

a neat and dressed ajijiearance ; the same cause also

has given a strong impulse to the growth of the grass,

so that the mowing-machine must be constantly at

work, and all grass edgings and verges neatly clipped.

Now is also the best time to clip lioundary-edges, as

there will be no fear of their making another growth
this season. We may soon be on the look-out iox the

usual equinoctial gales, it will therefore be well to

give extra support to all strong-growing, heavy-topped,

sub-tropical and other plants, which have mjide great

progress lately. Roses also have thrown out an

unusual number of strong rampant shoots, which
should be cut back at once both for the sake of a neat

appearance and to divert the vigour towards the

weaker shoots. In the case of hybrid perpetuals it may
be desirable to retain the strong shoots which have

blooms at the end, in which case they may be

partially bent down and fastened to stakes.

Now is a good time to prupagate Hollyhocks

from cuttings. The best medium for the purpose is a

frame with a gentle bottom-heat from stal)le-manure.

From 4 to 6 inches of fine soil should be laid over the

surface and pressed down evenly, and the cuttings,

made from the small shoots about the size of a quill,

inserted in a sloping direction all over the bed. They
should be shaded from bright sun until there are signs

of growth, after which ventilation, and eventually

free exposure to harilen, will be necessary. It some-

tiuies becomes necessary to thoroughly trench up the

mixed herbaceous borders in order to replenish them
with frcih compost, and to rearrange the plants, and

early in October is the proper time to do so ; and
where lliis is contemplated it is not desirable to fill up
vacancies with the seedling perennial and biennial

plants, which, as they ought not to be left to draw up

in the seed-beds, should be at once planted out in the

reserve garden ; but where trenching is not necessary

they may of course be planted at once in the borders

as vacancies occur. The cuttings of Pinks will now
be ready to transfer to beds or borders. The site

intendeil for them should be deeply trenched up -and

enriched with fresh compost of very decayed manure
mixed with sharp road-scrapings and sound loam.

JoJui Cox, Rtiilcaf.

FRUIT HOUSES.
Orchard House. — There is much complaint

about the want of flavour in the fruit this year ; and

when the trees are grown in pots it is often very difficult

to obtain the fruit of the highest quality. It may
be as well to enumerate the causes that conduce to this,

and truth compels the admission that the largest number
is due to want of care on the part of the cultivator.

One cause is insufficient drainage in the pots, and

this is brought about by placing the jiotsherds or

oyster-shells carelessly in the bottom of the pots.

I'lace a large piece over the bottom-hole with the

convex side under, and over it other large pieces in

the same position, finishing off with smaller bits, and

over all some tough fibre shaken free from loose earth.

This will certainly prevent the drainage from being

choked. Care must also be taken to keep worms
from getting in. When the plants are in the house

I stand each pot on two bricks to allow the air to

circulate freely under the pot, and also to keep out

worms. And when the pots are turned out-of-doors

for the winter, I place them on a hard bottom, and

under the pots a layer of soot. When the water

cannot pass frc-ely through the pots the soil becomes

sour, and the fruit produced will be worthless.

Another cause of insipid fruit is injudicious water-

ing. After the fruit is well set and the trees

,

growing freely there is little danger of over-watering

if the drainage is good, up to the time the fruit becomes

soft, but when it is within fourteen days of the fruit

ripening great caution is necessary. It will not do to

go tapping the trees until the pots ring from over-

dryness, this would be worse than over-watering, as it

would injure both the trees and the fruit. On the

other hand, the soil should be rather dry before water

is supplied. Another cause which may be controlled

by the cultivator, is over-cropping. Some persons

are so loth to thin out the fruit sufficiently, and they

allow it to remain until it is too late to remove it, for

if it is not removed until the fruit begins to take the

second swelling the mischief is done. A tree will

only produce a certain weight of fruit, and if too much
is allowed to remain it will not grow to full size, and

will be much wanting in flavour. I have tasted Nec-

tarines quite bitter from the trees being over-cropped.

Another reason, over which the cultivator has but

little control, is the want of sun. I do not say the

cultivator has no control over the seasons, it would

not be right to do so. If the orchard-house is well

constructed, the anxious cultivator will pay consider-

able attention to ventilating ; and the temperature of

the house can be kept as high on a dull day as it can

on a sunshiny one by keeping the ventilators closer on

the one than on the other. Instructions have been

given on previous occasions as to the care required in

the various operations alluded to, and if these instruc-

tions have been attended to the results ought to have

been satisfactory. I must also allude to repotting :

if that has not been done it ought to be seen to at any

early date. There is greater certainty of a crop the

following season if they are repotted before the leaves

fall, as thenthe young trees have an opportunity to form

roots in the fresh potting material in the autumn. This

applies to all fruit trees cultivated in the orchard-house.

Vi>;es.—Houses in which late Grapes are intended

for keeping through the winter, either on the Vines or

in the Grape-room, will require liberal ventilation

with gentle fire-heat for the maintenance of a rapid

circulation of air. Gradually reduce strong laterals

as days decrease in length, and keep the foliage in a

clean healthy condition by means of a moderate
supply of moisture to the walls, paths, and floors

sufficiently early in the day to admit of the atmosphere

becoming light and buoyant before nightfall. Ripe
Muscats hanging on Vines having their roots in deep
outside borders will keep a long time if protected

from the direct influence of the heavy rains now
falling in differents parts of the country. A good cover-

ing of dry Fern, shutters, or, best of all, spare lights

placed in a sloping position, answer well for throwing
oft' water, while they attract sun-heat to the surface of

the soil. If the foliage is not sufficient for the pro-

tection of the tender skins of the berries, some light

shading may be found necessary on bright days, par-

ticularly if the houses are glazed with large squares of
strong glass. Haythorn's hexagon netting answers
well, as it does not impede light, and it may be made
to do double service by being drawn over the

opening lights and ventilators for keeping out

wasps, which are unusually numerous and trouble-

some this season. These pests seem to have
their especial favourite Grapes for feeding upon

—

Venn's Seedling, Madresfield Court, and Trentham
Black coming in for their first and undivided

attention. Proceed with the lifting and relaying of

the roots of early and mid-season Vines without dela)'.

Use new turf with a liberal admixture of brick and
lime rubble, charcoal, and crushed bones. See that

the drainage is satisfactory, and follow with large sods

of turf, grass side downwards. Keep the roots well

up to the surface, always bearing in mind that a
narrow border well filled with active roots is preferable

to a large mass of soil at the outset, as the roots can
be more easily excited and fed at the proper time,

and the Grapes invariably set and colour better.

Choose dry weather for making the borders. Cover
up when finished with good stable litter, and keep the

interior of the house close and moist, until the foliage

shows signs of fresh root-action having set in. In

cold unfavourable districts Vines should always have
the range of internal as well as external borders, as

the roots can then be lifted and relaid in either of the

borders without injury to the following year's crop.

Pot Vines intended for early fruiting should be
removed to the shelter of a dry airy house. Give just

sufficient water to keep the roots in a healthy state,

and reduce the necessity for its frequent application

by covering up the pots with dry Fern or stable litter.

;K Cokmnn.

ORANt;i-: Trees in Pots.—The great difficulty in

growing these trees is to keep them clean. If they

could be cleaned from scale by simply syringing

them there would be nothing to complain of. Even
without the presence of scale the upper surface of the

leaves becomes coated with a sticky substance, which
ultimately becomes black. I do not see any differ-

ence between it and honeydew, but it is honeydew
deposited without the presence of insects. This and
scale can only be removed by hand washing with

strong soapy water. The Oranges also become
coated with it, and it is very desirable that it should

be removed from the leaves before it spreads to the

fruit. Attend to syringing copiously with clear tepid

rain-water, and maintain a temperature of from 65*

to 70' at night. J. Douglas.

Strawberries ixPots.—The progress that Straw-

lierries have made during the past fortnight is in every

respect satisfactory. The crowns are becoming plump
and prominent, and all fruitless plants can now be

detected at a glance. Such plants should be cleared

away at once where there is even a suspicion of their

being barren, and replaced with the most promising of

those that still remain as surplus stock, the remnant

being planted out in favourable situations for pro-

ducing runners next year : for this purpose we plant

single rows round the brakes in the kitchen garden

annually, of course changing their position each year.

The plan is to be commended for two reasons, first,

because the plants do not shade one another, and the

runners are therefore stronger and as a rule earlier

and better developed than those to be obtained from

older plantations ; and secondly, because there is

more freedom of action in layering the runners with-

out any risk of treading the crops. Worms and weeds

arc troublesome at present, jirompt means should be

taken to eradicate both. The pots should also be

wide enough apart to be clear of each other so as to

expose the crowns fully to the influence of every blink

of sunshine and rayof light. Crowns, too, arenumerous

in such varieties as Vicomtesse Hericart de Thury and

Sir Charles Napier (the latter a grand Strawberry for

exhibition) : these should be reduced to the centre or

strongest one, not when they have attained any con-

siderable size, but as soon as they can be taken hold

of with the finger and thumb and lifted clean out of

the socket at the side of the main crown where they

have formed themselves. Concentrate all vigour into

the main crown,[have but a few vigorous flower-spikes,

select only the largest and best formed flowers, and

there need be no fear of having a handsome crop of

large fruit which will be creditable alike on the dessert

or exhibition table, W, Hindu
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SATURDAY, AUGUST 31, 1S7S.

APPOINTMENTS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
Monday, Sept, s_ Sale of Dulch Bulbs at Stevens' Rooms.

Thursday, Sept. 5

I Sale of Dutch Bulbs a
I Stratford and Forest

J Society's Show (two

J Dundee Horticultural
( days).

Society's Show (thrt

Sept. 6— Sale of Botanical Books at Stevens' Rooms
Sept. 7— Sale of Dutch Bulbs at Stevens' Rooms.

T F it were not for the urgency of the matter,
-L we should be ahnost ashamed to revert so
often to the condition of Hyde Park and
Kensington G.-^rdens. But often as the
matter has been broached, greatly as the evils

have been deplored, and numerous as have
been the suggestions oftered, little or nothing
has been done to avert the disaster of the
destruction of our finest metropolitan park.
While badly-made roads have occupied the

attention of the authorities, roads which were
not wanted made in various directions, and
roads which were all that could be desired have
been, as it were, surreptitiously diverted in the
dull season when London is out of town

—

while thousands of bedding plants and bulbs
which can be bought and renewed at any
time for a small expenditure have been year by
year lavished in the Parks, little or nothing has
been done in the case of the trees. The dead
or dying have been cut down, the weakly ones
lopped, till all sort of beauty has been cut
away. Successive First Commissioners have
worked their will—some ha\e done nothing,
others made mischief that cannot be repaired,
not one has taken up the matter as it deserves,
Far be it from us to undervalue the bedding-
out arrangements and the other works that acfd
so much to the beauty and attractiveness of
the Park. These things have their value, and
they are the special delight of many who are
ignorant of the nature and inappreciative of the
beauty of trees, but they are temporary and
ephemeral. A little more or a little less labour,
a few pounds more or less, and these depart-
ments can be kept at a high standard, or if

necessaiy or desirable they could be diminished
without much injury to any one. But in the
case of the wooded portions—the cliief glory of
the place—a century can hardly repair the follies

of one First Commissioner. In this case a
well-considered plan of operations is neces-
sary, and it must be carried out gradually, after
thorough investigation of all the circumstances.
This is not a case of a little extra labour, or a
larger cheque for expenses in connection with
the raising and disposition of bedding plants

;

it is a case, as we have said, of well tievised
procedure cai'efully carried out over a series of
years.

First of all, an accurate survey should be
made so as to get at the full extent of the
mischief, then the nature of the soil and of the
drainage should be investigated, and when
the circumstances have been fully noted, then
the forester and landscape gardener should
devise remedies, or as, in most cases, the
disease is past remedy, should set about the
formation of new plantations and new avenues.
Speaking generally from our own observations
and from those of our correspondents, the cause
of the death of so large a number of trees is

manifold and various in different parts of the
area. In some cases the trees are dying of
premature old age. First Commissioners may
not realise that trees die of old age, but they do,
and as London atmosphere and London food are
not always of the best, the period of senility to
which trees and all living creatures must attain
comes earlier than it would otherwise do. Then

in many cases the soil seems e.xhaustcd, and
the fallen leaves which should in the natural
course of things replenish it are removed. The
soil gets hardened by constant trampling, and
baked by hot sun, so that when rain does come
it does not soak in, neither does air obtain
access. The feeding roots are always near
the surface, and from the circumstances
we have mentioned they get starved and
burnt. In other cases thinning has not been
performed at the proper time. First Com-
missioners and park-owners generally are often
very loth to cut down a tree, they dislike sacri-

ficing an individual for the good of the com-
munity. In their own lifetime perhaps they do
not see the mischief which this over-solicitude
brings about, though if they would use their

eyes they could scarcely fail to see it. In other
cases, probably, over-drainage and the nature
of the subsoil are the causes of the death of the
trees. But on these points no one can speak
without a careful survey.

What, then, should be done .' A full answer
to this question, of course, cannot be given till

all the circumstances we have alluded to are
known, but certain points suggest themselves at
once. Let certain areas be enclosed, the surface-
soil refreshed with fallen leaves, road-scrapings,
maiden loam, if possible

; let the dying trees be
removed, taking special care not to court failure

by planting young trees in their places, as is

not unfrequently done. But while something
may be done in this way to preserve what we
have, and to stave off the evil day, it is even
more important to think of the future. New
plantations should be made and new avenues
laid out. For this purpose certain areas should
be enclosed for a few years, the soil thoroughly
trenched, and ultimately planted according to a
well-devised plan. The work must necessarily
be spread over a series of years, and it might
be done so as to cause little or no inconvenience
to the public ; and while we of this generation
might hope to preserve some of the sylvan
glories of the Park, we should have the satisfac-

tion of knowing that we are leaving a fine

inheritance to our successors.

Rhexia virginica.—Melastomads, at least

lho.5e worth cultivating, are generally large stove plants

with fine foliage, strongly ribbed leavesand conspicuous
flowers of strange structure. For their successful

culture they require means and appliances beyond the
reach of many ; but in Rhexia virginica is apLantwhich
may be grown in a peat bed, and though it is difficult

to grow well, yet the difficulty is not a financial one.

It is a herbaceous perennial propagated by dividing the
root, or by cuttings. It has a fleshy root-stock, from
which are sent up lanceolate stems 12— iS inches
liigh with opposite sessile leaves, slightly hairy on the
lower surface. The flowers are borne in terminal

panicles and are of a rosy purple colour, the strangely
formed anthers being very prominent and of a
bright yellow, so that they afforda striking contrast with
ihe petals. A botanical curiosity is not often a plant

which attracts the general observer for its superficial

beauty—knowledgeand taste are required to appreciate
a botanist's pets—but here we have a plant which
every one who likes flowers is sure to admire, and
those of a botanical turn of mind are equally certain

to appreciate for its singular structure and the evi-

dence it affords of adaptation to a particular purpose.
Our specimen (fig. 49, p. 269) was figured from a
plant in Mr. Parker's nursery at Tooting. The
plant is in digenous to the Southern States of North
America. It flowers in July and August, likes a
moist, peaty soil, but the water must not be stagnant.

Moreover, it is advisable to protect the roots in winter
with a little litter.

The Versailles E.xhibition. — We
Britishers are certainly an odd compound, and our
inconsistency is at times very marked. Now we
depreciate our own powers and our resources and praise

those of other people, at another time our boastfulness

and self-consciousness is offensive. To-day we vaunt
French horticulture as something hors ligiic, to-

morrow we boast that we are the foremost horticul-

turists of the world. The truth, of course, lies 1

between the two extremes. In some things the
French excel, in others we are superior. The results

of the Versailles show, with which the Botanical and
Horticultural Congress has just terminated, has shown
very markedly some points in which we excel_and
English horticulturists owe their thanks to Mr. \Vu.i,s,

Messrs. Veitch, and others, who have so signally dis-

played the powers of English horticulture. We trust

that one result of this may be to induce Englishmen
to discount somewhat heavily the statemenls they
read as to the superiority of Continental horticulture,

and to remember that that superiority resides only in

certain details not very numerous nor very important,

Vegetable Products of Mogador.—In
a report on the commerce of Mogador for the past

year, referring to the drought that prevailed, the
Consul says that cattle in the interior were starving
for the want of grass, but that in the provinces of
Halia and Sheidma the drought was less felt, in conse-
quence of their being thickly wooded, and the forests

abounding in Argan trees (Argania sideroxylon),
which aftbrd food both for the natives and their

flocks in times of scarcity. This tree, we are told,

grows only in the provinces above mentioned and in

that of Soos. From the nut or seed the peasants
extract an oil which is useful both for illuminating

and cooking purposes. When the nuts ripen and
fall from the trees they are collected by the natives

;

the goats also greedily devour them, swallowing the
entire fruit, but digesting only the fleshy, pulpy
portion, and ejecting the hard nut. These nuts are
gathered together, as they still contain a quantity of
oil, which is further obtained by pressure.

For their own private use the peasants
rarely make a large quantity of oil at a time, but
crack open a few handfuls of nuts with a stone, and
after toasting the kernels in an earthenware dish,

grind them into flour. The oil is extracted by adding
.

small quantities of water to the flour, which is stirred

in a bowl. As the oil is being formed by this process
the flour hardens into a cake, which is finally squeezed,
leaving the oil perfectly clear and fit for use. The
cake, as well as the dry rind of the nut, forms an
excellent cattle-food, the rind being generally given
with the cake. These two products constitute the
principal and most nutritious cattle food during the
year, and is invaluable to the natives in time of
drought, the Argan tree being very hardy, and a dry
year having but little effect upon it. The hard, bony
husk, after the extraction of the seed or kernel, is

utilised by the peasants as fuel. The best charcoal is

made from the wood of the Argan, and the dry timber
is excellent firewood. The leaves form an excellent
food for goats, which browse upon them in the
Argan forests, climbing amongst the irregular

branches of the trees, plucking and nibbling both
nuts and leaves. Regarding other products of

Morocco, it seems that the dry summer and absence
of the ordinary north-east winds were very favourable
to the production of gum-sandarac (Callitris quadri-
valvis), and large quantities were brought into the
market. This gum is collected chiefly in the hilly

districts of the province of Halia. To obtain the
gum the natives chip the trunk and branches of the

trees when summer sets in, and if the year is favour-

able the gum oozes not only from the wounds Init

from all parts of the trees. Gum-euphorbium and
gum-arabic are both produced in quantities in

Morocco, the latter is known as brown Morocco gum.
The white gum which was formerly brought from
Soudon now no longer exists in the market, owing,
it is said, to the expense of transit rendering the price

too high for exportation.

" The Fox and the Grapes."—The follow-

ing strange circumstance has recently come to our
knowledge, says the Sporting Gazelle, which perhaps
will in some measure account for blank days and the
unlooked-for disappearance of foxes. It appears that

Mr. Harris has bought the Steventon Manor at Ash,
and is there making extensive alterations, amongst
them building a new mansion. In the course of the

work there was necessity to clean out a dead well

adjoining some magnificent ruins of very ancient date,

and in so doing the workmen came on the skulls and
bones of about a hundred foxes, which, no doubt, had
been knocked on the head by the keeper and there

deposited, as the least likely place for Ihem to ever

again come to light, for it is little likely he would ever

expect such a place to be disturbed. Mr. Harris
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had the bones removed to his Vine borders, and so

fertilising an agent did they prove that he carried off

all the prizes for Grapes at the Basingstoke show ;

and those who have seen the produce of his Vines

declare it to be truly magnificent. This is a fresh

rendering of the old fable of " The Fox and the

Grapes."

—— CoREOi'SIS N'UDATA.—One of the greatest

surprises we have seen in the plant way lately is a

plant named as above, and to be seen in the pond for

hardy aquatics at Kew, opposite the new physio-

logical laboratory. We should probably have passed

the plant over as a leafless Rush of no beauty and

little interest, had not the eye lighted on a bluish

grass seeds likely to be useful for pasturage in

Queensland. The native grasses grow after the

summer rains, but in winter and spring little growth

takes place, and the animals suffer in consequence.

Some^ of the introduced grasses, such as Bromus
unioloides and Cynodon dactylon, do well. Grasses

of creeping habit which are not likely to be injured

by the trampling of cattle are desirable. Frosts are

not severe.

The Crofters of Scotland.—Dr. M.\c-

DONALD has republished his letters to the Edio on the

condition of the Highland Crofters of Scotland. In

earnest language he pleads for a more considerate

treatment on the part of the great landlords, greater

varieties do very well, and it is considered that there

will be no difficulty in starting a trade in raisins.

From last year's experience in drying Muscat Grapes,

raisins of excellent quality were procured.

Acorns.— If the present year cannot be

classed as fruitful in the production of edible fruits,

at least it presents some marked features in relation

to hardy or wild fruits, as not only is the Horse-Chest-

nut—to which a previous reference has been made^
singularly productive this year, but the Oak is pro-

ducing one of the heaviest crops of Acorns that has

burdened our national tree for many years. Probaldy

to this presently will have to be added the Holly ;

but there is time enough to remark upon the fruitful-

FlO. 51.—VAI.KNTINES : THE I.O-NU I'ONH, AM5 UOWEK WALK. (sEE 1'. 272.)

tlower-head, rather pale in colour and smaller in size

than that of a Chicory. The plant is a native of the

.Southern .States of America and bears few opposite

/inear subulate leaves, hardly distinguishable from the

stem in appearance. The flowers arc just those of a

Coreopsis, but of a bright rosy-purple colour. We have

reason to believe the colour varies with the age of the

plant, for when we first saw the plant the flowers

appeared to be bluish, while those that we saw a few

days later were pale rosy-purple. TORREY and Gr.w,
Fl. N. Atmr., ii., 348, describe the flowers as rose-

red. We understand the plant is shortly to be illus-

trated in the Botanical Magazine.

Grasses for Queensland.—The Colonial

Botanist for the colony, Mr. F. M. Bailey, of

Brisbane, has issued a circular asking the help of

British botanists in furnishing small samples of British

security of tenure, compensation for improvements.

He is enthusiastic in his admiration of the great work

of reclamation carried on by the Duke of Sutiiek-

lanj).

Grape Cultivation in India.—We learn

that, under the auspices of the superintendent of the

Government model farm at Sahara, Sind, the gro« ih

of the Vine promises to become an industry of great

importance. It is reported that in the garden

attached to the farm several varieties of English Vines

are growing and fruiting freely, producing fruit much

superior in quality to that obtained from any of the

native varieties. The Black Hamburgh Grape is

said to be of excellent flavour, but not to colour well.

With a view of improving the colour a liberal supply

of charcoal has been dug into the soil, but sufficient

time has not elapsed to show the result. The Muscat

ness of that hardy shrub when the berries are red for

Christmas. If the hogs of the forest could but

realise the treat in siore for them next November, no

doubt they would "lick their veritable chops" in

pleasing anticipation. It is therefore some satisfac-

tion to us to know that if the produce of the Horse-

Chestnut, the Holly, the Hawthorn, and the Beech

render little service to man in the production of food,

the Acorn is, as diet for pigs, a really valuable pro-

duct, and one that can hardly fail to have consider-

able influence in the creation of bacon and pork for

the consumption of the human family. With all this

singular abundance found in the fruits of our wild

trees, how are we to account for the comparative lack

of produce in our garden trees? Do the frosts that

are so destructive to the one leave the other un-

injured ? and, if they do, does this immunity arise

from the greater comparative hardiness of the bloom-
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Inuls of Uic one us compnrcJ wilh the other ? Or
does the wikl tree Ilowcr so much later, and thus

escape the injuries other trees sustain? No doul)t

much is to be said from the latter reason ; still we have

had seasons when the bloom on the trees have hccn

much injured—that of the Horse-Chcstnul and the

Holly, for e.\ample—and the former blooms very early.

Hut such unusual produce must ha\-e other causes, as

the germs of fruitfulncss are laid in the preceding

season ; therefore, in relation to the Oak, we must
look for the reason of its present large i)roduce back
to that time, and shall doubtless find that it was
a summer pecijiarly favourable for the jiroduction of

fruit-buds. Why the same good-fortune should not

have attended the Apple and the Pear, it would be

hard to say, if, as some writers assert, the present

lack of these fruits is due to the bad ripening qualities

of last year. Most probably, however, the severe

spring frosts did most of the mischief.

Mes.srs. Roi.LissoN.—a meeting of the

creditors of Messrs. \Vm. Roi.i.isson & Sons, of

Tooting, was held on the 27lh, at.S, Old Jewry, E.C.,

W'hen a trustee was appointed. The meeting was
largely attended, and at the close the chairman re-

marked that much sym]iathy had been evinced by the

creditors |)resent for Messrs. RoLLISSON, whose busi-

ness is still being carried on ; and it is confidently

hoped that an arrangement maybe arrived at, whereby
the uninterru))ted continuance of the firm, which has

now exislerl for nea-rly one hundred years, will be
assured.

The New Rockery at Kew.—This, which
we have frequently commended as one of the best

things done of late at Kew in the hardy department,
is worth directing attention to at present, from the

remarkable effect produced by the new Eryngiums,
such as E. serra, E. pandanifolium, and others figured

in the Gardeners' Chronicle^ 1876, vol. v., p. 76, and
which produce a singularly striking eftect.

Hyde Park and Kensington Gardens.
—We gladly give insertion to the following letter :

—

'

' We must look to the public Press for zealous and
really effective advocacy. It is useless now to reflect,

however justly, on Mr. .\yrton's escap.ades. Anodier
reigns in his stead, and he grossly neglects his duties if he
fails to adopt your suggestions by providing the needful

remedy.
" You have denounced the present state of things in

stronger terms than I applied, but I am bound to say

not a bit too strongly, according to the facts open even

to men of imperfect vision. To me the trees seem to be

left to take care of themselves, and so great a m^lee is

the consequence that the weaker and smaller must give

way to the stronger and bigger specimens. I have seen

trees which had been dead for years allowed to remain
imremoved for months afterwards. Such instances,

never rare, exist at the ])resent hour. In other cases bare

and deformed trunks offend the eye. \ revival of life

has long been impossible, and the useless effort is

apparent in a few leaves which here and there are

struggling in vain to conceal this unsightly nakedness.
" It is delightful to witness the enjoyment which our

parks confer on every class, from the Prince to the

meanest of the Queen's loyal subjects ; and I know of no
duty that ought to claim in a greater degree die attention

of the First Commissioner of Works than the study of

how he can best improve and adorn them. .\s you sug-

gest, many young plantations might and ought to be

laid out, which would have a pleasing effect. The growth

of the young trees would be equally interesting and im-

proving to the public. Depend upon it their condition

would be carefully watched, and their growth suggest

investigations both profitable and refreshing.

" .And now I conclude by asking you a pr.actical ques-

tion. Would any landowner of ordinary knowledge and
intelligence, having a park with many specimens of orna-

mental trees, permit the injury, waste, and disorder

characteristic of the present condition of Hyde Park and

Kensington Gardens? He would naturally seek a change

of forester ; and although the First Commissioner runs no

risk of ejectment, he is not the less accountable to the

public, for by permitting a continuance of the existing

state of things he exposes himself to the charge of cul-

pable neglect of duty. J. Blaikie. Eastbourne Terrace,

Hyde Park, Aug. 28.

"

Clematis Pitcheri.—A short time since

there api^cared in the Reznie Horticole a figure of this

plant, which is represented as having small but very

pretty bright red flowers. An establishment was also

mentioned at which plants were to be obtained.

Some plants were procured as soon as practicable in

the ordinar)' way of trade, by Mr, George Tackman,

of Woking, and we now learn from Mr. Jackman
(who is desirou.s others should be put on their guard)

that some of his plants which have blossoiued have
produced only poor, puny blue flowers. They arc al

present absolutely worthless from a gardening point of

view, and buyers in search of a scarlet C. Pitcheri will

do well to await further experience before making th.c

in\-eslment.

Tjie Macartney Rose. — This beautiful

Rose is now in fiower against one of the walls at Kew.
We are happy to find this plant not so scarce as was
once supposed.

.Salisiiuria adiantifoi.ia.—We lately sau

the fine example of Maidenhair tree (Salisburia

adiantifolia) at Wimbledon House, than which a

more beautiful object for a lawn or any conspicuous

place in pleasure-grounds it would be difficult to

imagine. In the r.age that has now for many years

existed for planting coniferous trees, it seems
strange that this most distinct and elegant sub-

ject should have been so sparingly used, even
in situations where there is every likelihood of

its thriving. How much more suitable it would be
for planting in small places in close proximity to the

dwelling than such trees as Sequoia gigantea (Wel-
lingtonia) often placed so near the abode that the first

reflection which occurs to any one looking upon them
and at all acquainted with tree life is that, just as they
begin to exhibit their true character, either they or

the building will I.a^e to be moved for want of room.

Eucalyptus globulus in the Central
Provinces ok India.—From the last-issued report

of the Conservator of Forests of the Central

Provinces of India, it seems that the Eucalyptus

globulus will not grow in Nagpur except at an
enormous cost, and under favourable conditions of
soil rarely to be met with. At Pachmarhi, Seoni,

and Saugor, trees have been raised, and are rapidly

increasing in height, but, owing to the peculiar ten-

dency of the tree in these provinces to clear its lower
branches with undue rapidity, they are deficient in

girth, and the trees have consequently to be propped.
Unless this can be avoided there is no chance of their

succeeding on a large scale. Some further experi-

ments are, however, being tried with this and several

other species of Eucalyptus, which should lead to

definite conclusions as to whether or not any of the

varieties are adapted to these Provinces.

Prize Schedule Advertisements.—
Struggling horticultural societies, anxious to aid their

indifferent finance, will find a valuable help in the

jilan, adopted here and there with success, of incor-

porating local advertisements in their prize schedules,

as the income derived from them will usually be found
not only sufficient to pay all the costs of printing, but
will leave a small surplus. The arrangement is

entirely legitimate, and quite fair to all parties. The
local tradesman is ready to utilise the opportunity
offered by the circulation in his neighbourhood of
several hundreds of schedules to advertise his goods,
and the local treasurer finds the various payments
made for this privilege a useful addition to the
society's funds. Further than this it assists to pro-
mote a feeling of special interest on the part of
tradesmen towards the society, its purposes and
objects are made more widely known, and, as is now
the case in many places, through the interest thus
created tradesmen will suspend business, and aid to

make the flower show the local holiday of the year.

Itis both wise and fair to aftbrd local trades the first

offer of these advertising privileges.

Judges' Fees, &c.—Amongst the various

subjects now and then recommended to the con-
sideration of the officials of horticultural societies,

that of the payment of fees to judges seldom finds a
place. It is so generally understood that the expe-
rienced judge whose services are required as censor

at floral exhibitions fairly earns his proper fee that

few are found to dispute the correctness of the pay-
ment. Whilst heartily recognising this, however,
there are some committees that do not so fully recog-

nise the necessity for making the pajnnent of this fee

an immediate one. Judges often have to travel long
distances and to expend considerable sums in expenses,
and yet ha\'e to wait for weeks and even months
before their fees are paid them. The same remark
applies to persons whose duties as superintendents or

managers are often more onerous and expenses larger
than are those of the jiulges. In such matters com-
mittees should be prompt : the p.ayments must be
made at some time, and should be made within a
week after the show. It is not fair to those whose
assistance they sought to keep them their creditors for

se\eral weeks.

IxoKA si'LENDENS, raised by Messrs. E.
Cole & Sons, and figured in this mcmth's Florisl and
J'oinoh^'ist, is one of the finest of all the Ixoras yet

raised. It is the result of repealed crosses. The
leaves are opposite, elliptic-obtuse, rather small,

3 i inches long and I V inch wide. The flowers are

very abundant, terminating the shoots, and appearing
in all the upper axils, the cymes being full-sized and
very showy. The flowers are of a bright glowing
coppery scarlet, much deeper than in any of the ordi-

nary large-flowered sorts, intensely brilliant ; they
have a slender tube, crimson-scarlet, I.^ inch long, and
a limb, i \ inch wide of four ovate segments. Alto-

gether it is a very distinct and valuable acquisition.

Royal Tree Planting.—On Monday last

preparations were made in the centre of a circle of
Vew, Cedar of Lebanon, Walnut, and Hawthorns of

stately proportions, by Mr. M'Kelvie, gardener at

Broxmouth, and Mr. Knight, gardener at Floors,

for the planting of a tree by the Queen, in com-
memoration of her visit to Broxmouth Park. Messrs.

Thomas Methven & Son, Edinburgh, had the

pleasure of supplying a specimen of Cedrus Ueodara
for the occasion, and Her Majesty deftly accom-
plished the "setting" of it, filling in the earth about
the root with a lady's spade specially luade for her

use, and expressing to the Duke ami Uuchess her
hope that the tree would take root and grow to

maturity.

An Evil Needing to ue Remedied in

Connection with Flower Shows.—Those who
are in the habit of attending flower shows in the capa-

city of judges have frequent occasion to complain of

the late hour at which the exhibits are staged for their

inspection. Almost every schedule of prizes fixes an
hour at which the subjects competing shall be staged
ready for the judges, but it is often an hour or two
later before staging is completed. The consequence
is that subscribers are indignant at being excluded
from the tents after the time named for admission to

them, because the judges have not finished their work ;

and sometimes it happens awards have to be made in

the midst of the crowd, with the exhibitors immedi-
ately concerned at the elbows of the judges. The
clerical work also gets considerably retarded, it is

quite late in the afternoon before the prize cards are
aftixed to the winning exhibits ; and reporters, to

whom time is a matter of great moment, are precluded
from getting a correct prize-list till late in the day. If

secretaries are remonstrated with, the invariable reply
is that exhibitors cannot be got to bring their plants

early enough to the place of exhibition. The obvious
reply is, that if rules are made rules should be adhered
to ; that it is not a matter in which tlie convenience
of exhibitors can be alone studied ; and that if

committees would courageously stand by their rules

the exhibitors would soon do what is required of
them. One great evil is the appointment as stewards
of members of committees who are also exhibitors.

The stewards appointed to superintend the arrange-

ments of the tents should be responsible persons, who
can give their entire attention to their work.

Guarantee Fund for Horticultural
E.XHIHITIONS.—They do these things with some
spirit in the West of England. In connection with
the recent exhibition of the Shepton Mallet and
East Somerset Horticultural Society thirty-one sup-
porters of the Society very generously guaranteed
the sum of ^^5 each in the event of a deficiency
in the funds of the Society in the present year, in

addition to their usual annual subscriptions. This is

as it should be. There is much reason to fear the
guarantee fund will have to be drawn upon, for

early in the afternoon a drenching shower fell at a
very critical time—just when the country people were
flocking to the show in great numbers, and the gate
money comes from the surrounding villages, and from
excursionists from Bath, Wells, &c. It is pleasant to

think that exhibitors need not fear rny curtailment of

their prize money, for many go fi ( m a distance to

Shepton Mallet. Somehow or other the town's-
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people appear in this case to pull well together on the

occasion of the annual flower show ; there is a sus-

pension of all but necessary business ; the houses anrl

streets are gaily decorated and festooned, and the

sides of the main street lined with large Spruce Firs
;

while archways span the street here and there. The
effective decoration of the streets is no doubt found to

answer well, as it is an additional attraction to

country people, who are great sightseers. The show
is the/'/f day of the year, and it is something that on

such an occasion horticulture plays so important a

part in the annual celebration.

Cattleya Dow iaxa.—This grand Cattleya

is in fine bloom just now at Mr. Bull's nursery,

Chelsea, and should be seen by those interested.

Dahlia Pertixtion.—At the exhibition of

the Trowbridge Horticultural Society, on August 21,

Mr. Thomas lloniss, Bristol, exhibited a bloom of

Dahlia Perfection in a stand of twenty-four flowers,

and it is worthy of record that this variety was

raised by the late Mr. Jon\ Kfa'NES, and first

named Eugenie, and afterwards Orange Perfection,

but was finally sent out in the spring of 1856 as Per-

fection. It was always remarkable for the beautiful

arrangement of the tine cupped petals, and its exqui-

site shape suggested its name. It is perhaps the

only Dahlia in cultivation at that time that has

lasted to this ilay ; and when caught in fine condi-

tion it is a telling show flower. In Mr. Keynes'
stand of twelve fancy varieties at the same show,

he had three blooms of a new fancy Gaiety, but

differing so widely in consequence of its sportive

tendencies, that probably only the cultivator would

have recognised them as from the same variety.

Jfoitigii (Contsponkiiff.

Natal.—Durban, the jiort of Nalal, is sheltered

from the sea by considerably high land, which termi-

nates in a bluft", around which is the entrance to the

fine but rather shallow bay. On nearing the land

one is at once struck with the exceeding fertility of

Natal, displayed in the green-clad hills and flats down
to the washing of the waves. The vegetation in the

vicinity of Durban and near to the coast is not very

robust or large in growth, but more of a fruticose and
suffruticose character, which where it does grow is im-

penetrable ; grass is also plentiful on the flats where

the bush is not so thick ; numerous Hibisci, Acacias,

Aurantiace:^, Mimosas, and Leguminous shrubs are

found intermixed with the generally insignificant

scrub; bulbs of all descriptions and a few terrestrial

Orchids grace the plains with their beautiful though

often miniature flowers, after a good rain. Durban
itself is rather a dull place, and as a main port

possesses few attractions for the visitor ; it is laid out

in squares upon the shores of the bay, and is connected

with the ** Point" {a place where the shipping comes
up) by a railway. On account of the land being of a

very sandy nature near to the coast, the roads are

almost impassable, and therefore the streets generally

have a dusty untidy appearance. A slight attempt at

macadamizing has been affected in the main street, and
no doubt at some future time the rest of the town will

be treated in the same way.

The Botanical Gardens of Durban are merely
nominal gardens, for, either through neglect or want
of sufficient funds, they are barely distinguishable from
the bush outside, which certainly does possess some
beauty in the Bignonias, Cassias, and Poincianas,

flowering on all sides. They are very small, and
situated on the slopes of the Berea hills about I mile

from Durban ; they are laid out in terraces. Strelitzia

regia and angustifolia, Brugmansia, Bougainvillea

glabra {a perfect picture, in full bloom), Cossalpinias,

Cardamoms (a beautiful display of bloom), Mangifera
indica—the Mango, which grows and* fruits in Natal
to perfection ; Ficus nervosa, splendid large foliage

trees ; Euphorbia splendens, Loquats to perfection, a

few Araucarias, Pandanus, and Cycads, with here

and there indigenous shrubs and trees, occupy nearly

the whole of the gardens. The paths are ridiculous,

and as a garden it possesses nothing of beauty. A
small greenhouse near to the entrance contains a few

straggling things, Saccolabium, Bolbophyllum, Bletia

Shepherdii, Oncidium, Begonia, Hibiscus Cooperi,

Sanseviera, Me linilla magnifica, Maranta Marshalli,

Tradescantia discolor, a few Ferns, Nephrolepis and
Peris, Stenochl^na scandens, and Platycerium grande,

several varieties of Caladium, ami a small collcclitm

of Palms in pots.

From the coast inlanil the land varies from a sandy

to a red and black loam, and the degrees uf fertility

vary with its composition : the hill-sides, valleys, and

alluvial plains arc the chosen spots for cultivation.

Wheat is produced of excellent quality; in some parts

Indian Corn, Pumpkins, Melons, sweet Potatos and

Vanis. The common Potato is very small and not

of the same flavour as at home. Cabbages and

Cauliflowers are here produced equal to any I have

ever seen, some even weighing 13 !b., and all

good heart ; one Cabbage plant I measured in a

friend's garden was furnished with a stout stalk,

elevating the fine head over 6 feet in height. Tomatos

and the Cape Gooseberry grow wild on all sides ;

Oranges, Lemons, Peaches, Papaw, Bananas,

Granadillas, flourish luxuriantly. Several sugar

plantations have been formed on the rich alluvial

flats towards the Und^as and Umgeni rivers ; they, I

believe, give a good return, and bid fair to turn Natal

into a sugar producing country. The greatest want and

difficulty felt by both sugar and coftee planters is the

scarcity and uncertainty of labour. To meet this

want coolies have been introduced from India by the

Government, as the Kafir, although willing to work,

will not as a rule be bound down for any length of

time, and generally after a few months' work he earns

sufficient to supply his wants for a time and returns to

his native and natural habits of living, so that Kafir

labour cannot be depended upon by planters, ik.z.

Cofi'ec does not flourish, owing, I believe, to the

want of a proper knowledge of the plant and its

requirements.

Natal as a Field for Emigration'.

As a very considerable amount of attention is now
directed to Natal an 1 South African emigration, I

should like to give a few hints as to the existing

condition of Nalal as an agricultural and horticul-

tural state. The first settlers in this part of South

Africa w^ere evidently earnest and devoted worshippers

of Mammon, who, after failing to procure sufficient

labour out of the Kafir, besought the Government to

import coolies from India, to work the farms, planta-

tions, &c., and a higher developed class of labourers

from St Helena, to perform the duties of household

servants. Now these people can exist upon nearly

anything, and therefore are content with merely nominal

wages, comparatively speaking. The aim of the

original planters and settlers was to reduce the value

of labour, and as the Kafir would not work, and the

emigrant from the British Isles would require too

much pay, they sought a substitute in the coolie and

St. Helena native, which, however, to a certain extent

has failed. Numerous plantations were formed and

many of them failed ; Cotton and Coffee were intro-

duced, and grown wilh amazing zeal at first, then

failed. Farms and gardens sprang up, crops were

sown, all sorts of vegetables and cereals were tried
;

some prospered and others degenerated in quantity

and quality, so that at the present time one can safely

say, from the external observations of a stranger, that

agriculture and horticulture are certainly on the

decrease in Natal. The country is rich and fertile,

possessing innumerable advantages, which only

want studying and utilising, so that the present stag-

nation and hitherto slow progress of these rural

pursuits is not attributable to the country, but to

the managers of it. In this country there ought to

be swarms of happy and prosperous British home-
steads, dotted over its fertile bosom, instead of

which there are here and there a few struggling,

drawling farms and plantations. This country

ought to be a place where the poorly paid and
ill-clad labourer of the mother-country could find

remunerative employment, but instead it is a crying

shame to send emigrants to this country as it is at

present, and the fact that I have already seen recently

arrived emigrants suffering from poverty, looking for

employment in vain, and others working for less than

they could obtain at home, compels me to ask you
kindly to insert this in your paper.

To convey to your readers an idea as to what
will grow in the vicinity of Durban, I will relate

what I saw flourishing in a small garden on the

Berea, owned by a gentleman of the legal profession,

Mr. W. Shuter, Sen. His garden is situate on

an easy slope, with plenty of large timber trees

affording shelter from occasional winds, &c., the

subsoil is red sandy loam, of a considerable

depth and consistency. Oranges, Lemons, Citrons,

Limes, Sweet Lemons, Shaddocks, Bananas,

Plantains, Loquats, English Apples (not very

good). Rose Apples, Custard Apples, Soursops,

Sweelsops, Peaches, Apricots, Grapes, Amertingidas

(a native fruit), Papaws, Mulberries, Raspberries,

Ouinces, Brazilian Cherries, Mangos, Guavas, Grana-

dillas, Mangosteens, Pomegranates, Beans, Peas,

Onions (not large), Potatos, Cabbage, Sweet Potatos,

Vams, Lettuce, Radish, Cress, Spinach, Shallots,

Thyme, Parsley, Basil, Marjoram, Pumpkins,
Cucumljers, Indian Corn, Chowchow, Cassava,

Carrots, Turnips, Squashes, and Tomatos. All these

things I saw myself, flourishing in a more or less good
condition. Now if two private individuals, without

experience or great pecuniary assistance, can cultivate

all these things on their small piece of land (io acres)

and then leave sufficient room to feed two horses,

what could numerous small struggling agricultural

capitalists in England do if they were patronised and
assisted by the Colonial Government? Beit, however,

rememliered that, apart from these industrious and
persevering indivitluals, I very often hear the remark

that nothing good will grow in Natal, except at a

great expense. The small paradise of Mr. Shuter's

costs a mere nothing, and on the other hand supplies

them with a continually well-spread table, and an
incidental return of an acceptable sum every week.

And what can be more delightful than to see and have

in possession the fruits of Intlia, England, and
America, growing side by side, and intermixed with

healthy looking Tea plants from China, Coffee from

Arabia, Cotton from the Pacific Isles, all embraced in

one view from your own threshold. ChristopJur Mudd^
Natal.

Apiary.

Our Honey IlARVKsr.—Compared with last

year, we have already had an abundant honey harvest

in the North of England. The swarming in favourable

and sheltered inland districts, such as valleys,

commenced about the latter part of the month of

May. In many instances we have had good virgin

swarms, and we have seen straw skeps taken from

first swarms containing 30 lb. of honey. Some-

how we have secured very few good supers ; the

exceptions are hives which gathered good supplies

about the middle of July from the Lime trees. By

this time most of the while Clover had gone out of

blossom.

Our observations again point to the fact that large

hives are useless, for we have one notable hive which

has stood on the stand four seasons without swarm-

ing. Again, we have now two Woodbury bar-frame

hives which have stood in their present position for

two years, anil neither has yielded an ounce of honey

or swarms ; but in the same apiary we have one of

Robinson's bar-frame hives, which is not quite tweh'e

inches square internal measurement—this has sent

out eight swarms in the two years, with a total yield

also of nearly 300 lb. of honey, as a contrast to

the two Woodburys, which are worthless in our

climate.

By employing the cheap tin honey extractor,

which was figured and described last autumn

(p. 204, vol. viii.), we have secured a very large

honey harvest without destroying either a single

colony or injuring a single comb. Our plan is

simply this, which we should be grateful to teach

every gardener in the kingdom : By saving the

combs for the bees again to refill we save an

immense quantity of honey, for according to our

most competent authorities it takes on an average

20 lb. of honey to fill the hive with comb, and until

the bees have the hive partly filled with comb they

store very little honey, for bees are not so thrifty as

some of our forefathers in the days of Dr. Watts would

have us suppose. Now by taking care of the comb,

which can easily be accomplished if bar-frame hives

are employed in the apiary, the bars being removed

from the hive, and the caps covering the cells care-

fully cut off with a sharp table-knife, a few swings in

the extractor take out all the honey, then turn the

comb round to the other side, and secure the honey

which by a few addilional turns running to the base of

the machine may be taken out in any receptacle in a

perfectly pure state ready filtered for the market. It

is our experience, when cottagers remove all the honey

in the autumn from all or any of the hives they wish

to take, by in some instances having a large stock

jhey find it difficult to effect a quick sale, and so are

compelled to sell at a lower price, but when it is

removed from the hives gradually in a pure state there

is no difficulty to secure customers ; we generally sell

all our stock at l^. ^d. per pound. K.
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SARRACENIA DRUMMONDII
ALBA.

It would be difficult to instance a better evidence
of the improved taste in gardening matters that has
gradually during the last quarter of a century been
taking place than the appreciation of form in plants,

independent of the mere colour of their flowers, than
which little else used to be thought much of in the
case of by far the greater number of those who took an
iuterest in cultivated plants, particularly such as are
grown under glass. Even Ferns, with their exquisite

beauty, had so few admirers that the idea of devoting a
structure wholly to their cultivation was looked upon
and spoken of as an innovation, only suitable for adop-
tion by such members of the Society of Friends as in-

dulged in gardening, and who in the matter of colour
in the plants they grew, as in everything else, run coun-
ter to the rest of the world. But in the change that has
thus taken place it is quite a question whether fashion

in this, as in many other things connected with gar-

dening, is not running rampant in the opposite ex-

treme, and getting rather too green
; yet we cannot

charge the plant under consideration with contribut-

ing to this. Independently of its flowers, which are of

a beautiful deep reddish purple colour, and likethose of
its congeners, the other species of Side-saddle flower,

are totally distinct from every other vegetable form in

bloom as in leaf, the latter of which when the plant is

well grown being equal in colour to the flowers borne
by the majority of plants.

One thing that contributed to keep the difierent

orms of S. Drummondii in the shade, and owing to

which many who began to cultivate them gave them
up in disgust, was that their requirements as to heat
were so little understood—an impression prevailing
that they inust be kept hot, especially during the
growing season, and be subjected also to a steaming
moist atmosphere, both of which conditions are
alike fatal to their well-being. Both this and
the red variety of S. Drummondii do not want
any more heat or moisture, either at the root or
n the atmosphere, than necessary to grow the other
species up to the mark they are capable of ; 60' to

65°, according to the weather, in the night during
spring and summer, with from 70° to 75° or So° in the
day ; 50° by night through the winter, and 5° higher
in the day, will answer. To give the full complement
of colour, they should stand, particularly whilst
making their growth, with the tops of their pitcher-

like leaves within a few inches of the roof glass on the
south side of a light house, with just a slight thin
shade over them when the sun is powerful, and a mode-
rate supply of air every mild day. Give water to the
roots freely every day during the growing season, and
two or three times a week in winter ; but do not
stand the pots in pans, as it will often cause
the roots to rot ; neither do I find it advantageous
to syringe overheail. It is most important that

they should be re-potted, and have the whole
of the soil renewed every year : it should consist of the
best fibrous Orchid peat with the earthy matter shook
out, to this should be added from a third to one-half of
chopped sphagnum and a liberal sprinkling of pot-
sherds, with some sand. Pot sufficiently early before
any root movement takes place, which latter begins
some weeks before top-growth is at all apparent.
This is an essential point, for if the roots have begun
to move in the least the disturbance will most
effectually stop the varieties of S. Drummondii from
pitchering, especially the plant figured (fig.52, p. 2S1),
which is the least easy to manage well. The potting of
these should be carried out at the opposite time in the
year to the varieties of S. flava, S. purpurea, S.
variolaris, &c.—that is about August, before the
autumn growth which the forms of S. Drummondii
make. If potted at this season the plants will, when
they have attained enough strength, pitcher again
freely in the spring ; but if potting is delayed until,

say Februar)'—the usual time for moving the other
kinds—it will stop the formation of pitchers.

As to propagation, several fine varieties have been
raised in this country by crossing, and they may be
increased by division of their creeping rhizome-like
stems. This should be eftected early in the spring
before growth commences, but it is a bad plan to

divide these plants until they acquire their full

strength, for they take some years, even under the
best treatment, to grow from a small trade plant up
to full size. The specimen represented, before it left

my hands, made pitchers 3 feet 6 inches long, propor-
tionately stout, and beautifully coloured.

They are very subject to black thrips, and also
brown scale ; fumigate for the former and sponge for

the scale until both are completely destroyed.
T. Bairns,

Flowering Hedges.—Good hedges may be made
in almost any soil or situation with some prepara-
tion of the ground previous to and after planting.
A hedge is the most suitable fence for an agricultural
country, I both as a fence and for the shelter it

gives to the produce of the ground. There is a beauty
and attractiveness in well-kept hedges that arrests the
attention wherever seen ; and to get up and keep
them in proper order shows a considerable amount of
taste, perseverance, and skill on the part of the cul-
tivator, for they are liable to much damage and
accident in the early stages of their growth. In travel-
ling through the country by road or rail, the boundary
of well-managed farms or estates maybe nearly traced
by the state of attention given to the hedges.
Whenever they are seen in proper order a corre-
spondingly high state of cultivation and management
may be expected. Where they are used for shelter
they are allowed to run up in a thin wedge-shape to
any convenient height, but as a fence for cattle only,
they are usually kept about 4 feet high. For the latter
jiurpose Whitethorn and Beech are the most in
use. In positions near a dwelling-house, or round a
garden, we find a greater variety of plants in use,
such as Holly, Yew, or any of the evergreens. In such
positions flowering plants have been used, such as Ber-
beris Darw'inii, but these don't give much flower after
the hedge is full grown: a good share of flower may be
got till the hedge is full grown, but after that, when
annual cutting must be done no more, or a very few
flowers need be expected. It might be supposed
that if cut just after the flowering was over that the
plants would make just sufficient growth to feather
all oyer and give a showof flowers the following spring,
and in very favourable positions with healthy plants
a few flowers may be got by this system, but with
a line of plants all of them will not be in flower
at the same time (this is a fortunate arrangement of
Nature), and the earliest flowered plants will base
nearly finished their growth before the later ones come
into flower. Even a single plant will have partly made
its growth before the flowering is finished, and this is

the part where the most and best of the flowers are
produced, so that in cutting such a hedge it would
require to be cut in the midst of its beauty, or one
year's flowers sacrificed for that of the following year.
Either the earliest growth or the latest flowers must
pass through the shears, and this same sacrifice must
be made in cutting a single plant, but single plants
can be dealt with differently from a continuous line of
plants. Most of our forest trees and evergreen flower-
ing shrubs commence and complete their growth in a
few weeks, some of them in a few days. This was
more noticeable this year than I ever olwerved before.
Many of the Rhododendrons commenced and finished
their growth during the few days they were in flower.
No doubt if this growth is cut or broken before the
wood is ripe, another or lateral growth will be made,
but this is of no use for flowering. For those who
want a flowering hedge, and have no objections to a
long loose growth, a line of Roses on their own roots
where the soil is suitable would probably be as useful
and ornamental as any plant that could be used, and
cutting could be done any time from October till

April. A long line of flowering plants in a state of
Nature may lie very beautiful, but a flowering hedge
is a doubtful ornament. Pclcr Gia/iam, Sussex,

Tussac -grass.—One of your correspondents, re-

ferring to an account I gave of a visit to Stornaway
Castle gardens, asks for information concerning the
cultivation of Tussac-grass on the Lews. I only spent
a few hours at .Stornaway, and the opportunities I

had of a general inspection of the interesting grounds
attached to the castle were necessarily restricted, and
I was not so fortunate as to find Mr. Smith, the head
gardener, on first reaching the garden, or I should
have gathered more information than the short time I

had in his company enabled me to gain. I saw some
fine masses of I'ussac-grass growing between the castle

and the harbour, opposite the town of Stornaway,
where it has been grown very successfully for a
number of years; but a much larger plantation exists

about a mile to th^ east of Stornaway and on the
shores of the bay. The ground under cultivation at

this spot is aljout S acres in extent. Mr. Smith tells

me that the Tussac-grass is of easy cultivation on the
Lews, all that it requires is deep mossy land, and a
position where it will receive an abundance of sea
spray. It has not done well planted at a distance

from the sea. It comes up abundantly from seed
self-planteil, but owing to the amount of weeds, which
grow so luxuriantly, the young plants are generally
destroyed in the cleaning. Mr. Smith considers it

might be grown much more extensively in the
Hebrides. It affords a large amount of green fodder
during the winter, and cattle are fond of it at that
season, but indifferent to it when the sweeter herbage
of the hillsides can be obtained in summer. There
seems so much bare boggy groun<l about the shores of
the Hebrides that it is a pity when the cultivation of
so valuable a fodder jjlant has been demonstrated that

it has not been planted more extensively. If sea spray
is so essential, surely the storm-tossed island of St.

Kilda would be an excellent place for it, and on the
boggy wastes of North Uist there is ample and suit-

able space for a spray-loving iilant. IV, Ins'rani,

Bdvoir.

Peaches andNectarinesGrowing on the Same
Branch.—Once as an experiment I rubbed off the
fluffy substance from a few Peaches while in a young
stale, and when ripe they had the appearance of
Nectarines. Perhaps some one has been playing a
similar freak on your correspondent. G. Po'well, Green
Lane Nurseries, Healoii Norris. [That would not
alter the size or the flavour. Eds.]

Plum Trees Dropping their Crop.—Early in

the present year one of your correspondents men-
tioned a difliculty with regard to a luxuriant blossom
and good setting of fruit on some of his Plum trees

being followed by the fall of the entire crop. Just
then I was experimenting on what ajjpeared to be a
precisely similar case, and the result seems so far

successful that possibly it may be of some interest to

him. The tree most aftected was a large standard
Plum, which regularly set a large crop which it as

regularly failed to bring even one fruit of to maturity.
In the spring of last year I gained a sort of clue by
observing that as long as water was plentifully turned
on through the hose all went well with the swelling
of the fruit, but it dropped (though all appeared right
on the surface of the ground) when the supply was
discontinued. On looking in the autumn as to the
state of the subsoil we found that at a depth of from
2 to 3 feet it was perfectly dry, almost powdering in

'

the hand, and traversed in all directions by roots,

mainly those of a large Abele, which stood at a short
distance off. I had the Abele cut down, and the soil

deeply trenched, so as to throw up the dry and im-
poverished earth with its contained roots (which
otherwise would probably have shot again), and re-

placed it round the Plum tree as nearly as we could
safely dig to it with rough decayed vegetable mould
of various sorts, and burnt branches, c&c. During
the process the water was occasionally turned on for

a few minutes at a time to secure a thorough moisten-
ing of the subsoil. The result has turned out fairly

satisfactory for this season, and .seems hopeful for

the future. The tree as usual blossomed freely, and
set a large crop, but of this it is now bringing a small
quantity of remarkably fine fruit to maturity, and
altogether it seems in a promising and healthy con-
dition. The severe root-pruning, of course, had some
eftect, l)ut I Ijclieve that the difference is mainly
caused by the moisture being no longer abstracted

just when wanted most, and from the state of the

surface and distance of the Abele there was so little

indication of the mischief going on below that pos-

sibly some amateur gardeners in similar difficulties

to my own may be interested in what seems to be
acting as a thorough remedy. O.

Duke of Buccleuch Grape.—Seeing that the

Gardeners^ Chronieic is not exclusively devoted to a
record of " Amateur's " experiences and opinions, and
that he has given copious notes on this Clrape four

times in six months with very much the same import,

I do not think he has great reason to feel indignant
or express astonishment that they should attract

attention, and even extort criticism. He takes excep-
tion to my use of the word " principle " (I have no
doubt it was intelligible to most readers), and asks
what warrant I have to assume that he ever advised
or recommended the Duke for family use, or as a

livelihood to a gardener. Now, at p. 570, May 4,
he says :

— " I write to rescue the reputation of the

Duke from many severe verdicts." Again, p. 699,
June I, he writes of "defending the Did<e." These
extracts, with others which could be produced, led

me to assume that he considered this Grape as useful

for general cultivation, and was giving his support to

it as such. Flowever, he explains that he never
meant anything of the kind, and admits that he has
"slowly" arrived at the conclusion that it has some
merits, though he does not this time offer to specify

them. He further adds that any other Vine in

his three houses, with one notable exception, "is
loaded with large and beautiful bunches ;

" and as the

Duke has only given him seven in five years, I may
be excused if I again allude to his growing it as a
fancy variety. Nor do I think "Amateur" has
improved his position by charging me with dishonest

quotation. The word " excel," which he so ostenta-
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tiously l)ut rather discourLeousIy avers I would nol

quote, must have been an afterthought, as it appears

for the first lime in his reply, the correct quotation

being as I gave it, "equal to Black Hamburghs in

size and plumpness." Now since it is on this point

that his honest feelings are most grievously disturbed,

let me give a specimen to show what difficulty a critic

has, and what caution he requires in dealing with

"Amateur's" notes. At p. 570, June 4, writing

about the Duke, he says :

—" He gave me four

smallish bunches last year, this year he gives me only

three." Again, at p. S27, June 29, he says:—"It
gave me only two bunches last year but five this year,"

seven in all, no doubt, vary them as he may ; but

mark the discrepancy in the two statements, and this

from " Amateur," who is anxious to appear so polished

and faultless in his composition. Vet I hazard the

hope that some little counsel to be more painstaking

in his records may now meet with his approval. Scotia.

monious whole, such as one would expect to find

in the conservatory of any well-managed garden,

that would take the eye of the judge—or, to put it in

a more logical manner, that would be legitimately

entitled to the judges' award according to principle

and according to certain terms stipulated for in the

schedules published by horticultural societies? Mr.
Baines has been a plant grower and an exhibitor, and

he knows far better than I can tell him how much
depends, and how far judges are influenced in their

decisions, and how much the value of a collection of

plants is enhanced Ijy artistic (should I not rather say

laboured ?) arrangement, because the formal training

of exhibition plants offers but little scope for carrying

out artistic effect. I can follow Mr. Baines clearly

throughout his remarks, but he has not defined, for

obvious reasons, as explicitly as I would like, what he
thinks of the introduction of huge specimens into

collections for competition, except in so far as he

& Sons, of Liverpool, who gained second honours,

made a very creditable effort to comply with the terms
of the schedule ; and their able manager, Mr. Suther-

land, was defeated (and, as I think, fairly defeated)
for want of variety of material to carry out his scheme
with uniform effect. The background was really

well done, with appropriate subjects very tastefully

arranged, but the want of a few medium-sized plants

about the centre of the collection rather marred the
effect as a whole. The front rows, too, were rather

overdone with flowering plants ofequal height. Now,
the addition of a few more medium-sized plants in the
latter collection would have placed the judges in an
awkward dilemma, because in the one case there was
the merit of fine specimen plants to be ignored, or in

the other the "principle" of effective arrangement,
which, as I understand it, is the true spirit and mean-
ing of any schedule I have read. Ought not the

latter to take precedence of the former ? If so, let us

Fig. 52.—SARR.\CENIA DRUMMOXDII VAR. ALBA. LARGEST PITCHERS, % FEET 6 INXIIES. (SEE V, 280.)

Effective Grouping of Plants.—Mr. Laines in

his usual lucid style, points out many deficiencies in

the present system of grouping, and enters into an
elaborate exposition in detail of what he thinks should
be the cardinal points in all such arrangements. It is

sadly too true that there are people who can grow
plants creditably and well, who have but a \ery

clumsy idea of grouping them fur. effect, even in their

own greenhouse or conservatory, l5ut it would be well

to bear in mind at the same time that there are other

tastes to be studied at home besides that of the

gardener. Leaving these matters, I believe there are

many who will welcome Mr. Baines' remarks, because
there would appear to be a diversity of opinion

amongst horticulturists as to what should be the

guiding principle on which exhibitors should act in

the selection of a group of plants for public compe-
tition. Is it the actual or intrinsic value of each
individual plant that should weigh with the judges?
or is it (what one would suppose to be the case) a

selection of clean-grovm, healthy plants, effectively

arranged and blended together so as to present a har-

thinks they are not adapted for giving the same effect

that can be produced by using smaller but less valu-

' able plants. If we take the collections exhibited at

the last Whitsuntide show of the Manchester Horti-

cultural Society we have capital material to draw an

illustration from. It was manifest to any one who
inspected the collections set up for competition that

the several competitors who contested the prizes had

but a very vague idea of any fixed principle to guide

I

them in their choice of plants and arrangement.

I

Without by any means wishing to draw invidious

I

comparison, I may say that the 1st prize collection

I set up by Messrs. Cauldwell & Sons, ofKnutsford,
! was a select assortment of exhibition plants such as
' any plant grower might feel proud to possess, but the

arrangement was bald and ineffective—-a consequence
I resulting entirely from an appnrent desire to form

the collection of specimen plants solely. It was a

i

highly creditable exhibition of specimen plants, but

I
to say that it was effective as a group, or that it was

I even possible to produce a striking effect with such

materialsjissimply out of the question. Messrs. Kerr

have the problem satisfactorily defined during the

horticultural recess. W. Hinds. [In the case cited.

No. 2 was spoilt by the monotonous dotting of small

white-flowered plants ; the background, as our cor-

respondent says, was very well done. Eds.]

The Phylloxera.— In the winter of 1876 I pur-

chased from a nursery six Black Hamburgh Vines for

forcing in pots. Early in April both the foliage and
fruit on three of them showed that something was
wrong at the roots, and on shaking one out I found

they were infested with the Phylloxera. I had them all

except one thrown out to the rubbish-heap and charred,

so as to get rid of the colony. One plant, however,

I saved, of the worst attacked, and dosed it at three

different times in the course of the summer with

paraffin oil and water, cutting the four bunches of

unhealthy Grapes off it on purpose to give it a chance

of recovering if the oil killed the Phylloxera. In the

cour-,e of the summer the Vine did not get any worse,

and ripened its wood well near the surface of the pot.

In the spring of 1878 1 cut the Vine down to the well-
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ripened wood, and il made a yood heallhy shoot.
This year I have nol fruited it, but I will iln so next
year, and see if the Vine has quite got rid of the pest.

It was not shifted nor the hall of earth disturbed, and
it must have made fresh roots and fibres in 1877 and
1878. It was hicky I did not get these Vines for

planting out in the collection here, or the consequences
might have been serious. I have not as yet detected
the Phylloxera on any of the Vines grown here in the
borders, but have been very chary of planting young
Vines unless I know where they come from, since \

got the affected ones. Of course paraffin oil and water
is easily tried on jjot Vines, and I believe is an effec-

tual remedy for killing the Phylloxera at the roots,

but in Imrders it would not be so easy to reach all the
roots of the Vines with it. Williain Ti/kry.

IJuring the summer of 1877 I discovered
that the whole of the Vines here were attacke<l

with Phyllo.xera at the root. Upon the advice
of Mr. Dunn I adopted his "bag and baggage
policy," taking every precaution to rid the place of
the pest, hoping this last spring to make a clean start,

for which purpose I purchased some strong planting
canes, also obtained eyes from a clean healthy stock
at a distance. I have, however, quite failed in making
a fresh start, both in pots and borders. The enclosed
specimen is a fair sample of the condition of the
Vines. Something appears to attack the roots, and
a very small white insect like the red-spider in a
young state quite scorches every bit of young growth
and foliage up. I have tried every possible kind of
treatment, with the same result. A great many
practical men have seen them, but are unable to
give any opinion as to cause of the failure, as I cannot
detect any Phylloxera upon them. I have never
found any Phylloxera upon roots outside, but always
most in the driest and warmest places. George Feiincll.

Peaches and Nectarines.—Herewith I send you
a few I'eaches grown by Mr. Bland, gardener to |. G.
.Smith, Esq., Cranbourn Court, Windsor Forest.
The trees he planted three years ago in October next

;

they have each averaged this season a crop of sixty
fruit each, equal to the sample I have sent you. The
varieties grown here, as given to me by Mr. Bland,
are Princess of Wales, Bellegarde, Royal George,
Alexandra Noblesse, Early Victoria. I don't re-

member to have seen young nursery trees which have
done so well for a long time. In an adjoining house
are two old trees of EIruge Nectarine which are, I

am informed, verging on forty years of age, and are
almost as robust as the above, and have each carried
this season forty dozen fruit, of which I also send you
a s.am])le. S. Johnson, Royal Nurscricz, Ascot. [A
remark.ibly fine sample, and of excellent quality. Eds.]

Bedding Violas.—I trust the experience of these
hardy bedding plants that has befallen Mr. Hinds
at Otterspool this 5'ear is not general, and if I may
be guided from experience here I shoidd say that it is

not so. This has been one of the best seasons for
Violasbloomingfreely and continuously we have hadfor
a long time, the periods of heat and drought having
lieen few and short, whilst showers-have been unusually
plentiful. Many kinds have been singularly effective
in masses and have made a robust and'heallhy growth.
Mould, so common on the Pansy at this time of the
year, is not to be seen ; and looking to the recent
lieavy rains, which would suffice to keep all things
fresh and growing for the next month or more, I do
not think we shall have reason to complain except
that the moisture may induce too much growth. This
part of the Idngdom is by no means remarkable for its

excessive rainfall, and ofttimes the soil is so parched
and baked that plants are almost roasted. A. D .

Bed/on/.

Chromatella Rose, &c Herewith I send
flowers of the above Rose, together with a flower of
the Cloth of Gold, both of which have been growing
out-of-doors. These two Roses are considered by
some of our leading nurserymen and Rose growers to
be identical, but this I disclaim to be the case. I
admit the fact (which is gained by experience) that it

is as difficult to obtain the true Chromatella Rose,
even at the place of its origin, as to find the prover-
bial needle in a bundle of hay. AVhy it should be so
difficult to procure the true variety of this I am at a
loss to understand, for we have imported Roses of
every description, but have failed to get a very large
percentage of this true. I can simply add that I

consider this the finest Rose extant. IF. Johiistonc
gr. to the .1/airhioiicss Canidcv.

Shading.—I have no time to refer to back num-
bers of the Gardeners' Chronicle to see the various
opmions given in this controversy, but I must not
let the opinion of "J. H.," expressed in your last
number, go by without saying that it is exactly the
one formed by myself during my recent collecting
lour m Colombia. There must be i)lenty of light
but it must first pass through some kind of .shading to
break the direct rays of the sun, and I fancy most

collectors mu.-,l ha\e formed the same opinion. Fred.
Ilorsman.

Pyrola rotundifolia.—.Vmongst the alpines now
to be seen in llower at the nurseries of Messrs. J.
Backhouse & .Son, York, this very pretty little native
e\crgreen plant is blooming very freely. There is

fully a square yard of it, it is growing on the north
side of a Birch hedge, in damp, peaty soil. The
flowers are pure white, deliciously fragrant, borne in

a loose spike from 6 to 12 inches high. In bouquet
making it would be a good substitute for the Lily of
the Valley at this season of the year. The leaves too are
very pleasing, they are deep bright green, and, as the
specific name implies, they are nearly round in form.
It is a suitable plant for shady ledges on rockwork,
in the bog garden, or under Rhododendron bushes,
&c. R. P., Holgatc, August 24.

The Fruit Crops.— I have been much interested
in your reports of the fruit crqis. Among Apples in
particular there appears to be some few kinds
which rarely fail to produce more or less fruit, others
which are very shy. This latter is a serious draw-
back, because, however good the fruit may be when
you get it, it is a debateable question whether the
blanks do not'outnumber the prizes. It seems to me
the fruitful Apples may be counted on the fingers, and
this, as Lord Dundreary would say—this isa thing "no
fellah can understand." Nevertheless the fact remains,
and I think every one should send you his exjie-
rience—here is mine. In addition to the good names
given by your correspondents. Lord Suffield, &c.,
allow me to say Frogmore Prolific and Ringer are
two Applies always to the fore. Since they came
into my possession I do not think I have ever known
them to fail, and the age at which they commence
bearing fruit is extraordinary, being two years only
from the bud ; they are literally loaded with fine fruit,

and for cooking the quality is excellent. So much for
I

my small mite of experience. The subject has a
double interest for me—I give the information for the '

good of my fellows, and those who wish can buy the
trees of any nurseryman, and if they cannot supply
them I can ! Charles Noble, Bagshot.

Streptocarpus floribundus.—So little has been
seen of this plant since Mr. Green first introduced it

to notice at South Kensington, that we might have
concluded that it was amongst the list of the for-
gotten. I am glad to know that such is not the case,
and if more of the readers of the Gardeners Chronicle
had just the duplicate of the pair of it I have here,
they would be glad to know that a really valuable
addition had been made to our comparatively hardy
garden plants. When Mr. Green secured for it the
recognition of a iMrst-class Certificate he brought the
plant to several meetings in succession, to show
how constantly and freely it flowered, and such do I

find to be its merits. My plants are from seed sown
November I last ; they commenced to bloom early in
July, and are in full bloom now, and will be full of
flower most probably for several weeks, yet when the
plants are another year old the flowers will be larger
and much more freely produced than now. I have
found those ignorant of the jilant to regard it as a
Gloxinia : perhaps it could not better be described than
as a hardy one, and scarcely less beautiful. A. D.
[We should like to have a more detailed account of
its hardiness. Eds.]

Royal Tree Planting.— In last Saturday's Gar-
deners' Chronicle I see an allusion to the Prince and
Princess of Wales planting a tree in the Deanery
grounds on^ the occasion of their late \isit to South-
ampton. Your correspondent also goes on to state
that "It is to be hoped that this tree will obtain a
better fate than appears to ha\e befallen some other
royal memorial trees in Southampton." Now as the
only royal memorial trees ever planted in Southamp-
ton were two Oaks (Quercus pedunculata), on the
occasion of their Royal Highnesses' marriage, I think
such an equivocal statement ought not to have been
made, as the said trees have done well from the first,

and are fine, healthy specimens, about iS feet high!
Having assisted at the planting and watched their
growth ever since, I cannot imagine to what your
correspondent refers. W. If. Rogers, Red Lodge
A^ursery, Sontliampton.

Thorns a Protection for Young Forest Trees.—^'our quotation of Mr. Higford Burr's remarks, at
p. 118, with reference to Thorns as a protection for
young forest trees, indicates nodoubt an excellent plan.
In one of the parks here there are a number of young
trees (which are now well established) protected by a
simple Thorn bush—.and an excellent protection it is,

as it does away with the labour and expense of keep-
ing in repair wood or iron guards, which all trees
require to have if planted in parks, and besides the
appearance is enough recommendation. We find the
Thorns require a slight protection with wood or iron
guards for a few years, until they get est.ablished, as

if left unprotected the cattle will nibble the growths
off very fast when in a young state, and in very
few cases will the Thorns attain the desired height
to form a thorough protection for the trees ; therefore
I should recommend, when planting the tree;, that
three Thorns (or quick) be plantetl round the base of
each tree, and when the planting is completed, there
should be a simple wood guard put round all, and
allowed to remain for three or four years ; the Thorns
will tlien have grown enough to take care of them-
selves, as will the trees ; the Thorns ought to be
bnished regular once or twice every year. Robert
Greenfield, The Priory, Wanviek.

Fair or Unfair ?—Our Continental cousins during
June and July freely supplied their annual bulb cata-
logues to all classes at all likely to purchase bulbs.
The writer ofthese lines was then directed to order
from "A. X." our u.sual supply, the invoice of
which is now to hand. For the last fortnight I have
been daily receiving our countrymen's lists, but of
course they are too late. I think the practice above
alluded to is something analogous to the wholesale
cattle dealer sending to solicit the butcher's private
customers for orders. Of course there is suflicient
room for grave dissatisfaction amongst our nursery-
men, but how are they to avoid this, I think, unfair
competition ? They seem too far behind at the start,
but how they are to publish their catalogues before
they know the wholesale price, I am at a loss to
understand, Zanty.

Tuberous Begonias as Bedding Plants.—
Now that these have become established in public
favour as conservatory decorative plants, possessing
many charms as well from their graceful appearance as
by their variety of colour, it cannot but be interest-
ing to all lovers of these flowers to know how admir-
ably adapted they are for summer and autumn
bedding-out purposes. There are here at the present
time planted out about 3000 of the various named
kinds and seedlings from such well-known varieties
as Emperor, Vesuvius, Excelsior, Dr. Masters, and
Magenta Queen, in the greatest profusion of
bloom, and notwithstanding the terrific thunderstorm •

of Saturday last, while Zonal Pelargoniums and many
other bedding plants were dashed to pieces, these
were quite uninjured, no blooms being broken off. In
establishments where it is essential the flower-beds
should look gay in August and September nothing
can be more suitable than these Begonias, as they
continue in full flower until cut down by frost.
^. B., .Stansfcad Pari. [They withstand heavy rains
remarkably well. Ei.s.]

Vines, Lady Downe's, Rooted at Both
Ends at Heckfield Place—The house is span-
roofed, and is 41 feet long and 25 wide ; the A'ines,
12 in number, have each two rods, and are trained up
one side the house and down the other. They were
planted in June, 1S72, and the tops were rooted in
February, 1877, by layering about 2 feet of each rod
in a newly made border ; as soon as the Vines started
into growth they threw out frills of roots at every
joint, and though there was no perceptible improve-
ment last season, this year the improvement is most
decided. It will be seen that, by layering each rod,
each Vine has really three sets of roots. To fully test
the experiment as to whether the action of the sap
was reversed or not, I severed the \'ine in the middle,
previous to starting them this spring, and the top is

growing and fruiting equally well as those that have
not been severed—proof positive, I think, that double
(treble) rooting must be Ijeneficial. The canes are
thickening in a marvellous manner. /('. ll\

Carn.^tions, Cloves, and Picoteics.—I have
no intention of comi)osing a chapter on these flowers
from the florist's point of view ; nothing will be said
about disbudding, shading, and dressing. This is

not the place to toucli on matters of this kind ; rather
I intend to s.ay something commend.atory of growing
these beautiful scented flowers as border plants for
cutting from and for decorative purposes, and that
because they are attr.active in colour, durable,
and richly fragrant. The flaked and bizarre Car-
nations make excellent border flowers, provided
they be of a vigorous constitution, and then they
grow lustily without requiring a great deal of extra
attention. Some of the stronger growing Picotees do
well also in borders, and furnish fine flowers ; as a
matter of course, not such blooms as one could obtain
from plants carefully grown in pots, and shaded from
the sun to obtain that purity of the ground and regu-
larity in the marking florists prize so much.

Carnations and Picotees seed so indifferently in
this country that seedsmen have been driven to
obtain supplies of seed from the Continent ; and this
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has been the means of introducing to English gardens

a strain of flowers well adapted for border culture. Now
we always lay down the principle that a Villa gardener

with a limited space of garden ground, but with a Ing

love for beautiful flowers, should grow in this contracted

space the very best things he can ; and we should

be faithless to our teaching in the past if we did not

add, grow them as well as possible. If he has the

means to obtain a few good varieties of named Car-

nations, Cloves, and Picotees—being careful at the

lime that they are of good constitution—let him have

these, and they will well repay any trouble he mayexpend
over them. If he has failed with some of these, or if

he prefers to take the risk of Continental seed, simply

to enjoy the exciting pleasure of proving what the

flowers will be when thus raised from seed (a most

enjoyable kind of excitement too), let him sow a little

^eed in March, in a pan or box, in some light but

good sandy soil ; and when large enough prick out

into a prepared bed, to grow into size before being

put into the border. If a space of ground can be

spared, the most enjoyable way of growing the seed-

lings is to have them in a bed, so that all the plants

may come under the eye at once. There is this

further advantage, that all the inferior flowers can be

pulled out, and only the good ones left, and in the

autumn following these can be placed in the flower-

border for permanent service. Some of the seedlings

will be self-flowers of good and striking hues of

colour ; some will be flaked, others edgeil, and

mmy others so curiously and unusually marked that

no classiiication can be attempted. But they are

fresh, novel, attractive, and pleasing in their very

eccentricity of marking ; and it is not fair that they

should be rejected as comely garden flowers because

they cannot be put under the head of bizarres and

flakes.

0.ir Villa gardener must not expect to get all double

fl(jwers frou\ his batch of seedlings. He will have to

reject a great many because they are single or

because ihey are so uncouth as to be unfitted for cul-

tivation. These Continental Carnations and Picotees

are pretty good seeders, and autumnal batches of

seedlings can be had by saving a little seed from a

few of the best flowers. The seed grows so readily,

and the seedlings can be grown on into size with so

b'ttlc trouble, that it is most desirable, from the plea-

sure it aftbrds, to grow a few annually.

Then, by means of layering a few of the strongest

shoots at the end of July or early in August, a few

additional plants of any one variety can be had.

Layering is not a difficult practice ; it is soon

m latere I after an attempt or two. Let the would-be

operator ask a gardener to show him the way, and he

will be a master of the operation in a few attempts.

There is a great deal of homely layering of a very

successful character done up and down the country in

cottage and other gardens. Layering is a more cer-

tain way of propagating a variety of a Carnation than

by means of cuttings or pipings. This is rather hap-

hazard work, and if a few succeed in rooting a good

many will fail.

Cloves are delightful things for Villa Gardens. We
have this season seen a beautiful white variety named
.Susan Arkey, which came from Thorpe Perrow
Gardens, Bedale, Yorkshire. It is a perfect white

Clove for a buttonhole, pure in colour, has finely-

rounded petals, plenty of what the florists term sub-

stance, and is deliciously fragrant. It is a good
strong grower also, as it should be, bred as it

was in the bracing climate of Yorkshire. For a

few years past we have been growing a robust rosy-

salmon coloured Clove which it was said came from

Russia. It is so strong and vigorous as to appear as

if no clime could well be too inclement for it. Its

serrated petals would be a defect in the estimation of

some, but happily, in the case of others, an added

attraction. The plants throw out plenty of strong

shoots near the ground, and instead of troubling to

layer them in August a few of .the strongest are

pulled oft" and dibbled into some sandy soil, which is

pressed firmly about them, the plantation occupying a

shady place. Rarely does one fail to root, and by

spring they have grown into fine plants.

Other Clove; can be similarly treated, but we
find from practice that some grit, such as the very

finest siftings fr.)m gravel, greatly assists the process

of root ma'ving.

Lastly, wa would strongly recommend Villa gar-

deners, where practicable, to grow a few of the finer of

the florists' varieties of Carnations and Picotees in pots.

It is s-implya matter of attention; but it is an excellent

in.'eatmcnt of attention, repaying forty, sixty, and one

hundredfold. What is required is a cold frame in which

to winter the young plants, suitable pots and soil, and

doing of certain things in the proper manner and at

the right time ; and the natural forces which minister

to and assist man, working in harmony with his own
devotion, will crown his labours with a harvest of

beautiful flowers in their own good time.

Reports of Societies.

International Horticultural Exhibition at

Versailles: An;;. 25 to 2%.—An International Hor-
ticultural Exhibition, organised by the Hurticultural

Society of the Seine-et-Oise, w.as opened in the park
at Versailles on Saturday last and closed on Thursday
night. It was held in that portion of the park
lying between the flower garden of the Grand Palace

and the world-renowned Neptune Fountains, and, for

a Continental exhibition, must be pronounced a great

success—a circumstance that is the more gratifying to

Englishmen, from the fact that by far the most valuable

contributions were shown by our countrymen, Mr.
John Wills, Onslow Crescent, .South Kensington, artd

Messrs. James Veitch & Sons, of Chelsea ; and it is

not too much to say that if it had not b^n for the

grand lot of plants these gentlemen sent over,

the show would not have been worth the

journey from London to Versailles to see. As it

was, English horticulture, or rather, we should

say, English plant culture, was splendidly repre-

sented. Mr. Wills sent over four large vans containing

more plants than were required for competition in

seventeen difterenl classes, and with these he won
fourteen 1st prizes, besides being awarded the *' Grand
Prize of Honour," a Sevres vase of considerable value,

given by the Minister of Public Instruction and the

Fine Arts—an achievement alike gratifying to the

exhibitor and the country he represents. Messrs.

James Veitch & .Sons did not enter into any of the

competitions, but were awarded an ** object of art
"

as a special prize.

The principal contributions were arranged in a

large circular tent tastefully laid out, the whole of the

plants being either plunged up to the rims of their

pots or stood on raised beds of various shapes and
heights ; and the general eflfect when completed w.is

exceedingly good. The business details at foreign

shows are not carried out in so expeditious a manner
as we are accustomed to, noi' are the exhibitors them-
selves so quick as they might be in letting the visitors

know their names and addresses ; consequently we
cannot pretend to enter into many details with refer-

ence to the various competitions, but must content
ourselves with a note or two about the more note-

worthy exhibits.

Mr. Wills' plants covered three large beds, one of
which included a fine collection of Orchids for the

season. Amongst these we noted two plants of Disa
grandiflora, one of which was remarkably well flow-

ered. Epidendrum prismatocarpum, with three good
spikes; a fine pan of Miltonia virginalis ; Dendro-
bium bigibbum, with two spikes ; Oncidium Mar-
shallianum, with two long spikes ; O. obry-
zatum, Cattleya Loddigesii Odontoglossum Roezlii,

Cattleya Eldorada, Oncidium flexuosum, Odon-
toglossum Alexander IL, La;lia Lemoineana, &c.
These formed a group in the centre, and were mar-
gined with plants grown for market purposes, such as

small, neatly grown, and well coloured Draca;nas,
erect-flowering Gloxinias, small examples of Pcper-
omia arifolia ; Xylophylla latifolia ; handsome
leaved Begonias ; Curmeria picturata ; Rhopala
aurea; Aralia gracillima, Tillandsia Zahnii, Cupania
filicifolia, Nidularia Meyendorfii, Palms, Ferns,
Crotons, &c. The second and most handsome group
included a collection shown in a class for fine-foliage

plants, consisting of a large pan of Sarracenia pur-
purea, with well-developed pitchers ; a well-grown
Paulinia thalictrifolia ; a well-coloured plant of Phyl-
lanthus nivosus, nearly 4 feet through ; a fine Draccena
Gladstonei, a finely-grown and well-coloured Bcrto-
lonia Van Houttci, Yucca filamentosa variegata, a
remarkably fine example ; Goodyera Dawsoni, in

capital condition ; Ancectochilus Petola, a pretty
plant ; the rare Linds.^^a I^wei, I'teris scaberula, a
handsome example of Maranta Seemanni, and an
equally fine Davallia Mooreana, Croton majesticus,
and others, in capital form ; Adiantum gracillimum,
nearly 3 feet through ; Gymnogramma chrysophylla,
Gleichenia Mendelii, a perfect specimen, about 4 feet

through, the finest we have seen ; a splendid speci-
men of Pteris serrulata cristata, Cyathea Dregii, and
a very tall Ficus Parcellii, &c. ; also ten fine-foliaged
stove plants, consisting of a Cycad, Latania rubra,
and Pandanus Veitchii, both fine examples ; Maranta
Veitchii, a large bold-leaved Drac.xna, a nice example
of Phyllotajnia Lindeni, a handsome specimen of
Thrinax stellata, Ananassa sativa variegata, Theo-
phrasta imperialis, and a tall Aralia filicifolia. Next
to these came a group of thirty stove plants, including
a well-flowered Dipladenia amabilis, a fine Curculigo

recurvata variegaLi, Nepenthes intermedia, with a

dozen pitchers ; Artocarpus Cannoni, a beautiful plant

with highly coloured leaves ; Eucharis amazonica,

Sarracenia flava maxima, a remarkably perfect plant,

about 3 feet through ; a large and well-flowered Ixora,

and a similar one of AUamanda grandiflora. Near
these stood a plant of Dendrobium superbiens, with

three spikes of flowers, which came in 1st in its class—

•

the newest introduced flowering plant. Then came
good examples of Bertolonia superbissima, Ceterach

aureum, some of the latest novelties amongst Coleuses,

the new Nepenthes Hookeri, a grand plant with

half-a-dozen fine pitchers ; Ancectochilus ornatus,

a pretty golden variegated-leaved form ; Alocasia

fohnstoni, Goodyera Rollissoni, Croton Earl of

Derby, Dracaena Goldieana, the finest specimen in

cultivation, from 4 to 5 feet high, and with ten

perfect growths ; Anthurium, Veitchii, Nepenthes
superba, with nine pitchers ; Curmeria WalHsii,

Croton mutabilis and Prince of Wales, Bowenia
spectabilis serrulata, Anthurium AVarocquianum, the

new X Sarracenia Moorei, with six pitchers ; the

beautiful Calyptronema Swartzii, Bromelia Binottii, a

striking plant, with long green leaves tipped with
scarlet ; Ficus Grellii, with bold pea-green serrated

leaves ; a good Nephrolepis Duffii, »S;c. To these

succeeded a most interesting group of insectivorous

plants, including Droseras rotundifolia, filiformis

capensis, dichotoma, and spathulata ; Dionasa musci-

pula, a fine pan ; Cephalotus foUicularis, Sarracenia

psittacina, x Nepenthes Chelsoni, tS;c. Then came
an angle in the Ijed in which IVIr. Wills sunk an
ornamental zinc tray, which was filled with water,

and ornamented with a very fine specimen of Ouvir-
andra fenestralis with twelve large leaves and in

flower ; in the centre and in the corners Trapa natans

(p. 213) and Ceratopteris thalictroides. The margin
of the miniature pond was covered with Selaginella

apoda, and a background to the whole formed of

choice exotic ferns. It was a pretty little bit, and
came in for a large share of admiration on the part of

the visitors.

The other group was made up with fine Crotons,
Dracaenas, and Palms. Amongst the Crotons were
good fresh specimens of C. variegatus, falcatus, Burtoni,

Queen Victoria, Mortii, nobilis, Johannis, Sunset,

maculatus, Katoni, M'Arthurii, Cooperi, Macafee-
anus, lanclfolius, tortilis, Imperator, Regina, Rex,
Bismarckii, Mooreanus, Disraeli, camptophyllus,
angustifolius, chrysophyllus, paradoxus, hastiferu s

and spiralis ; a very complete representation of the

genus, but not all that Mr. Wills exhibited, for near
by was a group of six, competing in a class

for that number, and consisting of C. Sunset,

4 feet high, and finely coloured ; volutus, 5 feet high
and from 2 feet to 3 feet through, in grand condition

;

the new Jamesii, Prince of Wales, a beautifully

coloured specimen ; Queen Victoria and Andreanus, a
capital well coloured specimen. The collection of

Dracxnas was a very good one, though not so large or

so complete as we have seen Mr. Wills stage, yet

sufficiently good to show how well he can grow this

class of plants. Amongst the principal sorts were
albo-marginata from 4 feet to 5 feet high, and smaller

ones of picturata, recurva, terminalis alba, Tellingii,

Gladstonei, Willsii, salmonea, regalia, Berkeleyi,

Bavisei, Renardi, Goldieana, Ernestii, &c. In a
class for one or more new ornamental seedling plants

Mr. Wills was 1st with Dr.ac^nas Leopoldii, albo-

marginata, and amabilis ; and his 1st prize group of

five Palms included the only known plant In Europe
of Pritchardia grandis {fig. 53), the grandest Palm
in the show ; a very handsome Ph<eni.\ reclinata,

Plectocoma assamica, another specimen Phcenix
rupicola, and a tall well-furnished Cocos Weddel-
liana.

Messrs. James Veitch & Sons' very fine collection

included a splendid specimen of one of their new
large-leaved Anthuriums ; a grand lot of Nepenthes,
such as N. X Chelsoni, hybrida maculata, x Courtii,

X Sedeni, Hookeri, ampuUacea, vittata major,
zeylanica, rubra, Stewartii, Kenneilyana, tic. ; an
assortment of Bertolonias, Sonerilas, Aui^ctochilus,
microstylis, &c ; Spathoglottis Petri, with one
beautiful spike ; Anthurium hybridum with fine bold
trilobed leaves ; Erythrina mannorata, Nephrolepis
Dufiii, a fine Alocasia Thibautlana, Hormanthus
cinnabmnus, and the white-flowered H. hirsutus

;

Cypripedium selligerum, with three spikes ; C. Sedeni,
C. Ashburtonii^, C. h^emanthum, C. calanthum, and
C. euryandrum ; Croton Trufiautianus, with bright
golden leaves tipped with green ; Adiantum Lawsoni-
anum, Epidendrum vittatum, the fine new Cattleya
Veitchii and C. Dominii, the new dwarf crimson-
flowered Begonia Mrs. Potts, Oncidium concolor,
Cattleya gigas Normanii, several of the new Crotons,
including C. Hawkerii, a distinct pale green and
golden-leaved form ; Anthurium Veitchii, with noble
leaves ; Crinum Verschaffeltianum, Oncidium incur-

vum, with two grand spikes ; Yucca filamentosa
aurea elegantlssima, the very distinct Araucaria
NIepraschki, and a very complete collection of insec-

tivorous plants, which included x Sarracenia formosa,
a pretty hybrid between S, psittacina and S. variolaris,

shown now for the first time.
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M. Moser, of Versailles, was awarded the special

prize given by the lady patronesses of the Society for

a rich collection of Aralias, Conifers, and Palms,

shown in separate tents. The Aralias were especially

good, and consisted of such sorts as Sieboldii, Sie-

boldii foliis aurca and argentea, the old pulchra,

elegantissima, Ilumboldtii, Osyana, leptophylla,

nymphcefolia, in the style of the last but distinct in

its darker-coloured Ivy-like leaves
; paradistica, tri-

foliata, arborea, digitata, heder?efolia, &c.
To Si. Leon, Duval of Versailles, was awarded the

special prize given by the Minister of Agriculture for

probably the finest bed of Gloxinias that has ever

been shown. This bed was one of the prime features

of the show, remarkable alike for its extent and

example of Anthurium crystallJnum, Dracaena Casa-
nova?, Artocarpus grandis, a noble looking plant,

with large, deeply cut leaves ; the bronze-leaved
Kentia Lindeni, Ccspedesia Bonplandi, a striking

plant in the way of Theophrasta imperialis

;

Philodendron Melinoni, Tillandsia tcsselata, &c.
M. Linden did not compefe in any of the
classes ; but was awarded an object of art by the
Society.

Another special prize was taken by M. J. B.
Savoye, of Paris, for a fine collection ofspecimen Palms
and other fine-foliaged plants ; and yet another by M.
Chevct, Rue de Repus, Paris, for a remarkable group
of Oleanders, better grown and better flowered than
we are accustomed to see them. The plants were

M. Truffaut was awarded an object of art. Near the
last-mentioned tent was another one, which contained
a capitally grown miscellaneous collection from M.
Duval of Versailles, including some finely-bloomed
bushes of Bouvardia Ilumboldtii corymbiflora ; and
a small group of Cycads from Auguste Van Geert of
Ghent.

Coniferous trees, evergreen shrubs, &c., were
largely shown outside, as also some well-flowered

pyramidal Fuchsias about 8 feet high, and Heliotropes
of nearly similar dimensions, trained fruit trees, &c. ;

and amongst the miscellaneous subjects worthy of
mention were some fine beds of seedling Begonias,

Achimenes exceedingly well done ; some very good
pot Vines from M. J. Margottin fils, of Bourg la

Fig. 53.—rRiTciiARDiA graxdis. (see p, 2S3.)

beauty, and the fine development of the plants in both
flowers and foliage. M. Ant. Chantin, Avenue de
Chatillon, Paris, took another special prize, given by
the Minister of Agriculture, with a good collection of
Palms and Cycads, fine plants of well known species ;

and M. Constant Lemoine, of Angers, was awarded
the special prize given by Madame Heine, President
of the Lady Patronesses, for a very fine group of
Dracaenas, which included well-grown specimens of
Youngii, Baptistii, gloriosa, cannrefolia, jaspidea,
Goldieana, and several of Mr. Wills' new hybrids.
For an exceedingly good collection of fresh and

very bright specimens of Crotons, M. Chantier, of
^lortefontaine, took the special prize oft'ered by the
Western Railway Company. Several of the plants
were very taking seedlings.

M. Linden, of Ghent, contributed a group of fine-

foliaged plants, which included a remarkably fine

from 3 to 5 feet high, and grown in little square tubs.

There were twelve or thirteen different varieties, the
Itest of which was one named Hacvili, a large double
flesh-tinted pink of fine form, and very free-flowering ;

a faintly striped rose flower named coccine ; and
Mabire, a very free-flowering white.

The contribution of M. A. Truffaut, of Versailles,

who was not competing, filled a tent to itself, and
made quite a pretty little exhibition, the arrangement
lieing very effective and the plants of fine quality.

The principal feature was a large oval bed of Drn-
cycnas, which had for its central object a fine D.
Chelsoni, then three rows of D. amabilis, remarkably
well coloured, followed by belts of D. stricta and D.
terminalis, and an outer one of D. Guilfoylei. A
large circular bed of similar plants followed, and
around the outside was an irregular border of Palms,
Crotons, Begonias, and a great variety of other plants.

Reine ; some fine cut blooms of Petunias, from M,
Poivier, of Montreuil ; Pelargoniums in great variety

and very good, &c.

The Fruit Department was very poorly reprc
sented, the only things staged worthy of note being a
nice collection of Oranges, Almonds, Nuts, Plums,
Apples, and Pears, from JM. Fran9ois Cirio, of

Turin, Italy; a splended sample of the Grosse Violette

Fig, grown at Argenteuil under the name of Dauphine
d'Argenteuil—a variety of fine size, and apparently

a very free bearer, shown by M. Louis Lherault, of

Argenteuil, who also sent Peaches and (.irapes. ^'ege-

tables were well represented in numbers, but with
some few exceptions were of inferior quality, and call

for no further comment. We may, however, note that

thebest collection came from the school of St. Nicholas
at Igny.
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Reading Horticultural: Aug. 22.—This was
held in the Abbey Ruins. Plants, though not so

numerous as last year, were generally excellent,

and cut flowers have never been shown better or in

larger numbers. For nine stove and greenhouse
plants there was but one exhibitor, Mr. Lees, gr. to

Mrs. Marsland, Whiteknights Park ; all his plants

betokened high culture, but especially did Eucharis
amazonica. Plumbago capensis and AllamandaSchottii.
For nine variegated or foliage plants there were four

competitors, the 1st award being made to Mr. Ross,

gr. to C. Eyre, Esq., Welford Park, who had grand
specimens of Alocasia metallica, Croton angustifolius

and Maranta zebrina. For specimen new or rare

]>lant Mr. Higgs won an easy victory with Cattleya
Eldorado ; antl Mr. Lees in this class for specimen
stove or greenhouse plant in flower, had the finest

grown and best flowered Fuchsia we have seen for a

long time ; the variety was Gazelle, and was quite

7 feet in height. The same exhibitor was also 1st for

six fine Fuchsias, and Mr. Higgs followed suit with
six magniflcent Coleus. The groups of plants 12 feet

by 10 feet have always been a feature at Reading,
but for some unexplained reason only two com-
petitors put in an appearance at this show. Mr.
Lees and Messrs. Phii)per cS: Robinson—both lots

being well done, the prizes going in the order
named. Messrs. Sutton & Sons showed a grand
collection, two dozen varieties of Phlox Drnunondii,
and the same of Diaiithus Heddewigii, grown in their

seed grounds at Reading. Mr. Prince of Oxford, had
a stand of twelve II. P. Rose Clemence Raoux, an
exceedingly difhcult one to grow, but, as shown, it

was superb, Mr. Betteridge, Chipping Norton, of
Aster notoriety, had the most perfect stand of quilled

Asters it is possible to conceive, and Messrs. Phippen
& Robinson came well to the fore with a stand of
Cockade Asters. Mr. Corp, of Oxford, was a suc-

cessful competitor with Roses, and he also showed,
not for competition, six stands of Tea Roses,
which were quite a show in themselves. The compe-
tition for table decoration was good in all the classes.

The awards went to Miss Phippen, Miss Holbrook,
and Mrs. Webbe. In fruit the competition was good
throughout. There were seven lots of three bunches
of Black Hamburgh, 1st, 2d, and 3d lots being
good, and the awards going to Mr. Higgs, Mr.
Tomlin, and Mr. .-^shby. In the class for any other
Black eight competed, the 1st prize lot (Alicante)
coming from Mr. Crump, Steventon Manor, Michel-
dever, and were in all respects perfect. The 2tl

award was made to Mr. Tomlin, for good samples of
Mrs. Pince's Muscat ; and the 3d and 4th went to

samples of Madresfield Court, both lots being badly
coloured. In the class for three bunches of Muscat of
Alexandria there were six exhibits, the 1st award
going to Mr. Robinson, Royal Engineering College,
Engleficld Green, for really well finished samples

;

2d, Mr. Ashby. Mr. Crump showed by far the finest

Muscats, but so unripe that the judges were compelled
to pass them. In the class for any other white kind
five showed, the 1st going to fine examples of Buck-
land Sweetwater, from Mr. Wells, Ravenhill ; and the
2d to Golden Queen, and were by far the best
examples of this Grape that have yet been exhibited

—

they came from Mr. Atkins, gr. to Colonel Loyd
Lintlsay, Lockinge. The collections of fruit were all

very good, Messrs. Sutton's cup for eight dishes being
well won by Mr. Ross, of Welford. In the class for

six dishes six competed, whilst in that for four dishes
not fewer than twelve, and all were excellent. Melons
were unexceptionally good, for out of some fourteen
scarlet-fleshed fruit there was not one Ijad one. The
1st and 2d awards were made to the variety Hero of
Bath, and the 3d to Read's Hybrid.
The display of vegetables is never very great at

Reatling, but considering the prizes offered the com-
petition was great, Onions and Potatos being excel-
lent. In tlie latter. International Kidney took all the
prizes in the kidney class ; and in the round class

Schoolmaster and Blanchard. Mr. Higgs showed a
brace of good Cucumbers named Model, which well
deserved that name, and gained him 1st honours.
{From a Correspondent.)

. Sevenoaks Horticultural: August 22.— This
Society held its eleventh exhibition in the beautiful

grounds of Montreal Park, Sevenoaks, on August 22,

under exceptionally favourable circumstances, in-

cluding a fine day. The exhibits, which were very
numerous and filled to overflowing three large tents

—one a very large one indeed—were of a higher class

of merit than any that we have previously witnessed
during the existence of the Society. We must content
ourselves by giving a report of one of the five divisions

which it comprised.

For the best collection of exotic flowering plants,

eight distinct varieties (excluding florists' flowers and
Orchids), W. Spottiswoode, Esq., Coombe Bank (gr.,

Mr. Bolton), and B. Mildmay, Esq., Shoreham Place
(gr., Mr. Burl), were placed equal 1st with splendid
collections. Amongst Mr. Bolton's plants were a
remarkably well-flowered and large plant of Ixora
Williamsii, Allamanda grandiflora, also a remarkably

fine " bit ", Francisceas, &c, Mr. Burt had one of the

largest trained specimens of Lapageria alba we have yet

seen, Clerodendron Balfourianum, fine for the late

season ; a large and well-finished Erica cerinthoides

coronata, &c. Mr. Burt took the premier award for

Orchids, having good examples of Thunia alba,

Sobralia macrantha, Vanda suavis, &c.

For six ornamental foliage plants, distinct varieties,

the competition was very severe. Mr. Bolton secured

the 1st prize, his collection including a splendid

Maranta Veitchii, DieflTenbachia Bausei, Croton

Weismanni, excellently coloured ; and Areca Ver-

schaffeltii. B. Atkins, Esq. (gr., A. Gibson), w,as 2d,

his Croton Youngii being unsurpassable both in growth

and colour : many of the leaves upon this plant

measuring a yard in length ; Drac.-ena Baptistii,

splendidly grown, and Croton majesticus, &c. Mr.
Burt was 3d with a neat collection, his Anthurium

frystallinum being probably the best ever shown.

For six Fuchsias, C. R. C. Petly, Esq. (gr., Mr.

S. Meakin),andMr. Bolton took 1st and 2d prizes in

the order here given. Caladiums are always well

shown here. Mr. S. Meakin was 1st with fine

examples of Alfred Bleu, Albert Edward, and

Triomphe de I'Exposition. Mr. J. Burt was a good

2d ; and ColonelWarde, Squerries Court (gr., Mr. G.

Hubbard), a meritorious 3d. Six flowering Begonias

were remarkably well shown, Mr. W. Bligh and

Mr. Meakin being respectively 2d and 3d. The
former had a plant of Vesuvius at least 12 feet in

circumference.

With Zonal Pelargoniums Messrs. Meakin and

Bligh were placed as named, Mr. Meakin being Jst

with those shown for " beauty of foliage." There was

a good display of Achimenes, the prizes being awarded

to Rev. S. Curteis and — Thompson, Esq. (gr., G.

Sears). For British Ferns, Mr. Smith, Westerham,

ably won 1st prize. Twelve exotic P'erns brought

the gardeners out in force, the decision of the judges

giving prizes in the order named, viz., to Messrs.

Bolton, Mr. Staples, gr. to — Openheim, Esq.,

and Mr. Bligh. For specimen plant Mr. Bligh was

also 1st.

With twenty-four cut Roses Messrs. Scale, nursery-

men, Sevenoaks, and W. Piper took highest honours

—Captain Christy being 1st for twelve blooms.

Twenty-four Dahlias were remarkably well staged by

Messrs. Scale, Sevenoaks, and W. Steer, Eltham,

who won the prizes in the order their names stand

—

good blooms of Mrs. Saunders, Flora Wyatt, and

James Service being amongst them. A large quantity

of Asters were shown, and good Gladiolus : Mr.

Cattell was 1st and Mr. Scale 2d, the former having

fine spikes of Voltaire, Sir W. Scott, Victor, and

Lord Granville. Mr. Knight was 1st with twelve

spikes, Messrs. Cattell and Bolton l)eing 1st and 2d

respectively with Phloxes. Mr. Staples staged a

splendid box of cut stove and greenhouse plants,

J. Bolton and W. Burt being 2d and 3d.

Fruits were, as previously observed, splendidly

shown. For six varieties. Pines excluded, Mr.

Bolton was 1st, E. Cazalet, Esq. (gr., Mr. Fennell),

2d, and Mr. Henderson 3d. Black Grapes, three

bunches, were shown by Messrs. Goldsmith, P. C.

Ilardwick, and Hollenden. The best white

Grapes came from Mr. W. Pepper, Bromley Common.
Messrs. Bolton and Harris were respectively 1st and
2d for a collection of Grapes, three varieties, some
large bunches especially of Black Prince and Muscat

of Alexandria being shown by the former. Melons
were numerous, the three prizes falling to Messrs. C.

Goldsmith, R. Knight, and G. Fennell. With Peaches,

Messrs. G. Hubbard and G. Goldsmith were 1st in

their respective classes, C. G. Goldsmith being also

1st with Nectarines. Mr. Staples took 1st prizes for

Plums, Green Gages, Pears, &c.

Vegetables were numerous and good, the many
collections of nine kinds not having an indifferent

one amongst them. After a severe task the judges

awarded the premier prizes to Messrs. Bolton, 1st ;

Earl Stanhope (gr., P. Gray), 2d ; P. Staples 3d, and

J. Don 4th. The successful competitors with

Cucumbers were Messrs. Bolton, Philips, and Wood.
In the open class, viz., class 72, collection of

plants arranged for eflect in a space limited 9 feet by
6 feet, there was quite a war of emulation, the whole
of the many collections being in admirable taste

;

prizes were adjudged to Messrs. Bolton, 1st, Burt 2d,

Sir Charles H. Mills (gr., J. Don) 3d, and Mr. Hub-
bard 4th. Table decorations were as usual good.

The IVIisses Staples were 1st in three groups,

Mrs. Beach 2d, Miss Sarah Dudman 3d. For single

stand Miss Scale was 1st and Mrs. Bolton a good 2d ;

and with hand-bouquets Miss Scale, Mrs. Bishop, and
Mrs. Bolton were "placed." Nor should we over-

look special prizes given to gardeners not having more
than one assistant for group of plants arranged for

eflect, in which Messrs. Meakin, II. Ayland, and Miss

Carr showed so well and took prizes in the order

given. Amongst the miscellaneous subjects was a

splendid dish of Malay Apples (Eugenia malaccensis),

shown by Mr. Coomber, Royal Botanic Garden,
London, &c. There was also a bee show by the

British Bee Association, which seemed to be well

patronised. ]V^ E,

CIjc Mejit^tr.
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30", and the least at Liverpool, 15^ ; the mean range
of temperature from all stations was 24I.
The mean of the seven high day temperatures

was the highest at Bristol, 7ii^ ^ncl Sunderland,
70°, and the lowest at Liverpool, 65^°, and Brad-
ford, 66i°; the mean from all stations was 681°.

The mean of the seven low night temperatures was
the lowest at Eccles, 50", and Hull, SoJ°, and the
highest at Truro, 56^°, and at Plymouth and Bristol

both 551° ; the general mean from all stations was
53°. The mean daily range of temperature in the
week was the greatest at Eccles, 19^°, and the least

at Liverpool, 11°; the mean daily range from all

stations was 152°.

The mean temperature of the air for the week from
all stations was 59°, being }° higher than the value
for the corresponding week in 1877. The highest
were 62° at Bristol, 6ii° at Truro, and 61° at Sun-
derland ; and the lowest at Hull, 57^° and Wolver-
hampton, Eccles, and Bradford, all 57j°.
Rain fell on every day in the week at Truro, and

on three days at most other places. The amounts
varied from 1.38 inches at Sheffield, 1.25 inches at

Truro, and 1. 14 inch at Brighton and Nottingham to

four-tenths of an inch at Cambridge, Hull, Leeds, and
Sunderland. The average fall over the country was
0.80 inch.

The weather during the week was generally dull,

and the sky cloudy.

Tlnindsrstoriiis occurred in the South of England
on the 23d and 24th.

Scotland : Temperature.—The highest tempera-
tures of the air observed by day varied from 72° at
Dundee to 644° at Aberdeen ; the mean value from
all stations was (3%\°. The lowest temperatures of
the air observed by night varied from 43),° at Edin-
burgh to 49° at Glasgow and Dundee ; the mean
value from all stations was 47°. The mean range
of temperature from all stations was z\\.
The mean temperature of the air for the week from

all stations was 57^°, being 5J° higher than the value
for the corresponding week in 1877. The highest
was 584°, at Dundee and Paisley, and the lowest was
565°, at Aberdeen.
Rain.—The heaviest fall of rain in the week was

0.46 inch at Greenock, and the least fall was 0.07
inch at Leith ; the average fall over the country was
0.22 inch.

Dublin.—The highest temperature of the air was
72^°, the lowest 48^°, the range 24!°, the mean 60°,
and the fall of rain i| inch.

JAMES GLAISHER.

We regret to announce the death, on the 26th inst.,

of Mr. Anthony Nicolas Bijvoet, of Overween,
near Haarlem. Mr. Bijvoet was the head of the well-

known firm of bulb growers and a fine example of a
Dutch country gentleman, beloved and respected by
all who knew him. Mr. Bijvoet was in his seventy-
eighth year.

©nquiiics.
He that qncstionetk much shall learn wwcA.—Bacon.
Mosquito Cake. — Would any correspondent be

kind enough to give the address of where a substance
called Mosquito Cake is to be procured? It is sold
somewhere in the neighbourhood of Leicester Square,
and is intended for feeding small birds, and is said to be
made of a mass of mosquitos, or small insects, pressed
together into a cake. O.

To Destroy Ivy. E. F. asks for information how
to keep under the small-leaved Ivy, which threatens to
establish itself in his young plantations. It is either
self-sown or brought by birds, but being a native of
the climate it soon spreads itself along the ground,
forming a sort of network over the entire surface ; it

has so many roots that it is almost impossible to pull
them all up and burn them. He would be much
obliged for advice as to what to do. We know of no
better plan than grubbing up the plants. Can any of
our readers help him ?

Answers to Correspondents.
*#* Numerous communications, reports of shoivs, ^c.

,

are unavoidably postponed.

Flowers near Eastbourne.—In answer to the ques-
tion on page 253, as to the name of a certain garden
plant near Eastbourne, I venture to suggest that it

maybe the white Goat's Rue, Galega officinalis, L.,
var. alba, like the enclosed. B. D. J.

ESCALLONIA macrantha : J. T. S. It is easily pro-
pagated by layers in spring, or by cuttings in the early
summer months.

Fern Baskets : Ignoramus. We presume you mean
rustic baskets made from branches of trees. For this
purpose gnarled Oak is the best, or portions of old
Yew trees. You must enquire for what is available in
your own immediate neighbourhood.

Filberts and Nuts : W. T. T. The woodcuts ap-
peared in our columns for 1872, pp. r488, r489

Insects : J. S. B. The black Poplar leaf had been
gnawed by about two dozen individuals of Chrysomela
(Phffidon) Vitellina:, a beetle which is attached to trees
of the Poplar '^mA.—Alex. Rcid. We found no trace
of insects on your Vine leaves, which seem to have
been injured by sun scorching.— fK Marshall. The
small shining steel blue beetles destroying the Mustard
crops are Chrysomela (Phsedon) Betulce. Please send
us some of the larvae. /. O. IV.

Lilium auratuji : R. G. Saunders. The Lily is an
uncommon high-coloured variety, but not unknown.

Names of Fruit : 7. Hawkins, i. Red Roman
; 2,

Pitmaston Orange.—j?. 5. Your Plums were smashed
to pulp when received.—C/ar/i Bros. The Pear is the
Crawford, or the Scotch Lammas ; it is very hardy,
and an abundant bearer, in which sense it might pay
for growing for m.arket.

Names of Plants : T. R. B. 6, Seed of some legu-
minous plant near to Guilandina. We cannot under-
take to name the others from leaves alone.

—

Redwood.
Your leaf was too much shrivelled.—/\ T. r, Veronica
spicata ; 2, Sempervivum hirtum

; 3, Datura stra-
monium

; 4, Saxifragahyphoides.— 7". B. W. Lycopus
europceus

; 2, Scutellaria galericulata
; 3, Bidens

cernua
; 4, Stachys sylvatica

; 5, Ononis procurrens
;

6, Scabiosa succisa.-G. H. Althsa frutex of gar-
dens, more correctly Hibiscus syriacus. — X. r,

Humulus Lupulus (wild Hop) ; 2, Circeia lutetiana
(Enchanter's Nightshade)

; 3, send better specimen.—
H. Af. E. Echinops Ritro ; a fine old herbaceous
plant.— IK r. r. Staphylea pinnata.—Z.. y. Ascle-
pias currassavica. — J. Cocker if Sons, i, Veronica
virginica

; 2, Eupatorium cannabinum
; 3, Echinops

sphaerocephalus
; 4, Eryngium Bourgati

; 5, Eryngium
rigidum

; 6, Eryngium amethystinum.— W. T. T.
I, Platyloma flexuosum

; 2, apparently Chcilanthes
hirta, which is South African

| 3, Polystichum angulare
prohferum, in one of its many forms : to prevent its

getting "thripped," keep the roots and the atmo-
spere moist. The thrips revel in drought.— 7*. B. S.
1, Adiantum Ghiesbreghtii, alias iQ.\A\im\ 2, Gymno-
gramma Calomelanos

; 3, next week. The Violet is

probably the Russian.-//. Jen'is. A Caladium, but
they are now so numerous we cannot say which.

—

K.
Fuchsia procumbens.—3/. L. Salvia farinacea,—^J.
G. Subscriber. Scutellaria minor.— J. H. Lilium
pseudo-tigrinum.—y. A. C. Lychnis chalcedonica.-
R. S. I, Helichrysum panormitanum

; 2, Sedum
Teleptrium variegatum.—CraKji'o« 6^ Co. Cynara
scolymus.—y. G. D. i. Chrysanthemum B.alsamita

;

2, Satureia montana
; 3, Prunus elasagnifolia

; 4,
Pinus Strobus ; 5, Biota orientalis ; 6, Comus
macrpphylla.

—

Cannon if Reid. Eupatorium glecho-
nophyllum, a native of Ch\^.—Salvia. Salvia Grahami.—y. Leman. 2, Funkia subcordata.

—

Cobo. i, Lepi-
dium latifolium ; 2, Polygonum amphibium.

—

T. H.
H. OxaUs corniculata, sometimes taken as the Sham-
rock ; at other times the Dutch Clover, Trifolium
repens, is taken for it.

Protection for Wall-Fruits : E. M. Glass copings
are now very commonly used, and are of great service
as a protection in spring. They can be made by any
hothouse builder. In combination with netting they
are very efficient, and are no doubt what you want.

Verbena Seedling : Talpa. Your specimen came to
hand quite withered.

Vines, Treatment of : H. Clerk. We cannot pre-
tend to say that your Grapes have been treated rightly
or wrongly unless we are better acquainted with
details, &c., of which, at present, we are totally
ignorant. As a general rule, subject to change accord-
ing to circumstances, the plan followed has been good.

^^ Foreign Subscribers sending Post-office Orders
are requested to make them payable at the post-office.

King Street, Covent Garden, London, and at the
same time to inform the Publisher at the office of this
Journal.

Communications Received.—John Osborn.— H. E. W.—
Thos. C—J. H.—W. H. W.-D. T. F.—T. S. J.—J I —
H. E.-A. F.-G. J.-J. C-W. B.-H. R.-T. M.-
B. W.-W, E. D.-J. T. S.-J. A. C.-M. W. B.-W. J.-
M. L.—Editor of the (?»«««.—W. F.—E. P.—M. C—T L—H. T.—W. ,M.—G. C. H.—M. McL.—R. & T.—G. C. L.
-J- P.
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COVENT GARDEN, August 29.
The supply of better classes of fruit is now more than

equal to the demand, Grapes, Peaches, and Nectarines
meeting with a bad sale, and being slowly cleared at
low rates. Plums, Filberts, and Cobs are in good
demand. James Webber, Wholesale Apple Market,

Vegetables.

s. d. s. d. s. d. s. d.

Artichokes, English
Globe, doz. . . 20-40

Aubergines, p. doz.. 10-..
Beans, French, lb. . . 04-06
— runners, p. bush. 40-60
— broad, per bush. 30-..

Beet, per doz. . . 10-20
Cabbages, per doz. .. i o- a o
Carrots, per bunch .. 04-06
Cauliflowers, per doz. 40-60
Celery, per bundle .. 16-20
Chilis, per 100 ,. 50- ..

Cucumbers, each .. 04-16
Custard Mar., doz. 30-..
Endive, Batav. dozen 16-..
Garlic, per lb. ..06-..

Potatos are very plentiful, and i

Prices range ; — Myatt's, 12^

i30f. ; Early Rose, iiof. to

Herbs, per bunch .

.

Horse Radish, p. bun.
Lettuces, Cos, Eng.,
per score ..

M" green bunch..
Onions, young, bun. 04-06
Parsley, per bunch.. 04-..
Peas, green, per qr. 16-20
Radishes, per bunch 01-03— Spanish, doz. . . 10- ..— New Jersey, doz. 20-..
Shallots, per lb. ..06-..
Spinach, per bushel 20-30
Tomatos, per dozen 26-30
Turnips, new, p. bun. 06-..
Vegt. Marrows, doz. 20-..

le places much diseased.
i6o5. ; Regents, loos. to

Apples, J

Figs, pe

s. d. s.d.s
.. 1 6-40 Melons, each

itgs. per uuicu .. o 6- 2 o
I Peaches, per dozen..

Filberts, per lb. . . o 6- o g I Pears, per doz.
Grapes, per lb. ..06-40' Pine-apples, per lb.
Lemons, per 100 .. 4 0-12 o I Plums, J^-sieve

Plants in Pots.

Asters, per dc
Begonias, per c

Bouvardias, do
Calceolarias, p.

Fuchsias, per dozen .

Hydrangea, per doz.
Mignonette, ner doz.

nydrangea, per d
!
Mignonette, per d

\

Musk, per dozen
i Myrtles, per doz.

variety,

:6-90

Lalcftolarias, p. doz. . 6
Clirysanth,, per doz. 6

Coleus, per dozen . . 30-90 Talms
Cyperus,do.. .. 60-120 each
Draca:na terminalis 30 0-60 o Pelargi
— viridis, per doz. . . 18 0-24 o dozen
Euonymus, var.,doz. 4 0-18 o — scarlets, zonal.
Ferns, in var., doz. 4 0-18 o per dozen .. ,.5
Ficus elastica, each 2 6-15 o Petunias, per dozen ^
Foliage Plants, van- — Fairy, per doz. t

ous, each . . . . 2 o-io 6 Vallota, per doz. . . <;

Cut Flowers.
s. d. s. d. s

Abutilon, 12 blooms 06-10 Myosotis, 12 bun. .. :

Asters, la bunches.. 3 o- g o Pelargoniums, izspr. c

Bouvardias.perbun. 10-40 — zonal, 12 sprays c

Calceolaria, 12 bun.. 6 0-12 o Phlox. 12 bunches .. (

Carnations, i2bunch. 4 o-iz o Primula, double, per
Cornflower, 12 bun.. 20-60 bunch .. .. i

Dahlias, 12 bunch. ., 30-90 Pyreihrum, 12 bun., ;

Delphinium, 12 bun. 6 0-12 o Roses (indoor), doz. ]

Eucharis, per doz. .. 4 o-iz o — (outdoor). 12 bun. ;

Gardenias, 12 blms. 30-90 Stephanotis, 12 sp, .. ;

Gladioli, various, 12 Stocks, 12 bunches.. \

spikes .. .. I c- 4 o Sweet Peas, 12 bun. 1

Heliotropes, 12 sp. ., 06-10 Sweet Sultan,i2bun. i

Jasmine, 12 bunches 40-90 Tropaeolum, 12 bun. \

Mignonette, 12 bun. 20-60

SEEDS.
London: Aug. 28.—The seed markets this week

have been well attended, and there has been a fair trade
doing. The stocks of new English Trifolium are now
getting into narrow compass, and the offerings from the
country are on a very narrow scale. A spell of favour-
able weather would greatly increase the demand for this

article. There isno change in thevalue of winter Tares:
some of the parcels just received show bad condition.
A few more samples of new white Mustard have recently
come to market, but most of these are soft and damp.
Sowing Rape seed finds buyers on former terms. Reports
just to hand from the Western States of America are to

the following effect:
—"The Timothy crop is beyond'

doubt smaller than has been looked for, and the market
is daily firming. The higher freights demanded by the
railroads also add to the cost. There is ample time yet
for something to happen to our crop of Clover ; however,
if nothing unfavourable occurs the yield will undoubt-
edly be larger than last year's ; but the scarcity of old
seed causes difficulty in meeting home demands, and
prices consequently point upwards. The domestic
inquiry will this fall be large, and the export demand to

Eiu-ope is expected to be considerable. Enhanced
quotations for Timothy may also mean higher prices for

(Tlover." The accounts to hand of the Clover crop of
Italy and the South of France are most discouraging.
Some business lias been passing in Trefoils. Canary
seed keeps steady at the late advance. Hemp is firmer.

Blue Peas continue scarce. John Shaw &* Sons, Seed
Merchants, 37, Mark Lane, London, E.C.

CORN.
At Mark Lane on Monday some litde imeasiness was

felt as to the damage the heavy rains may have produced
among the crops. For Enghsh Wheat quotations ranged
from about 42J. to 45J. for red, and from 48J. to 52J. for

white ; some exceptionally fine samples running up per-
haps to 53J. per quarter. Last year's English Wheat
was neglected. In foreign, business was rather slow,
and any attempt to force up the price put a stop to sales.

Barley was without quotable change. Malt remained
quiet on former terms. Oats supported previous rates,

and in the case of Maize an advance of 6;/. per quarter
was reported. Beans and Peas were firm. For flour

the demand was of no importance.—There was no mate-
rial change in prices on Wednesday. New English
Wheat was in moderate supply, and prices, as before,

ranged up to $2s. per quarter. Old foreign Wheat was
quiet but firm. Maize supported its late advance, and
full prices were quoted for most other descriptions of
produce.—Average prices of corn for the week ending
August 24:—Wheat, 45^. zd. \ Barley. 36J. ^d. ; Oats,
zys, gd. For the corresponding period last year :

—

Wheat, 63J. loif. ; Barley, 33J. gd. ; Oats, 28j-. ^\d.

POTATOS.
The Borough and Spitalfields reports state that the

Potatos oftering are still very much out of condition, but
the trade remains steady at about late rates. Regents,
80J. to 120s. perton ; Shaws, 50J. to 651. ; kidneys, 100s. to
130J. ; Victorias, loo.^. to i2cu. ; Enghsh Rose, iioj. to

14OJ. per ton.—Potatos continue to arrive in London in

very small quantities, the receipts last week being only
250 bags from Hamburg, and 96 bags from Boulogne.

COALS.
The tone of the market on Monday was firm, and the

prices of last week were fully supported for both first and
second qualities. The supply at market on Wednesday
was short, but did not fall below what was required, the
consequence being that Monday's figures were main-
tained. Quotations :—East Wylam, i6s. ; Walls End
—Hawthorns, i6j-. 3d. ; Original Hartlepool, 17s. 6d.;
South Hetton, 17J. 6d. ; Salvia's Hutton, 165. gd.

;

Thornley, i6s. 6d.
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PRIMULAS, CINERARIAS, CHOICE
GERANIUMS, &c.-Stripcd Vesuvius and Salmon

Vesuvius, \s. id. each ; White Vesuvius and Dr. John Denny,
IS. each, post-free ; twelve fine distinct Geraniums for pot

culture, winter blooming, &c., 4J. and 6j., post-free. Primulas

and Cinerarias, is. per doien, post-free ; Roman Hyacinths,

fine bulbs, 2S. 6(i. per dozen, 17s. per 100.

STOVE and GREENHOUSE PLANTS in great variety.

CATALOGUES on application. Special cheap offers to

Gentlemen furnishing new Conservatories, Greenhouses, &c. :

also to those planting Herbaceous Borders of Herbaceous and
Alpine Plants, Florist's flowers, &c.
WM. CLIBRAN and SON. Oldfield Nursery. Altrincham.

Notice to the Trade.l

HURST AND SON can supply fine samples
of ROMAN HYACINTHS and SNOWDROPS.

Prices upon application.

They beg to intimate that their CATALOGUES of Flower
Roots have been posted, and if any persons have not received

same, will they kindly inform them, and one shall be forwarded
immediately. Their first consignment of t hand, ordei

ibe
6. Leadenhall Stri . EC.

FERNS, PALMS, DRAC/ENAS, &c.
Having a large surplus stock of the following, we can

offer them unusually cheap to make room.
DRAC/ENAS.— Congesta, terminalis, Cooperii, stricta, and

Guilfoylei, in 3 and 6-inch pots. Also a few fine specimens
of amabilis in lo-inch pots.

PALMS.—Latania borbonica, 15 inches, in 6-inch pots.

FERNS.—Adiantum cuneatum and gracillimum, Lomaria
gibba, extra strong ; Pteris tremula, cretica, cretica albo-

lineata : Cyrtomiuni falcatum in 3 and 6-inch pots. Also

specimens of cunealum and graciihmum.
Price per dozen, loc, or 1000 on application. Samples of Six

varieties of mixed FERNS, in 3-inch pots, v- 6^. per dozen.

PELARGONIUMS in eight leading Market varieties, well-

established in 3-inch pots, 6j. per dozen. Price per 100 or iood
on application.

POUNCE AND SONS. F.R.H.S., Nurserymen, Hendon,
Middlesex, N.W.

COOD mMlNCS.
NEW COLEUS, totally distinct from all

Others ever yet sent out, and will add an additional

charm to every Greenhouse. Their many colours are very vivid

and attractive. G. Bunyard, Kentish Fire, Lord Falmouth,
post-free, is. each, the three for 2r. 6d.

H CANNELL. Swanley, Kent.

;Ric-HARD Smith •

.©.Worcester:©;
ROSES, choice Tea-Scented and Noisette, in

great

ROSES, Hybrid Perpetual, strong, for forcing.

ROSES, New, for 1S7S.

CLEMATIS JACK.MANNI and many other sorts for beddit

and climbing.

Bedding Plants, strong and healthy : Fuchsias, Pelargonium
Greenhouse and Stove Plants, Ferns, S:c.

Descriptive priced LISTS free on application.

RICHARD SMITH and CO., Nurserymen, Worcester.

WM. PAUL & SON,

ROSE GROWERS,
TREE, PLANT, BULB, AND

SEED MERCHANTS.

WALTHAM CROSS,
HERTS.

Iiispcclioii of Stock invited.

Priced Descriptive Catalogues free by post.

BOULTON & PAUL,
Manufacturers of New and improved

POULTEY FENCES.

This fence is a much stronger description of fencing than the

lattice panels with loose standards, and is more portable, being

made in lengths 6 feet long with double pronged feet. A run

or pen can be formed of any length or shape without extra cost
;

it is easily fixed or removed ; the gate can be placed in any part

of the fence.
Prices ;—

6 feet high, including all necessary Bolts and

Nuts . . . . 5f. per yard.

Door^vay complete, 2 feet wide, including

Standards and Arched Slay . .. .. 13s. 61^. eac^£

Pillars for Corners, with Cast Orna-Angle-ir

Carriage paid on orders of 405. value. <

receipt.

NEW POULTRY LIST, with Illustratic

BOULTON AND PAUL, NORWICH.

BAYLISS, JONES &BAYLISS,
Patentees and Manufacturers of Wrought Iron

CONTINUOUS BAR FENCING,
Iron Hurdles, Strained Wire Fencing,

Field and Entrance Gates, Tree Guards, &c..

VICTORIA WORKS, WOLVERHAMPTON,
And 3, Crooked Lane, King William Street, London, E.G.

Cataloguesfree on ix^/>licatio>t.

HORTICULTURAL WINDOW GLASS.
A large variety of sizes, iS-oz., 125. td. ; 21-oz.. i€.s. (>d.

)er 100 feet. Large sizes, in Cases, for Cutting up— 15-oz. 4ths,

\os.\ 3ds, 40^. per 300 feet:— 2i-oz. 4ths. 30J. : 3ds., ^os.

.er 200 feet.-ALFRED SVER, Glass, Lead. Zinc. Oil and
;;olour Merchant, 8, Pentonville Road. London. N.

BELGIAN GLASS for GREENHOUSES, (tc,

.ofCan be obtained in all sizes and qu

BETHAM & SON,
9. LOWER THAMES STREET, LONDON, E.G.

B. ,<t Son have alivays a large Stock in London of 20-in. by i

.by .by: 16-OZ. & :

DUTCH F LO Vv^ER ROOTS.
OSBORN & SONS'

ANNUAL CATALOGUE of the above is noiv published, and may be

had, post-free, on application.

IT COXTAIX.'^ A DESCRIPTIVE LIST OF

HYACINTHS, TULIPS, CROCUS, NARCISSUS, LILIUMS,
And other Bulbs.

The First Consignment has been received from Holland, and all appear to be good sound Bulbs

and in excellent condition.

EABLY WHITE ROMAN HYACINTHS, 20s. per 100.

The Catalogue contains also

LISTS of SUNDRY USEFUL FLOWERING PLANTS PREPARED for FORCING, and

VEGETABLE and FLOWER SEEDS for AUTUMN SOWING.

N.B.—All Bulbs and Seeds carriage paid, on conditions stated in Catalogue.

THE FULHAM NURSERIES, LONDON, S.W.
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FOR SALE, a GREENHOUSE, quite new,
half-span roof, 13 feet 6 inches long by 10 feet 3 inches

deep, and 8 feet 6 inches to top of ridge, fitted with hanging
sashes in front, glazed and painted throughout, cost but little

to fix, and made of best material, and can be seen at

J. GLASKIN'S, Builder, Pembury Road, Lower Clapton, E.

FOR SALE, an ORCHARD HOUSE, nearly
new, 30 by 24 feet, and 12 feet high, specially constructed

so as to be very easily and quickly taken down and removed
;

also a small LEAN-TO CONSERVATORY, 17 by 10 feet, in

excellent preservation.

Sixty splendid PEACH and APRICOT TREES, in pots,

healthy and vigorous.

One of WRIGHTS new FLAME-IMPACT Hot-water
BOILERS, universally acknowledged to be the best ever yet

introduced, and only in use a few months. A large quantity of
HOT-WATER PIPES of sizes, with Valves, Elbows, and other

-For particulars, apply to

Captain LYON, Oak Leigh. Sunninghill, Staines.

Glasshouses.

EREMAN AND MORTON
give prices for all kinds of

HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS in WOOD
On receipt of particulars. Also for Heating.

A Pamphlet yi. Price Lhtsfree.
2, GliDucc^ler Street. Re;;ent's Park, London, N.W.

H

JOHN BOWMAN,
Timber and Mabogany Importer and Merchant,

HOR TICUL TURAL BUILDER,
WEST END STEAM JOINERY,

NEWCASTLE-ON-TYNE.

GREENHOUSES complete, from £10 to £1000.

Portable Box with' One Light, 6 feet by 4 feet, glazed >

16 oz. sheet glass, and painted four coats .

.

. . )
^^ "

Portable Box with Two Lights, as above, each Light
\

6 feet by 4 feet
655.

Estimates given for Conservatories and Green-
houses of every kind.

Well-seasoned Materials ana First-class Workjfianski^
guaranteed.

GRANITIC PAINT, for Greenhouses and
for all Decorative or General Purposes where durability

and beauty are desired.

SILICATE ZOPISSA COMPOSITION, all Colours, for

Damp Walls, Preserving Stone, &c., either internal or external.

COLOURLESS LIQUID SILICATE ZOPISSA for

Damp Walls, Preserving Stone, Brick, or Ceniont, all washable
and durable.

To be had genuine only from the Original Inventors and Sola

Manufacturers,
The Silicate Zopissa Composition and Granitic Paint Com-

pany, 45, Fish Street Hill, London, E,C.
(Established over fifteen years.)

Oil Paint No Longer Necessary.

THE GARDEN POTTERY,
Old Down, Shepton Mallet.

We try to be first, and we mean to be always first,

For Colour, Manufacture, and Weathbr Qualities.
" I think your Flower Pots far better than any I have had

from other potteries."—Mr. Dart, Gardener to tfte Right Hon.
the Lady Waldcgrave, Jan. 25, 1878.—HVACINTH POTS.

Indestructible Terra-Cotta Plant Markers.
AW AND CO.'S PATENT.—
Prices, Printed Patterns, and Specimens, sent post-

application ; also Patterns of Ornamental Tile Pave-
M

Under the Patronage of the Queen.
SMITH'S IMPERISHABLE

STRATFORD LABELS.

The above Labels are made of a White MeUl, with rmsed

The Gardeners' Magazine says :—*' We must give these ti

palm before all other plant labels, as the very first in merit.
'

Samples and Price Lists free.

J SMITH, The Royal Label Factory. Stratford-on-Avon.

Rosher'a Garden Edging TUes.

ii
THE ABOVE and many other PATTERNS

in materials of great duiability. The
plainer sorts are specially

suited
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SCOTT'S WASP DESTROYER.—
The only effectual remedy for destroying these pests :

\s. dd., -zs. 6d. and 5^. per bottle. May be obtained through
all Seedsmen, or direct from

JOHN SCOTT. The Royal Seed Stores. Yeovil.
TIte Orcftardist, by J. Scott, price 3J, 6d.. the best work in

the English language on Fruit Trees and their Cultivation.

SIMPSON'S RED SPIDER, THRIPS, Sec,
ANTIDOTE. Testimonials of the highest order on

apphcation. Per quart, condensed, 6s. ; per pint, 3J. 6d
Supphed to Seedsmen and Chemists. Strongly recommended
in the Gardener, and by many first-class Gardeners. Has an
established reputation for efficacy.

Prepared by JOHN KILNER, Wortley, near Sheffield.

TheThames Bank Iron Company
OLD BARGE WHARF,

UPPER GROUND STREET,
IjONDON, S.E.,

Have the largest and most complete stock in the Trade
;

upwards of ^^20,000 worth to choose from.

HOT-WATER BOILERS, PIPES, and CONNECTIONS,
And all CASTINGS for HORTICULTURAL PURPOSES.

Their New Illustrated Catalogue, Zth Edition, now ready

{price Sixpence).

Hot-water Apparatus erected complete, or the materials supplied at Wholesale Piioas.

W. H. Lascelles,
HOETICULTURAL BUILDEE,

121, BUNHILL ROW, LONDON, E.G.

BANOE of PATENT BENT WOOD CURVED VINERIES, PLANT HOtTSES, <Sc.,

recently erected at Croydon.

These Houses are light, strong, durable, and of elegant appearance. Can be made as cheaply

as a plain, straight House, and no Bent Glass need be used.

Ilbisirated Sheets sent, post-free, on application, and Estimates given without charge.

COCOA-NUT FIBRE REFUSE.—
Reduced Price :—In 4 bushel bags, bags included, at ij.,

or truckload of about 250 bushels, 25^. (truckload delivered free
to rail in London). Post-office Order or Cheque will oblige
with all orders.—J. STEVENS AND CO., Greyhound Yard,
and 134. High Street, Battersea. S.W.

PEAT.—The West Moors Horticultural Peat
Supply.-C. R. HOLLOWAY. Christchurch, Hants-

Brown, Fibrous, Light-weighing Peat, of excellent quality,
for Orchids, Ferns, &c., well cut in Turves and carefully loaded
into Railway Trucks, at 17X. 6d. per ton, in loads of 4 Tons and
upwards. Sample bag, 5X. , five bags, -zis. ; 12 bags, 40s.
Some also, of good quality, at 13s. 6d. per four tons and
upwards.

Fibrous Peat for Orctilds, toe.BROWN FIBROUS PEAT, best
quality for Orchids, Stove Plants. &c.. £6 6s. per truck.

BLACK FIBROUS PEAT, for Rhododendrons, Azaleas,
Heaths, American Plant Beds, sts. per ton.
Delivered on rail at Blackwater, S. E. R., or Farnborough,

S. W. R., by the truckload. Sample bag, 55 6d. ; 5 bags,
25s. ; 12 bags. 5oi.

Fresh SPHAGNUM, loj. 6d. per bag.
WALKER.AND CO , Farnborough Station. Hants.

WASPS and FLIES v. FRUIT.—Protect
your fruit both indoor and out by using DAVIS'S

WASP DESTROYING MIXTURE, the best article ever
used. Certain destruction of these pests. Price ts. 6d. and
ar. 6d. per bottle, with full directions and testimonials of its
efficiency.

The Trade suppled by Messrs. CORRY AND SOPER, Shad
Thames. London, and by the Manufacturer, B. R. DAVIS
Yeovil Nurseries and Seed Warehouse, Yeovil.

I S H U RST CO M PO U N D,—
Used by many of the leading Gardeners since 1859,

against Red Spider, Mildew, Thrips. Greenfly, and other Blight,
in solutions of from r to 2 ounces to the gallon of soft water, and
of from 4 to 16 ounces as a winter dressing for Vines and Fruit
Trees. Has outlived many preparations intended to supersede it.

Sold Reuil by Seedsmen in Boxes. Tj. . 35., and los 6d
Wholesale by PRICE'S PATENT CANDLE COMPANY
(Limited).

COALS FOR HOTHOUSE
PURPOSE S,

WOOD AND CO.'S
STAR ANTHRACITE SMOKELESS STEAM COAL

is now beinc extensively used by many of the principal Grower?;,

and IS found to be preferable to any other kind of fuel in respect

to cheapness and durability, and particularly on account of its

being perfectly free from sulphur, and that it does not clinker

the fire-bars.

WOOD AND CO. deliver in truck loads to any Railway
Station, prices for which can be had on application, or can be
delivered by Wood & Co.'s Vans (in the Metropolis).

WOOD AND CO. append a testimonial given to them by
Messrs. Beckwith & Sons, a firm of great experience, and who
have kindly allowed them to make whatever use of it they may
think fit.

Totienhnm Nursery, London, N., Dec. 28, 1877.

Star " Anthracite Coal with which you supplied us—as to how
it suited, its economy or otherwise—we have much pleasure in
informing you that m every respect it is the best Anthracite we
have ever used. We find there is no smoke from it, which is

very essential, and there is no trace of sulphur. It requires
very little stoking, and leaves very little ash, and certainty does
not clinker. Our consumption of Coal is about 500 tons a year,
and we have no hesitation in saying that, by using your " Star

"

Coal in the place of ordinary fuel, we shall effect a saving o!

at least j£ioo this year. We attribute this to the powerful and
lasting properties of your coal.— Yours faithfully,

(Signed) G. Beckwith & Sons.

WOOD AND CO. supply all kinds of Coal for House and
Manufacturing purposes, prices for which will be sent on
application.

WOOD AND CO., Coal and Coke Factors. Merchants,

Contractors to Her Majesty's Goverament, 58, Coal Exchange,

L.C. : and 4, Coal Department. Great Northern Railway,

King's Cross, N., and Midland Sidings, St. Pancras, N.W.

PAMAl'S PATEl^T SYSTEM OE GLAZIIG WITHOUT PUTTY

New "Registered" Acme Plant Preserver,
With "Truss" Hinge, and no Principals.

The Ridge always fits close, the interior is free from all obstruction, the comer;
are secured in iron angle-plates : glazed, without putty, with 21-02. glass.

Long. Wide. Price. Long. Wide. Price.

6 feet by 3 feet .. . • £2 j 6 \ 12 feet by 3 feet ,. .. £^ o <.

6 feet by 4 feet . . . . 3 o o 1 12 feet by 4 feet . . . . 50c

On Channelled Wrought-Iron
Rafters,

Secures almost entire immunity from

Breakage of Glass, great saving in repairs

and re-painting, and absolute freedom

from Drip.

WILLIAM PARHAM,
Horticultural Builder and Hot-water

Engineer,

NORTHGATE WORKS, BATH
;

280, Oxford Street, London, W.

*,• Specimens on view at either address.

Illustrated Catalogues and Price Lists free.

Orders amounting to £,^ carriage paid to

any Railway Station in England, and to

Principal Ports in Scotland and Ireland.

Extra strong Cucumber or Melon Frames,
With 2-inch sashes and I'^-inch red deal frames, secured at each cornei

two wrought-iron strap bolts. Glazed, without putty, with zi-oz. gla

Long. Wide. Price. Long. Wid.

.
feet by 6 feet, 1 light . . £,i

8 feet by 6 feet, 2 lights . . 3
12 feet by 6 feet, 3 lights. . 5

16 feet by 6 feet, 4 lights.

20 feet by 6 feet, 5 lights.

24 feet by 6 feet 5 lights.
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THE GAEDENERS' CHEONIOLE.

SCALE OF CHARGES FOR ADVERTISING.

JIcad Line c/tarffcd as tivo.

7 6
13 6

AND SIXPENCE FOR EVERY ADDITIONAL LINE.

If set across columns, the lowest charge will be 30J.

Page Z9 o o
HalfPage S o o

Column 350

GARDENERS, AND OTHERS, WANTING SITUATIONS.

26 words IS. 6d., and 6d. for every additional line

(about 9 words) or part of a line.

Births, Deaths and Marriages, 55. each insertion.

Advertisements for the current week must reach the OJ/ice

by Thursday noon.

All Subscriptions Payable in Advance.

The United Kingdom; 12 Months, li 3s. io</. ; 6 Months.

Hi. lid. : 3 Months, 65.

Foreign : 26^., including Postage for 12 Months.

P O 0. to be made payable at the King Street Post-office, W.C,
to W. Richards.

Publishing Office and Office for Advertisements,

41, Wellington Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C.

TO ENHANCE THE VALUE OF

SEED,
IT SHOULD BE PXJI INTO

BAGS
SACKS,

SELECTED FROM OUR BEST MAKES,

SPECIAL SEWING.

SAMPLES AND PRICES POST FREE.

STARKEY, SONS k CO.,

CORN EXCHANGE, LONDON.

PARI S EXHIBIT ION.

FOR PORTMANTEAUS, TRUNKS,
BAGS and HAT CASES,

RILEY & CO., 283, Strand (opposite Norfolk Street).

Also the TOURIST COMPANION. Store Prices.

Paris Exhibition.

Special arrangements for Visitors to the Exhibition have been
made by the

KAILWAY PASSENGERS ASSURANCE
COMPANY, for providing against Accident by Rail-

way or Steamboat during the journey to Paris and back.

A premium of One Shilling insures Ziooo if killed, or £6 per

week if laid up by injury during the double journey. Policies

against Accidents of all kinds may also be effected for One,
Three, or Twelve months, on moderate terms.

Apply at the Booking Offices of the Southern Railways, or

at the Head Office, 64. Cornhill, London.
WILLIAM J. VIAN, Secretary.

"rpHE CLOSER WE SHAVE our customers
-L the belter they like us, and if we take, easily, all but

their skin they are delighted." Thus said, or did, MECHl'S
MAGIC STROPS. PASTE, and RAZORS, which for Fifty

Years have maintained the No. i position.— 112, Regent Street,

London, W.—All the nice things in Dressing Bags, Dressing

Cases, and Eleg.incies for Presentation. Catalogues post-free.

M A Y F A I R : a Non-Society Journal
of Literature and Politics, iinambitiously illustrated.

: 6d. Has been permanently enlarged by eight columns.

Contents of this week's Number (August 27) :

—

1. Another Diplomatic Defeat.

2. Our Public Offices (Tuttley's

Branch).

3. Assassination ^ la Mode.
4. The Fair in the City.

Fancies of the Fail

6. iEsculapia

7. Peace with Honour.
8. The Chat of the Fair.

9. Fashions in the Fair.

10. "II Bacio."
11. TurningoverFreshLeaves.

May/air. unambitiously illustrated, price 61/. Yearly sub-

scription, zZs. (payable in advance). For sale by all Metro-

politan Newsagents and at all Bookstalls, on Monday afternoon,

and throughout the country on Tuesday morning.

"Mayfair" Abroad. — Mayfair is on sale in the Paris

Exhibition in Messrs. GALIGNANFS English Kiosque ;

also in the Boulevard des Capucines, Kiosque 213. In New
York, by BRETANO, 39, Union Square. In Malta, by

Mr. WATSON, 246, Strada Reale, Valetta.

New Works, Now Ready.

BENTHAM'S HANDBOOK of the
BRITISH FLORA. A Description of the Flowering

Plants and Ferns indigenous to or naturalised in the British

Isles. For the Use of Beginners and Amateurs. By George
Bentham, F.R.S. Fourth edition, revised, I2J.

FLORA of BRITISH INDIA. By Sir J.

D. Hooker, Pres. R.S., and others. Now ready.

Part v., los. 6rf.

THE BOTANICAL MAGAZINE, Figures
and Descriptions of New and Rare Plants suitable for

the Garden, Stove, or Conservatory. By Sir J. D. Hooker,
Pres. R.S. Third series, No. 405. September. Monthly, with

six Coloured Plates, 3J. dd. Annual subscription, 425.

THE FLORAL MAGAZINE, Ne\v Series,
enlarged to royal 4to. Figures and Descriptions of the

choicest New Flowers for the Garden, Stove or Conservatory,

No. Sr. Monthly, with four beautifully Coloured Plates, 3J. td.

Annual subscription, 42J.

FLORAL PLATES, beautifully coloured by
hand, ()d. and is. each. Lists of over

BOTANICAL PLATES, or Plant Portraits,
beautifully coloured by hand, 6(/. each. Lists of 2000

L. REEVE AND CO.
, 5, Henrietta Street. Covent Garden, W.C.

THE FLORIST and POMOLOGIST,
SEPTEMBER i, price 11., contains :—

IXORA SPLENDENS, Plate 474,
Gleanings from Du Breuil, by Rev. W. F. RadclyfTe.

Management of Shy-setting Grapes, by Mr. W. Coleman.
Clubbing in Cabbages.
Croton nobilis, with Illustration.

Rev. G. Jeans on the Philosophy of Florists' Flowers—VI.
Culture of Wall Fruits : Apricots, by Mr. J, Cox.
DOUBLE-FLOWERED CINERARIAS. Plate 475.

National Carnation and Picotee Society, Northern Show.
Adiantum tetraphyllum gracile, with Illustration.

How to Use Lettuces, by Mr. A. Forsyth.

Market Plants : Large-flowered Pelargoniums, by Mr. R. Dean.
Villa Gardening for September.
Garden Gossip —Obituary.
London : W. KENT and CO., 23, Paternoster Row, EC.

Farms, Estates, Residences.

Any one desirous of Renting a Farm or Residence, or

Purchasing an Estate, can have copies of the

MIDLAND COUNTIES HERALD
supplied free for six weeks on stating the purpose for

which the paper is required, forwardmg name and address, and
six halfpenny stamps for postage, addressed " Midland Counties

Herald Office. Birmingham." The Midland Counties Herald
always contains large numbers of advertisements relating to

I'arms, Estates, and Residences for Sale and to be Let.

REVUE de I'HORTICULTURE BELGE
et ETRANGERE (Belgian and ForeiEn Horticultural

Review).—Among the principal Contributors are :—A Allard,

E. Andrd, C. Baltet, T. Buchetet. F. Burvenich. F. Crepin,

Comte de Gomer, De Jonge van Ellemeet, O. de Kerchove de
Denterghem. P. E. de Puydt, C. de Vis, J. Gillon, A. M. C.

Jongkindt Coninck, C. Koch, J. Kickx, L. Linden. T. Moore,
C. Naudin, B. Oliver, H. Ortgies, E. Pynaert, E. Rodigas,
A. Siraux, O. Thomas, A. van Geert Son, H. J. van Hulle. J.
Van Volxem, H. J. Veitch, A. Westmael. and P. Wolkenstein.

This illustrated Journal appears on the ist of every month,
in Parts of 24 pages, 8vo, with a Coloured Plate and numerous
Engravings.
Terms of Subscription for the United Kingdom :—One year,

lof., pay.able in advance.
Publishing Office : 143, Rue de Bruxelles, Ghent, Belgium.
Post-office Orders to be made payable M. E. PYNAERT,

at the Chief Post-office, Ghent.

Belgian.

BULLETIN d'ARBORICULTURE de
FLORICULTURE, et de CULTURE MARAI-

CH ERE. A monthly horticultural work, with superb Coloured
Plates and Illustrations. Published since i86s by F.

Burvenich, F. Pavnaert, E. Rodigas. and H. J. Van
Hulle, Professors at the Horticultural School of the Belgian
Government at Ghent. Post paid loj. per annum.

H. J. VAN HULLE, Botanical Gardens. Ghent, Belgium.

THE CULTIVATOR.—
A Portuguese Monthly Agricultural Journal, which

circulates in Portugal and her possessions, and in the Principal

Towns of the Brazils.

This paper ofiers an excellent medium for Advertisements of

every description of industry and of every article of Consump-
tion in the countries and places above mentioned.

Advertising charges, Zd. per square inch, Translation included.

Ten per cent. Discount for six months ; 20 per cent. Di:

I^ ADVERTISERS are requested to note that

although we do not object to receive Letters to be called

for, zue cannot undertake to fortuard them.

GARDENER (Single-handed, and without
incumbrance) WANTED, near London: Scotch

preferred. Must be active and thoroughly competent t^

Manage large Garden, Vinery, &c., and make himself generally

Stat , Fore Street, E.G.

WANTED, a WORKING HEAD GAR-
DENER; must be fond of Flowers, and thoroughly

understand the profession in all its branches. Fruit, Flowers,
and Vegetables of the best quality required all the year round.

He will have three men under him. No one who is not a first-

rate man need apply.—A. F. WALTER, Esq., North Court,
Finchampstead, Wokingham, Berks,

WANTED, a good SINGLE-HANDED
GARDENER.—Small Greenhouse, Kitchen Garden,

Flower Beds and Shrubbery.—Salary required with reference

to W. TAYLOR, Kirkstall Grove House, Leeds.

WANTED, a thoroughly practical GAR-
DENER, for the North of England, understanding the

general management of a large Fruit and Flower Garden.
Good wages, house, and coals,—Apply at once, by letter only,
to the BUTLER. 52, Princes Gate, :?.\V.

WANTED, in North Lancashire, a clever
WORKING GARDENER, married, and Wife able

and willing to assist in any House-work when required.
During absence of family will be expected to take care of and
drive a hoise to and from railway station.— R. P., Standish
House, Stonehouse, Gloucestershire.

ANTED, a WORKING GARDENER,
for small place where labourer is kept. Must under

stand Vinery, Pits, Conservatory, Roses, Flower, Fruit and
Kitchen Garden. Must be sober and honest. Wages C^, with
cottage: no perquisites.—EDWARD bHARP, Esq, Linden
Hall, Carnforth.

ANTED, a WORKING GARDENER;
an under one kept,— Married, no incumbrance.—Mrs.

T. R., Orleigh Court, Bideford. North Devon.

ANTED, as UNDER GARDENER, a
-teady respectable young Man, about 30 years of age. He

must De active and obliging, as he will have to make himself
useful in the house. A personal character indispensable.—
W. W., Gillrv's, Stamford Hill. N.

WANTED, a MAN, who can Grow Soft-
wooded Plants for RLarket.—Apply to J. BERKLEY,

Hope Nursery, George Street, Deptford, S.E.

ANTED, a PROPAGATOR (Indoor)—
Messrs. Paul & Son seek a good Man. to act as

their Rose and general Indoor Propagator.—Apply, bv letter
only, to The Old Nurseries. Cheshunt.

Nursery Foreman.

WANTED, a first-class NURSERY FORE-
MAN, with experience in both Outdoor and Indoor

practice, and to Travel occasionally. Must be thoroughly steady,
active and trustworthy.—Apply, stating age, experience, and
salary required, with references, to JAS. DICKSON AND
SONS. 32, Hanover Street. Edinburgh,

ANTED, a WORKING FOREMAN, for
the House Department. Wages 251. per week.

—

W. B. LATHAM, Botanic Gardens. Birmingham.

w

AVANTED, a GARDENER and WIFE—
Gardener an industiious and sober Man. who thoroughly

understan'Js the profession, and his wife a good PLAIN COOK—
in a Gentleman's establishment. Ages about 3*. Trunworthy
people and without children, as they would Hve and board in the
house. Wages 201. per week and all found, except beer and
washing. A lad kept to assist. Unexceptional references
required.—Apply, by letter, to Mr. HUBERT, Fernhurst.
Ashford. Staines.

ANTED, a MAN and his WIFE,
without encumbrance. The Man must be an ex-

perienced Gardener and willing to make himself useful, and his
Wife will be required to.look alter Poultry, &c , and to assist in
the House, and to take Charge of House during absence of
family. Cottage will be found at other times.—Apply, by
letter, staling age and wages required, to H. S., Messrs. Hunt
& Steward, 3, Victoria Street, Westminster Abbey. S.W.

WANTED, as SECOND, to assist in looking
after Stock, Farmwork, and Plain Gardening, a married

Working Man (without children preferred). The Wife could be
partially employed in Laundry and other Household Work.
Cottage on the premises. Must be steady and respectable.
Good wages.—Apply to Mr. HENRY MASON, The Mordens,
Caterham Valley. Surrey.

ANTED, as PACKER, a strong active
Man. Middle-aged and thoroughly experienced.

—

Apply to CRANSTON and CO., Kmg's Acre Nurseries,
Hereford.

WANTED, a HEAD SHOPMAN,
thoroughly energetic and steady. Well up in the

Trade. Married preferred. Unexceptionable referencesrequired.
—Apply, stating age. salary required, and particulars of expe-
rience, &c., to DICKSON AND ROBINSON, Seed
Merchants. Manchester.

WANTED, as WAREHOUSEMAN, an
energetic and intelligent Man, who thoroughly under-

stands the Agricultural Seed Department. IMost have had
experience in similar situations. Unexceptionable references
required. Libera! salary given for a thoroughly competent man.
—State age and previous and present employers to DICKSON,
BROWN. AND TAIT, Seed Merchants. Manchester.

WANTED, for a Retail Seed Warehouse, a
young Man, as CLERK, who has some knowledge of

the business, and is quick and accurate at Figures and
Accounts. Character must bear strict enquiry for honesty,
sobriety, &c.—State terms and reference, to W. TAIT and
CO., 45. Capel Street. Dublin.

ANTED, a young Man as DRAUGHTS-
MAN and CLERK ; one who is able to put to Scale

and properly finish rough plans of Pleasure Grounds, Gardens.
&c. As there is not sufficent work in drawing plans for the
whole^year he will be expected to fill up spare time in Ofhce-
work, and othenvise make himself generally useful.—Apply, by
letter only, stating salary required, '-also reference as to character
andability, to JOHN FflASER, The Nurseries, Lea Bridge
Road, Leyton, N.E.

ANTED, a PACKER—one that can do a
little Painting and Glazing preferred. Good references

required.—JOHN LAING and CO., Nursery, Forest
Hill, S.E.

WANT PLACES.
OSBORN AND SONS have on their Register

a number of Men of excellent character and abilities,
and first-class experience in every branch, whom they would be
glad to recommend to Noblemen or Gentlemen requiring the
services of thoroughly practical GARDENERS. FOREMEN
and UNDER GARDENERS can also be recommended.—
The Fulham Nurseries, London, S.W.
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EG. HENDERSON
• AND SON have many excellent

GARDENERS with approved testimonials

for ability now waiting in their Nurseries for

re-engagement.

E. G. H. & Son will be pleaseti to answer
any enquiries from Noblemen and Gentlemen
requiring such.—Pine-apple Nursery, Maida
Vale, London, W.

BS. WILLIAMS begs to intimate that he
• has at present in the Nursery and upon his Register

some excellent Men. competent either to fill the situation of
HEAD GARDENER, BAILIFF, FOREMAN, or
JOURNEYMAN. Ladies and Gentlemen requiring any of the
above will please send full particulars, when the best selections
for the different capacities will be made.

GARDENER (Head), age 28, single.—Mr.
LiVEBSAGE. Acton Park Gardens, Wrexham. Denbigh-

shire, can recommend his Foreman as above. Is a good
practical Man, and steady.

GARDENER (Head), where three or more
are kept.—Has a thorough practical knowledge of

Gardening in all its branches.— For further particulars please
apply to F. M., The Gardens. Castle Hill. North Devon.

GARDENER (Head).—A Nobleman is

desirious to obtain a situation for a first-class

Gardener, who can be highly recommended for his capabilities

in every branch of Gardenmg. and also for exactness in Book-
keeping. Management of a staff of Men, sobriety, honesty, &c.
Death and breaking up of lh« establishn-

leaving, where he had been head Gardener for eleven ar

half years.—Address, in the first instance, to C. J. P , Me;
Cutbush & .Son, the Nurseries, Highgate, London. N.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 30, married
;

thorouglily experienced in forcing Plants. Fruit, and
Vegetables, and the general routine of Gardening. Well recom-
mended.—ALPHA, W. Scale, London Road. Sevenoaks.

GARDENER (Head), where two or more
are kept.—Age 38, married ; has a thorough praciical

knowledge of the profession in all its branches, including Early
and Late Forcing of Fruit and Flowers, Vegetables, and the
Keeping of a Good Place. Fifteen years Head Gardener, three
and a half years in last place. Good character. Other reference

if required.—J. DAY, C. Turner, the Nursery, Uxbridge,
Middlesex.

GARDENER (Head).—Alfred Patrick,
Gardener to Major Phillips, Crumlin Hall, near Newport,

Monmouthshire, is open to treat with any Nobleman or Gentle-
man as above. Character and abilities will bear the strictest

investigation.

GARDENER (Head), where three or four
are kept.—Married, two in family, grown up ; twenty

years' experience as Head G.Trdener. seven years in last

situation. Thoroughly understands the Management of a
Garden. Satisfactory reasons given for leaving. Advertiser
can well recommend a young Man, age 23. as SECOND
GARDENER.—Address, stating wages, &c., to J. C, Driffield.

Cirencester, Gloucestershire.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 30 ; thoroughly
understands Gardening in all its branches. Having lived

in some of the leading establishments in this country with
integrity and fidelity, can be well recommended. Three years'
good character from last situation.—A. M., Post Office,

Topsham. near Exeter, Devon.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 34 ; thoroughly
experienced in all branches. Eight years' character

will bear strictest investigation. Total abstainer.— H. Y., i,

Pawleyn Road, Penge, S.E.

GARDENER. (Head).—Age 29; understands
the profession inall its branches. Fourteen years' practi-

cal experience. Can be highly recommended from present and
previous situations,-S. G. ROWBERRY, The Gardens,
Darley Abbey, Derby.

GARDENER (Head).—A. J. Sanders, for
the last three years gardener to the Vicountess Chewton,

Bookham Lodge, desires an engagement where four or more
are kept. Good character.—A. J. SANDERS, The Gardens,
Bookham Lodge, Cobham, Surrey.

GARDENER (Head)—Age 34, married,
understands Flower and Kitchen Gardening, Vines,

Cucumbers, Greenhouse, &c. Eighteen years' experience.
Five years' good chaiacter.-ALBA, 48, Willow Walk,
Sydenham.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 32, married
;

well experienced in Growth of Orchids. Stove and
Greenhouse Plants, Early and Late Forcing of Grapes, Peaches,
Melons, Cucumbers, &c. , and is a practical Kitchen and Flower
Gardener. Nineteen years' experience. Good character and
testimonials for trustworthiness and ability.—A. W. S., Midway.
Bradford-on-Avon, Wilts.

GARDENER (Head).—Married, energetic
;

thorough knowledge of Gardening in all its branches.
Can be well recommended by the Gentleman he is leaving

—

the reason ot" leaving being changes on the place. Five and a
half years in present situation. No single-handed place
accepted.—GARDENER, Overdale, Prestwich, near. Man-
chester.

GARDENER (HEAD); age 29, married.—
George Tranter, Westbrook Hay, Hemel Hempstead,

Herts, will be pleased to recommend his Foreman. Thomas
Taylor, who has lived with him upwards of two years, to any
Lady or Gentleman requiring a steady Man, who thoroughly
understands the profession in all its branches.

GARDENER (HEAD).—Age 29, married,
no family ; thorough practical knowledge of the profession.

Excellent testimonials, and character will bear strictest investi-

gation.— F. R., 12, Linen Hall Street, Chester.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 34, married
;

thoroughly competent in all branches. Well recom-
m ended—W. A., Grove House, Dent de Lion, Margate.

/^ARDENER (Head), to any Lady orV^ Gentleman requiring the services of a practical man, both
Indoors and Out.-Marned. no family

; understands Grass
Land Good character.—G. H., Post Office, the Hyde, Hendon,
Middlesex.

(^ARDENER (HEAD).-Age 35, married;V^ thoroughly competent inall branches of the profession,
also the Management of Land and Stock. Six years' good
character.—A. B., Victoria Livery Stables, Muswell Hill,

(^ARDENER (Head), in a Nobleman's orV^ Gentleman's family.—Age 26. single : understands the
profession m all its branches.—THOMAS HUTCHINS,
Fasque Gardens, Laurencekirk.

/rj.ARDENER (Head), where three or four
V-* are kept.—Age 27, single. Fourteen years' experience.
Seven years' good character. — W. RAPLEY, Balcombe
Place, Hayw.ard's Heath, Sussex.

>:j.ARDENER (Head, Working).—Age 32,V^ married
; thoroughly understands Forcing and Plant

Growing, Fruit, Flower, and Kitchen Gardening. Well
recommended.—W. M., Mayfield, Shooter's Hill, S.E.

/^ARDENER (Head, Working).—Middle-V^ aged, married : twenty-four years' good experience in
Early and Late Forcing, Plants, Fruit, and Vegetables, making
New Plantations, Erecting Horticultural Buildings, and the
general routine. Wife useful. Excellent character.-A. B C
Thornton Road. Little Heath. Potter's Bar, Herts.

GARDENER (Head, Working).—Age 39 ;

thoroughly practical and successful exhibitor of Plants,
Fruits and Vegetables. Good references for ability, honesty,
and industry. Four and a half years' character from present
employer. _T. H. CUSHON, Birches Green, Erdington, nearR ngha-

/^ARDENER (Head Working), where one
V.^ or more are kept.—Age 37, married, no incumbrance.
Character will bear tht sin
Charlwood, near Horley. Surrey.

itigation.—W. B.,

C^^ARDENER (Head, Working).—Age 28
;VJ thorough knowledge of the duties in all the different

departments of a Garden. Good references.—G. P, Mr J
Cook, Charity Wharf, Linslade, Leighton

C^ARDENER (Head, Working), whereVJ three or moreare kept.—Age 39 : thoroughly understands
the profession. Four and a half years' excellent character A
Christian man and a total abstainer.—P. GEORGE, Post-
Office, Herbert Road, Plumstead, S.E.

GARDENER (Head Working).—Age 30,
married, no incumbrance : understands Vines, Pines,

Orchids, Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Land and Stock.
Three and a half years' character.—GARDENER, Heath Side,
Beulah Hill, Upper Norwood, S.

/^ARDENER (Single-handed, or goodVJ Second).—Age 26 ; fourteen years' experience. Good
character. No objection to country.—A. B., White Cottage,
Grove Vale, Peckham Rye, S.E.

G^ARDENER (good SINGLE-HANDED, or
-' where another is kept).—The Advertiser wishes to recom-

above.—HEAD GARDENER, Franks

GARDENER. — Henry Eckford, many
years Gardener to the Earl of Radnor, at Coleshill,

offers his services to any Nobleman or Gentleman as above —
North Street, Swindon, Wilts.

GARDENER (Second), or GENERAL
FOREMAN.-Has a good knowledge of Plants and

Fruit. Good ch.iracter.—W. S., 324, Coventry Road, Small
Heath, Bit ngha:

GARDENER (Second or Under), in a good
establishment.—Age 21 ; highest testimonials as to

character, &c., can be given.—A. S., Saddington, Market
Harborough, Leicester.

GARDENER (Second), where three or four
.are kept. —Age 20: good references.— H. W., The

Gardens. Hevonden H.all, Tenterden, Kent.

GARDENER (Second). — Young, trust-
worthy

: well up in CucHmbers and Melons, and Stove
and Greenhouse Plants. Ten months' good reference from last
place.—Address, stating wages, &c., R. WOOLNER, Hopton,
Great Yarmouth.

GARDENER (Second).—A Gentleman
wishes to recommend his Head Gardener, who is anxious

improve, as Second in a large establishment. Is very
.pectable, trustworthy, and obliging.—G. J. MURRAY,

Wootten Court, Canterbury.

QHOPMAN (Second).—Age 23 ; nine years'
KJ> experience in the Nursery and Seed Trade.—H., 127,
Gladstone Street, Peterborough.

GARDENER (Under).—Age 20 ; houses
preferred.-Two years' character.—W. W., Mr. Hollier.

the Police Station, Bushey, Herts.

GARDENER (Under).—Age 22, single
;

good general knowledge of the profession. Two years'
good character from Ust place.—JOHN BROWNING 41
London Road, St. John's Wood, N W.

(^ARDENER (Under).—Age i8 ; six years'V^ practice. Good character from present employer.—J. K.,
The Gardens. Eugbrooke Rectory, Weedon.

G.ARDENER (Under). — Age 21.
ANDREWS, Overdale. Prestwich, Manchester.

-w.

GARDENER (Under).—Age 24; has a
thorough practical knowledge of Gardening in all its

branches. Can produce first-class testimonials.—J. C. J7
Little Alie Street. Whitechapel, E.

J
>

i.

G^.
Ha

RDENER (Under).—Age 24 ; two years
and seven months in last situation.—M. CHARLTON,

^lock Street, Racecoramon Road, Bamsley, Yorkshire.

C^ARDENER (under a Head Gardener).—
n^ Age 20; has had five years' experience under Glass.
Can be well recommended.-HARRY GEORGE, Pokesdown,
iiournemouth. Hants.

/^ARDENER (Under), or IMPROVER.—
r J^^^" ',

"™ y'"" =""' ^•''"' '" Pf«ent situation-all
Grown for Market.—A. B., too . High Street, Eltham.

Tj^OREMAN, in the Glass Department in a
-J-

Gentleman's Establishment.—Age 24 ; good references.
Near London preferred.-H. JONES, Hollanden Park,
lunbndge, Kent.

"L^OREMAN.—Age 25 ; understands Vines,
,
,.^'"^' Peaches, Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Flower

and Kitchen Gardening. Two years and four months' good
character from present employer.-State wages. &c., G. T.,
I he Gardens, Denbies, Dorking, Surrey. " »

» .

pOREMAN, age 22.—A. Holpen, Gardener
-L to J Robinson. Esq , Westwood Hall, Leek, Stafford-
shire, would be glad to recommend William Jo—Gentleman s Gardener requiring the sami
knowledge of the profession.

1 good general

X^^OREMAN, or good SECOND.—Age 24;-L good pracucal knowledge of Gardening in all its branches
Bothy preferred.—State full particulars to A. B.. Langham
Cottage, Alton, Hants.

/^ARDEN LABOURERS.—R. FoULGER,
VJ' Gr. to the late Miss Hallifax, wishes to recommend
Three good Men as above-two married, with very small
lamuies, one single—all under 35 years of age. Leaving through
establishment being broken up.—Chadacre. Bury St. Edmunds.

JOURNEYMAN, for the Houses, in a good
L „9=^'J?? Establishment.-Mr. Moffat, the Gardens.
Hindlip. Worcester, will be glad to recommend the above.
Seven years' experience.

JOURNEYMAN, under Foreman in a Gentle-" man's place.—Age 20 ; can be highly recommended by
?.',"'^!'f

P^Pljyer- — Z- V-. Frost. Neivsagent. High Street.
Wimbledon, S.W.

JMPROVER, in a lage establishment.—Age
-*- z8 ; a moderate Premium given if required. Three years'
good character.—W. ROBERTS, Compton Chamberlayne
Salisbury.

JMPROVERS.—Two young Men desire situa-
-L tions as above.—Ages, 20 and 22.—Mr. EBBUTT
Ednaston Lodge. Derby.

*

O NURSERYMEN.—Wanted, a situation
n the Houses. Good knowledge of Stove and Green-

No objection to Booking.—G. LEE, Messrs.

T
QHOPMAN (Second).—Young, Scotch

;
>~J eight years' experience in all branches of above, will be
open for re-engagement on October i. First-class references.—
X., I, Pembroke Street. Cork.

HOPMAN, or SECOND.—Age 24; over
nine years' experience and highest references. The

Provinces preferred —S., Messrs. Hogg & Wood. Coldstream.
N.B.

r^LERK or SHOPMAN.—Young Man of
V-.' good address, with knowledge of Plants. Eight years'
experience. Good Penman. Four years' reference —J. H.,
Mr John Barrett, St. John's Nurseries, Bury St. Edmunds

KINAHAN'S LL WHISKY.
The cream of old Irish Whiskies. Pure, mild, mellow,

delicious, and most wholesome. Universally recommended by
the Medical Profession. Dr. Hassal says, "The Whisky is
'"' —"" --- pure, well matured, and of very excellent
quality. "-2. t Titchfield Street, London, W.

DINNEFORD'S MAGNESIA.
The Medical Profession for over Forty Years have approved of

this pure solution as the Best Remedy for

ACIDITY OF THE STOMACH, HEARTBURN,
HEADACHE, GOUT, AND INDIGESTION,

and as the safest Aperient for Delicate Constitutions, Ladies,
Children, and Infants.

DINNEFORD'S MAGNESIA.
ELAZENBY and SON'S PICKLES,

• SAUCES, and CONDIMENTS.—E. LAZENBY
AND SON, sole proprietors of the celebrated recipes, and
manufacturers of the pickles, sauces, and condiments so lon^
and favourably distinguished by the name, beg to remind the
public that every article prepared by them is guaranteed as
entirely unadulterated.—92, Wigmore Street, Cavendish
Square (late 6, Edward Street. Portman Square), and 18,
Trinity Street, London, S.E.

HARVEY'S SAUCE.—CAUTION.—The
admirers of this celebrated sauce are particularly

requested to observe that each bottle prepared by E.
LAZENBY AND SON bears the label, used so many years,
signed ** Elizabeth Lazejtby."

HOLLOWAY'S OINTMENT and PILLS.
—Ever Useful.—The afflicted by illness should look

their diseases fully in the face and at once seek a remedy for
them. A short search will convince the most sceptical that
these noble medicaments have afforded ease, comfort, and
oftentimes complete recovery, to the most tortured sufferers.
The Ointment will cure all descriptions of sores, wounds, bad
legs, sprains, eruptions, erysipelas, rheumatism, gout, and skin
affections. The Pills never fail in correcting and strengthening
the stomach, and in restoring a deranged liver to a wholesome
condition, in rousing torpid kidneys to increase their secretion,
and in re-establishing the natural healthy activity of the bowels.
Holloway's are the remedies for complaints of all classes of
society.
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GARSONS' PAINT.
PATRONISED BY

HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN. H.R.H. THE PRINCE OF WALES. H.R.H. THE DUKE OF EDINBURGH.
The British Qovemment. The Indian Government. The Colonial Government.

10,000 of the Nobility, Gentry, and Clergy. Railway and Canal Companies. Collieries, Ironmasters, iSc.

IS EXTENSIVELY USED FOR ALL KINDS OFOUTDOOR VV^ O R K
IT IS SPECIALLY APPLICABLE TO

^VOOD, IRON, BRICK, STONE, and COMPO,
Sold in all Colours. 1 Cwt. and Oil Mixture Free to all Stations. Prices, Patterns, and Testimonials Free.

OILS and VARNISHES of EVERY DESCRIPTION.

WALTER CARSON & SONS,
LA BELLE SAUVAGE YARD, LUDGATE HILL, LONDON, E.G.; 21, BACHELOR'S WALK, DUBLIN.

T. H. P. DENNIS & CO.
MANSION HOUSE BUILDINGS,

QUEEN VICTORIA STREET, LONDON, E.G.,

CONSERVATORY AND GREENHOUSE BUILDERS,

HOT-WATEE ENGINEEES.

BOULTON & PAUL, HORTICULTURAL BUILDERS, NORWICH,
MANUFACTURERS of PRIZE GARDEN IMPLEMENTS, PRIZE GARDEN FURNITURE, &c.

DESCRIPTIVE LISTS Free by Post, Orders amountini^ to 40J:. Carriage Paid.

36-GALIiON SWING WATER BARROW. GARDEN ROLLER, PORTABLE PUMP. WATER or LIQ.TJID MANURE CART.

The -ibovt. lb inv ilu^ble for carrying liquids of ^11 kind'

Gaiden Farm Stable or kitchen Yard should be without one

Two ur more liibb c^n be had with one carriage at a small addi

tional cost A lad can easily work it but if required to travel

long distances over rough ground a pony can be attached The
wheels and carnage are wrought iron, and the tub oak

Cash prices Carriage paid to any Station in England
Price £^ lo o
Ditto with two tubs 3 S o
Spreader and Valva .

.

.. .. extra o 15 o
Garden Engine and fitting for tub ..270
iS-Gallon Barrow, with Galvanised Tank 220
30-Gallon .. .. 2 12 o

THE HAMBURGH FIRST PRIZE
LAWN WATERING MACHINE,

WITH POWERFUL GARDEN ENGINE.

Cash Prices. Carnage paid to -iii> i u u i 1 „lind.

Complete (36 gallons) L^ lu o

If without Pump 3 10 o

This new article is very complete, and most useful in large

gardens ; is fitted with valve and spreader for distributing water
or liquid manure. Waterpots and pails can be filled when the

spreader is not in use.

The engine is bolted to the top of the barrel, and fitted with
suction pipe, which is useful either for drawing water direct

from a pond or out of the barrel.

Goods amounting to 40J. sent carriagefree to any of the p,

These are very heavy and

SiNC

18 in. long by

With stand £,2.

10 feet of India
rubber Suci

1 n)c uithClii

Powerful Garden and
Conservatory Engine.

11 made Cm be used with a pail

or Water arro^^ . ^£2 2J.

A first-class article, made extra strong, with very powerful

engine, throws a continuous stream of water 50 feet.

Cash Prices. Carriage paid to any Station in England.

IS gallons, £,1 loi-
I

20 gallons, ^4 | 25 gallons, ^4 iw.
The Judges at the late Great International Horticultural Exhi-

bition held at Manchester (1873). tested this Engine very severely,

and although all the principal makers competed, it was declaretl

to be the best, and was awarded the only prize, a Silver Medal.

'incipal Railway Stations in EngLind. Cash or reference

The above is by far the strongest, most convenient, and
cheapest implement of the kind yet introduced. For conveying
and distributing liquid manure it is invaluable. A pump can
be attached for emptying cesspoils, &c. As a drinking trough
for cattle, and for many other farm purposes, it is most useful.

The shafts and lids are arranged to turn back out of the way.

Carriage paid to any Railway Station in England. Cash Prices.

To hold 140 gallons ^10 10 o

,
250 .. 14 10 o

Galvanised Iron Pump and lo-feet

Indiarubber Suction Pipe .

.

.

.

3150
Spreaders .. ., .. .. each o 15 o

The 140 and 200 gallon carts are best suited for one horse.

SWING WATER or MANURE CART,
SUITABLE FOR A PONY.

With two tanks to one carnage a large quantity of liquid can
be carted in a short time, one tank being filled while the other
is conveyed away. The tanks are galvanised, and can be set
down and left in the fields for cattle to drink from.

Cash Prices. Carriage paid to any Railway Station.

To hold 60 gallons with one tank ..£600
100 „ ,. ,. „ .. 800

Valve and Spreader for ditto .. .. 150
spcctfully requested tvith tn. of allfirst Of det

Editorial Communications should be addressed to "The Editor :" Advertisements and Business Letters to " The Publiiher," at the Office, 41. Wellington Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C.
Printed by William Richards, at the Office of Messrs. Bradbury, Agnsw, & Co., Lombard Street, Precinct of Whitefriars, City of London, in the County of Middlesex, and Published by the

said William Richards, at the Office, 41, Wellington Street, Parish of St. Paul's, Covent Garden, in the said County.—Saturday, August 31, 187S.

Agent for Manchester—John Hkywood. Agents for Scotland—Messrs. J. Msnziks & Co., Edinburgh and Glasgow.
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NOTICE.—All Numbers of the " Gardener^
Chronicle'''^ prior to 1874 are \s. each.

PRYSTAL PALACE.—TWENTY-THIRD
y^ ANNUAL EXHIBITION of FRUIT. TUESDAY and
WEDNESDAY. September 24 and 25. Schedules may now be
had on application to

Mr. THOMSON, Crystal Palace.

THE INTERNATIONAL POTATO
EXHIBITION will beheldat the Crystal Palace. Syden-

ham, on SEPTEMBER 24 and 25. Last day of entry,
September 17. Schedules and all particulars may be obtained

J. A. McKENZIE. 1 and 2. Great Winchester Street
Buildings, London, E.C

Tlie Royal Pavilion, Brighton.

THE GRAND AUTUMN EXHIBITION
of the BRIGHTON and SUSSEX HORTICULTURAL

SOCIETY will be held at the above splendid Palace and
Grounds onWEDNESDAY andTHURSDAY, SEPTEMBER
II and T2. Prizes are offered on the same liberal scale of
former years for Plants, Ferns, Cut Flowers, and Fruits. The
Railway Cup is offered for the best ten varieties of Orchids.

Schedules of Prizes can be had on application to the Secretary,

§6, St. James's Street, or Superintendent E. Sparv, Queen's

OTICE.—The PRIZES we offered for the
best SINGLE BUNCH of MRS. PEARSON and

GOLDEN QUEEN GRAPES, will be awarded by the
Committee o( the Royal Horticultural Society at their meeting
ol October 15, at the South Kensington Gardens. The prizes
are ^5. ^2, and £,\. for each variety.

J. K. PEARSON. Chilwell. Notts.

/^:i OLD MEDAL for BEGONIAS.~Our
VJI unrivalled Collection is now in great beauty. Tho-e
bedded out are flowering in great profusion. Inspection invited
any week day. Visitors can select their colours from thousands.

JOHN LAING AND CO.. Nurseries. Forest Hill. S.E.

To Amateur Strawberry Growers.
RUNNERS, strong and well rooted, are

now ready, from H. de Thury, President, Sir J. Paxlon
and British Queen -four of the bc^t varieties in cultivation.
Price List on application. Sample Box of Plants, post-free, u.

Manual on Strawberry Culture, td.
W. LOVELL. Strawberry Grower, Weaverthorpe. York.

ARBOR-VIT^E.—Magnificent Specimen to
be disposed of—about 23 feet high and 10 feet through

To be seen at 1=;, Addison Road, W.—Apply to
Mr. GUESS, Gardener, Litlie Terrace, Kensington. W.

Thorn Quicks.

rJODGER, MCCLELLAND AND CO. have
«' to offer large quantiiies of i and 2 years, of various sizes.

Samples and prices on application.

64, Hill Street. Newry.

GERMAN LILIES OF THE VALLEY.-
Single Crowns, extra strong, may be had of

CHARLES PUTTFARKEN, Bradford, Yorkshire.

C

H

To the Trade.

YCLAMEN .SEED, in separate colours or
'xed. Price per ounce or pound, on application.

J. AND G. LOWE, Oxbridge.

To the Trade.

URST AND SON have now received their
portations of Guernse_y and Belladonna LILIES,

"-ice on application,

Leadenhall Street. E.C.
: condition. Price on applic

(ROTHEROE AND MORRIS, Horti-

GUERNSEY LILIES, in splendid condition,
^s. td. per dozen ; BELLADONNA LILIES. 6i. per

dozen. HOOPER and CO.. Covent Garden. W C.

YACINTHS, CROCUS, TULIPS,
NARCISSUS, and all DUTCH FLOWERING

BULBS. Priced descriptive CATALOGUE, with cultural

notes, post-free.

DICKSON AND ROBINSON, tz, Old MiUgate. MancSesler.

CHRISTMAS ROSES.—Helleborus niger,
the true maximus variety. Spiraea (Hoteia) japtjnica and

palmata, may be had in any quantity. Prices on application to

BUDDENBORG BROS.. Florists, HiUegom, Haarlem,
Holland.

Gentlemen's Gardeners, Amateurs, and Others

ARDEN POTS ot best quality,
are requested to send their orders to

J. MATTHEWS, Royal Polterv, Weston-super-Mare.
Price List on application.

G
ORCHARD-HOUSE TREES, Fruiting in

Pots:— Peaches. Nectarines. Plums, Pears, Apples,
Vines, Figs, Apricots. Cherries, Mulberries, and Oranges.
RICHARD SMITH and CO., Nurserymen and Seed

Merchants, Worcester.

LILY OF THE VALLEY, finest strong
crowns for forcing at 45J. per 1000 AZALEAS with

buds, in nice healthy plants for the market. CAM ELLI AS, nice
plants at lowest rates. Orders requested at once. Prices on
application to

ROBERT NEUMANN, The Nurseries. Erfurt.

SEEDLINGS. — Immense quantities of
Thorns, Scotch Firs, Alder, Birch, &c., for transplanting

and in strong plants Apply to

Messrs. LEVAVASSEUR and SONS, Nurserymen. Ussy,
Calvados, France.

RUITING PLANTS of PEACHES,
NECTARINES. APRICOTS, and GRAPE VINES, a

larire and fine stock, now offered for Sale
THOMAS RIVERS and SON, Sawbridgeworth, Herts.

Healthy Plants in Pots of

LILIUM AURATUM, the Golden-Rayed
Japanese Lily, per dozen. i8j., 24s., and 301.

BARR AND SUGDEN, 13. King Street. Covent Garden, W.C.

THE ORCHARD HOUSES of THOMAS
RIVERS AND SON are now in full fruit, and can be

Sawbridgeworth, Herts.

CHOICE FERNS.—Gleichenia dichotoma,
3^. kd. each, and upwards ; Gleichenia dicarpa and

spelunca;. 5J. each, and upwards. Special LIST of other
Ferns on application.
W, AND J. BIRKENHEAD, Fern Nursery, Sale, near

Manchester.

STRAWBERRY RUNNERS, in pots and
from open ground. A large and fine Stock now ready.

CATALOGUES on application.
THOMAS RIVERS and SON. Sawbridgeworth. Herts

CAMELLIA and AZALEA STOCKS.—
A few thousands, in small pots, fit for immediate work-

ing, for Sale.

CHARLES B. SAUNDERS. Nurseryman. Jersey.

T A M E S LEWIS, Newtown Nursery,
*t Malvern, has about 3000 POLYPODIUM CAM-
BRICUM and OMNILACERUM. extra good, in s-inch pots,
12^. per dozen. Cheaper in large quantities.

AURICULAS of every conceivable beautiful
colour, including Violet, Primrose, Maroon, Azure,

Bronze, Blue, and Fancy, selected, \s. each, 01 gr. per dozen.
Strong Seedlings fready to bloom) from the above, \s. (td. per
dozen. Carriage free.

R. WOOTTON. Kegwonh, Derby.

WANTED, CUTTINGS of Tricolor, Bronze,
Silver-edged, and other GERANIUMS. State lowest

price for cash, to

THOMAS MILNER and SON, 102, Godwin Street,
Bradford. Yorkshire.

ANTED, CUTTINGS of White and Pink
coloured. Silver Variegated, Bronze and Tricolor

GERANIUMS. State lowest price per 1000, to
WILLIAM MILES, West Brighton Nurseries, Cliftonville,

Sussex,

sUTTON'S FORCING BULBS for early
planting.

EARLY WHITE ROMAN HYACINTHS.
Fine white blossoms, deliciously fragrant.

E DOUBLE
NARCISSUS.

EARLY PAPER-WHITE NARCISSUS.

DOUBLE SNOWDROPS.

sINGLE SNOWDROPS.

FOR Prices and full Particulars see

BUTTON'S AUTUMN CATALOGUEO for 1878, one of the most practical works on the culti-
vation of Flower Roots yet published. Price td. poat-free,
or gratis to customers.

U T T O N AND SONS, The Queen's
Seedsmen, Reading.s

Deutzla gracilis and Cupressus macrocarpa.
RAND G. NEAL have the above to offer in

• quantities. Sample and price on application.
The Nurseries. Wandsworth Common. S.W,

Transit Agency for Plants, Seeds, &c.
r^ J. BLACKITH AND CO. (established
V^» 1821), Cox's and Hammond's Quays, Lower Ihames
Street, London, S E.— Forwarders to all parts of the world.

QNOWDROPS, CROCUSES (Single),O LILIES OF THE VALLEY, and WILD FLOWERS
large quantities for a Wood. State lowest cash price, to
Mr. T. GRUNDY, 12, Prince of Wales Terrace, Scarborough.

To the Trade.
CWHITEHOUSE, Brereton Nursery,

• Rugeley, has to offer nice, straight, young, healthy
HOLLIES, two years transplanted, good filjrous roots, 12 to
20 inches, most of them suitable for working, at 8j. fid. per 100.
Also fine one-year Seedling Hollies, at 31. dd. per 1000, for
Cash. Now is a fine time to plant them.

J LINDEN'S Exotic Nurseries, Ghent,
• Belgium.- The CATALOGUE of CAMELLIAS,

AZALEAS, RHODODENDRONS. PALMS, NEW
PLANTS, and WHOLESALE LIST of PALMS, is now
ready, and will be sent on application to J. L. as above, or to
Messrs. R. SILBERRAD and SON. 15, Harp Lane, Great

- Street. London, E.C.To

TODEAS.- Healthy young plants of T.
superba and T. hymenophylloides (pellucida). free and

safe by post. zr. dd. each for prepayment. Trade price (lowj
per 100. or lesser quantities, on application.
ROBERT SIM, Sidcup Hill Nursery. Foot's Cray, Kent.

Bulbs for the Season.
(CHARLES TURNER'S consignments of the
\^ above have arrived in fine condition. The roots are
remarkably sound, and early orders are respectfully sjlicited.

CATALOGUES post-free on application.
The Royal Nurseries, Slough.

D

C

To the Trade Only.
UTCH BULBS at DUTCH PRICES.—
Hyacinths, Tulips, Crocus, Narcissus, Begonias, Christ-

Roses, Gloxinias. Caladiums, Novelties in Bulbs anil Roots,
fulgens. Snowdrops, &c. Quality extra. Prices

s, St. Albans.

YCLAMENS, very cheap, 2s. per dozen
;

extra strong, 31. per dozen. I2j. and i8.r. per 100. These
all good flowering bulbs, from 1 inch to 1% inches in

starting into growth with good roots. Sent carefully

r Weybri !Stll

PLANTS for NATURALISING in the
Wild Garden, Shrubbery Border, Woodland Walks, Hot

Banks, Swampy Ground, and in any other position where the
plants are allowed to grow naturally, reproducing themselves.
See present year's ABC BULB GUIDE, free on applicationTHOMAS S. WARE. Hale Farm Nurseries, Tottenham;

EGONIA SEED—Saved from e.xceedingly
beautiful varieties of the handsome-flowered tuberous-

rooted section. The flowers have been carefully fertilised, so
that splendid new kinds may be.expected from this seed, is!6d.
and ys. td. per packet.
PRIMULA. CINERARIA, and CALCEOLARIA, from

Prize Strams, the best that can be purchased, each at i,r. td. and
M. td per packet.
WILLIAM BULL. F.L.S., Establishmentfor Newand Rare

Plants. King's Road. Chelsea, London. S.W.

The New
PRIMULA SINENSIS COMPACTA

GRANDI FLORA.-The finest and largest new double
white-fringed Primrose extant, of exceedingly sturdy and robust

Opinion of Mr. Wills :—" 77/^ best white floiver for
bouquets." Price £.(> ts. per dozen.
A. VAN GEERT, Continental Nurseries, Ghent, B«lgium.
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SALES BY AUCTION.
Auction Mart, Tokenhouse Yard, London, E.C.

(.)pposite the Bank of England.
GREAT UNRKSERVED SALES of DUTCH FLOWER

ROOTS, of the finest quality, consisting of the choicest
varieties of double and single HYACINTHS, TULIPS
CROCUS, NARCISSUS, JONQUILS. SNOWDROPS.
&c., lotted to suit the trade and private buyers, EVERY
MONDAY, commencing September 9, and ending
December 9, by

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS,
Horticultural Auctioneers, 98, Gracechurch Street, E.C.,

and Leytonstone. E.
N.B. Messrs. P. & M. will have great pleasure in executing

commissions for Gentlemen who cannot attend the Sales.

Lea Bridge Nurseries, Lea Bridge Road, Leyton
EsscM.—Three Days' Sale.

EXTENSIVE ANNUAL SALE of WINTER-FLOWER-
ING HE.VTHS, &c.

IXfESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
„„ "^ instructed by Mr, John Fr.iser to SELL by

AUCTION, on the Premises, on WEDNESDAY, Sep-
tember II, and TWO FOLLOWING DAYS, at n for
12 o'clock precisely each day, =5,000 WINTER-BLOOMING
HEATHS, remarkably well grown, and including about 8000
hyemahs, 4000 gracilis, 500 Wilmoreana, l.vge quantities of
^randinosa, Cavendishii, ventricosa, and other excellent varie-
ties ; 4000 Epacris of the choicest kind-, 2000 Cyclamen persi-
cum, 3000 Genista fragrans, Bouvardias and Gardenias of sorts,
Lapagerias, Azalea indica. Tea-scented and other Roses.
Solanum capsicastrum in berry, a quantity of miscellaneous
Greenhouse Plants, including strong flowering Chrysanthemums

;

also aboiit 20,000 healthyyoung Erica hyemalis, and 2500 strong
Epacris in small pots for growing on.
May now be viewed : Catalogues had on the Premises, and

of the Auctioneers, yS, Gracechurch Street. E.C.. and Leyton-
stone. E.

Brunswick Nursery, Totteiiham. N.
GREAT TRADE SALE of STOVE and GREENHOUSE

PLANTS, -WINTER-BLOOMING HEATHS, &c. To
commence punctually at 11 o'Clock, there being upwards
of goo lots to get through.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
are instructed by Mr. J. Mallerto SELL by AUCTION,

without reserve, on the Premises, on THURSDAY. Sep-
tember 19, at II o'clock to the minute, an immense quantity of
unusually well-grown plants, consisting of 15.000 WINTER-
BLOOMING HEATHS in fine thriving condition, promising
a profusion of flowers, in 60, 48, and 32-pots, including 35C0
ISeautifully-grown hyemalis, 3000 gracilis, 300 caffra. luoo
Wilmoreana, large quantities of iwrspicua, erecla, hvbrida,
assurgens

; 600 remarkably well-bcrricd Solanum capsic.'i^trurn.
500 Hydrangea Thomas Ho;;g, tine Camellias and -Azalci
indica. set with bloom-buds ; 1000 e.xtia fine Tree Carnations,
3000 Bouvardias of sorts, 500 Acacia armata, 2000 well furnished
Adiantum cuneatum, 200 Ficus elastica, 3000 Poinsettias, 300
Daphne indica rubra, 4000 exceedingly fine Cyclamens, 1000
Genistas, 1000 Grevillea robusta. 500 Euphorbia jacquiniflora,
Clematises of sorts. 300 double Primulas, 200 strong Vines, 2000
Cinerarias, 1000 Draca;nas, Palms, 500 Gardenia intermedia, &c.
May be viewed any day prior to Sale. Catalogues may be

. li -..J _r .u- ,
, 98, Gracechurch

Burnt Ash Nursery, Lee, Kent, S.E.
TENTH ANNUAL SALE.

To the Trade and Public generally.—IM PORTANT SALE of
GREENHOUSE PLANTS, WINTER BLOOMING
HEATHS, &c.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
are instructed by Mr. B Mailer to SELL by AUC-

TION, ou the Premises, on TUESDAY, September 17. at
o'clock punctually, in consequence of the unusually large

number of lots, an extensive and valuable COLLECTION ofGREENHOUSE PLANTS, including choice Palms,
Draaenas, Camellias, and Azaleas, 1000 Grevillea robusta,
20,000 winter-blooming Heaths, which for vigorous growth and'
profusion of bloom-buds are unsurpassed in the trade, con-
sisting of 12,000 hyemalis, also Wilmoreana, gracilis, autum-
nalis, assurgens, melamhera grandinosa, caffra, ventricosa, and
others : 8000 Erica hyemalis, thriving young stock, in large and
small 60 pots : also thousands of other varieties, promising
young stuff, worthy the attention of the trade

1 3000 Solanum
capsicastrum in berry

; 500 Cypeius, 700 Cyclamen persicum,
1000 Bouvardia longiHora, Myrtles. Aralias, Cytissus, Tea and
other Roses, Acacias, Ardisias, Hoyas, Variegated Ivies, and
a quantity of other miscellaneous plants in pots for growing on.
The Stock is now on view. Catalogues may be had on the

Premises ; also at the Seed-shop, Granville Terrace, Lewisham
S.E. ; and of the Auctioneers. 98, Gracechurch Street. E.C

Fortlicoming Sale by
MESSRS. PROTHEROE AND MORRIS.

— SEPTEMBER 26. — EXOTIC NURSERY
TOOTING, S.W., by order of Mr. R. Parker, Sale ofGREENHOUSE PLANTS, &c.

Dutch Flower Roots, for Present Planting and Spring
Flowering, arriving weekjy from well-known farms in
Holland.—SALES every MONDAY, WEDNESDAY,
and SATURDAY during September, commencing at half-
past 12, and generally finishing about 4 o'Clock.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 38, King Street

Covent Garden, W.C, first-class HYACINTHS, TULIPS'
CROCUSES, NARCISSUS, IRIS, SNOWDROPS, H-
LIUMS, RANUNCULI, &c., in large and small lots to suit
all buyers. Catalogues on application.

Odontoglossum vexlUarium.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTION at his Great Rooms, 38, King Street

Covent Garden, on TUESDAY, September 10, at half-past
12 o'clock precisely, by order of Messrs. Hugh Low & Co
300 Plants of ODONTOGLOSSUM VEXILLARIUM, many
of them extra strong: strong plants of CATTLEYA GIGAS,
CATTLEYA LODDIGESI or HARRISONI/E. BURLING^
TONIAS, LzELIA PERRINl, ONCIUIUM-SARCODES
strong plants, many with flower-spikes: MESOSPINIDIUM
VULCANICUM, and other choice ORCHIDS, just received by
steamers Nile, Tagits, and Potosi. At the same time will be
offered 200 growing plants of ODONTOGLOSSUM ALEX-
ANDRA, two plants of MASDEVALLIA BELLA, described
by Professor Reichenbach in Gardeners' Chronicle Tune 8
MASDEVALLIA HYPODISCUS, described in Gardeneri-
Chronicle, Xvi^\i%\. 24; established plants of PHAL/ENOPSIS
SCHILLERIANA, P. AMABILIS, P. LUDDEMAN-
NIANA, CATTLEYA DOWIANA, ODONTOGLOSSUM
ROEZLII, O. SCHLEIPERIANUM.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Odontoglossum pardlnum.

MR. J. C. STEVEiMS has received in-
structions from Mr. F. Sander to SELL by AUCTION

at his Great Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C,
on THURSDAY, September ,2, at half-past .2 o'Clock
precisely, an importation of the New ODONTOGLOSSUM
EDVVARDI, inextragood health and freely breaking pieces
also a quantity of ODONTOGLOSSUM HALLII. many of
them in large imasses. and all in finest condition

; quantity
of the beautiful MAXILLARIA GRANDIFLORA in un-
usually fine masses; also ONCIDIUM MACRANTHUM
ODONTOGLOSSUM CIRRHOSUM, ONCIDIUM UnI
GUICULATUM, ODONTOGLOSSUM CITROSUM RO-SEUM ; also, by order of Mr. J. Watson, some plants in flower
of ONCIDIUM TIGRINUM, and other cool ORCHIDS •

also some established Plants of CATTLEYA SCHILLER-
IANA, C. MARGINATA, COCOS WEDDELLIANA
GLAZIOVA INSIGNIS, PRITCHARDIA FILIFERA.

On view the morning of Sale, and Cualogues had.

Arabln House, High Beech, Essex.
100 Specimen CAMELLIAS, AZALEAS

: 200 PINES
ORCHIDS. FERNS; about So dozen choice GREEN-
HOUSE, STOVE, and other PLANTS ; a capital Brown
COB, Perth DOG-CART, Reversible Stanhope
PHAETON, CABRIOLET, HARNESS : 2 COWS
HAY .and GARDEN IMPLEMENTS ; also the FUR-
NITURE and GENERAL EFFECTS of the Residence

MESSRS. DEBENHAM, TEWSON and
FARMER will SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises

as above, on THURSDAY, September 12, at 11 for 12 o'Clock.
On view Wednesday.
Catalogues on the Premises, and of the AUCTIONEERS.

80, Cheapside, E.C.

To Gentlemen, Gardeners, and Others

TO BE LET, from Michaelmas next, the
Business of a MARKET GARDENER, SEEDSMAN,

and FLORIST, with House and 2 Acres of LAND, with
Vinery, well stocked with Fruit trees ; has been carried on for
the last 17 years. There is also a good Jobbing Trade in con-
nection with It.—For particulars apply to
Mr. BELLWOOD. Carnatic Lodge Garden, Filey, near

Scarborough.

BE DISPOSED OF, the TENANCY,
STOCK, and GOODWILL of a PUBLIC HOUSE and

2 Acres of Garden Ground, with Greenhouse and Vinery, 23
miles from London —Apply to SMITH and ROBINSON
Estate .Agents, Hemel Hempste.ad, Herl«

West of England.-(4446.)
Situate on the confines of an important and most thriving town
T^OR DISPOSAL, an extensive and well-
rj- known NURSERY, SEED, and FLORIST'S BUSI-
NESS, which has been in existence for upwards of a century
and a half The Grounds cover an area of about 30 acres
and comprise a convenient detached Dwelling-house, Seed-
shop, several extensive ranges of Glass, containing altogether
about 55,000 feet super, fitted with all the modern appliances
and oftering unusual facilities for turning out enormous quantities
ot Stock

; commodious Outbuildings, and every requisite for
doing a very large trade. Well selected and beautifully grown
stock. Extremely productive soil. A certain portion of the
Stock would have to be taken by valuation, but the Vendor
would be piepared to Sell a considerable quantity by Auction
No charge for Goodwill. Satisfactory reasons can be given for
relinquishing the business.
Rent and further particulars may be had from MessrsPROTHEROE and MORRIS, Horticultural Auctioneers and

Agents, 98. Gracechurch Street. London. E.C.

Fifty Nurseries, Market Gardens, Florist and Seed
BUSINESSES to he DISPOSED OF.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS'
HORTICULTURAL REGISTER contains full

particulars of the above, and can be obtained gratis at 08
Gracechurch Street, E.C.

WANTED, about 2 acres of good sheltered
GARDEN LAND, with a House, as a Site for the

proposed Public Experimental Garden. Must be within easy
access of London.—Address

Mr. LASTON, 53, Taverstock Street, Bedford.

T IBERIAN COFFEE. — Strong healthy
-LJ Plants and live Seed.— For particulars, apply

F. R. KINGHORN, Sheen Nursery, Richmond.

To the Trade.
NEW ENGLISH SOWING RAPE SEEDTI AND F. SHARPE have just secured fine

-*--*-• samples of the above Seed, and are prepared to make
special ofl'ers to the Trade at reduced prices, which may be had
(with sample) on application.

Fine Samples WHIT;e MUSTARD. Prices (with samples)

JULES DE COCK, Nurseryman, Ghent,
Belgium, oBers AZALEA INDICA of all sizesAZALEA MOLLIS and A. PONTICA, CAMELLIAS'

CHRISTMAS ROSES, DEUTZIA GRACILIS DIELY:TRA SPECTABILIS. LILY of the VALLEY SPIR/EA
JAPONICA, PALMS for Table use, DRAC/ENAS, FERNS
and YUCCA VARIEGATA. Catalogues free on applies ' '

Tj^OR SALE, Green EUONYMUS, at 30J.,
-*- 40i., and 50J. per loo : also AUCUBAS. ARBOR-VI HtCUPRESSUS, RE-TINOSPORAS. Variegated VINCA.'
all in first-class condition, suitable for pots : tOEether with a'GENERAL NURSERY STOCK.

i" s e wiin a

J. B. BUTTERFIELD, Nurseries, Baker Street, Enfield
Middlesex. '

To the Trade.

A RALIA SIEBOLDII, very fine plants, in
-^^^ small 48 pots, at 6^. per dozen, or 40s. per too
CLEMATIS JACKMANNI, and other fine kinds,' at 6oj.

WM WOOD AND SON, The Nurseries, Maresfield,

Hyacinths, Tulips, Crocuses, &c.

WM. CUTBUSH AND SON beg to announce
that they have received their first consignment of the

above, in splendid condition. Wm. Cutbush & Son having
again obtained all the First Prizes for Hyacinths, &c., proves
that their selection is superior in quality to those offered by
many other houses. Catalogues post-free on application.

Highgate, London, N., and Barnet, Herts.

Great Eastern Railway Company.
DUTCH BULBS.

fyiHE GREAT EASTERN RAILWAY
J- COM PANY have now made special arrangements for the
conveyance of Bulbs and Roots from Holland at a rate of 25s

.

per ton from Rotterdam to London, including delivery within
the ordinary cartage limits. Trafiic sent by this service will
usually be delivered in London on the second day after shipment
in Rotterdam. The Company have also instituted an Express
Service for the carriage of Bulbs from Rotterdam to London at
45*. per ton. including delivery within the usual cartage limits.
The Company guarantee delivery (against forfeiture of freight)
the day after shipment in Rotterdam, the act of God alone
excepted. The Company are prepared to quote throughout
Rates from any town in Holland to any town in England. The
Bulbs should be consigned to the Company's Agents, Messrs
Hudig & Pieters, Rotterdam, to whom full instructions (stating
whether the Bulbs are to be forwarded by ordinary or express
train) must also be sent. Senders are requested to address their
cases in full, and to mark them "Bulbs " in large letters, so as to
avoid the possibility of error or delay.

For further information, address The CONTINENTAL
DEPARTMENT, Liverpool Street Station, London, E.C.

To the Trade.
T MALLER, Brunswick Nursery, Tottenham," • respectfully invites an inspection of his WINTER.BLOOMmo and other PLANTS, which are in the best pos-
sible condition, mostly in 48-pots, fit for immediate sale, com-
prising many thousands of Ericas, Poinsettias, Grevilleas
Genistas, Acacias, Cyclamen of a fine strain, extra strong •

Adiantum cuneatum and others, Bouvardias, Tree Carnations'
Euphorbia jacquiniflora, Deutzia gracilis. Camellias and
Azaleas well set with buds, large quantity of Solanums in all
sizes, full of coloured berries ; Palms. Ficus elastica &c
The ANNUAL SALE will take place on THURSDAY,

September ip. Frequent trains from Liverpool Street, Great
Eastern Railway, to White Hart Lane Station, which adjoins
the Nursery.

HE GARDENER S' ROYAL
BENEVOLENT INSTITUTION

Established in 1838 for the Relief of Aged and Distressed
Gardeners, their Widows, and others engaged in Horticultural
pursuits, by means of Pensions which are granted for Life.

.£16 per Annum to Men ; £12 per Annum to Women.
«S The Annual Subscription is £,<. 15. ; that for Life,

Aioioj.. which entitles the Donor to One Vote at each Election
of Pensioners.

Persons of the age of 65 and upwards are elii^ible for the
Pension, or earlier in the event of being totally disabled.
During the tine the Society has been in existence it has

relieved 252 pers ns. at a cost of upwards of /:22,7So, and it has
now upon its funds 77 Pensioners.
The Funded Stock of the Society is ,^11.300, standing in the

names of the Trustees, in the Three per Cent. Consols.
Special attenuon is requested to the following Rule (No 6)

which enacts :
—

"That none but those who have subscribed for fifteen years
consecutively shall be considered eligible while a sulficient
number of such persons shall be upon the list, the object being
to give a preference to those persons who have been contri-
buting to assist others : so that if the funds should enable the
Committee to call for an election of five persons and there were
two or three candidates who had been subscribing fif-.een years
such persons would be appointed Pensioners, without an
election, in preference to the other Candidates. "

r»-™«,«r;-ROBERT WRENCH, Esq., London Bridge.

Secretary .--EDWARD R. CUTLER, 14, Tavistock Row
W.C.

Gardeners' Chronicle Ofiice,
41, Wellington Street, W.C, Sept. 7. 1878.

W. RICHARDS begs to acknowledge the following Donation
for the benefit of the above Fund :—

MISS E. A. ORMEROD
MISS JONES ..

W.THOMPSON
W. CARSON AND SONS
CURATOR
J. GREGGE
A. J, FOXWELL ..

R. SMITH ..

W. BALL AND CO.
A FRIEND (A. F.)

J, MACM ILLAN..
J. BRYSON
G.T.SAUL
T. SPENCER
R. FORTUNE
E.EDWARDS
J. GOODYER
W. BLAKE
Col. W. W. ANDERSON
J.AMOS
H.J.COBB
H. LAWLEY
W. HINDS
A BROTHER IN CRAFT
G. S. TISSINGTON
T.SMITH
R. WILLMET
T. MOORE
BRADBURY, AGNEW and i

SPICER BROS
H.W.WARD
Dk. M. MASTERS
J. BRAMHAM
R. WALTER
J. LYE
E. HUBBARD ..

J. M. JEFFERY ..

ANONYMOUS ..

A. D. CHRISTIE ..

A FRIEND
J. P. FULLER ..

J. J. THOMAS AND CO.
W. WHALLEY
S. SHEPPERSON
J. MACK
H. LYNCH

Total £66 14
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TJ. HICKES' POTTERY at Shepton
• Mallet Flo*er Show.—The First Prize for Fuchsias,

and Second for Roses, were gained by plants grown in our pots.

The Pottery (the Works are little more than twelve months
old) is already famed for growing healthy plants.

T. J. HICKES, The Garden Pottery, Old Down, Shepton
Mallet. __^^
GERANIUMS.— 1500 "Wonderful" (Smith),

the best Scarlet in cultivation for winter flowering, &c.

,

nice strong stuff, 8j. per loo, .£3 los. per toco ; also a lot of

extra large plants from 48-pots, 35. per dozen ; about 200

DOUBLE WHITE PRIMULAS, soi- per 100. For cash

RAPER AND CO., The Fern Nursery, Bedford Street,

Leamington.

Special Cheap Offer.

EHILLIER begs to ofter the under-
• mentioned, all well-grown stuff;—

ROSES, Tea and Noisette, i2i. per dozen
;
Queen of Bedders,

121. per dozen ; Mar^chal Niel, los. and i8j. per dozen.

CLEMATIS, twelve best varieties. i2s.

PRIMULAS, double white, 125. per dozen. looj. per 100.

CARNATION, La Belle. 01. and 12s. per dozen.

DAPHNE INDICA RUBRA, 12J, per dozen.

STOVE PLANTS. 12 choice for 121.

Package will be is. on each dozen.

POT VINES and BEARING PEACH TREES.
,
Winchester.

N EW AND RARE LILIES.

LILIUM COLUMBIANUM, extremely rare, 71. id.

LILIUM BATEMAN^. quite new. 71. 6i-
LILIUM JAPONICUM KRAMERI, 51.

Selections of choice kinds can be made by Mr. W
Bull, at 30J.

,
42J. and 60s. per dozen.

Establishment for New and Rare Plants, King's
Chelsea, London, S.W.

O R F O R C i n"
SPIR.EA JAPONICA, 20J. per .00.

PALMATA. 25J. per 100.

By ico or 1000. An immense stock, finely ripened. I

palmatas, for planting. loj. 6tl'., I5f , and 2ai. per ico.

large clumps at moderate prices.

ROSE QUEEN OF BEDDERS,
Booked for autumn, 12J. per dozen, 755. per 1

CHARLES NOBLE, Bagshot.

Dracaenas and Tree Carnations.

HENRY JAMES has first-class Plants of
the above to offer at low prices for cash with order.

Dracaenas, finely coloured, in the well-known decorative
varieties, Cooperii, terminalis, Guilfoylei, Hibbertii, ferrea and
braziliensis, at 241 and 30J. per dozen. Tree Carnations in

the best leading kinds, including large quantities of La Belle,

the best white, at \is. and 15J. per dozen.
Castle Nursery, Lower Norwood, S.E.

GEORGE COOPER, The County Seed
Establishment, Hertford, begs to announce that he has

received his annual importation of FLOWERING ROOTS,
and that his Illustrated and Descriptive CATALOGUE is now
ready, and may be bad post-free on application. The best sorts

in every kind from the most careful growers.
SEEDS for the Garden and Farm, for Autumn Sowing

For early forcing—Early White Roman HYACINTHS,
SPIR/EA JAPONICA and PALMATA, LILY OF THE
VALLEY. The best value given.

RIMULAS, CINERARIAS, CHOICE
GERANIUMS. S:c.—Striped Vesuvius and Salmon

Vesuvius, \s. 6i. each ; White Vesuvius and Dr. John Denny,
2j. each, post-free ; twelve fine distinct Geraniums for pot
culture, winter blooming, &c.. 4J. and ds., post-free. Primulas
and Cinerarias. 2S. per dozen, post-free ; Roman Hyacinths,
fine bulbs, 2f. 6d. per dozen, 17J. per too.

STOVE and GREENHOUSE PLANTS in great variety.

CATALOGUES on application. Special cheap offers to
Gentlemen furnishing new Conservatories, Greenhouses, &c. :

also to those planting Herbaceous Borders of Herbaceous and
Alpine Plants. Florist's flowers, &::.

WM. CLIBRAN and SON. Oldfield Nursery. Altrincham.

To the Trade.

TUBEROUS BEGONIAS.—Frcebelii,

fine plants, now coming into bloom, in 4-inch pots, per

dozen, 81. : Hybrids, comprising every shade of colour, in very

fine plants, 2^-inch and 3-inch pots. 6^. per dozen. 405. per 100 ;

in 4-inch pots, 71. 6d. per dozen. 501. per 100 : in 5-inch pots,

105 and lis. per dozen. 60^. and 755. per 100 : all in bloom.

RODGER. McClelland and CO., 64, Hill street,

P. S.-^We should be glad to send sample flowers to intending

AMERICAN BULBS and PLANTS.
American-grown double Tuberose Bulbs delivered in lots

of tooo and over, free of cost for freight and packing, in Liver-

pool, at the lowest market rates.

All the finest native species of American FERNS,
ORCHIDS, AQUATICS, FLOWERING PLANTS,
FRUITS, SEEDLINGS, &c., collected and carefully packed

for transmission abroad.

.•We take pleasure in referring to the leading florists in

England and the Continent, with whom we have had business

Priced LISTS furnished free to all applicants.

HOOPES, BRO. & THOMAS,
CHERRY HILL NURSERIES, WEST CHESTER,

PA., USA.
Hyacinths, Tulips, and Other Dutch Bulbs.

BUDDENBORG BROS., HiUegom, Haar-
lem, Holland, Wholesale CATALOGUE of the above

now ready, and may be had of

Messrs. R. SILBERRAD and SON, 15, Harp Lane, Great
Toiver Street. London, E.G.

EWING AND CO. forward gratis and post-
free to applicants, CATALOGUES of their extensive and

well-groivn stock of Standard and. Dwarf Roses, Pot Roses,
Clematises. Vines, Fruit Trees, Ornamental Trees, and Conifera;

The Royal Norfolk Nurseries, Newmarket Road, Eaton, near

Norwich.

Hyacinths, Tulips, &c.

BUTLER, MCCULLOCH and CO.'S
CATALOGUE of the above is now ready, which alo

contains a copious list of Garden Necessaries and Culinary

Requisites. Sent free and post-paid to all pans of the world.

Covent Garden Market, London, W.C.—Established upwards

I N I E R, NASH, AND C O. ' S
CATALOGUE of HYACINTHS and other FLOWER

ROOTS is now ready, and may be had on application.

Friends who have not received a copy will please write.

Liberal Discount for large Orders.
60, Strand, London. W.C.

Annual ABC Bulb Guide.

THOMAS S. W.ARE has nuich pleasure in
announcing that the present year's issue of the above is

now ready, and will be posted free on application. It includes

complete collections of Liliums, Narcissus, Gladiolus, Iris, and
numerous other families ; also selections of Bamboos and Orna-
mental Grasses. Aquatic and Bog Plants. Herbs, &c. ; and a
fine collection of Hardy Orchids, to which is added a few choice

Perennials, adapted for present planting.

Hale Farm Nurseries. Tottenham, London.

DUTCH FLOWER ROOTS.—Now ready,
our ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE of Dutch Flower

Roots, Roses, Fruit Trees. &c. , containing forty-eight pages
imperial size of beautifully illustrated letterpress, with new and
original articles on Flower Roots and their Uses, the cultivation

of Hyacinths, Tulips, &c., and a superbly finished coloured
plate. This will be found the most useful, the cheapest and
best Bulb Catalogue ever sent out, and should be read by all

purchasers of flower roots before ordering. Price 6d, post-free
;

gratis to customers and intending purchasers.
DANIELS BROTHERS, The Royal Norfolk Seed Esta-

blishment, Norwich.

HYACINTHS, TULIPS, CROCUS,
GLADIOLI, b'c.

Our RevUed LIST for 1878 is now ready, and will be handed

to all Gardeners and Amateurs, post-free, on application to

Messrs. MERTENS and CO.. Forwarding Agents, 5. Billiter

Square, London, E.C., or to ourselves direct, ANT. ROOZEN
AND SON, Overveen, ne.ar Haarlem, Holland.

^

NOiy RE.-IDV,

NEW GIANT FRENCH ANEMONES.
SUPERIOR TO THE DUTCH VARIETIES,

Producing an abundance of brilliant flowers of immense size.

Finest Mixed Double, per doz., 6s. ;
per loo, 40J. Finest

Mixed Single, per doz., is. 6d. ; per 100, 10^.

Double Chrysanthemum-flowered " Glou-e de Naiites," blue

violet, per doz., 35. ; each, ^d.

Double Chrysanthemum-flowered " La Briilante," bright crim-

son-red, per doz., IS. : each, 6d.

Double Chiysouthernum-flowered " Mauve Clair," beautiful

pale mauve, per doz., sr. ; each, 6d.

Prices andfullParticulars 0/other Flower Roots, post-free.

STTTTON & SONS,
THE QUEEN'S SEEDSMEN, READING.

B. S. V/ILLIAMS'
NEW AND CHOICE

CYCLAMEN SEED
FOR IMMEDIA TE SOWING

CYCLAMEN PERSICUM, Williams' Superb
Strain, per packet, 5$., 3s. td., 12s. 6d., and is. Od.

From Mr. G. Bone, Gardener, Hin^fKnn, ^anuayy 2, 1878.

" Sir.—The Cyclamen seed supplied by you have turned out
splendid. They have been admired by all that have seen them.'

CYCLAMEN PERSICUM GIGANTEUM.—
The flowers of this splendid new giant variety

from a to al'^ inches in length, colour pure whiti

fine bold vioTetpurple eye. Per packet, 51. and 6d.

New Plant and Bulb Catalogues

Now ready, p3st-f>-cc.

VICTORIA and PARADISE NURSERIES,
UPPER HOLLOWAY, LONDON. N.

Hugh Low & Co.
HAVE I'LEASURE IN INFORMING THEIR IKIENDS AND THE PUBLIC TH.\T THEIR

STOCK OF WINTER AND SPRING FLOWERING PLANTS
Is this season extensive in quantity and fine in quality, and well worth the notice of intending purchasers, who are very cordially

invited to an inspection of the Plants, which comprise amongs other things :

—

Many Thousands of ERICA HYEMALIS, of flowering size.

Many Thousands of ERICA WILMOREA,
Many Thousands of ERICAS of the best varieties, including alopecuroides, colorans,

persoluta alba, regerminans, perspicua nana, ventricosa in varieties, intermedia,

. candidissima gracilis, melanthera, rubens, verticillata major, mammosa,
caffra, &c.

Many Thousands of Hard-wooded ERICAS, in numerous fine varieties.

Many Thousands of GENISTAS.

Many Thousands of EF-'ACRIS. in numerous varieties.

Many Thousands of AZALEA I\DIC.\, in variety.

Many Thousands of C.-\MELLIAS, with flower-buds, varioLls sizes.

Many Thousands of SOLANUMS, well berried.

Many Thousands of BOU VARDIAS, red and white; all strong bushy plants.

Many Thousands of CYCLAMEN PERSICUM, fine varieties.

Many Thousands of the best GREENHOUSE PLANTS, suchas Chorozemas, Aphe-
lexis, Genelyllis, Dillwynias, Acacias, 'Polygalas, &c.

Also on hand, a very large Stock of

ORNAMENTAL FOLIAGE and DECORATIVE PLANTS, PALMS, DRAC/ENAS, FICUS ELASTICA, &c.

FERNS—Many Thousands of the most approved kinds.

ORCHIDS.—The Stock of these is very large and healthy.

Vandas, Bendrobiums, Cattleyas, Odontoglossuma, Phalsenopsis, Cypripediums, Lselias, Siccolabiums, Oncidiums, <&o., can ba seen in

large quantities, very extensive importations having been made during the season.

CLAPTON NUBSEEY LONDON, E.
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BEAUTIFUL FLOWERS

HYACINTHS,

CROCUS, TULIPS, LILIES,

NARCISSUS, &c.,

CARRIAGE FREE.

WEB B'S
SELECTED BULBS,

FOR

FORCING and EARLY FLOWERING.

EARLY WHITE ROMAN HYACINTHS.
EARLY DUG VAN THOL TULIPS.

EARLY PAPER-WHITE NARCISSUS.
EARLY DOUBLE ROMAN NARCISSUS.
DOUBLE AND SINGLE SNOWDROPS.

For full particulars see

^VEBB'S
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HEATHERSIDE NURSERIES,
near Bagshot.

The large and varied stock of CONIFERS. Hardy EVER-
GREEN and FLOWERING SHRUBS, Pyramid FRUIT
TREES, FOREST and ORNAMENTAL TREES and
SHRUBS. Hardy CLEMATIS and IVIES in pots, now
offered at very moderate and tempting prices. Priced CATA-
LOGUES sent post-free on application, to

HENRY SHEPHERD. Heatherside Nurseries, Bagshol,

LEMOINE'S GRAND NEW DOUBLE
GERANIUMS.—These

acquisitions of the season 1877.
colour, habit of the best singles
tinually receiving testimonials
warrant them to please. Twelve
THE BEST NEW SINGLES.—These received highest

commendations from first-class Gardening Journals. Postans'
ten varieties, also his three doubles. Bridal Bouquet. White
Wonderful, &c. : the thirteen varieties for dr. Smith's four
varieties for 2j. (these are good). Dr. Denny's seven fine

singles and two doubles, nine, for ^s. 6d. New Life. White
Vesuvius, and Salmon Vesuvius sent with either collection for

4J. extra- All post-free, or in pots as preferred (nice plants).

Cuttings of all the above half-price, or 100 in 100 varieties, to
include choice Golden and Silver Tricolors, Bicolors, white
fiowets with silver foliage, &c. . for 105.

Twelve New FUCHSIAS, in plants, for ij. 6rf., all post-free.
Catalogues on application.

R. PANNETT, Florist. Chailey, Sussex.

BMALLER begs to announce that his
• Stock of ERICAS, SOLANUMS, BOUVARDIAS,

CAMELLIAS, AZALEAS. ADIANTUM CUNEATUM,
GREVILLEAS, FICUS ELASTICA, PALMS. VINES, &c.,

is very extensive, and in excellent condition this season. The
usual Trade Sale will be held in September. An inspection is

respectfully solicited.

Burnt Ash Nursery, Lee. S.E.

AustrallEin Plants and Seeds.

EUCALYPTUS GLOBULUS, PALMS,
CYCADS, FERNS, and all kinds of PLANTS and

SEEDS indigenous to Australia, Fiji. Sc . supplied on the

most reasonable terms. Priced CATALOGUES and Special

Quotations on application.

SHEPHERD AND CO., Nurserymenand Seedsmen, Darling
Nursery, Sydney, New South Wales. (Established 1827.)

Agents: Messrs. C. J. BLACKITH and CO., Cox's Quay,
Low r Thames Street, London. E.C.

CHOICE ORCHIDS.—Many thousands of
good plants to select from. Mr. William Bull is

constantly receiving large importations from his Collectors and
Correspondents in Assam, Colombia, Burmah, Brazil, Mexico,
'Costa Rica, Venezuela, Ecuador, West Indies, and the Eastern
Archipelago, and can offer many of the rarest and most
beautiful kinds at extremely low prices. Customers can choose
their plants from eleven large nouses full of Orchids. An
inspection is invited.

Establishment for New and Rare Plants, King's Road,
Chelsea, London, S.W.

ODONTOGLOSSUM VEXILLARIUM,

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at his Great
Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C, on TUESDAY, September lo, at

half-past 12 o'clock precisely, by order of Messrs. Hugh Low & Co., 300 Plants of ODONTO-
GLOSSUM VE.XILLARIUM, many of them extra strong; strong plants of C.ATTLEYA
GIGAS, CATTLEYA LODUIGESI or HARRISONI.^, BURLINGTONIAS, L.-ELIA
PERRINl, ONCIDIUM SARCODES, strong plants, many with flower-spikes; MESOSPI-
NIDIUM VULCANICUM, and other choice ORCHIDS, just received by Steamers A'i/e, Tagiis,

and Potosi. At the same time will be offered 200 growing plants of ODONTOGLOSSUM
ALEXANDR.4i, two plants of MASDEVALLIA BELLA, described by Professor Reichenbach
in Gardowrs' Clironhie, June 8 ; MASDEVALLIA HYPODISCUS, described in Gardtiurs'

Chronicle, August 24 ; established plants of PHAL^NOPSIS SCHILLERIANA, P. AMABILIS,
P. LUDDEMANNIANA, CATTLEYA DOWIANA, ODONTOGLOSSUM ROEZLII, O.
SCHLEIPERIANUM.

0)1 view morniitg of Sale, and Catalogues han.

AUCTION ROOMS AND OFFICES, 38, KING STREET, COVENT GARDEN,
LONDON, W.C.

MESSENGER & CO.'S

lEW GLAZED COYER EOE EETJIT WALLS.

ADVANTAGE S
COMPLETE PROTECTION of Trees from Frost. 1 SIMPLE IN CONSTRUTIOX.
PERFECT VENT1L.\TI0.N. Can be fixed by local men.
VERY INEXPENSIVE. Will REP.W its cost in a few seasons.

REMOV.^BLE AT PLE.^SURE. I Proper ripening of the wood is secured.

VENTIL,\TION is gained by means 01 the front sashes, all of which slide, thus also enabling the whole of the

foliage to be syringed. The sashes slide on brass rollers and iron runners, to prevent getting out of order. The
front sashes are entirely removable, the roof is supported on strong iron brackets bolted to the wall. The framing

is of best well-seasoned red deal, English sheet glass, and painted four coats, carried on oak posts.

Helglit of Wall Cover, 12 feet. Width of Wall Cover, 3 feet. Price 12s. 6d. per foot run.

{Different sises at proportionate priees.

)

GL.\SS COPING as shown above (omitting the front upright framing), with wrought iron stays and bolts.

2 feet wide, per foot rtm, 2s. 6d. ; 3 feet wide, per foot run, 33. 4d. ; 4 feet wide, per foot run, 4s. 4d.

From the eaves of the glass coping tiffany or other protecting material may be suspended. Sent out glazed and
painted, complete, ready for fixing, carriage paid to any railway station in England lor orders amounting to ^^3. Men
sent out to fi.x if preferred, at moderate rates.

Richly Illustrated Catalogue of Horticultural Buildings and Hot-water .Apparatus taken from Works executed

by M. & Co., sent post-free for 33 penny stamps. Gentlemen consulting this Catalogue have the advantage of

inspecting designs whose efficiency has been tested by practical experience.

MESSENGER & COMPANY,
HORTICULTURAL BUILDERS, &c., LOUGHBOROUGH.

;Rl CHARD SMITH;:
.©•.WORC ESTER.'©;

ROSES, choice Tea-Scented and Noisette, in

great variety.

ROSES, Hybrid Perpetual, strong, tor forcing.

ROSES, New. for 1878.

CLEMATIS JACKMANNI and many other sorts for bedding

and climbing.
Bedding Plants, strong and healthy : Fuchsias, Pelargoniums,

Greenhouse and Stove Plants, Ferns, &c.

Descriptive priced LISTS free on application.

RICHARD SMITH and CO., Nurserymen, Worcester.

G EO. JAOKMAN & SON,
(Established 1810,)

Cultivators of

FRUIT and FOREST TREES,
Evergreen and Flowering

TREES .and SHRUBS,
ROSES, RHODODENDRONS,
Conifers and Hareiy Climbers.

THE CLEMATIS

Descriptive Priced Catalo^-ues free.

WOKING NURSERY, SURREY.

BULBS
FOR EARLY FORCING.

SOs. value Carriage Free.

JAMES CARTER & CO.
low receiving splendid Samples of the following

BULBS from the Flower Farms.

EARLY ORDERS ARE DESIRABLE.

Early White Roman Hyacinths
Early Blue Roman Hyacinths .

.

Early Double Roman Narcissus

Early Paper-white Narcissus

Early Saffron Crocus (Autumn-
flowering)

Double Snowdrops (extra large selected)

Double Snowdrops, good roots ..

Single Snowdrops (extra large selected)

Single Snowdrops, good roots .

.

- . I

C A R T E R'S
General Catalogue of Dutch Flower Roots

Is the most comprehensive guide yet published.

Prcfusely illustrated, priee id. post-free ;
gratis topurchasers.

THE QUEEN'S SEEDSMEN,
HIGH HOLBOBN, LONDON, W.C.
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VERSAILLES
INTERNATIONAL HORTICULTURAL

EXHIBITION.
August 28, 1878.

The following PRIZES were

awarded to JOHN WILLS for

his splendid Collections of New
and Rare Fine-foliage, Flowering,

and other Plants, Ferns, Orchids,

Insectivorous Plants, &c. :

—

1. THE GRAND PRIX D'HONNETTR-
a Splendid Sevres "Vase, value

Three Thousand Francs.

2. I St Prize, for a Grand Collection of Orchids.

3. 1st Prize, for a Grand Collection of New
and Rare Plants.

4. ist Prize, for One New Plant in Flower.

5. 1st Prize, for the best Plant in Cultivation

(Foliage).

6. 1st Prize, for the best Ten Stove Plants.

7. 1st Prize, for the best Thirty Stove Plants.

8. 1st Prize, for the best Collection of Plants

remarkalnle for their cultivation and
development.

9. 1st Prize, for the best Dracsena in cultivation.

10. 1st Prize, for the Six finest Crotons in

cultivation.

11. 1st Prize, for the best Five Palms.

12. I St Prize, for the best Collection of Plants

with Ornamental Foliage.

13. 1st Prize, for the Three best Ornamental

Plants not in commerce.

14. I St Prize, for the best Ten Ferns.

15. 1st Prize, for Miscellaneous Collection nf

Plants.

16. Extra 1st Prize, for Unique Collection of

Insectivorous Plcnls.

See Report in " Gardeners' Clironicle,"

August 31,

And other Horticultural Journals, English and

French.

Ladies and Gentlemen wishing

to furnish their Conservatories,

Stoves, or Greenhouses, should

visit J. Wills' grand Collections

of Plants at his Onslow Crescent,

Anerley, and Fulham Nurseries,

where the Finest Collections of

Plants in Europe may be seen.

y. WILLS has been awarded the

GRAND PRIZE OF HONOUR

FINE COLLECTION OF PLANTS

PARIS EXHIBITION of 1878.

CATALOG U ES
MAY BE HAD, FREE, ON APPLICATION TO

JOHN WILLS,
Royal Exotic Nursery,

SOUTH KENSINGTON, {LONDON, S.W.

DUTCH F LOW^ER ROOTS.
OSBORN & SONS'

ANNUAL CATALOGUE of the above is now published, atid may be

had, post-free, on application.

IT CONTAINS A DESCRIPTIVE LIST OF

HYACINTHS, TULIPS, CROCUS, NARCISSUS, LILIUMS,
And other Bulbs.

The First Consignment has been received from Holland, and all appear to be good sound Bulbs
and in excellent condition.

EARLY WHITE ROMAN HYACINTHS, 20s. per 100.

The Catalogue contains also

LISTS of SUNDRY USEFUL FLOWERING PLANTS PREPARED for FORCING, and

VEGETABLE and FLOWER SEEDS for AUTUMN SOWING.

N.B.—All Bulbs and Seeds carriage paid, on conditions stated in Catalogue.

THE FULHAM NURSERIES, LONDON, S.W.

hyacinths, tulips, km othee bulbs.

Wm. Paul & Son
BEG TO ANNOUNCE THAT THEIR

NEW CATALOGUE of HYACINTHS, TULIPS, and other

BULBS, CAMELLIAS, AZALEAS, &c..

Is now ready, and will be sent, post-free, on application.

Collections of Bulbs from 10s. 6d, to 848.

A CHOICE COLLECTION OF CAMELLIAS,
20s. per do^en and upv.ards.

SPECIMEN CAMELLIAS from One to Thirty Guineas each.

" Hyacinths formed the most important feature of the show, the
principal exhibitor being Mr. William Paul, of Waltham Cross, who
was far in advance of any other in the size and beauty of the noble
spikes which he placed in competition."

—

Journal of Horticulture.

" Hyacinths were again the main feature, Mr. William Paul taking
first prize with a collection that were as near absolute perfection as in
the present state of our knowledge wc can imagine."— Gardeners'

" It is due to Mr. William Paul's wonderful group of Hyacinths that a tribute should be borne here to their

incomparable quality."

—

The Florist.

PAUL'S NURSERIES and SEED WAREHOUSE,
WALTHAM CROSS, HERTS.

DUTCH FLOWER ROOTS.

B. S. Williams
BEGS TO .\NN0UNCE THAT HE HAS RECEIVED HIS ANNUAL IMPORTATION OF

HYACINTHS, TULIPS, CROCUS, NARCISSUS,
And other BULBOUS ROOTS, in splendid condition.

ALSO FOR EARLY FORCING,

Roman Hyacinths, Jonquils, Double Roman and Paper-white Narcissus,

Double and Single Snowdrops, Sciiia sibirica, &c.

CATALOGUES, containing a Select List of the above, are now ready

;

Also of NEW PLANTS, FRUIT TREES, ROSES. &c.

GRATIS AND POST-FREE TO ALL APPLICANTS.

VICTORIA AND PARADISE NURSERIES, UPPER HOLLOWAY, LONDON, N.
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THE PARIS EXHIBITION of 1878.

Visitors should see the " Boyd-Wills "

Conservatory, which is generally admitted

to be one of the sights of the Exhibition, and

was honoured with a special visit from their

Royal Highnesses the Prince and Princess of

Wales, and the Crown Prince and Princess of

Denmark, &c.

JAMES BOYD & SOIS,
HORTICULTURAL BUILDERS

In Wood or Iron, and Manufacturers of

Hot-water Apparatus

FOR HEATING HOTHOUSES,
Chiiixhcs, Mansions, Public Buildings,

Harness Rooms, S^c,

PAISLEY.

ESTABLISHED FORTY YEARS.

HOTHOUSES Built with WOOD,

Pieserved by Gardner's Patent Process,

Arc rciulcrcd piaiticiilly Imperishable, being

Proof against Damp or Dry-Rot.

HOTHOUSES ERECTED BY US
May be seen in most parts of Great Britain

and Ireland
;

Also in Australia, New Zealand, Cape of Good
Hope, &c.

No. 3.

We find that this Boiler gives great satisfac-

tion wherever it is tried, and from our own ex-

perience we can recommend it.

HEATING APPARATUS
Erected complete, or the Materials supplied at

Moderate Prices.

ILLUSTRATED CIRCULARS POST-FREE.
Complete Catalogue, 3a.

JAMES BOYD & SONS,
Horticultural Builders and Heating Engineers

to Her Majesty's Board of Works,

PAISLEY.

BEAUTIFUL FLOWERS
FOR

WINTER AND SPRING

fflpilf
SIJT TON'S
CO.\iri,ETE COLLECTIONS OF

HYACINTHS, TULIPS, CROCUS, &c,

42s.* 21s.^ ;0 6 5s

^{ME!MZ3MEMSM^^
42s.* 21s.* 10 6

T/ii.). fn;- i.'. .ui'i 'n.iihnni SI., linn i „ K„:il>,n,l

THESE COLLECTIONS CONTAIN ALL THE BEST VARIETIES, AND

WILt PRODUCE A BEAUTIEUL AND ClNTINUOUS DISPUY

Of FLOWERS.
6 PER CENT, DISCOUNT FOR CASH.

Complete Cultural Instructions and
f: Descriptive Catalogues gratis. -'^

N.li.—By persoiu.l , , :,,,
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weighing tlieir bulbs in a large tent in the shape
of a fool's-cap, gamblers all around, and poor
Flora, unheeded and disregarded, wringing her

hands in despair in the corner. This is a sign at

any rate that some people even then satirised and
lamented the follies of the hour. To what an
extent they were carried in the seventeenth
century (1634— 1637) may be judged from the

following extract, with which we close this

note :

—

"\ single root of the Tulip called Vice Roy was
exchanged for two lasts of Wheat, four of Rye. four fat

oxen, three fat swine, twelve slieep, two hogsheads of

wine, four tuns of beer, two tons of butter, one thousand
pounds of cheese, a complete bed, a suit of clothes, and
a silver beaker ; altogether of the value of two thousand
five hundred ftorins, or about two hundred and twenty
guineas. A part only of Admiral Van der Eyic cost one
thousand six hundred florins, and a portion of Admiral
Liefken was sold for four thousand four hundred
florins. It once happened that there were only two
roots of the kind called Semper Augustus, the one at

Haarlem, the other at Amsterdam, and the possessor of
one of these resolved to become the sole proprietor—pur-

chased the other for four thousand six hundred florins,

together with a carriage and pair of horses. Other sorts

were sold so high as seven thousand florins. ... In
every town some tavern was appointed as an exchange
where high and low, rich and poor all traded in Tulips,

and confirmed their bargains with the most expensive
entertainments. But no one wished to obtain actual
possession of the flowers, and during the continuance of
the Tulipomania one speculator often paid large sums
for plants which he never meant to receive, while another
entered into contracts for the delivery of roots which he
never possessed. ... It was thus a mere gambling
transaction, in which the difference between the market
prices at two stated periods was paid instead of the
article itself being delivered, and in fact exactly resembled
those operations on the Stock Exchange called time
bargains, ... At length the bubble burst : no new
adventurers appearing in the market, the buyers took the
alarm, the value of Tulips fell with more rapidity than
it had risen

; the sellers then offered to deliver the roots
at the prices agreed on, but the purchasers had no desire
to receive them at any rate, and refused to fulfil their

contracts. The States of Holland were at last obliged
to interfere : a compromise was effected between the
parties

; and as in the outset nearly all were winners, so
in the winding up very few escaped without loss.

Beckman's "History 0/ Inventions.
"

New Garden Plants.
ZVGOPETALUM OBTUSATUM, ;;. sp*

This is an unexpected novelty, a neighbour of the
old Zygopelalum maxillare, Lodd., which has stood
without a companion for nearly half a century. It

has a longer laxer raceme, blunt bracts, narrower
longer blunter sepals and petals, green with narrow
transverse brown bars and a very light violet lip with
a more purplish retuse lower callus. The green
column has a brown round spot on each side of the
base. I have to thank Sir Trevor Lawrence for this
curious novelty. //. G. Rchb. f.

Dendrobium Burbidgei, k. sp.i

This is a very curious Dendrobe, of the Antennata
group of the section Stachyobia. It is near old D.
minax, but is smaller in all parts, has the petals much
broader at their ends, the nervation of the anterior
part of the lip totally different (all nerves nearly con-
tiguous, instead of being widely distant in D. minax),
the callus far more developed, the leaves smaller and
acute. Then the flower has quite a different colour,
being not purplish but decidedly yellowish, and the
lips probably whitish. It is one of Mr. Burbidge's
discoveries in the vast Madaic territory, and it may
bear his name in future after having been a long time
in anonymous darkness. Mr. Burbidge praises its

most profuse flowering, having seen six to seven
flowering spikes, all bearing fresh flowers on one

", Zygopetatum ohtusatuni, n. sp.—Affine Zygopetalo maxil-
laii, Lodd. : racemo longo laxo, bracteis obtusis ovaria pedicel-
lata plus tenia ^qantibus : sepalis tepalisque angustioribus,
obtuse aculiusculis

; jabelli lamina transverse rhombea obtus-
angula, antice minute medio emarginata, callo antico retuso
abrupto humilis Reliqua Zygopetalis raaxillaris, Lodd.
sepala et tepala viridia anguste brunneo fasciata ; labellura
palUde violaceum ; callus intensius violaceus humilis. Pseudo-
bulbura et folia non vidi. Coll. ilia Trevor Lawrence. H G
Rchb. f.

t Dmdrobium (StachyMum Antennata) Burbidgei n sp
Aff. D. minaci, Rchb. f. Foliis oblongis acutis

; pedunculis por-
rectis pluriflons, mento acutangulo parvo ; sepalis triangulis
acutis, tepahs linearibus acutis apicera versus valde dilatatis

;

labeMi tnpartiti partitiombus lateralibus triangulis obtusis
isthmo angustissimo longo

; partitions antice valde transversa—rinque oblongo ligulau obtusa medio antice cum apiculo
:

carnosis quinquelateralibus yalde approximatis t

interpartitiones lateralis

single stem. Those flowers are said to be wonderfully
persistent. Some were seen quite fresh on the fruits,

which latter were of the size of pigeon-eggs. The
ripe fruit itself is stated to be very ornamental, being
of a clear soft yellow colour, and as seen at a height
on trees it is mistakable for a flower. The materials
for this note were sent by Messrs. Veitch. //. G
Rchb. f.

Sarcanthus mirabilis, k. sp*

This is not much as a decorative Orchid. The ligu-

late leaves are 0.14 m. and 0.2 broad. The panicle
at hand is 0.44 in. high, slender, bearing four short
distant branches, which stand upright, are racemose,
with small yellowish Sarcanthus flowers, the spur
purplish, with some purple on the lacinire of the lip.

It is, however, very interesting for organographic pur-
poses, since its pollen apparatus is a climax of the
apparatus of Sarcanthus I'arishii, Hook., itself

regarded as very interesting. There the androclinium
is changed in an oblong, erect body, over which the
caudicule is bent as a tendon over a condyle. The
caudicule itself has a bifid auxiliary apparatus to bear
the bluish (!) pollinia. It is a great curiosity, which
flowered for the first time, I believe, in Mr. Hobart's
garden, Etherley Lodge, Darlington, grown by Mr.
Levy Hartley. Though I felt quite pleased with it,

I regarded my scanty materials, obtained twice, once
from Messrs. Editors of Gardeners' Chronicle, as too
unsatisfactory for description. We have quite enough
of the numerous riddles which ai;ise from the false

ambition of writers who prefer adding their dear name
to unsatisfactory descriptions, and I have hundreds
and hundreds of Orchids kept unpublished, since the
materials are not sufficient. I feel now exceedingly
satisfied that I have finally obtained good materials.
The origin, however, is unknown to me. It may be
British India—perhaps Burmah. H. G. Rchb. f.

ERICA OBBATA.
"I don't like Heaths," somebody says; "they

are dumpy, formal things, devoid of all the elegance
of growth possessed by many plants, and as trained
for exhibition they are hideous." As to the first

objection, it would apply with equal force to a very
great number of subjects, even hardy, both large and
small, when placed under the most favourable con-
ditions required for their natural development ; the
Rhododendron, the Kalmia, the Ghent Azalea, and
many others amongst favourite flowering shrubs, may
be instanced

; and as to form in the individual
flowers. Heaths are elegance itself compared with the
bloom of the Rose, of which it is almost treason even
to hint at anything disparaging. I draw this com-
parison simply with a view to suggest the advisability

of consistency in our estimation of beauty in blooming
plants. The same principle holds good, and might
be carried much further with respect to the arborescent
forms of vegetable life that are made use of to adorn
the cultivated landscape.

As to the training of Heaths as they are usually

seen on the exhibition stage, like everything else neces-

sary to be done at all, it may be carried too far, and
frequently is ; but when plants such as Heaths have
to be conveyed for even a comparatively short dis-

tance, it is requisite to secure each bunch of flowers

in its place—that is, in the position it would have
been in if the plant had been growing naturally in the
open air. I have gone so far simply to enter a pro-
test against the one-sided ideas often expressed against

this, one of the most beautiful groups of flowering
plants we possess, and which, when even grown with
a view to being used for greenhouse decoration, inde-

pendent of their own attractions, contrast admirably
with the many less formal subjects associated with
them, and for which alone it would be worth while to

cultivate them.

In the filling of our plant-houses, as in the selection

of the subjects wherewith to embellish the broad
landscape, it is essential to introduce plants of the
most opposite habit of growth. Speaking more parti-

cularly of the group of plants to which the subject

illustrated belongs (p. 301, fig. 54), and which is one
of the finest, if not the finest in existence, there

are few, if any, more deserving ot cultivation, for

with a judicious selection it may be had in flower all

* Sarcanilius mirabilis. n. sp.—Aff. Sarcantho Parishii,
Hook ; foliis iigulatis apice bifidis, laciniis ligulalis obtusis ;

panicula brachyclada elongata gracili ramulis apice racemosis
;

bracteis minutissimis ; sepalis oblongis acutis ; sepalo imparl
dorso gibberoso fornicato : tepalts Iigulatis; labello trifido,
laciniis lateralibus oblongis acutis brevibus erectis ; lacinia
media triangula porrecta ; calcari curvo cylindrato conico sul-
cato, septato ; callo oblongo apice utrinque divergenti cornuto ;

basi medio emarginato subcolumna, androclinio umboniformi
compreso ; caudicula cum apparatu insidente bifido pollinia
cyanea ferentc. H. G. Rchb./.

the year round in every tint and shade of colour,
from pure white to the deepest crimson, many
lasting long in flower. The variety here repre-
sented (fig. 54) is of a beautiful pearly white,
slightly tinted with pink round the extremity of the
tube. The individual flowers are the largest of any,
and when the bloom is produced in profusion from a
plant in strong rude health, some of the shoots bear-
ing on their points as many as a dozen of their large
waxy tubes—as did the specimen figured at the time
it was photographed—nothing could be more beautiful
in the way of Heaths. The plant was about 4i feet

through by 3 feet high, and, as will be seen, full of
flowers and healthy foliage down to the rim of the pot.
The latter I hold as an essential to all naturally bushy
hard-wooded plants cultivated in pots.

Heaths have unfortunately got a bad character for
being catchy subjects to grow ; doubtless they are not
in a cultivated state so long-lived as some things,
neither will they submit to having their requirements
neglected, especially as to water—that needed to-day
must be supplied to-day, to-morrow possibly may be
too late. According to the same calculation they must
not have water given to-day simply because they
might want it to-morrow or the next day. Light and
air they must also have in abundance, or they become
a prey to mildew, which quickly establishes itself on
weak, insufficiently matured foliage ; neither must
they have more fire-heat than necessary to keep out
frost and dispel damp. Extremes of any kind they
do not like, nor will long bear. T. Baiiics.

CULTURE OF THE HYACINTH
FOR EXHIBITION, ETC.

The lists of what are usually termed Dutch bulbs
are now coming in, and those interested in their

culture will very speedily be making their purchases.
The Hyacinth may truly be included amongst
the old-fashioned flowers. It has been cultivated

for ages, and yet one would almost be safe in

saying that never was the Hyacinth so universally

cultivated as it is now. In the gardens of the
iKibility and gentry they are grown by hundreds
or thousands, while the amateur of small means, the
city clerk or shopkeeper, even the cottager, cultivates

a dozen or two dozens. Then as an exhibition flower
there is no other so popular in the spring months.
In London the Royal Botanic and the Royal Horti-
cultural Societies have vied with each other to pro-
duce the best display about the end of March. And
as the Hyacinth show is the opening show of the year,

it is always looked forward to with pleasure ; it seems
to say to us " Winter is gone, the time for the singing

of the birds hath come. All Nature wears a face of
be.auty, and is animated with a spirit of joy." The
large provincial towns are also becoming alive to the

value of Hyacinth shows. The new Town Hall at

Manchester was crowded in March last with a most
select company, to admire a grand display in that

noble building. Newcastle-upon-Tyne may also be
mentioned as having an annual Hyacinth exhibition,

at which amateurs compete more numerously than
they do at the metropolitan shows ; and the trade

growers likewise furnish a grand contingent.

Having been a successful exhibitor for several years,

I would like to give the result of my practice in grow-
ing the Hyacinth for exhibition—premising that the

same method of culture should be followed to obtain
the best results, even if it is not intended to exhibit

them. Preparation of the soil is the first step. I

prepare the compost in July or August, although one
of the trade growers told me that he attended to this

in May. I take two barrow-loads of turfy loam, and
chop it up, add to it one load of leaf-mould, one of
sand, and one of rotten cow-manure. This compost
is well mixed together, and put into a dry place until

it is time to use it. The next consideration is to

obtain the bulbs, and they can be had at from y. per
dozen to 30J. ; or, if the new varieties are wanted, a
higher price still. Those unacquainted with the
flower would do best to purchase from a respectable

nurseryman, pay so much per dozen, and leave the

matter in his hands. A selection of very good sorts

can be purchased at \2s. per dozen; it would not
include such recently introduced varieties as \'uur-

baak. King of the Blues, La Grandesse, .ic. ; but if

a root or two of such sorts were wanted, they could
be bought separately.

When the roots are received I take them out
of the bag or box. Each root or variety is, of course,

wrapped up separately in a bag or paper. I lay them
out in a flat box, only one layer deep, and just cover
with the Buckwheat chaff. Some trade catalogues

that I have had recommended that the bulbs should
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not be taken from the parcel, but I have found

several roots to be injured by being packed tightly

together in a close mass. The packing is sometimes

musty, and this causes mould to spread on the roots ;

it docs not do so in an open shallow box, if it is placed

in an airy room. The time of potting and the size

of the pots must be regulated by the date at which

the flowers are wanted. The roots to fiowcr in

January and February should be potted early in Sep-

tember, and for succession towards the end of that

month and early in October. Those roots that arc

intended for exhibition I pot about the last week in

October. For the early flowering roots the pots

should be about 4^ or 5 inches diameter inside

measure, and for exhibition 6 inches. The compost

at the time of potting should be rather dry ; never

use a wet compost. I do not put in very much

greenhouse, as is sometimes done ; the water running

down from above soaks some, while others suffer for

want of it : out-of-doors they require no attention

and cause no anxiety.

When it is intended to force as early as possible,

the pots must be removed into the forcing-house as

soon as they have formed roots. Force very slowly

at first, and place the pots within a foot or two

of the glass lights if possible. The plants will not

require very much water at first, but it ought to be

supplied more freely when it is seen that rapid growth

has commenced : the night temperature then may
be increased to 60" or 65". Remove the plants into a

cooler place as soon as the first bells are expanded.

The exhibition Hyacinths are removed to a house as

soon as the crowns have started about I inch ; this will

gengrally be about the first or second week in January.

The varieties I have ordered for exhibition this year

are, in single reds : Cavaignac, Fabiola, gigantea,

Macaulay, Solfaterre, Von Schiller, Vuurbaak. Single

blue : Baron von Tuyll, Blondin, Charles Dickens,

General Havelock, Grand Lilas, King of the

Blues, Lord Derby, Marie, Mimosa. Single white 1

Grandeur a Merveille, La Grandesse, Mont Blanc.

Single yellow : Ida, Bird of Baradise. Single lilac

or mauve : Czar Peter, De CandoUe, Haydn, Sif

Henry Havelock, Double reds : Koh-i-noor, Lord

Wellington. Double blues : Laurens Koster and Van
Speyk.

The above list contains very few double varieties,

except Koh-i-noor, which is semi-double only. The

doubles have not such compact symmetrically arranged

spikes as the single varieties, and although I grow

the few I have named they are very seldom used.

Fig. 54.—erica obbata : specimen grown by mr. baines; much reduced, (see r. 300.)

drainage for Hyacinths. One large bit of potsherd

over the bottom hole and a few small pieces over it
;

but the drainage should be kept free by liaving some I

of the fibre from ihe turfy loam placed over it. Press

the soil in moderately firm, and make a hole large
j

enough for the bulb with the fingers.

It is a common but mistaken practice to fill the pot
I

with mould, and then to press the bulb down with I

the fingers. This makes the compost firmest just !

under the bulb, and it is very likely that it will be
j

thrown out of the soil when the roots are emitted. I

make the soil firmer round the bulb than it is under-

neath it ; and when the operation is finished the top 1

of the bulb should just show above the soil. The pots
|

should be placed out-of-doors in an open place on a ,

hard bottom of ashes, and be covered to the depth of

2 or 3 inches over the surface of the pots with cocoa- t

nut fibre refuse, spent tan, or leaf-mould. It is a

great mistake to place the pots under the stage of a

I remove them to a cold frame where thelightscanbc

kept rather close for a few days, and be covered with

a mat to exclude light. It is just as well to inure

them gradually to the light, and if I have to place

them on shelves in any of the vineries or in the green-

house, I place a small pot over the crown for a day

or two. It is as well to keep the plants very quiet

at first ; after the leaves have become green admit nil

freely night and day. If it should become necessary

to force in order to get spikes open by a certain date,

it is better to do this when they are further advanced.;

All through the period of growth the plants should

kept close to the glass, and air should be admitte'd

as freely as possible; and water must be applied

freely, giving manure-water with every alternate

watering. I have said w^ater applied freely, but it is

proper to state, with judgment. Although the

Hyacinth will grow in glasses of water, it will not do

so in soil constantly saturated with it.

Still there are a few of the double varieties very use-
ful for decorative purposes at home. The best are,

besides those named, in reds. Noble par Merite,
Princess Louise, Regina Mctoria. White : Anna
Jlaria, La Tour d'Auvergne, Prince of Waterloo,
Triumph Blandina. Blue : Blocksberg, Garrick,
Louis Phillipe. J. Douglas.

THE TELEGASTROGRAPH.
In this big-Gooseberry season we scarcely expect

the enclosed extract to be received with anything but

incredulity. Nevertheless there seems to us nothing

absolutely impossible from-a scientific point of view,

and the extract, which must be taken cum i;ra!io as

a basis of truth, has been sent to us from one of the

leading scientific men in Melbourne, who, with the

Governor, Sir George Bowcn, and others, himself tooli

part in the proceedings. When this machine gets
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pcrfcci.ccl one Pine or one bunch of Grapes will suffice

for a large party !

" The telegastrograph is a machine by \\hicli, tin'ough

the aid of electric currents, the flavour of any food or

liquor can be transmitted by wire to any distance, and
the sensation of eating or drinliing conveyed by merely

placing the end of the wire between tlie teeth. The
inventor never pretended that any actual nourishment
was conveyed by his process. He merely claimed that

the sensation of partaking of rich viands and costly wines

could be imparted to people a hundred miles away from
the operator—written on their palates, in fact ; and diat

the number who could receive this sensation from a small

quantity of food, and tlie length of time that it be could

be made to last, were practically unlimited,

"There were five points of observation fixed upon,
viz. , the >-f,^c oflice. Government House, the Minister of

Education's office at the top of Collins Street, and die

post-offices in Geelong and Castlcniaine, At each of

these places a number of persons were assembled to

watch the proceedings and take part in them. Tele-

phonic communication was established with every station,

and at a few minutes p.a3t 8 o'clock every gentleman was
at his post.

"At the urgent request of the inventor all the

observers had refrained from having dinner, but before

operations commenced they partook, according to direc-

tion, of brown bread and butter, with two or three

glasses of cold water. Precisely at a quarter past 8, and
when it was ascertained by a preliminary trial that the

wires were in working order, a bottle of the best sherry,

flavoured with half a wineglassful of orange bitters, was
poured into the receiver of the machine, and the electro-

magnetic battery was turned on by Messrs. Ellery and
M'Gowan. This Avas hardly fair to the inventor. He
had directed that no more should be placed in the

rcceii'er for each sensation than an ordinary diner was in

the h.abit of consuming at a meal ; but Dr. Eleasdale,

unused to the control of the tele-gilstrograph, considered
that one wineglassful would be quite inadequate to sup-

ply the wants of the numerous observers, and he there-

fore gave sixteen times more than he should have done.
The evil effect of diis mistake was speedily apparent.

The observers at the different stations having taken the

wires between their teeth, and the battery being turned
full on, the alcoholic essence of the large quantity of

sherry placed in the receiver was sent along the wires in

full force to the five points of observation, and the thirty-

six persons in gastrographic connection with the machine
received the impression of having each consumed an
entire bottle of siierry and bitters. Some of the observers
stood this very well, and showed litde signs of having
received too heavy a sensation ; but others, especially

some gentlemen who are prominently connected widi the

cause of total abstinence, were very strongly affected, and
in response to an urgent appeal by telephone fronr the

editor of this paper [Alclboynic Agc\ die battery by
which the wine was discharged was turned off. From
first to last five minutes had elapsed from the time when
the sherry was put into the receiver till our message
caused the supply to be discontinued. In that brief

space five-sixths of the botde was dissipated, and some
of the observers were temporarily disabled from taking
notes. Every sign of incipient intoxication was pro-
duced. Instantaneously, however, upon the electric

current being slopped the ill-effects ceased. The
pleasurable sensation of having lately par-taken of wine
remained, but that, and an exhilaration of spirits that
lasted throughout the experiment, was the only result

of Dr. Bleasdale's ill-judged zeal.

'

'
Half-a-dozen exceedingly fine Sydney oysters were

next exposed to the action of the battery, each having
squeezed upon it a few drops of lemon juice. The effect

of this was very fine, and proves that the tele-gastrograph

is peculiarly well qualified to transmit the flavours of the
most delicate foods. I)itentionally menus had not been
forwarded to the various posts of observation, as the
inventor wished to have a perfecdy unbiassed opinion
from the genUemen who took part in die experiment. A
scientific objector had endeavoured, in anticipation, to

account for the sensations by declaring that they were
produced by the action of im.igination. But the fallacy

of this argument, on which a great deal of stress was
laid, was shown through the whole course of last night's

proceedings. Several of those who felt the effects of the
wine most would not have h.ad a sensation of the kind if

they knew what was coming. And so with the oysters.

The general impression among the observers was that
soup would have been the next thing supplied, and it

came as rather a surprise when the delicious sensation of
slowly swallowing the freshest and plumpest oysters came
upon them. His Excellency, Sir George Bowen, sent a
message himself by telephone congratulating the inventor
on the marked success that had up to this time attended
the experiments

; and Professor Pearson and Mr. Berry
simultaneously informed him from Casdemaine and
Cieelong that they could almost smell the sea, so fresh
were the oysters. A glass of Chablis closed this part of
the performance, after which there was an interval of

about five minutes, that Wiis employed by the observers

in comparing notes on what diey had felt.

' * There were five soups prepared under the special

management of Mr. Sayers, and a different kind was sent

to each place. Clear turtle w.as sent to the office of this

paper {^Agc\ and it was of a nature to make every one regret

when the supply ran out. Rather an amusing accident

happened with that supplied to Government House.
When it was announced that everything was ready. His
Excellency and his friends put the wires into their

nioudis, but no sooner was the soup (clear oxtail) turned

on than as one man, and with various exclamations, they

withdrew the wires, and so cut off the connection. It

turned out that the soup had been put into the receiver

scalding hot, and die gentlemen each received the sensa-

tion of having burned his mouth. Nothing can prove
more plainly than this that the theory of imagination is

utterly at fault. It is worthy of note, however, that the

unpleasant feeling of scalding disappeared as soon as the

wire was withdrawn : while, on the contrary, the pleasur-

able sensations imparted by the tele-gastrograph to the

palate and stomach were felt for several hours after. .-\

glass of East India sherry succeeded the soup, and a
feeling of a convivial and social nature became apparent
at all the posts.

"In every ease the food looked as tempting after being

subjected to the action of the gastro-graphic battery as

when first brought in from the kitchen ; but it was found
to be utterly devoid of taste, and some an.alytical experi-

ments conducted on the spot by Baron Von Mueller and
Messrs, C. Newbery and W. Johnson proved it to be
utterly valueless for human sustenance.

"The sparkling wines were diose that obtained the

largest share of approbation. Every bubble on every

glass of champagne poured into the receiver was faith-

fuUy imprinted on the palates of the observers at every

one of the stations, and the only departure from the care-

fully prep.ared mum was in response to urgent appeals
for 'more champagne.' The di.5sipation of the viands
and liquors with their elementary parts, and their dis-

tribution along the lines, was protracted or hastened
according to the strength to which the battery was
adjusted. A slice of the breast of a turkey weighing

4 oz. was distributed by way of experiment in forty-five

seconds, while the flesh on a chicken's wing was made
to last for nearly fifteen minutes.

'

' The warmest congratulations poured in upon the
inventor [a member of the staff of the Agc^ at the close

of the proceedings, and Sir George Bowen stated his

intention of reconmiending him to Her Majesty for some
mark of her favour."

The Mclhouriu Age.

M. ALBERT TRUFFAUT'S NUR-
SERY AT VERSAILLES.

For many years this nursery was famous for its line

strains of Asters, which no longer reign supreme,
their cultivation having been entirely given up by the

present proprietor, who devotes his skill and energy
to the cultivation of a general nursery stock of plants,

and particularly to two or three special subjects.

These specialities are Azaleas, Dracrenas, and India-

rubber plants, and it is no exaggeration to say with
respect to them that better cultivation could not be
found anywhere.

Of Azaleas M. Trnffaut turns out about 12,000
saleable plants annually, and a better sample we could
not wish to see, every plant being perfectly clean and
healthy, and with compact heads of foliage ranging to

I foot across. The plants are easily propagated by
striking cuttings of the freest growing sorts, and graft-

ing the choicer growing sorts on to them. Most of
them are grown through the summer months in long
wide pits, where they do well, and certainly present
a fine appearance at this season. We have seen the

stocks of the leading Ghent growers, and know well
the style of plant they turn out ; but fine as they are,

our Belgian friends must look lo their laurels.

INI. Truftaut's success with the Dracaena is, if any-
thing, even more remarkable than with Azaleas,
though of course he does not turn out the same
quantity. All the plants grown on for sale this

autumn are grown in frames about 3 feet or 3 feet

6 inches deep, according to the amount of growth
which individual varieties are known to make in a

season, and are either planted out or have their pots

plunged as circumstances may require. At the pre-

sent time range after range of pits may be seen full of

them, and the plants are of a sound sturdy sort, with
the foliage clean, well developed, and beautifully

coloured according to their \arious characteristics in

this regard. Most of the cuttings, we learned, were
struck in January, since when such fine free-growing
varieties as .-\raabilis have attained a height of 4 feet,

and are clothed with large leaves down to the pot.

Altogether between 4000 and 5000 plants are turned

out every year, and about 1200 of this number are of

what are technically termed " red-k. /ed sorts." The
varieties Hendersoni, amabilis, and Guilfoylei are the

largest grown among light-leaved kinds.

The stock of Ficus elastica consists of some 3000
]ilants in 48-sized pots, and a splendid lot they are,

the growth being strong, the leaves of large size and

of a fine deep bronzy green colour. They arc all

plunged in pits in the open air, and fairly astonish

one by their sturdy and handsome appearance.
Certain free-growing Palms are also well done in

frames, in a similar manner to the Dracrenas ; and
amongs^ other things exceedingly well grown we may
note Pandanus Veitchii. Aralia Sieboldii, and its sil-

very variegated variety, are another good feature ;

and yet another is a very fine lot of standard Rhodo-
dendrons.
We might use similar words with reference to all

the subjects which ^I. Truffaut grows, so markedly
does every plant bear the impress of the grower's
skill. The nursery is not the largest we have seen by
a great deal, but it is quite a remarkable one for its

neatness and excellent all-round cultivation.

HARDY STONECROPS.
{.Continued from p. 268.)

The Telephium Group.—We come now to a

group well-marked as a whole, but wherein the indi-

vidual species, if species they are to be called, are very

difficult to be distinguished. It is one of those puzzling

groups which form the vexation of a botanist. He
does not know whether to make one large-embracing

species or fifty minor ones. If he make one
only, onlookers would protest, and gardeners espe-

cially would have cause for complaint, inasmuch as

the forms are quite distinct in cultivation, and indi-

vidually are not diflicult to recognise. But when a

whole series of such plants is before the botanist,

he finds too often that the strongly-marked

peculiarities which the single individual pos-

sessed fade aw<ay or become confused beyond
power of extrication. So it is with the Sedunis cf.hc
Telephium group : one may frame a formula in words
which shall fit a particular specimen as well as words
can do, one may even draw the plant as M. Four-
reau did in the beautiful series of drawings published
by MM. Jordan and Fourreau, but the very next
l>atch of specimens will show how difficult, how
impossible in some cases, it is to allot these new-
comers to their proper places. It comes then to this,

that nearly every specimen must have a distinct name
or that one or two groups must be made under which
the forms can be grouped. Something like a

definition becomes possible in the latter case. It is

possible to frame a formula which shall serve to

distinguish the members of one group from those

of another, whereas the atlem|3t to frame an
unexceptionable definition to fit each form is an
impossibility—the very next specimen that conies
under observation may upset the whole. The
attempt to define what is naturally indefinite must
necessarily be arbitrary and futile. It is not that the

forms do not exist—they do exist, but their limita-

tions are vague and confused to a degree only
equalled by our own incapacity. The probability

is that these forms are, or were, originally, seedling
varieties, which have in certain localities become
more or less fixed. Every gardener knows that from
a seed-bed of Cupressus Lawsoniana or evergreen
Oaks, he can pick out a large number of varie-

ties. So with these Sedunis, they vary from
seed. Moreover, we have no doubt, though we
can adduce no absolute proof, that they intercross

freely. The bees are very fond of these plants, and
they must necessarily convey the pollen from one
form lo another, and so help lo bring about that

multitude and variety of forms that we see but cannot
rigidly define. All that we can pretend to do is lo

define one or two groups which we may take to Ije

species, and to range under each as nearly as we can
the forms (we use the word "form " jiurposely in a
v.agtie sense) which have been described as tenants of
our gardens or which have come under our own ken.

The Telephium group, then, consists of herbaceous
perennials with tuberous rootstocks, from which aie
sent up " turios " or shoots, not unlike those of the
Asparagus in spring ; these form the flowering shoots,
which die down in the winter. Barren shoots are
scarcely ever present.

The specific distinctions are to be sought in the
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shape of Ihe leaves, the form of the inflorescence, the

colour of the flowers, but none of these are absolute.

Vou may have opposite, alternate, and verticillate

leaves on the same specimen—leaves spreading or

leaves I'eflexed, leaves with rounded base and leaves

with tapering base, and so forth, on one and the same
specimen ; and such cases, which are by no means

infrequent, shake our confidence in the neat formulas

and pretty pictures which some indulge in and consider

as well nigh infallible.

l''ollowing our plan of arrangement we classify the

garden forms known to us under the two main groups

uf S. Telephium, with allernale leaves generally taper-

ing at the base, cymes with short stalks of nearly equal

length forming a more or less compact panicle, and
S. maximum, with opposite leaves more or less cordate

or broad based and corymbose panicled inflorescence,

the cymes being raised on long ascending stalks, the

lowest longest and forming a more or less flat-topped

loose corymb. These distinctions are generally suffi-

cient to distinguish a plant of one group from one of

the other, bur strictly speaking there are so many
intermediate forms that we believe there is really only

'me species, as Linnxus thought, and that it is a

mere matter of expediency to make two.

tt Leaves flat, broad, toothed, but never deeply

divided. Roots tuberous.—Sect. TELEPHIUM of

authors.

8. S. TEl.Ei'HiUM, Linn. Sp., 61S
;
partly.

Stem erect, 12— 18 inches.

Leaves scattered, rarely opposite, ascending or spread-

ing, 2—3 by I

—

\\ inches, oblong-ovate, obtuse, dentate
;

lower ones wedged-shaped at Uie base, upper somewhat
rounded.

Flowers numerous, pink, red spotted, or sometimes pure

\\hite, in dense terminal or lateral subglobose stalked

«.ymes
;
peduncles short and nearly equal in lengtli.

Calyx tube very short, sepals lanceolate.

I'etals lanceolate, 2—2| lines, spreading, somewhat
recurved, reddish or white.

Stamens as long as the petals. Carpels oblong,

putpllsh-white.—Rchb. Ic. PI. Crit., t. 736; D.C. Pi.

Grasses, t. 92 ; S. purpurascens, Koch. Synop. , 284.

Central Europe to Siberia.—Fl. Aug., Sept.

Subspecies Fau.VKIA, Koch, sp.—Leaves narrower

than in the type, lower ones slightly stalked
; peduncles

short, arranged in a terminal cyme ; flowers smaller,

petals less recur\ed. Flowers earlier than the larger

form.

Under the head of this species und subspecies may be

classed a large number of forms more or less constant,

described by Bureau in his Monographic de qitclqitcs

SL\iiiiii,''\Me/iioirso{(\\e. Societe Academiqueld'Angers, t.

2o(iS66), and others which are figured in the splendid

work of i\nL Jordan and Fourreau under the head of

Anacampseros. In cultivation these forms are dis-

tinct and generally constant, nevertheless we have

observed alternate and opposite leaves on the same
plant as well as those which are cordate or tapering

at the base, "Sic, so that the characters relied on as

distinctive are not entirely to be relied on. We shall

confine ourselves to very brief mention of these forms,

except where we have had the opportunity of seeing

the types of M. Boreau, through the kindness of the

Ivcv. 11. N. EUacombe. Some of them are quite

intermediate between S, Telephium and S. maximum,
and may be placed indifferently in either.

Var. n-pc/is.—Leaves alternate, ascending, tapering to

the base ; cymes few, terminal, short-stalked, globose
;

flowers of a bright pink hue. = Anacampseros repens,

Jord. et Fourr., Ic. PI. Eiu-op., t. 99.—This is very near

to the typical S. Fabaria, Koch.

ntbdlo.—In this the stems and leaves are red, the

latter tapering to the base, narrow, oblong and coarsely

toothed, the inflorescence consists of globose cymes, the

lower ones on long horizontal stalks, forming an elon-

gated oblong jmnicle ; the flowers pink, = Anacampseros
rubella, Jord. et Fourr., Ic. PI. Eur., t. 98.

Bordcri.—Stems reddish, leaves distinctly stalked,

oblong, obtuse, tapering to the base, irregularly and
coarsely toothed. Cymes corymbose, flat-topped. Buds
ovoid, acute, flowers pink. = Anacampseros Bordcri,

]ord. et Fourr., Ic., t. 96.

ingd/(/ic//s/s. — Stems stout ; leaves in verticils of

three, spreading or ascending, rounded at the base,

coarsely toothed. Cymes numerous, loosely corymbose,

on long stalks. Flower rose-pink. Buds ovoid, acute.

:= Anacampseros lugdunensis, Jord. et Fourr., t. 94.

rhodancnsis.—Leaves alternate, spreading, tapering

to the base and apex, coarsely toothed ; cymes corym-
bose, globose, long-stalked ; flower-buds oblong acute

;

flowers pink. = Anacampseros rhodanensis, Jord. et Fourr. , I

t. 94.
j

pycHiuctka,—Stem green ; leaves alternate, ascending,
|

tapering at both ends ; inflorescence compact, m.iny-

cymed
; cymes globose, lower cymes on long stalks

;

flower-buds oblong acute ; flowers greenish. = Anacamp-
seros pycnantha, Jord. et Fourr., t. 93.

Of the following forms we have been favoured with

specimens from Mr. EUacombe, who received them
from M. Boreau himself. We may, therefore,

describe them a little more at length.

JuUianum, Boreau, Mon. de quelques Sedum,
p. 10.—Stems 12—18 inches, erect, glabrous, finely

spotted. Leaves alternate, appressed, glaucescent,

3 inches by \\ inch, obovate, tapering to the base,

irregularly toothed in the upper half. Cymes terminal

and lateral, stalked, roundish, compact, forming a large

terminal panicle. Buds ovoid, pointed, not angular.

Flowers \ inch diameter, greenish, ultimately pinkish.

Calyx-tube short, sepals linear lanceolate, one-third the
length of the lanceolate pinkish petals. Filaments
wTlitish. .Anthers yellow. Carpels glabrous, erect.

—Hort. EUacombe. Fl. August.
tkyrsoideum, Boreau, I.e., p. 11.—Stems about

2 feet, reddish. Leaves opposite or verticillate,

lower ascending, 3 inches by i inch, oblong-acute,
broad-based, irregularly toothed in the upper two-thirds,

upper leaves smaller, subcordate. Cymes numerous,
globose, many-flowered, on long ascending stalks, form-
ing a large compact panicle. Buds oblong-acute, slightly

angular. Flowers \ inch diameter, greenish. Calyx-
tube shallow, cup-shaped. Sepals linear, one-third the

length of the lanceolate spreading petals. Filaments and
carpels white. Anther yellowish. = S. confertum,
Boreau, Fl. Cent., ed. 3, t. ii., p. 253; non DeHl

;

Anacampseros conferta, Jord. et Fourr., Ic, t. 95.

—

Fl. Aug., Sept. Hort. EUacombe. Boreau describes and
Jordan and Fourreau figiu-e the flowers as rougc-claii- in

colour ; in cultivation, however, they are yellowish.

ardlieJiltdisc, Callay. ex Boreau, i.e., p. 17.—Stems
robust, purplish, 8—12 inches. Cauline leaves alter-

nate appressed, nearly 4 by z\ inches, ovate oblong-

obtuse, subcordate, purplish-green, coarsely sinuate

dentate. Cymes numerous, forming a loose terminal

panicle. Flower-buds ovoid-acute, not angular. Flowers
whitish, g inch diameter. Calyx-tube very short. Sepals

deltoid, one-third the length of the whitish lanceolate

erecto-patent petals. Filaments white, anthers deep
orange. Carpels white, glabrous ; scales white.—Fl.

Aug., Sept. Hort. EUacombe. Boreau describes the

flowers as red, but in cultivation they are paler.

lirun/clsii, Boreau, I.e., p. 12. — Stem 6— 18 inche---,

robust, terete, the thickness of the little finger.

Leaves glaucous, appressed, sessile, oblong-obovate,

3 inches by \ inch, subcordate, irregularly toothed, reddish

along the midrib, upper leaves subcordate. Cymes
terminal, rounded. Flower-buds ovoid-acute, subangular.

Flowers | inch diameter, pink. Calyx tube very short,

sepals lineai'-lanceolate, one-third the length of the pinkish

,

spreading, oblong-lanceolate petals. Stamens included,

filaments purplisli, anthers orange. Carpels glabrous,

erecto-patent. Scales yellow, emarginate. To this form
Bore-in refers Reichenbach's is. Telephium, Ic. Crit.,

968. —Fl. Aug. Hort. EUacombe.
S. a-ffi/ic, Boreau, I.e., p. 13.—Stem 12—18 inches,

greenisli or spotted with red spots. Leaves alternate,

appressed, sessile, 2 by i inch, ovate oblong-acute, sub-

cordate, irregularly toothed in the upper portion. Cymes
terminal, loosely fastigiate, sparingly leafy. Flower-

buds oblong ovate, rather acute, prismatic. Flowers

§ inch, pink. Calyx-tube short. Sepals Unear lanceo-

late, one-third the lengdi of the spreading oblong lanceo-

late pink-splashed petals. Anthers orange. Carpels

glabrous, oblong, pointed. Scales yeUowish.—Hort.

EUacombe. I'"l. August.

S.oeeideiitah\ Boreau. nbl{>).—Glabrous. Stemsrobust,

reddish. Leaves alternate, ascending, 3 by i:^ inch,

obovate-oblong, obtuse, tapering to the base, irregularly

toothed in the upper two-thirds ; upper leaves subcor-

date. Cymes numerous, many-flo\vered, compact, leafy.

Flower-buds prismatic, ovoid. Flowers | inch diameter.

Calyx-tube very short. Sepals deltoid-linear. Petals

spreading, lanceolate, pinkish. Anthers yellow. Scales

yellow, emarginate. Carpels glabrous, pinkish. Scarcely

different from Brunfelsii.—Fl. Aug., Sept. Hort. EUa-

combe.

The following additional forms referable to S.

Telephium are cited by Boreau, but I have seen no

specimens :—S. corymbiferum, intermedium, Bulliardi,

grandidentatum, Lobelii, controversum, and Carioni.

AJl the forms of Sedum Telephium are suitable

either for the rockery or for the front rows of the her-

baceous border. The young shoots in spring are

very pretty objects, and difier in appearance in the

different forms, so that a nursery foreman or an

amateur who had them constantly under his eye

would recognise them by this means only. The larger

fomis with brightly coloured flowers are obviously

preferable for ornamental purposes, but, as we have

seen, the colour of the flowers varies.

De Candolle describes the root as " ramo^a fibrosa,"

but this is an obvious error. The same writer also

mentions the circumstance that the leafy stems, which

have a long-enduring vitality, are made use of in

Savoy as ornaments to conceal a fireplace in summer,

being tacked to a frame, and moistened occasionally

to preserve their freshness,

[To be coniinned.)

BEDDING VIOLAS AND
PANSIES.

Just before starting for the Bishop Auckland show,

Mr. Thomas Sibbald, the well-known nurseryman

there, wrote to me, saying, "Look in at my nursery

and see the bedding Violas and Pansies ; they will

interest you : " and they did both interest and
instruct me. The day previous heavy showers of

rain had fallen, and all the floral Hfe appeared to have

been washed out of Pelargoniums, Lobelias, Calceo-

larias, &c., but the Violas were as gay and attractive

as if rain could have no effect upon them. I wish

Mr. Hinds could have seen them ; he would, I think,

at once have taken out a new lease of favour on their

behalf. There was a slightly sloping narrow border

on the side of a walk, having as a background a line

of dwarf shrubs and Conifers, with some pretty dashes

of variegation thrown in. At the back was a line of

a pink Pelargonium, then aline of the sulphur-coloured

Viola Corisande, then one of Viola Blue Bell, with

an edging next the grass verge formed by
Flower of Spring variegated Pelargonium. The
combination was as simple as it was strikingly effect-

ive. In a series of beds close by Mr. Sibbald had
planted out patches of these Violas, and I noted the

names of the mojt striking among them, grouping

them as far as possible in their colours. They
had made a vigorous growth, as they always

do in the cool moist districts of the North, but

they had also flowered with remarkable freedom.

There was not a trace of the mildew that is

sometimes so destructive in the drier climate

of the South. The lilac-coloured varieties are charm-
ing, especially lilacina (Dean), rubra lilacina

(Dickson), Mrs. Beasley, in the way of Princess

Teck, but rather paler ; Duchess of Sutherland,

which is very like lilacina ; and The Lady, also in the

same way, but with the top petals flaked with purple.

The soft beauty of the foregoing was charming. There
are some who vote all such tints " washy " in a spirit

of masculine vigour that appears to see beauty only in

dazzling hues of scarlet, blue, and yellow, but they

are much liked by ladies, and show to great advantage

in the flower gardens. Of white Violas, Mrs. Henry
Pease w.\s very effective ; the flowers are of the

purest white, but lack 5ul)stance, yet it is of great

value. Vestal was also good, and never "blues,"

/.t*., the white does not take on a blue tinge as the

flowers age. Lady Gertrude is also a fine and useful

white Viola in the same way, coming near to \'estal.

White Swan was very effective : it is a variety well

suited for the North. Nonpareil is also a good white,

but apparently not very free-flowering. Of purple

varieties the best were Crimson Gem, a purple Pansy,

very like Cliveden Purple ; and Mulberry, with its

compact habit and free-blooming character. Of the

blue varieties, the best were Holyrood, a large rich

purple Pansy, very showy ; Royal Blue, and Blue
Bell, which appears to have found its way into almost

every garden in the country. The best yellow varie-

ties were Corisande, Crown Jewel, and a fine type of

Notabilia grandiflora. Peach Blos.-iom, a very dis-

tinct Viola, with its novel tint of pinkish lilac, was
also very pretty and effective.

In the flower-garden at Auckland Castle, the resi-

dence of the Bishop of Durham, were some large

beds, the centres formed of Viola Corisande, with a

broad band of blue round it, the foreground filled

with various bedding plants. Looked at from the

carriage drive, a distance of 80 or loo yards, these

beds were most effective, and the masses of colour in

the centre were in striking contrast with the washed-

out appearance of other beds from the heavy rains of

the day before.

At Hutton Hall, Guisborough, the residence of

J. W. Pease, Esq., M.P.. Mr. J. Mclndoe finds the

Violas most serviceable this summer. They are the

gayest subjects in the flower garden. Blue Bell,

Admiration, and Viola lutea grandiflora, were masses

of bloom, even though drenching rains were visiting

the district. Mr. Mclndoe is so pleased with their
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eObclivc service tJial he lias several of ihc newer

varieties on trial this summer, and will in all proba-

bility use them largely another year.

One great advantage possessed by the Violas is that

they supply distinctive tints of colour scarcely to be

found in other bedding plants. They also bloom

early and continuously—their durability is one of their

leading claims to recognition ; and with raisers in

V rious parts of the United Kingdom doing their

utmost to make the new types as serviceable as

possible, there is a prospect of the bedding Violas and
Tansies being of great usefulness in gardens in the

time to come. R, D.

THE POTATO DISEASE.
(Cancludiid from vol. t'jc., pp. 430, 463, and 625.)

The results of further observations and inquiries,

to which my attention has been directed by the very

useful critical remarks which have been offered, to

ascertain the relation between the colour of the tubers

and the disease, have led to the conclusion for the

present (my field of observation being comparatively

limited) that, if both the colour of the skin and the

flesh are taken into account, it will then be found

that, as a rule, Potatos escape disease almost entirely

in proportion to their colour.

As regards the colour of the skin I have nothing

to add further than that tlie Belgian Red, which has

a good character for resistance, has such a white flesh

that, if it were not for the red skin and the colour

extending in some degree into the flesh it would be

below the average as regards escaping the disease.

At first sight I thought it was not a pure white, but

had a faint blueish cast j that, however, was
probably from contrast with the red colour of the

skin. {Gankncrs' Chronich\ p. 430.)

With regard to the flesh of the tuber there are

three principal tints observable, i. The pure white

which is seen in the Regent, but not in all the

varieties, e.g., the Champion Regent, which is

regarded as intermediate between a Rock and a

Regent. The white-fleshed Regent is very liable to

disease. 2. Yellow. The Rock has a very deep

yellow, and is much less liable to disease than the

average, to which, however, its hardiness probably

lends some aid.
{
Gardeners'" Chronicle, p. 463.

)

3. The greenish-yellow, of which the Fluke, the

Victoria and the Magnum Bonum are examples,

and these are all noted for standing well against

the disease. Messrs. Carter & Co.'s Improved

Magnum Bonum is the greenest fleshed Potato I have

seen, although of first-class table quality; but the

Flukes and some of the Victorias closely approach it.

.Sometimes, especially in the Flukes, it is deepest in

the centre, from a slender column about the size of a

wheat-straw, extending from the Ijase nearly to the

apex. This column of tissue, which is about one-

eighth of an inch thick, has apparently a greener

tint than the surrounding flesh ; but this not impro-

bably may be owing to its containing less starch : il

is, however, quite distinct in the Flukes and in some
Victorias, and might be tried in selecting tubers for

planting by simply dividing them down the centre.

The General Grant sent to the competition for the

Royal Agricultural Society's prizes in 1S74—which

proved to be the one best able to withstand the

disease—was imported from America by Mr. D. Cun-

ningham, who informs me that it is "a large, round,

pale brown, rough-skinned Potato, in shajie not

unlike Paterson's Victoria ; " so that, supposing it

agreed (which may be expected) with the Victoria in

the colour of its flesh, its success in standing against

the disease in common with the Victoria would in

some measure be accounted for; but he adds that

" when boiled the Potato had a slight pink tinge at

the upper end "—a character very often absent in red-

skinned Potatos. It was of second-class table quality,

and having been grown only by himself it has been

accidentally lost in his removal to another part of the

country ; the pink tinge, however, which seems to

have been apparent on a cursory inspection of the

flesh even after boiling, appears to me, together with

its resemblance to a Victoria, to go far to explain its

success. Next to the General Grant in freedom from

disease in the competition of 1S74 was Gleason's Late

or Hundredfold Fluke. The late Fluke is known as

one of the best varieties for standing against the

disease, which immunity I attribute to the colour of

the flesh, and as a farther protection the tubers of

Cileason's Late have "large bands or patches of rosy

purple, and the stem is of a reddish tinge, and the

leaflets arc green, with coloured veins."* If colour is

really the cause of the freedom of this variety from

disease, it might, as the tubers are large^ be improved

in one season by selecting the most coloured tubers

at the time of taking up, because the pale ones might

become, I should expect, more or less of a rosy purple

after they had been taken up. Next to this Potato in

freedom from disease were two coloured varieties, the

Peach Blossom (a Fluke ?), and Carter's Improved

Ked-skin B'lourball ; and the most diseased were two

varieties described as uncoloured. There were only

six varieties on the Society's trial. (Report, vol xi.,

part 2.)

It appears therefore quite within the bounds of

possibility that if the reddest skinned Potatos (which,

I expect, are the Belgian and Early Purple Shaw,

the purple colour of which extends in some degree

into the flesh, which is otherwise very yellow t)> ^""i

the greenest fleshed kinds (as distinguished from the

yellows), viz., the Magnum Bonum, Fluke, and Vic-

toria, are selected year after year for planting, select-

ing from each those tubers which have most colour

—

varieties that will stand against the disease better than

any hitherto have been known to do will soon be pro-

duced. As the greenest fleshed Potato, Carter's

Improved Magnum Bonum, is of first-class table

quality, and also the Flukes, there iz for the present

no danger of deterioration from too much colour,

especially as they are among those which bring the

highest price. It seems also from Gleason's Late

Fluke that it is possible that a deeply and uniformly

coloured fluke, either red or purple, may be produced,

and if so the two desiderata might be obtained in the

same variety of Potato. The hardy Swede Turnip

has three colours quite distinct from each other—the

chocolate-red skin, the green under-coat or rind,

about the eighth of an inch thick, and the yellow

flesh.

Injuries from Bruising.

A gardener informs me that he cannot vmderstand

how all lots of Potatos, whether gathered for the

household or for market, can be considered as more

or less bruised {Gardeners' Chronicle, p. 625). An
example of one of the physical laws of no small inte-

rest, is that if a cotton thread could be made to go

fast enough, it would cut any solid body asunder—and

even our planet—without being itself broken. From
this it follows that if a Potato—especially a large one

—is thrown into a collecting skip or vessel already

containing some (which is the usual way of collecting

previous to carting), it of course hits one of them, by

which it is itself bruised, unless the distance which

it is thrown is very small, and the one it hits is

bruised much more than itself by the collision ; and

although on cutting the two across nothing could be

seen, yet in the course of the winter, if not before,

there would come, I expect, the light grey spot, not

visibly externally, about an inch in diameter, fainter

and evanescent at the margin, and turning darker or

almost black in boiling. (See Gardeners'' Chronicle,

p. 625.) An interesting experiment would be to take

two large ones of equal size, lay one on the ground,

and let the other fall from a height of 30 or 40 feet
;

then lay them by for a week, boil them—by which

the exact extent of the injury will become more

evident, and they could be cut in pieces to see which

suffered most by the collision.

As other incidents, showing more or less the effects

of contusion, it may deserve notice that it is stated in

\ the report on the results of the competition of 1S74

: that "the Potatos in the experimental plots at Gar-

bally, Ballisnasloe, sent by the Royal Agricultural

Society, came up so badly that Mr. Nesbitt unfor-

i tunately laid aside his report book, thinking it would

I be unnecessary to keep the record." And the general

I

crop produced by the growers in the twelve localities

j
from which only any returns were sent of their own

j

crops, was, on the average, considerably over one-

I third greater than the average produce of the six

varieties sent to them for competition by the

Royal Agricultural Society. (Report, vol. xi., part 2,

table viii.).

In p. 625 of this journal is related a short anecdote

of an unbruised Potato, which produced *'a full

bushel." The grower further states that it was a

large Oxnoble, and that it produced " a bushel

heaped measure," and describes the situation as "low
and sheltered, the soil new, deep, and rich, so as not

* yournal of tlte Royal Agricultural Society, vol. xi., s.s.,

part 2. t Grown in Devonshire.

to require any manure." A number of his men, he

states, "have tried in their gardens or allotuicnls

all that earth and manure could do, but have not \mi-

duced more than a peck at one root."

Turnips are clearly not liable to injury fr<.'m

bruising from the cause referred to as are Potatos,

but it appears that large Mangel Wurzcls are ; it

being a well-established fact that roots of a moderate

weight keep much better than the large kinds ; being

lighter they would do and suffer less injury on being

thrown the same distance. Onions, it may be sus-

pected, have been bruised when the decay com-

mences on the bulbous surface, not at the root or

apex, which may be seen in large ones, especially the

Spanish, to which their weight would contribute.

This may be of some importance, as it is very con-

tagious.

P.S.—Two tubers of the Belgian Red were planted

some time since, one of them very red, and the other

made as green as possible by long exposure to the

light, as the red soon turns green. The foliage of

the latter is of a deeper green, from which it appears

not unlikely that the light green foliage of a first-class

Potato, such as the Magnum Bonum, might without

difliculty be made deep green, giving it a greater

degree of resistance to fungi. B. Clarke, Mount
Vernon, Hampstcad.

PASSIFLORA HAHNII.*
Tins is one of the most elegant but least known

of its race. Wc first met with it the Jardin des

riantes in Paris, to which estabUshment it was intro-

duced from Mexico by M. Hahn. M. Dccaisne was

good enough to furnish us with cuttings, which we

distributed, but we have seen no more of the plant

till we met with it a few weeks since at Sir George

MacLeay's, at Pendell Court. The species was origi-

nally described and figured by M. Fournier as

Distemma Hahnii in the Revue HorlicoJe, but the

differences between Distemma and Passiflora proper

are not such, in our opinion, as to warrant the form-

ation of a separate genus. The botanical history is

given in the works cited in the foot-note, so that we

may confine ourselves here to recommending the

plant for cultivation in warm greenhouse temperature,

for its elegant habit, peltate leaves, purplish on the

under-surface, and its creamy white flowers. It is

one of the most distinct and singular of its class, and

among the most elegant. The pollen, as observed by

Mr. Worthington Smith, is different from that of any

other Passion-flower known to us. (See fig. 55, p. 305.

)

<iforci(}ii Corrrspiibtiite.

The Vine in Jamaica.— It is an interesting

study to observe the difference in the growth of plants

situated in the Tropics, and the same plants in more

temperate regions ; it is also an interesting physiolo-

gical study to watch and admire the different forms

which Nature takes for the accomplishment of her

ends. The Vine in all temperate climates produces

its fruit in a totally different manner to the same plant

when growing under the influence of tropical heat.

In Jamaica, a few feet above the sea level, and on the

south side of the island, the Vine grows and flourishes

admirably, producing its fruit in abundance and of

good quality when planted under favourable con-

ditions. Its fruit, however, is not produced in the

same manner as it generally is under the conditions

of a temperate climate from the large buds situated in

the axils of the leaves on shoots of the previous sea-

son's growth, but from the secondary growth situated

on the laterals of those same shoots. It may be asked,

Why were those laterals allowed to grow ? We know
they are not allowed to grow in the practice followed

in temperate climates, or, if allowed, they are continu-

ally kept pinched ; but here the conditions are diflferent.

If these laterals are cut ofl" the growth is produced in

the terminal shoots, and Grapes are produced from

the small laterals at the end of these for shoots of

current season's growth—quite the opposite to its

mode of production in a temperate climate. It is, I

think, generally supposed that the rudiments of the

fruit are deposited or stored up by the large leaves of

shoots or stems of the preceding season's growth, and

rests in the buds at the axils of the leaves of such stems,

* Passiflora H.ihnii, Masters, in Flor. Brazil.; (Passifloracea)

fasc. 55, p. 535 : Transact. Linn. Soc. xxvii,, 628, and Journal
Royal Horticultural Society, n.s., vol. iv., p. 144 ; Distemma
Hahnii, Fournier, in Revue Lforticole, 1869, p. 430.
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leading many and well-experienced men to do so them-

selves, and teach their subordinates, as I have been

taught, to "prune to a good bud." There is not the

least doubt that it is correct in practice, and that the

good results of this practice in a temperate clime has

given rise to the theory that the assimilated sap is

stored in these large buds for the production of fruit.

.Such, however, is not the case in the Tropics. The Vine
here is an evergreen and not a deciduous plant, the

old leaves not being shed until the new ones are

jiroduced.

In following the same practice of pruning here and

the same method of cultivation a great mistake would

he made, and is generally made, by those European

residents who would follow the same course of

that great growth takes place. A Vine planted here

eighteen months ago just rooted is now 9 inches in

circumference at the base of the stem. (Temperature,

cool season, 70' to 85° ; hot season, 80° to 95°.) I

am aware that fruit is produced in ahnost the same
manner in English vineries where high temperatures

are maintained ; but in that case the Vines, on

making their first growth, produced their main crop

of fruit, and that the bunches formed on laterals in

mid-season are only secondary, and are generally cut

away by good cultivators.

The questions arising from these facts appear to nie

to be these. What are the particular conditions of

growth and rest to cause the production of fruit ?

Where does the fjrst formation of the germ of the

flight has commenced, especially if it is in the same

village, is often attended with a serious loss, for the

bees naturally make for their old stand and thus

perish ; not only so, it is seldom that any but worthless

stocks are sold, often they are very old, and at the

best filled only with old rotten combs. Our expe-

rience is, buy your stocks only in September or

October ; the reason for this we will now explain.

Any beekeeper would prefer to sell his current

year's stocks to destroying them over the brim-

stone fumes, if he could thereby secure a few shillings

for the stock, and take the honey at a fair

valuation, say an estimated value of a shilling

per pound upon the supposed weight in the hive. In

taking this course be sure to secure a hive weigh-

FlG. 55.—I'ASSIFLOKA IIAHNII. (.NAT. SIZE: I'OLLEN X 32O. SEE P. 304. LEAVES PURPLISH, FLOWERS CREAMY WHITE.)

practice as exists in more temperate regions, without

giving duo regard to the altered climatical conditions,

arw:l of course resulting in failure.

To obt.ain a good crop of fruit here from Vines, the

following course of practice has proved successful :

—

To plant in a border prepared in a similar manner

to the most approved practice in England, and to

allow the plants to grow on, providing a trellis for

them.

The only pruning required is to see that the Vines

do not ramify into too many heads so as to form weak

growth, but to encourage them to make strong healthy

and large growths, which in the season of rest must

be spread over the trellis at equal distances, thinning

out all the weaker, but taking off no laterals, or if

taken off they should be left with three or four eyes,

for when the Vines again commence growth it is from

these laterals that fruit is produced. I may mention

ruit-buds commence? and what are the conditions

under which the formation of fruit-buds may be

assisted in all climates? J. //., A'iiigsloii, Jamaica.

Apiary.

When to Secure Stocks.—What is the best

time of the year to begin beekeeping ? is a question

we often hear asked by those who wish to commence
this delightful occupation. Many old-fashioned bee-

masters would at once answer, In the spring ; because

then you have the whole summer before you. There

are several reasons why the early part of the season is

unadvisable. First, because those who have any know-

ledge of the v.alue of their stocks take advantage of

you, and generally charge exorbitant prices. Again,

changing the position of the hives after the early spring

ing not less than about 15 lb. nett, after deduct-

ing the weight of the skep and bottom-ljoard. We
have purchased many cottage hives in the autumn for

our friends in all parts of the country, and we find

very little difficulty in securing any quantity of those

marked by their owners to take up for the honey.

Now a hive worth about 20s. in September would

be valued at 30J. the following spring, thus a great

saving is effected. But most cottage bee-keepers

are most willing and anxious to sell all their surplus

stock for the value of the hive and honey in the

autumn ; thus it needs very little conjuring to tell

the best season for purchasing stocks. Take it as a

fact, the taking of honey and wax is the most dis-

agreeable thing in connection with the apiary, there-

fore, without loss of time, be on the look-out amongst

the village apiaries to secure the surplus or honey

stocks.
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However, in purchasing in the nutumn a little caution

should be exercised. If you are only a beginner secure

the services of a friend, to examine the stocks before

concluding the liargain. An old author remarks,

" Let it be with the bees as with a wife, never take

them upon the recommendation of the owner," The

chief point is to ascertain if any tlrones exist in the

stocks ; if you detect any it is probable it is a queen-

less colony, therefore worthless. Carefully search

around the stand ; if it is a vigorous stock the drones

will be seen dead all around it ; then watch the

entrance about noon some fine sunny day—if they are

working heartily they are generally in a good state.

Young swarms can be easily known by the colour

of the comb. Puff a little smoke into the entrance of

the hive, then gently lifting it from the board, if the

combs are dark coloured or almost black we would

not advise you to purchase such ; on the contrary,

swarms of the same year have combs of a light straw

colour. The hive, whether it be old or new looking,

is no criterion by which to judge. Wililman's advice

is worth following :
—" The person who intends to

erect an apiary should purchase a proper number of

hives at the latter end of the year, when they are

cheapest. The hives should be full of comb and well

stored with bees. The purchaser should examine the

combs in order to know the age of the hives ; the

combs of that season are white, those of a former year

are darkish yellow, and when the conilis are black the

hive should be rejected, because old hives are most

liable to vermin and other accidents."

Another fair test which we never knew to be very

far wrong is the watching on damp or rainy days :

if they are flying in and out on such days in the

autumn, it is a sign they are in a starving condition.

Although such stocks may with care be fed up suffi-

ciently to stand the winter, as a rule they never turn

out very profitable.

Having ascertained satisfactorily that the stock is a

strong and vigorous one, the next point is the weight

;

if they do not average 15 lb. nett weight they should

at once be liberally fed with syrup. We make our

food by boiling 3 lb. of lump sugar with 2 lb. of water,

then if no feeder is at hand give it them from a wide-

mouthed or pickle bottle. It is only needful to tie a

little fine muslin over the mouth of the bottle, then

invert it over a hole 2 inches in diameter cut in the

centre of the skep. We have known many bee-

keepers to be strongly averse to cutting the hole

in a hive when it is full of comb, believing it would

injure several combs—the support being cut away they

must fall ; so it is generally believed. This is quite

he opposite of our experience, after mutilating

scores of hives which we have purchased for our

friends. The bees will take care the combs do not fall

;

if they are weak at any point it is quickly strengthened

and made secure. Take care the stocks are strong

—

this is the golden rule of Langstroth—and in good

vigour, headed by a young queen, then you need not

fear to purchase. R,

PLANT PORTRAITS.
Al.PiNIA NUTANS, Roscoe, Flon- ilcs Scrn-s, t. 2339.

—A noble plant, an old inhabitant of our stoves.

We thank our colleagues of the F/oir for once more

calling attention to these splendid plants, most unde-

servedly neglected now-a-days.

Anthemis Biehf.rsteiniana, Boiss., Garknflora,

t. 936.—A yellow-flowered Composite, with leaves

pinnately divided into linear three lobed segments,

which are covered with white silky pubescence.

Native of the Caucasus.

Azalea mollis, ///. //d//., t. 311.—Two varieties

unnamed, one of a tine orange colour, the other

pure white shaded yellow.

Begonia Veitciiii, Hook, fil, Flore dcs Sencs,

t. 2326.—See Gardeners' Chrmtielc, 1867, p. 734,

and Botanical Magazine, t. 5663.

lilGARREAU Nai'OLEON, Florist, April, 1S7S.

—Called by Mr. Miles, "unquestionably the most

magnificent Cherry in cultivation." The tree is vigo-

rous, prolific ; the fruit large, heart-shaped, yellow,

dotted with red, the exposed side changing to a rich

deep crimson, the flesh firm, and fun of rich perfumed

juice. July—August.

BOMAKEA Bredemeyerana, Herbert, Flore ties

Serres, t. 2316, syn. B. acutifolia var. punctata, B.

edulis, Morren, Linden, non Hook.—Inttoduced in

1S40, but nearly lost to this country.

Calceolaria flexuosa, R. et P., Flore dcs Serrcs,

t. 2331.—A shrubby species, with ovate acute crenate

leaves and terminal panicles of yellow flowers. See

Botanical Magazine, t. 5154.

Clematis Fair Rosamonu and Stella, Floie

lies Serrcs, t. 23, 41-2.—Two of Mr. Jackman's seed-

lings, both of great beauty, and well known to

amateurs ; repeated from the Florist and Pomologist,

Clematis grewi.eflora, De CandoUe, Botanical

Magazine, t. 6369. — A distinct-looking Clematis,

native of the IIimala)-an Mountains, with ovate

leaves covered with rusty-coloured down. The
flowers are about ij inch long, campanulate, and of

a tawny colour. It requires a cool greenhouse.

Cyi'KII'EDIUM concolor, Batem., Flore Jes Serrcs,

t. 2321.—A reproduction of the plate in the Botanical

Magazine, I. 5513, representing this now well-known

yellow-flowered Lady's Slipper.

Epacris, Florist, April, 1878.—A group of garden

varieties of Epacris with the beautiful double-flowered

Australian form of E. onosmjeflora (nivalis), with

flowers like miniature rosettes, occupying the centre.

Epidendrum sanguineum, Sw., Flore Jes Serres,

t. 2315, syn. Broughtonia sanguinea. An old but

still beautiful West Indian Orchid.

Eremostachvs laciniata, Bunge, Flore des

Serrcs, t. 2338.—A grand Labiate, with pinnately cut

foliage, and large yellow flowers with orange lip, the

ordinary type of the species having purplish flowers.

Eric.v Spenceriana, hybr., Flore des Serrcs,

t. 2323.—A form approaching E. perspicua, with

large tubular flowers, slightly constricted at the

throat, and of a delicate pink colour.

Eugenia oleoides. Planch, et Lind., Flore dcs

Serrcs, t. 2327.—A plant polymorphic as to its leaves,

those of the young plant being narrow linear, those

of the adult broader and like those of the Olive.

The present plate is acknowledged to be incorrect,

the artist having associated the flowers to the small

leaves characteristic of the juvenile stage. The
editor frankly acknowledges this to be "a Chima^ra,

a fantastic, illogical, incorrect thing." Surely it

would have lieen yet better to have suppressed the

plate altogether.

Glo.xinia Mammoth, Flore des Serrcs, t. 2324.

—

One of M. Van Houtte's seedlings, with large pendent

flowers of a carmine colour.

Grape Ch.\sselas de Tournai, Bulletin

ttArboricnltui-c, May, 1S78.—Bunches large, well

formed, berries medium-sized, very sweet, amber-

coloured. The fruit is said to hang well on the walls,

but is specially valued for its earliness, as it ripens a

fortnight earlier than the Chasselas de Fontainebleau.

Gynandropsis coccinea, Benth., ///. Ilort.,

t. 310.—A pretty Capparid with digitate leaves and

racemes of pink flowers. Native of Colombia, intro-

duced into cultivation by M. Andre.

Hydrangea Thomas Hogg, Rirjue de tHorticul-

ture Beige, July, 1S78.—A good figure of this beauti-

ful white-flowered Hydrangea.

lONOPSis paniculata, Lindl., Flore des Serrcs,

t. 2333.—A charming epiphyte, with loose panicles of

stnall pale violet coloured flowers, which are produced

in great abundance.

Iris Koi.pakowskiana, Regel, Gartenjlora,

t. 939.—A lovely Iris with globose corms covered

with a brown network, linear leaves like those of a

Crocus, and lovely flowers, the falls purple with a

central gold stripe, and the base white with pink

veins, the standards violet-coloured. Native of

Turkestan.

Lathyrus tingitanus, Flore dcs Serrcs, t. 2330.

—The Tangier Pea of old-f;ishioned gardens, now
rarely seen, but too good-looking to be banished. It

was figured quite in the early days of the Botanical

Magazine, t. 100.

LiLIUM Ei.EGANS, Thuub., var. CITRINUM, Flore

des Serrcs, t. 2319.—The buff'-coloured Lily called L.

Thunbergianum liy Lindley in Botanical Register,

i839> '• 38 ; and also known in gardens as L. venus-

tum citrinum.

Lychnis Haageana, Flore des Serres, t. 2322.

—

A supposed hybrid between L. fulgens and L. Sic-

boldii. M. Planchon, however, doubts its being a

true hybrid. Be this as it may, it is a very handsome

border flower.

Massangea Lindeni, Andre, ///. fforl., t. 309.

—

A tufted Bromeliad with ligulate oblong abruptly

acuminate leaves, of a greyish colour, marked with

transverse narrow wavy bars. The plant is a native

of Peru, and was shown at the last Ghent Quin-

quennial by M. Linden. Its botanical position is not

known with certainty, as it h^s not yet flowered.

Nectarinf. Peach, Rivers, Bulletin tfArhoricvl-

tiire, March, 1878.—Eruit large, ovoid, with a short-

pointed beak and well-marked furrow. Skin glabrous

except near the summit and near the middle, whcie

it is slightly downy. When ripe it is yellow, strongly

tinged with red and marbled with stripes and purple

spots. Flesh semi-transparent, greenish, with a

yellowish tinge around the stone, from which it parts

readily, melting, with a rich aroma and fine subacid

flavour ; flowers large, glands reniform. Middle of

September.

Nepenthes ampullakia, W. Jack, Flore dcs

Serres, t. 2325.—A repetition of the plate in the

Botanical Magazine, t. 5109. M. Planchon refers

us, apropos of this plate, to a treatise of M. Faivre, of

Lyons, on the structure and functions of these plants

in the twenty-third volume of the Memoirs of the

Academy of Science, S^c., of Lyons, 1S77, a treatise

which has not yet reached this country to our know-

ledge.

Opuntia Rafinesquei, 'S,-agt\w\., Flore des Serrcs,

t. 2328.—The special interest attaching to this Opuntia

is its hardiness, which has now been tested for some

years. As a species it is very like O. vulgaris, but

the joints are more obovoid, not so thick, clearer

green and smoother.

Pi.atycodon grandiflorum, a. DC, Flore dcs

Serrcs, t. 2329.—The Campanula grandiflora of Sims

in Botanical Magazine, t. 252. An old favourite,

deservedly brought under notice in the Flore. It is a

native of Siberia.

Primula longifi.ora, AIL, Gartenjlora, I. 937(1.

—A species, native of the Alps of Central Europe,

closely allied to P. farinosa.

Primula sinensis, var., Flore deSerrcs, t. 2334

—

2337.—The varieties figured belong, one to the Fern-

leaved section with red leaf-stalks, the other is of the

original type with flowers which have a yellow eye

surrounded by a white rim, and this again by a broad

marginal zone of rose-pink spotted with white spots,

from which combination the luime quadricolor has.

been given.

Rhododendron calophyllum, Nuttall, Flore

des Serrcs, t. 2340.—A repetition of the figure in the

Botanical Magazine, t. 5002.

Rhododendron Souvenir de Jean Byls, Flore

dcs Serres, t. 2320.—A form with medium-sized

spreading flowers of a rosy pink colour, spotted with

rosy violet spots. The truss is full and the habit

vigorous and free flowering.

S.iLVIA CACALi.^FOLIA, Benth., Flore des Serrcs,

t. 2318.—A Mexican species with blue flowers, pre-

viously figured in the Botanical Magazine, t. 5274.

Toxicophl.'EaThunbergii, Harvey, Gartenjlora,

t. 940.—.\ handsome greenhouse shrub with oblong

deep green leaves and clusters of white Jasmine-like

flowers. Nat. ord. Apocyne.x-. Native of Cape of

Good Hope.

Vanda Bensoni, Flore dcs Serrcs, t. 2329.—

A

repetition of the plate in the Botanical Magazine,

t. 6511.

Veronica speciosa, var. imperialis, Flore dcs

Serres, I. 2317.—The handsomest of the shrubby

New Zealand Veronicas, having dense .spikes of

reddish purple flowers.

Westringia longifolIA, R. Br., Gartenjlora,

t. 937 /;.—A pretty greenhouse labiate shrub, with

linear leaves and pale violet two-lipped flowers.

Native of North Holland.

FRUIT HOUSES,
Peaches and Nf.ctarines.—Remove the fruil-

bearing wood of the current year and all useless spray

from the trees in late houses, as they are cleared of

fruit, in order that the young growths intended for

carrying next year's crop may have the full ripening

influence of sun and air. Wa^ih the trees well on fine

evenings with the garden engine, and give the inside

borders liberal supplies of water, with some stimulant

added where the trees show signs of weakness or

exhaustion. Give abundance of air at all times, or

remove the sashes, if movable, for a few weeks.

Early and mid-season houses should always have

sliding lights, the removal of which exposes the trees

to the invigorating and cleansing influence of the

autumnal rains, while the internal borders become
thoroughly and evenly moistened to an extent that

reduces the danger of bud-casting to a minimum.
Where lifting, root-pruning, and rearrangement of the

trees in ecvrly houses is contemplated this important
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operation should have altention as soon as the leaves

begin to part freely from the wood. Strong cal-

careous loam, with an admixture of burnt earth and

old lime rubble, form a compost best adapted for all

stone fruits, and few subjects pay better for annual

additions than Peaches and Nectarines under glass.

The latest Peaches in unheated houses, where judi-

ciously managed and fed, will now be ripening off

very fine fruit, greatly superior to that obtained from

open walls. If, as is generally the case this season

in wooded districts, wasps and flies are troublesome,

the openings for ventilation may be covered with

llaythorn's Nottingham Netting, a material which
neither impedes the influence of light nor air. Pot

trees intended for very early forcing should be over-

hauled, and if the drainage has become unsatisfactory

it shoukl be removed and replaced with nice clean

crocks and crushed bones. Top-dress and place the

trees in an open situation Iree from worms. Protect

the roots from the drying effects of sun and wind by
placing a little light litter or Fern round the pots, and

water sparingly during the resting period. fK
Colcinan, Easlnor, LcJlmry.

Melons.—During the last fortnight the weather has

not at all been favourable to the production of highly

flavoured fruit, more especially in the case of Melons
approaching maturity in pits and frames not heated by

hot-water pipes, inasmuch as heat acquired by ferment-

ing material, is almost, if not quite, useless in dispelling

moisture, moreover it is accompanied by ammonia,
which is tantamount to moisture. But where hot-

water pipes are at command the case is difierent,

because though the day may be sunless and cold, a

warm and dry atmosphere can be maintained by set-

ting the hot-water apparatus in motion. Moisture in

every shape and form must be used very sparingly

now, otherwise canker is almost sure to appear. Do
not wait its approach, but as a preventive—and cure

if required—place some quicklime and new dry soot

around the collar of each plant, which will quickly

aljsorb any unnecessary moisture that might arise or

settle in the neighbourhood of the plants. With the

end of this month the Melon season will be drawing
to a close, after which they are, as a rule, not much
worth, being watery and insipid. Let stopping, &c.,

be attended to in the usual way. H. JK JVard.

Pines.—In the calendar upon this subject for the

week ending July 13 we pointed out the process of

cultivation which we pursue with suckers which are

obtained from the stools of the successive fruiting

jjlants at that period. If these plants have been sub-

ject to the conditions of treatment then advised, they

will at this time be in a proper state for the next shift.

Before this is done, the forthcoming requirements

should be well considered, in order not to be en-

cumbered with a larger stock of plants through the

winter months than is absolutely required, as the over-

crowding of such plants at this season will not only

upset all well based calculations but moreover often-

times is a fertile source of mischief to the plants which

are specially reserved and positively indispensable.

We therefore divide this batch of plants into two

classes. The first section comprises the strongest and

best Queen plants or others if necessary and we
put these into the fruiting-pots— II inch ones, at

once, potting them in the manner described in the

calendar for July 13. In the case of our own plants

this operation is just completed, and they occupy

a light, close pit, 2 feet asunder every way, the sur-

face of the bed in which they are plunged being

within 3 feet of the glass. For the present the follow-

ing conditions will be enforced ;— Ileat at the roots

95* constantly ; night temperature 70" to 75°, day
temperature from 75° to 90°, according to exterior

influences. Ventilators slightly opened at 80°, and
gradually increased, but so that 90" is maintained

in the house ; this should also be the point

for closing up the house when sunshine begins

to wane, under which condition a slight syringing

over of the plants may be given twice or thrice

a week. Watering, which is an all-important afiair,

will require much care until the roots have taken

hold of the fresh compost. The second section of

these plants comprises the lesser ones, out of which

we select a proportionate number, discarding the

rest, which are put into pots from 6 to 8 inches in

diameter ; these have only a moderate degree of heat

supplied to them, in order that growth may proceed

slowly and be sturdy in its character, so that they

may be in a proper condition for shifting early in the

subsequent spring into the fruiting pots, and form a

successional lot to the former which have been already

referred to ; for these plants a temperature at the

roots of 80° will be ample ; night temperature about

57° ; day temperature 70° or 80', given on all suitable

occasions liberally. Cior^e T. Miles, ]Vycomlie Abbey,

Bucks.

Cucumbers, if they were sown and have been

treated as recommended in the number for August 10,

will now he ready, if not already done, for trans-

erring to their fruiting pots, boxes, or hillocks,

n the compost previously described, after which

they should be supported by thin sticks, which can

be fastened to the first wire of the trellis. Should

the weather be bright and the sun powerful at

the time the plants are being shifted, it will be

advisable to put on a light shading for a few hours

daily for three or four days until the plants have

established themselves, when it can be discontinued

altogether. The treatment of these plants should be

regulated in a great measure in accordance with the

time when they are expected to produce a supply of

fruit. Water must be applied sparingly to the roots

until such time as they have become well-established,

with lots of hungry roots permeating the soil in all

directions in search of food. Established plants will re-

quire the usual stopping, thinning, tying, and removing

of superfluous fruits ; shutting up the houses and

damping the plants early in the afternoon, and setting

the fires going at night so as to prevent the tempera-

ture falling below 65' or 60°. The damping of Cucum-
•Ber plants in frames and pits which are heated only by

fermenting material should be discontinued, as the

ammonia from the fermenting material will be amply

sufficient, otherwise mildew will in all probability

attack them. If it should appear, apply the usual

remedies, viz., the dusting of the plants so affected

with flowers of sulphur when they are damp, after

which maintain a moderately dry atmosphere and

ventilate freely. See that the linings are regularly

attended to. The young plants referred to above

should be stopped when they have reached the third

or fourth wire, or two-thirds of the allotted space.

//. tV. IFan/, Longford Castle.

HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.
It is to be hoped that other parts of the country

have not been visited with such a wind as we have

had raging here during the greater part of to-day

(August 30), for it is quite distressing to see such a

large portion of the few Apples and Pears we had,

torn off' and lying bruised and battered on the ground,

with many leaves and branches strewn among them
;

but in case of such a disaster having happened, it

ni.ay be as well to point out to those wlio have

suffered a like misfortune, that it is useless trying to

keep the fruit, as, independent of the injury it has

received, its immature condition is such that decay is

sure to set in rapidly and spoil it for use. If taken

up at once, there are many purposes to which fallen

Apples may be put, one of the best of which is that of

converting them into jelly—a most delicious com-

pound, that will keep at least for a year or so ; while,

as to Pears, the dessert kintls are far better for stew-

ing than any of the sorts usually grown for that pur-

pose, and they may therefore be now turned to good

account.

Such varieties as Williams' Bon Chretien, Beurre

d'Amanlis, Beurre Superfin, and other Pears of that

class, will now require close watching, as their time of

ripening varies much according to the aspect or dis-

trict in which they may be grown, and to leave them

too long on the trees causes them to become mealy,

and to lose much of their flavour. It is a mistake,

however, to gather the whole of the crop at once, as

more mischief is caused in that way, for none of the

above-mentioned Pears will keep long, and are always

at their best a few hours or days after being plucked

from the trees. There is perhaps more art or know-

ledge required in this matter than in anything else

connected with the management of fruit, as so much
of their quality depends on the time and way they are

harvested, and unless great discrimination is exer-

cised much disappointment will be the result. Not
only is it of the greatest importance that both Apples

and Pears should be gathered at the right time, but it

is of equal consequence that they should be carefully

handled, and not pitched into hard wicker baskets in

the way too common, whereby they receive such

injury as to quite spoil their appearance, and sadly

deteriorate them for keeping. The proper way is to

take them one by one from the trees, and lay them
gently on some soft dry hay or other material as

tenderly as if they were eggs, and in like manner

when transferring them to the fruit-room or sending

them in for dessert.

Although we have had a succession of heavy

rains, it is astonishing how dry the subsoil is, and

as this is the part of the ground that contains the

principal portion of the roots of trees it cannot be

too strongly urged on fruit cultivators how important

it is that these rains should be supplemented with a

good watering, so as to ensure a thorough soaking.

More especially is this necessary in the case of

Peaches, Nectarines, and Apricots that seldom, if

ever, get anything like sufficient water during the

summer and autumn, when they most require it for

finishing off their fruit, and plumping up and perfecting

their buds. The more I see and have to do with the

above-named trees the more convinced am I that the

principal cause of failure in obtaining good crops and

keeping them in health (seasons alone excepted)

arises from an insufficiency of moisture at the root,

and this soon engenders red-spider or causes bud

dropping, and a whole train of disorders that ulti-

mately end in death or else bring on such decrepitude

and languor that fine fruit is out of the question. Those

therefore who have trees they value and wish to

preserve in full health and vigour should see that they

do not suffer from lack of water either above or below,

for of all cultivated plants there are none that pay

better than Peaches for any attention that may be

bestowed on them in this way. In order to ensure

that they get what is given them the best course is

to remove a portion of the top soil, so as to form a

basin-like receptacle extending around nearly as far as

the roots are sup]30sed to reach, and if this space is

then filled two or three times after a few days' interval

between each, the trees so treated will derive immense
benefit therefrom. A slight mulching given previously

or immediately after will prevent any cracking or

undue escape of moisture by evaporation, and keep

all snug till the final forking over of the border takes

place in the winter, when it should be removed, as

any half-decomposed vegetable matter buried so near

to the roots and stem is highly injurious, through

breeding fungus, which fastens itself on the bark and

poisons the sap. This insiduous enemy cannot be too

strongly guarded against, for it works unseen at the

plant's vitals, and is little suspected by many, till the

mischief is done and the injury beyond remedy. The
time for planting young trees will soon be here, and

it is well to make early preparation for the work by

getting what soil is likely to be needed for the pur-

pose carted while it is in good order, and that it may
lie after being chopped up to get a little mellow and

decomposed before using. Nothing answers better

than the top spit of an old pasture that has been

closely fed by sheep or cows, and is rather of a stitf

nature than otherwise. J. Sheppaid.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
At this season of the year it is always, even under

most favourable circumstances, a somewhat difficult

task to keep walks clean, and other surfaces in gar-

dens, or elsewhere, free from weeds ; this is chiefly

owing to the humid state of the weather, which

usually prevails at this particular period, being, on

the one hand, so favourable to increase and encourage

growth, whilst, on the other hand, the ordinary means

of extirpation are rendered utterly impracticable under

these conditions, and with rain falling every day con-

secutively, which of late has been the case, it is

no wonder that almost every description of weeds

abounds everywhere most profusely. Such being the

case, no time should be lost whenever more auspi-

cious conditions exist, to eradicate this crop, by going

over the whole surface of the ground with the hoe,

and afterwards having all the refuse entirely cleared

off'. This is a commendable practice, which should

be applied early in the autumn ever)' year, and before

the power of sunshine is too much reduced to be

advantageous. Considerable time will also, under

present circumstances, be required to be given to

recent plantings of Cabbage and Lettuce, as slugs

are most numerous, and very destructive amongst

these plants. Under ordinary circumstances a dust-

ing of quicklime, soot, or ashes over the soil will in

a great measure mitigate their depredations ; but these

means are quite inoperative this season from ths

effect of continuous rains. The surface soil between

these plants should be well stirred about frequently,

and so also should it be done in like manner between

the rows of autumn-sown Onions and Spinach.

When these plants are large enough to be handled,

thin them out to about 3 inches apart, and the

latter to 6 inches. Look well after the plants in seed-

beds, as Cauliflower, Cabbage, and Lettuce, and

prick out or transplant at the earliest moment after

they are ready, as at this damp season mildew will be;

sure to be troublesome, or otherwise damping off mil

speedily ensue.

As the planting out of Cabbages for the ensuing

year's crop will now be proceeding, it may not be .

amiss to recommend strongly that estimable variety.

Carter's Heartwell Marrow. This has proved to

be a fine kind, not only for spring use, but for

the whole year round. As soon as the spring crop of

Onions is pulled and removed, the ground will with-

out digging afford suitable space for planting out at

once strong plants of Lettuce and Endive, to come in

for winter use, and for Laking up for frame-work.

Keep the Parsley plants which are intended to give

the winter supply of this indispensable subject free

from decayed leaves, and as much exposed as possible.

This operation is also necessary in the case of Globe

Artichokes, or similar tender subjects, which require

as much extension as possible in order to harden the

leaves before severe weather comes. Late Peas

already indicate the want of sunshine, and unless we

are soon favoured with more of this element they will

not yield much produce. Any which are very late in

flowering should be pinched out at the top, as by so

doing they will sooner be perfected. The time is fast

approaching when the frames which are required

for subjects belonging to this department will be in

requisition ; see therefore that the necessary repairs

or other requirements are attended to, so as to have

them in readiness by the time they are wanted for

use, G, T. Miles, Wycomh Abbey.
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APPOINTMENTS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.

Monday, Sept. 9— S c of Dutch Bulbs at Stevens' Rooms.
(C ventry Horttcultunil Exhibition (two

Royal West Rcnfrewsliirc Horticultural
Society's Slum 'i . ..Ii, .l

Salcof Iraporle.l " ' ' -ns' Rooms,
fNevvcastle-uiJ'.ii I

'
i ilnir.il So-

ciety's Auu '.
:

1 '\-.)

Royal CaleJuiii.ui 1 l,,i ii. "lun.il Society's

Wednesdav, Sent, it < Show.
BrlL'hton Horticultural Society's Show (two

I days).

L Sale of Dutch Dulbs at Stovenii' Rooms.
( Brentwootl Horticultural Society's Autumn

Thursday, Sept. 12 ( N„,',hampton Floral and Horticultural Fete
( (two days).

Saturday, Sept. 14— Sale of Dutch Bulbs at Stevens' Rooms.

WHAT is a bulb ? It would seem as if some

people had very vague ideas on the

subject, or else gave extremely large significance

to the word. A book now before us includes,

among bulbs. Ranunculus, Anemones, Lilies of

the Valley, Psonies, and others beside, which

no botanist would ever dream of calling a bulb,

or even of classing together, so diverse are they

in origin and structure. Acting on this principle

we see no reason why Dahlias and Potatos,

Jerusalem Artichokes, and the Victoria Regia

should not be called bulbs. A bulb in its proper

and more restricted signification is such as we

meet with in an Onion, a Tulip, or a Hyacinth.

It is, in fact, simply a bud or eye invested with

more or less fleshy leaves or scales. A Crocus

does not materially differ from a bulb proper,

except in so far that it is a terminal bud on the

dilated end of the stem, while a bulb is a lateral

production from the axil of a previous existing

scale, or from the scale itself Some may think

these things mere botanical technicalities, of no

consequence to practical cultivators. This,

however, is a mistake, as the well-being of the

plant under cultivation depends very materially

on the peculiar structure and mode of growth of

the bulb in question, and those are the most

successful cultivators who consciously or

unconsciously adapt their cultural proceedings

to the natural habit of the plant. What a

difference there is, in fact, between the

bulbs which must be rested and those

which must be kept in an active state if

success be desired. It is not, however, our

purpose to dilate on these matters now, but

rather to make a few observations on the nature

and history of bulbs. Whether we take the

word in its widest or in its most restricted

signification, we mean a plant, or portion of a

plant of succulent texture, and more or less

globular shape—the shape, in fact, that we call

"bulbous." If we analyse the matter further,

we find that all these structures which we term

bulbs are capable of reproducing the plant

pretty much as the seed would do. Moreover,

this reproductive process is prepared for before-

hand, and remains in abeyance for a certain

time. There is a resting stage in fact in most

cases, and this resting stage is preceded by an

accumulation and storing up of food-material

which will be available when the dormant stage

shall give place to renewed activity. This also

is very like what happens in the case of most

seeds in which we have a similar storing up of

food, a similar period of rest, a similar

awakening to a renewed life.

As has been already stated, the bulbs may
originate in and from the stem, or in and from

the leaf They may originate superficially, or

in the substance of the tissues ; but in whichever

way they may be produced they go through

essentially the same stages, and fulfil the same
purposes. All this to our thinking gives support

to the notion that the parts of full grown plants

which seem so different to the eye are really in

essence one and the same. These apparently

varied structures, with their common origin and

their similar purpose, all testify to a primitive

uniformity of structure. In the life history of

each individual plant there is a period when the

whole structure is uniform and homogeneous

throughout, (rrowth and development go on,

and differences arise ; evolution takes place, the

previously simple becomes complex, new con-

ditions are provided for, new requirements

fulfilled, or at least provision is so made that

if the conditions alter, and if other requirements

ensue, the means of fulfilling the one and of

adaptation to the other are provided in the

organisation of the plant. This evidence of

provision for possible consequences is then a

necessary part of evolution and an irrefragable

testimony of design.

But, as these stages in life history occur in the

life of every individual, plant or animal, and are

one of the few things that we know for certain,

is it not a fair inference to suppose that what we

know to be true in the case of the individual

is true also in the mass or aggregate of different

individuals? Each begins in the same and in the

simplest conceivable manner, and gradually

developes into complexity—why may not dif-

ferent groups of individuals, therefore, similarly

arise from simpler groups by a similar process

of creative evolution ? If we credit it in the one

case as true—and we cannot help ourselves so

far—surely we must admit it as not only pos-

sible but probable in the other case also.

Looked at from this point of view it is surely no

unwarrantable hypothesis to suppose the deri-

vation of one group from another as offspring

from their predecessors, according to laws and

provisions ordained by an omnipotent and

omniscient Creator ; for we cannot imagine these

things creating themselves, still less of them-

selves providing for possible future contingencies

and requirements.

But these are tremendous speculations to be

suggested by Dutch bulbs, though it is true that

every created object, no matter how apparently

insignificant, gives occasion for similar reflec-

tions. Our object will have been attained if we
have directed the attention of our readers to

this example of unity in variety, to the provision

for the future, to the rhythmical intervals of

rest and action, to the death of the old and the

growth of the new. These are matters of the

utmost concern in the growth of bulbs, and, as

we have seen, they are not less important when
considered from the side of philosophy.

-The HvACiNTHS represented in our coloureiJ

plate are portraits of some of the remarkable speci-

mens grown by Messrs. Veitch & Sons, at Coomb
Wood, in the spring of 1877, when it will be re-

membered they made a grand exhibition of these

charming spring flowers. General Cavaignac, repre-

sented at the top of the plate, is one of the best of

the pinks, but the colour-printer has scarcely realised

the fawny-salmon tinge peculiar to this variety.

King of the Blues is represented on the right hand

of the group, one of the best deep indigo-blues—is a

noble variety, especially effective in a group. Grand

Blue, shown on the left, is a most striking variety of

the pale or grey-blue type. Than these there are no

better varieties grown ; and that they possess good

qualities, which may be brought out by superior

cultivation, these examples sufficiently prove. At the

present season they may serve as useful reminders that

the supply of Dutch bulbs has reached us.

Hardy Shrubs at Kew.—Striking to the

eye, as we rapidly walked through the newly-planted

dell near the temperate-house at Kew, were several

fine plants of acknowledged value yet too rarely

used in landscape gardening. Azara microphylla

(GarJe)tcrs' Chronick, vol. i., 1874, p. Si) is grace-

ful beyond measure ; the branchlets grow in the same

plane, so as to give the branches a very Fern-like

appearance ; the leaves are of the darkest green, like

Berberis Darwini, and about the same size. It is an

evergreen of free growth and elegant habit, Idesia

polycarpa is the next of note, and greatly in contrast

to the last. It is a rapidly-growing tree with heart-

shaped leaves, petioles red, and rather less than half

the entire length of about 14 inches, they are bright

green, white underneath, acuminate, and with distant

shallow scrratures. This flowered last year in the

very interesting collection of Mr. LuscOMiiE at

Combe Royal, and the flowers are described as yel-

lowish green with most delicious fragrance. It was

unknown to science till 1866, when it was described

by Maximowicz, who found it ctdlivated in Japan,

where it is native of the island Kinsin. Though so

recently introduced, it has had time at Ferrieres, near

Paris, to reach the development of a small umbra-

geous tree. A fine clump of Bocconia cordata is

highly effective, not only in its greyish handsome

leaves, but also in the masses of white flowers which

are now passing into orange fruit. Nandina domes-

tica is very handsome. It is a dwarf shrub allied to

Berberis, with few erect branches, but with dense

foliage of ternately compound leaves, the younger

of red colour. The flowers are white, borne

in panicles, but not showy. It is a great favourite

with the natives of China and Japan, and may be

recommended to further notice in this county for its

dwarf and elegant habit. Holboellia latilolia, often

grown on walls and in the greenhouse, appears to do

perfectly well when trained only on stakes. It claims

attention as a vigorous climber for its masses of hand-

some dark green foliage and young stems, purplish in

colour. It fruits every year in the temperate-house.

Here are planted several varieties or forms of Hibis-

cus syriacus, which also in some of the shrubberies

are producing an attractive display of flowers. At

this season there is no other flowering shrub to equal

this very old favourite—the Altha'a frutex of many
gardens. Two Hypericums, and one in particular,

cannot be passed over ; these are H. urulum and H.

oblongifolium, which latter we think the best. It has

fine golden flowers nearly 2 inches across, produced in

the most profuse manner. H. urulum has very hand-

some foliage, but the flowers are smaller; both are fine

habited dwarf shrubs, valuable for their bright effect.

Succulent Plants for Window Gar-
dens.—Mr. Peacock, with his tried liberality in

such matters, is desirous of encouraging the growth of

succulents as window plants. To this end he proposes

to give a hundred plants to each of a number of

window garden societies, and to offer, moreover, a

prize of £2, 2s. for successful cultivation. A schedule

of prizes is now before us, comprising four prizes of

5,1., 3^., IS. 61/., and I^., respectively, in nineteen

classes, as follows :—Aloe any sort ; Agave, Gasteria,

Sempervivum, Echinopsis Eyresii, Pachyphytum

roseum, Crassula coccinea, Crassula or Cotyledon

glomeratum, Sedum acre, Mesembryanthemum (any

sort), Echeveria glauca, Echeveria any other sort,

Kleinia repens, Rochea falcata, Hoya carnosa,

Opuntia elatior, Sedum adenotrichum—the best five

of any sort ; and, lastly, the best rendering into

English of the names attached to the exhibit written

on a card. As these prizes are to be competed for

mostly by inhabitants in back streets, with little or

no means of acquiring any information of the history

and nature of the plants in question, it might be

suggested to the managers of such societies that

during the winter some one might supply informa-

tion to the growers not only as to the best method

of growing the plants under the circumstances, but

also as to the conditions under which they grow

naturally, the way in which the structure of the

plant is adapted to the climate where they grow

naturally, the uses to which they are put by the

natives, the English representatives of similar charac-

ter, and so forth. This might be done in a popular

elementary fashion, and would add much to the inte-

rest of growing the plants in question. The parish

schoolroom might perhaps be used for this purpose.

We offer this suggestion to Mr. Peacock and the

managers of these societies ; in the meantime we are

requested to ask the managers of such societies as

may be desirous of participating in Mr. Peacock's

liberality to forward their addresses to him at Sudbur)'

House, Hammersmith.

Mr. Peacock's Collection ok Succu-

lents.—We are informed that Mr. Peacock has

made arrangements with the authorities at Kew to

establish a permanent exhibition of his succulent

plants in one of the oct.agons of the temperate-house,

for which purpose he has sent twenty-five waggon-
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loads of his choicest and finest specimens to Kew.

Considering the collections already publicly exhibited

by this enthusiastic gentleman at the Royal Botanic

Gardens Regent's Park, and the Alexandra Park,

it must be admitted that he is doing his best to

popularise these plants; and considering how well

adapted many of them are for town culture on roof-

tops, in windows, and the like, no doubt great good

will result.

—- The Late M. Thozet.—The funeral of this

gentleman, whose death we lately announced, took

place at Muellerville. It was the spot that he loved

above all others in Australia. By his enthusiastic

genius, says an Australian paper, by the strength of

liis own arm, and by incessant personal care, he had re-

claimed the land from the wilderness, and transformed

it into a fruitful garden, studded with a great variety

of valuable trees and plants. Nor are the charms of

Muellerville lessened by the profusion and wild luxu-

riance of its vegetation. M. Thozet was not a

landscape gardener, but a scientific botanist who
regarded utility rather than ornamentation in the cul-

tivation of his grounds. He had an affection for

every plant, and shrub, and tree—for had they not

been planted by his own hand ?—and it seemed the

most natural thing possible that he should be there

interred, and that his body should return " dust to

dust, ashes to ashes to ashes," on the spot which had

been the delight of his most vigorous as well as his

ripest manhood. M. Thozet leaves a widow and

an only son, who, we are sure, will receive the heart-

felt sympathy of a large circle of regretful friends.

The Mklhourne Botanic Garden.—We
learn that there is a proposal to reinstate Baron Von
Mueller as the head of the scientific department of

the garden, and to give him the assistance in the more

strictly practical departments of a skilful horticulturist.

It is to be hoped that some such arrangement may Ije

made, and Baron Mueller's powers for good not be

crippled in the way they have been.

Mr. Elwes' Monograph ok Lilium.—
The fifth part of this sumptuous publication is before

us, comprising splendid illustrations of L. speciosum,

canadense, auratum, elegans, cordifolium, Washing-

tonianum, a noble spike grown in Kensington by Mrs.

Bateman ; and Wallichianum. We shall revert to

this number on a future occasion.

The Ferns and Conifers oi" New Zea-
land.—The Botany of the tenth volume of the

Transactions of thd i\\'w Zealand Institttlc comprises

amongst other matter some interesting papers on the

Ferns and Conifers of the island. Mr. T. Kirk pub-

lishes a revised arrangement of the species of Dacry-

dium, of which he enumerates seven species, includ-

ing four new ones. Only three species are described

ill Hooker's Handbook. The same writer contributes

a paper on the New Zealand species of Phyllocladus.

Several new Ferns are described, includinga Polypodium

and a Hymenophyllum. One of the most interesting

articles is that by Kirk on the naturalised plants of

Port Nicholson and the adjacent district. The author

argues that there is not so much danger of native

plants being extirpated by introduced species as might

be imagined, inasmuch as the latter soon lose theextra-

ordinary vigour they at first exhibit. In fact he

regards the introduced element in a much more favour-

able light than many previous writers, though it is

true that some have become troublesome weeds.

Under the title of Manihtts Parkinsonibiis sacrum^

Mr. W. COLENSO gives a brief "Memoir of

the first artist who visited New Zealand."

This was Sydney Paricinson, who accompanied

Mr. (afterwards Sir Joseph) Banks, and whose

excellent drawings of New Zealand plants are in the

Banksian collection in the British Museum. " Un-
fortunately this good, able, and active young man
died at sea on the voy.age home." His brother,

Stanfield Parkinson, subsequently published his

journal, though not without encountering the most

determined opposition from Sir Joseph Banks and

Dr. Hawkesworth. The latter even obtained an

injunction in Chancery to prevent the printing and

publishing of the work, though subsequently Parkin-
son succeeded in his prayer for a dissolution of the

injunction. In his sympathy for Sydney Parkin-
son, Mr. Colenso seems to take it for granted that

his brother acted right, and was badly treated by

Banks and others concerned. Whoever was right,

there is no doubt that the memory of Sydney Par-

kinson suffered through this disagreement, in which

his brother forfeited the friendship of several of his

Quaker friends, including the well-known Dr.

Fothergill, as well as incurred the displeasure of

Banks. In his preface he accuses the latter of rob-

bing him, and as the book is now very rare, COLENSO

hints that it was bought up and destro)'ed.

Magnolia grandiflora. — Amongst the

many objects of interest to gardeners to be seen in the

horticultural section at the Paris Exhibition is a group

of handsome pyramidal trees in tubs of this noble

foliaged plant. They are all about 15 feet high, are

perfect in health and development, and are exhibited

by M. L. Paillet, of Chatenay les Sceaux. In the

be-autiful garden of the Little Trianon at Versailles

there is .also a remarkably fine specimen—a large

round he.aded tree—growing in the open air in front

of the orangery.

Saponaria cal.\brica.—Mr. A. Forsyth

writes thus of this annual :

—

' When I first grew this plant it was not more than a

couple of inches in height, with a charming colour, but

now we see it in quite another character, and although

still dwarf as compared with many annuals it is too long

in the leg and too small in the flower, while the deep

colour that it had wlien I first made its acquaintance is

by no means maintained. I used to sow it in the autumn,

and it stood the winter in Devon, and it flowered early

after the fashion of many Californian annuals. The

rosy-pink flowers completely hid the foliage and the soil

like a carpet. Now I can see no other reason for this

great change in the plant than that the seed-time is

altered ; and I would therefore ask my friends to try the

old plan of sowing in autumn to gel short-stemmed

plants and bright colours, with flowers much larger than

those we see in the gardens. The pkant, although still

pretty, does not give one the surprise it used to give

when it was new to our gardens, and made itself mani-

fest at some distance. The colour is still good, and we

can ill afford to lose the sernces of such an effecti\e

annual. Perhaps the lady gardeners might be induced

to protect and patronise this pet so easily got from seed,

and so get it into its proper position."

Abutilon venosa.—At the late Versailles

show a conspicuous object in one of the supplemen-

tary tents was a very fine bushy-headed tree in lull

flower of this very useful white Abutilon. It must

have been quite 6 or 7 feet high, and about 5 feet

through, and was growing in a large round tub. In

many a conservatory such a specimen would prove a

welcome change, besides being useful for the supply

of cut flowers which such a fine specimen would afford.

We were unable to ascertain the name of the grower,

and so are unable to give him credit for his exhiliit.

The Silver Wedding of the King and

Queen of the Belglans.—The Federation of the

Horticultural Societies of Belgium was determined not

to be behindhand on this occasion. An appeal was

made to the leading Orchid-growers of the country,

and on August 20 a very large mass of flowers,

received in answer to the appeal, were duly arranged

by M. Van Driessche-Leys, of Ghent. The

bouquet was presented by a deputation from the feder-

ated societies, including most of the leading Belgian

horticulturists. The bouquet was of enormous dimen-

tions, including superb spikes of Dendrobium, Sac-

colabium, Cypripedium, Masdevallia, Odontoglossum,

&c. Certainly the King deserves the gratitude of the

Belgian horticulturists, but we question the good taste

of these enormous bouquets.

Horticultural E.xhibitions.—A provin-

cial newspaper last week had in its columns a report

of six horticultural shows held within the radius of

its circulation during the preceding week. This

simple fact affords useful evidence of the large number

of shows there in existence, and of the valuable work

they are accomplishing.

M. Leon Duval's Gloxinias. — The

magnificent display of Gloxinias made by M. Leon
Duval, of Versailles, at the late show held in that

historically interesting town, tempted us to pay his

nursery a visit, and very well indeed were we repaid

for " hunting him up." The Gloxinia is the all-

prevailing speciality in M. Duval's establishment,

and he grows annually about 20,000 plants, including

a vast number of seedlings, some of which even at

this late season were in bloom, and well exhibited the

great excellence of his strain, though not being

named it would be useless to indicate them indi-

vidually. The named varieties, and seedlings

selected for further trial, are all propagated by the

leaves, and mostly grown on in dung-lined frames,

where they develope such a wealth of foliage, and as a

natural sequence of flowers too, that we have never

seen equalled, much less excelled. Whether they are

planted out in the frames, or grown in pots, the soil is

the same—sandy peat ; and it is worked up so lightly in

the frames, and put into the pots with so light a hand,

that after the tuber has been planted there is no diffi-

culty in pushing one's fingers right into it. At other

places that we visited, where the Glo-xinia is grown

to perfection, and notably so at Ferrieres, Baron

.\lphonse Rothschild's fine estate near Ozoner la

Ferriere, the same system is adopted, and no doubt

in this practice lies the secret of their success. We
pot them as a rule in too firm a compost ; and our

growers would do well to make a note of this. When
the plants have made a good growth and are showing

signs of flowering, M. Duval gives them an occasional

application of liquid manure made with dried blood,

a valuable stimulant no doubt, but any other would

answer the same purpose when that cannot be

obtained. M. Duval grows Gloxinias like weeds, as

any one may see who will visit his nursery, and we

cannot do other than compliment him on his skill.

. Scottish Horticultural Associ.\tion'.—

This Association held its ordinary monthly meeting on

Tuesday evening, the 3d inst., in 5, St. Andrew

Square, Edinburgh. There was a large attendance of

members. The President occupied the chair. After

the usual routine business, Mr. A. McKinnon, Mel-

ville Castle Gardens, read an excellent paper on the

culture of the Peach. He described its early history

and introduction into this country, and referred to

the many diflicuities that attended the growing of

Peaches in this northerly latitude. He also spoke of

the various means that were adopted to combat the evils

referred to, and explained the pruning generally re-

quired by this tree. He concluded by stating that, after

taking into account all the facts of Peach culture, it

was necessary to have a glasshouse heated to insure

a crop each season. A spirited discussion followed

the reading of the p.aper, some of the members con-

tending that artificial heat was not needed in ordinary

seasons to produce a crop, each side citing instances

of failure and success with and without the applica-

tion of artificial heat. Mr. John Davidson, of

Messrs. Dicksons & Co., next read a paper on

the culture of fruit trees generally pursued in the

nurseries. After speaking of the ignorance that

generally prevailed on this subject, he detailed the

system of Ijudding and grafting, mentioning the dif-

ferent stocks required for diftisrent trees, and the

adaptability of certain stocks for various soils, and

urged the more general planting of fruit trees for

profit. Mr. Robertson NIunro made a few remarks

on autumn flowering Chrysanthemums, exhibiting

twelve sorts at present bearing a profusion of bloom.

Miss Hope, Wardie, sent some beautiful flowers of

Dianthus atropurpureus, r.aised from the Chiswick

strain of seed. Messrs. Down IE & Laird exhibited

two fine new Phloxes, named Lady Belhavcn and

Mrs. Bowyer. Mr. John Brown, Dalkeith, exhi-

bited the wonderful growth of a Rose from a cutting

put in on April 27 this year. Mr. Wm. Black
exhibited a curious Lobelia, with blue and white

flowers on the same plant. Mr. McLauchlan
exhibited and explained the working of one of his

verge-cutters. Mr. A. McIntosh, Paxton Plouse,

received a certificate for an excellent new round

Potato, named Premier White, of unexceptional

qualities.

Esparto in Tunis.—After wliat has been so

often said of late regarding the scarcity of Esparto-

grass, and its probable exhaustion owing to the great

demand for paper-making, it is satisfactory to learn,

on the authority of the British Consul at Susa, Tunis,

that although the competition between Tunis and

Algeria in the supply of this grass becomes more and

more felt, the quantities in the Gran districts seem in-

exhaustible, and the railways lately completed offer

the collectors there every facility for bringing it to

places of shipment. Owing to the;caIamitous droughts

which prevailed in Tunis in the autumn of 1S76 and
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the spring of 1S77, the Esparto trade fell off con-

siderably, added to which the demand for Tunisian

grass is much less than that for Algerian, consequent

on the heavy export duty imposed upon the former,

while the latter is free. If this heavy impost is

still maintained it is feared that the Oran grass

will iDeat the Tunisian altogether out of the field.

The Esparto of Tunis is said to be superior in quality

to that of Algeria, being second only to Spanish

grass. As much as 44,500 tons of Esparto are said to

have been exported from Tripoli alone in 1S76.

Although most of the Tunisian Esparto comes to this

country from .Susa, yet the quantities collected on the

more southern coast and shipped at Spax and Gerba
are very considerable, and may eventually exceed

those at Susa on account of shortness of distances and
conveyance by water, rather than by camels, which is

always costly. " It is brought during a few months ot

the year, loose in bundles, from a number of places to

Spax and Gerba in boats, containing from 2 to 20

tons. A good deal comes from Shebbah, some

35 miles to the north, and not an inconsiderable

quantity by land transport from Agareb, 20 miles

inland. From the hills of Hamamah also and Zlass

large supplies have lately l)cen sent. Much comes
from Shirah, 50 miles south, during four months of

the year. Here, at two or three days' journey inland,

the grass grows over a large tract of country,

as is the case at Gabes, a name pretty well

known, and some 30 miles further south, round the

coast. Here the Akariat flows into the sea, being one
of the few rivers in this country which sends water to

the sea all the year round. It irrigates a strip of land

about half a mile in width on its left bank, extending

many miles up its course. Here a luxuriant vegeta-

tion is seen, in strong contrast with the bare plains

around. The staple product is the Date of the

different qualities consumed in the country." Much
difficulty is experienced in getting the bales of grass

down the rivers to the ports. As an illustration of

this difficulty, the bank ofone of the rivers is described

as being so high and steep that the bundles of grass

have to be pitched over into the barges beneath. The
Esparto growing nearest the coast of course becomes
exhausted first, and that which has to be sought for

further inlaml can only be procured at an increased

cost. On the whole, it seems that a great deal more
Esparto would be exported from Tunis, were it not

for the prohibitive duty. It is on this account, and
not from lack of material, that its cost has increased

in this country.

Cui.verwell's Autumn Marrow Pea.—
This fine new Pea, raised by Mr. W. Culverwell,
Thorpe Perrow Gardens, Bedale, and to which re-

ference was made on p. 209, was exhibited at the

annual show of the Bishop Auckland Horticultural

Society, on August 30. Its value lies in its late

character, in the size and handsome appearance of the

pods, which much resemble those of .Superlative, but,

unlike that puRy imposter, the pods, which are very

long, are filled with large Peas. It found much
favour among the gardeners assembled at Bishop
Auckland, who particularly fancied it as a valuable

late variety for table, as also for exhibiting in August.
Mr. CuLVERWELi. reports it to be a capital cropper.

It is a wrinkled marrow, and grows to the height of

6 feel.

Harrison's New Musk as a Forcing
Plant.—To the many excellent uses to which this

plant can be put m.iy be added that of blooming in

winter and early spring. Mr. J. McI.ndoe, Hutton
Hall Gardens, Guisborough, uses it largely in this

way, putting in cuttings in October, which quickly

grow into fresh and vigorous young plants, which
flower with great freedom in winter and spring, and
are very useful for conservatory work. What a

splendid basket plant this Musk makes ; and if

grown in combination with the pretty mauve-coloured
Convolvulus mauritanicus it is charmingly effective.

Cottagers who make a point of growing the Musk as

a window-plant are finding out the value of Har-
rison's Musk, and are growing it in place of the old

type. It certainly surpasses it as a continuous blooming
plant.

Tuberous Begonias. — The most distinct

new varieties of tuberous-rooted Begonias that are

noted amongst the number exhibited at the recent
Versailles show were Madame Thiers, a large semi-
double pink, which may not inaptly be dsscribed as

Anemone-flowered ; Defenseur de Belfort, a very

large orange-scarlet ; Edmund Putcaux, of the same
size and style as the la-t, but of a darker shade of

colour ; M. Albert Truffaut, a fine scarlet flower

with a light centre ; and Amie Cessier, a nicely-

formed orange-scarlet flower. These are all good,

but Madame Thiers is the best. The exhibitor was

M. Lateaux-Chambault,

MIGNONETTE:
Reseda odorata.

This hardy and fragrant annual herb is so well-

known that it seems almost affectation to give it a

botanical name. When Mignonette is sown it sends

up two pale yellow seed leaves, as if it had fared

badly in its first contact with the earth that is to

nourish it, and after a time a miserable weedy looking

plant appears. Those who look to make a display with

Mignonette may be told that it has no conspicuous

petals, but though scant of flower it is strong or

rather delicate in scent, and its wondrous sweetness

is peculiar to itself—it has no proxy, or fellow, and
rival.

It is an annual, generally speaking, although we
may have Tree Mignonette trained standard fashion,

and I have seen Mignonette three years old, where it

has been kept in a greenhouse and not allowed to

flower, but this is more a curiosity than an effective

display. Improvements have been made lately, and
one handsome variety raised, which is duly advertised

in your columns, but I speak here of the treatment

of the normal form, as it was with that kind that my
experience was gained.

When I lived at the West-end of London some
nurseryman kept a man to grow his Mignonette for

market, and paid him handsomely, and it found its

way to the windows of the aristocracy regardless of

the high price set upon it. It could be grown in a

4S-sized pot, but a 32-size was best suited to it ; and
when it had got about 6 to 9 inches in height it was
tied up within three lath props and matting ready for

the user, and in that state left the grower's hands.

But what concerns us most is the way that these pro-

fessional growers got up the splendid samples of

Mignonette which they exhibited at such untimely

seasons as February, March, and April—the London
season properly so called.

At Thorneycroft, Cheshire, I saw a fine sample of

Mignonette growing on a Vine border that had just

been renewed, and on which the gardener would not

allow any crop, but just sprinkled a few seeds of

Mignonette to hide the red earth. The thin sowing
and the maiden loam did all the work, and the effect

produced was a perfect bed of this fragrant herb, each

plant branched like some old Oak tree.

I once had occasion to plant a very steep bank of

earth with Roses, and in order to keep up the bank
and to support the plants large stones were stuck in.

In short, it was made rockwork—a series of stone

shelves ; and in order to give finish to the work some
riddled soil—peat, loam, and sand—was made to fill

in all the spaces where it could lie, and by way of

hiding the bare earth a thin sprinkling of Mignonette

seed was carelessly cast over the whole, but certainly

not more than one or two seeds to the square foot. It

grew most luxuriantly, standing about a foot in height ;

and as it was on high ground alongside a raised terrace

its odour was felt for more than a furlong, whichever

way the wind carried it. Mignonette is said to require

fresh soil every year, and, like Clover and many other

plants, gets sick of the same soil year by year, and
my own experience tends quite that way, for new soil

or maiden loam suits it best. Now there is no doubt

that thin turves from an old pasture, with the fine

fibrous roots holding them together, will grow
Mignonette in pots, and if carefully watered will

winter them in cold frames nicely in green winters

—

those with only moderate frosts, admitting air freely

on fine days, but watchful of every change, for

neglect is death in this case.

But some may say, Why all this fuss about this tiny

plant ? The answer is plain. Pine-apples can be

grown in foreign lands and brought here in high con-

dition ; so say the best judges, and they cease to be

growers of this king of fruits. But there is no fear of

importations of Mignonette in pots, and its character

is established. Most fragrant plants, like the Rose,

delight in plenty of rotten dung, as if they needed

such strong stimulus to do their work. Now, what-

ever may be done with Mignonette in suqriner is no

rule to go by in winter, for in fine weather it grows

like a weed ; and in winter, when it can get a shelf in

the front of the greenhouse, it gives no trouble ; l)ut

this is rather keeping it than growing it, and it is

very apt to draw up long and slender if away from the

glass. Now the professional grower has the hajipy

knack of having it nicely stunted, stiff, and bushy.

Six-inch pots save so much watering in winter, and

thereby save the crop from damp and injury from

cold. There is scarcely any branch of horticulture so

liable to abuse as watering in winter. A pot of wet

earth will be a lump of ice, whilst a pot of fine dry

fibrous loam will be safe. The fine threads of the

fibre itself being vegetable matter are of some service,

as it has never borne a crop before. It is said that

decayed leaf-mould will suit any plant ; perhaps it

may, but the practical gardener must h;uc a safer

guide than such generalities.

I recollect well when collections of succulent plants

were grown in lime rubbish according to the books,

but when Mr. Green exhibited at Chiswick a cone

3 feet high, and as much in width, of an Epiphyllum

in full bloom, grown in loam and dung, we all took

the hint, and followed his leading. Who knows but

that the family of the Hendersons, originally of Pine-

apple Place, Edgware Road, London, may have

copied some successful grower of Mignonette, for they

did it long and well. Surely there can be no harm
in examining what sort of soil the plant has been

grown in after it has done flowering ; this will give a

clue to the raw materials, but the skill of the grower

is hard to be got hold of. Maiden loam, leaf-mould,

and silver-sand, are all safe ingredients in this line for

culture under cold frames, and dearly-bought experi-

ence must do the rest. Alexander Forsyth.

PENDELL COURT.
At the foot of the chalk downs near Bletchlngley

stands a mansion built in the time of the first James
—an excellent specimen of its class, pictural, sub-

stantial, comfortable, with square-headed, straight-

mullioned, oriel windows, open porch, projecting

bays, and clustered chimney-stacks. The national

prosperity waxed great in the reign of Queen Bess ;

and for this reason is it, probably, that so many
country mansions are still to be found built in this

style. With the mansion itself we are not concerned

in this place further than to note that the garden is in

harmony with the building, and does not present

those violent contrasts we sometimes meet with.

Nature has done much for this garden and its sur-

roundings. Soft undulations, wood-capped, and with

green valleys, letting in more distant views, form as

it were the setting for the garden itself, which is

nearly level, or slightly sloping to a piece of water,

so artfully managed by the designer that it is difficult

to realise that this pretty natural-looking lakelet,

with its flower-decked islets, was only a very few

years ago a straight ditch. The margins—those

tests of an artist's work—look as though they

had been framed by Nature herself, and the

numerous water-fowl add to the illusion. The
walls of the mansion are covered with choice

climbing plants, such as the blue-berried Vitis humuU-
folia, Akebia quinata, many Roses, Clematis, &c.

In a snug corner between two wings ot the house is a

small plant of Chaniierops Forlunei, which has been

in its place for some winters unscathed. The Olive

also is unhurt so far. Tree Ferns are placed in the

midst of the Rhododendron beds, the plants being

knocked out of tubs in the spring, and planted out, to

be lifted and re-tubbed in the autumn. On the stem

of one of these Tree Ferns may be seen growing a

Pteris and a tall plant of Erigeron canadense. which
have sprung from seed or spores imported with the

Fern itself. On the lawn near the house is a small

bed of tuberous Begonias, the rich crimsons of the

hybrids going well with the yellow flowered B.

Pearcei. This little bed is one of the most successful

of its kind that we have seen. Bedding-out, how-
ever, is not made a special feature here ; enough of it

is carried out to secure variety ; but Sir George

MacLeay and his gardener too are both of them too

good plantsmen to be satisfied with mere displays of

colour, however attractive. It is, then, to the herba-

ceous borders, the shrubberies, and the plant-houses,

that we must look for the special characteristics of

Pendell Court gardens.

The herbaceous border stretches for a long distance

under the sheltering lee of an old wall, itself capped
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with velvety moss and fat Stonecrop. This border is

richly stocked with herbaceous plants, tall and short,

proudly uprearing their coronets of gold, or forming

a carpet of green along the margins. In the spring

this border is filled with bulbous plants, Narcissus

and Tulips, Hyacinths and Squills ; but when we
saw it in August little or no trace was to be seen of

these plants quietly awaiting their turn in the coming

spring. To enumerate a tithe of the fine things to

be seen in this border would be to write a catalogue.

We must content ourselves with the mention of a few

of the more conspicuous plants, arranging them in a

manner which may possibly be serviceable to others.

Taking low-growing things first, such as are suitable

for the front rows, we could but notice the beautiful

carpet mtde by Frankenia lasvis, and by Margari-

crrpus setosus, a plant remarkable for its neat

p.'-ostrate habit, deep green pinnate leaves, with

linear segments and inconspicuous flowers, the latter

b^ing succeeded by white pearly berries which have

s.iggested the name. It seems hard at first to

recognise a Rosaceous plant in this pretty under-

shrub, nevertheless inspection shows its near affinity

to Alchemilla and Agrimonia. Ballota acetabulosa

is a remarkable plant from its densely woolly or

li5ary leaves, and its very large cup-like calyces, in

v^hich the relatively small purplish corollas are set.

-Vrtemisia glacialis is a remarkably neat habited

hoary leaved plant, the leaf segments being elegantly

cit. Borago laxiflora, with its pale blue flowers,

supplies a colour not common in flowers. Of taller

growing plants we noted Rudbeckia laciniata and pur-

purea, Eryngium serra, a plant of stately aspect, but

deficient in colour, a defect not shared by the intensely

blue E. amethystinum. Monarda purpurea, with its

whorls of lilac-purple flowers, should be in every similar

collection, as should also .Achillea corymbosa, a regal

Milfoil, with fine heads of golden-yellow flowers.

Lysimachia clethroides and some allied species with

their elegant spikes of white flowers resemble some of

the shrubby Veronicas, and are excellent for bouquet

work. Helianthus orgyalis is a most eflective plant

here ; its proper place is backed up by dark shrubs,

when its fine masses of linear drooping leaves suggest

the idea of so many cascades in miniature. Aralia

Hendersoni is striking in foliage, which recalls that of

the widely diflerent Actffia. Its panicles of white

flowers are very eflective. The Globe Thistles,

Echinops, are sure to attract attention from their sm-

gular appearance, and, as in the case of E. Ritro, bright

colour. Polygonum Sieboldi is a graceful bushy-

looking plant, which is also sure to court notice ; but

the little leafless Ephedra has charms only for the

botanist. We must not attempt to enumerate more

of the inmates of this rich border, the numerous

Asters, the Silphiums, the Helianthus, and others

that were making the borders gay ; enough if we
have succeeded in conveying some notion of the rich-

ness and variety of the collection, and of the care and

accuracy in the nomenclature of the plants. At the

end of this border is a small rockery and fountain,

strongly charged with iron.

Retracing our steps towards the house, and

starting again along the long walk on our right

hand, we noted, under the shelter of some high

shrubs, which cast a shade and keep the bed

moist, such a belt of I'rimula japonica as we have

nowhere else seen. The plant w.as not in bloom at

the time of our visit, but the vigour of the plants and

the size of the foli.age were extraordinary. In front

of these, also out of bloom, but evidently thriving,

is a fine collection of hardy Orchids, such as the

n.)ble Orchis foliosa, the lovely Cypripediura specta-

bile, and other species ; but the time for these h.ad

passed. Near here was a fine plant of Olearia Haastii.

Rubus Eglant.-eria is remarkable for its fragrant leaves.

Mimulus alatus has blue flowers, hardly suggestive of

its lineage, and the same may be said of the noble

Hyacinthus candicans, which proves quite hardy.

Trotected by sheltering shrubs are some interesting

" sub-tropical " plants, notably a Solanum-like plant

with bold cordate ovate leaves, and stems as thickly

clad in the upper part with greyish scales as the

root-stock of a Fern. Passing under an arch de-

voted to Clematis and other climbers, we come,

on the right, to a sunk garden of oblong form

and geometric design, the beds filled in with

bedding-plants of the usual type ; this sunk border

with its sloping banks and geometric parterres is in

strict harmony with the architectural char-acter of

the mansion and the long wall bounding the herba-

cepiis border. Near it is a wirework arcade or

temple, covered with Clematis Jackmanni and other

varieties. Further on, we note the fine Sa.xifraga

pellata, more like a Rhubarb than a Saxifr.age, and

then low banks of rockwork, tenanted, like the

herbaceous border, with all manner of interesting

plants, such as the curious Fuchsia procumbens

figured in our columns, 1874, vol. ii., p. 291 ; Sedums,

Sempervivums, close-growing Thymes, and in damp

spots Sarracenias and Darlingtonia.

Turning off to the right, across the well-kept lawn,

we come upon the lake, with its islands all aglow

with Tritomas, besides which such things as Epilo-

biums and Lythrums pale their inefiectual fires. At

one end of the lake is a noble clump of Gunneras,

G. manicata, here far exceeding in the magnitude of

its leaves (4 feet across) its near ally G. scabra.

^^rowing in juxtaposition. A nobler composition

than this group of Gunneras on a slightly sloping

bank at the end of the lake, with a thriving young

Oak as a background, would be difficult to realise.

Passing round to the further side of the lake we come

to a portion of the garden only lately annexed, but

planted with Rhododendrons and with masses of

annuals interspersed. .So treated the annuals are very

effective, and their weedy character is not so appa-

rent as usual. From this point the golden-leaved

Elderplanted at some distance glows with a splendour

that only the golden-leaved Catalpa can rival.

Vuccas, Tritomas, Lilies, have their separate quarters

devoted to them. Lilies being also scattered about in

various places. L. auratum was doing well, but we

learnt that some of the other species had not asserted

themselves so well as might be wished.

Nor must we omit to mention a fine Weeping Ash,

grafted only three years since on a tall standard, and

now over 30 feet high—a beautiful object with its

slender pillar-like stem and crown of drooping foliage.

The Fernery.

The house so called was once a Mushroom-house,

but it has been transformed into a delicious fernery,

suggestive of a ravine in a tropical forest rather than

a greenhouse in the county of Surrey, Walls and

rafters are alike covered with moss, kept in place by

wire-netting ; and amid the moss, in all directions,

protrude Ferns, Begonias, Bromeliads and Gesnerads,

the mottled leaves of the Begonias, and 'he bright

flowers of the others yielding an element of colour

too often lacking in similar houses. Fine plants of

Platycerium alcicorne break up the monotony of finely-

cut foliage, while at one end of the building is a patch

of Thamnopteris australasica delighting the botanical

visitor with a like impression to that which he would

experience if he came upon a number of the plants in

their native home. So successful is this fernery that

it is with no surprise that we learnt that it is pro-

posed to extend it in size. From the fernery we pass

to the cool Orchid-house, where, in addition to the

Orchids (few of which were in bloom at the time of

our visit), were some thriving Todeas and Hymeno-

phyllums and a pretty little plant of Impatiens

Jerdonre, with its striking red and yellow flowers.

In an adjoining house is a fine collection of Cypri-

pediums and Cattleyas. This house opens into 3

corridor filled with various interesting succulent plants,

while Bomareas and other fine trailers occupy the

rafters. From this corridor access it also obtained to

a large span-roofed tropical house with a tank at

one end, a very garden of delight to the botanist.

In a central bed are planted out fine tropical plants

like Browneas, Hevea brasiliensis, Posoqueria longi-

flora, Bauhinias, Ravenalas, Carolinea insignis, the

scarlet-flowered Goethea, Pandanus Veitchii, DiUenia

speciosa, noble Marantas, Palms, Tree Ferns, Gar-

denia Stanleyana, Dioscoreas, Mackaya bella, a fine

plant of Lycopodium dichotomum, very suggestive

in appearance of a fine-leaved Abies like A. Smithi-

ana. A carpeting of Selaginella with such things ,as

Fittonia and Episcia fulgens, with its dark leaves

marked by a central white stripe and its scarlet

flowers, add to the natural look of the house. Cyr-

tandra bicolor is another noteworthy Gesnerad to be

seen here, with dark bronzy leaves and primrose-

coloured flowers. The tank is filled with Nymphosas,

Nelumbiums, Papyrus, and the usual occupants of

such structures. Palms in the summer are here

treated as semi-aquatics with great success. We
must not omit to mention one of the Jinest

ornaments of this house—Carica cauliflora. Its

columnar unbranched stem nearly reaches to the

rafters, terminating in a crown of noble palmate

leaves larger and not so deeply cut as in Carica

P.apaya, and therefore bolder-looking, but the main

feature .about the plant is its habit of throwing out its

masses of white Slephanotis-like flowers on long

stalks from top to bottom of the otherwise bare stem.

We understand that the plant remains in bloom for

months, and it is certainly strikingly beautiful. The

Papaws have always had the reputation of making

meat tender when hung among its leaves, and the

recent researches on the so-called carnivorous plants

suggest the notion that these plants have similar pro-

perties. At any rate we believe that Sir George

MacLeay intends to try the experiment.

Near this house is a lean-to stove also containing

some interesting plants, such as a noble plant of

MediniUa magnifica and avariety of rare or interesting

creepers, among which we may note the grotesque

Aristolochia brasiliensis, the singular Ceropegia

Saundersoni and Gardneri, various Passion-flowers,

and among them the rare and scarcely known P.

Hahnii (p. 305, fig. 55). In this house, as in the fore-

going, the plants are planted out in a bed which

occupies the greater part of the house, a side stage

accommodating the pot plants.

It must not be supposed that the fruit Iiouses

and kitchen garden suffer for the loving attention

paid to more ornamental but less useful plants.

The kitchen garden within the walls is small, but

it is admirably cropped. The vineries have been

but recently established, and at present have no

features that need be recorded here. The orchard-

house, however, is sufficiently remarkable, as the

trees were, we were informed, turned out of pots

in the spring into the border. The trees are some

4 feet high and bear 12—20 Peaches. The Nectarines

especially were of the richest colour we ever re-

member to have seen off an e.xhibition table. The

back walls are devoted to Plums, Cherries, and the

like. The border is some 4 feet deep, of good loam,

turf, and broken bones.

Longer enumeration of the treasures and beauties

of this garden would weary the reader. We shall

have failed if we have not conveyed the impression

that this is no ordinary garden, if we have not made

it apparent that an intimate knowledge of and a

thorough love of plants for their own sakes are the

guiding principles of the courteous proprietor, who
is fortunate in having as his gardener a man so

thoroughly sympathetic with his master's tastes and

with so wide a knowledge of plants and of their

management as Mr. Green, who matriculated, as it

were, with the late Mr. Borrer, graduated under Mr.

Wilson Saunders, and is now appropriately superin-

tending the gardens of so accomplished a naturalist

as Sir George MacLeay, whose knowledge of New
Holland plants in their own clime and general

scientific attainments are of the greatest service in the

management of his garden in Surrey.

NOTES ON FRENCH HORTI-
CULTURE.

Asi'AR..\GUS.—The literature of Asparagus culture

would fill a fair-sized library. Articles and pamphlets

without number have been published about it in

England, and they seem to be almost as numerous in

France. Hardly had it begun to appear that yet

another Englishman was interested in the matter than

pamphlets, instructions, catalogues, on the culture dcs

Asperses began to arrive. It was, however, slow

work to understand these, and as I was fortunate

enough to obtain the personal company and

introduction of M. Joly, a gentleman well-known to

French horticulture, to some of the most successful

growers of Argenteuil, the latter of whout were

courtesy itself, it will be more interesting and instruc-

tive to describe what I saw than what I read.

There may not be much new to tell, but the tale can-

not be too often told until the English Asparagus

equals the French in size.

To those who like myself have been running down

bare fallows in fields and gardens for years as alike

wasteful and unnecessary, it was rather humiliating to

find that the Argenteuil growers attributed very much

of their success to this old-fashioned mode of

ameliorating, enriching, and warming the earth.

Having seen a good deal of close-cropping in the

market gardens around Paris, it was a sudden sur-

prise to come upon considerable spaces of ground

wholly destitute of crops. Neither was the fallow

ground roughed up — on the contrary, the surface

was smooth and free from weeds, as if it might have

been hoed and raked. At intervals of 3° inches or

3 feet there were, however, small raised ridges from

8 to 14 inches high. These were also fine and even
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rather than rough, in fact the soil was so finely

comminuted that it could hardly be made to stand up
rough, if this had l)ccn attempted. But no effort

seemed to have been made to make it do so. The
summer culture of this fallow ground consists in keep-

ing it free of weeds.

Neither did the ground seem particularly rich nor

full of manure. It had been dunged early in the

winter, but not very heavily. The cultivator dwelt

little on the richness of the soil, but very much indeed

on its fineness—taking up handfuls and scattering

like dust out of his hands, to exhibit its extremely

fine condition.

Being kept clear of weeds and crops through the

season the earth also absorbs much heat and all the

quickening and enriching gases of the atmosphere.

The raised ridges, too, at such considerable distances

get fully exposed to solar and atmospheric influences,

and get warmer, richer, finer than the soil on the flat.

These ridges are made, in fact^ with the single or

chief object of manufacturing a superior earth for the

roots. Exposed to the heat of summer and the cold

of winter, vivified by the quickening breath of the

following spring, these ridges of ripe mellow earth,

split down the middle from an inch to four or five

below the surface level of the ground, form the best

possible soil for the Asparagus roots to strike away
into at once with strength and vigour.

The French attribute much importance to a free

and vigorous start, and this thorough preparation of

the soil is one of the best means for insuring it. Not
that all French growers sacrifice a year's crops by
fallowing the whole of the ground intended for

Asparagus the following year, but where the highest

results are amied at the bare fallow is adopted, as I

had ample opportunities of seeing at Argenteuil.

Nor doe^ the principle involved in the fallowing

of land end with the preparation or the ground, or the

planting of the Asparagus. The wide distance apart

between the plants—the incessant movement of the

soil over, off, and on to the roots, and the care taken

by staking and earthing up to keep the tops as near

as can be vertical over the bottoms, expose the

earth between and around the plants as much as

possible to sun and air, and powerfully tends to keep

it rich and sweet as at first. The French, in fact,

attribute far more miportance to the surface culture of

the soil than to its depth. It is a common saying in

English gardens that soil cannot be too rich nor deep

for Asparagus culture. This saying is not seldom
verified by fine fat facts, that is, examples of Aspara-

gus of unusual size, crispness, and sweetness. Some
of the finest Asparagus ever seen by the writer in an

English garden was grown on the crown of an old

ditch that was termed bottomless. The roots had
made a rush for the bottom of it and the tops had
bounded off in the opposite direction with amazing

strength and size, to the delight of the cultivator.

But the French neither advocate nor practise deep
culture, the ground being seldom cultivated to a

depth greater than i8 inches or 2 feet. To this, how-
ever, there is mostly added from 6 to 8 inches of earth

over the crown throughout the growing season. This

is virtually so much added to the depth of the Aspara-

gus roots, and the earth being so fine and loose it pro-

bably represents more food and protection to them
than a similar depth of ordinary earth. Be that as it

may, this movement of the earth twice a year from off

and on to the crowns constitutes a most important

process of earth culture, and is a vital feature in

the culture of French Asparagus. The earth is

always laid up in a seml-ridge form either over the

crown or midway between the rows.

Next to their care about the earth is that in the selec-

tion of their plants. Each single plant stands for far

more in the French system than the English ; hence,

partly, perhaps, their extreme care in the saving of

seeds and the selection of plants. Both have been

carried to such perfection for many years around

Argenteuil till several clearly defined forms have been

developed and confirmed, differing from each other in

earliness, size, habit, colour and quality. When a

single plant occupies a square foot its individual

quality is obviously of far less moment than when
each plant fills a square yard or more, as in the

French system of culture. Judged, too, by the test

of price, we found the so-called different sorts of

Asparagus differing as widely as from i franc to

lo francs. The whole of this wide difference was not

owing to the size, but a large part of it at limes attri-

buted to quality ; in fact, some of the Argenteuil

growers, sueh as V, T. Lebeuf, Louis Lherault, and

others, call their Asparagus after their names, just as

our nurserymen at home christen their Beans, Cauli-

flowers, and Cucumbers. This alone proves the

careful selections that have been made. In endea-

vouring to fix upon some general characteristic on the

spot as the more prominent feature of the finer varie-

ties, I found as a rule that the more tall and upright-

growing plants invariably produced the finest heads.

Mons. Joly also confirmed the truth of this obser-

vation, and I was advised by others never to plant the

dense-spreading squat plants of Asparagus, as they

never grow fine heads or stems—in other words, the

fewer and higher the stems, also, and of necessity,

the thicker, and that in accordance with the law of

the concentration of force. Not only are the best plants

placed in the most suitable positions, but each has

ample space afforded it for its full development. The
average distance at Argenteuil is 4 feet by 3. Each
plant has thus sufficient earth and air for its full

development. Instead of a crowd of units, there is

seen a stately array of giants, and the produce bears

a true relation to its progenitors, for it is as obvious as

that two and two are four that fewer and larger

plants, provided they grow well, will yield finer pro-

duce. Whether, however, the ground yields more
gross weight on the French plan may be questioned ;

but as, in Asparagus, size largely determines value,

the larger grass is doubtless far more profitable,

though it may not prove the heavier in the gross.

The plants are assisted in various ways to do their

best. Salt seems little esteemed or used. Artificial

irrigation, either with foul water or clean, is but little

adopted about Argenteuil. Even manure in any
large quantities is but little employed, and that

generally at intervals of two years ; but the plants are

staked-up or fixed with lines to prevent them being

broken down or twisted off, and every spring the earth

is heaped up over the crowns to a depth of from

4 to 6 inches ; this is removed almost to the crowns in

the autumn, at which period a little rich compost or

manure is scattered over them to remain all winter as

a feeding mulch. This process of mounding is sup-

posed to have an invigorating effect, only an inch or

soof earth being left over the crowns. Others take

still more trouble, such as picking off the seeds, re-

moving all insects, &c. There can be no question

that the removal of seeds will tend to strengthen and

enlarge the crowns and produce finer Asparagus.

One of the facts that most deeply impress one in the

midst of the Argenteuil Asparagus is the amount of

labour bestowed upon it. The natural character of

the soil the growers assured me was of little moment,
neither has it chemical constituents, nor poverty, nor

richness of most vital import. The great point was
its mechanical texture, and this almost everywhere

was so friable and fine that the mere fingers would

bare the roots of the giant plants down to the fangs in

a moment, though those in full bearing had mostly

from 8 inches to i foot of earth over them. The
growers are obviously enthusiasts, and hardly is a

question put relating to stem or root till either or both

are bared, with the hands only, which are are also

largely employed in gathering the grass, though a

goodly array of Asparagus knives, saws, and other

gatherers are displayed in the department for horti-

cultural implements in the Paris Exhibition. The
French are also careful planters, choosing chiefly

March and the first fortnight in April for the purpose.

They seldom sow their permanent beds and plant

mostly with one, or at the oldest, two-year-old seed-

lings. During the first year's growth any plants that

show a weak drooping habit are weeded out so, that

only the true strains are left for final planting.

The manner of planting is also a speciality, and is only

possible in a fine friable soil. The long ridge is broken

down with the hand, and a small hollow, ranging

in depth from 3 inches to 6 inches, is made with the

hand. In this the plants are placed with their roots

displayed, like the feelers of a star-fish, they are then

covered with an inch or two of fine compost if avail-

able, and another inch or so of soil is added, and

the planting is finished. On poor soils a little better

stuff may also be sprinkled over the tops. But the

compost over the crown and the mulching of manure

on the surface are quite the exception : generally

only the soil is employed. The Asparagus is kept

clean, moulding up and denuding annually, up to the

third or the fourth year from the stool, before any is

gathered ; it has thus time to ramify and strengthen

in every way. Some growers crop between for the

first few years with salading, »S;c., but this is not

approved by the best growers. The Asparagus should

have the ground from the first, and even a year before

it is planted, all to itself. The apparent prodigality

of space devoted to Asparagus strikes one as singular

in such a densely ))opulatcd country as France.
Neither is it confined to this crop. Kent and labour
must indeed be heavy items in the cultivation of

Asparagus on the French system. But it is usually

successful, and obviously pays.

Even the gathering of the crop is a work of time,

and a severe trial to patience. Each stem as it shows
about an inch of pink on its upper surface is traced

out with the finger generally down to the root-stock.

It is then nicked off as a rod of glass might be snapped
in two, the earth restored that has been removed in

the process, and the process of finger digging or

gathering repeated. Of course other modes of getting

the grass are sometimes adopted. But finger gather-

ing is by far the more perfect and best for the plants.

In the best grounds little sorting is needed, nearly

every head coming up to the regulation size of from

2.\ to 5 inches in circumference. Most of the Aspa-
ragus is also left intact as gathered, and the barbarous

mode of cutting it all off level at a certain length, and
leaving all the tender puny stems bare, and bleaching

is quite unknown in the Parisian shops and markets.

The French cultivators not only know how to grow
Asparagus, but they have also learned the yet more
rare of art of taking good care of it after it is cut.

It is immediately packed in loose grass or other stufi

in close wicker baskets, and kept in them in tl:e

markets till sold, so that its fresh juices are preser\ed

intact, and its crispness also till it appears at table.

The fruiterers, however, in Paris have fallen into the

bad habit so common in London and elsewhere, of

settingupthesehuge hundreds in the windowsto gratify

the eyes of the pulilic at the expense of the purchaser

and cater of the Asparagus. D. T. F.

Ifoiue C'OrrcsjJoiibciitf.

Corn and Grass for Trial in Queensland.—
Would it not be of service to those who might aid in

this useful work and have not Mr. Bailey's circular cr

the report of the Queensland Board for reference to be
furnished {if space niight be asked in the columns of

the Gardeners' Chronicle for that purpose) with a list of
the English grasses and fodder plants that have been
tried or are now under experiment ? Having had some
communication on the subject with Dr. Bancroft, of

Brisbane, during his recent stay in England, I should
be happy to copy the list from the report, with the
addition of such few grasses and fodder plants as I

have been able, chiefly through the assistance of Mr.
Wheeler, of Gloucester, to procure seeds of, and
which I purpose forwarding, with samples of Wheat
for experiment as to possible freedom from rust, as

soon as these are in my hands. I have procured, cr

rather collected, a small quantity of Triticum repcns
(common Couch-grass), which was particularly re-

quested, in the hope it might, though a " pest " in

our damp climate, succeed in bearing the droughts of

Australia, as well as the Cynodon Dactylon ; and as,

from previous trials, as mentioned in the report, it is

especially the grasses and fodder plants, of which
seeds are not usually found in our seed-shops, that

are wished for, it might possibly save trouble on both
sides if the short list necessary was in reach of tl e

many whom the columns of the Gardeners' Chroniilc
constantly aid in these matters. I have tried, but

without success, to procure Poa bulbusa, a grass of

the Yarmouth dunes, and Carex arenaria ; if any co;-

respondent would be good enough lo send a sma 1

packet it would be a most acceptable addition. 0.

Peaches and Nectarines on the Same Branch,
—As regards the question of Peaches and Nectarines

growing on the same tree, it was fully discussed some
years ago in the Gardeners'' Chronicle, There is a
Peach tree in one of the houses at Slebeck Park, in

Pembrokeshire, which bore Peaches and Nectarines
for many years in succession. I have seen as many
as six or eight Nectarines on in a season. Mr.
Young, the late gardener, told me that it had borne
Nectarines every season lor over fifteen years.

Perhaps the present gardener could tell whether it

continues to do so. G. F., The Gardens, Moss Bajtk,
Bolton,

Anthurium Dechardi.—At p. 247 I find an his-

torical account of the old Pothos cannocfolia, which
is not completely correct. Pothos canna;folia was one
of the first Aroids with which I became familiar. It

bloomed in 1S52 or 1S53 (I cannot recall the exact

year) in the royal garden of Sans-Souci, near Potsdam,
which gave me the opportunity of examining it. I

found that the plant had nothing in common with

Pothos, and that it must be regarded as the t}'pe of a
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sop:\ra.te genus. In tlic Bolanischc Zcilitn^^ of the

^anic ycnr I described it ns Massowia canna^folia.

This ihercforc is its oldest scientific name. At the

hist spring exhibition at Ghent of plants M. Linden
exhibited Anthuriiim Dechardi, which had been
figured in the Illustration Horticole of the previous

year. The plant was included amongst Linden's
new plants. Then, as I was the president
of the jury in the first division, which had
to pass judgment on the new plants, I had
again an opportunity of studying this plant. I pro-

nounced it to be a variety of the old Pothos cannx-
folia, a new plant, and a Massowia. Unfortunately,

willi regard to this genus, Schott in his excellent

monograph is entirely silent. My Massowia he
wrongly placed in his genus Spathiphyllum. The old

Pothos canncefolia he some years after the publication
of my Massowia called Spathiphyllum canncefolium,

a name by which it is now generally known, Karl
A'oi/t, Ems.

Bellegarde and Violette Hative Peaches.

—

" R. D.," to whom I am obliged for his interesting

article (p. 266), says "these Peaches seem to be

identical." No doubt Galande or Violette Hative is

sent out for Bellegarde, but they differ in four respects.

Bellegarde or I-'rench Galande is larger, later, darker,

and has deep dense green foliage ; the Violette

Hative or English Galande is dark and of a violet

lint. The former when fully exposed to the light

is purple splotched on a dark blackish ground. I

have sent the true Bellegarde to the Florist. Out of

eight Bellegardes here five at least are Violette

Hatives, the others are true. " R. D." says

the Royal George is subject to mildew, which is true

under glass, and that it is tender. I have thirty-one

Royal Georges, thirty are out-of-doors, six facing

the north, but the trees are very hardy; it is the

best fruiter here, and does not sufier out-of-doors

from mildew, the one under glass sufiers from it.

ll\ F. Raddyffc,

Dutch Bulbs.—The remarks made by "Zamy"
on the action of the P^utch growers would lead to the

conclusion that he regards the purchase of goods from

Ihe foreigner, and in the cheapest market, as illegiti-

mate. No doubt the practice adopted by the growers
of not only issuing retail lists to English purchasers

Init having here also their own agents to travel and
tout for orders, has greatly interfered with the home
bulb trade ; but the fact remains, that they have a

perfect right to do so. No doubt the wholesale

buyer gets the best bulbs, and the small retail

buyer the refuse, but that is the buyer's look out.

To be "penny wise and pound foolish" is an^

English characteristic. Why do not the wholesal/
Iniyers combine and agree to purchase only at lowGr

prices : they could then sell retail on even terms with

the Hollander. A. D.

Pea, Sharp's Invincible.—I have grown this

Pea for the last two seasons, and find it an excellent

variety. This season I have grown it side by side

with Marvel, Dr. McLean, Criterion and others—all

excellent Peas, and I consider Sharp's Invincible

second to none. Sown April 12 it came in flower

June 20, gathered July I ; pods in pairs, from nine,

ten and eleven Peas in each pod, very productive and
flavour excellent ; foliage light green ; height from 2i
to 3 feet, quite distinct. Invincible Pea was shown
at several of the horticultural societies' meetings in this

county, and has taken prizes where shown, viz.,

Ruskington Horticultural Society's Show 1st prize

in the amateur class ; Nocton Horticultural Society

Show 1st prize, and also at Claythorpe Horti-

cultural Society Show 1st prize ; at the latter

show it was pronounced by the judges to be the

best dish of Peas they had ever seen staged. David
Lumsdcn.

The White Clove, Susan Askey.—A typo-

graphical error has crept into your columns at p. 283,

concerning the beautiful white Clove Carnation,

Susan Askey. It is wrongly called Susan Arkey at

11. 283. As this charming flower must become very

popular where cut flowers are in request, it would be

as "well that the correction should be made. The
plant is very robust in habit, and not at all particular

as to the soil it grows in. It strikes root most readily,

but the knife should not be used to make the cuttings.

The culling should be taken in the right hand, hold-

ing the lower part in the left hand, then pulling the

cutting out at a strong joint, and planting under a

hand-glass in a shady place. In this way you may
safely root ninety-nine in every hundred cuttings. The
same treatment applies to all Carnations and Pinks.

William Cidvcnacll, Thorpe Ferr(nc'.

Salvia as a Pitcher Plant.—Some time since we
received through the courtesy of Mr. E. M. Mills a
curious specimen of a Salvia, in which the four top-

most leaves were more or less united to form a cup

—

the space between the two pairs of leaves not being

developed. From the axil of one of these leaves a

bud proceeded, and as it grew it pressed on the united

leaf-stalks, ultimately causing them to ruptuieand turn

upwards, as in the illustration (fig. 56), where A repre-

sents the burst petiole upturned ; R is the l.uid. This al

least is the interpretation we put on this curious

specimen, which affords an illustration of the manner
in which the fruit of Myrtles or Roses is formed by the

expansion of the top of the stem and of the calyx

FlU. 56.—I'lTCHER-I

leaves, and tlie consequent enclosure and embedding
of the carpels. M. T. M.

'' Harber's Worcester Fumigator.—A few weeks
ago, when a correspondent inquired through our
columns far a good and efficient fumigator, Harber's
"Worcester" was so well spoken of by Mr, Cole-

man, of Eastnor, Mr. Cox, of Madresfield Court, and
others, that we have had an illustration of it prepared

in the interests of our readers {hg. 57). Mr. Coleman

—

a practical man of wide experience—says that it works
best from the outside of the house or pit, on account

of the draught ; is easily started, and creates a great

saving in material, as every particle is rapidly con-

verted into a dense volume of cool smoke sufiicient to

fill a large house in a very short time. There is no
danger to the most delicate foliage, as it cannot

flame, and all impurities are condensed and fall to the

bottom.

Variegated Plants, &c.—I send you a specimen
of a variegated Borage found in a field some ten or

twelve years ago, and of whose seedlings about 75

per cent, come true lo colour; also a variegated

Ballota, both very pretty variegations. A shoot of

Rosa canina, which I also enclose, is striped longi-

tudinally with bands of yellow, but the leaves are

wholly green. J. S, Cordcroy.

Plants Above and Below. — Practice and
observation have convinced me that town gardening
is more a matter of sufficient moisture than anything
else, not water at the roots only but also overhead

—

given regidarly, plenteously, and with discrimination.

There can be nothing to account for the disparity

between London gardens and London window-baxes
except this—that some are attended to regidarly and
others are the victims of spasmodic action. Gardens,
side by side, planted with similar subjects, show most
opposite results at the end of the season. The cause is

not far to seek. Planted in a circumscribed space and
exposed to a dirty vitiated atmosphere, there is but
one chance for life for vegetation in London—plenty

of nourishment to the roots, and the greatest possible

cleanliness of the respiratory organs. In the Bays-
water Road there are at the present time two con-
spicuous specimens of the possibilities of town garden-
ing ; the one is a long broad balcony opposite Hyde
Park, the other an area-garden in the same locality.

The first of these is richly planted with \cry hand-
some Pelargoniums, Lobelias, Ivy Pelargoniums, and
Tropceoluras, the latter being the dark-leaved, crimson-
flowered variety, hanging in long trails and forming
graceful festoons, twining here and there with the
drooping sprays of the Ivy Pelargonium ; both foliage

and flowers are profuse and healthy, and this minia-
ture hanging garden forms a pleasing relief to the bare
fronts of the long line of stucceed houses. In the
area garden effect has been gained by an artistic

grouping, many handsome foliage plants being massed
together, and much good effect obtained from the free

growth of that most excellent of all town outdoor
plants, the Virginian Creeper. Flowers are here in a
minority, but in sufiicient numbers to avoid all idea
of paucity of bloom ; indeed for density of growth,
beauty of arrangement, and general eftect, this very
circumscribed spot is the hcan ideal oi a town garden
below stairs. 7'. S. y.

Leucojum autumnale.—At the present lime
there is quite a display of this neat and lovely little

snowflake in the nurseries of Messrs. J. Backhouse &
Son, of York. The flowers are borne in threes on
very slender stems about 9 inches high ; they are
pure whitCj with a slight tinge of rose or pink near
the base. Three to five flower-stems are produced
from one bull), so that each bulb, when fully de-

veloped, will have from twelve to fifteen blossoms.

It thrives well in rich well-drained sandy loam in a
sunny position. R. /*.

Glass Extension at Wilton House Gardens,
Salisbury.—To a gardener it is at all limes bolh
interesting and satisfactory when visiting a '* brother of
the craft " to find him in the execution of some chain
of improvements. Whether it be in the extending
and remodelling of the kitchen garden, the making of
walks, and the planting and beautifying of ornamental
grounds, including the formation of fountains, the

laying-on of water, and the fixing hydrants at suitable

and convenient places in the kitchen and flower
garden—it matters not, as they are one^and all interest-

ing to and familiar with the duties of all practical

gardeners. But perhaps at no time is the field of im-
provement looked upon with more favour and interest

l)y the gardener than when it assumes the shape of
the " helping down " of the old glasshouses to make
way for new ones, or the erection of a new range on a
new site. It was in the latter category we found
Mr. Challis a short time ago, just shaking off, only for

the time being it is to be hoped, the dust of bricks

and mortar. The range of houses in question is built

immediately behind the range of old vineries, which
are in a very dilapidated condition simply from old
age, and the wonder is that they ha\e so long
weathered the storm. The total length of the new
range is 200 feet, and comprises two Peacheiies and
three late vineries, viz., one early and one late Peach
house, each 35 feet long, 15 teet wide (inside), and
17 feet high to ridge. Two of the vineries are each
40 feet long, 17 feel wide, and 18 feet high. The
central or largest house is 50 feet long, 19 feel wide
and 20 feet high. Each house has a short back roof,

so as to secure plenty of light on, and at the same time
reduce the height of the back wall, but not to such
an extent as to prevent some good shedding being
built on the north side. There is a sash about
2 feet 6 inches wide on each side of the ridge for venti-

lation, running the whole length of the range, also a

sash at the front 3 feet 6 inches deep. In addition

to these there are iron ventilators iS by 9 inches at

intervals both on the front and back walls, the air

through which comes immediately in contact with the

hot-water
;

pipes on entering the houses, the air at

the back of the houses being conducted through

hollow shafts down the back wall, which are so
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arranged as to prevent the warm air passing outwards.

The whole of the ventilators are to be regulated by
machinery which is not yet finished. The foundn,-

tions and division walls are built of concrete made
from gravel taken from the bed of the river whicli

runs through the garden, mixed with a small portion

of cement and lime, as are also the rain-water tanks,

fruit store (which is under the potting sheds), sheds,

and covered channels for main pipes. Each house is

provided with a heated water-tank, which is supplied

direct from the roofs, the surplus water passing into a

large reservoir situate under the sheds, which is capable

of holding 20,000 gallons and from which it can be
pumped into the tanks in the houses as required.

All new houses should have a like provision made for

the water supply. With the exception of the mov-
able lights on cither side of the ridge, the roof is

iixed, the elevation being 37^, and principle of glazing

is what is generally termed the dry system, no putty

being used. The glass used is English sheet, 26 oz.,

in squares 24 by 18, which are secured to the purlins

by small copper clips and tacks, two clips and four

lacks being used to each square. The sides of the

squares are butted and the laps at the lower end of

each square come immediately over the purlin, so that

looking at the roof from the inside the whole appears

to be an almost uninterrupted sheet of glass, which on
the outside is only broken by the rounded ends of the

clips. By a simple arrangement in the manufacture
of the clips all drip from condensation of moisture is

effectually prevented, and all the glazing can be easily

done from the inside of the house, thus the necessity

of scaling the roof for this purpose is obviated. These
houses, although not yet quite finished, were glazed

in June last, and in order to save a season's growth
the Vines were planted in the middle of that month.
They consist of the following kinds :—Mrs. Pince's

Black Muscat, Lady Downe's Seedling, Black

Alicante, and Gros Colman. The permanent Vines

are planted S feet apart, the ultimate object being

to' carry two rods from each at 4 feet intervals.

Temporary Vines are planted between, in order to

secure some fruit while the permanent Vines are being

established. The Vines are now 18 feet long, strong,

short-jointed and healthy, although scarcely any
artificial heat has been used since they were planted.

These houses may be truly called " traps to

catch sunbeams." They are all most efficiently

heated by Messrs. J. Weeks & Co., the well-known
horticultural builders and hot-water apparatus manu-
facturers, of Chelsea, London. The pipes are fur-

nished with the necessary quantity of evaporating

troughs, each trough being about 4 or 5 feet long, and
forming part of the pi|>e ; these troughs are supplied

with two taps each, one to let the hot-water, when
so required, into the trough, and the other for the

purpose of emptying them, and washing them out

occasionally ; thus the operation of filling the troughs

is not only rendered simple, but a great saving of

time is effected, inasmuch as all that is required is for

the man in charge to walk round each house twice,

first time to turn the water on in each trough, and
second time vice versa. The sheds are capitally

built, and good provision is made in each compai
ment, in accordance with the special requirementv^f
the purpose which it is intended to serve,

instance, in the potting-shed, if I remember rightly,

there are several divisions immediately over the hot-

water pipes (the main pipes) set apart for the different

kinds of potting material, thereby rendering the

temperature of the potting compost such as to prevent

the slightest possibility of chilling the roots of the most
delicate and heat-loving plant, the soil being in good
condition for use during the most inclement weather.

Whilst speaking of soil, I would remark for the satis-

faction of those (including myself) not so well pro-

vided for, that Mr. Challis has his general stock of

loam, &c., under cover in a large shed erected some
years ago for the jiurpose, and in which large

quantities of soil of the various ingredients apper-

taining tolhe formation of new Vine borders, &c., can

be mixed and turned over occasionally till in a fit

condition for use, without the slightest chance of its

getting wet, and in which also can be stored away
"waste "soil for various purposes in sufficient quantity

for one year's demand. In conclusion, I may remark
that the glass accommodation in these fine and well-

kept gardens will be comj^lete when the old vineries

above adverted to have been taken down, and in

their stead a range of new jilant and other houses

substituted. Mr. Challis is not only a good practical

gardener, but also a skilled engineer, as evidenced by
his having a few years ago had a wheel constructed by
the water's edge, by which means, and by pinning

back the water a little, he obtains sufficient force of

water to work a pair of two horse-power engines.

This has enabled him to have the water laid on and
hydrants fixed in various parts of the gardens—
gardens, the keep of which reflects great credit on

Mr. Chalks. W. IT. If.

Grapes at Ernispie.—Having heard about some
extraordinary Grapes which are growing in the

gardens of Mrs, McKie, Ernispie, Castle Douglas,

T, a few days ago, having occasion to be in the neigh-

l)ourhood, availed myself of the opportunity of

seeing them. There is only one small vinery about

the place, but it contains some remarkably fine Grapes,

reflectingthe utmost credit on theskillof the gardener,

Mr. Kirk. The Vines were planted in 1875, and
have since made good but not unusually strong

growths. There are not many varieties grown. I

oljserved as being particularly fine. Black Hamburghs
and Black Alicantes, equal in size of bunch and finish

to any I have ever seen. There is a bunch of what
I take to be the Syrian, from iS to 25 lb. weight,

growing on a graft put on two years ago. There
are also some remarkably fine Buckland Sweet-

water, and Lady Downe's Seedling Grapes ; but

perhaps the most wonderful is the Duke of Buccleuch.

One bunch grown on a graft put on in the spring

of 1877 has been cut, which weighed 4 lb. 12 oz.

Another Vine on its own roots had six bunches.

One has been cut and five remain, averaging

at least 3 lb. each — perfection in every respect.

I would say to all lovers of fine fruit who can

conveniently see them, do not miss the opportunity.

Archibald Fcnvlcr, Castle Kennedy, Stranraer.

A Novelty in Window Boxes.—We have lately

fallen in with a novelty in window-boxes, a substi-

tute for the well-known encaustic tiles and popular

rustic virgin cork. The new-fangled plant rece]5tacles

are fitted with fronts of looking-glass, set in an inch-

wide mahogany frame. Some persons may like and
copy the idea ; we do not greatly appreciate it, nor

see what advantages it possesses over other less ex-

pensive materials. The effect is, in fact, at first sight

more startling and bizarre than pleasing ; neverthe-

less, the clear reflection of blue skies and verdant

trees seen in these outdoor mirrors was suggestive of

the possibility of picturesque effects to be attained by
the use of looking-glass. Verbenas, Pelargoniums,

and similar plants standing above the glass looked

formal, stiff, and out of place ; its capability of

reflection, however, being similar to that of clear

water, it might be employed with advantage where
Ferns, Myosotis, Creei^ing Jenny, and other such

moisture-loving plants are grown. The trailing stems

of the Creeping Jenny, the drooping fronds of the

Ferns, and the natural as well as aesthetic connection

of the Forget-me-Not with water would render its use

appropriate for these and similar subjects ; but any-

where and everywhere the mahogany beading, so

suggestive of an elongated toilet-glass, is ugly and out

of place in connection with horticulture, and should

be discarded for something more appropriate. We
first observed tliese window-boxes some three months
since, and fancied they would be liable to suffer from

damp and change of weather ; they are, however,

as bright and clean as at first. We should like to

know how they stand the frost and snow of winter.

7-

Vines Affected with Phylloxera.— I have read

ith great interest your remarks respecting the

Phylloxera, and as you ask for information from those

who have suffered from it, I will try to describe briefly

the injury it has done in the vineries here. In the

spring of 1S74, when I took charge of these gardens,

I found one of the vineries newly planted ; old \'ines

which had been lifted from another house were planted

alternately with young ones procured from a nursery.

The latter, which made very unsatisfactory progress

—

their growth being weak and spindly—were ultimately,

with the exception of ane, all cut out, their places

being filled with young rods from the old Vines,

which were doing well. These old Vines continued

to do well until last season, when they showed unmis-

takable signs of distress, their foliage scorched, and
their wood refused to ripen perfectly. On examining
the roots I found them infested with Phylloxera

;

we uprooted them and cleared away the border.

In October we found the roots in very bad condition,

many of the old ones being quite rotten. The Vines
appeared to have been supported almost entirely by
young roots which spring annually from the collar of

the plants, and run and feed in the surface mulching,

composed of cow-dung and horse-droppings. We
hoped by clearing out this house to escape any further

damage, but on close examination we found the pest

in the adjoining house. The Vines in this house were
planted in April, 1876 ; they were grown by our-

selves, and are all Muscats. They made strong, firm

wood in 1876 and 1877, which was well ripened.

This season they broke well, and promised to carry a

good crop of fruit, but have disappointed ; their

foliage has scalded, the Grapes are not finished, and
some of the bunches have shanked ; the wood also is

ripening imperfectly. The varieties of Grapes that

were most severely attacked here are Muscat of Alex-

andria, Mrs. Pince's Muscat, and Madresfield Court
;

Lady Downe's and Alicante are less affected. There is

little doubt the insect was introduced with the Vines,

which came from a nursery. Vines suftering from an
attack of Phylloxera, when liberally treated, may do
well for a few seasons, l)ut from experience I find they

get weaker each year until they are useless. I have no

faith in dealing with it by half-measures. It i.-. a fuc

too formidable to trifle with. We shall upruot our

Vines, thoroughly cleanse the houses, and replant.

Thomas CoomOer.

Grape Duke of Buccleuch.—Some months ago

I recommended this Grape to Ijc worked on the Ham-
burgh, since which many have written about it in favour

or otherwise. I feel it my duty to record an instance

in which the Duke has done well. Some four years

ago my foreman, Mr. W. Johnstone, went as gardener

to Bayham Abbey ; a new range of vineries was built,

and the Duke was planted in a mixed house, and has

certainly done well, for although the Vine has only

been three years planted yet it showed thirty-nine

bunches ; twenty-six were taken off and thirteen left,

which averaged 2 lb. each ; these took the 1st prize

at Tunbridge Wells on June 4, and again at Tun-
bridge in July. This I call good, for the berries were

large and as clear as a l)ell. I asked if any difference

was seen in the largeness of pith of this variety, and the

answer was *" Ves, it was larger." Now what about the

border ? Well, it was made of a nice friable loam, char-

coal, chalk, and half-inch bones, and the border is on a

sort of terrace, but every facility is afforded for water-

ing where required. The houses are one sheet of glass,

so I suspect the wood of the Duke is well ripened.

I have just heard of another instance of the Duke doing

well near Tunbridge, where the gardener " got more
praise for the Grapes of this variety than for all the

others put together." So much for the Duke. Now I

would mention the Golden ("Jueen. At Ashurst Park,

near here, it is growing splendidly in a span-roofed

house, and although only two years old has a quantity

of fine Grapes on it. Mr. Allen also made his border

well up, and has made a provision for covering with

shutters in winter. In the same house are some fine

bunches of well-known kinds, but I will only stop to

notice Waltham Cross, which is also doing well ; it

ripens a fortnight before the Hamburgh, and six

weeks before the Muscat ; and if it keeps, as has

been said, will be invaluable. I have it here, and

can say that the constitution is excellent, and that it

ripens a month before Lady Downe's and other late

Grapes in the same house. J. Rust^ Erid^c Castle.

A great deal has been written both for

and against this Grape, and I consider it is

only just for every gardener to give his candid

experience regarding it. When I first saw the

Duke (some years ago, at Clovenfords) I was so

very much struck with its fine appearance that I

at once concluded to grow it here. I was only pre-

vented doing so by hearing the repeated bad accounts

of it from time to time ; however at last I w as per-

suaded to have one grafted on a cane of the White
Frontignan (which I intended cutting out) two years

ago this season, and at the present time I am per-

fectly satisfied at having done so, as the graft soon
made a strong cane, and this year showed twelve

bunches, five of which were cut off; and, as I do not

force early, it was subjected to a cool temperature and
had a long period to ripen. The Duke received the same
attention as the other Vines in the same house, only

I endeavoured to keep it drier towards the finishing

period than the others, and that it has done to my
entire satisfaction ; the bunches average about i?j lb.

each. By the same post 1 forward you a few berries,

which are a fair sample. [Very good.] Where it

does as well as It has done here, it is well worthy of

a place. We followed up the advice given by Mr.
William Thomson some short time ago in your pages,

viz., cutting the spurs half way through just at the

commencement of the second swelling. R. G.

It may serve the discussion now going
on as to the merits or demerits of this Grape
if I attempt to describe it as I recently saw it

in one of the vineries at Hutton Hall, Guis-

liorough, the residence of J. W. Pease, Esq., M.P.
If only one man out of twenty can grow this Grape
well, it effectually disposes of the question whether or

no the Grape can be grown well, as the twentieth

man establishes a fact the other nineteen thought
incapable of being demonstrated. At Hutton Hall
the Duke of Buccleuch occupies a span-roofed vinery

which is used as a late Hamburgh house. There are

two plants of it, one on either side, and it is worthy
of notice that in both positions it is carrying fine

bunches. In both cases it is on the Black Hamburgh
stock, but Mr. Mclndoe has grafted it 2 feet higher
up the stock than is usually the case, for the purpose
of leaving a few side branches to the stocks. He is

of opinion that these perform the important function of

assisting the flow of sap to the scion. The graft has
made a splendid growth, and each carried five very

well finished bunches. One of these was shown by
Mr. Mclndoe in the class for six launches of Grapes
at Bishop Auckland, and it weighed 2 lb. 10 oz.

In the form in which the Duke can be seen at

Hutton Hall, it is a commanding-looking Grape,
the berries large, very plump, free from spots,

and very pleasant to the palate. Those persons

who do not care for sugary Grapes with a
Muscat flavour can scarcely fail to be pleased

with the Duke. When it is quite ripe the skin
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becomes yellow, with a clear rosy tinge. Mr. Mclndoe
finds it to hang well, and can keep it till December.
Golden Champion in the same house was in fine

condition also ; and the frequency with which it was
shown at Bishop Auckland suggested that somehow
or the other it is a Grape suited to this district. It is

on its own roots, and when the berries may be said to

be perfected it loses any acidity of flavour and
oecomes of a honied sweetness. At that stage it is

highly esteemed on the dessert table. In this case

there was not the slightest blemish on the berries.

I have no intention to take part in the current dis-

cussion, but the statement of a few facts of this

character may have an interest for those who are

watching the course of the debate now being carried

on in the columns of the Gardeners' Chronicle. I

may further add that Venn's Black Muscat, as sup-

plied to Mr. Mclndoe, cannot be separated from the

Muscat Hamburgh, as now growing in the same
house at Huliun Hall. It seems impossible to resist

the conviction that they are alike in every respect.

Supposing they are distinct varieties, as some have

asserted, it is possible that either by accident or design

the Muscat Hamburgh was put into circulation under
the name of Venn's Black Muscat. R. D.

Judging Melons.—The judging of Melons is

about one of the most unsatisfactory functions that

can fall to the lot of those who are called upon to

adjudicate on the merits of those fruits, when they are

represented in large numbers as happens at some of

our large exhibitions. Take for instance the late show
held at Preston, where there were over twenty fruits

staged in one class. It must have been rather a diffi-

cult duty for the judges to taste so many different

fruits, and be able to arrive at a satisfactory decision

as to which was the best. I mean in flavour, for I

suppose every other consideration is left out of the

question. It is a question of flavour and nothing else,

and is not flavour a question of taste ? What a pity

this should be the case ! Can we not infuse a broader

spirit into such narrow principles of judgment, which

are anomalous in the strongest sense of the word ?

The probable remedy—or, at least, a mitigation of

ihc existing evil—wovdd be to have more "classes"
for Melons. At present there are only two classes,

and this only at large exhibitions. Smaller exhibi-

tions and local shows generally can only afford to

flffer a prize or two in one class only. What I would
propose is this—to have a class for flavour alone, and
In have two classes each in scarlet and green-fleshed

Melons, say a class in each for fruit not to exceed

2 lb. or 3 lb. in weight, and a class for fruit of any

size ; and the judges to give their awards, not on a

j^oint of flavour alone, but on a summing-up of the

various points which are known to be appreciated

on our employers' tables, viz., weight, size, and
general appearance as well as flavour. It is not

an uncommon occurrence to see scrubby-looking little

fruits not exceeding a pound in weight awarded
honours where large handsome fruit are not even

noticed. If you ask why, the answer is, flavour takes

precedence of all other qualities combined. What say

some of our exhil)itors? IK Hinds.

Royal Tree Planting.—The remarks upon this

subject, referring to trees at Southampton, to which
exception is taken by Mr. W. H. Rogers (p. 282),

were based upon a statement made some lime since in

the Southampton Town Council in the course of a

discussion upon the state of the public parks—and
certainly at that time not contradicted—to the effect

that the two Oak trees planted on the occa-

sion of the marriage of the Princess of Wales had
died, and that others had been planted to succeed
them. Of course, if Mr. Rogers, who doubtless,

excepting the park superintendent, knows as much
about the Southampton parks as any one, can give an
authoritative denial to that statement that will suffice.

Certainly there was no intention to reflect upon Mr.
Rogers, who seems to have made the subject a per-

.sonal one. Your Correspondent.

Melons at Longford Castle.— I have read with

interest the various communications which have
appeared in the Gardeners'' Chronicle from Mr. Ward,
head gardener to the Earl of Radnor, in reference to

the system of Melon culture pursued in the gardens at

Longford. The other day, through the kindness of a

L;entleman who had business at the Castle, I had an
opportunity of examining for myself the practical

results of Mr. Ward's course of treatment. He is

no mere theorist, as the accompanying drawing of a

fruit of Duke of Edinburgh, which I saw growing,
will amply testify. It was cut some days after my
\'isit, and I am infonned that it measured round the

middle 25 inches, and lengthways 28 inches. Its

weight was II lb. 12 oz., and although I have seen
" any quantity '* of Melons in my time, I considered

it, without any exception, one of the largest, most
evenly shaped, and most beautifully reticulated fruit

that has ever come under my observation. I saw
numbers of other fruit which at the time of cutting

must have weighed from 8 lb. to 9 lb. ; and it is not

unworthy of remark that Mr. Ward expects to make
his last cuttings at the end of this month from vines

which fruited in April. I never saw a healthier lot of

plants. Welt may a gardener, and his employer,

too, take a pride in such a display. C. 11. S.

Fuchsia Venus Victrix, &c.— In answer to

" W. B.'s" enquiry of August 19, as to which of the

Fuchsias, viz., Venus Victrix, Dr. Jephson, or Purity

was the first introduced, I may state that all were
raised before my time, but I have grown them all,

and possess the former to this day. But as Venus
Victrix was the first light-coloured Fuchsia, it is

obvious that the others must have been obtained from

it. Dr. Jephson, which gloried in a very dark purple

corolla with light tulje and sepals, was, I should say,

the next ; this no doubt followed by Purity, which
Jft.s a very light -coloured corolla, somewhat like the

present Rose of Denmark, and was much grown and
even shown twenty years ago. Venus Victrix was
sent out by Mr. Cripps, of Tunbridge Wells, many
years ago, and was, I am assured, raised by a Mr.
IloUingsworth. Of the remaining two, I regret being

unable to afford any further information. //. Cannell.

Ilfftitts i)f §00 Its.

The Bulb Garden ; or, how to Cultivate

Bulbous and Tuberous-rooted Flowering
Plants to Perfection: a Manual adapted for
both the Professional and Am.ztenr Gardener.

By Samuel Wood. Crosby, Lockwood & Co.

We entirely sympathise with Mr. Wood in his desire

to recommend for more general adoption in gardens of

humbler pretensions the culture of bulbous plants, but

we cannot so fullycongratulate him on the wayin which

he has fulfilled his self-imposed task. He first of all

gives his readers some directions how to lay out and

prepare the beds and borders, and then enumerates

in detail the Tulips, the Anemones, the Ranunculus,

and other plants which are to fill them. Mr. Wood's
cultural directions are not too much elaborated—

a

great fault in a work intended for beginners—and

they are, generally speaking, judicious. It is in the

knowledge of plants that our author is most defective.

Bulbous plants with him include Lily of the Valley,

Hellebores, Dielytras, Ranunculus, Anemones, and

even Lychnis fulgens ! Classes, tribes, species, varie-

ties, families, orders, are all mixed up in such

inextricable confusion, that we are sure the reader

can either have no notion which is the correct term

to apply in a particular case, or will suppose that they

are all of equal significance. The Hyacinth, we are

told—meaning, of course, the cultivated species—is a

"native of our country," and the author has seen it

growing wild in abundance in various parts of Eng-

land. Doubtless he has seen the Bluebell, but few of

us, we fancy, would confound that with the Hyacinth

of the gardens.

Few or none of the newer kinds of Tulip and Lily

are enumerated, and such a grand hardy plant as

Hyacinthus candicans is not even mentioned. Tri-

teleia is spoken of as a new introduction. The
diseases are dismissed in two or three pages with

such remarks as this :
—"The Gladiolus is not liable

to any particular disease, but will pine away in poor

ground." "The Snowdrop is eaten by slugs, and

will pine away from frequent removals and planting

in poor soils." "The Calla jethiopica is liable to

pine away from want of sufficient water," and so on.

Really, one would think the author had never grown

a bulb. Certainly the gardening papers, with their

descriptions of bulbs new and old, and their frequent

references to the diseases of Tulips and Gladioli have

been studied with but little practical result, if at all,

by our author. The glossary is equally indicative of

scanty knowledge and imperfect research. "Crocus,"

we are told, "refers to some local inference, no

doubt given by Theophrastus." The coloured illus-

trations to the prc.cnl volume do not add to its

attractions, and some, as the Squill, are hardly

recognisable, while the woodcuts have, for the most

part, done duty over and over again in catalogues.

Mr. Wood would do well in future to confine him-

self strictly to cultural matters, where his observation

and experience may be useful. Book-making is

decidedly not his forte.

Monographiae Phanerogamarum ; Prodromi
nunc continuatio nunc revisio. Pnris :

Masson.

When, some few years since, it was announced that

De Candolle's Prodromns was to be brought to a con-

clusion at the end of the Dicotyledonous series of

orders, something like a wail of regret went up from

the botanists of the world. A complete descriptive

list of all known plants was so urgent a want, that

the prospect of the discontinuance of the Prodromns

was looked on with serious apprehension. We cannot

indeed wonder that M. de Candolle should have shrunk

from further toil on a work which had cost his father

and himself fifty years of irksome labour. So vast a

work, it is obvious, required the co-operation of other

workers, and those other workers were not always so

systematic as the de CandoUes, and for various

reasons could not be so punctual. The difficulties in

the way of an orderly sequence became insuperable,

and iSL de Candolle resolved to bring the work, which

has cast so much honour on three generations of

his family, to a conclusion. But it was impossible,

nevertheless, for the engineers to remain idle ; the

machinery could not be suffered to rust from disuse,

and thus it was soon announced that a continuation of

the Prodromns on a somewhat different plan would

be undertaken. The plan proposed was to issue a

series of monographs of different orders without any

definite sequence, such monographs to be devoted to

the elucidation of families hitherto not treated in the

Prodromns., or of such as required revision and exten-

sion in consequence of the lapse of time and the pro-

gress of science. The first volume of this supplement

to the Prodromns is now before us. It forms a

handsome volume in large Svo of nearly 800 pages,

with nine plates from the pencil of Fitch. The
change of size is, we think, a misfortune, as the

new volume, will not range with the old. The typo-

graphical arrangements are decidedly more convenient

than in the older series, and would have been still

further improved had the synonyms been relegated

to a separate paragraph or at least have been printed

in italic or some other distinctive type. The three

orders treated of in the present volume are the

SmilaceoG, by M. Alphonse de Candolle ; the Res-

tiaceai, by Dr. Masters ; and the Meliacerc, by M.
Casimir de Candolle. The systematic description

of the species is, in each case, preceded by some

general observations in French or in Latin.

The Smilacex consist of three genera only, two

numerically of little importance, and one, Smilax,

with over 200 species. It is curious and not alto-

gether creditable that so little that is definite should

be known as to the species of Smilax producing Sar-

saparilla. The peculiar leaves and tendrils of Smilax,

of course, form subjects of comment, the tendrils

being considered to be leaf-segments reduced in size.

With reference to the use of the words "fusion " or

"cohesion" in describing the modifications of these

organs, we are glad to see M. de Candolle preferring

to write " absence of division," as the word " fusion
"

applies to parts primitively separated. The morpho-

logy of the flowers and of the inflorescence offers no

very peculiar features. The characters relied on for

the primary subdivisions of the genus Smilax are the

number of ovules (one or two) in each cell of the

ovary, the inffexed or reflexed perianth-segments and

the number of stamens. The variations in the

inflorescence furnish other characters, and, lastly, the

characters furnished by the leaves are taken into

account. A geographical arrangement of the species

is in some cases adopted, the author stating that this

mode of grouping, formerly considered artificial and

unscientific, has become more important in these

times, when the origin and genealogy of species are

sought to be determined, inasmuch as it may be pre-

sumed that the species of any one region have prob-

ably been derived from a common stock indigenous to

that region. The discussion of this point naturally leads

to the consideration of the geographical distribution of

existing species. They are abundant in the Himalayas,

Japan, the Fiji islands, the United States, Mexico, and
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the West Indies, being nearly equally distributed in

point of numbers in the Old and New Worlds respec-

tively. .S. herbacea is common to Japan and the

United Slates, one of the many proofs of kinship be-

tween the two floras. M. dc Candolle considers that

the diflusion of these plants to the north and south is

checked, more by the InsuiTicient heat which prevents

llicm from flowering and ripening their fruit, than by
the winter frosts. IM. de Candolle is borne out in

this opinion by the fact that several species are hardy
in British gardens, though it is but rarely that they

flower, and at the moment we do not remember to

have seen one bear fruit. M. de Candolle considers

the Smilaceos to be among the oldest of flowering

plants, for, although few if any of the so-called fossil

Smilacea; are known with certainty to belong to the

order, yet their wide distribution in subtropical,

tropical and warmer temperate regions, and the facts

that Ihey are as abundant in islands as on continents

as well as the existence of local forms differing slightly

but constantly from the type, point to the above con-

clusion. The simplest forms are probably the oldest,

therefore the dicecious Smilacece with their wide dis-

tribution are considered as older than the hermaphro-
dite Rhipogonum, which has only a limited distri-

bution.

Pursuing these speculations M. de Candolle emits

the following hypothesis with all due qualifications.

He considers the ancestral Smilax to have been a

unisexual Monocotyledon, probably moncecious, with

pollen volatile, /.c, capable of transport by means
of the wind; gamosepalous perianth, no petals, and
with monadelphous stamens—in fact, a plant nearly

like the existing Heterosmilax. This hypothetical

•Smilax inhabited a hypothetical continent between
Asia, the Sandwich Islands, and New Holland, at a

period prior to the Eocene epoch. From this ances-

tral form the five other genera may have proceeded,

each with their three sepals, three jjctals, and free

stamens. Four of these genera are dioecious, one
hermaphrodite. Geographical and climatic changes
caused the dispersion of these genera, the dicecious

ones being the most widely dispersed, the Rhipo-
gonum with hermaphrodite flowers of five whorls the

least so, it being confined to Australia and New
Zealand. Heterosmilax, the simplest form, remains
nearly in the cradle of the race.

For M. de Candolle, then, a flower with all its

parts distinct and separate, as in a Sedum, for

instance, is more complex than one in which the parts

are not separated. This is a conclusion at variance

with the opinions of many who would place the

Gamopelalse, or the Epigyna;, higher in the scale o

completeness than the Polypetala;. Such authors

consider what they call " fusion," consolidation of

parts, cohesion, adhesion, &c., as indications of com-
plexity, and put the plants in which such cha-

racteristics are manifest on a higher scale than those

in which the parts are all separate. Now, if the

parts were really coherent, fused, adherent, or consoli-

dated, no doubt such views would be correct, but

the truth is, that in the majority of cases the so-called

fusion is simply an arrest of development, a lack of

separation. The parts were not primitively separate

and subsequently combined, but primitively one and
subsequently branched, divided, multiplied. The
development of any flower shows this. From one
central knob proceed three or more segments

;

then three more, then three more, and so on.

Now, if development be arrested after the first

three have been produced, we get an imperfect

flower without trace of petals, stamens, or pistil ;

if after the second three, then a flower with
sepals and petals, and no stamens and pistil.

If arrest take place after the third series is formed,

then we get a staminiferous or male flower, but if no
arrest take place then we get the structurally her-

maphrodite flower, completed. And such a flower

(speaking purely from a structural point of view) is

more complete and perfect than one in which arrest

of development has taken place at any stage.

If we are to proceed from the simple to the com-
plex than M. de Candolle's views are just. Again, if

these views be correct unisexual plants were pro-

bably earlier formations than hermaphrodites, and
hermaphrodite flowers are the perfected descendants of

one-sexed plants.

According to the opposite view flowers were
originally hermaphrodite, but on the principle of sub-

division of labour, it proved advantageous to the

plant to have its stamens on one individual, its pistils

on another.

The same questions of course arise with reference

to the Restiaceit, which are monographed by Dr.
Masters. These are mostly dioecious plants, pretty

equally distributed between the Cape of Good
Hope and Australia, especially its south-western

corner, though not so absolutely limited in dis-

tribution as the African allies. Lepyrodia, an
Australian genus, has in one species structurally com-
plete flowers, and in the remaining species is more
complete than is the case with the other genera. The
question then arises whether this Lepyrodia is older

as regards ancestry than the one-sexed dicecious

Restios, or vice vers/i. We have no clue to guide us

here unless it be that on which M. de Candolle
relics — geographical distribution. The dicecious

RestiaceK are distributed in both Africa and Aus-
tralia, the Lepyrodias in the latter only ; the former
then may be considered to have the longest lineage of

the two. If, on the other hand, it can be shown that

the hermaphrodite was the original form, and the one-

scxcd condition a result of beneficial division of labour,

then the Lepyrodia must be looked on as a " survival
"

of a condition otherwise extinct, or, as a " reversion
"

to an older order of things.

Fascinating as these speculations are, they are at

present mere dreaius. So long as their real nature is

kept in mind there is no harm in them, but, on the

contrary, much good. Though such problems may
prove insoluble to finite intelligence and limited

capabilities, yet they are of great value in stimulating

inquiry and serving as nuclei around which know-
ledge which would otherwise be vaguely diffused may
be crystallised.

M. Casimir de Candolle's monograph on Mcliacea:

completes the volume. Of this order thirty-five

genera are noted, the species being distributed widely

in the warmer regions of the globe, while one, M.
Azederach, has been naturalised in the South of

Europe and is sometimes seen in our stoves. Swietenia

Mahogani is the tree yielding the Mahogany.
Structurally, the points ofmost interest in the Meliacea?

are the tubular andraecium and the fact that the embryo
is sometimes covered with hair—a circumstance only

noted in certain plants of the present order and in

Byrsocarpus and ^-Egiceras.

The plates are devoted simply to generic analyses

and as guides to the student. Lastly, there is

what will prove a great boon, a full index of the

generic and specific names included in the volume.

We congratulate and thank MM. de Candolle on
the resumption of their laborious task and so highly

appreciate their work that we eagerly await the pro-

mised monographs on Aroids (by Dr. Engler) and
grasses (by Gen. Munro). We are quite sure the

botancial world will experience a unanimous feeling of

gratitude towards the editors of this greatly desired

publication.

PtiELiCATlONS Received.—Botanical Magazine

—

— Revue Horticole.—Monatsschrift des Vereines zur

beforderung des Gartenbaues.—Journal de la Socicte
Centrale cl'Horticulture. — Le Moniteur Horticole
Beige. — Midland Naturalist—Floral Magazine. —
Journal of Forestry.—The Gardener.—The American
Agriculturist.—The Florist and Pomologist.—The
Villa Gardener.—Revue de I'Horticulture Beige.

Natural History.
Are Squirrels Carnivorous?—Yes, decidedly

so. A friend of mine residing in Hampshire was
surrounded by squirrels, and being a great lover of

animals would not suffer one to be shot or destroyed.

To quote his own words, " In short, around my
cottage they are like the mice in the tall tower of the

Bishop of Mentz." They feasted on his Apples,

Beaches, Apricots, and all wall fruit, and carried off

the eggs of his beautiful crested doves. Still their

death-warrant was not signed, but a time came when,

having received a present of some rare tufted ducks

and pochards, the attentions of the squirrels were

found to be overpoweringly pressing, and vermin-

traps were placed all round the stream where

the young ducklings were kept ; still the ducks

disappeared, and stoats, though never caught, were

suspected. At last the real thieves were discovered ;

eight young pochards were missing and four young

tufted ducks. A keeper, guided by the cry of the

ducklings, saw two old squirrels hunting three of the

little birds. One squirrel was dancing about as if in

play with a duck held by the back of its neck in her

mouth
i
the other was frisking about the remaining

two ducklings. A shot settled the fate of one squirrel.

She dropped her victim, and the other ran up a Pine

tree. Two of the little ducks were unhurt, but the

third died of the wounds she had received from the

squirrel's teeth. A squirrel can give a very sharp

bite, as I know from experience, for this gentleman
sent me once, at my especial request, the present of a

young squirrel, and the little animal made his esca])e

one morning before I had tamed him into the kitchen

and frightened the maid servants. They seemed to

have an idea that it was the nature of squirrels in

general to fly into people's faces and scratch out eyes,

for each maiden had a duster or kitchen towel

pressed closely over her head and across her eyes,

whilst the squirrel sprang from table to chair and
chair to dresser. I, too, caught up a towel, but it

was to blind master squirrel with, not myself ; and I

succeeded in catching him, but he bit me in the

thumb with right good will when I took him out of

the wrapper in order to return him to his cage.

Helen E. Wahiey.

The premature falling of the leaf is often the cause

of no small anxiety on the part of those interested m
the culture and growth of forest trees, and in order

somewhat to soothe such anxiety I shall note what has

come under my own observation. .\ny sudden check

of growth will cause the leaves to fall oflf, and such

checks are caused by various circumstances, the most

common of which are either too little or too much
moisture. When any protracted dry or hot weather

occurs, as in 1868, the trees, notwithstanding their

roots spreading far and wide in search of food, thereby

commanding all the nourishment and moisture avail-

able for their sustenance, yet languish and fade at

midsummer as completely as they are wont to do in

autumn. The Beech, although well adapted to dry

soils and sandy districts, is yet among the first trees

to suffer. In the dry season referred to the Beech in

this locality suffered more than any other forest tree.

In July and August many of their leaves were as dead,

dry and shrivelled up, as if scorched by fire. No
serious results followed, however, beyond the almost

entire loss of that year's growth. Rain fell copiously

in the autumn, and the weather continued mild and

favourable for tree growth until the leaves all fell off",

and buds were large and well formed. During the

winter, and especially towards spring, the weight of

the buds became so great as to cause the branches to

bend down like weepers. Most of the buds contained

fruit blossom, and the result was the production of

the largest crop of Beech-nuts or mast that ever I

saw. Many branches were so richly loaded that

although scarcely any leaves were upon them they

gave way and broke under the excessive weight. The

Larch that season was also much but variously affected

in some soils, especially amongst Whins it languished

exceedingly, and not a few died outright. Fortunately

for its sake rain fell abundantly in the autumn months

(when it makes its principal growth), and those trees

that had not lost their leaders or side shoots recovered

considerably. On moderately deep and good loam

the loss of growth was unimportant, but on gravel,

sand, and clay they suffered very much. The fruit crop

of the Larch like that of the Beech was excellent

the succeeding season.

The Scots Pine suffers less by excessive drought

than any other forest tree, probably from the circum-

stance that it makes its growth very early in the

season before the drought affects it, hence in examin-

ing the zones of wood in Scots Fir timber, it is found

that they vary less than in most other trees.

The loss of tree growth, as of other vegetable

products, is too serious a matter to let pass without

enquiry whether anything can be done either by way

of cure or prevention. Cures of any kind are

difficult to effect, and too frequently verify the saying

that " the remedy is worse than the disease." That

many of the evils resulting from dry or hot weather

may be prevented I have not the least doubt. Thinning

Pine and Fir plantations I have long regarded as a

necessary evil, but as long as it must be prttctised the

baneful results may be greatly modified, if not neu-

tralised, in the following manner. When the ground

is bare of herbage, dry, and the soil of an arid
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description, the primings should all be allowed to lie

upon the ground for a year or two, to prevent the

sun's direct rays from overheating the soil, as thereby

the juices of the growing trees are seriously injured.

Pine and Fir plantations of advanced age, say thirty

years, and in some cases as young as twenty-five years,

should have their prunings left upon the ground, and

they may be so spread upon it as to specially benefit

the standing trees.

When plantations have been depastured, and the

herbage eaten bare, it is well not to eat the herbage for

a year or two after thinning—till the branches of the

growing trees, indeed, again close together, and prevent

the rays of the sun from overheating the soil. It is by
no means an unfavourable aspect of the case when
the leaves on becoming discoloured separate and fall

off; but when they become brown or otherwise dis-

coloured, and still remain over autumn attached to

the boughs, it is a very sure sign of the tree being

hopelessly irrecoverable. On drawing oft" water from

lakes, ponds, &c., surrounded with trees, care should

be taken not to prolong the operation in the heat of
summer or spring, as thereby the trees nourished by
the water will soon grow sickly, and lose their

vitality.

In autumns when much rain falls landscape
beauty is destroyed by the foliage falling off before
the leaves have attained their autumnal tints. A dry
autumn, therefore, is that which every naturalist

longs for in order to see the glowing and cheering
colours, shades, and hues of the glorious landscape,

C. y. Michie, Forester., Cnlkn House, Ciilieji,

Au£[ust 19.

Reports of Societies.

Basingstoke Horticultural Society: Auir. 20.

—The second exhibition of this newly-formed society

proved a most satisfactory advance on the one held
last year, while the weather was fine and the attend-

ance numerous. The show took place in the grounds
of Cioldings, the residence of Mrs. Russell Apletre,

which is close to the town, and remarkably well

adapted for the show.
The greatest interest centred round certain special

prizes, which caused a keen competition. The
Alayor, li. Allen, Esq., gave a piece of plate, value
five guineas, with 2d and 3d prizes of two guineas and
one guinea, for the best eighteen plants in or out of
bloom. The best collection came from W. P. Portal,

Esq., Malshanger Park (Mr. N. Kneller, gr.), whose
leading subjects were—Medinilla magnifica, Clero-

dendron Balfourianum, a finely-grown example of

Cyanophyllum magnificum, Allamanda Hendersoni,
two finely-grown plants of Begonia Craigii, Scutellaria

Mociniana, Gymnogramma chrysophylla, &c. ; 2d,

T. Pain, Esq., The Grove (T. Russell, gr.), who had
capitally-grown Fuchsias, Coleus, Cuphea plaly-

centra, the dark-flowered Lotus Jacobseus, Pelargo-
nium Happy Thought, &c., a well-balanced collec-

tion. Messrs. f. Clarke and H. Faulkner were
awarded equal 3ds in consideration of a good com-
petition. Handsome special prizes were given byW,
W. B. Beach, Esq., M.P., for a group of miscellaneous
stove and greenhouse plants, arranged for effect, in a
space 10 feet by 8 feet. By far the best came from
Viscount Eversley, Heckfield Place (Mr. W. Wild-
snith, gr.), arranged with great judgment and taste.

This group had something more than a mere exhibition
V due, as it gave the young gardeners present an ex-
cellent practical lesson in the tasteful arrangement of
plants.

In the open class for six stove and greenhouse
plants the 1st prize was withheld : but with six foliage

plants Mr. Wildsmith was 1st, with some medium-
sized well grown examples ; Major R. P. Warren (T.
Osmond, gr.), being 2d. The best specimen plant
was Stephanotis floribunda from W. L. W. Chute,
Esq. {Mr. G. Brownfield, gr. ). Exotic Ferns m groups
of eight plants were nicely shown, the 1st prize lot

coming from H. W. Thornton, Esq. (Mr. H.
Faulkner, gr.), Mr. T. Osmond being 2d. Mr. T.
Russell had by far the best lot of six Fuchsias, large

and symmetrically grown plants ; Mr. Kneller coming
in 2d. Hardy Ferns and Balsams were fairly well
shown ; and plants suitable for table decoration were
of the usual character.

The class of six Zonal Pelargoniums caused a close

run between C. Baker, Esq., M. P. (Mr. J.Turner, gr.),

and Mr. Kneller ; the plants of the latter had the best

heads of bloom, but lacked the vigorous foliage found
in that set up by Mr. Turner. The varieties were
St. Fiacre, Veusvius, Gloire de Nancy, Madame
Lemoine, &c. An extra prize was awarded to W.
W. B. Beach, Esq., M.P., Oakley Hall (Mr. Hibbert,
gr.), for a fine collection of stove and greenhouse
plants ; and also to Mr. Charles Cooper, nurseryman,
Basingstoke, for a group of flowering and other plants.

In the cut flower classes were found Dahlias,
Asters, both quilled and flat-petalled ; Zinnias, Roses,
&c., all of general good quality.

The special prizes given by J. B. Soper, Esq., for

eight dishes of fruit, brought but one competitor, in

Mr. Wildsmith, who staged a highly meritorious col-

lection. The best six dishes of fruit (in which class

there was a good competition) came from H. Harner,
Esq., Steventon (Mr. E. Crump, gr.), and comprised
Black Hamburgh and Muscat of Alexandria Grapes,

Princess of Wales Peach, Elruge Nectarine, &c. The
examples of Black Alicante Grapes staged by Mr.
Crump, in the class for three bunches of black

Grapes, were remarkable for their size, symmetry,
and splendid colour and bloom, and completely dis-

tancing anything else competing with them. Mr.
Crump bids fair to take high rank as a Grape grower
and exhibitor. He had the best three bunches of

white Grapes also, staging Muscats, though they

would have been better could they have hung for

another week or two. The bunches were very fine.

Is the class for three bunches of black Grapes, Messrs.

Wildsmith and Kneller were placed equal 2d with

fine examples of Black Hamburgh. Mr. Kneller also

came in 2d in the white class with some of the well-

finished examples of Buckland Sweetwater for which
he is famous. Mr. H. Faulkner had the best six

Peaches, staging fine Royal George ; Mr, Crump
coming next with good examples of Princess of

Wales. In the class for Nectarines, Mr. W. Wild-
smith was 1st with very fine Downton ; Mr. J.
Dauncey being 2d. Other fruits comprised Melons,
dessert and culinary Apples and Pears, Plums and
Cherries.

Vegetables were largely and finely exhibited. In

the class for ten dishes there was a very spirited

competition. {From a Correspondent.)

Bishop Auckland Horticultural : Aug, 30.

—

This exhibition, which might very appropriately be

termed the great floral carnival of the North, took

place on the above date, but unfortunately with the

attendant disadvantage of showers, though there were

intervals of fine weather. Last year a pitiless wet

day caused a loss of some ;i^300, and there is reason

to fear a deficiency will again result this year. The
show was held, as usual, in the picturesque grounds

of Auckland Castle, and it was astonishing to note

the throng of people present despite the weather.

The tent arrangements were as usual, and though
there was a falling oft' in stove and greenhouse plants

the tents were well filled, and the show gave great

satisfaction to the visitors. So prompt was the

management that by 10 o'clock the judges were
enabled to commence making their awards, and by
half-past 12 the tents were thrown open to visitors.

What can be so well done on a large scale at Bishop
Auckland can surely be done on a smaller scale in

other parts of the country, where a reform in this

direction is sore necessity.

The open-to-all classes are always the most attrac-

tive at Bishop Auckland, and in that for six stove and
greenhouse plants the best came from Mr. T. Wilson,

Normanby Hall, who had excellent specimens of

Dipladenia Brearleyana, D. amabilis, Allamanda
Hendersoni, Erica Eweriana superba, E. oblata

purpurea, and Phjenocoma prolifera Barnesii ; 2d,

Mr. Jas. Noble, Woodbum, Darlington, whose best

plants were Allamanda Hendersoni, Clerodendron
Balfourianum, Lapageria rosea, and Bougainvillea

glabra.

In the class for six foliaged plants there was a very

close competition, Mr. Noble being placed 1st with

Crotoninterruptus, C.Johannis, Dasylirion serratifola,

Areca Verschaffel tii, Cycas revoluta, and Yucca aloi folia

variegata. It was the evenness of this lot which
carried the palm for Mr. Noble; 2d, Mr. N. Black,

gr. to the Misses Pease, Southend Gardens, Darling-

ton, who had a fine Latania borbonica, Croton
Johannis, very richly coloured ; C. Weismanni, Maranta
rosea picta, a superb plant ; Cocos Weddelliana, and
Anthurium crystallinum ; 3d, Mr. R. Westcott, Raby
Castle Gardens, who had Croton Johannis, Alocasia

Lowii, Geonoma gracilis, Pandanus Veitchii, &c.

The class for twelve stove and greenhouse plants, pots

not to exceed 14 inches, brought a capital competition,

Mr. Noble being ist ; Mr. H. Johnstone, gr. to J. B.

Hodgson, Esq., 2d ; and Mr. N. Black, 3d. These
were effective groups, containing small but well grown
plants. Achimenes were very good for so late in the

season, the best coming from Mr. J. Short, Darling-

ton. In the class for six Zonal Pelargoniums some
finely grown and flowered plants were staged, quite

up to the London mark, the best coming from Mr. J.

Short, who had Vesuvius, Glow, Acme, Mrs. William
Paul, Lord Derby, and another; 2d, Mr. H. John-
stone

;
3d, Mr. J. Larkin.

Exotic Ferns in sixes were both numerous and
good, Mr. R. Westcott coming in 1st with nice

medium-sized well-grown examples, Mr. H. John-
stone being 2d, and Mr. N. Black 3d. Hardy Ferns

were very good, and mosses admirably grown, but

the pressure of the crowd prevented notes from being

taken. Balsams, Fuchsias, Coleus, &c., were all

good, as usual.

Cut flowers are always a strong point at Bishop
Auckland. The best stand of twelve bunches of cut

flowers came from Mr. J. Mclndoe, but they sadly

needed something to back them up against the naked
ground of the box. They consisted of Orchids, stove

and greenhouse plants, &c. Mr. Lazenby, Darling-

ton, was 2d. In the class for twelve Zonal Pelargo-

niums, three trusses in a bunch, there was a spirited

competition, but several stands had to be disqualified

through containing double varieties—so the committee
ruled, and it was by their authority the judges dis-

qualified. The best came from Mr. T. Sibbald, the

second best from Mr. J. Short.

Gladioli were very fine indeed, and the stand ot

nine varieties set up by Mr. J. Thompson, nursery-

man, Newcastle-on-Tyne, contained some splendid

varieties ; 2d, Mr. G. Hankerson, Wolerston, In the

class for seven spikes, which were equally well shown,
Mr. John Burrell was 1st and Mr. A. Spoor 2d.

The Marigolds were as usual very good, and the

striped French varieties finely marked. Asters,

Stocks, Verbenas, &c., were all very good. In the

class for twelve bunches of cut herbaceous plants were
very fine examples of some grand things—indeed this

was a remarkably good feature of the show.
f.^^The open classes for Dahlias, especially that for

twenty-four show varieties, brought an extensive com-
petition for the handsome prizes offered. It was a very

close run between Mr. W. Boston, nurseryman,
Bedale, and Messrs. R. Edwards l\: Son, Nuttall

Nurseries, Nottingham, the former getting the advan-
tage. Mr. Boston had fine blooms of Criterion,

finely shown in all the stands ; Henry Walton, Per-

fection of Primroses, J. W. Lord, James Cocker,
Countess, James Service, Vice-President, Charles
Leicester, Anne Neville, Mrs. Dix, Her Majesty,

Artist, John Standish, W. P. Laird, Monarch, J. N.
Keynes, Flora Wyatt, Burgundy, Miss Turner, Dr.
Moffatt, Lady Gladys Herbert, Alexander Craraond,
tS:c, ^Iessrs. R. Edwards & Son had some very

fine flowers, the leading varieties being James
Cocker, John Standish, James Service, Criterion,

Mrs, Saunders, Chris Ridley, Mrs, Henshaw,
Monarch, J. N. Keynes, Rev. J. B. M. Camm,
Flora Wyatt, Julia Wyatt, Leah, Thomas Goodwin,
Mrs. Harris, Willie Eckford, &c. 3d, Mr. Henry
Clark, Rodley, Leeds. In the amateur class for

twelve varieties Mr. J. Walker was Ist, and Mr. G.
Fletcher 2d. In this class there was a good compe-
tition also.

The best twelve Fancies came also from Mr.
Boston, a remarkably good and varied lot, in excellent

character. The best flowers were Miss Large,

Monarch, very fine ; Grand Sultan, Mrs. Saunders,

Miss Burnes, Fanny Sturt, Peacock, Queen Mab,
Prospero, and Mrs. Purves ; a capital lot for exhi-

bition. 2d, Messrs. R. Edwards &: Son, whose best

flowers were Mrs. Saunders, Flora Wyatt, Dolly

Varden, Fanny Sturt, Richard Dean, and Sparkler.

Hollyhocks were well shown by Messrs. Thomp-
son and nines.

The show of fruit was as usual extensive and
very good, and in the class for eight dishes the com-
petition was very keen. Mr, J. Mclndoe, gr. to J.
W. Pease, Esq., Hutton Hall, Guisborough, was Ist

with a remarkably fine lot, staging capital Muscat of

Alexandria and Black Hamburgh Grapes, Colston

Bassett Melon ; very fine Violette Hative Peaches,

Moor Park Apricots, Brunswick P'ig, Bryanstone

Green Gage Plums, and Elruge Nectarines ; 2d, Mr.
W. Wallace, Kirkby Stephen, with Black Hamburgh
and Buckland Sweetwater Grapes, Diamond Peaches,

Moor Park Apricot, Downton Nectarine, Jefferson's

Plum, Figs, and Golden Perfection Melon ;
3d, Mr,

Westcott, Raby Castle Gardens ; 4th, Mr. Bruce,

Chorlton, Manchester, The best six bunches of

Grapes also came from Mr. Mclndoe, who was in

strong force with fruit, and who had a remarkably

fine lot. The varieties were Madresfield Court,

Barbarossa, Mrs. Pince, Duke of Buccleuch, in fine

condition, weighing 2 lb. 10 oz. ; Waltham Cross,

a fine-looking Grape for exhibition, and well finished,

but lacking flavour, and, it is to be feared, keepmg
qualities ; and Canon Hall Muscat. Mr. R. West-
cott came in 2d with Black Hamburgh, Alicante, and
Gros Colman, Golden Champion, Foster's Seedling,

and Muscat of Alexandria. Mr. Bruce came 3d wifh

two large bunches of Gros Guillaume, Madresfield

Court, Duke of Buccleuch, Muscat of Alexandria,

and Mrs. Pince. In the class for two bunches of

Black Hamburgh Grapes—Mr. George Cooke,
Bishop Auckland, was 1st with good examples,

Messrs. Wallace and Larken being 2d and 3d. The
best two bunches of black Grapes, not Hamburghs,
were excellent Madresfield Court from Mr. Mclndoe,
Mr. Bruce being 2d with Alicante. Lady Downe's
was also shown. The best two bunches of White
Muscats came also from Mr. Mclndoe, having well

finished Muscat of Alexandria ; Mr. Wallace being

2d with the same. In the class for two bunches of

any other white Mr. Mclndoe gained 1st with tho-

roughly good Golden Champion, Mr. G. Cooke
being 2d with Foster's Seedling.

The best Pine-apple came from Mr. R. Westcott,

and the best dishes of Peaches from Mr. J. Daglish,

Aldborough, which were very fine Lord Palmerston ;

Mr. Mclndoe coming 2d with splendidly coloured
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Violetle Ilative*;] Royal ^George and Dymond were
also well shown. Apricots were numerous and very

good, Moor Park taking the lead. Nectarines were
fine also, the best varieties Pitmaston Orange, Bally-

gowan, and Hunt's Tawny. Plums, and especially

the yellow varieties, were remarkably good, Green
Gage, Jefferson's, and Magnum Bonum being the best.

Black Plums were represented by Kirke's and
Orleans.

Culinary Apples were numerous and very fine,

Lord Suffield being very conspicuous. Dessert Apples
were very good, the Worcester Pcarmain being well

represented j and hardy Plums very numerous.
Melons were, as usual, plentiful.

The show of vegetables was acknowledged to be
one of the best seen at Bishop Auckland. Time did not

admit of gathering up details, but two or three classes

stood out prominently for the interest they created.

The best eight dishes of Potatos came from Mr. J.
Mclndoe, who had Schoolmaster, Yorkshire Hero,
Rector of Woodstock, International Kidney, Snow-
flake, Bountiful, Extra Early Vermont, and Gram-
pian. This was a remarkably good lot, well up to

exhibition form. 2d, to Mr. Thomas Ryder, Spenny
Moor, with Rector of Woodstock, Schoolmaster,
Breadfruit, Garibaldi, Early Rose, and others bearing
local names ; 3d, Mr. W. Jackson, Kidderminster.
The best collection of eight dishes of vegetables came
from Mr. Mclndoe, who had excellent examples of
Cauliflower, Carrot, Cucumber, Snowflake Potatos,

Peas, French Beans, and white Celery ; 2d, Mr.
Thos. Ryder. All other vegetables were numerous
and very fine, especially Cauliflower, and here
Veitch's Autnmn Giant was remarkably fine. The
best brace of Cucumbers was Verdant Green, a \ery
handsome, medium-sized, smooth, dark green variety,

raised from a cross between Duke of Edinburgh and
Telegraph, very handsome and short heel. Not less

than twenty-eight brace competed. This came from
the raiser, Mr. J. Mclndoe.
A basket of pretty Coniferous plants, sent by

Messrs. Little & Ballantyne, nurserymen, Carlisle,

attracted much attention. It included specimens of
the new Wellingtonia gigantea pendula nova, in good
character ; variegated Retinosporas, &c.

STATE OF THE WEATHER AT BLACKHE iTH, LO\DO\,
For the Week ending Wednesday, Sept. 4, 1878.
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the ground, over that a layer of fine breeze or coal,

then a layer of clay, then more breeze followed by
more clay, and so on. The cost about London is

about 3J. a yard.
Cloves : An Old Clove. The white Clove, Susan Askey.

is in the hands of the raiser, Mr. William Culverwell,
Thorpe Perrow Gardens, Bedale. It can also (we
think) be obtained from Messrs. James Carter & Co.,

237, Holborn, W.C. The salmon-coloured variety is

grown by Mr. R. Dean, Ranelagh Road, Ealing, W.,
but we are not certain if it bears a name, or has been
distributed in any way.

Ferns Depauperated : A". D. The fronds seem to
have been half-devoured by caterpillars while quite
young, and to have gone on developing sori on the
portions left intact, the mature fronds thus acquiring a
singularly depauperated appearance.

FuMiGATORS : R. T. We can only insert your letter in
our advertising columns.

Fungi : J. S. C. The fungus sent is a species of
Clavaria. The Willow leaves are covered with galls.

—F. IV., Wesferham. The name of the fungus is

Clavaria vermiculata. It is said to be wholesome if

cleaned, made dry, and then cooked in small bundles,
like Asparagus. It must be served hot, and when
ready brougiit to the table with a little cream or yelk
of Qgg.

Galega officinalis alba near Eastbourne: D.,
Deal. Otlier correspondents confirm the opinion
that this is the plant intended.

Gardeners' Wages : R. F. The questions are legal
ones, which we cannot undertake to advise upon ; but
we presume a months notice would be proper on
either side.

Gladioli: T. Browne. Ihe failure is probably attri-

butable to the cold, wet, ungenial season, and the con-
sequent low earth temperatm-e. You can transplant
the Conifers mentioned, which are free-growing sorts,

either in autumn or spring. If it is only one or two
choice specimens, we should prefer doing it in spring,
just as the young growth is being made.

PoTATOS within Potatos : Messrs. Bunyani. This
production is not very uncommon. We' see several

Fig. 58.—potato w

specimens every year. The new tubers grow at the

expense of the old. (See fig. .

)

Insects: C. W. //., Co. Meath. We can determine
nothing froni your drawing of a "beetle," found in

the centre of the stem of a young Larch. The draw-
ing certainly does not represent any known beetle. It

may be an Acarus of some kind, or a Coccus. There
is a beetle (Hylurgus piniperda) found in the twigs of
Conifers, but it is a real beetle. /. O. W.

Mulberry : X. B. Does your tree produce flowers at

all? Generally the Mulberry bears male and female
flowers on the same tree ; but we have occasionally

seen trees which produce only male catkins, and con-

sequently no fruit. We have also known the same
tree to produce in one year all male, the following

year all female flowers. We cannot explain the fact.

Names of Fruit : J. Osborne. Send us other speci-

mens ; the last were received completely smashed.

Names of Plants: C. M. i. Potentilla ; 2, Lysi-

niachia vulgaris
; 3, Pyrethrum Parthenium

; 4, Tana-
cetum \mlgare

; 5, we do not recognise ; 6, Senecio
sarracenicus

; 7, Verbascum nigrum. Why send
such miserable scraps ? Remember they are smashed
before we get them, when packed as you send them.—H. M. K. Catasetum macroglossum.

—

y. C. D.
The tree is Fraxinus heterophylla, and the shrub
Phlomis fruticosa. — W. JV. A. i, Dendrobium
chrysanthum ; 2. indeterminable

; 3, Vitis discolor
;

4, specimen insufficient—why send such scmps ?

—

G. G., Brechin. Convohoilus pubescens, fl.-pl.

—

IV. Roberts. Abeliaserrala. var.— T. B. S. 3, Tecoma
jasminoides. — A'. ^ F. Potamogeton nalans.

—

T. B. II'. I, Panicum plicatum ; 2, Chenopodium

—

indeterminable
; 3, Euphorbia helioscopia

; 4, Circasa

Lutetiana ; 5, Calamintha CHnopodium.

—

C. E. F.

Probably Hieracium boreale.

Peaches: Young Beginner. We cannot tell why your
Peaches drop before ripening, unless it be from
drought at the root.

Pteris serrulatum : J. G. The seedhngs of the
variety Applebyana come much in this way.

Rose York and Lancaster: Subscriber. This Rose
is described in Paul's Rose Garden, ist edit., p. 25,
div. ii., " flowers white, striped with pale red, large and
full." It is a robust growing sort, with rough spinous
shoots, and pale green bark.

Thornton Heath Flower Show : J. J. Antici-
pated by a report from another soiu^ce.

Catalogues Received : — Messrs. Dickson, Brown
& Tail (43 and 45, Corporation Street, Manchester),
Autumn Catalogue of Dutch and French Flowering
Bulbs. &c. — Messrs. Robert Mack & Son (North of
England Rose Nurseries, Catterick Bridge, York-
shire), Catalogue of Select Roses. — Messrs. Thomas
Kennedy & Co. (Dumfries). Select Catalogue of Dutch
Flower Roots. — Tames Vick (Rochester, New York),
Floral Guide and Catalogue, and Wholesale List of
Bulbs. — Messrs. Thomas Perkins & Sons (34, The
Qrapery, Northampton), Descriptive Catalogue of
Imported Flower Roots, Spring Bedding and other
Plants, &c.—Messrs. Paul & Sons (The Old Nurseries,
Cheshunt), Autumn Catalogue of Bulbs and Straw-
berries

; also List of Metallic Card Labels, &c.—Thos.
Warner (69, Market Place, Leicester), Catalogue of
Flower Roots. — Charles Turner (Royal Nurseries,
Slough), Catalogue of Hyacinths, Narcissus, Tulips,
and Choice Bulbous Roots ; also List of Strawberries.
—Richard Dean (Ealing, London, W.), Catalogue of
Bulbous Roots

; also List of Choice Seeds. — Messrs.
Kent & Brydon (Darlington), Catalogue of Flowering
Bulbs.—Messrs. W. Paul & Son (Waltham Cross,
London, N.), Select Catalogue of Bulbs, Camellias,
Azaleas, &c. — Messrs. Osborn & Sons (The Fulham
Nurseries, London. S.W.). Catalogue of Tulips, Hya-
cinths, and other Choice Flower Roots. —Messrs.' J.

Cocker & Sons (82, Union Street, Aberdeen), Descrip-
tive Catalogue of Dutch Flower Roots.—J. W. Mackey
(23, Upper Sackville Street, DubhnJ\ Descriptive
Catalogue of Dutch Flower Roots. — Messrs. W.
Drummond & Sons (Stirling), Descriptive Catalogue
of Dutch Flower Roots.—Messrs. Barr & Sugden (12,

King Street, Covent Garden, London. W.C). De-
scriptive Catalogue of Bulbs and Plants.—Alfred Leger-
ton (5, Aldgate, London, E.), Wholesale Catalogue of
Dutch and other Flower Roots.—A. M. C. Jongkindt
Connick (Tottenham Nurseries, Dedemsvaart, near
ZwoUe, Netherlands), Lists of Coniferas, &c.—Messrs.

|. Dickson & Sons (108, Eastgate Street, Chester),

List of Bulbous Flower Roots, &c.

Communications Received :-T. P.—E. K.—W. H.—J. H.
—E F.—H. C—O.-Ivy Green.—A. G— B. S: Sons.—S.—
H. N. E—G. M.— I. R —E. O -G. H— F. v. M— T. R,
& Sons. —J. T. P.—J. T. B.—Sir G. MacL.-A Frequenter
of Kew Gardens.— W. C. — A. F. — L. W. - Rev. A. F. —
Messrs. Bunyard.—M. W.—J. N.—B. C—Th. C. B. [with
thanks).

larhcts*
COVENT GARDEN, September 5.

The state of the market is still very quiet,

about the ;

Apple Market.
Webber, Wholesale

Plant Pots.

Begonias, per doz. .. 4 0-12

Bouvardias, do ..9 0-24
Catcaolarias, p. doz. . 6 o-iz
Chrysanth., per doz. 60-9
Coleus, per dozen ..30-9
Cyperus, do.. .. 6 o-iz
Dracaena tcrminalis 30 0-60
— viridis, per doz. . . 18 0-24
Euonymus, various,

..4 0-18

,. * ..4 0-18

Foliage PLints, vari-

ous, each .. ..2 o-io 6
Fuchsias, per dozen . 3 c-12 o
Hydrangea, per doz. 9 0-18 o
Mignonette, per doz. 30-90
Musk, per dozen .. 20-60
Myrtles, per doz. .. 4 0-12 o
Palms in variety,

each .. ..2 6-21 o
Pelargoniums. scar-

lets, zonal, doz .. 26-90
Petunias, per dozen 4 0-12 o— Fairy, per doz. q 0-12 o

6-is o Vallota, per doz. .. 9 0-24 o

iblo.

Cut Flowe
\d.s

30-91

Abutilon,
Asters, 12 bunchi
Bouvardias, per bun.
Calceolaria, 12 bun..
Carnations, i2bunch.
Cornflower, 12 bun..
Dahlias, 12 bunch..
Delphinium, 12 bun
Eucharis, per doz. -. 4 0-12

Gardenias. 12 blms. 30-9
Gladioli, \'arious, 12

spikes .. ..10-4
Heliotropes, 12 sp. .. 06-1
Jasmine. 12 bunches 6 0-12

Mignonette, 12 bun. 20-60
Vegetables.

Myosotis, 12 bun. .. :

Pelargoniums. 12 spr. c— zonal, 12 sprays <

Phlox. 12 bunches .. (

Primula, double, per

P>Tethrum, 12 bun.. -.

Roses (indoor), doz. \— (outdoor). i2bun. :

Stephanotts, 12 sp. .

.

3

Stocks. 12 bunches.

.

\

Sweet Peas, 12 bun. 2

Sweet Sultan, 1 3 bun. 6

Tropsolum, 12 bun. i

Artichokes, English
Globe, doz. .

.

2 c

Aubergines, p. doz.. 1 <:

Beans, French, lb. .

.

o t

— broad, per bush, 3 c

Beet, per doz. .. i o- z o
Cabbages, per doz. .. 10-20
Carrots, per bunch .. 04-06
Cauliflowers, per doz. 40-60
Celery, per bundle .. 16-20
Chilis, per 100 .. 50- ..

Cucumbers, each ,. 04-16
Custard Mar., doz. 30-..
Endive, Batav. dozen 16-..
Garlic, per lb. ..06-..
Potatos are very plentiful, and

Prices range : — Myatt's, i;

1^05. : Early Rose, iios. to

Herbs, per bunch . . 1

Horse Radish, p. bun. .

Lettuces, Cos, Eng.,

1 M green bunch. . 04-06
unions, young, bun. 04-06
Parsley, per bunch.. 04-..
Peas, green, per qr. 16-20
Radishes, per bunch 01-03

— New Jersey, doz. 20-..
Shallots, per lb. ..06-..
Spinach, per bushel 20-30
Tomatos, per dozen 26-30
Turnips, new, p. bun. o 6- .

.

Vegt. Marrows, doz. 20-..
in some places much diseased.
M. to 1605. ; Regents, looj. to

1205. per ton.

Appl
Figs, per aoze
Filberts, per lb

Grapr- — "

^ppies, J^-sieve

Figs, per dozen

Fruit.

s. d. s.d.\
16-40 Melons, each
06-20 Peaches, per dozen .

.

n fi- o q Pears, per doz.
" ' Pine-apples, per lb.J b- 4 o 1 Jfine-appu

3 0-18 o I Plums, HLemons, per

SEEDS.
London ; Sept. 4,—No special feature of interest has

this week been developed in connection with the trade
for farm seeds. Owing to the recent rains, and the
damage thereby inflicted on the new crop, yearling red
Clover seed is naturally held with greater firmness, but
no large amount of bubiness has yet resulted. One or
two samples of new German red have been exhibited on
Mark Lane, but values are, of course, not yet fi.x'ed.

Some new English Alsike has been offering at a moderate
price. Trefoil is without change : from abroad no
extensive offerings of this article are being as yet made.
From the official figures, issued this day. it appears that
the land under Clover in Ireland displays a striking
increase on former years—the breadth for 1874 being
1,906,679 acres, and for 1878 1.942. 716 acres. AdWces
from Chicago, bearing date August 21, state that the
receipts of Timothy seed were then increasing, but that,

so far, they had been only half those of last year. Tri-
folium finds buyers on former terms. Winter Tares con-
tinue in good supply

; the quahty is satisfactory, and
prices are reasonable. The same can be said of the new
English Rye. Blue Peas are scarce and fimier. The
unfavourable weatlier has delayed the appearance of the
new English Mustard seed : the samples which have
thus far appeared have been almost invariably soft and
damp. There is no alteration in Rape seeed. Hemp
and Canary seed are both steady. John Shazo ^ Sons,
Seed Merchants, 37. Mark Lane, London, E.C.

CORN.
At Mark Lane on Monday trade was firm, but not

fast. In Wheat, either ICnglish or foreign, very little

was doing. Red produce varied from 38^. to about 46J.,

and Wheat from 46J. to ^-zs. per quarter. Old foreign
M'heat made an advance of is. per quarter, as compared
with the prices of Monday se'nnight. Grinding Barley
was in better demand, at an advance of is. per quarter.
Malting parcels were, of course, neglected. Malt was
quiet, and without change. Oats and Maize were in
rair request, and prices showed an improvement of ef/.

per quarter. Beans and Peas were firm, with an upward
tendency. Flour supported its rates of last week in the
sales concluded.—Wednesday's trade was ver>' quiet, and
no material change took place in prices. The supply of
English Wheat was limited, and the sales made were at
no better prices than on Monday. Foreign Wheat was
steady. Grinding Barley was in fair demand, and there
was some inquiry for (3ats and Maize at the ad\ance
recently reported. Beans, Peas, and flour were un-
changed.—Average prices of corn for the week ending
August 31:—Wheat, ^y. Sd. ; Barley, 42s. id. ; Oats,
26s. 2d. For the corresponding period last year :

—

Wheat, 62.r.
;
Barley, 34J. 6d. ; (5ats, 27J-. $d.

CATTLE.
At the Metropolitan Market on Monday the demand

for beasts was good, and choicest qualities were pretty
freely sold at about late rates ; middling were on the
average rather lower. Sheep were readily disposed of at
fully late rates. The lamb trade was very dull, only a
few of the choicest were saleable. No alteration was
observable in the calt trade. Quotations : — Beasts.
4.r. 6d. to 5J. zd., and $s. 6d. to 6s. ; calves, 5.^. 6d.

to 6j. 6d. ; sheep. 5J. ^d. to 5/. 8*/., and 6s. to 6s. lod. ;

lambs, 6s. Sd. to 7s. ^d.—On Thursday the cattle trade
was, on the whole, steady. Fine breeds, both of beasts
and sheep, were in good request, and were as dear as on
Monday. Other qualities sold rather slowly. Calves
and pigs were quiet.

HAY.
From Tuesday's Whitechapel report we learn that

there was a good trade doing, and prices were firmer.

The supply was rather short. Prime old Clover 12a;. to

135J. ; new, iocs, to 115J. ; inferior, 80s. to 90^. ; prime
meadow hay, gos. to 07/. ; new, 80s. to 85J. ; inferior,

SOS. to 70s. ; and straw, 43J. to 52J. per load. — On
Thursday there was a short supply of produce offering.

More actiWty was noticed in the trade, and prices im-
proved. The quotations were as follows : — Prime old
Clover. 120J. to 140T. ; new, looj". to 120J. ; inferior,

80^. to gos.
;

prime old meadow ha\', gos. to 99^. ;

new, Sos. to 90J. ; inferior. 50J. to yos. ; and straw,
43J. to 54J. per load. — Cumberland Market quotations :

—Superior meadow hay. gos. to loos. ; inferior, 65J. to
Sos. ; superior Clover, 126s. to 132.J. ; inferior, 90^. to
105J. ; and straw, 50J. to 55^. per load.

POTATOS.
The Borough and Spitalfields reports state that the

supplies continue moderate, and disease is still spoken
of in some Essex samples. Trade remains steady. The
following are the prices :—Kent Regents 120s. to i30J-. per
ton ; Essex ditto, Bos. to loos. ; Early Rose, 120J. to

130J. ; kidneys, ioo.f. to 140J. ; shaws, 505. to 80;.—The
receipts at the port of London last week were confined

to 906 bags shipped from various Continental ports,

principally Hamburg.

COALS.
The prices quoted during the week have been as fol-

lows :—Bower's West Hartley, 15J. 3d. ; Bebside West
Hartley, 15J. 30'. ; East Wylam, i6j-. ; Walls End

—

Hetton, lyj. 6d. ; Hetton Lyons, i6s. ^d. ; Hawthorns.
16s. ^d. ; Lambton, lys. ; Original Hartlepool. 17.^. 6d. ;

Wear, 15J, 6d. ; Chilton Tees, ijs. ;
Caradoc, i-js. 6d.

;

Salvia's Hutton, ijs. ; Thomley, 17J,
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COALS FOR HOTHOUSE
PURPOSE S,

WOOD AND CO.'S
STAR ANTHRACITE SMOKELESS STEAM COAL

is now being extensively used by many of the principal Growers,
and IS found to be preferable to any other kind of fuel in respect

to cheapness and durability, and particularly on account of its

being perfectly free from sulphur, and that it does not clinker

the fire-bars.

WOOD AND CO. deliver in truck-loads to any Railway
Station, prices for which can be had on application, or can be
delivered by Wood & Co.'s Vans (in the Metropolis).

WOOD AND CO. append a testimonial given to them by
Messrs. Beckwith & Sons, a firm of great experience, and whr
have kindly allowed them to make whatever use of it they may
thibk fit.

Tottenham Nursery, London, N., Dec. 28, 1877.
To Messrs. Wood & Co.

Dear Sirs,—With reference to your enquiry respecting the
Star " Anthracite Coal with which you supplied us—as to how

it suited, its economy or otherwise—we have much pleasure in
informing you that m every respect it is the best Anthracite we
have ever used. We find there is no smoke from it, which is

very essential, and there is no trace of sulphur. It requires
very little stoking, and leaves very little ash, and certainly does
not chnker. Our consumption of Coat is about 500 tons a year,
and we have no hesitation in saying that, by using your " Star

"

Coal in the place of ordinary fuel, we shall effect a saving ol

at least ^100 this year. We attribute this to the powerful and
lastmg properties of your coal.— Yours faithfully,

(Signed) G. Beckwith & Sons.

WOOD AND CO. supply all kinds of Coal for House and
Manufacturing purposes, prices for which will be sent on
application.

WOOD AND CO., Coal and Coke Factors. Merchants,
Contractors to Her Majesty's Government, 58, Coal Exchange,
E.C. : and 4, Coal Department, Great Northern Railway,
King's Cross. N., and Midland Sidings. St. Pancras. N.W.

Important to all Admirers of Clean, Healthy Foliage.

SPEEDS

PARASITE ANNIHILATOR
The must elTecliial remedy ever discovered ajainst Mealy

Bu?. Red Spider. Greenfly, American Bug, Thrips, Scale,
and all Parasites infeslinE Roses, Vines, Plants, Shrubs. &c.

Mr. W. TiroMsoN, of Tmeed Vineyard. Cliwcn/orcls, writes :—" You are entitled to the gratitude of all who have to
battle with the parasites that affect plants for your discovery:
amongst collections of Orchids and stove plants it will be
invaluable."

Mr. J. Wit.l.s,/&;vt/ Decomtor, South Kcnsingto,,. says :—
" 1 have tried it in various ways, and find it very effective. It

at once destroys Thrips. Scale and Red Spider ; Greenfly and
minor pests instantly disappear."

Mr. D Thomson, Cnrdritcr to His Craci^ the Duke oF
BKcdeiich. D' umlnnrig Casile, writes :— I find it to do most
effectually all that you cl.iim for it. I applied it to Mealy Hut:.
Grey Scale, and Red Spi.ier, and its effects are quite ma;jical."

S.jld in bottles at ^s.. 3s, bd . 6..., and loi. each.
It is most economicrllv applied «ilh a V.iporiser. price 2S.

Prepared by rtlfred Lowe. Chemist. Chesterfield

Agents :-London. J. Veitch & Sons. Chebei. S.W. : Hurst
& Son, 6, Leadenhall Street. E.C. : Co:ry & Soper. Shad
Thames, S.E, : Dick Radclyffe & Co., tjS, High Holborn,
W.C. ; W. Cutbush & Son, Hi^hgale Nurseries, N. ; Chester,

J. DicVson & Sons
I

Manchester, Dickson, Brown & Tail
;

York, J Backhouse & Son ; Hull, Martin & Son ; Sheffield
Fisher, Holmes & Co. : Birrainaham, Felton & Sons, R. H
Vertegans : Colchester, New Plant & Bulb Co ; Chelten.-iam
Heath & Son : Peterborough. J. House ; Hereford. Cranston &
Co., King's Acre : Notiintham, J. R Pearson : Edinburgh,
Downie & Laird. Ireland Sc Thomson, T. Methven & Son ; Aber-
deen, W. Smith & Son : Dundee, W. P. Laird & Sinclair . Stirling
W. Drummond & Son ; Hawick, J. Forbes ; Belfast. J. Bovle,
Balmoral : Dorking, H. Appleby ; Stoke-on-Trent. Buigiss,
Kent & Son ; Wellington, C. Butler : Mansfield, G. Rymer

;

Saffron Walden, W. Chaler ; Jedburgh, C. Irvine ; Lichfield,
E. Holmes. Whittington Nurseries: Thirsk, F. Hutchinson;
Kingston-on-lhames, T. Jackson & Son ; Beverley, G. Swailes

;

, J. Dewar & Co. ; Newcastle-on-Tyne, J. Thon-p-

HELLIWELL'S PATENT SYSTEM of
Air and Water-tight GLAZING WITHOUT PUTTY,

and without exposing any outside woodwork to Paint, andNEW SYSTEM of COVERING ROOFS.
The fasteners are brass or copper. The peculiar arrangement

of the Glass covers the whole of the Woodwork and only the
small fastener is visible, therefore the roof is indestructible and
outside painting unnecessary. The squares of glass can be
easily removed, and the whole be laken out and cleaned by any
inexperienced person. Breakage is impossible except through

ing i

any amount of ventilation can be given.
Old Roofs may be reglazed on this principle, and roofs are

covered with slates or 2inc on this system.

Extract from Building News.
" Mr. T, W. Helliwell, of Brighouse. has recently patented

and introduced a New System ol Glazing and covering Roofs,
which is certainly superior to anything ot the kind we have
seen before, and it will in our opinion supersede any other
system before the public."

Important references and all particulars from the Patentee,
T. W. HELLIWELL, Brighouse, Yorkshire; and 19,

Parliament Street, London, W.C.

FOR SALE, an ORCHARD HOUSE, nearly
new, 30 by 24 feet, and I2 feet high, specially constructed

so as to be very easily and quickly taken down and removed
also a small LEAN-TO CONSERVATORY, 17 by 10 feet, in
excellent preservation.

Sixty splendid PEACH and APRICOT TREES, in pots,
healthy and vigorous.
One of WRIGHT'S new FLAME-IMPACT Hot-water

BOILERS, universally acknowledged to be the best ever yet
introduced, and only in use a few months. A large quantity of
HOT-WATER PIPES of sizes, with Valves, Elbows, and other
connections.— For particulars, apply to

Captain LYON, Oak Leigh. Sunninghill. Staines.

SIR JOSEPH PAXTON'S HOTHOUSES
FOR THE MILLION

ARE CHEAP. POR TABLE and LASTING.
Send for the Shilling Handbook (of sixtjr pages), fully

describing above, with twenty eight Illustrations. Plans of
Heating. &c., and Directions for Vine and Fruit Tree Culture,
by a Practical Gardener.

A smaller Pamphlet, with views, testimonials, &c., 3^., post-
free. Carriage-paid Priced LISTS gratis.

Estimates ^iven for any kind of structure in Wood and Glass,
also for Heating Apparatus.

Glass Boundaries and Winter Gardens arranged.

HEREMAN AND MORTON, 2, Gloucester Street, Regent's
Park, London, N.W.

"Yy H. LASCELLES, Horticultura

, Bunhill Row, London, E.C,

ion for GKttNHUUSEb and
CO N SERVAl ORIES of all kinds and to any des gn

GARDEN BOXES and LIGHT 3 Each
Portable Box with One Light, 6 feet by 4 feet, glazed s. d.

good rs-oz. sheet glass, painted four coats, and
packed ready for use . . . . . . . . .

.

35 o
Portable Box with Two Lights, as above, each light

6 feet by 4 feet . . . . , . .

.

65 o

LIGHTS ONLY.
3 feet by 4 feet light, not painted nor glazed . . .

.

36
Ditto glazed, good 15-oz. sheet glass, and painted 4 coats 10 o
6 feet by 4 feet, not painted nor glazed .. .. .. 60
Ditto glazed and painted 4 ciat4 16 6

BECKETT BROS,
HoRTlCtlLTURM. BuiLDERS AND HoT-WATF.B EnCINKEES.

Patentees & Manufacturer.s of the Self-adjusting Throttle Valve,
now so much in use for Horticultural purposes.

See Illustrated CATALOGUE, Tim Stamps.
Designs and Estimates on application.

Works; ANCHOR STREET, CHELMSFORD.

BOULTO N & PAUL, NORWICH.
NEW PORTABLE LEAN TO POULTRY HOUSE

^1^
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BULBS OF ALL KINDS, ORCHIDS, &.c.

NEW CATALOGUE (No. 40).

The New Plant and Bulb Company,
LION WALK, GOLCHESTEK.

It is with great satisfaction that we call especial attention to our NEW CATALOGUE, just

published, containing, as it does, some MAGNIFICENT NEW BULBOUS PLANTS. Also,

a very Select List of ORCHIDS, and the SPLENDID CONSIGNMENT recently brought

from the Higher Mountain Ranges of COLOMBIA. .

Post-free on application.

TheThames Bank Iron Company
OLD BARGE WHARF,

UPPER GROUND STREET,
LONDON, S.E.,

Have the largest and most complete stock in the Trade
;

upwards of ;£2o,ooo worth to choose from.

HOT-WATER BOILERS, PIPES, and CONNECTIONS
And all CASTINGS for HORTICULTURAL PURPOSES.

Their New Illustrated Catalogue, Zth Edition, now ready

{pnce Sixpence).

Hot-water Apparatus erected complete, or the Materials supplied at Wholesale Prices.

MESSENGER & COMPANY,
MIDLAND HORTICULTURAL BUILDING & HOT-WATER

ENGINEERING WORKS, LOUGHBOROUGH.

Horticultural Buildings erected on Messenger & Co.'s Patent Metliod of Construction are very strong, most
durable, light, elegant, amply ventilated, perfect ejiciency for intended purpose is guaranteed, are economical :// cost

and maintenance ; combine the peculiar advantages of Wooden and of Iron Houses, without their disadvantages.
MESSENGER and CO., from their long expierience. and having large Works exclusively devoted to the

Construction and Heating of Horticultural Buildings, are in a position to execute with despatch, in the best manner,
the Orders with which they are entrusted. Only thoroughly well seasoned timber used.

The Flans of Landscape Gardeners, Architects, and Others carried out.

Plans and Estimates forwarded free on receipt of Particulars by Post. Estimates sent free of cliarge.

Ladies a7ld Gentlemen -waited upon.

Illustrated CATALOGUES of GREENHOUSES, VINERIES, HE.\TING APPARATUS, &c., sent free

on application. Richly Illustrated CATALOGUE of HORTICULTUR.\L BUILDINGS and HEATING
APPARATUS (the Designs taken from Works executed by M. & Co.), post-free for thirty-three stamps. Gentlemen
consulting this Catalogue have the advantage of inspecting designs whose efficiency has been tested by actual
experience.

JOHN MATTHEWS, The Royal Pottery,
O Weston-super-Mare, Manufacturer of TERRA-COTIA
VASES, FOUNTAINS, ITALIAN BASKETS, BORDER
TILES, GARDEN POTS of superior quality, from i to

30 inches diameter, stand the frost and seldom turn green.

ORCHID, FERN. SEED, and STRIKING PANS, RHU-
BARB and SEAKALE POTS, &c. Price Lists post-free.

Sheets of Designs. 6(/. Books of Designs. \s.

GARDEN POTTERY,
Old Down, Shepton Mallet.

We try to be first, and we mean to be always first,

For Colour, Mancfacturh. and Weather Qualities.
" I think your Flower Pots far better than any I have had

from other potteries."—Mr. Dart, Gardener to the Righc Hon.
the Lady iValdegrave, Jan. 25. 1878.—HYACIN I'H POTS.

Indestructible Terra-Cotta Plant Markers.AW AND CO.'S PATENT.—
Prices, Printed Patterns, and Specimens, sent post-

i application : also Patterns of Ornamental Tile Pave-
for Conservatories. Entrance Halls, &c,
MAW AND CO.. Benthall Works, Broseley.

rp H

M
Under the Patronage of the Queen.
S.MITH'S IMPERISHABLE

STRATFORD LABELS.

t labels, !

s.a.nules and Pnc
J. SMITH, The Royal Label Faci

Rasher's Garden Edging Tiles.

IHE ABOVE and many other PATTERNS
in materials of great durability. The
plainer sorts are specially

ed for KITCHEN
GARDENS, as they

bourno Slugs or Insects,
: up little room, and,

further labour or expense,
as do "grown" Edgings, consequently being much cheaper.
GARDEN VASES, FOUNTAINS. &c., iS Artificial Stone,

very durable and ofsuperior finish, and in great variety of design
F. ROSHER AND CO., Manufacturers, Upper Ground

Street, Blackf.iars, S. E. ; King's Road, Chelsea, S.W. ;

Kingsland Road. E.
Agents for LOOKER'S PATENT "ACME FRAMES."

PLANT COVERS, and PROPAGATING BOXES- also
for FOXLEY'S P.VFENT BEADED GARDEN WALL
BRICKS.

Illustrated Price Lists free by Post. The Trade supplied.

ORNAMENTAL PAVING TILES,
for Conservatories, Halls, Corridors. Balconies. &c.,

from 31. per square yard upwards. Pattern Sheets, of Plain or
more elaborate designs, with prices, sent for selection
WHITE GLAZED TILES, for Linmg Walls of Dailies,

Larders, Kitchen Ranges, Baths, &c. Grooved and other Stable
Pavmg of great durability. Wall Copings, Drain Pipes and Tiles
of all kinds. Roofing Tiles in great variety. Slates. Cement. &c.

T. ROSHER AND CO., Brick and Tile Merchants.
See Addresses above.

s I L V E R
fine

S A
grain

N D ,

desired. Prices by Post per Ton
London, or delivered direct from

pies of Sand free by post.

or Truckload, on Wharf
Pits to any Railway St;

FLINTS and BRICK BURRS for Rockeries
KENT PEATS or LOAM supplied at lowest rates

quantities.

F. ROSHER AND CO.—Addresses see above.
N.B.—Orders promptly executed by Rail or to Wha

A liberal Discount to the Trade.

METAL
appearance to

THE GRAVEL- WALK
SCRAPER MATS.—They ^ive a finis

Entrances, and are suitable for all kinds of Gravel-walk
in all weathers, either to remove the loose grit afier summer
showers or the dirt or snow of winter, Thetr texture givfs a
firm hold to thefeet in whateT>er direction you step. Tliey are
the width of an ordinary step, and bemg directly m the path
cannot escape use. They save much wear in other mats, floor-
cloths, and carpels, and their endurance is ii.calculable.

{Trade Mark >,

aches wide, this being the width of an o

Delivered on Railway on receipt of remittance, payab
G. TIDCOMBE AND SON, Watford, Herts.
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THE aAEDENEES' CHRONICLE.

SCALE OF CHARGES FOR ADVERTISING.

Hcxd Line clmr/;cJ as two.

7 6

1' ADDITIONAL LINE.

: charge will be 30^.

Page i9 " °
HalfPage S

Colu 3 5

GARDENERS, AND OTHERS, WANTING SITUATIONS.

nG woid^ IS. bJ., and 611'. for every additional line

(abo\it 9 words) or part of a line.

THESE ADVERTISEMENTS MUST HE PREPAID.

tiRTHS, Deaths and Ma :s, 5J. each insertion.

reach the Offic,

All Subscriptions Payable in Advance.

T.m United Kingdom: 12 Months, ^t 31. lorf. ; 6 Months,

I.J. ltd.: 3 Months, 61.

Foreign : 26^., inchidinK Postage for 12 Months.

P.0.0. to be made payable at the Kin; Street Post-office, W.C,

PunusHiNG Office and Office for Advertisemf.nts,

Wellin.'ton Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C.

BAMBOO and other CANES.—To Nursery-

men and Gardeners.— LareesLand best assortment m Eng-

land, at P. B. HARKINS' Timber Yard, Dutton St., Liverpool.

HORTICULTURAL WINDOW GLASS.
A large variety of sizes, 15-oz., .2j. 6d. : 21-oz., i(s. 6d.

per 100 feet. Large sizes, in Cases, for Cutting up— i5-oz. 4"is,

JOJ. ;
3ds, aos. per 300 feet; — 21-oz. 4ths, 301.: 3ds , 405.

per 200 feet.-ALFRED SVER, Glass, Lead. Zinc, Oil and

Colour Merchant, 8, Pentonville Road, London. N.

BELGIAN GLASS for GREENHOUSES, (StcT^

Can be obtained in all sizes and qualilies, ..f

BETHAM & SON,
9. LOWER THAMES STREET. LONDON, E.C.

B. & Son have a! ways a large Stock in London of 20-in. by 12-in.,

20-in. by i4-in., 20-in. by i6-in., 20-in. by iS-in.. in 16-oz. & 21-Oz.

(Re^'s/creii Trade Mark)

HILL AND SM ITH'S BLACK
VARNISH for Preserving Ironwork. Wood, or Stone.

This Varnish is an excellent substitute for oil paint on all out-

door work, while it is fully two-thirds cheaper. It was intro-

duced upwards of thirty years ago by the advertisers, and its

genuine good quality, notwithstanding a host of unprincipled

imitators, is fully attested by its constantly increasing sale. It

may be applied by an ordinary labourer, requires no mixing or

thinning, and is used cold. It is used in the grounds at

Windsor Castle, Kew Gardens, and at the seats of many
hundreds of the Nobility and Gentry, from whom the most

flattering testimonials have been received, which Hill & Smith
will forward on application.

Sold in casks of about 30 gallons each, at is. 6d. per gallon,

at the Manufactory, or is. 8d. per gallon carriage paid to any
Station in the Kingdom.

Unsolicited Testimonial received Mav 3, 1877.

"TheRyleys, Alderley Edge, Mafu:Iu-ster.~-Ut?.sis.. Hill &
Smith.—Sirs.— For some ao years I have used your ' Black

Varnish," and shall be glad if you will forward me another cask,

as 1 consider it the best thing knov}7ifor the preservation o/all

outdoor work, eit/ier luood or iron, that requires to be painted.

—Yours respectfully, Alfred Lowe, J.
P."

Apply to HILL AND SMITH, Brierly Hill Ironworks, near

Dudley: 118. Queen Victoria Street, London, E.C. ; and 180,

Buchanan Street, Glasgow, from whom only it can be obtained.

CAi/r/ON'.—lt having lately come to the knowledge ol

Hill & Smith that spurious imitations of this Varnish art

being offered by unprincipled dealers at a slight reduction in

price, they would especially draw attention to the fact that every

cask of their varnish is legibly marked with their name and
address, without which none is genuine.

AGRICULTURAL LOCOMOTIVES,
STEAM PLOUGHING MACHIXERV,

ROAD LOCOMOTIVES, TRAMWAY LOCOMOTIVES,
STEAM ROAD ROLLERS.

For Prices, Description, and Reports of Working, apply
to the Manufacturers,

AVELING & PORTER,
ROCHESTER, KENT: 72, CANNON ST., LONDON,

E.C. ; and 9, AVENUE MONTAIGNE, PARIS.

AvELiNC S: Porter's ENGINES have gained the highest

Prizes at every important International E.\hibition. The two

Medals for Progress and Merit were awarded them at Vienna

for their .STEAM ROLLERS and ROAD LOCOMOTIVES ;

and at the last trials of the Royal Agricultural Society of

England their AGRICULTURAL LOCOMOTIVES gained

the First Prize after exhaustive trials, when one of their lo-horse

power Engines, fitted with single slide and ordinary link-

motion, indicated 35-horse power, with a consumption of three

and one-fi/th pounds ofcoal per horse-power per hour.

OR SALE, Cheap, a quantity of HOT-
WATER PIPE, VALVES, BENDS, TEE-PIECES,F

RABBIT-PROOF GARDEN FENCING.

IRON AND WIRE WORK HURDLES,

RABBIT-PROOF, foe GARDEN ENCLOSURES.

STRAINED WIRE FENCING.

GARDEN AND CONSERVATORY WIREWORK.
See Illustrated Catalogue.

B. HOLLIDAY,
IRON AND WIRE WORKS.

2a, Portobello Terrace, Nottlng HIU Gate,' London, W.

WOOD TRAINING STICKS and
TALLIES, commended by Royal Horticultural Society ;

BAMBOO CANES. RAFFIA for tying. VIRGIN COKK,
ARCHANGEL and other MATS, PaSkING MATS. &c.

Wholesale prices on application to

C. J.
KLACKITH AND CO., Cox's Quay, Lower Thames

Street. London, E.C.

TO ENHANCE THE VALUE OF

SEED,
IT SHOULD BE PUT INTO

BAGS
SACKS,

SELECTED FROM OUR BEST MAKES,

SPECIAL SEWING.

SAMPLES AND PRICES POST FREE.

GEORGE EDWARDS, Balham Nursery, London, S.W,

STARKLY, SONS k CO.,

CORN EX C HANGE, LONDON.

PARI S EXH I BIT l ON.

FOR PORTMANTEAUS, TRUNKS,
BAGS and HAT CASES,

EILEY & CO., 283, Strand (opposite Norfolk Street).

Also the TOURIST COMPANION. Store Prices.

THE CULTIVATOR.—
A Portuguese Monthly Agricultural Journal, .which

circulates in Portugal and her possessions, and in the Principal

Towns of the Brazils.

This paper offers an excellent medium for Advertisements ol

every description of industry and of every article of Consump-

tion in the countries and places above mentioned.

Advertising charges, 8rf. per square inch. Translation included.

Ten per cent. Discount for six months ; 20 per cent. Discount

for twelve months, if paid in advance.

Address, the Editor of the Cultivator. St. Michael's, Azores.

Paris Exhibition.

EAILWAY PASSENGERS ASSURANCE
COMPANY, for providing against Accident by Rail-

way or Steamboat during the journey to Paris and back.

A premium of One Shilling insures ^Ciooo if killed, or /6 per

week if laid up by injury during the double journey. Policies

against Accidents of all kinds may also be effected for One,

Three or Twelve months, on moderate terms.

Apply at the Booking Offices of the Southern Railways, or

at the Head Office, 64, Comhill, London.

WILLIAM J. VIAN, Secretary.

M A Y F A I R : a Non-Society Journal
of Literature and Politics, unambitiously illustrated.

Gd. Has been permanently enlarged by eight columns.

Contents of this week's Number (September 3) ;—

Greece and the Porte.

A Glimpse at the Four

London Correspondence.
The Fair in the City.

A Family Ni

'

6. The Decay of Dreair

7. Curiosities of Smugg
8. Fancies of the Fair.

9. "II Bacio."

10. Fashions in the Fair.

Waiting Revie'

May/air. unambitiously illustrated, price bd. Yearly sub-

scription, 28s. (payable in advance). For sale by all Metro-

politan Newsagents and at all Bookstalls, on Monday afternoon,

and throughout the country on Tuesday morning.

"Mavfair" Abroad.— Mayfair is on sale in the Paris

Exhibition in Messrs. GALIGNANI'S EngUsh Kiosque

:

also in the Boulevard des Capucines, Kiosque 213. In New
York, by BRETANO, 39, Union Square. In Malta, by
Mr. WATSON, 246, Strada Reale, Valetta.

1^ ADVERTISERS are requested to note that

although lue do not object to receive Letters to be called

for, we cannot undertake to forward them.

WANTED, a GARDENER, well accustomed
to Glass.—Apply, stating references and particulars of

previous employment, to Mr. W. C. HARVEY, The Syca-

mores, East Down Park. Lewisham, -S.E.

WANTED, a GARDENER and his WIFE,
without children. -Gardener (Single-handed) must be

experienced and willing to make himself useful, and if knowing
anything about Boats preferred. The Garden is small, wilh

small Greenhouse and Fernery, no Vinery. Wife must be good
Laundress and able to look after Poultry, and will be required

to take charge of House during absence of family, cottage

found at other times. Good character indispensable.—Addre s,

..tating age. and wages requirod for both, to HERBERT
SfEWAKD. Esq., Remenham. Henley-on-Thames.

ANTED, an UNDER GARDENER,
used to Plants and Fruit-houses, and to assist in Out-

door department. W.ages:to commence at i8s.—GARDENER,
The Rectory, Caversham, Oxon.

WANTED, for the Houses, a young MAN,
with some experience of Hard-wooded Plants, toattend

to Camellias, Azaleas, &c., and to make himself useful. From
a nursery preferred — State age, experience, and wages
required, to THOMAS HEWITT, The Nurseries, SolJlull,

Bumingham.

WANTED, a young Man, used to growing
Soft-wooded Plants for Market ; good character indis-

pensable.—Apply, stating wages expected, with references, to

PERKINS AND SONS, Park Nurseries, Coventry.

Packer.

WANTED, a strong, active Man, as
PACKER.—Middle-aged, and thoroughly experienced.

—Apply to CRANSTON and CO., King's Acre Nurseries,

Hereford.

WANTED, an ASSISTANT SHOPMAN.
Must be a good Salesman, and quick at Counter-work

—State'experience, and salary required, to JNO. JEFFERIES
AND SONS, Seed Merchants, Cirt

WANTED, as JUNIOR SHOPMAN, a
young Man about 20, of good address.—Please apply

by letter, stating salary required, with references, to GEORGE
COOPER, County Seed Establishment, Hertford.

WANTED,a young Man as DRAUGHTS-
MAN and CLERK : one who is able to put to Scale

and properly finish rough plans of Pleasure Grounds, Gardens,
&c. As there is not sufficent work in drawing plans for the

whole year he will be expected to fill up spare time in Office-

work, and otherwise make himself generally useful.—Apply, by
letter only, stating salary required, also reference as to character

andability, to JOHN FRASER, The Nurseries, Lea Bridge
Road, Leyton, N.E.

WANTED, a CLERK, to take the general
Correspondence of an Office. Must be well acquainted

with Trees and Plants, and have had some years' experience.

Unexceptional references required.—Apply, stating where
previously employed, amount of waives expected, &c. , to

CRANSTON AND CO., King's Acre Nurseries, Hereford.

WANTED, a PARTNER in Nursery, Seed
and Vegetable Growing. Must be a good Propagator

:

one who understands it well.—FREDERICK PENNINGTON.
Nurseryman, Newlon-le-Wi)lows, Lancashire.

ANTED, a PARTNER in a Nursery and
Seed Business. Capital required about j^2ooo. He

must be competent to undertake the entire management. The
business has been successfully carried on for over fifty years,

ia lucrative and capable of great extension. The fullest details

will be given, and satisfactory references required. The
opening is an exceptionally favourable one.—Application, with
references, to NURSERY. Gee & Co.. Advertising Agents,

62, Gracechurch Street, London, E.C.

WANT PLACES.

OSBORN AND SONS have on their Register
a number of Men of excellent character and abilities,

and first-class experience in every branch, whom they would be
glad to recommend to Noblemen or Gentlemen requiring the

services of thoroughly practical GARDENERS. FOREMEN
and UNDER GARDENERS can also be recommended.—
The Fulham Nurseries, London, S.W,
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E. G. HENDERSON
AND SON have many excellent

GARDENERS with approved testimonials

for ability now waiting la their Nurseries for

re-engagement.

E. G. H. & Son will be pleased to answer
any enquiries from Noblemen and Gentlemen
requiring such.—Pine-apple Nursery, Maida
Vale, London, W.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 30, married;
thoroughly experienced id forcing Plants. Fruit, and

Vegetables, and the general routine of Gardening. Well recom-
mended.—ALPHA, W. Scale, London Road. Sevenoaks.

GARDENER (Head), where three or four
are kept.—Age 27, single. Fourteen years" experience.

Seven years- good character. — \V. RAPLEY, Balcombe
Place, Hayward's Heath, Sussex.

GARDENER (Head),—Age 30, unmarried
;

thoroughly understands Gardening in all its branches,
having lived in some of the leading establishments in this

country, where gardening is carried on with spirit, and given the
greatest satisfaciion. Character will bear strict enquiry.—
Mr. CRAGGS. Winslade. near Exeter.

GARDENER (Head), where two or more
are kept.—Well up in the profession in all its branches,

especially among Grapes. Orchids, Stove Plants, Roses, &c.
Four and a half years in I.ist situation. First-c'

—J. R., Post-office. Honiton, Devonshire.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 39, married.
Twenty years* thorough practical and varied experience

in first-class places. Six and a half years' excellent character
from last employer, —Apply, st.iting wages, extent of place, &c.

,

to J. P., Compton CoUage, Birkbeck Place, Lower Norwood,

GARDENER (Head). — Is.\ac Hill,
Gardener to R. Hanbury, Esq,. Poles Park. Ware.

Herts, would be pleased to recommend his Foreman to any
Nobleman or Gentleman who is in want of a trorough practical
energetic Gardener ; h.is been two years and eight mouths in
present situation, where Gardening is carried on m the hisheat
order. Good references.—Address as above.

GARDENER (Head).—A Nobleman is

desirous to obtain a situation for a first-class

Gard ener, who can be highly recommended for his capabilities
in every branch of Gardenuig and also for exactness in Book-
keeping. Management of a stall' of Men, sobriety, hanesty, &c
Death and breakuig up of the esiablishi

leaving, where he had been head G.irdener for eleven a

half years^—Address, in the first instance, to C. J. P , Mi
, Highgate, London. N.

nd
of

Cutbush & Son, the Nur<

GARDENER (Head), to any Lady or
Gentleman requiring the services of a practical man, both

Indoors and Out.— ftlarried. no family; understands Grass
Land. Good character.—G. H,, Post Office, the Hyde, Heudon,
Middlesex.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 32, married;
well experienced in the growth of Orchids, Stove and

Greenhouse Plants, early and late Forcmg of Grapes. Peaches,
Melons, Cucumbers. &c., and is a practical Kitchen and
Flower Gardener. Nineteen years' experience. Good character

timonials for trustworthiness and ability.—A. W.- S.,
Midway, Bradford-on-Avon, Wilts.

GARDENER (Head).—Married ; thorough
knowledge of Stove, Greenhouse. Vines, Pines, Flower

and Kitchen Garden. Gentleman leaving been with him five

and a-half years. Good character from present and previous
employer.—D.. Mr. Fincher. 41, Albert Street, Tring.

GARDENER (Head).—Thoroughly prac-
tical in all branches, and having a special knowledge of

Alpine and Herbaceous Plants, &c. Good references.—H.,
Mrs. Hands, 56, Margaret Street. Clerkenwell, E.C.

ARDENER (Head).—Age 26; thoroughly
well up in every branch of the orofession. No single-

handed place accepted.—R. L., Post-office, Market Lavinjiton.
Wilts. ^^

ARDENER (Head).—Age 40, married, no
family ; twenty-five years* practical culture of Stove and

Greenhouse Plants. Orchids, Ferns, early forcing of Fruits,
Flowers, and Vegetables. Thirteen years Head Gardener.
Five years in last siluation.-E. H., Bromley Villa, Burnt Ash
Hill. Lee, Kent.

ARDENER (He.\d). — Competent t^
Manage a large Garden ; experienced. Thoroughly

respectable and trustworthy. Good testimonials, and highly
recommended.— D., 3, Warrenden Road, Junction Road,
Holloway. N.

/T^ARDENER (He.\d, Working), where
V-/^ three or more are kept.—Age 37, married, no incum-
brance ; understands Gardening in all its branches. Two
years*goodcharacter.—W. P., 106. Grant Road. Battersea, S.W.

GARDENER (Head, Working).—Middle-
aged, married ; twenty-four years' good experience in

Early and Late Forcmg, Plants. Fruit, and Vegetables, making
New Plantations, Erecting Horticultural Buildings, and the
general routine. Wife useful. Excellent character.—A. B. C,
Then I Road. Little Heath. Potter's Bar. Hert

GARDENER (Head, Working), where two
or more are kept.—Age 28. married ; thoroughly under-

stands the profession ; a fair quantity of glass preferred.
Fourteen years' experience. Herts or Beds preferred.—W. C,
Barkway, near Rovston, Herts.

ARDENER (Head, Working),—Age 33,
married, three children; pratical experience in all

branches of the profession. Good character from present and
previous employers.—GARDENER, The Park, Andoversford,
Cheltenham,

GARDENER (He.^d, or Single-Handed),
—Age 23, married ; seven years' experience in all

branches. Three years' good reference,—S, SMITH, Temple
Combe, Henley-on-Thames, Oxon,

/^ARDENER (Single-handed),—Age 21
;

V.^ no objection to make himself useful in town or country.
Twelve months' good character. —A. B., 2, Queen's Road,
Norland Square, Notting Hill, London, W.

GARDENER (SINGLE-HANDED, or good
Second).—Age 25: eleven years' good experience.

Good character.—State wages to B„ i, Clifton Te.race,
Nightingale Road, Wood Green. N.

GARDENER,—A Gentleman can recom-
mend a Gardener who thoroughly understands the

management of Glass and is a tasteful Florist. He would not
object to ci^mbine other duties, such as the management of a
cow or seeing after a pony. He is middle-aged and married.

—

For further particulars, apply to R, M. H. , 29, Belsize Avenue,
South Hampstead, N.

GARDENER,—Has had good experience
in Vines, Early Flowers, and Kitchen Garden. Three

years' good character from last employer,—WICKENDEN,
1. Willow Terrace, Woodland Road, Upper Norwood, S.E,

/ntARDENER, or GARDENER and
VI^ BAILIFF. —Age 40; married ; Scotch. Served upwards
of 20 years in Noblemen's and Gentlemen's situations in the
United Kingdom. Thorough practical m Forcing Fruit.
Flowers, and Vegetables. Glass, Woods, &c , Land and
Slock, and the General Management of an Estate economi-
cally. Excellent recommendations.—H, R., Royal Vineyard,
Hammersmith, W.

GARDENER, under the Foreman in the
Houses.—Afie 22. Bothy preferred. Good character.

—

A. PANKHURST, T. A. Denny. Esq., Beeding Wood,
Horshim. Sussex.

/"^.ARDENER (Second).—Age 25, single;
V.^ accustomed to Forcing, with knowledge o( the professitm.
Two years' good chaiacter,—A. E., 14, Chancellor Road, West
Dulwich, Surrey.

GARDENER (SECOND),—Age 24; houses
-' Dreferred.-G. SWINSON, The Gardens, Mortfield,

GARDENER (UNDER), where two or more
kept.-Age 20. -W. J., Post-office, Wilmington.

GARDENER (Under),—Age 24 ; two years
and seven months in last situ.ation.—M. GHARLTON,

Havelock Street. Racecommon Road, Barns'ev, Yorkshire.

C:j.ARDENER (Under), or IMPROVER, in
V^ a good establishment.—.^ge ?o ; has been accustomed
to Indoor and Outdoor work. Good character,—C. C , Kenton
Court, Sunbury, S, W.

/':< ARDENER (under a Head Gardener),-
Vj A,;e 20 : has had five vears' experience under Glass
Can be well recommended.-HARRY GEORGE, Pokesdoun,

GARDENER (Under), in a Gentleniaivs
garden. —Age 21. Three years' charactC" from prcjent

ployer.-E.NEWBJRY, The Garden, Wormleybury, ne,ar

Hoddesdon, Hei

/'^ARDENER (Journeyman).—Has had
VJ above seven years' experience, and wishes for a situation
in a first-class Gaiden, in order to improve himself. A Premmm
given if desired.— Please apply, staling particulars, to Mr.
W. R., 29. South Castle Street. Edinburgh.

To Nurserymen
PROPAGATOR. — Age 25; nine years'

experience in two of the leading Nurseries. Well up
in Roses, Dahlias, and Soft-wooded Plants.— F. PEARCE,
Arches Farm. Framfield, Sussex.

)ROPAGATOR.—Age 25 ; well up in the
propagation of Roses. Rhododendrons, Hollies. Conifers,

maris. Ivies, Camellias, Azaleas, &c. Ten years' experience
he leading nurseries. Good references, - C, H. S., Post-

NURSERY or GENERAL FORE.MAN,
SALESMAN, &c.—The Advertiser offers his services

to those requiring a practical Man, who has had great expe-
rience in Plant Growing, Management of Nursery Grounds,
Retail Seed Business, Dutch Bulbs, &c. Good references.

—

M., The Vineyard, Garston, near Liverpool.

To Nurserymen.
GROUND FOREMAN or MANAGER.—

Age 41 : twenty-five ye.rrs' experience in some of the
principal London and country nurseries (Messrs Low, Turner,
Osborn, and Glendinning), especially among Fruits. Hardy
Trees. Shrubs. Roses. &c. Eleven yeais in present situation :

leaving at own request. Will be disengaged the fiist week in
October.—J. MOODY, Manager, Kinmont & Kidd (late
Masters). Vauxhall Nurseries. Canterbury.

FOREMAN.—A respectable young Man,
who has had extensive practice in Noblemen's and Gentle-

men's Gardens, requires a situation as above. References to
eminent Gardeners under whom he has been employed.

—

GARDENER, Mr. Robinson, Bookseller. French Gate,
Doncaster.

FOREMAN, age 24.—W. Bakewell,
Gardener, Downing Hall. Holywell. Flintshire, will be

pleased to recommend a young Man as above.

FOREMAN.—Age 24 ; understands Vines,
Peaches. Stove and Greenhouse Plants. Flower and

Kitchen Gardening. Two years in previous situation, with
references.-J, HAMMOND, Fore Street, Harlow, Essex.

XpOREMAN or SECOND, in a good estab-
-L lishment.—Age 22 ; good knowledge of the profession.

—

A, HOLDEN, The Gardens, We.twood Hall, Leek, Stafford-

NURSERY FOREMAN or SALESMAN,
—Several vears' exoeritnce in a leadinp- T-nnHnn Niirspru

TO NURSERYMEN,—Wanted, by a young
Man, a place in the Houses, or Under Gardener where

'*?„?"' .'i"""^
^'^ '"P'' Six years' good character,— S, C,

4, Whaitley Road, Pengc, S,E.

TMPROVER in the Seed and Bulb Trade.—
-A- Age 17 ;

good references from last employer.—A. CLARK,
near Trinity Church. Wahham Cross.

IMPROVER. — A Gardener wishes to
recommend a young man as Improver, to any Gardener

requiring such. He has had five years' experience.— Apply t

JOHN BISHOP. 46. Little Gaddesden. Berkhampstead.IN BISHOP. 46. Little Gaddesdgn. Berkhampstead.

APPRENTICE.—The friends 'of a respect-
able youth, age 15. wish to place him under a good

Gardener, where he will have the opportunity of learning the
r ;— :— n :..-

1

1 r>t .1 _.., ...:_.

, M W.
s and particu'ars

MANAGER or SHO PMAN.—Voung
;

thorouah knowledge of Seed and Fruiterers' business,
also knowledge of Florists'. Would Manage branch bu .iness or
otherwise, with view to ultimate purchase.— First-class refer-
ence.—ALEXANDER. Gardeners Chrmide Office. W.C.

MANAGER, TRAVELLER, or HEAD
SHOPMAN.—Twenty-five years' experience of the

Trade in all iis branches.—C. D., Messrs. Hurst & Son,
6, Lcadenhall Street, E.C.

SHOPM.\N (Head).—Twenty years' expe-
rience in London and Provincial Houses; for several

years travelled the Midland Counties. Scotland, and Ireland.
First-class references.—M. D.. ir. King Street, Chelsea, S.W.

QHOPNLAN.-.-Xge 21 ; over five years' expe-
kJ rience. Good testimonials. -A J. S.. W. Smith & Son,
Seed Merchants. Aberdeen.

sHOPMAN.—Age 27 ; London or Provincial
house. Ten years' experience. Good references —M.,

4. Ingestre RoaJ, Kentish Town, N.W.

SHOPMAN (Second).—Age 23 ; eight years'
experier.ce. First-tUss references.—W, X., 27. Ritler

Street, Woodhouse Lane. Leeds.

SHOPMAN (Second). — Age 25; compe-
tent and energetic, has had nine years' experience.

Understands the business, and can be thorotiahly recommendtd
for abilities and cluracter. -G. PRESSLY, Messrs. Drummond
& Sons, Seedsmen, Dublin.

SHOPMAN, or SECOND,—Nine years' e.xpe-
rience : thoroughly proficient in every branch of the trade.

Good Penman. Unexceptionable references,— F., i6, Seymour
Place, West Brompton, W.

SHOPMAN (Second), or WAREHOUSE-
M AN.—Age 21 : six years' experience, highest reference—ANSON. Drummond Bros., George Stieet. Edinburgh.

anOPMAN or SECOND.—Age 24. Ten
kJ years' experience in England and Scotland. Gtod
experience

: will shortly be disengaged.—J. R., lo. Thomas
Street, Cirencester, Glouceitershire.

SEED TRADE, — SHOPMAN (Second).
Young man (Scotch); eight years' expeiience in all

branches of above, will be open for re-engagement on October r

First-class references —X., t. Pembroke Street. Cork.

t^EED and NURSERY TRADE.—A youngO Man of ten years' experience in above, also Ofiice-work,
is anxious to INVEST tither £300 or i^m in a genuine going
business, where he could take the Management of the Seed
Department —SEEDSMAN, G. Humm, 4, Albert Street.
Derby,

HANDY M A N,— First-rate Rockwork
Builder, Painter, Glaz.er, Hot-water Apparatus Fitler,

Can set boilers. First-class reference. 'Terms moderate —Z
29, Godfrey Street, King's Road, Chelsea, S.W.

KINAHAN'S LL WHISKY.
The cream of old Irish Whiskies. Pure, mild, mellow,

delicious, and most wholesome. Universally recommended by
the Medical Profession. Dr. Hassal says. " The Whisky is

3ft. mellow, and pure, well matured, and of very excellent
quality."— 20. Grt t Titchfield Street. London. W.

ELAZENBY AND SON'S PICKLES,
. SAUCES, .and CONDIMENTS.-E. LAZENBY

AND SON. sole proprietors of the celebrated recipes, and
manufacturers of the pickles, sauces, and condiments so long
and favourably distinguished by the name, beg to remind the
public that every article prepared by them is guaranteed as
entirely unadulterated.—92. Wigmore Street, Cavendish
Square (late 6, Edward Street. Poitman Square), and 18.
Trinity Street. London, S E.

HARVEY'S SAUCE.—CAUTION.—The
admirers of this celebrated sauce are particularly

requested to observe that each bottle prepared by E.
LAZENBY AND SON bears the label, used so many years,
signed " Elizabeth. Lazetiby."

DINNEFORD'S MAGNESIA.
The Medical Profession for over Forty Years have approved of

this pure solution as the Best Remedy for

DINNEFORD'S MAGNESIA.
HOLLOWAY'S PILLS.—Sleeplessness,

flatulency, acidity, nausea, and all dyspeptic indicttions
may be speedily relieved by these famous pills, of which la'ge
quantities are shipped to all parts of the world. The constantly
increasing demands for Holloway's medicine proves its power
over disease, and its estimation by the public. In weakness of
the stomach, in diseases of the liver, and in disorders of the
system caused by cold or a sluggish circulation, no medicine is

so efficacious, no remedy so rapid, as these pills, which are
altogether incapable of doing mischief. By quickening digestion
they give refreshing sleep, sharpen the appetite, impart tone to
the digestive organs, purify and enrich the blood, regulate the

\, and strengthen the whole physical frame.
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nevnT seedling pine-apple.
" LADY BEATBICE LAMBTON."

Ireland & Thomson
Have much pleasure in announcing that they will now send out this splendid Seedling Pine-apple, raised at Lambton Castle Gardens

; and in

recommending this valuable Fruit they cannot give it a higher recommendation than the opinions of several of our best Fruit Growers, who

have seen and tasted it.

TESTIMONIALS.
" On a recent visit to Lambton I was much struck with the noble appearance of P.

Lady Beatrice Lambton ;
' a plant of this variety in an ii -inch pot had a fruit,

_
takf

r handsome proportions. I

i Pine-grower. In shape it was

high and at its thickest part 20 inches in circui

This fruit weighed 10 lb. 2 oz. The colour

juicy, quite distinct from any Pine-apple I e^

either Charlotte Rothschild or Smooth Cayenne,

that the ' Lady Beatrice Lambton,' when well ki

-apple
either

Id* have delighted the heart of the

e, with an even surface, 12 inches

mounted with a neat Utile crown,

bright orange, flesh soft, fltvjur sweet and
tasted, and in my opinion much superior to

Much as 1 e^ileem these two varieties \ predict

wn, will far supersede them.

"Thanks for the slice of ' Lady Beatrice Lambton ' Pine you sent me. cut from a plant ten
month>i old, which much resembles in appearance a well-developed Providence, the pips being of
immense size. The flavour is peculiarly lusciou-i, flesh sift and melting, and should the flivour
be eqially as good of those noble fruits of it I saw swelling in the autumn, some of which weighed
upwards of 10 lb., I have not the least hesitation in saying it is one of the most valuable acq 11-

sitions among fruit that have been introduced for many past years, and one I venture to predict
every Pine-grower when acquainted with it will be anxious to obtain,

" RICHARD WESTCOVT, Rahy Castle Gardens, DarliH^ton."

'Mr. McINDOE, Hutton Hail Gardens, GHhhorougJu*

Lambton Gas
that, while it

Smooth Cayei

The abov^

eral times seen your Seedling PI

. and have often tasted it. bith i

exceeds the Enville in size and 1

e in flavour, and in this respect far

"WILLIAM THOMSON

ipple, ' Lady Beatrice Lambton,* in

nmmer and winter, and my opinion

mbles it in shape, it equals the Qu

apple, and have tasted
It grows into
le reinarkably

Tweed Vineyard, Clovenfords"

"I have seve. .1 timei seen 'Lady Beatrice Lambton'
fruit of it in winter, and consider it the mist hanJsome Pirn

C3ne-shaped fruit of large dimensions in the winter season^when I found it to

juicy and much better flavoured than Smooth Cayenne or Charlotte Rothschild,

mehing in fl :=h. like Prince Albert. I consider that theie qu iliiie-;. c lupled with its vet

fruiting habit, renders it a mist desirable acquisition among Pine-apples.

" DAVID THOMSON, Drumlanrig Ganh

re afew of the many Testiimmlah ice haite had sent us, ail of which agree in stating that it is one of the greatest adJitions to our
fniit-hoitscs that has been introducedfor jnany years.

"We also beg to state that our Stock of this Plant is in fine condition, and thoroughly clear of all parasites.

EARLY ORDERS ARE SOLICITED, WHICH WILE BE EXECUTED IN ROTATION.

PRICES:-
Good rooted Suckers, 433. ; Fine Succession Plants, 633. ; Fruiters, 105s.

USUAL ALLOWANCE TO THE TRADE.

IRELAND & THOMSON,
CRAIGLEITH NURSERY, EDINBURGH

T. H. P. DENNIS & CO.
MANSION HOUSE BUILDINGS,

QUEEN VICTORIA STREET, LONDON, E.G.,

CONSERVATORY AND GREENHOUSE BUILDERS,

HOT-WATER ENGINEERS.

JOHN KDMONDS & CO.,
HORTICULTURAL BUILDERS and HOT-WATER ENGINEERS ,

LILLIE BRIDGE, WEST BROMPTON, LONDON, S.W.

Cnnscri'atoni-s, Greenhouses and Hothouses of every description Erected and Heated in any part oj the Kingdom or Abroad.

Kiosks, Summer-houses, Verandahs, Glass Approaches, &c.—Pit Lights, Garden Boxes, Hand Glasses, &c., in Stock.

PATENTEES OF THE "TUBULAR'SADDLErBOrLER," THE BEST CAST-IRON BOILER.

Illustrated Cataloguefree by Post. NOTE.— The Works adjoin West Brompton Station, Metropolitan District Railway.

Editorial Communications should be addressed to "The Editor :" Advertisements and Business Letters to " The Publisher," at the Office, 4.. Wellington Street, Covent Garden, London WC
Printed by William Richards, at the Office of Messrs. Bradburv. Agnew, & Co., Lombard Street, Precinct of Whitefriars, City of London, in the County of Middlesex, and Published by Ihe

said William Richards, at the Office, 41. Wellington Street. Parish of St. Paul's, Covent Garden, ' •'^ - '^ " ° °- "" ''

Agent for Manchester—John Hbvwood,
., ..1 the said County.—Saturday, Septembei ...
Agents for Scotland—Messrs. J. Mbnzibs & Co., Edmburgh and Glasgow.
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"DOYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY,
XV South Kensington, S.W.
NOTICE.—SCIENTIFIC. FRUIT, and FLORAL COM-

MITTEES' MEETINGS, on TUESDAY next, September 17,

at II o'clock. Competition for Prizes offered by Messrs, James
Carter & Co . and Hooper & Co., for TOMATOS. GENE-
RAL MEETING for ELECTION of FELLOWS at 3 o Clock.

Admission One Shilling.

/CRYSTAL PALACE.—TWENTY-THIRD
V7 ANNUAL EXHIBITION of FRUIT, TUESDAY
and WEDNESDAY, September 24 and 25.

Schedules may now be had on application to Mr. THOMSON,
Crystal Palace.

N.B.-The INTERNATIONAL POTATO SHOW will be

held on the same day.

THE INTERNATIONAL POTATO
EXHIBITION will be held at the Ciystal Palace,

Sydenham, in conjunction with the E.xhibition of Fruit, on
SEP'TEMBER 24 and 25. Last day of entry. September 17.

Schedules and all particulars may be obtained on application to

J. A. McKENZIE, i and 2, Great Winchester Street

Buildings. London, E.C.

SOUTHAMPTON HORTICULTURAL
SOCIETY.

Umier Hie Patronage o/W.K.H. Prince Leopold.
A GRAND CHRYSANTHEMUM, FRUIT, and

FLOWER SHOW, and EXHIBITION of CAGED BIRDS,
will be held on TUESDAY, November 19.

Schedules of Prizes may be obtained of C. S. FUIDGE,
Secretary, 39. York Street. Lower Avenue.

IBERIAN COFFEE. — Strong healthy
Plants and live Seed—For particulars, apply

F. R. KINGHORN, Sheen Nursery, Richmond.
L
FOR SALE, a few large CAMELLIAS,

CITRON TREES and FERNS. For particulars, apply.

C. ROGERS, Stanage Park. Brampton Brian. Herefordshire.

5000 English-grown
CAMELLIAS and AZALEAS,

ranging from i to 6 feet high, set with buds, in large or

small quantities to suit purchasers.

CATALOGUES and Prices on application. Special terms

to the Trade.
HENRY WALTON, Edge End Nurseries, Brierfield, near

Burnley, Lancashire.

C^"
ATALOGUES. — His Excellency Pierre
Wolkenstein wUl feel greatly obliged if Nurserymen and

Seedsmen will kindly send him their Catalogues. They should

be forwarded (by post) to

S. E, PIERRE WOLKENSTEIN. Secretaire de la Societe'

Imperiale d'Horticulture de Russie. St. Petersburg.

Budded Camellias, Azaleas, Palms, &c.

MR. A. VAN GEERT begs to intimate to
his friends and patrons that his stock of the above is of

usual excellence and ready for delivery at once. Also Ghent
Azaleas, Azalea mollis, Spirseas, Lily of the Valley, Rhododen-
drons, and Ferns for furnishing, are of the very best quality.

The whole at the most reasonable charges.
Wholesale prices on application.

A. VAN GEERT, Continental Nurseries, Ghent, Belgium.

PRIMULAS and CINERARIAS.—Williams'
and Wetherill's strains, extra strong, shaken out of 60

pots, 25. per doz. Smaller, js. per doz., 2.d. per doz. postage.

MORLE. Market Grower, 50, Kennington Park Road,
London, S.E.

Now Ready.

NEW GIANT FRENCH ANEMONES.—
Superior to the Dutch varieties, producing an abundance

of Srilliant flowers of immense size.

NEW GIANT FRENCH ANEMONES.—
mixed double, ts. per dozen. 40^. per 100 ; fmest

d single, iJ. 6(/. per dozen, lor. per 100.

NEW GIANT FRENCH ANEMONES.—
Double Chiysanlhemum-flowered " Gloire de Nanles,"

(blue- violet), ^d. each, 3J. per dozen.

NEW GIANT FRENCH ANEMONES.—
Double Chrysanthemum-flowered "La Brillante "(bright

i-red). 6i/. each. 51. per dozen-

NEW GIANT FRENCH ANEMONES.—
Double Chrysanthemum-flowered "Mauve Clair"

(beautiful pale mauve), tj, each, 5s. per dozen.

Prices and full particulars of other Flower Roots, post-free.

SUTTON AND SONS, The Queens Seedsmen, Reading

Healthy Plants In Pots of

LILIUM AURATUM, the Golden-Rayed
Japanese Lily, per dozen, i8j , 24s., and 301.

BARR AND SUGDEN. 15, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

PLANTS for NATURALISING in the
Wild Garden, Shrubbery Border, Woodland Walks, Hot

Banks, Swampy Ground, and in any other position where the

plants are allowed to grow natur.illv, reproducing themselves.

See present year's ABC BULB GUIDE, free on application.

THOMAS S. WARE, Hale Farm Nurseries. Tottenham,

The New
PRIMULA SINENSIS COMPACTA

GRANDIFLORA.—The finest and largest new double

white-fringed Primrose extant, of exceedingly sturdy and robust

habit.

Opinion of Mr. Wills :—" T!ti list vjhite /lower /or
' tui/uets

"
Price £6 6s. per dt

A. VAN GEERT, Coi al Nu , Ghent, Belgluir

Hyacinths, Tulips, &c.

BUTLER, MCCULLOCH .\nd CO.'S
CATALOGUE of the above is now ready, which also

contains a copious list of Garden Necessaries and Culinary

Requisites. Sent free and post-paid to all parts of the world.

Covent Garden Market, London, W.C.—Established upwards

Hyacinths, Tulips, and Other Dutch Bulbs.

BUDDENBORG BROS., Hillegom, Haar-
lem, Holland, Wholesale CATALOGUE of the above

now ready, and may be had of

Messrs. R. SILBERRAD and SON, 15, Harp Lane, Great

Tower Street, London, EC,

To the Tratle Only.

DUTCH BULBS at DUTCH PRICES.—
Hyacinths, Tulips, Crocus, Narcissus, Begonias, Christ-

mas Roses, Gloxinias, Caladiums, Novelties in Bulbs and Roots,

Anemone fulgens. Snowdrops, &c. Quality extra. Prices

low. Catalogue on application to

F. SANDER AND CO.. Seed Growers, St. Albans.

HYACINTHS, CROCUS, TULIPS,
NARCISSUS, and all DUTCH FLOWERING

BULBS. Priced descriptive CATALOGUE, with cultural

DICKSON AND ROBINSON, 12, Old Millgate, Manchester.

Bulbs for the Season.

CHARLES TURNER'S consignments of the
above have arrived in fine condition. The roots are

remarkably sound, and early orders are respectfully solicited.

CATALOGUES post-free on application.

The Royal Nurseries, Slough.

TODEAS.— Healthy young plants of T.
superba and T. hymenophylloides (pellucida). free and

safe by post, 25. 6d. each for prepayment. Trade price (low)

per 100, or lesser quantities, on application.

ROBERT SIM, Sidcup Hill Nursery, Foot's Cray, Kent.

MR. GEORGE BUNYARD, Horticul-
tural Valuer, Nurseryman, Seedsman, and

Florist (of the firm of Thomas Bunyard & Sons), Maidstone,

G
Gentlemen's Gardeners, Amateurs, and Others

A R D E N P 6 T S of best quality,

are requested to send their orders to

J. MATTHEWS, Royal Pottery, Weston-super-Mare.
Price List on application.

ANTED, CUTTINGS ofWhite and Pink
coloured. Silver Variegated, Bronze and Tricolor

GERANIUMS. State lowest price per 1000, to

WILLIAM MILES, West Brighton Nurseries, Qiftonville,

Sussex.

wANTED, Large Plants of Variegated
IVIES in pots, for covering wall. State size, price,

E. WILSON, Uflinglon Gardens, Stamford.

ANTED REGULARLY, for Cash, choice
CUT FLOWERS, for Shop Sale.—Apply

T, MILNER and SON, 102, Godwin Street, Bradford.

BEGONIA SEED—Saved from exceedingly
beautiful varieties of the handsome-flowered tuberous-

rooted section. The flowers have been carefully fertilised, so

that splendid new kinds may be.e,\pected from this seed. i^. 6d.

and is. 6d. per packet.
PRIMULA, CINERARIA, and CALCEOLARIA, from

Prize Strains, the best that can be purchased, each at is. 6d. and
2S. 6d. per packet.
WILLIAM BULL, F.L.S., Establishmentfor Newand Rare

Plants, King's Road, Chelsea, London, S.W.

GOLD MEDAL for TUBEROUS
BEGONIAS.—Seed just harvested from our unrivalled

collection. Sealed packets, is. (xi. and 2!. 6J. each.
We offer also our noted strains of PRIMULA, CALCEO-

LARIA and CINERARIA, at is. (d. and 2s. 6./. per packet.

JOHN LAING and CO., The Nurseries, Forest Hill, S.E.

CHOICE FERNS.—Gleichenia dichotoma,
JS. 6d. each, and upwards ; Gleichenia dicarpa and

speluncae, ss. each, and upwards. Special LIST of other
Ferns on application.

W. AND J. BIRKENHEAD, Fern Nursery, Sale, near
Manchester.

Thorn Quicks.

RODGER, MCCLELLAND and CO. have
to offer large quantities of i and 2 years, of various sizes.

Samples and prices on application.

64. Hill Street. Newry.

FOR SALE, a Gentleman's Small COLLEC-
TION of stove PLANTS.

Apply to GARDENER, at Stockwood, Luton.

sEEDLINGS. — Immense quantities of
Thorns, Scotch Firs, Alder, Biich, &c., for transplanting

1 SONS, Nurserymen, Ussy,
Calvados, France.

LILY OF THE VALLEY, finest strong
crowns for forcing at 45s. per 1000. AZALEAS with

buds, in nice healthy plants for the market. CAMELLIAS, nice

plants at lowest rates. Orders requested at once. Prices on
application to

ROBERT NEUMANN, The Nurseries, Erfurt.

Special Offer.

STANDARD and DWARF ROSES.
Trade LIST now ready, post-free.

LEWIS S. WOODTHORPE, Glazanwood Nursery, Brain-

tree, Essex.

CHRISTMAS ROSES.—Helleborus niger,
the true maximus variety. Spiraea (Hoteia)japonica and

palmata, may be had in any quantity. Prices on application to

BUDDENBORG BROS.. Florists, Hillegom, Haarlem,
Holland.

GE RAN I U M S.— 15,000 "Wonderful"
(Smith), the best Scarlet in cultivation for winter flower-

ing, &c., nice strong stuff, 8^. per loo, £3 10^. per 1000 ;

also a lot of extra large plants from 48-pot5. 3,1. per dozen ;

about 200 DOUBLE WHITE PRIMULAS, 501. per 100.

For cash only.

RAPER AND CO., The Fern Nursery, Bedford Street,

Leamington.

EUCALYPTUS GLOBULUS.—
Tasmanian Blue Gum : Evergreen. Disease Destroying

Tree. Destroys the influence of the miasmatic exhalations

from the ground in swampy and malarious districts. Acts as a

preventive of the miasmata which produces intermittent

fever, ague, &c. For Seeds and Plants apply to

J. STEELE, Chelmsford.

FOR SALE, Green EUONYMUS, at 30X,
40s., and 50S. per lOo : also AUCUBAS, ARBOR-VIT^,

CUPKESSUS, RETINOSPORAS, Variegated VINCA,
all in first-class condition, suitable for pots; together with a
GENERAL NURSERY STOCK.

J. B. BUTTERFIELD, Nurseries. Baker Street, Enfield,

Middlesex.

To the Trade.

CWHITEHOUSE, Brereton Nursery,
• Rugeley, has to offer nice, straight, young, healthy

HOLLIES, two years transplanted, good fibrous roots. 12 to

20 inches, most of them suitable for working, at Sj. dti. per 100.

Also fine one-year Seedling Hollies, at 3s. 6d. per 1000, for

Cash. Now is a fine time to plant them.

RCHARD-HOUSE TREES, Fruiting in

Pots:— Peaches. Nectarines, Plums, Pears, Apples,
Vines, Figs, Apricots, Cherries, Mulberries, and Oranges.
RICHARD SMITH and CO., Nurserymen and Seed

Merchants. Worcester.

To Amateur Strawberry Growers.

RUNNERS, strong and well rooted, are
now ready, from H. de Thury, President. Sir J. Paxton,

and British Queen—four of the best varieties in cultivation.

Price List on application. Sample Box of Plants, post-free, \s.

Manual on Strawberry Cultinre. 6d,

W. LOVELL, Strawberry Grower, Weaverthorpe, York.

Vines—Vines—Vines.

J COWAN, The Vineyard, Garston, near
• Liverpool, is now offering a large and splendid stock of

strong, short-jointed, and thoroughly ripened GRAPEVINES,
suitable for fruiting in pots and planting Vineries. Catalogues

free. The Trade supplied.
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SALES BY AUCTION.
Dutch Flower Roots, for Present Planting and Spring

Flowering, arriving weekly from well-knnwn farms m
Holland—SALES every MONDAY, WKDNESDAV,
and SATURDAY during September, commencing at lialf-

pa^l 12, and penerally finishing about 4 o'Clock.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTION, at his Great Rooms. 38, King Street,

Covent Garden, W.C, first-class HYACINTHS, TULIPS,
CROCUSES, NARCISSUS, IRIS, SNOWDROPS, LI-
LIUMS. RANUNCULI, &c., in large and small lots to suit

all buyers. Catalogues on application.

Established Orchids.

J. C. STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTION at his Great Rooms, 38, King' Street,

Covent Garden, on THURSDAY. September ig, at half-past

o'clock precisely, a COLLECTION of ESTABLISHED

M^
ORCHIDS, comprising many
and including the following ;

—

Catlleya Dowiana
Cypripedium'Dturyi
Trichopilia crispa
Oncidium Balderrama;
Cattleya exoniensis
La:lia anceps Dawsoni
Augrfecum sesquipedale
Odontoglossum Phalrenopsis
Aerides japonicum

On view morning of Si

xtremely rare and choice kinds,

Dendrobium Ainsworthii
Chysis aurea
Aerides crassifolium
Oncidium sessile

Trichosma suavis
Cirrhopetalum Thouarsii
Epidendrum prismatocarpum
Cattleya dolosa
Vanda Parishii.

:, and Catalogn i had.

MasdevaUla tovarensls.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will include in his
Sale of choice Orchids, at his Great Rooms, 38. Kin^

Street. Covent Garden. W.C, on THURSDAY, September ig,

at half-past 12 o'clock precisely, eleven good plants of the whitt-
flowered MASDEVALLIA, M. TOVARENSIS, and at the
samn time several plants of the scarlet-flowered MASDE-
VALLIA, M. IGNEA. and some good plants of the new
MASDEVALLIA BELLA.

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Dendrohium McCarthlse.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 38, King Street,

Covent Garden, W.C, on THURSDAY, September 19, at half-
past 12 o'clock precisely, several good plants, just imported,
of the scarce and beautiful DENDROBIUM McCARTHl/E
and some good plants o( the new DENDROBIUM FINDLEV-
ANUM : also some choice ORNAMENTAL PLANTS,
PALMS, and pretty VARIEG.M'ED PLANTS.

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Dendrohium saperbiens.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 38, King Street

Covent Garden, W.C, on THURSDAY, September 19. at half-
past 12 o'clock precisely, some magnificent plants, with from
ten to fifteen stems each, recently imported, of this new and
handsome species. This splendid DEN DRUHIUM is illustrated
at p. 49 of this year's Gardeners^ Clironicle, and at p 40
Professor Reichenbach says of it :—" It is a great satisfaction
to have this great beauty at hand." One great merit of this
charming Dendrobium is that its handsome spikes of richly-
coloured flowers are extremely persistent, lasting individually
eight or ten weeks. At the same time will be sold some very
large and fine plants of DENDROBIUM BIGIBBUM

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Auction Mai-t, Tokenhouse Yard, London, E.C.
(Opposite the Bank of England.)

GREAT UNRESERVED SALE of DUTCH FLOWER
ROOTS of the finest quality, consisting of the Choicest
varieties of Double and Single HYACINTHS. TULIPS,
CROCUS. NARCISSUS, JONQUILS, SNOWDROPS,
Sic, lotted to suit all buyers.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
will SELL the above at the ]\Iart, on MONDAY

next, at half-past 11 o'clock precisely.

Catalogues may be had at the Mart, and of the Auctioneers,
98, Gracechurch Street, E.G., and Leytonstone, E.

Bruns-wick Nursery, Tottenham. N.
GREAT TRADE SALE of STOVE and GREENHOUSE

PLANTS, WINTEK-BLOOMING HEATHS. &c. To
commence punctually at it o'Clock, there being upwards
of goo lots to get through.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE AND MORRIS
are instructed by Mr. J. Malierto SELL by AUCTION,

without reserve, on the Premises, on THURSDAY. Sep-
tember ig, at ii o'Clock to the minute, an immense quantity of
unusually well-grown plants, consislinK of 15.003 WINTER-
BLOOMING HEATHS in fine thriving condition, promising
a profusion of flowers, in 60, 48, and 32-pots, including 3500
beautifully-grown hyeraalis, 3000 gracilis, 300 caffra. luoo
Wilmoreana, large quanllties of perspicua, erecta, hybrida.
assurgens

; 600 remarkably well-berried Solanum capsicastrum,
500 Hydrangea Thomas Hogg, fine Camellias and Azalea
indica. set with bloom-buds ; toco extra fine Tree Carnations,
3COO Bouvaidias of sorts, 500 Acacia armata, 2000 well furnished
Adiantum cimeatum, 200 Ficus elastica, 3000 Poinsettias, 300
Daphne indica rubra, 40C0 exceedingly line Cyclamens, 1000
Genistas. 1000 Grevillea robusta. 500 Euphorbia jacquimflora,
Clematises of sorts, 300 double Primulas, 200 strong Vines, 2000
Cinerarias, 1000 Dracaenas, Palms, 500 Gardenia intermedia, &c.
May be viewed any day prior to Sale. Catalogues may be

hsd on the Premises, and of the Auctioneers, 08, Gracechurch
Street, EC.

Lower Norwood, close to the Station.
THIRD ANNUAL SALE.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
will SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises, the Castle

Nursery, Lower Norwood, on TUESDAY, September 24, at
12 o'Clock precisely, by order of Mr. H. James, a choice col-
lection of Established ORCHIDS in splendid condition, many
of which are showing flower, including Phalainopsis, Odonto-
glossums, Dendrobium Wardiaijum. Oncidium (prsetextum), O,
Kogersii, with splendid spikes ; Vandas. Calanthes, Saccola-
biums, six well established plants of the beautiful and rare
Maxillaria lepidota, 500 DRAC/ENAS. well coloured • an
assortment of STOVE and GREENHOUSE PLANTS
FERNS, Specimen CAMELLIAS, 500 TREE CARNA-
TIONS in fine condition, and other Miscellaneous Stock,
worthy the attention of the Trade and also of private buyers.
On view the day prior to the Sale. Catalogues may be had

on the Premises, and of the Auctioneers, 98, Gracechurch
Street, E.C., and Leytonstone, E.

Bury Nursery, Bury Street, Edmonton,
By order of the ExeciUnx. Entirely without reserve.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
will SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises as above, on

WEDNESDAY. September 25, at 1 o'Clock precisely, unless
previously disposed of by private treaty, the whole of the
STOCK IN TRADE, comprising fine specimen Camellias.
Primulas. Stephanotis, Gardenias, Roses in pots, &c., together
with the Utensils in trade and effects.

On view the day prior to the Sale. Cataloges on the Premises,
and of the Auctioneers, 98, Grachurch Street, E.G.
N.B.-The LEASE of the NURSERY, about 18 years un-

expired, at a rent of j^ioo per annum, TO BE DISPOSED
OF. The Stock may also be purchased privately. No
reasonable offer will be refused. Apply to the Auctioneers as
above.

Tooting, S.W.
F[FTEENTH ANNUAL SALE.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
will SELL by AUCTION, on ihe Premises, the Exotic

Nursery. Tooting, S.W., on THURSDAY, September 26, at

I o'clock precisely, a quantity of extra stock of S'J'OVE and
GREENHOUSE PLANTS, the whole of which are in healthy
and thriving condition, including Lapagerias albn and rosea
superba, Aralia Veitchii, Anthiirium Scherzerianum, choice
Orchids, comprising Vanda suavis (Veitch's variety). Sacco-
labiums ampullaccum and guttatum. Angrascum eburneum
Euperbum, Calanthe Veitchii. Cattleyas, Dendrobiums, and
Odontoglossums in variety. Exotic Ferns, selected Palms, a
fine assortment of English-grown Camellias, well set with buds;
Succulents, Hardy Herbaceous Plants, &c.

0.1 view the day prior to the Sale. Catalogues may be had
oil 1 he Premises, and of the Auctioneers, 98, Gracechurch Street,
E.G.. and Leytnnstnne, K.
N.B. The ANNUAL SALE of NURSERY STOCK will

lake place on OCTOBER 28 and 29.

npO BE SOLD, as a going concern, a
-- NURSERY, situate within 9 miles of London and near
Railway stations. Comprises well-arranged Nursery, six large

Greenhouses, Sheds, Stables, &c., and about 2 acres of Ground
for Market Growing, well stocked.

H. A., Mrs. Knight's, Winchmore Hill, N.

FOR DISPOSAL, through ill-health, an
excellent FLOWER. SEED. FRUIT, and BULB

BUSINESS, situate in a main thoroughfaie, and doing a
large and increasing trade. Incoming about ^3^0. To any
one Misbing to commence business, this is an unheard-of
opportunity.

Full particulars by addressing A. Z., Gardeners Ckronicle
Office, W.C.

Nursery and Seed Business.

T^O BE LET, a compact small NURSERY,
-*- with a good Seed Busmess, close to Southampton,
Winchester, Romsey, and other towns, with frequent railway
communication to each, containing a good Vinery planted two
years since, Cucumber House, two other Plant Houses, Pits

and Frames, about two acres of Ground well stocked with Fruit

Trees, Asparagus Beds, Strawbenies Roses, Shrubs, Green-
house Plants. &c. A good Dwelling House and Shop attached
with a first-class business frontage, close to an important
Railway Station and in a rapidly increasing neighbourhood.
There is a certain and very remunerative sale for Cucumbers,
Asparagus, Tomatos, Strawberries, and other Fruits. The
Stock to be taken at a valuation, part to be paid at once, the
remamder as would be agreed upon. Rent ^^50 a year. The
proprietor giving it up as he is unable to attend to it. and will

explain why. An excellent opportunity for a Gentleman's
Gardener wishing to commence business, and who can command
from ^300 to £,a,0Q. A Lease can be given. Apply, in the first

W. D., Brook Cottage, Chad Valley, Birmingham.

QPIRyEA JAPONICA.—Immense Stock of
y~^ very splendid clumps for forcing, 12,1. and xts. per 100.

The Lily Nursery, Ghent, Belgium.

cHRISTMAS ROSES.—Imported healthy
plants may be had in very large quantities, x-zs. per loo,

loOJ. per 1000, 8ooi. per ro.ooo.

The Lily Nursery, Ghent, Belgium.

EPATICA CCERULEA, with l to 3 and 4
extra fine llowering crowns, \os. per loo, Zos. per looo,

700J. per 10.000.

The Lily Nursery. Ghent, Belgium.

buds,AZALEAS, CAMELLIAS with
PALMS for decoration and seedlinzs in •

FICUS ELASTICA, DRAC/ENA INDIVISA. and other
sorts. ARALIA SIEBOLDI. ASPIDISTRA, PHORMIUMS,
YUCCAS, LILIES, and other BULBS, may be had in small
or large quantities, at the most liberal rates

J. VANDER SWAELMEN, The Lily Nursery, Ghent,
Belgium.

GARDENIA.—For Sale, 10 Gardenia florida,
healthy plants ; also Two large Red CAMELLIAS,

and price on application to

J. PREWETT, Swiss Nursery, Hammersmith, W.

QTRAWBERRY DUKE of EDINBURGH
k_7 (MolTat).—Strong well-rooted runners of this famous
variety from the ori.qinal Stock, the best for general crop and
marketing, is. 6d per loo ; 12 plants post-free for zs.

TODD AND CO., Seedsmen. Maitland Street, Edinburgh.

pABBAGE PLANTS for SALE, at the
V^ Noted Elms Farm, Barnes, Surrey.

F. TROWELL and SON, having grown Plants lor fourteen
seasons from Selected Stocks, now offer to Market Gardeners
and Others this season's Plants at lower prices than
years, in large or small quantities

1 previous

TO LARGE PLANTERS,
CEMETERY CONTRACTORS, &c.

YEWS. English. 2 to 3, 3 to 4, and 4 to 5 feet.

LAURELS, common, 2, 2 to 3. 3 to 4, and.4 to 5 feet.
LIMES, fine grown, 3 to 4, 5 to 6, and 8 to 10 feet.
CHESTNUT, Horse, 8 to 10 feet.

Special quotations on application, and sample dozen sent to
any part of Great Britain.

GODWIN AND SON, Ashbourne, Derby.

sTRONG CLUMPS for FORCING.

SPIR/EA PALMATA
Orders to the amount of £2 free tbrougbout''Great Britain.
A. M. C. JONGKINDT CONINCK, Tottenham Nurseries,

Dedemsvaart, near Zwolle, Netherlands.

Notice to the Trade.

WJ. CALDWELL and SONS are now
• sending ont their well-known AZALEA AMfENA

CALDWELLI. strong plants, i8j. per dozen : larger size. 24J
Also splendid plants of GLEICHENIA DICHOTOMA, at

35. td. and 5^. each. j6s. and 5oi. per dozen.
The Nurseries, Knutsford, Cheshire.

LINDEN'S Exotic Nurseries, Ghent,
• Belgium.- The CATALOGUE of CAMELLIAS,

AZALEAS, RHODODENDRONS. PALMS, NEW
PLANTS, and WHOLESALE LIST of PALMS, is now
ready, and will be sent on application to J. L. as above, or to
Messrs. R. SILBERRAD and SON, 15, Harp Lane, Great
Tower Street, London. E.C.

QTRAWBERRY PLANTS.—Moffat's Duke
'^ of Edinburgh, fine strongplants at js. 6d. per ico. Trade
supplied on moderate terms.

Awarded special prize at Edinburgh, July, 1878.

GEORGE SINCLAIR, Phantassie Orchard. Preston-

kirk, N.B.

pHEASANT-EYED NARCISSUS.—Bulbs
-*- of this sweet-scented Narciss. loi. per bushel, 61. per
half-bushel, 31. C./. per peck. Likewise Bulbs of LILIUM
BULBIFERUM, .51. per 100, 21. 6rf. per dozen. Terms cash
with order. Package free. Post-office Orders payable at
Vauxhall Cross.

Mrs ALDERSON, Langley Lane, South Lambeth, Surrey.

EDDING GERANIUMS.—Stock plants',
lii'ted from flower garden, at the following low prices,

SCARLET—Vesuvius, Bayard, Violet Hill Nosegay. Baron
Ricasoli, Lord Palmerston, izj per rco

PINK-Miss Skipworth. Mrs. Holden, Mrs. Miles, izj per 100VARIEGATED—Crystal Palace Gem, Argentea, Kentish
Hero, i-zs. per 100 ; Marshal McMahon. 20J. per 100.

SPIR^E^JAPONICA.extrastrongforcingclumps, 20.t. perroo„ .-_
SONS. Penkhull Nurseries, Stoke-

B

pHOICE ORCHIDS.—Many thousands of
Vy good plants to select from. Mr. William Bull is

constantly receiving large importations from his Collectors and
Correspondents in Assam. Colombia, Burmah, Brazil, Mexicp
Costa Rica, Venezuela. Ecuador, West Indies, and the Eastern
Archipelago, and can offer many of the rarest and most
beautiful kinds at extremely low prices. Customers can chui se
tieir plants from eleven large houses full of Orchids. An
inspection is invited.

Establishment for New and Rare Plants, King's Road.
Chelsea, London, S.W.

6

HEATHERS IDE NURSERIES,
near Ragshot,

The large and varied stock of CONIFERS, Hardy EVER-GREEN and FLOWERING SHRUBS, Pyramid FRUIT
TREES, FOREST and ORNAMENTAL TREES and
SHRUBS, Hardy CLEMATIS and IVIES in pots, now
offered at very moderate and tempting prices. Priced CATA-LOGUES sent post-free on application to
HENRY SHEPHERD, HeithersiJe Nurseries, Bagshot,

To the Trade.
CARNATIONS, PICOTEES. FUCHSIAS, &c,, for

DISPOSAL.
GEORGE RUDD, raiser of Sunray and

numerous other named Fuchsias, begs to announce for
Disposal the whole of his Stock, consisting of upwards of 2000
pairs of CARNATIONS and PICOTEES. a large number of
seedling and hybrid FUCHSIAS, Hybrids of various kinds
PANSIES, &c.

Undercliffe. Bradford, Yorkshire.

To the Trade.

A RALIA SIEBOLDI, very fine plants, in
-^"^ small 48-pots, at 6^. per dozen, or 40J. per 100.
CLEMATIS JACKMANNI, and other line kinds, at 60.'.

TULES DE COCK, Nurseryman, Ghent,O Belgium, offers AZALEA INDICA of all sizes,
AZALEA mollis and A. PONTICA, CAMELLIAS
CHRISTMAS ROSES, DEUTZIA GRACILIS, DIELY-
TRA SPECTABILIS, LILY of the VALLEY, SPIRyEA
JAPONICA, PALMS for Table use, DRAC^NAS. FERNS,
and YUCCA VARIEGATA. Catalogues free on application.

Vines—Vines—Vines.
Tir J. CALDWELL and SONS beg to
T T • inform their Friends and Customers that their stock

of the above is unusually fine this season. Samples have been
exhibited at various Shows in the North of England, and they
have been highly commended for their excellent quality.
Orders are now being booked from the following varieties :—

Black Hamburgh I Foster's Seedling
Black Alicante Lady Downe's
huckland Sweetwater Madresfield Court
Duke of Buccleuch

| Muscat of Alexandria.
Strong Planting Canes, $s. to -js 6ti. each.

E.\tra Fruiting Canes, js. 6d. to lor. 6d. each.
The Nurseries, Knutsford, Cheshire.

FRANCIS R. KINGHORN wishes to
dispose of the following SPECIMEN PLANTS at
moderate prices (on application) :

—

CROTON WEISMANNI. 5 feet 6 inches high, by 4 feet 6
inches through. This is acknowledged to be one of the
most beautiful plants of the sort in the kingdom.

COCOS WEDDELLIANA, 5 feet high by 6 feet through, fine
plant.

ARECA CRINITA, 4 feet high, very handsome
STEVENSONIA GRANDIFOLIA, 3 feet high by 4 feet 6

inches across : a thriving young plant of this noble Pabn.
MARTIN EZIA GRANATENSIS, 4 feet high by 5 feet

through, fine plant.

Sheen Nursery, Richmond, Surrey.
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N EW AND RARE LILIES.
LILIUM NErLGHERRENSE. This splendid Lily gives

flowers nearly i fool long. 71. 6f/,

LILIUM COLUMBIANUM, extremely rare, 75. td.

LILIUM BATEMAN/E. quite, new, 7^. 6^.

LILIUM JAPONICUM KRAMERI, 5s.

Selections of choice kinds can be made by Mr. William
Bl'll, at 30J,

,
42J. and 60s. per dozen.

Establishment for New and Rare Plants, King's Road,
Chelsea. London, S.W.

DUTCH FLOWER ROOTS.—Now ready,
our ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE of Dutch Flower

Roots, Roses, Fruit Trees. &c. , containing forty-eight pages
imperial size of beautifully illustrated letterpress, with new and
original articles on Flower Roots and their Uses, the cultivation
of Hyacinths, Tulips, &c., and a superbly finished coloured

Clate. This will be found the most useful, the cheapest and
est Bulb Catalogue ever sent out, and should be read by all

purchasers of flower roots before ordering. Price td. post-free ;

gratis to customers and intending purchasers.
DANIELS BROTHERS, The Royal Norfolk Seed Esta-

blishment, Norwich-

Annual A B. C. Bulb Guide.

THOMAS S. WARE has much pleasure in
announcing that the present year's issue of the above is

now ready, and will be posted free on application. It includes
complete collections of Liliums, Narcissus, Gladiolus, Iris, and
numerous other families ; also selections of Bamboos and Orna-
mental Grasses, Aquatic and Bog Plants, Herbs, &c. ; and a
fine collection of Hardy Orchids, to which is added a few choice
Perennials, adapted for present planting.

Hale Farm Nurs , Tottenham, Londo

GEORGE COOPER, The County Seed
Establishment, Hertford, begs to announce that he has

received his annual importation of FLOWERING ROOTS,
and that his Illustrated and Descriptive CATALOGUE is now
ready, and may be had post-free on application. The best sorts
in every kind from the most careful growers.

SEEDS for the Garden and Farm, for Autumn Sowina
For early forcina—Early White Roman HYACINTHS,

SPIR.EA JAPONICA and PALMATA, LILY OF THE
VALLEY. The best value given.

Dracaenas and Tree Carnations.

HENRY JAMES has first-class Plants of
the above to offer at loiv prices for cash with order.

Dracsenas, finely coloured, in the well-known decorative
v.irieties, Cooperii, terminalis, Guilfoylei, Hibbertii, ferrea and
braziliensis, at 24^ and 30J. per dozen. Tree Carnations in
the hfiit leading kinds, including large quantities of La Belle,
the best white, at us. and 151. per dozen.

Castle Nursery, Lower Norwood, S.E.

I NFOR FOR
SPIR.EA JAPONICA. 20s. per 100.

„ PALMATA. 25J. per 100.
By 100 or 1000. An immense stock, finely ripened. Smaller
palmatas, for planting, loi. ^d., 151 , and 20f. per 100. Extra
large clumps at moderate prices.

ROSE QUEEN OF BEDDERS,
Booked for autumn, i2r. per dozen, 75J. per 100.

CHARLES NOBLE, Bagshot.

Special Cheap Offer.

T7I HILLIER begs to offer the under-
J.1/ . mentioned, all well-grown stuff :-
ROSES, Tea and Noisette, 121. per dozen ; Queen of Bcdders.

\2S per dozen : Mar^chal Niel, loj. and 185. per dozen.
CLEMATIS, twelve best varieties, isj.

PRIMULAS, double white, 12J. per dozen, zoos, per 130.
CARNATION, La Belle, as. and 121. per dozen.
DAPHNE INDICA RUBRA, ms. per dozen.
STOVE PLANTS. 12 choice for 12s.

Package will be \s. on each dozen.
POT VINES and BEARING PEACH TREES.

Nurseries, Winchester.

To the Trade.

TUBEROUS BEGONIAS.— FrcEbelii,
fine plants, now coming into bloom, in 4-inch pots, per

dozen. 81. : Hybrids, comprising every shade of colour, in very
fine plants, 2j/-inch and 3-inch pots, ds. per dozen, 40^. per 100

:

in 4-inch pots, 7^. td. per dozen. 50J. per 100 ; in s-inch pots,
loj. anH I2J. per dozen, 605. and 75J. per loo ; all in bloom.
RODGER. McClelland and CO., 64, HIII street,

Newry.
P S.—We should be glad to send sample flowers to intending

JAPERS, Nurseryman, Loochristy, near
• Ghent, Belgium, offers the following splendid stock of

healthy, well-shaped, and richly-budded Plants :—
CAMELLIAS, at .£5, £6, It, and ifi per 100.

CAMELLIAS, very large, at 2j., -^s., and 4J. each.
AZALEAS, Indian, li. {,(,, X,j, and £8 per 100.

AZALEAS, large Indian, at is., 2r. 6d., 3J., and 4^. each.
AZALEA MOLLIS, from seed, at £s, 16, £7, and £S per 100.

AZALEAS, hardy Ghent, at .£4, £5, £6, ij, and IS per 100.

Larger, 25., 3J., and 45. each.
RHODODENDRONS, at £6, It. £S, and £11 per 100.

Larger, 3J., 4^.. 5J,, and 6s. each.
The DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE may be had on

application to

Messrs. R. SILBERRAD and SON, 15, Harp Lane, Great
Tower Street, London. E.C.

To the Trade.
VUYLSTEKE, Nurseryman, Loochristy,

• near Ghent, Belgium, has to offer a splendid slock of
fine, healthy, abundantly-budded plants at the following

CAMELLIAS, budded, named, imbricated, at £5, £6,
£?. and £a.

AZALEA INDICA.budded, named, nice crowns, at £i.

. -,£4. £5.
and £b.

100 BEGONIAS, bulbous, new short brilliant sorts, at £2.
1000 SPIRyEA JAPONICA, colossal clumps, at £6.
A priced descriptive Catalogue may be had on application

to Messrs. R. SILBERRAD and SON, 15, Harp Lane, Great
Tower Street, London, E.C.

c

Hyacinths, Tulips, Crocuses, &o.

WM. CUTBUSH AND SON beg to announce
that they have received their first consignment of the

above, in splendid condition. Wm. Cutbush S: Son having
again obtained all the First Prizes for Hyacinths, &c., proves
that their selection is superior in quality to those offered by
many other houses. Catalogues post-free on application.

Hichgale, London. N., and Barnet. Herts.

JOSEPH BAUMANN, NURSERYMAN, Ghent,
O Belgium, begs to offer :—
100 AZALEAS, Indian, named best sorts, with flower-buds,

£i. £s. £6, £s. ^12.
AZALEAS, Indian, Stocks, i8t.

AZALEAS, hardy Ghent, named best sorts, with flower-

buds. £4 £5, £6, £S, ;£i2 and £40.
AZALEAS, hardy, mollis (Van Houlte's), named, eighteen

sorts, with flower-buds, £1, £\i, £is, £20
AZALEAS, hardy, mollis seedlings, with flower-buds, £S.
CAMELLIAS, alba-plena, with flower-buds. £6. £%.
CAMELLIAS, alba-pUiia, without flower-buds. £1,,

£s: £6.
CAMELLIAS, named, best sorts, with flower-buds, £6,
. £8, i:.2.
CAMELLIAS, named, best sorts, without flower-buds,

£4. £%. £6, £12.
CAMELLIAS. Stocks, £1. £1 tos.

LILIUM LANCIFOLIUM RUBRUM. £2, £2 roj.

LILIUM LANCIFOLIUM ALBUM, £2, £2 loi.

SPIR/EA JAPONICA, j^s.. £1.
OTAHEITE ORANGES, £^. £i, £s.
OTAHEITE ORANGES, with fruit, £$. £6. £i.CHIMONANTHUS FRAGRANS. i-yr. seedlings. £x.
CHIMONANTHUS FRAGRANS. 2-yr. seedlings, £2.

12 CHIMONANTHUS FRAGRANS. i-yr. cuttings. 121.

LAURUS NOBILIS, the finest in Belgium.
Rhododendrons. Viburnum Tinus, Roses, Phormiums,

Paionies, Myrthus flore-plena, Ilex, Thuja aurea. Thuja
semper-aurea, and Araucaria Joseph Napoleon Baumann, the
finest of all.

DUTCH BULBS
AT

GROWERS' PtRICES.

HIGH
THE QUEEN'S SEEDSMEN,

HOLBORX, LONDON, W.C.

PETER DE COCK and COLLUMBIEN,
Meirelbeke, near Ghent, Belgium, offer to the Trade the
following :

—

SPIR/EA JAPONICA, £i and £6 per 1000 clumps.
„ PALMATA. £3 per ico clumps.

DEUTZIA GRACILIS, ^3 per 1000 clumps.
CHRISTMAS ROSES, £7 per 1000 clumps.
AZALEA INDICA, well filled with buds, in good sorts, .£3.

£b, £8, and .Cio per roo.

CAMELLIAS, without buds. £6 per roo.

„ with three buds, small plants. £6 per 100 ; with more buds.
£S and ;£.o per 100.

GREENHOUSE FERNS, twelve sorts, in small pots, at ^i
per roo, £5 per icoo.

PALMS of every size and price.

Any good Belgian Plants for the Trade at cheap rates.

LEMOINE'S GRAND NEW DOUBLE
GERANIUMS.—These are decidedly the greatest

acquisitions of the season 1877. Beautiful, new and varied in
colour, habit of the best singles, with enormous trusses. Con-
tinually receiving testimonials to their excellence, I can
warrant them to please. Twelve varieties for 6s., six for 3s.

THE BEST NEW SINGLES.—These received highest
commendations from first-class Gardening Journals. Postans'
ten varieties, also his three doubles. Bridal Bouquet, White
Wonderful, &c. : the thirteen varieties for 6s. Smith's four
varieties for 2s. (these are good). Dr. Denny's seven fine

singles and two doubles, nine, for 4s. 6d. New Life, White
Vesuvius, and Salmon Vesuvius sent with either collection for

4^. extra. All post-free, or in pots as preferred (nice plants).
Cuttings of all the above half-price, or 100 in 100 varieties, to
include choice Golden and Silver Tricolors, Bicolors, white
flowers with silver foliage, &c. , for loj.

Twelve New FUCHSIAS, in plants, for is. 6d., all post-free.
Catalogues on application.

R. PANNEIT, Florist, Chailey, Sussex.

>1MUOUNCEMEN T. ,

BULBS.-BULBS.

H. CANNELL (F.E.H.S.)
Begs to announce that his LIST of the above is ready, and the

fact of his having tested the whole family of Dutch Bulbs, and
devoted two loo-feet houses last season entirely.to their culture,

enables him to offer the briefest, best, and cheapest List of

Hyacinths and Tulips ever sent out, and the same with Bed-
ding and Forcing kinds. These, together with his Stock (largest

in England) of Winter and Spring Bedding Plants, offer unusual
advantages to purchasers to attain success. Sent post-free.

Home FOk Flowers, Swanlev, Kent.

Strawberries.

FROM the fact of my being located in the
midst of hundreds of acres of all the best and most profit-

able kinds I am enabled to offer unusually fine plants, and per-
fectly true to name. All those who wish to grow for gain should
have the Kentish well-known varieties.

CATALOGUE with valuable information post free.

H. CANNELL, Swanley, Kent.

mOOD THINGS
"\TEW COLEUS, totally distinct from all

1 1 others ever jet sent out. and will add an additional

charm to every Greenhouse. Their many colours are very
vivid and attractive.

G. BUNYARD.
KENTISH FIRE.
LORD FALMOUTH.

Post-free. is. each ; the three for 2S. 6d.

for

SEASON.—WHITE VESUVIUS, by far the best white
nch. iSf. per doz.

SALMON ditto, splendid both winter and summer, is. 6d.

STRIPED ditto (New Life), the most saleable all the year,
ilways in bloom, ts. 6J. each. i-zs. per dozen.

DR. }. DENNY, positively blue, sj. each, its. per dozen.

GUINEA, splendid colour, totally .eclipsing Jealousy, de-

idedly yellow : this and Dr. Denny, grand pot plants ; both
ummer and winter. 45. each.

^T'ERONICA REPENS, the Finest New
» Carpet-bedding Plant of the Season, far surpassing all

others of a green tint. A gem. Most dense ; never exceeds
an inch in height. Established plants, ^s. per dozen ; Cuttings,
2s. 6(/., post-free.

Mignonette for Winter Blooming.

H CANNELL is now hanesting nearly a
• quarter of an acre (Seed) of MILES' SPIRAL, and

can therefore offer good sized packets a.l2S.6d. each, and the
same with GARAWAVS NEW WHITE. Both varieties are
fjr superior to the ordinary kinds, and must eventually be
generally grown. (See Swanley.) SpecLil Price to the Trade.

HCANNELL'S named Collection of
• CINERARIAS now just ready for shifting into

S-inchpots. (See Guide.) Will send twelve splendid kinds for 7^.

I'his would add a superior feature to any conservatory through-
out the spring.

The Finest Winter-blooming Plants in Cultivatlor.HeANNELL will send the best twenty-
• four varieties in cultivation for i8j., twelve for 7^.,

package free. They should be potted-up at once to give a blaze

of bloom for Christmas. Cuttings at half above priccj post-free.

wINTER-FLOWERING TROP^O-
LUMS.—Perhaps there is nothing so cheap to pur-

and to grow and to give such an abundance of Howers ail

inter as the above. Si.x best for 55. ; small, by post, 35. Cid.,

Zonal Pelargonium Cuttings.

H CANNELL has an Acre of the above,
• and now offers fine CUTTINGS very cheap. One

Hundred splendid distinct kinds for loj. ; 25 Doubles, 5s. ytde
Catalogue.

Park and Other Bedding.HeANNELL has large quantities of all
• those seen in the most choice designs, supplied either

as Cuttings or Plants now very cheap. CATALOGUES post-

H CANNELL has now a great quantity of
• the following in fine condition, which will be sure to

give satisfaction;—PRIMULAS, CINERARIAS, and CAL-
CEOLARIAS, 25. per dozen; CYCLAMEN. 3s, 45., and $s.

per dozen. Splendid Bulbs showing flower. All post-free. Fine
Plants of each of the above in pots, ij. per dozen extra.

H. CANNELL, F.R.H.S.,
HOME FOR FLOWERS.

SWANLEY, KENT.
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B. S. V^ILLIAMS'
NEW AND CHOICE

CYCLAMEN SEED
FOR IMMEDIATE SOWING.

CYCLAMEN PERSICUM, Williams' Superb
Strain, per packet, 55., 3^. td., zs. dd,, and i.s. 6d.

• F?-OM Mr. G. Bone, Gardener^ HingJutm, January 2, 1878.
" Sir.—The Cyclamen seed supplied by yon have turned out

splendid. Ihey have been admired by aU that have seen them.

'

CYCLAMEN PERSICUM GIGANTEUM.—
The flowers of this splendid new giant variety measure
from a to 2?/ inches in length, colour pure white, with a
fine bold viglet-purple eye Per packet, 51. and is. td.

New Plant and Bulb Catalogues

Ncnv ready, post-free.

VICTORIA and PARADISE NURSERIES,
UPPER HOLLOWAY, LONDON. N.

WM. PAUL & SON,

ROSE GROWERS,
TREE, PLANT, BULB, AND

SEED MERCHANTS.

WALTHAM CROSS,
HERTS.

Inspection of Stock invited.

Priced Descriptive Catalogues free by post.

G EO. JACKMAN & SON,
(E.STABLISHED l3lO,)

Cultivators of

FRUIT and FOREST TREES,
Evergreen and Flowering

TREES and SHRUBS,
ROSES, RHODODENDRONS,
Coiiifcn ami Hardy Climhm.

THE CLEMATIS

Descriptive Priced Catatogucs free.

WOKING NURSERY, SURREY.

[:Rl chard' SMITH;;
i©iWo'lie ester;©

ROSES, choice Tea-Scented and Noisette, in
great vatiely.

ROSES, Hybrid Perpetual, strong, for forcing.

ROSES, New, for 187S.

CLEMATIS JACKMANNI and many other sorts for bedding
and climbing.

Bedding Plants, strong and healthy : Fuchsias, Pelargoniums,
Greenhouse and Stove Plants, Ferns, &c.

Descriptive priced LISTS free on application.

RICHARD SMITH and CO., Nurserymen, Worcester.

HYACINTHS, TULIPS, CROCUS,
GLADIOLI, frv.

Our Revised LIST for 1878 is now ready, and will be handed
to all Gardeners and Amateurs, post-free, on application to

Messrs. MERTENS and CO., Forwarding Agents, 5, Billiter

Square, London, E.C., or to ourselves direct. ANT. R002EN
AND SON, Overveen, near Haarlem, Holland.

TTYACINTHS, CROCUSES, TULIPS, &c.
-^ —Everyone requiring large or small quantities should

send for my LIST, which is undoubtedly, for the quality and
price of the varieties inserted, the cheapest in the Trade.

MORLE, Market Grower, 50, Kennington Park Road, S.E.

EWING AND CO. forward gratis and post-
free to applicants, CATALOGUES of their extensive and

well-grown stock of Standard and Dwarf Roses, Pot Roses,
Clematises, Vmes, Fruit Trees, Ornamental Trees, and Coniferse
The Royal Norfolk Nurseries, Newmarket Road, Eaton, neai

Norwich.

TJ. HICKES' POTTERY at Shepton
• Mallet Flower Show.—The First Prize for Fuchsias,

and Second for Roses, were gained by plants grown in our pots.

The Pottery (the Works are little more than twelve months
old) is already famed for growing healthy plants.

T. J. HICKES, The Garden Pottery, Old Down, Shepton
Mallet.

FFOR SALE (for want of room), two SPECI-
MEN PALMS —Latania borb 7 feet high, 9 feet

through ; Dxmonorops palembanicus, 12 feet high ; both
beautifully furnished and retubbed in strong Oak tubs during
the past season. —Apply to

E. AYLING, Gardener. Herberton.HornseyLane, Highgate,
, N.

SPECIAL OFFER.—Manetti Stocks, good,
i8f. per loco. Standard Roses, 8oj. per 100, Dwarf on

Manetti, ^' s. per 100. Acer Negundo variegata, dwarf maidens,
30f. per 100 ; nice feathered do., pyramids, lis. per dozen, 75J.

per 100: Standards, gj. to iS.*-. per dozen. Platanus occidentalis,
2 to lYi feet, SOT. per 1000 ; 1% to 3 feet, zos. per 100 : 3 to 4 feet,

HOT. per TOO
; 4 to 5 feet, 301., 5 to 6 feet, 40J , 7 to 8 leet, 6oj.,

8 to 9 feet, 80J , 10 to 12 feet, iSs. to 245. per dozen. Goose-
berries, strong Crown Bobs, 12^. tid. per 100, Black Currants,
8f. per 100, 755. per tooo. Spiraea japonica. fine, 151. per 100.

EDMUND BLYTON, The Nurseries, Woodhall Spa,
Hon istle.

FERNS, PALMS, DRAC^NAS, &c.—
Having a large surplus stock of the following, we can
nffer them unusually cheap, to make loom.

DRACHMAS.—Congesta, terminalis. stricta. aud Guilfoylei.
in 3 and 6-inch pots. Also a few fine specimens of amabilis
in i«-inch pot-;.

PALMS.—Latania borbonica, 15 inches, in 6-inch pots.
FERNS,—Adiantum cuneatum, Lomaria gibba, extra strong

;

Pteris tremula, cretica, cretica albolineata : Cyriomium
falcatum. in 3 and 6-inch pots. Also specimens of cunealum.

Price per dozen. 100, or 1000 on application. Samples of Six
varieties of mixed FERNS, in 3-inch pots. 3^ 6^. per dozen,
PELARGONIUMS in eight leading Market varieiies. well

established in 3-inch pots, 6j. per dozen. Price per 100 or 1000
on application.

CROTON PICTA VARIEGATA, in 6-inch pots. Cuttings
of HYDRANGEA JAPONICA. very strong, 55. per 100.

POUNCE AND SONS, F.R.H.S., Niu-serymen, Hendon,
Middlese.x. N.W.

AMERICAN BULBS and PLANTS.
American-grown double Tuberose Bulbs delivered in lots

of loco and over, free of cost for freight and packing, in Liver-

pool, at the lowest market rates.

All the finest native species of American FERNS.
ORCHIDS, AQUATICS, FLOWERING PLANTS,
FRUITS, SEEDLINGS, &c , collected and carefully packed
for transmission abroad.

We take pleasure in referring to the loading florists in

England and the Continent, with whom we have had business

relations.

Piiced LISTS furnished free to all applicants.

HOOPES, BRO. & THOMAS,
CHERRY HILL NURSEklES, WEST CHESTER,

PA., U.S.A.

!;R I CHARD Smith-:
v©;Wq EC ESTER..:©;

STRAWBERRIES.— Strong plants of the
leading sorts can be supplied from the open ground

after July 15, at ss. per 100. See Descriptive FRUIT LIST,
to be had on application.

RICHARD SMITH and CO., Nurserymen, Worcester.

GARDEN REOUISITES.—COCOA-NUT
FIBRE REFUSE, as supplied to Her Majesty and

many eminent Gardeners.
id. per bush. : 100 for 205. : truck (loose, 250 bush.), 30J.

;

4-bushel bags, t^d. each.
LIGHT BROWN FIBROUS PEAT, Si. bd. per sack;

5 sacks, 25^. : 12 for 45J., or 36J. per ton.

BLACK FIBROUS PEAT, 5s. per sack, 5 sacks 221. ; 12
for 40J., or 34r. per ton : sacks, 4c?. each.
COARSE SILVER SAND, it. grf. per bushel j 15^. half

ton, 26J. per ton ; in i cwt. bags, ^4, each.
YELLOW FIBROUS LOAM and POTTING MOULD.

T.S. per bushel. 135. per half ton, 23^. per ton.

SPHAGNUM MOSS, Sj. bd. per sack.
Manures, Garden Sticks, Virgin Cork, Tobacco Cloth, and

Paper.
Write for free PRICE LIST. Goods free to rail.

H. G. SMYTH, 8, Castle Street, Endell Street. Long Acre, W.C.

COCOA-NUT FIBRE REFUSE.—
Reduced Price :—In 4 bushel bags, bags included, at \s.,

or truckload of about 250 bushels, 251. (truckload delivered free
to rail in London). Post-office Order or Cheque will oblige
with all orders.—J. STEVENS and CO., Greyhound Yard,
and 134. High Street, Battersea. S.W.

pOCOA-NUT FIBRE REFUSE.—Large
V^x vanload, 7J. td.\ or five four-bushel bags and upwards,
forwarded to any part, exclusive of caniage, at is. per bag {.bag

included), or truckload delivered to rail, 25^.

FINLAYSON and HECTOR, 24 and 25, Redman's Row,
I

Mile End Road, London, E.

Fibrous Peat for Orchids. &c.

BROWN FIBROUS PEAT, best
quality for Orchids, Stove Plants, &c.. C^ 6s. per truck.

BLACK FIBROUS PEAT, for Rhododendrons, Azaleas,
Heaths, American Plant Beds, iis. per ton.

Delivered on rail at Blackwater, S. E. K, or Farnborough,
S. W. R., by the truckload. Sample bag, 5s bd.

; 5 bags,
25J. ; 12 bags, so.r.

Fresh SPHAGNUM, loj. td. per bag.
WALKER AND CO., Farnborough Station, Hants.

PEAT.—South of England Horticultural Peat
Landb.-C. R. HOLLOWAY. Christchurch, Hants-

Brown, Fibrous, Light-weighing Peat, of excellent quality,
for Orchids, Ferns, &c., well cut in Turves and carefully loaded
into Railway Trucks, at 17J. bd. per ton, in loads of 4 Tons and
upwards. Sample bag, 5s., five bags, 21^.; 12 bags, 40,^.

Some also, of good quality, at 135. bd. per four tons and
upwards.

PEAT, Brown Fibrous, superior quality for
Orchids. Ferns, &c,, £jb per truck. Also good Black

Fibrous Peat for Rhododendrons, Azaleas. &c., at \bs. per ton,
or ^4 loj. per 6-ton truck, delivered at either Bagshot or Farn-
borough Station on S.W.R., or Blackwater. S.E.K.

Mr, W. TARRY, BaililT, Bagshot, Surrey,

IMPSON'S RED SPIDER, THRIPS,&c.,
ANTIDOTE. Testimonials of the highest order on

application. Per quart, condensed, bs.\ per pint, 31. bd.
Supplied to Seedsmen and Chemists. Strongly recommended
in the Gardener, and by many first-class Gardeners. Has an
established reputation for efficacy.

Prepared by JOHN KILNER, Wortley. near Sheffield.

COTT'S WASP DESTROYER.—
The only effectual remedy for destroying these pests:

xs, 6d., 2S. bd. and ss. per bottle. May be obtained through
all Seedsmen, or direct from

JOHN SCOTT. The Royal Seed Stores. Yeovil.
The Orchardist, by J. Scott, price 3^, bd., the best work in

the English language on Fruit Trees and their Cultivation.

ASPS and FLIES ik FRUIT.—Protect
fruit both indoor and out by using DAVIS'S

WASP DESTROYING MIXTURE, the best article ever
used. Certain destruction of these pests. Price \s, bd. and
2,r. bd. per bottle, with full directions and testimonials of its

The Trade supplied by Messrs. CORRY and SOPER. Shad
Thames. London, and by the Manufacturer. B. R. DAVIS,
Yeovil Nurseries and Seed Warehouse, Yeovil.

w

GISHURST COMPOUND.—
Used by many of the leading Gardeners since 1859,

against Red Spider, Mildew, Thrips, Greenfly, and other Blight'
in solutions of from i to 2 ounces to the gallon of soft water, and
of from 4 to 16 ounces as a winter dressing for Vines and Fruit
Trees. Has outlived many preparations intended to supersede it.

Sold Retail by Seedsmen in Boxes, is., js., and 10s bd
Wholesale by PRICE'S PATENT CANDLE COMPANY
(Limited).

Important to all Admirers of Clean, Healthy Foliage.

SPEEDS

PARASITE ANNIHILATOR
The most effectual remedy ever discovered against Mealy

Bug, Red Spider, Greenfly, American Bug, Thrips, Scale,
and all Parasites infesting Roses, Vines, Plants, Shrubs, &c
Mr. W. Thomson, of Tweed Vineyard. Clovenfords, writes :—" You are entitled to the gratitude of all who have to

battle with the parasites that affect plants for your discovery;
amongst collections of Orchids and stove plants it will be
invaluable."
Mr. J. V7\i.i.^, Floral Decoraior, South Kensington^ says :

—

" I have tried it in various ways, and find it very effective. It
at once destroys Thrips, Scale and Red Spider; Greenfly and
minor pests instantly disappear."
Mr. D. Thomson, Gardener io His Grace the Duke of

Buccleuck. Dvumlanrig Castle, writes ;
—" I find it to do most

effectually all that you claim for it. I applied it to Mealy Bug,
Grey Scale, and Red Spider, and its effects are quite magical."

Prepared by Alfred Lowe, Chemist. Chesterfield.

Agents :—London, J. Veitch & Sons, Chelsea. S.W. ; Hurst
& Son, 6, Leadenhall Street. E.C. ; Corry & Soper, Shad
Thames, S.E. ; Dick Radclyfl"e & Co., 128, High Holbom.
W.C. : W. Cutbush & Son, Highgate Nurseries, N. ; Chester
J. Dickson & Sons ; Manchester. Dickson, Brown & Tait •

York, J. Backhouse & Son; Hull, Martin & Son; Sheffield,
Fisher, Holmes & Co. ; Birmingham, Felton & Sons. R. H.
Vertegans ; Colchester, New Plant & Bulb Co. ; Cheltenham,
Heath & Son ; Peterborough, J. House ; Hereford, Cranston &
Co., King's Acre; Nottingham, J. R, Pearson; Edinburgh,
Downie & Laird, Ireland & Thomson, T. Methven & Son ; Aber-
deen, W. Smith & Son; Dundee, W. P. Laird& Sinclair, Stirling.
W. Drummond & Son ; Hawick, J, Forbes ; Belfast. J. Boyle,
Balmoral ; Dorking, H. Appleby ; Stoke-on-Trent. Burgess,
Kent & Son ; Wellington, C. Butler ; Mansfield, G. Rymer •

Saffron Walden, W. Chaler ; Jedburgh, C. Irvine: Lichfield*
E. Holmes. Whittington Nurseries; Thirsk. F. Hutchinson
Kingston-on-Thames, T. Jackson & Son ; Beverley, G. Swailes
Wavertree, J, Dewar & Co. ; Newcastle-on-Tyne, J, Thoirp-

WHOLESALE RUSSIA MAT
MERCHANTS.

NEW ARCHANGEL MATS.
ST. PETERSBURG MATS.
RAFFIA FIBRE. NETTING, CANVAS. &c.

MARENDAZ and FISHER, James Street. Coveot
Garden, W.C.
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PACKING MA I b ETC.
KAFFIA for TYING,

TRAINING STICKS and LABELS,
Bamboo Canes, Virgin Cork, &r't:

C. J. BLACKITH AND CO.,
COX'S QUAY, LOWER THAMES STREET. LONDON.

TO ENHANCE THE VALUE OF

SEED,
IT SHOULD BE PUT INTO

BAGS
SACKS,

SELECTED FROM OUR BEST MAKES,

SPECIAL SEWING.

SAMPLES AND PRICES POST FREE.

STARKEY, SONS k CO.,

CORN EXCHANGE, LONDON.

RABBIT-PROOF GARDEN FENCING.

'IRON and WIRE HURDLES. RABBIT-PROOF. for

GARDEN ENCLOSURES : STRAINED WIRE FENC-
ING : GARDEN and CONSERVATORY WIREWORK.

StC Illustrated Catalogue.

R. HOLLIDAY,
IRON AND WIRE WORKS,

2a, Portobello Terrace, Notting Hill Gate, London, W

BOULTON & PAUL,
NEW and IMPROVED POULTEY FENCES.

This fence is a'much stronger description of fencing ihrrn the

lattice panels with loose standards, and is more portable, beinp;

mafle in lengths 6 feet long with double pronged feet. A run
or pen can be formed of any length or shape without extra cost :

it is easily fixed or removed : the gate can be placed in any part

of the fence.
Pk.ces :-

6 feet high, including all necessary Bolts and
Nuts .. .. .. sJ. per yard.

Doorway complete. 2 feet wide, including
Standards and Arched Stay 131. 6rf. each.

Angle-iron Pillars for Corners, with Cast Orna-

Carnage paid on orders of 40J. value. Orders executed on receipt,

NEW POULTRY LIST, with Illustrations, on application.

BOULTON AND PAUL. Norwich.

COALS FOR HOTHOUSE
PURPOSE S.

WOOD AND CO/S
STAR ANTHRACITE SMOKELESS STEAM COAL

is now being extensively used by many of the principal Growers,

and is found to be preferable to any other kind of fuel in respect

to cheapness and durability, and particularly on account of its

being perfectly free from sulphur, and that it does not clinker

the fire-bars.

WOOD AND CO. deliver in truck loads to any Railway
Station, prices for which can be had on application, or can be
delivered by Wood & Co.'s Vans (in the Metropolis).

WOOD AND CO. append a testimonial given to them by
Messrs. Beckwith & Sons, a firm of great experience, and who
have kindly allowed them to make whatever use of it they may
think fit.

Tottenham Nursery, London, N., Dec. aS, 1877.
To Messrs. \Vood & Co.

Dear Sirs,—With reference to your enquiry respecting the
" Star " Anthracite Coal with which you supplied us—as to how
it suited, its economy or otherwise—we have much pleasure in

informing you that m every respect it is the best Anthracite we
have ever used. We find there is no smoke from it, which is

very essential, and there is no trace of sulphur. It requires
very little stoking, and leaves very little ash, and certainly does
not clinker. Our consumption of Coal is about 500 tons a year,
and we have no hesitation in saying that, by using your " Star

"

Coal in the place of ordinary fuel, we shall effect a saving ol

at least £,\qo this year. We attribute this to the powerful and
lasting properties of your coal.— Yours faithfully,

(Signed) G. Beckwjtii & Sons.

WOOD AND CO. supply all kinds of Coal for House and
Manufacturing purposes, prices for which will be sent on
application.

WOOD AND CO., Coal and Coke Factors. Merchants,
Contractors to Her Majesty's Government, 58, Coal Exchange,

id 4, Coal Department, Great Northern Railw
King's Crc nd Midland Sidings. St. Pancras. N.W.

FLOWER POTS.—A large quantity to be
Sold a little beyond half-price, commencinK at ^d. per

dozen, sizes from 6o"s to So's. Put on rail free.—Apply to
R. CHURCHMAN. Pottery Works, Tileworth, Reading.

Glasshouses.HE R E M A N AND MORTON
give prices for all kinds of

HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS in WOOD
On receipt of particulars. Also for Heating.

A Pamphlet i,d. Price Listsfree.

2, Gloucester Street, Regent's Park, London, N.W.

TheThamesBank Iron Company
OLD BARGE WHARF,

UPPER GROUND STREET,
LONDON, S.E.,

Have the largest and most complete stock in the Trade ;

upwards of ;£2o,ooo worth to choose from.

HOT-WATER BOILERS, PIPES, and CONNECTIONS
And all CA.STINGS for HORTICULTURAL PURPOSES.

Their New Illustrated Catalogue, %th Edition, noiu ready

{price Sixpence).

Hot-water Apparatus erected complete, or the Materials supplied at] WholesaleiPrices.

W. H. LASCELLES.
HORTICULTUR.^L BUILDER,

isi, liUNHILL ROW, LONDON, E.C.

Patent Bent^Wood Curved Greenhouses and
Conservatories.

ILLUSTRATED SHEETS sent post-free, and Estimates
fiven for all kinds of Hnrticultur.il Work, vvilhiut rhnrae.

JOHN BOWMAN,
Timber and Mabogauy Importer and Mercliant,

HORTICULTURAL BUILDER.
WEST END STEAM JOINERY,

NEWCASTLE-ON-TYNE.

GREENHOUSES complete, from £10 to £1000.
Portable Box with One Light. 6 feet by 4 feet, glazed )

16 oz. sheet glass, and painted four coats .

.

. . |

Portable Box with Two Lights, as above, each Light)
6 feet by 4 feet J

65J.

Estimates given for Conservatories and Green-
houses of every kind.

IVell-seasojied Materials ana First-class Workmanship
guaranteed.

REENHOUSE for SALE (quite new).—
Half-span Roof, 13 feet 6 inches long, by 10 feet 3 inches

deep, and 8 feet 6 inches to top of ridge, fitted with Hanging
Sashes in front, glazed and painted throughout. Cost but little

to fix, and made of best material. Can be seen at

J. GLASKIN'S, Builder. Pembury Road, Lower Clapton, E.

HE GARDEN POTTERY,
Old Down, Shepton Mallet.

We try to be first, and we mean to be always first.

For Colour, Manufacture, and Weatiier Qualities.
" I thmk your Flower Pots far better than any I have had

from other potteries."—Mr. Dart, Gardener to tlie Right Hon.
the Lady IValdegrave, Jan. 25, 187S.—HYACINTH POTS.

Roster's Garden Edging Tiles.

^HE ABOVE and many other PATTERNS
in materials of great durability. The
plainer sorts are specially

' uited for KITCHEN "^^^^^^a^
GARDENS, as they
harbour no Slugs or Insects,

take up little room, and,
once put down, incur no
further labour or expense, "—

" Edgings, consequently being much cheaper.

GARDEN VASES. FOUNTAINS. &c.. in Artificial Stone,

very durable and ofsuperior finish, and in great variety of design.

F. ROSHER and CO., Manufacturers, Upper Ground
Street, Blackfriars, S.E. : King's Road, Chelsea, S.W. ;

Kingsland Road, E.
Agents for LOOKER'S PATENT "ACME FRAMES,"

PLANT COVERS, and PROPAGATING BOXES; also

for FOXLEY'S PATENT BEADED GARDEN WALL
BRICKS.

Illustrated Price Lists (ree by Post. The Trade supplied.

ORNAMENTAL PAVING TILES,
for Conservatories, Halls, Corridors. Balconies. &c.,

from 31. per square yard upwards. Pattern Sheets, of Plain or

more elaborate designs, with prices, sent for selection.

WHITE GLAZED TILES, for Linmg Walls of Dairies,

Larders, Kitchen Ranges, Baths, &c. Grooved and other Stable

Paving of great durability, Wall Copings, Drain Pipes and Tiles

of all kinds. Roofing Tiles in great variety. Slates, Cement. S:c,

T. ROSHER AND CO.. Brick and Tile Merchants.
See Addresses above.

®i^

s V E R SAND,
: erain as desired. Prices by Post per Ton

Truckload. on Wharf in London, or delivered direct from

*its to any Railway Station. Samples of Sand free by post.

FLINTS and BRICK BURRS fur Rockeries or Ferneries.

KENT PEATS or LOAM supplied at lowest rates m any

'"^°
' '

F. ROSHER AND CO.—Addresses see above.

N.B.—Orders promptly e.fecuted by Rail or to Wharves.

A liberal Discount to the Trade.

HORTICULTURAL WINDOW GLASS.
A large variety of sizes, is-oz., lis, 6d. ; 21-oz., i6j. 6d.

ler 100 feet. Large sizes, in Cases, for Cutting up— is-oz. 4ths,

3ds, ^QS. per 300 feet;— 2i^oz. 4ths, 301.: 3ds., 40,
301.

r feet.—ALFRED SYER. Glass, Lead, Zinc, Oil and

Colour Merchant, 8, Pentonville Road, London, N.
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BEAUTIFUL FLOWERS

CHOICE COLLECTIONS

HYACINTHS,

CROCUS, TULIPS, LILIES,

NARCISSUS, &c.,

CARRIAGE FREE.

u:v:^A k-:m.

WEBB'S
SELECTED BULBS,

FOR

FORCING and EARLY FLOWERING.

EARLY WHITE ROMAN HYACINTHS,
EARLY DUC VAN THOL TULIPS.

EARLY PAPER-WHITE NARCISSUS.

EARLY DOUBLE ROMAN NARCISSUS.

DOUBLE AND SINGLE SNOWDROPS.

/'lv full particulars sec

AUTUMN CATALOGUE
OF

DUTCH FLOWER ROOTS,

Which is profusely Illustrated, and contains original and
complete Instructions/or the Cultwation of

HYACINTHS, CROCUS, TULIPS,

NARCISSUS, LILIES, &c.,

GR.ATIS .AND POST-FREE ON APPLICATION.

THE QUEEN'.S SEEDSMEN,

WORDSLEY STOURBRIDGE.

JEAN VERSCHAFFELTS NURSERIES
{THE OLDEST FIRM IN GHENT.)

CAMELLIAS -AZALEA INDICA.

The Stock of these is immense this Season, and in the finest health and
condition.

T/ic Prices are as low as possible for a really good article, viz.

:

—
CAMELLIAS, with buds, fine healthy plants, I to ij foot high, £p per !oo.

CAMELLIAS, with buds, larger and better, £,\o to £\z per loo.

CAMELLIAS, extra sized plants, 5.?., io,f. to 20s. each and upwards.

AZALEA INDICA, fine stuff, £5 per 100.

AZALEA INDICA, larger plants, £(>, £%, £\o to £12 per 100 and upwards.

AZALEA INDICA, extra size, 5^., \os. to zos. each and upwards.

NONE BUT REALLY FIRST-CLASS VARIETIES ARE GROWN AND SUPPLIED.

Many thousands arc on hand now, and early orders are solicited by

JEAN NUYTENS VERSCHAFFELT,
134, FAUBOURG DE BRUXELLES, GHENT, BELGIUM.

BULBS OF ALL KINDS, ORCHIDS. &.c.

NEW CATALOGTJE (No. 40).

The New Plant and Bulb Company,
LION WALK, COLCHESTER.

It is with great satisfaction that we call especial attention to our NEW CATALOGUE, just

published, containing, as it does, some MAGNIFICENT NEW BULBOUS PLANTS. Also,

a very Select List of ORCHIDS, and the SPLENDID CONSIGNMENT recently brought

from the Higher Mountain Ranges of COLOMBIA.

Post-free on application.

IMPORTANT CLEARANCE SALE
OF

GEEEIHOUSE AID STOVE PLAITS,
ORNAMENTAL TREES AND SHRUBS, &c.,

On TUESDAY, October 8, at

GOLDEN ACRE NURSERY, INVERLEITH ROW, EDINBURGH.

As the Ground is disposed of for Suilding: Purposes

The iMMEDi.\TE REMOVAL of the Plant Houses and consequent disposal of

the valuable contents is rendered imperative.

THE LAW80N SEED AND NURSERY COMPANY (LIMITED)
H.WF, INSTRUCTED

Messrs. LYON & TITRNBULIi, Auctioneers,

TO SELL, AS ABOVE.

Particulars in CATALOGUES nozv preparing, and will lie ready afew days be/ore the Sale,

DAVID SYME, MANAGER.
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AMIES'
CHEMICAL MANURE,

SUMMARY OF ADVANTAGES.
Unlike any other manufactured Manure, this is permanent

in its beneficial results.

1 1 does not burn or exhaust the soil, which is improved

in character every year.

It stimulates into healthy action, fortifying the soil, the

roots, aa\Apli7fits alike.

In many instances it doubles the size and produce of tlie

plant to which it is applied.

It. enables vegetation to withstand atmospheric influences.

As an Insecticide it has great power in affording pro-

tection against the various parasitic destroyers of

vegetable hfe.

It has been found to overcome the Potato, Vine and
Cucumber diseases.

The Manure can be so\^n with the most delicate seed or

plant without injury.

It increases and beautifies the foliage and bloom to an

exceptional degree.

It does not deteriorate by exposure to the atmosphere,

nor by lapse of time.

EXTRACTS FROM TESTIMONIALS.
" I have used it for two years with the greatest success,

not having lost a bushel of Potafos this season."

" I found that \\\e grass where your Manure was used

\w?, far thicker axvd. more regular."

"The Cabbages. Beans. Potafos. and Turnips, wax^

entirely/;-tv//v/« the /ty."

"The crop of Apples is very plentiful ; I have been

obliged to prop the boughs."

"We have cut 700 Cucumbers from ten plants this

season, bearing two and three fruits on nearly every

joint, varying from 18 to 30 inches in length, all of fine

flavour.
'

'

"The Straxoberries there was no end to, and llic fruit

fine and well flavoured,"

" I have tried it for pot-plants. Its beneficial action

on the health and vigour of plants is most marked, a

good dressing of it taking the place of a re-potting or

shift."

" Camellias, Azaleas. Cinerarias, Primulas. Fuchsias,

Petunias, Begonias, &c., potted in your Manure have all

given the same satisfactory results, by increasing the

size of theflowers and brightness of colour, and causing

the plants to bloom morefreely. The blooms of Siepha-

notis appear to be nearly perpetual."

"The healthy, luxuriant appearance of the plants is

indisputable, and their flower-bearing capabilities are

^«^A/^«fi/ considerably by the Manure."

"It beautifies the foliage most wonderfully. My
CameUias never want sponging ; it makes the foliage

shine as if varnished."

" /Vlthough the season has been very wet and gloomy,

there has 7iot been the slightest appearance of blight or

vermin of any kind, and they have not required any

.syringing or fimiigating."

" To whatever these Manures are applied they improz'c

the produce."

" Is is not merely a stimulant, sooft exhausting itself,

the plant and tlie soil, but a permanent feeder and

" I have tested the most delicate seed with your

Manure, and have never found it injure the seed in any

way.
'

'

" Beyond question it isfar superior to guano."

" It is carbonaceous and phosphatic ; such of it as is not

appropriated by the crop the first season remains in tlie

land for tlie next crop."

"I am constantly trying experiments, and nothing

hitherto has given me greater satisfaction, as a fertihser

than your Manure."

DESCRIPTIVE PAMPHLET,
containing fvu-ther particulars, may be had,

post-free, of

AMIES' CHEMICAL MANURE COMPANY
(LIMITED).

79, MARK LANE, LONDON, E.C.

SUTTON'S
FLOWER BULBS,

'ARRIAGE EREE.

SUTTON'S PRIZE CYCLAMEN.

Colour,

crimson rose.

This magnificent variety is one of the best in culti-

vation. Several of the bulbs last year produced nearly

100 blossoms each.

Fine Balbs, I

3J. 6(/. and 5s, each ; post-free

for 3S. Qf/. or %s. yi.
\

New Seed,

post- free.

CYCLAMEN PERSICUM GIGANTEUM
ROSEUM SUPERBUM.—New Seed, SJ. per packet,
post-free.

CYCLAMEN PERSICUM GIGANTEUM
ROSEUM ALBUM.—New Seed, 2S. id. per packet,
post-free.

CYCLAMEN PERSICUM (mixed).— New
Seed, \s. and 2^. dd. per packet, post-free.

SUTTON'S
FORCING BULBS FOB EARLY

PLANTING.
EARLY WHITE ROMAN HYACINTHS,

fine white blossoms, deliciously fragrant.

EARLY DOUBLE ROMAN NARCISSUS.

EARLY PAPER-WHITE NARCISSUS.

DOUBLE SNOWDROPS.
SINGLE SNOWDROPS,

For Prices and full particulars see

S/h. ,^^C;;^<r> o^-^-^^-^

^^^iOWEWH^"^

0?ie of tlie most Practical Works on the

Cultivation of

HYACINTHS, TULIPS, CROCUS,
LILIES, NARCISSUS, &C.,

YET PUBLISHED,

PROFUSELY ILLUSTRATED.
Price ea. post-free, or gratis to Customers.

SATURDAY, .SEPTEMBER 14, 1S78.

SUTTON & SONS,
THE QUEEN'S SEEDSMEN, READING.

GOODWOOD.
ONE-HALF the glory of Goodwood and all

its fame have been created by the Dukes

of Richmond. The hill was there, bare and

smooth, like the South Downs generally, before

that noble family made it their residence. The
genius of the third Duke clothed it with its

ornainent of wood and shrubbery. An eminent

but fantastic writer has declared there is soul in

Nature, that the very leaves are sensible to

fears, and loves, and hopes : if this be so, one

can imagine the park-timber at Goodwood

assuming its position at the order of the third

Duke. " Cedars, Beeches, Limes, and so on,"

cried the Duke—" I have got a house upon the

downs, now let me have a park." And the

trees, stepping smartly to their places, formed

for his Grace a park which cannot be sur-

passed.

Love is the source of the inost enduring work

in Art and Nature. From the front of Good-

wood you may see how much the ducal resid-

ence is indebted to the trees. Acres and acres

of woods were required for shelter only, to begin

with, and how kindly they Ijehaved in placing

themselves just where they ought to be ! They
stand upon the high ground, along the brow of

the hill, with the park meeting them in waving

lines of greensward. There is a wood in full

view on the left ; it is hollow, and contains the

kitchen gardens ; there are woods and clumps

and beltings right and left, far and near, with

long reaches and glades of park around and

through them.

All these trees in their earliest youth formed

an attachment for the third Duke, and resolved

to adorn his residence, whereas in some parks

you may obsene the trees growing all higgledy-

piggledy, and planting themselves in such

positions as to spoil the view. When trees dis-

like a landlord they obstruct sometimes the

outlook from his windows. The Beeches so

lo\-ed Sylva Evelyn that they formed themselves

into woods of rare beauty around his residence ;

some fanatical and spiteful Fir trees have since

spoilt Wotton by means of a plantation before

the windows. It is delightful to observe the

loving care of the trees at Goodwood in placing

themselves before the house, singly or in clumps,

so as to preserve the landscape and not conceal

the silver streak of sea beyond. Like the

English army at Agincourt, these trees, standing

in a somewhat critical position, are enough in

number but not too- many. And they are the

noblest of their kind. A stately Lime, one of

the grandest specimens of that beautiful and

bee-beloved tree, has taken his stand in the

park, close to the garden fence before the

windows. He relies, no doubt, on his true love

and fidelity, and on his pyramidal grandeur.

May his affection be returned for centuries to

come by the same noble family whose dwelling

he has for fifty years adorned.

The top of this tall Lime looks far out to sea.

He would hardly have flourished there but for

the shelter of those benevolent and skilful

beltings which guard the park. There is a good

deal of wind on the South Downs generally.

An experienced medical man used to say that

he once met five haystacks and two barns, in a

single journey, coming up from the south-west.

But for the woods the Grand Stand at Good-

wood might be overturned any day, and no
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unsheltered garden would produce exotics.

" Let the wind blow from what quarter it may,

we know nothing of it here," says Mr. Rutland,

speaking from the kitchen garden, and in this

year of defective fruit crops he reported, in the

columns of the Gardeners' Chronicle, a good

crop of wall-fruit. There are more than 6 acres of

kitchen garden within the walls, but high walls

alone will not exclude high winds from that

space of ground on the south slope of the

Sussex Downs. The complete shelter at Good-

wood is due to its beltings, and its beltings are

magnificent. With the sea within five miles,

the best wind-defier is the evergreen Oak or

Quercus Ilex. I have never seen such fences

and such defences as are formed here by the

I!e.x. The outworks are of Ilex, the inner forti-

fications of the same, and the citadel is secured

by walls of Ilex 70 feet high. Against these

combined defences the wind dashes itself in

vain. Elsewhere it pours over the smooth

hill and shaves the trees on the south-west

side, at twenty miles from the shore ; here it is

first checked and then subdued. The Cedars

and Turkey Oaks in the park are as safe and

snug as on the banks of the Thames at Fulham.

The Beeches might be at Blenheim, they are so

entirely at home ; and a Eucalyptus, 30 feet high,

in the pleasure-grounds behind the house, is as

happy as you may see that tree in the Channel

Islands.

The house stands below the ridge of the hill,

where the park begins to slope gently towards

the arable fields to the south.

It stands in a park of 1700 acres, which in-

clude the race-course behind the woods at the

rear, and the adjoining base round Beacon Hill

—one of the highest points in Sussex, called the

Trundle, and sometimes called in books Roch's

or St. Roche's Hill. Travellers passing by the

South-Coast Railway may see the woods of

Goodwood on the high ground, and the masses

of timber, with glimpses of green park. A more

fortunate traveller mounted lately by the side

of a most genial companion, saw Goodwood

in more detail. We started from a house, with-

out the park, well covered with creepers and

planted with evergreens, including that bright-

leaved one, the Escallonia macrantha. It is

a bachelor's abode, and Liberty Hall might be

its name, for the traveller, though a stranger, was

told to call at any time for refreshment—the

owner absent or at home—whenever he might

pass that way. First we entered Halnaker

Park, now joined to Goodwood, once the domain

of the ancient families of Poynings and of West,

next of the Mostyns and their heiress, the

Countess of Derby ; and then of her cousin. Sir

Thomas Dyke Acland, who sold it to the Duke
of Richmond in 1765. Halnaker House is in

ruins, and its walls are clad, not in the rags that

would seem befitting to the ruined state, but in

the best suit of Ivy I have seen. Wealth alone

could have produced such Ivy, and that same'

wealth of a fertile soil has produced scores of

great Chestnuts in the park, with boles running

up to a great height, and measuring 18 feet and

upwards round the trunks at 4 feet from the

ground.

In the outer court of the ruined mansion is a

most productive orchard full of good old and

new sorts of young Apple trees, bearing even this

year an abundant crop of Apples, which are

now swelling after the rains, and waiting for

September sun to put colour in their cheeks.

In the inner court the gardener's care marks

the ancient state and hospitality of the great

house. Above the fireplace, where the ox

was roasted at Christmas, the huge chimney

yawns, much dilapidated. 'Tis ill when the

grass grows in the Lord Mayor's kitchen,

but here, in Lady Derby's kitchen, erst the Lord

Delawarr's, Mr. Rutland has planted the floor with

Filberts. Tell it not in Lancashire or at Buck-

hurst Park, but the floor of the great hall is

planted too with Nuts ; a Willow grows within

the chapel walls, and a quantity of young ever-

green Oaks—useful stuff for planting out— fills

one of the open courts. To pile up these

contrasts of past and present one storey higher,

the floor of one of the best bedrooms, which has

not yet tumbled in, was this year in Potatos !

We clambered up : haulm strews the floor

now instead of Rushes, the Potatos have been

dug up, and all the noble ladies who, in the

olden time, found slumber here, have been dug

in long since. Sic Iransit ! The view, looking

from the muUioned windows southward across

the park, must always have been lovely, but it

is better now perhaps with the Chestnuts and

Scotch cattle, than in the time of Lord Delawarr,

who perhaps planted the Chestnuts, and who

built the house in Henry the Eighth's reign and

soon after flitted by royal hint to Wherwell, in

Hampshire. After the dissolution of the Priory

of Boxgrove, Queen Elizabeth granted the

lands, including Halnaker, to Sir John Morley.

The Chestnuts look like trees between 300 and

400 years old.

Moving onwards, we turned towards the hill.

Some extensive marks and scorings on the grass,

close to the ruins, indicate the site of former

pleasure grounds of some kind, and there is

an amphitheatre with benches, including a small

circular space which was probably devoted by my
Lord D. to some classic entertainment, such as

cock-fighting. Above we entered the " Gallop,"

an accessory to an existing and far nobler sport.

the ridge to the lodge-gate at Pilly Green, a

noted meet for hounds ; thence along the ridge,

with woods on either hand, to Countess Gate,

and further on to the racecourse and the Grand
Stand, where we turned through the woods to

the left towards Goodwood House. Before

reahcing it we stopped at the phcasantry and
inspected the cockatoos and the gold and silver

pheasants with their exquisite plumage and
less delightful voices. They have the run of

a former chalk pit, which is now a pleasant

lawn and shrubbery, running deep into the

side of the hill. Cairney Seat, hard by, is a fit

inemorial to an old servant of the family, and
here all persons wishing topic-nic in a park that

is always freely opend to the public can find

shelter in a handsome apartment commanding
a view of the Isle of Wight and a wide land-

scape. They can here make " a feast of the

landscape," and they can order hot water of the

attendant at the cottage, and partake of the tea

which, with its occasional concomitants, by no
means spoils a landscape, but makes it better.

That handsome creeper, the Bignonia radicans

—which is not uncommon here—blooms on the

cottage wall at Cairney Seat. H. E.
{To h continued.)

New Garden Plants.
EULOPHIA SCRIPTA, Litldt.

This plant, whose flowers are "speciosi" according

to Dr. Lindley (G. and Sf. Orch., 182), has columnar

pseudobulbs, with narrow leaves, and panicles of

Gtammatophylloid flowers, greenish yellow with

Fig. 59.—plan of a carpet bed in battersea park, (see p. 333.;

It is a measured stretch of mown turf for the

trial of racehorses. We passed along it, and

along the crown of the hill, through a wide

glade among the woods. There is a change in

the soil here—we are nearer the chalk ; the feed-

ing grasses of Halnaker Park do not cover this

thin surface, and the soft elastic turf of the

" Gallop" consists almost entirely of a carpet of

Helianthemums drawn over the rock.

Delightful views open as we climb the hill,

till at the ridge we reach the very button on the

cap of this fair domain. The sea is on the one

side, and on the other are Charlton Forest and

several neighbouring forests, filled from time

immemorial with the Beech trees which afibrded

the third Duke a suggestive hint of the best kind

of tree for his purpose.

To see the paradise of Goodwood you should

climb the hill from Halnaker Park, and, pausing

at the points of vantage below the ridge, you

will observe the combes hollowed transversely

across the park. There are several of these.

One cuts deep into the hill a little to the west of

the house, the Birdless Wood standing on its

edge ; on the east side of the house there is

another, in which is the cradle of the present

Duke's family—Molecomb, which he occupied

for some years, and where his brother-in-law,

the Prince of Saxe-Weimar, now resides. I

fancy that a certain gentleman, whose name

may not be mentioned, who has visited the

Sussex Downs sometimes, and especially the

Devil's Dyke, finds Goodwood too near heaven

for his taste, and keeps away.

At the end of the " Gallop " we turned along

brown blotches. If I remember rightly it has

been stated by Mr. Spencer Le Marchant Moore to

have two kinds of flowers. I have only once in my
life seen fresh flowers, which I obtained from Mr.

Wilson Saunders, grown by Mr. Green. It has also

flowered once at La Calle, near St. Cloud, grown

by M. Liiddemann at ISL Pescatore's. M. Leon
Humblot has just introduced a small stock of this

rare Madagascar plant, which may be valued by many
orchidisls. H. G. Rchb. f.

LyiiLiA Dominvana, «. Jiybr.*

All the staff' of the 'Veitchian nursery was in great

excitement lately about '* the seedling." The seedling

had flowered. " The seedling !
" you say, wondering,

since there are thousands and thousands of seedlings

at the Royal Exotic nursery. You are right ; but the

seedling Kot 'e^oxijv was understood by a kind of

universal suffrage to be Mr. Dominy's seedling, a

cross between Cattleya Dowiana and some La;lia,

probably elegans. There were three beautiful buds,

and one expanded on Sunday, August II, just at

12 o'clock, to the ecstacy of those present. The plant

has the habit of a \'enezuelan Cattleya Mossise, but

the leaves are longer and remind one of Laelia elegans.

The sepals aie light purple, with dark reticulationb

which remind one of the just named species. The
petals and lip are nearly those of Cattleya Dowiana
even as to the diameter. The lip has nothing of the

yellow of that species, but its deep blackish-purple

makes a wonderful impression. The pollinia are

exactly like those of Lselia elegans. The wishes of

Messrs. Harry and Arthur 'Veitch coincided in the

dedication of this beauty to Mr. Dominy, whose merits

are too well known to require me to speak more of

them. The plant received the most distinguished of

• LtfliaDominyana, n. hybr.—Pseudobulbis fusiformibus ab-

breviatis monophyllis ; folio ligulato oblongo ; spatha coDspicua ;

racemo trifloro ; sepatis ligulatis acutis ; tepalis cuneato ob-

longis acutis : labeUo amplissimo obtusangulo quadrilobo : lobis

lateralibus medianis obtusis brevioribus ; omnibus crispulis ;

columna trigona ; sepala et tepala lilacma : labellum obscuris-

sime atropurpureum maximum.—Hybrida ex Cattleya Dowiana
ct forte Lailia elegans.—//. C. Rchb./.
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London and suburban Orchid-loving visitors at its

domicile, and then crossed the Channel for Versailles,

and now two of the flowers lie before one very dis-

tinctly, showing the fatigues of travelling and of being
exhibited. H. G. Rchb.f.

Grammatophyllum Ellisii, Lindl. in Hook.
Bot. Mag, i860, 5179; Van Houtte, Flore des

Serrcs, xiv., 148S-89 {eadcm icon).

Hitherto this plant has been regarded as one of the
rarest of all Orchids. I saw good plants with Messrs.
Day and Veitch, who were very proud of their posses-
sion, and had two or three inflorescences sent fresh.

I also know of its being with M. Liiddemann at Paris
in a single specimen. It is quite an original plant.

The fusiform pseudobulbs of a span's length are
square, and bear several broad, ligulate, blunt,

glaucous leaves. The inflorescence is very graceful,

bent over, provided with large deciduous yellowish

bracts. The flowers are pretty, as large as those of
Lycaste aromatica, very numerous ; sepals yellow,

with numerous transverse brown stripes and bars

;

petals and lip whitish, with purplish broad lines on the

anterior part of it.

BATTERSEA PARK.
We have so often alluded to the characteristic

features of this fine park, which year by year improves

in appearance as the trees and shrubs increase in size,

that we do not intend on this occasion to say more
than a few words with reference to the bedding-out.

At Battersea this has always been of a high order of

merit, and equally so has been the display of the

season now drawing to a close, notwithstanding the

drawbacks and difficulties that had to be contended

against in the earlier part of the season. The sub-

tropical garden, we arc glad to note, has been very

greatly improved by the introduction of a neat, low

wire fence, in the place of the ordinary iron hurdles,

^^ich, however ornamental they may be in a park

proper, are entirely out of place in a flower garden or

dressed pleasure-grounds. The tropical and sub-

tropical plants are all as gracefully disposed as

heretofore, and remarkably effective, while the

carpet-bedding has been carried out with an

with Sedum hispanicum (glaucum) ; and 4, Cacalia to-

mentosa, also carpeted with Sedum hispanicum

Our next design (fig. 59) is taken from a bed, one of

a pair with a circle between them, to be seen

on the left-hand side of the path leading to

Alpine Point, and which has a particularly soft and

pleasing effect. It is planted with— i, Alternanthera

amoena ; 2, Golden Feather Pyrethrum
; 3, Mentha

Pulegium gibraltaricum
; 4, Sedum hispanicum

; 5,

Alternanthera 4iaronychioides major ; and 6, lines of

ovals, Kleinia repens. Returning to the subtropical

garden, we note the removal of the deep Ivy edgings

to the two well-known scrolls, which had overgrown

their intended dimensions. They are somewhat
awkward beds to plant to an elaborate design, but

Mr. Roger succeeded admirably with the pattern

shown in fig. 60 d, which was worked out with— i,

Mentha Pulegium gibraltaricum ; 2, Alternanthera

amabills latifolia
; 3, Golden Feather ; 4, Alter-

nanthera versicolor grandis
; 5, Alternanthera mag*

nifica ; 6, Cerastium tomentosum
j 7, Alternan-

FlG. 60.—PLANS OF CARPET BEDS IN BATTERSEA PARK.

Till now the known specimens numbered scarcely

half-a-dozen, so that the plant is practically but
little known in the horticultural world. Now, how-
ever, the opportunity of trial is given—Mons. Leon
Humblot, the friend of M. Rbmpler, of Nancy,
has just succeeded In introducing a fine lot of this

remarkable plant, that has braved the extreme heat

of the Red Sea with great success. The plant is very

local in Madagascar ; hence it may be understood
why it has lurked so long time unknown—unknown
even to the best elder French travellers. The Rev.
Ed. Ellis discovered it probably by a mere accident,

as is often the case, finding it on a branch stretching

over a river. Mons. Humblot hunted with his servants

a long time for the plant. Each was got by cutting

down the tree on which it sat enthroned, usually

quite alone.

It grows in light places, on the oldest trees only,

sheltered above by branches, but submitted to rich

side-light. For two-thirds of the year it has to be
kept at rest. It is specially remarkable by its odd
bulbs and nice bluish leaves. The development of

the beautiful inflorescence is very rapid. From the

experience of Mons. Leon Humblot, this and the

Ouvirandra fenestralis prove to be very long-lived

Madagascar plants. H. G. Rchb.f.

originality of design and effectiveness of execu-

tion that is really surprising when we consider

what a difficult thing It must be to get new designs

that, when worked out, will look as well upon the

ground as most of them do upon paper. The cir-

cular beds have all been very " telling," and especially

three of them, of which Mr. Rogers has been kind

enough to furnish us with the ground plans. The
first of these (fig. 60 h), though somewhat elaborate,

looked exceedingly well on a large bed, and was
planted as follows :— i, Golden Feather Pyrethrum

;

2, Alternanthera amrena
; 3, Alternanthera parony-

chioides major ; 4, Mentha Pulegium gibraltaricum
;

5, Alternanthera versicolor grandis, and six lines of

Leucophyton Brownii. Fig. 60 A is a more simple de-

sign, but a very pleasing one as here planted, with

—

I, Alternanthera amoena ; 2, A'eronica repens ; 3,

Leucophyton Brownii ; 4, Alternanthera parony-

chioides major, and five lines of Golden P'eather

Pyrethrum. Fig. 60 c is a smaller bed than the others,

but equally chaste and pleasing with them. It is

planted with— I, Leucophyton Brownii ; 2, Alter-

nanthera amoena
; 3, Pachyphyton bracteosum carpeted

thera paronychioides major ; and S, circles of

Mentha Pulegium gibraltaricum studded with Aralias

and Grevilleas.

The Fern and Palm glens, such conspicuous objects

on either side of the path leading to the Peninsula, are

more beautiful than ever. The former is lighter and
more effective than we remember to have seen It, and
includes among other admirable plants a handsome
specimen of Pritchardiagrandi?. The Palm Glen has
been extended for some length since last year, and
with excellent effect, the view now being particularly

rich and effective. The two oblong beds on the left-

hand side of the path through the Peninsula have a
\txy quaint appearance, being planted, the one with
a Japanese, the other with a Chinese pattern ; and
the two large circles are exceedingly fine, being
dotted with Yuccas and Aloes, and other succulents,

and carpeted with Mentha Pulegium gibraltaricum

and Herniaria glabra, a useful carpeting plant, much
In the style of Arenaria balearica. Alpine Point has

probably never been better clothed than it has this

season, and has further been rendered more realistic

by the removal of such gf the gonifcrous subjects a^
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had overgrown their bounds. A new carpeting plant

introduced here with great success is Leptinella

scariosa, a close-growing Milfoil-leaved plant.

Amongst the subtropical plants wc note but little

that is absolutely new, but may remark that amongst

the Cannas, C. Rcndatleri, with large dark green

leaves and fine bold flowers ; C. jieruviana, one of

the oldest, with orange-scarlet flowers ; C. Annei

grancliflora, a noble-foli.aged plant, with very bold

yellow flowers j C. Van Houttei, a light bronzy-

leaved form ; and Adrienne Robini, a fine stately-

habited plant, with foliage of a warm, bronzy tint,

are amongst the best. Most striking amongst the

large beds is one of the noble-flowered Brugmansia

Knightii ; and Polygonum sachalinense, a splendid

plant of tropical appearance, has a grand effect in

single clumps. A very fine grass, either for dotting

on lawns or planting thinly in a bed of fine-foliaged

plants, is Gymnothryx latifolia. Epilobium hirsutum

variegatum is used with great effect here, immediately

in front of clumps of shrubs which show up its almost

silvery white leaves to great advantage. It grows

about 3 feet high. Mr. Rogers has more than main-

tained his well-tried reputation, and this even remem-

bering that he succeeded John Gibson.

NOTES FROM SLOUGH.
Dahlias.—This is not the best month in the year to

visit any of the nurseries; but I was very anxious to see

the Dahlias— I knew they would beat their best, an*!

there is much to be learned by inspecting minutely the

autumn flowering Roses. There is no other collection

of Dahlias worthy of the name within easy distance of

London. Indeed, no encouragement is given to

Dahlia growers to do the best they can with their

flowers to bring them up to the exhiljilion standard, as

no shows arc held in London, What the metropolis

lacks in this respect however is amply atoned for by

the excellent displays of this flower held in most of the

provincial centres. The Dahlia is a noble flower, and

when well set up as cut flowers on suitable stands is

indispensable for furnishing the stages at autumn

exhibitions. Whether there is a chance for Mr.

Turner to show at exhibitions or not, it answers his

purpose to devote a very large portion of his home
nursery to the culture of the Dahlia, and it is needless

to say that the plants are healthy and well furnished

with grand flowers. In my early gardening days

I had much to tlo with growing Dahlias for

exhibition, and what struck me most was, not so

much the improvement in the size and "build"

of the flowers individually as in the habit of the

plants. Twenty years ago many varieties let out at

high prices, would grow from 6 feet high ; and some

of them in rich soil would go nearer 7 feet. Amongst

those sent out by Mr. Turner this season, and the new

ones not yet in commerce, none are over 3 feet, many
are under that. This desirable feature has not been

gained at the expense of the flowers ; the improve-

ment in these has been gradual and uniform. Persons

who attend the floral committees at South Kensington

have been heard to say that certain new flowers arc

no improvement on others of the same colour ; but

if they should be as good while cut from a plant i foot

less tall than the other that alone would be a sufficient

reason for sending it out ; but I believe this is not

acted on, for growers like Mr. Turner value their

reputation too much to venture upon sending out a

flower that is no advance upon others of the same

colour, or that has not some novel feature to recom-

mend it. Another desirable feature in the Dahlia is

its constancy, and you cannot tell whether a Dahlia

is constant by seeing its flowers at an exhibition

simply ; it may be that not more than one flower in

six is fit for a stand, and there are others that will

seldom produce a bad one. There are a large number

of seedlings now in flower from which a selection will

doubtless be made to send out next year. Of these the

following are of undoubted merit :

—

Prince Bismarck, a very large flower, perfect in form,

with high centre ; it may be a seedling from Ovid, as it

inherits its constancy, as I could not find a bad flower,

and the centre is full when the outer petals have dropped

off. The colour is maroon-purple, with darker centre.

Helen McGregor is also a fine flower of the largest size

;

it is quite distinct, pinkish lilac, shaded to the outer edges

of the ])etals with purple.

Robin Adair may be described as of a reddish buff or

chestnut colour, it has all the other qualities that constitute

a good Dahlia.

gueen of Italy is a very distinct flower, good in aU

its parts ; I also noted it as reddish buff, but it is quite

distinct in colour from Robin Adair.

Joseph Ashby is a flower that can be well recommended

for its constancy; it has a high centre, and is large in

si?:c, colour orange-red suffused with gold.

Amy Robsart is one of those i^leasing colours, light

lilac, clear and bright. The flowers are large and well

sliaped, and the plant dwarf—about 2| feet.

George Thompson is a very dwarf variety—2 feet. It

cannot be recommended as a show flower but will come

in as a bedder ; the flowers arc large, of a primrose shade,

and very freely produced. The above are not yet sent out.

Of the new ones sent out in the spring of the present

year Charles Lidgard is one of the best ; the petals are

well formed, of a rich gold, with crimson or scarlet edge.

Lady Golightly, blush, with lilac edge, a most charm-

ing flower, will be as much prized in the garden as it is

for exhibition.

Rifleman, fine scarlet, with darker centre.

Louisa Neate, a very fine flower, perfect shape, of the

blush or pale lilac type.

William Dorkings is one of the yellow flowers edged

with scarlet, and is of full size, good shape, and constant.

The Countess, lilac, shaded to purple at the edge.

Constancy is a large yellow flower, shaded to buff".

Charles Wyatt is a new fancy sent out this year ; if it

can be caught it is a good flower, light purple with darker

stripes, but it is inconstant, and as a self it will not stand

A I, I have no notes of new fancies,

Roses.—Passing from the Dahlias to the Roses, it

maybe as well to say that I did not expect to see much

in this department. Mr. Turner has an immense stock,

and he is able, by taking in new ground annually, to

keep them up to a high standard. In order to grow

the Rose to the high state of perfection that it has now
been brought to by exhibitors it is quite necessary to

change the soil. What I most feared was that mildew

would have checked the development of flowers here,

as it has done at most places, including our own col-

lection at Loxford ; however, I found the Roses at

Slough were more free from this parasite than any I

have seen this autumn. I must have sorely tried the

patience of Mr. Turner as we plodded through the

beds and quarters, carefully noting the flowers best

adapted for a trying season like this.

The new sort, Harrison Weir, I did not see, for the

sufficient reason that it is all being cut up for propa-

gating. This is a grand Rose, with many points of

excellence. The colours of the Roses are different in

the autumn from what they are in the summer. The
shorter days and lack of sunshine seem to intensify

the colours. The following sorts are hybrid per-

petuals, and are selected as the best, not because they

are of recent introduction :

—

Penelope Mayo, a finely formed flower, reddish crim-

son, large.

Star of Waltham was good, but I have not seen diis

flower so fine as it was shown by Mr. W. Paul before it

was sent out. I noted one flower here very fine, the

colour carmine-red.

Prince Arthur, one of the best crimson Roses.

Princess Beatrice was flowering fairly weU. This should

be noted as a fine pot Rose.

Mrs. Bilker is of the Victor Verdier type, and the colour

in autumn is almost crimson.

Marguerite dc St. Amand, deep pink; very briglit.

La France. This is noted as the best light Rose cither

on the Manetti or as a standard.

Captain Christy, salmon-rose ; very fine.

Fisher Holmes, a fine dark scarlet Rose.

Duke of Wellington should be grown for its vivid crim-

son colour.

Comtesse de Surcsnes was very pretty in the bud ; the

colour is blush.

Countess of Oxford is certainly a most desirable

autumnal, distinct in colour, which is carmine-red, with

a dash of purple.

Augusts Rigolard, rosy crimson ; the growths very

clean,

Mdlle. Annie Wood, rich rosy crimson ; a fine full

flower?

Boule de Neige is a small very pretty white Rose, clean

in the wood, and free from mildew ; the best to work
into wreaths.

Jean Liabaud, very dark crimson ; a healthy grower.

Baroness Rothschild was standing bravely
;

.Mfred

Colomb, one of the very best. Madame AHctor Verdier

and \'icomlc Vigier maintain their reputation as good

and distinct Roses.

Xavier Qlibo, a fine dark Rose.

Amongst the Teas as a standard Gloire de Dijon

stands liighest in the list ; the plants were flowering as

freely as in summer.
Catherine Mermet, light rose or flesh-coloured, is a

grand Tea Rose of free growth ; Le Nankin, safTron,

like Madame Falcot, fine in die bud.

Madame de St. Joseph, a fine free-growing Tea Rose

of a rosy buff colour.

PresidL*nt, a fine old Rose; Madame Falcot. Madrimc

Margottin, Pcrle des Jardins, a fine clean yellow

Madame Jules Margottin, Belle Lyonnaise, Marie Van
Houtte and Niphetos, are indispensable amongst Teas.

Mr. Turner has a small stock of a very old Tea
Rose, Magnolia, that had been lost to cultivators.

It is not more than semi-double when open, but

beautiful in the bud : the flowers are pale yellow or

sulphur.

BouvARDiAS, &c.—Bouvardiasareexccedingly well-

grown at Slough, and a long span-roofed house is de-

voted to their culture. The sorts grown in the largest

numbers are of the B. Hogarth type, comprising B.
Vreelandi, white or blush ; and a variety similar,

B. intermedia, flesh colour. iJ. longiflora flamniea is

a flesh coloured sort, of the old pure white form ; B.

Humboldtii corymbiflora may be noted as the variety

with the largest flowers, which almost rival the Stepha-
notis, and are pure white. B. Oriflamme. One of the

very best and most useful pure white sorts for bouquets
is B. candidissima.

Enough has been said of Carnations and Picotees

for the present. There is an immense stock of plants,

sufficient surely to set up hundreds of amateurs. The
Auriculas, too, are extremely interesting in their

varied foliage, some of it with a rich coating of farin-

aceous powder which makes the leaves as white as

snow. There are not nearly so many autumn trusses

as we have had in our own gartlen, and the plants

look well for a fine bloom next year.

Jefferson, grown in Mr. Turner's nursery, Slough,
is an excellent early dessert Apple ; it succeeds the
Irish Peach, but is .superior to it, and is well deserving

of cultivation. "J, D,

THE FEN HAM NURSERY,
NEWCASTLE-ON-TYNE.

Nkwcastle-on-Tyne and its neighbourhood have

had famous nursery grounds in times past : that was
before the mighty material forces—the development

and application of which have done so much to extend

the communities in the North, and build up villages

into small towns—had so changed the face of Nature.

But before the growth of populations and the exten-

sion of great manufacturing works, nurseries have

declined. Atmospheric conditions made it difficult

to cultivate, the cost of i^roduction was enhanced, and
gradually a decline set in. Gateshead and Newcastle

have been the home of good nurseries ; the name of

Falla, among others more or less worthy, is still

gratefully remembered ; and who knows but that, in

the future, successors to these men may spring up
armed with a knowledge that shall subdue the

antagonistic forcc-s of the atmosphere, and restore

something of the fame that belonged to Northumber-

land and Durham nurseries in the past.

A few years ago JNIr. W. J. Watson, seedsman, of

Town Hall Buildings, a gentleman whom ill-health

and a great liking for open-air pursuits had changed

from a solicitor to a seedsman, took on lease the old

kitchen garden and a portion of the grounds of Fen-

ham Hall, on the north-east of Newcastle-on-Tync,

for the purpose of growing certain plants that were

found to be in si)ecial demand, and which it was
difficult to obtain elsewhere. The garden, or rather

the nursery, occupies a warm sunny slope, sheltered

by trees and hillsides on the coldest part, and to a

great extent screened by the rising ground from New-
castle smoke on that side. The place is some two

and a-half miles from Newcastle, but easily accessible.

The old vineries, plant-houses, and walls were

retained, and on the lower ground were planted, for

the purposes of shelter, a series of Beech hedges in

parallelograms, which are of great value in warding

off" the furious winds that occasionally come sweeping

along the valley. The leaves hang on for a consider-

able time, and while securing shelter and warmth

allow of a sufficient passage of air. Some time hence

these nurseries will acquire considerable repute in all

probability ; at present they serve to illustrate the

various plants in demand in the district, for Newcastle

and Gateshead love and largely use plants, flowers,

and fruit. The soil is a good black loam resting on

rock.

The plantations of common Elder cannot fail to

strike the visitor ; it is a subject in great demand to

plant in various places where a quick growth and

harrlihood are necessary. The plants are sold when

three years old, after being twice transplanted. The

Elder is largely grown at Fenham, the demand com-

ing up to from 15,000^ to 20,000 plants in the year.
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The Elder is propagated by cuttings in February,

made about a foot in length, planted in lines in nur-

sery fashion, and almost buried in the soil. The
oval-leaved Privet is also in large demand, and any

quantity of it can be ?old, as it stands so well about

the northern towns. Mr. Watson states there is

something akin to a rage for this Privet, and he finds

no difficulty in disposing of from iS,ooo to 20,000

plants annually. Retinospora pisifera aurca is a

favourite plant, also finding a large sale for hotel

halls and corridors, as well as for sitting rooms in

houses. If looked after, it stands well in good condi-

tion from October till February. Poplars are largely

grown at Fcnham, to meet the demands for planting.

The Ontario, Lombardy, Black Italian, and the

Abele, which stands as well as the Ontario, are in

great demand, and the difficulty appears to be to get

them into anything like size, so much are they sought

tor. All the race of Thorns do well in the North,

making a strong growth, and blooming freely at the

proper time. The Bay Laurel also does well, and is

wanted in large quantities.

The best deciduous trees for the Newcastle district,

next to the Poplars, are the Sycamore and Elm ; these

are, in fact, the most popular trees among the

residents. Mr. Watson has a fine lot of these, spe-

cimens 14 feet in height being in great demand,

especially in Sunderland and along the coast line.

Sycamores and Elms are also well grown, averaging

12 feet in height. Rhododendrons find a large sale

here, so well are they suited for the outskirts of manu-

facturing towns.

Of coniferous plants PIcea Nordmanniana is the best

for the neighbourhood ; it is the only one found to

grow in the smoky atmosphere of the towns. Other

good shrubs for the neighbourhood are Aucuba
japonica, Rhododendron ponticum, and Hollies, but

especially the variety known as Sheppard's, which is a

rare grower and very robust ; also what is known as

Eraser's Laurel. A very large quantity of Euonymus
latifolius strikes the eye of the visitor, and it is stated

that it is in great demand in Newcastle, Gateshead,

tSzc, for exterior window-boxes, growing freely and

standing well.

Ribes and Weigelas grow well in the soil of the

district, and they are in large demand as flowering

shrubs. The doulile Whin, or Furze, is quite a fea-

ture in these nurseries, and Mr. Watson grows it by

the thousand in pots ; it is a favourite plant because

it stands so well at the seaside and in the midst of

smoke. Mr. Watson states that he has planted a lot

of this Furze in the middle of Gateshead, and that the

plants are doing well. The plants should be well estab-

lished iti pots before planting out. There are some

huge bushes of it in the old Hall gardens, from

which large supplies of cuttings are drawn, and when
the plants are in full bloom the rich golden radiance

of their blossoms is very striking.

There is of course a general collection of fruit

trees, but among these the Gooseberry plays an im-

portant part. They are in great demand among the

pitmen, especially such sorts as the Aston or Red
Warrington, Crown Bob, Gretna Green, &c. Many
of the pitmen have gardens to their houses in the pit-

villages, provided by the masters, and Gooseberry

growing is a favourite pursuit.

Hardy Heaths are a great feature at the Fenham
Nursery, where there is a collection of about twenty

varieties. They are found to stand well in town
gardens ; and so do Sedums and Saxifrages on rock-

work ; and of these there is also a good collection.

Roses are found to be doing well, but the majority

of the plants grown are dwarfs on the Manetti stocks.

So great a favourite is Gloire de Dijon in this district

that out of some 8000 dwarfs sold annually, 2000 at

least .are this fine Tea Rose. Of standard Roses the

demand does not get beyond 200 to 300, the dwarfs

being so preferable as garden Roses.

On the old walls are a fine collection of Ivies and

other plants. One of the very best for the north is

the Caen Wood variety of Hedera digitata or palmata.

What is grown here under the name of H. panicu-

lata is an excellent variety for exposed places, as it

adheres so well and closely to the wall : the

roughest winds fail to detach the shoots. Here,

too, was a fine plant of Garrya elliptica, which does

well without protection, and does not mind the

smoke.

In an open border are many fine spring-flowering

bulbs and choice hardy plants, which, supplying

subjects at all seasons of the year, is never without

something of interest. In the spring-time the charm-

ing Scilla bifolia rosea is extremely pretty in large

clumps. All the best hardy plants are well cared

for : the tide is rising strongly in their favour in the

North ; Polyanthuses, Primroses, &c., find great

favour with the people.

In the houses is a general assortment of plants,

with many things grown for supplying cut flowers,

especially in winter and spring. Dracaenas, Palms,

Ferns, Ficus elastica, &c., are in demand for table

decorations, for communities deprived by reason of

the vitiated atmosphere from enjoying plants in the

open air embellish their houses with them, so that

some portion at least of the beauty found in leaf and

flower may be feasted on.

The new decorative Pelargoniums find great favour

aijjong the Newcastle folk—such varieties as Digby

Grand, Bridal Bouquet, Queen Victoria, Prince of

Wales, &:c., being eagerly sought for. The spring

Hyacinths, Primulas, Spirceas, Cyclamens, Tulips,

and all other gay-flowering plants find a ready sale ;

and these are succeeded by Pelargoniums, Fuchsias,

and the usual summer-flowering decorative plants.

Bed<ling plants are also in great demand, especially

Pyrethrums, Lobelias, and those that stand well. As
they have to be produced in great numbers and sold

at a cheap rate, Mr. Watson pricks the plants ofl"

from the seed pans into shallow wooden boxes 20

inches by li inches, and they take about two dozen

plants each. This is a great saving of time and

labour, while the plants are found to do as well as

when potted.

Such are a few of the leading features of the

Fenham Nurser>'. It is at all times well worthy a

visit, and visitors will find much to interest them.

R. D.

MESSRS. KELWAY'S GLADIOLI.
Lancjport, Somersetshire.

Mr. Kelway's name has been long associated

with this flower, and few, if any, have done so much
to improve it, or have been so fortunate in raising so

many fine kinds, remarkable alike for their diversity

in colour, as also for their substance, breadth of

petal, and general habit, points which Mr. Kelway has

persistently maintained were essential collectively to

constitute a good Gladiolus. A few particulars of the

extent to which this flower is grown at Langport,

with the general details followed in the cultivation,

may be interesting. On seeing the place during the

growing season the immense quantity grown is the

first thing that impresses the visitor, some eight acres

being at present devoted to the j'oung and old stock,

and the quantity cultivated is ever on the increase.

The seeds are sown in the open ground, some broad-

cast and some in drills, about the first week in

April ; so managed the bulbs the first season are very

much smaller than where only a comparatively few are

cultivated, and the seeds are sown under glass in the

winter, to be afterwards planted out as the season

advances ; but, where seedlings are raised to some-

thing like the extent of half a million a year, to sow
under glass is out of the question.

The first-year seedlings are the first to ripen their

foliage, and are the first taken up, at which time

they will average about the size of Peas. The
character of the soil here is such as to necessitate

that the whole of tHat in which the first year seed-

lings are grown, for a few inches of the surface should

be run through a very fine sieve, so as to separate

them from it, and secure all. The time occupied

here, as I understood, from the saving of the seed

to the plant attaining the full strength necessary

to exemplify its real character, is from three to four

years ; those that at the first flowering give promise of

being sufliciently distinct, and possess the other requisite

properties, are the following spring planted out in

the testing ground to be fully proved. The young
bulblets formed liy these are each kept separate, and

if the variety turns out on further trial to be equal to

the first impression formed of it, this young stock is

so much done towards getting sufficient stock for its

distribution. But there is very great difference in

the way some varieties increase as compared with

others. Mr. Kelway informed me that some of the

very finest kinds he has raised never would produce

any young brood from the old bulbs, and consequently

stock could not be had to send out ; some will furnish

enough in five or six years, others require considerably

longer. With these, as with most other things, the

best are often the slowest to increase. After the

small slock arc taken up, then follow the larger roots.

The tops arc cut off about eight inches above ground ;

they are then lifted and carted to the drying sheds.

The young brood at the time of taking up is all

rubbed off" from each corm that produced it, that of

each variety, as a matter of course, being kept by

ittself.

The soil is of an adhesive nature, which makes

it necessary for the young brood to be washed so as

to separate them from it. The shed room required

for drying and storing is very extensive. When dry

the remaining portion of the tops is removed, and the

corms put in drawers for the winter until required for

the execution of orders : this work employs from a

dozen to a score of men and boys for many weeks.

The planting and keeping clean from weeds entails a

serious amount of labour. The unceasing care and

vigilance requisite to keep the whole of such a stock

true to name will be understood only by those who
have had to deal with things ot a similar nature.

To keep the respective varieties thus correct to name

previous to planting {which is begun early in March)

the roots are all peeled, each sort separately. Those

accustomed to the work can immediately detect from

the colour of the inner skin any that are doubtful,

and where any doubt exists the individual corm is at

once consigned to the mixed or unnamed lot.

There appears to be no falling off in the demand,

for each year the supply of proved kinds is usually

exhausted before the close of the planting season. This

year the stock of what may be called good, showy,

cheap, decorative kinds, of such varieties as Augusta,

Brutus, Maria Theresa, Abana, Ledcea, Liger, Capio,

Orcus, Accius, and Meyerbeer, there are grown from

10,000 to 60,000 each. The following may be

relied upon as good sorts :—Eugene Scribe, Etendard,

Oracle, Edith, Iphicles, Prince Imperial, Princess of

Wales, Lord Byron, Isoline, Le Titien, ApoUon, Mrs.

Neville, Xerxes, Eiasippus, Una, Victory, Madame
Monneret, Macbeth, Mr. Bonficld, Amelia Catenes,

Octavius, Mathilde de Landevoisen, Fulton, Evelyn.

The undermentioned are a few of the best show

sorts, combining newand old :—Agrius, Arimus, Beauty

of England, Belgica, Dr. Hogg, Dr. Woodman,
Eusebia, Eusebius, Leonidas, Lord Beaconsfield, Mr.

Marshall, Mrs. Kynaston Mainwaring, President,

Rev. M. J. Berkeley, Duchess of Edinburgh, Sir M.
Lopes, Mr. Spary, Mrs. Bates, Sir T. Symonds,

Gwendoline, Ball of Fire, Mr. Ashbury, Mr, Derry,

Hermanni, Robert Fortune, Colonel Pinney, Pictum,

Norma, Brennus, Damia, Hogarth, Iphis, Lady
Bridport, Marechal Bazaine, Miss Salway, Oberon,

Pheneus, Prince Arthur, Semiramis, Yellow King,

Neptunius, Muta, Lord Napier, Justinus, Julia,

Hemon, fine and distinct.

The demand for cut Gladioli for decorative pur-

poses is on the increase. Mr. Kelway sends from

3000 to 4000 spikes per week away through the

flowering season. When there I saw 1000 for one

order being made up. The whole business in Gladiolus

as it exists at Langport is an evidence of what may be

accomplished by taking in hand any particular

speciality and doing it well. Mr. Kelway's views

about the so-called disease in Gladiolus is that there

is no disease at all, at least no contagious disease, but

that in unsuitable soils the plant gradually becomes

weakened, sickens, and dies. Even in the most con-

genial soil the adverse springs will sometimes produce

an unhealthy appearance in the leaves, but this dis-

appears on the advent of genial weather.

Mr. Kelway takes a common-sense view of the

plant in maintaining that the Gladiolus, like most

other bulbous or corm-rooted subjects, have very

much more taken out of them by flowering than other

members of the vegetable kingdom. By producing

a large head of bloom that is allowed to remain on

the plant until it forms seed more or less perfected,

in addition to the formation ^of, in most cases, ~

young bulbs at the base of the root, the new corm

becomes so far weakened that when the autumn comes
it is in anything but a condition to grow and flower

satisfactorily the ensuing year. To counteract this

state of things he is a strong advocate for cutting the

spikes of bloom when fully open, which gives the

plant a chance to build up and mature a new corm
capable of growing vigorously the ensuing season. This

is simply acting in accordance with the practice of the

Dutch Hyacinth growers.

Mr. Kelway has also for many years been a large

grower of Cucumber seeds, and has sent out a

number of new kinds ; he has this season eight

large houses, as many pits, and a quantity of frames

filled with each sort in a separate house or pit,
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and eacli variety grown from a single selected fruit.

The principal kinds are Rollisson's Telegraph,

Kelway's Improved Telegraph, Kelway's Lord

Beaconsfield and Prince of Wales, Carter's Model,

Douglas's Tender and True, Sutton's Duke of Con-

naught, Daniel's Duke of Edinburgh. A new kind to

be sent out next year, Kelway's Empress of India, is

a smooth variety, what few spines it bears are black
;

it averages Irom 15 to iS inches in length, is one of

the most symmetrical in form, even from end to end

as a paste pin, a profuse bearer, and as far as can be
judged from the appearance of the crop all but fault-

less. It seems a very shy seeder.

Tea Roses are planted out in almost all the houses
devoted to Cucumber growing ; they are planted in-

side along the front for the purpose of taking cuttings

from : some 8000 of these are struck annually. T.

Bailies.

HARDY STONECROPS.
{.Continued from p. 303.)

%a. S. TELEPiiioiDES, Michaux, Fl. Am,, i., 277.

Glabrous, stem 6—12 inches.

Leaves scattered, 2 inches by i inch, oblong obovate

obtuse, nearly entire or sparingly toothed, wedged-
shaped at the base.

Flowers numerous, flesh-coloured, in small dense cymes
I—1| inch diameter.

Calyx j^jj inch, tube very short, sepals lanceolate.

Petals \ inch, lanceolate, falcate, hooded at the tip.

Stamens as long as the petals.

Style one-third as long as the oblong follicles.

Fl. June.—Gray, Manual, 172 ; Watson, Index, N.
Am. Bot., 351 ; Anacampseros telephioides, Haworth,
PL Succ, p. 112.

On the Alleghanies from Maryland southward.

Our only knowledge of this as a cultivated plant is

derived from the notes of Mr. Baker, who saw the

plant in Mr. Wilson Saunders' garden at Worthing,

and notes it as very near S. Telephium. Professor A.

Gray also considers it "too near" to S. Telephium, of

which it forms the American representative.

9. S. MAXIMUM, Suter, Fl. Helvet., i., p. 270.

Stem I—2 feet, erect, green or purple.

Leaves opposite, sessile, spreading, stem-clasping.

2| inches, ovate-acute, more or less cordate, crenate.

dentate.

Cymes terminal and lateral, on long stalks forming

a loose panicle, subglobose, many flowered, the lowest

stalks usually longest ; ultimate pedicels longer than the

fiower.

Flower-buds obovoid, abruptly pointed.

Sepals deltoid, lanceolate, half the length of the lan-

ceolate whitish petals, whose tips are spotted with red.

Anthers reddish, projecting.

Carpels white, equalling the petals.—Fl. August,

September.

Rchb. Ic. Crit., t. 737, fig, 969.

Europe, and North-Western Asia.

Of this species, as of S. Telephium, there are very

numerous forms, some of them of much greater value

as ornamental plants than others, on which account it

is desirable to call attention to them and to affix a

name if possible. In distinguishing these varieties,

the most obvious points are the green or purple

stems and leaves, the green or reddish flowers, the

leaves cordate or tapering to the base, spreading or

recurved. It must be remembered, however, that

these characters are not absolutely to be depended
on, as in different individuals they slide the one into

the other, rendering definition impossible.

Var, hmmatodcs. Miller, Gard. Diet, (sp.) {see fig. 60,

P- 336).—Stems erect, glabrous, 2

—

z\ feet, deep purple
;

leaves, S ^y 3 inches, opposite, oblong-ovate, obtuse,

subcordate, coarsely and irregularly toothed, purphsh,

veins impressed on the upper, prominent on the lower

surface. Cymes numerous on long stalks, forming a

large, loose, inversely pyramidal panicle, with a few

5. altered leaves. Flower-buds ovoid, five-angular ; calyx-

tube very shallow ; sepals deltoid
;
petals whitish, tipped

with red ; anthers red ; carpels erect, white.—Fl. Sep-

tember. Syn. Anacampseros Milleri, Jord. et Fourr., Ic.

PI, Europ., i. 1866, p. 35, t. 80 ; S. atropurpureum, hort.
;

Anacampseros chlorotica, Jord. et Fourr., I.e., t. 86;
Anacampseros cebennensis, Jord. et Fourr., I.e., t. 83.

Said to be a native of Portugal, the Latin name of

which, Lusitania, has been transformed in some
catalogues and books to Louisiana I This is really a

noble plant ; its robust habit, deep purple stems and
leaves, and copious flowers render it a desirable

inmate for the herbaceous border or for rockwork.
In autumn, however, it is apt to get too straggly,

and needs support.

To this form we refer several robust habited

purplcd-stemmed Sedums with dark green or wine-red

leaves, cordate at the base. A. chlorotica of Jordan

and Fourreau seems only to differ in its recurved

leaves, but this recurvation occurs at the base of the

stem in many of the forms where the upper leaves are

flat or concave. Other forms of maximum are

—

tcntatum.—Stems red, Leaves reddish above, green

below, in verticils of three ; upper surface red, lower dark

green. Inflorescence corymbose. Buds oblong. Flowers

yellowish. = Anacampseros tcrnata, Jord. et. Fourr., Ic,

PI., t. 87.

rigidum.—Boreau. Mon. p. 8 (sp.)—Stems deep red,

2—3 feet. Caulinc leaves opposite, sessile, ovate-oblong,

obtuse, slightly and irregularly sinuate dentate. In-

florescence loose, corymbose. Flower-buds ovoid, sub-

angular. Flowers greenish,

corsicum.—Stem purplish. Leaves alternate and oppo-

site, spreading, oblong-ovate, dentate, green. In-

florescence corymbose. Buds oblong, pointed. Flowers

pale yellow, with a pleasant Apple-like fragrance, =

ascending, opposite, green, obloiig-obtusc, sinuate.

Inflorescence lax, terminal cymes corymbose. Buds
ovoid. Flowers pinkish. =A, assurgens, Jord. et Fourr.,

I.e., t. 91.

iriphyllum.—Leaves ternateverticillate, oblong, serrate.

Corymbs terminal. Boreau, I.e., 9. = Anacampseros
triphylla. Haw, Syn,, p, iii.

pytvntptorum.—A form with green stem, and recurved

finely toothed leaves. Cymes globose, on long stalks.

Flower-buds ovoid, subglobose. Flowers greenish. =»

Anacampseros prceruptorum.Jord, et Fourr., Ic. PI. Eur.,

t. 84.

rccwvum. — Stems green, leaves opposite, oblong-
ovate, irregularly toothed, recurved. Cymes in a loose
terminal panicle. Buds ovoid, pointed. Flowers greenish
yellow. =Anacampsero5 recurva, Jord, etFourr., I.e., t. 85.

Rodigasi, Fl, des Serres, xv., t. 1669.—A form with
purplish leaves variegated with yellow. In cultivation it

is more tender than most of the forms,

10. S. SPECTABILE, Boreau, Mon., p. 7.

Robust, glaucous. Stem 18—24 inches.

Leaves opposite, decussate, or in verticils of three

Fig. 61.—sedum telephium var. jullianum. (see p. 303, ante.)

Anacampseros corsicum, Jord. etFourr., t. 81 ; Sedum
majus, Hort. Hend., n. 239 ; S. tatifolium, Hort.

P'lorence.

cordifoluan.—'B^ker (sp.), Ref. Bot., t, 34.—Stems
purplish. Leaves alternate and opposite, spreading
horizontally, oblong-ovate, sinuate dentate. In-

florescence corymbose. Buds sub-globose, s-sulcate.

Flowers | inch in diameter. Petals concave, whitish,

with red spots. Anthers reddish. =S, ma.\imum, Hort.

Hend., n. 241. Anacampseros collina, Jord, et Fourr.,

t, 89, is very near to this form.

pacbyphyllum. — Stems reddish. Leaves opposite,

spreading, cordate-ovate, serrulate. Cymes globose,

long-stalked, forming a loose terminal panicle. Buds
ovoid-acute. Flowers greenish-yellow. = Anacampseros
pachyphylla, J. et, Fourr., I.e., t, 82,

jcri;////;/;^.—Stems green, weak. Leaves opposite,

upper ternate, spreading, ovate-oblong, sinuate dentate,

green, Inflorescence loosely panicled. Buds oblong,

abruptly pointed. Flowers greenish yellow. = A. serotina,

Jord. et. Fourr.. I.e., I. 88. Sedum laxifohum, Hort.

Henderon, is nearly identical with this form, as also S.

leptorhizum, Hort. Florence,

assurgens.—Stem weak, ascending, green, Leaves

horizontally spreading, 3 by 2 inches, flat, scarcely

petioled, or the upper ones quite sessile ; ovate-obtuse or

spatulate, entire or obscurely sinuate dentate, slightly

wedge-shaped at the base.

Flowers numerous, each \ inch diameter, pink, in large

flat-topped inversely pyramidal leafy umbellate cymes.
Buds elongate, pointed, slightly angular.

Calyx-tube extremely short or none.
Sepals linear-lanceolate, whitish.

Petals 3 lines long, double the length of the sepals,

slightly concave.

Stamens ten, five epipetalous, slightly exceeding the

petals ; five alternate with the petals, and nearly twice as

long. Filaments white. Anthers orange.

Carpels erect, pinkish, scarcely so long as the petals.

Glands white, oblong, emarginate.— Fl. September.

Baker, in Saund. Refug., vol, i. 1869, tab. 32 ; Regel,

Gartenflora, t. 709 ; Anacampseros spectabilis, Jord. et

FouiT,, Ic. PI. Europ., p, 37, t. 100 ; Sedum Fabaria,

Lemaire, 111. Hort., viii., t. 271, non Koch ; and of

gardens, but erroneously.

Japan.

This is a noble species, most useful for herbaceous

borders, rockeries, or for prominent positions in

mosaic beds. For forcing or for conservatory decora-

tion it is almost equally useful. It remains in bloom

a long time, and offers great attractions to butterflies
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and other insects. It thrives with us in stiff clay ; in

lighter soils it does not do so well, but in any case it

is a plant that should be grown in all gardens. It

is also an excellent plant fur windows, balconies, and
even for garret windows in narrow streets. The flowers

vary in depth of colour, on which account in the

nurseries it may be met with under thenamesofroseum,
purpureum, &c., but the colour is very much a matter
of external circumstances. In the bud the leaves

are first obvolute, subsequently valvate. The native

Buds elongate ovoid obtuse.

Calyx tube very short ; sepals deltoid lanceolate, green,
unspotted.

Petals spreading, lanceolate, greenish, flushed with
pink, twice the length of the sepals.

Stamens ten, five epipetalous, exceeding the corolla,

five alternate, with the petals rather shorter than the
others.

Glands linear, strap-shaped, entire.

Carpels whitish or rosy, erect, as long as the petals.

—

Fl. September.

-SEDUM MAXIMUM VAR. H/EMATODES : LEAVES AND STEMS BLOOD-RED, FLOWERS
GREENISH. MUCH REDUCED. (SEE P. 336.)

country of this plant is not accurately known. It is

supposed to be Japanese, but it is not admitted as such
by MM. Franchet and Salvatier, the latest enumerators
of the Japanese flora.

II. S. ERYTHROSTICTUM, Miq. in Ann. Mus.

Lugd. Bat., ii. 155.

Glaucous, stem er?ct. 12—18 inches, greenish.

Leaves opposite or alternate, ascending, 2|— r inch,

concave, oblong, sinuate, obscurely dentate, entire and
subcuneate or rounded at the base, sometimes tapering
into a very short petiole, or quite sessile.

Flowers greenish, nearly \ inch in diameter, arranged
in terminal corymbose cymes ; not so fiat topped as in

S. speclabile.

S. albo-roseum, Baker, in Saund. Refug., t. 33 ;

Gartenflora, t. 709 ; S. japonicum and S. macrophyllum,
Henderson Cat.

Var. variegatum.—Leaves blotched with yellow.

Japan.

A handsome species, not much inferior to S. spec-

tabile, and suitable for growth in the same situations.

The variegated variety is also striking.

The plant varies in the attachment of its leaves, in

the length of the stamens, and even in their number,
for in 1874 we observed that all the flowers on our
plants had five stamens only, those usually found
attached to the petals being absent.

{To be continued.)

STRATTON PARK, HANTS :

The Residence of the Earl of Northbrook.

Midway between the North Hampshire towns of

Basingstoke and Winchester is placed Stratton ParV,

the home of the head of the Baring family, and the

residence of the ex-Governor-General of India, Loid
Northbrook. This fine park may be said to be the

centre of a magnificent estate of many miles circinv.-

ference, cut up into first-class farms, and having poi-

tions finely wooded, but the larger part of the land is

arable, and is famous for its corn and meat producing
properties. Some of the holdings on this estate com-
prise fine properties in themselves, and it may not be
uninteresting to state that that famous agriculturist,

Mr. James Caird, rents under Lord Northbrook to

the extent of nearly 2000 acres. A few generations
only have passed since this large property was the
heritage of the Dukes of Bedford, and the ducal
residence and park were then at Micheldever, some
two miles below Stratton ; but all vestiges of that time
have disappeared, save that the immediate meadows
exhibit park-like aspects, with numerous fine trees

abounding. A lane leading thereto, which time
has vulgarised with the appellation of "Duck"
Street, was originally known as Duke Street. The
great Baring family, next to the Rothschilds the
greatest banking firm in the kingdom, has many
branches, the Ashburton family being one of them,
but the actual founder in this country of the family's

greatness was a whilom woollen merchant of the Low
Countries, who, settling in England, became the
prosperous progenitor of a race that comparatively
within a few years produced English statesmen
and peers. A curious characteristic in nomen-
clature seems to have marked the various heads
of the Baring family. The founder was named
Thomas, his son Francis, then came Sir Thomas,
well known to present inhabitants in their younger
days. Then Sir Francis, once First Lord of the
Admiralty under Lord Palmerston and the first Lord
Northbrook. 'Then the present head, the Earl cf
Northbrook, whose name is Thomas, and his only
son, Lord Baring, is named Francis. Should this

young man follow in the footsteps of his predecessors
he may assist to add yet more political lustre to the
house of Baring. Thus much for the geographical
and genealogical incidents attached to the subject of
this sketch, and now for a rew remarks descriptive in
a garden sense.

The gardens at Stratton Park present no features

that excite or call for special laudation. It is rather
pleasant perhaps to find that things are quiet and
perhaps a little prosy, and that there are no displays
of garden fireworks to be seen and no surprises.

Everything looks neat and nice, and all the various
departments are generally well done, and now that

the control is in the hands of the gardener, Mr.
Edward Candy, who has spent the best years of his

life in the family's service, and is emancipated from
the surveillance of a steward w^ho knew nothing of
gardening, strides in advance will be made and much
will be done to improve a place that has now many
features that call for special approbation. The man-
sion, situated in a commanding position in the exten-
sive park, is a large square building, simple and
unpretentious in appearance, and having for its chief
ornament a noble portico that forms the southern
entrance. Its situation is upon what might be termed
the centre of three distinct plateaus or terraces, the
centre one being probably of artificial formation, for

whilst in front the ground falls away into the verdant
valley beneath, behind it rises with a sharp ascent
and is even with the first floor of the building. On
this rising ground, reaching near to the London road,

are the extensive pleasure grounds, well-wooded and
abounding in shrubs showing fine and- luxuriant

growth. From this elevated ground the eye looks
over the shrubs and discerns on the same level the

tops of the chimneys of the mansion, and it is hard to

repress the wish that the house might be bodily trans-

planted to this more elevated and more commanding
situation.

A notable feature on the north side of the house
and pleasure grounds is an excellent grove of Lime
trees that tower up to a great height, and form a
grand and eflicient protection from the north winds.

If the busy bees are kept thereabouts they may indeed

in their season reap a rich harvest of honey. Through
this grove runs a broad gravelled walk, new-ly made,

and a conversion from a common cart-road. This is one

of Mr. Candy's improvements, and should be highly
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appreciateO. It wouM lie difficult to fiiul during Ihc

intense heat of summer a more pleasant and cool

spot ; indeed it might well be likened, in its delicious

coolness, to some cloistered seclusion where the smi

never penetrates, and tlie heats and excitements of life

are shut out.

In the outer park, fronting the mansion, arc some

noble groups of Spanish Chestnuts and Sycamores,

that present very picturesques features. The Spanish

Chestnut, not often a noble specimen alone, makes

in company a fine group, and in these some thirty

or more trees exhibit a splendid mass of foliage,

and form a noble outline. The Sycamore here

thrives superbly, and is remarkable for the even and

almost smooth nature of its growth. Looked down
upon from an elevation these fme trees have enormous

heads, that appear .ts if clipped with shears, so close

and compact is the foliage. Beech, Oak, and Ehn
also thrive well in this place.

The gardens lie sonic quarter of a mile from the

house, and are entered from that side by ornamental

iron gates that open up a vista of a long walk covered

for a considerable extent by wirework, over which are

trained numerous kinds of hardy climbers, and forming

a perfect bower of flower and foliage. On the right

hand of this walk are the glasshouses, some of which

are perhaps as old as the mansion itself, but a

capital range of vineries, now filled with well-estab-

lished Vines in good fruit and span-roof stove and cool

plant-houses, have been built for the production of

plants suitable for house furnishing and decoration.

One old house has mid-supports to hold up the long

rafters, and up these have been trained strong-growing

Fuchsias of various sorts. The long shoots of these

plants are being carried up and down the rafters, and

as the floral branches, now full of bloom, hang

pendent from the roof, they exhibit an idea in house

decoration that is well worth copying.

The old Riccarton Fuchsia thrives finely in the open

air at Stratton. Just in front of this greenhouse are the

remains, seen in long grass paths, of a former parterre

flower garden. The beds have now been allotted

to the production of fruit and herbaceous flowers, and

in the midst is a raised pond swarming with gold fish,

round which the old Fuchsia luxuriates during the

summer most freely. The plants are cut back in the

winter, and the stools have the protection of some

sashes. The growth each season reaches to some 5 feet

in length, so that large bushes are formed, and these

were at the time of our ^isit covered with flowers.

This old Fuchsia ought to be grown universally, and

should find a prominent place in all gardens. When
it does well, and that is generally in all places where

it is grown, it proves during the summer one of the

noblest deciduous hardy flowering shrubs.

The Icitchen garden quarters are extensive, and the

crops of the various vegetables as good as could be

desired. The soil is evidently good and well culti-

vated. Potatos are largely grown, but the haulm
had nearly all disappeared, and the workmen were

then lifting a fine clean crop of Late Rose, a favourite

Potato here. Fruit crops had been fairly good,

except in both Apples and Pears, the produce being

about as elsewhere. In most features the gardens are

not behind other good average places, but the

absence of the family in India and elsewhere of late

has not tended to lend that interest in their develop-

ment that will be found in future years.

Micheldever station, on the South-Western Rail-

way, is the nearest to Stratton, and is about two and
a-half miles from it, on the west. On the east, most
delightful drives through charming woodlands lead to

Alresford and the Grange, Lord Ashburton's noble

jiroperty, with descriptions of which not a few readers

of the Gankiicrs' ChronkU are already familiar.

A. D.

Crowded Forecourt Gardens. — This is a

common evil in large gardens as well as in small ones.

The trees and shrubs are planted too thickly in the

first instance, but then it is pardonable, on the ground

that a naked plot of garden should be furnished and

clothed as soon as possible ; and no one can object to

it. But when the shrubs and trees begin to grow a

little thinning out should be carried on from time to

time, leaving the most desirable plants and taking out

those of less importance. But this is rarely done, and

the consequence is the plants get crowded and drawn,

the bottom branches of shrubs decay and become

naked, and tlie screen of leaves is just where it is

least needed. The forecourt becomes spoilt in appear-

ance, and all for want of a little attention at the right

time.

Another common fault is to allow the trees, and

especially coniferous plants, to grow so tall as to screen

the windows of the house from the light, and impede

the circulation of fresh air. What a miserable place

to live in, especially when the trees are on the north

or sunless side of the house, shutting out light and

air, and holding the rooms in a constant shadow.

Why, even Mark Tapley would be prevented almost

from making himself jolly under such depressing cir-

cumstances. A few years ago, when it was the fashion

to (ilant coniferous plants, both rich and poor had

caught the infection, and on almost any spot of ground,

however small, a Conifer was placed. The Araucaria,

and especially Cedrus Deodara, were planted in places

which in a few years they would be certain to out-

grow. One sometimes fell inclined to lop down some

of these ill-placed and overgrown trees, and let the

light of Heaven flow into the habitations of men.

Over the way, as we write, a jobbing gardener is

amusing himself—it would be undignified to designate

it as labour—in clipping some shrubs instead of

pruning them. He thinks he is pruning them, but he

is simply clipping into a round-headed form sundry

Laurels, Thorns, &c. He is evidently desirous of

getting them to resemble, as far as possible in shape,

some Arbor-vitoes in the middle of the garden ; and

all round it, whatever the style of growth, the trees

must be Ijrought into harmony with the rounded out-

lines, fie would doubtless be a master-hand at clipping

Yews and Hollies into the grotesque forms one still

sees in country districts, as if the lines of beauty in

natural objects were to be found alone in turkeys,

peacocks, and other birds and animals, and in various

decanter-shaped ideals. But what a monotonous uni-

formity of shape and outline the gardener is per-

petuating by his practice.

In a small forecourt garden the shrubs should be

kept dwarfed, and the old growths should be removed

at intervals, so as to permit of the young shoots

coming up, and so refurnishing the plants. Take
Laurels for instance—so common in the forecourt

gardens of Villa residences—these are too frequently

permitted to grow up tall till they have naked bottoms

and green foliage only at the tops. This method of

growth is adopted—or, perhaps, it would be best to

say permitted—to shut out from observing eyes the

space between the roadway and windows ; and when
this fence gets tall the plants in the garden dwindle

and die. Then it becomes a paradise for slugs, snails,

and other vermin ; and mould and damp flourish where

pleasant flowers might else blossom.

What an unfortunate thing it is for a grass-plat

when it is so shut in from light and air, and more

especially so when the soil is clayey and damp. What
a pitiable growth of grass ensues. It becomes long

and attenuated ; the scythe cannot cut it ; and to

attempt to shorten it with shears is a kind of penal

Labour. A grass-plat cannot be pleasant to the eye

amid such surroundings ; the worms revel amid it.

and throw up worm-casts as if they had taken com-

passion on its miserable appearance and were desirous

of burying it out of sight.

In many large suburban gardens the same over-

crowded condition may be witnessed, and fine speci-

mens of valuable trees and shrubs are crowded almost

to death and spoilt by the common shrubs about them.

The close contact of other trees of a common charac-

ter injures the development of choicer subjects.

How often may this defect be noticed and its conse-

quences deplored.

It is possible to improve the climate round a

dwelling very much by proper planting, and, what is

as important, by timely thinning-out. There are points

where storm and wind need to be kept at bay, and

there are points, too, where the life-giving sun should

be allowed to play, and invigorating breezes blow

with unrestricted freedom. But when it is necessary

to set up a barrier of trees or shrubs to break the

force of the blast, or hide a disfiguring outlook, let it

be done at as great a distance from the house as pos-

siljle, and on the supposition that there may be

ground to spare for the purpose. All around the

house let the air have full play among the trees and

on the dwelling, especially at the surface of the

ground, and let no rubbish in a decaying state be left

under the trees or bushes at any time. Between the

house and the trees let there be an expanse, however

limited in extent, of well-kept short grass ; it is a

pretty and a pleasant sight, cool and refreshing in

summer, and agreeable in winter.

FLOWER GARDEN, ETC,

The layers of Carnations and Picotces shouhl now

be in fine condition for removal to their winter quarters,

whether that is in pots to be sheltered through the

winter, or whether they are to be planted in the open

beds or borders. The best rooted layers should be

selected for the purpose of potting in pairs in 5-inch

pots to be wintered in a cold frame, and in the spring

to be shifted into 8-inch pots to flower. They are

troublesome subjects, being very liable to spots of

mildew, and very particular as to soil. The subject is

too wide to enter upon minutely, but two great essen-

tials are, never to allow the plant.s to be surrounded by

a stagnant atmosphere, and to ensure a thorough

drainage, even by so increasing the size of the |)0t as

to be able to fill quite one-third of it with broken

crocks, charcoal, and chalk. The presence of worms

and brown grubs is to be especially guarded against.

The culture in beds is more simple, but here the great

essential is thorough drainage, and if the subsoil is

at all retentive and cold it is best to raise the beds by

means of stout boards 9 inches above the general sur-

face level. This will often ensure success in localities

where, if planted among the general stock in mixed

borders or in beds on the general level, they cannot be

made to thrive. The Clove varieties of Carnations

will come under the same routine of operations, but

the sooner the beds arc now planted the better will

they be able to sustain the vicissitudes of winter.

Before the advent of frost it is advisable to go over

the stock of Dahlias, and to see that they are correctly

numbered as to height, colour, and general adaptation

for efifect, for which purpose many of the older and

more floriferous varieties are much better adapted than

some of the newer and more symmetrically beautiful

exhibition varieties, many of which hide their beauty

under the foliage ; this does not really matter where

exhibition is the only object of culture, but for the

production of effect in a flower garden those varieties

are to be preferred which throw the flowers well above

the foliage. Mr. Turner sent me this spring a very

desirable variety called Little Wonder, which embodies

these characteristics and is well adapted for ganlcn

purposes ; the colour is nearly the same as the Rising

Sun, a well-known dwarf variety, which I saw used

with great effect in some of the beds at Drummond
Castle.

We must now begin to look forward to what will

be required for the purposes of floral display in the

spring, and foremost amongst these are the numerous
and charming varieties of bulbous plants, some of

which for very early bloom will soon have to be com-
mitted to the earth. Crocuses of all varieties, for

example, may now be planted at any time, as also

may Scilla, Muscari, Fritillaria, including the grand

old variety Imperialis ; Trillium grandiflorum, and
some Hyacinths in patches in the mixed borders, for

which all the above are very eligible, but the general

planting of Hyacinths must be left until the bedding
plants are over : these will make a very interesting

display in combination with Myosotis dissitiflora as a

groundwork. The reserve garden should contain a

large stock of this plant if former directions in regard

to its culture were carried out. From the same source

also must be derived the stock of Pansies, so useful as

spring-flowering plants ; and if the necessary attention

has not been accorded to them, no time should be lost,

as they may still be struck from cuttings, but still

better from divisions of the old plants, which will

often split up into a good stock of rooted suckers.

The stock of Alyssum saxatile, Arabls, and evergreen

Candytuft should also be looked to, as they will all be

in request as the season advances.

Those who have a pure strain of the Golden Py-

rethrum, or Golden Feather as it is called, will do well

to save their own seed with particular care, as I find

that bought seed is becoming very apt to degenerate

into a coarse and pale green variety ; and as it is,

after all, one of the most useful, and, I may add
(where the strain is pure and dwarf), most tractable

of the plants used either as edgings or to mark the

divisions in carpet bedding, it is worth while to

make the endeavour to secure and retain a perfectly

pure and true variety, and it should not be discarded

because in some instances a coarse-growing and
almost green variety has resulted from carelessly saved

seed.

The Czar, Lee's Victoria, and several other kinds of

Violets of that strain will now be in request, and the

plants should have every attention to induce them to

flower freely. Let the surface of the ground be
stirred up and covered with some strong antl well-

decomposed stimulating manure, and this again

covered with cocoa-nut fibre ; this will prevent the

flowers from being soiled by heavy rains. In favour-

able autumns the Viola arborea will also throw up an
abundance of flowers if the beds were formed early in
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May ; these beils should moreo\er be dressed as

advised. Copious walenngs will be very necessary if

<lry weather prevails. Flower-beds becoming vacant,

or even shabby, should be at once cleared, trenched

tip, dressed, and otherwise prepared for the reception

of bulbous and other spring-flowering plants. John
Cox, Redleaf.

FRUIT HOUSES.
Strawherries in Pots.—Where autumn Stra\y-

berries are appreciated they ought to be advanced in

different stages during the present month, so as to have

something in hand against unfavourable contingencies

later on. Those plants that were planted oiit during

the early part of the summer are now bearing fruit,

and many are with us in full flower. If it should be

necessary to increase the stock already in reserve for

autumn fruiting, a portion of those in flower might be

lifted and potted up after the fruit has set. The one

point of importance in autumn Strawbeny growing is

to get the fruits set while the weather is favourable,

and the different organs of the flowers have suflicient

\itality in them to perform their respective functions

perfectly. They can be advanced by stages as they

are required afterwards. Plants intended to fruit

early next month should have their fruits thinned and

be placed on shelves near the glass and liberally fed

with liquid manure.
The routine duties connected with the management

of the general stock for next spring consists in

removing runners daily, and keeping the pots clear of

worms and weeds. The leaves of strong growing

varieties are unusually Heshy and vigorous, and re-

quire more space as the foliage expands. They
should lie flat over the sides of the pots, with short

leaf-stalks and prominent crowns, if they are carefully

grown. We have observed one or two perforated

leaves already, and on examination we find it to be our

old friend the Strawberry maggot, which nestles itself

on the under-side of the leaf, and which if not stamped

out will become both troublesome and destructive.

Now that the pots are filled with roots, a passiiig

shower that wets the surface of the leaves and soil will

not be suflicient to sustain leaves and roots in full

action. W. Hinds, OlUrspool.

Orchard House.—All the fruit has been gathered

from the trees in our house now, and attention may be

given to ripening the wood. The old trees are well

set with blossom-buds for next year, and the atten-

tion required now is to keep the soil in the pots

sufliciently moist to retain the leaves in a healthy

condition. As a further aid to this, all insect pests

should be removed. Red-spider will be sure to have

gained a foothold while the use of the garden-engine

was discontinued to allow the fruit to ripen. If the

trees are thoroughly syringed so as to rid the leaves

of this pest entirely, it will not be necessary to

syringe the trees every day afterwards. If aphis are

clustermg about the young wood still, it will be as

well to get rid of them, but it must be by washing

with strong soft-soapy water, with a little tobacco-

liquor added to it. Ascertain whether it is strong

enough to kill the aphis without injuring the leaves

by dipping a shoot in the mixture, and allowing it to

dry on. If no leaves are injured, and the aphis is

killed, three hours after the whole may be washed.

If a large number of trees are badly infested with

aphis it would be tedious work to hand-wash them.

The best way would be to lay the trees on their sides

(presuming they are in pots) and carefully syringe

every jiart of the wood. The object in laying the

trees on their sides is to prevent the water from

running into the pots.

Brown-scale is a troublesome pest, that wdl

steadily increase during the summer months, notwith-

standing all the care that may be bestowed on

syringing. There is no more eflectual method to

destroy it than to wash it off with a sponge and soapy

water. If the trees are too thickly furnished with

young wood, the surplus ought to be cut out, and in

doing so the gross wood should be removed, leavmg

the small shoots about as thick as a goose-quill.

They should now be well studded with round buds,

which are the blossom-buds, and the bark ought to

be of the colour of polished mahogany. It may be as

well still to allude to the practice of shortening the

young wood, and to say that care must be taken in

doing so only to cut at a point above the triple buds ;

the single buds are sure to be flower-buds. This has

been mentioned several times during the season, but

the advice is still necessary, as I saw a large orchard-

house quite recently where the young wood had been

cut back without any care whatever being taken as to

what sort of a bud the shoots had been cut back to.

If the trees have not yet been repotted, the opera-

tion should no longer be delayed. Some compost

should also be prepared for the young maiden

trees—good clayey loam, the turfy part of an

old pasture, if it can be obtained, four parts, to

one part of rotten stable manure. The loam should

have been stacked for two or three months, or long

enough to kill the roots of the grass. It ought

to be forked off' the heap, and then be torn to pieces

by the hand. It is best to mix up the compost a

month or two before using it. The roots of such trees

arc sometimes dug up very carelessly in the nurseries,

and perhaps in some cases the fault is with the pur-

chaser, who will insist on having the trees cheap. On
one occasion I was selecting some fruit trees in one

of the large nurseries at the same time that two men

were lifting some. They were not at all careful about

it, and I told the foreman that I would not like the

trees I had selected to be lifted as those he was then

doing. "No," he said, "yours will be carefully

lifted, as they ought to be. Vou are paying a fair

price for them ; that order is a cheap lot." Better

far pay 6,/. extra on each tree, and have them

lifted without bruising the roots. If the roots

have been injured, it is best to cut ofl' the in-

jured portions before potting. If it is seen that any

of the trees are likely to have imperfectly ripened

wood, such ought to be placed where the full blaze of

sunshine can act directly upon them, and a high

temperature should be kept up by day. J. Doii^'las,

Loxjord Hall, Ilford.

PLANT HOUSES.

Secure and pot up good batches of Roman
Hyacinths, Paper-White and (Jueen of the Nether-

lands Narcissus, White Pottebakker, and Due Van

Thol Tulips in variety, for early flowering. The pots

used should be clean and well seasoned. Nothing is

more destructive to the roots of bulbs than new pots.

Immediately the roots come in contact with the sides

of a new pot they blacken and die back, in most

instances for their entire length. Various opinions

exist as to the best soil for potting purposes, some

recommending good rich loam that has been stacked

up for twelve months, with alternate layers of pig-

dung ; others recommend loam and cow-dung in the

same way ; others peat, loam, leaf-mould, and cow-

dung ; and others again good loam, naturally rich, or

without the admixture of dung. We prefer loam of

the latter quality, as the addition of dung has a great

tendency to induce the bulbs to make too much grass

even under the most careful treatment and attention

to light, air, &c., and which very much mars the effect

of good blooms or spikes, particularly Hyacinths

intended for exhibition purposes. For home

decoration good ordinary loam will grow all

bulbs of this class sufficiently well to meet the require-

ments of most cultivators.

The general collection of bulbs required for decora-

tion should be potted before the end of this or early

next month. Hyacinths should be potted singly in

6-inch pots, with a little sand under each bulb, except

Romans. These and Tulips should be potted four or

five in a pot. Narcissus three in a pot. When pressed

for pots or room Tulips may be planted in rows in

boxes about i inch or a little more apart, and potted

four or five in a pot just before they come into flower.

In this way a great quantity of bulbs may be

grown or forced in a minimum of space. Imme-

diately the bulbs are potted they should be placed on

a dry hard bottom out-of-doors. The Hyacinths

should be covered with an inverted small pot accord-

ing to the size of the bulb. The whole should be

covered over with 6 or 8 inches of sifted ashes, sand,

leaf-mould, cocoa-nut refuse, tan, or similar material

for a month or six weeks, by which time the pots will

be pretty well filled with roots, when the early flower-

ing varieties may be selected and introduced into the

forcing pit or frame in batches to suit the require-

ments.
Large batches of Lily of the Valley should be potted

up at the same time for immediate early work. A
few selected single crowns potted in 6-inch or 7-inch

pots are undoubtedly the best, while for later work

clumps suit admirably. Some cultivators prefer to

grow on those that flowered late last spring in pots for

this purpose, viz., immediately the plants have done

blooming they are put into a vinery or Peach-house at

work, and grown on until they have formed good

crowns and the foliage begins to ripen. They are

then gr.adually hardened off and fully exposed to sun,

light, and air in an open situation. When the foliage

is all' shed, they should be stowed away until required

for forcing, but under no circumstances should they

be allowed to get dry. Another way is to plant them

out in a warm situation in a bed of rich soil, a few

crushed bones being added. Here they should remain

for two years, and then be lifted as required. We
greatly prefer imported crowns, as the flower-scapes

and individual blooms are much finer than from home-

grown ones. When potted they should be put in cold

frames, or where they will not be too much exposed

to heavy rains to rot the crowns, and should be covered

over with cocoa-nut refuse, leaves, sawdust, spent

hops, or tan, and introduced into heat in batches as

required. To start them well into growth early in the

season a good amount of bottom-heat is necessary.

Plunge the pots into a frame in the forcing-house, and

cover" them over with moss or any plunging material

to the depth of 2 inches. Keep up a steady bottom-

heat of about 90°. This will induce the crowns to

throw up both leaves and flower-spikes, and when

they are about 2 inches high they may be gradually

exposed to the atmosphere of the forcing-house.

Plants subjected to a cooler treatment too frequently

throw up flower-spikes destitute of foliage, rendering

them worthless, and sometimes they are a couple of

months before they start at all. Tuberoses that have

made spikes a couple of feet long should be removed

from the cold pits and assisted with a little warmth,

otherwise when the flowers are produced they too

frequently come yellow or straw-colour instead of

white. Later batches should be retained m the cold

pits or frames some little time yet lor producing

flowers in November and December.

Hard-wooded plants out-of-doors should not be

allowed to get too much saturated by heavy rains.

When storms threaten turn the pots on their sides, or

afford the necessary protection. Pot up the earliest

batches of Solanum Capsicastrum from the open

borders, place them in a cold pit, and give occasional

syringings overhead—keep rather close until root

action takes place. Keep Tea Roses planted out in

pits well freed from greenfly and other vermin, as

their buds and blooms will soon be valuable. J.

OlUrhtad, The Gardens, Wimbledon House, S. ]y.

Orchids.—A greater amount of light may now

with safety be given to the whole of the different

divisions. The back blinds will not need to be let

down at all, whilst those on the front or south side

will also be less frequently required, and on the

brightest days will not be needed so soon in the early

part of the day, and must in the same ratio be drawn

up sooner in the afternoon. In a very short time the

shading must be dispensed with altogether. It is

well, therefore, that advantage .should now be taken

of the sunlight, so much as may be allowed with

safety.

In speaking of sh .ding and of the necessity of

obstructing the direct rays of sunlight, a very great

deal will always depend upon the position of the

house, the height of the structure, and therefore the

distance of the plants from the glass, and also the

locality in which the residence may happen to be—
whether in the south or northern part of the country

—knowing well the difference there is in this latter

respect, more especially when the atmosphere of such

a city as Manchester is taken into account, directions

that may suit one locality seem to a certain extent to

be out of place when put in practice, in another. So

in this matter of shading, whilst the general needs

and requirements are in all places very similar, the

direct following of suggestions in matters of this sort

is very much a matter of personal observation and

practice.

The Odontoglossums, more especially those of the

Alexandra:, Pescatorei, cirrhosum, and Hallii type,

will now be growing vigorously ; and that they may so

continue see that a regular supply of water is given

at the roots, that plenty of ventilation is given at the

top as well as the bottom every day, and that the

temperature at night-time runs down sufficiently low

to leave a slight dewing on the i)lants in the morn-

ing. See also that, as the new leaves push up,

that minute but trouljlesome pest, the yellow

thrips, is not allowed under any condition to

effect a lodgment on any of the young breaks.

This insect seems to have a special fondness for the

tender leaves of the Odontoglots, and it appears to

make most progress during the summer time, in spite

of air and moisture—the reason being doubtless

that our plants, even with all we can do, by shading,

air, and water, are in a warmer and drier atmosphere

than that in which they luxuriate in the ravines, dells,

and other favoured spots in New Grenada, Ecuador,

and Peru. By sponging, using water with soft-soap

mixed in it, and a few drops of turpentine added,

the foliage and bulbs may be kept thoroughly clean.

A little tobacco-powder blown into the hearts of the

breaks, and sponged off again in a few days, will have a

great effect in keeping the thrips down. If the plants

are badly affected they should be dipppd immediately

in a solution of soft-soap, tobacco-water, and a little

turpentine, known as Chelsea Composition. Dipped

in this mixture, taking care that the pots and roots do

not come in contact with it, they should be laid on

their sides to drain for a short time, and then dipped

in clean water to take off any of the solution that may

not have drained away. If this operation is per-

formed in a careful and observant manner it will

thoroughly clear away this pest, as well also as the

yellow and bl.ack fly, should any of these put in an

appearance. Smoking, doubtless, would be a miich

more expeditious method, less labour and time being

required.

Under no pretence whatever should the Odonto-

glossum-house be fumigated ; not that thereby the

plants must, of necessity, be injured—for, under some

conditions, it has been carried out safely ;
but the

probabilities are that after fumigating, and the sun-

light once falling upon them, the great number of

yellow and disfigured leaves will be such that a

twelvemonth's careful treatment and growth will be

required to make up the great loss, whilst the weak-

ened growths and smaller-sized bulbs will assuredly

bring spikes of less length and deficient also in the

number and substance of the blooms. »'. Sxoan,

Fallmvpeld.
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APPOINTMENTS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
DAV.I Sept. 16— 5ali; of Dutch Bulbs, at Stevens' Rooms.
riAV i;eni „ J

<">»' Horticultural Society's Fruit atid.riAV, sept. .7
j j,|^^^| Committees' meetiiies at it A.M.

Sept. 18— Sale of liulljs, at Stevens' Rooms.
~ e of Established

t Stevens' Room;

Frioay, Sept. so { ^'s°era,s'^Room5°
'"'

THE articles tli.it we have already published

concerning the state of the trees in Kens-

ington Gardens and Hyde Park have brought

us several letters endorsing our views and call-

ing attention to the lamentable state of the trees

in St. James' Park and in the Pleasure
Grounds at Kew. The circumstances in

these different cases are so different, that it is

useless to apply to one and^all the same reason-

ing. Each case must be investigated for itself,

and be separately considered. In fairness, too,

it must be remembered that neither the parks

nor the pleasure grounds at Kew must be looked

on as pecuniary investments. Sylvan beauty

and the recreation of the people are the main
objects, the growth of fine timber quite a

secondary consideration. The same rules of

practice, then, that would applyto a well-managed

wood tended on commercial principles, do not

altogether apply in the instances we are now
considering.

At Kew every effort should be'made to preserve

intact the woodland beauties of the pleasure-

ground. Wholesale clearances are by no means
to be advocated, nor even the removal of sickly

trees beyond what is imperatively necessary.

The cutting of avenues through the woods, as

recommended by a correspondent fresh from

the woods of Surrenden, should have been done
long ago, if at all. To do it now would be to

imperil the safety of the existing forest, and to

hasten its decay. For in the case of Kew it

must be remembered that the trees are dying of

premature old age. This is due probably to the

miserably poor soil in which most of them
are growing. In other cases the mischief

arises probably from the fact that the soil is

waterlogged in winter, the feeding roots being,

as it were, suffocated in stagnant moisture.

For the most part the decay of the trees at

Kew, then, is premature. Whether it can be
arrested to any material degree is a point upon
which we do not care to hazard an opinion

;

but whether or no, every one will agree upon
the paramount importance of preserving the

trees as long as possible. Their fate, indeed, is

sealed—it is only a question of time ; but on
all accounts, it is desirable to prolong that time

as far as possible, and to make arrangements
elsewhere for the future. The felling a few trees

here and there will do little good, the planting

young trees in the exhausted soil is to court

failure, the driving avenues will, as we have
said, only accelerate the evil day. What,
then, is the proper course to pursue ? For the

reasons we have stated we do not altogether

agree with the recommendations of our corre-

spondent, " An Old Subscriber," whose letter we
subjoin. We would remove at once such trees as

it is absolutely necessary to remo\'e ; but we
think the most satisfactory policy for the future

would be to recognise the fact that the existing

woods have entered upon their period of decay,

and that, whatever might ha\'e been done
in the past, litde or nothing can be done
now. Let the woods be kept pretty much as

they are, interfering with them as little as

possible. Their beauty will be great for

years to come. Decay up to a certain point

will but heighten their picturesqueness.

On the outskirts of the present wood are

now gathered together the materials for the

most extensive arboretum that has yet been

got together in this country. At great

pains and labour a splendid and most
varied collection of young trees and shrubs

has been made, and they have arrived at

such a stage now that it becomes necessary to

move them into permanent quarters. To some
extent this has been done, the trees and shrubs

have been planted in avenues according to their

botanical affinities. Perhaps enough has been
done in the way of forming these avenues to

show that other modes of disposing of the trees

are now desirable.

Symmetry of form and something like equality

of size are essential points in the tormation of

an avenue, and these cannot be obtained

by a strictly botanical or by a linear arrange-

ment of trees of tall stature and free growth
mingled with others of low elevation and slow

development. Obviously, planting in masses,

with the taller ones in the centre and the smaller

ones as outliers, would be preferable. But then

arises the question. How can this be done at

Kew with its restricted area.'—for restricted it

is when the small patches of good soil are taken

into account. To cut down, grub up, or clear

and trench the existing woods, even in part, or

to drive avenues through them, would be at this

present time, to our thinking, impolitic, and
destructive of the beauty of the gardens. Very
much better to start afresh elsewhere. But
where ? The answer to this is—the old Deer
Park at Richmond. Here is a large level

space of old pasture land that has never
been exhausted by tree growth — extending

from the present boundary of Kew to Rich-

mond Green, and from the Richmond Road
on the one side to the river on the other.

With Richmond Green direct communication
might readily be made. The old Deer Park
is, we believe, Crown property, and not very
remunerative to its possessors. Here is the

very place to lay the foundations of a new
belt of wood to replace those now hastening

to decay, while the central portion might be
planted in masses as an arboretum. Land-
scape effect and the necessities of horticul-

tural science might each be studied. Neither

need interfere with the other. The arbori-

culturist, the landscape gardener and forester

of the future would each find what he stands in

need of The mere loiterer who cares for

none of these things would have his roaming
fancies gratified, and the artist would rejoice in

the new combinations which the juxtaposition

of pure woodland scenery and of strict scientific

grouping would give him. Whether or no this

scheme be practicable, the main circum-

stances remain—first, that we must preserve what

we have, and retain the glorious woods of Kew
as long as we can ; next, that provision must be

made for the future ; and, lastly, that the

splendid materials that have been accumulating

for a national arboretum shall be both fittingly

and artistically arranged.

Batatas paniculata, represented in the

woodcut {fig. 63) which occupies the opposite page,

is a very handsome climbing plant of the Convolvu-

laceous order, inhabiting the East Indies. As will

be seen from the figure, it is a plant of noble propor-

tions. It is furnished with a thick fleshy root of con-

siderable length—like one of the elongated forms of

Mangold Wurzel not over well cultivated—at the

top of which eyes are developed like those on the

crown of a Dahlia. The stems, which develope rapidly

while young, are as thick as a turkey's quill, and in

our hothouses die back nearly or quite to the thick

root annually. The leaves, as will be seen, are ample

and digitately parted nearly to the petiole, and the

large funnel-shaped flowers have a widely expanded

limb ; they are produced in cymose panicles, and are

a pretty pale pinkish rose tint, produced towards the

extremities of the'annual stems, which reach a develop-

ment of from 15 to 20 feet in the case of plants culd-

vatcd in pots. It is a fine subjcct^for a stove

conservatory.

QPHIOGLOSSUM I.USITANICUM IN IRELAND,

—We have received from Mr. Henry Chichester
Hart specimens of Ophioglossum lusitanicutn, which

he has recently found growing wild in the county of

Donegal, in Ireland. It had alreatly been recorded

as a '* British " plant in virtue only of its occurrence

in Guernsey, where it appears to be plentiful. This

Irish habitat consequently extends the area of its dis-

tribution, and should encourage botanical tourists to

search for it on the warmer coasts of England,

and in other parts of the Sister Isle. Another corre-

spondent, Mr. O. Firth, reports that one of his

cultivated plants of this Fern, which ripened off

during the early part of the summer, is now again

bursting into growth. The experience of Mr. Hart
and Mr. Firth goes to show that the plant is in an

active state of growth in the late summer months,

and in autumn, as well as at the period usually attrii

buted to it in books, namely, the early spring ; and

possibly it may make two growths in a season if the

conditions of soil and climate are suitable. T. M.

Tender Aquatics in the Open Air.—
There are few plants that afford more interest

and lend a more decorative effect to garden vegetation

than a selection of aquatic plants. Of hardy kinds

there is now a large number of really fine plants

in cultivation, and it has of late been enriched by a

few valuable additions. The list of open-air aquatics

may be further augmented by introducing such kinds

as are of doubtful hardiness. There are many
beautiful kinds which luxuriate in the open air during

the summer, but which owing to their tenderness must
be removed to a higher temperature in winter.

This trouble may be avoided in the case of those

which annually die down, or of those which have

floating or submerged leaves, if the temperature of the

water can be raised during the winter to prevent it

.

from freezing. This may be effected without much
difficulty if the tank or pond be in proximity to the

heating apparatus of a house, as it would require but

a 4-inch flow and return pipe for the purpose. It is

owing to the comparatively high temperature of the

water that the masses of the beautiful Cape Apono-
geton distachyon and other aquatics thrive so well

in the Exotic Nursery, Tooting, and which is

supplied naturally from springs of an uniform
temperature throughout the year. Amongst those

that are reputedly hardy, but which succeed better

under the above treatment, may be mentioned the

noble Thalia dealbata, which, if planted in good soil

at a considerable depth, will grow more vigour-

ously than when under glass. The Aponogetons,

including the newly-introduced A. spathaceum, are

all impatient of the cold of our winters, but do nt t

require high temperature. The interesting Soulh
European Vallisneria, several of the half hardy species

of Nymphoea, Nelumbium luteum, Trapa natans, Calla

cethiopica, Richardia albo-maculata, and a host of

others, would be perfectly amenable to such treat-

ment. It would be very interesting, and of

great service, if the experiment were tried to record

the relative hardiness of the kinds we now grow
under glass, and seeing that all aquatics, bolh

tropical and otherwise, are the most easily managed
in other respects of any class of plants, it would
greatly tend to popularise them and bring them into

more general cultivation, to which their merits

entitles them.

Keeping Onions during Winter.—

A

cultivator of some experience asserts that he finds no
better way of keeping Onions during winter than by
drying them for a day or two after they are pullea,

pulling off the stalks to within a few inches of the

bulbs, tying them up in bunches, or to straight

sticks, and hanging them up inan open airy shed, where

rain only is kept off. Onions kept in this way do not

grow out till July ; the sticks are preferable to the

old plan of roping to straw-bands, as the latter be-

come damp and induce growth.

Worcester Pearmain Apple. — Some
samples of this Apple, growing on quite young
pyramid plants in Messrs. T. Bu.nv.\rd & Sons' fruit-

tree nursery at AUington, near Maidstone, are so fine

and so richly coloured as fully to justify all that has

been said in praise of it. It is large, handsome, and
very richly coloured ; it is Jalso aj great and early
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bearer, ami the habit is almost all that could be

desired in an Apple. Messrs. BuNYAHU & Sons

anticipate that it will become as popular as Lord

Suffield, and are growing great quantities of it to

supply the demand for this variety for the Kentish

fruit gardens. It partalces somewhat of the character

of the Red Astrachan, though it is reported lo be

a seedling from the Red Quarrenden. It is, to all

appearance, a variety well adapted for cultivating as

a jiyraniid in small gardens.

• TiiK Farleicii TROLiric or Clustkk
Damson.—This a wonderful bearer, and trees of it in

parts of Kent are found to have the branches laden

with dense clusters of fruit. It is a constant and

astonishing bearer, the fruit small, roundish-oval in

shape, the black skin carrying a slight bloom. The
fruit is borne in large clusters. It is also known as

the Crittenden Damson, probably on account of having

been raised by Mr. James Chittenden, of East

Karleigh, close to Maidstone. It is a very lucrative

market variety, because such a free and heavy bearer ;

and in their new fruit tree catalogue Messrs. BuNYARD
& Sons, nurserymen, Maidstone, state that one

grower of the Farleigh Damson sent to market nearly

3000 Ijushels, which fetched some 14X. per bushel,

gross. In places where the Kentish orchards occupy

exposed positions, it is customary to plant Dan:

on the outside, so as to form shelter for choice kinds

of fruit. The Cheshire and Shropshire Damson, and

the Prune, are also much grown for market purposes,

as they are found to produce a return quicker than

other fruit trees. The common White Bullace or

White Damson is also a good variety to plant as a

line of shelter, as it makes a close growth, and in

winter as in summer forms an excellent screen. The
White Bullace is producing heavy crops of fruit in

places this year, and it is well adapted for preserving

and for tarts. The favourite mode of growing Dam-
sons is as standards ; but they are also worked as half

standards and pyramids, to suit the convenience of

purchasers, and the requirements of gardens.

Plu.mbago capensis as a Root' Plant
IN A Conservatory.;—In the circular conservatory

at Preston Hall, Aylesford, the residence of H. A.

Brassey, Esq., M.P., a plant of Plumbago capensis

has been carried up the wall and allowed to grow

along the interior of the roof, and then hang down in

graceful festoons and falls. In this position the plant

blooms with remarkable freedom, and the effect is

strikingly handsome. The unpruned liberty the

plant enjoys at this season of the year no doubt does

much to promote its free-flowering quality.

/ Mr. T.

LlI.iuM auratu.m.—We are informed that

Putnam Simmonds, of Salem, contributed

the Massachusetts Horticultural Society's exhibition

on Saturdaj', August 23, a spike of Lilium auratum

monstrosum, which contained 140 perfect blossoms.

He was awarded a silver medal by the society. The

bulb was set in 1S74. At the close of the exhibition

Mr. Putnam presented the above to Mr. Marshall
P. Wilder, who kindly sent us a photograph of it.

Thesectionof the stem bearing the flowers measured 30

inches in height and iS inches in diameter ; the stem

was flat, 2 inches wide, like the sports which in L.

lancifolium, are denominated liy Van IIoutte as

monstruosum corymbosum. ^^

Phylloxera.—A despatch has been received

at the Foreign Office from Nantes, in which Mr.

Consul Cl.Iin'ERTON reports the serious increase of

the Phylloxera in the department of the Charente,

and also in that of the Charente inferieurc. In the

former, the cantons of Cognac, Jarnac, Segonzac, and

Chateauneuf, which are the centre of the best brandy

district, have been especially attacked. In the latter

out of 168,945 hectares of Vines existing in the

department in 1S75, the date when the Phylloxera

first showed itself, 135,490 hect.ares are now either

actually invaded or in the area of invasion.

Fuchsia-Growing in the West of

England.—One of the chief competitions with

Fuchsias in the district where they are so exceptionally

well grown, is at the exhibition of the Bath Horti-

cultural Society, at the end of August. In addition to

a/^S silver cup, the Royal Horticultural Society gives

its Silver Banksian Medal to the best nine plants.

There is always a keen competition for honours in

this, almost the leading class in the show ; and the

jitrizes named above were won by Mr. Lye, gardener

to the Hon. Mrs Hay, Clyfie Hall, Market Lavington.

These were acknowledged to be the best Fuchsias ever

shown at Bath, and they had to be conveyed over twenty

miles by road. The group contained four dark varie-

ties, viz., Charming, Docl's Favourite, Gazelle, and

Elegance ; and five light varieties, viz., Arabella,

Blushing Bride—the finest specimen in the show,

Schiller, Rose of Castillo, and Marginata.

OXALIS Bowiei. — This brilliantly coloured

Oxalis is grown as a pot plant for conservatory

decoration at Preston Hall, Maidstone, and can now
be seen in full bloom, flowering freely, and producing

numerous umbels of large and richly-coloured flowers.

It is one of those fine old plants that, though much
neglected, is yet far too valuable to be allowed to die

out, and though rarely met with as a pot plant it is

yet pleasant to find it is not altogether forgotten, and

that it is well cared for by Mr. Bradley at Preston

Hall. Its hue of colour is particularly striking when
mixed with other plants.

GR.4PE Sport at Preston Hall, Maid-

'sTONE.—One of the vineries at Preston Hall affords

just now an excellent illustration of eccentricity in

,egetable growth, and adds another instance to

those already recorded of the irregular character taken

by sports both in fruits and flowers. On January 26

last, Mr. Bradley, the gardener at Preston Hall,

inserted in a strong rod of a Black Hamburgh Vine

four buds of the common White Sweetwater Grape.

The first bud was put in about 3 feet up the sloping

glass roof, and the remainder were put in at intervals

of about a foot. Of the buds so inserted one died

and three grew, and two have produced a bunch each.

One of the bunches has the exact character of the

common Sweetwater, and the other is exactly like it

in the build of the bunch and size of the berry, but

the colour is quite black. In appearance it is a black

Ssveetwater, having the flavour of the latter with the

colour of the Black Hamburgh. The bud bearing

the black bunch is the lowermost one, and it is about

a foot or so above a lateral bearing a bunch of Black

Hamburgh Grapes. An inspection of the lateral

shows beyond doubt that it has sprung from a bud,

and it is not a shoot thrown out by the Vine into

which the bud was inserted. Both Mr. Bradley and

his foreman took part in the budding process, and*

they are prepared to assert that the buds were those

of the common Sweetwater, and that no confusion

occurred. Whether the sport will retain its present

character remains to be seen, and doubtless Mr.

Bradley will test this in various ways. It is both a

and interesting phenomenon, and is a matter

iiderable interest in the immediate neighbour-

t Bradle\

^t ^ curious a

to \pf consid(

in hood.

Lobelia fulgens.—At Preston Hall this

fine plant is found so useful for cutting from that Mr.

Bradley has adopted the practice of planting quite

a bed of it in a warm sunny spot, so as to get it as

early in the season as possible, and another in a cool

and shady place, so as to have a later harvest of

flowers. This is found to answer remarkably well in

practice, and by following this plan a good succession

of bloom is had.

WoOLHOPE Naturalists' Field Cluu.—
The last field meeting of the year will be held at

Hereford, for a foray among the funguses, on

Thursday, October 3. An exhibition of funguses will

be held in the Museum Room, at the Free Library

;

members and gentlemen are requested to send as

many specimens as they can find, on Wednesday,

October 2, that they may be properly named and

arranged for study. There will be a meeting on

Wednesday evening, from 8 to 10 o'clock, for this

purpose, to which members studying Mycology are

especially invited. The foray will be made on the

lawns of Sufton Court, and on Backberry Hill, .and

immediately on the return a meeting will be held in

the Woolhope Room, for the election of officers for the

ensuing year, and the transaction of the ordinary

business of the Club. The dinner will take place at

the Green Dragon Hotel, at 4.30 p.m., when some

edible funguses will be served, cooked from the Club's

recipes. A soiree will be held the same evening, at

5 P.M., at the house of the treasurer, Thos. Cam,

Esq., to which he kindly invites all the members pre-

sent at the meeting. After dinner, or in the course of

the evening, the following communications will be

made:—"On the Mosses of Herefordshire," by the

Rev. Augustin Ley; "On Corticium, with Obser-

vations on the Modes of Distinguishing the British

Species, &c.," by M. C. CooKE, M.A., LL.D., &c. ;

" Remarks on the British Discomycetes," by W.M.

Phillips, Esq. ; "On a .Species of Ustilago," by the

Rev. John E. Vize. Mr. Vize will also exhibit an

unusually fine specimen of yEcidium ornamentale.

There will not be any exhibition of fruit at this

meeting, but members are kindly reminded that the

Pomona Committee will be very thankful to receive

good specimens of named varieties of the best kinds

of Apples and Pears, as they become ripe, for making

the originals drawings for the work ; if they will be so

good as to send them to the Pomona Committee, at

the Free Library, Hereford.

CoLCHicuM autumnale.—During the past

week we have seen wonderful clumps of this plant in

old-fashioned Kentish gardens, not only blooming

freely, but also finely. It would appear that the moist,

warm season has suited it ; the bulbs made a strong

growth, and they are now sending up rare bouquets of

flowers.

Extr.\ordinary Crop of Potatos.—Mr.

Thomas Draycott, gr. to T. T. Paget, Esq., of

Humberstone Hall, near Leicester, has this year grown

some of Sutton's Magnum Bonum Potatos, and

gives us the following particulars of the produce which

he has just lifted :—From 100 roots the produce

weighed 6 cwt. 2 qr. 2 lb. ; one root weighed 13J lb.,

and another 12 lb. 6 oz. ; one root had forty-eight

Potatos to it, and these, when put in a straight line,

measured 15 feet ; three Potatos in a line measured

26^ inches, one of them measuring no less than loj

inches. The whole of the crop was sound and of

excellent quality.

Centropogon Lucyanum. — This useful

plant is much grown at the Maidstone nurseries of

Messrs. T. Bunyard & Sons, for flowering .at Christ-

mas, and again in spring. Young plants raised from

cuttings taken in early spring, and struck in heat, are

used for the purpose. When large enough they are

potted into 48-pots, and treated as a warm green-

house plant during summer. In the autumn they are

placed in a stove, where they flower at Christmas. In

early spring the plants start again into growth, and

give another supply of flowers at Easter. A little

liquitl manure is given occasionally. Actually the

plants are got into bloom with very little trouble

indeed.

— Ridge Cucumbers. — Sutton's King of

the Ridge Cucumber would seem to be far in advance

of the Rocking Ridge Cucumbers usually grown for

market. The fruits average 12 inches in length, are

smooth and handsome, and are produced most freely.

A few plants of this kind seen growing in a garden

recently were literally over-burdened with fruit.

Plumbago capensis.—On the occasion of

the recent provincial show of the Royal Horticultural

Society at Preston we had to remark on the great

beauty of some admirably grown specimens of this

fine old plant—such specimens, indeed, as are very

rarely seen. Now we have to note the usefulness of

the plant in a small state for autumn decoration,

which we do the more readily, insomuch that its

peculiar shade of pale porcelain-blue is none too

common at this season. In the Chiswick garden

there is a small batch of plants in 48-pots that are

flowering most freely. Mr. Barron raises the plants

from cuttings struck in the spring, and grows them on

in a stove temperature, each plant having four or five

growths which come into flower together,

The Potato Crop. — Without any wish

to speak in a way calculated to cause unwarranted

alarm, or to forebode worse consequences than

are likely to result from the unmistakable appear-

ance, since our report was made, of the Potato

disease throughout the southern, western, and

greater portion of the midland counties, which we
have traversed within the last fortnight, it is with

reluctance we come to the conclusion that seldom, if

ever, since the fell disease first appeared in this coun-

try has the attack been so virulent. Beginning as it
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did this season much earlier than usual it was checked

by the dry weather in July, and many of us were

sanguine in supposing that if the summer had con-

tinued fXxy the visitation would have been principally

confined to the earliest crops, and that the second

early and latest would be less affected than usual
;

but the great quantity of rain that fell during the latter

part of August over a great portion of the island,

accompanied as it was by the close smothering

electric atmosphere, has had the effect of reducing

the previously green healthy tops to a black-

ened mass of putrefaction that shows the silent

working of the insidious parasite. We hear many
large growers say that the tubers are even now so

badly affected that they intend to let the whole remain

in for some weeks until all' that are smitten are com-

pletely decayed, as they consider that the labour of

digging and repeatedly going over afterwards necessary

to separate the larger proportion of those that are

affected from the few sound, will involve a greater

outlay than the sound portion of the crop would be

worth. This is anything but a bright picture, yet we
fear it is not overdrawn. In gardens, where a limited

space is devoted to the crop, we should urge their

being taken up at once and the ground planted thickly

with Coleworts, Winter Greens, or any of the Kale

family. That will do something to make up, although

imperfectly, for the loss of the Potatos. With a like

view we would advise in all gardens, both large and

small, a greater breadth than usual being planted with

July sown Cabbages to come in early in spring, for the

extent to which Potatos are evidently affected is such

as to make their being scarce and dear in spring a

certainty.

Thk Obelisk.—As we write, the obelisk

which bears Cleoi'ATRa's name, but which was old

before she was born, has been slowly lowered into its

place on the Thames Embankment, midway between

Waterloo Bridge and the railway bridge at Charing
Cross. All doubts as to the appropriateness of its

position must, we imagine, be now set at rest, and
the great superiority of its present site to that at

Westminster demonstrated. Seen in connection with

the fine horizontal line of Waterloo Bridge and the

adjacent Somerset House, it looks as we predicted it

would do, nobly. From the north-western corner of

the Embankment garden, where it is seen isolated

but with a foreground of grass and trees, it looks

equally well. From the bridges it also looks well,

and it is only here and there that it seems out-of-

place with the surroundings—a defect due to the sur-

roundings and not to the Needle. Although we
believe of smaller proportions than the obelisk in the

Place de la Concorde, at Paris, this one looks more
imposing, and is not, as that is, lost in the vastness of

the environing space. We sincerely trust the pro-

posed addition of Brummagem Sphinxes will not be

made.

• The Colorado Beetle in Russia.—Our
correspondent at St. Petersburg writes us that the

beetle has appeared at Soowalki in Russian Poland.

The most energetic measures have been taken to

prevent the spread of the insect.

Rain-proof Bedding Pelargoniums.—It

seldom happens that the flowers of the plants usually

employed for ordinary summer bedding are so

thoroughly washed out by the rains at so early a

jieriod as they were at the end of August this season.

Pelargoniums especially suffered in this way. In

Hyde Park, where they are largely used, the majority

of varieties after the drenching they received during

the latter half of last month were almost as flower-

less as if the trusses had been removed by hand.

But there were a few exceptions to this, notably

the good old Hybrid Nosegay Waltham Seedling,

crimson ; Pirate, scarlet ; and Bonfire, crimson-

scarlet. These were in very fair condition, and

with a few days dry weather and bright sun pro-

mised to be again gay ; and as these, in addition

to their rain-resisting capabilities, are free, profuse

flowering kinds, they are deserving of note as especi-

ally adapted for parts of the kingdom where the rain-

fall is greater than others. The well-known pink

Master Christine had also stood the adverse weather

much better than most kinds. The most effective

beds, apart from those devoted to carpet plants exclu-

sively, were those filled with Blue King Pansy and

white-leaved Pelargoniums ; these bid defiance to the

rain, and were as gay as if the weather had been most

propitious. Amongst coloured-leaved plants Iresinc

Lindeni, Coleus Verschaffeltii, and most of the Altcr-

nantheras have stood the wet bravely and kept ihcir

colours remarkably well.

Hyacinth Glasses.—We have lately seen

some of Messrs. Stevens & Williams' (Brierley

Hill Glassworks, Staffordshire, and Old Bailey,

Ludgate Hill) new registered Hyacinth and Flower

Glasses. They arc decidedly a combination of

elegance and usefulness, well proportioned, handsome

in design and execution, and equally adapted for the

room and window display of this most favourite

flower. They are also adapted for holding cut flowers,

where there is a desire to dispose of them in that

home-like, informal, yet sufficiently artistic manner,

wtych by its simplicity lends an additional charm,

and which is lost in the over-done style now offc-n

adopted. These glasses are made in blue, amber,

green, puce, ruby, pomona, and clear flint, nicely

engraved with Fern leaves. The supports with which

they are furnished are well adapted for the purpose

required.

Three Persons Poisoned through Eat-

ing Fungi.—The Bury Free Press reports the fol-

lowing sad accident :

—

" Mr. Marshlain seems to have devoted a consider-

able amount of study to fungi, and to have freely indulged

in those he thought wholesome. On Monday night he

gathered a quantity of fungi, known as coUelus edulus

^Boletus edulis], as also some of another species called

[Agaricus] procerus. .Some of these they had stewed that

night for tea. Next morning a man, knowing Mr.

Marshlain was interested in fungi, brought him from

twelve to fifteen. Of these he threw the greater part

away, retaining only three, which were fried for break-

fast. He, Seymour, and the deceased girl partook of

these. The two men then went away for the day. On
returning between five and six in the evening. Mrs.

Marshlain said her daughter had been very sick, and

the child herself said that llie Mushrooms had made her

ill. She became worse during the evening, and at eight

o'clock Seymour became so unwell as to necessitate his

•joing to bed. Later in the evening MARSHi.ArN, up to

that time feeling no evil symptoms, also went to bed, but

was soon after atuicked with sickness and all the symp-

toms of poisoning. Tlie poor cliild died at half-past

three the following morning. Marshlain also was so

ill that it was not until Saturday afternoon that he was

able to leave his bed. Seymour has improved since

Friday, wiien it was thought he could not recover. Dr.

Mh,ne stated that all three suffered froni the effects of

an irritant poison contained in the fungi, and that he did

not see the child until thirty-six hours after she h.ad eaten

the article. She died from collapse caused lliereby. At

the inquect a verdict of death from misadventure was

returned.

It is a misfortune that the names of the three fungi

fried for breakfast are not given, as they seem to have

been the poisonous ones. Boletus edulis and Agaricus

procerus are not only harmless, but they are very

palatable. Still the necessity for caution is shown by

the fiict that a correspondent of ours has just sent us

specimens of Agaricus campestris which produced ill-

effects.

Blackberries.—If the present abundant crop

of Acorns offers food only for pigs, at least humanity

may rejoice over a truly marvellous crop of the wild

Blackberry. Journeyings hither and thither, through

country lanes and fields, reveals the Blackberry in all

its rich abundance, bushels upon bushels in the

parishes ; tons upon tons in the counties ; how many
throughout the country no one can tell—but it will

be safe to say that for every ton that will become

human food, several will be utterly lost. As long as

the Blackberry can be thus had in abundance, for the

mere getting, probably little stimulus will be given to

the cultivation of any of the finer kinds, but it is at

least something in its favour, that as an indigenous

fruit, in a climate in which other fruits are uncertain,

we can usually rely upon an abundant crop. Unfor-

tunately the Bramble, in its wild state, is ever associ-

ated with negligence, untidiness, and a general aspect

of carelessness. If all hedgerows were kept neat and

trim, there would be few Blackberries to gladden the

hearts of those who love the homely fruit. Perhaps

the neglect of hedgerows in thus giving us a pleasant

wholesome fruit, that is free as air to the very poorest,

is not an entire evil, as, beyond the first production,

few would care for that eternal monotony in our rural

districts, if the trim, well-kept hedgerows were uni-

versal. To our myriads of town-dwellers in close

courts and alleys, whose outings are confined to excur-

sion-trains and steamers, or to van-rides to Hampton
Court, what a glorious treat would it be if these could

be conveyed right into our country lanes and fields at

this time of the year, there to gather their baskets

full of the ripe black fruit. This would indeed be a

boon, and productive of more real pleasure than can

be found just now in other directions,

The Ai'i'LE Ckop in the West.—Inde-

pendently of the fruit reports which have appeared in

the Gardeners" Chronicle from the various counties

throughout the kingtlom, and which no doubt correctly

reflect the state of the crops, an opportunity for per-

sonal observation in the Apple-growing districts of

Somersetshire, Herefordshire, Gloucestershire, and

Worcestershire at once discloses the fact that in these

counties, with the exception of isolated instances, the

crop is this season not, in all probability, more than a

third of what it was last year. Even the cider varieties

are not bearing anything like the quantity they carried

last summer. On the other hand, in most of the

counties where Apples are less grown, the crop is

considerably more than it was last year, and the fruit

promises in most cases to be very large and fine. The
more than ordinary rainfall has not only cleared the

trees of insects, but favoured the development of the

crop, which has not lieen checked for want of root-

moisture or through the trees being overloaded.

Nevertheless, we may safely predict that Apples will

not be cheap the coming winter. The present season

has also afforded confirmatory evidence, which those

intending to plant Apples will do well not to lose

sight of, that many of the old and—in some cases on

account of their less taking appearance—despised kinds

are much safer to depend upon than numbers of the

newer, more fashionable sorts.

• The Neill Prize.—We learn that this

prize—the "blue ribbon "' of Scotch gardeners—has

been awarded this year to our valued correspondent

and excellent gardener, Mr. Webster, of Gordon

Castle, whose horticultural career was given in our

columns in 1S75, vol. iii., p. 52S. We congratulate

Mr, Webster, and we congratulate the Caledonian

Horticultural Society on the judiciousness of its

choice.

OuT-DOOR Tomatos.—We can no longer

write in the singular of the " Potato " disease. The
dreaded Peronospora infestans, the greatest of fungviid

enemies to vegetation, having conquered the whole of

the Potato family, looked about fur other food to

slaughter, and found a too rcaily victim in the tender

Tomato. A more general failure of outdoor Tomatos
[terhaps was never seen than this year greets the eyes

uf growers, and whilst here or there on warm walls a

fe.v plants may have escaped, in the majority of cases

none are left alive. Especially severe is the loss to

market growers, upon whom it falls with great

severity. With these the Tomato is not only, in

ordinary seasons, a profitable plant when a good crop

is taken, but its growth requires the outlay of con-

siderable labour and expense for sticks, straw, &c. ;

and thus the loss, when it is as complete as this year,

is all the greater. We have heard of one grower who
had 2 acres of ground planted with Tomatos, all care-

fully staked and tied, and yet all are gone ere a ripe

fruit was gathered. Here we have one moredifliculty

addett^to the burdens the production of fruit and

vegetables in this country lays upon the grower. Even - -

more disastrous than in the case of the Potato, the entire

crop seems to have been swept away, and in its stead re-

mains a heavy pecuniary loss. Clever people, who
are ever writing to the papers about the enormous

sums we spend in the purchase of foreign vegetables

and fruits, and regard this simply as so much given

away for what we might grow ourselves, know nothing

about the enormous failures that our cheerless and un-

certain climate bring to the grower. This year

gardeners have to lament over a very partial fruit

crop, fearful destruction amongst Potatos, and now the

almost entire failure of the Tomato plant,

PiCEA NOBiLis.—A specimen in very charac-

teristic form, showing its darkened polished bark

most effectively, is well coned on the varied lawns of

GuRNEY Barclay, Esq., Leyton. The plant is not

a very old one, being some 14 feet high ; hence the

six or eight large cones, averaging i foot in length

and proportionate, stand forth very plainly amongst

kindred trees.
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Foliage Begonias arc grown in the rockery

or rustic fernery of GuRNEY Barclay, Esq.,

Leyton, with great effect. Mr. Donald, the intelli-

gent gardener, informs us that such as are planted

near the bottom of these imitation rocks, even though

of the old Begonia Rex type, quickly climb up to the very

top, and, as we observed, form in their travel leaves

of remarkable proportions and "markings." The
contrast existing between these and the lighter

wrought or dissected Fern fronds is very pleasing.

Flowers Out of Season.—The Rev. T. W.
Maktvn sends us a Primrose in bloom. The other

day we saw a Hamamelis in full flower, and if we get

dry warm weather after the rain we may expect more
occurrences of this nature.

THE MUSTARD BEETLE IN
THE FENS.

I trouble you with a short account of this beetle,

which has again been doing so much injury to the

white Mustard and other Brassicaceous crops in the

Fens, at and near Ely. Probably no season passes but

the little creatures might be found if sought after, but

it is only in such a season as this, when they appear in

their myriads, devouring whole fields of farm produce,

that they attract the notice of the practical agriculturist.

Consultmg with old people, who knew the Fens sixty

years ago (when Mustard was much more grown than it

is now), I do not meet with any who remember the crops

being then ravaged as they are now. The first notice

I find of the creature is in one of those remarkable

papers communicated by Curtis to the Royal Agricul-

tural Society, and published in the third volume of

\\it\x Journal^ entitled " Observations on the Natural

History and Economy of various Insects affecting the

Turnip Crops, &c." He there says of this insect, at

p. 314:—

"Chrysomela Betul.e?— I also discovered in July
on the back of some Turnip leaves many small oval eggs,

so deeply imbedded in the pulpy substance that in many
i.istances the cuticle had burst on the upper side, so that

the eggs, which were of a bright ochraceous colour, were
perfectly visible ; the surrounding margins of the leaf were
dried and of a dark brown colour. There were multitudes

of larvas witli them, which had emerged from the eggs and
were eating holes in the leaves. These larvce can crawl

about, having six pectoral feet and a pro-leg at the tail,

the intermediate segments being very much produced like

nipples on the sides ; they are of a smoky yellow colour

spotted with black ; the head is black with shortantenn^
and four small feelers ; the first thoracic segment is dull,

the second and third have four small black spots on the

disc and the following only two, but larger ; they are

slightly hairy, and there is a line of brown tubercles on
each side close to the spiracles from which the animal can
protrude yellow shining glands when it is excited or put

to pain ; these larva; are, of coLUse, very small at first,

and never attain a large size, yet they cat innumerable

holes in the leaves. I placed several upon a Turnip leaf

and believe they entered the earth to become pupas, for

they soon disappeared. There is no doubt they change
to a beetle of the genus Chrysomela, which belongs to the

same family as the 'Turnip-fly beetle' (Altica nemorum),
but it cannot leap, and it is far from improbable that these

larvce are the offspring of Chrysomela (I^hsedon) Betulas,

Linn., a brilliant shining blue or green oval beetle, with

the underside, horns and legs black, and about li line

long, which I have often found upon Turnip leaves."

This was published in 1S42, at which time it does

not appear that the beetles had been observed in the

Fens; but when Curtis collected and republished his

papers in i860, under the title of Farm Insects, he

adds to his former description that it had since been

stated by Mr. Westwood in the Gardeners'' Chronicle

of September, 1S54, that the little beetles which are

attacking the White mustvtrd crops in the Fens near

Ely are the Chrysomela BetuU"e.

It was in the year 1S54 that the last {and for aught

I ever heard the first) serious ravages were ever com-
mitted in the Fens by these little insects. Then, as

now, whole fields of white Mustard were destroyed,

and after devouring the contents of one field they

would march in force to another, if haply there was
one within easy reach.

Last year, after an interval of twenty-three years,

they appeared again in some force in certain parts of

the Fen country. In proof of this I quote the follow-

ing paragraph from a local paper, published in

August, 1877 :

—

" Another Destructive Beetle.—The Chamber of
Agriculture Journal s,^.y% :

—'The blue-blaclibeeUes for-

warded to us by Mr. George John Moore, of Elm, Wis-
bech, as the destroyers of Mustard crops and vegetables

on an alarming scale in tliat neighbourhood are not a

new species. We have seen tliem on Mustard years ago,

but not in great numbers, as they have come now.' We
have been favoured (through Mr. William Carruihers)

with tlie following communication from Mr. Charles

Waterhouse, of the British Museum :
—

' The little blue

beetle which you sent is one of the Chrysomelida?, and is

Phcedon tumidulum. I have just seen a large number of

the same insect taken from an allied Cruciferous plant,

Armoracia amphibia. It appears to be unusually com-

mon this year. The larva, which does the greatest harm
to tlie plants, is a blackish grey grub, slightly speckled,

about a quarter of an inch long. I believe the larva goes

down into the earth to undergb its transformation ; but

on this point I have not been quite able to satisfy myself

The perfect beetles will remain alive through the winter

in roots of grass or any such convenient shelter, ready to

attack a fresh crop another year. I fear there is no prac-

tical way of getting rid of them ; but perhaps the habits

of the creature being known, some means may suggest

itself to any one on the spot."

It will be noticed by the above extract that Mr.

Waterhouse pronounces the beetle to be Phcedon

tumidulum (not Betulre), and it would be a matter of

scientific interest to have this mischievous insect,

which has become to the Mustard and other allied

crops exactly what its near relative, the dreaded

Colorado beetle, is to the Potato fields of Canada and

North America, properly and clearly identified.

" Betul^E " strikes one as an inappropriate specific name
for an insect which, so far as we are aware, does not

feed on either of our native betulinous plants, the

Birch and Alder.

This year a local paper contains the following

paragraph descriptive of the ravages of the insect in

Littleport and on Coleseed :

—

"Destructive Insect.—A small black beetle is

committing sad havoc in this neighbourhood. It is

known as ' Black jack,' and displays a marvellous par-

tiality for Coleseed. Mr. W. Smith, of Littleport,

estimates his loss from the ravages of this pest last year

at j^iooo, and this season it has commenced its de-

structive powers. Every acre of Coleseed has millions of

these insects. They commence their work by feeding

upon the stalk, and the pod of the plant withers. Ten
or a dozen other farmers in Littleport will also be severe

sufferers this year from the tiny, albeit powerful, enemy.

Mr. Smith has sent a small box to several eminent seeds-

men containing a quantity of these insects, and also to

the office of the Gardeners' Chronicle, and those gentle-

men who suffer from these destructive insects would be

glad to learn through the press if there be a remedy that

can be applied to prevent the progress of this curse

upon their land."

The above is only a sample of what the insects are

and have been doing in this Fen country during the

present season. Farmers in all directions are com-

plaining of injury to their crops of Mustard, Coleseed,

Turnips, and Kohl Rabi.

From what I can learn from my agricultural friends

and my own observation as to the course of the attack

this year, it appears that about the time the white

Mustard was coming into flower many of the beetles

were seen upon the plants, but not in very great

numbers. Then the beetle disappeared, and after a

short interval (doubtless the deposit and hatching of

their eggs) little hairy, dark-coloured caterpillars or

grubs were noticed on the leaves, and as they increased

in size devoured not only the leaves, but attacked the

green cellular portions of the stalk and pods. After

another short interval the beetles appeared again, this

time in swarms, and finished what the caterpillars or

grubs had left, leaving, in many instances, nothing

but the dried, bleached stalks of the Mustard, and

the "shapes "of the seed-pods containing but a few

starved seeds. After this, the beetles having devoured

all that was devourable of the Mustard and of all the

weeds belonging to the same family, such as Charlock,

but studiously avoiding the other corn weeds, would

quit the field in which they first began to work, cover-

ing in their line of march paths and gateposts with

their countless hosts. I saw a case the other day

where the beetles, having devoured so far as they

could a crop of white Mustard which had stood for

seed, had proceeded in force to an adjoining field,

which, happily for them, had been sown with white

Mustard to be ploughed in for manure. Here they

had attacked the field in the most methodical manner,

and were proceeding across the field in a straight line,

just as a gang of mowers would do in a field of stand-

ing grass. When I saw them they had marched about

one-third of the way across, showing to a nicety the

regularity of their march, having before them the

green Mustard, and leaving behind them in strong

contrast the black fen-land perfectly bare. Their

tactics do not consist in dispersing themselves spo-

radically over the whole field, but in clearing off as

they go, and not advancing till every particle of the

Mustard plant first attacked has been eaten up into

the very ground. I think I foot or at most 1 8 inches

would be the extent to which those in the van would
be found in advance of those in the rear. The effect

of this was most curious. The beetles forming the

rear of the advancing line were by far the most

numerous, being engaged in finishing off the last

fragments of the young plants. Here they were col-

lected in dense clusters of several hundreds in each,

and from their metallic hue, suggesting the idea of

shining blotches or patches of tar having been spilt

out of a ladle all along the line of their advance. It

is difficult to account for their keeping together in

this remarkable manner, seeing that they have wings,

although I never saw them fly. One would think

from their keeping so close together and advancing

in such a regular line that their mode of [irogression

was by crawling only, and yet this cannot be, because

last year I saw numbers of them on the street pave-

ments of the city of Ely, whither they must have flown

from the surrounding fens.

They attack all our Brassicaceous or Cruciferous

plants, although apparently giving the preference to

the white Mustard, when they can get it. I have

seen them this year on crops of white Mustard, Tur-

nips, Coleseed, and Kohl Rabi, also feeding on

Charlock ; and it is curious to see in a field of Kohl
Rabi (which it is the custom here to grow in the same
field, alternating with Mangel W^irzel) how completely

they avoid the latter.

Perhaps some of your readers will say. But why tell

us all about the behaviour of this mischievous insect

without suggesting a remedy ? This I confess myself

unable to do. One thing, however, is certain—that

the only way in which we can hope to battle success-

fully with our insect pests is carefully to make our-

selves acquainted with their life-history, with the

view of discovering their weakest point ; and another

is, to encourage their natural enemies.

Now, as to their life-history, I have said before that

the Mustard and the Colorado beetle are very near

relatives. They both belong to the same family of

Chrysomelidce, of the great tribe Phytophaga, or

plant-eaters. The habits of the Chr)'somelida;, at

least in the active period of their lives, are exposed to

the light of day and easily observed. The Colorado

beetle is no exception to the rule, neither is our

Mustard beetle. The former, like all other insects of

its order, undergoes transformations in its growth from

the egg to the adult or beetle state, emerging from the

egg as a grub or larva, passing into the pupa or dor-

mant state after about seventeen days of larval life,

and then escaping from the ruptured skin of the pupa

as a beetle at the end of ten days more. But the

parent beetles' eggs and larvce are all confined to the

leaves of the plant, the beetles and larva; feeding in

broad daylight on the green parts only, and complet-

ing their transformations during the summer months.

The pairing of the male and female beetles and the

deposition of eggs also take place on the leaves. The
only hidden features in the economy of the creature

are those attending the transformation of the pupa and

the hybernation of the last brood of beetles at the end

of summer. With regard to the former the process is

as follows :—The larvie, when fully grown, and after

several successive changes of skin, enters the earth, to

change into the pupa state, forming a rounded cavity

or chamber in the soil, the grains of which become
somewhat compacted, so as to form a sort of fragile

earthen cocoon. It remains in this state about ten

days, emerging from the ground at the end of that

brief time as a perfect beetle ready to commence a

new generation. The hybernation of the beetles also

takes place underground. Towards the end of the

summer the last generation of the insect has been

completed ; there then remain no eggs or larvce on the

plants, and the perfect beetles which survive do not

pair (or at least lay no more eggs), but burrow their

way beneath the soil, and there remain quiescent till

the spring of the following year. This is briefly the

life-history of the Colorado beetle, of which we know
a vast deal more than we do of our native Mustard

beetle, thanks to the Government of the United

States having placed the investigation of the habits of

insects injurious to agriculture in the hands of a State

entomologist, whose duty it is to make himself ac-
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quainted with the insects injurious to agriculture, and

advise as to the best means of destroying them or at

least diminishing their ravages. We may safely

conclude that the life-history of the Mustard beetle

follows closely that of the Colorado beetle. The

periods between the different stages of development

may differ, but the cycle is the same. Fortunately for

the Mustard growers, our beetle only goes through one

complete life cycle in the year, whereas we are told

that the generations of the Potato beetle are several

in the course of the same season.

Then, as to the encouragement and multiplication

of their natural enemies, at present it does not appear

that any of our small birds prey upon either the larva;

or beetles, which may be probably owing to a dis-

agrealjle smell they emit, and which becomes quite

perceptible when a number are collected and put in a

box. Here, again, the experience with the Colorado

beetle is curious and suggestive. We are told that for

the first year or two of their appearance in a new

district the insectivorous birds and parasites and

predacious insects seem not to find out the palatable-

ness of their new prey, but they gradually became

accustomed to it, and afterwards increased in numbers

in proportion to the increase of their victims. At

first none of the domestic poijtry, with the exception

of ducks, would touch the insects, probably on account

of the acrid fluid proceeding from them ; but after-

wards fowls learned to feed upon them, and would

devour immense quantities. The rose-breasted gros-

beak, which now renders great service by the numbers

it destroys, and was formerly a scarce bird in the

West, became common after the invasion. But the

most effective destroyers were found to be members of

the insect class, particularly a small parasitic fly, from

the eggs of which, laid in clusters on the neck of the

larvK, maggots are soon hatched which penetrate the

skin, and kill them by devouring their entrails. Six

species of ladybirds also destroy vast numbers, both

the ladybird beetles and their larva? eating the grubs

on the plants. Besides these several predacious flies,

beetles, wasps, and bugs have been found preying

upon tbe beetles and their larvae.

Probably it is in some such way as the above that

our Mustard beetle is kept under, and it is only

on the temporary ceasing of the operation of these

natural checks that the insects now and then cause

the farmers any trouble. Even the American Water-

weed (Anacharis Alsinastrum), which at its first appear-

ance invaded so fiercely our rivers and drains till it

became a subject of alarm to our drainage interests,

has lately, in some mysterious way which has never yet

been explained, but probably owing to the action of

natural checks, been reduced and kept within reason-

able bounds.

In addition to these natural checks there is another

way of putting a stop to their ravages, and that is by

giving up the cultivation of Mustard for a few years,

and this I understand was one of the remedies which,

in 1S54 and the years following, had to be resorted to

in those districts of the Fens where the beetles had

got the greatest hold and were doing the most damage.

W. Marshall, Ely, Sept. g. [The beetle has been

identified for us by Prof. Westwood as Chrysomela

Betute. Eds.]

GROUPING OR MASSING
PLANTS.

In forming plantations or belts of trees and shrubs

it is usual, for the sake of securing variety, to employ
numerous species for the purpose ; and although this

may in many instances be desirable, it is nevertheless

attended with some disadvantages, inasmuch as if

such plantations are left to themselves for a few years

they become the scenes of a struggle for existence,

where the weakest—although perhaps the most desir-

able species—must go to the wall. To prevent, as

far as is possible, this result, an annual supervision is

at least necessary ; and even this, when attended to,

is not always productive of a satisfactory result.

Plantations of trees and shrubs composed of deci-

duous as well as evergreen species seldom present a

satisfactory appearance, during the winter months at

least, and the question arises as to whether it might

not be better, more particularly in the vicinity of the

mansion or residence to select what might be con-

sidered as the most suitable species, having due con-

sideration as to soil and situation, and group each by

itself. By doing this it may happen that what is

lost in the way of variety may be more than compen-

sated for by the production of a better general effect

at all seasons of the year.

Single specimens of coniferous and other orna-

mental trees, when judiciously placed and well

developed, are often exceedingly effective. Where
circumstances permit, a group of such trees have a

grander effect ; but this effect is often found to be so

marred, or altogether destroyed by the circumstance

of their having been planted so closely, that the graceful

outline of each plant has been more or less interfered

with. And it is consequently quite necessary to take

into consideration the probable dimensions which the

trees will be likely to attain to, and allow space for

their full development. This space may, if desired

for the sake of immediate effect, be planted with some

fast-growing common species, which will also act as

nurses to the plants intended to ultimately form the

group, and which could be gradually removed as their

service in this respect became unnecessary.

With regard to hardy herbaceous plants, annuals,

&c., the advantage of massing is very apparent ; and

it is possible that the practice of growing isolated

specimens of these plants upon what was known as

the herbaceous border, and the indifferent effect

mostly produced by the s.ame, may have tended to

bring upon this department the neglect which it has

so long experienced. Many species, however, of hardy

plants, which in former times found a place in this

department of the garden, however interesting they

might be in a botanical point of view, were neverthe-

less hardly worthy of culture as ornamental plants.

But on the other hand the effect which can be pro-

duced by the massing of some of the old and now
neglected species, must necessarily be seen to be duly

appreciated.

On the artificial rockwork such species as the

Aubrietia, Myosotis, and the early-flowering dwarf

Phloxes, &c., are very much at home. But they are

possibly even more effective when massed or growri in

beds in the spring flower garden, and the time

during which they remain in flower is also very con-

siderable ; while many of the tall summer-flowering

varieties of the Phlox are exceedingly beautiful and

effective when occupying beds of considerable dimen-

sions. A long line or bed of the graceful Dielytra

sjiectabilis is a very attractive and beautiful object,

while an isolated plant on the margin of a shrubberj'

border—where it is now mostly to be found— is

unlikely to attract attention.

Many of the Delphiniums, Salvias, Campanulas,

and other perfectly hardy plants, produce a grand

effect when grown in masses of considerable extent,

and the only circumstance which prevents them from

competing favourably with the Pelargonium and other

kinds of summer bedding plants, is their somewhat

circumscribed period of flowering.

Hardy annual flowering plants are generally

regarded as somewhat weedy in their aspect, and

doubtless some of them grown in isolated plants or

patches merit the uncomplimentary epithet ; but at

the same time many of them when grown <•« nmssc

are exceedingly eflective, such as some of the greatly

improved varietiesof the Phlox Dnmimondii, Dianthus

Heddewigii, &c., which form splendid beds in the

flower-garden and are quite as enduring as to length

of time during which they remain in full beauty, as

the ordinary run of bedding plants, which, including

the finest Pelargoniums, when seen as isolated speci-

mens in the trial ground at Chiswick and elsewhere,

frequently fail to convey an adequate idea of their

merits as bedding plants. P. Grieve.

|0inj ei;0rrtspuUntf.

The Pleasure Grounds at Kew.—I am in-

duced to address a letter to you in the hope that the

attention of the authorities may be called to the

present state of the trees (chiefly Beech) in the

grounds at Kew, and to the young trees lately planted

there, apparently with the purpose of filling up vacancies

caused by the death and decay of those trees which
once were an ornament. A large number (possibly a

fourth) of all the old trees should, in my opinion, be

removed ; so many are actually dead, so many dying,

and so many unhealthy, that the remainder are injured

in every way. The young, lately planted trees can

get neither light, air, nor nourishment sufficient to in-

sure healthy growth or ripened wood. The state of

the trees in Kensington' Gardens, as commented on

by you, warrants a timely interference at Kew also.

The gardens and grounds of Kew are unequalled in

beauty, the collection of plants is excellent, and,

except in the above matter, the gardens are so well

kept and tended as to be above all praise. A Frequenter

of Ke7t) Gardetis,

Anthurium Dechardi—Pothos cannaefolia.—
There seems some confusion about this plant. When
I described Anthurium Dechardi and noted its afiinity

to Spathiphyllum, I knew the old Pothos canna:folia

or Spathiphyllum canncefobum, a fine plant of which

is cultivated at the Jardin des Plantes, and which

was sent in 1S39 from Berlin by M. Otto. This

plant does not resemble A. Dechardi. It has long

leaves like those of a Canna, and spathes green upon

both surfaces. In 1S71 the Museum received from

Kew another Aroid under the name of S. canna:foIium,

which seems to be near the plant figured in the

Botanical Magazine, t. 603. Lastly, at the last

fortnightly exhibition in the Champ de Mars M.
Chantin showed an Aroid belonging to the genus

Anthurium very different from the two plants above

mentioned, and called Massowia cannrefolia. But

Professor Koch seems nearer the truth when he says

that Anthurium Dechardi is a Massowia distinct from

M. cannrefolia, Koch, and a new plant. I cannot

decide without further evidence upon the difference,

specific or varietal, between this and the old Spathi-

phyllum cannrefolium. Suffice it for me to know that

the jury at Ghent awarded a first prize to this fine

and new plant, a verdict supported by general opinion,

and which the Gardeners' Chronicle has registered

on several occasions. I may here add that the plant

will flower better if water be very sparingly given in

summer, so as to give the plant a rest before starting

it again for the flowering period in winter. An-
thurium Dechardi, when I saw it for the first time on

the borders of the Guatiquia in the llanos of San

Martin in the oriental Cordilleras of Colombia, formed

large tufts covered with fragrant white flowers. In

the shade the plant was not nearly so full of flowers.

By bearing this observation in mind cultivators will

be able to'secure a larger proportion of white spathes.

Ed. Andri', 67, Rue Blanche, Paris.

Deer in Plantations.—Will your correspondent,

Mr. Robert Greenfield (p. 282), kindly give the

extent of the parks at The Priory, Warwick, and say

whether he has any deer in any of his parks ? I find

deer most troublesome in breaking trees. Sec, as they

will jump and cross fences, &c., where neither cattle,

sheep, nor pigs will cross. Perhaps Mr. Greenfield at

same time would say what kind of ornamental trees

or shrubs are mostly nibbled. Being about to plant

largely I should be glad of any information Mr.
Greenfield could give me. Thomas Capers, Maiden-
head.

The Spelling and Pronunciation of Plant
Names.^One of the difliculties attending the garden-

ing profession is the acquiring the names of the vast

and varied number of plants under its care. It is a

source of wonder to outsiders to hear the " lang-

nebbit" words expresssed, but a greater, when it is

remembered that the majority of gardeners do not

know the meaning of them. We generally manage,

however, to get names to the most of our collections ;

but how often are we sure that the pronunciation of

written, or the spelling of pronounced names, is

correct ? The following instances show how difficult

this task is :—I have heard " Clematis" pronounced
'* Clematis," '* Clema/tis,"and " Clemawtis." Again,

"plant "is often pronounced " plawnt." My English

dictionary helped me in both these cases, but, of

course, cannot in all. On the other hand, the fact

that the apparently unmistakable word " Potato" can

be legally spelt "ghoughphtheightteeau," shows how
wide the spelling license is. Most gardeners re-

member having been "nettled" over this subject, and
would have been inclined (if they had known of it) to

advocate spelling reform. Has anything been done to

assist beyond accentuation marks? If not, is it not

possible to use phonetic aids ? yan.

A Relic of Mrs. Charlotte Smith.—Charlotte
.Smith was the writer of Flora's Horologe, some charm-

ing verses descriptive of the sleep of plants ; therefore

a short account of a very interesting relic of hers which
came into my possession by mere shance a few days

ago may not be out of place. There is a sort of

Noah's ark shop in this vdlage—a place where
all kinds of articles are sold, and on going there

one morning for a paper I saw a pile of ancient-

looking books and pamphlets on the counter. A
particularly yellow partly torn work arrested my
attention, and I took it up. I found it was a copy of

Charlotte Smith's sonnets, published in 1786, dated

Woolbeding, the 22d of March ; and I soon perceived

that it was enriched with very copious notes by the

authoress. Nearly every sonnet h:id some written obser-

vations in a clear female hand, stating where the ideas

were borrowed from, and how the particular sonnet

had been received by the public or the critics of that

day. Many are corrected and interlined, with a view
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no doubt to a future edition. The twenty-third has

the followinp; note :—" A great favourite with all the

crilics (but Stevens), particularly Hayley and Hunting-

ford." The twenty-second has "exquisitely pretty in

some lines, jjarticularly the eighth and ninth, ' written

at the bottom of the p.ige ; and sonnet twenty-one

bears record, " very well ; the eighth line borrowed

without acknowledgment, and the closing thought

h.ickneyd." Another has a footnote ol, "Griffins—

my own—Miss Collins." One feels .at first inclined

to wonder at the authoress having so embellished her

own productions, but the copy in question is evidently

a spare one, on which Mrs. Charlotte Smith must

have jotted down her own opinion of her sonnets as

well as those of the public, and as Woolbeding and

Liss are not very distant from each other, and the

shopkeeper I purchased the copy from is a buyer of

old books, I am disposed to believe that when the

authoress left Sussex some of her effects were sold,

and that this copy of her sonnets ultimately found its

way to Liss (a hundred years afterwards) as waste

paper. Sussex is rich in poetical memories ; Otway,

Collins, Shelley, Fletcher, were born there, and

Woolbeding, where Charlotte Smith resided for some

time, is one of the most lovely villages I have ever

seen. Helen E. IVatniy.

Royal Tree Planting.— I have only to add to

my former communication respecting the two Oaks

planted on the occasion of the Royal marriage that so

far from their having died they are now healthy

flourishing trees about the goodly height of 18 feet.

1 know the matter of one of them having died was

mooted at a Town Council meeting by one councillor

about two years since, but this w.as immediately and

emphatically contradicted. No proof of its having

died was offered, but, on the contrary, ample proof

was given by myself, the superintendent of the park,

and others, that the remark made was entirely with-

out foundation ; and I hrvd hoped the matter would

not have been alluded to again, for of course the chief

interest centred in the Royal trees would be lost if

their identity was uncertain or could not be established.

Your correspondent will, I am pretty certain, readily

see this. W. H. Rogers, J. P., Southampton.

Yucca Aloifolia variegata in Bloom.—A plant

of the above, standing 6 feet 6 inches high from the

floor, and well furnished to the top of the pot, is now
bearing a fine spike of bloom. It is growing in the

conservatory, in a position where it receives a fair

amount of sun. It was along with another cut from

the top of a plant that was become naked to about

2 feet above the pot ; they were rooted through a

piece of turf before being taken off. This was fixed

close under the leaves in March, 1S75, the plants in

the meantime being kept in the stove, and after they

were cut and potted they were plunged in the same

house till they had formed a good supply of roots,

when they were taken back to the conservatory,

where they have since remained. I forward you a

bloom from the plant in question ; there are about

200 similar to it on the spike ; the flowers, which are

of a creamy-white and bell-shaped, are borne on

small shoots from the spike, and have the appearance

of a very large Hyacinth spike. I should like to

know if it is a common occurrence for a plant of this

particular kind to bloom. [No]. Jas. JV. Briinskill,

The Gardens, Headingley House, Leeds.

Old Fuchsias.— I can so far support what Mr.

Canncll has stated in reference to Venus Victrix and

other Fuchsias, as I remember when I went to work

in a garden, in 1S49, where the first-named w.as then a

plant of more than a year old. Dr. Jephson was

introduced later, and when I recollect what Dr.

Jephson was like, and how verycharmingthe " Venus"

was, I am not so certain that we have made great

strides in the production of light Fuchsi.as during so

many years. I regret that I cannot now recall to

mind the best red kinds of that day, but I remember

that the old Riccartoni and globosa were then favoured

sorts, and that they were grown in the form of

standards such as are never seen in this degenerate

Fuchsia age. I well remember a noble st.andard of

the old coccinea with a stem as big as my arm and a

head like that of a Mountain .\sh growing in a huge

tub. In spite of the efforts of Mr. Lye and a few

other growers, the Fuchsia seems to be one of those

" dogs " that has had its day. More's the pity ! .4. D.

How to Dispose of House Refuse.— I have

now for three years carried out the system of culti-

vation recommended by me in .Xalionat Health and
Wealth, Part I. (Poole, 12 A, Pjiternoster Row),

and each year has afforded full confirmation of

its truth and correctness. The system consists in the

right disposal of the entire house refuse combined

with alternate cropping, and with the immediate suc-

cession of one crop to another on the same ground.

This alternate cropping and immediate succession are

rendered easily practicable by the ready use of the

manure derived from both liquid and solid refuse.

The whole extent of my little garden is 20 perches, of

which 6 perches are occupied with sheds, paths, and

a'good run for twenty fowls, so that only 14 perches

arc actually under cultivation. Out of this small plot,

however (to say nothing of the produce of 300 Straw-

berry ])lant5 and of a number of Currant and (loose-

berry bushes, and of four or five small Apple trees), I

have year after year had a good supply of vegetables

for the table of not a small family every day of the

year. The history of one of these 14 perches of

ground will serve to show how this large produce has

been raised, and to some extent will illustrate the

system. I give it in the hope that through your

paper and its readers many working-men may be led

to follow out the system. My servant who does the

work assures me that an average of two hours a-day

is all the time required for manuring and working the

ground in the way I am about to describe, so that a

working-man might out of hours with ordinary

industry do the same as he has done. Through the

late winter there were standing on this ground seventy

Proccoli plants. These were in five rows, 2\ feet

apart. In March the spaces in the rows were forked,

each space received about 20 lb. weight of earth

manure, and in it early Potatos were planted. Early

in May the Broccoli with fine he.ads were cut, and the

stalks pulled up. As each row was cleared the

spaces between the rows of Potatos were forked

and manured as in the former case, the Potatos

were earthed up, and a drill of Turnips sown.

The Potatos (about half a sack, thoroughly sound

and good) were raised in June and July, and in

their removal each space between' the rows of Tur-

nips, prepared as in the two former cases, received a

row of fourteen Savoy plants with a Lettuce between

every two of them. The Turnips have proved to be

a very fine crop. For a month past they have been

drawn for the table six days a-week ; more than a

third are still growing, but are to-day to be pulled up

and buried for future use. On this being done, the

ground in which they have grown will receive rows of

fine Cablrage plants, the seed-bed of which has been

the earth thrown out of the trench dug for Celery.

The Lettuces were a fair crop, a few of them weighing

26 oz. The Savoy plants are growing well. "Much
food is in the tillage of the poor." Every possessor

of so small a garden as that referred to, may do as my
servant does, and at the same time, without cesspool

or sewer, dispose of the entire refuse of a family of

ten persons. Henry Motile, Fordinglon Vicarage,

September 5.

Potatos.—From the year 1845, when the disease

broke out first, I bave never known my Potatos

sounder than they are at present. I have dug up

more than half of mine, and there is scarcely a bad

tuber among them ; the crop for so dry a season is

very good. The sorts I use are Roy.al Ashleaf.and

Veitch's Ashleaf, Fenn's Bountiful, red kidney, Gryffe

Castle, a sound white Regent, ripening a month be-

fore the York Regent—it is a short-haulmed Potato,

good cropper, and ought to be better known. It is

not a handsome Potato, but of excellent flavour. The
four above-mentioned are always sufticiently ripe to

come out by August 7. The other Potatos here are

the Cobbler's Lapstone (the original sort) and its two

congeners, Yorkshire Hero and Taylor's Yorkshire

Hybrid. The above are the only sorts which I keep.

Last autumn I washed and limed all my Potatos at

digging time, both for seed and t.able, and have to

thank Mr. Tillery for the excellent suggestion of lime.

Lime not only burns ofl" any spawn or mycelium

resting on the tubers, but keeps the tubers dry and

from starting their scions prematurely. As soon .as I

saw this year the spawn on the leaves, as the skins

adhered firmly to the Potatos, I cut off all the haulm

to the ground, to prevent communication by the

stalks. If the stalks are affected, the sooner you

cut ofl' the haulm the better. The Rev. John Brymer,

of Child-Okeford, gave me a tuber of each of the

following, which he had from Mr. Carmichael—Bread-

fniit, good cropper, sound, but not good ; School-

master, sound, good cropper, and good ; and Table

King, very unsound, good cropper, and not good. I

planted early this year, beginning J.anuary i, and

commenced digging September i, but all the sorts

.above might have been taken up by August 7. Keep
early sorts, plant early, dig early, and wash and lime

the tubers. W. F. Radel^^e.

The Potato Disease.—I fearlittle good will follow

from any further discussion of this topic on the basis of

Mr. Clarke's colour theory, to which he again refers

at p. 304. His observations appear to be chiefly

based upon the reports of the single trial of Potatos

conducted with such indifferent results by the Royal

Agricultural Society in 1874. My own experience,

extending over many consecutive years, of literally

hundreds of kinds of all shades and colours, tells me
that, so far from colour assisting to give Potatos any

exemption from disease, the worst as a rule are found

amongst coloured kinds. The partial exemption that

has been found amongst such kinds as Magnum
Bonum (there is no ^mjirovcd Magnum Bomim),

Gleason's Late (a sort that proved so objectionable as

now to be rarely grown), Flourball and A'ictoria, is

not in any sense due to colour, but solely, as far as my
experience shows, to a more woody formation of the

stems of the plant ; but this year every kind here

named is more or less diseased—\'ictoria fearfully so,

and two years since Flourball gave crops in this

locality half diseased. Magnum Bonum—having

regard to the extent of its produce— is the least affected

kind this year ; but one or two more such attacks of

the fungus as it has been called upon to resist this

season may soon take it out of the very limited

category of disease-resisting kinds. Mr Clarke calls

Peach Blossom a Fluke—his classification isa " fluke
"

certainly ; and Gleason's Late h.as no more relative

connection with the tr,ade " fluke," than a French Crab

Apple has with a Ribston Pippin. Unfortunately, Mr.

Clarke's assertions and deductions are by many people

regarded as gospel because they came from a

scientific man ; but they rest simply upon this, that a

theory has been set up without any good basis.

A. Dean, Bcdfont.

Grape Duke of Buccleuch.—There is at the

present time (viz., September 2) in the gardens of

A. Ellis, Esq., The Br.and, Loughborough, a fine young

Vine of Thomson's Duke of Buccleuch with eight

bunches, averaging 3.^ lb. each, with fine large

berries measuring 35 inches in circumference.

The Vine is not quite four years old. There are also

some very fine examples of the Madresfield Court

Black at the same establishment, which reflect great

credit on Mr. Hamshere, the gardener. E. Fancourt.

Vegetable Marrows, &c— I have this day (Sept. 5)

cut two Marrows of the long green kind, their weight

being 27 and 29 lb. The one was 2 feet I inch in length

and 2 feet 6 inches in circumference ; the other was

2 feet 3 inches in length and 2 feet 6 inches in circum-

ference. Is it not rather unusual size and weight for

\'egetable Marrows ? I have also cut some Early

London Cauliflower that weighed 5! lb., close and

solid heads. I am sorry to say the disease is in the

Potatos very bad. Three parts of the American Rose

are quite rotten, but the early kidneys are mostly all •

good. In former years the American Rose has been

the best to withstand the disease, but this year they

are worse than any sort. W. Stevens, Slanage Park

Gardens.

Summer and Winter Grapes.—In reference to

my remarks in the Gardeners' Chronicle, July, 1875,

p. I to, on the Cannon Hall Muscat and others of the

same race, giving summer and winter Grapes on the

same tree, I herewith send you specimens of young

fruit-buds taken from Vines growing in the open air.

From one of these Vines I have plucked off a great

number of promising bunches, in all respects as good

as these specimens. I also find there are several in

my list of Grapes suitable for greenhouse culture

which will produce summer and winter Grapes in any

common greenhouse worked at 50° of temperature.

If this is properly attended to there will be no need

to begin to force early Grapes in October and Novem-
ber. I also believe there are nmny varieties vvhich

might be kept perpetually growing and fruiting for

many years. IV, Prestoc.

The Judging of Melons.—I w.as ple.ased to read

Mr. Hinds' sensible remarks on this subject (sec p.

315). No doubt a Melon is nothing if destitute of

flavour ; but as much may be said of Grapes, Peaches,

Pears, Apples ; and, as yet, in none of these fruits is

flavour alone held to supersede or override all other

qualities, as it so often does in the case of Melons.

Some striking instances of flavour manias in good

judges have lately come under my observation. Melons

of good size, handsome appearance, and excellent

flavour, have in several cases been set aside and

passed over for small, scrubby-looking fruits, totally

unfit for dessert at any dinner-party exceeding two

in number, for their high flavour. Not only is flavour,

as Mr. Hinds [truly says, a matter of taste, but it is

one of those points that hardly any two peo)>le have

the same appreciation of. What judge that has had

to taste a score or more Melons at a censorship has

not got bewildered among the fla\ours, notwifh-

standing the help or hindrance of sundry glasses of

sherry, or drams of whiskey ? It is hardly too much
to say that at many of our larger shows the judging

of Melons becomes a mere lottery, at which the

best Melons may or may not win. No doubt

Mr. Hinds' suggestions to have three or more

classes for Melons would do something to remedy

the present unsatisfactory mode of judging

Melons. Weight, size, form, finish, general .appear-

ance, are all as valuable properties in a Melon as in a

Pine-apple. Why should they be practically ignored

in the former fruit and fully recognised and rewarded

in the latter? A handsome Melon is only second on

the dessert-table to a handsome Pine, and yet censors

—by their awards—too often ignore every quality of

Melons but flavour. But as classes for weight, &c.,
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would be impracticable at the majority of shows,

the system of judging Melons by points, in the

same manner as other fruits, should be generally

adopted. While yielding to no one in the apprecia-

tion of the vital importance of good flavour in iSIelons

and all other fruits grown to be eaten, I have always

tried in awarding prizes to allow ilue weight to such

secondary qualities as size, form, and finish. In

regard to these, niedium-sizetl, regular formed, and
beautifully finished fruit are the best. Allowing then

two points for flavour, and one for each of those

qualities that enhance the value of Melons fur the

dessert-table, there will seldom be found much prac-

tical difficulty in coming to a satisfactory conclusion.

The present law of rewarding flavour alone not seldom
allows the worst grown Melon to win ; for it is a fact

familiar to cultivators, that stunted fruits have not

seldom a piquancy of flavour that is seldom found

among those of a more normal character, and that

have been subjected to little cultivation. D. T. Fish.

Duke of Buccleuch Grape.—Calling in a few

days since at the Wilderness, near Reading, Mr. Lee
the gardener invited my attention to this Grape, grow-
ing in a mixed vinery on its own roots. The growth
was all that could be desired, and the produce a

miserable little bunch, berries of fair size and ripe,

skin thin and flesh sweet, juicey and flavourless. In

the same house is growing a Vine of the Golden Queen,
one year older ; this is carrying on three rods about

thirty bunches of good size, good colour and rich

flavour. Now here are two new Grapes put into

striking contrast, both growing naturally and under
conditions of ordinary house cultivation—the one
absolutely valueless, the other a first-class Grape,

almost equal to the Muscat of Alexandria, but having

a richer tint and producing a splendid crop.

Gardeners who have plenty of glass at disposal may
afford to spend a season or two in grafting and
experimentalising to find out what stocks are most
suitable for the Duke ; but amateurs who want to

get a crop of good Grapes with little trouble will

find, if Air. Lee's experience of Golden Queen be

general, that this new tJrape at least is one worthy

of their attention. .-/. D.

Fuchsia Venus Victrix.—This Fuchsia was
first "sent out" in May, 1842. In \!^z Gardeners'

Chroniik of March 5, 1S42, there is an advertisement

from Mr. Cripps, of Tunbridge Wells, stating that

having purchased the entire stock of the above plant

from Mr. Gulliver, gardener to the Rev. S. Marriott,

of Horsmonden, in Kent, he will have plants of it to

dispose of in May. In describing the plant he says :

"The plant itself is of an excellent habit, with

foliage about the size of F. gracilis, of which it is

believed to be an accidental variety." It is rather

singular Mr. Cripps could not give more particulars

of its origin. M, Saul, Stonrton.

Hardy Shrubs by the Sea.—I send you a spray of

white flower cut from an outdoor shrub, which does

remarkably well down at a place near Lowestoft,

within a hundred yards from the sea. Soil nearly all

sand with a very little poor peat. The shrub grows

very compact, very like Ligustrum japonicum. At
the same place is the Blue CJum tree, 15 feet high and

7 or 8 feet through, without shelter of any kind,

planted four years ago, not protected. J. Smith,

A'oiii'ich, [The shrub is Escallonia montevidensis, a

charming plant, but of doubtful hardiness inland

in severe winters. Eds.]

4forfigii C'Orrfsponkncc.

Wild Plantain, Bamsier, IIf.liconia,

&C. — Dominiea. — The leaf of this plant is

much in requisition throughout the island. On
market days the people may be seen coming into

town with large bundles of the leaves, which they

collect on the road-sides in the mountains. These

bundles are sold to the bakers. Each loaf of

bread before being put in the oven is wrapped in

a portion of the Balisier leaf, and is thus preserved

quite clean. The midrib of the leaf is made into

mats, which are in very general use. In the

houses of the peasantry this matting serves the

purpose of paititions—a house may thus be divided

into several apartments. It is also used for bedding,

and indeed on most occasions where matting is

required. The stem split into pieces is employed for

curing sugar. Both the stem and midrib of the leaf

contain a considerable proportion of tolerably strong

fibre.

Mountain Cabbage Tree, Choux Palmiste—
KUTERPE OLERACEA AND MONTANA.—This Palm

grows abundantly in tlie mountainous parts of the

island, at an elevation of from 1500 to 2000 feet. The
terminal bud of both species, the red and white

Palmiste, furnishes an excellent article of diet, but the

cabbage of the white is considered the most delicate.

In coming across the country to market those of the

people who wish to carry a load of the Cabbage Palm
stalks to town for sale have only to leave the road,

when they reach the Palm region, proceed into the

forest for a short distance, and cut down as many trees

as they may consider necessary, and from each of

these the terminal bud is extracted. The sheathing

base of the leaves, a tough elastic substance, is used

for thatch and for making torches, the inflammable
gum resin of the Sommier tree (Bursera gummifera),
with slips of wood, being enveloped in sheets of this

material. These torches are in common use in tra-

velling after dark, and the people use them at night

in catching crapauds and crabs in the forest. This
elftstic material is also plaited into ropes, having been
previously torn into slips. When it is necessary to

provide the means of carrying loads in the forest, bags
are very quickly constructed of the leaves of this

Palm ; they do not however last long. If the tree

should happen to grow on a rocky ledge, or close to a

precipice, the slender roots are sent down for a long
distance. These are collected and woven into baskets

and havresacks, and are very durable.

Plantain.—The fruit of this most valuable plant

may be considered the bread of the country. Little

preparation is required : gathered from the tree and
simply roasted or boiled it forms a wholesome and
nutritive article of diet. It is of the leaf and its uses,

however, that I now speak.

A full grown Plantain leaf may be 8 or 10 feet or

more in length, and 2 or 3 feet in breadth. It is of

light green colour, and when newly unfolded to the

sun and unbroken it is a beautiful object to look upon
as it waves gently in the breeze, but the leaf soon
breaks up into strips, and becomes ragged in appear-

ance. This leaf when thoroughly dry forms an excel-

lent material for stuffing mattresses and making palli-

asses, and is much used throughout the colony for

this purpose. Woven into pads it is very serviceable

as a protection for the backs of horses and mules
where crooks are required, and that is nearly on every

sugar estate in the island. It is so soft and elastic

that it would be difficult to find any other material to

supply its place in any way equal to it, while it is

readily procured at little or no cost. The Plantain

leaf is largely made use of by bakers for the same
purpose as they use the Balisier leaf—enveloping loaves

of bread before being put into the oven. The midrib
is used in curing sugar. In a medical point of view

the Plantain leaf is a valuable resource—as a dressing

for a blister it can scarcely be equalled. The young
leaf is cut just as it has emerged from the centre of

the stem, and still unrolled. In this stage it is of a

pale yellowish green colour, and soft as velvet. When
the blistered surface is to be dressed a portion of the

necessary size is unrolled from the leafy cylinder, and
sometimes a little fine olive-oil is smeared over it, and
thus it is applied. The delicately soft, and to the

feeling icy-cool leaf, applied to the blistered surface

gives an amount of relief that to be fully appreciated

must be felt. It has one drawback it is true—the leaf

soon dries and shrivels up, but the roll is at hand, and
the dressing can be renewed as often as required. For
scalds and burns the Plantain leaf is the usual applica-

tion among the people. John Iviray.

|l!itui'!tl listonr.

Brown Owl (Surnium Aluco).—Local names :

Brown owl, grey owl, ivy owl, beech owl, howlet,

Jenny howlct, screech owl, tawny owl, hooting owl.

—Trix aluco and S. stridula, Linn., Syst. Nat. 132,

^ZZ ; Strix aluco, Temm., Man. d Om. i. 39 ; Ulula

aluco, tawny owl, McGillivray, Br. Birds, 436.

—This, next to the bam owl, is the most common
species in the British islands. It is generally found

in the wooded districts, and is probably more frequent

in the northern counties. A lingering superstitious

dread still prevails in the minds of many villagers

respecting this bird, which causes it to be harshly

persecuted as a bird of ill-omen. It may be diflicult

to account for this feeling except it be its hoot-

ing by night. Some time since we were passing by a

village station when the train on which we were

travelling was delayed. Upon inquiring the reason

for this we found it was caused by an owl, which by

some mischance had ventured abroad in open day-

light. Not a few of the passengers, together with the

officials, were alarmed at this unwarrantable intrusion

in the booking-office. But this fearful persecution of

one of our most harmless birds is carried on not alone

by bipeds, but all the feathered tenants of the grove

take an active part in this war. Hang up any owl in

a parrot's cage on the margin of a wood ; the result

will be a ludicrous scene well worth the time needed to

make the experiment. Probably a sparrow, as being

the most prying bird we have at all common, will go
near to find out what the peculiar object swaying to and

fro on the bough may be ; upon observing the strange

and unusually large eyes blinking from the strong

light, it will set up a loud scream and fly ofi"to a safe

distance. This is a signal for all the birds, small and

large, within hearing to come forth. In a short time

quite a large company are gathered round the cage,

making a most terrific chattering noise. Should the

starling be one of the crowd it will appear at first very

bold, certainly one of the most noisy. This will go

on until they are tired if the owl takes it as a "bit

of fun," but if it becomes weary of this unpleasant

scolding, and begins to snap at the foremost bird with

its beak, away they fly to some convenient bough,

chattering louder than before. This scene, difficult

to describe so as to convey a fair impression, is really

most laughable [particularly to the owl !].

The late Mr. Waterton studied this bird for many
years, and has given a most interesting account of

their habits. He says:—"This pretty aerial wan-

derer of the night often comes into my room ; and

after flitting to and fro on wing so soft and silent

that he is scarcely heard, he takes his departure from

the same window at which he had entered. I own
I have a great liking for this bird, and I have offered

it hospitality and protection on account of its persecu-

tions, and for its many services to me. Amongst the

numberless verses which might be quoted against the

family of the owl I think I only know of one little

ode which expresses any pity for it. Our nursery

maid used to sing it to the tune of * The Storm '

—

' Cease, mde Boreas, blustering railer."

I remember the first two stanzas of it :

—

' Once I was a monarch's daughter,

And sat on a lady's knee,

But am now a nightly rover,

Banished to the Ivy tree ;

Crying hoo, hoo. boo, hoo, hoo, hoo,

Hoo, hoo, hoo, my feet arc cold ;

Pity me, for here you see me,

Persecuted, poor, and old.'
"

Docs it not appear remarkable that all our owls

have each a distinct residence or some spot they cer-

tainly prefer to all others ? To make this more plain,

the brown owl selects some hollow gnarled forest

giant, where if undisturbed it will roost for years, and

it is said they refuse to breed except they can find a

congenial home. We now remember a hollow Elm in

the Earl of Lonsdale's park where a pair of these birds

bred eighty years since. This tree has been entailed

property for the owls, for they and their heirs in a

long unbroken succession have tenanted this magnifi-

cent Elm tree for the greater part of a century.

Whilst the brown owl chooses by preference a quiet

secluded home far away from the busy haunts of men,

the barn or white owl, the "farmer's friend," settles

down in some old outbuilding or ruined tower, often

in a church-steeple, where it lives peaceably with

pigeons, sparrows, jackdaws, and swallows. In a

deep quarry of the red sandstone in Cheshire a pair

occasionally breed in a deep hole ; all around in the

breeding season are a host of sand-martins and jack-

daws, these, however, do not disturb the white owls.

Our farmers owe a deep debt of gratitude to the

owls ; their chief food, so far as we have been able to

ascertain, is mice in the breeding season—they must

destroy an immense quantity of the common field-

mouse. They cast up the skin of the animals, and

feathers of birds in pellets, like the hawk. They

are exceedingly cunning, for they have a peculiar

habit of hiding what they are unable to eat, until

they are again hungry ; but if it is decaying when

they resort to the larder it is refused. We tested

this as follows :—having discovered a mouse thus

secreted by our favourite barn-owls it was removed
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for two days, then when it was tainted we placed

it where found ; but the owls rejected it. The fol-

lowing evening we placed two freshly killed mice by

the side of the decaying animal—these were eaten,

but the original mouse was left untouched.

A fact which appears not to be generally known is

mentioned by White : it is a most difificuU thing to

rear barn owls, unless a constant and fresh supply of

mice can be procured, but the brown owls are easily

brought up by hand, simply because nothing comes
amiss—snails, butcher's meat, birds, rats, everything

in the shape of flesh is food to them, nor are they at

all squeamish about its being fresh, for offal is eaten

greedily. In a wild state the superfluity of each meal

is hidden away in the wood, often near the root of a

tree ; they first scratch up the soil with their claws,

then depositing the bird, &c., cover all up. Mr.

Jesse mentions the fact of the brown owl eating fish.

*'.Some few years since, several young owls were

taken from the nest, and placed in a Yew tree in

Mr. Bree's garden. In this situation the parent birds

repeatedly brought them live fish (bullheads and

loach) which had been procured from the neighbour-

ing brook, where these species abounded. Mr. Bree

on more than one occasion found the same fish, either

whole or in fragments lying under the trees on which

he had observed the young owls to perch after they

had left the nest, and where the old birds were accus-

tomed to feed them. He adds it had always been a

wonder to him by what method the owl contrives to

capture the fish, being apparently a bird peculiarly

unfitted for piscatory depredations. This fast was

confirmed by the labourers employed to watch the fish

pond in the flower-garden of Bulstrode. The gold

and silver fish had been missed, and the Duchess of

Portland, suspecting that the pond had been poached,

ordered the gardener to employ men to watch it. The
watchman soon ascertained that the common brown
owls were the robbers ; they saw them alight on the

side of the pond, and there wait the approach of the

fish, which they captured and devoured."

Nothing is more remarkable than the acute vision,

which is displayed more by this species than the others.

When flying rapidly over a field,in the dusky twilight,

they are enabled to discover their prey, and mice are

not readily seen when running about the grass even

in broad daylight.

" The owl that, watching in the barn,

Sees tlie mouse creeping in the corn,

Sits still, and shuts his round blue eyes,

As if he slept, until he spies

The little beast within his stretch

—

Then starts, and seizes on the wretch !"

A striking instance of the usefulness of owls in this

respect occurred several years ago in Somersetshire,

when in the course of the summer, a countless host of

mice having overrun the country so as to threaten the

destruction of vegetation, their ravages were checked

by the sudden arrival of a few owls, which came
from all the surrounding counties to prey upon

them.

In a very simple manner Mr. Waterton encouraged

the owls to come and breed near his residence. In

his fascinating book he begins by stating the brown
owl cannot be expected to take up his abode where no

wood exists ; then he tells us on examining the large

and old Ash trees a particular fungus is sometimes

seen growing on the trunk, yellow when young, and

black when ripe. In process of time the fungus falls

off, leaving a very faint mark to show where it has

been. But the fungus has absorbed into its own para-

sitical being the very life of the tree, and the fresh

hving wood has become dead, soft, and cork-like.

This dead wood may easily be removed with a mallet

and chisel, and the hollow adapted for the use of the

owl. The tree will receive no harm, but rather

benefit from the operation, as the whole of the

diseased portion will be cut away, and the sound

wood removed trom the influence of the decaying and

therefore dangerous part. But Mr. Waterton derived

both pleasure and profit from the careful study of

these birds. He first persuaded a pair to take up

their residence in the recess of an old ruined gateway

that he could examine whenever he pleased. The
OAfls soon became very tame; and when strangers

locked into their abode and handled the young, they

betrayed no fear. In this secluded ivy-covered spot

several broods were reared, He soon learned, what

has often been doubted, that these birds, unlike most

others breed at all seasons, as he found a batch in

September, and another were successfully brought up

in December, He also found out that it slept stand-

ing, and the noise often mistaken for snoring was
the cry of their young for food.

When hooting the throat of the brown owl swells

to an unusual size, but cither each owl possesses a

distinct note and hoots or shouts only in one key, or

when, as is often the case in quiet, secluded, rural

places, several arc engaged calling at the same time,

in answering each other's call, they hoot dif-

ferently, some louder than others. Thus we have

heard on the same evening one calling in A flat,

another responded in B flat. As Mr. White thought,

it was just possible they might be distinct species,

though in the above instance it was scarcely possible.

Owls seldom drink, but in our own species, people

who partake heartily of large quantities of animal

food do not require much water in confinement.

Owls have been known to exist twelvemonths without

water [?]. Probably this is not a solitary instance ; it

may be remarked in all birds of prey.

Owls, when flying, stretch out their legs at full

length as a counterbalance to their large heavy heads,

as they glide over a meadow in the shade of evening
;

it is a noiseless, even movement, very like the nightjar.

As our people are becoming better educated the

foolish superstition respecting the harmless owls as

"birds of ill-omen" will rapidly disappear, and,

instead, we shall find all classes making them objects

of intense study ; much that now remains in obscurity

respecting their habits will be cleared up, for we
know but very little more about them than was given to

the world by our revered historian, Gilbert White. R.

Apiary,
Preparations for Winter.—The working sea-

son of our busy bees is now quite over, and on each

day of the next seven months recourse will be had to

the stores of the hive for daily sustenance. The
flowers in the fields now yield little honey—not suffi-

cient for the bees daily needs. The bloom of the Ivy

where it occurs plentifully is very welcome, and then

we get no more productive blossoms until the Sallows

shed their sweet fragrance around. The Crocuses

and other early flowers yield to the bees little more
than pollen, which is consumed, mixed with honey,

by the larvce of the bees. Every hive, if not already

done, should be at once examined to ascertain the

amount of stores it contains, and if found insufficient

a supply should be immediately provided. A stock

should not be trusted to winter without it has at the

end of September at least 15 lb. of food in the combs,

and indeed 20 lb. is not too much. My own stocks

from artificial supplies are fast approaching that happy
state : I am simply replacing with syrup the honey I

extracted from the combs, the latter being returned to

the hives. My syrup is made by boiling for a few

minutes 2 lb. of loaf-sugar in each pint of water, thus

for sevenpence I am enabled to replace 3 lb. of honey,

taken from the bees, and syrup forms as good whole-

some food as the honey. My hives (which are all

frame hives) are provided at the top with feeding

holes 2 inches in diameter, covered with a flat slab of

vulcanite having minute pin-hole perforations ; the

vulcanites are so fixed that by turning them any num-

ber of the pin-holes that may be desired can be brought

over the feeding hole according as the desire may be

to feed fast or slow. All feeding should be done before

frost is expected, and when time will allow slow feed-

ing should be preferred ; in my own case I am allowing

two pin-holes, and through these the bees will take a

full quart of syrup in each four or five days ; the food is

supplied them in the ordinary quart pickle bottles,

merely filled and inverted on to the feeding stage, with

nothing interposing between the vulcanite and the

bottle. A piece of ordinary tin or zinc will answer

the same purpose as the vulcanite. To place on the

bottle, cover the mouth with a piece of tin, invert it

on to the feeder and withdraw the tin, when the

syrup will remain in the bottle until sucked out by the

bees. Of course this jilan can only be adopted with

flat-lopped hives ; where straw skeps are in use a

wooden platform must be fixed. A square of board

having the necessary hole cut in it may be fastened on

to the strip with four long screws, which will generally

hold it tightly. One caution is necessary to be

observed—the bottle nuisb be securely covered from

the reach of outsiders, or a ring of bees will quickly

be found sucking round the neck of the bottle, and

many and deadly battles will result. The advantage

of slow feeding is that the constant influx of food

induces the queen to lay, or perhaps it may be the

workers to hatch the eggs and nurture the young, and

on the presence of plenty of young bees in the hive in

autumn mainly depends the welfare of the stock in

spring. Every hcc ncnu in the hive^ except the qitccn^

will in the natural course of events be dead by Aprils

hence the absolute necessity of encouraging the birth

of young bees to replace them. If circumstances are

favourable, breeding never ceases in the hive, and in

fact when the queen is young and prolific, is only

limited by the amount of space when the necessary

heat is generated. If we look into a strong colony

now, the weather being warm, we shall probably find

a goodly number of bees between each pair of combs,

and in all that space it is possible to rear brood ; but

if cold weather comes suddenly upon us the bees

huddle closer together, and consequently the outside

combs being bare of bees become cold, and if they

contain eggs or young brood those of course die. It is

astonishing what a small space the bees will pack

themselves into when the cold is severe ; empty cells

will be taken possession of by the bees, who literally

get into them as snug warm places, so that as well as

the actual space covered by the bees being so limited,

the number of available cells for breeding is further

curtailed by the close packing. Were it not for these

facts it would matter little whether the stocks were

wintered with few bees or many, seeing that none of

the early autumn bees live till the spring ; but it

stands to reason that if the autumn stock contains a

very large population more bees will be bred in the

winter, and consequently more available to do the

work of the busy spring. John Hunter, 5, Eaton Rise,

Ealin-z.

Memoir of the late Alfred Smee, F.R.S. By his

Daughter. Bell & Sons.

There are many among the more earnest and active

horticulturists who will remember the subject of this

memoir and dwell on his memory with respect and

regret. Full of energy and zeal his sympathies were

always right and sound—if his precepts were not

always of the most practicable kind. Alfred Smee
lived in a world of his own, where all was pure and

good, where knowledge was pursued solely for its own
sake, where sordid and mundane considerations had

the least, if any, place. He was a genius unfettered

indeed by the rules of convention, but lacking the

natural ballast which would have prevented him from

erratic excursions beyond the lines that a scientific

training ought to have laid down. Warm-hearted,

enthusiastic, impulsive, Alfred Smee was apt to look

fixedly, earnestly at one side of a question, and then

to dart oft' with equal earnestness and enthusiasm to

some other subject. In private life he was beloved, for

he stuck to his friends, was ever ready to do them a good

turn, and inspired every one with whom he came in con-

tact with something of his own zeal and enthusiasm.

The present volume contains the history of his life as

narrated by his daughter, and a particularly Interesting

history it is—showing in strong relief the prominent

features of his character, not ignoring its defects nor

exaggerating its merits, but treating all in a loving,

respectful, appreciative spirit, very pleasant to read.

Here we learn how in shoolboy days he signalised

himself by thrashing a bully, obtained a reputation for

love of animals. We are told also of his undistinguished

career at St. Paul's School, where the strict routine of

a grammar school in the pre-scientlfic era did but

little to liring out his peculiar talents. At King's

College, London, to which he was soon removed,

however, the conditions w^erc more propitious, and we

find him at an early age distinguishing himself in

chemistry and physiology, subjects which occupied so

much of his attention in later years. At that time,

King's College had no hospital attached to its medical

school, and young Smee betook himself to St,
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Bartholomew's Hospital to avail himself of the

practical education which King's College at that

time did not afford. Here his inventive faculties

found exercise in the devising new and im-

proved methods for the surgical treatment of frac-

tures. In his twenty-third year he brought before the

public his form of galvanic battery, which was a great

nnprovement for certain purposes on all that preceded

it, so much so that about ^2000 worth were sold

within a year, and it is still in use. At this period

Smee became known for his researches in electro-

metallurgy, and many who daily use plated goods or

wear plated ornaments are little aware of the experi-

menter whose skill and observation rendered possible

the manufacture of the articles in question.

A Cucumber that Smee coated with copper by his

galvanic process was shown to Her Majesty, who was
so interested or so curious that she broke the casting

with her finger to see if really the Cucumber were
inside. The coppered Cucumber is still in existence.

We have not space, even if this were the place, to

enumerate the many subjects which occupied Smee's
fertile brain and evidenced his versatile talent, but we
cxnnot help alluding to his researches on the Potato

disease and its connection with aphides. Those who
ridiculed Smee's notion never gave him credit for the

immense labour he bestowed on his subject, and the

care with which he investigated it. If the subsequent
progress of science has shown him to have been
in error, there is ample ground to show that there

really is a definite connection between the aphis and
the Potato disease, and the enfeebled condition induced
by the attacks of the insect may well render the plant

t'le readier prey to the fungus. We cannot here do
more than allude to his metaphysical speculations and

philosophical theories, except to thank his daughter

for putting them before us in a clearer light than we
had previously been able to see them. Nor can we
do more than allude to his career as a politician, and
his candidature in the Conservative interest for

Rochester. The peculiarities of his character are

very prominently brought out in this portion of

the volume, and specially certain features which
would have prevented him from ever being a

party man in the restricted sense of the term.

And this brings us to the later years of his life, when
he tempered his previously unremitting labour and
constant mental exertion with occasional travel, and

especially with the formation and tending of his

garden at Wallington. Of this garden we have

already spoken, so that it is not necessary now to

dilate upon its many-sidedness. In many respects it

was an apt representative of its proprietor. It dis-

played great originality, great love of the subject,

great labour, great zeal, but a defective method and

an imperfect co-ordination. This was the period

when Smee became attached to the Royal Horticul-

tural Society, and served on its Council. Few men
everfelt more the real requirements of horticulture, few

men ever appreciated its scientific position better than

he. His speeches were admirable expositions of the

place which horticulture ought to hold in the estima-

tion of the public—they were burning illustrations of

the duties which an enlightened and appreciative

Council ought at least to attempt to fulfil. As an

orator, however, his speeches failed to impress so

much as their great merit demanded, owing to natural

infirmities of voice, while as a practical legislator

Smee was so far in advance of his colleagues, and,

indeed, of the existing circumstances, that he was less

readily listened to than would have been a man of a

tithe of his ability and a fraction of his knowledge.

All who had the privilege to know Alfred Smee per-

sonally were as much impressed with his kindliness

and willingness to help, by his staunch stedfastness to

his friends, as by his originality and his genius ; and

they will be grateful to Mrs. Odling for preserving to

them in this small volume the memorials of one of the

most remarkable men that have made their name in

the scientific world in the remarkably prolific period

between 1833 and 1877.

I

Angewendete Botanik Durch Thiere erzeugte

Paanzen-Gallen. By Dr. Fr. A. W. Thomas.

yjiisfs Batatiischcit Jalirslicriclil.) Berlin : Gebrii-

der Borntrager.

This report on "plant galls arising from animal

agency" gives in thirty-six closely printed pages an

attempt (to use the words of the author) " probably

now made for the first time to furnish a botanical

account of the progress of our knowledge concerning

galls;" taking the word "gall" in its widest sense

as of any abnormal vegetable growth resulting from

the attack, whether of insects, or of lower forms of

animal life. It contains notices of papers bearing on

this view of the subject, published during 1875 and

1S76 by about fifty of our best known gall-observers,

both European and American, the list of the writers

prefixed showing the names of Riley and Oesten-

Sacken, Mayr, Fr. Low, Landois, and Alb. Muller
;

P. Magnus on some of the formations of the Anguillulx

and Notommata ; E. A. Fitch on the Oak-galls of our

own countr)', given in the observation accompanying

his translation of Mayr's Mittcl-Europaischcn Enhcn-
gallejt, and notes by many others ; the full title of the

paper, as well as all necessary particulars of the

I^^iblication it appeared in, being given in each case,

so as to put it in the power of the student to gain

further information in cxtaiso at the fountain-head—

a

matter peculiarly desirable in gall-literature, scattered

as it is in the scientific serials of many lands.

The notices or abstracts, as the case may be, of the

various papers, are arranged in order of the gall

producers, proceeding through the various classes of

insects and acari to the Anguillula^, and contain

notes of many new or little known species of American

and European galls, several papers on those of the

Cecidomyi;e, and minute observations of the gradual

progress of the abnormal development both in cases

where the vegetable growth takes the definite and

special forms commonly known as galls, and also in

the irregular diseased swellings of wood and bark

such as occur from what passes generally on our Apple

trees under the name of "American blight."

The effect of the intruded egg is also especially

considered as distinguished from that of larval

presence, and out of the mass of publications on the

Phylloxera about fifteen have been selected bearing

(as far as the subject can be considered independently

of its insect cause) especially on the botanical or

horticultural side of the question, and including among

them some notes of analyses of roots of American and

French Vines which it would be interesting to study

at greater length with regard to possible methods of

artificially increasing the peculiar principle which it is

considered is deterrent to Phylloxera.

The absence of Cynips galls from the European

Monocotyledons and Cryptogamia, with only the

probable exception of the Pteris aquilina in one case,

and that of the Triticum repens, or Arrhenatherum

avenaceum in the other, is worth noticing, as are also

the papers on the galls of the Notommata Werneckii

(one of the Rotatoria, family Hydatinea) on the

filaments of the Vaucheria geminata and the radicel-

lary tubercles of Anguillulae on the Sempervivum

tectorum and others of the Crassulaceas.

Ordinarily speaking the considerations of gall

growth fall rather to the province of the entomologist

than the botanist, but here Dr. Thomas has limited

himself to such publications as mainly or entirely give

the botanical side of the subject, and his paper is at

once a vehicle of much useful information and a guide

to those who wish to pursue the subject further.

Reports of Societies.

Royal Caledonian Horticultural: Sept. 11.—
This was held in the Waverley Market, a place well

adapted to the purpose. The show was well arranged

and good, indeed one of the best provincial shows we
have lately seen. A fine group of plants came from

Messrs. Downie & Laird, containing good specimens

of Latania borbonica, Dracaena lineata, Seaforthia

elegans, Aralias, Ferns, Marantas, some splendid

blooms of Dahlias, &c. Messrs. Dicksons & Co.,

Waterloo Place, also had an interesting stand of

foliage and flowering plants, as also had Messrs.

Methven & Sons, in whose group were some very neat

Palms, Dracaenas, &c. Messrs. Drummond Brothers

contributed a group, in which flowering plants were

more prominent. Messrs. Ireland & Thomson had

also a very effective group, composed chiefly of Cro-

tons, Drac.-enas, Aralias, Ferns, &c. The Lawaon
Company had a neat table of foliage and flower-

ing plants of a very diversified nature. The 1st prize

for three Cape Heaths fell to Mr. J. Paterson, gr. to

T. Syme, Esq., Millbank, with fair specimens. For

two Heaths Mr. Paterson was also ist, the 2d for the

latter falling to Mr. R. Summers, Woodbank, Dum-
fries. Six greenhouse plants exhibited by Mr. J.

Paterson also gained him 1st honours, consisting of a

well-bloomed Odontoglossum grande. Erica Marnocki-

ana, Phoenocoma prolifera, &c. Four very good

Adiantums came from Mr. T. Macdonald, gr. to D.

M. Gibbon, Esq., Ashfield, those from Mr. A. Paul

making a good 2d. A grand Adiantum farleyense

gained Mr. R. Summers, gr. to C. W. Scott, Esq.,

Dumfries, 1st honours, and he was well seconded by

Mr. T. Macdonald.
A table of plants was shown by Mr. H. Robert-

son, gr. to D. McGregor, Esq., containing some

good examples. A very good table of plants was

also exhibited by Mr. J. Hammond, gr. to Sir Wilfred

Lawson, Bart., and also by J. Spruce. Mr. A.

Campbell and Mr. R. Summers were 1st and 2d

respectively for two greenhouse plants, with fair plants.

Todeas were fairly well shown ; Mr. A. W. Anderson

bing 1st, and Mr. A. Findlay 2d. The classes for

two Crotons, two Dracjenas, &c., were fairly well

filled. A neat group of Conifers came from the Law-

son Company's Nurseries. Mr. Robertson Monro,

Abercorn Nursery, had a table of nicely flowered

dwarf Chrysanthemums. Mr. A. Paul, 89, Gilmore

Place, had a couple of good Balsams, and three green-

house plants were contributed by Mr. H. Robertson.

The prizes for one Orchid and for two Orchids were

both taken by Dr. Paterson, Bridge of Allan, with

Odontoglossum Uro-Skinneri and Vanda suavis

;

Mr. A. Paul taking 2d in both cases. Mr.

W. Key, gr. to Sir J. Foulis, Bart., and

Mr. A. Paul had some very fair Liliums. Mr.

J. Walker, gr. to Mrs. Wood, Rosehill House,

was 1st for two Fuchsias, a Ist being also awarded to

Mr. Lawrie, gr. to the Rev. H. Chinnery, for two

fine specimens. Some good Cockscombs were con-

tributed by Mr. H. Sime and Mr. R. Johnston. Mr.

J. Walker was Ist both for bronze and variegated

Pelargoniums, Mr. R. R. Johnston making a good

2d in both instances ; Mr. J. Walker being also 1st

for three Zonals. Messrs. Rodger, M'Clelland &
Co., Newry, had a table of tuberous Begonias,

chiefly seedlings, one of which. Majestic, was highly

commended. This firm also exhibited specimens of

Nandina gigantea, Davallia Macleayi, Grevillea

Ilillii, &c. Petunias, Stocks, cut blooms, such as

Asters, Hollyhocks, Roses, hand bouquets, &c., were

shown in some quantity, but were not of particular

merit. Dahlias were numerous and good.

Two perfect Lycopodiums came from Mr. J. Cossar,

gr. to Lady Christian Maule, Champfleurie, Linlith-

gow. A stand of splendid Gladioli came from Mr.

David Robertson, Mossend Nursery, Helensburgh,

which were of great merit severally ; Messrs. Gallo-

way & Graham making an excellent 2d. The stands

of twelve varieties were also good.

Fruit was well exhibited, especially Grapes, the

various ckasses being well contested. Mr. Mclndoe,

Hutton Hall, was 1st for one bunch of black Grapes,

weight 9 lb. 2 oz. ; 2d, Mr. A. Bruce. The heaviest

bunch of white Grapes came from Mr. J. Dickson,

gr. to J. Jardine, Esq., with White Syrian, weight

8 lb. 14 oz. ; the 2d falling to Mr. J. Carruthers.

Other successful exhibitors in these classes were

Mr. A. Smith, Spiddock ; Mr. A. Bruce, Man-

chester ; Mr. W. Brodie, Glen Mayne ; Mr. A.

Kirk, Mr. Robertson, Mr. J. Goodall, Donisla

House; Mr. D. Kemp, Langlee House; Mr.

T. Hammond, Brayton, Carlisle, &c. For eight

bunches, Mr. A. Kirk, Castle Douglas, had a fine

stand ; Mr. G. Reid, Rockfield, being awarded 2d.

Good Pines came from Mr. M'Intyre, The Glen ; a

Queen from Mr. McKelvie, gr. to the Duke of Rox-

burgh ; and a Smooth Cayenne 'also from Mr.

M'Intyre. Melons, Peaches, Plums, Apples, Pears,

&c., were in fair quantity, but we have not space to

particularise. Vegetables, though tolerably well

shown, we must dismiss with the same remark.

Messrs. James Dickson, glass manufacturers, had a

very interesting display of various flower-stands for

table decoration, holding cut flowers, &c., many of

the designs being very tasteful.

Derbyshire Horticultural.—The annual exhi-

bition of this Society was held at Derby on Sept. 3
and 4. The stove and greenhouse plants were

arranged in the centre of a large circular tent, and a

circle round them was made up of Pelargoniums and

Selaginellas. The fruit and cut flowers were arranged

on the side tables. In the nurserymen's class for

twelve stove and greenhouse plants Mr. Cypher, of

Cheltenham, was 1st ; he staged good blooming speci-

mens of Ixora Williamsii and Prince of Orange, Erica

verticillata coccinea, AUamanda Hendersoni, and

Dipladenia amabilis. Amongst his foliage plants were

a good specimen of Cycas Normanbyana, Croton

undulatus, &c. Mr. House, Eastgate Nursery,

Peterborough, was 2d, with good plants of AUamanda
Hendersoni and Wardlei, Croton interruptus

and pictum, Cycas revoluta, Dasylirion gracile, &c.

;

Messrs. Small & Son, of Ilkeston, were 3d. In the

amateurs' class for twelve stove and greenhouse

plants there were only three competitors for the four

prizes oflered. Mr. Ward, gr. to T. H. Oakes, Esq.,

Riddings House, was 1st, with good flowering plants

of Ixora Williamsii, Vallota purpurea, AUamanda
Hendersoni, Statice profusa and Eucharis amazonica.

The chief foliage plants were two very good Crotons

(variegatus and Johannis), having good colour and

large leaves ; Latania borbonica, Alsophila australis,

&c. Mr. Milford, gr. to — Evans, M.P., Allestree
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Hall, was 2d, with good plants of Vallota pur-

purea, Allamanda Hendersoni, Bongainvillea glabra,

Dicksonia antarclica, Maranta Veitchii, &c. Mr.

Gilbert, gr. to R, Smith, Esq., Duffield Hall, was 4th.

For collection of six Ferns there were four com-
petitors. Mr. Ebbutt, gr. to C. B. Kingdon, Esq.,

Ednoston Lodge, was 1st, with good specimens of

Adiantum cuneatum, A. tenerum, A. farleyense, A.

trapeziforme, ike. Mr. Cypher was a good 2d with

Gleichenias Mendelii, G. rupestris glaucescens, Da-
vallia Mooreana, and Adiantum cardiochlcena. Mr.
Milford was 1st for six Lycopodiums, and 2d, Mr.
Robinson, Meynell Langley. For six Fuchsias, Mr.
Robinson was 1st, and Messrs. Small & Son 2d.

For twelve Pelargoniums—six Zonal, six double-

flowering—Messrs. Small & Son were the only exhi-

bitors, and were awarded 1st. For six Tricolor and six

Bronze Geraniums Mr. Ward was 1st, Messrs. Small
& Son 2d. The cut flowers were very good, espe-

cially Dahlias and Roses.

The show of fruit was very good, Grapes especially,

there being seven competitors for Black, and six com-
peting in White. Mr. Cooke, gr. to F. Morley, Esq.,

Breadsall Priory, was 1st for both black and white;
Mr. Ward, Riddings House, took both the 2d prizes,

and Mr. Edwards, gr. to Hon. E. H. Coke, Longford
Hall, came in 3d in both cases. {From a Corre-

spondent. )

Isle of Thanet Horticultural: Attg. 28.—The
twenty-third exhibition of this Society was held in

the grounds of Bromstone Park, which were placed

at the disposal^ of the Society by G. E. Han-
nam, Esq.
The plants in pots were divided into twenty-five

classes, the whole, with three exceptions, being well

filled. Themoststrikingfeatureswere a well developed
Alocasia macrorhiza varlegata, a small Orange tree in

fuUbearing, a Caladium Bellemeyi, a deep velvety

Anthurium crystallinum, and some magnificent Cala-
diums. Among Coleus a specimen of Duchess
of Edinburgh was good. Mr. Herepath's gardener
(Mr. Jarman) took 1st prize for six exotic Tree
Ferns, which showed evidence of great care and
attention ; and Mr. Dallas and Mr. Twyman, of Mar-
gate, both showed well-grown varieties in this class.

A small collection of Palms in good condition were
shown together with three curiousspecimens of Tree
Ferns.
For Begonias in flower the 1st prize was taken by

Mr. Friend's gardener. Zonal Pelargoniums were
scantily represented. Mr. W. B. Miller, of Ramsgate,
showed six beautiful Pelargoniums of variegated

foliage, the silver and green leaved varieties being
exquisitely beautiful ; but the tricolored Pelargoniums
bore away the palm, and here again Mr. Miller took

1st prize. The bronze Pelargoniums were all so very

good that it was a difficult matter to adjudicate

between them.

In the tent devoted to the cut flowers some mag-
nificent varieties were to be found. Five classes were
devoted to the Dahlias, ofwhich it is difficult to speak
fairly without an appearance of exaggeration. The
1st prize was taken by Mr. W. Scale, of Sevenoaks :

these flowers were remarkable for shape and depth of
colour. The 2d prize was taken by Messrs. Kinmont
& Kidd, of Canterbury, and the 3d by the gardener
to Mr. J. T. Friend. The quilled Asters and Zinnias
were fairly good. Twelve decided and totally different

colours were exhibited by the winner of the 1st prize

for Pelargonium blooms.
Some well-grown varieties were shown among the

cut blooms, and the prizes for Phloxes were well com-
peted for. A few prettily arranged stands of flowers

by Messrs. Kinmont &: Kidd were also shown, not

for competition.

Among the prizes **for ladies only," Mrs. Seale, of

Sevenoaks, took the 1st, for the best stand of flowers

for the table. The arrangement showed great delicacy,

and the flowers were of a simple character, A prize

for a table bouquet was won by the same lady, the

arrangement of everlastings and Caladium leaves

producing a very pretty effect. A table device was
shown by Mr. Mott, of Ramsgate; Miss C. Green
also exhibiting in this class ; and Mr. H. Cannell, of

Swanley, exhibited in this tent a most charming col-

lection of Dahlias, Pelargoniums, and French Mari-
golds. Mr. A. Foreman, of Shalmsford Road, Can-
terbury, showed an ingenious speciality in bee-hives.

The fruit was very fine. Mr. Herepath's gardener
carried off the 1st prize with three bunches of Buck-
land Sweetwater Grapes, the same competitor also

taking ist prizes in the two following classes. Peaches
were well represented, and a scarlet-fleshed Melon,
shown by the gardener to Mr. W. Smith, attracted a

large share of admiration. There was an average

show of Plums and Pears. The Apples were numerous
and enticing.

Some handsome collections of dishes of fruit were
exhibited, and French Beans, Scarlet Runners, and
Cucumbers showed up well, as did also Onions,
Potatos, and Vegetable Marrows.
The productions of the cottagers were on the

whole remarkably fine. Kidney Potatos made an

excellent show, and there were some fine samples of

Onions, Carrots, and Parsnips. In fruit, some
Damsons were shown by R. Revell, and Wellard's

Apples deserve mention. Some excellent Pelargo-

niums and Fuchsias and other plants in flower,

besides some floral devices, made up a very creditable

show of flowers. Honey, wax, and pot herbs com-
pleted the list of productions in this class.

Maidenhead Horticultural: Aug, 29.— It was
something like 1S42 or 1843 when the last horticul-

tural show was held at Maidenhead, and after a lapse

of thirty-five years another society has been formed,

and held its first exhibition on the above date.

Maidenhead should have a horticultural show, for it

is the centre of a district extending from Wycombe to

Windsor in one way, and from Slough to Henley in

another—a district in which much excellent gardening
has been done in the past, and much is being done
still. The show took place in the Hambletonian
Hall, a large and roomy structure.

The managers of the show—the leading spirit being
Mr. H. Elliott, Braywick Gardens, Maidenhead, to

whom the new society is much indebted for its organ-
isation—started well in the matter of arrangements.
The committee were wise in starting with a

schedule containing a comparatively few classes, offer-

ing good prizes for a first attempt, and securing a

very pretty and attractive show, the effect of which
was heightened by a good arrangement. The leading

exhibitor of plants was Mr. \V. Lees, gr. to Mrs.
Marsland, Reading, who staged the only group of

six stove and greenhouse plants—awarded the 1st

prize ; they were a nice exhibit, and consisted of

Eucharis amazonica, Clerodendron fallax, Allamanda
Schottii, Ixora javanica, Plumbago capensis, and
Pentas carnea, nicely grown and bloomed. Mr. H.
Elliott, gr. to J. Hibbert, Esq., Braywick, had the

best six foliage plants, setting up good examples of

Croton Weismanni, Musa Cavendishii, Seaforthia

elegans, and Areca lutescens, with two others ; Mr.
W. Lees coming in 2d with smaller but nicely grown
plants. In the class for six exotic Ferns the order

was reversed, and Mr. Lees was placed 1st, having
very nice specimens of Gymnogramma chrysophylla,

G. pulchella, Adiantum farleyense, Dicksonia antarc-

tica, Lomaria gibba, and Blechnum brasiliense ; 2d,

Mr. H. Elliott, whose collection contained a fine

plant of Adiantum farleyense. Mr. Lees also had
the best specimen flowering and foliage plants, and
the best six and also four Fuchsias. Some nice plants

of Lilium speciosum were shown by Mr. Geo. Smith,
Maidenhead ; and in the class for table plants Mr.
H. E. Gribble, gr. to E. H. Palmer, Esq., Cannon
Hill, was 1st ; and Mr. R. Brown, gr. to F. T.
Barry, Esq., St. Leonard's Hill, Windsor, 2d. The
best six bedding Pelargoniums were from Mr. E.
Jones, Henley-on-Thames.

The best group of plants for effective arrangement
came from Mr. H. Elliott ; the 2d best from Mr. H.
Lees ; and the 3d from Mr. A. Burgess, gr. to Col.

Clayton, Fifield. Mr. Elliott had good plants, taste-

fully arranged, but the groups were at too high an
elevation to display them to the best advantage.
A goodly number of subjects were sent not for

competition. These included a fine and telling group
of plants from Messrs. John Standish & Co., Royal
Nurseries, Ascot, which contained Ferns, Palms, &c.,

relieved by an admixture of Tuberoses, Lilium aura-

turn, &c. Mr. C. Turner, Royal Nursery, Slough,
sent Pompon Chrysanthemums in flower, Bou-
vardias, iSrc, and a lot of cut Dahlias, which included

Joseph Ashby, a distinct flower, red in the ground,
with an orange-red circumference, promising to make
a fine and constant exhibition variety, and to which a
First-class Certificate was awarded ; Queen of Italy,

a charming light flower in the way of Louisa Neate,
John Greenaway, »S:c. From Mr. J. Fleming, gr. to

the Duke of Westminster, Cliveden, came a fine col-

lection of stove, greenhouse, and decorative plants,

which were tastefully arranged, and, occupying a

commanding position in the centre of the hall, formed
one of the chief features of the show. Mr. W.
Broughton, Norfolk Road Nusery, Maidenhead, had a
nice group of plants that were of great assistance.

Mr. Thomas Lockie, gr. to Lord Otho Fitzgerald,

contributed a valuable collection of fruit, including
Black Hamburgh, Syrian, Alicante and Buckland
Sweetwater Grapes ; Salway and other Peaches,

Nectarines, Plums, and six fine fruits of Tender and
True Cucumber. Mr. John Walker, nurseryman,
Thame, sent cut Dahlias and splendid German and
French Asters, which were much admired. Mr. J,
Elliott, Braywick, had coloured grasses, everlast-

ings, &c., most useful for winter decoration.

Mr. Wright, gr. to W. H. Greenfell, Esq., Taplow
Court, sent fine examples of Alicante, Black Ham-
burgh, and Muscat of Alexandria Grapes, and other

fruit
; John Fleming, Esq., Kidevill Park, Maiden-

head, had fine examples of Alfriston Apples of this

and last year's growth ; Plums, Apricots, tSic. ; and

J. W. Coventry, Esq., Taplow, sent a collection of

new fruit, which included Melons, black Grapes,
Peaches, Nectarines, &c. All the foregoing were

highly commended, and in some instances money
prizes were awarded.

Cut flowers comprised Dahlias, Asters, Roses, &c.,

Mr. John Maber, Stoke, having the best twelve

Dahlias ; Mr. J. Tranter, Upper Assenden, was
2d. Mr. Tranter had the best six Dahlias, as also

the best twelve Roses. Gladioli, in twelve spikes,

were well shown by Mr. E. Jones and Mr. J. Maber.
Mr. Tranter had some good bunches of hardy flowers,

conspicuous amongst which was Lobelia fulgens, in

fine condition.

The fruit and vegetable departments comprised
excellent contributions. Mr. J. Maber, Stoke, had
the best six dishes of fruit, consisting of a Pine, Black

Hamburgh Grapes, Peaches, Nectarines, and Plums.

Mr. H. Elliott was 2d. The best four dishes came
from Mr. Geo. Hopkins, Mr. Geo. Cox, gr. to J. II.

Blagrove, Esq., Calcot Park, being 2d. The best

four dishes grown in the open air came from Mr.
R. Baker; Mr, G. Hopkins being 2d. Mr. J.
Tomlin, gr. to Miss Patterson, Bracknell, was 1st

with three good bunches of Black Hamburgh Grapes
;

and also in the class for any other black variety,

staging very good bunches of Mrs. Pince's Muscat.

Mr. A. Burgess had the best white Muscat ; while

the best prize for any other white went to Mr. G.

Hopkins, who had Buckland Sweetwater. All other

fruits were very good.

Vegetables and cottagers' produce must be passed

over, but all was of a most satisfactory character. Mr.
H. Elliott's special prizes for six dishes of vegetables

and six dishes of Potatos brought a good competition,

Mr. H. Gribble being 1st in the former class, and

Mr. Lees in the latter. Mr. Lees had capital

examples of Lye's Favourite, Emperor, International

Kidney, Rector of Woodstock, and Onwards ; Mr.

W. Cox being 2d with a very good lot.

The best group of three vases of wild flowers set

up by Miss M. Cooper, Maidenhead, were very

pretty indeed, and well deserved the ist prize.

Some pretty bouquets of wild flowers were contributed

by children attending the elementary schools, and
various prizes were awarded.

Thornton Heath Horticultural : Aug, 28.

—

This young society held its second annual exhibition on
Wednesday, the 2Sth ult., with marked success. The
Society seeks chiefly to encourage amateurs who keep
no regular gardeners (and who form a large propor-

tion of the residents in suburban localities) to exhibit

the products of their own skill and energy; and there

is no doubt that the policy has been a wise one, the

number of entries having been doubled, and the

qualities of the exhibits having a marked superiority

over the previous show. Cottagers, gentlemen's gar-

deners, and nurserymen were, however, not excluded,

and had ample opportunities afforded them, which
were freely availed of.

The principal plant class, six stove or greenhouse
plants, was somewhat disappointing, and the entries

were not so numerous or so effective as was expected.

Mr. Penfold, gr. to Canon Bridges of Beddington,

took 1st prize ; Mr. Horton, gr. to H. Moser, Esq.,

Westwood, Upper Norwood, 2d ; and Mr. Nicholas,

gr. to Mr. T. Stuart, Esq., Thornton Heath, 3d. Mr.
Penfold also secured 1st honours with a specimen
plant ; and Mr. Nicholas 2d.

Ferns were very well shown by Mr. Horton and
Mr. Penfold, who took 1st and 2d places, and others ;

and also in the amateur division. Coleus were also

well staged, and some handsome plants were shown.
In the amateur division some small specimen plants

received a great deal of notice, and the class for six

flowering or foliage plants was also well filled.

Fuchsias, Pelargoniums, Begonias, Caladiums, Glox-

inias, and Lilies were but sparsely shown.
Turning to the cut flower department some magni-

ficent Roses from Paul & Son, of Cheshunl, received

a First-class Certificate, as did others from Messrs.

Laing & Co., of Forest Hill. In the class for twenty-

four distinct Roses, Mr. Murchener (amateur), of

South Norwood, took 1st prize ; Mr. Penfold, 2d ;

and Mr. Cattell, of Westerham, 3d. In the class

for twelve Roses Mr. Murchener was again ist, and
Mr. E. Mawley, of Addiscombe, 2d. With six Roses

and six Tea-scented Roses Mr. Murchener only took

2d place, Mr. Wight, of Gipsy Hill, and Mr. Mawley
securing the ist prizes. Dahlias, Asters, and collec-

tions of cut flowers were \\q\\ shown, but Gladioli

were conspicuous by their absence.

Turning to the fruit an excellent display was staged.

Grapes, Peaches, Apples, and Plums were alike good,

and the competition close.

In the vegetable division the prominent feature of

the show was found, and of Potatos alone upwards of

one hundred dishes were staged, mostly of very credit-

able quality. In the class for six dishes, distinct, each

nine tubers, ist prize fell to Mr. Chaffe, gr. to C. H.
Goschen, Esq., The Ballards, and 2d to Mr. Osman,
gardener at the South Metropolitan Schools, Sutton.

Messrs. Daniels Bros, prizes for three varieties were
won, 1st by Mr. Stuckbury, amateur, Thornton Heath

;

2d by Mr. Tremain, 3d by Mr. Brooks, cottager.

Onions, both spring-sown and autumn-sown, were
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abundant and very fine ; Celery fair, Beans good,

Cucumbers fair, Beets poor.

Turning to the table decorations, most of which
were of the average description, we may notice one

exhibited, not for competition, by Mr. Whalley, gr.

to the Archbishop of Canterbury, and which for sim-

plicity and effect received a First-class Certificate.

The class for fireplace and mantelpiece decorations, a

very uncommon one, is always a feature at Thornton
Heath, and the successful lady, Miss Atterbury, exhi-

bited a charming rockery of cork, Ferns, and grasses,

arranged over and around a shady pool of water. The
mantelpiece was adorned with vases of cut flowers.

Last but not least in the interesting points of the

show were groups of plants arranged for effect. Gar-
deners occupied one end of the principal tent, and
had a space of 9 feet by 6 feet allotted to them ;

whilst amateurs were at the other end, each exhibitor

being allowed 6 feet by 4 feet. A charming effect

was thus produced, and the groups were admitted to

be superior to anything that had been seen in this divi-

sion of the county this season. {From a Corrc-

sj'ondcut.)
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Roses : R. L. W. Roses may be struck in winter from
portions of the young wood, put in firmly in the same
way as Currants and Gooseberries are treated. That
is, the trees are pruned in winter, and the primings cut
into lengths of about a foot and planted. A large pro-

portion will grow if properly done. The best book on
the culture of Pot Roses is Mr. W. Paul's Rose and
Rose Culture, which costs is.

Twin Pea-pods : T. L. The appearance of two pods in

one flower may be considered as a reversion to the

typical number 5. The spiral twist in the case of the

two coherent pods of the French Bean may be accounted
for by the check to the growth occasioned by the

Vkrbena : Talpa. The colour is a fine rich crimson, the

trusses small and compact—so far it has the qualities

of a good bedder ; and if, as you say, it is a freer

grower and bloomer than Crimson King, it will be a
useful acquisition. You should send it to Chiswick for

trial, as then it would be seen growing beside other
novel sorts, and its general habit and endurance could
be fairly estimated.

WiKE Archways : H, L. H. We cannot recommend
tradesmen. See our advertising columns.

*»* Correspondents are specially requested to address,
post-paid, all communications intended for publica-

tion to the " Editors,'^ and not to any member of the

staff personally. The Editors would also be obliged
by such communications being sent as early in the

week as possible. Correspondents sending news-
papers should be careful to mark the paragraphs they
wish tlie Editors to see. Letters relathig to Adver-
tisements, or to the supply of the Paper, should be

addressed to the Publisher, and not to the Editors.

Catalogues Received.—The New Plant and Bulb
Company (Lion Walk, Colchester), Retail List of

Japanese and other Lilies, Orchids, Bulbs, &c.

—

Webb (Stourbridge), Bulbs.—J. Linden, Azaleas,

Camellias, Pdms, &c.—J. Scott (Yeovil), Dutch Bulbs.
—M. Saunders & Sons (Cork), Bulbs.—Heinemann
(Erfin-t), Winter and Spring Flowers.

EXCHANGE—Stapelia polita.— I shall be glad to

receive a plant or cutting of this species, and to give an
equivalent in exchange, y. E. Daniel, 6, The Terrace,
Epsom.

—Camjee—E. P.—G. S.—W. H.—C. H.—A. W.
Correspondent,—P. W.—W. P.—G. McL.—Constant Reader.
-M. D,-Prof. Santo Garovaglio.—J. S.—Sir T. L.—A. L.
—Miss Daw.—J. Shand.—A, Z.—W. S. T.

[arluts.
COVENT GARDEN, September 12.

Trade is still quiet, at previous quotations ; and the

market is well supplied ; but there is a faUing off in the

supply of Grapes from the Channel Islands, and home-
grown fruit is likely to make better prices. James Webber,

Wholesale Apple Market.

Cut Flowers.
s. d. s. d. . s. d. s. d.

Abutilon, 12 blooms o 6- 1 c

Asters, J2 bunches.. 3 o- 9 c

Bouvardias, per bun. i o- 4 c

Calceolaria, 12 bun.. 6 c-12 c

Carnations, 12 bunch. 4 cf-12 c

Cornflower, 12 bun.. 2 o- 6 c

Dahlias, 12 bunch. .. 3 o- 9 c

Delphinium, 12 bun. 6 0-12 c

Eucharis, per doz. .. 4 0-12 <

Gardenias. 12 bims. 3 o- 9 <

Gladioli, various, 12

Heliotropes, i2sp. .. 06- i <

Jasmine, 12 bunches 6 0-12 (

Mignonette, 12 bun. 2 o- 6 c

Artichokes, English
Globe, doz. . . 20-40!

Aubergines, p. doz,. 10-..
|

Beans, French, lb. . . o 4- o 6 I

— runners, p. bush. 4 o-
— btoad, per bush. 3 o-
Beet, per doz. ..10-
Cabbages.perdoz. ..10-
Carrots, per bunch ..04-
CauUftowers, per doz. 4 o-
Celery, per bundle ..16-
ChiUs, per 100 ..50-
Cucumbers, each ..04-
Custard Mar., doz. 3 o-
Endive, Batav. dozen i 6-
Garlic, per lb. .. o 6-

The Potato

Myosotis, 12 bun. .. 1 o- 6 <

Pelargoniums, 12 spr. 09-11
i

— zonal, 12 sprays 04-11
Phlox, 12 bunches .. 6 0-12 i

Primula, double, per
bunch .. .. I o- 2 (

Pyrethrum, 12 bun.. 30-61
Roses (indoor), doz. i 6-12 <

' — (outdoor). 12 bun. 3 0-12 1

Stephanotis, 12 sp. . . 3 o- g .

Stocks, 12 bunches.. 40-91
Sweet Peas, 12 bun. 20-61
Sweet Sultan, i2bun. 60-91
Tropceolum, 12 bun. i o- 4 ^

j

s. d. s. a
! Herbs, per bunch . . 02-0
Horse Radish, p.bun, 40-..
Lettuces, Cos, Eng.,

Mint, green bunch. . o 4- c

I

Onions, young, bun. o 4- c

Parsley, per bunch., o 4-
,

Peas, green, per qr. 1 6- i

' Radishes, per bunch o 1- c

I

— Spanish, doz. . . i o- ,— New Jersey, doz. 2 o-
! Shallots, per lb. ..06-,
Spinach, per bushel 2 o-

j

Tomatos, per dozen 2 6-
;

1 Vegt. Ma ^s, doz. 20-..
tin the same :

—
to 130^. ; Early

Asters, per doz.

Begonias, per doz. .

.

Bouvardias, do
Calceolarias, p. doz. .

Chrysanth., per doz.

Coleus. per dozen .

.

Cyperus, do.

.

Dracsena terminalis— viridis, per doz. .

.

per dozen

4 0-12 o Foliage Plants, vari-

9 0-24 o
[

Fuchsias, per dozen . 3 i

6 0-12 o
'

Hydrangea, per doz. 9 1

60-901 Mignonette, per doz. 3 (

30-90, Musk, per dozen ..21
6 0-12 o Myrtles, per doz. ..41
30 0-60 o Palms in variety,

18 0-24 (

Pelargoniums. scar-
' lets, zonal, doz . . 2 6-6 o

Ferns, in variety, per Petunias, per dozen 4 0-12 o
dozen .

.

. . 4 0-18 o ' — Fairy, per doz. g 0-12 o
Ficus elastica, each 2 6-15 o Vallota, per doz. .. 9 0-24 o

. M-^ Melons, each
Peaches, per dozen .

.

Pears, per doz.

Pine-apples, per lb.

Plums. K-sieve ..

Apple., ,^

Figs, per dozen .. « u
Filberts, per lb. ..06-
Grapes, per lb. ,.06
Lemons, per 100 ..10 a

SEEDS.
London : Sept. 11.—As regards red Clover seed there

is this week nothing new to report. Advices from
Chicago, bearing date 26th ult., state that no new
samples had then appeared, but that their near approach
was putting on the market increased offerings of yearling

seed ; and that, in the absence of all demand, values were
exhibiting signs of weakness. The present crop is,

throughout the Western States, well spoken of, and
prices are expected to open at a moderate level. It

should be noted that of late a considerable advance has

been made in the freight charges as between Chicago
and New York, which will appreciably add to the cost of

American Clover and Timothy when laid down in this

country. Trefoils, both English and foreign, arc held

with firmness ; the F"rench appear to have been buying
largely in Begium. In white Clover there has been rather

more doing. Trifolium is without change. In winter

Tares and Rye there is a steady trade doing. The supply

of both varieties is quite equal to the demand. New
blue Peas meet a ready sale at full rates. A good quan-

tity of the new white Mustard has this week arrived on
Mark Lane, and, considering its quality and condition,

has realised prices which should satisfy the growers.

Canary seed more than maintains its late advance
;
the

great bulk of the seed now in London (including the late

heavy arrivals) has been withdrawn from the market

—

hopes being entertained by holders that by a temporary
and artificial scarcity quotations may be still forced

upwards. In Hemp seed the tendency is against the

buyer. John Shaw 6* Sons, Seed Merchants, 37, Mark
Lane, London, E.G.

CORN.
At Mark Lane on Monday new English Wheat, for

which quotations ranged from about 38J. to 49J. per

quarter, may be quoted 2.s. per quarter cheaper on the

week. New winter American Wheat showed a like

reduction, but as regards other foreign descriptions no
greater fall than is. per quarter can be reported. Barley

sold slowly at irregular prices. Some very fine new malt-

ing Barley grown in Essex was offered at 42J. per quarter.

Malt remained without change. Oats were steady, the

better qualities making full prices. Maize, too, fairly

supported previous currencies. Beans and Peas were
held for the same prices, and in the absence of business

no distinct change was quoted in flour.—On Wednesday
sales of Wheat could only be made at less money, but
owing to the paucity of business no general reducdon
was quoted. Barley was not so well held, and the tone

was a little weak for Oats, Maize, and the other classes

of produce. Flour was very slow of sale, and prices were
decidedly in buyers' favour.—Average prices of corn for

the week ending September 7 :—Wheat, 45J. 4(1'.
;

Barley, 42J. $d. ; Oats, 25J. 4^/. For the coiTesponding

period last year ;—Wheat, 6oj. 6d. ; Barley, 39J. ; Oats,

28J. 5*^.

CATTLE.
At Copenhagen Fields on Monday trade in beasts was

not very brisk, and on the average prices were rather

lower, yet choicest descriptions were scarcely altered.

In sheep trade was not quite so good as last reported, but

choice qualities were not lower. A few lambs of best

quality still find parchasers. The calf trade remained
unaltered. There were a large number of American pigs

on offer, some, very big and fat, did not make much per

pound. Quotations: — Beasts, 4J-. 6d. to 5j-., and
5J. 6d. to 6s. ; calves, 5^. 6d. to 6s. 6d. ; sheep, 5J. ^d.

to 5^. Sd., and 6j. to -js. ; lambs, 6^. 8(/. to js. ^d.
;

pigs, 4s. to 5J.—The cattle trade on Thursday was with-

out fresh feature. Beasts sold quietly at about Monday "s

prices. Sheep were steady in value, especially fine

breeds : the demand was moderate. Calves and pigs

sold at about the rates quoted above.

HAY.
Tuesday's Whitechapcl report states that, with a

moderate supply, trade was dull, and prices were rather

lower. Prime old Clover 120J. to 140^. ; new, looj. to

120J. ; inferior, 8oj. to gos.
;
prime meadow hay, 905.

to g8j. ; new, 8oj. to gos. ; inferior, 50s. to 70s. ; and
straw, 43J^. to 52J. per load. — On Thursday there was a

moderate supply. With a good trade, Tuesday's prices

ruled firm. — Cumberland Market quotations :—Superior

meadow hay, 925. to looj. ; inferior, jos. to 84^. ; supe-

rior Clover, 126s. to 135.?. ; inferior, gos. to iioj. ;
and

straw, 50.t. to 55J. per load.

POTATOS.
The Borough and Spitalfields markets reports state

that Potatos continue in moderate supply, and trade

remains steady. There is, perhaps, a little less disease

to be seen. Kent Regents 120^. to i30j-. per ton ; Essex

ditto, 80J. to looj. ; Early Rose, 120J. to 1301. ; kidneys,

100s. to 140J. ; shaws, 50.J. to 83J.—The imports into

London last week were confined to 2300 bags, the bulk

of which was shipped from Hamburg.

COALS.
The demand for house coals at market on Monday

was steady, and previous full prices were current. On
Wednesday the demand improved, and the quotations

were as follows ;—Bebside West Hartley, 15J. ^d.
;

Carr's Hartley, 15.^. ; East Wylam, 16s. ; Walls End—
Hetton, i8j. ; Hetton Lyons, 16s. gd.

; Lambton, lys. 6d.;

Wear, 16s. ; Chilton Tees, ijs. ^d. ; Caradoc, ijs. 6d.
;

Hutton, 18s.

THOMAS MILLINGTON and
87, Bishopsgale Street Without, London, E.C.,

TERS and Dealers in Window Glass of all kinds.

Small Squares In 16 oz.

Prices for the sizes Jtated, and for not less than a box of i'

Special price for other sizes will be quoted upon applic

No. in
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PAXTON'S CALENDAR
Now Ready, a New and thoroughly Revised Edition of the

COTTAGER'S CALENDAR OF GARDEN OPERATIONS.
ORIGINALLY COMPILED BY THE LATE SIR JOSEPH PAXTON, M.P.

OPINIONS OF THE PRESS.
" It has been carefully revised by an experienced gardener, and the lists of vegetables, fruit,

and flowers have been corrected by the substitution of the most approved modem kinds, in place

of those which were mentioned in the first edition, and many of which have ceased to be worthy of

cultivation. It is a thoroughly sound, practical treatise ; but it has been so long before the public,

and so deservedly appreciated, that any special commendation of it now is unnecessary."

—

Midland
Counties Herald,

"This is a handy volume, consisting of seventy pages of letterpress and illustration, containing

much and varied information likely to prove useful to all cottagers, &c., who possess a garden.

To all such, who require a cheap and reliable book of reference, we heartily recommend it."—
Lloyd's.

"We are quite glad to see this useful little book once more, and it is like a whift of perfume
from the heather m bloom to read on the wrapper ' two hundred and twenty-first thousand.' We
advise all who are interested in the promotion of cottage gardening to sow this little book
broadcast. "— Gardeners' Magazine.

" The information conveyed in this little book is well adapted for all persons having small

plots of ground. The necessary operations for each month are clearly laid down, and are of a

thoroughly practical nature. The sorts of both fruit and vegetables are well selected, many of

them being excellent in quality. To our readers who are interested in the cultivation of their

flower and kitchen gardens, we can safely recommend this as being a mosi

work."

—

Bell's Messenger.
and useful

Price 3d., Post Free 3jd.

W. RICHARDS, 41, WELLINGTON STREET, STRAND, LONDON, W.C.

GARSONS PAINT.
PATRONISED BY

HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN. H.R.H. THE PRINCE OF WALES. H.R.H. THE DUKE OF EDINBURGH.
The British Government. The Indian Government. The Colonial Government.

10,000 of the Nobility, Gentry, and Clergy. Railway and Canal Companies. Collieries, Ironmasters, iSc.

IS EXTENSIVELY USED FOR ALL KINDS OFOUTDOOR ^A^ O R K
IT IS SPECIALLY APPLICABLE TO

^VOOD, IRON, BRICK, STONK, and COMPO.
Sold in all Coloura. 1 Cwt. and Oil Mixture Free to all Stations. Prices, Patterns, and Testimonials Free.

0/LS and VARNISHES of EVERY DESCRIPTION.

WALTER CARSON &
LA BELLE SAUVAGE YARD, LUDGATE HILL, LONDON, E.G.;

SONS,
>i, BACHELOR'S WALK, DUBLIN.

T. H. P. DENNIS & CO.
MANSION HOUSE BUILDINGS,

QUEEN VICTORIA STREET, LONDON, E.G.,

CONSERVATORY AND GREENHOUSE BUILDERS,

HOT-WATER ENG-INEBRS.

Every Saturday, of any Bookseller or Newsagent, price Threepence,

Each half-yearly Volume complete in itself', with Title-page and Index,

THE ATHEN^UM:
JOURNAL OF ENGLISH and FOREIGN LITERATURE, SCIENCE, the FINE ARTS,

MUSIC, AND THE DRAMA.

THE ATHEN/EUM
Is so conducted that the reader, however distant, is, in respect to Literature, Science, the Fine Arts, Music, and the Drama, on an equahty in

point of information with the best informed circles of the Metropohs.

Subscription for Twelve Months, ISs. ; Six Months, 6s. 6d.

OFFICE for ADVERTISEMENTS, 20, WELLINGTON STREET, STRAND, LONDON, W.C.
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THE GAKDENEKS' OHEONIOLE.

SCALE OF CHARGES FOR ADVERTISING.
Head Line charged as two.

4 Lines .. ..^03

;t across columns, the lowest charge will be 305.

Page Z9 o o
HalfPage 500
Column 350

GARDENERS, AND OTHERS, WANTING SITUATIONS.
26 words \s. 6d., and 6d. for every additional line

(about 9 words) or part of a line.

Births, Deaths and Marriages. 5^. each insertion.

Advertisements for the current -weU- must reach the Office

by Thursday noon.

All Subscriptions Payable in Advance.
Thb United Kingdom: 12 Months, ^i 35. \od.\ 6 Months.

IIS. \\d.\ 3 Months, 6s.

FoRRiGN : 26s., including Postage for 12 Months.

P O. to be made payable at the King Street Post-office, W.C,
to W. Richards.

PoBLiSHiNG Office and Office for Advertisements,

41, Wellington Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C.

ELLIWELL'S PATENT SYSTEM of
Air and Water-tight GLAZING WITHOUT PUTTY,

and. without exposing any outside woodwork to Paint, and
NEW SYSTEM of COVERING ROOFS.
The fasteners are brass or copper. The peculiar arrangement

of the Glass covers the whole of the Woodwork and only the

small fastener is visible, therefore the roof is indestructible and
outside painting unnecessary. The squares of glass can be

easily removed, and the whole be taken out and cleaned by any
inexperienced person. Breakage is impossible except through
carelessness or accident.

The Glazing is more air-tight than the old putty system, yet

any amount of ventilation can be given.

Old Roofs may be reglazed on this principle, and roofs are

covered with slates or zinc on this system.

Extract from Buildhtg Neivs.
" Mr. T. W. Helliwell, of Brighouse. has recently patented

and introduced a New System of Glazing and covering Roofs,

which is certainly superior to anything ol the kind we have
seen before, and it will in our opinion supersede any other
system before the public."

Important references and all particulars from the Patentee,

T. W. HELLIWELL, Brighouse, Yorkshire; and 19,

Parliament Street, London. W.C.

Oil Paint No Longer Necessary.

(Registered Trade Marh)

HILL AND SM ITH'S BLACK
VARNISH for Preserving Ironwork, Wood, or Stone.

This Varnish is an excellent substitute for oil paint on all out-
door work, while it is fully two-thirds cheaper. It was intro-
duced upwards of thirty years ago by the advertisers, and its

genuine good quality, notwithstanding a host of unprincipled
imitators, is fully attested by its constantly increasing sale. It
may be applied by an ordinary labourer, requires no mixing or
thinning, and is used cold. It is used in the grounds at
Windsor Castle, Kew Gardens, and at the seats of many
hundreds of the Nobility and Gentry, from whom the most
flattering testimonials have been received, which Hill & Smith
will forward on application.
Sold in casks of about 30 gallons each, at is. 6d. per gallon,

at the Manufactory, or is. Sd. per gallon carriage paid to any
Station in the Kingdom.

Unsolicited Testimonial received May 3, 1877.
"TkeRyleys, Alderley Edge, Manc/iester.—Messrs. Hill &

Smith.—Sirs.— For some 20 years I have used your ' Black
Varnish,' and shall be glad if you will forward me another cask,
as I consider It the best thing kninvnfor the preservation o/nll
outdoor work, eitlter luood or iron, that requires to be painted.—Yours respectfully, Alfred Lowe, J.

P."
Apply to HILL AND SMITH, Brierly Hill Ironworks, near

Dudley; 118. Queen Victoria Street. London, E.C. : and 180.
Buchanan Street, Glasgow, from whom only it can be obtained.
CAUTION.~\\. havmg lately come to the knowledge of

Hill & Smith that spurious imitations of this Varnish are
being offered by unprincipled dealers at a slight reduction in
price, they would especially draw attention to the fact that every
cask of their varnish is legibly marked with their name and
address, without which none is genuine.

PARI S EX H I B IT I O N.

FOR PORTMANTEAUS, TRUNKS,
BAGS and HAT CASES,

BILET & CO., 283, Strand (opposite Norfolk Street).
Also the TOURIST COMPANION. Store Prices.

Under the Patronage of the Queen.

SMITH'S IMPERISHABLE
STRATFORD LABELS,

The Gardeners' Magazine says :—*' We must give 1

palm before all other plant labels, as the very first in merit."

Samples and Price Lists free.

J. SMITH, The Royal Label Factory, Str.itford-on-Avon.

Indestructible Terra-Cotta Plant Markers.MAW AND CO.'S PATENT.—
Prices, Printed Patterns, and Specimens, sent post-

free on application ; also Patterns of Ornamental Tile Pave-
ments for Conservatories, Entrance Halls, &c.

MAW AND CO.. Benthall Works, Broseley.

Paris Exhibition.
Special arrangements for Visitors to the Exhibition have been

made by the

RAILWAY PASSENGERS ASSURANCE
COMPANY, for providing against Accident by Rail-

way or Steamboat during the journey to Paris and back.

A premium of One Shilling insures ;^iooo if killed, or /6 per

week if laid up by injury during the double journey. Policies

against Accidents of all kinds may also be effected for One,
Three, or Twelve months, on moderate terms.

Apply at the Booking Offices of the Southern Railways, or

at the Head Office, 64. Cornhill, London.

WILLIAM J. VIAN, Secretary.

THE CULTIVATOR.—
A Portuguese Monthly Agricultural Journal, which

circulates in Portugal and her possessions, and in the Principal

Towns of the Brazils.

This paper offers an excellent medium for Advertisements ol

every description of industry and of every article of Consump-
tion in the countries and places above mentioned.

Advertising charges. 8rf. per square inch. Translation included.

Ten per cent. Discount for six months ; 20 per cent. Discount

for twelve months, if paid in advance.
Address, the Editor of the Cultivator, St. Michael's, Azores.

Third Edition, price \os. in cloth.

ON INFANCY and CHILDHOOD:
embracing the whole subject of Maternal Management

from Birth, with Hmts to Young Mothers for ihe Management of

Themselves as well as their Offsprings ftc P,y T. J. Graham,
M.D., Fellow of the Royal College of Physicians of Edinburgh.

Also (by the same Author),
Edit , pric

; thick vol., the Fourt
165..

nth

MODERN DOMESTIC MEDICINE.
Forming a comprehensive Medical Guide for the Clergy,

Families, and Emierants.
London : SIMPK.IN, MARSHALL and CO., Sutioners'

Court. Sold by all Booksellers.

THE SYDNEY MAIL
NEW SOUTH WALES ADVERTISER.

CONTENTS :—

INTERCOLONIAL and GENERAL NEWS.
SPORTING and the FIELD, in which is incorporated

BELL'S LIFE in SYDNEY.
RECORD of RACES, and NOTES on the TURF.
CRICKET and AQUATICS.
THE FLORA of AUSTRALIA. (Drawn and Engr.aved

specially for this Journal.)

NATURAL HISTORY (Original Articles).

AGRICULTURE, PASTORAL, HORTICULTURE.
GOLD FIELDS .and MINING generally.

STOCK and SHARE REPORTS.
ORIGINAL and SCIENTIFIC ARTICLES.
TALES by POPULAR ENGLISH and AUSTRALIAN

AUTHORS.
THE FASHIONS. DOMESTIC ECONOMY.
INDOOR AMUSEMENTS.
THE CHESS PLAYER. THE HOME CIRCLE.
COMMERCIAL NEWS.
SHIPPING INTELLIGENCE.

The SYDNEY MAIL has a wide circulation throughout the
Australian Colonies, New Zealand, Polynesia, &c. It contains
a large amount of information on a great variety of subjects.

Subscription in Advance, f1 per Annum.
Single Copies, ^d. ; Stamped, 51/.

Publishing Office—Hunter Street, Sydney, New South Wales.

ENGLAND.
The undermentioned Newspaper and Advertisint; Agents are

authorised to receive ADVERTISEMENTS, which must be
paid in advance, for the SYDNEY MORNING HERALD
and SYDNEY MAIL:—
London Mr. George Street, 30, Cornhill, E.C.

Mr. F. Algar, 8, Clement's Lane, Lombard
Street, E.C.

Messrs. Gordon & Gotch, St. Bride Street,
Fleet Street, E.C.

Birmingham .. Mr. R. S. Kirk, 00, New Street.

Liverpool Lee & Nightingale, 15, North John Street.

Bristol James & Henry Grace, Royal Insurance
Buildings.

Edinburgh Robertson & Scott, 13, Hanover Street.

Glasgow W. Porteous & Co., 15, Royal E.\change
Place.

Copies each Journal are filed at llu: abme Offic,

for the itse ofAdvertisers.

Eighth Edition, enlarged, price us., boards.

ON the DISEASES of FEMALES :

fully illustrating their Symptoms, Causes and 'JVeatment,

with Engravings of the different Regions of the Body, and a

Glossary of Medical Terms, &c. By T. J. Graham, M.D.,

Author of " Modern Domestic Medicine," S:c.

London : SIMPKIN, MARSHALL and CO., Stationers

Court. Sold by all Booksellers,

MA Y F A I R : a Non-Society Journal
of Literature and Politics, unambitiously illustrated.

Price 6d, Has been permanently enlarged by eight columns.

Contents of this week's Number (September 10) ;—

6. Sir Charles Dlike and Mr.
Cross.

7. The Chat of the Fair.

8. Fashions of the Fair.

9. The Secretary with a

I. England's Foreign Policy.

!. Our PublicOrfices(Suttley'!

Branch).

3. Atlantic Passengers.

4. Homburg in the Season.

5. The Fair in the City.

May/air, unambitiously illustrated, price 6d. Yearly sub-

scription, 28s. (payable in advance). For sale by all Metro-

politan Newsagents and at all Bookstalls, on Monday afternoon,

and throughout the country on Tuesday morning.

"Mavpair" Abroad. — jl/aji/HiV is on sale in the Paris

Exhibition in Messrs. GALIGNANI'S English Kiosque :

also in the Boulevard des Capucines, Kiosque 213. In New
York, by BRETANO, 39, Union Squ.are. In Malta, by
Mr. WATSON, 246, Strada Reale, Valetta.

Belgian.

BULLETIN d'ARBORICULTURE de
FLORICULTURE, et de CULTURE MARAI-

CH ERE. A monthly horticultural work, with superb Coloured

Plates and Illustrations. Published since 1865 by F.

BuRVENlCH, F. Paynaert, E. RoDiGAS, and H. J. Van
HuLLE. Professors at the Horticultural School of the Belgian

Government at Ghent. Post paid lor. per annum.

H. J. VAN HULLE, Botanical Gardens. Ghent, Belgium.

Farms, Estates, Residences.

Any one desirous of Renting a Farm or Residence, or

Purchasing an Estate, can have copies of the

MIDLAND COUNTIES HERALD
supplied free for six weeks on stating the purpose for

which the paper is required, forwarding name and address, and

six halfpenny stamps for postage, addressed " Midlaitd Counties

Herald Office. Birmingham." The Midland Counties Herald
always contains large numbers of advertisements relating to

i'arms. Estates, and Residences for Sale and to be Let.

I^ ADVERTISERS are requested to note that

although we do not object to receive Letters to be called

for, ive cannot undertake to forward them.

WANTED, an experienced GARDENER,
must be able to Drive, and understand the usual

duties of a country house. One preferred whose wife can
Cook-— S. B. GARRARD, The Limes, Hacheston. Wickham
Market, Suffolk.

WANTED, a GARDENER (with wife, but
no children), about 12 miles from London. Will have

to take charge of residence during the winter months —Apply
by letter, staling wages and Qualification, to G. B., 41, Charing
Cross, London, S.W.

WANTED,aMANand WIFE, without young
children—the man a good Single-handed Working

Gardener, the wife to take charge of the House in the

absence of the family, and to manage a small Dairy —Apply,
by letter, by M. P., Grosvenor Library, Chapel Street,

Belgrave Square, S.W.

WANTED, as UNDER GARDENER, a
steady, respectable, single Man. Must have a good

character. W.ages 21s. per week.— S. M., Longshaw, Chipstead,

WANTED, a FOREMAN, to Grow choice
Plants for the London Market and Trade in General,

and attend Market occasionally. Liberal wages will be given

to a good Man.—A. B., Gardeners' Chronicle Office, W.C.

ANTED, an experienced PROPAGATOR
(Indoor), Hard and Soft-wooded and general Plan.

Grower.—Address, stating experience and wages asked, E. Pt
DIXON. The Nurseries. Hull.

JOHN SHAW AND CO., .Stamford Nursery,
Bowdon, Cheshire, are in WANT of a good GENERAL

PROPAGATOR. Good Wages to a steady energetic Man of

ability.

WANTED, an energetic Young MAN, who
has had experience in Growing Soft-wooded Plants for

decorative purposes.—Apply, staling terms and past engage-
ment, by letter only, to Messrs. DOWNIE and LAIRD, West
Coates Nursery, Edinburgh.

WANTED, an active, respectable Young
MAN in the Nursery, to assist in Propagating, and the

execution of orders.—Apply, slating age. wages required in own
handwriting, to HARRISON AND SONS, Leicester.

WANTED, a respectable MAN, under-
standing Gardening, with some private means. A

teetotaler. A working christian. Musical gift_ useful. Good
relerences necessary. To such, liberal terms might be offered.

—E. E. E., 24, Old Cavendish Street, London, W.

WANTED, a CLERK, to take the general
Correspondence of an Office. Must be well acquainted

with Trees and Plants, and have had some years' experience.

Unexceptional references required.—Apply, stating where
previously employed, amount of wages expected, &c., to

CRANSTON AND CO., King's Acre Nurseries, Hereford.

WANTED, a Smart Young Man as
UNDER SHOPMAN, in the Seed and Plant Trade,

by HOOPER and CO.. Covent Garden. London, W.C.

WANTED, a strong, active Man, as
PACKER.—Middle-aged, and thoroughly experienced.

—Apply to CRANSTON and CO., King's Acre Nu
Hereford.
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WANTED, a DAIRYMAID, where there
are twelve Cows ; and to Bake for a large household in

the country. An experienced person, widow willi one child, or

married without family—husband to work in the Garden. Good
wages. House and Garden.—G. J. G., Titsey Place, Redhill.

WANT PLACES.

BS. WILLIAMS begs to intimate that he
• has at present in the Nursery and upon his Register

some excellent Men, competent either to fill the situation of

HEAD GARDENER, BAILIFF, FOREMAN, or

JOURNEYMAN. Ladies and Gentlemen requiring any of the

above will please send full particulars, when the best selections

for the different capacities will be made.

OSBORN AND SONS have on their Register
a number of Men of excellent character and abilities,

and first-class experience in every branch, whom they would be
glad to recommend to Noblemen or Gentlemen requiring the

5 of thoroughly practical GARDENERS. FOREMEN

G

EG. HENDERSON
• AND SON have many excellent

GARDENERS with approved testimonials

for ability now waiting in their Nurseries for

re.engagement.

E. G. H. & Son will be pleased to answer

any enquiries from Noblemen and Gentlemen

requiring such.—Pine-apple Nursery, Maida
Vale, London, W.

GARDENER (Head).—An experienced Man
requires a situation as above : can have unexceptional

testimonials from previous employers.—GARDENER, care of
Messrs. Saltmarsh & Son, The Nurseries, Chelmsfo.d, Essex.

ARDENER (Head), to any Lady or
Gentleman requiring the services of a thorough practical

Man.—Age 30, married : has had fifteen years' experience in

good establishments. Three years' good character from present

situation.—A. M., Soperwood Manor, Totton, Hants.

GARDENER (Head). - Experienced in

Cultivating and Forcing Flowers, Fruits, and Vegetables.

Five years' character ; sixteen in same family, severed by death ;

also eleven in another family.—R. ROLFE, Stuffynwood Hall
Gardens, Mansfield, Notts.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 29, married, no
family ; understands Early and Late Forcing, also Stove

and Greenhouse Plants, Flower and Kitchen Garden. Highly
lecommended from present and previous employers,—A.
HOARE, Sundridge Park, Bromley, Kent,

GARDENER (Head), to any Lady or
Gentleman requiring the services of a practical man, both

Indoor and Out.—Married, no family; understands Cir.-i'i';-

land. Good character.—G.H., Post-office, The Hyde, Hendon.
Middlesex.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 29 ; understands
the profession in all its branches. Twelve years' practical

experience. Good character and testimonials for trustworthiness

and ability.—J. ALEXANDER, Messrs. Jackson & Son, The
Nurseries, Kingston-on-Thames. Surrey.

GARDENER (Head); married, two
children.—A Gentleman who has kept three Gardeners,

but has removed to the seaside, is desirous of recommending
his Head Gardener, who has been with him six years, to any-
one wanting a thoroughly trustworthy man in that capacity.

—

G. L,, Clapton Nursery, E.

G1
ARDENER (Head), were two or more

^ are kept.— Married, without family; well understands
the Management of Vineries, Peach, and other Forcing houses,
Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Flower and Kitchen Garden.
Thirteen years in last place.—A. B., W. C. Drummond,
Nurseryman, Weston Road. Bath.

GARDENER (HEAD), wliere two or more
are kept, or Single-handed.—A Gentleman wishes to

recommend his Gardener, a steady Man, who thoroughly
understands the profession in Vines, Flower and Kitchen
Garden. Within ten mdes of London preferred.—W. SMITH,
S. HL Hubert, Esq., Fernhurst, Ashford, Staines.

ARDENER (Head) ; age 38, married.—

A

thoroughly practical and energetic man, of twenty years
experience in every department of Horticultural and general
Estate work, ofEers his services to any Nobleman or Gentleman
requiring a really competent and respectable man. of excellent
characterand unqueslionedability.—B. B.,'Mascairs, Brenchley,
Kent.

To Noblemen and Gentlemen.
GARDENER (Head, Working).—Age 16,

married, no family ; thoroughly experienced in the
general routine of Gardening. First-class reference as to

capabilities, and a thorough good character.—J. A. B., Wake-
hurst Place, Sussex.

GARDENER (Head, Working), where
one or more are kept.—Married, no children ; has good

practical knowledge in Grape, Peach, Cucumber, and Melon
growing, Stove and Greenhouse Plants, also Flower and
Kitchen Gardening. Good character from present employer.

—

H. BAKER, Silwood Lodge, Sunninghill, Berks.

GARDENER (Head, Working).—Age 34 ;

has a thorough practical knowledge of the profession.
Well up in Vines. Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Melons, &c.
Has been very successful in Exhibiting. Own reason for

leaving. Eight years' good character,—H. Y., i, Pawleyn
Road, Penge, London, S.E.

GARDENER (Head, Working).—Age 34,
married ; thoroughly practical in Forcing Vines, Pines,

Peaches. Flowers and Vegetables, Orchids, Stove and Green-
house Plants, Kitchen and Flower Gardening. Excellent
character.—H, F., 33, Hargrave Road, Upper Holloway,
London, N.

GARDENER (Head, Working), where two
or more are kept.—Age 28. married ; thoroughly under-

stands the profession ; a fair quantity of glass preferred.
Fourteen years' experience. Herts or Beds preferred.—W. C.,
Barkway, near Royston, Herts.

ARDENER (He.\d, Working).—Age 39,
married, two children.

—

Advertiser desires a re-

engagement with a Nobleman or Gentleman requiring the
services of a practical Grower of Fruit, Orchids, Stove and Green-
house Plants, thorough Flower, Kitchen, and general Gardener.
—P., 2, Rlackheath Cottages, Blenheim Road, Reading.

ARDENER (Head), or FOREMAN, in a
good establishment.-To Noblemen, Gentlemen, or Gar-

deners desiring the services of a thorough practical young Man
who understands the Growing of Fruit, Flowers, and Vegetables,
Early and Late Forcing, &c. First-class references as to

character and abilities.—JAMES SMITH, Alscott Park,
Stratford-on-Avon, Warwickshire.

GARDENER (Head, or good Single-
handed).—Age 47, married, one daughter ; well under-

s*^ds Gardening in all its branches. Well recommended.—R.
WARNER. Rowledge, Farnham, Surrey.

GARDENER (good Single-handed), where
boy is kept.—Age 32, married ; understands Fruit,

Flowers, Vegetables, Vines, Melons, Sc. Good character.—
A. D., Twyford Cottage, Hanger Hill, Ealing.

GARDENER.—Age 26, married, no family
;

well up in the profession. Good character.—W. M.,
Mr. Surman, Florist, Witney, Oxon.

GARDENER.— Henry Eckford, many
years Gardener to the Earl of Radnor, at Coleshill,

offers his services to any Nobleman or Gentleman as above.

—

North Street, Swindon, Wilts.

GARDENER, where an under one is kept.

—

Age 27, single ; understands the management of Conser-
vatory, Greenhouse, Vineries, Pits, and Frames, Flower and
Kitchen Garden Work in all branches. Will be disengaged at
the beginning of October.—G. SIMMONDS, The Rectory,
Aston-le-Walls, near Byfield, Daventry.

ARDENER (SECOND).—Age 23 ; well up
in Early and Late Forcing both Fruit and Flowers.

—

F. W., 8, Brook Lane. Chester.

GARDENER (Second), in a good place.—
Age 26 ; well experienced. Two to three years.' good

character,—H. S., John Charlton, Seedsman, 37, Parade,
Tunbridge Wells.

ARDENER (SECOND), where three or four
are kept.—Age 21 ; six years' experience. Good refer-

ences. Please state wages.—A. B., 2, Jasmine Terrace, Oval
R<^ad. Croydon.

GARDENER (Under), where two or more
kept.-Age 20.—W. JESSUP, Wilmington, Kent.

GARDENER (Under).—Age 24 ; two years
and seven months in last situ.ation.—M. CHARLTON.

Havelock Street, Racecommon Road. Barnsley, Yorkshire.

GARDENER (UNDER), or undera Foreman.
—Age 24. No objection to a Cow. Six years' character.

—A. T., Greenford Lodge, Southall, Middlesex.

GARDENER (UNDER).—Age 20; two and
a half years* good character from present employer.

—

C. SCHALK, Doggells. Rochford, Essex.

ARDENER (Under), in the Houses
preferred, in a good garden Establishment.—Three

years' charactor from present employer.—J. T. L., Gazette
Office, Brighouse, Yorkshire.

GARDENER (Under).—Age 19, respect-
able : in the houses preferred. Six years' experience.

Good references.—Address, stating wages and full particulars,
toj. R., Nursery Cottage, London Road, Newport Pagntll,

r:j_ARDENER (Journeyman).-Has had
VJ above seven years' experience, and wishes for a situation
in a first-class Garden, in order to improve himself. A Premium
given if desired.— Please apply, stating particulars, to Mr.W R. , 29. South Castle Street. Edinburgh.

FOREMAN, in a Nobleman's or Gentleman's
Garden.—Age 24: good cvperience and references —

J. A. WICKS, The Gardens, Downing Hall, Holyvell, Flint,
North Wales.

FOREMAN, in a Gentleman's Gardens.—
—Age 25: ten yenis' experience, - R. J., Trematon

Castle, Sallash, near Plymouth.

FOREMAN, in a Nobleman's establishment.
—Age 25 : thoroughly understands the cultivation of all

kinds of Plants and Fruit for Exhibition or otherwise, also
Flower and Kitchen Garden. Good character.-ALPHA,
Post-office, Cheshunt, Herts.

"POREMAN or SECOND, in a good Garden.
-L —Age 23 : nine years' experience in all branches.
Good testimonials.—A. B , 19, Rectory Grove, Clapham, S.W.

FOREMAN, or Assistant to a ISotanist.—
Age 23 I experienced Cultivator. Highly recommended.

Government Certificate in Botany.—PLA.NTA, 21, Craven
Cottages, West Kensington Park, London, W.

To Nurserymen - '

MANAGER, or INDOOR FOREMAN
PROPAGATOR.—Good Salesman ; thoroughly well

versed in all branches of the Business. "Twenty-five years'
experience in good Firms. First-class references.—State wages
to X. Y., 9, Charles Street, Sydenham Hill, Sydenham, Kent.

GENERAL FOREMAN, or FOREMAN in
a good establishment.—Age 26 : twelve years* practical

experience in good establishments. Character will bear the
strictest investigation.—J. B., The Gardens, Wakehurst Place,

IV'URSERY FOREMAN or SALESMAN.
-i-~ —Several years' experience. Good references—W.
BERKSHIRE, The Nurseries, Tooting, London, S.W.

To Nurserymen.
NURSERY FOREMAN and

^
PROPA-

GATOR.—Age 30, married ; fifteen years' experience in

some of the leading Nurseries. Good character from present
and previous employers.—A. E., 2, Archbishop Place, Brixton
Hill, London. S.W

To Nurserymen.
ROSE-GROWER, or FOREMAN.—

Thoroughly understands the above in all branches, both
Indoor and Out, or would have no objection to taking charge of
a Nursery (with Glass) where Rose-growing is made a
speciality. Good references.-*H. N., Mr. Cant's Nursery,
Greenstead Road, Colchester.

PROPAGATOR and GROWER. —Where
Plants are grown extensively for market preferred

;

understands the Propagation and Growth of Paints, Dractenas,
Ferns, Pelargoniums, Fuchsias, &c. Long experience in the
trade. Good reference as to ability,—R. P., 36, Edithna Street
Sandor Road, Stockwell, S.W.

IMPROVER in a Gentleman's establishment
umder a Foreman.—Age 16 ; two years' experience in the

Houses. Good reference. — HEAD GARDENER, The
Gardens, Gosden House, Bramley, Guildford, Surrey.

Nursery and Seed Trade.
MANAGER or SHOPMAN.—Thoroughly

practical and competent in either of above capacrties.
Sixteen years' experience.— S. J., 28, Parfitt Road, South
Bermondsey, London, S.E.

To the Seed Trade.

SHOPMAN (He.\d), or TRAVELLER.—
Age 28, married

: has great experience in the Agricultural,
Vegetable and Flower Seed Departments, and the general

:class1 references. —A. B. C.,

SHOPMAN.—Wanted, by a Young Man who
has had seven years' experience in one of the largest

wholesale houses in London, a situation as above.—W. A., 16,
Philip Road, Peckham Rye, S.E.

SHOPMAN,or SECOND.—Nine years' expe-
rience ; thoroughly proficient in every branch of the trade.

Unexceptional references. Good Penman.— F., 16, Seymour
Place, Brompton, W.

Seed Trade.
HOPMAN (Second).—Age 23 ; seven years'

^-.' experience in England and Ireland. First-class references.
—C. McBRlDE, Messrs, Hogg & Robertson, Seed Merchants,
22, Mary Street, Dublin.

OHOPMAN or SECOND.—Age 24. Ten
^3 years' experience in England and Scotland. Good
references; will shortly be disengaged.—T. R., 19. Thomas
Street, Cirencester, Gloucestershire.

SHOPMAN (Second).—Age 23 ; eight years'
experience. First-class references.—W. X., 27, Ritter

Street, Woodhouse Lane, Leeds.

SHOPMAN (ASSISTANT).—A young Man
who has had nearly five years' experience in the Seed

Trade, wishes a situation as above. Can be well recommended.
—T. P.. Messrs. Drummond & Sons, Seedsmen, Dublin.

IAIRD AND SINCLAIR, Dundee, can at
-^ present recommend a young Man who has served four

years as Apprentice and two years as Assistant Shopman with

To Nurserymen, Seedsmen, and Florists.

SALESWOMAN and BOUQUET-MAKER.
—A situation wanted by an experienced young Lady. Is

a good Saleswoman and Bouquet-maker.—A. B,, 24, Tyrrell
Road, East Dulwich, S.E.

KI N A H A N ' S L L WHISKY.
The cream of old Irish Whiskies. Pure, mild, mellow,

delicious, and most wholesome. Universally recommended by
the Medical Profession. Dr. Hassal says. " The Whisky is

soft, mellow, and pure, well matured, and of very excellent
quality. "-20, Great Titchfield Street, London, W.

LAZENBY AND SON'S PICKLES,

s;i

E.
AND SON, sole proprietors of the celebrated recipes, and
manufacturers of the pickles, sauces, and condiments so lone
and favourably distinguished by the name, beg to remind the
public that every article prepared by them is guaranteed as
entirely unadulterated.—92, Wigmore Street, Cavendish
Square (late 6, Edward Street, Poitman Square), and 18,
Trinity Street. London, S.E.

HARVEY'S SAUCE.—CAUTION.—The
admirers of this celebrated sauce are particularly

reque_sted to observe that each bottle prepared by E.
. ^ ,, , , , , . .

^ many years

DINNEFORD'S MAGNESIA.
The Medical Profession for over Forty Years have approved of

this pure solution as the Best Remedy for

ACIDITY OF THE STOMACH, HEARTBURN,
HEADACHE, GOUT, AND INDIGESTION,

and as the safest Aperient for Delicate Constitutions, Ladies,

Children, and Infants.

DINNEFORD'S MAGNESIA.
HOLLOWAY'S PILLS.—Nothing preserves

the health so well as an occasional alterative in changes
of weather, or when the Nerves are unstiung. These Pills

act admirably on the Stomach, Liver, and Kidneys, and so
thoroughly purify the Blood that they are the most efficient

remedy in warding ofT derangements of the Stomach, Fever,
Diarrhoea, Dysentry and other Maladies, and giving tone and
energy to Debilitated Constitutions. All who have the natural

and laudable desire of maintaining their own and their family's

health, cannot do better than trust to Holloway 's Pills, which
cool, regulate, and strengthen. These purifying Pills are

suitable for all ages, seasons, climates, and constitutions, when
all other means fail, and are the female's best friend.
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BOULTON & PAUL, Hortic ultural Builders and Hot-water Apparatus Manufacturers, NORWICH.
PLANS AND ESTIMATES OF EVERY DESCRIPTION OF HORTICULTURAL BUILDING IN WOOD OR IRON.

HEATINQ BY HOT "WATER ON THE BEST PRINCIPLES AND aUARANTEED.
CATALOGUES Twenty-four Penny Stamps. Illustrated LISTS Post-free.

Plain and inexpensive Greenhouses as above, suitable for Small Garden, sent complete with Stages and Heating Apparatus. For further particulars

see New LIST, post-free, containing Prices and all information.

MELON FRAMES, 8 feet by 6 feet, with two lights, carriage paid to any Railway Station in England, £3 7s. 6d.

BOULTON & PAUL, HORTICULTURAL BUILDERS, NORWICH.

S. OWENS & CO.,

HYDRAULIC ENGINEERS,
WHITEFRIARS STREET, LONDON, E.G.

THE IMPROVED SELE-ACTING HYDRAULIC RAM.
This useful Self-acting Apparatus, which works day and niglu without ne'ding attention, will raise water to

any height or distance, without cost for labour or motive-power, where a few feet fah can be obtained, and is

suited for supplying Public or Private Establishments, Farm Buildings, Railway Stations, &c.

No. 37.

No. 63.

DEEP WELL PUMPS for Horse, Hand, Steam, or other Power.

PORTABLE IRRIG.\TORS, with Double or Treble Barrels for Horse or

Ste.im Power [Gardens, &C.

No. 46a. IMPROVED DOUBLE ACTION PUMPS on BARROW for Watering

No. 49«. GALVANISED SWING WATER CARRIERS, for Garden use.

No. so and 542. F.ARM and MANSION FIRE ENGINES of every description.

No. 33. PORTABLE LIQUID MANURE PUMPS, on Legs, with Fle.tible Suction.

No. 49. GARDEN ENGINES, of aU sizes, in Oak or Galvanised Iron Tubs.

No. 54*. THE CASSIOBURY FIRE EXTINGUISHER, as designed for the
Right Hon. the Earl of Essex.

No. 44. WROUGHT-IRON PORTABLE PUMPS of all sizes.

No. 4. CAST-IRON GARDEN, YARD, or STABLE PUMPS.
No. 39*. IMPROVED HOSE REELS for CoiUng up Long Lengths of Hose for

Garden use.

S. OWENS AND CO. Manufacture and Erect every description of Hydrauhc and Gener.al Engineers' Work for Mansions, Farms, &c., comprising PUMPS, TURBINES,

W.ATER WHEELS, WARMING APPARATUS, BATHS, DRYING CLOSETS, GASWORKS, Apparatus for LIQUID MANURE distribution. FIRE MAINS,

HYDRANTS, HOSE PIPES, &c., &c. Particulars taken in any part of the Country. Plans and Estimates fiirnis/iefl.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES CAN BE HAD ON APPLICATION.

Editorial Communications should be addressed to " The Editor ;" Advertisements and Business Letters to "The Publisher," at the Office, 41. Wellington Street, Covent Garden. Loudon, W.C.

Printed by William Richards, at the Office of Messrs. Bradburv, Agnew. & Co., Lombard Street, Precinct of Whitefriars, City of London, in the County of Middlesex, and Published by the

said William Richards, at the Office, 41, Wellington Street, Parish of St. Paul's, Covent Garden, in the said County.—Saturday, September 14, 1878.

Agent for Manchester

—

John Heywood. Agents for Scotland—Messrs. J. Menziks & Co., Edinburgh and Glasgow.
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CRYSTAL PALACE.—TWENTY-THIRD
ANNUAL EXHIBITION of FRUIT, TUESDAY

and WEDNESDAY. September tn and 25.

Tuesday, September 24, Half-a-Crown Day, Play " The
Stranger." Wednesday, September 25, Play, "The Vicar of

Wakefield."
N.B.—The INTLSNATIONAL POTATO SHOW will be

held on the same days.

THE INTERNATIONAL POTATO
EXHIBITION will be held at the Crystal Palace,

Sydenham, m conjunction with the Exhibition of Fruit, on
SEPTEMBER 24 and 25. Last day of entry. September 17,

Schedules and all particulars may be obtained on application to

J. A. McKENZIE, i and 2, Great Winchester Street
Buildings, London, E.C.

To the Trade.CHRISTMAS ROSES.
Splendid English-grown Crowns.

Lowest once per dozen. loo. or looo, on application.

JAMES CARTER, DUNNETT and BEALE, High
Holborn, London, W.C.

PROTHEROE and MORRIS, HORTI-
CULTURAL. Market Garden and Estate Auctioneers

and Valuers, 98. Gracechurch Street, City. E.G., and at Leyton-
stone, E. Monthly Horticultural Register had on application.

QPIR^A JAPONICA.—Immense Stock of
yj very splendid clumps for forcing, 12S. and i6j. per loo.

The Lily Nursery, Ghent, Belg'The Lily Nursery, Ghent, Belgium.

pHRISTMAS ROSES.—Imported healthy
^^ plants may be had in very large quantities, as. per 100,

icoj. per 1000, Zocts. per 10 000.
The Lily Nursery, Ghent, Belt^Ium.

HEPATICA CGiRULEA, with i to 3 and 4
e.xlra fine (lowering crowns, \os. per loo, 805. per 1000,

700J. p«i

The I.ilv Nur. . r,he , Belc

AZALEAS, CAMELLIAS with buds,
PAI.MS for decnration and seedlines in store pels.

FICUS ELASTICA, DRAC/ENA INDIVISA and other
sons. ARALIA SIEBOLDI, ASPIDISTRA. PHORMIUMS,
YUCCAS. LILIES, and other BULBS, may be had in small
or large quantities, at the most liberal rates

J. VANDER SWAELMEN, The Lily Nursery, Ghent,
Belgium.

HOLLIES.—500,000 Seedlings, i-yr. Sample
and price on application. Orders being booked f>r

Seedling LARCH, Scots FIR, Norway SPRUCE, &c.. fur

future delivery.

W. P. LAIRD AND SINCLAIR, Nurserymen, Dundee, N.B.

Rhododendron Dalhousianum

E WILSON SERPELL (late Pontey) can
• offer fine healthy bushy young Plants of the above, in

48-pots, at 125 per dozen. Fit for immediate planting or
growing on in pois. Colour, rich creamy yellow. All orders
tQ be addres'^ed to

E. WILSON SERPELL. ii, Cornwall Street, Plymouth.

STRAWBERRY DUKE of EDINBURGH
(Moffai).—Strong well-rooted runners of this famous

variety from the original Stock, the best for general crop and
marketing, -js. td. per loo ; 12 plants post-free for is.

TODD AND CO., Seedsmen, Maitland Street. Edinburgh.

BEGONIA SEED—Saved from exceedingly
beautiful varieties of the handsome-flowered tuberous-

roQiid section. The flowers have been carefully fertilised, so

that splendid new kinds may be expected from this seed. is. 6d.

and -25. td. per packet.

PRIMULA, CINERARIA, and CALCEOLARIA, from
Prize Strains, the best that can be purchased, each at i.r. 6d. and

6d per packe

GOLD MEDAL for TUBEROUS
BEGONIAS.—Seed just harvested from our unrivalled

collection. Sealed packets, is. 6J. and 2j 6ii. each.
We offer also our noted strains of PRIMULA, CALCEO-

LARIA and CINERARIA, at ii. frf. and 2S.6,/. per packet.

JOHN LAING AND CO., The Nurseries, Forest Hill, S.E.

FOR SALE, Green EUONYMUS, at 30^-.,

40f., and 501. per too: also AUCUBAS, ARBOR-VIT.*,
CUPKESSUS, RETINOSPORAS, Variegated VINCA,
all in first-class condition, suitable for pots ; together with a
GENERAL NURSERY STOCK,

J. B. BUTTERFIELD, Nurseries, Baker Street, Enfield,

Middlesex.

GE R A N I U M S .
~

1 5,000 " Wonderful "

(Smith), the best Scarlet in cultivation for winter flower-

ing, &c., nice strong stuff, 8s. per too, £j los. per looo ;

also a lot of extra large plants from 4S.pots, 3X. per dozen.

For cash only. Primulas all sold.

RARER AND CO., The Fern Nursery, Bedford Street,

Leamington.

Special Offer.

STANDARD and DWARF ROSES.
Trade LIST now ready, post-free.

LEWIS S. WOODTHORPE, Glaz.nwood Nursery, Brain-

pHRISTMAS ROSES.— Helleborus niger,
V-/' the true maximus variety. Spiraea (Hoteia) japonica and
palmata, may be had in any quantity. Prices on application to

BUDDENBORG BROS.. Florists, Hillegom, Haarlem,
Holland ; who will also be happy to forward their CATA-
LOGUE of Hyacinths, Tulips and other Dutch Bulbs.

EWING AND CO. forward gratis and post-
free to applicants, CATALOGUESof their extensive and

well-grown stock of Standard and Dwarf Roses, Pot Roses,
Clematises, Vines, Fruit Trees, Ornamental Trees, and Coniferx.

The Royal Norfolk Nurseries, Newmarket Road, Eaton, near
Norwich.

)RIMROSES, Double Lilac and White, and
TRITOMA UVARIA.-iooodozenofeach of the above.

MATTHEW NEWMAN, HarUngton, Hounslow, W.

SEEDLING.S. — Immense quantities of
Thorns, Scotch Firs, Alder, Birch, &c., for transplanting

and in strong plants. Apply to

Messrs. LEVAVASSEUR and SONS, Nurserymen, Ussy,
Calvados, France.

CHOICE FERNS.—Gleichenia dichotoma,
^s. 6d. each, and upwards ; Gleichenia dicarpa and

spelunca:, s^. each, and upwards. Special LIST of other

w'.^Tnd^'^J.'^'^BIRKENHEAD, Fern Nursery, Sale, near

LIBERIAN COFFEE. — Strong healthy
Plants and live Seed.— For particulars, apply

F. R. KINGHORN, Sheen Nursery, Richmond.

Vines -Vines—Vines.

J COWAN, The Vineyard, Garston, near
• Liverpool, is now offering a large and splendid stock of

strong, short-jointed, and thoroughly ripened GRAPE VINES,
suitable for fruiting in pots and planting Vineries. Catalogues
free. The Trade supplied.

To Amateur Strawberry Growers.

RUNNERS, strong and well rooted, are
now re.idy. from H. de Thury, President. Sir J. Paxlon,

and British Queen—four of the best varieties in cultivation.

Price List on application. Sample Box of Plants, post.free, is.

Manual on Strawberry Culture, firf.

W. LOVELL, Strawberry Grower, Weaverthorpe, York.

ORCHARD-HOUSE TREES, Fruiting in
Pots :— Peaches. Nectarines. Plums, Pears, Apples,

Vines, Figs, Apricots. Cherries, Mulberries, and Oranges.
RICHARD SMITH and CO., Nurserymen and Seed

Merchants. Worcester.

WANTED, CUTTINGS of White and Pink
coloured. Silver Variegated, Bronze and Tricolor

GERANIUMS. State lowest price per rcoo. to

WILLIAM MILES, West Brighton Nurseries, CliftonvUle,

WANTED, i6 good Brown Turkey FIGS,
z.yr., in growing condition, and healthy ; also 6 with

4 feet clean stems, and good heads. State price to

WILLIAM BARRON and SON, Elvaston Nursery,
Borrowash, Derby.

WANTED, 15,000 QUICKS planted round
the Pant-y-Los Reservoir, situate about 5 miles from

Newport, Monmouthshire. State age, price, and terms ; aUothe
price (and age) for same number delivered at Newport,
Monmouthshire. —Address

CHARLES CULLUM, Secretary, Newport, Mon,

s UTTON'S PRIZE • CYCLAMEN.

SUTTON'S NEW CYCLAMEN,
"GIGANTEUM ROSEUM."

This magnificent variety is one of the best in cultivation.

Several of the bulbs last year produced nearly loo blossoms each.

Fine Bulbs.
|

New Seed,
3J. 6d. and 5J. each ; post-free 2s. 6d. and 5s. per packet,

for 3^. qd. or 5^. 3d. |
post-free.

s UTTON'S PRIZE CYCLAMEN.

riYCLAMEN PERSICUM GIGANTEUM

pYCLAMEN PERSICUM GIGANTEUM
V7 ROSEUM ALBUM.—New Seed, 2J. W. per packet,

post-free.

CYCLAMEN PERSICUM (mixed).—New
Seed. IS. and 2j, 6d. per packet, post-free.

NEW GIANT FRENCH ANEMONES.-
Superior to the Dutch varieties, producing an abundar

NEW GIANT FRENCH ANEMONES.—
Finest mixed double, 6s. per dozen. 40,1. per 100 ; finest

mixed single, is. td. per dozen, 10s. per 100.

NEW GIANT FRENCH ANEMONES.-
Double Chrysanthemum-flowered " Gloire de Nantei

(blue-violet), 41/. each, 35. per dozen.

NEW GIANT FRENCH ANEMONES.—
Double Chrysanthemum-flowered "La BriUante " (bright

d),6d. each, 5J. per dozen.

NEW GIANT FRENCH ANEMONES.—
Double Chrysanthemum-flowered "Mauve Clair"

(beautiful pale mauve), 6d. each, 51. per dozen.
Prices and full particulars of other Flower Roots, post-free.

SUTTON AND SONS, The Queen's Seedsmen, Reading.

BiUbs of all Kinds.

THE GENERAL AUTUMN CATA-
LOGUE of the New Plant and Bulb Company, Lion

Walk, Colchester, containing some splendid new Lilies. Tulips.
Freesias, Iris, Crocus, &c., will be ready in a few days.

Bulbs for tbe Season.

CHARLES TURNER'S consignments of the
above have arrived in fine condition. The roots are

remarkably sound, and early orders are respectfully solicited.

CATALOGUES post.free on application.

The Royal Nurseries, Slough.

To the Trade Only.

DUTCH BULBS at DUTCH PRICES.—
Hyacinths, Tulips, Crocus, Narcissus, Begonias, Christ-

mas Roses, Gloxinias, Caladiums, Novelties in Bulbs and Roots,
Anemone fulgens. Snowdrops, &c. Quality extra. Prices

Catalogue on applic

F. SANDER AND CO., Seed Gr< , St. Albans.

Hyacinths, Tulips, &c.

BUTLER, MCCULLOCH and C0,'S
CATALOGUE of the above is now l;eady, which also

contains a copious list of Garden Necessaries and Culinary
Requisites. Sent free and post-paid to all parts of the world.

Covent Garden Market, London, W.C.—Established upwards
of a century.

Healthy Plants in Fots ofLILIUM AURATUM, the Golden-Rayed
Japanese Lily, per dozen. 185., 245., and 305.

BARR andSUGDEN, 12, King Street. Covent Garden. W.C.

ODEAS.- Healthy young plants of T.
superba and T. hymenopbylloides (pellucida), free and

safe by post. 2j. 6ti. each for prepayment. Trade price (low)
per too, or lesser quantities, on application.

ROBERT SIM, Sidcup Hill Nursery, Foofs Cray, Kent.

The New
PRIMULA SINENSIS COMPACTA

GRANDIFLORA.—The finest and largest new double
white-fringed Primrose extant, of exceedingly sturdy and robust
habit.

Opinion of Mr. Wills :—" Tlie list ivhUc JTomiy for
bouquets

"
Price £^ 6s. per dozen.

A. VAN GEERT, Continental Nurseries, Ghent, Belgium.

HE DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE
of FRUIT TREES is now ready, and will be forwarded,

free by post, on receipt of three penny stamps.
CATALOGUES of ROSES and ORCHARD-HOUSE

TREES post-free on application
THOMAS RIVERS and SON, Sawbridgeworth, Herts.

R U I T I N G PLANTS
of PEACHES, NECTARINES, APRICOTS, and

GRAPE VINES, a large and fine stock, now offered for Sale.

THOMAS RIVERS and SON, Sawbridgeworth. Herts.

Gentlemen's Gardeners, Amateurs, and Others

A R D E N P 6 T s' of best quality,

are requested to send their orders to

J MATTHEWS, Royal Potterv, Weston-super-Mare.
Price List on application.

G
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SALES BY AUCTION.
Auction Mart, Tokenliouse Yard, London, E.C

(Opposite the liank of England.)

GREAT UNRESERVED SALE of DUTCH FLOWER
ROOTS of the finest quality, consisting of the Choicest

varieties of Double and Single HYACINTHS, TULIPS.
CROCUS. NARCISSUS, JONQUILS, SNOWDROPS,
&c., lotted to suit all buyers.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE AND MORRIS
will SELL the above at the Mart, on MONDAY

next, at half-past ii o'clock precisely.

Catalogues may be had at the Mart, and of the Ai
98, Graccchurch Street, E.C, and Lcytonstone. E.

Lower Norwood, close to the Station.
THIRD ANNUAL SALE.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE AND MORRIS
will SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises, the Castle

Nursery, Lower Norwood, on TUESDAY, September 24, at

12 o'clock precisely, by order of Mr. H. James, a choice col-

lection of Established ORCHIDS in splendid condition, many
of which are showing flower, including Ph.alxnopsis, Odonto-
glossum.s, Dendrobium Wardianum, Oncidium prffitextum, O.
Kogersii, with splendid spikes : Vandas, Calanthes, Saccola-

biums, six well established plants of the beautiful and rare

Maxillaria lepidota, 500 DRAC/BNAS. well coloured : an
assortment of STOVE and GREENHOUSE PLANTS,
FERNS, Specimen CAMELLIAS, 500 TREE CARNA-
TIONS in fine condition, and other Miscellaneous Stock,

worthy the attention of the Trade and also of private buyers.

On view the day prior to the Sale. Catalogues may be had
on the Premises, and of the Auctioneers, 98, Gracechurch
Street, E.G., and Leytonstone, E.

Bury Nursery, Bury Street, Edmonton.
I!y order of the Executrix. Entirely without reserve.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE AND MORRIS
will SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises as above, on

WEDNESDAY NEXT, September 25, at i o'Clock precisely,

unless previously disposed of by private treaty, the whole
of the STOCK IN TRADE, comprising fine Specimen
CAMELLIAS. PRIMULAS, STEPHANOTIS. GARDE-
NIAS, ROSES in pots, &c., together with the UTENSILS
in Trade and EFFECTS.
On view the day prior to the Sale. Cataloges on the Pre-

mises, and of the Auctioneers, 08. Gracechurch Street, E.C.
N.H.—The LEASE of the 'NURSERY, about 18 years un-

expired, at a rent of ;£too-per annum, to be DISPOSED OF.
The Stock may also be purchased privately. No reasonable
offer will be refused. Apply to the Auctioneers as above.

Tooting, S.W.
FIFTEENTH ANNUAL SALE.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
« ;tl SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises, the Exotic

Nursery. Tooting, S.W., on THURSDAY, September 26, at

I o'clock precisely, a quantity of extra stock of STOVE and
GREENHOUSE PLANTS, the whole of which are in healthy

and thriving condition, including Lapagerias alba and rosea
superba, Aralia Veitchii, Anthurium Scherzerianum, choice
Orchids, comprising Vanda suavis (Veitch's variety), Sacco-
labiums ampullaceum and guttatum, Angraicum eburneum
superbum, Calanthe Veitchii. Cattleyas, Dendrobiums, and
Odontoglossums in variety. Exotic Ferns, selected Palms, a
fine assortment of English-grown Camellias, well set with butls ;

Succulents, Hardy Herbaceous Plants, &c.
On view the day prior to the Sale. Catalogues may be had

on the Premises, and of the Auctioneers, 98, Gracechurch Street,

E.C, and Leytonstone, E.
N.B. The ANNUAL SALE of NURSERY STOCK will

take place on OCTOBER 28 and 29.

Tooting, S W.
Re WM. ROLLISSON and SONS.—IN LIQUIDATION.
Without reserve.—On TUESDAY, October i, at 11 o'clock

punctually, there being upwards of 600 Lots.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE .\ND MORRIS
are instructed by the Trustee to SELL by AUCTION,

on the Premises. The Nurseries. Tooting, S.W., one mile from
Balham Station, on TUESDAY, October i, at it o'Clock,

the whole of the immense stock of WINTER FLOWERING
HEATHS, in 32, 48. 54. and 60 pots, including 3400 Hyemalts,

13,700 gracilis, 1950 Wilmoreana, 2200 caffra, 100 melanthera,

180 grandinosa, a quantity of Massoni major, roo Cerinthoides,

250 mammosa in flower, 450 scabriuscula, and 200 hybrida :

4300EPACRIS in 48 and 54 pots: 750 ACACIA ARMATA
in 48's; 7900 GENISTA FRAGRANS, 1300 BOUVARDIAS,
in54's; 3505 SOLANUMS, in 48's; 200GREVILLEA RO-
BUSTA, in 43's ; 200 fruiting VINES (Canes)': specimen hard-
wooded HEATHS. BORONIA MEGASTIGMA, PUL-
T^ENIA ROSEA, DAPHNE INDICA RUBRA : AZALEAS,
650 Marechal Neil ROSES in 32's and 54's, a large quantity
of ORNAMENTAL FOLIAGE PLANTS for Table and Con-
servatory Decoration, &c.
May be viewed any day prior to the Sale. Catalogues

may be had on the Premises : of G. WHIFFIN, Esq., the
Trustee, S. Old Jewry, E C. : of Messrs. LEWIS, MUNNS
AND CO., 8, Old Jewry, E.C. : and of the Auctioneers, 98,
Gracechurch Street, E.G., and Leytonstone, E.

Dutch Flower Boots, for Present Planting and Spring
Flowering, arriving weekly from well-known farms in

Holland.—SALES every MONDAY, WEDNESDAY,
and SATURDAY during September, commencing at half-

past 12, and generally finishing about 4 o'Clock.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 38, King Street.

Covent Garden, W.C, first-class HYACINTHS, TULIPS,
CROCUSES, NARCISSUS, IRIS, SNOWDROPS, Ll-
LIUMS. RANUNCULI, &c., in large and small lots to suit

all buyers. Catalogues on application.

New and Rare Orclilds.

MR. J. C. STEVENS has received instruc-
tions from Mr. F. Sander to SELL by AUCTION, at

his Grent Rooms, 38. King Street, Covent Garden. W.C, on
TUESDAY, September 24, at half-past 12 o'Clock precisely, a
magnificent Importation of MADAGASCAR ORCHIDS,
among which is Phajus tuberculosus, a new, very distinct, and
fine variety ; the rare and beautiful Grammatophyllum Ellisii,

in perfect health ; also Eulophia scripta, new and fine : Angra:-

cum sesquipedale, A. eburneum, and the beautiful Ouvirandra
fenestralis. These Orchids have been collected by M. L^on
Humblot, and are described by Professor Reichenbach in last

week's Gardeners' Chronicle, pp. 332 and 333. At the same
time will be cfTered a fine lot of Odontoglossum pardinum and
Maxillaria grandiflora ; also fine plants of Odontoglossum
Edwardi, O. Hallii, Oncidium Kramerianum majus. the new
Masdevallia Bella (Reich.), and other cool Orchids, the whole of

which are in the finest condition, having plump, sound eyes and
breaks.

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Ouvirandra fenestralis.

MR. J, C. STEVENS lias received instruc-
tions from Mr. F. Sander to SELL by AUCTION, at

his Great Rooms, 38, King Street. Covent Garden. W.C, on
TUESDAY, September 24, at half-past 12 o'Clock precisely, a
fine lot of this very interesting and beautiful aquatic, just
brought home from Madagascar in the finest possible condition.
Plants and leaves of this very magnificent plant will be on view
the day of Sale, and the pieces are in the finest possible health

and readily breaking.
On view the mnmin? of Sale, and Catalngues had.

EBtablished and Imported Orchids, Tree Ferns,
CACTI, i^c.

MR. J. C STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 38, King Street,

Covent Garden, on TUESDAY, September 24, at half-past 12

o'clock precisely, an Importation of ONCIDIUM CRISPUM
from San Paulo, Brazil ; aCOLLECTION of ESTABLISHED
ORCHIDS, comprising some good plants of rare sorts; 12

plants of Phalainopsis Schilleriana and P. grandiflora aurea ;

also some good plants of Dendrobium formosum giganteum,
D. Fytchianum. D. hedyosmum, D. luteolum, and Saccolabium
guttatum ; 40 fine specimens of Turk's-cap Cacti, just arrived in

good condition ; an importation of Cyathea dealbata in fine

condition ; a collection of Specimen Greenhouse Plants,

the property of gentleman leaving his residence
; 4 cases of

Pumpkins.
On view mornine of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Consignment of Plants from Ghent.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTION at his Great Rooms, ^3, King Street,

Covent Garden, W.C, on WEDNESDAY, September 25, at

half-past 12 o'clock precisely, 100 AZALEA INDICA, fine

plants, best named sorts, with buds ; 100 CAMELLIAS, fine

plants, best named sorts, with buds ; 100 COCOS WEDDEL-
LIANA, fine young plants, in single pots, about i foot high ;

5oCHAM/EROPSEXCELSA;8SEAFORTHIAELEGANS,
3 feet high; 12 DRAC/ENA INDIVISA (AUSTRALIS) ;

4 VARIEGATED PHORMIUMS: 12 PHCENIX RECLI-
NATA {fine plants) ; 2 CYCAS REVOLUTA (fine stems with

leaves) ; 12 PTYCHOSPERMA ALEXANDRA (a splendid

Palm) ;3oARECAMONOSrACHYA;i2ARECA BAUERI,
and an Importation of DUTCH BULBS from Holland.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Hofford.

IMPORTANT SALE of ACCUMULATED NURSERY
STOCK.

IVTR HENRY GILLARD has been directed
-^^ by Messrs. Sandy & Son to SELL by AUCTION, at

the Nurseries, Hofford, on TUESDAY and WEDNESDAY,
September 24 and 25, at 12 o'Clock each day, a large quantity of

valuable TREES and SHRUBS, including 2454 English Yews,

3 feet to 6 feet, pyramids; transplanted 1876, 1877, 1878; 275

Cupressus Lawsoniana, 6 feet to 9 feet, transplanted 1876;

1494 Tree Box, 2 feet to 3 feet ; S70 Yellow Broom, 3-yr. old,

transplanted 1S77 ; 127 Silver Poplar, 7 feet to 8 feet ; 290

Deutzia crenata flore-pleno, 250 Flowering Thorns, 136

Berberis Darwinii, 3 feet, transplanted 1877 ; 96 Hodge's Broad

Leaved Holly, 2 feet, transplanted 1877; 614 Thuja occiden-

talis, 4 feet to 6 feet, transplanted 1876 ; 1 50 Phihielphus grandi-

flora, fine plants
; 540 Cotoneaster Simonsii, 1650 Black Italian

Poplars, 3 feet to 12 feet ; 36 Silver Poplars, 9 feet ; 280 Balsam

Poplars, 540 strong Birch, 4000 Alders, 2600 Beech, 3 feet to s

feet ; 15,000 Spruce, i^ foot to 2 feet ; 6000 Scotch Firs, 2 feet

to 2.% feet ; 4000 Wych Elm, 1760 Portugal Laurel, 3 feet to

4 feet, transplanted 1876 and 1S77 ; 600 White Broom, trans-

planted 1877 ; 350 Weymouth Pines, 6 feet to 7 feet, trans-

planted 1876; 1300 Common Hollies, 3 feet [to 5 feet, trans-

planted 1875 ; 1700 Common Laurels, 4 feet to 5 feet, trans,

planted 1876 : 1250 Austrian Pines, 4 feet to 6 feet, transplanted

1876 ; 600 Standard and Pyramidal Pears, 580 Standard and Bush

Apples, Red, White and Black Currants, &c.

Catalogues can be obtained from the Auctioneer, Hofford, or

at the place of Sale, where the Stock can at any time be

inspected.

Chertsey, Surrey.
I Mile from the Addlestone and 2 Miles from the Woking

Stations on the South-Western Railway.
IMPORTANT FIVE DAYS' SALE of valuable well-grown

NURSERY STOCK, in the Erox and Woodham Nurseries.

MESSRS. R. AND J. WATERER and SON
are instructed by the Executrix of the late Mr. G. Grey,

to SELL by AUCTION, in October, the STOCK upon the

above Nurseries.
May be viewed and Catalogues had fourteen days prior to

the day of Sale, upon the Premises, and of the Auctioneers,

Chertsey.

To BE LET, an ORCHARD GARDEN of
12!2 Acres, for three years, 9 miles south-west of London.

For particulars apply to

Mr. BOWLEY, Surveyor, i3, Abingdon Street, S.W.

To Market Gardeners and Nurserymen.

TO BE LET, from Michaelmas next,

a NURSERY, of ^M acres in extent, on the Reigate
and Sutton Turnpike Road. Ground rent ;£i4 per annum.
Planted with Shrubs, Fruit Trees, and Market Garden Pro-

duce. For further particulars address,

F., Mr. Allingham. Market Place, Reigate.

To the Trade.

RICHMOND and MORTLAKE NURSERIES, SURREY.
Established 1802.

GAND W. STEELE, of the above
• Nurseries, most respectfully invite the Trade to inspect

their Stock, which they will find very extensive and uncommonly
fine this season, and in excellent condition for moving. Early

orders are respectively solicited.

To Gentlemen, Contractors, and Others.

GAND W. STEELE also solicit the
• attention of all those who are making large plantations,

and beg to inform them that they will feel great pleasure in

giving special prices to large buyers, which they can quote

extremely low, having a very large Stock on hand.

w

Great Eastern Railway Company.
DUTCH BULBS.

THE GREAT EASTERN RAILWAY
COMPANY have now made special arrangements for the

conveyance of Pulbs and Roots from Holland at a rate of 253-.

per ton from Rotterdam to London, includmg delivery within
the ordinary cartage limits. Traffic sent by this service will

usually be delivered in London on the second day after shipment
in Rotterdam. The Company have also instituted an Express
Service for the carriage of Bulbs from Rotterdam to London at
A%s. per ton, including delivery within the usual cartage limits.

'I'he Company guarantee delivery (against forfeiture of freight)

the day after shipment in Rotterdam, the act of God alone
excepted. The Company are prepared to quote Throughout
Rates from any town in Holland to any town in England. The
Bulbs should be consigned to the Company's Agents, Messrs.
Hudig & Pieters, Rotterdam, to whom full instructions (stating
whether the Bulbs are to be forwarded by ordinary or express
train) must aUo be sent. Senders are requested to address their

cases in full, and to mark them " Bulbs " in large letters, so as to

avoid the possibility of error or delay.
For further information, address The CONTINENTAL

DEPARTMENT, Liverpool Street Station, London, E.C.

Cabbage Plants—Cabbage Plants.W VIRGO, Wonersh Nursery, Guildford,
• c:in now supply in any quantity the following good,

strong, healthy, autumn grown PLANTS ;—Early liattersea.

Early Enfield Market, Early Nonpariel, and Robinson's Drum-
head, at 3J. per 1000 ; Red Pickling, 5J. per 1000.

Reference required from unknown correspondents.

PLAJ^TS for NATURALISING in the
Wild Garden, Shrubbery Border, Woodland Walks, Hot

Banks, Swampy Ground, and in any other position where the
plants are allowed to grow naturally, reproducing themselves.
See present years ABC BULB GUIDE, free on application.

THOMAS S. WARE, Hale Farm Nurseries, Tottenham,

Miles' New Hybrid Spiral Mignonette.
EXTRA SELECTED from the ORIGINAL STOCK.

M. MILES has to offer new SEED
of the above splendid variety, carefully saved from the

finest spikes, at \s. per packet. The usual allowance to the Trade.
The West Brighton Nurseries, Cliftonville, Sussex.

HYDRANGEA, THOMAS HOGG, new
white, 30J. per too. 5J. per doz.

GERANIUM, BRIDAL BOUQUET, new double white, 41.

per dozen.
PLUMBAGOS, strong and specimens.

WM. GROVE, Nurseryman. Hereford.

JULES DE COCK, Nurseryman, Ghent,
O Belgium, cfifers AZALEA INDICA of all sizes,

AZALEA MOLLIS and A. PONTICA, CAMELLIAS,.
CHRISTMAS ROSES, DEUTZIA GRACILIS, DIELY-
TRA SPECTABILIS. lily of the VALLEY. SPIRvEA
JAPONICA. PALMS for Table use, DRAC/ENAS, FERNS,
and YUCCA VARIEGATA. Catalogues free on application.

"pHEASANT-EYED NARCISSUS.—Bulbs
-*- of this sweet-scented Narciss, loj. per bushel, 6^. per

half-bushel. 3J. dd. per peck. Likewise Bulbs of LILIUM
BULBIFERUM, 15^. per 100, 2s. 6d. per dozen. Terms cash

with order. Package free. Post-office Orders payable at

Vauxhall Cross.

Mrs, ALDERSON, Langley Lane, South Lambeth, Surrey.

QTRAWBERRY PLANTS.—Moffat's Duke
^~-^ of Edinburgh, fine strong plants at 7f. 6^/. per too. Trade

supplied on moderate terms.

Awarded special prize at Edinburgh, July, 1878.

GEORGE SINCLAIR, Phantassie Orchard, Preston-

kirk, N.B.

For Immediate Disposal.
SPECIMEN STOVE and GREENHOUSE PLANTS.

WM. MILES has for disposal some splendid
Specimens of the above, consisting of Crotons,

Dracaenas, Palms, Alocasias, Cycads, Tree and other Ferns

—

all of which have secured Prizes at several First-class Shows,
and to be sold at a considerably reduced rate. For prices and
particulars apply to

WM. MILES, West Brighton Nurseries, Cliftonville, Sussex.

Hyaclntlis, Tulips, Crocuses, &o.

WM. CUTBUSH AND SON beg to announce
that they have received their first consignment of the

above, in splendid condition. Wm. Cutbush & Son having
again obtained all the First Prizes for Hyacinths, &c., proves
that their selection is superior in quality to those offered by
many other houses. Catalogues post-free on application.

Highgate, London, N., and Barnet, Herts.

J LINDEN'S Exotic Nurseries, Ghent,
• Belgium.- The CATALOGUE of CAMELLIAS,

AZALEAS, RHODODENDRONS. PALMS, NEW
PLANTS, and WHOLESALii LIST of PALMS, is now
ready, and will be sent on application to J. L. as above, or to

Messrs. R. SILBERRAD and SON. 15, Harp Lane, Great
Tower Street, London, E.C.

c LEM ATI S.—Jackmanni, rubra violacea,
Miss Bateman, Lucy Lemoine, Gem,

and others, very strong,

505. per 100, ;£20 per 1000.

RICHARD MASON.
Windlesham Nursery, Bagshot, Surrey.

J. HICKES' POTTERY at Shepton
• Mallet Flower Show.—The First Prize for Fuchsias,

and Second for Roses, were gained by plants grown in our pots.

The Pottery {the Works are Utile more than twelve months
old) is already famed for growing healthy plants.

T. J. HICKES, The Garden Pottery, Old Down, Shepton
Mallet.

SURPLUS STOCK of INDIAN
AZALEAS.

Bushy plants, ro to 12 inches, without flower-buds, gs. per doz.

Good flowering plants, \^s. per dozen.

Good flowering plants, extra large, 24.1. per dozen.

In twelve good vaiieties. Descriptive LIST on application.

Also could spare about 2000 DAPHNE INDICA RUBRA,
healthy plants, q to 18 inches, gs. to 185. per dozen.

ISAAC DAVIES, Nurseryman, Ormskirk.
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s
To the Trade.

EEDLING LARCH, extra fine, i-yr.

SCOTCH FIR, Seedling, Native, e

The above are offered in quantity,

LITTLE
"•

Carlisle.

i-yr. and 2-yr.

especially tine.

BALLaJ4TYNE, Knowefield Nurseries,

Pinks -Pinks—PlnSs.

WOOD AND INGRAM have a large Col-

lection of the best Exhibition Varieties in strong, well-

rooted plants. This is the best season for planting.

Price 4s. per dozen.
/^ttt?

For Names and Descriptions see their new CATALOGUE
of imported and other Bulbs, Carnations, Picotees, &c., which

is now ready, and will be forwarded free on application.

The Nurseries, Huntingdon.

CAMELLIA ALBA PLENA, with buds, £%

„ Admiral Campbell, with buds, £,i, per ico.

,, „ without buds, C^ \%s. per lOO.

AZALEA INDICA, with buds, many fine varieties, C\ per lOo ;

very strong, Z4 per 100.

All plants are well formed, healthy and bushy. Pacltage low.

Carriage free to Hamburg. Three months' credit against good

references.

C. W. MIETZSCH. 36, Berg Strasse, Dresden, Germany.

Special Cheap Offer.

EHILLIER begs to offer the under-
• mentioned, all well-grown stuff:—

ROSES, Tea and Noisette, 12s. per dozen ; Queen of Bedders,

\is. per dozen : Mar^chal Niel, loj. and iSi. per dozen.

CLEMATIS, twelve best varieties, t2i.

PRIMULAS, double white, 12s. per dozen, looi. per 100.

CARNATION, La Belle. 91. and 12s. per dozen.

DAPHNE INDICA RUBRA, i2S. per dozen.

STOVE PLANTS, ij choice for 12s.

Package will be is. on each dozen.

POT VINES and BEARING PEACH TREES.
, Winchester.

GEORGE COOPER, The County Seed
Establishment, Hertford, begs 10 announce that he has

received his annual importation of FLOWERING ROOTS,
and that his Illustrated and Descriptive CATALOGUE is now
ready, and m.iy be bad post-Iree on application. The best sorts

in every kind from the most careful growers.

SEEDS for the Garden and Farm, for Autumn Sowing
For early forcing—Early White Roman HYACINTHS,

SPIR^\ JAPONICA and PALMATA, LILY OF THE
VALLEY. The best value given.

Annual ABC Bulb Guide.

THOMAS S. WARE has much ple.-isure in

announcing tlLit the present year's issue of the above is

now ready, and will be posted free on application. It iiicludes

complete collections of Liliums, Narcissus, Gladiolus, Iris, and
numerous other families: also selections of Bamboos and Orna-
mental Grasses, Aquatic and Bog Plants, Herbs, &c. : and a
fine collection of Hardy Orchids, to which is added a few choice

Perennials, adapted for present planting.

Hale Farm Nurseries, Tottenham, London.

EW AND RARE LILIES."M"EW AND RA
This splendid Lily gives

LILIUM COI.UM'BIANUMT extremely rare. ^!. U.
LILIUM BATEMAN.E. quite new. 7s. 6d.

LILIUM JAPONICUM KRAMERI, 51.

Selections of choice kinds can be made by Mr. William
Bull, at 30J.

,
425. and 6or. per dozen.

Establishment for New and Rare Plants, King's Road,
Chelsea, London, S.W.

ONYMUS JAPONICUS, 12 to 15 inches,
25J per 100, Cio per looo.

MEDIO PICTA, 9 to 12 inches, in pots, 351. per 100.

AUREA MARGINATA, 9 to 12 inches, 35*. per 100,

;Ci3 per 1000-

DUC U'ANJOU. 9 to 15 inches, 35J. per 100.

MACROPHYLLA, 6 inches, 305. per too.

MICROPHYLLA, 6 inches, 251. per 100.

lamed varieties, in pots, 305. per 100.

STANSFIELD BROTHERS, Southport.

ENRY WALTON, Edge End Nurser>"
:rfield, near Burnley, Lancashire, begs to offer the

undermentioned, in good strong plants, at the following

I CAMELLIAS, very choice English-grown, 2if. to 42J.

AZALEAS, very choice English-grown, lis. to 36J.

:
FLOWERING STOVE PLANTS, very choice, i2r. to i8j.

r ORNAMENTAL STOVE PLANTS, very choice,

12J. to 181.

: GREENHOUSE PLANTS, very choice, 121. to i8s.

• EXOTIC FERNS, very choice, 12s. to iSl.

1 EPACRIS or ERICAS, for winter blooming, very choice,

1 25. to iSr.

n roots. I2J. to i8j.

irts, 1876 and 1877,

:oming into flower,

ling plants, qi.

nay be taken.

E"

H

;
BOUVARDIAS, fine pla

13 CHRYSANTHEMUMS. Strong bl(

12 CINERARIAS, fine named sorts, fi

Half of any of the above sort

All of the above are H. W.s selection.

H. W. also begs to offer the following New Plants, all free

by post :

—

COLEUS, splendid new sorts, including Kentish Fire, Lord
Falmouth, George Bunyard, Exquisite, Fascination,

Royalty, Novelty, Garnet, and Favourite, is. each,

the set for 8^.

GERANIUMS, Zonal, New Life and Salmon Vesuvius, is. each.

„ Zonal. Dr. Denny and White Vesuvius, is. 6d. each.

,, Zon»l, twelve of Pearson's new set for 1878, is. each.

„ Zonal, six of Williams' new set for 1878. is. each.

H. W. is at present sending out a Basket, containing twelve

choice WINTER BLOOMING PLANTS, composed of

Camellias, Azaleas, Bouvardias. Epacris and Ericas, all

warranted to bloom, for 21^.

A fine lot ofthree-year-old well ripened FRUITING VINES,
n\\ fruit well next season. Prices on appli

Brierfield. CATALOGUES appli-

SFECIAL OFFER.—Manetti Stocks, good,
iS^. per 1000. Standard Roses. 80s. per 100, Dwarf on

Manetti, ^rs. per 100. Acer Negundo variegata, dwarf maidens,

30s. per 100 : nice feathered do., pyramids, i2J. per dozen, 75s.

per 100 ; standards, gs. to i8s. per dozen. Platanus occidentalis,

2 to 2% feet, 50s. per 1000 ; 2}4 to 3 feet, los. per 100 ; 3 to 4 feet,

20s. per 100 ; 4 to 5 feet, 30s., 5 to 6 feet, 40s., 7 to 8 feet, 60s.,

8 to 9 feet, 80s., lo to 12 feet, 18s. to 24s. per dozen. Goose-

berries, strong Crown Bobs, 12s. 6ii. per ioo._ Black Currants,

8s. per 100, 75s. per 1000. Spirsea japonica, fine, 15s. per 100.

EDMUND BLYTON, The Nurseries, Woodhall Spa,

Horn castle.

GEO. J AC KM AN & SON,
(Established i8io.)

Cultivators ot

FRUIT and FOREST TREES,
Evergreen and Flowering

TREES and SHRUBS,
ROSES, RHODODENDRONS,
Conifin anil H.u-Jy Climbers.

THE CLEMATIS

Dcscrlplh-c Priud Cil.ih'gues free.

WOKING NURSERY, SURREY.

WM. PAUL & SON,

ROSE GROWERS,
TREF,, PLANT, BULB, AND

SEED MERCH.\NTS.

WALTHAM CROSS,
HERTS.

Inspection of Stock invited.

Priced Descriptive Catalogues free by post.

B. S. WILLIAMS'
NEW AND CHOICE

CYCLAMEN SEED
FOR IMiMEDIATE SOWING.

CYCLAMEN PERSICUM, Williams' Superb
Strain, per packet, 5s., 3s. dd., 2s. td., and is. (jd.

From Mr. G. Bone, Gardener, Hin^Jutm, January 2, 1S7S.

" Sir.—The Cyclamen seed supplied by you have turned out

splendid. They have been admired by all that have seen them.

"

CYCLAMEN PERSICUM GIGANTEUM.—
The flowers of this splendid new giant variety

from a to 2!^ inches in length, colour pure whit<

fine bold violet-purple eye. Per packet, 5s, and

New Plant and Bulb Catalogues

Nmu ready, fost-free.

VICTORIA and PARADISE NURSERIES,
UPPER HOLLOWAY, LONDON. N.

prfc HARD SMITH;;

STRAWBERRIES.— Strong plants of the

leading sorts can be supplied frum the open ground

after July 15, at 55. per 100. See Descriptive FRUIT LIST,
to be had on application.

RICHARD SMITH and CO., Nurserymen, Worcester.

FOR FORCING.
SPIR/EA JAPONICA. 20s. per 100.

PALMATA. 25s. per 100.

By 100 or 1000. An immense stock, finely ripened. Smaller

palmatas, for planting, los. ^d., 15s., and 20s. per 100. Extra

large clumps at moderate prices.

ROSE QUEEN OF BEDDERS,
Booked for autumn, 12s. per dozen, 75s. per 100.

CHARLES NOBLE, Baeshot.

LEMOINE'S GRAND NEW DOUBLE
GERANIUMS.—These are decidedly the greatest

acquisitions of the season 1877. Beautiful, new and varied in

colour, habit of the best singles, with enormous trusses. Con-
tinually receiving testimonials to their excellence, I can
warrant them to please. Twelve varieties for 6s., six for 3s.

THE BEST NEW SINGLES.—These received highest

commendations from first-class Gardeninfi: Journals. Postans'

ten varieties, also his three doubles. Bridal Bouquet, White
Wonderful, &c. : the thirteen varieties for 6s. Smith's four

varieties for 2s. (these are good). Dr. Denny's seven fine

singles and two doubles, nine, for 4s. dd. New Life, White

Tricolors, Bicolors, white

. 6(f., all post-free.

, and Salmon Vesuvius sent with either coUectio

i^s. extra.' All post-free, or in pots as preferred (nice pi:

Cuttings of all the above half-price,

include choice Golden and Si

flowers with silver foliage, &c. . for 10s

Twelve New FUCHSIAS, m plants

Catalogues on application.

R. PANNEIT. Florist. Chailey. Sussex.

JAPERS, Nurseryman, Loochristy, near
• Ghent, Belgium, ofl"ers the following splendid stock of

healthy, well-shaped, and richiy-budded Plants :—
CAMELLIAS, at ^5, /6, /y. and ZS per 100.

CAMELLIAS, very large, at 2s., t.s., and 4s. each,

AZALEAS, Indian, l^, £6, £-j. and £,Z per 100.

AZALEAS, large Indian, at 2s., 2s. 6d.. 3s., and 4s, each.

AZALEA MOLLIS, from seed, at £s, C^, £7, and ilS per 100.

AZALEAS, hardy Ghent, at jCa, £$, £6, £7, and £S per 100.

Larger, 2s., 3s.. and 4s. each,
RHODODENDRONS, at £6, £7. £S, and £12 per 100.

Larger, 3s., 4s,. 5s., and 6s. each.

The DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE may be had on
application to

Messrs. R. SILBERRAD and SON, 15. Harp Lane, Great
Tower Street, London. E.G.

J NO. JEFFERIES and SONS
offer the undernamed SELECTED BULBS of first-cUss

quality. 2LS. in value delivered free. Under that sum Bulbs
added to compensate carriage. From R. Rosoman, Esq. :

—

"The bulbs are very good, and I am much pleased with them."

17
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Notice to the Trade.

WG. CALDWELL AND SONS are now
• sending out their well-known AZALEA AMCENA

CALDWELLI. strong plants, \Zs. per dozen : larger size. 2+j.
Also splendid plants of GLEICHENIA DICHOTOMA, at

3J. bd. and ^s. each, 36^. and 50^. per dozen.

The Nurseries. Knutsford. Cheshire.

HOLLY, I to i^ foot, i<is. per 100 ; \\ to 2
feet. 35J. per 100 ; 2 to i% feet. soj. per 100 : 2^^ to 3

feet, 605. per 100. All moved last season, extra well rooted and
very bushy. Plants added for carriage. Cash prices.

JOHN NELSON, Nurseries, Heeley, near Sheffield.

To the Trade.

AZALEA INDICA, well grown 3-yr. plants,
best varieties. 50J, per 100,

CATALOGUES on application.

EMIL LIEBIG, Nurseryman, Dresden, Saxony.

sTRONG CLUMPS for FORCING.
I p. .000

I

p. .0,000

\
L\o 17DIELYTRA SPECTABILIS ..

HOTEIA (Spir.xa) JAPONICA
SPIR/EA PALMATA .. ..| 4 4I 37 io|
Orders to the amount of {,1 free throughout Great Brit;

A. M. C. JONGKINDT CONINCK, Toltenhai
Cede r ZivoUe, Netherlands.

Vines—Vines—Vines.

WG. CALDWELL and SONS beg to
• inform their Friends and Customers that their stock

of the above is unusually fine this season. Samples have been
exhibited at various Shows in the North of England, and they
have been highly commended for their excellent quality.
Orders are now being booked from the following varieties :

—
Black Hamburgh
Black Alicante
Buckland Sweetwater
Duke of Buccleuch

Strong Planting Ca;

i Seedling
Lady Downe's
Madresfield Court
Muscat of Alexandri

f. to IS. 6rf. each.

BULBS AT GROWERS' PRICES.

TULIPS, fine, mixed, single early, 55, per 100.

HYACINTHS, fine, mixed, double, iSi. per 100,

zs. 6(i. per dozen.

CROCUS, fine, mixed, ys. 6d. p. 1000, is. p. 100.

Ifover los. value packing and carriagefree.

C. R. FBEEMAN,
ECONOMIC SEEDSMAN, NORWICH.

;^Rl CHARD SMITH;:
.©•.Worcester;©

ROSES, choice Tea-Scented and Noisette, in
great variety.

ROSES, Hybrid Perpetual, strong, for forcing.

ROSES, New, for 1878.

CLEMATIS JACKMANNI and many other sorts for bedding
and climbing.

Bedding Plants, strong and healthy ; Fuchsias, Pelargoniums,
Greenhouse and Stove Plants, Ferns, &c.

Descriptive priced LISTS free on application.

RICHARD SMITH and CO.. Nurserymen, Worcester.

30,000 Camellias.
THE BEST VARIETIES IN CULTIVATION.

BWHITHAM, The Nurseries, Reddish, near
• Stockport, has 011 Sale the following unequalled

COLLECTION of PLANTS, all home-grown :
—

CAMELLIA ALBA PLENA, fine healthy plants, well

bud, 24.?. per di

ritht

3 24

larger, s,zs. per dozen,
high, very bushy, 60s. per dozen,

eighteen buds, very forward, dos. per dozen,
high, twelve to thirty buds, js. iid.24 to 32 inche

to loj. 6d. each.

»* M I. 7 fset by 3^ feet through, loof. each,

,, other choice varieties, nice bushy plants, well set with
bud, 24J. per dozen ; larger, 42^. per dozen.

„ „ 18 to 24 inches high, with nine to twelve buds, 6ai.

per dozen.

,, „ 20 to 30 inches high, with ten to eighteen buds, ^s. td.

and \os. 6d. each.

,, ,, 48 by 30 inches, well set with bud, 30J. each.

,, „ 60 by 30 inches, well set with bud, 501. each.

,, ,. 60 by 48 inches, well set with bud, 100s. each.

„ ,, 72 by 60 inches, well set with bud, looj. each.

AZALEA INDICA, many thousands, all well set for bloom,
nice young healthy plants, best varieties, 12s,, 15^., i8j ,

and 24^ per dozen.

,, INDICA ALBA, bushy, i-zs. and 15J. per dozen.

,, larger size in variety, 3J. 6d., 55., and ^s. &d. each.

,, specimens, half and quarter.

„ STRIATA PERFECTA. 30 inches by 24 inches, very
good, 25J. each.

» ,f 36 inches by 24 inches, very good, 305. each.

„ WHITE PERFECTION, 36 inches by 30 inches, very
good, 301. each.

,, MODESTA, 24 inches by 24 inches, very good 15^. each.

„ SOUVENIR DE L'EXPOSITIUN, 24 inches by 30
inches, very good, 215. each.

,, EXTRANEI, 30 inches by 30 inches, very good, 21 j. each.

„ LORD CLYDE, 30 inches by 30 inches, very good, 151.

„ AMtENA, nice bushy plants, well set for bloom, 12^. and
155. per dozen,

., ,, larger, ready for forcing, 3J. 6d. to s^- each.

HEATHS, hard-wooded, quarter and half specimens, fine

healthy plants, nicely tied out, 16 inches high by 18
inches through, and 18 inches by 24 inches, of the best
varieties, los. td, to 155. each.

APHELEXIS MACRANTHA PURPUREA, 26 inches by
26 inches, 12^, kd. each.

CHOICE ORCHIDS.—Many thousands of
good plants to select from. Mr. William Bull is

constantly receiving large importations from his Collectors and
Correspondents in Assam, Colombia, Burmah, Brazil, Mexico,
Costa Rica, Venezuela. Ecuador, West Indies, and the Eastern
Archipelago, and can offer many of the rarest and most
beautiful kinds at extremely low prices. Customers can choose
their plants from eleven large houses full of Orchids. An
inspection is invited.

Establishment for New and Rare Plants, King's Road,
Chelsea, London, S.W.

BEDDING GERANIUMS.—Stock plants,
lifted from flower garden, at the following low prices,

for cash :
—

SCARLET—Vesuvius. Bayard, Violet Hill Nosegay, Baron
Ricasoli, Lord Palmerston, 12^. per 100.

PINK—MiiS Skipworth. Mrs. Holden, Mrs. Miles, i2f.per 100.

VARIEGATED—Crystal Palace Gem, Argentea. Kentish
Hero, i2.r. per 100 ; Marshal McMahon, 2or. per loo,

SPIR^AJAPONICA,extrastrongforcingcIumps, 201. perioo.
BURGESS, KENT and SONS. PenkhuU Nurseries, Stoke-

upon-Trent.

IMPORTANT CLEARANCE SALE
GREENHOUSE and STOVE PLANTS,

OENAMENTAL TEEES AND SHRUBS, &c.,

On TUESDAY, October 8, at

GOLDEN ACRE NURSERY, INVERLEITH ROW, EDINBURGH.

As the Ground is disposed of for Building Purposes the IMMEDIATE REMOVAL of the

Plant Houses and consequent disposal of the valuable contents is rendered imperative.

THE LAW80N SEED AND NURSERY COMPANY (LIMITED)
HAVE INSTRUCTED

Messrs. LYON & TURNBULL, Auctioneers,
TO .SELL, AS ABOVE.

Particulars in CATALOGUES now preparing, and ivill be ready afew days before the Sale.

DAVID SYME, Manager.

DUTCH F^.O^A^^E_R ROOTS.
OSBORN & SONS'

ANNUAL CATALOGUE of the above is now published, and may be

had, post-free, 07i application.

IT CONTAINS .\ DESCRIPTIVE LIST OF

HYACINTHS, TULIPS. CROCUS, NARCISSUS, LILIUMS,
And other Bulbs.

The First Consignment has been received from Holland, and all appear to be good sound Bulbs
and in excellent condition.

EABLT WHITE ROMAN HYACINTHS, 20s. per 100.

The Catalogue contains also

LISTS of SUNDRY USEFUL FLOWERING PLANTS PREPARED for FORCING, and

VEGETABLE and FLOWER SEEDS for AUTUMN SOWING.

N.B.—All Bulbs and Seeds carriage paid, on conditions stated in Catalogue.

THE FULHAM NURSERIES, LONDON. S.W.

JEAN VERSCHAFFELT'S NURSERIES
(THE OLDEST FIRM IN GHENT).

CAMELLIAS -AZALEA INDICA.

The Stock of these Is immense this Season, and in the finest health and
condition.

The Prices are as low as possiblefor a really good article, viz. :
—

CAMELLIAS, with buds, fine healthy plants, i to i J foot high, £7 per 100.

CAMELLIAS, with buds, larger and better, £\o to ^12 per 100.

CAMELLIAS, extra sized plants, $s., 10s. to 20s. each and upwards.

AZALEA INDICA, fine stuff, £$ per 100.

AZALEA INDICA, larger plants, £6, £S, ;^io to /12 per 100 and upwards.

AZALEA INDICA, extra size, 5^., loj'. to 20s. each and upwards.

NONE BUT BEALLT FIBST-OLASS VARIETIES ARE GROWN AND SUPPLIED.

Many thousands are on hand now, and early orders are solicited by

JEAN NUYTENS VERSCHAFFELT,
134, FAUBOURG DE BRUXELLES, GHENT, BELGIUM.
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NEW and RARE ORCHIDS.

TV /TR. J. C. STEVENS has received instructions from Mr. F. Sander
•'-'-'•

to SELL by AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C,

on TUESDAY, September 24, at half-past 12 o'clock precisely, a magnificent Importation of

MADAGASCAR ORCHIDS, among which is PHAJUS TUBERCULOSUS, a new, very

distinct, and fine variety; the rare and beautiful GRAMMATOPHYLLUM ELLISII, in perfect

health; also EULOPHIA SCRIPTA, new and fine; ANGR^ECUM SESQUIPEDALE,

A. EBURNEUM, and the beautiful OUVIRANDRA FENESTRALIS. These Orchids have

been collected by M. L^on Humblot, and are described by Professor Reichenbach in last week's

Gardener^ Chronicle, pp. 332 and 333. At the same yme will be offered a fine lot of ODONTO-
GLOSSUM PARDINUM, and MAXILLARIA GRANDIFLORA ; also fine Plants of

ODONTOGLOSSUM EDWARDI, O. HALLII, ONCIDIUM KRAMERIANUM MAJUS,

the new MASDEVALLIA BELLA (Reich.), and other COOL ORCHIDS, the whole of which

are in the finest condition, having plump sound eyes and breaks.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

AUCTION ROOMS AND OFFICES, 38, KING STREET, COVENT GARDEN,
LONDON, W.C.

TheThames Bank Iron Company
OLD BARGE WHARF,

UPPER GROUND STREET,
LONDON, S.E.,

Have the largest and most complete stock in the Trade
;

upwards of ^20,000 worth to choose from.

HOT-WATER BOILERS, PIPES, and CONNECTIONS,
And all CASTINGS for HORTICULTURAL PURPOSES.

Their New Illustrated Catalogue, 2>th Edition, now ready

{price Sixpence).

Hot-water Apparatus erected complete, or the Materials supplied at Wholesale Prices.

W. H. Lascelles,
HORTICULTUEAL BUILDER,

121, BUNHILL ROW, LONDON, E.G.

BANGE of PATENT BENT WOOD CURVED VINERIES, PLANT HOUSES, Ac,
recently erected at Croydon.

These Houses are light, strong, durable, and of elegant appearance. Can be made as cheaply

as a plain, straight House, and no Bent Glass need be used.

Ilhistrated Sheets sent, post-free, on application, and Estimates given without charge.

COCOA-NUT FIBRE REFUSE.—
Reduced Price :—In 4 bushel bags, bags included, at u.,

or truckload of about 250 bushels, 25J. (truckload delivered free

to rail in London). Post-office Order or Cheque will oblige
with all orders.^;. STEVENS and CO., Greyhound Yard,
and 134, High Street, Battersea. S.W.

COCOA-NUT FIBRE WASTE.—
Invaluable for Potting, Plunging, and Forcing Purposes.

Useful at all seasons. 3*/. per bushel, 100 bushels I33 bags) 20f.

Truck-load (loose) 301., put free on rail
; 75. for One Horse Van-

load, if fetched from Works, Bags charged A,d. each, returnable
at same rate.—JAMES CROWLEY and CO., Cocoa-nut Fibre
Works, Suffolk Place, Snow's Fields, Bermondsey, S.E.

PEAT.—South of England Horticultural Peat
Lands.-C. R. HOLLOWAY. Christchurch, Hants-

Brown, Fibrous, Light-weighing Peat, of excellent quality,
for Orchids, Ferns, &c.. well cut in Turves and carefully loaded
into Railway Trucks, at \^s. 6d. per ton, in loads of 4 Tons and
upwards. Sample bag, <,s. , five bags, 215.; 12 bags, 405'.

Some also, of good quality, at 131. 6d. per four tons and
upwards.

PEAT, Brown Fibrous, superior quality for
Orchids. Ferns, &c., ^6 per truck. Also good Black

Fibrous Peat for Rhododendrons, Azaleas. &c.. at 165. per ton,
or jCa roj. per 6-ton truck, delivered at either Bagshot or Farn-
borough Station on S.W.R.. or Blackwater. S.E.R.

Mr. W. TARRY. Bailiff, Bagshot. Surrey.

Fibrous Peat for Orchids, &c.

BR OW N FIBROUS PEAT, best
quality for Orchids, Stove Plants, &c. , £(> 6s. per truck.

BLACK FIBROUS PEAT, for Rliododendrons, Azaleas,
Heaths. American Plant Beds, 211, per ton.
Delivered on rail at Blackwater, S. E. R,, or Famborough,

S. W. R., by the truckload. Sample bag, 5J, W. ; 5 bags,
25J. : 12 bags, 50,1.

Fresh SPHAGNUM, los. 6J. per bag.
WALKER AND CO., Farnborough Station, Hants.

Important to all Admirers of Clean, Healthy Foliage.

SPEEDS

PARASITE ANNIHILATOR ^

;medy ever discovered against Mealy
r, tireenfly, American Bug, Thrips, Scale,

ill Parasites infesting Roses, Vines. Plants, Shrubs, &c.
Mr. W. Thomson, of Tvieed Vineyard, Clovenfords, writes :—" You are entitled to the gratitude of all who have to

battle with the parasites that affect plants for your discovery ;

amongst collections of Orchids and stove plants it will be
invaluable."
Mr. J. Wills, Floral Decorator, South Kensington, says :—

" I have tried it in various ways, and find it very effective. It

at once destroys Thrips, Scale and Red Spider : Greenfly and
minor pests instantly disappear."

Mr. D. Thomson, Gardener to His Grace the Duke of
Buccleuch, Drumlanrig Castle, writes ;

—
" I find it to do most

effectually all that you claim for it. I applied it to Mealy Bug.

Grey Scale, and Red Spider, and its effects are quite magical."

Sold in bottles at 2^., yi. 6d.j 6j. , and los. each.

It is most economically applied with a Vaporiser, price zs.

Prepared by Alfred Lowe, Chemist. Chesterfield.

Agents -.—London, J. Veitch & Sons, Chelsea, S.W. ; Hurst
& Son, 6, Leadenhall Street, E.C. r Corry & Soper. Shad
Thames, S.E. ; Dick Radclyffe & Co., 128, High Holbom,
W.C. ; W. Cutbush & Son, Highgate Nurseries, N. ; Chester.

I. Dickson & Sons : Manchester, Dickson, Brown & Tait ;

York I Backhouse & Son; Hull, Martin & Son: Sheffield,

Fisher, Holmes & Co. : Birmingham, Felton & Sons, R. H.
Vertegans : Colchester, New Plant & Bulb Co. ; Cheltenham.

Heath & Son :
Peterborough. J. House : Hereford, Cranston &

Co. King's Acre ; Nottingham, J. R. Pearson ; Edinburgh,

Downie & Laird, Ireland & Thomson, T. Methven & Son ;
Aber-

deen, W. Smith & Son : Dundee, W. P. Laird & Sinclair . Stirling,

W. Drummond & Son : Hawick, J. Forbes ; Belfast, J. Boyle,

Balmoral ; Dorking, H. Appleby : Stoke-on-Trent. Burgess.

Kent & Son ; Wellington, C. Butler : Mansfield, G. Rymer ;

Saffron Walden, W. Chater ; Jedburgh, C. Irvine ; Lichfield,

E Holmes, Whitlington Nurseries : Thirsk, F. Hutchinson :

Kingston-on-Thames, T. Jackson & Son ; Beverley, G. Swailes ;

Wavertree, J. Dewar & Co.
"

son ; Worksop. T. Marris
Norwich, Daniels Brothers.

Agents wanted in every district.

I S H U R S T COMPOUND.—
Used by many of the leading Gardeners since 1859,

against Red Spider, Mildew, Thrips. Greenfly, and other Blight,

in solutions of from 1 to 2 ounces to the gallon of soft water, and
of from 4 to 16 ounces as a winter dressing for Vines and Fruit

Trees Has outlived many preparations intended to supersede it.

Sold Retail by Seedsmen in Boxes, li, . 31.. and loj. 6d.

Wholesale by PRICE'S PATENT CANDLE COMPANY
(Lmited)^

SCOTT'S WASP DESTROYER,—
The only effectual remedy for destroying these pests

:

iS. 6d., 2j. 6d. and SJ. per bottle. May be obtained through

all Seedsmen, or direct from

JOHN SCOTT, The Royal Seed Stores, Yeovil.

The Orchardist, by J. Scott, price 35. td., the best work in

the English language on Fruit Trees and their Cultivation.

ANDERSON'S RUSSIA MATS,
For COVERING, TYING, and PACKING,

Are highly recommended for durability and cheapness.
^
The

different qualities and sizes aie fully described i '^ -
'

JAMES T. ANDERSON,
COMMERCIAL STREET. SHOREDITCH,

LONDON, E.
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CRANSTON'S NURSERIES,

The Rose Catalogue for 1878,

The Descn'plivc Catalogue of Selected Roses for

the Autumn ly" 1878 is now ready.

Copies will be forwarded free on application to

CRANSTON & CO.,

KING'S ACRE, HEREFORD.

CARTER'S FLOWER ROOTS

EARLY FORCING.
2O3. value Carriage Free.

JAMES CARTER & CO.
Are now receiving splendid Samples of the folio

BULBS from the Flower Farms.

EARLY ORDERS ARE DESIRABLE.

Early White Roman Hyacinths
Early Blue Roman Hyacinths ..

Early Double Roman Narcissus
Early Paper-white Narcissus .

.

Early Saffron Crocus (Autumn-
flowering)

Double Snowdrops (extra large selected)

Double Snowdrops, good roots ..

Single Snowdrops (extra large selected)

Single Snowdrops, good roots .

.

C A R T E R'S
Gene'al Catalogue of Dutch Flower Roots

Is the most comprehensive guide yet published.

Profusely illustfated, price 6d. post-free ; g ratis topurchaser's.

THE QUEEN'S SEEDSMEN,
HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.

AMERICAN BULBS and PLANTS.

American-grown double Tuberose I'ulbs delivered in lots

of 1000 and over, free of cost for freight and packing, in Liver-

pool, at the lowest market rates.

All the finest native species of American FERNS.
ORCHIDS, AQUATICS, FLOWERING PLANTS,
FRUITS, SEEDLINGS, &c, collected and carefully packed
for transmission abroad.

We take pleasure in referring to the leading florists in

England and the Continent, with whom we have had business

Priced LISTS furnished free to all applicants.

HOOPES, BRO. & THOMAS,
CHERRY HILL NURSERIES, WEST CHESTER,

PA., USA.

DUTCH FLO^^^ER ROOTS.

James Veitch & Sons
UEG TO ANNOUNCE THAT THEY HAVE RECEIVED THEIR

ANNUAL SUPPLY of HYACINTHS and other BULBOUS ROOTS
From HOLLAND.

And are pleased to say that they are in splendid condition.

CAT.4L0GUES, Illustrated with upwards of Sixty Woodcuts, are now ready, and will
forwarded, post-free, on application.

ROYAL EXOTIC NURSERY, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, S.W.

hyacinths, tulips, am othee bulbs.

Wm. Paul & Son
LEG TO ANNOUNCE THAT THEIR

NEW CATALOGUE of HYACINTHS, TULIPS, and other

BULBS, CAMELLIAS, AZALEAS, &c..

Is now ready, and will be sent, post-free, on application.

Collections of Bulbs from 10s. 6d. to 843.

A CHOICE COLLECTION OF CAMELLIAS,
30jr. per dozen and upwards.

SPECIMEN CAMELLIAS from One to Thirty Guineas each.

" Hyacinths formed the most important feature of the show, tlie

principal exhibitor being Mr. William Paul, of Waltham Cross, who
was far in advance of any other in the size and beauty of the noble
spikes which he placed in competition."

—

Journal of Hortkultia-e.

" Hyacinths were again the main feature, Mr. William Paul taking
first prize with a collection that were as near absolute perfection as in

the present stale of our knowledge we can imagine."— Gardeners'
Chronicle.

" It is due to Mr. William Paul's wondeiful group of Hyacinths that a tribute should be borne here to their
incomparable quality."

—

The Plorht.
_ _

PAUL'S NURSERIES and SEED WAREHOUSE,
WALTHAM CROSS, HERTS.

PlNE-APPLy URSERY^ MAIDA VALE, LONDON, W.

E. G. Henderson & Son
^^ffiffflfcijiiv jjeg to announce that they have still a few extra fine roots of the rose-coloured

variety of the large, hardy, WHITE WATER LILY to dispose of It is the Nymphsa alba

var. rosea of Hartmann (_A;«r«rt/ of Botany, 1872, p. 329). "Differs from the well-known White
Water Lily only in its beautiful rose-coloured flowers."

Price on application.

Special Offer of large qitantities of the following, in strongplants

:

—
48-size pots.

EPACRIS, choice variety, \2s. and iZs. per doz.

ACACIA DRUMMONDII and others, iS.r. to

30^. per dozen.

BOUVARDIAS, in sorts, \%s. per dozen.

EPIPHYLLUM TRUNCATUM, fine collec-
tion, aif. and 301. per dozen.

TREE CARNATIONS, \%s., 24^., and 30.?. per

ERICAS, hard and soft-wooded, 12s. and iS.r.

per dozen.

GREENHOUSE PLANTS in variety, such as
ERIOSTEMONS. EORONIAS, APHELEXIS.
NERIUMS, LEUCOPOGONS. HOVEAS, GRe'
VILLEAS. DIOSMA, CORREAS, CHOROZE-
MAS, BRACHVSEMAS, TREMANDRAS,
PIMELEAS, &c., looi. and 1501. per too.

N.B.—The usual Discount to the Trade.

E. G. HENDERSON &' SONS New Illustrated Bulb CATALOGUE is now ready.
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BEAUTIFUL FLOWERS

CHOICE COLLECTIONS

HYACINTHS,

CROCUS, TULIPS, LILIES, &c.

SUPERB ASSORTMENT

of the

BEST VARIETIES.

Growing in Vases,

Glasses, Pots,

Cutdoor Cultivation,

GreenhouseorWindow

^_, Boxes.

^^ los. (ul., iJi. 6d., 21S., and

42i. each.

Five per Cent. Discount for Casli.

ORDERS OF 2M. VALUE CARRIAGE FREE.

FOR FULL PARTICULARS SEE

WEBB'S
AUTUMN CATALOGUE
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apartment through the lower part of High

Wood, and through a deep fringe of evergreens

on either side. Beyond is the park, and in full

view the palatial kennel. One of the rooms

which boasts this prospect was used as a break-

fast-room by the last ducal master of the fox-

hounds, who used to step out on the lawn after

the morning meal and wind his horn, and at the

signal the pack came pell-mell across the park

over one or two ha-has, and up the glade, to

bay and pant around their master.

On the lawn of the flower garden of the library

front there are two Cork trees, each 10 feet

4 inches in girth at 4 feet from the ground, and

each most curiously enveloped in buff-coloured

bark, which reaches to the small part of every

branch. There is a good crop of acorns, with a

roseate blush upon their cups. In good years

the acorns of these two Cork trees rattle

down freely from their cups when ripe, and

the crop will be fairly good this year; but

the Turkey Oaks here will not mature their

fruit. The Cork tree sheds its evergreen leaves

with the common evergreen Oak—the Ilex^from

May to July, when gardeners must sweep the

lawn that carries this tree, and sweep, and sweep,

and sweep again. The evergreen Oak should

begin to weep at about fourteen years old, but it

never weeps, at any age, like a Cork tree of a

hundred years.

A thousand Cedars of Lebanon were planted

here by the third Duke in 1761 ; that is, about

six for one now standing. The largest stands

in the park, south-east of the house, and

measures 24 feet round the trunk. Its spread

of branches is 135 feet in diameter, and its

height about 90 feet. The trunk is short, and

this grand vegetable structure is principally

composed of a gigantic head of many branches.

I counted twenty-five at the crown. The soil of

Goodwood Park proper is not generally deep

enough for the Sweet Chestnuts, which are found

in the annexed park surrounding the ruins of

Halnaker House. The largest trunk is that of

a tree standing at the south-west corner of the

park. It is 20 feet 10 inches in circumference

at 4 feet high, and undivided to the height of

24 feet ; the spread of branches is 82 feet across.

Several of the Chestnuts in the row before the

ruins are 18 feet in circumference of trunk, and
the boles are generally lofty and undivided.

Mr. Rutland took me through many houses in

the pleasure-grounds and kitchen garden, from

those which had produced Peaches this year

weighing 14 ounces to those in which are the

valuable Orchids which obtained the twenty-

guinea prize at the Royal Horticultural Society's

exhibition. H. E.

New Garden Plants.

ONCIDIUM MiLLlANUM, M. sp. *

This must be a very stately thing. The bulb at

hand is 0.15 m. long, 0.025 m. broad, sharp on both

sides, compressed, with four ribs and furrows each

side, hence ten-ribbed. The leaf is 0.25 m. long,

0.023 m. broad. The panicle appears to be very

wide, since from Mr. Jethro Mill's statement it ex-

ceeded I metre in length, and was much branched.

I have seen a branch from the inflorescence, that

flowered last April. The flowers come near the

group of Oncidium planilabre, Lindl., and my first

impression in England was it was near this species.

Yet it has not the tooth before the column which

afl'ords a very good character of the planilabre group.

The column is very short, two-winged, with two

tumid checks under the stigmatic hollow. Therefore,

adding this to a lip bent at the base and five nearly

equal sepals and petals, it stands close by Oncidium

anthocrena, that would appear never to have flowered

in Europe. This has larger flowers, a distinct horned

callus, and great spathaceous bracts, as they occur in

Oncidium spathaceum itself. The flowers are equal

* Oncidi-um Millianunt. n. sp.—Affine Oncidiq aDthocreni,

Rchb f. Pseudobulbis ligulatis compressis ancipitibus utrinque

quadricostatis, hinc decemcostatis ; foliis ligulatis obtuse acutis
;

panicula amplissima macroclada diffusa laxiflora : bracteis

triangulis, brevissimis ; sepalis tepalisque subscqualibus oblongis

acutis undulatis : labelli basi ^enuflexi : auriculis rotundatis,

isthmo modico, parte antica reniformijemarginata ; callo baseos

depresso subrhombeo aotice ttidentato ; columna crassa brevis-

sima, ubu'a emarginata incrassata bibuccosa, alis angustis

minutis. H G. Rchh.f.

to those of a good Oncidium leucochilum, nice fresh

yellow mottled with brown, the lip brown in the

middle. If I remember well it is white, yet I am
not sure of this, and forgot to take a note. The plant

was bought of Messrs. Low, and came with Miltonia

Warscewiczii (Odontoglossum Weltoni). Hence it

may be a discovery of Mr. Boxall in New Grenada.

It flowered in the garden at Rendlesham Hall, Wood-
bridge, in Lord Rendlesham's collection. It was well

observed by Mr. Jethro Mill, Lord Rendlesham's

Orchid grower, to whom it is inscribed for his well-

known Orchidic merits. H. G. Rchb. f.

Masdevallia valifera, Rchb.f.

Supra, 1874, i. 406, ii. 98.

This belongs to the greatest Masdev.allise, and though

near the " coriacea " group, it is a member of the

" leontoglossre," which have the pair sepals combined

very widely in one body. Our plant has a certain

quality of M. Peristeria, viz., the nerve ofthe side sepals

is very much prominent outside, while the flower is far

longer. I measured the whole length, o.oS m., of

which 0.025 m. belong to the body ofthe upper sepal,

the rest to the tail, while the connate body of the lateral

sepals measures nearly 0.05 m., and the tails 0.03.

The flower is 0.02 m. high at its base. The great

curiosity is that the body of the lateral sepals is strictly

bent down, which gives it a most curious appearance.

The whole flower is covered with a splendid gloss, as

if varnished. The base is green outside and turns thus

from brown shades to light brown till to the yellow of

the borders and tails is reached. The odd sepal is

covered inside with numerous small spots. The con-

nate sepals have only the borders and tails yellow

inside, while the remainder inside is of a most curious

brown that one may paint by mixing a reddish

brown (Paillard's brown rouge) with sepia. This

adds a great charm to the quite extravagantly formed

species. The petals are light green and the lip inside

of the darkest brownish purple. The lip is very

curious, inasmuch as it appears three-lobed, but only

by the folding of the parts of the limb outside as is the

apex. Carefully laid out it is seen to be unlobed.

The surface is covered with small acute warts. I have

to thank Mr. W. Bull for the great pleasure of seeing

this living flower, probably the first expanded in

Europe. It may be one of Mr. Shuttleworth's im-

portations. H. G. Rchb. f.

Drimiopsis perfoliata. Baker, n. sp.*

This is a third species of this little-known Scilloid

genus, of which Dr. Kirk has sent bulbs from Zanzibar

to the Kew collection, where it has flowered this present

summer. It is just like the already described species

in the character of its inflorescence and perianth, but

very different in the leaves, which here clasp the

b,ase of the stem, so that it seems to be inserted

through them and spread horizontally at or near the

surface of the ground. Bulb globose, above an inch

in diameter, the outer tunics greenish. Leaves two,

cotemporary with the flowers in July, roundish, 2

—

2\

inches long, 18—21 Hnes broad, clasping the stem,

with rounded imbricated basal lobes, broadly rounded,

with an obscure cusp at the tip, spreading horizon-

tally, rather fleshy in texture, glaucous green on the

upper surface with copious blotches of bright green,

the under surface all pale green and unblotched.

Scape half a foot long, terete, glaucous-green, un-

spotted. Raceme subplicate, dense, about i inch

long, ^— I inch in diameter, the upper flowers

crowded, minute, and abortive, the lower very shortly

pedicellate ; bracts minute, lanceolate. Perianth

greenish-white ; segments oblong. Filaments lan-

ceolate-deltoid, a third as long as the perianth seg-

ments, incurved ; anthers minute. Ovary sessile,

globose ; style entire, as long as the ovary, jf. G. B.

Ornithogalum (Beryllis) albovirens,
Baker, n. j/.f

This is a new species of Ornithogalum, allied to

Eckloni, scilloides, and virens, received from the

Cape of Good Hope from Mr. Cordukes in 1875,

which flowered in the Kew collection for the first

time this present summer.
Bulb globose, about I inch in diameter, the outer

tunics greenish. Leaves about three, cotemporary

with the flowers in June, linear, glabrous green,

recurving, rather fleshy, I loot or \\ foot long,

\—I inch broad low down, tapering gradually from

the middle to the point. Scape i foot long, slender,

terete, flexuose, glabrous. Raceme moderately dense,

oblong, 15 — 20-flowered, about 2 inches long,

* Drimiopsis perfoliata. Baker, n. sp. — Bulbo globoso

:

foliis 2 synanthiis sessilibus subrotundis obtusis macutatis

scapi basin late amplectentibus, lobis basalibus rotundis im-

bricatis ; scapo semipedali immaculato ; racemo subspicato,

perianthio campanulato albo-viridulo ; filamentis lanceolato-

deltoideis perianthio triple brevioribus.

t Ornitkos^alum (Beryllis) albovirens, Baker, n. sp.—Bulbo
globoso : foliis 3 linearibus synanthiis ; camoso-herbaceis
pedalibus vel sesquipedalibus : scapo tereti gracili subpedali ;

racemo subdenso 15—20 floro ; pedicellis flore longioribus ;

bracteis linearibus ;
perianthii parvi segmentis oblongis albidis

viridi vittatis : filamentis exterioribus linearibus ; interioribus

lanceolatis : stylo ovario sequilongo.

I inch in diameter ;
pedicels ascending, the lower

\—\ inch long ; bracts linear, \—J inch. Perianth-

segments linear-oblong, i inch long, dull white, with

a broad green middle. Stamens half as long as the

perianth, the three outer filaments linear, the three

inner lanceolate ; anthers minute, oblong ; ovary

green, oblong-trigonous ; style white, as long as the

ovary ; stigma capitate. J. G. B.

LIGUSTRUM SINENSE.*
One of the most elegant of shrubs is that of which

we give a figure at p. 365, fig. 64. Its elliptic wavy

yellowish green leaves are all but evergreen, its

slender branches, which when young are downy

(though not shown so in the engraving), curve grace-

fully outwards, and in the summer time are covered

with dense panicles of small fragrant white flowers,

succeeded in due time by small pear-shaped apiculate

purplish berries, the size ol small shot. The plant is

a native of China, and was introduced by Mr. Fortune,

It is mentioned and figured in our volume for 1858 ;

but the figure there given does so little justice to the

plant, that a better one will be acceptable. We have

grown the plant for some years, and find it perfectly

hardy, though possibly it might be cut back in very

severe winters.

THE TREES IN THE PARKS.
I QUITE agree with the remarks which you have

made (p. 340) in reference to the trees in the parks.

Trees, after a certain age, cannot be resuscitated, and

if we are to keep up the arborescent vegetation of our

parks young trees must be planted, to take, in time,

the place of the old ones, worn out. This has, to

some extent, been done in Hyde Park, and the only

ault to be found with these new plantations is that they

are too thick. Let every alternate tree be taken out

along the ride in Rotten Row, and the remainder will

quickly fill up the gaps. The trees planted in the.

middle of the row are quite out of place, and should

be removed. They are not thriving, and if they were

they would, in time, foreshorten and impair the

appearance of one of the finest bridle rides in Eng-

land. Glass covered rides we have seen at Welbeck,

but that, though costing hundreds of pounds, is

nothing compared with Rotten Row ; therefore to

curtail its breadth is a mistake. If some fence must

be erected to separate the up from the down riders, it

should consist of something else than trees.

Passing on to Kensington Gardens we come to the

flower-walk, which is only a flower-walk in name,

inasmuch as the shrubberies on either side of it are

quite a thicket—so much a thicket, in fact, that

little in the way of flowers can grow. Here and

there a few ordinary border plants may be found,

but until the shrubs are thinned out and little bays

made in them, nothing like a fair representation of

the better class of herbaceous plants now to be found

in some of our London nurseries can be made there.

But it is the trees to which I now wish to direct

attention, and at the Kensington end of this walk

may be found plantations of them so thick that even

in this comparatively sunless wet season the ground

below them is as bare of grass as a public road. Can
it therefore be expected that trees can thrive under

such circumstances ? To drive avenues through them

would be as disastrous as to suddenly turn a green-

house plant out-of-doors. What is wanted is judicious

thinning. Every other tree at least should be removed,

and the rest should be thrown into clumps. In

this way the arborescent features now existing

in our parks might be maintained until young

avenues and plantations were sufficiently large to take

their places. In regard to these they must be formed

in different positions from those already in existence.

When an old tree dies it is worse than useless to

plant another in its place, as has been attempted in

an old avenue leading from Baron Grant's house to

Kensington Palace. Fresh ground must be broken

in situations suitable both for avenues and clumps,

and the soil must be properly prepared for their

reception. In this way the wooded appearance of

our parks will be maintained, and when the old trees

now to be found in them die with age their demise

will scarcely be remarked.

But something may yet be done with the old trees,

• L. sinense, Loureiro, Ft. Cochiit'China, xix. , 4to ed. : Ben-
tham, in Hook. Joum. iv. 331 ; Fl. Hongkong, p. 215 : Lindley,
Gard. Ckron. 1858, p. 62 ; Decaisne, Flore des Serres, 1877,
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remnnnts as they are of an age gone by. Because

they are failing they need not necessarily on that

account be cut down. Of the fine old Oaks in Merrie

Sherwood scarcely one is sound ; but who on that

account would cut them down, except perhaps the

Duke of Portland, who has scarcely left one of them

standing, with the exception of the Greendale Oak

—

a tree of historical interest ? No ; by judicious lopping

they may be rendered picturesque objects, as for

instance the one at the "King's Arms " entrance at

Kensington, a fine old Elm tied together with hoops

affirm that the thinnings of the trees in Kensington
Gardens, especially in the neighbourhood of the Round
Pond, would realise a sum that would go some way
towards reimbursing the Government for the expenses

incurred in forming new woods.

The natural timber of Hyde Park is Elm, but it

also contains some fine Spanish Chestnuts, and there

is at least one clump, consisting of the different species

of Ash—a circumstance that leads me to another

aspect of my subject, and that is to suggest that the

new plantations should consist ofclumps of the different

the shrub-masses, which, in consequence, are in a

thriving condition. A new walk near the fountains

appears to have been made with care and judgment,

room being afforded in front of the shrubs

for herbaceous and fine-leaved plants. I have hitherto

said nothing as regards landscape effects ; but there

is no better way of securing these than by planting in

family groups, as in the case of the Ashes to which I

have just referred. This was Gilpin's plan ; but at

that time there was little except our native trees with

which to deal. Of hardy ornamental trees we have

Fig. 64.—ligustrum sinense, the Chinese privet, (see p. 364.)

which bind its timeworn trunk together ; the branches

of this, having been lopped at different heights, are

pushing young wood which may keep the old trunk

hale for many years to come. Even when lifeless an

old tree overrun with Ivy or Virginian Creeper, is by

no means unattractive, provided the position and sur-

roundings be suitable. Examples of this may be seen

near the Powder Magazine, and near the Superinten-

dent's new house. In country parks new clumps and

isolated trees are continually being planted to form a

succession to such as are worn out, and why should

not this be done in our public parks ? As to planting

for profit that must not be thought of; but I can

varieties and species belonging to difl'erent genera.

These, if labelled correctly, would enable planters to

select the kinds of trees which appeared to grow best,

and that best suited their fancy. If something of

this kind were done the tree-clumps in our parks

would possess even for the multitude as much interest

as those of flowering or sub-tropical plants.

By the side of the Serpentine something appears to

have been done to improve the tree-growth—grass

glades have been formed by the sides of the walks,

running into bays in which some fine tree has been

isolated. The soil being shallow, resting on gravel,

appears to have been stripped off and thrown into

now abundance—importations from North America,

chiefly from Eastern and Western Virginia. Of some
of these excellent examples may be seen at Fulham
Palace and Syon House. I have visited Virginia

three times within the last seven years, and found that

the American trees thrive as well here as there. The
time has, therefore, come when our parks should be

planted with trees of a more varied character than

those which they at present contain. Situations for

such new plantations might be found in all

our parks, from Storey's Gate to Kensington

Gardens, thus uniting our three western parks in

one as far as unity in the way of planting
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is conccmcii. IiitL-icsting bils of planliiig in the wny

of ornamental landscape gardening have already been

carried out at Ilyde Park Corner, in what is called

the Dell, and around the Albert Memorial ; but whal

I advocate is planting on a similar but bolder style

with trees of an ornamental character, and by judi-

ciously altering the contour of the ground soil might be

had on the spot suitable for improved tree growth.

These matters well carried out would produce land-

scape eficcts such as few parks in the country could

equal. As to the roads, drives, and walks on the

Knightsbridgc side of the Park, they are now all that

can be desired. J. AWi/oii, Landscape Gardener.

VIOLETS.
Or all sweet-scented flowers Violets are the most

popular, and deservedly so, for they are without

rivals in the delicious perfume they exhale. There

are few places, however, in which they are enjoyed to

the full extent they might be, and as this is the

season to set about making preparations for obtaining

a supply during the winter—a time when they are

more rare and valualjle than at any other period—

a

few remarks as to the best course to pursue to ensure

the greatest success may Just now prove acceptable to

many. It may be well to remark at the outset that,

unless good healthy plants with well-developed

crowns can be had, it is useless attempting to obtain

Violets in winter, as only such will flower at all freely

even under the best management, but, with such at

hand, all else is plain sailing and easy enough,

provided the aid of any ordinary garden frame and a

heap of stable manure or any other fermenting

material can be pressed into the service. Pot Violets

are all very well for standing in rooms or green-

houses, but, to atford a continuous supply for picking,

there is nothing like planting them out in a bed of

soil with a little heat under them.

This is best afforded by making up a frame with a

foundation of faggots for it to stand on, so that the

Vifarmth of the fermenting iriaterial may be driven

under the roots by using it in the form of a lining, in

which way it may easily be added to or renewed at

pleasure according to the state of the weather. Used

in the ordinary way of m.'iking up hot-beds it soon

subsides and settles down and carries the plants with

it far from the glass, besides which it becomes a solid

mass, impervious to any heat the frame may have

surrounding it. Standing on a hollow bottom formed

in the above-named manner there is no difiiculty

whatever in getting as much heat as may be desired

or in regulating it to the greatest nicety, as one or

more of the linings may be turned at any time and

fresh stufl' added, the warmth from which will soon

circulate and find its way among the faggots and diffuse

itself through the body of soil above. The Violets are

not slow in feeling this, which gives an impetus to the

roots, and, with these active, the flowers are not only

pushed forth but are well fed, and therefore come

unusually large and fine. The way we manage here

is to lay the faggots side by side, or, failing these, to

use any rough prunings instead, over which we cast a

good sprinkling of strong stable manure, and on that

from 6 inches to a foot of old leaves after the frame

has been placed in position. These are then trodden

firmly down so as to prevent any further subsidence,

and, when that is done, sufficient leaf-mould or light

soil is added to bring the surface within a short

distance of the glass so as only to leave just room

enough for the foliage without actually touching, as

the closer they arc up the better will they succeed.

The next thing is to prepare the plants by careful

lifting that good balls of earth may be secured, but,

before placing them in position all runners should be

taken off, with any dead or decaying leaves there may

be buried up amongst the others. The distance at

which to place them will depend on their size, but so

long as they are far enough to stand just clear of each

other that will be ample, as there will be no further

growth or enlargement, and, being up so near the

light, they are sure to get a sufficiency with the sun

playing fully upon them. Having planted them and

pressed the soil well around them, a good watering is

necessary to wash their leaves clean and settle the

earth about the roots, when they will at once set to

work to re-establish themselves. For the next month

or so they will be all the better for having the

lights entirely oft', that the plants may enjoy the

refreshing night dews wdiich we always get so heavily

at this time of the year, and which assist so largely in

keeping down red-spider, the greatest enemy to

Violets when under frame culture. Should there be

any appearance of this pest at the time of planting

—

as may readily be seen by the slightly rusty hue of the

leaves—copious syringings shoidd be given daily, and,

if soapsuds are used for this pmpose, these pests will

quickly vanish and the plants be restored to a healthy

condition.

As winter sets in, however, these syringings must

be discontinued, as damp has then to be guarded

against, and, should water be required, the morning

of a dry sunny day is the proper time to administer it,

and, if the weather is mild, the lights may be with-

drawn for a few hours that any superfluous moisture

may be carried off from the surface. In the event of

the flowers or leaves fogging oR^, dry sand or a few

handfuls of charcoal dust scattered between the rows

is generally sufficient to absorb any excess of moisture,

but the great thing is to keep on air at all times, except

during very sharp frosts, that it may effect its escape.

A slight crack put on at the back of the frame by

raising the light with a tilt will admit of this, and all

draughts or cold currents are avoided at the same

time. Although Violets are very hardy, those

subjected to heat in frames are soon injuriously

affected by frost, and therefore must be protected

against it by proper covering ; but on all occasions

whenever it is applied it should not remain on an

hour longer than is absolutely necessary, as no class

of plants suffers so quickly from confinement or want

of attention as these.

Of the many varieties of Violets there now are,

none surpass the old Neapolitan for delicacy of colour

and sweetness of perfume, and its only drawback is

its somewhat tender constitution, but for all this it

is the best for frame work to get in flow^er during the

short dull days of winter, and the old double Russian

is a good companion to it. This, for freedom of

bloom and hardiness of habit, is quite unsurpassed
j

among the double kinds, and forms an admirable pot '

plant cither trained as a tree or treated in the ordinary

way, but the best plan when required for rooms is to

get good strong crowns of several and make masses of

thorn in jjans or boxes of leaf-soil neatly mossed over,

and group amongst them forced Lily of the Valley,

the eftect of which is both natural and pleasing in the

extreme. The Czar, too, answers admirably for the

same purpose, and is a most valuable variety for

gathering during the winter, for which purpose a few

lifted and placed under the foot of a sunny wall are

much forwarded, or the same may be done by covering

a portion of the stock with clean washed handlights,

which saves disturbing them at the roots. Managed

in this way, the season for these may be considerably

prolonged with but very little trouble, as a slight

shelter soon brings them on and keeps them at work.

y-
''' =====
NOTES ON FRENCH HORTI-

CULTURE.
MrsiiKOOMS.—These are decidedly belter done in

France than in F.ngland. Possibly part of the un-

doubted superiority of French Mushrooms may arise

from the places where the major part of them are

grown, that is, in underground caves, ranging from

20 to 100 feet in depth from the surface. Few English

cultivators who have had the opportunity of growing

Mushrooms in cellars but must ha\-e been struck with

the superiority of the produce and the greater ease

and certainty with which they arc grown in such

positions, provided always, however, that the cellars

are neither too cold nor too damp.

The great advantage of cave or cellar culture is the

uniformity of heat and of moisture under such circum-

stances. All sudden or severe changes in the tempe-

rature or hygrometrical conditions of the air are un-

favourable or fatal to the healthy life and growth of

such funguses as the edible I\Iushroom. .So much is

this the case that Mushrooms in the open air come

and go, as every observer knows, with almost any

and every change of atmospheric condition. Now the

deej-er the cave the more steady are these two impor-

tant factors in Mushroom growing— heat and moisture.

The caves may be said to provide the external con-

ditions of Mushroom culture in the best and most

steady state for the purpose—the temperature from

60° to 66° ; the air in that medium state in regard to

moisture most congenial to the growth of the Mush-

room, jn-otects the uncovered beds from being quickly

or at all dried beyond what is favourable to the Mush-

room. This last is of great importance, for many

years' experience convinces me that the less Mushroom

l)cds are watered the better. Each watering involves

serious risks : it may stimulate the bed to renewed

production, it may also ruin it, and often does. Now
the French water their beds at times, but the place as

well as the mode of culture reduces the amount 01

water and also the risks involved in giving it to a

minimum. This will appear as we proceed, but given

a place to grow Mushrooms that reduces the water

needed to the lowest limit, and you furnish the culti-

vator with three out of four of his chances of success.

But the whole of the superior success of the French

in Mushroom culture must by no means be attributed

to their subterranean advantages, for many of the

I'rench Mushrooms are grown in sheds, stables

houses, or cellars, or in the open air, as in England.

While, therefore, in the caves culture may be more

certain and easy than in other places, the F'rcnch

growers are successful anywhere. For example, few

places could have furnished more unfavourable external

conditions than the central table of the horticultural

annexe of the Paris Exposition. Vet even there,

among other exhibits, where the air was so hot and

dry that flowers had a struggle for existence, the model

Mushroom has continued studded with white buttons

and charming clusters oftempting looking Mushrooms.

French Mushroom culture dilTers from ours chiefly in

the character or quality of the materials employed—in

the size and form of the beds—in the mode and time

of gathering, and after and general treatment of the

same.

Of course horse manure, spawn, soil, are the bases

of Mushroom culture in France as in England ; yet

from the very first the practice varies. In England

droppings alone are often desiderated, and these from

special animals, the higher fe<l the better. In France

the entire litter from the stables seems used, without

any selection further than the careful rejection of any

foreign matter, that is, neither hay, straw, or manure.

Then in England it is customary to throw the droppings

into ridges to sweat out some of the more gross

elements or gases, and sweeten the mass ; in France

the litter is generally laid on the flat, about 3 or 4 feet

in thickness. Many English growers avoid as they

would the plague the application of water in these

preliminary processes ; the French make no scruple

in freely watering any dry litter several times or at

each turning. The greater length and porosity of their

material may render this necessary. We mostly lay the

manureuplightly toheat, theygenerally trample it down

as firmly as possible. English Mushroom dung in its

preparatory stages is 'turned over and over on every

second or third day for a fortnight. The French

generally leave it for a week or ten days, and seldom

turn it more than two or three times at such long in-

tervals. The manure is consequently far rougher

and longer than that generally employed in Eng-

land. Hard spawn in the form of bricks is also

unknown in France. The spawn is exactly like

the flaky pieces of white manure, full of myce-

lium, with which Mushroom growers in both

countries are familiar, in old beds or beds in full

bearing ; in fact it is that, though it is sold under the
' names ** virgin" and "made" spawn—the difference

being that the virgin spawn is made by accident and

I
the other by design—the first is found mostly in heaps

of manure, the second is manufactured in beds pre-

pared in all respects like those for Mushrooms. As

soon, however, or rather just before the Mushrooms
' appear, the bed is broken up, and the spawn—that is,

all the manure or substance of the bed permeated by

spawn—is used for the spawning of other beds, or

stored away in a dry, cool place for future use. The
first impression of an Englishman on handling French

' spawn is, that the mycelium has run too far. We
are familiar with that state in our brick spawn ; and

as the French spawn is almost while with the threads

I

of Mushrooms, we naturally come to the same conclu-

sion in regard to it. This is a mistake, however.

E.xperience of its use enables me to state that it is

excellent in quality, and under identically the same
' conditions produces Mushrooms in great aljundancc

1 anil of excellent quality about a fortnight sooner than

1
good English spawn—that is, in a month from the

time of setting. It seems also to be equally durable,

anil fills the bed more full of spawn than the ICnglish.

The F'rench, however, seldom use spawn from old

beds. In this no doubt they are wise, for though

splendid crops may often be raised from such spawn

there is the risk of failure from its over-development

before planting—a point dilhcult to explain in words

but so familiar to practical cultivators that most of us
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could prnhal>Iy pick out Ijricks or (lakes of spawn that

had been pushed beyond the limits of Mushroom
growing by over-heat or over-lime in the manufacture.

The great art in the making of French and English

spawn is to arrest the running process at the right

moment. Under-development and over-development

of the mycelium equally renders the spawn worthless.

The soil used to cover the beds is also different, and

far less of it is used. Pure sand or white sandy gritty

soil is that generally employed. Most of the Mush-

rooms sold in the Parisian markets bear traces of the

covering soil on their crowns, and some of them

sparkle like globes of spar from the sharp pieces of

freestone or silica on their crowns. But no particular

soil is used—anything available on the spot seems

employed for a covering of an inch or two, seldom so

much as two. The mode of soiling is similar to that

employed by most English growers. The materials

of the beds are pressed pretty firmly together and left

for a few days or a week to prove the heat. Should

that not exceed 70° to 75° the bed is spawned, the

spawn being inserted in flaky pieces, larger than those

used in England, and at distances of from 8 inches

to I foot or 15 inches apart, and i or ij inch deep.

After spawning, the bed is pressed firmly down and

left unsoiled to see if the spawn will run, and in the

case of out-of-door beds or those in cold sheds or

places in cold weather, the whole is covered over with

litter to accelerate the development of the spawn. In

a week or so, when it shows itself running through

the mass of the bed, the litter is covered with soil or

sand to I or I i inch in depth, and in caves, &c., no

other covering is ever applied to the surlace of the

beds. The French also prefer perfect darkness to

light, and are careful to avoid draughts or currents of

cold air.

The beds generally are very small and of ridge

form, seldom exceeding in breadth or height 2 feet,

many of them not being more than 4 inches in height

and breadth of base. Possibly these sizes are main-

tained partly by the force of habit, though this break-

ing up of the somewhat volatile material of which the

beds are formed may tend to give it greater stabiHty, and

assuredly protect the fermenting manure from most of

the risks of overheating. On examining the materials

of several Mushroom beds in bearing the greater

freshness and roughness of the bed material were the

most striking, characterising all of them. The ridge

form is also retained, though it is difficult to perceive

any advantages from such steep ridges as distin-

guished most of the French beds. The surface was

much looser than that of most English Mushroom
beds. Judged by results, however, and the closely

]iacked way in which most of the beds were furnished

with excellent Mushrooms, the form and sizes of the

beds must be pronounced perfect. The modes and

time of gathering arc not those generally adopted in

England, though not a few English growers gather

their Mushrooms in masses—considering all old stems

poison tosucceeding crops—and alsogather the buttons

as young as the French growers. The Mushrooms are

turned out by the roots, so that there seems a con-

siderable sacrifice at first sight in this mode of taking

the crop ; experience, however, teaches us that the

sacrifice is more apparent than real, for it is seldom

that successional Mushrooms in a group do much good

after a few are cut from it ; and besides the broader

pieces of spawn used and its different character spreads

the Mushroom wider over the beds than the English

spawn, which masses them more into dense clusters

By gathering the Mushroom younger, too, the beds

bear more freely in succession ; so much is this the

case that most of the French beds are picked over

every day or every second day.

This special system of top-dressing in detail

everyplace from which Mushrooms have been gathered,

doubtless favours this rapid succession from every

bearing centre. Each hole made by the removal of

a single or a cluster of Mushrooms is at once filled

up with a handful of soil, which is pressed in

firmly and watered if necessary. Fresh Mushrooms

appear in an incredibly short time from their old

centres, and in this way the liny beds are kept in

full bearing for a couple of months or more. Large

Mushrooms are entirely unknown in France, at least

I saw none, and know that many French cooks will

have none of them in England ; and there can

be no doubt that in the eating of Mushrooms the

French are as much in advance of us as in their culti-

vation, and the latter seems about as perfect as may
be. The labour, skill, and capital devoted to Mush-

room culture around Paris arc enormous, and the

quantity grown for home consumption and exporta-

tion, espscially to England, very large
;
yet the leading

champignonnistcs do not strike strangers as rich, while

the men employed among the beds seem to have to

struggle rather hard for a living as well as for

Mushrooms. It is the old, old story over again—large

returns and large expenses, leaving after all a

comparatively small margin for profits between the

two.

The carriage and cost of manure and produce—the

price of labour, risk of failure and of loss—eat deeply

into the profits. Still we have heard of fortunes

being made out of Mushrooms alike in France and
England ; and in few pursuits could success be better

merited or more useful to the community at large. For
Mushrooms manufacture wholesome food out of their

waste, and leave the waste almost as valuable for the

laTKl as they found it. In France the value of spent

Mushroom dung as a feeding surface mulch is as

widely known and as highly appreciated as in

England. D. T. Fish.

FLOWER-GARDENING
UPLEATHAIM.

AT

The flower-gardening at Upleatham Hall, one of the

Yorkshire residences of the Earlof Zetland, this summer
has fully borne out the marked difference that the

weather has this season had upon bedding plants in

different parts of the country. In the southern por-

tion of the kingdom, where as usual the plants are

turned out earlier than in the North, they suffered

severely through the continued cold of both the air

and soil, which latter, in place of being brought up
to its wonted temperature by the influence of the

sun's warmth during April and May, was so chilled

through the continuous wet weather as to aftbrd any-

thing but a genial medium for the roots. The result

was that, instead of the plants at once progressing in

growth, they were completely stagnated for a time,

assuming the bronzy hue indicative of a hard stunted

condition, which it takes a considerable time to

remove. In the North, where planling-out is neces-

sarily deferred until later, the plants escaped this chil-

ling ordeal ; the considerably less rainfall in this

district also rendered the soil in a better condition
;

the plants grew away immediately they were turned

out—a circumstance of great importance as regards

the surface of the beds getting covered and fully fur-

nished with flowers early. This summer the Northern

gardens have come off better than the usually more
sunny South. At Upleatham by the third week in

July—the time I saw it—the flower garden was in

fine condition, presenting a most effective picture,

composed principally of soft tints, the planting so

arranged as to avoid anything approaching the eye-

burning glare invariably seen where there is a pre-

ponderance of high colours. In this Mr. Letts has
evinced very good taste, with a full appreciation of

the effects that would result by the association of the

plants in the way they have been arranged. The site

for this garden has been happily chosen, on the north

side of the mansion, in a panel sunk considerably below
the principal terrace, bounded on the opposite side by
trees and shrubs, which serve as a background to the

floral picture ; here it fulfils the purpose intended

without encroaching upon or interfering with any of

the more distant views of the surrounding landscape

—

a most important consideration in the selection of a

fitting place for a flower garden, too often not taken
sufliciently into account, or ignored altogether.

The individual beds of which the design is com-
posed are much less formal in shape than generally

met with, a circumstance that by no means detracts

from the general effect. A few of the most telling

were planted as follows :—A centre plant of Draccena

australis, springing from a moderately broad band of

Pelargonium Vesu\ius, encircled with yellow Pyre-

thrum, the whole surrounded by a border of Ajuga
reptans purpurea used as setting for Echeveria metal-

lica, the bronzy leaves of the Ajuga harmonising well

with the bluish metallic colour of the Echeveria, and
effectually obviating its stiff formality when used
alone as an edging. A pair of beds were occupied

with yellow Calceolaria for centre, then a broad ring

of Viola Perfection edged with Cerastium tomentosum.
Another pair had for centre Bronze Pelargonium
Marshal McMahon, encircled with Iresine Lindeni,

edged with Echeveria metallica. Again, another pair

with centre of Bijou Pelargonium inside a belt of Sand-
ringham Lobelia edged with Echeveria. Some small

circles contained in centre a single plant of Ficus

clastica surrounded with Centaurea candidissima

edged with Echeveria metallica. These, as will be

seen, were occupied by plants we usually find em-
ployed in flower gardening, but not always arranged

relatively to each other so as to produce the pleasihg

effect here presented.

Apart from the principal arrangement was a large

bed 16 feet diameter, the centre occupied by a single

plant of Canna peruviana, set in a band of Waltham
Seedling Pelargonium, surrounded by another band
of Puple King Verbena, edged with Golden Yew.
Another, the centre bed of a group, had in the middle

a plant of Canna discolor in a carpet of Bijou Pelar-

gonium, round which was a ring of the deep plum-
coloured Pansy Admiration, inside another of yellow

Pyrethrum, edged with Echeveria metallica in a

broad setting of Mesembryanthemum cordifolium

variegatum—a very telling combination. Another had
for centre Purple King Verbena, surrounded with Mrs.

Pollock Pelargonium, edged with Sandringham
Lobelia : this is a moderately compact, immensely
free blooming variety of an intermediate shade of blue

with a prominent white eye.

At a short distance from this flower garden is a

long wide border, bounding one of the principal

walks, filled with an immense number of plants,

principally arranged in a simple diamond pattern ;

here pale blue antl softer tints were much in excess of

red and scarlet, again exemplifying the great advan-

tage resultant from the use of subdued colours in much
greater proporrion than such as are higher and brighter..

The whole was equal to the best efforts in this style of

gardening that we have met with. T. Baincs.

CORSICAN CROCUSES.
At p. 246 of the Gardeners'' Chronicle for February

24, 1S77, I pointed out the probability of the occur-

rence of two species of Crocus in Corsica which
had been confounded under the name of minimus.

Having collected Crocuses from numerous habitats in

Corsica in the years 1S70 and 1S75, and cultivated

them for several seasons, I have been enabled to

satisfactorily distinguish two species separable by
almost every character of value for specific identifica-

tion. Several botanical authors have noticed the

difference in stature, and very nearly separated them
without recognising their essential specific distinc-

tion. Herbert enumerates four varieties of Gay's

insularis = minimus, D.C., of which his var. major

appears to be the larger mountain species, and

his var. minimus the other species growing near the

coast-level about Ajaccio. Marsilly, in his cata-

logue of Corsican plants, mentions but one species,

which he calls minimus of De Candolle, but speaks

of the larger flowers on the higher ground, and
Vanucci in 1S3S (quoted by Herbert) described

the larger species (Herbert's major) as C. corsicus,

though it is not clear that he recognised its distinction

from Gay's insularis. AsVanucci's name "corsicus"

has priority in date, I propose to retain it for the large

mountain species, as distinct from Ue Candolle's mini-

mus. Parlatore, in his Flora Jtaliana^ vol. iii., p. 230,

refers to Crocus minimus, var. corsicus. Gay, in BiilL

tie Scieiie. IS/atitr. 1S27, ii., p. 370, which is probably

the larger spccfes ; and Grenier and Godron, in their

Flore de France^ vol. iii., p, 237, notice the variation

in the size of the flowers without separating the

species, though they enumerate the habitats of both,

which, as far as my observations go, are always

distinct.

Baker refers to but one species, whicli I gather

from his description is the minimus of De CandoUe,
but as minimus is essentially a coast plant his habitat

on the hills of Corsica and Sardinia, would apply to

the other species.

As the two species have never been accurately

separated or fully described, I append to this a

summary of the descriptions prepared for my forth-

coming monograph of the genus, in which I shall

give figures of both.

Crocus corsicus, Vanucci; C. insularis var. major,

Herbert ; C. minimus, in part, D.C.

Limb generally \Gxy broad and short for the size of the

flower, averaging 15 lines long by 5^ to 6 lines broad.

The three inner limbs and inner surface of outer limbs a
uniform rich pale purple devoid of markings, exterior of

outer limb varying from cream colour to rich golden

buff, bearing three or more purple-feathered stripes,
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exterior of inner limb with three distinct narrow lines,

the central line extending half-way up.

Throat beardless, white.

Stigma and style bright orange-scaiiet, the style brandl-

ing into three towards base of anthers and the stigma

shortly prolonged into subulate bifureated terminations

reaching a little below the summit of anthers, rarely

overtopping them.

Anthers upright, pale orange, distinctly paler than

stigma, about twice the length of filament, wliich is

white.

Capsule on a thick tetraquetrous or triquetrous scape,

I to 2 inches above the ground, | to i inch long by

§ inch broad, terminated by a point from § to J inch

long. Spathe small, reaching about one-third up capsule.

Seed pear-shaped, gibbous, with one flat or slightly

concave side -^^ by \ inch, light buff-brown ; keel of seed

white and promiiient, running into a tumid white apex,

surface of seed covered wiih minute glandular hairs.

Leaves rigid, spreading, upper surface scarcely

glabrous, central «'hite line obscure, keel rounded with

three ridges, of which the centre is the largest, an extra

ridge present in the bottom of lateral channel.

Corm (cultivated) 7 to 9 lines broad by 5 to 6 lines

high, with a fiat base generally oblique or one-sided.

Corm tunics : main tunic of finely reticulated fibre on

a membranous base. Basal tunic membranous, overlain

by radiating fibres slightly tending to reticulation, and

spreading over lower half of corm. Cap or upper tunic

membranous, interwoven with fine reticulated fibre, the

inner surface lined with a few straight equidistant fibres,

which are produced a short distance above summit of

coi-m ; top of cap open.

Spathe single, with foliaceous markings, pointed or

bearing a slight indentation at its extremity.

Highlands of Corsica, at an altitude of from

2000 to 6000 feet, flowering from the end of February

to April, according to altitude. Monte Rotundo, at

from 5000 to 6000 feet, where it grows in prodigious

quantities ; mountains above Corte ; watershed

between Ajaccio and Corte, and mountains between

Bastca and St. Florence. In cultivation the flowers

are produced from the end of February to the middle

of March. This species is evidently allied to C.

Imperati, but the finely reticulated corm-coat readily

distinguishes it from any one of the group of species

to which C. Imperati belongs.

Crocus minimus, D.C, in part ; C. insularis, Gay,

MS.; C. insularis of Herbert, in part.

Limb short, broad, and obtuse, from g to 11 lines

long, by 4 to 5 lines broad, deep rich purple, the three

outer limbs generally darker than the inner, outer surface

of outer limbs dull buff feathered with very dark purple

stripes, wliich are occasionally fused into a continuous

field over almost the entire surface of exterior limbs.

Throat unbearded, lilac (no yellow).

Tube purple or lilac.

Stigma generally much longer than anthers ; the style,

which is white, divided into three, high up, and imme-
diately produced as three divergent slightly toothed

stigmata, of the same yellow tint as anthers, but occasion-

ally pale orange.

Anthers yellow, about as long as violet filaments, con-

siderably below summit of stigma.

Capsule small, barely i inch long by } inch broad, on

an irregularly ribbed scape, from \\ to 2 inches long, the

valves of capsule terminated by short sharp points.

Seed small, spherical, about yt inch in diameter,

reddish brown, with a small keel, extending from umbilical

point to apex, and returned again from apex half-way

down the seed as a second short keel ; surface, under a

high power, slightly papillous.

Leaves very long and narrow, appearing before

flowers and spreading over ; upper surface concave with

nn obscure white central line ; blade folded over, very

narrow ; keel concave, scarcely ribbed, its margins facing

the reflected edge of blade, closing over the deep lateral

channel.

Corm (cultivated specimen) nearly spherical, 6 to 7 lines

broad, 5 to 6 lines high.

Corm tunics ; main tunic compact and cartilaginous

upwards, dividing towards base into flat occasionally

branching fibres, and at summit into sharp cartilaginous

points, never reticulated. Basal tunic of thin radiating

fibres mixed with membranous tissue and covering lower

half of corm. Cap or upper tunic membranous with

obscure parallel fibres and a few strong fibres at regular

intervals or inner surface produced as short points

just above sunuuit of corm.

Spathe generally single, occasionally double, extending

about half way up the tube, di\ided at the extremity,

which is slightly foliaceous.

West coast of Corsica near the sea-level ; coast

west of Ajaccio on the north side of bay ; Portegliolo

opposite Ajaccio, on south side of bay. It has also been

recordecl as occurring at Cape Corso at the northern

extremity of the island, and in Sardinia, but I have not

been able to ascertain whether these records refer to

this or C. corsicus. Crocus minimus commences to

flower in Ajaccio Bay about the middle of January,

continuing into March. In cultivation it is a little

later than C. corsicus, not flowering till about the

first week in March.

The two Corsican species are readily distinguishable

by the following points—C. minimus by its small

rlark inirplc flower, yellow or pale orange stigma,

much exceeding the anthers, and corm tunic consist-

ing wholly of parallel fibres ; C. corsicus by its pale

purple or lilac flowers, with distinct bufif coat on out-

side of the three outer limbs, its much larger stature,

its short orange-scarlet stigma, and closely reticulated

corm coat. The two species, as far as I am aware,

are geographically isolated—minimus occurring only

at low levels on the coast line, and corsicus never

below an altitude of 2000 feet, and reaching up to

6000 feet at least.

Whilst writing on the subject of Crocuses I would

point out that what has been described as the corm-

coat or tunic as a simple organ characterised by a

particular structure, really consists of three distinct

tunics, annually reproduced, each of which had a dis-

tinct origin and function, and often of totally dis-

similar structure, the main tunic springing from the

basal axis of corm in its earlier stages, and covering

its entire surface, is the most characteristic and special

in its structure. After the first year it becomes dis-

articulated from the basal point, and partially slips up

over the corm surface. In addition to this there is

what I have termed the basal tunic, the fibres of

which do not disarticulate separately, but remain

attached to a small basal disc as a radiating star-like

organ, covering the base of the corm, whilst the main

tunic slips up in adapting itself to the expansion of

the annually reproduced corm.

Even in reticulated species the basal tunic is

seldom reticulated, consisting of simple radiating

fibres, which clasp over the base of the main tunic as

it slips up over the corm surface. The annuls of

annulate species are corresponding organs, with rows

of little teeth on their upper edge corresponding with

the fibrous rays of the basal tunic of the reticulate

species, and species clothed with parallel fibre.

A third tunic is what I have termed the cap, which

is always confined to the crown of the corm, and con-

sists generally of membranous layers mixed with reti-

culated or parallel fibre, and often arranged as a helix

or overlapping spiral ; it really forms the starting-

into of the membranous sheaths investing the leaves,

and on its inner surface are a series of equidistant

vertical fibres, which are produced as the leaf-sheath

skeleton—a bunch of fibres above summit of corm, in

some cases from 2 to 3 inches in length.

In some species all the three tunics are constructed

on a different type. As an example I would name

Crocus Fleischeri, in which the main tunic consists of

branched fibres interlaced as distinct plats or strands,

the basal tunic of fine parallel unbranched fibres, and

the cap of closely reticulated fibre produced higher up

again as a tuft of parallel fibres. In attempting to

classify Crocuses by their tunics, or to accurately

describe them, it is necessary to distinguish the

several organs of which the tunic is composed.

George Maw, F.L.S., Bcnthall Hall, Broschy,

A HOLIDAY IN CARDIGAN-
SHIRE.

The horticultural world was certainly napping

when I left London for the middle of mid-Wales on

August iS last. A most respectable horticultural

paper had gravely announced that the New South

Wales " Stag's-horn Fern" had been found more

than once growing wild on the mountains of Wales,

and that it had recently been found again on the un-

deniable authority of "an under-gardener." The

plants were said (apologetically) to be small, whilst

the amount of credulity demanded of the reader for

proper belief was undoubtedly as large as that required

for the digestion of the telegastrograph. Over and over

again the oflicers of the Royal Horticultural Society

had perpetrated the grim joke of advertising in your

paper that a meeting of the Scientific Committee was

to be held, whilst it ought to have been well known to

the officers of the said Society that no meetings were

due or would tvake place. These melancholy annual

jokes are not yet over, for in your last number the

members of the committee were again summoned to

attend a meeting which it is well known would not

take place. Things horticultural and botanical were

at sixes and sevens, and the best tuberous-rooted Be-

gonia being christened " Mrs. Doctor Todd," so your

artist ventured to take a fortnight's holiday without

leave, fixing his headquarters at Lampeter in Cardi-

ganshire, and spending the first week of the time with

the Cambrian Archaeological Association. The British

Archaeological had fixed on the same week for Wis-

beach, but a chance of finding Platycerium on Lam-
peter Mountain was a stronger attraction than a fit of

ague in the fens. Norfolk, Suffolk, and Cambridge

are far too like London and its suburbs for a complete

change.

Lampeter is a very awkward place to get at : it

takes twelve hours to get there from Hereford, and

nearly as many from London. When Carmarthen is

reached, and the traveller ventures on the Milford

Railway to take him further north, he may be said at

this point to have left hope behind. No time what-

ever appears to be kept on the line, and it is a

common thing for the trains to stop half an hour at

each station. On leaving Lampeter in the morning

some of the English visitors could not get home the

same day at all, but were compelled to break their

journey and resume it the next day. It was on this

line that a train recently stopped between stations,

and the unsophisticated driver, getting off his peaceful

and quiescent engine, strolled from carriage to carriage

and informed the passengers that there were " some

very nice Mushrooms " within sight in a grassy place

in the distance, and if the passengers would like to

get out and collect them he would wail for their

return. Telegraph wires border the line, but a tra-

veller may go to a good number of the stations

without being able to send a message anywhere.

Of course the train from London was very late.

The excellent Bishop of St. David's had promised to

deliver an inaugural address at the College at S.30

P.M., but this time had already gone by when the

train lazily crawled into the little dark peaceful Lam-
peter station. The Bishop arrived in the darkness

by this train, together with the writer and a few

other arch^eologically-minded individuals. Lampeter

has got gas, but it is not lit when the moon shines at

night ; it was not lit on Monday night, August 19

—

a night of thick clouds and pitch-black darkness.

Nearly all the people are Welsh in this town, very

little English being spoken ; it was, therefore, a some-

what new sensation for the writer (who in his anger at

the delay in reaching the town had forgotten the

few Welsh words he once knew) to find himself

amongst strange people in a strange place feeling his

way by the walls to the College. This building was

lit up, but not so the paths and grassy expanses by

which it is approached—these were in total darkness.

At two intersecting paths the landscape gardener had

skilfully contrived a large pool of water, with a jet for

a fountain in the centre ; into this dark refreshing

pool several visitors walked. The Bishop was con-

ducted to the College hall, but owing to the lateness

of the arrivals the meeting and address were adjourned

till the next evening, and so the archaeologists felt and

stumbled their hazardous way back to the town. A
considerable number of visitors stopped (as did the

writer) at the "Black Lion," where they were

well entertained and taken care of in the most

fatherly way by the landlord. P'or the first time

the horses were good and strong, and in agreeable

contrast with the bony screws of Abergavenny and

the kicking, biting, roaring, remonstrating quad-

rupeds of Carnarvon.

There is little of ancient interest in Lampeter, the

town being comparati\ely new ; most of us saw it the

first time early on Tuesday morning (August 20), when
it poured with rain. On my way to the church to see

the great Vews I observed the abundance of Malva

moschata growing by the roadside, and the magnificent

Beeches and Ash trees on the Cardigan Road. The

two Vews are of considerable size, but hardly com-

parable with others in the Principality. A sketch is

here given of the one on the right of the footpath

from the town (fig. 65). When I visited it, all the

lower boughs were hung with pickaxes, shovels, rakes,

trestles, ladders, &c., remindingthe spectator ofheathen

fetish worship. I was reminded of this tree again

a day or two afterwards on passing an inn called " The

Sexton's Arms." Not far from the church is an Early

Christian stone from Peterwell, formerly used as a gate-

post and now with its back to the road, it stands half

embedded in an old cottage wall. One half of an

incised cross can still be seen, and it is by no means

impossible that the stone bears some inscription on
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one of its hidden faces. The stone is have illustrated

as an instance of " Protective Resemblance in an Early

Christian Stone." (Fig. 66.) This and many
similar stones and Ogham stones do not fall victims

to the road-mender simply because they "mimic"
both in size and form the appearance of a common
stone gate-post. "Mimicry" and its results are

clearly not unknown in the inanimate world.

The rain of the early morning passed off by

bre.akfast-time, and the first excursion was made to

Dolau Cothi House and the adjoining remains

of the gold mines ((Jogofau) of Roman and

possihy pre-Roman date. Auriferous quartz may
readily be picked up in and about the caves and

quarries of this place. Many antiquities of great

interest are preserved in the house, ranging from the

later Stone Age through the Roman and Saxon periods

to more recent times. One object is an unfinished

Roman enta^Iio still firmly fixed in its matrix for

convenience of working. The rocks and caves

belonging to the mines, clad as they are with Ferns

both outside and in, and more or less embowered by

trees, have a majestic effect ; each cave or rock has

some mythical name or story attached to it, as the

"Cloch-ay-Gwenno" or Steeple of Gwenno, near the

spot where some fair woman came to a sad end, and

where on stormy nights she is said still to wail and

cry. Not far removed from Gwenno's cave is a stone

(now placed upright) of Roman date ; it is four-sided,

and each side shows deep depressions made in ancient

times by the Roman quartz pounders. A legend

attached to the stone states that long ago five saints

here took refuge from the Evil One, who in spite and

envy caused a fearful storm of liail to burst over their

unfortunate heads : in weariness the five saintsare stated

to have rested heavily against the stone, and so caused

the depressions. As, however, there were five saints

and there are but four sides to the stone, one of the

saintly maidens must have perched herself upon the

top where (though commonly ignored) an unmis-

takable dcpressioii can undoubtedly be seen. When
the weary saints were fast asleep, the Evil One carried

tlicni off to an adjoining cave and there doomed them

to sleep on till a good bishop or King Arthur visited

the spot, when they would be disenchanted and set

free. As the blameless Bishop of St. David's stood

Ijy, together with the valuable treasurer of the society,

whilst this legend was recounted, and as the five

saintly ones put in no appearance, it seems clear that

they must still wait a little longer for the recoming of

King Arthur.

In the wall of a lodge near these mines we observed

portions of a Roman column and two broken querns of

large size. There are also one or two great mounds,

which may possibly be tumuli ; during our visit they

were covered with three edible fungi, viz.. Boletus

edulis, Cantharellus cibarius and Agaricus rubescens.

The neighbouring church at Caio was the next point

of interest, as there is an inscribed stone, once a door

threshold, now built into the exterior wall of the

church. The stone is now greatly damaged and the

only letters left read regin Ell-ivs NVVINTI.

Here some of the party were most kindly and hospit-

ably entertained by local friends. The Caio

jiarly went first to Llan-y-Crwys to sketch a silver

chalice, and then on to see and draw an immense

standing stone (Hir-faen) built into and standing high

above a low wall on the county boundary above Frawn-

cellan-Allt-goch Farm. The road over Lampeter Moun-

tain to this stone was so long, steep, stony, and tire-

some, that as the stone gradually got more and more

distinct to the sight, the prospect of any dinner at

Lampeter got proportionately fainter ; we had how-

ever good opportunities of studying the glacial drift of

the district and the glacier-cut valleys. The huge

lichea-clad monolith we were in quest of stands

15 feet above the wall which encloses its base.

Towards the lower part of the stone an inscription has

cut by some foolish students from Lampeter College

—

several other large stones, said the farmer, which for-

merly stood near, had been broken up for mending the

roads. On stopping at a little inn named Plas Newydd,

near Lampeter, we observed that the hostess had an

excellent and perfect set of " Crown Derby " china,

together with other good specimens of old china. We
were too late for dinner. In the evening the Bishop of

St. David's delivered an eloquent inaugural address at

the College, in which he described the antiquities of

the county and district in detail. A vote of thanks was

moved by Mr. C. C. Babington, Professor of Botany

at Cambridge, and seconded by Professor Westwood,

of Oxford ; these two gentlemen, with Professor Rhys,

of Oxford, gave an account of the places and objects

visited during the day.

The writer of these lines was at the College Hall at

7 o'clock on Wednesday morning, sketching various

antiquities belonging to the district. The attendant

for security locked the sketcher in, and went away

—

breakfast vanished with the attendant. The carriages

started at 9.30 for Llan Vaughan, near Llan-y-byther,

where, by the hedge-side in a field, stands an in-

scribed stone in very good condition ; the legend runs

TRENAC,\TUS IC lACIT FILIVS MAGI.AGNI on the left-

hand side, running upwards to the top, and on the top

edge of the stone is the first word, which m.ay mean

"brave wolf in battlc"in Oglam characters. About this

place, possibly the relic of some old garden, there was a

profuse growtli of Hypericum cal}cinum. A stoppage

was made at Lan-y-byther to sketch a silver chalice

and a very rude and ancient font on the way to High

Mead, the residence of Colonel Evans ; this gentleman

entertained the entire party in the most handsome

manner. High Mead is not far removed from

Llanllwni, where there is a church (defensible) standing

on a high and wooded hill ; at the base there runs a

salmon stream. Here a very serious delay look

place, for a considerable number of apathetics—men,

women, and clergymen—got out of the carriage',

and began tea-drinking in a garden. The host and

hostess were exceedingly kind, but a visit to one

church (at least) was knocked on the head by the

delay caused by the tea-drinking. Oh, that theic

amiable tea-drinkers might have a carriage entirely

to themselves ! A stoppage was made for work at

Crug-y-Wil tumulus, and for sketching the ancient

structures at Pentre Rhyddlan, on the way to Llanf-

hangel-ar-Arth, where in the churchyard is preserved

the famous IIIC lACIT VLCAGNUS FIVS SENOMACI I

stone, with a second stone of less interest, now in an

upright position (but upside down), inscribed with a

large and several smaller crosses : this latter is the lid of

an old stone coffin. At this village the poor fasting girl,

Sarah Jacobs, lived and died. It will be remembered

that visitors from far and near visited this poor child,

who was said to be living without eating and drinking.

Some clever medical men and watchers determined to

prove that she did not live without food, and so the

watchers killed poor Sarah Jacobs. For this crime

the girl's father and mother had to suffer a long term

of im]3risonment.

At the church there is a grand old clerk with long

silvery hair, the exact counterpart of the Rev. M. J.

Berkeley : in fact, the likeness was so exact that I

was on the point of asking this clerk's opinion of a

Gomphidius in my camera-lucida box. At the church

of Llanwenog—the last place visited on Wednesday

—there is an early Norman font of great interest, with

twelve large and hideously grotesque faces carved

round the bowl. In the printed report of the JVcslem

Mai! these terrible and ugly monsters are referred to

as the Twelve Apostles. This was a clear case of mis.

taken identity on the part of the reporter. The same

paper several times printed me as " Professor Smith,"

a title to which I have no right. I hope I am not

envious, but is not " Professor " a dubious title ? What

is a Professor? A man who (too often) confines him-

self to professing ! At the evening meeting there was

a capital paper by Professor (there are genuine Pro-

fessors) Edmonds on "Welsh Folk-lore," and another

by the Rev. B. Williams, on the " Nomenclature of

Welsh Places." It poured with rain in the evening

as the members felt their way in the pitchy darkness

to their respccti,'e quarters. W. G. Suiilh.

[,T(, l:ecmtimieti.)

AUTUMN ROSES.
O.NE of the most important points in which all >,

Roses of comparatively recent introduction should be ^
carefully watched is that of the habit of free

autumnal bloom. Until this has been well established,

the title of even the finest varieties to rank as perpetuals

is incomplete. There is the greater necessity for this

vigilance, because true perpetuity is the chief claim

to superiority that our modern Roses are able to ad-

vance over some of their summer predecessors, which

in form, colour, vigour of growth, and hardiness are

quite their equals, being surpassed only in the valuable

property of having more than one season of bloom.

Another reason for impartial examination as to this

quality is, that so many novelties receiving certificates

when exhibited at the meetings of societies, or which

attract the commendations of adepts at exhibitions,

ultimately turn out lamentably shy in autumn, mere

summer Roses in fact, yielding, it may be, under

peculiar circumstances, a flower or two in the later

part of the year. It unfortunately happens that not a

few even of established favourites are capricious and

unreliable in the essential feature which gives a name

to the class to which they are held to belong. Let

any one walk through a large collection of Roses from

the end of August till the time for lifting arrives, and

he will be struck at beholding row upon row of

healthy-looking trees utterly destitute of the vestige of

a flower. In other cases a bloom here or there may

be seen, but nothing in quantity to justify the title of

perpetual, wdiile others will be found yielding flowers

till the frost cuts them off. These last are the kinds

most valuable for the purposes of the general Rose

public in contradistinction to the limited class con.

cerned with exhibitions; hence the necessity for

ascertaining the trustworthy autumnal blooms every

year.

In the absence of Rose shows in the autumn

months the aspirants for mastery of this most

valuable phase of Rose lore will do well to inslilulc

Rose shows for themselves by visiting all the high-

class ciounds vilhin ll eir tcrch. We say "r.ll'
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aJvisedly, because the wider the field for observation

and comparison, the more accurate are likely to be

the facts deduced. So many conditions affect the

well-doing of Roses or the opposite, that it would be
erroneous to lay down the results observed at one
place as representative illustrations when entirely

din'erent circumstances might be found to prevail else-

where, or to receive those of one season as conclusive

for those of an entirely different climatic character.

With respect to the last point the weather since the

first period of Rose-bloom has been peculiarly favour-

able to the development of an autumnal crop of flower,

so that very many kinds will be seen in a perfection

not displayed at the normal season, when Roses are

expected to be at their best. There is another reason for

the seasonable inspection here advocated in the fact

that at the time of the summer e.>;hibitiQns very few
of the current novelties of the year are to be met with
in flower at all ; nor must it be forgotten that autumn
is the best season to see Bourbons and Noisettes in

true character and perfection, the lack of opportunity
for which may to some cvtent account for their decay
in popularity.

Some few varieties in flower at this period of
the year were just glanced at in a paper ("Slough
Nursery") in last week's Gardeners' Chronicle. These,
so far as they go, coincide with the notes taken by
the writer, who has for several years past been engaged
in attempting to form an exhaustive list of reliable

autumnal Roses. It is a work of time as well as

labour to compile such a list, the observations of one
year being frequently overturned by those of another

;

nevertheless a contribution towards such a desirable

end is a step in the right direction. A few fairly

established illustrations are given here, which will be
amplified in the continuation of this paper, especially
as to the quasi novelties. This first list is selected
because any one can grow them who can grow Roses
at all, and in any soil and situation where Roses will

thrive.

Hybrid Perpetuals :—Abel Grand, Alfred Colomb,
Andre Dunaud, *Anna Alexieff, Auguste Rigotard,
Baronne Prevost, Baroness Louise Uxkull, Beauty of
Waltham, C. Lefebvre, Comte Raimbaud, Countess
of Oxford, Dr. Andry, Duke of Edinburgh, Dupuy
Jamain, Elizabeth Vigneron, Fisher Holmes, *General
Jacqueminot, John Hopper, »La France, Madame
Alfred de Rougemont, Madame Bellenden Kerr,
Madame Charles Wood, Madame Domage, and
Baroness Rothschild, both apt to be thin unless well
fed after first blooming ; Madame Victor Verdier,
Mdlle. Annie Wood, Mdlle. E. Verdier, Marie Bau-
mann. Marquise de Castellane, Paul Neron, Souvenir
de Poiteau, Victor Verdier. Teas :—*Gloire de Dijon,
facile priiucps ; Belle Lyonnaise, Narcisse, Safrano,
indeed most of this section. Noisette:—Celine
Forestier. Chinas ; especially Mrs. Bosanquet. Those
marked * are by far the most free. IV. D. Prior.

( To be continued.')

FLORICULTURE IN PALERMO.
The Botanical Garden, Palermo, is very rich in

succulents, Cacti, Agave, &c. The former, with very
few exceptions, grow and bear fruit without any
shelter. Peirescia aculeata, grandiflora, spathulata,
and subulata are grown by a southern wall, and were
laden with ripening fruit. Cereus tetracanthus forms
a mass of 9 or 10 feet high by 6 or 7 feet in width, the
sngle stems 3—4 inches ; Cereus brachiatus is 7 feet

high, with eight branches ; C. polypticus, 12— 13
feet high, with sixteen stems, all of the same height

;

close to this is .a flowering Agave with a flower-stem

60 feet high, i foot in diameter at the base ; Opuntia
candelabrum, some 16—17 feet high ; large masses of
O. spinulifera, O. sp. (Tapon di Manza), with leaves
a foot in diameter ; O. maxima, with large round joints

;

O. monocantha fructu-prolifero, and Opuntia's near
relatives Consolias, so named by Lemaire in com-
pliment to M. Console, assistant to the director of
this garden, under whose kind guidance I made my
visit. Further on stand two gigantic plants of Cereus
Jamocuru, 9—10 feet high, with stems 9 inches thick,
tJgather with Pilocereus fulvispinus, 15 feet high,
eight stems, one branching.

The species belonging to the group of Cereus
grandiflorus flower freely on open balconies at
Palermo. There is a fine Banana close to the Orto
Botanico, consisting of iSIusa paradisiaca, fruiting in the
open air ; there are some fine Palms, two Cocos
nucifera, large and stately trees ; and a plant of Phosnix
conensis, with a crown 60 feet through. Amonrr

other trees may also be mentioned a gigantic Ery-

thrina, and a Bombax Ceiba, 30 feet high ; masses of

Bambusa arundinacea and others, the first attaining

some 6 inches in thickness.

The large and well-looking conservatory glowed
with masses of Bougainvilleas, forming sheets of

bloom. The species glabra, fastuosa splendens, spec-

tabilis, and aurantiaca, were all here—the last three

covering houses and walls ; there is also a tank, with

many aquatic plants, among which Nelumbiums are

conspicuous.

The Ingham Gardens.

By far the best collection of plants is to be seen

in the Giardini Ingham, consisting of a garden
attached to the Palazzo, and a square opposite it, once
the property of Mr. Ingham, a rich English-

man, who spared neither money nor efforts in

the importation and acclimatisation of new plants

in Palermo. The property has since been sold, i

believe, to a Sicilian nobleman, but the gardens are

still under the able management of Mr. A. Stecher,

director of the Ingham Gardens, as they are styled

here. Mr. A. Stecher is a German, who speaks
Italian fluently, and understands English. He has
scientific and practical knowledge of plant-culture and
an ardent love for plants. With the assistance of this

climate he has really produced wonders. The
grouping of the plants in the gardens is very tasteful :

they stand nearly in the following order. At the gate

of the square are two Ficus trees, F. nervosa and
rubiginosa, very much like F. elastica ; they are 20
feet high with a crownof dense foliage 40 feet through.
An enumeration of plants is tedious but will best show
their wonderful variety. Agave xalapensis, with a
flower-stem laden with fruit ; Opuntia hystrix. Agave
Kerchovei elongat.a, Cycasrevoluta, Aralia dactylifolia,

15 feet high, crown 8 feet diameter; a large Latania
borbonica. Agave americana fol. var., 9 feet high,

20 feet through; A. mitrajformis ; A. Ixtii, 12 feet

high, 15 feet diameter ; A. Verschafteltii, 10 feet high,

15 feet through, with a flower-stem 30 feet high;
Yucca tricolor, four stems, 15 feet high, closely set

with leaves and laden with fruit ; Agave heteracantha
and Jacobiana ; Buonapartea stricta and glauca.
Encephalartos Lehmanni, Papyrus antiquorum, with
Calla a;g)'ptiaca, in bloom, stand around a fine marble
figure in a tank. Further on are two Cereus sp.,

Zamia sp. , Dion edule, bearing a large cone ; Yucca
gloriosa, Cereus monstniosus, then Phcenix dactylifera,

40 feet high with immense trusses of ripening fruit
;

Agave Vanderdonckii, A. cyanea, A. Seemanni, A.
Kerchovei macrodonta, A. dealbata hystrix, A.
Inghami latifolia, A. Bonneti, A. Nissoni, Cocos
Bonneti, C. australis, A. Leopoldii, Thuja compacta,
Chama;rops excelsa, Jubcea spectabilis, Phcenix dacty-
lifera, 20 feet high, with nine heavy fruit trusses ;

Draco-'na indivisa, two Araucaria excelsa, Dasy-
lirion gracile, Araucaria Bidwilli, Phoenix leonensis.

Further on are some beautiful Cedrus Deodara, 40 feet

high. There also stands an Agave Salmiana, 15 feet

through, sending up a flower-spike which at present is

only 20 feet high, but which is 8 inches in diameter at

the base ; each leaf of this giant is a foot thick. Some
Pelargonium bushes are 10 feet through. The fresh

green of two Pinus longifolia, 20 feet high, makes a
fine contrast with the surrounding plant-life, and their

tufts of long pendulous needles are very pleasing.

Still finer is a stately Pinus Montezuma, whose pho-
tograph (obtained through Mr. Stecher's kindness) I

enclose (fig. 67, p. 373). The tree is only 15 feet high,

20 feet through. At the time I saw the plant it was
one mass of needles—no stems or twigs to be seen.

The photograph, by M. Incorpora, a clever artist,

who has a taste for plants, was taken much later,

after a severe drought, when the tree had lost some «f
its beauty. Among other plants I noticed Colletia

triacantha, much used here for hedges. In different

parts of the gardens are large Araucaria Hookeri,
Bidwilli, Cookii, Cunninghami, clegans, brasiliensis,

Rulei, and excelsa. With the exception of the last-

named these do not do well here, nor the few
Wellingtonias I saw, it being decidedly too warm for

them. Colour was given to this picture at this time
of the year (February) by patches of Aloe arborescens,

albo cincta, plicata, and others, all blooming, but the

first most freely ; in some instances with many hun-
dreds of red corymbs.

There is a Thuja gigantea, 30 feet high, a perfect

plant, and close to it are large Bignonias and Thun-
bergias winding up Ficus trees ; Colocasia esculenta,

Bambusas and Hedera in sorts. Further on are Cupres-

sus pendula glauca, Fourcroya gigantea, Bcaucarnea

glauca. Yucca gloriosa with seed-pods, and another

species 20 feet high with twelve stems, all filling a

space of 50 feet through ; a great many Salvias, and

of course Camellia bushes in full bloom; Arbutus

Unedo covered with fruit; Taxusbaccata, 10 feet high,

20 through ; some very symmetrical Thujas, 20 feet

through at the base. Then, in diflerent parts of the

square, Strelitzia argentea, augusta, Regina;, and

Nicolai ; this last looks quite like a Urania speciosa.

- Opposite is the pal.ace garden, connected with the

first storey of the house by winding stairs, terraces,

and conservatories overlooking the gardens and the

sea beyond. Here is to be seen a numerous coUec-

of Agaves, among which I noticed fine specimens of

A. horrida and ferox, A. .Salmiana throwing up a

flower-stem a foot thick at the base ; A. filifera major

and minor ; A. Verschafleltii, in bloom ; Yucca

quadricolor, 8 feet high ; a fine Yucca canaliculata,

2 feet through at the base of the stem ; Brahea dulcis.

Agave attenuata, americana fol. var., in many striking

varieties ; A. Ghiesbreghtii, A. univittata, dealbata,

lophantha, Regeli, Xalapensis hybrida, and Kerchovei

in many varieties ; Beschorneria sp., from Mexico
;

Muhlenbeckia miniata, in graceful hanging masses ;

Nerium splendens flore-pleno, Cryptomeria elegans.

Philodendron pinnatifidum does well on a wall ;

Poinsettia pulcherrima, is unusually large, covered with

its glowing bracts, as large as the leaves and of the

same shape ; Dasylirion robustum, and many varieties

of Phormium tenax, Dammara Brownii, and a fruiting

Anona triloba. Of course Citrus myrtifolius and the

Mandarine Orange and Lemon trees dot the green

landscape with their golden fruits. Bambusa viridis,

striata, nigra, and gracilis ; large trees of Schinus

moUe, covered with trusses of berries—its foliage is as

graceful in a bouquet as any Fern ; Ceratonia siliqua

and Cercis siliquastrum. A conspicuous point in the

garden is formed by three stems of Phcenix dactylifera,

with crowns each 40 feet through, and each leaf

some 20 feet long. One of the crowns was shot ,

off by a cannon-ball during the last Revolution ; Vibur-

num tenax and Camellias in many varieties, the fines-

being the buft" incarnata, some in full bloom. Still

more noteworthy are Chama^rops Fortunei and macro-

carpa, Cephalotaxus Fortunei, Libocedrus chinensis,

Aralia reticulata, Dracrena indivisa lineata, INIusa

Ensete, and paradisiaca ; Duranta Ellisii, covered

with yellow flower trusses ; Pittosporum Tobira

and undulatum. Euphorbia abyssinica, 10 feet

high, S feet through ; Beaucarnea recurvata, Buono-

partea hystrix robusta, a symmetrical beauty ; B.

compacla, many plants of Cycas revoluta and cir-

cinalis. Yucca pendula and .Smithiana, Dasylirion

hastilis ; a fine plant of Strelitzia Nicolai, 20 feet high.

The walls are covered with Rosa Banksia.', Marechal

Niel, and Bougainvilleas. Linum trigynum, Laurus

indica and nobilis, Ficus elastica and Benjamina,

Thuja Zuccarinii, Dracaena canariensis, Wigandia
caracasana, Cupressus macrocarpa, Cocos australis.

Ephedra species, in bloom ; Olea fragrans, Crinum
argenteum, Balantium antarcticum, Bignonia capen-

sis, many Cereus, and many other plants.

There is also a lean-to Orchid-house with many fine

plants. Air is admitted freely during the whole year,

and the plants look very healthy. I never saw finer

masses of Oncidium Papilio or a better growing
Phala^nopsis Schilleriana with two flower-spikes, the

plant grows on a piece of dead Balantium. A. Vanda
bicolor sp. struck me as being a wonderful variety

;

two flower-spikes were in bloom, the flowers large,

well-coloured, and very fragrant — in fact, as the

door of the house stood all day open, its perfume
was smelt a long way off in the garden. Another
consequence of the open door was that most of the

blooming Orchids, Cattleyas not excepted, were fer-

tilised by insects and bore seed-pods—perhaps not a

very desirable fact, but very significant.

I cannot conclude these notes without mentioning
the beautiful Villa Tasca, tastefully laid out and rich

in many well kept plants. Mr. Whitaker's collec-

tion of Orchids and his splendid garden are well worth
seeing. The garden of the Villa Giulia has a fine

Palm walk and is close to the Orto Botanico and
to the sea. Palermo enjoys an exceptional climate,

the thermometer seldom falls below 50". Plumieras

are profusely grown here as large trees in tubs,

and require some dark corner and slight shelter

from November till I\Iarch, when they stand leafless,

and receive water but once every month. The best

liked here are P. bicolor and acutifolia. A Russian
Visitor.
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One of the most prominent operations wliich still

requires attention in this department wherever suitable

conditions admit of its being performed, is the clean-

ing and freeing the surface of the ground from weeds
;

by all means let this matter bevigorously prosecuted

before the weather becomes too damp for such

an operation. Out-of-doors planting will almost

strictly be confined to such subjects as Cabbage,
Lettuce, anil Endive for next spring use. When the

plants are fit for it let it be done in order that they

may take hold of the soil before winter sets in. This
period is now rapidly approaching, and therefore all such

matters as those which are essentially necessary to be

ilone before that time arrives, should be advanced
under propitious conditions. This remark will be

especially applicable to the Celery crop, and therefore

attention should be given to its requirements so as to

have it moderately well soiled up by the time frost

comes. Take advantage of suitable weather for pro-

ceeding with the lifting of late crops of Potatos, as

these will not be improved by being kejjt in the ground
for a longer period. As the nights become cooler

it will be advisable to close up the lights where the late

crop of French Beans is planted. We have found these,

if sown at the usual time for the late crop in frames, to

come in and keep very well for a consider.able

time after frost has destroyed those outside.

This is also the case with Peas, but for this

purpose it is necessary to employ a short-growing

kind, none of which in our opinion is more suitable

than Laxton's Unique, of which we possess a frameful

now. If a very late crop of Radishes is esteemed,

the seed should be sown in a frame without further

delay. Make preparations in the frame ground for

Cauliflower plants, as these will shortly be fit for

pricking out where they are to remain during the

winter months. In order to keep these plants sturdy,

and to prevent a too luxuriant growth in them, they

should be pricked out about 6 inches apart into gootl

strong loam, which should be placed on the surface of

the soil, about 6 inches thick, and be moderately

firmly pressed down. Where handlights are employed
for the earliest crops, the ground should be well

enriched, and be trodden down finiily, if it be of a

friable nature, and the most advanced plants put in

them ; keep these fully exposed until such time as a

jiroteclion is indispensably required. Ue wary of

frost coming before out-ofdoor Tomatos are housed.

Let these fruits be fully exposed to sunshine, and as

soon as they begin to change colour they may without

iletriment be remo\ed to the shelves in a vinery or

similar place where the ripening process will be per-

fected. Look well to the requirements of the plants

which are located in the houses, and from which the

winter supply of fresh ones is ex]5ected. Mulch the

surface of the soil as soon as the existing one is

covered with roots, and keep the plants well nourished

by occasional supplies of manure-water. G. T. Miles,

M'ycoml'C Abbey.

The Mushroo.m-house.—Operations in connec-

tion with this useful and indispensable structure will

from this time and onwards through the winter months

be needing regular attention in order to keep in it

the requisite degree of heat and humidity, and also to

meet other requirements, as watering the beds and

other subjects, which will from time to time as the

season advances be introduced into it—such as

Rhubarb, Seakale, Chicory for salading, and Endive

for blanching. At the present time, however, the chief

attention will be confined to Mushroom culture, as

those beds which were spawned early in August are

now coming into bearing plentifully. The materials

which constitute these beds were collected together

under the influence of very arid conditions, and unless

they were made moderately moist at that time they will

in all probability now have become very dry. See to

this matter at once, and if such be the case give a

plentiful supply of water at a temperature of about

90°. Mushroom-beds which are formed during the

early part of the autumnal months as a rule prove to be

more lasting and productive than those made at other

seasons. This fact may in a great measure be attri-

buted to having suitable conditions for preparing the

materials for the purpose ; we therefore advise that

the beds to be made up before too much fermentation

has taken place, so as prevent the chief property re-

quired being partially exhausted beforehand. A good

shed is indispensable where Mushrooms are culti-

vated extensively. The manure, which is not required

in an absolutely pure state, should be spread out until

enough material is accumulated to form a bed. Then
to every cubic yard or thereabouts of material add

about one barrowful of good fibrous loam, well in-

corporate these and put them into the bed at once.

As soon as fermentation takes place well ram it down,

and as the heat is subsiding, spawn at about 90°
;

afterwards cover the surface with about 2 inches of

good strong fibrous loam and well beat it down.

With a little water sprinkled over the surface of the

bed firmly smooth it down with the back of a shovel or

a similar implement, .and cover up with a few inches

of hay or refuse of a similar nature. Keep the heat

in the house at from 50° to 60'. G. T. Miles, IVycombe

HARDY FRUir GARDE.V.

The constant traffic to which most fruit borders are

subjected in gathering the crop and managing the

trees has a great tendency to render the surface hard

and impervious to rain, and if not broken up all the

roots nearest the wall suffer much from want of mois-

ture. Trees so circumstanced cannot long remain in

health, and although the cause of failure is little sus-

pected, there are more losses occur through starvation

brought on in this way, than result from unsuitable

soil, over-cropping and all other evils comliined. If

w» take into consideration the sharp angle at which

most borders lie, and their full exposure to the sun, it

must at once become apparent that if they received

the whole of the rain it would not be nearly sufficient,

so "reat and rapid is the evaporation that takes place,

and the demand made by thousands of hungry roots
;

but when it falls to their lot to receive only a portion

of what they would have were they growing under

more natural conditions, it is obvious that the loss

will soon make itself felt. Of all cultivated fruit

trees. Peaches and Nectarines are the most impatient

of being kept short of water, especially now the buds

are sweHing up so fast, before dispensing with the leaves

by which they are aided in the work. In order to assist

these, and keep them healthy as long as possible, see

that the garden-engine or syringe is still made free use

of whenever the weather is dry. If time will permit,

labour may now be profitably employed in cutting out

and removing any shoots that are not likely to be

required for fruit bearing next season, the absence of-

which will allow full play ofsun and air on those remain-

ing, and will enable them to become more thoroughly

ripened, as well as to concentrate the waning energies

of the trees on the work of finishing them off. Although

advocating the breaking of the crust of fruit tree

borders to let in the rain that may now be expected,

1 by no means advise anything approaching to

digging, and would interdict all use of the spade,

as that is a tool totally unsuitcd for such an opera-

tion, and the only safe one is a fork, which may be

used without doing the least injury if only thrust in

2 or 3 inches or so.

Great watchfulness will now be required ni har-

vesting the different kinds of Apples and Pears as

they come to maturity, for if gathered before they

are ripe and fit they shrivel, and never attain that

ilegrce of excellence they otherwise would do. So

long as they will hang without falling they are much

better on the trees, but when they begin to lea,ve

their hold of their own accord it is a sure sign

that the time has arrived for storing them. A safe

test with Pears is to give them a gentle lift, and if

they become detached by so doing without exerting any

force beyond, they may be considered sufficiently

forward ; but instead of a general gathering of any

particular kind being made, it is always the most satis-

factory to take off such as appear the forwardest, as

by so doing their season for being in use is considerably

prolonged. As regards Apples the colour of the pips

is a fair index of the stage at which they have arrived,

and when these are brown the fruit is then ready for

storing, but like Pears their quality is much improved

by leaving them on the trees as long as they will hang

with safety. Coe's (_;olden Drop, Reine Claude de

Bavay, Ickworth Imperatrice, and other late Plums

will now be greatly benefited both in colour and

flavour by having any overhanging leaves removed

from the fruit, that they may be fully exposed to the

sun. Border making and the renovating of old

fruit trees will soon demand attention, and as this

cannot be delayed to a much later period without

adversely aflecting the general success of the work, I

purpose touching on it in my next paper, and mean-

time advantage should be taken of the weather to lay

in a sufficient stock of loam or clay according to the

purpose for which it may be required. In light

shallow soils that are naturally hot and dry, the latter

has a special value, and where it can be obtained in

quantity should be used without stint. If dug out

and exposed now to the atmosphere it will in a great

measure become disintegrated and be in a far better

condition for handling and incorporating with the old

border than it otherwise would. Loam, too, chopped

up and thrown together soon gets into a state of slight

fermentation, which rots the living portion of the

fibres and renders it suitable for the roots of the trees

to lay hold of. J. Sheppant.

pressed down when in a dry clastic state. Cover

with fresh horse-droppings and defer watering until

the Vines have quite recovered from the jnuning.

Outside borders hitherto exposed to the influence of

the weather should now be protected from falls of

cold rain by covering up with lights or shutters,

elevated a foot or two above above the surface, with a

good fall to the front for throwing oft water. Follow

up alterations and additions to borders in succession-

houses, and protect the outside rootswith Fern or litter.

Remove every particle of young growth as a means of

inducing thorough maturation of the buds, and prune as

soon as the leaves part freely from the wood. Clear later

houses of the relics of crops, shorten back extension

growths and laterals, for the twofold purpose of

plumping up the back or pruning buds and the free

admission of air and light to the foliage, ^'entilate

freely on fine days, with fire-heat if necessary, as first-

rate Grapes cannot be obtained from imperfectly

ripened wood. Late Grapes intended for keeping

through the winter should be ripe by the end of the

month, otherwise they will shrivel when the leaves

fall ; if, however, doubt exists upon this important

point, let steady firing, with a free circulation of air

on all favourable occasions, be followed up until the

uncertainty has been overcome. Apply the greatest

amount of fire-heat on fine days, and reduce or shut it

off altogether at nightfall, as high night temperatures

only weaken the Vines at a time when they require all

the rest that can be given to them. Shorten back pot

Vines, and keep them in a dry place until wanted for

forcing. Also cut back newly-planted Vines that have

been allowed to throw out long rambling growths

from the main stems. Carefully preserve all the large

leaves, which must be kept free from insects ; and

apply fire-heat and ventilation as advised for the late

Grapes. W. Coleiiiar, Eastnor Castle.

Cucumbers.—Plants in full bearing will now be

considerably benefited by receiving a top-dressing of

three parts light loam and one part well decomposed

manure, after which, if dry at the roots, they should

receive a good watering. The water should be tepid

and clear, as it will not be advisable to apply liquid

manure until the roots have pushed well into the

new soil, and which they will do speedily. Let the

stopping, thinning, and tying be duly attended to,

A nice growing temperature of from 70° to So° during

the day with fire should be maintained, and from

75° to 85° with sun, shutting up early—say at from

half-past 2 to 3 o'clock, according to the condition of

the weather—and running up to 90° : night tempera-

ture 60° to 65°. Ventilate freely during favourable

weather ; syringe the plants twice a day on bright

days, and otherwise maintain a sweet and growing

atmosjihere. Plants growing in frames will require

have to the linings made up weeky or fortnightly,

according to the state of the weather, and fermenting

material at the time the work is being perfoimed.

When the plants growing in these frames require

watering let it be done sufliciently early in the day

for the foliage to get dry before night, otherwise

mildew may attack the plants. Young plants which

have some time since been shifted into their fruiting

pots and boxes will now be the better for having a little

soil (composed of the same ingredients as that in

which the plants are growing) added to the hillocks

on which the plants have been planted in the said pots

: and boxes in sufficient quantity to cover the young

roots. The plants will by this time have reached the

! third or fourth wire and have been duly stopped, and

I

laterals resulting therefrom, must be trained regularly

over the trellis, and other wise treat the plants as

above advised. //. \V. Want, Loiigfoni Caslh

FRUIT HOUSES.
Vines. — Vines for starting early in November

should be pruned by the end of the month. If the

roots do not require more than the ordinary top-

dressing all loose mulching may be removed imme-

diately after the pruning is finished. Use rich com-

post with plenty of crushed bones or bone-dust for the

encouragement of surface-roots, and let it be firmly

Cleoi'Atra's Needle. — The SlamlarJ of the

13th inst. enumerates the following records and

monuments that have been placed in the hollow

pedestal on which the famous obelisk now stands :

—

A complete set of English coins and an Indian

Empress rupee, a bronze model of the obelisk on

quarter-inch scale, cast and presented by Mr. Whit-

reve, of Leeds, within which are preserved a trans-

lation in English of the four inscriptions of its sides,

by Dr. Birch, of the British Museum ; one of the

Tangye hydraulic jacks employed in the lifting ; a set

of the Engineer newspaper, with descriptions and

engravings ; the newspapers of the day, a standard

foot measure and a one-pound weight, presented by the

Board of Trade ; standard gauge to the one-thousandth

part of an inch ; a two-foot rule ; Bibles in English

and French, the Book of Genesis in Arabian and in

Hebrew, and a pamphlet containing the i6lh verse of

the third chapter of St. John in 215 languages ; a map

of London in twenty-four sheets, on six-inch scale to

the mile, presented by Mr. Stanford ; many toys and

trinkets and other articles too numerous to mention,

except the contribution of Mrs. Dixon, who, recog-

nising the difliculties of understanding the time-tables

of Bradsliaui, has contributed a copy of that puzzling

book for the malicious bewilderment of the future

New Zealander when in ages to come he shall hnd

these relics amongst the wreck of the ruins of London.

X
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APPOINTMENTS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
D.;v, Sept, 23_Salc of Dutch Bulbs, at Stevens' Rooms.

r Crystal Palace : Exhibition of Fruit and In-
ternational Exhibition of Potatos (two

!DAV, Sept. J4 I.

Sal? of 'Established and Imported Orchids,
I Cacti, Tree Ferns, &c., at Stevens'
I K.

r Sale of UulLsWfI NF<!nAV Sent 96 i ^^^'^ ^^w CI NESDAV, sept. 2S ( Stevens' Room...
Satirdav, Sept. 28— Sale of Dutch Uulbs,

1 Greenhouse Plflius,

is' Rooms.

WE are once more upon the eve of the

International Potato Exhibition,
and when the numerous cuUivators assemble

at the Crystal Palace on Tuesday next and
compare notes with each other they will all have

sad e.xperiences to relate of once beautiful tubers

that are now rotten and decayed, of samples

that were full of prime promise, the vei-y pick of

their crops, that have within a month or two

gone the way of all vegetable matter and are

now one mass of corruption. If this were the

sole evil resulting from the Potato disease there

would be little after all to sigh over, but when
from show and selected samples we come to

consider the extended crops of the esculent from
which our winter supplies of an important

article of food are to be drawn we find that the

rottenness and decay that have carried off the

selected beauties have also not spared the rank

and file of the crop—that the mischief is as

great and extended as ever it was, and that the

e.xhibition of 1S78—the fourth the committee
have held—finds the Potato grower just as far as

ever from having a remedy for his great ill and
himself just as powerless in the face of a most
potent enemy.

If we guage the \i-oik done by the Potato

Show as applied to the production of sym-
metry, refinement, variety, rich colouring, and
perfect examples of the various kinds of Potatos,

we have to acknowledge that so far its labours

have been entirely successful. Nowhere in

all the world can be seen more beautiful

or highly finished samples of the tuber than

will, in all likelihood, be seen at the Crystal

Palace next week. There will be wondrous
variety, colours \'aried and richly marked,
evidences of the highest art in Potato cultiva-

tion, and relatively immense numbers. There
will be tubers from all parts of the kingdom,

North and South, the products of various

soils and situations, and of the highest forms of

culture the growers can give. All this will be

seen, and all this undoubtedly tends to popu-

larise the Potato, to extend its cultivation in

certain though limited directions, and to give a

stimulus to the production of new and improved

kinds in the strictly e.'ihibition sense. These
are the chief results of the International Potato

Show. Were it not that the tuber is subject to

the most destructive disease that affects vege-

table life, we might perhaps say that to produce

even such limited results from annual Potato

shows was something to be proud of and
evidence of progress, and such it would be.

Perhaps no garden product has made greater

strides in the direction of variety, cropping

qualities, beauty, and improvement of table

quality than has the Potato during the last ten

years ; the advance has been remarkable, and
the infusion into our stocks of many fine Ameri-

can kinds, although giving us no protection from

the disease, has assisted the increase of produce

and given to many poor persons considerable

crops that in previous years were wanting.

The Potato Committee have further aided in

the introduction of new kinds that were not

strictly limited in e.xhibition qualities, but have

awarded their certificates of merit to some

kinds that may seldom be seen on the exhibition

table, and yet be hailed presently as most valu-

able garden adjuncts. In all that has been done
there has been shown an earnest and honest
effort to improve the Potato in all respects ; to

popularise its cultivation and consumption, and
to do the best to make it what it now is—one of

the most important items in the food of the

people.

But when all this has been accomplished there

still remains that skeleton in our national cup-

board, that fearful drawback to our mutual satis-

faction, the Potato disease. After more than

thirty years' experience of its operations, this as

rife as ever, as insidious as ever, still to growers

as patent as ever, so that we have this season

again to lament immense destruction amongst
the Potato crops, enormous losses to growers,

and consequent great deductions from the

people's food, and yet we are powerless.

Scientific men have apparently done all in

their power to help us, the disease has been
diagnosed by fungologists, who have shown
it to us in all its nakedness—its fungoid form,

its mode of propagation, growth, diffusion, and
operation—and now we know, as the past

season has so fully shown, that at a certain

time of the year the atmosphere seems to teem
with the minute living spores which spread

themselves all over the Potato plants and,

watered by the dews and rains, are developed

with marvellous rapidity, their life being death

to the plant on which its preys. Probably

no season since we became familiar with the

Peronospora infestans has seen it more pre-

cociously active than was the case this year ; the

foliage was seized upon unusually early, and
within a few weeks o\er large breadths of countr)-

scarcely a green leaf was to be seen. It may read

like a grim and even sorry joke, but it was
a fact that, had the long-threatened invasion

of Colorado beetles taken place during the past

summer, they must have speedily star\ed to

death literally from want of food on which to

pre)-.

Having learned what the disease is, it now
remains for the practical grower of the Potato

to discover a means to repress it, or at least

to avert its operations. This must be the great

object of Potato cultivators and gardeners if

their fitvourite esculent is to retain its present

place in garden, field, and market. We can-

not endure these heavy losses continuously,

and if some escape from them be not found

the Potato must pass from the region of food

products to that of occasional luxuries—from

being a great and valuable article of com-
merce to becoming a casual and sparsely-grown

crop, grown for pleasure and not for profit. This

is an extreme picture to draw, but how far do
circumstances justify it ? This present year

perhaps one-half the entire crop of Potatos

in the kingdom is diseased ; if it be so it is

a great calamity ; but if that be an exag-

gerated estimate, it may still be fair to assert

that at least over the great Potato fields from

which our chief markets are supplied, as well as

in private gardens, one-half of the " ware " or

market-size tubers are bad. Supposing the

disease in its operations had been less tolerant,

and the whole crop had perished, where should

we be then ? And this terrible result may
follow any year. Looking at the early and
widespread attacks of the disease this year, had
a coW, rainy summer followed, our fields and

garden plots of Potatos would have been but

one mass of rottenness and decay. It need

hardly be said that with the extended Potato

cultivation of the present day such a disaster

would be far greater and wider spread than any

that has resulted from the disease at any time

during the thirty-four years of its presence

with us.

Just a twehcmonth since we rex'iewed the

action of the Potato disease, and drew the

attention of growers to the lessons to be derived

from it. Nothing in the past season's experience

has served to alter any material opinion then

expressed, nothing to render the remarks less

seasonable and appropriate now. As last year

so this, the most diseased crops have been those

most heavily manured, the most generously

grown. Size, as a rule, has been allied to

corruption, whilst tubers of moderate growth

produced in soils free from stimulating elements

have been the least affected. The erratic cha-

racter of the fungus has been further exemplified

in the taking of one sort and the leaving of the

other; yet beyond trifling diversities in colour

or growth there was not the least reason visible

to the grower why one was sound, the other

badly diseased. Some kinds, the Shaws and
Regents especially, have been heavy sufferers,

but these are ever amongst the worst hit, whilst

the widely-grown Victoria, generally \'ery good,

is this year also much diseased. A few of the

late robust sorts have come out remarkably well,

and these present still the best breeders from
which to look eventually for sorts that shall set

the fungus attacks at defiance.

In the raising of specially precocious or early

ripening sorts, and in the production of these

robust late strong kinds that shall come out of

the attacks comparatively scatheless, must we
look for the rampart that shall hold the fell

disease in check. In this direction Potato

growers of all sections will do well to look, and
hybridists find a useful field in which to labour.

We cannot be too exacting at the first as to crop

or quality, if the essential power to resist fully

be existent in the kind, and when this is obtained

the other requirements will soon follow. Mean-
while let Potato connoisseurs grow and exhibit

their tubers to the utmost : the impetus they thus

give to the cultivation of the tuber is well

employed when there is so much to depress and
discourage those who grow solely for profit.

The Rovai. Horticultural Society and
Her Majesty's Com.missioners.—The si\th report

of Her Majesty's Commissioners for the Exhibition of

1S51 has been printed. It deals, among other thing?,

with the relations between the Commissioners and the

Society. It states the case from the Commissioners'

point of view, temperately, but is not too favourable to

the .Society, inasmuch as but little is said of the

payments made by the Society in improving the

Commissioners' property ; still, as the Society has

not done much in the payment of rent this can

harilly be wondered at. While there seems to be

no immediate intention of turning the Society out,

yet it is plainly intimated that the lease must be

forfeited at the close of the present year. It is sug-

gested that the ante-garden, including the site of the

present Council-room and offices, might be utilised for

the erection of a museum of scientific instruments, and
that the Government should take over the garden as a

public park or recreation ground. Public bodies

move very slowly—moreover, the report is suggestive

merely, as we understand it—and so there need be no

immediate anxiety as to the future of the Society,

though doubtless the Council, who are anxious to do al!

they can for horticulture, will not fail to consider the

proposals of the Commissioners and be ready, when the

proper time comes, with such measures as may seem
to them most desirable in the interests of the Society.

The Phyllo.xera.—A Reuter's telegram

states that a convention was signed at Berne on the

17th inst., by the representatives ol Germany, Austria,

Spain, France, Italy, Portugal, and Switzerland, rela-

tive to the adoption of common measures to protect the

Vine growing districts of those countries against the

Phylloxera vastatrix.

The Late Show at Brighton.—We
understand that the handsome silver cup given by the

London, Brighton, and South Coast Railway Com-
pany to be competed for with Orchids at the late

show, was easily won by Mr. Rutland, gr. to the

Duke of Richmond and Gordo.n, at Goodwood.
The show is said to have been the best for fruit that

has been held in Brighton for many years, and here
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Fui. 67.—riNus mo.nte/.um.t; in i-alekmo. (see p. 370.)

^ also Mr. Rutland was very successful, taking the

1st prize for a collection of ten dishes and the highest

awards in six other classes.

Club Root in Turnips.—We have great

pleasure in stating that Mr. A. .S. Wilson has recently

examined the club-root in Turnips, and has com-

pletely confirmed the observations of Mons. WoRO-
NIN. We have ourselves had an opportunity of

examining his preparations, which are very satisfac-

tory. The Turnips which he sent brolie out in every

direction with Peronospora parasitica, the common
parasite on the leaves of Cruciferie, but we do not

suppose that there is any connection between the two

fungi, though the matter suggests further investi-

gation. The whole substance of the roots is infested

with the parasite, exactly as the tubers of Potato

are affected by the Potato murrain. M. J. B.

—- M. ANDRii's Journey in South America.

—In the form of a report to the French Government

M. Andre gives a short rcsunu' oi his wanderings in

Peru, Colombia, and Ecuador. The object of

M. Andr^ was to examine the natural features of the

countries through which he passed, and to collect

specimens of plants, animals, minerals, &c. The

report before us tells in the most concise form how

M. ANDRfe fulfilled his task. He traversed great part

of Colombia, Ecuador, and Peru, and despatched to

Europe 4300 species of dried plants, 181 plants

preserved in spirits, 177 skins of beasts, 931 bird

skins, 2200 insects, 993 butterflies, 7S molluscs.

166 mineral specimens, 50 specimens of Indian

antiquities, 56 illustrations of costume, 350 water-

colour drawings, and 7 volumes of manuscript

notes. Of living plants consigned to M. Linden,

of Ghent, the following enumeration is made :

—

Species, 285 in 4722 specimens, of which 1992 were

Orchids (79 species); 315 Aroids (34 species);

Bromeliacere (28 species) ; Ferns (25 species) ; 27,600

Palm seeds (21 species) ; and 394 seeds of various

genera. M. ANDRfe retains the specimens in his own
hands, and proposes to arrange and distribute them

with the aid of various assistants. The Bromeliacea;

are already in course of examination by MM. Andre
and MORREN. We trust that shortly a more detailed

account of M. Andre's remarkable and productive

journey may be forthcoming.

I
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Beconia ascotensis.—In Begonia ascoten-

sis the French gardeners possess a plant that our

growers would do well to look after, and that at once,

for it is a gem of the first water. Go into the public

parks, go into private gardens, and everywhere about

Paris one is struck with the great beauty of a bright

rose-flowered Begonia of the fuchsioides type, ranging

in height (rom I to 2 feet. It is simply magnificent,

and unequalled as a bedding Begonia ; and on account

of its easy culture in pots, its fine free growth, and

extraordinary Horiferousness, combined with flowers

of a lovely shade of rose, it is better worth growing

for geiieral decorative purposes than any other French

raised Begonia that we are acquainted with. The

Begonia does splendidly as a bedding plant about

Paris ; whether it will do so about London has yet

to be proved ; but if it does Begonia ascotensis

is the most likely plant to bring this about.

If it does not, then the Begonia is not to

blame. Try it in pots ; we can answer for

the result. Grow it for market, it will quickly make

a fine plant in a 48, and if only it will travel (a point

on which we have no experience) it must originate

"a rage " as quickly as did the Pelargonium Vesuvius.

Though we frequently met with the plant, we were

unable for several days to get its name, and failed alto-

gether to glean anything of its history. We presume

it originated at Ascot, but can find no record of it.

However, let this be what it may, we say again, it

should be looked after, for really useful plants like this

are not met with every day.

The Lily Tank at the Crystal Palace.

—Horticultural visitors to the Crystal Palace next

week, and they will not be few, will not fail to admire

the Lily t.ink, which Mr. Thomson h.as this season

got in finer trim than ever. The familiar red, white,

and blue Nymph?sas are represented by admirable

examples of cultural skill, which have flowered with

the greatest freedom. One of the plants, a fair

sample, recently measured 12 feet in diameter, had

seventy-six leaves about 16 inches in breadth, and

carried a dozen blooms. But the Lilies are not the

only attraction at the present time. There is the

lovely little fernery near the Alhambra Court ; the

flower gardening on the terraces, and the carpet bed-

ding round the rosery—plenty, in fact, to interest all

who may have a leisure hour.

Horticultural E-xhiuitions.—In a recent

issue we commented upon the gratifying fact of a pro-

vincial newspaper having reports of no less than six

horticultural exhibitions, held within the radius of its

circulation, but this number has been greatly exceeded

by the Kelso Chronich\ the number of which for

September 13 contains notices of no fewer than

thirteen shows, while the issue of the previous week
contained eight.

Yucca aloifolia v.ariegata.—A corre-

spondent informs us that fully as fine a plant of Yucca

aloifolia variegata as that described in our last week's

issue by Mr. Brunskill (p. 346), and quite as

well bloomed, was exhibited by an amateur at the

horticultural exhibition held in Dundee on the

5th inst.

PicEA PiNSAPO.—Mr. Henry Vilmokin has

the pleasure of possessing two of the oldest specimens

in existence, outside its native countr)', of this truly

splendid Conifer. The species was found by M.
Boissier in the mountains of Spain, in 1S39, and he

sent six of the seeds collected in that year to Mr.

Vilmorin's grandfather, who pl.anted them in the

garden attached to the family chateau at Verrieres,

where two of them, and we believe the only speci-

mens out of the half dozen that are alive, may now
be seen. They are between 90 and 100 feet in height,

of remarkably handsome proportions ; and one is

bearing cones.

Begonia Moonlight.—At the Chiswick

Gardens of the Royal Horticultural Society Mr.

Barron has some large plants of this fine white

Begonia in capital condition, displaying in a marked

manner its fitness to be ranked as a most \aluable

autumn and winter flowering plant. But as some

who have attempted its cultivation may have failed

with it, it is well to set forth the practice followed by

Mr. Barron in achieving such a signal success.

Begonia Moonlight is raised from cuttings, and after

the cuttings have struck roots it has been found

iliflkult to make anything like presentable plants of

them, as a kind of blindness at the leaf axils super-

venes. A {'i'N weeks ago a number of plants in one

of the houses at Chiswick, showing this character,

were partially ripened off by withholding water. A
little time after came signs of starling into growth by

means of shoots thrown up directly by the roots ; this

disposition on the part of the plants was encouraged,

and they have now made fine large rounded he.ads

18 to 24 inches in diameter, and the branches are

well clothed with flowers. It appears to be a winter-

blooming plant, and the half-ripening process during

summer is necessary to drive them into a free growth

that produces flowers at the end of August and

onwards. The Chiswick plants were first kept in the

sun, then put into the shade and partially ripened

off, and as soon as the new growths appeared, well

looked after. It is a most useful decorative plant,

and the publication of the above facts may point the

way by which others may succeed in flowering it in

its best condition.

Veronica salicieolia.—This fine white-

flowered free-blooming hardy shrub is so useful in

many ways that it is a matter for wonder it is not

more grown. At Hutton Hall, Mr. J. MclNDOE grows

a large quantity in pots as an autumn and winter

flowering plant for the conservatory ; and when there

is mingled with it some of the coloured varieties of

the \'. Andersoni section, the eftect is very pretty.

Those who require a good free-growing shrub to plant

in cold and moist shady places, should try Veronica

salicifolia. Some plants on a north aspect planted in

a retentive clay, with the addition of a few cinder-

ashes and other rubbish to keep it open, have done

remarkably well, and are now full of blossom, and

have been so for some time past. Where Aucuba

japonica will grow the Veronica will be found to

flourish.

Primula j.ai>onic.\, which, when introduced

a few years ago, proved to be something more

than a nine days' wonder, has not, generally speaking,

fared well in English gardens, yet, as Mr. Henry
Vii.MORiN grows it at Verrieres, it is really asplendid

plant. It grows at Verrieres as vigorously as a Cos

Lettuce, and throws up flower-stems from 3 to 4 feet

high, with whorl after whorl of flowers open at the

same time.

The "Journ.-\lof Forestry ''well maintains

the position it earned for itself at first starting as a

sound, well-written, and very interesting journal. In

the September number we are pleased to see that our

views as to Hyde Park are endorsed by so competent

an authority. Mr. BuKROWS has a capital article on

transplanting, Ur. Brown describes dc visit the

forests of Norway, Mr. Neil gives us a pleasant

memoir of Sir Andrew Balfour, the originator of

scientific forestry in Scotland anil of the Botanic

Garden in Edinburgh. There are the usual pr.actical

articles. The publication is decidedly one of the very

best that comes before us.

Panuanus or Screw Pines.—Ur. Isaac

Balfour has recently published in the Journal of the

Liiuican Society, by way of precursor to a detailed

monograph at some future time, not too distant we

hope, a list of the species of Pandanus known to him.

Fifty-three species supposed good are enumerated,

with an appalling list of synonyms and references. It

is impossible for any one who has not studied the

genus as carefully as the author, to venture an

opinion on the merits of this piece of work, but any

one can see that it represents a very large amount of

honest, patient industry and research. We confess

we are glad to see that no less than thirteen of

Gaudichaud's genera are merged in the genus

Pandanus.

Plants of Turkestan.—Dr. Regel has

recently published a •A-niivfascicle of his descriptions of

the new and rare plants of Turkestan collected by his

son and by other botanists. In addition to descriptions

of isolated species, we have in the present pamphlet a

synopsis of the species of Carum growing in the

Russian empire, similar partial lists of the genera

Angelica, Ferula, Cachrys, Lonicera, Linosyris, &c.

Botanists interested in the flora of Central Asia must

bear these publications in mind, and also those whose

duty or pleasure it is to deal with garden plants, as

no doubt a considerable proportion of the plants here

described will sooner or later find their way into

gardens.

Senecio I'UI.Ciier. — This magnificent

Groundsel, though introduced now several years ago,

has not become so common in our gardens as might

reasonably have been expected, and as it certainly

well deserves to do. In Mr. Henry Vilmorin's

private garden at Verrieres we lately saw it in fine

condition—perfectly healthy and flowering most Ireely ;

but then Mr. ViI.MORIN had discovered where to

grow it. In an open exposed position the plant

almost died out, while in a comparatively shady place

it thrives in the most satisfactory manner. The hint

may Ijc useful to others.

Begonia wei.toniensis is largely employed

as a summer bedding plant in the parks and gardens

of Paris, and generally with very excellent eftect. As

seen in the Pare Monceaux, it would appear to do

best when planted in masses, as nowhere have we

seen it out-of-doors in better condition than in a large

oval bed there, which is edged with a broad band of

Iresine Lindeni. The effect was quiet rather than

striking, but rich, fresh, and very pleasing.

Superiority of Northern Seeds.—M.

Petermann has been experimenting on this subject,

and has published the results of his investigations in the

Bulletin of the Royal Academy of Belgium. He shows

that seeds of Clover, Timothy grass, Scotch Fir, and

Spruce gathered between 55° and 60° N. lat. are

distinguished from seeds of the same species grown in

more southern latitudes by their superior germinating

power, as shown by the number of seedlings and their

vigour, and by their superior average weight. The

Clover seeds, moreover, are more free from Dodder, as

that plant is rare in the North. This ought to be of

importance to farmers and Northern seed growers.

Cryptogamic Society of Scotland.—

The fourth annual conference will be held at Edin-

burgh, on October 9, 10, and II, and all interested in

cryptogamic botany are invited to attend. The

following is the programme of arrangements :

—

Wednesday. October 9.— I P..M.—Meeting of Council

at the Royal Botanic Gardens. Inverleith Row. 1.30 P.M.

—The business meeting (open to .all interested) will be

held (by permission of the Regius Keeper) in the lecture

hall at the Royal Botanic Gardens, when the President,

Professor Balfour, will deliver an address, various

papers will be read, and other business transacted.

6 p.M,_The annual dinner (the President in the chair),

in the .Albert Hotel, Hanover Street.

Thursday. October 10.— 10 A.M.—Meet at Waverley

Station, Princes Sueet, and proceed to Penicuik by the

10.5 train. Return from Roslin at 3.40 P.M., or from

Polton at 5.20 P.M. (If the time-table is .altered notice

will be given.) 7 p.m.—Meeting for the examination of

specimens at the Royal Botanic Gardens, Inverleith Row.

Friday, October ir.—6 .\.M.—Meet in the herbarium

hall, at the Royal Bjtanic Gardens, to examine and

arrange specimens, i—4 P.M.—E.xhibition of fungi and

other cryptogamic plants in the herbarium hall. Royal

Botanic Gardens.

Botanists and others in the district interested in the

promotion of a knowledge of the fungi and other crypto-

gamic plants of Scotland, are requested to collect and

send in specimens (rare or common) for e.xhibition. They

should be sent (addressed to Mr. Sadlek, Royal Botanic

Gardens), not later than Thursday evening, October 10,

and the name of the locality and of the collector should

be given. Botanists resident anywhere .are requested to

bring or send, for exhibition, specimens of new or rare

cryptog.amic plants.

Dropmoke.—The World is responsible for

the announcement that the Duke of West.minster is

about to purchase Dropmore. If this be correct it

could hardly fall into better or worthier hands, as

none of the beauties of that delightful property would

be allowed to fade under the noble Duke's ownership.

The jyorla's paragraphist waxes eloquent on the

charms of Dropmore, but scarcely exaggerates. It

possesses the finest collection of Conifers in England,

and owing to the favourable nature of the soil they

attain a development and size such .as is usually found

only in "tropical" clim.ates. The grounds are well

worth a day's journey to see—it is a glimpse of fairy-

land. We may add that Dropmore is, as far as

gardeners are concerned, perhaps one of the most

visited places in England.
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Composition of the Mistleto.—Accord-

ing to some recent observations of MM. Grandeau
and BOUTON, tlie composition of the Mistleto differs

considerably from that of the plants on which it grows,

but itself difters according to the plant which forms its

host. It contains much more potash and phosphoric

acid than the tree on which it grows, but much less

lime. The Mistleto, then, grows on the tree as a plant

in the soil, taking from it the mineral matters neces-

sary to its organisation.

Dahlia Parago.x.—We have received from

Mr. Can'NELL, of .Swanley, flowers of the single-

flowered Dahlia named Paragon, which we commend
to the notice of all lovers of choice border-flowers.

It appears to be a variety of the common show Dahlia,

D. variabilis, but instead of having the full double,

symmetrically-formed blooms so much prized by

florists, it is reduced to its original form, and has

merely a single row of some six or eight ray florets

surrounding the yellow disk. These ray florets, how-
ever, are of a rich velvety marron, edged with dark

crimson, and are remarkable for their quiet beauty. We
may take this opportunity of recommending the single-

flowered states ®f D.coccinea with orange-scarlet, ofD.

mexicana with crimson-scarlet, and of D. Cervantesii

with crimson-scarlet and yellow flower-heads—all of

them most remarkable for their decorative capacities,

and whose affinity is scarcely suspected by those who
know only the show-type of these valuable and univer-

sally grown plants. These single Dahlias, however,

take high rank in the brilliant order of decorative

flowers.

A New .\merican Ciikrry.—Mr. Charles
Downing, the eminent American pomologist, pub-

lishes the following description of the Ida Cherry

in the columns of the current number of the American

Gardeners* Monthly

:

—Fruit rather large, obtuse

conical, slightly compressed ; suture slight ; skin pale

whitish yellow, nearly covered with light bright red,

more or less mottled ; stalk of medium length,

slender, inserted in a rather large deep cavity ; flesh

very tender, juicy, rich, very good, if not best quality ;

pit very small. It is a seedling from Conklin's Favour-

ite, about twenty-flve years old, and has borne good

crops for fifteen years. The tree is a vigorous upright

grower, and an abundant bearer, ripening about the

same time as the May Duke.

Aralia spinosa.—Mr. Dunn has kindly

sent us some leaves and flowers of Aralia spinosa

which has been growing on the lawn at Dalkeith for

probably thirty years or more, and which forms a low

tree about 15 feet high. There are two plants at

Dalkeith about the same age and height, and both

are flowering profusely at present.

Mortality amongst Cattle in South
Austrai.i.\.—We have received a very interesting

letter, dated Adelaide, South Australia, from Mr.

George Fr.vncis, respecting the grievous mortality

caused by an Alga, belonging to the genus Nodularia,

of which an account has been given in this journal.

He says :

—

'

' The Alga seems confined to Lake Alexandrina, as it

was not observed in the river about 9 or lo miles up, in

fact where the river enters the lake tlie line of demarca-

tion was well defined. The Alga exists probably at all

times in greater or less quantity, but at certain seasons,

after long drought, where the water is low and ab-

normally warm, it is developed very abundantly. It is

thirty years since it was obsen'ed in large quantities, but

about twelve years ago it was also observed. Several

hot droughty seasons have been experienced, but nothing

like that which has lately occurred. The waters in this

Lake, as also those of Lake Albert, ai'e very shallow, and

except in the channel, the bottom can be reached in

8 or nine feet, and over a large area near the coast in

3 or 4 feel. The current, except in flood times, is very

feeble. A green unicellular i\lga like Protococcus occurs

in Lake Albert in sufficient quantities to make the water

look green in a glass, but the Xodularia has not been

observed in either lake till this season. In some lagoons

connected with the Coorong. a branch of the estuary and

filled with salt water, but very shallow, a red unicellular

plant occurs of a dark rose when seen in depth, but only

slighdy pinkish in a glass, which will not keep, but in a

day or two fades away with a putrescent smell. .-VU these

plants are confined to the waters of the lakes and small

lagoons, and are quite unconnected with the caoutchouc-

like stuff which excited so much interest a short time

since. The Xodularia in Lake Alexandnna floating in

the water when calm looks like lacework. It is rather

lighter in density than the water, and gradually rises to

the surface, where it forms a scum of greater or less

thickness, getting at the edges as thick as porridge, and

from 4 to 8 inches deep. Thrown upon the sandy shore

it putrefies, and gives rise to the remarkable blue colour-

ing matter, showing such a fine red fluorescence. Taken

fresh by cattle it has been rapidly absorbed, and has acted

as a deoxidiser of the blood, and so caused death to

thousands of animals.

'

The solutions retain their fluorescence as perfectly

as when first received ; the only change in the aqueous

solution is that there is a little green sediment, which

we cannot examine without destroying the specimen.

J/. 7. B.

A Present of Fruit to the Lord Mayor.

—On Tuesday last, in pursuance of an annual custom

of great antiquity, the wardens and court of the

Fruiterers' Company, one of the City guilds,

waited upon the Lord Mayor and the Lady

Mayoress at the Mansion House, and presented them

with a splendid assortment of the fruits in season.

The gift, which was tastefully laid out in the saloon,

included Pine-apples, Strawberries, Grapes, Peaches,

Melons, Apples, and Pears, all of the first quality.

The presentation was made by Mr. Alderman

Knight, the acting Master, and in reply the Lord

Mayor thanked the company warmly for their gift,

and also, in accordance with custom, invited them to

dine with him at the Mansion House.

Spiilea palmata elegans.—It is not long

since we alluded to this plant, together with other

herbaceous Spirceas ; but as we have lately received

some seed-vessels nearly ripe, we are induced to refer

to the plant again, the more particularly as consider-

able interest attaches to it. In the first place it is

only fair to say, that the coloured illustrations which

have been published do not exaggerate its beauty. At

the same time we have seen no specimen to equal S.

lobata, or that form of it grown in English gardens

as S. venusta. The mystery of the origin of the

plant remains unsolved. It has, in our opinion,

nothing whatever to do with its reputed parents,

Hotcia japonica and Spiraea palmata. We think,

therefore, its hybrid parentage, at least from

the two plants, is not proven, and the assertion is in

all probability erroneous—by no means necessarily

wilfully so. The ripe seed-vessels before us are some-

thing like those of S. digitata, and, what we have not

observed before in the unripe specimens pre\'iously

examined, they are spirally twisted, as in S. Ulmaria.

Can it be possible, then, that this plant is, after all,

a form of Ulmaria, or a hybrid form of it ? We think

it is not a variety of that species, because the foliage

is different, but the supposition that it may be a

hybrid from it is borne out by the fact that the seed-

pods we have examined were all barren and contained

no seeds. Of course we do not deny the possibility

of the plant having had the parentage imputed to it,

we simply say we see no trace of such ancestry ; and

we know, on the other hand, how the most careful

experimenters may be deceived. Lastly, we may
add that the plant grown in some English gardens

as S. kamschatica, with densely hairy seed-pods, is

really S. vestita of Wallich.

Begonia discolor.—We do not remember

to have seen this fine old variety under more favour-

able circumstances than we did recently in the Pare

Monceaux at Paris, where it formed the outer margin

of a Rhododendron bed, somewhat under the shade of

a clump ol trees. The plants stood nearly 3 feet high,

were in luxuriant health, and formed with the sombre-

leaved Rhododendron a combination that was par-

ticularly pleasing.

Ery'thrin.a crista-galli.—This remark-

ably handsome plant is not nearly so much employed

for the embellishment of flower gardens in summer as

it deserves to be, on account of its bright, fresh, and

beautiful foliage, and brilliant scarlet flowers. True,

the superintendents of our London parks know its

value, and employ it effectively and well, but always,

as far as we remember, in groups or clumps, and gene-

rally with some low-growing subject carpeting the

ground underneath. But it may be employed with

admirable effect as single specimens for dotting on

lawns, in which position it may be seen in the most

charming of Parisian parks, the Pare Monceaux.

Here the plants have clean stems from 18 inches to

2 feet in height, and carried splendid bushy heads of

flowers a week or two ago.

Grapes at the Edinhurgii Show.—We
desire to add to the somewhat hurried and incomplete

report of the Royal Caledonian Horticultural Society's

show, given in our last, by stating that a most note-

worthy exhibit in the fruit department consisted of

four large bunches of Trebbiano Grapes, shown by

Mr. Curror, gardener to CJeokge Dougl.as, Esq.,

Eskbank, Dalkeith. The bunches weighed respec-

tively 15 lb., 12 lb., 10 lb., and 8 lb.—total, 45 lb.—

this season's produce of the famous Vine at Eskbank,

upon which grew the 26 lb. 4 oz. bunch exhibited

by Mr. CuRROR at the Edinburgh International Show

in 1875. The Vine is about ten years old, with only

one rod, 14 feel in length, and is in the most vigorous

health, reflecting much credit on Mr. Curror's care

and ability as a Grape grower. There were no

less than twenty classes for Grapes, and accord-

ing to the Siolsmaii the entries in these alone

numbered over 200, while something like 2000

bunches were placed on the exhibition tables. In one

class there were twenty-eight competitors, who

exhibited amongst them about 3 cwt. of Grapes. The

1st prize for the best eight bunches went to Mr. A.

Kirk, Ernespie ; and for four to Mr. Hammond,
gardener to Sir Wilfred Lawson, of Braywick, Car-

lisle ; while the special prizes oflered for the best

baskets of black and white Grapes of not less than

12 lb. weight both went to Mr. Johnson, gardener

to the Earl of Strathmore, Glamis Castle, who also

took the highest award for twelve distinct dishes of

fruit. "Fruit," writes an esteemed correspondent,

"is the speciality at the Edinbugh autumn shows,

and this year it was uncommonly good—much better,

in fact, than w.as shown in 1S76 at Dundee, last year

at Carlisle, or this year at Preston."

Mai.colmia mcoi.OR. — Under this name

we received from Messrs. Barr & Sugden for trial

in the spring of the present year a small packet of

seed of an annual which was said to be well adapted

for bedding purposes. It was duly sown about the

beginning of April, grew freely, and proved to be so

well deserving of general cultivation that we are glad

to have the opportunity to commend it. It is of

dwarf habit, commencing to flower when about 3

inches high, and by the end of its flowering season

reaching perhaps another 2 or 3 inches as the flower-

ing shoots lengthen out. The flowers are large—

fully as large as those of a good type of Virginian

Stock, but Uiey are white, and scarcely, in this

instance, showed the slightest tinge of rose-colour at

any stage of their development. The plants com-

menced to bloonr at the beginning of July, and

throughout the whole month were a sheet of snowy

white, very pure, and strikingly attractive. We
therefore look upon it as being in every way a first-

class dwarf white-flowered annual, diftering indeed in

respect of colour from the figure published by Dr.

Kegel in the Gartcnflora, which shows rosy-tinted

flowers with a white centre, but perhaps even more

useful on account of its purity.

. Deaths from Eating Fungi.—Here is the

report of other deaths from eating fungi, taken from

the Middlesex Chronicle, the unfortunate victims being

doubtless misled as to the nature of the fungi eaten,

through some fancied similarity lo edible varieties

with which they were perhaps familiar in Switzerland.

The occurrence was a most painful one, and strongly

enforces the necessity of those ignorant of fungi exer-

cising great care in the gathering of the Mushroom

tribe.

' An inquest was held on Thursday, by Dr. Dll'LOCK,

at the Cardinal Wolsey Inn, Hampton Court, respecting

the deaths of Isaline Rod and Matiiilde Antennot,

Swiss nurses, aged respectively twenty-three and seven-

teen, in the service of Mr, W. Dalby, High Elms.

Hampton Court, and Saville Row. London, who met

with their deaths under the following circumstances :—

The eldest of the two went into the Royal Gardens at

Hampton Court on Sunday morning and gathered a

quantity of fungi, believing them to be Mushrooms. She

took them home, cooked them, and ate them, giving her

fellow-nurse some also. On Monday both were seized

with violent internal pains, and upon Dr. Jack and Mr.

V. HOLBERTON, surgeon. being sent for. they immedi-

ately pronounced it to be a case of poisoning. Rod died
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on Tuesday and Antennot on Wednesday. The jury

returned a verdict in accordance with tlic medical testi-

mony."

SOUTH AMERICAN ERYN-
GIUMS.

The cultivated species of Eryngium may be con-

veniently divided into three sections according to leaf

character—one with pinnatifid and spiny leaves, as in

E. maritima ; another in which they are nearly entire

and generally cordate in outline, as in E, giganteum ;

and, thirdly, the group with long, linear, parallel-

veined leaves, to which the following remarks allude.

They are remarkably dissimilar in general habit to the

other species, or, indeed, to any other set of hardy

plants, with the exception of Yucca, and resemble in

a striking manner many kinds of Bromeliads. They

are exclusively natives of the New World, especially

in South America, and several species have so far

proved hardy in the southern parts of England that

they may now be included in our list of hardy plants.

When seen in isolated groups, more stately objects

could not well be imagined, and a sight of the fine

specimens at Kew—to which frequent allusion has

been made—will corroborate this. [Some of them were

figured in our columns in 1876, vol v., p. 76, but they

are so fine that no apology is needed for again calling

attention to them.] They are all easily managed in

cultivation, and grow vigorously and rapidly in deep

rich soil, with a plentiful supply of water in summer,

and with thorough drainage. Though of sufficient

hardiness to withstand the cold of our winters, they

are apt to die from excessive moisture round the base

of the leaves. As a preventive it is advisable when
planting to place them on a slight mound, and to lay

strips of turf in a circular manner to retain the water

in summer. These may be taken away in the autumn,

so that moisture may be quickly drained away. They
may be readily propagated by suckers or by seeds ; by

either mode good specimens may soon be obtained by

liberal treatment. There are now in cultivation about

half-a-dozen species, and are all obtainable from most

E. pandanifolium.—This is the largest growing

species, with root-leaves 4 to 6 feet long, very glaucous,

concave, sharply pointed, and thickly set with spines

on the margins. The flower-stems attain a height of

10 to 15 feet, furnished below with numerous stem-

clasping leaves. The upper two-thirds consists of an

immense panicle, the branches of which are i foot to

15 inches long and dichotomous. The flower-heads

are rather small, globose, and of a purplish hue, with

a very small or no involucre.

E. Lasseauxii is a recently introduced Brazilian

species, and much resembles the last, but at present

is smaller in growth, with a more lax panicle, and the

flowers are much darker in colour, being of a dull

reddish purple. Native of Brazil.

E. eburneum.—This fine species is also of recent

introduction. The root-leaves are 2 to 3 feet in length,

bright green on upper surface, narrowly striped

beneath, beset at the edges with rigid spines. The
flower-stem rises 8 to 10 feet in height, with many
broad cauline leaves on the lower half; the panicle is

cylindrical in outline and is of ivory whiteness, which

gives it a very ornamental appearance. The flower-

heads are larger than the preceding, of a whitish

colour, with a deflexed shiny involucre. It is a

native of Monte Video.

E. paniculatum is much smaller than either of the

preceding, with a tuft of narrow bright green root-

leaves I to i^ foot long, with long weak spines on the

margins. Stem 3 to 5 feet high, loosely branched,

the upper arranged in an umbellate manner. Flower

rather large and greenish white, with a small horizontal

involucre. It also inhabits Monte Video.

E. bromelic^folium is a scarce cultivated species,

much resembling the last, but larger and with more

rigid and not so closely arranged spines at the edges

of leaves. It has moreover a well defined striation on

under-surface of leaf. A native of New Spain.

E. Serra (syn. E. platyphyllum) is a very distinct

species. The radical leaves form a spreading rosette,

and are i foot to 2 feet long, 4 inches broad, nearly flat.

In the ordinary forms they are simply spinous at the

margins, but in others the leaves are pinnatifid almost

to the midrib, which much enhances its attractive-

ness. The stems are 4 to 6 feet high, few branches

below the upper, umbellate, flower-heads small and

globose. Native of Brazil.

E. aquaticum (syn. E. yucccefolium) is a North-

American species, belonging to the same set of

Eryngiums, but as it has been many years in gardens

a description of it is scarcely necessary. Sufiice it to

remark that it thrives as well when grown with the

above-mentioned species as when treated as a sub-

aquatic. 0.

HARDY STONECROPS: SEDUMS.
{Continued from p. 336.)

The perennial species to which we have now to

direct attention are those which do not die down in

winter, and which hence would be, by some, classed as

under-shrubs. It is obvious, however, that in most

cases this would be an inappropriate term as applied

to a Sedum, fewof which have anything like a shrubby

habit even when that is qualified by the word ** under."

Although for the convenience of cultivators we have

separated the herbaceous from the evergreen peren-

nials, yet it must not be overlooked that the dis-

tinction is not absolute, and that difiiculties may arise

as to the location of particular species.

II. Perennials.

* Leaves flat and broad.

t Leaves wholly, or at least on the barren shoots, in

tufts or rosettes.

12. S. SPATHULiFOLiUM, Ilook., Fl. Bor. Am. i.,

227(1833), fig. 68, p. 377.

Glauco-pruinose, ultimately reddish. Branches creep-

ing or ascending, 3—4 inches.

Upper leaves on the barren shoots forming a terminal

rosette of about fifteen leaves i—ij inch in diameter, and

producing offsets or runners from the base. Lower

leaves and those of the flowering stem scattered, spread-

ing, \ inch by | inch, obovate spatulate, tapering to a

short broad stalk ; those of the flower-stem club-shaped.

Flowers numerous, yellow, \ inch in diameter, in ter-

minal forking cymes with 3—5 principal branches, about

3 inches long, and dividing into two divisions, bearing

flowers on the upper side only.

Flower-buds ovoid acute.

Calyx-tube dilated, top-shaped ; sepals oblong-obtuse,

half the length of the lanceolate, acuminate, i-nerved,

keeled orange-yellow petals.

Stamens ten, anthers yellow.

Carpels glabrous, erect, narrowed into an erect style,

scales yellow.—Fl. May, June.

Regel. Gartenflora (1872), t. 741 ; Mast, in Ganhitcrs'

Chronicle, v. (1876), p. 821. fig. 146 ; Watson, Index, N.

Am. Bot. 351.

S. obtusatum of some gardens. Xative of N'orth-Wcst

America.

A distinct species, suitable for the rockery or fur

pot culture.

13. S. TERNATUM, Mich. Fl. Am. i., 277.

Cilabrous or glaucous, barren stems, 6—8 inches, pros-

tmte, flowering-stems erect.

Leaves \ inch long, in whorls of three, suborbicular

spatulate, crowded into rosettes at the end of the barren

stems. Leaves of the fertile stem scattered, ascending or

spreading, oblong-acute.

Flowers white, \ inch diameter, 4-merous in one-sided

leafy terminal 3—5 parted cymes.

Sepals oblong-obtuse.

Petals oblong-acute, twice the length of the sepals.

Anthers reddish.

Carpels glabrous.—Fl. July, August.

Bot. Register, t. 142; Bot. Mag., t. 1977; Gray,

Manual, 172 ; Wats. Ind. 352.

Syn.—S. portulacoides, Willd. ; S. deficiens, Donn,

Hort. Cantab. ; Anacampseros ternata, Haworth, PI.

Succ. 114 ; S. octagon of gardens, yfi/f Haworth.

Rocky woods, Pennsylvania to Illinois.

This species, though mentioned in the older cata-

logues, is rarely met with in cultivation. We have

not seen the flowers, the description being taken from

that in the Botanical Register above cited.

14. S. OBTUSATUM, Gray, Proc. Am. Acad. vii. 342.

Stems prostrate, glaucous, pruinose.

Leaves rosulate, i by | inch, spatulate, entire,

glaucous, becoming reddish green.

Flower-stems erect, terete, reddish, ultimately leafless,

but marked with the scars of the fallen leaves.

Flowers yellow, \ inch diameter, shordy pedicelled,

in terminal, spreading, umbellate cymes, i^—2 inches

diameter.

Sepals oblong-acute.

Petals lanceolate, yellow, more than twice the length

of the sepals.

Filaments yellow, three-fourths the length of the

petals ; anthers yellow.

Carpels green, ultimately orange, lanceolate, erect.

Glands whitish, tnincate.—Fl. June, July.

Watson, Index N. A. Bot. 351.

California.

15. S, Nevii, A. Gray, Manual, 172.

Glabrous, stems prostrate, flowering stems erect, 2—

3

inches.

Leaves on barren shoots crowded in terminal rosettes,

each f by I inch ; obovate spatulate, tapering into a short

stalk auricled at the base, sprinkled with pink dots ;

leaves on fertile stems appressed. scattered, similar to, but

smaller than those on the barren stems.

Flowers numerous, white, nearly h inch in diameter,

in forked cymes whose branches measure about \\ inchi

and are recurved, with a few linear oblong leafy bracts.

Flower-buds ovoid lanceolate.

Sepals greenish, oblong, half the length of the white

lanceolate petals.

Filaments white ; anthers brownish purple.

Carpels white, erect, gradually tapering into an erect

style. Glands white.—Fl. July, Hort. Kew.
Watson, Index, 351 ;

Meehan, Flowers Un. Stales, t. 24.

Mountains of Virginia and Alabama.

This species was first detected by the Rev. Dr.

Nevius in Alabama, and is well figured in Prof.

Meehan's Native Fl<nvcrs and Ferns of the United

States.

16. S. Bevrichianum (?).

Leaves in rosettes, \ inch by J inch, spatulate-obtuse,

tapering to a stalk, sprinkled with red dots.

Fertile stems erect, 2^ inches, with numerous crowded

ascending leaves.

Flowers \ inch diameter, white, in a forked cyme.

Peduncles % inch, bearing the sessile flowers on the

upper surface.

Calyx-tube very short, or none. Sepals linear-oblong.

Petals white, lanceolate, concave, as long as the sepals.

Filaments white, anthers pink.

Carpels five, white, erecto-patent.

The plant from which the above description was

taken had very much of the appearance of S. Nevii,

but the petals were no longer than the sepals.

Although the name finds a place in several nursery

catalogues, we have hitherto not been able to trace it

in any botanical work, and are consequently unable

to say whether the plant above-described is rightly

named.

16 a. S. UMBILICOIUES, Regel, Gartenflora, 1877,

t. 917, may be mentioned in this place, though it

would seem probable that it is not a true Sedum. It

is described as having convex oblong-lanceolate leaves

in a rosette, from the base of which proceeds a long-

stalked cymose inflorescence of white flowers, with

parts of the flower in sevens. It is a native of Alatan,

in Turkestan, and is only known to us by the descrip-

tion above cited.

THE POTATO DISEASE.
The following suggestions for checking the Potato

disease have been distributed in the form of a handbill

amongst the tenants of the Hereford Society for Aid-

ing the Industrious, by Mr. G. H. With, F.R.A.S.,

the Society's chemist. The instructions given are very

much to the point. We would refer the reader also to

an article in another column, and urge the fact that

much more may be done byway of prevention than in

that of cure. The researches of microscopists in un-

ravelling the life-history of the plant have at least

shown clearly that while much may be done to pre-

vent and avert, nothing can be done at present to

cure. In the meantime we cannot too strongly depre-

cate the reckless carelessness of growers in really

giving every facility, os they do, for the fungus to

propagate and spread. Mr. With remarks as

follows :

—

" The yearly destruction of our Potato crop, and the

great loss of food which follows, render it absolutely

necessary that some plan for checking, and if possible

rooting out the disease, should be tried without delay.

After giving a good deal of attention to the subject, I

offer these suggestions, with the full belief that, if they

are carefully followed, results will be obtained which will

far more than repay the trouble.

" The Potato disease is owing to the destructive action

of two kinds of mildew ; and it starts afresh every year

from seeds, or spores, as they are called, which have

rested during the previous autumn and winter either in

the ground, or in the Potato tubers, or in the manure-

heap.

"I. Burn the haulm, and all waste Potatos, parings.

See, not intended for the animals, as soon as possible

after the crop has been raised. Unless this is done the

decaying haulm and waste Potatos may fill the ground

with the seeds of the destroying mildews.

"2. Do not throw the haulm and waste Potatos upon

the manure-heap, because the mildew seeds will gain in

strength by resting in the manure, and this manm-e will

help to spread the Potato disease next season.
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"3. Boil for a long time all diseased, and even
apparently sound Potatos, before you feed animals with
them. It is highly probable that the seeds of the Potato
mildews gain strength by passing through the stomach
of an animal, the pig for instance. The maniu-e of

animals fed on raw diseased Potatos and Potato parings

may, for the above reason, become a powerful means of

spreading die Potato disease.

"4. Do not gro\v' Potatos on the same piece of land

up the haulm, throughout the whole crop, as completely
as possible, directly the disease spots appear on tlie leaves
of any one of tlie plants. Of course the tubers will not
grow any larger after the leaves and stalks have been
removed; they will, however, ripen in the ground (more
or less according to tlie season), and though they may
not be very large they will be fit for food.

"8. To ensure success all the Potato growers of a
neighbourliood should follow the above plan. One plot
of diseased Potatos may furnish seeds enough, in Julv,
to destroy the surrounding Potato crops."

Fig. 68.—sedum spatuulifolium. (see p. 376.)

two years in succession. Any mildew seeds which may
rest in the ground from the last year's Potato crop will

begin to grow about the beginning or middle of May
;

but they will quickly perish if they cannot find Potato
plants at hand to nurse them.

"5. Be sure the seed Potatos arc quite free from
disease when planted. A Potato does not always show
the disease on the outside, therefore it ^\ill be necessary

to cut the sets in order that the condition of each one
may be spen. A few diseased plants will serve to infect

acres of Potatos in a wet warm season.
' 6. Use chemical manures, in preference to any others.

for the Potato crop. Ordinary manures may, especially

if brought from a distance, contain the mildew seeds.
" 7. A Potato crop may generally be saved by pulling

THE FORMATION OF
SHRUBBERY BORDERS.

On the approach of autumn, when intending

planters are no doubt already engaged in formulating

plans either for the replanting of existing banks or

of those which are in contemplation, it may not

be uninteresting to review the experience of the past

season with regard to its effects on evergreen shrubs

under various conditions and circumstances. It is a

fact but too well known, that a large percentage of

I deaths have occurred amongst evergreen shrubs when

they have been planted on the restricted principles

too often adopted with a view to economise labour

and material. Such principles are in the main com-
mendable where their application is rendered prac-

ticable by surrounding circumstances, but the prin-

ciple of economy is only true in the right sense of the

word when the ultimate result is likely to repay

the outlay with interest. Is this so in the majority of
cases ? let me ask. For an answer we have only to

refer to the hundreds of cases we see or hear of every

year in the great manufacturing districts of Lancashire
and Yorkshire, where material (even such as is called

rubbish on large country estates) is not only expensive,

but is absolutely beyond the reach of those who are

located in neighbourhoods where the value of every
yard of land is represented by a price that would seem
incredible to people living in rural districts. It is a
fact also, that the continued and extended desire of
people engaged in commercial pursuits for country
villas or residences of greater or less dimensions
renders the execution of such work a matter of
considerable expense, nay, even of difficulty,

when there is not sufficient material at hand
to carry out the work in an efficient manner at a
reasonable expenditure.

The waste impoverished lands that are being
utilised for building are, for want of a better choice,
forced, as it were, on a certain class of business
people, who, while they desire to be within easy
reach of their daily avocations, have also a desire to
make their country residence look as nearly as pos-
sible like those who are possessed of a more extended
acreage and imore extended facilities for designing and
laying-out according to recognised principles, not the
least of which are the well-known advantages of
Nature's tracings in wood, lake, &c., import.ant, not
only for purposes of seclusion, but of shelter and
scenery. Hence the difficulty of dealing with small
places from a landscape point of view where all these
elements are absent, but all is artificial from begin-
ning to end. The consequence is that it takes three
times the labour and material to make a creditable
finish of a comparatively small garden disadvantage-
ously situated, than it would to make a much larger

one where the working facilities and material can be
furnished at a minimum figure. When everything is

weighed up about the first thing that is considered is

the curtailment of expenses in forming banks and
borders for shrubs ; they are relegated to a position

of secondary importance from a pecuniary point of
view, whilst in truth and in fact they ought
to have a liberal preparation accorded to them
as forming the outline and the main features

of a naturally laid out garden.

In forming borders, their height, shape, and local-

ity are as a matter of course suggested by the objects

they are intended to hide or the nature of the land to

be dealt with, but whatever the primitive idea may
be it would be well to bear in mind that almost any
given shape or appearance can be produced by a little

extra cost in plants, and by a judicious arrangement
of them, and further that (leaving immediate effect

out of the question) the idea is an advantageous and
profitable one. Therefore instead of paring down
banks like those we see on the sides of railways I would
suggest that the desired effect should be (where at all

practicable) carried out in planting, and not by paring

the bank or border into an oblique shape to save

material. Of the nature of the soil to be used for such
purposes, I would add that it is money well expended
in the end to make a good preparation for evergreen

and deciduous shrubs, and to make it, in " body,"
capable of retaining moisture and sustaining trees for

an indefinite period of years. It is overstretching

the mark to expect trees or shrubs of any kind to

thrive for any length of time in narrow sloping

borders that are drained of every particle of moisture

during the first week or two of dry weather, such as

we have experienced during the past summer ; and it

is but too well known how little assistance can be
given from the use of the hose or watering-pot under
such circumstances even by paying the most diligent

attention.

It is obvious, therefore, that all banks or borders

should have a good base of earth and be kept with a

level surface, or at all events a surface that will take

in the natural rains, where mulching can be resorted

to if desirable, and where artificial watering becomes

really practicable and beneficial during periods of

extreme drought. A word as to the compost of such

borders. They are not the cheapest, except at first sight,

that are three-fourths composed of brick bats, lime
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rubbish or other rubble that abounds in districts

where the building trade is prosperous ; although a

limited use of them may l>e of advantage in low-lying

wet districts where soils are heavy and tenacious.

In forming the borders for shrubs it would be well

to give some consideration to the selection of such

plants as would be most likely to succeed best in

certain soils and localities, and to make preparation

accordingly. Wherever the red sandstone abounds

too many Hollies and Rhododendrons cannot be

jjlanted. Taking a radius of many miles about here

you always see Hollies and Rhododendrons thrive

luxuriantly. I have been surprised at finding the roots

of Rhododendrons penetrate into the red sandstone

to an incredible depth from the surface, and Hollies

will actually revel on the surface of such soils, even if

these be but from 12 to i8 inches deep. This should

be a lesson to planters, and any one engaged in pl.ant-

ing in a locality where he has not resided long enough

to acquire experience would gain more actual know-

ledge by taking a drive round the'neighbourhood,

jotting down as he goes 'the names of such plants

as seem to like the soil and climate best than by

referring to books or catalogues, which are only

intended to supply general information.

Travelling by rail from Liverpool to .Southporf,

and elsewhere on the sea-coast, one is often struck by

inany of the evils alluded to here. Our own air and

climate generally is much the same, and so is our

soil in some instances. We observe our finest plants

are Arbutus Unedo, Andrachne, Cupressus, Thujopsis

borealis and aurca (the latter colouring richly near

the sea), Laurustinus, Retinosporas, Juniperus, .Sa-

binus, Rernettyas, indispensable for this climate;

Hydrangeas, .Skimmia oblata, Weigelias, Escallonia

macrantha, Cotoneaster microphylla, Berberis Dar-

winnii, Lilacs, and Laburnums do well for rough

planting, and for actual seaside planting few things

surpass the white Poplar for quick growth, Austrian

Pine, Tamarisk, Hippophoe rhamnoides, Euonymus,

&c. W. Hinds.

SEASIDE PLANTING—VICTOR
HUGO.

In connection with the important matter of seaside

planting in exposed localities, and of the me.ans of

obtaining the necessary shelter, I have before made

mention of our summer residence by the coast.

Some more experience, and some well ascertained

results induce me to add to the subject the following

details. Perhaps, however, a pardonable pride is the

cogent motive for recording a visit to our cott.age

which has just been made by one whom world-wide

consent acknowledges as the greatest poet and writer

of the age. Others add to these titles those of patriot,

and of an orator .able to sway an immense nation.

Fatigued by what I heard him say, in answer to a

distinguished visitor, was really one of the most

harassing years of his eventful life, M. Victor Hugo

some time ago returned for rest from the enormous

toil which a Parisian life entails im him to his pleasant

residence in this island of Guernsey, where he had

previously passed his many years of exile {see p.

553, vol. iv., 1S75). When I say rest, it is but in

a comparative sense indeed, for he spends the greater

part of the day composing an important work,

driving out, chiefly along our beautiful sea coast, in

the late afternoons. It was on one of these occasions

that, having had the pleasure of entertaining the poet's

daughter-in-law, a beautiful and amiable lady, and

her two lovely children, George and Jeanne, the only

heirs to the name and fortune so well sustained, that

M. Hugo called to take up his beloved grand-

children. He is now quite restored to his usual alert-

ness and active habits—thanks to the good sea air.

Our little summer cottage was full of guests—some

resident, and others from the poet's large circle of

visitors, including names well known in the ?"rench

Chambers, and we had then the great pleasure of

receiving M. Hugo himself. He seemed, how-

ever, genuinely to admire our residence, which he

said was "artistically situated," with a grand sea

view, and also to like the little rockwork in front,

which is so valuable as shelter for the flowers in

summer.

The subject of shelter is, indeed, an important one.

When we reflect how much ruin even brief exposure

to cold and rain creates in man, beast, flower, and

fruit, and how the gain of one bright sunny morning

is lost before the night, and often for want of a shelter

which might have been provided by forethought and

diligence, it is no wonder that our thoughts should

return to it so frequently now that autumnal storms are

not far distant. Imagine, for instance, a cottage with

an aged father—jiossibly a delicate child, or c\en an

animal, the great reliance of the cottier—exposed with-

out adequate protection for hours and days to the

raging blast. I speak advisedly of the damage

created by the wind alone, for during great storms we

often see the temperature high, and the wind itself is

warm while it bears down the strongest trees, and

utterly burns, as with fire, the summer leaves. Any
one will remember how immensely the cruel violence

of the blast is intensified at peculiar corners, while a

yard from them it is like a calm. There is no greater

trial to the endurance of a hedge of shrubs, parti-

cularly if not long planted, than the long-continued

rush of the air over the top of a low wall. Panes of

glass are more frequently cracked just near some edge

to windward. Shelter thus may even become more fatal

than perfect level openness if it be unskilfully placed.

Another obstacle to successful protection arises from

the fact that, to obtain it, time has to intervene.

Want of space is another frequent reason for its entire

absence where much needed ; and often, alas ! it

results from such poverty that nothing can be pro-

vided, however urgent the risk.

Though, therefore, I have have little to add to this

serious subject, and read with pleasure the experiences

of the able writers in these pages who treat of the

matter on a large scale, yet it is not out of place even

to repeat small experiences.

The soil on my land is of peat, with a subsoil of

decomposed granite mixed with sand of fabulous

antiquity evidently, and probably never culti\ated

before, highly coloured with iron, hungry and arid,

sloping to the north and so fully exposed to the

violence of N.W., N.E., and S.W. gales, the slope

itself preventing the lower hedges of shelter from

availing but for a few yards. It is certain that what to

me is only a problem of how to beautify by planta-

tion would to a cottier be a most perplexing consi-

deration. Even Cabbage need some care to obtain

remunerative results, without thinking of how safely

to live, and rear a family without sickness.

The Tamarisk is by far the best to plant, but even

this should be carefully managed. I find that one-

year-old wood of about 20 inches long, deeply inserted

in holes made for it, and filled with sand in March,

will thrive better than when planted in any other way.

It does not transplant well, and the cuttings should not

be forced into the soil. In about fifteen years it sur-

prises one to see the hedges in fair peat soil no loftier

than 7 or 8 feet, on this coast at least. Even this

shelters only a small plot if level, otherwise successive

hedges are required. Elders and Sea Buckthorn arc

not yet common here. But among trees it seems to

me now that deciduous trees, if thickly enough planted,

would be preferable to evergreens in stormy places.

Among shrubs the common Euonymus is the best

of all. This is beginning to be recognised here, and

hedges are arising in all parts. It has nuiuerous

fibrous roots, which adapt it to hungry soils and

leathery leaves, which throw off the wind though they

suffer much to windward. It is, however, very brittle

—

a capital defect. Escallonia is also suitable, but not so

reliable. Veronica we like much as it grows rapid!)-,

also Pittosporura. All these last flower well near the

sea—an immense advantage. Heaths and Rhodo-

dendrons we dare not rely on save in corners. New
Zealand Flax is admirable, and in clumps affords

shelter to low-lying plants only. On a good scale the

effect is striking in moonlight nights, and the sudden

rustling of the leaves in a calm is startling. Variegated

varieties are quite useless to attempt. As to summer

bedding flowers this is easy. Some, however, do

not succeed at all here. But even good greenhouse

Fuchsias thrive wonderfully. Cineraria maritima

passes the winter without hurt. Our chief reliance,

however, is in rockwork. This is easy to construct

so near the sea, and very lovely forms are obtainable

of the aiguille character, much encrusted. Miniature

Druid temples are invaluable. The top stones ward

oft' both wind and rain, and the cave-like form

protects delicate objects, such as greenhouse Ferns,

while even Maidenhair lives in such a home if

properly covered over during the winter : it does so

here, at least.

lam thinking of glazing some, larger "temples"

with solid green glass in the front, for the clustering

Sedums and thriving Mesembryanthemums drape

naturally and freshly these pretty shelters, and almost

any fairly hardy plant would succeed, if water were

provided also. With time and study ahuost every

beauty procurable in ambitious conservatories would

be had thus, even in a place with no screen Ijctween

it and the American shores. It was with some jiride

that we could, therefore, show such mere beginnings

to the great poet, who is a most accurate and carefu

observer, as you will find our Shakespeare to ha\e

been also, of natural objects. Both loved Nature, and

have been rewarded by the true applause of generations

On one point, a tender one tons growers of the bes

fruit, I was compelled to disagree with j\L Hugo,

whose universal philanthropy and benevolence has

extended its protection from the poor children whom
he regularly fed when here for so many years, to the

" fowls of the air,"which lodged in his garden. There,

I believe, the fruit crops were no great things, from

this cause. My wife complaining to him that our Figs,

.Strawberries, Cherries, Apples even, and the choicest

Plums had been consumed by bloated thrushes, and
that these defiant and voracious creatures had even
eaten the very muslin bags which she had made to

save a few of her favourite Figs, the great poet
laughed with most evident relish, and said, " It was
perfectly right of them."

At that moment a vision of my (late) "monster
Pear," which weighed 5 lb., arose before me. One
Sunday morning, before going to my duty as chap-
lain, I had gone to gaze on this wonderlul fruit, care-

fully netted, and supported by flannel, so as to ease

the weight from the stem. It was safe ; nothing had
been near it of man or beast, and it was to be gathered

with due solemnity on the following day for exhibition

in London.
On my return I found, to my dismay, that some

small bird had crept through the net and just pecked
the Pear a little. Had I then got that bird, .as

Shakespeare says, "Within my pistol's length" (or

rather something more modern), it might have been
a "bad quarter of an hour " for one of us.

Of the cottage itself I can only say that it is a per-

fect success in every way, and the admiration of the

numerous tourists. I have a theory that something
like it would render persons of small incomes inde-

pendent of many expenses, aided by honest garden
work and by fishing. With a little glass anything
could be grown at the back, which is south and some-
what sheltered. Villages of such cottages could be
easily made near the sea-coast, in order to profit by
the seaweed and all the living things which abound.
But this hobby must be reserved for another article.

Ihos, C, Bn'fiiriit, Ricltiuond Housc^ Gticrtiscy,

A Word for Fuchsias.—What can " A. D.*
mean (see p. 346) by saying the Fuchsia has had its

day? True, he adds, "the more's the pity." But
surely the fact cannot be so. Perhaps it would I e
more true to affirm that the Fuchsia has not yet had
its day. My o'wn opinion is that neither its popularity

nor culture has e\'er yet reached up to anything like

the high level of its incomparable merits, for what
plant can match the Fuchsia in grace, beauty, useful-

ness, facility of culture, and adaptation to circum-

stances ? Adverting only to the la.st two qualities,

the Fuchsia is everybody's plant, and may be gro\\n

by everybody everywhere. E^ ery two joints of almost
any Fuchsia will form a plnnt, placed in water, or in

sand, earth, moss, or moist air, put in in summer,
winter, spring, or autumn. The plant lives in garret,

cellar, kitchen, or parlour, workshop or warehouse
window. Nay, some of the finest Fuchsias ever seen
by the writer were on the line, in a pointsman's box,

in the North ; and who has not seen good ones on the

tiles, in the bare room of the sempstress, and the un-
furnished garrets of the wretched and the miserable?
In some districts, too, almost every cottage garden
has its Fuchsia as well as the window ; and the old
nivalis, coccinea, Riccartoni, and even globosa yet

flower on with their old vigour and glory, and seem
almost as firmly established as the blacksmith's shop
or the church steeple. And then there are the regal

Fuchsias of the drawing-room, the grand window
gardens and conservatories. Has "A. D." lately

seen these at their best, or do these show any signs of

decadence? Do not bushes 3 yards through, bending
low beneath their lna<ls of glorious and yet gracefid
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beauty—pyramids 3, 6, 9 feet high, and as much, or

half as much the larger over through—prove that

Fuchsias have by no means yet entered into the

sere and yellow leaf, nor are they likely to do so for

years to come, if ever? And what does "A. P."
say to Fuchsia arches, pillars, walks, roofs, corri-

dors, where we can look up to them as we ought,

and feel something like reverence as we walk beneath

their bending boughs of grace and beauty. And then

there are beds, groups, baskets, border's, vases, hedges,

walls, even shrubberies and breakwaters of Fuchsias

in the open air. No, Fuchsias have not yet had their

day, but they will have it by-and-bye ; and a bright,

glorious, happy day it will prove for all who speed

and help to brighten and lengthen it. D. T. /'/V//.

P.;aches and Nectarines on the Same Branch.
—The Peach tree alluded to by " G. F." in the

Gardeners' Chronicle of the 7th, as producing

Peaches and Nectarines on the same branch, no

longer exists, having died in 1876, antl the branch

which produced the two fruits cankered ofl' a few years

previous and before I saw the tree. My noble employer

and several gardeners, who had carefully examined

the tree, assure me that there was no trace whatever

of a bud ever having been inserted. My predecessor,

who was here forty years and trained the tree, stead-

fastly affirmed that it was a freak of Nature. The
Peach was Royal George, but the Nectarines were

distinct from any known variety, being of a very light

colour, small and speckled, which, together with the

branch dying off before the rest of the tree, goes far

to prove that the phenomenon was due to a weakness

in that part of the tree. Geo. Griffin, Sle/ied; Park,

Pcinhrokesliirc.

Peaches and Nectarines at Chiswick.—The
information under this heading on p. 266 may be

appropriately supplemented by notes on a few of

the late varieties, by way of making it as complete

as possible. Rivers' Autumn Rose Nectarine is a

late variety of a promising character ; a little later

than the Pine-apple, juicy, rich in flavour, with a pale

yellow flush ; it grows to a good size, and is well

coloured. .\ French Peach, named lielle Imperiale,

bears large flattened fruit, very fine in appearance,

something like the liellegarde, very late, splendid in

colour, and of great size ; it will tell on the exhibition

table. Rivers' White is a line looking Peach, some-

thing like Walburton Admirable in appearance, the

fruit large and somewhat flattened, and pale in colour.

A Peach named Osprey is too small, and may be dis-

missed as not good enough to take high rank. Desse

Tardive is a grand Peach of supposed French extrac-

tion, a line showy late variety, something like ISelle

Imperiale, and of good quality. Exquisite is a I'each

very large in size and fine in appearance, having a

yellow skin and richly coloured on the sunny side ; it

is a fine variety for exhibition. Belle Imperiale,

Desse Tardive, and Exquisite may be set down as

three splendid late Peaches, well worthy the attention

of cultivators of this fine fruit. K. D.

Protecting Young Forest Trees in Parks.

—

In reply I" your correspondent, Mr. Capers (p. 345),

I may say the park which my remarks referred to

(p. 2S2) is 100 acres in extent, but has no deer in it.

Mr. Capers seems to be rather confused, as from what

little I can gather from his note he relers to park

fencing, not the protection of trees in parks. .Surely

he does not mean to tell us he is troubled with deer

jumping over tree guards, or breaking them down
when properly constructed with good materials. Per-

haps Mr. Capers will gi\e us a description of the

fences which deer and cattle are so destructive to, as I

shall be happy to supply him with particulars of a

good fence. With reference to deer or cattle nibbling

ornamental trees or shrubs, I woidd simply refer Mr.

Capers to my remarks at p. 282, where he will find

reference made to trees being nibbled. Our young

forest trees, belts, clumps, &c., are always well pro-

tected by keeping the fences and guards in good

repair, and seldom left carelessly for cattle to intrude.

Conifers or shrubs he should never think of planting

singly in parks where cattle have access to them,

but in clumps and belts amongst forest trees. I have

seen Coniferre planted singly in some ])arks, and most

unsightly objects some of them are, having as a

protector or guard a few sheep hurdles laced with

dead Thorns, which look very bad. R. Greenfield.

Potato Crop.

—

\\. no great distance from the

garden here there is a field of Potatos which was

planted by people who are privileged to have so many

drills eacli. The kinds consist of the following :

—

American F.arly, Walker's Regent, Dalmahoy, Pa-

terson's \'ictoria. Red Flourball, American Rose,

Skerry Lilue, Fortyfold, Champion, Excelsior, and

Early Round. Of these the Champion is the only

one that stands out boldly with its green haulm, little

injured, Init the scathing fungus has done its fatal

work on all the others, leaving, however, the tubers

comparatively little allccted as yet. The soil of the

field consists of alluvial deposit mixed with granite

brought down from the hills on cither side by the

wear and tear of the elements. In the kitchen garden

the American Early generally succumbed to the

fungus long before any of the other sorts, but at

present the tubers are very free from the disease.

.Some seed of Potatos \^'hich had been lying inert for

three years in one of the quarters of the kitchen

garden have vegetated freely over a good surface of

the ground, and grown well, but neither these nor

those grown in fresh turfy loam are exempt from
disease ; so it would seem that we have got a heredi-

tary foe to contend with in the Potato fungus, which
may be neutralised but cannot he altogether eradi-

cateil. With the exception of the close, damp, warm
weather we had in .\ngust, which affected the Potato

crop to a certain extent, the summer and autumn
months were everything that could be desired for

.growing all kinds of vegetables and maturing fruit ;

indeed, the like thereof I have never seen since I

came to this locality ; but since the 15th inst. a strong

wind has set in from the North, accompanied with

heavy rain and hail showers. Some branches of trees

heavily laden with foliage (not with fruit I am sorry

to say) are beaten off and scattered about the

grounds, but nothing is done to mar the beauty of the

woodland scenery. John Caic, Inrerary Gardens.

Venus Victrix Fuchsia.—I should have kept

silence on this matter except for one thing. Every-

thing that happened to me twenty-one or twenty-two
years ago is indelibly photographed on my memory.
At that time I was a very enthusiastic Fuchsia grower,

and the very first white-sepalled lilac-corollaed Fuchsia

I ever got was one called Venus de Medici, after that

Venus Victrix, after that Rose of Castille, after that

Evening Star. I therefore believe that Venus de

Medici was the first white-sepalled lilac-corollaed

Fuchsia ; so that Mr. Cannell is wrong in saying

(p. 315) that Venus Victrix was the oldest or first

light coloured Fuchsia sent out. I do not remember
the raiser of any of these. Pater.

The Clove Carnation Susan Askey.—.^t p. 19,

in "Notices to Correspondents," you say the fine

white Clove Carnation Susan Askey is in the hands of

the raiser and Messrs. Carter. It is some five or six

years since it was raised, and is now growing in various

places. Some fine plants of it are now blooming
beautifully in Dr. Theakstone's garden, at Earby in

Craven, a district rather high, and in the West
Rilling of \'orkshire. .4 Reader of the " Chroniele."

Judging Melons.— I hope the remarks of Mr.

Hinds and Mr. Fish may le.ad to a reform in Melon
judging. I think it would be more satisfactory both

to the judges and exhibitors if all Melons were judged

without cutting them — say by points, as recom-

mendeil. A man may be ever so good a judge of

flavour, and yet be misled by tasting, say twenty

scarlet-fleshed fruits, and perhaps more green-flesh.

This system would also do away with the unsightly

appearance of a lot of cut Melons, which always looks

very bad, and especially if the show extends to two or

three days. The exhibitors would also then be able

to take back the Melons to their employers' tables,

as is done with dessert Apples. C. Osinan.

The Isabella Grape.— In answer to your corre-

spondent "L.'s" enquiry respecting the Isabella

Grape \'ine, I beg to state that I have known and

grown it many years. It is a plant of vigorous growth,

the wood when ripe is of a reddish brown colour, and

the leaves (of which I enclose a specimen) are large

and much veined ; the bunches of fruit are small,

the berries round, of a bluish black colour, and of

exquisite flavour. W'e know it here as " the Straw-

berry-fla\our Grape." Strong plants of it are pro-

curable, if desired. It is not considered worthy of

cultivation, but for its peculiar flavour. Charles B.

.Saiimiers, Jersey. [Adistinguished French entomologist

attributes the comparative immunity of our Vines from

the Phylloxera to the fact, as he supposes, that they

are grafted on American Vines ! In our opinion such

Vines are only found in the gardens of the curious
;

and, so far as we know, are never used as stocks in

English vineries. Ens.]

Large Melons.—While reading over the paragraph

from " C. H. S." (p. 315) on "Melons at Longford

Castle," I was surprised to find so much stress laid

upon the extra size of the Melons in question. My
experience is that Melons of medium size—say from

3 lb. to 6 lb.—and good flavour, are more appreciated

on the tables of the wealthy than fruits of a much
larger size. The enclosed fruit resembles what is here

the standard size. C. //. [Large enough, and fine in

flavour. Eds.]

Tea Roses Out-of-doors at Bath.—.\t some of

the horticultural exhibitions held in the West of

England, Mr. S. J. Pavitt, Rose Cottage Nursery,

lialhwick, Bath, is in the habit of producing cut

blooms of Tea Roses of great beauty during the

months of August, September, and October ; in fact.

Tea Roses are his speciality, and his method of cuUiv.-i-

tion to obtain cut flowers at this time of year is

worthy of record. Mr. Pavitt grows his Tea Roses

on the seedling Brier, and in this his practice agrees

with that of other growers. The trees are planted

out on an east border about the end of May, the

border being protected by a belt of trees at the back,

which shelters them from the westerly gales. He
considers the notion that Tea Roses require a warm
sunny south border as erroneous, on the ground that

the blossoms get scorched before they become
thoroughly opened ; and the great advantage of a

sheltered border with an eastern aspect is that the

plants get only the morning sun for a few hours,

which Mr. Pavitt considers is all they require ; and
they are never exposed to the afternoon sun, which is

invariably very burning in its effects. The beds in

which the Roses are grown are well trenched

and prepared during the winter months ; and

up to the time of planting out the plants arc

grown on in pots. All the buds are pinched

out till the end of July, and the result is a truly

wonderful head of flower all through the autumn
months ; and in case of very severe weather, a little

Bracken or Fern stuck among the trees makes an
excellent protection, and indeed is all they require.

Mr. Pavitt has a large collection of Tea Roses, but

he finds the following to be best adapted for growing
in the open air, in the manner set forth above :—De-
voniensis, Catherine Merinet, Rubens, Madame Fal-

cot, Madame Charles, Madame Camille, Madame
Willermoz, Safrano, Isabella Sprunt, and Goubault.

He finds the above varieties will give him blooms for

nearly six months in the open air, and he remarks

that any one fond of Tea Roses, and having a little

glass, might have them in flower nearly all the year

round. In many instances Tea Roses on the seedling

Brier ha\e been very fine this season, probably owing
to the moist cool character of the summer. This fact

lends weight to the force of Mr. Pavitt's opinion, that

Tea Roses in the open air are best in a cool position,

with partial shade. P. D.

Agave Vandervinninii.—,\ large plant of this

Agave flowered here last season, and after the flowers

were o\'er I cut off the stem, 26 feet long, and

cut all the leaves and roots off also ; then, because it

formed so good a cone, I set it, quite bare of soil, on a

shelf Last week, to my surprise, I found it was
sending out roots quite vigorously, and have no doubt

it will grow again by sending out side- shoots. As
this is one of the candelabra'form section, or true

.•\gaves, I thought it might be of interest to some of

your readers. J. Croneher, Cr. to J. 'P. Peaeoek, Esq.,

Sndbury Honse, Hammersmith.

The Early Rivers Peach.—This is one of the

best Peaches for outside culture, and especially for

late localities. It ripened its fruit this year with us

on a south wall on .\ugust I, very early for an outside

Peach in Berwickshire. Not only is it to be recom-

mended (or its earliness, the fruit is large and of

excellent quality ; it seems altogether to be a Peach

suited for outdoor work or early forcing, but the latter

quality I have not tested. This year our Royal Georges

growing side by side with it have been a sad spectacle.

.Although one of the best, if not the best variety for

general work, it is subject to all the ills of Peaches ;

ours this season have been totally spoiled with mildew.

I attribute this to the sunless season of 1S77 ; while

the other, being early, has a double chance of getting

its wood ripened. I have not seen one speck of mil-

dew on this variety as yet this season. Half the

syringing that is taken by any other Peach tree I

know will keep it clean and healthy. This quality is

not to be despised. We intend to plant more trees ol

this variety this autumn. Borderer.

Muscat Grapes.—I would like to recommend the

type of Muscat Alexandria Grape Vine known as

Tynningham Muscat. In many cases difference in

cultivation makes all the difference between the

Muscat at one place and that of a neighbouring one,

or even in two houses in the same garden. I grew
Bowood Muscat and Muscat of Alexandria in one

house, at le.ast these were the names sent from the

nursery. I could see no difference. I inarched a

cane of Tynningham Muscat on a side growth of one

of them, with the result that the berries and bunches

produced by the Tynningham rod are much larger

and ripened a week or ten days earlier. J. Donglas.

Tomatos and Vi^asps.—I have here a lean-to

house whic'n was erected last spring, the back-wall is

planted with Peaches, which are carrying a good crop

of fruit in various stages of ripeness. On the front,

owing to the house not being finished early enough

for planting fruit trees, I have grown Tomatos, which

have been a most successful crop. One thing, how-

ever, I have observed in this house is, that neither
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wasps nor flies frequent it, and if Ijy chance one
enters, it passes out again immediately. Now, in

all the other houses here, this is not the case. Can
there be anything in the Tomato which causes this

—

and has it been remarked by any other person ?

I am strongly of opinion that the Tomatos have some-
thing to do with this matter, and that they play an

important part in thus excluding these tormentors.

Nemo. [We saw a vinery lately sadly infested with

wasps that had Tomatos growing on the back
wall. Eds.]

Vegetable Marrows. — The large Vegetable

Marrows mentioned by Mr. Stevens (p. 346) are

certainly of good size, but not exceedingly so, for the

long green kind, which is generally the largest of all

long Marrows. I have just cut one of the long white

kind, grown without manure on a rubbJsh-heap, which
weighs 25 lb., but I have seen them larger. A market
grower, to whom I showed this fruit, kindly told me
that "plenty of greengrocers would give me a 'bob'
for it to put in their windows "—an appraisement of

value that certainly took away at once any i>ride I

might have possessed in the ownership of such a big

one. It is worth at least twice that amount for the

making of preserve, and then there is the seed, which

is worth at least so much more ; therefore I prefer to

keep my Marrow, and forego the " bob." Except for

winter use, or to make a display, these big Marrows,
however, are of little use, as half-grown fruit are the best

for table, and those about three parts grown for the

making of preserve. It is a curious fact that of all

the kinds of Marrows that have been introduced from
time to time none are so generally grown or so popular

in the market as the long white kind. It is the most
favoured both by gardeners and market growers,

indeed these latter would find it difficult to sell any
other sort in the London market. Those who serve

Covent Garden fully understand the prejudices as to

colour existent in London with reference to vegetables.

White Potatos, white Turnips, red Radishes, and
white Marrows are amongst the most favoured and
command the best prices. In Marrows, however,

there is still further an appreciation for the ribbed

form, and the grower prefers a good stock of this kind

if it be possible to obtain it true. Marrows have been

very fine and abundant this year, the occasional rains

having kept the plants in strong growth. A. D.

Vegetable Marrowr, &c.—I cut on September 9
a Marrow {the white variety), the length of which was

3 feet, and 2 feet 8 inches in circumference, and
weighed 34 lb. This is the largest I have ever seen.

We have had a wonderful crop of Plums and Damsons
in this neighbourhood, price retail varying from i.c to

\s. 6d, per gallon. Apples are much more plentiful

than anticipated, but Pears quite a failure. The
Potatos, I am glad to say, have turned out much
better than expected, the late crop being

unusually good and sound, especially Compton's Sur-

prise and Victorias ; Magnum Bonum and flukes

slightly touched with disease, but average crop. The
early kinds are good, with the exception of Snowflake,

which is quite a failure. C. B.^ Chichester^ Sussex,

iforcigii Corrtspon^cncc,

Cape Town : Aif^g: 19.—With reference to Mr.

Mudd's statements in the Gardeners^ Chronicle^ July 6,

respecting the "condition in which he found the

Botanic Garden when visiting Cape Town—statements

which no one can refute—allow me to state that

I think it would be an act of injustice towards my
employer (Mr. Dickson) if Mr. Mudd, who alludes

especially to the contents of a small glasshouse, were

not informed that since the date of his visit a valuable

addition has been made to the Botanic Garden by the

erection of a very fine conservatory (built of teak by

Messrs. James Boyd & Sons, of Paisley), towards the

cost of which Mr. Dickson was a liberal contributor,

and who finally crowned his liberality by presenting

his fine collection of plants to the Botanic Garden,

where they fill one wing of the new conservatory.

This collection consists of stove and greenhouse plants,

Ferns, a very fine collection of established Orchids,

also a large quantity of specimen Azaleas and Camel-

lias, all of the leading varieties. My employer, being

passionately fond of horticulture, and thoroughly con-

versant with plants, had, regardless of expense,

imported the above collection from England, the Con-

tinent, and various other places, and I may mention

as an illustration of Mr. Dickson's keen desire to

promote successful plant culture that he has peat im-

ported from England, and that as sphagnum is difti-

cult to be got in Cape Town, Mr. Dickson has made

arrangements in Scotland for a shipment pressed in

bales, as well as a large quantity of peat, to be used

for Orchids and pot plants belonging to the Botanic

Garden, the cost of which he defrays. In the event

of Mr. Mudd paying the Botanic Garden another visit

I hope he will leave with a more favourable impres-

sion.

It should be borne in mind that plant growing can-

not be carried out to the same advantage as in England.

In the first place the houses are not artificially heated

—

a great disadvantage in winter, owing to the cold wet

weather experienced for three months. In summer
the heat is intense, causing rapid absorption, more

especially when a south-east wind prevails for a period

of three weeks, accompanied with a scorching sun.

Only those who have experienced a south-east wind

in Cape Town streets (when clouds of dust and gravel

are on the wing) can form any idea of the comforts

attached to paved streets and water-carts in English

towns and cities, and which tends to call to memory
dear the well-known line, "Be it ever so humble

there's no place like home. R. Johnson^ Foreman^

Glass Department^ Botanic Garden^ Cape Toivn.

Our correspondent also sends us the following

cutting from the Cape Times

:

—
" It is not often that we liave the pleasure of chronicling

such an instance of public spirit as we are now able to

record. Mr. W. W. Dickson, whose commercial enter-

prise is represented in more than one enduring memorial,

has for many years past, as is well known, employed his

leisure hours in superintending the formation and main-

tenance of a garden incomparable amongst the gardens

of Cape Town. With a genuine spirit of liberality Mr.

Dickson shared with all \\ho cared to solicit it the enjoy-

ment of this costly luxury, no personal introduction being

required to secure a welcome to visitors who desired to

inspect the treasures of that famous ground in Rocland

Street. Recently, however, by the sale of Mr. Dickson's

house and premises to the Dutch Reformed Churcli, for

the purpose of a Normal School, the floricultural

devotion of this gentleman has been temporarily

checked, and as Mr. Dickson is about to visit Eng-

land there is no immediate prospect of his resump-

tion of his favourite pursuit. It would be a pity

that so noble a collection as Mr. Dickson has

brought together with rare judgment and regardless of

expense should be dispersed, and we rejoice to hear that

there is no danger of this result following the anxious

labour of years, Mr. Dickson has presented his whole

stock of conservatory plants to the Botanic Gardens,

«here they 611 one entire wing of that new building,

towards the cost of which Mr. Dickson was himself a

liberal contributor. Further, inasmuch as the Botanic

Gardens are not supported as generously as might be

expected in a city so wealthy as Cape Town, and as there

are consequently no resources available from which to

provide the increased labour required by this munificent

gift, Mr. Dickson has at his own cost secured the

services for twelve months of a competent man to look

after the contributed collection. At the end of the year

we trust that a general resurrection of public spirit will

enable the committee to make permanent provision not

only for the due maintenance of the conservatory plants

but for the improvement of the whole garden. Such

liberality as Mr. Dickson's is deserving of record. It

would be a graceful act on the part of the Government,

\\ith \^hom we presume it would rest, to make the record

perpetual by giving to the new building, now so richly

stocked, the name of the ' Dickson Conservatory.'
"

Caun'ations and Picotees : Notes o\ the

Bloom of 1S7S.—The present season with me has

been the best I have experienced since the year 1S68.

The flowers generally have been fine, and, what is of

great moment in our late district, they have been early

in bloom—fully three weeks earlier than last year.

I always notice that the different seasons we expe-

rience bring out or suit some varieties better than

others, one sort being extra good one year, and another

the next. Present at the London National Exhibi-

tion on July 23, and again at Manchester on August 3,

I flatter myself that I had the pleasure of seeing

some of the best flowers of this year's growth. To com-

mence with Scarlet Bizarres : they were all good—of

course some were finer than others. Amongst the best

I am inclined to give Mercury the premier place for

the year, the flower of it which took first honours at

Manchester being unbeatable. What can the anti-

dressers say to this ? The two last years at Man-

chester the premier Carnation has been won by

flowers which were not dressed, the reason being that

the flowers were too young to dress. Everywhere

Admiral Curzon was fine ; also Mars, Lord Napier,

Garibaldi, Sir J. Paxton, and True Briton. Lord

Napier was darker in the bizarre than I ever

remember to have seen it. Garibaldi, although

inclined to be bricky in colour when young, was

extra fine. In new flowers in this class my esteemed

friends Mr. Dodwell and Mr. Ben Simonite exhibited

some really good flowers. Mr. Dodwell exhibited

three at London, all of which I should say are

from our old favourite Admiral Curzon, with a

cross of Sir Joseph Paxton or Lord Napier in them.

The one exhibited by Mr. Simonite was, as I heard

an old grower say, "a bonnie flower," rather small

indeed, but which is easily explained. The east

wind which prevailed for a fortnight before the show

brought such an amount of Sheffield vapours on to the

|ilants, that in many cases the flowers shrivelled up in

the bud, not even expanding.

In Crimson Bizarres, Rifleman, exhibited by Mr,

Gorton, at Manchester, ranks first, closely followed

by Lord Milton, the best strain ; J. D. Hextall,

Eccentric Jack, Rev. G. Rudrick, Graceless Tom,
and William Murray. Of new sorts Mr. Dodwell
exhibited a seedling cf great promise.

Pink and Purples are nearly always fine, and were

this year no exception—Sarah Payne so pure, and

Tames Taylor being good everywhere ; Falconbridge

also was well up to the mark. Other varieties which

have already been mentioned in the C.B. class, but

which frequently are found in this, were Eccentric

Jack, J. D. Hextall, and William Murray.

In Purple Flakes the best flowers were Squire Mey-
nell (Mr. Dodwell calls this Squire Tom, which with

me is altogether distinct from it) ; James Douglas,

large and fine ; Dr. Foster, very pure ; Juno, large

and good ; whilst the variety exhibited as Ajax in

London was Squire Meynell, as before-mentioned.

Mr. B. Simonite exhibited a couple of seedlings in

this class, promising of course. Two other varieties

also I must not forget to mention, both sports ; one

from James Taylor, P.P.B., and the other from Sarah

Payne, P.P.B. ; they will, or I am much mistaken,

both be telling flowers in the exhibition stand.

Scarlet Flakes have been extra good, the flower of

John Bayley, exhibited by Mr. Douglas, and which

won the premier prize in London, being perfect in

all respects. It is now upwards of twenty years since

Mr. Dodwell sent out this variety. At that time he

said he believed it to be the best S.F. in cultivation,

and this opinion I always endorsed. Other S.F.'s,

which were everywhere fine, were Annihilator, Sports-

man, and Clipper.

Of Rose Flakes—the strongest class of all—in my
opinion Sybil was best, closely followed by John
Keet, James Merryweather, Mary Ann, Lovely Ann,
Mrs. Dodwell, and Rose of Stapleford. In this class

I also saw several seedlings, all promising ; one exhi-

bited by Mr. Booth, another by Mr. John Fletcher,

and another by Mr. B. Simonite.

Picotees generally were very fine : pure in the

white, and free from spots or bars. In heavy reds pre-

cedence must be given to J. B. Bryant ; the flower

exhibited by Mr. Douglas and which won premier at

London being immense. John Smith was also shown
fine, winning ist and 2d place in singles in London,

and again at Manchester winning 1st, 2d, 3d, and

4th. Other varieties which were fine are Mrs. Fuller,

Princess of Wales, Brunette, and Master Norman,
Of light reds—a light class indeed—Thomas Wil-

liam was far away the best ; other sorts were Rev. F.

D. Horner, William Summers, Mrs. Bower, Clara,

and Ada Mary. A variety exhibited by Mr. B.

Simonite, called Violet Douglas, is very promising.

In purples, heavy edges, Alliance, in my opinion,

is the best, closely followed by Zerlina, of which sort

there appear to me to be two strains, in one of which

the plant appears to be of a weaker growth, whilst

the flower takes after that good old sort Mrs. Bayley

in colour. Other varieties I saw fine were Mrs.

Summers, King of Purples, Norfolk Beauty, and Mrp,

Niven. Mr. Turner exhibited one called Mrs. Albert

Chancellor, very promising. Of light purples I still

think Mary is the best, closely pressed by Minnie,

Ann Lord, Mrs. Douglas, and Prima Donna. In

medium purples with me, Jessie has been immense
in growth, fine and large in flower, two others, Fanny
and Alice, have both been fine.

In heavy rose or scarlets the following have all

been fine :—Lady Louisa, Mrs. Lord, Mrs. Horner,

Edith Dombrain, Miss Lee, and Juliana. In lights

Mrs. Allcroft was far away the best ; winning premier

at Manchester. Other good ones were Ethel, Miss
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Wood, Estelle, and Mrs. Adams. In the two fore-

going classes Mr. Turner exhibited three very Hne

varieties :—Royal Visit, heavy rose, in the style of

Edith Dombrain but deeper in colour ; Mrs. Payne,

a medium edged flower, very pure and chaste ; and

Victoria, a light edged rose, was also fine.

The selfs and fancies were in my opinion a grand

feature at the Southern exhibition, whilst the plants

in pots were superb. Those exhibited by Mr. Turner,

though not exhibiting florists' properties in all points,

were still a fine lot for border cultivation, being large

and fine, and also new in colour. In this class Mr.

Ware, of the Hale Farm Nurseries, Tottenham, exhi-

bited a primrose-yellow self, very floriferous, and one

which is sure to please any one who grows it.

In my opinion the yellow grounds are equally as

beautiful as the white ones, only wanting cultivation

to make them as good, both in Carnations and Picotees.

Dr. Horner, the veteran florist, wrote upwards of a

quarter of a century ago recommending their cultiva-

tion, and there is no doubt that had any one taken

them in hand at that time, we should now have had

a class of yellow grounds both in Carnations and

Picotees, fully equal to the white ground sorts at pre-

sent in cultivation. Geo. Rudd, Undercliffe, Bradford.

Apiary,
Work for September.—The work for the bee-

keeper this month is the most important probably of

the whole year. Whilst the idle bee-master is only

intent upon the amount of his honey yield, those who
really love their bees are most careful to have the

whole of their stocks in a condition to winter well.

Through the neglect we now see, especially in cottage

and farm bee-stands, many stocks which would with

care have proved valuable, are suffered to take care

of themselves, and thus miserably perish during the

winter. As the wife of one of our intelligent yeo-

men said to me recently, *' If they live they live, if

they die they die."

The first work this month is to mark the hives

which are intended for honey or taking up ; those

left to continue the apiary or to stand over winter

should be with the greatest care examined. If no

other means exist test the weight of each skep : by

gently lifting them from the bottom-board you may
readily judge if they can outlive the coming wintry

season.

Do not sulphur your condemned stocks. This is a

most cruel plan, and should never be adopted

by any bee-keeper. We are most thankful to see

that in our villages, extending over an area of about

8 square miles, it is very seldom a single stock

is destroyed. We have instructed a poor man
to go over the country each September and visit every

apiary, either large or small : he charges is. each

stock he drives, for his labour. The condemned or

stocks set apart for honey he drives into empty hives,

then smoking the adjoining stock, which is left for

wintering, he unites the condemned or driven stock to

these. If they are well smoked it will prevent any

fighting, and the driven bees being precisely in the

same condition as a swarm, i.e.^ filled with honey

from the cells before leaving the skep, they are

received by the other hive with feelings of joy, because

they come laden with rich provisions. Only one of

the queens is left to reign (it is generally the strongest),

so no fear need be apprehended. Thus, instead of

having a poor dwindling stock, it is at once by the

above simple method made into a strong stock,

therefore far more valuable. Is not this a better

plan than cruelly destroying them over the brimstone-

pit ?

One of our greatest pests are prevalent just now,

and often work immense havoc amongst the weak and

defenceless colonies—we refer to wasps, poor things !

They are in a starving condition, and as much for

protection and warmth as food they, wherever it is

possible, force an entrance into the hives. We have

witnessed in about a fortnight the destruction of a fine

thriving apiary of some five stocks solely by wasps.

With strong stocks you need not take any precaution

to defend the bees : but as a man's greatest foes are they

of his own household, so with bees we find the worst

enemies are amongst their own neighbours, often from

an adjoining hive. Oh, what annoyance we have

often experienced from robbers in the autumn ; yet

after all, upon reflection, we scarcely wonder at this,

for it is the fault, in most instances, of their owners.

It comes about as follows : the honey harvest is past

(we now speak to those beekeepers who never move

the hives to the heather for the second and best

honey harvest), and the best with weak stores, but

strong stocks, finding the next hive is a defenceless

colony, from its small number of bees, but withal

having good rich stores of honey, at once make war

upon it. Yea, and it is astonishing in what a short

space of time the rich honey is carried off to the

hive with poor stores, and the next thing is

to find the bees also gone with their honey.

This may be prevented, first, by closing the en-

trances so that only two bees can pass or repass at

the same time : this will give the colony one means of

defence, which they will not be slow to take advan-

tage of. But if the fighting continues after this has

been done, lose no time in thoroughly smoking the hive

•of the attacking party, or the actual robbers ; this will

at least for a few hours quiet their turbulent spirit,

and after a short season of reflection they will pro-

bably abandon their contraband habits and turn to

more industrious duties. We have never known this

to fail when we have been able to experiment on the

robbers from a hive in our own apiary, but what can

we do when it belongs to some other apiary a distance

away ? We once had a fine stock completely destroyed

by a hive of half-bred Ligurians coming a distance of

half a mile ; do whatever we could it seemed to have

no influence whatever in checking the marauders.

However, we have seldom known making the en-

trance small to fail, and both for wasps and bees it is

the best means of defence.

We should remind all our friends this month to

examine their bee-stands. After remaining for several

years unmolested they are apt to decay just above the

ground ; this is frequently unperceived until after a

high wind we find the hive with its contents scattered

about, thus when it is too late we regret not having

looked at the supports, and wherever needful having

either strengthened them or replaced with new sup-

ports. ** A stitch in time saves nine." R-

The Domestic World : a Practical Guide in all

the Daily Difficulties of the Higher Branches of

Domestic and Social Economy. By the Author of

Enquire Within. (Hodder & Stoughton.)

A heterogeneous assemblage of definitions and propo-

sitions, useful, useless, and mischievous ; for instance,

we doubt very much the utility of the following, which

meets us in the first page :

—" A I. . . . Convention-

ally this expression is used to denote anything of the

superlative degree of excellence." This is an item of

the higher branches of domestic and social economy,

as also we presume are ** Aunt's Garden," "Baby's

Ball," " Bubble and Squeak," and a host of similar

matters. If one could only think of this book at the

right moment how many knotty problems in domestic

and social economy, especially the higher branches,

might we not solve—what troubles we should be

spared, what perplexities would be averted. For

instance, a "Floral Dictionary," of four or five closely

printed columns (p. 123), would tell us at some urgent

moment that "Abatina " meant " fickleness." Well,

we know what fickleness means, but we never heard of

Abatina. We might be glad to get a cure for

heartache, but we should not know where to find

Ascelpius as a remedy for it. This inability to find

the remedy might however be advantageous if we are

to judge from the treatment proposed (p. 155) for

headache ;
" The head must be bent down on the side

from which the pain proceeds while a teaspoonful

of mm or other spirit is introduced into the ear."

Less dangerous is the injunction to hold roll brimstone

in the hand for cramp in the feet, legs, stomach, or

other part. At such times "the brimstone crackles,

and emits an offensive odour, which is not the case un-

less the crainp is present !" Another choice illustra-

tion of the higher branches of domestic and social

economy and we have done. "While peeling

Onions put a large needle in the mouth, half

in and half out. The needle attracts the oily

juice of the bulb, and any number may be peeled

with impunity. To servants this simple fact is in-

valuable." But we have no patience to read further ;

the character of the book may be judged from the

above extracts. If any perplexed reader should

gain comfort and assistance from this book in "all

the daily difficulties of the higher branches of domestic

and social economy " we shall congratulate both him

and the author.

Design and Work : a Mechanic's Journal for

Workmen of all Trades. Vols. iii. and iv.

London : G. Purkess, 41, Tavistock Street, Covent

Garden.

A couple of volumes that cannot fail to be useful to

workers, be they amateur or otherwise, in any

mechanical industry. In them teachings in all the

modern sciences will be found, tabulated and described

by a competent editor and staff. Opening a volume

at random we come on the weekly number for Satur-

day, March 16, of the present year, and in it we find

lessons deduced from nearly all the sciences that can

possibly help a mechanic. An automatic gas-lighter

is described and illustrated ;
papers are given on

chemistry, physics, ballooning, the use and abuse of

the sewing-machine, room decoration, steam con-

densers (illustrated), hand and machine made nails,

the artificial production of precious stones, the magic

lantern, and frictional and voltaic electricity. The

amateur's workshop is admirably described, and a

number of useful hints are given, and some practical

notes from a mechanic's notebook are added. Three

pages of closely-printed correspondence on matters

ranging from a telephone to a design for the head of a

walking-stick are also given. Notes and queries, in

which the readers of the journal instruct one another,

occupy three pages more. A number of notes and

miscellaneous articles complete a first-rate number.

They are two excellent volumes, well worth reading

by every one with a taste for mechanics.

ruBLiCATIONS RECEIVED.—The Native Flowers

and Ferns of the United States, by T. Meehan, parts

6^7,8.—Die Blumenzwiebeln, von And. Voss; Hildes-

h'eim, Lar.—Der Deutsche Garten.—Revue Horticole.

%\)t Dillii iiirkit.

Weeds.—The summer of 1878 will be remembered

as a season when weeds appeared to have taken out a

kind of unlimited licence to grow anywhere and

everywhere, as if they alone of the vegetable kingdom

had a right to the possession of the soil. In all parts

of the garden they put in appearance by the thousand,

and if they were hoed up one day they took root

again the next when the rain came.

It is now too late in the year to think of hoeing

weeds, and it is best either to pull them up by hand

or dig them in out of sight. At this season of the

year a good deal of digging can be done with advan-

tage, as it makes the ground light and workable for

the winter and spring. Digging the weeds in gets

them out of sight quickly and completely.

Weeds that are hand-pulled need not be wasted.

There is a good deal of garden refuse that can be

turned to account by mixing it with house refuse

—

leaves, cinder ashes, the sweepings of paths, the

clipping of hedges, &c., and allowing it to rot.

Anything in the way of Gooseberry tree prunings,

thinning out shrubberies, &c., that will not readily

rot should be burnt, and the ashes mixed in with the

refuse that will rot, and in autumn this comes in very

useful indeed to dig into borders, or in spring as a

top-dressing. There will soon be plenty of leaves,

and not one of them should be wasted. Those who
have to do with stiff clay soil find out the great

advantage of having some vegetable refuse to mix in

with such an unworkable material. It makes it open,

and serves to make it suitable for the growth of

plants that would not otherwise thrive in it.

Vegetable Refuse.—Vegetable mould is of great

value in many ways, and especially as an ingredient

for potting soil ; but it should be thoroughly rotted

and exposed to the action of the atmosphere to

sweeten it. Calling on a friend the other day, we
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found him in possession of a heap of pure vegetable

mould that was almost a priceless possession. Two years

ago he had occasion to put under cultivation a piece

of land covered with the weed known as " twitch ;

"

and the ground having been cleared of the pest, it was

put into a heap, and laid by to rot, and it is now a heap

of fine mould. What a capital soil for Auriculas,

Polyanthuses, and other plants, that do well in leaf-

mould.

Some nurserymen who till a number of acres of

ground save all their weeds and rubbish. Docks, and

others that might be thought hardly fit for rotdng into

mould. When thoroughly rotted it is mixed with

dung, and sometimes with clay soil, and then put on

ground for planting fruit-trees and shrubs. In a

much smaller degree the Villa gardener can utilise

his refuse, replenishing the earth by returning to it

what it previously gave in the form of vegetable

growth.

While on this point let us refer for a moment to

a matter that caused a neighbour of ours, fond of his

garden, much perplexity. He had mixed some leaf-

mould with potting soil, and he was puzzled to find

fungoid growths springing up in all directions. He

was led to the conclusion that his leaf-soil h.ad come

from a bulk that had been formed of leaves gathered

together and allowed to ferment, and that the process

of fermentation, having been perhaps imperfectly

accomplished, fungus spores had been generated that

broke into activity when used in his potting soil. A
general sourness seemed to pervade all the pots in

which the compost had been used.

There is no vegetable mould like that gathered

from beneath trees in woods where the leaves have

fallen in autumn and decayed, and become pure mould.

When this is gathered together it should be laid out

soinewhere, so that fowls or birds can work among it

and clear it of insects. It will do it no harm to diy it

thoroughly, and it will be in a great measure free of

anything like injurious properties. The growers of

plants for market are so particular about the soil they

use that the rotten manure they take from a spent hot-

bed is laid out in a yard in hot weather, and fowls are

allowed to work about it in the freest manner. Not

only arc insects hunted out and devoured, but the

manure gets ground down into a fine dry powder,

in which form it is wheeled into the potting shed for

use at potting time.

Reports of Societies.

Royal Horticultural: Scpl. 17.—Floral Com
MITTEE.—Dr. Denny in the chair. IVIessrs. Hooper

& Co., Central Avenue, Covent Garden, contributed

a small collection of tuberous-rooted Begonias, and

were awarded a First-class Certificate for a double-

flowered variety named Louis Thibaut, with rich

crimson-scarlet flowers. Mr. Barron again sent up a

collection of flowering plants of various Abutilons ;

and from Mr. Noble, Sunningdale, came cut blooms

of the new Rose Queen of Bedders, and a plant of

the dwarf Gyncrium argenteum pumilum, which does

not appear ever to exceed the height of from 4 to 5

feet. The Executors of the late Mr. John Keynes sent

a fine assortment of Dahlias, and received a First-

class Certificate for a very distinct new variety named

Aurora, which can best be described as of a golden

buft' colour ; and a certificate of the second class for

a new fancy variety named Gaiety, large in the petal,

and of a yellow ground colour tipped with white and

flaked with crimson. Mr. Turner also sent a beautiful

lot of blooms from Slough, and received a First-class

Certificate for a seedling named Joseph Ashby, which

Mr. Douglas well described in our last as being of

orange-red colour, suft'used with gold, and a variety

that can be well recommended. Those well known
Dahlia growers, Messrs. Rawlings Brothers, of Rom-
ford, also sent several novelties, and received a First-

class Certificate for a well built, fine dark pink-

shaded flower named Clara—a good .and distinct

flower. Turning from the double varieties, which have

of late years monopolised so much of the florists' care

and skill, it was refreshing to note the appearance of

three single varieties] of sterling merit ; and still more

gratifying to find that the committee had awarded

certificates of the first class to two of them. Mr.

Cannell, of Swanley, was the exhibitor, and the

varieties selected named lutca, a very good yellow,

and Paragon, a fine flower with dark velvety maroon

petals, edged with deep crimson. These single-flowered

Dahlias are most valuable for cutting, so freely do they

flower, and the sorts named above, together with the

old coccinea, can be highly recommended for border

cultivation (see p. 375). Mr. Cannell also contributed

some fine cut blooms of Verbenas, including Lady

of Lome, .
a very fine light-coloured variety;

Swanley Gem, a beautiful lilac-shaded flower ; Life

Guard, a grand scarlet ; and Esmeralda, a showy
white flower with purple markings. Messrs. John
Laing & Co., Forest Hill, showed a strongly-grown

and well-developed specimen of the new Japanese

banded grass, Eulalia japonica zebrina, which was

aw.arded a First-cKiss Certificate. The plant had
stood uninjured out-of-doors through the past winter,

and showed unmistakably that coddling treatment was

inimical to its successful culture. It is a good and

distinct plant, well worth introducing into the flower

garden, as has been done already on the Continent.

Mr. Bull sent a small collection of plants, including

the new plant illustrated at p. 85 under the provisional

name of Artocarpus exsculpta, but which bore a small

green round fruit, much more resembling that of a

Ficus than an Artocarpus ; also the scarlet and purple-

flowered Bilbergia ascapa, several flowering plants of

the fine white Liliuni neilgherrense, and a small plant

of Macrozamia cylindrica, which gained a First-class

Certificate. From the Chiswick Garden came a new
seedling Begonia raised by Mr. Barron, and named
Nellie May—a very desirable aquisition, being a free

and vigorous grower, a profuse bloomer, and having

large well-formed flowers of a beaiuiful pale rose

colour. Mr. Green, gr. to Sir George MacLeay, Pen-

dell Court, .again contributed some interesting things,

including the umbellate inflorescence of the singular

Brunsvigia Josephina;, cut flower-spikes of Gloxinia

maculata, a grand old stove plant, producing flowers

of a rich shade of lilac or mauve ; the curious white-

flowered Costus speciosus, and a leaf of Nelumbium
luteum, which measured 2 feet across, and which was
awarded a First-class Certificate as a fine-foliaged hardy

water plant. Messrs. Lane & Son, Berkhamsted,

sent fruiting sprays of the yellow Castanea chrysophylla.

Fruit Committee.—H. Webb, Esq., in the chair.

Messrs. Thomas Rivers & Son, Sawbridgeworth, sent

a collection of seedling and other Plums, several new
Peaches, and a bunch of the Gros Maroc Grape, a

variety sometimes confounded with the Black

Morocco, but from which it is quite distinct, though

rather coarse and of no particular value. The Messrs.

Rivers also sent examples of a seedling Pear—a small

variety in the way of Seckel, than which it is much
earlier, and very rich in flavour. It was awarded a

First-class Certificate, and has been named Dr. Hogg,

Mr. Woodbridge, gr. to the Duke of Northumber-

land, Syon House, exhibited a most meritorious col-

lection of pods of the Vanilla, some seventy-five or so

in number, and received a Cultural Commendation.

IMr. J. Walker, Thame, sent some fine specimens of

Walker's Exhibition Onion "—a well-selected stock

of the White Spanish, and a Cultural Commendation
was also awarded to them. Mr. James Taplin, seed

warehouse, Uxbridge, sent specimens of a "seedling

Onion," named Paragon, " raised from seed saved in

Europe," but which could not be distinguished from

an ordinary stock of the old Brown Globe. From
Mr. Dell, gr., Stoke Rochford, came a fruit of Dell's

Hybrid Melon, cut from the same plant as the fruit

which gained a First-class Certificate on July 2.

It is a green-fleshed variety, and the fruit cut on this

occasion was quite equal in flavour to the first one.

Mr. Iggulden, gr. to R. B. W. Baker, Esq., Orsett

Hall, Romford, sent examples of a seedling Globe

Artichoke, which, however, showed no improvement

on existing varieties.

Messrs. James Carter & Co. offered prizes for the

best dishes of Vick's Criterion Tomato, a new Ameri-

can variety, and in a good competition the awards

went to Captain Jackson, The Deodars, Meopham,
Kent (Mr. Phillips, gr.) ; C. Eyre, Esq., Welford

Park, Newbury (Mr. C. Ross, gr.), and Mr. W.
Scott, gr., Pembroke College, Cambridge. Messrs.

Hooper & Co. also offered two prizes for the best

examples of Acme, also an American variety ; and

these were awarded to Mr. A. Hopkins and J. J.

Friend, Esq., Northdown, Margate (Mr. F. M"iller,

gr-).

Brentwood Horticultural : Sept. 12. — The
Brentwood Horticultur.al Society held their autumn
show in the delightful grounds of the Countess

Tasker, on Thursd.ay, September 12. An excellent

display of flowers, fruits, and vegetables was staged,

but more especially the latter. In the chief class for

plants there were but two exhibitors, each of whom
staged neat selections. D. Macintosh, Esq., Haver-

ing (gr., Mr. Bones), took the 1st prize, having in his

collection an admirably bloomed Stephanotis for this

particular season, Bougainvillea glabra, Croton varie-

gatus, &c. ; O. E. Coope, Esq., M.P. (gr., Mr.

Bradley), being an excellent 2d. Zonal Pelargoniums

were well shown by Messrs. Mann & Meadmore, nur-

serymen ; cut Roses by Messrs. Atkinson, Quennell,

and Soder. The mixed collections of cut blooms of

stove and greenhouse plants staged by Mr. Bones and

Messrs. Saltmarsh, of Chelmsford, were also good.

In the open class for Dahlias there was an excellent

.and very spirited competition, the 1st, 2d, and 3d

prizes in competition for twenty-fours being very

close. Ultimately, however, the judges decided in

favour of Mr. Rawlings, Romford, for 1st prize,

Messrs. Saltmarsh & Sons 2d, and Mr. Smith, Edmon-
ton, 3d. Mr. Smith's blooms were the largest, but

they were not so even or uniform in merit throughout

as were the two former.
^^

Dahlias in competition by "amateurs of Essex

were well st.aged, the prizes going to Messrs.

J. Hill, J. C. Quennell, and Mr. E. Mitchell, gr. to

— Harrington, Esq. Asters were very excellent,

especially those staged by Messrs. Saltmarsh.

The table decorations are generally a feature at this

show, and some very chaste designs were staged.

Mr. Burley, nurseryman, Brentwood, was 1st ; Mrs.

Bailey, Brentwood, being an admirable zd

:

whilst in the minor class of single vases Miss Soder

was 1st, Mr. Burley 2d, and Miss Haws 3d. The

prizes oflered to " lady amateurs" for single bouquets

was won by Miss Soder—11. Burley, Master Mead-

more, and Miss Haws carrying off the other prizes.

With collections of fruit, six dishes, Mr. Bones

was 1st, W. R. Preston, gr. to — Pope, Esq., 2d ; and

Captain Tyrrell (gr., S. Ford), 3d. Excellent Grapes

were staged by Messrs. Ford, Carver, Bones, Walker,

Worthing, and others ; Peaches by Mr. Clark and

Mr. Ford ; Plums, Mr. Bishop, Mr. Parker, and Mr.

J-inch ; Filberts, Mr. Meadmore ; Apples, Messrs.

Iggulden and Bones ; and Pears by Mr. Smith. Some
splendid vegetables were shown by Mr. Iggulden,

Bishop, Harrington, Walker, Carver, and Dr.

(Quennell, c&c. ; a large dish of Improved Conqueror

Tomato, from Mr. F'arrance, Chadwell, &c. There

was an agricultural, or corn and root crop exhibition,

held in connection, which seemed to attract many of

the farming interest, the roots being exceptionally

large and fine. We trust the great exertions of the

committee were not entirely neutralised by the heavy

storm which prevailed during the .afternoon. IV. E.

Northampton Floral and Horticultural Fete :

Sept. 12 and 13.—This exhibition was held on the

racecourse on the above date, side by side with the

Northamptonshire Agricultural Society's annual show.

Altogether eight or nine tents were filled with plants.

Three of these were filled by Northampton nursery-

men—Messrs. Thomas Perkins & Sons filling one,

Messrs. John Perkins & Son another, and Messrs.

Ball & Son a third. These three tents formed a show

in themselves, for they were filled with collections of

miscellaneous plants, both foliage and flowering ; all

in excellent condition, and being in each case taste-

fully grouped, gave great pleasure to visitors. In

addition to plants Messrs. Thos. Perkins .& Sons had

cut Roses, spikes of Gladioli, collections of Apples and

Pears, Potatos, &c. Messrs. J. Perkins & Son had

Potatos and other things, and both nursery firms had

on the show ground collections of coniferous plants of

a very interesting character. Messrs. Ball & Son had

cut flowers of Zinnias, Phloxes, &c.

Certain classes in the schedule of prizes, open to all

England, brought a good competition. The class for

twelve stove and greenhouse plants, in or out of bloom,

brought groups from Mr. James Cypher, Queen's

Road Nursery, Cheltenh.am ; Mr. J. Parker, \'ictoria

Nursery, Rugby ; and Mr. John House, E.astgate

Nursery, Peterborough ; the prizes being awarded in

the order of the names given. Mr. Cypher staged

good examples of Allamanda Hendersoni, A. nobilis,

Ixora sanguinea, Vinca oculata rosea, Ixora

Williamsii, Bougainvillea glabra, Cycas revoluta,

Latania borbonica, Croton variegatus, C. undulatus.

and Cycas Normanbyana. Mr. Cypher also had the

best eight exotic Ferns, staging good examples of

Adiantum farleyense, A. cardiochk-ena, A. trapezi-

forme, Cibotium regale, Gleichenia Mendelii, Davallia

Mooreana, Gleichenia rupestris, and Dicksonia antarc-

tica densifolia. 2d, Mr. John Holland, gr. to P.

Phipps, Esq., M.P., Northampton, with a very fine

example of Goniophlebium glaucum growing in a sus-

pended basket, and in admirable condition ; Adian-

tum formosum, Gymnogramma chrysophylla. Also-

phila excelsa, &c.

There was a good competition in the class for eight

fine-foliaged plants, Mr.
J.

House being 1st with

Croton interruptus, C. pictus, Dasylirion gracile,

Cycas revoluta, Areca Verschaffeltii, Phormium
Veitchii, &c. Mr. Fair was 2d with smaller plants of

very good character, including Caladium violaceum,

Cissus discolor, Croton variegatus, C. [interruptus,

Phcenix reclinata, &c. In the class for eight Coleus

some very good plants were staged, those having the

best growth coming from Messrs. T. Perkins & Sons.

Messrs. John Perkins & Sons came in 2d with well-

grown plants admirably coloured, but done so at the

expense of growth, the leaves being quite small. Other
open classes included Fuchsias, Begonias, in which

varieties of the type of B. weltoniensis were mixed
with examples of the handsome-leaved stove section ;

Petunias, Pelargoniums of various sections, &c.

In the class for eight stove and greenhouse plants,

open to gentlemen's gardeners, Mr. H. Ward was

placed 1st, with some examples, mainly of foliage

plants, including Pandanus Veitchii, Maranta zebrina,

Cycas revoluta, Croton variegatus. Yucca quadri-

color, Latania borbonica, &c. Mr. J. Day was 2d,
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with Clerodendron Balfourianum, Eucharis amazo-
nica, Cycas circinalis, Allamanda Hendersoni, &c.

Mr. Ward also had the best six Ferns, the group
having well grown examples of Lygodium scandens,

Lomaria gibba, Thamnopteris Nidus, Cibotium
princeps, Adiantum farleyense, &c. The class for

six Coleus comprised good plants of Beauty of St.

John's Wood, Queen Victoria, Lady Burrell, Prince

of Wales, and Baroness Rothschild.

The class for the best arranged table decoration was
one that awakened much interest in the neighbour-

hood, and brought a spirited competition between
Mr. James Cypher, Cheltenham ; Mr. Haskins, The
Gardens, Stowe, Buckingham; and Mr. J. Parker,

Rugby. Mr. Cypher was far ahead for lightness,

elegance, and tasteful arrangement ; the others follow-

ing in the order of their names. Mr. Haskins" arrange-
ment was as meagre in some respects as Mr.
Parker's was overdone ; but it had the advantage
in point of taste. Baskets of flowers arranged for

effect, bouquets, &c., were all fairly well represented

in their division. Model gardens were, as usual,

represented by highly coloured designs of impossible

execution that, as is usual, set all laws of geometrical
arrangement and perspective at defiance.

Cut flowers were represented by Dahlias, Gladiolus,

Roses—some good flowers cut from the seedling Brier

coming from Julius Hadden, Esq., Chipping Norton,
Asters, Stocks, &c. Small stands of Dahlias had to

be disqualified through exhibitors mixing up show
and fancy flowers. So long as these distinctions are

retained in schedules they should be regarded ; and
any catalogue of Dahlias gives separate lists oi fancy
and show flowers.

The best collection of fruit in the open class came
from Mr. J. Chater, gr. to Sir C. Isham, Bart., and
consisted of Black Hamburgh and White Muscat
Grapes, Peaches, Nectarines, Plums, Figs, Pears, &c.

;

Mr. John Day, Damsby, being 2d. Black and white
Grapes shown in two bunches of each were fairly well

represented. In the class for six dishes of Apples,
three culinary and three dessert varieties, a large

quantity of fine fruit was shown ; and in the class for

single dishes of Apples and Pears a capital show
resulted.

While all vegetables were largely and exceedingly

well shown, Potatos were very good indeed. The
best collection oftwelve dishes came from W. Emerton,
Esq., Cold Ashley Hall, Welford, Rugby, who had
very fine examples of Red Emperor, Trophy, Buck
Fluke, Beauty of Hebron, Septennial, Farquhar's
Favourite, Heather Bell, Snowflake, Countess, &c. ;

2d, Messrs. W. Ball & Co., Northampton. In the

class for six dishes, Mr. Eads, gr. to J. Beck, Esq.,

Northampton, was 1st with fine examples of Inter-

national Kidney, Snowflake, Porter's Excelsior, Model,
Sutton's King, and Schoolmaster ; 2d, W. Emerton,
Esq., with Magnum Bonum, Duninisk, Lapstone,
Grampian, &c. In all other classes good tubers were
produced.

Stevenage Horticultural : Sepl. 13.—This was
the autumn exhibition of this .Society, and, as usual,

look place in the public hall. The principal exhibitors

were J. B. Denton, Esq. ; Col. Metcalfe, C.B. ;

Col. Wilkinson, Rev. J. E. Pryor; G. Salmon, Esq.
;

J. W. Smith, Esq.; Rev. C. F. G. Jenyns, Rev. J. O.
Seager, Esq.. &c. The plants staged comprised
Coleus, Ferns and Lycopods, Fuchsias, and other

plants in season jvist now. The best six specimens
came from J. B. Denton, Esq., Col. Wilkinson being
2d. Captain Fellowes had the best four Fuchsias,

the Rev. J. O. Seager being 2d. In the amateurs'
class for Fuchsias, Mr. T. W. Franklin was 1st, and
Mr. II. May 2d ; and the former had the best four

plants of any class.

In the cottagers' classes for plants, Vallola purpurea,
Fuchsias, Solanums, Cockscombs, and Hydrangeas
were well shown, and their fruit and vegetables were
as usual remarkably good.
The best basket of fruit came from the Rev. J. E.

Pryor ; this included Grapes, Peaches, Nectarines,

Plums, &c. ; Col. Wilkinson being 2d. Peaches and
Plums were very good, and Pears particularly so

—

Bon Chretien being very fine. Dessert and culinary

Apples were numerous and fine, Lord Suffield being
very large and handsome.

In the vegetable classes Potatos were very good, a
dish of Snowflake from Colonel Wilkinson taking

the lead. Carrots were specially good—Long Surrey,

James' Intermediate, and Early Horn being well

represented. The best basket of vegetables came
from the Rev. J. O. Seager, Captain Fellowes being

2d—both very good.

The collections of wild flowers, shown by cottagers'

wives jor daughters, and showing taste in the arrange-

ment, were very meritorious ; the best came from

Martha GiUiams, Elizabeth Pigott being 2d. In the

open class for cut flowers George Salmon, Esq., and

J. B. Denton, Esq., took 1st prize for beauty and
value and for effect in arrangement.
The best super of honey came from the Rev. C. F.

G. Jenyns, weighing 22^ lb., while another fine super

weighed 19^ lb.

It is universally acknowledged that the establish-

ment of the Stevenage shows has done much to

improve gardening among the cottagers in Stevenage,
Aston, Little Wymondley, Graveley, Bennington, and
Weston, while the awarding of prizes to the best

cultivated cottage gardens has proved very success-

ful. Unfortunately, through deaths and removals, the

subscription list has materially declined, and it is

feared one of the two exhibitions in each year will

have to be abandoned.
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the fungi to attack, and the common fate of the two
plants mentioned to be assailed.

Figs : H. C. Keep the tree drier at the roots if you can,

and root-prune it by digging a trench about 4 feet

from the stem any time during the autumn.
Hybrid : B. Wiison. When the flowers of one species

are set or fertilised by the pollen of another species,

the offspring, if any, is a hybrid. When two varieties of
one species are intercrossed the result is not a hybrid,

properly speaking, but a " cross."

Insects : T. Sifupson. The insect sent is the common
rove beetle, Staphylinus murinas, which feeds on worms,
&c. The "eggs" attached to its body are parasitic

mites.— T. Taylor. The white insects are the common
Aleyrodes vaporariorum {illustrated long ago in this

journal) ; an insect closely allied to the scale coccidse.

Repeated fumigation and destruction of badly infested

plants are the only remedies. /. O. IV.

Mulberry Tree : X /?. You can do no good by
grafting. Doubtless the tree will come into bearing in

due time.

Names of Fruit: Geo. Bunyard. Apples: i, Devon-
shire Buckland ; 2, Manks Codling, a fine specimen.—Ivy Green. We cannot name with certainty any of

the Apples you have sent. They are a strange lot

—

many probably local seedlings—and some are cider

varieties which we know not.

Names of Plants : J. S. C. The leaf and fruit of
Medicago echinus, as you will at once recognise by the

WEDICAGO ECHINU

accompanying illustrations (figs. 69, 70), reproduced
from p. 1148, 1873. It is a native of the Levant,
and is considered symbolic of the passion of our Lord.
On its leaves may be seen the signs of the wounds,

while the curved and spiny thorn symbolises the

crown of thorns.—y. Mechi. Rather too young for

identification, but apparently Adiantum hispidulum.
— T. P., Porthgioiddcn. i, Melaleuca hypericifolia

;

2, send again when in flower.— II'. B., Ritgby.

I, Polygonum cuspidatura ; 2, Cuphea virgata
;

3, specimen insufficient
; 4, Erica retorta.

—

J. L.
Pittosporum undulatum.— \V. Marshall. Both names
are quite correct.

—

S. i, seems to be Abelia spathulata.

Will you please send us a good specimen for the her-

barium ? ; 2, we cannot undertake to name without
flowers.— T. F. i. Lychnis flos-cuculi ; 2, Calceolaria

glutinosa
; 3, probably Mesembryanthemum formosum,

specimen insufficient ; 4, an Aster, but the scrap is too

miserable to name.—.S. S. Cornus mas, the Cornelian
Cherry. — IV. Barley. Polygonum cuspidatum. —
Florence Court, i, Carpinus Betulus incisa ; 2, Acer
campestre

; 3, Fraxinus heterophylla
; 4, Quercus

rubra.

Salisburia adiantifolia : H. E. R. T. Keep them
in a cold greenhouse for a winter or two.

Sempervivums : //. E. E. T. Pull off the outer leaves

and plant them like cuttings in sand. They will strike

root and eventually throw up a young shoot.

Slugs and Snails : G. Harding. Your best plan will

be to dust the top of the wall with limedust or soot in

the early morning.

Catalogues Received.—The New Plant and Bulb
Company (Lion Walk, Colchester), a Retail List of
Japanese and other Lilies, Orchids, Bulbs, &c.—
Daniels Brothers (Norwich), Illustrated Descriptive

Catalogue of Dutch Flower Roots, Fruit Trees, Roses,

&c.—M. Saunders & Sons (Friar's Walk Nurseries,

Cork), Descriptive Catalogue of Dutch Bulbs, Gla-
dioli and other Flower Roots ; Greenhouse, Stove,

and Hardy Plants, &c.—^John Scott (Yeovil), Catalogue
of Dutch Flower Roots.—J. Linden (Ghent, Belgium),
Special Catalogue of Stove, Greenhouse and Hardy
Plants.—Wood & Ingram (Huntingdon), Catalogue of
Dutch Bulbs, &c.. Carnations, Picotees, Pinks, and
Strawberries, &c.—Hogg& Robertson (22, Mary Street,

Dublin), Catalogue of Dutch Flower Roots.—Samuel
Gates (16 and 18, Old Millgate, Manchester), Illus-

trated Catalogue of Dutch, French, and German
Flowering Bulbs.—A. Godwin & Sons (Ashbourne),
Select and Abridged Catalogue of Roses.—James
Yates (Royal Oak Mills, Stockport), Illustrated Cata-
logue of Dutch, French, and German Flowering Bulbs.

—G. Cooper & Co. (Chiswick Seed Warehouse, Derby),
Select List of Dutch Bulbs, Gladioli, &c.— E. G.
Henderson & Son [(Pine-apple Nursery, Maida Vale,

W.), Catalogue of Dutch Bulbs and other Flower
Roots.—T. Garden (3. Union Street, Leicester). List

of Hyacinths and other Dutch Flower Roots. —
Ellwanger & Barry (Mount Hope Nurseries. Rochester,

New York), Descriptive Catalogue of Fruits.

Errata.—In the communication on Judging Melons,
p. 347, in last line, for " little " read "better." In the

article on Asparagus Culture, on p. 312, col. b, line 42,

for "mounding" read " dismounding." D. T. Fish.

Communications Rsceived.—J. McL-W. J.—S. J.—C. &
R.—T. T.—R. W. A., Uiteahage (many thanks, we shall be
glad to hear from you again).—A. Taylor.—S, C. B.

—

C. y. M.—W. P.— P. N. F.—J. S.—G. E. F.—T. M.—
M. D.—Tydia.-J. Le Cornu.—H. C—W. J. M.-J. R.—
M. McL.~J. D.-T. W.

#ij(tuar2.
A CORRESPONDENT informs us of the death, on

the 9th inst., at Crowton, Delamere, Cheshire, in his

ninety-third year, of Mr. James Brown, for many
years gardener in the service of the late Duke of

Buckingham, and of Lord Southampton. Our corre-

spondent mentions that about the year 1S22 Mr.

Brown grew one of the largest Pines that has ever been

obtained in this country, and which was presented by

the Duke of Buckingham to his Majesty George IV.

[arhcts.

COVENT GARDEN, September 19.

Grapes still remain at the same prices, owing to large

quantities now arriving from Hamburgh. The supply of

Peaches and Nectarines has very much decreased within

the last week, the quantity arriving not being equal to

the demand. Trade still remains in a very quiet state.

James Webber, Wholesale Apple Market.
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WHOLESALE RUSSIA MAT
MERCHANTS.

NEW ARCHANGEL MATS.
ST. PETERSBURG MATS.
RAFFIA FIBRE, NETTING, CANVAS, &c

MARENDAZ and FISHER, James Street, Covent
Garden, W.C.

TO ENHANCE THE VALUE OF

SEED,
IT SHOULD BE PUT INTO

BAGS
SACKS,

SELECTED FROM OUR BEST MAKES,

SPECIAL SEWING.

SAMPLES AND PRICES POST FREE.

I

I

STARKEY, SONS k CO.,

CORN EXCHANGE, LONDON.

PARI S EX H I B I T l O N.

FOR PORTMANTEAUS, TRUNKS,
BAGS and HAT CASES,

RILEY & CO., 283, Strand (opposite Norfolk Street).

Also the TOURIST COMPANION. Store Prices.

SADDLE BOILER (18-inch, Wrought Iron)
and Greenhouse STEP LADDERS to dispose of cheap.

J. R.. S, Elizabeth Street, Eaton Square. S.W.

COALS FOR HOTHOUSE
PURPOSES.

WOOD AND CO/S
STAR ANTHRACITE SMOKELESS STEAM COAL

is now being extensively used by many of the principal Growers,
and is found to be preferable to any other kind of fuel in respect

to cheapness and durability, and particularly on account of its

being perfectly free from sulphur, and that it does not clinker

the fire-bars.

WOOD AND CO. deliver in truck-loads to any Railway
Station, prices for which can be had on application, or can be
delivered by Wood & Co.'s Vans {in the Metropolis).

WOOD AND CO. append a testimonial given to them by
Messrs. Beckwith & Sons, a firm of great experience, and who
have kindly allowed them to make whatever use of it they may
think fit.

Totienhnm Nursery, London^ N., Dec. 28, 1877.
To Messrs. Wood & Co.

Dear Sirs.—With reference to your enquiry respecting the
'* Star *' Anthracite Coal with which you supplied us—as to how
it suited, its economy or otherwise—we have much pleasure in

informing you that m every respect it is the best Anthracite we
have ever used. We find there is no smoke from it, which is

very essential, and there is no trace of sulphur. It requires
very little stoking, and leaves very little ash, and certainly does
not clinker. Our consumption of Coal is about 500 tons a year,
and we have no hesitation in saying that, by using your " Star

"

Coal in the place of ordinary fuel, we shall effect a saving of

at least ;£ioo this year. We attribute this to the powerful and
lasting properties of your coal.— Yours faithfully.

(Signed) G. Beckwith & Sons.

WOOD AND CO. supply all kinds of Coal for House and
Manufactiuring purposes, prices for which will be sent on
application.

WOOD AND CO., Coal and Coke Factors. Merchants,
Contractors to Her Majesty's Government, 58, Coal Exchange,
E.C. ; and 4. Coal Department, Great Northern Railway,
King's Cross, N., and Midland Sidings, St. Pancras, N.W.

AGRICULTURAL LOCOMOTIVES,
STEAM PLOUGHING MACHINERY,

ROAD LOCOMOTIVES, TRAMWAY LOCOMOTIVES,
STEAM ROAD ROLLERS.

For Prices, Description, and Reports of Working, apply
to the Manufacturers,

AVELING & PORTER,
ROCHESTER, KENT; 72, CANNON ST.. LONDON,

E.C. ; and 9, AVENUE MONTAIGNE, PARIS.

AvELiNG & Porter's ENGINES have gained the highest

Prizes at every important International Exhibition, The two

Medals for Progress and Merit were awarded them at Vienna

for their STEAM ROLLERS and ROAD LOCOMOTIVES;
and at the last trials of the Royal Agricultural Society of

England their AGRICULTURAL LOCOMOTIVES gained

the First Prize after exhaustive trials, when one of their lo-horse

power Engines, fitted with single slide and ordinary link-

motion, indicated 35-horse power, with a consumption of three

and one-Jifth pQu7tds ofcoal ^^x horse-power per hour.

"These Boilers possess all the advantages of the old Saddle
Boiler, with the following improvements— viz. , the water-space

«at back and over top of saddle increases the heating surface to
such an extent that a "PATENT DOUBLE L SADDLE
BOILER "wiU do about twice the amount of work with the same
quantity of fuel

; the cost of setting is also considerably reduced,
and likewise the space occupied ; at the same time these Boilers
are simple in construction, and being made of wrought-iron are
not liable to crack. They are made of the following sizes :—

High.
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THE GAEDENEES' CHEONIOLE.

SCALE OF CHARGES FOR ADVERTISING,

Head Line charged as two.

4 Lines .. ..lo 3 o; 15 Lines .. ..lo 3 6

14 2S

If set across columns, the lowest charge will be 30J.

Page ^9 o o
HaifPage S o o
Column 3 S o

GARDENERS, AND OTHERS, WANTING SITUATIONS.
26 words \s. 6d., and 6d. for every additional line

(about 9 words) or part of a hue.

Births, Deaths and Marriages, 5s. each

Advertisements for tlie current week riust reach tite Office

iy Thursday noon.

All Subscriptions Payable in Advance.

The United Kingdom: 12 Months. It 31. io</. ; 6 Months.
Hi. lid. ; 3 Months, 6s.

Foreign : 26^., including Postage for 12 Months.

P.0.0. to be made payable at the King Street Post-office, W.C,
to W. Richards.

Publishing Office and Office for Advertisements,

41, Wellington Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C.

RABBIT-PROOF GARDEN FENCING.

c^J

IRON and WIRE HURDLES. RABKIT-PROOF. for

GARDEN ENCLOSURES :
STRAINED WIRE FENC-

ING; GARDEN and CONSERVATORY WIREWORK.
Sec Illustrated Calalojrue.

R. HOLLIDAY,
IRON AND WIRE WORKS.

2a, Portobello Terrace, Netting HUl Gate, London, W

SIR JOSEPH PAXTON'S HOTHOUSES
FOR THE MILLION

ARE CHEAP. PORTABLE and LASTING.

Send for the Shilling Handbook (of sixtj- P^E"), fully

describing above, with twentyeight Illustrations. Plans of

Heating. &c., and Directions for Vine and Fruit Tree Lultute,

by a Practical Gardener.

A smaller Pamphlet, with views, testimonials, &c., id., post-

free. Carriage-paid Priced LISTS gratis.

Estimates given for any kind of structure in Wood and Glass,

also for Heating Apparatus.

Glass Boundaries and Winter Gardens arranged.

HEREMAN and MORTON, 2, Gloucester Street, Regent's

Park, London, N.W.

BOULTO N & PAUL, NORWICH.
NEW PORTABLE LEAN-TO POULTRY HOUSE.

The \ 1

1

I ;

and liiiw u. iiL . ui .. i'uie aid

shelter . nt:A O G bhap.-.i ^ il^.mi. :1 m f uhuh is .ery orna-

mental, anci afTorda good ventilation . fitted with shifting

perches, sUding window, large door and lock for attendant,

small door for fowls, and hen ladder, no nest boxes. Strong

galvanised Wire Run, with corrugated iron roof, door, and lock,

and all necessary bolts and nuts comijlete.

Prices—Carriage Jiaid to any railway slaHon in Englajtd:

ist size, No 7, with run complete, 12 feet long,

4 feet wide ^7 5©
2d size. No. 8, with run complete, 12 feet long,

5 feet wide •• • 8 10 o

3d size, No. 9, with run complete, 16 feet long.

6 feet wide ••. 12 o o

Illustrated Catalogue can be had on application.

BOULTON AND PAUL, Norwich.

HORTICULTURAL WINDOW GLASS.
A large variety of :

per 100 feet. Large sizi

30J. ; 3ds, 40J. per 300 feet ;
-

., 125. ed. ; 21-OZ., i6i. td.

, for Cutting up— 15-oz. 4ths,

4ths, 30J.

:

BELGIAN GLASS forGREENHOUSES,&c.,
Can be obtained in all sizes and qualities, of

BETHAM & SON,
9. LOWER THAMES STREET. LONDON, E.G.

E. & Son have always a large Stock in London of 20-in. by 12-in.,

THOMAS MILLINGTON and CO.,
87, liishopsgate Street Without, London, E.G., Imtor-

TERs and Dealers in Window Glass of all kinds.

Small Squares in 16 oz.
Prices for the sizes stated, and for not less than a box of 100 feet.

Special price for other sizes will be quoted upon application.

Ordiard House Glass.

In too feet Boxes.
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GARDENER (Head), where three or four
are kept.—Married ; thorough practical knowledge of

the profession in all its branches. Good character.—W. G.

,

ir, Northaw, near Barnet, Herts.

ARDENER (Head). — Competent to
Manage a Large Garden. E.\perienced. Thoroughly

respectable and trustworthy. Good testimonials, and highly
recommended— D., 18, Smeaton Road, Merton Road,
Wandsworth, S.W.

GARDENER (Head), where four or more
are kept. — Has a thorough practical knowledge of

Gardening in all its branches, also Land and Stock. — For
further particulars please apply to H. O. , The Gardens,
Chilston Park, near Maidstone.

ARDENER (Head).—Age 29, married, no
family : understands Early and Late Forcing, also Stove

and Greenhouse Plants, Flower and Kitchen Garden. Highly
recommended from present and previous employers.—A.
HOARE, Sundridge Park, liromley, Kent.

ARDENER (Head), age 29, married.—
B. Wauds, Gardener to Lord Middleton. Birdsall House,

York, will be gl.id to recommend his Foreman, John Garland,
to any Nobleman or Gentleman requiring the services of a good
practical Gardener. Five years in present situation.—Address
as above.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 24, single
;

practical experience in all branches of the profession.
Has lived in first-class NobIem«n's establishments. Good
Fruit Forcer and Grower. Good recommendations. No
Single-handed place accepted.-J. G., Treadington Post-ofllce,
Shipton-on-Stour, Worcestershire.

To Noblemen and Gentlemen.
GARDENER (Head).—Married, no family

;

has had twenty years' practical experience in Early and
Late Forcing of Fruit. Flowers, and Vegttables. and the
general management and requirements of a large establish-
ment. Good references. —A. P., Megsrs. Cutbush & Son,
Highgate Nurseries, London, N.

ARDENER (Head) ; age 38, married.—

A

thoroughly practical and energetic man, of twenty years'
experience in every department of Horticultural and general
Estate work, offers his services to any Nobleman or Gentleman
requiring a really competent and respectable man. of excellent
character and unquestionedability.—B. B., Mascall's, Brenchley,

GJ_ARDENER (Head). — S. Spreadbury,
* five years Gardener to the late J. Russel Reeves. E«iq

,

Woodhays, Wimbledon, is desirous to t-eat with any Nobleman
or Gentleman requiring the services of a thorough practical
man, competent to take the entire charge of a large Garden, and
has a thorough knowledge of Land and Stoclc Disengaged
end of the month.—Address as above.

ARDENER (Head). — Isaac Hill,
Gardener to R. Hanbury, Esq.. Poles Park, Ware.

Herts, would be pleased to recommend his Foreman to any
Nobleman or Gentleman who is in want of a thorough practical
energetic Gardener ; has been two years and eight months in

present situation, where Gardening is carried on in the highest
Good references.—Addn

GARDENER (He.\D), to any Lady or
Gentleman requiring the services of a first-class Gar-

dener.—Age 34. married, small family ; thoroughly well up in

Early and Late Forcing of Fruit, Flowers, and Vegetables,
also in the general routine of an extensive place, where gar-
dening is carried on with spirit. The Advertiser would prove a
valuable man. First-class testimonials.—For particulars (in the
first instance), apply to JAMES DICKSON and SONS.

:s. Chester.

GARDENER (Head, Working).—Married,
no family ; eighteen years* experience in good gardens.

Excellent testimonials, and good character.—S. R. B., Burnt
OakCotage, Edgware, Middlesex.

GJ.ARDENER (Head, Working).—Age 33,
^ married ; has a thorough practical knowledge of his

duties. Can be highly recommended from last two employers.
—T. M., 214. High Street. Stoke Newington. London, N.

ARDENER (He.\d, Working).—Age 30,
married ; thoroughly experienced in all branches of

gardening. Good character and references.—ALPHA,
W. Scale. London Road, Sevenoaks, Kent.

GARDENER (Head, Working), to any
Lady or Gentleman requiring a thorough practical man

in all departments.—Age 29, married. First-class testimonials

as to ability and character.—B., i, Hope Villas, Archway Street,

Barnes, Surrey.

ARDENER (Head, Working).—Age 27,
married ; has a practical knowledge of Vines, Stove and

Greenhouse Plants. Forcing, &c. Good character from present
employer. Total abstainer.—GARDENER, Hornby Lodge,
Stanstead Road. Forest Hill, S.E.

ARDENER (Head, Working), to any
Lady or Gentleman requiring the services of a thorough

practical Man.—Age 30, married ; has had fifteen years' expe-
rience in good establishments. Three years' good char-tcter

from present situation.—A. M., Loporwood Manor, Totton,

Hants.

GARDENER (Head, Working), where
three or moie are kept.—Age 26, single; has lived in

some of the leading establishments in England and Scotland,
been over two years Foreman in present situation, and can be
highly recommended. — TflOMAS HUTCHINS, Fasque
Gardens, Laurencekirk

ARDENER (Head, Working).—Age 34,
married : thoroughly practical in Forcing of Fruits,

Flowers, and Vegetables, the Growing of Orchids and Stove
and Greenhouse Plants, and practical Flower and Kitchen Gar-
dener. First-class reference as to capabilities, with good
character.—H. F.

, 33. Hargrave Road, Upper Holloway, N.

G1
ARDENER (Head, Working), married,

r three children.—A Gentleman wishes to recommend
his Head Gardener, as thoroughly practical, competent, working.

Well up in the various departments of the profession, and good
management of Gentleman's establishment. Eighteen years'

experience. Highest abilities, character, and respectability.

Churchman. Abitainer.—H. W., Blount's Court, Devizes.

GARDENER (Head, Working).—Age 31,
married ; thoroughly practical in Forcing Vines. Pines,

Peaches, Flowers and Vegetables, Orchids, Stove and Green-
house Plants. Kitchen and Flower Garden. Excellent
characters from last and previous employers. Previously In-
door Foreman at Manley Hall and several other leading places
in England.—R. G., 12, Vorley Road, Upper Holloway,
London, N.

GARDENER (Head), or GARDENER and
BAILIFF, to any Lady or Gentleman requiring the

services of a thoroughly trustworthy practical Man.—Middle-
age, married, no family : four and a half years in present
situation. Leaving through death of employer and sale of
estate. Personal character from members of the family. Scotch.
—MC, Theydon Grove, Epping.

GARDENER (Head, where one or more
are kept, or Single-handed).—Married, no family.—

A

Gentleman wishes to recommend his Gardener, who
thoroughly understands the profession—Vines, Flowers.
Kitchen Garden.—W. SMITH, S. M. Hubert, Esq., Fetnhurst,
4»hford, Staines.

GARDENER (Single-handed).—Age 37-
Wages required, iSr. per week, and cottage found. Wife

a good Dairywoinan and understands Poultry, if required.

—

W. D.. ir, Essex Road, Basingstoke.

GARDENER (good Single-handed, or
where another is kept). — The Advertiser wishes to

recommend a young Man as above.—HEAD GARDENER,

GARDENER.—Wanted, by a young Man, a
situ.ation in the Houses. Good character.—F. G., D.

Porter. Rowledge. near Farnham, Surrey.

GJ_ARDENER, where one or more are kept.

—

^ A Gentleman is desirous of recommending a Gardener
who is leaving his service. He is sixty years of age, but active
and vigorous, and a thoroughly respectable trustworthy person,
with a good knowledge of Gardening in all its branches.

—

H. B.^RNETT, Esq., Glympton Park, Woodstock.

GARDENER (Second), in the Houses!^
Age 24 ; good knowledge of Gardening in all its branches.

Bothy pieferred.-J. C, Crown Close Cottage. Alton, Hants.

C^J.
ARDENER (Under), where two or more

^ are kept.-Age 20.—W. JESSUP. Wilmington, Kent.

GARDENER (Under), where three or four
are kept.—Age 22 ; five years' good character from

present employer.-J. C , 3, Lewis Road, Camberwell, S.E.

GARDENErR~(UNDER), in the House pnT-
ferred. in a good garden establishment. Three years'

character from present employer.—J. T. L., Gazette Office.
Brighouse, Yorkshire.

G:<
ARDENER (Under).—Age 22 ; well

' understands Fruit, Flowers, and Kitchen Garden. Under
Glass preferred. Good character. —A. PANKHURST, Birling,
near Maidstone. Kent.

FOREMAN, in the Houses.—Age 23 ; well
up to the work. Two and a half years' character.-A.

W. M., Elm Lodge, Elm Road, Bexley Heath. Kent.

FOREMAN.—Age 27 ; eleven years' expe-
rience. Highest testimonials. Three y«irs' good

character from last situation. Bothy preferred.—A. B., 472,
Kings' Road, Chelsea. S.W.

ipOREMAN, in the Houses in a good
-L establishment.—Age 23 : thorough good character. Two
and a half years in last situation.—A. TAYLOR, Headbourne,
Worthey, Winchester, Hants.

FOREMAN in the Houses, in a Gentleman's
garden.—Age 24 : six years' experience in good places.

Good testimonials.-U. DEBBIN, The Gardens, Trafford Park,
Manchester.

FOREMAN.—Age 28 ; first-class in all the
various branches of Horticulture. Can be highly recom-

mended by some of the foremost horticulturists in England and
Scotland. Three years in last situation. — GARDENER,
I, Pine Cottages, Acre Road, Kingston, Surrey.

I
(FOREMAN, in a Nobleman's establishment.
—Age 25 : thoroughly understands the cultivation of all

kinds of Fruit and Plants for Exhibition or Home Decoration,
also Flower and Kitchen Garden. Cin be well recommended.
—W. CLARK, 6. Salisbury Road, Upper Holloway, London, N.

FOREMAN, in a Nursery or in a Gentleman's
Garden.—Young, steady, respectable ; understands Forcing

Lilies, Eucharis. and Growing Ferns, Fruit, and Cut Flowers
for Market. Good character tor honesty and sobriety. —C.
CHATFIELD. 6, Barbara Cottages, Beaumont Road, Leyton,

C^ O R E M A N.—George B. Tillyard,
-L Gardener to the Earl of Yarborough. Brocklesby Park,
Ulcebv, Lincolnshire, will feel a great pleasure in recommending
his late Foreman, J. Riches, to any Nobleman or Gentleman
requiring theservicesof a thorough practical Gardener.—Address

lOREMAN, or good SECOND in a good
establishment.—Age 25 : eight years' experience. First-

iferences.-E. P., 7, Bridge Street, Fulham, S.W.

To Nurserymen.

PLANT FOREMAN.— Is a good Propagator
and Grower of all kinds of Plants.—W. A., Post Office,

Sunbury-on-Thames, S.W.

F

MARKET GARDEN FOREMAN.—Age
30 ; well up in Plant, Fruit, and Vegetable Growing.

Fifteen years' experience. North preferred.—X. Y. , Mr.
Thomas, Wesley Place, Tamwnnh. StalTordshire.

To NurserymeiL

r>OSE-GROWER, or FOREMAN.—
^ Thoroughly understands the above in all branches, both

Indoor and Out, or would have no objection to taking charge of

a Nursery (with Glass) where Rose-growing is made a
speciality. Good references.—H. N., Mr. Cant's Nursery,
Greenstead Road, Colchester.

JOURNEYMAN, in the Houses in a large
f-' establishment, under a good Foreman.—Age 26 ; good
character. -S. G., i. West Place, Heme Hill. Dulwich, S.E.

To Nurserymen.
PROPAGATOR. — Age 27, German ;^

ten
years' experience, eighteen months in England. Well up

in the cultivation of Stove. Hard and Soft-wooded Plants, and
Budding and Grafting of Fruit Trees and Roses. Good testi-

monials.—F. STARCK, 2. Wolsey Road, Mill Road, New
Hampton. Middlesex.

IMPROVER, in the Houses.—Age 22; six
years' first-class character.—ABRAM HODGKINSON,

Osmuston Manor, Ashbourne. Derby.

IMPROVER.—A young Man desii'es a
situation as above in a Garden. Good character.—B. L.,

Lytchett , near Poole.

IMPROVER, in a Gentleman's Garden; to
work in the Houses.—Age 19. Good references —W. P.,

Mr. Clayden. Upmlnster Common, near Romford, Essex.

To Head Gardeners.
IMPROVER, in a Nobleman's or Gentleman's

Garden.—Age iS : good practice, active and willing.
Good recommendation.—T. B., Banstead Park Lodge, Ban-
stead, near Epsom, Surrey.

O NURSERYMEN.—Wanted, for a steady
respectable Boy, who has a natural preference for

Gardening, employment in a Nursery. Age 15. Birmingham
or its neighbourhood preferred. — Apply to J. W. HINE,
Hickman Road, Sparkbrook. Birmingham.

ANAGER, TRAVELLER, or HEAD
SHOPMAN.—Well up in every branch, including

Clovers and Grasses ; knows the Scotch and Irish ground well.
—A. B., Messrs. Hurst & Son, 6, Leadenhall Street, E.G.

Seed and Floral Trade.
HOPMAN (Second).—Age 24 ; nine years'

xperience.—S. S. , Seed Stores, Harborne, Birmingham.s
sHOPMAN, or SECOND.—Age 23 ; nine

years' experience : thoroughly proficient in every branch

SHOPMAN (Assistant), or INVOICE
CLERK.—Age 20 ; has had five years' experience. Can

be well recommended. — L. BOWER, Hogg & Robertson,
22. Mary Stre^^t. Dublin.

QHOPMAN (Assistant or otherwise).—
^^ Age 25. single : eight years' general experience, best of
references ; now disengaged.—C. B., 8, Lodge Street, Park Row,
Bristol.

s HOPMAN (Assistant).—Three years
experience in Seed and Bulb Trade —J. D., lo, Cambrian

Terrace. Stanley P.ark Road, Fulham, S.W.

SHOPMAN (Junior).—Age 20 ; four years'
experience. Wishes an engagement in a good Retail

House. Highest references.—B. R., iVIr. Reid, 43, George
Street. Edinburgh.

ARM BAILIFF (Working).—Age 47 ;

capableof taking the Management of a large Farm. Has had
great experience on large First-class Stock Farms in different
parts of England. Accustomed lo pay all labour, and keep
farm accounts. Capable of buying and selling. Wife under-
stands Dairy and Poultry. Nine years' good character from
present employer.—J. RUM BOLD, Long Crowmarsh, Wel-
lingford. Berks.

PAINTER and GLAZIER in a Nobleman's
Garden.—Age 30 : is willing to make himself generally

useful. Has served as such in a Nobleman's Garden.—H.
BOWMAN, Allhalloiv Gate, Ripon, Yorkshire.

KINAHAN'S LL WHISKY.
The cream of old Irish Whiskies. Pure, mild, mellow,

delicious, and most wholesome. Universally recommended by
the Medical Profession. Dr. Hassal says. " The Whisky is

soft, mellow, and pure, well matured, and of very excellent
quality. "-20, Great Tilchlield Street, London. W.

ELAZENBY AND SON'S PICKLES,
• SAUCES, and CONDIMENTS.—E. LAZENBY

AND SON, sole proprietors of the celebrated recipes, and
manufacturers of the pickles, sauces, and condiments so long
and favourably distinguished by the name, beg to remind the
public that every article prepared by them is guaranteed as
entirely unadulterated.—92, Wigmore Street, Cavendish
Square (late 6. Edward Street. Poitman Square), and 18.

Trinity Street, London, S.E.

HARVEY'S SAUCE.—CAUTION.—The
admirers of this celebrated sauce are p:irticularly

requested to observe that each bottle prepared by E.
LAZENBY AND SON bears the label, used so many years,
signed " Elisabeth Lazenby."

DINNEFORD'S MAGNESIA.
The Medical Profession for over Forty Years have approved of

this pure solution as the Best Remedy for

ACIDITY OF THE STOMACH, HEARTBURN,
HEADACHE, GOUT, AND INDIGESTION,

DINNEFORD'S MAGNESIA.
HOLLOWAY'S PILLS are securities oi''

health to all nations, of whatever clime. They liavt

given hope, relief, and comfort to millions. In irritation and
debility generated by excess of any kind, or in general
prostration of the system, their effect is rapidly soothing,

renovating and restorative. They rapidly di ive from the
system the morbid cause of ailment, and renew in the frame iis

pristine animation, health, and vigour. They greatly increa!^e

the appetite, give tone to the stomich, assist ifie digestion, and
impart elasticity to the spirits ; their essen. e enters the circu-

lation, and, carried through its course, everts its cleansing

power over every organ. In the lungs they effect most striking

changes, converting the impure venous into pure arterial blood,

by which the whole frame is recruited.
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BECKETT BROS.,

Patentees & Manufacturers of the Self adjusting Throttle Valve,
now so much ii use for Horticultural purposes

Ste Illustrxhi CATALOGUE Two Stimps
Designs and Estimates on application

Works ANCHOR STREET CHELMSFORD

JOHN BOWMAN,
Timber and Mahogany Importer and Merchant,

HORTICULTURAL BUILDER.
WEST END STEAM JOINERY,

NEWCASTLE-ON-TYNE.

GREENHOUSES complete, from £10 to £1000.

PoRTAULE Box with One Light, 6 feet by 4 feet, gl;

16 oz. sheet glass, and painted four coats

s above, each Light

)

f35^.

Estimates given for Conservatories and Green-
houses of every kind.

Well-seasoned Materials ana Ftrst-class Workmanship

MESSENGKR & CO.'S

MW GLAZED COYER EOE EEUIT WALLS.

ADVANTAGE S :
—

COMPLETE PROTECTION of Trees from Frost. i SIMPLE in CONSTRUTION.
PERFECT VENTILATION. Can be fixed by local men.
VERY INEXPENSIVE. Will REPAY its cost in a few seasons,
REMOVABLE at PLEASURE. I Proper ripening of the wood is secured.

VENTILATION is gained by means of the front saslies, all of which slide, thus also enabling the whole of the
foliage to be syringed. The sashes slide on brass rollers and iron runners, to prevent getting out of order. The
front sashes are entirely removable, the roof is supported on strong iron brackets bolted to the wall. The framing
is of best well-seasoned red deal, English sheet glass, and painted four coats, carried on oak posts.

Helglit of Wall Cover, 12 feet. Width of Wall Cover, 3 foet. Price 12s 6d. per foot run.

{Different sizes at proportionate prices.)

GLASS COPING as shown above (omitting the front upright framing), with wrought iron stays and bolts.

2 feet wide, per foot run, 2s. 6d. ; 3 feet wide, per foot run, 3s. 4d. ; 4 feet wide, per foot run, 4s. 4d.

From the eaves of the glass coping tiffany or other protecting material may be suspended. Sent out glazed and
painted, complete, ready for fixing, carriage paid to any railway station in England lor orders amounting to £-^. Men
sent out to fix if preferred, at moderate rates.

Richly Illustrated Catalogue of Horticultural Buildings and Hot-water Apparatus taken from Works executed
by M. & Co.. sent post-free for 33 penny stamps. Gentlemen consulting this Catalogue have the advantage of

inspecting designs whose efficiency has been tested by practical experience.

MESSENG-ER & COMPANY,
HORTICULTURAL BUILDERS, &c., LOUGHBOROUGH.

T. H. P. DENNIS & CO.,
MANSION HOUSE BUILDINGS,

QUEEN VICTORIA STREET, LONDON, E.G.,

CONSERVATORY AND GREENHOUSE BUILDERS,

HOT-WATER ENGINEERS.

JOHN EDMONDS & CO.,
HORTICULTURAL BUILDERS and HOT-WATER ENGINEERS, LILLIE BRIDGE, WEST BROMPTON, LONDON, S.W.

Cynservalories, Greenhouses and Hothouses of every description Erected and Heated in any part of the Kiiit^doin or Abroad.

Kiosks, Summer-houses, Verandahs, Glass Approaches, &c.—Pit Lights, Garden Boxes, Hand Glasses, &c., in Stock.

PATENTEES OF THE "TUBULA R SADDLE BOI LER,'^ THE^BEST CAST-IRON BOILER.
Ultistmtcd Cataloguefree by Post. NOTE.~T/ie IVorks adjoin JVest Brompton Station^ Metropolitan District Railway.

Editorial Commiinications should be addressed to "The Editor;" Advertisements and Business Letters to "The Publisher." at the Office, 41. Wellington Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C.
Printed by Willeam Richards, at the Office of Messrs. Bradbury. Agnew, & Co., Lombard Street, Precinct of Whitefriars, City of London, in the County of Middlesex, and Published by the

said William Richards, at the Office, 41. Wellingtoa Street. Parish of St. Paul's, Covent Garden, in the said County.—Saturday, September 31, 1878.
Agent for Manchester—John Hevwood, Agents for Scotland—Messrs. J. Menzihs & Co., Edinburgh and GUsgow.
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Chronicle^'' prior to 1S74 are \s. eae/i.

THE PELARGONIUM SOCIETY.—
The EXHIBITION of this Society for 1879 will take

place in the Garden of the Royal Horticultural bociety, on

JUNE 24, in conjunction with the Rose Show and Meeting of

that date.

The SCHEDULE ofl"ering PRIZES to the amount of

jCiil iss. (open to Competition amongst Members only) is now
ready, and can be had on application to the Hon. Sec,

Mr. THOMAS MOORE, Botanic Garden. Chelsea. S.W.

Kotice of Removal.

EGBERT COOPER, Seed Merchant, 90,
Southwark Street, London. S-E,, has Removed from

152. Fleet Street. CATALOGUE of HYACINTHS and
other BULBS sent post-free.

Bulbs of all kinds. Orchids,&c.—New Catalogue (No.40).

THE NEW PLANT and BULB
COMPANY, Lion Walk, Colchester— It is with great

satisfaction that we call especial attention to our New
CATALOGUE, juht published, containing, as it does, some
magnificent New Bulbous Plants. Also, a very select List of

Orchids, and the splendid consignment recently brought from
the higher mountain ranges of Colombia. Post-free on application.

6000 English-grown
CAMELLIAS and AZALEAS,

ranging from i to 6 feet high, set with buds, in large or

small quantities to suit purchasers.

CATALOGUES and Prices on application. Special terms

to the Trade.
HENRY WALTON. Edge End Nurseries, Brierfield, near

Burnley. Lancashire.

T"o GENTLEMEN, NURSERYMEN Tiid
FLORISTS.—To be Sold, Ten large CAMELLIAS,

Irom 5 to 9 feet. Very full of buds. First-class sons, A rare

opportunity.—Apply to JAMES NORMAN, Great Northern
Nursery, Newark.

ATALOGUES.— His Excellency Pierre
Wolkenslein will feel greatly obliged if Nurserymen and

Seedsmen will kindly send him their Catalogues. They should

be forwarded (by post) to

S. E. PIERRE WOLKENSTEIN. Secretaire de la Society

Imperiale d'Horticulture de Russie. St. Petersburg.

Budded Camellias. Azaleas. Palms, &c.

MR. A. VAN GEERT begs to intimate to
his friends and patrons that his stock of the above is of

usual excellence and ready for delivery at once. Also Ghent
Azaleas. Azalea mollis. Spiraeas. Lily of the Valley, Rhododen-
drons, and Ferns for furnishing, are of the very best quality.

The whole at the most reasonable charges.
Wholesale prices on application.

A. VAN GEERT, Continental Nurseries, Ghent, Belgium.

MR. GEORGE BUNYARD, Horticul-
tural Valuer. Nuhseryman. Seedsman, and

Florist (of the firm of Thomas Bunyard & Sons), Maidstone,
Kent. Valuations made for Probate, Partnership, Incoming or

Outgoing Tenants, or other purposes. Terms on application.

ENAULT HUET, Nurseryman, Ussy,
Calvados, France, has an immense Stock this autumn

of FOREST TREES, THORNS. EVERGREENS. CONI-
FERS, &c., both seedlings and transplanted. CATALOGUES
will be sent out end of this month. L. H. will be happy to

answer any inquiries that may be addressed to him.

2581 Choice Bulbs in

BUTTON'S Is S-'-
COLLECTION

V^ of Bulbs for Open Groxind. Carriage free to any port or

railway station in the United Kingdom.

1049 Choice Bulbs in

QUTTON'S £2 2s. COLLECTION
10 of Bulbs for Open Ground. Carriage free to any port or

railway station in the United Kingdom.

s
539 Choice Bulbs in

UTTON'S £1 IS. COLLECTION
of Bulbs for Open Ground. Carriage free to any railway

on in England or Wales.

743 Choice Bulbs in

SUTTON'S £s 5^- COLLECTION
of Bulbs for Pots and Gtas^^es. Carriage free to any port

or railway station in the United Kingdom.

s
270 Choice Bulbs in

UTTON'S £2 2s. COLLECTION
of Bulbs for Pots .->nd Glasses. Carriage free to any port

railway station in the Ur.ited Kingdom.

136 Choice Bulbs In

QUTTON'S £1 i.f. COLLECTIONO of Bulbs for Pots and Glasses. Carriage free to any
railway station in England and Wales.
SUTTON AND SONS. The Queen's Seedsmen, Reading.

T^RUITING PLANTS
-f of PEACHES. NECTARINES. APRICOTS, and
GRAPE VINES, a large and fine stock, now offered for Sale.

THOMAS RIVERS anu SON. Sawbridgeworth, Herts.

rp HE DESCRI PTIVE CATALOGUE
J- of FRUIT TREES is now ready, and will be forwarded,
free by post, on receipt of three penny stamps.
CATALOGUES of ROSES and ORCHARD-HOUSE

TREES post-free on application,

THOMAS RIVERS and SON, Sawbridgeworth. Herts.

rn'ATHEA PRINCEPS. — To be Sold, a
V^ splendid Specimen of the above—height of stem, 7 feet.

Apply to

Y. Z , Messrs. Hogg & Robertson, as. Mary Street, Dublin.

rpODEAS.- Healthy young plants of T.
J- superba and T. hymenophylloides (pellucida), free and
safe by post, 2S. 6d. each for prepayment. Trade price (low
per 100. or lesser quantities, on application

ROBERT SIM, Sidcup Hill Nursery, Koot's Cray, Kent.

Seedling Forest Trees.

RODGER McCLELL.\ND AND CO. have
to offer i-yr. Alder, Sycamore, Austrian Pine. Thorn,

Beech, Scotch Fir, Larch, 2-yr. Ash, Alder, Austrian Pine,

Spruce, T->r. i-yr. Austrian Pine, Laricio Pine. Spruce Fir.

Thorn Quicks. Ivy, and will be pleased to quote prices and
send samples on application.

64. Hill Street, Newry.

G
Gentlemen's Gardeners, Amateurs, and Others

REQtHKINr,

ARDEN POTS of best quality,
are requested to send their orders to

J. MATTHEWS, Royal Pottery, Weston-super-Mare.
Price List on application.

NewT)ort and Pillffwenlly Waterworks Company.
WANTED, 15,000 OUICKS planted round

the Pant-y-eos Reservoir, situate about 5 miles from
Newport, Monmouthshire. Slate age, price, and terms ; alsothe

price (and age) for same number delivered at Newport,
Monmouthshire. —Address

CHARLES CULLUM. Secretary. Newport, Mon.

wANTED, a few Dozen strong CLUMPS
of NEAPOLITAN VIOLETS. State price to.

JOHN DAY, Nurseryman, Dartford, Kent.

WANTED, IMMEDIATELY, CUTTINGS
— best sorts—Geraniums, Coleus, Lobelias, Echeverias,

Centaurea candidissima, Dracsena, Cerastium, Ajuga reptans

purpurea, Pansies, Mesembryanthemum, Iresine, Alternan-

theras, and any other sorts of first-rate Bedding-out Plants.

State lowest price per too to

A. Z., Esq.. Gresham Club. London, E.G.

"l^rANTED, Three Thousand Standard
T V ROSE STOCKS, 3 to 4 feet high. To be delivered

in November. State cash price to

JOSHUA LE CORNU, High View Nurseries, Jersey.

WANTED, Large FIGS, in pots, in clean,
healthy condition, of the following kinds :—Brown

Turkey, Lee's Perpetual, and Castle Kennedy. State size and

F. FAULKNER, The Gardens, Woolton Hall, near Liverpool.

WANTED, BLACK HAMBURGH
GRAPE VINES, to replace old Vines in vinery,

Haifa dozen. As advanced in size as they can be moved.
Address, Mr. JAMES EPPS, Bigginswood House, Beaulah

Hill, Norwood, S.E.

WANTED, I-yr. Keswick Coldin APPLES.
Quote price per 1000 and quantity to offer, to

RODGER McClelland and CO., 64. HiU street. Newry.

WANTED, ASPARAGUS ROOTS,
2, 3 and 4-yr. old. Send lowest cash price per looo, to

A. B., Gardeners' Chrcnkk Office, W.C.

Hyacinths, Tulips, &o.

BUTLER, Mcculloch and co.'S
CATALOGUE of the above is now ready, which aKo

contains a copious list of Garden Necessaries and Culinary

Requisites. Sent free and post-paid to all parts of the world.

Covent Garden Market, London, W.C—Established upwards
of a century.

To the Trade Only.

DUTCH BULBS at DUTCH PRICES.—
Hyacinths, Tulips, Crocus, Narcissus, Begonias, Christ-

mas Roses, Gloxinias. Caladiums, Novelties in Bulbs and Rooti,

Anemone fulgens. Snowdrops, &c. Quality extra. Prices

low. Catalogue on application to

F. SANDER AND CO., Seed Growers. St. Albans.

Bulbs for the Season.

CHARLES TURNER'S consignments of the
above have arrived in tine condition. The roots arc

remarkably sound, and early orders are respectfully solicited.

CATALOGUES post-free on application.

The Royal Nurseries, Slough.

10 be SOLD, Forty FRUITING PINE
PLANTS. Apply to

W. H. SOUTH, Tettenhall, Wolverhampton.

QTRAWBERRY DUKE of EDINBURGHO (Moffat).—Strong well-rooted runners of this famous
variety from the original Stock, the best for general crop and
marketing, -js. 6./- per loo ; 12 plants post-free for 2j.

TODD A.ND CO., Seedsmen. Maitland Street. Edinburgh.

Vines —Vines—Vines.

J COWAN, The Vineyard, Garston, near
• Liverpool, is now offering a large and splendid stock of

strong, short-jointed, and thoroughly npened GRAPE VINES,
suitable for fruiting in pots and planting Vineries. Catalogues
free. The Trade supplied.

SEEDLINGS. — Immense quantities of
Thorns, Scotch Firs, Alder, Birch, &c., for transplanting

and in strong plants. Apply to

Messrs. LEVAVASSEUR and SONS, Nurserymen, Ussy,
Calvados, France.

HOLLIES.— 5(X),c>oo Seedlings, i-yr. Sample
and price on application. Orders being booked for

Seedling LARCH, Scots FIR, Norway SPRUCE, &c.. for

future delivery.

W. P. LAIRD AND SINCLAIR, Nurserymen. Dundee, N.B.

HOLLY, I to I5 foot, 25.?. per loo ; i|to 2
feet, 35J. per too ; 2 to ^% feet. 50J. per 100 : 2H to 3

feet, 6oi. per too. All moved last season, extra well rooted and
very bushy. Plants added for carriage. Cash prices.

JOHN NELSON. Nurseries. Heeley, near Sheffield.

rpo PINE GROWERS.—Sixty PINE
J- PLANTS, healthy and clean — Twenty-four Fruiting

and Thirty-eight Su
Apply to

THOMAS MALVON, Nurseryn n, Lewisham, S.E.

PINES, FERNS.—Offers wanted for Fruiting
and Succession Pines, clean and healthy ; also surplus

stock of Gold and Silver Ferns for disposal.

J. METCALFE, Elsham House. Grantham.

X^ICUS ELASTICA. — A few hundreds of
JL strong Cuttings to dispose of. Apply to

RICHARD NISBET. Aswarby, Folkingham. Lincolnshire.

EWING AND CO. forward gratis and post-
free to applicants, CATALOGUES of their extensive and

well-grown stock of Standard and Dwarf Roses, Pot Roses.

Clematises. Vines, Fruit Trees, Ornamental Trees, and Coniferx.
The Royal Norfolk Nurseries, Newmarket Road, Eaton, near

HRISTMAS ROSES.—Helleborus niger,
the true maximus variety. Spiraea (Hoteia) japonica antl

palmata, may be had in any quantity. Prices on application to

BUDDENBORG BROS.. Florists, Hillegom. Haarlem,
Holland ; who will also be happy to forward their CATA-
LOGUE of Hyacinths. Tulips and other Dutch Bulbs.

To the Trade,

p HRISTMAS ROSES.
V^ Splendid English-grown Crowns.

Lowest price per dozen, roo, or 1000, on application.

JAMES CARTER, DUNNETT and BEALE, High
Holborn, London, W.C.

Special Offer.

STANDARD and DWARF ROSES.
Trade LIST now ready, post-free.

LEWIS S. WOODTHORPE, Glazenwood Nursery, Brain-

tree, Essex^

7:^ O L D M E D A L for T U B E R O U S
vjT BEGONIAS.—Seed just harvested from our unrivalled

collection. Sealed packets, is. td. and 2r 6(/. each.
We offer also our noted strains of PRIMULA, CALCEO-

LARIA and CINERARIA, at II. W. and2j.6</. per packet.

JOHN LAING AND CO.. The Nurseries, Forest Hill, S.E,

To Amateur Strawberry Growers.

RUNNERS, strong and well rooted, are
now ready, from H. de Thury, President. Sir J. Paxlon,

and British Queen—four of the best varieties in cultivation.

Price List on application. Sample Box of Plants, post-free, 11.

Manual on Strawberry Culture, dd.

W. LOVELL, Strawberry Grower, Weavcrthorpe, York,
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SALES BY AUCTION.
Dutcli Flower Roots, for Present Planting and Spring

Flowering, arriving weekly from well-known farms in

Holhnd.—SALES every MONDAY, WEDNESDAY, and
SATURDAY during October and November, commencing
at half-past 12. and generally finishing about 4 o'Clock.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 38. King .Street,

Covent Garden, W.C, first-class HYACINTHS, TULIPS,
CROCUSES, NARCISSUS, IRIS, SNOWDROPS, Ll-
LIUMS. RANUNCULI, &c., in large and small lots to suit
all buyers. Catalogues on application.

Unreserved Sale of Dutch Bulbs of Superior Quality,
comprising the finest HYACINTHS, TULIPS, CROCUS.
NARCISSUS, JONQUILS. &c.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE AND MORRIS
will SELL the above by AUCTION, on MONDAY

NEXT, and every following MONDAY, at the Mart, opposite
the Bank of England, City, E.C., at half-past 11 o'clock
punctually.

P. & M. will buy for Gentlemen who cannot attend.
Catalogues had at gS, Gracechurch Street. E.C.

Tooting, S W.
^,. WM. ROLLISSON and SONS.—IN LIOUIDATION.
Without reserve.—On TUESDAY, October I, at 11 o'Clock

punctually, there being nearly of Soo Lots.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
are instructed by the Trustee to SELL by AUCTION,

on the Premises, The Nurseries, Tooling, S.W., one mile from
Balham Station, the whole of the immense stock of WINTER
FLOWERING HEATHS, in 32. 48, 54. and 60 pots, including
3400 Hyemalis, 13.700 gracilis, 1950 Wilmoreana, 2200 caffra,

100 melanlhera, iSo grandinosa, 100 Cerinthoides, 250 mam-
mosa, 450 scabriuscula, and =00 hybrida ; 4300 EP.4CRIS in

48 .and 54 pots: 750 ACACIA ARMATA in 48's
; 7900

GENISTA FRAGRANS, 1300 liOUVARDIAS. in 54's
;

3S03 SOLANUMS, in 48's; 200 GREVILLEA ROBUSTA,
in4S's; BORONIA MEGASTIGMA and ELATIOR PUL-
T.'ENIA ROSEA, AZALEAS, CAMELLIAS ; 650 Mar.'chal
Niel ROSES in 32's and 54's ; a large quantity of ORNA-
MENTAL FOLIAGE PLANTS for Table and Conservatory

&c.
May now be viewed, and Catalogues had on the Premises :

of G. WHIFFEN, Esq.. the Trustee. 8, Old Jewry, E C. ; of
Messrs. LEWIS, MUNNS and LONGDEN. 8. Old Jewry,
E.C. : anil of the Auctioneers, 98, Gracechurch Street, E.C

,

and Leytonstone, E.

Upper Tooting, S.W.
IMPORTANT SALE of THRIVING YOUNG NURSERY

STOCK
MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS

are instructed by Mr. C. Youug to SELL by
AUCTION, without reserve, on the Premises, the Upper
Tooting Park Nursery, Surrey, S.W., on TUESDAY and
"WEDNESDAY, October 8 and 9, at 11 for 12 o'Clock precisely
each day, a large quantity of VALUABLE NURSERY
STOCK, remarVably well-grown, and in excellent condition for
removal, comprising thousands of Border Shrubs, consisting of
the choicest Evergreens and Conifera:, in great variety ; Orna-
mental Trees, in fine assortment; some very well-grown Fruit
Trees, Hardy Climbers. Also a quantity of STOVE and
GREENHOUSE PLANTS, including large Camellias and
Azaleas, Ferns, Palms, S:c.

May be viewed any day prior to the Sale. Catalogues had on
the Premises, and of the Auctioneers, 98, Gracechurch Street,
E.G., and Leytonstone, E.

Lea Bridge Nurseries, Lea Bridge Road, Leyton, Essex.
SPECIAL TRADE SALE, commencing punctually at

II o'clock, in consequence of the great number of lots
to be odered.

MESSR.S. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
are instructed by iMr. lohn Fraser to SELL by

AUCTION as above, on THURSDAY. October lo, at
It o'clock to the minute, several thousands of WINTER-
BLOOMING HEATHS, remarkably well grown and full of
flower-buds, including large quantities of Hyem.alis, gracilis,
Wilmoreana, gr.andinosa, Cavendishii, ventricosa. and other
excellent viirieties : also EPACRIS of the choicest kinds:
CYCLAMEN PERSICUM. GENISTA FRAGRANS. BOU-
VARDIAS and GARDENIAS, of sorts ; LAPAGERIAS
AZALEA INDICA. Tea-scented and other ROSES, SOLA-NUM CAPSICASTRUM in berry, TREE CARNATIONS,
ADIANTUMS, and a quantity of miscellaneous GREEN-
HOUSE PLANTS, including strong flowering Chrysanthe-
mums, also a few thousands of healthy young Erica hyemalis
and others, and Epacris in small pots for growing on.
May now be viewed, and Catalogues had on the Premises,

and of the Auctioneers, gS, Gracechurch Street, E.C, and
Leytonstone. E.

Sion House, Lewisham, S.E.
CLEARANCE SALE of CHOICE STOVE and GREEN-

HOUSE PLANTS, GREENHOUSES, HOT-WATER
PIPING, &c.

MESSR.S. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
are favoured with instructions from the Executrix to

-SELL by AUCTION, without reserve, on the Premises on
FRIDAY, October ii, at ii for 12 o'Clock precisely, the whole
of the valuable Collection of choice STOVE and GREEN-
HOUSE PLANTS, including some fine Specimens, and a large
quantity of attractive young STOCK, together with four
GREENHOUSES, a quantity of 4-inch hot-%vater PIPING
BRICKWORK, &c.

Full particulars will appear next week. Catalogues of the

Tottenliam.
IMPORTANT ANNUAL SALE of VALUABLE and

WELL-GROWN NURSERY STOCK.
MESSRS. PROTHEROE AND MORRIS

will SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises, the Hale
Farm Nurseries, Tottenham, adjoining the Station on
TUESDAY, October 15, at 11 for 12 o'Clock precisely, by
order of T. S. Ware, a large quantity of well-grown NUR-
SERY STOCK in splendid condition for removll, comprising
400 Lombardy and other Poplars, Planes, 600 Standard Limes,
stright stems

; 200 double crimson Thorns ; a quantity of
Ornamental and Border Shrubs, including foo Laurustinus, 2 to
3 feet

:
Soo Aucuba japonica, 2 to 3 feet : 1500 common and

other Hollies, 600 Rhododendron ponticum, and a fine assort-
ment of Evergreens and Conifers ; 1200 clean-grown Standard,
Dwarf-trained and Pyramid Fruit Trees ; 2500 Stand.ard and
Half-Standard Roses: quantitiesofclimbling Plants in variety •

500 double Paiony officinalis : 2000 Pinks : Helleborus niger,
Miscellaneous Bulbs, Autumn and Spring flowering Perennials,
and other useful Stock.
On view one week prior to the Sale. Catalogues had on the

Preniises, and of the Auctioneers, 98, Gracechurch Street, E.C.

,

and Leytonstone, E.

Potter's Bar, Middlesex.
To Fruit Growuks, Market Gardeners, and Others.

A Valuable FREEHOLD PROPERTY, comprising the
Holly Bank Nursery, Potter's Bar, about i mile from the
Railw.iy Station. It contains 3 acres, and the buildings
comprise a capital Dwelling-house, Two Cottages, Stabling,
Sheds, and Eighteen Greenhouses, including Vineries,
Peach-houses, Cucumber and Melon-houses, &c., varying
in length from 40 feet to 200 feet, the whole having been
arranged and planted within the last few yearsby Mr Munro,
the well-known Fruit-grower. Immediate Possession.

MESSRS. WILKINSON AND HORNE
are instructed to SELL by AUCTION, at the Mart, on

FRIDAY, October 11, at r2 for i o'Clock, by order of the
Trustees of the Estate of John Munro, the above very
valuable FREEHOLD PROPERTY.

Particulars may be had of Messrs. WENHAM, ANGUS
AND CO., Accountants, 43, Finsbury Circus, E.C. : of

F. CAPE, Esq., Accountant, 6r, Cheapside, E.C. ; of J. E.
COXWELL. Esq.. Solicitor, 6, Martin's Lane, Cannon Street,

E.C. : and of the Auctioneers, 7, Poultry, London, E.C.

Chertsey, Surrey.
1 Mile from the Addlestone and 2 Miles from the Woking

Sutions on the South-Western Railway.
IMPORTANT FIVE DAYS' SALE of valuable well-grown
NURSERY STOCK, in the Brox and Woodham Nurseries.

MESSRS. R. AND J. WATERER and SON
are instructed by the Executrix of the late Mr. G. Grey,

to SELL by AUCTION, in October, the STOCK upon the
above Nurseries.
May be viewed and Catalogues had fourteen days prior to

the day of Sale, upon the Premises, and of the Auctioneers,
Chertsey.

Preliminary Notice ofFORTHCOMING SALES
by PROTHEROE and MORRIS, Horticultural
Valuers and Auctioneers.

EVERY MONDAY.-Sales of first-class Dutch Bulbs, at the
Auction Mart, Tokenhouse Yard, City. E.C.

OCTOBER 16 and 17.—The NURSERY, Brixton. By order
of Messrs. Ponsford & Son. General Nursery Stock,
Greenhouse Plants and Orchids.

OCTOBER r7.—The NURSERY, Church End. Finchley, N.
By order of W. Whiteley, Esq. Clearance Sale of General
Nursery Stock.

OCTOBER 18. — BARROWFIELD NURSERY, Lower
Edmonton. By order of Mr. C. Adams. General Nursery
Stock.

OCTOBER 2t to 25.—HARE HILL NURSERY. Addle-
stone. Surrey. Five days' Sale of Nursery Stock. By
order of Mr. A. Gray.

OCTOBER 28 and 29. -EXOTIC NURSERY. Tooting. By
order of Mr. R. Parker. Annual Sale of General Nursery

OCTOBER 3r.—The NURSERY, West Wickham. By order
of Mr- Kirkcaldy. General Nursery Stock-

Date not yet fi,«d.—SALE NURSERIES, Loughton. Six
days' Sale of Nursery Stock. By order of Mes.srs. William
Paul & Son.

Date not yet fi.ved-—OXTON HILL NURSERY. Birken-
head. By order of Mr. W. Henderson. Two days' Sale of
General Nursery Stock.

NOVEMBER 5, 6, 7, and 8.—AMERICAN NURSERIES,
Leytonstone. Two days' Sale of Nursery Stock. Also
two days" Sale at the NURSERIES. Wanstead.

s may be obtained of the above, when ready, at the
Offices, 98, Gracechurch Street, E.G., and Leyton-

stone, n,.

Gentlemen desirous of Purchasing Nursery Stock this season
can, by sending their names and addresses to Messrs. P. & M.,
have Catalogues forwarded from time to time.
N.B.—The NEXT SALES of Properties tiike place at the

Auction Mart on WEDNESDAY, October 30 ; also on MON-
DAY, November ri.

PRELIMINARY NOTICE.— A most
important SALE of CHOICE and VALUABLE

NURSERY STOCK, to take place about the MIDDLE of
OCTOBER, of which due Notice will be given.

The Royal Nurseries. Merriott, Somerset.

TO BE LET, and may be entered upon at
Ladyday next or before if required, a good CO'I'TAGE,

with Vinery and Cucumber-house, and good Garden, suitable

for a Jobbing Gardener ; with a good Seed and Plant Business.
For further particulars apply to

Mrs. M. liONSER. Clipstone.

To Market Gardeners and Nurserymen.

TO BE LET, from Michaelmas next,
a NURSERY, of 3}^ acres in extent, on the Reigate

and Sutton Turnpike Road. Ground rent ,^14 per annum.
Planted with Shrubs, Fruit Trees, and Market Garden Pro-
duce. For further particulars address.

F., Mr. Allingham. Market Place, Reigate.

NEW GIANT FRENCH ANEMONES.—
Superior to the Dutch varieties, producing an abundance

of brilliant flowers of i

NEW GIANT FRENCH ANEMONES.—
Finest mixed double, 6.r. per dozen, 40J. per 100 ; finest

ed single, \s. 6d. per dozen, los. per 100.

NEW GIANT FRENCH ANEMONES.—
Double Chrysanthemum-flowered " Gloire de Nantes "

(blue-violet), ^d. each, 35. per dozen.

NEW GIANT FRENCH ANEMONES.—
Double Chrysanthemum-flowered " La Brillante " (bright

:d), 6d. each, 5?. per dozen.

NEW GIANT FRENCH ANEMONES.—
Double Chrysanthemum-nowered "Mauve Clair"

(beautiful pale mauve), 6d. each, 51. per dozen.

Prices and full particulars of other Flower Roots, post-free.

SUTTON AND SONS, The Queen's Seedsmen, Reading.

Healthy Plants in Pots ofLILIUM AURATUM, the Golden-Rayed
Japanese Lily, per dozen, xZs., 24J., and 30J.

BARR AND SUGDEN, iz. King Street. Covent Garden, W.C.

s
To the Trade.

EEDLING LARCH, extra fine, i-yr.

SCOTCH FIR, Seedling, Native, kxtra fine, i-yr. and 2-yr.

The above are offered in quantity, and are especially fine.

LITTLE AND BALLANTYNE, Knoweficld Nurseries,

Carlisle.

To the Trade.
RICHMOND and MORTLAKE NURSERIES, SURREY.

Established 1802.GAND W. STEELE, of the above
• Nurseries, most respectfully invite the Trade to inspect

their Stock, which they will find very extensive and uncommonly
fine this season, and in excellent condition for moving. Early
orders are respectfully solicited.

To Gentlemen, Contractors, and Others.

GAND W. S T E E L L also solicit the
• attentiuii of all those who are making large plantations,

and_ beg to inform them that they will feel great pleasure in
giving special prices to large buyers, which they can quote
extremely low, having a very large Stock on hand.

SURPLUS STOCK of INDIAN
AZALEAS.

Bushy plants, 10 to 12 inches, without flower-buds, 9^. per doz.
Good flowering plants, 1.^;^. per dozen.
Good flowering plants, extra large, 24J. per dozen.

In twelve good vaiieties. Descriptive LIST on application.
Also could spare about 2000 DAPHNE INDICA RUBRA,

healthy plants, q to 18 inches, gr. to iSr. per dozen.

ISAAC DAVIES, Nurseryman, Ormskirk.

Mallet Flower Show.—The First Prize for Fuchsias,
and Second for Roses, were gained by plants grown in our pots.
The Pottery (the Works are little more than twelve months

old) is .already famed for growing healthy plants.
T. J. HICKES, The Garden Pottery, Old Down, Shepton

Mallet.

Hyacinths, Tulips, Crocuses, &c.

WM. CUTBUSH AND SON beg to announce
that they have received their first consignment of the

above, in splendid condition. Wm. Ci/tdusk & Son having
again obtained all the First Prizes for Hyacinths. &c., proves
that their selection is superior in quality to those offered by
many other houses. Catalogues post-free on application.

Highgate. London. N.. and Barnet. Herts.

For Immediate Disposal.
SPECIMEN STOVE and GREENHOUSE PLANTS.

WM. MILES has for disposal some splendid
Specimens of the above, consisting of Crotons,

Dracaenas, Palms, Alocasias, Cycatls, Tree and other Ferns

—

all of which have secured Prizes at several First-class Shows,
and to be sold at a considerably reduced rate. For prices and
particulars apply to

WM. MILES, West Brighton Nurseries, Cliftonville, Sussex.

STRAWBERRY PLANTS.—Moffat's Duke
of Edinburgh, fine strongplants at 7J. 6£f. per 100. Trade

supplied on moderate terms.

Awarded special prize at Edinburgh, July, 1S78.

GEORGE SINCLAIR, Phantassie Orchard, Preston-

kirk, N.B.

TDHEASANT-EYED NARCISSUS.—Bulbs
-*- of this sweet-scented Narciss, loj. per bushel, 6s. per
half-bushel. 31. 6,i. per peck. Likewise Bulbs of LILIUM
BULBIFERUM, 151. per 100, 21. erf. per dozen. Terms cash
with order. Package free. Post-ofiice Orders payable at

Vauxhall Cross.

Mrs. ALDERSON. Langley Lane, South Lambeth, Surrey.

TULES DE COCK, Nurseryman, Ghent,O Belgium, ofl'ers AZALEA INDICA of all sizes,

AZALEA MOLLIS and A. PONTICA, CAMELLIAS,
CHRISTMAS ROSES, DEUTZIA GRACILIS. DIELY-
TRA SPECTABILIS. LILY of the VALLEY. SPIR/EA
JAPONICA. PALMS for Table use, DRAC/ENAS. FERNS,
and YUCCA VARl EGATA. Catalogues free on application.

Miles' New Hyhrid Spiral Mignonette.
EXTRA SELECTED from the ORIGINAL STOCK.

M. MILES has to offer new SEED
of the above splendid variety, carefully saved from the

.pikes, at ij. perpacket. The usual allowance to the Trade.
The West Brighton Nurseries, Cliftonville, Sussex.

w
PLANTS for NATURALISING in the

Wild Garden, Shrubbery Border, Woodland Walks, Hot
Banks, Swampy Ground, and in any other position where the
plants are allowed to grow naturally, reproducing themselves.
See present year's ABC BULB GUIDE, free on application.
THOMAS S. WARE, Hale Farm Nurseries, Tottenham,

c LE M ATI S.—Jackmanni, rubra violacea,
Miss Bateman, Lucy Lemoine, Gem,

and others, very strong,
$cs. per ioo,_^2<

Cabbage Plants—Cabbage Plants.W VIRGO, Wonersh Nursery, Guildford,
• can now supply in any quantity the following good,

strong, healthy, autumn grown PLANTS :—Early Battersea.

Early Enfield Market, Early Nonpariel, and Robinson's Drum-
head, at 3^. per looo ; Red Pickling, =,s. per looo.

Reference required from unknown correspondents.

UONYMUS JAPONICUS, 12 to 15 inches,
25,1. per 100, .^ro per 1000.

„ ,, MEDIO PICTA. g to 12 mches, in pots, 35J. per 100.

„ „ AUREA MARGINATA, 9 to 12 inches, 35^. per 100,

^13 per 1000.

„ „ DUG D'ANJOU, 9 to 15 inches, 35^. per 100.

„ „ MACROPHYLLA. 6 inches, 30J. per 100.

„ .. MICROPHYLLA, 6 inches, 25J. perioo.
IVIES, named varieties, in pots. 305. per 100.

STANSFIELD BROTHERS, Southport.

SPECIAL OFFER.—Manetti Stocks, good^
iSi. per 1000. Standard Roses, Soi-. per 100, Dwarf on

Manetti, 4c j. per 100. Acer Negundo variegata, dwarf maidens,
30S, per 100 ; nice feathered do. ,

pyramids, 12^. per dozen, 75J,

per 100; standards, 95. to i8j. per dozen. Platanus occidentalis,

2 to 3% feet, 505. per 1000 ; 2% to 3 feet, los. per 100 : 3 to 4 feet,

20s. per 100 ; 4 to 5 feet, 30^., 5 to 6 feet, 405
, 7 to 8 feet, 6oj.,

8 to 9 feet, 80J. , 10 to 12 feet, i8r. to 24,^. per dozen. Goose-
berries, strong Crown Bobs, 12s. 6d. per 100. Black Currants,

8y. per 100, 755. per 1000. Spirsea iaponica. fine. i$s. per 100.

EDMUND BLYTON, The Nurseries, Woodhall Spa,

Horncastle.
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N EW AND RARE LILIES.
LILIUM NEILGHERRENSE. This splendid Lily gives

flowers nearly i foot long. -js. 6d.

LILIUM COLUMBIANUM, extremely rare, ^s. dd.

LILIUM BATEMAN/E, quite new, ^s. 6d.

LILIUM JAPONICUM KRAIHERI, 51.

Selections of choice kinds can be made by Mr. William
Bt'LL. at 30^,, 42J. and 605. per dozen.

' " nd Rare Plants, King's Road,

Annual A B. C. Bull) Guide.

THOMAS S. WARE has much pleasure in

announcing that the present year's issue of the above is

now ready, and will be posted free on application. It includes

complete collections of Liliums, Narcissus, Gladiolus, Iris, and
numerous other families ; also selections of Bamboos and Orna-
mental Grasses, Aquatic and Bog Plants, Herbs, &c. : and a

fine collection of Hardy Orchids, to which is added a few choice
Perennials, adapted for present planting.

Hale Farm Nurseries, Tottenham, London.

GEORGE COOPER, The County Seed
Establishment, Hertford, begs to announce that he has

received his annual importation of FLOWERING ROOTS,
and that his Illustrated and Descriptive CATALOGUE is now
ready, and may be had post-free on application. The best sorts

in every kind from the most careful growers.
SEEDS far the Garden and Farm, for Autumn Sowins

For early forcing—Early White Roman HYACINTHS,
SPIR.EA JAPONICA and PALMATA, LILY OF THE
VALLEY. The best value given.

ERNS, PALMS, DRACAENAS, &c.—
Having a large surplus stock of the following, we can
offer them unusually cheap, to make room.

DRAC/ENAS.—Congesta, termmalis, stiicta, aud Guilfoylei,

in 3 and 6-inch pots. Also a few fine specimens of amabilis

in i«-inch pots.

PALMS.—Latania borbonica, 15 inches, in 6-inch pots.

FERNS.—Adiantum cuneatum, Lomatia gibba, extra strong ;

Pteris tremula, cretica, cretica albo-lineata ; Cyrtomium
falcatum, in 3 and 6-inch pots. Also specimens of cuneatum.

Price per dozen, loo, or 1000 on application. Samples of Six

varieties of mixed FERNS, in 3-inch pots, 3J. &/. per dozen,

PELARGONIUMS in eight leading Market varieties, well

established in 3-iuch pots, 6s. per dozen. Price per 100 or 1000

CROTON PICTA VARIEGATA, in 6-inch pots. Cuttings

of HYDRANGEA JAPONICA, very strong, jr. per 100.

POUNCE AND SONS, F.R.H.S., Nurserymen, Hendon,
Middlesex, N.W.

To tlie Trade.

CVUYLSTEKE, Nurseryman, Loochristy,
• near Ghent. Belgium, has to offer a splendid stock of

fine, healthy, abundantly-budded plants at the following

loD CAMELLIAS, budded, named, imbricated, at £5, £6,

It. and li.
ICO AZALEA INDICA, budded, named, nice crowns, at l^,

£5. in. i,i. and .£t2.

100 AZALEA MOLLIS, budded, named, very bushy, at iCfi,

.£10, Ctn, and £,t6.

100 GHENT AZALEAS, hardy, budded, named, very bushy,
at U. li. 16, and .£8.

joo KALMIA LATIFOHA, nice flat-shaped crowns, i^. £%,

100 BEGONIAS, bulbous, new short brilliant sorts, at In.

1000 SPIRAEA JAPONICA, colossal clumps, at jC6.

A priced descriptive Catalogue may be had on application

to Messrs, R. SILBERRAD and SON, 15, Harp Lane, Great
Tower Street. London, E.C.

HOICE ORCHIDS.—Many thousands of
good plants to select from. Mr. William Bull is

constantly receiving large importations from his Collectors and
Correspondents in Assam, Colombia, Burmah, Brazil, Mexico,
Costa Rica, Venezuela, Ecuador, West Indies, and the Eastern
Archipelago, and can offer many of the rarest and most
beautiful kinds at extremely low prices. Customers can choose

their plants from eleven large houses full of Orchids. An
inspection is invited.

Establishment for New and Rare Plants, King's Road,
Chelsea, London. S.W.

sTRONG CLUMPS for FORCING.
I

p. .000
I

p. 10,000

Aio 17DIELYTRA SPECTABILIS .. ;£

HOTEIA (Spiraja) JAPONICA o 14
| 5 17

I

SPIR/EA PALMATA .. ..| 4 4I 37 io|

Orders to the amount of C-i free throughout Great B,

A. M. C. JONGKINDT CONINCK, Tottenham N
Dedemsvaart, near Zwolle. Netherlands.

Notice to tUe Trade,

WG. CALDWELL and SONS are now
• sending out their well-known AZALEA AMCENA

CALDWELLI, strong plants. i8j. per dozen : larger size, 24^.

Also splendid plants of GLEICHENIA DICHOTOMA, at

35. bd. and 55. each. 36^. and 50J. per dozen.
The Nurseries, Knutsford, Cheshire.

TO LARGE PLANTERS,
CEMETERY CONTRACTORS, &c.

YEWS, English, 2 to 3, 3 to 4. and 4 to 5 feet.

LAURELS, common, 2, 2 to 3, 3 to 4, and 4 to 5 feet.

LIMES, fine grown, 3 to 4, 5 to 6, and 8 to 10 feet.

CHESTNUT. Horse, 8 to 10 feet.

Special quotations on application, and sample dozen sent to

any part of Great Britain.

GODWIN AND SON, Ashbourne, Derby.

HEATHERSIDE NURSERIES,
near Bagshot,

The large and varied stock of CONIFERS, Hardy EVER-
GREEN and FLOWERING SHRUBS, Pyramid FRUIT
TREES, FOREST and ORNAMENTAL TREES and
SHRUBS, Hardy CLEMATIS and IVIES in pots, now
offered at very moderate and tempting prices. Priced CATA-
LOGUES sent post-free on application, to

HENRY SHEPHERD, Heitherside Nurseries, Bagshot,

FOR FORCING.
SPIR/EA JAPONICA, 201. per too.

PALMATA. 251. per 100.

By 100 or 1000. An immense stock, finely ripened. Smaller
nalmatas, for planting, 10s, 6c/., 155., and 20s. per 100. Extra
large clumps at moderate prices.

ROSE QUEEN OF BEDDERS,
Booked for autumn, i2r. per dozen, 75J. per 100.

CHARLES NOBLE, Bagshot.

CHOICE COLLECTIOIfS

HYACINTHS,

CROCUS, TULIPS, LILIES, &c.

Contain a

SUPERB ASSORTMENT

of the

BEST I-AKIETIES.

GreenhouseorWindow

Boxes.

6,/., 12^. 6d., 2ir. , and

Five per Cent. Discount for Cash.

ORDERS OF 20s. VALUE CARRIAGE FREE.

FOR FULL PARTICULARS SEE

H

Vv^EBB'S
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AMERICAN BULBS and PLANTS.

American-grown double Tuberose Bulbs delivered in lots

of 1000 and over, free of cost for freight and packing, in Liver-

pool, at the lowest market rates.

All the finest native species of American FERNS,
ORCHIDS, AQUATICS, FLOWERING PLANTS.
FRUITS, SEEDLINGS. &c., collected and carefully packed

for transmission abroad.

We take pleasure in referring to the leading florists in

England and the Continent, with whom we have had business

relations.

Priced LISTS furnished free to all applicants.

HOOPES, BRO. & THOMAS,
CHERRY HILL NURSERIES, WEST CHESTER,

PA.. U.S A.

DUTCH FLOWER ROOTSi
CARRIAGE FREE.

DANIELS BROTHERS'

LIST FOR AUTUMN, 1878.
We annually visit the Dutch Bulb Farms, and our selecttc

of choice FLOWER ROOTS will be found unique for sii

and quality of Bulb, and excellence of variety.

HYACINTHS, superb exhibit

„ choice named varieties, for pots

Per dozen.

—

s. d.

mixed, red.
/ithr

, for forcing

CROCUS, large Dutch, blue, white, striped, or yellow,

,, superb named varieties, blue, purple, pure white,
golden-yellow, pencilled, &c. ..each, per loc

.. choice mixed, all colours
SNOWDROPS, large single .. .. per roc

.. large double per loc

TULIPS. Van Thol, scarlet

,, Pottebakker, white

„ Tourne!iol, double
„ Rex Rubrorum, double
,, La Candeur, double , . .

.

,, choice mixed, double . . . . per loo, 5^. td.

,. choice mixed, single ,

.

.

.

oer 100. ^s. 6d.

ANEMONES, splendid double
ichoi

,, double scarlet, fine

,, double, finest mixed .. .. .. per 100

., single, finest mixed .. .. .. per 100
LILY OF THE VALLEY, strong clumps for forcing,

POLYANTHUS NARCISSUS, choice mixed .. ' .".

SCILLA AMfENA. beautiful blue dwarf
JONQUILS, single, sweet scented . . 100, s-r. ^d.
LILIUM AURATUM each, ij. 1

„ CANDIDUM, the old pure white
„ choice named varieties 6s., gs. and 1

All Orders e/ios. and upwards carriagef7'ee.

OUR GUINEA COLLECTION
Of choice FLOWER ROOTS for Open Ground, &c

the following liberal r

12 Narcissus Poeticus
12 ,, double white
6 Campernelle Jonquils

25 Auemones, fine, double
25 ,, fine, single

50 Persian Ranunculi, mixed
50 Turban Ranunculi, in four

150 Crocus, in

With full cultural directic

half ditto, i2i-. td. ;

< Snowdrops
2 Tulips, Van Thol, scarlet

2 „ Cottage Maid
2 ,. Yellow Prince

5 „ double, mixed
2 ,, Rex Rubrorum
2 ,, late, mixed
2 Scillaam.cna
4 Lilies, of sorts

Spanish I

Priir tiful 1

is. Double quantity, 40J,

quarter ditto, 6s. 6d.

Ilbistmtcd CATALOGUE Free on application.

DANIELS BROTHERS,
THE ROYAL NORFOLK SEED ESTAnLISHMENT,

NORWICH.

APPLE-W HITE M ELROSE.
" A valuable and fine looking Apple, first-rate quality, suitable

cither for culinary or dessert purposes. In use from October to
January."— F/(/f Hogg's Fntit Manual, Fourth Edition.

ORMISTON AND RENWICK beg to an-
nounce that they will send out (first time), in November,

the above celebrated Apple. Price lor. 6d.

The Stock beiog limited, early Orders (which will be for-

warded according to priority of receipt) are respectfully
olicited. The Ni Melrose, N.B.

BULBS AT GROWERS' PRICES.

TULIPS, fine, mixed, single early, $s. per loo.

HYACINTHS, fine, mixed, double, i8.f. per lOO,

2s. dd. per dozen.

CROCUS, fine, mixed, "js. dd. p. looo, \s. p. loo.

If over los. value packing and carriagefree.

C. B. FREEMAN,
ECONOMIC SEEDSMAN, NORWICH.

BROOKWORTH PARK PEAR.

The fiult of this remarkable Pear is very large and handsome,
the flesh is juicy, melting, and of fine flavour, ripening about the

end of September or beginning of October. The colour is

yellow, richly dotted, slightly crimson next the sun. It has

been awarded a First-class Certificate of Merit by the Royal
Horticultural Society.

Fine Pyramids ^s. od. i-ach.

Dwarf-trained {,for walls) .. 3^. 6d. each.

We can supply one dozen choice Pyramid Pear Trees of the
most delicious sorts, our selection, including Brockwork Park,

for 18J.

J. C. WHEELER & SON,
KINGSHOLM NURSERY, GLOUCESTER..

B. S. WILLIAMS'
NEW AND CHOICE

CYCLAMEN SEED
FOR IM^rEDIATE SOWING.

^^^rpp-^TT^

CYCLAMEN PERSICUM, Williams' Superb
Strain, per packet, 5.J., 3.J. 6d., 2s. 6d., and is. 6d.

From Mr. G. Bone, Gardener^ HingJtafn, January 2, 1S7S.
*' Sir,—The Cyclamen seed supplied by you have turned out

splendid. They have been admired by all that have seen them. '

CYCLAMEN PERSICUM GIGANTEUM.—
The flowers of this splendid new giant variety

from 2 to -2% inches in length, colour pure whltt
fine bold violet-purple eye. Per packet, 5^. and

New Plant and Bulb Catalogues

Ncnv raidy, psst-frcc.

VICTORIA and PARADISE NURSERIES,
UPPER HOLLOWAY, LONDON. N.

DUTCH BULBS
AT

GROWERS' PRICES,

21A VALUE Illustrated'
descriptive
CATALOGUES

'qPJATIS &. POST-FREE

THE QUEEN'S SEEDSMEN,

HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.

WM. PAUL & SON,

ROSE GROWERS,
IREE, PLANT, IJULi;, AND

SEED MERCHANIS.

ri^ WALTHAM CROSS,

Inspection of Stock invited.

Priced Descriptive Catalogues free by post.

GEO. J AC KM A N & SON,
(ESTAIiLISIlED 1810,)

Cultivators of

FRUIT and FOREST TREES,
Evergreen and Flowering

TREES and SHRUBS.
ROSES, RHODODENDRONS,
Conifers and Hardy Climbers.

THE CLEMATIS

D^tLlipti.,- riitcd CataloiTues free.

WOKING NURSERY, STTRREY.

s/Afj^i^y^/

ANNOUNCEMEN T.

BULBS-BULBS.
HCANNELL (K.K.H.S.) begs to announce

• that his LIST of the above is ready, and the fact

of his having tested the whole family of Dutch Bulbs, and
devoting two loo-feet houses last season entirely to their culture,
enables him to offer the briefest, best, and cheapest List of
Hyacinths and Tulips ever sent ont, and the same with Bedding
and Forcing kinds. These, together with his Stock (largest in

England) of Winter and Spring Bedding Plants, offer unusual
advantages to purchasers to attain success. Sent post-free.

Home for Flowers, Swanley, Kent.

Strawberries.

FROM the fact of my being located in the
midst of hundreds of acres of all the best and most profit-

able kinds I am enabled to offer unusually fine Plants, and
perfectly true to name. All those who wish to grow for gain
should have the Kentish well-known varieties. Having them
from a distance, together with change of soil, is the very secret

of success.

m^OD JTHINCS,
NEW COLEUS, totally distinct from all

others ever yet nent out, and will add an additional

charm to every Greenhouse. Their many colours are very
vivid and attractive.

G. BUNYARD,
KENTISH FIRE.
LORD FALMOUTH.

Post-free, 1.1. each ; the three for 2J. 6d.

THE FINEST NEW ZONALS OF THE
SEASON.—WHITE VESUVIUS, by far the best while

for winter, -zs. each, 1S5. per dozen.

SALMON ditto, splendid both winter and summer, is. 6d.

each, 12s. per dozen.
STRIPED ditto (New Life), the most saleable all the year,

always in bloom, 15. 6d. each, i3s. per dozen.

DR. J. DENNY, positively blue, 2s. each, 18^. per dozen.

GUINEA, splendid colour, toully eclipsing Jealousy,

decidedly yellow ; this and Dr. Denny, grand pot pUnts both
summer and winter, 45. each.

Good plants of all the above, five for loy., package free ;

Cuttings half price, post-free.

HCANNELL'S named Collection of
• CINERARIAS now just ready for shifting into

5-inch pots (see Guide) : will send twelve splendid kinds for -js.

This would add a superior feature to any conservatory through-
out the spring.

The Finest Winter-blooming Zonal Pelargoniums in
CULTIVATION.

HCANNELL will send the best twenty-
• four varieties in cultivation for iSf., twelve for los.,

package free. They should be potted-up at once to give a blaze

of bloom for Christmas. Cuttings at half above price, post free.

WINTER-FLOWERING TROP^EO-
LUMS.—Perhaps there is nothing so cheap to pur-

chase and to grow and to give such an abundance of flowers all the

winter as the above six best for 4^. ; small, by post, 3^. 6d., free.

HCANNELL has now a great quantity of
• the following in fine condition, which will be sure

to give satisfaction :—PRIMULAS, CINERARIAS, and
CALCEOLARIAS. 2J. per dozen ; CYCLAMEN, 3^.. 4^., and
55. per do2en. Splendid Bulbs, showing floiver. All post-free

Fine Plants of each of the above in pots. is. per dozen extra.

H. CANNELL, F.K.H.S.,
Home for Flowers,

SWANLEY, KENT.
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TEA EOSES
WINTER fToWERING.

ALBA ROSEA
CATHERINE MERMET
GLOIRE DE DIJON
MADAME FALCOT
MADAME WILLERMOZ
NIPHETOS
SOUVENIR D'ELISE
MARECHAL NIEL.

d flowering wood, to

ADAM
BELLE LYONNAISE
DEVONIENSIS
JEAN DUCHER
MADAME MARGOTTIN
MARIE VAN HOUTTE
PERI.E DE LYON
SOUVENIR D'UN AMI

All in S and ij-inch pots, having well-t

bloom throu;;hout thi

Price, 30s. to 42s. per dozen.

2,000 HYBRID^ "perpetual ROSES, in
9-inch pots, well ripened under glass, and fit for im-
mediate forcing, 305. to 36J. per dozen.

25,000 TEA SCENTED ROSES of all the
leading kinds, in 5-inch pots, extra fine plants, 15^. to
iS^, per dozen.

The Descriptive Citahgue of Rosesfor 1878 is now ready.

CKANSTON & CO.,
NURSERIES, KIXGS ,\CRE, HEREFORD,

CUCUMBER-EMPRESS of INDIA.

J. C. WHEELER & SON
Introduced this fine variety last spring. It has proved itself to

be one of the best flavoured and handsomest in cultivation, and
good for winter work.

Pt^ce ss. 6<f. per packet.

J. C. WHEELER & SON,
SEED GROWERS, GLOUCESTER.

CRANSTON'S NURSERIES,
Established 1785.

EIGHTY ACRE S.

ROSES, FRUIT TREES, CONIFERS,
FOREST TREES, &0.

^jDescyiplive mid Priced Catalogues for 1878
now ready.

Address—
CRANSTON & CO.,

KING'S ACRE, ncir HEREFORD.

MESSENGER & COMPANY,
MIDLAND HORTICULTURAL BUILDING & HOT-WATER

ENGINEERING WORKS, LOUGHBOROUGH.

Horticultural Buildings erected on Messenger & Co.'s Patent Method of Construction are very strong, most
ilurable, liglit, elegant, amply ventilated, perfect efficiency for intended purpose is guaranteed, are economical in cost
and maintenance: combine the peculiar advantages of Wooden and of Iron Houses, without their disadvantages.

MESSENGER AND CO.. from their long experience, and having large Works e.tclusively devoted to the
Construction and Heating of Horticultural Buildings, are in a position to execute with despatch, in the best manner,
the Orders with which they are entrusted. Only thoroughly well seasoned timber used.

The Flans of Landscape Gardeners, Architects, and Others carried out.

Plans and Estimates forwarded free ,:ii rceifl of I'.irticiil.irs l^v Post. Estim.itcs sent free of char'e
r.adies oud Centleou-n i.-oiled upon. ""

'

Illustrated CATALOGUES of GREENHOUSES, VINERIES, HE.\TING A1'P.\R.\TUS, &c. sent free
on application. Richly Illustrated C.\TALOGUE of HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS and HE.VriNG
.APP.\RATUS (the Designs Uiken from Works executed by M. & Co.), post-free for thirty-three stamps. Gentleiiien
consulting this Catalogue have the advant,age of inspecting designs whose efficiency has been tested by actual
experience.

TheThames Bank Iron Company
OLD BARGE WHARF,

UPPER GROUND STREET,
IjONDON, S.E.,

Have the largest and most complete stock in the Trade
;

upwards of ^ao,ooo worth to choose from.

HOT-WATER BOILERS, PIPES, and CONNECTIONS,
And all CASTINGS for HORTICULTURAL PURPOSES.

Their New Ilhcstrated Catalogue^ Zth Edition^ now ready

{price Sixpence).

Hot-water Apparatus erected complete, or the Materials supplied at Wholesale Prices.

SUTTON'S PRIZE CYCLAMEN,
GIGANTEUM ROSEUM SUPERBUM.

This very large and beautiful variety was awarded a First-

class Certificate by the Royal Horticultural Society. The bulbs

are in the finest possible condition for flowering.

Fine bulbs ^s. and 7^. 6*/. each.

GIGANTEUM ROSEUM-Sutton's New Variety of 1877.

Fine bulbs 3J. td. and 5s. each.

Persicum rubrum, bright crim-
son, iJ. 6dr. to 2J. (xi.

marginatum, rosy
• ^.

Persicum album, pure v

15. 6t/ to 2J. dd. each,

Persicui
ith red base,

to -zs. 6ii. each.

Persicum roseuni, ros'

2s. 6c/. each.

N. B. — Cycla;

purpureu
IS. bd. to 25. 6d. each.

Persicum roseum album, white
with red base, ij-. 6d. to

2S. dd. each.

I 31'. on the price of each bulb.

free by post, for

SUTTON & SONS,
THE QUEEN'S SEEDSMEN, READING.

WILLIAM POTTEN
can now supply :

—
EUCHARIS AMAZONICA, strong, m 32's, is.

DRAC/ENA COOPERI. strong, in 48's, is. 6d.

GESNERA EXONIENSIS, in 6o's, is.

„ ZEBRINA, in 60s, is.

ECHEVERIA SECUNDA GLAUCA, is. per dozen, 7s. &/.

STRAWBERRY, " President," from single pots, strong, 51,

GERANIUMS, Zonal, twelve vars., good, M. post-free.

.. twelve very select, 5s. post-free.

CYCLAMEN PERSICUM, mixed, good plants, 4s. per dozen,
post-free.

PHLOXES, twelve vars., good, is., post-free.

PRIMULAS, choice mixed, as. per dozen, post-free.

W. POTTEN'S CATALOGUE of ROSES, FRUIT
TREES. BULBS, &c., will be sent free to all applicant".

Camden Nursery, Sissinghurst, Staplehursl, Kent.

Fibrous Peat for Orchids, &c.BROWN FIBROUS PEAT, best
quality for Orchids. Stove Plants. &c.. /6 6s. per truck.

BLACK FIBROUS PEAT, for Rhododendrons, Azaleas,
Heaths. American Plant Beds, 21s. per ton.

Delivered on rail at Blackwater, S. E. R. , or Farnborough,
S. W. R.. by the truckload. Sample bag, 5s 6d. ; 5 bags,
25s. ; 12 bags. 50s.

Fresh SPHAGNUM, los. 6d. per bag.
WALKER AND CO , Farnborough Station, Hants.

PEAT, Brown Fibrous, superior quality for
Orchids. Ferns, &c., .£6 per truck. Also good Black

Fibrous Peat for Rhododendrons, Azaleas. &c., at i6s. per ton,

or £,i los. per 6-ton truck, delivered at either Bagshot or Farn-
borough Station on S.W.R., or Blackwater. S.E R.

Mr. W. TARRY. EailiflT, Bagshot. Surrey.

PEAT.—South of England Horticultural Peat
Lands.—C. R. HOLLOWAY, Chrislchurch, Hams.—

Brown, Fibrous, Light-weighing Peat, of excellent quality,

for Orchids, Ferns, &C-, well cut in Turves and carefully loaded
into Railway Trucks, at 17s. 6<i. per ton, in loads of 4 Tons and
upwards. Sample bag, 5s. : five bags, 21s. ; 12 bags, 4or.

Some also, of good quality, at 13s. 6d. per four tons and

pOCOA-NUT FIBRE WASTE.—
V^ Invaluable for Potting, Plunging, and Forcing Purposes.
Useful at all seasons. 3</. per bushel, lOo bushels (33 tags) 20s.

Truck-load (loose) 301., put free on rail
;

^s. for One-horse Van-
load, if fetched from Works. Bags charged ^d. each, retumal le

at same rate.-JAMES CROWLEY AND CO., Cocoa-nut Fibre
Works. Suffolk Place, Snow's Fields, Bermondsey, S.E.

COCOA-NUT FIBRE REFUSE.—
Reduced Price :—In 4 bushel bags, bags included, at i.t.,

or truckload of about 250 bushels, 251. (truckload delivered free

to rail in London). Post-office Order or Cheque will oblige
with all orders.—J. STEVENS and CO.. Greyhound Yard,
and 134, High Street, Battersea. S.W.

SCOTT'S WASP DESTROYER.—
The only effectual remedy for destroying these pests:

\s. 6d., 2S. 6d. and 5^. per bottle. May be obtained through
all Seedsmen, or direct from

JOHN SCOTT. The Royal Seed Stores, Veovil.

T/iif Orchardist, by J. Scott, price 3^. td., the best work in

the English language on Fruit Trees and their Cultivation.

QIMPSON'S RED SPIDER, THRIPS, &c.,O ANTIDOTE. Testimonials of the highest order on
application. Per quart, condensed, 6s. : per pint. 3s. kd-

Supplied to Seedsmen and Chemists. Strongly recommended
in the Gardener, and by many first-class Gardeners. Has an
established reputation for efficacy.

Prepared by JOHN KILNER, Wortley. near Sheffield.

GISHURST COMPOUND.—
Used hy many of the leading Gardeners since 1859,

ajainst Red Spider. Mildew. Thrips. Greenfly, and other Blight,

in solutions of from i to 2 ounces to the gallon of soft water.'and

of from 4 to 16 ounces as a winter dressing for Vines and Fruit

Trees. Has outlived many preparations intended to supersede it.

Sold Retail by Seedsmen in Boxes, is. 3s., and los. bd.

Wholesale by PRICE'S PATENT CANDLE COMPANY
(L imited).

RUSSIA MATS, RUSSIA MATS,
from 30S. to 70s. per 100: ARCHANGELS, nor. to

120S, , cood for packing, from 2cs. KAFFIA for Tying.
GUNNY BAGS, &c. Delivered to any station in London on
receipt of cash.

SUTHERLAND. SON and CO., 11. Fenchurch Buildings,

Fenchurch Street. London, E.C.

WHOLESALE RUSSIA MAT
MERCHANTS.

NEW ARCHANGEL MATS.
ST PETERSBURG MATS.
RAFFIA FIBRE. NETTING, CANVAS, Sc

MARENDAZ and FISHER, James ftieet, Covent
Garden, W.C.
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Send for a PRICE LIST of

BLAKE'S SELF-ACTING

HYMAULIC EAIS,
For Raising Water for the Supply of

Villages, Irrigation, Eailway Stations, Mansions,

Fountains, Farms.

No Cost for Afotivc Pmoei; u-liUli is oUaincd from the

Stream of \ Vaterpassing througli the Rams.

NO OILING OR PACKING REQUIRED.
Made in sizes to raise from 300 to 100,000 Gallons per day.

WILL FORCE TO A HEIGHT OF 1500 FEET.

This Ram wi t of the same

water that works it, or will raise pure water

from a well whilst it is worked by a stream

of impure water.

TESTIMONIALS.
Fromtlic Right Hon. T. Sothern Estcourt, Esicourt Park,

Gloucestershire, September 6, 1875.

"You will be glad to hear, as I am to tell you, that your
Self-acting Hydraulic Ram has worked exceedingly well and
continuously since it was erected, more than twelve months
ago. It is, in fact, perfectly successful."

(The delivery pipe in the above case is 4200 feet long, with
ICO feet rise.)

From Captain Townshend, JVine/iam, February 10, 1877.

" In answer to your enquiry, I am glad to say the Hydraulic
Ram you sent me in November, 1875, is working exceedingly

well, and gives no trouble. It will work when quite immersed,
as it has been several times during the floods this winter,

forcing up water through a delivery pipe 902 yards long at the

rate of 80,000 gallons per day, although you only promised
50,000."

Fran W. ScARTH, Esq., Agent to His Grace the Duke of
Cleveland, Raly Cnstlc, Darlh'ston, July 16, 1S73.

" The Hydraulic Ram you supplied to his Grace the Duke
of Cleveland in 1875 is a complete success. It worked for

more than two years without once stopping, and throws moie
water than promised."

Deamuater, Wibnsloiu, November no, 1S73.

"Dear Sir,—In answer to your enquiries respecting the

Hydraulic Ram you supplied me with six months ago, I beg to

state that I am more than satisfied with it, as it is in perfect

order, sending up to the top of the house about 2000 gallons of

water in the tweniy-four hours, whereas you only contracted to

deliver in that time 500 gallons. I have, therefore, every reason

to be well pleased with your work, and more especially as I had

a Ram supplied me by another maker which could not send up a

single gallon of water to the height required, and a second

maker informed me that no Ram with a fall of 3 feet could send

up water to the distance required, namely, 120 feet. But yours

is an accomplished fact, and does its work most effectually.—

I

am, yours truly, L. Hanmer."

From John Taylor, Esq., The Rocks, Bath, Attg. 22, 1878.

" The Self-acting Hydraulic Ram you fixed here in March of

last year continues to work well. It has only the same quantity

of water and fall to work it as the water-wheel and pump which

I used previously to force to a height of 294 feet, and yet the

Ram sends up more than double the quantity of water than the

wheel did to the same height."

From John Pe

«' Sir.—The Self-acting Hydraulic Ram you supplied

nine months ago continues in excellent condition. It

water from a spring through a 2-inch pipe, of which i

-5600 gallons per day of twenty-four hours to a height of 90 feet,

exceeding all you promised, and far surpassing the water-wheel

and fjrce pumps which it has displaced. Its cost is small, it

occupies but little space {2 square feet), and in mechanical

detail is simpliciiy itself. I have much pleasure in recom-

mending it as a cheap and efficient method of raising water,"

JOHN BLAKE,
ENGINEER, ACCRINGTON.

# PINE-APPLE NURSERY^MAIDA VALE, LONDON, W.

E. G. Henderson & Son
Beg to announce that they have still a few extra fine roots of the rose-coloured

varitiy of the large, hardy, WHITE WATER LILY to dispose of. It is the Nyraphsa alba

var. rosea of Hartmann CA'W/'/w/ of Botany, 1872, p. 329). "Differs from the well-known White

Water Lily only in its beautiful rose-coloured flowers."

Price on application.

Special Ofcr of large quantities of the following, in strongplants

:

—
48-size pots.

EPACRIS, choice variety, 12s. and \Zs. perdoz.

ACACIA DRUMMONDII and others, \Zs. to

30J. per dozen.

BOUVARDIAS, in sorts, i8.r. per dozen.

EPIPHYLLUM TRUNCATUM, fine collec-

tion, 21J. and 30J. per dozen.

TREE CARNATIONS, i8.r., 24^., and 30J. per
dozen.

ERICAS, hard and soft-wooded, \2s. and \Zs.

per dozen.

GREENHOUSE PLANTS in variety, such as

ERIOSTEMONS, IJORONIAS, APHELEXIS,
NERIUMS, LEUCOPOGONS, HOVEAS, GRE-
VILLEAS, DIOSMA. CORREAS, CHOROZE-
MAS, BRACHYSEMAS, TREMANDRAS,
PIMELEAS, &c., looi. and 1501. per 100.

N.B.—The usual Discount to the Trade.

E. G. HEXDERSON Sa' SON'S New Illiistratcd Biilh CATALOGUE is now ready.

JEAN VERSCHAFFELT'S NURSERIES
{THE OLDEST FLRM IN GHENT).

CAMELLIAS.-AZALEA INDICA,

The Stock of these is immense this Season, and in the finest health and
condition.

The Prices are as low as possiblefor a really good article, viz.

:

—
CAMELLIAS, with buds, fine healthy plants, i to \\ foot high, £j per loo.

CAMELLIAS, with buds, larger and better, ^lo to £\2 per loo.

CAMELLIAS, extra sized plants, '^s., \os. to 2.0s. each and upwards.

AZALEA INDICA, fine stuff, ^5 per 100.

AZALEA INDICA, larger plants, £(>, ^8, ^10 to £\2 per 100 and upwards.

AZALEA INDICA, e.xtra size, ^s., \os. to ^os. each and upwards.

NONE BTJr KEALLY FIRST-CLA.S3 VARIETIES ABE GROWN AND SUPPLIED.

Many thousands arc on hand now, and early orders arc solicited by

JEAN NUYTENS VERSCHAFFELT,
134, FAUBOURG DE BRUXELLES, GHENT, BELGIUM.

IMPORTANT CLEARANCE SALE
GREENHOUSE and STOVE PLANTS,

ORNAMENTAL TKEES AND SHEUBS, &c.,

on Tuesday and Wednesday, October 8 and 9, at

GOLDEN ACRE NURSERY, INVERLEITH ROW, EDINBURGH.

As the Ground is disposedof for Building Purposes the IMMEDIATE REMOVAL of the

Plant Houses and consequent disposal of the valuable contents is rendered imperative.

THE LAW80N SEED AND NURSERY COMPANY (LIMITED)
IIAVF, INSTRUCTED

Messrs. LYON & TURNBULL, Auctioneers,
TO SELL, AS ABOVE.

Particulars in CATALOGUES jwiu preparing, and will be readv ajew days before the Sale.

DAVID SYME, Manager.
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MUSHROOM SPAWN.

WJ^ HAVE FOR MANY YEARS
made the above one of our specialities,

and from the continued Letters we receive in

praise of it, and from our own trials, wc believe

it cannot be excelled in quality. The following

Testimonials, lately received, will show the satis-

faction it has given. Some are extracts from

Letters received at different times, and others

are answers to inquiries as to the quality of

the Spawn :

—

" Ragely Halt Gardens, Alcester.

"Dear Sirs,—In reply to your inquiry respecting the Mush-
room Spawn supplied by your firm, I beg to inform you that for

nearly twenty years I have used it almost exclusively, and
always found it to be first-class, the quality of the Mushrooms
being far superior to those of other makers.

" I am, yours faithfully,

"A. HASSOCK.
" Gardener to the Most Noble the Marquis of Hertford."

*' Ickworth Park, Bury St. Edmunds.
" I have jireat pleasure in bearing testimony to the excellence

of your Mushroom Spawn, as I have used no other for nearly

twenty years. I have never had a failure in all that time, and
I grow a constant supply of Mushrooms for ten months in the

year. Tliis year your Spawn has been particularly good, if

possible better than I ever had before. I always feel great

confidence in recommending it to my friends.

"Mr. SQUIEBS,
" Gardener to the Most Noble the Marquis of Bristol."

" Henham Gardens, Wangford, Suffolk.

" Gentlemen,—I have great pleasure in bearing testimony to

the general excellence of your Mushroam Spawn as supplied to

us during the late and previous seasons. During the whole of

last winter we have never missed a day of gathering an
abundmt supply, satisfactory both in quantity and quality.

" 1 remain, gentlemen, yours faithfully,

"JAMES GROOM.
" Gardener to the Right Hon. the Earl of Stradbroke."

*' Gunton Patk, Norwich.

"Gentlemen.—Your Mushroom Spiwn is excellent. I have

used it for several years, and it has never failed to give me
abundant cropi. It his always bieu fresh and new, and from

the time of spawning I can cut in five weeks. From thi bricks

being so thoroughly impregnated with spiwn I find it necessary

not to place it in the beds too thickly, otherwise the M ushrooms

cjme so crowded that there is not room for them to gro vv.

" I am gentlemen, yours truly,

" WM. ALLEN,
"Gardener to the Right Hon. Lord Suffield."

" Sherbarne Park, North Leach, Gloucestershire."

" Your Mushroom Spiwn is the best I ever h.^d. My beds

are quite white with Mushrooms. " Mr. SCOTT.
' Gardener to the Right Hon. Lord Shei borne."

Beckett Hall, Shrivenham.
" I cannot spsak too highly of your Mushroom Spawn.

" Mr. MEADS.
"Gardener to the Right Hon. Lord Barrlngton."

" The Gardens, Rossie Priory, Inchture, N. B.
" Gentlemen,— I have much satisfaction in bearing testimony

to the excellent quality of the Mushroom Spawn with which

you have supplied me for the last eleven years. It has never

failed in producing a continual supply of Mushrooms of

excellent quality.
" I am, gentlemen, yours truly, " D. DOIG,

"Gardener to the Right Hon. Lord Kinnaird."

" Bletchington Park. Oxford.
" I am pleased to tell you that the Rlushroom Spawn you

supplied us with has turned out excellent both as regards crop

and quality. Better could not be wished for,

' Mr. McINTYRE.
" Gardener to the Right Hon. Lord Valentia."

" Garswood, Newlon-le-Willows
'• Gentlemen,—Having used your Mushroom Spawn for

many years, and always found it in every way very satisfactory,

I can with every confidence recommend it to Mushrosm growers.
*' I am gentlemen, yours faithfully, "

J. SKENE,
"Gardener to the Right Hon. Lord Gerard."

We have received many other Testimonials

at different times, all in the same strain, and we

are confident that one trial of it is all that is

required by Mushroom Growers to convince

them that they cannot be supplied with better

Spawn.

Price, 5i". per Bics/icL

OSBORN & SONS,
THE FULHAM NURSERIES,

LONDON, S.W.

SUTTON'S
FLOWEE BULBS,

C.IKR/AGE FREE.

SUTTON'S
SUPERB HYACINTHS.

CHOICE COLLECTIONS
POTS and GLASSES.

100 Hyacintlis,

100 Hyacinths, i

50 Hyacinths,

50 Hyacinths,

25 Hyacinths,

12 Hyacinths,

12 Hyacinths,

12 Hyacinths,

3 10

1 15

012

I03 very choice sorts

50 very choice sorts

25 very choice sorts ,.

25 very choice sorts

12 extra fine sarts

12 choice sorts ..

12 good sorts

The order should specify whether they are intended to be

grown in water or earth, as all kinds are not equally suited to

both purposes. It should also be stated whether single or

double-blossomed sorts are preferred. The single vaiieties

generally thrive best in water, but their merits are never

apparent until the flowers are fully expanded.

" I congratulate you on the very superior quality of your

bulbs. 100 Hyacinths purchased of you are a grand let. remark-

able both for enormous size and great variety of colour."— Rlr.

T. SiLLENCE, Jur... The G<irdcns, Roc/u- Court.

" The Hyacinth bulbs supplied by you in the autumn have

turned out magnificently. The trusses are splendid."— W.
Hawlev, Esq , Ask, Farnborough.

How to Grow Flower Roots successfully.

SUTTON'S
AUTUMN CATALOGUE,

One of the most Practical Works on the

Cultivation of

HYACINTHS, TULIPS, CROCUS,
LILIES, NARCISSUS, &C,

YET PUBLISHED.

PROFUSELY ILLUSTRATED.
Price ea. post-free, or gratis to Customers.

SUTTON & SONS,
THE QUEEN'S SEEDSMEN, READING.

SATURDAY, SEPTEMniiR :S, 187S.

ARUNDEL CASTLE.'

THE Castle is thelife and^soul of jArundel—
if a town can have a soul—and has been

for a thousand years. Quite recently the town
of Arundel stood close against the Castle, till

the Duke of Norfolk swept it away and rebuilt

it further off. No disrespect to Arundel was
implied by its removal, and the same thing has

been done elsewhere. In the Middle Ages the

habitations round a Castle generally huddled up
close to its walls for protection, and in those

eminently uncomfortable times, when a garden

was a rare adornment to a dwelling, there was
no recognised incongruity in the ju.xtaposition

of back slums with the best front of a splendid

residence.

At present Arundel occupies the steep between

the Castle and the river, and the most prodigious

stone wall ever seen outside Sebastopol divides

it from the Castle grounds. If the drawing-room
windows had been opened at one of the great

festivals on the occasion of the Duke's marriage,

the company, aided by ladders or a flight of

sjeps, might have descended to a narrow terrace

protected by a parapet, and thence to an exqui-

site shrubbeiy, where a portion of the town
stood previous to the great impro\ements. The
lawn among the shrubs is faultless, except at

one spot, where a slight hollow betokens that

there was once a well here, and all around it

slums, abominations, and fever nests.

The history of ancient Arundel and its his-

toric earldom may be found in works on Sussex.

At the Conquest the earldom—conferred on
Roger de Montgomeri, Earl Marshal of England
—included 58,000 acres, two rapes (Arundel

and Chichester), three mesne lordships (Hal-

naker, Petworth, and Midhurst), ten hundreds,

eighteen parks, and twenty-five manors. In the

midst of his possessions, on the site of a former

building of the same kind, on a spur of the

downs and above the river-way which it pro-

tected, Roger built his castle. What sort of

prospect he obtained from tlic keep people are

fond of ascertaining during two days in the

week, when the old tower is open to the public.

His successors enjoy the same wide landscape,

seen in comfort and in safety through plate-

glass ; and renowned as Arundel Castle was

from a niilitarj' point of view, it still remains

the beau ideal oi s. noble residence, placed high,

bathed in the ether (I don't mean heather) of

the South Downs, laved at the foot by the

beauteous Arun, and looking over cornfields,

farms, and villages, and across wide meadows
to the sea. The park of 1200 acres covers the

hill behind the Castle, and most of the Duke of

Norfolk's land lies in that direction ; but there

is a narrow strip of the estate before the Castle

windows, running from Arundel to the sea, and

including that capital watering-place for juven-

iles — Littlehampton, with its sandy beach.

And here the long view ends delightfully on

a shore devoted through the summer to the

little folk.

Roger was dispossessed, and died ; and

Henry I. settled the earldom on his second con-

sort Alice, of Loraine, who lived here in her

widowhood, and also when re-married to

William de Albini. The fifth Ear! of this house

died in 1243, and then occurred an accident

which has split up so many great estates and
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prevented all England from agglomerating into

the possession of a single Blue Beard. William

de Albini left four daughters or sisters. I think

Mr. M. A. Lower says they were his sisters, but

all that concerns us here is that they were ladies,

and that in the absence—by great good luck—

of a male heir, they inherited the 58,000 acres,

and divided the estate into four parts. I hope

this may not sound flippant, or unfeeling. It is

sad, no doubt, to be a landed proprietor afflicted

with 58,000 acres, four daughters, and not the

slightest prospect of heirs male.

What occurred in consequence of the Earl's

great misfortune was this. Fitz-Alan married

his daughter Isabel, and took the Earldom of

Arundel and a fourth of the rapes of Arundel and

Chichester, and he became the ancestor of

seven Earls of Arundel in direct line of

succession. In i579another accident happened,

the son of Earl Henry died a minor, and his

sister Mary married Thomas Howard, Duke of

Norfolk, from whom the present owner of

Arundel Castle is descended.

On the highest ground opposite the upper end

of the ducal wall the present Duke has built an

imposing church on a site so conspicuous that

the church appears larger than the Castle. In

reality it is perhaps one-fourth as large. I

was told that the doors in the wall here

would admit me to the kitchen garden,

so' I tried the effect of a thundering

knock, and the portal was soon opened by a

youth employed in the gardens, and living in a

lodge which he called the "bothy." Mr.

Wilson, troubled as he must be by visitors to

whom he cannot possibly devote an hour, kindly

took me through the grounds. There are about

18 acres of kitchen garden, and 60 acres alto-

gether of " kept ground " immediately about the

Castle. Mr. Wilson's staff is composed of thirty

men and some boys. In passing quickly

through the gardens I observed many hundreds

of most promising pots of Strawberries in the

open air, and innumerable pits and frames and

houses, all at work supplying the present and

preparing for the future demand for cut flowers

;

and I looked into promising pineries, where the

fruit will be ripe at Christmas
;
graperies where

the bunches now hang ripe, and orchard-houses

and Peach-houses that have already done their

duty. Near the bothy is a Hickory tree full of

fruit, and within the ne.xt enclosure is a great

standard Fig tree which ripens its fruit. The

great expanse of wall in this useful department

of the grounds is covered with fruit trees in

good condition, some in fruit, others recently

relieved of their crops, but all productive even in

this barren year. We passed through orchards

loaded with Apples and Pears, and we passed

quickly, for my companion is naturally rapid,

and I felt myself fired by his ardour.

Entering the shrubberies, we strode on

through a nuinber of commemoratix'e trees, and

I got a glimpse at the labels, especially when

Mr. Wilson spied a favourite sheep with a

twisted tether and paused a moment to adjust

matters, and say " Poor thing !
" While he was

talking to the sheep and putting the rope right,

I took a glance at the labels. Two thriving

Oaks were planted by the Queen and the

Prince Consort in 1846, and many other trees

by illustrious persons—one of them by Cardinal

Wiseman. Bishop Wilberforce, a neighbour

and occasional guest, who used to ride across the

hill from Lavington, may have planted another,

though time and speed did not permit of my
discovering it. One might, at more leisure,

ascertain whether the plantations of rival

churches exhibit any difference in the growth on

ground that is of the same quality.

The ancient fortress on the north side was

protected by a A&<t^ fosse, now shaded by vege-

tation of all sorts, froin the planted tree to the

self-sown Ivy. A thick growth of Hart's-tongue

Fern springs naturally on the sides of this deep

fosse. At one part a smooth grass terrace

runs parallel with the Castle ditch, and on a

lawn below it there are two specimens of the

Cupressus macrocarpa planted at the date of

introduction, and which couM not easily be sur-

passed for size and beauty. It is right that

Sussex should possess the two best specimens of

a tree that came here as a rare and dear polling,

and has now made itself at home upon the

Sussex seaboard as one of the hardiest and

fastest growing evergreens.

Froin the eastern walls and slopes there are

charming peeps through the foliage into the

river valley, and across to Peppering and other

farms among the trees in the hill country.

From the high ground of the park behind

Turner drew his picture of the river and Castle

which is now in the national collection.

Immediately under the slopes are several of the

lions of Arundel which tourists must delight in.

The Swinbourne Lake supplies this historic hill

with water which bubbles cold out of the chalk

rock, and in the same little gorge is a gem of a

cottage which is said to ha\e cost ^2000, and if

the Chinese Privet and other surrounding

shrubs were included in the price, it cannot be

dear at the money. The Priory Garden is below,

nearer the town, with Quince trees centuries

old. Quitting the slopes and walls we entered

the paradise of Arundel Castle. Visitors to the

keep were looking down with longing eyes into

this delightful garden. It is completely sur-

rounded by the Fitz-Alan walls and ramparts.

Portugal Laurels, trimmed to a formal head

and planted in rows, give it the aspect of a

Continental garden, and the plants which flourish

here are many of them those of a warmer clime,

which grow only in England in a dry warm soil,

admirably protected.

The Loquat is a large tree here, as well as the

Syphora japonica pendula. The Minorca Box
is a tree of great ornainent, and the Funkia

grandiflora a herbaceous plant with a gorgeous

blossom. Roses are cut here till Christmas from

a long alley completely draped with climbing

Roses and creepers. I think there never was a

garden more curious and more beautiful and
stuffed with a greater nuinber of plants—some
single as specimens, some in groups, some as

bedders in parterres, some on the bloom, some
off. Ifthe old Earls, the Fitz-Alans, could return

and see this garden, there is one thing they would

certainly desire to do—to stay in it a little longer

than I did : speed was the order of the day

—

it suited my guide and it suited me. And
now, in trying to recall the parts and par-

ticulars of this oblong piece of walled-in earth,

which art has done so much for, the clump of

Pampas-grass growing above the level of the

eye on one of the Fitz-Alan ramparts, seeins to

me most beautiful and striking. I believe a list

of interesting plants in these gardens was given

in a description of the gardens by Mr. Baines a

few years since [1S75, vol iv., pp. 10, 39]. I do
not know whether he mentions the Phyto-

lacca decandra, which is attracting attention

here for its handsome spikes of purple berries.

It grows on the ornamental walled-in piece of

ground where the old town stood. H. E.

New Garden Plants.
MORMODES LUX.\TUM, Lilidl. ; Bol. Reg. 1S42

;

Misc. 66, 1843, tab. 33.

A majestic peduncle, nearly 3 feet long, bearing

twenty-five grand flowers, was lately sent me by Sir

Trevor Lawrence from his celebrated collection. At
some little distance you might imagine you saw the

flowers of a Yucca or of a Fourcroya. The plant

itself mimics a small Grammatophyllum speciosum

with broad leaves. The flowers are very eccentric

products. Sepals broad, oblong-acuminate. Petals

much broader. Lip transverse conchiform, very

unequally three-lobed at its anterior border, with

cuspidate middle, and blunt retuse lateral parts. It

is greenish white, or yellowish at first, and gets

lighter with age. There is a broad, dark brown,

purplish line from the base to the centre. One petal

and two sepals arc bent on one side, twisted inwards ;

the other petal and sepal are bent outwards, and

the lip is turned against the three connivent organs,

when the column is twisted over it.

I was quite delighted at the sight of this beauty.

I had only once before seen it in the hands of Messrs.

Backhouse. There is indeed a certain Orchid love

required for the appreciation of this plant, for Mor-

modes are not in fashion. It was originally dis-

c jvered by Mr. Ross, the traveller for Mr. G. Barker,

and when it was first described (1S42) Dr. Lindley

stated, " It is worthy to be associated with even

Sobralia macrantha in the choicest of all collections

of those plants." And now I am afraid the appre-

ciation of a very few things is the result of the last

act of Orchid collecting. //. G. Rchb.f.
" 1 cannot altogether agree with the learned Pro-

fessor that it requires a special ' Orchid love ' to like

Mormodes luxatum. It is really a grand plant

—

stately in flower and foliage, delicate in its pure

ivory tint and in its scent, and quaint in its twisted

shell-shaped lip. To my eyes it possesses many varied

beauties, enough of them to captivate all tastes.

r. I."

ClILOROl'IIYTUM POLVRHIZON, Balicr, n. sp.*

This is a curious little white-flowered Anthericoid

plant, sent by Dr. Kirk from Zanzibar at the same

time as Drimiopsis perfoliata, and which also flowered

for the first time in the Kew collection in the month

of July of this year. The flowers are just those of the

Himalayan C. nepalense, but the habit is much
dwarfer ; the leaves are very different, and it is

remarkable for the persistence of its old corms below

the new ones. In the specimen dug up for the pur-

pose of making this descriptiou, there were five of

them superposed like great beads on a necklace, and

only the lowest of the five was materially shunk from

its original dimensions.

Rootstock of several subglobose, rather discoid,

fleshy white corms, under J inch in diameter,

with root-fibres produced from the lower edge of

the top one. Leaves 4—5, cotemporary with the

flowers in July, oblong, acute, suberect, crowded,

and clasping the base of the stem by their short

petioles, thin in texture, bright green on both surfaces,

with distinct curving main veins, \
— \ inch apart.

Stem 3—4 inches long, naked, slender, terete. Ra-

ceme laxly 5—6 flowered. Pedicels shorter than the

flowers, white and much thickened (like those of

Arlhropodium cirrhatum), articulated at the top, all

solitary, bracts linear, longer than the pedicels.

Perianth pure white, i inch in diameter when
expanded. Segments \ inch long, outer oblong,

inner narrower. Genitalia half as long as the

perianth-segments. Filaments very short. Anthers

yellow, linear. Style rather decUnate, reaching to the

tip of the anthers. Stigma capitate, f. G. Bakcf.

ScHOMBURGKIA Lvo.NSII, Lilidl. ; Gardeners'

Chronicle, Sept. 2, 1853, p. 615 ; Bot. Mag.
1S60, 5172; Van Houtte, Flore tics Scrrcs, xx.,

2130, p. 127 {icon perfectc cadem) ; S, carinata,

Griseb., Flora Brit. iVest Ind. 621.

It is now twenty-five years since this plant, the

prettiest of the genus, as Dr. Lindley stated, appeared

with Mr. Lyons, of Ladiston. It was gathered in

1848, in Jamaica, by Mr. Purdie, who remarked that it

was a "most beautiful plant." Mr. Wright collected it

" in Cuba, in bunches on the ground, but fallen pro-

bably from some tree." I saw in 1856 at Dr. Lindley's

a specimen belonging to and collected by Dr. Alex-

ander-Prior, antl most probably the following memo-
randum belongs to this, that is made by Dr. Lindley :

"Attached to the trunk of a tree brought down as

timber from the hills, Jamaica." The plant figured in

the BotanicalMagazine was a very inferior variety, with

small spots on the flower and yellow ovaries.

I was exceedingly pleased to get for the first time

in my life a beautiful fresh inflorescence of this rarity,

through .Sir Trevor Lawrence's kindness. It was
obtained from Mr. R. Barclay, Bury Hill, Dorking,
grown by Mr. Pitts, having been brought home by a

member of the Barclay family.

Imagine a longSchomburgkiaraceme, with very long

narrow bracts, flowers equalling those of Schomburgkia
rosea, ovaries dark purplish, sepals and petals white,

wonderfully covered with seriate rows of Hebrew
letter-like dark purplish stripes. The hp has a brown
margin, keels in the middle, and transverse purplish

spots. The small white purplish column has an acute

Chtorophytum polyrhizcn, Baker, n. sp. — Rhizomate
e cormis subglobosis pluribus efformalo ; foliis 4—s subradi-

calibus [oblongis acutis synanthiis breviter petiolatis caule

nudo aequilongis ; racemo laxo 5—6 floro ; pedicellis solitaiits

incrassatis flore breWotibus, apice arliculatis ; bracteis lineari-

bu; :
perianlhii aibi rotati segmentis oblongis : genitaltbus

periamhio duplo brevioribus ; filamentis brevissimis, antheris

linearibus.
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process on each side of the two-horned anther. For

those who do admit Schomburgkia, it is decidedly

a great beauty, yet I am quite aware tliat Hchom-
burgkias are not in fasliion—happy plants, which

therefore will not be killed in hecatomlis.

Tlie quotation of Gai;hiicri Chronicle is copied

from Botanical Mana-Anc, and should most probably

be "September 22," not *'Septeinber 2." //. G.

Rchh. f. [The correct reference is September 24,

p. 615. Eds.]

THUIA STANDISHIL*
In the late Prof. Parlatore's monograph of the

Conifera3 in De Candolle's Prodrontus^ the plant above

named is referred to T. gigantea of Nuttall, and this

has been looked on as aflbrding additional evidence as

to the relationship of the North American and the

Japanese floras. But without entering into this point

it may suffice here to question the propriety of Prof.

Parlatore's views, and to show that Gordon held more

correct opinions as to its proper position. The plant

was introduced originally from Japan in iS6r and

was named by Gordon Thuiopsis ? Standishii, and

afterwards Thuia Standishii. Subsequently Ma.xi-

mowicz described the same plant under the name

of T. japonica. Neither Fortune nor Maximowicz

appear to have met with it in a wild state, cultivated

plants only being known.

From the American T. gigantea the Japanese plant

is readily distinguishable by its branches, which

are more rounded and not so flattened as in gigantea,

in which they are even concave on the under surface,

by its leaves, which are oblong obtuse, not broadly

ovate, and sharply acuminate, and moreover marked

with a conspicuous gland ; the cones are more nearly

globose than in the .\merican plant, in which they are

oblong. The scales of the cone in the two species

follow nearly the same rule as the leaves. Lastly, the

wing of the seed is nearly entire in T. Standishii,

while in T. gigantea it is deeply notched. For these

reasons, then, we consider Gordon quite justified in

considering the species as distinct. Both T. Stan-

dishii and T. gigantea have, as was pointed out to me

by Mr. Syme, three seeds to the cone, the usual

number in the genus being two only. However, the

number of the seeds by itself can hardly be looked on

as a good character. Of the identity of T. Standishii

with Maximowicz's plant there can be no doubt after

a comparison with the specimens gathered by the

Russian botanist preserved in the Kew herbarium.

As the Japanese plant is only known in a cultivated

state, it has been surmised that it may have been in-

troduced from North America, or it may be con-

sidered, as before said, to have migrated from

America in ages long gone by to Japan, and to have

assumed difierent characteristics in the latter countr)'.

But while there is evidence to show the probability of

such a migration in other plants, we do not think

there is at present sufficient evidence in the case of

the plant now before us. In any case it is a distinct

and handsome plant for English gardens. M. T. M.

A NEW FEZ IZA.

Dead and decaying herbaceous stems, branches of

trees, and leaves, are beset by a variety of small fungi

which help the process of decay, clearing our woods

and forests of vegetable matter which otherwise would

become a nuisance, while at the same time they provide

suitable food for a vast number of minute living things.

Many of these fungi although very small are remark-

ably pretty objects, and well worthy of a closer study

than is generally bestowed on them. The fact that a

microscope is necessary for their examination and a

little jiatience requisite for the work will account

for their being generally neglected. A species

has just come under my notice, which does

not appear to have been previously described,

and may be of interest to some of your readers.

It belongs to the genus Peziza, and has, in all

probability, been included under the well-known

species of Peziza Virginia or Peziza nivea. The

character by which it may be readily distinguished

from all its congeners is that the hairs with which the

exterior is clothed are surmounted with minute bodies,

somewhat resembling the Maltese Cross. The

• Thuia Standishii. Gordon, Pitictum, ed. 2, p. 408 (1875) ;

Thuiopsis? Standishii, Gordon, Supfl.. p. 100 (1862); Thuia

japonica. Maximowicz, in Dias'io'. Pla/il. 7,7/.. Decas. ima.

(1866). in Melanges Biolog., St. Petersburg, t. vi., p. 26 {hand
'1". japonnja. hort.) ; Thuia gigantea var. Parlatore. in D.C.

Fn'ii (lutud Nuttall): Thuja gigantea, Nutt., var. japonica,

I'r.uichet and Savatier, Eniim. PL y,tfm.,f. 465.

accompanying figure (fig. 71) will convey a better idea

than any words, but it may be described as follows :

—

PlLZlZA {Dasv. Stip.) crucifeka, n. s.

Minute, gregarious, stipitate, white, cups at first

globose, then expanded, clothed with short septate

white hairs, with clavate summits crowned with cruci-

form crystals ; stem rather long, villous to the base ;

asci cylindrato-clavate ; sporidia eight, cylindrical or

narrowly fusiform, straight, .006—S x .001 mm. ; para-

physes as broad but longer than the asci, acutely

pointed.

This difiers from P. echinulata, Aud., in having a

longer stipes, being persistently white when dry, and

having the curious cruciform bodies on the summits

0( the hairs. The whole plant is about .5 mm. high.

On dead stems of Myrica gale. Capel Curig, North

Wales. June, 187S. Since found in Scotland by the

Rev. J. Keith, and in Norfolk by Mr. C. B. Plow-

right.

The following note is from the Rev. M. J. Berkeley :

n

ISW^J.J'

—•" I have with great pleasure examined your Peziza.

I find that the crosses fall off, and I suspect that they

are crystals ; but if so the matter is not less curious.

They are something like crystals of carbonate of lime,

and nearly resemble some forms ot crystals of oxalate

of lime. The subject is worthy of further con-

sideration. I have little doubt they are crystals."

Though perfectly satisfied that this view w.as the

correct one, I obtained the assistance of my friend,

Mr. T. P. Blunt, a very able analytical chemist of

this town (Shrewsbury), who satislied himself by such

chemical means as were possible with such minute

objects that they consisted of oxalate of lime.

Description of fig. 71 :^I, a group of plants on a

fragment of Myrica gale, the natural size ; 2, a group

magnified about twenty times ; 3 and 7, portions of

the hymenium, showing the asci and paraphyses more

highly magnified (about 400 times) ; 4, the sporidia,

under the same power ; 5, a group of hairs from the

cup, magnified same as last ; 6, hairs from the stem ;

S, the crosses detached from the hairs, seen under

the same power ; 9, the crosses still more highly

magnified. IVilliain Fliilli/'s.

[It is well known that oxalate of lime and binoxalate

of potash occur not unfrequently in fungi, but we have

never seen crystals of the former in such a curious

position as in a minute white Peziza, lately sent by

Mr. W. Phillips, one of the most indefatigable and

accurate observers of minute F'ungi. Every hair with

which the cup is clothed is terminated by a single

crystal of a most beautiful and well-defined form,

giving the whole under the microscope a most inte-

resting appearance. The matter is at first very

puzzling, but the moment the crystals drop ofi' their

true nature is at once abundantly clear. M. J. />'.]

THE RENOVATION OF OLD
TREES IN THE PARKS.

It is surprising that in the remarks of your corre-

spondents on this subject no reference is made to

three of the best means of renewing the youth of old

trees and restoring the failing energies of exhausted

ones. [It had been done previously. Eds.] You are

doubtless quite right in assuming that poverty of soil

and stagnant water at the roots are, in many cases,

the chief causes of premature age and exhaustion.

Fortunately antidotes for both are available without

destroying the trees. A few deep drains skilfiilly laid

will tap the land of its st.agnant water, and these may

generally be formed without the destruction of any

trees. Almost the fewer drains the better, but these

few should be deep and so adapted to soil, subsoil,

nature and incline of the surface and lower strata as

to keep the water that may rise from below or fall on

the land from .above in motion. There is seldom in

the neighbourhood of London any absolute excess of

water to deal with. The distribution may be faulty,

though the quantity may be barely sufficient. An
excess of water at the wrong time that cannot be

quickly circulated and moved on or through rather

than ofi' the land may chill or decompose the best

roots. Vital checks or paralysis follow, succeeded by

weakness that opens every avenue of vegetable life

wide for the entrance of disease and the attacks of

destructive insects or fungi.

The rainfall generally reaches its maximum in the

autumn ; most rain, in fact, seems often to fall when

it is least needed by the trees. When their using

power sinks to zero the water supply not seldom

reaches the highest point. Could such copious sup-

plies of water be moved on, they would exert most

useful cleaning and enriching influences on the earth,

forming new, larger, better, richer root-runs for the

succeeiling year's roots. But let it either run off' or

remain on the land and it equally impoverishes it.

Run it oft' the surface or in shallow drains and it robs

the earth of its most soluble and feeding properties.

Allow it to stagnate in the soil and the whole mass of

earth is quickly transformed from plant food into root

poison. Keep the water slowly in motion by a few

deep drains and all would be well with the soil and

the trees. New roots would spring forth, and in a

few years send streams of new life and fresh vigour

through every twig, branch, bough, trunk, and the

old trees would once more become young again, for

trees possess a recuperative power that might be

termed miraculous by those unfamiliar with the

resuscitating force of fresh and more favourable con-

ditions.

Our second means of restriction is equally simple

and potent. The soil is exhausted, it cannot be

deepened nor enriched in the mass without destroying

the trees growing upon and over it. But it can easily

be added to and enriched in detail by top-dressing.

Starved trees respond with amazing alacrity to a good

spread of rich compost spread over the surface. It is

wonderful this instinct, may we not term it, of roots

to find the larder. Where the soil is of uniform

quality the growth of roots is tolerably uniform,

diverging to about equal distances in all directions

from the boles. It seems also natural to many roots

to descend at a certain angle from the siufacc, but

spread something good within range of root cognisance

and they are up after it as surely though not quite so

swiftly as a hound after a fox or a hare. Trees seem

never too old to be amenable to this handy means of

surface feeding. Many of the most marvellous

renovations have been effected by the surface dressing

of old trees. Of course all the old surface should be

removed, the solid firm earth over the roots slightly

broken up, and the dressing—from 3 to 9 inches is a

good depth—applied. No fear need be entertained

but that the roots will find and feed upon it.
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Of course the process is somewhat expensive, but

this can hardly be urged against its adoption in the

national parks and pleasure grounds of a nation so

wealthy and so prodigal in spending as England.

And, besides, as the best of all top-dressings for trees

is maiden loam, and as this country abounds with

this, the cost of top-dressing consists chiefly in transit

and labour, and the price of a single ironclad devoted

to this purpose would probably save most of the trees

in our public parks and pleasure grounds from prema-

ture decay and lingering disease or death.

Our last recuperative force is water. In our

climate, and especially in the neighbourhood of

London, drought kills far more trees than an excess

of water. This may seem inconsistent with our iirst

statement, but it is really not so ; what is needed is, not

less water, but more in the growing season, and a more

natural distribution. The word "natural" is used

advisedly. The rainfall of London, say, is not natural

to the majority of trees grown in our parks and pleasure

grounds. Within the range of Great Britain alone

we have the rainfall ranging as widely as from 25 to

60 inches ; taking a wider geographical range the

rainfall varies yet more widely, and yet trees and

shrubs from all parts of the world are expected to

thrive and be satisfied with the rainfall of, say, Ivew

and the parks around London.
With deep drainage to keep the water moving

many of the trees and shrubs wotdd thrive infinitely

better with a double and treble allowance of water.

This is one of those things they assuredly do better in

France than in England. One soon ceases to wonder

at the health and vigour of the trees in the Chnmps
Elysees, and the chief boulevards and streets of Paris,

when they note the admirable arrangements made to

supply the roots with food, water and air. Planted in

good soil, with iron gratings over the roots to permit

the air to preserve it sweet and good, and the whole

mass of earth frequently deluged with water during

the growing season, the trees have a freshness and

vigour and luxuriance all too seldom met with in the

most favourable positions at home. The perspiration

from a wide-spreading tree on a hot summer's day

must be, is indeed proved by direct experiment to be,

enorrnous. As long as the roots can restore the waste as

freely as it is expended it is well for the tree. Theenergy

of evaporation may to a great extent be accepted as

the measure ofgrowth. But let waste gain on supply,

the tree at once suffers, and goes on suffering till the

balance is readjusted, slightly in favour of supply.

Heat on top, drought at bottom, kills its thousands

of trees, especially Conifers, though deciduous trees,

such as Beeches, with their enormous spread of

foliage and surface roots, are among the first to suc-

cumb to dryness at the roots. If found on a thin soil

and a dry bottom it is quite possible that many of the

Kew Beeches might be watered back to new life and

vigour. The experiment is at least well worth trying.

The water would do more than feed thirsty roots—it

might drown out the mycelium or fungus threads that

follow and fasten on enfeebled roots like beasts of

prey on their exhausted victims, and this hastens and

extends the destruction of the trees.

The lineal planting of choice trees should, as a

rule, be avoided. If avenues are wanted, let them
be formed of trees that grow well and live long in the

district, and be merely planted for shade and effect.

All choice trees should be massed in groups on

some such principles as those you have indicated

—

tallest in the centre, the smaller members of families

at the sides, &c. This brings me to my last point,

which is perhaps the most important of all—that is,

to plant as much as possible on uneven ground.

This would break up flatness in the arboretum, insure

sufficient depth of soil for the largest and longest-

lived trees, provide an infinite variety of sunny, shady,

sheltered, exposed, and all degrees of intermediate

sites, and add immensely to the immediate effect, and
future picturesqueness, dignity, and grandeur of the

arboretum. By planting in groups and on miniature

mountains, or bold and infinitely serried mounds, the

shrubs and trees would not only grow better and
faster, but look infinitely better while growing, and
even afterwards. D. T. Fish,

THE VINE DISEASE IN
MADEIRA.

At a time when the attention of all more or less

interested in the cultivation of the Vine is being

directed to the subject of the Phylloxera, it may per-

haps interest some of your readers to learn what

success has attended my humble efforts to solve

the problem presented to Vine-growers. It may be

as well to state at once that a radical cure can hardly

be hoped for. We must be satisfied if at a moderate

cost this scourge can be so far held in check as to

enable the Vine to maintain a healthy growth and

to bring its fruit to perfection. The chief difficulty

in tlie way has been to discover an agent potent

enough to destroy the pest underground without at

the same time injuring the Vine.

After trying in vain various suggested remedies I

was led, in consequence of observing the effect pro-

duced by Canada balsam and turpentine in mounting

specimens of the Phylloxera for the microscope, to treat

with a somewhat similar jireparation my sick Vines.

The result cannot but be considered satisfactory, inas-

much as, instead of a rapidly diminishing crop for the

last two years, there has been a considerable increase

in the amount of wine produced by these Vines. My
treatment is simply as follows :—In the autumn and

winter I cause the underground stem and principal

roots of the Vines which are to be treated to be laid

bare of earth as far as can bo conveniently and safely

done, removing and causing to be burnt or plunged

into boiling water the loose bark, which is generally

teeming with insects. I then apply with a brush a

coating of turpentine in which sufficient resin has

been dissolved to render it decidedly sticky. The

proportion is about 3i oz. of finely powdered resin to

a quart bottle of turpentine. .Solution to be assisted

by heat.

I take this opportunity to manure the Vines, so

that one removal of the earth shall suffice for both

operations. The roots when tolerably dry are covered

with earth. The mixture kills all it comes in contact

with, and, in whatever other way it may act, con-

tinues to present, in consequence of its being un-

affected by water, an imp.assable barrier to the

passage of the insect to the upper world. Several

thousand Vines have been treated by me in this way

in the course of the last two or three years, and

although at the time of treatment they were teeming

w'ith Phylloxera, they have thrown out strong shoots,

produced good crops, and have preserved the dark

green colour of their foliage through the past trying

season. The cost of the mixture is trifling, and, as

far as I have seen, the operation need not be repeated

oftener than once in two or three years. Thomas

S. Lcacoch, Madeira, Scpl. 12, in tlic " Times."

A HOLIDAY IN CARDIGAN-
.SHIRE.

{Cimiiniie^i /rom p. 369)

On Thursday, August 22, the archiisologists went

in separate sections. One party (inchiding the

writer), termed the "old stone men" (and who
insisted upon having no " tea-and-toast men

"

with them), went direct to Treganon to see

some ancient stones in the churchyard. On reach-

ing the place all the stones had vanished, and no

one knew anything about them, although Professor

Westwood, the father of the party, had previously

seen them. In disgust the party then drove in a vile

elongated vehicle for Llanwenna, passing on the way
an immense leal-infesled peat-bog, six miles long and

three miles wide. This bog of Trc-garon (probably it

should be Tre-Charon, from its Slyx-like aspect) is

clearly a botanical paradise, but as other interesting

bogs were in prospect the botanical treasures of this

position were passed by for the ' nonce. At Llan-

pennal there is nothing to be seen. On reaching

Lledrod a fine crop of Mushrooms was discovered

growing in the neglected bell-tower of the church on

a stratum of humus which had accumulated to the

depth of a foot. At this village Ornithogalum longi-

bracteatum was seen tied up with bandages, as figured

in last year's Gardeners' Chronicle, [Vol. viii., p, 232.]

This was a most fortunate occurrence, as one of the

Cambrian Professors had just before said that the

writer "must have had sharp eyes"' to have seen

such an object in Carnarvon last year.

On approaching Llanwonno a stoppage was made
to examine and sketch an immense block of white spar

named maen gwyn, or *' white stone," placed in its

present position in prehistoric times. The block

now forms part of a boundary wall, and is 4 feet 6

inches wide and 4 feet S inches above the ground-line.

On removing some of the loose earth at the base the

writer found at the depth of a foot a fine crystal of

quartz 2 inches in length. From the Maen Gwyn to

Llanwonno Church the district is decicledly boggy ;

the Cotton-grass is abundant, so is the greasy slush in

which the long-lost bell of the church was recently

dug out by a peat digger. In the churchyard of this

place there is an upright stone, 3 feet 3^ inches high,

dating from the ninth to the eleventh century : it

Itcirs a cross and inscription in Anglo-Saxon cha-

racters, and the whole stone i;. su defaced and dis-

coloured by lichens, &c., that it might be readily

passed by as a mere piece of unworked stone. In

colour it looks like a large slice of very rich Christmas

pkun-pudding. As an example of the difiiculty of

reading some of these uncouth, almost worn-o;it

inscriptions, the reading is here a[>pended, the deci-

pherment being mainly if not entirely due to Professor

Westwood. The inscription is in sliort lines, and a

full stop indicates the end of each line—^^c^^^

ICXl'I.I • CAVIT UXU • DETB * ENi; ' DIXIONK '

.Ml'ROANI • MA1IIR0I1) * ILFII.IUS ' CARO " TINN. Thc
r's are likic n's, the i-'s like j's, the <.) is like c, and thc

E and T are in one letter. When the missing letters arc

supplied, and the stops are put in the proper places,

the legend runs g(ui) CUNQ(ue) " EXl'l,lCAv(ER)n'
*

H(0C) NO(MEN) • DET liENE ' IMXIONEM " PKOANIMA"

IIIROIDIL • I'lLlUS CAROTINN. " IIc who will ex-

plain this name (or this sign, /.*:., the Cross) let him

give a benediction for the soul of Hiroidil, the son o

Carotinn." As time was getting short, and as thc

"old stone-men" wished, if possible, to have one

dinner at Lampeter, the party drove ofl" rapidly to

Tregaron on the way to Llan-dewi-brefi, to see and

draw the inscribed stones and sketch the silver chalice.

The latter was done, and then the three ancient stones,

belonging to the ninth or tenth century, in the

churchyard, were carefully drawn. One bears the

inscription CENLISINIBEDS, which means cenlisim '

I{E(nei)ICAT) ' d(eij)s—"May God bless Cenlisinus."

The most interesting stone at this place has been

broken up and built into the church wall, and

the greater portion has vanished. The original

stone is said to ha^e commenioraled some one

who met his death during a "loot" of St. David's

Cathedral. The original inscription is partly known,

and, when read incomplete, stands as follows—the

letters in brackets being now all gone :

—

[hic lAClT

id] hert riLius lA [com qui] occisv [s.f.] vit

I'ROi'Tis PR [aedam sancti —]. This stone was.

some time since broken into five pieces : three are

missing, two are built into the wall at the west

end of the church ; one has six letters only left, theolher

has twenty-four letters, but this latter stone has been

bedded upside down. As we one after the other

got up the insecure ladders to secure rubbings of and

sketch these stones, it was explained to us that the

former clergyman knew the valueofthe original stone,

and requested the masons to preserve it, but that the

masons broke it up one day whilst the clergyman

ivas at dinner. This explanation reminded the

archieologists of the familiar distich

—

" It may have been right to dissemble your love,

But why did you kick ms down stairs?"

Why were three stones demolished, two pieces built

into the wall out of reach, and the more perfect piece

bedded upside down? The Rev. I). R. Thomas, of

Meifod, Welshpool, discovered another dubiously

inscribed fragment inside the church, but it had been

treated to so many coats of whitewash that nothing

could be made of it.

On Friday the "old stone men" drove to Criban to

seethe "Monk's Stone" (Maesymynach), belonging

to a period ranging from the Sth to the loth eenturj^

The huge stone, enriched with Anglo-Saxon enlace-

ment, is now prostrate under a Sycamore tree in a

farniyard, and owing to copious showers of rain which

had just fallen, Professor Westwood had to blow the

water out of the interstices of the ornaments with a

pair of bellows before copies could be taken. Then

the party drove through the village of Capel St. Silli,

on their way to Llanllyr House. At Capel St. Silli

special note was taken of the terribly dilapidated,

small and ruinous structures occupied by the villagers.

These and similar dwellings on the property of Lord

Lisburne are said to be the worst specimens of dwell-

ings for human beings in the whole of ^^'aIcs. A
stoppage was made to make careful drawings of thc^e

human-sties, as some of them may one day be swejU

away, and it is well to have some record extant. A
stoppage was made to drink water at a suli)hur spring

on the way to the inscribed stone near Llanllyr

House ; rubbings of this stone were taken, and a care-

ful drawing made. No amount of work would, how-

ever, give a satisfactory reading on the spot, all that

could be made out was that the stone was in memory
of some one with a long affix, and who was the son

of some one else. The stone was prostrate by the side

of a large plot of Potatos on which there was a strong

and very interesting growth of Peronospora infestans.

Luncheon had been kindly provided here by Colonel

Lawes, and the weary "stone men "had they known of
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il would have been only too glad of it. Although

the servants were about all the time they said nothing

about luncheon, so the archaeologists went oft" without

calling at the house. This they afterwards had reason

to regret, as it came to their knowledge that a miss-

ing slice of the Anglo-Saxon stone was built into the

residence. On driving through Abermewrig, close

by, however, the "stone men " were invited to an

excellent repast by Mrs. Rogers and Miss Lewis, at

the residence of J. E. Rogers, Esq. They then learnt

that the other section had lunched here before, and at

Llanllyr as well. The old I'toman position of Loven-

tium was next visited, where stones with Roman
inscriptions are to be seen built into the farm-building

now covering the spot ; tiles, bricUs, and cement of

Roman date are strewed all over the place, the |"

mortar even now adhering to the bricks so firmly

that it is impossible to remove one without breaking

the other.

The ancient Romans clearly differed from the modern

London jerry builders who make bricks of mud and

foundations of straw mattresses and rotten Potatos,

the whole coming down with the first high wind or

shower of rain, as detailed by the writer a few weeks

ago in the Gardeners' Chroiiiclc. There was yet one

other church to visit, viz., that of Silian, where a long-

est Anglo-Saxon stone was refound, and a very brief

inscription from a stone, now embedded in the church

wall, was copied. The legend is uncommonly short

and to the point : it only reads, ii,\ndvsiacit—Here

lies Bandus. He was probably suspected of being no

good, for some early Christian carver has incised a

deep and large cross through the letter B in Bandus,

probably with a view to some defeat of the machina-

tions of the Evil One. A magnificent crop of ^Llras-

mius Oreades (Champignon) grew in the churchyard,

but the clergyman would not be persuaded to eat the

specimens. Near this spot the Birch trees were

covered with "Witch's Besoms," and a very large

and similar growth was observed on the apex of a Fir.

This was the last day of the excursion proper, and

every day the magnificent Ash and Beech trees were

noted. The aiountain Ash, too, was everywhere

abundant and well grown. The Houseleek was on

every roof, the Teazel appeared to be grown as an

ornament in every garden. Linaria vulgaris made

every hedgerow yellow. Eupatorium cannabinum and

Spira:a Ulmaria were the two commonest plants of

the road-side. Other plants will be mentioned later

on, together with some of the fungi-: the latter plants

were everywhere abundant, and offered unusual oppor-

tunities for a species-maker—had one been present.

The women reaping in the cornfields and the farmer's

wives and daughters on horseback—frequently two

women on one horse—were noted, and the smell of

burning peat from chimneys of wicker-work pervaded

the atmosphere near every village. Although no end

of antiquities and plants were noted, yet Platycerium

alcicorne was nowhere. The writer, however, met

with Asplenium scptentrionale.

In the evening the meeting for next year was

appointed for Welshpool. In the Museum there

were many objects of great interest ; one, a large

solid piece of woodwork found in a peat-bog

at Nant-yr-Ash, puzzled every one. No one could

give a clue to its purpose. The " Nanteos

Healing Cup" was examined with interest : the Bishop

explained that it was even then under a " course of

healing," and that its powers were said to be superior

to any medicine. It was stated to be " probably a

very early chalice," which seemed very improbable,

and that it was " popularly believed to be part of the

true cross." The Bishop said that the healing powers

were supposed to be more potent when a little piece

was nibbled off the edge and swallowed : so much

had been already nibbled and swallowed that not more

than one-third of the wooden bowl was left. Unless

the popular belief changes, it is to be feared that this

valuable cup will soon pass away. Mrs. Lloyd, of

I'eterwell, sent a stone, said to prevent any ill-eftects

from the bite of a mad dog. Some Nantgara china

was exhibited by " — Jones, Esq.," a somewhat in-

definite appellation for a resident in South Wales

;

a large number of British antiquities and early coins

were exhibited, together with a considerable number

of New Zealand paddles, spears, skull-crackers, &c. ;

these latter objects might be dispensed with at future

exhibitions, as they have but little local interest.

Some very good old china was exhibited. During

all the excursions most valuable aid was given by

Mr. Geo. E. Robinson, architect, of Cardiff. W. G.

t^Tchl continued.)

TRANSPLANTING.
Oi- the many vexed questions relating to gardening

matters that crop up from time to time, that of the

proper season for transplanting evergreens is the one

most undecided, many being of opinion that it is best

done during the autumn months, while others are just

as strongly is favour of spring for carrying out the

operation. The real fact, however, is that there can

be no hard and fast line drawn, as much depends on

the slate of the v/eather prevalent when the pl.ants arc

lifted, the course of preparation they have previously

recei\ed, and consequently the condition they are

then in, but what tells more for or against those

,moved in autumn is the mildness or otherwise of the

winter that follows, for when cold and bleak with

intervals of scathing frosts, a plant that has lost its

principal feeders stands but little chance of passing the

trying ordeal in safety. Shorn of its principal support

it is like a half-starved animal turned adrift in the

cold, with its blood coursing slowly and languidly

through its veins from lack of the propelling force

that access to a well stored larder gives ; and in just

the same manner if tlie vital energies of a plant are

brought to a low ebb through an insufliciency of sap

being pumped up to meet the demand made on it, it

must perforce give way and succumb, as the leaves

are left without a particle of moisture in them and the

branches become dry sticks. Even if they survive,

the bark is generally so contracted from the emptiness

of the sap vessels, that the passages for this life-giving

fluid are closed, and thus the future means of circula-

tion are almost entirely cut off.

I have seen trees and shrubs in this state drag out

a miserable existence without making any progress,

till they formed fresh shoots from below, after which

they started away and grew with great rapidity, thus

showing clearly where the mischief lay, although to

any one at all acquainted with vegetable physiology

the cause of their non-success was patent enough.

Not only has the mildness or otherwise of the winter

immediately following autumn transplanting much to

do with the growth of trees and shrubs, but the sil na-

tion too has to be considered, for although it might be

perfectly safe to carry out such work in certain

localities, to do so in others would only court failure.

Such would be the case near most- parts of the sea

coast, or in exposed positions where they would get

but little shelter to break the force of the winds, which

besides taking the sap out of them keeps them in such

motion that it is next to impossible for fresh roots to

form, unless extraordinary means be used to maintain

the plants in a rigid position. This immovable state

is at all times a very great aid to success, and is one of

the most important matters connected with trans-

planting at any time, but excepting with the more

experienced its utility is generally overlooked.

Besides unfavourable winters, exposed situations,

&c., there are other things to be considered as

affecting the general success of transplanting ever-

greens, one of the chief of which is the kinds to be

operated on, as there are some that may be moved at

almost any season of the year, while there are others

that autumn planting would be almost sure to kill. I

should not hesitate to move such things as Aucubas;

Box, and Rhododendrons, at any time when most

convenient, except when they had soft young grow^th

on them, but I should not think of interfering with

Hollies, Berberis, and Arbutus till the spring—a time

when, if handled carefully, they rarely fail. The thing

with these is to get rid of the March winds and catch

them just as the buds are beginning to burst and the

genial showers come to their assistance, and if this is

done no one need hesitate about the removal of any

choice specimen they may have, or fear the result.

It is necessary, however, with large plants to keep

them well looked after by plying water from the

garden engine over them both morning and evening

till they get a fair start, as by doing this the bark and

leaves are kept fresh and plump and the buds are

enticed to unfold. This formation of the young

foliage is the prelude to an active root action taking

place, as they immediately respond, and send out

feeders, corresponding in numbers to the progress the

top makes, there being a remark.able reciprocity

between the two, and this is one of the reasons why I

am in favour of the spring for the general transplant-

ing of evergreens. At that season the soil is daily

I

getting warmer, and everything is waking up into

renewed life, whereas in autumn the reverse of this is

the case, and, unless the work can be done at latest

I

by the middle of October, there is therefore every

reason why it should be deferred till April or May.

Coniferte and all choice things of that kind may then

be treated with perfect safety, but where these are of

extra large size it is always advisable to prepare them

a little beforehand by digging a deep trench around

them that any of the large main roots that have to be

severed may ha\'e time to heal an* form fresh fibre.".

In no case should this trench be nearer than a yard

Irom the base of the tree to be operated on, but the

distance must in a great measure be decided by the

height of the plant and the spread of its branches, and

if some leaf-mould or other light soil is used when

filling in, young feeders will be induced and greatly

encouraged thereby.

A frequent cause of failure when moving large trees

or shrubs is from not washing the soil in properly, as

in no other way can the cavities that always occur

under and around the ball be so well filled as by

using water in quantity and applied with some

force, so as to carry the soil in a semi-liquid stale

with it, when after a time the whole settles down

in a solid body together. It is altogether impos-

sible to attain this degree of solidity by treading or

any other means, and soil so thoroughly saturated

retains its moisture for a considerable period if finally

covered in after with some that is dry and then

mulched over so as to exclude the sun and air from

the .surface. A plant so cared for will be almost

independent of the weather or after assistance, as

evaporation from the soil immediately around it is in

a great measure cut off; and not only this, but the

earth is maintained at a more equable temperature,

which is much in fiivourof a rapid formation of roots.

Some planters advocate the summer months for

removing large trees and shrubs, but such work is

only practicable by the aid of machinery made

for the purpose, and as these lift large bodies of soil

with the plant without any disturbance it can

scarcely be called transplanting at all, as it is a mere

transference from one place to another, and there are

few who care to embark in such a costly undertaking

unless the occasion is very special and some choice

sijecimen is concerned.

As regards deciduous plants, most are agreed that

the autumn and winter months are the proper seasons

for transplanting them, and in all cases where they

are of large size and of any particular value the sooner

it takes place after the fall of the leaf the better, and

the greater will the success be. It is a great help to

standards of any kinds that have much length of stem

exposed, to bind them up closely with thick hay-

bands, as these ward oft' the winds and keep the bark

plump, thus allowing free course for the circulation of

sap to nourish the exposed branches and buds. If

this simple protection were more generally afforded

and the trees kept perfectly steady, the check they

sustain in removal would be scarcely felt. J. S.

DUKE OF BUCCLEUCH GRAPE.
This is a very thin-skinned Grape, but I hope Lhat

the skin of its raiser is a very thick one, for, if it be

not, I do not envy him the lionour of having raised so

fine a Grape.

Experience differs, and differs widely, in reference

to the growing qualities or constitution of this Vine
;

but I think most practical men will agree lhat it is

one of the most delicious and refreshing Grapes that

wc know of. Indeed, when we take into considera-

tion its enormous and almost stoneless berry, its

pleasant, dissolving skin as well as flesh, its brisk and

pleasing flavour, as well as its charmingly bright

amber colour, I know of no Grape equal to it, except

perhaps a well-swelled Canon Hall JMuscat, which one

rai"ely sees.

The Vine is evidently not what may be termed a

general well-doer in the same sense as a Black

Hamburgh Vine, or a Keen s Seedling Strawberry, but

it has such unusually fine qualities in its fruit that it is

deserving ofspecial study and special culture by the gar-

dener who has to citer for a fruit-apprecialing famdy.

I have no great hope of help in this matter from

that popular mesmerising wonder "science," but I

have much more hope from comparing notes of expe-

rience with practical and observing men, and I believe

if gardeners who have succeeded or failed in growing

the Grape would relate their practice and experience

simply (not in the dog-in-a-manger tone, which is too

often adopted), [but in an intelligent manner], some

crumbs of safe practice might be gathered up for the

benefit of many of us.
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For myself I did not inirchasc the Vine until nearly

two years afler it had been distributed, and I then

inarched it upon a Black Hamburgh in a vinery that

usually ripened Grapes about the end of July. Last

year I hati four beautiful bunches of the Duke upon

the Vine. The berries swelled evenly, and to a large

size, and were quKe free from blemish, and the Vine

made good wood. For the present year it was neces-

sary that we should have Grapes ripe in the same

house six weeks earlier than they were last year. The
Black Hamburgh showed well, and finished a beauti-

ful crop of tine Grapes; but, alas for the "Duke!"
his Grace made excellent promise, but the perform-

ance was miserable. It is only fair to say that not

the least special attention was given to the Duke.

Our soil is of the new red sandstone formation, and

suits the Hamburgh very well.

Quite recently I determined to have a little trot to

the " Land o' Cakes," and at Drumlanrig Gardens I

saw some of the grandest samples of the *' Duke "

Grape that I ever looked upon, and I made up my
mind to extend the culture of this Grape at once. In

my further wanderings I saw Clovenford Vineyard,

the home of the raiser of the Duke. I confess that I

never before saw such an astonishing sight of Grapes

as is to be seen there at the present time. One large

house is devoted almost exclusively to the Duke, and

there were still hanging a quantity of magnificent

bunches, large in berry, clean and spotless in colour,

and altogether to me the most fascinating of all the

magnificent Grapes that are to be seen there.

Unlike the North Country relargonium grower, with

"seven ingredients in his soil, four of which he would

tell to any one, but the remaining three to no man,"

Mr. Thompson has no professional secrets, but his

best knowledge of fruit culture is always at the

service of those who seek information, whether per-

sonal friends or strangers. He says that " the Duke
must be ripened in July to have it in the greatest per-

fection ; that as soon as the second swelling com-
mences, the atmosphere of the* house must be kept

much dryer than is usual for other Grapes, as well as

the border." For myself I am abundantly satisfied,

that if we fail in growing this Grape successfully, it is

the want of skill rather than the fault of constitution

in the Vine. Z. Stevens, Trcutham. [We have a good
bunch of the " Duke " before us, which quite bears out

Mr. Stevens' observations with reference to its noble

appear.ance and fine table qualities. Eds.]

ABOUT OLD FUCHSIAS.
It certainly must be gratifying to the lovers of

elegance and beauty as developed in flowers to see

that the Fuchsia is attracting attention in the pages

of the Gardeners' Chronicle. For some time past

this favourite appears to have declined from that pride

of place it once so worthily occupied when specimens

formed a prominent feature in exhibitions, and new
varieties were announced and sought after with as

much avidity as the new Roses are looked for at the

present day. It may lie admitted that the Fuchsia is

still extensively grown and sold, but this is chiefly as

a market plant, and it owes its distribution rather to

the hawker's basket and barrow than to its being

pushed as a subject of high culture at the great nur-

series, or encouraged as a special subject at shows.

There are many reasons for this apparent falling off in

popularity. Fashion, perhaps, has something to do

with it. Another may be found in its easy cultiva-

tion, a disparagement in the eyes of some, though to

produce the large pyramidal specimens 6 or 7 feet

high and as many through, covered with flowers,

that were wont to be exhibited required no mean
amount of cultural skill. But a greater reason than

these might be found in a deterioration in the quality

of modern kinds, and a departure from that symmetry
of form, and purity and brilliancy of colour, which
constituted two of the most attractive properties of

some of the older kinds. I believe that little, if any,

real improvement has taken place since the year in

which Souvenir de Chiswick, Bo Peep, Tristram

Shandy, and others about that date, were brought out.

Indeed it is much to be feared that for a knowledge
of the real gems of the tribe we must go back to a

comparatively remote period, at the rate flowers rise

and fall in repute in the present day. However
heterodox the opinion may seem, I have little doubt

but that the Fuchsia has been on the high road to

deterioration ever since the introduction of La Crino-

line, and the discovery of the double corolla. The first

gave rise to a race of abortions, in which the sections

of the corolla stood out almost at right angles with the

tube, giving the flower a bizarre aspect, resembling

that of a crushed dragon-fly, or some entomological

specimen. The other resulted in the production of a

crumpled-up mass, which, with the unnaturally thin

tube common to all of this type, made up a flower

which I once heard very justly characterised as

"blobby." Both styles animadverted upon utterly

departed from that beautiful, even, barrel-like, or

elongated cup form which, issuing from the well-

curved sepals, gave such a charming and distinct

character to the flower. In another point modern
Fuchsias have grievously deteriorated from the types

above-named. The sepals have become larger and

broader, but their under-surfaces have become
coarser—granulated in fact ; nor are the tubes so

wax-like as formerly, neither are their constitutions

so hardy as those of older varieties. Let us take

Banks' Glory, for instance. What a splendid subject

for culture in any form in or out-of-doors. I once

had a plant of it trained fountain-wise against an out-

door wall, which was 6 feet high, and about the same
across. Some ashes round the roots, and a mat over

it in severe weather, kept it in condition for several

years till I left the spot. Prince Albert, General

Williams, and several of similar style also, I had
trained as standards, planted alternately in a border

with standard Rose trees, with excellent efiect.

They were taken up in winter, and kept in

the house and replanted in the following year. Again,

what an admirable basket plant, and for similar uses,

was Nil Desperandum, and Riccartoni as a climber for

conservatory pillars—the flowers small, it is true,

but brilliant and smooth as coral. The list might be

amplified almost to an indefinite extent had I my
notes taken at the time at hand to refer to. Won-
derful, a strong growing variety, with sepals of ultra

reflection, was a noble kind. So also was Clapton

Hero for an ample spreading bush, the foliage being

particularly large and handsome. The flower is

deficient in the "properties," it is true, yet of choice

beauty nevertheless. This kind is still to be seen in

country gardens. During my holiday rambles last

summer I met with several examples of it at Shecr-

ness and neighbourhood in luxuriant condition not

200 yards from the beach—surely a point in its favour

worthy of special notice.

Of the lighter kinds Venus de Medici was a great

improvement in all respects on Venus Victrix, upon
which some of your correspondents have remarked.

For a huge specimen the variety is capable of being

grown to Titanic dimensions—^I am almost afraid to

say the size to which I have seen it attain. Used as

an outdoor plant, however, it loses some of the delicacy

of its exquisite mixture oi tones. Rose of Castile is

another robust-growing variety, in colour somewhat
like Venus de Medici, but the corolla of a more purple

tint. There are very few modern while varieties

which surpass for all jnirposes the old Duchess of

Lancaster, or England's Glory. Though Mrs. Mar-

shall is a good market plant, useful and hardy, it can

scarcely be said to surpass the two previously named.

The red varieties with white corollas are not to be

recommended for outdoor use. The red becomes
dull, and the foliage sombre and dark. Besides,

they are mostly tender in constitution. Foliage of a

character like that of Souvenir de Chiswick, from

which I believe most of the golden-leaved Fuchsias

have originated, withstands exposure in the open air

better than most others. If any readers of the Gar-
deners' Chronicle who are admirers of the Fuchsia

will procure samples of some of the good uld knids,

whose name is almost legion, they will find them the

most manageable of plants indoors or out, in town or

country, and Fuchsia culture will receive that impetus

which seems to have flagged somewhat of late.

W. D. Prior.

SOLANUM HYBRIDUM
EMPRESS.

Few ornamental plants arc more useful in autumn

than the various compact-growing, berry-bearing Sola-

nums, of which the older S. Pseudo-Capsicum and S.

Capsicastrum, and the more modern forms, known as

Hendersoni and Weatherall's Hybrid, are familiar

examples. The plant, of which a woodcut {fig. 72) is

annexed, is allied to these latter, and may in fact be

regarded as a good selection of Weatherall's strain.

Mr. Williams, by whom it is being sent out, says that

it is "one of the finest forms of recent introduction."'

The plant is singularly compact and short-jointed in

habit, and is completely laden with the large bright

coral-red berries, which are more or less clustered.

As these berries take on colour they are said to

thrust themselves beyond the leaves, as it were, so as

to become fully exposed to view. This dwarf com-
pact habit, and the profusion in which the highly-

coloured fruits are produced, will make it an invalu-

able decorative plant. Our iigure represents a

branch of the natural size.

PEACH CULTURE*
Unless, perhaps, in the South of England and

other favoured localities, the crop from Peach trees

grown on the open wall in this country is a most pre-

carious and uncertain one, and in almost every dis-

trict of Scotland at least one good crop in four or five

years is all that can be looked for. This is owing to

the variable nature of our climate. The late spring

frosts and cutting east winds, which are so injurious to

every description of our hardy fruits, are especially so

to the Peach, destroying the fertility of its blossom,

and causing the disease known as " blister," which
is so fatal to the constitution of the tree. This again

may be followed by a cold sunless autumn, prevent-

ing the proper ripening of the wood, and of course

by this means destroying the prospects of a good crop

of fruit the following year. No doubt a great deal

can be done in the way of protecting the blossoms in

spring by fixing up a temporary coping to project some
distance over the wall, covering them up with netting

or with thin canvas ; but all these somewhat trouble-

some contrivances will avail but little against a search-

ing east wind, and I am decidedly of opinion that

Peach culture on the open wall in this country is a

most vexatious and unprofitable undertaking.

Many are of opinion that the fruit grown on the

open wall is superior both in colour and flavour to

that grown under glass. Well, no doubt when grown
under favourable circumstances the quality will be

excellent, but with careful and judicious management
Peaches can be had of as good quality from under
glass in June, as any that can be gathered from the

open wall in September.

Another way uf growing the Peach which has been
rather extensively practised of late years is that of

erecting large unhealed glass structures, known as

cool Peach-houses or Peach-cases. In the southern

and other favoured districts of England such structures

may be all that is wanted to ensure a good crop of

Peaches in autumn, but in our northern climate some-
thing more than a mere covering of glass is necessary

in order to secure a good crop of Peaches annually.

One objection to this mode of cultivating the Peach
is that the trees, being protected by the glass covering

during the winter months, will come into I>loom very

early in spring, and are therefore liable to be destroyed

by severe frosts. If the winter has been a mild one,

it not unfrequently happens that the trees will be in

full bloom by the end of February or the beginning of

March, a period when 8* to 10" or even 12' of frost is

by no means an uncommon occurrence, ^^"hen this

happens, the gardener in charge of the " cool " house

will certainly feel that his pros])ects of a good crop of

fruit would be very much brighter if he only had a

flow and return hot-water pipe in the house.

How many degrees of frost the expanded blossom

of the Peach will stand without injury I am not in a

position to state. No doubt much will depend on
the state of the atmosphere, but under any circum-

stances I think there is great danger if the trees when
in full bloom are exposed to more than 5" of frost.

Another great obstacle to the successful cultivation of

the Peach in the cool-house is the frequent occurrence

of cold dull weather during tlie autumn months, in

consequence of which it is impossible to get the young
wood to that thorough state of ripeness which is one

of the most essential conditions for the production of

a fine crop of fruit. I am satisfied, from my own
experience, that cool Peach-houses and Peach-cases,

so far as productiveness is concerned, are but a very

slight improvement on the open wall, and there is not

one in Scotland but which would be rendered much
more productive, and therefore much more profitable,

and give far less trouble and annoyance to those in

charge by being heated with hot-water pipes.

The best form of house for growing either early or

late Peaches is the ordinary lean-to. For forcing, the

houses should not be less than 15 feet wide, 16 feet
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ni^^h at the back, and 3 feet high in front, with a

length of 35 to 40 feet. This will give a convenient

and nicely proportioned house, in which may be planted

four trees, two in front and two on the back wall.

For an early house of the above dimensions there

should be at least four rows of 4-inch hot-water pipes

fixed along the front and round each end. In fitting

up new houses no greater mistake can be committed

than that of underheating them. Although it may
save some outlay at the time, slill it will have the

eO'ecl in the long run of adding considerably to the

coming in contact with the tender foliage of the trees.

This is, I think, a most important matter in con-

nection with the early forcing of fruits. Ample
ventilation should be provided both for early and late

reach-houses.

Soil.

The kind of soil best adapted for the culture of

the Peach is a good rich yellow loam. When the soil

is naturally rich, no manure should be mixed with it,

except, perhaps, a few broken bones. All other

nvinurc for enriching Peach bonlers should be applied

water. In wet localities, and where the subsoil is of

a cold, adhesive nature, it will be well to have the

bottom of the border concreted before the drainage

is put in. This will prevent the roots getting down
into the cold ungenial substratum, which is a thing to

be very much guarded against, for once they get there

the formation of coarse unfruitful wood will be the

result.

In making up the borders, good fresh turfy loam

that has been cut from an old pasture should be used ;

22 to 24 inches will be a sufficient depth.

I'm:. 72.—soiANi'M hyurioum, empue^-^. {see r. 400.]

yearly ''coal bill," which is a most important item in

ihe expenditure of most gardens. For mid-season and

lale houses less heating power is required, three or

even two 4-inch pipes being sufficient.

In houses for forcing early Peaches, or, in fact, any

other kind of fruit, it is important that the hot -water

pipes, instead of being fitted up halfway between the

pathway and the front wall of the liouse—as very often

they are—should be placed as near to the front ven-

tilators as it is possible to get them. If they are so

placed the cold air which rushes into the house when
the ventilators are opened will, by passing over the

heated surface of the pipes, become warmed up to the

same temperature as the air within the house before

either as a lop-dressing to the surface, or in a liquid

state. When the natural soil of the borders where the

trees are to be planted consists of a good deep loam,

resting on a dry open subsoil, all that is needed to

ensure success is to trench it and add some fresh turfy

loam and a liberal sprinkling of broken bones. If,

on the other hand, the natural soil is found to be

unsuitable, and the subsoil of a cold, adhesi\e nature,

draining and artificial border-making, with all the

trouble and expense attending them, will have to

be resorted to. In the formation of borders for the

culture of the Peach care should be taken to have

them thoroughly well drained, so that by no possi-

bility can the roots come in contact with stagnant

The best time for planting Peaches is in the end of

autumn, or immediately after they have shed their

leaves. Trees with clean, strong, well-ripened shoots

should be selected. a\ oiding those that have been long

in the nursery and have been frequently cut down.

Those with five shoots, all about the same strength,

are to be preferred, for if one side is much stronger

than the other, the chances are the trees will never

possess that well-balanced foijn which is so desirable.

Prvning.

The Peach tree may be said to undergo a process

of pruning and training from the time it starts into

growth in spring till the final pruning takes place iii
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winter. As the fruit is always produced on the shoot

of the previous year, the grand object of the pruner

must be to keep a constant succession of young wood

throughout every part of the tree, and to maintain an

equality of vigour amongst its branches. The fust

rule to be laid down as a basis for all the rest, is to

shorten every slioot in proportion to its strength, and

to prune to where the wood is firm and well ripened.

By this means all the pithy and unripe wood will be

removed. Trees that have arrived at a bearing slate

should have their strongest shoots shortened to

12 or 14 inches, those ne.xt in strength to 8 or

10 inches, and the weaker ones to 4 or 6 inches.

Each shoot should be pruned to a triple bud ; or if

that cannot be found, they must be pruned to a

wood-bud alone. A triple bud generally consists of

two fruit-buds, with a wood-bud between them. A
wood-bud is always known by its sharp conical point.

In tying the trees the shoots should be all trained

neatly, and nearly parallel with each other, and by all

means avoid crowding them.

The disbudding and summer pruning is another

important matter in their management. If all the

young shoots were allowed to grow, it is evident they

would soon become excessively crowded, and soft

unripe wood would be the result. It is therefore

necessary that all shoots should be removed, except

those that are required for next year's bearing. In

commencing to disbud, all strong foreright shoots, as

well as those on the back, should be removed first.

In a day or two afterwards a portion of those on the

sides of the bearing shoots should be taken off,

always leaving the one which proceeds from the

lowermost bud and the leading one. Disbudding

should be performed by degrees till no more shoots

are left than can be fully exposed to the light and air.

Care should be taken not to remove those young

shoots having fruit at their base. These should be

pinched back to two or three leaves. When any of

the successsion shoots show too great a vigour,

their tops should be pinched off about 15 to 18

inches from their base. When this is done it often

has the effect of m.aking them throw out a

quantity of laterals. These should be cut away, but

if sufficient space can be found one or two

of the lowermost ones may be tied in, as, being less

vigorous than the main shoot, they generally ripen and

bear well. In dislxidding and summer pruning the

principal object should be to arrange and balance the

parts of the tree with the view of promoting an equal

distribution of the sap, so that no part attains undue

luxuriance or becomes, on the other hand, too much
exhausted.

The spur system of pruning the Peach is largely

practised by the French growers. This system is one

of which I have no experience. It seems, however,

to succeed well in the sunny climate of France, but is

not likely ever to be much practised in this country.

Diseases, &c.

Gumming and mildew are the principle diseases to

which the Peacjjtree is subject when grown under glass.

The first is observed to occur most frequently in trees

that are grown in too rich a compost, and in conse-

quence make strong coarse growths, which have to be

frequently cut back. It is also often caused by care-

less pruning and tying, and in disbudding great care

should always be taken not to tear off a portion of the

bark along with the young shoot. If this is done

gumming is sure to ensue. Although much may be

done to prevent it there is no cure that I know of, and

if once a tree gets badly affected it had better be taken

out and destroyed, as it will never regain perfect

health and make a profitable tree. Mildew can be

effectually got rid of by dusting the trees over with

flowers of sulphur, which should be applied whenever

the fundus makes its appearance.

The Peach tree, like almost every other occupant

of our gardens, is subject to the attacks of hosts of

insects, such as greenfly, red-spider, thrips, weevils, &c.

Amongst these its greatest enemies arc tile greenfly

and red-spider. For both these pests the timely appli-

cation of the syringe and frequent fumigation with

tjbicco are effectual re.nodies. Another deadly

disease which Peach trees are often subject to is that

of "over cropping." Where this is found to exist

the best remedy that I know of is a mixture, consist-

ing of " forethought " and *' decision of character," to

which may be added a little "self-denial." This is

to be applied yearly, just after the stoning period.

.Should this remedy fail, however, the next best thing

IQ do is to call in the assistance of a neighbouring gar-

dener, and explain to him the nature of the disease,

then go and lock yourself into your bedroom tor the

next two hours, during which a thorough cure will be

effected.

BOUQUET DAHLIAS.
Wai,king through Covent Garden Market the other

day I made one flower a special study, not the best

flower for bouquet-making either, but one neverthe-

less that was used in considerable quantities at all the

bouquet-shops, and by the hawkers who hang about

on the pavement near the church at the west end of

the market, ready to surround and push their bouquets

into the face of any stranger likely or unlikely to be a

purchaser.

The flower to which I allude was the Dahlia, and I

asked myself the question—Why could not the women
with their baskets have as good Dahlias in their

bouquets as Mr. Dickson, Mr. Buck, or any of the

other bouquet-makers in the centre row. In Mr.

Buck's shop I saw some very pretty bouquet Dahlias

made up with the other flowers—a pure white variety,

which I took to be White Aster, was made up into

the best bouquets. None of the hawkers had these

bouquet Dahlias, nor did I see them at the cheap

stalls. They all had the large-flowered show sorts.

Surely flowers of bouquet Dahlias could be produced

cheaper than these lumpish flowers, most of which

were but third-rate.

Bouquet Dahlias are infinitely superior to any of the

other sections to use for room-decorations and for

bouquets ; some of the pure white sorts are quite

charming. They are very easily cultivated, equally

so with the other sorts, and the large number of

flowers produced on a single plant is remarkable. I

was much interested looking over Mr. Turner's collec-

tion at Slough. Several exceedingly fine varieties

have been raised there, and it seems that the natural

tendency of seedlings raised from the bouquet varie-

ties is to revert to the large flowers. Of course all

that have this tendency are rejected, and only the

diminutive, well-shaped flowers are saved, and such

as are distinct and of decided colours. Some of the

varieties have a tendency to grow rather tall, others

are not more than iS inches high. Raisers of new
varieties ought not to save seeds from these tall sorts,

but should get into a dwarf strain, as the tall sorts are

not nearly so useful as border plants.

The soil should not be rich, like that generally

recommended for the large-flowered section. A border

of light soil that has been well worked but not

manured answers well for them.

The following is a list of the best sorts in cultiva-

tion at present :

—

Latly Blanche.—Pure white
; one of the most perfect

shaped flowers, which are freely produced. This is the

best white.

Wllite Aster.—A variety with singularly quilled petals

and a most abundant bloomer. A useful pure white

sort.

lj.rvc.—.\ charming flower, a perfect model as regards

form ; the colour is creamy-white tipped with light

purple.

John Sandy. — Produces orange-buff well-shaped

flowers on a tall plant.

Bnntiiig Coal. — Scarlet and orange, dwarf, free

flowering.

German Favourite.—Crimson, shading off to a paler

colour at the base of the petals ; very distinct.

Louis Rodani.—Shaded deep lilae.

Little Beauty.—Dull red tipped with white, a very free

blooming variety.

Little Arthur.—Orange scarlet ; anabundant bloomer.

Mademoiselle Valentine Faconet.—Blush striped, and
mottled with purple.

Triumph.—Very dwarf plant, with orange-scarlet

flowers, free bloomer.

Amclic Barbiere.— Blush, tipped purple.

Li!>htiting.—.\ handsome plant with scarlet flowers.

J. boiislas.

Natural History.

Are Squirrels Carnivorous?— Some months
ago I observed a squirrel at the foot of a tree, gnaw-

ing something, and on my approaching it ran up the

tree, carrying with it the object it had been eating,

but which in its hurry was dropped, and proved to be

the head of a recently killed rabbit, yohit Fleming,

[The squirrel is not over-particular cither as to fruit or

flesh. Eds.]

FLOWER GARDEN, ETC.

U|)on the careful attention to the necessary opera-

tions of the present and part of the next month the

beauty of the spring display will greatly depend ; it is,

in fact, somewhat analogous to the busy time of March
and April in regard to the summer display. In the

first place the Pelargonium cuttings put in on the open

border will be quite ready for potting, and should be

put in hand at once. After potting the plants

should be placed in the pits in which they are to be

kept through the winter, and for a week or two it

will be advisable to put on a little heat and keep the

lights on to help the rooting process, but at the same

time a close and stagnant atmosphere must be avoided,

or many will damp oft', and as soon as possible a free

exposure during the day will be necessary to ensure a

hardy and stocky growth to stand the winter.

If propagation has been fairly well attended to and

successful there will be no need to break up the dis-

play of bedding plants until the advent of frost of

sufficient severity to render them unsightly, but if it is

necessary to pot any varieties for stock purposes the

sooner it is done the better ; they should be carefully

lifted with plenty of roots, the heads be reduced by the

removal of gross shoots, and the plants be potted either

singly or in pairs in a size of pot just sufficient to

contain the roots. The drainage must liie good, and the

soil light, consisting principally of leaf-mould, say two

thirds, the other third of sand and loam ; they will not

winter well in large pots nor heavy soil, but with

light soil and sufficient drainage any number may
be successfully kept through the winter with little

trouble if there are proper conveniences, and in spring

will afford an unlimited supply of cuttings. After

potting the plants should be subjected to the same
routine as above recommended for the potted cuttings.

It may be desirable also to lift and pot many of the

tenderer occupants of the mixed borders requiring to

be kept in store-pots through the winter to furnish

cuttings in spring, and many of them, if carefully

potted, kept close, and shaded for a week, will con-

tinue flowering under glass, and form useful acces-

sories for greenhouse and conservatory work, and

amongst them Salvia splendens, Heerii, and gesnerx"-

flora should be jiotted without delay.

Any beds which may be cleared by the above

potting operations should be at once trenched up,

dressed with fresh compost, and otherwise prep.arcil

for the reception of bulbs and spring-flowering

plants, and as there will be a considerable

amount of such work early next month it is

advisable to save time by starting on the planting of

such beds at once, that is, supposing them to be

detached beds, and not a portion of a series of beds

to be all planted with reference to a general design.

In that case they must be left until the whole

of the series are cleared, so that they may be planted

simultaneously ; but detached beds, each of which vvill

probably have a separate design, may be planted at

once; an edging of Sempervivum calcareum should

first be put round the bed, and the interior planted

according to taste. In this matter both form and

colour are to be taken into consideration, and as

colour need not be expected until spring, and then

principally from bulbs and low-growing herbaceous

flowering plants, it is as well to combine with

them some of the many varied forms of shrubs,

Conifers, &c., grown for the purpose and kept in

reserve, such as Retinosporas, all unique in form,

and some beautifully coloured ; Biota aurea compacta

and elegantissima, both beautiful in colour and

pleasing in form, and very appropriate for the pur-

pose. Cupressus Lawsoniana argentea and aurea are

both well adapted to create variety of form and

pleasing combination of colour, and for upright form

in combination with the more rounded contour of the

above varieties there is nothing more suitable than

the Irish Juniper, which is a most effective plant for

terrace work ; these must all be planted with re-

ference to the bulb display in the spring, coupled

with that of Myosotis, Pansies, Arabis, and many
other spring flowering and herbaceous plants, and

therefore must only be planted sufficiently thick to

break the monotonous appearance of flat, half-fur-

nished beds through thewinter. Isayhalf-furnished, be-

cause where the different varieties of bulbs are planted,

they will have a vacant appearance until the spring.

With the numerous varieties of bulbs at command
there is room for a grand floral display, and to secure

good sound bulbs the stock should be secured at

once. The sorts required are the diflerent colours of

Crocus, the varieties of Scilla, Hyacinths, Tulips, of

which Artus and Rex rubrorum are two of the best to

stand the weather, and therefore most useful ; as a

later variety Kaiser Kroon is most beautiful and
effective. The various varieties of Polyanthus Nar-

cissus are also very beautiful and effective either in

beds or in detached patches in the mixed garden.

As the leaves are now falling, a regard to neatness

will suggest a frequent clearing up. The lawn grass

-

also will require attention, and on the occurrence of a
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ilry time no opportunily should be lost of giving the

whole of the lawns a thorough mowing over, as, after

this, the principal care required will be in sweeping

and rolling. The season for planting and alterations

is at Iiand, so that it is as well to get forward with the

above, as a certain amount of untidiness must be

submitted to when such are in progress. John Cox,

Scdleaf.

FRUIT HOUSES.
Orchard House.—There is not much work

required now in this department. The trees in our

house have pretty well finished the ripening of their

wood. The nights are cold, and as the trees are well

rid of insect pests syringing has been discontinued.

The ventilation of the house is about the same night

and day. The ventilators should not be opened too

much, as warm days, aided by the effect of the sun

upon the glass, raises the temperature considerably^

It is certain that a high temperature by day, say 75°

or even 80°, with a fall at night to 50', is what the

trees like best. I also advise careful attention to

watering, the roots must be in a healthy medium,

neither too wet nor too dry. In some houses the late

varieties may not all be gathered yet, and herein lies

a difficulty, which, however, can be disposed of by

paying attention to the difl'erent requirements of each

variety. The season commenced with Early Beatrice,

followed by Early Louise and Rivers' Early Peaches,

but to do these well they ought to have a small house

or compartment to themselves ; the moisture that

must of necessity arise from syringing the later sorts,

and keeping the house close and warm, quite destroys

the flavour of ripening fruit. I have not been able to

give these earlysortsthe amount ofattention required to

produce the best results, and hence have not been able

to report so favour.ably of them as some others have

done. Findingit was labourlostto attend to them, they

have been quite discarded. Hale's Early and Early

York Peaches are two varieties that can always be

depended upon to begin the season with, followed by

Early Grosse Mignonne, a grand Peach, Lord Napier

Nectarine, &c. Now most houses are cooler at one

end than they are at the other, and the disparity in

the temperature can be further increased by keeping

the ventilators closed at the warm end. Place the

earliest softs at the warmest end, and those that follow

them most closely in their order, finishing off with

the late sorts at the coolest part of the house. The
very late sorts, of which there are a few between Late

.\dmirable and Salwny, some of them clingstones, are

seldom worth much. Lord Palmerston is one of the

best clingstone Peaches, and it may be tried, as the

fruit is showy, and sometimes is fit to eat. Salway

is seldom good from the orchard-house, the fruit is

very large and good looking, but when it is cut up

the disappointment is great. Comet, another yellow-

fleshed sort of the same type, evidently a seedling

from it, is perhaps earlier, but is also uncertain. I;

is by arranging the trees in such a way that each of

the classes can have the attention which they require

at the right time that the best results will be attained.

The drier atmosphere and high temperature by day

would just be right to ripen the fruits of late sorts.

Pear, Cherry, and Plum trees do just as well out-of-

doors ; the heavy autumnal rains may theoretically

be expected to injure the roots, but in practice I

have not found such trees suffer from this cause, rather
|

have they assumed a more healthy appearance and

masses of active rootlets are formed in the autumn. J.

Douglas.

Orange Trees in Pots.—The treatment of these

plants is very similar from month to month, indeed

it varies but little all the year round. I may say

that the best sort this year is St. Michael's, and this

is a variety that holds its own most seasons. The

fruit seems to set better on this sort than it does either

on the Malta Blood or Tangierine. The last named

and St. Michael's are the best Oranges to cultivate for

the dessert in England. The requisite temperature

must be maintained now that the fruit is drawing near

the colouring period. Still water freely overhead and

at the roots. Surface dress as often as it is required

with rotten manure and loam, or, what is much better,

the compost previously recommended. We have

some trees standing out-of-doors, where they have

been all the summer. They will now be removed to

the shelter of a vinery at rest, or any cool house.

They will be placed into the earliest viriery started

late in November, where they will remain until the

shade of the Vines proves injurious, then they will be

placed in a house fully exposed to the sun. J. Douglas.

Figs.—Where the detailed management of Figs

recommended in this Calendar has been followed, the

early pot trees from which the second crop has been

gathered will now be sufficiently advanced for the

important operation of root-pruning and potting being

proceeded with immediately. Upon examination of

the decomposed plunging material and top-dressing

laid on when the second crop commenced swelling

a mass of roots will be found in a bright healthy

state, ready to take hold of the new compost about to

be given to them. It is my practice to remove every

particle of the decaying Oak leaves from the pit, to

work out with a hand-fork all the top-dressing, and

to shorten back the strongest roots.^ The trees are

then rearranged and placed on dry bricks in the posi-

tion they are to occupy the following season. Having

satisfied myself that the drainage is in good order,

top-dressing, composed of turf, bones, and old mortar,

is firndy rammed into the pots; a little water is

given to settle the soil, and the house is kept dry,

cool, and well ventilated until the time arrives for

starting the trees in December. My trees being large

and thoroughly ctablished in 20-inch pots, I find this

^v I
111 I'l. i' ..':.!c to annual potting, as they are less

li .1 I.' Ill ' liicir first crop of fruit; but where it is

tl,.:,i ill I. ii.ilileto increase the root-space a liberal

4uii ui.iy li'i.v be given, using the same kind of com-

post, which must be firmly rammed, to prevent the

escape of water, and the balls should be well mois-

tened before the potting is proceeded with. Trees in

succession-houses now ripening oft' second crops of

fruit must be kept drier as the days decrease in

length, with a little fire-he it to counteract

damp, and liberal ventilation on all occasions,

as nothing is more unfavourable to ripe Figs than

a damp, stagnant atmosphere. Pay particular

attention to the exposure of the wood to the full in-

fluence of light and sun by allowing the points of the

young growths to find their way up to the glass :

thin out all soft, useless wood, and remove decaying

leaves as they part freely from the trees. Discontinue

watering where the trees are established in permanent

borders that have been well mulched and watered up

to the present time. If, as is often the case with these

gross feeding subjects when planted out in rich borders,

the growth of the past season is considered too strong,

preparations should be made for root-pruning or entire

lifting as soon as the crop is gathered. Thorough

drainage that will admit of the free passage of the

large supplies of water given through the growing

season is one of the most important points in Fig

culture, and the annual shortening of all strong

growinij roots in elastic borders is better than attempt-

ing to°keep them confined year after year in cold

brTck pits filled with sour, stagnant soil impervious

to the influence of light ami warmth, and altogether

unfavourable to the production of fine luscious Figs

worth eating. W. Coleman, Eastnor.

Strawhrrries in Pots.-Autumn fruiting plants

are so far progressing satisfactorily, and now that the

weather has improved for the better abundant crops

may be expected. Those plants that are ripening ofl

their fruits will require a sunny aspect, leaving space

between them for a circulation of ilry warm air, which

is so beneficial to their well-being. The plants

should be watered early in the forenoon, thereby

avoiding the risk of damping off at the collar, .which

occurs frequently at this season under the influence of

artificial temperature, and anything approaching a

stagnant atmosphere is also injurious to the fruits as

they approach maturity, causing them to become

mouldy and damp oft'. This is especially the case

with plants that are shifted about—they will not stand

a reduced temperature after being grown in a warmer

climate. Further thinning of the fruits should now

be discontinued with succe,sional stock if a steady

supply is expected up to Christmas. The same plants

will continue flowering and fruiting in a uniform tempe-

rature, thus prolonging the fruiting season with com-

paratively little trouble. The early stock of Black

Prince and Vicomtesse Hericart de Thury to be started

next November will be all the better for protection in

case the weather should become warm and moist.

The pots being crammed with roots and the crowns

and leaves fully developed and ripened are predisposed

to start into growth somewhat prematurely on a sudden

change of temperature. Keeping the plants well

thinned out and clear of worms and weeds with abun-

dant supplies of water should the weather become

keen and dry are matters of extreme importance

during the close of the growing season. It'. Hinds.

and enjoyable our houses appear in the early morning ;

the fire-heat being absent the dry arid feeling so often

observed is for the time banished whilst a slight dew-

ing on the upper surface of the leas es seems to impart

health, \igour, and colour to every plant ;
at the same

time such natural damping is a sure preventive to

the dreaded black or yellow thrips. Let the readings

for the present be about as follows—East India-house,

65° to 68°
; Dendrobium-house, 58° to 63° ;

Cattleya-

house, 58' to 60°
;
Odontoglossum-house, 53° to 55

Whilst so many plants are still in a state of active

growth the amount of water required at the roots v/iU

still be considerable, for the roots when in a healthy

condition, and breaks and growths growing freely, re-

quire and draw up much of the moisture in the soil, the

supply of sap and formation of fibre being dependent

in a large measureupon such a readymeans ofobtaining

the needful support. It must, however, be borne in

mind that the diminishing amount of sunlight and heat,

and also a less quantity of air being admitted from the

outside, will cause the houses to be less dry no\v than

during the summer months, therefore the watering at

the r(X)ts will not need to be repeated so often as during

the hot season. The majority of the 'Vandas, Aerides,

and Saccolabiums are still growing freely and their

fleshy roots with green living points are pushing

through the soil or around the hard surface of the pots

whilst new roots start away from the stems of the plants :

these must be supplied with moisture but must not be

kept so continuously damp as during the hot months

of July and August. Among this class, the greater

part of which have already bloomed this season, men-

tion must be madeofVandaCathcartii. Foramimber

of years this was known to many only by name, but

now, thanks to enterprising Indian collectors, it is fre-

quently to be met with. This species is very distinct

in its manner of growth, the leaves being short and

rather broad, and fixed much further apart on the stem

than is the case with any other v.ariety. Healthy and

vigorous plants will now be showing their flower-spikes,

one or perhaps two spikes according to the strength of

the plant, each spike bringing from two to four flowers

each. From the time the spikes first appear to the

formation and expanding of the blooms many weeks

elapse, but patience and care will certainly be rewarded,

and when the flowers are open the singular form, more

especially of the labellum, and at the same time the

beautiful marking and colours, will be sure to give

much pleasure and excite the curiosity of those who

gaze upon it. See that all the plants of the different

l'hala:nopsis are regularly sponged and carefully looked

to, so that as the new spikes appear or tender roots push

away they are not destroyed by the lurking snail or

woodlice. P. Lowii in baskets will now be in flower ;

if sufficiently strong this will often produce two or three

laterals on a spike. IV. Swan, Falloicfichl.

PL.iNT HOUSES.

Orchids.—The night temperatures in the various

structures must now be reduced, but it must be done

in a careful and gradual manner, for sudden changes

are at all times to be strictly guarded against. At

present not much fire-heat will be required, but since

sudden changes of the outside temperature are so

liable to occur, it is very necessary to have the means

at command, so that when such a time may come

upon us we may at once apply such means, and so

counteract any injurious results that would be likely to

follow a rapid and unusual lowering of the outer

temperatures. Though doubtless such occurrences

are likely to happen a little later on in the season, it

is necessary to refer to them now, so that being fore-

warned we shall have only ourselves to blame if we

do not see to it that we are also forearmed. There is

always a very great deal dependent on a carefully

managed night temperature, and when during the hot

summer months the heating apparatus is for a while

dispensed with altogether, how very fresh and pleasant

The Beet Sugar Industry.—At a late sitting

of the American National Agricultural Congress,

held at New Haven, Conn., Mr. E. T. Gennett,

of Maine, gave a brief history of the Beet Sugar

industry in Europe ; of the attempts to establish it at

Northampton in Massachusetts in 1S36, at Chatsworth

and Freeport in Illinois, in Wisconsin, in Iowa, and

in California—with reasons for non-success, and of the

subsidy now ofl'ered by Maine for its initiation in that

State. He says there are 300 acres planted in Beets

by loco farmers of Maine for this experiment, and not

less than 3000 tons will be harvested. Analyses have

already been made, which show as large a percentage

of saccharine matter as is contained in the Beets of

Europe Sugar begins to develope after the expi-

ration of half the period of growth. Three

analyses of plants of seventy-six, sixty-six, and forty-

six days' growth respectively, were made August i,

and again on the 15th, with the following results :—

August 1. „ ,.
,
Augiibt IS.

Solids. Suaar. I
Solids. bujar.

lO.Spjr cent. .. 6,7?" cent, I3 5P':'-':':"' • 9 9 P" <=="'

,1 percent. .. 6 g per cent 13.8 per cent. .. mypercent.

8.8percent. .. 5 3 p.r cent. | .. 4 P« cent. .. 8,,percent.

He is confident of success, and hopes to see half a

million acres appropriated to Beet culture, or rather,

that it shall occupy a fourth part of 2,000,000 acres in

proper location, and aid in enforcing the practice of

subsoiling, tile drainage and high culture generally,

giving wealth to multitudes and an impetus to

improved husbandry'.

The F.-vrmers' Almanac—We learn that the

copyright of the well-known Farmers' Almanac,

which has been published for many years by Mr.

Ridgway, of Piccadilly, has been purchased by

Messrs. Cassell, Petter & Galpin, and it will be

incorporated with the Live Stock Journal .Almanac,

which will be published henceforth under the title of

The Live Stock Journal and Farmers' Almanac.

" Darwinian."—Our village grocer (great flori-

culturist) :
" Most extr'or'nary thing, sir. Last year

I had some bacon in my shop that went bad durin

that hot weather, and I buried it in my garden.

You'll hardly believe it, but all my Asters this season

come up streaky !
" Punch,
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SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 28, 1S7S.

APPOINTMENTS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
Monday, Sept. 30 — Salt- of Dulcli Uiilbs, at Stevens' Rooms.
Wednesday, Oct. s— Sale of Dutch Bulb.?, at Stevens' Rooms.
TiinDcriiv i\^t T / Dresden Floral Society's Autumn E.\hibi-
i HURSDAY, Oct. 3

J i^-^j^j,, ^-^.^ j^^,^,

Saturd.w, Oct. 5— Sale of Dutch liulbs, at Stevens' Rooms,

" A LARGE handsome variety," suitable for

L\. exhibition. " A large newvariety of fair

quality—will be a fine sort for showing"—the

fair adjective, by-the-way, when applied to some-
thing that has to be "shown" or eaten, being

a sort of apologj^ to prevent the kind described

being altogether condemned for its worthless-

ness in flavour or other particulars. These and
similar terms have of late years become fashion-

able in describing new or little known garden
productions. When applied to new varieties of

Roses, or other plants, or to edible fruits and
culinar)' vegetables, they are mischiexous, and
serve no purpose but individual interests in

puffing the prolific crop of worthless varieties

ever forthcoming to meet the insatiable crave

for something new. The reporters, who can
only judge by what they see before them, are

not to blame for this, nevertheless disgust and
disappointment are too often occasioned by loss

of time (often years in the case of fruits), in

addition to having bearing trees of sorts that

are found so indiflferent that they have to be

removed to make way for well-proved kinds

that never ought to ha\ e been displaced by the

new-comers, and which necessitate a repetition

of waiting until they attain the requisite age

to bear.

With culinary vegetables it may be said that

only a season need be lost in proving them ; but

those who have been induced to give, say 5.?. or

•]s. dd., for half or a quarter of a pint of new
Peas, or from <^s. to -js. for i lb. of a new variety

of Potato, are slow to admit, by discarding them,

however bad, that they have Ijeen duped, and
generally feel disposed to try them another year

or two, in the hops that fresh soil, or a difier-

ence in the weather, may improve their qualit)-.

During the interxal the wretched trash finds its

way in all directions amongst imitating culti-

vators, until it has run its round through the

country, and gives place to others equally bad.
The purchasers of high-priced useless garden
novelties, French Roses in particular, appear to

be wholly beyond the influence of the whole-

some principle embodied in the old adage of
" once bit twice shy."

In the case of fruits we must admit that, in

estimating their merits, a fine appearance in

colour, as also size, deserve all the considera-

tion due to thciTi ; but unless accompanied by
good flavour they are useless, for the simple

reason, that in the different species of fruit in

general cultivation there are already plenty of

varieties possessing a combination of all the

above essentials.

As to culinary vegetables mere appearance is

of the least possible consequence in determining
their worth. We are often reminded about the

improved state of horticulture at present as

compared with what it was in times past ; but
if the last generation of gardeners were again in

the flesh, it would be something new to them
to be told that kitchen \'egetables were grown
for their looks. There is another point con-
nected with the subject which requires a word.
If such things as culinary \egctables, howe\er
handsome in appearance but lacking the in-

dispensable accompaniment of good eating

properties, are e.xhibited continuously in con-
siderable quantities, why is it ? Simply
because they frequently receive the awards

in preference to others less taking in their

looks, but better for the purpose for which

alone it is any use to grow them. This

being the case, who are they who thus give

the precedence to appearance in place of real

merit.' Not those who know what they are

about, or that have any pretensions to per-

form satisfactorily the duties they undertake.

Such awards are doubly opposed to the

interests of horticulture, discouraging and
perplexing to exhibitors who from a common-
sense view grow for showing those kinds

they know to be best for use, and calcu-

lated to mislead those lacking experience or

opportunity to decide what to grow and what
to avoid.

We have never questioned the important part

that horticultural exhibitions play in furthering

the advancement of gardening, through the

teaching exemplified by the awards made in the

different departments, not only to the best

examples of their respective kinds of fruits,

vegetables, plants, or flowers competing, but

\ery much more from the preference gixen to

the best varieties over such as are inferior for

the respectix'e purposes for which they are grown.

Where there is any deviation from this in the

awards made on the exhibition stage those awards
at once become mischiexous in their influence,

and the societies accountable for them do injury

to the interests of the pursuit they are supposed

to promote. Yet despite all that can be said in

warning, and the dearly bought experience of the

many who in their gardens are always ready to

discard well-pro\-ed old friends for uncertain

new ones, their forgetfulness of the price they

have paid for their inconstancy, combined with

the fascination which the dexelopment of a new
plant of any kind has with many people, induces

them to keep on moth-like undergoing the self-

inflicted singeing process. And as demand is the

primary regulator of supply it follows that there

is no likelihood of any falling off in costly

noxelties, that would be extremely dear if to be
had for nothing. Here is felt the misfortune of the

Royal Horticultural Society being crippled for

means and room to do a vast deal more than
the useful work it is now doing in the way of

proving, not only the dissimilarity of the things

under trial, but also in deciding upon their

merits. This is a work of national importance,

and of too much consequence to be left to indi-

viduals, or companies who would always lack the

confidence of the public to such an extent as to

render their work of little use.

Any system of trials that could be undertaken
in any single locality, even under the most skil-

ful supervision, would not be conclusive as to a
plant, either species or variety, succeeding or

not in other parts of the kingdom ; but as far

as relates to the quality of such things as culinary

vegetables there could be no mistake, for a Pea
if wanting in flavour grown in one place is not

likely to be right in this respect when cultivated

elsewhere. Potatos are somexx'hat different,

being, as every one knows who has had only
limited experience with them, considerably in-

fluenced by the nature of the soil ; but it is

merely a difference in degree, for a x'ariety that

is soft, soapy, and deficient in starch when grown
even in soil not suited to the Potato, is rarely

anj'thing above second-rate when grown in the

best Potato land. Such instances as the above
meet the objection made that trials as to the

merits of all vegetables could not be satis-

factorily carried outbythe Horticultural Society,

but it is to be hoped that the time is not distant

when it will be in a position, and likewise dis-

position, to show the fallacy of such ideas. The
raisers of really meritorious new varieties of

fruit and vegetables, which now stand in the

proportion of the odd grain of corn amongst a
large quantity of chaff, would get their due, and
the public Hould liax'e confidence in what was
offered them.

• A Remarkaiii.e Old Elder Tree.—The
remarkable old Elder tree pourtrayed on the opposite

page (fig. 73) is the largest that has ever come under

our notice. It stands near to the mansion at Thorpe

Perrow, Yorkshire, the residence of Mark MiLiiANKE,

Esq., where it attracts the notice of visitors by
reason of its fine arboreal character, so different from

that of the ordinary Elder trees. We have not its

exact measurements, but its height is given as 35 feet.

Fu.NGi, Edihi.e and Poisonous.—A corre-

spondent has pointed out to us the misleading state-

ments printed under the head of " Champignon " in

CASSELL'snewZ)(i///«//i- Dulionary. TheChampignon
is there termed '* Agaric oreades of botany," and it is

stated that "of the varieties that grow in rings only

one is unfit for food, and this " (Agaric dealbatus, sic. )

"may be known by its strong unpleasant smell, tS:c."

Now, every beginner in fungology knows that many
highly dangerous species, including a close ally of the

Champignon, grow in rings, and one (possibly the

most dangerous of all), Agaricus fastibilis, often l)ears

a striking resemblance to the true Mushroom. As for

Agaricus dealbatus being unfit for food, it is, on the

contrary, well known to be one of the best and safest

of all the edible .species, and its odour is not strong

and unpleasant, hut mild and sweet.

A\ Early Frost.—Mr. Merritt, Kimp-
ton lioo, Welvvyn, reports a severe frost in that

locality on the morning of the 24th. Vegetable Mar-

rows were completely cut down, and Scarlet Runner

Beans blackened.

Summer in London.—The summer, says

the Times, may now be said to be over, and the Re-

gistrar-General's returns enable us to state the number
of the hours of sunshine recorded al the Royal t >li-

serxatory, Greenxx'ich, in the four months from the

midtlle of May to the middle of September. in

the fortnight ending June i there xvere 65.7 hours of

sunshine; in the four xveeks ending June 29, 1S1.4

hours; in the four weeks ending July 27, 14S.9

hours; in the five xveeks ending August 27, 175.3

hours ; and in the fortnight ending .September 14,

71.3 hours. The total is 642^ hours, averaging

xvithin a fraction of 38 hours a week, or 5.J hours

a day. In the week ending the 29th of June
there were 73.9 hours of sunshine, or nearly iwo-

thirds of the whole time the sun was above the hori/ou.

That was the hottest xveek London has had since that

ending the 19th of August, 1876.

The Roval Gardens, Kf.w.—Here is a

piece of information which will be new to our readers.

Speaking of the beautiful park of the Tete d'Or at

Lyons, which is open to the public from 5 a.m. till

1 1 at night, a xvriter in the French journal La France,

tells us on the authority of a well-known English

horticultural journalist that the magnificent gardens

of Kensington Museum {sic), of which Englishmen

are so proud, are only open one hour a day. Of
course our colleague wrote nothing of the kind ; hut

it is an amusing instance of unwitting perversion, and

adds another illustration to the many which shoxv the

ignorance of F'rench journalists of English ways.

A Botanist's Staff.—Our Dutch contem-

porary, Sctitfcti'irctis, describes a stick, xvhich, if

strong and well made, and provided xvith trustworthy

instruments, must be a boon to botanists on herborising

excursions, or to naturalists generally. The handle

of the stick has a compass in it, and cunningly arranged

in various cavities are a thermometer, small collecting

bottles, magnifying glass, and knife, xvhileascrexvat the

end permits the attachment of a spud, a small hatchet,

or a geological hammer. We have not enumerated
all the xvonders of this stick, oxving to our ignorance

of the Dutch language, but we hope the maker,

M. BODENHEIM, 167, Kalxer Straat, Amsterdam, will

speedily find some agent in London, for xve doubt

not that, if xx'ell made and not too heax'y, many
country gentlemen, foresters, and botanists would be

glad to avail themselves of such a imillvm in pan-o.

Arenaria glabra.—The plant known under

this name is exceedingly dwarf in groxvth, very dense,

of a dark green, and very hardy. It is much used ai

Hutton Hall for carpet-work and for covering rock-

work, and appears to he in some respects superior to

the little Mentha, noxv so much used in gardens. At
Heckfield, Mr. Wildsmith is using the Mentha as
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edgings to raised embroidered beds, finding it to be

both more effective and durable than Sempervivum
calcareum, or any other hardy species. The Are-

naria will be found very useful in a similar capacity,

and like the Mentha will bear clipping with the shears.

It makes a good groundwork both for winter and

The South American Cow-Tree, ^
Every now and then some well-known economic

advocated for the acclimatisation of the Cow-tree is

our newly-acquired possession, Cyprus.

AspHALTE Walks. — As the introduction

into gardens of asphalte as a material for the forma-

tion of garden walks is of frequent occurrence, it may
be remarked that the surface can be annually renewed

by taking advantage of dry weather to give them a

good coating of tar, and spreading over it a dressing

of coarse sand. This makes the paths look as good

may have had something to do with this fine charac-

ter, and no doubt it is a plant that will well repay

good cultivation.

The Cool Orchids at the Pine-apple
Nursery.—At the Pine-apple Nursery the ability of

the less heat-requiring Odontoglots to thrive with

cool airy treatment is tested to the full, for nowhere
have we met with them so fully brought under the

influences of a continuous supply of air, with an

Fig. 73.—remarkable old elder tree at tiiorpe perrow. (see r. 404.)

plant or tree—the produce of which, though perhaps

largely used in its native country, is scarcely known in

this—comes to the fore with various suggestions as to

its probable application and development. Just now
the Cow-tree (Galactodendron utile) of Venezuela is

attracting fresh attention, in consequence of its

appearance at the Paris Exhibition. It has been

recommended for introduction and cultivation in

many parts of the world where it is not native, and
where a constant supply of milk is either a necessity

or would be an advantage. Among other places

as new, and the blending of the sand with the tar

takes from the black and uncomfortable appearance

of the l)are asphalte. The tar dressing should be

applied when the weather is fine, so that it can

become well set before rain falls.

Heliantiius cucumerh-olius.— In some
places this new introduction is flowering very finely

this season. It is a fine object in the mixed border

when well grown, the large golden flowers being very

fine, and of a striking character. The wet summer

absence of artificial warmth, during the principal

growing season as they are here ; and yet the plants

are pictures of stout healthy growth, the leaves having

the deep green shade with the peculiar bronzy tinge

on the edges, and the firm plump condition ami

brown colour of the pseudobulbs inseparable from

rude health. The same applies to Masdevallias,

treated in like manner, the large stout growths

at once show they enjoy the conditions they are

subjected to. The principal objection that used so

often to be urged against the cultivation of Orchids
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was tlie damp hot atmosphere in which many require

to l)e grown ; and we find numbers fond of plants

who are so imbued with this idea that they cannot
realise the fact that this most beautiful section of the

family can be seen and enjoyed with no more incon-

venience than that of entering an ordinary greenhouse
in summer ; and in winter the atmosphere of a cool

Orchid-house is equally unobjectionable as to lieat or

humidity,

PviiETHRUM ULiGiNosUM.—Oneof the finest

autumn-flowering hardy plants we know of is this

handsome species. Well established clumps attain a
height of 4 to 6 feet, with deep green foliage, which
.contrasts well with the large white, golden-eyed
blossoms. It is very suitable for shrubberies, &c., and
one of the finest beds we have seen consisted of a
centre clump of this plant, ne.\t to it the brilliant

Lobelia splendens, a third row of the showy bright-
orange colourcil Rudbeckia speciosa, and an edging of
the white feathery flowered Heuchera americana.
.Such a l)cd as this would be a remarkable addition to
any lawn, and tend to relieve the monotonous effect oi

dwarf bedding plants.

Lf.1'Tod.\ctyi.o\ CAi.iFORNicus.—'We sel-

dom or never see this treated as a pot-plan', ne\er-
theless as so grown in Mr. Eraser's nursery at Lea
Bridge it is a little gem, forming neat little plants

6 to 8 inches high with densely packed linear-pointed
leaves like those of a Heath. The flowers are of a
pale rosy lilac hue, with a slender tube about % inch
in length and a limb equal in diameter, and divided
into five olilong lobes.

Cheap Grapes.—When good wholesome
well-ripened Grapes can be bought in London streets

at T,d. per pound we may well ask in wonder, what
sum does the grower receive ? Of course these are
Grapes of foreign growth, but this adds somewhat to

the wonder, as the cost of transit over land and sea
must be considerable, added to which is the expense
of packing, the profits of agents or dealers, and,
finally, the profits to the costennonger, the which, if

not considerable, must add something tangible to the
sum total of y1. We purchased these luscious

products one recent evening in a crowded thorough-
fare where they were being sold rapidly and much
appreciated, so that it was evident the taste for fruit

which is innate in man is not entirely quenched by
licry compounds in the mouth of the low-class
Londoner. Here was also an e.\cellent example of
the usefulness to the poor of the much-abused
"coster." Whilst he w.as giving honest weight for

3;/. and 4 7. per pound the neighbouring shopkeepers
were ofl'ering similar fruit at dd. and %J., which
prices, low as they were, were perhaps prohibitive to

not a few who were then gathering together, as best
they could, the elements of their Sunday dinner.
We are often told that we ought to grow more fruit

and pay the foreigner less, but could we afford to
grow even the poorest outdoor Grapes in this country,
even if they would ripen fit for eating, and sell with
profit at such a low price? The greatest force is

however found in the fact that our climate will hardly
give us enough of really hardy fruits, least of all such
as need an abundance of warmth and sunshine to
bring them to maturity. Rather we ought to be very
thankful that through the instrumentality of the
foreigner and his plenteous sunshine that good whole-
some fruit can be sold in our crowded streets at such
a very low figure. Our Cirape growers can produce
under glass the finest fruit to be seen in the world,
but the cost of production is great, and therefore
beyond the reach of the poor of our great towns, but
who are in this respect even more favoured than arc
the deniEens of the grapeless country districts.

Daphne indica ruhra.—.\t the back of a
cold frame in Messrs. T. Bunvard & .So.\'s

nursery at Maidstone may be seen a line or hedge of
plants of Daphne indica rubra which some twelve
years ago were planted out for stock when there was
a growing demand for it. During the summer the
frame is occupied by plants, necessitating the removal
of the lights, and in winter and spring it is occupied
by half-hardy bedding plants, the plants being
plunged in some material for protection, when the
lights are placed on the frame and any protection
necessary is supplied by mats. Soon after Christmas
flowers are gathered from the Daphne, and the supply
is kept up till April, It is thus a most useful lot of

plants, for in addition to supplying flowers when they
are most valuable, an ample provision of cuttings for

propagation is also afforded.

Cea.nothls azureus grandiflorus.—This
is a very fine form, blooming freely, with large

flowers of an excellent hue of colour, and can be
made into a good pot-]ilant. The forms of Ceanothus
are not so much planted as wall plants as they deserve

to be. We have in our minds eye a London villa

resilience against which was planted a few years ago
a specimen of C. rigidus which does best against a

wall. This has grown into great size, and every year

yields a rare crop of flowers. It is on the north-east

side of the house, and grows and flowers remarkalily

well.

• Geraniums and Snakes.—Under this

heading a contemporary draws attention to a new
value for Geraniums. In South Africa, we are told,

the Geranium has the reputation of being proof against

snakes, which, it is said, avoid the plant as though it

were poisonous. We are reminded, that though the

flowers of the Geraniums are scentless, the leaves

contain a quantity of volatile oil with more or less

pungent odours, and it is stated that no snake will

come near a bed of these flowers. i\ missionary in

South Africa has surrounded his house with a cordon
of Geraniums, with the result that it is never visited by
these unwelcome intruders. To the Kaflirs is

attributed the discovery of this property in the

Geranium.

Forest Conservancy in Mauritius.—We
learn from the Mercantile Record of Port Louis, that

since Sir Arthur Phayre's appointment as Gover-
nor of Mauritius he has taken a deep interest in the

question of putting the island under a thorough system

of forest conservancy. His previous experience on all

matters appertaining to forestry, acquired durinn-

many years' residence in British Burmah, has given

him unusual qualifications for dealing with this ques-

tion, with the result that application has been made to

the Indian Forest Department for an experienced

forest officer, who, after a year's residence in iMauri-

tius, will furnish a detailed report on the present state

and future prospects of the forests ; and "at the same
time initiate a system of forest conservancy which,

while it shall be complete, and of general and material

utility, sliall also, it is hoped, prove remunerative."

Ampelopsis tricuspidata.—There is a very

fine example of this in Messrs. T. Bunv.\rd & .Son's

nursery at Maidstone, and it is supposed to be one of

the first plants distributed (under the name of Veitchii).

It is growing .against a shed in combination with the

Golden Cloud Ivy, and they both "run" well together ;

for, although the Ampelopsis makes a very strong

growth (owing, it is supposed, to the roots having
found their way into a disused well), and to a great

extent hides the Ivy during summer, it does not affect

its colouring, and by-and-bye, when the leaves of the

Virginia Creeper ;lrop in the autumn, the golden hue
of the Ivy shines out clear and distinct, and remains
so during the winter and spring. Mr. George Bun-
yard states that the young growth of the Ampelopsis
are in great demand for the adornment of epergnes,

for which it is well suited.

Thk Pasipas Grass.—The ordinary male
and female forms of Pampas-grass, (iynerium argen-
teum, have, from their first becoming known, proved
to be amongst the very best decorative plants ever
introduced to this country. There is scarcely a posi-

tion in the pleasure-grounds where they are out of
place, looking well with a background of deciduous
or evergreen trees, shrubs, or a wall, standing as

specimens on a lawn, or arranged by the side of
water, where in no place are their graceful arched
leafage and elegant silvery plumes seen to better

advantage. Vet in some situations where it would
be desirable to plant this Gynerium, its majestic
stature is such as to render it too large, as there are
immense numbers of jjeople who delight in a garden,
yet are obliged to be content with a small one, where
the usual forms of this splendid grass are too big, and
consequently cannot be employed ; and even in large
places there are many positions where a smaller
growing plant would be more suitable. In such, the
handsome dwarf variety shown by Mr. C. Noble, of the
Sunningdale Nursery, at the last meeting of the Ro)-al

Horticultural Society will be welcomed. When grown

to its full size it appears that the plumes attain a
height of about 5 feet; in fact, it seems to be iden-

tical with the original forms first introduced, with the

exception of its only attamin^ about half the size, and
is equally free-flowering. We look upon it as a very
elegant and useful plant, and have no doubt that as it

Ijecomes known it will be extensively used in many
positions such as we have indicated its adaptability

for.

Calceolaria Pavonii.—.Vmongst half-hardy

wall plants few form such striking objects as this beau-

tiful and highly decorative species at this season,

and indeed for the past two months. Under liberal

treatment it will attain a height of 6 feet, with large

branches bearing a profusion of yellow flowers, which
much resemble the English Lady's-Slipper in minia-

ture, the leaves triangular and wrinkled, with dilated

and stem-clasping leaf-stalks. Like other Peruvian

plants it is somewhat tender, but if slightly protected

in severe weather it will survive our ordinary winters.

Though introduced more than thirty years ago it is

rather scarce in gardens at present, but deserves to be
better known.

IIoi.i.VHOCKS.—It is to be that hoped the wet
season may have done something to check the disease

in the Hollyhocks. Mr. W. ClIATER, the veteran

Hollyhock cultivator, of Saffron Walden, writes to

say that his flowers have been exceedingly fine this

season, and he thinks he never had a finer show of

bloom, and though not quite free from disease, the

plants have been much cleaner this season than they
have for some time past. Mr. Chatkr finds it

necessary to keep his plants out-of-doors almost

wholly, but while this interferes to a great extent

with the production of young stock it serves to hold

the disease in check, it is hoped, till such times as a

return to the old modes of propagation can be

resumed.

Peaches in America.—From some recently

published statistics of Peach culture in the United

States we gather the following. The Peach, it seems,

can be successfully cultivated in the open air anywhere

south of lat. 42° N., and under an altitude of

gooo feet ; it is not, however, a sure crop north of

40°. Some parts of the country are much better

suited for Peach culture than others. Among the best

stand the Chesapeake and Delaware peninsula. More
Peaches, it is said, are produced within this circuit

than in any other territory of the same extent, owing
to the entire suitability of the soil and climate. It is

estimated that there are about 5,000,000 Peach trees

of all ages between the Delaware and Chesapeake an d

the Brandywine and Cape Charles. The area over

which these extend is about 50,000 acres, and the

land is of the best and most productive nature. Of
fresh Peaches, sent away in baskets in one year, official

reports show 2,456,876 baskets sent by land to other

parts of America, and 543,124 baskets shipped by
water, making an aggregate of 3,000,000 baskets.

But all the Peaches produced in these districts are

not exported in a fresh state, large quantities being

both canned and dried. .Six canneries are described

as being in operation in Delaware, and probably an

equal number in Maryland, turning out over 1.000,000

cans of fruit. " Taking a series of years together, it

is found that Peaclies are as certain and remunerative

a crop as any other that can be grown." The jienin-

sula has the capacity for growing at least 10,000,000

baskets, for which a ready market is found in Penn-

sylvania, New York, and New England, as well as

in various other parts of the world. The samples of

canned Peaches exhibited in the present Paris Ex-
hibition from the United States seem to have been

highly spoken of.

Dendropium Wardianum. — The way in

which Dendrobium Wardianum has this summer grown
with Messrs. E. G. Henderson cS: Son at the Pine-

apple Nurseries without fire-heat at once shows that

this splendid and free-growing species will succeed per-

perfectly in a lower temperature than it is usually sub-

jected to. A large number of plants were started into

growth in an intermediate temperature in February,

where they remained until the weather was suffi-

ciently warm, when they were removed to the large

conservatory, where they made and completed their

growth without any fire-heat at all. The p.seudo-

bulbs are not so long as when grown in a hotter

temperature but very much thicker than we
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usually see them—not unlike, but quite up to the size

of imported bulbs. Some are now showing bloom

freely, having the flower-buds quite prominent, and

will evidently produce quile as many flowers as when
treated so as to produce a much greater length

of the pseudobulbs, which latter we look upon as

anything but an advantage. It must be borne in mind

that the fluctuations in temperatui-c l)etwixt sunshine

and cloud as well as variations in the weather are

much less in a very large structure like the immense
conservatory at this nursery, than in a small house

such is as usually devoted to Orchids, which would

frequently need the use of fire-heat when it might Ijc

dispensed with where a great body of air is enclosed.

Comparatively slight shade was used. 1). crassinode

appears to require more warmth than the preceding.

The very imperfect information often given by those

who discover and collect Orchids and other plants as

to heat and other conditions under which they are

found growing naturally, is very often the cause of

their being subjected to treatment at the hands of the

growers in this country that they do not require

or like.

Selkct Polvcoxums.—Of the numerous
species of Polygonum now in cultivation, the few

enumerated below are the most desirable, and may be

included even in the choicest collection of hardy

plants. All, with the exception of the early flowering

P. alplnum, are now in full beauty, and will

continue a long time in good condition. P. cuspi-

datum, a native of Japan, may probably be better

known under its synonym, P. Sieboldii : it is the

handsomest of all, forming fine specimens nearly

10 feet high and as much across, the stems 8 feet to

12 feet long, purple spotted, with the upper part much
branched and spreading. The small panicles of tiny

white blossoms are borne in great profusion from the

axils of the oval, pointed leaves. It is seen to the

best advantage when planted singly on lawns, &c., or

at the margins of shrubberies ; in this position and

planted in good soil it forms one of the most effective

liardy plants we have. When single specimens are tlie

object in view, care should be taken to remove all the,

suckers which spring up during the growing season.

The variety compactum is a dwarf form not more than

3 feet, and much less branched ; it is very suitable for

the ordinary borders. P. sachalinense, a Siberian

species, though not producing such a profusion of

delicate flowers as the last, in nevertheless a stately

foliage plant. In large specimens the stems arc fully

14 feet long and, as in the preceding, arch in a

very graceful manner. The leaves are oval and pointed,

9 inches to i foot in length, and 6 inches broad.

The small panicles of greenish white flowers

are borne at the tips of the branches and

are not very showy. P. alpinum, a well-known and

old inhabitant of gardens, is also very handsome,

growing about 3 feel high and producing in early

spring large panicles of snow-white blossoms, which

last a long time and are very suitable for cutting.

P. amplexicaule, with its white variety oxyphyllum,

is now very showy. It is about 3 feet high, with

stem-clasping leaves, and an abumlance of long

racemes of a deep red colour in the type, and

white with purple anthers in the variety. Native of

the Himalayas. The stems of all the preceding perish

annually, in the two following they are persistent, and
with evergreen leaves. I', vaccinifolium is a beautiful

little trailing plant, from the Himalayas. It has small

\'accinium-like lea\es, and produces numerous dense

racemes of pink flowers. It is well adapted for rock-

work, allowed to hang over the ledges of the stones.

It also forms a charming basket-plant for a cool

greenhouse, as it lasts many weeks in flower. P.

affine (syn. P. lirunonis) is a better known species,

also inhabiting the Himalayas. It forms compact

tufts, with spathulate leaves, with slightly toolhetl

margins, and whitish on the under surface. It pro-

duces numerous dense racemes of blossoms of a deep

pink colour at first, and changing to a lighter hue.

It is very suitable either for the ordinary border or

fir rockery.

Tka Rosks at Lamiu'CN Castle.—In hor-

ticultural practice there are many instances continually

coming under the notice of the intelligent observer

showing the large number of exceptions existing in

plants that are found to succeed under conditions the

complete reverse of that which appears to accord with

their natural requirements. Vet there are not found

wanting those who ignore, or shut their eyes, to this,

and stubbornly persist in advocating a uniform or ana-

logous course of treatment in the cultivation of all

plants similar generally in their requirements. Any
one imbued with such ideas might learn a lesson from

the Tea Roses planted out in the Pine stoves at

Lambton, where they occupy the walls on the north

side, with stems as thick as a man's wrists, pictures of

health, and as Mr. Hu.S'Tiaiinformcdus producinghun-

dreds of flowers each winter and spring. Here it might

be supposed they would be excited into continued

growth, until their vitality was CNhausted, yet such

is completely the reverse, for despite the great

amount of heat they are in such a situation

necessarily subject to, they continue to thrive satis-

factorily, appearing to recruit themselves by, for

"a time after Ijlooming, making little growth—similar

to that which occurs when they are grown in much
cooler quarters. There is something very much like

this at the Langport Nurseries, where Messrs.

KEr.WAY & Sox have a quantity of large bushes of

most of the leading varieties of China Roses planted

out in beds where they arc close to the glass in several

houses that during the summer are devoted to Cucum-
ber growing for seeds. The Roses produce quantities

of flowers for cutting during the winter and early

spring, and immense numbers of cuttings in the

summer. For this purpose the shoots, if drawn up

weakly, as many might suppose would be the case

under the conditions they are subject to in company
with the Cucumbers, would be useless for propagation.

Thc Gladstone Peach.—This Peach fine

was one of the late Mr. Rivers' latest seedlings, and

has proved a most useful late variety, ripening after

the Princess of Wales ; it is of good quality, and an

excellent bearer. Mr. George Bunvard, who has

obtained fruit this season from maiden trees in

pots, speaks very highly of it, as also of Advance

Nectarine, one of the most recent that has emanated

from Sawbridgeworth. It is very early, large and

handsome, of excellent flavour, and a short-jointed

habit of growth. Advance is said to be the earliest

of the green-fleshed Nectarines, ripening a fortnight

before I-,ord Napier.

-—— EscALLOXiA MOXTEViUEXsii.— .\gainst a

wall this comes very fine ; in fact it is necessary it should

have such a position. It comes covered with large

white trusses of bloom, their boldness of character

giving the plant a most striking appearance. It is a

hardy decorative plant, well in-TJling an extended

culture.

Sugar from Water Melons.—A new
source of sugar for commercial purposes is reported

from California, obtained, it seems, from Water
Melons. It is described as being at present only an

experiment ; nevertheless, a company with a large

capital is about to commence operations in California,

and though it is candidly said that chemists and

manufacturers are rather doubtful of their financial

success, the company declare that they can obtain

10 per cent, of sugar from the juice, alcohol from the

pulp and rind, and 25 per cent, of oil suitable for

table use from the seeds.

A Xkw Remedy I'OK 1Ivdrophoiji.\.—From
the Journal of Applied Science we learn that the

monks of the Convent of Phanesomene in the Island of

Salamine (Greece), have discovered a new remedy for

hydrophobia in the shape of a powder prepared from

the root of Marsdcnia erccta by mixing it with equal

parts of the powder of various species of Mylabris,

allied to the ordinary blistering fly and having neariy

the same properties. The remedy is administered

internally to the person who has been bitten, the

wound having been proviou-.ly cauterised.

IjOL'VARDIAS are well done at Hendersox's
Pine-apple Nursery. The system of treatment these

most beautiful sweet-scented and continuous flowering

plants are subjected to here is to turn them out of the

pots in spring in good rich prepared soil. In this they

are grown on through the summer, requiring very

much less attention than when kept in pots ; at the

same time attaining, as is almost invarial^ly the case

when the roots have an opportunity of helping them-

sehes in a way not possible when confined, much
more size and strength of the individual shoots, pro-

ducing proportionately larger bunches of flowers as f

well as more of them. The plants have recently

been lifted and potted, and kept a little close until

the roots begin to move. We arc anything but advo-

cates for indiscriminate planting-out, as there arc

many objections to it ; but in the case of such things

as are grown up to a flowering state in a single season

and will bear taking up and potting without loss of

leaf, as do these Bouvardias, planting-out hasconsider-

al)le advantages.

Heruaieous Plants.—At this season we
look on the loiterers almost with as much interest as

on the early visitors in spring. We still have some
fine plants to remind us that winter has not yet

arrived. Among these we mention Pyrethrum sero-

tmum, a fine plant for the back rows of the her-

baceous borders, 5 feet high, with narrow slightly-

toothed leaves and large white flower-heads like those

of the common Ox-eye Daisy or of P. fruticosum,

which is such a favourite with the French. We saw

fine plants of P. serotinum and of Aster leucanthe-

mum, which is very like it, lately in the nurseries of

Messrs. George Paui-, of Chcshunt, aiid Frasek, of

Lea Bridge.

Dimorphanthus MANDsnURlcus.—The ex-

traordinary large and deeply divided leaves of this

handsome shrub, added to large heads of flowers,

produce a striking and pleasing effect on the lawn at

D.alkeith, where at the present time it is an object of

great interest to visitors. It has only been planted

three years, yet has attained the height of about

8 feet, and is growing luxuriantly. One of the leaves,

which Mr. Dunn has been good enough to send us,

measures 4 feet in length, including the footstalk, and

about 3 feet in width. Whether it has flowered in

Scotland before, our correspondent is unable to say ;

but this is certainly the first time of flowering at

Dalkeith. We saw it lately in bloom in the heart of

the City of London.

DiEiAiRA KXiML^.—A charming plant, a

foot or so in height, with elegant and somewhat

glaucous leaves on long stalks, deeply and tripinnately

divided, the ultimate segments broad obovate, coarsely

toothed. The r.acemes of flowers are also on long

stalks and curve over gracefully at the top, so that the

individual flowers look like so many bells of curious

shape. Each flower is about \
—

\ inch long, and ofa

bright rose-pink colour. The construction of the

flower is most peculiar, resembling that of our wild

Fumitory, and still more nearly the very beautiful D.

spcctabilis.

-—— i'lILOX SETACEA ATKO-PURPUREA.—A ncat-

growing decumbent plant with crowded linear leaves

and deep rose-coloured flowers, about I inch across,

with a purplish eye. The plant is remarkable for

flowering twice in the season, and is excellently suited

fbr rockwork or for the front of the herbaceous

border.

Campanula Hexdersoni.—A dwarf-grow-

ing, neat-habited plant with long-stalked ovate-acute

saw-toothed glabrous leaves, and large erect open

bell-shaped flowers of a dark blue colour, i^- inch

across. Suitable for the front row of the herbaceous

border, for the rockwork, or for pots in the window.

AcoxiTL'M JAPOXICUM.—A dwarf-growing

sturdy Monkshood, with terminal racemes of closely-

set dark blue \iolet flowers, with the curious helmet-

shaped sepal characteristic of the genus.

RuDiir;cRL\ I'URi'LREA.—This is a very

striking tall-growing Composite. The bracts are

l?ent downwards, and the long strap-shaped rosy

violet ray florets are also deflexed, leaving the central

disc florets raised in the centre into a dome-shaped

mass from which the styles protrude, so that the whole

looks like a pin-cushion, with the pins sticking out.

A very old plant in gardens, but a very handsome one.

- Aster Amellus.—One of the best of the

Asters, 3—4 feet high, with sessile, lanceolate, hairy

leaves, and terminal corymbs of pale violet flower-

heads, which have a yellow disc, and are 2 inches

across. We lately saw a fine bed of this at Mr.

Eraser's nursery. Lea Bridge. The French call

this CEil dn Christ. Virgil in his fourth Georgic

apparently refers to an Aster, which Martyn sup-
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poses to be A. allicus, a plant closely allied to that

now called Amelius, and which Virgil recommends
to be used in the form of infusion as food for bees

—

" Est etiam flos in pratis cui nomen amcUo
Feccre agricolce, facilis quterentibus herba.

Namque uno ingentem tollit de cespite sylvam
Aureus ipse ; sed in foliis qufe plurlma circum

Funduntur, viola; sublucet purpura nigrce

Scepe deum nexis ornatas lorquibus ara;

Asper in ore sapor."

A passage which is tiuis rendered by a gardener

poet

—

" A flower there is, in meadows oft espied,

Y'clept Amelius round the country side
;

A plant right easy to be found, sithence,

From one small tuft it rears a forest dense
;

The disc of gold, the countless petal rays

Of deepest violet shot with purple haze :

With twisted wreaths hereof the shrines are hung,

But acrid is the flavour on the tongue."

Pliny mentions an Aster as a remedy for snalce-

bites and for hernia, but it must be gathered with the

left hand ! He describes it as having two or three

oblong leaves and star-like head— " capitula stellce

modo radiata." Doubtless some Composite was
intended,

CiiELONE OBLIQUA.—A low-growing erect

plant, with opposite, shortly stalked, saw-toothed

leaves, and terminal heads of flowers. The individual

flowers are about \\ inch long, two-lipped, like an
Antirrhinum, but with an open throat, and of a rosy

lilac colour. There is a white variety of the same
plant. Both are suitable for the front row of an her-

baceous border.

P\^ciiSL\ hei'ENDENS. — This rare and
beautiful species is now flowering freely in one of the

houses at Chiswick. It belongs to the long-flowered

section of the genus, and is apparently a near ally to

the better known F. corymbiflora, but is more slender

in all its parts. It has long trailing branches, and
oval, pointed, and slightly toothed leaves, about

2 inches long, arranged in quaternary whorls. The
inflorescence consists of a terminal leafy corymbose
raceme, i foot to 15 inches long, very slender and
pendulous. The flowers are about 2 inches long, the

tube being two-thirds of its length, the pointed

sepals and petals equal in length, and the white
stamens scarcely protruding beyond them. The
inside of the flower is of a rich carmine colour, the

tube being of a darker hue. Like many of its con-

geners it is of South American origin, having been
discovered about forty years ago by the late Prof.

Jameson in woods at a high elevation on the western
side of Pinchincha, which immediately towers above
(^uito. An excellent uncoloured portrait is given in

Hooker's Iconcs Planlanun, vol. i., lab. 65. As
before remarked, it is yet very rare in cultivation, but
it certainly merits more extended knowledge, as it is

admirably adapted for greenhouse culture either for

training to pillars or rafters, or as an ordinary pot
plant, and doubtless it is amenable to the same treat-

ment as usually afforded to its congeners.

New VAiiiETiEs of Fruits in America.—
Messrs. Elwanger <S; Barkv, of the Mount Hope
Nurseries, Rochester, New York, write as followsin the

preface to the twenty-third edition of their descriptive

catalogue of fruit, which has just come to hand :

—

" Of Pears no new foreign vai-ieties of great excellence

have been brought to notice for some time, but we give

greater prominence to a few sorts which deserve promo-
tion ; these are Petite Marguerite, Bonne du Puits Ansault,
Andre Desportes, &c. Of American varieties we pre-

sent one new one not hitherto in any catalogue, viz.,

Frederick Clapp. We have known this variety for five

years past, and consider it worthy the high rank awarded
it by the Massachusetts Horticultural Hociety. It was
originated by the same family that gave us that famous
first-class fruit, Clapp's Favourite. The most important
of the new fruits are undoubtedly the new very early

Peaches. When we obtained Rivers' Early Beatrice

we regarded it as an acquisition of immense value,

parties even making the journey to England to purchase
trees of it. Now, before that variety has been fully tested

in all parts of the country, it seems to be entirely super-

seded by larger, earlier and better sorts. Some twenty
years ago, when Hale's Early was introduced, we thought
we had made a wonderful advance, and so we did. That
variety with all its defects has been of great value to the

country ; it is believed to be directly or indirectly the

parent of nearly all the very early new sorts recently

obtained, some of which ripen a month earlier than

Hale, and two weeks earlier than Beatrice. The new
Peach, Waterloo, a large and beautiful variety, ripens in

western New York in the middle of July. This is really

wonderful progress. We have been testing a long list of
so-called Russian Apples, many of them obtained directly

from the Imperial Gardens of Russia, and many from the

Agricultural Department at Washington. We confess,

however, that so far we have experienced considerable

disappointment. We find a very small number of them
that promise to be valuable acquisitions. So far as \\e

are able to judge at this moment, scarcely any of them
will equal the old well-known Russian sorts—Red As-
trachan, Duchess of Oldenburg, Alexander, Tetofsky, &e.
We hope yet to get one or more winter sorts among
them worthy of culture. Of Grapes there are several

new sorts which give promise of great excellence, and we
hope to prove them satisfactorily before the issue of

another ecUdon of this catalogue. The number of new
varieties of Strawberries is increasing rapidly. A few of

those already introduced show some real progress.

Among these the Sharpless and Crescent Seedling at

this moment seem to take the lead."

Gardening Chances.—We understand that

Mr. James Johnstone has been succeeded as gar-

dener to Captain Maxwell, at Terregles, in the

Stewartry of Kirkcudbright by Mr. John McIntyre.
—Mr. George Hu:\iphrev, late gardener to C. F.

Kemt, Esq., Fox Bush, Tunbridge, has been

appointed gardener to J. Price Lade, Esq., at Nash
Court, Faversham.—We are informed that Mr. James
McAuLLY, of Trentham Gardens, has been ap-

pointed gardener to Earl Ferrers, Stanston Harold,

Leicester.

Dome el^orrcspoiiiinu^

Royal Horticultural Society's Provincial
Show at Preston.—The Preston Guardian of last

Saturday announces the unpleasant fact, that the

financial result of the hoiticultural exhibition held at

Preston last July is a loss of £ 1500. This I am sure
all must regret, but to people in the locality {capable
of forming an opinion on the subject) it is not a

matter of surprise. Several elements contributed to

this disastrous result—first, unfavourable weather
;

second, counter-attractions at Blackpool : these things

uf courbc the comnultee could not help, but there

were two other very ])otent elements, which, had very
much to do with the failure—namely, the unsuitable-

ness ol the locality {for it is well known that Preston
is only a small town) and the depression in trade

;

and owing to these last-named facts it was matter
of astonishment to a considerable number of persons
acquainted with the district that the Royal Hor-
ticultural Society should visit a locality ill-adapted

for the purposes the Council had in view. I would
respectfully draw the attention of the Council to a

suggestion—namely, that if they e^er hold a Provincial

Show again, that they do so the first week in

September. July seems to me the most unsuitable
month in the year, inasmuch as the most effective

exhibition plants are out of bloom. Roses, Azaleas
and Orchids are to a large extent over—and what is an
exhibition without these constituents ?—and it is too
early for a great display of fruit and vegetables. I

venture to think that if the Society held its Provincial

Show at the time I have named, they would be doing
a good and special work in bringing together the
pomological productions of the country, and also the
grand autumnal flowers which one seldom sees

brought together in large numbers ; and I have a
strong impression that a larger number of people
would be brought together to see a grand display the

first week in September than has been the case the

second week in July. One word to exliibitors as to

the length of time a show ot this kind is to be open.
It is impossible for a show of any magnitude at all to

pay its way unless open at least four days ; the prizes

are heavy—sometimes the amount given being of more
money value than the exhibits ; therefore if exhibitions

of this kind are to be held exhibitors must conform
to the regulations and not be unreasonable in their

requests. And there is another thing that all exhibitors

ought to bear in mind, namely, that, if they have
entered, they ought to do one of two things—either

exhibit, or (if unforeseen circumstances arise which

prevent them) let the management know early enough,
in order that the arrangements are not interfered with.

I have known exhibitors send their entries—never
exhibit, and never assign a reason for not carrying
out their engagements ; this is very bad behaviour,
and such offenders ought to be sued for a breach of
promise and fined heavily. A. B,

Zephyranthes Candida, or the White Peru-
vian Swamp Lily. — This pretty bulbous-rooted
plant, flowering at this season of the year, when white
flowers are so acceptable, and producing them in such
abundance, deserves to be more generally known and
cultivated than it is. It requires but little care, as

beds of it when planted need not be disturbed until

they become overcrowded. With sufiicient moisture
it seems to grow almost regardless of the nature of the

soil which surrounds it. One of its great recom-
mendations is its hardiness. I quote the late Dean
Herbert of Manchester when I write that " with the

thermometer 1
5'' below freezing point it has only

sufiered at the points of the leaves." It is a native of

Monte Video, and is found in great abundance on the

banks of the River La Plata. Nay, more ; it is

asserted that the river derived its name from the sil-

very whiteness of the flowers, which were found in

such great abundance there by the first navigators of
that country. It flowers in such great abundance,
when planted either as a bordering or in a bed, that

it would be difficult to introduce any object between
the flowers during the sunny hours of the day without

displacing some of them. As a bordering for beds of

Rhododendrons it is a great relief in the autumn ; it

takes off the sombre hue of the noble foliage of the

plants, and forms a beautiful intermediate line

between them and the lawn. In a bed it forms either

a pretty edging or a beautiful mass of white. It grows
freely and increases rapidly; if once planted in a

garden there is little danger of its being lost unless it

is deliberately destroyed ; and still it is not a weed or

difficult to destroy, but it is a beautiful and a free-

flowering " bidbous-rooted plant," producing thou-

sands of the most chaste white flowers on its pretty

semi-cylindrical green leaves, and exciting the admi-
ration of all who have the pleasure of seeing it grow-
ing in masses. How is it gardeners are not better

acquainted with it? C. />. S.^ Jersey.

The Fuchsia.—Mr. Fish may write eulogies of

the Fuchsia as long as he likes, but I object to his

associating my initials with his praise in the way he
does. Is he so incapable of perceiving what is

implied in my remarks when he assumes that I am
pleased to see that the Fuchsia has had its day ? My
reference to its comparative decadence is not as to

sorts or to beauty, or to any intrinsic merit or demerit
it may possess, but is made solely because it is not
the popular show and decorative p'ant it once was.
Here and there Fuchsias are shown well and are

encouraged, but how seldom : whilst for one plant

exhibited there are twenty Ferns, Caladiums,
Dracirenas, and other weed-like foliage-plants grown
because they are easy to grow, and not because they
are a tithe so beautiful as a well-grown and well-

flowered Fuchsia. When I lamented the comparati^c
decadence of the Fuchsia by penning "more's the

pity," does Mr. Fish think that I did not mean it ?

All the fancies Mr. Fish may indulge in will not set

aside the undoubted fact that the Fuchsia is not
the popular :\.v[d favoured plant it was some years

since. .-/. D.

The Failure of Cauliflowers.—This has been
almost general this season, alike in market as in

private gardens, not that the crop has absolutely

failed, like the major part of the fruit crop, but that

the flowers have come open or green in the centre, or

garnished through the flower with tiny leaves. These
departures from the normal types of good Cauli-

flowers have not only marred the beauty of the mot,t

useful of all the Brassica tribe, but have also lowered
their quality, for it is a fact that every departure from
this best form in Cauliflower invariably involves a
sacrifice of sweetness and crispness, A large jjropor-

tion of Cauliflowers have also come blind, and this

throughout the season. Again, not a few sorts including
Veitch's Autumn Giant have come out of season, from
a fortnight to a month later than usual. So late, in

fact, have been our main crop of the latter this year
that we began to fear that a veritable Broccoli had
been substituted for it by mistake. It is, however,
now {Sept. 20) coming in in good form—almost the
only really perfect Cauliflower we have had through-
out the season. I should be glad to hear the expe-
rience of your correspondents on this important matter.

Has it been similar to mine, and what is the cau-^c

of it ? The tropical weather in June might account
for one crop getting out of form or lime, but hardly
of several, or most of the crops doing so. It is a
serious matter to private growers, responsible for the
daily supply of large families, and also to those who
make their rents out of the Cauliflower, if these are to

open and disfigure themselves in this fashion, and
also ruin their quality without an)' apparent or sufli-
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cienL cause. The greater part of the season has been

what one might have thought would have suited Cauli-

flowers, and yet it has run headlong to ruin, or

refused to come to presentable heads at all. Some
Tob's comforters have recently been telling me that

the finer strains are running out. On pointing to

Veitch's Autumn Giant as a vigorous novelty, as dis-

tinct as it is strong, the answer was, " Too much of a

IJroccoli, sir, to remain long a steady, trustworthy

Cauliflower." I have little faith in such statements ;

but, nevertheless, I should be glad to know what has

been the matter with the Cauliflower during the past

season, and whether better things may be expected

next year. D. T. Fisli.

The Gardeners' Royal Benevolent Institu-

tion.—In your paper of this date you mention the

death of Mr. James Browne, at the age of ninety-

three, and that"he was formerly gardener to the Duke
of Buckingham and to Lord Southampton. Although

he held these good situations misfortunes and distress

overtook him in his old age, and eighteen years .ago,

in his seventy-fifth year, he was elected a pensioner of

this Society at £i(> a year, and this, coupled with the

assistance he received from his friends, enabled him

to pass his days in ease and comfort. I may be

allowed to add that he never omitted to say how grate-

ful he was for the annuity. He received from this

Institution ^^288. I only mention this to show that

it is possible for misfortune and distress to overtake

the best of men in their old age, and to enforce the

necessity of gardeners bearing this in mind. EJwanl
K. Culler, Secretary.

Hydrangea paniculata grandiflora.—What a

glorious shrub is the Hydrangea paniculata grandi-

flora? If it flourishes in the cooler climate of England

as it does in this country it must be a great acquisition

to your gardens. With the remembrance of the

exuberant bunches of that old and yet fine shrub the

Snowball, as long ago as we can recollect any flower,

and the quite recent impressions of another of the

same family (Viburnum plicatum), we thought there

could be no more such triumphs of Nature's manifold

productions. But the immense heads of Hydrangea

paniculata grandiflora, quite 15 inches long and 8

broad, on plants not 4 feet high, appearing through

the whole month of August, throw all others of

similar character in the shade. H. nivca and H.

quercifolia are very handsome shrubs, and so is the

very old and well known H. hortensis, and Otaksa

(though not hardy in New England), and the new II.

var. Thos. Hogg, with its profusion of snow-white

•d^kntic heads : but they fall far short of its near

refative, growing as it does without care, flowering

when only 3 inches high, and every single stem

terminated with a panicle of its snow-white blossoms,

varied by the pinky tinge of the older flowers, often

so deep in colour as to suggest a distinct variety.

Rich inilued must have been the treat to the bol.anist

or lover of flowers when he first saw the great heads

of this Hydrangea in the little gardens of the Japanese.

It may be increased withtlic rapidity of a Telargonium,

and in two years it attains its full properties of beauty,

fur we have found plants of that age grow far larger

heads of bloom than older specimens ; in fact it

should lie headed down to obtain strong root-shoots,

which grow about 4 feet high with terminal panicles

of lilossoms. And may we not anticipate a great

addition to our gardens by the hybridisation or crossing

of this with other species ? A pink or blueish variety

would be of great value, and our gardens and

shrubberies gain a prize, only equalled by the acquisi-

tions of the earlier part of the last century. C. .1/.

Hmey, Boston, Mass. [It is highly appreciated here

also. Eds.]

"ifucca aloifolia variegata in Flower.—About a

fortnight ago I had the pleasure of seeing a pair of

fine plants of the above in flower at Elleray, Winder-

mere. The plants in question were each about 5 feet

hii'h with fine spikes about 3 feet long, with creamy

white flowers. The flower-spikes are pyramidal,

about a foot in diameter, each bearing about 220

blooms. The gardener (Mr. Henderson) told me

they received no particular culture ; they were potted

4 years ago into 16-inch pots, with principally loam

and a little peat, where they remain until now. I

have heard that these only flower once in ten years,

and by what I can learn the plants in question are

about that age. The spike comes up the centre, and

leaves the plant minus a growing point. I would like

to know if the plant will break out at the top when

it has done flowering [Ves], or throw up suckers, or

will they die altogether ? S. C. B.

Autumn Blooming Roses.—No doubt much of

the free blooming quality seen in Roses this autumn

is due to the moist and moderately cool nature of the

season, as the plants generally have made luxuriant

growth. The general absence of mildew is probably

owing also to the free-gruwing condition of the plants

and the moisture at the roots. I have just gathered

a glorious bunch of flowers of the beautiful white

Niphetos from a south wall, a kind not specially

mentioned Ijy Mr. Prior last week. It is indeed a

glorious autumn Rose. Tea Roses worked on
standard Briers and planted in an outside border with

the heads in the house, are doing splendidly, and
have made a fine growth so clean and vigorous, and
have carried flowers without cessation for hve months.

They enjoy the protection of glass thorouglily. -/. D.

Proliferous Pear.— I herewith send you a curiosity.

It is I am told gathered from a Pear tree which is not

grafted on a (juince, Ijut the tree has been grafted

with grafts from a tree grafted on a (luince. The
top fruit we believe to be a Pear, but as to the under
one, some say it is a Pear and others a Quince. I

should be pleased to have your opinion on the same.

^. G. Mitchliison. [The specimen sent is a Pear (not

a Quince), minus the core and seeds. From its centre

protrudes a long stalk bearing another Pear at the

top. Such cases are not very uncommon, and they

prove that the edible portion of a Pear is the dilated

end of the stalk, in which is embedded the true fruit

or core containing the seeds. Ens.]

Paraffin as an Insecticiile.—Having to supply

a great quantity of white (lowers for bouquets and
other purposes, I devoted a house to that purpose,

and planted Gardenias in quantity, double Taber-

nremonlanas, Eucharis, Stephanotis, Jasminum gran-

diflorum, Bouvardias of sorts, and a lot of other

things. Previous to planting the house was white-

washed, the woodwork painted, the plants all dipped

into a famous insecticide, and the bed wherein the

plants were planted filled with fresh maiden loam,

peat, and sand. All went well during the winter,

but with the spring and an increase in the tempera-

ture came not only a fine growth, but, alas ! also a

wonderful reproduction of mealy-bug, and that not-

withstanding the most persevering efforts with the

syringe. Sponging was resorted to on wet days, but still

they increased. To my great joy Mr. Knight published

in the Gardeners' Ckroniek a statement to the effect

that one wineglassful of paraffin put in 4 gallons of

clear water would settle the bug without injury to

the plants, if they were syringed with it. We have

given it a trial, and it has succeeded ; and when I go

into the house and look at the great fat buds of

Gardenias, and the snow-white blossoms, I feel master

of the situation, and this house is now the most

frequented by the ladies of any, and its inmates the

greatest favourites, for although gathered daily still

they bloom. I express my own, and I am sure many
other brother gardeners' thanks, to Mr. Knight, for pub-

lishing the anti-bug dressing. J. Rust, Erid^e Castle.

Vick's Criterion Tomato.— I am so well pleased

with this Tomato that I feel constrained to offer a

word of praise in its favour. The first point I would

mention is the flavour, which my employer maintains

is the most delicate of all Toniatos he has tasted ;

next comes a very great point in its favour, viz., its

productiveness, which excels all I have ever seen ; it

is likewise a very handsome, even-shapetl fruit, and

of a very pleasing colour. E. J\Jor-^au, llarrow-on-

Ihc-Ilill.

Large Marrows. — I cut on Sc|itendjcr 4 a

Vegetable Marrow, of the white variety, which

measured 40 inches in circumference and 24 inches in

length, and weighed 45 lb. I have another growing

which measures 36 inches in circumference and 23

inches in length. I expect it will be larger than the

other. Win. Duff, Fairfield, Lancaster.

Venus Victrix Fuchsia was in cultivation years

before Venus de Medici w.as known. I remember
Venus Victrix being grown in 1847, but cannot say

who was the raiser of it or the exact year it was sent

out. Newberry's delicata and Dr. Jephson were both

sent out by Newberry, of Upway, near Dorchester,

and were both popular light varieties in those days.

Mr. Cannell, I think, is right in his assertion. //.

.Vunro, Clevelands, Lyme Regis, Sept. 23.

"Pater" is either in error as to when
Venus Victrix Fuchsia was first grown by him,

or he was about twenty years behind the time in

obtaining it. If he vi\\\ refer to the Liariciillural

Cabinet for the year 1S44, p. 203, he will find

that it was exhibited in several stands in that year

at the Horticultural Society's show. I remember

that it came out about the year 1842 : I was then

a lad of some sixteen years, but an old florist,

having been fortunate in raising Pansies, Pinks and

Picotees. If " Pater " also looks at the report of the

same show he will find in nearly every stand my Lady
Dacre Picotee, of which I sold the stock to the late

Thomas Hogg, of Paddington, for^/^io. He will also

see in the August number of the same year a drawing

of my Queen of Roses Pink, which is described as the

best of the day. I sold this at the same time for^^S.

I gave Io.t. dd. for a plant of Venus Victrix when it

first came out, and have reason to recollect those days,

as I frequently got up with the sun to attend to my

pets—and do not regret it, believing that it led to ray

future success. I find no place is so refreshing after a

hard day's business as my garden and farms. Thomas
Garrat, Ilunsdon Lodge, Ware, Herts.

Tomatos and Wasps.—My experience induces

me to express the opinion that Tomatos do not in any

degree mitigate the ravages of wasps upon fruit. I

have here a Peach wall 100 feel in lengdi, planted

alternately with standards and dwarfs, which invari-

ably produce good crops of fruit, but always more or

less a portion of it succumbs to these unwelcome
pests. Some time ago a suggestion w.as put forth

in these pages that Tomatos were a preventive against

the ravages of these depredators, I planted every

available space on my Peach wall, as well as amongst
other fruit trees and in vineries, and recommended
the same to neighbours, but in each and every case

the desired results have not been attained. I have

frequently seen them alight on the Tomato foliage

with as much freedom as on their sweetest delicacies.

A good plan I have found to allay the destruction of

fruit caused by w.asps, flies, &c., is to hang bottles

—

lemonade bottles I find are the best suited for the pur-

pose—about the trees, about half filled with a mixture

of treacle and beer. It is surprising the quantity that

can be captured in this way, not only wasps but flies,

and even hornets I have seen pay their last debt.

E. Morgan, The Butts, LLarro'di-on-the-Hill.

I think "Nemo" has placed too much reliance

on the properties contained in the Tomato for

repelling the visits of wasps and flies to fruit houses.

I have an orchard-house, also a lean-to 157 feet long

and 7.^ wide, with a partition in the centre. One
division is planted with bush trees of Apricots and
Plums in the front, and the back wall is covered with

Peach and Nectarine trees. The other division is

planted with Tomatos in the front and with Peaches

and Nectarines at the back, and this house is the most
infested. The wasps, bees, and flies have to pass

over the Tomatos to get at the fruit on the back wall,

and so bad have been their attacks that I have been
obliged to cover the fruit with tift'any to preserve it.

The bees have this year again taken a liking to fruit,

and when they do they stick to it with even greater

tenacity than wasps. Four years ago I did away with

two hives of bees on that account. I never knew
them devour fruit more voraciously than they did that

year and again this season. H. Mundell, Moor Park
Gardens, Rickmauru'orth. [Mr. Boscawen informs

us that neither wasps, flies, nor bees have entered a

large span-roofed orchard-house (used as a vinery) in

which he has planted Tomatos, although in former

years they sadly infested the same house. Eus.]

I wish I could say that wasps would not infest

a house in which Tomatos were grown. We have a

vinery planted with Muscat of Alexandria, Black

Hamburgh, and Foster's .Seedling Grapes, with

Tomatos on the back wall, but they do not drive the

wasps or flies out. W^hat, however, surprises me
much is that the wasps do not touch the Foster's

Seedling. J. B., Plozuhatch.

How to Dispose of House Refuse.—In any
information I may give respecting the results of

the mode of cultivation described in a former letter,

I wish to be very exact and to avoid all exaggeration.

I ought, therefore, to state that in the third part of

my Turnip crtjp, which I said was then to be dug and
buried for future use, I was disappointed. The bulbs

were all very fine, but they had remained too long

in the ground, and were many of them rotten

within. On the other hand I omitted to notice an

important item in the several crops on i perch of

ground. The sowing of the first line of Turnips had
failed. My servant on perceiving this had sown
Cauliflower seed for an early crop next year. The
day after he dug the Turnips he pricked out 120 fine

Cauliflower plants grown from these seeds in a warm
border for shelter through the coming winter. Last

year he thus saved six dozen Cauliflowers, which in

the month of July were very fine indeed, and would
have sold in the market at 3;/. a piece. Some of your

readers may have noticed my statement that the little

crop of Potatos on this perch of land was sound and

good. Not one was diseased. There was no disease

in another crop in the same garden, although there

has been much of it in the immediate neighbourhood.

Nor in the five years since I began to use the manure
improperly styled by the person who undertook to

manufacture it the phospho-silicon manure have I had

a single diseased Potato. Many adverse circum-

stances have attended my limiting the manufac-

ture of that manure to a ,
single individual.

But my own confidence both in the principles

of the manufacture and in its use, and in its

amazing power when properly prepared and applied,

has in nowise abated. Its use and efficacy

in my little garden cannot be questioned. But that

which I now wish to bring before your readers, and

with a view to which in part I wrote my former letter

is this : With a few simple modifications of a most

simple process of manufacture, and of simple and easy

methods of cultivation, that use and efficacy may be
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as great in agriculliirc as in horticulture. To say
nothing of the special adaptation of the manure itself

to corn crops, to pasture land, and (as I believe) to

Potatos, the manuring of the plant or crop rather

than the entire ticUl, together with the alternate or

intermediate growth of two crops together, would
suon bring to an end the three-field or four-field

system of cultivation, and douljle or even treble the

agvicuUural produce of this country. I have for some
lime been set free from the heavy bond of secrecy
under which I had jilaced m3'self, and have done
much in preparation for a full disclosure of the prin-

ciples and mode of the manufacture of this manure,
through which every one, from the largest farmer to

the cottager with the smallest garden, may prepare as
great an amount as he may require for himself. The
one difficulty before me is, the way in which this dis-

closure shall be effectually made. It is no matter of
present concern to me. I am seventy-seven years
of age, and, with far higher objects before me, have
little time to bestow on the work. Unless a very
wide diffusion of a good-sized pamphlet on the

subject can be secured, I should not think it right

lo publish such a pamphlet, and for this I cannot
spend a shilling. In such a state of dej^ression of
trade and agriculture, however, as the present, I feel

1 ought not to keep such an important matter to

myself; and anything that, while life and strength are
continued, God shall enable me to do for the temporal
as well as spiritual welfare of my counti-y I trust I

shall be ready to do. I/cnry MonlCy Fordini^ton.

Vegetable Marrows: How to Make Preserve.
— I have growing in this garden a Marrow of the

long green kiaid : it measures 2 feet I inch long and
2 feet II inches round: weight 39 lb. There are

others nearly as large. Can any of your readers
favour me with a recipe to make jam of the same ? I

hear it is very good. James Rcduiau, Gr., Larkhills,

Winchester. [The Marrow should l)e of the middle
age, that is, the flesh nicely firm, without being stringy

or the rind hard. It should be peeled and freed from
the seeds, then cut into ]>ieces and weighed, and
afterwards cut into about i inch blocks and put into

the stewpan. To 4 lb. of Marrow put 3 lb. of white
sugar, and add for flavouring about one-third of an
ounce of gfound ginger and the rind of a large lemon
cut small, and also the whole of the juice squeezed
out. The mixture should boil for one and a-half to

two hours, when it will be ready for potting. It

becomes firm as soon as cold, and will keep for a

year. Eds.]

Begonia ascotensis.—To help those who are
desirous of following your good advice to look after

and try Begonia ascotensis, it may be worth stating

that JNIons. Ed. Pynaert-Van CJeert, 142, Rue de
Bruxelles a Gand, ofiers it at 6 francs the dozen, of
course plus the package and carriage—a price which
need deter no one from testing its capabilities. Beauti-
ful as the floral decorations of the London parks have
been tliis summer, I saw no experiments in bedding
out tuberous or other Begonias. It is to be hoped
that some attempts on an extensive scale will be made
next season, for success, I firmly believe, is as

good as certain. There is no reason whatever why
they should not do just as well in and about
London as they do in Paris and the north of
France. You have already more than once noticed
the way in which they resist pelting rains ; indeed,
they seem rather to like them than not. Very useful

varieties are 11. Chelsonl (obtained from Van Iloutte),

easily multiplied in quantity from the spring shoots ;

Worthiana (from V. Lemoinc), bright, showy, and
vigorous ; Excelsior (Veitch), still more brilliant

;

Magenta Queen (Williams), free-flowering, large,

and richly tinted. Others, doubtless, possess great
merit, and would prove effective outdoors, but having
grown the above in the open ground, I can recom-
mend them ^^ ithout hesitation. /:". .V. Dixon.

Colchicum autumnale.—This flower has .also

l)ecn unusually fine in Hampshire during the early
jiart uf the present month (September). It came into
lilnum wiih us rather sooner than its wont this season,
and tlic late rains have entirely destroyed its beauty.
AN'e had a great number of pale purple blossoms out
during the whole month of October last season, but
now all traces of colour have departed from the
' \aaktc-\'rouwcn" (as llie Dutch call ihese flowers,
liccausc ihcy come up dcsiiiute (if llic rol^c of green
which Flora generally drapes lier children in), and the
beds look quite bare. It grows wild in some of the
meadows a few miles off, but at this place it is culti-

vated in the flower garden and lawn, adding con-
siderably to the brightness of the beds in autumn
when other blue and purple blossoms have begun
to die ofl'. There is, however, in my opinion one
objection to Golchicum as a garden flower, and
that is its dangerous character. Children, who are
fond of eating everything, would be ajit in spring
to eat the seeds, and that is the especial time when
their poisonous pn^perties arc most powerful. The
bulbs, too, occasionally gel exposed, and they are

very deleterious. They are hurtful to animals as well

as mankind, and I should be very sorry to eat them,
although some writers say that our Meadow .Saffron

is the " Hermodactyl" of the ancients, and we read in

various works that the Egyptian women were accus-

tomed to fatten themselves on the roots of "Her-
modactyl." Colchicum, as a medicine, in the hands
of a medical man is most valuable, and well may
Martin Tupper write of it

" Not long to charm a\\ny disease hath the Crocus
yielded up its bulb,"

for it does act like a" charm" in some cases, soothes

the pains of gout, and softens the horrors of rheuma-
tism. The enchantress Medea was born at Colchis,

where thisplant is said tohave carpeted the plains, and
it is veryprobablc that she made use of it in her magical

charms which sent the dragon to sleep while Jason
stole the golden fleece. Colchicum has been known
in England as a medicine ever since the time of Queen
Elizabeth, when a translation of Wertgung's Praxis
McdiciniC Universalis appeared giving it great praise,

and most of the doctors of that day immediately
adopted it. Helen E. Ua/ney.

Autumnal Roses.—Having had the privilege of
viewing an extensive collection of K' ses I noticed the
fnllowing, which were blooming freely on Sept. 19 :

—

Hybrid PcrpAutls.

Albert Page
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ulhers, also do well, with the exception of A. imbncn,la,

which seems to keep a stunted growth. As yet little has

been done to introduce foreign limber and ornamental

trees, but I am convinced that from the Japanese,

Australian, New Zealand, American, and European
sylva large selections might be made, which wonUl
greatly benefit this comparatively treeless country.

The botanic gardens here and there have done
something towards this, but the nurseryman's pro-

fession is hardly known liere. Every species of Euca-
lyptus grows well. E. globulus is an admirable

shelter tree, and so is Acacia melanoxylon, Black-

wood, and Pinuspineaand Pinaster. Acacia dealbata,

cultriformis, and many other species flower beauti-

fully, and grow to large trees. We have also in town
fine s|)ecimens of Magnolia grandiflora, conspicua,

Paulownia imperialis, Gre\illea robusta, Bougain-

villeas, three species ; Camellias, Hibiscus rosa-sincn-

sis, Azaleas, and Gardenia florida. The last is often

worked on our native Gardenia—G. Thunbergii, I

believe, as plants from cuttings are said after a few-

years to die away : can any one confirm this from
experience ? Roses, more particularly Teas, bloom
constantly ; the good old sorts as elewhere stand to

the front—Gloire de Dijon, Cloth of Gold, Souvenir de

la Malmaison, and the old "King" Rose. The
finer varieties of H.P.'s are little known. Poinsettia

pulcherrima is seen in nearly every garden, its rich

coloured bracts continue in perfection through the

winter, but the absence of leaves makes the plants

look bare. I have not seen the doul:)le form in

bloom yet.

I refrain from giving a longer list, but the above

will give your readers a fair idea of things as they are.

I should say we have growing here Seaforthia elegans

and Oreodoxa regia, the former about 15, the latter

25 feet high ; Ijoth produced good seed last year

without protection. There are many other Palms to

be seen. Phoenix species, iS:c. Ficus elastica forms

a very handsome tree, as well as Grevillea robusta ;

Lagunaria Pattersoni, Cedrus Deodara, and many
species of Cupressus : Melaleucas and_ Banksias grow
well, and Oleanders red and white form one of the

best of ornamental hedges. Climbing plants are in

much request for covering trellises, verandahs, &c.,

and so affording a grateful shade in sultry weather.

Tecoma jasminoides, venusta, Pandora, picta are well

suited for this work, as well as Passiflora alata, car-

dinalis, and edulis ; the latter fruits abundantly, and

is known as the Granadilla. The beautiful Tacsonia

Van Volxemi displays its hanging flowers of the

richest ruby-crimson ; its fruit, too, is agreeable.

Tacsonia mollissima is a most rapid climber. T.

insignis, though slower and much infested with a

caterpillar which devours its leaves, often shows its

brilliant flowers. Passiflora ccerulea is a great pest,

a perfect weed, often quite stifling hedges. Stepha-

notis floribunda, Hoya carnosa, and Clerodendron

IJalfouriana require v/arm sheltered places to do well.

The former ripens seeds here, as do Mandevilla

suaveolens, I5ougainvillea, and Wistaria sinensis.

Flowers at present in bloom are Ranunculus, Ane-

mones, Jonquils, Narcissus, Phlox Drummondii, Pan-

-sies, Stocks, Primulas, and Cyclamen.

Of the native plants round this part of the country

I cannot say much. The bush is very uninteresting,

consisting as it does of dense thorny thickets with the

.Speckboom, Portulacaria afra, standing up alone

above the tangled mass below. On the lower slopes

of the Winlcrhoek Mountains Euphorbias of the

largest size abound, their rigid forms often clothed

with a climbing Asparagus bearing delicate white

flowers. A large, handsome species of Ficus grows

in the deep sheltered valleys along with often giant

trees of the Vellow-wood, Podocarpus latifolius.

Encephalartos are rare. Aloes abound, some of great

beauty. AVe have two or three Ericas, and are rich

in Mescmbryanthemums. Of bulbs their name is

legion. Vallotas, HiLMuanlhus, Agapanthus are found

in most sheltered places ; Brtmsvigia, Cyrtanthus,

liypoxis, and many Iridea: delight in a deep clay

loam and full exposure to the sun. Strelitzias are

not uncommon on hill-tops. Orchids I rarely notice.

Ferns are present only where water exists in con-

tinuance. Adiantum, one species ; Asplcnium,

Cheilanthes ; Tree Ferns are absent.

Some of the readers of the Gardeners' Chroniele

may have had their thoughts turned lately towards

South Africa as a future home, and in truth we want

an influx of emigrants, bringing with them English

energy and that faculty for plodding straight onward

wliich never fails to prosper a man.

By the stress of circumstances absent in other

colonies, South Africa has not yet taken the place

due to her, yet v/hen the Kaffir troubles have been
settled, and the inert Dutch element quickened by a

large infusion of English blood from the island home,
I do not doubt that this great country will earn and
wear a world-wide name.

Of all parts of the colony, hnwever, that I have seen,

that tract from which the rebel Kaffirs have been
lately driven offers greatest attractions to those who
earn their living by the soil. I refer to the coast-line

on the east lying between the Kei and Bashee Rivers.

This part has been truly blessed by Nature— fine soil,

al)undant water, with pasturage and good timber.

^Ir. Froude has termed it a paradise, and it must at
' some no very distant day be the home of a happy and
prosperous people. R. W. A.

Florists' Flowers.
Dressing Flowers.—This subject, started by

the Editors of the Gardeners' Chronicle in their re-

marks on the exhibition of the National Carnation

and Picotee Society, appears to have had as strong

an effect on the minds — or imaginations, should

I say?—of some correspondents of the gardening

periodicals as the proverbial red flag has on the fury of

the noble bull. Twenty-five years ago a corre-

spondence on the same theme engaged the attention of

the lovers of floriculture, and I transcribe and ask

your permission to make it public, in the hope that

some of those who have been interested in the matter

may see it as it appears in the clear cold light of

reason, and freed irom the fumes of passion and

prejudice with which, as it appears to me, it has been

surrounded. Thanking you in advance for this

courtesy, I am, lic, A Sexagenarian Florist,

Under the noin de plume of Philip Ilavapek, the late

Mr. Edward Beck wrote :

— "Dressing Flowers.—This

I hold to be one of the most pernicious practices

connected with floriculture. If I attend an exhibition

I am struck with admiration at the beauty of the

Pinks, or Picotees, or Carnations. I become a

jnirchaser, and with me, do what I will, they are

mere mops. I am no dresser of flowers, and if I

could do it as well as some of our first artists in that

line, I ha\e not the time and I hope never to have

the inclination. I protest against the system. Let

me have first-rate flowers combining all possible

beauties from Nature's hand—none of your milliner's

trickery by which all kinds of deformities are hidden

and we are beguiled into the belief that w^hat is

shown is what we can grow and display."

The late Rev. George Jeans replied :
— " Twenty-six

years ago come next June I first saw a box of cut Pink

blooms to be taken to an exhibition where a selection

out of that box gained the 1st prize. Afterwards I

was admitted by the nurseryman, near whom I had

recently gone to live, into the arcana of his art, and

was witness to the ' milliner's trickery,' as your corre-

spondent, Philip Havapek, not inaptly calls it, and

scrutinised the form and nice adaptation of the instru-

ment employed, and saw the slow and laborious pro-

cess by which through its means a Pink is fitted to

shine among its compeers like a young lady at a ball.

And as I pondered over the matter, now marvelling

at the skill of the operator, now despairing of attain-

ing to his tact, it struck me, as it has struck your

correspondent, that there is something very unnatural

in all this, and calculated to mislead the public by

establishing a deceptive difference between shown
flowers and grown flowers."

But as I have since considerably modified my
opinion and become reconciled to the practice, it is

fair to ask whether I can give a sufficient reason for

having done so ; and this I will try to do.

In the first place, wildness is not a fair representa-

tion of Nature, any more than license is of liberty, or

a savage the genuine type of a man. The same pro-

cess of reasoning, if pushed to its legitimate limits,

would forbid us to graft or to bud. We must not

prune a Rose tree or train a Fuchsia into shape by

the knife. To stop a Pelargonium, and to tie out or

peg down its branches, would be tailor's trickery; and

in fact the striking from cuttings itself is an vmnatural

process, and must be abandoned. We broke into the

principle when we became cultivators, and the prac-

tice must now be tried on far narrower and less

sweeping grounds.

Again, no Pink of the present day, and all l)ut no

Carnation or Picotee, can bloom without splitting its

calyx and becoming utterly unsightly, unless the calyx

is supported by a tie ; and this is dressing as much as

the disposal of the petals after expansion. If this be
equally objected to, as it often is, the objection is

really against having double flowers (which are un-
natural), for no single Dianthus splits its pod. But if

we will not be content without having double flowers

—and no good reason can be given why we shouKI—
we must be content to take the trouble they entail ;

just as, when we choose to have flowers in pots, or

exotics in a conservatory, we place them in an un-
natural condition, and may no longer leave them to

unaided Nature.

The process of dressing is applicable to but few
flowers. At the period I have alluded to there were
a few Pinks (there were no Carnations even then),

useless to the amateurs who did not exhibit, but

which might by pains be made to push others, intrin-

sically better than themselves, from their place at a

show. But there are none now. The good may be

made to look better, but none unworthy of a place in

any selection can now by such means be rendered fit

for exhibition. Very few flowers admit of much
manipulation—few other than those of the Pink
tribe require more preparation from the "milliner"
than Philip Havapek would himself unconsciously

perform upon a Rose before he presented it to a

young lady—namely, by depriving it of its thorns, or

of whatever is dead or unsightly and could detract

from the beauty of the offering, and by presenting it

in its most attractive form ; and in the Pink tribe the

practice must be judged of simply as a matter of com-
petition before judges, like the modes of preparing

cattle for an agricultural meeting, in which we con-

sumers are no further interested than as it is a means
by which the beef and mutton of the country in

general is better than it used to be. The system is

part and parcel, though a small one, of that adapta-

tion of means to requirement by which the old green-

house, with its straggling unsightly stems, with here

and there a stray blossom, has given place to a well-

ordered collection of healthy and shapely, trees, which

each in its turn become masses of bloom in their

season.

Another correspondent—yet with us—Mr, Dodwell,

then of Derby, wrote :
— " Your correspondent speaks

most mistakenly and wide of the fact when he tells us

that, having become a purchaser, as the result of ad-

miration excited by the beauty of Pinks, Picotees, or

Carnations at an exhibition, 'do what he will, they

are mere mops.' He never has done what he could, or

he might have realised beauty equal to that which

elicited his admiration. The evil he charges against

the florist is simply due to his determined disinclina-

tion to give time and trouble to the attainment of

those objects from which, when attained, even he

cannot withhold his admiration. Your correspondent

might grow and display subjects equal to anything

that has been shown, but he never will so long as he

hopes never to have the inclination. First-rate flowers

combining all possible beauties from Nature's hands

are indeed desirable, but I fear they arc what your

correspondent will never realise on earth.

"The question lies in a nut-shell : it is simply, shall

art be admitted to assist Nature ? If your correspond-

ent negatives this, he will carry us back to the con-

dition of the savage, where most of us would decline

to follow him ; if he affirms it, he can show no reason

why art should not be given to the flower, which is

not equally applicable to the plant ; a condemnation

of the one is a condemnation of the other, and if

valid would apply to the splendour of the diamond

and every object of beauty art creates or enhances,

and condemn all to remain in obscurity because

their beauty was conferred by the adventitiou said of

"This is the rationale of 'dressing flowers,' and

the florist as correctly developes a beauty in his flowers

as does the sculptor when he gives to the shapeless

stone the ideality of his genius."

The originator of the discussion closed it thus :

—

"lam content when I find opposed to my opinion

such men as ' Iota ' (the Rev. George Jeans) and Mr.

Dodwell. I am led to doubt the accuracy of my own
judgment, and though somewhat in the position of * a

man convinced against his will,' what I intend doing

is carefully to examine the exhibitions of florists'

flowers next season, and well weighing what my
opponents have advanced. I am not sorry I men-

tioned the subject, since it has promoted a useful dis-

cussion, which now may be fairly allowed I.o rest upon

its merits."'
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TllK forest scene before nie at this moment is not

only wild and picturesque in the extreme, but sublime

and awfully grand. The tempest rages loud and

furious, and the forests and woodlands no less tlian

the sea frown and surge in terrible agony. While
the German ocean, a mile or so distant, foams and
dashes its white spray against the defiant rocks and

subtle shingle on the beach, the wind, as if for once

let loose and free beyond control, spends its rage and
fury upon the sylvan denizens, and makes the strongest

of them quake and quail like birds before the falcon,

or straw and dust before the whirlwind.

Inasmuch as facts arc stronger than fiction, so the

lessons in forestry to be here learned, from what I am
eye and ear witness to, are infinitely better than any

that can be learned from abstract thought or study.

The wind, which in derision is sometimes termed

"the head forester," has during the last forty-eight

hours blown a perfect hurricane, first from the south

and then from the north. Damage to the forests

yesterday was considerable, but nothing compared
with that of to-day, especially between the hours of

II A.M. and 2 P.M., when it had attained its climax.

I am here surrounded with many valuable, old, and
splendid trees, principally hard woods of various sorts,

and it is the disastrous effects of the wind upon the

various species that I wish briefly to narrate, with a
view both of showing what have been the present

effects and to point out a few things tending to miti-

gate future evils. In the first place, while it is most
desirable to have trees of some kind growing near

dwelling-houses, they should never be so near as to

make their falling or blowing over a matter of risk

and danger either to life or property. The trees most
objectionable near houses in this respect are the com-
mon Ash, English Elm, Horse Chestnut, and the

whole family of Poplars and Willows. These are most
dangerous, on account of their branches and limbs break-

ing oft" freely, and without any previous indication of
doing so. Those trees whose branches are least liable to

do damage by breaking offwith wind are the Lime tree,

which, though frequently broken, yet usually hang
by the tree till cut off. The Wych Elm also hangs
tenaciously to the tree, and seldom breaks off so clean

or freely as to do serious damage. The British Oak,
too, like the Elm, breaks and hangs tenaciously by
the parent stem. The Beech, though less tough in

the grain than the preceding species, does not usually

incur much risk, as its numerous, thin, slender twigs

either soften the wind as it passes through its

boughs, or greatly break the force of its fall from the

tree. There is no positive necessity for having tall,

brittle forest trees growing near Iniildings at all, since

a good selection can be had from others less dan-
gerous, and even medium sized trees and shrubs near

dwellings are far preferable. Indeed, I would not

advise any forest tree to Ijc planted or allowed to

grow so close to a dwelling house as to endanger its

inmates with it. I have often seen trees otherwise

dangerous near dwellings rendered perfectly safe,

shelter-giving, and ornamental by judiciously pollard-

ing them. It would be an injudicious act to cut down
any such old, remarkable, or romantic subject as a

tree, but it would be a sadder tale to tell posterity

that through want of intelligence or neglect to

lighten a limb or wholly pollard a tall tree

it was allowed to blow down and damage a

building, or maim or kill a human being. In
winter comparatively lillle damage results to hard-
wood forest trees as then they are relieved of their

foliage and the wind whistles and howls through their

branches without inflicting any damage. From now
till the time of defoliation deciduous trees are in great
danger from winds, andtheirdangeris greater in propor-
tion to the amount of foliage they sustain and to their

exposure. We have seldom seen severe gales till

October, and then, except the Oak, most other forest

trees have put off their summer verdure. It should
also be noticed respecting trees near dwellings that

their roots are sound and healthy, and specially that

they are not too deeply planted. Nothing is more
fatal to trees than deep planting, and unless the roots

are sufficiently near the surface to allow them to swell

and to expand above it, take a strong hold and gain
lirm anchorage, they are not safe anywhere but
especially near dwellings or where their sudden fill'

would incur risk. I have seldom or never seen so

many branches of hard-wood strewn over the ground
as at this moment, and yet, as it fortunately happens, no
serious damage is here sustained. Indeed to loolc

around one might conclude the work had been fatal

and complete to the whole woodland, while in reality

after a few days of half-a-dozen expert woodmen it will

not appear to any one that anything serious had

happened. C. Y. Muliie, Ciillai House, Baiiffsliirc,

Si-}/. 16.

Itaticc.5 of §oohs.
Handbook of the British Flora. liy George

Bentham, F.K.S. Reeve & Co. 4lh edition.

We are glad to welcome another edition of this boolc,

the best and most useful for a beginner of all the

modern British Floras. The descriptions of the plants

are so many word-pictures, and the general remarks
full of interest and information. For advanced students

and those who require a greater amount of detail,

works cast in a more technical mould and dealing

with more subtle points of difference are needed, but

for the beginner or amateur this book is admirable, as

supplying an excellent basis for further enquiry, and
as opening up suggestively departments of the science

ignored by most British Floras. The attempt to give

or to fabricate English names for the genera where
none exist in popular parlance having been unsuccess-

ful, we should have been glad had these artificial

names been wholly dropped, retaining only those

which custom has sanctioned ; thus while there are

excellent reasons for retaining "Parsnip," the pro-

priety of employing such words as " Sea Peucedan,"
" Broad Peucedan," and the like is much less obvious,

seeing that no one, to our knowledge, ever speaks of

the plants themselves save under the names Peuceda-

num officinale or P. Ostruthium, as the case may be.

We should be glad to see references to plates and a

rather more extended synonymy ; but, on the other

hand, the short references to the representatives of the

exotic relatives of our wild plants found in gardens,

which constitute a feature of this work, are very ser-

viceable to amateurs, and do much to enhance the

interest of the study.

JVa/cs on Glatgariffand Killarncy, and Gkn-
gari£' as a Health Resort and Sanatoriiini (Bush,

Charing Cross), are both works destined to make more
widely known the beauties and other advantages of

Glengarift. A great deal of information is given, as

well as tempting woodcuts and useful maps.

Collecting Butterflies and Moths, by Montagu
Brown (Bazaar Office, 170, Strand), is a capital little

book to put into a boy's hands. It is an extract from
the author's larger work on Practical Taxidermy.

The History of Glanvillc's ITootton, including
its Zoolog)' and Botany, by C. W. Llalc (llatchard),

is a list of the birds, beasts, fishes, insects, and other
jjroductions of a Dorsetshire village, ]5refaced by a

slight account of the village and its church. There
seems little to interest an outsider in the place, while
the bare catalogue of its inh.abitants (the human
denizens excluded !) has but little value when unaccom-
panied by those notes of observation which must
have been made by so diligent a collector as the
author of this book proves himself to be.

Vicli's Illustrated Monthly Magazine (Vick,
Rochester, N.V.), though issued by a well-known
American nursery firm, is not a trade catalogue or
an advertising circular, but a well-got-up magazine
with a variety of short articles on plants and gardens
likely to be useful to amateur gardeners.

The F. andF. Magazine (D. S. Curtiss, \\'ash-
ington, U.S.) is short for Floral and Fruit Magazine,
and like the preceding is an American publication
containing a variety of short paragraphs on garden
matters, and many other things besides.

Gardeningfor the Million, by George Glenny
(Houlston & Sons).—The fact that 135,000 copies of
this little book have l)een distributed relieves us from
the necessity of saying anything more than that a
new edition has just been issued.

Publications Received.—Clavis Hymenomy-
cetum, Cooke and Quelet (Hardwicke & Bogue).—
Flowers, their Origin, Shapes, Perfumes and Colours,
by J. K. Taylor, Ph.D., 2d edition (Hardwicke &
Bogue).—llelqiquc Horticole.— Illustration Horticule.
— Deutsche Garten und Obtsbau Zcitunr;.

Cl,MANLINESS IN TME GKEEMlOt'SE AND f RAMKs.
— If in its moral aspects "cleanliness is next to godli-

ness," in gardening it ranks as one of the cardinal

virtues ; it is all-important, and especially at that

season of the year when

" September's kiss is on tlic \\oods.

,\nd gamer'd is Pomona's wealth
;

The squirrel thinks of winter rest—
ISegins to store his nuts by stealth

;

The brown leaves rustle in the wind.

.\nd golden is the Oak tree's crown
;

The red Beech drops her ripened ni.ast,

And chestnuts' husks come showering down."

Now that the dull, dead season, as it is termed, is

coming so rapidly on us, the attention of gardeners of

all degrees is turned to the preparations for the coming
winter—and one great matter is that of cleanliness.

First let the greenhouse be thoroughly cleansed

from top to bottom while the weather is fine and
drying. All the plants can be removed to a frame,

or put on one side of the house while the other is

being done ; then the woodwork and glass of the

roof, and then the walls, shelves, and floor should be

swept, scrubbed, and sweetened, getting rid of dirt

and vermin in one act. If there be broken or cracked

glass in the roof or sides, or the heat and drought of

summer has parted the putty from the woodwork, to

the imminent danger of admitting drip, let all these

defects be remedied at once. There is no knowing
what weather is in store for us—wild autumn winds
and heavy rain, or killing frosts : there is nothing

like being ready. A sense of security diffuses itself

abroad in the mind of the Villa gardener when he has
cleansed and made everything about his house neat

and snug for the winter, and this feeling greatly

enhances his enjoyment of his plants. And this

feeling appears to be sensibly shared by the plants.

They revel in a sense of security and a proper con-

dition of things ; and brightening with a consciousness

that
" P'inds Nature's promise faithful,

.Attain their humble meed,"

have their life warmed with a new strength that

expresses itself in a more vigorous growth and a

ruddier aspect of well-being. If plants could but
give vocal utterance to their emotions, what scathing

protests against neglect, or songs of joyous praise for

loving attentions, they would give utterance to.

Plants greatly need cleanliness. There are dust

deposits on their leaf that can be cleansed by means
of the syringe in summer, but in autumn and winter,

when it is injudicious to syringe, because the disse-

mination of damp should be avoided, the leaves

should be cleaned with a sponge when requisite.

On a soft, balmy autunm or winter day, when the sun
shines out with a soft and tender glow, as if sorrowing
over the small service it could do to the temperate
zone at that period of the year, the plants, or such of
them as c.-in be handled with safety, might have their

heads immersed in a tub of soft water, and then the

water shaken from their leaves. This should be
done in the morning, so that the leaves and stems
may become dry before night.

All decaying leaves should be removed ; their

presence is sometimes the means of conveying rot to

plants ; their absence is an additional guarantee for

their security. On the lowest ground of all plants
look much better when deprived of dying leaves.

The sense of comfort and security they feel when
deprived of them who shall estimate it ? Particularly

is this attention to the matter of the removal of dead
leaves necessary in the case of store-pots of cuttings

and of plants lifted in autumn and wintered in pots to

give cuttings in spring. M.any a promising pot of

cuttings has been destroyed through rotting leaves

gradually affecting the whole. An attentive Villa

gardener will go over them once or twice a week,
removing signs of decay, and stirring the surface ot

the soil.

The last act is one of supreme importance. Despite
the greatest care exercised in potting plants, it will

sometimes happen that the drainage gets deranged, the

soil falls down upon and buries il, and a free passage

of water through the earth is prevented : then the soil
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becomes sodden, a growth of moss spreads over the

surface, the inactive roots decay through the sourness

and coldness of the soil, and they yield up the ghost.

For wintering plants successfully there is nothing like

a free open soil ; it is therefore well to examine the

drainage of choice plants in autumn, and by timely

remedies to remove as far as possible from the plants

a condition of peril. Stir the surface soil when it

shows signs of becoming sodden or hard. In stirring

it loosen it gently, so as not to disturb the roots. If

necessary remove it, and add something fresh ; and
indeed it is a good plan, and one fraught with the

best consequences to the health of the plants to top-

dress in autumn, and in doing so to add something

open and gritty. We have found a soil in which
finely broken charcoal forms a good part an excellent

one for this purpose. We have recently top-dressed

for the autumn and winter a number of soft-wooded

plants, and straightway there appeared to mount up
into their leaves a gratifying sense of contentment and

enjoyment.

There yet remain the pots, and let these be kept

clean also. There is nothing like a freely porous pot

to winter a plant in successfully. The opposite of

this condition is a pot with a close, smooth surface,

that becomes sticky and nauseous, with a growth of

green over its surface. When this puts in appearance

and the pot cannot be changed, let it be washed with

a little soap and water, taking care not to immerse it

in the water, as the soil will be wet enough already.

And when, as sometimes happens, this growth of

green spreads from the pots to the shelves, let them
be cleansed also, so that all the surroundings of the

plant may be clean, health-giving, and comforting to

it. There is a wonderful instinct in plants, which,

for aught we know to the contrary, may correspond

with human consciousness, and their perception of

comfort and cleanliness fmds an expression of thank-

fulness in healthy leaves and lovely flowers.

Storage of Soil.—This is a matter of consider-

able importance to those Villa gardeners who grow a

few special subjects and require varying soils at certain

seasons of the year. In the case of ordinary Villa

Gardens space is somewhat contracted, and many
shifts and expedients have to be resorted to to stow

away soils, &c. We have found some soda casks,

which hold about 2^ to 3 bushels each, most useful

for the purpose. They can be bought at a grocer's

for a small sum each, and if in good condition will

last for a long time. A half-dozen of these occupy

but a small space—say under a wall—and all that is

requisite is a kind of movable ridge roof, constructed

of any old boards, and tarred over to protect the

contents of the casks from wet. In one of these

we have put turfy loam, in another leaf-mould, in a

third sand, in a fourth powdered charcoal, and so on;

and if they get pretty dry during the summer it is of

small moment, as it is an easy matter to moisten the

various kinds when required for potting. When a

compost is mixed together it is exposed to the sun and

wind for a day or two to get sweetened, and kept well

turned over, and then when moistened it is ready for

use. There is always sufficient moisture in the soil to

keep the staves of the casks from parting, but it is a

good practice to shade the casks during summer, if

they are in a position exposed to the sun.

Reports of Societies.
Crystal Palace : September 24 and 25,—The

Crystal Palace Company are to be congratulated on
the success of their twenty-third annual exhibition of

fruit held on Tuesday and Wednesday last, which, if

not remarkable as a display of more than usually fine

productions, at least included a great deal that was
very good, and little that was positively bad, while

in extent it was certainly a great improvement on the

displays of recent years—a result which many who
were present considered was quite as much owing to

the well-directed labour expended on the show by
Mr. Thomson, the Garden Superintendent, whose
arrangements were all that could be desired, as to

the inducements to exhibit held forth in the schedule,

though it must be admitted that this was an improve-
ment on last year's.

The competition in the classes for collections of

fruit was very good, and generally very close. For a
collection of twelve dishes, of which there were four

exhibitors, the 1st prize was won by Mr. Coleman,
gr. to Earl Somers, Eastnor Castle, w^ho staged very
perfect dishes of Muscat of Alexandria and Black
Alicante Grapes, Read's Scarlet-fleshed and Eastnor
Castle Melons, a fine dish of Barrington Peaches,

Pine-apple Nectarines, rich in colour ; Williams'
Bon Chretien Pears, Morello Cherries, Brown Turkey
Figs, Golden Drop Plums, and good specimens of

Queen and Smooth Cayenne Pines. Mr. Sage, gr. to

Earl Brownlow, Ashridge, was a very good 2d, so

good indeed that the superior quality of the Grapes
only in Mr. Coleman's collection gained him the

highest number of points. Mr. Sage's Grapes, Black
Alicante and Muscat of Alexandria, were small in

bunch, but finely coloured, and carried a beautiful

bloom. His other fruits consisted of a good Queen
Pine, a fair Smooth Cayenne, Walburton Admirable
Peaches, fine in size and colour ; Pitmaston Orange
Nectarines, Eastnor Castle and Colston BassetMclons,
Williams' Bon Chretien Pears, Coe's Golden Drop
Plums, Morello Cherries, and Brown Turkey Figs.

Mr. J. H. Goodacre, gr. to the Earl of Harrington,
•fiivaston Castle, came in 3d, showing, amongst other
things, a fine dish of Lady Downe's Grapes, well

ripened Muscats, and fine examples of Marie Louise
Pears and Jeflerson Plums. The other competitor
was Mr. James Fry, gr. to L. J. Baker, Esq., Haydon
Hall, Eastcote, who had a very meritorious lot of

fruit, including Lady Downe's Grapes, fine in berry ;

Lady Palmerston Peaches, of good size, but pale in

colour ; and Darwin Nectarines, small in size, but of

a rich crimson and orange colour. In the class for

a " collection of six dishes (distinct kinds) exclusive

of Pine-apples " there were no less than sixteen com-
petitors, which were, however, reduced to ten by
reason of the others having placed themselves hors

de combat through staging two dishes of Grapes. The
1st prize went to Mr. C. Haycock, gr. to R. Leigh,

Esq., Barham Court, Maidstone, who put up a

capital dish of Black Alicante Grapes, well coloured

and carrying a thick heavy bloom, a large Golden
Gem Melon, Louise Bonne of Jersey Pears of fine

size, Lord Palmerston Peaches, also large and well

coloured, Golden Drop Plums, and Pine-apple

Nectarines, very highly coloured. Mr. C. J. Gold-

smith, gr. to H. T. Lambert, Esq., Sandhills,

Bletchingley, came in 2d with small but well ripened

Muscats, Prince of Wales Peaches, Doyenne du
Cornice Pears, Scarlet Gem Melon, Duchess of

Gloucester Apples {a beautiful rich crimson-coloured

variety), and Golden Drop Plums, all of excellent

quality. The 3d award went to Mr. H. Folkes, gr,

to T. F. Halsey, Esq., M.P., Gaddesden Park,

Hemel Hempstead, who had a very fine dish of

Muscats in all respects except colour ; good Beurre
d'Amanlis Pears, a fine Eastnor Castle Melon, and
capital Late Admirable Peaches. In the other

collections we noted very good examples of Muscat of

Alexandria, Buckland Sweetwater and Black Alicante

Grapes, Princess of Wales and Salway Peaches, and
Marie Louise Pears. The next class, which was for

six dishes distinct, exclusive of Pines and Grapes, was
a more difficult one to judge, so very evenly matched
were the ten lots staged. Mr. C. Haycock
again secured the 1st prize, with an excellent

display, consisting of Brockworth Park Pears, Lord
Palmerston Peaches, Pine-apple Nectarines, Pond's

Seedling Plum, Kerry Pippin Apples, and a large

Melon. The next prize should have gone to Mr. C.

Ross, gr. to C. Eyre, Esq., Welford Park, Newbury,
who had the same variety of Pear, an Eastnor Castle

Melon, Morello Cherries, Late Admirable Peaches,

Coe's Golden Drop Plums, and Brown Turkey Figs, all

of the best quality, but there were twelve fruits of the

last-named instead of six, and he was thrown out; the

2d prize being awarded to Mr. B. Chisholm, gr. to

R. C. Taylor, Esq., Boughton Place, Maidstone; and
the 3d to Mr. Wildsmith, gr. to Viscount Eversley,

Heckfield Place, Winchfield.

Next came the Grapes, for which there were eleven

classes, in all of which the competition was exceed-

ingly good and the quality of the fruit very good
indeed, except perhaps in the Black Hamburgh class,

in which colour was very deficient. The best collec-

tion in the class for "ten kinds, two bunches of

each," undoubtedly came from Messrs. H. Lane
&: Son, of Berkhampstead, but they were
thrown out of the competition through showing
Bowood Muscat and Muscat of Alexandria Grapes,

which the judges could not recognise as distinct varie-

ties, and they therefore only Highly Commended the

collection which, in addition to splendid samples of

the Muscats named, included also Black Hamburghs,
Black Prince, Gros Colman, Trebbiano, Barbarossa,

Black Alicante, Buckland Sweetwater and Muscat
Hamburghs, all large in bunch and well finished off.

The 1st prize was awarded to Mr. Wildsmith, whose
bunches were smaller than the Messrs. Lane's,

though of capital quality as regards size of berries and
colour. His varieties were Black Hamburgh, Mrs.
Pince's Black Muscat, Buckland Sweetwater, Black
Alicante, Barbarossa, Trebbiano, Gros Colman,
with splendid berries, well coloured ; Lady Downe's,
and Venn's Black Muscat, which Mr. Wildsmith
considers a distinct and very good variety. Mr. J.
Bannerman, gr. to Lord Bagot, Blilhfield, Rugeley,
was 2d ; and Mr. J. H. Goodacre 3d. Messrs. J.
Peed & Sons, Roupell Park Nursery, also com-
peted, but could not have taken a prize in

consequence of showing the Muscat of Alex-

andria and Tottenham Park Muscat, which

could not be recognised as distinct. With five

varieties, two bunches of each, Mr. Sage came in ist,

showing good examples of Trebbiano, Black Ham-
burgh, Black Alicante, Lady Downe's, and Muscat

of Alexandria. Mr. J. Woodbridge, gr. to the Duke
of Northumberland, Syon House, was a good 2d, with

Madresfleld Court, Lady Downe's, Muscat of Alex-

andria, Black Alicante, and Golden Champion, all

thoroughly good fruit. Mr. Mowbray, gr. to the Earl

of Leven and Melville, Fulmer, Slough, came in 3d ;

and amongst the unsuccessful competitors was Mr.
Kirk, gr. to Mrs. McKie, Castle Douglas, Kirk-

cudbright, who staged some of the samples he exhi-

bited so successfully recently at Edinburgh, but

which, having lost their freshness, were not so fortunate

on this occasion. The best of fifteen dishes of Black

Hamburghs came from Mr. Wildsmith, whose
bunches were small indeed, but highly finished

;

Mr. Upjohn, gr. to the Earl of Ellesmere, Worsley
Hall, good in bunch and berry ; and Mr. G. Gold-

smith, gr. to P. C. Hard wick, Esq., Hollanden,

Tonbridge, also good in size and nicely finished.

The Muscat of Alexandria class was the best of all,

consisting of thirteen dishes, every one of which would
pass muster anywhere. The 1st prize was well won
by Messrs. H. Lane & Son, whose long tapering

bunches were perfect models of high-class cultivation.

The 2d was taken by Mr, Coleman with a specially

fine sample, and the 3d by Mr. W, H. Bannister,

gr. to H. St. V. Amer, Esq., Cote House,
Westbury-on-Trym, Bristol ; and an extra prize was
awarded to Mr. Walter Jerman, gr., Westwood Lodge,

Isle of Thanet, both showing very fine examples.

The best of nine dishes of Madresfleld Court came
from Mr. Woodridge, Mr. Ward, gr. to T. N.
Miller, Esq., Bishops Stortford, and Mr. Upjohn ;

and all were good. Of Gros Colman there were

four dishes, and two of them were especially well

finished. These came from Mr. Coleman and
and Messrs. Lane & Son. The latter had the largest

bunches, but they were not equal to Mr, Coleman's
in colour and bloom. The 3d best came from

Mr. Upjohn. The Lady Downe's class brought

out fifteen competitors, and Mr, Coleman again

came to the front with exquisitely finished

samples ; the next best, also exceedingly good,

coming from Mr. Jordan, gr. to Birket Foster, Esq,

Witley, near Godalming, and Mr. Bannerman. For
Buckland Sweetwater, of which there were eleven

samples, the 1st prize went to Mr. C. J. Bungay, gr.

to W. Smith, Esq., Hill House, Heme Hill, who had
good sized and well finished bunches ; the 2d to Mr.

G. Gough, gr, to E. M. Barrington, Esq., Little

Malvern Court, Worcester ; and the 3d to Mr. G.

Masters, gr. to F. Day, Esq., Oatlands Park, Wey-
bridge, both showing small bunches but of high

quality. In a class for any other white kind Mr, J.

Atkins, gr. to Colonel Lloyd-Lindsay, M.P.,

Lockinge Park, Wantage, came in ist with a very

good sample of Pearson's Golden (^ueen, the best

three bunches indeed that we have seen for some time,

A very good dish of Foster's Seedling, shown by Mr.

Jordan, came in 2d ; and the same variety also in fine

condition, and shown by Mr. Jones, gr. to Lord
Calthorpe, Elvetham Park, Winchfield, was 3d. In

the corresponding class for any other variety of black

Grapes, Messrs. H. Lane & Son were well ist with

three splendid bunches of Black Alicante ; Mr. T.

Perks, gr, to C. W. Dusseldorf, Esq., Laurie Park,

Sydenham, was a good 2d, with Gros Guillaume

;

and Mr. Goodacre 3d, with Black Alicante. The
heaviest bunch exhibited was one of Trebbiano

weighing 16 lb., and shown by Mr, Kirk, gr. to

Mrs. McKie, Castle Douglas. It was a well filled

bunch, standing up firmly on its stand, and proved

a great centre of attraction. The next largest was

a bunch of Gros Guillaume weighing 9 lb. 2 oz.,

and shown by Mr. C. Tyler, gr. to R. Gosling, Esq.,

Hassobury, Bishops Stortford ; and the l^., Black

Hamburgh, weighing 7 lb. 2 oz., shown by Mr. Bones,

gr. to D. Mcintosh, Esq., Havering Park, Romford.

Pine-apples were fairly represented, considering the

decline that is gradually but surely taking place in

their cultivation. The best Queens came from Mr.

Sage, Mr. Coleman, and Mr. J, Akehurst, gr. to

S. Copestake, Esq., The Grove, Highgate Road. A
fine Smooth Cayenne, weighing 7 lb. 4 oz., shown by

Mr. C. Ross, was the best in that class ; and a good

fruit from Mr. Pragnell, gr. to G. D. W. Digby, Esq..

Sherborne Castle, was 2d ; the 3d going to Mr. Wil-

son, gr. to Earl Fortescue, Castle Hill, North Devon.

In another class Mr. Miles, gr. to Lord Carrington,

came in 1st, with a fine Charlotte Rothschild, weigh-

ing 7 lb.

Peaches were thoroughly well represented for the

season, thirty-five dishes being staged. The best was

a fine one of Lord Palmerston, shown by Mr. Coombs,
Sheen House, Mortlake ; the 2d, a capital one of

Late Admirable, from Mr. Smith, Wottoa Gardens,

near Aylesbury ; and the 3d, a dish of Barrington,

from Mr. Coleman, also of fine quality. The class

was so good a one that the judges awarded extra
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prizes to Mr. C. J. Goldsmith for a dish of Princess

of Wales ; and to Mr. Gibson, gr. to F. Burnaby
Atkins, Esq., Halstead Place, Sevenonks, for a

beautifully coloured dish of Lady Palmerston. Nectar-

ines were rather scarce, only eleven dishes being
exhibited. Here Mr. Coleman came to the front

again with a good dish of Pine-apple ; Mr. Neigh-

bour, gr. to G. Wythes, Esq., Bickley, Kent, coming
in 2d with the same variety, more highly coloured

than Mr. Coleman's, but not so large ; and Mr. G.
Wortley, gr. to Admiral the Hon. V. Carey, South
Norwood Hill, was 3d with Prince of Wales. Of
Figs there was only one dish—a most unusual thing

at this season, and Mr. Sage took the 1st prize with

that.

Of three dishes of Plums there were about two
dozen exhibitors, and Mr. Sage was again 1st, show-
ing Coe's Golden Drop, White Magnum Bonum, and
Jefferson. The 2d went to Mr. Wells, gr. to R.

Ravenhill, Esq., Ferndell, Windsor Forest, who had
Goliath, Coe's Golden Drop, and Victoria ; and the

3d to Mr. Staple, gr., Chipstead Place, Sevenoaks,

with Coe's Golden Drop, Magnum Bonum, and
McLaughlin's Gage. Extra prizes were awarded to

Mr. J. Fry and Mr. Coleman.

In the class for three dishes of Dessert Apples
there were thirty competitors, but the samples staged

did not seem to be of above the average merit. The
1st prize was won by Mr. E. Bowles, gr. to W.
Skinner, Esq., Beresford House, Maidstone, with

Ribston Pippin, Cox's Orange Pippin, and Duchess
of Gloucester. The 2d went to Mr. C. J. Goldsmith,

who had an unnamed variety, King of the Pippins,

and Ribston Pippin ; and the 3d to Mr. C. Haycock,

for Ribston Pippin, Mother, and Reine des Reinettes.

The culinary class was a remarkably good one, there

bein^some forty-three exhibitors,andthesamplesof fine

quality. Mr. E. Bowles again took the lead with

very large fruits of Stone's Apple, Warner's King and
Winter Hawthornden, beating Mr. James Pluck and

Mr. P. V. Pluck, both of Jersey, who came in 2d and

3d, the former with grand samples of Grosse Menagere,

Reinette d'Angleterre, and AlfrisLon ; and the latter

with M^re de Menage, Pott's Seedling, and Alfriston,

of but slightly inferior merit. Extra prizes were
awarded to Mr. Mundell, gr, to R. AUerton, Esq.,

Prittlewell, Essex, who had fine dishes of Warner's

King, Cellini, and Emperor Alexander ; and to Mr.

C. Haycock, for Belle Dubois, Reinette du Canada,
and Emperor Alexander, all of grand quality. Dessert

Pears were represented by twenty-seven collections

of three dishes each, and generally speaking the

quality was higher than in the dessert Apple class.

Mr. C. Haycock was a good 1st, with fine examples

of Doyenne du Comice, Fondante de Cuerne, and

Louise Bonne of Jersey. The 2d went to Mr. Gough,
who had Williams' Bon Chretien, Gansell's Berga-

mot, and Louise Bonne of Jersey ; and the 3d to Mr.

James Dean, Fitzroy Place, Godstone, with Williams'

Bon Chretien, Marie Louise, and Louise Bonne of

Jersey. A fine lot, consisting of Beurre Superfin,

Louise Bonne, and Duchesse d'Angouleme, shown by
Mr. James Pluck, was awarded an extra prize. Of
culinary varieties there were only ten collections, and
the highest award went to Mr. James Pluck, who had

very large specimens of Grosse Calabasse, Catillac,

and Belle Angevine. Mr. P. V. Pluck was 2d, and

Mr. W. Fanning, The Convent Garden, Roehanipton,

was 3d.

Scarlet-fleshed Melons were represented by some
twenty-one samples, and from these the judges selected

an imnamed seedling shown by Mr. J. Atkins for the

1st prize ; a Reed's scarlet-flesh from Mr. Woodbridge
for 2d ; and a Scarlet Gem from Mr. C. J. Goldsmith

for the 3d. In the green-fleshed class the judges'

labours were somewhat heavier, as they had thirty-

three fruits to select from. The 1st prize went to an

unnamed variety from Mr. Haycock ; the 2d to a

Golden Perfection from Mr. C. Osman, the South

Metropolitan District Schools, Sutton ; and the 3d to

Dicksons' Exquisite, from Mr. C. Tyler.

To the miscellaneous class the Crystal Palace Com-
pany contributed very fine examples of the male and
female cones of Encephalartos villosus, grown at the

Palace by Mr. Thomson ; and large collections of

Apples and Pears, &c., came from Messrs. Paul &
Son, Cheshunt ; Messrs. William Paul & Son, and

Messrs. Rivers & Son ; and a small collection of

Apples from Mr. Fowle, gr. to Sir H. Mildmay,

Dogmersfield. Mr. J. Muir, gr. to C. R. M. Talbot,

Esq., sent an interesting collection of thirteen varie-

ties of Oranges and Lemons grown at Margam Park,

South Wales ; and Mr. D. P. Bell, Clive House,

Alnwick, exhibited a good sample of the Alnwick
Seedling Grape, which was awarded a First-class

Certificate.

Collections of vegetables were numerously shown,

and were moreover of a uniformly good quality. In

the class for sixteen distinct varieties, the highest

honours again fell to the lot of Mr. Pragnell, gr. to

G. D. W. Digby, Esq., Sherborne Castle, Dorset,

who certainly put up a very fine assortment, which

included Major Clark's solid red Celery, Carentan

Leeks, Tames' Intermediate Carrots, long white Vege-

table Marrows, Exhibition Beet, Veitch's Autumn
Giant Cauliflower, Globe Artichokes, Early Snowball
Turnips, Jackson's Favourite Tomatos, White Spanish
Onions, Tender and True Cucumbers, .Student Pars-

nips, Schoolmaster Potatos, Brussels Sprouts, Ne Pius

Ultra Peas, and Scarlet Runner Beans. The 2d
prize fell to Mr. Chaff", gr. to C. H. Goschcn, Esq.,

Ballard's Addington, and the 3d to Mr. J. H. Good-
acre, an extra prize being also awarded to Mr. R.
Phillips, gr. to Captain Jackson, The Deodars,

Meopham. For a collection of eight varieties, ex-

clusive of Potatos, there was also a good competition,

and the prizes went in the following order—to Mr,
John Baker, Broad Street, Bampton, Oxford ; Mr.
W. Iggulden, gr. to R. B. W. Baker, Esq., Orsett

Hall, Romford ; and Mr. J. Day, gr. to A. Seymour,
Esq., Norton Hall, Daventry. Mr. C. W. Howard,
of Canterbury, had the best four dishes in a rather

poor class.

No prizes were offered for autumn flowers, but the

interest in the show was greatly enhanced by a large

contribution of cut Roses from Messrs. William Paul

& Son, Waltham Cross ; a good collection of Dahlias
from Messrs. RawHngs Bros., of Romford ; some good
Asters from Mr. R. Brown, gr. to F. T. Bury, Esq.,

St. Leonard's Hill, Windsor, and Mr. Morgan, gr. to

Major Scott, Wray Park, Reigate ; and a fine stand

of cut blooms of choice varieties of the new tuberous-

rooted Begonias from Messrs. John Laing & Co.

The International Potato Exhibition.—Whilst
the pomologists were on Tuesday busy in elaborating

their brilliant display of fruits in the north nave
of the Crystal Palace, the Potato growers were
not less active in setting up their many and
varied assortments of tubers, and a wonderful
show they made. Whether there may have been
a few less or a few more of exhibits this year than on
previous occasions it would be difficult to say, even by
those who are regular habitii's, but those who have
not yet seen an International Potato Show will under-

stand something of its extent and the nature of the

competitions when we state that exactly 1539 dishes

were staged in the sixteen classes of the schedule, and
that these contained the interesting arithmetical

number of 13,851 tubers. Exception is sometimes
taken to the term international, because few or no
Potatos from other countries are staged. This, how-
ever, is not the fault of the management, as the prizes

are quite as open to the growers of all other lands as

to those of Great Britain. Such, however, is the

perfection to which here Potato cultivation is brought,

as far as relates to the production of choice show
samples, that it is evident no foreigner would stand

the least chance in the competition.

One special feature characterised the recent show
in relation to the samples staged. There was more
general evenness of quality, and the average of quality,

as far as relates to size and appearance, was higher

than on any former occasion. This fact speaks
volumes for the nature of the lessons inculcated to

growers by the general judging lessons that are not

vitiated even when, as in the present instance, some
of the judges made mistakes in their awards. Fortu-

nately, these blunders were the exception, and only
serve to throw up in stronger relief the higher quality

and beauty of those collections or dishes generally

selected for awards.
The premier class of the schedule was the twenty-

four dishes, the valuable prizes in which were given

by the Crystal Palace Company, the Vice-President,

Mr. Jas. Abbiss, J. P., and by Mr. William Kerr,
seedsman, of Dumfries. Here, for the second time,

Mr. P. McKinlay, the popular hon. secretary, was
placed 1st, with a grand lot of tubers, so fine, clean,

and good, as to give the judges no great difficulty in

the selection of the 1st prize lot. These consisted of
coloured kidneys, Superior, Extra Early Vermont,
Late Rose, Trophy, and Beauty of Hebron ; rounds,

Grampian, Lady Webster, Red Emperor, Blanchard,
Shelburne, and Breadfruit. White kinds were King
of Potato, New Cambridge Kidney, Edgcote Seedling,

Beckenham Beauty, Snowflake, International, Wood-
stock Kidney—the latter a grand new kind, and the

sample one of singular beauty ; Early King, too much
like King of Potato; and Ashtop Fluke. Of white
rounds, Onwards, Rector of Woodstock, Porter's

Excelsior, and Schoolmaster. Of this collection five

sorts of the very best were of Mr. Fenn's raising ; a
higher tribute to any raiser of Potatos could hardly be
paid. Taking exactly the same placeas last year, Mr.
James Pink, of Lee Court Gardens, Faversham, was
2d, with a very handsome even lot of tubers, only

wanting a little more freshness and finish to have been
equal with the first collection. Amongst his kinds as

exceedingly good were Trophy, Early Rose, Gari -

baldi, Grampian, Triumph, and Blanchard, coloured

sorts ; International, Magnum Bonum, and Water-
loo Kidney, white sorts. The 3d place was awarded
to Mr. Wm. Finlay, of Wroxton Abbey Gardens,
Banbury, whose collection was remarkably pretty

and clean, but a trifle too small for this class.

Mr. G. Baguley, Lysiston, Newark, and Mr.
W. Ellington, Mildenhall, Sohani, were 4th and

5 th respectively. In this class twelve collections

were staged. The largest competition was found in

the class for eighteen kinds, to include Sutton's Mag-
num Bonum. The whole of the five prizes, amounting
to 19 guineas, were liberally given by the Messrs.

Sutton &. Sons of Reading. Here there were not less

than twenty-four collections, making a total of 432
dishes for the judges to choose the best from. The
general average was so good that, in despair evidently

of selecting the best quality, the censors would seem
to have made the award of the 1st prize solely to the

feature of size, the collection staged by Mr. F. Cress-

well, gr. to Lord Gwydyr, Ipswich, being one of the

weightiest, and literally biggest, collections of eight-

teen kinds we have ever seen staged. Such sorts

as Late Rose, Flourball, Vermont Beauty, Superior,

Manchester Peerless, Norfolk Giant, Breadfruit

and Burbank's Seedling, especially when large,

can hardly be regarded as evincing good table

quality. Mr. James Pink was again placed 2d
with a capital collection, as to the merits of which
there could be no question. His lot included hand-
some examples ofTrophy, International, Schoolmaster,

Ashtop Fluke, Model, Garibaldi, and Triumph ; Mr.
G. Baguley was 3d ; Mr. J. BelHs, gr. to Major
Thoyts, Sulhampstead, 4th ; and Mr. Wildsmith,
Heckfield, 5th.

The class for twelve English varieties brought
seventeen collections in competition for the prizes

offered in this class by the President, Mr. Alderman
Hadley, the Messrs. Bliss, of New York, and Mr.
Fawell, St. Paul's Churchyard. Here Mr. W. Finlay
was placed ist, with a very fair-sized pretty lot of

tubers, but of which, and indeed of all Mr. Finlay's

exhibits, it is right to notice that they had undergone a
most rigorous scrubbing—so much so, that not only
was the natural gloss of the skin entirely removed,
but the colour in some instances was removed also.

Such a mode of cleansing the soil from the exhibits

ought to be universally condemned. This collection

included, of white kinds. Magnum Bonum, Royal
Ashleaf, Lapstone, Schoolmaster, and Rector of
Woodstock ; and of coloured kinds, Wonderful Red,
Princess of Wales, Red Fluke, Crimson Ashleaf,

Scotch Blue, and Red Regent. Mr. James Pink was
2d, having very fair Model, Blanchard, Garibaldi,

and International as best samples ; the 3d prize being

awarded to Mr. R. Dean, of Ealing, who, in addition

to good samples of the four kinds above-named, had
a very handsome dish of Mr, Peake's new purple

Vicar of Laleham (certificated last year), Salmon
Kidney, Grampian, and Lady Webster; 4lh, Mr. W,
Ellington,

The next class was for nine American kinds, for

prizes given by the Lawson Seed Company, Edin-
burgh ; Messrs. Barr & Sugden, and Mr. John Coutts,

Covent Garden, Here, as was to be expected, size

above the average English character predominated,
and was favoured. The 1st prize was taken by Messrs.

Lott & Hart, of Whitehill, Faversham, who had Ver-

mont Beauty, Superior, Peerless, Extra Early Ver-

mont, Snowflake, Goodrich, Trophy, Prolific, and
Beauty of Hebron. Mr. James Pink again came 2d,

the fourth time in succession, a strong evidence of the

high quality of Mr. Pink's tubers. He staged Oneida,
Vermont Beauty, Superior, Early Rose, Breadfruit,

Idaho, Goodrich, Snowflake, and Beauty of Hebron,
Mr. R. Farquhar, of Castle Fyvie, Aberdeen, was
placed 3d, and Mr. McKinlay 4th.

The class for six dishes, to include Lye's Favourite,

had all the prizes provided by Messrs. Daniels Bros.,

Norwich. There were fourteen competitors, and it was
a capital display of Potato excellence. Mr. Finlay

was 1st with Scotch Blue, Blanchard, Lye's Favourite,

Schoolmaster, Porter's Excelsior, and Edgecote Seed-
ling ; Mr. James Millen, Hamstead Park, Newbury,
was 2d ; Messrs. Lott & Hart 3d ; and Mr, J. Pink
4th.

In the class for four dishes the prizes were given hy
Messrs. Wheeler, of Gloucester, and Mr. J. Wright,
Falkirk, and there were not less than thirty collections

staged—the requirements being two round and two
kidney varieties. Mr. McKinlay was here again

placed 1st with Lapstone, Scotch Blue, Blanchard,

and Magnum Bonum. Mr. Miller, gr. to J. T.

Friend, Esq., Margate, was 2d with Model, Blanchard,

Garibaldi, and Yorkshire Hero : 3d, Messrs. Lott and
Hart ; 4th, Mr. R. Dean. Probably the most diffi-

cult both for exhibitors and judges was that for six

kinds, distinct, new varieties, in commerce only for

the first time this year, or not yet sent out. Several

exhibitors staged kinds such as Superior, Lye's

Favourite, and Centennial, that were sent out last

year, and in two of the prize collections were Early

King, a variety oflfered in Scotland by Mr. Porter

three years since, but in England by the Messrs,

Hooper for the first time this year ; and on a
protest being considered, it was held that the word
England in the schedule did not include Scotland.

A most ingenious way of getting out of a diflSculty,

According to the judgment therefore the class entirely

failed to favour the production of genuine new kinds.

The prizes were given by the Messrs. Hooper & Co.,

of Covent Garden, the 1st being awarded to Mr. J.
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Pink, for Manhattan, Trophy, Triumph, Beauty of

Kent, a seedling from Snowflake ; and Early King.

Mr. McKinlay was 2d, with handsome samples ot

Trophy, Shelburnc, Mr. Fenn's new Woodstock

Kidney, Radstock Beauty, and McKinlay's Pride.

Messrs. Lott & Hart were 3d, having also Early

King in their collection.

For two dishes of Potatos, one round, one kidney,

the prizes were given by the Aimes Manure Company,

there being not less than thirty-six competitors. Here

Mr. Howard, of Bridge, Canterbury, was 1st, with

handsomedishesofEdgcoteSeedling and Schoolmaster.

Mr. C. Ross, Welford Park, Newbury, 2d, with a

grand dish of International and Fenn's Purple Blush,

a duplicate of Blanchard ; and Mr. R. Dean, 3d, with

International and Schoolmaster ; 4th, Mr. F. Miller,

who had Blanchard and Ashtop Fluke.

The next class was a single dish of any white

round kind, there being thirty-live dishes shown. All

the prizes in this class were given by Mr. C. Turner,

of Slough, and were awarded to Mr. R. Ironside, of

Inverary, N.B., who had a good dish of Hansworth

Early, evidently Porter's Excelsior ; 2d, Mr. Belles,

with Schoolmaster ; and 3d, Mr. Ilalliday, Old Mel-

drum, with Porter's Excelsior.

For one dish of any coloured round, the prizes being

given by Messrs. Harrison & Sons, Leicester, Mr.

W. Emerton, of Welford, Rugby, was 1st, with beau-

tiful Red Emperor ; Mr. McKinlay 2d, with handsome

Blanchard ; and Mr. Miller 3d, with Emperor. For

the best dish of any while kidney all the prizes were

given by Messrs. Webb & Sons, of Wordsley, and

were taken by Messrs. Finlay, Miller, and R. Dean,

all with Lapstone.

For any coloured kidney the prizes were given by

Mr. James Crute, treasurer to the committee, and

these were taken by Mr. R. Farquhar, with Purple Ash-

leaf ; Mr. R. Dean, with Garibaldi ; and Mr. W.
Finlay, with Bountiful. For the best dish of Inter-

national Kidney, all the prizes being given by Mr. R.

Dean, of Ealing, a grand sample was shown

by Mr. Finlay, Mr. Ross and Mr. Baguley

being 2d and 3d. For the best dish of

Covent Garden Perfection, the prizes being given

by Mr. George Ure, of Bonny Brig, N.B., Mr.

R. Farquhar was 1st, with small handsome samples;

Mr. Bellis, with others a trifle larger ; and Mr. Cress-

well, with a sample about three times the size of the

others. It was, indeed, a funny piece of inconsis-

tency. The best dish of any white Ashleal Kid-

ney was supplied by Mr. R. Farquhar in Old Ash-

leaf ; Mr. F'inlay 2d, and Mr. Miller 3d. The prizes

in this class were presented by Messrs. George Gibbs

& Sons, Down Street, Piccadilly. The final class

was for the best dish of Grampian, the prizes being

given by Messrs. Nutting, seedsmen, of Barbican

—Mr. J. Falconer, of Kintore, Aberdeen, being 1st
;

Mr. James Neighbour, Bickley Park, 2d ; and Mr.

Baguley, who had the best dish at least, 3d.

Mr. R. Fenn, of Sulhampstead, near Reading,

exhibited six of his new seedling kinds, which were

further to be considered for certificates, of which

several were granted conditionally on being tested for

table qualities.

Large collections of Potatos were also staged by the

Messrs. Sutton & Sons, Reading ; Messrs. Carter &
Co., of Holborn ; Messrs. Hooper, Covent Garden;
and Messrs. Harrison, of Leicester.

limes. Slight

t 7- 45.

1

Sept. 19.— Fine, cloudy
Lightning seen .11. /..*3 I.....

— 20.—Generally fine, though cloudy. Ram fell in early

morning, and a smart shower of hail and ram

fell at 2.4s P.M. Cloudless at night. Lightning

seen at 8.30 P.M.

_ 2,._A very fine bright day, clear till evening. Over-

cast at night.
» ,. ,_ 22.—Overcast, and dull throughout. Cold. A little

_ 23 —Dull till I P.M. Fine after. Cloudless at night.

Cold. Heavy rain fell in early morning.

_ 24._A dull cloudy day. Cold. Fine before lo a.m.

25.—A dull day. Cloudy. Occasional slight rain

after i p.m.

%\t Mention-.
STATE OF THE WEATHER AT BLACA'HEATI/, LOXDOA,

For the Week ending Wednesd.w, Sept. 25, 1878.
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Peat and Manure : John Cleave. If "the plants are

grand," why ask if the plan of preparing the compost
as you describe (which is nothing new) is a good one?

Planting Vines : R. A. P. B. The safest course will

be to plant them inside, but to make provision for the

roots getting outside, if they choose to go, as they

most certainly will.

ToMATOS : G. Mcrritt. We cannot exactly say with-

out seeing specimens whether your plants are suffering

from the disease, but should imagine that they are.

It is much too prevalent this autumn.

Transplanter : D. R. ^ Co. We can give you no
information about it.

*^* Correspondents are specially requested to address,

post-paid, all communications intended for publica-

tion to the " Editors," and not to any member of the

staff personally. The Editors would also be oblij;ed

by such communications being sent as early in the

week as possible. Correspondents sending news-
papers should be careful to mark the paragraphs they

wish the Editors to sec. Letters relating to Adver-
tisements, or to the supply of the Paper, should be

addressed to the Publisher, and not to the Editors.

^^ Foreign Subscribers sending Post-office Orders
are requested to make them payable at the post-office,

King Street, Covcnt Garden, London, and at the

same time to inform the Publisher at the oftice of this

Erratum.—In the letter on Protecting Young Forest

Trees in Parks (p. 379), for " where he will find refer-

ence made," read, "where he will find no reference

made." R. Greenfield.

Catalogues Received.—Messrs. Edmondson Bros.

(id. Dame Street, Dublin). General Bulb Catalogue.

—

William Rumsey (Joyning's Nurseries, Waltham
Cross, N.). Catalogue of Roses, Trees and Shrubs,
Plants, Bulbs, &c.—Joseph Schwartz (Rue du Repos,

43, Lyon, Fiance), General Catalogue of Roses.

—

Messrs. Osborn & Sons (Fulham, London), Descrip-

tive Catalogue of Fruit Trees, Vines, &c.—Messrs.

Frosbel & Co. (Neumunster, Zurich), Catalogue of

Bulbs, Flower Seeds, &c.

COMMtrNICATIONS RECEIVED.—H. E.—T. M.—J. F.—G. P.—
H. & B.-E. P. D —G. T.—T. C. B.-G. H.—Hugo Voigt.
-K. P.-J. H-W. G. S.—C. M—J. I. L.-H. E —T.
Capers (the subject is becoming too personal).—E. S. D.

—

T. R—J. S—C. H.-C. C—H. A. M.-J. D.-F. L—
J. S. T.—J. S.—J. S. C.-S. G.—Advertiser (the address
you require is " Middle Abbey Street, Dublin." We cannot
answer your other question. Consult a Newspaper Directory )

llarhcts.
COVENT GARDEN, September 26.

Grapes still remain at much the same prices. Tlic

supply of Peaches and Nectarines has very much dc-

creaseil. Trade still remains in a very quiet state.

James Webber, Wholesale Apple Market.

Cut Flow

Cornflowe
Dahlias, :

Delphinii

Heliotropes, 12 sp. .. 06-.
Jasmine. 12 bunches 6 o-i!

Mignonette, 12 bun. 2 o- (

per

Myosot's, 12 bun, .,

Pelargoniums, 12 spr

Phlox, 12 bunches .

Primula,
I bunch
Pyrethrum, 12 bun..
Roses (indoor), doz.
— (outdoor). 1 2 bun.
Spiraea, 12 sprays .,

Stephanotis, 13 sp. .

,

Sweet Peas. 12 bun.
Sweet Sultan, 13 bun,
Tropasolum, 12 bun,

IN Pots

Begonias, per doz.
Bouvardias, do
Ca'ceolarias, p. doj
Chrysanth,, per dc

Coletis, per dozen
Cyperus. do.

.

Dracaena terminal!
— viridis, per doz. . .

.

Ferns, in variety, per

Fcuselastica.'each"

.. Q 0-24 o . Fnch:
!. . 6 0-12 o

I

Mig

liage Plants, vari-

....£.. .vjnette, per doz.

.00-901 Musk, per dozen
,30-90 Myrtles, per doz. .

.

, 6 0-12 o
I

Palms in variety,

30 0-60 o each
,
iS 0-24 o Pelargoniums. scar-

, j
lets, zonal, doz .

.

4 0-18 o
j

Petunias, per dozen
I

— Fairy, per doz.

4 0-18 o Vallota, per doz. ..

2 6-15 o 1

Artichokes, English
Globe, doz.

Beans, French, lb...

Reet, per doz.
Cabbages, per doz. ..

Carrots, per bunch .

.

Cauliflowers, per doz.
Celery, per bundle ..

Chilis, per 100
Cucumbers, each .

.

Custard Mar., doz.
Endive, Batav. dozen
Garlic, per lb.

Herbs, per bunch ,

.

The Potato trade is

Myatt's, i2of. ti

Rose, iioj to 12.

s.d..
Horse Radish, p. bun. 4 o-
Lettuces, Cos, Eng.,

4 o- 6< Mint, green bunch..

j

Onions, young, bun
Parsley, per bunch.

6-26
4-0 6

x'arsley, per bunch.. 04-..
Radishes, per bunch 01-03

. " J "
I

— Spanish, doz. .. 10- ..

6- 2 o
I

— New Jersey, doz. 20-..
i
o- . .

j

Shallots, per lb. ..06-..
14-16 Spinach, per bushel 20-30
I
o- ..

j
Tomatos, per dozen 26-30
opinacn, per ous

j

Tomatos, per do
Turnips, new, p. but
Vegt. Marrows, do:

dull, and prices

< 160S. ; Regents,
: to 130^. ; Early

,9-60

! Melons, each . . i o- 3 (

j

Peaches, per dozen., 6 o-is <

Pears, per doz. .. 2 o- 6 (

Pine-apples, per lb. 2 o- 6 <

I
Plums, i^-sieve .. 2 c- 5 <

Apples, J^.sieve

Figs, per dozen
Filberts, per lb.

Grapes, per lb.

SEEDS.
London : Sept. 25.—The weather having lately been

very favourable, field work has made good progress, and
is indeed, for the time of year, well forward. As regards
red Clover seed, there is nothing new to report : offers

of the new American red received by cable do not meet
with attention, the prices demanded being above the
views of the English buyers. No supply of the home-
grown crop has yet reached Mark Lane, but the breadth
saved for seed is without doubt unusually large. This
fact will make the English market greatly independent of

America. Trefoils are firm but without much business
passing. In neither white Clover nor Alsike is there any
business doing of importance. The demand for Tri-

folium is slackening off. Winter Tares are easier :

prices have, in fact, fallen to a point sufficiently low to

excite some speculative buying. For sowing Rye there
is a quiet sale on former terms. Blue Peas are firmer

;

the spread of the Potato disease imparting strength to

this market. Canary seed continues very steady at the
late advance ; every week it becomes more manifest that

the production this year has in all parts been greatly

diminished. Feeding Linseed meets with a slow sale. A
further quantity of the new white Mustard has been
placed at some reduction on former quotations, the con-
dition of these later arrivals proving unsatisfactory. In
the value of Rape seed there is no alteration. John Shaw
5^ Sons, SeedMerchants, yj, Mark Lane, Loiidon, E.C.

CORN,
Trade at Mark Lane on Monday was dull, and de-

pressed in tone. Holders of Wheat, although not over
anxious sellers, failing to give the necessary or desired
stimulant to business, submitted to a reduction of from
IS. to 2J. perqr., as compared with the prices of Monday
sennight, and the market closed heavily at the decline.

Barley was slow of sale, and even malting qualities could
not support the rales previously current. Malt was much
the same as regards trade and value. Oats had a down-
ward tendency ; as also had Maize. New Oats were
quoted 6d. per qr. cheaper. Beans and Peas attracted
very few buyers, and with respect to flour a very heavy
trade was experienced.—On Wednesday Wheat, whether
English or foreign, was with difficulty sold, even at a
still lower price. Barley was not very well supported,
and the same remark will apply to the various other
articles. The supply of Oats was only moderate, and
not of the best quality or condition.—Average prices of
corn for the week ending September^2i : — Wheat,
43J. -zd. ; Barley, 405. izd. ; Oats, 23!?. 6d. For the
corresponding period last year :—Wheat, 57J. 6d.

;

Barley, 43^^. Zd. ; Oats, 25J. lod.

CATTLE.
At Copenhagen Fields on Monday there was a very

large number of beasts on orfcr, but choice qualities were
comparatively scarce ; however, prices were lower for all

kinds, and a clearance was not effected. The supply of
sheep was also large and the demand small

;
prices for all

kinds were consequently lower, and a considerable
number remained unsold. Choice calves continued dear.

Quotations :—Beasts, 4J. ^d. to 4^. lo*^. and 5J. 4*/. to

5.^. lod. ; calves, 5.^. ^d. to 6s. 6d. ; sheep, ss. to y. 4d.

and 5^. 8</. to 6s. lod. — On Tliursday trade was in a
very dull state. Supplies of beasts and sheep were not
large, but amply sufficient for the demand, and beasts
continued to droop in value. Sheep sold at about late

rates. Calves and pigs were dull, and prices unaltered.

HAY.
Tuesday's Whitechapel report states that there was a

large supply of fodder, the demand for which was dull at

reduced rates. Prime old Clover, 120s. to i3ar. ; new,
looj-. to 117J. ; inferior, 80s. to gos. ;

prime old meadow
hay, gos. to g6s. ; new, 80s. to 90^. ; inferior, '50J. to

JOS. ; and straw, 43J. to 485. per load. — On Thursday
there was a large supply on offer. The trade was very
dull at depressed prices. Quotations : — Prime old

Clover. 120J. to 126s. ; inferior, 8o,f. to loos. ; prime
meadow hay, 90J". to g2s. ; inferior, 40j". to 50J. ; and
straw, 43-r. to 48^. per load. — Cumberland Nlarket

quotations :—Superior meadow hay, 92^. to loos. ; infe-

rior, 70J-. to 84s. ; superior Clover, 128^, to 136.J. ; in-

ferior, gos. to II2J. ; and straw, 50J. to 54J. per load.

POTATOS.
At the Borough and Spitalfields Markets the supplies

of Potatos were short, and disease was again discernible

to no unimportant extent. Trade, however, was dull,

and prices must be given decidedly lower. Kent Regents.

120S. to 130J. per ton ; Essex ditto, 86s. to lOos. ; Early

Rose, 120S. 101401. ; kidneys, iios. to 1505. ; shaws, 55-?.

to gos.—The importation into London was upon a much
larger scale last week, no less than 17,200 barrels having

been received from Hamburgh alone. In addition,

1 138 bags were landed from Ghent, 829 Antwerp, 364
sacks Boulogne, no tons Dahonet. 1426 bags Dunkirk,
and 597 Bremen.

COALS.
There was a good supply of house coals at market on

Monday, which were sold at the last current prices.

Wednesday's quotations were :—Walls End—Hetton,

17J. 6d. ; Hetton Lyons. 16s. 3./. ;
Hawthorns, i6s. 3d.

;

Lambton, ijs. ; Wear, 15^^. 6d. ; South Helton, 17s. 6d.
;

Tunstall, i6j. ^d. ; East Hartlepool, i7i. -^d. ; Salvin's

Hutlon, i6i. gd. ; Thornley. i-js. ; Tees, 17J. ^d.

ANDERSON'S RUSSIA MATS,
For COVERING, TYING, and PACKING,

Are highly recommended for durability and cheapness. The
different qualities and sizes are fully described in a Catalogue

sent, post-free, on application. Every description of SACKS
and BAGS. ROPES, LINES, TWINES, &c.

JAMES T. ANDERSON,
149, COMMERCIAL STREET. SHOREDITCH,

LONDON. E.

ARCHANGEL, tk/I A-T-Q PETERSBURG
PACKING IVIA I O ETC.

BAFFIA for TYING,
TRAINING STICKS and LABELS,

Bamboo Canes, Virgin Cork, &"<'.

C. J. BLACKITH and CO.,

COX'S QUAY, LOWER THAMES STREET. LONDON.

TO ENHANCE THE VALUE OF

SEED,
IT SHOULD BE PUT INTO

BAGS
SACKS,

SELECTED FROM OUR BEST MAKES,

WITH

SPECIAL SEWING.

SAMPLES AND PRICES POST FREE.

STARKEY, SONS & CO.,

CORN EXCHANGE, LONDON.

Important to all Admirers of Clean, Healthy Foliage.

SPEEDS

PARASITE ANNIHILATOR
The most effectual remedy ever discovered against Mealy

Bua. Red Spider, Greenfly, American Bug, Thrips, Scale,

and all Parasites infesting Roses, Vines, Plants, Shrubs. &c.

Mr. W. Thomson, of Tm-ed yiin-yard. Clmcnfords, writes :

—"You are entitled to the gratitude of all who have to

battle with the parasites that affect plants for your discovery :

amongst collections of Orchids and stove plants it will be

invaluable."

Mr. J. Wills, Ploml DamMor, Smith Kcnsingtcn, says ;—
" I have tried it in various ways, and find it very effective. It

at once destroys Thrips, Scale and Red Spider ; Greenfly and

minor pests instantly disappear."

Mr. D. Thomson, Gardener !o His Grace the Duke of

Bucdeueh, Dtumlanrig Castle, writes :

—*' I find it to do most

effectually all that you claim for it. I applied it to Mealy Bug.

Grey Scale, and Red Spider, and its effects are quite magical.

Sold in bottles at is., ^s. 6d-, 6s.. and los. each.

It is most economically applied with a Vaporiser, price 2J.

Prepared by Alfred Lowe, Chemist, Chesterfield.

Agents :-London. J. Veitch S: Sons, Chelsea. S.W. ; Hurst
& Son, 6, Leadenhall Street. E.C. : Corry & Soper. Shad
Thames. S.E. : Dick Radclyffe & Co., 128, High Holborn,
W.C. ; W. Cutbush & Son, Highgate Nurseries, N. ; Chester,

I. Dickson & Sons : Manchester, Dickson, Brown & Tait :

York, J. Backhouse & Son : Hull, Martin & Son ; Sheffield,

Fisher, Holmes & Co. ; Birmingham, Felton & Sons. R. H.
Vertegans : Colchester, New Plant & Bulb Co. ; Cheltenham.
Heath & Son : Peterborough. J. House : Hereford, Cranston &
Co., King's Acre; Nottintham, J. R. Pearson; Edinburgh,
Downie & Laird. Ireland & Thomson, T. Methven & Son ; Aber-
deen, W. Smith & Son ; Dundee. W. P. Laird & Sinclair . Stirling,

W. Drummond & Son ; Hawick. J. Forbes; Belfast. J. Boyle,

Balmoral : Dorking, H. Appleby ; Stoke-on-Trent. Burgess.

Kent & Son; Wellington, C. Butler; Mansfield, G. Rymer ;

Saffron Walden, W. Chater ; Jedburgh, C. Irvine : Lichfield,

E. Holmes. Whittington Nurseries: Thirsk. F. Hutchinson;
Kingston-on-Thames, T. Jackson & Son ; Beverley, G. Swailes ;

Wavertree, J. Dewar S Co. : Newcaslle-on-Tyne. J. Thon-p-
'" ' ". .. w^^t Hartlepool, P. Smith:

Agents wanted in every district.

"rTIHE CLOSER WE SHAVE our customers
-i- the belter they like us, and if we take, easily, all but

their skin, they are delighted." Thus s.iid. or did, MECHI'S
MAGIC STROPS, PASTE, and RAZORS, which for Fifty

Years have maintained the No. i position.— ria. Regent Street,

London, W.—All the nice things in Dressing Bags, Dressing

Cases, and Elegancies for Presentation. Catalogues post-free.
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THOMAS MILLINGTON AND CO.,
87, Bishopsjatc Street Without, London, E.G., Imfor-

Ti!RS and Dealers in Window Glass of all kinds.

Small Squares in 16 oz.

Prices for the sizes stated, and for not less than a bo.x of too feet.

Special price for other sizes will be quoted upon appli

No. in
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THE GARDENEES' OHEONICLE.

SCALE OF CHARGES FOR ADVERTISING.

14 I 25

If set across columns, the lowest charge will be 30J.

Page {.9 o o
HalfPage 500
Column 3 5 °

GARDENERS, AND OTHERS, WANTIl^G SITUATIONS.
26 words \s. til., and 6(/. for every additional line

(about 9 words) or part of a line.

BiRTits. Deaths and Marriages, 5^. each insertion.

Adverthentenis for tke current iveek MUST reach tlte OJjfice

by Thursday noon.

All Subscriptions Payable In Advance.
Ths United Kingdom: 12 Months. ;6i 3s. io<i^. ; 6 Months,

Hi. iidf.
: 3 Months, 6.r.

Foreign : z6.r. , including Postage for 12 Months.

P O O. to be made payable at the King Street Post-office, W.C,
to W. Richards.

Publishing Office and Office for Advertisements,

4r, Wellington Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C.

THE GARDEN POTTERY, Old Down,
Shepton Malet.—My PRICE LIST is now re-issued for

a marked reduction on previous lists. Flower-Pots, Hyacinth

and Crocus Pots, Moss Pots, Watercress Pans, Rhubarb, Sea-

kale and Cucumber Pots, Snail-Guards, Hedgehogs, Seed Pans,

Edging Tiles, are all materially reduced in price.

T. J. HtCKES.—Sept. 28.

IfLOWER POTS.—A large quantity to be
Sold a little beyond half-price, commencing at yi. per

dozen, sizes from 6o"s to 8o's. Put on rail free.—Apply to

R. CHURCHMAN, Pottery Works, Tilehurst, Reading.

Rosber's Garden Edging Tiles.

^HE ABOVE and many other PATTERNS
in materials of great durability. The
plainer sorts are specially

uited for KITCHEN

take little

i put down, incur no
further labour or expense,

n" Edgings, consequently being much cheaper.
GARDEN VASES, FOUNTAINS. &c., in Artificial Stone,

very durable and'ofsuperior finish, and in great variety of design.

F. ROSHER AND CO., Manufacturers, Upper Ground
Street, Blackfriars, S.E. ; King's Road, Chelsea, S.W. ;

Kingsland Road, E.
Agents for LOOKER'S PATENT "ACME FRAMES."

PLANT COVERS, and PROPAGATING BOXES; also

for FOXLEY'S PATENT BEADED GARDEN WALL
BRICKS.

Illustrated Price Lists free by Post. The Trade supplied.

ORNAMENTAL PAVING TILES,
for Conservatories, Halls, Corridors. Balconies, &c.,

from 31. per square yard upwards. Pattern Sheets, of Plain or
more elaborate designs, with prices, sent for selection.

WHITE GLAZED TILES, for LininR Walls of Dairies,
Larders, Kitchen Ranges, Baths, &c. Grooved and other Stable
Paving of great durability, Wail Copings, Drain Pipes and Tiles

of all kinds. Roofing Tiles in great variety. Slates, Cement, &c,
T. ROSHER AND CO.. Brick and Tile Merchants.

See Addresses above.

Oil Paint No Longer Necessary.

SILVER SAND,
fine or coarse grain as desired. Prices by Post per Ton

or Truckload, on Wharf in London, or delivered direct from
Pits to any Railway Station. Samples of Sand free by post.

FLINTS and BRICK BURRS for Rockeries or Ferneries.
KENT PEATS or LOAM supplied at lowest rates in any

F. ROSHER AND CO.—Addresses see above.
N.B.—Orders promptly executed by Rail or to Wharves.

A liberal Discount to the Trade.

HELLIWELL'S PATENT SYSTEM of
Air and Water-tight GLAZING WITHOUT PUTTY,

and without exposing any outside woodwork to Paint, and
NEW SYSTEM of COVERING ROOFS.
The fasteners are brass or copper. The peculiar arrangement

of the Glass covers the whole of the Woodwork and only the
small fastener is visible, therefore the roof is indestructible and
outside painting unnecessary. The squares of glass can be
easily removed, and the whole be taken out and cleaned by any
inexperienced person. Breakage is impossible except through

;ht tha:

1 be gii

Old Roofs may be reglazed on this principle, and roofs are
covered with slates or zinc on this system.

Extract from Building Nen.us,

"Mr. T. W. Helliwell, of Brighouse, has recently patented
and introduced a New System of Glazing and covering Roofs,
which is certainly superior to anything ol the kind we h:ive

seen before, and it will in our opinion supersede any other
system before the public."
Important references and all particulars from the Patentee,

T. W. HELLIWELL, Brighouse, Yorkshire; and 19,
Parliament Street, LondoD, W.C.

H
{Registered Trade Mar/c)

ILL AND SM ITH'S BLACK
VARNISH for Preserving Ironwork, Wood, or Stone.

This Varnish is an excellent substitute for oil paint on all out-

door work, while it is fully two-thirds cheaper. It was intro-

duced upwards of thirty years ago by the advertisers, and its

genuine good quality, notwithstanding a host of unprincipled
imitators, is fully attested by its constantly increasing sale. It

may be applied by an ordinary labourer, requires no mixing or

thinning, and is used cold. It is used in the grounds at

Windsor Castle, Kew Gardens, and at the seats of many
hundreds of the Nobility and Gentry, from whom the most
flattering testimonials have been received, which Hill & Smith
will forward on application.

Sold in casks of about 30 gallons eacli, at is. 6d. per gallon,

at the Manufactory, or is. 8d. per gallon carriage paid to any
Station in the Kingdom.

Unsolicited Testimonial recbived May 3, 1877.
" The Ryleys, Alderley Edge, Ma»c/u:ster.—yiess.xs. Hill &

Smith.—Sirs,—For some 20 years I have used your ' Black
Varnish,' and shall be glad if you will forward me another cask,

as I consider tt the best thing hn<nvn/or the prcservattoKo/all
outdoor "work, ettJier -wood or troft, that requires to be painted.

—Yours respectfully, Alfred Lowe. J. P."

Apply to HILL AND SMITH. Brierly Hill Ironworks, near

Dudley: n8. Queen Victoria Street. London, E.G. ; and 180,

Buchanan Street. Glasgow, from whom only it can be obtained.

CAUTION.— It having lately come to the knowledge of

Hill & Smith that spurious imitations of this Varnish are

being offered by unprincipled dealers at a slight reduction in

price, they would especially draw attention to the fact that every
cask of their varnish is legibly marked with their name and
address, without which none is genuine.

PARIS EXHIBITION,
FOR PORTMANTEAUS, TRUNKS,

BAGS and HAT CASES,

EILEY & CO., 283, Strand (opposite Norfolk Street).

Also the TOURIST COMPANION. Store Prices.

Steamboat Accidents ! - Railway Accidents !

Accidents of all kinds Insured against by the

"OAILWAY PASSENGERS ASSURANCE
XV COMPANY.

The Oldest and Largest Accidental Assurance Company.
The Right Hon. Lord Kinnaikd, Chairman.

Subscribed Capital, ^r.000.000. Annual Income. ^210,000. A
fixed sum in case of Death by Accident, and a Weekly Allow-

ance in the event of Injury, may be secured at moderate Pre-

miums. Bonus allowed to Insurers of 5 years' standing. Acci-

dents occur daily, jfii,230,000 have been paid as compensation.

Apply to the Clerks at the Railway Stations, the Local

Agents, or 64, Cornhill. London, E.G.
WILLIAM J. VIAN, Secretary.

M A Y F A I R : a Non-Society Journal
of Literature and Politics, unambitiously illustrated.

; 6d. Has been permanently enlarged by eight columns.

Contents of this week's Number (September 24)

1. Turkey and Reform.
2. The "Compensation "aspect

of the Thames Disaster.

3. The " Princess Alice."

4. Saul among the Prophets.

5. Hope for Egypt.
6. The Mystery of Mrs.

Bravo.

Faces in the Fair—No. 5,

Our Bachelor Friend.

8. Diana Polville's Prisoner—
A Story in a Prologue and
two Acts.

9. The Chat of the Fair.

10. Fsshions in the Fair.

11. Wailing Review,

contains Portrait Sketches ofMay/air of this week als

Mr. Gladstone (a Prophet), the late Mrs. Bravo, &c.

May/air, unambitiously illustrated, price 6d. Yearly sub-

scription, 285. (payable in advance). For sale by all Metro-

politan Newsagents and at all Bookstalls, on Monday afternoon,

and throughout the country on Tuesday morning.

"Mavfair" A^ROKD. — ^fay/air is on sale in the Paris

Exhibition in Messrs. GALIGNANI'S English Kiosque :

also in the Boulevard des Capucines, Kiosque 213. In New
York, by BRETANO. 39. Union Squ.ire. In Malta, by
Mr. WATSON, 246, Strada Reale, Valetta.

" Mayfair " Offices :—Beaufort Buildings, Strand. W.C.

H E CULTIVATOR.—
A Portuguese Monthly Agricultural Journal, which

circulates in Portugal and her possessions, and in the Principal

Towns of the Brazils.

This paper offers an excellent medium for Advertisements of

every description of industry and of every article of Consump-
tion in the countries and places above mentioned.

Advertising charges, Zd, per square inch, Translation included.

Ten per cent. Discount for six months ; 20 per cent. Discount
for twelve months, if paid in advance.
Address, the Editor of the Cultivator. St. Michael's. Azores.

REVUE de i'HORTICULTURE BELGE
et ETRANGERE (Belgian and Foreign Horticultural

Review).—Among the principal Contributors are :—A. Allard,

E. Andr^, C. Baltet, T. Buchetet, F. Burvenich. F. Crepin,

Comte de Gomer, De Jonge van Ellemeet, O. de Kerchove de
Denterghem, P. E. de Puydt, C. de Vis, J. Gillon, A. M. C.

Jongkindt Coninck, C. Koch, J. Kickx, L. Linden. T. Moore,

C. Naudin, B. Oliver, H. Ortgies. E. Pynaert, E. Rodigas,

A. Siraux, O- Thomas. A. van Geert Son. H. J. van Hulle. J.

Van Volxem. H. J. Veitch, A. Westmael. and P. Wolkenstein.

This illustrated Journal appears on the 1st of every month,
in Parts of 24 pages, 8vo, with a Coloured Plate and numerous
Engravings.
Terms of Subscription for the United Kingdom :—One year,

JOS., payable in advance.
Publishing Office : 143. Rue de Bruxelles, Ghent. Belgium.
Post-office Orders to be made payable M. E. PYNAERT,

at the Chief Post-office, Ghent.

THE FLORIST and POMOLOGIST
for OCTOBER, price u., conUins :—

AURICULA FRANK SIMONITE (Coloured Plate).

Pot Hyacinths for Exhibition, by Mr. J. Douglas.
On Ripening Pears, by Mr. J. W. Pierce.

Pentstemon Cievelandi (Illustrated).

Rev G. Jeans on the Philosophy o( Florists' Flowers :—VII.
Peach Pruning, by T.
THE PEACH PEAR (Coloured Plate).

Auguste Jurie Pear (Illustrated).

Rose Hedges, by W. TiJIery.

Market Plants. VII. :—The Lauru=tinus, &c., by Mr. R. Dean.
Hasmanthus cinnabarinus (Illustrated).

The tarnation and Picotee, and a Bundle of Criticisms, by Mr,
E. S. Dodwell.

Marl for Shrubs and Fruits, by M. T.
Villa Gardening for October, by Suburbanus,
Garden Gossip.—Obituary.

W. KENT and CO.. 23. Paternoster Row. London, E.C.

Farms, Estates, BesideEces.
Any one desirous of Renting a Farm or Residence, or

Purchasing an Estate, can have copies of the

MIDLAND COUNTIES HERALD
supplied free for six weeks on stating the purpose for

which the paper is required, forwarding name and address, and
six halfpenny stamps for posta6;e, addressed ^'Midland Counties
Herald Office. Birmingham." The Midland Counties Herald
always contains large numbers of adverti-sements relating to

I'arras. Estates, and Residences for Sale and to be Let.

Belgian.

BULLETIN d'ARBORICULTURE de
FLORICULTURE, et de CULTURE MAR.\I-

CHERE. A monthly horticultural work, with superb Coloured
Plates and Illustrations. Published since 1S65 by F.
BuKVENicH, F. Paynaert. E. Rodigas. and H. J. Van
Hulle. Professors at the Horticultural School of the Belgian
Government at Ghent. Post paid loi. per annum.

H. J. VAN HULLE, Botanical Gardens. Ghent, Belgium.

Works on Botany, by Dr. Llndley.

DESCRIPTIVE BOTANY; or, THE ART
OF Descrw.ing Plants Correctly, in Scientific

Language, for Self Instruction and the Use of Schools. Price \s.

QCHOOL BOTANY ; or, The RudimentsO OF Botanical Science. In One Volume, 8vo, half bound,
with 400 Illustrations, price 5J. hd.

THE ELEMENTS of BOTANY, Struc-
tural and Physiological. With a Glossary of

Technical Terms and numerous-Illustrations. <)S. cloth.

This completes the series of Elementary Botanical Works by
Professor Lindley, o^^V\':i!ti. School Botany and The Vegetable
Kingdom form the other parts.

The First two Parts of The Eletuents of Botany, comprising
Structural and Physiological Botany, and a Glossary of Techni-
cal Terms, are published in one 8vo volume, price gr.

These three Parts form a complete Manual of Botany for

Medical and other Students who have made themselves
acquainted with the Author's Scliool Botany.

N.B. The Glossary maybe had separately, price $s.

London: BRADBURY, AGNEW, and CO., Bouverie
Street. E.C.

THE SYDNEY MAIL
NEW SOUTH WALES ADVERTISER.

CO.VTS.VTS :—

INTERCOLONIAL and GENERAL NEWS.
SPORTING and the FIELD, in which is incorporated

BELL'S LIFE in SYDNEY.
RECORD of RACES, and NOTES on the TURF.
CRICKET and AQUATICS.
THE FLORA of AUSTRALIA. (Drawn and Engraved

specially for this Journal.)

NATURAL HISTORY (Original Articles).

AGRICULTURE, PASTORAL, HORTICULTURE.
GOLD FIELDS and iMINING generally.

STOCK and SHARE REPORTS.
ORIGINAL and SCIENTIFIC ARTICLES.
TALES by POPULAR ENGLISH and AUSTRALIAN

AUTHORS.
THE FASHIONS. DOMESTIC ECONOMY.
INDOOR AMUSEMENTS.
THE CHESS PLAYER. THE HOME CIRCLE.
COMMERCIAL NEWS.
SHIPPING INTELLIGENCE.

The SYDNEY MAIL has a wide circulation throughout the
Australian Colonies, New Zealand, Polynesia, S:c. It conta

'

a large amount of information on a great variety of subjects.

Subscription in Advance, £1 per Annum.
Single Copies, 4(1'. : Stamped, sd.

Publishing Office—Hunter Street, Sydney, New South Wales.

ENGLAND.
The undermentioned Newspaper and Advertising Agents are

authorised to receive ADVERTISEMENTS, which must be
paid in advance, for the SYDNEY MORNING HERALD
and SYDNEY MAIL :-

London Mr. George Street, 30, Cornhill, E.C.

Mr. F. Algar, 8, Clement's Lane, Lombard
Street, E.C.

Messrs. Gordon & Gotch, St. Bride Street,

Fleet Street, E.C.

Birmingham .. Mr. R. S. Kirk, 90, New Street.

Liverpool .... Lee & Nightingale, 15, North John Street.

Bristol James & Henry Grace, Royal Insurance
Buildings.

Edinburgh Robertson & Scott, 13, Hanover Street.

Glasgow W. Porteous & Co., 15, Royal Exchange
Place.
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^" ADVERTISERS are requested to note that

although we do not object to receive Letters to be called

for, we cannot undertake to forward them.

ANTED, a good SINGLE-HANDED
GARDENER, to live in the home, with Lad to help.

;C25 a year with board.—Rev. R. S.^LWEY, Ash, Sevenoaks.

ANTED, a SINGLE-HANDED GAR-
DENER (with a labouring Man under him). Must

thoroughly understand Pruning and care of Fruit Trees, as ihe
Gardens have been neglected. No glass. No acconmiodation
at present for wife and family.—Address, stating wages, age,
and references, W. E. KING, Nash Court, Elandford, Dorset.

ANTED, a GARDENER, who thoroughly
understands the business, to take charge (single-handed)

of a Garden, Stove-house. &c. -Apply to Mr. RALPH, Cran-
brook Villa, Fox Lane, Upper Norwood, S.E.

ANTED, a GARDENER to take the
Management of Kitchen Garden—Wife to do the

address of last employer, i ; required, and what lamtly.

WANTED, as KITCHEN GARDENER, a
married Man who thoroughly understands a Kitchen

Garden. Wages us. per week ; find his own lodging. A large
family an objection.—.^pply, by letter stating all particulars, to

H. E., Elmore, Chipslead, Surrey.

JOHN SHAW AND CO., Stamford Nursery,
O Bowdon. Cheshire, are in WANT of a good GENERAL
PROPAGATOR. Good Wages to a steady energetic Man of
ability.

ANTED, a Young MAN, to work in a
Market Nursery and to make himself generally useful.

— Apply to R. WEATHERILL, Woodside Nursery, North
Finchley, N.

ANTED, a CLERK, to take the general
Correspondence ofan Office. Must be well acquainted

with Trees and Plants, and have had some years' experience.
Unexceptional references required.—Apply, st.iting where
previously employed, amount of wages expected, &c. , to
CRANSTON AND CO.. King's Acre Nurseries, Hereford.

Packer.

WANTED, a strong, active Man, as
PACKER.—Middle-aged, and thoroughly experienced.

—Apply to CRANSTON and CO., King's Acre Nurseries,
Hereford.

WANTED, as FARM SERVANTS, a
Steady respectable couple, without children—theman as

Working Bailiff, lo take charge of Stock and some Land, and the
wife to attend to the Poultry and Dairy. A fair knowledge of
their business will be required of each and good testimonials.
Wages, 2^s. to 301. per week with a good cottage on the farm,
—Address, stating particulars of characters, to Mr. CHARLES
LEE. Croxby House. Hounslow. near London.

WANTED, in a small family near town, a
GENERAL SERVANT, or a PLAIN COOK who

will assist in house-work, A trustworthy young woman, to
take the place of a servant who has lived with the lady for some
years.—Apply, by letter first, lo E. M., Gardeners' Chrojticle
Ofllce. W.C.

WANT PLACES.

OSBORN AND SONS have on their Register
a number of Men of excellent character and abilities,

and first-class experience in every branch, whom they would be
glad to recommend to Noblemen or Gentlemen requiring the

services of thoroughly practical GARDENERS. FOREMEN
and UNDER GARDENERS can also be recommended.—
The Fulham Nurseries, London, S.W.

BS. WILLIAMS begs to intimate that he
• has at present in the Nursery and upon his Register

some excellent Men, competent either to fill the situation of

HEAD GARDENER. BAILIFF, FOREMAN, or

JOURNEYMAN. Ladies and Gentlemen requiring any of the
above will please send full particulars, when the best selections

for the different capacities will be made.

E. G. HENDERSON
AND SON have many excellent

GARDENERS with approved

for ability now waiting in their I

re-engagement.

E. G. H. & Son will be pleased to answer

any enquiries from Noblemen and Gentlemen
requiring such.—Pine-apple Nursery, Maida
Vale, London, W.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 25, single
;

thorough practical knowledge of the profession. Highest
references from some of the leading Noblemen's and Gentlemen's
Gardens.-C. M., Chignall. St. James's, Chelmsford.

GARDENER (Head, where three or more
men are kept), to any Lady or Gentleman requiring the

services of a thorough practical man.—Age 33. single.

Country preferred. Good character.—R. S., K. & G. Neil's

Nurseries, Wandsworth Common, Surrey.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 36, married
;

experienced ; understands Forcing Fruits and Flowers,
also Flower and Kirchen Gardening. Five and a half years in

present situation. Character will bear strictest investigation.

—

GARDENER, Overdale, Prestwich, Lancashire.

Gl^ARDENER (Head). — Experienced in
^ Cultivating and Forcing Flowers, Fruits and Vegetables.

Five years' character, sixteen in same family, also eleven in

another.—R, ROLFE, Stuffynwood Hall Gardens, Mansfield,
Notts.

ARDENER (Head).— S. Pragnell,
three years Gardener to E. W. Brown, Esq., Oakhill,

Sevenoaks, is at liberty to engage with any Lady or Gentleman
requiring an experienced and good general Gardener.—Address
as above.

GARDENER (Head), where three or four
are kept.—Thoroughly understands the profession in all

its branches. Seven years' character, twenty years as Head
Gardener. — State wages and full particulars to J. C.
DRIFFIELD, C: Gloucestershire.

GARDENER (HEAD).—Age 40, married, no
family ; a thorough practical Man in all branches of the

profession—Orchids, Ferns, and Early and Late Forcing. Five
years in last situation, nine previous.—E. H., i, Alexandra
Terrace, Penge Lane, Penge, S.E.

GARDENER (HEAD).—Age 24, single
;

practical experience in all branches of the profession.

Has lived in first-class Noblemen's establishments. Good
Fruit Forcer and Grower. Good recommendations. No
Single-handed place accepted.—J. G. , Treadington Post-oftice,

Shipton-on-Stour, Worcestershire.

GARDENER (Head) ; age 3S, married.—

A

thoroughly practical and energetic man, of twenty years'
exoerience in every department of Horticultural and general
Estate work, offers his services to any Nobleman or Gentlem.in
requiring a really competent and respectable man, of excellent
character and unquestioned ability.—B. B.,Mascairs, Brenchley,
Kent.

GARDENER (Head), married, no incum-
brance.—W. Grhen, for many years Gardener and

Bailiff at Marks Hall, Essex, begs to offer his services to any
Lady or Gentleman requiring a thorough practical man, a well-
known and successful exhibitor of Stove and Greenhouse Plants,
Fruit and Vegetables, no objection to the Management of Land.
Will be disengaged middle of October.—W. GREEN,
Polstead, near Colchester. Essex.

GARDENER (Head), to any Lady or
Gentleman requiring the services of a first-class Gar-

dener.—Age 34. mirried. smill family ; thoroughly well up in

Early and Late Forcing of Fruit, Flowers, and Vegetables,
also in the general routine of an extensive place, where gar-
dening is carried on with spirit. The Advertiser would prove a
valuable man. First-class testimonials.—For particulars {in the
first instance), apply to JAMES DICKSON and SONS.
Newton Nurseries, Chester.

(^ARDENER (Head, Working).—
V.I Thoeoughly experienced in Flowers. Fruits and Vege-
tables. Can be well recommended.—R. W., 80, St. John's
Wood Terrace, N.W.

C:j.ARDENER (Head, Working).—Age 30,
^ married; thoroughly experienced in all branches of

gardening. Good character and references.—ALPHA,
W. Seale, London Road, Sevenoaks, Kent.

GARDENER (Head, Working).—Age 35,
married ; thoroughly understands the Forcing of Vines,

Peaches, &c. . also Orchids, Stove and Greenhouse Plants,
Flower and Kitchen Gardening. Six years' character.—W. F.,

70, Thurston Road. I.ewisham, S E.

GARDENER (WORKING).—Age 36, married,
no incumbrance ; thoroughly understands Vegetables.

Would not mind looking after a horse and carriage. Good
character. Wife can Cook, assist in house or Dairy.—J. D.,
Maurice Young. Milford Nurseries, Godalming.

GARDENER (Head, -Working).- Has a
good knowledge of the Man.igement of Stock and Land.

Excellent references. Sole cause of leaving. Establishment
being given up.—THE GARDENER, Langley Lodge, Kmg's
Langley, Herts.

GARDENER (Head, Working).—Age 30,
single ; thoroughly practical in Fruit and Plant growing,

and the General Management of well-kept Gardens. Excellent
character from Gentleman just left, and a Nobleman previous,
—A. B., Mr. Dickinson, Alma Cottage, Sadberge, near
Darlington.

/:j.ARDENER (Head, Working), where
V-^ two or mote are kept.— Married, family grown up, total
abstainer : understands Greenhouse, Stove, Vines, Cucumbers,
Melons, and Flower and Kitchen Gardening. Seven and a half
years' good character from present situation, and seven years
and eight months' from former. Leaving through death of
employer and place sold. — A, G., Post-office, Wimbledon,
Surrey.

GARDENER (Head, Working).—Age 31,
married ; thoroughly practical in Forcing Vines, Pines,

Peaches, Flowers, and Vegetables, Orchids, Stove and Green-
house Plants, Kitchen and Flower Garden ; also Table Deco-
ration. Excellent characters from last and previous employers.
Previously Indoor Foreman at Manley Hall and several other
leading places in England.-R. G.. 12, Vorley Road, Upper
HoUoway, N.

G''
ARDENER.—Age 26, married, no family

;

' well up in Forcing Fruits and Flowers, and the general
routine of Gardening.— Mr. SURMAN, Florist, Witney, O.\on.

ARDENER.— Middle-aged, single; ex-
perienced. practical working. Well understands Vines,

Melons, Pines, and all other Fruit. Good ch-oracter.-JOHN
BLAKE, Lawhitton. Launceston, Cornwall.

GARDENER (Under), or to take Charge of
a small place.—Pony or cow not objected to. Three

years' excellent character from last employer.—J. A. HYDE,
Oak Terrace. Cbigwell Row. Essex.

GARDENER (Under), in a Gentleman's
Garden,—Age zo ; four years' good character.—J. W.,

Rendcomb, near Cirencester. Glo

GEORGE B. TILLYARD, Gardener to the
Earl of Yarborough. Brocklesby Park, Ulceby, Lincoln-

shire, will feel a great pleasure in recommending his late Fore-
iTian, J. Riches, to any Nobleman or Gentleman requiring the
services of a thorough practical Gardener.—Address as above.

FOREMAN in a Gentleman's Garden.—Two
good character.—Y. Z., 5, Elgin Terrace, Maida

Vale, London, W.

FOREMAN in a Gentleman's Garden.—Age
25 ; has a good knowledge of Forcing Fruits, Flowers,

and Vegetables, &c. Good character.—W., i, Clifton Terrace,
Nightingale Road, Wood Green, N.

FOREMAN.—Age 24 ; desires to engage as
Out-door Foreman in a good Establishment. Ten years'

practice, last two years Indoor Foreman. Can be highly recom-
mended.—W. S., Norman Court, Dean, Salisbury.

FOREMAN, in a Nobleman's or Gentleman's
establishment.—Age 25 ; thoroughly understands the

cultivation of all kinds of Fruit and Plants for Exhibition or
Home Decoration, also F'lower and Kitchen Garden. Cm be
well recommended.—W. CLARK, 6, Salisbury Road, Upper
Hollovvay. London, N.

NURSERY FOREMAN.—Age 27 ; fifteen
years' experience in general routine of Nursery Work

r and out. Good character from previous employer.—J.

ieaton Nursery, Bolton, Lancashire.

To Nurserymen.
PROPAGATOR or FOREMAN, in a good

Provincial Nursery.—Age i8 ; well up in Value of Plants,
Execution of Orders, and General Routine of Nursery Work.
Ten years' experience,— B, P., Post-office, Wimborne, Dorset.

ORCHID GROWER in a good Private
Collection, in a good Gentleman's Establishment.—Four

years' good character.—G. P. READS, Post-Office, Wormley,
Herts.

IMPROVER, in a Nobleman's Garden.—
Age 22. Three and a half years in a Nobleman's Garden.

Good reTerence. —W. C. , Bagthorpe. King's Lynn.

IiMPROVER (Indoor), in a Nobleman's or
Gentleman's Garden.—Age 20. Six years' experience.

Good character. Bothy preferred. — E. WHITEHURSX,
Brookside Gardens. Newton-le-Willows, Lancashire.

To Head Gardeners.
IMPROVER. — Age 17; respectable. Has

been brought up in the Garden under his father.—G,
WRENCH, 21, Palmerston Road, South Fields, Wandsworth,
Surrey.

s

To GARDENERS. — A Young MAN
desires a situation in a garden. No objection to Outside

Work. Can be highly recommended for honesty, sobriety. &c.
—J, G., 21, Strudland Street, King Street, Hammersmith,S.W.

QALESMAN or GENERAL ASSISTANT
k_7 (Nurserv.manI.—Age 27 ; ten years' practical experience.
Good Penman. Good references, —C. S., 5, St. James's Road.
rJrixton. S.W.

r^LERR or SHOPMAN in the Nursery or
^<~^ Seed Trade.—A young Man of several years' experience,
a good Correspondent and well up in both Branches. Could
Travel if required.—E. H.. Mr. Hills, 75, Blatchington Road,
Cliftonville, Sussex.

Q HOPMAN (.Second).—Age 23 ; seven years'O experience in England and Ireland. First-class relerences.
-C. Mc BRIDE, Messrs. Hogg & Robertson, 22, Mary Street,
Dublin.

Seed and Floral Trade.
HOPMAN (Assistant).—Age 24 ; nine
years' experience.—S. S, , Seed Stores, Harborne,

HOPMAN (Assistant).- A young Man
who has had nearly five years' experience in the Seed

Trade, wishes a sitation as above. Can be well recommended,
—T. O., Messrs. Drummond & Sons, Seedsmen, Dublin,

KINAHAN'S LL WHISKY.
The cream of old Irish Whiskies. Pure, mild, mellow,

delicious, and most wholesome. Universally recommended by
the Medical Profession. Dr. Ha.ssal says. " The Whiskv is

soft, mellow, and pure, well matured, and of very excellent
quality."-io. Great Titchfield Street. London, W.

LAZENBY AND SON'S PICKLES,
• SAUCES, and CONDIMENTS,-E. LAZENBY

AND SON, sole proprietors of the celebrated recipes, and
manufacturers of the pickles, sauces, and condiments so lon^
and favourably distinguished by the name, beg to remind the
public that every article prepared by them is guaranteed as
entirely unadulterated.—92. Wigmore Street, Cavendish
Square (late 6. Edward Street, Portman Square), and 18,
Trinity Street, London, S.E.

HARVEY'S SAUCE.—CAUTION.—The
admirers of this celebrated sauce are particularly

requested to observe that each bottle prepared by E.
LAZENBY AND SON bears the label, used so many years,
signed "Elizabeth Lazenby."

DINNEFORD'S MAGNESIA.
The Medical Profession for over Forty Years have approved ot

this pure solution as the Best Remedy for

ACrOITY OF THE STOMACH, HEARTBURN,
HEADACHE, GOUT, AND INDIGESTION,

and as the safest Aperient for Delicate Constitutions, Ladies,

Children, and Infants.

DINNEFORD'S MAGNESIA.
HOLLOWAY'S PILLS.— Indigestion.— In

all cases of Indigestion, producing weariness, low spirits,
palpitation and feverishness, these famous Pills should be
resorted to as the gentlest and surest corrective of the stomach,
and the best antidote of its ailments. These Pills dispel the
cause of Dyspepsia ; every one afflicted with it may rejoice at
the safe and satisfactory results which can be secured at so
small a charge as the purchase of a box of Holloway's Pills.

They purify, strengthen, and remedy imperfect development of
growth and health in your persons. Thousands of sufferers,
who casually commenced a course of Holloway's Pills, have
admired their restorative power over themselves, and afterwards
recommended them with a fixed confidence which has never

Consumption in all its stages instantly Relieved by

DR. LOCOCK'S PULMONIC WAFERS,
which taste pleasantly, and give immediate relief, and a

rapid cure to Cough, Asthma, Bronchitis, Consumption, Colds,
Whooping Cough, Phlegm, and all Disorders of the Breath,
Throat, and Lungs. Price is. i]4d, and 2s, gd.
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PARHAl'S PATEJ^T SYSTEl OP GILAZII& WITHOUT PUTTY
'^^'

New ** Registered" Acme Plant Preserver,
With "Truss" Hinge, and no Principals.

The Ridge always fits close, the interior is free from all obstruction, the corner;

are secured in iron angle-plates : glazed, without putty, with 21-oz. glass.

Long. Wide. Price. Long. Wide. Price.

6 feel by 3 feet .

.

.. £,1 t ^ \ \-z feet by 3 feet .. . . ;C4 o <

6 feet by 4 feet . . 3 o o | 12 feet by 4 feet .

.

. . 501

On Channelled Wrought-Iron
Rafters,

Secures almost entire immunity from

Breakage of Glass, great saving in repairs

and re pamtmg, and absolute freedom

from Drip

WILLIAM PARHAM,
// }ti uUi(} a liuiider anJ Hof-waffr

Engineer,

NORTHG\TE WORKS, BATH
;

2S0, 0\foid Street, London, W.

*»* Specimens on

Illustrated Catalogu

iew at either address.

> and Price Lists free.

Orders amounting to ^3 carriage paid to

any Railway Station in England, and to

Principal Ports in Scotland and Ireland.

£xtra strong: Cucumber or Melon Frames,
With 2-inch sashes and i J^-inch red deal frames, secured at each corner wil

two wrought-iron strap bolts. Glazed, without putty, with zi-oz. glass.

Long. Wide. Price. Long. Wide. Price
4 feet by 6 feet, i light ,.£^2 2 o I 16 feet by 6 feet, 4 lights. . £,^ 5
8 feet by 6 feet, 2 lights.. 3 12 o 20 feet by 6 feet, 5 lights. . 8 15

12 leet by 6 feet, 3 lights.. 576] 24 feet by 6 feet 6 lights.. 10 10

GARSONS' PAINT.
PATRONISED BY

HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN. H.R.H. THE PRINCE OF WALES. H.R.H. THE DUKE OF EDINBURGH.
The British Government. The Indian Government. The Colonial Government.

10,000 of the Nobility, Gentry, and Clergy. Railway and Canal Companies. Collieries, Ironmasters, 40.

IS EXTENSIVELY USED FOR ALL KINDS OFOUTDOOR AV O R K
IT IS SPECIALLY APPLICABLE TO

VV^OOD, IRON, BRICK, STONE, and COMPO.
Sold in all Colours. 1 Cwt. and Oil Mixture Free to all Stations. Prices, Patterns, and Testimonials Free.

OILS and VARNISHES of EVERY DESCRIPTION.

WALTER CARSON & SONS,
LA BELLE SAUVAGE YARD, LUDGATE HILL, LONDON, E.G.; 21, BACHELOR'S WALK, DUBLIN.

T. H. P. DENNIS & CO.,
MANSION HOUSE BUILDINGS,

QUEEN VICTORIA STREET, LONDON, E.G.,

CONSERVATORY AND GREENHOUSE BUILDERS,

HOT-WATER ENGINEERS.

PAXTON'S CALENDAR.
Now Ready, a New and thoroughly Revised Edition of the

COTTAGER'S CALENDAR OF GARDEN OPERATIONS.
ORIGINALLY COMPILED BY THE LATE SIR JOSEPH PAXTON, M.P.

OPINIONS OF THE PRESS.
" It has been carefully revised by an extjerienced gardener, and the lists of vegetables, fruit,

and flowers have been corrected by the substitution of the most approved modern kinds, in place
of those which were mentioned in the first edition, and many of which have ceased to be worthy of

und, practical treatise ; but it has been so long before the public,

y special commendation of it now is unnecessary."—i1/;V//rt«ii

I thoroughly
and so deservedly appreciated, that
Counties Herald.

"We are quite
from the heather in

advise all who are interestt

broadcast."— Ga>-fifM^rj' Mai

:e this useful little book once more, and it is like a whift o( perfume
read on the wrapper 'two hundred and twenty-first thousand.' We

the promotion of cottage gardening to sow this little book

"This is a handy volui

much and varied informati

To all such, who require a cheap and reliable book of reference.

consistmg of seventy pages of letterpress and illustration, containing
likely to prove useful to all cottagers, &c., who possess a garden.

heartily recommend it."

—

" The information conveyed in this little book is well adapted for all persons having small
plots of ground. The necessary operations for each month are clearly laid down, and are of a
thoroughly practical nature. The sorts of both fruit and vegetables are well selected, many of
them being excellent in quality. To our readers who are interested in the cultivation of their
flower and kitchen gardens, we can safely reconuneod this as being a most concise and useful
work."

—

BelCs Messenger.

Price 3d., Post Free 3jd.

W. RICHARDS, 41, WELLINGTON STREET, STRAND. LONDON, W.C.

Edit jlCoi iimications should be addressed to "The Editor " Advert
Printed by William Richards, at the Office of Messrs. Bradbury Ag _. _

aid William Richards, at the Office, 41, Wellington Street. Parish of St. Paul's, Co'vin't Garden, in the said County. -Saturday, Septembei „, .„,„.
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R L E -S T U R
Descriptive CATALOGUE of the above

E R'.S

C"
Fruit Trees.ARLES TURNER'

select LIST of the above is also now ready.

Trees are ^trons and beaUhy.

c
Ornamental Trees, Shrubs, &c.CHARLES TURNER

CATALOGUE can be had on application.

The Royal Nnrseries. Slough.

c,
Transit Agency for Plants, Seeds, &c.

J.
BLACKITH AND CO. (established

1827!, Cox's and Hammond's Quays, Lower Thames
t. London, S E.— Forwarders to all parts of the world.

P
andV,

ROTHEROE and MORRIS, Horti-
nil.TUKAL. MARKETGARDENand ESTATS AUCTIONEERS

RS. 98. Gracechurch Street, City, E.C , and at Leyton-

Moothly Horticultural Reaister had on application.

ctAMELLIA.S.— Six large, well-grown, good
.rts for Sale, cheap, together or separately. Fur par-

apply
S. \fOOLLEY, Nu n, Cheshunt. Herts.

EMON TREES, fiuit bearing, of differentLEMC
sizes,

KALMIA LATI FOLIA. — Well-furnished
plants, covered with buds, admirably adapted for potting,

nd iSj per dc

rpOUEAS.- Healthy young plants of T.
JL superba and T. hymenophylloides (pellucida). free and

safe by post. 2S. 6^/. each for prepayment. Trade price (low

per loD, or lesser quantities, on application.

RORERT SIM.Sidcup Hill Nursery. Foot's Cray, Kent.

To the Trade.

STANDARD and DWARF ROSES.
_A few thousands of each yet unsold. Plants unusually

fine. Price on application.

KEYNES AND CO. Castle Street Nursery, Salisbury.

Special Offer.

STANDARD and DWARF ROSES.
Trade LIST now ready, post-free.

LEWIS S. WOODTHORPE, Glaztnwood Nursery, Brain-

Strong blooming
h with order, package
usual discount for cash

THOMAS KI'TLEY. Oldiield Nu sery, Baih.

MAS ROSES.— Helleborus niger,
;ty, Spirsea (Huteia) japonica and

palmata, may be h.id in any quantity. Prices on application to

BUDDENBORG BKOS.. Florists, Hillegom, Haarlem,
Holland : who wiM also be happy to forward their CATA-
LOGUE of Hyacinths, Tulips and other Dutch Bulbs.

CHRISTMAS ROSES,
plants, i8s. per dozen, (or

r^HRISTM
\J the true n

EWING AND CO. forward gratis and post-

free to applicants, CATALOGUES of their extensive and

well-grown stock of Standard and Dwarf Ro;es, Pot Roses,

Clematises, Vines, Fruit Trees, Ornamental Trees, and Conifera;.

The Royal Norfolk Nurseries, Newmarket Road, Eaton, near

Norwich.

GOLD MEDAL for TUBEROUS
BEGONIAS.—Seed just harvested from our unrivalled

collection. Sealed packets, is. 6d. and 21 6*/. each.

We offer also our noted strains of PRIMULA, CALCEO-
LARIA and CINERARIA, at is. frf. and js.M. per packet.

JOHN LAING AND CO., The Nurseries, Forest Hill. S.E.

HOLLIES.—500,000 Seedlings, i-yr. Sample
and price on application. Orders being booked for

Seedling LARCH. Scots FIR, Norway SPRUCE, &c.. for

future delivery.

W. P. LAIRD AND SINCLAIR, Nurserymen, Dundee, N.B.

s

To the Trade.

SEEDLING LARCH, extra fine, i

and j-yr.

SCOTCH FIR, Seedling, Native, extra fine, i-yr. and j-y

The above are offered in quantity, and are especially fini

LITTLE AND BALLANTYNE, Knowefield Nurse

SEEDLINGS. — Immense quantities of
Thorns, Scotch Firs, Alder, Birch, &c., for transplanting

and in strong plants. Apply to

Messrs. LEVAVASSEUR and SONS, Nurserymen, Ussy,
Calvados, France.

10,000 Nursery Yards, of
supplied to the Trade for

sral years, .it jCg 105. per 1000 yards, each yard to lay three.

For cash with order only.

J. B. YOUNG, Landscape Gardener. Bridge of Allan.

ERMAN LILY OF THE VALLEY, single
strong, in splendid condition. Price and

CHARGES p'uTTFARKEN, Bradford, Yorkshire.

BOX EDGIN
very superior quality.

G

/ lYATHEA PRINCEPS. — To be Sold, a
Vy splendid Specimen of the above—height of stem, 7 feet.

Y^ Z , Messrs. Hogg & Robeitson. ga, Mary Street, Dublin.

PINES (Queens).— Nice clean Suckers, and
strong Succession Plants, 2S 6if. to 91, per dozen.

W. M.. Hig h Beech, Loughlon, Essex.

R U I T I N G PLANTS
of PEACHES, NECTARINES. APRICOTS, and

GRAPE VINES, a large and fine stock, now offered for Sale.

THOMAS RIVERS and SON, Sawbridgeworlh. Hert s.

Strawberries, Geraniums, &c.

"\S7"M. POTTEN can still supply the above,
VV as advertised in CarJe:ifrs' Chronicle. September aS.

Camden Nursery, Sissinghurst, Staplehurst, Kent.

THE DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE
of FRUIT TREES

free bv post, on receipt of tl , ^ ,-

CATALOGUES of ROSES and ORCHARD-HOUSE
TREES post-free on application.

THOMAS RIVERS and SON, Sawbridgeworth, Herts.

2581 Choice Bulbs in

UTTON'S /s 5,v. COLLECTION
of Bulbs for Open Ground. Carriage free to any port or

way station in the United Kingdom^

s

Vines—Vines—Vine s.

J COWAN, The Vineyard, Garston, near
• Liverpool, is now offering a large and splendid stock of

strong, shori-jointed, and thoroughly ripened GRAPE VINES,
. . - ir-

_ Cataloeues

STRAWBERRY DUKE of EDINBURGH
tMoffat).—Strong well-rooted runners of this famous

variety from the original Stock, the best for general crop and
marketing. 75. (^d. per 100 ; 12 plants post-free tor us.

TODD AND CO., Seedsmen, Maitland Street. Edmburgh.

SEAKALE and RHUBARB ROOTS, for

Forcinp, exceptionally fine. For prices and special

quotations, apply to

H. THORNTON, i. Maxwell Road, Fulham. W.

Gantlemen's Gardeners, Amateurs, and Others

A R D E N P O TS' of best quality,

are requested to send their orders to

J. MATTHEWS, Royal Pottery, Weston-super-Mare.
Pnce List on application.

1049 Cboice Bulbs in

UTTON'S iz 2s, COLLECTION
of Bulbs for t)pen Ground. Carriage free to any port or

Iway station in the United Kingdom^

s

R

639 Choice Bulbs in

UTTON'S £1 IS. COLLECTION
of Bulbs for Open Ground. Carriage free to any railway

on in England or Wales.

s

To Amateur Strawberry Growers.
UNNERS, strong and well rooted, are

ady, from H. de Thury, President. Sir J. Paxton,

and British Queen—four of the best varieties in cultivation.

Price iList on application. Sample Box of Plants, post-free, IJ.

Manual on Strawberry Culture. 6d.

W. LOVELL, Strawberry Grower, Weaverthorpe, York.

Cabbage Plants-Cabbage Plants.W VIRGO, Wonersh Nursery, Guildford,
• can now supply in any quantity the following good,

strong, healthy, autumn grown Plants .— Early Battersea,

Early Enfield Market, Early Nonpariel, and Robinson's Drum-
head, at 3J. per looo ; Red Pickling, 5^._per

743 Choice Bulbs in

UTTON'S £s S^- COLLECTION
of Bulbs for Pots and G'asses. Carriage free to any pjtt

lilway sMtion in the United Kingdom.

s

WANTED, Three Thousand Standard
ROSE STOCKS, 3 10 4 feet high. To be delivered

'Nu

270 Choice Bulbs in

UTTON'S £2 2s. COLLECTION
of Bulbs tor Pots and Glasses. Carriage tree to any port

tilway station in the United Kmj^dom.

136 Choice Bulbs in

QUTTON'S £1 IS. COLLECTIONO of Bulbs for Pots and Glasses. Carriage free to any

railway station in England and Wales.

SUTTON AND SONS. The Queen's Seedsmen, Reading.

Notice of Eemoval.
"POBERT COOPER, Seed Merch.^nt, yo,

Xt Southwark Street, London. S.E., has Removed from

rsj. Fleet Street. CATALOGUE of HY.ACINTHS and

other BULBS sent post -free.

Bulbs of all kinds, Orchids.&c—New Catalogue (No.40).

rpiIE NEW PL.VNT and BULB
-L COMPANY. Lion Walk, Culchesler.-It is with great

satisfaction th.at we call especial attention to our New
CATALOGUE, just published, containing, as it does, some
magnificent New Bulbous Plants. Also, a very select List of

Orchids, and the splendid consignment recently brought from

the higher mountain ranges of Colombia. Post-free on application.

w
MUea' New Hybrid Spiral Mignonette.

EXTRA SELECTED from the ORIGINAL STOCK.
M. MILES has to offer new SEED

of the above splendid variety, carefully saved from the

spikes, at IS. per packet. The usual allowance to the Trade.

The West Brighton Nurseries, Cliftonville, Sussex.

Specimen Plants.

SPECIAL OFFER. — Dsmonorops palem-
banicus, ri feet high, six leaves, 73J. 6,/. :

Phcenix

teclinata. eight leaves, 4 to 5 feet long, 52J. 6,/. ;
Pandanus

javanicus fol. variegatus, 3 feet high, 5 feet through, 251. ;

and Latania borbonica, fine plant, g feet through, 42s.

WILLIAM BRYANT, The Nurseries, Rugby.

To the Trade.

RICHMOND and MORTLAKE NURSERIES, SURREY
Established iSoJ.

G1
AND W. STEELE, of the above

X » Nurseries, most respectfully invite the Trade to inspect

their Stock, which they will find very extensive and uncominonly

fine this season, and in excellent condition for moving. Early

orders are respectfully solicited.

To Gentlemen, Contractors, and Others.

GAND W. STEELE also solicit the

• attention of all those who are making large plantations,

and beg t ) inlorm them that they will feel great pleasure in

giving special prices to large buyers, which they can quote

extremely low, having a very large Stock on hand.
^

Healthy Plants in Pots of

LILIUM AURATUM, the Golden-Rayed
Japanese Lily, per dozen, 18s , 24s,, and 301.

BARR AND SUGDEN, 12, King Sit , Covent Garden, W.C.

G WANTED, strong 3-year old transplanted
THORNS. Also Crown Bob and Ashton Seedling

GOOSEBERRIES. Piice and description to

ISAAC DAVIES, Nurseryman, Ormskirk,

Bulbs for the Season.

CHARLES TURNER'S consignments of the

above have arrived in fine cjudili-n. The roots are

remarkably sound, and early orders are resfectfully solicited.

CATALOGUES posi.free on application.

The Royal Nurseries, Slough.

To the Trade Only.

DUTCH BULBS at DUTCH PRICES,—
Hyacinths, Tulips, Crocus, Narcissus, Begonias, Christ-

mas Rosea, Gloxinias, Laladiums, Novelties in Bu'bs and Roots,

Anemone fulgens. Snowdrops, &c. Quality extra. Prices

low. Catalogue on application to
^ .,,_

F. SANDER AND CO.. Seed Growers. St, Albans.

Hyacinths, Tulips, &c.

BUTLER, MCCULLOCH AND CO.'S
CATALOGUE of the above is now ready, which aKo

contains a copious list of Garden Necessaries and Culinary

Requisites. Sent free and post-paid to all parts of the world.

Covent Garden Market, London, W.C—Established upwards

of a century.

Hyacinths, Tulips, Crocuses, &o.

WM. CUTBUSH AND SON beg to announce
that they have received their first consignment of the

above, in splendid condition. Wm. Cutbush & Son having

again obtained all the First Prizes for Hyacinths, &c., proves

that their selection is superior in quality to those offered by

many other houses. Catalogues post-free on application,

Highgate, London, N., and Barnet, Herts,
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SALES BY AUCTION.
Unreserved Sale of Dutch Bulbs of superior Quality,

comprisinK the finest HYACINTHS, TULII'S, CROCUS.
NARCISSUS, JONQUILS, &c. Also a consignment
from Ghent of CAMELLIAS and AZALEAS in pots, all

named, and other plants, tOKether with loTREE FERNS,
CYATHEA DEALBATA. from Neiv Zealand. 4 to 6 feet

straight stems, and in the finest possible condition, fronds

M^''eSSr's.' PROTHEROE and MORRIS
will SELL the above by AUCTION, on MONDAY

next, at the Mart, opposite the I3anU of England, City, E.C.,
at half-p.-ist II o'clock precisely.

P. AND M. will buy for gentlemen who cannot attend.
Catalogues had at the Mart, and 98, Graccchurch Street, E.G.

Upper Tooting, S.W.
IMPORTANT SALE of THRIVING YOUNG NURSERY

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
are instructed by Mr. C. ^'ou^g to SELL by

AUCTION, without reserve, on the Premises, the Upper
Tooting Park Nursery, Surrey, S.W., on TUESDAY and
WEDNESDAY, October 8 and 9, at n for 12 o'clock precisely
each day, a large quantity of VALUABLE NURSERY
STOCK, remarkably well-grown, and in excellent condition for

removal, comprising thousands of Border Shrubs, consisting of
the choicest Evergreens and Coniferse, in great variety ; Orna-
mental Trees, in fine assortment ; some very well-grown Fruit
Trees, Hardy Climbers. Also a quantity of STOVE and
GREENHOUSE PLANTS, including large Camellias and
Azaleas, Ferns, Palms, &c.
May be viewed any day prior to the Sale. Catalogues had on

the Premises, and of the Auctioneers, 98, Gracechurch Street.
E.C, and Leytonstone, E.

Lewisbam, S.E.

Close to Ladywell Station.

CLEARANCE SALE, WITHOUT RESERVE.
MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS

are instructed by the Proprietress to SELL by AUC-
TION, on the Premises. Sion House, near Lewishara Old
Church, on FRIDAY, October ri, at 12 o'clock precisely, the
whole of the STOVE and GREENHOUSE PLANTS, con-
sisting of several h.andsome specimens ; seme remarkably fine
specimen Ericas, fit for exhibition ; a capital assortment of
well-grown young Stock, together with four newly-erected
GREENHOUSES; about Soo feet of 4-inch HOT-WATER
PIPING, quantity of BRICKWORK, and other Effects.
On view the day prior, and Catalogues had on the Premises,

and of the Auctioneers, gS, Gracechurch Street, EX., and
Leytonstone. E.

Lea Bridge Nurseries, Lea Bridge Eoad, Leyton, Essex.
SPECIAL TRADE SALE, commencing punctiuilly at

II o'clock, in consequence of the great number of lots
to be ofTered.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
are instructed by Mr. Tohn Eraser to SELL by

AUCTION as above, on THURSDAY, October 10, at
II o'clock to the minute, several thousands of WINTER-
BLOOMING HEATHS, remarkably well grown and full of
flower-buds, including large quantities of Hyemalis. gracilis,
Wilmoreana, grandiaosa, Cavendishii, ventricosa, and other
excellent varieties ; also EPACRIS of the choicest kinds :CYCLAMEN PERSICUM, GENISTA FRAGRANS, BOU-
VARDIAS and GARDENIAS, of sorts; LAPAGERIAS,
AZALEA INDICA, Tea-scented and other ROSES. SOLA-NUM CAPSICASTRUM in berry, TREE CARNATIONS,
ADIANTUMS, and a quantity of miscellaneous GREEN-
HOUSE PLANTS, including strong llowering Chrysanthe-
mums, also a few thousands of healthy young Erica hyemalis
and others, and Epacris in small pots for growing on.
May now be viewed, and Catalogues had on the Premises,

and of the Auctioneers, 98, Gracechurch Street, E.G., and
Leytonstone. E.

Tottenliam.
IMPORTANT ANNUAL SALE of VALUABLE and

WELL-GROWN NURSERY STOCK.
MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS

will SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises, the Hale
Farm Nurseries, Tottenham, adjoining the Station, on
TUESDAY, October 15, at 11 for 12 o'clock precisely, by
order of T. S. Ware, a large quantity of well-grown NUR-
SERY STOCK in splendid condition for removal, comprising
400 Lombardy and other Poplars, Planes, 600 Standard Limes,
stright stems ; 200 double crimson Thorns ; a quantity of
Ornamental and Border Shrubs, including foo Laurustinus, 2 to
3 feet ; 800 Aucuba japonica, 2 to 3 feet ; 1500 common and
other Hollies, 600 Rhododendron ponticum, and a fine assort-
ment of Evergreens and Conifers ; 1200 clean-grown Standard,
Dwarf-trained and Pyramid Fruit Trees ; 2500 Standard and
Half-Standard Roses ; quantities of climbling Plants in variety

;

500 double Pa!ony officinatis ; 2000 Pmks ; Helleborus niger,
Miscellaneous Bulbs, Autumn and Spring flowering Perennials,
and other useful Stock.
On view one week prior to the Sale. Catalogues had on the

Premises, and of the Auctioneers, 98, Gracechurch Street, E.G.,
and Leytonstone, E.

Brixton, S.W.—Without Reserve.
TO GENTLEMEN, BUILDERS, AND OTHERS

ENGAGED IN PLANTING.
MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS

will SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises, The
Nursery, Loughborough Park, S.W., close to the Station, onWEDNESDAY and THURSDAY, October 16 and 17! at
la o'clock precisely each day, by order of Messrs. Ponsford &
Son, the valuable NURSERY STOCK, in excellent condition,
comprising 5000 Limes, 6 to 10 feet : 250 Planes, 6 to 12 feet ;

500 Mulberry Trees, including some fine specimens ; thousands
of Evergreen and Coniferai Shrubs for border planting, and
5000 Aucubas; together with STOVE and GREENHOUSE
PLANTS, including Palms, Azaleas, Camellias, Ferns, Choice
Orchids, &c.
On view one week prior to the Sale. Catalogues had on the

Premises, at the Seed Shop, 409, Brixton Road, S.W. ; and of
the Auctioneers, 98, Gracechurch Street, E.G., and Leyton-

Preliminary Notice.-Addlestone, Surrey.
EXTENSIVE SALE of FIRST-CLASS NURSERY

STOCK, in consequence of Removal.
TV/TESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
-LTX are instructed by Mr. Alfred Gray to SELL by
AUCTION, at the Ongar Hill, Addlestone, and Ottershaw
Nurseries, Addlestone, on TUESDAY, October 22 and three
following days, several acres of beautifully-grown NURSERY
STOCK in fine condition for transplanting.

Full particulars next week.

The Nursery, close to the Queen's Head Hotel,
Church End, Finchley, N.

CLEARANCE SALE. Entirely without reserve, by order of
William Whiteley, Esq.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE AND MORRIS
will SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises, on

THURSDAY, October 17, at i o'clock punctually, the whole of
the NURSERYSTqCK,consl.sting of Evergreen, Coniferx. and
Deciduous Shrubs, in good condition for removal, a quantity
of bushy Aucuba japonica. Variegated and [Green Hollies,
1000 Limes, 5 to 12 feet ; 200 Standard and Pyramid Fruit
trees, and other Miscellaneous Stock.
May be viewed one d.ay prior to the Sale, Catalogues had on

the Premises, at Mr. W. Whiteley's establishment. West-
bourne Grove, W., and of the Auctioneers, 98, Gracechurch
Street, E.G.. and Leytonstone, E.

Dutch Flower Roots, tor Present Planting and Spring
Flowering, arriving weekly from well-known farms in

Holland.—SALES every MONDAY. WEDNESDAY,and
SATURDAY during October and November, commencing
at half-past I2, and generally finishing about 4 o'clock.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 38, King Street,

Covcnt Garden, W.C, first-class HYACINTHS, TULIPS,
CROCUSES, NARCISSUS, IRIS, SNOWDROPS, Ll-
LIUMS. RANUNCULI, Sc , in large and small lots to suit

all buyers. Catalogues on application.

Plants from Ghent, and Bulbs from Holland.

MR. J. C STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTION, at his Great Rocms. 38. King Street,

Covent Garden. W.C.. on WEDNESDAY, October 0, at hall-

past 12 o'clock precisely. 100 hall Specimen CAMELLIAS.
2 to 3 feet high, fine named sorts, mostly well set with flower-
buds, the property of a gentleman ; a consignment of INDIAN
AZALEAS, CAMELLIAS, DRAC^NAS. and PALMS from
Ghent ; and a splendid assortment of HYACI NTHS, TULIPS,
CROCUSES, and other BULBS from Holland.

On view the morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Established and Imported Orchids.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTION, at his Great Rooms. 38. King Street,

Covent Garden, W.C , on THURSDAY, October 10, at half-

past 12 o'clock precisely, a consifnmtnt of ESTABLISHED
ORCHIDS from Belgium, comprising 6 Aerides quinquevulne-
rum, 25 Golax jugosus, 2 Cattleya Lindleyana. 4 Lslia pur-
purata Brysiana, 1 Masdevallia Nycterina, 2 M. Houtteana,
I M. Trochilis, 4 Oncidium prajtextum, 2 Pescatorea Roezlii,
and other choice Orchids ; also 30 Cocos Weddelliana. 25 Pin-
cenectitia tuberculata ; several other collections of ESTAB-
LISHED ORCHIDS, comprising rare and valuable sorts,

viz.. Vanda ccerulescens Boxallii, Aerides Lobbii, Calauthe
Veitchii, Dendrobium Dixanthum, Phalsnopsis amabilis,
Oncidium Rogersi, Dendrobium ciassinode, Odontoglossum
cirrhosum, Epidendrum syringothirsus, Oncidium Forbesii,
Dendrobium Wardianum, &c. ; and an Importation from
British Honduras, comprising fine masses of Brass.avola
Digbyana, B. venosa. Epidendrum Stamfordianum, &c., and
10 fine Trunks of Cyathea dealbatar&c.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

OonviUe Nursery, Cambridge.
CLEARANCE SALE OF NURSERY STOCK.

JSW A N AND SON will SELL by
• AUCTION, at the above Nursery, on WEDNESDAY,

October 16. at 11 o'clock precisely, the first portion of the
valu.able stock of GREENHOUSE and STOVE PLANTS,
including Camellias and Azaleas, well set with bloom ; winter
blooming Heaths, Epacris, Solanums. beautifully grown and
finely berried ; Poinsettias, Maidenhair Ferns, mixed Ferns,
Pelargoniums, and a great variety of Blooming and Decorative
Plants, all grown on and prepared for winter blooming ; also a
choice Collection of Specimen Plants, including large Palms,
Ferns, Azaleas, and others that have been exhibited so success-
fully in the neighbourhood for some years past
Catalogues will be forwarded on application to the

Auctioneers, 19, Sidney Street, Cambridge.

Chertsey, Surrey.
I Mile from the Addlestone and 2 Miles from the Woking

Stations on the South-Western Railway
IMPORTANT FIVE DAYS' SALE of valuable well-grown
NURSERY STOCK, in the Brox and Woodham Nurseries

MESSRS. R. AND J. WATERER AND SON
are instructed by the Executrix of the late Mr. G. Grey,

to SELL by AUCTION, in October, the STOCK upon the
above Nurseries.
May be viewed and Catalogues had fourteen days prior to

Brox and Woodham Nurseries, Chertsey, Surrey.
One Mile from the Addlestone and Two Miles from the

Woking Stations on the South-Western Railway.
By Order of the Executrix.

NOTICE of an IMPORTANT SALE of NURSERY

MESSRS. R. AND J. WATERER .\nd SON
are instructed by the Executrix of the Late Mr. G. Gray

to SELL by AUCTION, on MONDAY, October 28. and four
following days, the very valuable and well-grown Stock, on the
above Nurseries, comprising 7000 Standard Pvramid Trained
and Maiden FRUIT TREES, all true to name, and best
leading sorts ; 3000 Green HOLLIES, 2 to 3 feet

; 500 Varie-
gated Hollies, 16.000 SPANISH CHESTNUT, 3 to 12 feet;
4000 POPLARS of sorts, 6 to 10 feet ; 11,000 HORSE CHEST-
NUT, 6 feet in the stem ; Golden and Flowering ASH, 5000
BIRCH, 4 to 10 feet; 500 LIMES. 6 to 10 feet ; large quantity
of ASH, OAK, ELM, SYCAMORE, ALDER, Purple
BEECH, and other FOREST TREES, 500 Laburnum, 8 to
10 feet ; 1200 Spruce, i to 3 feet ; Acer Negundo. Variegated
and Common ditto, 6 to 10 feet; 300 Standard Thorns, of sorts ;

7000 Pinus insignis, Strobus, austriaca, excelsa. Laricio, z to
6 feet : 5000 Larch, 3 to 4 feet ; Weymouth Pine, 5 to 6 feet

;

70oCedrus Deodara, 3 feet ; 1500 Cupressus Lawsoniana, 3 to

5 feet ; 300 Abies Douglasii. 7000 Thuja Lobbii. 5000 Cob
Nuts. 5 feet

; 3000 Yews. 2 to 3 feet ; 3000 Hornbeam, 5 to
7 feet

; scoo Common and Portugal Laurels, 2 to 3 feet
;

10,000 Transplanted Quicks, STANDARD ROSES of the
most choice sorts ; 6000 Manetti Rose Stocks, Ponticum and
Hybrid RHODODENDRONS, BERBERIS, about 125 lots

of Choice Mixed Shrubs, suitable for immediate Ornamental
Planting.

The Auctioneers have pleasure in inviting the attention of
Gentlemen, Nurserymen, and others to this Stock, which is in
perfectly safe condition for removal.
May be viewed and Catalogues had fourteen days prior to

the day of Sale, upon the Premises ; and of Messrs. R. & J.WATERER AND SON, Auctioneers and Valuers, Chertsey,
Surrey,

Potter's Bar, Middlesex.
To Fkuit Groweks, Markkt Gardeners, and Others.

A Valuable FREEHOLD PROPERTY, comprising the
Holly Bank Nursery, Potter's Bar, about i mile from the
Railway Station. It contains 3 acres, and the buildings
comprise a capital Dwelling-house, "Two Cottages, Stabling,
Sheds, and Eighteen Greenhouses, including Vineries,
Peach houses, Cucumber and Melon-houses, &c., varying
in length from 40 feet to 200 feet, the whole having been
ai ranged and planted within the last few years by Mr Monro,
the well-known Fruit-grower. Immediate Possession.

MESSRS. WILKINSON AND HORNE
are instructed to SELL by AUCTION, at the Mart, on

FRIDAY, October 11, at 12 for i o'clock, by order of the
Trustees of the Estate of John Monro, the above veiv
valuable FREEHOLD PROPERTY.

Particulars may be had of Messrs. WENHAM, ANGUS
AND CO.. Accountants. 43. Finsbury Circus, E.C. ; of
F. CAPE. Esq., Accountant. 61. Cheapside, E.C. ; of J. ECOXWELL, Esq.. Solicitor, C. Martin's Lane, Cannon Street
E.G.; and of Messrs. WILKINSON and HORNE, Land
Agents and Auctioneers, 7, Poultry, and 37, Bucklersbury. E.C.

Goldworth, near Woking Station, Surrey.

IMPORTANT NOTICE, to all who contemplate planting this
autumn, of three days' Sale of very choice NURSERY
STOCK in the best possible condition for removal. It
consists of sooo Green Holly, from i to 9 feet : 3500
Variegated ditto, 1 to 6 feet ; 2-1,000 English Yew, i to ro
feet ; Cedrus Deodara, 3 to 10 feet ; Pinus Pinsapo, P
Nordmanniana, and thousands of .the following: Common
and Portugal Laurel, Golden Yew, Aucuba. Thuja Wareana,
T. aurea. Tree Box, Junipers, very fine : Irish Yew, 3 to q

Lauruftinus. 120,000 Seedling and bedded Quick,
>Cun tBay,

MR. WILLIAM ABRAHAM, on the
Premises, Goldworth. near Woking Station, South-

western Railway, on WEDNESDAY. October 16, and two
following Days, at 12 o'Clock each day punctually, by order
of Messrs. J. & W, Tiigg.

PreUrainary Notice ofFORTHCOMING SALES
by PROTHEROE and MORRIS, Hoeticultitrai,
Valuers and Auctioneers.

EVERY MONDAY.-S.ales of first-class Dutch Bulbs, at the
Auction Mart, Tokenhouse Yard, City. E.C.

OCTOBER 28 and 29.-EXOTIC NURSERY. Tooting. By
order of Mr. R. Parker. Annual Sale of General Nursery
Stock.

OCTOBER 3t--The NURSERY. West Wickham. By order
of Mr. Kirkcaldy. General Nursery Stock.

Date not yet fixed.—The ROYAL NURSERIES, Merriott,'
Somerset. Important Sale of Nursery Stock. Three days.

NOVEMBER sand 6—OXTON HILL NURSERY, Birken-
head. By order of Mr. W. Henderson. Two days' Sale of
General Nursery Stock.

NOVEMBER 5. 6. 7. .and 8.-AMERICAN NURSERIES,
Leytonstone. Two days' Sale of Nursery Stock. Also
two days' Sale .at the NURSERIES, Wanstead.

Catalogues may be obtained of the above, when ready, at the
Auctioneers' Offices, 98, Gracechurch Street, E.C , and Leyton-
stone, E.
Gentlemen desirous of Purchasing Nursery Stock this season

can, by sending their names and addresses to Messrs. P. & M.,
have Catalogues forwarded from time to time.
N.B.—The NEXT SALES of Properties take place at the

Auction Mart on WEDNESDAY, October 30; also on MON-
DAY. November 11.

RELIMINARY NOTICE. — A most
important SALE of CHOICE and VALUABLE

NURSERY STOCK, to take place about the MIDDLE of
OCTOBER, of which due Notice will be given.

The Royal Nurseries, Merriott, Somerset.

To Market Gardeners and Nurserymen.

TO BE LET, from Michaelm.is next,
a NURSERY, of i\i acres in extent, on the Reigate

and Sutton Turnpike Road, Ground rent ;^I4 per annum.
Planted with Shrubs, Fruit Trees, and Market Garden Pro-
duce. For further particulars address,

F., Mr. Allingham, M,irket Place, Reigate.

TO LET, a Small NURSERY, little over 4
acres, with thorough good Business (over thirty years'

standing), with Dwelling-house, OuC-houses, Vinery, Green-
houses, Propagating-houses, Pits, &c. If required. 6 Acres of
rich Meadow Land adjoining, at Shipston-on-Stour. For
particulars, apply

JOSEPH CURTIS. Charlbury. Oxon.

T°.
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T^^HE GARDENERS' ROYAL BENE-
VOLENT INSTITUTION.

NOTICE is hereby given that an Addition to the PENSION
LIST of this Institution will be madein January next. That in

consequence of there being a large number of appUcants comint;

under Rule No. 6, who have been Subscribers for fifteen years
and upwards the List of Candidates will be confined to those

persons. Persons desirous of becoming Candidates are
requested to send in their applications to the Committee on
or before November 8 ne.\t, after wliich day they will not be
received.—By order,

EDWARD R, CUTLER, Secretary.

14. Tavistock Row, W.C—October 2, 1878.

P.S. Printed Forms of Application and all requisite informa-
tion may be obtained from the Secretary.

Great Eastern Railway Company.
DUTCH BULBS.

THE GREAT EASTERN RAILWAY
COMPANY have now made special arrangements for the

conveyance of Bulbs and Roots from Holland at a rate of 25J.

per ton from Rotterdam to London, including delivery within
the ordinary cartage limits. Traffic sent by this service will

usually be delivered in London on the second day after shipment
in Rotterdam. The Company have also instituted an Express
Service for the carriage of Bulbs from Rotterdam to London at

45^. per ton, including delivery within the usual cartage limits.

The Company guarantee delivery (against forfeiture of freight)

the day after shipment in Rotterdam, the act of God alone

excepted. The Company are prepared to quote Throughout
Rates from any town in Holland to any town in England. The
Bulbs should be consigned to the Company's Agents, Messrs.

Hudig & Pieters. Rotterdam, to whom full instructions (stating

whether the Bulbs are to be forwarded by ordinary or express

train) must also be sent. Senders are requested to address their

cases in full, and to mark them " Bulbs '" in large letters, so as to

avoid the possibility of error or delay.

For further information, address The CONTINENTAL
DEPARTiMENT, Liverpool Street Station, London, E.C.

Rhododendron ponticum.
IM A R R I O TT begs to intimate to

Noblemen. Gentlemen, and the Trade, that he has an
mense stock of the above to offer in ages and sizes as follow,

very moderate prices :
—

2, 3, and 4-yr, seedlings.

4-yr. seedling, 2-yr, bedded.
4 to 6 inches. I 9 to i? inches.

6 to 9 inches.
|

12 to 15 inches.

Matlock, Derbyshire.

J.J

QURPLUS STOCK of INDIANO
_ AZALEAS.

Bushy plants, 10 to 12 inches, without flower-buds, 9^, per doz.

Good flowering plants, i-^s. per dozen.
Good flowering plants, extra large, 245. per dozen.

In twelve good varieties. Descilptive LIST on application.

Also could spare about 2000 DAFH>JE INDICA RUBRA,
healthy plants, g to 18 inches, qj. to i8r. per dozen.

ISAAC DAVIES. Nurseryman, Ormskirk.

For Immediate Disposal.
SPECIMEN STOVE and GREENHOUSE PLANTS.

WM. MILES has for disposal some splendid
Specimens of the above, consisting of Crotons,

Dracrenas, Palms, Alocasias, Cycads. Tree and other Ferns—
all of which have secured Prizes at several First-class Shows,
and to be sold at a considerably reduced rate. For prices and
particulars apply to

VVM. MILES, West Brighton Nurseries, Cliftonville, Sussex.

UTRAWBERRY PLANTS.—Moffat's Duke
^"'^

of Edinburgh, fine strong plants at 75. ^d. per 100. Trade

supplied on moderate terms.

Awarded special prize at Edinburgh, July, 1878.

GEORGE SINCLAIR, Phantassic Orchard, Preston-

kirlc, N.B.

Special Offer to the Trade.

ASH, i-yr. seedlings, zs. per looo ; l-yr.
transplanted, i foot, is. per leoo. BEECH, i-yr.

seedlings, ij. 6rf. per 1000. CHESTNUTS. Spanish, i-yr.

drilled, 6j. per 1000. OAK, English, i-yr. drilled, 3J. per 1000.

SPRUCE FIR, syr,, fine. is. id. per loco ; do., s-yr. trans-

planted, fine, ss. per 1000: do., 3-yr. trnnsplanted. 12 to 15
inches, 81. per 1000. PINUS LARICIO, i-yr., i-yr. trans-

planted, 7s. dd. per 1000. Cheaper by the 100,000. ARALIA
SIEBOLDII, extra fine, bushy, pots 6-inch, jos. per too.

GARLIES MITCHELL. "

EUONYMUSJAPONICUS, 12 to 15 inches,
25J. per ICO, .^10 per looo.

„ ,, MEDIO PICTA. 9 to 15 inches, in pots, 281. per JOG.

„ „ AUREA IIARGINATA, 9 to 12 inches, 28j. per 100,

£13 per 1000.

„ „ DUC D'ANJOU, 9 to IS inches, 351. per 100.

„ „ M.'VCROPHYLLA. einches, 30s. per .00.

„ „ MICROPHYLLA, 6 inches, 25^. per 100.

IVIES, named varieties, in pots, 30.1. per 100.

STANSFIELD BROTHERS. Southport.

CLEMATIS.—Jackmanni, rubra violacea,
Miss Eateman, Lucy Lemoine, Gem,

and others, very strong,

Sos._per 100, ;^2o per

c

SPECIAL OFFER.—Manetti Stocks, good,
iSj. per 1000. Standard Roses, 8o,r. per loo. Dwarf on

Manetti, 40J. per 100. Acer Negundo variegata, dwarf maidens,
3ay. per 100 ; nice feathered do., pyramids, i2.r. per dozen, 755.

per 100 : standards, gj. to i8j. per dozen. Platanus occidentalis,

2 to lY^, feet, 5&r. per 1000; 2J4 to 3 feet, los, per 100 ; 3 to 4 feet,

201. per 100
: 4 to 5 feet, 3or., 5 to 6 feet, 40s., 7 to &feet, 6or.,

8 to 9 feet, 8o5., 10 to 12 feet, iSs. to 24s. per dozen. Goose-
berries, strong Crown Bobs, \-is. df. per 100. Black Currants,
Ss. per 100. 75^. per 1000. Spiraea japonica, fine, 15s. per loc.

EDMUND BLYTON, The Nurseries, Woodhall Spa.
Horn castle,

Australian Plants and Seeds.

EUCALYPTUS GLOBULUS, PALMS,
CYCADS. FERNS, and all kinds of PLANTS and

SEEDS indigenous to Australia, Fiji. &c , supplied on the

most reasonable terms. Priced CATALOGUES and Special

Quotations on application.

SHEPHERD AND CO., Nurserymenand Seedsmen. Dariing
Nursery, Sydney, New South Wales. (Establi'ihed 1S27.)

Agents: Messrs. C. J. BLACKITH and CO., Cox's Quay.
Lower Thames Street, London, E.C.

TTIOR FORCING.
JC SPIR.-EA JAPONICA, 20j. per loo.

PALMATA, 25s. per loo.

By IOC or looo. An immense stock, finely ripened. Smaller

palmatas, for planting, loi. 6d.^ iss., and 2os. per lOO. Extra
large clumps at moderate prices.

ROSE QUEEN OF BEDDERS,
Booked for autumn, I2f. per dozen, 751. per 100.

CHARLES NOBLE, Bagshot.

Notice to the Trade.

WG. CALDWELL and SONS are now
• sending out their well-known AZALEA AMCENA

CALDWELLI. strong plants, i8s. per dozen: larger size. 24J.

Also splendid plants of GLEICHENIA DICHOTOMA, at

3,t. bd. and 5s. each. 365. and 50J. per dozen.

The Nurseries, Knntsford, Cheshire.

Rhododendrons, Hollies, Seedling Mezereons, and
FOREST TRICES.

SPI'XIAL OFFER.— Hollies, Laurel-leaved,
Shepherdii. and common, i to 6 feet : Rhododendrons,

GoThmon and choice, named, i to 3 feet ; Aucubas, fine plants,

I to 3 feet ; ovalifolia Privet : Beech, 3 to S feet ; Seedling

Mezereons, 2-yr., i foot or about; Mezereons, 2 feet; Forest

Trees in sorts, 3 to 8 feet ; Thorn Quicks, 2 to 4 years old ;

and other Nursery Stock. The above will be sold very cheap,

as the land must be cleared for farming purposes.

PETER LEIGH, Nurseryman, Scholeses Nurseries, Elton,

near Bury, Lancashire.

To the Trade.

GLOXINIAS, I-yr. bulbs, named varieties,

9^. per dozen.
POINSETTIAS, several thousands, fine plants, i'A and 5-inch

pots, 9^. and 125. per doz. ; smaller plants, 6s. per doz.

BOUVARDIAS, all the best varieties, 4H-inch pots, loj. per

dozen ; ditto, in 3j4-inch pots, 6s. per dozen—ready for

re-potting.

ROGIERA GRATISSIMA. nice plants, i8j. and 24s. per doz.

PRIMULA, ALBA PLENA, a fine stock of strong plants,

3^< and 4l4-inch pots. gs. and lor. per dozen.

ADIANTU.VI CUNEATUM, fine plants, in 4-inch pots, 12J.

per dozen, jC4 per 100 ; smaller plants, in 2j^-inch pots,

MAIDENHAIRS, extra fine, in 6-inch pots, suitable for table

plants, iSr. per dozen — offered to make room for

uff.

PTERIS SCABERULA, good plants, 12s. per dozen.

ADIANrUM FARLEYENSE, 2000 fine plants, in 4-inch

pots, 24r. per dozen ; ditto, in 3-inch, 18s. per dozen.

PTERIS SERRULATA, in 4 or 4^-inch pots, 51. and 6s.

per dozen,
CARNATIONS (Tree), Miss Joliffe, The Bride, La Belle, 9s.

per dozen.
GREVILLEA ROBUSTA, good plants, 5-inch pots, gs. per

dozen.
CYCLAMEN PERSICUM, fine strain, 12J. per dozen.

GENISTAS, splendid stuff, sj^inch pots, 50s. per lOo ; ditto,

in 4.inch pots, 30J. per 100.

HEATH AND SO.V, Nurserymen, Cheltenham.

To Gentlemen, Builders, and the Trade.

KOBERT AND GEORGE N.EAL,
Wandsworth Common and Garrett Lane, Nurseries,

beg respectfully to call attention to their large and varied Stock

of HARDY, ORNAMENTAL, FOREST, FRUIT TREES
and SHRUBS, which are grown at iheir Nurseries, especially

those Trees, &c., which are most suitable for growing in or near

large towns. An early inspection invited. Ail goods delivered

free on rail in London, or at own residence. '

'

of the Nurseries.
CATALOGUES free by post on appli

/ithin five miles

THIRTY THOUSAND CAMELLIAS,
alba plena and other best sorts, all home-grown, well set

with bud and very forward. Also many thousand AZALEA
INDICA, best sorts, well set for bloom; and hard-wooded

HEATHS, half and quarter specimens, fine healthy and well-

formed plants. For price and particulars, see Gardeners'

Chronicle of September 21, 1878.

B. WHITHAM, The Nurseries, Reddish, near Stockport,

has the above unequalled collection on Sale.

Pinks -Pinks—Pinks.

WOOD AND INGRAM have a large Col-
lection of the best Exhibition Varieties in strong, well-

rooted plants. This is the best season for planting.

Price 4^. per dozen.

For Names and Descriptions see their new CATALOGUE
of imported and other Bulbs, Carnations, Picotees, &.C., which
is now ready, and will be forwarded free on applicati

The Ni Huntingdo

HENRV WALTON, Edge End Nursery,
Biierfield, near Burnley, L.ancashire, begs to offer the

undermentioned, in good strong plants, at the following

Che,

CAMELLIAS, very choice English-grown, 21s. to 425.

AZALEAS, very choice English-grown, iSr. to 36^.

FLOWERING STOVE PLANTS, very choice, 12s. to xis.

ORNAMENTAL STOVE PLANTS, very choice,

121. to 181.

GREENHOUSE PLANTS, very choice, 12J. to 181.

12 EXOTIC FERNS, very choice, 121. to i8r.

[2 EPACRIS or ERICAS, for winter blooming, very choice,

,"t. to 181.

BOUVARDIAS, fine plants, just coming into flower,

CHRYSANTHEMUMS, strong blooming plants, 91.

CINERARIAS, fine named sorts, fit to pot on, 6s.

Half of any of the above sorts may be taken.

All of the above are H. W.'s selection.

H. W. also begs to offer the following New Plants, all free

by post :
—

COLEUS, splendid new sorts, including Kentish Fire, Lord
Falmouth, George Bunyard, Exquisite, Fascination,

Royalty. Novelty, Garnet, and Favourite, is. each,

the set for 8r.

GERANIUMS. Zonal, New Life and Salmon Vesuvius, is. each.

„ Zonal. Dr. Denny and White Vesuvius, is. 6d. each.

„ Zonal, twelve of Pearson's new set for 1878, ij. each.

,. Zonal, six of Williams' new set for 1878, is. each.

H. W. is at present sending out a Basket, containing twelve

choice WINTER BLOOMING PLANTS, composed of

Camellias, Azale-as, Bouvardias, Epacris and Ericas, all

warranted to bloom, for 2ir.

A fine lot of three-year-old well ripened FRUITING VINES,
will fruit well next season. Prices on application.

P. O. O. p.ayable at Brierfield. CATALOGUES on appli-

CCHOICE ORCHIDS.—Many thousands of
'' good plants to select from. Mr. William Bull is

constantly receiving large importations from his Collectors and
Correspondents in Assam, Colombia, Burmah, Brazil, Mexico,

Costa Rica, Venezuela, Ecuador, West Indies, and the Eastern

Archipelago, and can offer many of the rarest and most
beautiful kinds at extremely low prices. Customers can choose

their plants from eleven large houses full of Orchids. An
inspectic

c,

To the Trade.
VUYLSTEKE, Nurseryman, Loochristy,
near Ghent, Belgium, has to offer a splendid stock of

fine, healthy, abundantly-budded plants at the following

100 CAMELLIAS, budded, named, imbricated, at is, £6,
£7. and £S.

ICO AZALEA INDICA, budded, named, nice crowns, at £4,
£5. £6. £S. and .£12.

100 AZALEA MOLLIS, budded, named, very bushy, at £S,
£i<=, £12. and i:i6.

JOG GHENT AZALEAS, hardy, budded, named, very bushy,
at £i, £s, £6. and £S.

100 KALMIA LATI FOLIA, nice flat-shaped crowns, £4, £5,
and £6.

too BEGONIAS, bulbous, new short brilliant sorts, at £2.

1000 SPIR.EA JAPONICA, colossal clumps, at .£6.

A priced descriptive Catalogue may be had on application

to Messrs. R. SILBERRAD and SON, 15, Harp Lane, Great
Tower Street, London, E.C.

Vines—Vines—Vines.

WG. CALDWELL AND SONS beg to
• inform their Friends and Customers that their stock

of the above is unusually fine this season. Samples have been
exhibited at various Shows in the North of England, and they
have been highly commended for their excellent quality.

Orders are now being booked from the following var"

Black Hamburgh I Foster's Seedling
Black Alicante Lady Downe's
Buckland Sweetwater Madresfield Court
Duke of Buccleuch I

Muscat of Alexan
Strong Planting Canes, sr. to js. 6d. each.

Extra Fruiting Canes, ys. 6d. to los. 6d. each.

The Nurseries, Knutsford, Cheshire.

£-,6

QTRONG CLUMPS for FORCING.
10

I
p. too

I
p. lODO

I
p. 10,000

DIELYTRA SPECTABILIS ..\ £1 5 K>
HOTEIA (Spira:.a) JAPONICA o 14

SPIR.UA PALMATA .. ..I 4 4I 37 10

1

Orders to the amount of £2 free throughout Great Britain.

A. M. C. JONGKINDT CONINCK, Tottenham Nurserie

Dedemsvaart. near Zwolle, Netherlands.

TULES DE COCK, Nurseryman, Ghent,
fJ Belgium, offers AZALEA INDICA of all sizes,

AZALEA MOLLIS and A. PONTICA, CAMELLIAS,
CHRISTMAS ROSES, DEUTZIA GR-\CILIS, DIELY-
TRA SPECTABILIS, LILY of the VALLEY, SPIR^A
JAPONICA, PALMS for Table use, DRAC/ENAS, FERNS,
and YUCCA VARIEGATA. (Analogues free on application.

(CLEARING OUT STOVE PLANTS.—
V_^ Any one desirous of procuring cheap good collections

should apply at once, as the room must be cUared for

forcing.

ORCHIDS, fine sorts, in 7 to g-inch pots, 30^. per dozen.

IXORAS, CROTONS, gs. per dozen, fine plants.

ARAUCARIA EXCELSA, two, 7 feet, fine plants, .£3.

CYCAS REVOLUTA, one, stem i foot high, in fine condition,

£s
SOLAN UMS, splendid stuff, full of berries. 75J. per 100.

Also a few large PALMS. &c.
THOMAS MILNER anu SON, Nurserymen, Bradford.

QUCCULENTS.— Agaves, Aloes, Yuccas,O Gasterias, Haworthias, Echinocactus, Echinocereus,

Echinopsis, Mammillarias, Euphorbias, Opuntias, Cereuses,

Pilocereuses, Astrophytums, Rhipsalis, Anahlonium Williamsii,

Pelicyphora osseliformis, Leuchtenbergia, eight flowering

specimens ; Echeveria, &c. The above will be disposed of

in one lot by private sale. It is well known to_ growers, and
was formed and collected many years ago and since added to

from time to time. To any one desirous of forming a collection of

the above, this is an opportunity for securing such. Many of

them are very old, and some very r.are, and comprize sizes

varying from i inch to ii}4 feet high, and one specimen 4% feet

diameter. Apply to

J. STRONG CORDEROY, Blewbury, Didcot.

HANDSCOMB, The Nurseries, Aspley
Guise, Woburn, Beds, has to offer:—

10,000 LARCH FIRS, 2'A to 3 feet.

10.000 PRIVET, Evergreen, 3 to 4 feet.

5,000 OAK, 3 to 4 feet.

2,000 „ 6 to 8 feet.

5,000 GORSE. 3 to 4 leet.

2,500 HOLLIES, I to 2 feet.

2,000 BEECH, 5 to 6 feet.

1,500 LAURELS, 2 to 7 feet.

1,500 ,, Portugal, 2 to 4 feet.

1,500 LAURUSTINUS, I'A to 2% feet.

1,600 LIMES, red twigged, 6 to 10 feet.

1,000 CHESTNUT, Horse, 9 to 10 feet.

700 BOX, of sorts, 2 to 5 feet.

5.000 EVERGREENS, of sorts.

The whole of the above have been recently transplanted,

and are in excellent condition for removal.

Annual A B. C. Bulb Guide.

THOMAS S. WARE has much pleasure in

announcing that the present year's issue of the above is

now ready, and will be posted free on application. It includes

complete collections of Liliums, Narcissus, Gladiolus. Iris, and
numerous other families: also selections of Bamboos and Orna-
mental Grasses, Aquatic and Bog Plants. Herbs, &c. : and a
fine collection of Hardy Orchids, to which is added a few choice

Perennials, adapted for present planting.

Hale Farm Nurseries, Tottenham, London.

w

I^EW AND RARE LILIES.
LILIUM NEILGHERRENSE. This splendid Lily gives

flowers nearly i foot long. 7s. 6i.

LILIUM COLUMBIANUM, extremely rare, 71- <>•'

LILIUM BATEMAN;E, quite new, js. 6d.

LILIUM JAPONICUM KRAMERI, 5s.

Selections of choice kinds can be made by Mr. William
Bull, at 3or-, 42^. and 6or. per dozen.

Establishment for New and Rare Plants, Kings Road,

Chelsea, London, S.W.
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PLANTS for NATURALISING in the
Wild Garden, Shrubbery Border, Woodland Walks, Hot

Banks, Swampy Ground, and in any other position where the
plants are allowed to grow naturally, reproducing themselves.
See present year's ABC BULB GUIDE, free on application.

THOMAS S. WARE, Hale Farm Nurseries, Tottenham,
London.

SUTTON'S PRIZE CYCLAMEN,
GIGANTEDM BOSEUM SUPEEBUM

This very large and beautiful variety was awarded a First-

class Certificate by the Royal Horticultural Society. The bulbs

are in the finest possible condition for flowering.

Fine bulls 51. and js. 6J. culi.

GIGAKTEUM ROSEUM-Sutton'a New Variety of 1877.
Fiilt' bulbs 3^. (id, and 55, each.

Persic

. 6,/t

album, pure whit
. 6rf. each.

Persicum rubrum, bright
son, IS. 6d. to 25

Persicum purpureum, purpl(

6rf.

free by post, for

STJTTON & SONS,
THE QUEEN'S SEED.SMEN, RE.\DIN'G.

ISAAC DAVIE S
Has now to ofifer a fine stock of the choice

early-blooming Rhododendrons and Azaleas

raised by him, and which have been exhibited

at various Flower Shows, and have received

First-class Certificates of Merit.

SWEET-SCENTED RHODODENDRONS.
COUNTESS OF DERBY, 5^., 7s. 6d., lor. 6d. and zis. each;

a few extra large 42J. and 631. each.
COUNTESS OF SEFTON, si. 6d.. y. 61.. ss., rat. OJ., 15s.

and 21S. each ; extra large 425. each.
LADY SKELMERSDALE, 2s. 6rf.. 3^. 6d., 5s., los. td., 155.

and aiJ. each ; extra large 42J. each
MRS. JAMES SHAWE, as. td., 3s. 6rf., 55., xos. 6d., 151. and

215. each ; extra large 42^. each.
DUCHESS OF SUTHERLAND, 2^. 6d., 35. 6d.. 55., los. 6d.

and 2is. each.
The above are admirably suited for growing in cold houses

without the necessity of artificial heat.
I may refer to the following persons, who are highly compe-

tent judges of this class of plants, five of whom have been
purchasers a second time—which I consider a better guarantee
of their value than the above-named certificates of merit :

—

W. E. Gumbledon, Esq.. Queenstown, Co. Cork, Ireland ;

Samuel Barlow. Esq., Slattocks. near Manchester; Bruce
Findley. Esq., Curator of Botanical Gardens, Manchester ; Mr.
F. Harrison (Gr. to Earl of Derby). Knowsley, near Liverpool

;

Mr. B. Barham (Gr. to Earl of Sefton). Croxteth, near Liver-
pool ; Mr. J. Kefford (Gr. to Lord Skelmersdale), Lathom,
near Ormsktrk.

SWEET-SCENTED AZALEAS.
DAVIESII, good plants with buds, 2s. 6d., 35. 6./. and 5s.

RHODODENDRON MULTIFLORUM. fine bushes.
covered with flower-buds. 7S. 6d., ^s. 6d. and 5s, each.

RHODODENDRON PR^iiCOX, bushy plants with buds, is.

,

IS. t.-i. and -is. 6./. each.
R. praicox is a hardy early-blooming evergreen, bearing

flowers of rosy lilac colour. In addition to other purposes for

which it is useful it has been found to do well as a window
plant, as it will keep healthy and bloom in February when
garden flowers are scarce.

All the above having been raised by myself, I can recommend
then: athc nfide

,1% to 2 feet,

Il-rooted. 5 to 6

Full descriptive LIST on applic

SURPLUS STOCK.

GREEN HOLLIES, i to I'/z foot, 15J. per 1

CUPRESSUS LAWSONIANA. green and
feet, Ss. : 6 to 7 feet, io5. ; 7 to 8 feet, 12s. ; 8 to 9 teet, iBj.

ENGLISH YEWS, 2S' feet, bushy, 35J. per roo.

PICEA NORDMANNIANA, ^14 to 3 feet, is. 6d. to 2s. 6d.

HANDSWORTH BOX. handsome bushes. 3 feet. 6s. per

IRISH IVY, transplanted last spring. 3 to 4 feet, strong,
IS. 6d. per dozen.

SKIMMIA JAPONICA. 12 inches, bushy, and covered with
flower-buds. 5s. per dozen, -^^s. per loo.

ANDROMEDA FLORIBUNDA. 10 to 12 inches, bushy, gs.

AZALEA MOLLIS, seedlings, 6 to 8 inches, bushes^ith about
twen'y shoots, gs. per dozen.

AZALEA PONTICA, 2 to s^i feet, bushy, gs. per dozen ; 8 to
12 inchc;. i6s. per 100.

RHODODENDRONS, hybrid seedlings raised from the best
varieties, crossed to obtain brilliant colours, bushes about
2 feet. gs. per dozen ; z% to 3 feet, 185. per dozen ; seed-
lings from the best scarlet, rose, and white varieties (each
colour separate), bushy, transplanted stuff", 6 to 10 inches,

RHODODENDRON CAUCASICUM ALBUM, 15 inches,
very bushy, gs. per dozen.

„ ROSEUM SUPERBUM

LIM ES. 6 feet. 41. per dozen.
WHITE BEAM (Pyrus aria), i

bushy. 10 feet, gs. per dozen
LOMBARDY POPLARS, 10 tc

rooted, 9s. per dozen.

: inches, with flower-buds,

efert

lagnificent trees, straight, and

12 feet, stout, bushy,

as could possibly be

GEO. JACKMAN & SON,
(EbT.\BLISIIED 1810,)

I

CuItlTators of

FRUIT and FOREST TREES,
Evergreen antj Flowering

TREES and SHRUBS,
RO.SES, RHODODENDRONS,
Conifer!: and Hardy Climbers.

THE CLEMATIS

Deuriptivc Pi iced Calaloirues free.

WOKING NURSERY, SURREY.

TEA EOSES
WINTER fToWERING.
ADAM
BELLE LYONNAISE
DEVONIENSIS
JEAN DUCHER

ALBA ROSEA
CATHERINE MERMET
GLOIRE DE DIJON
MADAME FALCOT

ilADAME MARGOTTIN MADAME WILLERMOZ
MARIE VAN HOUTTE 1

NIPHETOS
PERI.E DE LYON i SOUVENIR D'ELISE
SOUVENIR D'UN AMI , MARECHAL NIEL.

AH ill S and tj-inch pots, having well-trained flowering wood, to

bloom throughout the winter.

Price, 30s. to 423. per dozen.

2,ooo HYBRID PERPETUAL ROSES, in

9-inch pots, well ripened under glass, and fit for im-
mediate forcing, 3ar. to 36^. per dozen.

25,000 TEA SCENTED ROSES of all the
leading kind-S, in 5-inch pots, extra fine plants, 15J. to

The Descriptive Catalogue of Rosesfot cady.

CRANSTON & CO.,
NURSERIES, KING'S -VCRE, HEREFORD,

DUTCH BULBS
AT

GROWERS' PRICES.

msmsm
WINTER & SPRING

WckA^ttAJ^"^

THE QUEEN'S SEEDSMEN,

HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON,

WM. PAUL & SON,

ROSE GROWERS,
TREE, PLANT, BULB, AND

SEED MERCHANTS.

ISAAC DAVIES,
NURSERYMAN, ORMSKIRK, L.-\NCASHIRE,

WALTHAM CROSS,
HERTS.

Inspection of Slock inviled.

Priced Descriptive Catalogues free by post.

Fruit and Ornamental Trees, Shrubs, &o..
Grown and offered for Sale by

MARTIN AND SON, Cottingham and Hull.
Established 1788.

APPLES, Pyramid, fruit bearing, 9^. per doz.
PEARS, do.. 5 feet to 10 feet, 11s. per doz.

,. Standards, gj. per doz.

PLUMS, Standards, fine, 12J. per doz.

,, Pyramids, izj. per doz.
ASH, fine, 3 to 4 feet, 30J per 1000 : 4 to 5 feet, 40^. per 1003.

„ Mountain, 8 to 12 feet, 255. per 100,

BEECH. Common, 3 to 4 teet, 35s. per 1000.

CHESTNUT. Horse, for avenues, 6 to 10 feet. 301. to 731.
per too.

ELM, English, grafted, 8 to 12 feet. iS.t per doz
„ narrow leaf, 7 to 9 feet, 25s. per 100.

,, Wych, 7 to 12 feet, 251. per too.

FIR, Austrian, 4 to 5 ftet, 8j. per 100.

,, Cembra, 4 to s feet, \2S. per do/.

,, Spruce, ij^ to 2 feet, 25s. per icoo,

LARCH, 2 10 2>^ feet, 30J. per looo.

OAKS, English, 6 to 9 feet, 35s. per 100.

POPLARS, of sorts, 8 to 14 teet, 251. per too.

SYCAMORE, 8 to 12 feet. 25^. per 100.

ACER, Variegated, fine. 50J. per 100.

ELMS, Weeping, 21. bd each.
ACACIA, three-thorned, 5 to 6 feet, 50s. per 100.

LABURNUM, 7 to 8 leel, 25s. per 100.

LIMES, 7 to 9 feet, 75^. per 103 : 9 to 12 feet, 30^. per doz.
ARBOR-VIT^, 3 to 7 feet, 30s. to 501. per too.

,, fine specimens, 3 feet diameter. 7 to 8 feet, 42J. per doz.

,, elegantissima, 6 to 9 inches, 6ot. per ico ; ij^ to 2 ftet,

,, semper aurescens, i to i^j foot, 18^. to 24J. per doz.

THUJA GIGANTEA, 4 to 6 feet, 30s. per doz.
CEDAR OF LEBANON, 4 to 5 feet, i8i. per doz.
CUPRESSUS LAWSONIANA, 2 to 3 feet. 401. per too.

JUNIPERUS SINENSIS, 4 to 5 feet, 241. per doz.

PINUS CEMBRA, fine, 4 to 6 feet, 241. per doz.

,, Pinsapo, 2 to 3 feet, 421. per doz.

,, Strobus, 4 to 5 feet, 505. per 103.

RETINOSPORA AUREA, 9 to 15 inches, 1001. per ,00.

WELLINGTONIA GIGANTEA, 2'^ to 3« feet, ics p r doz.
ALTH/EA FRUTEX, fine, 3 to 5 feet, 3=>j.' per loj.

CORNUS MASCULA, 4 to 6 feet, 30J. per 100,

DEUTZIA CREN.ATA. 11 -pi., 4 too feet. 401. p:r too.

ELDER, common, 6 to 8 feet, 6s. per doz.
LILAC, of sorts, 3 to 5 feet, 30J. per 100.

RIBES SANGUINEA, 2 to 3 feet, iSj. per 100.

ROSES, dwarfs, fine. 50s. per loj.

„ Climbing, 4 to 6 feet, 30.S. per too.

„ Standards, 84J. per 100.

SNOWBERRY, for game coverts, i6j. per 10:0.

SPIRTEA, of kinds, 251. per too.

SWEET BRIER, 3 to 4 feet, 41. per too.

SYRINGA. 1 to 6 feet, 301. per too.

TREE BOX. 2 to 3 feet, i6f. per 100.

,, extra fine, 3 to 4 feet, 505. per 100.

EERBERIS lAPONICA, 2to3feet, 9S. perdoz.
BROOM. 4 feet, 20J. per 100.

LAURELS, common, i to ij^foot, 1os.\ 2 to 3 feet, 50J. per too.

„ COLCHICUM, 2 to 4 feet, 251. per too ; /lo per loor.

„ CAUCASICA, 2 to 4 feet, 251. per too ; .£10 per 1000.

„ PORTUGAL, iM to 2 feet, 45s. per too.

PRIVET, common, 2 to 4 feet, 301. per 1000.

„ LIGUSTRUM OVALIFOLIA (large leaf), 2 to 4 feet,

YEWS, Enalish, 3 to 4 feet, looj. to iSos. per too.

,. Irish, 3^^ to 5 feet. T2J. to ^ls. per doz.
RHODODENDRONS, 3 to 4 feet, bushy, mixed kinds, 301.

A choice Mixture of Strong Ornamental Trees, from 8 to 14 feet

high, suitable for Hedgerows, Plantations, or Lawns,
where immediate etTect is desirable, 30J. per 100

;

jCi2 ioj. per 1000.

DUTCH and other BULBOUS FLOWER ROOTS.
HYACINTHS, choice named kinds, 30J. per 100.

TULIPS, choice mixed, 3s. per 100.

POLYANTHUS NARCISSUS, choice mixed, i6s. per too.

CROCUS, fine, lor. to 30s. per 1000.

CATALOGUES of Trees, Shrubs, Plants. Hyacinths, Tulips,

and other Bulbous Roots, may be had on application to

MARTIN AND SON, Cottingham and Hull.

EMOINE'S GRAND NEW DOUBLE
GERANIUMS.—These are decidedly the greatest

acquisitions of the season 1S77, Beautiful, new and varied in

colour, habit of the best singles, with enormous trusses. Con-
tinually receiving testimonials to their excellence, I can

warrant them to please. Twelve varieties for 6j, , six for ^s.

THE BEST NEW SINGLES.—These received highest
commendations from first-class Gardening Journals. Postans'
ten varieties, also his three doubles. Bridal Bouquet, White
Wonderful, &c. ; the thirteen varieties for ts. Smith's four
varieties for rts. (these are good). Dr. Denny's seven fine

singles and two doubles, nine, for 4s. M. New Life, White
Vesuvius, and Salmon Vesuvius sent with either collection for

4J. extra. All post-free, or in pots as preferred (nice plants).

Catalogues on application.

R. PANNETT, Florist. Chailey, Sussex.

BULBS AT GROWERS' PRICES.

TULIPS, fine, mixed, single early, y. per loo.

HYACINTH.S, fine, mixed, double, iSf. per loo,

zs. 6d. per dozen.

CROCUS, fine, mixed, 7^. (sd. p. looo, \s. p. loo.

If over loj. value packing and carridi^cfire.

C. R. FREEUAir,
ECONOMIC SEEDSMAN, NORWICH.

APPLE-W HITE M ELROSE.
" A valuable and fine looking Apple, first-rate quality, suitable

either for culinary or dessert purposes. In use from October to

January."— r/(/t- Hogg's Fniit Mnunat, Fourth Edition.

ORMISTON AND RENWICK beg to an-
nounce that they will send out (first time), in November,

the above celebrated Apple. Price los. ^d.

The Stock being limited, early Orders Iwhich will be for-

warded according to priority of receipt) are respectfully

solicited. The Nurseries, Melrose, N.B.
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HYACIITHS, TULIPS, AM OTHER BULBS.

Wm. Paul & Son
BEG TO ANNOUNCE THAT THEIR

NEW CATALOGUE of HYACINTHS, TULIPS, and other

BULBS, CAMELLIAS, AZALEAS, &c..

Is now ready, and will be sent, post-free, on application.

Collecyons of Bulbs from 10s. 6d. to 84s.

A CHOICE COLLECTION OF CAMELLIAS,
30J. per dozen and upwards.

SPECIMEN CAMELLIAS from One to Tbirty Guineas eacli.

" Hyacinths formed the most important feature of the show, the
principal exhibitor being Mr. William Paul, of Waltham Cross, who
was far in advance of any other in the size and beauty of the noble
spikes which he placed in competition."

—

your/ml of Horticulture.

" Hyacinths were again the main feature, Mr. William Paul taking
first prize with a collection that were as near absolute perfection as in

the present slate of our knowledge we can imagine."— Gardeners'
Chronicle.

" It is due to Mr. William Paul's wonderful group of Hyacinths that a tribute should be borne here to their

incomparable quahty."

—

The Florist.

PAUL'S NURSERIES and SEED WAREHOUSE,
WALTHAM CROSS, HERTS.

HYACINTHS, CROCUS. TULIPS, &,c.

Dick Radclyffe & Co.'s
ILLUSTRATED

CATALOGUE
IS NOW BEADY,

And will be forwarded,

GRATIS and POST-FREE

ON APPLICATION.

128 AND 129, HIGH

HORTICULTURAL

REQUIREMENTS

EVERY DESCRIPTION
KEPT

I N STOC K.

HOLBORN, W.C.

TheThames Bank Iron Company
OLD BARGE WHARF,

UPPER GROUND STREET,
LONDON, S.E.,

Have the largest and most complete stock in the Trade
;

upwards of ^20,000 worth to choose from.

HOT-WATER BOILERS, PIPES, and CONNECTIONS,
And all CASTINGS for HORTICULTURAL PURPOSES.

Their New Illustrated Catalogue, Zth Edition, now ready

{price Sixpetice).

V^TEBB'S
CHOICE COLLECTIOl^S

HYACINTHS,

CROCUS, TULIPS, LILIES, &c.

FOR

GROWING

VASES, GLASSES,

POTS, &c.

lOs. 6ti., 2lB., 42s., and
635. each.

OUTDOOR
CULTIVATION.

103. 6d., 123. 6d., 21s., and

42s. each.

GREENHOUSE

WINDOW BOXES.

lOs. 6d., 12s. 6d., 21s.,

and 42s. each.

Five per Cent. Discount for Cash.

ORDERS OF SOI. VALUE CARRIAGE FREE.

FOR FULL PARTICULARS SEE

Hot-water Apparatus erected complete, or the Materials supplied at Wholesale Prices.

WEBB
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"KENT, THE GARDEN OF ENGLAND."

FRUIT TREES TRUE TO NAME.

ThOS. BUNYARD & SONS'
NEW

DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE FOR 1878,
MAY NOW BE HAD ON APPLICATION.

In these extensive Nurseries (nearly 100 acres) the Amateur may select his dozen, or the Market

Grower his thousands of Trees, from a stock of 1 50,000 well-grown, beautifully rooted, healthy, and correctly

named Trees.

They will be packed for any part of the United Kingdom. Large quantities can be sent in a through

truck at a trifling cost. The carriage will be paid to London or any nearer station, and a liberal discount

given to those who prefer cash payments

.

Extra fine Kentish kinds of CHERRIES, KENT COB NUTS, and every variety of FRUIT
noted in the county.

THOS. BUNYARD &, SONS,
TI^E OLD ESTABLISHED NUESEBIES, MAIDSTONE.

(Also at ASHFORD.)

TREES FOR AVENUE and STREET PLANTING^.
*^* The Trees here mentioned have been grown expressly for Avenue or Street Planting, for which

objects they have had ample room and thorough exposure, and have not, as often happens, been made to

acquire height at the expense of stoutness by overcrowding. They have straight stout clean stems, and
handsomely-furnished well-balanced heads ; and from frequent transplanting are splendidly rooted. They are,

without doubt, the finest stock of Avenue Trees to be met with in any Nursery in Europe, and we challenge

comparison. The girth of the stems is taken at 4 feet from the ground, and not at the base, which is often

deceptive.

PLANES (Platanus occidentalis—the true London
Plane).

10 to 12 feet high, girthing at 4 feet from the ground, 4 to 5 inches.

12 to 14 „ „ „ „ 5 to 6 inches.

15 to 20 „ „ „ „ 7 to 9 inches.

*^* We believe it will generally be admitted that the most suc-

cessful Avenue in London is that on the Thames Embankment, from
Blackfriars to Chelsea, the trees for which were supplied by Anthony
Waterer. Those trees at the time they were planted were alto-
gether inferior to these now offered.

POPULTTS CANADENSIS NOVA.
10 to 12 feet high, girthing at 4 feet from the ground, 4 inches.

14 to 15 „ „ „ ij 5 inches.

\* This new variety is a grand improvement on the well-known
Black Italian Poplar, being more vigorous in growth, with larger and
denser foliage. It is the most reliable and satisfactory tree to plant in

smoky and exposed districts, and in manufacturing towns, especially in

LIMES (Tilia europsea).
12 to 14 feet high, girthing at 4 feet from the ground, 6 inches.

15 to 16 „ „ „ „ 7 to 9 inches.

16 to I S „ „ „ ,, 9 to 1 1 inches.

HORSE CHESTNUTS (-ffisculus Hippocastanum).
12 to 14 feet high, girthing at 4 feet from the ground, 5 to 6 inches.

14 to 16 „ „ „ „ 7 to 8 inches.

SCARLET HORSE CHESTNUTS (.ffisculus

rubicunda).
13 to 14 feet high, girthing at 4 feet from the ground, 6 inches.

SILVER MAPLE (Acer dasycarpum).
12 to 14 feet high, girthing at 4 feet from the ground, 4 to 5 inches.

15 to 16 „ „ „ „ 6 inches.

SYCAMORE (Acer Pseudo-Platanus).
the North England. '

14 to 18 feet high, girthing at 4 feet from the ground, 5 to 7 inches.

*^* The stock of these Avenue Trees comprises many thousands. Purchasers who are desirous of
securing the finest trees, of uniform character, that are in the market, are invited to come and see them growing
in the Nursery, We engage that they will not be disappointed as regards quantity, or quality, or price.

ANTHONY WATERER,
KNAP HILL NUESEEY, WOKING STATION, SUEEEY.
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THE PARIS EXHIBITION of 1878.

\'isitoi-s should see the " Boyd-Willis "

Conservatory, which is generally admitted

to be one of the sights of the Exhibition, and

was honoured with a special visit from their

Royal Highnesses the Prince and Princess of

Wales, and the Crown Prince and Princess of

Denmark, &c.

.-^"

JAMES BOYD k SOIS,
HORTICULTURAL BUILDERS

In Wood or Iron, and Manufacturers of

Hot-water Apparatus

FOR HEATING HOTHOUSES,
Churches, Mansions, Public Buildings,

Harness Rooms, &^c.,

PAISLEY.

ESTABLISHED FORTY YEARS.

HOTHOUSES Built with WOOD,

Preserved by Gardner's Patent Process,

Arc rendered practically Imperishable, being

Proof against Damp or Dry-Rot.

HOTHOUSES ERECTED BY US
May be seen in most parts of Great Britain

and Ireland
;

Also in Australia, New Zealand, Cape of Good
Hope, &c.

i~l~

We find that this Boiler gives great satisfac-

tion wherever it is tried, and from our own ex-

perience we can recommend it.

HEATING APPARATUS
Erected complete, or the Materials supplied at

Moderate Prices.

ILLUSTRATED CIRCULARS POST-FREE.
Complete Catalogue, 3s.

JAMES BOYD & SONS,
Horticultural Builders and Heating Engineers

to Her Majesty's Board of Works,

PAISLEY.

SUTTON'S
FLOWER BULBS,

CAKK/AGE FREE.

SUTTO N'S

SUPERB HYACINTHS.

CHOICE COLLECTIONS
POTS and GLASSES.

£4 4

3 10

2 2

1 15

110
12

9

6

100 Hyacinths, in 100 very choice sorts

100 Hyacinths, in 50 very choice sorts

50 Hyacinths, in 50 very choice sorts

50 Hyacinths, in 25 very choice sorts

25 Hyacinths, in 25 very choice sorts

12 Hyacinths, in 12 extra fine sorts

12 Hyacinths, in 12 choice sorts ..

12 Hyacinths, in 12 good sorts

The order should specify whether they are intended to be

grown in water or earth, as all kinds are not equally suited to

botJi purposes. It should also be stated whether single or

double-blossomed sorts are preferred. The single vaiieties

generally thrive best in water, but their merits are never

ipparent until the flowers are fully expanded.

I

" I congratulate you on the very superior quality of your

bulbs. 100 Hyacinths purchased of you are a grand lot, re-

markable both for enormous size and great variety of colour."

—Mr. T. SiLLENCE, Jun.. Tlie Gardens, Roclic Court.

" The Hyacinth bulbs supplied by you in the autumn have

turned out magnificently. The trusses are splendid."

—

W. Hawlev, Esq , Aih. Faridwrough.

How to Grow Flower Boots successfully.

SEE

SUTTON'S
AUTUMN CATALOGUE,

One of the most Practical Works on the

Cultivation of

HYACINTHS, TULIPS, CROCUS,
LILIES, NARCISSUS, &C.,

YET PUBLISHED.

EROFUSEL Y ILLUSTRA TED.
Price 6d. post-free, or gratis to Customers.

SUTTON & SONS,
THE QUEEN'S SEEDSMEN, READING.,,

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 5, 1S7S.

STOWE.
AFTER the Conquest, that fountain-head oj

family history, Stowe and the title of Earl

of Buckingham were granted to the family of

Gift'ard, who incurred the fate which has un-
happily befallen so many families of note and
wealth since the world began. They failed in

regard to heirs male. Within two generations

the house of Giffard, the wealthiest in Bucks,

terminated in a daughter ; the lady married,

and the estates of the Giffards passed to the

house of Clare.

About this time the founder of another family

who o%\'ned and adorned Stowe in later times,

settled at Cobham, near Gravesend, and in

John's reign the head of this family became
Henry de Cobham, afterwards Lord Cobham.
For a long period the successive generations of

this verj' eminent family were distinguished for

their virtues and high merits, and then came a

Cobham of another sort.

At the old hall at Cobham, the present seat

of the Earl of Darnley, the Lord Cobham of

James the First's time entertained his illustrious

friend and victim, Raleigh, and here the con-

spiracy was hatched for which se\'eral of Lord
Cobham's friends suffered, while he escaped,

dishonoured and despised, with the loss of Cob-
ham Hall. The first decorator of Stowe was
descended from his sister Margaret, the mother
of Miss Christiana Leveson, who married Sir

Peter Temple of Stowe, and became the

grandmother of Sir Richard Temple, who was
created Baron and Viscount Cobham—a title

still enjoyed by his descendants, the Dukes of

Buckingham.
Stowe was converted from a plain manorial

residence in the early part of the last centuiy.

Carpenter's gothic was then the mode in

garden architecture ; squirting waterwor_ks and
dribbling fountains were in fashion, and Stowe
became a striking illustration of the taste of the

eighteenth century. Bridgeman was one of its

embellishers, and one of the most eminent

despoilers of scenery of the last century

;

Launcelot Brown began his career here, married

a young woman of the village, and became head
gardener in the flower and kitchen department

;

and he would have tried his hand upon the

landscape, but Lord Cobham preferred Kent

for his own improvements, and sent Brown into

Northamptonshire to manage for his friend, the

Duke of Grafton. Kent was not to blame for

the monstrosities of Stowe. The garden con-

tained 400 acres enclosed within a sunk fence,

and he laid it out extremely well. Lord Cobham
was the author of the meretricious work, the

arches, temples, obelisks, hermitages, and
pavilions ; and in the middle of a large la\vn

encircled with trees he erected a rotunda upon

ten Ionic columns, with a statue of Bacchus

posed in the centre. Near a temple of Venus

he placed a statue of Queen Caroline, whose

fair form was reflected in pellucid water ; but

as the site was rather damp this statue required

scrubbing frequently.

The classic ages were illustrated by the

Elysian fields, which you entered from the par-

terre by a Doric arch. Apollo and the Muses

were sometimes dripping with rain ; and heroes,

poets, and philosophers were partly swaddled

thick in straw to protect them from the frost.
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There were five illustrative temples, those of

Friendship, of Ancient Virtue, of British

Worthies, of Concord, and of Victory. Appro-

priate inscriptions were composed for each

by George, Lord Lyttleton, and of these the

briefest are the best. In the Temple of British

Worthies there is this inscription :

—

"Sir Isaac Newton, whom the God of Nature made to

comprehend His works."

John Hampden, the patriot, is commended
here ; his defence of liberty is mentioned and his

heroic death. Two poets of Bucks—Pope and
Milton—are here appropriately glorified, as are

Socrates and others in the Temple of Ancient

Virtue. Pope's laudatory verses were inscribed

on Lord Cobham's pillar with those on land-

scape gardening, which begin

—

" Consult the genius of the place in all,"

and end—after urging the rules of procedure —
" Nature shall join you ; Time shall make it grow

A work to \vonder at, perhaps a Stowe."

Pope was a frequent visitor at Stowe.

The Temple of Friendship was appropriated

to the busts of friends, and on the same side of

the garden were the Pebble Alcove and Con-

greve's monument, with a monkey on the top

viewing himself in a glass, with this inscrip-

tion

—

" Comedy is the Imitation of Life .ind the Mirror of

Fashion."

Horace Walpole speaks in his younger days

with pleasure and respect of Stowe's " multi-

plicity of temples and obelisks ; " some outdoor

and rather damp festivities later on diminished

his pleasure, and occasioned rheumatism.

The magnificent reign of Sir William Teinple,

Viscount Cobham, ended in 1749. His sister,

Hester Temple, who succeeded to the peerage

by special remainder, married Richard Gren-

ville, of Wotton, and their son became Ear[

Temple at the death of his mother, and inherited

the estates of Stowe and Wotton. He lived

magnificently. Lady Temple's waiting-maid

describes a garden entertainment during a royal

visit. She says {Gi-cnville Correspondence,

vol. ii., p. 406) ;

—

" July 22.—Arrived Earl of Ashburnham, Mr. Pelham,

Sir Jeffery Amhurst, and Mr. Offley. July 23.—.\rrived

at I o'clock Her Royal Highness (the Princess Amelia),

accompanied by Lady Mary Campbell, Lady Barrymore,

Mr. Middleton, Earl of Bessborough. Earl of Coventry,

and others whose names I could not learn. At 3 went

to dinner, the first course consisting of twenty-one

dishes, elegantly served and well arranged ; a second

course of twenty-seven dishes—the capital dishes in the

first course twice removed, and a well-filled side-table

of wholesome cheer, all served in plate. Her Highness

eat off gold. Nothing can exceed the grandeur and

order by which everything was conducted. Twelve

gentlemen well dressed waited at table, and twenty-four

in livery waited in the ne.xt room, and in tlie grand hall

near the dining-room was a grand concert of music. The
same thing every evening. During Her Royal Higness'

stay the state apartments were illuminated with 120 wax
lights. At half-past 10 Her Royal Highness retired to

her bedchamber, and the nobles to supper, consisting of

twenty-one dishes and a fine dessert. July 24.—Her
Royal Highness, attended by the nobles, went round the

gardens to view the curious works of Nature and Art, which

were in great variety. Tlie buildings, plants, and walks,

together with the fine pieces of water Her Royal Highness

beheld with great astonishment and admiration, answer-

ing far beyond any former reports, descriptions, or con-

ceptions. After dinner Her Highness went round the

park, and returned highly pleased with everything she

saw.

"July 25.—Her H. walked in the garden, in order to

take a second view, but was prevented in great measure

by a heavy shower of rain, which obUged Her H. to take

shelter in Venus' habitation. July 26.—Very rainy.

July 27.—.\11 day a number of people were preparing tha

grotto and garden for Her H. and company to sup

there, the badness of the weather not permitting any
entertainment there before. At ten the gardens were
illuminated with about a thousand lights, and the water

before the grotto was covered with floating hghts. At
the further end of the canal, on the ship, which was
curiously figured with hghts, was a place for the music,

which performed all supper time. Upwards of one thou-

sand people came from all parts to see the company at

supper, which greatly added to the grandeur and magni-
ficence of the place. The mixed assemblage, which
deserves a better appellative than a mob, behaved with

the utmost discretion and civility. Her Highness walked
down to the grotto at half-past ten, and was pleased and
delighted with the grand prospect which was presented

to her view ; nothing was seen but lights and people,

nothing was heard but music and fireworks, nothing felt

but joy and happiness."

The " waiting maid " adds that she never

saw any entertainment conducted with more
care, order, and decorum in all her days,

"every one endeavouring to outdo another in

the places appointed for them by their noble

master and mistress, whose approbation and
acknowledgment they in general received after

the company departed."

In referring to the several Premiers who have
been connected with the county of Bucks, Mr.

Disraeli spoke of Chatham having nursed his

love of freedom among the templa quam dilecta

of him, " In a short quarter of an hour he can
persuade any one of anything."

The cornet (who was an excellent gardener)
married Lord Temple's sister, and became the

"great Commoner" and Lord Chatham.
Writing to his kinsman, the Earl of Chatham
thus refers to Stowe :

—
" I hope pleasure has

constantly attended your steps, and that health

herculean enables you to pursue, without fatigue,

the herculean labours of inagnificence and taste

in which you are engagaed. All here, thank God,
are well, and our Hill knows no complaint but

want of rain." Lord Temple had written a

poem of sixteen stanzas calling Stowe " the

Hill of Hills." Here is a specimen :

—

'

' Tell me no more of Temple's vale,

Nor boast of Arno's flowery dale
;

Taste must confess superior still

The charms which decorate my Hill."

Lord Temple's death occurred through a fall

from his pony-carriage in the park ridings at

Fig. 74.—PLATYCERniiM Hii.i.ii. (see r. 429.)

it. size. B, Venation, c, Scales. D, Spare cases. E. Spores, (b lo E inagnifiej )

of Stowe. He was one of a school of youthful

politicians encouraged by Lord Cobham—the

Grenvilles, Lyttleton, and other young men of

talent, commonly known as " Lord Cobham's
cubs." They were all his frequent visitors at

Stowe— " the fair majestic paradise of Stowe,"

praised by Thomson in wooden verses, the best

he could command on such a theme.

There was a common cause of sympathy
between the old Cobham and the young Pitt

—

they had both been badly used by Sir Horace
Walpole. Pitt entered the House of Commons
a cornet of dragoons, and at the first sound of

his melodious voice attacking the venal minister

and his government Walpole had exclaimed,

"We must muzzle that terrible cornet," and the

cornet was dismissed his regiment. Field-

Marshal Lord Cobham was as roughly handled

for rearing Cobham's cubs among the templa

qicam dilecta. At Stowe the young cornet's

marvellous voice and his charms of eloquence

and conversation proved irresistible. He was

the most agreeable of coinpanions, the most

versatile of wits ; even the fastidious Chester-

field confessed him perfect. Lord Cobham said

Stowe in 1779. He was succeeded by his

nephew, George Grenville, who married the

daughter and heiress of Earl Nugent of Gosfield

Hall, Essex, and was created Marquis of Buck-
ingham. A third magnificent reign at Stowe
terminated with the thirty days' sale of art-

treasures in 1848. H. E.

Nev/ Garden Plants.
Agapanthus umbellatus var. Leiciitli.mi,

Baku:

This is a new form of Agapanthus, recently imported
from the Cape by Herr Leichtlin. It has the dwarf
habit of A. minor, Lodd. Bot. Cab., t. 42, but differs

from that species or variety by its shorter broader

leaves, denser umbel and larger individual flowers.

The leaves under cultivation do not reach i foot in

length, and are about \ inch broad. The slender

common peduncle attains a length of not more than

I \ foot. The pedicels are not more than a i or J inch

long. The perianth is in colour a deep bright

hyacinthine blue, I^ inch long, with inner segments

J inch and outer J inch broad. Altogether it has the

dwarf habit of A. minor, leaves in breadth and flowers

in size approximating to those of typical umbellatus

and a more compact umbel than any form previously

known. It flowers in June. J. G, Baker.
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Platycerium Hillii, sp. n*
,

This Queensland Elk's-horn Fern appears to be I

hitherto undescribed. It has recently been received
1

in this country by Messrs. Veitch lS: Sons from Mr.
W. Hill, after whom it has been named, and is, as I

our illustrations (figs. 74 and 75) show, quite dis-

tinct from the species previously known. The " root- I

stock " is convex, obliquely ovate, forming a solid
:

mass about 8 inches through and 9— 10 inches high,

closely investedby the sterile fronds, which are glossy
1

brown and veiny when mature, with the growing point
j

near their centre. These terile fronds are greyish

when young, sessile, roundish with a sinus where
attached to the growing point, thin and entire at

the margins, the veins conspicuous on the surface, the
principal ones flabelliform, with irregular hexagonal

)

areoles between. Perfect fronds erect, 1 4 foot long.

unaided sight. The basal portion is narrowly cunei-

form, about I foot high, and measuring below the

segments about 8 inches broad, tapering gradually
downwards to the short stipes, which is i inch long,

and is continued upwards as a thick prominent
costa half way up to the lobes, where it parts

into a flabellate series of primary veins forking as

they proceed outwards into the loljes. This portion

becomes green almost before the segments begin to

develope themselves, and at a very early period of

their growth the fronds appear to be both green and
glabrous. The ramifications of the lamina are con-
fined to its upper third. There are two deep incisions

near the central part of the apex, the middle segment
thus formed being much smaller than the outer ones,

usually with only a short lateral segment on one or on
both sides near the top. The lateral divisions are

position of the sori separates it both from this and
from all other described species. The specimen from
which the foregoing notes were drawn up was kindly

furnished by Messrs. Veitch & Son in August last,

and by whom the plant has been produced in public

on one or two occasions, notably at the Preston

show, in our report of which the principal figure here

given {fig. 75) was introduced. T. Moore.

HERBACEOUS PLANTS AT KEW.
Indications of the approaching winter are seen

with no pleasure, except in the beautiful foliage tints

and in the flowering of many fine herbaceous plants ;

these claim an interest second only to that of the first

Fig. 75.—i'latvcf.rium hillii, mature plant.

several springing up close together (9— lo in the plant

before us) ; in the young state clothed with white

stellate scales, which also clothe the ultimate lobes

in the incipient state after the basal portion is fully

developed. The mature fronds are very thinly covered
with minute stellate scales {see fig. 74c), which are

eventually rubbed off, the under-side being also dotted

with scales, but appearing to be glabrous to the

* Sterile fronds sessile, suborbjcular, spreading, with a sinus
where attached to the crown of the rooistock, convex,
g— 10 inches across, lyins closely over each other, quite thin
and entire at the margin, greyish with stellate hairs when
young, and becoming brown and glossy when mature. Fertile

or leafy fronds 18—20 inches high, clustered, erect, with a stout
terete stipes about 1 inch long ; fiond cuneate, tapering c

wards to a long narrow Isase, the basal portion undivided
wards of i foot long, the upper portion (about one-third) dil

15—18 inches across, three-parted, the central segment wjihone
or two side lobes near the apex, the two lateral segments
broader and twice or thrice forked into 5— 10 ultimate lobes.

Sori in small roundish patches near the base of the ultimate
segments—not in the sinus ; mature fronds green and nearly
glabrous, T. M.

more compound, being divided by about three suc-

cessive furcations into oblong lobes narrowing towards

the bluntish apex, these lobes \ inch, or in the few

broader ones i inch across. Sori irregular, but form-

ing small roundish or somewhat oblong patches |—

|

inch across, situate at the base of the ultimate lobes,

or about an equal distance from the apex if there is no

side lobe. These are shown in fig. 74A, the spore-

cases being represented as partially removed from

one of the sori, in order to show the closely reticulated

receptacular veins.

The decided green colour of the plant, which we
have observed in various living specimens, is one

remarkable feature in this plant, the Platyceriums

being usually of a greyish hue, from the abundant
white stellate scales scattered over their surface, and
which appear to be usually more pronounced and
persistent than in this species. In size and general

aspect the plants bear a certain resemblance to P.

alcicorne, but the ramification is different, being con-

fined to the upper one-third of the frond ; while the

harbingers of spring. The consideration how to pro-

long the floral season is the more important now that all

tender bedding plants mayany morning be found a frost-

bitten unlovely mass. Poor indeed is the garden that

has no resource in a well-ordered herbaceous border.

Under a south wall the first flowers of the Bel-

ladonna Lily are just expanding ; its beauty and

perfume need no praise, but we wish to point out

that its outdoor culture need not be the monopoly

of favoured spots. Here it is quite hardy without

protection, Colchicum speciosum may well be com-

pared to this for size and delicate colour ; in its own
genus it is without equal. Also beautiful is C.

autumnale with its wnite and pink double varieties
;

another is C. variegatum with well-marked tesselation.

Several species of autumnal Croci recommend them-

selves to notice, none are more showy than C,

speciosus and C. nudiflorus, while for delicacy of
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mauve tint C. pulchcllus stciiuls without ri\al. Then
follow C. Boryi, pure while, mid C. Kotschyanus,
somewhat pink. Others will almost immediately
open.

Few plants are more effective than Pyrethrum uli-

ginosum ; it grows 5 or 6 feet high, bearing immense
white-rayed flower-heads unsurpassed amongst daisy-

like blooms. Rarely is this grown in sufficient quantity,

but we can well imagine its effect, especially with a

backing, for instance, of dark shrubs. Ophiopogon
spicatus is now in its beauty : with a fountain of dark
narrow leaves it sends up numerous spikes of blue

flowers. Kniphofia iVIacowanI, well known at least to

many readers, is still in bloom, and K. sarmentosa, a

rare and distinct species, is just on the wane. Ane-
mone vitifolia and japonica, with the form kn&wn as

Honorine Jobert, are in fine condition, and stand

among the most essential of border flowers. Asters

yearly receive attention ; the best at present are

A. Amellus and its variety bessarabicus, A. grandi-

florus, A. Novire Anglice and variety pulchelhis, A.

turbinellus, A. ericoides, and A. Novi Belgii var.

minimus : all these are very select. Galatella dracun-

cidoides, of bluish lilac, is the most effective of a genus

closely resembling Aster. Vernonia noveboracensis

is distinguished among the tall-growing Composite
by its neat habit and rich purple flower-heads. Sil-

phiums are commanding in appearance from their

large foliage j the two best are S. perfoliatum and
S. laciniatum (the Compass-plant), both with large

yellow flower-heads. Helianthus orgyalis stands

alone among generally coarse relations in its slender

and gracefully flowing leaves. H. multiflorus fl.-pl.

is valuable for its double flowers and dwarf habit.

Rudbeckia speciosa is one of the best herbaceous

plants of this season ; it grows about i^ foot high,

and is justly admired for a profusion of large bright

yellow flower-heads.

Annuals, by special exhibition and culture, have

recently made, as they justly should, a further step

to the front. Coreopsis tinctoria is now very fine,

and for its deeper colour the variety purpurea is

admirable. In another part of the ground Impatiens

glandiiligera and I. amphorata are highly effective.

The former in particular deserves note ; growing with

vigour to even 5 or 6 feet high, it produces an elegant

profusion of purple flowers ; in any wild part it may
be allowed to care for itself, coming up every year

from self-sown seed, and that without making a weed.
Convolvulus mauritanicus, a beautiful blue trailer, is

justly a favourite ; C. Dorycnium is a neat twiggy

speeies with pink flowers, and C. Scammonia, for-

getting its drug-yielding value, should also be grown
for its white flowers and distinct foliage. A medical

contemporary suggests its culture in the newly acquired

island of Cyprus ; we might further enquire if its value

has been tested when grown in this country. It is quite

hardy, and like Rhubarb might prove of value. Too
much cannot he said in favour of the perennial

Lobelias now in great beauty. In good garden soil

they cannot be excelled for brilliant colours, L.

splendens is fiery scarlet, and the variety ignea deeper

still ; L. fulgens, carmine, and the variety Milleri,

bright lilac, make an equal display. L. littoralis

carpets the ground with its trailing stems and at this

season is usually covered with reddish berries. On
rockwork its white flowers are often effective.

Phygelius capensis and Salvia farinacea we noticed a

short time since, and still they continue in equal per-

fection. Crucianella stylosa and its deeper variety

coccinea are commendable for their long season of

bloom ; the flowers commenced early in summer and

yet still they come.

The South American Eryngiums, scarcely known a

few years ago, are now a feature in every good

collection. E. eburneum, E. paniculatum, E.

Lasscauxi, E. Serra, and E. pandanifolium, one of the

finest, have now fine panicles. We gave an account

of these in our issue of September 21, and all are

included in ihc Kew collection. Sedum spectabile is

well-known as one of the finest, and only requires a

mention. It is in good condition on the wild rockery

at the head of the ground, where also the nearly hardy

Verbena venosa will make a display when its tender

brethren have been gathered from off the ground.

Erigeron mucronatum is here in charming profusion of

bloom, and doubtless will long continue to be. On the

rockwork we find in flower the delicate Omphalodes

Luciliiv:, and another of its order in Lithospermum

prostratum, with also the yellow-flowered and scarce

L. orientalc, which appears to flower nearly all the

year. Polygonum Brunonis, with a dwarf tuft of

foliage, has numerous spikes of pink flowers.

Scaecio pulcher still continues to flower. Lastly,

we have to mention the flowering of Meconopsis
simplicifolia ; its leaves form a rosette on the soil, and
from its centre arises a scape Ijearing a single purple

flower.

THE TREES IN THE PARKS.
I iLWE read with much interest the notices which

have appeared in your columns relating to the trees

in the Parks, the last being from Mr. Newton, who
signs himself " Landscape Gardener." I would now
ask you to publish a communication from an amateur
and owner of trees. I am very fond of my trees, and
never willingly leave them, but circumstances oblige

me to be much from home, and many months in each

year in London ; but wherever I am, at home or

abroad, the contemplation of trees affords me my
favourite recreation, so that perhaps my remarks may
be worth insertion in your columns.

First, as to the general treatment of the landscape

gardening of the Parks ; that is more in Mr. Newton's
line than mine, but I could point out that his recom-

mendations can only be partially carried out in Ken-
sington Gardens. We are tied to its main feature,

the broad avenues radiating from the Round Pond.
It is not a style which I admire, or which I should

recommend to be adopted in laying out a new park,

but it has a certain stately beauty of its own which
should be maintained. I see, however, no reason

for retaining dense masses of trees behind the avenues.

I quite agree with Mr. Newton in what he says of

the treatment of the ground on the east side of the

Serpentine—glades can be obtained in other places

without interfering with the main features of the

gardens, such, for instance, as exists where the old

Scotch Firs once grew on the north side. This, I

think, should not be planted up—indeed I think there

are other places which have been replanted which
might have been judiciously left bare of trees.

Next as to the treatment of existing trees. I think

the criticisms regarding the state of the old trees in

Hyde Park and the charge of neglect against the

present management are most unjust. Nearly all the

old trees in Hyde Park are Elms in a hopeless state

of decay ; if their condition be the result of neglect, it

may have occurred many years, even centuries ago.

The Elm, like a revengeful man, never forgets an

injury, the wound may grow over and have been for-

gotten, but the decay caused by it spreads inwardly,

unsuspected till some storm proves that what appeared

a thoroughly healthy tree is a mere shell. This is

more or less the case with many trees, but more with

the Elm than any other that I am acquainted with.

In Kensington Gardens the worst trees are the Oaks

;

their condition, too, I look on as hopeless ; this is

probably partly caused by defect of soil, partly by
London smoke, which appears to be fatal to Oaks,

this latter cause having destroyed nearly all the

Scotch Firs, which were once such an ornament to

these gardens. Then come the Lime and Horse
Chestnuts : they have apparently been much neglected

till of late years, having been left much too thick ;

but, generally speaking, I do not regard their condi-

tion as hopeless. Though veiy many are stagheaded

they appear to have profited by recent thinning ; let

this be continued cautiously year by year and I do not

desjiair of many of those most drawn up becoming
handsome trees : but though they have sulTcred mainly

from want of thinning, I doubt if it is the only cause

of their unhealthiness. It appears to me that the

nearer the trees are to the Round Pond the more un-

healthy they are, and that excessive moisture perco-

lating the subsoil from the pond may be the cause of

some of the mischief. I think, too, that the present

want of thinning has been much exaggerated ; there

are certainly spots towards the west end of the gardens

where a good many trees might be judiciously taken

out, but not to the extent of every other tree, as

recommended by Mr. Newton. There arc other trees

in Kensing'ton Gardens, such as Spanish Chestnut..

Beech, and Ash, which will, I think, be exterminated

by London smoke in a few years.

Then, as to the kind of trees to be planted, I

would strongly deprecate the planting of any quantity

of trees of any kind not proved to be able to bear

London smoke ; these are comparatively few, the

best being Plane (the best of all), then perhaps Pop-
lars of difibrent kinds for moist places (I would
strongly recommend that Poplars should be planted

exclusively near the Round Pond), then Horse Chest-

nut and Lnnc. There are others which probably

would for a time make a show, but not seeing them

except as miserable specimens in London, I should

fear that the westward spread of the great city would

be fatal to them before they became large trees. The
list is a scanty one, but it comprises some of oui

noblest trees. I have not the pleasure of Mr. New-
ton's acquaintance, but I should think poorly of his

professional abilities if he could not produce beautiful

eflccts with them.

I could not recommend experimental i>lanting in

the London parks for general purposes of instruction.

Who, for instance, could learn anything of the

general effect to be produced by planting Oaks or any

of the Conifer^e from a study of the specimens to be

seen in London ? With this exception, however,

that experiment might be made to ascertain the suit-

ability of new trees to the climate of London, I quite

agree with Mr. Newton as to the desirability of thin-

ning the trees by the side of Rotten Row and else-

where. Of course, ignoramuses will howl, as when
the Elms were removed from the Green Park by the

side of PIccadill)', where more still may be done with

advantage. C. C. //. G.

ZONAL PELARGONIUMS AT
CHISWICK.

The nearer we approach the winter season the

more effective and striking in appearance do the Zonal

Pelargoniums become. In all cases where there is

glass accommodation a collection of Zonals should

be grown as late summer and autumn flowering plants.

As the duration of daylight sensibly wanes and the

nght lengthens, the flowers take on greatly intensified

hues of colour, and it is difficult to recognise some of

them. The tints of purple mount up to an almost

regal brilliancy, while pinks deepen to violet, and

salmons to orange-carmine. At Chlswick there is a

very interesting set of these plants, they are bloom-

ing freely, and appear likely to flower for a long time

to come ; and a selection of varieties as follows gives

a batch that are well adapted for cultivation in pots

for flowering under glass through the autumn and

winter. Perhaps a leaf might be borrowed from the

books of the market growers, small plants in 48-pots

being most likely to stand and flower well through

these dull days.

Of pink varieties our selection should include Mrs.

Wright, Mrs. Leavers, deep in colour and very fine
;

Blanche Gordon, very dwarf in growth, free blooming

and fine in colour ; Louisa Squires, purplish pink,

very pretty ; Lady Sheffield, Octavie, a charming

light variety, but described as Apple-blossom, tinged

with delicate violet ; and Paddy, pale pink, delicate,

and very pretty. The depth of colour taken on by

some of these pinks at this time of the year is most

remarkable, and it is diflicult to find in the richness

of the violet tints the flowers grown under the bril-

liancy of the summer sun, and the full light of a long

June day.

The salmons are like the pinks—they become very

deep in colour, and what might be termed orange-car-

mine shades prevail ; the flowers of the type of Vanessa

are very fine and striking just now, so novel and distinct

do they appear. In addition to Vanessa there are

Merry Duchess, Mrs. Bourne, which might be best

described as a warm salmon, so glowing does the tint

become ; Beauty of Allendale, very bright ; Lady
Eva Campbell ; Gertrude, very good ; Pierre de Pcr-

thus, in the way of Vanessa, but very bright in

colour ; and Charles Smith, also in the same way,

but very striking. All the salmons are very pleasing

indeed at this time of year.

Of white varieties—if purity be sought for—^Jeanne

d'Arc, Madame Edgar Quinet, and Snowdon are

decidedly the best. The great value of Jeanne d'Arc

lies in the fact that in its flowers can be noted an
almost entire absence of the red stamens that disfigure

some of the while, or, at least, detract from their

purity. Jeanne d'Arc must stand at the head of the

whites, Snowdon coming in next.

If any particular type can be said to kindle one's

liking for these gay flowers into something like enthu-

siasm il is the purple-flowered varieties. They have
taken on quite a rich and uncommon glow of juuplc

now, like that which gives a lustre to an imperial

robe. The purples are grand in their warmth of

floral expression, especially such a fine variety as

Dr. Denny, but it has a bad habit of growth [Which
however is remediable. Eus.]. Then there arc Louis,
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Ziileika, ^KoUa, Atalantn,, very fine ; and Irene, all

furnishing fine and rich lints. There are many
others, but the foregoing represent the cream of them
now in Ijloom.

The crnnsons too are very fine and showy, the

colours very deep, even to a rich blackness of crim-

son. This is eminently true of such fine forms as J.

C. Musters, Samuel Plimsoll, Charles Schwind, very

good ; Empress Maude, very rich in colour ; Lus-

trous, well named, for it is exceedingly bright;

Nyanza, very rich in colour ; and Walter Scott, also

very (hie. Tlie cool autumn weather appears to give

a noticeable consistency to the pips, which in size

and stoutness of texture make them of great value

as decorative agents.

Lastly come the scarlets and those having touches

of magenta on the petals. Two scarlets were parti-

cularly good, viz.. Colonel Seeley and Gnome, both

very bright and effective. Those having cerise-scarlet

flowers, the scarlet preponderating, comprised some
very fine sorts, especially Mrs. Ncwdegate and Mrs.

Pearson, both grand in form and size ; and Lizzie

Brooks. Of those having magenta-tinted flowers.

Spelling Bee, Miss Wakefield, and Mrs. Jacob were

specially attractive.

Plants grown on from spring or summer struck cut-

tings will be found the best for flowering in autumn
and winter. Having been well grown during the

term of probation, and the pots filled with roots, the

plants with ordinary attention bloom freely and finely

in a sufficienLly warm temperature. R. JJ.

GILDABROOK, ECCLES, NEAR
MANCHESTER.

Tjil; lovo of gcirdening is not confined to any class

or condition of men, nor is the pleasure to be derived

from a garden to be measured by its extent. The
cottager with a rod or two of ground in front of his

cottage cultivates his little plot, tends his flowers

with loving care, and is in many cases happier in the

enjoyment of them than the owner of 10,000 acres

is of his vast possessions. The garden also brings

a solace to the business man from the worry and

anxiety of his daily life. A gentleman in business in

the East-end of London told me that if it had not

been for the relief that he experienced from tending

his flowers, during a severe crisis in his business, that

he would have given up in despair. There is much
to be learned by visiting gardens where the owner

understands the culture of his flowers, and takes a

personal interest in them.

The owner of Gildabrook is Mr. Gorton, a florist,

and the flower that he has given most of his attention

to is the Carnation and Picotee. Of these he has a very

large collection, comprising all the best varieties in

cultivation. They are cultivated in pots and beds,

and they are also well grown. The time has now
arrived to take the layers from the parent plant, this

is done about the last week in .September or the first

in October. I rather incline to the later date, as I

have found, when potted very early, even if they are

well rooted at the time, the plants do not succeed so

well ; the reason of this I ha\e not been able to

determine, and it may not be the experience of all

growers. Mr. Gorton had not noticed this in his own
experience. .\s a proof, too, that some varieties

thought to be in the highest position only a few years

ago are gradually being displaced by better sorts,

Mr. Gorton told me that he must this year discard

such as Mrs. Lord, heavy rose, and one or two of the

light purples of the character of Mrs. Little.

The opinion of Mr. Gorton and others of the

Northern florists on the "exhibiting and dressing"

controversy is that much that has been written against

it has been by men who know nothing about what they

write, and that their arguments, if such they can be

called, are unworthy of notice. The carping critics

alluded to delight in misrepresenting the facts, using

the word mutilation in a sense that conveys an erro-

neous impression to the general public. There is

another aspect of the case that has so far been lost

sight of, and that is the fact that in the eye of a

botanist a double Carnation is a monstrosity, and has

been made such by the art of the cultivator. Art and

Nature have been combined to produce the flower

before it has been "seized by the scurf of its tender

throat" by a barbarous florist. If you blame the

florist for dressing a flower, you must also blame him

for producing it. However, let us hope that the

misused phrase, common sense, will pre\ail.

The Auricula is another of Mr. Gorton's flowers,

and if it occupies the second place in his regard it is

because he cannot obtain the best sorts. Many varie-

ties of the Auricula are slow of increase, still, with a

better knowledge of the flower than we yet possess,

much greater results will be obtained. Few florists

would care to cut the head of a choice and scarce

sort, but I have practised this very successfully, and
will give one case as an illustration. I cut over

Taylor's Glory on April 30, 1875. The top was
placed in a very small pot, and speedily formed roots ;

from the old stump came six offsets, and by the end
of the season I had seven Taylor's Glory. Since that

lime two more plants have been beheaded, and the

result is thirty plants. It will be readily observed
that in three more years nearly 300 plants might be
•produced.

I admired Mr. Gorton's arrangcrjienls for his glass

coverings. The plants are in frames, with the pots

plunged in sand in the usual way ; but overhead is a

light glass framework, raised sufliciently to allow a

tall person to walk comfort.ably underneath. Chry-
santhemums are grown as well at Eccles as I have
ever seen them, even at Stoke Newington in its

palmiest days ; and notwithstanding that the plants

have been grown with the greatest luxuriance they are

still very dwarf. It is the custom with most culti-

vators to grow on their plants without pinching the

growths back, but these plants were stopped in May
and started from quite near the surface of the ground.
Four or five growths only were allowed to grow from
each plant, and now each of these shoots has a well-

formed flower-bud at the end of it. The foliage on
these Chrysanthemums I have never seen surpassed.

One plant is grown in a lo-inch pot. With such

extreine luxuriance in the growth of the plants I

have never seen such a dwarf habit, and this can only

be attributed to pinching over the growth in May.
The other elements of success is potting in good turfy

loam with a fourth part of rotten manure, and
liberal supplies of manure-water when the flower-buds

are set. J. Douglas.

NOTES FROM THE POTATO
SHOW.

A MERE record of the awards at such a show as

was the recent International Potato Exhibition alifords

but inconclusive evidence of the general results that,

to any one versed in Potato lore and culture, seems to

follow such displays of the tuber. To the majority of

readers these records present solely the gains or losses

of various individuals, but the cultivator is rather in-

terested in noting the progress made in the develop-

ment of the Potato in the hands of the many able

growers who stage the vast numbers of exhibits,

and in comparing the features displayed in the several

sorts shown that have been grown in all kinds of soils

and in all parts of the kingdom.

A captious critic of a certain knowing school may
perchance be heard to exclaim, *' Why, the old Forty-

fold was better than any new Potato here." This is just

the sort of criticism that enthusiasts have to contend

with, as it emanates from persons who are practically

ignorant, or having in years past grown their typical

kind steadily refuse to believe that the world
has prospered since their day. No more tangible

evidence of the advance made in the development of

the Potato could be found than is seen at the Inter-

national Potato Show, as the Fortyfold is not only
never seen on its tables, but is rarely grown in gardens.

If any one would care to test Potatos in relation to

table quality, they will find that in this sense there has
been no retrogression since the days of the Fortyfold.

The Lapstone, Victoria, Rector of Woodstock, King
of Potatos, Schoolmaster, Woodstock Kidney, McKin-
lay's Pride, Radstock Beauty, Early White Kidney,
Magnum Bonum, Blanchard, Covent Garden Per-

fection, and scores of others testify that there has
been no falling back, whilst we have added beauty,

refinement, and greatly increased cropping qualities

—

features that are worth something, and enable us to

say that, if rowers, cricketers, racehorses, and other

fallible things succumb to the foreigner, at least in

Potatos we can lick creation, the prolific United
Slates not excepted.

In the simple matter of the production of bulk,

what a stride has been made since the old Fortyfold

days ! What sorts could then compare with Snow-
flake, Trophy, Manhattan, Magnum Bonum, Inter-

national, and Schoolmaster, which present but a few

examples of kinds that will produce great size in

tuber and enormous bulk in crop, if those features

alone are all that growers look for? Even in the

limited sense of bulk only, the Potato produce through

the introduction of these kinds has been enormously

increased. There can be no reason for doubting but

that the committee of the International Potato Show
have reason to be proud of the success that so far has

resulted from their efforts to promote these annual

gatherings ; an immense impetus is thus given to the

cultivation of the tuber as well as to the production

of new kinds, some of which may prove to be Iwnd

fide sterling kinds, and growers will not grudge the

little expense and trouble involved in the growing of

many and various sorts, if out of the mass eventually

shall come some that shall give us our ideal of disease-

resisting, large cropping, beauty, and the most
refined quality,

A notable feature in the show was the constant

repetition of various kinds in the several collections,

and we cannot but draw from that fact the inference

that these said kinds, in addition to being favourite

exhibition kinds, must also be generally good doers in

all soils and situations. In this respect some of the

most recently introduced sorts present evidences of

special value over older kinds. The premier place

was taken by Mr. Fenn's fine kidney, International,

undoubtedly the largest" cropping and handsomest
white kidney ever sent out ; this, in addition to some
twenty dishes in the special class allotted to it, was also

found in fifty-three separate collections— a strong

proof of its popularity with growers. Next to this

came that very fine and valuable white round, School-

master, which was found in forty-seven collections.

Blanchard came in thirty-five lots. Rector twenty-nine,

Grampian twenty-eight, Porter's Excelsior twenty-

five, and the new large red kidneys, Garibaldi and

American Trophy, twenty each. No other kinds

exceeded these numbers amongst sorts of recent intro-

duction, but of old ones the most favoured were

Snowflake and Lapstone under its various synonyms,

which were found in twenty-seven and twenty-nine

collections respectively. Trophy is perhaps less

known than other sorts, and of this it may be said

that what Snowflake is amongst whites Trophy is

amongst reds. It is even, smooth, very handsome,

needs only moderate cultivation, and then produces a

very large crop of good-sized tubers. It presents a

very decided advance upon Late Rose, Superior,

Ruby, and all other American red kidneys. Man-
hattan, another new American, resembles the Old
Farmer's Glory, but less uneven in appearance. It is

a very heavy cropper, but the flesh is somewhat
coarse when the tubers are big. Triumph is a very

pretty red American, resembling a refined Flourball.

The bright colour of the skin is perhaps its chief

commendation. One other new American sort, shown
yet only by Mr. McKinlay, Shelburne. is almost an

oval-shaped tuber, the skin presenting not the

whiteness of our best white kinds, but " pallid," like

the countenance which is "sicklied o'er with the

pale cast of thought," but, curiously enough, the nose

tinted with red. In form, however, it is very

handsome. The Messrs. Hooper exhibited about

twenty kinds of recent American introduction, but

none of these displayed special features of cultural

value in advance of those just mentioned.

English raisers have not been idle, and ha\e perhaps

more than in times past sought for size attached to

the best table quality, and have not been unsuccess-

ful. The nev/ Woodstock Kidney, raised by Mr.
Fenn, is one of the grandest Potatos ever raised by
any one. Samples of this were exhibited only by the

Messrs. Sutton & Sons, of Reading, who hold the

stock, and by Mr. McKinlay, who had several dishes

of it, and whose samples ranked amongst the hand-

somest seen in the show. Mr. McKinlay found when
this kind was lifted that it gave at once the best crop

and literally handsomest sample of any white kidney

he ever lifted. Further than this, it combines all the

best features of a table Potato— it is simply perfect.

The Vicar of Laleham, raised by the Rev. Mr. Peake,

of Laleham, is a very fine flat round, having a bright

violet-purple skin and flesh of pure white ; it is a

seedling from Red Emperor and Victoria, and pre-

sents all the best features of these two fine kinds.

This was shown only by Mr. R. Dean. Emerton's

Advance is a decidedly improved Victoria, from which

it is a seedling. This was quite free from disease,

whilst Victoria suffered severely. Beckenham Beauty

is a very early and handsome white kidney of Mr.

McKinlay's raising, and is a fine promising kind.
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Mr. Fenn had several samples of his Anglo-American

crosses, all very fine taking kinds. These present the

fine cropping features of the American parents with

the excellent table quality of our best English sorts in

alliance. In a year or two hence some of these will

make a noise in the Potato world.

This somewhat slight reference to the seedling

kinds presented at the show naturally leads up to a

reference lo the singularly critical and elucidatory

remarks upon the raising of new kinds and the Potato

show generally offered by outsiders, especially in the

columns of the Times and the Daily Tt'lcgraph news-

papers. The Times report of the Potato show tells

us that, although in agricvdture the plant is usually

propagated by dividing the tuber into "several slices,"

eachof which contains an eye or stem-bud, the "farmers"

of new varieties resort to a different method. They
mingle the pollen of the blossoms of two kinds of Potato

as the bees or the wind might mingle it in a state of

Nature. When a Regent is thus combined with a

Fluke, the offspring may be expected to have the

weight and solidity of its female parent with the level

eyes of the Fluke, that nothing may be lost in the

peeling ; and thus has this veracious reporter been

coached up to write drivel. The acme of the absurd

however is reached when we are gravely told that to

" avoid introducing the Colorado beetle the American

Potatos sent out to English growers by the principal

seed merchants are "raised from American seed in

this country, not imported direct;" and other nonsense,

all of which is so utterly stupid and positively untrue

as to make us blush for the character of our daily

Press.

After such exhibitions of ignorance as these can we
afford to laugh at the eccentricities of the French news-

papers? But the most amusing feature of these

criticisms is found in the fact that in the leader which

the Daily Telegraph devoted to the Crystal Palace

exhibition on the 27th, almost the very words and exact

fallacies shown in the Times report were reproduced

—

the writer being either the same in both cases, or else

a veritable appropriator, who did not scruple to filch

from the Times and work it up as original. The
leader writer opens with a cutting from the leader in

the Gardeners'' Chroniek of the 21st ult. ; then we are

told that a contest for pre-eminence lies chiefly

between the " American and the English exhibitors,"

and that it speaks well for the persistence of our

native cultivators that they can hold their own
against their Transatlantic rivals. But mark this :

"The artful coercion of Nature practised by the

husbandman from time immemorial is not now the

only device adopted through the stress of competition.

Grafting, it seems, is now being followed by the

" newer " expedient of " pollination," all of which is

aaid to be due to Mr. r)arwin. What say you lo that

you Fenns, Clarkes, Patersons, and others ? Then
comes the passage I noted previously from the Times,

but somewhat dressed in the fashion of the Telegraph

leader, and the story of the Regent and the Fluke

is retold. After this need it be said that in matters

horticultural the cobbler of the daily press should

stick to his last ?

Somewhat nearer the mark, still not devoid of a

humorous aspect, • were the remarks made upon the

advance in the Potato by some of the speakers at the

luncheon, which so fitly followed the judging. One
gentleman propounded the theory that just as you

produced refinement in the tuber by filling up its eyes,

beautifying its form, and reducing its bulk from

moderate size to suitable table development, so also

did the tuber manifest greater weight in comparison

with the big coarse kinds—that is to say, a medium-
sized smooth Rector of Woodstock would weigh as

heavily as a deep-eyed kind of coarser texture, even

though somewhat larger. That this is correct there

can be little doubt, as the improved weight is obtained

not so much by the mere filling up of the eyes as in

the elimination of water in the composition of the

tuber and the introduction of more starch. This is

a point which the admirers of the big coarse deep-eyed

sorts lose sight of, as it has l^een proved over and

over again, not only in relation to the Potato but also

in reference to all roots, that increase in bulk means a

less percentage of nutriment and an increase of water,

whilst in smaller roots the result is exactly the

converse.

The Chairman created some amusement when,

jumping too hastily to a conclusion, he pronounced

at once in accepting the above theory in favour of

"chats" as presenting the most concentrated form

of Potato food. This was, of course, somewhat

burlesquing a honest theory ; but even in relation

to "chats," which are somewhat contemptuously

spoken of, it is an undoubted fact that these, even

when cooked in bulk in a copper, excel all big

Potatos in the qualities of delicacy and flavour. It will

thus be seen that outside of the discussion connected

with the disease, which has from time to time evoked

the writing of more nonsense perhaps than any other

horticultural topic, it is possible to write and talk

some nonsense about the tuber itself; still all this dis-

cussion and notice shows how potent a factor the

Potato has become, not only in a horticultural sense

but also as an element of food.

The committee, and especially the promoters of the

International Potato Show, may well be proud of the

results that have followed from their efforts to popu-

larise the tuber, when leading journals, both in the

daily and gardening papers, devote leading articles to

the exhibition and to the esculent. This ought to

encourage the promoters to labour on with energy,

and strive even yet to accomplish more than has

been done in the past. That so far nothing has been

done to gather up from exhibitors and growers the

results of all their labours and experiences is to be

deplored. The gathering together from all parts of

the kingdom of the most successful Potato cultivators

might be taken advantage of, and be utilised for some
more efficient object than the mere staging of their

best tubers and the taking of them away again. It is

impossible to say what valuable hints or experiences

many of these men may be able to give—it is im-

possible to say how anxious some may be to learn

from others if the chance were offered ; but so far

nothing has been done. Having gone on well so far,

has not the time arrived when something higher and
more valuable might be accomplished ? A. D.

A HOLIDAY IN CARDIGAN-
SHIRE.

{Cotuluded from p. 3Q9.)

The Lampeter meeting being virtually over, the

Rev. Charles Chidlow, the Rev. D. R. Thomas, and

the writer of these lines determined to spend a few

days on an exploring expedition on the mountains by
themselves. The opportunity for executing this pro-

ject was entirely due to Mr. Chidlow, who knew
the ground and offered every hospitality to his two

companions. The points chosen for exploration on

Saturday, August 24, were Bryn-mawr, Esgair-Fraith,

Craig-pillbo, Craig-twrch, &c., situated some ten or

twelve miles east of Lampeter. These places are

reached by the steep and often rugged old Roman
road named Sam Helen ; the roadway is even now^ as

perfect in many places, with large slabs of stone, as

when first made. The mountains, and even the

mountain-tops, are everywhere boggy. Growing in

these bogs of peat the Cotton Sedge, Eriophorum
vaginatum, is abundant ; as are Narthecium ossifragum,

Viola palustris, and many other bog plants. The
peat is everywhere covered with fungi. The rare

Agaricus oniscus is abundant, and different species of

the subgenus Omphalaria are common ; indeed the

species of this subgenus seems to abound on the peat

in the most extraordinary manner. Deep in the peat

itself are branches and roots of Birch and Oak, often

of great size, showing that these mountains were in

past ages well wooded. The principal Heath is Erica

Tetralix, whilst Pinguicula vulgaris grows in every wet

place, principally amongst the stones, and the Corn
Marigold in the cultivated patches.

The hills, of course, are marked on the Ordnance

map, as are many of the cairns in this district, but on

making a careful examination of the first place reached

about Craig-pillbo, it became manifest that we were

on the ruins of an ancient British town of great size.

Ruinous hut-circles were dotted over the mountain

sides (generally in groups) in scores if not hundreds.

Cairns {often more or less thrown down) were met

with in many new positions, whilst kist-vaens

(ancient graves of stone) were seen in plenty. At
one position there was a huge overturned cromlech,

with a prostrate capstone 10 feet long. In many
])laces the grassy surface had been disturbed, and

although all these places were searched over, as well

as all parts of the hills traversed, yet they did not

produce a single worked instrument of stone, or a

single flake of stone struck off by man. Many of the

kists, cairns, and stone-huts had been demolished for

making walls ; for this purpose many hundreds,

If not thousands of loads of stone had been taken

from these prehistoric structures. A rustic tukl us

that a skull had been found amongst some of the

stones. Nine structures were carefully examined,

measured, and drawn, and it was decided to visit the

place again on the following Monday. Before quitting

the mountain the fungological member of the parly

had the misfortune to get up to his knees in one of

the peat-bogs, but some comfort may be secured iu

all our trials if we only look at things aright, ^^'c

thought of one of the general secretaries who a short

time previously had got up to his neck in a similar

bog, and who had lo wait in the bog till ropes and a

horse were fetched for his extrication. After the

secretary had been drawn out he had to be scraped.

Sunday, August 25, was spent in a quiet way, in

first listening to a Welsh sermon, and then noting

the objects near the vicarage at Caio, close to which

building there was growing a fine edible Giant Puff-

ball (Lycoperdon giganteum). Noticed how badly

the larger fruit trees grew on the stony soil, and

how well the Potatos looked in the kitchen garden

and on the table. Found the Potatos to be Sutton's

Magnum Bonum, and heard that they had been grown

in the kitchen garden for three years in succession

without the production of one bad tuber. Noticed

—

as I had often noticed before—that all the Convolvuli

open in the dusk of evening ; they are night-bloomirg

plants, as is Batatas paniculata, figured in a recent

number of the Gardeners'' Chroniele (p. 341). Noticed

for the first time that in exposed positions the house-

martin builds two lateral bracket-like supports to hold

the nest of mud firmly up against the eaves ; in some
instances the supports are almost invisible, in others

they are large and distinct, one on each side. Sedum
Rhodiola is a very common plant in the hedges

about Caio, where it grows in company with Oxalis

Acctosella.

When Monday, August 26, arrived, the two reverend

archaeologists dressed themselves in old clothes in readi-

ness for rough work ; the secretary, nothing daunted

by his previous mishap, had a patch of alarming size

and foreign colour and material on the back of his

coat. The Roman road, and at length the mountain

side by Carn-Esgair-Fraith were reached, and then all

three, aided by three hired assistants, set to work in

earnest. No Government or British Association

grant was forthcoming, or indeed had any permission

been asked for excavation ; but if the commoners are

allowed to cut and carry off peat without permission,

why should not uncommoners open a cairn? After

sketching was over the clergymen used the crowbar

and shovel, whilst your artist, after gathering speci-

mens ot Lycopodium clavatum, laid aside his pencil

and lustily plied the plebeian pickaxe. The first

place experimented upon was an immense ditched

tumulus, 60 feet in diameter from centre to centre uf

ditch. Upon the tumulus is a truly gigantic jirostrale

stone of quartz conglomerate, 17 feet 6 inches long

and 4 feet 6 inches square ; it is termed the Carreg-

y-bwgi—the Bogey or Goblin Stone. One j^iece

has been blasted oft' with gunpowder, and a

neighbouring farmer, in a fit of unparalleled

liberality, has offered 5.;. to any one who will split

the stone into pieces. An excavation of considerable

size was made in the mound, which disclosed a series

of stones radiating from the centre. Under 12 inches

of mould there were 12 inches of red clay, with frag-

ments of burnt wood, and under this a stratum of

grey marly clay brought from a distance : the lower

bed of fine clay was no doubt the bed upon which the

bodies of the dead chieftains were laid, but every trace

of the bodies had vanished, and no potter)-, worked
stones, flakes, or objects of human manufacture what-

ever, were found. We were told by our three assist-

ants that if we disturbed the mounds and cairns we
should be overtaken by fearful storms, and, as if to

prove the truth of this common belief in Wales, we
were directly afterwards overtaken by a drenching

storm of rain and driving wind. Mr. Chidlow un-

wisely refreshed the assistants with claret, and it had

a bad effect, for it made the men suspicious: they had

not tasted claret before, and they took it for some
Mephistophelean compound better avoided thandrunk,

and over which they made grimaces horrible to behold.

After the tumulus, four kist-vaens, under what had

once been cairns, were carefully opened : with the

assistance of the pickaxe, the crowbar, and the shovel,

the covering stones were removed, and the stone cham-

bers which once enclosed the dead exposed. One was a

double kist for two interments; the chambers were about

3 feet by 2 feet, and I foot 6 inches deep, this gave

sufficient room for the dead body as the bodies were
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nearly always buried on their sides, with one hand
under the face, and the knees drawn up to the chin.

In every instance the bed of fine clay was found, but

in no instance was there the slightest trace ot the

body or of any manufactured object. The nature of

the soil, and the constant heavy rains passing over

yiese hills, would be more than sufficient to destroy

every trace of a body laid in the grave so many
centuries back. A writer in the Athcnaum last year

denied that there were any grounds for placing a very

high antiquity, /.t'., more than say about 2000 years, on

some of these structures in Wales, especially in North
Wales ; but there are reasons, in the extreme rudeness

of the structures, in the almost total absence of worked
stones and instruments about the positions, and there

is a philological reason in the name by which the

hut circles are known, viz., Cyttiau Gwyddelod. '

This term to some thinkers indicates the presence on
these positions of a pre-Celticrace, as the words mean
the huts or styes of the Gaels or foreigners, and not

of the forefathers of the Celts themselves. By the

time the kist sand huts had been examined the whole
mountain was enveloped in clouds, and such a terrific

Woolhopean downfall of rain and driving wind had
rarely been expended on the most weather-beaten of

the three men, who now returned to a somewhat late

dinner at Caio at 9.30 p.m.

It had been arranged to visit Traws-nant and Bryn-
glas on the following day, but Mr. Chidlow's horse

was so tired that it was decided to make the next

mountain day Wednesday instead of Tuesday,

especially as Mr. J. M. Davies of Ffroodvale had
asked the three resurrectionists to dinner on the

Tuesday. A visit was therefore made to the ruins of

Talley Abbey (Tal-y-llychau), the old bell of which is

now in Exeter Cathedral. Near the Abbey there are

some truly magnificent Ash trees ; one of these,

which is known to be 150 years old, measures

more than 30 feet in circumference at 4 feet from the

ground. A few years ago several hundreds of

human skeletons were dug out ot the ground close

to the tower of the Abbey. Amongst plants growing

amid the ruins may be mentioned the Elder and

Gooseberry, the Hemlock, Chelidonium majus, and

Cotyledon Umbilicus. A visit was also made to

Llansawel and its Fern-clad church, with its Norman
font, its two Ijuilt up squinches, and its curious seat

in the south wall. During the drive to this place

many species of fungi were observed, and especially a

magnificent group of Boletus Satanas (fig. 76) in a

hedge. This fungus appears to be a rare plant, the

writer can only rememlier finding it once before,

and then near Winchester. It seems to be a good

and well-marked species, with blood-red tubes and

a livid-white top. On being touched it immediately

changes to red, then blue. It is said to be a dangerous

plant, as its name indicates, but snails appear to eat it

with a rehsh. B. purpureus, B. luridus, and B.

//

some places rivery, anil glowworms sparkleil in the

hedge sides.

Wednesday, August 28, was the last day of real

hard work, and then the Kev. J. A. Williams, of Llan-

sawel, joined the party (on horseback). This party

consisted of the Rev. D. R. Thomas, the Rev. C.

Chidlow, the writer, and at length a learned black-

smith to show the way. A stoppage was made at

Aber-bianddu to examine a gigantic old Yew, now
preyed upon by Polyporus sulfurcus, and to inquire

after an old stone not then to be found. From this

; Fig 76. —poletus '

erythropus were found during the same drive. We
were very kindly received in the evening at Ffroodvale

by Mr. and Mrs. Davies. The latter, not knowing

she was in the frcsciicc, said the Cambrian

arch^ologists had geological, philological, entomo-

logical, botanical, *' generalological," and even a

fungological man amongst them ; she thought the

specialities of the first pleasant enough, but as for the

fungologist—at this moment the fungologist was

introduced ! The party got back to Caio rather late ;

the night was as black as pitch, the roads stony, in

place the unfrequented road became uncommonly

liad, and the carriage w.is put up at the farm. The

mountain scenery, with its torrents of water, is here

grand in the extreme ; a ledge of Roman age

leading to Dolo-Cothy is cut on the rocks to the

right, and the heights are here and there impressively

dotted with cairns belonging to the stone age. Not

far from Aber-braddu there is a deep and dangerous

gorge and echoing waterfall. The lowest depth

of this unsafe and echoing place is known as

the "Bottomless Pit," and into the lowest level

of this place the three clergymen descended

;

the fungologist keeping on the heights, having

little interest in any infernal matters beyonil

Boletus Satanas. The Bottomless Pit produced

Chrysosplenium oppositifolium and some different

Tungermanniece. The road from here to Traw-nant

is of the most complicated and contrary nature—often

steep and stony, and then so wet and boggy that it

is only by a special providence that the traveller does

not get up to his middle in slush. The streams

sometiiries flow down the roads as their natural bed.

The scattered farmers use vehicles of the sledge

sort, without wheels, for greater convenience in

ascending and descending the hills. Various cairns

were visited, sketched, and measured ; one was oval,

45 t'y 36 f^s'—°"^ ^^'"'^ covered with earth, and a

third had been demolished to build the walls of a

farmhouse. At our nearest point to Traws-nant

there was a magnilicent crop of the edible and

delicious Agaricus rachodes growing on the rotten

thatched roof of an old stable. Near here a most

interesting relic of very ancient ploughing was

seen on the top of the mountainous hill named Bryn-

glas (fig. 78) ; no habitations are nownear thepkace, and

it can only be reached with difficulty : the ancient

furrows are not regular and parallel, they come to a

point on one side of the hill summit. The object

of the visit w.as to reach a kist-vaen on Traws-

nant, and for this purpose the pick, the shovel, and

the crow-bar were again brought into service ; the

result was the same as in the other instances, the

last bed of fine clay was easily laid bare, but

no relics of or belonging to the late occupant

were to be seen. During the whole time of

the visit to the Lampeter district not the slightest

trace of a stone instrument, flake, spall, nucleus, or

waster could be lighted upon. It was dusk when the

party prepared to return, and then it was found that

one of the clergymen had lost the artist's coat : a quest

on horseback was instituted, and fortunately the missing

garment was recovered. All the party took equestrian

exercise on these mountainous boggy hills. The Bog-

bean, Menyanthes trifoliata, grows here in abundance,

together with Narthecium ossifragum, Pinguicula vul-

garis and Drosera rotundifolia. Pinguicula is ever)--

where, not only in the bogs, but on the perpendicular

sides of wet rocks (see fig. 77), and commonly in the

middle of the damp rocky roads and paths ; though car-

nivorous in its propensities it appears to suffer no incon-

venience from a deficiency of flies on these mid-Wales

hills. Drosera rotundifolia, a notorious meat-eater, is

evidently in a similar position, for after a searching

examination of a large number of plants a few midges

only could be discovered upon the leaves. Neither

Drosera nor Pinguicula seemed the worse for their en-

forced fast—the stems produced fifteen flowers in a

row ; many plants threw up two stems, and these

often branched—just, in fact, as if some savanl had

been covertly feeding them with chopped up beef-

steak. Out of many hundreds of Pinguicula plants

examined on the Welsh mountains in this district

none were seen with insects on the leaves—

perhaps the feeding season had gone by. As we

descended the hills we could hardly see the yellow

of the Gorse and the purple of the Heather, and

when we reached Aber-brandda Egyptian dark-

ness had fallen over the country. There was a

surprise for us here, for the farmer's wife told us

the inscribed stone had been discovered in an ad-

joining yard : so, stumbling over logs and stones

and agricultural implements, we were led through

the darkness and wet air to see the stone by lantern-

light. Only Rembrandt could do justice to such a

picture. A prostrate stone was found covered with

lichens, earwigs, sowbugs, beetles, snails, and slugs,

but no amount of nibbing, scratching, and turning

over could make clear an inscription big or little, so

the stone was left again to the insects and mollusca.

On driving home in the darkness one could not but

call to mind the great kindness and consideration

shown to the archceologists in the Lampeter district, not

only by the well-to-do, whose motto always is (or

should be) noblesse oblige, but also from the poorest of

the poor who had little to give. More than once

the sketchers and diggers were so famished with

hunger and thirst that anything in the form of bread

; OF ANCIE.N'T 1-LOUGHING ON BRVN-GLAS,

and drink was most welcome. In the poorest hill-

side cottages bread and butter and milk were generously

given to four or five hungry men, and no gratuity was

looked for. It was sometimes only possible to

hurriedly place some coins in the hand of a child and

gallop off. The London hucksters and their coarse

sons and stupid wives and daughters have not yet

contaminated the district. May it be long before

they reach the hilly and boggy places north, east,

south and west of Lampeter.

Dinner was late on Wednesday—we did not sit
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down till 10.45 ''•''• '^'"^ ™^^ enough to try the

tennjer of even a Welsh cook. After dinner the

writer was bound to go to the village of Caio by

himself. It was more than dark. He took the fields,

where brooks, ditches, and slippery banks aboun<l.

At length, getting into the middle of a large field of

many acres and many pitfalls, he '* found himself lost
"

as an Irishman would say. He soon found himself in

a brook, and then in a hedge, and" then on his back

down a slippery bank. After some hours of this

amusement in the utter darkness, he at length found

a gate, and only in the early hours of the morning
discovered his bed-room. ]V. G. Snii//i.

NOTES FROM A LANCASHIRE
Gx\RDEN.

Sept. 27.—Tile "great September gales," as

Longfellow calls them, have come down upon us with

unusual violence, and the year of the garden is almost

at an end. The trees here do not turn russet and red

and orange as in more favoured places, but the leaves

shrivel up as if a hot blast had breathed upon them,

and become brown anil perish and fall away. The

flowers on the borders look untidy and ragged. The

.Vpples do not wait to be pulled but tumble of their

own accord. Everything speaks of the coming

winter.

It is time then to garner up the memories of the

year. Our spring was cold and ungenial, and, except

indeed the Rhododendrons, the flowering shrubs all

did badly. The Desfontainea, which flowered twice

last year, has not given us a single blossom. The
Lilacsi the Laburnums, the Thorns, even the Brooms,

were less good than usual. The little Rhodora, hatidly

"rival of the Rose" though Emerson so calls it,

gave us some few blooms, and the Azaleas were very

fair ; but, on the whole, our shrubberies contrasted

sadly with last year's glorious display.

Our spring annuals were also a failure, but we had

some lovely beds of Myosotis, and indeed it has so

taken possession of a corner of the garden that it

threatens to become a weed with us, and I shall be

alile to supply half the neighbourhood with plants.

Like everybody else we h.ad some very hot weather

in the early summer, and that, following on the chilly

rainy spring, seemed rather to be injurious than

serviceable. Nor have I ever known more garden pests

than there have been this year. The caterpillars took

early possession of the Curr.ant trees, and I had to

employ a boy, morning after morning, to pick tliem

off by hundreds, and now, strangely enough, a second

brood has made its appear.ance, and though it is

too late for them to do me real harm, it is hardly

pleasant to see the bare twigs of Gooseberry and

Currant, with every leaf stripped off. Then the slugs

were troublesome ;—Sweet Peas disappeared. Migno-

nette wouldn't come up, a row ofLinum was a failure,

and young Vegetable Marrows vanished. Birds of

course did their share of mischief, as they always do

in my garden, for they know I do not like to shoot

them, but two live cats and a terrible creature made
of tin with a bell to it, have, I am thankful to say, had

some effect. Then a mole was at work, heaving up

little hillocks in all sorts of uncomfortable places,

and he had to be suppressed. Then came the wasps,

who committed fearful havoc upon the few Apricots

that I had,—and worst of all has been the green-fly :

one Peach tree in my new Peach-house was so infested

by them and by ants that I resolved to get rid of it

altogether. It was pretty clear to me that

an ant's nest was at the roots, and that the aphis

had been (as Sir John Lubbock tells me) kept

down below,—"stabled" for the winter, and brought

up again in summer. There was nothing for it but

literally to eradicate the mischief. So up came the

Peach tree, and then we dug deep down below,

pouring boiling water with lime and sulphur upon the

nest, and I trust we may now hope for success with the

new Peach tree, which I plant this autumn. In the

vineries too we have had trouble with mildew and

red-spider both, and the Grapes in our second house

have been absolutely destroyed.

On the other hand we have had some successes.

Our forced Strawberries were good, and our outdoor

.Strawberries were simply excellent. Gooseberries,

which failed with our neighbours, were abundant, and

Cherries, which we never manage well, were far

better than usual. We never had such a crop of

Plums, or Pears, and not often a better crop of

Apples. Forced Figs did capitally, but the outdoor

Figs hardly so well as usual. Melons failed ; they

were very fine and large, but they cracked, and

became sour and uneatable. Peaches and Nectarines,

both out-of-doors and under glass, have also failed,

and, as I have already said, our Apricots were few in

numbers, and were devoured—not by us.

Certainly one of the prettiest sights in a garden is

when the fruit trees are in bloom. I remarked them

this year as I never did before, and was struck witli

the variety of blossom on the Pear. On the whole it

seemed to me that the Jargonelle blossom was the

handsomest in size and shape and in the appearance of

the cluster. The Winter Nelis, and even the Marie

Louise, are very inferior ; and as the three trees were

growing side by side I could easily compare them.

There is also a marked difference in the various

Cherry blossoms, and I noticed, what I have never

seen mentioned, that in the May Duke Cherry the

pistil is so much longer than the stamens that it can-

not fertilise itself, and must be dependent upon insects.

This is not the case with other varieties of Cherries,

so far as I can see, and certainly my May Duke is

always a very poor bearer. I was so impressed with

this that I have for the first time got a beehive and

placed it not far off, and shall be curious to see if

there is any good result next year.

Another little discovery which I have made, and,

oddly enough, just before a controversy on the sub-

ject in your columns, was in reference to galvanised

wire. I had had some placed all round my house

two years ago for the creepers, and since then they

have never done any good. The Escallonia showed

bare branches in many places, the Magnolia never

flowered, the Ceanothus looked shrunken and brown,

and though a Clematis seemed unaffected, a Rose was

obviously unhappy. I never dreamed that the gal-

vanised wire was to blame, and put it down, now to

lead-droppings from a gutter, now to the east wind,

now to an early irost. It was my gardener who
suggested the galvanised wire. I had it all taken

down, painted, and put up again, and all the Creepers

at once seemed to start into fresh life and vigour,

and are now growing rapidly.

Our bedding-out this year has somewhat varied

from that of former years, but many of the main

features are the same. I cannot improve upon them.

What can be finer than that bed of Lilium auratum,

(each spike with eight, or ten, or twelve blossoms),

carpeted with Heliotrope ? Or what more effective

than those azure clusters of Agapanthus, among the

brilliant red of the Lobelia cardinalis ? or than this

group of scarlet Gladiolus piercing a way through a

cushion of the little blue Lobelia? A bed of hybrid

Begonias also mixed with blue Lobelia has done well ;

and, better still, a bed of many-coloured Phlox

Drummondii.
However, the bed of all others of which I have felt

proud has been one of Canna indica. It never did

so well with me before, throwing out grand broad

leaves and spikes of crimson and yellow blossom. It

is now seeding, aud I really believe the seed will

ripen. Why is not the Canna far more common in

all our gardens ? At present one sees it in great

parks, and where gardening on a large scale is carried

on, but in smaller gardens it is very rare, and yet it is

easy enough to grow, and once I think it must have

been more known than it is at present. Gerarde

speaks of it as " the flowering reed," and gives a very

fair illustration of it; he adds, however:—"Myself
have planted it in my garden divers times, but it never

came to flowering or seeding, for that it is very im-

patient to endure the injury of our colde climate."

Cowdey, too, speaks of the "lustre of the Indian

flowering reed," and Dr. Darwin, in his Loz'cs of the

Plants, tells how

—

" riie tall Canna lifts his curled brow
Erect to heaven,"

adding in prose that, " The seeds are used as shot by
the Indians, and are strung for prayer-beads in some

Catholic countries. " A long row of Sweet Peas has

also been good, and so have the Rose borders, and so

a little trellis covered with the large Convolvulus,
" Morning Glories," as they are often called,—and this

reminds me of a curious name for the Pansy which I

heard the other day for the first time from an American

gentleman who visited this Lancashire garden ot

mine. "We always call them yohnny-jiimp-nps.^^

Was this ever an English name ? But on the other

hand our annuals have done badly. Zinnias were scanty

indeed, Petunias were poor, and many things never

came up at all.

I have still to speak of my Magnolia grandifloras, of

which one has given me ten, and the other five, of

that most magnificent and richly scented ofall blossoms.

The Indian corn, of which I always have a row, and

which generally ripens with me, has interested me
very much. I have tried three varieties. One, I

believe, is Bulgarian ; the stems are tall and strong,

and the cobs are extremely fine. The second is

Australian, rather taller, but with the corn hardly

so well developed. The third was given to me as
" Giant Peruvian " seed, and a giant it is. One stem

has shot up to a height of II feet 6 inches, and

measures 6 inches round, but I think it was planted

later than the rest, and I have no hope of its ripening

its corn this year.

And now for this year I close my notes from the

garden, which some, at least, of your readers must

feel they know hardly less well than I do. //.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
The root crops in this department which will require

to be lifted shortly, comprise Beet, Carrots, Salsify,

Scorzonera and Parsnips. Amongst these Beet is very

tender and soon susceptible of mjury from the effects

of frost ; these roots should therefore be taken up very

carefully so as not to cause them lo bleed and be

stored away before frost conies upon us severely. An
increasing taste for Salads has necessarily augmented
considerably the cultivation of this edible, so much so

that a supply of it is generally required throughout the

whole year. Remember that colour and plumpness
combined are the qualities most needed ; see there-

fore that a suitable situation is provided for its

reception when it is lifted. We select for this

purpose the northern side of an angle which is

formed by south and east walls running transversely,

and take out the soil from 2 to 3 feet deep, and 5 or

6 feet wide, as far as will be necessary, and the roots are

stacked closely together, leaving a way in the centre

to get to them when required ; after this they are

covered with straw, and some boards or shutters laid

over them to prevent rain andsnowpenetrating. Under
such conditions the roots will keep perfectly sound, and
may be had all the year round if necessary. Carrots

should also be taken up when the leaves indicate that

the roots are developed and matured. Early sown ones

will be fit for the operation almost immediately, but

late ones may be left in the ground still longer. The
practice of cutting oft" the tops of these closely when
they are lifted should be avoided, as under such cir-

cumstances decomposition is encouraged and they

will not keep satisfactorily for a long period. We
leave at least 4 to 6 inches above the crown,
and find it to be highly beneficial for this end.

Whenever the roots are lifted, under any circum-

stances they should be fully exposed so that they may
become dry before being put into stacks together.

When this is done be cautious in the matter, as when
too many are placed together fermentation will some-
times ensue, and under such conditions decom-
position will likewise speedily follow. Both Salsify

and Scorzonera are roots that will keep well almost
under any circumstances, so that the place is cool.

These should also be placed in stacks similar to

Carrots, and have a little sand or soil mingled with
them. Parsnips being considerably hardier than any
of the foregoing subjects can, if desirable, be left out

nearly the whole of the season, at least as long as

growth does not proceed. This plan is commendable
in poor soils on upland places, but not so in soil

wherein manure abounds, or in moist positions, and
therefore they had better be taken up by-and-by, and
stacked as before advised for other roots. Continue,
as before advised, to persevere in the destruction of

weeds, and keep the surrounding surface about the

newly-made plantations of Lettuce, Endive, Calibage,

Onions, be occasionally stirred. Frequent dustings

of ashes, with a little slacked lime added, will also be
required to abate in some degree the attacks of slugs,

tS:c. Thesowings of Lettuce, Endive, &c., which were
made on August 24 last, will by this time have
formed plants fit to be transplanted ; as these

will form a staple and important crop next
spring, they should have good places where the soil

is highly enriched and pliable ; the spaces between
where the early crop of Peas are to be planted will be
suitable for them. We put the rows of Peas 6 feet apart,

and between these have five rows of early Lettuce,

the centre three rowsof Black-seeded Brown Cos, and
the other Stanstead Winter Cabbage Lettuce. When
these plantings are completed prick out into beds for

spring planting as many as will be necessary, taking
care to provide sufficient plants to cope with the

destructive agencies of frost and moisture, and do like-

wise in the case of Cabbage plants. Asparagus stems
are already indicating a ripening off"; let these be cut

off and cleared away before the seeds fall, to avoid the

trouble which would be given next season in eradicat-

ing self-sown plants. Lose no favourable opportunity

to hoe up for blanching a good quantity of Endive
and Lettuce, and make preparations for the reception
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of a good stock of ihcse subjects for the early winter

supply ; as Lettuce is much more tender than Endive,
gi\'e the former a place where frost cannot injure it ;

pits having a 2-inch pipe in them are suitable places

for these. In the frame ground let all tender subjects

!)e well ventilated and kept as dry as possible, and
be prepared for any emergency which may arise to

necessitate covering up. Let all the fruits of Tomatos,
Capsicums and Chilies be gathered as soon .as

they begin to ripen, and those which have not attained

such a condition should also be got in if frost be likely

to ensue. G. T. Miks, IVjcoml'ti Abbey.

HARDY FRUIT GARDE.V.

E.xcepting very late ripening Pears, such as Easter

Beurre, Josephine de Malines, Bergamot Esperen,

Beurrc Ranee, and others of that class, most kinds ,

,'

will now be lit to gather, in doing which it is of the

greatest importance that they be handled tenderly, as

otherwise they are sure to get bruised, and the

slightest abrasion or injury soon brings on decay.

In storing there is no place answers better than a

dry airy room or loft, where the temperature can be

kept low and equable, and where frost can be

excluded without having recourse to lire-heat. A
thatched roof aids these conditions best, as, being of

a non-conducting nature, external changes do not act

on it in the way they do on tiles, slates, and such-like

materials that are more generally used for the purpose.

Besides being such an excellent non-conductor, straw

or reed absorbs moisture much better than plaster,

and is therefore altogether more prefer.able as a cover-

ing to fruit-rooms, for damp and a variation of tem-

perature are the two chief things to be guarded against.

It is the practice with many to use straw for laying

their Apples and Pears on, or for putting over the

same, but however sweet and clean it may be it inva-

riably imparts an unpleasant flavour, and is one of

the first things to engender mould or fungus. Shelves

m.ade by nailing thick narrow strips of board with

just the sharp edge taken off and placed within half

an inch of each other, so as to let air pass between,

are much the best for keeping fruit, and on these

it should be laid singly and without a particle of

covering of any kind. Arranged in this way it is an

easy matter to look over it daily, and take out any for

immediate use that show symptoms of decay, for

although Pears may not be ripe enough for dessert

all come in well for stewing, thus saving waste.

The season has now arrived when it is time to be

thinking about making preparations for planting

young trees, and to take in hand the renovation ol

such as are old and in an unsatisfactory condition, or

any which are gross and unfruitful from making too

much growth, the remedy for which is judicious root-

pruning. This will be found an effectual measure to

take, and is far more satisfactory than transplanting,

especially in the case of large trees, one side of which

can be operated on now, and the other a year hence,

thus affording them a chance to make fresh fibres, and

so obviating too great a check at one time. Root-

jiruning, however, is only necessary in strong rich

soils, or in such as are wet and undrained, as a proper

stopping back of the \'igorous shoots during the sum-

mer forces them to form spars at their base. No
amount of autumn or winter pruning will do this, and
it is useless therefore to attack the tops, as the removal

of one strong piece of wood is only the prelude to the

formation of several others at some other part of

the tree. In the case of such as have become de-

crepid through over-bearing, or other causes, fresh soil

is the remedy, and it is surprising what a change this

will make in a short time, if applied early, while

the foliage remains on to aid the formation of

feeders. In carrying out work of this kind it

should be borne in mind that the principal roots are

deep-seated, and that mere surface dressings are of no

value, as any fresh soil placed there cannot be made
use of. The top foot or so should therefore be care-

fully removed, and from 6 to 9 inches of good stiff

turfy loam worked in in its place, and on this sufficient

of that which had been previously dug out, to bring

the ground again to its original level. Trees thus

treated soon send out quantities of fresh fibres, and in

a year or two become quite rejuvenated, especially if

in addition to the new loam they receive a good

mulching of rotten manure. Numbers of cultivated

fruit trees are starved from want of this, or sewage in

lieu of it. J. S/u-J'pard, IVoherstoiic.

FRUIT HOUSES.
Pines.—In the case of all young growing stock in

this department it will be essential at this period of

the year to embrace every opportunity which may
happen to be suitable for well ventilating these plants,

so that any existing tenderness in growth may be

somewhat hardened prior to the advent of dark and

sunless days ; and for this object it will likewise be

necessary to keep the glass clean and free from any

impediment which may prevent the rays of sunshine

penetrating to the plants. Let the temperature, as

indicated in the foregoing Calendar upon this subject

be still continued at 57° as a minimum at night, and

from 70° to So° daily, with So° at the roots con-

tinuously, and as daylight and sunshine decrease in

force proportionately reduce the amount of moisture

in the pits, &c. Large and arid houses are most

unsuitable places for these plants, and therefore the

above conditions will be more applicable to such

places as those named ; in the other case scarcely too

much moisture can be had for such plants.

Plants which have already made a good growth and

require to be kept gently moving preparatory to their

being re-started into fruit, should also have the full

benefit of sunshine now. See, therefore, that such

plants, if at a distance from the glass, be brought

up, so that its effects may be operative. In the fruiting

department let water be plentifully thrown about, and

every means be employed to encourage growth in the

fruit. The temperature here at night should range

'from 70° to 75°, and from So° to 90° during the day-

time ; ventilate slightly at 85', and close up the house

at this point if sunshine is declining. Water liberally

whenever necessary with tepid water, to which should

be added a dash of guano, or some other stimulating

a"ent. This matter should be seen to regularly about

once a week. G. T. Mi/a, Wycombe Abbey.

PE.'iCHEs AND Nectarines. — The numerous

f^iilures in unfavourable situations having again proved

the uncertainty of the crop on open walls, the loss of

time, and in many cases the destruction of the trees,

go far to show the necessity for providing some kind

of glass shelter for ensuring a good supply of fruit

annually. Where a good return is the first considera-

tion, houses of the plainest description well glazed and

ventilated can always be depended upon for giving

full crops of Peaches and Nectarines of the finest

quality, and under judicious management they may be

kept quite as late as fruit on open walls. The principal

points in the management of trees in these structures

are few and simple. To ensure thoroughly ripened

wood biennial lifting or root-pruning should be

adopted, and the compost—strong calcareous loam,

with a liberal admixture of old lime rubble resting on

ample drainage—will produce clean healthy short-

jointed growths thickly set with triple buds. Fan-

training on a trellis 12 inches from the glass answers

best, as fruit and wood then get the full benefit of

warmth and light. The trees should be rather severely

disbudded in the spring, pruned as soon as the last

Peach is gathered, and kept dry and warm until the

'foli.ige is ripe, when the ventilators may be thrown

wide open for the winter. As spring advances the

blossoms should be retarded as much as possible, to

keep them safe from spring frosts, and when ready

artificial fertilisation will ensure the quantity and

increase the weight and quality of the fruit.

In large gardens, where these houses succeed others

that have been forced, good midseason and late

varieties, such as Bellegarde, Barrington, and Wal-

burton Peaches, Pitmaston, Elrugc, Albert Victor,

and Stanwick Elruge Nectarines will be found suit-

able. In smaller gardens the season may be lengthened

by the introduction of one or two good early kinds.

From a lean-to house, unhealed, treated as above, I

have this day (September 25) gathered the last of a

heavy crop of fruit, many of the Peaches weighing

ui)wards of ten ounces each. The early house from

which Peaches are usually gathered about the end of

May, will now be ready for pruning, cleansing, and

tying-in. The wood should be carefuHy washed with

strong soap and water, and when quite dry any com-

position in favour with the cultivator may be laid on

with a painter's brush. For my trees I use Gishurst

Compound, twelve ounces to the gallon of water, to

which a little strong loam and soot is added for the

purpose of giving substance to the dressing. Get all

root-pruning and top-dressing finished without delay,

and where large trees have to be taken in from

open walls the ripening of the wood may be facilitated

by digging and leaving open a trench a few feet from

the steins. Meantime the stations ahould be got ready

for their reception, and the trellisses well washed and

painted. Trees that were properly prepared by root-

pruning last autumn may be lifted at once, and if care-

fully tended with shade and moisture until the leaves

fall they may be forced with the other trees with most

satisfactory results. W. Coleman, Easlnor Caslle.

Melons.—Plants swelling their fruits must be

pushed on with all possible speed consistent with

their treatment, though, as I have stated in my last

paper. Melons as a rule are not much worth after

September, but of course much depends on the con-

dition of the weather in and during the month of

October, as also on the palate of employers. How-
ever, they should be pushed on rapidly by shutting

them up early, and maintaining a night temperature

of from 65° to 70', and 75° by fire during the day,

running up to 90° with sun. The plants should be

kept well stopped and the fruits fully exposed to light

and sun. Perhaps I may here remark that our latest

fruits are growing on plants from which we cut ripe

fruit on April 29 last ; and, notwithstanding that they

have been bearing "on and off" ever since, the

foliage is as healthy and as clean as when the first

crop was cut. H. IV. ll'an/, Longford Castle.

Cucumbers.—The stopping, thinning, and tying

of the plants should be regularly attended to, also the

removing of superfluous fruit ; and any decayed portion

of wood or leaf that may appear on the plants should

be removed forthwith. Give plenty of tepid liquid

manure, in a weak state, to plants in full bearing.

.Should green or black fly be troublesome, syringe

with a weak solution of Gishurst Compound, or

fumigate with tobacco-paper a couple of evenings in

succession, which will be better and safer than filling

the house too full at one time. .Syringe the plants

thoroughly the succeeding mornings, and ventilate

freely, weather permitting. Maintain a night tempera-
ture of from 60" to 65°, and 70^ to 75'' during the day
with fire will be sufficient ; evening up to 85° with

sun. Encourage a short-jointed and consolidated

growth of vine, upon which successful and satisfactory

results so much 'depend; to obtain this, ventilate

freely on all favourable occasions, and avoid an over-

humid atmosphere and too high a temperature.

Autumn-planted plants will be the better of having

some more soil added to the hillocks, pots, and boxes

so soon as the roots appear through the soil, and
remove any young fruit that may prematurely show,

until the plants have fully established themselves ;

avoid over-cropping, and in other respects treat

them as above recommended. //. IV. Ward.

PLANT HOUSES.
The housing of all plants should now be pushed

on with as much speed as possible. Callas planted

out or plunged in open borders should be taken up
and housed if required for immediate blooming ; they

should be placed in an intermediate temperature,

and those in small pots should have repeated doses of

liquid manure. Solanums should be taken up, potted,-

and put into a cold pit ; syringe repeatedly overhead

and keep close until root-action has taken place,

then expose more freely. All kinds of Heaths should

be put in their winter quarters either in the Heath-

house proper or the coldest end of the greenhouse.

Look well after mildew, which spreads quickly and

soon disfigures the plants. Genistas may also be ])ut

at the coldest end, as near the light as possible.

Camellias should be taken in, as heavy rains would

be detrimental to the plants, and cause them to drop

their buds.

If not already done thin out the buds aiid clean

the plants from any trace of vermin or dirt. If

flowers are wanted early give them slight heat, but

great attention is necessary on this point, for should

the plants by any means get overdone with fire-heat

they will drop all their buds. In mild weather they

would be safe in a temperature of 60°, while that

temperature in cold weather would cause them to drop

their buds. Do not by any means allow them to get

too dry at the roots, for this evil would be attended

with the same results.

Azaleas for late flowering, when housed, should

have abundance of air and light, except such as are

wanted to bloom early, say Christmas and onwards ;

these should be treated according to the state of their

buds. If properly prepared by early growth in spring

and pushed on until their buds are well formed , they will

require a very little amount of heat now to get them

into flower ; hut, on the other hand, if this matter has

been lost sight of, more heat will be required to get

them into bloom, and this will be at the expense of the

bloom, both as regards size, substance, and keeping

qualities. Much fire-heat is also very favourable to

the spread of thrips, which should at all times be kept

in subjection.

Disbud Chr)santhemums, both as regards bloom-

buds and side-shoots ; do not allow them to carry

more buds than the plants can develope ;
give frequent

waterings with liquid manure or guano-water, and do

not house until really necessary. Keep the soil in the

pots free from worms. Fuchsia cuttings struck this

autumn should have plenty of ventilation, and should

not be excited into weak growth. Keep them as

near to the glass and light as possible.

Give the necessary protection to Cinerarias and

Calceolarias in cold frames or pits. The plants should

have plenty of room for the air to get about them, as

overcrowding will cause their leaves to rot, much to

the detriment of the plants. When foggy or damp
weather comes on they should be removed to drier

quarters, where they will not suffer frbm excess of

damp. Give abundance of air to Mignonette, to

prevent weakly growth ; the same applies to Helio-

tropes. Tuberoses pushing up their spikes for very

late blooming should have plenty of top-air, but avoid

draughts and sudden changes of temperature. Tea

Roses planted in pits should have a little warmth^ to

expel damp and keep down mildew ; ventilation

should be given from the apex. Sericographis, Justi-

cias, Linums, Poinsettias, Hebecliniums, Libonias,

Eupatoriums, and similar winter blooming plants that

have filled their pots with roots will be much

benefited by frequent waterings with liquid manure or

a top-dressing consisting of sheep or deer dung and

soot, rubbed through a small sieve. J. Ollerhead,

Wimbledon House, S, W.
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THE Paris Botanical Congress has come and
gone without much progress having been

made towards, we will not say the completion,

but even the commencement, of the " HoR'iX'S

EUROP.EUS." It will be remembered that the

idea of this catalogue of cultivated plants

originated in Belgium, and that lengthened dis-

cussions have taken place in Brussels, in Am-
sterdam, and elsewhere, as to the best method
of preparing such a list. It was hoped that

some definite practical result would have been

arrived at in Paris. But this was not the case,

and we seem as far off as e\-er from the realisa-

tion of the scheme. There is no need to insist

upon the desirabilityof preparingsuch a work, the

difficulty seems to be how best to set about it.

If merely a list of names were required a

revised edition of Loudon's Encyclojxsdia, «-ith

all the requisite additions made, would suffice.

But we take it that all who, like ourselves, have

to make use of such compilations pretty fre-

quently, have proved by painful experience how
slight is the value of that work when compared
to the immense labour and cost of preparation.

Some supervision and rectification of names is

absolutely essential if the list is to possess any
permanent value. But supposing the existence

of botanists with sufficient general knowledge
of cultivated plants, how can they be expected

to find the time requisite for so vast a labour as

would be involved in this work of rectification ?

Even where such facilities exist as are available

at Kew in the way of specimens, dried and

living, of books and of plates, hours sometimes

are required for the identification of a single

plant. It is true that in other cases it is an
affair of minutes only, still when an average is

taken the time required to identify a plant and
to hunt up the literature referring to it is always

considerable. Even when all the available

material is gathered together so as to be

accessible at once, it is not easy to describe

more than five or six plants a day for botanical

purposes.

At this rate of progress the formation of a

Hortiis EuropcEiis would be slow indeed. The
only way it seems to us would be to employ
several botanists at the work under a competent

Editor, responsible for the work as a whole, and
capable of so controlling details as to ensure

uniformity of treatment so far as possible—to

work for instance on a plan similar to that fol-

lowed in the Flora of British India and in the

colonial Floras prepared at Kew.

Nowhere indeed do greater facilities exist

than at Kew for forming a Hortus Eiiropans.

The collections of living plants are very Large

and are daily augmenting. The herbarium is

the largest and the best organised in the world

—

the library, which is also of first-rate importance

is in juxtaposition to it. Important as the

colonial Floras undoubtedly are a new edition of

the Hortus Kewensis is not less so. Indeed the

number of persons who would be benefited by
the Hortus Kewensis is much larger than that

of those who are likely to profit by a colonial

Flora. Still, of course, the colonial Floras are

admirable preparations for the task we speak
of, and so much material has been by their

means accumulated and arranged that to a

considerable extent the material for a new

Hortus Kewensis is already to hand. It must,

however, be borne in mind that the point of

view of the botanist in drawing up a Flora is

somewhat different from that of the framer of a

garden catalogue. Details which for the one
purpose would be essential would for the other

be comparatively unimportant. And this brings

us again to the inode in which a Hortus Euro-
pans should be constructed. What seems to us

to be wanted is, in the first instance, an authori-

tative catalogtie, not a mere compilation of

names, meaning in many cases nothing.

Each plant, after proper identification, should

be entered under its appropriate name, author-

ity for the name should be given, reference

should be made to the book in which the

original description was made, to the mono-
graph or other work in which the best descrip-

tion of the plant will be found, and to the book
in which a correct figure, if any, is to be found.

Then should follow the indication of the

native country and of the altitude at

which the plant is found wild. These latter

details would suffice in most instances to

indicate in a general way whether the plant

was hardy or required greenhouse or sto\-e

treatment. Most troublesome of all would be

the details of synonym)', but they would have to

be encountered or the N-alue of the list would be
seriously diminished. Another and most import-

ant point would be the question of provisional

or "garden names." These, as we all know, are

often applied hap-hazard or to serve a mercan-
tile rather than a scientific purpose ; and it is

therefore a question how they should be treated

in such a catalogue as we are contemplating.

To ignore them would be to deprive the book of

muchofits value to those people who want it most.

To make them conformable to botanical usage
would often be wholly impracticable, and in other

cases would, from a horticultural point of view,*

be undesirable. But this is a portion of the sub-

ject too large and too intricate to enter upon at

the end of an article. We shall probably revert

to it on another occasion. In the meantime,
while our friends at the Congresses have been
talking, we in this country have been work-
ing. In addition to the hosts of scattered

notices of cultivated plants in the Botanical

Magazine and similar publications, and to

the eclectic notes on certain genera
which have appeared in the Garden and
others of our contemporaries, we may allude

to the numerous contributions to a Hortus
Europceus made in our columns by Dr. LlND-
LEY, Professor Reichenbach, Mr. Baker,
and others.

The following genera have been more or less

completely worked up in our columns in this

way :—Agave, Ceanothus, Crocus, Escallonia,

Funkia, Ha;manthus, Helleborus, Holly (Ilex),

Iris, Ligustrum, Lilium, Narcissus, Semper-
vivum, Sedum, Yucca. Of less systematic but

still authoritative and descriptive notices, the list

alone would in smallest type occupy a whole
number of the Clironicle. Truly the compilers

of the Hortus Europa:us would do well to begin

before the list gets bigger !

The Gardeners' Royal Benevolent
Institution.—We learn that at the next election

of pensioners, in January, 1879, it is supposed that

there will be six or seven vacancies to be filled. All

of these will be occupied as a matter of right by those

claimants who have acquired the right to the benefits

of the Institution by an annual subscription for filteen

years. It is of course quite right that the preference

should be given to those who have complied with the

requirements of the Institution, but when we learn

that there are no less than thirty applicants who have

little or no chance of success on this occasion, as they

have not yet subscribed long enough to entitle them
to the pension, we have said enough to show the

advantage of gardeners malcing provision for the

future liy a small annual payment now. Should they

not require it themselves they will at least have the

satisfaction of knowing that they arc lending a helping

hand to those may whodo so. The number of applicants

shows the necessity for largely increasing the subscrip-

tion list, for it is not creditable that there should be

so many applicants doomed to disappointment, (lar-

deners have the matter to a large extent in their own
hands. Large dinners and donations from the wealthy

and kind-hearted are no doubt important, but the

backbone of the .Society, if we may so speak, should

be constituted by the annual subscriptions of the

gardeners of the country. The funds, we have

every reason to Itelieve, are carefully administered,

and the amount invested is gradually increasing in

a very satisfactory way.

The Common Bay Laurel.—Laurus nobilis

is in some senses a test shrub, so far as climate is con-

cerned. By the sea it often thrives, whereas inland

in the same latitude it perishes or drags on a crippled

enfeebled existence. Our present illustration, fig. 79,

represents a specimen in the grounds of G. C.
Hannam, Esq., of Ramsgate. It is some 30 feet in

height, 120 feet in circumference, and 40 feet through.

The Bay seems to vary considerably in the shape of

the leaves ; in the present instance the leaves were
very narrow.

Sale of a Dublin Seed Business.—The
interest in Messrs. Fergus Farrell & Son's seed
business, carried on at 119 and 120 Capel Street,

Dublin, was sold by auction, on September 27, for the

sum of ^"1700. The purchasers were Messrs. Walter
Tait & Co., the well-known seedsmen of Dublin,
who for several years have carried on a large and
successful business at 45, Capel Street, immediately
opposite their newly-purchased premises. In addition

to the interest in the concern, Messrs. Tait & Co.
have also purchased the fixtures, and it is their intention

to continue the business as heretofore. The Gar-
deners' /"(.vsA-i/ mentions that the firm of Fergus Far-
rell & Son has been in existence over a century, and
that the premises are amongst the largest, best-

arranged and most suitable for carrying on the seed

trade in the kingdom.

Lantanas as Bedding Plants.—We are

unfortunate on this side of the Channel in having a

climate that will not allow ot our being able to use

the Lantana as a bedding plant so freely as is done in

the Paris parks. A few weeks ago some of the mo^t
retnarkaljle beds that came under our notice were
composed entirely of those soft, yet richly-coloured

flowers, and one example especially, a large oval in

the Pare Monceaux, well deserved the use of strong

adjectives. The centre of the bed was white, then came
a broad band of crimson, followed by one of orange-

scarlet, with an outer margin of a dwarf mauve-
coloured variety. It was one mass of blossom, as

level as a well-finished bed of Coleus, and rich in the

extretne. The like of this in either of our London
parks would run the " Lobster Salads " a rare race for

popularity.

Double White Pelargonium Nvmph.—
This is one of M. Lemoine's latest productions, and
it is remarkalile as being the purest white yet raised.

A comparison of its flowers will demonstrate that they I
are without a trace of the green tint in the centre

which disfigures the whites hitherto cultivated. It is

something to get purity in the flowers, and it is had,

too, in combination with well sized flowers, good
breadth and substance in the petals, and a fair habit

of growth. The collection of double varieties of the

Zonal Pelargonium is still in good condition at

Chiswick—Nymph being included in it, and with
other newer varieties will well repay an inspection.

Yf.llow-fi.eshed Potatos. — Wliy is it

such a prejudice exists in the minds of some gardeners
against yellow-fleshed Potatos, as if a tinge of yellow
in the substance of the tuber is to be associated with
an inferior flavour ? This question is suggested by the

fact th.at at certain horticultural exhibitions held
during the summer we have seen the judges cut the

Potatos competing in these classes, and put by all not
having a white flesh as undeserving an award. Grave
mistakes are committed in this way, and inferior

varieties are preferred to good ones, on the assumption
that a white flesh is a standard of quality. We have
recently been eating one of Mr. Fenn's varieties.

Onwards, which possesses a deep yellow flesh, but it

is remarkable for high-class quality as a table variety.

Others might be named, but one example will suffice.
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But judges who make their awards according to

colour would pass by a variety like Onwards, and

give the preference to the Early Rose, or some other

inferior whitc-fleshed Potato.

Amicia Zygomeris.—a half hardy (or

perhaps wholly tender) herbaceous or suffruticose

Papilionaceous plant of striking appearance and

singular structure. Its branches are hairy and hollow,

the leaves alternate, remote, and unequally pinnate, 4

to 5 inches long. The stalk rounded, thickened al

the base, and hollow like the stem. The leaflets are

in two pairs, separated by an internodc and with a

and, indeed, show the same characteristics as to form,

size, and colour as the stipules and bracts. In this

respect they resemble the enlarged lateral sepals of

Polygala. The corolla is yellow splashed with

purple on the keel, and presents the usual papilion-

aceous structure. The stamens are very unequal in

length and are rolled inwards. The pod is knotted,

with a curved style. The plant in this country forms

a loose growing somewhat shrubby plant, flowering in

autumn, and being a very attractive plant, its beauty

being directly proportionate to the singularity of its

structure, which is by no means the case with botanical

curiosities in general, which demand a botanist's ej-e

saw-toothed, and not so rough to the touch as in most

plants of the kind. One of the best hardy perennials,

suitable for the back rows of the herbaceous borders,

or in front of dark shrubs.

The Beurrk LEFiivRE Pear is not much
known amongst us, but it is a popular October
variety in some districts in France. The fruit is large,

obovate in form, and richly flavoured ; the tree hardy
and a free bearer. It was raised at Mortefontaine

(Oise), and the original tree still exists in vigorous

health, in the nursery of MM. Chantrier, where
it is most popularly known as the Bcurre de Morte-

I'lG. 79.—SrECIMEN LALKUS

solitary terminal leaflet. Each is about 3 by 2 inches,

with a very short hairy stalk, obovate obcordate, with

a central very fine triangular point, glabrous on both

surfaces, paler beneath, and studded with a number of

fine translucent dots as in an Orange or a Myrtle.

The leafy stipules at the base of the leaf form

protecting scales for the young bud ; they are subor-

bicular and increase in size for a time, assuming a

purplish colour : ultimately they^fall oft", leaving a scar.

The flowers are borne in racemes, the stalks of which

are as long or longer than the leaves, and are invested

by bracts of the same general character as the stipules.

The individual flowers are like those of a Laburnum
or other papilionaceous plant, but two of the sepals of

the calyx are much larger than the remaining three.

to appreciate their charms. The specimen we ha\e

lately had the opportunity of examining came from

Carclew, but even in that part of Cornwall the plant

is too tender to bear much frost, though Mr. El.LA-

COMEE, in his wonderful garden at Bitton, does not

find it so tender as we have stated.

Helenium autumnale.—A remarkably

showy autumn-flowering perennial, 4—6 feet high,

branching towards the top, so as to form an inversely

pyramidal corymb of clear yellow flower-heads, each

2 inches and upwards in diameter. The ray-florets

are oblanceolate, and divided at the fine edge l)y

rather deep notches into three rounded lobes. The

leaves are sessile, decurrent, lanceolate, remotely;

fontaine. The Messrs. Chantrier state that it

comes very fine on the Quince stock.

LiLiUM nilgherrense.—The forms of this

handsome Lily are various and extremely interesting,

as we saw at Mr. Bull's nursery a few days since.

What is grown as the typical form has the long funnel-

shaped tube widened gradually to the mouth, the

segments of the perianth being rather expanded than

recurved, and the flowers being of a creamy white.

L. nilgherrense flavum is of similar form, but of a

deep cream-colour, decidedly more yellow than in the

former. L. nilgherrense tubiflorum has the tube much

narrower up to the mouth, where it reflexes suddenly,

so as to display more of the inner surface ; in this form
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the base of the tube is stained with reddish brown,

and the whole flower often dies away with a tinge of

purjile. There is also a yellower form of this type

—

the form of which shows very distinct on the plant

—

called liibiflorum luteum. It is in any of its forms a

most beautifid plant, and remarkable for the freeness

with which it produces blossoms.

A MONsTnors PiNE-Ai'i'i.E.—We have

received from Mr. J. Hari', the gardener at King's

House, J.imaica, a photograph of a Pine-apple

grown on the Liquanea Plains near Kingston, and

which is what is there called the sugar-loaf variety.

Its weight was 7 lb. 8 oz. when jihotographed, and it

has seven surrounding heads. Mr. Hart states that

the variety has before been known to produce a similar

specimen. The surrounding heads are placed in the

same manner as the gills which usually occupy the

same position. The flavour of this variety is very

inferior, and is only cultivated in the gardens of the

negroes. A monstrosity of a similar kind, but with

only four or five fruits, was shown lately at the

Crystal Palace.

Ax Interestinc; Hybrid Conifer.— In

his private garilen at Verrieres, M. Hexry Vil-

MORIN has, amongst other choice coniferous trees, an

interesting and very handsome hybrid Conifer,

obtained from a cross between Picea Pinsapo and

P. cephalonica. We do not remember at the moment

which was the seed-bearing parent, but whichever it

may have been, a dozen cones were fertilised. Of

these only one "set," and in this there was only one

fully developed seed, which gave birth to the plant in

question. The specimen, which measures S feet in

height, and as much in diameter of branches near the

ground, is thickly furnished, differs from both its

parents in the arrangement of its leaves, and promises

to make a distinct and noble looking tree.

Scottish Horticultural Association.

—The monthly meeting was held on Tuesday, Oct. I

,

at 5, St. Andrew's Square, Edinburgh. The Vice-

President, Mr. Hugh Fraser, occupied the chair.

Mr. Charles Taylor read a paper on "The Theory

of Fern Reproduction," illustrating his remarks by

diagrams. He described the views generally held on

this subject, and after tracing the development of

spores, concluded by urging the members to give

more attention to this question than they had hitherto

done, as it opened up a wide field for fresh and im-

portant inquiry. Mr. Andrew Kerr continued the

subject by another paper, in which he gave his expe-

rience in the treatment and culture of Ferns in a very

elaborate manner. In the discussion which followed

it was stated that Adiantum gracillimum was a sport

from Adiantum cuneatum. This was borne out by

the personal observation of several of the members

present. The following plants and flowers were exhi-

bited :—By Mr. L. Dow, Aralia spinosa, two varieties

of Hibiscus, Spiraea B'oxii, and Myrtis communis, all

in a profusion of flower, growing out-of-doors ; by

Messrs. DiCKSONS & Co., stand of Violas and Cycla-

men europiea album ; by Mr. A. McKenna, four

varieties of the autumn Crocus ; by Messrs. Dow.xiE

& Laird, a splendid stand of seedling Phloxes of

their own raising, and Rhododendrons Duchess of

Edinburgh and Princess Royal; by Mr. R. Morrison,

a Fern case, admirably adapted for raising Ferns

from spores.

Crocus speciosus.—This beautiful Crocus

is now in fine flower on the rockery at the Chiswick

Gardens of the Royal Horticultural Society. It

appears to be perfectly at home in a somewhat exposed

position high up, nearly to the crest of the rockwork,

and there can be seen numerous flowers of large size

and beautifully coloured.

"The last Geraniums still shed

On manor-lawn a scarlet glow,"

but while the blossoms show signs of harm from cold

and mist this Crocus shines out clear and beautiful,

with a freshness peculiarly its own. It comes in with,

or immediately after, the Colchicums, with fragrant

Violets and pretty Primroses bearing it company.

There is a handsome purple species in bloom also,

planted as C. speciosus, but quite distinct from it

;

but it is purple, while the blue in the blossoms of C.

speciosus realises, to a great extent, our ideal of what

a blue Crocus should be. If gardeners could only be

induced to plant it much more than they do, they

would find it a welcome floral visitant in autumn.

Plujdiago Larpent/E.—Here is another

plant that in autumn yields a very cheerful hue or

blue in its blossoms. A large clump of it in the hardy

border at Chiswick is blooming freely, though pro-

bably not so freely as it would were it in a more open
and exposed position. The best site for this species

is a raised bed, or rockwork, where the plant can

receive the full benefit of the sun. In such a place it

flowers gloriously, provided, of course, that it is kept

sufficiently moist at the roots. Plumbago Larpenta;

is one of those fine old things that gardeners are apt

to overlook in these later days.

MiRAiiiLIs MULTIFI.ORA.—This is one of the

finest hardy herbaceous perennials closely allied to the

Marvel of Peru, with fleshy, cordate, ovate-stalked

leaves, often oblique, and clusters of lilac flowers

enveloped in a large leafy cup. We lately saw a

most effective bed of the plant in the garden of

Mr. JOAD, at Wimbledon.

Early and Late Blossoms.—"A.,"
writing to the Times, from Sidmouth, Sept. 29,

says;—"It is a curious fact that Rhododendrons
have been in full bloom in my garden for the last ten

days. I have never seen them blossom here before

the middle of November, and even that time was

considered very early." The Rev. E. Leato.n

Blenkinsopp writes from Springthorpe Rectory on

Sept. 30 :
— " Not only are the Laburnums in my

garden in bloom, but a Laurel and a climbing

Devoniensis are flowering. Lilacs are bursting their

buds, a Plum tree is showing a second crop of Plums,

and a Pear tree a second crop of Pears."

Golden Trees.—At this season of the year

golden-leaved trees are not uncommon among the

Maples, the Robinias, the Tulip trees, the Liquid-

ambars, and many others, but these are golden but at

this season, while those we have now in view are

golden throughout the whole summer. Foremost

among these chrysophyllous trees or shrubs we should

place the golden Elder, which is always fine ; then

the golden Catalpa, which is gloriously resplendent,

but rather dearer, we imagine, than the more homely

Elder. The golden Oak, Q. Concordia, does not do

well in all places, but the golden Poplar, on the other

hand, is pretty sure to please ; the contrast between

its golden leaves and the red footstalks is striking.

At Messrs. Paul & Son's, at Cheshunt, the entrance

to the nursery is flanked with these Poplars, and very

effective they are.

Senecio PULCifER.—We do not see this

splendid Groundsel about so freely as might be

expected, so we presume that cultivators in general

have liot found the secret of growing it. In the

garden of Mr. Joad, at Wimbledon, lately, we not

only saw the plant in bloom, but also several seed-

lings raised from the plant. It requires a Utile

shade.

A Rockery Under Glass.—One of the

most interesting houses we have seen lately is one in

the garden of Mr. Joad at Wimbledon ; it is simply

a rockery under glass, no heating apparatus being

employed. The " rockery " was constructed by Mr.

Pulh.\m, and consists of tufa and artificial stone so

placed as to leave deep pockets, wherein the plants are

placed. In the present instance the plants are many
of them of the description known as botanist's pets,

comprising many rare and interesting species. A per-

forated pipe at the top of the house allows of irriga-

tion being practised at will. It is, of course, common
to see ferneries so treated, but it is a novelty to see

alpines and plants of that character so placed. In

other houses in this remarkable garden the plants are

planted out in raised beds.

Fra.kinus excelsior var. aucudifolius.

—This is a remarkable variety of the common Ash,

with the leaves variegated and speckled with yellow

markings, just as in the common Aucuba. In the

nurseries of Messrs. William Paul & Son, at

Waltham Cross, this tree is very effective at this

season.

Autumn Roses have been carefully looked

after this year, in some cases perhaps because the

early flowering ones were sadly injured by untoward

weather in late spring, but in any case those Roses

which gladden our eyes at this season have at least a

double claim on our notice. Among most useful

Roses at this season are Gloire de Dijon : surely the

man who invented that Rose—we use the word
advisedly—has earned a title to the enduring gratitu<lc

of his fellows; Souvenir de la Malmaison will go on
flowering nearly up to Christmas if the weather prove

open ; Aimee Vibert and Celine Forestier are in fine

bloom still, but perhaps the finest bed of autumn
Roses that we have ever seen is one, at Messrs. W.
Paul & Sons, Waltham Nursery, of Safrano. The
plants arc on their own roots, and were planted, we
are informed, in May of last year. They have been

in bloom all the summer, and are full of bloom now.

Mr. Norle's Rose Queen of Bedders is also deserving

mention for its free blooming qualities, which are

prolonged into late autumn.

A New Vecetaule Marrow. — Whilst

ones ears are ringing with the "coster's" cry of

" Marrers," it may be interesting to note that Mr.
Henry Vilmorin has a new warted and orange-

coloured variety, which has the reputation of coming
into use in half the time taken by the ordinary variety

in cultivation.

Clethra alnifolia.—This fine dwarf deci-

duous white flowering shrub is largely grown in some
of the French nurseries—as, for instance, that of

MM. Chantrier at Mortefontaine, to meet a demand
that exists for it on the /tVf day of Saint Marie,
August 15. It is a free-growing, hardy plant, pro-

ducing terminal spikes of small white flow-ers, and

stands the process of potting up three or four days

before required.

Removal of the Leaves of Strawber-
ries.—We have always been inclined to look on this

as a barbarous practice ; but we perceive the editor of

the American Gardeners^ Monthly recommends the

practice, in certain cases, especially in the case of shy

bearers. There is something in this, the more so as

we do not look to the .Strawberry for a supply of

timber.

S.\Lix argykei.a is a garden name for a

Willow with long linear lance-shaped leaves, like the

white Willow, but covered on both surfaces with close

white silky hairs. The young shoots are covered with

velvety down, and tlte young buds have a pinkish

tinge. We met with the plant lately in the nurseries

of Messrs. William Paul & Son, of Cheshunt, and
were much struck with its beauty as an ornamental

tree.

Centaurea babylonica.—This is one of the

most strikinghardy herbaceous plants, having erect rigid

stems, 6 to 8 feet high, covered like the leaves with

white cottony down. The lower leaves are oblong,

toothed, and more or less pinnately lobed or partite

toward the base, the upper or stem leaves are narrow
lanceolate acuminate, finely tftothed and decurrent at

the base along the sides of the stem which is thus

winged. The flower-heads are compact and arranged

along the sides of the stem in the axils of the leaves ;

each is about i\ inch long, and consists of a number
of tightly packed overlapping spine-pointed scales

enveloping a tuft of yellow florets. For the back
row of the herbaceous border or other similar situa-

tion, the plant is well adapted from its stately appear-

ance. It is a native of Asia Minor. We lately saw
fine specimens in the garden of George Joad, Esq.

Hedera Rcegneriana (colchica).—This
bold-looking Ivy, as generally seen, has large leathery

cordate-ovate leaves. It is of rapid growth, and is

altogether one of the most distinct and best of the

Ivies. The correct name is H. colchica (Carl Koch).
It is a native of China, Japan, Northern India, and
the Caucasus.

Rose dela Grifferaie as a Stock.—Mr.
William Paul recommends the use of this as a stock,

and certainly the growth made upon it in his nurseries,

as contrasted with that on the seedling Brier or the

Manetti, is very striking.

Likeness in Leaves.—Two leaves are be-

fore us taken from two widely different trees, and yet

so much alike that, did we not know their origin,

we should feel it impossible to distinguish them one
from the other, unless perhaps in size. Both are

narrow, lanceolate, entire, very shortly stalked, like
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ihosc of a Weeping Willow ; both ha\ e the same stiff

texture and dark-green colour. In both the venation

is the same. The one is the dwarf Almond and the

other is the Quercus salicifolia. Botanists who occupy

themselves v/ith fossil leaves and correspondents who
send us leaves to name, without other evidence, would
do well to bear these matters in mind.

Clematis oriextalis has been recently

flowering at Kew, and is a distinct and noteworthy
species, little seen in gardens, though long known. It

has the habit of C. flammula, but the leaves are

glaucous, the segments coarsely toothed, and the

flowers, which measure \\ to 2 inches diameter, are

greenish yellow in colour. The plant is a native of

the Levant, extending into Aflghanistan, and is quite

liardy against a wall.

Clematis Henryi.—This is highly thought

of by Mr. Fraser for its robust haliit, good foliage,

and large white flowers of good substance. This and

Otto Froirbel both show to advantage in the Lea

Bridge Nurseries.

Dimorphantiius mandsckuricus is a very

handsome plant, but the name is decidedly objection-

able. It may be useful to know that by calling the

plant Aralia mandschurica we shall be acting in

strict conformity with botanical propriety, and be

diminishing somewhat of the uncoulhness of the name.

Dimorphanthus as a separate genus is not acknow'-

ledged by those who know the Araliacere best.

—— Marriage of Mr. John Metuven.—Mr.
John Methven, of the firm of Messrs. Thomas
Methven & Sons, nurserymen and seedsmen,

Edinburgh, was married on the 26th ult. to Miss

Alice Wemyss Williamson, only child of the

late Capt. Williamson, of the 41st Bengal Native

Infantry, who with his wife and infant fell victims in

the massacre of Cawnpore. The firm entertained the

chiefs of the various departments of their establish-

ment to dinner in the evening, Mr. Hugh Eraser
being chairman, and Mr. William Murphy croupier.

In proposing the health of the young couple, the

chairman adverted in warm terms to the kindly

relations which had existed between the firm and its

employes during his nearly thirty years' connection

with it, and congratulated his colleagues upon its

continued prosperity.

-—- Gardening Changes.—Mr. Coombes, at

present foreman to Mr. Westland, at Witley Court,

is engaged to succeed Mr. Searle in the manage-
ment of the gardens at Himley Hall, near Dudley,

Staflbrdshire, the residence of Lady Ward.—Mr. J.

Taylor, \vho was gardener and general manager to

the Hon. P. Wvndham, M.P., Isel Hall, Cocker-

mouth, has been appointed to a similar situation at

The Craggs, Broughton, vid Carlisle, the residence

of J. J. Harris, Esq.—Mr. Thomas Rowlands,
foreman to Mr. Bennett in the gardens of M. T.

Bass, Esq., M.P., at Kangemore, Burlon-on-Trent,

has been appointed gardener to the Viscountess

DOWNE, at Baklersby Park, Thirsk, Yorkshire.

SELECT TREES AND SHRUBS
FOR OUTSIDE WALLS.

Within the past few years much has been done in

regard to testing the relative hardiness of many trees

and shrubs from various parts of the temperate

regions, which formerly were submitted to even stove

temperature, a proceeding doubtless owing either to

an imperfect knowledge of their native habitats or to

their rarity. It is now generally known that many of

these not only attain a more vigorous growth when
exposed to the full rigour of our climate, but that they

flower and even fruit regularly, whereas, hitherto

they could never attain sufficient size when under glass

except in the spacious houses in large establishments.

There is yet much need of further experiments in this

direction, and it should be one of the chief aims in

horticulture to advance, as far as practicable, the

acclimatisation of plants from the rich storehouse of

other climes, and thereby obviate, to a great extent,

the necessity of protecting them in elaborate glass

structures, so that they may be enjoyed in the open

air not only by the few but by every one who has a

garden or a naked wall to clothe.

Already the recorded results of the few past experi-

ments have tended considerably to augment the list of

ornamental shrubs for wall decoration from which to

make a selection. In lieu of a garden of acclimatisa-

tion in this country, if trustworthy statistics could

])e obtained from various parts of the kingdom and

published, with respect to the relative hardiness of

reputed tender exotics, and also as to the conditions

under which they are growing, such as the state of the

soil, situation, &c., it would be a great service to

horticulture, and rapid progress would soon be made,

and cultivators would then risk their choice shrubs,

&:c., in the open air with less fear of failure. In

many recorded instances of the unhardiness of certain

plants the failure may be frequently attriliuted to the

unsuitability of the soil, aspect, or other local causes,

f*r it is a well fact known that many exotics perish, not

so much from the severe coldness as from the excessive

humidity of our ordinary winters, and if the me-

chanical condition of the soil be not a primary con-

sideration but ill success may be expected. It is a

frequent occurrence to see a border with one kind of

soil planted promiscuously with trees and shrubs,

which in their respective habitats are found growing

under extremely diverse circumstances ; for though it

is impracticable in cultivation to carry out these in

minute detail, they should to some extent be observed.

If this branch of horticulture could be developed, not

only by the above suggestions, but also by grafting

those of weakly constitutions on those more hardy

and robust—which has Ijeen tried to some extent with

very favourable results—it would be source of much
interest, and would open a fresh field for some of our

horticultural talent.

Enumerated below is a selection of the most

desiraljle for the purpose ; many are old hardy wall

plants, and several have withstood the past few

winters with impunity near London, and o;hers are

of doubtful hardiness, but of which the writer would

be glad to have any further information. All are in

cultivation, and the majority may be obtained from

most nurseries, and all may be seen at Kew in the

various collections, notably that of the^large temperate-

house, which is a rich storehouse of a host of rare and

beautiful plants. The appended brief descriptions

are intended to give an idea of the merits of each.

Though the list has no pretension to be exhaustive, it

is hoped that it will ere long be greatly augmented by

the results of further observations. It may be con-

veniently divided into sections according to the

geographical areas of their distribution. Beginning

with South America, which is particularly rich in

trees and shrubs adapted for the purpose, the

absence of those of the deciduous class is very

conspicuous.

Bcrbcridopsis corallhia.—This beautiful climbing ever-

green shrub was introduced from Chili a few years ago

by Messrs. Veitch, but it is seldom met with in gardens.

It has long, trailing, slender branches, with ovate, spiny-

margined leaves. The flowers are produced in terminal

racemes, and are globose in shape, of firm texture, and
of a deep red colour. The slender pedicels are about

2 inches long, and are also red. It has proved hardy in

sheltered situations in tlie South, with the protection of

a wall, and flowers as freely as when grown under glass.

Whether grown in a cool greenhouse or on outside walls

it is one of the most desirable of evergreen shrubs of

recent introduction.

Embothrinm- cocciucnm.—This remarkable proteaceous

slirub is a native of South Chili, and is one of the finest

plants from that region. It has proved hardy in various

parts of this country, forming handsome specimens over

20 feet high in some instances. It is of erect habit, with

alternate lanceolate leaves, which are very glaucous on

the under surface. The brilliant scarlet Honeysuckle-

like blossoms are produced very freely in dense terminal

racemes, and it is usually in full beauty about the begin-

ning of May, when it forms a highly attractive object.

It requires a sheltered and well drained situation, and

planted in free and open soil. Slight protection should

be given when it is forming its flower-buds, as late spring

frosts are apt to injui'e them at that stage. It is very

difficult to propagate, hence its comparative rarity, but

it should be included even in the choicest selection.

Lapagcria rosea.—Tlie unrivalled and now rather

common Lapageria rosea has proved nmch hardier than

was formerly supposed, as it has withstood several

winters in various places in the South, for instance the

portion of a plant outside one of the houses at Gunners-

bury Park which flowers freely and regularly ; true, the

main part of the plant and also the roots are inside,

and it goes far to show that if the roots of many of these

tender exotics are in well-drained borders which are pre-

vented from becoming too cold, the foliage will not suffer

from severe cold, and this to a great extent could be

carried out by thorough drainage and ample mulching

in winter. It should be planted against a warm wall,

with partial shade in summer, such as is afforded by any

deciduous tree, wiiich is preferable, as an evergreen

excludes the light, and tends to increase the dampness

of the spot in winter.

Pkilesia bnxifoUa.~'\\\Q beautiful dwarf Philesia buxi-

folia, which much resembles the preceding in its flowers,

is probably as hardy, and it would be of mucli interest

to give it a fair test.

Mutisnis.—T\vQ. species of Mutisia are amongst the

most beautiful of the vast family of Composites. There

appear to be but three si>ecies in cultivation at the

present time in this country, though others equally as

beautiful have hitherto been introduced, but now are

probably lost to cultivation, doubtless in consequence of

the unfortunate fact that they are difficult to manage.

M, dccurrens is a charming plant when seen in per-

fection. It has few twining slender stems and evergreen,

lanceolate, glaucous leaves, with the midrib terminating

in a tendril. The flower-heads are borne on stalks

6 inches to i foot in length, and are 4 inches to 6 inches

in diameter. The outer florets number from twelve to

twenty, rather long and narrow and gracefully reflex.

Tlie colour is deep orange, with the central florets a shade

darker. It flowers from June till August, and lasts a

long time both on the plant or in a cut state. It is an

old introduction, and has been a choice object of culture

in many places and under various conditions, with a

varying degree of success. The finest specimen the

writer has seen was in the present year, growing against

a souili wall, planted in rich and stiffloam with the stems

nestling amongst the foliage of an Escallonia, from which

stood out in bold relief nearly a hundred of its truly

gorgeous blossoms. The success was apparently owing

to the partial shade afforded to the stems, which when
not so protected agamst a hot south wall generally

present a rusty-like appearance and often perish, so

the experiment is well worth further trial. M. ilicifolia

is another beautiful evergreen climber, with slender stems

and Holly-like dark green leaves. The flower-heads are

of less size and with fewer outer flowers than the last, and

of a colour varying from white to deep rose. This has

been cultivated very successfully in a cool greenhouse,

and doubtless it would thrive equally well outside, but

no information is at hand in reference to it. M. Clematis

is a very distinct species, extremely unlike either of the

preceding in general habit, and strikingly resembles some

of the leguminiferous plants. Its stems, w'hich attain

20 to 30 feet in height, are somewhat angular and slender.

The leaves are compound, with from seven to nine pairs

of leaflets, ending in a branched tendril. The flower-

heads are large and of a rich red colour, and well estab-

lished plants flower freely in the open air iu warm
localities in this country.

Escalioiiios.—The genus Escallonia is exclusively con-

fined to South America, and includes some highly orna-

mental species. The well known E. macrantha scarcely

needs description here, as the bright evergreen foliage

and the almost perennial show of its rosy coloured

blossoms has entitled it to rank amongst the most

desirable shrubs for wall decoration. There are several

forms of it which vary in colour, the variety sanguinea is

very distinct, even more showy than the type. Scarcely

inferior to it is the somewhat rare E. floribunda, which

inhabits the mountains of New Granada, also an ever-

green with lanceolate, slightly toothed leaves, and pro-

ducing about the end of August inmiense panicles of pure

white and fragrant blossoms. It is much in the way of

tlie better known and more southern E. montevidensis,

but a much finer plant in every way and quite as hardy.

The preceding spjcies are of suflicient hardiness to with-

stand our ordinary winters with the protection of a wall

with a southern or western aspect, in the south and

western counties, but farther north and in exceptionally

severe winters they would probably require protecting by

mulching the surface of the soil, and a mat or like material

to cover the foliage. There are several other species of

about the same degree of hardiness, but wliich are inferior

in point of beauty, such as E. illinita, pterocladon

organensis, &c. The best of tlie hardier species is the

handsome E. Philippiana lately introduced hy Messrs.

Veitch, and figured in this journal a short time since.

We must not forget the common E. rubra and its variety

albiflora, which with the lost would thrive well against a

wall. For further information on this interestinggenus,

an excellent note will be found at p. 978, 1873, of the

Gardeners Chronicle.

Cantua buxifolia.—This is another fine illustration of

the floral wealth of the Peruvian region, as it is one of

the showiest of all polemoniaceous plants. It is an ever-

green shrub, growing from 4 to 6 feet in height, of neat

and compact habit, with numerous branches and small

oblong bright green leaves, ciliated at the margins and

downy beneath. The flowers are large and showy, pro-

duced singly on short spurs. They are tubular, about-

\\ inch long, with a wide-spreading mouth of a bright car-

minecolour, the tube being ofa rich yellow. Unfortunately

it flowers rather irregularly, but amply repays careful cul-

ture. It is hardy with w all protection in the south and west
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parts of tliis country, and should be planted in a rich and
well drained soil and be placed in a sheltered and
partially shaded situation.

Aziira.—Of this genus there are a few valuable species.

A. integrifolia. an evergreen shrub, growing about 12 feet

in height, witli small, roiutdish dark green leaves, from
the axils of which a profusion of short spikes of bright

yellow feathery blossoms are produced in autumn, and
which are of aromatic fragrance. The variegated form
is highly ornamental. The variegation of the leaves

consists of greenish yellow with a blotch of dark green,

and in a young state are edged with deep pink. It is as

yet rather rare, but will without doubt become deservedly

popular. It is a native of Chili, and thrives vigorously

in the open air with the protection of a wall. The hardier

A. microphylla. which forms such elegant specimens as a
standard, also makes a charming wall shrub. (.See

Gardeners' Chronicle, 1874. p. 81.) The somewhat
scarce A. GiUesii has large ovate and coarsely toothed

leaves, with long racemes of bright yellow flowers. It is

also a native of Chili, and probably will prove as hardy
as A. integrifolia.

Desfontainea spinosa.—This handsome Peruvian shrub,

though not a climber, thrives admirably against a wall in

the South and West. It has a rigid habit, with evergreen,

leathery, spinose leaves, much resembling those of the

common Holly. The long tubular scarlet and yellow

blossoms are produced singly from the tips of the

branches, and when borne plentifully it forms one of the

most attractive shrubs we have.

DUcaria lougispina, a native of Monte Video, and a
near relative of the CoUetia, is a very graceful and pleas-

ing wall plant when in flower. It has slender and some-
what drooping branches, with numerous spiny branchlets,
at tlie base of which the tiny slightly toothed leaves are

produced. In spring the branches are densely covered
with its pure white tubular blossoms, about half an inch
long, and lasts a long while in good condition. One or
two of the species of CoUetia are very desirable, not so
much for the blossoms as for the unusual aspect they
present by the numerous spiny abortive branches.
Among the best are C. spinosa and C. serratifolia, both
natives of Peru.

Soianum Jasiut/ioidcs, though generally known as a
greenhouse climber, has, however, proved a hardy wall

plant near London, and it is one of the most valuable we
have for the purpose, as it is in flower throughout the
greater part of the year, though in greatest profusion in

autumn. The flowers, which are white with a purplish
tint (when grown outside), are borne in clusters from the
sides of the slender twining branches, and hang very
gracefully, and are well adapted for cutting, as they last
a long time in good condition. It is a native of Rio
Grande. The purple-flowered S. crispum is somewhat
hardier, and also forms a handsome wall plant, though
less desirable tlian the preceding.

Fahiaiiu imbncata.—1\v.% rejnarkable Chilian shrub
is very unlike any other solanaceous plant, and much
resembles an Erica in its erect, rigid growth, in foliage,
and also in the flowers, which are about i inch long,
narrow and tubular, of a white tinted with purple colour

;

they are borne very profusely in the early part of summer.
It thrives best when planted against a wall, though it is

sufficiently hard to stand unprotected.
Lijniizabala bitcrnata is a hardy evergreen creeper,

well adapted for rapidly covering high w.alls. The leaves
are compound, the number of the leaflets varies from
two to six, and they are ovate, dark green, and leathery
in texture. The flowers are produced in winter, and are
of a deep chocolate colour, borne on pendulous racemes
from the axils of the leaves. It is found in various parts
of Chili. It affords edible fruits, which are sold in the
Chilian markets under the name of CoguiU-Vichi.
Mitmna cocciiica.—This very ornamental evergreen

shrub is a native of Chiloe, and was introduced about
thirty years ago. Sijlce then it has proved hardy, and is

a valuable acquisition to the list of decorative wall plants.

It is of a climbing habit, and under liberal treatment
attains several feet in height. The bright scarlet tubular
blossoms are about li inch long, and are borne pro-
fusely, hanging gracefully on slender peduncles about
2j inches long from the axils of the small oval leaves.

It is usually treated as a greenliouse plant, and is re-

markable as being the hardiest Gesneraceous plant as yet
introduced.

Eticryphia.—Of this genus there are now two species
in cultivation : E. cordata, introduced from Chiloe about
thirty years ago, but which as yet is rather scarce in gar-
dens, forms a handsome tree, growing many feet in height,
with cordate, ovate, and toothed leaves, and large white
flowers produced singly in tlie axils of the leaves. E.
pinnatifida is of recent introduction, with pinnate leaves,
and very handsome white flowers, and doubtless will
prove as hardy as the last.

Ercilla {Bridgesia) j//<r<iA7.—Though not very showy
this evergreen shrub is veryuseful for rapidlycovering large
spaces of bare wall. It grows many feet in height, and
the stems throw out numerous sm.all roots which cling to

the wall with great tenacity. The branches are slender
and drooping, with oval, dark gi-een leathery leaves.

crisped at the edges. The small pink blossoms are

borne very profusely in small clusters Irom the axils of

the leaves, and in this state is very interesting and
attractive. It is a native of Chili, and an old inhabitant

of gardens, but is seldom met with. (See Gardeners'

Chniiiicle. 1878. vol. ix., p. 653.)

Jleimia salicifoiia, which inhabits various parts of

tropical South America, is a handsome lythraceoui shrub

with small linear leaves, and produces a plentiful supply

of its small yellow blossoms throughout the greater part

of summer. G.
(To be coiitimic.L)

A GARDEN ARCADE.
The enclosed rough sketch {fig. So) of a garden-

walk represents, I venture to suggest, a more natural

and graceful ornament to a garden than studied orna-

mental arches, wherein intricate iron or wood-work

struggle to maintain their own against the beautiful

climbing plants that embrace them. The idea in the

above sketch, as many of your readers will immedi-

ately discover, was derived from a ramble amidst the

charming vineyards of Italy. The piers are rough

rubble-stone, about 2 feet square, and vary in height

from 5 feet 6 inches to S feet 6 inches. The subject of

the sketch contains six bays (five only are shown),

and terminate at the smaller end in a rockery. The
piers are covered with Ivy, and this will in another

season have met across the overhanging boughs. It is

necessary, in setting out such an arrangement, to

build the piers in perspective, ?.f., to gradually

increase the width from pier to pier and the height

from one end to the other. If this is done every pier

will be seen from either end, no matter how many or

few there may be. In the case of the sketch they

are some 10 feet apart ; but this distance may be

varied according to circumstances. It is obvious,

however, that if the bays are placed nearer to each

other, the perspective must be proportionately reduced.

I am aware there is nothing new in the arrange-

ment, but venture to think there are many villa

gardens and smaller plots surrounding large towns

where some such an arrangement might be adopted

with advantage. For small gardens the piers may
be simply rough wood posts, obtained at trifling

cost, and which when well covered with Ivy will look

equally well winter and summer. There is no limit

to the extent the idea may be enlarged upon by
cross-pieces from pier to pier, forming indeed, as the

Vines do, a beautifully sheltered avenue, on a small

scale, from the sun's directer rays. A Constant

Raider.

IjoiiK Corrtspoiilirntt.

Is Scotland a Part of England for Exhibition
Purposes ?—It was decided by a body of referees at

the recent International Potato show, that for show
purposes Scotland is not a part of England. It was
not the decision of the committee, and it is very pro-

bable the committee would repudiate such an inference

as opposed to common sense and common practice ;

but it was come to nevertheless, and under these

circumstances. Messrs. Hooper & Co., seedsmen,
Covent Garden, offered special prizes for **six dishes

of Potatos, distinct new varieties, not in commerce,
or in commerce in England for the first time this year,

&c." Of some seven collections staged three were
disqualified by the scrutineers on the ground that they

contained American varieties put into commerce before

the time specified. Two other competitors staged

Early King Kidney, and the presence of this Potato

was objected to on the grounds that it is not a distinct

variety, being simply a reproduction of Sutton's King
of Potatos, and that, assuming it could be accepted as

a "distinct new variety," it had been in commerce
beyond the time specified. It may be stated that

Early King Kidney is one of Mr. Porter's selections,

termed by him an "improved King," and that it was
catalogued by Messrs. Cardno & Darling, of Aber-
deen, in 1S76, they having purchased the stock from
Mr. Porter. The matter of the admissibility of Early
King Kidney was submitted to three referees, and it

would appear they could not controvert the fact that

it was not a new variety within the meaning of the

schedule. But they went a step farther, and came to

the conclusion that there was no evidence the

Potato had been offered for sale in England until

the present year, that England was not to be con-
founded with Great Britain, and therefore the protest

was overruled. Evidently this idea of the geogra-

phical isolation of England as distinct from Great
Britain was trailed across the path of the discussion

by one of the exhibitors of the Potato protested

against ; but it is not a little remarkable, and it

appears to have altogether escaped the notice of the

referees, that this very exhibitor was a successful

competitor in class C, for eighteen English varieties

of Potatos, three varieties at least of undoubted
Scottish origin being staged by him. The fact is,

the term "English" has always been used in the

schedule of prizes of the International Potato Show in

its broadest sense, and in contradistinction to "Ame-
rican," and has always been employed to cover
Potatos raised in every part of the United Kingdom.
I may add that the protest against the admissibility
of the Potato Early King was supjiorted by such
authorities as Mr. Porter, of Old Meldrum, and Mr.
Peter McKinlay. I have always considered that

schedules of prizes should have their conditions in-

terpreted in the broadest sense, and this opinion is

held by all competent judges. I might add by way of
introducing another technicality that it would prob-
ably be very easy for Messrs. Cardno & Darling to

show that their seed catalogue for 1S76 was sent to

some of their customers in England during that year ;

if so, then it is established beyond dispute that Early
King Kidney (apart from its inability to be classed

as a distinct new variety) was offered in commerce in

England in 1876. R. Dean, Ealing, IK

The Judging of Melons.—The remarks which
have lately appeared in these pages on this subject

seem not to liave been taken into account at the

recent fruit show at the Crystal Palace, seeing that

those engaged in such an exceedingly arduous task as

was there allotted to them went through the tasting

system of giving their awards in the several classes.

That such awards were given with discretion I have
no doubt, but at the same time I am fully inclined

to believe, as does Mr. Fish, that bewilderment must
follow the tasting process, especially when carried to

the same extent as at the show in question, to say
nothing of the deteriorated condition of the fruit so

cut when the show closes. One thing connected with
the judges' decisions struck me as being remarkable,
viz., that two unnamed seedlings should take first

honours in their respective classes against standard

varieties such as Scarlet Gem, Eastnor Castle, Read's
Scarlet-flesh, Colston Bassett Seedling, Heckfield
Hybrid, and others whose merits have been so well

tested. Another thing which seemed to occupy great

attention was the dissimilarity in the fruit of the same
varieties staged by the various exhibitors, the most
noticeable being Fastnor Castle ; so strikingly dis-

similar was the majority of this variety from the one
staged by Mr. Coleman in his collection of fruit, that

one was inclined to doubt their being correctly named.
I would here recommend Cutbush's Prince of Wales
green-flesh Melon as one of the best ; it combines
these essential qualities which few Melons posses.^

viz., it is a good variety for early work, being a free

setter, having a robust constitution, handsome fruit,

averaging 4 lb. to 5 lb., and, last but not least, of

exquisite flavour. It was certificated by the com-
mittee of the Royal Horticultural Society in 1S67,

and has frequently gained 1st prizes since that time.

I think it is a true friend slighted. £. Morgan, The
Butts, Harrow-on-thc-HilL

MonceciousHop.—Vou may remember a specimen
of a monoecious Hop which I sent you four years ago
and which j'ou described and figured in the Gardeners"

Chronicle at the time. It may interest you to hear
that two of the seeds sown germinated, with the fol-

lowing results :— I. Entirely male : no trace of Hops
at the ends of the pendent spikes of male flowers as

in the parent plant. (A reversion?) 2. Decidedly
monoecious and more inclined to produce Hops than
even the parent. The three lowest spikes arc male
entirely, the next higher male with a single Hop at the

tip of the spikes ; above this a full production of Hops.
The flavour is that of the Golding Hop, the sort

planted throughout the garden in which the parent

stands. Is not No. 2 a distinct variety, or at any
rate on the way to produce such ? [Yes.] The parent

plant continues every year to produce male and female
flowers, and we have one qr two more in the grounds
there like it. I judge that not above 3 or 4 per cent,

of the seed sown germinated. Z. Lcxi'is, East Far-
kigh, Alaiiistonc.

Amicia zygomeris.—In your Answers to Corre-

spondents, p. 415, you say that Amicia zygomeris is

too tender for outdoor culture generally. It has grown
here for many years, and though it does not flower,

its curious foliage makes it well worth growing. I

believe it has long been grown at Oxford as a hardy
plant. Henry A'. Ella^ombey Bitton.

Paraffin as' an Insecticide.— I cannot say as Mr.
Rust has done, that by following Mr. Knight's advice
I have cleared a house of mealy-bug. Seeing the

advice given in vol. ix., p. 666, and having the care

of Stephanotis and Gardenias, infested with bug, I

began with it directly and continued it twice a day,
morning and evening, for six weeks ; but the bugs
were as healthy and as plentiful at the end as they
were when I began it. I used it in the exact manner
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described by Mr. Knight—one wineglassful to

4 gallons of water, one squirt into the cn.n and one on
the plants. Perhaps your correspondent would
kindly inform me if the water should be any exact

temperature before putting the paraffin into it, as I

used it the same as the house ^. />'., Pimvhatch
Gardens^ East Grinstcad. [Probably the paraffin was
of "low"' qualit}'. It varies greatly in strength.

Eds.]

Profitable Apples.—As the planting season is

near at hand, I venture to give a list of names of

Apples that I have proved lo " never foil" :—Ecklin-
ville Seedling, Lord .Suffield, Cellini, Lord Clyde,
Alfriston, Stirling Castle, Annie Elizabeth, Pott's

Seedling, New Northern Greening, New Hawthorn-
den, Warner's King, Hanwell Souring, Emperor
Alexander, Tower of Glamis, and Irish Peach.
Every garden should ha\e one or more of these. The
Red Hawthornden is of great promise ; Yorkshire

Beauty will prove a first-class Apple for crop, &c.

Smith's Worcester Pearmain will also prove to be a

grand Apple for market purposes. William Ward,
The Gardens, Stoke Edith Park, Hereford.

Dimorphanthus mandshuricus in Scotland.

—There is growing here (in the south-west of Scot-

inferior to the pretty Pompon varieties of which there

are so many charming types in cultivation. Is the

fact of certificating this flower to be taken as a hint

that Dahlia raisers must hark back to the single types,

and commence the work of improvement again ?

That a Dahlia like Keynes' Rosy Morn should be

passed over, and a certificate given to Paragon,

appears to me to be a matter giving rise to serious

regret. R. D.

A Notable Eucalyptus.—On a recent visit lo

Princes Park, Liverpool, my attention was attracted

by a remarkably fine specimen of Eucalyptus globulus

growing on a bank with a south-east aspect. The rate

of growth appeared to nie to be something unusual,

as well as the exceedingly symmetrical proportions of

the bush and its fine glossy foliage. I was therefore

•tempted to enquire of Mr. Mason, the courteous
curator of the park, something of the history of the

plant, and he has kindly furnished me with the follow-

ing particulars. The height of the plant is 20 feet,

its diameter through from tip to tip of branches at

3 feet from the ground 10 feel, or equal to a circum-

ference of 30 feet ; girth of stem at i foot from the

ground 1 1 inches, and at 4 feet from the groundJg^
inches. Tlie plant has but one main stem, which is

perfectly straight and uniform in growth all round,

Fig. So.—garden walk at woodbury lodge, withington, near Manchester, (see p. 440.)

land) a Dimorphanthus mandshuricus quite asluxuriant

as the one described as being at Dalkeith. It is about

9J feet high, and has flowered this year for the first

time. There are now about ten bunches of blooms on
it, and the stem at the ground is 10 inches in circum-
ference. It is a fine plant, and has stood unprotected
for several )ears. ]V. H, M., Munches, Dalbeattie.

Dahlia Paragon.—I do not know what limit is

put by the Floral Committee to the time plants

have been in cultivation to entitle them to receive

First-class Certificates of merit ; but having some
idea that Paragon Dahlia was associated with my
knowledge of Dahlias in the remote past, Fsearched
among some old catalogues, and in one published in

1834, issued by .Samuel Appleby, St. James' Gardens,

Doncaster, I found Dahlia " Paragon, singlCj maroon
and crimson ; " and at the fruit show at the Crystal

Palace I met with an old Dahlia grower who informed

me (having at the time a flower in his possession

that he had obtained from Mr. Cannell) that he grew
this particular variety forty years ago, I do not

intend to condemn the action of the Floral Com-
mittee, but the granting of First-class Certificates

leads to the impression that a plant receiving one is

new, and it is purchased by some with that con-
viction. I do think that the decorative value of

]")ahlia Paragon has been exaggerated, but I am of

opinion that ninety-nine gardeners out of a hundred
would agree with me that for cutting purposes it is far

forming a beautiful pyramid. It was planted out in

the summer of 1876, a small plant, and grew that

season to the height of iS inches or 2 feet. It stood
the winter of 1S76-77 uninjured, and started into

vigorous growth in the spring of 1S77, and made a
growth that summer of 12 feet in length, clothed with
branches to the ground. The tips or points of a few
of the branches were slightly injured last winter, but
not sufficiently to spoil the appearance of the tree

further than giving it a rather brown appearance.
The injured points of the shoots were cut away last

spring, and the plant has grown this summer to the
dimensions stated above, which {as far as I know) is

a rate of growth seldom if ever equalled in England.
W, Hinds.

The Potato Show.—In your report (p. 414) you
say that in judging class B. " the censors would seem
to have made the award of the 1st prize solely to the

feature of size." This is an injurious misconception
of the case. Classes A, and B. were judged by Messrs.

Earley, Hooper, and Hibberd. They saw what the

reporters ancl the critics, who were outside the ropes,

could not see ; for they examined the tubers and
noted their faults, and when they finally made their

awards were in no doubt as to the order in which
the winning lots should be placed. They would
gladly have given a first position to smaller samples
than those of Mr. Cresswell, but they could find none
so good, and when they had carefully counted points

in all the best lots these were fully a dozen points

ahead of all the rest. There was no occasion for

"despair," and but little for hesitation; for, apart

from the question of size, these tubers were faultless,

and in several conspicuous instances were not a shade

larger than a proper representation of the varieties

required. Take Manhattan for instance, and what is

the value of a 6 oz. or 8 oz. tuber ? It is worthless.

But a 10 oz. or 12 oz. sample may be worth attention,

and perhaps a prize. Shirley HU'l'erd.

Tomatos.—We have the finest crop of Tomatos
we have ever had, and I thought it might be useful to

some young gardeners to know how we got them.

The seed was sown at the beginning of March, and as

soon as the plants were about 9 inches high we cut

the tops all off and made cuttings of them, putting

them into good sandy soil, and then into a hotbed,

where we were striking Verbenas for bedding. As soon
as they were rooted we potted them oft", two in a 48-

sized pot, using good rich soil, and placed them at

the back of a low Cucumber pit near the glass, from
which we moved them to the back of the Potato pits,

where they had plenty of air all day. We kept them
there till the first week in May, and then placed

them out-of-doors in a sheltered position, and covered

them up at night. In the last week in May we planted

them out, some on east, some on south walls. We
dug out the holes, putting in some half-rotten manure
and mixed it well with the earth. We planted

them out in the spaces between the wall-trees,

gave them a little water, and tacked them to the wall

with a strong thread and nails. As they grew up we
tacked them in very carefully, and removed all the

laterals so as to throw all the strength into the main
stems. As soon as we get four or five trusses of fruit

to each plant we took out the top, and gave them
some manure-water about twice a week in dry weather.

We carefully removed all laterals, and also a few

leaves where they were thick, so as to let in the sun

and air, and by these simple means we have a

splendid crop of very fine fruit. //'. Drc^vetf, IJrea/itore

House, Salisbury.

Fuchsia Venus Victrix.—Mr. Thomas Garrat

is correct as regards the period when this variety

of Fuchsia was introduced. I recollect, when a

lad at the Clapton Nursery in 1842, seeing flowers

of it which had been sent for Mr. Low's inspection. It

was then shown to the employes in the establishment as

a new variety, and being the first light-coloured variety

we had seen it was made the subject of conversation

and comment amongst us for some time. The beauti-

ful Achimenes longiflora was also introduced about

the same time. It was the practice with the late much-
respected Mr. Hugh Low to offer the young men in

his employ an opportunity of seeing any new plants or

flowers which might be sent to the offices, and many
besides me must recollect the kindness of our em-
ployer. The late Mr. Hugh Low was a kind-

hearted, generous-minded man, and though long

since ]5assed away, his memory lives in the minds of

many. This was one of the little episodes of my
early correspondence with him, and it remains in-

delibly impressed in, I hope, the right place. C B,
S., Jersey.

" Patev is sadly wrong in his reckon-

ing wilh reference to Venus Victrix (viite p. 379).

I well recollect seeing it in several collections

previous to 1846, ancl in the autumn of that year

some fine plants of Venus Victrix, Purity, Dr.

Jephson ancl Corallina (the latter crimson tube

ancl sepals ancl then the best of its class) were
shown at the Hull Botanic Society's gardens. Venus
de Medici was not raised, or at all events was not in

commerce until ten years after that date, and if not

a seedling from Venus Victrix it had Victrix snp in

its structure. Antediluvian, St. Lan'ienee, Isle of
night, Sept. 30.

The Royal Horticultural Society's Show at

Preston.—\'our correspomlent " ^V. U." laments the

loss incidental to the late Provincial Show at Preston.

Certainly it is lamentable ; but in the face of such a

fact is it wise to advise the Society to attempt a

similar failure elsewhere out of London, especially in

such an uncertain month as September ? Carlisle is

a case in point as to the fickle nature of that month
for outdoor exhibitions. But looking at the fact that

really fine horticultural exhibitions are now existent

all over the provinces, I would ask is it wise to invite

the Society to go so far afield to do work which is

already being done so well without the Society's aid ?

Again, who can say that the Fellows or supporters of

the Society are as a body one whit the better for a

provincial show? "A. B." favours a fruit and vege-

table exhibition in September : very good ; but why
hold that in the provinces when the Society h.as at

South Kensington the finest possible space under

cover for the holding of the same ? The majority of the

exhibits would be fairly portable, and could easily be

brought to London. The metropolis is, further, a

much more attractive place for country exhibitors to
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come to and to spend four days in, and any provincial

town can only be home to a few whilst London may
be so to many. Why does not the Society strive to

rival the recent great show at the Crystal Palace?

Surely what a joint-stock company can do so well

ought not to be out of the reach of a Royal Society ?

If they would make a liberal offer with it they could

have the International Potato Show almost for the

asking, so willing arc the committee to give the Society

the benefit of the Potato show prestige ; in any case

I fail to see any good reason why the Society should

go rural ising. ./. /'.

Peziza crucifera, Phil.— I quite agree with Mr.
I'hillips that the crystals surmounting the hairs in this

species is an interesting phenomenon, but nothing

more. If he has satisfied himself that they are inor-

ganic crystals, then they are not permanent characters,

and unless other and distinctive specific characters

can be found the species is a false one. The name
crucifera is unfortunate, because the crosses on the

hairs are no essential parts of tlic plant. Manifestly,

if crystals of oxalate of lime, or crystals of a similar

character, were found upon the hymenium of Peziza

aurantia, Mr. Phillips would not regard it as a distinct

species on that account. It is so seldom that my
friend Phillips differs from me on essential points, and
we are most constantly in correspondence, that I am
disposed to regret that we did not discuss this subject

previous to the publication of the name. Some time

since, when we had this Peziza under review, the

inorganic character of the crosses had not been
mooted, the determination of this point now places

the whole question upon a different basis. Probably,

as I suggested twelve months since, the crystals which
surmount the hairs of Peziza echinulata, Awd., are

also inorganic, and, if so, must have no place in a

specific diagnosis. I was led to the conclusion that

this was the case in P. echinulata, because, on ex-

amining a specimen mounted in glycerine, after twelve

months^ rest, I could find no trace of the terminal

stellate appendages. On remarking upon this cir-

cumstance at the time, it was objected that glycerine

would in time render these delicate crests so trans-

parent that they would not be recognisable. I have

also a memorandum to the effect that similar crystals

had been detected on the hairs of fresh specimens of

two other foliicolous species on which they are not

usually found. I have used the term " crystals " in all

these instances because they most resemble crystals in

form. Moreover, I feel strongly impressed with the

suspicion of their being ''crystals" in fact, in all these

cases, and that they must be left entirely out of account
as specific characters. If there are no features but
the stellate apices of the hairs to distinguish P.

crucifera from P. virginea, I must in candour decline

to accept Peziza crucifera as a distinct species. M, C.

Cooke.

The Fuchsia.— I cannot refrain trom endorsing Mr.
Fish's statement that the Fuchsia has not had its day.

When visiting the gardens at Dogmersfield, Hants, I

saw about 170 Fuchsias, each one occupying the

centre of a round bed. Leading from the flower

garden is a long walk, and about half the length of it

is a cross walk, with borders on either side. In one
walk were planted ninety-six and in the other seventy-

six Fuchsias, and such a display of Fuchsias I never

saw before. They were from 3 to 4 feet high, splen-

didly flowered and the foliage excellent, standing well

above the bedding plants of a dwarfer nature which
surrounded them. Mr. Fowle, the gardener, who
seems to be master of all styles of bedding-out, is here
most happy with the Fuchsia. Amongst the kinds he
uses are many of the older ones, such as Madame
Cornelissen, Venus de Medici, Rose of Castille, and
many other newer and good varieties can be seen
among them. Every plant is good, and many of

them equal to the plants often to be met with in the

first-prize lot at exhibitions. Evidently the Fuchsia
has not had its day everywhere, but is having it, as it

ought to, at least at Dogmersfield ; and I have an idea

that Mr. Fowle intends to extend his Fuchsia grow-
ing, so well does it answer with him. CJiarlcs Ilott.

I think that when "A. D." sorrows for the

waning (?) popularity of the Fuchsia he should
restrict his remarks to his own immediate neigh-

bourhood. Many plants have other missions than
to meekly be carried to shows ; that they are not
as popular now as formerly for decorative pur-
poses I entirely deny. I speak for my own locality

and the surrounding neighbourhood, that I know

—

and I emphatically declare that so far as to their

popularity declining it is quite the other way. I

know a cottage, the front of which is covered with
Fuchsias ; amongst the plants one of Gazelle, occupy-
ing a space 9 feet high by 8 wide, and literally hung
from top to bottom with beautiful flowers—in fact,

this one plant is worth going a journey to see. Then
there are Madame Cornelissen, Souvenir de Chiswick,
and others, light and dark, growing and flowering in

the greatest luxuriance. Waning popularity indeed !

No one passes this cottage without stopping to

admire ; and more—these plants have been planted

two years, and have not been covered in any way.

Again : I know a terrace with a 5-feet piece of turf

on each side of the walk, and running along this on

each side are alternate plants of Dracaena australis,

graceful and beautifvd, and circular beds of the better

kinds of Fuchsias ; these have grown together in the

freest possible way, and are masses 3 feet or so high,

and fully as wide, of beautiful flowers, that sweep the

turf—in fact, I think I never saw better flowered

plants. Waning popularity ! Why, people come
miles and miles to see these beds. Again : I know
some rockwork, planted in a beautiful manner with

flowering plants, and where the Fuchsia plays an

important part ; there are trim bushes of microphylla,

discolor, coccinea, thymifolia, &c., running down
from the tallest to the shortest, and these finished

below with that gem of gems, pumila : this is in the

form of dwarf compact bushes 8 to 12 inches wide by
8 or 10 high, and dense masses of beautiful crimson

flowers. There are groups of fulgens that have been

flowering for months and are still as beautiful as

ever ; there are groups of globosa, with their most

gracefully arching shoots and extremely pretty flowers
;

there are odd plants of some of Mr. Low's hybrids,

than which none have better habits or are freer to

bloom, and which are also quite distinct in foliage

and colour from all the modern hybrids, and quite

carry us back to some of the popular sorts of twenty

and m -re years ago ; there are stones and ledges

covered, as with a carpet, with the curious procum-

bens, which is still flowering freely and bearing in

profusion its unusually large fruit, varying from green

to deep red, and many others. No one who sees

these, even dreams that the race is losing in popularity.

I know a bed of that lasting favourite, Madame
Cornelissen, edged with pumila, both of which (in

fact the latter always is) were killed to the ground last

winter, and which is now a profuse mass of bloom
varying from about 9 inches in the edging to about

18 inches in the centre. I know the roof of a green-

house, part of which is covered with that marvellous

Fuchsia, Champion of the World—and rightly named
it is, for although it cannot boast of much form, it can

of size, and thus grown is really grand. I know many
more cases where both species and hybrids play the

most important part in the embellishment of a garden,

producing eflects that most assuredly cannot be

approached by "A. D.'s" Violas or Potatos. There
never was a time, as nodtiubt many in the trade could

affirm, when more Fuchsias were disposed of than the

present, and not only are the old and new hybrids dis-

posed of readily, but the old species, those nearly

forgotten, are also coming to the fore again.

I am glad to see W. D. Prior mentioning the names
of some of the old favourites. I do not know any
modern sort with the waxy sepals, tube, and grace of

Duchess of Lancaster ; and where now have we the

peculiar vivid corolla of Queen of Hanover, which I

have not seen for years ? and I do not think we have
any modern sort with the peculiar deep jiurple corolla

of old Sidonia. We have not only lost in the modern
sorts some of the peculiar colours of the old ones, but

most assuredly we have lost constitution. It may be
admitted that perhaps in some neighbourhoods other

novelties have crowded the Fuchsia out ; this is

mainly because you cannot grow two plants where
there is only room for one : but depend upon it the

Fuchsia has not had its day, and even where it has for

a time given way to newer subjects, like high-heeled

boots, it will come back again, and this quite on
account of its intrinsic merits (I don't mean the boots),

for there is no race of plants grown in the garden that

comprises in itself so many diverse habits, colours,

and styles—suitable, in fact, for all and every decora-

tive purpose, and for every season. All that is

required is a little free discussion in order to make
these merits better known, and then will the Fuchsia's

new morn arise and break into a glorious day, longer

and brighter than ever. 7'. Smithy A'tnofj', Co. Daivn.
[We should be sorry to admit that such a beautiful

plant as the Fuchsia has had its d.ay, but there is

no gainsaying the undoubted fact that Fuchsias are

not grown to the extent that they used to be, nor
are they now exhibited in anything like the same
style. Kns.]

Wintering Young Cauliflowers.— Instead of
pricking these out, as is generally done, it will be found
much better, where only a limited quantity is required
in private establishments, to pot them singly in 3-inch
pots, in which size, if packed closely together, a great

number may be wintered in a two or three light frame.

Plants so treated come into use much earlier in the

spring than others whose roots are necessarily

disturbed at the time of planting, the check from
which often causes many to button. Wintered in

pots the ball may be transferred entire, but however
careful one may be it is impossible to lift them from
a bed or border without considerable disturbance, and
if the weather sets in unfavourable immediately after,

they are a long time in getting a start. I have on
se\'eral occasions tried the two side by side under
conditions as to soil, manure, and general treatment
exactly alike, and in every instance the pot plants

had the best of it all through, and were decidedly

superior in every respect. This is not much to be

wondered at when we consider that the fibres

formed around the ball are in full activity

at the time of turning the jdants out, and that they
are only wailing to be liberated and placed where
they can get hold of fresh food, whereas the others

have most of these to form before they can make
any progress. The way we manage is to put in a

pinch ol half-rotten leaves at the bottom of each pot,

which are used without crocks, and then j)ut the

plants in any light rich soil that may come ready lo

hand— such, for instance as that from the Melon or

Cucumber beds, to which is added a little mild rotten

manure, beaten up fine, that the whole may be well

incorporated together. A good watering then follows,

and after they have stood a few hours to drain they
are then plunged in any old spare frame, well up to

the glass. In doing this leaf soil is used, for, being a

good non-conductor^ it protects the roots well from
frost, and keeps them in a more equable condition as

to warmth and moisture than ashes or other material

would. By keeping them close for a few days
they get nice root-hold, and will then bear the air

without flagging, and when they will do this they
cannot well have too much unless the weather
should be unusually cold and severe. The thing
with Cauliflowers is to avoid coddling, as it

draws them up tender and weak, and it is only
stout sturdy plants that afford fine heads and do not
turn in prematurely. If the tops are kept dry during
the winter they will bear a good deal of frost, and
therefore the best way is to always admit air by tilt-

ing the lights behind, as by so doing they are safe

from drip and rain, and any watering they may require

can be given during a bright sunny day. Before
planting out, the practice with ourselves is to draw
deep drills at 2 feet apart, in which the plants are
placed 18 inches from each other, and at every hoeing
that takes place these drills gradually fill in, which
gives the plants a chance to root afresh around the

collar, and not only this, but, being protected by the
slight ridge at each side, they escape cold cutting

winds when first turned out, which is much in their

favour. To succeed the pot plants we generally
depend principally on those we raise from seed sown '

early in February in boxes, in heat or on slight hot-
beds between rows of Potatos, as these are always
preferable to any that have been standing about
during the winter, y. S.

Transplanting Bracken.—Can the common
Bracken, Pteris aquilina, be successfully transplanted,

and if so, what preparation does the soil require ?

7. C, Leigh Park. [Mr. Fish has given the follow-

ing directions for a rough-and-ready method of

transplanting Bracken :
—"Go with a horse and cart

and a sharp spade into a thicket of Bracken
; proceed

to cut out a cartload in large spadefuls, say a foot

square and as much deep ; cart it to the place you
wish it lo grow in, empty it out^ and spread it about
as if the pieces were large clods of earth, turning any
of the largest inverted |iieces the right way up, and
spreading the new material about 6 inches thick,

without any particular care of root and stem, and
next year you wdl have a crop of Bracken that will

speedily become a thicket. Singular though it seems,
this rough mode has been far more successful with
me than the most careful digging uji and replanting

of the roots and stems." Eds.].

Autumnal Blooming Roses. — I can quite

endorse what "A. I.>." says al.iout Niphetos, as one
of the best autumnal blooming Roses grown on a
wall. It has been fine indeed this autumn. It has
rather surprised me to find that neither Mr. Prior nor
" Rosa" have named Boule de Neige in their list of

autumnal bloomers. It is our first and best hybrid
]3erpetual here, not even excepting La France.
" Rosa's " list is so extensive that without at all wishing
to discover his or her personality, it would add much
to its usefulness if the county— or if that is too

definite the district—were given where S5 many fine

Roses were in bloom on September 19. We
liave the major portion of the Roses specified here,

but unfortunately most of them are flowerless.

\\'ould ''Rosa " also state if the Roses in bloom were
standards or dwarfs—young or old plants—if the

Teas or Noisettes were on walls or in the open air?

—

and whether any special culture or treatment had
been applied to obtain such a liberal display of Roses
towards the end of .September? There is nothing
wonderful about the others, but that long list of fine

hybrid perpetuals in flower on September 19 is rather

tantalising. Bourbon Roses not only flower freely in the

autumn, but they flower better then than at any other

season. This is true of Sir Joseph Paxton and Bourbon
Queen, and far more emphatically so of Acidalie and
Souvenir de la Malmaison—the two latter, in fact,

are hardly worth growing here unless in the autumn

—

in the summer they mostly come with green hard
centres or flowers otherwise deformed, but this

autumn every tiower is of proper shape, and they are,
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especially ihc latter, difierent Roses, in fact of great
value and beauty. Has any one noticed a sirailra-ity

of peifume between these two Roses, and is it possible
that the Souvenir de la Malmaison is related to

Acidalie ? No writer on autumnal blooming Roses
should omit to name the old pink and crimson Chinas,
and so-called fancy varieties of these. When all other
Roses fade a few large buds of these hardly ever fail us
up to Christmas or the New Year ; the colour and forms
of these also seem to improve with the cold, and v/ith

a few light coloured Teas or Noisettes intermixed
these common China Roses are very welcome and
show7 late in the season. D. T. Fish,

The lists of perpetual Roses furnished l)y

your correspondents as blooming freely in the autumn
arc very valuable, and your readers will I am
sure carefully note the names thus given. I would
not for a moment breathe a suspicion or cast a
shadow over the fair fame of a single name in the
various lists, I only sigh for the shortcomings and
want of ubiquity of the various gentlemen furnishing
the said lists of glorious autumn flowers. It grieves

me to cast a brand amongst the beauties enumerated.
I tender my most profound apologies, and, bare-

headed, crave the pardon of Madame la Baronne
de Rothschild, of the Royal Princesses, Christian
and Beatrice, and the host of other names, "great and
good," but the " die is cast," I must be the miscreant
to bring a rival amongst '* the happy family," and ask
an impertinent question. Can any one select from
the lists given any Rose which never makes a shoot
without flowers and which produces the earliest

blooms in the spring and the latest in the autumn, and
can they produce a bed 30 feet by 6 feet which at the

present time has 1256 full-blown flowers and buds
upon it. If they cannot produce this, I can ; it is

(^ueen of Bedders (Noble), and may be seen by any
oneat Sunningdale. Charles Nobic^ Oft. \. [According
to our experience, the ordinary hybrid perpetual Roses
are not to be named in the same breath with Queen
of the Bedders for autumn flowering. Safrano, as

elsewhere noted, has been very full of bloom all the

autumn at Waltham. Eds.]

Carpet Bedding in Princes Park, Liverpool.

—

After the thunder showers of July, flowering plants

generally hardly ever recovered themselves to give

anything like the brilliant eflect they promised to do
before the stormy weather came on. The flowers

and even the plants themselves were so battered with
the heavy rains that they never quite recovered them-
selves to be really attractive as Ihey otherwise would
have been, except in a few favoured places. Mr.
Mason of Princes Park has, however, prepared a real

treat for the thousands of visitors who frequent this

favourite resort daily ; for, besides the endless

varieties of flowering plants employed by him for

bedding purposes, he has arranged a plot for car|>ct

bedding which cannot but induce a good many
flower gardeners in Lancashire and out of it to follow

in his footprints. The foliage beds are still sparkling,

v/hile the flowering plants are looking seedy indeed.

The plants which appear to be peculiarly adapted
to the wet climate of Lancashire are Mentha Pule-

gium gibraltarica, Lysimachia aurea, Coprosma
Baueriana variegata, &c. One or two examples may
perhaps convey a better idea of how the arrangement
is carried out. An oblong bed that struck mc as

being very neat had a centre of Lobelia pumila
grandiflora with plants of Chamcepeuce diacantha

dotted down the centre, next the Lobelia was a l^and

of Lysimachia aurea, then a line of Alternanthera

with a raised edge of Echeverias. To save repetition

I may state that all the edges of the beds are dressed

alike. Another oblong bed had an irregular centre

of Alternanthera magnifica, surrounded by Lobelia
pvunila grandiflora ; then a semicircular band of

Alternanthera sphathulata, filled in with Mesem-
bryanthemum cordifolium variegalum. Another very

imposing example was a Maltese cross formed of

Alternantheras and Echeverias on a groundwork of

Mentha Pulegium gibraltarica. Another figure of

an arrowhead-shape was very beautiful, the centre

being Coprosma Baueriana variegata richly coloured,

then a band of Cerastium followed by Alternanthera

tricolor. These are a few of the most striking

examples, but every bed vies with its neighbour as to

which shall carry off the palm. Jlsitor.

Wasps and Tomatos.— I remember reading a

paragraph on this subject about two years ago,

and last summer I planted Tomatos in three com-
partments of the vinery, placing some plants against

both front and back walls. I also potted some, and
grew them very fine on the top shelf, in the centre of

tlie house, hoping from all this extra work to be well

jiaid by seeing the crop of Grapes left alone by the

wasps. I can only say, however, that it was labour in

\ain, for the bunches nearest the Tomatos were
attaclved just as much as those the farthest from them.

Last year the crop of Tomatos was very fine, both
indoors and out. This year I have trusted to the out-

door crop alone, and up to September i the plants

were doing well. Just then I saw a few spots on the

leaves, just like the Potato blight, I think it must be the
same thing [yes] ; at all events the crop is destroyed

—

every plant has perished. I should be gliid to know
if others have experienced the same with their plants.

a. Inch, Gr. and Bailiff, Hatchc Court, Taunton.
Somerset. [We are afraid many growers have suffered
loss from the'disease this season. With reference to

the wasp question, it would be interesting to know
the varieties grown, as some sorts emit a much
stronger odour than others, and it may be that the

wasps do not like the stronger doses. Eds.]

Vegetable Marrow Preserve.—Those attempt-
ing to make this will, I think, find that the riper that

they have the Marrow the richer will the preserve be.

We have always attained the best results by using the
Mammoth Gourd, the flesh of which is very thick and

.•fruity, and when made into jam is of the colour of
Apricot. We have just cut some of these from the
plants grown on a rubbish heap, several of which
weigh at least a hundredweight, and if you would like

one I shall have great pleasure in sending it. The
jam, when flavoured with orange or lemon, is most
excellent, and considering what a fine substitute they
are for fruit, it is much to be regretted that their

value is not more known, that they might form a
larger item in the food supply, y. S.

Escallonia montevidensis.—In your notice of
this plant in tlic Gardeners'' CV;r(?///£-/t- of September 28,

you mention that it is necessary it should be grown
against a wall, but judging by own experience such is

not the case. Many years since I had a large plant
of it growing in the open ground, it was quite 8 feet

high, and excited the wondering approval of old
Mr. Veitch, the grandfather of the present Chelsea
firm. The great frost of 1S60 killed it—but it killed

also in my garden two standard Magnolias, and many
Laurustinus and Bay trees of forty years' growth : the
winter was quite an exceptional one. About eight years
since I bought another small plant, and planted it in the
open ground ; it has grown well, without the slightest

protection of any kind : it is quite 10 feet high, 6 feet

through, and covered with flowers—I counted this

morning more than loo bunches. It is an admirable
plant for this season of the year. I notice that butter-

flies have a peculiar liking for the flowers. A'. A'.,

Taddyforde, Exeter.

Oncidium macranthum.—A plant of this Hne
Orchid is now flowering in my show-house, having a
spike with fifty-five flowers. This is, I think, an un-
usual number. But the remarkable fact, as it appears
to me, is that one of the branches has eight, two have
seven, and three have six flowers. The usual number
is three. I have seen one plant with four. But is

not the above rare, if not unique ? Will any orchidist

inform me? Edivard IV. Cox, Moat Mount, Mill
Hill, N.IV., Sept. 28.

Tuberous Begonias.—No class of plants of late

has received so much attention as these, or has met
with a greater share of popularity—and deservedly
so, for they are the most useful things that can be
grown for decorative purposes, affording many shades
of colour, and possessing just the habit and ap-

pearance to render them attractive. That they will

largely leplace Pelargoniums there cannot be the least

doubt, as they are just at home in the cool tem-
perature of a greenhouse, and as ornaments for the
embellishment ofwindows Ihcy are without rivals—the

partial shade and over-kind treatment plants generally
receive there by way of water just suiting them, as

they like their roots when growing to be kept in a
constantly moist state. What renders them of double
value to amateurs and others short of room is their

accommodating habit, for no sooner do they begin to

fade and lose their beauty than the tops die down,
when they can be stowed away for the winter in a

very small compass. This is a great gain, as with the
majority of plants grown that is just the time they
require the most attention to prepare them for another
season, and for at least nine months in the year
they are occupying valuable room without making
any display in return. Not so, however, with
tuberous Begonias, as they may be stood away
in any cold frame or laid on their side in pots
under the greenhouse stage with perfect safety, su
long as they arc free from drip or frost. The thing
to avoid in wintering them is over dryness, for by
keeping them in this state many are lost, as the tubers

shrivel up and rot away. More particularly is this

the case with any recently purchased or raised from
seed, and which are consequently of small size.

Larger tubers of a year or two old contain sufficient

moisture to keep them moderately jilump, but even
these start with considerably more vigour in the spring
by being kept just in the happy medium of neither
wet nor dry. Stood on a damp surface the pots and
soil will absorb sufficient to maintain them in this

condition without giving any water—a thing to be
avoided with all plants of this class when at rest, and
there are no leaves to assist in taking it up. As the

time is drawing near for tuberous Begonias to be put
away, these remarks iraybe of use, and save some the

disappointment of losing them. y. S.

The Failure of Cauliflowers.—My experience
of the early and mid-season supply of this delicate

vegetable entirely coincides with that of Mr. Fish

(p. 408). The inferiority and uncertainty of produc-
tion was indeed remarkable and perplexing, as all

varieties shared the same fate. Many heads were
abortive, and others were miserably poor and unkind.
However, as this deterioration in quality does not
apply to the late varieties, such as Walcheren and
that grand type of this tribe, Veitch 's Autumn Giant,
which has become so popular and deservedly prized

for its magnificent heads—which, although somewhat
later than usual, are now supplying an abundance of
compact heads—therefore I am decidedly of opinion
that the cause of failure, although somewhat perplex-
ing and subject to be construed variously, is attribut-

able to sudden checks. As the Cauliflower is some-
what tender, being indigenous to a warmer climate

than that of England, the plants are too delicate to

withstand our severe winters without some slight pro-
tection. No vegetable we grow luxuriates more in

high cultivation than this does ; therefore it is de-
sirable to give them a deeply wrought loamy
soil, highly manured, and an abundant supply of
liquid manure, judiciously applied

—

i.e., when the

plants are in active growth ; this will greatly

improve their quality and bulk of production.
Any sudden check, from whatever cause, is liable to

materially deteriorate their quality ; therefore a
regular and unrestrained system of culture is most
likely to attain the greatest amount of success. I

cannot look upon the present season up to August (at

least speaking of ihis locality more particularly) as at

all congenial to the requirements of the Cauliflower.
Those that were planted out during the latter part of

March and April suficred severely from the severity of
the weather, excess of heat, and low state of ground
temperature, the ground bejng surcharged with water,
which enfeebled vegetation in general, and more
particularly lender plants like Cauliflowers, which did

not overcome the check. Again, the tropical weather
in June and July was unfavourable to their growth.
Even Walcheren and Veitch's, which were sown and
planted out early, remained for weeks in a transition

state, which accounts for their lateness. To these

causes and to no other do I attribute the inferiority of
our Cauliflowers. Upon the other hand, we are all

aware how subject the whole of the Brassica tribe is

to degenerate ; therefore careful selection of the

various varieties is obviously incumbent to ensure any-
thing like success. Still I do not look upon the pre-

sent failure as at all due to running out or degeneracy
of varieties, and I think we may be contented that we
possess seed of such quality as will produce as splendid

results as have yet been attained ; yet I quite hold with
Mr. Fish that it would be interesting to know the

\arious experiences upon this question. G. IVestland,

I certainly feel a relief on reading Mr. Fish's

account of the failure of Cauliflowers this season.

Being a market grower I grow several hundreds
yearly, this year I grew about equal quantities of
Welsh's Mammoth and Veitch's Autumn Liiant ; of

the former I have not cut a single one fit for market
—all a mass of broken flower and mixed up to-

gether ; of the latter I have, although late, cut some
remarkably fine ones, and the remainder promise
well. I cannot think of any cause, for, as Mr. Fish

says, the season seems to have been favourable to the

growth ; I feel satisfied mine have not had a check
throughout. My soil is ^ery deep and rich, each plant

occupies I yard of land—the Mammoths I gave extra

room, being the first year of this kind. I should be
very sorry to speak against this Cauliflower any further

than I have experienced this year, and plants which
I have sold from the same seed bear testimony to the

same. Mr. Fish has no complaint, clearly, to make
against Veitch's Autumn Giant, except its being late

—

which is the case with me ; and as to the cause I will

leave it to more skilful heads to assign what this is.

R. C. E.

The Snowball Cauliflower, grown here for

several years, has been remarkably good and true

this season, in fact never better. This is a true

Cauliflower, and there is no fear that it will be mis-
taken for a Broccoli. Perhaps Mr. Fish has to deal
with a cold soil and climate, but I think his experi-

ence of Cauliflowers this season must have been
singular. I may add that so early did the heads of
the .Snowball come that I have already been able to

harvest the largest stock of seed from it I have yet

had at any time. A. D.
My experience of Veitch's Autumn (iiant

Cauliflower is very similar to that of Mr. Fish (ji.

408). I only grow that variety and Early London,
the latter proving quite satisfactory during the

summer. Veitch's Autumn has, however, unac-

countably failed to succeed it, but is fully four

weeks later than usual. It is now coming on in its

true form. Geo. Fennell, The Gardens, Fairlawn
Park, Tonbrid^e.
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I grow from 6000 to 10,000 plants annually

of Veitch's Autumn Giant. This year I have tried

Eclipse, Harrison's new variety, and tind it to be a

month earlier than the former. The seeds of both

varieties were sown on the same day, and trans-

planted in the middle of June under the same circum-

stances. The heads are close, very compact, and

beautifully white, and, I think, far preferable to any

other variety sent out. Next year I intend to grow

nothing else. Hiram Sha;o, Ricliiiionil Hill, Sheffiehl.

Sutton's Magnum Bonum Potato.—May I

ask some of your numerous correspondents if any

reason can be given why the Magnum Bonum Potato

this year is what may Idc termed doll-shaped, as the

original type lias been of an oval shape ? I think I

am particular in selecting oval seed, but this year

mine are very much drawn out. They were grown

on deep soil. I admire this Potato for its fine pro-

ducing qualities and especially so far as resisting the

disease, but I hope we shall not have to deplore a

change of shape. If good shape is required, and a

selection of seed will as a rule remedy the evil, a

strict watch will have to be kept lest it deteriorate.

Perhaps these few hints may be seen by others

situated as I am, and who will kindly give their

experience. A*. C. E.
Referring to Mr. T. Draycott's remarks in

your issue of the 14th ult., respecting the wonderful

cropping properties of this Potato, it may be interest-

ing to' some of your readers to know that from ordi-

nary field culture we have just Ufted 4i3i bushels

(10 tons 6 cwt. 3 qr.) of this Potato from exactly

I acre of land. The tubers are of handsome and

uniform size, and the quality excellent, and with the

exception of 12 lb. diseased tubers, the crop was per-

fectly sound. D. Briiikworlh fr- Som, A'cadiiig.

Early Potatos, planted, say April 10, were cut

down twice with frost. Our crop, put in in June, is

very good, and the price in Karrie by the b.ng of 1

4

bushel, has gone down this week to 40 cents. The
Colorado beetle has been very troublesome, but most

growers have used Paris green.

Tomatos and Cucumbers are very plentiful, and

there is every appearance of an abundance of Citrons,

Spinach, and Pumpkins. Hops grown for domestic

use are good. Our Sumac trees, for the first time in

our recollection were cut by the frost, but have fully

recovered, and are now in their usual beauty. J. M.,

Afiiiesing, near Barrie, Ontario, Caiiaila, Sf//,, 1878.

Jfoitigii (liorrtsponbciue.

Vn.LA Tavf.rna, Laho di Como.— In reference

to an article which appeared in your columns a

short time ago concerning shrubs and herbaceous

plants, I venture to add a good word for a few plants

particularly worthy of notice for their autumn-

blooming qualities. Of this class is the Lagerstromia

indica, which at this time of the year forms here tall

pyramids of pink flowers of different shades, which

are much admired by all visitors to the gardens

entrusted to my care, situated on the shores of the

lovely Lake of Como. The Abelia rupestris is

another charming autumnal bloomer, its masses of

flowers completely hiding the leaves. The Anemone

iaponica is also very decorative in the late season, its

beautiful flowers having a striking effect. Here the

Olea fragrans (Osmanthus) is thriving in the open air,

the sweet perfume of the profuse white flowers extend-

ing far over the lake. An old large standard Mag-

nolia grandiflora, supposed to be one of the first of its

kind imported into this country, after having freely

flowered all through the summer, has still left some of

its sweet snowy flowers, which contrast well with the

dark green leaves, appearing like diamonds on a bed

of emeralds. A great many varieties of Roses grafted

on large climbing Banksians, hide tall walls, and afford

a never-ending supply of charming flowers, which are

useful for the decor.ation of the drawing-room and the

boudoir. Roses are here gathered till about Christmas,

when the latest Chrysanthemums are over. Tlie Head

Gardener.

Canadian Notes. — Our spring this year w.as

remarkably forward and fine for a time, then some

cold frosty weather killed a large number of bees

;

we have since had a very hot summer, the bees

have not worked regularly, and the season has

not been a productive one. We have an apiarian

who keeps a large number, and uses an extractor for

taking his honey. The expense we believe is about

14 dollars, and it is an ingenious contrivance to blow

out the contents of the comb. The frost alluded to

did a great deal of damage to the Grapes and Plums,

which we escaped, but one of our Vines is suft'ering

considerable injury from some minute insect—one of

an oval shape' with a pale yellow body and brown

shoulders ; another oblong, and yellowish and

brownish, with wings ; and another, a sort of blight,

of a smoky, tawney appearance.

Our Apple crop varies, some being very good,

others poor. We have trees well loaded for the first

time which were planted fifteen years ago. We find

that Apples raised from seed change in their quality,

and we have some that last year were very small are

now of a good size. I understand this is frequently

the case.

^0titts of §00ll5.

Ferns in their Homes and Ours. By John

Robinson, Professor of Botany and Vegetable Physio-

logy, Massachusetts Horticultural Society, Boston.

Salem, Massachusetts : S. E. Cassino. 1878.

This little book of 178 pages forms the first of a series

of volumes under the title of the American Natural

History Series. The writer does not profess to ad-

vance any new idea regarding classification or

arrangement of Ferns, the raison d'etre of the book

being to increase a love of these plants among in-

tending cultivators. The Fern collections in this

country, as well as English literature on the subject,

are referred to as follows :

—"Besides the large col-

lections of famous public institutions, there have been

and are many private collections of Ferns in England

which rival and even surpass them. The competition

is there so keen in obtaining fine specimens of rare

Ferns, that as much as fifty guineas (250 dols.) has

been paid for a single plant. It is not, therefore, to

be wondered at, that in countries where Ferns have so

long been under cultivation numerous works upon the

subject of their structure, growth, and culture have

appeared." The several chapters deal with the

"Life of a Fern," classification, distribution, soils,

and some practical instructions are given regard-

ing the construction of Fern cases, and a chapter also

on "Fern pests." The book is well and carefully

E"' "P-

Clavis Synoptica Hymenomycetum Europae-

orum conjunctis studiis scripserunt. M. C.

Cooke el L. Quelet. Hardwicke & Bogue. 1878.

A complete list of the species of the higher fungi of

Europe, with short diagnostic characters and refer-

ences to authorities and figures.

Puiii.iCATiON's Received. — The G.ardener.

—

journal of Forestry.—Monatsschrift des Vereines des

Gartenbaues (Berlin).—Heroes of Britain, part i.

(Cassell).—Leopold Shakespeare, part i. (Cassell).

—

Villa Gardener.

Between these dates the plants may be sent hundreds

of miles if suitably packed, and from very wide

extremes of situation, without injury, and with the cer-

tainty that they will speedily accommodate themselves

to their altered circumstances. But to ensure success-

ful after-results there must be no lack of attention

after their receipt. Unfold them from their packing,

which should be of perfectly clean moss ; make a

clean cut of the jiortion below the root of the layer,

clear away the leaves or increase from such joints as

would of necessity be placed below the soil (this is

most important, as nothing so surely promotes gout or

canker as the lodging of wet earth in the axils of the

leaves) ; brush with an ordinary small painter's brush

all dust or dirt from the leaves and the axils of the

leaves, every sign of greenfly most especially, and

then plant in perfectly clean 3-inch pots, well

drained, every plant separately ;
jilace in a cold

frame, or, if such can be commanded, in very gentle

bottom-heat, until the plants have drawn root.

Then give air freely day and night, guarding

carefully from heavy winds and saturating rains.

Study the plants, and the cultivator will soon

learn their language, and accurately interpret their

wants. Whoever does this, watching and lovingly

aiding the plants step by step in their stages of

ilevelopment, will come to the bloom with an appe-

tite for and a power of enjoyment of the delight then

lo be realised quite beyond words to express, and he

will have a supreme unconcern for carping critics,

who in their complete ignorance of the marvels of

the flower presume to say this practice is dishonest,

and th.at distortion.

The soil should mainly consist of a good sound

fibrous loam, unctuous in its character, with a little

perfectly sweet leaf-mould .and enough sharp sand to

allow water to freely permeate and pass through the

whole mass.

My friend Mr. George Rudd, in his " Notes on

the Bloom of 1878," vide p. 380, has given a list of

most of the better varieties in cultivation, therefore

I need not repeat them here. In speaking of Squire

Meynell, purple-flake, I note my friend remarks :

—

" Mr. Dodwell calls this Squire Trow (not Tom),

which with me is altogether distinct." Perhaps, to

avoid any confusion in the future, I may be allowed

to explain. I merely call the variety sent to me by

my good friends, Mr. Rudd and Mr. Simonite, as

Squire Meynell, Squire Trow, because it undoubtedly

is so ; and the fact that Squire Trow came to me from

gentlemen so experienced led me to assume that Squire

Trow was doing duty in some directions in Yorkshire

as Squire Meynell. E. S. Doduiell, Sept. 25.

Florists' Flowers.

The Carnation and Picotee.—In the Babel of

tongues which have recently been ringing in our ears

in connection with these flowers, I am sure the

Editors of the Gardeners' Chronicle share the satisfac-

tion with which I am able to announce the purpose of

a very considerable number of friends, stimulated

thereto by the action of the National Carnation and

Picotee Society, to commence their cultivation, and

as the time at my disposal is wholly inadequate sepa-

rately to advise these friends, the Editors will kindly

grant me space to offer the few remarks needed, all

the more that these remarks may be of service to some

young brother beyond those known to me.

In the first place we must remember the present is

foundation work, and on its well or ill doing will depend

all after-results. No time for getting in the plants is

like the period from September 20 to October 20.

^Ijc tilla (!i;irtcii.

Chrysanthemums in Pots.—The Villa gardener

who has grown a few Chrysanthemums in pots with

which to furnish his greenhouse in .autumn, when the

incursions of frost have desolated his garden and

left unscathed but very little indeed in the way of

flower, will soon begin to reap the reward of his

attentions and labours. The buds are showing and

" plumping up," as the growers say, and if the plants

have been well watered and syringed overhead they

will be laden with clean healthy foliage, and when

they are in this condition a good promise of bloom

can scarcely fail to follow.

On the whole it has been a pretty good season for

Chrysanthemums in pots. The weather has been

both mild and moist—a condition of things which, if

plants may be said to have preferences, they like. In

such weather they grow fast, m.ake roots rapidly, and

require close attention that they do not become too

much pot-bound. It is one of the great secrets of

success with Chrysanthemums that they be kept

moving on easily while the plants are making their

growth : shifting at the right time, keeping the

shoots thinned out, cutting back the growths that

come up so freely from the roots, and finally tying

out the shoots to admit a free circulation among the

branches. There is scarcely another plant that feels

a check from drought or want of food at the roots as

does the Chrysanthemum. The foliage low down

decays, and it is not again replenished during the

season, the plants acquire a naked and unfurnished

appearance, which spoils them to a great extent as

conservatory plants. It is because the best enjoyment

can be got out of well bloomed well flowered plants

that we constantly urge the Villa gardener to
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grow his plants as well as possible, that his pleasure

in them may be large and satisfying.

We have this season grown about twenty plants of

Chrysanthemums, and they are now in their bloom-
ing pots, S inches in diameter. They were shifted

twice only, but not permitted to become pot-bound

between the shifts. As there was no convenience for

plunging the plants—which is always a great assistance

to the plants and a great aid to the grower—they were

stood along by the side of a garden walk in a position

where, while the sun shone on the plants, it did not fall

nearly so much on the pots. They have been kept well

watered (sometimes four and five times a day during

dry hot weather, so exacting is the Chrj-santhemum

in this respect), and frequently syringed overhead.

The plants when they had filled the pots with roots,

were treated to a little of Amies' manure as a top-

dressing, gently stirring the soil first, laying a dessert-

spoonful of manure over the surface and watering it

in ; and, as the roots kept creeping to the surface,

the plants were, a short time since, mulched with

well-rotted manure, much as orchard-house trees are

mulched. They can scarcely fail to look well.

If not already done, the main shoots should be tied

out singly to stakes ; and the sooner this is done the

better, because there is a danger of rubbing off the

buds. Even after the plants are mulched it is well

to give a little liquid manure occasionally, though by

pouring in water over the manure some fertilising

particles are certain to be carried down to the roots.

The plants must be looked over occasionally, as

caterpillars will sometimes fasten on them and devour

the leaves ; a disfigurement of this character robs the

plants of a good appearance in the conservatory.

Little green grubs are apt to regard the clusters of

buds as their freehold for foraging purposes, and do

great harm if not detected and expelled ; while

earwigs fix themselves in possession and work their

quota of harm. It is here that little attentions come
into play, and it is by reason of an early observance

of these that the plants are steered safely through the

sea of troubles that beset them into the haven of the

greenhouse or conservatory, there to develope a fine

and enjoyable head of bloom.

If the Villa gardener would have a select few fine in

preference to a larger number of smaller flowers, he

must disbud, thinning them out so that there may be

ample space for those left to unfold and multiply their

petals. Those who grow the Chrysanthemum for

exhibition remove all the buds except the one in the

centre of each branch. This is always the largest

and plumpest bud, and the wisdom of leaving it and

taking out all the smaller ones will be at once

apparent. By disbudding in this way there will be

quite enough flower-buds left to make a good head of

bloom, and the grower will reap his reward in finer

and more perfect flowers. It is better, we think, to

have a good bloom at the head of a shoot than three

small ones so crowded together that neither can

display itself to the best advantage. Our remarks on

disbudding are intended to apply to the large-flowered

varieties, but as almost every Chrysanthemum grower

has a few Pompon varieties in his collection we may
state that it is not necessary to disbud so freely in

this case. Nice clusters of four or five flowers help

to make a good head of bloom.

On the whole we think that Chrysanthemums
grown in pots are disposed to flower early this

season. The present mild open weather keeps the

plants active, and the flower-buds are swelling off

quite fast. It is only by keeping the plants out-of-

doors, and syringing them freely, that they can be

kept at all backward. We want Chr}'santhemums

in bloom in November, for they bring up the rear of

the floral succession that from January to December

gladdens the face of the earth with numberless forms

of beautiful flowers, and by contrast to the gloom

without gives life and brightness within.

The Villa gardener need not be in a hurry to get

his plants within-doors, so long as they are safe from

frost ; but if frost threatens then house at once. If by

keeping them too long in the open air there is a danger

of delaying the expansion of the flowers beyond a cer-

tain time, housing is then usually necessary. By
obtaining a few early-flowering varieties to form part

of the collection grown, and getting these housed early,

a succession of bloom can be had extending over two

months or more ; so, when the autumn is passed

and the winter has begun, some dashes of colour may
yet stand out against the gloom and last till the

earliest flowers to bloom in the new year hold up

their pleasant faces to greet the light in the sky

above.

57^.^7-^ OF THE WE \1
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He t/iai quesUoneih much sJiail learn much.— Bacon.

Clay's Fertiliser. — Will any gardening friend

kindly inform me, tlirough the Gardeners' Chronicle
correspondence, what are the results of Clay's Fertiliser?

W. Robinson, gr., High Road, Tottenham,

The Value of Lime Timber.— I shall be glad to

hear the opinion of any of your correspondents as to the
probable profit attending growing Lime trees for timber.

It is proposed to plant some with Larch in the propor-
tion of one in twenty-five. IVilliam Foster.

Answers to Correspondents.
Books : Coniferce. Fraser's Handy nook of Ornamental

Conifers. &c. (William Blackwood & Sons).

Cheap Fruit : B. H., Brixton. Short weight docs not
explain the reason why costermongers can, and habit-

ually do, undersell shopkeepers. Both buy at the
same market, and in a general way pay the same
prices, but if there is an advantage to be got, wc
believe the "coster" generally gets it, because he
can wait until the price suits him, and he buys nothing
that he knows, from experience, he cannot sell in the
locality in which he trades. The shopkeeper most
generally has a high rent to pay, heavy local rates, gas
bills, and an income tax to meet. The "coster'-'

knows none of these things ; besides, his is a ready-
money trade, and his customers are not expected to

contribute to the liquidation of bad debts, as ready-
money customers too often have to do when they enter

a shop. These are not all the reasons that could be
named, As to the matter of short weight, we do not
beheve there is more dishonesty in that respect amongst
" costers " than amongst tradesmen ; and though your
"coster" may be personally noisy and dirty, he be-
longs to a shrewd and very useful class, and nine
times out of ten is not a bad fellow at the bottom.

Coffee Cultivation : T. K. See p. 351, in the

number for September 14. You will find a good deal
of information on the cultivation of Coffee in

Simmonds' Tropical Agricultiu-e (London : K. &
F. N. Spon).

COLEUS : y. 7". S. The Coleus does not like cold or
damp, and consequently should be kept in the stove,

or a warm greenhouse, through the winter, and be
watered very sparingly. Cuttings will strike in heat
freely enough in the spring.

Fungi : G. Edivards. A species of Clavaria. We will

give you the name next week.

Insects : Horlus. The grubs are the destructive omni-
vorous caterpillars of the moth, Agrotis segetum,
illustrated in our pages some years ago. As the cater-

pillars sent are nearly full-grown, little more mischief
may be expected from them ; but those of smaller size

should be carefully sought for at the roots of plants as
soon as their drooping appearance shows the presence
of the enemy. When full-grown they go into the
chrysalis state in the ground, which should be well

turned over and broken, and left to the ducks, which
feed on the grubs greedily. /. 0. W.

Names of Fruit: J. Le Comu, Jersey. Apples: 2,

probably White Calville ; 6, Barcelona Pearmain
; 7,

Regnier ; others not recognised. — William Francis.
Apples: I, small Dumelow's Seedling; 2, Golden
Pippin ; 6, Franklin's Golden Pippin ; others not
recognised.

Names of Plants : Connon ^ Reid. Eupatorium
glechomiphyllum.

—

D. C. Powell. Polygonum cuspi-
datum.— IV. P. i, Cyathea dealbata ; 2, Cyathea
Smithii ; 3, Alsophila australis

; 4, Dicksonia antarc-
tica.— T. Girvan. Osmunda regalis cristala.— T. W.
Tricyrtis japonica, Miquel, commonly called in gardens
Tricyrtis hirta. — Markrec. We cannot undertake to
name plants from leaves only. — H. F. Eryngium
pandanifolium.— W. H. M. Osmanthus ilicifolius.

—

G. B. Cymbidium giganteum.—//. M. E. Jasminum
gandiflorum, a native of the East Indies.—C E. F.

ieracium umbellatum.— W. Rea. Godetia Lady Albe-
marle ; Portulaca grandiflora.

—

H. Harpur-Creioe.
Cotoneaster Nummularia.

Roses : G. H. B. It is not desirable to remove the
briers so soon after budding ; better let them grow,
and transplant next year. You can, if necessary,
remove Rose trees two years in succession any time
during open weather in winter—say November or
February by preference.

Scammony : C. E. B. The plant supplied you for
Scammony is Mikania scandens.

Thousand-headed Kale ; J, Shand. We know
little or nothing about this variety, but understand that
it is usually sown in August, and planted out as a farm
crop, for feeding stock, in April and May.

Vine : E. Detvy. Your Vine leaf is very much infested
with Ihrips.

*tt* Correspondents are specially requested to address,
post-paid, all communications intended for publica-
tion to the " Editors," and not to any member of the
staff personally. The Editors would also be obliged
by such communications being sent as early in the
week as possible. Correspondents sending news-
papers should be careful to mark the paragraphs they
wish the Editors to see. Letters 7-clating to Adver-
tisements, or to the supply of the Paper, should be
addressed to the Publisher, and not to the Editors.

^^ Foreign Subscribers sending Post-office Orders
are requesi^id to make them payable at the post-office.
King Street. Covent Garden, London, and at the
same time to inform the Pubhsher at the office of this
JournaJ

Errata: Peziza crucifera. — The following correc-
tions should be made in the lettering of the figures at

p. 397 of our last issue :—For "3 and 7, portions of
the hymcnium, read " 5 and 6, portions of the hyme-
nium ;" for "

5, a group of hairs trom the cup," read
"7. a group of hairs from the cup;" for "6, hairs
from the stem," read "3, hairs from the stem."

Catalogues Received :— Messrs. Dick Radclyffe &
Co. (129, High Holborn, London, W.C), Catalogue
of Dutch Flower Roots, Horticultural Requisites, &c.
—Messrs. Hooper & Co. (Covent Garden, London,
W.C), Autumn Catalogue of Bulbs, &c.—Messrs. W.
Paul & Son (Waltham Cross, Herts), Catalogue of
Roses ; also Catalogue of Roses, Fruit Trees, Ever-
greens, &c. — M. Baudriller (a Gennes, Maine ct

Loire, France), General Catalogue of Fruit Trees,
Vines, Plants, &c. — Lorenzo Racaud (Frente A la

Puerta de Santa Engracia. Zaragoza), General Cata-
logue of Vegetables and Flower Seeds, Plants, Trees.
&c.—P. Sebire (Ussy, pres Falaise, France), Catalogue
of Plants, Bulbs, &c.—L. Jacob-Makoy et Cie. (a

Lidge, Belgium), Catalogue of New Plants, Orchids,
Azaleas, Camellias, Rhododendrons, Fruit Trees, &c.
—William Potlen (Sissinghurst, Staplehurst, Kent),
List of Roses, Fruit Trees, Evergreens, Bulbs, &c.

—

J. B. A. Deleuil (Rue Paradis, Marseille), Catalogue
of Amaryllis, Tuberous Begonias, Agaves, &c.—^James
Bromwich (25, Buckingham Palace Road, Belgravia,
S.W.), Descriptive Autumn Catalogue of Bulbs, Seeds,
Plants, &c.

COMMUNICATIOKS RECEIVED,—T. S. J.—T. B.—W. W.—J. D.
—W. G. S.-J. M.-S. G.-W. D. P.-J. I. L.-J. W.-
~R.D.-H. E.—W. G.-P. J. P.—R. McK.-C. I. (ihanks).

J. N.—J. S. T.—H. B.-S. & S.—H. F.— F. C. & Co.—
J. S.-H. H. C.-J. T. B.-T. H.-E. P.-G. S.-W. H. F.
— H. M.

ys^' mlxttB.
COVENT GARDEN, October 3.

Our market has been very quiet during the week, the

supply of Apples being short ; but, with trade dull,

prices have not improved. Supplies from the Continent

are coming short. Kent Cobs remain the same. James
Webber, Wholesale Apple Market.

Apples, J4-sieve
Figs, per dozen
Filberls, per lb.

Grapes, per lb.

LemoQS, per 100

Vegetables.

Melons, each
Peaches, per dozen.

,

Pears, per do/.
apples, per lb.

:. d. s. d.

Artichokes, English
Globe, doz. .. 2

Beans, French, lb... o
— runners, p. bush. 40-60' Mint, green bunch , . 04-06
Beet, per doz. .. 1 o- 2 o

;

Onions, young, bun. 04-06
Cabbages, per doz. .. 10-20! Parsley, per bunch.. 04-..
Carrots, per bunch .. 04-06 Radifehes, per bunch 01-03
Cauliflowers, perdoz. 20-30 — Spanish, doz. .. 10- ..

L-elery, per bundle ..16-20: — New Jersey, doz. 20-..
Chilis, per 100 ..50-..

i Shallots, per lb- ..06-..
Cucumbers, each ..04-16, Spinach, per bushel 20-30
CusUird Mar., doz. 30-.. Tomatos, per dozen 26-30
Endive, Batav. dozen 16-,.

j
Turnips, new, p. bun. 06-..

:, per lb.

Herbs, per bunch

The Potato trade is dull, and prices

Regents, looj. to 13CJ. ; Early Rose, i

Cut Flowers.

Vegt. Marrows, doz. :

s. d. s.

Abutilon, 12 blooms o 6-

Asters, 12 bunches.. 3 o- 1

Bouvardias.perbun. 1 o- .

Calceolaria, 12 bun.. 6 c-i
Carnations, 12 bunch. 4 0-1

Cornflower, i2buu.. 2 o- (

Dahlias, 12 bunch. ..30-1
Delphinium, 12 bun. 6 0-1

Eucharis, per doz. .. 4 o-i;

Gardenias, 12 blms. 3 o- 1

Gladioli,

Heliotropes. 1

Jasmine. .2 I

Mignonette, i

Myosotis,
Pelargoniu

Phio
! sprays (

t bunche;
Primula, double, per
bunch .. ..10-

Pyrethrum, 12 bun.. 3 o- i

Roses (indoor), doz. i 6-1;

— (outdoor). i2bun. 3 o-i:

Spirsa, 12 sprays .. i 6-
,

Stephanotis, 12 sp. . . 30-1
Sweet Peas, 12 bun. 2 o- 1

Sweet Sultan,ia bun. 6 o- .

Tropaeolum, 12 bun. 1 o-
;

Plants w Pots.

Asters, per doz. .. 4 0-12 <

Begonias, per doz. . . 4 0-12 1

Bouvardias, do ..9 0-24 <

Calceolarias, p. doz. . 6 0-12 1

Chrysanth., per doz. 60-91
Coleus, per dozen . . 30-9)
Cyperus, do.

.

.. 6 o-iz i

lis 30 o-5o I

6-1} o

I variety, per

istica, each '.

Foliage Plants, vari-

ous, each .. ..2 O-IO I

Fuchsias, per dozen . 3 0-12 1

Mignonette, per doz. 30-91
Musk, per dozen . . 20-61
Myrtles, per doz. . . 4 0-12 1

Palms in variety,

each .. ..2 6-21 I

Pelargoniums. scar-
lets, zonal, doz . . 2 6-6 <

Petunias, per dozen 4 0-12 <

— Fairy, per doz. g 0-12 '

Vallota, per doz. . . o 0-24 1

SEEDS.
London : Oct. 2.—A quiet tone continues to cha-

racterise the trade for farm seeds. Several more samples

of the new American Clover have now come to hand, but
these with scarcely an exception exhibit a disappointing

quality. Probably some finer parcels will presently be

offering ; when such are forthcoming, and when values

in the States have somewhat settled down, a certain

amount of buying here may be expected. Oiu: cable

advice of to-day quotes an advance in Chicago of is. per
cwt. As regards the seed crops of Germany and France
no new feature presents itself. There will without doubt
be a large quantity of English seed, but as to the quality
thereof, varying opinions prevail. Trefoils are neglected :

prices, however, keep steady. With respect to Alsike

the tendency of quotations is slightly downwards. White
Clover is without alteration. Winter Tares meet a dull

sale on rather easier terms. In order to clear out of
Trifolium holders seem not unwilling to make some
moderate concession. The recent sales of new white

Mustard amount altogether to about 5000 quarters
;

owing to increased deliveries and the condition coming
worse, tlic manufacturers are now obtaining some abate-

ment from the opening figures. Rape seed is scarce and
firmer. Of new blue Peas, the supply this week shows a
large increase, a fact which is probably explained by the

approach of rent day, and the consequent desire on tlie

part of farmers to realise. Peas at the present rates

bringing in more cash than most other kinds of produce.

The Canary seed market is inactive, but rates are un-

changed ; some new English has this week been sold

in Mark Lane. New Dutch Hemp seed now offers.

The yield of Buckwheat in France is said to prove very

abundant. John Sliaw ^ Sons, Seed Merchants, 37,
Mark Lane, London, E.G.

CORN.
There was a fair supply of home-grown Wheat on sale

at Mark Lane on Monday. Good and fine dry qualities

of produce were scaree, and held at full prices ; for

inferior parcels trade was slow at about late rates.

Foreign Wheat was a good supply, and a somewhat
increased amount of business was transacted. Choice
qualities were held at fully late rates. Fine malting
Barley was scarce, and held at last cxirrencies ; medium
and inferior qualities were in slow request at the previous
Monday's figure. Malt of good and fine quaUty realised

full terms, Sound Indian corn was scarce, and as dear
as last reported ; ordinary parcels changed hands at

irregular quotations. Oats were steady on former terms
;

Beans were held at full prices ; Peas sold slowly at about
late rates ; the flour trade was quiet at the recent
decline in prices.—On Wednesday there was a fair

supply of Wheat ; choice qualities were held at full

prices, but medium and inferior produce was dull, and
some was disposed of at very low quotations. Good and
fair parcels of foreign Wheat were in fair demand at full

prices. Good and fine malting Barley was scarce, and
was held at full rates, but grinding Barley was a slow sale

on former terms. Oats were unchanged in value. Sound
Indian com was scarce, and was quite as dear, inferior

sold at irregular quotations. Beans realised full prices,

but Peas were a slow sale. The flour trade was without

material change in prices.—Average prices of corn for the

week ending September 28 :—Wheat, 41J. $d. ; Barley,

41J. id. ;
Oats, 22s. lod. For the corresponding 'period

last year:—Wheat, 56s. ^d. ; Barley, 431. iid. ; Oats,

25J. 3"^-

CATTLE.
At Copenhagen Fields on Monday, although the

number of beasts was very much smaller than on the

previous Monday, the trade was so dull that higher

prices could not be obtained. There were not quite so
many sheep, yet fully equal to the demand, which was
very hmited, and prices on the average were lower.

There was very little alteration in the calf trade.

Quotations:—Beasts, 4J. 4*/. to 4.^. Bd., and 5^. 2d. to

^s. 8d. ; calves, 5^. ^d. to 6s. ^d. ; sheep, 45. lod. to

55. 4*/. , and 5,?. 8d. to 6s. lod.
;
pigs, 4s. to 55. 4(/. — On

Thursday about an average supply of beasts and sheep
were on offer. Beasts met a dull sale at about Monday's
prices, but sheep, especially choice breeds, were steady.

Calves and pigs were inactive.

HAY.
Tuesday's WTiitechapel report states that there was

only a moderate supply of fodder on offer, and trade

ruled quiet. Straw was quoted at a decline. Quota-
tions :—Prime Clover, 100^. to 120J. ; inferior, 80s. to

90J.
;
prime meadow hay. Bos. to 88j. ; inferior, 40^. to

yos. ;
and straw, 40^. to 42J. per load.— On Thursday

there was a rather large supply. The trade was dull, at

about late rates. Annexed are the quotations ;
— Prime

Clover, looj. to 120J. ; inferior, gos. to iooj.
;
prime

meadow hay, Bos. to 88^. ; inferior, 40J. to 70s. ; and
straw, 355. to 42J-. per load. — Cumberland Market
quotations :—Superior meadow hay, gzs. to loos. ; infe-

rior, JOS. to B4S. ; superior Clover, uzos. to 1325. ; in-

ferior, 90J. to 105J. ; and straw, 46J. to 525. per load.

POTATOS.
The reports from the Borough and Spitalfields mar-

kets state that they have been well suppMed, and there

was a fair demand for most descriptions at the subjoined

currency. There has been also a large arrival of foreign

Potatos in sound condition. Kent Regents, goj. to iios.

per ton ; Essex ditto, 50J. to gos. ; Champion, 75J. to

8$s. ; rocks, 651. to 855. ; Early Rose, gos. to 120J. ;

kidneys, 100s. to izos.

COALS.
Business at market on Monday was quiet at the last

quotations. Wednesday's trade was brisk, at the follow-

ing currencies :—Walls End— Helton, lys. 6d. ; Hetton
Lyons, j6s. ^d. ; Lambton, 175. ; Original Hartlepool.

tjs. 6d. ; Wear, 15.^. 6d. ; South Hetton. 17.^. 6d. ; Chilton

Tees, i6j. 6d.] Thornley, 17s. ; Tees, jjs. ^d.
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/^OLDEN E U O N Y M U S.—Broad and
narrow leaved varieties, nice bushy plants, well rooted

and of bright colour, 4 to 6, 6 to 9, and 9 to 12 inches.

Lowest cash price per 100 or 1000 on application to

DAVID SCOTT, Nurseryman, Chichester.

"DHEASANT-EYED NARCISSUS.—Bulbs^ of this sweet-scented Narciss, lOJ. per bushel, 6j. per

half-bushel, 3J. dd. per peck. Likewise Bulbs of LILIUM
BULBIFERUM, 15J. per too, si. 6</. per dozen. Terms cash

with order. Package free. Post-office Orders payable at

Vauxhall Cross.

Mrs. ALDERSON, Langley Lane, South Lambeth, Surrey.

Special Offer.

JAMES CYPHER begs to offer the under-
mentioned, to make room for other Stock :—

ADIANTUM CARDIOCHL/EANA, 4 feet 6 inches high,,
6 feet wide, £\, 4^.

„ TENERUM, 3 feet 6 inches high, 3 feet 6 inches wide,

„ TRAPEZIFORME. 4 feet high, s feet wide, £,^ 4^.

„ FARLEYENSE, 3 feet high. 4 feet wide, £,i si. ; good
young specimens in 15-inch pots, £1^ 2J.

DAVALLIA MOOREANA, 3 feet 6 inches high, 5 feet wide,
£iT, 3^. : good young specimens in 15-inch pots, £,i 25. ;

young stuff, 24^. per dozen.

GLEICHENIA DICHOTOMA, 4 feet high, 4 feet wide,

jCs 5^. ; nice young specimens, C^ ns. ; small plants
from 5^. each.

„ RUPESTRIS GLAUCESCENS, 3 feet 6 inches high,

3 feet 3 inches wide, C^ 85. : 3 feet 3 inches high. 3 feet

3 inches wide, ;£3 8j, : 3 feet high, 3 feet wide, C^ 6j.

CIBOTIUM PRINCEPS, spread of fronds, 12 feet, l^ 31.

CYATHEA MEDULLARIS. 7 feet by 12 feet. £^ 3J.

MARTENEZIA GRANATENSIS, 8 feet by 8 feet. £4 41.

LATANIA BORBONICA. 8 feet l>y 10 feet. It, 4s.

DENDROBIUM DEVONIANUM, 31. 6i. to 51. each.

„ CRASSINODE, ^s. (sd. to loj. M.
„ FIMBRIATUM OCULATUM, 51., ^s. id., los. <jd.

,. SUAVISSIMUM. loi. 6rf., i4i.,2i!.

,; CHRYSOTOXUM, fine plants, los. 6d.. 21s.

VANDA CtERULESCENS, 5s,, 7s. 6./.

PHAL/ENOPSIS GRANDI FLORA, los. 6rf., 2is.

Exotic Nursery. Queen's Road. Cheltenham.

PAU L'S NURSERIES,
WALTHAM CROSS.

SPECIALITIES.
ROSES 500,000 Plan

Standards, i

£9 per 100
Dwarf Standards, 125. per dozen, ^3 15s.

to £5 per 100
Dwarfs, gs. to 15,1. per dozen, £:• 10s. to

jCi 15^ per 100.

Climbers, 6s. to 12s. per dozen, £2 los.

to £j tss. per 100
Roses in pels, 10s. 6d. to iSi. per dozen,

£3 15s. to/6 per 100
Ditlo, prepared for immediate forcing,

241. to 425. per dozen, £j loj. to

^15 per I03
Roses on their own roots, gs. to 151. per

dozen, £3 3s. to £5 per 100

BULBS Hyacinths, 45. per dozen, 25^. per 100,

and upwards
Tulips, 9^/. per dozen, 4s. 6J. per ic,

and upwaids
Crocus, 2S. per 100, lys. 6ci. per 1000,

and upwards
Polyanthus Narcissus, zs. per dozen,

and upwards
Snowdrops, 2J. 6d. per loo, and upwards.

CAMELLIAS V(

FRUIT TREES.

ung plants, with bloom, 301. per
dozen, and upwards "
from 215. to ^30 each

to 42f. per dozen, £6 to

Ss. per dozen, £2 3s. to

425, per dozen

Dwarfs, 91.

^.5 per

Dwarf-trained Peaches. Apricot
Nectarines, 42J. to 60s. per di

Standard-trained ditto, 7s. bet to ]

Fruit trees in pots,

Figs in pots, 245. t<

Strawberries, 35. 61

GRAPE VINES

EVERGREENS For planting new, or replenishing old,

gardens. Prices furnished on appli-

cation, as these vary greatly.

PARK and ROAD- Limes, Planes, Maples, Ash, Beech,
SIDE TREES Birch, Oaks, Poplars, Chestnuts,

&c. Prices furnished on appli-

DECIDUOUS and All the best sorts, being a selection from
PICTORIAL TREES a large number of varieties proved
and SHRUBS over a period of many years. Prices

on application.

SEEDS Kitchen Garden and Flower Seeds in

Collections for large and small
Gardens, lor. 6ci. andupwards.

Priced Descriptive CATALOGUES and every information
furnished by letter on application to

WM PAXIL £c SON,

PAUL'S NURSERIES. WALTHAM CROSS, HERTS.

CRANSTON'S NURSERIES,
Established 1785.

EIGHTY ACRES.
ROSES, FRUIT TREES, CONIFERS,

FOREST TREES, &c.

Descriptive and Priced Cataloi^iics for 1S7S

now ready.
Address—

CRANSTON & CO.,

KING'S ACRE, near HEREFORD.

CUCUMBER-EMPRESS of INDIA.

J. C. WHEELER & SON
Introduced this fine variety last spring. It has proved itself to

be one of the best flavoured and handsomest in cultivation, and

good for winter work.

Price 25. td. per packet.

J. C. WHEELEB. & SON,
SEED GROWERS. GLOUCESTER.

DUTCH FLOWER K00T8,
CARRIAGE FREE.

DANIELS BROTHERS'
SELIXT

LIST FOR AUTUMN, 1878.
We annually visit the Dutch Bulb Farms, and our selectio

of choice FLOWER ROOTS will be found unique for siz

and quality of Bulb, and excellence of variety.

Per dozen.

—

s. a

HYACINTHS, superb exhibition varieties ..12s. to 18

,, choice named varieties, for pots or glasses .. •• Q

,, good . .

.

.

.

. . .

.

.

.

. . 6

,, mixed, red, white, or blue .. .. .. --3
A-ithi

,, white Roman, for forcinj;

CROCUS, large Dutch, blue, white, striped, or yellow,
each, per ico

,, superb named varieties, blue, purple, pure white,

golden-yellow, pencilled, &c. ..each, per 100

,, choice mixed, all colours .

.

. . .

.

SNOWDROPS, large single .. .. perioo
, . large double .

.

.

.

. . .

.

per 100
TULIPS, Van Thol, scarlet

,, Poitebakker. white

,, Touroesol, double .

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

,, Rex Rubrorum, double .

.

,, La Caudeur, double ,. ..

,, choice mixed, double .. .. per 100, 5s. 6ii.

,, choice mixed, single ,

.

.

.

per ico, ss. 6(/.

ANEI^IONES. splendid double varieties, named, in

ten choice sorts .. .. .. perioo :

,, double scarlet, fine perioo
,, double, finest mixed .. .. .. per 100
., single, finest mixed .. .. .. perioo

LILY OF THE VALLEY, strong clumps for forcing,

each, IS. i

POLYANTHUS NARCISSUS, choice mixed ..

SCILLA AMfENA, beautiful blue dwarf
JONQUILS, single, sweet scented .. 100, 51. &/.

LILIUM AURATUM each, is. :

„ CANDIDUM. the old pure white
,, choice named varieties . . .. .. 6j., gj. and

Aii Orders p/ios. and upwards carriagefree.

OUE GUINEA COLLECTION
Of choice FLOWER ROOTS for Open Ground, &c ,

contains the following liberal assortment :

—

Hyacinths, choic
; Polyamha Narcis

Narcissus Poeticus
'. ,, double white
' Canipernelle Jonquils
Anemones, fine, double

fine, single

With full cultu

I snowdrops
! Tulips, Van Thol, scarlet

„ Cottage Maid
„ Yellow Prince

1 „ double, mixed
,, Rex Rubrorum
,, late, mixed

I Scilla amoena

Illustrated CA TALOGUE Free on application.

DANIELS BROTHERS,
THE ROYAL NORFOLK SEED ESTABLISHMENT.

NORWICH.

BROCKWORTH PARK PEAR.

The fruit of this remarkable Pear is very large and handsome,
the flesh is juicy, melting, and of fine flavour, ripening about the

end of September or beginning of October. The colour is

yellow, richly dotted, slightly crimson next the sun. It has

been awarded a First-class Certificate of Merit by the Royal
Horticultural Society.

Fine Pyramids 2j. od. each.

Dwarf-trained {for zvalls) .. 35. 6d. each.

We can supply c

most delicious sort

for \Zs.

J. C. WHEELER & SON,
KINGSHOLM NURSERY, GLOUCESTER..

HOME GROWN LILIUM AURATUM.—
Lovers of Liliums should plant at once really home-

grown Bulbs. " Imported Bulbs do die."

CHARLES NOBLE has just harvested this year's crop, and
will give prices on application.

IJagshot.—October 5.

I^OR SALE.— 500 Golden Queen HOLLIES,
I J^ to 2 feet ; a quantity of Common YEWS, for hedges,

&c., 2 to 5 feet.

R. COLLYER, Cart House Lane, Woking Station. Surrey.

CABBAGE, Nonpareil, well harvested and
good sample. Apply

A. BILL! MORE. Florist, Caversham, Reading.

Florists' nowers, Roses, and Climbers.

'PHOMAS .S. WARE'S CATALOGUE of
-L the above, including, in the Florists' Flower portion.

Daisies, Delphiniums, Dianlhus, Pyrethrums, Pinks, Bedding
Pansies and Violas, Show and Fancy Pansies, Poteniillas,

Border and Winter Flowering Carnations, Pansies. Phloxes,
and Sweet Violets, may now be had post-free on application.

Hale Farm Nurseries, Tottenham, London.

1YCLAMEN PERSICUM, prize strain,
strong plants, well set with fiower-biids.

SPIR/E\ JAPONICA, splendid clumps.
SWEET BRIERS, strong bushy stuff.

DWARF ROSES, leading sorts.

CUPRESSUS LAWSONIANA ERECTO VIRIDIS.
All at very low prices.

H. B. SMITH, Ealing Dean Nursery, Ealing, W.

pOCOA-NUT FIBRE REFUSE, as
V^ supplied by G. \V. Tricker & Co. to the principal Nursery-
men and (j.-irdeners in the United Kingdom, 3(/. per bushel, 50
for loj., too for i8s., truck-load 255. Finest Kent and Hamp-
shire PEATS, SAND, LOAM, LEAF-MOULD. SPHAG-
NUM, all MANURES, TOBACCO CLOTH and PAPER.
STICKS and LABELS. RUSSIA MATS, and everything for

the Garden and Conservatory. Price List free on application.

All goods free on to Rail in London.

c

COCOA-NUT FIBRE REFUSE.—
Reduced Price -.—In 4 bushel bags, bags included, at ij.,

or truckload of about 250 bushels, 25J. (iruckload delivered free

to rail in London). Post-office Order or Cheque will oblige
with all orders.—J. STEVENS and CO., Greyhound Yard,
and 134. High Street, Battersea. S.W.

COCOA-NUT FIBRE WASTE.—
Invaluable for Potting, Plunging, and Forcing Purposes.

Useful at all seasons, yi. per bushel, loo bushels (33 bags) 20s.

Truck-load (loose) 30s., put free on rail ; ^s. for One-horse Van-
load, if fetched from Works. Bags charged ^d. each, returnable

at same rate.—JAMES CROWLEY and CO., Cocoa-nut Fibre

Works, Suffolk Place. Snow's Fields, Bermondsey, S.E.

B

PEAT.—South of England Horticultural Peat
Lands. -C. R. HOLLOWAY. Christchurch, Hams.—

BROWN, FIBROUS, Light-weighing Peat, of excellent

quality, for Orchids, Ferns, Sc, well cut in Turfs and carefully

loaded into Railway Trucks, at 17^. 6//. per ton, in loads of 4
Tons and upwards. Sample b.ag, 5^. ; five bags, 21J. ; 12 bags,

4oy. Some also, of good quality, at 13J. dd. per ton, four

tons and upwards.

PEAT, BrowTi Fibrous, superior quality for
Orchids. Ferns, &c. , .^6 per truck. Also good Black

Fibrous Peat for Rhododendrons, Azaleas. &c. . at 165. per ton,

ot £,^ \os. per 6-lon truck, delivered at either Bagshot or Farn-
borough Station on S.W.R., or Blackwater. S.E R.

Mr. W. TARRY, Bailiflf, Bagshot, Surrey.

Fibrous Peat for Orchids, JSc.

ROWN FIBROUS PEAT, best
quality for Orchids. Stove Plants. &c., Li is. per truck.

BLACK FIBROUS PEAT, for Rhododendrons, Azaleas,
Heaths, American Plant Beds. 2IJ. per ton.

Delivered on rail at Blackwater, S. E. R- , or Farnborough,
S. W. R. , by the truckload. Sample bag, si i<i. ; 5 bags,

251. ; 12 bags. 50S.

Fresh SPHAGNUM, loj. id. per bag.
WALKER AND CO , Farnborough Station. Hants.

GISHURST COMPOUND.—
Used by many of the leading Gardeners since 1859,

against Red Spider, Mildew, Thrips. Greenfly, and other Blight,

in solutions of from i to 2 ounces to the gallon of soft water, and
of from 4 to 16 ounces as a winter dressing for Vines and Fruit

Trees. Has outlived many preparations intended to supersede iL

Sold Retail by Seedsmen in Boxes. i.j. . 3J., and \os. 6d.

Wholesale by PRICE'S PATENT CANDLE COMPANY
(Limited).

SCOTT'S WASP DESTROYER.—
The only effectual remedy for destroying these pests :

IS. 6d., 2S. 6d. and 51. per bottle. May be obtained through
all Seedsmen, or direct from

JOHN SCOTT. The Royal Seed Stores, Yeovil.

T/ie Orchardist , by J. Scott, price 3J. 6rf,, the best work in

the English language on Fruit Trees and their Cultivation.

New Archangel and Petersburg Mats.
T BLACKBURN and SONS have imported
fJ • several large shipments of MATS from Archangel,
Petersburg, and Cronstadt, and are offering them for present
orders at unusually low prices. Samples can be seen and prices

obtained at 4 and 5, Wormwood Street, E.C.

WHOLESALE RUSSIA MAT
MERCHANTS.

NEW ARCHANGEL MATS.
ST. PETERSBURG MATS.
RAFFIA FIBRE. NETTING, CANVAS, &c.

MARENDAZ and FISHER, James Street, Covent
Garden. W.C.

RUSSIA MATS, RUSSIA MATS,
from 30J. to 70J. per loo : ARCHANGELS, iioi. to

tzoj. , good for packing, from 2Ci. RAFFIA for Tying,

GUNNY BAGS, &c. Delivered to any station in London on
receipt of cash.
SUTHERLAND, SON and CO., ii, Fenchurch Buildings,

Fcnchurch Street, London, E.C.
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ANDERSON'S RUSSIA MATS,
For COVERING, TVING, and PACKING,

Are highly recommended for durability and cheapness. The
different qualities and sizes aie fully described in a Cataloejue
sent, post-free, on application. Every description of SACKS
and BAGS, ROPES, LINES, TWINES, &c.

JAMES T. ANDEBSON,
149, COM.MERCIAI, STREET. SHOREDITCH,

LONDON, E.

Important to aD Admirers of Clean, Healthy Foliage.

SPEEDS

PARASITE ANNIHILATOR
The most effectual remedy ever discovered acainst Mealy

Bu5, Red Spider, Greenfly, American Bug, Thrips, Scale,

and all Parasites infesting Roses, Vines. Plants, Shrubs, &c.
Mr. W. Thomson, of Tviced Vi?ieyard, Cloven/ords, writes ;—" You are entitled to the gratitude of all who have to

battle with the parasites that affect plants for your discovery ;

amongst collections of Orchids and stove plants it will be
invaluable."
Mr. J. WitLS, Floral Decorator^ South Kensington, says :

—

*' I have tried it in various ways, and find it very eflfectlve. It

at once destroys Thrips, Scale and Red Spider ; Greenfly and
minor pests instantly disappear."
Mr. D. Thomson, Gardener to His Cr.iee the Daie of

Buccleiich. D' umlanrig Castle, writes :—" I find it to do most
effetrtually all that you claim for it. I applied it to Mealy Bug.
Grey Scale, and Red Spider, and its effects are quite magical."
Sold in bottles at zj., 3^. 6(/.j 6s., and 10^. each.

It is most economically applied with a Vaporiser, price 25.

Prepared by Alfred Lowe, Chemist. Chesterfield-

Agents :—London, T. Veilch & Sons, Chelsei. S.W. : Hurst
& Son, 6, Leadenhall Street, E.G. : Corry & Soper, Shad
Thames, S.E. ; Dick Radclyffe & Co., 128, High Holborn,
W.C. ; W. Cutbush & Son, Highgate Nurseries, N. : Chester,

J. Dickson & Sons ; Manchester. Dichson, Brown & Tait ;

York, J. Backhouse & Son; Hull, Martin & Son; Sheffield,

Fisher, Holmes & Co. ; Birmingham, Felton & Sons. R. H.
Vertegans ; Colchester, New Plant & Bulb Co : Cheltenham.
Heath & Son ; Peterborough. J. House ; Hereford, Cranston &
Co.. King's Acre; Nottintham, J. R. Pearson; Edinburgh,
Dowiiie& Laird, Ireland & Thomson, T. Melhven & Son : Aber-
deen, W. Smith & Son ; Dundee. W. P. Laird & Sinclair . Stirling,

W. Drummond & Son ; Hawick, J. Forbes; Belfast, J. Bovle,
Balmoral : Dorking, H. Appleby : Stoke-on-Trent. Burgess,
Kent & Son ; Wellington, C. Butler : Mansfield, G. Rymer ;

Saffron Walden, W. Chaler ; Jedburgh, C. Irvine ; Lichfield,

E. Holmes, Whittington Nurseries : Thirsk, F. Hutchinson ;

Kingston-on-Thames, T. Jackson & Son ; Beverley, G. Swailes ;

Wavertree, J. Dewar & Co ; Newcastle-on-Tyne, I. Thon^p-
son : Worksop, T. Marris ; West Hartlepool, P. Smith;
Norwich, Daniels Brothers.

Agents wanted in every district.

THE GARDEN POTTERY, Old Down,
Shepton Malet.—My PRICE LIST is now re-issued for

a marked reduction on previous lists. Flower-Pots, Hyacinth
and Crocus Pots, Moss Pots, Waterciess Pans, Rhubarb, Sea-

kale and Cucumber Pots, Snail-Guards, Hedgehogs, Seed Pans,

Edging Tiles, are all materially reduced in price.

T. J. HICKES,—Sept. 28.

Rosher's Garden Edging TDes.

IHE ABOVE and m.iny other PATTERNS
in materials of great durability. The
plainer sorts are speciallv ,,..., ~..™.„.
suited for KITCHliN ^ ——

"

GARDENS, as thy __

'

harbour no Slugs or Inserts,

e up little room, and, ',>•

e put down, incur nj J^
further labour or expense, '-- -'

'

as do "grown" Edgings, consequently being much cheaper.
GARDEN VASES. FOUNTAINS. &c., in Artificial Stone,

very durable and ofsuperior finish, and in great variety of design
F. ROSHER AND CO., Manufacturers, Upper Ground

Street. Blackfiiars, S.E. ; King's Road, Chelsea, S.W. ;

Kingsland Road. E.
Agents for LOOKER'S PATENT "ACME FRAMES"

PLANT COVERS, and PROPAGATING BOXES: also
for FOXLEY'S PATENT BEADED GARDEN WALL

; by Post. The Trade supplied.

ORNAMENTAL PAVING TILES,
for Conservatories, Halls, Corridors. Balconies. &c.,

from 3r. per square yard upwards. Pattern Sheets, of Plain or
more elaborate designs, with piices. sent for selection.
WHITE GLAZED TILES, for Lining Walls of Dairies

Larders, Kitchen Ranges, Baths, &c. Grooved and other Stable
Paving of great durability. Wall Copings, Drain Pipes and Tiles
of all kinds. Roofing Tiles in great variety. Slates. Cement. &c.

T. ROSHER AND CO., Brick and Tile Merchants.
See Addresses above.

s . V E R SAND,
oarse grain as desired. Prices by Post per Ton

Truckload. on Wharf in London, or delivered direct from
Pits to any Railway Station. Samples of Sand free by post.
FLINTS and BRICK BURRS for Rockeries or FerneriesKENT PEATS or LOAM supplied at lowest rates in any

quantities.

F. ROSHER AND CO.-Addresses see above.
N.B.—Orders promptly executed by Rail or to Wharves.

A liberal Discount to the Trade.

Hyacinths In Pots.

)OTS MADE EXPRESSLY for HYA-
CINTHS can be supplied by

J. MATTHEWS, Royal Pottery, Weston-super-Mare.
Price List Free.

JOHN MATTHEW^S, The Royal Pottery,
ff Weston-super-Mare, Manufacturer of TERRA-COTIA
VASES, FOUNTAINS, ITALIAN BASKETS, BORDER
TILES, GARDEN POTS of superior quality, from i to

30 inches diameter, stand the frost and seldom turn green.
ORCHID, FERN, SEED, and STRIKING PANS, RHU-
BARB and SEAKALE POTS, &c. Price Lists post-free.

Sheets of Designs, 6d. Books of Designs, 1^.

r\\
J. HICKES' POTTERY at Shepton

J- • Mallet Flower Show.—The First Prize for Fuchsias,
and Second for Mosses, were gained by plants grown in our pots.
The Pottery (the Works are little more than twelve mouths

old) is already famed for growing healthy plants.
T. J. HICKES, The Garden Pottery, Old Down, Shepton

Mallet.

s
Rhubarb and Seakale Forcing.

TRONG WELL-MADE POTS for the
above can be supplied by

J. MATTHEWS, Royal Pottery, Weston-super-Mare.
Price List Free.

HORTICULTURAL WINDOW GLASS.
A large variety of sizes, 15-oz., i2.r. 6d. ; 21-oz., ifj. td.

per 100 feet. Large sizes, in Cases, for Cutting up— 15-oz. 4ths,
30J. T 3ds, 40J. per 300 feet; — 21-oz. 4ths, 30J. ; 3ds. , 40J.
per 200 feet.—ALFRED SVER, Glass, Lead, Zinc, Oil and
Colour Merchant, 8. Pentonville Road, London, N.

BELGIAN GLASS forGREENHOUSES, &c.,
Can be obtained in all sizes and qualities, of

BETHAM & SON,
9, LOWER THAMES STREET. LONDON, EC.

B. & Son have always a large Stock in London of 20-in. by 12-in.,

THOMAS MILLINGTON AND CO.,
87, Bishopsgate Street Without, London, E.C., Imior-

TEK5 and Dealers in Window Glass of all kinds.

Small Squares In 16 oz.
Prices for the sizes ;taled, and f;or not less than a box of too feet.

Special price for other sizes will be quoted upon application.

Orcbard House Glass.
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BAMBOO and other CANES.—To Nursery-
lenand Gardeners.— Largest and best assortment in Eng-
P. B. HARKINS' Timber Yard. Diitton St., Liverpool.

W. H. LASCELLES.
H O R T I C U L T U R .\_L_ BUILDER,

121, BUNHILL »ROW," LONDON," E.C.

THE GRAVEL -WALK METAL
SCRAPER MATS.—They improve the appearance of

Entrances, are suitable for all kmds of Gravel-walk Entrances, in
all weathers, either to remove the loose grit after summer showers,
or the dirt or snow of winter. Their texture gives a firm Iwld
to tilefeet in w/iatt"ver direction yoit step. They are the width
of an ordinary step, and being directly in the path cannot escape
use, save much wear in other mats, floorcloths, and carpets, and
their endurance is incalculable. Lengths, 2 feet 3 inches, price
loj. : 2 feet 6 inches, 12J. ; 3 feet, 14^. : 3 feet 4 inches, \bs. :

3 feet 8 inches, i8j.
; 4 feet, 20J. All 12 inches wide.

BECKETT BROS.,

Patentees S: Manufacturers of the Self-adjusting Throttle Valvi

now so much in use for Horticultural purposes.

See Illustrated CATALOGUE, Two Stnmps.

Designs and Estimates on application.

ANCHOR STREET. CHELMSFORD.

Patent Bent Wood Curved Greenhouses and
Conservatories

ILLUSTRATED SHEETS se t post free and E.tima
ver for all kinds of Horlicult inl Work vilhout charge

Glasstouses.HERE MAN AND MORTON
give prices for all kinds of

HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS in WOOD
On receipt of particulars. Also for Heating.

A Pamphlet yl. Price Listsfree.
2, Gloucester Street, Regent's Park, London. N.W.

BOULTON & PAUL, NORWICH.
NEW PORTABLE LEAN TO POULTRY HOUSE

^4& '^^^i
m-^

JOHN BOWMAN,
Timber and Mahogany Importer and Merchant

HORriLULTVKAL bhlLDhk,
WEST END STEAM JOINERY,

NEWCASTLE-OX-TYNE.

GREENHOUSES complete, from £10 to £1000.

Portable Box with One Light, 6 feet by 4 feet, glazed 1

16 oz. sheet glass, and painted four coats .

.

. . f
^^ '

Portable Box with Two Lights, as above, each Light
|

6 feet by 4 feet
655.

Estimates given for Conservatories and Green-
houses of every kind.

Well-ieaso}i£d Materials and First-class ll''orki}ianship

The Night H ted green outside
and hme white'l \u-A . ..ith mn unl.me-ith for shade and
shelter; new O. (J -shaped ealvanised roof, which is very orna-
mental, and aflords good ventilation ; fitted with shifting

perches, sliding window, large door and lock for attendant,
small door for fowls, and hen ladder, no nest boxes. Strong
galvanised Wire Run, with corrugated iron roof, door, and lock,

and all necessary bolts and nuts complete.
Prices—CaT-riage paid to any raihvay station in England

:

1st size, No 7. with run complete, 12 feet long,

4 feet wide .. .. .. .. ...£750
2d size. No. S, with run complete, 12 feet long,

5 feet wide 8100
3d size, No. 9, with run complete, 16 feet long,

6 feet wide .. .. .. .. .. .. 12 o o
Illustrated Catalogue can he had on application.

BOULTON AND PAUL. Norwich.

Hothouses, Greenhouses, Flower Gardens, Kitchen Garde:
Places of Worship, Colleges, Schools, Manufactories, Hotels,
Public Institutions, and all Entrances leading from Sandy,
Gritty, or Gravel Walks. Delivered on Railway on receipt of re-

mittance, payable to G. TIDCOM BE and SON,Watford, Herts.

RABBIT-PROOF GARDEN FENCING.

IVVWyVVw

i^l^s^^es^^i^iasNi
IRON .md WIRE HURDLES, RAHKIT-PROOF. for

OARDEN ENCLOSURES : STRAINED WIRE FENC-
ING; GARDEN and CONSERVATORY WIREWORK.

See Illvstratcd Catalogue.

R. HOLLIDAY,
IRON AND WIRE WORKS.

2a. Portoliello Terrace, Netting Hill Gate, London, W

T. H. P. DENNIS & CO.,
MANSION HOUSE BUILDINGS,

QUEEN VICTORIA STREET, LONDON, E.G.,

CONSERVATORY AND GREENHOUSE BUILDERS,

HOT-WATEE ENGINEERS.

JOHN EDMONDS & CO.,
HORTICULTURAL BUILDERS and HOT-WATER ENGINEERS, LILLIE BRIDGE, WEST BROMPTON, LONDO.'^, S.W.

Conservatories, Greenhouses and Hothouses of every description Erected and Heated in any part of the Kingdom or Abroad.

Kiosks, Summer-houses, Verandahs, Glass Approaches, &c.— Pit Lights, Garden Boxes, Hand Glasses, iStc, in Stock.

PATENTEES OF THE
Ulustrated Cataloguefr

TUBULAR SADDLE BOILER," THE BEST CAST-IRON BOILER.
V by Post. Note.—The Works adjoin West Brompton Station, Metropolitan District Railway.
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SCALE OF CHARGES FOR ADVERTISING.

7 o 23

7 <i 24
.. o 13 6

If set across columns, the lowest charge will he 30J,

Page Lg o o
HalfPage 500
Column 350

GARDENERS, AND OTHERS, WANTING SITUATIONS.
26 words TS. 6ti., and 6d. for every additional line

(about 9 words) or part of a line.

THES8 ADVERTISEMENTS MUST BE PREPAID.

Births, Deaths and Marriages, 5s. each insertion.

Advirlhemenls fur the current meek must reach the Office

hy rhiirsJay naan.

All Subaoriptlons Payable in Advance.

Thb United Kingdom : 12 Months, li 3s. lorf. ; 6 Months,

IIS. i\d. 3 Months, 6s.

Foreign : 26^., including Postage for 12 Months.

P 0.0. to be made payable at the King Street Post-ofBce, W.C,
to W. Richards.

PtjBLiSHiNG Office and Office for Advertisements,

41, Wellington Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C.

COALS FOR HOTHOUSE
PURPOSE S.

WOOD AND CO.'S
STAR ANTHRACITE SMOKELESS STEAM COAL

is now being extensively used by many of the principal Growers,

and is found to be preferable to any other kind of fuel in respect

to cheapness and durability, and particularly on account of its

being perfectly free from sulphur, and that it does not clinker

the fire-bars.

WOOD AND CO. deliver in truck loads to any Railway

Station, prices for which can be had on application, or can be

delivered by Wood & Co.'s Vans (in the Metropolis).

WOOD AND CO- append a testimonial given to them by

Messrs. Beckwith & Sons, a firm of great experience, and who

have kindly allowed them to make whatever use of it they may

think fit.

Tottenham Uursery^ Londoyt, N., Dec. 28, 1877.

To Messrs. Wood & Co. .

Dear Sirs,—With reference to your enquiry respectmg the
" Star " Anthracite Coal with which you supplied us—as to how

it suited, its economy or otherwise—we have much pleasure in

informing you that in every respect it is the best Anthracite we

have ever used. We find there is no smoke from it, which is

very essential, and there is no trace of sulphur. It reqiiires

very little stoking, and leaves very little ash, and certainly does

not clinker. Our consumption of Coal is about 500 tons a year,

and we have no hesit.ition in s.aying that, by using your "Star

Coal in the place of ordinary fuel, we shall etTect a saving ol

at least i;ioo this year. We attribute this to the powerful and

lasting properties of your coal.— Yours faithfully,

(Signed) G. Beckwith & Sons.

WOOD AND CO. supply all kinds of Coal for House and

Manufacturing purposes, prices for which will be sent on

application.

WOOD AND CO., Coal and Coke Factors, Merchants,

Contractors to Her Majesty's Government, 58, Coal Exchange,

F. C. ; and 4, Coal Department, Great Northern Railway,

King's Cross, N., and Midland Sidings, St. Pancras, N.W.

STOVES -STOVES.
Terni-Colla ! Portable! For Coal

!

ROBERTS'S PATENT.
Healthy Heat twenty-four hours or longer lor about \d.,

without attention. For Bedrooms, Greenhouses, or almost any

purpose. Prospectus and authenticated Testimonials sent. In

use daily at Patentee's, THOMAS ROBERTS,

112, Victoria Street, Westminster, S.W.

AGRICULTURAL LOCOMOTIVES,
STE.-IM rLOUanrNG M.ACrllXERV,

ROAD LOCOMOTIVES, TRAMWAY LOCOMOTIVES,
STEAM ROAD ROLLERS.

For Prices, Description, and Reports of Working, apply

to the Manufacturers,

AVELING & PORTER,
ROCHESTER, KENT: 7', CANNON ST., LONDON,

E.C. : and 9, AVENUE MONTAIGNE, PARIS.

AvELiNG & Porter's ENGINES have gained the highest

Prires at every important International Exhibition. The two

Medals for Progress and Merit were aw.arded them at Vienna

for their STEAM ROLLERS and ROAD LOCOMOTIVES:
and at the last tri.ils of the Roy.il Agricultural Society of

England their AGRICULTURAL LOCOMOTIVES gained

the First Prize after e-xhaustive trials, when one of their 10-horse

power Engines, fitted with single slide and ordinary link-

motion, indicated 35-horse power, with a consumption of three

and OHl-fi/th pounds ofcoal per horse-power per hour.

ROSSERtRUSSELL
toRTICULTURAL
.. Warm IHP

W
mm\\y^VENTlLftTlNC'H-

I /Sanitary:.

N EW CATALOG U E
Of CONSERVATORIES and GREENHc lUSKS in

nd Ir^n, archu.;.:tur.,lly lr..;,tt.J ai.d desr,MH.l cs|j,cs

0FriCES'W-SH0V\^ROOMS.46CHi\RlNd Chos,s.

WORKS PuEENS Wharf Hammersmith.

^ONES'S PATENT "DOUBLE L'
SADDLE BOILER.

Boile
se Boilers possess all the advantages of the old Saddle

, with the following improvements— viz. , the water-space

r top of saddle^incr^ses the heating surfaceback and
such an extent that a "PATENT DOUBLE L SADDLE
BOILER " will do about twice the amount of work with the same
quantity of fuel : the cost of setting is also considerably reduced,
and likewise the space occupied : at the same time these Boilers

are simple in construction, and being made of wrought-iron are

not liable to crack. They are made of the following sizes :—
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MA Y F A I R : a Non-Society Journal
of Literature and Politics, unambitiously illustrated.

Price 6*/. Has been permanently enlarged by eight columns.

Contents of this week's Number (October i) :—

I. The New Indian Pickle. 7. Faces in the Fair-No. 6,

a. OurPublicOfficesiTnttley's
Branch, in four parts. Part

3. The Fair in the Cily.

4. Fancies of the Fair.

5. Mrs. Girling.

6. Autumn Leaves.

May/air, unambitiously illustrated, jprici

scription, z8r. (payable i ' ^ ^"
politan Newsagents and I

Continental Friend.

8. Only a Woman's Hair—

A

story in two chapters,

o. The Chat of the Fair.

10. Fashions in the Fair.

11. Turning over Fresh
Leaves.

; (xt Yearly sub-

ale by all Metro-

all Bookstalls, on Monday afternoon,

and throughout the country on Tuesday morning.

"Mayfair" Abroad, — ^/i.c/aiV is on sale in the P-aris

Exhibition in Messrs. GALIGNANI'S Enelish Kiosque ;

also in the Boulevard des Capuclnes. Kiosque 213. In New
York, by BRETANO, 39. Union Square. In Malta, by

Mr. WATSON, 246. Strada Reale. Valetla.

"Mayfair" Offices :— Beaufort Buddings, Strand. W.C.

THE COTTAGER'.S CALENDAR of
GARDEN OPERATIONS. By the hue Sir Joseph

Paxton, M.P.
Reprinted from the Gardener^ CkronicU, with numerous

Alterations and Additions.

Price zd. : post-free, 3^^-
Post-office Orders are to be made payable to Wm. Richards,

at the King Street Office, Covent Garden. London. W.C.
Published at the Office of the Gardeners Chronklc, 41,

Wellington Street, W.C.

Works on Botany, by Dr. Lindley.

DESCRIPTIVE BOTANY; or, The Art
OF Descriiiinc Plants Correcti.v, in Scientific

Language, for Self Insti tiction and the Use of Schools. Price is.

MEDICALandCECONOMICALBOTANY;
or. An Account of thf. Principal Plants

Employed in Medicine or Domestic CEconomv. In One
Volume, 8vo, with numerous Woodcuts, price SJ.

THE ELEMENTS of BOTANY, Struc-
tural and PllvsiOLonicAL. Wilh a Glossary of

Technical Terms and numerous Illustrations. 91. cloth.

This completes the series of Elementary Botanical Woiks by
Professor Lindi.ev, oi 'M'n\c\\Scl.oiyl Bjtaity and The Vegetable

Kinsdoin form the other parts.

The First two Parts of The Elements of Botany, comprising

Structural and Physiological Botany, and a Glossary of 'lechni-

cal Terms, are published in one 8vo volume, price 9^.

These three Parts form a complete Manual of Botany for

Medical and other Students who have made themselves

acquainted with the Author's ScJtool Botany.
N. B. The Glossary may be had separately, price sr.

London; BRADBURY, AGNEW, and CO., Bouverie

Street, E.G.

^- ADVERTISERS are requested to note that

although we do not object to receive Letters to be called

for, loe cannot undertake to forward them,

JOHN PERKINS and SON h.-ive openings
for first-class GARDENERS, both Married and Single.

Applicants to apply in own handwriting.— 52, Market Square,

Northampton.

ANTED, a GARDENER, in the Glass-
houses.— H. HERITAGE, Florist, Richmond High

Road, Mortlake, Surrey.

WANTED, a Young MAN used to growing
Soft-wooded Plants for Market. Good character

indispensable. Wages, 11s. per week.—Apply to PERKINS
AND SONS, Park Nursery, Coventry.

Nursery Trade.

WANTED, immediately, a steady industrious
MAN accustomed to the General Work of a Nursery.

Must write a fair hand, and be able to Pack neatly. Constant
work. — Apply, stating wages and reference, to W. W.
JOHNSON AND SON, Nurserymen and Seed Merchants,
Boston.

To Garden Labourers.

WANTED, TWO active Married MEN,
able and willing to work. Good wages given, with

Cottage and Garden. Milk found. A family not objected to.—
HEAD GARDENER, Marwell Hall, near Winchester.

WANTED for Brighton, a thorough good
BOUQUETISTE. and one accustomed to the Sale of

Plants. One with a knowledge of Retail Seed Ti ade preferred.

-Apply, with particulars, to Mrs. GRAHAM. 34, Buckingham
Palace Road, Pimlico, London, S.W.

WANT PLACES.

MR. WILLIAM BULL has an excellent
ORCHID GROWER waiting in his Establishment for

a situation that he can strongly recommend to any one interested

in that class of plants. He has also to recommend one or two
very excellent General GARDENERS— Establishment for

New and Rare Plants. King's Road. Chelsea, London, S W.

EG. HENDERSON
• AND SON have many excellent

GARDENERS with approved testimonials

for ability now waiting in their Nurseries for

re-engagement.

E. G. H. & Son will be pleased to answer

any enquiries from Noblemen and Gentlemen

requiring such.—Pine-apple Nursery, Maida
Vale, London, W.

SBORN AND SONS have on their Register
a number of Men of excellent character and abilities,

and first-class experience in every branch, whom they would be
glad to recommend to Noblemen or Gentlemen requiring the
services of thoroughly practical GARDENERS. FOREMEN
and UNDER GARDENERS can also be recommended.—
The Fulham Nurseries, London, S.W,

GARDENER (Head).—Age 28, single ; can
be highly recommended.— F. T., The Gardens, Porth-

gwidden. Devoran, Cornwall.

GARDENER (Head), in a Nobleman's or
Gen'leman's Establishment.—Age 25, single : thoroughly

competent in all branches of the profession. Good reference.

-GEORGE WATKINSON, Ihe Nurseries. Honing, Norfolk.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 25 ; thorough
knowledge of the profession, Orchids, Stove and Gieen-

house Plants, Fruit, Early and i-ale Forcing. Highest refe-

rences from some of the leading Noblemen's and Gentlemen's
Gardens. -C. M., Chignall, St. James's, Chelmsford.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 43, married, no
encumbrance ; a thorough good all round Man. Has

been a successful Grower and Exhibitor of Plants and Fruit for

ten years. Wi'l be at liberty in the beginning of October.

—

WILLIAM HEDLEY, Rose Hill Nursery, Yarm, Yorkshire.

G1
ARDENER (Head) ; age 38, married.—

A

^ thoroughly practical and energetic man, of twenty years'

experience in every department of Horticultural and general

Estate work, offers his services to any Nobleman or Gentleman
requiring a really compeient and respectable man. of excellent

characterand unquestioned ability.—B. B., Mascall's, Brenchley,
Kent.

G^
ARDENER (Head, Working).— Middle-

* aged, single : thoroughly experienced. Good recom-
mendatlons.—E. F., 80, St. John's Wood Terrace, Circus Road,
N.W.

r^ ARDENER (Head, Working).—No
VJ objection to a single-handed place where help is given.

Can be highly recommended.—E. M., Mr. Smith, 85 and 87,

Union Street, Boiough, S.E.

GARDENER (He.\d, Working).—Age 26,
married ; fwelve years' good character, including three

and a half years in last situation as Foremao.—A, AUSTIN,
5A, The Pavement, lirockley, S.E.

ARDENER (He.vd, Working), to any
Lady or Gentleman requiring the services of a thorough

practical Man.—Age 30. married : has had fifteen years' expe-
rience in good establishments.—A. M., Loporwood Manor,
Totton. Hants.

ARDENER (Head, Working}.—Age 30,
single; thoroughly practical in the ^Ianagement of

Vineiies, Peach-houses, Stove and Greenhouse Plants. Ferns.

&c.. Early and Late Forcing, Flower and Kitchen Gardening.
Highest testimonials for abilities, &c.—A. B., Mr. Dickinson,
Alma Cottage, Sadberge, near Darlington.

GARDENER (Head, \yoRKiNG), where
one or moie are kept.— Married, one child ; good

practical knowledge of Grape, Peach, Cucumber, and Melon
Growing, also Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Flower and
Kitchen Garden. Good character from present employer.—H.
BAKER, Silwood Lodge. Sunninghill, Berks.

f^ ARDENER.—Age 24, single ; understands
vJ Vines, Cucumbers, Flowers and Vegetables in quantities.

Can be highly recommended. Wages about sSi—GARDENER,
10, Chestnut Terrace, Chestnut Road, Tottenham, London.

C^f ARDENER.— Middle-aged, single; e.\-

^ perienced, practical working. Well understands Vines,

Melons. Pines, and all other Fruit. Good character.—JOHN
BLAKE, Lawhitton. Launceston. Cornwall.

GARDENER (good SECOND). — Age 24.
Good references. State particulars.—J. C, Crown Close,

Alton, Hants.

GARDENER (SECOND, or good Single-
handed).—Over two years' good character from present

situation. Leaving through partial breaking up of the
establishment,—Address, stating wages given, to SAJNIUEL
WILLERS, Dry Drayton. Cambridge.

(^ ARDENER (Under), in the House pre-
VJJ ferred, in a good Garden establishment. Three years'

chatacter from present employer.—J. T. L., Gazette Ofiice,

Brighouse, Yorkshire.

(^ ARDENER (Under), or IMROVER in a
V^' Nobleman's Garden.—Age 22 ; two years with present

employer. Has a general knowledge of Indoor and Out-
tloor Work. Can hs highly recommended by present and
previous employers. Bothy preferred.—H. F. , 36, St. Lawrence
Road, Brixton, London, S.W.

FOREMAN, in the Houses.—Age 24 ; can be
well recommended.—W. S., Preston, Hilchin, Herts.

FOREMAN, in a Nobleman's or Gentleman's
establishment.—Age 23 : good references from first-class

Gentlemen's establishment.—W. FULLER, Spilworth Lodge,
near Norwich.

I/FOREMAN, in the Houses in a Gentleman's
Garden.—Age 24 : six years' experience in good places.

Good testimonials.-H. DIBBIN.The Gardens, Trafford Park,
Manchester.

t'^OREMAN, in a Nobleman's or Gentleman's
-L Establishment.—Age 26 ; thoroughly experienced in all

branches ol the profession. First-class testimonials.—J.

TAYLOR, Hams Hall Gardens, Minworth. Birmingham.

FOREMAN.—A young Man of eight years'
experience seeks a situation as above. Good references

for ability, sobriety. &c. Now disengaged.—State wages with
Boihy, to WILLIAM, 11, Cochrane Street, St. John's Wood,
N.W.

FOREMAN, or FOREMAN and PRO-
PAGATOR. —Age 37 ; well up in Plant Growing.

Propagating, and General Nursery Work. Good references.

—

B., 7, Edward's Terrace, Hanfield Road, Wimbledon.

To Nurserymen and Florists.

FOREMAN, PROPAGATOR, and SALES-
MAN.—Age 26 : many years' experience in general

routine of Nursery Work, good Budder and Grafter, well up in

Bouquets and Cut Flower Trade. Excellent references. State

wages. &c.—FOREMAN, Ros« Villa Nursery, Harrogate,

Yoikshire.

To Nurserymen.

PROPAGATOR or FOREMAN, in a good
Provincial Nursery —Age -.8 ; well up in Value of Plants,

Execution of Orders, and General Routine of Nursery Work.
Overten years' experience.—B. PERRY, FerndowD, Wimborne,

13ROPAGATOR (SOFT-wooded), and
- GROWER.-Age 30; well up in Plants, Ferns. &c.

Good character.—T. T., Bonehill Nurseries, Tamworth.
StalTordshire.

JOURNEYMAN.—A Gardener wishes to
recommend a young Man as above, in a good Garden.

Five years in present situation.—Address, stating conditions, to

The gardener, Davyhulme Hall, near Manchester.

IMPROVER, in a Nobleman's or Gentleman's
Garden.—Age 19 : active and willing. Two years' recom-

mendation from present employer.— H. HEMMINGS, The
Gardens, Sudbury Hall, Derby.

To Gardeners.

IMPROVER.—A young Man, age 20, wishes
for a situation under a good Gardener, where he can learn

Gardening in all its branches. A small Premium paid. Four
years' good character.-W. W. , Ecton Halt Gardens,
Northampton.

TO LANDSCAPE GARDENERS. — A
young Belgian, age 32, is in want of a situation in

England under a Landscape Gardener. Thoroughly under-
stands Dra'wing, Plan Making, Surveying and Laying-out.
Understands English, and speaks it a little. Can be well recom-
mer.ded. Wages not so much an object as an opportunity for

acquiring practice.—W. R., Gardeners' Chronicle Office, W.C.

To SEEDSMEN, FLORISTS and
fruiterers.— Situ.ation wanted, by Sea-side : com-

petent to Manage : with view to ultimate purchase. Salary a
secondary consideration, if progressive.—ALEPH, Gardeicets*
Chronicle Office, W.C.

MANAGER or BOOK-KEEPER, in a
Nursery or Seed Business.—Age 33. Good references.

—M., 31. Upper Park Street, Clifton, Bristol.

To the Seed Trade.

SHOPMAN, or SECOND.—Eighteen years'
experience in one of the leiding Dublin houses ; thoroughly

proficient in all branches of the tiade.— H. H., J. Moore, Esq ,

Gardeners' Record, Middle Abbey Street, Dublin.

QHOPMAN (Assistant).—Has had expe-
kZ? rience in every branch, in three good houses. Now dis-

engaged. First-class references.—A. B. C , Siodrig,

Kelso. N.B.

QEED TRADE.~A young Man, having just
k3 completed an apprenticeship in a Wholesale and Retail

Seed Establishment, is open for engagement; is well recom-
mended.—W. A. S. , The Lawson Seed and Nursery Company
(Limited), Edinburgh.

KINAHAN'S LL WHISKY.
The cream of old Irish Whiskies. Pure, mild, mellow,

delicious, and most wholesome. Universally recommended by
the Medical Profession. Dr. Hassal says, "The Whisky is

soft, mellow, and pure, well matured, and of very excellent

qiialiiy."-2o. Great Titchfield Street, London, W. ,

E P P S ' S
GRATEFUL

(Jiiims Epps £7^ Co., Homa'apathic Clwinlsts!)

COMFORTING

C O C O A .

T7< LAZENBY AND SON'S PICKLES,
Xli. SAUCES, and CONDIMENTS.-E. LAZENBV
AND SON, sole proprietors of the celebrated recipes, and

manufacturers of the pickles, sauces, and condiments so long

and favourably distinguished by the name, beg to remmd the

public that every article prepared by them is guaranteed as

entirely unadulterated.— 92, Wigmorc Street, Cavendish

Square (late 6. Edward Street, Poitman Square), and 18,

Trinity Street, London, S.E.

HARVEY'S SAUCE.—CAUTION.—The
admirers of this celebrated sauce are particubirly

requested to observe that each bottle prepared by E.

LAZENBY AND SON bears the label, used so many years,

signed "ElUaleth Lazenby."

DINNEFORD'S MAGNESIA.
The Medical Pro''ession for over Forty Yeats have approved ol

this pure solution .as the Best Remedy for

ACIDITY OF THE STOMACH, HEARTBtniN,
HEADACHE, GOUT, AND INDIGESTION,

and as the safest Aperient for Delicate Constitutions, Ladies,

Children, and Infants.

DINNEFORD'S MAGNESIA^.
OLLOWAY'S PILLS.—This medicinelias

resisted every te*t which time, prejudice, and vested

interest could impose upon it, and it at length stands forth

triumphant as the most reliable remedy for those derangements

of the system so common at the change of seasons. Wheii the

air grows cooler, and the functions of the skin are retarded, an

occasional dose of Holloway's Pills will call on the liver and

kidneys for greater activity, atid compensate the system for

diminishing cutaneous action. As alteratives, aperients, and

tonics these Pills have no equal. To every aged and delicate

person whose appetite is defective, digestion inhrm, and tone 01

health low, this medicine will be a precious boon, conferrms

both ease and strength.
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PARIS EXHIBITION, i878

Her Majesty The Queen.

IMPORTANT AWARDS.

Messrs. SUTTON & SONS The Prince of Walea.

HAVE THE PLEASURE OF STATING THAT THEY HAVE RECEIVED AN OFFICIAL ANNOUNCE-
MENT THAT THE JURORS HAVE AWARDED THEM BOTH

A GOLD MEDAL and A SILVER MEDAL
FOR THE

EXHAUSTIVE COLLECTION OF SEEDS, CRASSES, MODELS, &c.,

EXHIBITED liV THEM AT THE

GREAT PABIS INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION, 1878.

iuJdtn^oOM
THE QUEEN'S SEEDSMEN, and by Special Warrant SEEDSMEN TO THE PRINCE OF WALES,

READING, LONDON, and PARIS.

S. OWENS & CO.,

HYDRAULIC ENGINEERS,
VVHITErRIARS STREET, LONDON, E.G.

HYDRAUIilG
d nij^Iit without iieedinj;

-power, where a few fee

Buildings, Railway Stations, &c.

No. 6j.

lilii;i' WI-;[.I. rU.MP.S for Ho
PORT.\BLIi IRRIGATORS, w

be obtained
seful Self-acting Apparatus, which wo
or distance, without cost for labour

applying Public or Private Establishments, F;

rse. Hand, Steam, or other Power.

;ith Double or Treble Barrels for Horse or

Sie.ira P.i*er [Gardens. &c.
No. 4').!. IMPROVED DOUBLE ACTION PUMPS on BARROW for Watering
Nd. 43J. GALV.\NISED SWING W.\TER C.\RRIERS, for Garden use.

.Nj. 5Dana5|<;. F.\RM and MANSION FIRE ENGINES of every description.

No. 33. 1'ORT.A.BLE EIQUID M.\NURE PUMPS, on Legs, with Fle.vible Suction.

S. OWENS .\ND CO. Manufacture and Erect every description of Hydraulic and General Engineers' Work for Mansions. Farms. &c., comprising PUMPS
W.VIER WHEELS, WARMING APPAR.\TUS, B.\THS,

'

HYDRANTS, HOSE PIPES, &c., &c.

No. 49. GARDEN ENGINES, of .all sizes

No. 54i>. THE C.\SSIOBURY FIRE EXTINGUISHER,
Right Hon. the Earl of Essex.

No. 44. WROUGHT-IRON PORTABLE PUMPS of all sizes.

No. 4. C.\ST-IRON GARDEN, YARD, or STABLE PUMPS.
up Long Length!

Parlkula.

DRYING CLOSETS, G.\SWORKS, Apparatus for LIQUID MANURE distribution,

r taken in any part of the Country. Plans and Estimatesfurnished.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES CAN BE HAD ON APPLICATION.
Editorial Communications should be addressed to "The Editor;" Advertisements and Business Letters to " The Publisher," at the OtBce, 41, Wellington Street, Covent Garden. London, W.C.
Printed by William Richards, at the Office of Messrs. Bradbury, Agnew, & Co., Lombard Street, Precinct of Whitefriars, City of London, in the County of Middlesex, and Published by the

i William Richards, at the Office, 41, Wellington Street, Parish of St. Paul's, Covent Garden, in the said County.—Saturdav, October 5. 1878.

Agent for Manchester

—

John Hhvwood. Agents for Scotland—Messrs. [. Mbnzies & Co., Edinbtu'gh and Glasgow.
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CONTENTS.
j'Echmea Leopoldii
Arundo mauiitanica
Autumnal Roses .

.

Barobusa heterocyda .

.

Brantingham Thorpe (with

cuts)

Caiasetum triodoii

Cauliflowers
Chrysanthemums
Cissus rhomboidea
Clay's fertili'er ..

Coloured trees

Conservatory, climbing
plants .. ., ..

Cupressus Lawsoninna .

.

Deciduous trees for parks
Eucalyptus globulus
Florists' nowcrs ..

Fuchsias, select .

.

Fuchsia Venus Victrix ..

Fungi, trees injured by.

.

Funguses, the Cup, of

Shropshire
Garden allotment.
Garden operations

Cledilschia sinensis

1 fine

New Forest, jottings in

the
Obituary ..

Oncidium macranthum .

.

Pancratium speciosum .

.

Paraffin as an insecti-

Pea cultivation, notes on
Pear Marie Louise

j
Peziza crucifera .

.

: Phlox Virgo Maria
' Plants, new garden
Plumbago capensis
Plums, a second crop of

Potato, Sutton's Magnum
Bonuin

Raspberries, autumn bear-

ing
Root-pruning

Schii

Selec i and shrubs

Gunton Hall. Norfolk .

.

Herbaceous plants

Hollyhock, the ..

Hyde Park trees, the ..

Labels, waterproof
Lapageria alba, the hardy

Hereford fungus meet-
ing (with cuts)

Spring llowers in autumn
Stokesia cyanea .

.

Stonecrops. hardy
Tillandsia Gardneri

Tropxoium speciosum .

.

Vanda tricolar. sporting

Vi la garden, the
Weather, the
Wellingtonia, growth of a

NOTICE.—All Numbers of the " Gardeners'

Chronicle" prior to 1S74 arc \s. each.

EOYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY,
South Kensinston. S.W.

NOTICE. — FRUIT and FLORAL COMMITTEES'
MEEl'INGS. on TUESD.W next. October 15, at ii o'clock.

Competition for Prizes offered by Mr. J. B. Pearson, tor

GRAPES "Mrs. Pearson," and "Golden Queen." GENE-
RAL MEETING for ELECTION of FELLOWS at 3 o Clock.

Admission One Shilling.

rpHE CHEETHAM HILL CHRYSAN-
i THEMUM SOCIETY offer a SPECIAL PRIZE at

their Exhibiii.™. NOVEMBER 30. for twelve Large-llowered

CHRYSANTHEMUMS, distinct varieties, pots not to exceed

10 inches in diameter. First prize, Ji^\ 2d, i^i; 3d, .£1.

Entries Close November 25
W, G. BROCKWELL. Secretary.

37, Fountain Street, Cheetham Hill, Manchester.

Notice of Removal.

"pOBERT COOPER, Seed Merchant, 90,
J-V Southwark Street. London. S.E., has Removed from

152, Fleet Street. CATALOGUE of HYACINTHS and
other BULBS sent post-free.

ATALOGUES. — His Excellency Pierre
Wulkenstein will feel greatly obliged if Nurserymen and

Seedsmen wijl kindly send him their Catalogues. They should

be forwarded (by p05t) to

S. E. PIERRE WOLKENSTEi:^, Secr<5taire de la Societe

Imperiale d'Horliculture de Russie. St. Petersburg,

MR. GEORGE BUNYARD, Horticul-
TliRAl. Valuer. ' Ni kskrvuan, Sbebs-man, and

Florist (of the firm of I'homas Bunyard Si Sons), Maidstone,
Kent. Valuations made for Probate, Partnership, Incoming or

Outgoing Tenants, or other purposes. Term^ on application.

Winter Plowers.

DOUBLE GERANIUMS, splendid plants,
in 4J^ and 5'^-inch pots, just coming into bloom, 505.

'""'
'°°\viLLIAM BRYANT, The Nurseries, Rugby,

HOLLIES, Common Green, 12 to 18 inches
to 1 feet. good. Price and sample sent on application.

RICHARD MASON, WmdUsham. near Bagshot. Surrey.

HARDY EVERGREENS.—The hardily-
grown, thi roughly transplanted, therefore well-rooted

stock of Messrs. lA.MES DICKSON anu SONS, "Newton"
Nurseries. Chester, is unequalled for variety, quality, and
( xtei t. Intending p'anters are invittd to inspect.

Priced CATALOGUE and all information post-free

Cabbage Plants—Cabbage Plants.W VIRGO, Wonersh Nursery, Guildford,
• can now supply in any quantity ihe following good,

strong, healthy, autumn grown Plan's :— Early P.attersea,

Early Enfield Market. Early Nonpariel, and Robinson's Drum-
head, at V. per loco : Red Pickling, 51. per 1000.

LETTUCE—Brown Cos and Admiral. 51 per 1000.

Refeience required from unknown coriespondenls.

To Amateur Strawberry Growers.

r>UNNERS, stront; and well rooted, are
\> now re.idy, from H. de Thury, President. Sir J. Paxton,

and British Queen—four of the best varieties in cultivation.

Price List on application. Sample Box of Plants, post-free, is.

Manual on Strawberry Culture, til.

W. LOVELL, Strawbirry Grower, Weaverthorpe, Yo.k.

2581 Choice Bulbs in

QUTTON'S ^5 y. COLLECTION
k!5 of Eiilbs for Open Ground. Carriage free to any port or

railway station in the United Kingdom.

1049 Choice Bulbs In

SUTTON'S Ip. IS. COLLECTION
of Bulbs for Open Ground. Carriage free to any port or

railway station in the United Kingdom.

539 Choice Bulbs in

SUTTON'S £\ \s. COLLECTION
of Bulbs for Open Ground. Carriage free to any railway

station in England or Wa'es.

s
743 Choice Bulbs In

UTTON'S ^5 5^:. COLLECTION
of Bulbs for Pots and Glasses. Carriage free to any port

illway station in the United Kingdom.

s
270 Choice Bulbs in

UTTON'S 2^ 2.1-. COLLECTION
of Bulbs for Pots and Glasses. Carriage fr=e to any port

lilway st..tion in the Ur.iled Kmgdom.

s
136 Choice Bulbs in

UTTON'S £\ \s. COLLECTION
of Bulbs for Poti and Glasses. Carriage free to any

Iway station in England and Wales.
SUTTON -AND SONS. Tht Queen's Seedsmen, Reading.

Hyacinths, Tulips, Crocuses, &c.

WM. CUTBUSH AND SON beg to announce
th.it they have received their first consii;nment of the

above, in splendid condition. Wm. Cittdush & Son having

again obtained all the First Prizes for Hyacinths, &c., proves

that their selection is superior in quality to tho^e oflTered by
many other houses. Catalogues post-free on application.

Highgate. London, N.. and Barnet. Herts.

Bulbs for the Season.

HARLES TURNER'S consignments of the
above have arrived in fine condition. The roots are

markably sound, and early orders are respectfully solicited.

CATALOGUES post-free on application.

The Rnyal Nurserits, Slough.

c

To the Trade Only.

HYACINTHS, TULIPS, CROCUS, of first

size and extra quality, we hold a large stock, and can

offer them at low prices ; also double Roman and Paper-wh te

NARCISSUS. SPIK.'KAS, GLADIOLUS BRENCHLEY-
ENSIS. SNOWDROPS, BEGONIAS, CHRISTMAS
ROSES.

F. SANDER AND CO.. Seed Growers, St. Albans.

Healthy Plants in Pots of

LILIUM AURATUM, the Golden-Rayed
Jap.anese Lily, per dozen. 1S5 , 241 , and 301.

BARR AND SUGDEN. iz. King Street. Covent G.irden, W.C.

OME GROWN LILIUM AURATUM.—
Lovers of Liliums should plant at once really home-

grown Bulbs.
" Imported Bulbs do die."

CHARLES NOBLE has just harvested this year's crop, and
will give prices on application.

Eagshot.—October 12.

To the Trade.
13R1MULA JAPONICA SEED (Neu-), fine
-I- sample. Price per ounce on application.

W. H. TURNER, Greenhdl Nursery, Garston, Liverpool.

13RIMULAS, Williams' strain, extra strong,
ij. W. per dozen ; CINERARIAS, Wetherell's strain,

extra strong, \s. per dozen, 6.r. per too
;
postase, id. per dozen.

MORLE, Market Grower, 50, Kennington Park Road, S E.

To the Trade.
RICHMOND and MORTLAKE NURSERIES, SURREY.

Established 1802.

r\ AND W. STEELL, ot the above
vJT. Nurseries, most respectfully invite the Trade to inspect

their Stock, which they will find very extensive and uncommonly
line this season, and in excellent condition for moving. Early

orders are respectfully solicited.

To Gentlemen. Contractors, and Others.

GAND W. STEELL also soHcit the
• attention of all those who are making large plantations,

and beg t> inform ihem that they will feel great pleasure in

giving special prices to large buyers, which they can quote
extremely low. having-a very large Stock on hand.

MOes' New Hybrid Spiral Mignonette.
EXTRA SELKC1 ED from the ORIGINAL STOCK.

VirM. MILES has to offer new SEED
T T of the above splendid variety, carefully saved from the

finest spikt s. at \s. per packet. The usual allowance to the Trade.
Ihe West Brighton Nurseries. Cliftonville, Sussex.

Bulbs of all kinds. Orchids,fee—New Catalogue (No.40).

THE NEW PLANT and BULB
CO.MPANY, Lion Walk, Colchester.— It is wiih great

satisfaction that we call especial attention to our Ne*
CATALOGUE, just published, containing, as it does, some
magnificent New Bulbous Plants, Also, a very select List of

Orchids, and the splen'fil consignment recently brought from
the higher mountain ranges of Colombia. Post-free on app.icalion.

ANTED, 400,000 QUICKS, strong,
2-yr. and3-vr. old, or small bedded. Address, ca-h piic :

GEOhGE GKAY. Sen., Hiox Nursery, Chertsiy, Surrey.

ci HARLES TURNER'S
Descriptive CATALOGUE of the above is now ready.

The Trees are very fine this season

c
Fruit Trees.

1 HARLES TURNER'S
lect LIST of the above is also now ready.

'I'lees are strong and healthy.

c
Ornamental Trees, Shrubs, &c.

1 HARLES TURNER'S
CATALOGUE can be had on application.

The Royal Nu

FRUITING PLANTS
of PEACHES. NECTARINES. APRlCfJTS, and

GRAPE VINES, a large and fine stock, now offered for Sale.

THOMAS RIVERS and SON, Sawbridgeworth, Heits.

TODEAS.- Healthy young plants of T.
sup-rba and T. hyinenophylloides (pellucida). free and

safe by post. -is. 61/. each for prepayment. Trade price (low)

per 10:). or lesser quantities, on application.

ROr.ERT SIM. Sidcup Hill Nursery, Foals Cray, Kent^

UTRAWBERRY DUKE of EdTn BU RG

H

O (Moffat).—Strong well-rooted runners of this famous

variety from the original Stock, the best for general crop and
marketing, 7J- 6rf- per too ; 12 plants post-free lor 25.

TODD a.nd CO., Seedsmen, Maitland Street. Edinburgh.

Vines -Vines—Vines.

T COWAN, The Vineyard, Garston, near
• Liverpool, is now offering a large and splendid stock of

strong, short-jointed, and thoroughly ripened GRAPEVINES,
siiiuble for fruiting in pots and planting Vineries. Catalogues

free. The Trade supplied.

ri^HE DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE
_l- of FRUIT TREES is now ready, and will be forwarded,

free by post, on receipt of three penny stamps.

CATALOGUES of ROSES and ORCHARD-HOUSE
TREES post-free on application.

THOMAS RIVERS and SON, Sawbridgeworth, Herts.

To the Trade.

SEEDLING LARCH, extra fine, i-yr.

and 2-yr.

SCOTCH FIR, Seedling, Native, extra fine, r-yr. and 2-yr.

The above are offered in quantity, and are especially fine.

LlrPLE and BALLANTYNE, Knowefield Nu '

Carlisle.

pOLD MEDAL for TUBEROUS
VT iiEGON I AS.—Seed just harvested from our unrivalled

collection. Sealed packets, is 6d. and 2r frt*. each.

We offer also our noted strains of PRIMULA, CALCEO-
LARIA and CINERARI-A, at is. (J. and 2s. 6./. per packet.

JOHN LAING AND CO., The Nurseries, Forest Hill, S.E.

T ILY OF THE VALLEY.—The best sort
l-J for forcing, very strong crowns, 40J. per 1000: COCOS

ultivated plants,WEDDELLIANA,
20J. each.

OTTO DESENISS, Nurseryn

high,

. Barmbeck, Hamburg.

IpWING AND CO. forward gratis and post-
Li free to applicants, CATALOGUES of their extensive and

well-grown stock of Standard and Dwarf Roses, Pot Roses,

The Royal Norfolk Nu
Norwich.

CHRISTMAS ROSES.—Helleborus niger,

the true maximus variety. Spiraea (Hoteia) japonica and

palmata, may be had in any quantity. Prices on application to

BUDDENBORG BROS.. Florists,- Hillegom, Haarlem,

Holland ; who will also be happy to forward their CATA-
LOGUE of Hyacinths, Tulips and other Dutch Bulbs.

HRISTMAS ROSES.—Strong blooming
plants, iSj-. per dozen, for cash with order, packaee

included. The Trade supplied at the usual discount for cash

only. THOMAS KITLEY. OldHeld Nu-sery, Bath.

Special Ofifer.

STANDARD and DWARF ROSES.
Trade LIST now ready, po^t-free.

LEWIS S. WOODTHORPE, Glazsnuood Nursery, Brain-

sTANDARD and DWARF ROSES.
A few thousands of each yet unsold. Plants unusually

fine. Price on application.

KEYNES AND CO. Castle Street Niirs.rv. Sallshurv.

EAKALE and RHUBARB ROOTS, for
Forcing, exceptionally fine. For prices and special

quotations, apply to

H. THORNTON, r. Maxwell Road, Fiilhani. W.

DRIED FLOWERS, Grasses, Immortelles,
Moss. Bouquets. Wreaths. Baskcts.cheap. fii.e.t qualili

.

Price List onapplication.—N.bOETTNER.Romhild. Germany

Gentlemen's Gardeners, Amateurs, and Others

A R D E N P 6 T S of best quality,

are requested to send their orders to

J. MATTHEWS. Roval Pottery. West.3n-super-Mare,
Price 1 1st on application.

G
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SALES BY AUCTION.
Dutch Flower Roots, for Present Planting and Spring

Flowering, arriving wccltly from well-knnwn farms in

Holland.—SALES every MONDAY. WEDNESDAY, and
SATURDAY during October and November, commencing
at half-past 12, and generally nnishing about 4 c'Clock.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 38, King Street,

Covent Garden, W.C, first-class HYACINTHS, TULIPS,
CROCUSES, NARCISSUS, IRIS, SNOWDROPS, LI-
LIUMS, RANUNCULI, &o., in large and small lots to suit

all buyers. Catalogues on application.

Pyrus Maulei.

MR. J. C. STEVENS has received instruc-
tions from Messrs. Maule & Sons, of Bristol, to offer

FOR SALE in the week after ne.\t about 1000 plants of this

beautiful New Fruit, in lots to suit both the Trade and private

Auction Rooms and Offices.sS.King Street, Covent Garden,W.C.

Unreserved Sales of Dutch Bulbs of superior quality,
comprising tlie finest Hyacinths. Tulips, Crocuses,
Narcissus, Jonquils, Lilies, Gladiolus, Lily of the
Valley. &c.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
will SELL the above by AUCTION, on MONDAY

next, and every following MONDAY, at the Mart, opposite
the Bank of England, City, at 11.30 punctually.

P. & M. will buy for gentlemen who cannot attend.

Catalo,gues had at 98, Gracechurch Street, E.C.

Tottenham.
IMPORTANT ANNUAL SALE of VALUABLE and

WELL-GROWN NURSERY STOCK.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
will SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises, the Hale

Farm Nurseries, Tottenham, adjoining the Station, on
TUESDAY, October 15. at 11 for 12 o'clock precisely, by
order of T. S. Ware, a large quantity of well-grown NUR-
SERY STOCK in splendid condition for removal, comprising
400 Lombardy and other Poplars, Planes, 600 Standard Limes,
straight stems: 200 double Crimson Thorns : a quantity of
Ornamental and Border Shrubs, including foo Laurustinus, 2 to

3, feet ; 800 Aucuba japonica, 2 to 3 feet : 1500 common and
other Hollies, 6co Rhododendron ponticum, and a line assort-
ment of Evergreens and Conifcra: : 1200 clean-grown Standard.
Dwarftrained and Pyramid Fruit Trees : 25C0 Standard and
Half-Standard Roses : quantities of climbling Plants in variety

;

500 double Paiony officinalis ; 2000 Pmks : Helleborus niger.
Miscellaneous Bulbs, Autumn and Spring flowering Perennials,
and other useful Stock.
On view one week prior to the Sale. Catalogues had on the

Premises, and of the Auctioneers, 98, Gracechurch Street, E.C,
and Leytonstone, E.

Brixton, S.W.—Without Reserve.

TO GENTLEiMEN, BUILDERS, AND OTHERS
ENGAGED IN PLANTING.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
will SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises, The

Nursery. Loughborough Park, S.W., close to the Station, on
WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY, October t6 and 17. at
12 o'clock precisely each day. by order of Messrs. Ponsford &
Son, the valuable NURSERY STOCK, in excellent condition,
comprising 5000 Limes, 6 to 10 feet : 250 Planes, 6 to 12 feet :

500 Mulberry Trees, including some fine specimens ; thousands
of Evergreen and Coniferse Shrubs for border planting, and
5000 Aucubas; together with STOVE and GREENHOUSE
PLANTS, including Palms, Azaleas, Camellias, Ferns, Choice
Orchids, &c.
On view one week prior to the Sale. Catalogues had on the

Premises, at the Seed Shop. 409. Brixton Road, S.W. ; and of
the Auctioneers, 98, Gracechurch Street, E.C, and Leyton-

The Nursery, close to the Queen's Head Hotel,
Church End. Finchley, N.

CLEARANCE SALE. Entirely without reserve, by order of
William Whiteley, Esq.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
will SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises, on

THURSDAY, October 17, at r o'clock punctually, the whole of
theNURSERY STOCK, consisting of Evergreen, Conifera:. and
Deciduous Shrubs, in good condition for removal, a quantity
of bushy Aucuba japonica. Variegated and Green Hollies,
1000 Limes. 5 to 12 feet ; 200 Standard and Pyramid Fruit
trees, and other Miscellaneous Stock.
May be viewed one day prior to the Sale, Catalogues had on

the Premises, at Mr. W. Whiteley's establishment. West-
bourne Grove, W., and of the Auctioneers, 98, Gracechurch
Street, E.C, and Leytonstone, E.

Addlestone, Surrey.
EXTENSIVE SALE of first-class NURSERY STOCK, in

consequence of removal.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
will SELL by AUCTION, at the various Nurseries

known as the Ongar Hill, Addlestone, and Ottershaw Nurseries
Addlestone, Surrey, on TUESDAY, October 22, and four fol-
lowing days, at 11 for 12 o'clock precisely each day, by order
of Mr. Alfred Gray, several acres of beautifully grown
NURSERY STOCK in fine condition for removal, including
20,000 Common Laurels, i to 7 feet ; 10,000 Portugal Laurels, r
to 5 feet ; 15,000 Spruce Firs, i to 3 feet ; 10,000 English Yews, 1

to 3 feet ; to,ooo Green Hollies, r to 4 feet. Thousands of Pines
in variety ; 2000 choice Border Shrubs ; 10,000 Roses, comprising
Standard, HalfStandard, and Dwarfs, of the very best sorts

;

32,000 Fruit Trees, including 10,000 Standard, Pyramid, and
Dwarf Apples, Pears, Plums, and Cherries; 10,003 Dwarf and
Cut-back Peaches, Nectarines, and Apricots ; 4000 Dwarf
trained do. ; 100,000 fine Fruit Stocks : 30,000 Ornamental, and
thousands of Forest Trees, 5 to 10 feet, &c.
May now be viewed. Catalogues may be obtained of Mr

ALFRED GRAY, Nurseryman, Addlestone, and of the
Auctioneers.

St. Albans, Herts.
Four minutes' walk from the Midland Station.

CLEARANCE SALE of 5 Acres of well-grown NURSERY
STOCK,

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
are instructed by Mr. Watson to SELL by AUCTION

on the Premises, the Nine Dells Nursery, and al«o at the Neiv
Zealand Nurseries, Hatfield Road, St. Albans, on THURSDAY',

r for 12 o'clock precisely, a large quantity of

Merrlott, Somerset.
Two and a half Miles from Crewkernc Station.

EXTENSIVE UNRESERVED SALE of WELL-GROWN
NURSERY STOCK.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
will SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises, The

Royal Nurseries, Merriott, on WEDNESDAY. October 23,
and two following days, at 11 for 12 o'clock precisely each day,
by order of Mr. John Scott, in consequence of his lelinquishing
the business in favour of Mr. John George Hill (for many years
his manager), a portion of the extensive and well-grown
NURSERY STOCK, consisting of an immense quantity of
choice Border Shrubs, including many handsome specimens of
Abies Dougasii, Deodara. Picea Norumanniana, Pinsapo, Regina;-
Amalix. Pinus excelsa, Pinus insignis, Wellingtonias. &c. : also
clean grown Fruit Trees of all the finest varieties collected from
all parts of the world : also Forest Trees, including Larch,
Spruce, Scotch, Alder, Hazel. Thorns, Hornbeam, Birch, Beech,
Chestnut, &c. ; also Plants for Seaside Planting, including
Evergreen Oaks, Euonymus, &c.

Catalogues will be ready about the 15th inst., and may be had
on application to Mr. JOHN SCOT'T, Merriott ; Mr. J. G.
HILL, Yeovil : or of the Auctioneers. Messrs. PROTHEROE
AND MORRIS, 98, Gracechurch Street, London. EC.

Tooting, S.W. -Preliminary Notice.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
are instructed by Mr. R. Parker to SELL by AUC-

TION, on the Premises, the Exotic Nursery, Tooting, on
MONDAY and TUESDAY. October 28 and 20. a large quan-
tily of extra thriving young NURSERY STOCK, remarkably
well grown and in excellent condition for removal.
May be viewed any day prior to the Sale. Catalogues now

ready, and may be obtained on application.

Tooting, S W.—TTiWrn RolUssonfe Sons in Liquidation.
UNRESERED SALE of Valuable NURSERY STOCK.
MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS

are instructed by the Trustee to SELL by AUCTION,
on the Premises, the Nurseries, Tooting, S.W., on FRIDAY.
November i, at 11 for r2 o'clock precisely, a large quantity of
VAI.UABLB NURSERY STOCK, more detailed particulars

of which will appear in future adver

Gold-worth, Woking Station, S W.R.
THREE DAYS' SALE of NURSERY STOCK, by order of

Messrs. J. & W. Trigg.

MR. W. APiRAHAM begs to call particular
attention to the very handso'me lot of English YEW,

Green and Variegated HOLLY, from 2 to 10 feel, that will be
offered by AUCTION, on WEDNESDAY, October i6aiid two
following days, at 12 o'Cloek each day.

Catalogues of the Auciloneer,

Goldworth, near Woking Station, Surrey.

IMPORTANT NOTICE, to all who contemplate planting this

autumn, of three days' Sale of very choice NURSERY
STOCK in the best possible condition for removal. It

consists of 5000 Green Holly, from 1 to 9 feet ; 3500
Variegated ditto, 1 to 6 feet ; 2.-1,000 English Yew, 1 to 10

feet ; Cedrus Deodara, 3 to 10 feet ; Pinus Pinsapo, P.
Nordmanniana, and thousands of the following: Common
and Portugal Laurel, Golden Yew, Aucuba. Thuja Wareana,
T. aurea. Tree Box, Junipers, very fine ; Irish Yew, 3 to 9
feet ; Laurmtinus, 120.000 Seedling and bedded Quick,
15.000 Currants, Sweet Hay, 10 feet, handsome ; Standard
and Maiden Fruit Trees, and many other items, which will

be Sold by Auction by

MR. WILLIAM ABRAHAM, on the
Premises. Goldworth. near Woking Station, South-

western Railway, on WEDNESDAY. October i6, and two
following Days, at 12 o'Cloek each day punctually, by order
of Messrs. J. & W. Trigg.

Catalogues free by post, at the place of Sale, or of the
Auctioneer, Woking Station, Surrey.

SALE of the remarkably i^ne COLLECTION of VALUABLE
and SELECTORCHIDS. including several beautiful and
rare varieties of Anasctochilus, Aerides, Angrjecum, Ada,
Barkeria, Brassavola, Broughtonia, Calanthe. Cattleya,
Chysis, Cypripedium, Dendrobium. Disa, Epidendrum,
Goodyera, La:lia, Lycaste, Alasdevallia, Miltonia, Odonto-
glossum, Oncidium, Pescatorea, Phaljenopsis, Pleione.
Saccoiabium, Sophronitis, Trichopilia, Utricularia, Vanda,
Zygopetalum, &c., the whole admirably grown and in

perfect health.

MESSRS. CAPES, DUNN, AND PILCHER
Executrix of the late Miss B.ihr, of South Hill Grove,
Liverpool, to SELL by AUCTION, on FRIDAY next.
October 18, at 12 o'Cloek, at The Gallery. 8. Clarence Street,

Albert Square, Manchester, the valuable collection of rare and
beautiful ORCHIDS, selected and cultivated wiih the greatest
care, and consisting of a number of the mare rare and desirable

specimens.
May be viewed on Thursday, October 17, and Catalogues

can be had on application to the Auctioneers, 8, Clarence Street,
Manchester.

Chertsey, Surrey.
1 Mile from the Addlestone and z Miles from the Woking

Stations on the Souih-Western Railway.
IMPORTANT FIVE DAYS' SALE of valuable well-grown
NURSERY STOCK, in the Brox and Woodham Nurseries.

MESSRS. R. AND J. WATERER and SON
are instructed by the Executrix of the late Mr. G. Grey,

to SELL by AUCTION, in October, the STOCK upon the
above Nurseries.
May be viewed and Catalogues had fourteen days prior to

the day of Sale, upon the Premises, and of the Auctioneers,
Chertsey.

Goldworth Road Nursery, WoMng Station, Surrey.

MESSRS. ROWBOTHAM and CO. have
received instructions from the Widow of the late Mr.

Cobbetto SELL by AUCTION, on MONDAY, October 21,
and two following days, the whole of the well-grown NUR-
SERY STOCK, comprising about 10.000 Roses of the best
known varieties, a quantity of Trained Peaches, Nectarines,
Apricots and Apples 1 Standard Pears, Apples and Plums ;

several thousand year Thujas, Junipers, Cupressus, Aucubas,
Purliigal and Common Laurels, Spiraias, Deutzias, Quick,
Ash, &c. The whole having been recently moved, are now in

good condition for planting.

Catalogues of R. E. GEACH, Esq., Solicitor. Guildford ;

and of the Auctioneers, at their Offices, 136, High Street,
Guildford, Surrey.

The Dorking Nurseries.
IMPORTANT SALE of VALUABLE and WELL GROWN

NURSERY STUFF, SURPLUS STOCK.
MESSRS. WHITE and SONS will SELL

by AUCTION, as above, on MONDAY, October 28,
and two following days, at n for 12 o'Cloek, about 20,000
various TREES and SHRUBS, in good condition for trans-
planting, including handsome specimens of Wellingtonias, Deo-
daras, Pinus of sorts, Piceasof sorts. Abies, Thujas.and Cupressus
in great variety, &c., in height varying from 10 to 12 and 15 feet,
aliO a fine lot of Aucubas, Box, Phillyreas, Common and Por-
tugal Laurels. Variegated and Green Hollies; Irish, Golden,
and Common Yews ; Laurustinus, Berberis, Cupressus, Thujas.
&c.,from 2 to 5 feet in height, and Spruce Firs in all sizes,
Green and Variegated Ivies, and a quantity of Rhododendrons,
Kalmias, and other Flowering Shrubs; also a splendid lot of
Standard Mulberries, and a Miscellaneous Collection of
GREENHOUSE PLANTS, such as Azaleas, Camellias,
Exotic Ferns, Palms, Eucharis, Cyclamen, Isolepis, Veronicas.
Libonias, &c.

Descriptive Catalogues ten days prior to the Sale, may be
obtained of the Auctioneers, Dorking.

Brox and Woodham Nurseries, Ciertsey, Surrey.
One Mile from the Addlestone and Two Miles from the

Woking Stations on the South-Western Railway.

By Order of [he Executrix.

NOTICE of an IMPORTANT SALE of NURSERY
STOCK

MESSRS. R, AND J. WATERER and SON
are instructed by the Executrix of the late Mr. G. Gray

to SELL by AUCTION, on MONDAY, October 28. and four
following days, the very valuable and well-grown Stock, on the
above Nurseries, comprising 7300 Standard Pyramid Trained
and Maiden FRUIT TREES, all true to name, and be-^t

leading sorts ; 3000 Green HOLLIES, 2 to 3 feet
; 500 Varie-

gated Hollies 16.000 SPANISH CHLSTNUT, 3 to 12 feet;
4000 POPLARS Olsons, 6 to 10 feet; 11.000 HORSE CHEST-
NUT, 6 feet in the stem; Golden and Flowering ASH, 5000
BIRCH, 4 to rofeet ; 500 LIMES, 6 to 10 feet ; large quantity
of ASH, OAK, ELM. SYCAMORE, ALDER. Purple
BEECH, and other FOREST TREES, 500 Laburnum. 8 to
10 feet ; 1200 Spruce, 1 to 3 feet : Acer Negundo, Variegated
and Common ditto. 6 to 10 feet ; 300 Standard Thorns, of sorts ;

7000 Pinus insignis, Strobus, austriaca, excelsa, Laricio. 2 to
6 feet : 5000 Larch, 3 to 4 feet ; Weymouth Pine, 5 to 6 (eet ;

7ooCedius Deodara, 3 feet ; 1500 Cupressus Lawsoniana, 3 to
5 feet : 300 Abies l)jugl3sii, 7000 Thuja Lobbii, 5000 Cob
Nuts. 5 feet ; 3000 Yews. 2 lo 3 feet ; 3000 Hornbeam. 5 to
7 feet; s^oo Common and Portugal Laurels, 2 to 3 feet ;

10,003 Transplanted Quicks, STANDARD ROSES of the
most choice sorts; 6000 Manetri Rose Stocks, Poniicumand
Hybrid RHODODENDRONS. BERBERIS, about 125 lots

of Choice Mixed Shrubs, suitable for immediate Ornamental
Planting.

The Auctioneers have pleasure in inviting the attention of
Gentlemen. Nurserymen, and others to this Stock, which is in
perfectly safe condition for removal.
May be viewed and Catalogues had fourteen days prior to

the day of Sale, upon the Premises ; and of Messrs. R. & J.WATERER AND SON, Auctioneers and Valuers, Chertsey,

Warminster Nurseries, Wilts.

PRELIMINARY NOTICE of an EXTENSIVE SALE of a
portion of one of the choicest NURSERY STOCKS in the
kindgom. consisting of many thousands of rare Conifcrsc,
evergreen and deciduous Trees and Shrubs, large quantities
of Fruit Trees of all kinds, hardy Bulbs, &c.

MR. WM. ABRAHAM is instructed by the
Executors of the late Mr. George Wheeler to SELL the

above by AUCTION, without reserve, early in November,
further particulars of which will be given in future

WANTED, to RENT, on LEASE, from
ONE to TWO ACRES o( GROUND—Orchard

preferred—with COTTAGE, within 6 or 8 Miles of London.
ROBT. GRIX, Florist, New Road, Hilllingdon, Middlese.t.

TO BE DISPOSED OF, on very advan-
tageous Terms, a capital and verylucratire FLORIST'S,

FRUITERER'S, and SEED BUSINESS, situate in a main
thoroughfare, and capable of great extension, comprising large
Shop, Dwelling-house, Greenhouses, Stabling, and every con-
venience. Incoming, all at ;C5oo, or by valuation or arrange-
ment to suit Purchaser. 'To a persevering man this is an
opportunity seldom to be met with. For particulars, address

A. B. C, Cardeiurs' Chronicle Office, W.C.

Old-Established Nursery to Put Off.

Having realised a competency I wish

TO LET my NURSERY GROUND, part
of Public Arboretum, at a nominal rant. Select small

Stock to be taken, part of which may be paid for during a series

of years. I am the third generation in the same business, which
is in the best part of a flourishing town of nearly fifty thousand
inhabitants. Apply.

Mr. JEFFRIES. Arboretum Nursery, Ipswich.

TO BE LET, about 27 miles from London,
and in the immediate neighbourhood of fashionable

Hotels, much resorted to by Tourists, Boating and Fishing
parties, a KITCHEN GARDEN, well stocked with choice
Fruit Trees and extensive ranges of Forcing Houses, with
about 65 acres of Grass Land. Immediate possession can be
had, affording the occupier time to make arrangements for

the coming season— Further particulars of Mr. ALDRIDGE,
Auctioneer and Estate Agent. Maidenhead.

THE GARDENERS' ROYAL BENE-
VOLENT INSTITUTION.

NOTICE is hereby given that an Addition to the PENSION
LIST of this Institution will be made in January next. That in

consequence of there being a large number of applicants coming
under Rule No. 6, who have been Subscribers for fifteen years
and upwards the List of Candidates will be confined to those

persons. Persons desirous of becoming Candidates are

requested to send in their applications to the Committee on
or before November 8 next, after which day they will not be
received.—By order,

EDWARD R. CUTLER, Secretary.

14. Tavistock Row. W.C—October 2, 1S7S.

P.S. Printed Forms of Application and all requisite informa-

tion may be obtained from the Secretary.

ESSRS. G. GRAY and SONS, Brox
Nurseries, Chertsey. can offer 300,000 QUICKS, two

to three and four years' stuff, strong.

Price and Samples on application!
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Tj"'OR SALE.—500 Golden Queen HOLLIES,
J- ij^toafeet; a quantity of Common YEWS, for hedges.

: Lane, Woking Station, Surrey.

Florists' Flowers, Roses, and Climbers.
'^FHOMAS S. WARE'S CATALOGUE of
J- the above, including, in the Florists" Flower portion.
Daisies, Delphiniums, Dianthus. Pyrethrums, Pinks, Bedding
Pansies and Violas, Show _ and Fancy Pansies, Potentillas,
l-order and Winter Flowering Carnations, Pa;onies. Phloxes,
and Sweet Violets, may now be had post-free on application.

Hale Farm Nurseries, Tottenham, London.

T)HEASANT-EYED NARCISSUS.—Bulbs
-*- of this sweet-scented Narciss, lor. per bushel, 6s. per

half-bushel, 3^. 6Y. per peck. Likewise Bulbs of LILIUM
BULBIFERUM. 15^. per 100, is. 6d. per dozen. Terms cash

with order. Package free. Post-office Orders payable at

Vauxhall Cross.

Mrs. ALDERSON, Langley Lane. South Lambeth, Surrey.

PLANT.S for NATURALISING in the
Wild Garden, Shrubbery Border, Woodland Walks, Hot

Banks, Swampy Ground, and in any other position where the
plants are allowed to grow naturally, reproducing themselves.
See present year's ABC BULB GUIDE, free on application.

THOMAS S. WARE. Hale Farm Nurseries, Tottenham,

Annual A. B. C. Bull) Guide.

THOMAS S. WARE has much pleasure in
announcing that the present year's issue of the above is

now ready, and will be posted free on appli

complete collections of Liliui

It includes

, Gladiolus. Iris, and
other families; also selections of Bamboos and Orna-

mental Grasses. Aquatic and I'.ng Plants, Herbs, &c. : and a
fine collection of Hardy Orchids. t(

. adapted for present pi:

kvhich is added a few choice

Hale Farm Nu . Tottenham. Londo;

For Immediate Disposal.

SPECIMEN STOVE and GREENHOUSE PLANTS.

WM. MILES has for disposal some splendid
Specimens of the above, consisting of Crotons,

Dracxnas, Palms. Alocasias. Cycads. Tree and other Ferns-
all of which have secured Prizes at several First-class Shows.
aod to be sold at a considerably reduced rate. For prices and
particulars apply to

WM. MILES, West Brlghtc

sTRONG CLUMPS for FORCING.
I p. 100

I
p. 1000

I
p. 10,000

DIF.LVTRA SPECTABIUS ,.

HOTEIA (SpliKa) JAPONICA I
o 14

| 5 17
I £i6

SPIR/EA PALMATA .. ..
I 4 4 I 37 10

I

Orders to the amount of C^ free throughout Great Britain.

A. M. C. JONGKINDT CONINCK, Totteoham Nurseries,
Dedemsvaart, near Zwolle, Netherlands.

Finks -Pinks—Pinks.

WOOD AND INGRAM have a large Col-
lection of the best Exhibition Varieties in strong, well-

rooted plants. This is the best season for planting.
Price 4^. per dozen.

For N.nmes and Descriptions see their new CATALOGUE
of imported and other Bulbs, Carnations, Picotees, &c, , which
is now ready, and will he forwarded free on application.

The Nurseries, Huntingdon.

THIRTY THOUSAND CAMELLIA.S,
alba plena and other best sorts, all home-grown, well set

with bud and very forward. Also many thousand AZALEA
INDICA, best sorts, well set for bloom; and hard-wooded
HEATHS, half and quarter specimens, fine healthy and well-

formed plants. For price and particulars, see Gardcticrs'
Chronicle of September 21, 1878.

B. WHITHAM, The Nurseries, Reddish, near Stockport,
has the above unequalled collection on Sale.

Potatos for Planting.

TOHN AND GEORGE McHATTIE, Seed
^* Merchants, Chester, have this season grown large quan-
tities of the undermentioned kinds from carefully picked stocks,

which they will shortly be able to offer at very moderate prices,

or special quotations will be given now for immediate delivery :

—

HYATT'S PROLIFIC.
MAGNUM BONUM.
OLD FLUKE.
HUNDREDFOLD FLUKE.
YORKSHIRE KIDNEY.
OXFORDSHIRE KIDNEY.
GLOUCESTERSHIRE KIDNEY.
EARLY ROSE.
LATE ROSE.
SNOWFLAKE.
FORTYFOLD.
PATERSON'S VICTORIA.
EARLY WHITE DON.
CHAMPION DON.

And nearly all the new English and American
A Descriptive CATALOGUE %

eJ.J.

Rhododendron pontlcum.
MARRIOTT begs to intimate

Noblemen, Gentlemen, and the Trade, that he lias

t ages and sizes as foilstock of the above t

1 very moderate prices :

—

z, 3, and 4-yr. seedlings.
4-yr. seedling, a-yr. bedded.

4 to 6 inches. ' o to iz inches.

Highfield Nu , Matlock, Derbyshir

TULES DE COCK, Nurseryman, Ghent,f Belgium, offers AZALEA INDICA of all sizes
AZALEA MOLLIS and A. PONTICA, CAMELLI.\S.
CHRISTMAS ROSES, DEUTZIA GRACILIS. DIELY-
TRA SPECTABILIS. LILY of the VALLEY. SPIR^A
JAPONICA. PALMS for T.able use, DRAC^NAS, FERNS.
and YUCCA VARIEGATA. Catalogues free on appl ication.

To Gentlemen, Builders, and the Trade.ROBERT AND GEORGE N E A L,
Wandsworth Common and Garrett Lane, Nurseries,

beg respectfully to call attention to their large and varied Stock
of HARDY. ORNAMENTAL, FOREST, FRUIT TREES
and SHRUBS, which are grown at their Nurseries, especially
those Trees, &c., which are most suitable for growing in or near
large towns.

_
An early inspection invited. All goods delivered
London, or at own residence, within five miles

oftheNu
CATALOGUES free by post on applicatic

T5UDDED CAMELLIAS and AZALEAS.
J--' —Ghent Azaleas, Azalea Mollis, Spiraia iaponica Lilly
oflhe Valley, Palms and Ftrns for decoration, Ficus elastica
Begonias, &c. Also over one hundred large specimen Camellias'
choicest varieties, splendid pyramids. 3. 4 to 5 feet high, grown
in tubs, and nearly all covered with large swollen buds ready
to llowcr, are offered at the usual moderate charges.
The new illustrated general CATALOGUE forwarded free

en application.
A. VAN GEERT, Continental Nu rseries, Ghent, Belgium.

BULBS
PRICES.

DUTCH
GROWERS

G^
To the Trade.

l_LOXINIAS, i-yr. bulbs, named varieties,

POINSETTIAS, several thousands, fine plants. 45^ and 5-inch

pots. 9s. and ra^. per doz. ; smaller plants, 65. per doz.

BOUVARDIAS, all the best varieties, 4M-inch pots, lor. per
dozen : ditto, in 3j^-inch pots, 6s. per dozen—ready for

re-potting.

ROGTERA GRATISSIMA, nice plants, 181. and =41. per doz.

PRIMULA, ALBA PLENA, a fine stock of strong plants,

3j^ and 4^-inch pots. 91. and loj. per dozen.

ADIANTUM CUNEATUM, fine pLants, in 4.inch pots, rzi.

per dozen, .£4 per 103 ; smaller plants, in zja-inch pots,

5or. per too.

MAIDENHAIRS, extra fine, in 6-inch pots, suitable for table

plants, i8j. per dozen — offered to make room for

smaller stuff.

PTERIS SCABERULA, good plants, 11s. per dozen.
ADIANTUM FARLEYENSE, 2000 fine plants, in 4-inch

pots, 24J. per dozen : ditto, in 3-inch, i8j. per dozen.
PTERIS SERRULATA, in 4 or 4j?-inch pots, si. and 6j.

per dozen.
CARNATIONS (Tree), Miss Joliffe, The Bride, La Belle, 91.

per dozen.
GREVILLEA ROBUSTA, good plants, 5-inch pots, gj, per

CYCLAMEN PERSICUM. fine strain, 12s. per dozen.
GENISTAS, splendid stuff, 5V2 inch pots, 50J. per 100; ditto,

in 4-inch pots, sor. per too.

HEATH AND SON, Nvirserymen, Cheltenham.

HIGH
THE QUEEN'S SEEDSMEN,

HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.

Notice to the Trade.
T\7" G. CALDWELL and SONS are now
,- A , r^,*,r-^'';''.'"^

°"'
'V'''

"'"-known AZALEA AMfENACALDWELL!, strong plants, iSj. per dozen : larger size 24^
Also splendid plants of GLEICHENIA DICHOTOMA, at

IS. tii. and 5?. each, 36^. and 5oi. per dozen
The Nurseriei, Knutsford. Cheshire.

F OR F O R C I N
SPIR.BA J.APONICA, cor. per too.

PALMATA. 251. per 100.
By TOO or 1000. An immense stock, iinely ripened. I

palmatas, for planting. 10s. 6d., 151 , and 20J. per 100.
large clumps at moderate prices.

ROSE QUEEN OF BEDDERS,
Booked for per do

CHARLES NOBLE, Earshot.

Mushroom Spawn.

OSHORN AND SONS call the attention of
Mushroom Growers to the speciality they make of the

above. Their Spawn never fails to give satisfaction. For
testimonials see Catalogue of Bulbs, which will be forwarded on
application.

Price s-f. per bushel. Trade price on appl
The Fulham Nuri , London, S.W.

TO THE
SPRUCE FIR,

3 feet.

SCOTCH FIR, twice transplanted, stout, j'A to feet.

APPLES. PEARS, PLUMS, and CHERRIES,
standards.

GOOSEBERRIES, strong standards, dressed
per 1000. Apply soon to
W. JACKSON AND CO., Nurseries, Bedale.

TRADE ONLY.
ce transplanted, stout, 2 feet and 2 Ic

80J. to gos.

N E W AND RARE LILIES.
splendid Lily gives

,
7s. 6J.

LILIUM NEILGHERRENSE. This
flowers nearly i foot long. 7^. 6.i,

LILIUM COLUMBIANUM, extremely rar.

LILIUM BATEMAN^. quite new, ys. 6J.
LILIUM JAPONICUM KRAMERI, s^r.

Selections of choice kinds can be made by Mr. William
Sos. per do;

^ py.v nnH T

Chelsea, London, S.W.

pnOICE ORCHIDS.—Many thousands of
V.>^ good plants to select from. Mr. William Bull is
constantly receiving large importations from his Collectors and
Correspondents in Assam, Colombia, Burmah, Brazil, Mexico,
Costa Rica, Venezuela, Ecuador, West Indies, and the Eastern
Archipelago, and can offer many of the rarest and most
beautiful kinds at extremely low prices. Customers can choose
their plants from eleven large houses full of Orchids. An
inspection is invited.

Establishment for New and Rare Plants, King's Road,
, London, S.W.

EUONYMUSJAPONICUS, 12 to 15 inches,
255. per TOO, .^10 per looo.

,. ,, MEDIO PICTA. 9 to 12 inches, in pots 23j. per TOO
AUREA MARGINATA, 9 to 12 inches, 281. per 100

;<;i3 per rooo.

DUC D'ANJOU, 9 to 15 inches, 351. per 100.
MACROPHYLLA. 6 inches, 301. per too
MICROPHYLLA, 6 inches, 25J. per 100.
named varieties, in pots, 30.V. per 100.

STANSFIELD BROTHERS, Southport.

IVIES,

Special Offer to the Trade.

ASH, l-yr. seedlings, 2s. per 1000 ; i-yrl
transplanted, i foot, 5s. per looo. BEECH i-yr

seedlings, 21. 6d. per looo. CHESTNUTS. Spanish, i-yr.
drilled. 6s. per 1000. O.^K, English, i-yr. drilled. 3J. per looo
SPRUCE FIR, 2-yr., fine, zs. td. per .000; do.r2-yr. trans-
planted, fine, 5J. per 1000: do., 3-yr. transplanted, 12 to 15
inches, 81. per 1000. PINUS LARICIO, i-yr., i-yr. trans-
planted, IS. 6d. per 1000. Cheaper by the ic

SIEBOLDII, extra fine, bushy, pots 6.inch,
GARLIES MITCHELL. Nurseries, Stranraer.

ARALIA

to

Vines—Vines -Vines.WG. CALDWELL and SONS beg
• inform their Friends and Customers that their stock

of the above is unusually fine this season. Samples have been
exhibited at various Shows in the North of England, and they
have been highly commended for their excellent quality.
Orders are now being booked from the following varieties :

—

Black Hamburgh
[

Foster's Seedling
Black Alicante Lady Downe's
Buckland Sweetwater Madresfield Court
Duke of Buccleuch

I Muscat of Alexandria.
Strong Planting Canes, 5^. to 7^. 6d. each.

Extra Fruiting Canes, js. 6d. to 10^. 6d. each.
The Nurseiies, Knutsford, Cheshire.

To the Trade.
CVUVLSTEKE, Nurseryman, Loochristy,

• near Ghent, Belgium, has to offer a splendid stock of
fine, healthy, abundantly-budded plants at the following

CAMELLIAS, budded, named, imbricated, at £5, £6,
£7. and £S.

AZALEA INDICA, budded, named, nice crowns, at £t,
£5, £i. £i, and £12.

too AZALEA MOLLIS, budded, named, very bushy, at £S,
.^to, ;^i2. and £16.

100 GHENT AZALEAS, hardy, budded, named, very bushy,
at £i, £5, £6, and £S.

100 KALMIA LATIFOLIA, nice flat-shaped crowns, £4, £s,

100 BEGONIAS, bulbous, new short brilliant sorts, at £2.
1000 SPIRiEA JAPONICA, colossal clumps, at £6.
A priced descriptive Catalogue may be had on application

to Messrs. R. SILBERRAD and SON, 15, Harp Lane, Great
Tower Street. London, E.C.

'Y
o LARGE PLANTERS,

CEMETERY CONTRACTORS, &c.
YEWS. English, 2 to 3, 3 to 4. and 4 to 5 feet.
LAURELS, common, 2. 2 to 3. 3 to 4. and 4 to 5 feet.
LIMES, fine grown, 3 to 4, 5 to (J. and 8 to 10 feet.
CHESTNUT, Horse, 8 to 10 feet.

Special quotations on aoplication, and sample dozen sent to
any part of Great Britain.

GODWIN AND SON. Ashbourne, Derby.

Budded Camellias, Azaleas, Palms, &c.
lyrR. A. VAN GEERT begs to intimate to

his friends and patrons that his stock of the above
usual excellence and ready for delivery at once. Also Ghent

Azalea mollis, Spiraias, Lily of the Valley, Rhododen-
id Ferns for furnishing, are of the very best quality.

he most reasonable charges.
Wholesale prices on application.
,

•
tal Nurseries, Ghent, Belgium.

drons',

The whole

A. VAN GEERT, Com

Special Offer.

TAMES CYPHER begs to offer the under-^ mentioned, to make room for other Stock :

—

ADIANTUM CARDIOCHL/EANA, 4 feet 6 inches high,
6 feet wide, ,£4, 4^.

„ TENERUM, 3 feet 6 inches high, 3 feet 6 icchBs wide,

„ TRAPEZIFORME. 4 feet high, 5 feet wide, .£4 41.

,, FARLEYENSE, 3 feet high, 4 feet wide, £s 5s.
; good

young specimens in i5-inch pots, £2 2S.

D.WALLIA MOOREANA, 3 feet 6 inches high, 5 feet wide,
£^ 35, :

good young specimens in 15-inch pots, £2 2S. ;

young stuff, 24^. per dozen.

GLEICHENIA DICHOTOMA, 4 feet high, 4 feet wide,
;t5 5J. ; nice young specimens, £2 2s. ; small plants
from 5J. each.

„ RUPESTRIS GLAUCESCENS. 3 feet 6 Inches high,
3 feet 3 inches wide, £'& Ei. ; 3 feet 3 inches high. 3 feet

^ inches wide, £^ 8^. : 3 feet high, 3 feet wide, £6 6s.

CIBOTIUM PRINCEPS, spread of fronds, 12 feet, £3 3s.

CYATHEA MEDULLARIS. 7 feet by ,2 feet. /, 3s.

MARTENEZIA GRANATENSIS, 8 feet by 8 feet, /:4 41.

LATANIA BORBONICA, 8 feet by 10 feet, £t ^s.

DENDROBIUM DEVONIANUM, 3s. 6d. to 5^. each.

„ CRASSINODE, js. 6d. to los. 6d.

,, FIMBRIATUM OCULATUM, 51., js. 6d., lol. 6d.

„ SUAVISSIMU.M. ros. Cd., 14.1., 21s.

,. CHRYSOTOXUM, fine plants, roj. 6d.. 21s.

VANDA CffiRULESCENS, 5s., 75. Cd:
PHAL/ENOFSIS GUANDII'LORA. toj. 6d., 21s.

Exotic Nursery, Queen's Road, Chelienham.
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BULBS AT GROWERS' PRICES.

TULIPS, fine, mixed, single early, 5^. per 100.

HYACINTHS, fine, mixed, double, iSj. per 100,

zs. (>d. per dozen.

CROCUS, fine, mixed, 7J. bd. p. loco, \s. p. 100.

Ifover lof. value packing and carriagefree.

C. R. FREEMAN,
ECONOMIC SEEDSMAN, NORWICH.

WINTER FLOWERING PLANTS
CONSERVATORY DECORATION.

Collections of 12, 25, and 50 fine plants, mostly in 48 pots'

for blooming this winter, comprising Azaleas, Camellias, Bou"
vardias, Cytisus, Solanums, Cyclamens, Ericas, Epacris«

Tree Carnations, Acacias, for 20J., 40J., 75J. , including baskets

and packing.
Collections of Bulbs for Indoor and Outdoor Culture, not

surpassed for cheapness or quality by any offered, loj. dd.,

215., or 42J. See Catalogue.

SPRING FLOWERING PLANTS.—CoUec-
tions of ICX3, 500, or looo plants, comprising the best

varieties of Daisies, Bedding Pansies, Violas, Arabis.

Alyssum, Aubrietlas, Cheiranthus, Iberis, Myosotis, Dwarf
Phloxes, such as Nelsoni, frondosa, &c. , Santolinas, Sapo-
narias, Saxifrages, Sedums. Silene. for loj., 405., and 70J.

HERBACEOUS PLANTS. — Collections of
ICO, 250, or 50D for blooming through Spring, Summer and
Autumn— all good showy varieties of merit, for 233^,, 555.,

and .£5 sr. For List of Sorts see Catalogue.

FLORISTS' FLOWERING PLANTS.—Col-
lections of 12 fine Phloxes, 12 Pentstemons, 12 Antirrhi-

, for )

Picotees, 12 Pinks, and 12 Pansiesiz Carnati
for i8j. e,d.

12 Delphinums, 12 Potentillas, 12 Pyrethrums, 12

Half of any Collections at half price.

COLLECTIONS of STOVE or GREEN-
HOUSE PLANTS in variety 9s.. 12J., and iSj. per dozen,

good plants and sorts ; ditto, ditto, in small plants, for

growing on, 6.s. and ^s. per dozen.

COLLECTIONS of FRUIT TREES—
APPLES. PEARS, PLUMS, or CHERRIES.—Pyra-
mids, 91., I2J., i8j., and 30J. per dozen; Dwarf-trained,
24J. and 30i'. per dozen.

STRAWBERRY PLANTS.— Purchasers'
Selection from 50 of the best sorts grown, 35. dd. per 100.

For List see Catalogue. Our selection 2J. td. per 100, or

sorts, ^s.

EVERGREEN and DECIDUOUS TREES
and SHRUBS in variety, cheap and good, well-rooied and
of good form, at low rates. Standard and Dwarf ROSES,
in variety. For List and Prices see Catalogue.

All plants not satislactory may be returned, \i carriage paid.

SPRING CATALOGUE of no pages, and AUTUMN
CATALOGUE of 52 pages, containing Lists of all varieties and
prices for our or Purchaser's Selections, post-free for two stamps.

•WM. CLIBRAN & SON,
OLDFIELD NURSERY, ALTRIXCHAM.

TEA KOSES
WINTER fToWERING.
ADAM
BELLE LYONNAISE
BEVONIENSIS
JEAN DUCHER
MADAME MARGOTTIN
MARIE VAN HOUTTE
PERLE DE LYON
SOUVENIR D'UN AMI

Ml in 8 and 9-inch pots, having well-tr:

bloom throughout the

Price, 30s. to 42s. per dozen.

ALBA ROSEA
CATHERINE MERMET
GLOIRE DE DIJON
MADAME FALCOT
MADAME WILLERMOZ
NIPHETOS
SOUVENIR D'ELISE
MARECHAL NIEL.

vering wood, to

2,000 HYBRID PERPETUAL ROSES, in
ginch pots, well ripened under glass, and fit for im-
mediate forcing, 305. to 36s, per dozen.

25,000 TEA SCENTED ROSES of all the
leading kinds, in 5-inch pots, extra fine plants, 15^. to
j8r. per dozen.

The Descriptive dUalogue of Rosesfor 18 r 710W ready.

CRANSTON & CO.,
NURSERIES, KING'S ACRE, HEREFORD,

G EO. JACKMAN & SON,
(l':ST.\BHSHED 1810,)

Cultivators of

FRUIT and FOREST TREES,
Evergreen and Flowering

TREES and SHRUBS,
ROSES, RHODODENDRONS,
Conifers ami Hardy Climbers.

THE CLEMATIS

Descriptive Priced Catalogues free.

WOKING NURSERY, SURREY.

Special Offer.

)ELARGONIUMS.—All the newest and
hest kinds, good stuff, in aj^-inch pots, los. per loo.

HEATH AND SON, Nurserymen, Cheltenham.

wELLINGTONIA GIGANTEA. — For
Sale, .about 400 well grown trees, ficm 3 to 5 feet high.

Apply. C. VV. LISTER KAYE, Osberton, Worksop.

FERNS. — Adiantum decorum, formosum,
concinnum latum, tinctum, 6-inch pots : Asplenium

ferulaceum, Veitchianum, 4-inch pots ; Lastrea Opaca, 4-inch

pots : Lygodinm scandens, 6-inch pots. Property of an
Amateur. Clean and healthy plants. Price 28r. the lot.

E.. Post-office, Carlisle.

To Gardeners, Farmers, Nurserymen, So
RHUBARB ROOTS, 10,000 strong Linneaus,

for forcing or planting, and 20.000 RASPBERRY
CANES (Semper Fidelis) ; also yearling BLACK CURRANT
TREES. Apply
T. BEACH, Fruit Grower, Ealing Lane, Old Brentford, W.

c LEM AXIS.—Jackmanni, rubra violacea,
Miss Bateman, Lucy Lemoine, Gem,

and others, very strong,

50;, per 100. £,ia per looo.

RICHARD MASON.
Windlesham Nursery, Baeshot, Surrey.

EE'S NEW VIOLET ODORATISSIMA.
—Habit dwarf and compact, quite distinct from any

other variety ; colour, purplish azure, changing to pale azure

when fully developed : form, fine ; scent, exquisite. As the

opinions of the Press, &c., were given lait spring, they will not

be repeated here. Plants, at any lime when the weather is

favourable, at the following rates :— 15.1. per dozen. Si. ^d. per

half-dozen. 55. per quarter-dozen. The Trade supplied when
one dozen or more are taken on the usual terms.—GEORGK
LEE, F.R.H.S., Market Gardener, Clevedon, Somerset.

PARIS EXHIBITION, 1878

IMPORTANT AWARDS.

MESSRS. SUTTON & SONS
Have the pleasure of stating that they have

received an Official Announcement that the

Jurors have awarded them both

A GOLD MEDAL
A SILVER MEDAL

EXHAUSTIVE COLLECTION

SEEDS, GRASSES, MODELS, &c.,

GREAT PARIS INTERNATIONAL
EXHIBITION,

1878.

SUTTON & SONS,
THE QUEEN'S SEEDSMEN,

A7td by Special \Var}\uit

SEEDSMEN to the PRINCE of WALES,

BEADING, LONBON, and PARIS.

LEMOINE'S GRAND NEW DOUBLE
GERANIUMS.—These are decidedly the greatest

acquisitions of the season 1877. Beautiful, new and varied in

colour, habit of the best singles, with enormous trusses. Con-
tinually receiving testimonials to their excellence, I can

warrant them to please. Twelve varieties for 6j., six for 33".

THE BEST NEW SINGLES.—These received highest
commendations from first-class Gardening Journals. Postans'
ten varieties, also his three doubles. Bridal Bouquet, While
Wonderful, &c. : the thirteen varieties for ds. Smith's four
varieties for 21. (these are good). Dr. Denny's seven fine

singles and two doubles, nine, for ^s. 6d. New Life, White
Vesuvius, and Salmon Vesuvius sent with either collection for

45. extra. All post-free, or in pots as preferred (nice plants).

Catalogues on application.

R. PANNETT. Florist, Chailey, Sussex.

Kent, the Garden of England.
FRUIT TREES TRUE TO NAME.

THOS. BUNYARD AND SONS' new
Descriptive CATALOGUE for 1878, may now be had on

application. In these extensive Nurseries (nearly loo acres) the
Amateur may select his dozen, or the Market Grower his

thousands of Trees, from a stock of 150.000 well-grown, beauti-
fully rooted, healthy, and correctly named Trees, They will

be packed for any part of the United Kingdom. Large quanti-
ties can be sent in a throuj^h truck at a trifling cost. The
carriage will be paid to London or any nearer station, and a
liberal discount given to thobe who prefer cash payments.
Extra fine Kentish kinds of CHERRIES, KENT COB NUTS,
and every variety of FRUIT noted in the county.
THOS. BUNYARD and SONS, The Old-Established

Maidstone ; also at Ashford.

WM. PAUL & SON,

ROSE GROWERS,
TREE, PLANT, BULB, AND

SEED MERCHANTS.

WALTHAM CROSS,
HERTS.

Inspection of Stoc/e invited.

Priced Descriptive Catalogues free by post.

APPLE-W HITE M ELROSE.
" A valuable and fine looking Apple, first-rate quality, suitable

either for culinary or dessert purposes. In use from October to
January."— /V^/f Hogg's Fruit Mamtal, Fourth Edition.

ORMISTON AND RENWICK beg to an-
nounce that they will send out (first time), in November,

the above celebrated Apple. Price 10.J. 6^/.

The Stock being limited, early Orders (which will be for-
warded according to priority of receipt) are respectfully
solicited. The Nurseries, Melrose. N. B.

•Richard Smith ^c^p
h^ Worcester #,

FIFTY ACRES of FRUIT TREES.—
Apples, Pears, Plums, Cherries, Peaches. Nectarines,

Apricots, and other Fruit Trees, as Standards, Dwarfs,
Pyramids, Bushes, Cordon and trained trees in great variety,
all full of vigour, and warranted true to name. Descriptive
Price List, containing a sketch of the various forms of Trees,
with Directions for Cultivation, Soil, Drainage, Manure,
Pruning, Lifting, Cropping, Treatment under Glass ; also their
Synonyms, Quality, Size, Form, Skin, Colour. Flesh. Flavour,
Use, Growth, Duration, Season, Price, &c., for a penny stamp.

TWELVE ACRES of ROSES.—Standard, '

Dwarf, and Climbing, all the popular sorls ; also 80,000
choice Tea scented and Noisette Roses in pots ; extra strong
Roses in pots for immediate forcing. See descriptive Price
List, free for a penny stamp.

GRAPE VINES and ORCHARD HOUSE
TREES in POTS.—Grape Vines, extra strong, and

warranted free from phylloxera, oidium, and all disease ; Planting
Canes, 3.S. td. to 5^. each ; extra strong Fruiting Canes, ^s. 6rf.

to JOS. 6d. each. Orchard-house Trees, fruiting in pots, con-
sisting of Peaches, Nectarines, Apricots, Plums, Cherries,
Pears, Apples, and Figs, Descriptive Price List for a penny

WORCESTER PEARMAIN APPLE
(awarded a First-class Certificate by the Royal Horti-

cultural Society).—One of the handsomest and most useful
Apples in cultivation. For full description see " Extract Irom
the Journal of Horticulture," and Richard Smith & Co.'s
Fruit List, which may be had for a penny stamp. Coloured
Plates, 6i/, each. Maiden Trees, is. 6d. each ; Bushes, 35.

each ; Standards, Pyramids, and Dwarf-trained Trees, 3^. td.
and 55. each.

HARDY HERBACEOUS and ALPINE
PLANTS, their scientific and English names, height,

colour, time of flowering, and other useful information.
Descriptive Price List for a penny stamp. Collection of 100
beautiful hardy varieties for Garden Beds, Borders, or Rockeries,

LISTof all the EVERGREEN FIR TRIBE,
suitable for Britain, giving size, price, popular and

botanical names, derivations, description, form, colour, foliage,
growth, timber, use in arts, native country, and size there,
situation, soil, and other information, with copious index of
their synonyms. Free by post for six stamps.

LIST of STOVE and GREENHOUSE
PLANTS, comprising the best selections of Camellias,

Azaleas, Ericas, Epacris. Ferns, &c., free for a penny stamp,

LIST of EVERGREEN and DECIDUOUS
SHRUBS, RHODODENDRONS, STANDAHD

ORNAMENTAL TREES, CLIMBING and TWINING
PLANTS, with their generic, specific, and English names,
native country, height, time of lljwering, colour, &c., and
general lemarlis, free for a penny stamp.

ALL kinds of GARDEN SEEDS, of first

quality, BULBS, MUSHROOM SPAWN, TOBACCO
PAPER, ARCHANGEL MATS, and other GARDEN
REQUISITES. See Lists, which may be had on application.

H
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Box EDGING.—Several hundred yards,
good, for S.-lle. cheap. Price, &c., on application to

W. HOCKIN, The Nurseries, Taunton.

In Liquidation.

WILLIAM ROLLISSON and SONS,
The Nurseries, Tooting, near London, beg to inform

their numerous Customers that the BUSINESS is being
CARRIED ON as USUAL, and that they have a fine healthy
stock of Orchids. Ferns, Palms, Stove and Greenhouse Plants,

Vines, Hardy Herbaceous and Alpine Plants, Stc, which they
can offer at very moderate prices. CATALOGUES and
special offers free by post on application.

NURSERY STOCK for Sale, cheap ; must
be cleared, ground sold for building purposes;

—

AUCUBAS, 600, iM to sji feet, bushy.
GARRVA ELLIPTICA, 300. 1 to 2 feet, bushy.
HOLLY. Variegated. Gold and Silver, 1000, 9 to iS Inches.

LAURELS, lo.cco, i,',: to 3 leet, bushy.
,, Portugal, 800, 2106 feet, bushy.

LAURUSTINUS, 1000, Common and Black, iH to 2 fcjt

;

1600, do., 9 to 12 inches.

PRIVET, Box-leaved, 2000. iK to 2 feel; 45C0, i-yr.

Cuttings.
YEW, English, 500, 3^ to 5 feet, fine.

,. Irish, 300, 4'< to 6 feet, fine.

CEDRUS ATLANTICA. Soo. i to i;< foot.

CRYPTOMERIA ELEGANS. too, 3 to 3M feet, fmo.
ACACIA, common, 40, 8 to 10 feet.

BIRCH, Silver, 175, 10 to 13 feet.

CHESTNUT, Horse, 300, 6 to ro feet.

,, Scarlet, 300, 6 to 9 feet.

,, Spanish. 700, 6 to 8 feet.

ELMS. English, 50, 10 12 feet.

,. Chichester, too. 10 to 12 feet.

LABURNUM, 50, 8 to 14 feet.

LIMES, 1000, 6 to t2 feet, clean and straight.

OAK. English, 75, to to 12 feet.

POPLAR. a'be'lE, 50, 6 to S feet ; 40, 12 to 14 feet.

., Italmn. 100. 6 toSfeet.
SPRUCE FIR, iSoo, 1% to 3 feel, fine for Clirislm.as trees.

.. ., 1500, I to iji foot.

THORN, Paul's Scarlet, Standard, 400, 6 to 9 feet.

WILLIAM HOCKIN, The Nurseries, Taunton, Somertset.

RICHARD WALKER, Market Gardens,
Biggleswade, can stiil supply any quantity of the best

CABBAGE PLANTS in England: Red Dutch Picklins
Flams, 41. per jooo, and nil sorts of Green Plants, -25. per looo.

Connover's Colossal ASPARAGUS, good plants, 3yr. old. -zs.

per loo, or 15^. per 1000, i-yr. old, 5^. per 1000. SEAKALE
lor forcin;. 8i. per 100. Best Sovereign RHUBARB ROOTS.
large dumps, 6f. per dozen for forcing. LEMON THYME,
Zs. per 100 for planting. SAGE, for planline, 31. per 100.

Daik WALLFLOWER and dark SWEET WILLIAM, for

planting, \s. 6d. per 100. Terms Cash.

CUCUMBER-EMPRESS of INDIA.

J, C. WHEELER & SON
Introduced this fine variety last spring. It has proved itself to

be one of the best flavoured and handsomest ii

gf-od for winter work.

Price 2S. &f. per packet.

BROCKWORTH PARK PEAR.

J. C. WHEELER & SON,
S F, E n G R O W E k S, G L O U C IC ,S T E R.

The fiuit of this remarkable Pear is very large and handsome,
the flesh is juicy, melting, and of fine flavour, ripening about the

end of September or beginning of October. The colour is

yellow, richly dotted, slightly crimson next the sun. It has

been awarded a First-class Certificate of Merit by the Royal
Horticultural Society.

FiJic Pyramids .

,

.

.

, . 2^. od. each.

Dwar/-traincct(forii<iills) .. is. iii. eacU.

We can supply one dozen choice Pyramid Pear Trees of the

most delicious sorts, our selection, including Brockwork Park,

for iZs.

J. C. WHEELER & SON,
KINGSHOLM NURSERY, GLOUCESTER.

In Liqulilatioii.

WILLIAM ROLLISSON AND SONS,
The Nurseries. Tooling. London.

VINES—VINES-VINES.
Having a very large stock of stout well-grown Vines for

Sale, principally Black Hamburghs, these are offered at very
moderate prices, viz., Fruiting Canes, 55. to 10s. 6ti. ; Planting,

WILLOW, American Weeping, 40, 5-feet
stems, fine heads.

MANETTI STOCKS, 2000.

ASPARAGUS, Connover's, 20x1, 2-yr. transplanted.

„ Giant, 3000, 2-yr. transplanted.
Quantities of LILACS. GUELDER ROSE, SHRUBS and

CONIFERS of sorts, of large size : and general NURSERY
STOCK, all well rooted.

Prices and particulars on application.
WILLIAM HOCKIN, The Nurseries, Taunton, Somerset.

PEAT.—South of England Horticultural Peat
Lands.-C. R. HOLLOWAY, Christchurch, Hants.—

BROWN, FIBROUS, Light-weighing Peat, of excellent
quality, for Orchids, Ferns, &c., well cut in Turfs and carefully
loaded into Railway Trucks, at t-js. 61/. per ton, in loads of 4
Tons and upwards. Sample bag, 5s. ; five bags, 31s. ; la bags,
401. Some also, of good quality, at 13J. 6d. per ton, four
Ions and upwards.

Fibrous Peat for OrcMds, &c,BROWN FIBROUS PEAT, best
quality for Orchids. Stove Plants. Sc, £6 6s. per truck.

BLACK FIBROUS PEAT, for Rhododendrons, Azaleas,
Heaths. American Plant Beds, 2ii. per ton.
Delivered on rail at Blackwater, S. E. R., or Famborough,

S. W. R., by the truckload. Sample bag, 5s 6d.
; 5 bags,

25s. : 12 bags. 50J.

Fresh SPHAGNUM, los. 6J. per bag.
WALKER AND CO , Famborough Station. Hants.

PEAT, Brown Fibrous, superior quality for
Orchids. Ferns, &c., £6 per truck. Also good Black

Fibrous Peat for Rhododendrons, Azaleas. &c.. at i6j, per ton,
otjC^ 10s. per 6-ton truck, delivered at either Bagshot or Fam-
borough Station on S.W.R., or Blackwater. S.E R.

Mr. W. TARRY. Bailifl^, Bagshot, Surrey.

pocoA-NUT fT¥re waste.—
^~J Invaluable for Potting, Plunging, and Forcing Purposes.
Useful at all seasons, jd. per busliel, 100 bushels '33 bags) 20J-
Truck-load (loose) 301. , put free on rail ; js. for One-horse Van-
load, if fetched from Works. Bags charged 4^. each, returnable
at same rate.-JAMES CROWLEY and CO., Cocoa-nut Fibre
Works, Suffolk Place, Snow's Fields, Bermondsey, S.E.

TheThames Bank Iron Company
OLD BARGE WHARF,

UPPER GROUND STREET
IjONDON, S.E.,

llie largest and most complete stock in the Trade

upwards of ^20,000 worth to choose from.

HOT-WATER BOILERS, PIPES, and CONNECTIONS,
And all CASTINGS for HORTICULTURAL PURPOSES.

TJicir New Illustrated Catalogue, Ztli Edition, noiv ready

(price Sixpence).

Hot-water Apparatus erected complete, or the Materials supplied at Wholesale Prices.

GARDEN REQUISITES.—COCOA-NUT
FIBRE REFUSE, as supplied to Her JLajesty and

many eminent Gardeners.
^d. per bushel ; 100 for 20J. ; truck (loose, 250 bush.), 30J. ;

4-bushel bags, Ad. each.

LIGHT BROWN FIBROUS PEAT, 51. (,d. per sack ;

5 sacks, 25J. : 12 for 45J., or 36J. per ton.

BLACK FIBROUS PEAT, 51. per sack, s sacks 22J. ; 12
for 40^., or 3^5. per ton : sacks, 4a'. each.

COARSE SILVER SAND, is. gd. per bushel ; 15s. half

ton, 26.r. per ton : in i cwt. bags, 4-^. each.
YELLOW FIBROUS LOAM and POTTING MOULD.

IS. per bushel, 131. per half ton, 23J. per ton.

SPHAGNUM MOSS, 8i. 6d. per sack.

Manures, Garden Sticks, Virgin Cork, Tobacco Cloth and
Paper.

Write for free PRICE LIST. Goods free to rail.

H. G. SMYTH. S. Castle Street, Endell Street. Long Acre. W.C.

SCOTT'S WASP DESTROYER.—
The only efFectual remedy for destroying ihese pests:

IS. 6d., 2s. 6d. and 5J. per bottle. May be obtained through
all Seedsmen, or direct from

JOHN SCOTT. The Royal Seed Stores. Yeovil.
Tke Orchardist, by J. Scoit. price 35. td.. the best work in

the English language on Fruit Trees and their Cultivation.

SIMPSON'S RED SPIDER, THRIPS,&c.,
ANTIDOTE. Testimonials of the highest order on

application. Per quart, condensed, 6i. ; per pint, 3J. 6rf.

Supplied to Seedsmen and Chemists. Strongly recommended
in tile Gardener, and by many first-class Gardeners. Has an
established reputation for efficacy.

Prepared by JOHN KILNER, Wortley, near Sheffield,

I S H U R S T COMPOUND.—
Used by many of the leading Gardeners since 1859,

against Red Spider, Mildew, Thrips, Greenfly, and other Blight,
in solutions of from i to 2 ounces to the gallon of soft water, and
of from 4 to 16 ounces as a winter dressing for Vines and Fruit
Trees. Has outlived many preparations intended to supersede it.

Sold Retail by Seedsmen in Boxes, is.. 31., and tar. &/.
Wholesale by PRICE'S PATENT CANDLE COMPANY
(Limited).

Important to all Admirers of Clean, Healtliy Foliage.

SPEEDS

PARASITE ANNIHILATOR
The moat effectual remedy ever discovered against Mealy

Bug, Red Spider, Greenfly, American Bug, Thrips, Scale,
and all Parasites inresting Roses, Vines. Plants, Shrubs. &c.
Mr. W. Thomson, of Tixced Vineyard, Clovenfords, writes :

—"You are entitled to the gratitude of all who have to
battle with the parasites that affect plants for your discovery;
amongst collections of Orchids and stove plants it will be
invaluable."

Mr. J. Wills, Floral Decorator., South Kensington, says :

—

" I have tried it in various ways, and find it very effective. It

at once destroys Thrips, Scale and Red Spider ; Greenfly and
minor pests instantly disappear."
Mr. D. Thomson. Gardener to His Grace ike Duke of

BuccUuch, Drumlanrig Castle, writes :
—
" I find it to do most

effectually all that you claim for it. I applied it to Mealy Bug.
Grey Scale, and Red Spider, and its effects are quite magical."
Sold in bottles at is., 3^. dd., 61., and 10^. each.
It is most economically applied with a Vaporiser, price zr.

Prepared by Alfred Lowe. Chemist, Chesterfield.

Agents :—London, J. Veitch & Sons, Chebca. S.W. ; Hurst
it Son, 6, Leadenhall Street, E.G. ; Corry & Soper, Shad
'J'hames. S.E. ; Dick Radclyffe & Co., 128, High Holfaorn,
W.C. : W. Cutbush & Son, Highgatc Nurseries, N. ; Chester.

I Dickson & Sons ; Manchester, Dickson, Brown & Tail

;

Nnrk, J. Backhouse & Son ; Hull, Martin & Son; Sheffield,
Kisher. H-^Imes & Co, ; Birminsham, Felion & Sons. R. H.
V ir. .::,,,.

: Colchester, New Plant & Bulb Co : Cheltenham.
Ii ii!i :->in; Peterborough. J. House ; Hereford, Cranston &
I

,
Kih,;'s Acre; Notiinfcham, J. R. Pearson: Edinburgh,

]t.-,vriM, .V Laird, Ireland & Thomson, T. Methven & Son : Aber-
(i»:en, W. Smith S: Son ; Dundee, W. P. Laird& Sinclair , Stirling,

W. Drummond & Son : Hawick, J. Forbes ; Belfast. J. Boyle,
Balmoral ; Dorking, H. Appleby : Stoke-on-Trent, Burgess.
Kent & Son; Wellington. C. Butler; Mansfield, G. Rymer

;

Saffron Walden, W. Chater ; Jedburgh, C. Irvine; Lichfield,

E. Holmes. Whitlington Nurseries: Thirsk, F. Hutchinson;
Kingston-on-Thames, T. Jackson & Son ; Beverley, G. Swailes ;

Wavertree, J. Dewar & Co- ; Newcastle-on-Tyne, J. Thomp-
son ; Worksop. T. Marris ; West Hartlepool, P. Smith

;

Norwich, Daniels Brothers.
Agents wanted in every district.

RUSSIA MATS, RUSSIA MATS,
from 30S. to 701. per loo ;

ARCHANGELS, iros. to
I20J., good for packing, from 2cf. RAFFIA for Tying.
GUNNY BAGS, &c. Delivered to any station in London on
receipt of cash.

SUTHERLAND, SON and CO,, ti, Fenchurch Buildings,

Fenchutch Street, London, E.G.

T. H. P. DENNIS & CO.,
MANSION HOUSE BUILDINGS,

QUEEN VICTORIA STREET, LONDON, E.G.,

CONSERVATORY AND GREENHOUSE BUILDERS,

HOT-WATER ENGINEERS,
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New Catalogue.

MAURICE YOUNG begs to inform
Purchasers of Hardy Plants that his NEW DESCRIP-

TIVE CATALOGUE may now be had on application. It

contains lists of Conifera;, Rhododendrons, and other American
Plants, Standard and Dwarf Roses, Ornamental Trees, Shrubs
and Evergreens, cheap Evergreens for Covers, Plants for
Winter__BeddinE, Cjematis and other Climbers, Transplanted

Milford, near Godalming, Surrey.

GABDEN POTTEBY.
MR. JOHN MATTHEWS

Respectfully calls the attention of Gardeners

and others to the following letters bearing testi-

mony to the superior quality of the Garden Pots

manufactured by him. Price List free. Orders

receive prompt attention. Any quantity sent,

from one dozen to one hundred thousand.

MENTMORE, LEIGHTON BUZZARD,
September i8, 1878.

" Deah Sib,—I am glad to say the Seven Crates of Pots
you sent here came all safe to-day. You may be glad to know
that none of them were broken—all as sound as when they left

your Pottery. I may safely say this is the first time I have
ever received goods in such condition. This is no doubt owing
to your excellent method of packing. You should make this

known, that you can send Pots any distance without a single
one getting damaged.— I am, dear Sir, yours truly,

"J. SMITH, Gardener to the Earl of Rosebery,

"To Mr. JOHN MATTHEWS. Royal Pottery,
" Weston-super-Mare."

THE GARDENS, STREATHAM HALL,
EXETER, September 30, 1878.

*'Mv DEAR Sir.—Enclosed is your account, and Post-office
Order for same. The Pots are of first rate quality, suitable for
any purpose required. I may say they are the best Pots I ever
used. -I am, yours truly, " HENRY BEDDARD.

DUTCH FLOWER ROOTS,
CARRIAGE FREE.

DANIELS "BROTHERS'
SELECT

LIST FOR AUTUMN, 1878.
We annually visit the Dutch Bulb F.irnis, and our selection

of choice FLOWER ROOTS will be found unique for size
and quality of Bulb, and excellence of variety.

Per dozen.

—

s. d.
HYACINTHS, superb exhibition varieties . . i2j. to 18 o

,, choice named varieties, for pots or glasses ,

.

. . go
„ good .. 60
„ mixed, red, whitC) or blue .. 30
„ miniatuie, with names .. .. .. .. ..36
,, white Roman, for forcing .. 1 o

CROCUS, large Dutch, blue, white, striped, or yellow,

,, superb named varieties, blue, purple, pure white,
golden-yellow, pencilled, &c. ..each, per 100 3 6

,, choice mixed, all colours .

.

. . .

.

.

.

1

SNOWDROPS, large single .. .. per 100 ;

.. large double per 100 2

TULIPS. Van Thol, scarlet i

,, Pottebakker, white .. .. .. .. .. i

,, Tournesol, double ,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

i

„ Rex Rubrorum, double . . . . . . . . .

.

o

„ La Candeur, double ., ,. .. .. .. i

; mixed, double .. .. per 100, 5.9, 6(/. o

,, double scarlet, fin

„ double, finest mixed .. .. .. per 100 4
,, single, finest mixed .. .. .. per 100 4

LILY OF THE VALLEY, strong clumps for forcing.

POLYANTHUS NARCISSUS, choice mixed !!^ '

"'
^2

SCILLA AMCENA, beautiful blue dwarf .. .. i

JONQUILS, single, sweet scented .. 100, ks. 6d o
LILIUM AURATUM each u 10
„ CANDIDUM, the old pure white [4
„ choice named varieties 6s., 95. and 12

Ali Orders o/ios. ami up^vards carriagefree.

OUR GUINEA COLLECTION
Of choice FLOWER ROOTS for Open Ground, &c ,

5 the following liberal assortment :
—

25 Hyacinths, choice mixed
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AMIES'
CHEMICAL MANURES.

NOTICE.
International Potato Exhibition, September,

1S7S.

Mr. P. McKlNl.AV, the irmnuncil Po/a/o-

grotvcr, hcis again taken the Premier Prize for

Pofalos grown with our Manure.

AMIES' MANURE
May now be had of all principal Seedsmen

and Nurserymen throughout the

Kingdom,

In 1 Cwt., 3 Cwt., and J Cwt. Bags, and in

Canisters, as usual.

RECENT TESTIMONIAL?.

Mr. Joseph D.vle, F.R.H.S., the eminent Cul-

tivator of Chrysanthemums.

" The resii/ts nfmy two ye.irs^ ln\i/s of Amies''

Alamire, both upon Flowers and Vegetables, haTe

been most satisfaetorv."

Messrs. H.vrri.son & Sons, Leicester, the well-

known Seedsmen.

'' }\'e have tried Amies' Maniircwith a variety

of Plants and I'egetables, H^e., and are satisfied

th it it is an exeellent sustaining article as an

artificial Fertiliser.^'

Mr. C. EwART, Hortictiltural .Superintendent to

the Ale.xandra Palace.

• " It gives me great pleasure to speak most

highly of your Manure, having tried it on

Fuchsias, Solanitnis, Hydrangeas, Pelargo-

niums, and Adianttims, with most e.vcellent

results both in blootn andfoliage."

WRITE for DESCRIPTIVE PAMPHLET.

POST-FREE.

AMIES' CHEMICAL MANURE COMPANY

(LIMITED),

79, MARK LANE, LONDON, E.G.

SUTTON'S
FLOWER BULBS,

CARRI.-iGE FREE.

SUTTON'S
SUPERB HYACINTHS.

CHOICE COLLECTIONS
POTS and GLASSES.

100 HyaclntllS, in loo very choice sons .

.

..£440
100 Hyacinths, in 50 very choice sorts . . . . 3 10

50 Hyacinths, in 50 very choice sons . . ..220
60 Hyacinths, in 23 very choicj sons . . . . 1 15

25 Hyacinths, in 25 very choice sons .. ..110
12 Hyacinths, in 12 extra fine sorts .. .. 12

12 Hyacinths, in 12 choice sons 9

12 Hyacinths, ini2 good sorts 6

The order should specify wliethcr they are intended to be

grown in water or earth, as ail kinds are not equally suited to

both purposes. It should also be stated whether single or

duuble-blossomed sorts are preferred. The single varieties

generally thrive best in w.iter, but their merits are never

apparent until the flowers are fully expanded.

" I congratulate you on the very superior quality of your

bulbs, too Hyacinths purchased of you are a grand lot, re-

markable both for enormous size and great variety of colour."

—Mr. T. SlLLES'CE. Jun., TIte Gardens, Roclie Court.

" The Hyacinth bulbs supplied by you in the autumn have

turned out magnificently. The trusses are splendid."

—

W. Hawlev, Esq , As/i, Fariliorough.

How to Grow Flower Roots successfully.

SUTTON'S
AUTUMN CATALOGUE,

One of the most Practical Works on the

Cultivation of

HYACINTHS, TULIPS, CROCUS,
LILIES, NARCISSUS, &C.,

VET PUBLISHED.

PROFUSELY ILLUSTRATED.
Price 6d. post-free, or gratis to Customers.

SUTTON & SONS,
THE QUEEN'S SEEDSMEN, READING.

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 12, 1S7S.

JOTTINGS IN THE NEW FOREST.
AMONG our great public parks the New

Forest holds a peculiar position. It is

throughout entirely free and open, though a

large portion of it is occupied with enclosed
plantations and nurseries, yet over the whole of

its large area (between 60,000 and 70,000 acres)

there is complete liberty to every one to roam
as he pleases, whether he is walking, riding, or

driving. This by itself gives a great charm to

the Forest ; the liberty o\-er such a wide range
of country is almost a new sensation to many

;

and when to this is added that this liberty to

roam is not over some barren, uninteresting

district, but over a range of country full of

beauties (which are not less beautiful because
almost peculiar to itself), which can easily

be reached from London within three hours, it

is wonderful how very few people are personally

acquainted with it. It is a perfectly unique
piece of English scenerj', which is quite unknown
to the majority of English travellers, but which
I think none would visit without pleasure. For
many years I have wished to visit the Forest,

and at last I was able to devote a week's holi-

day to it, and as I think our plan of action

enabled us to see it as thoroughly as it can be
seen in a week, I hope that a few jottings of our

walks may be acceptable to the readers of the

Gardener^ Chronicle. I say " our '' plan, because

I had the advantage of a congenial friend as

co-voyageur.

After a pleasant day at Winchester (always

interesting) we went to Lyndhurst, and put up
at the Crown Inn, which we made our head-

quarters for the week, and very pleasant head-

quarters we found it ; clean and comfortable,

with a \ery obliging staff and very reasonable

charges.

For the first day's walk we went to Brocken-
hurst. This is on the high road from Lynd-
hurst to Lymington, and writers on the Forest

speak of it as the most beautiful dri\e in England.

We did not agree in that verdict. The road

goes through some very characteristic portions

of the Forest, but it is so straight that it spoils

the efiect to a great degree. There are, how-
ever, beautiful peeps into the Forest, and it is

the best known of all the Forest roads. After

a short stay at Brockenhurst to see the church,

which has no beauty except its situation, and
nothing of interest except its square Norman
front and an immense old Yew, we walked on
to Beaulieu.

This part of the walk was for a long way
through young plantations, in passing through

which the chief interest hay in watching the

vain endeavours of the New Forest fox-

hounds to make a fox lea\e the immense co\er.

For 3 miles nearer Beaulieu the road goes over

a large heath, almost entirely of Ling, which

must be very beautiful when the whole extent

is in flower, but in autumn is a dull brown. The
horizon however relieved it, showing the hills of

the Isle of Wight in their full extent. At Beau-

lieu the ruins of the abbey are not so interesting

as the beautiful pulpit in the refectoiy (now

used as the parish church). This pulpit is well

known to archaeologists as a beautiful specimen

of thirteenth century work, but none of the many
engravings that I had seen of it do justice to it,

because none give the beautiful arcaded passage
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leading to the pulpit and formed in the thickness

of the wall.

From the church we looked at the handsome
house so cleverly converted from the old gate-

house, and walked through Lord Henry Scott's

garden ; but as the permission to do so was a

very qualified one, we could do little more than

admire the well-kept lawn, and so pass on.

From Beaulieu into Lyndhurst our road went
for about two miles through a very pretty part

of the Forest ; the remaining four miles was
over a somewhat dreary moor, skirted by bogs,

full of Asphodel with its bright fruit, and other

bog-plants. This, which was the longest day's

march (about eighteen miles 'in all), would per-

haps be the best walk for any one who could

only give one day to the Forest, as it showed
all the varieties of tlie Forest—long grassy

glades, heath, moor, and bog, together with

almost the only large stream in the district.

For our second day we had only an afternoon

walk, to the north of Lyndhurst, through Min-
stead, where a portion of the Forest has been in

the hands of the Compton family so long that it

is in good cultivation, and perhaps (but this is

very doubtful) shows what the whole Forest

might produce if disforested and enclosed.

From Rlinstead we went to Rufus' Stone. This

is among some of the prettiest glades in the

Forest, and it is a point of pilgrimage for every

visitor, but even there it is hard to get up any
enthusiasm for the slain king, who was probably

the' greatest ruffian that ever sat on the English

throne. This part we saw in rain, which was so

determined that we felt it would be useless to

extend our walk to the high ground about Frit-

ham ; so we turned back by Stony Cross Inn and
Stony Cross Plain homewards. It rained pitilessly,

so that all wc could do was to make the best

way we could to our comfortable inn.

Our third day's walk took us at once into the

Forest, which on the west of Lyndhurst begins

almost close to the village, towards Boldre

Wood. This is all pure forest, and both Oaks
and Beeches are magnificent ; and the ground
near Boldre Wood is almost the highest ground
in the Forest. Boldre Wood opens directly into

Mark Ash, a most beautiful wood, chiefly of

grand Beeches, but also with some noble Oaks.

I think altogether that this is the most beautiful

wood in the Forest, and has certainly the most
primseval look. From there we went to Burley

Lodge, to see the " Twelve Apostles." These
are some noted Oaks, which are still marked in

the maps, but are mostly gone. One, however,

still exists near the bailiff's lodge, a hollow old

monster, whose hollow trunk has been utilised

into a pigstye. From there by Vinney Ridge,

where there is said to be a heronry (which, how-
ever, we did not see), and so back by the Christ-

church and Lyndhurst Road, turning aside

about a hundred yards from the road to see the

Knight Wood Oak, said to be the finest in the

F'orest, and certainly for size and vigour one of

the finest I have seen. All this walk was through
pure forest, broken only by long and most beau-

tiful grassy lawns, and was on this account the

pleasantest though not the most varied of our
walks.

The following morning wc gave up to Lynd-
hurst, for the village was all astir with excite-

ment on account of a gay wedding, and very
pretty the little place looked hung with bunting
in every direction, with the sun shining brightly,

and the one street full of people anxiously wait-

ing for the event. At all times it is a pretty village,

being on a slight hill surrounded by forest, and
with its fine church and spire crowning the

whole. The church is modern brickwork, and,
though very peculiar, has some very admirable
points. The carving in the interior of native

plants, with their flowers, foliage, and fruit, is a
thing to delight the eyes of a lover of plants

;

while the entire east end, under the east
window, is filled with a fine fresco, by Leighton,
of the Wise and Foolish Virgins. Of course.

such a church would not please everybody, and
I could not admire the windows (which are

more grotesque than even the generality of

modern windows), and still less could I admire
the clock which we were condemned day and
night to hear ; not only the hours, but the

quarters struck on the most unmusical chimes

that it was ever my misfortune to listen to.

They, however, are not part of the Forest, and
it is to be hoped they will before long be

stopped. Let me go back to something

pleasanter. After the wedding we started to

conclude the circle of the Forest by going again

by the Christchurch Road to the stream called

the Highland Water. This we followed down
till we came to the Queen's Bower, an open
wood, so well named, for the trees, being so far

apart, are all good specimens, and, having the

advantage of the running stream close by (a

rare feature in the Forest), it is a very pretty

specimen of woodland scenery. Thence crossing

the Brockenhurst Road (which we had travelled

on our first day), we worked our way through

the woods till we found the Beaulieu Road, and
so completed the circle. The following day we
left, thoroughly pleased with our walks.

Though I think every one who visits the

Forest will be more or less gratified, yet visitors

would do well to know beforehand what they

are not to expect. There is nothing grand in

the Forest, and nothing beautiful apart from the

trees. There are no very salient points, no
rock scenery, no rushing streams, and no hills

—nothing but gentle undulations (the highest

point is not over 300 feet) covered with trees,

with a rich undergrowth of Fern, and varied

either with large and long lawn-like sweeps or

with open heaths. If the trees were away it

would perhaps be the ugliest extent of ground
in England, but with its trees it is one of the

most beautiful ; and not only that, but I have
been assured by those who have seen more of

foreign forest scenery than I have seen, that con-

sidered simply as forest scenery it will bear a

favourable comparison with any other forest in

Europe.

As to its productions, the New Forest rs

well known as a favourite hunting-ground both
for the ornithologist and entomologist, but
visiting it in the end of September, the point

that struck us very forcibly was the almost
entire absence of animal life. In our first (and
longest) walk we saw one hare and one rabbit,

and that was all, and our subsequent walks

yielded very little more. Of birds we saw very
few, though we occasionally heard a jay, and of

squirrels we saw none. In the streams we saw
no signs of fish, and as the deer are reduced to

a very few (and they would no doubt do much
harm in the plantations, but the open parts

seem inuch to call for them), the chief animals
seen are the ponies. These form a very pretty

feature in the landscape ; they show more
breeding than the Welsh or Exmoor ponies,

and as the prevailing colour is grey or white,

they almost suggest an infusion of Arab blood.

As to the botany, the district is very rich.

At this time of the year the chief plants in

flower are LHex nanus and Erica cinerea (often

of a wonderfully deep and rich colour), and E.

Teti'alix. The Ulex nanus is most beautiful just

now, and the procumbent habit (the plants often

nestling under the tall U. europsus) and pale

primrose flowers are very distinct. It would
certainly make a good rockwork plant, but it is

very diiificult to get up, and the best way of

rearing it would probably be by seeds. I was
not botanising, but I was fortunate enough not

only to distinguish the perishing stems of the

rare Spiranthes sstivalis in the Lyndhurst bog,

but also to meet with Pulraonaria angustifolia

between Beaulieu and Lyndhurst, an unre-

corded station. I also found a pure white and
a pure pink variety of Scabiosa succisa, which,

if constant, will make pretty garden plants.

The sweet-scented Lastrea Oreopteris was very

common, and in all the bogs both the Droseras
(D. rotundifolia and D. longifolia) were abun-
dant.

To the geologist the district does not offer

many attractions. The whole Forest is a mass
of sand and gravel and rolled chalk-flints, which
have been washed down from the adjacent
Wiltshire hills by the sea, which once flowed
over the whole. The soil is, in fact, a (geo-
logically) recent sea-bottom, with a very slight

coating of humus, formed for the greater part, if

not entirely, of the decayed leaves of the forest
;

though what the earliest primeval Oaks had to

grow in is a puzzle. It is this shallow poor soil

that is the practical answer to the demand for

disforesting that from time to time arises. It

can only be by the shelter that the trees give to

each other, and to the few spots of enclosed land
in the Forest that any cultivation is possible, and
if the Forest were destroyed it seems almost
certain that the greater part of the district would
return to the barrenness of the seashore.
Naturally it must be a cold district, for the
Dahlias were cut by the frost more than a week
ago, and we were glad of fires every evening,
but the protection given by the trees, increased
by the flatness of the district, is very great
This is shown in a marked way by the fact that
I saw no trees that were storm-stunted in any
direction.

I must add a few words on the Forest as a
great wood farm. This is at present the reason
of its existence, and though 1 do not think these
60,000 acres would e\er be much good for any-
thing else, yet we know that there is a constant
outcry against this (so-called) waste of good
land. The best answer to this is to make
the Forest justify its existence by making it

produce good timber in the greatest possible
quantity. I wish to speak with all modesty on
this point, but the impression left on us in our
walk through the Forest was that it was not
farmed as a wood-farm by any means to the
best or fullest extent. Not to speak of the
great extent of heath that still remains unplanted,
I am sure that the trees in the open Forest and
especially in the plantations are much too thick
for vigorous or healthy growth. I speak
within bounds when I say that at least one half
of the trees in the open forest spaces might be
cut with great advantage to the survivors, and
with no diminution, and probably an increase,
of beauty. And in the plantations the crowd is

so great that I am sure two-thirds might go.
It is a canon with most good foresters, that
when one tree touches another it is time for the
axe, and I do not suppose the New Forest is an
exception, for wherever the trees are thinner
than usual, and still more where they are
isolated, there we find the best specimens.

But hacicnus luce—my jottings have gone
quite far enough. My excuse for their length
must be the pleasure I have myself derived from
a few days' walk in the Forest, and my hope
that others of your readers may be tempted into
the same pleasant paths. I will only add that
the walking is of the very pleasantest. All the
roads are of the finest gra\el, making fairer
walking than the best garden walks ; they are
soft and elastic, yet never wet or dirty even
after heavy rains. Henry N. Ellacoinbe, Biiton
I'icara^c, Sep/. 30.

New Garden Plants.
T1LLANDSI.4 (Platvst.\chvs) Karvvinskiana,

Sclnilles fil, in Rocm. et Schiilles Syst. Veg., vol.
vii., part ii., p. 1209.*

A native of Mexico, first gathered a generation
ago by Karwinsky. I know the plant only by the
description of the younger Schuhes, above cited.
His specimen wanted root-leaves ; but for the rest his
full account of it agrees with our living plant so well
that there can be little doubt of their identity. It
belongs to the small group of Tillandsias with long-
pointed leaves, and lax simple distichous spikes, its

nearest allies being T. narthecioides, PresI ; T.
loliacea, Mart. ; and T. ccerulea, H.B.K. Our
plant was received not long ago from Mr. C. S.

• Tiliandsia {PlatystachysJ Kaj-winsktan^.— Foliis 20—0
dense rosulatis lanceolatis acuminatis subpedalibus facie sub-
nudis dorso tenuiter lepidotis ; peduDculo semipedali, foliis
inferioribus linearibus basi dilautis, superioribus bractei-
forraibus : floribus 8—12 in spicam sicnplicem laxam 3—4 poll,
longam dispositis, bracteis oblongo-lanceolatis glabris 9—12 lin.
longis : calyce bractea breviori ; sepalis glabris lanceolatis ol>-
tusis : petalis uncialibus oblanceolatis violaceis

; genitalibus
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Sargent of the Cambridge Botanic Garden, United

States, America, and flowered at Kew in December,

1877.
Whole plant about a foot high. Leaves 20—30,

in a dense radical rosette, erect falcate, the dilated base

li inch broad, narrowed from an inch broad at the

top of the base to a long point, a foot long, moderately

firm in texture, pale green, nearly or quite naked on

the face, tliinly lepidote down the back. Peduncle

half a foot long, the lower part sheathed by short

linear leaves with dilated bases, which upwards pass

gradually into bracts, like those of the spike. Spike

simple, lax, distichous, 8— 12-flowered, 3—4 inches

long, under half an inch broad. Flowers adpressed

to the rachis. Bracts glabrous, oblong-lanceolate,

rolled tightly round the flowers, %—\ inch long.

Calyx glabrous, \ inch long, the glossy green coriace-

ous sepals free "to the base. Petals oblanceolate,

unguiculate, obtuse, permanently convolute, violet,

I inch long, not scaled on the claw. Stamens exserted

about i inch beyond the petals. Stigma overtopping

the anthers. J. G. Sake::

TiLLANDSIA (PlATYSTACHYS) GARDNERI, LillJl. ill

Bot. Reg. 1842, sub t. 63.*

This is a dwarf Tillandsia, which has passed current

for some lime in English gardens under the name of

T. ar"entea. This name is a very suitable one, as the

plantis remarkable for its persistent coating of silvery

lepidote scales, but it belongs of right to a different

species, a native of Cuba, so named by Grisebach,

which is not known in cultivation, and the present

plant was named T. Gardneri long ago by Dr. Lindley.

It is a native of the mountains in the neighbourhood

of Kio Janeiro, and we have wild specimens of it in

the Kew herbarium, gathered long ago by (Jardner,

Burchell, and Boog, and more recently by Professor

Cunningham, of Belfast. The living specimen from

which my notes were taken flowered at Kew in

January, 1S78, and was received from Mr. Prestoe, of

Trinidad.
Whole plant about half a foot high. Leaves 30—40,

in a dense radical rosette, lanceolate acuminate,

6 8 inches long, narrowed gradually from a base

\ inch broad to a long reflexing subulate convolute

point, flat in the lower part, persistently clothed all

over with fine white lepidote scales, the margin fringed

with large deltoid membranous scales of the same

kind. Peduncle 2—4 inches long, densely sheathed

with linear-subulate lepidote leaves with large clasp-

in" bases. Spikes 4—8, lanceolate, distichous, about

I Inch long, J inch broad, congested into a dense

rhomboid panicle 2—3 inches long, half hidden by

the pointed br.act-like upper stem-leaves. Br.acts

oblong-lanceolate, subacute, \
—

-J
inch long, densely

lepidote, much imbricated, greenish-white, rose-

tinted. Calyx glabrous, 1 inch long ; sepals oblong-

lanceolate, obtuse. Petals red. Ungulate, obtuse, about

half as long again as the calyx. Style reaching to

the top of the petals. Stamens a little shorter. J. G.

Baker.

Catasetum triodon, KcIiIk /., Olio, Ilamb. Gar-

taiz., 1857, xiii., p. 3i3.t

Mr John U.ay, in his last letter of June 9, a.c,

alluded to a "lovely yellow shining Catasetum " he

had seen in Mr. Alfred Berwick's garden, at Higham
Hill, Walthamstow, grown by Mr. Walton. I

supposed it might be something rare, since Mr.

Mr. J. Day did not know it, and hence I felt very

pleased when Mr. Borwick was so kind as to send

me a complete inflorescence. I recognised imme-
diately that old species I last saw some twenty

years ago, having only twice had single flowers from

Consul Schiller, grown by Mr. Stange. It was first

indicated from Guatemala, the second time from

Joinville. Since Mr. Alfred Borwick has now intro-

duced it directly from Brazil, there is no doubt that the

Guatemalese indication (given /'omi fide by me. I.e.)

was a mistake, since Consul Schiller had but one

plant.

To my taste this Catasetum is exceedingly lovely.

The chief rachis is of a glaucous bluish green, and

there are thirteen ascending flowers of a yellowish

green tint, as large as those of the lovely Cycnoches

aureum. The sepals are reflexed ; the petals upright

;

the lip of the same colour, except the hollow in superior

• Tillanihia (Plafyitacltys) Gardneri, Lindl.—Foliis 31:

dense rosulatis semipedalibus lanceolatis^ longe acumii

ubique pallide lepidotis, margine squamis magnis pallidis

deltoideis fimbriatis :
pedunculo 2—4 potlicari foliis permuUis

Hnearibus lepidotis basi dilatatis veslito ; floribus permultis in

spicas dens.is distichas lanceolatas disposilis in paniculam

parvam rhomboideam aggregatis ; bracteis oblongo-ianceolatis

vatde imbricatis lepidotis semipoUicaribus ; calycis glabri

sepalis oblongo-ianceolatis acutis, bractea brevioribus
; petalis

Ungulatis rubris calyce sesqui longioribus : genttalibus inclusis.

— Tillaiuisia argcntea. hort. Angl., non Griseb , nee K.

Koch ; Amplcphytum RollUoni, hort. Williams.

t Catasetum trioilon, Rchb. f. /.(.-.—Racemo deflexo pluri-

floro, laxiusculo ; bracteis spathaceis acutis ovarii pedicellati

tertiam subaiquantibus ; sepalis oblongo-ligulatis acutis,

demum reversis, tepalis cuneato oblongo-ligulatis apicniatis
;

labelli trilobi lobis lateralibus semiovatis fimbriatis Lbo
mediano subqiiadrato fimbriolalo cum mucrone, carina rhombea
longitudinall varie dentata seu fissa ante apicem : portione

sub callo conico-gibbosa ; columna curva trigona bicirrhosa.
- Flores virides. Labelli callus et fundus aurantiaca.— Brasilia.

—Col. dom 1. Schiller ct Alf. Borwick. H. G. Rchb.f.

centre and the callus. The side-Iobcsof this organ are

half-ovate, reflexed, deeply fringed, while the middle
lobe is nearly square, now triangular, going out in a

strong tooth, and with a few side-teeth and bristles. It

has an angular exuberance under an orange rhomboid
toothed or bitid or tritid callus, and the excavation of

tlie lip has some colour and longitudinal furrows. I

like it very much, though it boasts neither scarlet nor

orange. The great question will now be, how long

Mr. Walton keeps it : what will depend upon the fresh

bulbs ripening well. The English having usually two
good months more than we do at Hamburgh, are in a

much more favoured position. //, G. Rehb. f.

EUCALYPTUS GLOBULUS.
So much attention is now being turned to this tree

for plantations in Europe for sanitary purposes, that

it may not be out of place to mention that it is only

one out of a large variety of [so-called] anti-malarial

trees, and by no means the best as regards the quantity

and strength of volatile oil in its leaves, &c., nor

the value of its timber, though the large size of its seed

and its extraordinary quickness of early growth (as

compared with its congeners) has forced it into notice,

and as it does not thrive in all parts of these colonies

even, it may be wise for those who are laying out

plantations of it at home to also try some other kinds

in case the one sort fails, either wholly or com-

paratively.

Nearly the whole [many] of our Australian trees are

rich in these peculiar essential oils; and it is doubtless

owing to this that the atmosphere is so exhilarating,

and that no such thing is ever known as fever on newly-

cleared lands (as in Canada, India, ^vc). And now
that the oil is becoming an article of commerce among

us, Mr. Bosisto, of Victoria, has been analysing the

extract from various kinds of trees, and by the result

(as follows) E. globulus is almost the poorest one of

them al! ; E. obliqua (Stringy-bark), 0.500 ; E.

globulus (Tasmania), 0.719 ; E. goniocalyx (New
South Wales Blucgum), 0.914; E. leucocylon (species

of Iron-bark), 1.060 ; E. oleosa (species of Mallee

Gum), 1.250; E. amygdalina (New South Wales

Messmate), 3.313 ; also E. bicolor and E. longifolia

—two New South Wales species—have a much more

powerful eucalyptic odour than any of the above ; but

as they have not been tested we do not know whether

the percentage of oil is really higher or not.

Many of our varieties of Gums grow to enor-

mous size. Some have been measured from 350 feet

up to 400 feet, and even nearly 500 feet in height, and

from 36 feet to nearly 50 feet in girth near the base ;

and as some of them flourish in our southern moun-
tain ranges, where snow falls and lies for some time,

and sharp frosts are common, there is no difficulty in

selecting sorts that will grow in almost any temperate

parts of Europe ; and the timber of which, from its

strength and durability, is more valuable than that uf

most European trees, irrespective of the sanitary

value of the leaves and exudations while growing.

Should information be required as to the nature,

growth and habitat of the above trees, Baron F. \'on

Mueller, of Melbourne ; Dr. Woolls, of Paramatta,

New South Wales ; and Mr. Charles Moore, Director

of the Botanical Gardens, Sydney,'New .South Wales,

are both able and willing to give it most fully. It

may possibly save many an enthusiastic planter much
ultimate disappointment if he tries more than one

kind in his plantation, and obtains the invaluable aid

and advice of any of the above-named gentlemen first.

A'. D. Atianis, Sycf/uy, A'ao South JFa/cs, Aitgust,

187S, ill the ** Times.'''' [To prevent disappointment it

may be well to state that the anli-malarial property

is not proven. Any tree that would grow with equal

rapidity would probably be equally efficacious. Eus.].

DECIDUOUS TREES FOR
PARKS.—No. I.

In my last paper (p. 364) I suggested that in the

new plantations with which it might be desirable to

ornament the Parks, it would be well to plant in

family groups. This, indeed, is now being followed

in some of the best parks attached to different country

seats, as, for example, at the Duke of St. Albans,

near Newstead Abbey. The effect at this time

of the year, when the trees consist of masses of

considerable size, is striking in the extreme. At Milan
the public gardens are planted in this way, and even

though on a small scale there the effect is most satis-

factory. At home, as I said the other day, there is

in Kensington Gardens a fine group of Ashes, and

near ^'"ictoria Gate in Hyde Park may be found a fine

group of Acers. St. James' Park was at one time

planted in this way, but owing to unfavourable con<li-

lions as regards soil few of the groups are now per-

fect, and it would be useless to replace the trees that

are dead unless the park be better drained and the

soil well aerated and limed, in order to counteract the

sour condition in which it now is. The only trees

that have succeeded under such conditions are Planes

and Poplars, which do not dislike a wet soil.

Excluding Conifer.^:, which do not withstand out

London smoke, the first group that commands con-

sideration is the Acers or Maples, amongst which is

almost every variety of form and colour. This family

was well represented at Chiswick in days gone by, for

then there existed a fine collection, varying from the

dwarf A. creticum to the stately large-leaved A*

macrophyllum, and amongst deciduous trees few

grow faster. The specimen of A. utacrophyllum

at Chiswick, one of the earliest planted in this country,

after being planted seven years attained a height of

25 feet, and in 1S45, or ten years later, it had reached

50 feet in height. In 1S64 it was 80 feet in height, a

fact which shows that this Maple may arrive at full

stature even in little more than half a life time. A.

eriocarpum, the tree principally used for street plant-

ing in America, and especially in Philadelphia, has a

light and airy form and silvery leaves like those of

Populus alba. This tree is suitable alike for avenues,

parks, or gardens. A fine specimen of it used to be

at Chiswick, and there is still one I believe at Fulham
Palace, and another at Kew. With Acer Negundo varie-

gatum most of us are familiar, but with A. Lobelii, all

may not be conversant. It is, however, an excellent

tree for ornamental planting, inasmuch as its form

is tali and straight like that of some Poplars, and its

bark is lined with white like that of the Snake-bark

Maple (A. striatum). Than this and A. Negundo

nothing could be more distinct as regards foliage, the

last having leaves like those of an Ash, the former

like those of a Lime. The best specimens of

A. Lobelii with which I am acquainted arc

at Chiswick and at Paul's nursery at Cheshunt.

One of the finest trees of the common Sycamore is at

the end of the flower walk in Kensington Gardens.

The following properly arranged would form an ex-

cellent group, viz. :—Acer barbatum, dasycarpum,

coccineum, coriaceum, laciniatum, Irevigatum, micro*

phyllum, Pseudo-Platanus and its varieties, pla-

tanoides, floridum, circinatum, saccharinum, mons-

pessulanum, nanuni, macrocarpum, hybridum, rubrum,

montanum, opulifolium spicatum, tataricum, and

others. These are easily obtained and well adapted

for park planting ; they might, indeed, be planted

around existing groups of old trees, which they would

shelter, and by the time the latter had become worn

out the young ones would be ready to take their place.

In short. Maples, and especially the common Syca-

more and A. macrophyllum, are highly ornamental

trees.

Next let us take the Horse Chestnut, with the fine

avenue of which in Bushy Park every one is acquainted.

The best individual specimens of these which I have

seen are at the Marquis of Ripon's, at Nocton Hall, in

Lincolnshire. Here and there may also be found

some good examples in Kensington Gardens. These

Chestnuts should form centres for groups, and the

Pavias, which are remarkable for their fine large

spikes of flowers and comparatively dwarf growth,

might form the outer circle. A few of the best of

these with which to form a group are .Esculus Hip*
pocastanum discolor, rosea, pubescens, Lyoni, pal-

lida, carnea, hybrida, coccinea, orientalis, rubicunda,

macrocarpa, fiava, parviflora, glabra, canadensis, oxy
acanthifolia, quercifolia, laciniata, rubra, cordifolia,

and oblongata.

The Ash is one of the best of ornamental trees,

though not so much planted now as it ought to be.

Being a surface-rooting tree, it becomes when in

hedgerows troublesome to the cultivator, but that

objection would not obtain in the case of park scenery,

The group in Kensington Gardens to which I have

already alluded was, I believe, arranged by Loudon,

and, as regards effect, planted as it is with an

undergrowth of common Laurels and Foxgloves in

spring it has few equals. Either for parks or

woods Ashes are suitable, especially some of the

more recently introduced American species, which

grow more rapidly than even our common Ash.

Where all are beautiful it is needless to particularise.

We therefore give the following list, of which a fine
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groiij! niii^hL be made, viz. :—Fraxinus acuminata,

ameiicana, argentca, atrovirens, calabrica, caroliniana,

cinerca, curvidens, elliptica, epiptera, excelsior,

cxpansa, lentiscifolla, lucida, jiiglandilolia, Ornus,

americana, oxyphylla, pallida, nigra, ovata, pennsyl-

v.mica, plalycarpa, qiiadrangulala, rotundifolia, salici-

folia, sambucifolia, and viridis.

As a foi-cground tree or for shrubberies nothing

can beat the diflerenl kinds of CralKgus, of which

there arc fairly good collections in St. James' Park,

Kensington Gardens, and Lincoln's Inn Fields, but

in both the parks named, owing to their being

scattered about, they produce little or no effect.

The same remark also applies to various parks

in the country, in which the trees arc planted

too much upon the dotting system. Some arc

remarkable for the brilliancy of their flowers, as,

for instance, Paul's Double Scarlet ; others for the size

of their leaves, as Layi, the foliage of which is

nearly as large as that of an Oak ; a d a third

section is worthy of planting for the colour and

size of the fruit, amongst which may l.ie found

different tints of red, black, and yellow. The belter

kinds are all grafted on the common Thorn, which

will grow in almost any soil. The following are a

few of the best, vi^. :—Crataegus altaica, apiifolia,

arbutifolia, caroliniana, carpatica, coccinea, cordata,

Crus-galli, cuneifolia, Douglasii, dentata, edulis,

elliptica, eriocarpa, glandulosa, hetcrophylla, hybrida,

incisa, dentata, laciniata, lobata, lucida, macracantha,

ncapolilana, nigra, odoratissima, orientalis ; the dif-

ferent varieties of Oxyacantha, such as the double

scarlet and pink Thorns, pentagynia, pubescens,

punctata rubra, Pyracantha nivea, pyracanlhifolia,

radiala, sanguinea, splendcns, melanocarpa, punc-

tata, and viridis.

Equally interesting with the Crati-eguses are the

different kinds of Pyrus, both flowers and fruit of

which are very handsome, while the foliage shows

great diversity of shade and form. AVhat, for

example, can be handsomer than the Mountain Ash
(Pyrus Aucuparia), or the beautiful P. spectabilis, or

even the dwarf P. floribunda? In addition to these

the following are well worth attention, viz. :—Pyrus

amygdaliformis, angusti folia, apetala, baccata,

cliinciisis, the various varieties ofcommunis; coronaria,

Cyloni;!, ekTeagnifolia, Hostii, japonisa, intermedia,

lineaiib, Maulei, Michauxi, microcarpa, monstrosa,

nepalensis, orientalis, prunifolia and its varieties,

jiubescens, rivularis, salicifolia, sanguinea, Malus
floribunda, and the different kinds of Sorbus. Joseph

Ncivlon^ Landscape Gardener. [The names are taken

from the nursery lists, and require to be revised by

some competent botanist. Eds.]

GUNTON HALL, NORFOLK.
Lord Suffield's seat, Gunton Hall, is situated in

the eastern part of the county of Norfolk, and within

live miles of the charming little coast town of Cromer.

The place is within easy distance of the Gunton .Sta-

tion, on the East Norfolk Railway, a line which
connects Norwich with Cromer. The visitor to this

place on approaching the Gunton Station will, if the

family be resident, most probably behold an ensign

floating above the tops of lofty trees ; let him, how-
ever, not flatter himself—like the writer—that it is the

place for which he is bound, as he will soon find it

out to be no such thing ; another mile must be

traversed before the precinct of the Hall is gained.

The fine prospects which meet the eye at various points

along the road will, however, be so full of interest as

not to make the journey at all irksome before the Hall

is gained. This structure, with the offices belonging

thereto, covers a consider.able area of ground, and it

occupies nearly a central position in the park, from
wTience charming and most ])icturesque views of the

extensive and beautiful landscape, with its surround-

ings of water, woods, &c., are to be obtained.

The south front of the mansion comprises a piazza

with a conservatory at each end. Ferns, I^ycopods, and
kindred subjects occupy one, which has the roof and
sides covered with climbing plants—the Bougainvillea,

with its showy bracts. and diminutive flowers being
eminently conspicuous amongst these. The other

contains greenhouse plants, with climbing Hoses and
other subjects covering the sides and roof. In this

house the centre bed is given up solely to the cultiva-

tion of the red and white Lapageria ; these plants have
recently been introduced here, and already they are

making rapid progress, and llowcring profusely. At

the end of the house, and parallel with it, is a t

race-walk 20 feet wide : this proceeds a considerable

distance beyond the house, and terminates with a

semicircular stone seat ; the intervening space, which

is formed by a hedge, running in a line with it,

and separating it from the carriage approach, is filled

with a scries of circular and other beds, which are

filled with carpeting subjects in a very effective w.ay.

The wall which supports the walk is neatly hidden from

view by good plants of Clematis in variety, climb-

ing Roses, and other kindred subjects, and above it

is an ornamental parapet with vases surmounting

the pilasters at intervals : these are filled with Pelar-

goniums, &c., and altogether present an imposing

aspect.

Immediately in front is the flower garden proper,

a parallelogram in form, with a slight inclination to the

south, having a broad walk down the centre which

leads through some iron gates into the park, and on

to the cricket-ground and the pavilion : a side walk

at each end communicates with the front one, which

with its ornamental parapet forms the boundary on this

side. .\t appropriate distances, and near the margin

of these walks, are some semicircular headed standard

Portugal Laurels, in the finest condition of health

and vigour. The flower-beds on the squares of grass

between the end walks are laid out identically in a

geometrical form, and present some points of merit .as

regards taste and elegance of design. By a happy

combination of colour and arrangement these beds

produce a striking effect, and reflect much credit

on the able superintendent, Mr. Allan.

The terrace-walk before referred to run, parallel to

the house, and this part of the structure has within a

very recent date been much improved in appearance

by an embellishment of climbing plants ; amongst

these we noted down the following subjects as being

particularly suitable for such purposes ;—The some-

what new and beautifully effective Ampelopsis

Veitchii, Ceanolhus azureus, A'iburnum plicatum

and -Vwafurtki, the claret-coloured Vine, bearing

fruit, Lscallonia macrantha ; these in combination

with vigorous-growing kinds, as Virginian Creeper,

Lonicera aureo-reticulata, Wistaria sinensis, Wil-

liams' evergreen climbing Rose, and Jasminum afirne,

rambling over the light-coloured surface of the bricks

of which the house is built, give a pleasing effect, and
will ere long be densely covered with beautiful foliage

and flowers.

The lawn-tennis ground is formed in a line with

this walk, and in appearance is all that can be

desired. -V somewhat novel plan is introduced here

by planting the descending banks with small Yew
trees, which are kept low and closely clipped in,

in lieu of having grass, which in such positions at

times becomes scattered and brown. This method
does certainly obviate the defects in the foreground.

Within the ha-ha which divides the kept grounds
from the park stand some grand ancient.looking

forest trees of Oak, Birch, and Spanish Chestnut, and
amongst these Cedars of Lebanon, evergreen Oaks,
Phillyrea, and Junipers are interspersed. In close

proximity is the Grove, a plantation which is inter-

sected with gl.ades, which bring more closely to view
the grand proportions of the trees, with vistas

which open up more distant points of interest and
pleasure.

The forest trees here are noble in their proportions,

and in the case of Oak, Spanish Chestnut, and
Beech, I should say can vie with almost any in the
kingdom. The monarch in this domain, which stands
in a wood about 2 miles distant, is designated the
Thorpe 0.rk : its circumference at 3 feet from the
ground is 20 feet 3 inches, and it is about 40 feel

high, still healthy and vigorous, and unquestionably
sound. To all such a tree is indeed a treat to the

lover of arboriculture, and only at certain places in

this country can it be enjoyed.

In pursuing the course of this ride we come to the
eastern section of the house, where the principal en-
tr.anccs to the mansion and other offices are placed.
A large area ofgr.avelis backed up by lawn, having
sundry beds with Arundo conspicua and Pampas-
gr.ass as centre objects, surrounded with Tritomas
and margined with Ivlahonia Aquifolium trinmied in, in
the form of a hedge. In the midst of a cluster of trees

stands Gunton Church, and before it the trees, two
Abies IJouglasii, which were planted by the Prince
and Princess of Wales, and two Cedrus Deodara,
planted by the Duke and Duchess of Edinburgh.

The prospect from here is very telling, and includes
the noble herd of deer in the jiark and the lofty

(iunton Tower, where the standard is hoisted when

the family is resident, and which forms a landmark to

be seen for m.any miles around thispart of the country.

By a circuitous walk and within a short distance,

almost behind the church, is the fine old kitchen

garden, which, inclusive of the slips, &c., outside the

walls, covers about 6 acres. The arrangement of this

garden was evidently designed for the purposes of

practical utility, as it affords a large proportion of

south wall and borders—two most desirable and im-

portant points in the economy of a garden which

should always, in the formation of such places, have

due consideration.

The boundary walls here are lofty, and run longi-

tudinally from east to west ; these are connected at

the ends by cross walls, and a centre one divides the

whole. The principal walk runs parallel to the wall

on the north side of the garden, from which it is

separated by a 12-feet border margined with cordon

Apple trees, some of which were well furnished with

fruit of large size. On the other side of the walk is a

row of pyramidal Pear trees, with hardy subjects, as

Cloves, Pinks, &c., occupying the border between the

trees. Ordinary light-coloured bricks turned on edge

lengthwise form the edging to the walks in this

department, which present a nice appearance, and

afford but little shelter for slugs, &c., which is a

great advantage. Altogether, from the two ex-

tremities this walk has an imposing effect. The
ditlerent quarters and borders devoted to vege-

tables are well filled with produce, in quantities

sufficient to indicate that large requirements in this

way are needed.

Noticeable here is the cultivation of Asparagus,

which is solely confined to the French method

—

individual plants in single rows. The growth in these

plants is remarkably vigorous, and unquestionably

they throw fine heads. The disposition of the various

subjects in this department shows unmistakably that a

proper systematic course of cultivation is practised.

The great extent comparatively of south walling

here affords ready means for the cultivation of Peaches,

Nectarines, and Apricots in quantity ; these are pro-

duced in abundance in their season, and the trees are

in as flourishing a condition as possible. Other walls

contain the usual proportion of Pear, Plum, and

Cherry trees. In the open quarters and borders these

kinds of trees are chiefly grown in a pyramidal form,

but fruit on them, I understand, has not been over-

abundant this season.

Alongside the main walk, on entering from the

mansion, is the chief range of houses, which is divided

by a cross walk. Nos. i and 2 form the first section.

The former contains young and vigorous Vines, about

four years planted, carrying a somewhat heavy crop

of excellent Grapes of Alicante, Mrs. Pince's Muscat,

Lady Downe's, and Gros Colnian. Connected with

it is the early Peach-house, having a front trellis under

the glass with three trees to cover it, and a vertical

one at the b.ack wall of the house. x\\\ these trees

are in a most satisfactory condition. Passing over

the walk this range is continued and divided into four

good serviceable compartments—^No. I, a vinery

planted two years ago, the Vines in a very promising

state for the forthcoming season, and with some good
examples to test the state of cultivation on them now,

the sorts being confined to Muscats and Mrs. Pince's.

No. 2, Black Hamburghs, nearly o\'er, but still in

good order." No. 3, a Peach-house, with newly

planted trees. No, 4, Bl.ack Hamburgh. This house

contains a Vine about fifty years old, which yields

excellent samples of Grapes. The next range of

glass is situated in an outer garden, and includes four

divisions of good useful semi-span houses. The first

IS devoted chiefly to Orchids and stove subjects, the

second to similar plants for furnishing and embellish-

ing the room, &c., at the house at this season, an<l

to early Melons afterwards ; third, late Melons now,

and used as a Strawberry-house through the season ;

fourth, now devoted to F'ig trees in pots, and subse-

quently to forcing Roses and other subjects for cutting

and decorative purposes. In front of this range is

another of pits used for Cucumbers and Melon grow-

ing, and for such plants as Gardenias, Eucharis

amazonica, &c.

From here a winding walk proceeds through a

plantation of specimen trees, which include some

gigantic Silver Spruce and fine shrubs, until it reaches

the residence of the able superintendent, Mr. Allan,

under whose direction and management the details

belonging to this extensive establishment arc most

efficiently carried out. G, T. .1/.
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HARDY STONECROPS: SEDUMS.
(Coitiimted from p. 376.)

ft Leaves scattered, not tufted.

\ Stem erect.

17. S. rovuLiFOi.iUM, Linn. fil. Suppl., l. 242.

(jlabrous, suffnitcsceiu.

Roots fibrous.

Stems erect, 6—10 inches, greenisli or purplish, slender,

branched.

Leaves alternate, \, distant, i^ by i inch, stalked (stalk

\~\\ inch ) , ovate, acute, subcordate, coarsely nii

d

irregularly toothed,

Flowers numerous, nearly \ inch diameter, whitish or

pinkish, ill terminal much branched corymbose cymes.

Flower buds ovoid. ^»

Calyx-tube very shallow, sepals i line, lanceolate.

Petals three times longer than the sepals, lanceolate,

i-nen'ed.

Stamens pinkish. Anthers purple.

Carpels glabrous, white, or greenish. Scales pinkish.

—Fl. August, fragrant, like Hawthorn.

D.C., Plantes Grasses, t. no ; Bot. Mag., t. 2ti.

Siberia.

A very distinct species, easily recognised by its erect

shrubby habit, stalked leaves, and corymbs of whitish

fragrant flowers. Though perfectly hardy on the

rockwork or in the border it makes a charming pot

plant for the greenhouse.

'J^^
Stems, at least the barren ones, prostrate,

creeping.

;; Flowers yellow.

iS. S. KAMTscHATicuxr, Fisch. ex Ledcb.,

Fl. Ross, ii., 182(1844).

Glabrous. Branches 6—10 inches long, greenish or

pinkish, as thick as whipcord ; flower-stems erect, 4—

6

inches.

Leaves alternate or opposite, i| inch by \ inch, oblong-

obovate, deep green, coarsely but regularly toothed

above the middle, tapering gradually into the petiole,

edges minutely papillose.

Flowers numerous, \ inch, yellow, in terminal, umbel-

late, inversely pwamidal cymes i—3 inches in diameter.

Peduncles radiating, straight or flexuose, with large

leafy bracts at the base.

Buds conical, pointed.

Sepals greenish, deltoid, acuminate, less than half the

length of the spreading yellow, lanceolate, apiculate,

keeled petals.

Stamens shorter than the petals, nearly all of the same
length i filaments yellowish ; anthers subglobose, orange.

Carpels spreading so as to form a stellate fruit,

glabrous, as long as the stamens, oblong-lanceolate,

compressed, tapering above into a short style, at first

yellow, but afterwards ruddy brown.—Fl. late autumn.
Native of Kamtschatka, Korea, and Japan.

This species has the creeping habit of S. stoloni-

ferum, with the flower and fruit of S. Aizoon. It is

suitable for the rockwork or the front of the her-

baceous border. In some gardens it is called .S.

Selskyanum, but this is a different plant.

19. S. HYBRiDUNt, Linn. Sp., 617.

Stems creeping, glabrous, or with glandular hairs.

Leaves alternate, stalked, about i by i| inch, spatu-

late, coarsely toothed in the upi^er half, entire, and
tapering in the lower part, teeth red tipped.

Flowers numerous, yellow, in terminal much branched

umbellate inversely pyramidal cymes, 2—3 inches in

diameter
;
peduncles horizontal or reflexed, with large

spreading entire leafy bracts.

Buds oblong, pointed, ribbed.

Caly.x-tube very short
;
sepals linear obtuse, half tlie

length of the concave linear, apiculate \ellou petals,

which latter measure \
—

\ inch.

Filaments yellow. Anthers orange.

Carpels erecto-patent, compressed, glabrous. Scales

whitish.— Fl. summer.
S. altaicum, Don.

Siberia.

The S. hybridum altaicum of some gardens seems

lo be essentially the same, and with glabrous stems.

It is suitable for rockwork or the front of the border.

In some nurseries a form of this species with very

deep green leaves and glabrous stems is grown under

the name .S, Hillebrandi, but it is not the plant so

named by Fenzl.

i'}A. S. .lAPONlcUM, Siebold, in Herb., e\. Kegel,

t;.ii-lcnflora, 1S66, I. 513, fig. 3, 4, p. 196.

Glabrous. Stems diffuse.

Leaves scattered or opposite, sub-reflexed, spreading,

spatulate, oblong acute, entire, convex below, channelled

abo\c, briyht green.

Flowers yellow, half-an-inch in diameter, in loose

terminal and lateral paniclcd many flowered cymes.

Buds ovoid, acute.

Sepals oblong.

Petals lanceolate acute, twice the length of the sepals.

Carpels shorter than the petals, erect.

J.pan.

We ha\ c not seen this species.

SELECT TREES AND SHRUBS
FOR TDUTSIDE WALLS.

{Cantinurd from p. 440.)

Firmc'iilia lalifoniicj.—Few intvoductions from the

ricli Californian region can rival tliis highly ornamental

cleciduons tree. When planted against a wall it forms

spreading, regularly branching specimens, with the young

shoots covered with a rich brown tomentum. The leaves

are cordate and indistinctly three-lobed, covered with a

white mealy substance on the under-surface ;
the upper

is deep green, which contrtists finely with the pure yellow

spreading blossoms, about 2 inches across, borne singly

on short spurs, with which the tree is profusely studded

in the early part of summer, rendering it for a long time

a very attractive object. It also flowers in autumn,

thougii in less abundance. It thrives best on a west or

north w.all, as too much exposure to direct sunlight is

injurious to it. It needs beheading now and then, in

order to keep the lower part in good condition, as it has

a tendency to grow high. Though over a quarter of a

century h.'is elapsed since its first introduction to cultiva-

tion, it is but seldom met with in gardens, but will

doubtless become popul.ar when better known. [It

flowers freely in the bush form in Mr. Parker's nursery.]

Riies spcciosiim is one of the showiest of an otiierw isc

rather unattractive genus, as far as can be judged by the

species in cultivation. In its native habitat in California

it grows many feet in height, with stems often 4 inches

in diameter. When planted against a wall it thriveswell

in this country, and even in some favoured localities

without such protection. Tlie stem and branches are

thickly beset with brown bristly prickles ; the leaves arc

roundish, with three coarsely-toothed lobes, and are

nearly evergreen. They are large and very handsome,

nmch resembling those of Fuchsia, of a bright red

colour, and hang gracefully in clusters of two to four

from the axils of the leaves on the slender lateral branches.

.\ltogether it is one of the most pleasing shrubs we have,

and should be included in every collection. Probably it

is known by some under either of its synonyms, R.

fuchsioides and R. stamincum.

Diplaciis gluliiiosKs.—This evergreen shrub, though

an old inhabitant of gardens, is nevertheless one of the

finest introductions from California, and the fact that it is

quite hardy when planted against a south wall much

enhances its value. It is of erect habit and when well-

established grows to a height of 6 feet, with pale brown

branches and deep green lanceolate leaves, from the axils

of which are produced the solitary flowers, which are very

variable in size, colour and form : in the type they are

rather small, of a i>ale yellow colour, and there are

now numeous well marked varieties, of wh ich the following

are the principal:— Grandiflorus, flowers much larger

than the type, of a pale salmon colour, and the

corolla lobes more deeply cleft; puniceus, flowers ap-

proaching scarlet, with lobes more shallow ; latifolius,

leaves broader, flowers yellow, with broad shallow

lobes ; aurantiacus, flowers large, bright orange colour.

It should be trained against a south wall in good soil,

and as it inhabits the borders of streams, &c. , it should

have a copious supply of water during the growing

season. It commences to flower in April, from short

spur which gradually lengthens to i foot or more, w ith a

continuous succession of blossom until November,

during which time it forms one of the most attractive

plants we have in the outdoor garden.

Choisyii Icnmia is a fine Mexican evergreen shrub of

erect habit, and growing about 6 feet in height. The
leaves are opposite and ternate, are compound, witli obo-

vate dark green leaflets full of pellucid dots. The flowers,

which resemble those of the Orange in colour and form,

arc borne in denSe terminal panicles. It is quite hardy

in the southern parts of this country with the jjrotection

of a wall, and even flourishes as a standard in the more

favoured localities. It succeeds well on an eastern or

western aspect, planted in a eom]50st of loam and peat

with the addition of a small quantity of sand and leaf-

mould. It has been introduced many years, but has not

been grown to the extent that it should be even in

greenhouses.

Cestnim.—The following well-known species have

long been popular greenhouse favourites, and now
should be included in the list of open-air wall-plants,

since they have withstood the past few winters under

that treatment in various parts. The three folIo\ving

species are probably better known under the generic

term of Habrothamnus, but are now placed with

Cestrum. C. corymbosum is apparently the hardiest.

and thrives even luoie xigorously Himi when grown

under glass, flowering regul.^rly and freely, the long race-

mose branches of deep pink flowers being often 10 inches

long and .1 inches in diameter. It is also not inelegant

when not in flower, with its broad ovate foliage, and the

young shoots covered with a dense purplish pubescence.

C. fasciculatum is another highly decorative shrub, much

resembling the former, but with leaves longer and

narrower, and the flowering branches more erect
;

it is

an autumn flowering species, the former flowering in

eariy summer. C. elcgans is another well-known autumn

flowering species, with pendulous and denser flowering

branches. .Ml the above are natives of Mexico, and

doubtless all are perfectly amenable to training to outside

walls. Not less haidy is the golden flowered C. auran-

tiacum, which inhabits various parts of Guatemala, &c.

The colour of the flowers, the shining and smaller sized

leaves, are characters sufticlent to distinguish it from the

other species in cultivation, and it is a very desirable

shrub either in a greenhouse or otherwise.

Abdia jUribuiida is one of the very few Xew World

species of this ornamental genus, and is also one of the

showiest. It is a native of Mexico, and was first dis-

covered on the Cordillera of Oaxaca and Vera Cm/., and

subsequently found by M. Linden on the peaks of

Orizaba, at an elevation of 9000 to 10,000 feet. It has

been introduced to gardens about thirty years, and has

been successfully grown in the south and west in the open

air trained to trellis on a south wall in a sheltered situa-

tion. It is of trailing habit, with long slender branches,

with small, ovate, slightly toothed leaves, from the axils

of which are produced the tubular flowers, each about

2 inches long, and of a rich pink colour. It should be

planted in a compost of equal parts loam, peat, and leaf-

mould with a small quantity of sand, and it should be

placed on a slightly raised mound as the roots are then

warmer in summer and drier in winter ;
a mulching of

some light material would be also beneficial to it during

winter.
, ,

Lonicc-c, «,«A-ra/««.-This beautiful Xorth Ameri-

can shrtib is deserving of special notice, as it is one of

the finest of all the Honeysuckles. It belongs to the

Caprifolimn section of the genus, and is of twining habi .

with very long, slender branches. The leaves are oval,

elaucous beneath, and those on the upper portion of the

branches are perfoliate. The flowers are borne in ter-

minal clusters, are narrow and tubular, about 1 inch

Ion.' bright scarlet outside, rich yellow within, and are

produced from May till October in abundance. They are

verv suitable for cutting, in which state they last a long

time in perfection. Though the species has long been

an object of culture in greenhouses it is seldom seen

outside, yet it ought to be as hardy as the hosts of other

plants from the same region. If planted in a shelteret^

situation in rich light soil and warm locality it wwild

inevitably well repay the trouble, and it would be a

decided acquisition to our list of decorative wall plants.

Tccoma nidkans. a native of North America, is one

of the few hardy Bignoniads we have, and, as it has been

an object of culture for many generations, only a brief

allusion to it is necessary ;
suffice it to remark that it is

a verv desirable wall plant, but it requires a warm and

sheltered situation in order to ensure a profusion of Us

bri-ht orange-coloured blossoms. The variety major is

a d°ecided improvement on the type as far as size is con-

cerned, and the minor variety may be taken as the

extreme in the other direction.

Bhnwiiia caprcolata is another introduction of North

-\merica, and is scarcely less hardy than the preceding,

and equally beautiful. It has long and slender twining

branches with ternate leaves, with the middle leaflet

reduced to a branched tendril. The flowers are large,

tubular, with a spreading coroUa-limb, and of a brownish

red colour. Thev are borne in large panicles termi-

nating the young shoots. This is another plant which

has not been sufficiently tested as to hardiness in other

than the most favoured localities, so that further infor-

mation on the subject would be.vahuble.

Castauca chrvsopliylhi.—lhe golden-leaved Chestnut

is hardly a wall plant, but as it thrives well under the

treatment and is too tender to SUind without protection it

ou^ht to be included. It is one of the few plants,

and especially amongst forest tfees, with a golden powder

on the under surface of the leaves, which renders it ex-

tremelv ornamental in conU'ast with the deep green of

the upper surface. It is of very slow growth, but flowers

and fruits freely when in a small state, and U is found in

great abundance in the form of small shrubs in various

parts of California, whilst in the Cascade Mountains of

Oregon it grows to a height of 60 feet, forming a very

large forest tree. It should be planted against a north

or a west wall, as it is impatient of too much exposure to

sunlight.

H /.!/</;•/.;//•«/«(•/«.—T'hough this species cannot vie

in beaulv with the well-known W. sinensis, it has, how-

ever one or two good points not possessed by its eastern

congener. It has much the same habit as the latter, with

smaller leaves with seven to nine leaflets. The flowers

an- nf a light purple colour, borne in dense oblon
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racemes, 3 to 6 inclies long and 2 to 3 incliesin diameter,
and as they are produced on lateral blender shoots they
are well adapted for cutting, in which state they last a
long lime. It generally flowers first in May and June,
and again in autunni in greater profusion, accompanied
by the leaves, which much enhances the effect. The
variety macrostachya has, as its name implies, a much
longer raceme, being often 9 inches long with a pro-
portionate diameter.

Passijlora incaniata.—TUs, one of the few hardy
species of the order to which it belongs, and though not
so showy as the old and well-known P. ccemlea (which
should have been mentioned in the South American list),

is, however, rather interesting on this account. It has
very slender climbing stems with three-lobed shining
leaves. The flowers are large, and produced on long
pedicels with a white corolla, with a crown composed of
long radiating filaments of a purple colour with a trans-
verse white band. It flowers from May to July, and
should be grown in a partially shady place. It is found
in various parts of the Eastern States growing in drv
places.

Mciihpcnnum caimdciisc, the Canadian Moonseed,
deserves a passing notice, as it is a very suitable twiner
for damp and shady walls ; and is, moreover, very hand-
some when in flower, which are yellowish and borne in
profusion on long pendulous racemes, and last a long
while in good condition. The leaves are 3 to 4 inches
wide, with three to five angular lobes. It is found on
the banks of rivers, and also in thickets, from Canada to
South Carolina.

Smilax.—Vo'c rapidly covering large spaces of wall
the hardier species of this genus are well adapted, being
very elegant, and not of such a common aspect as Ivy.
There are several North American species, of which the
most suitable are S. rotundifolia, glauca, and tamnoides,
all readily procurable at nurseries, and growing in almost
any kind of soil.

For a like purpose, .Vristolochia Sipho and tomcntosa
are well suited

; though not evergreen they present a
bold feature to wall decoration in summer. G.

BRANTINGHAM THORPE.
[siiE PAGES 468, 469.]

Picturesquely situated on a bold eminence on
the south-western front of the Yorkshire WoUls,
about two miles from the pretty little station at

Brough, on the Hull and .Selby Railway, and within
easy driving distance of the third busiest seaport in

the country, stands Brantingham Thorpe, the York-
shire seat of Christopher Sykes, Esq., M.P. for the
Kast Riding of that county, second son of the late Sir
Tatton Sykes, Bart., of Sledmere, and author of the
^Vi^d Birds Protection Act. Brantingham Thorpe is a

delightful country residence, with views from its well-

kept lawns and pleasure grounds which are not
e.xcelled for beauty and extent in all that vast county.
The mansion, a handsome old stone structure, built

in 1671, was, it seems, considerably enlarged by its

third owner, Major Richard Fleetwood Shawe, in

1840, and it has been considerably altered and im-
proved since the estate passed into the hands
of its present owner by purchase in 1S67. The
mansion is reached by a new drive from the
main road, and entering this the visitor soon dis-

covers that he is " on the chalk," for while Yews are
seen to thrive admirably the Rhododendron—the shrub
far cxcclknce for carriage-drives—is equally plainly to
be seen " not at home." The approach is on the west
side, but the mansion is scarcely seen until the visitor

passes under a very handsome stone archway, when
he finds himself on the south-west front, of which,
together with an enlarged view of a very pretty terrace

garden in the foreground, we give illustrations on
pp. 46S, 469, prepared from admirably executed pho-
tographs taken by Mr. Walker, of Hull.
From this front of the mansion may be obtained on

n clear day a ni.agnilicent view of water and woodland
scenery. Gently falling away to the south is a large

tract of well-wooded country with conspicuous
examples of the common and Copper Beeches, Syca-
mores and Wych Elms in the foreground. Two
miles away is the magnificent estuary of the Humber,
across which there has been a ferry from Brough to

Ferriby Sluice, in Lincolnshire, since the time of
the Romans, "being on the line of their great high-
way, the Ermin Street, which led from Lincoln to

York." Immediately opposite is the confluence of
the Trent and Ouse, the entrance to both rivers being
plainly visible. On the Lincolnshire side of the
Humber the Alkborough Hills stand out boldly on
the sky line, while to the west the view extends over
the whole of the vale of York ; the towers of York
Minster being plainly visible on a clear day from some
parts of the pleasure grounds.

By referring to the view on p. 46S it will be seen

[hat the mansion stands on the second of a series of

terraces, about 5 feet above the level of the first one,
which in the autumn of 1877 was converted into a
flower-garden to take the place of an old one on the
other side of the Hall. The new garden was designed
and laid out by the gardener, Mr. R. C. Kingston, to

whose courtesy we are indebted for a copy of his

plan, and the details of its planting, which appeared
to us, early in the summer, to be an exceedingly effec-

tive piece of work. Access to this terrace garden is ob-
tained by a flight of stone steps (shown in fig. S3), at

the bottom of which, on the left, is the portion shown
in the ground plan, fig. 81, which.for convenience of
reference is called the "dial" garden, the other

design beingknown as the "feather" pattern. In both
sets it is intended to keep the beds planted all the

year round, the winter occupants being such only as

are calculated to flower most freely in the spring.

The summer furnishing of the Dial Garden may be
indicated as follows :—The oblong bed, n, has an
outer edging of Echeveria secunda glauca, followed
inwardly by a band of Stellaria graminea aurea, about

4 inches wide ; another row of Echeveria secunda
glauca, and then one of Lobelia Emperor William—
the centre being planted somewhat thinly with the

yellow-leaved Creed's Seedling Pelargonium, and
filled in with about thirty plants each of Iresine Lin-
deni and Viola Admiration. In c the outer line is

also formed of Echeveria secunda glauca, followed
inwardly by others of Pyrethrum Golden Feather,
Echeveria secunda glauca, and Lobelia Blue Boy ;

beds last season was carried out in the following
manner :— 11, an outer band of Daisy Pink Beauty,
followed by a line of Pansy Blue Imperial ; and the
centre composed of Polyanthus Yellow Gem, dotted
with the variety of Wallflower named Harbinger. In
c there were four marginal lines, which, counting in-

wardly, were planted with Daisy The Britle, Daisy
Red Rover, Pansy Cloth of Gold, and Viola Blue
Bell ; and the centre planted with a dark flowered
Polyanthus, dotted with the Belvoir Castle dwarf
yellow Wallflower. The outer marginal lines in n
were the same as in c, except that Viola Sir Walter
Scott was used instead of Blue Bell in the fourth row ;

and a dark Polyanthus was again emjiloyed in

the centre, though this time dotted with the Tom
Thumb yellow Wallflower ; E was the same as i!,

excepting in the case of the Wallflower, which was
Saunders' dwarf dark, instead of Harbinger. F and
G were the same as in the summer planting, and H
a carpeting of Daisy The Bride edged with Bellis

aucubaefolia alba ; i was the same as in summer, and
J was composed of a lilac Primrose, edged with Bellis

aucubrefolia ; while K had an edging of the same
Llaisy, but was filled with a sulphur-coloured Prim-
rose and Viola Admiration.

Come we next to the "feather" pattern, fig. 82.

Here the three small circles marked A have a small
specimen of Retinospora plumosa aurea in the centre,

with a carpeting of Sedum acre variegatum, and an
outer line of Sempervivum calcareum. The feathers

Fig. Si.— rL.\N- of Tr,RR..\rE garden at brantingham thorpe. (see p. 469.)

with the centre filled in with Pelargonium Flower of

Spring, mixed with Ageratum Countess of Stair and
Viola Crown Jewel. The three outer lines in D are

planted with the same subjects and in the same order

as in c, but the fourth and innermost one is composed
of Lobelia Lustrous ; the centre being composed of

Pelargonium Bright Star, doited with Ageratum Lady
Jane and Viola Golden Perpetual. The four outer

lines in E are the same as in n, with the exception of

the innermost line of Lobelia, which is composed of

L. Ebor, instead of Emperor William. The small

circular beds, F, are planted with Antennaria tomen-

tosa, edged with Sempervivum calcareum ; and the

four still smaller ones, marked G, with Antennaria

sericea, edged with the same Sempervivum. Coming
now to the chain, all sides of which are planted alike,

we have at H a plant in the centre of Centaurea can-

didissima compacta, and an outer marginal line of

Echeveria secunda glauca, the intervening space being

filled in with Leucophyton Brownii. The four corner

circles and the two diamonds marked I have a young

plant of Retinospora leptoclada in the centre,

a carpeting of Saxifraga pectinata, and an

outer margin of Sempervivum calcareum. The
ovals J have three plants of Sempervivum BoUii,

in the centre of a carpet of Herniaria glabra, with an

outer line of Echeveria secunda glauca. In K the

outer line is also of Echeveria secunda glauca, and

this is followed by one of Alternanthera magnifica,

while the centre is planted with Mesembryanthemum
cordifolium variegatum, and Abutilon \'exillariuin

pegged down.

The winter planting (for spring flowering) of these

11 li have an edging of Echeveria secunda glauca,

followed inwardly and in the order named by lines of

Alternanthera paronychioides major and A. spathu-

lata, inclosingfiveplantsofPelargonium Golden Chain,

each surrounded by four plants of Lobelia Ebor, the

centresbeing filled in with Alternanthera paronychioides

major. The scrolls c c arc also edged with Echeveria

secunda glauca, and have inner lines of Alternanthera

magnifica, and " Sedum hispanicum (glaucum) sur-

rounding a central one of Alternanthera spathulata.

In D the edging is of Echeveria secunda glauca,

followed by a row of Stellaria graminea aurea four

inches wide, another one of Echeveria, and then one

of Lobelia Ebor, the centre being planted thinly with

Pelargonium Constantine, regularly dotted with forty

plants each of Iresine Lindeni and Viola King of

Bedders. In E the edging is the same—Echeveria,

the next line of Pyrethrum Golden Feather, the third

of Echeveria, and the fourth of Lobelia Lady
McDonald ; enclosing a centre of Pelargonium Snow-
drop dotted with the same number of plants as in D
of Iresine Herbstii and \'iola Royal Blue. In F F the

Echeveria again forms the margins, the three inner

lines being of the golden-leaved Stellaria graminea,

Echeveria secunda glauca, and Pyrethrum Golden
Feather, enclosing a design of the family coat ol

arms worked out with various .Sedums and Semper-

vivums, in a setting of Alternanthera versicolor

grandis, A. amabilis latifolia, and Kleinia repens.

The bed G is planted the same as E, with the excep-

tion that Lobelia Blue King takes the place of

Lady McDonald in the fourth line. Pelargonium

Queen of Queens in the centre, and Viola Crown
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Jewel instead of \'. Royal Blue. h corresponds

with D as to the first three lines, but has the fourth of

Lobelia Bluestone, and the centre composed of

Pelargoniums Sybil and Marshal McMahon, dotted

with Iresine Lmdeni and Viola Sir Walter Scott. The
two connecting circles, i, I, are planted with Sempcr-

vivum arachnoideum, margined with S. calcareum.

In all the circles in the border next the retaining wall,

J, (4ie two marginal lines are in all cases the same

—

Echeveria secunda glauca and Alternanthera magni-

fica ; but the centres vary, having as central objects

single specimens of Echeveria metallica, Pachyphyton

bracteosum, and various sorts of Sempervivums, sur-

rounded with either ]Vrenlha Requieni, M. Pulegium

gibraltaricum, or Veronica lactea. The scolloped

border, k, is edged with the same variety of Echeveria,

followed by lines of Slellaria graminea aurea aritl

Lobelia Emperor William, with the centres of the

half circles filled in with Pelargonium Flambeau and

Ntesembryanthemum cordifolium variegatum. Then
follow along the back of the border straight rows of

Iresine Lindeni, Pelargonium Robert Fish, Heliotrope

Pyrethrum (iolden Feather, and Coleus \'erschaf-

feltii.

Let us now record the winter planting of the circles.

A remains the same as in summer. R, an outer row of

Bellis aucubcefolia alba, followed by another of

Daisy The Bride, enclosing six plants of Viola Crown
Jewel, carpeted with Aubrietia purpurea, c, one

outer row of Bellis auculxvfolia alba, enclosing fifteen

plants of Viola Crown Jewel, carpeted with Aubrietia

purpurea. i>, first line, Bellis aucuUvfolia ; second,

for a third time on the occasion of the last Doncasler

races.

Passing the east end of the mansion, the visitor

comes upon two or three more terraces which lead to

the conservatory and pleasure-grounds, and which

comprise well-kept grass lawns and gravelled side

paths connected by grass-covered banks and broad

flights of stone steps, the principal arboreal features

of this side being the fine Beeches, Vews, and Box
trees. To the left is the conservatory, a large old-

fashioned iron-roofed structure, divided into three

compartments. At the time of our visit the first

division contained, besides a good assortment of green-

house hard-wooded plants, a nice collection of Notho-

chla^nas and Cheilanthes, and notably good specimens

of Nothochltena Ecklonianaand N. chrysophylla, both

Ferns not often seen in such fine condition. The
second compartment contained a useful lot of speci-

mens of Azaleas and Camellias, as well as a grand

plant of Platycerium alcicorne, the Elk's-horn Fern,

and another good example of Adiantum venustum, a

plant by no means common. Heaths, Calceolarias,

and Begonias, and other useful flowering subjects held

possession of the remaining section.

From the conservatory a path at the rear—on either

side of whichmay be seen beautiful examples of Sequoia

scmpervirens, Cryptomeria japonica, and other trees

—

leads to the kitchen garden, which, being on a lower

level, is reached by a flight of steps. The kitchen

garden—an acre in. extent within the walls—is entered

through a substantial yet ornamental iron gateway,

but l>efore proceeding onwards we must not omit to

represented by a grand plant about 4 feet through,

and another well-grown plant was of Adiantum lunu-

latum, an old but very pretty species. Of Pitcher-

plants we noted several nice specimens, and of aqua-

tics two small tanks full of Nyniph?eas, and a large

glass pan containing a robust specimen of the Lattice-

leaf plant—Ouvirandra fenistralis.

Next to come under notice was a large lean-to

Peach-house, heated with large oval-shaped pipes,

equal in size to a double 4-inch ; old in pattern but very

strong, and working well. The Peaches grown arc

Royal George and Noblesse, the Nectarine Violet

Hative : the crop was large, the fruit nf good size

and well coloured, the growth sufficiently strong and
very clean. They are planted inside, but have access

to an outside border. This was followed by two
vineries with curvilinear iron rafters and wooden
sashes. In the first compartment were Black Ham-
burghs and Muscats, the crop of fair sized bunches
being a good one, the berries fine in size and colouring

well. The second compartment contained Muscats and
Hamburghs of a similar character, and Mrs. Pince's

Black Muscat, which does well in tliis house. The
vineries are followed by a later Peach-house, contain-

ing Royal George and Violette Hative Peaches and
\'iolette Hative Nectarines, all carrying excellent

crops ; and last of all a long Fig-house, containing six

large bushes in pots, and some trees on the back
wall planted out. The sorts grown are Lee's Per-

petual and the Brown Turkey ; and the crop they
bore can only be fittingly described as wonderfully

fine.

Fig. 82,—PLAN OF THE TERRACE FLOWER GARDEX AT URANTINGIIAM THORPE. (sEE P. 469.)

Daisy Red Rover ; third, a white Pansy ; and fourth,

\'iola Admiration : centre, Polyanthus Vellow Gem
mixed with Wallflower Harbinger and twenty-five

Hyacinths, e, first line, Bellis aucubrefolia alba
;

second, Daisy The Bride ; third, Pansy Btdfont Vel-

low ; and fourth, Viola Blue Bell : centre, Sulphur

I'nmrose, mixed with Wallflower Belvoir Castle,

dwarf, and twenty-five Hyacinths, f, first line, BelHs

aucubrefolia ; second, Aubrietia grreca : centre, Poly-

anthus Magenta Kin^ dotted with Tulips, o, first

line, Bellis aucubxfolia alba ; second, Daisy Pink

Beauty; third, Pansy Dean's White ; and fourth,

Viola Blue Bedder : centre, Sulphur Primrose,

dotted with the \'eHow Tom Thumb Wallflower and
twenty-five Hyacinths. 11, first line, Bellis aucnbze-

folia ; second, Daisy Red Rover ; third, Bedfont

Vellow Pansy ; and fourth, Viola Admiration : centre.

Polyanthus Vellow Gem, dotted with Saunders' dark

Wallflower and twenty-five Hyacinths, i, the same
as in summer ; j, crimson and white Primroses, edged

with Bellis aucubcefolia ; K, lines of Daisy The Bride
;

i>. Red Dragon, Viola Golden Perpetual, Myosotis

dissitiflora, and Arabis albida.

Ascending to the terrace above, one cannot but

admire the handsome trees with which the surround-

ing park land is adorned, nor fail to notice the well-

doing of two specimens of Wellingtonia gigantea,

planted in the park by their Royal Highnesses the

Prince and Princess of Wales, on the occasion of their

visit here in 1S69, and which are growing into fine

specimens. His Royal Highness the Prince of Wales
also planted another Wellingtonia to commemorate
a second visit to Brantingham Thorpe, whose popular

owner had also the honour of entertaining the Crown
Prince of Hanover last year, and the Prince of Wales

mention that a border outside the garden wall is
1

devoted to a most interesting collection of herbaceous

plants arranged according to their classes. Most
kinds of vegetables do well on the strong limestone

soil of the district, invariably coming to fine size and

clean and good quality ; but Spinach does not stand

well in the summer, and Lee's Giant Orach, a good

and useful vegetable here, is grown in its stead.
,

Fruit trees on the walls looked well in all respects hut 1

one—they suffered much from cold when in flower,

and consequently bore but a thin crop. In a sheltered
;

position under a wall we noted a well-grown and

carefully named collection of the best British Ferns.

The garden also includes a very useful lot of glass

structures. A low span-roofed house, in two divisions,

contained a nice collection of the best new double

Primulas, Pinks, Carnations, Pelargoniums, Petunias,

tS:c., also a useful plant in a pretty improved variety

of Tropasolum aduncum. In another house of the

same type and size were a capital lot of Epiphyllums,

Fuchsias, Begonias, and Eucharis amazonica, largely

grown for winter flowering in the first compartment.

The second was devoted to Cucumbers, the sort most

favoured being Tender and Tiiie, and one of the

Syon House breed, named Baldwin's Perfection. A
low half-span roofed structure is devoted to Orchids

and stove plants, amongst the contents being some
fine pieces of Epidendrum fragrans, Brassia verrucosa,

various Cj'pripediums, Cyrtochilum maculatum, useful

for its green and purple si:totted flowers ; Maxillaria

tenuifolia, a large plant which flowers freely ; Renan-
thera coccinea with about eighteen growths, Arpo-
phyllum giganteum, Dendrobium Dalhousianum,

making grand growths ; D. sanguinolentum, flowering

'reely j Peristeria eUta, iS;c, Adiantum Farleyense was

In the preceding sketch we have only been able to

indicate a few of the leading features of horticultural

interest to be found on this fine domain, but we hope

in our next number, to refer to another by giving some

particulars of an admirable system of competition

which Mr. -Sykes encourages amongst his cottage

tenantry, and which might, with lasting benefit to all

concerned, be introduced on other estates. We
cannot, however, leave the subject this week w^ithout

adding that the high condition in which everything is

maintained at Brantingham Thorpe reflects the greate-t

credit on Mr. Kingston, whom to know is to highly

esteem, as well for his good nature and urbanity as for

his great practical attainments.

THE CUP FUNGUSES OF
SHROPSHIRE.*

Amonx. the curious and interesting forms of vege-

table life there are none more striking than the

Pezizffl. Any one accustomed to wander in the woods

in the autumn with his eyes open could hardly have

failed to notice P. aurantia, the golden cups of which

are frequently seen in large groups on the ground in

moist places, some of them attaining a size of 4 or 5

inches across. Or if your visit to the woods happened

to be in the spring, a no less beautiful species, P.

coccinea, must have caught your eye in some moist

spot, resting on a decaying branch on the ground.

These, however, are amongst the most beautiful of

the genus, for the great proportion of them are much

* Abstract from a paper read by Mr. William Phillips at a

meeting of the Caradoc Field Club, held at Ludlow on Sep,

tember 25.
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more sober in their hue, being a quid stone colour or

chocolate-brown, and amongst the smaller species

various shades of yellow, scarlet, and purple occur.

A few of the larger species have been known to

botanists for a very long period, but if we look into

some of the older British authors we find very little

mention of them. We presume they must have con-

sidered them too unworthy of notice to devote much

space to them.

In 1650 How published \ai I'hitologia Brilaiinica,

a catalogue of our native plants arranged in alpha-

betical order. Under the head "funguses," the

whole fungus flora of the British Isles is comprised

under four divisions, viz.:— I, Fungi esculent! ; 2, F.

non esculent! ; 3, F. ophioglossoidis ; and 4, F.

sambucinus. Under the t\i'0 first no species are

specified ; No. 3 was probably a Clavaria ; and No. 4
the Jew's-ear, so frequently found on old Elder trees.

Two centuries and a quarter have elapsed since that

time, during which the study has made such progress

that at the present time no less than 3000 species are

known to fungologists as British species, and the

number is daily augmenting. Of these 3000 species

215 cup funguses were included in Cooke's British

Fungi, but since its publication the number has risen

to about 300 species. Nearly one half of this number

I have detected within the boundaries of this county,

and I have very little doubt that a much larger pro-

portion will yet be found, for not a year passes without

numbers being added to the list. It is not my inten-

tion to trouble you this evening with a very lengthy or

a very scientific essay on these plants, as our time is

limited, but I will, with your kind indulgence, say a

few words on the following points—I. The structure

of cup funguses. II. The places where they grow.

III. Their uses.

I. Tlicir Stniciitre.—After a most lucid and careful

description of the structure of the plants in question,

the nature of their growth, reproduction, &c., Mr.

Phillips continued :—Before quitting the subject of

structure, I would call attention to a minute species

recently found on dead stems of Myrica Gale, in North

Wales, which offers a peculiarity of structure unlike

anything before noticed. The hairs with which the

cups of some of the minute species are clothed are

sometimes found to be terminated by a rounded mass

of transparent granules, the exact origin or use of

which has never been determined. Some have sug-

gested they may bo bodies connected with the

impregnation of the sporidia, spermatia, or conidia.

What wo learn from this little plant puts these bodies

in a new light. You will see from the diagram that

each hair of the cup is surmounted by a transparent

cross, which is seated astride the hair. My dis-

tinguished friend, the Rev. M. J. Berkeley, was the

first to suggest they consisted of crystals of oxalate of

lime. Mr. Blunt very kindly examined them with

such means as the case admitted of, and fully con-

firmed Mr. Berkeley's view. Strictly speaking, they

are no part, then, of the organism of the plant, but a

secretion from the terminal cell of the hairs. That it

is not an accidental and inconstant character is proved

by the fact that specimens have since been found both

in Scotland and Norfolk by botanical friends whom I

requested to search for them, in which the crosses

we're uniformly present. I have named the species

P. crucifera. (See Gardeners'' Chronicle, p. 397.)

II. Their Places of Grmnlh.—A considerable

number of species grow on the bare earth, or amongst

grass and moss, generally selecting damp and shady

places in woods. Others are found on decaying

branches or trees and herbaceous plants. It is ahriost

impossible to turn over a heap of such material with-

out finding some of the minuter species growing

there. Eight years ago I found a large species grow-

ing on the walls of a scullery in a cottage I was then

occupying. The wall had become damp through an

imperfection in the roof, and a considerable growth

of these plants was the result. This turned out to be

a new species, P. tectoria. This has since occurred

—a few d.ays ago—on the walls of what is to be trans-

formed into Shrewsbury School, at present known as

the House of Industry. A friend sent me a striking

species which he found on cocoa-nut fibre. Like

fungi in general, these plants are very widespread in

the choice of habitation, and not unfrequently grow

upon each other.

HI. Their Uses.—In this utilitarian age the great

test applied to everything is, " Of what use is it ? " I

am not in a position to say that these cup funguses are

of any use as articles of tliet, or that they contain

any v/onderful medical virtues. On referring to .Mr.

Berkeley's Cryptogatnic Flora, I find he mentions one

species, P. venosa, as having been sold in Northamp-

tonshire under the name of '* Morells,"and adds that

he did not hear of any ill cflects from them. I have

looked over Mr. Barker's large work, in which are

figured all the species he found in the vicinity of

Nice, and in which the properties of each species

are given, and the few cup funguses he includes are

followed by such remarks as "Insipid : may be eaten

without inconvenience,"—not a very warm com-

mendation. Of P. aurantia he says, " Merat says one

may eat this Champignon without fear of being incom-

moded." The wiser course is to let them alone.

I have not been able to discover whether any of the

cup funguses have been subjected to analysis ; this is

because I have not access to such works as treat of the

chenaistry of fungi, but I believe I am safe in saying

that none of them have a reputation for any useful

properties in the arts or sciences. That they occupy

a place in the economy of Nature in which they serve

some useful purpose cannot be doubted, though we
may not be able to specify that purpose. One of the

obvious purposes is helping tu clear away, by hasten-

ing the decay of vegetable matter in the woods and

forests, that which would otherwise accumulate till it

had become a great inconvenience. Another purpose,

not less obvious, is the supply of food to a vast number
of minute living things. It is a very common circum-

stance to find them eaten away close to the ground,

and as a rule the hymenium is consumed first, from

which I infer that these living things are epicures in

their way, and, like the ideal alderman, know how to

appreciate their tit-bits. But while we cannot assign

any conspicuous character of utility to these humble

forms of vegetable life, I feel sure that in a company
like this I have no occasion to apologise for having

brought before your attention, however imperfectly

I may have done it, some of the facts connected with

the study of the cup funguses of .Shropshire.

GARDEN ALLOTMENTS.
The words of Mr. GlatUionc spoken ril the distri-

bution of the prizes at the Hawarden Flower Show
will find a ready echo in the hearts of all who have

turned their attention to the beneficial influences,

moral and physical, which are to be derived from

the pursuit of what is termetl cottage gardening. We
make use of the words "is termed cottage garden-

ing," because ourattention ha.^ lately been directed to

a class of gardening which, though it cannot be

strictly called *' cottage," is so nearly akin to it that

it may be fairly considered as coming within the

category of those gardens which Mr. Gladstone is so

desirous of seeing provided and multiplied amongst

us. We allude to the cultivation of garden allot-

ments. It chanced that not long ago wc had to

spend some time in the neighbourhood of Notting-

ham, where this allotment system is extensively

carried out. There, within a short distance from the

town—a large manufacturing town, be it remem-

bered—the greater part of them most picturesquely

situated on the sloping sides of two hills, lie many
hundreds of variously sized and shaped gardens, each

and all, for the most part, entirely cultivated by the

respective holders. These gardens are all numbered,

and are intersected by avenues. They are the property

of the Corporation of Nottingham, and are let out by

that body at small rents to the holders who, beyond

necessary restrictions, are for the time being the

virtual owners of them, inasmuch as within those

restrictions they are at liberty to build at their will

their summer-houses and vjneries, to plant and trans-

plant, and to sell and resell as they may think fit.

We will venture on a description of one out of the

many of these allotments. It is some 130 to 140 feet

in length by some 40 to 50 feet in breadth, fairly stocked

with Roses, for the cultivation of which Nottingham

is famous, and other well-known garden flowers, and

well slocked with fruit trees, the Apples and Plums

at the time of our visit being almost overburthened

with fruit. It contains a comfortable little summer-

house, and adjoining this is a small conservatory,

which the owner had built himself, aided only occa-

sionally by the help of a friend, and he was contem-

plating, indeed had already commenced, the enlarg-

ing of it considerably. For this plot he pays as rent

something less than a pound a year, and he assured

us that he had realised at least five times the amount

by the sale t.f flowers alone. Employed in one of the

largest lace factories in the town, his health a few

years ago had become seriously impaired, and he was

recommended to hire a garden and try the effect of

outdoor exercise. The result has been everything

that could be desired. His health appears to be com-

pletely restored, and almost every moment of his

spare time is now devoted to his garden. From a

physical point of view, then, such gardens as these are,

it would seem, not without their value, but this value,

we take it, by no means stops short here. We can

readily imagine that they must tend greatly to advance

that social intercourse which it is so desirable should

be promoted between man and man, for he would be

a very churi indeed who evening after evening engaged

in the same pursuit, and anmiated by the same desire

to make the best he can of his "bit oMand," could

refuse for long to give an answer to the friendly nod,

or to hold off aloof from the friendly chat as to the

respective merits of the work in hand—these perhaps

in their turn leading up to the exchange of this plant

for that or that root for the other, as need or occasion

might offer, thence to the walk home together, anil

(why not ?) it may be to a lifelong friendship. And,

again, beyond this they tend to promote a health)'

and friendly rivalry amongst the holders. It is in

man's nature not to wish to be thought inferior to his

neighbour. He does not like, as it may be put in

this instance, to see his neighbour's garden looking

better than his own, and this spurs him on to endea-

vour to at the least make matters equal, spurs him on

to a generous rivalry—a rivalry which need not in the

slightest_degree overstep the bounds of charity; which

need not even so much as approach the detestable

ground of envy.

We recall one instance of this same kind of rivalry

which came under our own observation. A row nf

small cottages was being built, and it chanced that

one of the first occupiers had a liking for flowers.

Within a short time a little garden was formed in

front of the door, and not a few of the passers by

would stay to look at it. The neighbours, smitten

apparently by a friendly jealousy, began to consider

whether they could not make their gardens attractive

also, the result being that within a very brief space of

time as pretty a row of gardens as you might wish l<i

see had taken the place of what had been but naked

ground. And again, that the close day-long confined

factory hand should he enabled by the expenditure of

a few shillings—which, if he be industrious enough, he

will easily cover by the sale of the extra produce of

his garden—to escape if but for an hour or two each

morning or evening from the stifling atmosphere of

the factory room and the everlasting rattle of the

machinery, to breathe the fresh air, pro\iding at the

same time food for the household and the beauty of

flowers for his home, cannot be looked on otherwise

than as an almost inestimable boon ; and, as we look

down from the top of the hill on the work and the

workers below, thick and busy as working bees—for

at least one of the motives mentioned above there

are very few drones to be found in these hives—fathers,

mothers, and children planting, watering, gathering

—

or as we meet these labourers returning home laden

either with their bunches of Roses or other seasonable

flowers, or with their well-stocked baskets of

vegetables or fruit, while nearly every Utile shop and
window we pass is bright either with cut flowers or

plants, we cannot fail to appreciate the incalculable

amount of good this pastime of work must be doing,

or to see how it must act as a powerful conterpoise to

the attractions of the public-house, in which it may
be feared many of these same hours would be sjient

but for these gardens.

It may be that it will be some time before we shall

find in this country that, as is the case in France,

gardening will be practically taught in our primary

and elementary schools, or that there will lae here, as

there, some thousands of schools, each with a garden

attached and placed under the care of a master com-
jietent to instruct his pupils in the first principles of

horticulture. We may, and shall no doubt have to

wait some time before this can be brought about. In

the present we must make the best of things as they

are, whether it be corporation or landlord who
may have the power—the power either of granting

these garden allotments, or of providing these cottage

gardens. It may not be out of the way here to

hint—we have not space to enter into a discussion of

the subject now—whether it would not well repay

most of our large landowners having land w^ithin easy

distance of our large towns, which is now perhaps
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barely profitaljle to them, lo turn their attention to

this system of garden allotments—a system, be it

remembered, which will work out by itself without

entailing either cost or trouble to the landowner.

We say in whomsover these powers lie : it is our

firm belief that a judicious and ample exercise of them,

extending them in every direction where a field lies

open to them, will do much to counteract attractions

which, taking the very best view of them, draw a

man away from his home when his presence is most

looked for there, do much to promote health, and do

much to promote the social intercourse between
man and man, and, what is infinitely more desirable, to

strengthen the home ties of husband, wife, and children

—do much in fact "to minister delight to man, to

beautify the earth." J, U\

FLOWER GARDEN, ETC.
As soon as severe frosts render necessary the entire

removal of all the tender bedding stuff from the

flower-beds, the sites should l)e at once prepared for

the reception of bulbs and other spring-flowering

plants. It is important to remark that the continual
cropping all the year round is an exhaustive process,

which must be compensated, as we cannot expect a
healthy development of growth from a soil which has
been exhausted of the constituten ts needful to its fertility.

At each successive cropping, therefore, it is necessary
to remove a portion of the exhausted soil, and supply
its place with fresh compost, and where bulbs are exten-
sively planted and required fine, it is desirable to put
a good layer of rich manure from 6 to 8 inches below
the surface, which will have a marked effect on the

flowering of the bulbs, and, with the addition of a
slight dressing of compost in the spring, will sufli-

ciently enrich the beds for the summer plants. The
best system to be adopted in arranging the buli)s will

always be a matter of taste, but as a general rule the

best effects will be produced either by planting large

masses of the same colour, or by continuous rows of

the different colours either straight or circular, but
each row must be confined to its own particular sort.

An indiscriminate admixture of all colours is all very
well for detached or solitary beds, but geometrical
designs require much greater care and system, and as

the kinds of plants necessary for the production of
fine effects are both numerous and reasonable in

price, bulbs should enter largely into combination
with spring-flowering plants. The l)eds should
always be raised above the surface level more or less

according to the nature of the soil, strong adhesive
soil requiring the greater elevation. If standing
upon grass it is desirable to surround them with an
edging of Sempervivum californicum or montanum
with the soil moistened and made very firm round
the outside. Rows of Crocus next to these are very
usefiil for indicating the outline of the whole design,

also for marking out divisional lines where necessary,

but as a rule no complicated patterns should be
attempted. A simple adherence to the lines and form
of the general design will be found the most effective

in practice. Hyacinths should be extensively planted,

but high-priced bulbs are not at all necessary. Such
sorts as Robert Steiger, Bleu Mourant, Grand Lilas,

and Victoria, all good and cheap old sorts, are

very effective. These should be supplemented by
double and single Tulips, of which Artus,
Couleur Cardinal, Canary Bird, and Kaiser Kroon,
in the singles, and La Candeur, Rex Rubrorum and
Tournesol in the doubles, are most useful, and afford

a sufiicient variety of colour without running into a

meaningless melange. Then for pretty edgings we have
Scilla amcjena, bifolia, and sibirica, as well as the

beautiful varieties of Turban Ranunculus and Scarlet

Anemone. Intermix with all these the several varieties

of Viola and Myosotis dissitiflora, and we have a suffi-

cient variety of materials to maintain the beds in great

beauty throughout the spring, and until the summer
betlding-out time comes round again. In planting,

the bulbs should be inserted at a uniform depth
according to the sort and size, in order to ensure e\en-

ness of height at the flowering season. For Hyacinths
use a blunt pointed large-sized dibble, set to 6 inches ;

put into each hole a handful of sand, on which press

the bulb down firm and cover it with more sand : a

hole of 5 inches is sufficient for Tulips treated with

sand in the same manner, and 4 inches will do for

Crocus and Scilla, and for Ranunculus and Anemone
draw out drills 3 inches deep, scatter sand therein,

press the roots thereon 4 inches apart in the rows and
cover them with sand, and press the sod over them
rather firmly as they are very apt lo l)e drawn out by
worms.

Winter Aconites and Snowdrops will be best distri-

buted in patches on warm and sheltered nooks in

shrubljery borders and on sunny banks, and here and
there in tlie mixed herbaceous borders ; but of all

things for the mixed garden and shrubbery borders

nothing is more interesting than the many beautiful

varieties of Polyanthus Narcissus, these should be

freely distributed, and particularly the old double
Daffodil, in patches by the sides of wood-walks. Now
is a good time to sow some of the different varie-

ties of hardy annuals for early spring flowering,

such as CoUinsia, Clarkia, Godetia and Nemophila—
of the latter Nemophila discoidalis is very well adapted
for sowing in single beds to flower in large masses,

being dwarf, compact, and very bright. Cuttings of

Calceolaria aurea floribunda, Golden Gem, and
amplexicaulis should be got in at once. The best

situation for the purpose is in frames or pits under a

north wall ; they are often inserted very thickly in such

frames and thinned out in the spring, but this, if it can

be avoided, is not good practice, and if room can be

spared it is best to insert them at 6 inches apart every

way : they can thus be prevented from drawing up
weakly, and by pinching back in the spring the plants

become stocky and well furnished, and can be taken

up with a large ball. John Cf.r, Rcdleaf.

FRUIT HOUSES.
Stkawuf.kkiks i\ Pots.—Now that the growing

season is over and the crowns of all the earliest potted

plants are fully developed and ripened, the next thing

of importance is to see that the roots of the plants are

preserved intact during the period of partial rest that

intervenes from now till forcing is commenced, Some
years back it was a common practice to dry ofl' Straw-

berries in pots either by storing them on the borders

of fruit-houses or on shelves, and withholding water

from them. Others fancied that stacking them against

walls with the insterstices filled in with leaves or coal-

ashes was a useful remedy, which undoubtedly it was
as far as getting rid of the plants for a time was con-

cerned, but I doubt very much whether the labour

thus saved was a gain in the end or not. I used to

treat Strawberries in this way myself, but when I came
to analyse the treatment, or rather compare it with

the order of Nature, I discovered the practice to be a

barbarous one. My attention was first attracted to

this im])ortant matter by comparing the roots of some
plants that stood out all the winter with those that

were protected in pits and frames and kept partially

dry. The roots of the former were of a fresh lively

white, whilst the latter were an irony-brown. Some
people may think colour is an indication of matured
roots, but this is a mistake, the roots of the current

season in Strawberry plants are quite white and fresh

the season through, and this is what we have to

imitate in forcing. Therefure where there are the means
of securing perfect drainage, I would prefer leaving

the plants out-of-doors rather than setting them on the

borders or shelves of fruit-liouses. We have taken our

plants for early forcing under cover where they can be

protected from very heavy rains, but they are fully

exposed to all ordinary weather and watered with

as much care as they have been during the heat of

summer whenever there is the slightest suspicion of

any dryness. W, IliiiJs, OttcrspooL

Vines.—Where Lady Downe's and other late-

keeping kinds of Grapes were encouraged with fire-

heat through March and the cold spring months of

the past season the fruit wtU now be finishing off

well, and the foliage, the best test of thoroughly

ripened wood, will be showing the beautiful tints of

colour peculiar to the thick-skinned section. If not

already done, every lateral may now be taken off

down to the main buds, and ventilation will require a

little more attention as the days decrease in length and
atmospheric moisture increases. With Grapes that

are well in advance the best routine is free ventila-

tion, with fire-heat by day, and a slight reduction of

temperature by shutting off fire-heat when the front

sashes are closed for the night. It sometimes happens
that the inside borders of vineries become surface-dry

before the colouring process is quite satisfactory, and
the berries show a disinclination to finish up to the

footstalks. Where this is the case a nice watering

with weak tepid liquid on a fine morning frequently

produces the desired effect in an incredibly short

space of time. The great point of danger to be

guarded against is condensation of moisture on the

berries, and this may be overcome by covering the

border with a layer of dry clean Fern and liberal ven-

tilation at the apex with a little extra fire-heat. Ripe

Grapes, particularly Hamburgh and other thin-

skinned kinds, will now require careful management.
Look them over occasionally for decaying berries.

Keep the house dry and cool, and discontinue sweeping

and raking or other movements that will cause dust

to rise ancT settle on the berries. Look after the out-

side borders of early and late houses ; cover with a

good body of dry bracken, and place all available

lights or shutters over it for throwing off wet ; at the

same time, in all low-lying cold situations, endeavour

to extend and strengthen the internal root area by
replacing every atom of nonproductive material with

good compost, consisting of rough turf, bones, and
charred wood or garden refuse. The idea that \'ine

roots will not travel northwards is now exploded, and

the element with which the change has been brought

aliuut is water, not in driblets from a single

pump and a single watering-can, as I lately saw it

for a vinery 200 feet in length, but in quantities equal

to a rainfall of 4 feet through the growing seabon.

Proceed with the pruning and cleansing of the early

houses, and have everything clean, sweet, and ii;

thorough working order for a new start. Gf;f the
Vines intended for the earliest crop of^^'jj^

j^^^, „
position, and if they can he started w

| ti i

bottom-heat from fermenting leaves r^^^' ^"'"'X

manure, well worked and sweetened befo'Ti- Seen
from the frame ground, considerable tiniLW-drops

gained in forcing against Nature. Sling the 1
^y ^jth

horizontal position ovei the fermenting matei np,-_

means of insuring an even break. Start

minimum temperature of 55', and gradually i. -^^ to

it as the buds expand and show signs of openin. cir-

growth. Voung Vines struck from eyes this s) ^jjg

and planted out in open boiders will be affected'

the unseasonalily mild weather, but steps must 1

taken for getting them tlioroughly ripe without deca;

by keeping the house quite dry and moderately warm
by day, constant pinching of all laterals except a few

at the extremities, and a low night temperature with

abundant ventilation. ]V. Cokman, Easinor Casllc.

PLANT HOUSES,
Orchids.—V\'hen at any time reference Is made to

those periods of the year which we speak of as the

growing, ripening, or resting seasons, it will at once

be evident to those who have already commenced
growing this class of plants that such terms,

suggestive as they are, and the periods likewise

needing to be carefully observed, and the suggestions

indicated for such times being carried out as far as it

is practicable, that such recommendations and course

of treatment in some measure presupposes that a

number of medium-sized plants are already under

cultivation, and that, as opportunity oflers, fresh

additions are continually made of such as are, both in

regard to size and vigour, those that may justly l.c

described as flowering plants. Leaving, however,

these larger specimens we invariably find in cvLiy

collection, and in some cases much more so than

others, a number of small pieces scarcely sufficiently

large to be looked upon as plants, many of ihcm
doubtless being pieces or back bulbs that have been

taken off the larger plants, or those that have been

more recently obtained when, as is now so often the

case, fresh importations are bringing something fresh

and new under our notice—the greater number of

which, at one time or another, most of us have a try

to induce to bring their blooms to maturity that we
may prove their worth and value. Small pieces, such

as these, are generally managed best, for a season at

least, on blocks or in ba^kcts, in which manner they

seem to come on better than when in pots, for, if in

the latter, it often happens that, as soon as a few

roots are formed, the snails or woodlice seem to find

them quickly out and, eating tlicm through, the

plants are sensibly weakened through the loss of

its main supporters. To subject such small

pieces to such a severe resting season as has been

advised at various times to be given to the larger

plants would, in many cases, have an effect far dif-

ferent to that which is most to be desired, and real

and lasting injury would result to many if such a

method were to be rigorously applied. While as

yet the plants are so small they do not need, nor

do they seem to expect, a long season of rest, for

in many instances it will be noticed as soon as one

little bulb has formed, and no sheath or flower-spike

having been produced, the plant will start at once

into growth again, and at whatever time of the

year it may be they will continue growing ; and

though during the winter-time such small shoots

come on slowly, yet they will still push away, and
appear to expect a treatment always ju^t in accord-

ance with their requirements. Where there are many
such as described it w-ill be necess.uy that they have

a careful and regular method of treatment applied

to them ; if possible place them all together, so that

during the time they are thus growing, if it should

happen to be in the winter-time, they may be treated

to a little more water than those of the same species or

varieties that should then be in a state of rest. Let

them at the same lime be benefited by all the light

that can now be given them, that the breaks may con-

tinue growing, and as quickly as possible form the

bulbs which by-and-bye may be looked for to produce

the flowers. When a collection is grown for the

pleasure that is to be obtained by a careful and

studious examination of the forms and colours of the

species and varieties, it is better that good flowering

plants be always obtained. There arc, howe\cr,

many new things continually being ofiered, of which

for a season or two many must be content with small

pieces ; and though, at the same time, these neetl a

little extra care and individual treatment, the

pleasure of seeing them gradually de\elope into

flowering specimens will assuredly compensate for all

the anxiety that has been felt and labour Ijestowcd to

bring them into such a satisfactory condition. W,
Su'a?if Fallinvfidd,
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Mould be well if landscape gardeners and

intending planters paid more frequent visits

g^i^the botanic gardens, the arboreta, or the

ceivable how much beauty, how much fitness

—

and fitness is beauty—is wasted, lost by this

sublime habit of ours of sending off an order

;ind in due time of sending a checjue for the

same without any further inquiry or trouble in

the matter. Planting has to be done for shelter,

for timber, for game cover, for ornamental pur-

poses, for concealment of unsightly objects, in

woods, in shrubberies, in borders, in masses, or

singly, and so forth, and but the very slightest

inquiry is made as to trees or shrubs suitable

for the particular purpose. Even landscape

gardeners, who are supposed to know the re-

sources at their disposal and how to make use

wear all the year round a livery of gold or

scarlet, yet in the full flush of summer, with a

host of gay and brightly coloured objects around
them, they may attract less attention than at

this season. The golden Catalpa is gorgeous

from late spring to late autumn, the golden

j

Elm, the golden Ash, the golden Oak, and the

golden Elder likewise. The purple liecch,

the purple Sycamore, and its near ally,

j
SCHWloiLHR's Maple, the purple Nut, the Birch

of similar colour, are in the same case, and hos s

[

of others, to say nothing of the golden Chinese

Junipers, Retinosporas, the Thuias, the silver-

! splashed Cypresses, and others w hicli throughout

FlC. Sj.—BKANTI.NGIIAM TIIOlU'lL, YORKSHIRE, THE SEAT OF CHRISTOPHER 3VKES, ES.J., M.F, (sEE 1'. 464.)

nirseries before commencing their operations.

Too often the intending planter sends off his

o der to his nurseryman and iecei\es his com-
mon Laurels and Lombardy Poplars, his Limes
a id his Planes, in ignorance of the variety of form

a id the wealth of beauty that is at his disposal

if he will but avail himself of them. Far be it

from us to undervalue these well tried old

friends : that is by no means our object. For
some purposes, as where large quantities are

required, no others are at present axailable
;

but, setting such cases aside, there are hundreds
and thousands of instances where people go on
planting the same thing over and over again,

just because they know no better, just because
they will not take the trouble to visit the nearest

purscry and use their eyes. It is almost incon-

ot them, seem too often careless in the' one

respect or deficient in the other. Much of this

truly unfortunate ignorance might, as we have
said, be dissipated by ,an occasional visit to

some botanical or nursery establishment. The
present season is not only a very suitable one

for such visits on the part of those who are

thinking of planting on a large scale ordinary

forest or fruit trees, but specially for those who
are seeking information as to ornamental trees

and shrubs. The beauty of these ob-

jects depends, of course, on many circum-

stances, such as the mode of growth or habit

of the tree, the size, colour, or form of its

foliage or of its flowers, and so forth. At this

season perhaps the colour of the foliage is what

attracts most attention. While some shrubs

the year supplj' material for our admiration. And
what combinations do not these brightly coloured
trees suggest .' The white-leaved Limes and the

dark purple Beeches, the variegated Negunco
and the dark green Pines, the golden Poplais
and the purple Sycamores, and a host of othei s

which suggest themselves at once on looking
through a good tree nursery.

No more gorgeous bit of colouring have we
lately seen than that afforded by the juxta-

position of the golden Catalpa and Rhus glabra,

the scarlet Sumach ; Rhus glabra, var. laciniata

is scarcely less gorgeous, but the leaves are

bipinnate instead of pinnate, and the ultimate

segments irregularly toothed or even lobed.

A faint glaucous bloom overlies the red or

orange. Whether this plant is really a variety
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of R. glabra we somewhat doubt. In any case

it is a plant which from its elegant Fcin-like

habit and beautiful colour at all seasons, and

especially in autumn, should find a place in e\ery

garden. Another splendid contrast is afforded

by the purple Birch and the golden Poplar

And what a relief from the monotonous green

of much of our English scenery would Ije

afforded by the inteimixture of white-lea\cd

Poplars or other coloured trees aiiiid the clumps

of Oaks, or Limes, or Beeches. How would the

distant view be lighted up by such judicious

planting.

But just now, perhaps, the attention is more

leaves—purple and ruby, scarlet and orange'

emerald and golden yellow ; all these, with

mjriads of intervening shades, may be seen in

the lea\cs of this plant as seen on the wall at

Kcw. And yet it is one next to never seen

in prixatc establishments. Pyrus arbutifolia, of

which we subjoin a brief description (p. 471), is

another instance of like nature. It is ciuite

impossiljle to exaggerate its splendour. \'ines

also present the richest and most varied tints,

ranging from deep purple through red to golden

yellow. The Claret Grape is purple—deeper

still in its purple hue is a leaf from an

unnamed kind in Messrs. Oshorn's Fulham

so forth now before us, there are leaves of the

common Dandelion and of an almost equally

common Willow-herb, Epilobium, and their

colour is as rich a ruby-red as that of either of

the plants we ha\e named. The leaves of the

common Sow Thistle (Sonchus) are also in mai y
places just now of the richest purple, thinly

veiled by a delicate bloom, as in a Plum. Seen

in the early morning, when the dew-drops

glisten on them, these despised «ecds glow with

a colour not to be excelled by that of a Ber-

tolonia. How much this crubcsccnce is due to

full exposure to light is well shown by the cir-

cumstance that^those lea\es or those portions

I — nil ini\r \rirN Ai 1 R\^TI^oH\M iiiOKiE (sei 1 441

)

particularly rivetted on the gorgeous tints of

some of those trees which all the summer have

donned an attire of sober green, but now burst

out into full radiance and glow of colour—

a

parting present to us as it were. As illustrations

we may be permitted to mention the American

Oaks, O. rubra, nigra, coccinea, and others,

the Liquidambar, the species of Rhus, all of

richest ruby-red. Then the Thorns (Crataegus)

in many species ; the Vines, the Maples, in

which the red is mixed with yellow to produce

the richest orange, now fiery or coppei^y, now
paling gradually into the purest yellow. Then
there is that litde-known shrub, Parrottia

persica, which at this season produces perhaps

the most gorgeous of all leaves. It is im-

possible to exaggerate the splendours of these

nursery. By the way we may incidentally
!

mention the effect produced in this nursery by

placing a number of pot Vines by the side of a

low Yew hedge, and allowing the gloriously

coloured leaves to fall over the dark foliage.

The effect was truly superb. Various of the

Maples and Limes shine like resplendent gold

at this time. Nor are these splendid colours

alone the heritage of e.xotic trees or of shrubs

bought with a price ; our native woods will

afford many a colour picture which will for the \

moment make us forget that this brilliancy and
|

this beauty is but the forerunner of the gloomy
monotints of November.

j

Even our weeds this year seem burning with '

fiery colour. Amid a heap of leaves of gorgeous
j

American Oaks, of Rhus, and I,iquidambar, and .

of leaves which have Ijecn covered by others,

so as to be screened from the sun's rays, are

green or even blanched yellow—clear proof, if

any were needed, that the change in colour is

due to chemical changes in the leaf, changes
directly consequent on the agency of light.

We subjoin a list of a few of the most remark-

able "self-coloured" trees and shrubs, omitting

entirely variegated trees and shrubs, as coming
under a different category, and omitting also

evergreen or coniferous trees or shrubs :

—

Leaves Golden Yellow.

Throitj:hout the Season.
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the year. Il is cuUivated in pots, standing out-of-

doors all the summer and coming into flower in Sep-

tember, and when put into a cold house it continues

to supply plenty of its pretty blue Aster-like flowers.

It is propagated by division of the roots, large plants

are broken up into four or five pieces, and put singly

into 48-pots. It would appear that it is not absolutely

necessary to repot each year, as some plants in 24-pots

bloomed well, although they had not been shifted for

two years. It is one of those useful plants that is but

little grown, butwhich when properly treated makes an

ample return for the care bestowed on it. It is well

worthy the attention of gardeners whose aim it is lo

\\-x\c cut flowers in autumn and winter.

Al'TUMN - l-'LOWEKING CVCI.AME.NS. —
Messrs. .Sl'tto.n & Sons have sent us a fine batch Wf

blossoms of Cyclamen persicum, from plants which

they inform us are just about a year old. They are

of vigorous growth, and with remarkably bold flowers

of various shades of colour. We can imagine nothing

more useful at this season of the year for ordinary

greenhouse and room decoration than a good supply

of those autumn-blooming Cyclamens. We ma)' also

mention that we saw a few days since in Mr.

l'"RASi;i('s nursery at Lea Bridge a whole houseful

of these autumn-blooming plants, in capital condition.

.Such rapid cultivation as this is a wonderful advance

upon the practice of our forefathers, or even on that

of many of the present generation of gardeners, the

Cyclamen certainly not being, in a general way, made
the most of in private garden establishments, not-

withstanding all the explanations which have been
gixcn of its treatment for market purposes.

A New Species of Mach.er.\nther.\
(now reduced to Aster) is in (lower at Kew, and is by

far the handsomest yet introduced. It forms a rosette

of narrow spalhulate entire leaves 6—9 incheslong,

reduced upwards, then slightly toothed, and variable

in form on different plants. The panicle grows from

18 inches to 2 feet high, and bears many expanded
flower-heads ; one measured was 2| inches in diameter,

and had fifty ray-florets. The colour is bright blue-

purple. It grew from seeds received from Colorado,

and may be considered a biennial, though now flower-

ing the first year. A figure will be published in the

liotanical Maga-Jiic.

1)IER\II.I,A (WEHiELA) ROSEA, LiNDI..—This

beautiful Ciiinesc shrub is blooming for a second time

in many places. There are now several varieties of it

in gardens, including one with white flowers figured

at p. So. One of the best and deepest coloured is

that known as i ». rosea ^'an Uouttci.

Pri'.nus Padus, var. Aucumi'Oi.iA. —
This is a singular variety, apparently of the Bird

Cherry, Prunus Padus, with leaves, the largest of

which measure 5 inches by 3 inches. They are

shortly stall;ed, oblong obovatc, shortly acuminate,

rounded or tapering at the base, glabrous and dark

green above, spotted with irregular blotches of pinkish

yellow colour, paler beneath where the venation is

prominent. It is a very pretty and remarkable varia-

tion, whicli we strongly recommend to planters for its

novelty and beauty. Our notes were taken in the

nurseries of Messrs. OsBORN, Fulhani.

Paris Exhip.itiox.—We understand that

Mr. John Wills has been awarded a grand prize of

honour and a gold medal for his contributions to the

horticultural department of the Exhibition. Mr.

Wills well deserves his honours.

• LAI'AGERIA ROSEA, VAR. RUHRA SITPERBA.

—

Under this name Messrs. CriiM's & So\, of Tun-

liridgc Wells, send us cut specimens of a very hand-

some variety of this superb climber, which are

remarkable for the larger size, finer form, and richer

colour of their blossoms, as compared with those of

L. rosea superba, which accompanied them. Tlie

plant is known to vary considerably from seeds, and

both the above are good forms. With them came a

beautiful spray of the white variety, which Mr.

Crii'I'S remarks is "by far the freest bloomer of

either."

COLCHICUM crociflorum.—This is a new,

distinct, and very beautiful species. The flowers are

much deeper in colour, smaller, and much dwarfer

than those of C. speciosum. They are deep brilliant

purple, irregularly flaked with delicate pink. Plants

of it are now flowering most profusely amongst the

herbaceous plants in the nurseries of Messrs. J.

Backhouse & Son, of York.

Chrysanthemums for Market.—Good

market specimens are made by putting three cuttings

of any suitable variety in a 6o-pot in the month of

August, and growing them on to come into flower at

the end of October or early in November. When the

cuttings are put into pots they require to be kept

close for a little while in a cold frame until they root,

and they are then stood in the open air and kept well

watered when it is necessary to do so. A shift is given

into 48-pots, and the specimens are kept growing

generally. A good useful variety for this purpose is

Miss Talfourd, a white large-flowering variety, and

when in bloom, from cuttings struck in August, it

does not exceed i foot in height. Such plants find a

ready sale when well grown and bloomed, at good

remunerative prices.

Phlox \irgo Maria.—This is one of the

very best of the autumn flowering Phloxes. Its very

free-flowering habit and fine panicles of pure white

flowers give it a special value. We lately saw it in fine

condition in the nur.sery of Mr. Ware, at Tottenham.

Arundo MAURiTANlc.i, of South Europe, is

now a fine object in the Lily-house at Kew. It has

twenty-four immense feathery panicles, each about

3 feet long, and in addition the leaves are highly

ornamental. Many are 2j feet long; they. taper

nearly from the base, and are drooping and very

glaucous. Among the stout flowering canes are

many others slender and lithe, which hel|) with their

graceful leaves to form a perfect specimen.

Conservatory' Climbing Plants.—Cissus

capensis has five-sided leaves, the base being truncate

or straio-ht, the sides at first straight and parallel,

afterwards converge above the middle to a point, in

fact the leaf is like a palmately lobed leaf with the

lobes truncated. The margin is scalloped and

toothed, the upper surface glabrous, the lower paler

and covered with brownish down especially along

the nerves. For the back wall of a conservatory or

pillar of a corridor it is well suited. As climbing

plants for corridor decoration or for similar work

some of the species of Cissus are noteworthy. Visitors

to Messrs. Veitcii"s will remember the use made

of the Kangaroo Vine, Cissus antarctica, in the long

corridor leading from the entrance to the house in

which the Tree Ferns are placed. The leaves of this

species are 3 to 4 by 2 to 3 inches, ovate, slightly

cordate acuminate, coarsely toothed, somewhat

leathery, rich dark green and glabrous above, paler

beneath, and covered with brown hairs on the pro-

minent nerves. Cissus rhomboidea, which we met with

lately in the nurseries of Messrs OsBORN, is also a

singular and beautiful species. The leaf before us,

which is a small one, probably by no means represent-

ing the full size, is rather broader than long, quite

glabrous, deep shining green above, pale brownish

green beneath ; ovate cordate in general outline,

and consisting of three distinct slightly stalked leaflets,

of which the central is the larger, rhomboid, acuminate,

wedge-shaped at the base, and finely and remotely

toothed. The lateral leaflets are similar, but smaller

and oblique.

The Caucasian Cherrv LAtiuEi..—It is as

well to remember that this is a more desirable variety

than the common Laurel. As we observed it lately in

the nurseries of Messrs. William Paul & Son, at

Waltham, we found the leaves of a lanceolate not

oblong obovate form, and tapering not rounded at the

base. The great advantage of this form consists in

this, that the new growths of the year are ripened off

earlier, so that there is less risk of injury from frost.

Schizostylis coccinea is an extremely fine

hardy plant, flowering at this season. At Kew its

large crimson flowers are in profusion from a tuft in

one of the borders. Tigridia Pavonia is one of the

showiest of all Irids, and has been in flower for two

months. It prefers a warm and sheltered position,

like the Belladonna Lily, and is suitably planted

under the wall of a greenhouse. At Sir George

MacLeay's a short time since we saw a fine variety

distinguished as grandiflora. While noticing Irids we

may mention that Tritonia aurea was very fine at

Chiswick a short time since, and quite striking in its

rich orange colour. Many of these once considered

tender are now found to be hardy, and others still may

be grown out-of-doors with protection. They are not

so suitable for pot-culture as true liulbs, and should

always be so grown when possible.

QUERCUS PEDUNCIIl.ATA VAR. FASTIGIATA

(Loudoii's Arl/orclitm, iii., p. 1731).—A very hand-

some tree of this variety exists in the grounds at

Fulham Palace. At present it is of middle size, of

flame-like form, like a Lombardy Poplar, with ascend-

ing branches densely clothed with rich foliage, which,

as also the acorns, partake of the character of the

pedunculate Oak. The Fulham specimen is probably

a finer though not so large a specimen as that in the

nursery of Messrs. KiNMONT & KiDii, of Canterbury.

Pl.ints Flowering Out ol Season.—

The observant gentlemen who write lo the Tiii:cs in

the silly season have duly noted the autumnal flower-

ing of the Laburnum, and, indeed, the phenomenon

is this autumn more common than it is in some years,

and not only in the Laburnum but also in several

other plants, such as Pears, Rhododendrons, Berberis

stenophylla, Weigela, &e. In the case of the Labur-

num and Fears the autumn flowers are produced on

the end of the shoots of the year, not on the contracted

spurs, which unfold their blossoms in spring. In fact,

the shoot, instead of, as it were, remaining dormant

after its formation, continues to grow, and the result

is an elongated shoot, not a "spur." It is to the

flowering branch what the midsummer shoot is to the

wood branches. In Weigela and Rhododendron the

flowers that are now opening are those which should

open next spring, but which have been forced into

premature development. The same is the case with

the Jasminum nudiflorum, which is now in bloom on

a wall in our sight as we write.

Fraxinus AMERICANA viRiDis.—Leaves 12

— 18 inches, four-paired, jugse widely separate, leaflets

lanceolate or oblong-lanceolate, acuminate, tapering

to the base into a short stalk, entire or slightly

toothed, glabrous and deep green above, paler

beneath, and hairy along the nerves. The terminal

leaflet exceeds the others in size. The rachis or con-

tinuation of the leafstalk is flattened at the sides, and

channelled on the upper surface. This is one of the

varieties of the American Ash, and in [Mint of foliage

is more elegant than the common Ash. We have

seen only small specimens.

P.VNCR.^TIUM si'ECIOSUM, flowering in the

Palm-house at Kew, is one of the most handsome of

easily cultivated and strong-growing stove bulbs.

The [lure white flowers are of large size, with long

and gracefully arched segments, and numerous in

each umbel. It has noble leaves, quite equal to

those of the Eucharis. A native of the ^^'est Indies.

Gardening Changes.—Mr. J.
Groom, late

gardener at Ilenham Hall, Suftblk, has succeeded

Mr. Malcolm McLean as gardener to Viscount

Holmsdale, at Linton Park Maidstone ; and Mr.

McLean has succeeded Mr. Thomas Record as

gardener to James Whatman, Esq., Vinters Park,

Maidstone. Mr. H. Benham, late gardener at

^^'arnfold Park, Bishops Waltham, succeeds Mr.

C'.KOOM at Henham.

THE GOURD AND THE PALM.
1 low old art thou ? " said the garrulous Gourd,

As o'er the Palm tree's crest it poured

Its spreading leaves and tendrils line,

And. hung a-bloom in the morning shine.

'• .\ hundred years !
" the P.ilm tree sighed ;

" And. I," the saucy Gourd replied,

" Am at the most a hundred hours,

And overtop thee in the bowers !

"

Through all the Palm tree's leaves there went

.\ tremorous thrill of self-content.

" I live my life," it whispering said ;

'
' See what I see, and count the dead.

And every year, of all I'\e known,

A Gourd above my head has grown,

.\nd made a boast like thine to-day ;

Yet here I stand—but where are they?"
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HERBACEOUS PLANTS.
Coreopsis lamcolata, L. ; Gray, Manual, p. 259.

—

Glabrous or blijjliitv tiniry, st-'iiis i—2 feet, branching

towards the base, > \ linib i^ il. tri.uod. Leaves 2\ inches

by \ inch, oppon- , uuinn. , slightly connate at the

base; Ianceolatc-*-p.iiul.ii'-, i.hIkt acute, tapering at the

base, slightly cilialc. l-'lowcr-staiks elongate, leafless,

bearing solitary terminal flower-heads 2 inches in diameter.

Involucre less than half the length of the ray, of t\\o

rows of bracts, outer ovale lanceolate, green, inner

similar, but more membranous and longer. Ray florets

ovale. 4-toothed at apex, orange-yellow ; disc florets

tubular, yellow. Southern United States.

This species may be specially recommended for the

ong duration of its bright flowers, which are well

adapted for cutting.

X'ernonia /lovcboracensis, Willd., ex Gray, Manual,

p. 222.—A noble purple-flowered herbaceous plant, not

unlike our wild Serratula, but a much handsomer plant.

Stems 6—8 feet, ribbed, purplish. Leaves 3—4 by ^ inch,

very shortly stalked, lanceolate, finely toothed, rough and

dark green above, paler beneath, with prominent

venation. P'lower-heads \—| inch across, violet purple,

numerous in terminal, nearly leafless corymbs. In-

volucre cup-shaped. Bracts numerous, in many rows,

oblong lanceolate, mucronate. appressed, brownish, half

the length of the tubular 5-lobed florets.

Gentiaiia Amlreivsi, Grisebach, ex Gray, Man. Bot.

U.S. 1868, p. 388.—This is a handsome North American

autumn-flowering species, about a foot in height, with

opposite lanceolate entire leaves 3—4 inches long, nearly

an inch in breadth, the deep blue (or in the variety, white)

erect flowers are densely clustered in the axils of the

upper leaves. The individual flowers are i — i^ inch

long, tubular, club-shaped, and arerarelyseen expanded
;

hence the inference that the flowers are self-fertilised,

but on examining the flowers the anthers are seen to

cohere firmly by their tips, and to burst outwardly, while

the stigma is concealed in the hollow cone made by the

united anthers, and is thereby protected from the pollen.

An examination into the life history of this beautiful

plant would be desirable. Technically it is " proteran-

drous," that is, the stamens are ripe before the stigma,

and " cleistogamous," that is, the flowers do not

open.

Achillea Ptarmica fi.-pl.—This is a double-flowered

variety of our common wild plant, but its little globular

heads of white flowers, like a Turban Ranunculus, are

very pretty and most useful for bouquet-work. They last

also a long time in water. The flower is so " double
"

that the uninitiated would hardly recognise in this plant a

Composite like the Daisy, yet such it is, the central

florets being all developed in a ligulate instead of a

tubular manner, as in the single form. Each apparent

petal is really a distinct flower. It is a close

ally of the common Milfoil, although its linear saw-

toothed leaves are very unlike the extremely divided

leaves of the Milfoil.

Michaelmiis Daisies or Asters.—Their name is legion

—their forms most varied, in consequence their identifi-

cation is a matter of the greatest difficulty. Some are

very handsome, others are weedy. To sec them well

they should be grown not as single plants, but in clumps
or large clusters. The beds of these flowers at Mr.
Ware's, at Tottenham, are just now very striking, and
are likely to continue so for some time to come. Bees

and butterflies also find these plants very attractive, and
contribute no doubt to the difficulties of identification by
assiduously " mixing the breed." Mr. Ware selected for

us the following as being among the most beautiful of

tho 'flo inng :

Aster Amellus.—This European species has been pre-

viously referred to at p. 407.

Aster Nav(E-Angli(E, L. ; Gray, Manual, p. 235.—This
is a tall-growing species, stems 3—6 feet, cylindrical,

erect, much branched, pmplish, studded with white
spreading glandular hairs. Leaves sessile, clasping,

narrow lanceolate, ciliate, and finely saw-toothed
; the

upper leaves beneath the flower-heads not becoming
suddenly smaller as in some other species. Bracts of the

involucre numerous, erect, or partly spreading, linear-

lanceolate or awl-shaped, half the length of the linear

spreading violet ray-florets, central florets yellow. The
flower-heads are in dense terminal corymbs, and each
measures neasJy 2 inches in diameter. Fl. autumn.
The variety roseiis, called in gardens ruber, is even
more handsome, from the rich rosy lilac colour of its

flowers. Both are suitable for the back rows of the
herbaceous borders, and when seen in dense clumps in

full sunlight they are really magnificent.
Aster Icevis, Linn., ex Gray, Manual, p. 232.—Stems

18—24 inches, erect, much branched. Leaves like the
stems, glabrous, i inch long. \ inch and upwards broad,
the upper gradually smaller, and densely crowded
beneath the flower-heads, sessile, ovate-lanceolate, some-
what leathery in texture. Flower-heads about i inch in

diameter, in densely crowded terminal corymbs. Involucre
cup-shaped, with numerous minute linear lance-shapcd
or somewhat spatulate awn-pointed, appressed scales,

much shorter than the ray-florets. Ray-florets narrow,
pale violet : disc yellow,

Aster longifolius. Lam. ; Gray, Manual, p. 233.

—

Glabrous, stem erect, 2—6 feet, much branched, cylin-

drical. Leaves variable, sessile, mostly lanceolate, en-

tirely or obscurely serrulate, suddenly and conspicuously

diminishing in size, but becoming more crowded beneath
the very numerous corymbose flower-heads, which latter

measure about i inch in diameter. Involucre cup-shaped.

Bracts in many j'ows, linear, lance-shapcd, spine-pointed,

appressed, rays pale lilac, oblong, blunt ; disc yellow.

All the species above mentioned, except the first,

are North American, and all are therefore hardy,

suitable for the herbaceous border, the fronts ol

shrubberies, wilderness walks, or other similar situa-

tions. It may be useful to .state that the points of

distinction are Lo be looked for in size, habit, form,

and clothing of leaf, in the relative size of the leaves

of the barren and of the flowering branche=, colour

of flowers, &c.

C7

Hortus Europseus.— I am glad to see that the

subject of a Hortus Europicns is again brought before

the notice of the public in your leading article last

week. I entirely agree with you that though the

want of such a catalogue raisouce of cultivated plants

is much felt not only by scientific horticulturists but

by amafeurs and the trade, yet we are not likely to

get one of much practical use unless it be taken in

hand at Kew, The assistance and co-operation of

many foreign and colonial botanists and specialists

would of course be necessary, but the work must be

carried on under the direction of some great central

establishment, and it will be allowed by all that no
other place affords so many advantages as Kew. I

am well aware that the time of the stafi" there, from the

Director downwards, is most fully occupied already

on what may be as necessary and more pressing work,

but still, if the plan of operations was once decided

on I believe that means would be found and men
would be forthcoming to undertake the greater part

of the work. It seems to me that what we want is

a list of all the species, well marked varieties, and known
hybrids of such families and genera as, either from their

beauty, utility, or interest, are in general cultivation.

It would be obviously impossible to treat of such orders

as the Compositre, Umbelliferre, or Gramine^s, in the

same way as might be done withthe Rosaceie, Liliacea^,

or Amaryllidacex. It is also evident, that however
well up a botanist may be in any particular order, and
however ample may be his material in the shape of

herbarium specimens, he would not satisfy the wants
of the growers of such plants unless he could bring

to bear on his revision of the order such an intimate

knowledge as can only be gained by observing and
studying the plants under cultivation. This applies

more particularly to the monocotyledonous orders,

such as Orchide^e, Iridea;, Amaryllidace^, &c., which
are, and always have been, such universal favourites,

and which, as I think will be allowed by the most
determined herbarist, can only be described or classi-

fied in a really satisfactory manner from living speci-

mens. Now, as we have many men in England who
are able from their own personal knowledge to work
out many of the principal genera in a critical and
complete manner, I do not see why a commencement
of the proposed IJortits Kcivcnsis should not be made.
Every year certain families and genera might be
selected, and the most competent persons invited to

assist in or to undertake the revision. [A catalogue

of the Aroids was issued this year with the annual

report. Eds.] The results of their work, when
brought together and edited on a uniform system,

might be published annually, and in time a satis-

factory basis would be laid for as complete and
useful a catalogue as can ever be expected. With
regard to many families which have for years been
treated as florist's flowers, and which it would be

impossible to catalogue in the same way as the more
strictly botanical genera, the difficulties would be
greater ; but here I think the resources of Chiswick
and the committees of the Royal Horticultural Society

might be called into play. Our annual trials, if sysle-

matised, would really be the very work which is

wanted, and though in all cases a botanical basis

must underlie the horticultural part of the work, yet I

do not see why such genera as Pelargonium, Fuchsia,

Rosa, or Berberis, should not be collected together,

critically compared and catalogued at Chiswick, as

well as at Kew. On the other hand, when we have
to deal with Aroids, Crinums, Nymph.ieas, Scita-

minece, or Agaves, Kew^ and Kew only aftords the

necessary space, resources, and appliances ; while for

such genera as Stapelia, Cistus, Crocus, Iris, or Saxi-

fraga, we shall find amateurs who, having made a

spccialitc of those genera, are, if working on a uniform

system, better able to deal with them than a botanist

who only knows them generally. Every one who has

ever taken uj) a special genus, which I hold to be one
of the greatest delights of horticulture, has had already

to work out for himself almost all the facts necessary

for the proposed catalogue ; and I feel sure that when
the details were settled the work might get on rapidly.

Let me suggest that a meeting be called at South

Kensington on some convenient occasion to di=cuss

this question, for though I fully recognise how much
we owe to Professor Morren for all he has done to call

attention to the subject, yet I fear that the scheme

can never be carried out by an international com-

mittee. //. J. Klwcs, Cirencester. [It is a fit subject

for the Scientific Committee. Eus,]

Spring Flowers in Autumn. — A gentleman

writing to pMnd and Water last week, mentions

having seen Primroses in blossom. I have within

the last month seen not only Primroses but Violets

both blue and white in bloom. I was walking in the

fields one evening, the third week in Septembc--,

when I could not help remarking, " How very spring*

like it feels." ** Do you think so?" was the reply.

"Yes; why the very air is full of spring; I could

almost declare that I perceive the scent of Violets."
'* On your handkerchief, perhaps." There was the

ring of a sneer in the voice, just a faint dash of

sarcasm in the tone, and I was of course nettled.

"There must be Violets," I cried, and on looking

into an adjoining hedge I found a handful of the

wild white Violet, and quoting my favourite Clare

—

" And just to say the spring was come,

The Violet left her woodland home,
And, hemut-like, from storms and wind
Sought the best shelter it could find

Beneath long grass "—

I retraced my steps, rejoining my sceptical companion.

On returning home I sought out the pet bank where

IjIuc Violets and Primroses congregate in early spring,

and there I discovered a few buds of the latter, but

not one single blossom of the emblem of liberty. A
further search in the garden rewarded my perseverance,

for under the drawing-room window I picked another

handful of blue deliciously sweet-scented Molets

—

" Violets dim,
But sweeter than the lids of Juno's eyes

Or Cytherea's breath."

A further investigation showed me that all the Violet

beds in the garden were in a blooming condition.

Spring flowers have evidently either dispensed with

their usual winter nap, or have been called early this

year. Mrs. Alfred Waincy,

Tropaeolum speciosum.—Though it is seldom
that one sees this fine creeper in anything like healthy

condition in English gardens, yet in Scotland it is one
of the plants that appear to grow without any trouble,

as it may there be seen climbing up the gable ends of

buildings and looking in the most luxuriant health.

This is no doubt owing to the climate there being

cooler, and more moist than we have it here, a state

that suits this Trop;Teolum. The lea\es of this plant

are very susceptible to red-spider, an insect that

has a special liking for it, so much so indeed that it is

next to impossible to keep it entirely free from its

ravages. The only way to manage it successfully is to

plant it at the foot of a wall or other situation where the

sun never reaches it, or if so, only for an hour or two
in the morning or evening, as red-spider does not

make mtich progress except under the influence of

solar heat, and the Tropaeolum being naturally a shade-

loving plant such a position exactly suits it. Till I

hit on a plan of this kind I could not get on with

it at all, but this summer I have it in great beauty

on the end of a greenhouse where it is twining up
strings strained tight for the purpose. I have

heard of people experiencing great difficulty

in transplanting it, and getting it established,

but I have never had the least trouble in either

respect, and it was only last autumn that I

transferred the whole stock to its present position.

In rooting it out of its old quarters after it had
died down, numerous pieces of pale fleshy

tuberous roots were found, all of which when
put into the fresh soil grew and threw up several

shoots that soon ran up and filled the space

allotted to them. In wet cold soils it frequently

occurs that the delicate tuberous roots rot, and there-

fore before planting it is best to give them some kind

of drainage low down, that the water may quickly

drain away, to aid which some leaf-mould and sand

should be worked into the border to keep it open and
porous. During summer it cannot well be too nni^t

and cool at the root, and an occasional syringing is a

great help in maintaining the foliage fresh and healthy

as is also a mulching of light rotten manure, the effect

of which is to intercept evaporation, this making a

watering tell for a tinie. The habit and growth of
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Tropci;oIum speciosum much resembles that of T.

tricolorum or Jarratii that was once so highly prized

f jr greenhouse decoration, but the foliage and flowers

are much larger with more distended petals. Just

now they have a very curious appearance owing to

the peculiar way they bear their seeds, which are

contained in fleshy blue berries embedded at the

base of the petals but at the upper end of the tube.

This as the seed swells thicliens considerably and
changes to a dark brick-red colour, so that the

contrast between the two with the bright petals still

attached is quite striking. I send you one or two

with this that you may see how highly ornamental

they are at this stage, and up till now and for months
past the plants have been ablaze with bloom. J. S.

Peziza crucifera (Phillips).—Dr. Cooke con-

siders (p. 442 ante) the name I have given to thi»

little species ** unfortunate, because the crosses on the

hairs are no essential part of the plant." I would say

in reply to this objection that the name expresses a

character which, as far as our knowledge goes, is

invariably present, and is directly traceable to a func-

tion of the plant. Even if the crosses resulted from

some source foreign to the plant, still being always

found in the curious position they occupy, the name
would be as allowable as many others given and

accepted by mycologists, and even by my friend Dr.

Cooke himself. It is highly probable, if not certain,

that these crosses, or more properly crystals, result

from a fluid excreted from the terminal cell of each

hair, which, collecting in a globule on the exterior,

deposits a single crystal of oxalate of lime. At the

recent meeting of mycologists at Hereford I offered

this as a reasonable explanation of the phenomenon,

and further said that I had noticed transparent granu-

lar masses of matter occupying a similar position in

the following species :—Peziza solfatera, Cooke and

Ellis ; P. epixantha, Cooke ; P. papillaris, .Sow. ; P.

clandestina, Bull ; P. .Schweinizii, Awd. ; P. palea-

rum, Des. ; P. latebricola (Rehm.) ; P. rosea (Rehm.)

;

P. brunneola, Desm. ; P. echinulata, Awd. ; P.

pitula, Pers. ; P. barbata, Kunz ; P. spirrea, Schw. ;

P. pellita, Pers. ; P. marginata, Cooke ; P. scabro-

villosa, Phillips ; and a species unnamed in Mr.
Uerkeley's herbarium from the Nilgherries. These

masses of granular matter have been for some time

known to exist on the points of the hairs of several

species, but no satisfactory explanation has ever been

ottered of their nature. The definite crystals on

Peziza crucifera throw a new light on them, and point

clearly to the fact that they also are amorphous masses

of probably carbonate or oxalate of lime. The most

formidable objection oftered by Dr. Cooke is not that

to the appropriateness of the name, which I think is

sufficiently answered above, and may therefore be

dismissed, but to the validity of the species, unless

some other characters than this one can be pointed to

as distinguishing it from Peziza virginea. This is

undoubtedly a very serious objection, unless it can be

fairly met. Having drawn up my diagnosis previous

to being made aware by Mr. Berkeley of the nature

of the crystals, I may have relied too much on their

presence and omitted other essential characters. That

it is not the saine species as P. virginea, however,

will be seen at once by comparing Dr. Cooke's own
figure of that species in Grci'ilka (vol. iv., tab. 51,

fig. 272) with my figure of P. crucifera in the Garikmcri

Chi-onicle, p. 397. The hairs of P. virginea are there

represented as non-septate, cylindrical hairs, whereas

in P. crucifera they are distinctly septate and enlarged

at the summits. P. crucifera has not hitherto been

detected on any other plant beside Myrica Gale, and I

presume is peculiar to it. To my own mind, and I

venture to think to the mind of most mycologists, such

differences, coupled with the invariable phenomenon
of the crystal-surmounted hairs, will establish the

validity of the species. Ullliaiii Plilllips.

The Hyde Park Trees.—There is one point in

relation to the gradual decay of the trees in this park

and the adjoining gardens that does not seem to have

been sufficiently noticed. Living several miles to the

west of London I have often at certain times of the

year had to experience, when the wind is in the east

and there is a heavy atmosphere above the lower

current, the most uncomfortable effects of London
smoke. It not only resembles a thick fog, but further

seems to be heavily charged with a sulphureous

compound that renders it difficult to breathe. Hyde
Park lying to the west of the metropolis must there-

fore be specially well placed to receive all the evils

that follow from thick effusions of the discharge from

all the chimneys of the East End, Bermondsey,

Lambeth, &c., when borne thither by a cold biting

east wind. Of course other parts of London suffer

from the same evil of smoke, but the association of the

keen east wind with it can only be felt on the west

side, and Hyde Park is so placed as to receive the full

benefit of it even if the wind should be a few points

on either side of the quarter. To this there is to be

added the undoubted fact that a large portion of the

trees in the park are very aged, and therefore less

able to combat the smoke evil than are younger ones.

I fear that under the present state of the London
atmosphere any gardener will find it difficult once

more to convert Hyde Park into the least resemblance

to a sylvan grove. Alex. Dean.

Is Scotland a Part of England for Exhibition
Purposes ?—Mr. R. De.an has made a long story

under this head, and has told only part of the truth.

He made the protest and I disposed of it. We sat

together at luncheon, and he asked me to give atten-

tion to the matter. In my usual affable way I con-

sented, but X did not promise to decide in his favour.

The case is very simple, and turns upon the wording

of the schedule, which is not, in such a case as this,

open to any private interpretation. England does

not include Scotland. The geographer, the lawyer,

the legislator, and the scholar will all agree in this

—

it is not a question of Potato growing but of the legal

and common-sense meaning of certain words. Had
I found such terms as " Britain " or " United King-

dom " where the word " England " Occurs in the

schedule, I should have decided for Mr. Dean, but

when the letter of the law demands strict observance

England is England according to the dictionary and

the map. Mr. Dean reminds me of the working man
as depicted by Ali: Piineli the other day—"Do you

call this arbitration ? Why, they've given it against

us !
" It is an act of great impropriety for Mr. Dean

to raise the question when it was decided against him

by an arbitrator of his own appointing. Shirley

Hibberd.

Eucalyptus globulus.—The late mild winter,

exciting hopes of others like it to follow, has led

possessors of Eucalypti to compare the heights of

their respective specimens, but there is one feature in

the growth of E. globulus which I do not remember

to have seen remarked in print, although (perhaps

because) it is common to many other plants—namely,

the altered character of the foliage with increasing

age. In young plants not more than two or three

years old, the leaves are sessile on their branch, fixed

in a plane more or less perpendicular to the axis of

that branch. Such branches, if growing close enough

together to form a thicket, would give a fair amount

of shade. This is the condition of most of the

subjects seen in pots or tubs or planted out for summer
ornament, and it lasts until the tree has attained a

height of ten or twelve feet at least—it may in fact

be asserted that, to the great majority of the

frequenters of gardens, E. globulus is known in no

other state. But when a three-year-old specimen,

planted out in the open in spring, has taken good

root and survived uninjured a winter like the last, its

new terminal shoots then assume quite a different

type. The leaves, once sessile, droop from footstalks

an inch and a half long or longer—for their length

seems to increase with increasing growth—and they

hang in a vertical plane, perpendicular to the horizon,

so as to afford but little shade, and the higher the

sun mounts the less shade they give. The peculiarity

is worth noting, not merely to show its falling in, at a

certain stage of growth, with (he general type of

Australian foliage, but also, like your dwarf Almond
and Quercus salicifolia leaves, as a caution to those

who expect to get too much information from leaves

alone. Apropos to mild winters, it would be useful

if the possessors of Berberis Darwinii fences would,

for the benefit of intending planters, give an account

of their condition next spring, the situation they

grow in, and the temperature they have supported.

Of all things a hedge-plant ought to be hardy in the

Midland Counties as well as in the South of Ireland.

E. S. Dixon. [The difference between the juvenile

and the adult form of the leaf is well known in many
species of Eucalyptus. A similar thing occurs in

Retinosporas and other Conifers. Eds.]

Marie Louise Pears.—At Thames Bank, Great

Marlow, I saw the other day one of the most remark-

able crops of Marie Louise Pear I ever remember.

The tree occupied 262 square feet of a north-east

wall ; the crop now gathering is 64 bushels, 1390

Pears, all of a nice medium size, smooth, and

clean. I was told by the intelligent gardener (Mr.

Bridgman) that the tree bears every year. When one

knows how uncertain the Marie Louise is in bearing,

this is noteworthy. I have at my place at Hereford

two large trees which never bear a crop, although

every means has been tried, including root-pruning,

to check luxuriant growth and induce bearing, but as

yet without success. Wall-fruit at Thames Bank has

been very fine this year, the Apricots and trained

Plums were a picture. I may add that the garden

generally, although not very large, is a model of good

and clean cultivation. George Davison, Great I\farlou'.

Autumn-bearing Raspberries.—The man who
raised this most useful and acceptable fruit—whoever

he may h''-'e been—deserves the best thanks of the

gardenin-J .raternity. Their habit of coming in at a time

of year when kindred fruits are on the wane, and

continuing to bear and produce a goodly supply

all through late autumn, and sometimes during favour-

able weather in early winter, enhances their value

considerably as a dessert fruit. This year the crop

has been very bountifid, and the fruit has been of an

unusually large size, especially a variety (Belle de

Fontenay) kindly sent me last November by Mr.

Charles Smith, of Ossimsly Manor Gardens, Christ-

church, a variety which bears out Mr. Smith's high

—deservedly high—recommendation. It is a very

robust grower and prolific bearer, and produces fruit

of a dark red colour, of great size, which possesses a

very pleasant and agreeable flavour. The canes of

Belle de Fontenay and Autumnal Black, and another

sort, of which I do not know the name, were all

planted the same day in the end of November last, in

deeply trenched and highly manured ground, in front

of a south wall ; but notwithstanding that they were

all planted in the same ground, and otherwise received

the same attention. Belle de Fontenay throws the

other two into insignificance, thus clearly and fairly

proving its superiority to the other sorts. There may
be as good, or even better varieties than Belle de

Fontenay, but I know them not. In conclusion I

would say to my brother gardeners who have not the

"Belle," to obtain it, and give it a trial, and I have

no doubt they will be pleased with the result. //. IV.

JFard, Longford Castle.

Plumbago capensis.—Much, but not too much,
has been written in the Gardeners' Chronicle in praise

of this useful plant. I do not recollect if any of your
correspondents have spoken of it as an outdoor or

wall plant for summer decoration, but at the present

time we have one on our ornamental wall here which
is a really beautifully thing. It was an old large plant,

and having no inside room for it a vacant space was
found, and it was planted out where it now stands

early in May last. Since then it has grown fast, and
is now covered wdth its lovely bunches of bloom,
forming a most agreeable contrast to the other wall

plants, most of which are not now in flower. I intend

matting the Plumbago up for the winter, and hope to

keep it for next season. Such an experiment might
be a hopeless one in some parts of England, but in

this highly favoured locality much may be accom-
plished. IVilliant Payne, Gr., Belmont, Taunton,

Oct. 7.

The Fuchsia.—If Mr. Smith, of Newry, vi'ould

but careAdly read what I have written about the

Fuchsia, he would have seen that my remarks justify

no such interpretation as he has put upon them. I

have specially pointed out that they had reference to

the decline of the plant in popularity for exhibition pur-

poses. That it is a grand shrub for outdoor decoration

I recently took occasion also to point out, therefore

all his lecturing of me is absurd. A. D.

Autumnal Roses.—In answer to Mr. Fish I beg
to say that the place where I saw those Roses bloom-
ing, of which I sent you a list, was at Messrs. Wm.
Paul ^: Son's at Waltham Cross. The major portion

of the hybrid perpetuals were young plants grown on
seedling Brier, but some were on old cut-backs on
Manetti and some on standards. The seedling Brier

seems admirably suited for autumn blooms, as they

continue growing much longer than the Manetti and
the flowers seem much brighter. The reason I did

not mention Niphetosand Boule de Neige was simply

because they did not come under my notice, but,

having seen them since, I see they are two very good
autumn Roses. As regards the trees, most of them
were in the open ground, some on seedling Briers,

and the others that were pl.anted out of pots, but a

few were at the foot of the glass houses outside. They
appear to do Teas remarkably well at Walth.am Cross,

as, for instance, a h«^d of Safrano as mentioned in the

Gardeners' Chronicle last week, which at this time is

truly magnificent, naving upon it hundreds of blooms
in all stages. Tliere is also a bed of that gem of Tea
Roses, Marie van Houtte, which I understand were
planted out last June from pots, and it is astonishing

to see the growth they have made in so short a time.

I was told that Mr. Paul's method of cultivating these

was simply to throw a bed up roughly in the winter,

adding a little manure and let it lie till midsummer,
then plant out from pots, taking care to soak the balls

well, and if very hot weather occurs to keep them well

watered ; they will then soon " lay hold." There are

two or three more beds of Teas at Waltham that were
planted in the same manner last year, such as'Homer,
Marie Guillot, and .Sombreuil, which are doing
remarkably well. I would advise all who want a

good display of Roses in the autumn to try Mr. Paul's

method. Upon inquiry as to how they withstood the

winter I was told that Mr. Paul simply has a little

cocoa-nut fibre or leaves put about 2 or 3 inches high

to protect the roots and bottom eyes, and then places

some boughs of Beech or Fern between the branches ;

they will then withstand a great amount of sharp

weather. I think the most remarkable growth of

Tea Roses that I have seen in one year were some
dwarf maiden plants on the De la Griffarie stock at

Waltham, such as Marechal Niel and Gloire de Dijon,
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They Iiaie inmlc plants b lo 10 feel liiyh, and are now
cumin" into full bloom. As regards (^iicen of Hecklers,

I liave'nu donlji it is a grand acquisition to our gar-

ilcns for its colour, but I think it can hardly be more

iloriferous [(^uite as much, if not more] than Souvenir

de la Malmaison, and of course you cannot class

Bourbon Roses with hybrid pevpetuals. I think

Duchess of Bedford will become a great favourite

when well known, both for summer and autumn

blooming, its beautiful crimson flowers towering well

above tlje foliage showing it off to great advantage.

Rosy Morn is also a good autumnal, its rose-shaded

buds licing very pretty. Rosa.

The remarks c< ntributed on this sidiject

are opportune, especially at a time when most Ro. c

growers are thinking of increasing or renovating their

collections. We have here upwards of a hundred of

the best varieties, which afford ample scope for com-

parison ; and the question has often suggested itself

to me, "Which is the best and most useful Rose?"
Niphetos, ISoule de Neige, and La France are magni-

ficent in their way—in fact, I should imagine that

this brilliant trio is absolutely unapproachable in

point of beauty : but that beauty, unfortunately, is

shortlived when compared with such a fine old

favourite as Gloire de Dijon. Perhaps it may be

asserted that the old Gloire is deficient in that

essential lo a show Rose—a good centre ; but, let

me ask, in what other Rose do we find combined the

robust growth with the continual and free bloom

extending from spring to winter? I believe I cannot

do better than to couple with this fine old Rose

JIarquise de Castellane, a more recent introduction,

but a splendid bloomer. It has by this time com-

pletely established itself in every collection of Roses,

and may be safely termed as one of the best types of

the hybrid perpetuals. I have not the pleasure of

knowing Mr. Noljle's Queen of the Bedders, but

from his description it must undoubtedly be a marvel.

Perhaps Mr. Noble will kindly state the period of

time her majesty may be relied on for flowering in the

open air. T. A. B.

Cauliflowers.—^tr. Westland in his observation

at p. 443, mentions that the Cauliflower is somewhat

tender, being indigenous to a warmer climate than that

of England, but lower down states that "the tropical

weather of June and July was unfavourable to their

growth," points that seem to involve a contradiction.

I may mention in relation to the " warmer climate
"

question that our Snowball Cauliflower came lo us

direct from Denmark, which can hardly be confounded

with "warm climates." Another thing in its favour

is its precocity, for, not being so long on the

ground, it is less subject to changes of temperature.

A. D.
T\Iy own experience fully coincides with that

of your other correspondents. I have several sorts

growing side by side, and they are only just heading

in. It does not appear to me to be a difficult matter

to account for. In the district where mine are

growing the weather during the month of August

was cold and showery ; this does not suit the delicate

nature of the Cauliflower plant, which requires warm
and genial weather to cause it to put forth its

flower. I paid particular attention to my plants,

and they did not appear to me to grow at all during

the time specified, now they are coming on grandly.

S. B. D.—— I have not experienced a failure with my
Cauliflowers. Perhaps Mr. Fish has a bad strain

of seed, and he does not say what sorts he grows.

I'"or my principal crop I depend on the Dwarf
Erfurt. I have grown it for some years, and find

it to stand the hottest summer ; I have a fine plot

of it now. ^eitch's Autumn Giant I grow for the

latest, that is, lo come in in November. I lind

these two to answer my purpose well. John Clca's,

Hcadfort Gardens, A'clls, Co. Mcatli.

Oncidium raacranthum.— The number men-
tioned by Mr. Serjeant Cox of fifty-five flowers on one

spike is not an unusual one for a strong plant. One last

autumn (1S77) with me here flowered with two spikes,

the larger bearing iiinety-two, the small twenty-three

flowers. There was not much difference between the

bulbs from which these spikes proceeded—if anything

the smaller spike came from the larger bulb. I have

several times seen over sixty flowers on a spike in

other collections, but neither with me nor elsewhere

do I remember more than four flowers on any one

branch. Of course in thus reckoning one counts from

the terminal flower to the first bifurcation of stem ;

sixes, sevens, and eights may be made if all flowers

to the main stem be included. There appear to be

great variations in the habit of this invaluable Orchid ;

some are as shy in flowering as others are free. For-

tunately for growers the finer varieties seem the

readiest to flower well. Like all its congeners, it is

very impatient of heat and of dryness in the atmo-

sphere when in a growing state, though the tempera-

ture of an intermediate house is best to assist a due
expansion of the flowers. The most satisfactory results,

so far as I have proved it, have been obtained by

removing the plant from its habitation with the cool

Odontoglossums into a house ranging from 58° to 62'

after the buds are advanced enough to show the colour

of the jietals. The true habits and beauty of the

florescence can only be appreciated when the spike

has full hberty to display its entire length ; the bar-

barous fashion of coiling the flower-stem round stakes

is, I trust, a thing of the past. The length oflime the

spike takes after showing the flowers and before their

expansion is a prelude to their long remaining in

beauty, and an indication that the constilution of the

plant requires a proportionally long rest to recruit

Nature after the eftbrt. prcdcrkk A. Pliilhi-ick, 28,

.4vcii lie Road, Rcgcufs Park, .V.IF.

I think the spike of Oncidium mentioned by

Mr. Serjeant Cox an unusually large one, but I should

like to know if it has flowered with him before, and if

so, how many flowers it had, and how long it was kept

in bloom, because I have invariably found that when
the plants bloom freely and are kept in bloom a long

time it weakens them for another season. I have a

magnificent variety in bloom now with thirty-six

expanded flowers ; the best branch has six and the

other branches three flowers each, measuring over

3 inches across. The first flower opened on the 19th

of last month, and I find by my memoranda that

the first flower opened last year on September 19,

several flowers lasting in good condition for three

months. F. Nen'iiian, Gr., .Siinlmiy House, Tim-
hrldge Il'Ws, Oelobcr 8.

Referring to Mr. Serjeant Cox's remarks in

p. 443, respecting his beautiful plant of Oncidium
macranthum with fifty-five flowers, I have flowered

several very fine plants, and the largest numlier upon
one spike was twenty-eight flowers. F'rom my
experience I should say that Mr. Cox's plant is a

very free flowering variety, and Ihe spike is the finest

that has e^'er come under my observation. }V. Gray,

Turner Road, Lee.

Growth of a Wellingtonia.—In October, 1S5S,

I purchased at Messrs. Paul's, Cheshunt, a small

seedling in a pot, then about 6 inches high, for which

I paid lOJ. I planted the same at Hunsdon Mill,

about 12 feet above the river level. The first fi\e

years its growth averaged 3 feet in height, and in

girth of trunk above-ground 4 inches annually. Its

present height is about 40 feet, and above-ground the

trunk measures 10 feet 7 inches ; thus making an

aveixige annual growth of 2 feet in height, and in

girth exceeding 6 inches. If it continues growing at

the same rate, in a hundred years its height will be

200 feet, and the girth of trunk will exceed 50 feet.

Will some ofyournumerousreaders inform mewhether,
as the tree increases in age, the rings get compressed

closer together ? as we find the rings at the heart of

old timber so close as to be scarcely discernible.

Thomas Garrcll, ITunsdon Lodge, Ware.

Evergreen Climbers. — \'ou do not mention
Coba;a scandens, which, 400 feet above the sea, lias

stood the winter and grown 20 feet in height and
more in width here. It is well shaded by buildings,

and is covered now with flowers. Nor do you
mention Edvvardsia grandiflora, still more exposed,

though 60 feet lower down, which also had plenty of

its bright yellow pea-flower blossoms. Woodwardia
radicans, if covered with leaves and kept dry, will

stand the winter well. It does so here, and is a truly

noble Fern. Kasl .Somerse/.

Notes on Pea Cultivation,—The Pea season of

this year was with us entirely suspended by the frost

on the morning of the 1st, but with them, as with

other \egetables generally, this has been a \ery good
year. As well, however, as a good summer for

weather ha\"ing to do with a crop, agootldeal depends
upon the slate of the mould at bottom for the roots to

draw nourishment from. Gardeners also it might
be said often cannot get ground in the condition they

would like for the difl'erent things. Neither after

sowing have they always the means at command for

keeping the ground clean for mere appearance sake
;

but if the most is made of matters as they are, the limit

is then about reached. This spring, having a good
deal to do and not the opportunity of getting the Pea
ground in the ordinary way to my mind, I adopted a

very simjjle plan. The ground was bare, Celery had
been planted the previous year in single lines about

5 or 6 feet apart. When the ground was levelled

down in the spring after the Celery had been cleared

off, marks were made where the rows of Celery

had been. The ground was just levelled, and the

rows of Peas sown thereon. In this simple way
as good rows of Peas for profit have been produced
as one could desire ; indeed from the very first row
that was sown of Champion of England, it is but

a few weeks since Peas were gathered, for after

bearing the first crop second gatherings were pro-

duced. No doubt the cause of this was that the roots

of the Peas fed in the last year's made Celery bed.

The only mistake that was made was the sowing of

one row of a dwarf sort, which once .again was

convincing that the dwarf varieties of Pea:^ are nut

profitable to grow. For the success of Peas or

Scarlet Runners it is certainly a very safe plan to have

the manure almost immediately under the plants. At

any rate should a quarter of the garden be de\oted to

them and just irranured broadcast, the same result

probably would not lie produced from the sowings as

if the grounil was n ery well prepared immediately near

for the plant to draw nourishment therefrom. ,\

neighbour who has stifl" clay for Peas generally

throws out a trench, puts the mamn-e in this, covers

over, and then sows, thereby insuring good crops.

This plan, however, it might be stated, is not the

general way of sowing lo secure good crojjs of Peas,

which is the first of garden vegetables. In lire ease

of Peas that require to be sown wide between the

rows, is there not often a great loss experienced by

not having the manure or nourishment for the plants

kept within their reach ? R. M.

Vanda tricolor sporting.— I herewith send for

your ins]3ection two spikes from the same plant of

Vanda tricolor, Dalkeith variety. Vou will observe a

remarkable dift'erence in the colour of the flowers ;

both spikes opened at the same time, and the differ-

ence in colour was seen from the first. Never having
seen or heard of such a freak in ^'anda flowering, I

should like to know if any of your numerous readers

ever saw such a sport, and if you can assign a cause

for such difference in colour. Mr. B. S. Williams
saw the plant here, and said he had never seen

anything like it before. Ale.w Palerson, M.D., Fern-

field, Bridge of Allan, Oct. 7. [In the "sport" the

ovary was shorter than in the type {2 inches), the

greatest transverse diameter of the flower 2 inches,

instead of 2^ inches, and so in proportion. The ground-

colour of the sepals and lateral petals was pale yel-

lowish green, instead of cream-coloured, the spots a

dull brown, instead of the rich ruddy brown of the

type, the lip pale lilac, instead of deep rich red violet,

and the keels of the lip more prominent. In addition,

the flowers of the sport were almost destitute of

fragrance, while those of the tvpe were very sweel.

Ens.]

Pansies : Johnny-jump-ups.—In answer to
" H.," p. 434, I shoidd think there is no doubt that

the American name of "Johnny-jump-up'' for the

Pansy is only the New World form of the Old World
"Jump-up-and-kiss-me." //. N. F.llacomhe, Bit/on,

Oct. •&.

Clay's Fertiliser.—I have used Clay's Fertiliser

extensively for three years, and having used .Standcn's

manure for eleven years, and tried Amies', I And
Clay's is the best and cheapest. F'or plants already

potted I use a teaspoonful upon a 48-size pot, sprinkled

evenly on the surface and watered in. Many of our
principal growers for market are using it with the most
successful results. I have 6000 Cinerarias and Pelar-

goniums potted with it. I mix half a hundredweight
with one yard of loam. I think Mr. Clay should

advertise it extensively, as e\ery gentleman's gar-

dener should ha\'e an o]iportunily of using it, as it

doubles the weight of vegetable crops. \Vm. Wiggins,
Waverhy Nursery, Toltenham.

A Second Crop of Pluins.— I send ycm a sample
of Plums, \^hich I am no^^' gathering, being the

second crop this season. The trees were in blossom
and setting their fruit when I gathered the first croji,

which was not a large one, although the fruit was
good ; there is a larger crop now, but not so fine.

Those I send are an average sample : is it not a rather

unusual occurrence? [Ves.] //. Ben^'ieh, Forljield

Nursery, SidrnoutJt

.

A Fine Magnolia.—Old Brompton, Chelsea,

and Hammersmith, were at one time—and are in a

great measure now—rich in horticultural associations
;

but the railways and the builders are leaving but

little of the old places or the old trees. Here and
there, howe\er, we find mementos of the p.ast in

dwelling-house and garden. Such still stand in Old
Brompton. The cottage is called Clairville, and
against the front is a veritable Magnolia tree. This

specimen had doubtless been originally trained

against the face of the dwelling, but in time it burst

the trammels of list and nail, and now stands alone,

presenting a stem 4 or 5 inches in diameter—a mag-
nificent evergreen tree, and throwing its shadow over

the roof of the house, a screen from the heat of

summer's scorching sun, and a protection from the

cold winter winds. T. S. y.

Sutton's Magnum Bonum Potato.—The mal-

formation of shape which " K. C. I-'.." mentions as

having characterised his slock of this excellent late

Potato is, I believe, entirely attributable to its having

had its growth above and consequent development of

tuber below arrested prematurely this year by the

early action of the fungus, the growth having beeir
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ciiccked at least six weeks earlier than was the case

last year. In spite of this however, the produce is

remarkably sound. Unlike true round Potatos which
as a rule retain their shape and form from the first to

the fullest expansion, some of these long kinds, of

wliich ^Magnum Bonum is one, seldom display their

true long kidney-shaped outline until the full growth
is completed, and tubers that were ungainly in August
wiuld, if the growth could have been completed at

Michaelmas, have been of excellent proportions. Mag-
num Bonum is oneof the most robust and latest ripening

of Potatos, and in ordinary seasons is not ripe for

lifting until the end of September or even later, there-

furc to the full completion of the crop the healthy

slate uf the plant for the last month is of the first

consequence. I think it right to add that aljout sixty

dishes of this Potato were shown at the Crystal Palace,

all of excellent form, and I heard no complaints from

the numerous growers who staged it. Dean, Fcdfonl. *

Fuchsia Venus Victrix.—There was a plant of

this Fuchsia three or four years old, in the garden of

Colonel Thomas Austen, Kippington, Sevenoaks, in

1S47. I believe Dr. Jephson was the next of this

class which was sent out, and this some time before

those " Pater " mentions ; but in this I may be wrong.
Among dark varieties, the most elegant we then had
was one named formosa elegans, a very good one
both as regards habit of growth and blooming.

Samuel Garland, Castle Street, Salisbury.

When I was foreman in a gentleman's garden

in Wales there came a plant of this Fuchsia from a
London nursery. I went to live at that place in

March, 1S41, and was there two years. I think it

would be in 1S42 that the plant came, how long it-had

been out I cannot just remember, but I think not

long. Before that I remember r)r. Jephson but cannot

call to mind where he made his appearance, but I

think some years after the ^'enus Victrix. There
were many other light sorts before Venus de Medici,

viz., Duchess of Sutherland, One in the Ring, Purity,

and many more. J. M.
Like your correspondent " Pater" I was a

great lover of these, and grew a large collection

twenty-five or twenty-six years ago—I had nearly or

quite seventy distinct species and varieties. The
\ enus A'ictrix was in existence but I cannot say how
long betore, for the fint time I saw it was in my
neighbour's window, and as he was not a likely

person to procure it when first sent out it is very

jjossible its' age is a few years more than I have
jiamed. I was more interested in the diflerent

sj>ecies, as I am at the present time. I afterwards

procured the X'enus \'ictrix, and soon after I gave

uj) the culture of the Fuchsia, except a few varieties,

which I should now like to procure again. There

was a very interesting little one, named Sou\enir de

la Reine, which is now no doubt lost to cultivation

like many of the others then existing. I consider

the different species the grandest of all. y. S. Corderoy,

nie-.vhury.

This Fuchsia was raised by Mr. J. Gulliver,

gr. to the Rev. S. Marriott, of Horsmonden, Sussex,

and it was purchased from him by Mr. Cripps,

nurseryman, of Tunbridge Wells, who advertised it

for the first time in the first column of the front page
of the Gardeners' Chronicle for March 5, 1S42, and
sent it out in May of the same year, at one guinea

each. It was a chance seedling from Fuchsia gracilis.

I need not say that it was the first white Fuchsia

kno\^'l^ ; but I do say that this is all perfectly true,

and that it settles all controversy on this subject. J.
Rust, Eridge Castle.

Paraffin as an Insecticide.—There is no mistake

that paraffin, if applied as recommended by Mr.
Knight, and confirmed by Mr. Rust, is instant death
In the mealy-bug without (in my cose) injuring in the

least tho young foliage of Eucharis, or even the ex-

jianded flowers ; but it requires a very handy man to

ilo it properly, as the paraffin wdl float on the surface

o{ the water, and such a small quantity a (a wineglass

to four gallons) may easily be lost by clinging to the

syringe or can, or be drawn up by the first syringe

pull. I would recommend your correspondent, who
has not been successful, to try again, antlmix with soft

water, ordinary syringing water — one sharp squirt

into the mixture, holding the syringe a little distance

from the can, drawing instantly another syringeful,

and squirting it on the plants, but taking care not to

draw it from the surface, but thrust the syringe well

into the mixture. If there is the slightest delay either

in filling the syringe or squirting on the plants the

parat^n separates and a failure follows ; but if pro-

]ierly done success is sure, and the mealy-bug in-

stantly turns brown. Thos. Keetley, The Gardens,

Darky Abley.

Thanks to Mr. Rust for giving us his expe-
rience of this very simple remedy. After reading his

letter I put it to a practical test. I had a specimen
plant of Dipladenia, with a good stock of mealy-
bug on it, although it has lieen frequently cleansed

with brush and sponge, taking three hours each

time to do it
; yet in a few days after there would

be another crop, and my man said, " l)etter destroy

the plant, we shall never keep it clean." I did
not want to do this as it is very showy and will be
for another month or more ; but I thought I wouUl
kill or cure, and put four gallons of soft water inti a

large open vessel and one wineglassful of paraffin,

then my man held the plant over the vessel, the pot
resting on a box sideways, and I thoroughly syringed
it, turning it round so as to wet every part, the
tender shoots and flowers being in the water. I cer-

tainly thought it would kill the flower-buds, but my
object being to cleanse the plant I thought I would
sacrifice the flowers. To my surprise, however, they
are looking fresh and beautiful. But what about
the bug ? I looked in vain to find one alive : when
the mixture touched them it seemed to burn them up
as if they had been roasted. And I consider we
cleansed the plant more effectually in ten minutes
than we could have done in six hours in any
other way, without injury to the plant. 0. Orpct,

Cirencester.

Cupressus Lawsoniana. — Perhaps no plant
which has been introduced within the last thirty years
is so useful for furnishing gardens of all sizes as

this. When in a young state it is very ornamental,
and it retains the same character, it might be said

to be even improved, when it reaches the height of

between 20 and 30 feet. This Cupressus when grown
from seed varies very much in the appearance of dif-

ferent plants, as the eye detects in glancing along a

row of them. On this being done it will probably
be observed that scarcely two plants are alike—some
varying more in the density of the branchlets, and
others characterised by a much more graceful habit

of growth. Where these notes are penned there are

about a hundred plants of this Cupressus about
20 feet high and over. They are well furnished

specimens, which were planted about twenty years ago.

From such as these a general estimate of the value

of this plant may be formed. For avenue planting
they are at once more graceful and beautiful, if this

appellation will be allowed, than the long rows of
Irish Yews in the Elvaston gardens, though no
doubt they were planted before this was introduced.

For villa garden work fine boundary furnishing could
be made of this, where the breadth of ground to

plant is limited. Well-furnished specimens over
20 feet in height do not exceed 6 feet in diameter at

the base. If this space be compared with what would
be required for a Pinus austriaca of the same height a

decided difference is observable. By planting this

Cupressus closely a fine block could be formed, or

if planted alternately in two rows, a fine appearance
could also be brought about that would always look
well, and would require but little attention in its

maintenance. In the outskirts of London, where
under-shrubs are difficult to keep under large trees,

this has been found useful. As single plants on
lawns, it need scarcely be remarked how useful they
are. When planted in rows this Cupressus requires

much less attention to keep in order than do Irish

Yews ; still some of the forms have a great tendency
to grow up with a number of leaders, some of which
after storms of high wind or snow are apt to get

out of order, which shows the desirability of keep-
ing the plants to one stem. It is much better to

remo\e the leaders when in a young state than
afterwards. This Cupressus will sometimes repro-

duce itself freely without any artificial aid in this

country, as numerous young plants have grown near
the bases of the parent ones. This year it might be
noted that the crop of cones is very limited indeed as

compared with last year, when there were a good
many plants where this year not one is to be seen.

Robert Mackellar.

FriitGarden : UOOT-PRUNING.—There aremany
Villa gardeners who having but a small space of

ground in which to carry on their operations, have

endeavoured to make the most of it, and with this

aim in view have planted a few Apple, Pear, and

Plum trees. They had heard of pyramid and bush

trees that might be kept in bounds by a strict course

of pinching back and stopping—toy trees with a far

larger desire to bear fruit than to produce wood ; trees

that hatl been so correctly trained in the nurseries to

submit tliemselves to a kind of moral restraint that

they had almost ceased to be trees in their willingness

to become responsible agents, and were so zealous in

his new character as to be prepared to bear large

crops of splendid fruit year after year. \\'ho would
not desire to possess such tractable subjects in the

vegetable world ? Villa gardeners bought these trees

and planted them in strong soils, and were not a little

surprised that they grew amazingly, but fruit was

looked for in vain. Of wood tlicre was plenty,

enough and to spare. It cannot 1)0 said tiic right

sorts were not l)Ought—the buyers selected the very

ones named in the books ; the fact was. Nature coultl

not and would not be bound down by a series of

regulations foreign to her methods of working out her

own plans, and the trees grew vigorously because the

roots struck deep into the soil, and pumping up life-

blood into the branches found relief in leaves and

shoots. Somehow, toy fruit gardens have faded away
into the past, and become numbered with tile things

that once were.

Bush and pyramid fruit trees have grown during the

past summer with a vigorous extension that would
have an outcome, and to an extent truly appalling to

Villa gardeners who had thought to keep them within

a circumscribed space. What in winter were thought

to be fruit-spurs lengthened out into growths like

fishing-rods, the hope of fruit was substantially realised

in a superfluity of wood, which botanists tell us is

only fruit in a less agreeable form.

"What shall I do with these long growths ?" said

a gardening friend the other day. Our reply was, in

the case of trees like Cox's Orange Pippin, Lord
Suffield, and others that put out main shoots bristling

with lateral growths, cut the laterals away, and thin

out the main shoots where absolutely necessary ; but

do not cut them back to any extent. We further

advised our friend not to look for the production of

fruit by hacking away at the trees abo\e, but to

restricting the growth by means of root-pruning.

This season, by reason of the weather being so favour-

able to growtli, trees not so favoured previously have
grown into good shapes if they have been looked
after a little. This is something gained, for a sym-
metrical tree is always more agreeable to the sight

than an irregular and ugly one. A good framework
being assured, let the ^illa gardener root-prune all

the most vigorous growers.

But how to root-prune is an important matter to

those who are in the alphabet of gardening practice.

.Simply stated, the operator has to endeavour to sever

in the soil some of the main tap-roots, which, having
struck down deeply into it, are the main arteries

through which passes into the tree the life-bloom

that produces growth. One side of the tree only
should be operated on at a time. Let the X'illa gar-

dener commence to dig out a trench a half yard or
so away from the main stems, and sparing all the

fibrous roots near the surface seek for what we have
termed the tap-roots, and sever them as near the

surface as possible. He must be careful not to do
too much ; and the extent to which he root-prunes

should be regulated by the \ igour of the tree, and the

rich, stimulating character of the soil. Having done
this let him return the soil. Laying out the fibry

roots, carefully covering them, and treading all firmly

down. In a year or two the other side of the tree

can be served in a like manner, if the degree of fruit-

fulness desired has not been attained.

Apple trees do not, as a rule, make such strong

tap-root growths as the Pear ; the latter on a free

stock puts forth many tap-roots, and though some
have said that the Quince stock, on which pyramid
Pears are generally worked, does not induce a growth
of tap-roots, the late Mr. Thomas Rivers used to recom-
mend the periodical root-pruning of Pears on this

stock. Any root-pruning of I'linn trees should be
done rather more sparingly than in the case of I'ears

and Apples.

When is the best time to root-prune ? is a piece uf

information the Villa gardener is sure to ask for.

Here we can put forward such a high authority as tlie

late Dr. Lindley, who in his standard work on. The
Theory of Hortkidlurc, remarks :

— "If performed at

all, root-pruning should take place in the autumn :

for at that time the roots, like the other parts of a

plant, are comparatively empty of fluid ; but if de-

ferred till the spring, then the roots are all distended

with fluid, which has been collected in them during

winter, and every part taken away carries witli it a

portion of that nurture which the plant has been laying

up as the store upon which to commence its renewed
growth." Another passage bearing on this matter is

to the following purpose :
— " Its effect (the act of

removing a portion of a root) is proportionately to cut

off the supply of food, and thus to arrest the rapid

growth of the branches : and the connection between

this and the production of fruit has already been ex-

plained."

November is a good month to root-prune, or even
earlier. Advantage should be taken of dry, mild

weather ; not a time of frost and cold. The earlier it
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is done, tlie more lime ib allowed for the fibrous roots

to lay hold on the soil, and this is a matter of some

importance when, as sometimes happens, March and

Ajiril are dry warm months.

Reports of Societies.

The Hereford Fungus Meeting.—The Wool-

hope Club held its tenth annual fungus meeting during

the uni^leasantly fine and sunny week ending October 5

—Monday, September 30, beingappoinled for thearrival

at Hereford of the greater Mycophagi from all parts

of England. Besides the ordinary members of the Club

the following gentlemen took part in the proceedings,

viz., Messrs. Bull, Perceval, Vize, Cooke, Phillips,

Kenny, Bicknell, Plowright, Morris, Broome, Du Port,

Lees, Davies, Howsc, Walker, and the writer, the

members culminating in numbers at the Club dinner

to more than half a hundred.

Owing to the irregularities of the trains the arrival

at Hereford often entails a long day's journey : for

instance, the Rev. Mr. J. M. Du Port (honorary

chaplain to the Club) had to start for London from

Norfolk at half-past 6 o'clock in the morning, and

this was preferable to going across the country, as the

trains are always late, and belonging, as they do, to

rival companies, the passengers are inconvenienced

to the utmost extent. The London men got on very

well till they got to Gloucester, but Black Monday
being the annual Gloucester " Barton Mop" fair, the

station was crowded (especially at night) by thousands

of "roughs." First and second class tickets affordeil

no protection to quiet and decorous passengers, for

the drinking, spitting, and tobacco-smoking " Barton

Mops " crowded into all classes alike, to the horror

and almost suffocation of women and children and

decent people. Of course the trains were very late.

'Mr. Perceval brought with him two healthy thick

and shivering lumps of " dry-rot " in splendid fruit, as

a special gift to the gentleman at whose house he was

invited to stop ; but, alas ! for the apathy of some fungo-

logists, Mr. Perceval's host did not seem to appre-

ciate the gift ; indeed, he actually asked it the speci-

mens were infectious, and seemed glad when the spore-

discharging, quivering lumps were out of his houNC.

Mr. Perceval then most properly made a gift of these

two prime specimens to Dr. Bull, who received them

with true fimgus-feeling, loving care and many thanks ;

after a day or two these objects occupied a post of

honour on the new Museum tables.

Tuesday, October i, was the first excursion day,

when it was proposed to ransack the Doward Hills

and Wye side. The honorary chaplain with his vas-

culum, and the historian with his tripod, started by

an earlier train for Koss, to see the Wye from the

Ross " Prospect " and the Elm trees growing inside

Ross church. On reaching the town the town-crier

was noticed in the streets ringing a loud bell, and

informing the inhabitants that a Mr. Stotters had lost

a knife with four blades. The Elm trees (or rather

large saplings), fig. 85, inside the church at Ross are

very curious ; they are said to grow near to and to

overshadow the pew in which the " Man of Ross
"

sat. The "Man of Ross" is made famous in the

verses of Pope. The saplings are very tall, anil

about eighty years old : they are probably offshoots

from the root of an Elm (now cut down) which once

grew outside the church. Mr John Kyrle, the

" Man of Ross," a great benefactor to the town, and

altogether an admirable man, was buried in

the church in 1724, at the age of ninety. On
the church walls, tower and steeple, there grow

Parietaria officinalis, Antirrhinum majus, Cheiranthus

Cheiri, Asplenium Ruta-muraria, and other plants.

The two honorary officers of the Society before men-

tioned then met the rest of the party at the Ross

Station for Symonds Yat, where a boat was in

readiness to drop the whole party a mile down the

deep and swift-flowing river. The boat was large,

but it had more than its full complement of passengers,

so that once or twice there seemed a considerable

chance of the whole party getting capsised into the

river. On the return to Hereford one ancient \eteran

(who did not accompany the party) had the temerity

to say he wished the boat had been capsised, because

the account of it would then have read so well in the

Gardciici-s' Chronicle. Whatever, might have been

the fate of the chaplain, the honorary historian would

not have gone down, for swimming has long been one

of his principal "accomplishments." The Doward
Hills are uncommonly rich in flowering plants and

Kerns. Amongst plants seen luay be mentioned

Atropa Belladonna, Dipsacus pilosus, Rubia peregrina

(on whicha new Spha'rella was discovered), Cystopteris

fragilis, Ceterach officinarum, Pnlypodium calcareum,

Asplenium Trichomanes, Scolopendrium vulgare, and

a large number of other plants of note, including many
stray plants of Buckwheat. Amongst the more un-

common fungi found were the rare, beautiful and

delicious Lactarius volemum ; the first speciiuens

being found by Mrs. Bicknell. L. torminosus

and L. deliciosus were also found : the first is

dangerously poisonous, and the latter sweet and

edible ; as they grow (and not unfrequently) together

the sharpest fungological eye cannot delect the

slightest shade of difference either in size, form, or

colour between one and the other. Is this " mimi-

cry?" Does "deliciosus" protect itself by taking

the form, habit, and colour of "torminosus?" ^'o

doubt some protection is afforded to "deliciosus," for

some half-hearted would-be fungus-eaters are afraid of
" into the pot. Agaricus

half-hearted wou
gelling a slray

incanus was found, with its powerful smell of mice,

the large edible A. strobiliformis, the beautiful yellow-

topped A. sejunctus, the cobalt-blue A. euchrous, the

black A. fumosus, the handsome but bitter pine-

apple-scented A. acerbus, the chestnut-tinted A. flavo-

brunneus, A. velutinus (often mistaken for A. lacry-

mabundus, and both for the true Mushroom), the rare

and extremely beautiful Agaricus chrysophKUs, and

many other common Agarics " too numerous to men-

tion." Nyctalis asterophora, a plant rarely seen by

Woolhopeans, was luet with on the Doward Hills in

some abundance, as was the very rare Thelephora

Sowerbei. The " Hercules Club" fungus, Clavaria

pistillaria, was found, together with the smaller C.

argillacea, and some immense specimens of the black

but edible Craterellus cornucopioides.

On the Doward Hills there is (300 feet above the

Wye) a hyrena den. The chaplain and historian

were first at this den, which has aftbrded to the Rev.

W. S. Symonds a rich harvest of old bones belonging

to the cave lion, the cave bear, the hyrena, the mam-

moth, the gigantic Irish deer, the long-haired rhino-

ceros, the bison, and the fossil horse. Chert and

Silurian rock implements made Ijy the hand of man,

cores or nuclei and flakes and chips of chert were also

found liy Mr. Symonds near the entrance of the ca\'e.

The hill-top is termed " l\ing Arthur's Hall," and on

the summit there is an ancient camp : the hyaena den

is known as " King Arthur's Cave," this has been

considerably but not completely explored, and ther

are other caves in the district which ha\e not yet been

explored or excavated at all. Dr. Bull entertained

a considerable number of the party at dinner in the

evening, where one of the invited guests did not put

in an appearance till dinner was nearly over. It was

the man who wished the boat had been upset, and he

ilid not come to dinner, he said, because he hail

himself fallen either into "a reverie" or into "the

river-y," no one could exactly make out which.

On Wednesday, October 2, the party went in

sections, the larger to the fruitful woods of Dinmorc,

the smaller to the caslle and ancient Norman church

of Kilpeck and the churches and river gravels of Lug-

wardine, Hagley, and Wilcrofl. The river gravels

were visited with a view towards the possible dis-

covery of relics similar in nature to the antiquities

from the caves, but nothing whatever was found.

The churches and churchyards were of interest, Kil-

peck being remarkable as one of the best and purest

Norman structures in this country. When the party

visited the church " harvest thanksgivings" had been

going on, and the fine little Norman interior with its

pure art-work was defaced all over by trashy "decora-

tions " in the glaring " village-young-lady " style of

art. How strange it is that in the midst of the best

Norman brains the modern production is so seldom

better than paste. " Harvest decorations " are nearly

as mad as " protective mimicry." A few ears of corn

may be very well in a church, but why stars and

ribbons and a greengrocer's shop? Wheat may be

right, but how about the Muscats of Alexandria, the

Pilack Hamburghs, the Peaches, the Pigs, the hot-

house fruits and flowers? " Harvest thanksgiving ''
is

now little better than a revival of the heathen worship of

Pomona, of Flora and Ceres, denuded of the classic

feeling of ancient times, and replaced by trashy sym-

bols in coloured tissue-paper. What a change it is to.

leave the glaring, false, and ugly "decorations" in

fiery scarlet and blue, and walk out of the church into

the often ill-kept churchyard with its worse than

heathen neglect. This common neglect of the last

resting-place of the dead is not only a standing satire

on the Christian religion but on human affection ; the

satire being more searching because it originates '

a section of the " thanksgivers, " the "decorate

and the tomb-inscribers themselves.

After dinner there was a meeting at the Museum
from 8 to 10 p.m., to set out the Doward Hill and

Dinmorc specimens, and to arrange, name, and dis-

cuss the species exhibited. There were no Apples

and Pears this year, and in one way this was a good

thing, as the delicate aroma given off by certain fiingi

was not overpowered by the gravid smell given out by

Louise Bonne and Marie Louise Pears and Gloria

Mundi Apples. The Rev. W. Elliot, the secretary of

the Carodoc Club, sent a good collection of one very

handsome (and elsewhere rare) species in Hygrophorus

calypti'Kformis; an anonymous donor (supposed to be

the chaplain) sent a cork out of a port-wine bottle

covered with the well-known cellar-fungus, Zasmidium

cellare. The London publicans get up an imitation

of this fungus, for if one goes to a tavern to get a

bottle of fine old u. yl. "Comet" port, the tavern-

keeper commonly produces a bottle covered with the

" false Zasmidium, " which is no other than a mixture of

dirty old spider-webs, soot, and sawdust—this variety,

wemayremark, neverproducesspores. On the Museum
table were the rare Polyi^orus intybaceus, the more

common Oak, P. dryadeus, a doubtful P. borealis,

and many other plants belonging to the genus Poly-

porus. The sweet-scented Lactarius glyciosiuus, the

soap-scented Agaricus saponaceus, A. fragrans, with

an odour like Melilot ; A. radicosus, smelling like a

linseed-meal poultice ; Hygrophorus cossus, with

the potent perfume of the he-goat ; and the

black H. metapodius. One of the best botani-

cal species was the red-topped Russula lepida.

Peziza succosa with its yellow juice ; P. sinuosa with

its purple juice ; the green Geoglossum viride, Thele-

phora anthocephala and caryophyllea, the latter

hardly so named because it is " clove-coloured,"

but rather because it is exactly the same in shape,

with the flower of a large Dianthus. Amongst

possibly new plants were Agaricus innocuus and Cor-

tinarius arenatus.

Most of the commoner and better known species

were represented by Wednesday evening, but one

group of fungi puzzled all : it was a large composite

mass of Agarics from a cellar with the exact odour of

the true Mushroom, and it was authoritatively labelled

Agaricus campestris, but the gills were very adnate

(not free), and it had not the annulus of A. campestris :

added to this the true Mushroom does not grow in a

fasciculate manner. The probability is that the group

belonged to a highly erratic growth of Agaricus lacry

'decorators,"
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mabundus, but the plants did not wholly accord with

this or any other species described by Fries. The
uncommon Puff-ball, Lycoperdon saccatum, was on the

table with Peziza macropus, P. aurantia, and the

extraordinary prolific variety of P. cochleata de-

s;ribed and illustrated by Mr. Berkeley in last year's

Gardeners' Chronicle. Trichosperma chrysosperma

was exhibited, and Russula nigricans and R. adusta

were shown side by side.

Thursday was the Club day, when the lawns of

.Sufton Court and the woody recesses of Blackberry

Hill close by were hunted over with remarkable

success, for though the specimens of fungi were few

in numbers, yet they were uncommonly good as

species. The first piece of good fortune fell to Mr.

Broome, for by a trench side he lighted on a choice

and prolific piece of wet and greasy rotten r.ag, clearly
" Ditch-deliver'd l>y a drab " (Mact'clh, act iv., sc. i.).

On this piece of (unsavoury—this in a whisper) cloth*

there was a splendid crop of Ascobolus carneus, which

Mr. Broome lovingly placed in a small sandwich-box

for proper security. Agaricus strangulatus was

one of the first species found, next A. (Eccilia)

atropunctus (which by tlie way we do not see in Dr.

Cooke's new Clavis], then the variety lacmus of

Ilygrophorus subradiatus, the new A. innocuus once

more, and Agaricus sulfureus with its strong smell of

gas-water or carbolic acid. The Vegetable Beefsteak

(Fistulina hepatica) was common on the Oaks, dis-

tilling and wasting its rich drops of inviting and
luscious gravy on the unappreciative grass. The
specimens were often tenderly examined by Dr. Bull,

but he pronounced them, one and all, to be hardly

"ripe enough " for the table; these "beefsteaks"

are like some game, best when they are a little

"high."
The edible Agaricus nebularis was fortunately very

abundant, and a few specimens of Bull-eat-us (as

some write it) edulis were lighted on. Of Truffles two

were raked out by the rakers, probably a Tuber and

Hymenogaster. The curious Agaricus cucumis with

its strange smell of stale herrings (Cucumbers, accord-

ing to Fries), and Thelephora fastidiosa with its

ho'rrid smell of a putrid carcase. Amongst speci-

mens found worthy of note may be mentioned

Cyphella galeata, the rich orange Peziza onotica, and

the yellow and brown leporina and badia ; Helvella

clastica and lacunosa ; Agaricus Candolleanus, uni-

c ilor, umbrosus, obscurus, dryinus, geophyllus, white

and blue ; the great black balls known as Hypoxylon
cjncentricum, and hard black cluljs known as Xylaria

pDlymorpha, and an Irpex of uncertain name. Maras-

mius erylhropus w.as found in many places. On the

top of Blackberry Hill, from which there is a view

of almost unsurpassed beauty, there is a large ditched

camp, and a large section of the exploring party went

over this position under the kind guidance of Richard

Hereford, Esq. , who explained the botany and geology

of the entire district, pointed o\it a number of re-

markable trees, and regaled the whole party with

bread and cheese and excellent cider.

Before dinner the fungi were taken to the Museum
and arranged : in the meantime Mr. Berkeley had

kindly written a very pleasant letter on behalf of him-

self and Mrs. Lloyd Wynne from Coed Coch enclosing

a few fungi of interest ; these were three species of

Hygrophorus, viz., the var. lacmus of H. subradiatus,

the orange-topped H. turundus, not yet recorded from

Hereford ; and a new species of Hygrophorus named
by Mr. Berkeley H. Wynniic : this plant was imme-
diately put under a glass case by Dr. Bull, lest it

should be touched by profane and unfungological

hngers. Herewith we append a figure of this species to

show the form (fig. 85), Mr. Berkeley will in good time

supply the characters, for it would be a mortal sin,

never to be forgiven, for one person to dare to describe

another person's fungus—for then, according to the

laws of botany, the species would always bear the

describer's name. We may venture to say that its

colour is a beautiful pure semi-transparent lemon
colour, with just a suggestion of green. By dinner-

time a good number of the other species had been

placed upon the table, but these were hardly worth
enumeration as they belonged (with the exception of

Gomphidius maculatus) to ordinary woodland species.

The Dinner.

The dinner went off as* these dinners usually do :

there was a difficulty in getting sufficient edible fungi

for the banquet, so the worthy, learned and valuable

Doctor who always presides (may he live for ever !) had
to confine his attention to preparations of the truly

delicious and succulent Hygrophorus pratensis, and
. the exquisite and highly pleasing Agaricus nebularis.

Dr. Bull dispensed these savory and steaming viands

with his own hands to the fifty-two diners, from bowls
of rich fungus-soup. It really was a treat for all who
understood physiognomy (as do all the Woolhopeans)
to see the unmistakable external marks of internal

gastronomic satisfaction suffuse the delighted faces of

the recipients as they each consumed the precious and
Elysian fungoid comestibles dispensed to them from
the safe hands of the Doctor.

Mr. Thomas Howse anfl Mr. Cecil Perceval were
elected Honorary Fellows of the Society, and then Dr.

Bull powcrtuUy reviewed the fungus work of the year,

referring to several poisoning cases, and aptly illus-

trating his remarks by an account of a pauper who
lost his life through eating too much pudding. Dr.

Bull then read a telegram he had just received from

Paris, directed to the officers and members of the

Woolhope Club from Max Cornu, their last year's

guest. The telegram was sent by M. Cornu and one or

two other French fungologists, congratulating the

Woolhope Club on the renewal of its work, and ex-

pressing pleasant remembrances of the meeting of last

year. Mr. Plowright then referred in detail to the two

recent poisoning cases at Hampton Court and Norfolk,

the general opinion of the members being that the

Hampton Court girls were poisoned by Agaricus fasti-

bilis (it was growing everywhere at the time), and the

Norfolk parties by Agaricus acutesquamosus. The
Rev. Augustin Ley read, in conclusion, a valuable

paper on the mosses of Herefordshire, after which Mr.

Lees made a few remarks on mosses and molehills.

After dinner there was the usual soiree at the house

of Mr. Thomas Cam, this gentleman, as usual, kindly

throwing his house open to every Woolhopean inte-

rested in abstruse fungological matters. Here Dr.

Cooke read a learned paper on the genus Corticium,

followed by some remarks on Peziza cnicifera, by Mr.

Phillips : this species has recently been described and

figured in the Gardeners' Chronicle by Mr. Phillips,

and an attempt was made to extinguish the plant as a

species by Dr. Cooke in your last week's number.

The discussion at the soiree gave the outsiders a good

insight into scientific sparring. Mr. Phillips skilfully

put himself on his defence, and coolly and adroitly

defended every vulnerable point of his "crucifera."

Dr. Cooke (after declaring his undying friendship for

Mr. Phillips) then made thrust after thrust, and crucified

"crucifera." "It mustn't, it couldn't, it shouldn't

be a species," said he. He cut the species in every

direction, he hit it, he bit it, and then suddenly gave

his assailant a foul and severe blow under the belt,

for he said the first shower would wash all the

"crucifera" out of the species by dissolving the

"crystals." This reminded us of the atrocious

rhyming pun recorded on one of the terra-cotta

cylinders from Kouyunjik (458 E.) and atttributed to

Sennacherib, who, on being asked by a boon
companion "What was the difference between a

winged human-headed bull cut in stone and a dead

lion with his tongue cut out? " wittily replied :—

<JTL<!ImT If ^{S

At this point Mr. C. B. Plowright came to the

rescue of his friend Phillips, who was certainly badly

winded, by saying that water does not readily dissolve

crystals of oxalate of lime, and that "crucifera" was

at any rate as good as hundreds of other species which

suddenly jump into existence. Mr. Phillips, having

recovered his breath, made a few more very skilful

lunges, and both assailants agreed that each had had

the best of it. Poor " crucifera " has no doubt lived

peacefully for thousands of years, and now what a

fight there is .about his little crystals ! W'hilst this was
going on the "honorary chaplain" was very properly

describing the virtues of his '47 port and Vquem
Sauternes to the writer. The Rev. J. E. Vize then

made some remarks. It will be remembered that

Mr. Vize is the famous author of .'Fcidium depau-

jierans ; he has now left the study of this horrid

depauperised species, and studied an ally of a totally

different nature ; its name indicates its appearance,

viz., -Ecidium ornamentale. The former was a

parasite on Violets, the latter now preys on the

Acacia, and although the latter parasite may be very

"ornamentale " to the eye of an ardent fungologist,

it will never be "ornamentale" to any horticulturist.

It is ornamental in the same way as a lady's face

would be ornamental in the height of a bad attack of

small-pox. The author of Peronosporites antiquorum

W. Sm., was then asked to say something, but he de-

clined. He wants to live in peace. So for once that

half-dozenyoungslashersand professorswho are always

ready to worry and tear and declare everything some
one else sees or says to be " pure imagination," were

disappointed. Antiquorum intends to watch the

fights of others in future, and keep his own skin

whole if possible : it is only to be hoped that both

sides won't come down upon him over poor

"crucifera."

The Last Day.

Friday was the last of the fungus-gatherings, and

Ludlow and Downton Castle grounds were appointed

for the day's exploration. The fungus-eaters left

Hereford by rail at 9. 15 A.M., and such was the hurry

to be off to time that one gentleman went off without

his boots, and did not perceive that he was running

in his thin slippers till he had nearly reached the

railway station, he then ran rapidly back to his

rooms for his boots, and caught the train (they

are never punctual) after all. One of the

Messrs. Fortey accompanied the party by train from
Hereford, and the other Mr. Fortey met the train

on its arrival at Ludlow, with Mr. George
Cocking, of Teme Side, Miss Lewis (a new accession

to the fungological ranks), and one or two others.

Without delay the party drove at once to Downton
Castle grounds, and began work in earnest. There
was a profuse growth of Strobilomyces strobilaceus in

every direction, the oldest Woolhopean could remem-
ber nothing like it before—young, old, and middle-

aged specimens were dotted all over the grassy places

and banks in profusion. Clavaria botrytis, which is

as handsome as rare, was found in good condition, as

well as the beautiful C. amethystina. Paxillus pan-

noides and Agaricus heteroclitus, both rarities, were
found. For the first time during the present foray

Agaricus resplendens was met with, and now in

abundance, and the curious and beautiful plant referred

last year without doubt to A. Russula. Mr. Howse
told us that the plant was not Agaricus Russula but

Hygrophorus enibescens, and that it was " settled
"

last year in France. It is always pleasant to hear of

a fungological matter being "settled," but it is some-

times well to know who has " settled " it. I was
once told in Wales that the nature and meaning of

cromlechs had been "quite settled," but when I

afterwards found that it \v.as a linendraper, who also

did a little printing and sold cakes in a neighbouring

town, who had " settled " the job, I lost some faith

in the settlement ; but perhaps there is another case

of " protective mimicry " in these two fungi. Corti-

narius cinnamomeus in its two varieties was found, as

well as the magnificent C. cinnabarinus and Russula

cyanoxantha.
During this, the last day, many of the species

found on former days were again met with, and an
equally large number of small (ignoble, according to

Fries) species. Of these I have kept no list. I

respect (?) the vast army of microscopic entities and
nonentities ; their name is legion—they have no end

and no beginning, and they are always increasing

in numbers, and possibly nine-tenths would be better

for crucifying. As usual Messrs. Fortey fortified

the vs'hole party in the " Moss House " by the

Teme side, which house literally groaned from its

foundation to its roof with the load of good things

so kindly provided by these two truly good and
valuable gentlemen and fungologists. After emptying

all the Messrs. Fortey 's hampers, boxes, and bottles, the

fungologists were like giants refreshed, and returned

towards Downton Castle by the other side of the river.

Aspidium angulare, Cystopteris fragilis and dentata

and Scolopendrium vulgare grow by the stony Teme-
side, and Neottia nidus avis in the woods.

On the return drive the party took Oakley Park,

the residence of Lady Mary Windsor, on the'way, and

paid a visit to the group of so-called " Druid Oaks."

These are mentioned as large trees in Domesday Book,

A.D. 1086. Heard from several persons that Pater-

son's Victoria Potato is badly diseased this year :

this means a good deal, for probably no Potato has

hitherto so well resisted the disease as Paterson's

Victoria. Then, as if never tired of doing enough

for the fungologists, the hospitable Messrs. Fortey,

of Ludlow, took the whole party to their house,

where hot tea and coffee and everything else one can

think of except fungi (and this was a curious omission)

so loaded the tables that it w.as simply impossible to

see the cloth ; and as the dusk of evening approached

it gradually became even difficult to see one another.

Thus pleasantly, as guest after guest shook hands and

heartily thanked the good-hearted Ludlow hosts, the

tenth annual fungus-foray of the Woodhope Club was

brought to an end. IV. G. Smith.

Florists' Flowers.
The Hollyhock.—This is the most stately of

flowers that has been improved by the aid of the

florist. It is easily cultivated, and generally com-

mands admiration for its striking appearance in gar-

dens, especially when placed at a distance from the

observer and as a background to other flowers. Like

many other flowers that have been brought to a high

state of perfection, the Hollyhock owes much to one

or two individuals not known to fame in any other

walk of life. Mr. Charles Baron, a shoemaker, of

Walden, was one of those village worthies who had a

passion for a certain flower, and by careful selection

and crossing of varieties he did for the Hollyhock

what Richard Headly and George Lightbody did

for the .\uricula. But it was when men of large

capital and enterprise, like Messrs. Paul of Ches-

hunt, Chater of Saffron Walden, and Downie & Laird

of Edinburgh, undertook the raising of new varieties

from crossing and selection that the greatest advance

was made.

At some time or other in the history of

every flower that has been long in cultivation, a

period has come when the public, or at least the
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flower-luving public, have ilisplayetl an amount of

enthusiasm about it, perhaps more than the flower

really deserved — the passion for the flower

has gone on to a certain height, and then

the declension has been more or less rapid,

according to the nature or fervour of the enthu-

siasm. It has been so with the Hollyhock : it

does not occupy that place in our esteem which its

merits deserve, and perhaps this is the natural result

of its once occupying a higher position than it fairly

deserved on its own merits. I am not prepared dog-

matically to say so, for I have always admired the

Hollyhock, and I thinli it fairly deserves a high

position in certain gardens, public and private, where

it at present does not even lind a place.

About a quarter of a century ago almost every

garden of any pretensions boasted of its collection of

Hollyhocks, and exhibitions arranged specially for

them were held in the capital cities of England, .Scot-

land, and Ireland, besides many provincial towns. It

is scarcely necessary to ask why this state of things was

not continued. There is a fashion in flowers as there is

in dress, and the idol of to-day stands a chance of being

trampled in the dust to-morrow. One evident reason

of the Hollyhock not being grown in some districts is

the decimation of the plants by the destructive fungus,

named Puccinia malvacearum. This disease is pecu-

liarly virulent in dry seasons, the fungus spreads over

the leaves of the plants, and quite destroys the

softer parts, leaving the naked venation rustling

in the wind, a melancholy spectacle. A strong

solution of soft soap and sulphur, or Gishurst Com-
pound, has been known to check it ; but sometimes the

cure is as bad as the disease. The most r.adical cure is

to destroy the plants, and begin again with a healthy

stock, taking care th.at the nidus of the disease is not

left in the garden or in the frames where the plants

are wintered.

In starting to grow Hollyhocks, it is just .as well to

see that the plants are healthy. If they are purchased
in the autumn they must be wintered in cold frames,

the pots plunged in cocoa-nut fibre refuse. In January
or February the plants must be repotted ; if they are

strong 6-inch pots must be used, the compost being

turfy loam, with a fourth part of rotted manure added
to it and a little sand. The ground should be pre-

pared for the plants in the autumn by trenching it

2 or even 3 feet deep, and adding plenty of rich

manure in layers from the bottom to within 6 inches

of the surface. During fine weather the surface

should be forked over in the winter months, and at

intervals of about a month ; this is especially neces-

sary in clay soils, and it is in such soils when well

worked that the Hollyhock succeeds best. The
plants should be planted out about the end of

April, or earlier if the weather is favourable. I

drive into the ground the sticks that are intended to

support the plants ; they should be strong and stand

6 feet out of the ground, and 18 inches into it :

this plan is preferable to placing small sticks to the

plants at first and placing the permanent sticks to

them when the spikes are considerably advanced.
When the pkants are put out in the borders I like to

place some good rich loam round the roots, into which
they can work at once. As the spikes advance in

growth they must be fastened to the sticks. In dry
weather water must be copiously supplied to the roots

and a mulching of rotted manure will keep it from
evaporating. One spike only should be grown to a

plant if they are intended for exhibition, and all the

side growths must be removed. Some of the leaves

on these lateral growths have leaf-buds at their axils :

these must be used to make eyes to produce plants
;

about an inch or more of stalk is left with each eye ;

the leaf and a portion of the leaf-stalks are removed,
the eyes are then inserted singly in thumb-pots, with
a portion of the leaf-stalk and the top end of the bit

of stalk showing above ground. Place the pots in a
frame in a gentle bottom-heat, but do not apply too
much water else the eyes will rot. In a week or less

the shoot will appear above-ground, roots will speedily

be formed, and the plant must be potted into large

6o's when the thumbs are well filled with roots.

If the spikes are to be exhibited it is best to cut the
top off, and the skilful cultivator will manage it so that

the flowers just under the cut will be expanded on Ihc

day of the show. If single blooms are to be exhibited

only it is still desirable to cut off the tops of the spike

to increase theii size. It is not always desirable to

reduce the number of spikes on a plant to one, nor is

it always best to cut off the side growths. When the
plants are put out on wide borders with Dahlias and

other tall growing plants, and the object is to have a

long continuance of flowers or to fill up a certain

space, then by all means allow the plants to grow
freely, and merely remove decaying flowers as they go
off.

Seed should be saved from the best flowers only,

and it is very desirable that they should be crossed

with other good sorts to obtain new varieties. I

have saved seeds from the best sorts in cultivation

without crossing the flowers, and out of many dozens

fifty per cent, of them were neither better nor worse th.an

the parent, and there was scarcely any alteration in the

colour of any of them. Out of fifty plants grown
from seeds judiciously crossed there is more chance of

getting a new and good flower than there is from five

hundred where no artificial imiircgnation has taken

place. The seeds may be sown as soon as they are

gathered and dried, but I prefer to keep them until

the end of May the following year ; and the plants

should be planted where they arc to flower about the

end of August. They will make a grand display the

following season. The stalks should be cut off 4 or 6
inches above the surface of the ground as soon as the

flowering period is over. The more choice sorts

should be potted into 7 or S-inch pots, and the others

will be safe if they are planted out in a cold frame.

Although the Hollyhock is quite hardy in this

country, it is absolutely necessary to treat the plants

as described to obtain cuttings early in the year

following ; early rooted spring cuttings are quite

indispensable to the exhibitor. These will come in

for the late shows, and the plants propagated the

previous autumn from eyes will flower quite a month
earlier. In the South such plants will be at their best

in an ordinary season about the first or second week
in August, some earlier and some later, as autumn-
struck cuttings are more erratic in their flowering than

plants produced from cuttings or root grafts in the

spring. It must be understood that the Hollyhock is

a perennial, and plants will continue to produce spikes

from the same rootstock and without removal for many
years, but they will not be of anything like such good
quality as those from plants managed as detailed

above. It may as well be stated that some of the

very finest double flowers in the South will not open
kindly north of the Tweed, but flowers that succeed

well in Scotland may be safely trusted to do in any
part of Britain.

I am indebted to my cousin, Mr. Andrew Kerr,

of Messrs. Downie & Laird's nursery, Edinburgh,
for a list of the flowers that succeed best in Scotland,

and which are at the same time of high-class quality.

The twelve best are marked with a *. Andrew Good-
fellow, *Countess of Kellie, *David Henderson,
*David Marshall, *Frank Gibb Dougal, *George John-
stone, 'Gem of Yellows Improved, James Neilson,

James Whitton, *John Gair, John Tweedie, Joseph
Norval, Lady Hume Campbell, Lord Clifden, *Mrs.
T. H. Douglas, "Mrs. Downie Improved, *Mrs. Bruce

B. Tod, *Model, Octoroon, *Primrose Gem, War Eagle,

and William Fowler. The above, though the best in

cultivation, vary in price from \s. tJ. to 2.t. 61/. each.

J. Douglas.

MARSHALL P. WILDER.
We have often had occasion to speak of this gentle-

man's services to horticulture and pomolog}', and of his

eloquent advocacy of their claims. We are glad to see

that his friends in Boston, United States, have honoured

themselves in honouring this venerable labourer in

the field of horticulture. The fiftieth annual dinner

of the Massachusetts Horticultural Society, and the

eightieth anniversary of the birth of Colonel Wilder
(which happened to fall within a few days one of the

other), were made the occasion for a complimentary
banquet. At the head of the hall was displaj-ed the

familiar painting depicting the scene at the opening

of the United States Agricultural Society's exhibition

on the South End Fair Grounds, in October, 1S55,
the central figure in which is Colonel Wilder
mounted on a white horse. At the left of the picture

stood two life-size statues, executed in wood by
Herbert Gleason, and loaned by their owner,
William Emerson Baker, of Wellesley. They
represent Hon. Marshall P. Wilder standing
with uncovered head, while PomONA, the goddess of

fruits, is in the act of crowning him with a wreath of
Laurel. Ex-Alderman Breck presided, and Colonel
Wilder was seated on his right. Beside the plate of
each guest was placed an elegantly executed likeness

of the guest of the evening, bearing his autograph, and
to which was attached the me'iut. Colonel Wilder's
speech in acknowledging the compliment paid him

contains a good deal of matter which is interesting

from an historical point of view, on which account we
make the following extracts :

—

" When we reflect upon our past labours our thoughts
naturally revert to the Massachusetts Horticultural
Society, whose fiftieth annual exhibition has just closed.
Well do I remember its first exhibition in the old
Exchange Coffee-house in this city. Well do I remem-
ber the Scene, with its two small side-tables and one at

the head of the hall. Well do I recollect the contri-

bution of fruits when Robert Manning, the great
pomologist of America, contributed only two baskets of
fruit, and the subsequent growth of his enterprise, when
he donated many hundred varieties, and afterwards had
in the Pomological Garden at Salem 2000 varieties of
fruit trees. Thank GoD, his son, bearing his own name,
is with us to-day. Well do I remember the dinner at

which sixty gentlemen participated, and the speeches
which succeeded it. The scene is before me now.
There sat at the head of the table the eloquent Deak-
BOKN, there on his rightandlcftsat his Honour Lieutenant-
Governor Th()MA.s L. WintiikoJ' {father of our beloved

Robert C. Wintiirop), and his Honour the then mayor
of the city, Harrison Gray Otis, and the accom-
plished statesman and orator, D.vniel Webster, of
inmiortal fame. There, too, were Hon. John C. Gray,
Vice-President; Dr. Jacob Bigelow, corresponding
secretary of the Society, and John B. Russell, all of

whom still sur\ive ; and here to-day, much to our joy,

are the brothers Hovey, who were present on that

" I have lived to see great progress and improvement
in the agriculture and horticulture of our country, much
ofwhichmaybe primarily traced to the enterprise and
labours of Massachusetts men. Suffice it to say, that

from the day when Governor Endicott planted his Pcrr
tree at Salem, which still lives—from the day that Pere-
grine White planted his Apple tree at Marshtield,

Mass.—from the day when our Society was formed, it

has stood prominently before the world as a leader and
patron of agricultural and horticultural science. How
marvellous the progress in our own day ! How grand
the march of horticulture since the establishment of our
own Society ! It is scarcely fifty years since the Massa-
chusetts Horticultural Society was formed. Then there

were only two horticultural and but few agricultural

societies in our land : now they are counted by thou-

sands, and are scattered over the continent, all working
harmoniously for the promotion of these arts. Then
there was scarcely a nursery of any note west, and only

a few east of the Hudson River ; now they are planted

from one shore of our country to the other, and among
them are many of the largest in the world. Then Mr.
Hovey had not sown the seeds of his Strawberry and
other fruits, which have since immortalised his name, or

commenced laying-out his extensive grounds and build-

ing his houses in Cambridge. Then 1 had not planted a
seed of the Camellia, the Azalea, Pear or Grape, or even
attempted the hybridisation of a plant ; now our Ameri-
can fruits and plants enrich the gardens and adorn the

catalogues of foreign lands. Then we had no
such splendid villas as those of Hunnewell, Pav-
SON, Gray, and others, with their broad lawns, ex-

tensive glass structures and magnificent plants,

which are such an honour to our land. Then we had
many old and fine homes and gardens, but very litde in

the way of landscape gardening or in new or rare plants

or fruits. Then our exhibitions were confined to a few

days of the year, and were for many years held in small

rooms; now many of our exhibitions are the best given

in any State in the Union. Then we had no building of

our own ; now we possess the most cosUy and magnifi-

cent temple of horticulture that the world can boast.

Then the American Pomological Society, whose Presi-

dent, by the mercy of Goo, in his twenty-eighth year of

service now stands before you, had never been dreamed
of—a society that emanated primarily from the influence

of the Massachusetts Horticultural Society—a society

that embraces not only our national domain, but whose
jurisdiction extends over our continent—whose catalogue

prescribes the appropriate fruits for fifty States, territories

and districts, and at whose quarter centennial in this city

the far-off State of Nebraska, with her governor at her

head, carried oft triumphantly the Wilder Medal for the

best collection of fruits. Then there were few exports of

fruits ; now we send 400,000 barrels of Apples in good
years to foreign lands. Then the Grape was scarcely

cultivated ; now, in addition to all that are used for the

table, we make 15,000,000 gallons of wine, and wine, too.

that took the first prize at the World's Exhibition at

Vienna in 1873. Then the statistics of our fruit crop

were not thought worthy of record ; now it amounts to

140,000,000 dollars, or nearly the average annual value of

our Wheat crop."

#i)auars.
O.N the 22d of last month, at Denver, Colorado,

died of rheumatic fever, in the forty-si.\th year of his

age, the well-known traveller, naturalist, and
geologist, Thomas Belt. The son of the late Mr.
George Belt, a nurseryman and seedsman of New-
castle-upon-Tyne, he was a practical botanist almost

from his infancy. In 1S51 Thomas Belt joined in

the first great gold rush to Australia, and since that

time his life has been that of a hard-working, success-

ul mining engineer. He visited all parts of the

world in t?he course of his profession, but whether as a

digger in Victoria, as a manager of mines in Central

America, or as a prospector in the wilder parts of
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Russia, the engineer was always a naturalist at heart.

He was an excellent observer, and a certain specu-

lative tendency led him to group his observations so

as to bring out their full theoretical bearings. He
was minutely accurate in his description of facts, and

bold in his generalisations. He covered so much

ground that some of his theories may not bear the

test of further research, but some will stand, and

all bear witness to the singular grasp of his mind.

The chief results of his work are to be found in his

papers read before the Geological Society (of which he

became a Fellow in 1866), and in a most interesting

book entitled The .Valiira/ist in iVicara^'iia, and

published in 187^.

In biology Mr. Belt was an advanced evolutionist,

and in geology an ultra-glacialist. In both branches

of science his papers were suggestive in the highest

degree. What he did was so good that much was

expected of him, and his sudden loss is an irreparable

one to the rapidly thinning group of eminent Tyneside

naturalists, to which by right of birth he belonged.

We regret to announce the death, on Sept. 29,

aged si.xty-eight, of Mr. George Rose, who for up-

wards of forty years was gardener to the late and

present Lord Heytesbury, at Heytesbury House,

Wilts. He retired from the management of these

gardens last Christmas on a handsome pension

allowed him by Lord Heytesbury, and was suc-

ceeded by Mr. J. Horsefieltl.

Cbc Mlciitljtr.

STATE OF THE WEATHER AT BLACKHEATH, LONDON,
For the Week ending Wednesday, Oct. g, 1878.
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The scrap is quite insufticient.

—

E. II, H. Your weed
is one of the Dodders, Cuscuta epitliymuni.

Plant Box on Pipes : Amateur. The heat from the

hot-water apparatus would be injurious to the roots.

You should construct a hollow, wooden stand to rest

on the jiipes, and support the box. If done neady,

tliis will be no eyesore.

Round and Kidnjcy Potatos ; Enquirer. You will

find five first-class rounds for the purposes named in

.Schoolmaster and Rector of Woodstock (white), Gram-
pian (red), Blanchard (white, marked with purple),

and Radstock Beauty (marked with red). Of kidneys
the following are a good selection;— International,

Magnum Bonum, and Lapstone (whites), Trophy and
Bountiful (coloured kinds). All these were in the front

rank of exhibition samples at the Crystal Palace.

SOL.^NUM : E. G. Your plants are badly affected with
mildew, occasioned no doubt by keeping them too close

and damp after potting up. I'he best you can do will

be to burn the plants and get a fresh stock.

Catalogues Received.—Charles Turner (Royal Nur-
series, Slough), Catalogue of Roses, Fruit Trees,

Coniferoe, Trees, &c.—R. B. Matthews (65 and 67,

Victoria Street, Belfast), Descriptive Priced Catalogue
of Flower Roots, Nursery Stock, &c.—Messrs. James
Dickson & Sons (Newton Nurseries, and 108, Eastgate
Street, Chester), Catalogue of Roses, and of Vines,

Mushroom Spawn, &c.—Messrs. Osborn & Sons {The
Fulham Nurseries, London, S.W.), Select List of

Plan ts for Autumn and Winter Blooming—Andre Leroy
(Anjcrs, Maine-et-Loirc, France), Catalogue of Plants,

Roses, Fruit Trees, &c.—Thomas. S. Ware (Hale
Farm Nurseries, Tottenham, London), Autumn Cata-
logue of Hardy Florists' Flowers, and Climbing Plants

and Roses. — Messrs. Paul & Son (The "Old"
Nurseries, Cheshunt, Herts), Catalogue of Roses.

—

Messrs. W. Thomson & Co (16, St. Giles Street,

Edinbiu-gh), Descriptive Catalogue ot Flower Roots.

—

Messrs. John Waterer & Sons (American Nursery,
Bagshot, Surrey), Catalogue of Rhododendrons and
other Plants.—John Moore (Goodhope Rose Nurseries,

Market Place, Warwick), Illustrated Catalogue of
Roses and Plants, Bulbs, Fruit Trees, &'c.—Messrs. S.

Dixon & Co. (34, Moorgate Street, London, E.C.).
Catalogue of Dutch Flower Roots.

Communications Received : — J. G. E. — J. J. —W. B. —
W. G.-J. S.—J. I. L.—A. F.—T. C. B.—J. P.—S. & Co.—
P. F.—G. Thorne (next week).-G. E.-G. S.—Prof. Koch.
-E. R. C—A. D.—T. M —J. H.—G.—D. T. P.- D. M.—
J. B.— J. F. S. (nfxt week).-G. T. (next week).-W. H.—
J. D.-N. G.-C. Y. M.---W. M.

COVENT GARDEN, Ocioher 10.

We have no alterations to quote, slack trade being the
rule, and English Pines alone being in demand. A
shorter supply of Kent Cobs has somewliat improved
prices. James Webber, Wholesale Apple Market.

Cobs and Filbei

Grapes, per Ii

Lemons, per ic

Artichokes, English
Globe, doz. .. :

Beans, French, lb. .. c

Beet, per doz. . . i

Briis, sprouts, bush.
;

Cabbages, per doz. ,. i

Carrots, per bunch . . (

Cauliflowers, per doz. :

Celery, per bundle .. ]

Chilis, per loo ..
;

Cucumbers, each ,. <

Custard Mar., doz.
;

Endive, Batav. dozen :

Garlic, per lb. .. <

The Potato trade is

Regents, looi. to 13

Calceolaria, 12 bun. . 6 c

Carnations, 1 2 bunch. 4 c

Cornflower, labuu.. 2 c

Dahlias, 12 bunch, ..3c
Delphinium, 12 bun. 6 c

Eucharis, per doz, .. 4 e

Gardenias. 12 blms. 3 c

Gladioli, various, 12

Heliotropes, is sp. .. o (

Jasmine, 12 bunches 6 <

Mignonette, 12 bun. 2 <

! Herb=, per bunch .

.

Horse Radish, p bun.
Lettuces, Cos, Eng.,

I bunch.'.'
I

IVlint

I

Onioi
Parsley, per bunch.. 04-,.
Radishes, per bunch 01-0;— Spanish, doz, .. 10- ..— New Jersey, doz. 20-..
Shallots, per lb .. 06- ..

Spinach, per bushel 20-..
Tomatos, per dozen 26-31
Turnips, p. 12 bunch. 06-..
Vegt. Marrows, doz. 20-..

nd pri the
.per

Pyrethrum, 12 bun..
Roses (indoor), doz.
— (outdoor). i2bun.

SpirEea, 12 sprays ..

\ Stephanotis, 12 sp. .

,

Sweet Peas. 12 bun.
Sweet Sultan, 12 bun.
Tropasolum, 12 bun.

IN Pots.

Aste:

6 o-i:

Begonias, per doz. .

.

Bouvardiasdo
Calceolarias, p. doz, ,

Chrysanth., per doz.
Coleus. per dozen .

.

Cyperus, do.

.

Dracaena terminalis 30 0-60 <— viridis, per doz. . . 18 0-24 (

Euonymus, various,
per dozen .. . . 4 0-18 <

Ferns, in variety, per

4 a-iS (

Ficus elastica. each 2 6-ii? t

Foliage Plants, vari-

Fuchsi3s, per dozen . 3 c-12 <

Mignonette, per doz. 30-9)
Myrtles, per doz. .. 4 0-12 (

Palms in variety.

Pelargoniums. scar-
lets, zonal, doz . . 2 6-6 <

Petunias, per dozen 4 0-12 1— Fairy, per doz. q 0-12 '

V.illota, per doz. ..iS 0-24 <

SEEDS.
London, October <).—The seed market has this vi'eek

been thinly attended, and the business doing very limited.

Of English red Clover seed there is more offering, but
the prices asked by growers are above the valuation of

Mark Lane buyers. As regards the crop in America
(die e.xported surplus of which has for several years past

played so important a part in our market), no new
feature has developed itself. Holders in Chicago and
the other Western collecting depdts keep firm to their

recent demands. At present rates there is no inclination

on this side to transmit orders across the Adantic ; but a
concession on the part of American houses of 2.f. to 35.

per cwt. woidd probably induce a certain amount of

English and Continental buying. The yield in the State

of New York will, it is said, prove disappointing. In

neither Alsike, white Clover, nor Trefoil, is there enough
business doing to call for remark. The demand for

Canary seed continues inactive : occasionally speculators,

in order to realise their profit will let go some small

portion of their holding at a slight abatement from
market currencies. Hemp seed on the spot is scarce

and dearer. Good black Rape seed is also in short

supply. With respect to winter Tares supply still out-

strips demand : quotations have now fallen to close upon a
feeding level of value. P'ine blue Peas steadily maintain

former terms': a heavy consumptive demand for these,

caused mainly by the lowness of wages, will probably be
experienced during the approaching winter. It is noticed

that when money is abundant with the operative, die

favourite article of food with him, naturally enough, is

meat, but in hard times he has to fall back upon Pulse.

Tlie New Dutch Haricot Beans show this year good
quality, yohn Sha-w b' Sons, Seed AIc?rhanfs, yj, Mark
Lane, London, E.C.

CORN.
At Mark Lane on Monday trade was dull, and prices

were with difficulty maintained ; fine samples of English

Wheat, however, fetched late rates. Of foreign tliere

was a fair show, and business was effected at last week's

rates. Fine malting barley was steady, but other

descriptions were drooping in value. Malt realised

former quotations. For Oats late terms were difficult to

obtain. Maize tended in buyers' favour, and Beans and
Peas both were unaltered, firmness, however, being

maintained as regards the former. Flour was dull, and
irregular in price.—On Wednesday English Wheat was
very quiet at about late rates ; foreign was in slow request

at Monday's currency. Fine barley, being scarce, was
held at full currencies ; but the trade for inferior produce

was dull. Malt was without material change in price.

Oats sold slowly at Monday "s quotadons, and the trade

for Indian Corn was very quiet. Beans were held at full

prices, but the market for Peas was very quiet. The
flour trade remained dull.—Average prices of corn for

the week ending October 5 :—Wheat, 40J. 4</. ; Barley,

40J. td. ; Oats, 22J. 3*/. For the corresponding period

last year:—Wheat, 55J'. iid. ; Barley, 44.^. 2d. ; Oats,

24J-. 6d.

CATTLE.
At the Metropolitan market on Monday trade in beasts

was very dull, and prices could not be quoted higher on
the average. For sheep trade continued dull, nnd the

demand limited, allliough prices were a little better on
the average. There was a large supply of calves ; trade

was dull, at lower rates. Quotations :i—Beasts, 4-r. ^d.

to 4J. rod., and 5^. ^d. to 5J. lod. ; calves, 5J. ^d. to

6s. ; sheep, $s, to 5^-. 6d., and y. lod. to 7s.
;
pigs, 4J.

to 5J. — The catde trade was dull in tone on Thursday.
There was an increased supply of beasts, for which the

demand was heavy, at drooping prices. Fine sheep
were tolerably steady, but other kinds were flat. Calves

and pigs sold at about Monday's rates.

HAY.
At Whitcchapel on Tuesday there was a large supply

of fodder on sale, and trade ruled dull at drooping prices.

Prime Clover was quoted at iioj. to 117s. ; inferior,

80s. to gos.
;
prime meadow hay, Sos. to 85^. ; inferior,

40J-. to 70s. ; and straw, 35^. to 42s. per load. — There
was a large supply of fodder on Thursday. The trade

was very dull, and quotations as follows:— Prime
Clover, iioj. to iiys. ; inferior, Sos. to gos. ; prime
meadow hay, 75^. to 85J. ; inferior, 40J. to 70s. ; and
straw, 30J-. to 42s. per load. — Cumberland Alarket

quotations : — Superior meadow hay, 90J. to 95.^. ; infe-

rior, 6^s. to 75J. ; superior Clover, 120s. to 130s. ; in-

ferior, gos. to 108/. ; and straw, 43^'. to 48^. per load.

POTATOS.
The Borough and Spitalfields reports state diat there

were good supplies of English Potatos at market, and
prices remained steady, but foreign descriptions were
scarcely so firm, owing to the increased importation.

Subjoined are the current quotations :—Kent Regents,

gos. to iioj. perton ; Essex ditto, 50J. to 90J. ; Champion,
75J. to 85J. ; rocks, 6$s. to 85.^, ; Early Rose, gos. to

120S. ; kidneys, 1005. to iioj'.

COALS.
There was a fair demand for house coal at Monday's

market at fully previous prices. On Wednesday sales

were made in house coal at an advance of 6d. per ton.

Seconds were unchanged. Quotations ;—Carr's Hartley,

14J. 6d.: Springwell West Hartley. 14J. gd.\ Walls End
—Hetton, i8j^. ; Hetton Lyons, 16s. yi. ; Hawthorns,
\6s. ^d.; Lambton, 17s. 6d. ; Wear, 16s. 3f/. ; South
Hetton, iSs. ; East Hartlepool, 17^^. gd.

WHOLESALE RUSSIA MAT
MERCHANTS.

NEW ARCHANGEL MATS,
ST. PETERSBURG MATS.
RAFFIA FIBRE, NETTING, CANVAS, ^c.

MARENDAZ and FISHER, James Street, Covent

Garden, W.C.

ARCHANGEL, PETERSBURG
PACKING MATS ETC.

BAFFIA for TYING,
TRAINING STICKS and LABELS,

Bamboo CaJies, Virgin Corl\ ctT.

C. J. BLACKITH and CO.,

COX'S QUAY. LOWER THAMES STREET. LONDON.

NEW ARCHANGEL MATS.— 10,000
just landed. Price 85^. per 100. positive cash. Apply to

GEORGE BAKER and CO., 210 and 211. Tooley Street,

S.E. ; one minute's walk from Lendon Bridge Railway Sieps.

New Archangel and Petersburg Mats.

J BLACKBURN and SONS have imported
• several large shipments cf MATS from Archangel.

Petersburg, and Cronstadt, and are offering them fur present

orders at unusually low prices. Samples can be seen and prices

obtained at 4 and 5, Wormwood Street. E.C.

ANDERSON'S RUSSIA MATS,
For COVERING. TYING, and PACKING.

Highly recommended for durability and cheapness. The
different qualities and sizes aie fully described in Catalogue,

post-free on application. Every description of SACKS and

BAGS. ROPES. LINES, TWINES. &c. — JAMES T.

ANDERSON, 149, Commercial Street. Shoreditch, London, E.

«fei&

;|4
J

K^'J

Ivr^^jTf^

Rhubarb and Seakale Forcing.

STRONG WELL-MADE POTS for the
^ above can be supplied by

J. MATTHEWS, Royal Pottery, Weston-super-Mare.
Price List Free.

THE GARDEN POTTERY, Old Down,
Shepton Malet.—My PRICE LIST is now re-issueti for

a marked reduction on previous lists. Flower-Pots, Hyacinth

and Crocus Pots, Moss Pots, Watercress Pans, Rhubarb, Sea-

kale and Cucumber Pots, Snail-Guards, Hedgehogs, Seed Pans,

Edging Tiles, are all materially reduced in price. .

T. J. HICKES.-Sept. 28.

Hyacinths In Pots.

)OTS MADE E.XPKES.SLV for HYA-
CINTHS can be supplied by

J. MATTHEWS, Royal Pottery, Weston-super-Mare.

Eosher's Garden Edging Tiles.

rriHE ABOVE and m.-iny other PATTERNS
-L are made in materials of great duiabilily. 'I'he

suited for KITCHEN e55±55??!??=!»a

GARDENS, as they
harbour no Slugs or Insects,

take up little room, and,

further labour or expense,
n" Edgings, consequently bemg much cheaper.

GARDEN VASES, FOUNTAINS, &c,, in Artificial Stone,
very durable and ofsuperior finish, and in great variety of design.

F. ROSHER AND CO., Manufacturers, Upper Ground
Street, Blackfriars, S.E. ; King's Road, Chelsea, S.W. ;

Kingsland Road, E.
Agents for LOOKER'S PATENT "ACME FRAMES,"

PLANT COVERS, and PROPAGATING BOXES: also
for FOXLEY'S PATENT BEADED GARDEN WALL
BRICKS.

Illustrated Price Lists free by Post. The Trade supplied.

ORNAMENTAL PAVING TILES,
for Conservatories, Halls, Corridors. Balconies. &c..

from 3r. per square yard upwards. Pattern Sheets, of Plain or
more elaborate designs, with prices, sent for selection.

WHITE GLAZED TILES, for Lining Walls of Dairies,
Larders, Kitchen Ranges, Baths, &c. Grooved and other Stable
Paving of great durability. Wall Copings, Drain Pipes and Tiles
ol all kinds. Roofing Tiles in great variety. Slates. Cement, &c.

T. ROSHER AND CO., Brick and Tile Merchants.
See Addresses above.

SILVER SAND,
fine or coarse grain as desired. Prices by Post per Ton

or Truckload, on Wharf in London, or delivered direct from
Pits to any Railway Station. Samples of Sand free by post.

FLINTS and BRICK BURRS for Rockeries or Ferneries.
KENT PEATS or LOAM supplied at lowe:

F. ROSHER AND CO.-Addresses see above.
N.B.—Orders promptly executed by Rail or to Wharves.

A liberal Discount to the Trade.

I any
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THOMAS MILLINGTON and CO.,
87, Uishopsgate Street Without, London, E.G., iMfOK-

TERS and Dealers in Window Glass of all kinds.

Small Squares In 16 oz.

Prices for the sizes stated, and for not less than a box of too feet.

Special price for other sizes will be quoted upon application.

No. in
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THE GAKDENEES' CHRONICLE.

SCALE OF CHARGES FOR ADVERTISING.

.^086.090.096

3 5

CARDENERS, AND OTHERS, WANTING SITUATIONS.
z6 words \s. 6//.. and dd. for every addition.il line

(about 9 words) or part of a line.

THESE ADVERTISEMENTS MtJST EE rHEP.MD.

Births, Deaths and Marriages, 5^, each insertion.

Advertisemenis for the citrrent week mi;st reaclt the Offici
by Thursday hooii.

All Subscriptions Payable In Advance.
The U.vited Kingiiom: 12 Months, li 31. lo,/. ; 6 Months,

IIJ. 11./.
; 3 Months, 6s.

Foreign : 26^,, includin;^ Po5t.ige for 12 Months.

P. 0.0. to be made payable at the King Street Post-office, W.C,
to W. Richards.

Publishing Office and Office for Advertisements,

41, Wellington Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C.

THE GRAVEL -WALK METAL
SCRAPER MATS.—They improve the appearance of

Entrances, are suitable for all kinds ol Gravel-walk Entrances, in

all weathers, either to remove the loose grit afier summerstioweis,
or the dirt or snow of winter. Their texture gives a firm held
to tilefeet in ivhatevcr direction you step. They are the width
of an ordinary step, and being directly in the path cannot escape
use^ save much wear in other mats, floorcloths, and carpets, and
their endurance is incalculable. Lengths, 2 feet 3 inches, price
laj. : 2 feet 6 inches, i-is. : 3 feet, 14^. ; 3 feet 4 inches, i6r.

;

3 feel 8 inches, 18s. : 4 feet, 2 s. All 12 inches wide.

Tidcombe's Patent Gravel-walk Metal Scraper Mats are
suitable for Mansions, Villas, French Casements, Conservatories,
Hothouses. Greenhouses, Flower Gardens, Kitchen Gardens,
Places of Worship, Colleges, Schools, Manufactories, Hotels,
Public Institutions, and all Entrances leading from Sandy,
Gritty, or Gravel Walks. Delivered on Railway on receipt of re-
mittance, payable to G. TIDCUMBE AtJD SON.Watford, Herts.

PARI S EXHIBIT ! ON.
FOR PORTMANTEAUS, TRUNK.S,

BAGS and HAT CASES,

RILEY & CO., 283, Strand (opposite Norfolk Street).

Also the TdURIST COMPANION. Store Prices.

Steamboat Accidents I - Railway Accidents I

Accidents of all kinds Insured against by the

RAILWAY PASSENGER.S A.SSURANCE
COMPANY.

The Oldest and Largest Accidental Assurance Company.
The Right Hon. Lord Kinnaihd, Ch,tiri,u,n.

Subscribed Capital, /i.ooo.ooo. Annual Income. i;2io.Qoo. A
fixed sum in ca»e of Death by Accident, and a Weekly Allow-
ance in the event of Injury, may be secured at moderate Pre-
miums. Bonus allowed to Insurers of 5 years' standing. Acci-
dents occur daily. ;i;i,230,000 have been paid as compensation.
Apply to the Clerks at the Railway Stations, the Local

Agents, or 64, Cornhill, London. E.G.

WILLIAM J. VIAN, Secretary.

REVUE de I'HORTICULTURE BELGE
et ETRANGERE (Belpian and Foreign Horticultural

Review).—Among the principal Contributors are :—A. Allard
E. Andri!, C. Baltet, T. Buchetet, F. Burvenich. F. Cre'pin,
Comte de Gomer. De Jonge van Ellemeet, O, de Kerchove de
Denlerghem, P. E. de Puydt, C. de Vis, J. Gillon, A. M. C.
Jongkindt Coninck, C Koch, J. Kickx, L. Linden. T. Moore
C. Naudin, B Oliver, H. Ortgies, E. Pynaert, E. Rodigas'
A. Sirau.y, O. Thomas, A. van Geert Son, H. J. van Hulle I

Van Volxem, H, J. Veitch, A. Westmael. and P. Wolkenstein.

This illustrated Journal appears on the ist of every month,
in Parts of 24 pages, 8vo, with a Coloured Plate and numerous
Engravings.

Publishing Office : 143, Rue de Bruxelles, Ghent, Belgium.
Post-oCBce Orders to be made payable M. E. PYNAERT

at the Chief Post-office, Ghent.

M A Y F A I R : a Non-Society Journal
of Literature and Politics, unambitiously illustrated.

\d. Has been permanently enlarged by eight columns.

Contents of this week's Number (October 8) ;—

A Church Milit

Tramway Bills

way Trash,
Advice to Pers
olTer their Set

s' The Fair iii the City.

6. An Ulster Attorney-at-Law.

It/ay/air, unambitiously illi

scription, 285. (payable
politan Newsagents and

An Old Map of Cyprus,

nd Tram- S. Prince Bismark's Letters.

9. Oxford Types.—No. 4, The
Reading Man.

J Con- 10. Flirting.

. Chat of the Fair.

. Magazine Day.

. Fashions in the Fair.

, Turningover Fresh Leaves,

ted, price 6(/. Yearly sub-

_c). For sale by all Metro-
all Bookstalls, on Monday afternoon,

and throughouT the country on Tuesday morning.

"Mavfaie" AYiTtoAV. — May/air is on sale in the Paris

Exhibition in Messrs. GALIGNANl'S English Kiosque
:

also in the Boulevard des Capucines, Kiosque 213. In New
York, by BRETANO, 39, Union Square. In Malta, by
Mr. WATSON, 246, Strada Reale. Valetta.

" Mayfair " Offices :-Bcaufort Buildings, Strand. W.C.

Belgian.

IBULLETIN d'ARBORICULTURE de
/ FLORICULTURE, et de CULTURE MARAI-

CIIF.RE. A monthly horticultural work, with superb Coloured
Plates and Illustrations. Published since 1865 by F.
BoRVENicH, F. Pavnaert. E. Rodigas. and H. J. Van
HuLLE. Professors at the Horticultural School of the Belgian
Government at Ghent. Post paid ios. per annum.

H. J. VAN HULLE, Botanical Gardens. Ghent, Belgium.

T

Add

HE CULTIVATOR.—
A Portuguese Monthly Aeticultural Journal, whicli

ates in Portugal and her possessions, and in the Principal
s of the Brazils.

s paper offers an excellent medium for Advertisements ol

description of industry and of every article of Consump-
1 the countries and places above mentioned,
'ertising ch.irges, 8rf. per square inch. Translation included.

1 per cent. Discount for six months ; 20 per cent. Discount
elve months, if paid in advance.

ess. the tditorof the CuUlvaior, St. Michael's. Azores.

Farms, Estates, Residences.
Any one desirous of Renting a Farm or Residence, or

Purchasing an Estate, can have copies of the

MIDLAND COUNTIES HERALD
supplied free for six weeks on stating the purpose for

which the paper is required, forwarding name and address, and
six halfpenny stamps for postage, addressed " Midland Coujities
Herald Office. Birmingham " TKe Midland Counties Herald
always contains large numbers of adveriisemenis relating to

Farms. Estates, and Residences for Sale and to be Let.

THE SYDNEY MAIL
NEW SOUTH WALES ADVERTISER.

CONTENTS :-

INTERCOLONIAL and GENERAL NEWS.
SPORTING and the FIELD, in which is incorporated

BELL'S LIFE in SYDNEY.
RECORD of RACES, and NOTES on the TURF.
CRICKET and AQUATICS.

THE FLORA of AUSTRALIA. (Drawn and Engraved
specially for this Journal.)

NATURAL HISTORY. (Original Articles.)

AGRICULTURE, PASTORAL, HORTICULTURE.
GOLD FIELDS and MINING generally.

STOCK and SHARE REPORTS.
ORIGINAL and SCIENTIFIC ARTICLES.

TALES by POPULAR ENGLISH and AUSTRALIAN
AUTHORS.

THE FASHIONS. DOMESTIC ECONOMY.
INDOOR AMUSEMENTS.
THE CHESS PLAYER. THE HOME CIRCLE.
COMMERCIAL NEWS.
SHIPPING INTELLIGENCE.

The SYDNEY MAIL has a wide circulation throughout the
Australian Colonies, New Zealand, Polynesia, &c. It contains
a large amount of information on a great variety of subjects.

Subscription in Advance, £1 per Annum.
Single Copies, s,d. ; Stamped, ^d.

Publishing Office-Hunter Street, Sydney, New South Walei

The undermentioned Newspaper and Advertising Agents are
authorised to receive ADVERTISEMENTS, which must be
paid in advance, for the SYDNEY MORNING HERALD
and SYDNEY MAIL:—
London Mr. George Street, 30, Cornhill, E.G.

Mr F. Algar, 8, Clement's Lane, Lombard
Street, E.C.

Messrs. Gordon & Gotch, St. Bride Street,
Fleet Street, E.C.

Birmingham .. Mr. R. S. Kirk, 90, New Street.

Liverpool .... Lee & Nightingale, 15, North John Street.

Bristol James & Henry Grace, Royal Insurance
Buildings.

Edinburgh .... Robertson & Scott, 13, Hanover Street.

... W. Porteous & Co., 15, Royal Exchange

Works on Botany, by Dr. Lindley.

DESCRIPTIVE BOTANY; or, The Art
OF Describing Punts Corrbctlv, in Scientific

Language, for Self Instruction and the Use of Schools. Price \s.

MEDICALandCECONOMICALBOTANY;
or. An Account of thf. Prikcital Plants

Emploved in Medicine or Domestic f_EcoNOMV. In One
Volume, 8vo, with numerous Woodcuts, price sr.

QCHOOL BOTANY
; or, The Rudiments

^J or Botanical SciENCK. In One Volume, 8vo, half bound,
with 400 Illustrations, price 51. dd.

THE ELEMENTS of BOTANY, Struc-
tural and Physiological. Wiih a Glossary of

Technical Terms and numerous Illustrations, qs. cloth.
'Ihis completes the series of Elementary Botanical Works by

Professor LiNDLEV, of which 6'cA(7i'/i?tfM«;' and The Vegetable
Kingdom form the other parts.

The First two Parts of The Elements 0/ Botany, comprising
Structural and Physiological Botany, and a Glossary of Techni-
cal Terms, are published in one 8vo volume, price 9^.
These three Parts form a complete Manual of Botany for

Medical and other Students who have made themselves
acquainted with the Author's School Botany.

N.B. The Glossary maybe had separately, price 51.

London: BRADBURY, AONEW, and CO Bouverie
Street, E.C.

1^ ADVERT/SERS arc requested to note thai
although we do not object to receive Letters to be called
for, we cannot undertake to forward them.

WANTED, a PARTNER
in a Nursery and Seed Business. Capital rei|uired

about /2C00. He must be competent to undertake the entire
nianagenient. The business has been successfully can ied on
for over fifty years, is lucrative and capable of great extenj'
The fullest details will be given, and satisfactory refere
required. The opening is an exceptionally favourable one —
Application, with references, to NURSERY, Geo & Co
Advertising Agents, 62. Gracechurch Street, London, E.C. '

QEED and FLORIST BUSINESS.—

A

y^ Gentleman with capital at command can have an interest
in a first-class Business as above (either active or sleeping) ; if
the former, a suitable party possessing a good knowledge of
Office Work would be preferred.—Apply, in first instance bv
letter, to FLORAL. Ganleners' Chronicle Office W C

W^ANTED, as HEAD GARDENER, one
T V who has a thorough knowledge of the cultivation of

the Vine, and Flower and Kitchen Gardening ; without family
and to live in the lodge. References required.—A. B. Mrl
fames Atkinson, Bookseller, King Street, Ulverston, North
Lancashire.

\l^ANTED, a HEAD GARDENER.
* V Wages 25s. per week, cottage and vegetibles. Con-

servatory, Stove-house, Vinery, Peach-house, Pits, Lawn
Bcddmg-out Borders, and Kitchen Gardens. — BARTON
SCOBELL, Esq , Kingwell Hall, Bath.

WANTED, 14 miles from London, a MAN
and WI FE, as Gardener (Single-handed) and Laundress

-Very little Glass. Man to clean knives and boots, and be
generally useful. Wages about 3of., wiih cottage, coal, and
gas.—Apply by letter, stating age, family, previous employ-

It, &C. D T. CHI LCOTT. 12, Stanhope Street, Strand, W.C.

WANTED, TWO Young MEN as
IMPROVERS in a Gentleman's Garden, where six

other young men are kept. They must have a slight knowledge
of Music and a fair Voice for Singing.—W. B . lames Veitch ft
Son, Roy^l Exotic Nursery, Chelset. S.W.

WANTED, a young MAN, to Assist the
Foreman 111 the Houses. Must have good character

and some knowledge of his work.—GEORGE EDWARDs'
Balham Nursery. London, S.W.

*

ANTED, a MAN—one who has been
brought up in a good Provincial Nursery preferred

Must have a fair knowledge of the Business both Indoor and
Out —Address, stating full particulars as to wages &c to H
GODFREY, Nurseryman, Stourbridge.

To Garden Labotirers.

WANTED, TWO active Mairied MEN,
able and willing to work. Good wages given with

Cottage and Garden. Milk found. A family not objected to —HEAD GARDENER, Marwell Hall. ne.ar Winchester

Seea Traae.

WANTED, in Glasgow, a SHOPMAN, with
^°^ experience.—Address, S. T., Gardeners' Chm-

TS/'ANTED,an INVOICE CLERK.—Apply,
* V by letler only, stating full partic.ilars, to WAITEBURNELL, MUGGINS and CO, 79, Southivark Street,"

WANTED, a strong, active Man, as WARE-
HOUSE PACKER.-Apply, by letter only, stating

full particulars, to WAITE, BURNELL, HUGGINS and
CO., 79, Soulhwark Street. London. S.E.

T\/"ANTED, a PACKER—one that can do a
•

l'"'=,P-7;"V"!:="J,Glazingprefe,red. Gocd references
required. — JOHN LAING and CO., Nursery, Forest

WANTED, a young Lady who is a thorough
good BOUQUETISl'E and well up in Table Dec?r-

alion, &c., also accustomed to the Sale of Plants.—Apply with
particulars as to experience and reference, to WM, MILES,
West Brighton Nurseries, Cliftonville, Sussex.

Copies of each foumal are filed at tlie above O^ces
for tilt use lifAdvertisers.

WANT PLACES.
S. WILLIAMS begs to intimate that he

' '"'.^ '' P'fsent in the Nursery and upon his Register
some excellent Men, competent cither to fill the situation of
HE.AD GARDENER, BAILIFF, FOREMAN orJOURNEYMAN. Ladies and Gentlemen requiring any'of the
above will please send full particulars, when the best selections
for the different capacities will be made.—Holloway, N.

B.
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OSBORN AND SONS have on their Register
a number of Men of excellent character and abilities,

and first-class experience in every branch, whom they would be
glad to recommend to Noblemen or Gentlemen requiring the

services of thoroughly practical GARDENERS. FOREMEN
and UNDER GARDENERS can also be recommended,—
The Fulham Nurseries. London. S.W.

E. G. HENDERSON
AND SON have many excellent

GARDENERS with approved testimonials

for ability now waiting in their Nurseries for

re-engagement.

E. G. H. & Son will be pleased to answer

any enquiries from Noblemen and Gentlemen

requiring such.—Pine-apple Nursery, Malda
Vale, London, W.

ARDENER (Head).—Age 27; thirteen
years' experience. Character will bear tlie strictest

investigation,— G. S., The Gardens, Crawley Court, Winchester,
Hants.

ARDENER (Head).—Well up in the
cultivation of Vines, Pines, Peaches, with thorough

knowledge of Kitchen and Flower Garden.—W. ASHFORD,
Alvechurch, Redditch

ARDENER (He.\d).—Age 34, married;
has a thorough practical knowledge of gardening in aU

its branches. Good character.—W. G., ii, Norlhaw, near
Barnet. Herts.

/"_J.ARDENER (Head).—Age 32, married, no
VJ family: is thoroughly competent to take the Manage-
ment of first-class Gardens, also Land and Stock—G. M., '1 he
Gardens, Meersbrook Park, Hecley, Sheffield.

GARDENER (Head), where three or more
are kept.—Age 32 ; sixteen years' good practical expe-

rience in all branches of the profession.—C. B., 3, Hartford
Terrace. Park Road. Battersea. London. S.W.

C~'^
ARDENER (Head), where one or two are

•^ kept.—Age 36, mirried ; understands Glass, Flower and
Kitchen Garden. No objection to Stock and Meadow Land.
Good character.—W. WILLIAMS, Fo.\ Hill, Keston,
Beckenham, Kent,

ARDENER (He.\D), age 29.—A thoroughly
practical and energetic man ot fifteen years' experience in

every branch, offers his services to any Nobleman orGentleman
requiring a really competent man, of excellent character and
unquestioned ability.—D. W., uSa, Mayall Road, Brixton, S.E.

ARDENER (He.\d), to any Nobleman or
Gentleman.—Age 28, single ; thoroughly practical in all

branches, together with a good knowledge of Herbaceous
Plants First-class reference.-GARDENER, 91, Princes
Street. Edgware Road, N.W.

G1
ARDENER (Head).—Brought up to, and a

y lover of Gardening. Ten years Foreman at Stowe,
Shrubland, and three other good places ; twenty-seven years as
above—sixteen in present family, and eleven in another.—R,
OLFE, Stufiynwood Hall Gardens. Mansfield, Notts.

GARDENER (Head).—Alfred Patrick,
Gardener to Major Phillips, Crumlin Hall, near Newport,

Monmouthshire, is desirous to treat with any Nobleman or

Gentleman requiring the services of a practical man. Twenty
years' experience. Good Orchid Grower. Good reference

from present and previous employers.

a"rdENER (Head). -Mr. G. Lucas,
Gardener to R. S. Holford. Esq., Westonbert Gardens.

Tetbury,Gloucester.)can with confidence recommend his Foreman
to any Nobleman or Gentleman requiring the services of a
thorough practical, energetic, and trustworthy Man. He has
a thorough knowledge of the profession in all its branches, and
has first -cl.iss Testimonials from his previous employers.

GARDENER (Head), where three or more
are kept.—Age 37, married ; has a thorough knowledge

of the profession, Orchids, Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Fruit,

Early and Laie Forcing, &c. Twenty years' experience in

Noblemen's and Gentlemen's Gardens. Five years' first-class

character from present situation. Total abstainer.—Apply in

the first instance to W. BALL and CO., Bedford Road Nursery,
Northampton.

To Noblemen and Gentlemen.
GARDENER (Head), age 48, married.—

A

Lady can with confidence recommend her Gardener to

any Lady or Gentleman requiring the services of a steady.
Industrious, and trustworthy Man. He has a thorough know-
ledge of the profession in all its branches, including Orchids,
Stove and Greenhouse Plants. Pines^ Grapes, Peaches, &c.,
and Flower and Kitchen Gardening. Also a thorough know-
ledge of Land and Stock. Is leaving in consequence of the
Estate being sold. Five years' good character. — A. V.

SPREADBURV. Post-office. RJdgeway. Wimbledon. S,W.

ARDENER (He.\d, Working), where
two or three are kept.—Age 30, married ; six years in

t situation. Good character, —B. S., Post-office, Broad-
Kent.

G

G:;.ARDENER (Head, Working).—Age 28,
ngle; competent to take charge where three or four

kept, but a small place not objected to, if comfortable,
silent character.—Y. Z.. Mrs. Chick, Myrtle Cottage,
ichise Street, Weymouth.

GARDENER (He.ad, Working).—Age 30,
smgle ; throughly practical in the Management of

Vineries, Peach-houses, Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Ferns,
and Fruit, Flower, and Kitchen Gardens. Highest testimonial

orabililities, &c.—J. THORNTON, Sadberge Hall. Darlington.

GARDENER (Head, Working), where two
or more men are kept.—Married, no family ; has had

eighteen years' practical experience in all branches of the

profession, and thoroughly competent to take the Management
of any Nobleman's or Gent eman's Place. Can be highly

jmmended by present employer, with whom he has lived

riy five years.—WILLIAM CQWLES, Gardener, Packing-

Hall, near Lichfield.

ARDENER (HEAD, or Single-handed).G

r^ARDENER (Head, Working).—Age 34,VJ married : has a thorough practical knowledge of the
Forcing and general Cultivation of Fruits, Flowers and
Vegetables, and can take charge of Land and Stock if required.
Seven years' excellent character from last situation.—W. W.,
2A, St. John's Road. Upper Holloway. N.

GARDENER (Head, Working), where
two or more are kept.—Age 21, married, one child;

thoroughly understands the profession. A fair quantity of Glass
preferrtfd. Fourteen years' experience. Good references.

Her s or adjoining counties preferred.—W. C, Mrs. Reynolds,
Park Street, Baldock, Herts.

-Age 30, married; over twenty years' experie

liberty immediately.—P. JAMES, Mr. Bissat's, Stationer,

Baxter Gate, Doncaster.

GARDENER (Head, or good Single-
handed),—Age 33, married ; has a thorough knowledge

of Early and Late Forcing, Stove and Gieenhouse Plants,

Flower and Kitchen Gardening. Excellent references.-C. D.,

2[4, High Street, Stoke Newington, N.

C'^ARDENER. — Age 26, where another is

-^ kept preferred. Has had good experience in all branches.
'Good character from last and previous employers.—WICKEN-
I>EN,3,WillowTerrace.WoodIand Road, Upper Norwood. SE.

GARDENER. —A GENTLEMAN wishes to
recommend his Gardener, who is thoroughly well up in

every branch of the profession and can Lay-out Grounds.— Mr.
POPE, Harold Court. Romford, Essex.

GARDENER.—Age 33, married, respectable
;

understands the management of Grapes, Melons, Stove
and Greenhouse Plants, Flower and Kitchen Gardening.

—

P. W.. Gardener. Sarratt Green, near Rickmansworth. Herts.

/ 4 ARDENER. ~ GEORGE B. Tillvard,
Vl Garder.er to the E.-irl of Y.irborough, Brocklesby Park.
Ulceby, Lincolnshire, will feel a great pleasure in recommend-
ing his late Foreman, J. Riches, to any Nobleman or Gentle-
man requiring the services of a thorough practical Gardener.--
Address as above.

G1.ARDENER (Single-handed).—Age 26
;

' foiir.nnd a half years' good reference.—G. WIGGINS,
Eynsham, Oxon.

GARDENER (Single-handed, or where
another is kept).—Young : thoroughly competent in every

Department of Gardening.— F. B., Wright,.Greaves, Prestwich,
near Manchester.

GARDENER (Single-h.anded).—Married,
no family ; thirteen years' good practical experience of

the profession, two vears and a half in present situation. Good
character.—F. RUPLEY, Gardener, Boulthutst, Simpifield,

C:<
ARDENER (good Single-h.\nded, or

y where assist.ance is given). —Age 25, married : Ihorotighly
understands Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Vines, and Flower
and Kitchen Gardening. Gocd character from present employer.—\V. C. COOK, Elmwood, Sudbury, near Harrow, Middlesex.

/'::< ARDENER (Under).—Age 22 ; leaving
V-^ through family going away. Good character.— li. R.

,

Learn, Leaa.inglon.

ARDENER (Under), or to look after a
Pony and small Garden.— Age i8 : good character.

—

" " r, Norwood Terrace, Southall. Middl.

C:<
ARDENER (Under).—Age 24 ; willing to

^ Assist in the Houses, principally outside preferred. (lood
character.-Statewagesto F. E., 115, North Cottage, Mer^tham,

FOREMAN, or has no objection to good
JOURNEYMAN'S pl.ice. State wages &C.-H. B.,

3, Brunswick Road, Upper Holloway, London, N.

I^OKEMAN, in the Houses.—Age 24 ; can be
well recommended. Two years in previous situation.

—

J. H.. 3. Pond Square, Highgate, N.

t^OREMAN, in a Nobleman's or Gentleman's
J- establishment.—Has had good experience in Plant and
Fruit Growing, having been five years with one of the leading
exhibitors, also with the leading nurserymen. State wages.

—

C. S., 3 Poplar Terrace, Boundy Road, Markhouse Common,
Walthamstow, N.E.

FOREMAN and PROPAGATOR.—Age 32 ;

sixteen years' experience in some of the leading Nurseries.
Good character from present and previous employer.— H.,
Messrs. Cutbush & Son, Highgate, N.

NURSERY FOREMAN, active, indoor, is

open to engagement.—PLANTSMAN. E. Deakin,
Reddish Green. Manche^

TO NURSERYMEN and FLORISTS.—
The Subscriber offers his services to any Nurseryman or

Florist in want of an energetic WORKING MANAGER or
FOREMAN and PROPAGATOR. He is also well qualified
to Groiy Plants and Flowers for Market. Has no objection to
ike a journey. Wages a secondary consideration, if progressive.
ALPHA. 180, High Holbo . W.C.

ASSISTANT PROPAGATOR, or FORE-
MAN, or assistant PROPAGATOR and FORE-

MAN.—Age 2!^: could Manage small Business: versed in

Bedding Plants, kno^* ledge of Shrubs, also Palms, Ferns, and
Winter Flowering Plants Good Salesman.—C, 3, Sel'ton

Terrace, Alma Read, East Hill, Wandsworth, London, S.W.

JOURNEYMAN, in the Houses ; age 20.—
H. Jarvis, Gardener to E. Edwards, Esq., Kidbrooke

Lodge, BUckhealh, wishes to recommend a youcig Man, just
leaving, for the above.

TO LANDSCAPE GARDENERS. — A
young Belgian, age 32, is in want of a situation in

England under a Landscape Gardener. Thoroughly under-
stands Drawing. Plan Making. Surveying and Laying-out.
Understands English, and speaks it a little. Can be well recom-
mended. Wages not so much an object as an opportunity for

acquiring practice.—W. R., GarJenei-s Chronicle Office. W.C.

IMPROVER, in a Gentleman's establishment.
—Age 16; two years' experience in the Houses.— HEAD

GARDENER, Bramley Park, Bramley, Guildford, Surrey.

IMPROVER.—.A respectable young Man
{aged 19) seel<s a situation in a Gentleman's Garden, where

he will have the opportunity of learning the general routine of
Gardening. Will p.iy a Premium. Good references.-J.
PERKIN, Heath Street, Stourbridge.

To Gardeners.
APPRENTICE, under a first-class Gardener.

—Age 17. Premium given —Mrs. BUTTON, Stoke
Heath. Market Drayton.

MANAGER, TRAVELLER or SHOPMAN.
—A thoroughly practical and competent person, of

e.\tensive experience in all branches of the trade, who will be
disengaged in November, offers his services in either of above
capacities. Thirteen years' unexceptional references —
C. M. F., Gardeners' Chronicle Office, W.C.

SHOPMAN.—Age 23 ; highest references.

—

ALPHA, Messrs. Hurst & Son, 6, Leadenhall Street,
London, E.G.

QHOPMAN (or SECOND).—Age 24 ; over
yj nine years' experience in all branches. Highest refer-
ences. The Provinces preferred — T. S.. Messrs. Hogg & Wood,
Coldstream. N. B.

c<LERK or SHOPMAN.'—E.yperienced in
' both and accustomed to Travel.—M. M., 12, Whiltington

Grove, Hichgale Hill, N.

TRAVELLER, BOOK-KEEPER, or
CORRESPONDING CLERK in a Nursery or Seed

Business.—Ten years' experience. First.class references. Can
also undertake Management of a Shop.—C. M. S., Feirier
Brothers, 55, Hope Street. Glasgow.

TO NURSERYMEN, SEED MER-
CHANTS, and OTHERS.—Advertiser (married) is

desirous of an Engagement : several years' experience. Is
well up in Book-keeping, Correspondence, and Accounts.

—

B., Mr. Lewis, 51, Leconfield Road, Highbury New Park, N.

J SCOTT, The Royal Nurseries, Merriott,
• Somerset, can highly recommend a Young MAN, who

is desirous of engagement in a first-cla>^s London House. • He
has been with the Advertiser six years, the three last as
For< 1 and Clerk.

no SEEDSMEN, FLORISTS and
L FRUITERERS.—Situation wanted, by Seaside : salary
.econdary consideration, if progressive.—ALEPH, Gartlenets*
.ronicie Office, W.C.

KINA HAN'S LL WHISKY.
The cream of old Irish Whiskies. Pure, mild, mellow,

delicious, and most wholesome. Universally recommended by
the Medical Profession. Dr. Hassal says. " The Whisky is

soft, mellow, and pure, well matured, and of very excellent
qiiality."-2o. Great Titchfield Street. London, W.

XT' LAZENBY and SON'S PICKLES,
J.ii» SAUCES, and CONDIMENTS.—E. LAZENBY
AND SON, sole proprietors of the celebrated recipes, and
manufacturers of the pickles, sauces, and condiments so long
and favourably distinguished by the name, beg to remind the
public that every article prepared by them is guaranteed as
entirely unadulterated.—92, Wigmore Street, Cavendish
Square (late 6. Edward Street. Portman Square), and 18.

Trinity Street, London, S E.

HARVEY'S SAUCE.—CAUTION.—The
admirers of this celebrated sauce are pirticularly

requested to observe that each bottle prepared by E.
LAZENBY AND SON bears the label, used so many years,
signed " Elizttl'et/i Lazenby."

E P P 8 ' S
GRATEFUL

{James Epps £-^ Co., Homa-opnihic C/wmis/s.)

COMFORTIKG

COCOA.
Consumption and Asthma in all their stages

INSTANTLY RELIEVED BY

DR. LOCOCK'S PULMONIC WAFER.S,
which taste pleasantly, and give immediate relief and a

rapid cure to Coughs. Asthma, Bronchitis, Consumption, Colds,

Whooping Cough, Phlegm, and all Disorders of the Breath.

Throat and Lungs. In Rheumatism and Nervous Pains " they
act like a charm." Price, ri. i':J. and is. g,i. per Box.

DINNEFORD'S MAGNESIA.
The Medical Profession for over Forty Years have approved oi

this pure solution as the Best Remedy for

ACIDITY OF THE STOMACH. HEARTBURN,
HEADACHE, GOUT, AND INDIGESTION,

bnstitutions. Ladies,

DINNEFORD'S MAGNESIA.
HOLLOWAVS OINTMENT and PILL.S.

—Sudden changes of temperature sorely try all persons

prone to Rheumatism, Sciatica, Tic Doloreux, and many
maladies scarcely less painful, though of shorter duration. On
the first attack of stiffness or suffering in any muscle, joint, or

nerve, recourse should immediately be had to fomenting the

seat of disease with hot brine and rubbing in this remarkable

Ointment, which will assuage the uneasiness of the part,

subdue inflammation, and reduce the swelling. The Pills,

simultaneously taken, wilt rectify constitutional disturbances

and renew the strength. No remedy heretofore discovered has

proved so effective as the Ointmeiit and Pills for removing
gouty, rheumatic, and scrofulous attacks, which afflict all ages,

and are commonly called hereditary.
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Send for a PRICE LIST of

BLAKE'S SELF-ACTING

HYDEATJLIG EAIS,
For Raising Water for the Supply of

Villages, Irrigation, Railway Stations, Mansions,

Fountains, Farms.

No Cost for Motive Power, which is obtained from tlie

Stream of Water tossing ttirough the Rams.

NO OILING OR PACKING REQUIRED.

Made in sizes to raise from 300 to 100,000 Gallons per day.

WILL FORCE TO A HEIGHT OF 1500 FEET.

This Ram will raise a part of the same

water that works it, or will raise pure water

from a well whilst it is woiked by a stream

of impure water.

TESTIMONIALS.
. om tJu Right Hon. T. Sothern Estcourt, Estcourt Park,

Giottcesiershire, September t>, 1873.

"You will be glad to hear, as I am to tell you. that your

Self-acting Hydraulic Ram has worked exceedingly well and

continuously since it was erected, more than twelve months
ago. It is, in fact, perfectly successful."

(The delivery pipe in the above case is 4200 feet long, with

iGo feet rise.)

From Capl.iin Townshend, IVineha
,
Feb

. 1877-

say the Hydraulic

rking exceedingly

" In answer to your enquiry, I am glad

Ram you sent me in November, 1875, is working exi

well, and gives no trouble. It will work when quite i

as it has been several times during the floods this winter,

forcing up water through a delivery pipe 900 yards long at the

rate of 80,000 gallons per day, although you only promised

50,000."

Fretn W. Scarth, Esq., Affmi io His Grace the Duke of

Cleveland, Raby Castle, Darlington, July 16, 1878.

" The Hydraulic Ram you supplied to his Grace the Duke
of Cleveland in 1875 is a complete success. It worked for

more than two years without once stopping, and throws more

water than promised."

Deanwater, IFilmslinv, Novemhet

r Sir.-In a

1S73.

the:s respectmg
nths ago, I beg to

to be well pleased v

a Ram supplied i

single gallon of

maker informed i

o your enqun

Hydraulic Ram you supplied me with six rr

state that I am more than satisfied with it,

order, sending up to the top of the house a

water in the tweniy-four hours, whereas you only contracted to

deliver in that time 500 gallons. I have, therefore, every reason

-ith your work, and more especially as I had
: by another maker which could not send up a

i/ater to the height required, and a second

; that no Ram whh a fall of 3 feet could send

up water to the distance required, namely, 12a feet. But yotrs

is an accomplished fact, and does its work most effectuatiy.—

1

am, yours truly, L. Hanmer."

From John Taylor, Esq., The Rocks, Bath, An^. 22. 1878.

The Self-acting Hydraulic Ram you fixed here in March of

last year continues to work well. It has only the same quantity

of water and fall to work it as the water-wheel and pump which

I used previously to force to a height of 294 feet, and yet the

Ram sends up more than double the quantity of water than the

wheel did to the same lieight."

Emmott Hall, t Colne,

: with" Sir.—The Self-acting Hydraulic Ram you

nine months ago continues in excellent condition. It receiver

water from a spring through a 2-inch pipe, of which it forces

3600 gallons per day of twenty-four hours to a height of 90 feet,

exceeding all you promised, and far surpassing the water-wheel

and force pumps which it has displaced. Its cost is small, it

occupies but little space (2 square feet), and In mechanical

detail is simplicity itself I have much pleasure in recom-

mending it as a cheap and efficient method of raising water."

JOHN BLAKE,
ENGINEER, ACCRINGTON.

GOLDEN YEWS
The collection of Goldt

any Trade Establishment,
The planti are remarkable alike for their size ana vaneiy in

form, many of them are from twenty-five to forty years old, and
. during that period, been subjected to repeated

pruning, thus securmg the d'

growth which render them
plants hcive been recently rem

iipact, and symmetri I

rikingly attractive. The
ved, and will be guaranteed.

TAXaS BACCATA ATJREA.
(OLD GOLD STRIPED YEW).

Of this fine plant we have to offer the following :—

GOLD STRIPED YEWS, of semi-globular form, densely
feathered to the ground, beautiful specimens, 2% to 3 feet

high, and 6 to 9 feet in circumference : larger sizes from 4
to 5 feet and 6 to 7 feet high, with a circumference of 8 to

16 feet,

GOLD STRIPED YEWS, of conical or pyramidal form, 8 to

10 feet high, and 6 to 7 feet in circumference.

GOLD STRI PED YEWS. 4, 5. and 6 feet high, worked on the

common Yew with green pillar-like base, golden heads,

conical or roundish in form, and from 5 to 7 feet in

circumference.
GOLD STRIPED YEWS, on green feathered. 4 feet ';tems, 6,

7, 8, 10, and 12 feet high, the worked golden heads, 8 to 9
feet in circumference, and semi-globular, conical and

TAXaS BACCATA ELEGANTISSIMA.
Is of freer habit, and ha-^ the leaves more distinctly striped than

the older variety. We offer :
—

ELEGANTISSIMA. GOLDEN YEWS, dense globular plants.
evenly formed, 3, 4, and 5 feet high, and 6 to 16 feet in

circumference, very handsome plants.

ELEGANTISSIMA GOLDEN YEWS, of conical form, 4 to

5 feet high, and 9 to 13 feet in circumference, dense and

ELEGANTISSIMA GOLDEN YEWS, standard plants with
roundish heads, 4 to 8 feet high, and S to 16 feet in cir-

cumierence, perfectly symmetrical.

SEEDLING GOLBEST YEWS.
We were ammg the first to raise Gjlden Yews from seed, and

in this way have obtained miny distinct forms, which vary
much incjlour, some being quite silver-striped, and many berry-

bearing.

We grjw them by the thousand, handsoaie young plants, 2 to

3i 4. 5. ^fid ^ feet high, and as much in circumference.

Our stock of these grand decorative plants is so extensive,

and in such first-rate condition, that we have no hesitation in

Etiting that intending purchasers will be highly gratified by an
inspection, which is the only means of attaining a correct

appreciation of the msrit of the plants.

HOLLIES
ILEX AaUIFOLIU^ (The Common Holly).
% The Hollies grown in the Knap Hill Nursery are alco-

gethcr unique. h.iviiiJ been m ide a speciality here for the last

forty years. We believe that in no other Nursery Establish-

ment in the World, can such a magnificent series of plants be
fuund. We can offer to purchasers a selectian from about thirty

thousand plants, all of which have been repeatedly and recently

transplanted, and wh:ch are in the best possible condition for

GREEN" HOLLIES.
COMMON GREEN HOLLY, finely grown specimens. 6. 7.

8. 9. 10. up to 15 feet high, well furnished and well rooted.

YELLOW-BERRIED HOLLY, well-grown pUius, plenti-

fully berried, 7, 8, 10 to 15 feet high, and as much in

MYRTLE-LEAVED HOLLY, nicely shaped plants, 6 to 10
feet high, and the same in circumference.

SAW-LEAVED HOLLY, fine pyramidal plants. 8, 10, and 12

feet high, symmetrically furnished.

SCOriCA. or BLACK. HOLLY, handsome pyramids, 8, 10,

and 12 feet high, and 8, 12 and 16 feet in circumference.

SCREW-LEAVED HOLLY, fine and well furnished plants,

S, 10, and 11! feet high, and 12 to 16 feet in circumference.
HODGINS' HOLLY, one of the finest of all the broad-leaved

sorts, good conical plants, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 10 feet high, and
completely furnished.

SHEPHERD'S HOLLY, another fine broad-leaved sort, well

furnished plants, 10 to 12 feet high, and 16 feet in

LAUREL-LEAVED HOLLY, pyramidal plants, 7, 10. and 15
feet high, handsome, distinct, and effective.

VARIECJATED HOLLIES.
GDLDEN QUEEN HOLLY, splendid standard p'ants with

clean straight stems, of 5 to 6 feet and globular or conical

heads, 5 feet deep, and la to 16 feet in circumference.

GOLDEN QUEEN HOLLY, half s'andards,^4, 5,6. /.toiofeet

high and 10 to 14 feet in circumference, on-short clear stems,

with heads of various shapes, round, conical, &c.

GOLDEN QUEEN HOLLV. fine pyramids. 6to lofeet high,

VARIEGATED HOLLIES.
SILVER QUEKN HOLLY, hilf stand uds. 4 to 5 feet high.

ith t und. al heads

and 12 to 15 feet i

SILVER QUEEN HOLLY, fine pyramids. 5 to 10 feet high,

and 5 to 10 feet in circumference.
The stock of large plants of Golden Queen and Sliver

Quien H'lUie-; consist of mmy hundred fine specimens
WATERER'S HOLLY. 4. 5. 6. and 7 feet high, and 8 to 16 feet

in circum'erence, hundreds of specimens clothed to tlic

ground,
WATERER'S HOLLY, fine large compact headed s'andards

on 4 to 6 feet stems, with heads 10 to 15 feet in circumference.

Of Waterer's HcUy. which originated at Knap Hill, and
which is one of the hardiest of the variegated kinds, and from
its dense and compact habit one of the mo-.t desirable, we
pjssess altogether ttie largest number of the finest specimens in

the trade.

Beside the abive. we have magnificent specimens of all the

best Gald and Silver striped and blotched Hollies, varying in

height from 6 to 12 feet. These plants are all well furnished,

and properly rooted-

Purchasers of such plants are invited to pay a visit to the

Nursery, and we promise that no disappointment will arise

the quantity and quality of the plants, or the prices

,sked for the;

WEEPING HOLLIES
HOLLY dards on clean st

nd loaded with bert

e ground, 6 to 8

) 6 feet

GREEN WEEPINC,
straight stems. 8 to 10 feet hi

pyramidal plants feathered

g feet high.

PERRY'S WEEPING HOLLY, stand-trds,

high stems and fine drooping heads, 10 to 15 years worked.
PERRY'S WEEPING HOLLY, grown as pyramids, feathered

to the ground, 5 and 6 feet high : very handsome plants.
**»" This variety when clothed with berries, as is frequently

the case, forms one of the most attractive objects known 10

NEw'^GO^LDEN WEEPING HOLLY, a very fine new
variety, standards, g )od plants,

WEEPING MILKMAID HOLLY, on 4 to 6 feet stems, with

fine drooping heads.

ANTHONY WATERER, KNAP HILL NURSERY,
WOKING, SURREY.

W. H. Lascelles,HOETICULTURAL BUILDEB,
121, BUNHILL ROW, LONDON, E.G.

RANGE of PATENT BENT WOOD CURVED VINERIES, PLANT HOUSES, &c.,

recently erected at Croydon.

These Houses are light, strong, duialile, and of elegant appearance. Can be made as cheaply

as a plain, straight House, and no Bent Glass need be used.

Illustrated Sheets sent, post-free, on application, and Estimates given wi-tkout lIuuxc.

Editori.ll Communications should be addressed to "The Editor;" Advertisements and Business Letters to " The Publisher," at the Office. 41.

Printed by William Richards, at the Office of Messrs. Bkadburv. Ar.NBW. .Si Co.. Lombard .Street. Precinct of VVhilerriars. Citv of LjnJo
said William Richards, at the Office, 41, Wellington Street. Parish of St. Paul's, Covent Garden, in the said Comity. -SAruRDvv. October .2, 1878.

Agent for Manchester—John Hbvwood, Agents for Scotland -Messrs. J. Menzies Si Co., Edinburgh and Olasgow.
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To the Trade.

QTANDARD and DWARF ROSES.
i^ —A few thousands of each yet unsold. Plants unusually

fine. Price on application, „ ,. ,

KEYNES ANu CO. Canle Street Nursery. Salisbury^

CHRISTMAS ROSES.— Strong blooming
plants, i8i^. per dozen, for cash with order, packaee

included. The 'I'rade supplied at the usual discount for cash

only. THOMAS KITLKY. Oldfield ,
Baih.

riHRISTMAS ROSES. — Large consign-
\~J mei.t of the above just received in splenoid condition, and

ready fur Sale Price, post-fiee. on application to

JULES DE COCK, Nurseryman. Ghent, Belgium.

EWING AND CO. forward gratis and post-

free to applicants. CATALOGUES of their extensive and

ock of Standard and D
ines, Fruu Frees, Omai

The Royal Norfolk Nurseries, Ne

Pot Ko>.
ndCo

market Road, Eato

GOLD
liEGON

MEDAL for T U B E R O U S

„ aled packets, is 6d. and 2v ffti. each.

We offer al»o our noted stiains of PRIMULA, CALCEO-
LARIA and CINER.\RIA. at \s. Id. and is.bd. per packet.

JOHN LAING ANDCO..The Nt "
"

0".
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SALES BY AUCTION.
Chertsey, Surrey.

1 Mile from ihe Addlestone and 2 Miles from tlie Wokinj
Station on the South-Western Railway.

IMPORTANT FIVE DAYS' SALE of valuable well-grown

NURSERY STOCK, in the Brox and Woodham Nurseries.

MESSRS. R. AND J. WATERER and SON
are instructed by the Executrix of the late Mr. G. Grey,

to SELL by AUCTION, in October, the STOCK upon the

above Nurseries.

May be viewed and Catalogues had fourteen days prior to

the day of Sale, upon the Premises, and of the Auctioneers,

St. Albans, Herts.

CLEARANCE SALE of 5 Aaes of WELL-GROWN
NURSERY STOCK, at the Nine Bells Nursery, and also

at the New Zealand Nursery, Hatfield Road, St. Albans,

four minutes' walk from the Midland Station.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
will SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises, on

THURSDAY, October 31. at r2 o'clock precisely, a Urge

quantity of v.iluable NURSERY STOCK,
Hollies, Bays, 1000 large Yi

'' "-"

Trees : also a quantity of choi

including a fine lot of Whit^

their

FRCEBELII, &c.

ng Fruit

; GREENHOUSE PLANTS,
CAMELLIAS, TEA ROSES
strong Bulbs of BEGONIA

Unreserved Sales of Dutoh Bulbs of superior tjuallty,

comprising the finest HYACINTHS, TULIPS, CROCUS,
NARCISSUS, JONQUILS, SNOWDROPS, LILIES.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
will SELL the above by AUCTION, on MONDAY

next and every following Monday, at the Mart, opposue the

Bank of England, City, E.C., at half-past 11 o'clock punc-

tually.

P. AND M. will buy for gentlemen who cannot attend.

Catalogues had at the Mart, and 98, Gracecburch Street, E.G.

Important Sale of a First-class Collection of Dutch
BULBS a superb assortment of 400 handsome Standard,

Dwarf, and Climbing ROSES of the best varieties, selected

FRUIT TREES, HARDY SHRUBS, AMERICAN
PLANTS, &c.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
will SELL the above by AUCTION, at the City

Auction Rooms, 38 and 39, Gracechurch Street, E.C., on

TUESDAY. October 11. at 12 o'clock precisely.

On view the morning of Sale. Catalogues had at the Rooms,

and of the Auctioneers, 98, Gracechurch Street, E.C., and

Leytonsione. E.

Addlestone, Surrey.

EXTENSIVE SALE of first-class NURSERY STOCK, in

conseriuence of removal.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE AND MORRIS
will SELL by AUCTION, at the various Nurseries

known as the Ongar Hill. Addlestone, and Ottersbaw Nurseries,

Addlestone, Surrey, on TUESDAY, October as, and three fol-

lowing days, at 11 for 12 o'Clock precisely each day. by order

of Mr. Alfred Giay. several acres of beautifully grown

NURSERY STOCK in fine condition for removal, including

20000 Common Laurels i 10 7 feet : 10.000 Portugal Laurels, t

to'sfett; i5,oo>.:-i M. In-, i
•.-, feet ; 10,000 English Yews, i

to 3 feet ; ro.o^ ,
'

, !; i to 4 feet. Thousands of Pines

in variety 2000 ,
I

1- '
ii, iibs ; 10.000 Roses, comprising

Standard, Half Si .n I
, ,1, u„l I lu-arfs, of the very best sorts :

32 coo Fruit Trees, including io,coo Standard, Pyramid, and

Dwarf Apples, Pears, Plums, and Cherries; 10,003 Dwarf and

Cut-back Peaches, Nectarines, and Apricots : 4000 Dwaif
trained do. : roo.ooo fine Fruit Stocks ; 30,000 Ornamental, and

thousands of Forest Trees, s to 10 feet, &c.

May now be viewed. Catalogues may be obtained of Mr.

ALFRED GRAY, Nurseryman, Addlestone, and of the

N.b" The following out of the 10,000 ROSES and 32,000

FRUIT TREES will be included in the first day's sale ;—

5500 Standard and Dwarf Roses of the best description : 5000

trained Apricots, Peaches, Pears, Cherries, and Apple Trees ;

50,000 Crab, 17,000 Mussel, and 9000 Cherry and other Stocks.

West Wickham, S.E.

UNRESERVED SALE of THRIVING WELL-ROOTED
NURSERY STOCK.

ESSRS. PROTHEROE AND MORRIS
instructed by Mr. W. Kirkcaldy to SELL by

AUCTION, on the Premises, The Nursery, close to the Swan

Inn, West Wickham, on THURSDAY, October 3r, at half-past

II o'clock precisely, in consequence of the great II

large quantity of beautifully-grown,

M^

and Yews, Cedrus Deodai
Firs, 2000 Scotch Firs, looo I'm

Forest Trees, choice assorted BoFd<

and other Miscellaneous Stock.

May be viewed. Catalogues had
Auctioneers, q'^. Gracechurch Sireel

leet

of lot

ited NURSERY
and Portugal Laurels, 2 to

5 to 6 feet : 2500 Hollies

handsome Spruce
austriaca, quantities of

Shrubs. Standard Roses,

1 the Premises, and of the

M^
Tooting, S W.— A'.'Wm Rollisson & Sons in Liquidation.

UN RESERVED SALE of Valuable NU KSERY STOCK.

ESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
ucted by the Trustee to SELL by AUCTION,

on the Premises, the Nurseries, Tooting, S.W., on FRIDAY.
November i, at 12 o'Clock precisely, a large quantity of well-

grown NURSERY STOCK, comprising about 10,000 choice

Border Shrubs, varying in heicht from 18 Inches to 12 feet, and

consisting of choice Evergreens and Conifers. 5000 Ornament..l

Trees cban-grown Fruit Trees, 500 Slaiid.^rd, Dwarf, and

Climbing Roses, Hardy Climbers in pots, &c.

May now be viewed. Catalogues had on the Premises : of

G WHIFFIN, Esq., the Trustee, 8, Old Jewry, E.G.; of

Messrs. LEWIS, MUNNS, and LONGDEN. 8, Old Jewry,

E.C. ; and of the Auctioneers. 9I, Giacechurch Sireet, B.C..

and Leytonst,>ne. E.

No 68, LarkhaU Rise, Clapbam, S.

MR. J. C STEVENS, will SELL by
AUCTION, on the Premises as above, on TUESDAY.

October 29, at half-past 12 o'Clock precisely, STOVE and
GREENHOUSEPLANTS, consisting of fine Specimen Plants

of Camellias, Palms, Ferns, and other plants suitable for Table
Decorations. &c. ; also a well-built GREENHOUSE.
On view the day prior and morning of Sale, and Catalogues

had of Mr. J. C. STEVENS, Auctioneer and Valuer, 38,

King Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

Nursery Stock, near Station, Potter's Bar, G.N.B.

MR. J. HARLAND will SELL by AUC-
TION, on THURSDAY and FRIDAY. October 24

and 25, at 12 o'Clock each day, 670 LOTS of thriving HARDY
SHRUBS and TREES, including Pears, Plums,^ Apples,

Apricots, Filberts, and Cob Nuts, Goosebi '
'
"

2000 Spruce, about 2 feet : 1000 Cupressus
mon, and other named Laurels
Rhododendrc
2 to 6 feet :

alpas. Chest:

,nd Curi
Portugal, com-

Limes, 6 to 10 feet ; 2000

Gold and Silver Hollies,

ews, 500 large Aucubas : 2000 Asparagus,

, Acers. Araucarias, Acacias, Azaleas, Cat-

Crypt.
Oaks, Planes and PopI:

Retinosporas, Thujas (

others, in great variety.

Catalogues on appli

Osborne Nursery, Potte:

oblis of!

. Bar, N.

M^

Spring Grove Nursery, Isleworth.

MR. WOODS has received instructions from
Mr. Trolman to SELL, on the Premises, on TUES-

DAY, October 22, at 12 o'Clock, a portion of the well-grown

NURSERY STOCK, including Evergreens, r to 6 feel (many

suitable for potting) : Standard and Dwarf Roses, Standard and

Dwarf Fruit Trees, Ornament.al Trees, &c.

Catalogues had on the Premises, and of the Auctioneer, High
Street, Hounslow.

Merriott, Somerset.
Two and a half Miles from Crewkerne Station.

EXTENSIVE UNRESERVED SALE of WELL-GROWN
NURSERY STOCK.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
will SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises, The

Royal Nurseries, Merriott, on WEDNESDAY, October 23,

and two following days, at ii for 12 o'Clock precisely each day,

by order of Mr. John Scott, in consequence 01 his letinquishing

the business in favour of Mr. John George Hill (for many yeais

his Manager), a portion of the extensive and well-grown

NURSERY STOCK, consisting of an immense quantity of

choice Border Shrubs, including many handsome specimens of

Abies Douglasii.Deodara,PiceaNordmanniana,Pinsapo,Regina:-
Amalia3. Pinus excelsa, Pinus instgnis, Wellingtonias. &c. :

also

clean grown. Fruit Trees of all the finest varieties, collected from

all parts of the world ; also Forest Trees, including Larch,

Spruce, Scotch, Alder, Hazel, Thorns, Hornbeam, Birch, Beech,

Chestnut, &c. ; also Plants for Seaside Planting, including

Evergreen Oaks, Euonymus, &c.
Catalogues, now ready, may be had on application to Mr.

JOHN SCOTT, Merriott: Mr. J. G. HILL, YeovU ; or of

the Auctioneers, Messrs. PROTHEROE AND MORRIS, 98,

Gracechurch Street, London, E C.

Tooting, S.W.—Without Reserve.

To NOBLEMEN, GENTLEMEN, BUILDERS, and
OTHERS,

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
will SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises, the Exotic

Nursery, Tooting, fifteen minutes' walk from Tooting and
Balham Stations, on MONDAY and TUESDAY, October 28

and 29. at 12 o'clock precisely each day, by order of Mr.

R. Parker, a largequantity of extra thriving youngNURSERY
STOCK, remarkably well grown, and in excellent condition for

removal, comprising several thousands of Evergreen and
Coniferje Shrubs in specimen borders, admirably adapted for

effective planting ; a large quantity of handsome Specimen

Coniferse, beautifully grown and symmetrically formed
splendid assortment of Ornamental Forest Trees, fini

Trees in bearing condition, Haidy Climbing Plants, &c.

May be viewed. Catalogues obtained on the Premises,

Dutcb Flower Roots, for Present Planting and Spring
Flowering, arriving weekly from well-known farms in

Holland.-SALES every MOND.AY, WEDNESDAY, and

SATURDAY during October and November, commencing

at half-past 12, and generally finishing about 4 o'Clock.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 38, King Street,

Covent Garden, W.C, first-class HYACINTHS, TULIPS,
CROCUSES, NARCISSUS, IRIS, SNOWDROPS, '

LIUMS, RANUNCULI, S:c,, in large and
all buyers. Catalogues on application.

all lots to s

Fruit

of the Auci , Gracechurch Streef, E.C.

Islington, N.

PEREMPTORY SALE. — The land being immediately

required by the North London Railway Company.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
will SELL bv AUCTION, on the Premises, the

Northampton Park Nursery, Douglas Road, North Islington,

opposite Canonbury Station, North London Railway, on
WEDNESDAY, October 30, at 11 for 12 o'Clock precisely,

the whole of the choice ORCHIDS, STOVE, GREEN-
HOUSE, and other PLANTS, comprising several hundred
Orchids adapted for cut flowers, 250 Ficus, 400 Dracasnas,

700 Adiantum cuneatum, 500 Eouvardias, 7000 Lycopodiums,
2000 Cytissus, 500 Pelargoniums, 9000 Scarlet and other

Geraniums. Camellias, Azaleas, large white and other Rhodo-
dendrons, &c. ; a brown Gelding, two Market Vans, seven

Boilers, quite sound, &c.

May be viewed day prior and morning of Sale. ^Catalogue:

Oncidium macrantbum, in perfect bealth.

MR. J. C. STEVENS has received instruc-

tions from Mr. F. Sander to SELL by AUCTION, at

his Great Rooms. 38, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C, on

TUESDAY, October 22, at half-past 12 o'Clock precisely, a

fine importation of ONCIDIUM MACRANTHUM, the most

beautiful Oncidium, just to hand per Moselle, and in perfect

health; also a magnificent lot of the beautiful golden

ODONTOGLOSSUM PARDINUM, al few with flower-

spikes ; MASDEVALLIA BELLA, ODONTOGLOSSUM
BOGOTENSIS, a quantity of cool ORCHIDS in flower,

extra fine plants of ODONTOGLOSSUM ROEZLII, and im-

ported pieces of ODONTOGLOSSUM HALLII ; also a Col-

lection of ESTABLISHED ORCHIDS from a well-known

grower, including fine healthy plants of rare and beautiful

varieties ; a quantity of Established Plants of CATTLEYA
SCHILLERIANA, C. MARGINATA, ONCIDIUM CRIS-
PUM, &c. ; some good plants of COCOS WEDDELLIANA
and other PALMS, BULBS from Jersey and Algiers.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Nanodes Medusae, Maxillaria Lebmanni,
ODONTOGLOSSUM ROS&UM, &c.

R. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 3S, King Street,

Garden, W.C, on THURSDAY, October 24, at half-

o'Clock precisely, by order of Messrs. Hugh Low & Co,,

IMPORTED ORCHIDS, just received by Royal Mail

Steamer Moselle, consisting of several hundreds of Odonto-

glossum cirrhosum, several hundreds of O, roseum, fine plants

in quantity of O. Hallii, Maxillaria Lehmanni, Trichopilia

(Pilumna) fragrans, Nanodes Medusx ; at the same time will be

oflfered loo Odontoglossum vexillarium starting into growth.

100 growing plants of O. Alexandra, established plants of

Phalajnopsis Schilleriana, Odontoglossum Roezlii, Aerides

Lobbii, Dendrobium Bensonas, Cattleya Dowiana, Oncidium

Goldwortb Road Nursery, Woking Station, Surrey.

ESSRS. ROWBOTHAM AND CO. have
instructions from the Widow of the late Mr.

Cobbet to SELL by AUCTION, on MONDAY, October 28,

and three following days, the whole of the well-grown NUR-
SERY STOCK, comprising about 10.000 Roses of the best

known varieties, a quantity of Trained Peaches, Nectarines,

Apricots and Apples ; Standard Pears, Apples and Plums ;

several thousand year Thujas, Junipers, Cupressus, Aucubas,
Portugal and Common Laurels, Spirteas, Dtutzias, Quick,

Ash. &c. The whole having been recently moved, are now in

good condition for planting.

Catalogues of R. E. GEACH, Esq , Solicitor, Guildford :

and ol ihe Auctioneers, .at their Oflices, 136, High Street,

Guildford, Surrey.

Tile Dorldng Nurseries.
IMPORTANT SALE of VALUAliLE and WELL GROWN

NURSERY STUFF, SURPLUS STOCK.
ESSRS. WHITE and SONS will SELL
by AUCTION, as above, on MON DAY, October 28.

and two following da^s. at ic for 12 o'Clock, .about ao.ooo

various TREES .and SHRUBS, in good condition for trans-

planting, includiiig handsome specimens of Wellingtonias, \i&0~

daras, Pinus of sons. Piceasof sorts. Abies, Thiijas.and Cupressus

in great variety, &c. . in height varying from 10 to 12 and 1 5 feet :

also a fine lot of Aucubas, Box, Phillyreas, Common and Por-

tugal Laurels, Variegated and Green Hollies ; Irish, Golden,

and Common Yews ; Laurustiniis, Berberis, Cupressus, Thujas.

&c. , frum 2 to 5 feet in height, and Spruce Firs in all sizes.

Green and Variegated Ivies, anti a quantity of Rhododendrons,

Kalmias, and other Flowering Shrubs; also a splendid lot of

Standard Mulberries, and a Miscellaneous Collection of

GREENHOUSE PLANTS, such as Azaleas, Camellias,

Exotic Ferns, Palms, Eucharis, Cyclamen, Isolepis, Veronicas,

Libanias, Sc.
Catalogues may be obtained in due time at Messrs, IVERY

AND SON'S Nurseries, Reigate and Doiking, and of the

Auctioneers. Dorking.

M^

M^

&c
On vie I of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Pyrus Maulei,

MR. J. C. STEVENS has received instruc-

tions from Messrs. Maule & Sons, of Bristol, to oflfer

for SALE by AUCTION, at his Great Rooms. 38, King Street,

Covent Garden. W.C, on THURSDAY, October 24. looo

plants of this beautiful New Fruit, in lots to suit both the

Trade and private buyers. Recently exhibited at South

Kensington, and much adi

On^ •the ling of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Insects, Bird Skins, Books, &c.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTION, at his Great Rooms. 38, King Street,

Covent Garden, W.C. on FRIDAY, October 25, at halfpast 12

o'clock precisely, several small collections of BRITISH
LEPIDOPTERA, including some fine specimens of P. alpina,

P. nubeculosa, and other good Scotch Insects, Cabinets, Ento-

mological and other Books, eighty-three fine Peacock Skins,

Bird and Animal Skins from Ceylon and Natal ; few lots of

MINERALS, and other Natural History Specimens.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Brox and Woodham Nurseries, Cbertsey, Surrey,

One Mile from the Addlestone and Two Miles from the

Woking Station on the South-Western Railway-

By Order of the Executrix.

NOTICE of an IMPORTANT SALE of NURSERY
STOCK.

MESSRS. R. AND J. WATERER and SON
are instructed by the Executrix of the late Mr. G. Gray

MONDAY, October 28. and four

able and well-grown Stock, on ihe

above Nurseries, comprising 7000 Standard Pyramid Trained

and Maiden FRUIT TREES, all true to name, and best

leading sorts ; 3000 Green HOLLIES, 2 to ^ feet
; 500 Varie-

eated Hollies, 16.000 SPANISH CHESTNUT. 3 to 12 feet;

5ooo POPLARS of sorts, 6 to 10 feet ; 11.000 HORSE CHEST-
NUT, 6 feet in the stem; Golden and Flowering ASH, 5000

BIRCH, 4 to lofeet : 500 LIMES. 6 to 10 feet ; largequantity

of ASH. OAK, ELM. SYCAMORE, ALDER, Purple

BEECH, and other FOREST TREES. 500 Laburnum. 8 to

10 feet ; 1200 Spruce, i to 3 feet ; Acer Negundo. Variegated

and Common ditto. 6 to 10 feet ; 300 Standard Thorns, of sorts ;

7000 Pinus insignis, Strobus, austriaca, excelsa. Laricio, a to

6 feet ; 5000 Larch, 3 to 4 feet ; Weymouth Pine. 5 to 6 feet

;

700 Cedrus Deodara, 3 feet ; 1500 Cupressus Lawsoniana, 3 to

5 feet : 300 Abies Douglasii, 7000 Thuja Lobbii. 5000 Cob
Nuts. 5 feet ; 3000 Yews, 2 to 3 feet ; 3000 Hornbeam, 5 to

7 feet ;
5C00 Common and Portugal Laurels, 2 to 3 feet

;

10,000 Transplanted Quicks, STANDARD ROSES of the

most choice sorts ; 6000 Manetti Rose Stocks, Poniicura and
Hybrid RHODODENDRONS, BERBERIS, about 125 lots

of Choice Mixed Shrubs, suitable for immediate Ornamental
Planting.

. . , r
The Auctioneers have pleasure in mvilmg the attention of

Gentlemen. Nurserymen, and others to this Stock, which is in

perfectly safe condition for removal.

May be viewed and Catalogues had fourteen days prior to

the day of Sale, upon the Premises ; and of Messrs. R. & J.

WATERER AND SON. Auctioneers and Valuers, Chertsey,

Nursery Sale.-Expiry of Lease.

HIGHLY IMPORTANT SALE of Magnificent HOLLIES,&c.
DAVID MITCHELL has been in-

structed by Messrs. Cunningham, Fraser & Co. to

dispose of, by public AUCTION, at their Edge Hill Nursery,

Edinburgh, on WEDNESDAY. THURSDAY, and FRIDAY,
October 30 and 31, and November i, each day at 11 o'Clock

forenoon, the whole of the SPLENDID HOLLIES growing

thereon, consisting of thousands of Golden and Silver Queens
from 2 feet to 7 feet 6 inches in height ; maderensis and nobilis

in quantity, from 3 to q feet, beautifully grown plants ; splendid

lot of Hodginsi. platyphylla, laurifolia, and scotica, all finely

formed plants and in the most robust health. Also a magnificent

lot of AUCUBA JAPONICA, in sizes. The whole to be Sold

without reserve, as the ground has been purchased by the

Western Cemetery Company.
Note —The Auctioneer would beg to call special attention to

this most important SALE of HOLLIES. The whole of the

plants are in magnificent health and well rooted, and can be

removed any distance with perfect safety.

Catalogues ready on the 22d inst., and may be had from the

Auctioneer, 6, Comely Bank, and the Proprietors, Comely Bank
Edinburgh,

M^;t
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Bridge Nursery, Castelnau, Barnes, Surrey

:

near the Suspension Bridge, Hammersmith,
CLEARANCE SALE of CHOICE and FINELY-GROWN

FRUIT TREES, SHRUBS and PLANTS.
To Gentlemen, Owners of Ornamental Grounds, Contractors,

Nurserymen, Builders and Others.

MR. I. A. SMITH is favoured with instruc-

tions from Mr. Grant to SELL by AUCTION, at the

Nursery, near the "Red Lion," Castelnau. Barnes, Surrey, on
WEDNESDAY, October 30, at lafor i o'clock punctually, the

carefully selected NURSERY STOCK of about 35,000 very
choice Fruit Trees, and well selected and strongly grown
Shrubs and Plants, consisting of dwarf, pyramid, and standard
trained Apple Trees, of known sorts, including Man.f Cod-
lin. Lord Suftield, and others : standard, dwarf, trained and
pyiamid Plums. Victorias, old and new Orleans, Dancer's
No. I, Kirk's Hybrid, and others : red Currants, Gooseberries,
Cob Nuts, red Filberts, also sooo Lombardy and Black Italian

Poplars, Laurels, Scotch and other Firs, white and yellow
Birch, white and yellow Spanish Broom, Lilacs. Laburnums,
Privet, green and variegated Euonymus, Sweet Brier, Vireinia

Creeper, golden Honeysuckle, Chinese Arbor-vitffi. Box, and
many other choice varieties. The whole have been selected and
grown with great care, and are of a quality very rarely to be

May be viewed the day prior and Morning of Sale. Cata-

logues may be had at the Nursery ; the " Boileau Arms," and
' Red Lion" Hotel ; and of Mr. J. A. SMITH. Auctii

and Land Agent, 5S. King Street East. Hammersmith, W.

Warminster Nurseries, Wilts.
PRELIMINARY NOTICE of an EXTENSIVE SALE of a

portion of one of the choicest NURSERY STOCKS in the

I<indgom. consisting of many thousands of rare Conifera:,

evergreen and deciduous Trees and Shrubs, large quantities

of Fruit Trees of all kinds, hardy Bulbs, &c.

MR. WM. ABRAHAM is instructed by the
E,xecutors of the late Mr. George Wheeler to SELL the

above by AUCTION, without reserve, early in November,
further particulars of which will be given in future

Preliminary Notice of

MESSRS. PROTHEROE AND MORRIS'
forthcoming SALES of NURSERY STOCK :—

NOVEMBER 5, 6, 7, and 8. -AMERICAN NURSERIES,
Leytonstone, two days, and the NURSERIES, Wanstcad
Flats, two days.

NOVEMBER 5 and 6-OXTON HILL NURSERY, Birken-
head. By order of Mr. W. Henderson.

NOVEMBERS—The NURSERIES, Gtavesend. By order
of Mr. T. Eves.

NOVEMBER t2toi6— Fived.ays'S.aleat the NURSERIES.
Loughton. By order of Mr. Wm. Paul.

NOVEMBER tj.-UPPER TOOTING PARK NURSERY,
Balham. By order of Mr. C. Young.

NOVEMBER 19 to 23 —The NURSERIES, Exeter. Five
days' Sale. By order of Messrs Luccombe, Pince & Co.

EVERY MONDAY. — At the Auction Mart, London.
Extensive Consignments of Dutch Bulbs.

Catalogues of any of the above Sales may be had, when
ready, on application at the Auctioneers' Offices, 98, Gracechurch
Street, E.C.

Prelemlnary Notice.

MESSRS. CAPES, DUNN and PILCHER
have received instructions from T- M. Shuttleworth,

Esq., of Howick House. Preston, who has retired from exhi-
biting, to SELL by AUCTION, in APRIL NEXT, at the
above address, his entire collection of MATCHLESS EXHI-
BITION SPECIMENS, including Stove and Greenhouse,
Flowering and Fme-foliaged Plants, Exotic and British Ferns.
The noble collection exhibited by Mr. Shuttleworth in July last,

at the Provincial Show of the Royal Horticultural Society

character, quality and condit

Further particulars in future advertisements, and from the
Auctioneers, 8, Clarence Street, Manchester.

WANTED to RENT, within lo miles of
London, an Orchard of about 6 to 12 Acres, with a few

Acres of Land for Cultivation and Dwelling-house.—S , Bolton
Cottage, Mandervilla Road, Enlield Highway, Middlesex,

Land.

WANTED, on Lease, from 2 to 3 acres,
suitable for a Nursery, ,vithin 20 miles of London, and

near to a Railway Station. Apply to

H. K., 5, Cumberland Vilhas. Acton Green, Middlesex.

TO BE DISPOSED OF, an old-established
NURSERY and SEED BUSINESS, in complete

working order. Capital required, about .^3000.— For particulars
addri

S. B., Hurst & Son. 6, Leadenhall Street, London, E.C.

Seed, Corn, Coke and Tillage Business.

TO BE DISPOSED OF, an old-estabhshed
concern as above, comprising House. Shop, Warehouses,

&c. Situated in a thriving town in Nottinghamshire. Early
possession can be had, and terms arranged.
VERITAS, D. Sell & Co., Wine Coopers, 9, Bush Lane,

, E.C.

TO BE DISPOSED OF, an old-established
MARKET GARDENER'S BUSINESS, consisting of

20 Acres of first-class Land situated at Newchurch, and about
It Acres at B.irton Hill, all in the parish of St. George, near
Bristol, both in full working order. STOCK to be taken to by
valuation in the usual way. HOUSES and OUTBUILDINGS
suitable for a Market Gardener if required.—GEORGE T.
HASELL. Market G.irdener, Barton Hill. Bristol.

To Nurserymen and Others.
Re JOHN CHARLES COLLINS, a Bankrupt.

TO LET, with Immediate Possession, the
DWELLING-HOUSE and valuable NURSERY, con-

taining about 2 Acres (but capable of extension), known as the
Rose Villa Nursery, near Harrogate, with the Conservatory,
Fern-house, Greenhouses, and Forcing Pits.

The extensive Conservatory. Fern-house, two Greenhouses,
Forcing Pits, &c.. belong to the tenant, and along with the
valuable collection of Nursery Plants, including some thousands
of Roses, are to be taken at a Valuation, or, if preferred, the
Trustee would be prepared to consider a Tender for the same.

For further particulars apply to Mr. JAMES HEWSON,
Auctioneer, Knaresborough, the Trustee of the Bankrupt, or to

Messrs. BATESON and HUTCHINSON,
Solicitors, Harrogate,

FOR SALE, the LEASE, STOCK, and
GOOD-WILL of a small NURSERY, FLORIST and

JOBBING BUSINESS in a good neighbourhood in the south
of London. For full particulars apply to

A. B., 26, Silver Street, Regent Street, W.

TO BE LET or SOLD, a FLORIST'S and
SEEDSMAN'S BUSINESS, near London, with Dwell-

ing-house and Greenhouses attached : also a good Jobbing
Business, together or separate. Established more than twenty
years. For particulars apply by letter to

A. Z., Mr. Lewis. 1, Pha-nix Yard, Cavendish Square, W.

West Hallam Nurseries.

TO BE LET, the above old-established
NURSERIES, consisting of about 5 acres, with House

and other Buildings, situate near the Great Northern Railway.
The choice young Shrubs and Plants to be taken by valuation.
Apply to

OLIVER, NEWBOLD and OLIVER, Wardwick, Derby.

Great Eastern RaOway Company.
DUTCH BULBS.

THE GREAT EASTERN RAILWAY
COMPANY have now made special arrangements for the

conveyance of Bulbs and Roots from Holland at a rate of 255".

per ton from Rotterdam to London, including delivery within
the ordinary cartage limits. Traffic sent by this service will

usually be delivered in London on the second day after shipment
in Rotterdam. The Company have also instituted an Express
Service for the carriage of Bulbs from Rotterdam to London at

^5^. per ton, including delivery within the usual cartage limits.

I'he Company guarantee delivery (against forfeiture of freight)
the day after shipment in Rotterdam, the act of God alone
excepted. The Company are prepared to quote Throughout
Rates from any town in Holland to any town in England. The
Bulbs should be consigned to the Company's Agents, Messrs.
Hudig & Pieters, Rotterdam, to whom full instructions (stating
whether the Bulbs are to be forwarded by ordinary or express
train) must also be sent. Senders are requested to address their
cases in full, and to mark them " Bulbs " in large letters, so as to

avoid the possibility of error or delay.
For further information, address The CONTINENTAL

DEPARTMENT, Liverpool Street Station, London, E.C.

IMPORTANT AWARDS.

MESSRS. SUTTON & SONS
Have the pleasure of stating that they have
received an Official Announcement that the

Jurors have awarded them both

A GOLD MEDAL
A SILVER MEDAL

EXHAUSTIVE COLLECTION
OF

SEEDS, GRASSES, MODELS, &c.,

GREAT PARIS INTERNATIONAL
EXHIBITION,

1878,

SUTTON & SONS,
THE QUEEN'S SEEDSMEN,

And by Special IVarrant

SEEDSMEN to the PRINCE of WALES,

READING, LONDON, and PARIS.

FOREST TREES, Seedling and Trans-
planted.—The very extensive stock of the above is this

season in splendid condition.

CATALOGUES on application.
The Lawson Seed and Nursery Company (Limited) Edinburgh.

ORNBEAM FENCES.— Established
Hedges, 6 to 7 feet, beautifully trimmed, and perfect

creens. Will move with safety. Price per lunning yard on
pplication.

CRANSTON AND CO., King's Acre Nurseries, Hereford.

H
Box EDGING.— 10,000 nursery yards, very

superior, at .^9 10^. per 1030.

J. E. YOUNG, Landscape Gardener, Bridge of Allan.

STRAWBERRY PLANTS, extra strong
and true to name, twelve leading sorts. Price List and

Sample Box of Twenty Plants (four sorts), post-free for twelve
stamps. C. POCOCK, Nursery, Wi

Cabbage Plants—Cabbage Plants.W VIRGO, Wonersh Nursery, Guildford,
• can now supply in any quantity the following good,

strong, healthy, autumn grown Plants .—Early Batlersea,
Early Enfield Market, Early Nonpariel, and Robinson's Drum-
head, at V- per rooo ; Red Pickling, sj. per 1000.
LETTUCE—Brown Cos and Admiral, 51. per 1000.

Reference required from unknown correspondents.

New Catalogue.

TV/TAURICE YOUNG
begs to inform Purchasers of Hardy Plants that his

NE'W DESCEIPTIVE CATALOGUE
may now be had on application.

It contains lists of CONIFERyE. RHODODENDRONS,
and other AMERICAN PLANTS,

Standard and Dwarf ROSES, ORNAMENTAL TREES,
SHRUBS and EVERGREENS,

CHEAP EVERGREENS for Covers, PLANTS for Winter
Bedding,

CLEMATIS and other CLIMBERS, Transplanted
FOREST TREES, &c.,

all in splendid condition for removal.

St^ The Nurseries are about one hour by rail from Waterloo
Station.

Milford, near Godalming, Surrey.

N EW AND RARE LILIES.
splendid Lily givesLIHUM NEILGHERRENSE. This

flowers nearly i foot long, js. 6ii.

LILIUM COLURIBIANUM. extremely rare, yi. 6d.

LILIUM EATEMAN^. quite new, 7^. 6^.

LlLlUM JAPONICUM KRAMERl, 55.

Selections of choice kinds can be made by Mr. WiLLIAM
Bull, at 30J., 42s. and 60s. per dozen.
Establishment for New and Rare Platits, King's Road.

Chelsea, London, S.W.

EBB'S PRIZE COB FILBERTS
and other NUTS.— Persons desirous of obtaininctq

Trees of the above, grown by the late R, Webb, of Calcot,
should give early orders to

THE MANAGER, Calcot Gardens, Reading.
CATALOGUES post-free on application.

EBB'S CHOICE POLYANTHUS
and OTHER SPRING PLANTS.—Early orders are

solicited for the above choice plants. Apply to

THE MANAGER, Calcot Gardens, Reading.

aCHIZOSTYLIS COCCI NEA.—Very strong
K^ clumps, really fine, would fill 9 or ro-inch pots, now
coming into full bloom, 9^. per dozen, 6of. per 100.

RODGER McCLELLAND and CO., Newry.

wELLINGTONIA GIGANTEA. For

PRIMROSES.—For Sale, 500 dozen Double
White, at lor. per loo. Good roots. A remittance must

accompany all orders.

DAVID MILLS. Strand-on-the-Green, Chiswick.

INTER-FLOWERING CARNATIONS.
—Six best varieties for winter-blooming, well-rooted

in pots, just showing buds, 8s. per dozen ; fine large plants, in
48-si2e pots, set with buds, i6s. per dozen.

R. MOSLEY. The Nursery, Saxmundham, Suffolk.

T)EAR STOCKS, transplanted, i to a^eet,
-L very strong, clean and healthy. Sample and price on
application.

RODGER McCLELLAND and CO., Newry.

H

Fniit Trees, Forest Trees, Ornamental Trees and
SHRUBS, ROSES, and other NURSERY STOCK.

WOOD AND INGRAM'S abridged TRADE
LIST for 1S78 is now ready, and will be forwarded

(to the Trade only) free on application.

The Nurseries, Huntingdon.

aUTTON'S MAGNUM BONUM POTATO
f^ —Seed direct from the Raiser. True and good sample.
£rt per ton, or 145. 6d. per sack (of 16S lb.), sacks inciusive,
delivered on Rail at this Station. Terms cash with order (or
satisfactory reference. Cheques crossed " Wilts and Dorset,"
Post-office Orders payable to
H. T. BATH, Nurseryman and Seedsman, Lymington, Hants.

ARDY EVERGREENS.—The hardily-
grown, thoroughly transplanted, therefore well-rooted

Slock o( Messrs. JAMES DICKSON & SONS, "Newton"
Nurseries, Chester, is unequalled for variety, quality, and
extent. Intending planters are invited to inspect.

Priced CATALOGUE and all information post-free.

To the Trade.

DOWNIE AND LAIRD have to ofifer choice
fancy .and show PANSY SEED ; also VIOLA, MIMU-

LUS, COWSLIP, POLYANTHUS, AURICULA, DEL-
PHINIUM, and PRIMULA JAPONICA : all grown under
their own supervision. Prices to the Trade on application.
DOWNIE AND LAIRD, Nurserymen, Seedsmen and

Florists, 17, Frederick Street, Edinburgh.

aPECIAL~OFFER. — A quantity of Oak,^ Elm, Chestnut, Poplar, Birch, Lime, Ash, Sycamore, &c.,
12 to 20 feet, straight stems and good heads ; Standard Portugal
Laurels, 4 to 6 feet stems, splendid heads: Pinus austriaca,
Cembra, excelsa, and Strobus, Cedrus Deodara and at'antica,
Wellingtonia, &c., s to 9 feet, splendid specimens Put on Mid-
land or G. W. Railway. Prices and Catalogue on application.

J. PRICE, Stanley Nursery, Stonehouse, Gloucestershire.

Florists' Flowers, Roses, and Climbers.

THOMAS S. WARE'S CATALOGUE ot
the above, including, in the Florists' Flower portion,

Daisies, Delphiniums, Dianthus, Pyrethrums. Pinks, Bedding
Pansies and Violas, Show and Fancy PAusies, Potennllas,
Border and Winter Flowering Carnations Peonies, Phloxes,
and Sweet Violets, may now be had p^st-free on application.

Hale Farm Nurseries, Tottenham, London.

Vines—Vines—Vines.

WG. CALDWELL and SONS beg to
• inform their Friends and Customers that their stock

of the above is unusually fine this season. Samples have been
exhibited at various Shows in the North of Englmd, and they
have been highly commended for their excellent quality.
Orders are now bemg booked for the following varieties :

—
Black Hamburgh I Foster's Seedling
Black Alicante Lady Downe's
Piuckland Sweetwater Madresfield Court
Duke of Buccleuch

|
Muscat of Alexandria.

Strong Planting Canes, 5.?. to 7^. 6ii. each.

E.xtra Fruiting Canes, 7^. 6j. to 10s. 6d. ejch.

The Nurseries, Knutsford, Cheshire.
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CHOICE ORCHIDS.—Many thousands of
good plants to select from. Mr. William Bull is

constantly receiving large importations from his Collectors and
Correspondents in Assam, Colombia, Uurmah, Brazil, Mexico,
Costa Rica, Venezuela, Ecuador, West Indies, and the Eastern
Archipelago, and can offer many of the rarest and most
beautiful kinds at extremely low prices. Customers can choose

their plants from eleven large nouses full of Orchids. An

Establishment for New and Rare Plants, King*s Road,
Chelsea, London, S.W.

O R F O R C i N gT
SPIR/EA JAPONICA, soi. per too.

PALMATA. 25s. per 100.

By TOO or 1000. An immense stock, finely ripened. Smaller
{lalmatas, for planting, los. 6d., 15J , and 20s. per ico. Extra
arge clumps at moderate prices.

ROSE QUEEN OF BEDDERS,
Booked for autumn, xis. per dozen, 75.T. per 100.

CHARLES NOBLE, Baeshot.

Notice to the Trade.

WG. CALDWELL and SONS are now
• sending out their well-known AZALEA AMIENA

CALDWELLI. strong plants, i8j. per dozen : larger size. 2<j.

Also splendid plants of GLEICHENIA DICHOTOMA, at

IS, tii. and $s each, 36J and 50J. per dozen.

The Nurseries. Knulsford. Cheshire.

To tlie Trade.

GLOXINIAS, i-yr. bulbs, named varieties,

9J. per dozen.
POINSETTIAS, several thousands, fine plants, 4^ and s-inch

pots. 9J. and 11s. per doz. ; smaller plants, 6s. per doz.

BOUVARDIAS, all the best v.irieties, 4^-inch pots, lor. per

dozen ; ditto, in 3^-inch pots, 6s. per dozen—ready for

re-potting.

ROGIERA GRATISSIMA. nice plants, iSf. and 24J. per doz.

PRIMULA. ALBA PLENA, a fine stock of strong plants,

i.l'z and 4^^-inch pots. gr. and loJ. per dozen.

ADIANIUM CUNEATUM, fine plants, in 4-inch pots, tz-c.

per dozen, C\ per io3 : smaller plants, in 2,'2-mch pots,

MAIDENHa'iRS, extra fine, in 6-inch pots, suitable for table

plants, i8j. per dozen — offered to make room for

allei ituff.

PTERIS SCABERULA, good plants, izj. per dozen.

ADIANrUM FARLEVENSE, 2000 fine plants, in 4-inch

pots. 24J. per dozen : ditto, in 3-inch, i8f. per dozen.

PTERIS SERRULATA, in 4 or 4^-inch pots, 5s. and 6s.

CARNATIONS (Tree), Miss Joliffe, The Bride, La Belle, 9s.

per dozen,
GREVILLEA ROBUSTA, good plants, 5-inch pots, 91. per

dozen.
CYCLAMEN PERSICUM, fine strain, 121. per dozen.

GENISTAS, splendid stuff, s'A inch pots, 501. per 100 : ditto,

in 4-inch pots, 3or. per 100.

HEATH AND SON, Nurserymen, Cheltenham.

Potatos for Planting.

JOHN AND GEORGE McHATTIE, Seed
Merchants. Chester, have this season grown large quan-

tities of the undermentioned kinds from carefully picked stocks,

which they will shortly be able to offer at very moderate prices,

or special quotations will be eiven now forimmediate delivery :
—

MVATT'S PROLIFIC.
MAGNUM BONUM.
OLD FLUKE,
HUNDREDFOLD FLUKE.
YORKSHIRE KIDNEY.
OXFORDSHIRE KIDNEY.
GLOUCESTERSHIRE KIDNEY.
EARLY ROSE.
LATE ROSE,
SNOWFLAKE.
FORTVFOLD,
PATERSON'S VICTORIA.
EARLY WHITE DON.
CHAMPION DON.

And nearly all the new English and American varieties of merit.

A Descriptive CATALOGUE will be published shortly.

THIRTY THOUSAND CAMELLIAS,
alba plena and other best sorts, all home-grown, well set

with bud and very forward- Also many thousand AZALEA
INDIC.\. best sorts, well set for bloom; and hard-wooded
HEATHS, half and quarter specimens, fine healthy and well-

formed plants. For price and particulars, see Gardeners'
C/jra/iiV/c of September 21. 1878.

B. WHITHAM, The Nurseries, Reddish, near Stockport,

has the above unequalled collection on Sale.

Annual A B. C. Bull) Guide.

THOMAS S. WARE has much pleasure in

announcing that the present year's issue of the above is

now ready, and will be posted free on application. It includes

complete collections of Liliums, Narcissus. Gladiolus, Iris, and
numerous other families : also selections of Bamboos and Orna-
mental Grasses, Aquatic and Bog Plants, Herbs, &c. ; and a
fine collection of Hardy Orchids, to which is added a few choice
Perennials, adapted for present planting.

Hale Farm Nurseries, Tottenham. London.

To Gentlemen, Builders, and the Trade.

EGBERT AND GEORGE NEAL,
Wandsworth Common and Garrett Lane, Nurseries,

beg respectfully to call attention to their large and varied Stock

of HARDY. ORNAM£,NTAL. FOREST. FRUIT TREES
and SHRUBS, which are grown at their Nurseries, especially

those Trees, &c., which are most suitable for growing in or near
large towns. An early inspection invited. All goods delivered

oftheNur^
ill in London, ( within five miles

CATALOGUES free by post on applicatic

JULES DE COCK, Nurseryman, Ghent,
Belgium, offers AZALEA INDICA of all sizes,

AZALEA MOLLIS and A. PONTICA, CAMELLIAS,
CHRISTMAS ROSES, DEUTZlA GRACILIS, DIELY-
TRA SPECTABILIS. LILY of the VALLEY, SPIRAEA
JAPONICA, PALMS for Table use, DRAC/ENAS, FERNS,
and YUCCA VARIEGATA. Catalogues free on application.

O
Mushroom Spawn.

SBORN AND SONS call the attention of
Mushroom Growers to the speciality they make of the

Their Spawn never fails to give satisfaction. For
inials see Catalogue of Bulbs, which will be forwarded on

OTRAWBERRY DUKE of EDINBURGH
k3 (MoiTat).—Strong well-rooted runners of this famous
variety from the original Stock, the best for general crop and
marketing, -js. 6d. per 100 ; 12 plants post-free for 2i.

TODD AND CO., Seedsmen, Maitland Street. Edinburgh,

Tj^ERNS advertised by "E." last week for
-L SALE, Us. ; also three ornamental-leaved BEGONIAS,
two large CYCLAMENS, ys. 6d. ; the lot 35s.

R. ERRINGTON, Scotby Farm, near Carlisle.

A RIEMSCHNEIDER, Br.andenburg-on-
• Havel, Germany, has to offer ;

—
HELLEBORUS NIGER, strongest clumps, 901. per 1000.

GERMAN LILY OF THE VALLEY, for forcing, 37s.

To tUe Trade.

ROSES. — Standard and Half-Standard,
extra fine. Low quotation with Purchasers selection.

MARECHAL NIEL, in pots, very fine, 75J. per 100:
ond :

Ornamental Trees and Shrubs, Fruit Trees, Roses, &c.

THE LAWSUN SEED and NURSERY

1 applic

EUCALYPTUS GLOBULUS,
Tasmanian Blue Gum, Evergreen.

A Disease Destroying Tree.
Destroys the influence of the miasmatic exhalations from the

ground in swampy and malarious districts, acts as a preven'ive

of the miasmata which produces intermittent fever, ague, &c.
See Times, September 5. 1877.

Seeds, \s. per packet : Plants, ir. and 2i. each.

J. STEELE. Chelmsford.

For Immediate Disposal.
SPECIMEN STOVE and GREENHOUSE PLANT.',

WM. MILES has for disposal some splendid
Specimens of the above, consisting of Crotons,

Dracaenas, Palms. Alocasias, Cycads, Tree and other Ferns-
all of which have secured Prizes at several First-class Shows,
and to be sold at a considerably reduced rate. For prices and
particulars apply to

WM, MILES, West Brighton Nurseries, Cliftonville, Sussex.

Special Offer to the Trade,

ASH, i-yr. seedlings, 2s. per 1000 ; i-yr.

transplanted, t foot, 55 per 1000. BEECH, i-yr.

seedlings, 2j, 6d. per 1000, CHESTNUTS. Spanish. lyr.

drilled, 6s. per 1000. OAK, English, i-yr. drilled, 3s. per 1000.

SPRUCE FIR, a-yr., fine. 11, 6d. per 1000: do., 2-yr, trans-

planted, fine, 5s, per 1000: do,, 3-yr. transplanted, 12 to rs

inches. Si. per tooo. PINUS LARICIO, i-yr., i-yr- trans-

planted, IS. 6J. per 1000. Cheaper by the roo.ooo. ARALIA
SIEBOLDII, extra fine, bushy, pots 6-inch, 20s. per too.

GARLIES MITCHELL. Nurseries, Stranraer.

In Liquidation,

WILLIAM ROLLISSON and SONS,
The Nurseries, Tooting. London.

VINES—VINES-VINES.
H.iving a very large stock of stout well-grown Vines for

Sale, principally Black Hamburghs. these are offered at very
moderate prices, viz.. Fruiting Canes, 51. to lor. 6d. ; Planting,

21, 67, to 51.

T AND SOLD ~tov BUILDING.
40.000 LARCH, strong transplanted, 3 to 5 feet.

20,000 PRIVET, extra strong transplanted.

10,000 APPLE and PEAR TREES, Standard.
300 000 QUICKS, Seedling, 2 and 3-yr, old,

500.000 CABBAGE PLANTS, Nonpariel. 31, 6d. per 1000,

2000 RHUBARB ROOTS, -Myatt's Victoria (very cheap)
Apply to GEO. WINFIELD, Sandhurst Road, Gloucester.

c L E M A T I S.—Jackmanni, rubro-violacea,
Miss Bateman, Lucy Len-oine, Gem,

and oihers, very strong.

50s per 100, jC-20 per looo.

RICHARD MASON.
Windlesham Nursery, Baeshot, Surrey.

>ETER DE COCK AND COLLUMBIEN,
The White Flower Nurseries, Meirelbeke, near Ghent,

gium. offer to the Trade :

—

SPIR/EA JAPONICA, Is per 1000.

CHRISTMAS ROSES, £6 per 1000.

AZALEA INDICA, in bud, li andiTs P=r loa
CAMELLIAS, in bud, £6 and /? per 100.

New Strawberry, Duke of Athole.

MESSRS. DICKSON and TURNBULL
have much pleasure in offering the above first-class

Strawberry, equally good for Dessert or Exhibition. Plants now
ready. ^^3 per too, las. per dozen.

All Orders executed in strict rotation,—Descriptive Circular
forwarded on application.

Perth, October 8,

TRANSPLANTED FOREST TREES.—
2.000,000 LARCH, I to 3 feet.

2,000.000 SCOTCH, I to 2K feet.

1.000,000 AUSTRIANS, }^ to 2 feet.

500,000 SPRUCE, ]i to 2^ feet.

Other Trees in smaller lots, all beyoud two years twice
removed, robust, and finely rooted.

CATALOGUES, with special offer for large quantities
delivered free at any Railway Station south of Dublin.

R, HARTLAND. The Lough Nurseries, Cork,

RICHARD WALKER, Market Gardens,
Biggleswade, can still supply any quantity of the best

CABBAGE PLANTS in England: Red Dutch Pickling
Plants, 4s. per looo, and all sorts of Green Plants, is. per looo.

Connover's Colossal ASPARAGUS, good plants, 3-yr. old, -25.

per 100, or 151, per 1000; i-yr. old, 55. per 1000. SEAKALE
(or forcing, 8s. per 100. Best Sovereign RHUBARB ROOTS,
large clumps, 6j. per dozen for forcing. LEMON THYME,
8i'. per 100 for planting. SAGE, for planting, 3*. per 100.

D.ark WALLFLOWER and dark SWEET WILLIAM, for

planting, is. 6d. per 100. Terms Cash.

NEW RACE of BEGONIA S.—
Hybrids of B. discolor crossed with B. Rex. These

fine hybrids combine the habit of growth, flowers, and hardi-
ness in the open air of B. discolor, with the highly ornamental
foliage of the hothouse varieties of the family of Begonia Rex.
They were awarded a First Prize at the International Exhibi-
tion held .It Versailles in August. 1878, and a similar honour at

the Autumnal Horticultural Exhibition at Bordeaux in Septem-
ber, 1877. First offered for sale in October, 1878, at the
following prices :—

8 distinct named varieties, 70 francs, or ,£2 zSs.

2 plants of each variety for 125 francs, or jCs ' ^y
G. BRUANT, Horticulturist, Poitiers. France,

who will also send CATALOGUE with full details of these

plants free by post to any address on receipt of application

prepaid by post.

BENJ. SIMONITE is prepared to send out
the following first-class PICOTEES :—

Teresa, light rose edge, very smooth petal, edge solid white,

pure, extra fine, los. 6d. per pair,

Violet Douglas, light red-edge, petal very broad, solid wire
edge, white, pure, without bar, extra fine, lor, 6d. per pair,

liENJ, SIMONITE, Rough Bank, Sheffield,

In Liquidation

"\ltnLLIAM ROLLISSON and SONS,
» V The Nurseries, Tooting, near London, beg to inform

their numerous Customers that the BUSINESS is being
CARRIED ON as USUAL, and that they have a fine healthy
stock of Orchids. Keins, Palms, Stove and Greenhouse Plants,
Vines, Hardy Herbaceous and Alpine Plants, &c,, which they
can offer at very moderate prices. CATALOGUES and
special offers free by post on application.

c

QEAKALE for Forcing.—Many Acres for sale
^^ of excellent large roots that cannot be surpassed, price

goj per loeo, and is. packing ; 500 and under 10s, per 100 and

IJ. packing, ASPARAGUS of all ages, and RHUBARB of

all varieties, HERBS, &c. Price on application,

A remittance to accompany all orders. Cheques crossed

London and County, Post-office Orders payable at Battersea,

S.W.

ALFRED ATWOOD, Market Gardener, 8, Palk Road,
Clapham Junction, S W,

To the Trade.

VUYLSTEKE, Nurseryman, Loochristy,
near Ghent. Belgium, has to offer a splendid stock of

fine, healthy, abundantly-budded plants at the following

100 CAMELLIAS, budded, named, imbricated, at li. 16,
i.1, and Ci.

too AZALEA INDICA, budded, nam-d, nice crowns, at i\,
X;5. i;*. i;8. and.£i2,

103 AZALEA MOLLIS, budded, named, very bushy, at /8.
/,o, £.2, and {,x6.

too GHENT AZALEAS, h.ardy, budded, named, very bushy,
at ,£4. £5. (,6, and Hi.

100 KALMIA LATIFOLIA, nice flat-shaped crowns, C.^. {.-,.

and C6.
100 BEGONIAS, bulbous, new short brilliant sorts, at {.i.

rooo SPIRiEA JAPONICA, colossal clumps, at i;6.

A priced descriptive Catalogue may be had on application

to Messrs, R. SILBERRAD and SON, 15, Harp L.ane, Great
Tower Street. London. E,C,

One Hundred Thousand
HOTEIA (SPIR/EAi JAPONICA, in very

strong and sound condition.

HOTEIA (SPIR/EA) JAPONICA has been awarded several

first prizes, and always considered best shown : 14'. to

SPIR/EA PALMATA, red, extra, 60J. to 90J. per 100.

„ double white. MS. to \6s. per too

„ ULMARIA AUREA, fol, variegata, 401, to 45s. per too.

DIELVTRA SPECTABILIS, 201. to 25s. per 100,

LILIUM LANCIFOLIUM ALBUM MONSTROSUM.
very free flowering, 305. to 40J. per too.

„ „ ROSEUM, 20s. t0 26i, pertoo,

„ „ RUBRUM, 201, to26s per 100,

.. CHINENSIS TIGRINUM, w. to Is. per too.

CHRISTMAS ROSES, (Hellebonis niger), fine, 40^, to i6jr,

per too.

Trade CATALOGUE free on application. Post-office Oiders
or good references from unknown correspondents.
BUDDENBORG BROTHERS, Nurserymen and Dulb

Growers, Hillegom, near Haarlem. Holland.

Special Trade Offer.WB A L L AND C O., Bedford Road
• Nursery, Northampton, having a very large Slock of

the following Plants, Trees, &c., m line condition, growne spe-

cially for the Trade, have much pleasure in offering them at the
following low prices :

—

AURICULAS, finest mixed alpine, in 6o-pots, i6f. per icxs

,, extra strong, in 54-pots, 255. per ico

CARNATIONS, in 25 choice named varieties, strong, in 60-

pots. 20J. per 100
CLOVE, Purity, and The Bride, fine white, strong, in 60-pols.

DAISY, aucubxfolia, golden netted foliage, 5r. per 100, ^ox.

„ Crown, fine, i,s. per loa, yis. per 1000

,, Rob Roy. fine, dark red, 4J. per 100, 30J. per 1000

,, The Bride, finest white, 5J. per 100, 405. per icoo

MENTHA PULEGIUM, is. per ico. 15^. per 1000
MYOSOTIS DISSITI FLORA, 6f. per 100, 505. per 1000

PANSY, Cliveden Blue, 8s. per ico, 651, per 1000

,, Blue King, 8f. per ico, 655. per 1000

„ Dean's White. 8j. per 100, 65 r. per 1000

,, Yellow Bedder, 8j. per 100, 655. per 1:00

PINKS, in 25 named varieties, 201. per 100

POLYANTHUS, strong, from laced varieties, lof. per 100

PRIMROSE, double yellow, lai. per 100, 851. per 1000

ROCKETS, double Purple, -lis. per 100

Whit . per I

THYMUS, citriodora : , margmatu«, per I

WALLFLOWER, True Harbinger. 35. per iod, 25J.

., Golden Tom Thumb, is. td. per 100. lor. per 10;

ALDER, 3 to 5 feet, very fine, 255. per 1000

ASH, common, 3 to 5 feet, very fine, 305. per 1000

,. 2 to 2j4 feet, very fine, 22,1. fid. per 1000

HORNBEAM. 2 to 3 feet, 20J. per 1000

PRIVET, 1% to 2 feet, bushy, \2.s. per 1000

ROSES, extra fine Standards, with large heads, fine '

4 feet stems. 70J. to 75J. per 100

ASPARAGUS, 3-yr., extra fine for forcing, 255. per ic

APPLES, fine Standards, in variety, 605. per 100

PEARS, fine Standards, in variety, 75s. per 100
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PAUL & SON'S ROSES.
Messrs. Paul & Son,

THE OLD NURSERIES, CHESHUNT, HERTS,
RESPECTFULLY ANNOUNCE THAT THEIR

CAREFULLY PREPARED ROSE CATALOGUE
Ha5 been sent to all Customers, and copies may now be had on application.

THE THEREIN DESCRIBED

Stock of Standard, Half-Standard, and Dwarf Roses is the finest
seen even at these Old Established Nurseries.

All Inspcclion is rcspcclfiilly iin'i/ed, and Early Orders are soliciled.

HYACINTHS. CROCUS, TULIPS, &^.

Dick Radclyffe & Co.'s
ILLUSTRATED

CATALOGUE
IS NOW READY,

And will be foi\vank-d.

GRATIS and POST-FREE

ON APPLICATION.

128 AND 129, HIGH

HORTICULTURAL

REQUIREMENTS

EVERY DESCRIPTION
KEPT

1 N STOC K.

HOLBORN, W.C.

ONCIDIUM MACRANTHUM. in perfect health.

MR. J. C. STEVENS has received instructions from Mr. F. Sander
to SELL by AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 38, King Street, Covcnt Garden, W.C,

on TUESDAY, October 22, at half-past 12 o'clock precisely, a fine importation of ONCIDILIM
MACRANTHUM, the most beautiful Oncidiuin, just to hand per Moselle^ and in perfect health

;

also a magnificent lot of the beautiful Golden ODONTOGLOSSUM PARDINUM, a few with
flower-spikes, MASDEVALLIA BELLA, ODONTOGLOSSUM BOGOTENSIS, a quantity of

Cool ORCHIDS in flower, extra fine plants of ODONTOGLOSSUM ROEZLII, and imported
pieces of O. HALLII ; also a Collection of ESTABLISHED ORCHIDS from a well-known
Grower, including fine healthy plants of rare and beautiful varieties ; a quantity of established
plants of CATTLEYA SCHILLERIANA, C MARGINATA, ONCIDIUM CRISPUM, &c.

;

some good plants of COCOS WEDDELLIANA and other PALMS, BULBS from Jersey and
Algiers. On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

.\UCriO\ ROOM.S .\ND OFFICES, 38, KING .STREET, COVEXT GARDEN, LONDON", W.' .

NANODES MEDUS/E, MAXILLARIA LEHMANNI,
ODONTOGLOSSUM ROSEUM, &c.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by AUCTION, at his Great
Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C, on THURSDAY, October 24, at

half-past 12 o'clock precisely, by order of Messrs. Hugh Low & Co., IMPORTED ORCHIDS,
just received by the Royal Mail Steamer Moselle, consisting of several hundreds of ODONTO-
GLOSSUM CIRRHOSUM, several hundreds of O. ROSEUM, fine plants in quantity of O.
HALLII, MAXILLARIA LEHMANNl, TRICHOPILIA (PiLUMNA) FRAGRANS,
NANODES MEDUS.«. At the same time will be offered 100 ODONTOGLOSSUM
VEXILLARIUM starting into growth, 100 growing plants of O. ALE.XANDR/E, established
plants of PHAL^NOPSIS SCHILLERIANA, ODONTOGLOSSUM ROEZLII. AERIDES
LOBBII, DENDROBIUM BENSONI^, CATTLEYA DOWIANA, ONCIDIUM
VARICOSUM, &c. On view mornhig of Sale, and Catalogues had.

AUCTION ROOMS AND OFFICES, 38, KING STREET, COVENT GARDEN, LONDON, W.C.

PY RUS M AU LEI.
MR. J. C. STEVENS has received instructions from Messrs. Maule

& Sons, of Bristol, to ofi'er for SALE by AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 38, King
Street, Covent Garden, W.C, on THURSDAY, October 24, 1000 Plants of this beautiful NEW
FRUIT, in Lots to suit both the Trade and Private Buyers. Recently exhibited at South
Kensington, and much admired.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

AUCTION ROO.MS AND 0FF1CE.S, KING STREET, COVENT GARDEN, LONDON, W.C.

R
To Amateur Strawberry Growers.

UNNERS, strong and well rooted, are
ready, from H. de Thury, President, Sir J. Paxton,

and British Queen-four of the best varieties in cultivation.
Price List on application. Sample Box of Plants, post-free, 11.

Manual on Strawberry Culture, dd.
W. LOVELL. Strawberry Grower. Weaverthorpe, York.

TODEAS.- Healthy young plants of T.
superba and T. hymenophylloides (pellucida), free and

safe by post. 25. bd. each for prepayment. Trade price (low)
per 100. or lesser quantities, on application.
ROBERT SIM. Sidcup Hill Nursery, Foot's Cray. Kent.

HARDY AZALEA MOLLIS, one of the
finest and handsomest flowering plants for forming

Clumps and Masses, in ten named varieties, well budded. C^
to ;C8 per 100 : stronger plants, 2^. to 2f. (id. each.
HARDY GHENT AZALEAS, twenty-five of the best

varieties, covered with buds, .£5, ;^6, to ;^3 per 100 ; stronger
plants, 25. to 25, 6d. each.

J. APERS, Nurseryman, Loochristy, near Ghent, Belgium-.
Ajents in Londo.. Messrs. R. SILBERRAD and S0>",
15, Harp Lane, E.C.

QPECIAL OFFERS TO THE TRADE.
MANETTI ROSE STOCKS. 400,0,
MAIDEN PEARS on Pear stocks, ic

splendid plants.

STANDARD PEARS, extra fine.

PYRAMID and DWARF-TRAINED PEARS.
STANDARD-TRAINED JARGONELLE and other

STANDtRDCHERRIES. extra fine.

STANDARD TRAINED MORELLOand MAY DUKE,&c.
Prices and List on applica'ion to

CRANSTON ANn CO.. King's Acre Nu.stries. Hereford.

'SfAf^z.y^

ANNOUNCEMEN T.

BULBS.-BULBS.
HCANNELL (F.R.H.S.) bc^s to announce

• that his LIST of the above is ready, and the fact
of his having tested the whole family of Dutch Bulb-, and
devoting two loofeet houses last season entirely to their culture,
enables him to offer the briefest, best, and cheapest List of
Hyacinths and Tulips ever sent out. and the same with Beddii g
and Forcing kinds. These, together with his Stock (largest lu
England) of Wmter and Spring Bedding Plants, offer unusual
advantages to purchasers to attain success. Sent post-free.

HCANnelUs AUTUM N CATA-
• LOGUEof all the NEWSOFT-WOODED PLANTS

is now ready and sent free. It also contains Lists of all the beht
Roses, Violas, Clematis, New Green Carpet-bedding Plai.ts,
&c., and many other matters that must be highly iniercsling.

Strawberries.

Ij^ROM the fact oi" my being located in the
midst of hundreds of acres of all the best and most profit-

able kinds. I dm emablcd to offer unusually fine Plants ai,d
pcrfccily tiue to name. All those who w.sh to grow tor gain
should have the Kentish well-known varieties. Having ihem
from a distance, together with change of soil, is the very secret

COOD THINGS.
EW COLEUS, totally distinct from all

Ever yet sent cut, and will add an additional

ry greenhouse. Their many clours are ve y

N
G. BUNYARD.
KENilSH KIRE,
LORD FALMOUTH

Post-frte. IS. each. Inri

THE FINEST NEW ZONALS OF THE
SEASON.—WHITE VESUVIUS, by far the be t whue

fur winter, zs. each, 185. per dozen.

SALMON ditto, splendid both winter and summer, u. td.

each. 12^. per dozen.

STRIPED ditto (New Life), the most saleable all the year,

always in bloom. li. dd. each. I2i. per dozen.

DK. J. DENNY, positively blue, 2j. each, 18s. per dozen.

GUINEA, splendid colour, totally eclip-ing Jealousy,

decidedly yellow. This and Dr. Denny, g.and pot plains b^ih

.
4S

Good plants of all the above, five for icj., package free.

Cuttings half price, post-free.

HCANNELL'S named Collection of
• CINERARIAS now just ready for shifting into 5-inch

pots (see Guide). Will send twelve splendid kinds fur is.

This would add a superior feature to any conservatory through-
out the spring.

The Finest Winter-blooming Zonal Pelargoniums in
CULTlVATIOvNf.

HCANNELL will send the best twenty-
• four varieties in cultivation for iSs., twelve for loi .

package free Thev should be potted-up at once to give a blaze

of bloom for Christmas. Cuttings at half above price, post-free.

WINTER-FLOWERING TROP^O-
LUMS.—Perhaps there IS nothing so cheap to purchase

and to grow and to give such an abundance of flowers all the

winter as the above. Six best foi 4c small, by post,

y. 6d., free.

HCANNELL has now a great quantity of
• the following in fine condition, which will be sure to

give satisfaction : — PRIMULAS, CINERARIAS, and
CALCEOLARIAS. 21. per dozen ; CYCLA.MEN, y., ^s., and
5J. per dozen. Splendid Bulbs showing flower. All post-free.

Fine Plants of each of the above in pots, is. per dozen extra.

H. CANNELL, F.B.H.S.,

Home for Flowers,

SWANLEY, KENT.
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PARIS EXHIBITION,
1878.

Seedsmen to H.R.H.

Tlie Prince of Wales

THE HIGHEST AWARDS FOR ENGLISH SEEDS, &c.

James Carter & Co.
HAVE THE HONOUR TO ANNOUNCE THAT THE JURORS HAVE AWARDED THEIR HOUSE

FOUR GOLD MEDALS,
IN COMPETITION WITH THE PRINCIPAL ENGLISH and CONTINENTAL HOUSES.

ILLUSTRATED

SEED CATALOGU ES
POST-FREE.

CARTER'S
ILLUSTRATED

CATALOGUES of GRASS SEEDS
POST-FREE.

THE QUEEN'S SEEDSMEN, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.

T. H. R DENNIS & CO.,
MANSION HOUSE BUILDINGS,

QUEEN VICTORIA STREET, LONDON, E.G.,

CONSERVATORY AND GREENHOUSE BUILDERS,

HOT-WATBE ENGINEERS.

"KENT, THE GARDEN OF ENGLAND."

FRUIT TREES TRUE TO NAME.

ThOS. BUNYARD & SONS'
NEW

DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE FOR 1878,
MAY NOW BE HAD ON APPLICATION.

In these extensive Nurseries (nearly 100 acres) the Amateur may select his dozen, or the Market

Grower his thousands of Trees, from a stock of 150,000 well-grown, beautifully rooted, healthy, and correctly

named Trees.

They will be packed for any part of the United Kingdom. Large quantities can be sent in a through

truck at a trifling cost. The carriage will be paid to London or any nearer station, and a liberal discount

given to those who prefer cash payments.

E.xtra fine Kentish kinds of CHERRIES, KENT COB NUTS, and every variety of FRUIT
noted in the county.

THOS. BUNYARD &, SONS,
THE OLD ESTABLISHED NUESEEIES, MAIDSTONE.

(Also at ASHFORD.)
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^VEBB'S
CHOICE COLLECTIOIS

FLOWER BULBS
Produce a Succession of BeatUiful

Flowers during IVittter and Spring.

FOR GROWING IN GLASSES,
POTS, VASES, &c.

\os. (>d., 2\s., 42s., and 635. each.

FOR OUTDOOR OR OPEN
BORDER DECORATION.

•loj-. 6d. 12s. 6d., 2\s., and i,2s. each.

FOR GREENHOUSE OR
WINDOW BOXES.

los. 6d., i2s. 6d., 2is., and 42^-. each.

1^" These Collections contain a liberal assort-

ment of the finest varieties in cultivation.

Per dozen—J. </.

HYACINTHS, extra choice selected izr. to 21 o

,

,

for Pots or Glasses .

,

..90
,

,

Fine \'arieties , . 6s. and 7 o

Mixed, Red, White, or Blue .. 36
,, Early White Roman .. ..36

Per 1000. I'er 100.

CROCUS, Large Blue, White, Purple, 1 .f. il. s. it.

Yellow, Striped, i^c, extra \ „

fine selected .

.

. . )
" ° " °

Various Colours, Mixed .. ..16

SNOWDROPS, Single or Double-fine ..26

WEBB'S SUPERB TULIPS,
SINGLE or DOUBLE.

Extra Selected, in 25 varieties .

.

7 (>

4 °

POLYANTHUS NARCISSUS, exu-a fine, per too,

\y. ;
per dozen, 2S.

ANEMONES, R.\NUNCULUS, LILIUMS, &c.

Goods of 203. value Carriage Free. Five per Cent.

Discount for Cash.

FOR FULL PARTICUL.-IRS SEE

^VEBB
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tcresting train of thoughts it fires—thoughts of

old and modern times and pastimes, from Hot-

spur till to-day. And what a wide, delightful

landscape !

But I am wandering from my subject, like

the fowls who were asked how they would be

cooked. " We would rather not be killed," they

said. The " Cecil Oak " was planted during the

reign of the last Earl of Northumberland but

one. The Earls had been unfortunate. Our
virtuous Henry the Eighth had abjured

Romanism, and the Earls had not all of them
followed his example. One was shot in the

Tower with a " dag or pistol " by somebody.

There were two stories ; within the walls the

official story ran that he shot himself—people

outside gave credence to another version. His

son was the " Wizard Earl," who was imprisoned

in the Tower during fifteen years, under the un-

just suspicion of complicity in the Gunpowder
Dot. His two charming children, a boy and
girl, were the favourites of all who had access

to them within the grim fortress of the Tower.

They grew up, and spread the wings of youth.

She loved a Sydney, he a Cecil. The Wizard
Earl, a man of contrarieties and many virtues,

with pride embittered by imprisonment, passed
some tempestuous days on this occasion. The
blood of the Cecils and Percies would not mix,

he said, though poured into a ditch together.

He sent word to Sydney that his daughter

should bring him no dowry. The young people

answered the threat by immediate marriage.

Lady Anne Cecil, too, became a bride, and
planted the Oak in Petworth park as a memorial
of the marriage. A touching incident lends

additional interest to this tree and story. King
James, out of respect to the family of Cecil,

attended the wedding, and with true economy
as a Scotchman he presented the bride with a

piece of paper as a wedding present. This
proved to be a pardon for the Wizard Earl, who
retired to Petworth and lived there in scholarly

retirement, delighting in the new art of garden-
ing which wealth and Lord Bacon had intro-

duced, and in the cultivation of flowers.

Recollections such as these shed a kind of

perfume over Petworth, which most persons
find agreeable. There is not a trace of the

gardening of the Wizard Earl remaining, but

some of the Chestnuts around the cricket-

ground may have been planted by him. His
grandson, the eleventh and last Earl, died in

1670, leaving his only child, Elizabeth, Baroness
Percy, the sole heiress of his estates and name.
This was one of those great calamities to which
all landowners are liable, as Sir Bernard Burke
informs us in the Vicissitudes of Faiiiilit-s. The
Lady Elizabeth, however, married the " proud "

Duke of Somerset, and brought him thirteen

children. He lived at Petworth in much state, a
nobleman of great splendour and many noble
qualities. Pride was his infirmity, and his fox-

hounds were a freak which failed to accomplish
what he desired, which was to oust the master
of the neighbouring Charlton pack, which occa-
sionally crossed his park and came betwixt the

wind and his nobility. His son was created
(before the " proud " Duke's death) Earl of
Northumberland, with remainder to Sir Hugh
Smythson, the husband of his only daughter.
He was also created Earl of Egremont with
remainder to Sir Charles Wyndham, son of the
great statesman

—

" Wyndham, just to freedom and the throne,

The master of our p.assions and his own "

—

who had married Catherine, one of the thirteen

Seymours, olive branches of the "proud" Duke,
one of whom he "cut off" with ^20,000, or
some other small trifle, because she fell asleep
during her father's afternoon siesta, when
he always kept a daughter or two waiting
round his chair.

The greatest of \ery many generations
of the owners of Petworth—Hotspurs and

Wizards notwithstanding—was one of the

reigning house of Wyndham, the third Earl

of Egremont, a grand agriculturist, friend of

John EUman and Arthur Young, and
patron of the arts and of several young
artists who studied here in his famous galleries.

He died in 1837, aged eighty-five, and his

grandson, the present Lord Leconfield, reigns
in his stead. Having inherited his ancestor's
agricultural tastes, he farms on an extensive
scale, and, residing himself in the largest and
most magnificent of houses, he has been careful

to erect for the cottagers of his estate houses of
a superior kind. H. E.

( To he continued.)

New Garden Plants.
H.-EMANTHUS (DiACLES) ArNOTTII, Baker, n. .f/.*

A near ally of H. albiflos, Jacq., from which it

diflers by its small flowers and nearly round leaves.

It was sent by Mr. Arnott from the province of
Colesberg to the Kew collection, where it produced
flowers this present year in June, the leaves not being
developed fully till September.

Bulb large, compressed, with thick green truncate
outer tunics. Leaves two, produced after the flowers,

spreading, round-oblong, 4—5 inches long, 3—

4

inches broad, fleshy, very obtuse, dull green on the
face, very pale green on the back, glabrous except at

and near the edge, where they are furnished with
long, soft, whitish hairs. Peduncle 3—4 inches long,

green tinged with purple, rather compressed, not
spotted. Bracts about six in number, overtopping
the head of flowers, permanently erect and imbricated,
oblong, whitish with conspicuous green veining, i^

—

\h inch long. Pedicels ^

—

% inch. Ovary green,
globose, :-l2th inch long. Perianth white, | inch
long, the erecto-patent segments a little exceeding
the cylindrical tube. Filaments white, erecto-patent,

much exserted, \ inch long, Anthers small, oblong,
bright yellow. Style a little overtopping the fila-

ments. J. G. B.

EUCOMIS AMARYLT.IDIFOI.IA, Baker, n, sp.\

A native of the eastern district of Cape Colony,
sent by Mr. MacOwan to the Kew collection, where
it flowered in the August of this present year. It

comes near E. undulata. Ait., Bol. Mag., t. 10S3,
from which it differs by its narrow Amaryllis-like
leaves, not at all crisped at the edge, and subspicate
inflorescence.

Bulb ovoid, 14—2 inches in diameter. Leaves
5—6, contemporary with the flowers, suberect, fleshy

in texture, lorate-lingulate, 12— 15 inches long,

15— 16 lines broad two-thirds of the way up, narrowed
gradually to the base, obtuse, quite unspotted upon
either back or face, channelled down the face in the
lower half. Scape under I foot long, cylindrical,

terete, J inch in diameter, unspotted. Raceme oblong,
dense, 2—3 inches Jong, i^ inch in diameter, fur-

nished with a coma of 15—20 oblong leaves, I

—

1\
inch long, with a crisped cartilaginous margin ;

pedicels very short. Perianth green, ^ inch long
;

segments oblong. Filaments green, perigynous, two-
thirds as long as the perianth segments. Ovary
oblong, pale yellow, with a white style as long as
itself. J. G. B.

EucOMIs EICOLOR, Baker, 7/. j/.J

This, with its purple-margined perianth-segments
and coma-leaves^ is a handsome, robust-growing
Eucomis, closely allied^ to undulata, discovered by
Mr. Christopher Mudd in his recent journey through
Natal. The bulbs were sent by him to Messrs.
Veitch, with whom they flowered in August of this

present year.

Bulb globose, about a couple of inches in diameter,
with copious fleshy root-fibres. Leaves five or six,

contempor-ary with the flowers, suberect, oblong,
unspotted, a foot long, 3—4 inches broad at the
middle, crisped towards the edge. Scape a little

shorter than the leaves, terete, unspotted, h inch

" HcEtnanthus {Dtnclcs) Arjiottit, Baker, n. sp.—Bulbo
magno compresso, tunicis crassis viridibus truncatis ; foliis z

post scaputn productis rotundis patulis viridibus immaculatis
facie glabris, margine pilosis ; scapo brevi immaculato ; bracieis
ercctis oblongis diu imbricatis capilulo longioribus albidis
venis viridibus percursis

;
pedicellis (lore subaaquilongis

; peri-
anthio parvo albo segmentis tubo pauIo longiorbus

; gentta-
hbus distincte exsertis.

t Ettcomis atnaryllidifolia. Baker, n. sp.—Bulbo ovoideo,
foliis 5— 6 synanthiis suberectis anguste lingulatis pedalibus
immaculatis margine planis, scapo cylindrico immaculato foliis

breviore, racemo denso . oblongo pedicellis brevissimis, coma:
foliis 15—20 oblongis margine cartilagineis crispatis, perianthio
viridi semipoUicari segmentis oblongis, staminibus periamhio

X Eiecomts hicoior. Baker, n. sp.—Bulbo magno subgloboso,
foliis 5—6 synanthiis oblongis pedalibus immaculatis margine
crispatis, scapo cylindrico immaculato foliis paulo breviori,
racemo denso oblongo, pedicellis productis. comffi foliis 15—20
oblongis crispatis purpureo marginatis, perianthii semipoUicaris
segmentis viridibus purpureo marginatis, filamentis deltoideis
purpureis perianthio duplo brevioribus, stylo purpureo.

in diameter. Raceme dense, oblong, 3—4 inches

long, above 2 inches in diameter, with a coma ot

20—30 congested oblong leaves, with purple crisped

edges ; bracts lanceolate ; lower pedicels 5 inch long,

upper shorter. Perianth | inch long ; segments ob-

long, pale green, with a sharp purple edge. Fila-

ments deltoid, dark purple, half as long as the

perianth-segments ; anthers minute, oblong, greenish.

Ovary oblong, green ; style dark purple, half as long

as the ovary, jf. G. B.

AcAVE PAUCirOLiA, Baker, in Gard. Chron.

1878, p. 266,

I find that Professor Todaro, mHort, Bot. Panorm,
t. 19, published in August, 1877, has already used

this specific name, so I wish to change mine to

oUgophylla. J. G. Baker.

CHRYSANTHEMUM ULIGI-
NOSUM.

(Pyrethrum serotinum of Gardens.)

This is one of the finest tall-growing white flowered

herbaceousplants flowering in late autumn. Stemserect,

4 to 6 feet, cylindrical, ribbed ; leaves sessile, 3 inches

by 4 an inch and upwards, lanceolate, coarsely toothed,

rough on the upper surface, smooth and paler beneath ;

veins prominent, especially on the lower surface; flower-

heads terminal, solitary, often 3^ inches in diameter,

flattish ; involucre of numerous appressed, oblong,

obtuse green scales edged with a brown membranous
margin, less than half the length of the pure while

spreading strap-shaped ray florets ; disc rather flat,

yellowish. This plant (fig. 87) is a native of Hungary,

and is worthy a place in every herbaceous border. It

is very like in general aspect Chrysanthemum lacustre,

a Portuguese plant known in some gardens as Aster

leucanthemus, or Chrysanthemum maximum, but
which latter is a shorter growing plant with thick

fleshy leaves more finely toothed than in the preceding,

and with the veins obscure. It is a near ally of the

Ox-eye Daisy of our fields.

BRIDGE HALL, BURY,
LANCASHIRE,

O. O. Wrigley, Esq., the owner of the gardens

here, is an enthusiast in the culture of Orchids. His
plants are well known as having obtained the highest

positions in competition in Manchester, where
Orchids are exhibited {since the great Whitsuntide

shows have been established) much better than they

are in London. Orchid fanciers will also remember
that in May, 1S76, a great exhibition of flowers and

fruit was promoted by the proprietors of the Royal
Aquarium, Westminster, and that Mr. Wrigley's

Orchids occupied the highest position on that occa-

sion in the building. When the great success

obtained by Mr. Hubberstey is noticed, the extent of

the collection should also be taken into account ; it is

larger than that of the late F. G. Wilkins, Esq., of

Leyton, but I have seen several larger collections.

It would serve no good purpose to describe in detail

the size of the different houses ; enough to say that

they are not large, and my impressions previously

formed were confirmed. The Orchids succeed best

when the houses bear a reasonable proportion to the

size of the plants. It is generally known amongst all

good cultivators that Orchids succeed best in small

houses ; by small is to be understood not broad or

elevated, the length is of no consequence. Mr. B. S.

Williams in his excellent work says :
— '* I would

advise all large Orchid-houses to be pulled down, and
their places occupied with small ones." He further

says:—" The structure should not be more than 10 or

1 1 feet high in the centre, 17 or iS feet wide, and about

100 feet long." Except the house devoted to the

larger specimens, none of the Orchid-houses here are

so large as Mr. Williams advises.

The Masdevallias from the mountainous regions of

New Grenada, Columbia, and Peru, Lycaste Skin-

neri from Guatemala, and other species and varieties

such as Odontoglossums of the crispum and Pes-

catorei sections are cultivated in small houses.

One of them, span-roofed, seems well-adapted for the

purpose, and its adaptability is further increased by its

running parallel with a west wall and sufficiently near

to be considerably shaded by it. A small lean-to

house also contained some excellent specimens. Like

all successful cultivators, Mr. Hubberstey does not use

large pots, in 'proportion to the size of the plants.

Nearly all Orchid growers for exhibition act on this
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principle, and do not grow the large specimens of

such species as Cypripedium, Masdevallia, &c., in the

large pots in which they are exhibited, but they grow

a number of plants in 5, 6 or 7-inch pots, and before

taking the plants to the exhibition the best are

selected, carefully turned out of their pots, and as many

as a dozen plants are potted into one large pot. This

maUing-up of specimens may be carried too far, but in

the case of Cypripediums at least a good specimen

grown here, named M. Harryana sanguinea ; it is dis-

tinct from the first-named sort, and is said to be quite

as good. Vet another and very distinct form is M.
Harryana ccerulescens ; it is more of the M. Lindeni

type, but is certainly superior in its clear rich magenta

colour flushed with blue : the colour of M. Lindeni

fades soon, but the other keeps its colour almost until

the flower fades. Mr. Hubberstey has exhibited a

variety of INI . Harryana with 108 flowers, and the fine

beautiful condition ; it was not quite in flower, indeed

it is a winter-flowering species, and on that account

its pure white flowers are more valued.

The question then arises, what are the conditions

under which the plants are grown to produce such

excellent results? I noticed first that plenty of

drainage is put in the pots, the compost is turfy peat,

sphagnum, crocks, and charcoal, the last two broken

into much smaller bits than is usual. There is suffi-

FlG. 87.—CHRYSAXTIIF.MUM ULIGIN03UM. SEE P. 492.)

cannot otherwise be pi'oJuced. Besides the siilall

plants grown there are other single specimens of

Masdevallias here, which afe second to none in the

country.

I quite agree with Mr. Hubberstey in the belief that

Masdevallia Harryana isthe best species yet introduced,

and of this there are several grand varieties at Bridge

Hall. The " buU's-blood " variety of the collectors

is very brilliant—it is intense crimson ; the flowers and

foliage are also of large size. This variety I believe

flowered first in the celebrated collection at Meadow-
bank, Uddingstone, N.B. There is also another variety

M. Harryana sanguinea with 50, and M. Lindeni

with 130. AL Veitchii is a very splendid and distinct

species, which was in flower at the time of my visit,

September 27; some large sptwimens had many finely

developed flowers. I was told that it did not remain

constant ; a very good variety would sometimes come
of quite mediocre character : this has probably some-

thing to do with the time of flowering. My expe-

rience with M. Veitchii is that it flowers best from

March to May ; but if it flowers a second time, as it

does in August or September, then the flowers are

not nearly so good. M. tovarensis is grown here in

cient atmospheric moisture without so much as to make
the flowers spot and decay soon after they open. Live

sphagnum is also placed on the surface, and it Is kept

alive by sprinkling with water. Then as to propa-

gation, jNL tovarensis is propagated as freely as I can

propagate Auriculas. As soon as a leaf is formed it

is cut oft" with the roots attached to its base ; it

speedily becomes established, and the plant, even if it

has only two or three leaves, will break again at

almost every leaf, the new breaks to be again taken

off in the course of a few months. There \z yet

another observation to make before leaving the Mas-
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(Icvallias, nnd that is the mysterious disease which

causes leaves of diftcrcnt ages to rot off; if only the

oldest leaves were to sufiler it would not matter so

much, but the new growtlis fall victims to the fell

destroyer as readily as those three or four years old.

My own convictions arc that it is not a disease, but

that it is caused by the hot, close weather experienced

about the end of summer. JMr. Hubberstey is also of

this opinion. It this is so, abundant ventilation and

judicious shading would obviate the danger to a

certain extent.

Oncidium serratum is a rather pretty Peruvian

species that was throwing up strong spikes in the cool

house ; they are 8 or 10 feet long, and two i>lants will

form a cordon of flowers 20 feet in length. Passing

from this house into the span-roofed house alluded to

we find amongst other healthy plants a lot of Lycaste

SUinneri in splendid health. Plants, large and small,

are making most exuberant growths, in many cases

two from one bulb. I measured leaves of these

Lycastes, and found tliem a yard long and of propor-

tionate width and substance. The temperature of

these houses will be about 45^ to 50" at night during

the winter. In another house, wlierc the temperature

is 55" to 60°, grow the Odontoglossum vexillarium

and O. Phali-enopsis. The last-named has not done

so well during the last few years as it did previously.

I have found this in my own experience. Whether it

is that the plants desire a change to another district

I know not. If one or two plants out of many went

wrong one might blame the culture, but when the

whole of them get into an unhealthy condition with

the treatment that has always been successful, it is

hardly fair to blame the cultivator.

,In the large span-roofed house devoted to (he

largest specimens arc some wonderful productions.

Here is the Anguloa Clowesii that gained the Veitcb

Memorial Medal at the last Whitsuntide exhibition

at Manchester. The prize was given to the best

Orchid in the show, to be selected from any of the

classes. The plant had on it forty-four of its large

golden flowers, and it has very much increased in

vigour since. The bulbs are 9 inches long and very

thick, the leaves are 3 feet in length and 9 inches

across. This species of Anguloa has been grown

here several times with two flowers on one stem.

Anguloa eburnea is a splendid species, growing with

great vigour ; the bulbs arc darker in colour than in

the other, and the flowers are produced from them in

greater numbers—on the largest plant grown here no

less than fourteen of its waxy white flowers with pink

spotted lips, from one bulb ; and when such a large

number of flower* as this is produced from one bulb

two growths will break from it. Mr. Hubberstey has

hit upon the right treatment for Anguloas, and yet

the potting material and the method of potting is no

way different froin that of other growers—good (Ibrous

peat, sphagnum and potsherds, with plenty of drain-

age. Calanthe veratrifolia is much esteemed, the

specimens are very large and well grown ; the potting

material is mostly turfy loam with a liltle rotted

manure added to it.

Mr. Hubberstey is also a master in the culture of

specimen Ferns, and especially so in that of the genus

Gleichenia, a genus of Ferns seldom seen in very good

health. My own impression is that they are often

subjected to too high a temperature. They do best in

a greenhouse, but with rather less ventilation than is

usual for such plants as Ericas, i-S:c. It was a cold

dvdl day when I visited Bridge Hall, and air was

being freely admitted by the side lights. The potting

material does not seem to be of vital importance either,

as the old compost from the Orchid pots is sometimes

used, and they are also potted in good turfy loam with

the same success. There is so much difference in the

character ot loam—some of it being well adapted for

Ferns, while in loam of another character they will not

s iccced—that I would advise using good fibrous peat

and the pots half-filled with clean potsherds ; under that

treatment Gleichenias grow very freely with me. The

largest specimen has grown almost loo large to be

moved to an exhibition again, it is about 7 feet high

and as much across—truly a noble specimen of the

(ileichenia Spelunccc. iNIr. Hubberstey docs not think

that there is any diiference between G, circinata

glauca and G. Mendelii, of which there are several fine

specimens. G. rupestris glaucescens is a fine variety

of the species, and a large specimen of G. flabellata

has been growing in the same pot for nine or ten

years. Indeed it is not necessary to pot Gleichenias

very frequently after they have attained a specimen

si^e. They are propagated by division, but this is a

very difficuU operation, and G. flabellata is especially

difficult ; and this is the reason that the plants remain

so expensive.

I have some notes of the Sarracenias and Nepenthes,

but as the remarks already made arc longer than I

intended, I will devote a separate article to them,

and will only say that they are well grown. A speci-

men of the rare Nepenthes sanguinea has twenty-four

pitchers upon it, twelve of them very large; the

largest is 12 inches long by 9 inches in circumference.

In the same house with the Pitcher-plants are some
good specimen Orchids, some of them being quite

historical specimen^, notably the Saccolabium gul-

tatum giganteum from Mr. Russell's sale, which had

five spikes in 1S77, and shows how it has improved

by producing seven spikes in 1S78. S. Blumci

Dayanum was in flower, and had four spikes ; one of

them measured 18 inches in length. Dendrobium
crcpidatum was doing well in a basket. It is a fine

species, but imported plants of it cannot always be

depended upon to come true to name. It is, more-

over, a very useful species for the early exhibitions,

and must be kept back for them by placing the plants

in a cool house during the winter, as is done with

Dendrobium nobile. Zygopetalum rostratum was

also in flower in this department. It is a scarce

Orchid that used to be exhibited in collections, as it

flowers in early summer as well as in the autumn.

The sepals and petals are greenish brown, and the

large pure white lip is starred at the base with pale

lilac. It had three or four flowers on a spike, and is

a very dcbirable Orchid to cultivate. J. Douglas.

THE NEW FRENCH ROSES.
If it l)e tlesiied to make public tlie earliest in-

formation upon any topic, such particulars as can be

obtained ought lo be used as they come to hand with-

out waiting to collect ulterior details, before which

much of their interest would probably have passed

away. With respect to the new French Roses for the

season—always a subject of lively anticipation to

enthusiastic connoisseurs—this mode of treating the

subject is specially useful, owing to the dilatoriness of

some raisers in the dispatch of their announcements.

It is therefore a difficuU matter to get them together

so as to present them all at once to readers in a com-

plete form, to say nothing of the wearisome task of

rendering the French terms into English equivalents

or of wading through them when so reduced. The

sameness of phraseology employed, repeated succes-

sively in sixty or seventy descriptions, is always as

bewildering to the reader's power of "counterfeit

presentment to the mind's eye " as a long inspection

of Roses in bloom is to the discrimination of the

beholder's judgment—both are surfeited . and con-

founded with excess. In the first instance, descrip-

tions ought always to be as literal as the language

will permit, though soine words, such as " arbiisic or

rosier, shrub, or Rose-tree," must be freely trans-

lated. Colours also as given are difficult to define.

But to proceed to our lists. The first will be that of

M. Levet, Lyons (Rhone). From the sterling quality

and deserved popularity obtained by many of his pro-

ductions, M. Levet bears a very favourable comparison

with too many of his countrymen. This year he in-

dulges us as follows ;

—

Tea. Reine Marie Henriette.—Gloire de Dijon with

red flowers. \ vigorous shrub, with stout green wood,

firm, and little thorny. Foliage deep green, flower

large, well formed, fine red-cerise. This superb plant is

as yet unique in the series of Gloire de Dijon Tea Roses.

Allowing for every exaggeration which usually

characterises French raisers' descriptions of their

issues, a brilliant high-coloured Gloire de Dijon would

be unqviestionably an acquisition (if real) of no mean
importance, and that not only individually but as an

indication of the possibility of obtaining other colours

in a most admirable line.

Hyljrid Teas, a new and very pi'oper division, which

appears establishing its way. First, Mdlle. Brigitte

VioUet, tree or shrub, vigorous ; flower large, full, well

formed, flowering in corymbs ;
bright rose, slightly

violet, edges of petals salmon. Plant of the first order.

Madame Etienne Levet.—A vigorous shrub ; flower

lari'e, full, well formed ; red-cerise, tipped yellow-copper,

superb. This fine plant is extremely free flowering.

H.P. Barthelemy Levet.^Shrub of medium vigour,

foliage clear green ; flower large, full, well shaped ; fine

bright rose ; superb.

H.P. Pierre Carol.—Shrub, vigorous, upright or stou

branches, deep green foliage; flower medium or l.ir^jc,

full deep red passing to fine clear red ; superb.

M, Liabaiid, Lyons.

11. P. Mulamc Lilienthal.—.\ very vigorous pl.int
;

Hnwcr large, full, well formed ; bright rose, reflexed

H.P. Claude B.;rnard.—Very vigorous, stout branches
;

flowers large, full, globular ; deep rose ; seedling from

Jules Margottin.

H.P. Mdlle. Lydia Marty.—Very vigorous; flower

medium or large ; flesh rose, shaded with lilac
;

very

frc^h.

Tlie moderate terms in which the above descrip-

tions of M. Liabaud's new Roses arc set forth is

worthy of remark as a feature.

.1/. Joseph Sc/iwarl: (Lyon-Giii/hliere), successor to

M. Galliol, Sen.

H.P. Jules Chretien.—.\ very vigorous Rose tree,

foliage of remarkable size, fine brilliant green ; flower

very large, full, well formed, colour bright jioppy-red,

sh.aded purple. This fine Rose, freely flowering, was
exhibited in 1877 under the name of .Andre Schwartz,

and I have since dedicated it to the chief of floral culture

in the Pare de la Tete d'Or. It has been rewarded with

gilt medals of the first class.

Note.—Those who purchase at least two plants of

this v.ariety will receive a coloured engraving.

H.P. Franfois Gaulain. — Very vigorous, straight

branches ; foliage dee]-) green ; wood almost without

spines ; flower large, well shaped ;
" wine-lees red, very

decided "—one of the deepest colours known up to this

time.

Hybrid Noisette Emilia Plantier.—Very vigorous, ol a

foliage quite remarkable
;
purple green in developing,

passing to shining green ; flowers medium or large,

clear copper, taking afterwards a yellowish ^\hite tint
;

colour entirely new in this series.

Hybrid Noisette Mdlle. .\uguste Perrin.—Vigorous,

foliage olive-green, medium, full, well formed ; colour

very fine rose, reverse of petals whitish. Plant very
" coquettish " \sh).

This magnificent variety has been rewarded with a"

1st prize (silver medal of the 1st class) for seedling

Roses at the Lyons Exhibition, September, 1S78.

The remaining lists will be furnished as they come

to hand, and comments upon the whole will be

deferred till the period of their completion. U'. D.
Prior.

THE RENOVATION OF TREES
IN THE LONDON PARKS.

When Columbus had found out the great Ameri-

can continent everybody knew that there was such a

western world ; and when the egg would not stand

on end until he showed them how it was done, his

critics felt the rebuke which their jealousy had called

forth.

I have read with great interest Mr. Fish's paper on

the plans proposed for the old trees in the London
parks, to renovate their limbs and foliage, and throw

fresh vigour into their systems, and thought I might

back him up as far as I am able by telling him what

h.as already been done on the very same ground, and

with the very same trees of Kensington Gardens and

St. James's by my namesake, William Forsyth. This

gardener came to England in 1763, and served under

Philip Miller ; was afterwards gardener to the Duke
of Northumberland at Syon House ; subsequently

Curator of the Botanic Garden,, Chelsea ; and in 1784

was appointed Royal gardener at Kensington and

St. James's. For his improvements in the cultivation

of fruit trees, and for his mode ofrenovating those that

were decayed he received a grant in money from Par-

liament, -who considered it a national improvement.

He remarks at p. 425 of his book :
—"I shall beg

leave to state a few of the very numerous experiments

that I have made on the forest trees in His Majesty's

gardens at Kensington, where the salutary effects of the

composition are evident to every attentive observer.

The first trials of its efficacy were made on some

very large and antient Elms, many of which were in

a most decayed state, having all their upper parts

broken, by high winds, from their trunks, which were

withal so hollow and decayed, that a small portion

alone of the bark remained alive and sound. . . .

From the tops of these decayed and naked trunks

stems have actually grown of above 30 feet in height,

in the course of six or seven years."

Forsyth's book on Fruit Trees, third edition, with

which is incorporated the Observations on Diseases,

&c., is dated 1803, and it is very much to the
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inirpose, and to the point in hand to linvc the opinion

of one so well qualified to judge of the matter,

fnr it is evident that in his day and generation he

\\as second to none. I do not say this because he

was bom and educated in the parish where I claim

Ivintlred {and for aught I know may l)e relatefl lo

liim), but I cannot help admiring the real "plucky"
way in which he fought his battles when assailed by

jealous critics. There was in that parish, and I believe

there still is, a FREE school, and its fruit has been seen

in such cases as that of William Forsyth. Some of

my own schoolfellows "cast their biead upon the

waters " of the Antipodes, and came back treading

the deck of their own ship, not having " shamed the

land that bore them."

Now let my "brother in the trade" just overhaul

I'*or.syth's schemes and experiments, lest he should

Hill into the same rut, and get blamed for plagiarism.

If he sticks to the root there will be no chance of

renovation, and he need not heed the water supply,

for heaven has fixed the supply of that element at or

about 30 inches in Kensington Gardens. I lived some
lime in Kensington parish, and know the soil well.

It is healthy, and resting generally upon the finest

bc<l of gravel anywhere to be found ; but, alas ! the

roots, the real feeders of the Elms, are far removed

fiom either stift clay or marl, or indeed from any other

good earthy medium, but yet if all the other forest

trees in the kingdom can do without watering at the

roots by hand, why should not these do well also ?

The Elms in Kensington Gardens, Hyde Park, and

St. James's have served their generation fairly, as For-

syth's evidence proves, for if he doctored them,

whether with quackery or otherwise, it was evident

that they stood in need of having rotten wood cleared

away and replaced by new growth, and this was done

to the satisfaction of some ten or a dozen noblemen
anil gentlemen who were commissioned to inspect

both fruit and forest trees, and who reported favour-

ably of the system of scraping the dead wood away,

and coaling the wounded places with Forsyth's com-
positi'iin, thereby encouraging the bark to spread and

eventually fill up the defects.

No one should be misled by this exceptional season

of 187S, for we see, hear, and read of localities

drenched at one time until it was despaired of having

any dry summer weather, and after that came heat

and dryness so great that even the Potato plant, fond

as it is of heat, could not hold its own, but produced

tubers no larger than marbles, of excellent quality

but of no weight ; while many trees and shrubs cast

their leaves untimely "where they had no deepness of

earth." Now where the soil is shallow, and the

roots near the surfitce, that is just the condition

under which the Elm and most trees with watery sap

can be reached by mulching. But there comes a time,

and that must be near at hand now, when seventy

)ears have gone over these Elms since Forsyth trimmed
their heads and salved their wounds. Mr. Fish

would replant, but not in straight lines. I should

differ from him on that point, for the grandeur of the

perspective has a charm that it can neither lend nor

barter away; and although the curve may have the

"bend of Ijcauty," nevertheless "the long drawn
aisle " ministers marvellously to the sublime. A/cx.

Forsyth.

THE NEW EARLY AMERICAN
PEACHES.

jVs these Peaches are the subject of some interest

both here and in their native country, it may be of

use now to sum up all that is known of them in

England, and, from report, abroad.

In this country they have been recently introduced

by Mr. Uivers, and 1 have had some specimens of

them under culture in the orchard-house.

Unfortunately, owing to the youth of the trees, I

ci.'uld not procure any Peaches to ripen, they having

fallen oft' when swelling; but enough was seen of

them to form some opinion on their value in con-

junction with their habits of growth, flowers, and
glands, and they promise well.

As is slated to be the case In America, they seemed
here to me to be very much alike, with the exception

thai the Alexander has the more developed glands.

Occasionally in their native country one ripens rather

earlier shan the other, but both are believed to be

earlier than Early Beatrice. Whether this will prove to

be the case under glass here or not remains to be

seen. Precocity of ripening is the most valuable

quality which a Peach can possess, unless it be pur-

chased at the expense of flavour and size ; and even

then these defects m.ay be removed by crossing. It

is evident that if a Peach can be grown in an un-

heated orchard-house early in June—and some may be

even earlier—that such a fruit is a competitor against

our old-fashioned forced kinds, good as they are.

Already Early Beatrice ripens early in June in Algeria.

In America in the south, the Amsden and Alexander
Peaches ripened the first of all. while in the Northern
States it is ^aid that these were excelled in precocity

by other native seedlings, such as the Muster and the

Wilder, which, however, were clingstones and of

moderate size. In Pennsylvania the Alexander was
unripe on July 6, which is unpromising for its very

early maturity here. As I always expected, the

Early Louise proved the best of my old friend's early

seedlings. No reasonable doubt could long exist,

•Whether this as an early Peach would not be the most
valuable for the open wall in England, and this

opinion is general in France and Belgium. In

Rochester (America) the Amsden Peach wv.s the

earliest, followed by the Alexander, and then by
Early Beatrice.

I should, however, advise amateurs not to place too

much reliance on these American seedlings, for,

having grown for years nearly every one of them of

any note, I have come to the conclusion that they

degenerate in this country, though most valuable for

crossing purposes. With orchard-houses, however, a

trial is easy, and the results should be carefully noted

and compared, for very early Peaches are of much
importance. Thos. C. Bnhau!.

HERBACEOUS PLANTS,
IlEUr.ACEOUS plants as a rule require to be seen in

masses to realise the full effect of their beauty. At
Mr. Parker's nursery at Tooting the plan of growing
various kinds in a sort of ribbon border has been
adopted with conspicuous success. Even at this late

period of the year some of the rows are very

resplendent—for instance, one consisting of a central

row of Tritomas and Pampas-grass intermixed,

flanked on cither side by a dense row of Aster amcllus.

It is diflicult to imagine anything mcjre brilliant than

this, and there is a transparency, or what artists would
call " air," about these flowers wdiich is wanting in the

equally highly coloured Pelargoniums and bedding
plants generally. Other rows consisted of a central

line of Acer Ncgundo variegatum worked as dwarf
standards and bordered by Rudbeckia Neumanni and
that fine old plant Verbena venosa.

In another case the row was comjJosed of a centre

of small plants of Taxodium distichum supported on

each side by rows of summer flowering Chrysanthe-

mums, variegated Weigelas and outside all a line of

Dielytra eximia. In parallel lines were also planted

variegated Periwinkle, succeeded by small plants of

Kcrria japonica. Purple Nut, Symphytum tuberosum
variegatum and Rhus glabra laciniata, a remarkable
association but by no means unpleasing. A mixed
edging of Lithospermuni prostratum and a variegated

Helianthemum was also particularly striking.

f.iniV'la dahnatica.—A handsome pcronuial. 2—3 feet

Iiigh, glaucous, widi slender, erect, wiry stems. Leaves
sessile, i inch, broadly lanceolate acute. P'lowers in

loose clusters, each nearly i.^ inch long, clear yellow.

This is, for garden purposes, superior lo our common
Toad-Flax, L. \-ulgaris, which it much resembles.

Uimria tfiorniUio/>horii.^'Yh\s fine old perennial has
long been an inmate of our gardens, but the variety

carnca is not so generally met with. Like the type the

flowers are borne in verticils of three, looking like so
many miniature birds settling round the stem. The
colour of the flower in the variety carnea is a pale rose,

the long sDUr being more deeply coloured than the other

part of the flower. The palate is yellow, veined with
purple. '

Gidllardia Tdcmachi.—Owe of the handsomest of
j

this very handsome group of Composites is one we saw
lately at Mr. Parker's nursery at Tooting under the

|

above name. The flowers \\cre fully 3 inches across,

the ray-florets broad, deep yellow, shading off in the I

centre to rich orange-red. The disc-florets are of a rich
|

brown, I

Oxalis Boioici.—This is one of the handsomest of

the genus, but requires a wami situation, a cold damp
soil being unpropitious. A good situation for it is in a
border under the front wall of a greenhouse. The leaves

are tufted, each with a cylindrical leaf-stalk, 2—3 inches
long. The blade of the leaf is divided into three obcor-

datc segments, smooth above, downy beneath, as is also

the leaf-stalk. Flower-stem erect, leafless, 6—7 inches,

bearing at the summit an umbel of bright rose-coloured

^o^\cri of great beauty.

Commclyna cKh'sfis must not be omitted from any col-

lection of herbaceous plants, its intense blue flowers

furnishing a colour rarely seen in gardens and comparable
to that of Plumbago Larpenlre. Tlie plant is 18 inches

to 2 feet high, with lanceolate sheathing leaves. The
flowers emerge from singular boat-shaped horizon-

tally spreading spathes, and are of highly curious

structure.

Silphhtm i/ttcgi'lfolinm is perhaps the handsomest o
these noble Composites. They arff all suited for the back
row of the herbaceous border or in mixed shrubberies

where their straggling habit is somewhat concealed. The
bright yellow flowers of this species measure 4—5 inches

in diameter, and are surrounded at the base by closely

packed, very broad o\'ate leafy involucral bracts.

S. perforatum is similar, but with smaller flowers and
very rough leaves ; those on the middle portion of the

stem are united by their bases.

Liatris pyaiostachya. Gray, M.nntat, p. 224. — .\

handsome perennial, 3—5 feet high, with erect rod-like

branches clothed with cottony hairs, especially towards

the upper part. L*^aves spreading, sessile, lanceolate,

rough, with glandular scales. Flower-heads in dense
terminal spikes, each about h inch. Bracts oblong-

lanceolate, ciliate. Florets rich lilac, with very long pro-

jecting lilac strap-shaped stigmas. A noble plant for the

back rows of the herbaceous border, flowering in late

autumn,
Hypcnciim ciiipcfrifoliitm. Wild., c.v Boiss, Fl. Oneiit.

i. 792.—A neat habited Heath-like undershrub, 8 inches

to a foot in height, widi erect slender terete branches
and whorls of spreading linear-obtuse leaves, three in a
whorl, each about | inch long, dark green above, paler

beneath, and with rcvolute edges studded with pellucid

dots. Flowers yellow, i inch across, in stalked cymes,
arising from llie axils of the upper leaves. Buds glo-

bular, sepals less than half the length of the petals, ob-
tuse, studded with small black glands, and often marked
with two longitudinal vittiC, or oil glands, on each side

of the midrib. This is a native of the Levant, whence it

was long ago introduced into cultivation under the name
of H. Coris, L., which is a different plant. It is figured

under the name of H. Coris in an early number of the

Dotau'uat Magazine, t. 178, and also in Sibthoi-p's

Flora Gr<£€a. In gardens it is genen-xllv known as

H. Coris.

St-necio puldier.—The beauty of this flower is not to be
exaggerated. We lately saw a plant in full bloom at Mr.
PnrkLM-'s nursery, the blooms measuring 3^ inches in

diameter, the rays of a bright rosy lilac, the disc orange.

Some people find it difficult to grow, but the difficulty is

not insuperable, as we have seen seedlings raised from
the plants this year in one or two places, and every scrap

of the root will form a young plant.

SOME MORE ASTERS.
On a recent occasion (p. 407) we alluded to some

of the best of the larger-flowered Michaelmas Daisies,

which arc such conspicuous ornaments in our gardens

at this season. The list is by no means exhausted
;

indeed, the numbers are so great, and their identifica-

tion so diflicult, that it would be a long task indeed

to unravel them. Indeed, for garden purposes only,

it is hardly worth the trouble, as they are almost all

very free-flowering and highly ornamental, excellent

also for cutting purposes. Like most other things

they well repay cultivation, though they will bear a

good deal of neglect and ill-treatment. They look lo

best advantage when massed in groups. In addition

to those mentioned previously we now select the fol-

lowing from among the smaller flowered kinds, which
we saw recently at Mr. Parker's nur'^cry, taking the

names as wc find them, without attempting to authen-

ticate them.

A. disijhr, Hort. P,irkcr.—Dwarf-habited, glabrous,

stems furrowed, flowering branches ascendisig, upper
leaves sessile, auricled, lanceolate, gradually diminishing

in size along the flower-stalks. Flower-heads very

numerous, in terminal corynibs, each about % inch

diameter. Ray florets in some cases white, in others

on the same branch pale lilac, the disc florets ved

;

stigmas in the latter case violet, in the former yellow.

Tliib diversity of colour has a very charming effect. We
do not find the species named in Gray's Afaviial, and
the specimen before us is not suflSciently complete to

enable us to determine it with accuracy.

. f . Iiorisoiitalis, Hort. I'arker —This name also we
do not find in Gray's Manual; it is common in our
gardens, and is of spreading bushy h.abit with purplisli

stems, thinly clothed with soft silky white hairs. -

The upper branches are slender, wiiy, spreading hori-

zontally and bearing a number of small stalked flower-

heads, the stalks of which all turn upwards. Upper
leaves rather rough, sessile, lanceolate, spreading, entire,
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I—2 inches long. Klower-hends \
—

\ inch diameter,

vasc-shapcd, Ijornc on stailis of about equal length with

themselves, and clothed with very small recurved leaves.

Bracts of the involucre in many rows, overlapping, oblong
acute, green at the lips with white margins. Ray florets

white, disc florets violet.

Aslcr Recvcsii, Hort. Parker.—A dwarf bushy species,

nearly or quite glabrous. Stems furrowed or marked
with lines running down from the base of the leaves.

Upper branches ascending. Upper leaves J inch long,

sessile, linear, spreading
; leaves on the ultimate flower-

stems suddenly smaller, apiculale. Plower - heads
numerous, nearly \ inch diameter. Involucre vase-

shaped
; bracts numerous, overlapping, awl-shaped,

green. Ray florets white, disc florets yellow.

Aster Tradcscanii, Hort. Parker.—Dwarf, bushy.
Stems purplish, rigid, slightly pubescent. Flowering
branches loose, spreading nearly horizontally. Stem-
leaves defle.xed, I inch long, finely serrulated, linear-

lanceolate
;

leaves 0)i the ultimate peduncles smaller,

spreading. Flower-heads J inch diameter. Involucre
vase-shaped. Bracts overlapping, linear, green ; ray-

florets white, disc yellow. This is probably the A. 'I'r.a-

descanti of Gray's A/miiia/, p. 232, but many different

plants go under this name in English gardens.

Aster multiflonis, Hort. Parker.—This is exceedingly

ike the preceding—so like, indeed, in habit and foliage

laling, &c., also may lie amply efficient for their

objects, but at the same time unnecessarily e.xpensivc

through refinements of ingenuity, and from the same
causes also greatly subject to a liability to derange-

ment.

For those reasons therefore I venture to believe I am
acting in the interests of the horticultural public by
inviting its attention to a range of plant and fruit-

growing houses recently constructed by Mr. P. J.

Perry, of Banbury, in the gardens of F. C. Ark-

wright, Esq., Willersley Castle, Matlock, which are

considered to possess in an eminent degree the best

features desirable in such erections—namely, materials

of the best quality, skilful and conscientious work-

manship, well-considered arrangements in the rela-

tions of tlie houses and their accessories, so as to

secure a saving of time and labour, a heating appa-

ratus simple of structure but of the highest efficiency,

and of a minimum degree of liability to become dis-

orderecT, and a ventilating mechanism characterised

also by simplicity and quickness of action. The
architecture is also chaste and sufficiently decorative

to satisfy the eye of good taste, and throughout the

arrangements every cultural requirement apparently

has been duly provided for ; in short, the general

PLANT PORTRAITS.
Acer rufinerve albo-limbatum, Rcvkc dc

rHorticulture Beige, March, 1878.—Of this variety,

distributed by the late Mr. Standish, M. Lavallee

writes that it is a native of Japan, figured by Sicbold,

Flora Japonka, t. 14S. The leaves are deltoid cor-

date acuminate, 3—5-lobed, toothed, glabrous above,

but provided beneath with reddish hairs along the

nerves. The variegation, says M. Pynaert, is not

constant, but when well developed is irregular, and

the leaves are also margined with crimson.

Allium karataviense, Regel, Garlcnjlora, t.

941.—A species with very broad, flat, glaucous leaves,

sometimes variegated, and dense globose heads of

white flowers. Native of Central Asia.

Anemone trifolia, L,, Gartenflora, t, 931.

—

A species greatly resembling our wild A. ncmorosa.

Mountains of Austria.

Apple Calville pe Saint vSauveur, Bulletin

ifArboriculture, April, 1S7S.—This Apple, which is

in season in the beginning of winter, is of large conical

truncate form, with a short stalk, and a deeply

depressed eye surrounded by projecting ribs. M.

Fig. SS.—fokcinc-hol'ses ai willersley

t'lat it is ]irobably a mere vatiety of one and the same
species. Of the t^\o the leaves are rather smaller and
more obovate-oblong than in the one called Tradescanli,

and the flower-heads are somewhat smaller, about \ inch

diameter.

THE NEW GLASS-HOUSES AT
WILLERSLEY CASTLE.

Inkeriority as well as e.'ccellency in the construc-

tion of horticultural buildings, whether as regards

quality of materials, modes of heating and ventilating,

or arrangements for the accommodation of their occu-
pants, &c., is so usual that it is a matter of serious

moment for the intending builder to decide what
system to adopt or avoid, or whom to employ. In

some' cases—and I am referring especially to houses

for cultural purposes—the designer, strongly utilita-

rian in his disposition, too often produces a result

sufficiently well adapted no doubt for the purposes
contemplated, but characterised by a homeliness of

style befitting the exigencies of the market-garden
rather than tlie requirements of the well appointed
garden of a gentleman's residence ; or, on the other

hand, being possessed liy a fenehant for the ornate,

he will as often furnish designs with decorations out

of harmony with the surroundings as well as out of

keeping with the purposes for which the structure

miiy be intended. Appliances for heating, venti-

effect is suggestive of a happy Ijlending ot the useful

and ornamental.

Through the favour of the designer I am enabled to

furnish the two accompanying illustrations, which will

give a better idea of the character of the houses in

question than any written description can afford, and,

with permission, I will add a few explanatory notes

that may prove serviceable. The principal block (see

fig. 8S) consists of three lean-to curvilinear-roofed

Peach-houses, measuring respectively 30 feet by

12 feet, 25 feet by 12 feet, and 36 feet by 10 feet, and

immediately connected with them are one curvi-

linear-roofed vinery, 32 feet by 18 feet ; one other

vinery, 34 feet by iS feet ; and one curvilinear plant-

stove {centre house), 32 feet by 20 feet. The left

wing, as depicted in fig. 89, is coinposed of one

lean-to vinery, 37 feet by 9 feet ; and branching from

it are one span-roofed vinery, 35 feet by 14 feet ; and

one span-roofed Cucumber-house, 35 feet by 14 feet,

with divisions.

A wing corresponding with the last lot is intended

shortly to be added to the right of the centre. The
whole of the range is heated by a ** Climax " boiler.

The above account it is to be hoped will enable the

reader to realise a fair conception of wliat the writer

has tried to describe, but if an opportunity of malting

a personal ins])ection should occur, a visit would be

amply repaid, and the visitor may feel assured that

every courtesy will be extended to him by the worthy

and intelligent gardener, Mr. Tissington. Viator,

Burvenlch recommends it for cordons or for pyramids

on the Doucin.

Ai'Pi.E JOLI.Y Begg.^r, Florist, March.—.\ beautiful

plate of an excellent early kitchen Apple. Fruit

medium size, roundish and soinewhat ribbed near the

eye, which is large and set in a shallow cu]) ; stalk

short, inserted in a deep hollow. .Season October to

December. Very prolific.

AsARUM Thunisekgii, Carteiiflora, t. 92S.— Better

known under the name of Heterotropa. The leaves

are cordate, .and mottled like those of a Cyclamen ;

the flowers quaint, dull brown, pitcher-shaped, with a

3-lobed limb, and springing from the root. Japan.

Begonia Orh-i.ammk, Floral Magazine, t. 298.

—

One of Mr. Laing's new tuberous Begonias, with

flowers of a vermilion hue.

Bll.liERGTA Saundersii, Belgiijiic 7/orliiole,

t. I and 2, 1878.—This, according to M. Morren, is

the same as B. chlorosticta, hort. Saunders, Gardeners'

C/iroitielc, 1S71, ]3. 1425. The leaves are tufted,

strap-shaped, rounded at the apex, terminated by a

mucro, saw-toothed, green above, purple beneath, and

spotted on both surfaces with whitish spots. The
flowers are about 2 inches long, disposed in a loose

pendulous inflorescence, and ha\c a crimson calyx

half the length of the corolla, the petals being yellow

outside, blue within. M. Morren points out that the

present plant is intermediate between B. granulosa as

to the leaves, and B. viridifolia as to the flowers. It
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was introduced into commcice liy Mr. W. Bull, and
is a native of North-east lirazil.

BlANUFORDIA FLAMMEA VAR. PRI.NCEl'S, Bctgiijiie

llorlUolc.—A reproduction of the figure in the

Bolanical Magazine; 1S76, t. 6209, and previously

alluded to by us.

Calamus Lewisianus, Ilhistration Borticok,

t. 294.—A Javan Palm, with short stipes and petioles

studded with prickles ; fronds ovate, pinnate, erecto-

patent, recur^-ed at the tips, pinnae linear-lanceolate.

Cattleya ctTRINA, Lindl., Gartciijlora, t. 931.

—

This beautiful Orchid, with its singular inverted habit

of growth, its glaucous leaves, and citron-yellow

flowers, needs no special mention in this place.

Cherry Leopold II., Bulletin d'Arlioriculturc,

January.—A new Cherry, raised by M. Thirionet,

nurseryman, of Jambes, near Namur. The tree is'

said to be of good form, moderate height. The fruit

is medium-sized, flattish, bright brick-red in colour
;

flesh soft, juicy, uncoloured, sweet ; stone globo.se,

small.—Season, July.

Chrysanthemums Golden Empress of India,

Diamond, Floral Magazine, t. 300.—The former is

graceful form, with jiink leaf-stalks and recurved

lanceolate leaves, green on the upper surface, paler

beneath, and marked with a central pinkish midrib.

Introduced by M. Linden from the South Sea Islands.

DRAC.tNA GOLDIEANA, Illustration Horticok,

t. 300.—A coloured figure, of Mr. \Y. Bull's well

known Dracaena, if Dracaena it be. It is a native of

West Africa, and its finely barred and mottled leaves

render it a prize to gardeners. Botanists are much
interested to see the flowers of this fine species,

which has been provisionally called Dracaena.

Glo.xinias, new vars.. Floral Magadiic, t. 316 :

Beauty of Ancrley, Mrs. Wills, and Earl of Beacons-

field.—As the lettering ol the plate does not corre-

spond with that of the text, we do not cite the

descriptions.

HOODIA Bainii, Botanical Magazine, t. 634S.

—

A succulent Asclepiad with erect cj'lindrical stem

covered with thick flattened subglobose tubercles

terminated by an awl-shaped spine ; it has large

(2.^—3 inches diameter) cup-shaped flowers of a cream
colour. One of the most curious and beautiful of

succulents. Native of South Africa.

expanded into a broad, rounded, somewhat two-
lobed disc, is white spotted with red in the variety
figureil. M. Andre furnishes some vahiable hints cs
to the proper treatment of this Orchid, which grows,
it appears, in an atmosphere perpetually saturated
with cold vapour in a temperature varying from 2°

—

10" C. = 35'—50° F. Absence of cold, absence of
heat, and perpetual moisture, are therefore the main
requisites, much as in tile case of Masdevallias,

BOSCOBEL AND THE ROYAL
OAK.

[Shi; PAGE 501.
I

I PAID another visit to this old historical place on

July 8, and feel inclined to lay before you one or tw'o

facts concerning the Oak tree (of which I send you a
photograph—fig. 90) which some say is the self-same

tree that sheltered King Charles, and which I contend

it is not. I may add that one requires a good amount
of courage—at Boscol-el—to maintain one's own
opinion, as it is somewhat irritating to be told at

every turn that any one must be an idiot, and that

Af \\ 11. 1.1:11, LEV CASlI.l (SEE p. 456.)

a sport from the white variety ; Diamond is a

Japanese variety with incurved l)ronzy red florets

edged with yellow.

X Chysis Chelsoni, Floral Magazine, t. 297.

—

A hybrid raised by Mr. Seden at Messrs. Veitch's,

between C. Limminghii 9 and C. bractescens $.
The flowers are in racemes, each 2^ inches diameter,

bulTor yellow, the segments tipped with a pink blotch,

the lip striped with red.

Clematis Duchess of Edinburgh, Belgiijnc

Ilorticolc, t. 13, 1S77.

Ci.E.MATis Duke of Connaught, Floral Maga-
zine, t. 313.—A very handsome large double flower

of the lanuginosa type. Colour, lilac-mauve. Raised
by Messrs. Jackman, Woking.

X Clematis Jack.manni and C. rupro-vioi.acea,
Bclgiqtie Ilorticolc, t. 14, 1877.

Crocus seroti.nus, pulchellus, vallicolor?
Byzantinus and longiflorus. Floral Magazine,

t. 299.—Autumn and winter flowering species, of

great beauty, suitable for pot-culture in a cool frame.

Cyclamen Rosy Morn, Floral Magazine, t. 315.
—A fine variety of the giganteum section of the

species persicum, with rosy lilac flowers of large size

and good substance. Raised by Mr. H. B. Smith.

Dkac.ena Aurora, ///. Ilort., t. 304.—A slender.

Jasminitm [didy.mum. Botanical Magazine, t.

6349.—A trifoliolate Jasmine, with large tufts of small

white funnel-shaped flowers succeeded by purple

berries. Native of New Caledonia, the Fiji Islands, &c.

Karatas humilis, E. Morr., Revne Ilorticolc,

1S78, p. 190.—A tufted Bromeliaceous plant, with

recurved, lanceolate, strongly toothed leaves, the

lower ones greyish, mealy, the upper surrounding the

flowers crimson. Flowers in central depressed tufts

pink.

Loasa vulcanica, E. Andre, Illustration Horti-

cole, t. 302.—One of M. Andre's discoveries on the

western slope of the Andes of Ecuador. It is a bushy

annual covered with stinging hairs ; the leaves are

palmately 3—5-lobed, the segments cut, and the

flowers are axillary, each about i^ inch across, white,

spreading, with five erect connivent staminodes or

nectaries of a red colour barred with transverse

yellow and white stripes, which give the plant a

peculiar appearance.

Oncidium cucullatum, Lindl., ///. Ilort., t.

305.—A very variable species, growing at a greater

elevation than most of its congeners. The sepals are

barred with brown ; the lateral petals are joined

together with a hood, and are of a violet colour ; the

lip, which is much larger, narrower at the base, and

" one's own plain seirse must tell them it is tl'.e

identical tree.'' "Absurd" and "ridiculous" are

quite mild words expressing their dislike of being

even questioned as to its identity.

It so happens that my employer, together with

two others, in February, 1857, took the girth

of the Royal Oak at 4 feet from tire ground,

and the circumference then was n feet 4 inches.

I took particularly the circumference at the same

height on the day above named, and found it

just 12 feet 3 inches. Therefore, in twenty-one years

and five months it has increased in girth 1 1 inches,

or nearly exactly half an inch annually. I think

you will bear me out in saying that it would have in-

creased in size much faster in its prime, or say during

the second hundred years of its existence. It is now

227 years since the event happened which the Oak
commemorates (i 651}, so that at the rate above recorded

it would be reduced to a very small tree, if not to an

acorn ; and it is on record, by the King himself, that the

Oak in which he sat had been lopped, but the present

tree bears no visible trace of it.

I will just give you a few particulars from my
pocket-book. Circumference on the ground level,

following the indentations of the tree, 19 feet sc-

inches ; ditto, tape on stretch, 15 feet 7 inches ; at 4
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feet from the grouiKl, 12 feet 3 inches ; at 19 feet

from the y;iouiKl, 9 feet 10 inches ; height tu the

spreiul of main branches, 21 feet. This termnmles
what may be Icrmetl the triink of the tree. The main
leciding branch above this is 7 feet 6 inches in circiun-

ference. If this is the tree in which His Majesty sat

he woiilil be at least 21 feet from the ground, so that

it woiiUl require a good long nut-hook with which to

pass up food to him.
TJie garden at IJoscobel was very gay with an

assortment of Poppies, Snapdragons, Candytufts,

Sweet William, looses, <k.c ; no new-fangled notions

are allowed here. A, S, AVm/j Uanghton Hall,

Shifnal, Salop.

Apiary.

Tiii; Tast Hoxky Skasox.— Believing it may be

of interest to certain of your numerous apiarian

readers to know the results of the past honey season

in tliis part of the kingilom, I venture to send you a

line, trusting to your courtesy to give it insertion.

As was the case everywhere thia spring, the long

spell of wet, blusterous weather in IMay and June

considerably retarded the labour of honey gathering,

and it was not till the 20th of the latter month that

the honey harvest commenced in earnest. After little

more than a week of tropical weather from that date,

four of my heaviest supers yielded a total of 123 lb. of

honey on the combs being emptied by the honey

extractor—which latter article, I may add, en passanl,

is a most indispensable adjunct to an apiary where

bees are kept for profit, as the honey is taken without

destroying the more valuable combs, which at the

close of tht season are put by for another year. All

the supers in use in my apiary are furnished with

frames of comb thus saved from li inch to 2 inches

m thickness. Three stocks filled two supers, and my
strongest hive filled three with honey. The total

amount of honey taken from twelve stocks is 3721b.,

or an average of 31 lb. per hive, which in this parti-

cular district is barely half the usual average. With
the generality of amateur bee-keepers it is not so well

understood as it should be that bees will store from

three to four times as much honey when the supers

are already provided with combs placed on the hives

in spring. Looking at it in the light of ;^ s. d., an

extractor must be considered a sound investment. It

is asserted, on excellent authority, that bees consume
20 lb, of honey in making i lb. of comb—thus in-

volving a loss to the producer of iSj. on every pound
of wax sent into the market. Of this fact our Trans-

atlantic brethren, wiser in their generation than the

majority of bee-keepers in this country, are well

aware. In the great American apiaries, especially in

the West, the extractor takes a prominent place.

There, surrounded by vast flowery prairies, yielding

honey in a profusion unknown elsewhere, the average

per stock is simply enormous. It has been lately

mentioned that upwards of 2 cwt. has been taken from

a set of supers, the produce of one stock of bees on

the prairies in a single season. Alfred Rusbridi^c^ The
Apiary, Sidlesham, Chuhesfcr, in (he " Times:'

Florists' Flowers.
ALfRiCUI,AS.—^In some respects the Auricula is the

most remarkable of all our florists' flowers. It

requires the cultivator's unceasing attention all the

year round ; to no other class of florists' flowers have

really good new varieties been added so slowly—none
has maintained its oldest varieties in cultivation so

long and so surely—and it is the only one where the

name of the raiser is persistently coupled with the

name of the flower. We need not wonder that an

Auricula once named ami sent oat keeps its place. A
flower worthy of ranking with the famous beauties on

t le Auricula stage is selected with the most fastidious

care, and though in every case it may not reach per-

fection yet it must be possessed of many points of

excellence. No one can behold a collection of Auri-

culas in bloom without a sensation of the highest

pleasure and admiration. There is such a qUviint,

formal beauty about th:; flowers, such an erect stateli-

ness of bearing in some, while others desire to shade

their charms modestly with a hood, and such a ming-
\s\g of green, grey, and white-robed forms, with here

and there a self arrayed in darker hue, that the sight

ii one which will not soon fade from their memory.
The varied shapes and luies of the foliage, too, have

a peculiar interest to the Auricula grower. Some
have foliage of a deep glossy green, others have a

sparse dusting of white powder on their leaves, and

others are completely covered with a dense coating of

it, pure and bright. Some have smooth, shapely,

and symmetrical foliage, in others the veins stand

boldly out above the surface of the leaf, and others

have the edges of the leaf serrated and rough. And
then how intently does the grower watch for the first

symptoms of a break in his choicest kinds in order

to get an offset ; and with what joy does he see the

little dot increase, open, and develope into a goodly

plant ready to take a place among its kindred. But,

on the other hand, his joys are not perfect, for he

sometimes sees decay place its withering finger on
some cherished plant, and, do what he will, it dies

and perhaps cannot be replaced.

Could we have every named Auricula which has

been cultivated' since Hughes' Pillar of Beauty—said

to be the first of the stage varieties—gladdened the

eyes of the raiser, collected into one great show,
what a glorious sight it would be ! I am certain some
of the oldest kinds would yet hold their places against

all comers. I am very strongly of opinion that some
of the old varieties will never be surpassed.

But I must now come to the circumstance which

has led me to write the present paper. By the kind-

ness of two friends I have been favoured with two

catalogues of Auriculas, one thirty years old, and the

other twenty-five ; and also with a volume, called

The Floral Register for Lancashire, Yorkshire, and
Cheshire, 1S40. The volume is published by R. J.

Kaye, Rock Street, Bury, and contains lists of the

prizes awarded at various shows to Auriculas, Poly-

anthuses, and Tulips. To the cultivators of these

flowers at the time, the publication must have been

full of interest. From the short preface it appears

that the volume was chiefly designed to be "useful

and highly advantageous to amateur growers."

Jealousy then must have been at work, as it is yet, for

it is stated that some individuals will no doubt be

surprised at their lists not appearing on its pages ; but

the author assures them it is not his fault, as he has

spared no pains to obtain them. He is aware that

certain individuals to whom they were entrusted

have, either through neglect or design, kept them
back, but he fears it is from the latter cause, as he

knows for a certainty that some of the dealers are

greatly afraid of, 'and opposed to, its publication

—

especially to that part of it containing the residences

of the winners.

Auricula shows must have been held at more
localities in 1S40 than at present, for we find records

of shows held at the following places between April 21

and May 13 :—Bolton, Bradford, Bury, Chester,

Congleton, Huddersfield, Halifax, Hunslet, Leeds,

Middleton, Northwich, Rochdale, Shefl^eld {two

shows, at Botanical tJardens, and Bazaar Hotel)
;

Thwarld Gate, Trcntham, Tong Lane, and Wake-
field.

At these shows the prizes obtained by each variety

are given, and then they are tabulated, showing the

total number gained by each at all the shows, and
the class of prize. The prizes ranged from first to

eighth, but I need only give the total number, which
is placed before the name for convenience :

—

6.
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tiiiiities should also be made available for dressing all

tliose parts with manure or other substances where it

is to be applied. If that corner where the refuse

of the establishment has been cojicentrated has
Ijeen seen to as it ought to be, much valuable
stulT may now be extracted from it. This kind of mate-
rial is much more valuable than is generally supposed,
and far preferable to much of the manure which is

generally employed. Let all decaying crops be cleared
oH the ground as soon as practicable after they are
o\'er ; this will at this time apply to such crops as

iJivarf and Runner Beans, Broccoli, Cabbage, Peas,
^c. .\fter the remnants of these crops are removed
from thcground, it shouldbesown over with a mixture
of soot and quicklime ; this will help forward the
destruction of many pests, such as slugs, snails, &c. ;

so also in the case of Asparagus plantations will a
sprinkling of salt be beneficial not only in like manner
but as a fertiliser also. We cover the roots of these
plants with well decomposed manure at about this

period of the year, and let it remain until the spring,

when it is turned in just abo\e the surface of the
roots with a fork carefully. Shoots of Rhubarb and
Seakale will also at about this time require to be
divested of the leaves which remain about the
crowns. In the latter case a surface dressing of about
h.ilf an inch of ashes will be suitable. Let the earliest

roots of Rhubarb, which are to be taken up shortly
for forcing purposes, be marked off in readiness.
Rhubarb, which has been allowed to make a growth
without being plucked at all, will start much more
readily than other roots ; the same rule is also

applicable to Seakale ; those roots which deve-
loped an uninterrupted growth wdl start most
freely. The presence of frost, which has alreaily

slightly prevailed, should indicate the necessity
lif being watchful in regard to somewhat tender
subjects .as autumn Broccoli, Lettuce for present use,

Kndive, &c. The former plantations should be looked
over frequently at this season, and if not lifted tlie

upper leaves should be tied up together so as to

protect the heads. Endive should likewise be
protected by means of pots being placed over them ;

and Lettuce, which is most tender, should be removed
to a place where frost will not operate sufttciently to

injure the choicest part, viz., the midribs. In the
frame ground strict attention will now be requisite in

order to keep the different subjects free from damp .and

hardy. Let crops of Cauliflower, Lettuce, Radishes,
I'arsley, &.C., be fully exposed under suitable con-
ditions, and mat up the frames of Peas and Beans at

night when cold or frost prevails. As soon as leaves
are procurable a proportion of these should be in-

corporated with stable manure and beds be made up
in readiness for the early sowing of Carrots, Asparagus,
roots for forcing, Seakale, &c. A supply of these
should likewise be deposited at some convenient spot
where any mixing with manure may be effected and
the heap of materials maybecome warm in readiness for

any emergency that maybe necessary. Chicory roots
may be introduced into the Mushroom-house, and a
few pots of Tarragon should be prepared for starting

when forcing is proceeding. G. T. Miles.

IIM'.DY f:<riT GARDEX.
The rich autuntnal "tints and the chill night .air

begin to remind us that the season is fast appro.aching
for planting all kinds of fruit trees, and that it is high
time to be making the requisite preparations, by way
of trenching and getting together fresh loam, that a
few barrowloads may be laid around the roots of each,

so as to give the trees a fair start. There is nothing
like the top spit of an old pasture for this, and the

fresher such sods are used, if free of live grassy matter,

the better, as this undecomposed fibre is the most
valuable portion of It. The mixing of leaf soil,

ntanure, or other vegetable matter is the greatest

mistake possible, as they one and all are a fre-

quent source of mischief by generating fungus, which
is one of the most insidious enemies to tree life. In all

cases of poorness of soil it is much better to enrich it

by giving a top-dressing in the w.ay of a mulching
after planting, so that the rain may carry the rich

juices down, than it is to run anyri^k by digging it in,

liesides which stone fruits, except on very barren

land,' are far more productive without any manure at

all. All stimulants, except when they have heavy
crops to carry, tend to force wood, and therefore by
burying them now they are accessible when not re-

quired, whereas if given in a liquid form during the

summer, the assistance so rendered would result in

great good. What, however, is of value when trench-

ing fruit borders that are very light and sandy, or that

rest on a gravelly bottom, is a few loads of marl or

clay broken or chopped up into small nodules, and
thoroughly mixed in with the lower portions of the

soil as the work proceeds. Used in this way it is

surprising how very retentive of moisture it is during
dry weather, and with what avidity the roots of trees

seek it out and feed on it. The eflect it has here is so

great as to be seen from one end of the garden
to the other in the healthy appearance of the

leaves, and the contrast they afford in enduring
fierce heat and sun without flagLjing, ^vhen others

not so favoured at the roots showed signs of the

greatest distress. Witnessing, as I have, the

immense benefit derived from treating fruit borders

in. this way, I can most strongly recommend its

adoption by others who may be similarly circum-

stanced, and if they will only go to the labour I am
convinced they will be satisfied with the result. I

would just remark that it is no use whatever to put

the clay on or near the surface, or in a layer, as to be

of walue to the trees it must be incorporated with the

soil in which they are growing in the way alhiclcd to

above. Many gardens are too stiff and wet alreaily fjr

PcachesandApricots ; the remedy is a deep drain along

the front of the border, so that the water may slowly

percolate and find a re.idy outlet. It is only stagnant

moisture that is injurious, an<l if trees are free from

this they will bear a good deal of wet without having

^Wieir health adversely aftected. This being the case,

I would warn beginners against planting over a layer

of brickbats, as is frequently done, where, unless the

roots manage to get through and beneath them, the

trees so situated stand no chance of growing satisfac-

torily or of being able to carry a crop.

In contradistinction to stone fruits, Raspberries

delight in a deep rich soil, and only do really well

when they can be so accommodated. The best situa-

tion for these is where they can receive slight shade

during an hour or two in the heat of the day, such as

would be afforded by a building or wall or by rows of

Apples and Pears planted at wide distances apart.

Such positions in a measure accord with their natural

habitat, they being generally found in woods and other

situations partly screened from the bright rays of the

sun. The double bearing kind, however, owing to its

ripening so much later, requires an open position

exposed to the solar rays in order to give it its proper

flavour and to get it fully mature. The Raspberry is

a plant that sutters severely during dry weather, and

therefore the trenching antl preparation for them, to

be eflective, should be well carried out. In

breaking up the soil the depth must in a measure

depend on the crops that have preceded them and the

quality of the ground below, but 2 feet at least ought

to be aimed at, the lower half of which should be

well enriched by using plenty of rotten manure. J.

ShepparJ.

FRUIT HOUSES.
Okl'UARD IIot;sE.—There is one advantage in

growing trees in pots which is of considerable import-

ance, and that is being able to remove the trees from

the house entirely at this dull season of the year, and

furnishing it with Chrysanthemums and other flowering

plants. We have just removed our Peach, Nectarine

and other trees out-of-doors. I ought to state that

our trees receive no injury fiom being placed out-of-

doors during the winter, with the pots plunged in

cocoa-nut fibre refuse. I generally remove them into

the house about the first week in January ; by that

time the Chrysanthemums are mostly done flowering.

If the house was required two months later than this

the trees might still remain out-of-doors. I have seen

them kept out until the buds were well advanced

towards the flowering period and still do well when
removed to the house. It would not be safe to place

the trees out-of-doors in districts where the rainfall is

very great, as probably the young wood might be

injured and the flower-buds would drop before they

opened. Those trees not repotted in the autumn must

now be top-dressed ; to many cultivators it seems

rather rough treatment to remove the large portion of

the soil with the fibrous roots in it, and to the

inexperienced it does seem that a considerable check

must have been given to the trees ; it is not so—the

trees begin at once to push new roots from all the

severed portions and very speedily the fresh compost

becomes quite filled with them. Such trees are

never at rest, unless the weather is such that vegetation

is stagnant through the temperature being below 35".

.\n iron spud about I inch wide and about 4 inches

long is a useful tool to operate with. The mould
should be removed to about one-third of the depth of

the pot, and its place should be supplied with the

fresh compost pressed in rather firmly with a wooden
rammer. A good material for this purpose is turfy

loam rotted and of a clayey nature : add to it a third

of good stable manure, rotted, and some bone-

dust—a small portion of broken charcoal will act

beneficially upon it. It will soon be time to repot

the " maiclen " or one-year-old trees. Presuming that

they have been purchased in the nursery it will be

found that many of them have large stumpy roots ;

these must be sufficiently reduced to allow of the tree

being potted in a 10 or ii-inch pot. I drain the pots

pretty well, place over the drainage some fibrous turf

and then place in the roots of the tree, working the

compost, the constituent parts of which have already

been described, amongst them. The particles of

mould must be worked in amongst the roots with the

fingers, and, when this has been done, the whole

must be beaten in firmly with a wooden rammer. After

the operation is complete the trees may either be

placed out-of-doors with the others or under glass ; if

the latter, gi\'e a good watering through" the rose of a

water-pot a week after the trees have been repotted, and
do not let them become dust-dry all the winter. This

is a matter that requires alluding to, as many persons

do not remove their trees outside at all ; if this is the

case, see that water is supplied to the roots all through

the winter months when it is required. If the soil in

the pots becomes dust-dry the trees will ceitaiidy

suffer ; this applies to all trees in pots, whether c^l.ib-

lished or recently potted. I find in many places that

the Peach trees have been planted out ; and if the

house is not intended for any other purpose that is cer-

tainly the most preferable plan to adopt. In one place

I saw the trees trained bush and pyramid fashion,

and in another they were trained to a low trellis ; in

the latter instance what was called an orchard-house

was simply what has always been designated a Pcach-

hotise. It matters but little what the pkace where the

trees are cultivated is termed ; what we want to

know is how to get the largest quantity of fruit from
a given space. I feel much inclined to back the old

system against any other. If the trellis is fixed so

that every square inch of the glass roof is utilised I

do not think that by any system of training bush or

pyramid trees that more can be made of it. Never-

theless bush culture, either as pot or planted-out trees,

will always commend itself to amateur cultivators.

W^hen the culture is understood, very great pleasure

can be derived from the manipulation of the trees ;

but to wait upon them during the heat of summer
requires the patience of an enthusiast. J. Douglas.

The Cherry-House.—If the lights were taken

off this house at the time indicated in the Calendar
upon this subject, they should, before much time

elapses, be replaced. It will however be wise before

doing so to have the rafters scrubbed down with

a brush with soft soap and water, if they have not

been jiainted, to dislodge any insect pests which
may be concealed hereabouts. The remiwnts of

foliage which may still hang on the trees should also

be removed entirely, and whenever time and circuni-.

stances permit the ordinary annual cleansing and
white-washing should be effected before the house
is startetl again. In the meantime it should be kept

well ventilated, excepting at such times as when frost

prevails, and it be necessary to close it up to protect

other inmates which have been introduced—these,

however, should be confined to subjects which require

more protection from the effects of frost. Should
any planting be contemplated in this house, let the

soil be got in readiness so that the matter can be

accomplished off-hand prior to forcing being com-
menceil. For Cherry trees good virgin loam, with an

admixture of road-scrapings, forms the best compost.

G. T. Mild, IVycombe Abbey.

Orange Trees in Pots.—Those on which the

fruit is approaching the ripening stage will now have

to be placed in a house with a minimum temperature

of 65^, rising by day to 75'' or So'. Moisture, too,

must be regulated to the requirements of the fruit

;

too much either at the roots or in the atmosphere

causes the fruit to crack—indeed, it will crack when
both care and judgment have been exercised. There
are usually a number of trees that do not bear fruit,

these may now be placed in a cool house, and in that

position scale or other insect pests do not make much
progress ; and it is a suitable opportunity to get rid

of them altogether, as the leaves will stand a stronger

solution of insecticides of any description than the>

will at any other time. Gishurst Compound is

destructive to scale, but it is not so pleasant to work
amongst a strong solution of it with the hands. I do

not find anything better than soft soap dissolved in

warm rain-water; the leaves and stems' of the trees

must all be hand-washed with a sponge. J. Douglas.

CuciJ.MisERS growing in frames heated by ferment-

ing material should have their linings made up

weekly or fortnightly as circumstances may necessitate

its being done, by which means a steady-growing heat

can be maintained, and the plants kept in a bearing

state until Christmas, unless the winter—early winter

—should be unusually severe. Guard against the

attack of mildew by occasionally dusting the plants

whilst the foliage is damp with the flowers of sul-

phur. A little fresh soil (the same as previously

recommended) can be added, if not already done, to

the partly-spent beds. Pl.ants in houses and in full

bearing, ftiore especially those having their roots in a

somewhat confined and limited space, should receive

copious applications of tepid liquid-manure in a

diluted state. Cut the fruit so soon as they attain a

suitable size for table, and stand them in a saucer in

which there is half an inch of water, in a fruit-room,

until they are required for use. The plants thus

relieved of the demand for food in this direction will

concentrate the flow of sap to the swelling and finish-

ing of the younger antl smaller fruits, and so on during

the whole fruiting period of the plants. As a matter

of course, the stopping, thinning, &c., ol the jilants

must be duly attended to, and otherwise maintain a

sweet and growing atmosphere, and allow insect

enemies no quarters whatever, should they appear.

//. W. Want, Ldivfonl Cas.'/c;
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THE Act to consolidate the law relating to

weights and measures, commonly called

the WEKiHTS AND MliASURES ACT OF 187S,

has recently been published. Its enactments

are to take effect on and after January i, 1879.

The Act is a useful one, and it is characteristic

of tlie safe way in which we do things in this

country. Change, even for the better, is to be

gradual, the thin end of the wedge is to be

gently inserted, and in due time the pressure of

public opinion and public enlightenment will

very slowly but surely drive it home, and then

the whole system of absurdly inconsistent

weights and measures will be extinguished, and

replaced by one which shall have the merit of

uniformity, consistency, ease of computation,

and facility of comparison. For the present we

must be content with noting the beginning of

these good things, the ne.xt generation may
possibly experience their full fruition. Truly as

the present system, or no system, has been the

growth of centuries, we cannot expect it to be

abolished all at once by Act of Parliament
;

nor, were such a consummation possible, would

it be desirable—the inconvenience created by

sudden violent change would be worse than the

present system. This being so, we are not sur-

prised to find that the present Act is a mere

beginning—a stepping-stone, as it were, to

better things. While uniformity in some parti-

culars is enacted, in others survival—and this

time not of the fittest—is the rule.

It is no slight thing to have it declared in the

third section that " the same weights and mea-

sures shall be used throughout the United King-

dom." The ridiculous and inconvenient plan

whereby the " stone " of one commodity or sub-

stance is different in amount from the " stone "

ill another—the still greater absurdity of con-

sidering the stone, or the acre, or the mile, or

other weight or measure, as the case may be, to

mean one thing in one town and something else

in another, are henceforth to cease, and a uni-

form system of weights and measures (subject

to a few exceptions) is to be universally adopted
;

and so we arc to have the imperial yard and its

subdivisions into feet, inches, its multiples of

poles, furlongs, miles, as at pi'esent. Superficial

aid square measures will, of course, be regulated

in the same way, as also measures of weight

and capacity ; one pound shall contain 16 ounces,

each ounce 16 drachms, and soon. It is need-

less to go into all these matters, as the

imperial weights and measures remain as they

were.

There are, however, certain provisions in

which some of our readers are specially inter-

ested, and to which we must, therefore, call

special attention.

Section 16 enacts, tliat "a bushel for the sale

of any of the following articles, namely, lime,

fish. Potatoes, fruit, or any other goods and
things which [formerly] were commonly sold by
heaped measure, shall be a hollow cylinder

having a plane base, the internal diameter of

which shall be double the internal depth, and
every measure used for the sale of any of the

above-mentioned articles, which is a multiple of

a bushel, or is a half-bushel or a peck, shall be

made of the same proportion as the above-

mentioned bushel."

Section 17 enacts, that "in using an imperial

measure of capacity, the same shall not bj

heaped, but either shall be stricken with a

round stick or roller, straight, and of the same
diameter from end to end ; or, if the article

sold cannot from its size of shape be cOn-

\eniently stricken, shall be filled in all parts as

nearly to the level of the brim as the size and
shape of the article will admit."

Section 18 provides that the metric sj'stem iiuiy

be lawfully used " for computing and expressing
''

sales, so that contracts shall not be invalid if

expressed in weights or measures of the metric

system. A table of metric weights and measiu'es

is appended.

Section 19 provides that all trade contracts,

sales, &c., shall be according to the imperial

weights and measures, and that " no local or

customary measures, nor the use of the heaped
measure shall be lawful." Any person, more-
over, " who sells by any denomination of weight

or measure other than one of the imperial

weights or measures, or some multiple or part

thereof, shall be liable to a fine not exceeding

40J. for every such sale." The exceptions to

the preceding section are gold and silver,

diamonds and precious stones, which are to be
sold by troy weight ; and drugs, which are to

be dispensed or sold by ret.ail, by apothecaries'

weight.

Section 22 undoes much of the good the Act
might otherwise work, byallowing sales of articles

to be made in any vessel whatsoever, pro\ided

that the vessel is not represented to be an imperial

measure. By this loophole all the irregularities

and absurdities may, as it seems to us, be per-

petuated, provided they are not called "imperial."

And yet Section 24 goes on to enact that "every

person who uses or has in his possession for

use for trade a weight or measure which is not

of the denomination of some Board of Trade
standard, shall be liable to a fine not exceeding

^5. What then is to be done with the sieves,

the pottles, the punnets of Covent Garden ? Is

the whole body of dealers to be fined ?

Section 23 provides that anyperson lolio prints,

and any clerk of market, or other person who
makes any return, price-list, price-current, or

any journal or other paper containing price-list

or price-current, in which the denomination of

weights and measures quoted or referred to

denotes or implies a greater or less weight or

measure than is denoted or implied by the same
denomination of the imperial weights and mea-
sures under this Act, shall be liable to a fine not

exceeding 10^. for every copy of every such

return, price-list, price-current, journal, or other

paper which he publishes.

If this be really the law e\-ery Covent Garden
report, every market report for hay, corn, coals,

and what-not, published in the form customary
may subject us and our contemporaries to a fine

of some thousands of pounds for each issue !

It seems to us that such a penalty, even if it

could be enforced, would or might be grossly

unjust, but we \ery much doubt if it could be

enforced.

The whole Act comprises eighty-six sections,

some applicable only to Scotland, others only to

Ireland. We are, therefore, compelled to limit

ourselves to the indication of some of the main
features of the Act, and while we rejoice at the

approach to uniformity which is attained, at

least in prospect, by the abolition of local weights

and measures, we regret that no further pro-

gress has been made towards a uniform sub-

division of the weights and measures that we
have.

It is too much to expect that we could

at once adopt the admirable simplicity of the

metric system in its entirety—though, to the

great comfort of all concerned, it is very exten-

sively used by scientific men—but surely some-
thing might ha\-e been done to promote a

uniform ratio in the subdivisions and multiples

of our pounds, yards, and the like.

Why in the name of common sense should

we be condenined to use and to teach our un-

fortunate children such a farrago of inconsistent

rubbish as our present table of weights and
measures ?—why in the world should there be

12 lines to an inch, 3 inches to a palm, 4 inches

to a hand, 8 inches to a link, 1 2 inches to a

foot, 3 feet to a yard, 6 feet to a fathom,

5 J yards to a rod, pole, or perch, 4 poles to a

chain, 40 poles to a furlong, 8 furlongs to a

mile, 3 miles to a league, 60 nautical miles to a

degree, and 69I geographical miles to a degree ?

Why should such a jumble as this be per-

sisted in, when in ahnost every other civilised

country the subdi\isions and multiples are all in

regular proportion.

One great difficulty in the adoption

of the decimal system is no doubt to

be found in the unfamiliar myriametres, kilo-

metres, kilogrammes, and the like. Surely

some plan could be devised whereby our well-

known pounds, feet, inches, and so forth, could

be uniformly subdivided, and thus we should

gain most of the advantages now enjoyed by
our neighbours without fear of that terrible bug-

bear of adopting a system which is not English.

The Danostein Coeekction.—We are

deeply grieved to learn that amongst the changes

brought about by severe domestic afHiction, the noh'e

collection of exotic plants at Dangstein is likely to he

brought to the hammer in the course of the ensuing

spring. One always regrets to hear of the probability

even of so valuable and important an assemblage ff

plants as this is known to be—constituting, in fact, one

of the most renowned private colleclii.ns of choice

exotic plants to be met with in this country—being

cither dispersed or allowed to fall into neglect ; anil

we would fain hope that the rumour may after all

prove to be incorrect, and that Dangstein may lorg

remain famous not only for its noble gardens, but al:o

for the accommodation its stoves and greenhouses may
supply to its numberless and priceless specimens of

exotic vegetation.

Fanc:v Vioeas. — For some time past Mr.

John Downie, of Edinburgh, whose name is so

intimately connected wiih the culture and im-

provement of the Pansy, has been trying to

introduce the well-defined markings and showy
colours of the florists' fancy Pansies into the modern
race of bedding Violas, and a box of flowers before us

amply show that his efforts in the direction indicated,

have been rewarded by success. The general supe-

riority of the improved varieties of Violas over Pansies

as bedding plants is freely admitted, and their culti-

vation is so largely increasing that we gladly hail the

advent of a "break" that promises so much in the

way of novelty. Up to the present time self-coloured

varieties only have been introduced, and a glorious

feature they are in any flower garden ; but who can

say what still more lovely colours may not be in store

for us—what still more beautiful combinations may
not be possible—as the result of Mr. DowNlE's
happy hit 1 The flowers before us are charmingly

pretty, especially a deep purple shading off" into

violet ; another with a purple centre shading into

violet, and the two upper petals pure mauve ; and a

rosy purple passing off into a lighter edge.

POTATOS AT THE PARIS EXHIIUTIOX.—We
learn that the Gold Medal in the recent Potato

competition has been awarded to Mr. William
Porter, of Old Meldruni, N.B., the famous

Northern Potato grower. Mr. Porter exhibited in

the classes for twenty-five and twelve kinds respectively,

and, although the competition was strong, was far in

advance of his opponents. All who have seen Mr.

Porter's superb samples at the various International

Potato Exhibitions will acknowledge that the honour

must have been deservedly won.

Plants in Flower at Kew.—In the

conservatory at Kew few plants combine greater

beauty with interest than Witsenia corymbosa, the

only known frutescent Irid. Each branch resembles

a miniature plant of an Iris, and several have

corymbs of the prettiest deep blue flowers. It is

dense and slow-growing, requiring many years to

form a large si^ecimen. Cuttings will strike, but are

rather slow and uncertain, (.bcvillca Thelemanniana
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is one of the prettiest, and not common. It has

rose-coloured flowers and leaves of distinct character,

.divided into many acicular segments. Around one

of the iron supports Cestrum aurantiacuni will shortly

l.e very attractive ; the flowers are orange, tubular,

with a radiating 4—6 divided star-like limb, the dark

green stigma conspicuous in the centre. Thibaud'a

pulcher belongs to a beautiful but neglected class.

This species has handsome, shining, broadly ovate

leaves, and those towards the ends of the branches

have in their axils short racemes of waxy-looking

flowers, crimson in colour. A pretty Myrtle for put

culture is Myrtus mucronata ; the leaves are small,

and it flowers profusely ; it is blooming also on one
of the walls. The genus Crowea includes several kinds,

distinct, but similar in appearance, with lanceolate

leaves and pinkish flowers ; these are C. stricta,

C. latifolia, and C. macrantha. Berberidopsis coral-

li..a is a beautiful cind profuse-flowering greenhouse

climber, and though suitable for planting against a

wall out-of-doors is well worth planting inside. This

year it has flowered very profusely, and the flowers

have sometimes been thickly spotted with stigaiatic

mucus, which it produces in imusual quantity. The

globose, fleshy, and deep red flowers are unique and

attractive. It is valuable as a greenhouse climber

on account of its restricted habit and handsome ever-

green leaves. Many thickly growing climbers are

injurious from the dense shade they necessarily give

to the plants beneath. Cassia Sophora is a good rafter

plant ; it has dark pinnate leaves, and the bright

golden flowers are numerous. Metrosideros flori-

bunda is a handsome species, the filaments are scarlet,

and the flowers are so collected round the stem as to

have the appearance of a bottle-brush. Fuchsias are

seen to great advantage when trained to the roof, as

in this house. Y. Alexandrina is suitable for the

purpose ; it has crimson recurved sepals and white

petals with crimson feathered veins. Eucnida, or

Microsperma bartonioides, is a handsome annual, allied

to Loasa; useful for pot culture. It is tender, but also

does well planted out. The stems are stout, bearing

leaves like those of the Chinese Primrose, of pale green,

covered with coarse hairs ; the flowers are its great

beauty, being large, of a fine yellow, and with numerous

long yellow filaments. The decoration of conser-

vatories from this lime up to Christmas is materially

assisted by taking up and potting carefully the flower-

ing plants of Echeveria metallica and E. glauco-

metallica. The latter is now in flower, but E. metal-

lica is by far the most handsome ;
panicles a yard

high are often produced. In the Succulent-house the

best form of Agave schidigera we have seen is about

to produce a flower-spike. The leaves are all covered

with stout white filaments. Fourcroya Selloa is

eficclive with panicles reaching to the roof; the flowers

are large, greenish white, and pendulous. Crassula
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Bulusii is a prclty species, comparalivcly new; the

leaves are narrow, ciliated, and curiously pitted. It

is allied to C. Cooperi, but is less a trailer, and the

leaves are more fleshy. The flowers are white, small,

hut numerous. IJomarea Carderi planted out at the

end of the house has several fine panicles, one has

sixteen expanded flowers though several branches

have been cut. It should always be jiUinted out where

praclical)le.

Lai'AGERIA rosea superua.—In the gar-

dens of Stephen Williamson, Esq., Copley House,

Thornton Hough, Cheshire, there is now in bloom a

magnificent specimen of Lapageria rosea superba,

covering a wall 14 feet high and 18 feet in length.

The i^lant has now over 300 blooms upon it, and is

also set with innumerable succession buds.

•
• The Ripening ok Grapes.—The chemical

changes which take place during this process are

imperfectly known. Messrs. Saintpierre and

Magnien have lately been experimenting on the

subject, basing their experiments on the fact that the

interchange of gases which takes place between the

Grape and the atmosphere is the starting point of our

knowledge of the transformations which take place

within the Grape itself. The experimenters, whose

proceedings are recorded in the Aunalcs Agro-

nomujuc, after noting the changes that take place

during the colouring process, the diminished acidity

and the increased sweetness, comment on the

sudden diminution in the quantity of potash in the

leaves. We cannot cite the details of the experiments,

but we may give the leading results. The Grapes at

the epoch of maturation give off carbonic dioxide in

darkness and in light. The quantity of carbonic

dioxide given off is always greater than the quantity

of oxygen consumed. The mechanism of ripening is

as follows :—The acids and the glucose (grape sugar)

are formed in the plant, and are conveyed to the

Grape. The acids are there burnt off while the sugar

becomes concentrated. When the ripening process is

protracted the sugar also becomes burnt in its turn.

I'ig-Nl'TS and Truffles.—Some corre-

spondence has been lately going on in the columns of

the Standard as to Truffles, and one correspondent

has made the discovery that Pig-Nuts are identical

with Truflles !—and proceeds to recommend the em-

ployment of pigs instead of Truffle-dogs ! Verily,

some people should not rush into print. Mr. TlL-

lery's plan of growing Truffles—not Pig-Nuts—has

been frequently given, but it is amply worth repro-

ducing :—
"I selected particular places m the wood under the

Oaks, and covered them over with Oak leaves, with old

hurdles over them to keep the wind from blowing the

leaves off. In three or four years some of these beds

began to show ripe Truffles, not in a few numbers but in

quantities, as we could often gather from 2 lb. to 3 lb. at

a time, in October and November, when they were

wanted for the kitchen. I sent tlie late Dr. LiNDLEY a

fine specimen of nearly half a pound weight, »vhich he

pronounced equal to a foreign one in flavour. Having
no Truffle-dog to scent them out, in digging for them we
destroyed quantities of unripe ones, the squirrels being

our best guides to find the ripe ones. I afterwards trans-

planted over-rijie Truffles from some of these beds to

other places by taking up the old tubers with a spadeful

of the mould in A\hich they grew, and introduced them
into other places. There is little doubt but that the

Truflle is produced from spores, like other fungi, and
this is only from ripe ones. To be successful in cultivat-

ing them artificially the soil of the plantation must be of

a light calcareous nature, and under Oaks, Beeches, and
even under Laurel bushes, where not too shady, as in

the wood here I found them often growing under the

outside branches of Laurels and Rhododendrons. Where
no expense was regarded in trying to grow Truffles arti-

ficially, some of the ripe tubers miglit be got from the

Poilou and Perlgord districts in France, and preserved

in the soil thoy grew in and planted with it in this coun-

try. When the plantation wiis destroyed, and my Truffle

colony with it, I was much disappointed in thus losing

tlie cliance of growing them on a more extended scale."

The Heroes of a Hundred Fights—It

was interesting the other day to see these doughty

warriors reposing after their labours—the warriors we
allude to are the large pot Roses of Messrs. Paul
iS: Son, at Cheshunt. There they were, strictly in

ijui/li—no flower-bud even gave sign of decoration,

or suggested the glorious uniform they will assume

next spring. There they were, raised from the ground

by a common brick or two slipped beneath the pot,

sheltered by a Beech hedge, and close to the span-

roof barrack ready to receive them in the winter, and

prepare them for future triumphs. Hard by was the

gigantic vehicle which conveys the redoubtable ones

to the scene of action. Some might suggest that it

was a furniture van, but who that ever saw a furniture

van unpacked, when the finest side-board suggests the

broker's shop, would insult the champion inmates of

the Rose van—we mean of course the car of Aurora

—

by any such comparison.

FUL'HSIA THV.MIFOLIA is a rcal little gem,

with tiny dark green leaves and tiny dark crimson

flowers. It makes a good rock plant, but requires a

warm, well-drained soil.

The Leaves ok Plants, considered in refer-

ence to their action on gases, fulfil two distinct func-

tions. By their protoplasm or nitrogenous contents they

absorb oxygen, and they give out constantly carbonic

dioxide (carbonic acid). By their green colouring

substance or chlorophyll they inspire, during the day

only, carbonic dioxide gas, and expire oxygen. In

the young state the protoplasm predominates, the

chlorophyll is relatively scanty ; hence during the

period the respiratory function predominates over the

assimilating function, and consequently the leaves

exhale carbonic dioxide at this stage without interrup-

tion. As the leaves increase in size the protoplasm

diminishes, the chlorophyll augments, consequently the

capacity of emitting carbonic acid during the day
rapidly diminishes, and soon they give off nothing but

oxygen. From this time forth it is only by placing

the plants in darkness, or by more or less suspending

the action of the chlorophyll, that it is possible to

demonstrate the effect of respiration. There is, then,

for living beings, plants, or animals, only one kind of

respiration—the same for all. The office of the chloro-

phyll is different, its work is one of assimilation. Such
are the conclusions to which M. Corenwinder arrives

in a recent number ofthe Annaks Agronomiqiie, after

detailing some new experiments made by him, and
summarising old ones. The views ad\'ocated by

Corenwinder, based indeed to a very large extent

on M. Corenwinder's own experiments, are now
adopted in all our standard text-books ; and if the

contrary is still taught in so-called popular books

and by ill-taught popular lecturers, it is only because

the filtration of new ideas takes time. M. Coren-
winder may rest assured that his views are accepted

by the great majority of those whose opinion would

be appreciated by him.

COLCHICUMS.—These have been gay for

some time. Among the best are striatum fl.jjl.,

pale lilac; crociflorum, small, dark lilac; byzan-

tinum, rosy lilac ; and especially the double white

C. autumnale.

BEkRV-iJEARiNG PLANTS.—As the autumn

creeps on into winter we shall be looking out for

something to take the place of the flowers we have

enjoyed so much in the summer. Happily there is

no lack of such things as Solanum Capsicastrum and

its allies, Skimmias also are very serviceable for this

purpose. We lately saw at the Fulham Nurseries a

fine collection of these in pots. The plants are about

12— 18 inches high, and covered with crimson berries.

They were lifted last autumn.

PiNE-APPi.ES.—In the current number of the

Bcliiiquc Ilovticole is given a translation of Beer's

monograph of the genus Ananas, together with a

descriptive list of the cultivated varieties of Pine-

apple to the number of seventy. The distinctions

depend on the presence or absence of spines to the

leaves, the colour of the flowers, lilac or whitish ; the

form of the fruit, subglobose, cylindrical, or pyra-

midal, iS:c.

Trop-I^olum speciosum.—Few persons with

an eye for plants visit Scotland without noticing this

very beautiful creeper, and a good many bring it

across the border with them, in the hope, too often

vain, of getting it to flourish in the southern half of

the kingdom. We have, however, lately seen it in

three different places, in each of which, after many
failures, the plant seemed at length to have estab-

lislied itself. In each case the locality was cool,

damp, and shady. In one case a liberal dose of

manure was added to the soil before planting ; in the

other cases the plant was grown in connnon garden

mould.

A New Silver Pyramidal Poplar is

<\^'i>zi\hc<i\\\ Dcr Deutsche Garten of August 10. It

was introduced into Germany from Taschkent in

Turkestan, where, it is stated, it fornis a very striking

feature in the landscape. In habit it closely resembles

the Lombardy Poplar, but it is regarded as a variety

of P. alba, and it has been named P. alba var.

Bolleana, Lauche. The leaves are silvery beneath as

in the typical form, and deeply lobed, often broader

than long. This tree promises to be a welcome addi-

tion to the small variety we have of the fastigiale class.

Beauty of Glazenwood Rose.—A writer

in the DaUschc Garten und Obstbau-Zcitung, one of

the many new German gardening periodicals, details

his experience of the Rose Beauty of Glazenwood,

and gives it as his opinion that it is a perfectly

worthless variety.

Industrial Kxhhution at Berlin.—
There is to be an Industrial Exhibition in Berlin next

year, in which horticulture is to play a prominent

part. It will be of five months' duration, and steps

are being taken to ensure a permanent display of

objects connected with, or the produce of, gardening.

A sum of ^500 has already been placed at the

disposition of the horticultural section, and this will

be doubled if necessary. A considerable area of the

site has been set apart for the purpose.

Ansellia from Zani;uep.ar.—At a recent

meeting of the Horticultural Society of Berlin M.
Hildeurandt, the African traveller, exhibited an

Ansellia which he found growing on trees in

Zanguebar. It may possibly be a variety of the old

A. africana, from which it differs in the deeper colom-

of the flowers, and in the much smaller pseudobulbs.

Caladiums, if not already at rest, are about

seeking their winter repose, a time during which we

now and then hear a complaint of their keeping

badly. The reason of their turning to a hard chalk-

like substance, is perhaps invariably that they are

allowed to get o\cr-dry. We have never seen them

keep better than when laid on their sides against a

wall in a house with growing plants, receiving an

occasional sprinkle from the syringe or rose of a

watering-pot. In this way they have kept perfectly.

The fact is, that when the soil gets drier than it

should, it acts powerfully as an absorbent, and extracts

from the tuber its organised sap. It is analogous to

the drying of a specimen, by means of bibulous paper,

for the herbarium. Small shoots taken off with a

slight heel in early summer have now good tubers in

60- pots.
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Tropical Watkr Lilies. — Our con-

temporary, Dcr Dcntsihe Garten^ reports (September

21) that a collection of tropical water Lilies in the

open air in M. BORSio's garden near Berlin was in

splendid condition at the date given. The collection

consists of about eight of Bouciie's hybrid varieties

between Nymphcea rubra and N. dentata, associated

with Nelumhium and Victoria. The Nymphieas

produce a profusion of flowers varying in colour from

deep red to white. They are in a small pond which

is supplied with warm water from an adjacent factory

three times a week, so that the average temperature

is maintained at about 72°.$ Fahr. By means of a

stream of water from the \'ictoria-house the water in

the pond is kept constantly in motion. Formerly,

when the temperature of the water in the pond was

kept at 77*, by means of daily ingress of waim water,

the Lilies grew more luxuriantly than now, but even

now they present one of the prettiest sights to be

found in the gardens around Berlin. A peculiarity of
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the Nymphivas grown here in the open air is that they

form comparative'.y small tubers, which decay in the

winter, and consequently must be replaced every

spring. Neither Nelumbium nor Victoria flowered at

tliis lower temperature, but when the mean temperature

\yas kept up to 77° they [iroduced perfect Rowers.

Death oi' Dk. Aiii,i:urg.—From the Ger-

man papers we learn that Dr. Ahldcrg, for a short

period Professor of liotany in Japan, has suddenly and
unexpectedly died. We have from time to lime

l)ublished some extracts from his letters on Japanese
vegetation, gardening, &c., which have ap]>eared in

the Monatsschrift of the Horticultural Society of

ISerlin. As recently as August last the serial named
contains an article from the same pen on the gardeners
and gardens of Japan. Just as the telegraphic news
of tlie death of Dr. AlII.lJURG reached Germany, the

lady to whom he was engaged to be married was on
the point of starting to join her intended husband in

Ja|ian.

.Vmaryi.lis 1!eli.ado-\n,\.—Last summer
Mr. J. KouERTS planted in front of one of the old

Pine stoves at Gunnersbury I'ark a bed of this useful

early blooming Amaryllis. A trench 2 feet in deptli

and about 18 inches in width was dug, and a foot of
rubble placed at the bottom for drainage, and the

bulbs were then planted in pure loam. They have
done remarkably well, and yielded a great many
flowers this autumn. Mr. UonERTS thinks it would
be best to place some rough sand among the loam as
a general rule, scei.ig that loams inclined to be
adhesive are apt to run together and become close.

Next season Mr. Roberts anticipates a rare head of
bloom from his plantation. The bed occupies a warm
position which, so long as a suitalile amount of
moisture is given when requisite, appears to suit this

species well.

British Pom.mes i5e Terke.—Some of
our cxliibitors of Potatos liave at least astonished the
foreigner. Our " Pommes de terre," the provincial-
ism of which is "taters," have been shown in large
quantities at the great International Exposition, and
have taken the Frenchmen by surprise. Hitherto the
native of France, although a large grower for other
markets besides his own, has not made the exhibition
of the noble tuber a speciality, and his style of putting
them up for show is an exceedingly crude one. A
rough sample, unwashed, perhaps just as lifted, little

and liig, all of a heap, was the highest stage to which
,
the Frenchman had yet reached in the art of exhibiting
Potatos. Now some of our large growers have shown
how we do these things Iiettcr in England, and no
djuljt, with that powerfully imitative nature that
chai-acterises the I'"renchman, we shall soon have
re.ison to feel that he has not learnt his lesson in
vain. A Paris contributor to the Daily Nexi's tells us
that although there are no bloated Gooseberries there
are Pears of marvellous size, "and then, oh, the
Potatos !

" He is surprised to learn that there are
above 100 varieties of this esculent, and that, varying
in appearance, their flavours also difler in impercept-
ible degrees "—all which shows that the esculent has
not hitherto there enjoyed that "popularity that it has
obtained in Great Britain and the sister isle. The
sight of these dozens and dozens of plates covered
with piles of the divers "species" of Pommes de
terre ought to be enough to affect any cook to tears
not an improbable result, seeing that the fortnight's
exposure needful on the show tables will render those
examples of our best culture even unpalatable for pigs.

It is something to our credit to secure this uninvited
and disinterested tribute to our skill as cultivators,
and doubtless the thousands of French labouring;
people from the rural districts, cultivators of thei7
own homesteads in many a distant province who have
visited the exhibition during the present month, will

carry back with them ne>v ideas concerning Potatos
and their culture.

CRINUM FoRBESIANUM 01- IlERliERT, "one
of the finest species," is in flower .at Kew, in the Be-
gonia-house. The bulb is flask-shaped and measures
23 inches in circumference. The leaves are just com-
)nencing to grow, they are deeply curved in cross sec-

tions, and the margins are finely ciliated, the older
ones, when broken oft' for transit, are 2l inches
across. The scape is stout, only 9 inches long, and
supports an umbel of over two dozen flowers, nearly

all of which are open together ; the pedicels are

short, measuring ^ to ^ of an inch. The perianth is

funnel-sha]3ed, with a slender tube half the full length

of about S inches, it has an expansion at the moullr

of 2.^ or even 3 inches. The segments are similar,

.V to ^ inch across about the middle, tapering below
and pointed above, each with a median band of

deep rose, shading off to a pure while margin. To
this colouring is due a large measure of beauty,

but the flowers unfortunately do not appear to be

of long duration. The species is one of the C.

ornatum set ; it has before been in cultivation, but

was soon lost. Up to the time of flowering this

specimen nothing was known, except by a poor
description, without a figure, taken from a plant sent

to the Horticultural Society many years ago by Mr.
^'oilUES. It was received from the Lebombo Moun-
*tains, situated between Natal and Delagoa Ba)-. A
figure will l)e published in the Bolankal Mai'aziiic.

Bisiioi' AULKi.A.ND Horticultural
SociETV.—Owing to the great depression in the coal

and iron trades in the North, combined with wet
weather, this spirited society has had to sufler heavy
pecuniary losses during .the past two years, and the

committee are seriously thinking of abandoning their

annual show until better times come to the North,

when there would be a chance of the sliows again

proving remunerative. A correspondent in North
Durham writes

—"I never knew in my time such a
long continuance and such complete stagnation in the

coal and iron trades in this district, and not the

slightest sign of any revival at present." This is

a bad look-out for horticultural shows, and it is a
particularly gloomy out-look for the Bishop .\uckland

Society, whose supporters have been drawn from the

iron and coal fields of ihc immediate district in South
Durham. The exhibitors will be so sorry to lose the

annual show that they should be ready to make some
sacrifices to meet the prcbcnt unfortunate difliculties

by being content with a percentage of the prize money
according to the sum realised. Some of the amounts in

the schedule might be reduced and certain classes

withdrawn till better times enabled them to be re-

introduced. A conference between some of the largest

exhibitors and the committee might do much in the

way of enabling the continuity of the shows to be
maintained without increasing the present debt of the

society.

• Tiiic Trees o.v the Thames E.muank.ment.
—Mr. Alexander M'Kexzie, under whose advice
and superintendence the Plane trees on the Thames
Embankment were planted by the Metropolitan
Board of Works, calls attention in the Times to the

healthy and vigorous appearance they have presented
lUiring the past summer, and further points out that

when these trees were planted the intention was to

remove every second tree as soon as they were grown
to a sufficient size, in order to give room for the

development of the permanent trees. The time
having now arrived when this may be done advan-
tageously, Mr. M'Kenzik urges the "powers that

be " to remove, say, some three or four dozen alternate

trees from where they can well be spared, and utilise

them in that bleakest of bleak places—Trafalgar

Square. " Had this square been in Paris it would
have been planted long ago, and would have been by
this time no mean rival to the most beautiful ' Place

'

in that city."

CuKCUM.V.—We came across a remarkably

pretty lot of these little plants at Mr. Parker's the

other day. The sorts were cordata with violet bracts,

petiolata with pale lilac bracts, and Roscoeana with

orange-coloured bracts. The bold foli.age and singu-

lar inflorescence should win for these plants greater

favour ihan they apparently enjoy.

The DouiiLEDAY Collection of Lei-idop-

tera.—The Timi:s mentions that a report has recently

been made on the state of the Doubleday collection of

Lepidoptera. A recognised type collection in any
branch of natural histovy is an object of respect, and
any accident that may befall it is sure to arouse the

interest of a large circle. As is well-known to

entomologists, the late Mr. Doubleday's collection

of Lepidoptera is recognised as a type collection, and
his systematic lists form a classification very commonly
used. The Science and Art Department accepted the

charge of the collection, and found space for it at the

Bethnal Green Museum. A catalogue of the contents

was made for the department by the late Mr. I

Andrew Murray, F.L.S., and the part referring to

the first 106 drawers, containing British species, was

printed by order of the Committee of Council on

Education. That the collection is really used is

shown by the fact that last year there were 1492

applications for permission to examine it. The report

states that fresh specimens of no less than 238 species

are required for the collection in order to replace those

destroyed by mites. The list of those required has

been published in the Entoinoloi^ist.

Phloxes.—This a very good time to judge

of the late blooming kinds, and we transcribe from

our note-book the following memoranda taken in Mr.
Parker's nursery at Tooting :—Queen, the best of

the whites, very chaste and pure, and the form of the

flower good ; La Candeur is also a white, with a pink

eye ; Lothair is a good rose-pink, coccinea is a par-

ticularly bright crimson variety, quite one of the best

;

Thibaut is also a good pink variety.

Webb's Great Root Show. — Messrs.-

Edward Webb & Sons, Wordsley, Stourbridge,

have issued their schedule of prizes to be awarded for

specimen roots, vegetables, Potatos, cereals, &c., at

their annual show, to be held at Curzon Hall, Bir-

mingham, on Wednesday and Thursday, November 20

and 21.

The Abuse of a Pious Custom.—There

seems to be an increasing tendency in this country to

place wreaths, crosses, and other devices in artificial

or everlasting flowers on the graves and tombs of

dear departed ones. It is to be hoped that this mode
of showing affection and respect will never assume

here the proportions it has on some parts of the

Continent. Indeed, for our own part, we would use

nothing of the sort where living herbaceous plants or

shrubs could be employed. It is true that in each

case only one or a few persons ctuld be directly

represented, but this could form no objection, gene-

rally speaking. If a considerable or large number of

persons wish to testify their esteem and remembrance

of the dead, it cannot be more appropriately done

than by uniting together to erect a permanent monu-
ment. The large Parisian cemetery, Pere-la-chaise,

is rendered perfectly hideous by the overflowing

abundance of devices in everlasting flowers and in

beds. Many of the elegant and beautiful monuments
are completely hidden from view by these unsightly

tokens, some of them of enormous dimensions. To
mention one or two instances which lately came
under our notice—the monument erected in the

cemetery named, to the memory of Raspail, is a

tall one, somewhat pyramidal in form ; but that is all

w^e can say about it from observation, because, with

the exception of a few square inches, it was covered

with wreaths, &c., in various stages of decay or fresh-

ness. And Thiers' tomb was in even a worse plight,

for where it was not covered with similar devices it

was scribbled all over with the names of those who
had visited it, notwithstanding that there was a book

provided for the purpose. By way of variety, a large

number of persons had stuck their visiting cards in

the wreaths, &c. Altogether it seemed to us that the

sacred and solemn character of the place was destroyed

by this ostentatious manner of commemorating the

visits of admirers and friends. The wreaths vary from

I foot to 2 yards or more in diameter, and they are

proportionately thick ; the larger ones bearing inscrip-

tions in differently coloured flowers. Thus has a

very touching and pious custom degenerated into a

vulgar and tasteless exhibition of dried and often dyed

flowers, glass beads, and other objects even more

offensive to the eye.

—— The Chaumontelle Pear.—Mr. C. B.

Saunders informs us that at the annual exhibition of

fruit held by the Royal Horticultural Society of Jersey

on the 9th inst., there was a fruit of this variety of

Pear shown which weighed 26 oz., Jersey weight

;

and as the weights in that favoured isle are heavier by

i^ oz. per pound than the English standard weights,

this fruit weighed 21 oz. 9 dwt. avoirdupois. It was

a fine handsome elongated specimen of the kind, and

was no doubt as good as it looked. No Apricot,

Nectarine, Peach, or Plum is of such delicious flavour

as this kind of Pear, with the additional qualification

of ripening about Christmas time, when these other

fruits are unobtainable, of first-rate quality. A dinner

party of the convenient and conventional number of

seven might have divided it into equal parts and have
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fared quile as sumptuously as upon " llic Walnuts and

the wine " of traditional lore.

(JAKDENING Ai'i'OI.NlMENTS. — We under-

stand that Mr. GiiOROE is leaving the service of Lord

Cl-ANCARTY, at Garbally, Ballinasloe, and that Mr.

COBBEN, late. gardener to Lord Masseken'E, Antrim

Castle, has been appointed to succeed him.—Mr.

Fareli.y, late foreman at Garbally, has been ap-

pointed gardener to the Marquis of Sligo, at West-

port House, Co. Mayo.—Mr. Tiio.MAS Bowie, who

has served under Mr. Du.NN in the gardens at Dal-

keith during the p.ast four years, has been appointed

gardener to Melville Toktal, Esq., Lavcrstoke

Park, Overton, Hants.

INDOOR PLANTS AT KEVV.

To use an expression, now and .again heard,

weave "between the seasons," a time when flowers

are more than usually scarce, so that anything good

in its way is of more particular interest. Some

plants are for all seasons—not that any plant can

flower continuously ; every individual must have its

season of rest and quiet, which is more or less

sharply defineil.

Under this category are three good subjects in

the Temperate-house. Rhodochiton volubile is an

excellent climber, hardly well known ; in several

horticultural works we find no mention of it. It has

a most graceful habit, the long flowering stems are

often pendent for a length of 5 feet or more, and in

themselves elegant, with heart-shaped profuse leafage.

The flowers are curious and striking, chiefly on

account of the pink calyx, which is spreading or

sub-campanulate, and jiersists long after the corolla,

which is tubular, and of the darkest purple, has fallen

away.

Lonicera senrpervirens minor is another rafter orna-

ment, not often found in commerce, and, as a conse-

quence, rarely in gardens. It has oval opposite leaves,

one or two pairs next the inflorescence being always

connate, those imraedialely below forming an elliptical

disk ; the flowers are tubular, of bright orange, and

arranged on a short spike in whorls of five or six ;

they turn chiefly to one side and form a pretty cluster.

Habrothaninus fasciculatus is already a favourite with

most cultivators ; its leaves are oblong-lanceolate,

very dark green, and the flowers are tubular, purplish

ted, growing in immense clusters, and producing in

time a profusion of round red lierries. It rarely

happens that the above are withnit representatives in

flower.

Rondeletia odorata var. breviflora is good in the

Palm-house. Tliis it must be mentioned is the correct

name of the so-called and well-kiiown R. speciosa.

Though so long cultivated it h.as never had a botanical

definition, and therefore a figure was published in the

Botanical Magazine of March last. A hybrid raised

at Kew between this and R. Kackhousei is also in

fl jwer ; it has pretty corymbs of pale orange, and is

as nearly as possible an intermediate. The Snake

Gourd (Trichosanthes anguina) is striking either

when the fruits are immature, having then white

stripes, or when ripening to deep orange. The form, of

course, is its chief feature ; with length and slenderness,

often twisting, it is not inaptly compared to a snake.

The Bottle Gourd (Lagenaria vulgaris) is also orna-

mental, having a number of fruit most correctly shaped

to justify its name. Cucumis sativus var. sikkimensis

is well worth growing for the appearance of its fine

yellow fruit when ripe.

Aristolochia ornithocephala is freely producing its

lurid immense' flowers. Many of the Cassias are

extremely showy in flower, but often with too great a

luxuriance of growth ; C. viminea is moderate in this

respect, and is now bearing its golden blossoms. Pit-

cairnia fulgens is well known among Bromeliads, and

its scarlet flowers are really effective. Erythrochiton

brasiliense, with the aspect in foliage of Clavij:', is

attractive, with flowers having a large red tubular

calyx and a pure white salver-shaped corolla. At

present we know not where else to find Hetero;en-

trum mexicanum, and while once a favourite it seems

now to be taking refuge at Kew. Many shoots are

annually produced from the stems near or below the

soil, and these with pretty foliage terminate in a

cluster of numerous white or rose flowers. The

pendulous stems of Boussingaultia baselloides, bearing

fleshy leaves and long spikes of fragrant white flowers,

are extremely elegant. It requires plenty of room to

grow, and then the flowers in mass may almost be

compared to llotcia. Near this a plant of Carica

Papaya has just flowered, and .shows itself a male

—lately a desideratum. In the Economic-house

are two fruits swelling, produced by fertilising

with C. candamarcensis and C. cauliflqra respec-

tively. The progeny will be of interest should the

seeds germinate.

Several plants may have brief mention. Scutellaria

Ventenati, Cyrtanthera Pohliana, and Dichorisandra

thyrsirtora are among the favourite occupants of a

stove. The several forms of Hibiscus rosa-sinensis

produce the most gorgeous flowers that can just now
be found. In the Lily-house is a new Pitcairnia,

resembling to a great extent P. fulgens, but superior

to it from a garden point of view in the more graceful

leaves, and much longer equally brilliant flowers. It

has been named P. acuminata, and is throughout

more slender than P. fulgens. The true Nymphsea

gigantea is here in flower, its flowers are beautifully

blue, and have the advantage of only a few kinds in

remaining open all day. They vary greatly in size

from cultivation, and naturally, too, from seed the

size is variable. The fine Batatas paniculatus, figured

in our issue of September 14, is here a feature, and

in one of the corners Hedychium coronarium betrays

its presence by the delicious perfume of its large and

delicate white flowers.

Canada Rice (Zizania aquatica), a grass of great

interest on account of its edible seeds and the value

of its stems for paper-making, will shortly flower in

the Victoria-house. The two specimens have been

under different degrees of temperature and exposure

to sunlight during the summer, but are now precisely

at the same point of development. The high summer
temperature whence these plants were obtained sug-

gested its position here, and the conditions appear

favourable, though from pot confinement the native

height of its growth has not been attained. Mono-

choria vaginalis, standing in the tank, is striking,

with bold, arrow-shaped leaves, and it also bears

pretty clusters of blue flowers. It is nearly allied to

Pontedcria, and this species is used in India as a pot-

herb ; when chewed it is considered a remedy for

toothache, and is used for several complaints, among
others for disorders of the liver and stomach. Coflea

travancorensis, in the stove, is literally covered with

a multitude of pure white Gardenia-scented flowers.

Unfortunately the show of bloom is brief, the flowers

quickly make their appearance in quantity, and as

quickly go. The dwarf and twiggy habit, with great

profusion of bloom belonging to this species, suggests

that some good result might be obtained by using it

as a parent with Cofiea arabica. Its relationship does

not appear far removed, but at Kew these species

have never flowered together. The result in view

under this consideration is a dwarf tree thickly

furnished with branches, each bearing a plentiful

crop. In contrast with some reports of C. liberica, it

might confer the advantage of a crop ripening at one

time. The trees of a Coftee plantation are usually

limited to a certain height.

In the Begonia-house Tydea Madame Pleine is com-

mencing to flower, and, as last year, it nray continue

up to March or even April. A succession of plants

will bloom during the summer. Sciadocalyx digitali-

flora, having tubular carmine corolla with spotted

limb, is also beautiful. In the cool compartment are

many plants of interest, and also of great beauty.

Hcemanthus puniceus var. superbus has a fine globose

head of scarlet berries. H. coccineus has been for

some time a striking object ; and H. insignis, less

showy in its bracts, has crimson flowers more fully

exposed, with conspicuous yellow anthers. Amaryllis

caly|)trata is curious, with entirely green flowers.

Trichinium Manglesii is rare and little known, but

extremely beautiful, with rosy flowers in dense hairy

clusters. It is an Amaranth from the Swan River,

and is easily propagated by cutting up the rootstock.

The leaves are few, and there are rarely more than

three or four inflorescences from one crown, so that

by grouping in a pan much higher effect would be

attained. Gastronenia sanguineum var. flammeum is

an extremely choice bulb. The type was discovered

in Caffraria, It has narrow leaves and orange-red

somewhat Vallota-shaped flowers, one to each scape.

Mesembryanlhemum curviflorum is a fine white species,

freely in flower ; it is one to include in a choice

selection.

While there are many hybrids of the tuberous

Begonias we cannot help admiring some of the

species. B. Martiana has not yet been surpassed in

its lively pink flowers, and the beautiful yellow of B.

Pearcci is (juJlc unequalled. There is a nice set of

several Nerines. N. pulchclla is the largest and

darkest in colour. N. llcxuosa comes next, succeeded

by humilis, and undulata the smallest. All are of

rosy-pink colour with beautifully undulated perianth

segments. Even at this dull season many good

Orchids are in bloom. Masdevallia Chim;«ra, well

figured in our vol. iii., p. 41, is the first to meet the

view. It is one of the most curious, and a front

view of the flower has been compared to a " twisted

clown's face distorted with a grimace." A tremulous

motion is imparted to the peculiar labellum by the

least shake. The yellow-flowered M. Davisi is next of

note, and of M. Veitchii there are plants in flower.

Odontoglossum grande has just opened, and others

are O. Lindleyanum and O. constrictum. The finest

Oncidium is O. tigrinum, it has a large lemon-yellow

lip, and is primrose-scented. O. triquetrum is

curious, it is a small plant, nearly always showing its

brown flowers, and is worth growing in mass on a

Tree Fern stem. O. flexuosum is pretty, with a

multitude of chiefly yellow flowers.

Well known effective pl.ants are Miltonia Clowes,

and M. Candida grandiflora. A fine form of Lailia

Perrinii has just opened, and several others are about

to expand ; L. Dayana is another good species. Den-

drobium cumulatum has pretty clusters of pink

flowers. Pleione lagenaria is a showy Indian Crocus,

and several others are about to open. Cypripedium

purpuratum is select and beautiful ; it has deep purple

petals in direct line with each other, and the large

upper sepal is pure white, with well-defined purple

lines. Other kinds are C. concolor, flourishing in

chalky loam; C. Sedeni, C. longifolium, and its

variety Roezlii.

OfM^^

''i\ oiiu C0r.ri^spnhiit^

The Trees in the Parks.—I am glad to see that

"C. C. H. G." {p. 430) agrees in the main with the

remarks which I made (p. 364) in reference to the

trees in Hyde Park and Kensington (Jardens. His
first objection is to the thinning recommended, whicH

he thinks extreme ; but when I said every other tree,

I meant rather to imply that there were twice as many
on the ground as there should be, than that they were

to be thinned strictly to the extent named. Trees,

wlien too thick, do not only suffer from want of air

and light but from want of food, the rootlets ramifying

in all directions, and exhausting the soil to a much
greater extent than most people seem to be aware of.

As to the trees about the Round Pond your corre-

spondent's remarks are quite to the point ; the main
features must be preserved, and so they may be by
means of a little judicious management. Taking the

Round Pond as a centre, avenues radiate from it in

different directions, separated by broad, dense,

wooded thickets. Well, suppose these were judi-

ciously thinned and pierced by broad glades of turf

they would in that way be thrown into clumps, leaving

here and there on the grass specimen trees ; the result

of which would be to open up that part of the gardens

and give them a more park -like appearance than they

now have, while the avenues and intervening woods,
looked at from the Pond, would in no way seem to be

altered. These clumps might now and then be wholly

replanted or intermixed, and a new contour

given to the ground ; existing clumps, too, might be
intermfxed with new material, and in that way fresh

plantations would by degrees replace the old ones.

As to the ground being too wet on the lower side of

the Round Pond, that may have some eftect on the

premature decay of the trees, but exhaustion of the

soil is doubtless the main cause, for if your corre-

spondent will examine the trees on the higher or

north side of the pond up to where the old Scotch

Firs once grew, and where one still remains—a fine

picturesque tree—he will find the trees there, which
are principally Limes, as stag-headed and in as bad
condition as those on the lower ground, to which he
alludes; thus showing that wet at least is not the sole

cause of decay. In natural woods the stronger trees

outgrow the weaker ones, and thus make room for

themselves, while the fallen leaves annually aflbrd

food for their roots ; but in Kensington Gardens the

leaves are continually cleared away, and, owing to the
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thick w.iy in which the trees are diuwcd to stand, the

natural result is premature decay through exhaustion.

I
The remedy, is, therefore, clearing—viz., judicious

/ thinning, not all in one season, but during several

successive ones—operations which should be done in

such a way as to produce the best landscape effects.

Your correspondent is strictly conservative at least as

regards trees when he would confine us to the few
which he has named. Had Bishop Compton and
the Duke of Northumberland been equally scru-

pulous about innovation, we should never have had
the fine examples of American trees which now exist

at Fulham Palace and Syon House. In the family

groups which I recommend would, of course, be
jjlanted all the proven smoke-resisting trees which
your correspondent names, but along with these
would be intermixed trees Of more recent introduction.

These would in time require thinning, when it would
be seen which were succeeding and which were not,

and the latter could of course be removed, leaving

only such as produced the best effects. These, if

properly named, would give intending planters a

better idea as to what to plant than having recourse

to a nursery for such information, which in that case

could only be derived frrm trees of comparatively
small size. Variety, too, is iteresting, and now that

we have such a rich store o[ material with which to

work I can see no reason why we should not obtain it

in our London and other public parks, and that, too,

without the risk of failure, yoscph Ncivtou^ Landscape
Gardener.

Bulb Culture in England.—At p. 299 are some
remarks upon bulb culture being confined to certain

l)calilies, and as regards Dutch bulbs there is no
doubt a great deal attached to the name. But it

appears to me, following up those remarks, that there

are plenty of places in Lincolnshire, in Ireland, and
elsewhere, where the same amount of success might
be obtained as in Holland, if only the proper treat-

ment was accorded. The soil around Haarlem appears
to be a water deposit of light sandy material, with
water constantly standing at some little distance from
the surface. Whether the roots reach this at any
period of their growth, or whether the aqueous vapour
constantly rising adds to their success, are questions

that might be easily solved. Of late years the demand
his larg^-ly increased both here, in America, on the

Cjntinent, and even at St. Tetersburg. With us there

is now springing up a strong taste for window-plant
grjwing, and if the Hyacinth could be brought within
tiie reach of this class it would soon be popular, and,
alt things considered, might make their culture at

home worth a trial by some enterprising person having
su' table land. We tried the plan ourselves years ago
unler adverse circumstances, and found no difficulty

in getting second-cla^s bulbs, but the cost was more
1 lan we could buy them for. Our object in trying
was to get a quantity for spring bedding, so that large
bulbs were not the object. Il is besides certain that

su:h attempts will never succeed in places where a
multiplicity of things require attention ; in any such
undertaking attention should be undivided. J.

/'.

Notes from the Potato Show.—"A. D." was
mistaken when he stated (p. 431), respecting the
recent International Potato Exhibition, that "the
premier place was taken by Mr. Fenn's fine kidney
International." As at the two preceding International
exhibitions this position was held by Snowflake,
though on this occasion by only a very small majority.

This year seventy-three dishes of that variety were
staged, in 1S77 eighty-six dishes, and in 1S76 104
dishes, the large number of that year being accounted
for by a special class being devoted to it, the same as

for International at the recent show. International is

undoubtedly the handsomest white kidney grown, and
a very heavy cropper, but unfortunately it is of
inferior quality—a fact of which Mr. Fenn tells me he
was fully aware, but that it was sent out in conse-
quence of the increasing demand for large show varie-

ties, of which this is one of the finest. In looking
over my note-book I find the following notes, made
at the time of lifting the new varieties shown in the
1st prize collection in class G, grown from single

eyes or parts of eyes. Triumph averaged fourteen
tubers per root, weighing 4 lb., haulm 16 inches high

;

Beauty of Kent (a seedling from Snowflake) averaged
sixteen tubers per root, weighing 44 lb., haulm 20
inches ; Beauty of Hebron averaged thirteen tubers,

weighing 4I lb., haulm 18 inches ; Trophy ten tubers,

weighing 4| lb., haulm 36 inches; Early King ten
tubers, weighing 3 lb., haulm 36 inches; Manhattan
averaged seven tubers, weighing 3 lb., haulm 36
inches : this variety was planted very late. Of these
Triumph, Beauty of Kent, and Trophy are likely to

attain a foremost position in general culture, as well
as on the exhibition table. The two former are pre-
ferable, on account of their being second eaijies and
of dwarf or medium habit of growth. Trophy is a
later kind, and therefore likely to suffer from the
disease. Beauty of Hebron is Early Vermont in every
respect except the colour of its tubers. Early King,
although of very good quality, is deficient in produc-

tive powers, and lhcrcf"re not likely to be very exten-

sively grown. Manhattan, producing large tubers

with coarse flesh, is useless except for baking pur-

poses. Of the Potatos staged for competition at the

International Exhibition of the present year there

were represented 131 English and 37 American
varieties, with 1039 and 500 dishes respectively,

making a total of 1539 dishes, including 168 varieties.

The following are the kinds of which ten samples and
upwards were shown :

—

English Varieties.

Dishes. Dishes.

. . 17 Lye's Favourite . . • 25

.. 14 Magnum Bonum .. .. 6z

Model 31

Ashleaf. Myat
,. Purple
„ Royal .,

Ashtop Fiuke
Blanchard
Bounliful
Covent Garde
Early Knig .

garibaldi
Giant King .

Grampian
In "

King of Potai

Beauty of Hebron .

Bresee's Peerless .

„ Prolific

Brownell's Beauty

Carter's Breadfruit
Centennial ..

Clir

15 Patei

35 Porter's Excelsior .. ..40
16 Rector of Woodstock .. 34
31 Red Emperor .. ..48
26 Red Fluke 10

24 Redskin Flourball .. ..18
12 Salmon Kidney • 14

59 Schoolmaster .. ..70
66 Scotch Blue .. .. • 23
13 Wonderful Red Kidney .. 10

Early Rose
„ Verm II

Late Ros^
Manhattan
Ruby .

.

Early Goodrich

James Pink.

"A. D." and the Captious Critic.—It would
appear that should any one differ in opinion from
"A. D." he must be "a captious critic of a certain

knowing school," but if there is one person that

deserves that title it is most certainly *' A. D.," for

he is without doubt a captious critic, as your columns
of late amply testify. I assert, without any fear of

contradiction, that the true old Fortyfold of my boy-

hood is yet one of the very best of Potatos. It is a

heavy cropper, white, mealy, excellent in shape,

without deep eyes, tolerably early, and of full medium
size. What more is required in a Potato ? True,

it is not often seen on the exhibition-table — the

same may be said of the old Beechwood Melon,
but this docs not detract from its merits. Very
many now seen on the exhibition-table will never be
seen at all on the dinner-table, for like the majority

of the new Peas, for instance, they are fine to the

sight but most unsatisfactory to the palate, I do not

think I am so very ignorant of Potato lore. Between
the years 1853 and 1859 I grew 169 so-called varieties

of Potatos, and of many of them I gave at that time

full descriptions in these columns and in the "Journal

of Horticulture, and, as many of the craft in Wor-
cestershire will remember, I used to stage from forty

to fifty sorts at a time on the exhibition-table, and
was as enthusiastic in their ctdture as "A. D." Now,
in looking over the names of those exhibited at the

Crystal Palace, I find but very few that were grown
by me in those years. Where are they gone to ? Have
the sorts been newly christened ? I dare to tell

**A. 1)." that there were quite as handsome
Potatos in those days as are to be found in 1S7S.

I have but little time for reading or writing now-a-
days or I would enter more fully into the subject, but

I may now state that I see no reason why '* A. D."
should be so wrathful because other people chance to

differ from him. I simply stated at the Palace that

few Potatos, if any, beat the following, taking them
on all points :—First, the true old Ashleaf, for earliness

and excellence of quality (more productive varieties

of the Ashleaf type I know are to be found) ; second
early, the Fortyfold, described above; third, forsummer
crop, the true Lapstone Kidney (perhaps the finest

flavoured Potato known) ; and for winter crop, the

true old Yorkshire Regent. Am I to be called a

captious critic for stating that which I know to be
not far wrong, and which I still assert ? Edw. Bennett^

The Nurseries, Rahlcy, Herts.

ik

Hardiness of Plants : a Word of Warning,— I have seen so many remarks lately, lioth in your
and other horticultural journals, about the hardiness of

certain plants which used not to be thought hardy in

ordinary situations, that I venture, as an old gar-

dener, to say a few words of warning, I should
remind your readers that not only has the extreme
cold of several successive winters been moderate, but

for a still longer time tlie frosts we have had have
taken place under circumstances very favourable

to horticulture. In almost every case where the

temperature has fallen below, say, I6^ the grounil

has been well covered with snow ; also the frosts

have been in mid-winter, neither early nor late. In

the twelve years between 1S53 and 1865 we had
three or four winters more destructive to nearly hardy
plants than any single winter has been since :

the cold was more intense and the circumstances

less favourable. In the case of such bulbs as

Tritonia, Ixia, Gladiolus, it would perhaps be

practicable to make a table of the degree of

cold each will stand without being killed. I

have fancied that I have made out from experience

that Tritonia aurea is killed if the bidb is reached by

about 10" of frost. Of course I understand that it

may survive underground a far greater degree of

atmospheric cold, according to its depth and other

protection given to it. Bulbs are the easiest things

to protect in winter provided they will not grow too

soon ; but there are many other plants which few

people in the South of England think of protecting

now, such as Tritoma Uvaria and Pentstemon gen-

tianoides, wdiich were killed oft' more than once in

my garden at Eton in the cold period mentioned

above, though no winter in the last twelve years has

killed them. For the last winter or two slugs have

been far more destructive than frosts, and whilst things

really hardy, such as herbaceous Delphiniums and
double Pyrethrums have failed to appear above-ground

at all where these pests abound, Calceolarias and
tender Fuchsias have survived to an unusual extent. A
good indication of the length of time since a destructive

winter frost occurred is afforded by Laurus nobilis,

which is now commonly seen in cottage gardens in

this neighbourhood, 10 or 12 feet high, not having been
killed to the ground for ten years or more. In the

preceding ten years they never reached a third of

that height in the same situation. The consequence

of aseriesof mild wintersis that gardeners are becoming
presumptuous, and seem to think that we are to be for

ever exempt from destructive winters, and treat things

as hardy of which they will perhaps next winter lose

their whole stock from frost — a leading nursery-

man is now advertising Salvia patens as quite

hardy, a statement which few will find supported by ex-

perience. Those who are prudent will imitate the

railway passenger in Punch, who was induced to buy
an insurance ticket on being told by the clerk that

the next accident was several weeks overdue. The
next destructive winter is several years overdue, and
they had better make their arrangements accordingly.

C. IV. Dad, Eton.

Tropseolum speciosum.^At p. 479 a corre-

spondent asks for information how to persuade seeds

of this plant to germinate. I have not had any
experience with seeds of Tropa:oIum speciosum ; but

I was very successful some years ago in getting a

quantity of seeds of T. tricolorum to germinate. The
plan adopted was to steep the seeds in water, to cause

the outer shell or covering to soften, I do not

remember how long they were left in the water, pro-

bably about twenty-four hours, it may be more or

less ; but it is necessary to let them remain in the

water only until with the point of a penknife a small

portion of the outer covering can be taken off without

injury to the seed. By the direction of the gardene
to whom I was foreman I steeped a quantity of

the seed in water, and when the outer covering

got sufticiently soft I removed a small piece from oft"

each seed. The seeds were then sown in pots which
were placed on the hot-water pipes of a Pine stove,

near to the glass, when a strong bottom-heat was
kept up. AH or most of the seeds germinated. I

should think that seeds of T. speciosum treated in a

similar way would germinate. Your correspondent,
" C. E. F.," or some of his friends might try. M. S,

Fuchsia Venus Victrix, &c.—Your correspon-

dents are right as to the name of the raiser of the

above, and the year it was first distributed to the

public. I believe it was raised in 1S39, and the first

plant sent out was purchased by Mr. Read, then

gardener to Lord Abergavenny. My father, who was
at that time gardener to the ^Ia^quis of Camden, was
also one of the first to receive it. Dr. Jephson and

Purity were both raised some years later, and were

sent out during the time I was apprenticed to the late

Mr. Gaines, the eminent florist of that day. Duchess

of Sutherland was of a still later date. The stock of

this was purchased by Mr. Gaines, and sent out by
him. I am not sure if there are many white Fuchsias

superior to the latter, which was distributed in the year

1845. Edu\ Bennett, Raldcy, Herts,

Autumn-Bearing Raspberries.— I can bear

testimony to the value of Raspberry Belle de Fonte-

noy. I have grown it now two years. The old

October Red is also very useful, for I have had

abundant crops oft" that kind the past nine years with-

out a break. Those who can keep Red Currant Raby
Castle in good condition till the end of October also

know the value of the autumn-bearing Raspberries

for tarts ; Currant and Raspberry tarts in September

and October are highly ]3rized. But these Raspberries

will not succeed in the North beyond a certain line.

\V. IV.

Clay's Fertiliser.— I have been using this manure
now for about twelve months, and the results have

been most satisfactory. As far as I can judge it is far

superior to any other artificial manure. All plants

appear to benefit from it, as it not only gives extraor-
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(linoiy vigour, but increases the size and intensifies

the colour'or the lilooms. I have now some speci-

m -n Chrysanthemums that liave iaeen grown with it,

wh^-h I thinl; I may venture to say are the finest

plaits that have ever been grown, many of them

ni'tsuring 4 feet 6 inches over, and which I shall be

glul to showto anyone feeling interested in the matter.

Jam:! Lcvcslcy, .Sfriiv,' Grove Loily, /skiaorlli.

I quite think, as your correspondent, Mr.

Wiggins, says, that Mr. Clay should extensively ad-

vertise the " Fertiliser." I have on several occasions

heard of extraordinary results being obtained by florists

and gardeners who have used it, and I wish to say

that the effects produced upon plants to which I

have applied it far surpassed anything I anticipated

or could have believed. I had over 300 blossoms at

one moment on a small Fuchsia in a pot—the previous

year it had about fifty. A small-leaved Ilegonia was in-

creased to five times the size it had been in any pre-

vious year, covered with blossom and a marvel for its

beautiful foliage. I thinly a genuine article as this

appears to be, ought to be noted in a paper such as

yours and Mr. Clay should advertise it freely. J.

Durrani, iC, Cannon SIra-l, K.C.

A Monster Mushroom.—In the struggle for

existence it is a well-known fact that plants get dis-

torted, and hence instead of round-headed Mushroom-

shaped Fir trees, we have woods of tall slender poles,

so tall and so thin that if it were not for the tuft of

green leaves on their tops it would be difficult to say

whether they were Bamboo poles or Spruce Fir.

It is only when some straggler standing alone feathers

to the ground that we become aware of the true

character of the plantation, if plantation we may call

it, that has never been planted by human hands, and

of -whose- history and beginning we can only con-

jecture. It is true that the annual rings of wood give

us a' clue to the age of the trees of the primeval

forest ; but if we are to credit opinions lately pro-

mulgated, what are we to say to forests above forests

three or four deep which have long ages ago passed

into the region of geology, buried in everlasting

oblivion, just as if the face of the earth in our day

had been made up of old materials, put together to

baffle the wisdom of the wise, lest they should find out

the secrets of creation. The commonest things of

the lower order of plants arc equally wonderful with

the higher organisms, and things that are but of

yesterday and continue only for to-morrow—the

creatures of a day—are even more wonderful than

those that take dajs to come to maturity. It was but

a week or two since that Richard Hargreaves, porter

at the Langho Railway Station, found in a field there

a Mushroom 36 inches in circumference and weighing

I lb. 9 oz. During all the years that I have grown

Mushrooms indoors I have seldom seen one that

would weigh the 9 oz., leaving out the 16 of this

Langho specimen. The late I. K. Brunei, Esq.,

found one on his estate near Torqu.ay that would be

nearly half the size of this one. The field had been

manured with guano and pretty heavily salted, and

the fairy rings all over testified that something had

touched their susceptibilities ; but although the Mush-

rooms there became rather a nuisance than otherwise,

on account of their number, there was nothing to be

wondered at either in their size or in their weight.

Home may say it was because the Mushroom was

allowed to grow to its full size, by being unmolested

or by having only one stem instead of many to fight

for the superiority, as in crowded plantations. I

have often had a Mushroom shelf covered with a

close crop, white and clean, and some fine large

ones that had grown head downwards out of the ribs

of the shelf, and might have been some 5 or 6 oz.

in weight. I may remark in passing, that whoever

gathers Mushrooms should never turn them upside

down, but hold them in their natural way with one

hand and cut off the stem and earth with the other,

for if once dirt gets between the gills there is no

means of getting it out after. There is nothing

hidden in the culture of Mushrooms : we seethe plant

in the state of white threads of excessive fineness—

we see it, moreover, as white mould in the spawn of

commerce ; but the mystery is, that out of such

miserable beginnings such important ends are gained,

and that out of a fairy ring only a foot in width and

depth there should rise fresh and fragrant a lump of

human food nearly equal in weight to a half-quartern

loaf, and in flavour equal to any known vegetable.

And how long were those threads in elaborating this

luxury ? The Orange has ripe fruit and sweet flowers

on the tree at one time, and it takes a year to do its

work ; the Melon will take four months ; and even

the Fotato, " the blessed fruit that grows at the

root, " will take three to four months to come to matu-

rity, whilst the Mushroom in question would do its

work above-ground in a week. Botanists reckon that

Mushrooms are propagated by spawn and by spores—

that they have two strings to their bow. The threads

in the fairy ring proceed slowly, travelling at the rate

of about 3 feet in as many years, but by spores from

the fruit the perfect Mushroom, the species would

be propagated far and wide by millions. The

wonderful Lancashire Mushroom, as well as the

Devon one, were both true Agarics, easily satisfying

the sight and smell by the salmon-coloured gills and

the tempting odour of their flesh. I should be glad

to Jearn if any of your readers or corrcsjiondcnts have

bagged a better Mushroom than Richard Hargreaves.

Alexander Forsyth. I'.S. I have been told of one

to-day that was found by a navvy near Chcadle

Ilulme Railway Station at the bottom of a turf bank

a trifle more in diameter than the length of his boot

—

say 13 inches. A. F. [A Mushroom was "bagged"
at Loughton, Essex, on Sept. 27, 1859, which measured

II inches in diameter, and weighed I lb. 10 oz. Eds.]

The Potato Disease.—On August 16 a licgin-

ning was made with the lifting of early Potatos in the

field here. They were a splendid crop, and the tubers

large and plentiful. The soil is a hot, shallow, sandy

loam, and finding the late sorts going a little brown
in the leaf the lifting was continued until we had got

in about a quarter of an acre. On the night of the

23d there came about midnight a severe thunderstorm

with a heavy downpour of rain, and for three weeks

afterwards there was no chance of commencing again,

owing to the wet state of the ground. When we did

commence it was found that one-half, and in some
sorts more, was useless from disease, and up to this

time they continue to go off. In i acre there was not

so many sound Potatos got as in the quarter, and,

what is of more importance, there is not one diseased

tuber among the latter. In a garden consisting of

heavy loam inclined in wet weather to be like clay

there was before the wet a fine crop of what is known
about here as Beaconsfield Kidney, also about a dozen

of the newest varieties, American and home-raised.

Of these there was only a few small ones left of one or

two sorts after that rain. J. I-.

The Gros Colman Grape.—As M. Leroy once

told me the proper name of the Grape Gros Colman
should be Gros Colmar, from a city of France in the

department of the Haut Rhine, from whence no doubt

it would have its origin. In 1863 I got a collection of

fifty French Grapes from M. Leroy, and this kind was

amongst it, but it was rendered useless on account of

its bad flavour—a verdict, however, not justified, as

the \'ines were not grown in a large vinery but in a

cramped pit. I have no doubt myself but the proper

name is Gros Colmar, as I have expressed to a few

Gr.ape growers already. Henry Knight, Floors.

The Hollyhock.—We have been looking over

our stock of Hollyhocks, and I am glad to say there

is not a vestige of the disease to be seen upon them,

nor has there been all through the summer. Last

autumn I decided to leave the whole stock out all

the winter, which proving to be very mild and with

very little frost, almost every plant lived, and they

have flowered finely this season. J. Dmiinic, I'inkhill,

Edinburgh..

Aloysia citriodora. — I have sent half-a-dozen

spikes of Sweet-scented Verbena for your inspection.

We have three large beds of them, and at present

they are a sight worth seeing. We cut them down
close to the ground annually, and from what I have

sent you will see what growth they make. I don't

think they are quite so good this year as formerly,

but, taking into consideration that they are grown in

Northumberland, I think they are good. I should

like to know if you have seen anything better. /J.

Inglis, Hoivick Hall, Lcslniry. [Most extraordinary

growth. Annual shoots between 5 and 6 feet high,

and fully half an inch in diameter. Eds.]

The Scabious.—I have enclosed a few flowers of

Scabious ol the new dwarf variety, than which a more
useful thing it is impossible to find for decorative

purposes. We sow the seed in heat in February or

March, harden the plants, and prick them out in a

border. I have a bed about 4 yards square on a west

border, which has been literally covered with flowers

of every shade of colour. Where decoration is carried

out extensively, no more useful flower could be found,

for it is so floriferous. From May we have been daily

cutting largely, and unless severe frost sets in we shall

continue to do so. We have had two white frosts,

but they received no injury. J. C. lSIun,lcll, A/oor

Park Gardens, Riekinansworth.

Verbascum Blattaria.—.\long with this I send

you a specimen of the beautiful \'erbascum Blattaria

(Moth Mullein). It may not be generally Icnown to

those of your readers who take an interest in wild

flowers that this Verbascvim is very common in South

Wilts, at least in this neighbourhood. During a

recent ramble I had the pleasure of seeing a whole

bank literally covered with it. Such a charming

sight, to a lover of wild flowers, is worth going a

walk of 20 miles to see. In Bentham's British Flora

the flower is described as being yellow or rarely white,

but this one (as you will see by the specimen sent) is

white and beautifully tinged with light purple. I may
also add that there is not the least variation in colour

in any of the flowers—I could not find a single speci-

men of the yellow or white variety. Near to the bank

where this Verbascum luxuriates may also be seen two
other plants, which, cmnparatively s|)eaking, are rare,

but here are very plentiful inrlcetl—\iz., Caiduus
nutans, Musk Thistle, and C. acaulis, Dwarf Thistle :

the latter is quite a gem in its way, having its some-

what large sessile flower-heads supported on stems

barely 2 inches high. J. Horsc/icld, The Gardens,

Heylcshury House, Wilts.

Burning and Dissolving Bones (Jan you
kin<lly inform me through your columns wJiuiher

burning bones previous to dissolving them in sulphuric

acid impairs their mamirial value? By calcining

bones they are much more easily ])ulverised and ilis-

solved than if acted upon In' vitriol without |)revii)us

heating. What I want to I'low is. Does the tnirning

alter or destroy the phosphate of lime, which is the

fertiliser required ? G. T. [We sent your question to

Mr. Bernard Dyer, F.C.S., 17, Great Tower Street,

E.G., who kindly replies as follows :—If soluble phos-

phate only be required, the efficacy of the phosphate
is in no way impaired by burning bone. Tlie soluble

phosphate existing in superphosphate made from
bone-ash and sulphuric acid is identical in properties

with that contained in "dissolved bones" made from
unburnt bones and acid. Indeed the phosphate is

rendered soluble more easily in the case ot bone-ash
than in that of bones. Of course the whole of the

organic matter, and with it the nitrogen, is lost by
burning bones ; but when the only object is to make
a manure containing soluble phosphate, I consider

bone-ash decidedly preferable to bones. It would, of

course, be excessively wasteful to burn bones at home
merely for the purpose of dissolving them, as the

value of the nitrogen is thereby lost. Bone-ash (im-

ported chiefly from .South America) may be bought
through the manure dealers, but farmers should buy
it by analysis, as there is great temptation to add
powdered chalk and fine coal-ashes—adulterations

more or less easily detectable by the eye in the case of

bones (except in fine bone-dust), but impossible to

detect in bone-ash except by analysis.]

Is Scotland a Part of England for Exhibition
Purposes?—Mr. Hibberd is smart in his rejoinder In

my communication under this heading on p. 440, but

it is no reply to it. It is an attempt to evaile the

logical consequences of my protest ; and drag the

matter down to the low level of a personal altercation

between Mr. Hibberd and myself. I don't mean to

indulge him in a game of play in which he would
be certain to come off the victor. Mr. Hibberd
tells only a part of the truth. I entered a jirotcst

against the admission of Early King Kidney Potato
as a new variety, for the weighty reasons set forth

on p. 440, and named Messrs. Porter, Hibberd,
and C. A. Hooper as referees. It would appear
they were satisfied that E.nrly King Kidney was not

admissible to com]jete ; but it was suggested as a
way out of the difiiculty that England did not

necessarily include Scotland. This conclusion ]Mr.

Ililiberd seems to have fathered with wonderful

alacrity; while Mr. C. A. Hooper, the author of the

wording of this particular class, and the donor of

the special prizes offered in it, ridiculed this inter-

pretation as being altogether opposed to his mean-
ing and intention ; but for some mysterious reason

or the other it was ultimately acquiesced in, and
the Potato admitted to compete. I was quite content

to stand l)y the decision of the referees as to the eligi-

bility of Early King Potato to compete or no,

but I did not expect they would set aside my pro-

test and evade its conclusions by a side wind. As
I before stated, the committee of the Inter-

national Potato Show have always employed the term
" English " simply to exclude American varieties, and
for no other purpose : and that this meaning was given

to the term by all the exhibitors at the show is shown
by the fact that in the class for twelve English varie-

ties of Potatos every exhibitor staged Scotch Potatos,

and with scarcely an exception the French variety,

Blanchard, and the prizes were awarded to collections

including these. I am not guilty of any impropriety

in resisting sucli action on the part of ]\Ir. Hibberd,
because it is laying down a principle foreign to the

intentions and wishes of the committee. I leave

your readers to judge between me and Mr. Hibberd.
Happily his ojiinion does not in any way bintl the

committee ; but it is unfortunate that by pressing it

home as he did it should come about that in class C,
for twelve English varieties of Potatos, Scotch Potatos

were admitted, while in another class it was decided

that a Scotch Potato was not an " English " one for

exhibition purposes. I conclude by asserting that

Early King Kidney Potato is simply Sutton's King of

Potatos under a new name, and I state this on the

testimony of Mr. Porter, who "selected "'
it. R. Dean.

Salt.— I have had my attention drawn to a remark-

able instance of destruction by salt. It appears that

salt has been used rather freely to destroy weeds close

to the stone walls of a mansion, and it has destroyed

the stones to such an extent that they have had to be
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replaced with new onc5, As a proof that it was the

salt I may say that on one side wliere there is grass

and consequently do saU was used, there is no sign of

decay in the stone at all. Do any of your readers

know of a similar instance ? I am aware that some
kinds of stone last much longer than others, and also

of the great service that salt is to gardeners, but shall

certainly have more respect for the foundations of

buildings than for grass edges for the future, and keep
further off in using salt. A. Bradshaw^ Cahvich Abbey
Gardens.

Cercis siliquastrum.—This fine tree is now in

blossom here for the second time this year, a circum-

stance not very remarkable in itself; but there is this

peculiarity^that the blossoms spring, not from
branches or spurs, but from the naked stem of a

good-sized tree, unaccompanied by any leaves.

G., Batft.

Tomatos Out-of-Doors.—These I have never
known to be so plentiful and hnc as they are and
have been for the last couple of months. The
plants are very vigorous and healthy in growth, and
very heavily cropped with fruit of unusually large

size, many of them weighing from lo to 12 ounces
each. We grow them very extensively here. //. JV.

irard.

Plumbago LarpentcE.—Mr. Payne's account at

P- 473 of Plumbago capcnsis reminds me of the

lovely Plumbago Larpent^e, or as Sir W. Hooker says,

it should be known as Valoradia plumbaginoides.
When living in the South of England I had several

plants of the above growing in the open borders, pro-

ducing in late summer a great profusion of its welcome
blue fiowers at a time when one has to look around
for a good variety of flowers for bouquet-making
and table decorations. It is perfectly hardy, and
should be in every collection of plants either in large

or small gardens. Thomas Carlfon, Coollatlin Park,
Ireland.

Select Polygonums.—On reading a notice of a

few desirable species of the above interesting genus, I

am induced to make a few remarks on P. capitatum,
a native of Nepal. This species I think quite worthy
of a place among those mentioned at p. 407, being a
very suitable plant for rockwork or a sunny bank
when planted out in spring, and will cover the space
of 2 feet or more in diameter, producing its pretty

pale pink flower-heads in great abundance, and ripen-
ing seeds which come up freely the following spring.

From its trailing habit it also makes a good basket
plant for a cool greenhouse or conservatory. P. cuspi-

datum unanum is also a good plant, and deserves to

be more extensively grown on large rockworks or in

mixed herbaceous borders. This form being so very
distinct in general appearance, one might be disposed
to call it a species rather than a variety of P. cuspi-
datum. C. Green, Gr. to Sir Geo. Macleay, Pendell
Court.

Dean's Snowball Cauliflower.—This variety
will not succeed for autumn work with me. I

thought it would be more useful than Veilch's

Autumn Giant for table {as large heads are not
required), but we have not one fit to send in. The
Autumn Giants are very fine, beautiful and white,
and so close that there is scarcely room to insert a
pin's-head. Snowball may do for summer if sown by
April I ; I think of giving it another trial, but Dwarf
Erfurt has been very good this season on shady, well-
dressed ground. \V. W.

Reports of Societies.

Royal Horticultural ; Oct. 15.—Such an autumn
meeting as that held on Tuesday last the Society has
very seldom if ever before been favoured with. The
Council chamber was literally filled to overflowing
with the best and choicest flowers and fruits of the
season, while the vestibule was lined on either side

with heavily laden tables of fruit, Potatos, &c., and
the centre filled by Messrs. James Veitch & Sons with
such a collection ofsmallspecimensof hardy ornamental
evergreens suitable for outdoor winter decoration as
we have never seen equalled at any exhibition before.

We cannot remember a pleasanter or more interesting

meeting ; and it is a matter for great regret that so

few of the general public came to see the many really

beautiful objects that were exhibited. We cannot
blame the Society's officers for not advertising the
show, as they cannot take the proper measures
for letting the public know of the good things
that will be on view, if exhibitors will not let

them know in good time what they intend to
show. It surely cannot be to their interest to make
a show at which only the regular frequenters of such
displays will be present, and it must certainly be very
disbearLening to the Society to be unable to gain any
financial benefit from such exhibitions, from the want

of a little timely information from the exhibitors them-
selves. It is much to he desired that some such
arrangement should be brought about, and we believe

the matter only needs to be mentioned to make sure

that in future Mr. Barron will receive the needful hint

in time to make proper use of it.

Floral Committee.—Dr. -Denny in the chair.

Doubtless the most striking individual specimen plant

among the many fine things exhibited on this occa-
sion, was a noble example of Vanda ccerulea ; a
plant with two strong healthy growths, carrying five

spikes which bore eighty-seven flowers between them.
The same plant was shown last year with four spikes,

and it was a real pleasure to see it again in even finer

condition. The exhibitor was JNIr. W. Smith, gr. to

C. Lane, Esq., Badgemore, Henley-on-Thames. The
largest collections of plants shown byany exhibitor came
from Messrs. Veitch 1^ Sons, who had several objects of
'§reat interest to orchidists, in addition to the magnifi-
cent collection of evergreens before-mentioned, and
which included 106 distinct species and varieties, re-

presenting forty-five genera of hardy ornamental ever-

greens, which, in a small state, are highly desirable

subjects for the decoration of flower-beds in winter.

Each particular sort was shown by itself in a large

flat basket, so that their merits were displayed to the

best advantage, and there could be no mistake as to

their adaptability for the object in view. Amongst
the other subjects exhibited by the Messrs. Veitch
were the rare Phalcenopsis violacea, flowering for

the first time at Chelsea, which received a Botanical
Commendation ; the white-spathed variety of
Anthurium Scherzerianum, which gained a First-

class Certificate ; the distinct new Lastrea aristata

variegata, a thrifty handsome Fern, which promises to

become a popular plant, and which also gained a
First-class Certificate ; a beautifully coloured hybrid
Cattleya, named Mastersonii, the result of a cross

between a seedling and C. labiata ; x Cypripedium
vexiUarium, another fine hybrid with a highly

coloured upper sepal ; and a fine panful of Begonia
Queen of the Whites. The award made to the

collection was the highest Gold Medal the Society

gives. Mr. William Bull also exhibited a large and
particularly attractive collection of choice plants,

principally flowering subjects, and including a terminal

umbel composed of eighteen flowers of the handsome
Bomarea Carderi {awarded a First-class Certificate) ;

Lastrea crinita, a stately species, with singularly scaly

rachides ; and Lastrea aristata variegata, both also

awarded certificates of the first class ; a new but
not particularly attractive Masdevallia named velifera,

awarded a Botanical Commendation ; several flower-

ing plants of the lovely Dendrobium bigibbum, show-
ing a great variation in colour ; the Orchid-like
Utricularia montana, nicely flowered ; a few good
Pleiones, together with Odontoglossum Roezlii, Lapa-
geria alba and rosea, and several good fine-foHaged

plants : a (Jold Banksian Medal was awarded. Frim
Mr. B. S. Williams also came an exceedingly choice

group, which included an almost pure white variety

of Dendrobium bigibbum, a most charming flower ;

several pans of Pleiones, such as lagenaria, maculata,

and Wallichiana, all beautifully flowered ; the showy
yellow Oncidium Rogersii, the useful Dendrobium for-

mosum giganteum, rich in flowers and foliage ;

D. chrysanthum, and Cypripedium Harrisoni,

and of fine-foliaged subjects some neatly grown
examples of various Palms, Crotons, and Drac^nas.
Mr. Williams was also voted a Large Gold
Banksian Medal. To Mr. Parker, ofTooting, a Silver

Flora Medal was voted for a truly grand display of

cut blooms of hardy border autumn-flowering plants—
a perfect galaxy of floral beauty, consisting for the

most part of herbaceous plants, more fully alluded to

in previous columns. Messrs, Osborn & Sons also

sent a fine group of fine-foliaged and berry-bearing
plants, to which a Silver Banksian Medal was
awarded. Messrs. William Paul & Son showed a
large collection of cut sprays of pictorial trees and
shrubs, illustrating the great beauty of the autumn
tints assumed by many subjects too little known to

planters. The same firm also showed half-a-dozen

boxes of cut blooms of very good Roses ; and the

award of a Silver Flora Medal was made to

the collection. Mr. Heims, gr. to F. A. Phil-

brick, Esq., Q.C., Avenue Road, Regent's
Park, sent Odontoglossum Philbrickii, an appa-
rently distinct form with flowers of the shape of

those of O. Alexandras, but cream-coloured
and heavily spotted with brown. From Mr. H.
Boiler, South Row, Kensal New Town, came a

strong growing distinct new Mamillaria, named
sphacelata, which was awarded a First-class Certifi-

cate. Mr. C. Green, gr. to Sir G. Macleay, brought
up a cluster of Bomarea Carderi, with forty-eight

flowers on it—the largest that has yet been seen, and
remarkable besides by showing the flowers with tw^o,

three, and four on a spray, two only being the

number seen up to this time. A First-class Certificate

was awarded. Mr. Green also had the waxy white
flowered Dendrobium album, cut blooms of the dense
rosy-pink flowered Aster Drummondii ; the showy
orange-yellow Helianthus orgyalis, and Pyrcthrum

serotinum, the flowers of which, grown by the water-

side, measured quite 4 inches over. The Mesr^rs.

Hooper, of Covent Garden, sent a small collection

of Gesneras ; and from Mr. Cannell came cut

blooms of various early flowering Chrj'santhe-

mums and single Dahlias, together with plants of

Iresine brilliantissima, a warm rose-coloured sport

from I. Herbstii. A few new Dahlias came from
Messrs. Rawlings Brothers, of Romford ; and Mr.
Moore sent from the Botanic Garden, Chelsea, cut

blooms of several of the old-fashioned single Dahlias,

including D. mexicana, coccinea, Cervantesii, Cervan-
tesii lutea, and superflua flammca, t^c, which are now
attracting notice from their usefulness as vase flowers.

Messrs. John Laing & Co. contributed a bright and
effective group of seedling Begonias ; and Mr. L. T.
Davis, of the Ogle's Grove Nursery, Hillsborough,
Co. Down, sent several specimens of beautiful and
variously coloured berry-bearing Pernettyas, including
P. mucronata lilacina, with distinct lilac-coloured

fruits, which was voted a First-class Certificate. From
the Society's garden, Chiswick, came a capital group
of double-flowering Zonal Pelargoniums, principally

of M. Lemoine's raising; Begonias metallica and
Moonlight, in fine form; a large assortment of her-

baceous Asters, and a dozen well-grown specimens of
Hemsley's Giant Hybrid Mignonette, to which the
committee awarded a Cultural Commendation.

Fruit Committee.—Henry Webb, Esq., in the
chair. A more than usually good display of fruits

and vegetables of various kinds came under the notice
of the committee on this occasion. Perhaps the most
important contribution was a collection of remarkably
fine examples of about a dozen sorts of Grapes, made
by Messrs. H. Lane & Son, of Berkhamstead.
Amongst the more meritorious samples were a grand
dish of Gros Colman, Lady Downe's, rather small
for Berkhamstead, but well finished ; Black Ham-
burgh, good ; Dr. Hogg, the somewhat new, round
berried, white variety, in as fine condition as it has
ever been shown ; Alicantes in fine form ; four bunches
of Muscat of Alexandria of exceedingly fine quality

in point of size, form, and colour ; Barbarossa, fine

in bunch and berry ; Trebbiano, very good ; Muscat
Hamliurgh, Golden Queen, and Black Prince, all in
capital form. The whole made a very fine display, and
the committee awarded the Messrs. Lane a Gold Medal.
Another noteworthy example of Grape culture came
from Mr. G. Sage, gr. to Earl Brownlow, Ashridge,
This consisted of a pot \'ine grown in a form suitable

to table decoration. \\'e hope shortly to give an
illustration of it, and in the meantime need only say
that it formed a handsome combination of fruit and
foliage that was very greatly admired ; and that Mr.
Sage was deservedly awarded a Silver Flora ]Medal.
From Mr. Miles, gr. to Lord Carington, Wycombe
Abbey, came five exceedingly handsome fruits of the

Lord Carington Pine-apple, which, it will be remem-
bered, was first brought under the notice of the com-
mittee in December, 1876, and again in January,
1S77, when it was considered a most excellent variety
for winter use, and was awarded a First-class Certifi-

cate. The largest of the five fruits staged to-day
weighed 7^ lb. ; another 54 lb. ; two 5I lb. ; and the

smallest 4^ lb. The fruit is very handsome in ap-
pearance, is of excellent flavour, and has besides

the merit of being, in Mr. Miles' opinion, the best

keeping variety in cultivation ; and which on that

account is well deserving of the attention of the

growers in the Azores : the committee awarded the
exhibitor a Silver Medal. Mr. G. Goldsmith, gr. to

P. C. Hardwick, Esq., Hollanden, exhibited an
excellent collection of finely grown Pears, and a
Silver Medal was also awarded in this case. A large

contribution of Apples, some ninety-nine dishes in

all, came from Messrs. James Veitch & Sons ; and
Apples and Pears in considerable numbers were
staged by Messrs. William Paul & Son, Waltham
CrO'S ; Messrs. Paul & .Son, Cheshunt ; and Messrs.

Lane & Son. Mr. Harrison Weir, Weirleigh,
Brenchley, Kent, showed large bunches of the

Champion Muscat and Venn's Black Muscat Grapes
grown in a cold vinery ; and Mr. Goodacre, Elvaston
Castle Gardens, sent half-a-dozen excellent bunches
of Lady Downe's, which were awarded a Cultural

Commendation. Messrs. Rivers & Son sent speci-

mens of several Apples and some seedling Pears ; also

examples of that fine late culinary Plum, the Autumn
Compote. Mr. James Maulden, gr. to J, S. Bud-
get!, Esq., Ealing Park, showed a couple of large

Smooth Cayenne Pines, and received a Cultural

Commendation. Some fine examples of the Doyenne
du Comice Pears, grown on a pot tree, set in an
orchard-house, but ripened out-of-doors, came from
G. F. Wilson, Esq. ; and Mr. R. Dean, Ealing,
showed excellent samples of some three dozen varie-

ties of Potatos of English and American origin.

From Mr. McKinlay, Woodbine Cottage, Becken-
ham, came two dishes of tubers of Sutton's Wood-
stock Kidney, a smooth, rough-skinned variety,

which for good looks, excellence of flavour, and
heavy cropping qualities, is all round the best new
Potato that Mr. McKinlay has grown. The
committee awarded a First-class Certificate. Miss
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Kmilic L. Lowthcr, Rydc, IsIl- of Wight, and I\Tr.

John Rctlshaw, Founlain Nursery, IJourne, Lincoln-
shire, each sent examples of seedling Apples, with
no apparently striking qualities to recommend them

;

and in the way of Melons the committee had fruits

lo taste of a grccn-fleshed variety named JJayham
Hybrid, shown l)yMr. AV. Johnstone, gr., I'ayham
Park ; and another small grecn-flcshed variety,

named Kxquisite, which came from Mr. C. Tyler,

The Gardens, Hassiobury, Bishop Stortford. From
tlie Society's garden at Chiswick came samples of a
hundred varieties of Pears, several varieties of Kndive,
one or two of Grapes, and a dish of Baumann's Red
Winter Pearmain Apples, a handsome variety of the
lilenheim Pippin type, which was awarded a l''irst-

class Certificate.

Messrs. Maule »&: Son, Bristol, showed numerous
heavily fruit-laden branches of the new Pyrus Maulei,
an ornamental hardy plant, which, in addition to its

handsome appearance when fruit bearing, bears large

orange-scarlet blossoms in spring. The Messrs. Maule
also showed a sample of preserve made this year, and
which had a very distinct acid flavour.

There was a poor competition for Mr. Pearson's
prizes for the new Grapes, Mrs. Pearson and Golden
Queen, and we need only say that the awards were
made as follows:—For Golden Queen: 1st, Mr.
Atkins, gr. to Colonel Loyd-Lindsay, M.P., Lockinge
Park ; 2d, Mr. Henderson, gr. to ~ FJeacon, Esq.,

Mabledon Park, Tunbridge ; and 3d, Mr. Anderson,
gr. to H. K. Clifton, Esq., Clifton, Notts. For Mrs.
Pearson : ist, Mr. Allan, gr. to Lord Suffield, Gunton
Park, Norfolk ; 2d, Mr. Taylor, gr. to J. Mcintosh,
Esq., Duneevan, Weybridge ; and 3d, Mr. Goodacre,
Elvaston.

The Cryptogamic Society of Scotland.—The
fourth annual conference of this Society was held in

Edinburgh on October 9, 10, and 11, under the

-presidency of Professor Balfour, and was in all respects

successful. The Council met at the Royal Botanic
Gardens on October 9 for the transaction of business

at noon, after which a public meeting was held in the

lecture hall, which was inaugurated by an address
from the President. It became manifest on this

occasion that a number of cryptogamists from the

South had been arriving at the Northern capital

during the preceding two days, and Scotchmen from
remote parts of the country gradually made their

appearance. The chair was taken by Professor
Balfour at half-past one, he being supported liy Dr.
Buchanan White, the Secretary, the Rev. Jno. Steven-
son, the Treasurer, and Mr. John Sadler, the

secretary of the local committee. After some
preliminary observations on the; scope of Cryptogamic
Botany, the learned Professor gave a most interesting

sketch of the life of his old friend Dr. R. Kaye
Greville, and his labours amongst the Cryptogamia,
after which a brief allusion was made to the events of

the past year, the death of Fries, the literary

contributions to the history of the lower orders of

plants, and cognate subjects, ending with words of
encouragement for the future.

It was then announced that the meeting next year
would be convened at Forres, on which occasion there

would be no public show. Papers were then read,

and communications made, amongst which were
some observations by Dr. Parsons, of Goole, as to the

desirability of obtaining a census of the distribution of
British mosses. Dr. Isaac Balfour described a new
Myxomycete, which Professor de Barry had named
Cribraria Balfourii. Dr. iSL C. Cooke described the

structure of the hymenium in Hymenochcete, in a

proposed genus called Peniophora, and in Corticium.

Dr. Buchanan White of Perth, Dr. Carrington of
Eccles, Mr. W. Phillips of Shrewsbury, Mr. John
Sadler, the local secretary, and some others occupied
the time until shortly after three o'clock with brief

communications. Some con\'ersation ensued on the

fungi which had appeared in great numbers on the

walls and ceilings of the house now occupied liy the

Regius Keeper, and on dry rot in houses, with the

best means of checking it.

In the evening at six o'clock the members and their

friends dined together at the Albert Hotel, and the

succeeding four hours were occupied in the manner
usual on such occasions, with toasts, speeches, and
songs.

The following day, Thursday, Oct. 10, was devoted

to the excursion to Penicuik Woods {by permission of

Sir George Clerk, Bart.). A parly of about thirty

left the Waverlcy Station soon after ten o'clock, under
the guidance of the indefatigable local secretary. On
arrival at Penicuik Station the party were met by Mr.
France, F.R..S.E., Sir George Clerk's overseer, and
most efficiently conducted by him through the woods.
During the day many rare and interesting species

were found, and the excursion was enjoyed most
heartily by all the company. Not the least acceptable

was the al fresco luncheon provided by the generous

host soon after one o'clock. The experience and
practical knowledge of the Rev. John Stevenson of

Glamis, Messrs. C. B. Plowright of King's Lynn,

W. Phillips of Shrewsbury, and C. Spencer Perceval

f Cliflnn were constantly in requisition for the
species. During a walk through thedel

home nurseries attention was directed to a di

patch in a large beil of seedling Scotch Firs. The
roots of these seedlings were white with attached
mycelium, which doubtless proceeded from partly
decayed vegetable matter in the soil. The plants
within a circle of 6 or 8 feet in diameter were all

dead with rto other sign of disease except the root

fungi by which they had been choked to death. It

was observed during the day that very many of the
large conifers were dying from some disease, which
from all appearance seemed to be attributable to

something wrong at the roots. During the evening of
this and the following day the visitors were
sumptuously entertained by the President at Inverleith
House.

Early in the morning ofFriday the mycologists were
on their way to the Botanic (hardens to unpack and
arrange for exhibition the contents of from twenty to

thirty large boxes and hampers of fungi which had
been sent in from the neighbourhood. Soon after

daybreak Sir Walter Elliott was one of the first to

arrive and unpack his own contributions. Other
arrivals continued until eight o'clock, and these
laggards then discovered the local secretary still at

work grouping specimens for a popular display in the
herbarium hall, at which occupation he had
employed himself throughout the night. It must be
conceded by all that the success of the meeting was
mainly due to the zeal and e'nergy with which Mr.
John Sadler performed his duties as local secretary'

;

early and late, and even for two nights consecutively
without going to bed, he was at work. Unfortunately-
such exertions could not be continued with impunity,
so that the last we heard of him, as we left the station

to return South on Friday evening, was that he had
broken down and was ill in bed.

The herbarium hall was filled with tables in every
available corner, upon which masses of fungi were
grouped on stumps, distributed over sand and moss,
and displayed in such ways as to give the public some
idea of the great variety of form, colour, and size

which prevails in these plants. Here also Arnoldi's
models of fungi were exhibited, and one table was
devoted to edible and poisonous species. Near at

hand the winter garden was cleared of plants on one
side throughout its entire length, and tables erected,

on which the scientific collection was arranged, accord-
ing to the sequence of the genera. This collection

was displayed under the direction of Mr. C. B. Plow-
right, and consisted of one or two specimens of all the
species collected or sent in for exhibition, with their

scientific names attached. This was the first year in

which such an arrangement has been adopted by the
Society, but the time between daybreak and noon of

one day was inadequate to do justice to such an
immense collection as was concentrated at the Botanic
Gardens on the morning of October li. It was really

a marvel that so much was accomplished in so short a
time.

As soon as the doors were opened to the public
every table became surrounded, and from that time
until closing at 4 I'.M. locomotion in the herbarium
hall and winter garden was a matter of great difHculty.

The interest manifested was so great that it was
resolved to continue the show on the following day,
which was not at first contemplated. It was well-

nigh forgotten to mention that Dr. Parsons, of Goole,
collected and exhibited a very excellent series of living

mosses, with their names attached.

It would scarcely be advisable to attempt an enu-
meration of the species exhibited. Of those not pre-

viously recorded as occurring in Scotland were Aga-
ricus inamcenus, Agaricus inunctus, Agaricus Phillipsii,

Cortinarus decoloratus, RussulaQueletii, Hygrophorus
russo-coriaceus, Cynophallus caninus, Peziza thelebo-

loidcs, Hypomyces rosella, Nectria Albertini, Nectria
Rousselliana, &c.; whilst the Rev. John Stevenson
brought Polyporus roseus and Agaricus scobinaceus
from Glamis. The Rev. James Keith sent Hydnum
imbricatum and Hydnum fragile from Forres, and the

Rev. Mark Anderson brought Peziza ammophila and
Agaricus ammophilus from St. Andrews. The Rev.
M. J. Berkeley also kindly remembered his Scotch
friends, and sent specimens of the new Hygrophorus
Wynnias for exhibition.

There were some other specimens which deserve
notice, as, for instance, an enormous Lycoperdon
giganteum, some splendid specimens of Polyporus
giganteus, and one of Polyporus imbricatus. Ilalf-a-

doxen extraordinarily large Helvella lacunosa were
collected by the writer of this notice in Penicuik
woods ; one of these was 5 inches in height and
6 inches in circumference. Beautiful clusters of the
delicate Clavaria amethystina, and large masses of

Clavaria stricta were also shown, as well as Hygro-
phorus calyptra^formis of the normal colour, with one
specimen perfectly white. Dr. Isaac Balfour dis-

played an excellent collection of Myxomycetes, to

which he is fortunately directing his attention. This
accession to the ranks of the Scottish mycologists ^vill

afford as much pleasure to those on the south as it

has to those on the north of the Tweed.

Allogclhcr this ICdinburgb meeting has fully

realised the most sanguine expectations. The Eng-
lish visitors, without exception, were all warm in the
expression of their gratification at the kind and
generous hospitality extended to them, and as they,

one by one, reluctantly turned their backs on " AuJd
Reekie," took a last "nip" of whiskey in honour
of the "Cryptogamic Society of Scotland." I\I. C.
Cooh-.

« i°==l

In.
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70}° at Cambridge, and 69° at Eccles ; the highest tem-

perature of the air at Truro was 64°, and at Liver-

pool was 65°
; the mean value from all stations was

63'. The lowest temperatures of the air observed

by night were 34° at Truro, 39° at Plymouth, and

Tf)X "' both Bristol and Nottingham ;
the lowest

temperature of the air at Sunderland was 49°, and

at Bradford and Leeds was 474° ; the mean value

from all jilaces was 42J. The range of temperature

in the week was the greatest at both Bristol and Not-

tingham, 3ii°, and the lowest at both Leeds and Sun-

derland, 19° ; the mean range of temperature in the

week from all stations was 25°.

The mean of the seven high day temperatures

was the highest at Cambridge, 65J', Sunderland,

65°, and Blackheath and Nottingham, both 54!°, and

the lowest at Liverpool, 6oj% and Leicester, Wolver-

hampton, Sheffield, and Bradford, all 51 J" ; the mean
from all stations was 63°. The mean of the seven low

night temperatures was the lowest at Eccles, 49!°,

Wolverhampton, 50^, and Blackheath and Nottingham,

both 6oJ°, and the highest at Sunderland, 54' ; tlie

general mean from all stations was 52°. The mean
daily range of temperature in the week was the least at

both Sheffield and Liverpool, 81°, and the greatest at

Eccles, 15°; the mean daily range of temperature

from all stations was 11°.

The mean temperature of the air for the week from

all stations was 564°, being Sj° higher than the value

for the corresponding week in 1S77. The highest

were 584° at Sunderland, and 58° at Cambridge ; and

the lowest were 55° at both Wolverhampton and Liver-

pool, and 55j° at Leicester.

Rain.—The heaviest falls of rain were 1.42 inch

at Truro, 1.40 inch at Bristol, and 1.20 inch at

Eccles, and the least falls were three-tenths of an inch

at Cambridge, Norwich, Nottingham, Hull, and

Sunderland. The average fall over the country was

0.71 inch.

The weather during the week was fine, but showery
;

and the sky cloudy.

A lunar halo was seen at Bristol on the nth inst.

Scotland : Temperature.—During the week end-

ing Saturday, October 12, the highest temperatures of

the air varied from 66° at Dundee to 57 i° at Aber-

deen ; the mean value from all stations was 63°.

The lowest temperatures of the air varied from 42°

at Dundee to 48° at Leith ; the mean value from all

stations was 454° ; the mean range of temperature

from all stations was 45 i°.

The mean temperature of the air for the week from

all stations was 555°, being 7^° higher than the value

for the corresponding week m 1S77. The highest

were 57°, at Leith, and the lowest 54°, at Aberdeen.

Rain.—The falls of ram during the week varied

from 4 inches at Greenock and i inch at Perth to

half an inch at Edinburgh and Aberdeen, and the

average fall over the country was 1. 18 inch.

Dublin. — The highest temperature of the air

was 694°, the lowest 41.*°, the range 28°, the mean
56°, and the fall of rain 1.07 inch.

I.-\MES GLAISHER.

On the lolh inst. there expired at Lavcrstock

House, Salisbury, under exceedingly painful circum-

stances, Mr. \Vm. Windeuank, Jun., of the Bevois

Mount Nursery, Southampton, and for some time

partner in the well-known florists' firm of Windeuank
& Kingsbury of that place. The late Mr. Winde-
BANK was in his health and youth an ardent florist

and horticulturist, and gave promise of attaining to a

good position in the nursery trade in that locality.

The Chinese Primula was specially one of his

favoured plants, and the collection of some fifteen or

sixteen divers kinds and colours he formerly preserved

and reproduced from year to year with great care,

was perhaps unrivalled for variety or excellence in the

kingdom. The small nursery at Bevois Mount—of

which, on the dissolution of partnership, he became

the sole proprietor—was a perfect bijou of plant-houses

and nurseries. Not a foot was wasted, but all was

cropped to the best advantage, with a capital miscel-

laneous collection of marketable stuff, and all as clean

as could be desired. Of a quiet and retiring disposition,

and suffering much in a social and business point of

view from a stuttering affliction, he was yet active and

energetic, and carried on the pursery work with great

success, and with satisfaction to his numerous

customers. During his career—now unhappily cut

short at a comparatively early age—he was a strong

supporter of the Southampton and other local horti-

cultural societies, and gave his services as judge as

freely as his subscriptions and special prizes. For

some years he was a regular contributor of horticultural

matter in the shape of short pithy notes of a practical

nature to the columns of the Hants Independent^

under the pseudonym of "Blue Apron," and con-

tinued so until softening of the brain, following on

excessive bodily weakness, rendered him incapable of

further exertion. A few months since he was removed

to Salisbury, there to breathe his last. His aged and

highly esteemed father, the founder of the business,

yet survives, and has the earnest sympathy of many

sorrowing friends.

He t/mi questioneth much shall learn much.—Bacon.

Insuring Glass. — Can any of your readers tell me
where I can insure glass in vineries, &c., against hail?

7. C. 7-

Scarlet Kohi.—I have received from New Zealand
some seeds labelled "Scarlet Kohi." Can any of your
readers give me its botanical name? Arcafi?/m.

The Food of the Tortoise.—Will you, or any of

your readers, kindly give me any information about the

proper treatment of a tortoise kept in a cool fernery?

What food ought it to have, &c. ? Is the land or water
tortoise best for such a place? Af. M.

Begonias : R. McClelland b' Co. A very fine lot ; but

the sprays had many of them fallen to pieces, so that

the flowers and names were detached. Of those which

we could identify Butterfly is a fine crimson, with the

four sepals large, broad, and equal ; the Major is still

larger, but the sepals are unequal ; Perfection is crim-

son with an orange dash, with unequal sepals, as also

is Coruscans, but with very unequal sepals, two very

broad and two longer but much narrower ; Popular is

of the same type as Perfection. All these are fine and
richly coloured, but without named sorts at hand we
cannot say if they are distinct. The Bride, with large

founded sepals, blush outside, white flushed with pink

inside, is good and novel so-far as we have seen. The
rest were in the state above described ; amongst them
we can pick out as large finely-shaped and desirable in

colour, a fine light rosy carmine, and a pale orange or

flame-colour.

Cannas : T. C. 0. You had much better take tliem

up, and store them in pots or boxes for the winter.

The stronger growing sorts will stand ordinary winters

if planted in well-drained beds ; but if you have only a
few it is not worth while running any risks.

Charcoal Burning : J. T. Sinclair. When the char-

coal is sufficiently burnt the fire is gradually subdued
by means of pouring water with a watering-pot having

a rose on over the covering, a layer of long litter first

and ashes afterwards, which is removed by degrees,

and moistened as the operation proceeds, until such

time as the fire is extinguished, when the heap is

opened and cooled down in the same way, after which

it is measured off and stored away, care being used

to see that no fire exists in it at this time. G. T. M.
Derbyshire Si'AR : T. C. G. Probably from Messrs.

F. Rosher & Co.. King's Road, Chelsea, S.W. ; but

we cannot say for certain.

Fuchsia : y. Lve. We have not the named sorts at

hand for comparison ; but the large light-tubed seed-

ling with a dark red corolla appears to be distinct, and
an advance on existing kinds. The globular-budded

crimson is also a promising kind. The Pelargoniums
had all dropped to pieces.

Fungi : C. E. IV. Your fungus, the size of a large

pancake, the odour of a jam tart, and the thickness of

a dog-biscuit, is a luxuriant specimen of dry rot,

Merulius lacrymans. — IV. Pritchard, Shreivsbury.

The name of your beautiful vermilion fungus from
garden soil is Peziza aurantia. It is mentioned in our

last number, p. 466.

Names of Fruits : J. B. i. Miller's Glory ; 2, Rhode
Island Greening

; 3, Hormead Pearmain
; 4, Frank-

lin's Golden Pippin
; 5, Court of Wick.—C E. IV.

I, Ne Plus Meuris ; 2, Beurr^ dAremberg.

—

E. IV. S.

not sure ; may probably be Beauty of Kent.— W. C.

Pears: i, White Doyenn^ ; 2, Beurr^ Superfin
; 3,

Due de Morny
; 4, Winter Crassane ; 5, Bergamotte

d'Esperen ; 6, Beurr^ d'Anjou ; 7, too small to be
recognised

; g, Uvedale's St. Germain ; 10, Styrian
;

II, Bishop's Thumb.—Carler, Page 6^ Co. i, Old
Pomeroy ; 3, 17, 18, King of the Pippins

; 7, Emperor
Alexander ; 10, large Golden Harvey ; 20, Round
Winter Nonsuch ; 11, Golden Noble; 21, 24, Blen-

heim Orange ; 21, Margil.

Names of Plants : H. Calf, i, Cheilanthes micro-

mera ; 2, Cheilanthes microphylla ; 3 and 4 are both
forms of Doodia media.

—

G. H. Polygonum cuspi-

datum. Japan.—We have received the following

Ferns to name, without any letter of advice :

—

I, Lastrea Filix-mas jervisii ; 2, Athyrium Filix-

foemina thyssanotum ; 3, Polystichum angulare pro-

liferura ; 4, Athyrium Filix-fcemina var. ; 5, Athyrium
Filix-foemina crispum ; 6, Polystichum angulare par-

vissimum, apparently. The specimens are however
miserable examples of their kinds, and being sent in a

manner to ensure their shrivelling, it is impossible to

be very certain about them.

—

G. G. G. Stokesia

cyania.

—

G. M. H. i. Ilex Aquifolium Watereriana,

Waterer's Holly ; 2, Phytolacca decandra
; 3, Pteris

cretica albo-lineata
; 4, Salix pentandra. The rest

not determinable. — W. Sedgley. ApparenUy the

Cock's-spur Thorn, Crataegus Crus-galli, only there

are no thorns on the small sprig you send.

—

Fernery,

You have sent far more than our fixed number, i,

Scolopendrium vulgare multifidum ; 2, Polypodium
vulgare cambricum

; 3, P. v. crenatum, probably, but

a very bad sample
; 4., 5, and 9, are forms of Poly-

stichum angulare prolifemm, which can only be satis-

factorily distinguished when mature ; 4 is probably

the var. Holeanas ; and 5 is perhaps var. oxyphyllum
;

6, Polystichum angulare grandidens.

Pelargoniums and Geraniums : IK. B. The differ-

ences are technical, and have often been pointed out

in our columns. In the Pelargonium there is a hollow

spur adnate to the stalk of the flower, and there are

other differences. Speaking broadly, Geraniums are

all hardy herbaceous plants, and their cou/rires are

greenhouse shrubs and tuberous-rooted herbs. The
common bedding sorts are true Pelargoniums, though
very frequently called Geraniums.

Seedling Tomato: Laivrensonb* Strike. Your seed-

ling is a very excellent one ; but, as far as we can judge

from three fruits, it is too much like Jackson's Favourite

to warrant its being sent out under a new name.

Verbenas : J. F. Mould. Your flowers had collapsed

before they reached us, and we could judge nothing of

their quahty.

Vine Mildew : J. O. C. Stop the manuring, and
dress the Vine in winter with Gishurst Compound.

Vines : Fleetwood. Certainly pot Vines should do well

under such conditions. Black Hamburgh, Foster's

Seedling, and Royal Muscadine, are the sorts we
would recommend.

Viola stricta alba : T. S. Ware, a very pretty

white flower, forming a good match for such kinds as

Bluebell. The colour is pure creamy white on the

face, and very slightly tinted behind, and the flowers

are of about the same size as the variety above named.
It seems to be in good blooming condition now.

^^ Foreign Subscribers sending Post-office Orders

are requested to make them payable at the post-office,

King Street, Covent Garden, London, and at the

same time to inform the Publisher at the office of this

Journal.

Catalogues Received:—Thomas Rivers & Son (Saw-

bridgeworth, Herts), Catalogue of Roses, and Catalogue

of Fruit Trees, also Special List of Ornamental Trees,

Shrubs, &c.—Mons. Bruant (Boulevard Saint Cyprien,

Poitiers, France), Catalogus of New Begonias, Ac-
Messrs. Cranston & Co. (King's Acre, Hereford),

Catalogue of Roses, also a Descriptive Catalogue of

Forest and Fruit Trees, Conifers, &c.—Messrs. Har-

rison & Sons (33, Market Place, Leicester), Catalogue

of Dutch and other Flowering Bulbs.

Communications Received: — D. Thomson. -J. J. M.-A.
iifvan—Messrs. Diummond.-G. S.—M. D.-R. U.-G.—
0. iJ. -\V. S.

COVENT GARDEN, October 17.

Large quantities of Apples are now reaching us from

America, and home produce, unless of first quaUty, will

be much depreciated in consequence. Pears are a short

supply, both home and foreign, and prices are well main-

tained. A further improvement in Kent Cobs has taken

place. James Webber, Wholesale Apple Market.

Fruit.
. d. s. d.

Apples, ;^ -sieve •. 1 6- 4 (

Cubs and Gilberts. lb. o 9- i <

Grapes, per Id. .. i o- 6 <

\
Peaches, per dozen..

' Pears, per doz,

1 Pine-applei. per lb.

Plums, >^-s.tve ..

Artichokes, English
Globe, doz. .. 2

Asparagus, Fr. sprue,

per bundle . . i

Beans, French, lb.:, o

Beet, per doz. . . 1

Brus. sprouts, bush. 7

Cabbages, per doz. .. 1

Carrots, per bunch . . o
Cauliflowers, per doz. 2

Celery, per bundle .. i

Chilis, per 100 .. 2

Cucumbers, each . . o
Custard Mar., doz. 3
Endive, Batav. dozen i

The Potato trade is dull, and prices

Regents, lOos. to 130J. ; Early Rose. :

Cut Flowers.

Garlic, per lb. . . o
Herbs, per bunch . . o
Horse Radish, p. bun. 4 .

Lettuces, Cos, Eng.,

Mint, green bunch., o ,

Onions, young, bun. o
Parsley, per bunch. . o
Radishes, per bunch o
— Spanish, doz. ..11
— Newjersey.doz. 2 <

Shallots, per lb- .. o 1

Spinach, per bushel 2 1

Tomatos, per dozen 2 (

Turnips, p. 12 bunch. 3 1

Vegt. Marrows, doz. 2 i

the sai

Abutilon, 12 blooms
Asters, 12 bunches.

.

Bouvardias, per bun.
Calceolaria, 12 bun..

Carnations, izbunch,
Cornflower, i2buu..
Dahlias, 12 bunch. ..

Delphinium, 12 bun.
Eucharis, per doz. ..

Gardenias. 12 blms.

Gladioli, various, i:

Heliotropes, 12 sp. ..

Hyacinths, Roman,

s.d.s.d.
06-10 Myosotis 12 bun. .. ^ o- 6 <

; sprays . . 3 o~ 6 c

bunches 6 0-12

20-60 Phlox. 12 bunches .. 6 0-12 o

30-901 Primula, double, per

6 0-12 o ' bunch .. ..10-20
4 0-13 o P>Teihrum, 12 bun.. 30-60
40-90' Roses (indoor), doz. 1 6-12 o

I

— (outdoor), izbun. 3 0-12 o

10-40: Spirsea, 12 sprays ., 16-40
Stephanotis, i2sp. .. 30-90
Sweet Peas, 12 bun. 20-60
Sweet Sultan.ia bun. 60-90
Tropaeolum, 12 bun. 10-30
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A'ters, per doz, .. 4 0-12 <

Begonias, per doz. .. 4 0-12 <

bouvardias, do ..9 0-24 (

Ca'csolanas, p. doz. . 6 0-12 <

Chrysanth., per doz. 6 0-18 <

Coleus, per dozen .. 3 o- g <

Cyperus, do. . .
• • ^ Q-i'i «

Draccc;na terminalis 30 0-60 (

— viridis, per doz. . . 18 0-24 i

Euonymus, various,

per dozen .. ..4 0-18 (

Ferns, in variety, per

IN Pots.

Ficus elastica, each

I

Foliage Plants, vari-

j

Fuchsias, per dozen .

Hyacin., Rom., doz, i

Mignonette, per doz.
Myrtles, per doz. .

.

Palms in variety,

!

each _ ..

Pelargoniums. scar-

I lets, zonal, doz ..

I
Roses, Fairy, per doz.
Vallota, per doz. ..i

6-90

0-24 o

SEEDS.
London : Oct. 16.—The seed trade continues to par-

ticipate in the general dulness ruling on the corn and all

other markets
;
and a strong disinclination to operate at

present in any article is shown on all hands. Cable offers

just received from America quote a decline in the value
of Western seed of about u. per cwt. ; but this conces-
sion is too small to stimulate business on this side. Mail
advices to hand speak less favoiu^ably of the yield in cer-

tain parts of America. In the important States of

Indiana and Michigan the crop is said to prove very dis-

appointing, but more encouraging accounts arc forwarded
from Wisconsin, Illinois, Ohio, and Minnesota, Home-
grown samples of red seed come forward more freely,

but the transactions are insignificant. In neither white
Clover or Trefoil is there any quotable variation, but in

Alsike the tendency of values is downwards. Winter
Tares, although prices have fallen to an almost unpre-
cedentedly low point, are quite neglected. For Rye there

is also no inquiry. The bird seed trade remains very in-

active ; Linseed is quiet but no cheaper. There is a fair

demand for boiling Peas—the supply continues tem-
porarily good ; small blues, especially, are offering freely

;

many buyers arc taking advantage of current low rates to

lay in a stock for the winter. John Shaw fr* Sons, Seed
Alerchants, 37, Ma?-k Lane, Lotidoji, E.C.

CORN.
Trade at Mark Lane on Monday was dull, and prices

showed a downward tendency. Not much change, how-
ever, was reported in Wheat, the better qualities being
pretty well held, for the reason that these were not over
plentiful. Barley was very slow of sale, and grinding
descriptions were somewhat lower. Malt was quiet, 011

former terms. Oats were 6d. to is. per quarter cheaper,
and difficult to move even at the reduction. Swedish
descriptions were especially flat. Maize, Beans, and
Peas tended lower, and reduced prices were quoted for

flour. The top price of town-made flour was reduced
3^. to 4J. per sack.—On Wednesday prices all round
were with difficulty supported : indeed, where there was
any pressure io sell still lower rates were submitted to.

The supplies of English Wheat were limited, and the
largerproportion was of indifferent quaUtyand condition.
Foreign Wheat was in liberal supply, and the market
was altogether weak. Oats and grinding Barley changed
hands occasionally at less money. Maize had a down-
ward tendency, while distinctly lower prices prevailed for

Beans and Peas. Flour was much the same in price.

—

Average prices of corn for the week ending October 12 :

—Wheat, 39J-. gd. ; Barley, 40J. id. ; Oats, 21s. lod.

For the corresponding period last year;—Wheat, 521.

2d. ; Barley, 43-f. 6d. ; Oats, 24J. gd.

CATTLE.
At the Metropolitan Market on Monday there was a

large supply of beasts, including over 1000 from America,
the trade was consequently heavy for second-rate, but
some of the choicest made rather over our top quotation.
The demand for sheep increased, but trade generally was
not very brisk, and prices advanced a little. Trade was
dull for calves, they being more plentiful. Quotations :

—

Beasts, 4s. ^d. to 4J. lo^^., and 5^. 4*/. to 5J. io(/. ;

calves, 5^. ^d. to 6/. ; sheep, 5^. 4td. to sj-. 8t/., and 6j-.

3(f. to js. 2d.
;
pigs, 4J-. to s-^-

— The supply of stock on
Thursday was not large, but sufficient for the demand.
Beasts were a slow sale, at barely Monday's prices ; but
sheep, especially fine breeds, were tolerably steady.
Calves and pigs sold quietly.

HAY.
Tiie Whitechapel report for Tuesday states that trade

was dull, and prices were unchanged. The supply was
moderate. Prime Clover, iooj. to iijs. ; inferior, 8oj.

to 90J.
;
prime meadow hay, 75J. to Z$s. ; inferior, 40J.

to 70J. ; and straw, 30J. to 425. per load.—There was an
ample supply on Thursday, and a quiet trade. Straw
fetched better rates.—Cumberland Market quotations :

—

Superior meadow hay, 92^. to loos. ; inferior, 70J. to
84J. ; superior Clover, 128J. to i35i. ; inferior, gos. to
iioj. ; and straw, 40J". to 451. per load.

POTATOS.
From the Borough and Spitalfields reports we learn

that there were moderate supplies of Potatos, and trade

was steady at the following prices :—Kent Regents,
IOOJ. to iioi. ; Essex ditto, 60s. to gcs. ; Scotch, 85^. to

noj. ; rocks, 6oi. to 70J. ; Champion, 60s, to 8ar. ; Early
Rose, 90J. to iioj. ; kidneys, 90J. to iioj. ; Victorias,

95J. to nor. per ton.

COALS.
On Monday there was a good demand for house coals,

and an advance of 6d. per ton was established. Wed-
nesday's quotations wereas follows :—Bebside'U'est Hart-
ley, 14.J. gd.) East Wylam, i7j-. ; Walls End—Haswell.

xgs. ; Original Hartlepool, tgs.
; Salvin's Hutton, iZs. ^d.

;

Thornley, ids. ^d. ; Tees, 185. gd.

CRANSTON'S NURSERIES,
Established 1785.

EIGHTY ACRES.
ROSES, FRUIT TREES, CONIFERS,

FOREST TREES, So.

Descriptive and Priced Calaloffucs for 1S7S
now ready.

CSANSTOir & CO.,

KING'S ACRE, near HEREFORD.

Address

—

•Richard Smith ^cs.
me Wo R€ ESTER jA

FIFTY ACRES of FRUIT TREES.—
Apples, Pears, Plums, Cherries, Peaches, Nectarines,

Apricots, and other Fruit Trees, as Standards, Dwarfs,
Pyramids, Bushes, Cordon .ind trained trees in great variety,

all full of vigour, and warranted true to name. Descriptive
Price List, containing a sketch of the various forms of Trees,
widi Directions for Cultivation, Soil, Drainage, Manure,
Pruning, Lifting, Cropping, Treatment under Glass ; alsi

rpWELVE ACRES of ROSES.—Standard,
J- Dwarf, and Climbing, all the popular sorts ; al&o 80.000
choice Tea scented and Noisette Roses in pots ; extra strong

Roses in pots for immediate forcing. See Descriptive Price
List, free for a penny stamp.

r^RAPE VINES and ORCHARD HOUSE
VT TREES in POTS.—Grape Vines, extra strong, and
warranted free from phylloxera, oidium, and all disease; Planting
Canes, 3^ 6d. to 5^. each ; extra strong Fruiting Canes, -js. 6</.

to loj. 6-J. each. Orchard-house Trees, fruiting in pots, con-
sisting of Peaches, Nectarines, Apricots, Plums, Cherries,

Pears, Apples, and Figs. Descriptive Price List for a penny

WORCESTER PEARMAIN APPLE
(iiwarded a First-class Certificate by the Royal Horti-

cultural Society),—One of the handsomest and most useful

Apples in cultivation. For full description see " Extract Irom
the Journal of Horticulture," and Richard Smith & Co/s
Fruit List, which may be had for a penny stamp. Coloured
Plates, td. each. Maiden Tree?, xs. 6d. each; Bushes, y.
each ; Standards, Pyramids, and Dwarf-trained Trees, 3J. td.

and 5r. each.

HARDY HERBACEOUS and ALPINE
PLANTS, their scientific and English names, height.

of floi.

riptiv

and other useful information,

for a penny stamp. Colle

5 for Garden Beds, Borders, o r Rockeribeautiful hardy
for los.

LIST of all the EVERGREEN FIR TRIBE,
suitable for Britain, giving size, price, popular and

botanical names, derivations, description, form, colour, foliage,

Erowth, limber, use in arts, native country, and size there,

situation, soil, and other information, with copious index of

their synonyms. Free by post for six stamps.

LIST of STOVE and GREENHOUSE
PLANTS, comprising the best selections of Camellias,

Azaleas, Ericas. Epacris. Ferns, &c., free (or a penny stamp.

T ISTof EVERGREEN and DECIDUOUS
J--i SHRUBS. RHODODENDRONS, STANDARD
ORNAMENTAL TREES. CLIMBING and TWINING
PLANTS, with their generic, specific, and English names,
native country, height, time of flowering, colour, &c., and
general remarks, free for a penny stamp.

A LL kinds of GARDEN SEEDS, of first

X\- quality, BULBS, MUSHROOM SPAWN, TOBACCO
PAPER. ARCHANGEL MATS, and other GARDEN
REQUISITES. See Lists, which may lie h.id on application.

•Richard Smith 8c c^-

k= Worcester #>

APPLE-W HITE M ELROSE.
"A valuable and fine looking Apple, first-rate quality, suitable

either for culinary or dessert purposes. In use from October to

January."

—

Vide Hogg's Fruit Manual, Fourth Edition. "^

ORMISTON AND RENWICK beg to an-
nounce that they will send out (first time), in November,

the above celebrated Apple. Price lor. td.

The Stock being limited, early Orders [which will be for-

warded according to priority of receipt) are respectfully

solicited. The Nurseries. Melrose, N.B.

WM. PAUL & SON,

ROSE GROWERS,
TREE, PLANT, BULB, AND

SEED MERCHANTS.

WALTHAM CROSS,
HERTS.

Inspection of Stock invited.

Priced Descriptive Catalogues free by post.

GEO. JACKMAN & SON,
[Established iSio,)

Cultivators of

FRUIT and FOREST TREES.
Evergreen and Flowering

TREES and SHRUBS.
ROSES, RHODODENDRONS,
Conifers and Hardy Climbers.

THE CLEMATIS

Descriptive Priced Catalogues free.

VOKINQ NTTBSEBY, SURREY .

PAU L'S NURSERIES,
WALTHAM CROSS.

SPECIALITIES.
ROSES 500.000 Plants on Sale

Standards, \%s. to 24J. per dozen, ^6 to

;£g per loo
Dwarf Standards. 12J. per dozen, j^S 155^-

to £^ per 100
Dwarfs, 9J. to rsj. per dozen, £,-2. loi. to

£,\ i5i per 100.

Climbers, 6j. to 11s. per dozen, ^£2 los.

10X3 '5^- per 100
Roses m pots, loj. 6rf. to i8s. per dozen,

;£3 15s. to j£6per 100
Ditto, prepared for immediate forcing,

24.J. to 42^. per dozen, ^7 \os. to

^15 per 100
Roses on their own roots, 91. to 15^. per

dozen, f,-^ is. to £s per 100

BULBS Hyacinths, 4J. per dozen, 255. per 100,

and upwards
Tulips, 9(/. per dozen, 45. (>d, per ioj,

and upwards
Crocus, IS. per 100, 175. td. per 1000,

and upwards
Polyanthus Narcissus, zs. per dozen,

and upwards
Snowdrops, 2J. dd. per loo, and upwards.

CAMELLIAS Young plants, with bloom, 301. per
dozen, and upwards. Specimens
from 21J. to ^30 each

FRUIT TREES.... Standard Apples, Pears. Cherries, and
Plums, i8s. to 24.1. pet dozen, ;^7 lar.

to ^10 per 100
Pyramids, i8j. to ^is. per dozen, £fi to

Zio per 100
Dwarfs, cys. to i^j. per dozen, ^^3 is. to

^5 per 100
Espaliers, 32J. to i,is. per dozen
Dwarf-trained Peaches. Apricots, and

Nectarines, «,-2S. to ooj. per dozen
Standard-trained ditto, -js. td. to 10s. 6d.

each.

Fruit trees in pots, 16s. to 84J. per dozen
Figs in pots, 241. to 42^. per dozen
Strawberries, ^s. 6d. to 51. per 100

EVERGREENS For planting ne\y, or replenishing old
gardens. Prices furnished on appli-

cation, ae these vary greatly.

PARK and ROAD- Limes, Planes. Maples. Ash, Beech,
SIDE TREES Birch, Oaks, Poplars, Chestnuts,

&c. Prices furnished on appli-

DECIDUOUS and All the best sorts, being a selection from
PICTORIALTREES a large number of varieties proved
and SHRUBS over a period of many years. Prices

on apphcation.

SEEDS Kitchen Garden and Flower Seeds in

Collections for large and small
Gardens, lor. 6d. and upwards.

Priced Descriptive CATALOGUES and every information

furnished by letter on application to

WM PAUL & SON,

PAUL'S NURSERIES. WALTHAM CROSS, HERTS.

TEA BOSES
WINTER fToWERING.
ADAM
BELLE LYONNAISE
DEVONIENSIS 1

JEAN DUCHER
MADAME MARGOTTIN
MARIE VAN HOUTTE
PERT.E DE LYON I

SOUVENIR DUN AMI
Ul in 8 and g-inch pots, having v

bloom throughoi

ALBA ROSEA
CATHERINE MERMET
GLOIRE DE DIJON
MADAME FALCOT
MADAME WILLERMOZ
NIPHETOS
SOUVENIR D'ELISE
MARECHAL NIEL.
ell-trained flowering wood, to

; the winter.

Price, 30s. to 42s. per dozen.

2,ooo HYBRID PERPETU.-XL ROSES, in
g-inch pots, well ripened under glass, and fit for im-
mediate forcing. 30s. to 36^. per dozen.

25,000 TEA SCENTED ROSES of all the
leading kinds, in 5-inch pots, e.xtra fine plants, ISJ. to

185. per dozen.

ne Descriptive Cata e of Rosesfor 1?, J ready.

CBANSTON & CO.,
NURSERIES, KING'S ACRE, HEREFORD,
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PHEASANT-EYED NARCISSUS.—Bulbs
of this sweet-scented Narciss, \os, per bushel, 6s. per

half-bushel, %s. 6</. per peck. Likewise Bulbs of LILIUM
BULBIFERUM, 151. per loo, 2i. 6</. per dozen. Terms cash

with order. Package free. Post-office Orders payable at

Vauxhall Cross.

Mrs. ALDERSON, Langley Lane, South Lambeth, Surrey.

DUTCH FLOWER ROOTS,
CARRIAGE FREE.

DANIELS BROTHERS'
SELECT

LIST FOR AUTUMN, 1878.
We annually visit the Dutch Bulb Farms, and our selection

of choice FLOWER ROOTS will be found unique for size

and quality of Bulb, and excellence of variety.

Per dozen.

—

s. d.

HYACrNTHS, superb exhtbitioa varieties ..i2f. to i8 o

,, choice named varieties, for pots or glasses ., .. go
,, good . -. ..60
„ mixed, red, white, or blue 30
,, miniature, with names 36
,, white Roman, for forcing .. .. .. ..30

CROCUS, large Dutch, blue, while, striped, or yellow,

each, per 100 2 o

„ superb named varieties, blue, purple, pure white,

golden-yellow, pencilled, &c. ..each, per 100 3 6

,, choice mixed, all colours .. .. .. ..14
SNOWDROPS, large single .. .. per 100 2 6

. , large double .

.

. . .

.

per 100 2 9

TULIPS, Van Thol, scarlet 16
„ Pottebakker, white 16
„ Tournesol, double 16
„ Rex Rubrorum, double .. ..09
„ La Candeur, double .. .. 13
,, choice mixed, double . . .

.

per 100. 5J. 6</. o 9

„ choice mixed, single .. .. per 100. 5J. 6d. o 9

ANEMONES, splendid double varieties, named, in

ten choice sorts .. .. .. per 100 10 6

,, double scarlet, fine per 100 7 6

„ double, finest mixed . , . , .

.

per 100 4 o

,, single, finest mixed per 100 4 o
LILY OF THE VALLEY, strong clumps for forcing,

POLYANTHUS NARCISSUS, choice mixed .. ' .'. 20
SCtLLA AMtENA, beautiful blue dwarf .. ..10
JONQUILS, single, sweet scented .. 100, ss. 6d. o 9
LILIUM AURATUM each, ij. 10 6

„ CANDIDUM, the old pure white 46
„ choice named varieties .. .. .. 6j., 9^-. and 12 o

All Orders o/ios. ami upwards carriagefree.

OUR GUINEA COLLECTION
Of choice FLOWER ROOTS for Open Ground, S:c ,

> the folloiving liberal assortment :
—

owdrops

LEMOINE'S GRAND NEW DOUBLE
GERANIUMS.—These are decidedly the greatest

acquisitions of the season 1877. Beautiful, new and varied in

colour, habit of the best singles, with enormous trusses. Con-

tinually receiving testimonials to their excellence, I can

warrant them to please. Twelve varieties for 6i., six for 3J.

THE BEST NEW SINGLES.—These received highest
commendations from first-class Gardening Journals. Postans'
ten varieties, also his three doubles. Bridal Bouquet, White
Wonderful, Sic. : the thirteen varieties for 6^. Smith's four

varieties for 2J. (these are good). Dr. Denny's seven fine

singles and two doubles, nine, for 4J. td. New Life, White
Vesuvius, and Salmon Vesuvius sent with either collection for

4^-. extra. All post-free, or Jn pots as preferred (nice plants).

Catalogues on application,

R. PANNETT, Florist. Chailey. Sussex.

A LAMB (late of Pear Tree Hill), Hills-
• borough, Ireland, begs to offer the following :—Allium

liliastrum, 4^. per dozen ; Dielytra spectabiHs, for forcing,

aar. per 100, is. 6d. per dozen ; Dens-canis, Red and White,

eacK 4i per 100 ; Gentianella, strong, Z2S. per 100. 35. per

dozen ; Christmas Rose, 45. per dozen, 285. per 100 : Hepatica
angulosa, 25^, per 100, 4^. per dozen ; Double Red Hepatica,
14J. per loo, 2^. per dozen : Single Blue ditto, 14J. per xoo,

2j. 6d, per dozen ; Double White Primrose, 155. per loo,

2J-. 6d. per dozen ; Double Yellow, 28J. per 100, 4J. per dozen ;

Early Sulphur, zss. per 100, 4J. per dozen ; Double Lilac,

145. per 100. 2J. 6rf per dozen ; Single Mauve, 12^- per 100,

2s. 6d. per dozen ; Single Magenta, 12s. per 100, 2s. 6d. per

dozen ; sanguinea canadensis, 20s. per loo, as. 6d. per dozen.

CUCUMBER-EMPRESS of INDIA.

J. C. WHEELER & SON
Introduced this fine variety last spring. It has proved itself to

be one of the best flavoured and handsomest in cultivation, and

good for winter work.

Pncc 2S. 6d. per packet.

i
Hyacinths, choice mixed

; Polyanthus Narcissus,

; Narcissus Poeticus
f ,, double white
1 Campernelle Jonquils
, Anemones, fine, double

. single

• Tulips, Van Thol, scarlet

; „ Cottage Maid
„ Yellow Prince

[ ,, double, mixed
,, Rex Rubrorum

I Crocus, in six varieties

With full cultural directions. Double quantity, 405'.
;

half ditto, 12S. 6ff. ; quarter ditto, 65. td.

Illustrated CA TALOGUE Free on application.

DANIELS BROTHERS,
THE ROYAL NORFOLK SEED ESTABLISHMENT,

NORWICH.

J. C. WHEELER & SON",

SEED GROWERS, GLOUCESTER

NO \ 'EL TY!~NO VELTY !

SPIR/EA PALMATA ELEGANS.
strong Plants, 63. eacli ; Six Plants, £1

;

Twelve Plants, £1 12s.

A beautiful hybrid between Hoteia japonica and Spiraea

palmata. It produces a large quantity of white flowers with

STRONG CLUMPS FOR FORCING.

DIELVTRA SPECTAllII.IS .

HOTEIA (Spiixa) JAPONICA.
SPIR^A PALMATA

l/.-o'T,

E°^ISE STOCKS for BUDDING and
GRAFTING.

ROSA MANETTI. 25'. per icoo : Oo per 10.000.

ROSA MULTIFLORA DE LA GRIFFERAIE, 25J. per

I030 ; ,£10 per 10,000.

HYDRANGEA PANICULATA GRAN-
DI FLORA.

Strong plants, 345. per loa ; £\2 \os. per iood.

TRADE LISTS of HARDY PERENNIALS, NARCIS-
SUS, CONIFER/E. FRUIT TREES, &c., gratis and free

on application.

Orders to the amount of ^£2 delivered free throughout Great

PLANTS for NATURALISING in the

Wild Garden, Shrubbery Border, Woodland Walks, Hot
Banks, Swampy Ground, and in any other position where the

plants are allowed to grow naturally, reproducing themselves.

See present year's ABC EULB GUIDE, free on application.

THOMAS S. WARE, Hale Farm Nurseries, Tottenham,

London.

BROCKWO RTH PA RK PEAR.
The fiuit of this remarkable Pear is very large and handsome,

the flesh is juicy, melting, and of fine flavour, ripening about the

end of September or beginning of October. The colour is

yellow, richly dotted, slightly crimson next the sun. It has

been awarded a First-class Certificate of Merit by the Royal

Horticultural Society.

Fine Pyravtids 2S. od. each.

Dtvar/-irained(^forivnlls) .. 3^- fid. each.

supply one dozen choice Pyramid Pear Trees of the

t delicious ; selection, including Brockwork Park,

fori

J. C. WHEELER & SON".

KINGSHOLM NURSERY, GLOUCESTER.

o \^^ THE GOLDEN .-.-.vft^^

C#*t^^^ J- VARIEGATED WEL- ^^^WT-,
y^^^£^ LINGTONIA received Four %.^^^^5i3
•^:^^*i^C^ First-class Cerlificates. Four ^1''^!.^

First Prizes, and One Large Silver Medal. Planted by the

following Royal and Noble hands :
—

Their Royal Highesses the Prince and Princess of Wales,

and the Duke of Edinbugh.
Their Graces the Dukes of Devonshire, Leeds, Manchester,

and Marlborough.
The Most Noble the Marquis of Waterford.

The Earls Abergavenny, Bective, Cork. Clancarty, Devon,
Ducie. Dunraven, Harrowby, Fowls, Sefton, St. Germans,
Warwick, and Wicklow.
The Lords Berwick, Doneraile, Otho Fitzgerald. Hawkshaw,

Huntingfield, Kenlis, Poltimore, Powerscourt, Skelmersdalc,

Wrottesley.
The Ladies Langdale, Russell. Pollen. Rolle, and Tennison, S:c.

Grand Specimens. 7 feet, ^g» 5^, ; splendid plants, 5 feet,

Cl 3s- : very fine, 3 feet, ^2 2s. ; stout plants, 2 feet, ^i \s. ;

little plants, i foot, los. td. ; 13 for 12; 55 for 50; 115

for 1

J. HARTLAND. The Lough N ,, Cork.

B

A. M. 0. JONGKINDT CONINCK,
TOTTENHAM NURSERIES, DEDEMSVAART,

ZWOLLE, NETHERLANDS.

ROWN FIBROUS PEAT,
best quality for Orchids, Ferns, &c. {,1 3s. per tiuck,

n rail at Lynn Station. Sample bags 21. SAND, 81. per

lates given (or larger quantities. GARDEN POTS,
. Apply,

A. DRAKE. Gayivood, Lynn, Norfolk.

Fibrous Peat for Orchids, &c.

BROWN FIBROUS PEAT, best
quality for Orchids. Stove Plants. &c . £6 6j. per truck.

BLACK FIBROUS PEAT, for Rhododendrons, Azaleas,

Heaths. American Plant Beds, 15J. per ton.

Delivered on rail at Biackwater, S. E. R-, or Farnborough,

S. W. R., by the truckload. Sample bag, 41 ; 5 b.igs, 30s. ;

10 bags. 365. Bags ^d. each.

Fresh SPHAGNUM, lor. id. per bag.

WALKER AND CO , Farnborough Station, Hants.

PEAT, Brown Fibrous, superior quality, for

Orchids. Fems, &c., £fi per truck. Also good Black

Fibrous Peat for Rhododendrons, Azaleas. &c.. at i6j. per ton,

or £.\ lOi. per 6-ton truck, delivered at either Bagshot or Farn-

borough Station on S.W.R., or Biackwater. S.E R.

Mr. W. TARRY, Bailiff, Bagshot. Surrey.

PEAT.—South of England Horticultural Peat
Lands.—C. R. HOLLOWAY. Christchurch, Hauls.—

BROWN. FIBROUS, Light-weighing Peat, of excellent

quality, for Orchids, Ferns, &c., well cut in Turfs and carefully

loaded into Railway Trucks, at 17^. bd. per ton, in loads of 4
Tons and upwards. Sample b.ag, 51. ; five bags, 2ii. ; 12 bags,

40J. Some also, of good quality, at 13J. 6<A per ton, four

tons and upwards.

JOHN KDMONDS &
HORTICULTURAL BUILDERS and HOT-WATER ENGINEERS, LILLIE BRIDGE,

CO.,
WEST BROMPTON, LONDON, S.W.

Cniisematories, Greenhouses and Hothouses of every description Erected and Heated in any part of the Kingdom or Abroad.

Kiosks, Summer-houses, Verandahs, Glass Approaches, &c.—Pit Lights, Garden Boxes, Hand Glasses, &c., in Stock.

PATENTEES OF THE "TUBULAR SADDLE BOILER," THE BEST CAST-IRON BOILER.
Illustrated Cataloguefree by Post. NOTE.— r/i^ Works adjoin West Brompton Station, Metropolitan District Raihuay.
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COCOA-NUT p-IBRE REFUSE.—
Reduced Price ;—In 4 bushel bags, bags included, at li.,

or truckload of about 250 bushels, 25^. (truckload delivered free

10 rail in London). Post-office Order or Cheque will oblige

with all orders—J. STEVENS AND CO., Greyhound Yard,

and 134. High Street, Battersea. S.W.

OCOA-nUt fibre refuse, as
supplied to the Royal Horticultural Society.— Four-bushel

ba£; (bag included), is. ; 30 bags (bags included), 20J. ; truck
free to rail, 25^.

COCOA-NUT FIBRE WORKS, 24 and =5, Redman's
Row. Mile End Road. London. E.

OCOA-NUT FIBRE WASTE.—
Invaluable for Potting, Plunging, and Forcing Purposes.

Useful at all seasons, -^d. per bushel, loo bushels (33 bags} 20J,

Truckload (loose) 30s.. put free on rail : 7s. for One-horse Van-
load, if [etched from Works. Bags charged \d. each, returnable
at same rate.—JAMES CROWLEY AND CO., Cocoa-nut Fibre
Works, Suffolk Place, Snow's Fields, Bermondsey, S.E,

ARDEN REQUISITES,—COCOA-NUT
FIBRE REFUSE, as supp'ied to Her Majesty and

many eminent Gardeners,
3rf, per bushel ; 100 for 2or. : truck (loose, 250 bush.), 30J,

4-hushel bigs, xd. each.

LIGHT BROWN FIBROUS PEAT, 51. (d. per sack;
; sacks, 25^. ; 12 for 4SJ., or 36s. per ton.

BLACK FIBROUS PEAT, 51, per sack, 5 sacks 221. ; 12
for 405 , or 34.T. per ton : sacks, 4,d. each.

COARSE SILVER SAND, IJ. <)d. per bushel: 151, half

yellow" FIe'rOUS 'loam' and' potting MOULD.
If. per bushel, 13.C, per half ton, 235. per ton,

SPHAGNUM MOSS, 8s. 6,/. per sack.

Manures, Garden Sticks, Virgin Cork, Tobacco Cloth and
Paper.

Write for free PRICE LIST, Goods free to rail.

H. G, SMYTH, 10, Castle Street. Endell Street, Long Acre.W.C.

I S H U R S T COMPOUND,—
Used by many of the leading Gardeners since 1859,

against Red Spider, Mildew, Thrips, Greenfly, andother Blight,

in solutions of from i to 2 ounces to thegallon of soft water, and
of from 4 to 16 ounces as a winter dressing for Vines and Fruit

Trees, Has outlived many preparations intended to supersede it.

Sold Retail by Seedsmen in Boxes, zs , 3r,, and io.r. i>d.

Wholesale by PRICE'S PATENT CANDLE COMPANY
(Limited).

SCOTT'S WASP DESTROYER,—
The only effectual remedy for destroying these pests :

IJ. f>d., 2J. 6(/. and 5s. per bottle. May be obtained through
all Seedsmen, or direct Irom

JOHN SCOTT, The Royal Seed Stores. Yeovil.
The Orckardist, by J. Scott, price 31. 6,/., the best work in

the English language on Fruit Trees and their Cultivation

New Archangel and Petersburg Mats,
T BLACKBURN and SONS have imported
»J • several large shipments if MATS from Archangel,
Petersburg, and Crnnsiadt. and are offering them for present
orders at unusually low pri' es. Samples can be seen and prices
obtained at 4 and 5. Wormwo id Street, EC.

WHOLESALE RUSSIA MAT
MERCHANTS.

NEW ARCHANGEL MATS.
ST PETERSBUKG MATS.
RAFFIA FIBRE. NETiING, CANVAS X.c

MARENDAZ and FISHER, James Street Covent
Garden, W.C.

ANDERSON'S RUSSIA MATS,
For COVERING, TYING, and PACKING

are highly recommended for durability and cheapness De
scriptive Catalogue sent post-free on application, bACKS and
BAGS of every descnplion. TARPAULINS HORbE
CLOTHS. ROPES. LINES, and TWINES,-JAMES 1

ANDERSON, 149, Commercial Street, Shoreditch London E

USSIA MATS, RUSSIA MATS,
from 30J, to 73s, per too: ARCHANGELS, 1105. 10

I20I.. good f.r picking, f.om 2 s. RAFFIA for Tying.
GUNNY BAGS, &c. Delivered to any station in London on

ROCKWORK,—Red Sandstone Rock, for
Rockwoik. Ferneries, Grottoes. Best and most orna-

mental Rock for the purpose nn lail here from our own piis,

WALKER and CO,, Farnborcugh Station, Hants,

PARI S EXH I B IT I O N.

FOR PORTMANTEAUS, TRUNKS,
BAGS and HAT CASES,

RILEY & CO,, 283, Strand (opposite Norfolk Street),

Also the TOURIST COMPANION. Store Prices.

AGRICULTURAL LOCOMOTIVES,
STEAM PLOUGHING MACHIXERY,

r Prlc

AVELI^f(3^ & PORTER,
ROCHESTER, KENT: 72, CANNON ST., LONDON,

E.G.; and 9, AVENUE MONTAIGNE, PARIS.

AvEUNG & Porter's ENGINES have gained the highest

Prizes at every important International Exhibition. The two

Medals for Progress and Merit were awarded them at Vienna

fo- their STEAM ROLLERS and ROAD LOCOMOTIVES ;

and at the last trials of the Royal Agricultural Society of

England their AGRICULTURAL LOCOMOTIVES gained

the First Prize after exhaustive trials, when one of their to-horse

power Engines, fitted with single slide and ordinary link-

motion, indicated 35-horse power, with a consumption of three

and one-Jifth poiutds o/cenf per hQrse-po\ver per hour.

COALS FOR HOTHOUSE
PURPOSE S.

WOOD AND CO/S
STAR ANTHRACITE SMOKELESS STEAM COAL

is DOW being extensively used by many of the principal Growers,

and is found to be preferable to any other kind of fuel in respect

to cheapness and durability, and particularly on account of its

being perfectly free from sulphur, and that it does not clinker

the fire-bars.

WOOD AND CO. deliver in truck-loads to any Railway

Station, prices for which can be had on application, or can be

delivered by Wood & Co.'s Vans (in the Metropolis).

WOOD AND CO. append a testimonial given to them by
Messrs. Beckwith & Sons, a firm of great experience, and who
have kindly allowed them to make whatever use of it they may
think fit.

Tottenham Nursery, London, N., Dec. 28, 1877.

To Messrs. Wood & Co.
Dear Sirs,—With reference to your enquiry respecting the

" Star " Anthracite Coal with which you supplied us—as to how
it suited, its economy or otherwise—we have much pleasure in

informing you that in every respect it is the best Anthracite we
have ever used. We find there is no smoke from it which is

very essential, and there is no trace of sulphur. It requires

very little stoking, and leaves very little ash, and certainly does
not clinker. Our consumption of Coat is about 500 tons a year
and we have no hesitation in saying that, by using your Star

Coal in the place of ordin.iry fuel, we shall effect a saving of

at least ,^100 this year. We attribute this to the powerful and
lasting properties of your coal. - Yours faithfully,

(Signed) G. Beckwith & Sons

WOOD AND CO. supply all kinds of Coal for House and

Manufacturing purposes, prices for which will be sent on

application.

WOOD AND CO., Coal and Coke Factors. Merchants

Contractors to Her Majesty's Government, 58, Coal Exchange

EC: and 4, Coal Department, Great Northern Railway

King's Cross. N,, and Midland Sidings. St. Pancrai. N W

STOVES-STOVES.
Tcrra-Colta ! Portable! For Coal

!

ROBERTS'S PATENT.
Healthy Heat twenly-^our hours or longer for about id.,

without attention. For Bedrooms, Greenhouses, or almost any

purpose. Prospectus and authenticated Testimonials sent. In

use daily at Patentee's—THOMAS ROBERTS,

112, Victoria Street, Westminster, S.W,

THE GRAVEL -WALK METAL
SCRAPER MATS—Ihcy improve the appearance of

Entrances are suitable for ill kinds ol Orav.l »alk Lntrani.es m
all wralhers, either to remove the loo e grit df cr summer howers

or the dirt or snow of winter Fh tr I \turi t,iz s a firm liflld

to thefeet tn whatc er dtrccti n yu http Ihey nre the width

I f an ordinary step and being dire lly in the path cannot escipe

use, save much wear in other mats floorcloths and carpels ai d
their endurance IS 11 calculable Lenglhs a feet 3 inches puce
lew 1 feet 6 inches 1 s 3 feet i^s 3 f< et 4 11 ches, \ts

3 feet 8 inches 181 4 t t t All in hts « d

Tidcomhe's I'.llent ("It.tvel-walk .Metal Scraf

suitable for Mansions, Villas, Fiench Ca-emenls, Conservatoires,

Hothouses, Greenhouses, Hjwer Gardens, Kitchen Gardens,

Places of Worship, Colleges, Schools, Manufactories, Hotels,

Public Institutions, and all Entrances leading from Sandy.

Gi ilty, or Gravel Walk«. Delivered on Railway on receipt of re-

mittance, payable to G. TIDCOMBE AND SON. Watford, Herts.

RABBIT-PROOF GARDEN FENCING.

IRON and WIRE HURDLES, RABBIT-PROOF, for

GARDEN ENCLOSURES : STRAINED WIRE FENC-
ING: GARDEN and CONSERVATORY WIREWORK,

See Illustrated Cutalos'ie.

R. HOLLIDAY,
IRON AND WIRE WORKS.

2a, Portobello Terrace, Nottlng Hill Gate, London, W.

!^
:r--~¥:'^;'»

i

BAYLISS, JONES &BAYLISS,
Patentees and Manufacturers of Wrought Iron

CONTINUOUS BAR FENCING,
Iron Hurdles, Strained Wire Fencing,

Field and Entrance Gates, Tree Guards, &c,,

VICTORIA WORKS, WOLVERHAMPTON,
and 3, Crooked Lane, King Willii , London, E.C,

s/re afplie

BOULTON & PAUL, NORWICH.

NEW PORTABLE LEAN TO POULTRY HOUSE

-f^i

The Night H iisp 1^ made of «nid painted green outside

and hme whited inside with run underneath for shade and
shelter new O C. shaped galvanibcd roof which is very orna

mental, and affords good ventilation , fitted with shifting

perches, shding window, large door and lock for attendant,

small door for fowls, and hen ladder, no nest boxes. Strong

galvanised Wire Run, with corrugated iron roof, door, and lock,

and all necessary bolts and nuts complete.

Prices "Carriage paid to any 7 ailway station in England

:

ist size. No 7, with run complete, 12 feet long,

4 feet wide ;£? 5 o

2d size. No. 8, with run complete, 12 feet long,

5 feet wide .. •• 8 10 o

3d size. No. 9, with run complete, 16 feet long,

6 feet wide 12 o o

Illustrated Ca'alogue can be had on application.

LOULTON AND PAUL. Norwich.

WH. LASCELLES, Horticultural
• Builder,

121 Bunhill Row. London, E C

Kstun.lEs ^ucn on appli alion for L-KL EN HI )Ut Eb :

CONSEKV-irOKIEbofallkind and to any design

GARDEN BOXES and LIGHTS. Each.

Portable Box with One Light, 6 feet by 4 fett, glazed s. d.

good 15-OZ. sheet glass, painted fcur coats, and
packed ready for ii-e ,, ,, ., ,, • 35 o

Portable Box with T,wo Lights, as above, each light

6 feet by 4 feet 65 o

LIGHIS ONLY,
3 feet by 4 feet light, not painted nor glazed .

.

• 3 6

Ditto [;lazed. good 15-OZ. sheet gla-'s and painted 4 coats 10 o
6 feet l,v 4 feel, not painttd nor glazed .

,

,

16 6

-JOHN r.ow.M \N,
Timber and Mahogany Importer and Merchant,

HORTICULTURAL BUILDER.
WEST END STEAM JOINERY,

NEWC.^STLE-ON-TYNE,

GREENHOUSES complete, from £10 to £1000,

Portable Box with One Light, 6 feet by 4 feet, glazed 1

16 oz. sheet glass, and painted four coats .

,

- , I
^

Portable Box with Two Lights, as above, each Lightly
6 feet by 4 feet

Estimates giv 1 for Conservatories and Green-
houses of every kind,

IVell-seasotted Materials and First-class ii^orkmanship
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Glasshouses.

HERE MAN AND MORTON
give prices for all kinds of

HORTICULTURAL BUTLDINGS in WOOD
on receipt of particulars. Also for Heating.

A Pamphlet yi. Price Listsfree.

2, Gloucester Street, Regent's Park, London. N.W.

HELLIWELL'S PATENT SYSTEM of
Air and Water-tight GLAZING WITHOUT PUTTY,

and without exposing any outside woodwork to Paint, and

NEW SYSTEM of COVERING ROOFS.
The fasteners are brass or copper. The peculiar arrangement

of the Glass covers the whole of the Woodwork and only the

small fastener is visible, therefore the roof is indestructible and

outride painting unnecessary. The squares of glass can be

easily removed, and the whole be taken out and cleaned by any
inexperienced person. Breakage is impossible except through

carelessness or accident.

The Glazing is more air-tight ihan the old putty system, yet

any amount of ventilation can be given.

Old Roofs may be reglazed on this principle, and roofs are

covered with slates or zinc on this system.

Extract from Buildiftg Ne'^vs,

"Mr. T. W. Helliwell, of Brighouse. has recently patented

and introduced a New System o£ Glazing and covering Roofs,

which is certainly sujjerior to anything ot the kind we have

seen before, and it will in our opinion supersede any other

system before the public."

Important references and all particulars from the Patentee,

T. W. HELLIWELL, Brighouse, Yorkshire; and ig.

Parliament Street, London, W.C.

WOOD TRAINING STICKS and
TALLIES, commended by Royal Horticultural Society ;

BAMBOO CANES. RAFFIA for tying. VIRGIN CORK.
ARCHANGEL and other MATS. PACKING MATS, &c.
Wholesale prices on application to

C. J. RLACKITH and CO., Cox's Quay, Lower Thames
Strei London, E.C.

Under the Patronage of tlie Queen.

SMITH'S IMPERISHABLE
STRATFORD LABELS.

The above Labels are made of a Whit

The Gardeners' Magazine says :—" We must give these tl

palm before all other plant labels, as the very first in merit."
Samples and Price Lists free.

J. SMITH, The Royal Label Factory. Stratford-on-Avon.

TheThames Bank Iron Company
OLD BARGE WHARF,

'^'^ UPPER GROUND STREET,
IjONDON, S.E.,

Have the largest and most complete stock in the Trade
;

upwards of ^20,000 worth to choose from.

HOT-WATER BOILERS, PIPES, and CONNECTIONS,
And all CASTINGS for HORTICULTURAL PURPOSES.

Their New Illustrated Catalogue, Zth Edition, noiv ready

(Jirice Sixpetice).

Hot-water Apparatus erected complete, or the Materials supplied at Wholesale Prices.

MESSENGER & COMPANY,
MIDLAND HORTICULTURAL BUILDING & HOT-WATER

ENGINEERING WORKS, LOUGHBOROUGH.

f Cons ST strong, mostHorticultu 1 Bu Id ngs erected on Messenger i Co b Pi t M
durable, light, elegi it a ipiv t lot i p rfe t ffic for ntend J p r| -

ajtd main'tcnavce ; combine the pecubar advantages of Wooden and of Iron Houses, without their disadvantages.

MESSENGER AND CO., from their long e.xperience. and having large Works exclusively devoted to the

Construction and Heating of Horticultur.al Buildings, are in a position to execute with despatch, in the best manner,
the Orders with which they are entrusted. Only thoroughly well seasoned timber used.

The Plans of Landscape Gardeners, Architects, and Others carried out.

Plans and Estimates forwarded free on receipt of Particulars by Post, Estimates sent free or charge.
Ladies and Gentlemen waited upon.

Illustrated CATALOGUES of GREENHOUSES, VINERIES, HEATING APPAR.^TUS. &-c., sent free

on application. Richly Illustrated CATALOGUE of HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS and HEATING
APPARATUS (the Designs taken from Works executed by M. & Co.), post-free for thirty-three stamps. Gentlemen
consulting this Catalogue have the advantage of inspecting designs whose efficiency has been tested by actual

experience.

M
Indestructible Terra-Cotta Plant Markers.

AW AND CO.'S PATENT.—
Prices, Printed Patterns, and Specimens, sent post-

in application ; also Patterns of Ornamental Tile Pave-
s for Conservatories, Entrance Halls, &c.

MAW AND CO., Bcnthall Works, Broseley.

HORTICULTURAL WINDOW GLASS.
A large variety of sizes, is-oz., \is. 6d. ; 21-oz., ids. 6(i.

per 100 feet. Large sizes, in Cases, for Cutting up— 15-oz, 4ths,

30J. : 3ds, 40J, per 300 feet; — 21-oz. 4ths, 305.; 3ds., 40J.

per 200 feet.—ALFRED SVER. Glass, Lead. Zinc, Oil and
Colour Merchant, 8. Pentonville Road, London, N.

BELGIAN GLASS forGREENHOUSES, &c.,
Can be obtained in all sizes and qualities, of

BETHAM & SON,
9. LOWER THAMES STREET. LONDON, EC.

B. & Son have always a large Stock in London of 20-in. by 13-in.,

THOMAS MILLINGTON and CO.,
87. Hishopsgate Street Without, London, E.G., Imi-or-

TERS and Dbalers in Window Glass of all kinds.

Small Squares in 16 oz.
Prices for the sizes Etated, and for not less than a box of too feet.

Special price for other sizes will be quoted upon application.

Ortdiard House Glass.
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THE GAEDENEES' OHEONICLE.

SCALE OF CHARGES FOR ADVERTISING,

i columns, the low

Colim 3 5

GARDENERS, AND OTHERS, WANTING SITUATIONS.
26 words IS. td., and 6(1" for every additional line

(about 9 words) or part of a line.

THESE ADVERTISBMHNTS MUST BE PREPAID.

Births, Deaths and Marriages.
Adve*-tisements for the current •week

by Thu*-sday noor
e.tck the OJTic.

All Subscriptions Payable in Advance.
Thb United Kingdom: 12 Months, li 3s. io<j'. ; 6 Months,

jis. lid. : 3 Months, 6^.

Foreign: 26s.. including Postage for 12 Months.

P.0.0. to be made payable at the King Street Post-office, W.C.
to W. Richards.

PaBLTSHiNG Office and Office for Advertisemf.nts,
4t. Wellington Street. Covent G.irden. London, W.C.

Hr^ilers poises; all the advanlages of the old S.iddle
f'nh the following improvements — viz, , the water-space

at back and over top of saddle increases the heating surface to

such an extent that a "PATENT DOUBLE L SADDLE
BO I LER " will do about twice the amount of work with the same
quantity of fuel ; the cost of setting is also considerably reduced,
and likewise the space occupied ; at the same time these Boilers
are simple in construction, and being made of wronght-iron arc
not liable to crack. They are made of the following sizes :

—
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WANTED, a steady industrious MAN, to
work in a Nursery, and his Wife to act as Servant and

to Cook. Can live in the house, or a cottage in the nursery
found.—Address W. W., 48A, Moorgate Street, London, E.G.

Seed Trade.

WANTED, a Youn;.,' MAN who thoroughly
understands the Garden Seed Trade in all its

branches.— Apoly by letter only, stating age, wages required,
and references, to WEU13 AND SONS, The Queen's Seedsmen,
Wordsley, Stourbridge.

Agricultural and Horticultural Association.

ANTED, an ASSISTANT MANAGER,
for the Seed Department of the above —Apply, by

letter, in the first place, stating previous experience, 47,
Millbank Street. Westminster. S.W.

"W^ANTED, .an experienced SHOPMAN,
y » for an extensive Seed and Nurstry Establishment in

Scotland. One qualrfied to take an ocosiunal j <urney will be
preferred.—Apply, stating age. salary expected, and oiher par-
ticulars, to A. B. C , Gardeners Chremc'e Offi e, W.C.

WANTED, in Glasgow, a SHOPMAN, with
good experience,—Address, S. T,, Gardeners' ChrO'

Hide Office, W.C.

WANTED, a JUNIOR ASSISTANT for
the Seed Trade. Character must bear the strictest

investigation.—THOS. PERKINS and SONS, 34," Drapery,
Northampton.

WANTED, a good SECOND HAND-
BOUQUET MAKEK,and good SALESWOMAN.

—Apply to G. U.TAVINEK, Florist, &c., Bayswater Road.W.

WANT PLACES.

EG. HENDERSON
• AND SON have many excellent

GARDENERS with approved testimonials

for ability now waiting in their Nurseries for

re-engagement.

E. G. 11. & Son will be pleased to answer

any enquiries from Noblemen and Gentlemen
requiring such.—Pine-apple Nursery, Maida
Vale, London, W.

SBORN AND SONS have on their Retjistcr
a number of Nten of excellent character and abilities,

and first class experience in every branch, whom they would be
glad to recommend to Noblemen or Gentlemen requiring the
services of thoroughly practical GARDENERS. FOREMEN
and UNDER GARDENERS can also be recommended.—
The Fulham Nurseries, London, S.W.

4.ARDENER (Head).—Age 27 ; thirteen
years' experience. Character will bear the strictest
gation.—G. S., The Gardens, Crawley Court, Winchester,

G
Hants,

C^ARDENER (He.^d).—Age 32, married, no
* family: is thoroughly competent to lake the Manace-

ment of first-class Gardens, also Land and Stock—G. M., The
Gj.rdens, Meersbrook Park, Heeley, Sheffield.

ARDENER (Head).—Age ^2,. married
;

has a thorough practical knowledge of all branches of
the profession. Good character.—J. T., Alontis Court, Norton

, Taunton.

GARDENER (Head), where one or more
are kept.—Married, no family. Has had twenty-five

years' experience in Gardening, and can have good recommen-
dations. -G. L, 62, St. Mary's Terrace, Paddington Green, W.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 31, married
;

thoroughly practical in all branches of the profession.
Eighteen years' practice in first-class establishments. Seven
years' good character. No single-handed place accepted.

—

L. H.. News Rooms, Catherine Street. Strand. W.C.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 40, married, no
family ; twenty-five years' practical Culture of Stove and

Greenhouse Plants, Orchids. Ferns. Early Forcing of Fruits.
Flowers, and Vegetables. Thirteen years Head Gardener, five

years in last situation.- E. H., i. Alexandra Terrace, Penge
Lane, Penge, S E.

GARDENER (Head), married. — The
Advertiser is at liberty to engage with any Nobleman

or Gentleman requiring the service ot a thorough practical
Gardener. Can undertake General Management if required.
Character will bear the strictest enquiries. — W. SWANS-
BOROUGH. Norman Court, Dean. Salisbury.

ARDENER (Head). —Age 32, married;
Scotch, thorough practrcal experience in the manage-

ment of good establishments, both in Scotland and England.
Thoroughly competent to supply all the requisites of a genile-
man's table. Satisfactory reieiences.—LINDSAY, i, Canter-
bury Terrace, Canterbury Road, Forest Hill, S.E.

GARDENER (Head). — Mr. G. LuCAS,
Gardener to R. S. Holford. Esq., Westonbert Gardens,

Tetbury.Gloucester, can with confidence recommend his Foreman
to any Nobleman or Gentleman requiring the services of a
thorough practical, energetic, and trustworthy Man, He has
a thorough knowledge of the profession in all its branches, and
has first-class Testimonials from his previous employers.

C:J.ARDENER (Head), where three or more
* are kept.—Age 37, married ; has a thorough knowledge

of the profession. Orchids, Stove and Greenhouse Plants. Fruit,
Early and Late Forcing, &c. Twenty years' experience in
Noblemen's and Gentlemen's Gardens. Five years' first-class
character from present situation. Total abstainer.—Apply in
the first instance toW. BALL and CO., Bedford Road Nursery,
Northampton.

GARDENER (Head, Working).—i;5 bonus
given to any person who will assist in getting me a good

situation as above.—G. JUBY, .(4, Vfych Street, Strand, W.C,

To Noblemen and Gentlemen.

GARDENER (Head).—The Advertiser is

open to engage as above ; thoroughly capable of success-
fully carrying out the various duties of a large Establishment,
the Forcing of Vines, Pines, Peaches, Flowers and Vegetables,
Culture of Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Kitchen, Fruit
Gardens, Pleasure Grounds, and General Decorations. Nine-
teen years' experience. Reference of the best quality.

—

CHARLES HOSKINS, Broomhall Farm, Rudgwick, Horsham,
Sussex.

r.|ARDENER (He.'vd, Working), where
V-* three or four are kept.—Age 24, single ; iS months good
characler.-C. CAUDLEK, Commercial Road. South Hayling,
Havant. Hants.

C:j.ARDENER (Head, Working).—Age 35,
V-^ married; thoroughly understands the Forcing of Vines,
Peaches. &c. ; also Orchids, Stove and Greenhouse Plants,
and Flower and Kitchen Gardening. Six years' chiracter.

—

W. FLINT, 70, Thurston Road. Lewisham, S.E.

A^ARDENER (Head, Working), where one
V^ or two more are kept.—Age 29, single tmtil suited ; has
had fourteen years' gocd practical experience in alt the branches
of Gardening. Can have first-class references and testimonials.

—J. TULETT, Grove Lodge, Streatham Common. Surrey.

C:j.ARDENER (Head, Working).—Age 40,
^ married, one girl (age lo) ; thoroughly understands

Vines, Stove and Greenhouse Plants, and Flower a.,d Kitchen
Gardening, also Land and Slock if required. Good references
from present and previous employer. — T. NEWMAN, 2,
Urewery Cottages, Westerham. Kent.

ARDENER. — E.xperienced ; thoroughly
practical. First-class references.—Address, West

nt House. Scalbv. Scarborough.

C"*
ARDENER, where two or more are kept.

—

-• Age 26. single ; twelve years' experience in Stove and
Greenhouse Pl.inls, Early and Late Forcing, and Flower and
Kitchen Gardening. F.xcellent references. — H., T, Clillon
Terrace, Nightingale Road, Wood Green, N.

GARDENER (Single-handed).—Age 26
;

four and a half years' good reference.—G. WIiiGINS,
Eynsham, 0.ion.

/'^ARDENER (SINGLE-HANDED, or other-
V .< wise-)—Age 40, married, no incumbrance. Undeniable
references. — W. F,, J. Nnble, Nurseryman, Pond Lane,
Clapion, E.

ARDENER (Second).-Age 22 ; leaving
through family going away. Good character.— E. R.,G

GARDENER (Second), where four or five
are kept.—Age 24. single; good references.— S. H..

Post-office, Shoreham, Sevcnoaks, Kent.

GARDENER (Second), in a Nobleman's or
Gentleman's Garden.—Age 26 : nine years' experience.—C. R., St. Mary's Lodge. Greenwich Park. S E.

C^ARDENER (Second).—Has a good
V>* general knowledge of the profession. Good character.—
W. S., 324, Coventry Koad, Small Heaih, Birmingham.

ARDENER (Under), in a Gentleman's
Garden.-Age 20: four years' good character.-J. W.,

Rendcomb Gardens, near Cirencester, Gloucestershire.

G"*
ARDENER (Under).—Young, respectable.

^ Bothy preferred. Can give a good character.—GA R-
DENER. Park Villa, Solihull, Hirmingham.

ARDENER (Under), in the House pre-
ferred. in a good Garden establishment. Three years'

character from present employer.—J. T. L., Gazelle Office;
Brigbouse, Yorkshire.

ARDENER (Under).—Age 24 ; willing to
assist in the Houses. Principally outside preferred.

Good character.-Address, st.ating wages, to F. E., 115, North
Cottage. Merstham, Surrey.

GARDENER (Under, or Third.)—Age 20
;

two years' good character.—C BROWETT, Easton,

l-j"'OREMAN.—A Gardener wishes to recom-
J- mend a young man {age 24) as Foreman in a good
Garden. -J. HA.M.MOND, Cutbush & Sons, Highgale, N.

Tj^OREHAN, in a first-class establishment.
-L —Age 24 : well up in Forcing on a large scale, also Plants,
Exhibition or Furnishing, Dinner-table and House Decoration.
TestimoniaU— B. C, Mr. March, 12, Faraday Road, Notting
Hill, London. W.

FOREMAN, in a 'small Nurseiy.—Age 28,
single ; good general Plantsman and Propagator. Good

reference.—Adoress. with particulars. G.^iRDENEK.gi, Princes
Street, Edgware Roid. London, N.VV.

O R E M A N, in the Houses.—Age 23 ;

thoroughly experienced in all branches cf Gardening.
First-class character from present employer.—H. R., RaLy
Gardens. Darlington.

OREMAN and PROPAGATOR.—Age 32 ;

well understands Azaleas. Camellias, Clematises, Roses,
Rhododendrons, and Vines; also Soft-wooded Stuff. Gooil
references.- B.

. 4, Verandah Cottages , Notth Hill, Highgate.N.

URSERY FOREMAN, active, indoor, is
open to engagement.—PLANTSMAN, E. Deakin,

F

N
Reddish Green. Ma

AJURSERY FOREMAN.—Age 38 ; suc-
-1-^ cessful Propagalor and Grower tf Stove and Greenhou.se
Plants, Roses. Rhododendrons. Clematis, Coniferae, and general
Nursery Stock. Twenty years' exoerience. Good references.-
T. B., 6, Overton Terrace. Clive Vale, Hastings.

NURSERY FOREMAN, General or other-
wise. Propagator, Grower, and Salesman of First-

class Stock, Indoor and Out. Many years' extensive experience
Wholesale and Retail. Well acquainted with Seed Trade and
Landscape Gardening.—GUN, 7, Frances Street, Woolwich,

PROPAGATOR, or PROPAGATOR and
FOREMAN (Indoors).- Long experience in Plant

Growing and Propagating, and Grafting Hard and Soft-wooded
Planls—ALPHA, 24, Brewer Street, Pimlico, S.W.

TMPROVER.—A young Man (age 21) wishes
-L to obtain a situation in a Nobleman's or Gentleman's
Garden where he can have facilities of seeing Gardening carried
out in a first-class manner.—State Premium required and wages
given, to J. BROWN, Beeston Fields, Nottingham.

PPRENTICE.—Wanted to apprentice a
Vcuth (age 15) to learn Gardening. No objection to pay

small Premium.—Apply, West Mount House, Scalby,
Scarborough.

RAVELLER, BOOK-KEEPER, or
CORRESPONDING CLERK in a Nursery or Seed

Business.—Ten years' experience. First-class references. Can
also undertake Management of a Shop.— C. M. S., Feirier
Brothers, 55, Hope Street, Glasgow.

ANAGER, TRAVELLER, or HEAD
SHOPMAN.—Well up in every branch, including

Clovers and Grasses ; knows the Scotch and Irish ground well
—A. B-. Messrs. Hurst & Son, 6, Leaden hall Street, E.C.

HOPMAN.—Age 23 ; highest references.—
ALPHA, Messrs. Hurst & Son, 6, Leadenhall Street

London. E.C.

To the Seed Trade.
QHOPMAN, or SECOND.—Age 24; nineO years' general experience. Good references.—J. K ,

the Queen, Hirmingham.Mr. T. B. Thom.on. Seedsir

To the Seed Trade.
HOPMAN, or SECOND.—Eighteen years'

' experience in one of the leading Dublin houses ; thoroughly
ficient in all branches ot the trade —H H, , J. Moore, Esq.,
-deners' Reeerd, Middle Abbey Street Dublin

s

Gardene

HOPMAN (ASSISTANT), or CLERK.—Ten
years' experience. Now disengaged. Fir;t-c!ass refer-

ences.—A. B C . Stodrig, Kelso, N B

HOPMAN (Assi.STAN'r). — A young man
(Scotch), whose term of apprenticeship has lately expired,

desires re-engagement as above. Excellent references —

X

Gardeners Chyomcle Office. W C.
' '

rpo NURSERYMEN, SEED MER-X CHANTS, and OTH EKS.—Advertiser (mairied) is
desirous of an tngagement : several years' expeiience. Is
well up in Book-keeping, Correspondence, and Accounts.

—

M-, Mr. Dommetl, 30, Almorah Rojd, Downham Koad,
Islington, N.

To the Seed Trade.
A SSLSTANT.—Has had eight years' e.xpe-

-^^*- rience in the Garden and Agricultural Seed Departments.
—A. B. C. Box (8, Post-office, Chester.

XTOUSEKEEPER (Working).—Can give
-L-L highest relerences as to character and experience —
Mrs. H. R. PINDER, Servants' Registry, Junclion Road
Kentish Town, N.W. Established seven years.

I N A H AN'S LL W H I S K Y.
The cream of old Irish Whiskies. Pure, mild, mellow,

delicious, and most wholesome. Universally recommended by
the Medical Profession. Dr. Hassal says. " The Whisky is
soft, mellow, and pure, well matured, and of very excellent
quality."-20. Great ritchlield Street, London, W.

E P P S ' S
GRATEFUL

{Janu's Epps £-> Co., Homccopathic Chemists.)

COMFORTING

C C O A .

ELAZENBY AND SON'S PICKLES,
• SAUCES, and CONDIMENTS.-E. LAZENBV

AND SON, sole proprietors of the celebrated recipes, and
manufacturers of the pickles, sauces, and condiments so long
and favourably distinguished by the name, beg to remind the
public that every article prepared by them is guaranteed as
entirely unadulterated.—92, Wigmore Street, Cavendish
Square flate 6, Edward Street, Portman Square), and 18,
Trinity Street. London, S E.

HARVEY'S SAUCE.—CAUTION.—The
admirers of this celebrated sauce are particularly

requested to observe that each bottle prepared by E.
LAZENBY AND SON bears the label, used so many years,
signed " Eiizabetk Lazeuby"

DINNEFORD'S MAGNESIA.
The Medical Pro''ession for over Forty Years have approved ot

this pure solution as the Best Remedy for

ACIDITY OF THE STOMACH, HEARTBURN,
HEADACHE, GOUT, AND INDIGESTION,

and as the safest Aperient for Delicate Constitutions, Ladies,

Children, and Infants.

DINNEFORD'S MAGNESIA.
HOLLOWAY'S OINTMENT and PILLS.

—Rheumatic Pains. Tic-Doloreux-—These diseases are
unfortunately prevalent in this country, and are frequently most
distressing, sometimes for years baffling all medical skill to
alleviate the sufferings of the victim. In no case have
Holloway's Ointment and Pills failed to produce a cure. The
Ointment exerts a peculiar and soothing influence over the
nerves and muscles, relaxing spasms and subduing pain. The
attack soon becomes milder and the intervals between the
paroxsyms longer ; until they cease alirigether. The Pills

restore the body from a weak and debilitated condition to a
state of health and strength. Persons bedridden for months
vv-ith rheumatic pains and swellings, after using the Ointment
have been cured in an incredibly short period.
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JOHN COWAN,
THE VINEYARD AND NURSERIES, GARSTON, near LIVERPOOL,

BEGS TO ANNOUNCE THAT HIS

DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of GRAPE VINES,
Also Winter-flowering and Ornamental-foliaged Plants, for 1878-9,

IS NOW KEADY, AND CAA BE HAD, POST-EREE, O i\ A PPLICATJO A

.

As is well known, the Cultivation of Young Vines has long been a speciality at Garston Vineyard, and all who have seen the large stock this

season agree in stating that better plants were never produced, if indeed as good, even by Mr. Meredith, siAen at the height of his fame. The large

and commodious houses are admirably adapted for producing Vines of the first quality, and no efl'ort has been wanting to turn them to the very

best account.

Such varieties as Black Hamburgh, Muscat of Alexandria, Lady Downe's Seedling, Madrcsficld Court, Klack Muscat, Foster's Seedling, &c.,

which are specially adapted for fruiting in pots, are in splendid condition, and J. C. can with every confidence recommend them, and many other

varieties, for pot culture.

J. C. has also a large number of smaller but healthy, short jointed, well-ripened Canes, suitable for planting Vineries.

THE VINEYARD AND NTTBSEEIES, GAKSTON.

y. CO IVAN has also to offer a large Stock of Winter-Jloiocring ana Ornamciital-foliagcd Plaids in the best
possible condition, and at niodcrati-' priics.

CATALOGUES FREE ON APPLICATION. TRADE SUPPLIED WITH GRAPE VINES.

HOETICULTTIRAL BUILDIIG- AID HEATIK} DEPAETMEIT.

I COWAN undertakes the Erection and Heating of all kinds of Horticultural Buildings, and ha\-ing had great experience in all matters

connected with Horticulture he is able to design and erect such Buildings as will in all cases answer the purpose for which they are intended.

ILLUSTRATED PAMPHLET POST-FREE ON APPLICATION.

JOHN CO^VAN,
THE VINEYARD and NURSERIES, GARSTON, near LIVERPOOL.

Editorial Comraunicitions shoulj be .addressed to " The Editor ;" Advertisements and Business Letters to "The Publisher," at the Olfice, 4c, Wollmjton Street Covent Garden. London. WC
Printed by William Richabds, at the Office of Messrs. Bradburv, Agnsw, & Co.. Lombard Street, Precinct of Whitefnars. City of London, ni the County of Middlesex, and Published by the

saitl William Richards, at the Office, 41. Wellington Street. Parish of St. Paul's, Covent Garden, in^the said^CiLinty.—Saturday, October 19^ 1

Agent for Manchester

—

John Hbywood.
* '""Agents for S;otland—Messrs. J. Menzibs & Co., Edinburgh and Glasgo'
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SALES BY AUCTION.
Dutch Flower Roots, for Present Planting and Spring

Flowerin-^ .irrivins weekly from well-known farms in

Holland.-SALES every MONDAY. WEDNESDAY, and

SATURDAY during October and November, commencnig

at half-pa^t I2, and generally finishing about 4 o'Clock.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 38. King Street,

Covent Garden, W.C, first-class HYACINTHS, TULIPS,
CROCUSES, NARCISSUS, IRIS, SNOWDROPS, Ll-

LIUMS, RANUNCULI, &c,, in large and small lots to suit

all buyers. Catalogues on application.

68, Larkhall Rise, Clapham, S.

MR. J. C STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTION, on the Premises as above, on TUESDAY,

October 29. .-.t half-past i5 o'Clock precisely, STOVE and

GREENHOUSE PLANTS, consisting of fine Specimen Plants

of Camellias, Palms, Ferns, and other plants suitable for Table

Decorations. &c. ; also a well-built GREENHOUSE.
On view the day prior and morning of Sale, and Catalogues

h.ad of Mr. J. C. STEVENS, Auctioneer .and Valuer, 38,

King Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

Plants from HoUand.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 38, King Streel,

Covent Garden. W.C, on WEDNESDAY, October 30. at h.alf-

past t! o'clock precisely. Standard and Pyramid and Espalier

FRUIT TREES, RHODODENDRONS, Specimen Varie-

gated HOLLIES, Standard and Dwarf ROSES, Deciduous

TREES and SHRUBS from Holland ; als.

DUTCH BULBS.
On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Cattleya Gigas, Odontoglossum, Phalsenopsis, &c.

MR. J. C. STEVENS has received insuuc-
ti.insftom THE NEW PLANT and LULB COM-

PANY, COLCHESTER, to SELL by AUCTION, at his

Great Rooms. 38, King Stieet, Covent Garden. W.C, on

THURSDAY, October 31, at half-past 12 o'Clock precisely,

a splendid importation of CATTLEYA GIGAS, and growing

plants, from an importation received endof July, of ODONTO-
GLOSSUM PHAL/ENOPSIS. ONCIDIUM AMPLIATUM
MAJUS. the large-bulbed free flowering form of ANGULOSA
CLOWESII, &c , and some bulbs of a very rare and beautiful

;ues had.

OrcMds, Bulbs, and Seeds.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 3S. King Street,

Covent Garden, W.C, on THURSDAY, October 31. at half-

past 12 o'clock precisely, several small collectioQS of ESTAB-
LISHED ORCHIDS, comprising rare and valifcle sorts ; a

quantity of healthy plants of Dendrobium formosum%i?anteum :

33 plants of Phalainopsis grandiflora aurea from the Tamhellan

Isles ; 10 good trunks ot Cyathea dealbata, from 4 to 6 feet

high; 600 roots of SPIR/EA JAPONICAfrom Ghent; tooo

Enghsh-groivn roots of LILIUM LANCIFOLIUM ALBUM :

100,000 SEEDS of the new Dwarf PETUNIA, hyb. nana
compacta nuiltiflora, raised by Mr. G. Reich, of Herrenkrug_,

Prussia ; also 1500 strong imported
FR(-EBELLI.

On view morning ot Sale, and Catalogues had.

of BEGONIA

Important Sale ot a 'Valuable Collection of Estab-
LISHED ORCHIDS, the Properly of a GentleiSan going

Abroad.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTION, at his Great Rooms. 38, King Street.

Covent Garden. W.C, on THURSDAY, November 7, at half-

past 12 o'clock precisely, a choice Collection of ESTAB-
LISHED ORCHIDS, comprising about 90 Plants of choice

varieties of PhalEcnopsis (collected specially), about 50 splendid

plants and fine varieties of Odontoglossum Alexandrae, nice

plants of O. vexillarium, including one extra dark variety; O.
Hallii, O. Phalicnop.is. &c. ; a fine plant of Cattleya exoniensis,

C. Warneri, a specimen C. crispa, 3 feet through ; Dendrobium
Wardianum, D. devoiiianum, gno.1 v.-iri^ti^s ..f nobile, Lailia

anceps, with ten spikes of bloom ; I ii 1 I' ni ,^cc. ; also the

only plant in the country of M 1 :.jworthi : also

somegoodplantsof M, Harryau.T, \ 1
I'

1
, ,
Lindeni, &c.

On view morning of Sale, .m! i .a J ;ii. ^ had.

Engllsli Grown Lilies.

MR. J. C. STEVENS has received instruc-
tions from The New Plant and Bulb Company, Col-

chester, to SELL by AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 38, King
Street, Covent Garden, W.C, on FRIDAY, November 8. at

half-past 12 o'clock precisely, a colleclion of home-grown
LILIUMS ard other beautiful Hardy Bulbous Plants, including

many New and Rare Plants of great beauty, &c.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Unreserved Sales of Dutch Bulbs of superior quality,

comprising the finest HYACINTHS. TULIPS. CROCUS.
NARCISSUS, JONQUILS, SNOWDROPS, LILIES,
&c.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
will SELL the above by AUCTION, on MONDAY

next and every following Monday, at the Mart, opposile the

Bank of England, City, E.G., at half-past 11 o'Clock punc-

tually.

P. AND M. will buy for gentlemen who cannot attend.

Catalogues had at the Mart, and 98, Gracechurch Street, E.G.

Tooting, S.W.-Without Reserve.
To NOBLEMEN, GENTLEMEN, BUILDERS, and

OTHERS.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
will SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises, the Exotic

Nursery, Tooting, fifteen minutes' walk from Tooting and
Balhani Stations, on MONDAY and TUESDAY, October 28

and 29. at 12 o'Clock precisely each day, by order of Mr.
R. Parker, a large quantity of extra thriving young NURSERY
STOCK, rema.kably well grown, and in excellent condition for

removal, comprising several thousands of Evergreen and
Coniferse Shrubs in specimen borders, admirably adapted for

effective planting : a large quantity of handsome Specimen
ConiferjE, beautifully grown and symmetrically formed ; a
splendid assortment of Ornamental Forest Trees, fine Fruit

Trees in bearing condition. Haidy Climbing Plants, &c.

May be viewed. Catalogues obtained on the Premises, and
of the Auciioncer-, 2", Giacechurch Street, E.G.

Islington, N.

PEREMPTORY SALE. — The land being immediately
rei|uired by the North London Railway Company.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE AND MORRIS
will SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises, the

Northampton Park Nursery, Douglas Road, North Islington,

opposile Canonbury Station, North London Railway, on
WEDNESDAY, October 30. at 11 for 12 o'Clock precisely,

the whole of the choice ORCHIDS, STOVE, GREEN-
HOUSE, ard other PLANTS, comprising several hundred
Orchids adapted for cut flowers, 250^ Ficus, 400 Dracaenas,

700 Adiantum cuneatum, 500 Bouvardias, 7000 Lycopodiums,
2000 Cytissus, 500 Pelargoniums, 5000 Scarlet and other

Geraniums. Camellias, Azaleas, large white and other Rhodo-
dendrons, &c. ; a brown Gelding, two Market Vans, seven

Boilers, quite sound, &c.

May be viewed day prior and morning of Sale. Catalogues

on the Premises, and of the Auctioneers, 98, Gracechurch
Street. E.C.

St. Albans, Herts.
CLEARANCE SALE of 5 Acres of WELL-GROWN

NURSERY STOCK, at the Nine Bells Nurseiy. and also

at ihe New Zealand Nursery, Hatfield Road, St. Albans,

four minutes' walk from the Midland Station.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
will SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises, on

THURSDAY. October 31. at r2 o'Clock precisely, a large

quantity of valuable NURSERY Sl'OCK, consisting of

Hollies, Bays, icoo large Yews. Limes, fine bearing Fruit

Trees; also a quantity of choice GREENHOUSE PLANTS,
including a fine lot of White CAMELLIAS, TEA ROSES
on their own roots in pols. slro g Bulbs of BEGONIA
FROJBELII, &c.
Now on View. Catalogues may be had on the Premises,

and of the Auctioneer.^, 98, Gracechurch Street, E.C, and
Ley

West Wickham, S.E.

UNRESERVED SALE of THRIVING WELL-ROOTED
NURSERY STOCK.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE .and MORRIS
are instructed by Mr. W. Kirkcaldy to SELL by

AUCTION, on the Premises. The Nursery, close to the Swan
Inn, West Wickham, on THURSDAY, October 31, at half-past

ti o'clock precisely, in consequence of the great number of lots,

a large quantity of beautifully grown, well-rooted NURSERY
STOCK, consisting of 30C0 common and Portugal Laurels, 2 to

5 feet : fine Ciipressus Lawsoniana, 5 to 6 feet ; 2500 Hollies

and Yews. CeJriis Deodara, 3 to 4 leet ; 2000 handsome Spruce
Firs. 20C0 Sc.lch Firs, loco Pinus austriaca, quantities of

Forest T'rees, chDice assorted Border Shrubs, Standard Roses,

and other Miscellaneous Stock.

May be viewed Catalogues had on the Premises, and of the

Auctioneers. 9S. Gracechurch Sireet. E.G., and Leylonstone, E.

Tooting, S W.—/?fWm RoUissonfeSons in Liquidation.
UN RESERVED SALE of Valuable NURSERY STOCK.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
are instructed by the Trustee to SELL by AUCTION,

on the Premises, the Nurseries, Tooting, S.W.,on FRIDAY.
November r, at 12 o'Clock precisely, a large quantity of well-

grown NURSERY STOCK, comprising .about 10,000 choice

Border Shrubs, varying in height from rS inches to t2 feet, and
coiisl [. ; r ;i f:\.;rgreens and Conifera;. 5000 Ornamental
Tr, . . Fruit Trees, 500 Standard, Dwarf, and
Clnii ii 'Iv Climbers in pots, &c.

IM.i. ., . . .]. Catalogues had on the Premises: of

G Willi ;i;<. l,,.i., the Trustee. 8, Old Jewry. E.C; of

Messrs. LEWIS, MUNNS, and LONGDEN, 8, Old Jewry,
E.C. ; and of the Auctioneers. 98, Gracechurch Street, E.G.,
and Leytonstone. E.

Important Sale of a First-class Collection of Dutch
BULBS, a superb assortment of 400 handsome Standard,
Dwarf, and Climbing ROSES of the best varieties, selected

FRUIT TREES, HARDY SHRUBS, AMERICAN
PLANTS. &c.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
will SELL the above by AUCTION, at the City

Auction Rooms. 38 and 39, Gracechurch Street, E.G., on
SATURDAY, November 2, at 12 o'Clock precisely.

On view the morning of Sale. Catalogues h.ad at the Rooms,
and of the Auctioneers, 98, Gracechurch Street, E.C, and
Leytonstone. E.

Leytonstone aud Wansted, Essex.
FOUR DAYS' IMPORFANT UNRESERVED SALE of

VALUABLE NURSERY SfOCK.
MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS

will SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises, American
Nurseries. Leytonstone. adjoining the Railway Station, on
TUESDAY and WEDNESDAY, November 5 and 6, and at

the Branch Nursery, Wanstead Flats, formerly in the occupation

of Mr. Bunney, about r mile from Forest Gate and Leytonstone

Railway Stations, on THURSDAY and FRIDAY, November
7 and 8, at 12 o'Clock precisely each day, a large and varied

assortment of GENERAL NURSERY STOCK, extending

over 30 Acres, viz , fine Conifers and Evergreen Shrubs.

Ornamental and Forest Trees, fine Ifruit Trees, a superb

assortment of Standard, Dwarf, and climbing Roses, Vines,

winter-flowering Ericas, and other Greenhouse Plants, &c.

Full particulars in Catalogues, which may be had of the

Auctioneers, 98, Gracechurch Street, London, E.C, aud
Leytonstone, E,

Gravesend.
IMPORTANT SALE of valuable NURSERY STOCK.

MESSR.S. PROTHEROE AND MORRIS
will SELL by AUCTION on the Premises, the Graves-

end Nurseries, on FRIDAY, November 8, at 12 o'Clock
punctually, by order of Mr, T. Eves, without reserve, in conse-

quence of a portion of the nursery being requ'red immediately
for other purposes, a large quantity of NURSERY STOCK,
comprising 1500 Box, 2000 Laurels, 500 Laurustinus, rooo

bushy Aucubas. a quantity of handsome specimen Thuja aurea,

grown Fruit Trees, comprising 30C0 Standard and

Birkenhead, near Liverpool.
IMPORTANT SALE of SURPLUS NURSERY STOCK,

consisting of a fine selection of well-rooted Evergreen and
Deciduous Shrubs and Forest Trees, about 70C0 Hybrid
Seedling Rhododendrons, a fine lot of English Yews,
Specimen Hollies, 6000 Austrian Pines, Laurels, &c..

Limes. Laburnums. Poplars. &c.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
have received instructions from Mr. Henderson to SELL

the above, on November 5 and 6 next, at it for 12 o'Clock

each day. on the Premises, The Oxton Nurseries, the gromid

being required for other purposes.

May be viewed any time previous to the Sale, and Catalogues

obtained on application to Mr. W. HENDERSON. Birken-

head : or from the Auctioneers, Messrs. PROTHEROE AND
MORRIS. 98. Gracechurch Street, E.C.

Preliminary Notice.—Upper Tooting Park, SW.—
CLEARANCE SALE on account of this branch Nursery
being immediately required for Building Purposes-

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
will SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises, The Upper

Tooting Park Nursery, Surrey, ten minutes' walk from Ealham
Station, on TUESD.AY, November 12, at 12 o'Clock precisely,

by order of Mr. C. Young, a large quantity of remarkably well-

grown NURSERY STOCK.
Now on view.

Pyramid Plu
'..^•^tf-

Damsons.
Currants ; Standard Ornamental Ti

May now be viewed. Catalogues had on the Prem
of the Auctioneers, 9S, Gracechurch Sireet, E.C, and

Pears, 3000

Loughton, in Epping Forest.

EXTENSIVE SALE of well-cultivated NURSERY STOCK,
in fine condition for removal.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
are instructed by Mr. William Paul to SELL by

AUCTION, on the Premises, The Sale Nurseries, Loughton.
on TUESDAY, November 12. and four following days, several

Acres offirst class NURSERY STOCK, which is in fine con-

dition, having been kept constantly removed.
Catalogues now ready, and may be had on application.

Chertsey, Surrey.
I Mile from the Addlestoue and 2 Miles from the Woking

Station on Ihe South-Western Railway.
IMPORTANT FIVE DAYS' SALE of valuable well-grown
NURSERY STOCK, in the Brox and Woodham Nurseries.

MESSRS. R. AND J. WATERER and SON
are instructed by the Executrix of the late Mr. G. Grey

to SELL by AUCTION, in October, the STOCK upon the
above Nurseries.

May be viewed and Catalogues had fourteen days prior to

the day of Sale, upon the Premises, and of the Auctioneers,

Goldworth Road Nursery, Woking Station, Surrey.

MESSRS. ROWBOTHAM and CO. have
received instructions from the Widow of the late Mr.

Gobbet to SELL by AUCTION, on MONDAY, October 28,

and three following days, the whole of the well-grown NUR-
SERY STOCK, comprising about 10.000 Roses of the best

known varieties, a quantity of Trained Peaches, Nectarines,
Apricots and Apples; Standard Pears, Apples and Plums;
several thousand year Thujas, Junipers, Cupressus, Aucubas,
Portugal and Common Laurels, Splrseas, Deutzias, Quick,
Ash, &c. The whole having been recently moved, are now in

good condition for planting.

Catalogues of R. E. GEACH, Esq., Solicitor. Guildford ;

and ol the Auctioneers, at their Offices, 136, High Street,

Guildford, Surrey.

The Dorking Nurseries.
IMPORTANT SALE of VALUABLE and WELL GROWN

NURSERY STUFF, SURPLUS STOCK.
MESSRS. WHITE and SONS will SELL

by AUCTION, as above, on MONDAY, October 28,

and two following days, at it for r2 o'Clock, about 20,000

various TREES and SHRUBS, in good condition for trans-

planting, including handsome specimens of Wellinglonias, Deo-
daras, Pinus ofsons, Piceas of sorts, Abies, Thujas, and Cupressus
in great variety, &c., in height varying from 10 to t2 and 15 feet

:

also a fine lot of Aucubas, Box, Phillyreas, Common and Por-
tugal Laurels. Variegated and Green Hollies ; Irish, Golden,
and Common Yews : Laurustinus, Berberis, Cupressus, Thujas,
&c, ,from 2 to 5 feet in height, and Spruce Firs in alt sizes.

Green and Variegated Ivies, and a quantity of Rhododendrons,
Kalmias, and other Flowering Shrubs; also a splendid lot of
Standard Mulberries, and a Miscellaneous Collection of

GREENHOUSE PLANTS, such as Azaleas, Camellias,

Exotic Ferns, Palms, Eucharis, Cyclamen, Isolepis, Veronicas,
Libonias, S:c.

Catalogues may be obtained in due time at Messrs. IVERY
AND SON'S Nurseries, Reigate and Dorking, and of the
Auctioneers, Dorking.

Brox and Woodham Nurseries, Chertsey, Surrey.
One Mile from the Addlestone and Two Miles from the

Woking Station on the .South-Western Railway.

By Order of the Executrix.

NOTICE of an IMPORTANT SALE of NURSERY
STOCK

MESSRS. R. AND J. WATERER and SON
are instructed by the Executrix of the late Mr. G.

Gray to SELL by AUCTION, on MONDAY, October 28.

and four following days, at 13 o'Clock precisely each
day, the very valuable and well-grown Stock, on the

above Nurseries, comprising 7000 Standard, Pyramid-trained,
and Maiden FRUIT TREES, all true to name, and best |
leading sorts ; 3000 Green HOLLIES, 2 to 3 feet ; 500 Varie-

gated Hollies, 16,000 SPANISH CHESTNUT. 3 to 12 feet;

4000 POPLARS of sorts, 6 to 10 feet ; 11,000 HORSE CHEST-
NUT. 6 feet in the stem ; Golden and Flowering ASH, 5000
BIRCH, 4 to lofeet : 500 LIMES, 6 to 10 feet ; large quantity
of ASH, OAK, ELM. SYCAMORE, ALDER, Purple
BEECH, and other FOREST TREES. 500 Laburnum. 8 to

10 feet ; 1200 Spruce, i to 3 feet ; Acer Negundo, Variegated
and Common ditto, 6 to 10 feet ; 300 Standard Thorns, of sorts :

7000 Pinus insignis, Strobus, austriaca, excelsa, Laricio, a to

6 feet ; 5000 Larch, 3 to 4 feet ; Weymouth Pine, 5 to 6 feet ;

700 Cedrus Deodara, 3 feet ; 1500 Cupressus Lawsoniana, 3 to

5 feet ; 300 Abies Douglasii, 7000 Thuja Lobbii. 5000 Cob
Nuts, 5 feet ; 3000 Yews, 2 to 3 feet ; 3000 Hornbeam. 5 to

7 feet ; scoo Common and Portugal Laurels, 2 to 3 feet ;

10,000 Transplanted Quicks. STANDARD ROSES of the

most choice sorts ; 6000 Manetti Rose Stocks, Ponticum and
Hybrid RHODODENDRONS, BERBERIS, about 125 lots

of Choice Mixed Shrubs, suitable for immediate On '

Planting.
The Auctioneers have pleasure in inviting

Gentlemen, Nurserymen, and others to this Stock, which is in

perfectly safe condition for removal.

May be viewed and Catalogues had fourteen days prior to

the day of Sale, upon the Premises : and of Messrs. R. & J.

WATERER AND SON, Auctioneers and Valuers, Chertsey,

Unreserved Clearance Sale, for tlie Metropolitan
DISTRICT RAILWAY. FULHAM EXTENSION.

MR. MALCOLM SEARLE will SELL by
AUCTION, in Munster Lane and King's Road.

Fulham. on WEDNESDAY, October 30. at 10 o'Clock,

many thousands of fine FRUIT, FOREST, and ORNA-
MENTAL TREES, choice SHRUBS, quantity of SEAKALE
and ASPARAGUS.

Catalogues at 2, Bond Court, Walbrook, City, E.C.
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Bridge Nursery, Castelnau, Barnes, Surrey

:

near tlie Suspension Bridge, Hammersmith, \V.

CLEARANCE SALE of CHOICE and FINELY-GROWN
FRUIT TREES, SHRUBS and PLANTS.

To Gentlemen. Owners of Ornamental Grounds, Contractors,

Nurserymen, Builders and Others.

MR. J. A. SMITH is favoured with instruc-

tions from Mr. Grant to SELL by AUCTION, at the

Nursery, near the " Red Lion," Castelnau. Barnes, Surrey, on

WEDNESDAY. October 30. at 1 2 fori o'Clock punctually, the

carefully selected NURSERY STOCK of about 25,000 very

choice Fruit Trees, and well selected and strongly grown
Shrubs and Plants, consislinc; of dwarf, pyramid, and standard

trained Apple Trees, of known sorts, including Manx Cod-

lin, Lord Suffield, and others ; standard, dwarf, trained and
pyiamid Plums. Victorias, old and new Orleans, Dancer's

No. 1, Kirk's Hybrid, and others ; red Currants, Gooseberries,

Cob Nuts, red Filberts, also 5000 Lombardy and Black Italian

Poplars, Laurels, Scotch and other Firs, white and yellow

Birch, white and yellow Spanish Broom, Lilacs, Laburnums,
Privet, ^reen and variegated Euonymus, Sweet Brier, Vireinia

Creeper, golden Honeysuckle. Chinese Arbor-vita:, Box, and
many other choice varieties. The whole have been selected and

grown with great care, and are of a quality very rarely to be

met with.

May be viewed the day prior and Morning of Sale. Cata-

loeues may be had at the Nursery ; the " Boileau Arms," and

"Red Lion" Hotel; and of Mr. J. A. SMITH, Auctioneer

and Land Agent, 58, King Street East. Hammersmith, W.

Nursery Sale. -Expiry of Lease.

HIGHLY IMPORTANT SALE ofMagnificent HOLLIES,&c.

MR. DAVID MITCHELL has been in-

structed by Messrs. Cunningham, Eraser .^ Co. to

dispose of, by public AUCTION, at their Edge Hill Nursery,

Edinburgh, on WEDNESDAY. THURSDAY, and FRIDAY,
October 30 and 31, and November i, each day at 11 o'Clock

forenoon, the whole of the SPLENDID HOLLIES growing

thereon, consisting of thousands of Golden and Silver Queens
from 2 feet to 7 feet 6 inches in height ; maderensis and nobilis

in quantity, from 3 to g feet, beautifully grown plants ; splendid

lot of Hodginsi, plat>'phylla, laurifolia, and scotica, alt finely

formed plants and in the most robust health. Also a m-^gnificent

lot of AUCUBA JAPONICA. in sizes. The whole to be Sold

without reserve, as the ground has been purchased by the

Western Cemetery Company.

Note.—The Auctioneer would beg to call special attention to

this most important SALE of HOLLIES. The whole of the

plants are in magnificent health and well rooted, and can be

removed any distance with perfect safety.

Catalogues ready on the 22d inst., and may be had from the

Auctioneer, 6, Comely Bank, and the Proprietors, Comely Bank
'

;s, Edinburgh,

Gonville Nursery, Cambridge.

MESSRS. J. SWAN AND SON will SELL
by AUCTION, by direction of Messrs. Lyles and

Speed, who, having dissolved partnership, are giving up the

Nursery, at the above Nursery, on WEDNESDAY and
THURSDAY, October 30 and 31, each day punctually at 11

o'clock. NURSERY STOCK, comprising Standard, Pyiamid,
and Dwarf Fruit Trees, Gooseberry and Currant Bushes,
Standard and Dwarf Roses, choice Coniferjc and Evergreen
Shrubs, Forest Trees, Flowering Shrubs, Pictorial Trees, &c.

Catalogues may be had of the Auctioneers, 19, Sidney Street,

Cambridge.

The above NURSERY TO LET, with possession.

In Liquidation. -Long Cross Nursery.

1%, Mile from the Virginia Water and Sunningdale Stations

on the Stames and Wokingham Railway.

MESSRS. R. AND J. WATERER and SON
have been instructed by the Trustee of the Estate of Mr.

Thornton to SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises, on
MONDAY. November ir, and following day. at 12 o'Clock
punctually without reserve, the whole of the well-grown
NURSERY STOCK on the above Nursery, comprlsmg 11.000

excellent Fruit Trees, standard, pyramid and trained Apples,
Pears, Plums, Cherries, Peaches, Nectarines, and Apricots, all of
the best sorts : 18,000 Mussel Plum, Crab and Pear stocks ; 1200
Gooseberries ; 23,000 Larch, Spruce, and Scotch Firs, from
2 to 3 feet ; Lawsoniana, Deodara, from 2 to 4 feet ; 16.000
Hollies, from 2 to 3 feet; 500 variegated ditto, 14,000
Rhododendron ponticum, 1500 named Rhododendrons, 3ooPaurs
Double Scarlet Thorn, 8000 Laurels, from 12 to 15 inches ; 5000
Yews, from 2 to 3 feet 6 inches; 5600 Aucubas and layeis,

9=;oo Poplars, from 5 to 9 feet ; 14,000 Chestnut, from 3 to 4 feet

;

19,000 Beech and Birch, from 2 to 5 feet ; 7000 Manetti Stocks,
500 Climbing Roses, 1000 Deutzia gracilis, quantity of Orna-
mental Shrubs, and other plants. The whole of the Siock is in

excellent condition for removal, and particularly worthy the
attention of the trade and others.

May be viewed any day previous to the Sale, and Catalogues
had seven days prior on the Premises, and of Messrs.
V/ATERERand SON, Auctioneers and Valuers, Chertsey,

In Liquidation. — Wellington College Nursery,
BAGSHOT, SURREY.

MESSRS. R. AND J. WATERER AND SON
are instructed by the Trustee to the Estate of Mr.

Thornton to SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises, on
MONDAY, November 18, at 12 o'Clock precisely, the valuable
stock upon the above Nursery, comprising about 3000 mixed
Border SHRUBS, 1000 Spanish CHESTNUTS, from 2 to 3
feet : 4000 RHODODENDRONS to name, i foot 6 inches
to 3 feet; 3400 R. PONTICUM, ditto; Soo AZALEA
PONTICA. 3000 MANETTI STOCKS. 500 AUCUBAS. 100
Golden YEWS, 1000 Green and Variegated HOLLIES, from i

to 2 feet; 150 Pyramid APPLES, 700 CURRANTS, 1500
Scotch FIRS, from 12 to 15 inches ; and a large variety of other
Plants, including CEDRUS DEODARA, PINUS INSIGNIS,
THUJA LOBBII, LARICIO, SPIR/EA, LAURELS, &c.
May be viewed and Catalogues had seven days prior to the

day of Sale, on the Premises and of the Auctioneers, Chertsey,

Warminster Nurseries, Wilts.
PRELIMINARY NOTICE of an EXTENSIVE SALE of a

portion of one of the choicest NURSERY STOCKS in the
kindgom, consisting of many thousands of rare Coniferas,

evergreen and deciduous Trees and Shrubs, large quantities
of Fruit Trees of all kinds, hardy Bulbs, &c.

MR. \VM. ABRAHAM is instructed by the
Executors of the late Mr. George Wheeler to SELL the

above by AUCTION, without reserve, eariy in November,
further particulars of which will be given in future
advertisements.

A Good Opportunity for an Industrious Man.

TO BE SOCD, the Goodwill of a FLORIST
and lOBBING BUSINESS, &c., in Kensington.

Mr. FLOOD, 12. Holland Street, Kensirgt on. W.

To Florists, Fruiterers, Seedsmen, &c.

P^OR IMMEDIATE DISPOSAL, an
X^ excellent BUSINESS, at a low price. Everythin;
compact and in full workine order Incoming £i,oo to Ai-j^.

Address, for particulars, A. B. C, Gardeners Ckronidc
O ffice, W.C.

nPO BE LET, and may be entered upon at

Lady-day next, or before if required, a small MARKET
GARDEN, with good Cottage and Vinery attached. Good

Plant and Seed Business.—Apply to

Mrs. M. BONSER, Clipstone, Northampton.

To Nurserymen and Others.
Re JOHN CHARLES COLLINS, a Bankrupt.T^ LET, with Immediate Possession, the

X. DWELLING-HOUSE and valuable NURSERY, con-

taining about 2 Acres (but capable of extension), known as the

Rose Villa Nursery, near Harrogate, with the Conservatory,
Fern-house, Greenhouses, and Forcing Pits.

The extensive Conservatory, Fern-house, two Greenhouses,
Forcing Pits, &c., belong to the tenant, and along with the

valuable collection of Nursery Plants, including some thousands
of Roses, are to be taken at a Valuation, or. if preferred, the

Trustee would be prepared to consider a Tender for the same.
For further particulars apply to Mr. JAMES HEWSON.

Auctioneer, Knaresborough. the Trustee of the Banlcnipt, or lo

Mo^srs. BATESON and HUTCHINSON,
Solicitors, Harrog:ite.

VALUABLE PBIZES

VEGETABLES,

JAMES CARTER & CO.,

Royal Horticultural Societys Meetings Nov. 19,

BEST COLLECTION OF 10 DISHES OF
VEGETABLES,

To comprise 12 Onions, 3 Heads of Celery, 18 Round Potatos,

18 Kidney Potatos, 6 Turnips, 6 Parsnips, 3 Red Beet, 3

Cabbage, 6 Carrots, 3 Cauliflowers (any variety),

1st Prize £5 5
2d Prize 3 3

3d Prize 2 2

4tiiPrize 110

AT CARTER'S ROOT SHOW,

Agricultural Hall, Islington, Nov. 23, 187S.

For the Best 12 Dishes of Vegetables,
1st Prize, £,i ; 2d, ^z ; 3d, £1 : 4th, tos.

For the Best 8 Dishes of Potatos, g tubers each,

ist Prize, £i ; 2d, ,£2 ;
3d, ,£1 ;

4th, tor.

For the Best 12 Root Onions, spring-sown,

ist Prize, £t ; 2d, zos.

FULL P.ARTlCUL.-iRS ON APPLICATION TO

The Queen's Seedsmen,

HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.

KALMIA LATI FOLIA. —Well-furnished
plants, covered with buds, admirably adapted for potting,

I2J. and 18^, per dozen.
ANTHONY WATERER, Knap Hill Nursery, Woking

Station, Surrey.

To the Trade.

PRIMULA JAPONICA SEED (New), fine
sample. Price per ounce on application.

W. H. TURNER. Greenhill Nursery, Garston, Liverpool.

Q P R U C E FIRS, 6 to S feet, 30J.

ELCOMBE AND SON, Nurseiymen, Romsey.

TDRIMULAS, Williams' strain, strong, i.f. per
J- dozen : extra strong, shaken out of 60 pots, zs. per
dozen, quality first-class. Postage ^d. per dozen.
MORLE, Market Grower, 50, Kennington Park Road , S.E.

To the Trade—Immense quantities of extra fine

SEEDLINGS and TRANSPLANTED
PLANTS—Quicks. Scotch Firs, Alders, Fruit Trees

Shrubs, &c. For Descriptive CATALOGUE, apply to
LEVAVASSEUR and SON, Nurserymen, Ussy. Calvados

France
; or to their Agents. Messrs. R. SILBERRAD and

SON, 15, Harp Lane, Great Tower Street, London, E.C.

A
Mistleto-MlsUeto-Mistleto.

PPLE TREES with MISTLETO, zs. M.
and IS. each for cash with order.

JOHN STEVENS, The Nurseries. Coventry.

THE DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE
of FRUIT TREES is now ready, and will be forwarded,

free by post, on receipt of three penny stamps.

CATALOGUES of ROSES and ORCHARD-HOUSE
TREES post-free on application.

THOMAS RIVERS and SON, Sawbridgeworth, Herts.

USA CAVENDISH 1 1.—Two fine plants,

4 feet high, very strong and healthy, price .£2 12s. 6;/.,

delivered at Railway Station. Apply to

GARDENER. Wychdon Lodge, near Stafford.

Koses, Fruit Trees, and General Nursery Stock.

B. ROV/E solicits the inspection of
Nurserymen to his e.\tensive stock of the above,

kvell-grown, and fit for removal.
Barbourne Nurseries, Worcester.

w
QEED POTATOS.—Our SPECIAL LIST,O containing all the best English and American varieties

grown by us the past season, may now be had post-free on
applic

H. F. SHARPE. Seed Grc , Wisbech.

CATALOGUES. — His Excellency Pierre
Wolkenstein will feel greatly obliged if Nurserymen and

Seedsmen will kindly send him their Catalogues. They should
be forwarded (by post) to

S. E. PIERRE WOLKENSTEIN, Secretaire de la Societt-

Imperiale d'Horticuiture dc Russie, St. Petersburg.

M R. GEORGE BUNYARD, Horticul-

Florist (of the firm of Thomas Bunyard & Sons), Maidstone.
Kent. Valuations made for Probate, Partnership, Incoming or
Outgoing Tenants, or other purposes. Terms on application.

X'^EWS for Sale, from 3 to 5 feet, well-grown
and rooted, for Hedges, in prime condition.

Also good GREEN HOLLIES, from i to 3 feet, well-rooted.

Apply to JOSEPH SPOUNER. Goldworlh, Woking.

Fruit Trees, Forest Trees, Ornamental Trees and
SHRUBS, ROSES, and other NURSERY STOCK.

WOOD AND INGRAM'S abridged TRADE
LIST for 1878 is now ready, and will be forwarded

(to the Trade only) free on application.

The Nurseries, Huntingdon.

Cabbage Plants—Cabbage Plants.W VIRGO, Wonersh Nurseiy, Guildford,
• can now supply in any quantity the following good,

strong, healthy, autumn grown Plants .—Early Battersea,
Early Enfield Market, Early Nonpariel, and Robinson's Drum-
head, at 3J. per looo : Red Pickling, 5J. per 1000.

LETTUCE—Brown Cos and Admiral. 5^. per tooo.
Reference required from unknown correspondents.

EE'S NEW VIOLET ODORATISSIMA.
—Habit dwarf and compact, quite distinct from any

other variety ; colour, purplish azure, changing to pale azure
when fully developed ; form, fine ; scent, exquisite. As the
opmions of the Press, &c., were given last spring, they will not
be repeated here. Plants at any time when the weather is

favourable, at the following rates :— rsj. per dozen, 85. 6a'. per
half-dozen, 5^. per quarter-dozen. The Trade supplied when
one dozen or more are taken on the usual terms.—GEORGE
LEE, F.R.H.S., Market Gardener, Clevedon, Somerset.

UDDED CAMELLIAS and AZALEAS.
—Ghent Azaleas, Azalea Mollis, Spir^a japonica. Lily

of the Valley, Palms and Ferns for decoration, Ficus elastica.
Begonias, &:c. Also over one hundred large specimen Camellias,
choicest varieties, splendid pyramids, 3, 4 to 5 feet high, grown
in tubs, and nearly all covered with large swollen buds ready
to flower, are offered at the usual moderate charges.
The new illustrated general CATALOGUE forwarded free
applic

B

A. VAN GEERT. Co; ntal Ni Ghe

Hyacinths, Tulips, Crocuses, &c.

WM. CUTBUSH AND SON beg to announce
that they have received their first consignment of the

above, in splendid condition. Wm. Cutbush & Son having
again obtained all the First Prizes for Hyacinths. &c., proves
that their selection is superior in quality to those offered by
many other houses. Catalogues post-free on application.

Highgate, London, N., and Barnet, Herts.

TIRANSPLANTED FOREST TREES.—X 2,0=0,000 LARCH, I to 3 feet.

2,000.000 SCOTCH, r to I'A feet.

1.000,000 AUSTRIANS, }^ to 2 feet.

500,000 SPRUCE, % to iL\i feet.

Other Trees in smaller lots, all beyoud two years twice
removed, robust, and finely rooted.

CATALOGUES, with special offer for large quantities

TMPORTANT to the TRADE.—The under-
-L mentiomd SEED POTATOS. grown from carefully
selected stocks, supplied to the Trade by the cwt. or ton at
remarkably low prices :

—

SUTTON'S MAGNUM BONUM (true stock)
SNOWFLAKE (imported and home-grown)
CLIMAX.
MYATT'S ASHLEAF.
EARLY ROSE.
LATE ROSE, &c.

D. BRINKWORTH .^nd SONS, Potato Growers, Reading.

Fruit Trees

SCOTT'S ORCHARDIST, the most useful
work on Fruit Trees in the English language, giving

every necessary instruction as regards the Cultivation, Soil,
Pruiiing, Manure, &c., required for the successful cultivation of
all kinds of Fruit trees, free for 3s. td.
The Merriott Nurseries contain all the best varieties of

APPLES, PEARS, PLUMS. CHERRIES. CURRANTS
GOOSEBERRIES, APRICOTS, PEACHES, NECPArI
INES, NUTS, FILBERTS. WALNUTS. &c. Trees of all
sizes and shapes. Priced LIST free on application to.

J. GEORGE HILL, (successor to John Scott), The Royal
Nurseries, Merriott, Somerset.
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CUCUMBER-EMPRESS of INDIA.

J. C. WHEELER & SON
Introduceii this fine variety last spring. It has proved itself to

be one of the best flavoured and handsomest in cultivation, and
g' cd for winter work.

Price 2S. Cd. /-er packet.

J. C. WHEELER & SON,
SEED O R O W !: R S, GEO U C V. S T E R

.

DUTCH FLOWER HOOTS,
CARRIAGE FREE.

DANIELS^BROTHERS'
SKLKCT

LIST FOR AUTUMN, 1878.
We annually visit the Dutch Bulb F.irms. and our selection

nf choice I'^LOWER ROO IS will be found unique for size

and quality of Bulb, and excellence of variety.

Per dozen.—J. d.

HYACINTHS, superb exhibition varieties .. i2j. to 18 o
„ choice named varieties, for pots or glasses .. ..go
,, good . .. .. .. .. .. ..60
,, mixed, red, while, or blue .. .. .. ..30

riped. or yelloiv,

,, superb named varieties, blue, purple, pure white,
golden-yellow, pencilled, &c. ..each, per loo

,. choice mixed, all colours
SNOWDROPS, large single .. .. per 100

,, l.Trge double .. .. .. .. per 100
TULIPS. Van Thol, scarlet

„ Poltebakker. white

„ Tournesol, double

,, Rex Rubrorum, double .

.

„ La Candeur, double
,, choice mixed, double .

.

.

.

per 100, Si', td,

,, choice mixed, single .

.

,

,

per 100. 5^. td.
ANEMONES, splendid double varieties, named, in

ten choice sorts .. ., .. per 100 :

„ double scarlet, tine per 100
,, double, finest mixed .. .. .. per 100
,, single, finest mixed .. .. .. per 100

LILY OF THE VALLEY, strong clumps for forcing,

POLYANTHUS NARCISSUS, choice mixed .. ' ^!
^

SCfLLA AMCENA, beautiful blue dwarf
JONQUILS, single, sweet scented .. 100,5^.6*/.
LILIUM AUR.ATUM each, u. ]

„ CANDIDUM, the old pure white
,, choice named varieties .. ., .. 6f., 9,1. and :

A II Orders of \qs. and ufnvards carriagefree.

OUR GUINEA COLLECTION
Of choice FLOWER ROOTS for Open Ground, &c

i the following liberal ;

25 Hyacinths, choice
18 Polyanlhi

12 Narcissus Poetlcus
12 ,. double white
6 Campernelle Jonquils

25 Anemones, fine, double

50 Persian Ranunculi, mixi

50 Turban Ranunculi, in foi

varieties

With full cultural di

half ditto,

1 Snowdrops
: Tulips. Van Thol, scarlet
I „ Cottage Maid

„ Yellow Prince
; ,, double, mixed

Rex Rubrorum
: ,. late

! SciUa am(
Lilies, ofs

xed

Spanish Iris

I Primroses, beautiful >

Double quantity, 40J.
;

quarter ditto, 6i. 6</.

Illustrated CATALOGUE Free on appluation.

DANIELS BROTHERS,
THE ROYAL NORFOLK SEED ESTABLISHMENT.

NORWICH.

NO I -EL TY!—.\0 VELTY

I

SPIR/EA PALMATA ELEGANS.
strong Plants, 53 each ; Six Plants, £1

;

A be;

red st.iii

Twelve Plants, £1 12s.

utiful hybrid between Hotei.i japonica and Spir

It produces a large quantity of white flowers w

STRONG CLUMPS FOR FORCING.

niELVTRA SPECTABILIS .

HOTEIA (Spir.Tia) JAPONICA.
SPIR/EA PALMATA

ROSE STOCKS for BUDDING and
GRAFTING.

ROSA MANETTI, ast. per looo ;
£to per lo.ooo.

ROSA MULTIFLORA DE LA GRIFFERAIE, ajj. per
looo; .^^loper lo.ooo.

HYDRANGEA PANICULATA GRAN-
DI FLORA.

Strong plants, 34J. per 103 ; ^\2 \as. per 1005.

TRADE LISTS of HARDY PERENNIALS. NARCIS-
SUS. CONIFER*, FRUIT TREES, &c., giatis and free

on application.

Orders to the amount of C^ delivered free throughout Great

A. M. 0. JONGKINBT CONINCK,
TOTTENHAM NURSERIES, DEDEMSVAART,

ZYOLLE, NETHERLANDS.

Wi\I. PAUL & SON,

ROSE GROWERS,
TREE, PLANT, BULI!, AND

SEED MERCHANTS.

WALTHAM CROSS,
HERTS.

Inspection of Stock invited.

Priced Descriptive Catalogues free by post.

APPLE-W HITE M ELROSE.
" A valuable and fine looking Apple, first-rate quality, «;uiiab'e

eilher for culinary or dessert purposes. In use from October to
January."— ^7.I', Hogg's Fruit M.niual, Fourth Edition.

ORMISTON AND RENWICK beg to an-
nounce that they will send out (first time), in November,

ilebrated Apple "
'

warded accord in;:; prioi

•Richard Smith &.c2:
,®o Worcester <v#.

PIKTY ACRES of FRUIT TREES.-
Apples, Pears. Plums, Cherries. Pcache

ind other Fruit Trees, as Standards, Dwarfs.
Pyramids, Bushes, Cordon and trained trees in great variety,

all full of vigour, and warranted irue to name. Descriptive
Price List, containing a sketch of the various forms of Trees,
wiih Directions for Cultivation, Soil, Drainage, Manure,
Pruning, Lifting, Cropping. Treatment under Glass ; also their

Synonyms, Quality, Size. Form, Skin, Colour, Flesh, Flavour,
Use. Growth, Duration, Season, Price. &c., for a penny stamp.

TWELVE ACRES of ROSES.—Standard,
Dwarf, and Chmbing, all the popular sorts ; also So.ooo

choice Tea scented and Noisette Roses in pots ; extra strong
Roses in pots for immediate forcing. See Descriptive Price
List, free for a penny stamp.

C:i.RAPE VINES and ORCHARD HOUSE
T TREES in POTS.—Grape Vines, extra strong, and

warranted free from phylloxera, oidium, and all disease ; Planting
Canes, 3J. td. to $s. each ; extra strong Fruiting Canes, -js. 6d.

to loj. 6d. each. Orchard-house Trees, fruiting in pots, con-
sisting of Peaches, Nectarines, Apricots, Plums, Cherries,
Pears, Apples, and Figs. Descriptive Price List for a penny

WORCESTER PEARMAIN APPLE
(awarded a First-class Certificate by the Royal Horti-

cultural Society).—One of the handsomest and most useful

Apples in cultivation. For full description see " Extract Irom
the yournal of Hortiadture," and Richard Smith & Co.'s

Fruit List, which may be had for a penny stamp. Coloured
Plates, (id. each. Maiden Trees. i,r. 6rf. each ; Bushes, 31.

each ; Standards, Pyramids, and Dwarf-trained Trees, 35. bd.

and sj. each.

HARDY HERBACEOUS and ALPINE
PLANTS, their scientific and English names, height,

colour, lime of flowering, and other useful information.

Descriptive Price List for a penny stamp. Collection of 100
beautiful hardy varieties for Garden Beds, Borders, or Rockeries,

LIST of all the EVERGREEN FIR TRIBE,
suitable for Britain, giving size, price, popular and

botanical names, derivations, description, form, colour, foliage,

growth, timber, use in arts, native country, and size there,

situation, soil, and other information, with copious index of

their synonyms. Free by post for six stamps.

LIST of STOVE and GREENHOUSE
PLANTS, comprising the best selections of Camellias,

Azaleas, Ericas, Epacris, Ferns, &c., free for a penny stamp.

LIST of EVERGREEN and DECIDUOUS
SHRUBS, RHODODENDRONS, STANDARD

ORNAMENTAL TREES. CLIMBING and TWINING
PLANTS, with their generic, specific, and English names,
native country, height, time of llowering, colour, &c., and
general remarks, free for a penny stamp.

ALL kinds of GARDEN SEEDS, of first

quality, BULBS. MUSHROOM SPAWN, TOBACCO
PAPER, ARCHANGEL MATS, and other GARDEN
REQUISITES. Sec Lists, which may be had on application.

•Richard Smith &.C5;
k= Worcester =>®,

CRANSTON'S NURSERIES,
Established 1785.

EIGHTY ACRES.
ROSES, FRUIT TREES, CONIFERS,

FOREST TREES, &c.

Descriptive and Priced Catalogues for 187S

now ready.
Address

—

CRANSTON & CO.,

KING'S ACRE, near HEREFORD.

LEMOINE'S GRAND NEW DOUBLE
GERANIUMS.—These are decidedly the greatest

acquisitions of the season 1877. Beautiful, new and varied in

colour, habit of the best singles, with enormous trusses. Con-
tinually receiving testiminials to their excellence, I can
warrant them to please. Twelve varieties for 6r., six for 3J.

THE BEST NEW SINGLES.—These received highest
commendations from first-class Gardening Journals. Postans'
ten varieties, also his three doubles. Bridal Bouquet, White
Wonderful, &c. : the thirteen varieties for 6j. Smith's four
varieties for ar. (these are good). Dr. Denny's seven fine

singles and two doubles, nine, for ^s. 6ti. Ne* Life, White
Vesuvius, and Salmon Vesuvius sent with either collection for
4i-. extra. All post-free, or in pots as preferred (nice plants).

Catalogues on application.

R. PANNETT, Florist, Chailey, Sussex.

One Hundred Thousand

HOTEIA (SPIR/EA) JAPONICA, in very
strong and sound condition.

HOTEIA (SPIR.1iA) JAPONICA has been awarded several
first prizes, and always considered best shown : 14'. to

SPIR/EA PALMATA, red, extra, 6o.t. to 90s. per too.

,, double white. 12s to i6j per 100.

,, ULMARIA AUREA, fol. variegata, 40s. to 45^. per too.

DIELYTRA SPECTABILIS, -.as. to 25s. per too.

LILIUM LANCIFOLIUM ALBUM MONSTROSUM,
very free flowering, 305. to 401. per 100.

„ „ ROSEUM, 2C.S. t0 26i. per too.

„ ,, RUBRUM, 2CJ. to26i. per 100,

„ CHINENSIS TIGRINUM, w. to is. per 100.

CHRISTMAS ROSES, (Helleboius niger), fine, 405. to i6o.r.

Trade CATALOGUE free on application. Post-office Orders
or good references from unknown correspondents.

BUDDENBORG BROTHERS, Nurserymen and Bulb
Growers. Hillegom. near Haatl.m. Holland.

TEA EOSES
WINTER FLOWERING.
ADAM
BELLE LVONNAISE
DEVONIENSIS
JEAN DUCHER
MADAME MARGOTTIN
MARIE VAN HOUTTE
PERLE DE LYON
SOUVENIR D'UN AMI

ALBA ROSEA
CATHERINE MERMET
GLOIRE DE DIJON
MADAME FALCOT
MADAME WILLERMOZ
NIPHETOS
SOUVENIR D'ELISE
MARECHAL NIEL.

d flowering wood, toAll in 8 and g-inch pots, having well

bloom througliout llle winter.

Price, 30s. to 42s. per dozen.

2,000 HYBRID PERPETUAL ROSES, in
9-inch pots, well ripened under glasF, and fit for im-
mediate forcing. 30^'. to 36J. per dozen.

25,000 TEA SCENTED ROSES of all the
leading kinds, in 5-inch pots, extra fine plants, isr. to

The Descriptive Catalogue 0/ Rosesfor 1878 is now ready.

CRANSTON & CO.,
NURSERIES, KING'S ,\CRE, HEREFORD.

BROOKWORTH PARK PEAR.
The fiuit of this remarkable Pear is very large and handsome,

the flesh is juicy, melting, and of fine flavour, ripening about the

end of September or beginning of October. The colour is

yellow, richly dotted, slightly crimson next the sun. It has

been awarded a First-class Certificate of Merit by the Royal
Horticultural Society,

Fine Pyramids .. .. .. iS. od. each.

Divarf-trained {for walls) .. 3^. dd. each.

We can supply one dozen choice Pyramid Pear Trees of the
most delicious sorts, our selection, including Brockworth Park,

for iS^.

J. C. WHEELEB & SON,
KINGSHOLM NURSERY, GLOUCESTER.

G EO. J AC KM AN & SON,
(Established i8io,)

Cultivators of

FRUIT and FOREST TREES,
Evergreen and Flowering

TREES and SHRUBS,
ROSES, RHODODENDRONS,
Conifers and Hardy Climbers.

THE CLEMATIS

Descriptive Priced Catalogues tree.

WOKINO NURSERY, SURREY.

N O T I C E. — N O T I E.

MR. CHARLES AYRES,

C.\PE TOWN NURSERIES, SOUTH AFRICA.

Parties wishing to communicate with the above

willplease address their letters to

EENBUBY, near BRISTOL, GLOUCESTEESHIRE,

Until November 21.
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For Sale.

RASPBERRY CANES, medium size, well
rooted, viz., Fastolf and Red Antwerp, at 8j. per lOo,

or {,>, per looo.

POTATOS, Myatt's Prolific Ashleaf Kidney, i ton, first-class

sample, warranted true. £ lo,

CHESTNUTS, Spanish, new seed for planting, ^s per bushel.

Cash on delivery for the above.
THOMAS SHARPE, Market Gardener, Knowie Hill,

Chertsey.

To the Trade Only.

SNOWDROPS of extra quality, clumps of
CHRISTMAS ROSES well set with buds. SPIRAEA

JAPONICA, GLADIOLUS BRENCHLEYENSIS. BEGO-
NIAS choice i.amed and hybrid seedlings, HYACINTHS,
rULIPS, CROCUS, fine home-grown LILIUM AURATUM,
LILY OF THE VALLEY clumps, &c.. of finest quality only,
at low prices.

F. SANDER AND CO., Seed Growers. St. Albans.

Planting Season.

E BURGESS begs to ofifer the following
• strong Standard APPLES, PEARS, ROSES. Standard

and Dwarf Trained APRICOTS, Turkey and EnRlish OAK,
Enelishand Scotch ELMS. LIMES up to ijfeet. BEECH up
to 7 feet, SWEET B.\YS, APPLE STOCKS, and a general
NURSERY STOCK.

Prices on application.

The Nurseries, London Road. Cheltenham.

The Oxford Roses.

GEORGE PRINCE'S descriptive CATA-
LOGUE of Dwarf Roses on the Cultivated Seedling

Brier, now ready, p'JSt-free on application.

A choice collection of HARDY PERENNIALS and TEAS
in 7-inch pots, well established, at 36J per dozen.
This is the only establishment in England where the Rose is

grown exclusively on the above stock.

14, Market Street, Oxford.

Mushroom Spawn.
OSBORN AND SONS call the attention of

Mushroom Growers to the speciality they make of the
above. Their Spawn never fails to give satisfaction. For
testimonials see Catalogue of Bulbs, which will be forwarded on
application.

Price 5r. per bushel. Trade price on application.

The Fulham Nurseries. London, S.W.

JULES DE COCK, Nurseryman, Ghent,
Belgium, offers AZALEA INDICA of all sizes,

AZALEA MOLLIS and A. PONTICA, CAMELLIAS,
CHRISTMAS ROSES, DEUTZIA GRACILIS. DIELY-
TRA SPECTABILIS, LILY of the VALLEY. SPIR/EA
JAPONICA. PALMS for Table use, DRAC/ENAS, FERNS,
and YUCCA VARIEGATA. Catalogues free on application.

Leicester Abbey Nurseries.TW A R N E R has now posted to every
• Customer whose name is in his Books, his

CATALOGUE of NURSERY STOCK
for the present season. If by chance it has not been received,

a copy shall be sent immediately on application.

October, 1878.

UCALYPTUS GLOBULUS,
Tasmanian Blue Gum. Evergreen.

A Disease Destroying Tree
Destroys the influence of the miasmatic exhalations from the

gr^nd in swampy and malarious districts, acts as a preventive
of the miasmata which produces intermittent fever, ague, &c.
See Times, September 5. 1877.

Seeds, IS. per packet ; Plants, ir. and 25. each.

J. STEELE, Chelmsford.

E GOLDEN , . ^.;^
•ARIEG.'^TED WEL- . '"fSffiP,

LINGTONIA received Four %'^^^&
First-class Certificates, Four

zes, and One Large Silver Medal. Planted by the
Royal and Noble hands :

—

Their Royal Highesses the Prince and Princess of Wales,
and the Duke of Edinbugh.
Their Graces the Dulces of Devonshire, Leeds, Manchester,

and Marlborough.
The Most Noble the Marquis of Waterford.
The Earls Abergavenny, Bective, Cork, Clancarty, Devon,

Ducie, Duniaven, Harrowby, Powis, Sefton, St. Germans,
Warwick, and Wicklow.
The Lords Berwick, Doneraile, Otho Fitzgerald. Hawkshaw,

Huntingfield, Kenlis, Poltimore, Powerscourt, Skelmersdale,
Wrottesley.
The Ladies Langdale, Russell. Pollen, Rollc, and Tennison, &c.
Grand Specimens. 7 feet, £,^ 5s. ; splendid plants, 5 feet,

£3 31. : very fine, 3 feet, £3 3S. : stout plants, 2 feet. £t ij. ;

little plants, i foot, tor. 6J. t 13 for 12; 55 for 50; 115

TH

fori
R. HARTLAND. The Lough Nurs

HOLLIES.
ILEX AaUIFOLIUM (The Common Holly).

*,* The Hollies grown in the Knap Hill Nursery are alto-
gether unique, having been made a speciality here for the last

forty years. We believe that in no other Nursery Establish-
ment in the World, can such a magnificent series of plants be
found. We can offer to purchasers a selection from abou
thousand plants, all of which have been repeatedly and r

transplanted, and which are in the best possible condit

t thirty

GREEN HOLLIES.
COMMON GREEN HOLLY, finely grown specimens. 6, 7.

8, g, 10. up to 15 feet high, well furnished and well rooted.
YELLOW-BERRIED HOLLY, well-grown plants, plenti-

fully berried, 7, 8, 10 to 15 feet high, and as much in
circumference.

MYRTLE-LEAVED HOLLY, nicely shaped plants, 6 to xo
feet high, and the same in circumference.

SAW-LEAVED HOLLY, fine pyramid.il plants. 8, 10, and 12
feet high, symmetrically furnished.

SCOTICA. or BLACK HOLLY, handsome pyramids. 8, 10,
and 12 feet high, and 8, 12 and 16 feet in circumference.

SCREW-LEAVED HOLLY, fine and well furnished plants,
8, 10, and 14 feet high, and 12 to 16 feet in circumference.

HODGINS' HOLLY, one of the finest of all the bro^d-leaved
sorts, good conical plants, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 10 feet high, and
completely furnished.

SHEPHERD'S HOLLY, another fine broad-leaved sort, well
furnished pUnts, lo to 12 feet high, and 16 feet in

L\UREI^LEAV'eD HOLLY, pyramidal plants, 7. 10. and 15
feet high, handaume, distinct, and effective.

VARIEGATED HOLLIES.
GOLDEN QUEEN HOLLY, splendid standard p'ants with

clean straight stems, of 5 to 6 feet and globular or conical
heads, 5 feet deep, and 12 to 16 feet in circumference.

GOLDEN QUEEN HOLLY.half standards, 4.5,6 7.toiofeet
high and 10 to 14 feet in circumference, on short clear stems,
with heads of various shapes, round, conical, &c.

GOLDEN QUEEN HOLLY, fine pyramids. 6to lofeet high,
and 12 to 15 feet in circumference.

VARIEGATED HOLLIES.
SILVER QUEEN HOLLY, half standards, 4 to 5 feet high,

with fine round, or conical heads.

SILVER QUEEN HOLLY, fine pyramids. 5 to 10 leet high.

and 5 to 10 feet in circumference.
The stock of large plants of Golden Queen and Silver

Queen Hollies consist of many hundred fine specimens.
WATERER'S HOLLY, 4. 5. 6, and 7 feet high, and 3 to 16 feet

in circumference, hundreds of specimens clothed to the

ground.
WATERER'S HOLLY, fine large compact headed standards.

on 4 to 6 feet stems, with heads 10 to 15 feet in circumference.

Of Waterer's Holty, which originated at Knap Hill, and
which is one of the hardiest of the variegated kinds, and from
its dense and compact habit one of the most desirable, we
possess altogether the largest number of the finest specimens in

the trade.

Beside the above, we have magnificent specimens of all the

best Gold and Silver striped and blotched Hollies, varying in

height from 6 to 12 feet. These plants are all well furnished,

and properly rooted.

Purchasers of such plants are invited ta pay a visit to the

Nursery, and we promise that no disappointment will arise

either as to the quantity and quality of the plants, or the prices

asked for them.

WEEPING HOLLIES.
GREEN WEEPING HOLLY, standards on clean stout

straight stems, 8 to 10 feet high, and loaded with berries,

pyramidal plants feathered to the ground, 6 to 8 and
9 feet high.

PERRY'S WEEPING HOLLY, standards, with 5 to 6 feet

high stems and fine droopinc heids, 10 to 15 years worked.
PERRY'S WEEPING HOLLY, grown as pyramids, feathered

to the eround, 5 and 6 feet high ; very handsome plants.
*," This variety when clothed with berries, as is frequently

the case, forms one of the most attractive objects known to

gardens.
NEW GOLDEN WEEPING HOLLY, a very fine new

variety, standards, good plants.

WEEPING MILKMAID HOLLY, on 4 to 6 feet stems, with
fine drooping heads.

ANTHONY WATER ER,
KNAP HILL NUBSEBY, WOKING, SURREY.

CATTLEYA GIGAS, ODONTOGLOSSUM
PHAL^NOPSIS, &e.

1\ /TR. J. C. STEVENS has received instructions from the New Plant
-'-*-*- AND Bulb Company, Colchester, to SELL by AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 38,

King Street, Covent Garden, W.C., on THURSDAY, October 31, at half-past 12 o'Clock precisey,

a splendid Importation of CATTLEYA GIGAS, and Growing Plants from an Importation

received end of July of ODONTOGLOSSUM PHAL^NOPSIS, ONCIDIUM AMPLIATUM
MAJUS, the large bulbed, free-flowering form of ANGULOSA CLOWESII, &c., and some Bulbs

of a very rare and beautiful AMARYLLIS, &c.

On view morning of Sa/e, and Catalogues had.

AUCTION ROOMS AND OFFICES, 38, KING STREET, COVENT GARDEN,
LONDON, W.C.

New Citalogue.

lyr AURICE YOUNG
-'-'-'- begs to inrorm Purchasers of Hardy Plants that his

NEW DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE
may now be had on application.

It contains lists of CONIFER.*. RHODODENDRONS,
and other AMERICAN PLANTS.

Standard and Dwarf ROSES. ORNAMENTAL TREES,
SHRUBS and EVERGREENS,

CHEAP EVERGREENS for Covers, PLANTS for Winter
Bedding,

CLEMATIS and other CLIMBERS, Transplanted
FOREST TREES, &c.,

all in splendid condition for removal.

RW The Nurseries are about one hour by rail from Waterloo

Milford, near Godalming, Surrey.

To Gentlemen, Builders, and the Trade.

ROBERT AND GEORGE N E A L,
Wandsworth Common and Garrett Lane, Nurseries,

beg respectfully to call attention to their large and varied Stock
of HARDY. ORNAMENTAL, FOREST. FRUIT TREES
and SHRUBS, which are grown at their Nurseries, especially

those Trees, &c., which are most suitable for growing in or near
large towns. An early inspection invited. All goods delivered

free on rail in London, or at own residence, within five miles

of the Nurseries.
CATALOGUES free by post on application.

Annual A B. C. Bull) Guide.

THOMAS S. WARE has much pleasure in
announcing that the present year's issue of the above is

now ready, and will be posted free on application. It includes

complete collections of Liliums, Narcissus. Gladiolus. Iris, and
numerous other families ; also selections of Bamboos and Orna-
mental Grasses, Aquatic and Bog Plants, Herbs, &c, ; and a
fine collection of Hardy Orchids, to which is added a few choice
Perennials, adapted for present planting.

Hale Farm Nurseries, Tottenham, London.

THIRTY THOUSAND CAMELLIAS,
alba plena and other best sorts, all home-grown, well set

with bud and very forward. Also many thousand AZALEA
INDICA, best sorts, well set for bloom; and hard-wooded
HEATHS, half and quarter specimens, fine healthy and well-

formed plants. For price and particulars, see Gnnictiers'
Chronicle of September 21. 1S7S.

B. WHITHAM, The Nurseries, Reddish, near Stockport,

has the above unequalled collection on Sale.

In Liquidation

"WriLLIAM ROLLISSON and SONS,
» T The Nurseries, Tooting, near London, beg to inform

their numerous Customers that the BUSINESS is being
CARRIED ON as USUAL, and that they have a fine healthy
stock of Orchids. Ferns, Palms, Stove and Greenhouse Plants,

Vines, Hardy Herbaceous and Alpine Plants, &c., which they
can offer at very moderate prices. CATALOGUES and
special offers free by post on application.

PLANTS for NATURALISING in the
Wild Garden, Shrubbery Border, Woodland Walks, Hot

Banks, Swampy Ground, and in any other position where the
plants are allowed to grow naturally, reproducing themselves.

See present year's ABC BULB GUIDE, free on application.

THOMAS S. WARE, Hale Farm Nurseries, Tottenham,

O LARGE PLANTERS,
CEMETERY CONTRACTORS, &c.

VEWS, English. 2 to 3, 3 to 4, and 4 to 5 feet.

LAURELS, common, 2, 2 to 3, 3 to 4, and 4 to s feet.

LIMES, fine grown, 3 to 4, 5 to 6. and 8 to 10 feet.

CHESTNUT, Horse, 8 to 10 feet.

Special quotations on application, and sample dozen sent to

any part of Great Britain.

GODWIN AND SON, Ashbourne, Derby.

ETER DE COCK AND COLLUMBIEN,
The White Flower Nurseries, Meirelbeke, near Ghent,

Belgium, offer to the Trade .—
SPIR.EA JAPONICA. ,£5 per tooo.

CHRISTMAS ROSES. C<> per tooo.

AZALEA INDICA, in bud, It, and l; per too.

CAMELLIAS, in bud, (.6 and/7 per ico^

An15 SOLD for BUILDING.L
LARCH, strong transplanted, 3 to 5 feet.

20,000 PRIVET, extra strong transplanted.

10,000 APPLE and PEAR TREES, Standard,

300 000 QUICKS, Seedling. 2 and 3-yr. old.

500,000 CABBAGE PLANTS, Nonpariel. v- M. per looo.

2000 RHUBARB ROOTS, Myatt's Victoria (very cheap).

Apply to GEO. WINFIELD, Sandhurst Road, Gloucester.

In Liquidation.

WILLIAM ROLLISSON AND SONS,
The Nurseries, Tooling, London.

VINES—VINES-VINES.
Having a very large stock of stout well-,gTown Vines for

Sale, principally Black Hamburghs. these are offered at very
moderate prices, viz.. Fruiting Canes, 5i. to loj. 6(/- ; Planting,

2S. 6d. to 5;.

For Immediate Disposal.
SPECIMEN STOVE and GREENHOUSE PLANTS.

WM. MILES has for disposal some splendid
Specimens of the above, consisting of Crotons,

Dracaenas, Palms, Alocasias, Cycads. Tree and other Ferns-
all of which have secured Prizes at several First-class Shows,
and to be sold at a considerably reduced rate. For prices and
particulars apply to

WM. MILES, We st Brighton Nurseries, Cliftonville , Sussex.

Ornamental Trees and Shrubs, Fruit Trees, Roses, &c.

THE LAWSON SEED and NURSERY
COMPANY (Limited). Edinburgh, respectfully request

the attention of intending planters to their most extensive and

superior stook of the above.
CATALOGUES on application.

To the Trade.

EOSES. — Standard and Half-Standard,
extra fine. Low quotation with Purchaser's selection.

MARECHAL NIEL, in pots, very fine, 75J. per 100;

second size, 65^. per
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BY HER MAJESTY'S ROYAL LETTERS PATENT.

RENDLE'S PATENT SYSTEM OF GLAZING.
From the ''GARDENERS' MAGAZINE" August 31, iJ

For a period of 15 yens the present gardei

and patience could accomj) isli to secure good
to the walls, but the resu ts were altogether

for example, when the

weather was exceptionally

favourable during the early ^-=

part of the season, the crops
_ ^

were fairly good ; but, on ^^ -__

the whole, the fruit secured ^^^
was so small in quantity, in

proportion to the labour

bestowed upon the trees,

that both proprietor and
gardener were compelled to

come to the conclusion that

the cultivation of fruit trees

against open walls was a
most 7inprofitahle undertak-

ing. Accordingly it was de-

termined to abandon the

makeshift systems of pro-

tecting the trees and erect a
substantial structure that

would effectually protect the

trees from the inclemency of

the weather, and at the same
time enable the cultivator to

have full command over tlie

temperature. No sooner

was this determination come
to, than a house was put 7ip,

and a more complete success

than it has proved to be it

would be difficult to conceive.

It is novi five years since the

trees received the shelter of

a permanent covering of

glass, and every season
since they have borne mag-
nificent crops, and demon-
strated in the most forcible

manner possible the value of

glass in fruit production.

St. Audries is situate in a
reputedly favourable situa-

tion, for it is within half-a-

mile of the sea on the West
Somerset Coast, on which
vegetation makes a most
luxuriant growth, and if in

situations so favourable as

this Peach and Nectarine
trees will not bear good
crops on open walls, it may
be concluded that they re-

quire protection in situations

reputedly unfavourable. The
Orchard-house at St. Au-
dries, of which an illustra-

tion accompanies these re-

marks, was built by Mr.
W. E. Rcndle, and glazed
on his patent systejn without
putty, which has been fully

described in these pages.

The house is 140 feet in

length, 10 feet in width,

II feet high at back, and
Q.\ feet high in front. The
back wall is covered with
trees, and along the front of

the house is a lattice-work

trellis, 5 feet in width and
2 feit from the ground-level

in front, rising to 3 feet at

the back, so that the trees

on the table-trellis, as it is

called, do not interfere with

those on the back wall,

which consist of Peaches
and Nectarines. The flat

trellis is occupied with

Apricot and Cherry trees,

and one or two Peach trees,

>^<^

all, a matter of course, planted in a

in the best possible health and

Edited by SHIRLEY HIBBERD, Esq.

ler at St. Aitdries tried all that skill i
and by means of these and a suitaljle hose the loliage is washed as often as may be

crops of fruit upon the trees trained considered necessary and the roots supplied with water.

unsatisfactory In' some years, as, In the management of the trees my friend, Mr. McCulIoch, the gardener, con-

siders an abundant supply

of water of immense import-

ance diuing the early stages

of growth. Efficient venti-

lation is provided by open-
ings at the back and front,

and when sufficient air can-

not be admitted by means of

these, a few of the squares of

glass are removed and re-

placed when considered ne-

cessary. During the time the

trees are in bloom the ven-

tilators rem.ain open night

and day.

The Peaches on the back
wall are Victoria and Craw-
ford's Early, from which the

early supply is obtained

;

Stirling Castle and Noblesse,

which attain maturity at

mid-season, and Lord Pal-

mcrston and Warhurton Ad-
mirable, which furnish a late

supply. The Nectarines con-

sist of Elruge. Pine Apple,

Pitmaston Orange, Down-
ton. Rivers' Orange, and
( 'iolette Hative. The Cherries

on the front trellis are May
Duke and Bigarreau. and
the Plums consist of Green.

Gage and other well-known

kinds. I did not expect to

find the trees trained to the

flat trellis so productive as in

this instance they are, for

trees so trained are not fruit-

ful .as a rule. But, no doubt,

the abundance of light and
the free circulation of air

tliey enjoy contribute in no
small degree to their fertility.

.\long run of wall, occu-

pied by fruit trees, is covered

with what is known as
" R e n d 1 e ' s Combination
Wall Protector," and, as in

the case of the orchard-house,

ttie results have prcrved most

satisfactory. This protector

consists of a glass coping

30 inches in width, and up-

rights of glass and network

placed alternately, as shown
in the accompanj-ing illus-

tration.

The figure will give a

better idea of the protector

than any written description,

and I would therefore direct

the special attention of the

reader to it. The frames to

which the netting is fixed are

formed with strips of wood
2 inches in width and i inch

thick, and they are fixed so

tliat they can be put up and
taken dowTi again without

difficulty. Mr. McCuUoch
considers this form of pro-

tection more suitable for

Apricots and Plums than a

permanent structiu-e, and
certainly the crops produced

have fully justified his hold-

ing the opinion he does upon
this point. I saw under this

covering fruit of the St. Am-
broise .Apricot, which I have

not seen for many years past

;

pression that will not soon be forgotten,

ntion of Mr W. Ingram, the well-known

Belvoir Castle. .1- C. CLARK.

RENDLES LEAN-TO ORCHARD HOUSE AT ST. AUDRIES.

7-^
RENDLEh WALT, PROTECTOR AT ST. AUDRIES.

well-made border, and. it may be
the foliage perfectly clean. The

is laid on and two hydrants fixed,

and altogether the crops produced an ii

This "combination" protector is the inv

talented gardener at the Duke of Rutland'shouse is well supplied with water, for the

BY HER MAJESTY'S
^''^.s^'^

ROYAL LETTERS PATENT.

RENDLE'S PATENT ||^^3 SYSTEM of GLAZING.
Tills Invention is now adopted by Her Majesty's GoTeniiaent, all the leading Railway Companies, Public Buildings, Winter

Gardens, &-V., tlnoi/gliout the Country.

For all other information sec ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES and BOOKS of DESIGN, which can be obtained from the INVENTOR and PATENTEE,

WILLIAM EDGCUMBE RENDLE, 3, Westminster Chambers, Victoria Street, London, iS.W.
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TREES
AVENUE AND STREET

PLANTING.

\* The Trees here mentioned have been

grown expressly for Avenue or Street Plantintj,

for which objects they have had ample room
and thorough exposure, and have not, as often

happens, been made to acquire height at the

expense of stoutness by overcrowding. They
have straight stout clean stems, and handsomely-

furnished well-balanced heads ; and from fre-

quent transplanting are splendidly rooted. They
are, without doubt, the finest stock of Avenue

Trees to be met with in any Nursery in Europe,

and we challenge comparison. The girth of

the stems is taken at 4 feet from the ground,

and not at the base, which is often deceptive.

PLANES (Platanus occidentalis— tlie true
London Plane).

10 to 12 feet high, girtliinK at 4 feet from the ground, 4 to 5

121014 ,, „ ,, ., 5 to 6

15 to 20 ,, „ „ „ 7 to 9

•** We believe it will generally be admitted that the most
successful Avenue in London is that on the Thames Embank-
ment, from Elackfriars to Chelsea, the trees for which were

supplied by Anthonv Watekek. Ttiose trees at the time
they were planted were altogether Interior to these
now offered.

POPULTJS CANADENSIS NOVA.
10 to 12 feet high, girthing at 4 feet from the ground, 4 inches.

14 to 15 ,, ,p ,, „ 5 inches.

*»* This new variety is a grand improvement on the well-

known Black Italian Poplar, being more vigorous in growth,

with larger and denser foliage. It is the most reliable and
satisfactory tree to plant in smoky and exposed districts, and

in manufacturing towns, especially in the North of England.

LIMES (Tilia europaea).

12 to t4 feet high, girthing at 4 feet from the ground, 6 Inches.

15 to 16 ,, ,, „ „ 7 to 9 in.

HOBSE CHESTNUTS (-ffisculus Hippo-
castauum).

12 to 14 feet high, girthing at 4 feet from the ground, 5 to 6 in.

14 to 16 ,, ., „ „ 7 to Sin.

SCARLET HORSE CHESTNUTS
(.flSsculus rubicunda).

13 to 14 feet high, girthing at 4 feet from the ground, 6 inches.

SILVER UAPLE (Acer dasycarpum).

12 to 14 feet high, girthing at 4 feet from the ground, 4 to 5 in.

SYCAllfORE (Acer Pseudo-Platanus).

14 to l3 feet high, girthing at 4 feet from the ground, 5 to 7 in.

*^t* The stock of these Avenue Trees com-

prises many thousands. Purchasers who are

desirous of securing the finest trees, of uniform

character, that are in the market, are invited

to come and see them growing in the Nursery.

We engage that they will not be disappointed

as regards quantity, or quality, or price.

ANTHONY WATERER,
KNAP HILL NURSERY,

WOKING STATION, SURREY.

BEAUTIFUL FLOWERS!
FOR

WINTER AND SPRING

[Ml^iiyi^il'i;il!»ii'i^-^'<^»>'<^f
42s.* 21s.* 106
rr\:vjc )Tcr. to nnij RaUimij Station in Engtami.

THESE COLLECTICHS CONTAIN ALL THE BEST VARIETIES, AND

WILL PRODUCE A BEAUTIFUL AND CJNTIHUOUS OISPUY

OF FLOWERS, 1

5 PER CENT. DISCOUNT FOR CASH.
f

Complete Cultural Instructions and
Descriptive CHtnlo;yues gratis. :'

1

SUTTON'S
SUPERB

HYACINTHS
For Pots and Glasses.

4 4*

The order should specify
whether they are intended to

be grown in water or earth, as
^11 kinds are not equally suited
to both purposes. It should
also be stated whether single

or double-blossomed sorts are
preferred. The single varieties

generally thrive best in water,
but their merits are never
apparent until the flowers are
fully expanded.
" I congratulate you on the

very superior quahty of your
bulbs, 100 Hyacinths pur-
chased of you are a grand lot,

remarkable both for enormous
size and great variety of
colour," — Mr, T. Sillen'Ce,

Jun., TJie Gardens t Rocltc

SUTTON & SONS.
THE QUEEN'S SEEDSMEN, READING.

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 26, iS

PETWOETH HOUSE.
(CmcMed/rem p. 4,2 )

LORD LECONFIELD'S immense house at

Petworth has been criticised, not so far

as the interior is concerned, but for its want of
exterior beauty. There is dignity in its size

however. I think Sir Joshua Reynolds says,

in one of his lectures, that size is indispensable

to grandeur. There is grandeur in the size of
Petworth House, and the house seems to agree
well with the park in which it has now stood for

a hundred years or more. There is no fence
whatever between them, and the deer can put
their noses against the glass and admire the
suite of rooms.

The deep, delightful, loamy soil has produced
in the pleasure grounds trees of entirely different

habit from those grown on harder or shallower

soils. The Chestnuts, Cedars, and Silver Firs

are all lofty in the bole, and would be noble
trees but for the overcrowding which destroyed
their side branches. An endeavour has been
made to repair the mischief by thinning ; but
the remedy came too late. Oaks and other
deciduous trees will throw out side branches
and still make some eftbrt to clothe their bare

poles if the thinning be effected soon enough,

but in the case of evergreens their character

once ruined can never be restored.

The kitchen gardens, lawns, and flower borders

are beyond all criticism, and I really think that

Mr. Breese might challenge the whole country

round for the growth of sevei'al kinds of fruits.

His advantages and opportunities must be con-

siderable ; the soil is warm and fertile, and the

extent of sheltered ground is large. Reckoning
both sides, there are 2 miles of wall connected

with the kitchen gardens, and they are almost

entirely covered with young trees replanted by
Mr. Breese within the past six years. The
walls are excellent : they are 14 feet and

1 5 feet in height. One stretch of wall, 230 feet

long, with a 3-foot glass coping, is planted with

Peach and Nectarine trees, which this year

covered for the first time almost every inch of

wall. The crop was vei-y great. The next

length of the same wall is of similar extent, in

Apricots. If the trumpet of fame were sounded
to inform the world what these gardens excel

in most, it would blow loudest in reference to

cut flowers and fruit.

There are 14 acres of kitchen garden, employ-

ing more than thirty hands. At the commence-
ment of our walk through these very valuable

14 acres we passed about 5000 pots of Straw-

Ijerries prepared for forcing—the sorts Black

Prince, Garibaldi, Lord Napier, Goldfinder,

and Dr. Lucas. The roof.of a summer-house
on the outside wall on the south side lifts

the visitor a few feet above the level of the

ground, and brings to view some of the most

pleasant and domestic scenery of Sussex—six

miles of orchards, farms, and woods straight

across to the downs above Bognor and Laving-

ton. In the " Shamrock garden," in which this

summer-house stands, some tall and stout

Castor-oil plants are maturing their seeds, and

will ripen them quite, if the open weather holdf.

The Chilian Beet is another of the gorgeous

foliage plants growing on this spot.

I mentioned fruit just now, and almost ven-

tured on challenging comparisons, for I had
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in mind the American Cranberry (Oxycoccus

macrocarpus), which we next inspected in its

shallow tank, bearing bushels of the most

delicious tarts in posse. Any person who would

vie with Petworth must show the American

Cranberry in full fruit, or hide his diminished

head. " Can you catch mice, mew, and purr ?
"

said a cat's admirer to a rival. " No," was the

reply. "Then hold your tongue." Imported
Cranberries are pretty good, but those grown in

your own garden are as superior as wheatears
to swallows, or leverets to young cats.

There is no better vehicle for cream and
powdered sugar than a Cranberry tart. Words
will not describe the excellence of this berry, or

its pleasant, brisk flavour. Gardeners should,

if possible, withhold the Cranberries till the

other fresh fruits of autumn have been sonw
time enjoyed ; they will then prove so popular

that the demand for them will be perpetual, as

long as the crop lasts. Frost softens the Cran-
berry, and gradually deprives it of its peculiar

flavour ; still, in mild seasons, it remains excel-

lent up to January. The " tank" at Petworth is

from 3 to 4 feet deep, and not water-tight. It

has a layer of rubble at bottom, to hold super-

fluous moisture ; and then 2 feet of sandy peat,

in which the plants were set some years since.

This shallow Cranberry tank is 36 feet across,

and now carries a crop of several bushels of fruit.

The plants are submerged in water several

times during summer, and should always be
flooded to set the blossom about the middle of

June.

The numerous heated pits and houses are

entirely filled with what gardeners might call

" small stuff," for cut flowers. There are no
great floral specimens filling up the space, such
as Azaleas and other ornaments for exhibition.

There are a great number of Pines in successive

stages ; one range of pits measures 75 feet in

length. We passed through a Fern-house nearly
filled with ftlaidenhair, for decorative purposes

;

and, opening a door, we entered a winter

Cucumber-house, where the bottom-heat is sup-
plied by means of fermenting materials, in pre-

ference to hot water.

Mixing fruits and flowers in my description,

there are five large Grape-houses, three or
four Peach-houses, and one Poinsettia pul-

cherrima-house with the plants set out in

borders to be freely cut from in the winter. In a
Melon-house, with some large remaining speci-

mens carefully strapped up, there are many pots
of a light and dark variety of Capsicum (Yellow
Gem and Prince of Wales), grown for decora-
tive purposes. In another house (a Pine-house)
I observed hundreds of pots of Selaginella for

table ornament. The Winter Cherry (Solanum
Capsicastrum) is largely grown here for the
iame purpose, and in one of the houses there are
scores and scores of pots of favourite plants.

The method of cultivation is to cut hard
back and plant out-of-doors in May and June

;

pot in the middle of September and move
into the house and shade and give a little

bottom-heat till the process of rooting has been
eftected. That is the present stage of Mr.
Breese's plants, and they are full of young wood
and loaded with green berries, which already
show some signs of the rich golden colour they
will presently assume.

I do not think the reader would gain by a
more systematic transcript and arrangement of
my notes, and without regard to what may
follow I will here mention a fruit which blocked
our way at this point— I mean that Grape with
the prodigious berry, the Gros Colman, which
we passed at this stage of our travels. The
various kinds of Grapes in all the houses have
ripened in perfection. There is a large stock of
pot Vines for early forcing. Passing again to
flowers : in warm corners outside several of the
houses there are patches of Guernsey Lilies

with -roseate tips to the petals. In a shel-
tered situation and warm subsoil the Guern-
sey Lily makes its growth of leaves in spring
and summer, producing flowers in early autumn,
when the stems which bear them rise from the
bare earth, the leaves having disappeared in

July. The plant is not a very common one, and
soon disappe.ars from a cool ungenial soil.

The Bougainvillea glabra enlivens several
houses with its gay display of light mauve
calyces. One of the choicest of the decorative

plants is the Eucharis amazonica, which abounds
here. Out-of-doors, denoting a congenial soil and
climate, 1 noticed seedling Brugmansias and
the Funkia grandiflora, both in flower.

There is yet another fruit to mention which
might puzzle some competitors. The third Earl
of Egremont, the grandfather of the present

owner of Petworth, brought from Italy, seventy

or eighty years ago, a plant of the Green
Italian Fig. It is now a tree filling

a house 40 feet long by 25 feet wide.

It bears every year scores of dozens of

small delicious fruit, which even ladies can
take at a mouthful if they try, and they are

fond of trying, so sugary sweet is this seductive

Fig. In Sussex various dates are fixed in the

memory by connecting them with Goodwood
Races. I don't know if a better plan has been
proposed in Stokes on Memory. The races fall

on the last week in July, and that is the time
the first few dozens of the Green Italian Fig
ripened this year. In some seasons the fruit

may be gathered up to Christmas. The roots

of the old tree extend outside—in it will not bear
forcing. It is cut hard back to produce young
wood, and about half-a-dozen faggots are re-

moved yearl)'.

Mirahilc dictu ! In the midst of the lawn
and pleasure-grounds, between the kitchen

garden and the house, there is a gigantic dragon
coiled upon the grass. His formidable folds are

twined about an Apple-tree, and he extends

from that central spot 350 feet. This scaly

monster sheds his skin several titnes during the

year. In spring he may be seen bright with

Crocuses, early Tulips, Snowdrops, Primroses,

Polyanthuses, Forget-me-nots, Pansies, Sapo-
narias, Silene pendulas, and other early-

flowering plants. At the present time he
is gorgeous with various kinds of bedding
plants. His formidable backbone is well

done in Roses, his eyes glare with Echeveria
and Alternanthera ; his jaws are represented by
Mesembryanthemums ; claws of the same firmly

grip the turf; the nails are well-defined;

Iresine is used freely ; there are teeth of white

Cerastium ; the beard is of Ivy, and a darting

red tongue is simulated by Alternanthera. The
Dragon of Petworth is a work of much art and
ingenuity, and here my note-taking ended.

H. E.

New Garden Plants.

COMPARETTIA SPECIOSA, tl. sp.*

This must be a very beautiful thing, beating the

two old Comparettias by far, only comparable to an
unpublished species, Comparettia macroplectron of

Rchb. f. and .Scnor Triana, t which is decidedly a grand
beauty. It was only found by the celebrated mono-
grapher of the Melastomads, unless it fell into the late

Mr. Bowman's hands. (This is a conjecture of mine
;

Mr. Bullen told me he had seen with the bearer of the

celebrated dried flower of Odontoglossum vexillarium,

flowers of a giant Comparettia which may have been
this.) I only know the plant from dried specimens,

discovered a few months ago in the far east of

Ecuador. I do not fully know what may be the real

colour of the sepals, including the long spur ; that of

the petals and column is a light ochre ; while the giant

lip blade, nearly 3 centimetres broad, i4 centimetre
high, is of an exceedingly rich promising strong orange
colour even when dry. The spur is fully 4 centi-

metres long, and makes a surprising impression. An
Orchidist, who saw the flowers, said it was a bright

coloured Oncidium concolor, yet a variety with a long
spur, this is rather a keen idea. The plant is one of

the most recent discoveries of Mr. Edward Klaboch,
the elder Roezlian nephew, and it is said [rclata refcro)

by Mr. Frans Klaboch, whom I had lately the

pleasure of seeing, to have very stately bulbs, which
would auger well for its safe introduction, which is

expected soon. H. G. Rchb. f.

* Campnreftia s^cciosa, n. sp. — Racemo pliirifloro (ad
decemfloro) laxifioro. grandifloro : bracteis iriangulis ovaria
loiige non aequantibus ; sepalo imparl ovato acuminato ; aepalis
paribus oblongis acutis naviculari-connatis apice unidentatis
seu bidentatis, calcaii longissimo hWioraii acuto ; tepali^ ovatis
acutis, labello basi utrinqiie auriculato carina parva interjecta,

unfiue brevissimo : lamina antica maxima subquadrata antice
medio emarginala oblusangula, calcaribus e]ongati> minutissime
pilosis : columns roslello elongate, buccis in ima columnae
basi abruplis. H. G. Rchb. /.

t Contparettin macropUctron, Rchb. f, et Triana - Foliis
oblongo ligulatis acutis : pedunculo paucifloro ; sepalo imparl
oblongo acuto : sepalis paribus coniiatis ligulatis oblusis, calcari
elongato_ falcato acuminato; tepalis ovatis apiculatis ; Ial>elIo

basi utrinque auriculato, medio carinato ; ungue elongato in
Itmnam anticam oblongam medio profundissime emarginato
bitidani (calcaribus inclusis valde abbreviatis—an ita

semper?). Tepala atropurpurea guttata. Labellum 0.035 ra.

longam, 0.25 m. latum.—Nova Granata. Triana !

Pescatorea Russeliana, n. sp.*

There is no end of new Pescatoreas and Bollcas,

though it is perhaps not so astonishing as it may
appear. The majority of these plants are collected by
the native collectors out of flower, one as like the other

as one egg to another ; hence all are believed to be the

saine as those collected in the flowering state. There

are even now in my possession sketches made on the

western side of tropical South America which promise

new species and very elegant ones. Now this one is

very easily distinguished. Imagine a P. Dayana or

Roezlii, but having the lip of the latter. Then take

the keels of the crest running out into prostrate angles

outside, excepting just the single straight middle keel.

This was only known till now in Pescatorea lamel-

losa, a smaller very elegant species. The colours are

those of the species just named, hut only the tint

of the lip and tips of sepals and petals is of a reddish

purple. The white may be called cream-coloured,

having a yellowish hue. The column is rather

yellowish in front, shown at base with a lemon-colour

This curious species is at hand in three fully

developed flowers sent by Messrs. Veitch. They are,

however, distinctly declared foreign, not Veitchian,

and as coming from Mr. J. Russel, of Falkirk, to

whom the novelty is inscribed with the good wish

that he may continue to have such good luck in

flowering interesting novelties. H. G. Rchb.f.

HIBISCUS SYRIACUS TOTUS
ALBUS.

The Althaea frutex may be fairly set down in the

list of neglected hardy flowering shrubs. It is, never-

theless, a species of singular beauty, and affords several

choice varieties which will hold their own in com-
parison with any other plant of its class. It flowers

in late summer and autumn too, when the shrubberies

and pleasure-grounds of country seats are often re-

quired to be in their most dressy condition, and when,
indeed, handsome flowering shrubs are welcome any-

where.
The variety of which we now give an illustration

(fig- 9O is of Continental origin, and has quite re-

cently been introduced to our English collections.

We saw it a few weeks ago at Mr. Waterer's Knap
Hill Nursery, and were much pleased with it. Indeed,

its pure colour and free-flowering habit at once recom-
mend it. Small plants scarcely exceeding i foot in

height, and furnished with several shoots, had three or

four flowers open on each branch, and throughout their

length every leaf axil was furnished with a flower-

bud. The figure is intended to serve a double purpose
—^to represent the flowering and free-blooming habit

of the var. totus albus, and to show the long cordon-
like growths which these plants are made to assume
in the parks of the French metropolis.

Another beautiful variety, as yet little known in

this country, but which we have also seen at Knap
Hill, is the H. syriacus ccelestis (Celeste of the

French), the flowers of which are of a charming
ccerulean blue, with the crimson base which occurs

in most of the varieties, but the absence of which
gives so thoroughly distinct an effect to the variety

we now figure. T. Moon,

THE KNAP HILL NURSERY.
This establishment is pretty well known as being

one of the most important tree nurseries in the United

Kingdom. It may here perhaps be well to point out

that the system of frequent removal practised in this

and some other nurseries, which is at the foundation

of the successful preparation of the trees, rather mili-

tates against the nurseryman in the eyes of the

unthinking purchaser, because plants so prepared

scarcely ever wear the luxuriant appearance of those

which are allowed to remain unmoved till they grow
coarse-rooted, but which, as unwary purchasers too

soon find out to their cost, when moved perish or

drag on for years a miserable existence. It is better

to plant half the number of well-prepared plants such

as under fair conditions are sure to grow and thrive,

than to cover the surface with untransplanted rubbish,

however tempting the aspect of the plants and the

price may be.

A feature of much interest, and one which arrests

the attention soon after entering this nursery, is the

long carriage-drive, nearly a mile in length, and ex-

tending in a straight line from west to east quite

* Pescat07-ea Russeliana, n. sp —Omnia Pescatorex Roezlii

excepto labello; lobis lateraiibus erectis ; limbi lobi maximi
medii lateribus et antice revolutis ; callo baseos ex lamellis 15,

plerisque excepta lamella mediana recta basi angulos extrorsos
efficientibus more P. lamellosje. Flos lacteus disco labelli et

apicibus sepalorum et tepalorum rubro-purpureis. Columoa
antice flava. basi purpurea cum zona flava, circa foveam
purpurea. Anthera atropurpurea,

—

Zy^opctalum Ritssclianum.
H. G. Rchb./.
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Fig. 91.—hibiscus syriacus totus alhcs, (see r. 524.)

through the grounds. This drive is flanked through-

out ]jy a widfe border filled with fine specimens of

brnamental evergreen shrubs, and in the Rhododen-

dron season forms a scene which never fades from the

memory. A portion at the west end, that nearest the

Knap Hill entrance, is planted chiefly with select

specimens, large and small, of choice Conifers and

Taxads—sample plants, so to speak, which serve to

illustrate the variety as to form, size, and kind, of the

stock grown in other parts of the nursery. Then

follows a portion several hundred yards in length, the

borders flanking which are filled with choice Rhodo-

dendrons, some of them fine old bushes which have

existed since the nursery was established, and others

being examples of the choicest modern kinds.

Beyond these borders of American plants, amongst

which are scattered many splendid specimens of Gold

Queen, Silver Queen, Waterer's, and other fine varie-

ties of Holly, we come to an oval of considerable

extent through which the drive passes right and left,

and again meets, and is continued onwards, with the

side borders of ornamental trees and shrubs to the

eastern boundary of the nursery. In this oval plot,

which is artistically planted, may be seen examples of

some of the fine statuesque plants which are so valu-

able for placing in prominent positions in geometrical

and other formal gardens. Hollies perhaps prepon-

derate at this point. In the outermost border the

plants are mostly of the bushy, or half-standard, or

pyramidal form, and consist of beautifully furnished

specimens of the best variegated sorts, as Waterer's

Golden Queen, Silver Queen, Milkmaid, &c., and of

the green-leaved series, as scotica, contorta, serrati-

folia, myrtifolia, laurifolia, Shepherdi, Hodginsii,

&c.—specimens with short clean stems and roundish

well-furnished heads, varying from about 2\ feet high

and a yard across to a height of 6 or 8 feet, and a

circumference of 12 to 16 feet ; others are of narrower

form, but bush-like ; and many are in the form of

well-proportioned narrow pyramids from 6 to 10 or

12 feet or more in height. Between the pathway in

front of these borders and the carriage-road are two

half-moon-shaped beds, one on either side, divided by

cross paths into eight compartments, each filled with

one kind of plant, and thus to some extent showing

the adaptability of many hardy evergreens for out-

door winter gardens ; the plants used consist of neat

little bushes, varying from i to i.i foot high. This

section is bordered next the path by a row of Abies

excelsa pumila, a rather stout-growing, but close

dwarf form of Spruce Fir, forming tussocks l4 foot in

height, and about 3 feet over, close-set and uniform in

character—a plant well adapted for use in terrace

gardens, and as a bold edging to carriage drives. The

margin next the drive is here planted with the dwarf

habited Rhododendron Wilsonianum. Amongst the

bcdded-out subjects we noticed Waterer's Holly,

Andromeda floribunda. Daphne Cneorum, Rhodo-

dendron ovatum, a very dwarf close-habited kind,

Kalmias, Ledums, &c.

The oval enclosed by the curved branches of the

drive has in the centre a circle of the diameter of

its widest part, and a triangular bed at each end.

These are all edged by Rhododendron Wilsonianum,

and filled with dwarf American plants, amongst

which are dotted specmiens of Cupressus Lawsoniana

lutea, which is without doubt the best of the golden

Conifers, being of free growth, and what is equally, if

not even more important, not being subject to bum,

as are all the other yellow variegated forms of

Cupressus Lawsoniana at yet known. At the present

time and for some two months past this circle has

been most attractive with the flowers of the varieties of

the Irish Heath, Dabeocia polifolia, which are in full

bloom and likely to continue for some lime to come.

These plants are almost always in blossom, as if the

early blooming shoots are pruned back they break and

bloom a second time. The variety bicolor is just now

most attractive, and it is so remarkable a variety that

no garden of any pretension should lack a bed of it.

Its peculiarity consists in its producing flowers of

various colours—purple, blush, and white—on the

plant at one and the same time, indiscriminately, as it

were, and so completely mingled as to have a peculiar

and pleasing effect ; some plants, for the time being,

flower wholly purple—a pretty lively rosy purple, some

almost wholly white, and many with purple and white

spikes or purple and white blossoms intermingled.

Along the centre of each of the crescent-shaped

beds is a line of alternate statuesque Golden Yews

and standard Hollies, averaging about 6 feet high.

Here are Yews with a pillar-like base, of common
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green Vew, 4 or 5 feet in circiunferencej others being

wider or narrower, and with a handsome proportionate

golden head of conical form, densely furnished and

perfectly symmetrical. The Hollies consist of Perry's

Weeping Holly, on stems about 6 feet high, with nice

drooping but roundish heads a yard through. Behind

these and alternating with them is a row of the inimit-

able Knap Hill Cyjjress, Cupressus Lawsoniana erccta

viridis, fine examples, averaging 6 to 7 feet high.

Special attention has, for some years past, been
devoted to the cultivation of trees suitable for planting

in avenues and other positions in parks, public and

private, and in the streets of towns and cities. Of
these thousands upon thousands may here be seen, of

all ages and sizes, fine, sturdy, thick-stemmed sym-

metrical-headed trees up to 20 feet high. We were

especially struck with the fine quality of the Planes

—

the true London Plane, commonly called Platanus

occidentalis, but more correctly P. acerifolia. They
are planted in open order at 6 feet apart in rows

which are widely separated, so that they become
thoroughly inured to exposure ; they have been trans-

planted frequently, and liave clean straight stems

which girth from 6 to 10 inches at 4 feet from the

ground. These are really handsome trees, and far

better worth the attention of corporate bodies who
have their town or suburban thoroughfares to embel-

lish than the ordinary drawn-up, weakly poles that

are so often met with. Moreover, the absence

of anything like risk of failure, which is the conse-

quence of the preparatory treatment to which they

have been subjected, is in itself no small consideration

in the formation of an ornamental plantation,

whether in the form of an avenue or clump. The
Planes here are the best trees of the kind wc have

ever seen.

The common Horse Chestnut is another fine

avenue tree, and of this, as well as of the scarlet

Horse Chestnut—the latter being most attractive and

showy when in flower—the stock may be described in

similar terms. In fact, they have been grown in the

same manner, with the same object in view, and with

n like result. There are also vast numbers of Iseauti-

ful specimens of Limes, 12 to 18 feet high, with a

girth of 6 to 10 inches, and a considerable quantity of

the purple and the common Sycamore, the latter a well

known tree of the first order of merit. Less familiar,

and indeed not at all common in this country, is Sir

Charles Wager's, or the Silver Maple, Acer dasy-

carpum, or eriocarpum as it is sometimes called,

which is used very much for street planting, and with

great success in the North American towns. It

grows also freely enough in the western parts of

London. The deeply-divided leaves of this tree, and
their silvery under-surface, render it very ornamental.

The Norway Maple, Acer platanoidcs, is also a grand

tree for ornamental planting, and one of which very

fine examples may be found here. Of the Silver

Maple we saw hundreds of very handsome trees,

12 to 16 feet in height, girthing at breast-high from

4 to 6 inches.

Another tree of striking merit is the new Canadian
Poplar {Populus canadensis nova), which it is perhaps

not too much to say is one of the best and most useful

hardy deciduous trees we have. In the first place, it

is the most rapid growing of all our hardy trees, for

we have ourselves seen, in this same nursery, plants

which have made 10 feet growth in a season well

furnished with branches. This will give some idea of

its rapid development. It is, moreover, a tree well

adapted to London, and may be seen in luxuriant

health in the plantations on the Thames Embankment
at Chelsea. From the treatment to which it has been
there subjected it is evident that it will bear any
amount of pruning, so that it may be kept to any size

or form required. It is probably the best tree we
have for planting in the smoky towns of the manu-
facturing districts in the North of England. Its nearest

affinity is with the Black Italian Poplar, and, in fact,

it may be described as a very much improved form of

that variety, possessing greater vigour of growth, as

well as larger leaves, which are retained fresh and
green till a later period of the season. It is, in fact,

in every way an improvement on that well-known and
useful sort, and as a screen tree has no rival.

The Acacia family comprises some very useful,

varied and ornamental trees, but the best of them all

for ornamental planting is Bessoniana. It is a free-

growing tree, and from its compact mode of growth is

less liable to split than the common Acacia. Its

spineless shoots, moreover, retain their fine pinnate

foliage till a late period of the autumn. No more

beautiful tree of this character could be desired. We
have observed it for some years past, in our occasional

visits here, and we recently saw a good stock of strong

trees in the nursery quarters.

Amongst ornamental evergreens the Hollies form

a very important section of the Knap Hill stock.

Upwards of 7 acres of ground are occupied by the

different varieties of variegated and green Hollies, the

best kinds only being grown. It was in this nursery

that the variety known as Watcrer's Holly originated,

and of this there are hundreds of specimens to be met

with at various heights between 4 feet and 8 feet, and

measuring from S to 16 feet in circumference—plants

so densely compacted, so perfectly filled up, that not

a leaf seems to be wanting to make them more com-

plete. This variety is one of the best as well as one of

the hardiest of the variegated kinds, since it was the

only one of them which withstood uninjured the

severely low temperature of what is known as Murphy's

Winter. Its close-growing habit and slow progress

also adapt it specially for introducing into all formal

plantations, such as the decoration of terrace gardens

and the furnishing of winter gardens of ever-

green shrubs, seeing that it will not speedily

grow beyond the limits of the design or the

space appointed to it. It has, moreover, a freely

marked and distinct variegation, and though not free

from spines it has a strong tendency to produce plain

spineless leaves. Quite different in this respect, for it

is one of the more spinescent, is the well-known

Golden Queen, of which splendid variety one meets in

various parts of the ground with numberless examples

of healthy thrifty plants, in profusion, of all sizes. The
same remarks will apply to the variety known as the

Silver Queen, the best of the white margined sorts, of

which there is also to be seen an enormous quantity

of various sizes, from 4 to 10 feet high—not thin

drawn-up specimens, but bushy well-furnished stocky,

often-moved plants, which it has taken many years to

train up.

In passing through the diflercnt sections of the

nursery, the visitor comes across large numbers of

other varieties of gold-striped and silver-striped

Hollies, including all the best sorts in cultivation, of

all of which there are finely-grown specimens of the

conical, pyramidal and bush forms of various sizes

adapted to the various purposes to which such plants

can be applied. One sees here, in the ordinary style

of planting for nursery purposes, much of the effect of

planting different varieties in masses of one kind—

a

much more satisfactory plan of producing effect than

planting in indiscriminate mixtures. Perry's Weeping
Holly is another of the beautiful forms of which good

examples crop up here and there ; and the new gold-

striped Weeping Holly, though as yet of smaller size,

promises to be very striking when more fully grown.

The stock of Hollies, however, is by no means con-

fined to variegated sorts, there being at almost every

turn bushes and pyramids of various size and height

of all the best green-leaved sorts. Some splendid

trees are to be seen of the green Weeping Holly,

a portion worked as standards, others as pyramids

feathered to the ground. The common Holly—than

which no more useful or valuable hedge plant exists—
occurs in wonderful profusion, many thousands being

grown. Besides these there are the choicer green-

leaved sorts, as Hodginsii, with its large, broad,

deep green leaves ; Shepherdi and madercnse of the

same general character, but distinct ; the charming

yellow-berried variety, which so beautifully contrasts

with the ordinary red-berried sorts when in fruit ; the

small Myrtle-leaved, and the still smaller saw-leaved

variety, which are distinct in aspect from all others ;

scotica, with its black-green, blunt-tipped, and very

glossy leaves ; the scrcwHoUy, with somewhat similar

leaves, only more twisted ; and laurifolia, which has

almost spineless Laurel-like foliage. These few latter

sorts are all remarkable for the black bark and the

dark green of the leaves, and are all peculiar in the

character of their foliage, and remarkably effective

when planted so as to contrast with other shrubs.

Another striking feature of Knap Hill is the stock

of Golden Yews, which, leaving out of view the pri-

vate collection at Elvaston Castle, is probably un-

rivalled. They are seen cropping up almost every-

where about the establishment, and appear in large

numbers. In this department we saw many fine

plants, varying in age from fifteen to forty years,

which have during all that period been well cared for,

and now stand forth as wonderful examples of skilful

manipulation, in the form of pyramids, of cones, of

semigtobular bushes, and of standards or half"

standards, some of the latter having a feathered, close

trimmed base of English Vew, serving as a green

pedestal to a golden crown. One plot of ground of

about 2 acres in extent is well-nigh filled with plants

of this kind.

The varieties comprise the old Gold-striped Vew,
Taxus baccata aurea, and the new Gold-striped T.

baccata elcgantissima, the older plants above referred

to being of the older variety. The specimens offer

considerable choice as to form and character. Of
the older sort wc found dense semi-globular bushes,

4 to 6 feet high, and 8 to 16 feet in circumference,

and cones and pyramids, 8 to 10 feet high, and 6 to

7 feet round ; wc also found many composite or

worked plants with golden heads of different forms,

set on the top of green-feathered stems ; they consisted

of plants with 4 to 6 feet stems, and heads 5 to 7 feet

round, and others 6 to 10 feet high, with 8 to 9 feet

conical heads. Of the elcgantissima variety, which is

of freer habit, and has the leaves more distinctly

striped than in the older sort, there were plants in

abundance, of size and form similar to the foregoing.

Besides these, there is to be seen a very large num-
ber of seedling Golden Vews, which have the advan-

tage of being remarkably free in growth, and from

amongst which considerable variety may be selected.

The leaves of these seedling forms are usually striped,

and in some instances the variegation is rather silvery

than golden. We wereshown in one quarter many
thousands of these, nice freely-grown bushy plants of

3 to 5 feet high, stocky and well furnished. These

seedlings are every whit as free in their growth as the

common Vew, and arc most desirable acquisitions, not

only on account of their intrinsic beauty, but also their

more rapid development. Mr. Waterer, we believe,

was one of the first to raise these seedling Golden

Yews in large quantities. Mamy ofthem, we observed,

were berry-bearing.

Common Yews are so useful for various purposes,

that there is generally a good stock of these in most

nurseries, and such we found to be the case here ; also

many of the erecta variety, which is an extremely

elegant fastigiate shrub, much superior in its style of

growth to the Irish Vew. There are many very

handsome plants of this erecta form growing amongst

the specimens of statuesque formal pyramidal examples

of the Golden Yew already referred to, as well as

close symmetrical cones and pyramids of the Box-tree,

both the green and the striped-leaved sorts.

From Taxads to Conifers the transition is easy, but

space forbids us to amplify on these. Suffice it to say,

that growers will find specimens of careful preparation

and rare development of all the better kinds, such as

Picea Pinsapo, magnifica, nobilis, lasiocarpa, grandis,

Nordmanniana, and others ; with Abies orientalis, a

most graceful tree, bearing a likeness to a slender

Norway Spruce—far too much neglected by planters,

but one which it is most desirable to introduce largely

on account cf its comparatively small size and its

strikingly refined character.

First of all we may mention the original plant of

Thuja aurea, which now forms a large dense mass

—

10 feet in height and proportionate in bulk. Another

of nearly equal size stands on the opposite side of the

drive, and the two form a fine pair. This is one

of the most popular of dwarf hardy shrubs, and the

progeny of this parent plant must be reckoned by

millions. Of more recent introduction and of Con-

tinental origin is the Thuja semperaurea, which is of

a deeper golden hue, that being continuous through-

out the year. It is really an acquisition, the habit being

in every respect a copy of that of T. aurea. Another

popularConifer, already alluded to, was also raised here,

and is hence called the Knap Hill Cypress. This is

the Cupressus Lawsoniana erecta viridis, which along

with the varieties gracilis and nana, was picked out

of the first large batch of scedings of this species

which was raised in this country, and hence Knap

Hill was practically the source from whence Cupressus

Lawsoniana was first extensively distributed.

Another good variety of the Lawson Cj'press is that

called pyramidalis alba, in which the tips of all the

branchlets are pale-tinted, and the leaves glaucous, so

that it takes on a silvery hue which is striking and

distinct. This is not only a slender and graceful

plant, but one which is free-growing in habit, and

does not burn.

A very elegant little Fir is the Abies Hookeriana,

of which a large number is grown. This is a slender

pyramidal-growing species, with moderately spreading

branches, and short silvery leaves, and is altogether a

distinct-looking plant ofornamental character. We also
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n..iced two very pretty v.irieties ol Hemlock Spruce,

ytjies canadensis, one of them being variegated, and

laving tile tips of the young growth in the early summer

for about half an inch in length almost pure white,

producing almost as gay an appearance as if the

plant were hung with bcll-shapcd blossoms, and the

other of weeping character, in which the slender

branches were grace- fully drooping.

In one part of the nursery are growing side by side

two forms of Retinospora pisifera aurea. The one,

whicli is the plant usually met with, is very much

inferior to the other, the best one being of closer habit,

more symmetrically pyramidal, and of a much richer

golden colour. The plant here is a well-proportioned

cone of golden branches 10 feet high, and measuring

II feet round at the base. The Retinospora obtusa

aurea is also a distinct and elegant shrub, with

horizontally spreading branches drooping at the tips,

giving an open character to the ramifications, and

having the leaves of a rich golden-green colour.

Amongst these choicer Conifers we should not omit

to include Cupressus Lawsoniana lutea, though we

have previously mentioned it, as it is without doubt

the best of all the golden Cypresses yet obtained,

being distinctly flushed with colour, a free and rapid

grower, and a plant which does not burn when

exposed, as so many variegated plants do.

At the present moment one of the most interesting

of the ConiferK is the Blue Spruce of Colorado, of

which Mr. Waterer has some well-furnished young

specimens, 5 to 6 feet high, besides a large quantity

—some 50,000—of seedlings. Our readers will know

from the discussion which look place in our columns

last year in reference to the correct name of this plant

that it is one to which much interest attaches ; but

whatever difference of opinion there may be as to the

name, there can be none whatever as to the beauty of

this plant, which is very symmetrically branched, and

furnished with spreading needle-shaped leaves, so in-

tensely glaucous as to acquire a distinct blue colour.

Some refer the plant to Abies Menziesii, others to

A. Engelmanni, but we are much inclined to believe it

is distinct from either. On this point we may soon

hope to obtain further information. In the meantime,

looking at it as an ornamental tree, it must be set

down as being by many points the best and hand-

somest of the .Spruces.

THE SPECIES OF COLCHICUM.
I SHOULD like to hear more about the Colchicum

crociflorum, mentioned in your issue for October 12

(p. 471) as a "new, distinct, and very beautiful

species." If it be the Colchicum crociflorum of Sims,

which was figured in the year 1S26 {tab. 2673) in the

Botanical Magazine, I should like to know how to

distinguish it from C. aiUumnale. If it be the

C. crociflorum of Schott and Kotschy, described in

1S54 (p. 97) in the Ocstcrcichc Wochcnblatt, I cannot

make out how it dithers from C. montanum. A plant

which Mr. Barr received from Corfu under the name

of C. crociflorum, of which I have seen a flower but no

leaves, probably belongs to C. neapolitanum of

Tenore, a plant widely spread in the Mediterranean

region. The species of Colchicum greatly need

further work for their elucidation. Of late years a

great many new names have been invented for plants

for which no definite differential characters have been

assigned. Many of the species approach each other

very closely, and the fact that in most of them the

leaves and flowers are produced at different times

adds greatly to the difficulty there is in getting full infor-

mation about any given plant. But for those in culti-

vation, at any rate, the difficulty might be surmounted

by a liltle trouble. The differential characters between

the species are to be found :— 1st, in the corms, their

size, shape, and the number of flowers they produce
;

2d, in the leaves, their number, size, shape, colour,

and time of development ; 3d, in the flowers, the

time of their development, their colour, whether they

are plain or tessellated, and the size and shape of their

divisions
;
4th, in the stamens, whether the filaments

are thickened and discoloured at the base, and whether

the anthers are yellow or purple ; 5th, in the stigmas,

whether they are falcate and run as a line down the

upper part of the style, or whether they are short and

sub-capitate ; and, 6th, in the capsule, its shape, size,

and the time of its development. To know a given

plant fully one needs information on all these heads.

As a rule those who want Colchicums named only

send single detached flowers, from which one gets

about 30 per cent, of the information needed to give

an opinion that may be safely relied upon. As a con-

tribution towards the working out of the genus I send

a list of all the published names, classified as well

as my present information enables me to arrange

them. I mark for printing in italics the species of

which the characters may be considered as fully

known, so that your readers may see exactly those

about which more information is wanted. P'or those

placed as synonyms I do not wish to be understood

as affirming that no differential characters exist, but

simply as expressing an opinion that if they possess

differential characters these have still to be pointed

out.

Group i.—Flowers more or less distinctly tessellated,

•• produced in autumn, whilst the leaves are not

developed till spring.

1. C. variegatum, Linn.=::C. chionense, Hort. ^C.
Parkinsoni, Hook. fil.—Greece and Asia Minor.

2. C. pulchmm, Herbert.—Greece and Ionian Islands.

3. C. agrippinum, Hort. iizC. tessellatum, Hort.

—

Greece.

4. C. Bivon^, Guss. =z C. variegatum, Biv., non

Linn. ^C. neapolitanum fritillaricimi, Parkinson =:C.

Visianii, Pari. ^Sicily, and perhaps also Greece, Dal-

malia and Morocco,

5. C. amabile, Heldreich.—Greece.

6. C. Imitanum, Brotero zz C. lusitanicum fritillari-

cum, Parkinson.—Portugal. The Italian C. Todarii,

Parlatorc, not distinguishable.

7. C. Levierii, Janka.— Italy.

8. C. Tawn'i, Parlatorc = C. Bisignani, Tenore. —
Italy.

9. C. Siblhorpii, Baker {the plant figured by Sib-

thorpe and Smith as C. latifolium, the leaves described

as belonging to C. byzantinum).—Greece.

10. C. variopictum, Janka.—Naples. Perhaps a form

of C. neapolilanum.

Groi;i' 2. Flowers large, not tessellated, produced

in autumn, whilst the leaves are not developed

till spring.

11. C. speciosum, Steven.—Caucasus.

12. C.byzitniinum, Ker = C. floribundum, Lawson=
C. latifolium byzantinum, Clusius:=C. tmnsilvanicum,

Schur. rr C. cestivale, Boreau.—South-east of Europe.

13. C. autumnalc, Linn. = C. crociflorum, Sims ::=C.

multiflorum, Brotero zz: C. anglicum, Parkinson ^ C.

patens, Schultz = C. vernum, Schrank = C. vcrnale,

Hoff"m. -z^ C. prcecox, Spenner.—Central and West
Europe, Morocco, Algeria.

Var. C. pannonicum {Parkins.), Griseb. and Schenk.

zz C. polyanthos, Ker 1= C. multiflorum, Schur. —
Transylvania and Croatia.

14. C. turcicum, Janka.—Constantinople.

15. C. liEtuin, Ker^ C. Balansae, Planch. =:r C. can-

diduni, Schott and Kotschy.—Crimea, Caucasus, Asia

Minor, Persia.

16. C. persicum, Baker.—Persia.

Group 3. Flowers large, not tessellated, produced In

autumn, whilst the leaves are not developed till

spring.

17. C. Troodi, Kotschy.—Cyprus.

18. C. polyphyllum, Boiss. and Held. =z C. trapezun-

ticum, Boiss.—Asia Minor.

19. C. umbrosum, Stev.—Crimea and Caucasus.

20. C. parnassicum, Sart., Orph. and Held,—Greece.

21. C. neapolitanum, Tenore = C. arenarium,

G. and G. :=. C. castrense, Laram. = C. provinciale,

Loret. = C. Haynaldi, Heuff. = C. Jank<'e, Freyn. =
C. Kochii, Parlatorc= C. orientate, Friv. =zC. rctnense,

Tineo.—South Europe, and perhaps Morocco.

22. C. corsicum, Baker.—Corsica.

23. C. arenarium. W. and K.—Hungary.

24. C. alpinum, DC.—Dauphin^, Switzerland, Savoy.

Var. C. parvulum, Tenore.—.Vpennines.

25. C. linguiatum, Boiss. and Sprunner.—Greece,

Group 4. Flowers vmtessellated, developed in winter

or spring at the same time as the leaves.

26. C montanum, Linn. = C. hermodactylum,

Parkins. = C. bulbocodioides, M.B. = C. Bertolonii,

Stev. = C. Cupani, Guss. =: C. Valery, Tineo zz C.

parvifloruni, Biv. zz C. pusillum, Sieber zz C'. Ritchii,

R. Br. =: C, cegyptiacum, Boiss. =: C. hololophum,

Coss. and Durieu •=. C. nivale, Boiss. and Huet zz C. tri-

phyllum, KunzezzC. crocifolium, Boiss.zzC. crociflorum,

Schott and Kotschy.—South Europe, Orient. Caucasus.

27. C. Stcvcni, Kunth.—Orient.
28. C. Szoz'itsii, F. and M.—Armenia and Kurdistan.

29. C.lufeum, Baker.—W est Himalayas, Beloochistan,

Afghanistan.

Species of which only names, not descriptions,

have been published :—C. Boissieri, eub?eum, Parla-

lori and polymorphum of Orphanides. J, G. Baker,

AUTUMN ROSES.
In resuming my remn'•l^s upon autumn Roses (con-

tinued from p. 370), I .voulJ call special attention

to that e.\quisite old variety. Souvenir de la Malmaison,

usually classed with the Bourbons, but which, I

venture to think, is a hybrid of unknown origin. As
an autumnal Rose this is equalled by few and sur-

passed by none. I saw a few days ago four circular

beds of this variety, one pair at the lower end of the

Waltham Cross Nurseries, where they are exposed in

winter to inundations and frost, and two at the oppo-

site end more favourably placed near the road. In

each case they were covered with equally fine blooms,

and I know from personal experience this charming

Rose will flower in perfection in the immediate suburbs

of London. It was worth a day's journey to behold

these beds, as well as another quarter of Safrano,

which, as an outdoor Rose, must certainly rank before

Madame Falcot. But it is rather, as I indicated,

the new and newer kinds that I purpose remarking

upon in this paper, with the understanding that it is

to their habit of continuous blooming that attention

is chiefly called, rather than to other merits and

characteristics.

Mr. Wm. Paul's splendid new Roses Duchess of

Bedford and Countess of Rosebery I found in plen-

tiful bloom—not a flower here and there, but every

plant with a fair allowance upon it. It may be

expected, therefore, that they will form a veritable

acquisition to the ranks of true perpetuals. Star of

Waltham is another free exemplar of that desirable

habit. The same raiser's Firebrand, Red Rover,

St. George and Diana were also well displayed.

Up to the time of writing, so lar as I have been

able to ascertain from personal observation, the fol-

lowing Roses of the current season are promising

autumnal bloomers :—H.P.'s : Boieldieu, certificated

of the 1st cl.ass at the Royal Botanic Society's

meeting in April ; Cannes la Coquette, a singu-

lar name ; Constantin Fretiakoff, Madame Theve-

not, Madame Gabriel Luizet (query, last year),

Madame Louis Donadine, Mademoiselle Marie Castel,

Princess Charlotte de la Tremouillc, Souvenir

d'Adolphe Thiers, Souvenir de Louis Van Houtte :

the ultimate quality of the two last-named may per-

haps be doubtful. Hybrid Noisette : Madame Francois

Petit, which has hyperbolical eulogy from its raiser,

is probably a further exponent of the Madame Alp. de

Rougemont line. There was also a " hybrid of Tea-

scented " (a very commendable and much-required

division) announced by the name of Madame Alex-

andre Bcrnaix, and described as being after La
France, a rosy edition of that admirable kind. Let

us hope it may approach its prototype, of whose fine

qualities we cannot have too many representatives in

every line of colour. Of the new Teas proper only

Madame Lombard has come under inspection. It is

worth while calling Special attention to this novelty,

as I have heard it commended by many adepts whose

opinion on such subjects is entitled to weight. More-

over, it is to be figured in Mr. Wm. Paul's forth-

coming issue of the Rose Annual, an attractive

annual which every rosarian ought to possess. On
the point upon which we are treating it is really

encouraging to find comparatively so many novelties

asserting claims to the name of hybrid perpetuals.

What their behaviour may be in another season it is

impossible to say, for we must not forget that the

present autumn has been unusually propitious for late

bloom.

Of Roses that have been before the public for one

or more seasons I have noted the following during

my tours of inspection, not yet completed by the

way :—Abel Carriere, one of the finest dark varieties

of recent date ; Albert Paye, Avocat Duvivier,

Comtesse de Serenyi, Due de Montpensier, Duchess

of Vallombrosa, Duchesse d'Ossuna (I am doubtful of

the quality of this Rose), Gabriel Fournier, fine
; Jean

Liabaud, one of the best and richest amongst new
dark varieties ; La Rosiere, also good ; Lyonnaise,

Madame Devert, questionable as to quality ; Madame
Montchaveau, Madame Ferdinand Jamin, Madame
Nachury, Marie Louise Pernet, Mrs. Veitch, Mons.

Fillion, Mrs. Baker, Oxonian, Sir Garnet Wolseley,

Triomphe de France.

Teas, Noisettes, and Bourbons are loo well known
as naturally the freest ornaments of the rosery or

garden during the later months of the year, yet there

are specialities even amongst these, and it is well to

watch whether the newcomers deserve to stand side

by side with the compeers amongst whom they are
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introduced. For instance, Reve d'Or and Bouquet

d'Or must be added to this list. So must I'erle dcs

Jardins, but not Pcrle de Lyon. Likewise Marie

Guillot and Marie Van Iloutte. Wc must not pass

by the old favourites, Rubens, Homer, Sombreuil,

and especially the lovely Niphctos (".snow"), the

snowiest white amongst Roses. There are more of

this kind perhaps sent over from France in boxes as

cut flowers during the winter than of any other kind.

One of the conclusions I cannot help drawing from

the aggregate of observations ni.ade up to the present

time is, that so far as autumn blooming is concerned,

the catalogues of the H.P.'s need a searching revi-

sion. The number of these flowering freely and in

good condition after the flush of the summer crop is

past, are fewer than ought to be expected, especially

when the favourable weather is taken into account.

To see (as I have seen) row after row of standards

and dwarfs alike, full of growth yet destitute of flower,

or of indications of having recently been in bloom, or

of buds yet to come, is a startling comment on the

perpetuality of modern hybrid perpetuals, particularly

when older kinds almost banished from the show

tables are freely flowering in the grounds. The Rose

shows have much to answer for on this score, but this

is a topic I do not purpose to discuss further here.

W. D. Prior.

ASPARAGUS CULTURE:
ARGENTEUIL.

I KNOW of no place of spot of gl'ound in the three

kingdoms that can bear the least comparison with

Argenteuil. It has for ages supplied an enor-

mous wealth of market garden produce ; and,

being of easy distance from Paris, and close

to the river, the carriage both of produce and

manure is cheap. As some doubts have been thrown

upon the question of manure being necessary for

the production of the principal plant this favoured

locality is noted for, viz.. Asparagus, we must try

to find out from whence this great source of food

comes to a most searching-rooted plant. The quan-

tity of Asparagus gathered in this neighbourhood

must be something wonderful in weight alone, and

although there is a great amount of water in each ton

there is still a great amount of solid matter taken out

of the soil annually, and still the soil renews itself with-

out any or at least with only a small amount of assist-

ance as compared with that affbrded in the general

practice of heavily manuring adopted in this country.

It has struck me that, from these considerations,

there is some reason to find fault with the long details,

3^ aft to rais'ead every one, that from time to time

crop up about the place, and its system of cultivation.

The French are wonderful experts in the art of hood-

winking or throwing dust in the eyes of our scientific

and practical professors, who visit them annually.

It is like the heads of the Argenteuil Asparagus

of old—they had only just a bite on the top

like a Cherry, but now, served with French sauce,

they are delicious every bit, even if a foot long. I

have visited Argenteuil several times, and it has always

occurred to me that the benefits to be derived by us

from the adoption of their system were more than

doubtful ; but it has now found champions in both

scientific and practical men, and we may therefore

expect to find it brought to perfection in good time

on this side of the Channel. To illustrate what they

believe in, the new system may be described thus :

—

Instead of a good trenching, the surface alone must

be stirred, treated in fact as the system will prove

here—fallow ; and instead of manure, the sun's rays

must be utilised both for pulverising and warming

the soil for the planting of this tender esculent. It

might be well for any one about to make a trial,

without sufiicient knowledge of the practice or much
confidence in themselves, to import an Argenteuil

grower, as stated elsewhere, to grow it in the public

load.

For my own part I don't believe that a Frenchman

could grow good English Asparagus on the best

land in Great Britain until he was taught how. If

all the statements we have heard be true, why do the

French confine their science to agriculture ? The

land is of high value, and higher rents would be

obtained in proportion. Besides the heavy cost of

carriage to England might be saved by establishing a

/dca/f here for themselves, and they know how welcome

they would be—there would not be the least jealousy;

but they cannot bring the land of Argenteuil, and, what

in my opinion is of more importance, they cannot

bring what is under it. No ; great growers must
look back with regret upon the large amount of

capital and labour spent in ages gone by, which might
have been saved by a knowledge of these things,

particularly as it appears they have as yet got no
further than producing Sprue.

I may be wrong, but it appeared to me that the

fertile parts of Argenteuil could be traced as easily as

the shores of a Cumberland lake, and if we give up
swimming and dive a little we find underneath the

soil one of the best beds of gypsum in the neighbour-

hood of Paris. There is no doubt the deep-searching

roots of the Asparagus reach this, and what richer or

better food is there for plants than the fossilised bones

of extinct animals and carbonate of lime? The chemists

may also tell us that if certain natural constituents are

present to make the gases soluble, there will be, like

the water under the Haarlem bulb fields, a continual

vapour of gases rising to renew and fertilise the soil.

My advice to all about to make or renew planta-

tions of Asparagus is, first make certain of a crop by
adopting the best of the old known methods—you
can then afford to experiment with the Argenteuil or

any other system. J. Fkmin^^ CUvcikn.

STANDARD GRAPE-VINES FOR
TABLE DECORATION.

At the meeting of the Fruit Committee held last

week at South Kensington, exhibitors, committee-men,

and visitors, "practicals"and "non-practicals" alike,

Showing the method of training pot Vines at Ashridge (s(

p. 533) ; "^i 'Iron standard used for training pot Vines.

were struck with the beauty of a pot Vine—one of a

collection grown for the purpose of table decoration

by Mr. Sage, gardener to Lord Brownlow, at Ashridge

Park, near Berkhamstead, and which gained for its

exhibitor a Silver Flora Medal—an honour which, as

all admitted, was well deserved. Of course there is

nothing new in growing pot Vines for table decor-

ation ; most Grape growers are acquainted with the

details of Mr. Wm. Thomson's system, as carried out

at Dalkeith, and described in his Practical Treatise

on the Grape Vine; and our readers will scarcely

have forgotten the beautiful examples which Mr.

William Cole of Feltham used to grow when gardener

at Ealing Park a few years ago, one of which was

illustratcdinour columns in September, 1873, p. 1209;

yet there are different degrees of merit in plants grown

for such a purpose, as there are also diflerent styles

of training, and as equally different ways of attaining

the desired results—and we must accord to Mr. .Sage

the credit of growing and exhibiting the most perfect

and handsomest example that has yet come under our

notice, and which our artist has succeeded in pour-

traying in the illustration given on p. 533.

To obtain such specimens as this Mr. .Sage informs

us that he first endeavours to grow moderate-sized

canes that he can well ripen, in preference to over-

strong ones. The house in which they are grown is

of the lean-to pattern, the back wall of which is

devoted to Figs, and a stage in front, about 4 feet

6 inches wide, is used for Strawberries in early spring.

The Vines are started into growth about the end f

March—such sorts as Alicante perhaps a fortnigh

earlier—and as soon as the Strawberry stage is re-

moved, iron standards of the form shown in fig. 92 u are

fixed in the ground at convenient distances apart ; the

pot containing the Vine is placed near by, and the

rods are then put through the hole in the bottom of a

pot placed in the rings of the standaril ; the iron

trainer or trellis (see fig. 92 A) is placed in the pot,

the prongs being made to fit exactly so as to prevent

the Vine from swaying about when loaded with fruit.

The next operation is to tie the cane to the trellis,

and then the process of "breaking" is allowed to

proceed in the usual way. Generally all the buds ex-

cept those above the pot are rubbed off, but sometimes

one at the base of the cane is left to grow intoa "fruiter"

forthe following season. When the Vine has made some

growth, say shoots from 9 to 12 inches in length,

which have been stopped, the pot is filled with soil

pressed down very firmly, a few cuttings or a plant of

.Selaginella are put in, and a good watering com-

pletes that operation. When the small pots become

filled with roots they require water once, and in verydry

weather at least twice a day, and that is the reason

why the pots are placed in the iron standards (fig. 92 u),

away from the larger pot containing the roots, as the

soil in the latter is in no way interfered with. When
the Grapes are thoroughly ripe the cane is cut away
by degrees at the base of the smaller pot, and the

plant is removed to a cool shady house. The sizes of

pots used are 32's and 24's, and the varieties which

Mr. Sage has found most preferable for this work are

the Black Hamburgh, Alicante, and Foster's Seedling.

It should be mentioned that the space between the

standards is occupied by Plum trees and Figs in pots,

so that no room in the house is wasted, and that when

placed on the table the pot is inserted in a turned wood

stand, shown in connection with 92 A. For convenience

of comparison we reproduce the illustration of Mr.

Cole's specimen (fig. 93, p. 529).

THE ORCHIDS AT OAKLEY,
FALLOWFIELD.

Oakley, Fallowfield, near Manchester, is the

residence of William Leech, Esq. It is quite

suburban, and not at all removed from the influ-

ence of the deleterious atmosphere of the city. As

a consequence of this, shrubs, trees, and plants must

be grown of a character that will best thrive. I

may say at once that the principal feature at Fallow-

field is the Orchids. There are large collections of

these, and, taking the houses as a whole, I have

seldom seen a cleaner or more healthy lot of plants.

It is well known to readers of the Gartleiiers^

Chronicle that the gardener, Mr. Swan, is one of the

best practical writers on the culture of Orchids, and

it is very pleasing indeed to record the fact that the

st.ate of his plants bears evidence of intelligent

culture throughout. Although Orchids are the

principal plants grown, they are not the only plants

that are done well. In the greenhouse and con-

servatory department some of the good old-fashioned

plants find a place. Fuchsias, for instance, are well-

grown, and their pendulous flowers of varied shape

and colour are very effective at any season. Many
persons have an idea, and are not slow to express it,

that anybody can grow Fuchsias. So they can in a

way. The cottagers, inside the window or outside on

the sill, grow and flower them, but to produce a

continuous and large qu.antity of flowers intelli-

gent culture and careful attention are necessary.

Good turfy loam, leaf-mould, rotted manure,

and sand are the requisite materials^four parts of

loam to one each of the manure and leaf-mould. A
longer succession of flowers will be kept up if weak

liquid manure-water is used. I noticed as very desir-

able two sorts : Sultan, a large fine scarlet, and

Sedan, a pretty sort, the sepals and corolla of which

were nearly alike and of a red colour. Yucca fila-

mentosa variegata was represented by two splendid

specimens in the greenhouse. Many cultivators pre-

fer to grow this plant in a stove temperature, but if it

can be grown quite as well in a greenhouse the latter

is certainly to be preferred. Zonal Pelargoniums,

too, have a house specially devoted to their culture,

and the plants had been grown and trained into hand-

some specimens ; they were just coming into flower on

September 29. The plants would no doubt be assisted

with a little manure-water, and would produce abun-

dant blooms up till Christmas, It will be needless to
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specify all the difterent varieties grown, but Lady
Sheffield might be noted as the best pink ; the colour

was very clear and decided. Mrs. Turner was also a

very fine bright pink. David Thomson was the best

in the particular class to which it belongs, a brilliant

scarlet crimson. Rev. A. F. Atkinson, intense

scarlet, large truss, is a very desirable variety ; and

Louise might be noticed as a distinct variety, with

lilac-coloured flowers of good shape and substance.

I have never seen Adiantum farleyense in a more
healthy condition than it was here. The growth was

splendid. This fine Fern is easily grown if proper

care is taken of it, but it does not always get the right

compost to grow in, nor the most suitable place in the

house. Mr. Swan pots it in good turfyloam and uses

pots. The pots are well drained, and the compost is

not a secret—good turfy loam, with just a little sand to

keep it open : no manure is mixed with the loam at

potting time, but the strong pseudobulbs are

formed by copious supplies of manure-water

when the plants are growing. Mixing the manure
with the loam Mr. Swan thinks has a tendency to

sour the compost. The plants are now throwing up
numerous strong spikes. AVe pass from here into the

cool house, and although it is a time of year that one

would expect to find a paucity of bloom, I was agree-

ably surprised to find, amongst others, the handsome
Oncidium reflexum in flower ; this, though a Mexican
species, does well in a cool house ; it had longish

spikes with numerous flowers, the sepals and petals of

of the flowers, which open of a pale yellow or brownish

yellow, and, as the flowers become older, change to

creamy white. Masdevallias of different species were

looking very well : M. Veitchii had numerous fine

flowers, and others not in flower were doing remark-

ably well. Odontoglossum Phak'cnopsis will not

succeed in this house ; the plants under the care of

Mr. Swan were as healthy as any I saw in my journey

north. I have been very successful with it, and it is

never removed from the Cattleya-house, where it

receives abundant supplies of water all the year round.

I must not forget to mention the splendid plants of

Dendrobium crassinode growing in the Cattleya-house.

This fine species, if it does not rank so high in the

estimation of Orchid-growers as D. Wardianum, is

Fig. 93.—standard pot vine grown uy mr. cole, (see p. 528.)

sharp Bedfordshire sand to keep it open ; the plants too

are placed close to the glass, where they can get plenty

of light, shading only from the rays of a burning sun.

Orchids.—In the first place the houses wherein

these are grown are not large. One house, where

Calanthes are grown to perfection, was span-roofed

and 10 feet wide, the height from the floor line not

being more than 7 feet 6 inches. Calanthe Veitchii

was principally grown, as it was also in many other

places in Lancashire, Cheshire and Wales that I

visited. This is a plant that can be grown in any

collection of stove plants, and it matters little whether

it is a cool stove or one where plants from the

warmest countries are cultivated, the plant seems to

succeed in either. It may be grown as single bulbs in

3 or 4-inch pots, or as a dozen or more in 10 or l2-inch

pots. Mr. Swan had potted about five bulbs in Si-inch

which are brownish yellow with a yellow lip. Odon-
toglossum Pescatorei was represented by some very fine

varieties of the type. By many persons this is preferred

to O. crispum ; and indeed, if the flowers are not so

large they are much more abundantly produced on

the spikes ; and the \iolct and purple-tinged spots

and blotches are more pleasing than the brownish

spots of the Princess of Wales Odontoglot. Of course

all Orchid growers will grow as many as they can get

of either, and O. crispum is also grown in quantity.

O. Andcrsonianum was in flower, but the plant is rather

different from that first exhibited under this name ;

this one, except in the shape of the sepals and petals,

was not dilTerent in colour from O. crispum, whereas

O. Andcrsonianum is quite intermediate between O.

crispum and O. odoratum, or the first-named and O.

gloriosum. It may also be known by the ground colour

nevertheless, when grown as it is here, a species of

first-class excellence, and its peculiarly knotted stems

are very distinct. Cattleya Eldorado splcndens is not

one of the most easily managed of the species, but it is

a handsome plant, and should be in every collection ;

it flowers in June and July.

In the warm house are to be found some excellent

healthy specimens of the rarer Orchids, and such as

would hold a high position ifexhibited in competition.

Vanda Cathcartii was in exuberant health, and two

strong spikes were pushing out from the axils of the

leaves. The rather rare Phalcenopsis Lowii was in

flower ; the flowers of this species, though not large,

are very pretty ; the sepals and petals are pale purple

or mauve, and the flower has a purple lip. The plant,

though small, had two branched spikes. This species

is of small growth, and rather difficult to cultivate.
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Zygopetaliim roslratum was also represented by a very

healthy plant, with three beautiful flowers on a spiUe.

I was much struck with a hanilsome specimen of

PhalKnopsis Liiddemanniana ; this plant was com-

posed of one large specimen in the centre, and no less

than eleven more round it, and Mr. Swan told me
that the whole had been produced from the one

plant in three or four years. Mr. Swan is well

known to be one of the most successful growers of

Dendrobium Falconcri ; he had a number of plants

which were in excellent health. They had been

grown near the glass in the warm house since Maich

or April, and all through the growing season had

been freely syringed. This treatment produces a

vigorous and healthy development of the young

pseudobulbs, and as the autumn approaches less

water is necessary. In December the plants

are placed in the greenhouse, and rested in

the same way as Dendrobium nobile is. In

March they are again removed to the warm
house, where the flower-buds soon begin to move,

and in May they are a blaze of beauty. While writing

about this plant I may say that one very successful

grower, who flowers a large handsome specimen

annually, told me that he placed the said plant o\-er-

head in a tank of water every morning for about half

an hour. This style of culture may not commend
itself for general acceptance, but it shows that success

is to be attained by daily drenching with tepid water.

Cultivators ought to take note of the fact that nearly

all the slender-growing Dendrobiums, sach as the

above fine species, D. Devonianum, D. amcenum,

and even D. Bensonite, are very liable to be attacked

by red-spider ; the insidious pest gels upon the leaves

of the young growths, and if the cultivator is not

watchful it will soon do irretrievable damage. Daily

syringing prevents its gaining a foothold. Although

it was a very wet day when I visited Fallowfield I

could see that the outside department and flower

garden were well kept. Roses and other shrubs

seemed to succeed pretty well ; the whole of it

bearing witness to the good mancagement of the head

gardener, J. Douglas.

Ilotixcs of fioohs.
Steam, Air, and Gas Engines. By John Bourne,

C.E. Longmans, Green & Co.

This work, like previous treatises of Mr. Bourne's,

is one of the most perfect works of its class. Its com-
pletion has unfortunately been delayed owing to some
experiments which the author has been making, and
the results of which he desired to incorporate. The
publication was commenced in 1S6S, and was con-

tinued until 1S70, when it was delayed till some few
months ago, when the volume was completed. Of
the nature and extent of the information contained in

this work we cannot give a better idea than by a brief

statement of its contents. The work opens with a

general survey of the condition and prospects of steam
and other engines, following which is an account of

the results of recent experiments on the strength of
materials used in the construction of engines and
boilers. Then come chapters on pumping and mining
engines, mill and marine engines, engines for various

factory uses, cic, followed by remarks on the appli-

cation of steam to agriculture ; and, finally, the new
and important subjects of gas and air engines. The
results of Mr. Bourne's investigations are that he
finds the steam engine of the present day substantially

what Watt left it, and he looks forward to steam
being superseded by more economical and simpler

means. An appendix contains reprints of Mr. C.
Wye Williams' boiler projects, and a valuable report

on the evaporative values of coal, by Dr. Richardson
and Mr. E. L. Fletcher. The scientific principles arc

well explained, and with evident care. The volume
contains about fifty double-page plates, and some
500 or more woodcuts, which are well and carefully

executed. A large number of these have been added
or substituted since the issue of the first edition,

some twenly-two years ago. Altogether the present

edition of the Artisan Club's well-known Treatise on
the Steam Engine is a work of value, and worthy the

attention of all those who have to do in any w.ay with
machinery in which steam is employed.

Messrs. Cassell have issued the first part of

Heroes of Britain in Peace and \Var—:\. publication

intended, as its title indicates, to commemorate and

diffuse the knowledge of the noble deeds of our fore-

fathers. After a short introduction explanatory of the

objects of the work, the chronicle of heroism begins

with the mention of those by whose agency the

abolition of the slave trade was accomplished. Messrs.

Cassell have also sent us the first part of the Leopold

Shalicspearc, a small quarto in double colunm, with

clear small print, and with illustrations the value of

which docs not seem to be great.

AWARDS AT THE PARIS
EXHIBITION.

The following is a copy of the official list of awards

made to British exhibilurs in the horticuUural section

at the Paris Exhibition :

—

Class 85. Conskrvatohies and Horticultural
Apparatus.

Messrs. Barnard, Bishop & Barnard, Norfolk Iron-

works, Norwich a Si'.ver Medal. (Subject not s:atcd).

Messrs. Boulton & Paul, Rose Lane Works, Norwich,

a Silver Medal for an ornamental conservatory of bent

wood and iron.

Messrs. lames Boyd & Son, Macdonald Street, Paisley,

a Gold Medal for an ornamental conservatory of wood
and iron, admirably adapted for horticulture.

Messrs. Carter, Dunnett & Beale, High Holborn, Lon-
don, a Gold Medal for models of all kinds of roots ; fine

collection of all kinds of seeds.

Messrs. Coleman & Morton, London Road Ironworks,

Chelmsford, a Bronze Medal for garden pumps and
watering apparatus.

Messrs. B'oUows & Bates, Dutton Street Worlcs, Man-
chester, a Bronze Medal for grass mowers.

Mr, J. Caven Fox, Royal HorticuUural Gardens, Sonth

Kensington, a Silver Medal for kiosques and rustic

buildings.

Mr. B. Harlow, Macclesfield, Cheshire, a Bronze

Medal for apparatus for warming conservatories.

Messrs. Hartley & Sugden, Gibbet Street, Halifax, a
Silver Medal for boilers for thermo-syphons.

The Patent Waterproof Paper Co., Canal Works,
Willesden Junction, a Bronze Medal for garden labels of

waterproof material.

Messrs. Saynor, Cooke & Rydal, 13, Edward Street,

Sheffield, a Silver Medal for horticultural cutlery.

Messrs. Sutton & Sons, Royal Berks Seed Establish-

ment, Reading, a Silver Medal for a most remarkable
collection of seeds, models of roots, &c.

Messrs. J. J. Thomas & Co., 285, Edgware Road,
London, a Gold Medal for wire applied to horticultural

purposes.

Jvlessrs. E. Webb & Sons, Wordsley, Stourbridge, a
Bronze Medal for fine collections of seeds, fruits, flowers,

&c.

Class 86. Flowers and Ornamental Plants,

Messrs. Carter, Dunnett & Bcale, a Gold Medal for

grass lawns.

Class 87. Vegetables.

Messrs, Carter, Dunnett & Beale, a Gold Medal for a
large collection of Potatos.

Class 89, Forest Plants and Seeds.

Messrs, Carter, Dunnett & Beale, a Gold Medal for

complete collections of all kinds of seeds.

Class 90, Hotiiouse Plants.

Mr. J. Wills, Onslow Crescent, South Kensington,
Grand Prize for ornamental hothouse plants, novelties, &c.

The following awards have been made in other

sections :

—

Messrs. Barnard, Bishop & Barnard, a Silver Medal for

ornamental metalwork and galvanised iron gates, and
a Bronze Medal for iron gates.

Messrs. Bolton & Paul, a Bronze Medal for gahaniscd
iron railings.

Mr. B. Edgington, 2, Duke Street, London Bridge,

and Mr. J. Unite, 291, Edgware Road, Silver Medals
for tents,

Mr. B. Harlow, Honourable Mention forheatin;

ratus,

Messrs, Hartley & Sugden, Silver Medjil-for hot-water

apparatus for heating.

Mr, Edwin Lumby, West Grove Works, Halifax,

Gold Medal in class 85 (subject not stated), and Silver

Medal for hot-water apparatus.

Messrs. Sutton & Sons, Gold Medal for Beans, Peas, &c.
Messrs. Edward Webb & Sons, Silver Medal for pre-

served vegetables.

Messrs. Whitburn & Young, Milford, near Godalming,
Honourable Mention for artistic decoration on wood
by the Xylographic process.

Mr. John Wills, Gold Medal for ornamental hothouse
plants, &c.

appa-

I'LOWER GARDEN, ETC.

Contemplated alterations should be put in hand at

once, as it will be found in the long-run very bad
policy to leave these, or indeed any other kind of

work which can be done to advantage at this season

until the spring, because then every day brings its

proper work, and arrears of this kind interfere sadly

with the work of good keeping at a time when
much of the pleasure to be derived from a garden
depends upon its being well kept, so that unless extra

labour is employed to get it off the hands, it will inter-

fere more or less with its condition through the

greater part of the following summer, antl more par-

ticularly in the matter of weeds, as very much may be

done at this season in the way of keeping them under
by digging all the back jiarts of shrubberies as deep
as possible, keeping open a good trench so as to be

able to completely cover up all refuse, and also all

other spots which are not brought so prominently
under the eye, but which, if left undisturbed, are

prolific nurseries of the seeds of weeds to be blown all

over the place, but dig them in well at this time, and
then chop the surface over early in the summer when
the sun shines out hot, and they will give very little

trouble after and much time will be saved at a season

when it is scarcely possible to overtake the

work which crowds upon us daily. New plantations

of trees and shrubs should be vigorously prosecuted at

once. There is so much advantage gained by early

planting, and it is so much more economical in the

long run, that I often wonder at planters who study a
very close economy in things absolutely necessary,

should yet so recklessly squander a great amount of

labour by leaving alterations and planting operations

until late in the spring when the labour is nearly

doubled through the extra care in moving required at

that season, and the watering necessary to maintain

life in the trees, and this too at a time when the

utmost amount of neatness and finish begins to be
looked for, the want of which often causes sore dis-

appointments which might be avoided by confining

each work to its proper season.

Chrysanthemums and the latest sorts of Asters will

now be the principal ornaments of the mixed borders.

These should be neatly tied out, so as to display them
to the best advantage and keep up a gay appearance

as long as possible. A neat appearance in the borders

must still be an object to strive for, but the fall of the

leaf reminds us that extreme neatness is out of the

question for the next three weeks or so, still much
may be done by removing all decayed and exhausted
flower-stems and the like, taking care that all mark-
ing sticks to indicate the situations of the various

kinds of bulbous plants which arc now dormant are

renewed where necessary. Tender bulbs and other
plants which it is desirable to leave in the ground all

the winter, such as Lilium auratum, Tigridia Pavonia,

Tritonia aurea, intermedia, and grandiflora, and others,

should have a cone of sifted coal-ashes raised around
ihem, to carry off a portion of the superabundant
rains, and afford additional protection against probable
severe frosts. We have tried cocoa-nut fibre and v.-ell

decayed leaf-mould for the same purpose, but the

Ijirds interfere with them very much and scratch the

whole away from the crowns. Cannas may be covered
in the like manner, and if the bottom is well drained
they will come up very strong next year, but if the

bottom is at all retentive of moisture they will rot in

the ground however well covered, and when the tops

are killed by the frost the roots should be taken up
and stored in any place secure from frost. When
frost renders the Dahlia stems unsightly they may be
cut off at about 9 inches from the ground, but if

possible the roots, particularly of the spring-struck
cuttings of valuable sorts, should be left in the ground
as long as possible to attain substance, and on the

advent of severe frosts should be taken up and plunged
in moist sand in a cool and dry cellar or other erection

where they can be kept cool and secure from frost.

A warm and dry temperature is not at all desirable

for young roots having but little substance, and the

attention should be directed to maintain them in as

plump a condition as possible when lifted, and before

storing it is advisable to place them upside down in

any safe place for a day or so in order to drain off

any superfluous moisture which may have accumulated
in the stems. The roots of Marvel of Peru may be
taken up and stored in like manner. The planting
of bulbs may still be carried on, but should be mostly
finished within the next fortnight. In addition to

the sorts mentioned in my last I would recommend
a bed or beds of Spanish Iris. They are particularly

beautiful from the variety of their colours.

They are also very suitable for planting in patches in

the mixed borders. The bulbous English Iris is also

very useful for the same purpose, ^olin Co.v, Rc.Ucaf,

FRUIT HOUSES,
Strawberries in Pots.—In my last Calendar I

adverted to certain malpractices in the autumn treat-

ment of Strawberries, which are frequently the cause
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of much disappointment, and to which source many
subsequent evils may be directly traced. I need not

therefore reiterate the advice then given, but revert to

another phase in the autumn cultivation of this

esteemed fruit, which I venture to predict is destined

to take a more prominent place in future on the

dessert-table up to the month of November, if not a

considerable time after that date. I have had occa-

sion from time to time to recommend to the notice of

Strawberry growers the variety l^nown as Vicomtesse

Hcricart de Thury (also in commerce under other

synonym-.) as the best autumn fruiting variety extant.

I am now, however, pleased to be able to add another

variety to the list in Underbill's Sir Harry, a granil

forcing Strawberry, and one that seems to retain its

fertility till late on in the autumn and winter quite

as freely as the Vicomtesse, with this addition that it

grows to twice the size, and will therefore prove to

be a great acquisition both for exhibiting and for

home consumption. Plants of this variety lifted from

the open ground and potted some time ago are fruit-

ing and (lowering apparently as healthy and vigorous

as could be expected in the month of August. It is

the flowers and their organic capacity we have to

examine to make certain of supply of a fruit, and the

setting process can be greatly assisted by placing the

plants in fiivourable situations, and keeping up a

gentle current of warm air mongst them ; in fact an

atmosphere inclined to be saturated, if only for a few

hours, will prove fatal to success in any stage of

growth from this time and onwards. W. Hinds,

Ottcrspoot.

Peaches and Nectarines.—If all the trees in the

early house have not been pruned no time should be

lost in getting this operation finished, in order that

the wood may be properly cleansed and dressed with

the composition formerly recomnrended ; the trellises

and woodwork should also be washed and painted if

necessary, with good oil paint to which a little tur-

pentine may be added. When the composition is

quite dry, get the trees carefully tied in, protect out-

side borders from being deluged with heavy rains, .and

have all ready for forcing when the proper time

arrives. Give plenty of air to 'all late houses ; re-

move the remainder of the foliage with a light broom,

get all vacancies filled up and prune without further

delay. Trees that have been heavily cropped, and

have made weakly growth in consequence, may be

induced to break strongly next season by having one

or two waterings with liquid manure, which should

be applied to the inside borders after the hard, ex-

hausted surface soil and mulching have been removed

down to the roots, and prior to top-dressing with a

few inches of good loam from an old p.asture. The
addition of a little burnt earth and old mortar will

encourage the rapid spread of surface feeders ; but no

manure need be added to the compost. Pruning in

cases of this kind may be more severe than when the

trees have made vigorous growth, but the best time

for thinning out the past year's wood is immediately

after the crop has been gathered, in order that there

may be free action of light and air on the young

growths intended to produce the next year's crop.

Young trees that are extending, and still have space

to cover, should be well thinned out, but where gross

shoots have been stopped during the season of growth

little shortening back will be found necessary. This rule

particularly applies to the \oblesse section of Peaches,

which make a few wood-buds at the base, and one at

the point of each shoot, the shortening of which is

best deferred until the trees commence their growth.

The season for planting having again come round, I

would warn amateurs and gardeners having a limited

space at their disposal to be careful in their selection

of varieties. Many of the recent introductions have

size, earlincss, and in some cases colour to help them

forward, but the m.ajority of them are very deficient

in quality when tested beside the Peaches of our boy-

hood. For one grower to test all the new and old

kinds on the open wall or fully developed in the Peach-

house would be simply impossible. The following

eighteen varieties having given me great satisfaction,

the time may not be inopportune for naming them in

this paper :—Early Grosse Mignonne, Abec, Hale's

Early (the best of the American Peaches), Doctor

Hogg, Grosse Mignonne and Crimson Galande.

Mid-season varieties :—Alexandra Noblesse, Dymond,

Noblesse, Royal George, Violette Hative, Bellegarde,

and lielle Beauce. Late varieties :—Stirling CJastle,

Harrington, Prince of Wales (a very fine Peach),

Nectarine Peach, and Walburton Late Admirable.

W. Coleman, Eastnor Castle.

PL.iNT HOUSES.

Orchids.—All the shadings, whether it be those

pieces tacked on to the ends or the sides of the houses,

or the blinds that are made to run down from the top,

should now be removed, for the lessening of the

amount of sunlight, and also the decreasing power of

the sun's rays, will render them no longer requisite ;

and unless situated in very favoured localities the

light and sun-heat now obtained will not only not be

injurious, or such as would give any cause for fear.

but will materially assist in the ripening of the bulbs

already formed, and be very helpful also in the further

progress of those now attaining maturity. In some

places it may have been thought desirable to fix a

weather-board along the top ridge, to run the blind

under when not in use, and allowing the blind to

remain all the winter, so that when a sudden change

of the weather occurs they may be run down, and so

by the covering of the top lights of the houses the fall

of the inside temperature as indicated by the thermo-

meters does not take place so rapidly as the outside

atmosphere would lead one to expect. This is very

good so far as it goes, but when once the blinds have

been let down, say on a frosty night, and rolled up

again the next morning whilst the frost is still upon

them, they naturally become frozen all along, and in

endeavouring to get them down, should the frosts

continue, will often become torn in many places, and

after being used in this manner a very few times are
.

quite useless when the spring returns and the sun

increases in force and power, to be used with safety

for shading purposes. There are, however, some

houses where, through a deficiency of fire-heat, caused

perhaps by a small or badly set boiler, or a small

quantity of piping, where the help obtained from this

source should not be discarded ; there the blinds

should remain, and be used when it is considered

wise to do so, for the price of the shading material is

as nothing compared to the value of the plants that

are placed in jeopardy, to say nothing of the sleepless

nights of many who have charge of the fires at such

times—an onerous and important duty where there is

an inadequate supply of the means quickly to atlvance

the temperature when it is suddenly required. Where,

however, they are not thus required it is better that they

be taken off, thoroughly dried, and then put by in a

secure place free from damp, so that they can again

be fixed and used when the season comes round.

Houses that are situated where a large amount of

smoke and clouds are often very prevalent—as we find

it in Lancashire—must now have the outside glass

and rafters well washed, that the sooty deposit col-

lected upon them, in spite of heavy and sometimes

continuous rains, may be removed ; by this means a

little more light is admitted, which through the

coming dull season is a very important item. When
every regard necessary to this matter has been taken,

in some cases more, in others less, for some localities

will not require it at all, it will in all cases be neces-

sary that the inside, and the plants there, should

have the first and more important consideration. Here

let order and cleanliness prevail ; make it a study to

have everything in such a condition that, whether

bloom is present or absent, there shall always be, by

cleanliness and healthy vigour about the plants, an

inviting appearance always observalile, so that a visit

at any time may give unmixed ple.isure and satisfac-

tion. Without intending to advise a continuous

sponging, which may be carried too far, and plants

become in a certain sense more clean than healthy, it

is nevertheless very certain that, if vigour is to be

maintained, cleanliness must be sought after and

eagerly followed up. Many insects are imported with

the plants, and some also of English origin prey upon

them ; but each and all, as far as possible, must be

kept down, and for this purpose there is little better

than soft-soap and r.ain-water, using a sponge and a

brush. These must never remain idle long. Any
plant showing signs of filth or dust should be at once

cleaned, and at certain times the whole of the plants

should be gone over, well sponging and cleaning

them, the pots washed, and then again arranged in

such a manner that the front breaks of every

plant can be seen, so that by a daily inspec-

tion the progress of every plant can be seen

at a glance. To young men more particularly

who now have the opportunity through working in

these structures, it may be well to offer the advice,

and also to urge upon them the habit of observing the

individuality of e.ach plant, under what conditions it

succeeds the best, noticing, too, the position in the

houses in which the plants are placed, the distance

from the glass, the bright or shady side of the house,

the time of growth, the manner in which the blooms

are produced, whether grown in pots, baskets, or on

blocks, the soil in which they root most freely, and

the many other little circumstances that will come

under their notice. These, if remembered and thought

over and used with discretion, will be very helpful,

and enable such young men to become more fitted to

follow and doubtless to excel in the culture of these

plants many of those who now have charge of them,

and who have not been so advantageously situated.

]V. Sloan, Fallowfiehl.

Stove and Greenhouse Plants.—Late batches

of Caladiums should now be dried off gradually,

except such as C. argyrites and Belleymei grown

in small pots for decorative purposes—these may,

if desirable, be grown all the year round. When
the bulbs have gone to rest they should be stowed

away with their pots on their sides underneath

a stage or somewhere out of the way, where the

temperature will not fall below 60°
: if subjected

to a lower temperature there is a risk of the

bulbs perishing. I have known whole batches perish

in a temperature of 54°, but 60° is a safe medium.

Late batches of Gloxinias and Achimenes should also

be treated in the same way. Water should gradually

be withheld from largespecimensor old Fuchsia plants,

and when they have shed their leaves, or nearly so,

they may be wintered in a shed or any suitable place

out of the reach of frost. It is a good plan to turn

them out of their pots and bed, or plunge them in

spent Mushroom dung. This prevents the balls get-

ting excessively dry, to the detriment, or the loss of the

plants, as it should be borne in mind that the Fuchsias

always require a certain amount of moisture at the

root to keep them right : an excess of moisture would

be as great an evil as too little. Cuttings struck l.ast

August and that have been potted on should be

wintered on shelves, or some position as near to the

glass as possible, in a temperature of 40" to 45°.

Scarlet, pink, or white Pelargoniums that have been

grown for flowering through the late autumn and

winter months should now have a little warmth. If

we were to draw a hard and fast line we would say

aim at a temperature of 60° with plenty of air on all

favourable occasions ; but we would prefer to be

ruled by the weather, allowing an increase in mild

and a decrease of several degrees in rough weather,

but always contriving to keep on a little ventilation if

possible. Plants for later blooming should not he

potted, as this would induce them to make foliage at

the expense of flower. Keep them in the same pots

as long as possible, and when the pots are full of

roots and the soil is pretty well exhausted, feed them

with guano-water or liquid manure of some descrip-

tion, which will be far better than potting them.

Chrysanthemums will now be fast developing their

buds, and should be assisted with all the feeding

possible in the shape of liquid manure, and surfacing

with rich compost. If not already housed, do so at

once, and avoid as far as possible overcrowding,

which would be the means of losing a lot of foliage

and promoting the spread of mildew at the expense of

flower ; no matter how hard they may be fed in other

ways, it will not make up for the loss of foliage.

Look over the stock of Eucharis amazonica, and

keep them free from vermin in the shape of mealy-

buo- and scale. Occasional dippings in Veitch's

Ch'elsea Composition will tend to keep them from

thrips and other filth. The same rule is applicable

to Gardenias and Stephanotis. An ever-watchful eye

should be kept over them to have them clean and in

health. Strong plants of Euphorbia jacquiniajflora

should have the shoots arched or tied down to induce

them to make some back growths, and after these

have grown 3 or 4 inches the leading shoots may again

be liberated. The object of this is, when the leading

shoots have done blooming or been cut the lateral

growths will keep growing and thus form a succession,

which in many instances will be much more valuable

than the first or leading shoots, particularly as to

quantity of shoots ; and although the wreaths of bloom

may not be quite so long, still the abundance of shoots

produced will far exceed the first crop of blooms.

Keep a sharp look-out for scale. If this is allowed to

get a firm footing it will destroy the whole appear-

ance of the plants infested.

Now is a good time to propagate a batch of Croton

cuttings of the favourite kinds for early work next

spring! When struck do not excite them into growth

by too much heat, but keep them quiet until the end

of January or middle of February. They may then

be pushed into growth, and will do good service early

in the season. Keep batches of small Dractenas

rather quiet until February, or they will get drawn.

Dip them and Crotons occasionally in Chelsea Com-

pound to keep them free from thrips and spider. The

floral whorls of bracts of the earliest batches of Poin-

settias will nov.' be visible. The plants should be

assisted by feeding and an increase of temperature.

To get thoroughly developed heads a temperature of

65° to 70° should be kept up. Dispense with all

shading and stow it away dry for another season. All

obscured glass should be washed—in fact, every house

should now be thoroughly cleansed from filth and

dirt to secure as much light as possible. J. Ollerhcait,

The Gardens, WintHedon Home, S.W.

Briar-Koot Pipes.—Much of the wood used

for making the so-called Briar-root pipes is de-

rived, it appears, from Corsica. The White Heath,

or Bruyere, of which Briar is a corruption, grows in

great luxuriance and very abundantly among the trees

and shrubs which form what is called the " Maquis
"

covering the mountain sides. In the course of the

last few years, since Briar-root pipes have become

such a large article of trade, the Heath trees have

become the scource of a lucrative industry. The

roots are dug up and cut into rough forms of tobacco-

pipes by circular saws worked by the water-power of

the mountain streams. The pieces when cut up are

sent in sacks to France, and thence to America to be

eventually manufactured into " Briar-root " pipes,
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APPOINTMENTS FOR THE EN'SUING WEEK.

TutsDAV, Oct. ag {
S-'''.

'
'

' I'l.uilsat Larkliall Rise,

Rooi .u..'l '\'i -otnlilc'^slmw at Dumfries.
Sale of Bulbs, Plants, &c., at Stevens'
Rooms.

Sale of Orehida, Greenhouse Plants, &e., at
the Northampton Park Nursery, Isling-
ton, by Protheroc & Morris.

rSale of Orchids, Seeds, Lilies, &c., at
1 Stevens' Rooms,
fi-"-ice Bale of Stock, at the Nine

... St. Albans, by Prothei__

Fruii.v N„v ,/ Unreserved Sale of Stock, at the Nurscni
' '' '

I n.ouiij;, by Protheroc «1 Morris.
Satubd.w, Nov. 2— Sale of Dutch Bulbs, at Stevens' Rooms.

REFERRING again to the \Veight.s and
Measures Act, concerning whose pro-

visions we made some remarks in our last issue,

we now insert a copy of an official letter which

has been addressed to Captain Craigie, of the

Local Taxation Committee ;

—

"Board of Trade (St.ind.irds Department),

7, Old Palace Yard, S.W., Oct. 21.

"Sir,— I have to acknowledge your letter of the 17th

inst., inquiring how far the legal position of farrners and

other buyers and sellers of agricultural produce is affected

By the Weights and Measures Act, 1878. and enclosing

an extract from the Chamber of Agriculture yournal

adverting to misappreliensions as to the scope and bear-

ing of the Act, particularly as to the operation of its

clauses ig, 23, and 24.

" In the first place, I am to point out that in all its

main features the Act in question is a re-enacting and

consolidating Act, and, generally sjreaking, makes

nothing illegal which was not illegal under the previously

existing law. Such changes in the existing law as it was

necessary to make in order to preserve consistency or to

remove doubts that had arisen were brought to the special

notice of Parliament and of the public by a memorandum
prefixed to the Bill at its different stages.

'
' As regards clause ig, to which you refer, and which

is the clause which requires the sale of agricultural and
other produ-^, if made by weight or measure, to be made
by imperial weight or measure, I am to state that the

clause is simply a re-enactment in altered and consoli-

dated form of several clauses in the existing Acts. Unless,

therefore, the use of any denomination of weight or mea-

sure now in use for trade is illegal under existing law.

the use of such denomination will not be illegal under

the new Act. The present custom of selling grain and
otiier produce by weight or by measure, or by both

weight and measure, is not affected by the Act.
*

' As regards clause 23, which imposes a penalty on

any person wlio prints a journal or other paper contain-

ing a price-list in which the denomination of weight or

measure quoted or referred to implies a greater or less

weight or measure than is denoted or implied by the

same denomination of imperial weight or measure, I .am

to point out that tlie clause is a re-enactment in exactly

the same words, not of an ancient or obsolete law, but of

a clause of the principal Act now regulating weights and
measures—viz,, 5 and 6 William IV,, cap. 63, 1835,

section 31.
" It may be worth while to observe that the offence

mentioned in this clause does not consist in quoting a

weight or measure unknown to the law, but in quoting a

weight or measure known to and determined by the law,

with a meaning different from that given to it by the law.

Thus the ' load ' and ' coomb ' are not denominations of

me.\sure set forth in the Act, and the use of such terms

is not affected by this cl.ause. Such denominations, how-
ever, as the ' bushel' and ' quart' are set forth in the Act,

and it is therefore illegal to quote or refer to any measure
as a bushel or a quart unless they are of a capacity

attached t j Ihe^e denominations by the Act.
" In conclusion, I am to direct your attention to

clause 24 of the Act of 1878, respecting the use of

material weights and measures. This clause imposes a

penalty on every person who uses or who has in his pos-

session for use for trade a weight or measure which is

not of the denomination of a Board of Trade standard.

From the list of such denominations of Board of Trade
standards (the material representatives of imperial deno-

minations of weight and measure) stated in the second
schedule of the Act, it will be seen that all denominations

of weight and measure now legally and commonly in use

for trade are represented in the schedule by Board of

Trade standards. By clause 8 of the Act this Depart-

ment has also pawer from time to time to leg.tllse the

use for trade of new denominations of weight and

providing such denominations are multiples or

alitiuot parts of the imperial weights and measures.

.Should the exigencies of trade at any time demand the

legalisation of a material standard weight of the cental

of 100 lb. referred to in the Chamber of AgrUntture

Jotirnat, or of any other standard being a multiple or

alitiuot ]3art of an imperial weight or measure, it will be

witliin the power of the Board of Trade to legalise such

sland.ird.— I ani, Sir, your obedient servant,

" (Signed) T. H. Farrer.
' Captain P. G. Ckaigie, Local Taxation

Committee, 2i, Arundel Street, Strand, W.C."

While much of this official document reminds

us of Mr. Toots', "It's of no consequence, I

assure you," it still does not clear up the point

we raised as to Covent Garden measures. So

far as we see, sieves, pottles, punnets, are not

Board of Trade standards, nor are " casts " of

flower-pots, and many other weights and mea-

sures in common use by the gardeners and
farmers of this country. The consequence is,

according to clause 24 of the Act, that " every

person who uses or has in his possession for use

in ti'ade a weight or measure which is not of the

denomination [marl; the word] of some Board

of Trade standard, shall be liable to a fine not

exceeding ^5, or in the case of a second offence

£\o, and the weight or measure shall be liable

to be forfeited."

With reference to clause 23, which imposes a

fine of lOi. per copy on the printers and pub-

lishers of all price-lists, price-currents, jour-

nals, or other papers, in which the denomination

of weights and measures quoted or referred to

denotes or implies a greater or less weight or

measure than is denoted or implied by the same
denomination of the imperial weights and

measures under this Act, it is satisfactory to

find that "the offence does not consist in

quoting a weight or measure unknown to the

law [though the word " denomination " in the

previous clause might lead one to infer that

such an offence was created], but in quoting a

weight or measure known to and deterinined by

the law, with a meaning different from that

given to it by the law." And so it would

appear that the sieves, punnets, pottles, ct hoc

genus oiiine, not being set forth in the Act, are

not affected by the clause in question, though

they cannot be said to be denominations of

some Board of Trade standard. If this be so

and there are so many loopholes and excep-

tions, so many roads along which a coach and

six maybe so conveniently driven without risk,

of what value is the Act ? But this is perhaps

pushing the matter to an extreme. It is far better

to persuade and induce free-born Britons than to

threaten or compel them. We are happy to

find the corn-dealers and millers are acknow-

ledging the absurdity of the present system, or

want of system, and are of themselves pro-

posing a more rational and easy method of

weight for the sale of their productions ; doubt-

less the butchers, and the bakers, and the

candlestick-makers, not forgetting the Covent

Garden salesmen and their clients, will follow

suit ; and let us hope that the immense ad-

vantages of simplicity and uniformity will so far

prevail, that in a few years there will be no

necessity to put in force the provisions of an

Act so minatory in some clauses, so permissive

in others, as the Weights and Measures Act,

1S78.

The silly season is not quite over yet, as the

numerous letters in the daily papers on the sub-

ject of the Eucalyptus show. The planting of

these Tree-Myrtles is advocated by these writers

to be carried out in Cyprus, in Asia Minor, and
elsewhere, and one writer in the Standard even

goes so far as to recommend them to be planted

on the Thames Embankment to neutralise the

effects of the sewage impurities there, as also

round manure factories, near outfalls, iStc. !

Those who know anything about Eucalypti

know very well that it is only under ex-

ceptional circumstances that they will survive

our winters at all. A se\'cre winter would in-

fallibly kill the majority of the tiees down to

the ground, if it did not destroy them outright.

On a small scale, in favoured localities or

where due protection could be given, the

result might be different ; but these excep-

tions do not invalidate the general truth of our

statement. Perhaps, out of the hundreds of

Eucalypti known in Australia and Tasmania,

some might prove hardier in this coun-

try than E. globulus or E. polyanthemos,

the two species most hardy here so far as at

present known. It is of course fitting that trials

should be made, and we believe they are being

made at Kew and elsewhere, as to the relative

hardihood of various species of this extensive

genus.

Now comes the question of the effect which

these trees ha\'e in averting the evil influences of

malaria, sewage-gas, and the like. The writers in

the papers seem to take this beneficial result for

granted, but in truth it is by no means proved.

Fever is not absent from the Eucalyptus forests

of Australia, and the benefits alleged to have

ensued from the planting of the tree in Southern

Europe may much more probably be attributed

to other causes than the balsamic exhalations

from the trees. We have ourselves seen

something of the planting of Eucalypti in

various swampy spots along the southern coasts

of France and the Genoese Riviera, and we of

course accept in all sincerity the statements made
as to the sanitary improvement that has followed

the plantmg of these trees in those spots. But our

personal observations have convinced us that

the good effects are far more likely to have been

produced by drainage operations, or even by

the slight improvement made in the soil by the

operation of planting, than by any balsainic

exudation. Again, the very i-apid growth of

the trees, and the proportionate exhalation of

water from their leaves, must necessarily

have a good effect in absorbing some of

the otherwise stagnant moisture in the soil.

We do not, of course, absolutely deny the

beneficial effect of the balsamic emanations

under certain circumstances, but we do say

they are not proven, and in our opinion the

exudations in question are about as useful as

the bag of camphor which timid old ladies wear

round their necks when fever or cholera are

rife. The great value of the tree in appropriate

climates and localities consists in its rapid

growth, a quality not to be gainsaid.

We have written these remarks in the hope

of averting the disappointment which must

inevitably ensue if the advice of the ill-informed

writers in the daily prints be thoughtlessly

acted on.

The Paris Exhidition. — In another

column we give a list of the British exhibitors who
have been awarded prizes in the horticultural and

allied sections. It will be seen from the list that

Messrs. Carter & Co., of Holborn, have been

awarded no less than four Gold Medals, indeed we
believe the number should be stated as five—a larger

number than has been obtained in any one section

by any British exhibitor. Mr. Wills' honours—

a

Grand Prize and a Gold Medal—are well earned by

the plucky way in w"hich he has almost alone sustained

the honour of British horticulture, Messrs. BovD of

Paisley secure a Gold Medal for their hothouse, and

other exhibitors are mentioned elsewhere. The recent

exhibitions of fruits and vegetables have, we learn,

been very remarkable, although but few British exhi-

bitors have taken part in them. The Cercle d'Arbo-

riculture, of Li^ge, exhibited more than 2000 varieties

of fruits, and a corresponding society at Huy has

taken the lead in the display of vegetables. Mr.

Lewis Killick, of Maidstone, showed a fine collec-

tion of Apples. In the case of Potatos Messrs.

ViLMORIN, of Paris, took a leading part, and among
British exhibitors Messrs. Carter & Co., and Mr.

Porter, whose mode of setting up their exhibits

attracted special attention—the notion of washing the

Potatos for exhibition not having yet suggested itself

to the average French exhibitor's mind. We perceive
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that Mr. Porter's name is not, as we had previously

supposed, inckided in the official list of awards.

Herefokdshirk Tomona.—The first part

of this publication has just been issued, under the

editorship of Dr. Hogg and the auspices of the

Woolhope Club. The work was, we learn, originally

intended to be of a local character, as its title

varieties, may not, as yet, be grown in Herefordshire.

The Woolhope Club has neither the intention nor the

desire to make any profit from the publication of the

work ; and, beyond the copies supplied to its members,

the number offered for sale to the public is very

limited, and only sutftcient to meet the great ex-

penditure of a work of this character. The second part

of the Herefordshire Pomona will be published during

perfection during the ensuing season. The Pomona.

Committee of the Woolhope Club will feel indebted

for any assistance that may be rendered to them by

supplying information with reference to any new or

rare Apples and Pears of acknowledged merit, their

origin, date of production, and description of the

fruit. If it be desired to submit them to the judgment

of the committee, with a view to their publication in

#lSj{m¥^

H^

Fig. 94.—pot vine grown for table decoration by mr. sage, (see p. 528.)

indicates, but the great and widespread interest

with which the announcement of its publication has

Ijeen received induces the Woolhope Club to believe

that it will be more useful if its scope be made more

general. It is intended, therefore—subject to the

favour and support it may meet with—to make this

Pomona a thoroughly English work. Its local name

will still be retained, but it will embrace all Apples

and Pears of established merit cultivated in Great

Britain, even though some of the new, [or special

the summer of 1S79, and will contain, in continuation

of the introductory matter, a paper on " Modern

Apple Lore," " A Sketch of the Life of Lord

.SCUDAMORE," by PJr. Bull, with a full-page portrait

of his lordship; and a paper on the "The Cordon

System of Growing Pears," by Sir Henry E. C.

Scudamore Stanhope, Bart., with a full-page

woodcut of the cordon wall at Holme Lacy. These

will be followed by six coloured plates of such

different varieties of fruit as may be procured in

the work, it will be necessary to send a few well-

grown typical specimens of the fruit, that such as

are selected may be carefully drawn and coloured

from Nature, and their descriptions and merits verified.

Parcels of fruit should be sent to " The Pomona

Committee, Free Library, Hereford," and they will

be carefully acknowledged in every instance. For

the moment we content ourselves with reprinting the

above extract from the circular issued with the part,

and reserve fuller mention for another opportunity.
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Suffice it here to say thai the letterpress, so far as we

have e.\aminecl it, is very interesting, and tlic coloured

plates excellent.

A Catalogue of British Plants.—The

Rev. G. Henslow contemplates printing a catalogue

of British plants, arranged according to Hooker's

SlitJcitt's Flora. Any one wishing to possess copies

are requested to address him at 6, Titchfield Terrace,

Regent's Park, N.W.

A Dutchman's Joke.—We all know what a

Dutchman's draught should be, but as a rule we are

not given to consider the Dutchman as gifted with any

keen sense of humour, or even with a very lively

fancy. It seems, however, that if you as a purchaser

happen to be so dissatisfied with the bulbs a Dutch-

man sends you as to return them to him, you may

find yourself without other reason inscribed in tlie

" Black-book " of the Haarlem bulb fraternity—and

that the threat of placing you in that list of caitiffs is

held out as a menace should you venture to pro-

pose even to return an unsatisfactory sample.

Of course you may be a thief, a rogue, a fraudu-

lent bankrupt, a manipulator of bank-accounts, or

what not ; and if so, and your name should figure in

the bulb-growers' Black-book or in any other, it is

not a matter of surprise—you are probably prepared

for your fate, or at least aware of what may overtake

you, but that a respectable firm should be so treated

seems too good a joke even for a Dutchman. We
are aware that a Trade Protection Society exists here

also, and that in its proper sphere it is very useful,

but we know of one instance where a threat of like

nature to that made by the Dutch bulb house was

uttered by a well-known firm of West-end drapers

because an unsuitable article was returned ; so that

after all our Dutch friends have not all the joke to

themselves ; but we must say that a Trade Protection

Society, or a Black-book Society, transgresses its

appropriate functions when it threatens respectable

people with terrors which should be reserved for

known rogues.

Trees in Sudurean Thoroughfares.—
At a meeting of the Hornsey Local Board of Health,

held on Monday, the clerk stated that a gentleman had

expressed his willingness to hand over the sum of

^100 to the Board for the purpose of planting

the roads in the vicinity of Highgate with Plane

trees. A motion was proposed and seconded

that the offer be accepted with thanks, and that

it be referred to the General Purposes Committee to

carry out the proposal. Mr. J. Clarke opposed the

motion on the ground that the planting of trees was

injurious to the roads, and entailed a considerable

amount of unnecessary expense. The Chairman

(Colonel .Steddall) expressed an opinion that trees in

the main thoroughfares properly and judiciously

planted would be both useful and ornamental. Their

gratitude was due to the gentleman who had made

them the offer, and who, it was understood, had done

so because he had once resided there. The motion was

ultimately carried, there being only one dissentient.

. The Liverpool Chrysanthemum Show.

—A correspondent writes ;—Is the date of the Liver-

pool Chrysanthemum show fixed ? I read with much

interest the announcement of the special prizes, but

have not heard if the date has been fixed for the com-

petition. The committee surely does not intend to

keep the date to themselves until the last minute, for-

getting that Chrysanthemums are earlier in the

South, and that they require retarding to be at

their best at the same time as those grown further

northwards. I have no doubt there are other readers

besides myself who would be pleased to see the

announcement, and if the committee hope to see

growers from all parts of the country take part in the

competition the sooner the date is known the better.

Chrysanthemums are very early in the South this year.

LiN.NEAN Society.— We append the an-

nouncement of the opening meeting, Thursday,

November 7, of the session 1S7S-9 of this Society,

when the Botanical papers to be read are:— i. On
the Existence of Carpesium (C. cernuum ?) in Queens-

land. By Lewis A. Bernays. 2. Notes on Cleis-

togamic Flowers, chiefly of Viola, Oxalis, and

Impatiens. By Alfred W. Bennett. 3. On the

Absorption of Rain and Dew by the green parts of

Plants. l!y the Rev. Geoki;i; }Ii:nm.o\v. We are

glad to observe this old and stable society still retains

its pristine vigour in the amount and excellence of its

publications, while increased interest is manifest in its

meetings and discussions. Its library and reading-

room have Ijcen well attended to, and many valuable

additions made. As the central Natural History

Society of the kingdom it deserves the support of all

interested in biological science, and its history of late

years, indeed the very titles of the papers above

mentioned, show that the Society knows how to adapt

itself to the new and greatly enlarged conditions of

modern science, and does not restrict itself to ques-

tions of systematic zoology and botany solely.

Fruits and Vegetahlf.s in Vienna.—
A writer in Dcr Dcittschc Gar/cii, of October 19,

dating from Vienna, stales that there is such an

abundance of good fruit and vegetables in that city

this season as he can hardly remember having seen

before. Prices in consequence are extremely low—in

some cases so low that the producers are almost losers.

Melons and Water-Melons are sent in enormous

quantities, and the very best of them are sold at about

2(i. each. Large and beautiful Cucumbers were selling

for less than 4"'. each, and fine Hungarian and Italian

Grapes at about id. per pound ; Cabbage, Potatos,

Turnips, and other vegetables are also wonderfully

cheap. The crop of Grapes is so heavy, and the

quality so good, that the prices of the wine still in

the hands of the growers have experienced considerable

reductions. In Austria, as here and in other coun-

tries, the heavy crops are the result of the copious

rains of the first half of the summer,

A New Paper-makinu Material.—Mr.

A. Craig Christie, F.L.S., of Edinburgh, draws

attention in tile Kdinburt;h Coitrant to the adapta-

bility for paper-making of Molinia ccerulea. He
describes it has having great tenacity of fibre, com-

bined with a comparatively small quantity of silica in

its composition—characters which help to make it

valuable as a paper material. It seems that Mr.

Christie has sent a small quantity of the grass to

Mr. Thomas Routledge, the well-known paper-

maker of Sunderland, who has made a trial of it, the

result of which is given in some extracts from his

letter, as follows :

—

" I have tested your Molinia ccerulea, the same giving

me a better result th.an I anticipated, so far as a labora-

tory experiment is concerned ; and I conclude that talcen

as dried and put up carefully in bundles free from weeds
and dirt its value would be equal to Esparto at ^5 per

ton dry. I, however, must refrain from reporting posi-

tively as to its value for paper-making from the result of

so small an experiment. I should require at least i ton

{more would be better) to test it practically and make
paper from it. . . . It may be worth more than the value

I mention, but only a practical working trial into paper

can properly test this point."

Mr. Christie hopes that by means of his letter

he may draw the attention of the landed proprietors

in Scotland to the subject, so that a sufficient quantity

may be forwarded to Mr. Routledge for an experi-

ment on a large scale. He describes the grass as

growing in the open parts of woods and on moorlands

all over Scotland, extending from the Shetland Islands

to the Solway, and it could moreover " be cultivated

where nothing else of any value will grow. As the

plant lasts for several years, the only expense after the

first outlay would be that of gathering in the crop."

Sutton's Royal Berkshire Root Show
is announced to take place at Reading (in the Messrs.

.Sutton's new range of warehouses) on the 23d prox.

The schedule has been considerably improved, and

special prizes are offered for sewage-grown roots, an

innovation which is calculated to make the other

classes more open. The special feature of the show
is a Gold Cup, value ;^20, for the best three dozen

roots of this firm's improved varieties of IMangel.

. Variegated Pelargoniums AT Chiswick.

—During the last week the sections of ornamental

leaved Pelargoniums in the Chiswick Gardens of the

Royal Horticultiual Society have been unusually gay,

taking on a colouring unusual at this season of the

year, and far before anything seen during the summer
months. Late in summer Nature is restoring some-

thing of the equilibrium wanting during the wet

months of July and August, when the plants grew
ampantly, but little colour appeared. If the present

warm dry weather continues and frost keeps away, the

plants may retain their fine character and reach on

into November.
" The calm untroubled sky

Is fair with colour, and is glad with light ;

.Still is the stubble golden, and the night

KuU of the Summer's perfume. Why
Should ye that are so fair make haste to die ?

"

Of the golden tricolors, Mrs. Pollock, Countess of

Asliburnham, Macbeth, and Lady CuUum have been

very good and effective. Of golden-leaved varieties.

Golden Superb Nosegay, Robert Fish, Golden Harry

Hieover, Creed's Seedling, and Crystal Palace Gem
have been in rare form and are still good. The

Bronzes have shone out with a brilliancy

peculiarly their own, and the following have proved

valuable for late summer beds :—The Czar, Marechal

McMahon, Black Douglas, James Ricliards, W. E.

Gumblcton, and the Rev. C. P. Peach. Let us hope

winter will linger yet, and leave for a while untouched

by its disfiguring grip the plants we would fain enjoy

a little longer.

• Bit; Fungi.—Mr. John Sadler informs us,

that at the Edinburgh Fungus Show on the nth and

12th inst. (an account of v/hich appeared in the

Gardeners' Chronicle, p. 50S), there were some very

large specimens exhibited. Two are certainly worthy

of notice. Mr. McKinnon, The Gardens, Melville

Castle, exhibited a specimen of Polyporus giganteus,

which me.asured 3 feet 6 inches in diameter, and Mr.

Wm. Conciiie, Livingstone, Midcalder, exhibited a

puff-ball (Lycoperdon giganteum) measuring 54 inches

in circumference and weighing 20 lb.

Gu.M in Ai'Ricot and Peach Trees.—
Mr. George Bunyard, of jNIaidstone, communicates

the following as bearing on the gumming of Peach

and Apricot trees. In the weald of Kent Mr. Seale

of Capel Manor, Horsmonden, has successfully

battled with this troublesome complaint in a simple

.

way. As soon as he can detect any gum exuding

from the tree, the part so affected is cut clean away

with a sharp knife or chisel, and neatly anointed and

smoothed over with " knotting " or any like compo-

sition. In some cases the stems are cut away half or

five-eighths through their diameter, to get the dark and

dead wood completely out, and the branches ultim-

ately heal over and become filled out after a few years.

Cherries are treated in the same way, and many a fine

tree might be saved in this manner if attended to at

the proper time. Further, this method of prevention

is said to have the effect of throwing the trees into

bearing, and at the same time checking that exube-

rance of growth which all cultivators know to their

cost is fraught with consequences resulting in decay

and death. Mr. Bunyard adds :

—" Having watched

the effect of this mode of treatment for two or three

years past, I am in a position to testify to the perfect

cure thus eflected."

Guizotiaoleifer.^, flowering at Kew in Ihe

cool Economic-house, is of interest as yielding tlie

Ram-til oil, for wliich it is grown in India and Abys-

sinia. It is a weak annual Composite, allied to

Heliopsis, of which the flower-heads have much the

appearance, and are now really pretty, having a bright

yellow ray extending up to 2 inches across. The plant

is 8 feet high and has variable leaves, oblong or

lanceolate, and with finely serrated or jagged edges ;

they are amplexicaul (stem-clasping), about 7 inches

long, and, as the entire plant, pale green. It is very

rarely grown in economic collections, and it is curious

to note that a first sowing this year flowered when but

2 inches high. Ram-til is commonly used in India as

a lamp-oil, and also as a condiment ; in Mysore the

seeds are sown during autumn, and the crop is per-

fected in about three months.

Forest Geography and Arch.iiOi.ogy.—
Professor As.\ Gray' has recently published a lecture

on this subject in which after noting the existing

condition of American forests he proceeds to in-

quire into their antecedent history and pedigree.

The Professor shows how the distribution of exist-

ing forests is regulated by the rainfall and other

physical conditions, the variations in which are

indicated by the nature and abundance of the

arboreal vegetation. The leading differences be-

tween the forest regions of the Atlantic and of the

Pacific sides of the North American continent are

sketched and contrasted, not only one with the other,
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but also with similar forest tracts in North-east Asia

(Japan and Manchuria), and in Europe. The pro-

portion of coniferous to deciduous trees on the Pacific

side is vastly greater than on the Atlantic side, where

the proportion is not greatly different from what it is

in Japan and Europe. While on the Atlantic side

there are the Oalis, the Maples, the Beeches,

the Liquidambars, the Limes, and a host of others

intermixed with Conifers, on the Pacific side

the forests are alinost exclusively coniferous. Cali-

fornia is the home of the two " liig-trees," the Taxo-

dium sempervirens, or Red-wood, and the gigantic

Sequoia (Wellingtonia). The Atlantic types, which

are wanting on the opposite coast and in Kurope, are

represented by the same or nearly allied species in

Japan, so much so that Professor Gray would not

now be surprised to hear of a Sarracenia or a Dionasa

in Eastern Asia. Europe is destitute of many Atlantic

American types, such as the JNIagnolias, Tulip-trees,

Liquidambars, Locusts, and a host of others ; and yet

this absence can hardly be attributed to present cli-

mate, as all the species alluded to can be and are

cultivated in Europe, as well as the Pacific Conifers,

which latter cannot be made to grow in the Atlantic

States. But in bygone ages, in later tertiary times,

all these, or most of these American trees, were

native ; their traces remain in the Miocene beds.

Stately Sequoias flourished in Devonshire and in

Switzerland, and even in what are now high arctic

latitudes, and the forest flora of Europe was then as

rich as that of America now is. All this was changed

by the access of the glacial epoch. A prolongeil

period of ice and snow killed the trees and stopped

their reproduction. In the Polar regions, as may be

seen on a globe, but not on a map, the three continents

of Europe, Asia, and America converge, so that it is

easily conceivable that a species originating in one

region might find its way into either of the other con-

tinents. In those polar regions the forest trees of

existing America, as we have seen, existed prior to the

glacial epoch. Their leaves, their stems, their cones

still are embedded in the stone, witnesses of their

former life. The inference drawn is that the existing

forest vegetation is the descendant of that which once

grew in polar regions, but which was driven south by

the accession of the reign of ice and snow. Or, it may
be, that while the cold proved fatal to the trees in

the north those in lower latitudes were spared such

disaster, and so remain as we now see them.

A Remarkable Rainfall.—On Thursday

morning some very heavy showers of rain fell in the

metropolitan district ; and Mr. Barrox, writing

from Chiswick at 11.30 A.M., states that the min-

gauge there recorded the remarkably heavy fall of

Iialf an inch in fifteen minutes.

Succulent Beds at Kew.—At the south

end of the Palm-house at Kew are four splendid

succulent beds ; they correspond in pairs, and are

planted with an effect universally admired, the main

features of which we may point out. In the two

larger oblong beds are large plants of several arboreous

Sempervivunis, now of splendid development, and

these are finely relieved by the totally diiTerent cha-

racter of a few Agaves, Aloes, Kalanchce, Crassula

arborescens, and Yucca aloifolia. All are planted so

far apart as to allow each plant to be well seen indi-

vidually, and the ground is clothed with Sedum car-

neum [sarmentosum] and iNIesembryanthemum cordi-

folium variegatum. The two round and smaller

beds are planted on a similar plan, but with greater

formality. These contain good plants of Agave (oiie

of which is selected for the centre), Yucca aloifolia

variegata, and Echeveria metallica, and are also set off

with a carpeting beneath ; they have further a con-

tinuous edging of Echeveria glauco-metallica. The
design has evidently been to make e.ach large plant a

specimen of itself ; and this is vastly superior to form-

ing a level surface of foliage. Sedum carneum as a

rambling undergrowth looks much better than when

kept to a trim outline. To enumerate all the plants

would be impossible, though it is worth mention that

subordinate to those we have indicated are many
others, forming quite a succulent collection.

National Rose Society.—We are informed

that a meeting of the General Committee was held at

the ro( mi of the Horticultural Club, Arundel Street,

Str.md, on the 15th inst., the Rev. Canon Hole in

the chair, when the honorary treasurer (Mr. W. ScoTT)

submitted his accounts, showing a balance in favour

of the Society. We presume the balance-sheet will

in due time be circulated among the members. The

dates for the exhibitions for 1S79 were fixed (subject

to the approval of the annual meeting), the first to 1)C

hehl at the Crystal Palace on June 2S, the second at

Manchester on July 14. It was also arranged that a

paper of instructions on Rose growing should be

drawn up and widely distributed.

Mr. JOH.N Sadler.—Those who attended the

late meeting of the Cryptogamic Society of Scotland

at Edinburgh, as well as a large circle of friends to

whom his zeal and obligingness are known, will be

pleased to hear that Mr. Sadler has recovered

from the severe attack of pleurisy which followed

hi^ strenuous exertions on behalf of the Society's

Fungus .Show.

• Campanula macrostyla ros.belora.—
This is a rose coloured variety of the new annual

Campanula, which was so favourably reported on a

year .ago, and it has been introduced by Mr. Ernst
Ben.\hv, of Erfurt. In every point but colour it

represents the original species. Campanula macro-

styla needs careful culture ; it should have a warm,

light, and rather rich soil, in a sunny position, then

it succeeds well. But little was heard of it during the

past summer, probably on account, to some extent, of

its being new, but more owing to the wet character of

the season. The flowers are so large, and of such

striking character, that it is worth while to bestow

special attention on the plant ; the reward will greatly

outweigh the labour expended.

P.\vetta BORBONIc.i is a nursery name for

a distinct and beautiful plant frequently found in

gardens, of which no identification has yet been pos-

sible, because, so far as known, no flowers have been

produced in cultivation. Another pretty stove-plant

is grown as Terminalia elegans, and does not even

resemble the genus, but what it is cannot be' dis-

covered without flowers. These are plants of a kind

to be grown for years without flowering, so that good

service would be done by sending specimens to ICew

in the event of their flowering. The identification of

such plants for a Horttis Kcimnsis, or Europiciis, is

in the highest degree desirable. A botanist would be

strongly inclined to pass the names over, but unless

included the work would lose in value considerably,

especially to the well-informed horticulturist. Effort

has been made to get the names of these and of others,

but without proper material naturally without success.

The number of plants introduced and distributed

without botanical description is enormous, and it is

also of common occurrence to find that plants are

known for years and familiarly under a wrong name.

CoLLETiA cRUCLVTA, a curious well-known

shrub, is now covered with Convallaria-like scented

flowers. It is in flower out-of-doors at Kew, and in

the Temperate-house we have seen it extremely

attractive. When grown under glass the white

blossoms are of greater purity, and as a curiosity it is

well worth pot culture. Our own plant is so covered

with flowers that the branches are scarcely visible.

Begonia fuchsioides. — It may be of

some interest to those who grow Begonia fuchsioides,

to know that its flowers besides being valuable from a

decorative point of view, may also be made useful in

the culinary art. It seems that the unexpanded

blossoms have " a delightfully acid flavour," and

that when cut up small and sprinkled over a salad,

both the appearance and the "tone" of the toothsome

relish is greatly improved. We were not previously

aware of the flowers being used for such a purpose,

but record the circumstance on the authority of ^tr.

Harrison Weir.

Primroses in Autumn.—As paragraphs

are appearing in the daily and weekly papers

announcing the appearance of Primroses in flower, it

may be reasonably supposed the writers and editors

look upon these manifestations as something out of

the common way. It is not at all uncommon, and it

is especially worthy of notice that the new high-

coloured Primroses are prone to flower in the

autumn. It is only reasonable to suppose many of

the hardy Primulas v/ill flower with unusual freedom

his autumn, as the plants in the open ground made a

very generous growth in consequence of the heavy

and continuous rainfall being followed by a warm,

dry time. Auriculas appeared unusually disposed to

send up autumn trusses, and the choicer Polyanthuses

are doing the same. A bed of selected seedling gold-

laced Polyanthus that flowered well last spring in

good soil is now flushed all over with black and gold

blossoms, and the fancy varieties are following suit.

Strong plants of Primula denticulata which have been

growing in the open air all the summer are seen to be

busy getting up their trusses of bloom. The high-

coloured Primula vulgaris auriculceflora, taken up from

the open ground and potted in August, is blooming

freely ; and many of the hardy Primulas, if treated in

this way, and wintered in a cold frame, would be

found very useful and interesting decorative plants

during the dull season. There are many plants which

can be had in flower in autumn if collected together,

and any one with a cold house or frame can have

something in flower all the year round.

Hybrid Lycaste.—We have had flowers

of a hybrid Lycaste placed in our hands hy Mr. W.
Marsh.\ll, whose name is familiar amongst Orchid

growers. The plant was raised some nine or ten

years since, between L. Skinneri and L. Deppei, and

is, we believe, the second which has as yet been

flowered. The three large sepals, of which the upper

is erect and the lateral ones spreading, are of a creamy

hue, with a faint tinge of green, and are thickly dotted

with purple on the lower half. The two erect petals

are large and of nearly the same colour as the sepals.

The lip is yellow, densely spotted with crimson on

the lower half, pure yellow on the recurved front

lobe, and with a tongue-shaped orange fold lying on

the disk, and projecting as far as the base of the front

lobe, while the side lobes turn up to meet the column,

the latter being about half as long as the petals,

yellow, intensely sanguineous at the base. The breadth

of the flower across the expanded lateral sepals is

5 inches. It is a very interesting production, but is

not regarded by its raiser as sufliciently attractive to

be of any great value as a cultivated Orchid.

Severe Punishment for Destroying

Trees.—In Germany the punishment for wilful

damage to public property is very severe, as the

following particulars, taken from a Dresden paper,

testify. One night in January, 1S77, sixty-three

young fruit trees, which it is now the custom to plant

along the sides of public roads, were broken off. In

November of last year thirty-four more shared the

same fate, and a smaller number on another occasion.

Moreover the destructive propensities of the delin-

quent were not yet satisfied, and seventy-six more trees

were sacrificed in the same way. But this time the

oflender was caught in the act, and he was found guilty

of having been the author of the damage done on four

diflerent occasions. In spite of the pleadings of his

counsel, and his own endeavours to show that he was

irresponsible for his actions on these occasions,

because he was under the influence of drink, he was

sentenced to two years' imprisonment and four years'

chrcnrcchlsvci-hist. We remember a case in this

country in which several cottage gardens were com-

pletely stripped of all their produce one night in the

month of June, and the perpetrators of this drunken

freak got off by paying some ridiculously small

amount as compensation to the poor owners, who

dared not move further in the matter. Everything

was uprooted, from Cucumbers to Cabbages. The

sufferers were poor mechanics, who took great pride

and pleasure in their gardens, and also of course

derived many necessities and some luxuries in reward

for their industry.

Cultivation of the Citron in Corsica.

—It was anticipated not very long since that the cul-

tivation of the Citron in Corsica was likely to

become very largely extended, and to create a new

and important export. This anticipation seems, how-

ever, not to have been fulfilled, for we are told " the

prices of the fruit have fallen so much that the growers

in many districts have abandoned that culture, and

are now grafting Lemons on the Cedrat tree. " About

five years ago the fruits were readily purchased at

120 fr. the 100 kilos., while this year the same

quantity barely realised 4.50 fr.

Gardening Changes.—Mr. W. M. Geddes

has left Annesly Park, to take charge of the gardens

at Stuffi-nwood Hall, near Mansfield, Notts.
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Forestry.

Much has been wnUon un the eflccts of remark-

able seasons upon forest trees, shrubs, grass, cereal

and green crops, together with their direct and in-

direct influences upon the human family and lower

animals.

For some unaccountable reason, the effect of seasons

remarkable for their heat and dryness have been

lavishly dwelt upon, while wet, cold, and sunless

seasons have passed and gone without exciting note

or comment, though the evils resulting from the latter

are manyfold greater than from the former. In Scot-

land the evils arising from heat and drought are com-

paratively small when compared with those resulting

from cold and wet.

In 1868 elaborate articles were written to the news-

papers, and otherwise, with a view of showing the

close and inseparable connection between forests and
moisture, or rather trees and rain. One zealous writer

continued urging the necessity of forest tree planting,

with a view to increase rainfall, till such an abundance
came as for the time extinguished his zeal, but no

sooner did 1S69 begin to show corresponding signs of

drought with those of the previous year, than he

again commenced to call aloud for planting, and
denounced the cutting down or clearing of plantations,

woods, forests, and even single trees, as the most

certain and effective means of ruining the country.

The autumn of 1S69, howe\'er, eventually turned out

cold and wet, so that rain was for the time complained

of instead of wished for, and the clamour for planting

as a means of producing rain again ceased.

A statement of carefully collected facts on wet
seasons may, it is presumed, be a fitting accompani-

ment to those of the dry seasons. While a well

grounded knowledge of the facts resulting from the

dryness of some seasons and wetness of others may
constitute an interesting and instructive subject of

contemplation, it is not likely that such knowledge,

however perfect, would ever furnish man with sufficient

power to modify or regulate, much less create or

produce such changes in the elements as to prove of

real practical benefit to the country. But because we
cannot accomplish everything that is no good reason

why we should attempt nothing, and while there are

things over which we have no control, there are

others over which we have.

If the planting of hill-tops and covering the

mountain-side with forest trees attracts the vapoury

cloud or condenses the floating mist, man may accom-
plish much, and rejoice in the works of his hand.

Assuming that cause and effect are a known and

established law between trees and rain, it may well

be asked, would it be for the general welfare of the

nation to increase trees that more rain may fall ?

Would it be advantageous to the interests of the

country to extend the area of its woodlands in the face

of outstanding facts, showing that the excess of rain,

cold, and damp do infinitely more injury not only to

all kinds of vegetation but to all classes of animals,

including man, than drought or heat have ever done

or are likely to do in this country ?

The Scots Fir being, if not the first tree to swell

its buds and start into growth, is at least the first

forest tree to mature its young wood and there-

fore suffers less from excessive wet or dry

seasons than any others do. On dissecting Scots

Fir of any age, from the sapling to the old tree, it is

found that the concentric rings are about the same in

all seasons, whether hot, cold, dry or wet, at least the

difference is so small that the connection cannot well

be traced, and situation, exposure, soil, &:c., may
produce the difference of growth altogether inde-

pendently of atmospheric influences, or at least produce

such important results as to obliterate the otherwise

traceable effects of favourable or unfavourable seasons,

excessively dry or wet. We have known, and can

point out, trees of almost every age and species which,

solely in consequence of their roots entering better and

more congenial soil after remaining long in soil

unsuitable to their nature, burst forth with magical

vigour, and assume altogether a new and improved

habit of growth. Other trees are known to have

fallen into a sickly state and become stunted in

growth from such causes as their sheltering neighbours

being removed.

Drainage has materially altered and improved both
single trees and large areas of plantation or forest,

while the obstruction of drains and water-runs has
universally injured or ruined all forest products within

their influence. Let the above examples suflke,

though hundreds might be given to show the way and
manner by which false conclusions are arrived at in

regard to the growth of trees, as indicated by the
annual layers or concentric rings.

While the growth of advanced and old Scots Fir
trees in 1872 was an average one, at least upon dry
soils and southern exposures, it was otherwise with
newly-planted trees and very young ones, especially
in the nursery ground. Few, if any, of even the least

favoured plants perished in consequence of the wet
and cold, but as the season advanced they turned
white in the leaves, assumed a pale and sickly appear-
ance, and made almost no perceptible top growth.
Nurserymen in many cases, both North and South,

lost heavily by their seedlings, one and two-year-old
transplanted. In some transactions known to the
writer the same money was paid for the plants at

three years old as was paid for the same plants the
year previous when only two years old, thus showing
that the nurseryman lost one whole year's growth
upon the plants and his labour besides. The loss of
one year's growth on the plants was, however, neither
the greatest loss nor the only one, for the young
plants having so imperfectly ripened their terminal
shoots as to cause them either partially to wither or
lose the top bud, the whole structure of the plant
must be injuriously affected for many years to come.
C. y. Mu/iicy Forester, Ctillcn Home, Oct, 8.

THE EOYD-VVILLS CONSER-
VATORY AT THE PARIS EXHIBITION.

Visitors of a horticultural turn of mind will

remember the Boyd-Wills conservatory as a feature

of prime importance in the horticultural section of

the Great Paris Exhibition of 1878. Highly credit-

able, alike to its builders and its decorator, it stands

for the time as a monument—and a grand one too

—

to British horticultural industry and enterprise.

Favoured in no respect as regards position it is some-

what difticult to find unless you enter the Champ de

Mars by the Jena Bridge, soon after crossing which

some friendly signposts point the way to "Wills'

grand collection of exotic plants," but when found it

will stand inspection as well for its artistic merits as

a show house as for the beauty and richness of its

contents. Its builders and exhibitors are Messrs. James
Boyd & Sons, of Paisley, and the materials used in its

construction chiefly consibt of wood and iron, the

former having been preserved by Gardener's patent

process, and so rendered well-nigh imperishable.

The form of the house is admirably shown on p. 537,
so that we need say nothing as regards that feature,

but the arrangements for providing ventilation claim

more than a passing word. Abundant provision for

this purpose is made in the roof and on all sides of

the house near the ground level. The bottom ventil-

ators consist of neat perforated iron panels, through

which the air passes and comes into contact with the

heating apparatus fixed close to the sides and ends of

the house, and so becomes warmed to a more or less

extent before reaching the interior. This is a decided

advantage, inasmuch as it admits of air being ad-

mitted with safety in any condition of weather when
its admittance may be considered desirable.

When the Messrs. Boyd had finished the structure,

as our readers know, Mr. Wills took it in hand, and

so arranged the interior in the natural style as to show
his handsome specimen plants to the greatest possible

advantage, while at the same time securing an

artistically good effect when looked at as a whole.

The borders are margined with virgin cork, and

covered with a dense green ^carpeting of Selaginella,

dotted over which are a great variety of plants, in-

cluding Palms, Dracaenas, Crotons, Indiarubbcrs,

Marantas, Anthuriums, Bromelias, Ferns, Nepenthes,
and other subjects of an ornamental character. From
the roof hang baskets of Ferns, Begonias, Trades-

cantias, and other plants available as the season came
on ; while above them and covering a great proportion

of the roof and the iron pillars supporting it, is a perfect

thicket of Cobosa scandens.

With so many people seeking admission, it can

easily be imagined that the plants have suffered in

equal proportion, and that frequent renewal has

been a costly necessity, but we are glad to

find that Mr. Wills' resources at Anerley and
Fulham have been quite equal to the occasion ;

and it speaks well for the admirable spirit which
animates him, to know that while the Frenchjexhibitors

almost systematically kept their houses locked up,

the Boyd-Wills conservatory has been kept open
almost continuously since the exhibition opened in

May. Such a spirit of enterprise well deserves all

praise, and we heartily congratulate both Mr. Wills

and the Messrs. Boyd on the success that has attended

them.

Ijoinc C'Ormpoiihiicc.

Weights and Measures Act.—Whilst other
trades that will be materially affected by the opera-
tions of this Act are moving with a view to make its

provisions known, and further take such action as

may be necessary to protect the interests of their

respective bodies, the market garden trade has done
nothing, though as your admirable leader of last week
shows, that trade will be very largely affected by it.

It is not merely that the Act must, if enforced, bring
about an immense change in the measures generally in

use by the growers and vendors, but that the changes
incidental may be productive of great hardships to

those whose business it is to supply these measures to

the trade. So great are the changes involved, espe-
cially in relation to sieves, half-sieves, strikes, pun-
nets, and other London fruit measures, that hundreds
may find themselves violating the provisions of the
Act without knowing how they have sinned. Par-
liament last session was so occupied with the discus-
sion of foreign matters that its home legislation was
of the most sparse kind, and in this particular
instance most hurried, as tens of thousands of news-
paper readers hear only of the Act after it has become
law. Why not have first published widely a list of
all local measurements and weights, and their relation

to standard and imperial measures, and have thus
pointed out what names and measures it was necessary
should be changed to be brought into unison with the
legal measures, as also to show those which would be
illegal. Market growers and vendors are now quite

bewildered with the provisions of the Act, and will

presently cry out about "harassed interests " with a
vengeance. The matter involves such a vast accumu-
lation of old customs and associations that no political

conjurer can deal with it off-hand as by a stroke of a
wand. It would be wise to invite the Government to

delay the enforcement of the Act for at least another
year, and thus give time for all those affected

by its provisions to understand what they are,

and be prepared. A twelvemonth might well be spent
in diffusing sound information on the subject and
probably ere the year had expired there would bo
such a general acquiescence in the demands of the law
that when it came into force it would find its enact-

ments already accepted and understood. That our
present numerous weights and measures are both
grotesque and scandalous there can be little doubt, and
a radical change to one uniform system would be an
immense boon. With reference to the metric system,

which the Act permits to be used as lawful, one is

tempted to ask why it is that a mode of counting and
measuring so simple and easily understood should not
have long since been made a part of the teaching In

our public elementary schools. Parliament in per-

mitting its use lawfully before the people understand
even the simplest elements of the system, have begun
as usual at the wrong end. Why not have enforced
the teaching of this new system in all our schools for a
few years first, and then the people both through the

schools and their children would have understood it

and probably soon adopted it. Now we are at liberty

to use that of which nothing is known except that its

various descriptive numbers and weights are almost
unintelligible and in some almost barbaric. The
system, good as it is, wants simplifying before it can be
universally adopted here. The section that relates to

the printing and publishing of price-lists, market
returns, Ac, promises to be most oppressive, and as

catalogues for use during the ensuing year are already

being prepared in all parts of the kingdom it will be
well to advise the compilers to be careful. So reck-

less, however, seem to be many of the provisions of the

Act that it will not be a matter of surprise if next

session Parliament does not find itself called upon to

undo much that now seems open to objection. X,
[See our leading article in this week's number. Eds.]

The Decimal System.— I do not think that the

chief objection to the decimal system Is its barbarous

nomenclature, but the fact that to get rid of the

duodecimal element in our means of calculation (such

as the division of shillings into pence, and feet into

inches) would be a step back into barbarism, not
out of it. The only reason why we use a decimal
notation is because savages count upon their ten

fingers. I, who have for years used a duodecimal
notation and multiplication table, and know what a
far simpler and more convenient means of calculation

it is than a decimal notation, can hardly understand

how practical Englishmen can seriously think of
adopting an exclusively decimal system. A decimal
coinage, for instance, means one in which, if you pay
a man so much a week, you cannot pay him a day's

wage or any portion of a week's wage in the current

coin at all. So absurdly inconvenient is it, that the

nations who use decimal coinage are reduced to the

necessity of giving up the use of the tenth of a coin as

being practically useless, and using only the division .

into hundredths ; that is to say, if our coinage con-

sisted of sovereigns, florins, and a coin the tenth of a
florin, the florin would go out of use, and we should
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hcive to use only the sovereign and hundredth part

of it. C. jr. Siriikiandj Hildcnlcy^ Malton.

The Trees in the Parks.—There is Uttle differ-

ence between your correspondent Mr. Newton and

myself about the trees in the Parks except on two

points— 1st, the thinning of the trees in Kensington

Gardens ; and 2d, the cause of their unhcallhiness,

on which I would ask you for space for an answer.

First, as to the thinning. I quite understood him to

mean what he says "there are twice as many trees

i.i the ground as fliere should be." And I agree with

him as to all his reasons for thinning, but I would
give the increased light and air, and the increased

space for the roots, more gradually than he would.

If these trees were my own, I would only thin them

at present to the extent of about one in four rather

water cannot be removed without draining the pond,

which is out of the question, the trees should be

removed and replaced by such as do not suffer from
moisture, or I should say rejoice in it, such as Poplars,

of which there are fine specimens at the water's edge

at the south-east side of St. James's Park. Mr. New-
ton says that if Bishop Compton and the Duke of

Northumberland had been as scrupulous about inno-

vation as I "am, we should never have had the fine

examples of American trees which now exist at

Fulham Palace and Syon House. Ves, but both

those localities were in these days, the latter still is,

far from London smoke. I think that those who are

to come after me will not say that I have been over-

scrupulous about introducing such foreign trees as I

think likely to succeed in the climate and soils sur-

rounding my home, as proved by the condition of the

becoming a question of much importance both to

market and private growers. This season it has been
very destructive, amounting in some places to almost

a total loss of the crop—a serious thing in places

where the demand is large. In the summer of 1S75

I planted out against a south wall a hundred good
strong plants, but never had a good fruit from them ;

and a neighbour of mine had a similar experience. In

1876 I had a good crop. This season the disease has

again been very destructive, but not so bad as in

1875. I took extra trouble to get good strong plants

this year previous to planting out. They grew away
well and set a grand crop, but on August 26 the dis-

ease made its appearance. On August 29, 30, and 31
the weather was stormy, close and warm, and on
September i the Tomatos on the south wall looked
just as if a fire had passed over them, while some on

Fig. 95.—the BOVU-WILLS conservatory at the PARIS EXHIBITIOX. (SEE V. 536.)

than one in two as he proposes—my objection to his

]iropoj-tion being that the trees to be left would be
ragged and unsightly, and from their scanty roothold of
the ground would be very liable to be blown down if

the wind was admited too freely among them. Second,
as to the cause of decay of the trees. I have not my
previous letter before me, but I don't think I said

that wet is the sole cause of decay, and am prepared
to admit that exhaustion of the soil may have some-
thing to do with it, but I still maintain that wet con-
tributes very largely to it. I admit that the trees on
the north and east side of the Round Pond are dying
to even a greater extent than those on the south side,

but this I think is a proof of the correctness of my
reasoning

; for on the south side the natural slope of
the ground has not been interfered with, and any
water that may soak from the pond escapes at once,
whereas on the other side the water is retained at the
level of the roots, the slope being very gradual, the
trees nearest to the pond being the greatest sufferers.

The remedy appears to me to be obvious, that as the

trees I have found there. Let the same rule be
applied to the very special climate of London and the

soil of the Parks. C. C. II. G,

——Strange as it may seem to your correspondent,

Mr. Alex. Forsyth, I maintain that it is not mulching
but drainage that those poor Kensington Garden trees

want—surface drainage. The surface is for many
months a complete quagmire anywhere excepting on
the gravelled paths. The gravel gets completely satu-

rated with moisture, and has no drainage, the subsoil

should therefore also be drained. But what these trees

require more than anything is very careful thinning. If

the soil were the richest black mould it could not main-
tain in health half the number of trees that are there

now, and yet every year more are planted, and common
feeding plants which eat out the nourishment from
older and less gross feeding neighbours. East Somerset.

The Tomato Disease.—How we are to obtain a
crop of this useful and much prized vegetable is

a west wail escaped ; and as the weather IrnpiroVed as

the month advanced these gave us some good fruit.

7. C. F.

Delphinium and the Slugs.—I see some of your
correspondents like myself have suffered from excess

of slugs, so that many Delphiniums never came above
the surface. I found the only effectual preventive was
pepper—lime, soot, &c., only lasted for a time, whereas
pepper on the plant and on the ground around enabled
me to have their lovely light blue flowers both in

autumn and spring. I think, i>erhaps, snuff would
be even better, and not much, if any, dearer. East
Somerset.

The Fuchsia.— I have from boyhood been a lover

of Fuchsias, and for many years a grower as well as a
successful exhibitor of them. I well remember the

variety called Dr. Jephson, and I have also a list of

about forty other varieties that were popular some
five-and-twenty years ago. The gardener under whortj
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I Ihcn served was master and friend to us, inasnnich

as he gave us lads a book in which lie wrote a list of

the many plants of the garden, and often in the

evenings he would show us how to distinguish plants

as well as teach us their names. I agree with

" A. I)." that the Fuchsia is not so generally met with

at exhibitions as in past times, at least in many

localities. It has been recorded (and I believe very

justly too) in the Gardeners' Chronicle that nowhere

are Fuchsias exhibited in such condition as in the

West of England—Trowbridge, Taunton, Bath, &c.

But if we come southward we find a large and

flourishing society, in whose schedule are classes fur

Fuchsias, but it only brings out about three compe-

titors for four prizes in the gardeners' class, and in the

nurserymen's perhaps only one entry. Then, again,

look at the metropolitan shows. The class for

Fuchsias has been omitted from the Royal Botanic

Society's schedule for some time, and I believe they

are not shown in anything like such force at the

Crystal Palace as of yore. I well remember, when

serving at the Talace under Mr. Eyles, twenty years

ago, the collections of splendid pyramids 8 and 9

feet high, which were exhibited there at the

September shows. Amongst light varieties were the

old (and beautiful for ever) Duchess of Lancaster
;

Venus de Medici, and Pearl of England ; and of dark

kinds Marquis of Bristol and good old Souvenir de

Chiswick were grand, the latter some 6 feet in height,

and well furnished down to the pot. Mr. Webb, of

Tulse Hill, was a great exhibitor at that time. I

daresay, too, there are many who remember those

lofty pyramids of dark varieties which were to be seen

near the entrance to the Sheffield Court. A cord

used to be secured to a plug in the ground and fastened

aloft to some of the girders or iron rods ; the Fuchsias

were tied to the cord, and when at their best they

were grand indeed. I have no doubt the old Palace

still affords many examples of Fuchsia culture.
^

I

saw two good varieties at Chiswick last year : Prin-

cess Beatrice (a light kind) and Noblesse (very dark).

Wave of Life is an excellent variety amongst dark

kinds, and Vainqueur de Puebla is good amongst double

white corollas. I have not had Lucy Finnis long

enough yet to speak of it as a good grower. Perhaps

nurserjnnen will exhibit the Fuchsia more liberally,

after the manner of Pelargoniums ; and if the leading

societies offer good prizes there may exist little doubt

but that we shall see the Fuchsia again forming one

of the most beautiful and attractive features of horti-

cultural shows, as well as adorning the conservatory,

flower garden, &c. James Batters, Gr., Gillinghaiii

Hall, Norfolk.

Eucalyptus globulus.—.\t p. 441 in your issue

of October 5 .appeared a paragraph describing a fine

specimen in the Princes Park, Liverpool. At Kew
also, near the Economic-house, is one worthy of note.

It is 20 feet 2 inches high, and was planted out in the

summer of 1S76, then about 4 feet high, but with the

decided disadvantage of previous confinement m a

small pot. It is 2 inches higher than the Princes

Park tree, but in girth of stem and diameter of he.ad it

is not quite equal, which may be accounted for by its

close surrounding of shrubs over the roots and the

rather poor sandy soil in which it is growing, and also

by the disadvantage of its first planting mentioned

above. These trees show the mildness of the

last two winters, but not that this species is hardier

than was supposed. L.

Oncidium macranthum.—There is here at the

present time a plant of the above with a spike

12 feet 6 inches long, on which there are sixty-nine

flowers ; one of the branches has eleven, one has ten,

one has eight, two have seven, one has five, one has

four, five have three, and one has two flowers : the

total shows that there are no (lowers on the main

stem of spike the point of which has for some time

been kept well down. As nearly as I can remember

it is eleven months since the first appearance of this

spike. The plant has been for five months in the

brightest and warmest part of the show-house.

N. German, Gr. to C. G. Hill, Esq., Arnol Hill,

Nottingham..

Large Mushrooms.— I believe that this season

has been unusually favourable to the growth of

monster Agarics. My son gathered seven very fine

ones during a morning walk last month (September).

They were all large, the finest of them the size of an

old-fashioned cheese-plate. I now regret that I did

not measure and weigh them. We had two dressed

for lunch, and the flavour was delicious ; the other

five were made into ketchup. Mrs. Alfred Watncy.

Autumnal Foliage.—In your excellent remarks

on this subject (see pp. 46S, 469) I was rather sur-

prised to find no notice of the Horse or Sweet Chest-

nuts, though, of course, your lists were not by any

means meant to be exhaustive. The foliage of these

two trees is, however, among the most brilliant of all

in autumn. Some of the varieties, too, of the Horse

Chestnut, such as .Esculus flava, bring down the

beauty of the Horse Chestnut to more enjoyable

dimensions. I noticed a curious phenomenon during

the last full moon in connection with a nice speci-

men of this tree. It stands at the union of two walks

in the pleasure-grounds, and the light of the moon
seemed to pass right through its beautiful leaves, so

much so as to give it the appearance of being artifici-

ally lighted up. The effect was so singular that I

stood and admired the tree for some time, and finally

gathered some leaves and brought them into the light

of the lamp before the peculiar appearance could be

explained. The leaves were thin and of the most

delicate or.inge hue, and the light of the moon seemed

partially to pass through them, and also to be reflected

from the leaves in such a manner as to make each leaf

appear to be a source of light. No other tree or shrub

glowed with moonlight as this one. The effect w.as

rendered more striking as the plant almost touched

a fine specimen of the Douglas Pine, which

seemed dense and dark in contrast. The Pine

absorbed every ray of light, and seemed to ask for

more to hide away amid its towering mass of verdant

boughs. The Horse Chestnut appeared to multiply

the light fourfold at least, and made every leaf glisten

like a silver reflector. It was a beautiful sight, and

suggested the enquiry whether certain coloured leaves

amid their other numerous and vital services to man
may not also intensify the light of day, and moderate

the gloom of night by their reflective powers. By the

way I notice the purple Beech in summer and the

common Beech in autumn put down as orange-

coloured, and should hardly think that they deserve

to be so designated. Writing of Beeches can one

explain the rise and fall of the colour in the purple

Beech? Are these changes mechanical or vital,

originating in the varying texture or thickness of the

leaves, or proceeding from changes in the colouring

powers of the trees in the three seasons of spring,

summer, and autumn. Expanding in inimitable

lines of soft and vivid pink, deepening into deep red,

culminating in something approaching to black, they

rapidly lose colour during September and October, till

they mostly fall, of a dirty ruddy green hue—with
never a tint of orange here. Again, is this change of

colour in leaves akin to the change of colour in Grapes

which has been more than usually marked this year?

And is the latter a matter of tension—of an addition

of watery matter to the Iruit—or does it proceed from

a sheer abstraction or loss of colour ? And if the

latter, can it be accounted for by any known vital

force or law, and is there any mode of arresting the

loss of colour in Gr.apes ? I had almost added that

the loss is greatest in thin-skinned Grapes, such as the

Black Hamburgh. But the West's St. Peter's is as

thin-skinned or thinner than the Hamburgh, and it

seldom loses colour, which the Hamburgh does.

Ag.ain, the Alicante seldom loses colour—Jlrs. Pince's

Muscat often does, and yet the latter is by far the

thicker skinned of the two. I commend these random

guesses in search of truth to my brothers of knife and

pen, and also to the learned Editors, who seem to

many of us luminous with knowledge as the .-Esculus

with moonlight. [!] D. T. Fish.

Magnum Bonum Potato.—From 14 lb. of seed

planted in April (cut to single eyes) we have dug,

October 14 and 15, 7S0 lb. (75 lb. of these being a

little diseased), and of course there are small ones also,

but that is the actual weight. It is a large ugly

Potato, but of good flavour and texture, and boils or

steams well. It ought to become a poor man's winter

Potato when the price admits of it. This is now far

too high, considering what a cropper it is. I think

to do this sort of Potato justice the ground should be

rather poor and the more open the better ; the rows

should be 3 feet apart and the sets about 18 inches

asunder, with only one eye to a set. The outside

rows have yielded one-third more than the inner rows

—which were only 2 feet apart and i foot from set to

set. Rich soil evidently distorts this Potato. W. W.

Goold's Manure.— At p. 505 I see two corre-

spondents have given their experience with Clay's

artificial manure. I have not tried the above

manure, but I have used Mr. Goold's, of the Hop
Exchange, London, with good results. In the first

place I applied it to a brake of Strawberries three

years planted, and the crop was marvellous for size

and quantity, and equally good in quality. The first

gathering gave us a great quantity of fruit, weigh-

in" from I oz. to \\ oz. each, which brought

inquiries from Mr. MiUbank for the name of this

large new Strawberry, which happened to be a

good old sort, called Ne plus Ultra. I would recom-

mend growers of Strawberries to try this manure. I

used it for F'igs in tubs and pots with marked results.

The crop is now abundant, and if I could apply more

heat than I can do the crop would last some weeks

longer; the second crop up to now has equalled the

first in size. I have also used the compound for

Camellias and Azaleas. It gives the foliage and

flowers of the former a brilliancy grand to look

at. This manure I have not seen advertised, but

I first heard of it from Mr. Clark, of Studley Royal,

Ripon, who I hear has used it rather freely : perhaps

he will give the readers of the Gardeners' Chronicle

his experience of it at some length, as we may expect

something genuine from such an old hand. William
Culver-ivcll, Thorpe Perro^v, Bctlalc.

Grape-Vine Bearing a Second Crop.—A
gentleman in this neighbourhood has a Black Ham-
burgh Vine in his greenhouse, which is not heated

(the aspect being south-east). It bore well this sea-

son, and the Grapes were picked the first week in

September. There is now, October 21, a second

crop, the fruit being as large as small marbles. Is this

a common occurrence ? Mrs. Alfred IVatney, Berry

Grove, Liss, Hants. [No.]

Clay's Fertiliser.—I have used Clay's fertiliser

this year in my garden both for vegetables and flowers,

and have seen most satisfactory results. The Potato

crop was increased by one half, and most of them

were very large tubers. All vegetables were improved

in proportion. My flower garden (though small) has

been most lovely ; the blossoms and colour on all

plants have been sustained by the use of this manure,

and they continued blooming most profusely through-

out the summer without any watering. The Roses

were unequalled by those of any previous year ; the

Tomatos have also excelled, many weighing 15 oz.

Amateur, in Essc.k.

I was pleased to see by your last issue that

" Clay's Fertiliser" has at last come in for a share of

attention. I am one who can testify to its first-

class qualities, both from using it myself and also

from frequently seeing the really wonderful eflccts

produced by its agency. It is clean and safe, and

from my experience it has no hot or burning properties

like guano or ordinary chemical manures, and it

is vigorous and lasting, so that one dressing is equal

to two or three of any other kind previously used by

me. W. Elphinstonc, Shipley Hall, Derby. [We have

received letters on this subject from other correspond-

ents, but we think they are trying to prove too much.

What is specially wanted is a record of the effects of

the manure in question on certain special plants. It

cannot be equally efficacious in all cases, as some of

our correspondents would have us believe. Eds.]

Notes from the Potato Show.—I beg to thank

Mr. Pink for his admirable statistics of the Potato

show, taken evidently at leisure and for a distinct pur-

pose. My figures were taken solely with the view of

determining how a few Potatos of recent introduction

stood in the collections, and were not intended to be

exact, but simply to show their position relatively as

to older kinds. The figures given by Mr. Pink entirely

bear out what I sought to show, viz., that recently-

introduced kinds occupied the foremost places, and a

comparison of his sorts will prove this. Twenty kinds

enumerated by Mr. Pink have been introduced into

commerce here within six years, and these gave a total

of 709 dishes ; twenty-four older kinds gave only 452
dishes : thus giving the newer kinds just double the

advantage. My mistake with reference to Snowflakc

arose from the fact th.at I did not count the American

collections or enter into the single dish sections ; still

I regard Snowflake as a new kind, and class it as such

in the above figures. As to the quality of Inter-

national, having grown it here from its babyhood,

when one year old, I am content to leave that to the

opinion of growers generally. Mr. E. Bennett seems

to be more angry with me for having left him in

anonymous obscurity rather than for having referred

to him as " a captious critic," but let that pass. His

estimate of old kinds of Potatos tallies with that held

by some ancient rosarian who boasts that twenty years

since he grew all the then known so-called varieties,

and that now there are none better than Lamarque,

Jules Margottin, Geant des Batailles—an estimate that

"simply excites the modern rosarian to laughter. When
Mr. Bennett states that he grew all his numerous

kinds so long since, he establishes conclusively that

his practical knowledge of Potatos related to that

period only, but can have no reference to the Potatos

of the present day. A. D.

Orchis hircina.—I had the curiosity to measure

the other day the dry flower-stem of an unusually fine

specimen of Orchishircina which floweredin my garden

this summer. I found it to be 4 feet 3 inches. I

\-m afraid after this extraordinary effort the plant

would die, but it is already showing up stronger than

ever. H. Ha rpur-Creive, Drayton-Beaiuhamp Rec-

tory, Tring, Oct. 22.

Grafting Golden and Silver Variegated
Pelargoniums.—Have any of your correspondents

tried grafting the weaker kinds of golden and silver

leaved varieties on common zonal stocks for bedding

purposes? The difference is astonishing. Some plants

of Sophia Dumaresque that we grafted and bedded-

out have grown beautifully strong and well coloured.

All the varieties are easily saddle-grafted (which

appears to be the best way, as wet should be kept
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away from the union). Get stocks struck and potted
off (strong-growing sorts are Isest), and graft in March
and April. There is very little more trouble in doing
this than in raising the plants from cuttings, which (in

the weaker kinds) are a long time making plants.

Those bedded on their own roots made a poor growth
as compared to the grafted ones. ]V. IV.

Is Scotland a Part of England for Exhibition
Purposes ?— I shall not argue this question any
further, being better employed ; but I am bound to

take notice of the opening sentences of JMr. Dean's
second letter. He says my contention, that England
does not incUide Scotland, " is an attempt to evade
the logical consequences of my protest, and drag the
matter down to the low level of a personal altercation

between Mr. Hibberd and myself. I don't mean to

indulge him in a game of play in which he would be
certain to come ofl' the victor." I cannot but regard
the use of such language as a second and gross im-
propriety. In days not long since gone, the utterance

of such an insult would have been dangerous. I

shall for the future take care not to afford Mr. Dean
any opportunity of letting himself " down to the low
level " he has with such facility contrived to reach in

this discussion. Shirley Hihhcrd. [We can insert no
more on this subject. Eds.]

A New Colchicum is described in the Ganlciicrs'

Chroiiiik, October 12, p. 471, under the name C.
crociflorum. The name is unfortunate. The true

(,!olchicum crociflorum is figured in the Botanical
Magazine, tab. 2673. It was raised in the Chelsea
Botanic Gardens between fifty and sixty years ago.

The York plant as described cannot be this, but more
probably it is Colchicum atropurpureum of Conti-
nental catalogues, and a plant which Mr. Baker, when
dealing with the genus Colchicum, ranged as a variety

of C. autumnale. Previous to this period it was
ordinarily catalogued as Colchicum crociflorum, and
under this name I cultivated it for many years. It is

a very charming plant, but to speak of it in the same
sentence with C. speciosum is to range David with
Goliath. I also think this plant was known to

Parkinson, under the name of Colchicum atropur-
pureum striatum. P. Barr.

The "Woodstock Kidney Potato : Chiswick
Trials.—I observe at a late meeting of the Royal
norticultur.al Society a First-class Certificate was
awarded for a Potato named Woodstock Kidney to that

eminent cultivator, Mr. McKinlay ; but it does not

state (as far as I can see) whether the Potato had been
submitted to the crucial test of a season's trial in the

Society's gardens. Now I have always understood

(at any rate of late years) that the Fruit Committee
invariably declined to recognise any new variety of

Potato that had not passed through Mr. Barron's
hands in the garden. I have no other reason in asking
this question than to clear my mind upon an uncertain
jjoint. Perhaps Mr. Barron will kindly state if the
hard-and-fast laws to which I have alluded are still

maintained ? D. AfcDonald, Toltcridgc.

The Cauliflower of the Season and the Carrot
Crop.—In answer to Mr. Clews I may say that my
seeds were of the best, and that our Cauliflowers have
mostly been excellent. The sorts grown were the

London Market, Erfurt, and Veitch's Autumn Giant.

The latter is now perfect, though about a month later

than usual. The Walcheren is also covering in well
now. I have also grown Mr. Dean's Snowball, one
of the neatest, sweetest little Cauliflowers in cultiva-

tion. Assuredly, it is not the seed list this season that

is at fault. Permit me to thank the many correspon-

dents who have given their experience, as in the multi-

tude of facts a remedy is likely to be found. May I

inquire what about the Carrot crop ? We have been
sowing and sowing all the season to keep up a fair

supply. The seeds vegetated freely, and then sud-

denly went off several crops in succession, so that we
had difficulty in getting a plant—an unprecedented
experience in the quarter of a century that I have
cropped the gardens here. Have any other growers
had a similar difficulty with the Carrot crops? D. T.

Fish.

King Charles II. 's Oak at Boscobel.—It m.iy

interest your correspondent to hear, that many years

ago the writer went to Boscobel while on a visit in

the neighbourhood. She was then assured by the

person who conducted strangers over the Manor
House, that this tree was a seedling of the Oak that

sheltered Charles H. Her sketch made at that time

corresponds very nearly wdth the engraving in this

week's Gardeners' Chronicle, minus the railings, which
did not at that time enclose the tree (allowance being
made for the growth of nearly thirty years). About
ten days ago the writer visited "Byron's Oak " at

Newstead Abbey, very similar in form to the one at

Boscobel, and apparently not so very much smaller

(though planted by the poet) than the Oak which is

now assumed to be the contemporary vegetable of the
" Merry Monarch !

" //. M. E., October 19.

Germander Speedwell: Veronica Chamaedrys.
—Is it not unusual to find this pretty little blue flower
in blossom at this season of the year ? I picked
several on the 15th of this month, on a hedge bank
close to the house. Mrs. Alfred IFatncy.

Primula Sport (Solitary-flowered).—I send you
flowers of a curious form of Primula sinensis. As you
will observe, there is only one flower on a spike.
The flower-spikes are produced in the greatest pro-
fusion from the centre of the plant ; it is also starting
to grow at the sides, as in other Primulas. G. J.,
Gr., Mieklefield, Leeds. [It is a very curious sport.
The main scape has not become elongated so as to
lift up the umbel of flowers, as usual, but possibly
this may yet occur as the plant gains age. We should
certainly try to seed and perpetuate it. Eds.]

Insuring Glass.—In answer to the inquiry of
"F. C. F." through the Gardeners' Chronicle of the
19th inst., I beg to state that glass in vineries may be
insured against hail by the Royal Farmers' and
General Insurance Company, 3, Norfolk Street,

Strand. J. Fraser, The Nurseries, Lea Bridge Road,
Leyton, Essex.

Early Flowering of Ranunculus Ficaria.—

I

discovered lately a Ranunculus Ficaria in full bloom
on the bank of a river. Is it not very early ? [Ves.]
W. IMcrts, 9, Chapel Street, Penzance.

The Black Italian Poplar for London.—Being
in town on the 15 th, I was considering what I

thought would be the best tree for London, and going
leisurely down Norland Road, Netting Hill, I noticecl

how beautiful and fresh was the Black Italian Poplar.
Now I consider this is the plant, in preference to

Planes or other deciduous trees. It is true there is a
very fine Plane in Cheapside, and some round Christ's

Hospital, and it is a tree I very much admire. There
is a splendid specimen of the Black Italian Poplar in

the York Road, Lambeth. I am certain this tree has
been overlooked, as it is much prefcraiilc to Planes or
the straight Lombardy Poplar, and next to it is the
Lime. f. M., Bas;shot, Oct. 17. [The New Canadian
Poplar—an improved and enlarged edition of the
Black Italian—is jireferable, vide Chelsea Embank-
ment. Ed.]

STA TE OP THE vyEA THER A T BLACKHEA TH, LONDON,
For the Week ending Wednesday, Oct. 23, i8;8.

39.80+0.1057.047.4 9.6si.s'-f- 1.7,50-S 9^1 FNF
;
=9.62 —0.0854.247.0 7.250.6 f 0.944.0 81 E.S.E.

29.60 -o.ii58.s'4S.sio.oSJ.8+ 3.348.8 87{l\^j.^--

=0 29.60 -o.ii 581.050.5 7.553.5+ l4 2 50.2 89
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©Iittuatj?.

It is with very sincere regret that we learn from
the Irish Farmers' Gazelle of the death of one of Bel-

fast's worthiest citizens, and one of the truest lovers

antl patrons of horticulture to be found in the province
of which that stirring and progressive town is the

capital. On the 4th inst. Henry Hawkins, after a
very brief illness, passed away, at his residence, Kin
Edar, near Belfast, and on the 7th inst. his remains
were interred in the Borough Cemetery amid the

widespread regrets of his fellow-citizens.

A valued correspondent, who was well ac-

quainted with Mr. Hawkins, writes :— *'Mr. Hawkins
was perhaps the keenest and most enthusiastic

patron of horticulture in Ireland. He was born in

181 1, in the Carse of Gowrie, Perthshire, and began
life as a draper s apprentice in Dundee, where he dis-

tinguished himself as an apt and diligent youth. After
pushing his way, like many more of his country-

men, in subordinate and leading positions in

various eminent drapery houses in London,
Dublin, Bath, Peterhead, Newry, &c., he finally

settled down in Belfast, and started the extensive

drapery business now known by the name of
Hawkins, Robertson, Ferguson cS: Co., in Castle

Place, Belfast. From youth he was an ardent
lover of Nature, and was never without some object

or other to which he devoted his spare time—rabbits,

dogs, pigeons, poultry, &c., occupying his attention

at various times, till about the year 1S67 he began to

devote himself to horticulture, which he followed up
with a zeal and liberality rarely met with. He began
'with a couple of small houses, in which he grew a

few Ferns and foliage plants, and gradually extended
his houses and collection of plants, till in the year

1874 they were the finest in Ireland, and took most
of the principal prizes for plants at the International

Show held at Belfast that autumn, after which the
plants were disposed of, and the houses devoted to

the cultivation oi fruit, Grapes in particular. Into
this branch of horticulture he entered with his usual

energy and enthusiasm, and, aided by his able gar-

dener, Mr. McGee, he has been a highly successful

competitor in the fruit classes at the Dublin and
Belfast shows, and occasionally at those on this side

of the Irish Sea. In him gardening has lost a generous
patron, and gardeners a true friend."

He that Qiteslhneth much shall learn much.— BACON.

Odour oi- Ci'Rrant I-kavks.—Some vears ago there
came out a white-fruited variety of the black Currant.
Was theleafofthewhitesort scented like that of the black
Currant? or was it without scent like the red? P. /•.

[The answer is beyond our ken. Kds.]

Packing Cut Flowers.—Having to fonvard a con-
siderable quantity of choice cut flowers during the winter
and spring months to my employer's London residence.
I should feel much obliged for any information from
those who have had practical experience in packing
flowers for transit by rail. E)it]vircr.

Answers to Correspondents.
Camellia Buns Fat.ling Orr : W. S. We can only
account for it by the plants having cNi^crienced a
sudden change of some kind.

Cape Gooseberry : J. B. Physalis pubescens.
Chrysanthemum : R. T. S. We can see nothing the

matter with the buds in their present stage, but you
might keep a look-out for the " Chrjsanthemum Field
Bug," which injures die flowers sometimes at this
season.

Ferns : Fenwrw Your No. 8. sent last week, is one of
the dwarf scented varieties ofXephrodium nobile. Of
exotics for exhibition to be grown in a cool greenhouse,
we should recommend Adiantum formosum, Asplenium
Fabianum, Davallia pyxidata or bullata, Dicksonia
antarctica, Gleichenia .Spelunc^e, Dennsta;dtia daval-
lioides Youngii, or Lastrea aristata variegata. Of
course many other half-dozens might be selected. Of
British Ferns well grown plants of Polypodium vulgare
cornubiense, Polystichum angtilare' Pateyi, and
Holeana;. Athyrium f'ilix-foemina Victoria-, Lastrea
I-'ilix-mas cristata, and Scolopendrum vulgare crispuni,
would be distinct and difficult to beat. .Smith's Ferns
Brifish and Foret'gft.

Fern Shade : Plens. The spores of P. serrulata are of
no value. The ventilation you describe ought to pre-
vent die dewing of the glass. If it docs not do so, it

is probably owing to the soil being kept too wet.
Should you find no advantage from adopting a drier
regime you should try the elevating of the glass another
half inch.

Flower Beds : Subscriber. Your beds, Nos. 3 and 4,
probably suffer as much from being robbed by the

roots of the trees as by the shade of the wall. If

that be so, you should set them well back at some
distance from the beds, whatever you plant ; and this

done and the soil duly enriched, it is ]irobable diat
Roses (of die Noisette and Tea groups perhaps) would
succeed then also sufficiently well to correspond with
Nos. I and 2. If you are satisfied Roses would not
do, the best thing we can suggest is Clematises, which
can be trained over the surface by means of a trellis at
any height you desire from the ground. These, how-
ever, must have well-enriched soil, and be fed annually.

Fuchsia Riccartoni : J. M. Fuchsia Riccartoni is

not an introduced species, but was raised from seed
taken from a jiod of F. globosa by the late Mr. John
Young, gardener at Riccarton, near Edinburgh, be-
tween the years 1830 and 1835.

Fungus; T. S.. Naveaslle-on-Tyiic. The name of the
Fungus on Holly leaves is Stegia ilicis.

GRAi'E White Damascus: Jus. Freeman. The Grape
sent under this name is unknown to us. It is very
large and handsome, very long, ovate shape, skin
clear ^\hite. Flesh juicy, but not possessed of much
fla\'our.

Hollies : He.w Yours is a veiy poor set of varieties,

several of which are not recognisable in their present
condition. 3 is Ilex opaca

; 4. Ilex dipyrena. These
are distinct species. Of the others we only make out
9, which is the Black-wooded .Silver ; and 2, the Dun-
striped. Several of the others are not worth growing,
the variegation being so indistinct. 10 is Arbutus
Unedo, the common Strawberry tree.

Insects : B. F. The insects found on your Potatos, to

which they seemed to be causing a deal of damage,
were one of the species of centipedes (Polydesmus
complanatus), a very destructive insect to growing
plants and tubers. Watering with lime-water is said
to be a preventive.

—

G. A/. The beetle found on
your Potatos is not the Colorado Beetle, which has
lougitiiditial black and orange stripes, but the Burying
Beede (Necrophorus vespillo), which is lra7ir<.-ersely

striped with those colours.

—

E. M. The beede which
has attacked your Dendrobiums is one of the countless
family of the weevils, and belongs to the sub-family
Calandrides. It appears to be attached to Orchids, as
we have received it previously. Only careful examina-
tion of the plants, especially after dark, will be of
senice. /. O. M'.

Knots on Vines : M. D. Knots on Vines are not
very uncommon. They have occurred at Chiswick.
The cause, at present, is rather obscure.

Lost.—At the last meeting of the Royal Horticultural
Society, on the 15th inst., a Bank of England note
for ;^io was lost in the meeting-room or its vicinity. It

may have been dropped into the packing material, and
so overlooked. The Assistant-Secretary will give all

needful information.

Melanism ok Ferns : P, B, A. They are probably
kept too damp. Do not syringe them so often or so
freely, and never when the sun is likely to catch them
while wet. At the same time, try some plants more
thoroughly shaded. Tlic fact of the new fronds imme-
diately turning brown is no doubt owing to excess of
moisture.

Names of Fruits : IP. C. Omitted from last week's.
Grape : De Candolle.

—

D. Thomson. We believe your
Grape to be Madresfield Court.— W. G. Caldwell 5r'

Sons. Those numbered i and 3 were smashed and
rotten ; 2, is unknown.

—

y. Bryan. 1, 4, Blenheim
Orange; 2, Cellini.— IF. D. 6^ Sons. Apples: i,

Cambusnethan Pippin ; 2, Egg or Paradise
; 3,

Trumpington
; 4, and Pears, not recognised.

—

G. Pi.

Apple: Quite decayed. Pears: i, Marie Louise; 2,

an elongated form of Doyennt^ Blanc.

—

J. "J. M. i, 6,

Beurr^ Diel ; 2, Beurre Superfin ; 3, Bergamotle
d'Esperen

; 4, rotten
; 5, Mar^chal de la Cour.

—

y. Edwards. Apples: 14, Cellini; 17, Rymer ; 15,

Beauty of Kent ; 16, 18, unknown. Pears : 2, 9, 10, 12,

White Doyenne
; 5, Beurre Bachelier ; 6, Beurr^ Diel ;

I. 3, quite decaved
; 4, 11, 13, the same, unknown

; 7, 8,

likewise.

Names of Plants : B. B. No. i appears to be the
Hedera chrysocarpa of nurseries (Mr. Hibberd's H.
pedata) ; but we cannot be certain of that, or No. 2,

from single leaves. — y. F. Lapageria rosea. — 7".

Poslles. Nerine undulata.

—

E. S. Clerodendron fceti-

dum.

—

J. F. D. Menziesiapolifolia, whitevariety. Pray
don't pack your specimens in cotton wool anotlier time.
— J. M., Penzance. One of the Martynias. probably
M. proboscidea.— 11*. B. i, Lastrea laserpitiifolia,

known in gardens as L. Standishii ; 2, a deeply-toothed
form ofAthyrium Filix-fcemina.— W, A.G. i, Nephro-
Icpis pectinata ; 2, Polystichum angulare proliferum

;

3, Scolopendrium vulgare laceratum
; 4, insufficient

;

5, Lastrea Filix-mas ; 6, L. F.-m. cristata.—/^. A.
Salvia dulcis, and S. farinacea.—.S/, Leonards. Iris

foetidissima, the Gladwyn.
Oak Galls : S. H. Tlie "scales" on the Oak leaf aj-e

Oak-spangles, the work of an insect, Diplolcpis lenti-

cularis. \'er\' common this season.
Pear Leaves'Injured : IF. C. T. The Pear leaves

are not injured by an insect, but by a fungus, the
Pear-leaf Roestelia (R. cancellata}.

Planting a \'ini-:ry : ,/. L. We think you would
derive greater satisfaction from planting black and
white varieties, mixed, in both houses, than in having
one for black and one for white sorts. In Uie eariiest

house we should plant Black Hamburgh, Foster's Seed-
ling, white ; and Buckland Sweetwater, white. If

there is room for six canes, four should be of the Black
Hamburgh, and two of Foster's : if for seven, add the
Buckland. In the second, and latest house, we should
plant one or two canes of Lady DowTie's Seedling and
Black Alicante, and the remainder of Muscat of Alex-
andria.

Portable Stove : Amateur. The paraffin stoves

answer very well, and do no injury to plants, provided
they arc kept clean and properly trimmed.

Pot Culture oi" Grapes : L. E. G. The proposed
internal arrangements will answer very well. The
amount of piping ought to be sufficient to keep up a
temperature of from 60° to 65° during severe frost

^\itllout over-heating tlie water. We would advise
putting slates over the pipes on which to stand the
pots. The pit or bed where the pipes for bottom*
heat are placed we would fill up, as has been sug-
gested, with brick rubbish, 6 inches above the pipes.
On this we would place a hotbed of sweet stable
manure, mixed with leaves enough to cause a gentle
bottom-heat. The bed of manure would cause a moist
atmosphere, and the pots should be plunged into it if

the temperature is not more than 80' or 85° ; if it is

more than this, stand the pots on the surface of the
bed, as the roots would be injured by a higher tempe-
rature. With that treatment the buds will swell and
break much stronger than they would without the
bottom-heal and manurial atmosphere. When the
growths are long enough to show the bunches dis-

tinctly, the pots may then be placed on the slates over
the pipes. The bed of manure might be turned
over when the pots are removed, and if the heat
has declined a litUc fresh material added to it will
cause it to heat again. We are rather afraid of the
plan proposed to turn die Vines out of the pots, just
before starting them. The compost is also too rich.
Still, you cannot expect much fruit from Vines in

7, 8, 9, and lo-inch pots. A good fruiting Vine should
be established in a 12 or 13-inch pot at least two
months before starting to force. If tlie Vines alluded
to are to be cut doun and grown into fruiting canes
next year then the mediod of procedure should be
this :—Cut the canes back to within 6 or 9 inches of
the ground now. ^\bout the middle of January place
the pots in a gentle bottom-heat, widi a temperature
of about 50° at night. When the Vines have started
remove ail the buds but two. Repot into pots a litde

larger, and most of the old compost should be shaken
from the roots before repotting. When the Vines
ha\e well filled the pots with roots they should be
potted into the fruiting pots ; the sizes should be
between 11 and 13 inches, according to the strength
of the canes. The best compost is turfy loam, to
every barro\\load of which add a peck of crushed
bones and an 8-inch pot full of lumps of charcoal.
The Vine likes a firm soil to grow in. The best
varieties are, for pot culture, Black Hamburgh and
Foster's White Seedling ; we would grow four of the
black to two of the white.

Primul-A. : Alpha. We must decline to pass any opinion
upon the merits of a Primula of uhich you send us
only a single withered " pip.*'

Rose' Si'ORTS : John Hopper. Sports are "fixed" by
propagating from the sported or altered branch or
branches, and may be accomplished either by cuttings
or by grafting or budding, according to the nature of
the plants. In the case of Roses it would be done by
budding.

Roses from Seed : In.juisilor. See our number for

July 6 last, p. 11.

Stove Temperature : . /. B. P. A fair average tem-
perature for a mixed collection, such as you describe,
would be, say, 70° by day and 60' by night, but there
is no hard-and-fist line to be drawn in these matters.
In bright weather the day temperature, uith air, may
be allowed to run wp a few degrees higher, and in dull
cold weather a few degrees lower will be better to
applying the artificial heat too strong, and by the same
rule the night temperature might drop a little for a
.short period in very cold weather ^sithout injur}-.

Chamcerops does not need stove-heat.

Troi'.t-:olum : T. \V. Tiacnson. The flowers of your
variety have all the appearance of being those of a good
variety, but without seeing it growing beside others we
cannot say if it is the best. You should send plants to
be grown for trial at Chiswick, and there it would be
seen by everybody interested in such subjects. It

seems to have a good deal of the Lobbianum blood,
and is none the worse for that.

Tuberous Begonias : IK. S. Keep them in the pots,
and not too dry. The pots may be placed anywhere
beyond the reach of frost, or an extreme of heat'.

Wellingtoxia : S. H. We can only suppose tliat die
defect arises from want of drainage.

*^^* Correspondents are specially requested to address,
post-paid, all communications intended for publica-
tion to the " Editors," and not to any member of the
staff personally. The Editors would also be obliged
by such communications being sent as early in the
week as possible. Correspondents sending neft^s-

papers should be careful to mark the paragraphs they
wish the Editors to see. Letters relating to Adver-
tisements, or to the supply of the Paper, should be
addressed to the Publisher, and not to the Editors.

Catalogues Received:—H. Cannell (Swanlev, Kent),
Autumn Catalogue.—Messrs. Webb & Sons (Wordsley,
Stourbridge), Catalogue of Bulbous P'lower Roots, &c.—^Thomas Warner (The Abbey, Leicester), Catalogue
of Fruit Trees, Roses, Ornamental Trees and Shrubs,
&c.—Messrs. Simon-Louis, Bros. (Metz, Lorraine),
Catalogue of Fruit Trees, Roses, Trees and Shnibs,
Plants, &c.—T. Garden {3. Union Street, Leicester),
Catalogue of Hyacinths and other Dutch Bulbs.

CoMMVNKATiONs RECEIVED.—J. I. L.—M. D. (many ihanlcs).

J. V. & S.-W. W. (many thanks ; we shall have it engraved).—W. T."J. H. H.-Z.-F.nquirer.—K.-P. T.-F.-D M.
-E. W.-J. E.-C. R.-T. S. J.-T. G.-H. M.-J. S.

BIRTH. —October 19, at Keswick Mount, Ephraini
Road, Streathani, die wife of N. Sherwoou, of 6,
Leadenhall Street, of a son.
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COVENT GARDEN, October 24.

The only alteration \vc have to note is in Cobs, the

higher prices of last week tempting growers to flood the

market, and causing prices to be considerably reduced.

James Webber, Wholesale Apple Market.

t'RUlT.

Apples, K-sieve .

.

Cobs and Filberts, lb.

Grapes, per lb. ..

Lemons, per 100 ..1

Melons, each

Artichokes, Englibh
Globe, doz.— Jerusalem, bush.

Asparagus, Fr. sprue,

per bundle
Beans. French, lb. .

.

Beet, per doz.'

Brus. sprouts, bush.
Cabbages, per doz. ..

Carrots, per bunch .

.

Cauliflowers, per doz.

Celery, per bundle ..

Chilis, per 100
Cucumbers, each ..

Custard Mar., doz.
£ndive, Batav. dozen 16-..

dull,

Peaches, per dozen.. (

Pears, per doz. .. :

Pine-apples, per lb. ,

Plums, M-sieve .. :

Garlic, per lb. ..06-..
Herbs, per bunch .. 02-04
Horse Radish, p bun. 40-..
Lettuces, Cos, Eng.,

Mint, green bunch.. 04-06
Onions, young, bun. 04-06
Parsley, per bunch. . 04-..
Radishes, per bunch 01-03
— Spanish, doz. ., 10- ..

— New Jersey, doz. 20-..
Shallots, per lb. .. 06- ..

Scakale, per punnet 26-..
Spinach, per bushel z o- .

.

Sweet Potatos, pet lb. 06-..
Tomatos, per dozen 26-30
Tuinips, p. 12 bunch. 30-..

id prices

^s.\ Early Rose. 1;

Cut Flowers.

the
, to 1 . per ton.

Abutilon, 12 blooms o 6-

Aslers, 12 bunches.. 4 o-i:

Bouvardias, perbun. 1 o- .

Calceolaria, 12 bun. . 6 0-1;

Carnations, i2bunch. 4 o-i:

Cornflower, 12 bun.. 2 o- (

Chrysanlh,, per doz. 1 6- f

— per 12 bunches.. 3 o- c

Dahlias, 12 bunch. .. 3 o- (

Sucharis, per doz. .. 4 o-i:

Gardenias. 12 blms. 4 o- <

Gladioli, various, 12

Heliotropes, 12 sp. .. 06-]
Hyacinths, Roman,

Jasmine, 12 bunches 6 0-1:

- (outdoor). 1

'

Stephanolis, i:

Sweet Peas, r.

;
Sweet Sultan,!

j
Tropseolum, 1:

IN Pots.

ela: ach '. 6-is .

Foliage Plar

Fuchsias, per dozen . 3 0-12 <

Hyacin., Rom., doz,i2 0-30 (

Mignonette, per doz. 3 o- g c

6 o-iz o I Myrtles, per doz. .. 4 0-12 (

30 0-60 o ' Palms in variety,
i3 0-24 o ' each .. ..2 6-21 c

,
Pelargoniun:

3 o- 9 (

lets, al. do

Asters, per doz.
Begonias, per doz. .

Bouvardias, do
Calceolarias, p. doz.

Chrysanth., per do2
Coleus, per dozen .

Cyperus, do.

.

Dracaena terminalis
— viridis, per doz.

.

Euonymus, various

Ferns, in variety, pe

SEEDS.
London : Oct. 23.—The dulness which has for some

time back characterised the seed market remains un-
relieved ; for the moment there is, of course, no con-
sumptive demand, and the absence of all speculative
inquiry is not just now to be wondered at. According
to cable advices there is no further fall in the value of
American Clover seed, the market there being apparently
supported by an export demand to the Continent.
Samples of home-grown red are coming forward more
freely, but the transactions tlierein are unimportant.
Alsike, notwithstanding its extreme cheapness, fails to

excite attention. Extra fine whites are scarce, but
medium quaUties are in plentiful supply and are obtain-
able at moderate prices. In Trefoil seed there is nothing
doing : grasses are also at present quite neglected. For
Mustard and Rape seed the demand is likewise most
meagre. Occasionally small orders come to hand for

winter Tares. Rye is in scant request. Canary seed
still favour the buyers ; arrived parcels of new Dutch
Hemp seed command high rates. Boiling Peas move off
at Monday's quotations ; the new Dutch Haricots, being
good in quality and low in price, meet with increased
favour, yohn Shaiu 6* Sons, Seed Merchants, 37, Mark
Lane, London, E.G.

POTATOS.
From the Borough and Spitalfields reports we learn

that there was a moderate supply, but disease was very
prevalent. Trade for the better descriptions was steady
at the following prices :—Kent Regents, 90J. to looj.

;

Essex ditto, 70J. to iioj. ; rocks, 6oj. to 70/. ; Cham-
pion, 65J-. to 75J-. ; flukes, nox. to 130J. ; Victorias, 95J.

to i2or. ; Scotch Regents, Zos. to iooj. per ton.—The
importation of Potatos into London continues upon a
moderate scale. In the course of last week 20,475 bags
were landed from Hamburg, 1256 bags were also received
from Antwerp, and 1403 bags no tons from various other
Continental ports.

COALS.
House coals were not much inquired for at market on'

Monday, and prices gave way 6</. per ton. Business
was steady on Wednesday, at the following quotations :

—Walls End—Harton, i6j. ^d. ; Hetton, i8j. 6d.
\

Hetton Lyons, i6j. go'.; Lambton, i8j. ; Wear, \ts. gd.
;

Chilton Tees, ijs. ^d. ; Kelloe, 17s. ; East Hartlepool,
18s. ; Thornley, lys. 6d.

Send for a PRICE LIST of

BLAKE'S SELF-ACTING

HYDEAULIC EAIS,
For Raising Water for the Supply of

Villages, Irrigation, Kailway Stations, Mansions,

Fountains, Farms.

No Cost for A/o/ivc Pozm; u'hich is obtained from the

Stream of Water Passing through the Rams,

NO OILING OR PACKING REQUIRED.
^ade in sizes to raise from 300 to 100,000 Gallons per day.

WILL FORCE TO A HEIGHT OF ISOO FEET.

This Ram will raise a part of the same
water that works it, or will raise pure water

from a well whilst it is worked by a stream

of impure water.

TESTIMONIALS.
Fromtlte Right Hon. T. Sothern- Estcoukt, FMcourt Park,

Gloucestershire, September (>, 1875.

"You will be glad to hear, as I am to tell you, that your
Self-acting Hydmulic Ram has worked exceedingly well and
continuously since it was erected, more than twelve months
ago. It is, in fact, perfectly successful."

(The delivery pipe in the above case is 4200 feet long, with
ICO feet rise,)

From Captain Town
,
Wmeham, February 10, 1877.

" In answer to your enquiry, I am glad to say the Hydraulic
Ram you sent me in November, 1875, is working exceedingly
well, and gives no trouble. It will work when quite immersed,
as it has been several times during the floods this winter,

forcing up water through a delivery pipe 900 yards lonti at the
rate of 80,000 gallons per day, although you only promised
50,000.

'

From W. Scarth, Esq., Agent to His Grace the Duke of
Cleveland, Rnl'y Castle, Darlington, July 16, 1878.

" The Hydraulic Ram you supplied to his Grace the Duke
of Cleveland in 1875 is a complete success. It worked for

more than two years without once stopping, and throws more
water than promised."

Deanivater, Wilmslo^v, Novembet 20, 1S73.

"Dear Sir,— In answer to your enquiries respecting the

Hydraulic Ram you supplied me with six months ago, I beg to

state that I am more than satisfied with it, as it is in perfect

order, sending up to the top of the house about 2000 gallons of

water in the twenty-four hours, whereas you only contracted to

deliver in that time 500 gallons. I have, therefore, every reason
to be well pleased with your work, and more especially as I had
a Ram supplied me by another maker which could not send up a
single gallon of water to the height required, and a second
maker informed me that no Ram with a fall of 3 feet could send
up water to the distance required, namely, 120 feet. But yours
is an accomplished fact, and does its work most eflfectually.—

I

am, yours truly, L. Hanmer."

From John Taylor, Esq., The Rocks, Bath, Aug. 22, 1S78.

" The Self-acting Hydraulic Ram you fixed here in March of

last year continues to work well. It has only the same quantity
of water and fall to work it as the water-wheel and pump which
I used previously to force to a height of 294 feet, and yet the

Ram sends up more than double the quantity of water than the

wheel did to the same height."

" Sir.—The Self-acting Hydraulic Ram you supplied me with
nine months ago continues in excellent condition. It receives

water from a spring through a 2-inch pipe, of which it forces

3600 gallons per day of twenty-four hours to a height of 90 feet,

exceeding all you promised, and far surpassing the water-wheel
and force pumps which it has displaced. Its cost is small, it

occupies but little space (2 square feet), and in mechanical
detail is simplicity itself. I have much pleasure in recom-
mending it as a cheap and efficient method of raising water,"

JOHN BLAKE,
ENGINEER, ACCRINGTON.

V^ E B

CHOICE COLLECTIONS

HYACINTHS, CROCUS, TULIPS,

LILIES, NARCISSUS, kz

,

For Open Ground and Indoor Cultivation.

WEBB'S
£3 38. COLLECTION of CHOICE BULBS

For Open Ground contains 1583 Fl wer Bulbs..

WEBB'S
£2 2s. COLLECTION of CHOICE BULBS

For Open Ground contains 10.(0 Floivcr Bulbs.

WEB B'S
£1 Is. COLLECriON of CHOICE BULBS

For Open Ground contains 5J0 Flower Kulbs.

WEBB'S
IDs. 6d. COLLECTION of CHOICE BULBS

For Open Ground contains 301 Flower Bulbs.

WEBB'S
£3 3s. COLLECTION of CHOICE BULBS

For Pots, Gbsses, &c., co.-.tains 478 Flower Bulbs.

WEBB'S
£2 23. COLLECTION of CHOICE BULBS

For Pots, Glnsses, &c., contains 293 Flower Bulbs.

WEB B'S
£1 Is. COLLECTION of CHOICE BULBS

For Pots, Glasses, S:c, contains 151 Flower Bulbs.

WEBB'S
lOs. 6d. COLLECTION of CHOICE BULBS

For Pots, Glasses, &c., contains 77 Flower Bulbs.

FOR FULL PARTICULARS SEF.

V^^EBB'S
AUTUMN CATALOGUE

DUTCH FLOWER ROOTS,

Which is profusely lllusti'ated, aud contains original and
complete Cultural Instructions.

Price 6d., post-free; Gratis to Customers.

PARIS EXHIBITION, 1878.
We have the honour to announce that the

MEDALS of PARIS
For Excellence of Agricultural and Horticultural Seeds have

THE QUEEN'S SEEDSMEN,

WORDSLEY, STOURBRIDGE.
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TODEAS- Healthy young plants of T.
superba and T. hymenophylloides (pellucida), free and

safe by post. 2j. td. each for prepayment. Trade price (low)
per TOO. or lesser quantities, on application.

ROBERT SIM, Sidcup Hill Nursery. Foot's Cray, Kent.

FECIAL OFFERS TO THE TRADE.s
MANETTI ROSE STOCKS, 400,000, fit for working.
MAIDEN PEARS on Pear stocks, 10,000, all the leading kinds,

splendid plants.

STANDARD PEARS, extra fine.

PYRAMID and DWARF-TRAINED PEARS.
STANDARD-TRAINED JARGONELLE and other

STANDARD CHERRIES, extra fine.

STANDARD TRAINED MORELLO and MAY DUKE, &o.
Prices and List on application to

CRANSTON AND CO., King's Acre Nurseries, Hereford.

Kent, the Garden of England.
FRUIT TREES TRUE TO NAME.

THOS. BUNYARD and SONS' new
Descriptive CATALOGUE for 1878, may now be had on

application. In these extensive Nurseries (nearly 100 acres) the
Amateur may select his dozen, or the Market Grower his
thousands of Trees, from a stock of 150,000 well-grown, beauti-
fully rooted, healthy, and correctly named Trees. They will
be packed for any part of the United Kingdom. Large quanti-
ties can be sent in a through truck at a trifling cost. The
carriage will be paid to London or any nearer station, and a
liberal discount given to those who prefer cash payments.
Extra fine Kentish kinds of CHERRIES, KENT COU NUTS,
and every variety of FRUIT noted in the county.
THOS. BUNYARD and SONS, The Old-Established

Nurseries. Maidstone ; also at Ashford.

Special Trade Offer.WBALL AND CO., Bedford Road
• Nursery, Northampton, having a very large Stock of

the following Plants, Trees, &c.. in fine condition, grown espe-
cially for the Trade, have much pleasure in offering them at the
following low prices :—

AURICULAS, finest mixed alpine, in 6o-pot3, 165. per 100
,, extra strong, in 54-pots, 25J. per ico

CARNATIONS, in 25 choice named varieties, strong, in 60-

CLOVE, Purity, and 'The Bride, fine white, strong, in 60-pots,

DAISY, aucubajfolia, golden netted foliage, sr. per 100, 40J.

„ Crown, fine, \s. per 100, 30J. per 1000
„ Rob Roy, fine, dark red, 4J. per ico, 30J. per 1000
,, The Bride, finest white, sj. per 100, 405. per icoo

MENTHA PULEGIUM, 21. per 100, 15s. per 1000
MYOSOTIS DISSITIFLORA, 6s, per joo, 50!. per 1000
PANSY. Cliveden Blue, 8s. per 100, 651. per 1000

,, Blue King, 8s. per ico, 65s. per 1000
„ Dean's White, Ss. per 100, 65^. per 1000
,, Yellow Bedder, 8s. per 100, 65s. per 1000

PINKS, in 25 named varieties, 20s. per 100
POLVANTHUS, strong, from laced varieties, los. per too
PRIMROSE, double yellow, los. per 100, 8ss. per 1000
ROCKETS, double Purple, 12s. per 100
„ White, los. per 100

THYMUS, cittiodora aurea marginatus, 4s. per 100, 30s. per

WALLFLOWER. True Harbinger, 3s. per 100. 25s. per 1000
,, Golden Tom Thumb, is. td, per 100, 10s. per 1000

ALDER, 3 to 5 feet, very fine, 25s. per 1000
ASH, common, 3 to 5 feet, very fine, 30s. per 1000

,, 2 to 2J4 feet, very fine, 22s. 6d. per 1000
HORNBEAM, 2 to 3 feet, 20s. per 1000
PRIVET, iM to 2 feet, bushy, i2S. per 1000
ROSES, extra fine Standards, with large heads, fine varieties,

4 feet stems. 70s. to 75s. per 100
ASPARAGUS, 3-yr.. extra fine for forcing, 25s. per 1000
APPLES, fine Standards, in variety, 60s. per 100
PEARS, fine Standards, in variety, 75s. per too

Potatos for Planting.

JOHN AND GEORGE McHATTIE, Seed
*J Merchants, Chester, have this season grown large quan-
tities of the undermentioned kinds from carefully picked stocks,
which they will shortly be able to offer at very moderate prices,
or special quotations will be given now for immediate delivery :—

MYATT'S PROLIFIC.
MAGNUM BONUM.
OLD FLUKE.
HUNDREDFOLD FLUKE.
YORKSHIRE KIDNEY.
OXFORDSHIRE KIDNEY.
GLOUCESTERSHIRE KIDNEY.
EARLY ROSE.
LATE ROSE.
SNOWFLAKE.
FORTYFOLD.
PATERSON'S VICTORIA.
EARLY WHITE DON.
CHAMPION DON.

And nearly all the new English and American varieties of merit.
A Descriptive CATALOGUE will be published shortly.

To the Trade.

GLOXINIAS, i-yr. bulbs, named varieties,
OS. per dozen.

POINSETTIAS, several thousands, fine plants. ^M and s-inch
pots. gs. and iss. per doz. ; smaller plants, 6s. per doz.

BOUVARDIAS, all the best varieties. 4}^.inch pots, io.f. per
dozen ; ditto, in sK-inch pots, 6s. per dozen—ready for
re-potting.

ROGIERA GRATISSIMA, nice plants, i8s. and 24s. per doz.
PRIMULA ALBA PLENA, a fine stock of strong plants,

^Yz and 4;^-inch pots. OS. and los. per dozen.
ADIANTUM CUNEATUM, fine plants, in 4-inch pots, 12s.

per dozen, Cs, per 100 ; smaller plants, in 2 5<-inch pots.

MAIDENHAIRS, extra fine, in 6.inch pots, suitable for table
plants, iSj. per dozen — offered to make room for
smaller stuff.

PTERIS SCABERULA, good plants, 12s. per dozen
ADIANTUM FARLEYENSE, 2000 fine plants, in 4-inch

* 45i-inch pots, 5s. antl (ts.
PTERIS SERRULATA,

CARNATIONS (Tree), Miss Joliffe. The Bride, La Belle, 9s.

GREVILLEA ROBUSTA, good plants, 5-inch pots, oj. per
dozen.

CYCLAMEN PERSICUM, fine strain, 12s. per dozen.
GENIS'TAS, splendid stuff, 5K-inchpots, 50s. per 100 ; ditto,

in 4-inch pots, 30s. per 100.

HEATH AND SON, Nurserymen, Cheltenham.

TO NURSERYMEN and FLORISTS.—

A

Gentleman having a quantity of GREENHOUSE
PLANTS (some large), WANTS THEM TAKEN CARE OF

. 26, Villiers Street, Strand, W.C.

LILY OF THE VALLEY,
extra strong imported 3-yr. old clumps, warranted full
of flowering crowns, is. each. los. tti. per dozen.

SPIRVEA JAPONICA, strong imported clumps for forcing,
4S. per dozen. 30s. per 100.

CYCLAMEN PERSICUM. strong growing 2-yr. old bulbs,
in pots, showing flower, 4s. and 6s. per dozen. Price
per 100 on application.

MAIDENHAIR FERNS, large and handsome plants in 32's,
2S. each, or 20s. per dozen.

SOLANUMS, handsome plants, full of berries, 6s. per dozen.
N.D.—Wanted to Purchase (or Exchange for any of the

above). Large Plants of EUCHARIS AMAZONICA in pots.

GEO. POULTON, Fountain Nurseries, Angel Road,
Edmonton, London.

Special Offer of Nursery Stock.

ELCOMBE AND SON, Nurserymen,
Romsey, have much pleasure in offering the following at

low prices for cash. The Stock is well rooted and healthy, and
will remove with perfect safety :

—

LAURELS, Portugal, 4 to 5^ feet, i8s. per dozen.
CUPRESSUS LAWSONIAt^A, 3 to 4 feet. 4s. per dozen

;

4 to 5 feet, 6s. per dozen ; 8 to 10 feet, is. 6d. to

THUJOPSIs'boREALIS, 4 to 5 feet, 24s. per dozen.
THUJA AUREA, 3^ feet, 3s. each, 30s. per dozen ; 4 feet,

extra fine specimens, 7s. td. each.
YEWS. Irish, 5 to 6 feet, iSs. per dozen.

„ English, 4 to 5 feet, 8s. per dozen, 50s. per 100 ; 6 to 7 feet,
2S, dd. each.

AMERICAN ARBOR-VIT/E, 4 to s feet, 20s. per ico ; 6 feet
3as. per 100 ; 7 feet, 40s. per 100.

SPRUCE FIRS, 6 to 8 feet, 30s. per 100.
BALM OF GILEAD FIR, 6 to 8 feet, os. per dozen.
CHESTNUTS, Horse, 8 to 10 feet, 4s. per dozen.
THUJA LOBBII, 6 to 10 feet, is. id. to 3s. td. each.

ELCOMBE AND SON, Nursery and Seed Establishment,
Romsey.

To Vestries and Gentlemen Planting.

TO BE DISPOSED OF, Twenty fine Speci-
men LIME TREES, suitable for Road or Avenue

Planting
; also a quantity of ROCKWORK, comprising the

Fernery of the late Cremorne Gardens.
Apply to J. W. WIMSETT, Ashburnham Park Nursery

King's Road, Chelsea, S.W.

HARDY FLOWERS
Exhibition, Herbaceous Border, and Spring

Flower Ga)'dens.

All choice sorts, true to name.
iorts. per doz.-
~ and Picotees

Single plants
Pairs

Clematis
Delphinium
Hollyhocks, from first-

class seed ,

.

Iris, German

Pansies, Show .

.

Pentstemons ,. .. i
Phloxes \
Pinks 4
Potentillas . . .

.

6
Pyrethrums ,. -.5
Saxifrages ,. .. -k

Sedums 3
Veronicas, large bushes,

9 to 15 in. through., 6
Violets, Sweet .. .. ^

BEDDING PANSIES.—Blue King, Clevedon
Blue, Purple, and Yellow ; Chieftain, Cloth of Gold, Peach
Blossom, and The Tory, 2f. per dozen, 12s. per 100.

BEDDING VIOLAS.—Admiration, Amabilis,
Brilliant, Golden Gem, Duke of Edinburgh, Golden Per-
petual, Greivei, Multiflora, Mulberry. Purple Prince,
Sovereign, Sir W. Scott, and Waverley, \s. 6d. per dozen,
10s. per 100 ; Pilrig Park, ^s. per dozen, 15s. per 100—this
is the best white.

100 fine Bedding Violas and Pansies. our selection, twelve

Perdc
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Engllsb Yews—Engllsli Yews.

ENGLISH YEWS, 3^ to 4 feet, I2i-. per doz.,

Sci-. per 100 : 4 to 4^^ feet, \%s. per (3oz., looj. per loo.

All recently transplantetj. Every plant a perfect specimen.

JOHN PERKINS and SON, 52, Market Square,

Northampton.

To the Trade
JOHN PERKINS and SON have large
^ stocksoflhefoUowing, fine clean-grown well rooted stuff :

—
ROSES, Standard, 75s per loc.

,, Dwarf, 30^. per 100.

APPLES, 2-yr. untrlmmed, sol. per 100.

PE.^RS, 2-yr. nntrimmed, 505. per 100.

PLUMS, Siandard Diamond, 601. per 100.

APRICOTS, fine Dwarf-trained, ats. to 30s. per dozen.

,, fine Maidens, ^is, per too.

,, i-yr. cut-back, 30J. per too.

ACER NEGUNDO VARIEGATA, Pyramids. 40J. per 100.

BERBERIS AQUIFOLIA, i><: to 1 feet, 601 per 1000.

CEDRUS DEODARA, 3 to 5 feet, 301. per dozen.

LAURELS. Portugal, 3H to 4 feet, jcs per 100.

PICEA PINSaPO. 4 to 5 feet, 24J. per dozen.

., NORDMANNIANA, 3 to 4 feet. 301. per dozen.

PINUS CEMBRA, 4 to 5 feet, 60s. per too.

THUJA AUREA, i foot, 401. per 100 ; i to \\i foot, fos.

GARDEN REQUISITES.—COCOA-NUT
FIBRE REFUSE, as supplied to Her Majesty and

many eminent Gardeners.
^d. per bushel ; 100 for 20s. : truck (loose, 250 bush.), 30J.

4-^ushel bigs, 4f/. each.

LIGHT BROWN FIBROUS PEAT, y. 6J. per sack:
5 sacks, 2<;j. : 12 for 45J., or 36J. per ton.

BLACK FIBROUS PEAT, 5s. per sack, 5 sacks :11s. ; 12
for 40^., or 34J. per ton : sacks, ^d. each.

COARSE SILVER SAND, is. gd. per bushel : 15s. half
ton, z6s per Ion ; in i cwt. bags, 4 '. each.

YELLOW FIBROUS LOAM and POTTING MOULD.
IS per bushel, ty. per half ton, 231, per ton.

SPHAGNUM MOSS, Ss. 6d. per sack.

Manures, Garden Sticks, Virgin Cork, Tobacco Cloth and
Paper.

Write for free PRICE LIST. Goods free to rail.

H. G. SMYTH, 10. Castle Street. Endell Street. Long Acre.W.C.

COCOA-NUT FIBRE WASTE.—
Invaluable for Potting, Plunging, and Forcing Purposes.

Useful at all seasons, ^d, per bushel, 100 bushels '33 bags) 10s.

Truck-load (loose) 301., put free on rail : js. for One-horse Van-
load, if fetched from Works. Bags charged id. each, returnable
at same rate.—JAMES CROWLEY and CO., Cocoa-nut Fibre
Works. Suffolk Place, Snow's Fields, Bermondsey, S.E.

pOCOA-NUT FIBRE REFUSE.—
V_^ Reduced Price :—In 4 bushel bags, bags included, at xs.,

or truckload of about 250 bushels, 251. (trucltload delivered free

to rail in London). Post-office Order or Cheque will oblige
with all orders.—J. STEVENS and CO., Greyhound Yard,
and 134, High Street, Ballersea. S.W.

OCOA-NUT FIBRE REFUSE, as
supplied to the Royal Horticultural Society.— Four-bushel

bag (bag included), is. ; 30 bags (bags included), 20J. ; truck

FINLAVSON AND HECTOR. Cocoa-Nut Fibre Works,
24 and 25. Redman's Row, Mile End Road, London, E.

PEAT, Brown Fibrous, superior quality, for
Orchids, Ferns, &c., £^ per truck. Also good Black

Fibrous Peat for Rhododendrons, Azaleas. &c.. at i6j. per ton,
or <Ci los. per 6-ton truck, delivered at either Bagshot or Farn-
borough Station on S.W.R., or Blackwater. S.E R.

Mr. W. TARRY, Bailiff, Bagshot, Surrey.

PEAT.—South of England Horticultural Peat
Lands. -C. R. HOLLOWAY. Christchurch, Hants.—

BROWN, FIBROUS, Light-weighing Peat, of excellent
quality, for Orchids, Ferns, &c., well cut in Turfs and carefully
loaded into Railway Trucks, at lys. 6d. per too, in loads of 4
Tons and upwards. Sample bag, 51. ; live bags, 21J. ; 12 bags,
40J. Some also, of good quality, at ly. dd. per ton, (our
Ions and upwards.

Fibrous Peat for Orchids, &c.BROWN FIBROUS PEAT, best
quality for Orchids. Stove Plants. &c , £,<> 6s. per truck.

BLACK FIBROUS PEAT, for Rhododendrons, Azaleas,
Heaths, American Plant Beds. 15s. per ton.

Delivered on rail at Blackwater, S. E. R- , or Farnhorough,
S W, R. , by the truckload. Sample bag, ^s : 5 h.rgs, 20s.

;

10 bags. 36^. Bags 4rf. each.
Fresh SPHAGNUM, los. 6rf. per bag.
WALKER AN.i CO , Farnboroiigh Station, Hants.

B ROWN FIBROUS PEAT,
best quality for Orchids, Ferns, &c. £3 31. per truck,

It on rail at Lynn Station. Sample b.ags 2i. SAND, 8j. per
n. Estimates given for larger quantities. GARDEN POTS,
. per cast. Apply,

A. DRAKE. Gaywood. Lynn, Norfolk.

SCOTT'S WASP DESTROYER.—
The only effectual remedy for destroying these pests :

JS. 6d., 2S. 6if. and 5^. per bottle. May be obtained through
all Seedsmen, or direct Irom

JOHN SCOTT. The Royal Seed Stores, Yeovil
TAe Orckardist, by J. Scolt. price 3J. td., the best work in

the English language on Fruit Trees and their Cultivation.

SIMPSON'S RED SPIDER, THRIPS, &c.,
ANTIDOTE. Testimonials of the highest order on

application. Per quart, condensed. 6i. : per pint. 35, 6(/

Supplied to Seedsmen and Chemists. Strongly recommended
in the Gardener, and by many first-class Gardeners. Has an
established reputation for efficacy.

Prepared by JOHN KILNER. Wortley. near Sheffield.

/^ I S H U R S T COMPOUND.—
VT Used by many of the leading Gardeners since 1859,
against Red Spider, Mildew, Thrips. Greenfly, and other Blight,
in solutions of from 1 to 2 ounces to the gallon of soft water, and
of from 4 to 16 ounces as a winter dressmg for Vines and Fruit
Trees. Has outlived many preparations intended to supersede it.

Sold Retail by Seedsmen in Boxes, is., 31., and loi. 6d.
Wholesale by PRICE'S PATENT CANDLE COMPANY
(Limited).

UNDER ROYAL PA TRONAGE.

TANTON'S
IMPROVED ROLLER-CRUSHED BONE.

One Inch, Half Inch, Quarter Inch, Dust.

The value of pure pulverised Bone has been of late amply
exemplified by the immense bunches of Grapes now so univer-
sally seen upon Exhibition Tables and in our first-class Fruit
Markets.

All the leading Gardeners, Fruit Growers and Exhibitors
throughout the Kingdom, use this largely. Samples are con-
stantly being exhibited at the Royal Horticuliural, South
Kensington, Crystal Palace, Brighton, Royal Pomona Gardens,
Manchester, and elsewhere.

Price Lis:s pcst-frec on npplicatioft.

A Sample Peck sent to any address on receipt of -is.

TANTON'S SEED and MANURE STORES,
BOROUGH END. LOXDOX BRIDGE, S.E.

puss I A MATS, RUSSIA MATS,
JLt from 3oy. to ^^s. per loo ; ARCHANGELS, iioi. to
1201., good f; r packing, from -zzs. RAFITA for Tying
GUNNY BAGS, I'tc. Delivered to any station in London on

c ofc

, Fenchurch Buildings,

ANDERSON'S RUSSIA MATS,
For COVERING, TYING, and PACKING,

are highly recommended for durability and cheapness. De-
scriptive Catalogue sent post-free on application. SACKS and
BAGS of every description. TARPAULINS, HORSE-
CLOTHS. ROPES. LINES, and TWINES.—JAMES T
ANDERSON. 140. Commercial Street, Shoreditch, London, E.

HOLESALE RUSSIA MAT
MERCHANTS.

NEW ARCHANGEL MATS.
ST. PETERSBURG MATS.
RAFFIA FIBRE. NETTING, CANVAS. &c.

MARENDAZ and FISHER, James Street. Covent
Garden. W.C.

.^RCH.ANGKL, Klih-TQ. PETERSBURG
P.\CKI.\G IVIA I O ETC.

RAFFIA for TYING,
TRAINMNG STICKS and LABELS,

Bamboo Canes, I'irgin Cork, &^c.

C. J. BLACKITH and CO.,
COX'S QUAY. LOWER THAMES STREET. LONDON.

TheThames Bank Iron Company
OLD BARGE WHARF,

UPPER GROUND STREET,
IjONDON, S.E.,

Have the largest and most complete stock in the Trade
;

upwards of ^20,000 worth to choose from.

HOT-WATER BOILERS, PIPES, and CONNECTIONS,
And all CASTINGS for HORTICULTURAL PURPOSES.

Their New Illustrated Catalogue, S>tk Edition, now ready

{price Sixpence).

Hot-water Apparatus erected complete, or th.e Materials supplied at Wholesale Prices.

KOCKWORK.—Red Sandstone Rock, for
' Rockwork. Ferneries, Grottoes. Best and most orna-

mental Rock for the purpose on rail here from our own pits.

WALKER AND CO., Farnborough Station, Hams.

Indestructible Terra-Cotta Plant Markers.MAW AND CO.'S PATENT.—
Prices, Printed Patterns, and Specimens, sent post-

free on application ; also Patterns of Ornamental Tile Pave-
ments for Conservatories, Entrance Halls, &c.

MAW AND CO.. Benthall Works. Broseley.

Under the Patronage of the Queen.
T SM ITH'S IMPERISHABLEO • STRATFORD LABELS.

The Gardeners' Magazine says :—" We must give these the
palm before all other plant labels, as the very first in merit."

Samples and Price Lists free.

J. SMITH, The Royal Label Factory. Stratford-on-Avon.

PARIS
FOI-

EXHIBITION.
PORTMANTEAUS, TRUNKS,
BAGS and HAT CASES,

RILEY & CO., 283, Strand (opposite Norfolk Street).

Also the TOURIST COMPANION. Store Prices.

QILVER SAND. — Ba-shot Sand, coarseO grit. ^s. per ton on rail here ; Reigate Sand, fine,
13J.. on S.-E. R. : Bedford Sand, coarse, 13^. on N.-W. R. and
Midland Counties, in trucks of 4 to 8 tons. Smaller quantitie.";,
in bags, at is. yl. per bushel. Bags charged ^d. each.
RED SANDSTONE ROCK, for Rockwork, Ferneries,

Grottoes, best and most ornamental rock for the purpose.
WALKER AND CO., Farnborough Station. Hants.

HELLIWELL'S PATENT SYSTEM of
Air and Water-tight GLAZING WITHOUT PUTTY.

and without exposing any outside woodwork to Paint, andNEW SYSTEM of COVERING ROOFS.
The fasteners are brass or copper. The peculiar arrangement

ofthe Glass covers the whole of the Woodwork and only the
small fastener is visible, therefore the roof is indestructible and
outside painting unnecessary. The squares of glass can be
easily removed, and the whole be laken out and cleaned by any
inexperienced person. Breakage is impossible except through
carelessness or accident.
The Glazing is more air-tight than the old putty system, yet

any amount of ventilation cau be given.
Old Roofs may be reglazed on this principle, and roofs are

covered with slates or zinc on this system.

Extract from Buihiing News.
" Mr. T. W. Helliwell, of Brighouse. has recently patented

and introduced a New System of Glazing and covering Roofs,
which is certainly superior to anything ot the kind we have
seen before, and it will in our opinion supersede any other
system before the public."

Important references and all particulars from the Patentee,
T. W. HELLIWELL, Brighouse, Yorkshire; and ig.

Parliament Street. London. W.C.

Price 16s.

Petroleum Greenhouse Stove.
te with evaporating Pan, will burn
Itention, for Twenty-four Hours,
oke, no Smell, no Injury to the most
Plants.

(/. /er Gallon, supplied by Deane £h Co
& Co, provide and fix Hot-water Appa-

for all Horticultural purposes.

Factory, 1. Jacob Street, Dockhead.
Illustrated Horticultural Catalogue Post-free.

DEANE & CO . ,

, KING WILLIAM STREET. LONDON BRIDGE, E.G.

STOVES-STOVES.
Terra-Cotta! Portable! For Coal

!

B O B £ B T S'S PATENT.
Healthy Heat twenty-four hours or longer (or about id.,

without attention. For Bedrooms, Greenhouses, or almost any

purpose. Prospectus and authenticated Testimonials sent. In

use daily at Patentee's—THOMAS ROBERTS,

112, Victoria Street, Westminster, S.W,

'^''pHE CLOSER WE SHAVE our customers
-L the belter they like us, and if we take, easily, all but

their skin, they are delighted." Thus said, or did. MECHl'S
MAGIC STROPS, PASTE, and RAZORS, which for Fifty

Years have maintained the No. i position.— 112, Regent Street,

London, W.—All the nice things in Dressing Bags, Dressing

Cases, and Elegancies for Presentation. Catalogues post-free.

HORTICULTURAL WINDOW GLASS.
A large variety of sizes, 15-oz.. iw. ^d. ; 21-oz., its. 6d.

per 100 feet. Large sizes, in Cases, for Cutting up— 15-oz. 4ths,

30^.; 3ds, 405. per 300 feet; — 2i^oz. 4ths, 30i^ ; 3'^S' '

BELGIAN GLASS forGREENHOUSES, Slc,
Can be obtained in all sizes and qualities, of

BETHAM & SON,
9. LOWER THAMES STREET. LONDON, E.G.

B. &SonhaveaIwaysa large Stock in London of 20-in. by 12-in.,

2o-in. by 14-in., 20-in. by i6-in., 20-in. by i8-in., m 16-oz. & 21-oz.
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THOMAS MILLINGTON and CO.,
87, Bishopseate Street Without, Lontion, E.G., ImI'OR-

TF.RS and Dealers in Window Glass of all kinds.

Small Squares In 16 oz.

Prices for the sizes stated, and for not less than a box of 100 feet.

Special price for other sizes will be quoted upon application.

No. in
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S. OWENS & CO.,

HYDRAULIC ENGINEERS,
WHITEFRIARS STREET, LONDON. E.G.

"i »"'3%Mfif

THE IMPROVED SELF ACTING HYDRAULIC RAM
eful Self-acting Apparatus, which works day and night without needing attention, will raise

any height or distance, without cost for labour or motive-power, where a few feet fall can be obtained
lited for supplying Public or Private Establishments, Farm Buildings, Railway Stations, &c.

DEEP WELL PUMPS for Horse, Hand, Steam, or other Power.

PORTABLE IRRIGATORS, with Double or Treble Barrels for Mors
SLsira P(j*er (Gardens, &c.

IMPROVED DOUBLE ACTION PUMPS on BARROW for Watering

GALVAMISED SWING WATER CARRIERS, for Garden use.

No. soandsjd. F.\RM and MANSION FIRE ENGINES of every description.

No. 33. PORTABLE LIQUID MANURE PUMPS, on Legs, with Flc-iible Suction.

No. 46,1

No. 49.;

No. 49. G.\RDEN ENGINES, of all sizes, in Oak or Galvanised Iron Tubs.
No. 54.'.. THE C.VSSIOBURY FIRE EXTINGUISHER, as designed for the

Right Hon. the Earl of Esses.

No. 44. WROUGHT-IRON PORTABLE PU.MPS of all sizes.

No. 4. C.\ST-IRON GARDEN, YARD, or STABLE PUMPS.
No. 39*. l.MPROVED HOSE REELS for Coiling up Long Lengths of Hose for

Garden use.

S. OWENS .\ND CO. Mrnufacture and Erest every description of Hydraulic and General Engineers' Work for Mansions, Farms, &o., comorisin? PUMPS TURKTNFS
W.\TER WHEELS, WARMING APP.\R.\TUS, B.\THS, DRYING CLOSETS, G.ASWORKS, Apparatus for LIQUID M.\NURE distribution FIRE MAINS

PetriUulars taken in any pari of the Country. Plans and Estimatesfurnhlui!.
HYDRANTS, HOSE PIPES, &c

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES CAN BE HAD ON APPLICATION.

T. H. P. DENNIS & CO.,
MANSION HOUSE BUILDINGS,

QUEEN VICTORIA STREET, LONDON, E.G.,

CONSERVATORY AND GREENHOUSE BUILDERS,

HOT-WATEE ENGINEEES.

PAEHAl'S PATEIT SYSTEM OF (}LAZII(} WITHOUT PUTTY

New ** Registered" Acme Plant Preserver,
Wilh "Tiiiss" Hinge, and no Principals.

The Ridge always fits close, the interior is free from all obstruction, the cor
are secured in iron angle-plates : glazed, without putty, with 21-oz. gla:

Long. Wide. Price. Long. Wide. Price.

On Channelled Wrought-Iron
Rafters,

Secures almost entire immunity from

Breakage of Glass, great saving in repairs

and re-painting, and absolute freedom

from Drip.

WILLIAM PARHAM,
Horticultural Builder and Hot-water

Engineer,

NORTHGATE WORKS, BATH
;

280, O.xford Street, London, W.

"*,' Specimens on view at either adtiress.

Ilhisti^teti Catalogues and Price Lists free.

Orders amounting to ;C3 carriage paid to . . ^c .l^ -.
6fee-tby3feet .. . . ^. 7 6 I ,. fe"et by 3 feet .. .. ^rTo ' any Railway Station in England, and to \'S,'^,\tk\^i^^\^\ .1 I ^o flel b^: ^ f::;." t Ss" " ^^ '

6feetby4feet .. .. 3 o o
| 12 feet by 4 feet .. ..500 Principal Ports in Scotland and Irel.ind. 12 feet by 6 feet, 3 lights. . 576! 24 feet by 6 feet 6 lijhts

Extra strong Cucumber or Melon Frames,
With 2-inch sashes and ij^-inch red deal frames, secured at each corner with
two wrought-iron strap bolts. Glazed, without putty, with 21-oz. glass.

Long. Wide. Price. Long. Wide
feet by 6 feet, I light ..;£2

"

P A X T O N 'S C A L E N D A R

.

Noiu Ready, a New and thoroughly Revised Edition of the

COTTAGER'S CALENDAR OF GARDEN OPERATIONS,
Price 3d., Post Free Sid.

W. RICHARDS, 41, WELLINGTON STREET, STRAND, LONDON, W.C.
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SCALE OF CHARGES FOR ADVERTISING.

If set across columns, the lowest charge will be 30^.

Page 290°
HalfPage 500
Column 3 5 o

CAEDENERS, AND OTHERS, WANTING SITUATIONS.
26 words \s. dd.f and dd. for every additional line

(about I) words) or part of a line.

Thitrsda:

All Subscriptions Payable in Advance.
Thb United Kingdom: 12 Months. Xt 31. lod.; 6 Months,

lis. jid. ; 3 Months, 6s.

Foreign : 26^., including Postage for 12 Months.
P. O. O. to be made payable at the King Street Post-ofiice, W. C.

,

to W. Richards.

Publishing Office and Office for Advertisements,
41. Wellington Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C.

HOT-WATER HEATING WORK
executed by aPRACTICAL FITTER

at very moderate cost.

D. MACGILLIVRAY, 52, Arlington Road, London, N.W.

COALS FOR HOTHOUSE
PURPOSE S.

WOOD AND CO/S
STAR ANTHRACITE SMOKELESS STEAM COAL

is now being extensively used by many of the principal Growers,

and is found to be preferable to any other kind of fuel in respect

to cheapness and durability, and particularly on account of its

being perfectly free from sulphur, and that it does not cHnker

the fire-bars.

WOOD AND CO. deliver in truck-loads to any Railway

Station, prices for which can be had on application, or can be

delivered by Wood & Co.'s Vans (in the Metropolis).

WOOD AND CO. append a testimonial given to them by

Messrs. Beckwith & Sons, a firm of great experience, and who
have kindly allowed them to make whatever use of it they may
think fit.

Totienham Nicrsery, London, N., Dec. 28, 1877.

To Messrs. Wood & Co.
Dear Sirs,—With reference to your enquiry respecting the

*' Star " Anthracite Coal with which you supplied us—as to how
it suited, its economy or otherwise—we have much pleasure in

informing you that m every respect it is the best Anthracite we
have ever used. We find there is no smoke from it, which is

very essential, and there is no trace of sulphur. It requires

very little stoking, and leaves very little ash, and certainly does

not clinker. Our consumption of Coal is about 500 tons a year,

and we have no hesitation in saying that, by using your " Star
"

Coal in the place of ordinary fuel, we shall effect a saving o(

at least ;£ioo this year. We attribute this to the powerful and
lasting properties of your coal.—Your.s faithfully,

(Signed) G. Beckwith & Sons.

WOOD AND CO. supply all kinds of Coal for House and

Manufacturing purposes, prices for which will be sent on

application.

WOOD AND CO., Coal and Coke Factors, Merchants,

Contractors to Her Majesty's Government, 58, Coal Exchange,

E.C. ; and 4, Coal Department, Great Northern Railway,

King's Cross. N., and Midland Sidings, St. Pancras. N.W.T' HE TORTOISE "

SLOW COMBUSTION
STOVE, tile-lined, without grate, is

the cheapest and most efficient heating
power for Conservatories, Greenhouses,
&c., being perfectly free from emitting

sulphur fumes ; it burns cake, cinders,

or any refuse fuel without attention :

no dust. Prices from 30^. to 60s. each.

Apply for Testimonials to C. PORT-
WAY. Patentee, Halstead, Essex ;

or to HYDE and WIGFULL
(Limited), Sheffield, sole Licencees
and Makers for the North of England.

SUver Medal, 1874.

THE TERMINAL SADDLE BOILER.—
First-class Certificate, 1S67 ; Highly Commended, 1873 ;

and First-class Certificate, 1875.

of sucking all the heat
-Gardeners' Ala:^azint, p 254

" I have no doubt the Be^t Boder, thit uiU burn nny kind of

fuel, is the Terminal SzddXs."—Journalof Norticuitiire, p. 327.
" For moderate cost and real efficiency the Terminal Saddle

is one of the very best."

—

Tfte Garden, p. 95.
Prospectus post-free.

T. JONES, Temple Street, Manchester.

Tj^OR SALE, Two IRON TANKS, 7 feet
JL 6 inches by 4 feel 4 inches, 2 feet deep.

Mrs. ALDERSON, Langley Lane, South Lambeth, S.E.

STEVENS'
TRENTHAM GREENHOUSE BOILER,

After long experience, has proved the most S I M P L E,

ECONOMICAL, EFFECTUAL, and LASTING BOILER
extant ; recently improved.

See Testimonials from Highest Authorities.

For Illustrations, with full particulars, applv to the Sole Makers,

F. & J. SILVESTER.
HOT-WATER ENGINEERS, &c., Sic,

Castle Hill Works, Newcastle, Staffordshire.

^g" Our Boilers are the only ones made with the

and under the inspection of the inventor, Mr. St«

others being base imitations.

Steamboat Accidents ! — Railway Accidents t

Accidents of all kinds Insured against by the

RAILWAY PASSENGERS ASSURANCE
COMPANY.

The Oldest and Largest Accidental .Assurance Company.
The Right Hon. Lord Kinnaikd. Chairman.

Subscribed Capital, ^1,000.000. Annual Income. ^^210.000. A
fixed sum in case of Death by Accident, and a Weekly Allow-
ance in the event of Injury, may be secured at moderate Pre-

miums. Bonus allowed to Insurers of 5 years' standing. Acci-

dents occur daily. ;^r,230,000 have been paid as compensation.
Apply to the Clerks at the Railway Stations, the Local

Agents, or 64, Cornhill, London, E.C.

WILLIAM J. VIAN", Secretary.

In 2 J'ols. 8w, Cloth. Price ^os.

FOREST FLORA
OF BRITISH BURMA,

London : TRUBNER and CO.. Ludgate Hill, E.C.

THE SYDNEY MAIL
NEW SOUTH WALES ADVERTISER.

CONTENTS :—

INTERCOLONI.'VL and GENERAL NEWS.

SPORTING and the FIELD, in which is incorporated

BELL'S LIFE in SYDNEY.

RECORD of RACES, and NOTES on the TURF.

CRICKET and AQUATICS.

THE FLORA of AUSTRALIA. (Drawn and Engraved

specially for this Journal.)

NATURAL HISTORY. (Original Articles.)

AGRICULTURE, PASTORAL, HORTICULTURE.

GOLD FIELDS and MINING generally.

STOCK and SHARE REPORTS.

ORIGINAL and SCIENTIFIC ARTICLES.

TALES by POPULAR ENGLISH and AUSTRALIAN
AUTHORS.

THE FASHIONS. DOMESTIC ECONOMY.
INDOOR AMUSEMENTS.
THE CHESS PLAYER. THE HOME CIRCLE.

COMMERCIAL NEWS.
SHIPPING INTELLIGENCE.

The SYDNEY MAIL has a wide circulation throughout the

Australian Colonies, New Zealand, Polynesia, &c. It

I large amount of information on a great variety of subjei

Subscription in Advance, £1 per Annum.
Single Copies, 41/. ; Stamped, sd-

Publishing Oflice-Hunter Street, Sydney, New South Wale!

ENGLAND.
The undermentioned Newspaper and Advertising Agents are

authorised to receive ADVERTISEMENTS, which must be

paid in advance, for the SYDNEY MORNING HERALD
and SYDNEY MAIL ;—

London Mr. George Street, 30, Cornhill, E.C.

Mr. F. Algar, 8, Clement's Lane, Lombard
Street, E.C.

Messrs. Gordon & Gotch, St. Bride Street,

Fleet Street, E.C.

Birmingham . . Mr. R. S. Kirk, go. New Street.

Liverpool Lee & Nightingale, 15, North John Street.

Bristol James & Henry Grace, Royal Insurance
Buildings.

Edinburgh Robertson & Scott, 13, Hanover Street.

... W. Porteous & Co., 13. Royal E.\change
Place.

QOWERBY'S ENGLISH BOTANY.—O The Rev. G. Henslow, 6, Titchfield Terrace, Regent's
Park, N.W., would be glad to hear of a copy of " Sowerby's
English Botany " (last edition) for Sale.

Llnnean Society.-Now Ready.
rr R A N.S ACTIONS of the LINNEAN
X. SOCIETY of LONDON. Second Series. ZOOLOGY.

Vol I, part 7, price .^ii iGs.

Sold by LONGMANS and CO., Paternoster Row, E.C.
and by Mr. KIPPIST, at the apartments of the Society,
Burlington House, Piccadilly, W., of whom may be had all
or any of the preceding volumes. The Fellows of the Society

sted to apply to Mr, KIPPIST for thei
betw I the hours of 10 and 4 o'Clock.

Cofk al ar,

MA Y F A I R : a Non-Society Journal
of Literature and Politics, unambitiously illustrated.

Price 6(/. Has been permanently enlarged by eight columns.

Contents of this week's Number (October 22) ;

—

7. Correspondence — Tenta-
tive Hostilities.

3. Pandemonium in Paralysis.

9. The Flicker of Gas.
10. The Taming of Shrew.
11. Macgregor's Afghanistan

—By a Fellow at the F. O.
12. Chat of the Fair.

13. Fashions of the Fair.

, Pinchbeck Patr
. Dictation Testimonial.
The Fair in the City.
Fancies of the Fair.

Concerning some Eulogies
I Judge Keogh.—By A.

M. Sulli> , M.P.

May/air, unambitiously illustrated, price 6(/. Yearly sub-
scription, 28J. (payable in advance). For sale by all Metro-
politan Newsagents and at all Bookstalls, on Monday afternoon,
and throughout the country on Tuesday morning.
"Mavfair" A^RohD. — Afay/aiy is on sale in the Paris

Exhibition in Messrs. GALIGNANI'S English Kiosque
:

also in the Boulevard des Capucines, Kiosque 213. In New
York, by BRETANO, 39, Union Square. In Malta, by
Mr. WATSON, 246, Strada Reale. Valetta.

"Mayfair" Offices :— Beaufort Buildings, Str.and. W.C.

Farms, Estates, Residences.
Any one desirous of Renting a Farm or Residence, or

Purchasing an Estate, can have copies of the

MIDLAND COUNTIES HERALD
supplied free for six weeks on stating the purpose for

which the paper is required, forwarding name and address, and
six halfpenny stamps for postage, addressed " Midlaiui Counties
Herald Office, Birmingham." The Midland Counties Herald
always contains large numbers of advertisements relating to
Farms. Estates, and Residences for Sale and to be Let.

KEVUE de I'HORTICULTURE BELGE
et ETRANGERE (Belgian and Foreign Horticultural

Review).—Among the principal Contributors are :—A. Allard,
E. Andre, C. Baltet, T. Buchetet, F. Burvenich. F. Crcpin,
Comte de Corner, De Jonge van Ellemeet, O. de Kerchove de
Denlerghem, P. E. de Puydt, C. de Vis, J. Gillon, A. M. C.
Jongkindt Coninck, C. Koch, J. Kickx, L. Linden, T. Moore,
C. Naudin, B. Oliver, H. Ortgies, E. Pynaert, E. Rodigas,
A. Siraux, O. Thomas, A. van Geert Son, H. J. van Hulle, J.
Van Volxem, H. J. Veitch, A. Westmael. and P. Wolkensteln.
This illustrated' Journal appears on the ist of every month,

in Parts of 24 pages, 8vo, with a Coloured Plate and numerous
Engravings.
Terms of Subscription for the United Kingdom :—One year.

105. ,
payable in advance.

Publishing Office : 143, Rue de Bruxelles, Ghent. Belgium.
Post-office Orders to be made payable M. E. PYNAERT,

at the Chief Post-office, Ghent.

THE CULTIVATOR.—
A Portuguese Monthly Agricultural Journal, which

circulates in Portugal and her possessions, and in the Principal
Towns of the Brazils.

This paper offers an excellent medium for Advertisements ot

every description of industry and of every article of Consump-
tion in the countries and places above mentioned.
Advertising charges, Zd. per square inch. Translation included.
Ten per cent. Discount for six months ; ^o per cent. Discount

for twelve months, if paid in advance.

Address, the Editor of the Cultivator, St. Michael's, Azores.

Belgian.

BULLETIN d'ARBORICULTURE de
, FLORICULTURE, et de CULTURE MARAI-

CHERE. A monthly horticultural work, with superb Coloured
Plates and Illustrations. Published since 1865 by F.
Burvenich, F. Paynaert, E. Rodigas. and H. J. Van
HuLLK, Professors at the Horticultural School of the Belgian
Government at Ghent. Post paid 10s. per annum.
H. J. VAN HULLE. Botanical Gardens, Ghent, Belgium.

1^ ADVERTISERS are requested to note that
although we do trot object to receive Letters to be called

for, we cannot undertake to forward them.

WANTED, a HEAD GARDENER;
about 10 miles from London. Married, without

children. Must well understand Growing Grapes, Fruit,
and Vegetables. Wages 21s. per week with cottage.—Address,
stating age and previous service, to W. M., Ormond Cottage,
Richmond, Surrey.

WANTED, a Young MAN (from iS to 20
years of age), who has had some experience in the Pro-

pagation of Stove and Greenhouse Plants.—Apply, by letter,

giving references as to character and capability, to Messrs.
JAMES ^VEITCH and SONS, Royal Exotic Nursery,

. S.W.

WANTED, a steady industrious MAN, to
work in a Nursery, and his Wife to act as Servant and

to Cook. Can live in the house, or a cottage in the nurstry
found.—Address W. W., Messrs. Di.xon & Co., 34. Moorgate
Street, London, E.C.

WANTED, IMMEDIATELY, a steady,
industrious MAN, accustomed to the General Work of

a Nursery. Must be able to pack neatly. Constant work.

—

Apply, stating wages and references, to R. S., Gardeners'
Chronicle Office, W.C.

WANTED, a thoroughly experienced MAN,
to Solicit Orders and take Charge of a Business in

Horticultural and other Buildings of Iron and Glass. Must be
a good Draughtsman, and acquainted with Iron Construction.-^
Apply, bv letter only, to A. B., Mr. J. Negus, Stationer, 14,
Charles Street, St. James' Square, S.W.
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WANTED, a SHOPMAN, in a Wholesale
Seed Warehouse.—Must be thoroughly experienced

and quick at Packing. Permanent situation to a steady

responsible man. State age and where previously employed.—
M.. G.inicners Chronicle Office. W.C.

.

ANTED, in London, an ASSISTANT
SHOPMAN : must be good Counter Man. State

where employed and wages required, to K., Gardeners

C/i>-o>»'.-/g Office. W.C. _^_
ANTED, a JUNIOR SHOPMAN, in

Retail Seed Trade. To live with employer.—Apply,

with references, to T. B. THOMSON, Seedsman to the Queen,

Birmiiieham.

ESSRS. JAMES VEITCH and SONS
require at their Coombe Wood Nursery, to Assist in

the Office, a LAD, who has had some little experience in a

Nursery, and is acquainted with the names of Hardy Plants,

&c Lodgings provided in the Nursery.—Apply, in own hand-

writing. to The Royal Exotic Nursery, Chelsea, S.W.

ANTED, a good BOUOUET MAKER
(Second Hand) and SALESWOMAN. — G. D.

TAVINER, Klorist, &c., Bayswater Road, W.

WANT PLACES.

BS. WILLIAMS begs to intimate that he
• has at present in the Nursery and upon his Register

some excellent Men, competent either to fill the .silnalion of

HEAD GARDENER. BAILIFF, FOREMAN, or

JOURNEYMAN. Ladies and Gentlemen requiring any of the

above will plea-e send full particulars, when the best selections

for the different capacities will be made.— Holloway, N.

OSBORN AND SONS have on their Register

a number of Men of excellent character and abilities,

and first-class experience in every branch, whom they would be

glad to recommend to Noblemen or Gentlemen requiring the

'ervices of thorouohlypractical GARDENERS. FOREMEN
and UNDER GARDENERS can also be recommended.—
The Fulham Nurseries, London, S.W.

HENDERSON
SON have many excellent

GARDENERS with approved testimonials

for ability now waiting in their Nurseries for

re-engagement.

E. G. H. & Son will be pleased to answer

any enquiries from Noblemen and Gentlemen

requiring such.—Pine-apple Nursery, Maida
Vale, London, W.

E.

GARDENER (Head).— Age 33, married ;

thoroughly acquainted with gardening in all its branches.

—4, Blakey's Buildings. St. Johns, Wakefield, Yorkshire.

ArFeNER (Head), to any Lady or
Gentleman requiring the services of a thorough practical

Man.—Age 30: highest references.—T. CREAMER, The
Gardens, Sandbeck Park. Rotherham.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 33, married,
no incumbrance : twenty years' practical experience in

all branches of Gardening, First-class reference from present

and previous employer.—E. JONES, Wilmington Hall,

Dartford, Kent.

GARDENER (Head), where two or more
are kept.—Age 25 ; thoroughly practical in every branch

of the profession. Good character.— B., 7, William Street,

Gravesend, Kent.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 31, married
;

thoroughly practical in all branches of the profession.

Eighteen years' practice in first-class establishments. Seven
years' good character. No single-handed place accepted.

—

L. H.. News Rooms, Catherine Street, Strand, W.C.

GARDENER (Head), where two are kept.—
Age 34. married, two children. Understands Stove and

Greenhouse, Vines, Cucumbers, &c. Three years' good cha-

racter. — GARDENER, 5, O.vford Terr.ace, Oxford Road,
Reading.

GARDENER (Head), age 29. — A
thoroughly practical and energetic Man, of fifteen years'

experience in every branch, offers his services to any Nobleman
or Gentleman requiring a really competent Man, of excellent

character and unquestioned ability. — D. \V., ii8a, Mayall
Road, Brixton, S.E.

GARDENER (Head).—ALFRED Patrick,
Gardener to Major Philiips, Crumlin Hall, near Newport,

Monmouthshire, is desirous to treat with any Nobleman or

Gentleman requiring the services of a practical man. Twenty
years' experience. Good Orchid Grower. Good reference

from present and previous employers.

GARDENER (Head).—Messrs. Felton
& Sons are desirous of recommending to any Nobleman

or Gentleman a first-rate Man in all branches of the profession,

and one in whom the greatest confidence can be placed, to

fulfil any situation of great trustworthiness.—Royal Nurseries,

Harborne Road, Birmmgham.

GARDENER (Head), age 44, married, no
family.—The Earl of Bective. M.P., is desirous of

recommending his late Gardener (C. Sandfcrd) to any Nobleman
or Gentleman requiring a thorough practical and trustworthy

man in the above capacity. He has had large experience in every

department, and lived with me twelve and a half years. Good
character and testimonials.—Address in first instance, to F.

PUNCHARD. Esq., Underley Estate Office. Kirkby Lonsdale,
Westmoreland.

GARDENER (Head, Working).—Age 40.
Good Grower of Peaches, Grapes, Melons, Cucumbers,

and Vegetables, Stove and Conservatory Plants, and Flower
Gardening. Well recommended.—LEWIS, Gardener, Han-
wood, Shrewsbury.

ARDENER (Head, Working).-Age 38,
married, no family ; has a thorough practical knowledge

of Forcing and General Cultivation of Fruits, Flowers and
Vegetables, can take charge of Land and Stock if required.

First-class references.—W., Alderton's, Broadway, Ealing, W.

GARDENER (Head, Working).—James
Arkham, three years and eight months Head Gardener

to Colonel the Hon. C. Hay,desiresare-engagement. Thoroughly
understands the growing of Fruits and Flowers, including hot

and cold Orchids, also Meadow Land and Stock. Good refer-

ence from present and previous employers.—Address, Harewood
Lodge, Sunninghill, Staines.

GARDENER.—Age 30, married, no family,
respectable ; understands Vinery. Greenhouse, Frames.

&C. Good references.—E. G. HOWARD, 201, Commercial
Road. Peckham. S.E.

GARDENER.—Age 38, married ; well up in

Early and Late Forcing. Good character from present

employer. Wife good Laundress. -GARDENER, Shenley
House, Leighton Buzzard, Beds.

GARDENER, where two or more are kept.—
Age 26, single ; twelve years' experience in Stove and

Greenhouse Plants, Early and Late Forcing, and Flower and
Kitchen G.^rdening. Excellent references. — H., i, Clifton

Terrate, Niglitingale Road, Wood Green, N.

GARDENER (Single-handed).—Age 21,

single : four and a half years in present situation as

Under Gardner. Near London preferred.—A. N., The Gardens,

Horkesley Hall, Colchester.

GARDENER (Second).—Age 22. Leaving
through family going away. Good character.—E. R.,

Leam. Leamington.

GARDENER (Second), In a Nobleman's or
Gentleman's Garden.—Age ^6 : nine years' experience.

—C. R., St. Mary's Lodge. Greenwich Park. S E.

GARDENER (Second).—Age 25 ; ten years'

experience. Good character.—L. P., 7, Great Turnstile,

Holborn. W.C.

GARDENER (Second), where four or five

are kept.—Age 24, single. Experienced in the general

routine of House-work. Three years' good character.—S. H.,

Post-office, Shoreham. Sevenoaks. Kent.

GARDENER (Under).—Age 22 ; willing to

assist in the Houses. Principally outside preferred.

Good character.—Address, stating wajjes, to J. R., Foxcote,

Shipston-on-Stour.

GARDENER (Under), in the House pre-
ferred, in a good Garden establishment. Three years'

character from present employer.—J. T. L., Gazette Office,

lirighouse, Yorkshire. ^__
GARDENER (Under), in a good Garden

estab'ishment —A Ladv wishes to recommend as above

young man (age ig). Five years' experience in Out-ordoor

/GARDENER (with Glass preferred), and
VT groom.—Age 24. single ; has a good knowledge of

both of the above. Up country preferred. Good character.

—

THE gardener, Huntsham Rectory. Tiverton. Devon.

GARDENER, BAILIFF, and MANAGER.
—Age 40, married, Scotch; has served upwards of

twenty years' in Noblemen's and Gentlemen's situations in the

United Kingdom. Thorough practical man in Ranges of

Glass, Forcing Fruit, Flowers, and Vegetables, Management of

Woods, Measuring Timber, Ornamental Planting and Improv-
ing, Land and Stock, Rents, &c. Excellent recommendations
from present and previous employers. — R., Torry Hill,

Sittingbourne.

FOREMAN, in a good Establishment.

—

Age 22 ; disengaged the middle of November. State

wages. &c. — J. SMITH, Sunnyside, Cleelhorpes, Great
Grimsby.

FOREALVN, in a Nursery'.—Age 23 ; over
eight years' experience. Well up in Growing Soft-wooded

Stuff, Stove Plants, and Ferns, Forcing Bulbs and^ other

Flower?. Near London preferred. One and a-half year's good
character from one of the largest nurseries in London. Slate

wages.—A. SEYDERHELM, 6. Leverington Road, Wisbech.

FOREMAN, or FOREMAN and PROPA-
GATOR.—Ages? : well up in Plant Growing, Propa-

gating and General Nursery work. Good references. — B,,

7, Edward's Terrace, Hartfield Road, Wimbledon, S.W.

To Nurserjmieii.

FOREMAN and PROPAGATOR.—Age 38 ;

twenty years' experience. Good reference.— T. S , 6,

Overton Terrace, Clive Vale, Hastings.

FOREMAN and PROPAGATOR.—General
— Rhododendrons, Conifers, Roses. Fruit and Ornamental

Trees, Shrubs, Clematis, &c. Accustomed to extensive practice.

Highly recommended. — ALPHA, 79. High Street, Eton,

Bucks.

To the Trade.

FOREMAN (Working), or PROPAGATOR
and GROWER of Soft-wooded and Bedding Plants, and

other general Nursery Stock, Indoor and Out.— Rliddle-aged ;

thorough good man for small place with Market Trade. Strictly

sober, steady, mdustrious and trustworthy. Terms moderate,
and good reference to present employer.—HORTICULTURE,
Post-Office, Hereford.

FOREMAN, or good JOURNEYMAN.—
Good character from last situation. Bothy preferred.

—

Address, stating wages, &c.—E. S. R., Wateringbury, Maid-

rOURNEYMAN, in a First-class Establish-

Street, Leic

JOURNEYMAN (or Second), in a Noble-
man's garden.—Age 23 ; has had eight years' experience

in good places.— E. R., Mrs. Reason, 80, Bransford Road, St.

John's, Worcester.

TO GENTLEMEN. — The Author of
" Multum in Parvo Gardening " is now at liberty to

Manage for any one the Construction of such Gardens, and the

carrying out the details of the system of Fruit Growing. &c.,

treated of in the book.— S. WOOD, 10, Fore Street. Babba-

combe, Torquay, Devon.

To NURSERYMEN and LANDSCAPE
GARDENERS.—A German, thoroughly experienced in

Drawing Garden Plants, undertakes to Draw them at his

Home. Has no objection to a Draughtsman's or a Soft-wooded

Propagator's place.—A. M., 6, Orchard Street. Kensington, VV.

IMPROVER.—A young Man desires a situa-

tion as above, in a garden. Good references.—J. DREW,
The Gardens, Fla.vley Abbey, 1 nham, Gloucestershir

IMPROVER, in the Houses.—Age 20 ; three
and a half years' good character. Bothy preferred.—Apply,

stating wages, W. H., Park Hill, Etwall. Derby.

To Gardeners.

IMPROVER, in a Gentleman's garden, where
Gardening is well carried out.—Age 21. Can be highly

recommended.—Address for further particulars, to F. R., Mr.
W. Beales. Shouldham Thorpe, Downham, Norfolk.

To Gardeners.

IMPROVER, in a Gentleman's Garden, where
he can have facilities for seeing Gardening carried out in

a first-class manner. Age 20. Good references.—J. C, Mr.
W. Beales, Shouldham 'Ihorpe, Downham, Norfolk.

TO GARDENERS—.A handy respectable
LAD, wishes for a situation to assist in the Houses ;

accustomed to the work of Forcing and Plant Houses, attending

Fires, &c.—W. FOWLE. Dogmersfield, Hants.

TRAVELLER, BOOK-KEEPER, or
CORRESPONDING CLERK, in a Nursery or Seed

Business.—Ten years' experience. First-class references. Can
also undertake Management of a Shop.—C. M. S., Fetriir

Brothers, 55, Hope Street. Glasgow^

London Seed Trade.

SHOPMAN (Sf.COND).—Age 27 ; thirteen
years' practical experience in all branches. Could super-

intend Sample Garden.— X., Ci^-rf.ut^s Chrmicle Office. W.C.

SHOPMAN (Second), in a Wholesale House,
or the Management of a Retail Business.—Wanted by a

young Man a situation as above. Eight years' thorough expe-

rience.—Fl.-Pl.. Gardeners' Chronicle Office, W.C.

QHOPMAN (Assistant).—Age 23 ;
goodO experience in large Provincial Houses.—A. V., Hands-

worth. Sheffield.

SHOPMAN (Assistant).—Age 20 ; six years'
experience in Vegetable, Flower, and Agricultural Seed

Trade. Good references.-J. S., Little & Ballantyne, Seed
Merchants, Carlisle.

TO NURSERYMEN and FLORISTS.—
Wanted by advertiser a situation to Attend Market ; is a

sober, trustworthy man. Can be well recommended.—j. C.
S, Grosvenor Mews, Grosvenor Square, W.

KINAHAN'S LL WHISKY.
The cream of old Irish Whiskies. Pure, mild, mellow,

delicious, and most wholesome. Universally recommended by
the Medical Profession. Dr. Hassal says, " The Whisky is

soft, mellow, and pure, well matured, and of very excellent

quality."-20. Great Titchfield Street, London, W.

E P P S ' 8
GRATEFUL

{James Epps £-= G'., Hoimropathic dieim'sts.)

COMFORTING

COCOA.
LAZENBY AND SON'S PICKLES,

« SAUCES, and CONDIMENTS.—E. LAZENBY
AND SON, sole proprietors of the celebrated recipes, and
manufacturers of the pickles, sauces, and condiments so Ionic

and favourably distinguished by the name, beg to remind the

public that every article prepared by them is guaranteed as

entirely unadulterated.—92, Wigmore Street, Cavendish
Square (late 6. Edward Street, Pottman Square), and iS,

'Trinity Street, London, S.E.

HARVEY'S SAUCE.—CAUTION.—The
admirers of this celebrated sauce are particularly

requested to observe that each bottle prepared by E.
LAZENBY AND SON bears the label, used so many years,

signed "Elizabeth Lazenby."

DINNEFORD'S MAGNESIA.
'ver Forty Ye.iis have approved ol

as the Best Remedy for

The Medical Profession

this pure soli

ACIDITY OF THE STOBIACH. HEARTBURN,
HEADACHE, GOUT, AND INDIGESTION,

and as the safest Aperient for Delicate Constitutions, Ladies,

Children, and Infants.

DINNEFQRD^S MAGNESIA,
HOLLOWAY'S OINTMENT and PILLS.

—Chest and Stomach Complaints.- The source and
centre of almost every ailment is impurity of the blood :

dislodge this poison, and disease departs. Holloway's
Pills exercise the inestimable power of thoroughly

cleansing each component part of the blood, and rendering this

fluid fit to perform its important functions. They cope most
successfully with chest diseases, stomach complaints, Hver

disorders, and many other maladies, which were once the

besetting dangers of mankind at certain seasons in town and
country. The directions for use enable every one to regulate

the operation of these Pills with the greatest nicety. Chronic

invalids, nervous sufferers, and all whom other treatment has

failed to relieve, are respectfully invited to try Holloway'^

celebrated medicine, which will strengthen and cure them.
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HARDY TREES AND SHRUBS.

BciT

Messrs. J. Veitch & Sons
to call attcntio7t to and solicit an inspection of their fine and extensive stock of all the most uscfil

Ornamental Hardy Trees and Shrubs, at their Nurseries, Coombe Wood, Kingston HilL

CONIFERS.
A most complete collection, many of the species and varieties being of their own

introduction. Specimens for Lawns, Parks and Pleasure Ground-^. All the kinds

suitable for every purpose for whicli this class of plants is required.

AMERICAN PLANTS.
RHODODENDRONS, AZALEAS, KALMIAS, ANDROMEDAS, HARDY HEATHS, &C.

An exceptionally fmc sLi.ck ol hr.ilthy plants, e^p<vi;illy recommended as being

dwarf, compact, and well set with buds, a.xmX \\\ hne condition either for forcing or for

pleasure-ground planting.

EVERGREEN SHRUBS.
All the leading kinds, also many rare and choice species of very distinct character,

forming a new feature in the Shrubbery. A very large stock of green and variegated

(Gold and Silver) Hollies in great variety and of various sizes as Standards, Pyramids,

and Bushes.

DECIDTJOTJS TREES and FLOWERING SHRUBS.
A very extensive collection, including all the best known kinds, with many novel

and interesting varieties. Japanese Acers, Weeping Trees, and other Trees and
Shrubs, both flowering kinds and with variegated and coloured foliage.

ROSES.
Strong healthy Plants as Standards, Half-Standards, and Dwarfs, of all the best

varieties of Hybrid Perpetuals. Tea-scented, and Noisette Roses, Moss, Climbing, and
bther kinds. An extensive stock in pots of all the best Roses suitable for Forcing, &c.

FOREST TREES, for Avenues, Belts, Planting-, &c.
All the most desirable kinds—Planes, Cliestnuts, Limes, Sycamores, Walnuts,

Ailantus, Acacias, &c., in good strong trees, with straight stems, handsomely furnished
heads, and well rootod from frequent removal. Cultivated especially for Avenues and
Street Planting.

PLANTS for WINTER BEDDING.
Conifers in many beautiful forms, including highly coloured, variegated, and

glaucous varieties of Retinosporas, Junipers, Biotas, Lawson's Cypress, and others of
dwarf, symmetrical habit. Japanese, Berry-bearing, and other Evergreen Shrubs.
Gold and Silver variegated Hollies in great variety. Winter-flowering Ericas, dwarf
Rhododendrons. &c.

PLANTS for FORCING.
All the most useful and effective, including Andromeda floribunda

; Azalea mollis
amoena, pontica (yellow, sweet-scented), and Belgian varieties ; Clematis in variety,

Deutzia gracilis. Lilac Charles X. and Persian, Double Chinese Prunus, Rhododen-
drons, R. Early Gem, very superior ; Rhodora canadensis, very early ; Spircea
japonica, palmata, Thunbergii, Viburnum opulus, &c.

CLIMBING PLANTS, well established in Pots.

Clematis, a very extensive collection of all the leading kinds, and of Garden
Hybrids. Ivies in great variety. Fine healthy Plants of the free flowering Exmouih
variety of Magnolia grandiflora, Honeysuckles, Jasmines, Ampelopsis, &c.

The largest Gold Medal at the disposal of the Council of the Royal Horticultural Society was awarded to our Collection of
Winter Bedding Plants, exhibited at South Kensington, October 15.

A NEW CATALOGUE of HARDY TREES and SHRUBS, ORNAMENTAL GRASSES, HARDY AQUATICS, &c.,
WILL BE FORWARDED ON APPLICATION.

TIic Xurscries at Coombe ]Vood may be reachedfrom the Maiden and Norbitoii Stations on the Soiith-Western Railway, being not more than twenty
minuted walkfrom the latter, and where conveyance can always be procured.

ROYAL EXOTIC NURSERY, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

PARIS EXHIBITION AWARDS.
(ADDITIONAL HONOURS.)

THE HIGHEST AWARDS FOR ENGLISH SEEDS, &c., IN EVERY COMPETITION.

James Carter & Co.
HAVE THE HONOUR TO ANNOUNCE THAT THE JURORS HAVE

AWARDED THEIR HOUSE

Seedsmen to H.R.H.

The Prince of Walef.

FIVE GOLD MEDALS,
IN COMPETITION WITH THE PRINCIPAL ENGLISH and CONTINENTAL SEED

HOUSES,

As per following List, and published in the yonrnal Officicl

:

—
ONLY GOLD MEDAL, Class 69, Group 7)
ONLY GOLD MEDAL, Glass 85, Group 9
ONLY GOLD MEDAL, Class 86, Group 9
ONLY GOLD MEDAL, Class 89, Group 9 I puRITY OF SEEDS &c
HIGHEST GOLD MEDAL, Class 87, Group 9 '

'

THE
THE
THE
THE
THE

AWARDS

Illustrated Seed Catalogues post-free. Illustrated Catalogues of Grass Seeds post-free.

CARTER'S, THE QUEEN'S SEEDSMEN, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.

Editorial Commi.nications should be addressed to "The Editor;" Advertisements and Business Letters to "The Publisher," at the Office, 41, Wellington Street. Covent Garden, London, W.C.
Printed by William Richards, at the Office of Messrs. Bradbury. Agnhw. & Co., Lombard Street, Precinct of Whitefriars, City of London, in the County of Bliddlesex, and Published by the

said William Richards, at the Office, 41, Wellington Street. Parish of St. Paul's, Covent Garden, in the said County.—Saturoav. October 26, 1878.

Agent for Manchester—John Hbywood. Agents for Scotland—Messrs, J. Mbnzihs & Co., Edinburgh and Glasgow.
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THE PUBLISHER WILL GIVE
' IS. each for complete Copies of the

following Numbers of the "GARDENERS'
CHRONICLE," viz. :—

Jan. 3, 1874 ; Jan. 2, 9 and 16, 1876 ; June 26, 1875

;

January 6, 1877 ; January 12, 1878.

He will also be glad to Purchase the Volumes for

1849, 1850, iSsr, 1852, 1853, 1S54; Jan.—June,

1874 ; Jan.—June, 1875 ; and Jan.—June, 1877,

either in Numbers or Bound. Send price to

Publisher, " Gardeners' Chronicle," 41,

Wellington Street, Str.\nd, London, W.C.

NOTICE.—All Numbers of the " Gardeners'
Chronicle" prior to 1874 ai-e \s. each.

OYAL BOTANIC SOCIETY,
Regent's Park. N.W.

The DAYS FIXED for the EXHIBITIONS of PLANTS,
FLOWERS and FRUIT. 1S79, are :-

Spring Exhibitions—Wednesdays, March 26 and April 23.
Summer Exhibitions—Wednesdays, May 21 and June 18.
Evening Fete and Special Exhibition—Wednesday, July z.

SCOTTISH ARBORICULTURAL
SOCIETY.

The TWENTY-FIFTH ANNUAL GENERAL MEET-
ING; of the Scottish Arboricultural Society will, by the per-

of the Regius Keeper, be held in the Rooms ... ..._

Royal Botanic Garden, Inverleith Row, Edinbureh on
TUESDAY. November 5, at 11 o'clock a m. ProfessSr John
Hutton Balfour, Vice-President, in the Chair.

Edinburgh, Oct. 22, 1878. JOHN SADLER, Sec.

STOKE NEWINGTON CHRYSANTHE-
MUM SOCIETY.

The above Society will hold its ANNUAL EXHIBITION
of CHRYSANTHEMUMS and FINE-FOLIAGE PLANTS
at the Assembly Rooms, Church Street, Stoke Newineton, on
TUESDAY and WEDNESDAY, November 12 and i, whenTWO SILVERCUPS and valuable MONEY PRIZES will be
competed for. For Schedules and all particulars apply to

JNO. HICKS, SecreUry.
Grove Road. Stamford Hill, N.

THE THIRTY-THIRD ANNUAL EXHI-
BITION (open to all England), of the BOROUGH ofHACKNEY CHRYSANTHEMUM SOCIETY will be held

at the Royal Aquarium, Westminster, S.W., on TUESDAY
and WEDNESDAY, November 19 and 20, when in addition
to a liberal scale of Prizes, FIVE SILVER CUPS (value Five

:ch), will be irded.
SCHEDULES may be had on application. Entries will be

receivedup to and^mcluding Friday. November 15, by*'"' " "
ry Secretary,
irsery, Hackney, E.

PROTHEROE and MORRIS, HORTI-
-- CULTURAL, MARKETGARDENand EsTATE AUCTIONEERS
and Valuers, 98, Gracechurch Street, City, E.C. , and at Leyton-
stone, E. Monthly Horticultural Register had on application

Transit Agency for PUmts, Seeds, &c.

V, J- BLACKITH AND CO. (established
V.^ • 1822), Cox s and Hammond's Quays, Lower Thames
Street, London, S.E.—Forwarders to all parts of the world.

VALUABLE PRIZES for VEGETABLES
•offered by JAMES CARTER and CO., at the ROYAL

HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY'S MEETING. November
19. for the best Collection of loDISHES of VEGETABLES, to

comprise 12 Onions, 3 Heads of Celery, 18 Round Potatos, 18

Kidney Potatos, 6 Turnips, 6 Parsnips, 3 Red Beet, 3 Cabbage,
6 Carrots, 3 Cauliflowers (any variety).— First Prize, L^^s. ;

2d Prize, Iz 35 ; 3d Prize, It 2S. ; 4th Prize, .fi ii.

Full particulars on application to

CARTERS', The Queen's Seedsmen, High Holborn, London.

AT CARTER'S ROOT SHOW, to be held
at the AGRICULTURAL HALL. ISLINGTON,

November 23. For the best 12 DISHES of VEGETABLES.-
First Prize, {.-i, : 2d, £2 ; 3d, £, 4th, los. For the best 8

DISHES of POTATOS, 9 tubers each— First Prize. £} : 2d,

;t2: 3d, £1; 4th, los. For the best 12 ROOTS ON IONS,
spring-sown.— First Prize, jCi : 2d, io,t.

Full particulars on application to

CARTERS'. The Queen's Seedsmen, High Holborn, London.

CHRISTMAS ROSES. — Large consign
mei.t of the above just received in splendid conditioi

ready for Sale, Price, post-fiee, on application to

JULES DE COCK, Nurseryman, Ghent. Belgium,

CHRISTMAS ROSES.— Helleborus niger,
strong blooming plants. Sample and price on application

to THOS. KITLEY, Oldtield Nursery, Bath.

To the Trade.

EDWARD HOLMES, Whittington Nurser>'.
Lichfield, ofl'ers very fine MANETTI ROSE STOCKS

at 21s. per 1000, and ROSE DE LA GRIFFERIE, at 255. per

/^IHOICE NAMED RHODODENDRONS.
V^ —Fifty Thousand strong bushy plants are offered at

jCj per 100, and AZALEAS at 50^. per 100, by
W. H. ROGERS, Red Lodge Nursery. Southampton.

ARDY EVERGREENS.—The hardily-
grown, thoroughly transplanted, therefore well-rooted

stock of Messrs. JAMES DICKSON & SONS, " Newton"
Nurseries, Chester, is unequalled for variety, quality, and
extent. Intending planters are invited to inspect.

Priced CATALOGUE and all information post-free.

Spruce Firs

WH. ROGERS, Red Lodge Nursery,
• Southampton, can offer the above, from 3 to 10 feet,

at the low price of 10s. to Cos. per 100.

JULES DE COCK, Nurserym.w, Ghent,
Belgium, olTers DRAC.«NA INDIVISA, i6 to i8 inches

high, 30J. per ico ; D. INDIVISA LINEATA, 12 to 16 inches
high. 30J. per 100 ; 100 FERNS, often sorts. 25^.

Vines—Vines.

BS. WILLIAMS begs to announce that
• his stock of GRAPE VINES is unusually fine, and

now ready for sending out. Particulars and price on application.
The Victoria and Paradise Nursery, Upper Holloway,

London, N.

Vines—Vines—Vines.

J COWAN, The Vineyard, Garston, near
• Liverpool, is now oflTering a large and splendid stock of

strong, short-jointed, and thoroughly ripened GRAPE VINES,
suitable for fruiting in pots and planting Vineries. Catalogues
free. The Trade supplied.

FRUITING PLANTS
of PEACHES, NECTARINES, APRICOTS, and

GRAPE VINES, a large and fine stock, now ofl'ered for Sale.
THOMAS RIVERS and SON, Sawbridgeworth, Herts.

ADIANTUM CUNEATUM.—Fine healthy
Stuff in 48-pots, £} per 100.—W. L. MAITLAND,
1 Abbey Nursery, Mertoii Abbey, Surrey.

Special Offer to the Trade.
CUTTINGS of EUONYMUS.—The broad-

leaved green variety, that succeeds so well by the sea.
Price per 1000 on application to

WILLIAM MILES, West Brighton Nursery, Cliftonville,

N
For Special Ofler ofURSERY STOCK,
at low prices, see p. 552.

ELCOMBE AND SON. Nurserymen, Romsey.

G
Gentlemen's Gardeners, Amateurs, and Others

A R D E N P o"t"s of best quality,
are requested to send their orders to

J. MATTHEWS, Royal Pottery. Weston-super-Mare.
Pnce List on application.

WANTED, some large well-grown Scotch
FIR. Must be well-rooted. About 200 in all. State

height and price. Also strong clean-grown QUICK.
H. GODFREy, Nurseryman. Stourbridge.

Gooseberry Trees
WANTED, some strong, healthy DOBSON

GOOSEBERRY TREES —Reply by letter, stating
price and number, to MARKET GARDENER, 16, Crown
Court, Russell Street, London, W.C.

ANTED, extra strong Standard APPLES
—Lord Suffield. and other sorts.

E. COOLING, Mill Ash Nurseries, Derby.

w

cCHARLES TURNER'S

c
Fruit Trees.HARLES TURNER'S

select LIST of the above is also now ready.
Trees are strong and healihy.

c
Ornamental Trees, Shrubs, &c.HARLES TURNER'S

CATALOGUE can be had on application.

The Roy,.l Nurseries. Slough.

QTRAWBERRY PLANTS, extra strong
kI5 and true to name, twelve leading sorts. Price List and
Sample Box of Twenty Plants (four sorts), post-free for twelve
stamps. C. POCOCK. Nursery, Wincanton.

Choice Early-blooming Plants.

SWEET-SCENTED RHODODEN-
DRONS; al!,o MULTIFLORUM and PR/ECOX,

which should be potted at once. All are covered with flower-

buds. Descriptive priced List on application.

ISAAC DAVIES, Nurseryman. Ormskirk.

Notice of Removal.

ROBERT COOPER, Seed Merchant, 90,
Southwark Street. London. S.E., has Removed from

152, Fleet Street. CATALOGUE of HYACINTHS and
other BULBS sent post-free.

Bulbs of all kinds, Orchlds,&c.—New Catalogue (No.40).

riT H E NEW PLANT and BULBX COMPANY, Lion Walk. Colchester.— It is with great
satisfaction that we call especial attention to our New
CATALOGUE, just published, containing, as it does, some
magnificent New Bulbous Plants. Also, a very select List of
Orchids, and the splendid consignment recently brought from
the higher mountain ranges of Colombia. Post-free on application.

HOME GROWN LILIUM AURATUM.
— Lovers of Liliums should plant at once really home-

grown Bulbs.
"Imported Bulbs do die."

CHARLES NOBLE has just harvested this year's crop, and
will give prices on application.

Bagshot.—October 12.

Healthy Plants in Pots of

LILIUM AURATUM, the Golden-Rayed
Japanese Lily, per dozen. i8.r , 24X. , and 301.

BARR AND SUGDEN. u. King Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

N
For every Description of FineURSERY STOCK, apply to

W. H. ROGERS. Red Lodge Nursery, Southampton.

AZALEAS and CAMELLIAS.—Well budded
and good forcing plants, now offered for Sale.

JULES DE COCK. Nurseryman, Ghent. Belgium.

To the Trade.

IAL'RUSTINL'S, strong bushes, common
^ or dark-leaved. 2 feet : i-yr. dark-leaved, i foot. Bedded

Austrian PINES.—WM. FOSTER, Nurseryman, Stroud.

English Yews—English Yews.
ENGLISH YEWS, 3* to 4 feet, 12s. per daz.,

Scs. per 100
: 4 to 4J2 feet, iS^. per du». , loos. per 100.

All recently transplanted. Every plant a perfect ^pecimen.
JOHN P E K K I N S AND SON, 52, Market Square,

NorthamptorL

FOREST TREES, Seedling and Trans,
planted.—The very extensive stock of the above is this*

season in splendid condition.

CATALOGUES on application.

The Lawson Seed and Nursery Company (Limited) Edinburgh,

ORNBEAM FENCES.— Established
Hedges, 6 to 7 feet, beautifully trimmed, and perfect

screens. Will move with safety. Price per running yard on
application.

CRANSTON AND CO., King's Acre Nurseries. Hereford.

wINTER-FLOWERING CARNATIONS.
—Six best varieties for winter-blooming, well-rooted

pots, just showing buds, Ss. per dozen ; fine large plants, in
-size pots, set with buds. i6i. per dozen.

R. MOSLEY. The Nursery. Saxmundham, Suffolk.

AR A B I S L U C 1 D A, fol. var. (true).—
The best golden-variegated Edging Plant in cultivation.

Most effective ali the year round. J2S. per lOo. jCs per looo.
WILLIAM ABRAHAM. Nurseryman, Limerick.

R. DOBREE being about to give up
DAHLIAS, requests offers for his entire set of 400

roots, or part of it. including the best new varieties of 1S78.
Forty First Prizes in three years. Names, &c., on application.
—The Priory. Wellington, SomeEet.

EAKALE and RHUBARB ROOTS, for
Forcing, exceptionally fine. For prices and special

quotations apply to

H. THORNTON, i, Maxwell Road, Fulhan. W.

SEAKALE.—Excellent large Roots for Fore-
ing, gos. per loco. and 2S. packing ; 500 and under, 10s.

per ICO, and is. packing. A remittance to accompany all

orders, addressed,
ALFRED ATWOOD. Market Gardener, 8, Palk Road,

Clapham Junction, Batlersea, S.W.
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SALES BY AUCTION.

Unreserved Sales of Dutch Bulbs of superior quality,

comprising the finest Hyacinths, Tulips, Ciocuses,
Narcissus, Jonquils, Lilies, Gladiolus, Lily of the
Valley. &c.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
will SELL the above by AUCTION, on MONDAY

next, and every following MONDAY, at the Mart, opposite
the Bank of England, City, at 11.30 punctually.

P. S; M. will buy for gentlemen who cannot attend.
Catalogues had at 98, Gracechurch Street, E.G.

Leytonstone and Wansted, Essex.

FOUR DAYS' IMPORTANT UNRESERVED SALE of

VALUABLE NURSERY STOCK.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
will SELL by AUCTION, on the Preniises. American

Nurseries, Leytonstone, adjoining the Railway Station, on
TUESDAY and WEDNESDAY, November 5 and 6, and at

the Branch Nursery, Wanstead Flats, formerly in the occupation

of Mr. Bunney, about i mile from Forest Gate and Leytonstone
Railway Stations, on THURSDAY and FRIDAY, November
7 and 8, at iz o'Clock precisely each day, a large and varied

assortment of GENERAL NURSERY STOCK, extending
over 30 Acres, viz., fine Coniferae and Evergreen Shrubs,
Ornamental and Forest Trees, fine Fruit Trees, a superb
assortment of Standard, Dwarf, and climbing Roses, Vines,
winter-flowering Ericas, and other Greenhouse Plants, &c.

Full particulars in Catalogues, which may be had of the

Birlienhead, near Liverpool.

On NOVEMBER 6 and 7, and NOT NOVEMBER 5 and 6,

as stated In error last week.

IMPORTANT SALE of SURPLUS NURSERY STOCK,
consisting of a fine selection of well-rooted Evergreen and
Deciduous Shrubs and Forest Trees, about 7000 Hybrid
Seedling Rhododendrons, a fine lot of English Yews,
Specimen Hollies, 6000 Austrian Pines, Laurels, Limes,
Laburnums, Poplars, S:c.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
have received instructions from Mr. Henderson to SELL

the above, on WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY NEXT,
November 6 and 7, at 11 for 12 o'Clock each day. on the
Premises, The Oxton Hill Nurseries, the ground being required
for otlier pvirposes.

Now on view, and Catalogues obtained on application to Mr.
^'

from the Ai

Gravesend.
IMPORTANT SALE of valuable NURSERY STOCK.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
will SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises, the Graves-

end Nurseries, on FRIDAY, November 8, at 12 o'Clock
punctually, by order of Mr. T. Eves, without reserve, in conse-
quence of a portion of the nursery being requ'red immediately
for other purposes, a large quantity of NURSERY STOCK,
comprising 1500 Box, 2000 Laurels, 500 Laurustinus, 1000
bushy Aucubas. a quantity of handsome specimen Thuja aurea,
clean grown Fruit Trees, comprising 3000 Standard and
Pyramid Plums, 1000 Damsons, 2000 Apples, 1000 Pears, 3000
Currants ; Standard Ornamental Treas, &c.
May now be viewed. Catalogues had on the Premises, and

of the Auctioneers, 98, Gracechurch Street, E.G.. and Leyton-
stone, E.

Upper Tooting Park, S.W.
Clearance Sale, the Land being required Immediately for

Building.
IMPORTANT SALE of extra thriving young NURSERY

STOCK, remarkably well grown, consisting of thousands
of Ornamental Shrubs and Trees, many very fine Fruit
Trees in bearing condition, including Standard and Dwarf-
trained Apples, Pears, Plums, Peaches and Nectarines;
Hardy Climbers in pots, Standard and Dwarf Roses, large
Camellias and Azaleas, Ferns, Palms, and other Stock.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
will SELL the above by AUCTION, on the Premises,

the Upptr Tooting Park Nursery, S.W., on TUESDAY,
November 12, at ii for 12 o'Clock punctually, by order of Mr.
C. Young.
Now on view. Catalogues obtainetl on the Premises, and at

the Auctioneers' Offices, 98. Gracechurch Street. E.C.

Loughton, in Epping Forest.

One mile from the Railway Slatinn.
Fve Days' Sale of wel Icuhiva.ed NURSERY
STOCK, in line condition for removal.

MESSRS. PROTHEROJ: and MORRIS
are instructed by Mr. \Tm. Paul to SELL by

AUCTIO.V, on the Premises, Sale Jjurseries, Loughlon, on
TUESDAY, November iz, and four following days, at 11 for
12 o'clock precisely each day, several acres of first-class well-
rooted NURSERY STOCK, which is in fine condition, having
been kept constantly removed. The Evergreens include 5000
Gold and Silver, Queen, Hodginsii and other Hollies, 3 to 10
feet : 500 Golden and other Yews, 3 to 6 feet ; 2000 Cedrus Deo-
dars, a to 8 feet ; 2000 Thujas of sorts, 2 to 10 teet

;
5000 Green

and Variegated Uox; 3000 Aucubas, 2104 feet
; ^ooaLaurustinus :

9000 Laurel sof sorts, and large quantities of other Conifers ; a
variety of Deciduous Trees and Shrubs, including 8oao Limes
7 to .2 feel ; Planes, Maples, Poplars, &c. ; Standard. Divarf,
and Climbing Roses ; 65,000 Manetli Stocks, &c.
May be viewed one week prior to the Sale. Catalogues had

on the Premises, and of the Auctioneers, 98, Gracechurch Street,
E.G., .ind Leytonstone, E.

Prospect HiU Park, Tilehurst, near Reading.
CLEARANCE SALE of the whole of the STOVE and

GREENHOUSE PLANTS, consisting of large specimen
plants of double red and white Camellias, 2 to 8 feet

;

very fine Azaleas, 6 feet ; Eucharis, Begonias in variety ;

Poinsettias pulcherrima and albida. Gardenias, Crotoiis.
Dendrobiums, 400 store pots of Bedding Geraniums]
Fuchsias, Piimula chinensis fimbriata (red and white);
300 -^diantum cuneatum, good plants ; Roses, Cycla-
-lens, &c.

ESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
II SELL the above by AUCTION, on the Premises

as noteJ, on THURSDAY, November 14, at i o'clock pre-
cisely.

On view the day prior. Catalogues of Mr. MOLE, the
Gardener, on the Premises ; and of the Auctioneers, cjS, Grace-
church Street, E.G., and Leytonstone, E.

M

Highgate, N.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE AND MORRIS
have received instructions from Messrs. Cutbush &

Son to SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises, the Nursery,
Highgate, on FRIDAY and SATURDAY, November 15 and 16,

at II for 12 o'clock punctually each day, a large quantity of

valuable NURSERY STOCK, in excellent condition for

removal, including many thousands of Evergreens and Coniferse,

comprising 3000 Aucubas, 2000 Cuprcssus Lawsoniana, icoo

Hollies, in variety, 200 splendid specimen Thuja aurea, Cedrus
Dcod.^ra, Yews, Portugal Laurels and others, Ornamental
Trees, selected Fiuit Trees, Standard and Dwarf Roses, hardy
climbing Plants, including some hundreds of Ivies, &c.
On view one week prior to the Sale. Catalogues on the

Premises, at the Branch Nurseries, Finchley and Barnet, and
of the Auctioneers, Leytonstone, and 98, Gracechurch Street,

London. E.C.

Preliminary Notice.
HIGHLY IMPORTANT SALE of NURSERY STOCK.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE AND MORRIS
are instructed by Messrs. Lucombe, Pince & Co. to

SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises, The Nurseries,

Exeter, on TUESDAY, November 19, and four following days,

several Acies of NURSERY STOCK, well grown and in fine

condition for removal.
Further particulars next wcek^

Dutcli Flower Roots, for Present Planting and Spring
Flowering, arriving weekly from well-known farms in

Holland.-SALES every MONDAY, WEDNESDAY,
and SATURDAY during NOVEMBER, commencing at

half-past 12, and generally finishing about 4 o'Clock.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 38. King Street,

Covent Garden, W.C, first-class HYACINTHS, TULIPS,
CROCUSES, NARCISSUS, IRIS, SNOWDROPS, Ll-

LIUMS, RANUNCULI, &c,, in large and small lots to suit

all buyers. Catalogues on application.

Important Sale ot a Valuable Collection of Estab-
LISHED ORCHIDS, the Properly of a Gentleman going
Abroad.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTION, at his Great Rooms. 38, King Street,

Covent Garden, W.C, on THURSDAY, November 7, at half-

past 12 o'clock precisely, a choice Collection of ESTAB-
LISHED ORCHIDS, comprising about 90 Plants of choice

varieties of Phalsenopsis (collected specially), about 50 splendid

plants and fine varieties of Odontoglossum Atexandrse, nice

plants of O. vexiUarium, including one extra daik variety ; O.
Hallii, O. Phalsenopsis, &c. ; a fine plant of Cattleyaexonlensis,

C. Warneri, a specimen C. crispa, 3 feet through ; Dendrobium
Wardianum, D. devonianum, good varieties of nobile, Lselia

anceps, with ten spikes of bloom ; Lselia elegans. &c. ; also the

only plant in the country of Masdevallia Shuttleworthi ; also

some good plants of M. Harryana, Veitchii, Davisii, Lindeni, &c.

On\ ning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

English Grown Lilies —Freesia refraota alba, etc.

MR. J. C. STEVENS has received in-

structions from the New Plant and Bulb Company,
Colchester, to SELL by AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 38.

King .Street, Covent G.arden, W.C, on FRIDAY, November 8.

at half-past twelve o'Clock precisely, a splendid collection of

LILIUMS in all the rare and choice kinds ; also the grand new
FREESIA REFRACTA ALBA (First-class Certificate), the

gem among bulbous plants, and many other rare and beautiful

PLANTS, and a consignment of BULBS from Holland.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Chertsey, Surrey.

1 Mile from the Addlestone and 2 Miles from the Woking
Station on the South-Western Railway.

IMPORTANT FIVE DAYS' SALE of valuable well-grown

NURSERY STOCK, in the Brox and Woodham Nurseries.

MESSRS. R. AND J.
WATERER and SON

are instructed by the Executrix of the late Mr. G. Grey
to SELL by AUCTION, in October, the STOCK upon the

above Nurseries.

May be viewed and Catalogues had fourteen days prior to

the day of Sale, upon the Premises, and of the Auctioneers,

Chertsey.

In Liquidation. -Long Cross Nursery.
1; : Mile from the Virginia Water and Sunningdale Stations

on the Staines and Wokinnham Railway.

MESSRS. R. AND J. WATERER AND SON
have been instructed by the Trustee to the Estate of Mr.

Thornton to SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises, on
MONDAY, November 11, and following day. at 12 o'clock

punctually without reserve, the whole of the welt-grown

NURSERY STOCK on the above Nursery, comprising 11,000

excellent Fruit Trees ; standard, pyramid and trained Apples.

Pears, Plums, Cherries, Peaches, Nectarines, and Apricots, all of

the best sorts; i3,ooo Mussel Plum, Cr.ab and Pear stocks ; 1200

Gooseberries ; 23,000 Larch, Spruce, and Scotch Firs, from

2 to 3 feet : Cupressus Lawsoniana, Cedrus Deodara, from 2 to

4 feet : 16,000 Hollies, from 2 to 3 feet : 500 variegated ditto,

14,000 Rhododendron ponticum, 1500 named Rhododendrons, 3C0

Paul's Double Scarlet Thorn, Sooo Laurels, from 12 to 15 inches ;

5000 Yews, from 2 to 3 feet 6 inches ; 5600 Aucubas and layers,

9SOO Poplars, from 5 to 9 feet ; 10,300 Chestnut, from 3 to 4 feet

:

1900 Beech and Birch, from 2 to 5 feet ; 7000 Manetti Stocks,

500 Climbing Roses, 1000 Deutzia gracilis, quantity of Orna-
mental Shrubs, and other plants. The whole of the Slock is in

excellent condition for removal, and particularly worthy the

attention of the Trade and others.

May be viewed any day previous to the Sale, and Catalogues
had seven days prior on the Premises, and of Messrs,
WATERER AND SON, Auctioneers and Valuers, Chertsey,

In Liquidation. — 'WeUington College Nursery,
BAGSHOT, SURREY.

MESSRS. R. AND J. WATERER and SON
are instructed by the Trustee to the Estate of Mr.

Thornton to SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises, on
MONDAY, November 18. at 12 o'clock precisely, the valuable

stock upon the above Nursery, comprising about 3000 mixed
Border SHRUBS, 1000 Spanish CHES'TNUTS, from 2 to 3
feet ; 4000 RHODODENDRONS to name, 1 foot 6 inches

to 3 feet: 3400 R. PONTICUM, ditto; 800 AZALEA
PONTICA, 3000 MANETTI STOCKS, 500 AUCUBAS. too

Golden YEWS, 1000 Green and Variegated HOLLIES, from i

to 2 feet ; 150 Pyramid APPLES, 700 CURRANTS, 1500
Scotch FIRS, from 12 to 15 inches ; and a large variety of other
Plants, including CEDRUS DEODARA, PINUS INSIGNIS,
THUJA LOBBII, LARICIO, SPIR/EA, LAURELS, &c.
May be viewed and Catalogues had seven days prior to the

day of Sale, on the Ptemises and of the Auctioneers, Chertsey,
Surrey.

Fairlawn, Acton Green, W.
A few paces from the " Old Pack Horse," Turnham Green.

SECOND PORTION : Metropolitan District Railway,
Extension from Hammersmith to Ealing.—To Noblemen,
Gentlemen, English Timber Dealers, Builders, Contractors.

Pianoforte Manufacturers, Owners of Orn.amental Gardens,
Nurserymen and others.

Sound Timber Trees, Standard Roses, and Ornamental Shrubs,
beautifully worked : Turf on 2 acres of Lawn and nearly

5 acres beyond (unequalled for ordinary lawn purposes

—

most of the Specimen Shrubs were supplied by Messrs.
Veitch & Co. to the order of R. Attenborough, Esq.); and
other attractions of the Kitchen Garden and Orchard ;

the sound Stock Bricks forming the nearly new brick wall

530 feet long. Stone Piers, with handsome carriage and
entrance gales, lamps complete, for removal and re-erection.

—CLEARANCE SALE for the formation of the new roads
and extensive Building Estate, being at and adjoining the

new Railway Station now in course of erection.

MR. j. A. SMITH has been favoured with
instructions to SELL by AUCTION, on the extensive

grounds as above, on THURSDAY, November 14, at 11 for 12

o'clock precisely, in consequence of the number of lots, the

whole of the yeiy sound TIMBER TREES, 7000 exquisitely

worked and very rare flowering and other SHRUBS and
PLANTS, close to the road, and the whole easy and
safe for removal, comprising 18 capital Elm Trees, 12

Limes, 26 Chestnuts, 6 Acacias, 7 Sycamoies. 5 Oaks, and
8 Walnut Trees : also the fine old Cedars and Yew Trees, about
700 Shrubs and Plants (splendidly grown and many specimens),
soo FRUIT TREES of finest sorts, 500 Currant and Goose-
berry Trees, 500 Strawberry Plants, &c. ; also 4 tons of Mangel
Wurzel. Seakale, Rhubarb, Asparagus, and very fine specimen
WATER LILIES, including Victoria Reglna and others. The
whole are strong and healthy, and can be removed and re-

planted with the certainty of future growth, giving effect and
value to an estate which time and exquisite taste alone can

May be viewed two days prior and morning of Sale. Cata-
logues may be obtained at the Lodge : at the " Old Pack
Horse," Turnham Green ;

" Star and Carter," Kew Bridge ;

and at Mr. J. A. SMITH'S Auction, Land and Estate Offices.

58, King Street East, Hammersmith, W.

Warminster Nurseries, Wilts.
PRELIMINARY NOTICE of an EXTENSIVE SALE of a

portion of one of the choicest NURSERY STOCKS in the
kindgom, consisting of many thousands of rare Conifers,
evergreen and deciduous Trees and Shrubs, large quantities
of Fruit Trees of all kinds, hardy Bulbs, &c.

MR. WM. ABRAHAM is instructed by the
Executors of the late Mr. George Wheeler to SELL the

above by AUCTION, without reserve, early in November,
further particulars of which will be given in future
adv "

TO BE SOLD, as a goiiig concern,- a
NURSERY, situate within 9 miles o"t London and near

Railway stations. Comprises well-arr.\nged Nursery, six large

Greenhouses, Sheds, Stables, &c. , and about 2 acres of Ground
for Market Growing, well stocked,

H. A., Mrs. Knight's., Winchmote Hill, N.

Fifty Nurseries, Market Gardens, Florist and Seed
BUSINESSES to be DISPOSED OF.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS'
HORTICULTURAL REGISTER contains full

particulars of the above, and can be obtained gratis at 98,
Gracechurch Street, E.C.

In Liquidation.

WILLIAM ROLLISSON and SONS,
The Nurseries, Tooting, London.

VINES-VINES-VINES.
Having a very large stock of stout well-grown Vines for

Sale, principally Black Hamburghs, these are oflfered at very
moderate prices, viz.. Fruiting Canes, 5s. to loj. td. ; Planting,
21. id. to 5S.

PLANTS for NATURALISING in the
Wild Garden, Shrubbery Border, Woodland Walks, Hot

Banks, Swampy Ground, and in any other position where the
plants are allowed to grow naturally, reproducing themselves.
See present year's ABC BULB GUIDE, free on application.

THOMAS S. WARE, Hale Farm Nurseries, To'ttenham,

In Liquidation.

\T7ILLIAM ROLLISSON and SONS,
T V Ihe Nurseries, Tooling, nerr London, beg to inform

their numerous Customers that the BUSINESS is being
CARRIED ON as USUAL, and that they have a fine healthy
stock of Orchids. Ferns, Palms. Stove and Greenhouse Plants,
Vines, Hardy Herbaceous and Alpine Plants, &c., which they
can offer at very moderate prices. CATALOGUES and
special offers free by post on application.

Annual A B. C. Bulb Guide.

THOMAS S. WARE has much pleasure in
announcing that the present year's issue of the above is

now ready, and will be posted free on application. It includes
complete collections of Liliums, Narcissus, Gladiolus, Iris, and
numerous other families ; also selections of Bamboos and Orna-
mental Grasses, Aquatic and Bog Plants, Herbs, &c. ; and a
fine collection of Hardy Orchids, to which is added a few choice
Perennials, adapted for present planting.

Hale Farm Nurseries, Tottenham, London.

To Gentlemen, Builders, and the Trade.

"POBERT AND GEORGE N E A L,
J-V Wandsworth Common and Garrett Lane, Nurseries,
beg respectfully to call attention to their large and varied Stock
of HARDY. ORNAMLNTAL, FOREST. FRUIT TREES
and SHRUBS, which are grown at their Nurseries, especially

those Trees, &c., which are most suitable for growing in or near
large towns. An early inspection invited. All goods delivered
free on rail in London, or at own residence, within five miles
of the Nurseries.

CATALOGUES free by post on application.

/A R C H I D S.—
A small Collection of Orchids to be disposed of, the

property of a Gentleman giving up their cultivation.

List of sorts and price on application to

JAS. GILBERT and SON, St. Margaret's Nursery, Ipswich
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WEBB'S PRIZE COB FILBERTS
AND OTHER NUTS.

Persons desirous of obtaining Trees of the above, grown
by the lale R. Webb, of Calcot, should give early orders to

THE MANAGER. Calcot Gardens, Reading.
CATALOGUES post-free on application.

EBB'S CHOICE POLYANTHUS
AND OTHER SPRING PLANTS.

Early orders are solicited for the above choice plants. Apply to

THE MANAGER. Calcot Gardens, Reading.

P R U C E FIRS, 6 to 8 feet, 30^-.

ELCOMBE AND SON, Nurserymen. Romsey.
s

the

w

EWING AND CO. forward gratis and post-
free to applicants, CATALOGUES of their ejrtensive and

well-grown stock of Standard and Dwarf Roses, Pot Roses,
Clematises, Vines, Fruit Trees, Ornamental Trees, and Conifera:.

The Royal Norfolk Nurseries. Newmarket Road, Eaton, near
Norwich.

AURELS, Old and New, the latter verj; fine,

superior foliage, superior habits, supei

'

distinct shades of green, the largest and best grown stock

kingdom. Send for specimen leaves and priced Catalogue.
RODGER McClelland .\nd CO., 64. Hill street, Nenry.

Roses, Fruit Trees, &o.

ILLIAM FLETCHER'S CATALOGUE
for the present season is now ready, and may be had

on application. The stock is very large and most healthy.

The Ottershaw Nursery, Chertsey.

OPLARS for SCREENS, &c.—Lombardy,
Canadian, and large-leaved— all sizes, from 3 to 12 feet.

Many thousands. Low prices on application.

RODGER McClelland and CO., 64, Hilt street, Newiy.

Roses, Fruit Trees, and General Nursery Stock.

WB. ROWE solicits the inspection of
• Nurserymen to his extensive stock of the above,

which is well-grown, and fit for removal,
Barbourne Nurseries, Worcester.

HE DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE
of FRUIT TREES is now ready, and will be forwarded,

free by post, on receipt of three penny stamps.
CATALOGUES of ROSES and ORCHARD-HOUSE

TREES post-free on application.

THOMAS RIVERS AND SON, Sawbridgeworth, Herts.

Mistleto-Mistleto-Mlstleto.

APPLE TREES with MISTLETO, y. Sd.
and 55. each for cash with order.

JOHN STEVENS, The Nurseries. Coventry.

The Lily Nursery, Ghent, Belgium.JVANDER SWAELMEN'S English
• CATALOGUES of Ornamental Plants, Winter and

Spring Flowering Plants, Lilies, and other Bulbs and Roots,
1 be had free applic

To the Trade.—Immense quantities of extra fine

SEEDLINGS and TRANSPLANTED
PLANTS—Quicks, Scotch Firs. Alders, Fruit Trees,

Shrubs, &c. For Descriptive CATALOGUE, apply to

LEVAVASSEUR and SON, Nurserymen, Ussy, Calvados,

Fruit Trees.

SCOTT'S ORCHARDIST, the most useful
work on Fruit Trees in the English language, free

for 3J. 6d.

The Merriott Nurseries contain all the best varieties of
APPLES, PEARS, PLUMS. CHERRIES. CURRANTS.
GOOSEBERRIES, APRICOTS. PEACHES, NECTAR,
INES, NUTS, FILBERTS. WALNUTS, &c. Trees of all

sizes and shapes. Priced LIST free on application to.

J. GEORGE HILL, (successor to John Scott), The Royal
Me

Planting Season.
To NOBLEMEN, GENTLEMEN and the TRADE.

THE ROYAL MERRIOTT NURSERIES
are well stocked with immense quantities of ALDER,

BEECH, BIRCH, Horse CHESTNUT. ELM, Silver, Scotch,
and Spruce FIR, HAZEL, HORNBEAM, LIMES, OAKS,
POPLARS, YEWS. &c, of all sizes. Special low prices will
be forwarded on application to

J. GEORGE HILL (successor to John Scott), The Royal
Nurseries, Merriott, Somerset.

To the Trade.
SEAKALE. — E.xtra strong, for forcing.

Largest Roots in the Trade.
GLOBE ARTICHOKES, TARRAGON, &c., strong roots.

C. PAGE (late Henry Page), St. John's Nursery, Walham
Green, Fulham, S.W.

Australian Plants and Seeds.

EUCALYPTUS GLOBULUS, PALMS,
CYCADS, FERNS, and all kinds of PLANTS and

SEEDS indigenous to Australia, Fiji, &c , supplied on the
most reasonable terms. Priced CATALOGUES and Special
Quotations on application.
SHEPHERD AND CO., Nurserymen and Seedsmen, Darling

Nursery, Sydney, New South Wales. (Establijlied 1827.

1

Messrs. C. J. BLACKITH and CO., Co.v's Quay,
Lo' , London, EC.

To the Trade.-Seed Potatos.
CAREFULLY SELECTED and KREE FROM DISEASEpHARLES SHARPE and CO.
V^ will haye much pleasure in forwarding their Special
Priced CATALOGUE of Seed Potatos, grown by themselves
this season.
CHARLES SHARPE and CO. having at much trouble

and expense procured the choicest stocks of all the finest English
and American varieties, can confidently recommend what they
offer. Seed Warehouse, Sleaford.

W Cabbage Plants—Cabbage Plants.
VIRGO, Wonersh Nursery, Guildford,

• can now supply in any quantity the following good,
strong, healthy, autumn grown Plants :— Early Battersea,
Early Enfield Market, Early Nonpariel, and Robinsons Drum-
head, at 3J. per 1000 ; Red Pickling, 51. per 1000.
LETTUCE—Brown Cos and Admiral, 51. per 1000.

Referetice required from unlcnowQ conespondeats.

ADIANTUM CUNEATUM. — For Sale,

5 dozen, splendid stuft", in large 6o's, cheap.

R. FARRANCE, Florist, Chadwell Heath, Essex.

Planting Season.

RAND A. MORRISON'S Stock of LARCH
• and SCOTCH FIR TREES, Native and other

FOREST TREES, being this year very large and fine, they
are enabled to make low quotations for large quantities.

CATALOGUES on application.

The Nurseries. Elgin.

G
Winter Blooming

ESNERAS—G.P^ULGENSandG.SPLEN-
DENS, splendid stuff, in 5-inch pots. Three bulbs

in a pot, showing bloom, I2r. per dozen.
TAYLOR AND CO., Florists, Tiinperley. Cheshire.

For Early Spring Display, Plant

BACCHUS, Darkest and best Red DAISY
for Bedding or Edging, 6s. per loo. 401. per 1000, or

sample dozen 12 stamps, post, package, and carriage free for

W. HORLEY. Florist. Toddington, near Dunstable, Beds.

UDDED CAMELLIAS and AZALEAS.
—Ghent Azaleas, Azalea Mollis, Spiraea japonica. Lily

of the Valley, Palms and Ferns for decoration, Ficus elastica,

Begonias, &c. Also over one hundred large specimen Camellias,

choicest varieties, splendid pyramids, 3, 4 to 5 feet high, grown
in tubs, and nearly all covered with large swollen buds ready
to flower, are offered at the usual moderate charges.

The new illustrated general CATALOGUE forwarded free

on application.
A. VAN GEERT, Continental Nurscdes, Ghent, Belgium.

LEE'S NEW VIOLET ODORATISSIMA.
—Habit dwarf and compact, quite distinct from any

other variety ; colour, purplish azure, changing to pale azure

when fully developed ; form, fine ; scent, exquisite. As the

opinions of the Press, &C-, were given last spring, they will not

be repeated here. Plants at any time wnen the weather is

favourable, at the following rates :— 15.1. per dozen, Zs. 6d. per
half-dozen, is, per quarter-dozen. The Trade supplied when
one dozen or more are taken on the usual terms.-GEORGE
LEE, F.R.H.S.. Market Gardener. Clevedon. Somerset.

^& SUTTON'S ^^
ROOT SHOW,

November 23, 1S78,

WILL BE GIVEN, I.N .\DDITION TO NE.\RLY

£300 for ROOTS,

Special Prizes for Vegetables,
Guineas.

Value nearly . . | O

Special Prizes for Potatos
Value nearly

SCHEDULE and ENTRY FORM ON APPLICATION.
NO CHARGE FOR ENTRY.

15

miM^Oiih
THE QUEEN'S SEEDSMEN,

BEADING.
For Sale.

RASPBERRY CANES, medium size, well
rooted, viz., Fastolf and Red Antwerp, at 8x. per 100,

or (.-i per looo.

POTATOS, Myatfs Prolific Ashleaf Kidney, i ton, first-class

sample, warranted true, ,^10.

CHESTNUTS, Spanish, new seed for planting. 51. per bushel.

Cash on delivery for the above.
THOMAS SHARPE, Market Gardener, Knowie Hill,

Chertsey.

To the Trade.HURST AND SON
have a fine stock of the following ;—

DIELYTRA SPECTABILIS "t

HELLEBORUS NIGER ( „„„,, , ,„„,,
SPIRAEA JAPONICA f ^'™S clumps.

LILY OK THE VALLEY )
LILY OF THE VALLEY, crowns.

GLADIOLUS BRENCHLEYENSIS, HYACINTHS,
TULIPS, CROCUS, and all other Bulbs and Roots.

Special Prices on application.

6. Leadenhall Street, London, E.C.

One Hundred Thousand

HOTEIA (SPIRvEA) JAPONICA, in very
strong and sound condition.

HOTEIA (SPIR.EA) JAPONICA has been awarded sever.al

first prizes, and always considered best shown : 14J. to

SPIR/EA PALMATA, red, extra, 6o»-. to 90J. per too.

,, double white, 12s. to i6x. per 100.

,, ULMARIA AUREA, fol. variegata, 40J. to 451. per 100.

DIELYTRA SPECTABILIS, lor. to 251. per 100.

LILIUM LANCIFOLIUM ALBUM MONSTROSUM,
very free flowering, 305. to 40J. per loo.

„ „ ROSEUM,2oj. t0 26j. perioo.

,, ,, RUBRUM, 20i. t0 26s. per 100.

„ CHINENSIS TIGRINUM, v. to %$. per too.

CHRISTMAS ROSES, (Helleborus niger), fine, 40J. to i6oi.

per 100.

Trade CATALOGUE free on application. Post-oBice Orders
or good references from unknown correspondents.

BUDDENBORG BROTHERS, Nurserymen and Bulb
Growers, Hillegom, near Haarlem, Holland.

New Catalogue.

"IVTAURICE YOUNG
-''-'- begs to inform Purchasers of Hardy Plants that his

NEW DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE
may now be had on application.

It contains lists of CONIFER.^. RHODODENDRONS,
and other AMERICAN PLANTS,

Standard and Dwarf ROSES, ORNAMENTAL TREES,
SHRUBS and EVERGREENS,

CHEAP EVERGREENS for Covers, PLANTS for Winter
Bedding,

CLEMATIS and other CLIMBERS, Tr.ansplanted
FORE.ST TREES, &c.,

all in splendid condition for removal.

;t2" The Nurseries are about one hour by rail from Waterloo

Milford, near God.rlming, Surrey.

UTTON'S MAGNUM BONUM POTATO
—Seed direct from the Raiser. True and good sample,

.^q per ton, or 14J. td. per sack (of 168 lb.), sacks inclusive,

delivered on Rail at this Station. Terms cash with order (or

satisfactory reference. Cheques crossed " Wilts and Dorset,"
Post-office Orders payable to

H. T. BATH, Nurseryman and Seedsman, Lymington, Hants.

Roses, Primulas, Vines, &c.

EDWIN HILLIER offers as below, all well-
grown stuff:- ROSES, Tea, on Brier, 48-pots, 501. and

6oi. per 100 : Dwarf Hybrid Perpetuals, from ground , 255. and 30J.

per 100 ; Queen of Bedders, 75J. per too. 1000 PRIMULAS,
Double White, 4S-pots, 751. per 100. POT VINES, very fine,

3or. and 6oj. per dozen. CLEMATIS, best kinds, is. per

dozen. MANETTI STOCKS, very good, 21s. per 1000. Cash
required from unknown persons.—Nurseries, Winchester.

Cabbage and Lettuce Plants.

HJ. HARDY, Stour Valley Seed Grounds,
• Bures, Suffolk, begs to offer a quantity of strong,

healthy, autumn-sown plants :
—

ENFIELD MARKET and CARTER'S HEARTWELL,
31. per 1000.

RED DUTCH. Si. per loco.

LETTUCE.—Browa Cos, Siberian, and Champion. 5^. per

Package and carriage free for 50C0 upwards (or plants equi-

valent), to any Railway Station in England.
Reference required from unknown Correspondents.

J
Bhododendrou ponticum.

J. M A R R I O T T begs to intimate to
Noblemen, Gentlemen, and the Trade, that he has an

immense stock of the above to offer, in ages and sizes as follow,

at very moderate prices ;

—

2, 3, and 4-yr. seedlings.

4-yr. seedlings, 2-yr. bedded.

4 to 6 inches. [ 9 to 12 inches.

6 to 9 inches. | 12 to 15 inches and upwards.
Highfield Nurseries, Matlock, Derbyshire.

WING AND C O M P A N Y
offer to the Trade and large buyers :

—
APRICOTS, dwarf maiden and dwarf trained, in quantity,

TEA and NOISETTE ROSES, in pots, very fine, of nearly all'

the best kinds, in quantity.

GOOSEBERRIES, of best kinds, i-yr. cuttings, and i-yr. and
2-yr. transplanted.

CURRANTS, I-yr. cuttings, and i-yr. and 2-yr. transplanted,

of Black Naples, Red Dutch, and other best sons.

LIMES, large-leaved red-twigged variety, with straight stems,

good pyramidal heads, and (most important of all) good
fibrous roots.

The Royal Norfolk Nurseries, Eaton, near Norwich.

DUTCH BULBS for BEDDING.
SPECIAL OFFER.

HYACINTHS, assorted in several distinct shades, 251. per too

CROCUS, splendid rooU, in four colours, 14s. per 1000

TULIPS, in four fine named varieties, Sj. per too

TULIPS, single, early, mixed, 55. per 100

No charge for package.

JAMES TYN.\N, 6S, Great George Street, Liverpool.

We have about Five Hundred

POT VINES, 2-yr. old, grown without
bottom-heat. For strength, vigour, ripeness, and promi-

nence of eyes we believe they caimot be surpassed. The Trade
supplied. We shall be glad to send samples to any address : 5^.

THE MANAGER, St. George's Gardens, St. Anne's-on-the-

Sea. Lancashire.

Holly Nursery, Hundleby, SpUsby, Lincolnshire.
Established i3i2.

COLE BROTHERS are prepared to make
special offer for cash of ASH, LARCH, SPRUCE.

Silver FIR, Austrian PINE, LIMES, Horse and Spanish
CHESTNUT, Green and Variegated HOLLIES, of sorts.

CommonYEW, LAURUSTINUSin bloom. PARKor HEDGE-
ROW TREES, FRUIT TREES, and all sorts of SHRUBS,
CONIFER-E. Sc. List, prices, and samples on application.

ETER DE COCK AND COLLUMBIEN,
The White Flower Nurseries, Meiielbcke, near CAent,

Belgium, offer to the Trade :—
SPIR.EA JAPONICA, ;{:s per looo.

CHRISTMAS ROSES. ^6 per 1000.

AZALEA INDICA, in bud, li, and .£5 per 100.

CAMELLIAS, in bud, Zo and Cl per ico.

The Oxford Eoses.

GEORGE PRINCE'S descriptive CATA-
LOGUE of Dwarf Roses on the Cultivated Seedling

Brier, now ready, post-free on application.

A choice collection of HARDY PERENNIALS and TEAS
in 7-inch pots, well established, at 36J. per dozen.

This is the only establishment in England where the Rose is

grown exclusively on the above stock.

J 4, Market Street, Oxford.

To the Trade Only.

SNOWDROPS of extra quality, clumps o
CHRISTMAS ROSES well set with buds, SPIR.EA

JAPONICA, GLADIOLUS BRENCHLEYENSIS. BEGO-
NIAS choice named and hybrid seedlings. HYACINTHS,
TULIPS, CROCUS, fine home-grown LILIUM AURATUM,
LILY OF THE VALLEY clumps, &c , of finest quality only,

at low prices.

F. SANDER AND CO., Seed Growers, St. Albaas.
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Florists' Flowers, Roses, and Climbers.

THOMAS S. WARE'S CATALOGUE of
the above, including, in the Florists' Flower portion,

Daisies, Delphiniums, Dianthus, Pyrethrums, Pinks, Bedding
Pansies and Violas, Show and Fancy Pansies, Potentillas,

Border and Winter Flowering Carnations, Peonies, Phloxes,
and Sweet Violets, may now be had post-free on application.

Hale Farm Nurseries, Tottenham, London.

FOR FORCING.
SPIR-EA JAPONICA, 20J. per loo.

PALM ATA, 251. per loo.

By 100 or 1000. An immense stock, finely ripened. Smaller
palmatas, for planting, \os. 6d., 15s., and 20s. per roo. Extra
large clumps at moderate prices.

CHARLES NOBLE, Bagshot.

SPECIAL OFFER. — A quantity of Oak,
Elm, Chestnut. Poplar, Birch, Lime, Ash, Sycamore, &c.,

12 to 20 feet, straight stems and good heads; Standard Portugal
Laurels, 4 to 6 feet stems, splendid heads : Pinus austriaca,
Cembra, excelsa, and Strobus, Cedrus Deodara and at'antica,

Wellingtonia, &c., 5 to 9 feet, splendid specimens Put on Mid-
land or G. W. Railway. Prices and Catalogue on application.

J. PRICE, Stanley Nursery, Stonehouse, Gloucestershire.

PAU L'S N U RSER
WALTHAM CROSS.

ES,

SPECIALITIES.
ROSES 500.000 Plants on Sale

iitandards, 15s. to 24^. per dozen, £6 to

jCg per 100
Dwart Standards, las. per dozen, £2 'S^-

to ^5 per 100
Dwarfs, gs. to 15s. per dozen, £2 10s. to

£i 15^ per 100.

Climbers, 6s. to 12s. per dozen. £2 los.

to £j iss. per 100
Roses in pots, lai. 6J. to iSs. per dozen,

^3 15s. to ^6 per 100
Ditto, prepared for immediate forcing.

24J'. to 425. per dozen, ,£7 lor. to

^15 per 100
Roses on their own roots, gr. to 151, per

dozen, £3 3^. to ^5 per 100

BULBS .... Hyacinths, 4j, per dozen, 251. p«r 100,
and upwards

Tulips, 91/. per dozen, ^s. 6d. per loa,
and upwards

Crocus, ss. per 100, 17^. 6d. per 1000,
and upwards

Polyanthus Narcissus, 2S. per dozen,
and upwards

Snowdrops, 2j. 6ef. per 100, and upwards.

CAMELLIAS Young plants, with bloom, 30J. per
dozen, and upwards. Specimens
from 2 1 J. to £^0 each.

FRUIT TREES.... Standard Apples, Pears. Cherries and
Piums, iSs. t0 24J. per dozen, ^7 los.

to ^10 per 100
Pyramids, i^s. to 42s. per dozen, £6 to

/lo per 100
Dwarfs, gs. to 15J. per dozen, £2 3s. to

^5 per 100
Espaliers, 30J. to 42J. per dozen
Dwarf-trained Peaches. Apricots, and

Ni
'

Fruit trees in pots, 365. to 84J. per dozen
Figs in pots, 245. to 42.1. per dozen
Strawberries, 3^'. 6ti. to 51. per 100

A large number of handsome fruiting

trees of various kinds in stock.

EVERGREENS For planting new. or replenishing old
gardens. Prices furnished on appli-

cation, as these vary greatly.

PARK and ROAD- Limes, Planes. Maples, Ash, Beech.
SIDE TREES Birch, Oaks, Poplars, Chestnuts,

&c. Prices furnished on appli-

DECIDUOUS and All the best sorts, being a selection from
PICTORIAL TREES a large number of varieties proved
and SHRUBS over a period of many years. Prices

on application.

SEEDS Kitchen Garden and Flower Seeds in

Collections for large and small
Gardens, los. 6d. and upwards.

Priced Descriptive CATALOGUES and every information

furnished by letter on application to

WM. PAUL & SON,

PAUL'S NURSERIES. WALTHAM CROSS. HERTS.

Special Offer of Nursery Stock.

ELCOMBE AND SON, Nurserymen,
Romsey, have much pleasure in offering the following at

low prices for cash. The Stock is well rooted and healthy, and
will remove with perfect safety :

—
LAURELS, Portugal, 4 I" ' ^eet, iSi. p-^r dczen.

CUPRESSUS LAWSnNIANA, 3 to 4 feet. 4^. per dozen :

4 to 5 feet. 6s. per dozen ; 8 to 10 feel, is. 6d, to

3,1, 6d. each.

THUJOPSIS BOREALIS, 4 to 5 feet. 24^. per dozen.

THUJA AUREA, 3;4 feet, 31. each, 30^, per dozen; 4 feet,

extra fine specimens, 7s. 6J. each.

YEWS. Irish, 5 to 6 feet, 1S5. per dozen.

„ English, 4 to 5 feet, 8.-. per dozen, 50J. per 100 ; 6 to 7 feet,

21. 6d. each.
AMERICAN ARBOR-VIT^, 4 to 5 feet, 20^. per ico ; 6 feet

30J. per 100 ; 7 feet, 40s, per 100.

SPRUCE FIRS. 6 to 8 feet, 30J. per 100.

BALM OF GILEAD FIR, 6 to 8 feet, 91. per dozen.
CHESTNUTS. Horse, 8 to 10 feet, 45. per dozen.
THUJA LOBBII, 6 to 10 feet, is. 6d. to 3s. 6d. each.

ELCOMBE AND SON, Nursery and Seed Establishment,
Romsey.

LI L Y OF THE VALLEY,
extra strong imported 3-yr. old clumps, warranted full

of flowering crowns, \s. each, loj. 6d. per dozen.
SPIR,^A JAPONICA, strong imported clumps for forcing,

45. per dozen, 1.0s. per 100.

CYCLAMEN PERSICUM. strong growing 2-yr. old bulbs,
in pots, showing flower, 4,;. and 6s. per dozen. Price
per 100 on application.

MAIDENHAIR FERNS, large and handsome plants in 32's.
2J. each, or 20J. per dozen.

SOLANUMS, handsome plants, full of berries, 6^. per dozen.
N.B.—Wanted to Purchase (or Exchange for any of the

above). Large Plants of EUCHARIS AMAZONICA in pots.

GEO. POULTON, Fountain Nurseries, Angel Road,
Edmonton, London.

To the Trade.

LOXINIAS, i-yr. bulbs, named varieties,
95. per dozen.

POINSETTIAS. several thousands, fine plants. 4^ and 5-inch
pots. gs. and laj. per doz. ; smaller plants, 6s, per doz.

BOUVARDIAS, all the host varieties. 4H-inch pots, loj. per
dozen ; ditto, in jj^-inch pots, 6s, per dozen—ready for

re-potting.
ROGIERA GRATISSIMA. nice plants, iSr. and 24J. per doz.
PRIMULA ALBA PLENA, a fine stock of strong plants,

t'.< and 4l4-inch pots, gs. and loi. per dozen.
ADIANTUM CUNEATUM, fine plants, in 4-inch pots, i2j.

per dozen, £^ per iod ; smaller plants, in 2j4-inch pots.
501. per 100.

MAIDENHAIRS, extra fine, in 6-inch pots, suitable for table
plants, i8j. per dozen — offered to make room for

G

ufr.

4j4-inch pots, 5J. and ts.

CARNATIONS (Tree), Miss Joliffe, The Bride, La Belle, 91.

GREVILLEA ROBUSTA, good plants, 5-inch pots, 91. per

CYCLAMEN PERSICUM, fine strain, \is. per dozen.
GENISTAS, splendid stutT, sJ^ inch pots, 50J. per 100 ; ditto,

in 4-inch pots, 3&r. per 100.

HEATH AND SON, Nurserymen, Cheltenham.

Fotatos for Planting.

JOHN AND GEORGE McHATTIE, Seed
Merchants, Chester, have this season grown large quan-

titles of the undermentioned kinds from carefully picked stocks,
which they will shortly be able to offer at very moderate prices,
or special quotations will be given now for immediate delivery :

—

MYATT'S PROLIFIC.
MAGNUM BONUM.
OLD FLUKE.
HUNDREDFOLD FLUKE.
YORKSHIRE KIDNEY.
OXFORDSHIRE KIDNEY.
GLOUCESTERSHIRE KIDNEY.
EARLY ROSE.
LATE ROSE.
SNOWFLAKE.
FORTYFOLD.
PATERSON'S VICTORIA.
EARLY WHITE DON.
CHAMPION DON.

And nearly all the new English and American varieties of merit.
A Descriptive CATALOGUE will be published shortly.

Special Trade Offer.WB A L L AND C O., Bedford Road
• Nursery, Northampton, havmg a very large Stock of

the following Plants, Trees, &c., in fine condition, grown espe-
cially for the Trade, have much pleasure in offering them at the
following low prices ;—
AURICULAS, finest mixed alpine, in 6o-pots, xds. per loo

,, extra strong, in 54-pots, 23J. per ico

CARNATIONS, in 25 choice named varieties, strong, in 60-

pots, 2oi. per 100

DAISY, aucubaifolia, golden netted foliage, 51. per 100, 401.

per 1000

„ Crown, fine. ^s. per iod, 30J. per looo

,, Rob Roy. fine, dark red, 4J. per ico, 301. per looo

,, The Bride, finest white, 5^. per 100, 401, per 1000

MENTHA PULEGIUM. is. per 100, 15X. per looo

MYOSOTIS DISSITIFLORA, 6j. per 100, 501. per iodo

PANSY, Cliveden Blue. Zs. per ico. 65s. per 1000

,, Blue King. %s. per 100, 65^. per 1000

„ Dean's White, ?,s. per 100. 65T. per 1000

„ Yellow Redder, 85. per 100, 65J. per 1000

PINKS, in 25 named varieties. 201. per 100

POLYANTHUS, strong, from laced varieties, lar. per 100

PRIMROSE, double yellow, \os. per 100, 851. per 1000

ROCKETS, double Purple, 12J. per 100

„ White, 10^. per 100

THYMUS, citriodora aurea marginatus, 45. per joo, 30?. per

WALLFLOWER, True Harbinger, 31. per 100. 25^. per 1000

,, Golden Tom Thumb, \s. 6d. per loo, los. per 1000
ALDER, 3 to 5 feet, very fine, 255. per 1000
ASH, common, 3 to 5 feet, very fine, 30,1. per 1000

., 2 to "2% feet, very fine, 122s. 6d. per 1000
HORNBEAM, 2 to 3 feet, 20s. per 1000
PRIVET, i]4 to 2 feet, bushy, lis. per 1000
ROSES, extra fine Standards, with large heads, fine

4 feet stems, 7oj'. to 75^. per 100
ASPARAGUS. 3-yr., extra fine for forcing, 251. per i

APPLES, fine Standards, in variety, 6m. per 100
PEARS, fine Standards, in variety, 75s. per 100

sFECIAL OFFERS TO THE TRADE.
MANETTI ROSE STOCKS, 4oo,c

MAIDEN PEARS on Pear stocks, i

splendid plajits.

STANDARD PEARS, ertra fine.

PYRAMID and DWARF-TRAINED PEARS.
STANDARD-TRAINED JARGONELLE and other

STANDARD CHERRIES, extra fine.

STANDARD TRAINED MORELLO and MAY DUKE, &c.
Prices and List on application to

CRANSTON AND CO., King's Acre Nurseries, Hereford.

TODEAS.— Healthy young plants of T.
superba and T. hymenophylloides (pellucida), free and

safe by post. 2s. 6J. each for prepayment. Trade price (low)
per ICO. or lesser quantities, on application.

ROBERT SIM, Sidcup Hill Nursery, Foot's Cray, Kent.

ROSES
extra f

MARECHAL NIEt,
second size, 65^. per 100.

To the Trade.
Standard and Half-Standard,

(luoution with Purchaser's selection.

pots, very fine, 75J. per loo ;

Ornamental Trees and Shrubs, Fruit Trees, Koses, &c.
rpHE LAWSON SEED and NURSERY
-I- COMPANY (Limited), Edinburgh,,
the attention of intending planters to their 1

superior stock of the above.
CATALOGUES on application.

HARDY FLOWERS
Exhibition, Herbaceous Border, and Spring

Flower Gardens.

All choice sorts, true to name.
In ra sorts, per doz.

—

s. <

Carnations and Picotecs
Single plants . . 6
Pairs .. .. ri

Clematis 9
Delphinium .. ..6
Hollyhocks, from first-

3 «

In 12 sorts, per dor.— j. <

Penlstemons .. ..3
Phloxes 3
Pinks 4
Potentillas .

.

. . 6
Pyrethrums .. .. s
Sa.,frages .. ..3

large bushes
9 to IS in, through.

Violets, Sweet ..

BEDDING PANSIES.—Blue King, Clevedon
Blue, Purple, and Yellow ; Chieftain, Cloth of Gold, Peach
Blossom, and The Tory. 2s, per dozen, \2s. per 100.

BEDDING VIOLAS.—Admiration, Amabilis,
Brilliant, Golden Gem. Duke of Edinburgh. Golden Per-
petual. Greivei, Multiflora. Mulberry. Purple Prince,
Sovereign. Sir W. Scott, and Waverley, \s. 6d. per dozen,

" "
: Pilrig Park, is. per dozen. 151. per 100— this

is the best whit

3 fine Bedding Violas and Pansic lelectic
,
twelv

Per doz. Per
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N E AV GROT O N S.

B. S, Williams
Has much pleasure in offering for the first time the two undermentioned Novelties, believmg them to be, after

having thoroughly proved them, far in advance of anything hitherto offered of their respective types.

CROTON WILLIAMSII
This is undoubtedly the handsomest and most richly coloured

species of the Croton family. It is of free-branching habit, with bold
fohage, .ind colours when in a very small state. It is well adapted either

for the decoration of the stove, or as an exhibition plant. It might also

be adv.antageously used as a dinner-table plant, as the rich firey colour

of its leaves has a most brilliant effect when seen under an artificial light.

The leaves are obovate-oblong in outline, from 12 to 15 inches long, by
3 to 4 inches broad, edges beautifully undulated. In the young state the

leaves are irregularly banded with yellow, and the midrib and primary
veins are of a bright magenta colour ; in some instances very little green

Strong well-coloured
Fine well-coloured Specimens may

is seen, and the magenta is suffused over the entire surface of the leaf,

which gives the plant a beautiful firey appearance. As the leaves become

mature this magenta colour changes to a rich violet-crimson, and the

green becomes a dark bronze colour. The undersides of the leaves

are rich crimson, which gives the plant a most distinct and rich

appearance.
, , • .

A fine well-coloured specimen, about 4 feet m height, was exhibited

by me this summer at the Royal Horticultural Society's Gardens, at

South Kensington, and was awarded a First-class Certificate. Every

leaf of this plant was well coloured down to the pot.

Plants, price 42s. each.

also be had. Price on application.

CROTON DORMANIANUS.
A compact dwarf-growing kind, in habit resembling C. volutum, but

the markings and the shape of the leaf are far superior to that species.

The leaves are fiddle-shaped, of a bright shining green colour, richly

mottled and spotted with orange-yellow ; midrib and primary veins bright

Price Sis. 6d. to 43s. each

magenta. In the old leaves the green changes to a reddish bronze

colour, and the red markings become an intense crimson. The habit of

this plant is very dwarf, and is well adapted for decorative purposes and

to collections where the space is limited.

VICTORIA and PARADISE NURSERIES, UPPER HOLLOWAY, LONDON, N.

"KENT, THE GARDEN OF ENGLAND."

FRUIT TREES TRUE TO NAMET

THOS. BUNYARD & SONS'
NEW

DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE FOR 1878,
MAY NOW BE HAD ON APPLICATION.

In these extensive Nurseries (nearly 100 acres) the Amateur may select his dozen, or the Market

Grower his thousands of Trees, from a stock of 1 50,000 well-grown, beautifully rooted, healthy, and correctly

named Trees.

They will be packed for any part of the United Kingdom. Large quantities can be sent in a through

truck at a trifling cost. The carriage will be paid to London or any nearer station, and a liberal discount

given to those who prefer cash payments.

Extra fine Kentish kinds of CHERRIES, KENT COB NUTS, and every variety of FRUIT
noted in the county.

THOS. BUNYARD & SONS,
THE OLD ESTABLISHED NUESEEIES, MAIDSTONE.

(Also at ASHFORD.)
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WEBB'S

CHOICE COLLECTIONS

HYACINTHS, CROCUS, TULIPS,

LILIES, NARCISSUS, &c„
For Open Ground and Indoor Cultivation.

WEBB'S
£3 3s. COLLECTION of CHOICE BULBS

For Open Ground conlains 15S3 Flower Bulbs,

WEBB'S
£3 23. COLLECTION of CHOICE BULBS

For Open Ground contains 1040 Flower Bulbs.

WEBB'S
£1 Is. COLLECTION of CHOICE BULBS

For Open Ground cont.iins 530 Flower Ilulbs.

WEBB'S
10s. 6d. COLLECTION of CHOICE BULBS

For Open Ground cont.iins 301 Flower Bulbs.

WEBB'S
£3 33. COLLECTION of CHOICE BULBS

For Pots, Gl-Hsses, &c., cor,t.-iins 478 Flower Bulbs.

WEBB'S
£2 2s. COLLECTION of CHOICE BULBS

For Pots, Glasses, &c. , contains r95 Flower Bulbs.

WEB B'S
£1 Is. COLLECTION of CHOICE BULBS

For Pots, Glasses, &c., contains 151 Flower Bulbs.

W E B B' S
lOs. 6d. COLLECTION of CHOICE BULBS

For Pots, Glasses, Sc, contains 77 Flower Bulbs.

FOR FULL PARTICULARS SEE

Vv^EBB'S
AUTUMN CATALOGUE

DUTCH FLOWER ROOTS,

IV/iic/i is frojiisch lUmtratci, avd contains original
cotitplcic Cultufal Instructions.

Price 6d , post-free ; Gratis to Customers.

PARIS EXHIBITION, 187£
We liave the boaour to announce that the

MEDALS of PARIS
For Excellence of .Agricultural and Horticultural .Seeds ha

THE QUEEN'S SEEDSMEN,

WORDSLEY, STOURBRIDGE.

NEVv^ PLANTS
NOW BEING SENT OUT BY

William Bull, f.l.s.
adiantum: bellxtm.

A remarkably neat and pretty dwarf Maidenhair Fern,

recently introduced from Bermuda. It forms dense green tufts ;

the fronds are erect, ovate-lanceolate in outline, very slender,

and divided in a bipinnate manner ; the pinnae are short and

the pinnules are small, wedge-shaped, varyinR considerably in

their individual form, except that the terminal ones are

constantly wedge-shaped and somewhat larger ; they are

attached by black hair-like pedicels which are forked at the

base of the pinnule and are not cut off abruptly as in the nearly

allied A. frafiile. Its tufted habit and lively light green fronds

recommend it to the attention of Fern growers and the culti-

vators of decorative plants, who will find it useful on account of

its diminutive stature.

Price 10s. 6d. each.

ARUNDIWA BAMBXTS^FOLIA.
This handsome Orchidaceous plant has been imported from

Assam ; it gives pretty Lasha-like flowers of a light rose colour,

with rich violet-purple labellum, and will be found a charming

addition to any collection.

Price I, \\ and i gummas each.

NEW AZALEAS.
The two following Azaleas will be found extremely useful for

winter and early spring blooming. They belong to the avtcena

section, indeed are varieties raised from that well known kind ;

they are both of neat and compact habit, and their flowers are

produced in the greatest profusion, and being of small size are

well adapted for bouquets and other purposes for which cut

flowers are required.

EMBLEM.—The blossoms of this attractive variety are of a

charming magenta-crimson colour, brightly spotted in the

upper segments. The rich colour of its flowers makes this

variety e.xtremety desirable for decoration during the winter.

MARVEL.—Rose, slightly shaded wilh violet and brightly

spotted with carmine in the upper segments; the anthers

frequenily developed into small petaloid segments, giving

the flowers a semi-double appearance. This variety

received a First-class Certificate from the Floral Committee
of the Royal Horticultural Society.

Price 15X. each; six plants for ">, ginneas.

CROTON" WILLIAMSII.
Of llie many large-leaved Crotons (or Codiaeums) which are

found in our collections of hothouse plants, this is one of the best,

being of free growth, with bold foliage, handsomely marked and
richly coloured. It is one of the red-tinted series, and when in

its best state is very strongly flushed with violet-crimson. The
leaves are obovate-oblong in outline, with a long acuminate
apex, and red petioles half an inch long. The leaf has a central

band and costa of yellow, from which branch out the pinnate

veins of the same colour, and on either side, more or less forking

and coalescing near the edge. These veins all change to a deep
crimson, and, as already stated, the whole plant becomes flushed

with a glowing tint of crimson, shaded with violet, which
renders it extremely conspicuous, well-adipted for decoration,

and a strikingly effective plant for exhibition purposes.

Price 2 guineas each.

DENDROBIUJff GOLDIEI.
Having received an importation from Torres Straits of this

new and exceedingly handsome Dendrobium, good plants of a

blooming size can now be olTered. The flowers are of a lovely

bright purplish violet colour, and are very abundantly produced

in fine spikes of from fifteen to twenty flowers. A notable

feature of this Dendrobium is the great length of time the

blossoms last in perfection, while their novel and rich colour

renders it extremely pleasing and attractive.

Price 2, 3 and 5 guineas each.

DENDROBIUM SUPERBIENS.
An importation of this magnificent species has also been

received from Torres Straits ; like the preceding its flowers arc

produced in fine spikes, and remain a long time in perfection :

they are of a bright amethyst-purple colour. The rich hue of the

flowers of this Dendrobium, together with its free-blooming

character and the persistent nature of the blossoms, makes it a

most desirable acquisition.

Price 2, 3 and 5 guineas each.

DRACiENA CRISTULA.
This is a very dwarf species, introduced from Liberia, and

having some affinity with D. ovata. Its erect stem grows a few

inches in length, when it becomes arrested and subsequently

makes similar successional growths, but never attains any

considerable height. The leaves are pale green, with about

four darker green nerves on each side the costa, which is pro-

minent on both surfaces and of a pale whitish hue. It differs

from D. ovata in the larger petioles and shorter lamina of the

leaves, which are broader and more inclined to cordate at the

base, and also in the paler coloured and more prominent costa.

Price \os. 6d. each.

MASDEVALLIA BELLA.
This is a stately grand ChimDeroid, boasting the habit of M.

Chimaera and M. Watlisil, and the lip of M. nycterina. It is

decidedly a handsome species, having large flowers of a dark

purplish brown and nicely shining outside and yellow inside.

The odd sepals and the outer halves of the other sepals are

densely blotched with dark purplish brown, the colour of the

long tails. The interior sides of the equal sepals and the base of

the odd sepal are nearly ochre-yellow in colour, which gives an

unusual contrast.

Price 2, 3 and 4 guineas each.

SELAGINELLA BELLA.
An elegant plant from Ceylon, of erect habit, the reddish

ste stems rising to about a foot in height, wilh

branches, which are set on at short distances apart

along the stem, and are stalked, ovately-pyramidate, horizontal,

and closely ramified in a bipinnate manner, the ultimate branches

terminated by long tetragonal rigid spikes. The larger lateral

leaves are close-set, oblong, subfalcate, with a prominent raid-

rib extending to the apex, the posterior side largest and rounded

at the base, entire, the smaller ones obliquely ovate acuminate.

Price \os. (yd. each.

THRINAX BARBADENTSIS.
This is a very elegant neat growing Fan Palm. The petiole

is dorsally compressed, with acute lateral edges. They

terminate in a digitately multipartite blade, the numerous

segments of which are lanceolate-ensiform, acuminate, of a

stoutish texture, three-nerved and of a lively green colour. The

leaves emerge from the axils of permanent eroso-fibrose

sheathing scales which clothe the stem. It is, as its name

implies, a native of the Island of Barbados.

Price I guinea each.

THE FOLLOWING SIX COLETTS
are of entirely new characters, very pretty and recotnmendable—

EXQUISITE
1

GARNET
FASCINATION NOVELTY
FAVOURITE

I
ROYALTY.

Price y. dd. each.

The following NEW PLANTS, announced by Mr, W. B. last spring,
CAN BE SUPPLIED IN GOOD PLANTS:—

ADIANTUM TETRAPHYLLUM GRA-
CILE, I guinea.

/ECHMEA VEITCHII, i| guinea.

AGAPANTHUS UMBELLATUS FLORE-
PLENO. iss. and i guinea.

ALOCASIA JOHNSTONI, 2 and 3 guineas.

AN.-ECTOCHILUS CONCINNUS, i-| guinea.

APHELANDRA PUMILA, io.f. 6d.

ASPLENIUM HETEROCHROUM, 7s. (>d.

BOMAREA CARDERI, young plants,
I guinea ; strong imported plants, z and -j guineas.

BOWENIA SPECTABILIS SERRULATA,

CROTON AUREO-LINEATUS, i guinea.

„ CHALLENGER, li guinea.

„ GLORIOSUS, 2 guineas.

CROTON PRINCEPS, 2 guineas.

„ ROSEO-PICTUS, ij guinea.

„ SUPERBIENS, 2 guineas.

„ TORQUATUS, i guinea.

„ TRIUMPHANS, 3 guineas.

DRACvENA GLADILINA, li guinea.

„ GOLDIEANA, 5 guineas.

ERANTHEMUM NIGRESCENS, io.f. dd
GYMNOTHECA RADDIANA, 2 and 3 gs.

HOMALOMENA PELTATA, i guinea.

KENTIA WENULANDL^NA, li and 2 gs.

NEPHROLEPLS DUFFII, 15.^. and i guinea.

RUELLIA ROSEA, io.f. 6d.

SELAGINELLA VICTORLE, \os. Gd.

ESTABLISHMENT FOR NEW AND RARE PLANTS,
KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.
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THE PARIS EXHIBITION on878.

A GOLD MEDAL has been awarded to

us for the Conservatory we exhibited at

the Paris Universal Exhibition, being the

HIGHEST HONOUR and ONLY GOLD
MEDAL awarded for British Horticultural

Buildings.

JAMES BOYD & SOIS,
HORTICULTURAL BUILDERS

In Wood or Iron, and Manufacturers of

Hot-water Apparatus

FOR HEATING HOTHOUSES,
Churches, Mansions, Public Buildings,

Harness Rooms, &'c.,

PAISLEY.

ESTABLISHED FORTY YEARS.

HOTHOUSES Built with WOOD,

Preserved by Gardner's Patent Process,

Are rendered -practically Imperishable, being

Proof against Damp or Dry-Rot.

HOTHOUSES ERECTED BY US
May be seen in most parts of Great Critain

and Ireland
;

Also in Australia, New Zealand, Cape of Good
Hope, &c.

We find that this Boiler gives great satis-

faction ^\herevcr it is tried, and from our own

experience we can recommend it.

HEATING APPARATUS
Erected complete, or the Materials supplied at

Moderate Prices.

ILLUSTRATED CIRCULARS POST-FREE.
Complete Catalogue, 3s.

JAMES BOYD & SONS,
Horticultural Builders and Heating Engineers

to Her Majesty's Board of Works,

PAISLEY.

SUTTON'S
FLOWER BULBS,

CARRIAGE FREE.

=581 Choice Bulbs in

SUTTON'S £5 5s. COLLECTION
OF EULBS FOR OPEN GROUND.

Carriage free to any Port or Railway Station in United Kingdom.

*
1049 Choice Bulbs in

SUTTON'S £2 2^- COLLECTION
OF BULBS FOR OPEN GROUND.

Carriage free to any Railway Station or Port in United Kingdom.

Cho Bulbs i

SUTTON'S £1 Is. COLLECTION
OF BULBS FOR OPEN GROUND.

Carriage free to any Railway Station in England or Wales.

743 Choice Bulbs in

SUTTON'S £5 5s. COLLECTION
OF EULBS FOR POTS AND GLASSES.

Carriage free toany Port or Railway Station in United Kingdom.

270 Choice Bulbs in

SUTTON'S £2 2s. COLLECTION
OF BULBS FOR POTS AND GLASSES.

Carriage free to any Port or Railway Station in United Kingdom.

136 Choice Bulbs in

SUTTON'S £1 Is. COLLECTION
OK BULBS FOR POTS AND GLASSES.

Carriage free to any Railway Station in England or Wales.

SUTTOI'S PEIZES
ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY'S

MEETING,

November 19, 187S.

The attention of Noblemen's and Gentlemen's

Gardeners is specially called to the follow-

ing valuable Prizes given by INIessrs.

Sutton & Sons ;—

For Twelve

SUTTON'S IMPROVED READING
ONIONS.

For Twelve Tubers of

SUTTON'S MAGNUM BONUM POTATO.

For COLLECTION of VEGETABLES,
Twelve distinct kinds, to include—

iitlon's Kins of the Cauliflowers, Sutton's Improved Reading

Onion, Sutton's Student Parsnip, Sutton's Sulham Prize

Celery, and Sutton's Improved Dark Red Beet.

1st Prize—Gold Medal and ..£330
2d Prize—Silver lledal and ..220
3d Prize—Bronze Medal and . . 110

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 2, 18

SUTTON & SONS,
THE QUEEN'S SEEDSINIEN, READING.

aLASNEVIN.
THE name of Glasnevin must be as familiar

to the readers of these pages as is that of

David Moore, who for forty years has spared

no pains to raise the Glasne\in gardens to the

high state of efficiency which they at present

manifest. Having lately had the opportunity of

taking a ramble through these beautiful gardens

in company with their able director, we think that

a brief account of them may present some fea-

tures of interest.

Loudon tells us, in his Eticyclopcedia ly" Gar-

(/(V;/;/"- ( I S34), that "botany and flower-garden-

ing have been much neglected in Ireland," and
that the botanic gardens of Ireland were at that

date " very imperfectly kept up," while " orna-

mental culture of every kind is in its infancy in

that country." Things have certainly improved

since then, and notably in the case of the Glas-

nevin gardens ; but to an English eye it must
be confessed that there is a want of that popular

attachment to and fondness for flowers which is

so strikingly manifested in England, even in the

heart of our great cities, where such plants as

can stand the smoke and foul air arc seen

struggling for existence on many a window-sill.

Window-gardening, at any rate, is still " in its

infancy " in Dublin ; and it is very rarely, even

in the quieter parts of the city, that it finds any

votaries. The young trees in Sackville Street,

again, present a spectacle which would not be

tolerated anywhere in England. A very small

minority have been left alone and are doing

well, but most of them have had their tops

broken off, some have only a broomstick-like

portion remaining, and others have entirely dis-

appeared ; and this in the principal street of the

principal city of Ireland !

We learn from the Handbook to the Garden."',

the last edition of which was issued in 1S64, and

which is unfortunately out of print, that the idea

of forming a botanical garden occurred to the

members of the Royal Dublin Society about

1 790 ; a Parliamentary grant was made for this

purpose in the year mentioned, and in 1795 the

Society purchased the ground at Glasnevin, when
the work was rapidly proceeded with. About

iSoo a prospectus of the garden was issued to

the public, from whiclt. it appears that, besides

" the Linnean Garden, for the scientific botanist,''

there were also " the Cattle Garden, the Hay
Garden, the Esculent Garden, the Dyers'

Garden, and Irish Garden," &c. Lectures "on
botany in general, and also separate lectures on

the Cattle and Hay Gardens for the instruction

of the common farmers, their servants and

labouring men, all of whom are admitted to the

lectures gratis," and also " like lectures for the

Dyers' use, and for the purpose of extending

practical knowledge, particularly in husbandry,"

were gi\'en by the Professor—an office first

filled by Dr. W'alter Wade, who retained it until

about 1826. Additional hothouses were erected

in 18
1 5, and the Octagon-house, 40 feet high,

was built in 1 8 19 for the purpose of accommo-

dating a fine specimen of the Norfolk Island

Pine, w'hich had outgrown the house in which it

was placed, and was unfortunately lost in

moving. In 1830 the greater portion of the gar-

den was devoted to horticulture, the Cattle and

Hay Gardens were suppressed, the Arboretum

was extended, and a inore complete arrange-
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merit of the plants in natural orders was intro-

duced. But even after this date the Glasnevin

Garden did not meet with the approval of

Loudon, who says of it in 1834 that it was
" very imperfectly kept up, and inferior to the

much smaller garden belonging to Trinity Col-

lege," of which we shall speak further on. Mr.

John Underwood, who had been superintendent

of the gardens since their formation, was super-

annuated in 1834, and his place was filled by
Mr. Niven, who was succeeded by 1838 by Dr.

Moore. It would be impossible to enumerate

the various ways in which the garden has

been improved under his management. All the

old houses excepting the Octagon have been
removed, and the present handsome ranges

substituted at great cost.

The vote for this Botanical Garden has been
taken and accounted for by the South Kensing-

ton Department ever since 1854, but the Royal
Dublin Society acted as trustees for the ad-

ministration of the sums voted for it, and had a

certain amount of control over it.

It was only at the commencement of the pre-

sent financial year (April i, 1S7S) that the

Botanical Garden was fully transferred to the

South Kensington Department of Science and
Art, when the whole staff connected with it

were re-appointed by the Lords of the Com-
mittee of Council on Education.

It is quite unnecessary to say that the state

of the gardens appears in every way satisfac-

tory. Probably nowhere out of Ireland should

we see such exquisitely green turf—worthy of

the Emerald Isle—and the arrangement and
planting of the beds is admirable. Among the

most striking outdoor features must be specially

mentioned the Bog, where our most interesting

British marsh plants are quite at home in com-
pany with Sarracenias and other foreigners,

Sarracenia purpurea having occupied its present

position for ten years, and S. flava for a shorter

period. Sundews, Grass of Parnassus, Bog
Asphodel, various Butterworts, and the like, are

here completely at home ; and the plants are

allowed to grow as they please, with the happiest

results. Limnocharis Humboldtii fills a little

pond near the Victoria-house, and Oxalis

Deppei is very effective. Among the most
striking of the outdoor plants may be men-
tioned Amycia zygomeris, a straggling legu-

minous shrub with pinnate leaves, remarkable

for the large stipules at their base, which give

the plant a very distinct appearance ; Romneya
Coulteri, which has now been out-of-doors for

four years, its only protection being a loose

covering during frost ; Polygonum Brunonis,

Phygelius capensis, Lilium giganteum, which
was in fruit at the time of our visit ; and Lobelia

(Tupa) Feuillei. This last is one of the most
striking plants of its order ; the large, strongly-

ribbed dark green leaves contrast admirably

with the rich crimson flowers, which are, it is

true, less brilliant than those of the scarlet-

flowered species (which are apparently very

popular in Ireland), but have a distinctive cha-

racter which should render the plant popular

among growers of herbaceous species. We saw

also a fine young plant of the Abyssinian Tree

Lobeliad, Rhynchopetalum montanum, which

seemed likely to do credit to Dr. Moore's

management. This plant is characterised by

Richard as certainly one of the most singular

productions of Abyssinia, and one concerning

which the inhabitants have various traditions

and opinions. A tree of 1 5 feet high is suffi-

ciently remarkable in the order Lobeliacece,

which comprises for the most part annual or

perennial plants, which are rarely somewhat

shrubby at the base. It is known by the name
of Djibarroa, and houses are built of its wood :

it usually lasts only four or five years, dying as

soon as it has flowered and ripened its seed.

In some parts of the mountainous district of

Amburn it is the only tree. It is employed

medicinally by the Abyssinians, and, like many

others of the order, has poisonous properties
;

it is indeed traditionally supposed to cause death

to those who sleep under its shade ; two of the

long spikes placed at the door of a house are

said to preserve the inhabitants from all danger,

especially from the attacks of the devil.

The collection of plants arranged in their natural

orders is much more attractive by reason of its

arrangement than the similar and more extensive

one at Kew ; and the series of medicinal plants

is in good order.

Passing into the houses, the arrangement of

which throughout was very creditable to all con-

cerned, we noted in the Fern Octagon (which is

mainly devoted to Australian and New Zealand

plants) magnificent specimens of Cyathea medul-

laris, Dicksonia squarrosa, and Alsophila

Cooperi, and a very fine plant of Banksia mar-
cescens. The Tree and other Ferns both here

and in other houses call for special remark.

Besides those already named there are magnifi-

cent examples of Alsophila glabra, Gleichenia
hecistophylla and flabellata, Lomaria cycadifolia,

and the curious Alsophila capensis, with stipules

which Fde describes as a distinct Fern under
the name of Hymenophyllum parasiticum. Dr.

Moore's Cycads are probably unequalled
;

we noted fruiting examples of Encepha-
lartos villosus, Ceratozamia Kusteriana, Stan-

geria paradoxa and S. schizodon ; other note-

worthy members of the order are Cycas
celebica and Lepidozamia Perofifskiana. Palms
also are quite at home ; we saw a mag-
nificent fruiting example of Chama:rops humilis,

var. arborea, 20 feet high, and a noteworthy
Cyphokentia macrocarpa, 14 feet in height.

Nepenthes and Darlingtonia are known to be
among Dr. Moore's specialities ; but nothing in

the whole garden struck us more than a small

house, one side of which is literally matted from
top to bottom with one or two British Hymeno-
phyllums, interspersed with luxuriant examples
of Trichomanes radicans—a sight almost worth
a journey from London to Dublin to see ! Many
more things struck us as noteworthy, but we are

unfortunately prevented from giving a fuller

account of them.
The horticultural visitor to Dublin should not

fail to visit the Botanic Garden at Balls' Bridge,
belonging to Trinity College, and maintained
at the expense of the College authorities for the

benefit of the students, and for supplying the

Professor with specimens. This garden is under
the able management of Dr. Moore's son, Mr. F.

W. Moore, who is following in his father's steps,

and under whose auspices it has greatly pros-

pered. Mr. Moore is turning his attention

greatly to herbaceous plants, and many very
interesting things are to be met with in the

garden. During term-time there are lectures

here every Saturday from half-past eleven till

two ; students have at all times full admission,

and strangers are admitted on presenting their

card. The number of plants which have stood

out here during the last two winters, with some-
times as much as 10° Fahr. of frost, is remark-
able. Among them may be named Sparmannia
africana. Yucca quadricolor, Habrothamnus ele-

gans, Nerium Oleander, Ficus repens, Albizzia

lophantha, Eucalyptus globulus. Aloe americana,
Dracaena terminalis, Benthamia fragifera, Smilax
latifolia, Clianthus puniceus, Cytisus fragrans,

Azalea indica, and Pomegranate. B. M.

CIMICIFUGA RACEMOSA.
We give an illustration of this very old-fashioned

but still very little known plant, in order to show how
very effective it is in the fruiting stage (fig. 96). The
plant is a hardy perennial, some 3 to 4 feet high, with

elegant tripinnately-divided foliage, and tall feathery

panicles of flowers. These latter are succeeded by
little follicles or capsules arranged in two rows along

the upper side of the branches of the panicle. The
plant is a native of North America, and belongs to

the Ranunculus family, being closely allied to Actxa,

but that is a smaller plant with berry-like not capsular

fruit. As its name implies, it is or is supposed to be

antagonistic to bugs. Our specimen was procured

from the Royal Gardens, Kew, where during the

autumn the plant has been effective to a degree to

which our reduced illustration of a side spray only

does not do full justice.

New Garden Plants.

Cattleva Marstersoni;e, SeJcn, n. hybr*

This is a new hybrid. The growths are about

8 inches long, two-leaveil, and, according to Mr.

Harry Veitch, somewhat resemble those of Cattleya

superba. The flower is just intermediate between

those of Cattleya Loddigesii and C. labiata. The

sepals of the former are amethyst coloured, the petals

of the latter, of the same colour, rather undulate.

The wide Up is of a light amethyst colour at the

base, the lateral lobes whitish yellow, with a very

delicate amethyst border ; the middle lobe of a very fine

and rather intense purple ; column white. This flower

exceeds by far the best flowers of C. Loddigesii, and

equals the smaller kinds of C. labiata. It is a hybrid

between another seedling in the way of C. Loddigesii

and of C. labiata, raised by Mr. Seden, who dedicated

it to Mrs. Seden, nk Marsterson, who feels highly

pleased at the success of the just-named enthusiastic

Orchid grower. I have to thank Messrs. Veitch &
Sons for it. //. G. Rchb. f.

ANOR.IiCUM SCOTTIANUM, K. Sp.\

A new curiosity ! Take a single flower of Acran-

thus funalis, or of a dwarf Angraecum eburneum on a

thin peduncle 0.035 ni. long, put it on a slender

stem 0.09 m. high, having eight subulate channelled

curved leaves up to 0.09 m. long, and you have con-

structed the nice novelty forming a new section of the

old genus. The flower is white, excepting the

ochraceous long spur. It came from the Comoro
Islands, near Madagascar, and found its European
habitat in the stoves of Mr. R. Scott, Cleveland,

Walthamstow, Essex, to whom it is dedicated with

great pleasure. //. G. Rchh.f.

CtELOGYNE (Pleione) Wallichiana, LillJl.

I have at hand a wonderful beauty—a raceme of

three fully developed very highly coloured flowers.

The same bulb has another raceme of three flowers,

as I am informed. I obtained this remarkable

inflorescence from Captain Hinck, BrechinbrougK,

Thirsk. //. G. Rchb. J.

AFFGHANISTAN.
Cabul and its ruler are again occupying the atten-

tion of British statesmen, but it is to be hoped that

the "difficulty" may be overcome without another

great sacrifice of life. Whatever the result of the

present state of affairs, a brief sketch of what is known

of the vegetation and cultivation of the country lying

immediately beyond the north-western boundary of our

Indian Empire may not be without interest. Not much

is known either of the country, of its people, or of its

vegetation, though the gener.al character of the latter

is understood. The circumstances under which most

travellers have visited Affghanistan have been ex-

tremely unfavourable to the collection of trustworthy

information on many points, but this does not apply

to the subjects on which we shall treat here.

As delineated in modern maps, Affghanistan extends

from about 61° to 72° east longitude, and 29° to 38°

north latitude, .and nearly the whole area is consider-

ably elevated and very mountainous. This includes a

considerable tract of country north of the Hindu

Kush and Kohi-Baba, as limited by the Russian and

English Commissioners a few years ago. The eastern

part, south of the Hindu Kush, is drained by tribu-

taries of the Indus, whilst the centre and western part

is chiefly drained by the Hilniend, which is lost in

the desert and in lakes without any affluents. What

may be termed the new territory in the north is

drained by the Oxus, &c. According to a recent

Russian estimate, the population is about 4,000,000.

The literature relating to Affghanistan, as may be

expected, is not rich, and it is very imperfect even as

far as it goes.

The richest source of general information is the

Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, which con-

tains contributions from various members of the

compres: . . „ .

amice undulatis : labeilo trilobo antice bilobo, circa circum
undulato ; columna trigona.—Sepala et tepala amethystina.

Labellum basi aiiethystinum ; lobi laterales antice flavido-albi

;

lobus medius antice intense purpureas. H. G. Rchb. f.

« Ar.gnccum Scattianum, n. sp.— (Nov. sect. Scottiana.)—

Foliis teretiusculis superne canaticutatis bicarinulatis subulatis

(ad 0.09 m. longis, diam. 0.003 m,); pedunculo unifl^ro

gracili (semper ?): [sepalis tepalisque suba;qualibus ligulatis

acutis (0,091 m. longis, 0.003 m. latis) ; labeilo transverso

rotundulo cum apiculo (0.025 m. lato, 0.04 m. longo), calcari a
basi ampliori Bliformi acuminato flexo (o.og m. longo) ; columna
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expeditionary forces sent to Aflghanistan. With
regard to our knowledge of the botany of the country

we are indebted abnost entirely to the labours of one
man, the accomplished William Griffith. The botanist

Bunge accompanied a Russian expedition to Western
Affghanistan, to Herat ; 1 ut it was at the wrong
season of the year for botanising, and the results have

not been published. Griffith accompanied the army
of the Indus in 1839—41. This army marched to

Cabul by way of Shikarpoor, Quettah, Candahar,

and Ghuznee, returning to British territory by Jella-

labad, the Khyber Pass, and Peshawur—from Cabul
an excursion to the north-west as far as Baimean on
the Kohi-Baba, and another from Jellalabad to

Chugur Serai on the Hindu Kush. A narrative of

this journey was published in a volume entitled

Griffith's rrivatc Jounials, after the death of the

snow lies on the ground for three months together.

The heat in the sun in the summer is almost insup-

portable, though the shade temperature is comparatively

low. Griffith remarks in one of his letters, dated

rom Candahar, that the climate is good and would be

delightful in a good house ; but in tents the thermo-

meter varied from 60° to 98°, and even 105°, in the

month of May. Rice and Maize ripen at Cabul.

Nearly all the rainfall, or precipitation—for much of

the moisture descends as snow—is in winter and
early spring ; consequently the summers are exceed-

ingly dry, water very scarce in many districts, and
cultivation only possible under irrigation. The
eastern part being a succession of elevated valleys and
ridges, rather than a plateau or table-land, it follows

that the climate of places not far distant from each
olflfer differs considerably.

Fig. 96.—cimiciflga kacemosa, rRurriNc sTAtJE : iiali nai. sue. (see p, 556.)

author ; and a rough numbered list of the plants in

the Itinerary A'otes. From the indication given above
of the route taken by the army it will be understood

that only the eastern end of Afl'ghanistan was tra-

versed ; therefore what follows relates to that i>art

rather than the whole country. Nevertheless, from
what is known of Persia adjoining Western Affghanis-

tan, the general character of the vegetation appears to

be the same throughout.

Climate.

Disregarding the base of the passes on the borders

of the country the climate of Affghanistan is very
mild for the latitude, owing of course to its elevation.

Thus Quettah is 5537 feet above the sea ; Gliuznee,

7726 feet ; Cabul, 6393 feet ; and Jellalabad, 1964
feet. Lieutenant Irwin states that the summer of

Cabul is very much hotter and steadier than that of

England, whereas the winter is probably colder, as

Gknekai, Character of the Vegetation.

The physiognomy ofthe characteristic plants of dry

countries—that is, of countries in which the rainfall is

very scanty, or in wliich it is limited to a single short

season of the year—betrays the nature of the climate,

whether we consider the Cactuses and Agaves of

Mexico, the Aloes, Mesembryanthemums, numerous

bulbous plants, iSic, of South Africa, the small hard-

leaved shrubs of Australia, or the spiny and prickly

plants so prevalent in western and central Asia. In

all cases there is either a very small leaf-surface, or the

leaves are of a hard almost woody consistence.

Affghanistan abounds in spiny plants ; herbs are to

a great extent replaced by dwarf prickly shrubs having

a relatively small amount of leaf-surface ; and bulbous

plants are also numerous. Fragrant flowers prevail,

and resiniferous and oleiferous plants are numerous.

Stocks, who travelled in Beloochistan and the southern

borders of Affghanistan, says the upper region, espe-

cially, is remarkable for the fragrance of its plants, as

Artemisia, Ferowskia, Salvia, Teucrium, and other

Labiata: ; from which cause the flesh ofthe sheep and
goats acquires a fine and almost aromatic flavour.

There is no nakedness of the soil, for hill and plain are

alike covered with depressed shrubs, although their

scorched aspect, after the sun acquires power in June,

is anything but agreeable to the eye. The prevailing

tint of the indigenous vegetation and of the landscape

of the uncultivated plains is olive-green, though the

well cultivated valleys, as Quettah, are charmingly

green in the spring time. The aspect of the vegeta-

tion of the lower region is far different, the plants

being few and scattered over the bare brown and stony

soil. Even in spring no annuals appear to diversify

the scenery, and the under-shrubs are remarkably
similar in external appearance. Woody, stunted,

thorny, not above I foot high, with round cushion-

like outlines, bleached stems, and a few leaves— they

look like skeletons of plants, the grey ghosts of a

vegetation which has perished of thirst. The glaucous

aspect of all, and the universality of spines, ane note-

worthy features. Stocks (A'no Jottrmil of Botany,

voi. ii., p. 306) continues in the following words :

—

" Petioles, leaves, midribs, stipules, branches, bracts,

and calyx are (some in one case and some In another) stift

and prickly. The Euphorbia neriifolia, Caragua polya-

cantha, ConvoUailUs spinosus, Fagoniaarabica, Acantho*
dium spicatum, Otostegia Aucheri, Pycnotheca spinosa,

Lycium europasum, Prosopis spicigera. Acacia Far-
nesiana, .\cacia rupestris, species of Asparagus, and
many Tragacanthine or thorny Astragali, present every

variety of sharp and repulsive spines : while Capparis
apliylla, Periploca aphylla, and a bushy .Salsola, with
their stiff rod-like leafless stems, fill up the measure of as

desolate and offensive a vegetation as can be imagined.
E\en in the water-courses the stiff-leaved Fan-Palm and
the rigid Tamarisk ( a species with foliage rough to the touch
and not feathery as in the common kinds) are conform-
able to the general appearance. This is the camel's
region, for on these plants, almost unapproachable from
their hedgehog-like armature, the camel feeds with a
relish, which shows that these spines, prickles and
thorns act only as a gentle fillip to his digestion."

Another noteworthy feature in the flora is the

vegetation of the extensive s.alt-plains, where Cheno-
podiaceous and other sodium-loving plants abound.
Statice, Acantholimon, Chenopodium, Salsola, Ha-
lo.xylon, Atriplex, Triticum, Samolus, Elymus,
Artemisia, Tamarix, Salicornia, SuKda, Zygophyl-
lum, Nitraria, and other genera, constitute the

principal elements of the salt-plain flora ; but many
of these genera, and even the species, are not con-
fined to the salt-plains. It is, however, the numerous
and singular forms of the Chenopodiacea: and various

species of Tamarix that may be regarded as specially

characteristic plants.

Griffiths' collection (which is now in the herbarium

'

at Kew), made on the journey described above, com-
prises upwards of a thousand species of plants. This
collection is exceedingly interesting, as it illustrates the

junction of two widely different floras. It is in

Eastern Affghanistan that the steppe flora, as Grise-

bach designates the flora of Central Asia, Persia, and
all except the coast region of Asia Minor, finds its

eastern limit, and meets the richer and luxuriant

vegetation characteristic of the mountains of Northern
India. An enumeration of some of the genera to

which the prevailing species belong will give an idea

of the general physiognomy of the vegetation :—Are-
naria, Alh.agi, Anchusa, Astragalus (sixty species),

Artemisia (covering large plains). Allium, Aspho-
delus, Berberis, Cnicus, Carex, Celtis, Cupressus,

Capparis, Centaurea, Cousinia, Cynoglossum, Daphne,
Dianthus, Dipsacus, Echinops, Euphorbia, Eryngium,
Echinospermum, Ephedra, Ferula, Festuca, Gypso-
phila, Hyacinlhus, Hyoscyamus, Linaria, Muscari,

Ncpeta, Onosma, Peganum, Polygonum, Plantago,

Quercus Ilex, Rumex, Salvia, Silene, Salix, Sisym-
brium, Scirpus, Trifolium, Verbascum, Zizyphus, &c.

;

and those genera mentioned as inhabiting the salt

plains are generally dispersed, and some of them
represented by numerous species.

It will be seen that nearly all the genera enumerated
are Eurojjean and many of them British, but in most
cases the species are very different, having the

peculiarities of aspect and structure described above.

The bulk of the vegetation belongs to the families

Crucifero;, Caryophyllea^, Tamariscine^e, Zygo-

phyllca?, LeguminosK, Umbellifera;, Compositte,

Plu mbaginea^, Boraginea:, Labiatx, Polygonaceae,
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Chcnopodiacc.x, Liliaccn:, Iricle.^, Cyperacerc, and

(jramineiTC. Some of the small families, as

Tamariscincii;; and Plumbaginere, are rich either in

species or individuals, though represented by few

genera. The aquatic and paludal plants collected by

Griffith are identical with, or closely allied to, the

British species. Of trees and large shrubs we have

said nothin^^, and there is little to be said.

. Forests.

The almost total absence of trees in the greater part

of Affghanistan is in striking contrast to the rich

arborescent vegetation of the Himalayas. As wc are

indebted to one source alone for information on this

subject, we cannot do better than give some extracts

from Grirfith's report {Journal of the Asiatic Society

0/ BcHj^al, vol. X., part 2, page 797) to the Indian

Government :

—

"The nearest wooded part of the Sufaid Koh to Cabul

is Tairzcen, a distance of three marches, including, at

least by the common route, a steep pass, Huft Koihal,

some 3000 feet in height. In the direction of Cabul there

docs not appear to be any water carriage available for the

transport of timber. Cabul may therefore be said to be

in a considerable measure beyond the reach of an efficient

supply of good and durable timber. Cindahar and

Ghuzncc may be said to be absolutely beyond the reach

of any indigenous supply. Tiie forests of the Sufaid

Koh {the range of mountains between Cabul and

Peshawur) consist of various kinds of Fir. among which

tlie Deodar is abundant. The Cheel, Pinus longifolia,

also 1 believe occurs, as well as the Chilghozeh, which,

from the abundance of seed exposed for sale, must be

common. The seeds of this seem to resemble exactly

those of the Kunawur, Pinus Gerardiana These forests

likewise contain a species of Oak, an Olive, and a few

other trees. The Deodar, however, is the most im-

portant tree ; its lower limit is 6500 feet above the sea.

Between this and the summits of the ridges, which attain

a height of about 10.000 feet, the Deodar rules supremely,

vast in abundance and in size. These forests may be

considered available for Jellalabad and Peshawur."

Besides the above trees, and independently of fruit

trees, which are cultivated extensively in some parts,

Griffith observed three or four kinds of Poplar and

two or three of Willow, as well as the Hawthorn.

The houses of Cabul are built of mud and slight

Poplar timber, and have, it is stated, to be renewed

once in every twenty-five years. The great bulk of the

vegetable fuel is supplied by the low bushes, chiefly by

species of Artemisia, common in the barren parts of

the country. A good deal of charcoal, prepared from

the Deodar, &c., is taken to Cabul from Taizeen, but

it is exceedingly dear. When our ofiicers were there

in winter it cost them daily, in severe weather, three

rupees for fuel.

Cultivation'.

From Grit^th, Irwin, Stocks, and other writers, we
learn that agriculture and horticulture are very success-

fully practised in some of the fertile valleys and plains

under irrigation, though the greater portion of the

country is uncultivated and uncultivateable. Writing

from Cabul in August, 1839, Grif^th says :

—

"I am encamped close to Baber's tomb, lulled by the

sound of falling water, and cooled with the shade of

Poplar and Sycamore trees, with abundance of delicious

fruit, and altogether quite happy for the nonce. I have

not yet seen the town, \\hich is a strange place, buried in

gardens ; but nothing can exceed the rich vegetation of

the valley in which we are encamped. Beautiful fields

on every side, with streamlets, rich verdure. Poplars,

Willows, and bold mountain scenery, whicli contrasts

most favourably with the dreary barren tracts to which

we have been accustomed."

At Quettah Griffith saw a good deal of cultivation,

principally of Wheat. Munjit (Rubia cordifolia) was

also cultivated on trenched ground, the young sprouts

having a good salad flavour. Stocks states that at

Moostung, a little south of Quettah, the orchards

extended for 3 miles in length, forming a truly noble

si^rht. Among the fruit trees were Mulberries,

Cherries, and Apricots ; and Stocks adds a species

of Cellis and an Elieagnus for the upper region.

Very little cultivation was seen between Quettah

and Candahar, until within a few miles of the latter

place, where the Wheat and Madder were very

fine, there Barle/ was also seen. The ground

around the Khan's house was prettily ornamented as

a garden, containing Sweet William, Pinks, Stocks,

Marigolds, Wallflowers, &c. The chief trees about

the city were Mulberry, some of them very fine, a

round-headed Poplar, and a Xanthoxylon. Milch

cows and sheep were abundant and cheap. Lettuce

and Onions were commonly cultivated in the small

gardens. Of other agricultural crops Lucerne was

abundant, Pomegranates and Grapes good, the vine-

yards being enclosed by mud walls without any gate-

ways or openings. The Vines are planted intrenches,

a row on each side, and allowed to run over the

intervening ridges. Good crops of Tobacco were

observed, and in a garden leading to a religious esta-

blishment there were some stunted Plane and Ash

trees. Fig trees were umbrageous and fruitful.

Barley and Wheat were ripe at the beginning of July,

when Indian Corn was just sprouting. Here we may
notethat GrifHthmentionsaplant, which hecallsjoussa,

in his journal from day to day, whether abundant,

wild, or scarce, or cultivated. This is the Alhagi

maurorum {or A. camelorum), a most formidably

spiny leguminous shrub, and a favourite article of

food with the camel. It is occasionally cultivated in

Affghanistan, though it is exceedingly common in a

wihl state in most places, growing where almost

nothing else will, from an elevation of 2000 feet up to

9000 feet. The distribution of this remarkable shrub

is almost the same as that of the camel under

domestication, ranging from Greece and Egypt,

through Arabia, .Syria, and Armenia to Affghanistan,

North-west Himalaya, and Soongaria. At and

around Ghuznee the gardens were numerous,

and usually well cultivated ; all being walled and

capable of irrigation, and covered with fine grass or

Clover. Apples, Apricots, Pears, and Plums much
like the Orleans Plum, a kind of Green Gage, Bullace,

El?eagnus, and Mulberries were the principal fruit

trees. The Pears, although small, were good flavoured,

and superior to any of the other fruits. But the

gardens of Cabul and its vicinity contained the rich-

est and most varied produce, and there was a pro-

fusion of fine fruit in the town, especially Melons,

Grapes, and Apples. Hazel-nuts, Peaches, Cucum-
bers, Pumpkins, Carrots, Peas, Beans, Roses, Jas-

mines, and various other garden plants were culti-

vated, besides those already named. Rice also was

extensively grown.

Vegetable Prodlxts Imported into India

from Affghanistan.

In a report by Lieut. Postans on the trade between

Candahar and Shikarpoor the following vegetable

products are enumerated as articles of commerce :

—

Churrus, an intoxicating drug, prepared from Hemp
seed, and used in these countries for the same pur-

poses as opium elsewhere. Gum, of uncertain

origin, but apparently of the same description as

the gum-arabic of commerce, and most exten-

sively used for dyeing, &c. Dried fruits of various

kinds, as Prunes, black Grapes, Walnuts, Apricots,

Almonds, and Dates in large quantities. Khund
Leah, a preparation from the Sugar-cane of

Jellalabad. Madder, an important article in the

trade, brought down in large quantities. There
are two descriptions, called Rodung Kukree and
Rodung phurreah : the latter is cultivated at

Candahar, is of a larger size, and of double the value

of the other. Saffron, called Bakooee, from being
produced at Bakwa, west of Candahar ; SaOlower,

from Herat; gum-salop, from Herat in small

quantities, but greatly in request at Shikarpoor ;

Musagh, a dye from the Walnut tree ; Punoieer, used

medicinally and produced by some wild shrubs in the

hills ; assafcetida, an important article of trade,

being produced abundantly in Khorassan and the

hilly country of Beloochistan ; caraway seeds
;

Airmah, a very fine description of Cotton from Herat,

used in embroidery and highly prized ; Cochineal
from Khorassan. As the country has been almost
closed since abandoned by the Indian Government,
there has been no development of trade, and our
knowledge of it on most points remains much where
it was in 1841. IV. B. Hcmslcy,

THE NEW FRENCH ROSES.
{ContuiHcd from /. 494.)

Proceeding to deal with the fresh arrivals since

the last paper, it must be remarked that the lists of

three of the most eminent raisers—Lacharme, Guillot

fils, and E. Verdier—are still wanting, as well as

those of a few others of less repute. However, we
arc now able to give the announcements of the pro-

ductions of six more, making up, with those previously

given at p. 494, a total already of forty-five candi-

dates for our English favour.

Beginning with Pernet fils aine (Rhone, raiser of

Baroness Rothschild and Castellane), we have as

follows :

—

H.I'. Wilhem Ko^Ue.—Vigorous, large, stiff wood,

few spines ; foliage deep green, flower very large, almost

full (note this elastic term), globular; fine bright red,

carrying itself well, freely perpetual. A variety of great

effect, from Alfred Colomb. I recommend this variety

to my patrons, like my Baroness Rothschild.

H. P. Souvenir de Victor Emmanuel.—Vigorous, stout,

stiff wood, very thorny, fine deep green foliage ; flower

large, nearly full, deUcate rose, sometimes bright rose
;

an excellent variety for "vase culture;" forces well;

seedling from G6ant des Batailles.

Tea or Indica, Docteur Berthet.—Vigorous, flower

large, full, opening well ; half the petal delicate rose,

and bright rose in the centre. A variety remalcable for

its colour.
.1/. Fontaine.

H.P. Louis Dor6.—Plant vigorous, fine wood, and

foliage dark green ; flower well formed, from 10 to 12

centimetres
;

pretty bright cerise-red, shaded purple ;

extra free flowering, and opening perfectly well. Of the

first order of merit for massing.

H.P. Madame Fauvennicr.—Vigorous, strong wood,
fine foliage, deep green ; flower, 10 centimetres

;
pretty

and perfect form, of a fine amaranth-red, the under face

of petals silvery ; flowering perfect.

H.P. Edouard Fontaine. ^ Plant vigorous enough,

wood thin
;

pretty foliage, clear green ; flower fine

silvei7 rose, 10 centimetres ; form perfect, having much
resemblance to Baronne Gonella : it is very floriferous,

and opens well.

Hybrid Bourbon, Julia Fontaine —Plant vigorous, fine

wood, and foliage pretty clear green, few spines
; flower

perfectly imbricated, of a pretty clear salmon-rose colour,

10 centimetres, flowering abundant ; seedling from
Louise Odicr ; plant adniirable.

Moreau, Robert {Augers).

H. P. Panach^e dAngers.—Very vigorous, flower

medium, full delicate rose ; very finely striped and
marbled with deep violet-purple (extra).

Xote.—This plant is the Commandant Beaurepaire

sent out by me and cultivated for ten years in the hope
of establishing its perpetuality (being rather a hybrid

than a Provence), a fact now perfectly accompUshed.
[Why change the name ?]

H.P. Graziella.—Very vigorous, flower large, full,

fine flesh-rose, very delicate, very floriferous.

H.P. Souvenir de Madame Robsrt.—Very vigorous,

flower large, full, opening well, cupped
; delicate satin

salmon-rose, centre deeper, very free-flowering (extra)
;

seedling from Jules Margottin.

H.P. Souvenir de Victor Emmanuel (note that Per-

net has also one of the same name. \V. D. P.).—Very
vigorous, flower very large, opening well, full ; red-

vermilion, velveted with purple and crimson ; very free-

flowering (extra).

Lcdcchaux
(
lVicio7v), Jiear Brie Comtc Roberta

H.P. Leon Renault.—Very vigorous, flowers large,

very full, well formed ; fine deep cherry-red, brilliant

;

very fine buds, always opening well
;

plant very per-

petual. This Rose by its vigour, its abundant blooming
and fine coloiu- of its buds, numerous and well shaped,

will be very useful for the trade in cut Roses.

J, M. Gonod{a Monplaisir, Lyon).

H.P. Madame Eugene Chambeyran (seedling from
Victor Verdier).—Shrub vigorous, upright strong branches,

nearly thornless, footstalks firm, foliage of fine leaflets ;

flowers large, full, globular, extremely well formed ; colour

delicate shaded "Aurora ;" very free flowering (extra fine).

Mons. Lapierre (seedling from Geant des Batailles).

—

Vigorous, stiff branches, sti'ong numerous red spines
;

foliage with fine leaflets, footstalk sti'ong ; flowers

medium or large, very well shaped ; colour glowing red,

shaded velvety crimson ; very perpetual.

Princesse Marie Dolgoroulcy (seedling from Anna de
Diesbach).—Very vigorous, stiff" branches ; foliage with
fine large leaflets, deep green ; footstalk firm ; flowers

larged, cupped ; very well formed, magnificent bright

satin-rose, very often striped lines of carmine. A variety

of great effect,

Duchcr {JFido7i')j Lyon-GuiUoticrc.

Tea. Marie Jaillet.—Very vigorous
; flower large, full,

well-shaped ; colour, pale rose, with bright rose centre

passing to clear lilac ; very pretty.

Tea, Innocente Pirola. — Very vigorous ; branches

short and stout, perfect carriage ; flowers very large and
well-formed, with large elongated buds ; colour pure
wliite, sometimes slighUy rosy. This variety will super-

sede (?) by its vigour and abundance of flowers Rose
Niphetos.

Noisette, Joseph Bernacchi.—Very \igorous, fine deep
green foliage, of perfect appearance ; flower large, full,

with large elongated buds ; colour white, slighUy yellow ;

centre deeper ; very fine.

Noisette, William Allen Richardson.^Very vigorous,

large wood ; foUage fine deep green ; firm footstalk, of

perfect carriage ; flower large, well shaped, of a fine

orange-yellow—a colour unique amongst the Noisettes

Flowers on all its branches ; a very fine variety.
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H.P. John Saul.—Very vigorous, wood stout and

short ; leaves of a fine deep green, footsUiIk firm ;
flower

very large, full, globular ; fine clear red, back of the

petals carmine ; very sweet. This plant of the highest

merit, flowers freely, and is a seedling from Antoine

Ducher. IK D. Prior.

THE GARSTON VINEYARD
Is situated about five miles from Liverpool, and is

easily reached by rail or 'bus, the former being per-

haps the most accessible mode of travelling, owing

to the numerous and well-appointed service of trains

which run at short intervals between the "central

station," Liverpool, and Garston. The Vineyard is

but a short distance—about half a mile—from the

Garston station, where there are at all times plenty of

conveyances in readiness for visitors who do not

choose to walk. There are perhaps few other semi-

naries of horticulture in Europe better known than

the Garston Vineyard, consequent on the fame in

Grape growing achieved by its promoter and founder,

Mr. Joseph Meredith, who, it will be remembered,

ceased to have any connection with the business after

it was acquired by the '* Cowan Patents Company,"
of which the present proprietor, Mr. John Cowan,
was the acting manager.

The Vineyard and its appurtenances was pur-

chased by the company for the ostensible purpose of

introducing to the horticultural public the now well-

known system of "limekiln heating," invented and

patented by Mr. Cowan. The new company, how-
ever, appear to have had but a chequered career, the

limcliiln system of heating not meeting with much
public favour after the first few months of its existence.

Ultimately the company disposed of the whole concern

to Mr. Cowan, who is now actively engaged in re-

establishing the reputation of the Vineyard, but on a

somewhat different "basis than that hitherto adopted.

Before going into details, I would observe that in a

place of such magnitude, which has 'passed through

so many vicissitudes lately, it will be easily under-

stood that the working machinery, as to its general

organisation and management, is capable of reform

and improvement on a large scale. Notwithstanding
that this is to some extent the case, the general tone

of the establishment (especially the glass department)
has improved so much under Mr. Cowan's personal

supervision that it augurs well for the future.

The concern is now intended to be carried on as a

general nursery, comprising all sorts of choice exotics,

fine-foliage plants, new and rare plants, herbaceous
plants, bedding plants (both spring and summer),
Roses in pots and for planting out, fruit trees, and
young Vines for fruiting in pots and for planting out,

all of which are in excellent condition.

In addition to the general nursery stock there are

thousands of plants grown for the branch departments
in St. John's and St. James' Markets, Liverpool,

where cut flowers and fruits of all descriptions are

oftered for sale in season.

The horticultural building and heating department
is carried on by a staff" of efficient workmen in their

respective capacities, the workshops, sheds, machinery,
&c., having been erected during the ownership of the
late company at a cost of over ;^2ooo.

Having thus briefly described the main features of
the Vineyard and the multifarious objects its present
proprietor has in view, I would beg the reader to

follow me to the front entrance to the nursery on the
Speke Road, by which visitors approach the nur-
series on the south side. Here there are two other
entrances, one leading to Mr. Cowan's cottage, known
as Vine Cottage, which is pleasanlly situated at the
extremity of a nicely laid out garden filled with
flowering plants and shrubs, and the third entrance,
the main thoroughfare to the- nursery. On the north
side of Mr. Cowan's cottage are the business oflices,

and on the west side there is a large conservatory
attached, probably the most foolish speculation for

business purposes that could well be conceived. The
centre of this house is filled with large Camellias^
Azaleas, and other hard-wooded plants, and the front
stage with hundreds of small Camellias and Azaleas,
with nice plants of Urac.-ena australis set on inverted
pots along the middle of the stage. The next house
is a span-roofed vinery running east and west, and is

one of the early vineries. The Vines in this house
are greatly debilitated, and the crop, though a useful
one for market purpc^es, was not what could be
desired.

The next house in rotation is the famous Madres-

field Court vinery, a lean-to house facing due east.

This house is 50 feet long by 18 feet wide, and the

Vine has made such remarkable progress that Mr.

Cowan has extended the outside border and also

cleared an adjoining house of Peach trees, 42 feet long,

for the purpose of extending the tops of the Vine to

their utmost capacity. The crop in this house fully

bears out the high opinion formed by many people

of this Grape ; it is a sure cropper, and as a market

Grape cannot be surpassed. A span-roofed pit run-

ning parallel with this house is filled with a healthy

collection of Cyclamens in various stages of growth.

We now come to the principal blocks of span-

roofed houses, all of which run east and west. The
fii?t block of three runs parallel with the early span-

roofed vinery already noticed. No. i house contains

an assortment of Ferns, principally Adiantums, Lo-

marias, Pterises, Club-mosses, and a quantity of

Cyperus alternifoHus, for market. No. 2 is filled

with winter-flowering Pelargoniums. This, with two

other houses, was occupied in raising Vine eyes last

spring, which, by the way, were inserted in the beds

instead of pots, as is usually done. No. 3 is occupied

with Tuberoses, tuberous-rooted Begonias, Richardias,

in small pots, for market and decorative purposes ;

Ficuses, Jasmines, Justicias, Thyrsacanthus, dwarf

Poinsettias, Eranthemums, and a nice young batch of

the beautiful Taberncemontana coronaria flore-pleno.

Block No. 2 is, as indeed are all the blocks, sepa-

rated from block No. \ by a wide working path, and

is composed of three span-roofed houses, viz., foliage

plant-house, propagating-housc, and Gardenia-house.

The foliage plant-house contains many new and rare

forms of the latest introductions in this class of plants,

well cultivated and cared for, as may be seen from

their robust growth and colour, and of a size suitable

for growing on into specimens or for immediate de-

corative purposes. They consist of choice varieties of

Crotons, such as Disraeli, Challenger, Earl of Derby

and Andreanus.

These are merely mentioned by way of illustration
;

Dracxnas, Dieffenbachias, Cocos, Aralias, and others

are equally well represented. The second house is a

pro])agaling-house, which at this season of the year is

not so interesting, as it is earlier, when a variety of

subjects are in process of being rooted. House
No. 3 is filled with Gardenias of diflferent sizes, with

a sprinkling of other miscellaneous plants. The
larger Gardenias produce a quantity of flowers, which

arc in great request during the winter months, and
the smaller plants are of course nursery stock of a

saleable size. There are also seedling Palms, and a

nice collection of Cyanophyllums.

Running parallel and of equal length with the two
blocks of houses above described are two ranges of

vineries, one range facing due south, with a hip-roof,

and the other, the noted Lady Downe's house, a flat

lean-to, situated on the north side of the wall which

divides both houses. The vineries are each 150 feet

long, that on the south side being a mixed house, in

which a fair crop of Grapes was ripe in July. These
Vines have improved during the last year or two,

and give promise of soon acquiring their former

vigour liy the exercise of skill and careful cropping.

The north or Lady Downe's house is well stocked

with fine Grapes for market, nothing sensational, but

good Grapes for table, and well coloured. There are

some very fine bunches weighing from 2 lb. to 3 lb.,

beautifully coloured, anrl with a rich deep bloom that

would be thought creditable produce in a house with

a south aspect. Alicantcs are also a good crop in this

house, but the berries are not so large or so well

coloured as the Lady Downe's.

Of block No. 3, the first house is ^% feet long, and
devoted to the cultivation of Muscat Grapes alone

;

the crop has been a very good one, and the Vines are

improving in vigour. I noticed a consignment of
newly-imported Turk's-cap Cactus in this house, they
are of pyramidal shape, and I suppose derive their

name from the fact of each plant bearing a crown
resembling a Turk's cap. They are more curious

than useful, and will no doubt be sought after

by lovers of curiosities. No. 2 in this block is

another span-roofed house, and filled with choice

Croton Johannis, Macarthuri, Prince of Wales, and
Queen Victoria, with Drac;\;nas in variety ; seedling

Palms and other small plants occupying the side

stages. No. 3 is filled with Solanums richly berried,

and of different sizes, suitable for any form of

decorative work through the winter. No. 4 is the

celebrated Barbarossa-house worked on the extension

sytsem, and fruited both on the spur and on the rod

principle. Both systems succeed equally well, the

bunches on the "spurs" being rather more compact

than those on the " rod." This Vine finished a good

crop of Grapes, the bunches being tapering and well

formed, and the berries large and well coloured.

Mr. Cowan has exhibited several stands of highly-

finished Grapes from this Vine during the past

season, and further extension for the branches is in

contemplation.

An adjoming house is filled with winter flowering

Heaths, Azaleas, Epacrises, Solanums, and a variety

of other plants, including some well-grown Dracaena

australis. Returning to Mr. Cowan's cottage, we
come to the last block of houses before going into the

adjoining portion of the nursery, which is intersected

by the main thoroughfare elsewhere referred to. The
first house is a lean-to vinery attached to the cottage,

and is planted with Black Hamburghs. Mr. Mere-

dith's favourite Vine, from which he used to cut his

best Black Hamburgh Grapes for exhibition, is still

in existence. It is noteworthy that the house has an

east aspect, and yet the best coloured i^rapes that

have ever been grown in the Vineyard have been cut

from the Vines grown in this house : indeed, these

are the Vines that made Joseph Meredith's name as

a cultivator of the Grape Vine—so that a south

aspect is not indispensable after all in the matter of

high colour and finish.

The other houses in this block, four in number,

also run north and south. No. 2 is filled with small

bushy plants of Cytisus racemosus. No. 3 has an

endless variety of those indispensable winter flowering

plants. Of Bouvardias, I noticed Vreelandii, Hum-
boldtii, corymbiflora, longiflora flammea, and jasmi-

noides. No. 5 contains a miscellaneous collection,

including small Pelargoniums and Camellias, of which

there is a large number of the old Double White and a

quantity of other stock plants.

Leaving a range of well-appointed sheds on the

left-hand, and the nursery thoroughfare on the right,

we come to a large span-roofed house, running north

and south, replete with choice Tea Roses, bristling

with buds in all stages of growth. I noticed, as usual,

Safrano as amongst the freest to bloom ; Niphetos,

Socrates, Isabella Sprunt, Irma, Madame Margottin,

Goubault, and others were also free bloomers.

Abutilon Boule de Neige and Prince of Orange
were also prominent features here. Next in order are

two very large span-roofed houses, each 200 feet

long, the first is a vinery, containing mostly Muscat
Vines, which are still bearing fair samples of this ex-

cellent Grape almost 3 lb. in weight. The second is

a Rose-house with a serpentine walk up the middle.

The roof is covered with Roses from end to end,

chiefly Marechal Niel, Gloire de Dijon, Niphetos, and
other favourite kinds. The body of the house is filled

with Camellias, which are either planted out or

plunged in their pots in the borders on either side the

path. Many of the plants are in excellent health and
many more are not in this desirable state. Brug-

mansias, Cytisus, and Abutilon Boule de Neige, are

doing remarkably well, especially the latter, which is

a specimen 10 feet high and nearly as much across,

and flowering profusely.

Specimens of the old white Azalea are coming into

flower in this house, which is quite cool, and will con-

tinue to supply cut flowers for months to come. by
working up successive batches. There are many fea-

tures of horticultural skill represented in this house on
a somewhat miniature scale, which lessens the effect as

a whole, and might be considerably improved upon for

purposes of utility, as there is hardly space enough in

width to carry out so many ideas with anything like

consistent effect.

The last house we come to (with the exception of

a few temporary structures) is the large vinery,

said to be the finest house of the kind in England.

It is over 200 feet long and 40 feet wide. It is

truly a gigantic hothouse, and is filled from

end to end with Grape Vines from eyes this season.

The young Vines, generally speaking, are splen-

didly grown, Mr. Cowan being determined to keep

up the reputation of the Vineyard as a Vine-growing
establishment ; and, in order to be successful he has

made the cultivation of the young Vines his own
special study—indeed, I may say "hobby"—for all

the Vines have been grown under his own personal

direction and management. There are over one

thousand of the ripest canes already turned out-of-

doors, and over three thousand still remain in the
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house, besides the occupants of one or two other

houses.

The houses, as is well known, are heated by the

limekiln system, which was so freely discussed in the

horticultural press some time ago. The general

working facilities of the Vineyard are elaborate, and
there is no lack of energy or enterprise on the part of

the manaE^ement to ensure the success of the under-

taking. \V. Hinds, Ottcrspool.

THE PLANTING OF TREES IN
TOWNS.

A MEETING of persons interested in the planting of

trees in towns was recently held in Manchester, in

compliance with an invitation issued by the Council

of the Royal Botanical and Horticultural Society of

that city. Tlic chair was occupied by Mr. Alderman

Heywood, and a paper on the subject was read by

Mr. Bruce Findlay. Mr. Alderman Murray, Dr. J.

Watts, Dr. Hardy, Mr. \V. Scott Brown, Mr. T. Scho-

field, and Miss Becker were amongst those present.

The Chairman, in opening the proceedings, said

the meeting had been called in consequence of a

correspondence which Iiad appeared in the newspapers

during the last two or three months. Being chairman

of the Highways Committee, before whom questions

relative to the maintenance of trees frequently came,

it appeared to him desirable that the subject of intro-

ducing trees into the town and its suburbs should be

fairly considered. Occasionally the committee had

done their utmost to preserve the trees which they

found in the groves or streets that required paving

and sewering, but under the .\ct of Parliament that

was no jiart of their functions. He thought that a

declaration from the meeting would probably strengthen

the committee in their efforts to preserve the trees

which they found growing in the streets.

Mr. Findlay, after dr.awing attention to the import-

ance and beauty of trees, dwelt on the special kind of

trees and the method of planting that would most

likely prove successful. He pointed out some of the

evils which trees in large towns have to contend with,

how such evils might in some degree be mitigated,

also the kind of trees to plant, the mode of planting

them, and their after-management. With reference

to the first point, smoke and soot, although enemies

of no mean power, were by no means the only

enemies to which trees planted within the circle of

cities and large towns were exposed. The drainage

which e.Ktended throughout the city was a severe trial

to them, the moisture of the soil being thereby taken

away. With the close pavement and the means at

hand for quickly carrying away the rainfall, there w-as

very little chance of water percolating through the

soil and moistening the roots of the trees. As to the

means by which these evils might be mitigated he

thought it was pretty generally admitted that the

smoke emitted was much larger in amount than it

ought to be, and if the law were enforced and obeyed

the evil arising from smoke would be very much
lessened. With regard to the evil occasioned by the

abstraction of water, the remedy consisted in the judi-

cious artificial application of that element in such a

way as to supply the deficiency, in part at least, and

if this were done systematically there seemed no

reason why trees should not grow in Manchester.

He explained the manner in which water ought

to be applied to the roots, and pointed out also

the importance of frequent w.ashings of the foli-

age. The trees he recommended for planting,

in the first instance, were the Ash, Oriental Plane,

Canadian Poplar, Birch, Weeping Elm, and Sycamore.

The first thing to be dune before planting was to have

the soil well prepared. The folly of not attending to

this was seen in the result of planting trees in the

Cathedral yard on a recent occasion. In that case it

was apparent to the most superficial observer that

they would not li\'e. [As was stated in our columns

at the time. Eds.] The trees selected were not of

the right kind, the planting was done in a slipshod

manner, and the constitution of the poor trees was

exceedingly weak, notwithstanding that the trees

were selected and bought, he understood, by " con-

stitutionalists." He suggested that the Corporation

should first [jlant trees in the open spaces around All

Saints' Church and the Infirmary as an experiment,

remarking that if with proper attention trees would

not live the inference to be drawn was that the places

were not favourable for human life.

Dr. Hardie moved a vote of thanks to Mr. Findlay

for his paper, and Mr. T. Peel, in seconding the

motion, said the local authorities were taking active

measures for the suppression of the smoke nuisance.

They met, of course, with a good deal of opposition,

and it was felt that the Corporation would have to ask

for enlarged powers so as to bring about a better

atmosphere than they had at present. The motion

was passed unanimously.

Dr. J. Watts agreed that if the atmosphere would

not support trees it was a sorry one for human beings

to move in. The mortality of Manchester, he was

glad to say, was decreasing, and he hoped it would

go on decreasing. He thought they owed something

to the Health Committee and to the Medical Officer

of Health for this fact. If they could diminish the

mortality the atmosphere would be made such as vege-

table life would flourish in. He endorsed the re-

marks of Mr. Findlay as to the kind of trees likely to

live in the town, and enumerated instances where

some of the trees specified were now growing. He
regarded the present movement as a healthy sign,

and expressed his trust that the Corporation would do

all in their power to encourage the planting and the

growth of trees in various parts of the city.

Mr. T. Schofield said they had never tried trees in

Manchester properly, and therefore he was most

desirous that a fair trial should be made. He thought

the expense ought to be borne by the ratepayers at

large rather than left to private benevolence.

Miss Becker urged the importance of retaining the

old trees as well as planting new ones, and com-

plained of the ruthless manner in which many trees,

once an ornament to the locality in which they grew,

had been rooted up. It seemed to her that, in the

formation of Alexandra Park, the committee com-

menced operations by grubbing up every tree they

found growing. She observed a great many trees

around Moss Side, but not one within the precincts of

the park, and therefore it seemed that the authorities

must have taken away the trees and left a green

expanse decorated with a number of tablecloths in

the shape of flower-beds. There were a great many

beautiful trees around Greenheys, Oxford Street, and

in other directions, and she earnestly hoped they

would be preserved.

Mr. Alderman Murray said Miss Becker was

labouring under a wrong impression in regard to

Alexandra Park. Those who remember the condition

in which the committee found it would, he believed,

give them credit for having made a Garden of Eden

out of a " Slough of Despond." The Parks Com-

mittee were disposed to render every possible assist-

ance in carrying out the object of the meeting. A
nursery had been established in connection with the

new Southern Cemetery. Trees of various kinds were

there being raised, and doubtless they would be put

to some useful purpose.

The Chairman said he thought the Council would

give the Parks Committee leave to plant trees in the

vicinity of the Infirmary and All Saints' Church.

On the motion of Dr. Watts, seconded by Mr. W.
Gee, the following resolution was adopted :

—"That

this meeting is of opinion that it is desirable to make

an experiment, under proper supervision, to grow

trees in such open spaces as are available within the

city, and commends the subject to the consideration

of the proper committees of the Corporation."

Mr. Alderman Murray promised to introduce the

question at the next meeting of the Parks Committee,

and elicit the opinion of the members thereon.

A vote of thanks to the Chairman was then passed.

TUBEROUS ROOTED
BEGONIAS.

TiIK following remarks are penned in the interest

of those persons who are at present comparatively

unacquainted with the successful cultivation and

preservation of these rapidly improvmg and fast

becoming popular plants. To begin at the beginning,

raising from seed should come first ; the best time to

sow is July or August, as this gives time enough to

enable the young plants to form small tubers before

the winter comes, and this gives so much of a start in

the spring as to ensure that most of the resulting

plants will come into bloom before the close of the

next season, which in the case of spring-sown plants

does not alw.ays occur. I find the best plan for getting

the seed up to be : Prepare a sufficient number of

pots (6-inch I use) with drainage, rough compost,

then finer and finer still, made quite firm and smooth

to within \ or 3 inch of rim (the soil recommended

below will do), water well with scalding water, and

when cooled down sow the seed ;
place the pots in a

moderately heated house in a light position, where

they may be shaded from the bright sun for a few

hours during the middle of the day. Do not cover

with glass or anything else, as if the seed is good it

will commence to germinate in a very few days after

sowing, and as these plants are very impatient of con-

finement or coddling, allow from the first a free circu-

lation of air around and amongst them, keeping the

pots moist by sprinkling with water. As the seed is

so very small, great care in performing this operation

is needed during the earlier stages. As soon as they

are fairly up, and before they begin to crowd each

other, they should be transferred in little groups to

other pots or pans prepared as for sowing the seed

(with the exception of the watering), being too small

in this stage to handle singly, still keeping in the

same house.

These Begonias will endure and require much more
heat at this early stage than at any future period of

their growth ; they will now begin to grow apace,

and in a few days will cease to require any shade,

but a freer circulation of air, and in a short time must

be singled into other pots or pans, in w^hich they may
remain (if in autumn) and grow on as long as they

will continue to do so. Many will not go to rest at

all, or at least not before the winter is well advanced.

They must not be allowed to become dust-dry,

but kept at rest until they start naturally in the

spring, when they may be potted oft" singly, from

which time their progress will be most rapid, soon

requiring to be shifted into 5 or 6-inch pots and many
again soon after into 8 or 9-inch, in which they will

continue during the season, or they may as soon as

established in their small pots be placed in cold

frames to harden off and grow slowdy until the weather

is suitable for planting them out-of-doors. Of course,

in the case of spring-sown seedlings, the growth

would be continuous, but as regards potting and other

attentions the same.

A good compost for them is very fibry sweet loam,

with a liberal mixture of half-decayed leaf-mould and
some sand. The best results I have obtained at all

was with half-decayed Couch-grass and other weeds

gathered from a sandy upland, and half-rotted leaves,

used in a very rough state—in fact, I usually shake
out a good deal of the finer portions. Soil of this

nature contains a good deal of pabtihan and keeps

them going for a long time. They cannot succeed

well in close fine soil, and they dislike peat, and also

never do well in rotten manure under pot culture ;

whereas, on the contrary, planted out-of-doors, they

revel in a liberal allowance of rotten manure, vegetable

refuse, and anything light and rich in humus—in fact

the soil for out-door culture can scarcely be too rich.

No specific time can be mentioned for planting them
out. Each cultivator must be guided by the tempe-

rature and climatic conditions of his own locality.

I never use liquid manure of any sort, as I find that,

if the soil is right, none is required. As to position

in the open air, some authorities say plant in full sun.

This is not my dictum. I find they will not endure

the full blaze of a June or July sun, at least during

the hottest part of the day. At this time I place

among them a few branches just to break the hot

rays. After July is out, and the nights begin to grow
longer and cooler, they seem to enjoy the fullest

exposure, and then growth will be most rapid ; they

require at all times liberal supplies of water. It is

quite astonishing how hardy they are, and persons

seeing them for the first time doing so well in the

open air are fairly astonished. As an evidence

of their cold-enduring capabilities, a large number

planted out (close upon 10,000) here, were exposed

to the full force of the autumn equinoctial gales

accompanied with a deluge of rain. I fully expected

the next morning to find my Begonias smashed to

pieces, but on the contrary they remained quite unin-

jured beyond a few bruised flowers ; the fact of their

growing close together would account in some mea-

sure for this, still their rain-enjoying proclivities arc

immense. After adeluge they only appear fresher than

before, while beds of Pelargoniums close by are quite

flowerless. Again a sharp frost occurred here on the

morning of October i, succeeding a day and night's

rain : Amaranths were killed, Heliotropes blackened,

Vegetable Marrows done for ; but after the most careful

scrutiny I find the Begonias were quite uninjured, and

are now (October 22) a mass of flowers and vivid

green, and look as if they would go on for months.

Their pro])agation from cuttings is comparatively
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easy, but the earlier it is done in the season after

growth has commenced the better, so as to allow of

their forming strong* tubers' before the resting period

comes round again. The small stubby shoots of two

or three joints are large enough : insert them after

drying a little in damp sand, in moderate warmth,

they strike off very quickly ; pot off and grow on as

required. Some of the best sorts are very slow of

increase, in fact I have had some choice seedlings two

years and have never got so much as a single cutting ;

these must ever remain scarce.

Restifig.—They should be allowed to choose their

own time both when grown in pots and when planted

out. So soon as it becomes dangerous to leave them
rtut longer, they should be lifted and potted and be

put in the greenhouse to finish off, where they will

continue to produce a very gay effect (if carefully

watered) for a long time. When the stems have

fallen off they should be put away (still in their pots)

in some situation where they will not become dust-

dry, and where they will be secure from frost only.

They require nothing more than bare protection

:

under a greenhouse stage (taking care that they are

not watered from above), or even a cellar, would be

very suitable, but where room can be found the best

place is a cool Peach-house or vinery. Place the

pots close together on the ground, .and cover over

with cocoa-refuse, sawdust, or other non-conducting

material. Here they may remain until they start

naturally in the spring. I say " naturally " advisedly,

as I believe that unless some specific object is in view
nothing is gained by attempts to push them pre-

THE FERTILISATION OF THE
SCARLET RUNNER BY HUMBLE-BEES.
The fact of humble-bees perforating corolla-tubes

or calyces, in order to get the sweet secretion of a

flower, instead of entering it in the legitimate way, is

well known—Fuchsia, Dracocephalum, Antirrhinum,

&c., being genera especially so treated. In Nature

(Nov. II, 1S75) Mr. Belt records his observations on

this habit of the commonest of the humble-bees

(Bombus terrestris) which, he remarks,

" Does much more harm than good to many of our

flowers, I have for several years watched the humble-
bees, and I never saw tliis species go to the moutli of the

corolla of the red Clover. As far as my experience goes,

if invariably bites a hole at the base of the flower, and
extracts the nectar from that opening, so that it is of no
use in carrying the pollen from one flower to another.

All the other species of humble-bees that I have noticed

go to the mouth of the flowers, and they alone are useful

in their fertilisation.

" The common Scarlet Runner or Pole-Bean is entirely

dependent on the %'isits of bees for the fertilisation of its

flowers, and I have lately seen an instance where the

attentions of Bombus terrestris were mischievous and
hurtful. A friend of mine Uving near Finchley had a late

sowing of Scarlet Runners rendered barren by these

operations. The smaller bees did not visit his garden,

and Bombus terrestris cut holes at the base of both the

expanded flowers and the unopened buds. The hive bee

then seeks for these perforations as a ready means
of access.

" At the beginning of the season some of the Bombus

Fig. 97.—fertilisation of the scarlet-runner bean.

A, Calyx pierced above ; b. Standard with pierced claw ; c, Upper free stamen

protruding ; E, Portions of keel petals "gripping" the lateral protuberances of kd
, Keel petals spirally c

F, Apex of style, with

maturely into growth. If allowed to come away
slowly and in their own time they do so strongly, and

afterwards quickly make up for any fancied loss of

lime, as their growth is astonishingly fast. Where
large numbers have to be kept I find an excellent

plan to be to reduce considerably the soil about them,

and pack them close together in shallow boxes, putting

one, two, or three layers until full, filling up level as

you proceed with the finer soil ; then place these boxes

one over the other in a suitable situation as to moisture

and temperature, thus to remain until signs of growth

appear. I believe to completely denude their tubers

of soil when at rest, in order to send by post or other-

wise, is quite wrong, and I attribute much of the non-

success attending their successful starting to the too

great drying consequent on this treatment. The best

lime to repot is just as growth is beginning : shake

them completely out of their soil, and repot in clean

pots sufficiently large to hold them and no more;

when they have filled these with new roots repot as

required.

I am convinced that any one with a cold frame and

sufficient covering to exclude frost may grow and keep

these beautiful plant-s, in fact some of my brightest

results have been obtained in cold frames with the

lights tilted on their sides night and day, so as to

allow the fullest possible circulation of air, and in this

manner plants may be grown fit for any exhibition. It

cannot be too strongly urged that they are not by any
means stove or even warm greenhouse plants, but en-
joy plenty of light and the freest possible circulation
of air.

It should be mentioned that the light-coloured sorts,

whites, yellows, buff, and orange shades, require more
shade than the high-coloured sorts do, as they are
liable to burn on their edges. T, Smit/i^ Ncivry,

terrestris may be seen visiting the flowers of the Scarlet

Runner in a legitimate manner, but they soon learn that

it is easier for them to get at the nectary by cutting holes

at the base."

That late crops of Scarlet Runners often " fail " is

no new discovery. In the Gardeners^ Chronicle for

August 8, 1846 (p. 533), a writer asks:—"What
causes the blossoms of Scarlet Runners to fall off ere

the fruit is set? Here in the neighbourhood of

London I have observed for the last ten years that

sometimes not one in a hundred, and this year not

one in a thousand, of the blossoms have set. In the

Midland Counties I never observed this evil. I have

tried everything that I could think of, as manuring,

watering, stopping, guano, &c., without any advan-

tage. I should say I have lost millions of blossopis

the last six weeks. Montgomcriidcs^''''

Mr. E. Syme has forwarded some flowers perforated

by Bombus lucorum on the upper side. On care-

fully examining them I find no injury has been done

to the pistil or stamens whatever. The peculiar flap

on the upper side of the free posterior stamen (fig.

96 c), which is almost immediately below the per-

foration, is not itself perforated at all.

The important question for horticulturists now
arises :—Is the barrenness of the crops which is so

generally the case late in season, as well as about or

in London—for I have just seen one at Old Ford

which was a total failure—due to the mischievous

behaviour of the bees or not ?

Mr. Darwin's experiments, given in his work on

Cross and Self Fertilisation (p. 150), appear to decide

it. He tells us that when the Scarlet Runner (Pha-

seolus multiflorus) is protected from insects it only

produces from one-eighth to one-third as many

pods as plants uncovered. This is corroborated by
Dr. Ogle, who also covered up a large portion of a

plant, and "out of a vast number of blossoms thus

protected not a single one produced a pod, while the

unprotected blossoms were for the most part fruitful
"

{Pop. Sc. Revicxo, 1S70, p. 168). "Mr. Belt, in his

work, The Naturalist in Nicaragua (p. 70), gives a

more curious case, for this plant grows well and

flowers in Nicaragua ; but as none of the native bees

visit the flowers not a single pod is ever produced "

(Darwin, Ar., p. 151).

Here, then, is the first clue to the explanation, the

failure of humble-bees to visit the flowers ; and,
secondarily, when they do, late in the season, they
" do more harm than good."
The Scarlet Runner, however, did not prove more

fertile when crossed by Mr, Darwin than when the

flowers were artificially self-fertilised ; so that as far

as his "few observations serve," the inability to set

seed is a morphological one, and therefore we may
attribute it entirely to the absence or bad behaviour
of the bees.

It is a remarkable fact, however, that the dwarf or

Kidney Bean (such as the Canterbury or Fulmer's
forcing Bean), which is the produce of a different

species, P. vulgaris, is fully self- fertile, and "seemed
to produce as many pods containing so many beans
as some uncovered plants growing alongside " (Dar-
win). This species has also " running '*

varieties. A
long list of the " dwarf" and " running " kinds vvill

be found in the Gardeners^ Chronicle for 1850,

p. 116.

The practical deduction from the preceding para-

graphs appears obvious. As long as the Scarlet

Runner is grown in gardens in the country where
humble bees abound, there will never be, in all prob-

ability, much or any complaint about it ; but if late

crops be wanted, especially in the neighbourhood
of and much more within large towns, the Kidney
Bean should be grown and not the Scarlet Runner.
Here then we have a case where the practical value

of self-fertilisation is obvious. It has never been
hinted, so far as I am aware, that the annual Kidney
Bean (Phaseolus vulgaris) is in any way less healthy
or less prolific than its perennial brother, P. multi-

florus or Scarlet Runner ; whereas we see how critical

is the result, where a plant introduced from a foreign

country (Mexico) is dependent upon the native inseots

of the country into which it has been introduced !

It may be interesting to some of the readers of the

Gardeners' Chronicle to know how bees perform the

operation of fertilising the flowers, that is to say,

when they are graciously pleased to do so in the

orthodox manner !

The " keel " petals (fig. 96 D) will be seen to have
their upper portion spirally twisted, so that the

extremity looks like a miniature snail shell or " heli,x."

The style is coiled within it, and carries a small brush
near its stigmatic extremity (fig. 96 F). The " wing "

petals are more or less fastened to the keel by two
processes on the latter, which they grip hold of
{fig. 96 e), so that when a bee alights on the left-hand

petal (the smaller of the two wings), which it must
do, as the orifice of the helix is turned to that side,

its weight acting on the lever-like wing depresses it.

This latter, firmly grasping the projections on the

keel, depresses the latter in its turn, so that the spiral

tube at its extremity is dragged over the coiled style

within it, which thus passes through the anthers, and
sweeps out the pollen from the orifice of the " helix,"

and deposits it on the bee's back. The stigma, being

at the same spot, receives pollen either from the same
flower, or from another previously left on her back.

On flying away the pressure is removed, and the

stigma retires back within the orifice of the helix.

By working the left-hand wing petal up and down
between the finger and thumb, the stigma can be

made to protrude and retire repeatedly in exact imita-

tion of a bee. George Hensloiv. [The fact that the

dwarf varieties which are forced are self-fertilising, is

a very fortunate occurrence for the gardener, else he

would be at a loss for humble-bees in the winter,

Eds.]

SELECT TREES AND SHRUBS
FOR OUTSIDE WALLS.

{Continuedfrom p. 440 )

The flora of North America, including that of

Mexico, affords a large number of trees and shrubs of

high decorative value of various degrees of hardiness,

and we may reasonably expect the already long list

to be enriched by the results of further explorations

of the vast but comparatively little known territories

of the more western parts. Those enumerated below

are nearly all well-known objects of culture either in

the indoor or outdoor garden ; but a brief allusion to

them may tend to show that this part of the New
World is not far beyond the southern part of the

continent in respect to its floral wealth which may be
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employed for our enjoyment in the open air in this

country :—

Tc/ra„tlicra (OrcoJ.,phi,c) cali/onnc, tliough hy no

nicnns showy, is quite adjuissible in a general eoUeetioJi,

as it is a good evergreen shrub, with deep green, lan-

ceolate leaves, and with greenish flowers produced singly

in the axils of the leaves of the upper portion of the

young shoots. It is also remarkable for the aromatic

fragrance of the leaves, which when bruised is so in-

tensified as to be quite pungent. It is much hardier

tlian is gener.ally supposed, standing with impunity

against a wall, and even away from it. A notable instance

of this exists in the garden at Bitton Vicarage, where is

a specimen about 20 feet high.

Ceiiiwlhiis is a North American genus containing a

large number of really beautiful species, many of which

are old inhabitants of gardens, and these have been sup-

plemented by the addition of many species that the

results of the more recent explorations of the Far West

have brought under notice, and the list has also been

enriched by many garden varieties and reputed hybrids,

yet they liave not received the attention they richly

deserve, doubtless owing to being considered too tender

to stand the full rigour of our cUmate without additional

protection to that of a wall, but the majority are quite

amenable to wall treatment. The wall shoidd have either

a west or north aspect, whilst the hardiest species which

inhabit the more eastern parts, and even one or two of

the western, are quite hardy as standards in the southern

counties, and very handsome specimens they make.

Notably amongst these may be mentioned C. divaricatus,

which is found on the mountains of St. Barbara, Cali-

fornia, which forms a veritable "blue bush" for

several weeks about the end of spring. A com-

plete list of all the known species will be found at

p. 637, 1875, of GiirJiiiers' Chronicle, but prob-

ably this may not be accessible to some who wish

to make a selection, so perhaps the following list of

the best will serve as a guide. Some of the species have

a wide range of distribution, therefore their exact loca-

lities cannot be very tersely defined, but for practical

purposes they may be divided into those that will stand

without protection, which are generally United States

species, and those that need the protection of a wall,

and which are natives of California and Mexico. Tlie

most desirable of the former are C. americanus and its

varieties, velutinus and ovalis, all with white flowers,

and the previously mentioned C. divaricatus with blue

flowers. The best of those that need protection are

dentatus, with very small and toothed leaves and crowded

panicles ; cuneatus, also with small leaves ;
serpyllifolius,

a very smaU slender species, macrophyllus and verru-

cosus, all with white flowers. Those with blue flowers

are papillosus, thyrsiflorus. rigidus, Veitchianus. The

pale blue Me-xican C. azureus and its varieties are also

very desirable.

hLigiiolia grandi/Iim.—This fine old species ought

not to be omitted from our list, though in some instances

it has proved of sufficient hardiness as to stand quite un-

protected, as the fine standard specimens at Kew and

elsewhere will show ; but as a general rule it should be

afforded the protection of a wall. At all times of the

year it forms a noble object with its large oblong,

leathery, evergreen leaves, and in the flowering season,

which is from June till October, it is one of the grandest

objects we have in outdoor vegetation when studded with

its immense pure white and delightfully fragrant blos-

soms. There are several varieties, differing principally

in the form of the leaves, such as elliptiea, obovata,

lanceolata, &c. The variety prcecox is worthy of men-

tion, and is a decided acquisition, as it begins to flower

much earlier than the type. It has a wide area of distri-

bution in the more southern parts of the United States,

and there forms large trees, growing to a height of 60 to

70 feet, and forming a large pyramidal head.

Rubiis.—Of this genus there are two or three very

showy species from this region. The handsome R.

delieiosus. which is found in North-West America,

deserves to be in every collection, though it is quite

hardy enough to stand without die protection of a wall

it suits the purpose well, and in the flowering season,

when studded with its large white blossoms, is very

attractive. R. spectabilis is another fine species, with

stems 6 feet to to feet high, but unlike the last the stems

are but of biennial duration. The flowers are very showy,

being large, and of a deep rose colour. It thrives best on

a partially shaded wall, as it is found in shady woods

near streams, in Oregon, and various parts on the north-

west coast of America. R. nutkanus and R. odoratus are

two species closely allied, but the former has very large

white flowers, those of the latter being pink. Bodi are

well suited, and very desirable, for wall decoration.

A few herbaceous perennials with annual stems

thrive best when planted against a wall, such as

Cassia marylandica, the wild Senna, with stem

5

—

J feet high, and long pinnate leaves, and pro-

ducing axillary racemes of bright yellow pea-like

blossoms at the summit of the branches.

Desmodium canadense, which inhabits dry woods

in Canada, and there only grows 2—3 feet high, under

a wall attains a height uf 6—7 feet, forming very

handsome specimens. The racemes of small violet-

purple blossoms form large panicles at the summit of

the stem, and last a long time in perfection. Besides

these there are several from the Mexican region

which are well adapted for training to pillars in

summer, but as they are too tender to stand unpro-

tected in winter they should be cut down and the

surface covered with some light material. Amongst

these may be mentioned the beautiful Lophospermum

scandens, with its deep rose Gloxinia-like flowers.

Rhodochiton volubile, one of the finest greenhouse

creepers we have, with its large pink calyx and very

dark red corolla, borne in great profusion the greater

part of the year. Maurandya Barclayana, semper-

florens and antirrhiniflora, and many other well known
garden plants, are also from this rich region. C.

PLANT PORTRAITS.
Begonia Moonlight, Floral Maga'.inc , t. 293.

—

One of Col. Clarke's hybrids, and a very beautiful

one, its fine flowering habit and numerous white

flowers, together with its neat foliage rendering it an

unusually attractive plant for market purposes.

BiGNONiA .SAMUUCINA, Kunth, Rcviie Horticole,

1S7S, 50, with tab.—Lovers of hardy shrubs should be

on the look-out for Bignonia sambucina. All that we
know of it is derived from M. Carriere's figure and

description in the Rcvitt HorticoU, from which it

appears to be a shrub (not a climber) with impari-

pinnate leaves, linear-lanceolate pinnce, and terminal

panicles of large clear yellow flowers. The plant is

a native of Mexico, and is stated to have stood in

the open air all the winter near Paris, and to have

flowered in the month of August. We shall await

the arrival of this fine shrub with interest.

BiLBERGIA PALLESCENS, Koch and Bouche,

Botanical Magazine, t. 6342.—A species with leaves

dark green and spotted on the upper surface, paler

beneath, with transverse bars. Bracts lanceolate, of

a beautiful rose-pink. Spike pendulous, flowers

greenish white, ovary deeply grooved. A beautiful

plant, differing from the plant figured in Bclgiquc

Horticole, 1S65, p. 65, only in the nodding not erect

spike. Native of Central Brazil, flowered at Kew.

Crossandra guineensis, Nees, Botanical Maga-
zine, t. 6346.—A West African Acanthad, introduced

by Messrs. Veitch, and having oblong green leaves

picked out with golden veins, and short dense spikes

of pinkish flowers.

Dendrobium superbiens, Rchb. f., Floral

Magazine, t. 294.—A beautiful species, lately figured

by us at p. 49, vol. ix., from the collection of Mr.

B. S. Williams.

ESCHSCHOLTZIAS, Florist ami Pomologist, tab. 460.

—Gorgeous varieties raiseii by Messrs. Carter from E.

californica var. crocea. The variety called Mandarin

is specially fine. To the rich salTron of E. crocea it

adds a brilliant orange colour on the outer side.

Gladioli, new : Floral Magazine, t. 295-296.

—

Queen Mary and Sir G. Nares. Two very showy

varieties raised by Messrs. Kelway, of Langport, for

the description of which we must refer to the magazine

in question.

lONE PALEACEA, Lindl., Botanical Magazine,

t. 6344.—An Assam Orchid with creeping slender

rhizome, egg-shaped one-leaved pseudobulbs, leaves

strap-shaped, notched at the point, scape racemose,

many-flowered from the side of the pseudobulb.

Flowers drooping, about I inch long ; sepals lanceo-

late, greenish, from a broad base ; lip heart-shaped,

purplish.

Iris cretensis, Janka, Botanical Magazine,

t. 6343.—A Mediterr.anean species with creeping

rhizome, linear erect leaves, and lilac-purple flowers,

2.^—3 inches long; the "falls "are veined in the

lower half with bright yellow, and furnished with

many oblique lines of lilac-purple on a white ground ;

the standards purplish. Flowered at Cirencester

with Mr. Elwes.

PICOTEES, NEW, Florist, Feb., 1S78, t. 461.—The
varieties figured are Miss Horner, with heavy rose-

coloured edge ; and Alice and Zerlina, both heavy

purple-edged sorts. All three are exceptionally fine

varieties, raised by Mr. Lord, of Todmorden.

Pandanus unguifer, Hook., BotanicalMagazine,

t. 6347.—A dwarf species native of Sikkim, with a

slender prostrate stem, and distichous linear-lanceolate

leaves, spiny at the margins. Fruit as large as the

fist, like that of a Pine-apple in appearance.

Pleroma Gavanum, Triana, Botanical Magazine,

t. 6345.—A Peruvian Melastomad, with ovate oblong

acute serrate hairy leaves, and terminal panicles of

white flowers. Introduced into cultivation by Messrs.

Veitch.

TilK new edition ol Yarrell's British Birds, by

Professor Alfred Newton (Vein Voorsl), hcis reached

its twelfth part. It is a pity that the progress of so

excellent a work is so slow. The Editor's notes and

additions are valuable from the care he has taken to

secure accuracy. The present part is devoted to the

history of the starlings, choughs, ravens, crows, rooks,

jackdaws, and magpies, illustrated with excellent

woodcuts and amusing vignettes. The following

account of one way in which garden tallies get lost

may be repeated here. Speaking of the sticks used

by the daws to build their nests, it is noted that

" The collecting of these sticks is, as may be imagined,

a toilsome task, and tlic birds are not slow to avail them-

selves of any they can get, as gardeners often find to

their cost, for the pegs used to mark their plants are

frequently carried off by daws. Denson has recounted

[Mag. Nat. Hist., ser. i., vi., p. 397) how, from T815 to

1818, the old Botanic Garden at Cambridge, situated in

the middle of the town, and now the site of the museums
and lecture rooms, was thus regularly robbed of its labels,

which were subsequently found in the towers and chinmeys

of the neighbouring buildings—eighteen dozens being

taken out of a single chimney on one occasion. They
were mostly deal laths, about 9 inches long, and an inch

or more broad. A bird would grasp one edgewise in its

beak, and if the soil was light it could usually draw it

out with but little difficulty, but if otherwise itwould pull

the label first to one side then to the other ; and either

by persevering thus, effect its extraction, or tire itself and.

leave it."

Publications Received. — Catalogue of the

Flowering Plants and Ferns of Dublin and Wicklow,
by David Moore, Ph.D., and A. G. More.—On a

Supposed New .Species of Ceratozamia, by D. Moore,
Ph.D.— Lists of the INIosses and Hepaticje which
are found in the counties of Dublin and Wicklow, by
David Moore, Ph.D. — Les Vignes Asiatiques et

le Phylloxera, par Alphonse Lavallee.— Sur les

Arbres et Arbustes Exotiques recemment introduites

en France, par M. Alphonse Lavallee.—Uber Poly-

embryonie, von Dr. Eduard Strasburger.—Report
of the Royal Botanical Garden, Calcutta, 1S77—78.

—Science Gossip.—All the Year Round,—Bulletin

de la Soc. Bot. de France, n. 3, 1S77.—Sempervirens
—Natural History Journal.—Niiovo Giornale Bo-
tanico. — Gartenflora. — Revue Horticole. — Vick's

Illustrated Monthly.— Gardener's Monthly. — Nord
Deutsches Inseratenblad.—Journal des Roses.—Der
Deutsche Garten.—The Herefordshire Pomona,
pt. I.—The Monthly Flor.al and Fruit Magazine.
—American Agriculturist.—Popular Science Review,
—Bulletin d'Arboriculture.—l-^numerationMethodique

des Plantes NouvcUcs, iS:c., par Andre de Vos.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
One of the most important matters which still

demand attention in this department will be the

preparation of the soil for the forthcoming season ; let

this operation be proceeded with as speedily as

possible whenever opportunities occur, and take
advantage of such opportunities as are suitable for

dressing those portions of the ground with such mate-
rials as they require for their amelioration. For adhesive
plots a dressing of wood and coal ashes, with soot

intermingled, will form a good compost not only for

rendering such land more tractable, but these ingre-

dients will be otherwise beneficial ; the parings of the
sides of roads and the scrapings off them likewise
make a most valuable compost for dressing almost
anykind of land, and particularly that which is inclined

to be stiff and unworkable, and we recommend
advisedly that this kind of stuff be procured if

obtainable. If not already done defer no longer the

lifting of Beet and Carrots, also Lettuce, Endive, &c.,
which is to be removed to frames before severe

weather comes. The mildness of this season is

plainly indicated in the growth of many subjects in

this department, as for instance at this time (October
28) French Beans still remain uninjured, and late

Peas are growing on most luxuriantly, although from
the want of sun the pods do not fill properly. At
dry times let the hoe be run over the surface soil
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between the rows of Onions, Spinach, Lettuce,

Endive, -Nic.; and embrace such opportunities like-

wise for clearing away decayed leaves from the

plantations of Broccoli, Brussel Sprouts, Winter
Greens, t^c. This is an operation which cannot be

too rigidly enforced at this season as a means of

exposing and inuring such subjects preparatory to

more severe weather coming on. The process of laying

down Broccoli at this season is commonly pursued Ijy

many practical men, and undoubtedly the check the

plant sustains by it tends to make it withstand the

effects of frost with less injury than otherwise, but on
the other hand, it does likewise unquestionably retard

and reduce the size of the heads considerably ; and
therefore it is doubtful, taking all things into con-

sideration, whether sowings of such subjects which
are made in the early part of May, do not produce
plants which are to be preferred for soils which are

very highly enriched, while at the same time this

operation is avoided. By this time late Celery should

be finally earthed up, as also should Leeks which are

grown in trenches.

In the forcing department considerable activity will

soon be necessary. Where very forward Asparagus
is required a quantity of roots should be lifted.

This, of course, is assuming that beds of ferment-

ing material or other means is provided for

starting them. Much more heat will be required

to induce growth now than by-and-bye ; this

should therefore be provided. Continue to make
sowings of French Beans to come in after for new
crops. Sow Mustard and Cress for salading purposes

every week or ten days. Attend to stopping and
thinning out the leaves on Tomatos, so that the fruit

can have the full benefit of sunshine.

MusHROO.M House.—Keep this place moistened
regularly and the heat at about 58". Introduce roots

of Seakale and Rhubarb in quantity to meet the

requirements, also Chicory and Endive for blanching.

Continue to collect fresh manure for making new
Mushroom beds, and make them up without sub-

jecting it to a drying process by fermentation.

In the frame ground Cauliflower and Lettuce

plants will need to be hardened as much as possible

by being fully exposed every day. The mildness of

the season will cause these plants to be very vigorous,

particularly early-sown ones ; such plants would be
benefited by being lifted again and replanted. 6'. T.

Miles, ]Vy<oinlic Ahky.

HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.
Owing to the exceedingly warm weather we have

had of late, or to some other cause. Pears and
Apples are keeping very badly, at least such is the

case with ourselves, although we have done all we
could by way of ventilation to lower the temperature
as much as possible, but with the external air stand-

ing so high it has not been of much avail. There is

therefore a prospect that all late sorts as well will come
in much before their time, and the season be a short

one, which is much to be regretted, seeing that crops
of neither of these esteemed fruits are anywhere over-

plentiful. All that can be done is to look frequently

over the stock and pick out any for immediate use
that are showing the least sign of decay, for it is

astonishing how soon they transmit the taint to others,

and how rapidly it spreads through all with which they
come in contact or which lie near them. Perfect dry-

ness of the atmosphere is one of the essentials towards
keeping both Apples and Pears, and next to that an
equable degree of heat, and the lower this can be
maintained above 35° the better and more regular

will the fruit ripen. Where it is in contemplation to

plant young trees or to take in hand the renovation of

old Vines, it is high time to set about the latter

operation and to send in orders to nurserymen to

insure an early delivery of whatever sorts may be
required. As many may be in doubt which to select

out of the great numbers now enumerated in most
catalogues, it may be well for the guidance of such to

give a short descriptive list of those I know and have
proved to be good and well adapted for most soils and
situations. Taking Apples first in the order in

which they come into use, the Keswick Codlin is one
oi the very best for culinary purposes, and seldom if

ever fails in producing a crop. Next in merit to this

is Lord Suffield, which is a great favourite with all

who know it, and is highly deserving a place in any
garden, however sniall its extent. For table or dessert

purposes there are none equal to Kerry Pippin, and to

succeed this the Ribston and Cox's Orange Pippin,

both of which are first-class in appearance and quality

and most excellent keepers. To these should be

added Blenheim Orange and Waltham Abbey Seed-

lings, and these varieties will last in use till the

end of February, when the following will come in

and continue the supply as long as Apples can
be kept. Court Pendu-plat, Cockle Pippin,

Dutch Mignonne, and Sturmer Pippin for dessert

;

and Dumelow's Seedling, Herefordshire Pear-

main, Alfriston, Sturmer Pippin, and Northern
Creening for cooking. Among Pears the best for

early ripening are Beurre Giftard, Williams' Bon

Chretien, Beurre d'Amanlis, Beurre Superfin,

Doyenne du Cornice, Marie Louise, Louise Bonne,

and Beurre Bachelier, which will carry the supply up

to near Christmas ; when Glou Morceau, Bergamotte

Esperen, and Josephine de Malines are the only real

good ones for late use. To grow the above sorts,

few though they be in number, will be found far

more satisfactory where space is limited than to have

a large collection, many of which are sure to turn out

disappointing. The same may be said of Peaches and

Nectarines and all other kinds of fruit that take a long

time to establish, therefore I shall only enumerate those

that may be entirely depended on. The best Peaches

to grow are Early Louise—for the first to ripen. Royal

George, Dr. Hogg, Grosse Mignonne, Alexandra,

Bellegarde, Violettc Hative, Goshawk, Harrington,

and Walburton Admirable, the two latter ripening

late, and both being of first-rate quality. Among
>^ctarines Lord Napier is a most valuable variety, it

being very early, large in size, of fine colour and most

exquisite flavour. Elruge succeeds this, and for late

sorts Humboldt and Pitmaston Orange are the best.

In Apricots none equal Moorpark in quality, but the

trees of this kind are unfortunately subject to having

their branches die off, which the Hemskirke and

Peach, both very fine kinds, are not so liable to, and

therefore should be grown in preference. The best

Cherries for dessert purposes are Black Eagle,

Knight's Early Black, and Tartarian ; and of the

white kinds Governor Wood and Elton ; while for

cooking purposes none surpass the May Duke and

Morello. As regards dessert Plums Green Gage stands

first, then come Kirke's, Jefferson, Coe's Golden

Drop, Reine Claude de Bavay, and Reine Claude Vio-

lette ; and for cooking Prince Engelbert, Prince of

Wales, Victoria, Pond's Seedling, and Belle de Sep-

tembre. All the foregoing are good growers, free

bearing, and such as will succeed in almost any

garden. Bush fruit not being so important, it will be

hardly worth while occupying space to give a list, or

to remark on them further than to say that deep

trenching should precede the planting of any of them,

y. Shcppard.

FRUIT NOUSES.
Pines.—Let the same temperatures as were in-

dicated in a former Calendar for these plants con-

tinue in force as long as the weather is extern.ally

temperate and favourable for vegetation proceeding

without having recourse to much artificial aid for the

purpose. As soon, however, as a change in this

respect takes place and severe conditions prevail, it

will be advisable to let the existing temperatures de-

cline gradually until they recede to the minimum
state for winter work, namely, to about 57'^ for

suckers, about 60" for successional plants, and from

65° to 70° for fruiting plants. If the nature of the

weather is such as to necessitate hard firing see that

more moisture in the way of sprinkling available sur-

faces in the houses is used, so as to prevent too much
aridity in the atmosphere. Take advantage of suitable

occasions for making any alterations or rearragements

which may be desirable among the plants. Let all those

which are fruiting be placed where plenty of heat can

be given them, and where every ray of sunshine can

reach them ; and all other plants should likewise

be so placed as to obtain the benefit which proceeds

from having the full power of this almost indis-

pensable element when it exists at this dull period of

the year. The efficiency of hot water as a heating

medium has in many places superseded the use of

leaves for bottom-heat purposes altogether. There

are, however, some places amongst others where

this old practice is in some degree continued, and for

suckers and successional plants where only a gentle

degree of heat at the roots is required, they can

be made available. When this is the case we advise

their being procured in as dry a state as possible,

and at the time the beds are formed they should be

well trodden down and afterwards covered with about

a foot or IS inches of tan for plunging in and to give

a neat appearance. If circumstances will admit, the

best plan to adopt with reference to beds of this

description is to allow them to remain until such time

as the heat has become steady and regular before

plunging the plants. If this cannot be done, be wary

of having too much heat, and to avoid the conse-

quences which naturally result from this cause merely

stand the pots on the surface of the bed until its power

is reduced. For the sake of economy and other

considerations of equal moment, avoid the use of fire-

heat as far as practicable, and in all cases where the

structures will admit of its being done, cover u]> with

mats or similar materials whenever adverse conditions

prevail. G. T. Miles, Wycombe Abbey.

Figs.—The early pot Figs from which fruit is to be

gathered about the end of April, or early in May,
will now demand immediate attention, in order that

everything may be ready for a start in November.
Potting, or top-dressing, having been performed in

September, the lights, if movable, should be taken

off the house and well washed with soap and water,

the walls scalded, and washed with quick-lime and

sulphur, ready for the reception of the trees ; and, as

the Fig is very liable to the attacks of red-spider and
scale during the drying or ripening process, great care

must be exercised in the thorough cleansing of the

wood with strong soap-water before the trees are

painted with a composition similar to that recom-

mended for Peaches. When washing, a hard brush

may be used for the old wood, but to avoid injury to

the young fruit the shoots of the current year will

require more careful treatment. Succession houses in

which the trees are planted out may be kept dry and

cool for some time to come, providing they are free

from insects, but if scale has gained possession

pruning and cleansing should be followed up without

delay. Get all root-pruning, lifting, and rearrange-

ment finished, always bearing in mind that Figs under

artificial treatment, when confined to a limited space,

are most productive and manageable under restricted

root area, and few subjects are more tantalising than a

gross barren tree ; it is therefore well to err on the

side of severe rather than light root-pruning. The fan

system of training being generally adopted, branch-

pruning is more a system of thinning out the shoots

that have reached the extent of the trellis than

shortening back to make room for the young succes-

sional growths, which should be evenly placed, with

room for extension over every part of the trellis. In

lean-to houses it is a good plan to plant against the

back wall, to train to the highest point, and thence

downwards to the front ventilators on the south side.

When treated in this way the check upon the sap

under the ridge, combined with downward training,

produces a marked effect on strong growing kinds,

and Brown Turkey, one of the best for forcing, breaks

into numerous short-jointed growths that require very

little stopping, and being so favour.ably placed for

ripening they cannot, under fair treatment, fail to

produce an abundance of fine Figs. /('. Coleman.

Cucumbers.—An almost sudden change in the

weather during the last week, from bright warm sun-

shine and mild nights to wet and sunless days, and a

chilling north-western wind and a low temperature at

night, renders the application of brisk firing abso-

lutely necessary in order to maintain a moderately

growing temperature of from 70° to 75° by day with

fire, running up 5° or 10° with sun, and 60° to 65° at

night, with a bottom-heat of from 75° to 80° or 85°.

Air must be given cautiously—not to lower, but to

prevent the temperature of the house from getting too

high—admitting it moreover, progressively as the tem-

perature of the house increases, and so as to avoid chil-

ling draughts, which would be injurious to the foliage

and health ofthe plants. The roots should be watered

regularly and thoroughly, when they require it, with

diluted liquid-manure of the same temperature as the

material in which they are growing, for, as all

practical gardeners know, a superabundance at one

time cannot compensate for a deficiency at another.

Let the application of atmospheric moisture be in

accordance with the temperature and state of the

house in general, not forgetting that important ele-

ment—the weather, by which gardeners of all people

have so much to shape their plans of operation. How-
ever, both an arid and an over-humid atmosphere must

be avoided, otherwise spider or mildew will, as surely

as night follows day, attack the plants ; hence the

desirability of adopting the "happy medium." Guard
against canker by putting a little new soot and lime

around but not close to the stems of the plants, unless

they are affected with that disease, which will absorb

any superabundance of moisture that would otherwise

settleonthem. //. fK ]P',ini, Lon^fonl CasllcGardciis.

A Monster Pear Tree.—A Forres correspondent

of the Journal of Forcsliy thus describes a Pear

tree of enormous size to be seen in the village of

Garmouth :

—"It belongs to Mr. James Spencc, is

known to be over 100 years old, and is of the follow-

ing dimensions :—Height, about 40 feet ; circumfer-

ence of trunk, 5 feet ; diameter space underneath the

branches, no less than 14 yards, which gives the

enormous circumference of 126 feet. The huge
branches are supported by means of planks running

along the top of eleven immense wooden pillars. The
Pears are not large, but are very sweet, and are

known by the name of ' Golden Knot ' or ' Golden

Ball.' I counted a single cluster, which numbered

no less than 300. The happy owner of this, perhaps

the largest and most prolific tree of its kind in Great

Britain, informed me that three years ago he had the

curiosity to count the Pears it yielded. When
gathered they then reached the enormous number of

28,600. At that time a large portion of the tree did

not yield any fruit, and since then very little has

grown on it. None of the Pears are, as yet, taken

off this season. They hang in clusters like Grapes—
a prettier sight one could not imagine, and it is

confidently expected that this season they will number

considerably over 50,000 ! Visitors to Garmouth are

freely admitted to Mr. Spence's garden, where the

tree is to be seen, which is well worthy of a visit. I

should be curious to know if its equal is to be found

anywhere ?
"
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APPOINTMENTS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
Monday,

TCESDAV,

Nov. 4 — Sale of Dutch Bulbs, at Stevens' Rootns.

M^<. H / Scottish Arboricultural Society's CJciici
""^- 5 \ Mectintr.

v.-,. f ! Sale of Roses, Camellias, Bulbs, &c.,
'^^^'^

1 Stevens' Rooms.
of the Linncan Society, at 8 p.m.

Sale of Established Orchids

Thursday. Nov. 7
] SaKf^Nurscry Stock at the American

NurseU', Lcytonstoiic, by Prothcroc &
L Morris

Friday, Nov. 8— Sale of Rare Lil

Saturday, Nov. 9 j
'

THE first number of the Transactions of the

Massachusetts Horticultural Society for

1878 contains some interesting essays ; one

bearing the title "Ripening and Market-

ing Pears " is particularly so. The Pear

stands next to the Apple in the list of the

most valuable fruits in America, and its cultiva-

tion is rapidly increasing, while with many fruit-

growers there is a disposition to lessen the pro-

duction of Apples, owing to their uncertainty and

tendency to over-production in years of plenty.

The author of the essay states that the Pear on

suitable soil is surer and more productive,

taking one year with another, than Apples, and

can be produced cheaper by the barrel. On the

other hand, the proper ripening and marketing

of the Pear is attended with more difficulty. A
good Pear may be ripened so as to be solid,

juicy, and sweet, with a good rich colour to its

skin ; or it may be earthy, insipid, and rotten

at the core ; or, again, it m.-iy be shrivelled,

sour, and unattr.active ; and these different con-

ditions may all be obtained in the same season,

and from fruit grown on the same tree—so

says our author. He assumes that nearly all Pear

growers agree that all kinds of Pears should be

picked while green, and ripened in the house,

but at just what time they should be picked,

and just how they should be handled to ripen

them, are subjects on which there is much
diversity of opinion.

His recommendations are briefly as follows ;

—Summer and early autumn Pears should be

picked just before they begin to turn, and when

they are nearly grown ; should be handled with

great care, to avoid bruising, and should be

placed in barrels or boxes in a room or cellar,

where the temperature may be kept at about

70° and a moderate degree of moisture main-

tained. A very dry air absorbs moisture and

aroma from the fruit. After being kept under

such conditions for a few days they will begin to

turn, and some of them will mellow, and be

ready for use. The barrels or heaps should not

contain too large a bulk, or there will be an un-

due generation of internal heat and consequent

fermentation. When one h.as the facilities, the

colour, and possibly the flavour, may be im-

proved by spreading them on shelves between

old newspapers. This mode of ripening, in a

room where an even temperature and the right

degree of moisture can be kept, " seems to

give " the most satisfactory results of any

method known to the author. He adds, the

manner in which early Pears thus treated will

colour is truly wonderful.

To lengthen the season of the ripening of

main crop summer Pears, two or more pickings

are recommended, with an interval of several

weeks between the first and the last pickings.

The largest and ripest should be picked first

;

sometimes the fruit on one side of a tree is for-

warder than on the other. The greener the

ruit is gathered the higher the temperature,

and the more humid the atmosphere required

to ripen them without shrivelling. Most sum-

mer and autumn Pears may be kept best by

leaving them on the trees as long as they will

hang and keep green. Keeping Pears on ice

checks ripening, but induces decay and destroys

vitality. Late autumn and winter Pears should

be left on the trees until hard frost causes them

to [begin to] fall ; then they should be care-

fully picked, sorted and packed in clean barrels,

and stored where the temperature can be kept

as near 40° as possible until the season of

ripening has arrived, when they should be

placed between woollen blankets in a room

where an even temperature of as near

70° as possible can be maintained, and

they will soon ripen like summer Pears.

Fruit ripened at so low a temperature that the

tendency to saccharine fermentation is de-

stroyed, instead of being flavoured, are dry and

tasteless.

With regard to the marketing of Pears for

long distances, especially when facilities for

packing are not good, they should be sent to a

reliable fruit dealer while yet hard. Pears sold

in this way should be carefully sorted, discard-

ing all ripe or wormy ones, as well as those which

are deformed and undersized, and they should

be packed in clean barrels, with a layer of choice

ones laid on their side in the bottom of the

barrel ; then fill in a few carefully and shake

down ; then more and shake again, and when

full, after being thoroughly shaken, press the

head in, drive the hoops, and nail the head in,

and line it with pieces of old hoops or green

withes ;
then turn the barrel over and mark the

name of the person to whom it is to be shipped,

as well as the kind and quality. If shipped

before cold weather, or if nearly ripe, the barrel

should have holes bored in it, to admit a circu-

lation of air and prevent the fruit from heating

and rotting. Nearly ripe Pears may be safely

packed in boxes 8 inches deep, with the battens

at the bottom three-fourths of an inch apart.

Ripe Pears should be packed in boxes not more

than 4 inches deep. Baskets should on no

account be used.

Those who took part in the discussion which

followed agreed in the main with the recom-

mendations set forth above. One speaker

observed that different varieties require difterent

degrees of moisture and heat to ripen them

according to the firmness of the skin, the texture

of the flesh, and the natur.al activity of the

juices. Thus some varieties of the Pear will

ripen at a low temperature and in a compa-

ratively dry atmosphere, while others, like the

Easter Beurrc, are impro\'ed by a warm and

humid air. Several speakers declared that

summer Pears ripened on the tree were gener-

ally inferior, "because the process of ripening on

the tree, which is the natural one, seems to act

upon the fruit for the benefit of the seed, as it

tends to the formation of woody fibre and

farina." There was considerable diversity of

opinion as to the merits of the Pear Mcar of

Winkfield, though the majority seemed to admit

that it is first-class on favourable soils.

Rosa raic.osA *.—This is a most striking

and beautiful Rose, albeit it is one which would

probably finil but little favour at the hands of the

National Rose Society. It is a Japanese shrub of

moderate size, 3—4 feet in height, the branches very

densely beset with straight prickles of unequal size, the

leaflets elliptical obtuse, serrate, deep green, and rugose

above, villous beneath. The flowers are solitary,

ji—4 inches in diameter, rose-coloured or pure white.

The sepals are lanceolate acuminate, sometimes

slightly dilated at the tip. When the flower has fallen

the fruit ripens into subglohose berry-like haws, which

are glabrous or with a few short bristles, and of a

lovely coral-red colour. Out ot flower this

Rose is efl'ective and striking, with its bristly

stems and bold rugose foliage ; in flower few Roses

surpass it for beauty and continuity of bloom. In

fruit it has scarcely a rival in its large glossy berries,

if we may so call them familiady. In Japan we are

^ Rosa rugosa. Thunberg. Fl. Japon , p. 213 ; Sitbold and

Zuccarlni. Flora Japonica (1835), p. 66, t. a8 : syn. Rosa /trox,

laur.. Aiton. Hot. Reg., 420, &c. Rosa kamtsdtattca,

p ferox Seringe. Rosx Rcgeiiatia, Lind. et Andrt-, lUust.

Horlic. {1871). p. II, t. 47-

told it grows wild in sandy places by the coast, and

we are further told that it has been cultivated in

China as well as in Japan from time immemorial, and

that numerous varieties occur as to colour, but no

double one, on which account our rosarians, we fear,

would have but a poor opinion of its merits. Our

specimen (fig. 98) was procured from Mr. Wake's

nursery at Tottenham. On his rockeiy this Rose in

its red and white varieties has been in flower all the

summer, while at the present time the fruits are

exceedingly striking. We believe this Rose to be

so perfectly hardy that even the timid ones who

dread—and not altogether unreasonably—the effects

of the next severe winter may plant it and siec() in

peace.

The Eeectkic Luiiit.—This most brilliant

light is produced in consequence of the resistance to

the passage of the electric fluid afforded by carbon or

other substance. The great difficulty in its practical use

hitherto has consisted in maintaining the two carbon

points in sufficiently close juxtaposition, for the one

is destroyed much sooner than the other, and the aid

of machinery is required to keep continuously the two

sufficiently near one to the other. We are not aware

what are the chemical properties of this light, nor

whether any experiments have been made as to its

eft'ect on plants, but we trust experiments mil soon

be made in this direction, for should it be proved

that the electric light could be used for forcing oper-

ations what a revolution would be made in our gar-

dens, what a saving of time effected. We require

first of all a few laboratory experiments to ascertain

the fact—that done satisfactorily, all the rest is a

question of expense and time.

Berkei.ev Portrait. — On Thursday,

November 7, at 8 P.M., at the first meeting for the

session of the Linnean Society, the portrait of this

most highly respected botanist and horticulturist will

be presented to the Society, on behalf of the sub-

scribers, by Sir Joseph Hooker, Tres. R.S. No
one in our times has deserved a similar compliment

more than our revered friend, whose whole life has

been spent in the promotion of scientific research ami

of its useful applications. Outstanding promises of

subscription should be fulfilled at once. Dr. Hoc.ci,

99, St. George's Road, Pimlico, is treasurer, and Dr.

Masters, 41, Wellington Street, Covent Garden,

secretary to the committee.

The Garden Railings, Thames Em-

R.\NKMENT.—At a recent meeting of the Metropolitan

Board of Works it was stated that the damage done to

these railings had amounted, for some time past, to

£200 a month, or ^1200 a year ! The damage is done

by boys, who break ofl" the elaborate castings by

wholesale.

• The Coming Winter.—There was a slight

fall of snow in the environs of London on the morn-

ing of the 30th, and snow has also fallen in Scotland,

at FolUstone, and elsewhere. Prom various quarters

the warning note is struck, " Come and see my garden

before it is ruined by a severe winter," is an invitation

we have had from several persons of late. There seems

indeed to be a general opinion that a severe winter

is due, and that, should it come, it will play ha\-oc

with a number of halfhardy things which the mild-

ness of recent winters has tempted us to plant out.

On the other hand, we hear some people say that

we have entered a new cycle of fine winters, and

have nothing to fear for some years. Of course

all this is mere fancy. The wise man will be pre-

pared to meet the emergency, so far as he can, by

such protection and shelter .as he can adopt—and if,

after all possible precaution has been taken, fell

winter destroys some of our favourites, we are sure

that all plant lovers, however great their regret, will

say, " t'was better to have loved and lost than not to

have loved at all." The optimist view of the situa-

tion is to remember that we have had a great deal of

pleasure, and that the winter, if it is to be severe, will

aft'ord us valuable lessons of experience and resigna-

tion ; besides, think of the plague of slugs and snails

we have suffered from this season !

Scottish Arboricultural Society.—

The twenty-fifth annual general meeting of this

Society will be held in the rooms at the Royal Botanic

Garden, Inverleith Row, Edinburgh, on Tuesday,

November 5, at 11 a.m., Prof. JouK Hutto.n
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Balfour, Vice-President, in the chair. In addition

to the transaction of business of a routine character, a

paper will be read on " The effect of the last three

wet seasons on sylvan vegetation, as shown by the

decay and sickly appearance of Spruce all over the

country," by Mr. C. S. France, Overseer, Penicuik;

and the following subjects selected at the last annual

meeting will be discussed :— i. "What is the best

course of study to be followed by students of forestry

in this country ? " Discussion to be opened by Mr.
M'CoRQUODALE, Forester and General Surveyor,

Perth. 2. " How to ascertain accurately by measure-
ment the annual growth of living trees." Discussion

to be opened by Mr. GORRIE, of Rait Lodge, Edin-

burgh, The anniversary dinner of the Society will

take place in Robertson's Albert Hotel, 25, Hanover

Street, at 4r.M. precisely, when Mr. Hutchison, of

Carlowrie, will take the chair.

Serious Devastation in Russian Corn-
fields.—From communications that have been made
to the Foreign Office by Mr. Consul Carruthers,
we learn that in July last immense swarms of beetles,

known as Anisophia austriaca, appeared in various

localities about 60 miles north of Taganrog, one of

the most important Wheat producing districts in

Russia, and committed great devastation among the

corn crops. Writing early in September Mr.

Carruthers states that the beetles first appeared in

those parts in 1873, but attracted little attention until

within the last year or two, when their number had

so vastly increased and the devastation caused became

so serious, that strenuous measures will have to be

adopted to exterminate them. At present very little

appears to be known of the natural history of these

destructive pests, which are stated to have spread

with astonishing rapidity through various districts in

the governments of Kharkoff, Poltava, EkaterinoslafT,

Kherson, and in Bessarabia ; but the Consul was

informed that they attack the green ears of growing

corn, perforate each grain, .and extract all the moisture ;

and having perpetrated their ravages they deposit

their eggs underground at a depth of from 3 to 4 inches

in the same locality, giving preference to a dark rich

soil. The evil is a serious and a growing one, but it
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does not appecir that any general system has yet been

adopted in the way of extermination.

Seafortiiia elegans Flowering. — A
large specimen of Seaforthia elegans, some 25 feet

high, is now in flower in the cool part of the conser-

vatory in the Royal Botanic Society's Garden,

Regent's Park.

Another Park eor London.—On Monday
night a crowded meeting of the inhabitants of

Paddington was held at the Vestry Hall for the

purpose of securing an open space of ground in the

north-west portion of Paddington, situated between

Portsdown Road, Shirland Road, Kilburn Park Road,

and Sutherland Gardens, as a place of recreation for

the population of the adjacent neighbourhood, which

consists of about 100,000 persons, chiefly of the work-

ing classes. The chair was taken by Sir TllOMAS
Chambers, Q.C, ISI.P., and resohitions were passed

declaring the necessity for open spaces, and memo-
rialising the Metropolitan Board of Works for assist-

ance in securing the spot referred to, which is now
advertised to be let for building purposes.

Apiielandra cristata at Kew has lately

been gorgeous. So far as we know it was the first

introduced, having been in cultivation nearly 150

years, and still it is one of the best. The above plant

is a reminder of the great beauty of more recent kinds,

sometimes acknowledged, but far too rarely. A. Por-

teana, we believe, is the one grown some time ago at

Gunnersbury Park with wonderfully fine effect.

Several others are worth attention, as, for instance,

.those with variegated and coloured foliage. A. Sinit-

zini has ample broad leaves, the principal veins pale

and nearly white. A. nitens has lustrous bronzy foliage,

and in A. fascinator the veins are white and spark-

ling. The leaves of this separate so readily as to

require care, and each one will make a plant in a

short time. All have splendid flowers, and the last

two look well when planted several together in a pan.

The Right Hon. A. S. Ayrtox, formerly

First Commissioner of Works, is now a candidate for

the representation of Northampton, and in a speech

he made there lately he is reported to have said :

—

" When I accepted that office I at once asserted my
opinion that the duty of the Commissioner was not to

embark in all sorts of fantastical ideas about art, and
spend the public money as if he were a mlllionnaire, or as

if he were disposing of it according to his own ideas, but

was to spend it as a trustee for the people ; to see that

the right sort of people were employed, and, when they

were employed, to exact from them a full and satisfactory

discharge of their duty. Of course I gave great offence,

and unfortunately I found Uiat this department had
hitherto been conducted on the singular principle that

the great duly of the First Commissioner of Works was
never to take upon himself any responsibility, but that

he should pay some eminent persons acquainted with

the sciences and arts, and put the responsibility upon
them ; so that the First Commissioner had nothing to

do but to refer to them when any question arose. 1

objected to that. I said, ' No ; the responsibility rests

with me, and I will perform my duty.'
"

Very conscientious no doubt, but we trust that in

future some one with an equal sense of duty, but of a

more enlightened character, will fill the office of

First Commissioner.

Phosphates eor Turnips.—The Proceed-

ings of the Aberdeenshire Agricidtural Association for

1877 contain a report of the experiments carried on
by the Association to test the influence of various

manures on the growth of Turnips. The experiments

were conducted under the superintendence of Mr.

Thomas Jamieson, who gives a general summary of

the results attained. Our space will not allow us to

follow Mr. Jamieson very closely, but we may briefly

indicate some of the principal results at which he has

arrived. The experiments of this and of preceding

seasons show that the Turnip crop is decidedly bene-

fited by phosphates of lime, whether of mineral or of

animal origin j that there is no very great difference

as regards effect between soluble and insoluble phos-

phates ; that nitrogenous manures alone have little

effect on Turnips, but when combined with insoluble

phosphates they increase the crop : that if combined

with soluble phosphates the increase is not noted ; that

it is immaterial whether nitrate of soda or sulphate of

ammonia be used to supply the requisite nitrogen
;

that fineness of division of the phosphatic manure
seems nearly as effective in assisting the braird and

increasing the crop as the addition of nitrogenous

manures. Insoluble phosphates ground to an impalp-

able powder are therefore the most economical phos-

phatic manure for Turnips. The results of the experi-

ments made in 1877 confirmed those of 1876. Soluble

phosphates have the advantage over the insoluble

ones of greater distributive powers and greater assist-

ance to the braird. The application of nitrogenous

manure to Turnips is shown to increase the propor-

tion of water, to the detriment of the solid nourishing

matter. Soluble phosphates have a tendency to

decrease, insoluble phosphates to increase, the albu-

minoid or flesh-forrning matter ; the decrease in albu-

minoids caused by the sokible phosphates is accom-

panied by an increase in sugar, usually regarded as a

heat producer and fat former. As the phosphates

added to the soil have not been exhausted, it is pro-

posed to continue the experiments for a third year,

adding no further phosphatic or nitrogenous manure.

The following table, representing the average com-

position of Turnips in 1000 parts, gives in a concise

form the general results of the experiments heretofore

conducted :

—

Average Composition of Turnips.

/. Maiiured ivitk Phosphates arid Nitrogen.

U-'-s {Sgesilble fibre V. V. Kl] «3
? Albuminoids .. .. .. 8 "j

useM iiS;oii,s:c: w :. 'A\ ^^

lAih 6)

II. Maiturediu
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lAi'iiey, is this year more heavily laden with fruit than

usual.

IxiLUEN'CK OK LiGiiT OX Gkowtii.—The
little heart-shaped leafy scales or " prothallia," which

are the first products in the germination of Ferns,

produce, as is well knoAn, their roots and the true

reproductive organs on their under-surface ; and that

this position is connected with the absence of light

has been recently shown by M. Leitgeis, who by

causing the prothallium to grow vertically, and by

causing the light to fall now on one side, now on

another, established the fact that the roots and repro-

ductive organs are always formed on the side least

illuminated.

The Chrysanthemum Shows. — The
Temple Clirysanlhemums are opening very rapidly,

and visitors will find them in excellent condition next

week. Mr. Newtox has grown a fine lot of plants,

and the display promises to do him great credit. At
.Slough Mr. TURXER has made preparations for an

even finer show than usual, and next week will see

his flowers also opening in capital form.

The Liverpool CHRYSANTHEMfM and
Fruit Show will be held in George's Hall, Liver-

pool, on Wednesday, November 20, when the
*' Liverpool Gardeners' " prize of ten guineas {open to

all England), for the best twenty-four incurved cut

blooms, will be duly contested for. Exhibitors in this

class are not eligible to compete for any of the society's

prizes.

Ln'JURIOUS Lnsects.—The Report for 1S7S

of Observations of Injurious Insects is in course of

preparation for the press, and we are requested to

state that intending contributors will oblige by send-

ing any observations relative to this subject before the

end of November to the Rev. T. A. Preston, Marl-

borough ; E. A. Fitch, Esq., Maldon, Essex; or

Miss E. Ormerod, Spring Grove, Isleworth.

Public Parks and Gardens.—At a meet-

ing of the Social Science Congress at Cheltenham on
Tuesday last, a long discussion ensued on a paper on
" Pubhc Parks and Gardens," read by Miss Vernon,
The writer, as quoted in the Times, dwelt upon the

importance in large towns of having adequate public

parks and gardens, not only as a method of con-

trolling the edects arising from density of population,

but as providing places of health-giving recreation.

The Legislature, she remarked, had already granted

every facility to urban authorities to acquire land for

such purposes. A similar power was vested in the

Metropolitan Board of Works, and she recommended
that an Act should be passed enabling owners of open

spaces—such as squares in towns—to give them into

the hands of the local authorities for certain periods,

such as the months of August and .September. In

addition to parks, Miss Vernox held that great good
would result from towns possessing small open spaces

planted with hardy trees and flowers, and laid out

with grass and gravel. Such places would enable the

poor to enjoy the fresh air denied them in their squalid

homes, and would enable children to indulge in

healthful play apart from the contamination of the

streets. These suggestions were cordially accepted

with some modifications by the different speakers who
followed. Paris, it was generally admitted, was better

off" than London, but that was due mainly to the

difference of climate and of Government. The con-

clusion arrived at was that vast benefits might easily

be conferred on London were more trees planted

along the broad streets, were spaces 'such as Lin-

coln's Inn Fields utilised instead of being enclosed,

and the old, unused churchyards planted and thrown

open. The following resolution was adopted :

—

"That the Council of the Association be asked to

consider what should be done for the better adminis-

tration and care of the gardens and public places of

the metropolis and large towns, so as to bring their

administration and condition up that displayed in the

metropolis of France."

The Education of Gardeners.—We are

informed that a Mutual Improvement Society has

been established in the under-gardener's lodge, at

Lambton Castle, Durham, with Mr. J. A. Balmer
as honorary secretary.

Hardiness ot Plants.—The warning note your
correspondent, the Rev. C. W. Dod, has sounded with

regard to trusting out certain plants in winter is well

timetf; but there can be no question that many which
are now taken up and housed would be much better

left in the ground. Even in very severe winters it is

surprising what a slight mulching of leaf soil will do
in rendering things safe although the tops may be ex-

posed to the inclemency of the weather. It is with

them as with us, keep the body warm and the ex-

tremities will take care of themselves. Kather than
take up bulbs and tubers such as Ixias, Gladiolus,

Tritonia aurea, and .Salvia patens, it is far belter to

protect where they stand, unless in cases as where the

soil is wet and heavy and the circumstances particu-

larly unfavourable. Nature's way of keeping the roots

of plants secure is by scattering leaves and other ift.-1'n's

over them, and we can hardly expect that in a clean

raked border, with the bare earth fully exposed, but

what we shall lose them if we do not adopt similar

means. I have seen so much injury resulting to bulbs

and tubers from loss of sap and the consequent shri-

velling they undergo, that in planting I always make
provision for leaving them out by placing a mixture of

fine leaf-mould and sand immediately around them.

This not only helps to ward off frost, but keeps them
in a comparatively dry comfortable state during the

winter to what they otherwise would be in, and all

that is then required is some slight covering of some
light non-conducting material laid on the top of the

soil. Bulbs and tubers, although they appear at rest

at this season are not in reality so, as the decay of the

leaf and stem is only the beginning of a new life as it

were, for they immediately commence forming fresh

rootlets to feed and support the embryo flowers con-

tained within. Laid upon dry shelves or stored in

drawers or any other way, they must of necessity

daily become weaker from lack offood, as is evidenced

by the sluggish way they start and the difference there is

in their growth in the spring compared with others

that have not been disturbed, j'. S.

An Elm Tree in Kensington Gardens.—At
the end of the Long Water in Kensington Gardens,

on the west bank, close to the fountains, and sur-

rounded by a seat, stands a noble and beautiful Elm.
Theie is one of the same sort on the opposite slope,

and a few years ago there stood higher up on the

same slope a still finer specimen. It was blown of^",

and the stump which remains has sprouted with vigour.

The habit of the tree is not fastigiate, but branching,

as the Wych Elm. The trunk, instead of being level

in surface, as is the case both with the Wych and field

Elm, is broken into grand buttresses by the roots,

leaving great hollows between. The twigs feather

nearly as lightly as the Birch, and the leaves, which
are long-shaped and of a vivid green, clothe the

massive limbs as thickly as the delicate twigs, giving

the tree the appearance of a vast Fern. What is

this tree ? By the descriptions in Loudon it might be

either Ulmus effusa or Ulmus viminalis. Ulmus
effusa I have been unable to get—nobody cultivates

Elms now ; Ulmus viminalis I have only seen in

nursery gardens in the shape of a miserable, chilly

twig, grafted on a long naked pole of field Elm, a

thing neither of use nor beauty. To obtain suckers

from the trampled ground of Kensington Gardens is

impossible. Can any of your readers tell me, not only

what the tree is, but where I can get good specimens,

not grafts, for ornamental planting? The tree

evidently revels in London climate, and in Kensington
Gardens they grow trees for planting out, but I have
not seen among them one specimen of this glorious

tree. Bernanl Coleridge, Hca/h's Court, Oticry

St. Mary, [It is truly a noble tree : we believe it to

be one of the varieties of U. compestris. Eds.]

Cockroaches.—Having been much annoyed by
these pests, and having used all the common remedies

without much effect, I was advised to try " Hardiman's
London Beetle Powder." About three weeks ago I

scattered some on the kitchen floor and blew it into

holes and corners with the little bellows. Next
morning the dead and stupified blackbeetles were
scattered as thickly over the floor as the tea-leaves

are over a carpet before it is swept. The next night

there were not quite so many, and I continued to use

the powder for three or four nights till scarcely any

were found in the morning. After some days it was

scattered again, and a good many were found, but Ijy

repeating the treatment from time to time only a few

young ones make their appearance, and for the pre-

sent we are nearly free from these disgusting visitors.

I always have the cockroaches burnt when they are

swept up in the mornings for fear they should recover

and walk about again. G". E. 0.

Hardiness of Berberis Darwinii.—Mr. Dixon
inquires about this at p. 473. We have no hedge of it,

but have had plants in the shrubberies for many years.

It seems quite hardy—quite as much so as the Holly-

leaved Berberry. By the way the common one of the

hedges seems more tender than either, and some of

our plants of the latter are often much crippled by
hard winters and ungenial springs. It is surprising

that this plant is not mote generally grown. Hardly
any plant is more ornamental in leaf, flower and fruit,

the latter resembling small pieces of coral suspended

in the tnost graceful bunches. They are also valuable

for garnishing, and make a first-rate preserve. There
is a purple, and a white-fruited variety of the common
Berberry, both of which seem to have dropped
out of cultivation. Though the flowers of the common
Berberry cannot vie for a moment with the very chaste

and showy blossoms of B. Darwinii, yet the fruit of the

former is equally ormore beautiful than the flowers of the

latter. The common plant is the stronger grower, and
better adapted for a serviceable hedge plant. It seems
that the notion that it invites or spreads mildew has

almost banished the common Berberry from whole

districts and counties. One hardly ever meets with it

in a wild state, unless in the North or in Scotland.

D. T. Fish.

Plumbago capensis in the Open Air—This

plant is bedded out in France pretty extensively,

but it must be borne in mind that the French
do not finish bedding-out such plants till the

middle of June, and that they put out fine large

plants. Treated in the same time and manner,

the Plumbago capensis will flower equally well

in the open air in many parts of England. I

have no doubt Mr. Payne will find it stand very well

on a wall at Taunton with the small measure of

protection he proposes. It is also among the very

finest plants we possess for furnishing a pillar or wall

in a cool conservatory or greenhouse. The colour

and form of the flowers are unique among plants, and
everyone seems to like the Plumbago capensis. D. T,

Fish.

I am pleased to see this old-fashioned climber

coming once more to the front ; twenty years ago, when
living under Mr. O'Brien at Bromly Hill Gardens, I wa
much taken up with it as grown there in the conser-

vatory, and since then I l»ve always found a place for

it. I have grown it as an exhibition plant and as a

stove plant, I have grown it in 5-inch pots, and I have

grown it out-of-doors in the summer months, and all

with good success. Last year I grew it in the stove

for blooming in the winter, and trained it up the

pillars ; it was a mass of bloom all the winter. This

year I intend to do the same. I pruned the plants in

the summer, and I have just shifted them into 16-inch

pots and placed them in the stove, and I expect more
bloom than last year. It is a great acquisition to

winter blooming plants on account of its colour. John
Clews, Hcadfort Gardais, A'clls, Co. ji/cath.

The Weather in Oxfordshire.—Wc had quite

a snowstorm this morning between 4 and 5

o'clock, and a further slight fall about 11 o'clock.

The wind was in the south-west and very cold, the

thermometer standing at about 36°. At the present time

(5 o'clock) the wind is changeable, and it is raining

heavily. It is rather early for snow : have you heard

ofany before this season. IV. Dixon, The Temple,

Goring, Oclolicr 30. [A snowstorm occurred in

London between 7 and 8 o'clock on Wednesday
morning, and the weather throughout the day was

very cold. There were heavy falls of snow also at

Rochester, Folkeston, Wilham, Harwich, Cambridge,

Rugby, and other places. Eds.]

Rare Stapelias.—Thinking you perhaps would

like to see rather a rare flower, I have forwarded you

per post a bloom of Stapelia atropurpurea (true),

Salm-Dyck, also Duvalia Corderoyii, Hooker. They
are, I believe, both rare in collections, especially the

former. The latter is now in several collections, and

is I believe one of the most distinct known. Justus

L. Cordcroy.

MarcchalNielRose.— It may interest your readers

to hear of the success we have met with in budding a

Marechal Niel Rose on an old Banksian Rose tree ?

About fourteen months since {Augusl, 1877), my gar-

dener budded a Marechal Niel on a young new branch

starting from the roots about 5 feet from the ground,

and the shoot from this is now 7 yards long ;
besides

this the said shoot has thrown out eleven more, each

from 6 inches to i yard long. It is in a warm corner,

well sheltered from the north and east winds, so that
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we hope for many flowers from this queen of Roses
nexl spring. ]V. \V,, Anslcy Pastures, Leicester,

Oil. 21.

Aloysia citriodora.— I thinlt this sweet-scented
plant is not sufficiently known with regard to its

hardiness to make it as popular as it otherwise would
be. There is in this neighbourhood a plant of it

trained to the end of an orchard-house which has
withstood many winters unscathed, the only precau-
tion taken having been a little long litter to protect
the roots. I am also informed on good authority that
there is on the estate of Sir Harry Verney, Claydon
Park, Bucks, a hedge of this plant some 3 feet high
and 18 inches through, which is kept annually clipped,
and which well repays for any trouble it may require
by its neat appearance, and especially its fragrant
properties in summer. E. Morgan, The Butts,
Harrrw-on-the-Iiill.

Packing Cut Flowers.—In reply to " Enquirer,"
p. 540, as to the best means of packing cut flowers
for transmission to London, it may, perhaps, be of
some service to mention that they will travel excel-
lently if simply placed in moderate-sized tin boxes
with close-fitting lids. A common tin biscuit-box of
about 9 inches long, by 4^ inches in height and
breadth, is what I find most convenient. During the
hottest part of last summer I forwarded a collection
of wild flowers packed in this manner for exhibition
at a horticultural show, at a considerable distance,
and I was told they arrived in excellent condition ;

and in days before present speed of travelling the
weekly consignment of flowers sent up to the family
during their spring stay in London from the home
garden, about 140 miles off, travelled thoroughly
satisfactorily in this manner. I usually wrap a little

fine soft paper round each bunch of flowers as I place
them in the box, which keeps them from being bruised,
and sucks up loose drops of water that might injure
them ; and always endeavour to let the stem be well
filled with moisture, by letting them stand in a bowl
of water before packing. 0.

I know of two ways that answer very well :

the first is to pack the flowers in a box with fine grass.
It should be the lawn-mowings cut by machine, and
neither too dry nor too moist, or it will injure the
bloom and not shake out well from the leaves and
sprays which are packed in it. The flowers that
travel best in short grass are Rose buds and small
compact or half-expanded blossoms. Another plan is

to get a moderately large box made of light wood,
with a division or two in it, and in this division let

holes be cut so as to allow the stems of different
bouquets to pass through. The side of the box must
slide open, so that after the flowers are cut, tied
together in bundles, and their stems are put into the
holes, the lower compartment of the box maybe filled

with moist moss or grass. The upper part of the
bouquets rests of course on the dividing shelf
or perforated board, over which before the lid

is put on a little more moss or grass should
be lightly placed. Flowers so packed will travel
long distances by rail, and when very choice
blossoms are sent I have seen a perforated division
used with holes in it, in which only one single stem
could be inserted. Such a box would simply convey
sufficient flowers for a couple of bouquets, or such
spr.-iys as would be worn in the hair, when the
ladies of the house, being young and beautiful, need
no other more artificial adornment. Boxes such as
I have described can be very easily made by any
country carpenter ; the chief art lies in packing the
stems well with damp moss, so that the flowers may
not, even if the box be turned upside down at the
railway station, get displaced ; but I always wrote—" With care, this side up," on the lid. Mrs. Alfred
Watiiey.

I have had some years' experience in packing,
and for many years have used boxes made of zinc,
I foot wide, from 6 to 7 inches deep, and 2 feet long,
and trays 3 inches deep are made to fit the box. For
small flowers or small fruit I have four shallow
trays 14 inch deep. Gather the flowers and pack
them in the cool, let the trays be packed full,

and all will go safe and fresh. Flowers allowed to
flag by being exposed to sun or wind before being
packed seldom recover satisfactorily afier being
packed. If the box is to be sent by passenger train
separately there should be a handle on the top of the
box, to facilitate the moving of it ; but if to be packed
in a garden hamper it does not much matter. 7.
Batters.

Cauliflowers. — Some of your correspondents
having experienced disappointment and inconvenience
from the tardy way in which their autumn Cauliflowers
have turned in, an impression may have gone abroad
that this useful vegetable is deteriorating, or that our
enterprising seedsmen have been less careful than
usual in their selection of stocks. To remove this
groundless opinion, successful cultivators are in justice
bound to give the horticultural public the satisfaction
of knowing it is the season and not the seedsmen

to whom we are indebted for this irregularity. I have
just read in The Garden a very sensible and interesting
article by Mr. Hobday, and I have great pleasure in
bearing testimony to all he has said upon the subject,
especially with regard to the system of autumn and
early spring sowing. To have Cauliflowers and
Broccoli good the seeds should be sown very thin,
pricked out in light rich soil as soon as the rough leaf
is seen pushing, and planted out on deeply worked
ground when about 4 inches high. In high and dry
situations a deep furrow as for I'eas should be drawn
for the reception of the summer crops, and as a ready
means of giving one or two heavy soakings of water
prior to earthing up. If this system were adopted
generally, we should hear less of Cauliflowers bolting
or refusing to turn in. Before the Messrs. Veitch sent
out their Autumn Giant they favoured me with a few
seeds for trial, and I need not say I have grown it

extensively ever since. This year I am pleased to iay
the stock is as pure as it was when first sent out, and
when a member of the firm was here a short time ago
he seemed quite satisfied with the magnificent heads
I was then cutting, and shall continue to cut until
long after their Protecting Broccoli comes into use.
Owing to the cold ungenial weather we had in May
vegetation made but little progress ; this, as a matter
of course, threw successional crops out of order, but
with this exception we have nothing to complain of,

indeed I can safely say my crops of Cauliflower and
Broccoli have never been more satisfactory or selected
from better stocks. //'. Coleman, Eastnor.

Mr. Fish has drawn attention to the failure of
two very important— I may say indispensable—crops,
and he has done good service in so doing, particularly
if it should turn out that some of your numerous
correspondents should be able to suggest a remedy
that would prevent a similar disaster in future. The
failure of the Cauliflower crops has not been the result

of bad seed, nor is it in my opinion a bad omen for

future crops. The past season has been one of
sudden transitions, and I am disposed to attribute the
failure of these crops to " checks " to the growth
of the plants during the hot summer months. Take,
for example, the autunm-sown Cauliflowers, which,
unless the time is nicely gauged for sowing, frequently
bolt or run to seed the following spring ; but the pheno-
mena so graphically described by Mr. Fish is certainly
rather difficult to account for, except it was caused by
the intense heat. I was puzzled for a time with the
appearance of the flowers, and at first I blamed our
light soil, till I discovered that my neighbours were
no better oft' than myself. Mr. Fish's description
of the disease (if it can be called one) is a true
picture of my experience here, and in this neigh-
bourhood, and I am also told on high authority
that the failure of the Cauliflower crops has
not been confined to certain districts in England,
but has extended to the extreme North of Scotland,
which is, I think, some proof in favour of the
assumption that the disease has been purely con-
sequent on the state of the weather and nothing
else. Be this as it may there can be no question
that the hot weather proved falal to'the Carrot crops. In
giving my experience of the Carrot crops in this
garden and in this neighbourhood generally, I may
st.ate for the benefit of your readers that this is not a
Carrot growing district, although there is a large tract

of country between Liverpool and Southport (as may
be seen by any one travelling to or from the latter

place vUi Ormskirk) where little else is grown save
Carrots and Potatos. The land is principally com-
posed of a porous peat and sand, chiefly the latter, and
the Carrot crops are always exceedingly clean and hand-
some in appearance. What better therefore could one
do than try to imitate conditions which yield such grand
results. Such was my thought last spring, and
accordingly I set to work and had a plot of ground
for Carrots specially prepared that would defy all

weathers. This was done by making a mixed pre-
paration of artificial soils to a depth of 3 feet ; the
operation entailed a considerable amount of labour,
and of course we anticipated results in proportion,
but alas ! we might as well have scattered our seeds
by the wayside ; for about the beginning of July the
yellow leaf indicative of the grub being at work
made its appearance, and a month afterwards
the crop was lost. I have had two good crops
of Carrots here in four seasons, thai of 1877
being the best I ever saw in this district. There
was a spell of dry weather during the summer of that
year, and the grub made its appearance ; but happily
the weather changed in a few days, and the remainder
of the season being favourable the ravages of the grub
were stopped in time to save the crop, with the result

above-mentioned. I may further add that Parsley
seeds merely germinated and disappeared in a few
days, as if it had been set fire to and systematically
burned. ]V. Hinds, Ottcrspoo!.

Last year my experience with the Carrot was
identical with that of Mr. Fish (p. 539), although I

took great care to have the seedlings frequently
sprinkled with a mixture of soot and lime. This year,
however, I have made seven different sowings, and
each crop has grown to niy entire satisfaction. My

mode of culture is as follows :—As last year's Celery
crop was cleared off the ground received a good
dressing of lime from our gas-house, and was thrown
up in a rough state. Immediately before the plot
was required for sowing it was forked over, the drills

drawn, the seed deposited, and covered with sifted
wood-ashes. Beetroot and Parsnips received similar
treatment, and the results are equally good. Thos.
Lloyd, Gr., Mongnvell Park, Oct. 29.

Allow me to say that Mr. Fish is not
the only one who has experienced a partial failure
with the Carrot crop this year ; I, too, ha\'e
suffered, but not to so great an extent as Mr.
l''ish. My first sowing of James' Intermediate and
Long Surrey came up as thick as possible, but after
a few weeks they were nearly all gone. I sowed
again in another plot, and have some very fine

Carrots. My autumn sown ones are also very good.
Last year I sowed time after time, but could not get
any Carrots, and I cannot account for it, as I always
trench deeply so as to have fresh soil for them. I

think it must have been owing to the very mild
winters we have had and so much rain ; yet again the
gardener at Virginia had a fine crop last year, and
this year he has none. John Clews, Headfort Gardens,
Kelts, Co. Meath.

I don't remember ever having a worse plant.
Our seed was obtained from a trustworty firm, and
sown tolerably thick. The seeds came up well, but
suddenly disappeared. The soil was of a light gra-
velly nature, and the locality something like 200 miles
south of where I now write from. Many growers in
that district had the same misfortune, and the general
opinion was that the black slug had destroyed them.
I also found that many other crops came up wonder-
fully slow, and amongst them Parsnip. J. Baiters, Gr.,
Gillingham ILall, Norfolk.

\

Raising Tropaeolum Seed.— I once raised from
seed a plant of T. tricolorum thus :—A seed fell on
some sand in a vinery just under a leak in the roof; it

was rainy weather, water dropped on it constantly,
and it grew. I have never raised another, although I

have sown them several times. C. ]V. .Strickland.

LLildenley, Malton.

Delphiniums.—To prevent slugs and snails from
I

destroying these plants in winter, slake some fresh
lime, gi\e the plants a watering, and then cover the
roots with fine-sifted coal-ashes, which must be
removed in the spring just as the plants begin to
appear above-ground. Cover the roots about 6 inches
deep. L'hilip Frost, Dropmorc.

Odour of Currant Leaves.—In answer to inquiry
in last week's Gardeners' Chronicle, the " white
fruited " black Currant leaves and wood are scented
like the "black fruited." Piece of the "white
fruited " enclosed. David Syme, Manager, The
Lawson Seed and Nursery Company, Edinburgh.

The leaves of the white fruiting variety of
Black Currant are scented like the black, and the
fruit is much the same in flavour, but not so trans-
parent as the true white Currant. It is a worth-
less variety, good for little except as a curiosity.
T. Capers.

Autumnal Blooming Roses.—I have been
greatly interested in the notes on this subject by
W. D. Prior, " Rosa," and others. I desire also to
express my sincere thanks to the latter courteous
writer for his prompt answer to my enquiries about
the locality of his long list of autumnal blooming
Koses. My experience, however, is more in accord-
ance with Mr. Prior's experience than "Rosa's," and
with the former writer I consider it high time that the
lists of the so-called Hybrid Perpetuals should be
vigorously cut down by the removal of all Roses from
such as flower but once a year. Under average treat-
ment it would almost seem as if the rage for size, form,
substance in these Roses had robbed many of our
flowers of fragrance, and more of the capacity of
blooming twice a year. The latter is all that is meant
by Hybrid Perpetual, unless in the case of Teas. It
would be well in the forthcoming number of the
Pose Annual, or in your pages, to discuss the questions
of age and culture on the second blooming of Roses.
Under the latter the question of how far an autumnal
bloom would be secured by sacrificing the first or
summer blossoms might be carefully considered.
Our great rosarians might have much to say
on the matier. There can hardly be a doubt,
too, that such a long list as "Rosa" gave is

hardly ever possible except in Rose nurseries, such as
at Waltham, Cheshunt, Sawbridgeworth, Slough, &c.
The abundance of autumnal bloom in such localities
originates largely in the number of Roses grown, the
various forms and ages of the plants, and the speciali-
ties of cultivation adopted. Hence, interesting as it

is to have full and long lists from our great rosarians,
it is far more useful for the average grower to have
lists of autumnal bloomers from small gardens. I

venture to ofl'er another suggestion to the raisers of
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new Roses : Ihat they might do well to cease striving

for size and hie back to Tea, China, or Noisette

blood, with the object of increasing the nimiber of

perpetual or double blooming Roses of more elegant

form of bud and sweeter fragrance ; Roses, in a word,

of the Devoniensis type are far more desiderated in

the garden and for bouquet and vase work than those

of the style and character of the Baroness Rothschild.

Niphetos deserves a wall for autumnal flowering, and

so also does Homer. The latter has been magnificent

here this autumn on a south wall, covered with flowers

of the most jierfect form and exquisitely marbled

shades. It was also a mass of bloom during the

summer, nearly every flower coming perfect, though

when on a north-west wall almost every flower was
deformed. Homer is obviously one of the warmest
blooded Tea Roses, and likes heat. D. T. Fish,

The Woodstock Kidney Potato.— I can give

Mr. McDonald an answer to his inquiry as to

this Potato having been grown at Chiswick. I sent a

few of it there with several other kinds two years since,

and as it was grown again during the past summer Mr.
Barron had two seasons' experience of it to enable him
to pronounce upon its merits. That the committee

did in granting a certificate at South Kensington to

this Potato depart from their regulation that all certi-

ficates to Potatos should be only awarded at Chiswick,

is perhaps rather creditable than otherwise, as it must
be admitted that the rule, however good it might
have been a few years since, is absurd now. When
the Potato and Pea trials were I believe simultaneously

instituted a few years since at Chiswick, it was agreed

that all kinds of such intended to be submitted to the

committee should pass through the Chiswick ordeal,

the raiser is not mentioned, and his honours as such

are barren. This is an undoubted hardship, which

now it is too late to mitigate. It ought to be the

object of the committee in all cases of granting certi-

ficates to see that the raiser gets his fair portion of

the honour attached to the awards. Akxaiuier Dean.

[The committee have only to deal with the exhibitor

and contributor. They might indeed require to be

furnished with the raiser's name, but no such regula-

tion is now in force. The natural inference is that

raisers should take care to exhibit, and exhibit in good

form. Ens.]

Goold's Concentrated Chemical Compounds.
—As Mr. Culverwell has associated my name with

these compounds at p. 538, I have great pleasure in

stating my experience. I have used these compounds
for t|^ last two years. I first tried the hothouse

compound on a variety of plants in pots ; the effect

was most marked on Azaleas, Cinerarias, .Spiraias, and

Roses, all of which seemed to be greatly improved in

the brilliancy of their flowers and clean beautiful

foliage. It had also a marked eft'ect on some pot

Vines. This was early in the spring of 1S77, and
during the autumn I tried the compound on Fuchsias,

Bouvardias, Pelargoniums, Solanums, and various

other autumn-flowering plants, and found them all

greatly improved by it. In the open ground I tried

the garden compound on Carrots, Turnips, Beet and
other roots with good results, obtaining free growth
and clean good roots. This year I selected some old

pot Vines that hail fruited in the previous year, and

without repotting them I put them into the house

about the beginning of the year, and used the Vine

compound on them at various intervals during the

99.—IIOSCOIIIX ilOUsE.

but after a couple of years Peas and Potatos were

put aside for Cabbages, Turnips, Beans, &c., and

therefore the rule ought, in relation to the former

vegetables, to have been abrogated. Why it should not

be persevered in I am unable to comprehend, because

if it is absolutely necessary that Peas and Potatos should

be first grown at Chiswick it is equally necessary that

all other vegetables—Melons, Apples, Grapes, and

other fruits—should undergo the same test. Either the

rule should be universally applied or regarded as no

longer in force. As it is, it has not prevented lots of

mistakes from being made in the certificates of Peas,

whilst its lack at South Kensington have not prevented

some blunders. The Potato is now a vegetable of

such popularity and importance that growers may well

ask for a wider representation for it upon the Fruit

Committee. As it is, one at least of the best Potato

authorities in the kingdom is not upon it, and under

the present state of things is not likely to be. Yet it

ought to be the object of the Council in constituting

the committees to make them as eftijctive and

representative as possible rather than as preserves

for particular friends or incompetent novices.

The decisions of the committees are valuable

just as they represent the best horticultural know-

ledge or otherwise. I can but add that the

very late period at which a certificate has been

granted to Woodstock Kidney, got now mainly through

the persistence of Mr. McKinlay, inflicts negatively a

great hardship upon the raiser, Mr. Robert Fenn. A
certificate invariably adds to the popularity arid

market value of the subject receiving the award, but in

this case Mr. Fenn had parted with the stock before

the certificate was awarded, and as a consequence he

profits neither by the enhanced value of the Potato

nor by the popularity acquired, as even his name as

growing season, and obtained some very nice Grapes
from them, the leaves having a thick leathery sub-

stance, and the result is I retain some of them for

forcing next year. I also used a special fruit compound
on some Peaches and Plums in pots, with a very

marked improvement on their growth and fruit ; also on
trees planted in the open borders, all of which I

thought greatly improved by it. The Rose com-
pound I used on about 150 pot Roses, obtaining good
growth and splendid flowers, and I intend to use it

for potting Roses in this autumn. I have again used
the hothouse compound this year on Fuchsias, Pe-
largoniums, Bouvardias, Begonias, Azaleas, and
Camellias, with good results. Some Azaleas espe-

cially that have not been potted for several years have
been of great substance, and are well set with bloom,
through using this compound. I obtained truly mar-
vellous results from some small pots of Strawberries

by using this compound on them after they had set

their fruit, watering them with the mixture twice. I

used it on nearly all my pot Strawberries once after

the fruit was set, and the effect was most marked
upon them. J^/iii Clark, StiulUy Royal, Rifon,
Octoki- 28.

Catalogue Names of Plants.—If judges would
disqualify wrongly-named plants we should not have
such illiterate catalogues as even some of the first

nurseries send out ; but then qiiis ciistoilid cttslodcs.

East Somerset.

The Gros Colmar Grape.— I think, with Mr.
Knight, there is little doubt the proper name of this

Grape is Gros Colmar, and M. Leroy's opinion goes a
long way to settle the matter. Some half-dozen
years ago I expressed the same opinion in the

Gardeners^ Chronicle, and I remember the late Mr.
Rivers took part in the correspondence at the time.

It is generally conceded that this Grape is of Con-
tinental origin, and on the authority of M. Leroy we
have it, that it originated in the neighbourhood of

Colmar, in France. As the Grape is undoubtedly
large and handsome, nothing is more likely than it

would become locally known by the name of Gros
Colmar, or the large Grape of Colmar. Colman is

an English surname, and is I believe almost unknown
as such among Frenchmen. D. M., Dunrobin.

A Word of Praise for an Old Orchid :

Zygopetalum Mackayi.—This is one of the most
easily cultivated, beautiful, and sweet of Orchids.
Under the common treatment of stove plants it

seldom fails to throw up fresh growths annually, and
these push vigorous flower-stems that go on flowering

in the stove or warm conservatory from September to

Christmas. The flowers are of good size and sub-
stance, and the odour has been compared to Hyacinths
with a dash of Valley Lilies added thereto. There is

a larger be.auty, called superba, which has a much
finer flower and a more robust habit than the normal
type. D. T. Fish.

Tomatos.— I firmly believe that the only way of
making certain of securing a crop of good Tomatos
is to grow them under glass. I have frequently seen
them destroyed by the disease, and as recently as the
early part of August this year in a sheltered spot in a
first-class garden in the South, a heavy crop, was
completely destroyed. I grow Ilalhaway's Excelsior
from cuttings, and to those who have not grown this

variety I can honestly recommend it. J. Batters.

Primula Auricula var. marginata.—A few weeks
ago I had occasion to call at a small village in North-
amptonshire, and I was delighted to sec this alpine
Auricula in a garden attached to a farmhouse, where
it was doing remarkably well. It had formed fine

rosettes of leaves 6 to 9 inches in diameter. The soil

in which it was growing was somewhat heavy, but
rich. The border where the Primula was planted was
elevated about 15 inches above the ordinary level.

Three years ago I had the pleasure of seeing this

handsome plant in its native habitat. It was truly

remarkable to see it overhanging the ledges of rock,
with its immense leathery leaves, which are covered
with a kind of farinose powder, giving the plant a
very singular and quaint appearance. The flowers

are very handsome, being of a deep orange-yellow,
slightly nodding. Wild this Primula always grows on
the south side of the Alps, but down here on our level

plains I believe it is benefited by slight, but only
slight, shade. R. P.

Lapageria rosea Flowering Outdoors.— It

may interest many of the readers of the Gardeners'
Chronicle to know that this plant is not only perfectly

hardy here but has also flowered outside. I enclose
a flower gathered from a plant growing through a
standard Rhododendron in a sheltered part of the
garden about 400 feet above the level of the sea.

Planted about four years ago it is by far the healthiest

plant we have, making as much as 5 feet of growth in

a season. It bids fair to entirely overrun the plant
under which it is planted. Our temperature seldom
falls below 25° Fahr. F. Fowler, Ravensdale Park
Gardens, Co. Louth. [At Cliveden it is flowering
freely against a wall outside. Eds.]

Cranberry Culture—Allusion has been made in

the Gardeners^ Chronicle for October 26, relating to

the growth of the American Cranberry in the gardens
of Petworth House. Would you kindly inform me
whether, in your opinion, it might be successfully culti-

vated^in a garden of considerable size on the Harrow
Road ? A small tank I apprehend could easily be
made, and rubble with sandy peat be readily obtained :

the only question to my mind arises as to whether the
fogs of London would injure the fruit. I am not
aware that I have partaken of Cranberry tart for a
lengthened period, but I remember its sub-acid taste

was most agreeable, and if I were sure it would grow
and produce fruit in this large garden I would soon
construct the tank and have the proper soil prepared.
jfohn Colehrooke.

BOSCOBEL.*
The notice that wc published, together with an

illustration of the so-called "Royal Oak "' in a late

issue, was so far incomplete that we made but passing

reference to Boscobel House and the interesting

account published of it by the Rev. Henry G. de

Bunsen (Shifnal ; Lowe). Thanks to the courtesy of

Mr. Richard Lowe we are now enabled to rejmir

the omission, and to add a view of Boscobel House

* Boscobel; an Aaouut of the Roval Oak, Boscobel House,
and the Whtteladics. By H. G. de Bunsen, M.A., Rector of
Donington. (Shifnal : Lowe).
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as it now stands, and which is evidently mucli more

likely to have been contemporary with Charles II.

than the tree designated as " royal " figured at p. 501

of our issue for Oct. 19. Boscobel^House and White-

ladies, a neighbouring mansion, owe their fame to the

f.ict that after the Battle of Worcester in 1651

Charles II. took refuge first in one and then in the

other. Both houses are now in the possession of

Miss Evans,, who has contributed a good deal of inter-

esting information to Mr. de Bunsen's modest little

pamphlet. In it the story of Charles' concealment is

briefly told, and a description of the houses given.

We cite the following passage, so that the reader may,

if he think fit, compare the illustration on p. 501,

and see how far such a tree as that repre-

sented was likely to have served the purpose of con-

cealing a King and a Colonel so long ago as 1651. For

our own parts we agree with our correspondent, in

spite of the testimony of the Earl of Bradford and

others :

—

" Being thus a little refreslied, tlie Colonel persuaded

his Majesty to go back into the wood (supposing it safer

than the house) where the Colonel made choice of a

thick-leaved Oak, into wiiich William and Richard

(Penderell) helped them both up, and brought them such

proWsion as tliey could get, with a cushion for his

Majesty to sit on ; the Colonel humbly desired his

Majesty (who had taken little or no rest the two pre-

ceding nights) to seat himself as easily as he could in the

tree, and rest his head in the Colonel's lap, who was
watchful that his Majesty might not fall. In this Oak
they continued most of the day, and in that posture his

Majesty slumbered away some part of the time and bore

all these hardships with incomparable patience. In the

evening they returned to the house, where William

Penderell acquainted his Majesty with the secret

place wherein the Earl of Derby had been secured,

which his Majesty liked so well that he resolved while

he stayed there to trust only to that, and go no more
into the Royal Oak, as from hence it must be called,

where he could not so much as sit at ease." *

*' Close to the house (Boscobel)," continues Mr. de

Bunsen, "in the garden, there is a mound with a

wooden box or summer-house on the top of it, very

much as it was in the days of King Charles, and

where it was said his Majesty spent Sunday, September

7, 1651." Blount says, "His Majesty spent some

part of the Lord's day in reading, in a pretty arbour

in Boscobel gardens, which grew upon a mount, and

wherein there was a stone table and seats about it,

and commended the place for its retiredness. Portions

of the stone table may still be seen at Boscobel,"

^\m\%\\ Cori'cspoiibciKc.

Lebanon', Syria : In Camp, undt-r the Cedars,

Jehcl el Arz {/.e., Cedar Mountain).^WQXQ I am at

last, realising one of the dreams of my boyhood, under

the trees that I have always resolved to visit whenever

an opportunity should occur. I had made up my mind

to be disappointed, but, on the contrary, am agreeably

surprised with the Cedar grove. Certainly there is

no forest, and amidst lofty mountains, rising around

in a magnificent amphitheatre, the grove from a short

distance appears but a small plantation, a mere patch

in the valley of bare mountain sides ; but on nearer

approach the ,t;rove rapidly assumes larger proportions,

and on actually entering the wood and passing under

the huge trunks and limbs of these ancient timber

trees one realises that it is the remains of a vast forest,

and can quite imagine oneself in the depths of widely

extended woods.

Thousands of seeds from the fallen cones are

germinating after the equinoctial thunderstorms, but

as fast as they appear above the ground the young

plants are devoured by goats and destroyed, otherwise

the whole valley might speedily be covered with Cedar

trees.

I enclose specimen of a young Cedar. I have

written an appeal for aid to enclose a space around

the Cedars fort he propagation of young plants. {From

a private letter.)

Maskei.I'JA, Ceylon : September 14.— I shall

feel obliged if you can give a corner in your paper

for the enclosed speech and resolution that was given

by the Chairman of the Ceylon Chamber of

Commerce, as I wish it laid before the numerous

readers ot your paper in contradiction to statements

* " Boscobel Tracts," Blackwood, 1857, p. 229.

l)ublished by the Rev. Mr. Abbay and Mr. Thiselton

Dyer, regarding Hemileia vastatrix killing the Coffee in

Ceylon and stating that we have ceased to cultivate

Coffee. Neverhas thestateof cultivation been in greater

perfection than at present, and manuring carried out

in proper system. No dotibt it does a great deal of

harm to the trees, robbing them of their leaves at the

time they are most wanted to bring on the crop,

still we fight bravely against it and work our estates

in a sound method of high cultivation. >. Alexander.

" Leak Disease.—Mr. G. Wall, in moving the first

resolution, said they had frequently heard during the

last few years statements of a very damaging character,

made by eminent scientists at home, but as these state-

ments had not reached Ceylon until some weeks after

they were made, it had not been deemed advisable to

refute them. He had no doubt his hearers, like himself,

had wished they had been on the spot to contradict or to

correct them at the time. Latterly, however, it had been

stated by a very high scientific authority that leaf disease

had practically put an end to Coffee planting in Ceylon
;

and as this was opposed to the facts of our knowledge

and experience, it became the duty of the Chamber in

the interests of the large body of capitalists who were

concerned in the Coffee enterprise to give it some
authoritative refutation. Tlie time had come, in fact,

wlien the truth must be made known, but it must be the

whole truth, and nothing but the truth. The truth, then,

was that leaf disease had undoubtedly done, and was

still doing, very serious mischief ; but in making this

admission they were bound to remember that the pest

had been in full force for over seven years ; and during

that time most estates had suffered repeated attacks

of the most malignant form of the disease. It had had
full scope and had done its worst, and what was the con-

sequence? That although the plantations had suffered

some reduction in the amount of their crops, they had

in every case fully recovered, and become as vigorous

and as luxuriant as they were ever known to be. Tliey

had successfully resisted these repeated attacks, and

had subsequently produced good crops of unimpaired

quality. Here, then, M'as the whole truth ;* and the

statement that the leaf-disease had extinguished, or

brought to a practical end, the cultivation of Coffee in

Ceylon, formed no part of the truth, but was directly

opposed to the facts. Associated with the statement in

question, and in support of it, the eminent scientist

who had given it publicity had made another state-

ment which, although not mentioned in the resolution,

could not be passed over. It was to the effect that

the Coffee destroyed by leaf-disease was being replaced

by other products, such as Cinchona, Tea, &c. In

tliis supposed substitution of other products was
an apparent confirmation of the other allegation as to

the extinction of Coffee. It therefore behoved us to

consider what was the truth as regards the introduction

of the new products in question. The fact, well known
to all then present, was that Tea, Cacao, and Cinchona
were introduced long before the appearance of leaf-

disease, but as they were only on an experimental

scale they did not attract attention till a later date.

The success of these experiments showed that a mis-

take had been made in the planting of vast areas of

land of various soils and aspects indiscriminately with

one single product ; and it became evident that in

some situations the new products succeeded much
better than Coffee. Hence the gradual introduction

of a systematic cultivation, not of Coffee only, but of

such other tropical products as best suited the soil.

It was not because Coffee was extinguished, but because

more suitable use was found for portions of our estates,

that new products were being introduced ; moreover,

the high price land had lately maintained had caused

people to consider whether it would not be better to

utilise the lands they had rather than buy new land at a

high price, and probably in remote districts. The ten-

dency of leaf-disease had, no doubt, been to give additional

encouragement to the introduction of new products, but

it would not be true to say that the planters had been

driven to them in consequence, as alleged, of the destruc-

tion of their Coffee by leaf-disease. He (the Chairman)
considered that Coffee suffered only the common lot

of every other produce of the soil, in having its par-

ticular enemy. It was not remarkable that Coffee should

suffer from leaf-disease, any more than that Wheat
should be subject to smut. Rye to ergot, the Vine to

oidiuni, or Potato to rot ;
but it was matter of con-

gratulation that, whereas some of these diseases injured

the fruit, leaf-disease affected only the tree, and left the

fruit unimpaired in quiUity. He spoke from an expe-

rience of over thirty years as a Coffee curer and
estate visitor, and could confidently affirm tliat the

quality of Ceylon Coffee was now as good as it had
ever been. There were perhaps instances where young
managers had not given quite so much atttention as

the older hands used to do to the treatment of

their crops on the estates ; but the produce, on the

whole, maintained its high character. They had very

strong proof of this in the high prices commanded

by Ceylon plantation Coffee as compared with the

Coffee of other countries not affected by leaf-disease.

Never, he afifirmed, was the superior character of

Ceylon Coffee more clearly marked than it is now by the

wide difference in the market values. So far, there-

fore, as that part of liis motion was concerned, which
referred to the quality of our planLition Coffee, he
considered his case was established. It was
marvellous to him that men in the high position

occupied by those scientists who had pronounced the

doom of Coffee, should have ventured on such' state-

ments in face of the fact that any other agricultural

product was subject to the like, or to worse diseases.

As truly might they have declared of the Potato or

of the Vine that its cultivation was practically at an
end, as of Coffee in Ceylon. He was aware that

gentlemen present could adduce instances in proof
of the power of Coffee to withstand leaf-disease, but
he would cite just one instance, not remarkable
in itself, but which was then very fresh in his

memory. In February, 1876, in company with a
friend from London, he visited a group of fine estates

in Matale. On arriving there, to his dismay he
found them suffering from one of the worst attacks

of leaf-disease he had ever witnessed. They were,

in fact, almost leafless from end to end, a picture of

desolation. Tlie prospect of a crop seemed to be wholly

gone. Yet, in March and April good blossoms came,
and good crops followed. The mark of these estates

was one well-known in the market, and was in high

favour, and the quality of the crop produced immediately

after that virufent attack of leaf-disease maintained its

high character unimpaired, and commanded the highest

prices of the day. That was not an isolated case, but it

was one of many proofs that might be adduced to de-

monstrate the abihty of Ceylon estates to resist attacks

of Hemileia, and produce crops of the best quality im
mediately afterwards. He moved the resolution in what
he believed was the discharge of a duty the Chamber
owed, not to itself only, but to a very large number of

persons who had invested capital, and were largely inte-

rested in the Coffee enterprise of the island. The resolu-

tion was as follows :

—

" The attention of the Chamber having been called

to certain statements which have been lately published
in England by distinguished scientists, to the effect that

leaf disease has practically brought the cultivation of

Coffee in Ceylon to an end, the Cliamber regards it as a
duty to deprecate such statements, as being opposed to

the facts of our knowledge and experience, and calcu-

lated to excite undue alarm in the minds of especially

absentees interested in the Coffee cultivation.'
' '

' The Chamber can vouch for the fact that Coffee

plantations which suffered repeated virulent attacks

of Hemileia have recovered completely, and have since

produced large crops of unimpaired quality. The
Chamber has not been able to verify a single instance of

Coffee trees having been killed by the agency of this

pest. It is fully admitted that serious injury has been
inflicted on Ceylon Coffee plantations by the attacks of

Hemileia, but the rise in the market value of the produce
has almost counterbalanced the deficiency of the yield,

and the Chamber feel assured by the experience of the

last seven years that the Coffee enterprise in Ceylon still

rests on a sound basis, and is in no danger of being
"brought to an end " by the agency of the Hemileia.'
" Mr. Duncan, in seconding the motion, thought that

it was unnecessary for him to make any addition to the

exhaustive remarks of the Chairman, but he might be
permitted to place before them a few facts with reference

to the results of leaf disease on certain estates that had
come under his own notice. He had been looking

through the records of those estates for some years past,

and he was glad to be able to say that the largest crops

were produced in 1876-77—five years after leaf-disease

commenced in Ceylon. He purposely turned his

attention to the estates that had not been in any way
extended, and he might say that leaf-disease had not
prevented any of them from bearing large crops ; indeed,

in favourable seasons, some of them had borne more
than before. A great deal of attention had been devoted

to this subject of leaf-disease, and he was afraid that

they had almost forgotten the extraordinary changes of
the season that had occurred of late years. It was a
most singular fact that for the last seven or eight

years they had had, comparatively speaking, very dry
crop months. In one district no crop was cured at one
time without the hot-air apparatus, but they could now
go through that district and not see one of them in use.

Then they were aware that during the years when they
had had very short crops they had been either troubled

with abnormal rains or excessive drought, and in a great

measure short crops could be attributed to those causes

more than to leaf-disease, .\t the same time, he did not
mean to say that damage had not been done by leaf-

disease ; still he thought that ample proof was afforded
by the records of the different estates that they were able

to stand against it, and that there was no danger at
present of estates being snuffed out by it."—The motion
was unanimously carried.
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Florists' Flowers.
Seasonable Notes : Auriculas.—These should

now be watered very cautiously, and no water should

be applied to a plant unless that plant is dry. We
are getting close to the resting-period, when water

will be almost withheld for ten or twelve weeks, but

it is very undesirable that the plants should be sub-

jected to the drying-off regimen all at once. The
leaves should not become flaccid for lack of water at

the roots at any time. If there is still any green-dy

on the plants, the frames must be fumigated with

tobacco-smoke on successive evenings until the pest

is quite destroyed. The leaves will not be so easily

injured now as they are when the plants are in full

growth. The position which Auriculas occupy during

the summer months is one in which slugs feel quite at

home, and they breed quite freely in their cool, moist

quarters. They do most mischief amongst seedlings

and baby offsets. Watch for them at night with a

good lamp, and it is a good plan to remove all the

plants from the frames, then throw in a quantity of

quicklime, and drench the lime with water ; this will

kill all in the frame, and the pots may be again

replaced after looking carefully over them. The frames

should now be in their winter quarters—an open space

in the garden, where they are fully exposed.

Carnations and Picotees.—These should now
be all safe under cover in the cold frames. In some
districts plants will stand out all the winter in beds,

but these are the exception, and the more delicate

growers, which also produce flowers of the flnest

quality, will not stand the wet and cold : a dry frost

does not injure them. The leaves are frequently in-

jured even in frames by what is termed ** spot," and

seldom recover from a severe attack of it. The treat-

ment is this. When the plants are placed first in the

frames the lights must be kept close for a few days,

and mats should be placed on the glass if the sun

shines brightly. In a week, air may be admitted freely

and shading should be dispensed with. Remove the

lights altogether by day when the weather is fine

;

water the soil in the pots when it is drj', but avoid

wetting the leaves as much as possible.

Polyanthuses.—If these are intended to be

flowered in beds in the open garden, it will be neces-

sary to look over them frequently. Slugs are very

partial to the young leaves, and do much damage if

they are permitted. Another pest, exceedingly active

at this time of the year in mild weather, is the leather-

coated grub. It burrows in the ground by day, com-

mitting its depredations at night, it eats voraciously

—

one of them will soon eat up the leaves of

a plant, leaving only the stumps. It will be

found feeding at the same time as the slugs.

Hollyhocks.—The plants that have been planted

out in cold frames for the winter, or that have been

potted and placed in cold frames, must be looked

over ; many of the larger leaves will be dead or

decaying, and they must be removed, else they

generate decay and mould in the frame, which spreads

to the healthy portions of the plants. Air must be

admitted freely even in wet and cold weather by tilt-

ing the lights ; when it is fine they must be entirely

removed. Seedlings raised late in the autumn should

be pricked out of the seed-pans into boxes, the boxes

to be placed in frames. Earlier raised plants, if they

are not yet planted out where they are to flower, may
be put out at once if the weather is mild. Plants

propagated in the autumn should be placed in small

pots, the pots to be plunged in a frame. The treat-

ment during the winter will be the same for these as

for old plants.

Pansies and Pinks.—Beds of these may yet be

planted. The soil should be rich, especially for the

Pansy ; and if the surface of the bed can be covered

to the depth of 2 or 3 inches with good turfy loam

the plants will succeed all the better. It is quite

necessary to dress the bed with loam if the ground

has grown the same plants the previous years.

Trenching to a good depth and placing manure freely

in the trenches will enable the plants to stand the

drought of the ensuing summer much better. If it

is intended to grow either in pots next season the

plants should now be potted in large 6o's, two plants

in a pot.

Phloxes and Pentstemons.—Phloxes may be

planted now. The plants grow vigorously in fresh

rich soil, and must not be too close to each other.

If unable to obtain fresh loanr to surface-dress the

whole of the bed, it is very desirable to place some in

the hole dug for the roots. It is uncertain as to the

height each variety will grow, but a little experience

will enable the cultivator to come pretty nearly right

in this respect. The shortest growers should be
planted near the margins of the beds, and the taller

in the centre or in the background, as the case may
be. If it is intended to repot the plants propagated
early in the spring, this may either be done now or

any time up to the middle of March. If there is

plenty of room in the frames pot them at once ; if

not, let the pots be placed closely together in the

frames and be plunged. Cuttings of Pentstemons
that are now well rooted should also be potted singly,

^r if the plants are very strong they may be planted

out. y. Doui^las.

The Villa GARDEN

Plantixi; I RTir Trkes.—Planting time has come
round again—so rapidly do the seasons succeed each

other. Especially rapid appears the flight of time to

the gardener ; his duties are so multifarious and his

daily occupations so varied, and withal so interesting,

that days slip into weeks and weeks into months with

an almost overwhelming quickness,

"Oh ! remorseless Time :

If prayer could st,ay thee, or entreaty bind,

Wliat worship would be thine."

The gardener may be said to live a great deal in

the future ; his hopes centre on the what will be, as he
looks on his unbloomed seedlings, and his novelties

and vegetables and fruits that have yet to reveal

themselves to him.

While the dry weather lasts preparations may be
made for planting what fruit trees are necessary. If it

is intended to make a plantation of fruit trees, so as

to have a compact fruit garden with the specimens
near to each other, the ground should be deeply

trenched and laid up rough till the trees can be
had. Some adopt the practice of digging out the

holes when the ground is trenched j but this is ob-
jectionable in cases when the trees cannot be planted

at once, as rain-water will get into and transform

these holes into mimic ponds, and leave a deposit of

something akin to mud at the bottom. The best

plan is to dig out the holes when ready to plant the

trees, and execute the planting when the weather is

drying, and the soil works comfortably.

We may lay it down as a general rule for the Villa

gardener that he should plant Apples and Pears in

such soil only as admits of heavy rains p.assing away
pretty freely. When first planted the soil should be
fairly good ; and if it be poor, some well-decayed
manure may either be trenched into the ground when
prepared for planting, or mixed with the soil when
the latter operation is performed. If it be a good
rich loam manure is not necessary, but in dry, hot
summer weather, or if it prove dry for a time in the

spring after planting, a mulching of manure will be
found very beneficial.

If possible, the Villa gardener should go to the nur-
series and select his trees, taking care that they have
been transplanted a year or two previously, and have
plenty of root-fibres. This last is an inestimable

advantage, and nurserymen who make a speciality of

fruit trees are invariably very careful to transplant

frequently enough for the trees to be well furnished

with fibry roots. When the trees are received from
the nursery they should on no account be allowed to

have their roots dried in the wind and sun, and if they
cannot be planted at once, they should be laid in by
sprinkling some soil over their roots till they can be
placed in permanent positions. These appear to be

small matters, but they exercise a great influence on
the well-being of the trees when planted. Another
matter of importance is, in the art of planting, to spread

out the fibrous roots on the soil in a regular manner
and spread some fine soil over them, after shortening

back a little way the coarse roots and completely
cutting away all injured roots.

The pyramid-shaped tree is the best for small

gardens, as other crops can be grown among them,

for a time at least, and the trees can be got at for

pruning and fruit gathering. Having then decided

on the shape of the tree to be planted, the question

of sorts to plant requires consideration. Here follows

a selection of dessert and culinary .Vpples that have

been made of varieties suitable for \'illa Gardens and
small places as producing fruit freely, and growing

naturally into shapeable pyramidal trees, viz., dessert

Apples, Worcester Pearmain, ripening in August and

September, and handsome for exhibition as well as

useful for. the dessert-table ; Margil and Cox's Orange
Pippin as mid-season varieties, and Scarlet Nonpareil

and Sturmer Pippin as the latest. If it were desired

to add half-a-dozen varieties further to make up a

collection they would be found in Red Astrachan,

Summer Golden Pippin, Summer Nonpareil, King of

Pippins, Gipsy King, and Redleaf Russett, a new
variety that is very late.

Culinary Apples must form a part of the fruit plan-

tation of the Villa Garden. If we make a selection of

the six best varieties they will be found in Keswick
Codlin, Wellington, Cellini Pippin, Lord Suftield,

Small's Admirable, and Queen Caroline, something
in the way of Alfriston, a great bearer, and very

useful for small gardens. A iurther half dozen will

be had in Old Hawthornden, Blenheim Orange,
Golden Noble, Warner's King, Manx Codlin, and
Calville Malingre, very handsome and a fine late

variety.

Coming now to Pears, our selection of six fine

useful varieties will be found in Doyenne d'Ete,

Williams' Bon Chretien, Colmar d'Ete, Beurre
d'Amanlis, Beurre Superfin, and Louise Bonne of

Jersey, If it were desired to make the selection into

a round dozen, there should be added to the foregoing

the following sorts :—Madame Treyve, Fondante
d'.A.utomne, Pitmaston Duchesse d'Angouleme,
Emilie d'Heyst, and Doyenne du Comice. All the

foregoing form fine fruiting pyramids on the Quince
stock, and bear freely.

The absence of some of the fine late Pears from

the foregoing list may probably be noted. Our
excuse for the omission is that late Pears, or those

that require keeping for a time, and should have a

proper fruit-room, are of little real service to most
amateur cultivators of fruit in a small way and Villa

gardeners, because of the want of conve

keeping them.

STATE OF THE WEATHER AT BLACICHBATH, LONDON,
For the Week ending Wednesday, Oct. 30, 1878,

Temperature *

Glaishcr's
Tables 6th

I III

Oct.

24
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22cl, increased to 29.65 inches by the evening of Ihe

23d, decreased to 29.13 inches by noon on the 24th,

increased to 29. 38 inches by the evening of the same
day, decreased to 29.23 inches by noon on the 25lh,

increased to 29.29 inches by the night of the same
day, decreased to 29.04 inches by the morning of the

26lh, and was 29.32 inches at the end of the week.
The mean reading for the week at sea level was
29.49 inches, being 0.63 inch below that of the

preceding week, and 0.51 inch below the average.

Temperature.—The highest temperatures of the air

observed by day varied from 66° on the 21st to

53}° on the 26th ; the mean value for the week
was 57l°. The lowest temperatures of the air

observed by night varied from 39^* on the 23d to

50^° on the 20th ; the mean for the week was 45°.

The mean daily range of temperature in the week
was I2;i**, the greatest range in the day being 16°

on the 2Ist, and the least, 11^-°, on the 26th.

The mean daily temperatures of the air and the

departures from their respective averages were as

follows :—20th, 53°.5, + 4°.2 ; 21st, 57°.2, + 8°.2
;

22d, 48°.8, + o°.i ; 23d, 46°.3, - 2°
; 24th,

49°.2, + r.3 ; 2Sth, 48°, + o°.5 ; 26th, 47°.3,

+ 0°. I. The mean temperature of the air for the

week was 50°, being i .8 above the average of

sixty years' observations.

The highest readings of a thermometer with black-

ened bulb in vacuo, placed in sun's rays, were 125°

on the 23d, II2j° on the 25th, and 112° on the 21st
;

on the 20th the reading did not rise above 72^ The
lowest readings of a thermometer on grass, with its

bulb exposed to the sky, were 335° on the 26lh,

36.J° on the 23d, and 38° on the 22d. The mean of

the seven lowest readings was 39.'°.

Wind.—The direction of the wind was S.W., and
its strength strong.

The weather during the week was generally dull

(though at times fine) and showery ; the sky was
cloudy.

Lightning was seen frequently during the evening
of the 22d, and ytJ^'' prevailed on the 20th.

Rain fell on four days during the week ; the amount
collected was 0.97 inch.

England : Temperature. — During the week
ending Saturday, October 26, the highest tempera-
lures of the air observed by day were 66° at Black-
heath, 644 at Cambridge, 64° at Truro, and 635° at

Brighton ; the highest temperature of the air at

Bradford was SSFi and at .Sunderland was 56° ; the

mean value from all places was 60°. The lowest
temperatures of the air observed by night were 36^°
at Eccles, 37° at Nottingham, and 38° both at Leeds
and Sunderland ; the lowest temperature of the air

at Truro was 45", and at Plymouth was 44" ; the

mean value from all stations was 40°. The range of

temperature in the week was the greatest at Black-
heath, 26J°, and the least at Bradford, i5J°

;

the mean range of temperature from all stations

was 20°,

The mean of the seven high day temperatures
was the highest at Plymouth, 58J''', Truro, 58°,

Brighton, 574°, and Blackheath, 57i° ; and the

lowest at Bradford, 51F1 and Leicester, 52^°; the

mean from all places was 544°. The mean of the

seven low night temperatures was the lowest at

Eccles, 41°, Wolverhampton and Nottingham, both
42.;°, and Hull, 43}°, and the highest at Truro, 48°,

and Plymouth, 47° ; the mean value from all stations

was 44i°- The mean daily range of temperature
was the least at Bradford, 75°, and the greatest at

Camliridge and Eccles, both 12^-°; the mean daily

range from all places was io^,°.

The mean temperature of the air for the week from
all stations was 484°, being i° lower than the value

for the corresponding week in 1877. The highest
were 52° at Truro, 5iJ° at Plymouth, anil 51° at

Brighton ; and the lowest were 46}° at Eccles, and
461° at Wolverhampton,

Rain.—Kain fell on every day in the week at

Nottingham, Sheffield, and Hull, and on five or six

days at most other places. At Sunderland it fell on
two days only. The heaviest falls in the week were
at Truro, 2.67 inches, Bristol 2.47 inches, Brighton
1.96 inch, and Plymouth 1. 85 inch ; and the least

falls were at Liverpool, 0.45 indi, and Sunderland
0.13 inch. The average fall over the country was
1. 41 inch.

The weather during the week was dull and wet

;

the sky was very cloudy,

A thuntierstornt occurred at Cambridge on the 24th
inst.

Scotland : Temperature.—During the week end-

ing Saturday, October 26, the highest temperatures of

the air varied from 61° at Dundee to 54.^° at Aber-
deen ; the mean value from all stations was 574°.

The lowest temperatures of the air varied from 34°

at Edinburgh to 40° at Glasgow ; the mean from all

places was ^^Y- The range of temperature in the

week from all stations was 20'^°.

The mean temperature of the air for the week from
all stations was 46°, being 1° lower than the value

for the corresponding week in 1877, The highest

were 47° at Dundee and 46.^° at Glasgow, and the

lowest were 44.^° at Edinburgh and 45J{° at Greenock.
Rain.—The heaviest falls of rain were 4 inches at

Greenock and 2,[ inches at Glasgow, and the least

fall was half an inch at both Dundee and Aberdeen.
The average fall over the country was 1.34 inch.

DutiLiN. — The highest temperature of the air

was 63 J°, the lowest 34°, the range 29^°, the mean
463°, and the fall of rain 0.62 inch.

JAMES GLAISHER.

Weather Forecast.—The following cable mes-
sage has been received at the London office of the

New York Herahl from the Herald Weather Bureau,

New York :
— " Depression moving eastward, will

probably arrive with considerable energy at British,

Norwegian, and affecting French coasts, about the

night of November i, preceded and attended by
rains, strong winds, and gales from south to north-

west, followed by falling temperature and snows in

the northern districts."

ti^si ^%h%.
Tenant v. Rawlings.—At the Bloomsbury

County Court on Monday last, before Mr. Judge
Russell and a jury, the plaintiff, a horticultural

builder, of \yillesden, sued the defendant, a well-

known mineral-water manufacturer, residing at Chalk

Hill House, near Kingsbury, to recover the balance

alleged to be due {1^26 odd) on a contract account of

,^174 for the erection of a greenhouse attached to his

establishment.

The plaintiff, for whom Mr. Moreton appeared as

counsel, stated that so far back as 1873 he contracted

to do the work for the defendant, and that the price

agreed upon was ^174 odd. He had completed the

work in question, and had received several payments

on account, but when he applied for a settlement of

his account in full, he received a cheque from the

defendant's architect for £1^ y. id.^ and was in-

formed that £1^ would be deducted from the entire

amovmt, in consequence of a drain being required

to carry off the water from the stokehole, which he

had not contracted to do ; and in consequence, not

getting a settlement in full, the present action was
brought.

In cross-examination by Mr. M'Coll, who with Mr.

Jones was counsel for the defence, the plaintiff said

he had been for many years employed in the erection

of greenhouses, conservatories, and horticultural

appliances. He did not contract to supply a drain

from the stokehole of the greenhouse ; he only put

3^-inch bricks in the stokehole, but they could not be

expected to resist water. He considered, if the

defendant required a drain, it ought to be constructed

at his own expense.

In reply to the learned Judge, the plaintiff said he

did not know why he did not return the cheqvie when
he found the charge for drainage was deducted from

his account ; he merely sent a receipt for it, unaccom-

panied by any letter.

This being the case for the plaintifl", the counsel for

the defence urged that tlie acceptance of the cheque

virtually put an end to the present action, and was a

tacit understanding that all mutual accounts were

settled.

His Honour said he would reserve his opinion on

this as a point of law, but wovild allow the case to go

to a jury on the facts of it.

The defendant being called, said he had entered

into the contract produced by the other side on the

condition that the work was to be done in a workman-
like manner, which, from the evidence of gardeners,

architects, and others, proved not to be the case. Had
the plaintiff properly constructed his greenhouse the

drain in question was not needed ; but he left his

work in such a state that the boilers were flooded and

the greenhouse itself quite useless unless a drain was

made to carry the water away.

After skilled evidence had been adduced to show
that the plaintiff had not properly executed his work,
the learned Judge addressed the jury on the entire

facts of the case, and the jury found in favour of the

plaintiff for the i^uU amount claimed.

The counsel for the defence applied to the Court to

move for a new trial on the point of law reserved,

which his Honour at once granted.

Apiary.
From the official list of awards made to British

exhibitors at the Paris Exhibition, wc learn that Mr.

C. N. Aljbott, Fairlawn, Southwell, has received a

silver medal for "Bee-hives and Observatory Bee-

hives;" Messrs. George Neighbour is; Sons, 127,

High Holborn, a silver medal for " Bee-hives ;" and

Mr. Brice Wilson, Newbury, Berks, a bronze medal

for '* Observatory Bec-hivc."

He that questiofuth much shall learn much.—Bacon.

Angelica.— I find in my garden an umbelliferous
plant which has puzzled nic for some lime. I now be-
lieve it to be Angelica. Is not this used for presen'ing,

and how is it prepared? H. A. B. [The stalks and mid-
ribs of the leaves are used in confectionary candied with
sugar. Eds,]

Arum, or African Lily.— A Lady asks when to
put Arum Lilies in lieat, to have them ready for Christ-

Answers to Correspondents.
Abutilons : S. A'. /?. Tlie pink one, No. 19, is much

the best, being large, of a iDright rosy pink, and very
distinctly veined with crimson-lake. It should be
compared with one named Louis Van Houtte, which
we have not at hand. The yellows are not equal to
Lemoinei.

Apples: U. P. " Cockpit " and "Hunthouse" are
both names of Apples grown somewhat largely in

Yorkshire ; but, so far as we know, not much known
outside of that county. Tliey are both culinary
varieties of considerable merit.

Aralia Sieboldii : IK S. There is nothing unusual
in this plant flowering in the open air. We believe it

is perfectly hardy.

Bee-keeping : y. G. Cheshire's Practical Bee-Kcep-
iug {Bazaar Office, Strand).

Begonl\ diversifolia : J. Laiiig^ Co. Your seed-
lings are very great improvements on the fine old

,

Begonia diversifolia, much larger in size, and richer in

the colour of the flowers.

Eucalyptus globulus : John Steele. Your plant is

correctly named E. globulus. It will assume the cha-
racter illustrated in the publication you name as it gets
older. The Messmate of New South Wales is Euca-.
lyptus obliqua, and E. amygdalina is the Peppermint
tree.

Fern Soriferous on Upper Surface : W. Hanna-
ford. The Fern sent is Scolopendrium vulgare mar-
ginatum, which not unfrequently bears sori on the
upper surface of its fronds.

GLOXtNiA : Ivy Bank. Your seedling is not altogether
a novelty, as similar forms were raised so long ago as
1865—6. In the latter year one named I-ady Cre-
morne was certificated at South Kensington. This
was a purple-tinted flower, but we have also met with
others with rosy tinting, as in yours. It is one of the
best examples we have seen of this peculiar hose-in-

hose formation, from the number of exterior tongue-
shaped lobes—eight, most of which are deeply divided
so that they form quite a frill around the normal
corolla.

Grapf.s and Pines : R. S. T. Yes, very much supe-
rior in both cases, and especially so as regards the
former.

Grasses : A. H. Tlie smaller plant is Festuca ovina,

but we cannot identify the other without flowers.

Mealy-Bug on Vines : T. Baron. Paraffin has been
vouched for as a safe and sure remedy if carefully

applied, by so many practical men, that we may
safely advise you to use it. As soon as the Vine
leaves fall, clear tlie house not only of them, but also

of all other plants that may happen to be therein, and
give the stems of the Vines a good washing with the

paraffin mixture, following this inmiediately by a
thorough cleansing with pure water. To a wineglass-

full of the ordinary paraffin oil of the shops add four

gallons of soft-water ; mix thoroughly and keep in

constant agitation while being used ; this may be done
by allowing one person to draw and discharge again

into the vessel, employing a second sjTinge for this,

while another person draws while the liquid is thns

agitated, and discharges it on the Vine stems and over
all the woodwork of the house. Wherever it touches

the mealy-bug, it is certain death. If on pruning you
find any have been left behind, give a similar washing
later on, and aftenvards paint with Gishurst Com-
pound as a check upon other vermin.

Names of Fruits : S. B. Fearn's Pippin.

—

Jama
Coder ^^ Sons. i. Hacon's Incomparable; 2. Marie
Louise

; 3, Beurre de Capiaumont.

—

R. P. i, Hughes'
Golden Pippin ; 2, Doyenn^ du Cornice

; 3, not

recognised ; 4, Knight's Monarch
; 5, Bergamotte

d'Esperen.

—

A. Macintosh. Your Apples were so much
bruised and rubbed as to be quite unrecognisable.

Names of Plants: Enquirer. We cannot pretend to

say if the Coleuses are true to name. The other plant

is probably Senebiera didyma, the small Wart-cress.

—

E. Wilson. Nerine undulata.

—

P. K. Epidendrum
cochleatum, a very old species, from TamaJca.

—

G.
Hubbard. No. 2 is Quercus Cerris {the Turkey Oak) ;

we do not recognise the others.—i¥. D. Q. P. Your
specimen appears to be a young frond of Goniophle-
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bium subauriculatum, and if so will produce drooping
fronds 5 or 6 feet long. It is a Goniophlebium cer-

tainly.— T. Baron. You have not paid any attention

to our repeated notice to correspondents not to send
.more than six plants for naming, i, Athyrium Filix-

fcemina Fieldice ; 2, Polystichum angulare proliferum
;

3, A. F.-f. FrizcUi^
; 4 and 5, forms of A. F.-f. multi-

fidum ; 6, Scolopendrium vulgare digitatum or flabclla-

tum
; 7, S. V. macrosonim ; 8, Asplenium prremor-

sum
; 9, A. Fabianum.— William Sharpe. i, Rud-

beckia pinnata ; 2, Rudbeckia speclosa
; 3, Aster

Novas-Anglias
; 4, Achillea decolorans.

—

B. &* S.

Ourisia coccinea. and Phygelius capensis. — Harry
Bluff. Chrysanthemum sp. ; specimen insufficient.

—

J. M., Dublin. Lavandula dentata. The other is

indeterminable without fiowers.— VV. P. Lonicera
Ledebourii.

—

A. B. i, Capsicum annuum ; 2, Coto-
neaster frigida.— T. H. N. Tropseolum tuberosum.

—

S. C. Pearson. Gilia coronopi folia.

—

R. P. Fuchsia
microphylla and Anthemis tinctoria.

—

A Reader. Too
imperfect, and with incomplete information. It is

possibly a pale sulphur-coloured variety of Chrysan-
themum cononarium.—y. McI. 4, Astrantia minor

;

5, Sedum nicseense alias altissima. The Asters next
week.—7. Burnt, Havgcr Hill. Hedychium coro-

Nation.\l Rose Society.—The date for the exhibi-

tion at Manchester should be Saturday, July 12, not

July 14, as we were at first informed.

Packing Grapes : Adela. For general purposes we
have found no better plan than that of putting the

bunches into paper, much in the same way as grocers
make up brown sugar, and then packing them in

boxes in either bran, cork-dust, or clean chopped
straw. A somewhat stiff paper—say ordinary sugar-

paper—should be used in preference to that of a more
pliable texture, and the fruit must be packed firmly in

the box, or under no circumstances will it travel well.

Paraffin : Jersey Sub. See reply to T. Baron,
given above. We doubt if you could mix it with
whitewash or Vine-dressing with advantage, but these

are just matters you could at once settle by experi-

ment. It is not necessary to use such a remedy for

rcd-spid(.T, or the ordinary insect pests ; but it evid-

ently is useful for killing mealy-bug and scale, and
safe if properly used.

Pears : J. Jones. The black spots, and cracking of

the fnut, are derived from an unhealthy condition of the

roots—probably want of drainage.

Slugs : Lima^on. Dust the surface of the ground all

about, and of the brick floors, with fresh-slaked lime,

in fine powder, renewing it frequently, especially after

rain. Also scatter finely-sifted coal-ashes in the same
way. They do not like to come in contact with either.

If they are so troublesome as you say, you must perse-
vere in the means used if you would have any hope of
destroying them. Bag all you can besides, and when
caught throw them into a vessel containing brine.

Willows: A. Thomson. We should think Salix mol-
lisima would suit you best ; but you had far better

write to Mr. Scaling, Basford, Notts, for a catalogue,
and then select one or more sorts that would be calcu-

lated to do best in the particular position you want to

plant.

Errata. — In character of Group 3 of Colchicum
(p. 527) for "flowers Azr^i?" read "flowers small."
—P. 540, under Ferns, read, "is one of the dwarf
crested varieties of Nephrodium moUe." Under
Fi.owRR-BEDS. read, " roots of trees . . . you should
cut them well back, &c."

Catalogues Received:—Hippolyte Duval {k Mont-
morency, Seine-et-Oise, France), Catalogue of Roses.— Messrs. Eug. Verdier & Son (37. Rue Clisson,
Paris), Price List of Bulbs, &c. — Maurice Young
(Milford Nurseries, Godalming, Surrey), Catalogue of
New and Rare Plants, Coniferae, Hardy Ornamental
Trees and Shrubs, Evergreen and Deciduous Trees,
Rhododendrons and other American Plants. Roses.
Fruit and Forest Trees, &c.—Martin Grashoff (Qucd-
linburg, Prussia), General List of Seeds, &c.—J.
Margottin fils. (Bourg-la-Reine, near Paris). List of
New Roses.—William Drummond & Sons (Stirling),

Catalogue of Forest and Ornamental Trees and Shrubs,
Fruit Trees, Roses, &c.

K-W. I C —A. D.-G. H. v.—
T. E.—D. T. F.-H. E. W.—W. T.—Tydia—P. Simpson.—
F. C. H.-R. D.—J. Treseder (received with thanks).-
G. G. G.—C. W. C—B. F.—J. D. G.-South Hants _
W. S.—W. P.—W. E.-A. H.—R. R.-R. G.—D. M

—

H. E. (we never saw this particular species fasciated before.
presume ainy ^pecies might become so).—J. Back-

house & Sons -J. T. -W. S.-W. H F.

COVENT GARDEN, October 31.

Our market has been very quiet during the past week,
with business almost at a standstill, the American com-
petition adding considerably to the depression in the
Apple trade. Large consignments of St, Michael Pines
are reaching us, and we may now expect a steady supply
throughout the winter. Kent Cobs remain the same.
James Webber, Wholesale Apple Market.

fR

Apples. %-%
Cobs and Filberts, lb.

Grapes, per lb. ..

Lemons, per 100

s.d. .

Melons, each
Pears, per doz.
Pine-apples, per lb.

Vegetables.

Artichokes, English
Globe, dox. . . 2 o- 4 (

— Jerusalem, bush. 40-..
Asparagus, Fr. sprue,

per bundle . . 16-..
Beans, French, lb. . . o 4- o (

— runners, p. bush. 4 o- 6 c

Beet, per doz. .. i o- 2 t

Brus. sprouts, bush. 70-..
Cabbages, per doz. .. 1 o- 2 <

Carrots, per bunch . . 04-0*
Cauliflowers, per doz. a o- 3 <

Lelery, per bundle .. 16-21
Chilis, per 100 ,. 20- ..

Cucumbers, each .. o 4- i (

Custard Mar., doz, 30-..
Endive, Batav. dozen 16-..

The Potato trade is dull, and prices

Regents, locw. to 130J. ; Early Rose, ii

Cut Flowers.

Garlic, per lb. .

.

o (

Herbs, per bunch .. o :

Horse Radish, p. bun. 4 (

Lettuces, Cos, Eng.,
per score .. ..1

Mint, green bunch.

.

o
Onions, young, bun, o
Parsley, per bunch.

.

o
Radishes, per bunch o
— Spanish, doz. .

.

1

— New Jersey, doz. 2

Shallots, per lb. .

.

o
Seakale, per punnet 2

Spinach, per bushel 3

Sweet Polatos, per lb. o
Tomatos, per dozen 2

Turnips, p. 12 bunch. 3

6- 2 6
4-06
4-06

the
.per

12 blooms
bunches..

Bouvardias. per bun.
Calceolari:

Camellias,
2 bun.,
dozt

Carnations, per di

Cornflower, 12 bun..
Chrysanlh., per doz.
— per 12 bunches..
Dahlias, 12 bunch...
Eucharis, per doz. ..

Gardenias, 12 blms.
Gladioli, various, i:

Heliotrope
Hyacinth; Roman,

bunches 6 0-12 (

Plants
s. d. s. d

Begonias, per doz. . . 4 0-12 <

Bouvardias, do ..9 0-24 <

Chrysanth., per doz. 6 0-30 (

, do.Cyperus
Dracaen:

Erica Cafl:-r— gracilis
— hyemali
Euonymus,

Ferns, in va

^t'p.^di

;rp.d'c

. 3 c^- 9 (

. 6 0-12 (

4 0-18 o

Mignonette, 12 bun. 2

Myosotis, 13 bun. .. ^

Narcissus, paper-
white, 12 sprays .. 2

Pelargoniums, 12 spr. o

Phlox. 12'bunches .. 6

Primula, double, per

Pyrethrum, 12 bun.. 3
Roses (indoor), doz. i— (outdoor), 12 bun. 3
Spirasa. 12 sprays ., i

Stephanolis, 1 2 sp. . . 3
Sweet Peas, 12 bun. 2

Sweet Sultan,i2 bun. 6
Tropjeolum, 12 bun. 1

Tuberoses, per dozen i

N Pots.

Ficus elastica, each 2

Foliage Plants, vari-

Fuchsias, per dozen . 3
Hyacin., Rom., doz. 12

Mignonette, per doz. 3
Myrtles, per doz. .. 4
Palms in variety.

Pelargoniums. scar-
lets, zonal, doz . . 2

Primulas, per dozen 5
Roses, Fairy, perdoz.
Vallota, per doz. ..iS

6-90
0-90

SEEDS.
London : Oct. 30. — Extreme quietness, as might

be expected, continues to characterise the market for

farm seeds. Samples of home-grown red Clover seed

come forward more freely, and are obtainable at a con-

siderable reduction from the prices recently asked—the

total fall in value duting the last fortnight being fully

8.T. to loj. per cwt. As regards American seed there is

this week no quotable variation. Current rates received

by cable are at a low level ; nevertheless buyers here still

hold off. In contrast to the stagnation ruling on this

side, it is worth noting that the Clover movements in the

Western States have thus far been in excess of those of

last season. Down to the middle of the present month
over 1000 bags of Clover had been shipped from Toledo,

Ohio, and nearly 5000 bags from Chicago, Illinois.

Advices from New York, Philadelphia, and Baltimore,

all speak of short crops in these respective districts. In

Alsike and white Clover the business passing on Mark Lane
is in very narrow compass. Grasses of all kinds are also for

the moment neglected. There is no change in the price of
Rape and Mustard seeds ; Canary meets a slow inquiry.

Owing to the colder weather boiling Peas are in improved
request. For feeding Linseed the tone is steady. John
Shaw 6* Sons, Seed Merchants, 37, Mark Lane, Lon-
don, E.C.

HAY.
Tuesday's Whitechapel report states that there was a

moderate supply of fodder, the demand for which was
dull, and prices tending in buyer's favoiu" :—Prime Clover,

100s. to II25. ; inferior, 8oj. to goj-. : prime meadow
hay, 7SJ. to 84J. ; inferior, 40^. to yos. ; straw, 30J. to

38J. per load. — Thursday's supply was not very large.

The trade was dull, at the following prices :
— Prime

Clover, 110s. to ii2j. ;
inferior, 8oj. to 90J. ; prince

meadow hay, 75^^. to 84J. ; inferior, 40J. to jos. ; and
straw, 30X. to 38J. per load.—Cumberland Market quo-
tations : — Superior meadow hay, ZSs. to 92J". ; inferior,

63r. to 72J. ; superior Clover, xxzs. to i2oj-. ; inferior,

88-f. to 95^. ; and straw, 40/. to 45^. per load.

POTATOS.
The Borough and Spitalfields reports state that there

were limited supplies of Potatos, and trade, without
being lively, was firmer at enhanced rates :—Kent
Regents, iooj. to 120s. ; Essex ditto, 8oj. to 120J.

;

rocks. 65J. to Zos. ; Champion, 70^. to 801. ; flukes,

120J. to 140J. ; Scotch Regents, 90J. to iios. per ton.

COALS.
At previous quotations a steady business was done in

house coals on Monday, and owing to the cold weather
prices advanced 6d. per ton at market on Wednesday.
Quotations :— Bower's West Hartley, i\s. ^d. ; East
Wylam, ijs. ; Walls End—Harton, 17^. 2^. ; Lambton,
j8j. 6d. ; Original Hartlepool, iqj. ; Wear, 17^. 30*.

;

Vanes, ijs. 3d.
; East Hartlepool, i8s. ^d. ; Salvin's

Hutton, 17J. cid. ; Thornley, i8s. 6d.

CRANSTON'S NURSERIES,
Established 1785.

EIGHTY ACRES.
ROSES, FRUIT TREES, CONIFERS,

FOREST TREES, &C.

Descriptive and Priced Catalogues for 187S

now ready.
Address—

CRANSTON & CO.,

KING'S ACRE, near HEREFORD.

f-RiCHARD Smith &C2-
\k^ Worcester -#.

FIFTY ACRES of FRUIT TREES.—
Apples. Pears. Plums, Cherries. Peaches, Nectarines,

Apricots, »nd other Fruit Trees, as Standards, Dwarfs,
Pyramids, Bushes, Cordon and trained trees in great variety,

all full of vigour, and warranted true to name. Descriptive

Price List, containing a sketch of the various forms of Trees,

with Directions for Cultivation, Soil, Drainage, Manure,
Pruning, Lifting. Cropping, Treatment under Glass ; also their

Synonyms, Qualhy, Size, Form, Skin, Colour, Flesh. Flavour,

Use, Growth, Duration, Season, Price, &c., for a penny stamp.

TWELVE ACRES of ROSES.—Standard,
Dwarf, and Climbing, all the popular sorts ; also 80,000

choice Te.i scented and Noisette Roses in pots : extra strong

Roses in pots for immediate forcing. See Descriptive Price
List, free for a penny stamp.

C^RAPE VINES and ORCHARD HOUSE
T TREES in POTS.—Grace Vines, extra strong, and

warranted free from phylloxera, oidium, and all disease; Planting
Canes, 3J. td. to 5J. each ; extra strong Fruiting Canes, 71. dd.

to loj. (>d. each. Orchard-house Trees, fruiting in pots, con-

sisting of Peaches, Nectarines, Apricots, Plums, Cherries,

Pears, Apples, and Figs. Descriptive Price List for a penny
stamp.

WORCESTER PEARMAIN APPLE
(awarded a First-class Certificate by the Royal Horti-

cultural Society).—One of the handsomest and most useful

Apples in cultivation. For fuU description see " Extract trom
the Journal 0/ Horticulture" and Richard Smith & Co.'s
Fruit List, which may be had for a penny stamp. Coloured
Plates, td. each. Maiden Trees, \s. 6d. each; Bushes, 3J,

each ; Standards, Pyramids, and Dwarf-trained Trees, y. bd.

and 5^. each.

HARDY HERBACEOUS and ALPINE
PLANTS, their scientific and English names, height,

colour, time of flowering, and other useful information.

Descriptive Price List for a penny stamp. Collection of 100

beautiful hardy varieties for Garden Beds, Borders, or Rockeries,

LIST of all the EVERGREEN FIR TRIBE,
suitable for Britain, giving size, price, popular and

botanical names, derivations, description, form, colour, foliage,

growth, timber, use in arts, i.ative country, and size there,

situation, soil, and other information, with copious index of
their synonyms. Free by post for six stamps.

LIST of STOVE and GREENHOUSE
PLANTS, comprising the best selections of Camellias,

Azaleas, Ericas, Epacris, Ferns, &c., free for a penny stamp.

LIST of EVERGREEN and DECIDUOUS
SHRUBS, RHODODENDRONS, STANDARD

ORNAMENTAL TREES. CLIMBING and TWINING
PLANTS, with their generic, specific, and English names,
native country, height, time of flowering, colour, &c., and
general lemarks, free for a penny stamp.

ALL kinds of GARDEN SEEDS, of first

qu.ihty, BULBS. MUSHROOM SPAWN, TOBACCO

M I C HAR t) SM 1 TH &. C ^ •

fe Worcester =^

APPLE-W HITE M ELROSE.
" A valuable and fine looking Apple, first-rate quality, suitable

either for culinary or dessert purposes. In use from October to

January,"— f';V('£^ Hogg's Fr^nt Manual, Fourth Edition.

ORMISTON AND RENWICK beg to an-
nounce that they will send out (first time), in November,

the above celebrated Apple. Price lor. dd.

The Stock being limited, early Orders [which will be for-

warded according to priority of receipt) are respectfully

solicited. The Nurseries, Melrose, N.B.

PAUL & SON,

ROSE GROWERS.
TREE, PLANT, BULB, AND

SEED MERCHANTS.

WALTHAM CROSS,
HERTS.

Inspection of Stock invited.

Priced Descriptive Catalogues free by post.
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SPECIAL NOTICE. — Messrs. Rush &
Yeats, of the Eaton Koad ana Queen's Park Nurseries.

Chester, beg to announce that they have this day DISPOSED
OF the whole of their NURSERY liUSlNESS, inchiding the
Trees, Plants. Stock in Trade, and all other eflects belon ging
thereto, to MESSRS. JAMES DICKSON and SONS, of the

Newton Nurseries and io8, Eastgate Street, Chester, to whom
Messrs. Rush & Yeats beg to refer all CUSTOMERS for

NURSERY GOODS.—October 23, 187S.

Leicester Atbey Nurseries.

'p WARNER has now posted to every
-- • Customer whose name is in his Rooks, his

CATALOGUE of NURSERY STOCK
for the present season. If by chance it has not been received,

a copy shall be sent immediately on application.

October, 1878.

PARIS EXHIBITION.

HIGHEST AWARDS
ENGLISH SEEDS,

JAMES CARTER & CO.
Have the honour to announce that the Jurors

have awarded their House

V E

GOLD MEDALS
In Competition with the principal EngHsh

and Continental Seed Houses.

Illustrated SEED CATALOGUES post-free.

The Queen's Seedsmen,

HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.

Hyaoinths, Tulips, Crocuses, &c.

WM. CUTBUSH AND SON beg to announce
thai ihey have received their first consie^ment of the

above, in splendid condition. Wm. Cutbush & Son having
again obtained all the First Prizes for Hyacinths, S:c., proves
that their selection is superior in quality to those offered by
many other houses. Catalogues post-free on application.

Highgate. London, N., and Barnet, Herts.

RANSPLANTED FOREST TREES.—
s.ooo.ooo LARCH, r to 3 feet.

s,ooo.ooo SCOTCH, I to 2j< feet.

1,000,000 AUSTRIANS, ^ to 2 feet.

500,000 SPRUCE, \i to 2"^ feet.

Other Trees in smaller lots, all beyoud two years twice

uthc

THIRTY THOUSAND CAMELLIAS,
alba plena and other best sorts, all home-grown, well set

with bud and very forward. Also many thousand AZALEA
INDICA. best sorts, well set for bloom; and hard-wooded
HEATHS, half and quarter specimens, fine healthy and well-
formed plants. For price and particulars, see Gardeners"
Ch-rcnidc nf September 21. 1878.

E. WHITHAM, The Nurseries. Reddish, near Stockport,
has the above unequalled collection on Sale.

LOUIS VAN HOUTTE,
ROYAL NURSERIES, GHENT,

BELGIUM,

Can make a Special Offer of

CAMELLIA ALBA PLENA, very nice bushy
plants, with from four to seven buds, at Cl per too ; with

from seven to ten buds, at ;C8 per loo.

Also the Best Two Whit of

AZALEA INDICA — Flag of Truce and A.

Borsig^i foot to 1 foot 4 inches high, and 1 foot hea^j

diameter, at is. 60? each—well-grown plants.

The Camellias and Azaleas above offered art very

suitable for either taMc decoration, or forcing purposes to

cUfatiWrsfrom.

A&A nPHE GOLDEN fr>^sl^^
4-^w3iV;2 ^ VARIEGATED WEL- ^~6%fp~',
if3>¥iKaX LINGTONIA received Four % *-'^:,ul
!-sf^J4fC-^ YiTsi-c\3x Certificates. Four ^?i^P>--^

First Prizes, and One Large Silver Medal. Planted by the

ollowing Roy.al and Noble liands ;

—

Their Royal Highesses the Prince and Princess of Wales,
and the Duke of Edinbugh.
Their Graces the Dukes of Devonshire, Leeds, Manchester,

and Marlborough.
The Most Noble the Marquis of Waterford.

The Earls Abergavenny, Bective, Cork, Clancarty, Devon,
Ducie, Dunraven, Harrowby, Powis, Sefton, St. Germans,
Warwick, and Wicklow.
The Lords Berwick, Doneraile, Otho Fitzgerald. Hawkshaw,

Huntingfield, Kenlis, Poltimore, Powerscourt, Skelmersdale,
Wrottesley.
The Ladies Langdale,Russell, Pollen, Rolle, and Tennison.&c.
Grand Specimens. 7 feet, £,s 5S. ; splendid plants, 5 feet,

.^3 3^. ; very fine, 3 feet, £2 2S. ; stout plants, 2 feet, £1 is. ;

little plants, i foot, lot. 6d. ; 13 for 12; 55 for 50; 115
fori

K. HARTLAND, The Lough Nurseries, Cork.

NO VELTYI—NO VEL TY !

SPIR/EA PALMATA ELEGANS.
strong Plants, 5s. each ; Six Plants, £1

;

Twelve Plants, £1 12s.

A beautiful hybrid between Hoteia japonica and Spira:a

palmata. It produces a large quantity of white flowers with

STRONG CLUMPS FOE FORCING.

DIEI.YTRA SPECTABILIS .. .. nji'"? ,£i'.

HOTEIA (Spiraja) JAPONICA.. .. 014
SPIR/EA PALMATA

I 4 41

ROSE STOCKS for BUDDING and
GRAFTING.

ROSA MANETTI. 25.. per .000
;
{,xa per 10.000.

ROSA MULTIFLORA DE LA GRIFFERAIE, 251. per
1000 : .£10 per 10,000.

HYDRANGEA PANICULATA GRAN-
DI FLORA.

Strong plants, 345. per loo ; ;^r2 lOT. per 1000.

TRADE LISTS of HARDY PERENNIALS, NARCIS-
SUS, CONIFERVE, FRUIT TREES, Sc, giatis and free

on application.

of £,1 delivered free throughout Great

A. M. C. JONGKINDT CONINCK,
TOTTENHAM NURSERIES, DEDEMSVAART, near

ZWOLLE, NETHERLANDS.

CUCUMBER-EMPRESS of INDIA.

J. C. WHEELER & SON
Introduced this fine variety last spring. It has proved itself to

be one of the best flavoured and handsomest in cultivation, and
good for winter work,

Prtce zs, dd. per packet.

J. C. WHEELER & SON,
SEED GROWERS, GLOUCESTER.

NE^A^ GIANT CYCLAMEN
(CYCLAMEN PERSICUM GIGANTEUM RUBRUM).

This is a decided aquisi-

tion to this now popular
Florist Flower, and is sure
to become a general favour-

ite. The flowers are equal
in sire and substance to my
well-known strain of gigan-
teum, and are well thrown
up above the foliage. The
colour is a delicate rose,

changing to a bright crim-
son at the base, being a tint

unrivalled, and never before
acquired in this giant strain.

It has been awarded two
First-class Certificates.

Betail Packets 3s. 6d.
and 5s. each.

Special offer to the Trade on
application.

B.
VICTORIA and PARADISE

S. WILLIAMS,
NURSERIES, UPPER HOLLOWAY, LONDON, N.

ENGLISH-GROVv^N LILIES,
FREESIA REFRACTA ALBA, &c.

MR. J. C. STEVENS has received instructions from the New Plant
AND Bulb Company, Colchester, to SELL by AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 38,

King Street, Covent Garden, W.C, on FRIDAY, November 8, at half-past 12 o'clock precisely, a

splendid Collection of LILIUMS, in all the rare and choice kinds ; also the grand new FREESIA
REFRACTA ALBA (First-class Certificate)—the gem among bulbous plants, and many other

rare and beautiful Plants ; and a Consignment of BULBS from HOLLAND.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

AUCTION ROOMS AND OFFICES, 38, KING STREET, COVENT GARDEN,
LONDON, W.C.
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L AND SOLD for BUILDING.
).ooo LARCH, strong transplanted, 3 to 5 feet.

),ooo PRIVET, extra strong transplanted.

),ooo APPLE and PEAR TREES, Standard.
> 000 QUICKS, Seedling, 2 and 3-yr. old.

>,ooo CABBAGE PLANTS, Nonpariel, 31. 61/. per 1000.

j.ooo RHUBARB ROOTS, Myatt's Victoria (very cheap).

ply to GEO. WINFIELD, Sandhurst Road, Gloucester.

GISHURST COMPOUND.—
Used by many of the leading Gardeners since 1859,

asainst Red Spider, Mildew, Thrips, Greenfly, and other Blight,

in solutions of from i to 2 ounces to the gallon of soft water, and

of from 4 to 16 ounces as a winter dressing for Vines and Friiit

Trees. Has outlived many preparations intended to supersede it.

Sold Retail by Seedsmen in Boxes, is.. 3s., and toi. 6d.

Wholesale by PRICE'S PATENT CANDLE COMPANY
(Limited).

HYACINTHS, CROCUS, TU LIPS, &,c.

Dick Radclyffe & Co;s
ILLUSTRATED

CATALOGUE |p

IS NOW READY,
And will be forwarded,

GRATIS ami POST-FREE

ON APPLICATION.

128 AND 129, HIGH

HORTICULTURAL

REQUIREMENTS

EVERY DESCRIPTION
KEPT

I N STOCK.

HOLBORN, W.C.

W. H. Lascelles,
HORTICULTURAL BUILDER,

121, BUNHILL ROW, LONDON, E.G.

RANGE of PATENT BENT WOOD CURVED VINERIES, PLANT HOUSES, Ac,
recently erected at Croydon.

These Houses are light, strong, durable, and of elegant appearance. Can be made as cheaply
as a plain, straight House, and no Bent Glass need be used.

Itliislrafcd Sheets sent, post-free, on appliealion, and Estimates gr.'en without cltari^e.

Gold and Two Bronze Medals, Paris Exlubitlon, 1878.

TheThames Bank Iron Company
OLD BARGE WHARF,

UPPER GROUND STREET,
LONDON, S.E.,

Have the largest and most complete stock in the Trade
;

upwards of ^20,000 worth to choose from.

HOT-WATER BOILERS, PIPES, and CONNECTIONS,
And all CASTINGS for HORTICULTURAL PURPOSE.S.

Their New Illustrated Catalogue, %th Edition, now ready

{price Sixpettce).

Hot-water Apparatus erected complete, or the Materials supplied at Wholesale Prices.

G EO. J ACKM AN SON,
Established 1810,)

Cultivators of

FRUIT and FOREST TREES,

Evergreen and Flowering

TREES and SHRUBS,

ROSES, RHODODENDRONS,
Conifers and Hardy Climbers.

lUE CLEMATIS
A SPECIALITY.

Descripli-ec Priced Cataloi^ics free.

WOKING NURSERT, SURREY.

DUTCH FLOWER KOOTS^
CARRIAGE FREE.

DANIELS BROTHERS'

LIST FOR AUTUMN, 1878.
We annually visit the Dutch Bulb Farms, and our selection

of choice FLOWER ROOTS will be found unique for size

and quality of Bulb, and excellence of variety.

,, choice mixed, all colours

SNOWDROPS, large single

.. large double .

.

.

.

TULIPS, Van Thol, scarlet ..

,, Pottebakker, white

„ Tournesol, double

,, Rex Rubrorum, double .

.

,, La Candeur, double

,, choice mixed, double

,, choice mixed, single

ANEMONES, splendid double
ten choice sorts

„ double scarlet, line
_

. fine! .xed

named, in

per 1

LILY OF THE VALLEY, strong clumps for forcing,

POLYANTHUS NARCISSUS, choice mixed ..

SCILLA AMIENA, beautiful blue dwarf
JONUUILS, single, sweet scented .. loo. 5J. 6</.

LILlil.M AURATUM each, is.
)

,, CANDIDUM, the old pure white

,. choice named varieties 6j., gf. and

A II Orders itf los. and upwards carriagefree.

OUB GUINEA COLLECTION
Of choice FLOWER ROOTS far Open Ground, &c ,

contains the following liberal assortment :—

Hyacinths, choice mix
1 3 Poi nlhu

i Poeticus

,, double white
\ Campernelle Jonquils

I Crocus, in

With full cultural directic

.. Tulips, Van Thol, sc.

I „ Cottage Maid
I „ Yellow Piince

; ,, double, mixed
Rex Rubrorum

Scilla

;

late.

Illustrated CATALOGUE Free on application.

DANIELS BROTHERS,
THE ROYAL NORFOLK SEED ESTABLISHMENT.

NORWICH.

TEA ROSES
WINTER FLOWERING.

ALBA ROSEA
CATHERINE MERMET
GLOIRE DE DIJON
MADAME FALCOT
MADAME WILLERMOZ
NIPHETOS
SOUVENIR D'ELISE
MARECHAL NIEL.
ill-trained flowering wood, to

ADAM
BELLE LYONNAISE
DEVONIENSIS
JEAN DUCHER
MADAME MARGOTTIN
MARIE VAN HOUTTE
PERI.E DE LYON
SOUVENIR D'UN AMI

All in S and g-inch pots, having
bloom throughout the winter.

Price, 30s. to 42s. per dozen.

2,ooo HYBRID PERPETUAL ROSES, in

ginch pots, well ripened under gLiss, and fit for im-

mediate forcing, 30s. to 36s. per dozen.

25,000 TEA SCENTED ROSES of all the

leading kinds, in s-inch pots, extra fine plants, 151. to

iSs. per dozen.

The Descriptive CalaloSMof R"'"f"" ^^7» " '""" ''^'"'-''

CRANSTON & CO.,

NURSERIES, KING'S ACRE HEREFORD.
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HOT-WATER HEATING WORK
executed by a

PRACTICAL FITTER
at very moderate cost.

D. MACGILLIVRAY, 52, Arlington Road, London, N.W.

PEAT.—South of England Horticultural Peat
Landb.-C. R. HOLLCJWAY. Christchurch. Hams.—

BROWN, FIBROUS, Lisht-weighing Peat, of excellent

quality, for Orchids, Ferns, &c., well cut in Turfs and carefully

loaded into RaiIw,Ty Trucks, at 17J. td. per ton, in loads of 4
Tons and tipwards. Sample bag, 5s. ; five bags, 2ir. : 12 bags,

Aos. Some also, of good quality, at 13X. td. per ton, four

tons and upwards.

Fibrous Peat for Orchids, So.BROWN FIBROUS PEAT, best
quality for Orchids. Stove Plants, &c.. {.b 61. per truck.

BLACK FIBROUS PEAT, for Rhododendrons, Azaleas,
Heaths. American Plant Beds, 151. per ton.

Delivered on rail at Blackwater, S. E. R. , or Famborough,
S. W. R., by the truckload. Sample bag, 4J ; 5 bags, 20J. :

WALKER t ,
Hants.

PEAT, Brown Fibrous, superior quality, for
Orchids. Ferns, &c., £,(, per truck. Also good Black

Fibrous Peat for Rhododendrons, Azaleas. &c.. at r6x. per ton,
or/4 lox. per 6-ton truck, delivered at either Bagshot or Fam-
borough Station on S.W.R., or Blackwater. S.E R.

Mr. W. TARRY. Bailiff, Bagshot. Surrey.

COCOA-NUT FIBRE REFUSE, as
supplied to the Royal Horticultural Society.—Four-bushel

bag (bag included), is. : 30 b.igs (bags included), 20s. ; truck

FINLAYSON and HECTOR, Cocoa-Nut Fibre Works,
24 and 25. Redman's Row. Mile End Road. London. E.

COCOA-NUT FIBRE REFUSE.—
Reduced Price :—In 4 bushel bags, bags included, at ij.,

or truckload of about 250 bushels, 251. (truckload delivered free
to rail in London). Post-office Order or Cheque will oblige
with all orders.—J. STEVENS and CO., Greyhound Yard,
and 134. High Street, Battersea. S.W.

COCOA-NUT FIBRE WASTE.—
Invaluable for Potting, Plunging, and Forcing Purposes.

Useful at all seasons, -^d. per bushel, 100 bushels (33 bags) los.

Truck-load (loose) 30J. , put free on rail : ^s. for One-horse Van-
load, if fetched from Works. Bags charged e,d. each, returnable
at samerate.-JAMES CROWLEY AND CO. , Cocoa-nut Fibre
Works, Suffolk Place. Snow's Fields, Bermondsey. S.E.

GARDEN REOUISITES.—COCOA-NUT
FIBRE REFUSE, as supplied to Her Majesty and

many eminent Gardeners.
^d. per bushel : 100 for 20J. : truck (loose, 250 bush.), 30X.

4-busheI bags, \d. each.
LIGHT BROWN FIBROUS PEAT, s^- W. per sack;

5 sacks, 25J. ; 12 for 45J., or 36^. per ton.
BLACK FIBROUS PEAT, 51. per sack, 5 sacks 11s. ; 12

for 40J., or 345. per ton : sacks. e,d, each.
COARSE SILVER SAND, ij. grf. per bushel; 15J. half

ton, 26^. per ton ; in i cwt. bags, 4/. each.
YELLOW FIBROUS LOAM and POTTING MOULD.

\s. per bushel, i-is. per half ton, 23J. per ton.
SPHAGNUM JIOSS. 8i. 6^. per sack.

Manures, Garden Sticks, Virgin Cork, Tobacco Cloth and
P«p

UNDER ROYAL PATRONAGE.

TANTON'S
IMPROVED ROLLER-CRUSHED BONE.

One Incli, Half Incli, (Juarter Inch, Dust.

The value of pure pulverised Bone has been of late amply
exemplified by the immense bunches of Grapes now so univer-
sally seen upon Exhibition Tables and in our first-class Fruit

All the leading Gardeners, Fruit Growers and Exhibitors
throughout the Kingdom use this largely. Simples are con-
stantly being exhibited at the Royal Horticultural. South
Kensington, Crystal Palace. Brighton, Royal Pomona Gardens,
Manchester, and elsewhere.

I'rke Lis'sfost-fref on nffUcatim.
A Sample Peck sent to any address on receipt of is.

TANTON'S SEED and MANURE STORES,
BOROUGH END, LONDON BRIDGE, S.E.

COTT'S WASP DESTROYER.—
The only effectual remedy for destroying these pests :

IS. 6d., IS. 6d. and si. per bottle. May be obtained through
all Seedsmen, or direct from

JOHN SCOTT. The Royal Seed Stores. Yeovil.
The Orckcirdist, by J. Scott, price 3^. kd., the best work in

the English language on Fruit Trees and their Cultivation.

s

w HOLESALE RUSSIA MAT
MERCHANTS.

NEW ARCHANGEL MATS.
ST. PETERSBURG MATS.
RAFFIA FIBRE. NETTING. CANVAS. &c.

LENDAZ AND FISHER, James Street, Covent

ANDERSON'S RUSSIA MATS,
For COVERING. TYING, and PACKING,

are highly recommended for durability and cheapness. De-
scriptive Catalogue sent post-free on application. SACKS and
BAGS of every description. TARPAULINS. HORSE-
CLOTHS. ROPES. LINES, and TWINES.-JAMES T
ANDERSON, 149, Commercial Street. Shoreditch, London. E

USSIA MATS, RUSSIA MATS,
from 30s. to 701. per 100; ARCHANGELS, iios. to

J20J. . good for packing, from 20J. RAFFIA for TvineGUNNY BAGS, &c. Delivered to any station in London on
receipt of cash.

SUTHERLAND, SON and CO., 11, Fenchurch Buildings
Fenchurch Street. London. E.G.

E

ROCKWORK.—Red Sandstone Rock, for
Rockwork. Ferneries, Grottoes. Best and most orna-

mental Rock for the purpose on rail here from our own pits
WALKER AND CO., Farnborough Station, Hants.

'ONES'S PATENT "DOUBLE L'
SADDLE BOILER.

Boders pjssess all the adxin
toiler, with the following improvement
t back and over top of saddle in

iges of the eld Saddle
i—M7 , the water space
the heating surface

--- .It that a "PATENT DOUBLE L SADDLE
BOI LER ' will do about twice the amount of work with the same
quantity of fuel : the cost of setting is also considerably reduced

.

and likewise the space occupied ; at the same time these Boilers
iple in construction, and being made of wrought-iron are

t liable ick. They are made of the following i

Sizes.
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THE GRAVEL -WALK METAL
SCRAPER MATS.—They improve the appearance of

Entrances, are suitable for all kinds of Gravel-walk Entrances, in

all weathers, either to remove the loose grit after summer showers,
or the dirt or snow of winter. Their texture gives a finn field

to tke/eet in whatever directiott yon step. They are the width
of an ordinary step, and being directly in the path cannot escape
usCj save much wear in other mats, floorcloths, and carpels, and
their endurance is incalculable. Lengths, 2 feel 3 inches, price
loi. : 2 feet 6 inches, isj. ; 3 feet, 14s. ; 3 feet 4 inches, i6j. ;

3 feet Sinches, \%s. ; 4 feet, i-^s. All i? inches wide.

Tidcombe's Patent Gravel-walk Metiit Scraper Mats are

suitable for Mansions, Villas, French Casements, Conservatories,
Hothouses. Greenhouses, Flower Gardens, Kitchen Gardens,
Places of Worihip, Colleges, Schools, Manufactories, Hotels,

Public Institutions, and all Entrances leading from Sandy,

RABBIT-PROOF GARDEN FENCING.

lYYYW
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SCALE OF CHARGeTfOR ADVERTISING.
Head Line charged as two.

4 Lines .. ..^03 o
i

16 Lines .. ..;<;o 8 6

:t across columns, the lowest charge will be 30J.

Page £900
Half Page 500
Column 350

GARDENERS, AND OTHERS, WANTING SITUATIONS.
a6 words i j. fid. , and fid. for every additional line

(about 9 words) or part of a line.

BlRTifS. Deaths and Marriages, 51. each insertion.

Advertisements /or the current week MUST reach tlie OJ^ci
by Thursday noon.

All Subscriptions Payable In Advance.
Thi United Kingdom: 12 Months. It 31. lo,/. : 6 Months,

III. lid.: 3 Months, 61.

Foreign : 365.. including Postage for 12 Months.
P.0.0. to be made payable at the King Street Post-office, W.C.,

to W. Richards.

Publishing Office and Office for Advertisements,
41, Wellington Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C.

Rosher's Garden Edging Tiles,

lllilll pfil

1HE ABOVE and many other PATTERNS
made in materials of great durability. The

plainer sorts are specially
' suited for KITCHEN
GARDENS, as they
harbour no Slugs or Insects,
take up little room, and,
once put down, incur no
further labour or expense,

as do " grown " Edgings, consequently being much cheaper.
GARDEN VASES. FOUNTAINS. &c., in Artificial Stone,

very durable and ofsuperior finish, and in great variety of design.
F. ROSHER AND CO., Manufacturers, Upper Ground

Street, Blackfriars, S.E. ; King's Road, Chelsea, S.W. ;

Kingsland Road, E.
Agents for LOOKER'S PATENT "ACME FRAMES"

PLANT COVERS, and PROPAGATING BOXES: also
for FOXLEY'S PATENT BEADED GARDEN WALL
BRICKS.

Illustrated Price Lists free by Post. The Trade supplied.

ORNAMENTAL PAVING TILES,
for Conservatories, Halls, Corridors. Balconies, &c.,

from 3r. per square yard upwards. Pattern Sheets, of Plain or
more elaborate designs, with prices, sent for selection.
WHITE GLAZED TILES, for Lining Walls of Dairies,

Larders, Kitchen Ranges, Baths, &c. Grooved and other Stable
Paving of great durabdity, Wall Copings, Drain Pipes and Tiles
of all kinds. Roofing Tiles in great variety. Slates, Cement, &c.

T. ROSHER AND CO., Brick and Tile Merchants.
See Addresses above.

I L V E RSILVER SAND
fine or coarse grain as desired. Prices by Post per Ton

or Truckload. on Wharf in London, or delivered direct from
Pits to any Railway Station. Samples of Sand free by post.
FLINTS and BRICK BURRS for Rockeries or Ferneries.
KENT PEATS or LOAM supplied at lowest rates in any

quantities.

F. ROSHER AND CO.—Addresses see above.
N.B.—Orders promptlv executed by Rail or to Wharves.

A liberal Discount to the Trade.

Rhubarb and Seakale Forcing.
TRONG WELL-MADE POTS for the

above can be supplied by

J. MATTHEWS, Royal Pottery, Weston-super-Mare.
Price List Free.

S'

THE GARDEN POTTERY, Old Down,
Shepton Malet.—My PRICE LIST is now re-issued for

a marked reduction on previous lists. Flower-Pots, Hyacinth
and Crocus Pots, Moss Pols, Watercress Pans, Rhubarb, Sea-
kale and Cucumber Pots, Snail-Guards, Hedgehogs, Seed Pans,
Edging Tiles, are all materially reduced in price.

T. J. HICKES.—Sept. jS.

JOHN MATTHEWS, The Royal Pottery,
t> Weston-super-Mare, Manufacturer of TERRA-COTTA
VASES, FOUNTAINS. ITALIAN BASKETS, BORDER
TILES, GARDEN POTS of superior quality, from i to
30 inches diameter, stand the frost and seldom turn green
ORCHID. FERN, SEED, and STRIKING PANS, RHU-BARB and SEAKALE POTS, &c. Price Lists post-free.

Sheets of Designs. 6./. Books of Designs, 15.

Hyacinths in Pots.

POTS MADE EXPRESSLY for HYA-
CINTHS can be supplied by

J. MATTHEWS, Royal Pottery, Weston-super-Mare
Price List Free.

BELGIAN GLASS for GREENHOUSES, &c.,
Can be obtained in all sizes and qualities, of

BETHAM & SON,
9, LOWER THAMES STREET, LONDON, E.C.

B. & Son have always a large Stock in London of ao-in. by 12-in.
jo-in. by 14-ia., ao-iu. by i6-in., ao-in. by i8-m., in 16-02. & ai-oj'

THOMAS MILLINGTON AND CO.,
87, Bishopsgale Street Without, London, E.C., Impor-

ters and Dealers in Window Glass of all kinds.

Small Snuares in 16 oz.
Prices for the sizes stated, and for not less than a box of too feet.

Special price for other sizes will be quoted upon application.

Orchard House Glass.

In too feet Boxes.
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Belgian.

BULLETIN d'ARBORICULTURE de
FLORICULTURE, n de CULTURE MARAI-

CHERE. A monthly horticultural work, with superb Coloured
Plates and Illustrations. Published since 1865 by F.

BuRVENicH, F. Pavnaert, E. RoDiGAS. and H. J. Van
HULLE. Professors at the Horticultural School of the Belgian
Government at Ghent. Post paid loj, per annum.
H. J. VAN HULLE, Botanical Cardens. Ghent, Belgium.

I^ ADl'ERTISERS arc rrquestid to note thai

although 1VC do not object to feceive Letters to be called

for, we cannot undertake to forward them.

ANTED, a WORKING GARDENER,
near London ; married, without incumbrance.—Wages

21J. a week, with house. Assistance is kept. No perquisites.

Must thoroughly understand Grape Growing and be competent
to take charge of a large Garden.—Apply, by letter only, stating

age and experience, to A. E., 4, Cannon Street, London, E.G.

Under or Second Gardener.

WANTED, a young MAN, who has been
accustomed to Stove Plants and Outdoor Work.

Letters, stating age, name of last empluyer, how long there, and
wages expected, to be directed to A, Z., Mr. Loveland's,

102, Albany Street. Regent's Park, London, N.W.

WANTED, in a Gentleman's Garden, as
FOREMAN, an active, intelligent, thoroughly reliable

young Man. about 25 years of age, who has had experience in

the Management of Houses, the Cultivation of Stove and
Greenhouse Plants. Forcing of Fruits, &c., and who will, when
required, assist with Flower and Kitchen Garden.— State full

particulars, with reference, &c., to J. ANDERSON, The
Gardens. Streatham Grove. Norwood, S.

ANTED, an ORCHID-GROWER.—To
an efficient, intelligent and industrious Man the

situation will be permanent,—Apply personally at Mr.

WANTED, a Young MAN of experience,
to assist to grow Stove and Greenhouse Plants for

Market. Good references required.—Apply personally at the
Gardens, 33A. Turner Road. Lee, near Blackheath. Kent.

WANTED, a trustworthy single MAN who
understands Forcing Flowers and Strawberries fur

Market. Wages s8i. per week.—GEORGE UZZELL, Florist,

New Hampton, Middlese.x.

ANTED, a HEAD SHOPMAN, to
Manage the Seed Department of an Agricultural Esta-

blishment in Ireland,—Apply, giving all particulars, and stating

salary required, to M. L, , Gardeners' Chronicle Office, W.C.

WANTED, a steady MAN that can paint
and Glaze.—Preference given to one from the country.

—Apply, stating wages expected, with full particulars as to last

employment, &c., to JOHN WILLS, Exotic Nursery, South
Kensington, London, S.W.

WANT PLAGES.

EG. HENDERSON
• AND SON have many excellent

GARDENERS with approved testimonials

for ability now waiting in their Nurseries for

re-engagement.

E. G. H. & Son will be pleased to answer
any enquiries from Noblemen and Gentlemen
requiring such.—Pine-apple Nursery, Maida
Vale, London, W.

OSBORN AND SONS have on their Register
a number of Men of excellent character and abilities,

and first-class experience in every branch, whom they would be
glad to recommend to Noblemen or Gentlemen requiring the
services of thoroughly practical GARDENERS. FOREMEN
and UNDER GARDENERS can also be recommended —
The Fulham Nurseries, London. S.W.

rOHN COWAN, The Vineyard and
Nurseries. Garston. near Liverpool, wishes to rec

irst-rate SCOTCH GARDENER, to any Nobis

G
Ws

.ARDENER (Head).—Age 45 ; thoroughly
acquainted with every branch of Gardening, had exoe-

— - large places for years. Good character.—A. J., Mr.
Wormley. Herts.

CI ARDENER (Head).—Age 35, married,
^ no incumbrance ; twenty years' practical experience in

ail branches of Gardening, First-class reference from present
and previous employer.—E. JONES, Wilmington Hall,
Dartford, Kei

GARDENER (Head), where two are
kept, or good Single-handed.—Age 34, married,

three children ; understands Flower and Kitchen Garden, Vines,
Cucumbers. Greenhouses, &c. Five years' character.— H. C.,

44, Willow Walk, Sydenham. S.E.

GARDENER (Head).—Brought up to, and
a lover of Gardening ; experienced in all departments.

Five years* character from the gentleman he has just left ; was
with his father till death, also with another good family as
above.—R. ROLFE, Woodhouse Road, Mansfield. Notts.

GARDENER (He.\d).—Messrs. Felton
: are desirous of recommending to any Nobleman

Gentleman a first-rate Man in all branches of the profession,
d one in whom the greatest confidence can be placed, to
ifil any situation of great trustworthiness.—Royal Nurseries,
arborne Road, Birmingham.

GARDENER (Head), where one or more are
kept.—Married, no family : understands Hothouses,

Greenhouses, Orchard-houses, Vineries, Flower and Kitchen
Gardening. Has had more than twenty-five years' experience
in gaidcning. andean have good recommendations.—M., 128,
Forest Hill, Malham Road, Kent.

GARDENER (Head).—^5 Bonus given to
any person who can procure me a good situation as

above. First-class testimonials.— S. BURNHAM, Pinxton
Station, Alfreton, Derbyshire.

GARDENER (He.\d). — A Gentleman,
whose lease will shortly expire, can highly recommend

his Head Gardener (who can leave at once) to any Nobleman
or Gentleman in want of a thoroughly practical Man. Age 46,

married, one child (age five); Scotch.—F. E., Mostley Hall,
Birmingham.

GARDENER (Head Working).—Age 30,
married : has had fifteen years' experience in the Culture

of Vines, Pines, Cucumbers, Melons, Stove and Greenhouse
Plants, Flower and Kitchen Gardening.-A., Mr. Pugh, New
Road, Shenly, Herts.

GARDENER (Head, Working).—Age 40,
married, no family ; has had twenty-five years' practice.

Thorough practical Man in all branches of the profession. Five
'years in last situation.—E. H., i, Alexandra Terrace, Penge
Lane, Penge, S.E.

GARDENER (Head Working), to any
Gentleman, or FOREMAN in a Forcing Establishment

where choice Fruits, Plants, &c., are extensively grown for
Market.—Age 37. married ; thoroughly elhcient in all depart-
ments. Testimonials, character, &c.—L. G., 12, North Street,
Grove Road. N.W.

G^ARDENER, where one or two are kept.

—

^ge 24 : good character.—R. F., The Gardens, Elsham
Grantham.

(TJ-ARDENER (Single-handed).—Age 21
;

V-^ two and a half years' good character.—A.B.,Meopham
Street, near Gravesend, Kent.

GARDENER (Single-handed, or other-
wise), or FOREMAN, in a Gentleman's Garden.—Age

56. single. Excellent references.- H., i, Clifton Terrace.
Nightingale Road, Wood Gihtingale Road, Wood Green. N.

ARDENER (Second).—Age 25, single
;

ten years' good practice. Three years' reference from
last place.—A. B., The Lodge. Hall Place. Bexley, Kent.

GARDENER (Second), in a Nobleman's or
Gentleman's Garden.—Age 26 : nine years* experience.

—C. R., St. Mary's Lodge, Greenwich Park, S E.

GARDENER (Under), where only two or
three are kept preferred.—Age 23. Please state wages.

—

H. N., 4, Hurnsey Lane. Hieligate Hill. N.

GARDENER (Under).—Age 24, single;
has a good knowledge of Flower and Kitchen Gardening,

Good character.— G. S, The Gardener, Huntsham Rectory,
Tiverton, Devon.

GARDENER or FOREMAN.—Age 26,
single ; thorough practical knowledge of Gardening in all

its branches. Highest testimonals.—J. DAVIES, near Post-
Oft'ice, Aston-on-CIun. Shropshire.

FOREMAN.—Age 25, unmarried.—Apply for
particulars to Mr. FRISBY, The Gardens, Blankney,

FOREMAN.— Laying out Grounds from
plans or otherwise, and Planting or Alterations.— R. J.,

28. Chippenham Terrace, Harrow Road, London. N.W.

FOREMAN.—Age 23 ; well up in growing
Soft-wooded stuflf. Stove Plants and Fern Forcing.

Good Bouquet maker. Near London preferred. State wages.
—ALEX. TEYDERHELM, Wisbech.

FOREMAN, in a Nursery.—Age 23 ; over
eight years' experience. Well up in Growing Soft-wooded

Stuff, Stove Plants and Ferns, Forcing Bulbs and other
Flowers. Near London preferred. One and a-half year's good
character from one of the largest nurseries in London. State
wages.—A SEYDERHELM. 6, Leverington Road, Wisbech.

FOREMAN (Outdoor), in a good Estab-
lishment.—Age 27 ; well up in Kitchen Garden and

Pleasure Ground work. Good ch.aracter.—ALPHA, Mr. Chitty,
Seedsman, High Street. Highgate, N.

FOREMAN (or Second).—Age 24. Supe-
rior knowledge of Plants and General Gardening. Good

Propagator. Excellent testimonials —VERITAS. 21, Craven
Cottages, West Kensington Park, W.

To Nurserymen.
FOREMAN and PROPAGATOR.—Age 26 ;

has had ten years* thorough good experience in growing
all kinds of Hard and Soft-wooded Stuff, well up in Forcing all

kinds of choice Plants for Cut-fiowers. &c. Twelve months
excellent ch.iracter. Stale terms.—E. M. BENNETT,
London Road, Dorking.

To the Trade.
FOREMAN (Working), or PROPAGATOR

and GROWER of Soft-wooded and Bedding Plants, and
other general Nursery Stock, tndoor and Out.— Middle-aged ;

thorough good man for small place with Market Trade. Strictly
sober, steady, industrious and trustworthy. Terms moderate,
and good reference to present employer. A Single-handed place
notobjectedto.—HORTICULTURE, I, High Town, Hereford.

To Nurserymen.PROPAGATOR (Soft-wooded), or
INDOOR FOREMAN.— Young: good references.

Small Nursery not objected to.—S. S., Wood-end Green Farm,
Northolt, Southall, Middlesex.

JOURNEYMAN.—Age 21 ; can be well-
tJ recommended by present employer. Nearly three years
in present situation.—H. CLIFFORD, The Gardens, Croome
Court, Severn Stoke, Worcester.

GROWER (or Assistant), in the trade, of
Cucumbers, Roses, Cyclamen, and Strawberries.—A. S.,

19, Harwood Terrace, King's Road, Fulham, W.

GROUND MANAGER, to Manage
_

Laying-out and Planting Ornamental Grounds, Road
Making, &c. Twenty years' experience. Good reference.—W, A., Post-office, Coventry.

rO GARDENERS.—Wanted, by a young
Man, aged 19, a situation under a Foreman. Has had

ur years' experience in Houses and Outdoors Can be well
commended.—W. PALMER, Moseley Hall, Birmingham.

"MPROVER, in the Houses.—Age 20 ; three
- and a half years' good character. Bothy preTerred.—Apply,
ating wages, W. H., Park Hill, Etwall. Derby.

IMPROVER, in a Nobleman's or Gentleman's
Garden.—Age 20 ; has had two years' experience in Houses

and Gardens. Good reference.—J. KENNEY, Walsoken,
Wisbech.

To Nurserymen, Gardeners and Others.

T MPROVER.—Wanted to place a strong
-L active youth (age 15), where he may be taught all branches
of the business. A small Premium not objected to.—WEST-
COTT AND HOLE, Florists and Seedsmen, 59S, Wandsworth
Road, S.W.

MANAGER, TRAVELLER, or SHOP-
MAN.—A thoroughly practical and competent Person

of extensive experience will be shortly disengaged from the
position of Manager for an extensive Seed Firm, and offers his
services in either of the above capacities. Would travel on part
salary and commission.— C. M. F., Hurst & Sons, 6, Leaden-
hall Street, London, E.G.

HOPMAN (Second or Assistant).—Nine
years' experience in London and Provincial houses.—

E. J.. Messrs. Harrison & Sons, Seed Merchants.

s

s

K

HOPMAN (Assistant), or WAREHOUSE-
MAN.—Ten years' experience in good houses. First-

class references. Disengaged —A. B. C. Stodrig, Kelso. N.B.

QHOPMAN (Assistant).—Age 23; goodC experience in large Provincial Houses.—A. V., Hands-
worth, Sneffield.

NURSERYMEN and LANDSCAPE
GARDENERS.—a German, thoroughly experienced in

Drawmg Garden Plans, undertakes to Draw them at his
Home. Has no objection to a Draughtsman's or a Soft-wooded
Propagator's place —A. M.. 6, Orchard Street. Kensington. W.

CLERK.—Well up in Book-keeping, Corre-
spondence, and Accounts.—M., care of Mr. Ottway,

3, Upper Barnsbury Street. Islington, London, N.

O SEEDSMEN, FLORISTS, and
FRUITERERS.-Situation wanted (by seaside pre-

ferred). Highest references. Experienced. Salary secondary
consideration if progressive.—MITCHEL, 7, Brownlow Street,
Haggerstone, E.

INAHAN'S LL WHISKY.
The cream of old Irish Whiskies. Pure, mild, mellow,

delicious, and most wholesome. Universally recommended by
the Medical Profession. Dr. Hassal says. " The Whisky is
soft, mellow, and pure, well matured, and of very excellent
quality."-3o. Great Titchfield Street. London, W.

E P P S ' S
GRATEFUL

{James Epps &-> Cu., Honuvopathk C/iemists.)

COMFORTINQ

O O A .

LAZENBY AND SON'S PICKLES,
« SAUCES, and CONDIMENTS.-E. LAZENBY

AND SON, sole proprietors of the celebrated recipes, and
manufacturers of the pickles, sauces, and condiments so long
and favourably distinguished by the name, beg to remind the
public that every article prepared by them is guaranteed as
entirely unadulterated.—92, Wigmore Street, Cavendish
Square (late 6, Edward Street, Portman Square), and 18.
Trinity Street, London, S.E.

HARVEY'S SAUCE.—CAUTION.—The
admirers of this celebrated sauce are particularly

requested to observe that each bottle prepared by E.
LAZENBY AND SON bears the label, used so many years,
signed "Elizabeth Lazenby."

Cougiis, Colds, Asthma, Bronchitis, and Consumption
are immediately relieved and rapidly cured by

DR. LOCOCK'S PULMONIC WAFERS.
— From Mr. Cooper. -Surgeon, 22, Slaney Street, Ennis-

corthy :
*' I have used them myself, and ordered them with

marked benefit." To singers and public speakers they are
invaluable for clearing and strengthening the voice. They taste
pleasantly. Sold at is. ili<i. and 25. gd. per box.

DINNEFORD'S MAGNESIA.
The Medical Profession for over Forty Years have approved of

this pure solution as the Best Remedy for

ACIDITY OF THE STOMACH. HEARTBURN,
HEADACHE, GOUT, AND INDIGESTION,

and as the safest Aperient for Delicate Constitutions, Ladie?,

Chiidn and Iiifaii

DINNEFORD'S MAGNESIA,
HOLLOWAY'S OINTMENT and PILLS.

—Outward Infirmities— Before the discovery of these
remedies many cases of sores, ulcers. &c. , were pronounced to
be hopelessly incurable, because the treatment pursued tended
to destroy the strength it was incompent to preserve, and to

exasperate the symptoms it was inadequate to remove.
Holloway's Pills exert the most wholesome powers over the
unhealthy flesh or skin, without debarring the patient from fresh
air and exercise ; and thus the constitutional vigour is husbanded
while the most malignant ulcers, abscesses, and skin diseases

are in process of cure. Both Ointment and Pills make the blood
richer and purer, instead of permitting it to fall into that poor
and watery state so fatal to many labouring under cliroaic
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FROM A PHOTOGRAPH.

PLANT and FORCING HOUSES lately erected for F. C. ARKWRIGHT, Esq,, WILLERSLEY CASTLE, near DERBY.

Sec Notice in the ''Gardeners' Chronicle^'' October 19, 1878, page 496.

Peter James Perry,
HORTICULTURAL BUILDER

BA]SJ"BUET,
&G.,

Prepares Plafis for

CONSEEVATOEIES,
GREENHOUSES,
PLANT HOUSES,
C U C U M B E E and

MELON HOUSES,

YINEEIES,
PEACH HOUSES,
PINERIES,
PROPAGATING PITS,
MUSHROOM HOUSES,

AND ALL KINDS OF HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS,

ALSO FOR THE

HEATING THEREOF BY HOT V/ATER,
And will undertake their Erection, either by Contract or otherwise, fnrnishing the necessary

Surveys and Estimates.

With the aid of a full and efficient Staff and Improved Machinery he is enabled to supply Horticultural

Buildings of the best Material and Design, at Moderate Prices.

THE NURSERIES and HORTICULTURAL BUILDING WORKS,

BANBURY.
Editorial Comrm.nications should be addressed to "The Editor;" Advertisetr
Printed by William Richards, at the Office of Messrs. Bradbury, Agnew

said William Richards, at the Office, 41, Wellinetoa Street. Parish of St. Paul's, Coven't Garden, in the said County.—Saturdav. Novembei
Agent for Manchester—John Hbvwood, Agents for Scotland—Messrs. J. Mbnzibs & Co., Edinburgh and Glasgow.
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SALES BY AUCTION.
Dutoh Flower Boots, for Present Planting and Spring

Flowering, arriving weekly from well-known farms in

Holland.—SALES every MONDAY. WEDNESDAY,
and SATURDAY during NOVEMBER, commencing at

half-past 12, and generally finishing about 4 o'Clock.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 38, King Street,

Covent Garden, W.C. first-class HYACINTHS, TULIPS,
CROCUSES. NARCISSUS, IRIS, SNOWDROPS, Ll-
LIUMS. RANUNCULI, &c., in lar^e and small lots to suit

all buyers. Catalogues on application.

Orcliids recently Imported.

MR. J. C STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 38, King Street,

Covent Garden, W.C, on TUESDAY, November i2.\o strong
plants of GRAMMATOPHYLLUM ELLISI. growing freely,

with strong breaks; 50 OUVIRANDRA FENESTKALIS,
with from 10 to 15 leaves each, and 50 strong young plants of
RAVENALIA MADAGASCARIENSIS.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Odoiitoglos3uni crispum, Cattleya glgas, &c.

MR. J. C. STEVENS has received instruc-
tions from the New Plant and Bulb Company, of

Colchester, to SELL by AUCTION, at his Great Rooms,
38. King Street, Covent Garden, W.C, on TUESDAY.
November 12, extra fine plants of ODONTOGLOSSUM
CRISPUM, collected by Mr. William Wallace; also CAT-
TLEYA GIGAS, &c., all in splendid health. N. B. The
Odontoglossum crispum are unusually fine, and are the result
of careful selection on the part of the Collector.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Established Orchids.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 38, King Street,

Covent Garden, W.C, on TUESDAY, November 12, .1

Collection ofESTABLISHED ORCHIDS, comprising many— *—lely rare and choice kinds, and including the following ;

—

Trichopilia crispa
Ljelia anceps Dawsoni
Arundina bambusxfolia
Oncidium sessile

. Dendrobium MacCarthisE
Aerides crassifolium
Cypripedium Druryi
Aerides japonicun

Oni

Odontoglossum Rossi majii

Dendrobium Ainsworthii
Cirrhopetalum Thouarsii
Cattleya Exoniensis
Pescatorea Dayana splendens
Masdevallia tovarensis
Dendrobium superbiens
Oncidium Ealderrama;

ng of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Established Orchids, mostly in Flower.

MR. J. C. STEVENS has received instruc-
tions from Messrs. Backhouse .'t Son, of York, to SELL

by AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 38, King Street.
Covent Garden. W.C, on TUESDAY, November 12, at half-
past 12 o'clock precisely, a Collection of Flowering and
Imported ORCHIDS, including some grand examples of the
rare Batemannia Burtii, Pescatorea Roeztii, Bollea coclestis,
Cattleya maxima, Odontoglossum nebulosum, O. madrense,
Vanda Cathcartii, La;lia superbiens, S:c. ; likewise fine speci-
mens of the rare Masdevallias bella, corniculata, and radiosa.
Also some fine recently imported tufts and masses of the true
Epidendrum vitellinum majus {the broad-petalled. large-
flowered one), and of the beautiful Odontoglossum Rossi majus,
in the finest health. A large number of plants are in bloom or
showing flower-sheaths.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Bulbs and Plants from Holland, Roses, &c.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 38, King Street,

Covent Garden. W.C. on WEDNESDAY. November 13, at
half-past 12 o'clock precisely, a consignment of rare SHRUBS
and TREES from Holland, specimen CAMELLIAS and
AZALEAS, 500 standard and half-standard ROSES, and an
importation of HYACINTHS. TULIPS, CROCUSES, IRIS.
NARCISSUS, LILIUMS. GLADIOLI, SPIR/EA JAPO-
NICA, and other BULBS, just arrived from well-known Farms
in Holland, lotted to suit Trade and private buyers.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Iiilliun auratum.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 38. King Street,

Covent Garden, W.C, on THURSDAY, November 14. at
half-past 12 o'clock precisely, 5000 fine bul\)s of LILIUM
AURATUM, just received from Japan in the best possible
condition, and lotted to suit the Trade and private buyers ; an
importation of ALSOPHILA ASPERA, and 700 CRINUM
AMERICANUM ; a consignment from the Continent of
tuberous-rooted BEGONIAS and GLOXINIAS; 200 AMA-
RYLLIS VITTATA ; and an importation of BULBS from
Holland.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Unreserved Sale of Dutch Bulbs of superior quality,
comprising the finest HYACINTHS, TULIPS, CROCUS.
NARCISSUS. JONQUILS, SNOWDROPS, LILIES,
&c., together with ten magnificent trunks of CYATHEA
DEALBATA, 4 to 6 feet, just breaking.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
will SELL the above by AUCTION, on MONDAY

next, at the Mart, opposite the Bank of England, City, E.C.,
at half-past 11 o'clock precisely.

P. AND M. will buy for gentlemen who cannot attend.
Catalogues at 98, Gracechurch Street, E.C.

Loughton, In Epping Forest.
One mile from the Railway Station.

Extensive Five Days' Sale of well-cultivated NURSERY
STOCK, in fine condition for removal.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
are instructed by Mr. Wm. Paul to SELL by

AUCTION, on the Premises, Sale Nurseries, Loughton. on
TUESDAY, November 12, and four following days, at 11 for
12 o'clock precisely each day, several acres of first-class well-
rooted NURSERY STOCK, which is in fine condition, having
been kept constantly removed. The Evergreens include 5000
Gold and Silver, Queen, Hodginsh and other Hollies. 3 to 10
feet ; 500 Golden and other Yews, 3 to 6 feet ; 2000 Cedrus Deo-
dara, 2 to 8 feet ; 2003 Thujas of sorts, 2 to 10 feet

; 5000 Green
andVariegated Box ; 3000 Aucubas, 2 to 4 feet

; 4000 Laurustinus
;

gooo Laurels of sorts, and large quantities of other Coniferse ; a
variety of Deciduous Trees and Shrubs, including 8000 Limes,
7 to 12 feet ; Planes, Maples, Poplars, &c. ; Standard, Dwarf,
and Climbing Roses ; 65,000 Manetti Stocks, &c.
May be viewed one week prior to the Sale. Catalogues had

on the Premises, and of the Auctioneers, 98, Gracechurcn Street,
E.G., and Leytonstonej £.

Upper Tooting Park, S.W.
Clearance Sale, the Land being required immediately for

Building.

IMPORTANT SALE of extra thriving young NURSERY
STOCK, remarkably well grown, consisting of thousands
of Ornamental Shrubs and Trees, many very fine Fruit
Trees in bearing condition, including Standard and Dwarf-
trained Apples, Pears, Plums, Peaches and Nectarines

;

Hardy Climbers in pots. Standard and Dwarf Roses, large
Camellias and Azaleas, Ferns, Palms, and other Stock.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
will SELL the above by AUCTION, on the Premises,

the Upper Tooting Park Nursery, S.W., on TUESDAY,
November 12, at 11 for 12 o'Clock punctually, by order of Mr.

Now on view. Catalogues obtained on the Premises, and at
the Auctioneers' Offices, g8, Gracechurch Street, E.G.

Prospect Hill Park, Tilehurst, near Reading.
CLEARANCE SALE of the whole of the STOVE and

GREENHOUSE PLANTS, consisting of large specimen
plants of double red and white Camellias, 2 to 8 feet ;

very fine Azaleas, 6 feet ; Eucharis, Begonias in variety ;

Poinsettias pulcherrlma and albida. Gardenias, Crotons,
Dendrobiums, 400 store pots of Bedding Geraniums,
Fuchsias, Primula chinensis fimbriata (red and white) ;

300 Adiantum cuneatum, good plants ; Roses, Cycla-
mens, &c.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
will SELL the above by AUCTION, on the Premises

as noted, on THURSDAY, November 14, at i o'Clock pre-

the day prior. Catalogues of Mr. MOLE, the

GREAT SALE of beautifully grown NURSERY STOCK, in

fine condition for removal.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
are instructed by Messrs. Lucombe, Pince & Co. to

SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises, The Nurseries, Exeter,
on TUESDAY, November 19, and three successive days, at
11 o'clock each day, a considerable quantity of small and
medium-sized NURSERY STOCK, comprising several
hundreds of unrivalled specimen Conifera: and Evergreen trees,

in great variety ; also large quanties of Common, Portugal, and
other Laurels, Laurustinus, Biotas, Aucubas, ,Thujas, Pines,
English and Irish Yews, Green and Variegated Hollies, Rhodo-
dendrons, choice Border Shrubs, Ornamental Trees, a fine

assortment of selected Fruit Trees, all root-pruned and carefully

prepared for removal, comprising a grand collection of Standard
and Pyramid Apples, Standard Pears, also Peaches, Nectarines,
Cherries and Plums, in pots, Standard Roses, and other Stock.
The Stock may be viewed at any time. Catalogues obtained

on the Premises, and ofthe Auctionesrs, 98, Gracechurch Street,

E.C. and Leytonstone, E.
N.B.—Messrs. P. & M. beg to call special attention to this

extensive Sale, and to the rare opportunity offered thereby to

Gentlemen and Noblemen improving their Estates, and to the
Trade, and others largely engaged in planting.

,

Chertsey, Surrey.

1 Mile from the Addlestone and 2 Miles from the Woking
Station on the South-Western Railway.

IMPORTANT FIVE DAYS' SALE of valuable well-grown
NURSERY STOCK, in the Brox and Woodham Nurseries.

MESSRS. R. AND J. WATERER and SON
are instructed by the Executrix of the late Mr. G. Grey

to SELL by AUCTION, in October, the STOCK upon the
above Nurseries.

May be viewed and Catalogues had fourteen days prior to

the day of Sale, upon the Premises, and of the Auctioneers,
Chertsey.

In Liquidation.—Long Cross Nxirsery.
ij^ Mile from the Virginia Water and Sunningdale Stations

on the Staines and Wokingham Railway.

MESSRS. R. AND J. WATERER and SON
have been instructed by the Trustee to the Estate of Mr.

Thornton to SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises, on
MONDAY, November 11, and following day. at 12 o'clock
punctually without reserve, the whole of the well-grown
NURSERY STOCK on the above Nursery, comprismg 11.000
excellent Fruit Trees ; standard, pyramid and trained Apples.
Pears, Plums, Cherries, Peaches, Nectarines, and Apricots, all of

the best sorts ; 18,000 Mussel Plum, Crab and Pear stocks ; 1200
Gooseberries ; 23.000 Larch, Spruce, and Scotch Firs, from
2 to 3 feet ; Cupressus Lawsoniana, Cedrus Deodara, from 2 to

4 feet ; i6,ooo Hollies, from 2 to 3 feet ; 500 variegated ditto,

14,000 Rhododendron ponticum. 1500 named Rhododendrons, 300
Paul's Double Scarlet Thorn. Sooo Laurels, from 12 to 15 inches ;

5000 Yews, from 2 to 3 feet 6 inches ; 5600 Aucubas and layers,

gt;oo Poplars, from 5 to 9 feet ; 10,300 Chestnut, from3 to 4 feet

;

1900 Beech and Birch, from 2 to 5 feet ; 7000 Manetti Stocks,
500 Climbing Roses, 1000 Deutzia gracilis, quantity of Orna-
mental Shrubs, and other plants. The whole of the Stock is in

excellent condition for removal, and particularly worthy the
attention of the Trade and others.

May be viewed any day previous to the Sale, and Catalogues
had seven days prior, on the Premises; of D. M. STEVENS,
Esq.. Solicitor, The Mount, Guildford, Surrey ; and of Messrs,
WATERER AND SON, Auctioneers and Valuers, Chertsey,

In Liquidation. — Wellington College Nursery,
BAGSHOT, SURREY.

Near the Wellington Station on the Reading and Wokingham

MESSRS. R. .\ND j. WATERER AND SON
are instructed by the Trustee to the Estate of Mr.

Thornton to SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises, on
MONDAY, November 18, at 12 o'Clock precisely, the valuable
Stock upon the above Nursery, comprising about 3000 mixed
Border SHRUBS. looo Spanish CHESTNUTS, from 2 to 3
feet; 4000 RHODODENDRONS to name, 1 foot 6 inches
to 3 !eet : 3400 R. PONTICUM, ditto ; 800 AZALEA
PONTICA. 3000 MANETTI STOCKS, 500 AUCUBAS, 100
Golden YEWS, 1000 Green and Variegated HOLLIES, from i

to 2 feet: 150 Pyramid APPLES, 700 CURRANTS, 1500
Scotch FI RS, from 12 to 15 inches ; and a large variety of other
Plants, includmg CEDRUS DEODARA, PINUS INSIGNIS,
THUJA LOBBII, LARICIO, SPIR.^A, LAURELS, &c.

May be viewed and Catalogues had seven days prior to the

day of Sale, on the Premises ; of D. M. STEVENS, Esq..
Solicitor, The Mount Guldford, Surrey ; and of Messrs.
WATERER AND SON, Auctioneers and Valuers, Chertsey,
Surrey.

Fairlawn, Acton Green, W.
A few paces from the " Old Pack Horse," Tumham Green.

SECOND PORTION. — Metropolitan District Railway,
Extension from Hammersmith to Ealing.—To Noblemen,
Gentlemen, En-lish Timber Dealers, Builders, Contractors.
Pianoforte Manufacturers, Owners of Ornamental Gardens,
Nurserymen and others.

Sound Timber TREES. Standard ROSES, and Ornamental
SHRU BS. beautifully worked ; Turf on 2 acres of Lawn and
nearly 5 acres beyond (unequalled for ord inary lawn purposes
—most of the Specimen Shrubs were supplied by Messrs.
Veitch & Co. to the order of R. Attenborough, Esq.) ; and
other attractions of the Kitchen Garden and Orchard; the
sound Stock BRICKS forming the neariy new brick wall
530 feet long. Stone Piers, with handsome carriage and
entrance gates, lamps complete, for removal and re-erection
—CLEARANCE SALE for the formation of the new roads
and extensive Building Estate, being at and adjoining the
new Railway Station now in course of erection.

MR. J. A. SMITH has been favoured with
instructions to SELL by AUCTION, on the extensive

grounds as above, on THURSDAY, November 14, at n for 12
o'clock precisely, in consequence of the number of lots, the
whole of the very sound TIMBER TREES, 7000 exquisitely
worked and very rare flowering and other SHRUBS and
PLANTS, close to the road, and the whole easy and
safe for removal, comprising 18 capital Elm Trees, 12
Limes, 26 Chestnuts, 6 Acacias, 7 Sycamores. 5 Oaks, and
8 Walnut Trees : also the fine old Cedars and Yew Trees, about
700 Shrubs and Plants (splendidly grown and many specimens),
200 FRUIT TREES of finest sorts. 500 Currant and Goose-
berry Trees, 500 Strawberry Plants, &c. ; also 4 tons of Mangel
Wurzel, Seakale, Rhubarb, Asparagus, and very fine specimen
WATER LILIES, including Victoria Regina and others. The
whole are strong and healthy, and can be removed and re-
planted with the certainty of future growth, giving effect and
value to an estate which time and exquisite taste alone can

May be viewed two days prior and morning of Sale, Cata-
logues may be obtained at the Lodge ; at the " Old Pack
Horse," Tumham Green ;

" Star and Garter." Kew Bridge ;

and at Mr. J. A. SMITH'S Auction, Land and Estate Offices,

58. King Street East, Hammersmith, W.

The Nurseries, Warminster, Wilts.
IMPORTANT NOTICE of an EXTENSIVE SALE of

SUPERIOR NURSERY STOCK.

MR. W. ABRAHAM is instructed to SELL
by AUCTION, at the above Nurseries, by order of the

Executors of the late Mr. George Wheeler, without reserve, on
MONDAY, November iS, and four following days, at 12
o'Clock each day punctually, a large quantity of superior
NURSERY STOCK, consisting ot Rhododendrons, Azaleas
and other American Plants; Standard, Bush, Pyramid and
Espalier Fruit Trees ; Standard and Dwarf Roses, Standard
Ornamental Thorns in variety ; Purple. Crested and other
Beech, Cedrus Deodara. Spruce and Silver Firs. English, Irish
and other Yews ; Arbor-vitjes, Cupressus Lawsoniana,
Ciyptometiaelegans, Picea Nordmanniana and other ConiferEe ;

Limes, Chestnuts, Laurels, Aucubas, Tree Box, Laurustinus,
Privet, Clematis, Hardy Border Plants. Bulbs. Rhubarb,
Strawberry Plants, and a variety of other Nursery Stock.
Catalogues to be obtained at the Nurseries, Warminster, or of

the Auctioneer, Goldworth Nursery, Woking, Surrey.
The Stock, which is in good, healthy condition, fit for

immediate planting, may be viewed seven days prior to the
Sale, and wifl be found worthy the attention of gentlemen
intending to plant.

The Shawe Nurseries. Melboiune, near Derby.
To PLANTERS. NURSERYMEN, and OTHERS.

MESSRS. OLIVER, NEWBOLD and
OLIVER, respectfully give notice that they are

instructed to SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises, the Shawe
Nurseries. Melbourne, near Derby, on WEDNESDAY.
November zo, at 11 o'Clock. the whole of the superior and
extensive NURSERY STOCK, cansisiing of 1,190.000 Quick,
87,000 Larch, 15,000 Hollies, 1000 Irish and English Yews, 5000
Scotch Firs, 600 Aucuba japonica, 18.000 Gooseberry and
Currants, 88.000 Privet, 18,000 Spruce. The whole of the Stock
is young, well-grown, clean, and in excellent condition.

Descriptive Catalogues ten days previously to the Sale, may
be had on application at the Nurseries, Melbourne ; or at the
Offices of the Auctioneers, Wardwick, Derby.

TO LET, with Immediate Possession, a
thoroughly genuine FLOWER, SEED, BULB, and

FRUIT BUSINESS, with small Nursery, &c. Thewholevery
compact and in full working order. Incoming by valuation.
Address for particulars

B., Gardeners Chronicle Office, 41, Wellington Street, W.C.

/CHRYSANTHEMUMS.—Our Collection
^<J (which includes all the new varieties of the past season) is

now in full bloom. An inspection invited.

T. JACKSON AND SON, Nurseries. Kingston, Surrey.
Nursery adjoining the Kingston Station, L. & S. W. Railway.

Three of the Most Beautiful Lilies-

CHARLES NOBLE will send by post, on
receipt of 55. in stamps, three dozen Seeds ot LILIUM

GIGANTEUM AURATUM and CZOVITSIANUM, with
directions to raise your own Lilies instead of importing.

KASPBERRY CANES for SALE.—About
zo.ooo to be had cheap.

For further particulars apply to

H. THORNTON, 1, Maxwefl Road. Futham, S.W.

TANDARD ROSES.—aean,straight stems,
with good heads and well rooted, of leading varieties only.

List of sorts and price on application to

FREDERICK PERKINS, Nurseryman, Regent Street,
Leamington.

Islington, N.- There are a few lots of

ORCHIDS and OTHER PLANTS remain-
ing uncleared from the Sale held on October 30 at the

Northampton Park Nursery, Douglas Road North, Islington,

N., opposite Canonbury Railway Station, North London
Railway. They may be SEEN and PURCHASED on appli-

cation to the
FOREMAN, on the Premises.

Amateur Exhibitors' Collection of Roses.

PAUL AND SON have the above, consisting
of 1500 Standards of the leading show varieties. List

of sorts and price for the whole on application to

PAUL AND SON, The Old Nurseries, Cheshunt.
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To tlie Trade Only.

SNOWDROPS of extra quality, clumps of

CHRISTMAS ROSES well set with buds, SPIR/EA
JAPONICA, GLADIOLUS ERENCHLEYENSIS ; BEGO-
NIAS, choice, named, and hybrid seedlings : HYACINTHS,
TULIPS, CROCUS, fine home-grown LILIUM AURATUM,
LILY OF THE VALLEY clumps, &c., of finest quality only,

at low prices.

F. SANDER AND CO., Seed Growers, St. Albans.

The Oxfom Eoses.

GEORGE PRINCE'S descriptive CATA-
LOGUE of Dwarf Roses on the Cultivated Seedling

Brier, now ready, post-free on application.

A choice collection of HARDY PERENNIALS and TEAS
in 7-inch pots, well established, at 36^. per dozen.

This is the only establishment in England where the Rose is

grown exclusively on the above stock.

14, Market Street, 0.\ford.

We have about Five Hnndrea

POT VINES, 2-yr. old, grown without
bottom-heat. For strength, vigour, ripeness, and promi-

nence of eyes we believe they cannot be surpassed. The Trade
supplied. We shall be glad to send samples to any address : 55.

THE MANAGER, St. George's Gardens, St. Anne's-on-the-

Sea, Lancashire.

UTCH BULBS for BEDDING.
SPECIAL OFFER.

HYACINTHS, assorted in several distinct shades, 25^. P=r 100

CROCUS, splendid roots, in four colours, 14J. per 1000

TULIPS, in four fine named varieties, 8s. per 100

TULIPS, single, early, mixed, sr. per too
No charge for package.

JAMES TYNAN. 6S, Great George Street, Liverpool.

WING AND COMPANY
offer to the Trade and large buyers ;

—

APRICOTS, dwarf maiden and dwarf trained, in quantity,

extra fine.

TEA and NOISETTE ROSES, in pots, very fine, of nearly all

the best kinds, in quantity.

GOOSEBERRIES, of best kinds, i-yr. cuttings, and i-yr. and
2-vr. transplanted.

CURRANTS, I-yr. cuttings, and i-yr. and 2-yr. transplanted,

of Black Naples, Red Dutch, and other best sorts.

LIMES, large-leaved red-twigged variety, with straight stems,

good pyramidal heads, and {most important of all) good

The RoyalNorfolk Nurseries, Eaton, near Norwich.

Cabbage and Lettuce Plants.

HJ. HARDY, Stour V.iUey Seed Grounds,
• llures. Suffolk, begs to offer a quantity of strong,

healthy, autumn-sown plants ;-
ENFIELD MARKET and CARTER'S HEARTWELL,

RED DUTCH. 31. per tooo.

LETTUCE.—Brown Cos, Siberian, and Champion, 51. per

Package and carriage free for 5000 upwards (or plants equi-

valent), to any Railway Station in England.
Reference required from unknown Correspondents.

Roses, Primulas, Vines, fie

EDWIN HILLIER ofters as below, all well-
grown stuff :—ROSES, Tea, on Brier, 48-pots, 50J. and

6oi. per 100: Dwarf Hybrid Perpetuals, from ground, 25^. and 301.

per 100; Queen of Bedders, 75s. per 100. 1000 PRIMULAS,
Double White, 48-pots, 75J. per 100. POT VINES, very fine,

301. and 60J. per dozen. CLEMATIS, best kinds, 8s. per
dozen. MANETTI STOCKS, very good, 211. per 1000. Cash
required from unknown persons —Nurseries, Winchester.

SPECIAL OFFER. — A quantity of Oak,
Elm, Chestnut, Poplar, Birch, Lime, Ash, Sycamore, Sic,

12 to 20 feet, straight stems and good heads ; Standard Portugal
Laurels, 4 to 6 feet stems, splendid heads ; Pinus anstriaca,

Cembra, excelsa, and Strobus, Cedrus Deodara and atlantlca,

Wellingtonia, &c., 5 to 9 feet, splendid specimens. Put on Mid-
land or G. W. Railway. Prices and Catalogue on application.

J. PRICE, Stanley Nursery, Stonehouse, Gloucestershire.

Ornamental Trees and Shrubs, Fruit Trees, Roses, &c.

THE LAWSON SEED and NURSERY
COMPANY (Limited). Edinburgh, respectfully request

the attention of intending planters to their most extensive and
superior stook of the above.

CATALOGUES on application.

To the Trade.

EOSES. — Standard and Half-Standard,
extra fine. Low quotation with Purchaser's selection.

MARECHAL NIEL, in pots, very fine, 75^. per 100

:

second size, 65s. per 100.

LIST of varieties on application.
GEORGE COOLING, Nurseryman, Bath.

O R F O R C I N (T.
SPIRAEA JAPONICA, soj. per 100.

PALMATA. 25s. per 100.

By 100 or 1000. An immense stock, finely ripened. Smaller
palmatas, for planting, los. 6^., \%s. , and 20s. per 100. Extra
large clumps at moderate prices.

CHARLES NOP-LE, Bagshot.

Florists' Flowers, Roses, and Climbers.

THOMAS S. WARE'S CATALOGUE of
the above, including, in the Florists' Flower portion.

Daisies, Delphiniums, Dianthus, Pyrethrums, Pinks, Bedding
Pansies and Violas, Show and Fancy Pansies, Potent il las,

Border and Winter Flowering Carnations, PEconies, Phloxes,
and Sweet Violets, may now be hud post-free on application.

Hale Farm Nurseries. Tottenham, London.

PLANTS for NATURALISING in the
Wild Garden, Shrubbery Border, Woodland Walks, Hot

Banks, Swampy Ground, and in any other position where the
plants are allowed to grow naturally, reproducing themselves.

See present year's ABC BULB GUIDE, free on application,

THOMAS S. WARE, Hale Farm Nurseries, Tottenham,

In Liquidation.

WILLIAM ROLLISSON AND SONS,
The Nurseries, Tooling, London.

VINES—VINES-VINES.
Having a very large stock of stout well-grown Vines for

Sale, principally Black Hamburghs, these are offered at very
moderate prices, viz.. Fruiting Canes, 55. to loi. (>d. ; Planting,
25. iid. to sr.

To the Trade.

HAND F. SHARPE beg to announce that

• their Special LIST of GARDEN and AGRI-
CULTURAL SEEDS is Now Ready, and may be obtained on

Seed Growing Establishme nt, Wisbech.

Planting Season.

RAND A. MORRISON'S Stock of LARCH
• and SCOTCH FIR (true native), and other

FOREST TREES, being this year very large and fine, they

are enabled to make low quotations for large quantities.

CATALOGUES on application.

The Nur.series, Elgin.

Offer to the Trade.

FORCINGASPARAGUS.—The Subscribers
have to offer the produce of half an acre extra strong

Asparagus with splendid crowns, suitable for forcing. Samples
and price on application to

DICKSON, BROWN and TAIT, Seed Merchants, 43 and

^5, (Corporation Street, Manchester.

ARATHKE AND SON, The Nurseries,
• Praust, near Danzig, Germany, have to offer, for cash :—

EUONYMUS EUROP-«US, 1 yr. seedlings. 91. per 1000, .£4

per 10,000 : 2-yr. seedlings, 1 31. fid, per 1000, ;£6 per 10,000

;

3-yr. seedlings, i8s. per 1000, ^8 per ro,ooo.

For Winter and Spring Flowering.

TWELVE SPLENDID LARGE PLANTS
in 48-pots. comprising HEATHS, AZALEAS, CYCLA-

MENS, PRIMULAS, SOLANUMS, BOUVARDIAS, and

others sent to any address for izj. ; twenty-five do.. 24^.

MORLE, Market Grower, 50, Kennington Park Road, S.E.

AURUSTINUS. — Common and Large-

flowering (Viburnum hirtum), average i}^ foot, 7s. 6,/.

WILLIAM AliRAHAM, Nurseryman, Limerick.

To the Trade.

SEED POTATOS.—Our SPECIAL LIST,
containing all the best English and American varieties

grown by us the past season, may now be had, post-free, on
application.

H. AND F. SHARPE. Seed Growers, Wisbech.

R. GEORGE BUNYARD, Horticul-
TURAL Valuer, Nurseryman, Seedsman, and

Florist (of the firm of Thomas Bunyard & Sons), Maidstone,•-••' •
' ling or

CATALOGUES.— His Excellency Pierre
Wolkenstein will feet greatly obliged if Nurserymen and

Seedsmen will kindly send hlin their Catalogues. They should
be forwarded (by post)

Planting Season.

E BURGESS begs to offer the following
• strong Standard APPLES, PEARS.IROSES, Standard

and Dwarf Trained APRICOTS, Turkey and English OAK,
English and Scotch ELMS, LIMES up to r2 feet, BEECH up
to 7 feet, SWEET BAYS, APPLE STOCKS, ajid a general

NURSERY STOCK.
Prices on application.

The Nurseries, London Road, Cheltenham.

One Hundred Thousand

HOTEIA (SPIR/EA) JAPONICA, in very
strong and sound condition.

HOTEIA (SPIR.'EA) JAPONICA has been aw.arded several

first prizes, and always considered best shown : i+r. to

SPIRAEA PALMA'TA, red, extra, 60s. to 901. per 100.

„ double white, i2S. to i6s. per 100.

„ ULMARIA AUREA, fol. variegata, 40s. to 45s. per 100.

DIELYTRA SPECTABILIS, 30s. to 25s. per 100.

LILIUM LANCIFOLIUM ALBUM MONSTROSUM,
very free flowering, 30s. to 40s, per 100.

„ „ ROSEUM, 20s. t0 26s. per 100.

„ „ RUBRUM, 20!. to 26s. per 100.

., CHINENSIS TIGRINUM, v. to 81. per roo.

CHRISTMAS ROSES, (Helleborus niger), fine, 40J. to i6o*.

per 100.

Trade CATALOGUE free on application. Post-office Orders
or good references from unknown Correspondents.

BUDDENBORG BROTHERS, Nurserymen and Bulb
Growers, Hillegom, near Haarlem, Holland.

O LARGE PLANTERS,
CEMETERY CONTRACTORS, fie.

YEWS, English, 2 to 3, 3 to 4, and 4 to 5 feet.

LAURELS, common, 2, 2 to 3, 3 104. and 4 to 5 feet.

LIMES, fine grown, 3 to 4, 5 to 6, and 8 to 10 feet.

CHESTNUT, Horse, 8 to 10 feet.

Special quotations on application, and sample dozen sent to

any part of Great Britain.

GODWIN AND SON, Ashbourne, Derby.

ROSES, fine standard, from l^s. to iSs. per
dozen. 3C5 per 100.

„ fine dwarf, for beds, gs. to t2s. per dozen, 60s. per roo.

„ fine Tea. in pots, 125. to iSj. per dozen.

,, fine specimen, in 8-inch pots, for forcing, &c , 305. perdoz.

„ fine dwarf, Gloire de Dijon, gr. to 12s. per dozen, 75^.

The above Roses cannot be surpassed, and the stock consists of

HENRY MAY. The Hope Nurseries, Bedale, Yorkskire.

LILY OF THE VALLEY,
extra strong imported 3-yr. old clumps, warranted full

of flowering crowns, is. each, xos. 6d, per dozen.

SPIR^A JAPONICA, strong imported clumps for forcing,

4J. per dozen, 10s. per ico.

CYCLAMEN PERSICUM. strong growing 2-yr. old bulbs,

in pots, showing flower, 4,^. and 6s. per dozen. Price

per TOO on application.

MAIDENHAIR FERNS, large and handsome plants in 32's,

2s. each, or sos. per dozen.

SOLANUMS, handsome plants, full of berries, 6s. per dozen.

N.B.—Wanted to Purchase (or Exchange for any of the

above). Large Plants of EUCHARIS AMAZONICA m pots.

GEO. POULTON, Fountain Nurseries, Angel Road,
Edmonton, London.

SPECIAL NOTICE. — Messrs. Rush &
Yeats, of the Eaton Road and Queen's Park Nurseries.

Chester, beg to announce that they have this day DISPOSED
OF the whole of their NURSERY BUSINESS, including the

Trees, Plants, Stock in Trade, and all other effects belonging

thereto, to Messrs. JAMES DICKSON and SONS, of the

Newton Nurseries and ro8, Eastgate Street, Chester, to whom
Messrs. Rush & Yeats beg to refer all CUSTOMERS for

NURSERY GOODS.—October 23, 1878.

Planting Season.
To NOBLEMEN, GENTLEMEN and the TRADE.

THE ROYAL MERRIOTT NURSERIES
are well stocked with immense quantities of ALDER,

BEECH, BIRCH, Horse CHESTNUT, ELM, Silver, Scotch,

and Spruce FIR, HAZEL, HORNBEAM, LIMES, OAKS,
POPLARS, YEWS, &c., of all sizes. Special low prices wiU

be forwarded on application to

J. GEORGE HILL (successor to John Scott), The Royal
Merriott, Somerset.

SCOTT'S ORCHARDIsf, the most useful

work on Fruit Trees in the English language, free

for 3J. 6d.

The Merriott Nurseries contain all the best varieties of

APPLES, PEARS, PLUMS. CHERRIES, CURRANTS,
GOOSEBERRIES, APRICOTS, PEACHES, NECTAR-
INES, NUTS, FILBERTS, WALNUTS. &c. Trees of all

sizes and shapes. Priced LIST free on application to.

J. GEORGE HILL, (successor to John Scott), The Royal

Merriott, Somerset.

To the Trade.—Immense quantities of extra fine

SEEDLINGS and TRANSPLANTED
PLANTS-Quicks, Scotch Firs, Alders, Fruit Trees,

Shrubs, &c. For Descriptive CATALOGUE, apply to

LEVAVASSEUR and SON, Nurserymen, Ussy, Calvados.

France ; or to their Agents. Messrs. R. SILBERRAD ANI>

SON, 15, Harp Lane, Great Tower Street, London, E.C.

EWING AND CO. forward gratis and post-
free to applicants, CATALOGUES oftheir extensive and

well-grown stock of Standard and Dwarf Roses, Pot Roses,
Clematises, Vines, Fruit Trees, Ornamental Trees, and Coniferae.

The Royal Norfolk Nurseries. Newmarket Road, Eaton, near

Norwich.

WEBB'S PRIZE COB FILBERTS
AND OTHER NUTS.

Persons desirous of obtaining Trees of the above, grown
by the late R. Webb, of Calcot, should give early orders to

THE MANAGER, Calcot Gardens, Reading.
CATALOGUES post-free on application.

WEBB'S CHOICE POLYANTHUS
AND OTHER SPRING PLANTS.

Early orders are solicited for the above choice plants. Apply to

THE MANAGER, Calcot Gardens, Reading.

H
To the Trade.URST AND SON

have a fine stock of the following :

—

DIELYTRA SPECTABILIS
-JHELLEBORUS NIGER

strong clumps.SPIRjSA JAPONICA
LILY OF THE VALLEY J
LILY OF THE VALLEY, crowns.

GLADIOLUS ERENCHLEYENSIS, HYACINTHS,
TULIPS, CROCUS, and all other Bulbs and Roots.

Special Prices on application.

6, Leadenhall Street, London, E.C.

To Gentlemen, Builders, and the Trade.

"POBERT AND GEORGE NEAL,
-L^ Wandsworth Common and Garrett Lane, Nurseries,

beg respectfully to call attention to their large and varied Stock
of HARDY. ORNAMENTAL, FOREST. FRUIT TREES
and SHRUBS, which are grown at their Nurseries, especially

those Trees, &c., which are most suitable for growing in or near

large towns. An early inspection invited. All goods delivered

free on rail in London, or at own residence, within five miles

of the Nurseries.
CATALOGUES free by post on application.

Annual A. B. C. Bulb Guide.

THOMAS S. WARE has much pleasure in

announcing that the present year's issue of the above is

now ready, and will be posted free on application. It includes

complete collections of Liliums, Narcissus, Gladiolus. Iris, and
numerous other families ; also selections of Bamboos and Orna-
mental Grasses, Aquatic and Bog Plants, Herbs, &c. ; and a

fine collection of Hardy Orchids, to which is added a few choice

Perennials, adapted for present planting.

Hale Farm Nurseries, Tottenham, London.

In Liquidation.

WILLIAM ROLLISSON and SONS,
The Nurseries, Tooting, near London, beg to inform

their numerous Customers that the BUSINESS is being

CARRIED ON as USUAL, and that they have a fine healthy

stock of Orchids. Ferns, Palms, Stove and Greenhouse Plants,

Vines, Hardy Herbaceous and Alpine Plants, &c., which they

can ofTer at very moderate prices. CATALOGUES and
special offers free by post on application.

EE'S NEW VIOLET ODORATISSIMA.
—Habit dwarf and compact, quite distinct from any

other variety : colour, purplish azure, changing to pale azure

when fully developed ; form, fine : scent, exquisite. As the

opinions of the Press, &c., were given last spring, they will not

be repeated here. Plants at any time when the weather is

favourable, at the following rates :— 15s. per dozen, 8^. 6d per

half-dozen, 5s. per quarter-dozen. The Trade supplied when

BUDDED CAMELLIAS and AZALEAS.
—Ghent Azaleas, Azalea mollis. Spiral japonica. Lily

of the Valley, Palms and Ferns for decoration, Ficus elastica,

Begonias, &c. Also over one hundred large specimen Camellias,

choicest varieties, splendid pyramids, 3, 4 to 5 feet high, grown
in tubs, and nearly all covered with large swollen buds ready

to flower, are offered at the usualmoderate changes.

The nev
appi

illustrated general CATALOGUE forwarded free

A. VAN GEERT. Continental Nurseries, Ghent, Belgiu

For Early Spring Display plant . ,„,,
BACCHUS, darkest and best Red DAISY

for Bedding or Edging, 6j. per 100, 401. per 1000, or

sample dozen u stamps, post, package, and carnage free for

W. HORLEY, Florist, Toddington, near Dunstable, Beds
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TEA ROSES
WINTER FLOWERING.
ADAM
BELLE LYONNAISE
DEVONIENSIS
JEAN DUCHER
MADAME MARGOTTIN
MARIE VAN HOUTTE
PERI.E DE LYON
SOUVENIR DUN AMI

UI in 8 and g-inch pots, having
bloom throilKh

ALBA ROSEA
CATHERINE MERMET
GLOIRE DE DIJON
MADAME FALCOT
MADAME WILLERMOZ
NIPHETOS
SOUVENIR D'ELISE
MARECHAL NIEL,

ell-trained flowering wood, to

Price, 303. to 42s. per dozen.

2,000 HYBRId"pERPETUAL roses, in

9-inch pots, well ripened under glass, and fit for im-
mediate forcing, 301. to 36^. per dozen.

25,000 TEA SCENTED ROSES of all the
leading kinds, in 5-inch pots, extra fine plants, isi. to

18*. per dozen.

The Descriptive Catalogue of Rostsfor 1878 / <ady.

OBANSTON & CO.,
NURSERIES, KINGS ACRE HEREFORD.

WM. PAUL & SON,

^^ROSE GROWERS,
TREE, PLANT, BULB, AND

SEED MERCHANTS.

WALTHAM CROSS,
HERTS,

Inspection of Stock invited.

Priced Descriptive Catalogues free by post.

[•Richard Smith a.c^.-i

\kt-- WORCESTEr? c^j

FIFTY ACRES
Apples, Pears, Plum

Apricots, .and other Frui
Pyramids, Bushes, Cordon
all full of vigour, and

of FRUIT TREES.—
;, Cherries, Peaches, Nectarines,

Trees, as Standards, Dwarfs,
.nd trained trees in great variety,

Descriptive
Price List, containing a sketch of ihe various forms of Tr
Avith Directions for Cultivation, Soil, Drainage, Manure,
Pruning, Lifting, Cropping, Treatment under Glass ; also their

TWELVE ACRES of ROSES.—Standard,
Dwarf, and Climbing, all the popular sorts : also 80,000

choice Tea-scented and Noisette Roses in pots ; extra strong
Roses in pots for immediate forcing. See Descriptive Price
List, free for a penny stamp.

GRAPE VINES and ORCHARD HOUSE
TREES in POTS.—Grape Vines, extra strong, and

warranted free from phylloxera, oidium, and all disease; Planting
Canes. 3.S. fid. to 55, each ; extra strong Fruiting Canes, ^s. 6d.
to 10s. 6d. each. Orchard-house Trees, fruiting in pots, con-
sisting of Peaches, Nectarines, Apricots, Plums, Cherries.
Pears, Apples, and Figs. Descriptive Price List for a penny
stamp.

WORCESTER PEARMAIN APPLE
(awarded a Flrst-cIass Certificate by the Royal Horti-

cultural Society).—One of the handsomest and most useful
Apples in cultivation. For full description see " Extract Irom
the Journal of Horticulture," and Richard Smith & Co.'s
Fruit List, which may be had for a penny stamp. Coloured
Plates, td. each. Maiden Trees, ij. dd. each; Bushes. 3J.

each; Standards, Pyramids, and Dwarf-trained Trees, 35. td.
and sf. each.

HARDY HERBACEOUS and ALPINE
PLANTS, their scientific and English names, height.

col

Descriptive Pri

beautiful hardy

of flo useful information,
for a penny stamp. Collection of 100
for Garden Beds, Borders, or Rockeries,

1ST of all the EVERGREEN FIR TRIBE,
liable for price, popular andgivmg s

, derivations, descnpti
iber. use in arts, native country, and size there,
)il, and other information, with copious index of

their synonyms. Free by post for six stamps.

LIST of STOVE and GREENHOUSE
PLANTS, comprising the best selections of Camellias,

Azaleas, Ericas, Epacris, Ferns, &c., free for a penny stamp.

LIST of EVERGREEN and DECIDUOUS
SHRUBS, RHODODENDRONS, STANDARD

ORNA.MENTAL TREES. CLIMBING and TWINING
PLANTS, with their generic, specific, and English names,
native country, height. lime of djwering, colour, ic, and
general remarks, free for a penny stamp.

ALL kinds of GARDEN SEEDS, of first

quality, BULBS, MUSHROOM SPAWN, TOBACCO
PAPEK, ARCHANGEL MATS, and other GARDEN
REQUISITES. See Lists, which may be had on application.

•Richard Smith 8. C5„
kp Worcester '^.

TODEAS.—Healthy young plants of T.
superba and T. hymenophylloides (pellucida), free and

safe by post. zj. dd. each for prepayment. Trade price (low)
per 100. or lesser quantities, on application.

ROBERT SIM, Sidcup Hill Nursery. Foot's Cray, Kent.

/CHESTNUT SEED, do bushels of Nev
^-^ Spanish. Good sample, 3^. per bushel, cash only.

T. SHARPE, Market Gardens, Knowle Hill, Chertsey.

TRANSPLANTED FOREST TREES.—
a,ooo,ooo LARCH, i to 3 feet.

2,000.000 SCOTCH, I to 2H feet.

1,000,000 AUSTRIANS, ^ to 2 feet.

500,000 SPRUCE, M to 2K feet.

Other Trees in smaller lots, all beyoud two years twice
removed, robust, and finely rooted.

CATALOGUES, with special offer for large quantities
delivered free at any Railway Station south of Dublin.

R. HARTLAND. The Lough Nurseries. Cork.

LARGE TREES for Immediate Effect,
frequently transplanted, and will remove safely.

LIMES. 7 to 8 feet, clean stems, good heads. 8f. per dozen,
5of. per 100; 9 to 10 feet, laj. per dozen, 75*. per 100.

HORSE CHESTNUT, 7 to 8 feet, clean stems, 8j. per
dozen, 401. per 100.

SYCAMORE, 7 to 8 feet, clean stems, 8f. per dozen, 40J.
per 100.

ELMS, English, 7 to 8 leet. %s. per dozen, 40J. per too.
BIRCH. Silver. 10 to xi feet, 8j. per dozen, 40?. per 100.

THORN. Paul's Double Crimson, 5 to 6 feet, bushy, izj per
dozen. 75*- P" 100.

BEECH, fine, 5 to 6 feet, fine roots, ins. per dozen, 75J. per 10a
H. M. holds a stock of many thousands of the above.

HENRY MAY, The Hope Nurseries. Bedale. Yorkshire.

Hyacinths, Tulips, Crocuses, &c.

WM. CUTBUSH AND SON beg to announce
that they have received their first consignment of the

above, in splendid condition. \Vm. Cutbush & Son having
again obtained all the First Prizes for Hyacinths, &c., proves
that their selection is superior in quality to those offered by
many other houses. Catalogues post-free on application.

Highgate. London, N., and Barnet. Herts.

Leicester Abbey Nurseries.
T^ WARNER has now posted to every
-*- • Customer whose name is in his Books, his

CATALOGUE of NURSERY STOCK
for the present season. If by chance it has not been received,

a copy shall be sent immediately on application.

October, 1878.

TAND SOLD for BUILDING.
40.000 LARCH, strong transplanted, 3 to 5 feet.

ao.ooo PRIVET, extra strong transplanted.
10.000 APPLE and PEAR TREES, Standard.
300000 QUICKS, Seedling. 2 and 3-yr. old.

500.000 CABBAGE PLANTS, Nonpariel. v. 6d. per 1000.
2,000 RHUBARB ROOTS, Myatt's Victoria (very cheap).

Apply to GEO. WINFIELD, Sandhurst Road, Gloucester.

EVERGREENS, fine, large, finely cultivated,
standing singly, well furnished to bottom, and certain to

PINES, Austrian, 4 to 5 feet. 6s. per dozen, 40J. per 100 ;

6 to 7 feet, lis per dozen, 75J. per 100.

YEWS, English, 5 to 6 feet, and s to 6 feet through, ^s. 6.1.

each, 6cKr. per dozen ; 7 to 8 feet, and 6 feet through.
lew. 6d. each.

CEDRUS DEODARA, 3 to 4 feet, fine, 31. 6J. each, 301. per
dozen ; 4 to 5 feet, 5X. each, 451. per dozen.

SPRUCE, English, 5 to 6 leet and 5 feet through, 3J. 6d. each,
35^ per dozen.

CUPKESSUS LAWSONIANA, 4 to 5 feet, ts. per dozen,
351. per 100.

YEWS, English, 2 to 3 feet, 41. per dozen, 30s. per 100.
HENRY MAY. The Hope Nurseries, Bedale, Yorkshire.

O THE TRADE.
MANETTI STOCKS, strong, clean grown, and well-rooted.

25J. per 1000.

LIMES, 10 to 12 feet, magnlBcent trees, 8 to 9 inches round
a foot from the ground, 25r. per dozen.

ELMS, English, 7 to 8 feet, los. per 100 : 10 feet, 50X. per 100 :

feet, extra stout. 12s. perdL_.
HORSE CHESTNUT, 9 to 10 feet,

9^ per dozen.
OAK._Engjish, 10 to II feet, fine trees, 301. per

strong and straight.

' doz.

HARDY EVERGREENS, thoroughly trans-
planted and prep.ired for removal, either in fine speci-

men trees, or in small stuff suitable f«r ornamental planting, lo
be sold privately at a low pnce to effect a clearance, consisting
of Laurel of many varieties, variegated and green Hollies,
nearly every v-yiety of Conifera;, Rhododendrons, named
hybrids and Pontlcums, and almost every variety of Evergreen
Shrub and Tree : also a fine and select assortment of pyramid
and bush Fruit Trees. Apples, Pears, Plums, and Cherries,
i2-yr. and 15-yr. old, well transplanted and in full bearing.

Mill Hill Station on the Midland Railway, Harrow Station
on the Norlh-Western Railway, and Edgware Station on the
Great Norihem Railway, are convenient for loading trucks

;

Edgware Station is quite near for visitors. A previous appoint-

PAUL'S Hybridised POLYANTHUS, strong
blooming clumps in all shades and colours. The above are

a beautiful strain, and will make a great display in early spring,
price 2f. per dozen, loi. per 100, 70J. per 1000.

HARDY HERBACEOUS and ALPINE PLANTS at 30^.
per 100 : a stock of 700 species and varieties

CYCLAMEN PERSICUM, in pots, blooming plants, gj. per

CHRYSANTHEMUMS, covered with flower-buds, in 7.inch
pots, 241. per dozen.

EPIPHYLLUM TRUNCATUM, ia six kinds, winter
flowering, i8f. per dozen.

CINKRARIAS. extra fine plants, in 5-inch pots, gs. per dozen.
PELARGONIUMS, early flowering, strong cut-down plants,

in s-inch pots, will force into flower by March. These are
very fine plants and the new Covent Garden strain in
twenty five kinds. »uch as Acme of Perfection, Duchess
o( Edinburgh, Mrs. John Wood, &c. Price 11s. per dozen,
75J. per 100
HENRV MAY, The Hope Nurseries, Bedale, Yorkshire.

CUCUMBER-EMPRESS of INDIA.

J. C. WHEELER & SON
Introduced this fine variety last spring. It has proved itself to

be one of the best flavoured and handsomest in cultivation, and
good for winter work.

Pncc 25. 6d. per packet.

J. 0. WHEELEB & SOIf,

SEED GROWERS, GLOUCESTER.

NOVELTYI—NOVELTYI

SPIR/EA PALMATA ELEGANS.
strong Plants, 6s. each ; Six Plants, £1

;

Twelve Plants, £1 12s.

A beautiful hybrid between Holeia japonica and Spirza
palmata. It produces a large quantity of white flowers with

red stamens.

STRONG CLUMPS FOR FORCING.

DIELVTRA SPECTABILIS .. .. VC^°V\l>.a°^il
HOTEIA (Spiraia) JAPONICA.. ..014 5 17
SPIRAEA PALMATA 4 4

ROSE STOCKS for BUDDING and
GRAFTING.

ROSA MANETTI, 351. per 1000
; .£.0 per 10 000.

ROSA MULTIFLORA DE LA GRIFFEKAIE, 251. per
loDO

: £,\o per 10,000.

HYDRANGEA PANICULATA GRAN-
DI FLORA.

Strong plants, 31J. per 103
; ^£12 lol. per 100^.

TRADE LISTS of HARDY PERENNIALS. NARCIS-
SUS. CONIFER.'E, FRUIT TREES, &c., giatis and free

on application.

Orders to the amount ol £,-i delivered free throughout Great

TH E
VARIEGATED

A. M. C. JONGKINDT CONINCK,
TOTTENHAM NURSERIES, DEDEMSVAART,

ZWOLLE, NETHERLANDS.

GOLDEN TZZ
WEL- 'Wf

f^^StfeSi" LINGTONIA received Four H*'*'«'^*^7^ First-class Cerlificates. Four ' ^ "^

-

First Prizes, and One Large Silvt

ollowing Royal and Noble hands :-

Their Royal Highesses the Prince and Princess of Wales,
and the Duke of Edinbugh.
Their Graces the Dukes of Devonshire, Leeds, Manchester,

and Marlborough.
The Most Noble the Marquis of Waterford.
The Earls Abergavenny, Bective. Cork. Clancarty. Devjn,

Medal. Planted by the

Uu Harrowby, Po Sefto St. Gei
Warwick, and Wicklo
The Lords Berwick, Donei

Huntingfield, Kenlis, Poltir
Wrotlesley.
The Ladies Langdale, Russell, Pollen, Rolle, and Tennis
Grand Specimens^ 7 feet, Cl 5^. : splendid plants,

Lt
;

'

R. HARTLAND. The Lough Nu

LOUIS VAN HOUTTE,
ROYAL NURSERIES, GHENT,

BELGIUM,

Can make a Special Offer ol

CAMELLIA ALBA PLENA, very nice bushy
plants, with from our to seven buds, at jC^ per 100 ; with

from seven to ten buds, at .£8 per 100.

Also the Be: ) White

AZALEA INDICA — Flag of Truce and A.

Borsig— I foot to 1 foot 4 inches high, and i foot head

diameter, at 2S. 6d each—well-grown plants.

The Camellias and Azaleas aiave offered are very

suitableJor either Table Decoration or ForcingPurposes to

cut flowersfrom.

G EO. SONJ AG KM A N &
(Established i8io,)

Cultivators of

FRUIT and FOREST TREES
Evergreen and Flowering

TREES and SHRUBS.
ROSES, RHODODENDRONS,
Conifers and Hardy Climbers.

THE CLEMATIS

Descriptive Priced Catalogues free.

WOKING NUJRSEBY, SURREY.
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QEAKALE.ASPARAGUS and RHUBARB.
k3 — Roots for forcing, exceptionally fine. For special

quotations apply to

H. THORNTON, i. Maxwell Road, Fulham. S.W.

Helleborus nlger.

THOMAS S. WARE having just received
a fine consignment of the above, begs to offer the same

to the Trade. Prices (and Samples if desired) on application.

Hale Farm Nurseries, Tottenham, London.

ACHIMENES and GLOXINIAS for SALE
verv cheap. For names and prices per loo and per

dozen, apply lo

W. MOXHAM. Wilton. Salisbury.

pOR SALE, a very fine Plant of

ALSOPHYLLA EXCELSA, the fronds s feet long ; and

a pair of Specimen LATANIA BORBONICA.—To be seen at

Clapham Road Nursery, S.W.

ANSIES and PRIMROSES*"p AN S I E S and P

PANSIES, best varieties, named, includinR Prince of Wales,

Duchess of Edinburgh, Countess of Dudley, Sportsman, Black

Gem, t,s. per dozen, y>s. per loo, by post dd. per dozen extra.

PRIMROSES, double and single, twelve varieties, 71. per

dozen, free by post td.

sFECIAL OFFERS TO THE TRADE.

MANETTI ROSE STOCKS, 4oo,o<

MAIDEN PEARS on Pear stocks, ic

splendid plants.

STANDARD PEARS, extra fine.

PYRAMID and DWARF-TRAINED PEARS.
STANDARD-TRAINED JARGONELLE

STANDARD CHERRIES, extra fine.

SiTANDARD TRAINED MORELLO and MAV DUKE, &c.
Prices and List on application to

CRANSTON AND CO., King's Acre Nurseries, Hereford.

NEV/ GIANT CYCLAMEN
(CYCLAMEN PERSICUM GIGANTEUM RUBRUM).

This is a decided aqiiisi-

tion to this now popular
Florist Flower, and is sure

to become a general favour-

ite. The flowers are equal

in size and substance to my
well-known strain of gigan-

teum, and are well thrown
up above the foliage. The
colour is a delicate rose,

changing to a bright crim-

son at the base, being a tint

unrivalled, and never before

acquired in this giant strain.

It has been awarded two
First-class Certificates.

Betail Packets Ss. Gd.
and 6s. each.

Special offer to the Trade on
applicalion.

B. S. WILLIAMS,
VICTORIA and PARADISE NURSERIES, UPPER HOLLOWAY, LONDON, N.

Messrs. Paul & Son,
THE OLD NURSERIES, CHESHUNT, HERTS,

In\ ite Orders for their Carefully Cultivated

STANDARD, HALF-STANDARD, and DWARF ROSES,
On Several Select Stocks.

For PrUcs sec ROSE CATALOGUE, post-free.

Some 1 100 First Prizes, gained since i860, place them undoubtedly at the head of English

Rose Growers.

FRUIT TREES.
Paul & Son have to oft'er, as grown here, the

FINEST STANDARD ORCHARD TREES in ENGLAND.
PYRAMIDS of APPLES, PEARS and PLUMS, splendidly shaped.

DWARF-TRAINED TREES FOR WALLS,
From three to ten tiers of branches.

For intending Planting of Orchariis, or ofNew Fruit Gardens, these Trees are oj greatest service,

and require only to be seen to be secured.

SHRUBS.
Specially fine Stocks 01

CEDRUS DEODARA, ARAUCARIAS, and the newer CONIFERS.
HOLLIES, both GREEN a7td VARIEGATED,

3 to 10 feet, in large numbers and of extra fine quality.

CATALOQTTES of the above, post-free, on application to

PAUL & SON, THE PLD NURSERIES, CHESHUNT.

^m SUTTON'S ^
ROOT SHOW,

November 23, 1S78,

WILL BE GIVEN, IN ADDITION TO NEARLY

£300 for ROOTS,

Special Prizes for Vegetables, ^"'""^

Value nearly , . | Q

Special Prizes for Potatos
Value nearly . . 15

SCHEDULE and ENTRY FORM ON APPLICATION.
NO CHARGE FOR El^TRV.

^Mnufô
THE QUEEN'S SEEDSMEN,

READING.

GENERAL NURSERY STOCK.
WOOD & INGRAM'S

GENERAL DESCRIPTIVE
CATALOGL'J-: of NCRSERY STOCK;

FRUIT TREES, FOREST TREES,
HARDY CONIFEROUS and TAXACEOUS

PLANTS, EVERGREENS,
DECIDUOUS ORNAMENTAL TREES and

SHRUBS,
HARDY CLIMBERS,

RCSES, Ac,
Is now ready, and will be sent free on application.

The Nurserie?, Huntingdon.

"^'^orrve ar^ 'Oee^.

MV CHRYSANTHEMUMS.—Never was
there such a c.liec'i'ui i,i such order and crrectneJS,

such a display out-of-doors (450 n^med varieties flowering),

such a stock, such health such f,<cilities in execuiine orders
as you will find at Swanley. Send for H. C,"s ILLUSTRATED
CATALOGUE of the above, and you will find it ihe mot
correct, be^t classified, and contains the best and bricfc-t

Treatise on their cultivation ever published. Post-free, six

stamps. H. C- is again and has been engaged as Judge every
season now for nearly twenty years.

Clirysanthemums.

ALL those preparinc: Plants for Exhibition or
even Decoration, should see H. CANNELL'S FLORAL

GUIDE, as it shows you a perfect cut bloom, and how dwarf
incurved specimens and standard plants should be to carry off

the first prize, together with other invaluable information.

Post-free for six stamps.
" Nasehy M'oolleys, Rughy.

" Dear Sir,— .A.t the Northampton Chrysanthemum Show I

exhibited very fine blooms, and gained the following prizes :

—

Special Prize for 12 Cut Blocms First.

13 Cut Blooms, incurved First.

6 Cut Blooms, incurved First.

6 Cut Blooms, Japanese, Anemones, and Reflexed First.

6 varieties, 3 in a bunch, large flowers Second.
The above were all cut from plants that I got from you.

" Yours respectfully. H. Harris.
" Garderii'r to Capt. G. Ashby Ashby."

Now is the time to see the Zonals in grandest Form
AND COLOUR.

IV'ONE without seeing can form the slightest
-L\ idea of the splendour rif my loo-feet house. blarinR

from end to end with WINTER-FLOWERING ZONAL
PELARGONIUMS Such a display of colour was never

before seen. White Vesuvius, Striped Vesuvius. Salmon
Vesuvius, Guinea, and Dr. Denny, all grand new colours, &c,,

almost beyond description. One plant of each sent post-free

for loj. 6d. : twenty-four for winter flowering sent in strong

H. CANNELL. The Hrme for F'o
nley, Kent.Sta'

Bg thft
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BY SPECIAL APPOINTMENT TO
HER MAJESTY

f"^

AND HIS ROYAL HIGHNESS THE
PRINCE OF WALES.

PAEIS UNIVEESAL EXHIBITION, 1878.

THE GRAND PRIZE, A GOLD MEDAL, and the LEGION OF HONOUR
HAVE BEEN AWARDED TO

John Wills, f.rh.s.,
FOR HIS SPLENDID COLLECTIONS OF

STOVE and GREENHOUSE and NEW and RARE PLANTS
At the PARIS EXHIBITION of 1878.

Upwards of Seventy First Prizes have been awarded to y. Wills in France, during the present year, and also Five
First Prizes {Gold Medals) at the Ghent Inlcrnaiioital Horticultural Exhibition, on April 29, 1S78.

It will readily be seen from the above facts that J. Wills has the largest, handsomest, and most important Collection of Palms, Orchids,
Ferns, and general Decorative Plants in Europe.

Noblemen and Gentlemen wishing to furnish their Conservatories, Winter Gardens, and Fruit Houses should visit J. Wills' Establishments at
Onslow Crescent, Fulham, and Anerley.

PARIS, 1878. 7. Wills has the honour to announce PARIS, 1878.

that he has received instructionsfrom His

Majesty the King of the Belgians to

arrange and decorate the interior of His

Majesty's magnijicent Consematory , Win-

ter Garden, and Arcades at the Palace oj

Laeken, near Brussels.

J. Wills may be consulted in any part

of Great Britain or Europe on the con-

struction of all kinds of Horticultural

Buildings, the arrangement of Conserva-

tories and Winter Gardens, Planting

Fruit Houses, Construction of Grottos,

Waterfalls, Landscape Gardening, &c.

GRAND PRIX.

At the Great International Horticultural

Exhibition, held at Versailles on August
28, 1878, J. Wills competed in Seventeen

Classes and secured Fifteen First and
Two Second Prizes, and the Grand Prize

of Honour, a splendid Sf^vrcs Vase, pre-

sented by the French Government. GRAND PRIX,

THE BOYD-WILLS CONSERVATORY AT THE PARIS EXHIBITION,
" The disappearance of the very beautiful horticultural

embellishments of the Champ de RIars, which, normally, is a

sandy waste, wUl be, on the other hand, really a matter for

regret. In particular will the delightful pleasaunces of fiowers

and greenery laid out by Mr. Wills, of the Royal Exotic

Nursery, South Kensington, be remembered with applause.

Mr. Wills was ready with his e-vhibits, which really form an

integral part of the embellishments of the Exhibition itself, on
the opening day, when almost everything pertaining to the

Great Show was in such a lamentably backward condition, and

the floral treasures in his parterres have been changed and
renewed, as fresh flowers have come in season, every fortnight

since May last. Mr. Wills secured at the Exhibition a Grand
Prix for exotic plants, and a Gold Medal for the introduction of

new plants ; and he has earned during the season no less than

Seventy Prizes at different horticultural competitions in France.

At the international Flower Show at Versailles in August last

the South Kensington horticulturist took Fifteen First and Two
Second Prizes, and finally a ' Grand Prix d'Honneur,' consist-

ing of a vase of Sevres porcelain, given by the French Govern-
ment. At the Universelle a Gold Medal has likewise been

bestowed on Messrs. James Boyd & Sons, of Paisley, for

nd greenhouses of novel and superior con-
' Daily Telegraph.

OPINIONS OF THE PRESS.
" Visitors of a horticultural turn of mind will remember the

Boyd-Wills conservatory as a feature of prime importance in

the horticultural section of the Great Paris Exhibition of 1878.

Highly creditable, alike to its builders and its decorator, it

stands for the time as a monument—and a grand one too—to

British horticultural industry and enterprise.

" When the Messrs. Boyd had finished the structure, as our

readers know, Mr. Wills took it in hand, and so arranged the

interior in the natural style as to sliow his handsome specimen

plants to the greatest possible advantage, while at the same

time securing an artistically good effect when looked at as a

" With so many people seeking admission, it can easily be

imagined that the plants have suffered in equal proportion, and

that frequent renewal has been a costly necessity ; but we are

glad tofind that Mr. Wills' resources at Anerley and Fulham have

been quite equal to the occasion ; and it speaks well for the

admirable spirit which animates him to know that while the

French exhibitors almost systematically kept their houses

locked up, the Boyd-Wills conservatory has been kept open
almost continuously since the Exhibition opened in May. Such
a spirit of enterprise well deserves all praise, and we heartily

congratulate both Mr. Wills and the Messrs. Boyd on the

success that has attended them." Gardeners' Chronicle,

The excellence of a Conservatory does not rest solely on the

le, from a botanical point of view, of the collections which it

'lere is in its arrangement, in the taste which
presides over the disposition of the plants, and causes them to

produce their effect, whelherbymassmg or by contrast of colours,

a decorative art which crowns the whole. The Conservatory of

Messrs. Boyd and Wills presents, in this respect, a model of
grace and elegance, a brilliancy which can hardly be surpassed.

In the midst of a marvellous exuberance of tropical vegetation,

in a sort of ideal grove, one might fancy oneself transported

under other skies, where a tropical sun invests both plants and
flowers with the most gorgeous colours or with the lightest, the

most delicate, and the most tender of shades." From the

*^your?ial Officiel de la Ripublique Frattcaise."
" The general arrangements comprise a central raised bed, a

walk round, and a continuous boundary border. These are all

planted with the most luxurious habited plants of smallish

growth, such as Ferns, Palms, Nepenthes, DracEenas,

occasionally a stove climber, it may be a Dipladtnia or a
Stephanotis, with tufts of Lycopods, terrestrial Orchids, Arahas,
Musas, and Lomatias. Those who are familiar]with stove plants

will best understand how rich an effect may be produced by a
judicious assortment planted in Mr. Wills* wild way in a house
exactly suited to them, and under management that would make
the best of any conditions. But, after all, it Jis impossible to

give any adequate idea of the exquisite richness and naturalness
of this bijou garden, and our hope is that the Exhibition to be
held in London in 18S0 will be taken advantage of by Mr.
Wills to demonstrate to his countrvmen that he can do these
things in London quite as well as in Paris." Gardcfters'
Magaziite.

JOHN WILLS, ONSLOW CRESCENT, SOUTH KENSINGTON, LONDON, S.W.
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SUTTON'S
FLOWER BULBS,

CARRIAGE FREE.

5581 Choice Bulbs in

SUTTON'S £5 5s. COLLECTION
OF BULBS FOR OPEN GROUND.

Carriage free to any Port or Railway Station in United Kingdom.

1049 Choice Bulbs in

SUTTON'S £2 2^. COLLECTION
OF BULBS FOR OPEN GROUND.

Carriage free to any Railway Station or Port in United Kingdom.

539 Choice Bulbs in

SUTTON'S £1 Is. COLLECTION
OF BULBS FOR OPEN GROUND.

Carriage free to any Railway Station in England or Wales.

743 Choice Bulbs in

SUTTON'S £5 5^. COLLECTION
OF BULBS FOR POTS AND GLASSES.

Carriage free to any Port or Railway Station in United Kingdom.

270 Choice Bulbs in

SUTTON'S £2 2s. COLLECTION
OF BULBS FOR POTS AND GLASSES.

Carriage free to any Port or Railway Station in United Kingdom.

136 Choice Bulbs in

SUTTON'S £1 1=- COLLECTION
OF BULBS FOR POTS AND GLASSES.

Carriage free to any Railway Station in England or Wales.

SUTTOI'S PEIZES
ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY'S

MEETING,

November 19, 187S.

The attention of Noblemen's and Gentlemen's

Gardeners is specially called to the follow-

ing valuable Prizes given by Messrs.

Sutton & Sons -.—

For Twelve

SUTTON'S IMPROVED READING

For Twelve Tubers of

SUTTON'S MAGNUM BONUM POTATO.

For COLLECTION of VEGETABLES,
Twelve distinct kinds, to include—

utton's King of the Cauliflowers, Sutton's Improved Reading

Onion, Sutton's Student Parsnip, Sutton's Sulham Prize

Celery, and Sutton's Improved Dark Red Beet.

1st Prize—Gold Medal and ..£330
2d Prize—Silver Medal and . . 2 2

3d Prize-Bronze Medal and . . 110

SUTTON & SONS,
THE QUEEN'S SEEDSMEN, READING.

AMIES'
CHEMICAL MANURES.

RECENT TESTIMONIALS.
Messrs. Little <fc Ballantyne, Carlisle (one

of the leading Seed Firms in the kingdom).

• " The tyiah ofyour Alanurc lucre very satis-

factory."

Mr, A. Graham, the able Garden Superinten-

dent of Hampton Court Palace, and Author
of the Guide to Hampton Court.

" / have tried Amies' Manure very fully
during the last year, and must say I am very

satisfied ivith it. I applied it to Pot Plants and
also to the Floivcr-bcds in the Palace Grounds.

I consider that it improves the colour of the

flowers andfoliage, and makes the plants grow
very vigorously. In some cases I used it in

comparison with Guano, and your Manure was
more lasting in its effects."

The attractiveness and exceptional taste

displayed during the past season in the Hamp-
ton Court Gardens have been alluded to in the

most laudatory manner, in a large number of

papers. The Gardener^ Chronicle, August 17,

says :
" The grounds are in excellent keeping."

The Whitehall Review says :
" The most artistic

specimens of carpet bedding are to be found at

Hampton Court."

Mr. John Newton, of the Inner Temple Gar-

dens, whose exhibition of Chrysanthemums
is an annual event of great interest to Hor-
ticulturists, writes :

—

" As a large grower of Chrysanthemums, and
having given your Manure a trial, I am per-

fectly satisfied with it. The foliage of my
Pompons is splendid."

The "Field" in an article says :—
" Ainics^ Manure is a good Manure. Last

year we planted a quantity of Potatos with it,

at the rate ofa good \o-i7ich potful to the row,
about 30 yards long, and produced a fine crop.

Its effects were observable on the haulm, which
was ofa darker green colour than where stable

manure was employed. A friend of ours applied

it as a top-dressing to his Strawberry quarter

with excellent results. It has one advantage
over Standeiis Manure—it is perfectly clean and
inodorous. Staiuien's does not smell offensively

after the soil has been 07iee watered; but dusting

a Vine border with it, however carefully done, is

an almost sufiocating operation"

NOTICE l-AMIES' MANURE
May now be had of all principal Seedsmen

throughout the TJnited Kingdom,

In 1 Cwt., \ Cwt., and \ Cwt. Bags, and in

Canisters, as usual.

WRITE for DESCRIPTIVE PAMPHLET.
POST-FREE.

AMIES' CHEMICAL MANURE COMPANY
(LIMITED),

79, MARK LANE, LONDON, E.G.

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 9, i5

BULSTEODE.
HARD by Gerard's Cross, in the parish of

Hedgerley, three miles from Beacons-
field, the Duke of Somerset has built a new house
in the ancient park of Uulstrode. The original

owners of the park and surrounding estates

were the Saxon Shobbingtons, an ancient family
of Bucks. At the Conquest the estate was
granted to a Norman Baron, who came down
with a thousand men to take possession. At the
time of the Conquest, when Saxon equanimity
was over-ridden by Nonnan discipline, there
was hardly a stone-wall castle remaining in the
country in good repair, and the manor-houses
in which the Saxon Thanes resided were ill-

adapted for defence ; but the Shobbingtons,
boldly determined on resistance, entrenched
their men in the park, and resolved to hold
their land or die in the attempt. The head of
the family with his seven sons applied to their

friends and relatives for aid, and those ancient
families of Bucks, the Penns and Hampdens,
marched to their relief with a strong force of
bowmen .-ind retainers. The remains of the
entrenchments in the park are still seen, and
the story runs that they sallied out at night
from behind their earthworks, and put the
enemy to flight with considerable slaughter.

The venerable leader and his seven sons rode
on bulls on this occasion instead of horses.

Whether this was done to alarm the enemy, or
for want of horses, the family records do not
state, but the stratagem—if it was such—proved
successful ; the Norman besiegers were over-
thrown, and William Conquestor hearing of the

aft'air, and admiring the conduct of the ancient
Shobbingtons, sent a herald, and promised them
a safe conduct to his Court.

They came on their bulls !—old Shobbington
and his seven sons each rode to attend the
King on a bull. William swore his usual oath,

and wished to be informed how (by the splendour
of God) they had dared, &c. Old Shobbington
was equal to the occasion ; he replied that he
and his ancestors had held that estate for

centuries, and that if he were allowed to keep
it he would swear fealty to King William, now
sovereign of England, and serve him as faith-

fully as he had done his predecessors. William
Conquestor liked this speech, and granted the

request, and the family was afterwards known
as Shobbington alias Bulstrode ; but in process

of time the name of Bulstrode alone adhered,

in memory of the above-mentioned feats of arms
and policy. The crest of the family, till its

extinction, was a bull's head.

The subsequent history of the manor of Bul-

strode may well recall the variability of family

fortunes. In the thirteenth century it was
alienated, and became for a short time the pro-

perty of the Convent of Bumham. Then the

Bulstrodes were reinstated, and then came the

house of Whitelock, lawyers and judges through
several generations. The famous Lord-Keeper
Whitelock held the great seal of the Common-
wealth, and earned Lord Campbell's commenda-
tion, in his Lii'cs ofthe Lord Chancellors, as one

of the most interesting as well as amiable cha-

racters of the age in which he lived. The White-

locks and Bulstrodes intermarried, the former

adhering to the Commonwealth and the latter

to the King, 600 years after the promise of their
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sturdy ancestor had been recorded. A very

able and excellent Sir Richard Bulstrode was

first a lawyer, and then, as occasion demanded,

a military volunteer in the army of Charles I.

He became a General, went into exile, at eighty

years of age, with James II., and ended his

days, by an accident, at the Court of St. Ger-

mains, aged loi.

This fine old descendant of the stout Thane
Shobbington who bestrode the bull, walked
twelve miles of a morning and studied twelve

hours a day at more than fourscore years of

age. He wrote the lives of his three Royal
masters, the two Charleses and the second

James, and wrote a capital letter on retirement

which must have been inspired at Bulstrode. In

this essay he recommends his son to avoid in

any way impairing the tranquillity of his mind
or body, and recommends " sliding off from the

world before the world slips off from us "—an
indefinite expression, which must mean before

the age of loi. This noble specimen of the

race, who gave such sound advice about retire-

ment, and led such an active life—dying at last

through indisposition which his physician would
have relieved had he been at hand—was the last

of the Bulstrodes who held the manor. In him
exit the last of the Bulstrodes. The Whitelocks

departed too, in the same seventeenth century,

and a new family came on the stage.

Passing over an interloper, the notorious

Judge Jefferies, who built a red-brick mansion
here—blood-stained, his neighbours whispered

—we come to more worthy and permanent
owners, the Bentincks. The founder [of this

family, the first Earl of Portland, purchased
Bulstrode, and died there, and the remains of

Cromwell and his friends having been ejected

at the Restoration from the vault under the

great east window of Henry VII. 's Chapel in

Westminster Abbey, the earl was buried there

with others of his family.

The duchess of the first duke, son of the first

earl, delighted in Bulstrode as a summer
residence, lived there half the year, and
rendered the place famous by the practice of a

new art—that of ornamental gardening, which
Lord Cobham pursued at Stowe about this

time, and which Pope and Horace Walpole
encouraged by their writings. The park of

Bulstrode is one of the most charming and
commanding that can be imagined ; it does not

contain a single level acre, and the view from
the heights and hills are all delightful ; some
are bounded by the woods of the estate, and
some command more distant scenery, the

castle and forest of Windsor, and the Surrey

hills. The timber is still fine— it was then

magnificent ; and the park having long been

the glory of Buckinghamshire, the Duchess of

Portland, assisted by Repton, made her gardens

as famous. The grove on the western side of

the house still bears traces of ornamental

planting of that period, but the taste has not

been continued.

Since this narrative cannot be eked out and
completed down to date by gardening details,

there may be room for the anecdote of Dick
Turpin robbing the Duke of Portland here in

his own park. The Duke was in his carriage,

attended by persons on horseback, according to

the custom, when Turpin rode up, with signs of

haste and urgency, pointing to a roll of paper

which he held in his hand. He motioned to the

attendants to stand aside, and they obeyed,

believing him to be a messenger of State, their

master at that time holding high office. Dick
thrust his head well into the carriage, levelled

the roll of paper and the pistol within it at the

Duke's head, and whispered hoarsely " Your
money and your watch on the instant, or your

life !"

The Duke judiciously gave Turpin what he
could very well spare, and the latter then drew
back, bowing ceremoniously, and making sundry

gestures as if he were receiving his Grace's com-

mands : he then galloped off. The daring feat

was accomplished for a wager.

The old house of the Portlands had remained
dismantled since their time ; the present Gothic
mansion of the twelfth Duke of Somerset again

confers on the park and neighbourhood the

advantage of a resident owner. The estate was
obtained by the present family in 1810, when the

eleventh Duke of Somerset bought it of the

fourth Duke of Portland.

When the pleasure-grounds were formed, 150
years ago, many of the new exotics were
planted. The most remarkable specimen is the

Iron Tree (Planera Reichardi), whose dozen

leading branches, breaking from the ground,

break again and again, and form a leafy pile of

spray 70 feet high. The Austrian Pine is about
1 1 feet in circumference, the deciduous Cypress

5 feet, and the Turkey Oak 16 feet at 5 feet

from the ground, with an unbroken bole of 22

feet. Mr. Jesse speaks of this tree as the largest

he had seen of the kind. There are large Silver

Firs, Tulip trees, and Catalpas. The park con-

tains 790 acres, and there is an adjoining wood
as large, another 200 acres in extent, and
smaller ones on the estate. H. M.

New Garden Plants.

Masdevallia CAMPYLOGLOSSA, «. Sp."

A small-flowered species, much like Masdevallia
coriacea, Lindl. ; but its flower is only o.oiS m. long,

greenish-white, with nine rows of black purplish dots

over the nerves, giving the impression of streaks.

The tails are narrower by-the-by, and split near half

the length of the perigones. The petals are ligulate-

acute, and the very long, rather cartilaginous, narrow,
acute lip bears a small angle on each side before its

apex. It is whitish, with three violet stripes. The
leaf is 0.09 m. long and 0.015 broad, the base stalk-

like, very narrow, though the length of 0.025 m. Its

origin, Stevens' rooms. I have to thank Messrs.
Veitch for it. H. G. RM. f.

Maxillaria neophylla, k. sp.-^

This is a small botanical Orchid, whose merit is not
to have a sessile leaf on the bulb but one with a long
stalk. It is a dwarf plant, since the greater leaf is

0.07 m. long by 0.018 m. broad, very strong, thick,

cartilaginous, unequally acute, on a very small rugose
nearly lenticular bulb. The peduncle is covered with
fine dark brown sheaths, and the bract is very wide,
covering the base of the flower, which latter has a

small chin, acuminate sepals and tepals whilish-

yellow, with numerous brown spots, which are very
small. The lip is trifid, the side lacinias angular, the

anterior lacinia ligulate acute, produced ; there is also

a flat triangular callus between the side lacinise. The
very short column has small short fringes around the

androclinium. It comes from New Grenada. I had
it from Messrs. J. Backhouse & Son, where it is grown
by Mr. Marshall. H. G. Rchh. f.

Dendrobium d'Alrertisii, Rchb.f., supra,

1S78, ix., p. 366.

This is just before me from Mr. Williams, Victoria

and Paradise Nursery, a special focus of Dendrobia
now-a-days. It is a nice thing, being of a new shape,

though not a grand Orchid. The triangular sepals

are white, with some greenish hue at their tips, and

a green line on the back of the chin. The petals are

linear spatulate, much longer, of a very fresh green,

shining. The lip is trifid, the side lacinia^ blunt,

triangular, the middle one ovate-acute, with violet

purplish veins, part of which are keeled on the sides

as well as along the central line.

The stem is much in the way of that of Dendro-
bium crumenatum, Sw. It is thick, obscurely square,

with eight blunt angles over its thin base, and tapers

above. When the leaves have fallen the flowers

appear. The inflorescences appear to be very few

flowered. We must wait for the solutionof this question

• Masdevallm campyloghssa, n. sp.~<Coriacea!.)— Folio a

petiolari basi cuneato-oblongo ligulalo obtuse acuto ; pedunculo
unifloro ; bractea arcta brevi ; mento obtiisangulo : sepalis

sensim attenuate caudatis, semifissis, conniventlbus ; tepalls

ligulatis acutis ; labello cartllagineo lineari apice inflexo
;

marginibus revolutis ; utrinque ante apicetn obtuse angulato ;

columna clavata.—Sepala albovtridula lineis punctorum atropur-

pureorum novenis. H. G. Rcfti./.

t MoJcUlaria ntophylla, Rchb. f., n. sp.—Affinis M. pulla;.

Rchb. f. Folio in pseudobulbo lenticulati anguloso longe

petlolato oblongo ina:qualiter bilobo crasso cartilagineo

;

pedunculo dense vaginato ; bractea cucullata ampla floris basin

tegente, mento abbreviato : sepalis ianceo-acummatis ; tepalis

sutiEcqualibus (0.02 m. longis); labello bifido : laciniis lateralibus

angulatis medianis callo triangulo interjecto
_
antice, lacinia

media porrecta ligulata acutiuscula : androclinii limbo ciliolato.

piores pallide ochroleuci raaculi minutis brunneis

-N. Grenada. Ex d. B^ckhou;«,

till Mr. Williams has fully established some plants,

as we cannot expect the inflorescences to be fully

developed after a long journey.*

The antennifcra group consists now of four species

Two have broad transverse anterior laciniae—Bur-

bidgei and minax ; two have it ovate-acute—anten-

niferum, Lindl., and this, d'Albertisii. This last differs

from the original species by the shortness of the

flowers, all parts of which are broader ; by the strong

skin, so narrow and thin, in the old species ; and last,

not least, by the distinct venation.

As far as I know this is the first case of a species

of this very original group flowering in Europe, H^ G.

Rchb.f.

BALLOTA ACETABULOSA.
A VERY Striking herbaceous plant or undershrub,

native of the Levant, but hardy in English gardens, to

which it was introduced as long ago as 1676, though

it is by no means commonly met with. The height of

this Labiate is about 18 to 24 inches, the whole sur-

face covered with felted hoary down. The leaves are

i^ by I inch, suborbicular or subcordate ovate. The
flowers are produced in late summer in the axils of the

uppermost leaves, and are chiefly remarkable for the

large membranous calyx, which forms a sort of frill

around the lilac corollas, which are very similar to

those of the common purple Dead Nettle, or to those

of the Black Horehound {Ballota nigra) of our hedge-

rows. It is also closely allied to the common Hore-

hound. The specimen here figured (fig. loo) was
gathered in the rich collection of Sir George
Macleay, at Bletchingley.

PROPOSED COLONIAL MUSEUM
FOR LONDON.

The following letter has been addressed to Her
Majesty's Comm'ssioners for the International Exhir

bition of 1851, by Mr. Wills, and will be of special

interest to horticulturists in so far as it refers to the

projected International Horticultural Exhibition of

18S0. The realisation of Mr. Wills' scheme is very

much a question of *' ways and means " :

—

" Your Royal Highness, my Lords and Gentlemen,

"In one portion of the address presented to your

Royal Highness by the Colonial Commissioners at the

British Embassy yesterday, they very wisely suggested a
Colonial Museum for London, a suitable building in

which the products and manufactures of Her Majesty's

distant possessions might at all times be on view.

"Your Royal Highness was evidently favourably im-

pressed with the idea, and promised to give the sug-

gestion your support.
" Should it be determined to erect such a building, no

better site could be selected than the lower or south end

of the Royal Horticutural Society's Gardens at South

Kensington, and no more fitting opportunity than the

present could be found for arranging the matter, seeing

that a severance of the connection between Her Majesty's

Commissioners and the Royal Horticultural Society is

near at hand.

"A building very similar to the Palace of Industry, in

the Champs Elysees (the building erected for the Paris

Exhibition of 1855), would be well suited for such a

purpose, and the central or glass covered portion of the

building would be well adapted for horticultural and
other exhibitions of a similar character.

"A committee of the leading horticulturists in Eng-

land have met on several occasions durmg the past

summer, and discussed the question of holding a grand

Iniernational Horticultural Exhibition of Flowers and

Fruits in London in 1880. Myself, with three other

horticulturists, were appointed the site committee.

"The portion of the gardens above named was the

site chosen by us for the great International Horticul-

tural Exhibition of 1880.

"Some correspondence has taken place between the

above committee and Her Majesty's Commissioners ol

1851 on the subject. I would therefore suggest an

amalgamation between the Colonial Commissioners and

the committee of the International Horticultural Exhi-

bition.

"On reading the address of the colonial deputation

and your Royal Highness' reply, it occurred to me that

it would be a great advantage not only to the colonies,

but that horticulture, which is becoming an important

industry, would also benefit largely by such an arrange-

ment : Her Majesty's Commissioners at the same lime

securing good tenants.

" The date for opening the Colonial Museum might

with great advantage be selected for the opening of the

* I possess by Mr. Will:

leaf. This is rathei

the b.^se, and attenuated towards its

kindness a wild specimen with
It, 0.06 m. long, 0.015 ^^ broad across
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Fig. 100. -UALLOTA ACLTAIJUIOSA. (^EE I'. 588.)

proposed International Horticultural Exhibition, and
some arrangement might be made between the Commis-
sioners for the colonies and the Horticultural Exhibition

Committee in respect of their being responsible for some
portion ot the cost of the building.

'

' Another very beneficial arrangement may also be made
between the Council of the Royal Horticultural Society

and the Commissioners, by which the Society may hold

the whole of their flower and fruit shows in some portion

of the building, and by these means make their exhi-

bitions a sure success, instead of, as too often occurs, a
series of failures, in consequence of wet and unfavourable

weather.

"In such a building as above suggested, and in the

arcades which surround the gardens, there would be
ample room for 70,000 or 100.000 people under cover ;

by such means the success of any exhibition held at

South Kensington would be assured.

"The experiments carried on at Chiswick, with so

much advantage to horticulture, by Mr. Barron, the

Society's able curator, would be of much more benefit to

horticulture generally if the whole of his time was occu-

pied at Cliiswick, and more means allowed him for carry-

ing out a system of horticultural teaching ; this the

Society could well afford him, if they were, as there is now
a probability they must do, to gi\'e up the expensive
garden at South Kensington entirely, and spend more
money in developing the science and practice of horti-

culture at Chiswick.
" If the suggestions I have indicated could be carried

out, I venture to predict a brillliant future for horti-

culture : its sister agriculture would also participate in

the general advanlagf. Exhibitions of agricultural pro-

duce, such as grain-seeds, roots, &c., both from the

colonies and the United Kingdom of Great Britain and
Ireland, might with great advantage to all be held ever}'

year or oftener,

" Such exhibitions would be much appreciated by the

geneml public, and tend very much to make the Royal
Horticultural Gardens a source of much pleasure and
instruction to the people generally, and would undoubt-
edly realise and fulfil the intentions of the great and good
Prince who took so much interest in the formation of the

gardens, and watched their development with so much
pleasure.— I have the honour to subscribe myself, your
Royal Highness, my lords and gentlemen, your very
obedient servant, John Wills, Paris Universal Exhi-
bition, Group 9, class 90, October 25."

FRUIT GROWING IN KENT.
Fruit growing in Kent is a subject having as much

interest for the social economist as for the practical

horticulturist, and the importance of a good supply

of wholesome fruit as a part of the food of the people,

has been frequently dwelt on in the columns of the

Ganicfurs^ ChronicU. The county of Kent has been

termed "The Garden of England," and from this

splendid county, rich in wooded uplands and fertile

valleys, is annually drawn large supplies of fruit.

The spirit of the old mytholog)' remains ; Pomona
still marches through the land in triumphal progress,

as of yore :

—

" Crowned with the mellow russet Apple globes,

Red-streaked with scarlet veins ; her brown hands
stored

With purple Plums, whereon the ash-bloom sits

Unbrushed by envious fingers. In her lap

Nestles the queenly Peach, her crimson down
Coy-mingling with the amber .Apricot,

.\nd the rich treasures of the bending Vine,

Blue, black, and white, in beaded clusters, add
Their glories to the store."

And Kent contributes much to the teeming wealth

stored up for the children of men. The culture of

fruit for the popular supply is spreading throughout

this fair county, and new plantations areconstantlybeing

formed. The culture of fruit trees necessary for this

purpose is becoming a special feature, one of the most
noteworthy instances of which is Messrs. Thomas
Bunyaril & .Sons' extensive fruit tree nursery at

Allington, near Maidstone. At the latter thriving

Kentish town quite a new industry has sprung up,

owing to the great amount of fruit grown in the dis-

trict, namely, the conversion of surplus crops into

preserves ; and it is confidently expected that one

hundred tons per annum will be manufactured in due
course.

In regard to the culture of Apples, four kinds may
be said to be extensively planted for market work,

viz., the New or Winter Ilawthorndcn, Lord Suffield,

Cox's Orange Pippin, and Wellington or Dumelow's
Seedling. Not only arc these good bearers, but they

are also sure croppers, which is of great advantage.

They arc extensively planted, by the thousand at .t
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time, and generally in the form of standards. The
following varieties are in general demand for market
work :—Blenheim Orange, Keswick Codlin, Cox's

Pomona, Golden Noble, Golden Knob, Northern

Greening, King of the Pippins, Smnmer Golden
Pippin, Premier (a handsome red-cheeked variety

that finds much' favour in the market). Red Quar-

renden. Stone's Apple, or Loddington Seedling,

Warner's King, and Winter Queening,—this is a

singularly handsome and high-coloured Apple, and
cooks remarkably well. Varieties that are locally

planted maybe set down as follows:—Red Astrachan,

Cellini Pippin, Goff Apple (a variety of somewhat
indifferent quality, but used as a stock in cases where
better varieties will not do well on their own stems).

Grenadier, Old liawthornden. Lord Derby, Norfolk
Beaufin, Rymer, and Small's .\dmirable. As a rule,

Pearmains and Nonpareils are not much planted, as

preference is given to larger Apples. Orchard trees

are invariably worked on the old Crab stock, it being
found best for the purpose.

Of Pears, the varieties e.Ntensively grown for

market arc Beurrc de Capiaumont, the Chalk or

Sweetwater, a very early variety, which possesses the'

merit of cropping every year : the crop is taken from
the trees early, and they recoup themselves for this

expenditure of energy ere the summer is over ; Wil-
liams' Bon Chretien, and the Hessell or Hazel. The
following are also grown in large quantities, because

they are generally tremendous croppers, but of poor

quality, and not worthy a place among garden Pears :

^-Aston Town, Autumn Bergamot, Broom Park,

Bishop's Thumb, Summer Crasanne, Calabasse

Bosc, Green Chisel, and Lammas. Of those varieties

that are being planted as market sorts may be men-
tioned Beurre Bosc, Beurre Clairgeau, Beurre

d'Amanlis, Beurre Diel, Citron des Carmes, Colmar
d'Ete, Doyenne d'Ete, Eyewood, Jargonelle, Louise

Bonne of Jersey, Marie Louise, and Vicar of Wink-
field.

If Kent may be said to be famous for any one
speciality in hardy fruits next to the Apple it is the

Plum. As many of the fruit growers in Kent are also

cultivators of the Hop, they like early Plums, so that

they may be cleared away before hop-picking sets in.

There is yet a vast quantity of mid-season Plums
grown, and so it has come to pass that when new
plantations are made early and late varieties are now
planted. The favourite early varieties are Early

Orleans and Rivers' Early Prolific, while such new
varieties as the Czar and Blue Prolific are being

enquired for. The very latest come in when Plums
are scarce, especially such fine varieties as Autumn
Compote and Belle de Septembre. Rivers' Grand
Duke promises to make a fine late market Plum,
and fruit tree cultivators are working up stocks of it

in anticipation of a large demand. In addition to

those above mentioned, the following varieties are

extensively planted for market purposes :—Bush Plum,
a Kentish seedling, grown much in the eastern division

of the county, of very little value as a table Plum, but

valualjle as a late heavy cropping variety for preserv-

ing—so heavy a cropper that a large tree has been

known to yield as many as 30 bushels. Black
Diamond or Kentish are the most generally grown.

Pond's Seedling, and Royal Dauphin.

The Bullace and the D.amson come into the same
category as tlie Plum, and are largely grown for

market pur]roses. The market growers adopt the

plan of planting Damsons on the outside of plantations

of choice Plums to afford shelter for them, and for

this purpose the close growth of the Damson as well

as of the Bullace is peculiarly well adapted, being very

useful in winter from this cause. The white Bullace

is much grown, and being an enormous bearer is

esteemed for culinary purposes. Of Damsons, the

Cheshire or Shropshire is one of the best large Dam-
sons, being both large and late. The best of all the

Damsons for cropping is the Farleigh Prolific or

Cluster ; it is an astonishing bearer, producing its fruit in

large clusters, and as it always bears well it is a highly

lucrative market variety. It is stated that one Kentish

grower of this Damson sent to market in one year

nearly 3000 bushels, which fetched some 14.V. per

bushel gross.

The Cherry is a staple Kentish fruit. Some of the

Cherry orchards are extensive and remarkable for the

splendid growth the trees make and the heavy crops

they bear. The leading market Cherries are the

Kentish Amber Heart, Bigarreau, Napoleon Bigarreau,

the Black Bijarre-au, the I'lcmish Red, and the

Kentish Red. These are extensively planted, and are

highly productive. The Flemish Red and Kentish

Red Cherries are mainly used for preserving, and
their market value is increased by the fact that they

come into use after the other Cherries are over, fetch-

ing a good price in consequence. These varieties do
not last more than twenty-five years or so ; it appears
to be in their nature to go off at this age. Other
Cherries for market work, but not so extensively

planted as the foregoing, are the large French
Bigarreau, ]!lack Circ.psian or Tartarian, the Black
Cluster, or the Turkey Ile.nrt or Coronet of some, the
" Merry " of the South .and other districts of

England—a sort that does well for planting

in a windy and exposed place, because it

is of a close and compact growth. The Bigarreau

Napoleon is a variety of comparatively recent intro-

duction to Kentish orchards, but it is now being
much grown because, being later than the

Kentish Bigarreau, it follows it in the order of crop-

ping, and fetches more money because later. Sorts

of Cherries that are locally planted are Adams' Crown
Heart, Bedford Prolific, Frogmore Early Bigarreau,

Black Eagle, Black Heart, Elton, Governor Wood—

a

very fine late white Cherry, and a great bearer ; May
Duke, and Werder's Early Black Heart.

That the Kentish Cob Nut should be extensively

grown is not to be wondered at ; it is the best market
kind, the largest and most prolific, and the demand
for it from the nurserymen, who siiecially grow it in

quantities, exceeds that of the other Nuts and Fil-

berts put together. Webb's Prize Cob is much
esteemed, and is finding great favour with the

market growers ; it is considered to be an improve-
ment on the Kentish Cob, and produces handsome
bunches of nuts. Cob nuts are somewhat accommo-
dating plants ; they will flourish in stony ground, on
banks, or in rough and poor soils, where but few fruit

trees will grow, and produce a large return from
seemingly worthless ground.

Gooseberries are a well-known Kentish market
fruit, those most extensively grown being Lancashire
Lad, Rifleman, Warrington, and Crown Bob, all red

varieties. Of those partially or locally planted are the

Velvet White and Whitesmith among the whites, and
Vellow Rough among the yellows. Perhaps the red

varieties are most grown, because the grower for

market prefer those having plenty of prickles on the

wood, as the birds do not pick out the buds so much
from these as from others less protected.

The enormous extent to which Currants are grown
in Kent, and especially black Currants, leads one to

wonder where they all go to when marketed. The
black Currants fetch the best prices, and this will

account for their more extended culture. The varieties

in this section most grown are the Black Naples,

Baldwin's Black, and Lee's Prolific Black, the

last being much liked on account of its fine fruit

and its fertility and hardiness of character. It is also

considered to be much sweeter than the other sorts.

The leading red sorts are Raby Castle, known in the

market as "Rabians," and the new Dutch and
Scotch. White Currants are but little grown.

Lastly come the Raspberries. The best market
varieties are the Red Antwerp and Carter's Prolific.

Both are good bearers, the fruit firm in the flesh and
well flavoured. K. D,

HARDY TREES AND SHRUBS.
liippophac rhamnoidcs.—There are few better shrubs

for seaside places, sandy wastes, and exposed situations

generally than this. Its usefulness goes far to compensate
for its relative lack of beauty. Its silvery leaves studded
with scales are. however, by no means unattractive, while
itshardiness and thorny halDit make it agood cover plant.

I^ike the common Aucuba, it is dioecious, the male of
course being less attractive than the female, which bears
brilliant orange-coloured berries, but we have never seen
them in such prohision in a wild state as in the cultivated

])lants in the n\irscry of Messrs. William Paul &• Son, at

Waltham. Whether the protection afforded by other
shrubs in close proximity has anything to do with this

we know not ; the fact remains that the shrubs in ques-
tion so laden with berries are most attractive objects.

The berries are in some countries used in sauces, but we
do not remember ever to have heard of their use here,

though their .acid flavour would be palatable under
certain circumstances. To* ensure a good supijly of
berries it might be well to graft a spray from tlie male bush
on to the female. We do not know if the experiment
has been tried, but if not it would be worth attempting.

Carniii <i/lhi.—'ThQ rich dark red of the branches of

this shrub and its waxy white berries render it a desirable

shrub for the front of shrubberies. In the nursery o(

Messrs. George I'aul, at Cheshunt, we recently saw a
very pretty variegated form of this plant, the leaves being
edged with white and splashed with pink. In Brussels,

where evergreens .are scarce, this shrub is used in the

town squares with good effect.

T/ii Carolina Poplar, Populiis a«^K/(7/<i.— Planters in

want of something very effective and very rapid growing
would do well to look after this noble species. The
shoots are deeply angled or winged, with deep furrows
between. The leaf-stalks are flattened from side to side,

the leaf-blades are 7—9 inches long, or even more, ovate-

acuminate, truncate at the base, crenate, serrate, pale

green, midrib prominent on both surfaces, pinkish,

secondary veins remote, ultimate venules closely approx-
imate into a very fine network.

Daphne ekgaiitissima.—This, as we lately saw it in

Mr. Fraser's nursery at Lea Bridge, is a useful variegated
shrab, with the bold dark green foliage of its r.ace, but
edged with white, so as to produce a very effective

appearance.

The Macartney Rose.—^t are glad to find this not so
scarce as was once supposed. In Mr. Fraser's nursery
at Lea Bridge a fine plant may be seen against a wall, its

rich deep green foliage and large white flowers rendering
it very conspicuous. In the same nursery we met with
some double-flowered varieties of this species, such as
Maria Leonida.

Cotoncaster.—One of the prettiest things of its kind we
have seen lately is a collection of the smaller growing
Cotoncasters with neat foliage, spreading habit, and with
small white flowers, succeeded by crimson berries. In
Messrs. Osbom's nursery these are grown in pots, and
would be admirable things for balconv decoration.
Turned out of the pots they are. valuable 'for rockeries.
Among the best are C. minima and C. rupestris. Some
of the plants are grafted as low standards on the Thorn,
and would in this state be valuable for table decoration.

'

Colklia spinosa.—Much the finest bush of this species
that we have seen, and concerning which some corre-,

spondence took place a few months since in these
columns, is to be seen in the nursery of Messrs. Osborn,
at Fulham. The bush in question may be 10— 12 feet
n height by 15 feet in breadth.

HARDY STONECROPS: SEDUMS.
{Continued from p. 463.)

J j Flowers pink, rose-coloured, or white.

20. S. .STOLONiFERU.M, Gmelin, It. iii., p. 311.

Barren stems, trailing, glabrous, or sprinkled with
brown dots, and marked with annular scars, rooting at
the nodes. Floweringstems 6 inches, ascending, reddish.

Leaves opposite, i.j—« inch, spatulate, cuneate,
coarsely toothed above, entire below the middle, and
tapering into a short stalk, margin studded with hyaline
papilla;.

Flowers numerous, \ inch diameter, pink or white, in
terminal umbellate cymes 2 inches in diameter, ultimate
pedicels shorter than the flowers.

Buds elongate ovoid.

Calyx-tube very short ; sepals linear oblong.
Petals lanceolate, nearly \ inch long, twice the length

of the sepals. ^

Antipet.alous stamens shorter than those in front of
the sep.als

;
anthers ovoid, pointed, reddish, speckled.

Carpels white or pink, erecio-patent. Styles slender.
Scales whitish.—Fl. July, .Vugust.

Syn.—Sedum dentatum of gardens ; S. denticulatum
of gardens

; S. ibericum, Steven, ex D.C.
; S. spuriuni

M. Bieb. Fl. Taur. Cauc. i., 352 ; Bot. Mag., tab. 2370';
Kegel, Gartcnflora

; S. oppositifolium of some gardens,'
not of Sims

; ? S. roseum, Steven, ex D.C. Prod. 3!
402.

\'aries with glabrous leaves, and flowers pure white to
deep rose,

A very common species in gardens, and admirably
suited for rockwork, for edgings, or for covering
rough places where little else will grow. It has the
disadvantage of affording cover for snails, but this is

compensated for by the circumstance that one always
knows where to look for the snails ! In Russia the
plant is largely used in cemeteries, its evergreen
foliage and hardihood rendering it available where
other more tender plants would perish. In early
summer the foliage is dense and rather dull green,
later on the flowers, rose-coloured or « hite, of various
shades, are showy, and it is only at the end of the
winter that the

,
plant loses some of its leaves and

then looks somewhat untidy and weedy.

The S. ibericum of gardens is a small slender form,
with markedly ciliolate leaves and while flowers.
S. dentatum of Ilaworthfcily difiers in its alternate
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glabrous leaves, but in cultivation we find these

characters variable.

21. S. OPPOSiTiFoi,iU>T. Sims, Dot. Mac;., t. 1807.

Trailing perennial, with habit of S. stoloniferum, fer-

tile stems 6 inclies, erect.

Stems rough, witli minute asperities.

Leaves opposite, decussate, i^ x \\ inch, suborbicular

or rhomboid, tapering to a short-channelled stalk, bright

green, crenate-cjliate at the edges, younger leaves

crowded at the ends of the branches. Inflorescence and
flowers like those of S. spurium, but flowers whitish.

Stamens as long as the petals.

Anthers orange.

Carpels white, erect, as long as the stamens.—Fl.

August.

Syn. Anacampseros ciliaris, Haworth
; (?) S. involu-

cratum, M. Bieb. FI. Taur. Cauc. i.. 352.

Caucasus.

Very similar to S. stoloniferum, but the leaves are

brighter green, and more regularly decussate, and as

they are broader at the base they overlap one another

a little, and produce a neater appearance than in

S. stoloniferum.

Perhaps the S. involucratum of Marschall von

Bieberstein's /7t);-a 7a«nV£j-C'(i«f(Z.f;Vfi is referable here,

and if so the name would have priority ; but it seems

probable that S. involucratum is an accidental variety,

differing from the type in the size of the upper leaves,

which are so large as to form a sort of involucre to

the flowers. Boissier, in his Flora Orientalis^ seems

to lean to this view.

22. S. Anacampseros, Linn. Sp, 616.

Glaucous, pruinose.

Roots fibrous.

Branches terete, rooting at the nodes. Flowering

stems erect, terete, reddish.

Leaves orbicular or obovate*obtuse, apiculate, cordate,

auricled at the base, greenish with reddish margins.

Flowers numerous, about \ inch diameter, glaucous,

violet, in dense terminal globose cymes, with a few

small leaves intermi.xed.

Flower-buds ovoid, pointed.

Calyx-tube short ; calyx-lobes linear-lanceolate.

Petals oblong-lanceolate, double the length of the

sepals, glaucous, pale violet.

Epipetalous stamens shorter than those opposite the

sepals ; anthers obiong.

Carpels as long as the sepals, greenish, ventricose,

substipitate.

Scales white, antipetalous, arising from the stalk of the

carpels.—Bot. Mag., t. ii8 ; D.C. Plantos Grasses, t. 33.

Syn. Anacampseros sempcrvirens, Haworth. Syn., p.

112.

Central Europe.

A very pretty rock plant, suitable also for edgings.

Its neat evergreen bluish foliage renders it attractive at

all seasons. The older writers—such as Linnxus and

Bauhin, describe the leaves as deciduous, but De
CandoUe found them persistent, and so they are in

English gardens. The flowers arc comparatively

rarely produced. In olden times, according to Tourne-

fort, it was used as a love philtre, whence the Greek

name.

23. S. EwERSii, Ledcb. Fl. Altaic, ii., 191.

Stock thick, giving oft' many trailing or ascending

slender branches.

Leaves opposite, sessile, about \ inch in diameter, sub-

orbicular, cordate, amplexicaul, entire or slightly

sinuous.

Flowers numerous, pink or pale violet, in dense globose

cymes.

Flower-buds elongate, pointed.

Calyx-tube short, sepals linear-lanceolate.

Petals twice the length of the sepals, oblong-lanceo-

late, pinkish, with darker spots. Stamens equal to the

petals nearly. Anthers purplish.

Carpels ventricose, erect, pinkish ; styles whitish.

Scales white, cmarginate.— Fl. August, September.

Flor. Ross, ii., 182, Ic. Fl. Ross. t. 58 ; Gartenflora,

t. 295.

Siberia, Northern India, Kashmir, Tibet.

A species rather tender in cultivation, but well

worth pot culture.

24. S. SiEnoLiM, Sweet ex Hook., Bot. Mag.,

t. 5328.

Glaucous. A span high.

Branches terete, slender, purplish, erect, afterwards

decurved.

Leaves in whorls of three, sessile or subsessile, spread-

ing, suborbicular, sinuate, euneate at the base, bluish

green, pinkish at the margins.

Flowers \ inch in diameter, numerous, in much-

branched umbellate cymes, pedicels longer than the

flowers, and dilated towards the top.

the

Bracleoles linear-ovate.

Flower-buds ovoid, pointed.

Calyx-tube very short, lobes ovate-acute.

Petals lanceolate, pinkish, with a green spot

back near the top three times as long as the sepals.

Anthers pinkish, apiculate.

Carpels substipitate. ovoid. Style tapering.

Scales white, truncate.—Fl. August.

Illust. Horticole, t. 373 ; Miq. Ann. Mus. Lngd,

Bat. 155-

Native of Japan.

This species is better grown as a greenhouse plant,

and is well adapted by its elegant habit for a basket

plant. There is a variegated variety of it figured in

Illustration Ilortuole above quoted, which is even

more tender when grown in the open border than

the species.

(To be continued.)

A FEW SEASONABLE WORDS
ABOUT ROSE STOCKS.

The season for planting " stocks " is not the least

important period in the routine duties of the Rose

cultivator, professional or amateur. To get good

stocks and to plant them well makes all the difference

as to the quality of the plants that will ultimately be

produced. These points are well understood by those

accustomed to the business, but not so by a very

large class of amateurs who find amusement in pro-

ducing some of their plants for themselves, and who
cherish their own handiwork with greater interest than

the picked samples of the nursery, to them the mere

outcome of the breeches pocket. A few hints to this

class of rosarians will not be without some utility.

And first as to planting : it may be laid down that

" stocks " require as much care in the performance of

this operation as the finest Rose trees ; the soil

should be just as good, and manure should be just as

liberally bestowed. They had better be set out in

rows 3 feet apart, and if intended for standards a post

at each end of the row with a stout wire or rope

strained therefrom at the back to fasten them to, to

ensure steadiness, will not be trouble thrown away.

At the lime of planting the roots of both Briers and

Manettis should be examined, and all bruised portions

trimmed off" clean with a sharp knife, and any in-

cipient suckers scooped bodily out. Hard-barked

and old stocks ought to be rejected, and plenty of

fibrous roots looked out for. Plant firmly, and give

one good watering after that is done. But it is to

the subject of "stocks" generally that attention is

sought to be directed in these remarks. It may be

safely afiirmed that stocks for Roses have not yet

undergone that systematic experiment which their

importance demands. At present there are really

but two in what may be termed general use,

viz., the Brier and Manetti. Occasionally it may
be that other representatives of the Rose tribe on

exceptional occasions, when the natural characteristics

of specially favourite kinds do not appear to take

satisfactorily to the customary slocks—are employed.

These experiments, however, can scarcely be said to

enter into general practice, and belong rather to the

*' rule of thumb" class of procedure than to thought-

ful and systematic attempts at discovery.

After the Brier and Manetti the seedling Brier ap-

pears to have attracted some attention of late, and

with more or less appreciation amongst trade growers.

It is not, however, a new discovery. The late Mr.

John Harrison, of Darlington, and the late Mr.

Masters, of Canterbury, competent authorities, stated

that they used it more than fifty years ago, and

with no special advantage. Nor does there appear

any valid reason why it should possess superior

qualities to the natural Brier, except such as are

derived from good cultivation. But it is not the writer's

intention to discuss its virtues or its failings here, the

object being rather to throw out suggestions for bring-

ing other stocks under trial during future seasons, now
being the time for preparing them for experiment.

We must, however, just glance at the De la Grifferaie as

now coming into use for the strong-growing kinds, and

so far with encouraging success. I am disposed to be-

lieve that hitherto the principle of selecting subjects

for slocks has scarcely been correct. It appears to

have been supposed that a strong constitulioned stock

communicates its vigour to a weaker growing Rose.

This is scarcelyborne out by facts, or we should scarcely

find so many failures in this direction, particularly in

the habit of buds growing out. Would it not rather

be more logical to study similarity of constitutional

habit and growth ? and would not Roses themselves

be more likely to succeed as foster roots, selecting

such as have marked similarity to the varieties to be

budded thereon ? There is naturally a greater affinity

between the conslitulion of Roses, than between the

Rose and the Brier or Manetti. No doubt

there are many among the seedlings raised with

the view of originating something worthy of

being enrolled as a new Rose which, though

worthless as varieties, might prove excellent as

stocks. Nay, there are already some amongst estab-

lished favourites that might be brought into use—John

Hopper, for instance, which roots as freely as the

Manetti, and which no doubt would suit admirably

varieties of similar style, but with less vigour of growth
and robustness of constitution. It is this similarity of

habit and constitution that ought to form the basis of

every experiment to secure a prospect of .success, and
to guide us in our selection of kinds to be brought
under trial. It has always struck the writer that

upright growers ought to be budded upon such kinds
as agree with them in that habit, and so on ; the

weaker upon those of similar style but of hardier and
more robust constitution. Age also ought probably

to be taken into account more than it is, the buds for

young stocks being taken from maiden plants, and not

from old-established specimens, as is very commonly
the case. There are many things yet to be found out

with respect to Roses which only experiment can
determine. But it is impossible to expand the subject

in one paper ; I must therefore resume it on a future

occasion. W. D. Pnor,

PENRHYN CASTLE.
The baronial mansion of the Right Hon, Lord

Penrhyn is situated within a distance of two miles

from the railway station at Bangor, North Wales.

Approaching the entrance gate the visitor is much
struck with the immense plants of Veronica Ander-

soni, Hydrangeas, and the old Fuchsia Riccartoni :

a plant of the last-named hanging over a wall in wild

luxuriance was a very striking object indeed. It is a

long walk from the noble entrance gate to the man-
sion, and a trying walk, too, as the approach tends

upwards all the way. The Castle presents an exten-

sive range of buildings, which are surmounted by
lofty towers, and its imposing appearance is further

enhanced by being built on the summit of an isolated

hill ; from this eminence the views of the surrounding

country on a clear day are truly beautiful— it com-
mands the bay and towns of Beaumaris and Bangor,

a large portion of Anglesey, with Priestholme Island,

the Great Ormes Head, and Pcnmaenmawr. In

another direction are the gigantic hills of the Carnar-

vonshire range. Standing in bold outline are Car-

nadd Llewelyn and David Llewelyn ; except Snow-
don these are the highest of the range, and one of

them falls short of Snowdon by 50 (eet only.

The slate quarries at Penrhyn are one of the sights

not omitted by the tourist in search of pleasure. They
are about six miles from the coast line, but a port and
quay have been formed with a tramway to the quarries,

by Lord Penryhn, at a cost of ;^I75,000. It is said

that 90,000 tons of slate are sent down to the port

annually. There are about 3000 people employed
besides the men engaged at the wharf ; and it is said

that, inclusive of the wives and children of the work-
men, these quarries give support to 13,000 people.

The mountain is cut into ridges of slate, and it is a
grand sight to see the blasting process, as thousands
of charges are ignited at one time ; indeed, it would
fill several pages to describe the various historical and
other sights to be seen near this place, including the

Britannia Tubular and Menai Suspension Bridges

over the Menai Straits, but it will be more interesting

to the readers of this paper to give some account of

the garden and grounds of Penrhyn Castle.

The grounds are very extensive indeed, Nature
requiring but little assistance from Art to produce a

magnificent result. I walked with Mr. Speed along
part of a carriage-drive nearly 2 miles in length. The
trees and shrubs along this drive have been irregularly

planted ; in some places they come close to the drive,

and at others they have been kept well back ; the

vacant spaces are kept in short grass, and to save

some of the immense labour that so much short grass-

keeping entails Mr. Speed has planted immense
quantities of the commoner species of the British

Ferns, such as Lastrea Filix-mas, L. dilatata, and the

Pteris aquilina, in suitable places, as a foreground to

the trees and undergrowth. There are thousands of

thein, and the idea is good, as they are quite in keep-
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ing with the place. I noticed on the margins of this

drive clumps of Fuchsia Riccartoni, the plants were

in full flower and quite 12 feet high ; Hydrangeas,

also in clumps, had hundreds of splendid heads of

flowers.

There arc some noble specimens of coniferous trees

here also ; but the sea breezes will not allow them to

overtop the shelter of the plantation. Ta.xodium

sempcrvirens is between 60 and 70 feet high and \\\
feet in circumference at the base. Abies Douglasii

girths 17 feet 9 inches ; Araucaria imbricata is 40 feet

high, and there are grand examples of Wellingtonia

gigantea. The Austrian Pine is much esteemed as a

plantation tree, succeeding better than the Scotch

Fir. Returning by the west side of the mansion I

noticed quite close to it immense clumps of Hyperi-

cum calycinum ; it had been planted under trees,

where it succeeds admirably. Mr. Speed told me
that he would not plant this pretty native, .St. John's

Wort, under trees again, as he has found many in-

stances of its destroying the trees altogether. The
trees have gradually declined, and on examining the

roots they have been found smothered with fungus,

due no doubt to the Hypericum exhausting the

soil, causing extreme dryness, which became a bed for

the dry-rot fungus. Near the mansion is an immense

single specimen of the Fuchsia Riccartoni ; it girthed

nearly 2 feet round the stem at its base, and the plant,

which spread its branches to a large distance round,

was over 20 feet high. The Sweet Bays, Yews, and

Irish Strawberry trees grow with unusual luxuriance :

the sea air seems to suit them. Under Oak trees in the

pleasure grounds Truffles are found, not in one isolated

spot, but in several. It seems that squirrels have a

taste for them, as it was one of those animals that was

observed scratching the ground and exposing a Truffle,

which was the means of the discovery of it. On the

lawn are a few noteworthy trees from their having

been planted by exalted personages. Her Majesty the

Queen planted a Turkey Oak and a Wellingtonia

gigantea on October 17, 1859 ; both are now in fine

health. At the same time Prince Arthur planted an

English Oak. The grounds were in excellent order,

and their extent may be imagined when I say that

60 acres are kept under short grass.

Passing into the flower garden, which is partially

enclosed by walls, we are again met by isolated

specimens nf Fuchsia Riccartoni, the glowing scarlet

flowers of which are softened by the graceful foliage

of Taxodium sinense, Taxodium distichum, &c.,

planted as single specimens on the lawn. There are

a number of geometrical flower-beds planted with the

usual bedding plants. Rollisson's Unique Pelargo-

nium was in flower, and useful for cutting from as

well. Mr. Speed also grows a number of the various

species with finely cut leaves, as the leaves are useful

to mix with cut flowers for vases, &c. On the garden

wall were many half-hardy shrubs that have braved

the storms of winter for many years. Aloysia citrio-

dora, popularly known as the Lemon plant, had stout

woody stems, and the branches overtopped a high

wall. The broad and narrow leaved Myrtles had also

formed strong healthy specimens planted out-of-doors.

Garrya elliptica flowers profusely on the flower garden

walls, and is most useful to cut flowers from in

January. Trailing amongst the shrubs and flowering

profusely were thrifty plants of Tropa-'olum speciosum.

There is also a handsome specimen of the half-hardy

Palm, Chamrerops humilis ; it has been growmg in

the same position out-of-doors for the last ten years.

There is also a conservatory and other houses devoted

to flowering plants on the highest part of the flower

garden. Trained to the rafters of the conservatorj',

and covering the entire roof almost, was a noble

specimen of Tacsonia ^'an Volxemii, a New Grenadan

species of great merit ; its rich crimson flowers

hanging on long slender pedicels had a most beautiful

eft'ect. Achimcnes Verschaffeltii had been planted

in wire baskets where the plants had made abundant

growth, and they were flowering very freely. This

plan of growing Achimenes has been tried by Mr.

Speed, of Chatsworth, on a larger scale, and where-

ever it has been well carried out the effect of the

masses of bloom is excellent. Before leaving the

conservatory I noticed a number of strong healthy

specimens of the Stag's-horn Fern, Platycerium

alcicorne. These plants have a history— it is this :

Mr. Speed, with some of the young men, were out on

the neighbouring mountain, 1000 feet above the sea

level, and at that point one of the party noticed an

unusual plant growing from a rent in the rock. It

was not large, and at the time the leaves were frozen
;

Mr. Speed at once recognised it as Platycerium

alcicorne, and removed it from the rock. It was

planted out-of-doors, and flourished on a rockery for

three years ; this happened in 1864, and the plants I

saw were from this specimen, found growing on the

Welsh mountain. Mr. Speed mentioned this cir-

cumstance to the late Mr. James Veitch, and that

gentleman told Mr. Speed that the same Fern had

been discovered growing in a wiltl state on the

M.arquis of Downshire's property in Ireland. It has

also been recently found on another part of the Welsh

mountains by a Mr. Clurzy. Botanists may not be

inclined to rank this amongst our native Ferns from

this circumstance [Certainly not], but that Mr. Speed

found it growing on the rocks in winter is certain.

How it got there is another thing. It is not witho\it

the range of probability that some person may have

planted it on the rocks ; but Mr. Speed, who has the

best means of judging, does not account for its being

there on this theory. Passing from the conservatory

to an adjoining stove we find the old AUamanda
Schottii growing very freely, and producing abundant

supplies of its rich yellow flowers. Very beautiful,

too, was a flowering specimen of Thunbergia Harrisii :

its large slate-blue flowers, produced in clusters, arc

also used for cutting to fill vases.

In the kitchen garden department the utmost order

and regularity prevails, and although it is a very

extensive garden, enclosed by high walls, which

greatly adds to its usefulness, it is none too large for

the requirements of the establishment, and strict

economy is necessary to keep up the supply. The

vineries, Pine-houses, and all the frames and pits

necessary for forcing, are within the kitchen garden

walls. There is a splendid range of vineries ; each

division is 40 feet long by 16 feet wide : they are lean-

to and lofty. The Muscat-house was a sight worth

going many miles to see. The growth was splendid,

and an immense crop of large bunches was hanging.

The fruit was just ripe, and iSIr, Speed pointed out to

me that nearly all the bunches were in a state of

decay, from the stems becoming gouty or cankered.

I have never seen such a state of matters before, and

Mr. Speed told me that it was a mystery to him and

others so far. He suggested fungus, but I could see

no trace of it. It was simply canker in the stem,

which cuts oft' the supply of sap, and causes the

berries to shrivel and decay to set in. Mr. Speed

would be glad to know of any means to stop this

disease in his Muscats. [We can trace neither fungus

nor insect in the specnnens sent us, to which we shall

refer on another occasion. Kds.] It is rather singular

that in the next house, which has been planted with

late 'Vines, principally Lady Downe's, there is nothing

the matter with the bunches. Gros Colnian was doing

well in this house, where it had been planted on its

own roots. The bunches and berries were large and

well coloured. It had also been grafted on the

Black Hamburgh, but judging by the result this does

not appear to be a good stock for it. Burchardt's

Prince is not successful ; the bunches were not large,

and the berries will not colour darker than iron

rust.

Pines are still extensively grown at Penhryn Castle,

especially for fruiting during the winter months.

The stock of smooth-leaved Cayenne is very large,

and a great number of the plants are showing fine

fruit ; some of it is nearly ripe. Other plants have

just thrown up the fruit. A succession is obtained

during the winter and spring months. I also

observed that the average size of pots was

about 10 inches, and in these were fruits

that would swell to S lb. or 9 lb. weight. An excel-

lent orchard-house is an adjunct to this garden, but a

large proportion of the trees have been planted out and

trained to a trellis. Of course all the popular sorts

are cultivated, and I have seldom seen better young

wood. Stirling Castle Peach was mentioned as being

a very desirable sort to grow ; it is an excellent

cropper, and has other points of merit. There are

2500 pots of Strawberries forced annually, and it may
be interesting to know that after trying many different

sorts, they have all been discarded for Keens' Seed-

ling ; twice as much fruit can be obtained from this

as from any other. The garden also contains a good

collection of fruit trees. Pears do remarkably well,

the sort that is most depended upon to give a supply

from the end of September to January I is l^Iarie

Louise. A regular supply is kept up by beginning to

gather the fruit early in September, and gathering at

intervals until the first week in November. There is

an immense extent of espaliers, to which Pear and

Apple trees are trained, but it is not all devoted to

fruit trees.

Flowers are much in request at all seasons, and a

portion of the espaliers are devoted to Dahlias and
Chrysanthemums. Single Dahlias only are grown, and
the quantity of flowers that can be cut from the two
species is enormous—there were hundreds on one
plant. D. coccinea is the most useful, but D. atro-

sanguinea is also esteemed.

Figs, as may be expected, succeed well out-of-

doors, but for several years the fruit, or at least a con-
siderable portion of it, would decay prematurely at the

nipple, or apex. Mixing lime with the soil had been
recommended as a preventive, and this has been
tried with very satisfactory results. It may be worth
noticing that when the soil used to pot Figs is not
calcareous, it is a good plan to mix about a sixth part

of good plaster rubbish or lime rubbish with the pot-

ting material.

Much more might be written about this fine place,

but my remarks have already exceeded reasonable
limits. I ought not, liowever, to conclude without
thanking Mr. Speed for his kindness in explaining all

the details of his work. J. Douglas.

ARALIA MANDSHURICA.
Our illustration (fig. loi) may serve to call the

attention of those about to plant to this noble shrub.

Its gigantic leaves, measuring more than 3 feet in

length, are placed near the top of an upright un-

branched stem (6— 10 feet), where they spread into a

horizontal crown, from the midst of which latter emerge
in hot summers dense, much-branched panicles of small

creamy-white flowers, followed (rarely in this country)

by black berries, something like those of the Ivy.

The plant is better known under the name of Dimor-
phanthus, but as it is a true Aralia to all intents and
purposes, we are glad enough to be able to dispense

with so long and uncouth a name. The plant in

question is like Aralia spinosa in general appearance,

but it is very much larger and handsomer ; the leaf

segments, moreover, being darker on the upper, and
whiter on the lower surface than in the species

named. It seems to prefer a rich loamy soil, but is

apparently not very particular as to this point.

During the late autumn it has even formed a con-

spicuous object in Finsbury Circus, in the heart of

the city of London. Grown isolated as a specimen

shrub it forms a magnificent object ; it also looks well

as a foreground to a shrubbery where sufficient space

can be given to it.

PLANT PORTRAITS.
CuKMERiA Wallisii, Mast., ///. Hort., t. 303.

—

This is the plant originally figured and described in

Gaydaters' Chi-onuk, 1877, vol. vii., p. loS, fig. 16.

Its oblong - acute, dark green leaves, marbled over

with irregular blotches of a paler hue, render it a very

desirable stove foliage plant. It is the Homalomena
Wallisii of Kegel.

Nepenthes Kennedii, F. v. Muell., Fiagmtnta,

T., p. 154; Benth., Flor. Austral, vi. (1873),

p. 40; Hook. fil. in D.C. Prod, xvii., 98.—

A

small species with lanceolate arched conduplicate

leaves having dense tesselate venation (Mueller).

The pitchers are wingless, cylindrical, abruptly

narrowed above the middle into a cylindrical neck of

a translucent reddish colour, the distended base being

green. The lid and throat are both small. The
species is a native of Cape York, North Australia,

whence it was introduced by Messrs. Veitch. It is

considered by ^Tr. Bentham as possibly a form of

N. phyllamphora.

Odontoglossu.m cirrhosvm, Lindl., Illustration

Ihrticoh; t. 301.—A fine variety of this attractive

Orchid is here figured. See Gardeners'' Chronicle^

1876, vol. v., p. 501, with figure.

Oncidium obryzatum, Rchb. C, Garteitflora,

t. 925.—A well-known species, the yellow flowers of

which are barred with purplish brown markings.

Oncidium pr-TiTextum, Hon. Veitch j Gardeners'

Chronicle, August 25, 1S77, p. 248 ; Belgiijue Ilorti-

cole, tt. 20, 21, 1877.

Pavonia Makoyana, E. Morren, Belgijue Horti-

cole, 1878, t. 3.-—A stove shrub, native of Brazil,

whence it was introduced by MM. Makoy, of Liege.

The shortly-stalked leaves are provided with two leafy

lanceolate stipules, which are of oblong-lanceolate

form, and saw-toothed. The flowers are borne in ter-

minal clusters, and are remarkable for a five-leaved

epicalyx of large cordate ovato-acute crimson bracts,
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which give to the plant a remarkably distinct and

showy appearance.

Pear Bergamotte Hertrick, B%MctiH(tArbori-

culture, June.—A small fruit, raised by MM. Bau-

mann, of BoUwyller. It is obovate, scarcely depressed

at the eye ; stalk short, not deeply implanted; skin

brownish yellow spotted with red ; flesh tender, sweet,

cure who, at his death, left his seedling Dahliasi

Roses, and Peaii to the poor of his parish.

Pentaraphia floribunpa, Revue Hortiale,

January 16, 1S78.—A Gesneraceous plant of dwarf

bushy habit, more or less covered with close reddish

down. Leaves lanceolate, bullate above. Flowers

i, axillary, red, tubular, distended above the

with pink flowers, in a terminal truss, which is some-

times prolified. The leaves are tufted, oblanceolate

with a winged petiole.

Pterostylis Baptistei, Botanical Magazine, t.

6351.—A coloured figure of the very singular Aus-

tralian Orchid whose history we gave with an

illustration in a recent nvmiber (vol. ix., p. 213).

C* /

FlG, lOI,—ARALIA .MANDSHUKICA, GRKATLV REDUCED : LEAF, 3 FEET I INCH LONG, AND 3 TEET 3 INCHES WIDE.

richly i)erfumed. The highest character is given to

this Pear by M. Burvcnich.

Pear Beurrk SAIMT-FRAN901S, Bulletin ^Arbori-

culture, February.—.\ Pear of middle size, clavate

form, somewhat flattened at the apex, with a shallow

eye, tapering towards the short stalk ; skin brown,

speckled ; flesh fine, melting, sugary, perfumed

—

fruit, in a word, combining all the qualities which

make a veritable type of perfection," sic. The tree is

not a good bearer. It was raised in Tournai by a

middle, limb shortly three-lobed, irregular ; throat

open. Native of Cuba.

Primula cortusoides amcena, Floral Maga-

tine, t. 314.—Two seedling varieties, raised by Mr.

A. Dean, and named laciniata from its gashed petals,

which are of a rich purplish red ; and Mauve Beauty,

with bilobed mauve petals.

Primula nivalis. Pall., Gartenfiora, t. 930.

—

Two varieties are figured, var. longifolia and var.

turkestanica—the former with dark violet, the latter

Rondeletia ODORATA, Botanical Magazine, t.

6353.—Stems pilose, leaves oblong-ovate acute, cor-

date at base. Flowers orange-red, in terminal tufts.

It is an old garden plant, generally known as R.

speciosa. West Indies.

Rose Anna de Diesbach, 'Journal des Roses,

April, 1S7S.—A well-known H.P., raised by La-

charme, and sent out in 1S5S. Flowers large, well-

formed, rosy carmine, silvery on the outer surface.

Rose Rosy .Mokn, Journal Jcs Koses, January,
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1878.—A fine Hybrid rerpetucil, raised by Mr.

William Paul, of Waltliam Cross. Tiic flowers are of

large size, of globular form, the colour of peach-

blossom, shaded with salmon-rose, and with a delicious

perfume.

RtJBUS CRAT.lCGiFOi.ius, Bunge, Garlenflora, tab.

924.—A singular species of Rubus, native of the

Amoor region. The cordate ovate acute leaves are

glabrescent, deeply 3-lobed, the terminal central lobe

largest, narrowed at the base, ovate acuminate, the

.
lateral lobes smaller, oblique, all doubly toothed. The
fruits are reddish.

RUELLIA Devosiana, Hort. Makoy, Bclg'ujue

Horticok, t. 19, 1877.—A Brazilian Acanthad, with

red stems, lanceolate leaves, green above, with the

midrib and veins marked out with white, and with the

under surface of the leaves of a rich claret colour.

The flowers are large, whitish, tubular, curved, five-

lobed. Received from Brazil by MM. Makoy.

SpiR-tA I'ALMATA VAR. ELEGANS, Florist, March,

187S.—This is a reputed hybrid between .S. palmata

and Astilbe japonica. It has previously been figured

in the Belgian publications, and noticed in these

columns (see pp. 240, 375*)

Stuartia Malachodendron, Rivuc IlorlUoli,

1S78, p. 70.—A splendid flowering shrub, hardy in

the Southern counties, and figured by us at j). 433,
vol. viii., under the name of S. virginica.

Tili.andsia Roezlii, E. Morren, Betgique IJorti-

colt, 1877, t. 15.—A Peruvian species, discovered by

M. Roezl, with strap-shaped or lanceolate acute leaves,

banded with black bars. P'lowcrs in compound spikes,

with distichous, closely-packed, greenish bracts, sub-

tending reddish flowers. The filaments are spirally

twisted, and the anthers pendulous.

TiLLANDSiA USNEOIDES, Linn., Belgique I/orti-

lolc, 1877, t. 17.—A good figure, with copious ana-

lytical details of the old but still little known and

interesting" Old Man's Beard " (not bearb, as written).

See Ganiciters' Chronicle, 1%-jT, p. 534 ; Botanical

Magazine, 1S77, t. 6309.

Tili.andsia tectorum, E. Morren, Belgique Hor-

ticok, 1S77, t. 18.

—

h. species with long linear leaves,

dilated at the base, flowers in close branched spikes,

white with a broad blue central band. Native of

Peru. It is the Tillandsia argentea and the Pourretia

nivosa of some gardens.

Torenia Fournieri, Gartenflora, t. 927.—

A

beautiful stove shrub in the way of the old T, asiatica,

but with a blotch of yellow in the centre.

Xanthoceras SORiil folia, Bunge, Illustration

Horticok.—A good figure of the beautiful hardy shrub,

figured by us at p. 564, voi. v.

XiPHION PLANIFOLIUM, Botanical Magazine, t.

6352.—An extraordinary Irid, with a large ovoid
bulb having thick fleshy roots, broad lanceolate leaves,

and solitary flowers with violet segments, the outer-

most striped with orange, the inner much smaller.

Native of .South Europe. The specimen figured came
from the nursery of Mr. Ware, of Tottenham.
Zamia furfuracea, Alton, Gartenflora, t. 932.

—

A species with pinnate foliage, the rachis beset

with small spines. The pairs of pinna; number
14 — 16, each of the segments being of an oblong
obtuse shape, rather tapered to the base and finely

toothed at the margin near the apex.

Zamia Loddigesii. Miq., 6'a)/«(/?i;nj, t. 926.—

A

species with short, thick, ovoid or cylindrical stem,

and long-stalked pinnate leaves ; the pinnce lanceolate,

tapering at both ends, finely serrulate towards the tip.

. Zamia Sieboldii, Miq., 7. angustifolia, Garten-

'fiora, t. 929.—A Mexican species with short stems,

prickly leaf-stalks, and pinnate leaves consisting of
14— 15 pairs of linear-lanceolate serrulate pinna;.

Kitchen (Iarden : Spring Lettuce. — Any
one ill the habit of taking walks through the market

gardens round London, and other large cities and

towns, cannot fail to notice what are termed the large

breadths of Lettuce recently planted out to stand the

winter, to come into use in early summer, before the

Lettuces sown in early spring turns in. There is no

doubt but that of late years a great taste for salads

has sprung up among Englishmen, and this may be

acknowledged without danger of incurring the censure

of some that we are simply following a French

fashion. What does it matter if it is a French

fashion ? Salading is good as an article of food ; the

grfeater consumption of salads has been recommended

on dietetic grounds, and a consideration of that nature

overrides all mere fashions and customs. It is in

spring especially, that salads are refreshing and agree-

able and most in demand, and to prepare for this

demand market gardeners are now planting out

breadths of Lettuces. The Villa gardener can get a

wrinkle here, and by clearing a patch of ground, and

planting out some Lettuces, he will be furnished with

what will be found to be a real luxury in April and
^Lny next.

Even if the Villa gardener has not included some
Lettuces among his summer sowings, it is not a diffi-

cult matter to get a few plants from some neighbour-

ing gardener or nurseryman. The market growers

cultivate three sorts of Lettuces for winter work—viz.,

the Hardy Hammersmith Cabbage Lettuce, the

lilack-seeded Bath Cos, and the Paris White Cos, or

a selection from it known as the Hardy White Cos.

Cos Lettuces are preferable in market to Cabbage
varieties, and the White Cos is preferred to the

Brown Cos.

In small gardens slugs are destructive to Lettuces

during winter ; the Villa gardener who grows only a

few is much troubled during mild damp weather with

the marauding propensities of this pest. It is by a

free use of lime that they are best kept at bay, and, if

necessary, by hunting them at all times, and espe-

cially at dusk, when they come forth from their

hiding-places by day to feed on the tender plants the

Villa gardener would fain keep for his own consump-

tion. The market gardener plants his Lettuces on a

warm sunny border, or in the open, and notwith-

standing the enormous number of plants they put out,

they are much troubled with slugs. Hard frosty

weather, if it be dry, will not do the Lettuces much
harm, and it stays the ravages of the slugs. It is

when severe frost follows close on the heels of wet

that so many plants are lost.

Preparing Ground for Winter. — An old

gardener remarks, *' Trench or ridge all vacant

ground, and dig in as much manure and burnt refuse

as you may have at command, as it is almost impos-

sible to have the kitchen garden too rich." Trench-

ing Is much needed this autumn and winter, for the

weeds have grown all through the summer to such an

e.xtcnt that there is no other way of getting rid of

them but by digging them in. The refuse heap that

we have so constantly advocated comes in at this season

of the year, and Is of great value in making stiff

ground workable, A neighbour of ours, having

inherited a London Villa Garden from which all the

loam had been carted away and replaced with clay

and rubbish taken out of foundations, has converted

a piece of very stubborn soil into a fertile garden by
husbanding all his garden refuse, and working it into

the soil in autumn and winter. Many Villa gardeners

know to their cost what a made-up London garden is,

and what a labour and expense it entails to get it into

working order, and the example given above may
prove of use to some.

Nothing in the way of vegetable refuse from the

house need be wasted ; Potato and Turnip parings,

outside leaves of Cabbage, Broccoli, Kale, &c.—all

arc acceptable. Let this be mixed up with clippings

of Box edgings, turf edgings, short grass, sweepings

of lawns and garden paths—anything, in fact, that is

convertible into soil, turned over occasionally to ex-

pose it to the sun and wind ; and add to it sprink-

lings of fine cinder-ashes, such as remain after the

cinders are sifted. All this decays and comes in very

useful, for dislntegratiug a clay soil. A heavy wet

soil is also much helped by digging it up rough just

before the leaves fall, and spreading over it all the

leaves that can be got together (if not wanted for any

other purpose), and over the leaves a thin layer of

fine ashes. The wintry elements acting on this

crumbles the soil down, and with the leaves and ashes

forms an acceptable surface for planting in spring.

All green refuse from the kitchen and garden can be

got rid of at onee by burying it a foot in depth, and

throwing up the subsoil rough over It, During the

winter it rots, and becomes incorporated with the

soil, and is brought to the surface, when the process

is gone over again a year hence.

Spinach, Onions, and Cabhage.—Beds of these

coming on for spring use will be greatly helped by

being kept clear of weeds, and having the surface soil

moved occasionally when the weather is drying. The
Dutch hoe should be freely used, the plants derive

great benefit Irom hoeing the ground. Because it is

autumn and winter the trim appearance of a garden

should not be neglected, cleanliness and tidiness are

as necessary and pleasing in winter as in summer ;

and growing crops succeed all the better for being free

of weeds. If slugs trouble these crops, and a little

powdered lime is not at hand, a sprinkling of very

line cinder ashes spread over the ground between the

plants and occasionally renewed will act as a pre-

vention to the locomotion of slugs. They don't like

to come into contact with and travel over gritty

particles, and evade them. If, therefore, a kind of

earthwork of these ashes be put round the plants as

far as possible, it will be found a guarantee for the

safety of the plants.

Advantage should be taken of the present drying

weather to do general cleaning-up work, and for the

performance of any outdoor operations requiring

immediate attention. The night of the depth of

winter Is coming on, and for a time the garden is

practically closed as far as active work is concerned.

FLOlVEIi GARDEN, ETC.

As soon as the leaves are all down a general clear-

ing up of the whole of the lawns, terraces, and other
adjuncts of the flower garden becomes imperative.

Leaves will always accumulate, more or less, in every

sheltered nook, and under shrubs and trees, and a
mere superficial clearing of all the exposed parts is

not enough, as the first high wind routs them out and
disperses them ; it is better, therefore, to begin at

one end, and direct the workmen to clear all before

them, not only of leaves, but also all dead and ex-

traneous matter which contributes to render the place

unsightly. The leaves should be kept separate from
other rubbish, and stored where they can be prepared
for future use, as compost for flower-beds, for which
]5urpose they are, in many instances, more suitable

than manure ; but it takes two years to reduce them
to a proper state of decay, and during that time they

should be turned over to sweeten two or three times

a year ; for, if left merely to rot, without turning

over, they will be sour and acrid, and injurious rather

than beneficial.

Most of the plants in the herbaceous borders have
either gone to rest or become unsightly, and a thorough

renovation may be set about at once by the removal
of all dead flower-stalks and other useless matter.

It is excellent practice every few years to take

up the whole of the plants and trench up the border

2 feet deep, adding during the process a Hberal

dressing of rich decayed manure, which should be
well incorporated with the soil. In replanting,

choice varieties may be divided and distributed, but

commoner sorts, which are apt to form large strong

clumps, should be greatly reduced In size. The bulbous

varieties will most likely have thrown out many roots,

which should be disturbed as little as possible; when
replanting care must also be taken to replace all

decayed marking pegs to these, and labels to all such

as require them in the border. Any sorts likely to

suffer from frost may have a little extra covering, by
way of precaution ; should, however, this trenching

up not be considered necessarj', it will be as well,

after clearing off all unsightly matter, to give the

borders a good dressing of decayed manure over the

whole of the surface amongst the plants ; the soluble

matter from this will be washed down by the winter

rains, and be very beneficial. All empty detached

beds on the lawns which are not intended to be
planted with spring flowering plants, should be liber-

ally dressed with manure, and trenched up in as

rough a manner as is consistent with a certain degree
of neatness ; and if this is frequently turned about

and exposed during dry frosty weather through the

winter and spring, it will purify and sweeten the soil,

and be more beneficial than manure. The planting

of such beds with dwarf evergreens, although very

commendable as regards appearance—and, indeed,

indispensable in certain situations—is yet not to be
recommended where it can be dispensed with, as it

has a tendency to impoverish the soil and encourage
vermin ; and although we may, as I before recom-
mended, remove a portion of the soil and supply its

place with rich compost, it will not be found equal,

for floriferous purposes, to the soil which has been
purified by frequent exposure to frost and atmosphere.
And the reason is plain. A richly manured soil pro-

duces grand foliage but little inflorescence ; so that

in those cases where flowers are the great object we
should endeavour to avoid loo much stimulating

manure, and trust to the application of a virgin com-
post to restore exhausted soils. On the other hand,

gross feeding plants, which are valuable for their

grand foliage, such as Wigandla, Solanum, Ricinus,

Carduus benedictus, and others of a like character,

will revel in copious applications of rich decayed
manure, which will ensure a grand development.

Open weather in the present month is about as

good a time as can be selected for the planting of
new, or the renovation of old beds of Roses. Now
here again is a case where good sweetened manure
cannot be too liberally used. The ground should be
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well trenched up an-l knocked uboul, and tlie manure
well incorporated with it, both for new beds or for

filling up vacancies in old ones ; indeed, in the latter

case, in order that the work may be thoroughly done,

it is frequently advisable to lift the whole of the

plants, and after trenching, and thoroughly incorpo-

rating the added material, to replant at once. This is

the surest way of ensuring equality of growth all over

the bed. Additions here and there in vacant places

are very seldom satisfactory, as the old roots soon
seize hold of the new soil and manure, and the newly-
introduced plants become starved. In lifting old plants

of Roses it is advisable to be careful to retain as many
roots as possible ; any wrenching or tearing out of

the trees should be carefully avoided. If the ground
is to be trenched and replanted, remove at once,

from one end of the bed, 2 feet in width and depth of

the soil, and undermine the trees, allowing them to

drop out instead of being torn out from the surface.

All suckers must be cleanly removed from such as are

on Brier or Manetti stocks, but if on their own roots

the strong shoots coming from below are too valuable,

and must be retained. Roses will flourish in clay, if

well drained, but if water-logged they simply just keep
alive, and eventually die ; therefore look well to the

drainage. John Cox, Rcdlcaf.

FRUIT HOUSES.
.Strawberries in Pots.—Referring to past advice

given with respect to the amount of protection

required for Strawberries in pots during winter, it was
advised that plants intended for early forcing should

be sheltered from excessive rains only. The Peach-
house border, the orchard-house, or, indeed, any
other structure where open ventilators are desirable

for the ne.\t two months, and where there must neces-

sarily be piercing draughts of dry air admitted, is not

a fit place to store these subjects, which are bursting

their pots with live, active roots, and which in such a

position would only be drained of every drop of mois-

ture by constant and unremitting evaporation. So
convinced are we of the efficacy of moist winter treat-

ment, that arrangements have been made to leave out

all plants intended for late forcing without any pro-

tection whatever, except that a supply of Asparagus
straw is ready at hand to cover the surface of the pots

in case of severe frost. Perfect drainage is indis-

pensable, and where this is secured, root-action will

be in a vigorous condition when the plants are

required for forcing next spring. Should the weather
continue dry for any lengthened period the watering-

pot must not be laid aside, but be regularly and care-

fully applied to keep the soil in the pots in a moist, mel-

low condition. In storing plants in pits where the sashes

can be removed (as advised in a ixjrmer Calendar), it

is a good plan to pack the spaces between the pots with

damp leaves, from which the roots extract moisture

enough to keep them fresh with the assistance of a

shower now and then during occasions when the

plants are uncovered. An early batch of Black
Prince should now be prepared to start with the early

Peach-house, where no fire-heat will be applied for

the next three or four weeks. Worms have been
exceedingly troublesome this autumn, and where there

is any sign of the drainage being disarranged let it be
rectified, in order to insure a healthy action of

the feeding organs of the plants, and prevent the

loss of any of the young roots which delight to travel

among healthy drainage. Autumn Strawberries are

unusually good with us ; the size is large and the

flavour excellent, and would compare favourably with
spring-grown fruits up to the end of March. \V. Hinds.

Vines.—Where Lady Downe's Grapes are well

grown and ripened in quantities to yieid a supply until

next May, they should now be fit for use if required, but

the quality will be greatly improved by allowing them
to hang on the Vines until Christmas, with a free cir-

culation of air, where external conditions are favour-

able, with sufHcient fire-heat to maintain a temperature
of 35** to 60'. To prevent dust from rising from the

internal borders which will now be getting dry on the

surface, a nice covering of dry bracken best answers

the purpose and at the same time improves the appear-

ance of the house. Houses in which ripe Muscats are

hanging will require careful attention until all the

leaves have fallen from the Vines. Keep up a steady
temperature of about 60', remove all plants in pots

requiring water, and gather up ripe foliage daily.

Look to the outside borders, if still exposed lay on a dry

body of non-conducting material and cover with lights

or shutters. Assured that all outside borders have
received the necessary additions and are now safe

for the winter, preparations should be made for the

speedy performance of internal alterations as soon as

the bulk of the late Grapes have been removed from
the house. By getting a sufficient supply of turf, rubble,

charred refuse, and crushed bones, well mixed in an
open shed ready for wheeling in, also a liberal quantity

of clean broken bricks for drainage, the work will be
facilitated when a suitable day arrives. In the forma-
tion of these inside borders provision should be made
for the free passage of water from the drainage, as

well as for preventing the roots from striking into the

subsoil ; the depth need not exceed 2 feet 6 inches,

and if the whole of the old compost is removed a

breadth of about 6 feet of new soil will be ample for

the first year, as it is safer, particularly in cold, un-

favourable localities, to keep the roots within bounds,

and feed, than to allow them to ramble over a large

space, and so increase the labour of watering, with

the additional risk of getting the whole mass in a

sour, unhealthy state before the Vines actually require

assistance.

The early houses from which ripe Grapes are

expected in May should now be closed for forcing.

Old Vines that have been forced for a number of

years will break readily at a lower temperature than

young ones, particularly if the latter have made vigor-

ous canes and have had but a short period of rest.

After the house has been shut up for a few days, a

night temperature of 50° to 55% with a rise of 5° to

10^ by day, will not be too high to start with. To
secure this the introduction of well-worked fermenting

material, combined with gentle fire-heat, will produce

a soft genial atmosphere highly favourable to the

Vine before and after it breaks into growth. Keep all

the young rods suspended in a horizontal position

over the fermenting material. Syringe the rods two

or three times a d,ay, damp the paths and walls, and

apply water to the roots if necessary at a temperature

of 90°. Pot Vines that are now swelling may receive

similar treatment, with a slight increase in the tempe-

rature by day and on mild nights. Young Vines in-

tended for fruiting in pots in 1879 should be cut back

to a single bud, dressed with styptic, and kept in a

cool dry place until the arrival of the time for starting

them into growth. ]V. Coleman.

Orchard-house.—All the fruit will have been

gathered now, except the very latest varieties. .Some

growers have been making inquiries concerning the

clingstone Peaches, but the only one that I know
of which has any claim to attention, is the late variety

raised by Mr. Rivers and named Lord Palmerslon.

I stated recently that it was sometimes good, and that

is all that can be said in its favour. It is a matter of

surprise that those interested in Peach culture should

not, either by crossing or selection from seedlings, try

to obtain a late Peach of the Sal way type that would

come in between Late Admirable and that variety.

For many years I grew Comet, as it was stated by

Mr. Rivers to ripen a week or two before Salway, but

this it did not do always. As for the "pavies," or

clingstones, said to be so much esteemed by the .Ameri-

cans, they will not succeed in Britain ; the dry warm
climate of the Transatlantic continent may be more

fiivourable to their perfect development. The late

Nectarine, Stanwick, is not easily ripened in orchard-

houses ; it is one of the latest, but, like the clingstone

Peaches, the flesh is tough, and the fruit is sure to

crack unless the atmosphere of the house is compara-

tively dry, and the trees should also be kept rather

dry at the roots. Rivers' Victoria, a seedling from

it, is a much superior fruit, and one of the best late

Nectarines.

I gave very recently some information about pur-

chasing and potting young trees for growing in the

orchard-house. It may not be amiss while the trees

are at rest to make a few remarks about the construc-

tion of the houses for them. I have given some atten-

tion to the state of the trees in houses of different

construction, and for the south of England span-

roofed houses are to be preferred. The house at

Loxford H.all is of that construction, 24 feet wide and

54 feet in length. It might be 100 feet long or more.

One house at some distance from here, 20 feet wide

and 80 feet long, also span-roofed, is well

adapted for growing and ripening the fruit.

The house is very roughly constructed ; there

is plenty of drip during heavy rains, the laps of

the glass being such that almost every one of them

forms a permanent open ventilator. The trees con-

tinue healthy and grow vigorously in such a house,

and the continual ventilation from the apertures

between the laps seems to keep red-spider, thrips and

aphis away from them. Such houses are cool at

night, and hotter in the day than gardeners usually

keep such structures, but this treatment is just what

Peaches and Nectarines require. In the North, half-

span or lean-to houses seem better adapted for them,

and I have never seen such rough structures in good

gardens in the North. The most economical houses

are those that have been erected against a south or

west wall. The trees are planted against the wall,

and one or two rows of pot trees are placed on the

surface of the ground. The path in such a house may
be 2 feet wide, and 2 feet from the back wall. The
pot trees (which should not be so tall as to shade

those nailed on the back wall) should be placed

between the path and the front of the house, \yhen

a house of large dimensions has been built especially

for Orchard-house trees it is very desirable also to

place a heating apparatus in it ; in the usual run of

seasons it may not be requred, but I well remember a

season ofalmost universal failure of orchard-house fruit

owing to cold sunless weather, at the time the trees

were in flower ; North and South were alike in this

respect, and all our trees bore a good crop owing to

a judicious use of the hot-water pipes. In a cold

season, when the fruit does not ripen kindly, a little

artificial heat is most valuable to keep up the tem-

perature when the fruit has taken its second swelling.

The first opportunity that offers should be taken to

thoroughly wash the woodwork of the house with

soapy water ; not too strong, as the soap would bring

the paint off. The glass should also be washed

clean with rain-water. All work that can be done

at the resting period should be done. This is also

the best time to cleanse the trees from scale. If it is

possible to do so a mixture should be prepared, and

all wood of the trees might be washed over by hand.

Amateurs can prepare their own mixture ; none is

superior to soapy water thickened with flowers of

sulphur ; a little soot added to it tones down the

glaring colour of the svdphur. J. Dow^Us.

PLANT HOUSES.
Orchids.—With the advance of the season, the

advent of the winter, and, therefore, the diminishing

of the heat and assistance obtainable from the sun's

rays, we shall find that we are placed in the position

of depending upon our heating apparatus for the

supply, and also when required the increase of the

temperature in all our houses. This, in a more or

less marked degree is, in fact, the case almost all the

year through ; but during the summer months a

matter of 5" to 10', or even 15° advance in the day-

time by sun-heat is not of much material concern, but

now that less activity and growth is observable, or in

fact desirable, such extra advances of heat would be

very unwise, and most probably productive of much
injury. Certainly an advance of from 5° to 10° in the

daytime by fire-heat must be adopted, even as is

always to be recommended ; but beyond that it will

not be safe to go. Being dependent therefore upon

fire-heat chiefly for several months to come, it

will be necessary so to use these means with care

and attention, that from them we may get just the

assistance we require, for an excess of fire-heat is apt

in many cases to prove very destructive. The night

temperature now should be as follows :—East India-

house, 60° to 65° ; Dendrobium-house, 55° to 60°
;

Cattleya-house, 55° to 58° ; Odontoglossum-house, 50°

to 55° : the higher numbers may be permitted when

the weather outside is mild and genial ; the lower

figures, however, should be kept to when frost or cold

winds or rain prevail. Raise the temperature 5' to

10' by day, but stop fires as soon as the thermometer

indicates a sufficiency of heat—that will be in fact

before the houses have advanced to the points in-

dicated, for when the temperature is rising the ad-

vancing of the thermometer is generally at a less

rapid rate than the rising of the heat would naturally

lead one to expect ; in a similar manner when a house

is going down, as we express it, the glass will mostly

continue lowering even after we may have thought that

the turn of the temperature had taken place. When,
too, the pipes are thoroughly heated, there will be a

sufticiency in them to raise the extra heat, as well also

as to keep the temperature up to any given point. If

this is not attended to it will often happen that an

excess of heat is driven into the houses, the injurious

effects of which must be overcome by a large quantity

of water being scattered about on the admission of an

extra amount of air than would otherwise be needful.

The injury resulting from a continuance of such a

method would soon make itself apparent.

The supply of water at the roots, and the damping

of the floors and stages, cic, will now be much less

than hitherto has been the case ; moreover, damp in the

morning when the heat has commenced to advance,

and in the afternoon little will be needed after 2 or

3 o'clock, according to the position of hte houses : this

will allow some of the moisture to disappear before

the night sets in. The Cypripediums of the barbatum

section, now growing very freely, may still have a

gentle sprinkling overhead once a day when the tempe-

rature has advanced sufficiently, but the long, flat-

leaved species, such as C. Parishii, Lowi, Stonei, and

iLevigatum, though requiring plenty at the roots, are

apt to retain the water in the heart of the growths if

often syringed now, and damp and loss of the new
leaves is often liable to occur. Keep a sharp look

about the Odontoglossums, for the snails seem to have

the power of finding out the tender spikes even more

quickly than we can ourselves. A little night watch-

ing in this division must be done, else many spikes

will assuredly be lost. Being cooler and moister than

the other divisions the snails and slugs are found in

this house much more frequently than the other

houses. O. Insleayi leopardinum grown in baskets,

in which it appears to do the best, should now be

opening its flowers ; it is one well worthy of being

freely grown as it lasts long in flower, and the blooms

are very showy and the colours bright and attractive.

Remove plants of Dendrobiura nobile into heat as the

flowers are required, if the buds on the plants show

in a prominent manner. Get in the needed supply of

sphagnum moss and peat, so that if any fresh potting

has to be done, no delay need take place through

having to wait for the delivery and preparation of the

materials. IV. Swan, FaUgnvli(ld.
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APPOINTMENTS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.

f
Nonh-Wesicm Amateur Chrysaiuh

if Dutch Bulbs.
Putney and Wandsworth
Society's She

Stoke Niwingl
Show (two di ^ ,

Sale of Orchids, at Stevens' Rooms.

1 Chrysanthemum Society"!

Wednesday, No

t the Upper To

of Hnlhs. Roses, Camel
I Stevens' Rooms,
f Torbay Horticultural Society's

Walton and Weybridge Chrysanthemum So.
cicty's Show.

Royal ARricultural and Horticultural So-
Thursday, Nov. 14 •! ciety of Jersey, Vei-ctablc Show.

Sale of Lilium auratum, Tree Ferns,
Amaryllis, £tc., at Stevens' Rooms.

Sale of Stove and Greenhouse Plants at

I Prospect Hill Park, Tilehurst, Reading,

r Tuiibri
Sho<

nthem

i Croydon Horticultural Society's Chrysan.

I

thcmum Show (two days).
Sale of Stock at The Nurseries, Highgate,

L by Protheroe & Morris {two days).

I
Sale of Bulbs, Roses, Camellias, Shrubs,

&c.. is' Rooms.

THE attention of the Government of the

colony of Victoria has been called, none too

soon, to the rapid diminution of the Waitle-
BARK (Acacia sp.), used for tanning purposes.

The bark is not only used largely in the colony,

but is also largely exported. No regulations, or

at least no sufificient regulations, have been

enacted to preserve the trees and encourage

the plantation of young ones, so as to ensure a

continuance of the precious bark. In fact, it is

the same history of indiscriminate destruction

and utter recklessness as to the future, which

seems to hold good all the world over with

reference to forest products. After a time pres-

sure begins to be felt, the alarm is given, there

is a good deal of talk, perhaps a commission of

inquiry, and if circumstances be very propitious,

and legislators can turn their attention to such

trifles as the productive resources of their

country, something may be done. The Vic-

torian Government, it appears, appointed a

Commission to make a full and exhaustive

investigation into the subject of Wattle con-

servation and the concomitant industry of bark-

stripping. The Commission consisted of seven

gentlemen, with a secretary. We remark the

names of Baron VoN Mueller and Mr.

BosiSTO among the members, and it is clear

that the varied attainments of the colonial

botanist were of no slight service to the Com-
mission.

A most important point is raised as early as

the second paragraph of the report of the Com-
mission now before us, in which we are told that

the " Board were impressed with the fact that

duringpastyears sufficient attention had not been

paid to the cultivation of Wattles . . . although

the bark trade had attained large proportions,

besides forming the basis of the leather

industry, one of the most flourishing trades

in Australia . . . the advance of the

leather trade . . . being almost entirely attri-

butable to the . . . cheap and abund-

ant supply of Wattle-bark, now acknow-

ledged to be far and away the most power-

ful tanning bark in the world." This

recognition of the necessity of cultivation

shows at least that the Commissioners took

from the first a correct view. As a rule the

supply of no vegetable product can be large and
continuous unless the plant can be brought

under cultivation. Short of this the supplies

must be precarious at the best, and in most
cases tend to steady diminution. This must be

the case when, as we are told, "no discrimi-

nation whatever has been used by the strippers,

every tree capable of yielding a few pounds

weight of bark being ruthlessly destroyed."

And again " not only has the bark been stripped

from young trees, but the strippers have spread

their operations over the whole of the year

—

another militating circumstance, as the great

mass of evidence clearly established the

fact, that bark should only be stripped during

three or four months of the year, out of

the season there is a serious depreciation

of tannin in the bark." The evidence laid

before the Commissioners, it appears, was very

conflicting, the present direct interests of

tanners, strippers, and exporters being by no
means the same. Consequently the Board very

wisely determined to inquire for themselves at

first-hand, by visiting all the districts whence
the supply of bark is drawn and by inspecting

the trees and the modus operandi—another

circumstance which increases our respect for

this Commission. Of course they soon found

that the mode of stripping was characterised by
" shameful and wanton waste," owing to the

greed and rapacity of the strippers, who tore off

the bark from the lower part of the trunk, leaving

all the rest to waste, and young saplings of

whipstick size being ruthlessly destroyed for the

sake of a few ounces of bark. Fortunately

the remedy seems eas)'. Over large tracts of

country the " soil is everywhere full of Wattle

seed," so that only a moderately stringent con-

servancy, and duly regulated period of stripping,

would apparently suffice to put the relations

between supply and demand on a proper

footing.

The Wattle, or Mimosa bark, is chiefly sup-

plied, it seems, from three species of Acacia,

A. pycnantha, the broad-leaved Wattle ; A.

decurrens, the black Wattle ; and A. dealbata,

the silver Wattle. All these can be readily

grown on waste lands in the colony, and, in

addition to the bark, the wood and the gum
exuding from it are of considerable value for

industrial purposes. Having visited the several

Wattle-growing districts for themselves and
heard the evidence of those most concerned,

the Commissioners, mindful of the fact that for

want of due precautions adjacent colonies were

now obliged to import wattle bark (their own
supplies being exhausted), conclude their report

with a series of recommendations, of which we
can only give the substance. It will be easily

understood that they recommend schemes of

conservancy, cultivation, and of planting waste

land, together with a proper system of licenses

and leases. The report is a valuable one ; not

only for Victoria, but for South Africa and
North-west India and elsewhere where these

valuable barks might be grown. Its utility is

increased by appendices showing what other

plants, such as Sumach, Valonia, various

Acacias, species of Eugenia, Banksia, Divi-divi,

&c., could be advantageously grown for tanning

purposes in Australia.

At a meeting held in Melbourne of those inte-

rested in the trade, we learn that a very favour-

able verdict was passed on the labours of the

Commissioners, who indeed seem to have spared

no pains, and to have well earned the eulogium

passed on them in the following terms :

—

" Tlie Report itself is no ordinary production, but is

creditable alilce to the Commissioners individually as well

as collectively. It is a digest of valuable information

pertinent to the subject, illustrating the growth and nature

of Wattles, as well as other trees of great commercial

value, growing, and which ought to be cultivated in the

colony ; and is a compendium of botanical science, with

a large amount of geographical information bearing upon

the great extent of country traversed by the Board."

Another Gigantic Aroid.—We have just

received the following note from our obliging corre-

spondent, Sig. Fenzi, of Florence :—
'

' The readers of the Gardeners' Chronicle will be

probably interested in perusing the following abstr.act

from a letter recently received from Dr. Bfxcari, from

•Sumatra ;

—

" ' 1 have very little lime to spare, only to tell you of a

botanical discovery which I think is of some interest. It

is a gigantic Aroid, which can only be compared with' the

Cjodwinia discovered by Seemann in Nicaragua. I have

no books with me, and I am not able to ascertain the

genus to which it belongs, especially as I have seen it

only in fruit. I believe it to be a Conophallus, and, if so,

I propose to name it Conophallus Titnnum. The tuber

of a plant tliat I dug up is i m. .40 (nearly 5 feet) in circum-

ference. Two men could hardly carry it ; they fell

down, and the tuber was broken. I will secure some
more, and 1 hope to be able to forward them to Florence

in good slate. Meanwhile, I send you some seeds.

From this tuber, as in the genus Amorphophallus, only

one leaf is produced, which in form and segments does

not much differ from those of the above-named genus.

But what different dimensions ! The stalk at the base was

go centim. in girth, it was slightly attenuated at the apex,

and reached the height of 3.50 (10 feet) ; its surface was
smooth, of a green colour, with numerous small, nearly

orbicular dots, of a white colour. The three branches into

which it was divided at the top were each as large as a
man's thigh, and were divided several times, forming
.altogether a frond not less than 3 met. . 10 long. The
whole leaf covered an area of 15 metres {45 feet) in cir-

cumference. The spadix of a plant that I found in fruit

had the dimensions of llie stalk already described ; the

fruit-bearing portion -was cylindrical, 75 centimetres in

girth, 50 centim. long, and was densely covered with

olive-shaped fruits 35—40 millimetres long, and 35 milli-

metres in diameter, of a bright red colour, each con-

taining two seeds.'

This letter was addressed to the Marquis B. CoRSi-
Salviati, who received at the same time a number of

seeds of this gigantic novelty. Many of them have

germinated, so that the species is secured to European
collections. To this first notice I may add that, from
subsequent letters of Dr. Beccahi, it would appear that

he w.as right in his first hypothesis. He has been lucky

enough to find the flower of this Aroid side by side with

the flower of the Raiflesia. I hope to be able to send you
in a few days a complete description of this extraordinary

flower, and a figure of the same taken from the original

drawing sent by Dr. Beccari. Many other new and rare

plants are growing in large numbers in the stoves of the

Marquis Corsi-Sai.viati, at Sesto, from seeds collected

in Java and Sumatra by Dr. Beccari. The experience,

courage, and science of the botanist, the liberality and
intense love for plants of the young nobleman, together

with a competent staff of clever cultivators, will certainly

make the gardens of Sesto become an important estab-

lishment for the introduction of new and rare plants. It

will be the first in Italy. E. O. Fenzi."

Turkestan.—M. Albert Regel, who has

collected so luany new plants, especially bulbous-

rooted ones, in Turkestan, continues contril)uting

from time to tiiue some interesting letters to the

Gartcnflora, The last we have seen is dated from

Kuklscha, in the extreme east of Turkestan, and con-

tains an account of a visit to the Chinese town of Shicho,

&c. jM. Regel did not remainlong in Chineseterritor}-,

as a report reached him from Kuldscha that war had

broken out, though it afterwards proved to be false.

From the narrative it would appear that this town

has a very mixed and an exceedingly dirty and lawless

population. Murder and theft are openly committed

without punishment. On the other hand executions

are of daily occurrence, and on an outbreak of cholera

or typhus human sacrifices take place. The houses

even of the government officials are most miserable

Ijuildings. M. Regel only obtained permission to

make botanical excursions in the neighbourhood after

declaring that he should make them whether per-

mission were accorded or not. The vegetation was
very meagre, consisting of Salsolacece, grasses, various

bulbous plants, as AUiuiu, Tulipa, Ixolirion, &c.

Preparations were made to proceed to Turfan, when
the false news from Kuldscha arrived. The Chinese
" Inlendant " would not give permission for this trip,

alleging that the Mahommedans of Turfan would

resist the travellers, but the writer did not fear any

trouble in this direction, as the Mahommedans always

received him in the most friendly luanner, ** as

in all Asia the people believe in the Russian as in a

saviour."

Large Huntingdon Willow. — The
Hon. M. E. G. Finch-Hatton has contributed

to the Journal of Forestry the following mea-

surement of a Willow tree, Salix Hunting-

doniana, which stands in the park at Haver-

holme Priory, Sleaford, and which is still

growing vigorously :—Height, 60 feet ; spread of

branches, 213 feet; circumference of roots, 40 feet
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10 inches ; circumference of tree at 5 feet from the

ground, 20 feet ; and circumference of tree where the

branches spring, 26 feet 6 inches.

Salvias for Winter Blooming. —• The
fine Mexican Salvia splendens is a famous old-

fashioned plant for flowering in the autumn and winter

months. At Gunnersbury Park Mr. Roberts plants

out this fine Salvia for summer work in the open

ground, and towards autumn, when frost threatens,

the plants, which attain a great size during the

summer, are lifted, put into suitably sized pots, kept

in a cool house till root-action takes place, and then

put into a warm house to flower. The buds formed

in the open air expand, and numerous lateral spikes

Odontoglossl'ms at Gunnersbury Park,
—An unusually fine spike of flowers on a plant of

Odontoglossum Alexandra: is just coming into bloom
among the Odontoglots at Gunnersbury Park. A
plant not at all remarkable for the vigour of its

growth has thrown up an unusually strong flower-

stem, which has developed into a branched spike

numbering on the whole nearly fifty buds. This pro-

mises to be very fine when the blooms are expanded.

There is a large collection of O. Alexandras at Gun-
nersbury, and several are coming into flower. They
are much grown for cutting from, and they flower

pretty well all the year round. One half of the north

end of a low span-roofed plant-house contains the

collection, the examples being in excellent condition,

section having short and stout creeping stems, thick

tongue-like deep green leaves and yellow flowers.

Among these it is one of the most select ; no other

flowers so freely, and this we believe is the only one
with perfume. There are several flowers on the above

plant, each nearly 3 inches across when spread open,

and composed of a large number of narrow petals of

brightest yellow. The perfume is sweet and most

agreeable. In this house also are several pots of

Nerine flexuosa, which though not highly coloured

are still very attractive. This merit is chiefly due to

the pretty undulation of the rosy segments, they

spread wide open, and the flowers are numerous.

The rare N. pudica is somewhat in contrast though
scarcely less beautiful ; the flowers are funnel-shaped

IQ2.—rENKIIVN CASTLE. (si;i. I'. 591 )

come out also during the winter. The flowers are of

that beautiful hue of colour that is so acceptable at

the dull time of year. S. gesneriflora, similarly used

and treated, succeeds S. splendens, and blooms

through the winter and far into the spring, but will

bear more warmth than the former. A large bushy

plant produces a great quantity of bloom, which adds

to its usefulness. These Salvias may be classed among
the things of which it can be said the grower can cut

and come again.

Growth of the Roots. — M. Resa, as

quoted by M. MiCHELI, says that the roots of deci-

duous trees grow in autumn after the fall of the

leaf till the growth is checked, but not altogether

stopped by winter frosts. In the case of Conifers

the growth of the roots ceases in winter, to be resumed

in spring.

and all growing nicely. They arc undergoing cool

treatment, a little fire-heat being turned on at night

for a half hour or so when the thermometer gets down
to 40^ Mr. Roberts adopts the practice of piling

up the soil (sphagnum moss, charcoal, and a little

peat) higher about the stems of the plants than is

usual, which induces a vigorous root-action. This

plan Mr. Roberts adopts with his East Indian

Orchids, and the house of these is just now in fine

condition, especially the fine group of Phalcenopsis,

which are making a magnificent growth. Under the

skilful management of Mr. J. Roberts Gunnersbury

Park maintains its old reputation for high-class gar-

dening.

Mesembryanthemum fragran's is now
very charming in the cool end of the X i*^rigs ^t

Kew. It is one of that distinct and well-known

the segments are nearly pure while, and without

undulation.

Seaforthia elegans, fruiting at End-
CLIFFE Hall.—A fine specimen of this Palm, about

30 feet high, flowered this season in Sir John
Brown's conservatory at Endcliffe Hall, Sheftield,

and is now ripening a fine crop of seeds. The spike

with its orange-scarlet seeds is very ornamental.

The same plant flowered last year, and Mr. Stevenp,

the gardener, has succeeded in raising a fine stock of

young plants from the seeds thus obtained.

Passifloka ctERULEA.—While many know
the beauty of its flowers, there are few acquainted

with the handsome effect of its fruit when grown in a

favourable position. We have long known and ad-

miied a fine specimen growing on the wall ol a house
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on the LcwisJiam Koa.I, neai- St. John's Siallon, and
when passing a few days ago were compelled to

stand a few moments in admiration of perhaps hun-

dreds of orange oval fruits, which had the finest effect

imaginable. Its exposure is approximately south-

west, the branches are trained close to the wall, and
this, perhaps in great measure, assists the setting and
ripening. Most of the allies grow with great rapidity,

and it has often occurred to us whether there are

not many kinds only at present grown indoors that

would, if planted out, with some strength flower freely

during summer, and make a fine display. The arti-

ficial rocks at IJattersea Park would afford a good
position, there ihey would ramble in a natural

manner, and receive valuable help from the radiation

of heat from the masses of rock.

Elm in Kkn'sixuton Gardens.—Near the

north-eastern corner of the ornamental water in

Kensington Gardens, a few paces from the Bayswater

Road, and nearly opposite the statue of Jenner,
stands the noble Elm to which one of our corre-

spondents alluded in a recent issue. It has already

passed its prime, some of its branches are already

gone, others will shortly follow, the bole itself is in

places a prey to fungus, so that the beauty of the

tree is rapidly waning. The bole is furrowed with

deep indentations and knotted with huge gnaurs, so

that it is difficult to ascertain its precise girth, but at

4 feet from the ground, and not including the boss-

like gnaurs, it is about iS feet in circumference.

The trunk breaks up into a number of strong limbs,

some ascending more or less obliquely to form the

head of the tree ; others, especially on the side nearest

the water, are horizontal, or even bent downwards, and
breaking up at the extremity into a light, feathery

spray of much grace and beauty. On the opposite

side the tree is not so graceful or so finely developed,

the roots on this side of the tree being beneath the

hard-trodden pathway. The ultimate twigs are very

slender and flexible. The leaves are about 3 by i inch,

rough on both surfaces, especially the lower, oblanceo-

late acuminate, obliquely cordate at the base, with a

very short petiole, and with the margin indented with

coarse serratures, which are themselves finely toothed.

The tree is very like the form known as U. viminalis,

but we have at the moment no means of instituting a

comparison.

Orchids in Bloom.—At this time of the year,

when there is so little in flower in the plant-houses,

Orchids greatly enliven them with their bright and

cheerful flowers. The following kinds are at present

in bloom at Mr. William Bull's establishment at

Chelsea :

—

crispLim, several

Masdevallia Veilchia

Kurlingtonia Candida
Dendrobiumsuperbiens (new)

,, formosum giganteiim
Odontoelossum Koezlit

Oiicidium Kramerianum
Cypripedium Sedeni
„ iongifolium

Cattleya Harrisoniana

MasdevaHia'lrochilus
„ velifera(new)

Mesospinidium vulcanicum
Calanihe Veitchii
Cypripedium insigne
Odonioglossum Insleayi leo-

Lycaste Skinneti
Dendrobium longicorne
Oncidium tigrinum
Sophronites grandiflora

Dendrobium album

„ Rogersii
Odontogiossum crispum {Ale.

„ Rossii majus
Cymbidium Mastersii
Odontogiossum vexlllariu

Cypripedium Hatri^Ianum

M, Linden's New Establishment.—M.
LuciEN Linden, of Ghent, has just opened a branch

establishment in Paris, in the Rue de la Paix, No. 5.

The establishment was opened on the 29th ult., the

plants which secured a prize of honour and a work of

art at the recent Versailles Exhibition being exhibited.

The Count of Flanders visited the depot, and
complimented M. LiNDEN on the beauty of his

exhibition.

The Adulteration of Seeds.—The new
Act to amend the Adulteration of Seeds Act, 1869,

was passed in consequence of the decision of the

Queen's Bench Division in Francis v. Maas. In

that case the respondents had been summoned before

a metropolitan police magistrate under the Adultera-

tion of Seeds Act, 1S69 (32 cS; 33 Vict. c. 112), s. 3,

fur having unlawfully, and with intent to enable

another person to defraud, dyed certain Clover seeds.

By section 2 of the same Act, "the term 'to dye

seeds' means to give to seeds by any process of

colouring, dyeing, sulphur smoking, or other artificial

means, the appearance of seeds of another kind." It

appeared that the respondents ha<I, by subjecting a

sample of inferior old Clover seed to a process of

sulphur smoking, made it to resemble new and valu-

able Clover seed, but the magistrate dismissed the

summons on the ground that there was no evidence

that they had made the seed resemble seed of any
kind difterent from Clover. This decision was up-

held by the Queen's Bench Division, though with

great reluctance. The Lord Chief Justice said

that the words *' another kind " could not apply to a

mere improvement in appearance, or to a case where
the seeds had only been altered with reference to

their apparent quality. Mr. Justice Manlsty shared

in the regret expressed by the Lord Chief Justice,

but concurred in his judgment. The new statute con-

tains only two clauses. By section i it is to be con-

strued as one with the Act of 1869. By section 2,

section 2 of the earlier Act is to be read as if (instead

of the definition of dyeing seeds which it gives) it had
contained the following words: "The term ' to dye
seeds' means to apply to seeds any process of colour-

ing, dyeing, or sulphur-smoking." This will, of

course, render an alteration in the apparent quality of

seeds punishable equally with an attempt to make
them appear to be of another kind.

SuNFLOWEus.—Althou.qh the old variety of

Ilelianthus that used to be at one time so much
grown in cottage gardens cannot be considered a

highly ornamental plant, several of the new double

kinds are so, and are thoroughly deserving a place in

any herbaceous or shrubbery border where room can

be found to accommodate them. H. fistulosus flore-

pleno is one of the best ; it bears flowers quite

6 inches across, as full and regular in petal as an
Aster, the colour of which is a bright canary-yellow,

thus rendering it a very conspicuous and showy object

in the distance. Some we have seen, grown as single

plants and backed up by evergreens, had a very

telling effect and were much admired, towering as they

did well above everything else, and being immediately

behind some Tritomas, with their fiery-looking spikes,

the contrast was all the more striking. What makes
them of more value is, that they last well into the

autumn, and are not injuriously affected by wet or

damp nights, as just at this time they arc as bright and
fresh looking as ever. The seeds in this case were
sown singly, in 3-inch pots, the beginning of May, and
kept under glass till the end of the month, when they

were transferred to their present positions. Being
naturally gross feeders, they require a rich soil with

plenty of depth, but, like the common variety, they

will grow almost anywhere in a sunny position. The
best way, however, to get them really fine is to dig

large holes where they are to be planted, and in

returning the soil to mix in some rotten manure, as

then their roots can ramify freely and obtain plenty to

feed on. Besides its fine large globular flowers, H.
fistulosus flore-pleno has very ornamental floliage, and
is altogether a plant deservingof extensive cultivation.

Haws.—Should a hard winter come—and
such an event is not impossible, although now not

usual—the birds will not be wanting many a good
meal for some time to come. The crop of haws
this year is a remarkably abundant one, and is entirely

in keeping with the produce of other trees and
plants in a state of Nature. The deer and the manu-
facturers of starch have their Horse Chestnuts, the pigs

their acorns, the boys and girls their rich feasts of

Blackberries, the lovers of Christmastide and its old-

world decorations their bright-berried Holly boughs,
thenwhy not the birds their winter store of haws? And
so they have. Fortunately for the feathered tribe

man has few uses for the berries of the Hawthorn, the

chief one being the raising of Quicksets for the forma-

tion of hedgerows, and to produce these the haws
are indispensable ; the renewed hedges, however, may
not be all kept as are railway fences, and some may
furnish in years to come increased supplies of food,

therefore the birds can hardly complain if some of

their winter stores are filched by man for a needful

purpose. As yet these stores remain untouched, they

are the " reserves" to which the feathered army, when
beleagued by cold and the stern forces of Nature, will

look in time of need ; but now, whilst the sun shines

brightly, and Nature is even gay and pleasant, the

birds find in the countlesss weed-seeds that would
otherwise become fertile in the soil an abundance of

food, of which the more they partake the better for

the land and the tillers of it. When, driven for food,

the small birds eat a little corn or other produce use-

ful to man, a mighty alarm is raised, and the little

winged denizens of the air are ruthlessly denounced
and slaughtered. What good they do by the con-

sumption of insects and weed-seeds few care to find

out. Give them their due, and when hard weather

comes leave them to enjoy their haws in peace.

Insect Powder from Ragusa.—We learn

from a report on the trade and commerce of Kagusa
that the value of insect [lowder exported from that

port alone during the year 1S76 amounted to nearly

;^3000, the greater part being sent to Trieste, where

it is adulterated before being sold. In consequence

of this practice the Ragusa Chamber of Commerce
has issued a circular putting the public on their guard,

and of which the following is given as a translation :

—

" It is well known that the blossom of the Chrysanthe-

mum cineraria [?], which must not be mistaken for the

less powerful Pyrethrum carneum of Persia, contains

properties of a poisonous nature, and when reduced to

powder an exhalation most destructive to msects takes

place. It is nmch used, not only in private houses against

moths, but also by furriers and others. The whole of

Dalmatia, and more particularly the district of Ragusa,
supplies the greater quantity of this article, its quality

varying in a considerable degree, according to the state

of the blossom, which, when gathered on the mountains

in a half-developed form, is much more powerful than

that found in tlie plains in full blossom. The price,

therefore, varies according to the quality mixed. There
are dealers at Trieste who adulterate the genuine article

by adding to it the blossom of a plant very similar to the

Chrysanthemum cinerari?e, but which contains but an
insignificant amount of poison, the result being that the

purchaser, having been supplied with a spurious article,

finds all his goods destroyed at the end of the summer;
With the view to exposing such nefarious practices, and
putting the public on their guard, the Chamber of Com-
merce at Ragusa have issued the present circular, at the

same time recommending that the blossom of the

Chrysanthemum should be purchased in its natural form

and then powdered, or if the article be preferred ready

prepared that some respectable firm at Ragusa should be

applied to."

Regarding the plant referred to In this circular it is

not plain what species of Chr}'santheraum is intended.

Talisia MEGAi'MVLLA.—We are informed

that the rarely seen stove shrub, Talisia megaphylla,

is now in bloom in the rich collection of Mr. W. H,
Crawford, at Lakelands, near Cork,

Recent American Inventions for De-
stroying Injurious Insects.—Most crops are

more or less exposed to the depredations of insects at

some stage of their growth, and the cultivator has to

be constantly on the alert to devise some means to

entrap them. In nearly all cases the insects are

different—that is to say, diflerent insects prey upon
difterent plants—and the same trap is not available.

For example, the Cotton plant is preyed upon by the

army-worm, the larvce of a night-flying moth (Leu-

cania unipuncta), and the cotton-worm, the larva of

an olive-brown moth called Aletia arg)'llacea. From
the well-known nocturnal habit of these moths, and

the certainty of their being destroyed by a light, a

cheap and effective mode of destroying them has been

adopted. It consists of pans of viscid matter placed

upon posts at suitable distances in the cotton fields.

A block of wood is placed in the centre of

the pan, upon which is seated a lighted glass

lantern. The moths, being attracted by the light,

dash against the lantern and fall into the pan, and
are thus destroyed before depositing their eggs

upon the tender leaves of the growing plant. The
army-worm is arrested in its migrations by ploughing

a deep furrow around the field, and making it smooth

by drawing a smooth log of wood along the furrow.

The worms fall into this, and are unable to ascend

the sides. A safe and novel method of killing the

worms has recently been invented. It consists of a

sheet-iron furnace, having the form of a half-cylinder,

tapered at the ends, in which a fire is kindled, and

this heated furnace being drawn along the furrow

destroys the worms. Previous to this invention it was

customary to strew diy straw along the furrow and

set fire to it, but this wets often attended with danger.
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This heated iron boat can be used without danger,

and at the same lime it serves to keep the inside of

the furrow in a smooth and firm condition.

Among inventions to destroy the Colorado

beetle we find one for sifting Paris green

(arsenite of copper) upon the growing plants

;

but it has been seriously questioned whether the

use of a deadly poison upon food-producing plants

is a justifiable proceeding. It is, on the one hand,

claimed that in those sections of the country

where Paris green has been used no evil has

resulted therefrom ; on the other hand, some

well-informed physicians state that gastric diseases

are more prevalent where it is freely used

than in adjoining sections where it is not used.

Among mechanical devices for the same purpose two

are described in the report of the American Commis-

sioner of Agriculture. The first is a machine, the

rear end of which is mounted upon two wheels. A
trough, with a runner-like bow containing some ad-

hesive matter, is suspended upon each side of the

row. A vibrating arm or beam, carrying whisps or

brushes, is adjustably suspended from the frame, and,

as the machine is pushed along astride the row of

plants, the insects are shaken into the trough, from

which they are unable to escape. Another machine,

constructed upon the same general principle, instead

of having a trough with adhesive matter to entrap the

insects, is provided with a pair of crushing rollers,

between which the insects are crushed. The ma-

chine is supported upon two wheels, one in the rear

of the other. The body is hopper-shaped, with a

pair of crushmg rollers on the bottom. On each side

there are revolving wings, which sweep the insects

into the hopper, and in addition to these there are

two gathering-fingers, which support the haulm during

the passage of the machine.

Gravesend, Korthfleet, and Swans-
combe Chrysanthemum Society.—Thefifth.annual

exhibition of this Society will take place on Tuesday

and Wednesday, November 19 and 20, 1S78, at

Milton Hall, Gravesend.

The Royal Metropolitan Root Show,
which is under the exclusive management of Messrs.

James Carter & Co., is announced to be held at

the Agricultural Hall, Islington, on Saturday,

November 23, when a series of prizes for IMangels,

Swedes, Turnips, Kohl Rabi, Potatos, and other

roots, &c., will be competed for.

The Royal Midland Root Show.—
Messrs. Harrison & Sons announce that their

ninth annual exhibition of farm roots, &c., will take

j)Iace on November 20 and 23 in the Market Place,

Leicester, when silver cups and other valuable prizes

will be awarded for the largest and handsomest roots

grown anywhere from seed supplied by them.

Guy Fawkes Day. — We regret to learn

that on the night of November 5, a son of Mr. Cole-

man, gardener to Lord Somerset, Eastnor Castle,

was so much injured by the explosion of an old blun-

derbuss, which he was firing, that his hand had to be

amputated.

The Pampas-grass.—The great wealth of

silvery plumes many well-established plants are dis-

playing this autumn is a subject of general remark,

and it is perhaps in great measure owing to the heavy

and continuous rainfall of the summer. The Pampas-

grass just now plays a most important part in the

grounds of Gunnersbury Park, Acton, the residence

of Baron L. DE Rothschild. The fine specimens

round the large orn.amental pond growing out of the

sloping turf banks, with a sombre shading of shrub-

bery behind them, are particularly attractive with their

graceful outlines reflected in the water below. Many
plants about the grounds are seedlings, and it is intei-

esting to note the difil'erence in the seminal varieties,

which, though not very pronounced, yet supply a

pleasing variation. In the new pleasure-grounds

near the ornamental water there is a large bed of the

Gynerium, with a line of Arundo conspicua as a

margin. There is much force in Mr. Roberts'

remark that it would have been better to have mixed

the two together, and cut away the spikes of the

Arundo as soon as they began to get stale ; the bed

would then have been furnished for a longer period.

Some standard plants towering above the silvery

plumes, and having dark or red leaves, or some bright

coloured foliage, at this time of the year would make

an effective combination, and form a feature in the

landscape. The Pampas-grass is, to a great extent, an

accommodating plant, and it is found to do well in

various situations, but it is especially effective on the

margins of lakes, and as isolated specimens where it

can contrast with appropriate surroundings.

Institution of Surveyors. — The first

ordinary general meeting of the session will be held on

Monday, November u, 1878, when the President,

Mr. William Sturge, will open the session with an

address. The chair to be taken at S o'clock.

Garden ingAppoint.ments.—Mr.T. Laiku,
late of Dunninald Castle Gardens, Montrose, has

been appointed gardener to the Earl of Southesk,
at Kinnaird Castle, by Brechin, in succession to Mr.
Cruden, who has gone to the Queen's Park, Glasgow.

—Mr. J. Batters, gardener for upwards of nine years

to the late John Fleming, Esq., and Mrs. W.
Fleming, at Chilworth Manor, Romsey, Hants,

resigned that appointment last spring, and during the

present autumn entered the service of Admiral Henry
Eden, as gardener, at Gillingham Hall, Hecclcs,

Norfolk. — Mr. Ward, late gardener to Lord WlL-
loughby I)E Broke, at Compton Verney, Warwick,
has been appointed gardener to the Hon. E. .S.

Pakker Jervis, at Aston Hall, Sutton Coldficld.

SELFXT TREES AND SHRUBS
FOR OUTSIDE WALLS.

(Cmtiniiidfrom f. 561 )

H.VVING briefly noticed the principal introductions

best suited to our purpose from the New, we now
pass on to the Old World, from the northern half of

which we have obtained a rich supply, especially from

China and Japan ; our collections have been consider-

ably enriched from these countries about a quarter of

a century ago by the travels of Mr. Fortune. It is to

the shrubs chiefly from this region that the following

remarks allude.

Xanllwceras sorbifolia.—This splendid shrub is with-

out doubt one of the most valuable introductions of

recent years. It is a native of Mongolia, and was sent

from thence to Paris about ten years ago, and subse-

quently reached this country. It is of a bushy habit,

growing about r2 feet in heiglit, with alternate compound
leaves, produced about the same time as the flowers, in

the beginning of April, and which are borne in dense

terminal racemes 8 inches or even more in length. The
colour of the blossoms is white, suffused with pink, with

centre of a colour varying from violet-purple to dull red.

As it flowers when in quite a small state its value is

thereby much enhanced, as it will be very suitable lor pot

culture in cool greenhouses as well as outside, where in

some localities it has proved of sufficient hardiness to

stand without even the protection of a wall, but as a rule

those who are the fortunate possessors of this as yet rare

shrub should not risk it under such treatment. When
more common it will inevitably become as popular a

favourite as it richly deserves, and then perhaps by graft-

ing on its near and hardier neighbour, Kolrcuteria pani-

culata, it will infuse a more vigorous constitution, better

adapted to the full rigour of our climate. .\ fine illus-

tration of this plant was given in these columns in vol. v.

,

P- 564-

Tecoma ^ramilfiora is a splendid climbing shrub, a

native of China and Japan, and greatly resembles the

North .\merican T. radicans, especially the major

variety, but it h.as much larger flowers, and differs also in

several odier characters. In old specimens the stems are

of considerable thickness, with slender branches, which

emit roots as in the Ivy, and so fastens itself to a wall

;

the young shoots are spotted with dark purple ;
the

leaves compound, with seven to nine ovate, coarsely-

toothed leaflets. The flowers are large, with a spreading

mouth, of a briglit reddish orange colour inside and

somewhat of a duller hue outside, and are borne in

termin.al pendulous panicles from July to September, in

order to secure a good crop of flowers it should be

afforded a warm and sheltered situation, with thorough

drainage of the soil ; though it is perfectly hardy in other

positions it seldom flowers with satisfaction. Consider-

ing its high merits, and the fact that it is an old intro-

duction, it ought not to be of such unfrequent occurrence

in gardens as it is.

l-'orsythia susp^iisa.—This charming shrub is un-

doubtedly amongst die most valuable decorative plants

from the wealthy Japanese flora. Flowering at a season

when all kinds of flowers are welcome visitors, it is botli

a strikingly attractive object outside and useful in a cut

state for indoor decoration. It is a deciduous shrub of

semi-climbing habit, with slender gracefully drooping

branches which in early spring are densely covered for

nearly tlieir whole length with its golden blossoms, and

though unaccompanied by leaves it forms a \ery striking

object at this season. F. Fortunei is probably a garden

synonym of it. F. viridissima is another fine species from

North China, producing its flowers about the same time and

much resembling them in size, form, and colour. It is not

well adajHed for training to a wall on account of its stiff

erect habit, and as it is quite hardy without that protection

it is best seen to advantage in ordinary borders in com-

bination with other shrubs.

Hosii irai-tcii/cr. —This, the famous old Chinese

Macartney Rose, h.as few rivals amongst Roses, even the

popular hybrid perpetuals, China Teas. &c., will not com-

pare with diechaste beauty of this lovely species when seen

in perfection. Probably a description is needless to many

of my readers, but those who know it not may be .asked

to imagine a shrub of vigorous habit with rich deep green

foliage, about the shape and size of an ordinary Rose, and

profusely studded with pure white spreading single

blossoms nearly 3 inches across with a cone of golden

stamens in the centre, and of delightful fragrance. It is

moreover evergreen, a point not possessed by the ordinary

varieties, and altogether it makes one of the most desirable

w.all plants we have. It is too tender to stand without

such protection, but if it were "worked" on some

hardier kinds it would probably be quite hardy. The

Danksian Rose(R. Banksiae) is another highly ornamental

species, deserving a place in every collection.

Ptcrostyrax hhpidum is rather an uncommon deciduous

shrub, belonging to the order Styracem and nearly aUied

to the beautiful Snowdrop-tree (Halesia tetraptera). It

is of coarse growth, with large cordate leaves on stout

petioles. The flowers are white, .and much resemble

those of Halesia and are produced in corymbose racemes.

The fruits are covered with sUff and dense hairs, hence its

specific name. \ fine specimen of this handsome shiaib

exists and flowered and fruited well this year in the fine

collection at Bitton Vicarage, and as seen there it

presents a strikingly bold feature in w.all decoration. It

is a native of Japan, and was figured a year or two since

in the Rcvnc Horticok.

{To be continued.^

f0nw dtflntspnkntt.

Hardiness of Plants.—With respect to the hardi-

ness of a certain class of plants the Rev. C. W. Dod
says, " Lift your plants up, store them aw.ay." "J. S."

says the opposite, " Leave them in the ground, cover

them up with leaf-soil, unless the ground is wet and

heavy. Well, I will say prevention is better than cure.

Store all away that you want to save, but I do not

believe in keeping bulbs on a shelf dust-dry, for there

are more bulbs and tubers lost that way than by keep-

ing them very wet. But neither of these are the proper

thing ; there'is a medium. I have seen Salvia patens.

Gladiolus, Dahlias, Ixias, Tritonias stand out without

any jirotcction for several seasons, but when least

expected all were gone. I have had Woodwardia

radicans, Ficus repens, Selaginella denticulata,

Davallia canariensis. Acacia armata, and other plants

stand out for several winters, but these were plants

that I did not want, or I should not have left them

out, so I would advise every one to take care of

them when they have them. John Clcios, A'clls, Co.

Mcath.

Wintering Caladiuras.—A word in season is

oftentimes instructive as well as interesting, and this

remark will hold good with reference to the wintering

of the Caladium. I think the majority of cases where

failures occur may be justly attributed to the abrupt

manner in which their growing season is brought to a

close. Instead of^ water being gradually withheld,

they are subjected to constant saturation until the

very last, when they are cast under the stage, and

possibly left to care for themselves, and thought no

more of until their starting time comes round again,

when the evil cf their turning to a hard chalk-like

substance is too apparent. Under such treatment as

this favourable results can hardly be expected, for it

is a fact well known that sudden changes cf any

description connected with horticultural subjects is

conducive of evil results. So it is with the Caladium

under the conditions I have here stated : but if brought

to their resting state with as much care and atten-

tion with regard to water and temperature as when

starting them, and I think there would be fewer dis-

appointments, and less occasion for attributing the

cause of failure to over-drying. As your remarks

testify (p. 502), my experience brings me to the con-

clusion that if this simple rule be attended to, then
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by laying ihc pots on their sides near the pipes under

the driest and warmest stage at command for their

winter repose, no sprinkle from the syringe or

watering-pot will be necessary to insure ^ood sound

tubers for the following season's supply. E. Morgan^

The Butts, Harrow-on-thc-IIUl.

Nursery Sales.—The season of nursery sales has

now fairly set in, and all through the winter will come
announcements of the intended dispersion of an enor-

mous amount of trees, shrubs, and plants of all kinds

in all parts of the kingdom. There is nothing new in

this method of disposing of a nursery stock-in-trade
;

hut without doubt it has of late made a great develop-

ment, and the services of the trade auctioneer are

perhaps more in request than that of the traveller or

usual trade salesman, but in this change no doubt is

seen a disposition on the part of numerous members
of the trade to be content with smaller profits with

quicker returns. Auction sales mean a ready-money
business be the profits ever so small, whilst in clear-

ing large breadths of stock a great boon results to the

grower, who thus sees the last of much that might per-

chance encumber him for many years, and in the end
prove useless. Still, looking at the immense quan-
lities of nursery stuff that now annually comes under

the auctioneer's hammer, one is led to wonder what
ultimately becomes of it all. At all large sales there

is a considerable representation of the trade who buy
cheap, perhaps cheaper than they themselves can

grow similar material. These cart their purchases to

their respective localities, plant them up, and retail

out at a profit to their surrounding customers.

There are such a vast number of these retail traders in

the kingdom, that it is surprising to find them all

doing a fairly thriving business. No more tangible

proof of the wide expansion of horticulture, and the

popularity amongst al! classes to which it has at-

tained, could be shown than in the existence of these

myriads of local nurserymen who remain unknown
to fame. Many private persons of large means
become purchasers at sales, whilst locally not a few
of those whose gardens like their means are small,

pick up bargains. The fact that sales are becoming
so abundant tends to show that, in the long run,

they pay, and if the system of trade is healthy and
profitable, there is no reason why it should not

assume a wider development. -V.

The Weather.—We have been having quite

wintery weather here for the last week—snow, hail, and
frosts, thermometer falling as low as 25" on Thursday
night. The ponds were covered with ice, tuberous

rooted Begonias cut to the ground, all bedding stuff

quite done for with the exception of Fuchsias ; these

have not suftered much. Wave of Life stood it best.

Marrows, Scarlet Runners, &c., are also done for,

but to-day there is quite a change, though the wind is

in the north. This has been like a spring day. The
trees are shedding their leaves fast with the exception

of the Oak, and these are only just turning their colour.

'}ohn Clcxos, KcUs, Co. Mcath.

Pears for Late Use.—Your correspondent Mr.
Sheppard, in his useful article on "Hardy Fruit

Garden," (p. 563), makes a serious mistake in stating

that Glou Morceau, Kergamotte d'Esperen, and
Josephine de Malines, are the only really good Pears

for late use (after Christmas). I have always found
Winter Nelis and Easter Beurrc most valuable, and
they should never be overlooked where a supply of

good late Pears are required. T. Kcctlcy^ The
Gardens, Davhy Abhcy. [The quality of Easter

Beurre is good o ily on favourable soils. Eds.]

Yew Poisoning.—The numerous accounts of Yew
poisoning which have appeared in your columns
must, I think, dispel all doubts in the minds even
of the most sceptical as to the fatal effects produced
upon animal life by eating Yew branches. Never-
theless the following case, which came under my
notice, will more fully demonstrate the fact. It

was that of a donkey which was turned out into a

paddock in which were growing some Yew trees, of

which the animal partook rather too freely, insomuch
that a few hours decided its fate, it having been dis-

covered cold and stiff not far distant from the scene

of his deadly repast. If there be any truth in the

saying that "dead donkeys are rarities" then the

present case is all the more noteworthy. E, Morgan^
The Butts, Harroio-on-the-Hin.

The Fertilisation of the Scarlet Runner.—

I

beg to enclose a few flowers and pods of the Scarlet

Runner, and it will surprise me very much if on
examining the flowers you do not find them fertilised,

and that by no extraneous aid, as some of the flowers

have certainly not been perforated by insects. [Our

correspondent has quite mistaken the point. Eds.] I

examined one flower this morning, November 3, after

reading Mr. Ilenslow's article in your last issue

(p. 561), and I found it fertilised. Until I read that

article I had been of opinion that the non-setting of

the flowers was due entirely to atmospheric causes, as

I have observed that when there has been a succession

of wet weather the flowers mostly drop, and also when
the weather has been for some time very dry. The
plan I generally pursue with Scarlet Runners is to

plant them on each side of a walk and train them
over rods formed into an arch ; by this plan I have

them under good command, as I can mulch them with

good manure and give them water very easily, and
should dry weather set in I nightly water them over-

head with the garden engine, and I have never yet

failed in making them set. IViHiam Armstroii:^', Ford
Manor, Lingfield, Surrey.

Hardiness of Aloysia citriodora. — In the

kitchen garden at Broxmouth Park, Dunbar, there

were two standard bushes of this sweet shrub growing

most luxuriantly twenty-five years ago ; they were

some 4 feet high when I went there as apprentice in

November, 1S49, and during my three years' sojourn

made a growth of 2 feet each year. When winter

set in a mat was wrapped round each, and in the

beginning of the following March, after a few dry

days, they were uncovered carefully, and the dry brown
leaves collected for scent. The plants were then

clipped into shape. At that time there were two
large Fig trees on the walls which ripened yearly some
fifty dozens of fruit ; these trees also had the protec-

tion of mats in the winter. Williajn Armstrong, Ford
Manor, LingfieM.

Potatos at Chiswick.—Fearing lest my remarks

upon the subject of Woodstock Kidney and Potatos

at Chiswick might be construed to imply a censure

upon Mr. Barron, I hasten to explain that no such

thing was intended. My remarks applied solely to

the action and regulations of the committee, and not

to any assumed remissness on Mr. Barron's part, as

no one could be at any time more anxious to deal

justly with every person who may send subjects for

trial to Chiswick than that gentleman. To your

note as to what a raiser should do if he wishes to

secure the coveted honour of a certificate for his

seedlings, I would reply that in this case the raiser,

or rather myself acting for him, did do all that was in

his power to do by sending some of this particular

kind to Chiswick to grow, and that further, mindful

of the regulation laid down by the committee that no

certificates would be granted to Potatos except at

Chiswick, he felt that it would be useless to submit

samples of his growing before the committee at South

Kensington. It is not, I believe, the rule to convene
meetings of the Fruit Committee at Chiswick except

for the consideration of specific subjects under trial

that season, and it would be ridiculous to call together

a committee on purpose to examine perhaps only

a few sorts of Potalos, but if the rule above-mentioned

is to be enforced, the committee ought to be as atten-

tive to the merits of a single sort of Potato as to those

of a hundred sorts of Strawberries. [And why not ?

Eds.] It is quite enough that any new kind of Potato

should be grown at Chiswick that the superintendent

may report as to its identity or otherwise, its season of

ripening, and its general cropping qualities. A full

committee at South Kensington may then, with the

raiser's samples before them, easily deal with it. It

is to be desired that some such simple arrangement

should be adopted in the future. A. D.

Proliferous Plantains.—In June last mention

was made in the Gardeners'" Otroniele of an abnormal

but beautiful form of the Buck's-horn Plantain (P.

Coronopus), collected in a wild state by Mr. W. W.
Reeves in Sussex. I read the note with great plea-

sure, and it has induced me to bring to notice two

other forms, not of P. Coronopus, but of P. maritima.

One form bears a subumbellate panicle, the flowers

replaced by small ovate-lanceolate green scales. The
plant retains its character under cultivation, and has

borne no less than ninety trusses this season. In the

other form the inflorescence is replaced by a fasci-

culus of leaves 2^—3 inches long by I line broad,

supported on a stem 7—8 inches long. This latter

form I have only in a dried state. Both forms I col-

lected on the banks of the Humber, in Yorkshire, in

September, 1877. T. Entwisth; Royal Botanic

Garden, Manchester.

Clematis Pitcheri.—I thought I knew Clematis

Pitcheri fairly well, having collected it in Texas, and

there are specimens in my herbarium from various

sources. Moreover, I have had it in cultivation for

six or eight years, and in the herbarium specimens as

well as those in the garden the flower is always

in accordance with the original description of Torrey

and Gray—"dull purplish." I was much surprised

to see so familiar a plant figured in the Rcz'kc Horticole

with bright red flowers, and was glad to note that, in

a later number of the Gardeners' Chronicle, you

pointed out the error. Soon after this one of your

horticultural contemporaries asserted with some

circumstance that the flowers of Clematis Pitcheri

were properly scarlet. This re-opening of the case

induced me to look into the matter. In 1850 Dr.

Lindheimer collected in Texas (No. 3S3) a scarlet-

flowered Clematis, to which Dr. Engelman gave the

name of Clematis coccinea, but he did not, so far as

I can learn, iniblish the name. The same plant was
collected by Mr, Charles Wright "about Austin, and
towards the Rio Grande." In Planter IVrightianiv,

part 2 (1S53), Dr. Gray records the plant as Clematis

Viorna var. coccinea, C. coccinea, Engelm. M.S.S. The
leaves arc more glaucous, and the thick sepals of a pure

carmine-red, very rarely purplish, but in the common
C. Viorna they are some shade of red-purple. What
Dr. Gray may finally do with this remarkable plant

we shall not know until he revises the genus for the

Flora of North America. I am glad to know that

this variety is in European gardens, as it is not, to my
knowledge. In cultivation in America. X, Y.

The Eucalytus globulus.—Your warning re-

specting the hardiness of this tree (p. 532) is well-

timed against the favourable opinions of several

writers given of it in the daily papers. Mr. James
Stewart, once one of my foremen, but now a pros-

perous nurseryman near Memphis, Tennessee, has
informed me that he has planted many hundreds of

this tree in his nursery at Elmwood, and that they

have been invariably injured or killed when the ther-

mometer descended below 10" of frost. Now his

nursery is in the valley of the Mississippi, where the

climate in the summer is semi-tropical, what chance
therefore can this Eucalytus tree have of living in our
severe winters ? He believes that the tree can only

be safely planted in Florida, or some other of the

more southern States of North America, and that all

the other varieties of Eucalytus will be found to be
like E. globulus in hardiness. In a sanitary point of

view there are many of our hardy coniferous trees that

ought to be planted in quantities in unhealthy dis-

tricts, such as Scotch Firs, Pinus insignis. Larches,

and the Pinus Pinaster on the marshy and sandy
tracts on the sea-coast. The balsamic emanations

from these trees, where extensively planted, will, I

have no doubt, have as much virtue in them as those of

the Eucalytus, and then there is the value of the timber

to be considered when the trees arrive at some size. .

Owing to the rapidity of growth of this Eucalytus,

trees of it in the last two or three years have already

in favourable sheltered situations got to a good size ;

but there has been no severe frost to try them, and
our first severe winter will infallibly kill them, cr

injure them so much that they will never make trees.

In the warmest shelter of situations of the South of

England, or in the Channel Islands, they may have a

chance of growing to some size. JVilliaiii Tillcry,

Auriculas, &c.. Blooming in October.—Most
cultivators are familiar with the blooming of Primulas

in the autumn and winter ; hence, though such excite

the interest of provincial or metropolitan editors in

search of paragraphs in the dead season, horticul-

turists mostly smite at the so-called unnatural pheno-
menon, but Auriculas as a rule arc more steady to

time than Primroses. We planted a north border

with alpine Auriculas last summer ; they flowered

well, and have been flowering freely a second time all

through October. Violets have been gathered in any
quantity ever since the middle of September, the

varieties being the double Russian Czar and Victoria

Rcgin;^, flowering in the order here stated. The
double white and the Neapolitan, in equally or more
warm positions, have not shown a single flower. This
autumnal flowering of Violets does not aft'ect the

spring flowering, as it might be expected to do.

Seldom has there been such a full harvest of Violet

bloom in the autumn as this season. The plants arc

always renewed annually, and this is the only secret

of plenty of Violets alike in autumn, winter, and
spring. D, T. Fish.

Autumn-blooming Pentstemons.—A number
of fine spikes of the Pentstemon, staged at the last

meeting at South Kensington, excited considerable

notice because of the lateness of the season at which
such good examples were seen. As several inquiries

were made as to the why and wherefore of the exist-

ence just now of such good spikes I wish to say that

they were entirely the product of spring-sown seed,

sown indeed early in March in pans in a cool house,

where such growth resulted as to enable the plants to

be dibbled out into their permanent quarters in the

open ground at the end of May. These soon get

established and grow freely, sending up spikes of

bloom from the early part of September until severe'

weather sets in, which is seldom severe enough to

affect the Pentstemon here until November. By
sowing seed every spring a long succession of flower

is ensured, as these plants the next spring commence
blooming early, and do so all through tlie summer,
and furnish a most acceptable and varied lot of vase

flowers. The spring-sown plants then succeed, and
continue the bloom two months longer. It is wise to

destroy all the old plants each winter, as these get

ragged and uneven and some will die, whilst the
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younger plants stand well. It is simply a question of

sowing seed every March and thus maintaining a con-

stant succession in just the same way that Stocks,

Wallflowers, Antirrhinums, and other biennials require

to be maintained in abundant succession. Few plants

more thoroughly reproduce themselves as good forms
from seed than does the Pentstcmon. It always shows
a tendency to improve and to give variety, and so

easily is a batch of seedlings raised that for border
culture only it is simply waste of time to bother with

cuttings. A. D,

The Colouring of Grapes. — One of your cor-

respondents asks the question whether the seasons of

this year, which have certainly been abnormal, may
have caused his Grapes not to colour well. I reply

that he is not a good workman who finds fault with his

tools ; and in this case I think he must have done so.

I think I have to thank my gardener for having averted

that complaint from my four vineries, which have
produced this year the largest crops of well-coloured

fruit that I have ever seen ; and Mr. Henderson,
under whom my gardener was reared, thought he had
never seen such a crop in size of berries, and colour,

and weight, as one of my Barbarossas. It is estimated
to be now bearing 50 lb. on thirteen bunches ; and
about ten years ago it carried in February the ist prize

at the Crystal Palace against, among other com-
petitors,Messrs.Tillery,ofWelbeck, and Thomson, then
of Dalkeith ; and I have had a good winter crop from
it always. The reasons why Grapes do not colour
well are chiefly red spider, or an excessive number
and weight of bunches, either in the same year or in

the previous one, which has prevented the wood from
ripening. I have had Grapes for consumption some-
times evciy day of the year. The houses are about

36 feet in length (and no Vine is allowed more than
say about 3 feet), the breadth 20 feet, the height 14
feet. Mrs. Pince has rather disappointed me ; Golden
Queen has proved a well-flavoured acquisition. All

my Vines arc planted outside, and have no protection

except some straw thatching, and occasionally some
manure-water, or liquid guano, is given. As to your
correspondent's letter about Tomatos, I cannot advise

anybody in the Midland Counties to raise them other-

wise than under a south wall. Mine have done well
this year. G, H. V.

The Seedling Brier.—Allow me to add my testi-

mony to the superiority of the seedling Brier over any
other kind of stock for dwarf Roses. If any one has
a doubt on the subject I would advise him to try

it for himself, and the present is a good time to

gather the pips of the Dog Rose growing in hedge-
rows. The plan I have found to answer best is to

sow the seed at once in pans, placing them in a close

frame. The advantage of sowing now is that the
seedlings are in an advanced state to plant out in

spring, whereas, if sown in spring in the open ground
they are not so strong for budding in the following
autumn. There is a marked difference in some Roses
I have growing in pots budded on the seedling Brier
and others on the Manetti stock. Those on the
former are much stronger in growth, and the flowers
finer in quality. E. Holliday, The Gardens, Preshutc
House., Marlborough,

Amaryllis Belladonna.—This has for a long
time been a special favourite of mine, and I am glad
to find it doing so well elsewhere, as it is one of the
most beautiful of all the Lily tribe, and thoroughly
deserving of a more extended cultivation than it now
has. Its habit of late blooming when the other varie-

ties are over makes it doubly valuable, for in fine dry
autumns like the present it lasts in bloom quite till

the end of October, and it is one of the most effective

and useful things that c^i possibly be had for cutting,

as the flowers are almost as durable in water as when
left on the plants. The only drawback it has is in

flowering without any foliage, as all the leaves die away
in August, but an excellent substitute may be had by
using those of the Iris or Tritomafor dressing with them
in vases, either of which associate well. Many who
have tried thenr have been unsuccessful in getting
them to bloom freely, but I have never experienced
the least difliculty in this, which may in a measure
arise frona tjpe natural lightness and dryness of our
soil ; but eren with this advantage I should not have
them so fine as they are if we had not specially pre-

pared a place for them. This was done by digging
out a narrow border in front of our greenhouse a yard
or so deep, in the bottom of which we put a quantity
of broken brick, and on them a coat of half-rotten

manure, so as to keepthe interstices clear, and give
the plants something to feed on. Part of the natural
soil was then mixed with leaf-mould and sand,
and returned to its place, and the bulbs planted a
foot or so apart. The border is now one compact
mass of these, with flower-stems almost as thick as
they can stand. From watching them closely, I am
of opinion that there are two causes that bring about
failure in growing Belladonna Lilies—the one is in not
giving them sufficient water during summer to bring
about a full and healthy leaf development, and the

other in allowing them to become frost-bitten during
the winter. The tendency of this Lily after being
planted a short time, is for the bulbs to become so

crowded as to push each other near the surface, and if

not protected, all the uppermost, which are the

strongest and best ripened, get their crowns injured

and perish. To prevent this we always make a

practice of putting a few inches of half-decomposed
leaves over the border as soon as they have done
flowering, which mulching answers the double purpose
of enriching the soil and rendering them safe for the

winter. Owing to the very early growth they make,
the foliage is liable to get cut in the spring, but a mat
thrown over them of a night till frosts are over forms a

sufficient protection at that season, or a few evergreen

branches stuck in answer the same purpose. I may just

add that the present is a good time for getting the

4?ulbs and planting, and if done something after the

manner mentioned above a fine display of flowers may
be expected ne.xt autumn. J. S.

Orchids in Flovi^er at Lee Hall.—The following

Orchids were in flower lately in Mr. Wilson's collec-

tion at Lee Hall, Gatcacre, near Liverpool :

—

Cattleya Harrisona:
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one overpowered tlic other. In 1S53 the wall which
sheltered it was removed, it thus became fully exposed
to all weathers. In 186411 had grown to a stiff, stout

tree nearly 20 feet in height, the trunk having a

diameter near the ground of about 6 inches. In severe

winters the spray branches were generally killed back,

the main branches, however, remained uninjured, and
when summer came again pushed out young branches.

A few years after I ceased to be curator I learned that

this tree had been moved and planted in another part

of the garden, and that either by its removal or some
other cause it was cut down to the ground, but that

the stump survived and has now live or si.x stout

branches 25 or 30 feet high. It is named Eucalyptus
polyanthemos. Unfortunately I have no record or

remembrance of the locality from whence the seeds of

this came. What I have now stated proves that but
few Eucalypti will be found sufficiently hardy to live

in the open air at Kew. J. Smith, cx-Ciirator, Royal
Gardens, Kc~o, Oct. 31.

Plumbago capensis.—We have grown this plant

on an open south wall here. The plants (large ones,

and in large pots) were wintered in a cool house, and
at the end of Way were taken to a south wall in the

flower garden. The plants being well soaked with

water they were then sunk in the ground, deep
enough to keep the pot well below the surface of the

soil, and the branches were spread over the wall; there

they remained, and iiowered beautifully until October,

when they were taken baclc to their winter quarters.

I have also grown this " good old thing" on a balloon-

shaped trellis as an exhibition plant, and found it a

"telling thing " in a collection of stove and green-

house flowering plants. J, Batters, Gr,, Gillitt^ham

Hall.

The Boscobel Oak.—Your correspondents have

quite disappointed me in casting doubts about the

present not being the original tree which King Charles

hid in. I have on the table before me a certificate

about this tree, or, rather, a seedling from this tree,

and it came into my possession in this wise :—In 1S48

two seedling Oaks were sent here to William, fourth

Earl of Abergavenny, by the Rev. J. Dale, curate of

Donnington, Salop, adjoining the extra-parochial

place of Boscobel. The acorns were gathered by a

gardener named William Yates, Albrighton, and in

1S34 he solemnly declares before witnesses that the

trees sent are the produce of .acorns gathered by him
from the Royal Boscobel Oak. It is forty-four years

since the acorns were gathered, and it does seem
strange to me that the old gardener and the clergyman,

both living on the spot, should have been mistaken as

to the tree, which the certificate sets forth as the

original one. Our trees were planted in 1S50, one in

the park and one in the pleasure-ground ; the former

is only a miserable scrub, while the latter is now a

goodly tree, with a spread of branches 40 feet in

diameter. I mention this to show that size has nothing

to do with the tree being original or otherwise. I was
foreman in the garden here when they came, and
helped to plant the trees, and that explains how I

obtained the certificate of which I speak. J. Rust,

ErUigc Castle, Ttmbridge Wells.

The Cauliflower and Carrot Failure.—Like

your correspondent, Mr. Coleman, I am constrained

to offer a few remarks on this subject. From the evi-

dence adduced we are led to the conclusion that the

general cause of failure this year has been due to

climatic changes, but my experience during the past

season gives rise to other sources from which may be

attributed the cause of these failures. Having been

in part successful under one modtcs operandi, antl un-

successful in another, I am prepared to endorse the

opinion that the Cauliflower is not deteriorating,

neither is there any deficiency on the part of those

entrusted with the selection of their stocks. I cannot

too strongly urge the importance of early sowing in

pans or boxes, and pricking off as soon as large enough
to handle. When they get sutticiently large, pot singly

into large 6o's, and finally plant out into deeply-dug

ground well enriched with good rotten manure, after

which an occasional watering with liquid manure will

greatly benefit them. Under such treatment I have

been cutting splendid heads suijerior to the one

sent [which was very fine] since the first week
in September ; whereas from seed sown in the

ordinary way in the open ground, and planted out

from the seed-bed into ground equally well pre-

pared and treated in every respect the same, I have

not been able to cut a decent head. Generally

speaking, as far as the Carrot culture is concerned in

this neighbourhood, all attempts have hitherto

proved anything but satisfactory—so much so, that

I had almost given up in despair, but with one

more strenuous effort I have this year succeeded

in securing a fair crop, although not to my entire

satisfaction, yet I feel convinced that my proceedings

will lead to greater success in future. Having selected

a piece of ground last winter, I manured it heavily

with old hotbed manure, incorporating with it

thoroughly decayed vegetable refuse, soot and coal-

ashes ; it was then trenched to the depth of 2 feet

6 inches, when I gave it a good dressing of gas-lime
on the surface, which remained until the end of
February, after which I gave it another dressing of
old Mushroom-bed manure with some burnt vegetable
refuse ; the whole was then forked in to await the
time of sowing, which was done the first week in
vVpril ; and although the main crop is not yet lifted,

still to all appearance we shall be rewarded with an
average crop for any extra amount of labour or
expense entailed. E. Morgan, The Butts, Harrow-
on-lhc-Hill.

The Gros Colman Grape.^In November, 1849,
my father received some Grape Vines from M. Vibert,
of Angers, a veteran Grape grower, and a very per-
severing raiser of seedling Grapes intended, of course,
for the open air. The Gros Colman, or Colmar, as
your correspondents suggest, being one of the sorts, it

is not at all unlikely that the clerk, in copying the
invoice, mistook the French r for an n—a mist.ake
very likely to be made. The Gros Colman was a
present, and M. Vibert perhaps did not think much
of its quality as an outdoor Grape, and sent it to my
father in the hope that it might adapt itself better to

the climate of England than France. It was planted
under a glass shed, with sides consisting of Beech
hedges. I perfectly remember the enormous crops
of unripened fruit borne by the plant sent by M.
Vibert, and I also remember its condemnation as an
utterly useless fruit by my father, coupled with a
caustic remark about "gift horses," &c. The value
of the sort as a late, well-keeping, and well-flavoured
sort was, however, some years after pointed out to

my father by a skilful Grape grower, Mr. Devenish,
of Weymouth, who affirmed that it was a much better
late Grape than the Gros Guillaume or Barbarossa,
then notorious for its large size and late-keeping
property. Colman, as a correspondent points out,

is hardly a French name, and it is very likely that
the proper name is Colmar. M. Vibert has long
since left this earth. I remember him an enthusiastic
Rose and Grape grower at eighty years old. His
successor was M. Moreau-Robert, who can probably
determine the question. T. Francis Rivers, Sawliridg-
worth.

Slugs and Lapagerias.—.\11 who grow this lovely

greenhouse climber well know how destructive slugs
are to the young growths by eating them off at the

base of the plant. I have often been puzzled to find any
other cure than perpetually looking over the plants at

nights to find the slug and killing him right out ; but
I had the good fortune some months ago, when look-
ing through the houses of an amateur, who is a keen
horticulturist, of seeing his Lapagerias, both the white
and red, which were growing remarkably strong, and
to prevent the slugs from getting at the young growths,
he had round the inside of each pot a piece of sheet

zinc, which was about 4 or 5 inches above the rim of
the |30t. lie told me it was an excellent plan, and of
course I at once adopted it with my plants, and ever
since we have scarcely been troubled with slugs ;

we sometimes get a stray one in the vicinity of the

plants, but seldom is one found over the zinc collar.

Robert Greenfield, Priory Gardens, Wai-ioick. [An
old device. Eds.]

Paraffin as an Insecticide I have used paraffin

oil mixed with water with great success pn stove and
greenhouse plants for killing bug and white scale,

and I must say that wherever it comes in contact with
the bug and scale it is certain death, and (if used care-

fully) without doing the slightest injury to the plants.

When I s.ay carefully, I mean used according to the

directions previously given in your pages. On the

authority of Mr. Knight we have used it regularly

since Mr. Knight's remarks appeared, and I am sure

we are all indebted to him for making known such an
effectual and inexpensive insecticide. Robert Green-

field, Priory Gardens, ]Vartoick.

The First Taste of Winter.—Up to Wednesday
morning, October 30, we had Sweet Peas, Heliotrope,

Dahlias, Pelargoniums in plenty, also the common
yellow Laburnum in flower on the wall, but on the

above morning we registered 7° of frost (at 4 feet from

the ground), and everything being very wet we had to

say "good-bye" to the above-mentioned flow^ers,

and many others. .Snow fell also on the 30th, about

8.40 A.M., sufficient to throw a " mantle " over the

land, but it soon disappeared ; on the 31st we had 6°,

and on November 1st 3° of frost ; and much rain has

fallen since then. J. Batters, Gr., Gillingham Hall,

East Norfolk.

We had a very heavy fall of snow here on

Friday morning, November I, much like the early

fall on the east coast last year. Some hundreds of

tons of timber in large branches were broken oft'

;

Elms, Ash, and other deciduous trees, and, of

course, evergreens, suffered very much ; some of the

largest (3 to 6 feet high) of my Tea Roses suffered

very much, being almost broken up by the roots from

the weight of snow ; Broccoli and Cauliflowers were

quite laid, and must remain so. Some of the Elm
branches must be near i ton weight each. It rained
in the afternoon, and till 12.30 (not heavily) on Friday
morning, and then snowed till about 4 p.m., then
rained again near the coast. Most likely it did not
rain so much farther inland, but snowed instead, for

there was much remaining on Monday only some
8 or 10 miles distant. It was mostly gone here by
Friday night, for the day was bright and sunny. What
remained here in the morning was only about i.i to

2 inches deep. George Lee, Clevedon, Somerset.

The glory of our garden has been laid low
for a season by the sharp frosts of last week. On
Friday morning the thermometer indicated 7° of frost.

D. .']/., Glasnevin.

Rosa rugosa.—Any one in want of a neat low
hedge plant for a flower garden would find this a
perfect subject. Its leaves somewhat resemble those
of the old Melianthus major, but instead of being
glaucous green in colour, they are of a beautiful rich

glossy green. None of our garden Roses have a leaf
resembling this. The fruit, as you state, is large
and fine, but we have a species with oblong-shaped
fruits which in every way is much larger in size.

\ye had a fine show of fruit one season until the
birds found out their qualities, when they quickly
disappeared. This season they took the fruit as it

ripened. I find that these Roses do not succeed
well in the shade or under the drip of trees. They
cannot be considered as florists flowers, but it

is surprising what favourites they are with our
nobility. As regards crossing them I think they will

prove the foundation of a new race, but we must begin
with the Austrian Briers, yellow and bronze, the
Scotch Dog Rose, and perhaps the old Macartney.
I may add that we had all the sorts Dr. Siebold sent
over. J. P., Cliveden.

Raising Tropffiolum tricolorum from Seed.—
When the seeds are ripe I gather them and take the
hard shell off them, that is to say, I crack the shell

without damaging the nut, or even the brown
skin that covers the cracked nut. By doing this your
correspondent will get as many plants as he desires
from the peeled seeds. Of course he will sow imme-
diately, and must water carefully, so as not to rot the
seeds. P. Fry, Addington.

Fruit Trees against Walls.—There can be no
question that the close pruning and training to which
many trees are subjected when growing against walls
is often productive of anything but a fruitful habit,

for, instead of forming flow^er-buds, they make a lot

of breastwood, that either has to be pinched back
several times during the summer or cut away in the
.autumn, thus entailing a good deal of time and atten-

tion in looking after them. As regards Apricots,
Peaches, and Nectarines, this is absolutely necessary
to ensure crops, as they require the full shelter such a
situation affords ; but for Pears and Cherries and
some of the hardier kinds of Plums it is not so much
needed, and it is astonishing how productive they
frequently become if left to grow pretty much as

they will. I have before me a striking instance of

this, as some pyramidal Pears that had to be moved
from a garden, where they were getting much too
thick, were planted on the west side of a low wall
between small buttresses built for its support, and
these are now pictures of health and bear in the freest

manner possible. Much of this increased fertility, in

comparison with those left, has been brought about
by having more room to develope themselves without
being robbed of any of the young shoots, most of
which are now bristling with spurs up their entire

length, instead of being covered with wood-buds, as

many are when subjected to severe pruning. It is

a well known fact that when the fruit of Pears on
pyramids or standards gets heavy, and strong autumn
winds set in, that many are dashed to the ground
if grown in exposed positions ; but under walls as

these are there is very little loss in that way. This is

a great point in their favour, and as there are many
bare buildings, dead, unsightly boundary fences or

places of that kind affording shelter that might be
profitably utilised and made ornamental by planting

any of above-named kinds of fruits, I am desirous

of calling attention to the undertaking now that

the season is drawing near for can-ying out
such work. I know that many are debarred
from growing the number of trees they would
like, owing to the supposed labour they would
have to find for nailing and training, but under this

system of culture most of that ungenial winter
employment is done away with, as at most all that is

requisite is to secure the main branches by means of
a few staples driven into the joints. A tie when
made with bast twine will last for years, and if the

breastwood is allowed to take pretty much its own
course the trees become quickly established and soon
get into a vigorous bearing state. It must be obvious

to any one at all acquainted with fruit growing that
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when such a slight restriction is placed on the exten-

sion of the branches and the consequently enormously

increased leaf surface such trees have over others

which are annually pinched and pruned hard in, that

their capacity for carrying fine crops is greatly

enhanced, and were it not for the more neat anil

orderly appearance training gives, no doubt this plan

of growing them would be more generally adopted.

For Pears on low walls the Quince stock is the best,

but much depends on the soil, as where this is light

and dry the Quince does not penetrate deep enough,

and any check from an insufficient supply of moisture

while the fruit is swelling causes it to crack open

alter a heavy fall of rain comes. The Pear, on the

other hand, drives its roots low down, and therefore

does not feel any changes that may take place in the

weather so much, but in strong wet land it forces too

strong a growth, and is on that account not so desir-

able. Besides Apples, Pears, Plums, and Cherries

that do remarkably well grown in the above-named

manner. Figs answer admirably in the same way,

for as a general rule the less they are pruned the

better, so far at least as the tops are concerned. In

planting these it is always advisable to limit their

feeding ground by concreting the bottom about 2 feet

or so below the surface, after which it is an easy

matter at any time to cut their side-roots by opening

a trench around, or to build a 44 inch wall, and so

confine them in that way. J. S.

The influence of moisture upon forest trees is so

great that, to trace it, and show its intimate connection

as a sequel to my last article, may, it is presumed, be

of some interest to many readers. A circumstance of

some interest came under my observation in the fol-

lowing manner.

In 1S62 I had to deal with a quantity of natural

Scots Fir trees in Strathspey blown down by the wind.

The trees were cut off near the root with the saw, by

which means the zones or layers of wood were distinctly

seen, so as to be examined minutely with the view of

ascertaining the various ages of the trees. I was in the

practice of counting the zones or rings, when by mere

chance I found that forty-five years before that time the

growth of 1S17 was only about ,'j inch thick, while the

growth of the year before and after it was from
{^,

to

\ inch thick. This unusually small growth, situated

between two large ones, and being found not upon a

few trees only, but upon all within an area of nearly

a mile, suggested an investigation as to the cause of it,

but all efforts to find it out proved fruitless. In this

case we can only give as conjecture that, as the small

growth was so universal, the cause must have been an

atmospherical one—probably frost, rain, or cold.

Having closely observed the results of the two

seasons, 1S68 and 1S72, in producing fruit in the

Scots Fir, we find that the former produced it much

more abundantly than the latter, bearing in mind, as

we do, that the perfect cone of the Scots Fir is the

product of two years—that is, it blooms in May, and

remains on the tree, enlarging to the size of a Filbert

the first year ; the second it undergoes no further

change beyond simply enlarging and maturing its seed,

which is ripe in November. If May is a cold, frosty

month, the fruit-blossom is blasted and rendered use-

less. If the autumn months are wet and cold the

seed in the cone does not mature, and this was the

chief source of complaint in 1872. The former part

of the season 186S was extremely dry, so much so that

many trees and shrubs upon a southern exposure,

upon a dry gravelly soil, shed their leaves by mid-

summer. Towards the end of August copious showers

fell, and as the season advanced the ground became

well watered, and the buds of trees and shrubs swelled

beyond their usual size and proportions.

The spring of 1S69 displayed an uniuecedented

profusion of blossom, and in due time a superabundant

crop of almost all kinds of fruit. The branches of

Beech, Oak, Chestnut, Hawthorn, &c., literally broke

off, unable to sustain their weight.

Up to the middle or end of August, 1872, nothing

adverse was apprehended as to the growth ol the Larch ;

indeed it looked very well, and indicated a good sea-

son's grosvth. As it is in August and October, how-

ever, that it makes its principal top-growth, and as

this period proved very unfavourable for its growth,

the results in that respect were very unsatisfactory

upon the average of soils and situations.

Probably no better lesson of instruction uiion the

culture and growth of Larch could be given than the

results of 1S72. It indicated in a very clear manner
the conditions as to wetness or dryness of soil under

which it thrives or degenerates. Upon clay soils

imperfectly drained the growth was of the lowest

possible order, and to many trees another similar

wet season would have proved quite fatal. Upon
different qualities of loam the difference of growth

was very distinct. The darkest and richest soils

and stiff wet clays produced the worst growths,

and the light-coloured and sandy or gravelly soils,

where the subsoil was open, perhaps the best. A
very remarkable example of this was to be seen in a

plantation sixteen years old. A large area of the

.plantation is literally covered with Whins, so close

that neither Heath nor herbage of any kind can grow
amongst them. To encourage the growth of the trees

the Whins had been cut several times from the period

of planting. The ground being poor and naturally

barren the trees grew slowly upon it, and the Whins,

already established and deeply rooted, soon gained

supremacy over them. Every returning season the

trees renewed their feeble effort of growth, and just as

regularly, but more rapidly, the Whins grew and over-

topped them. The average annual growth of the

trees was about 6 inches, counting ten years back,

and the growth of 1 868 about 3 inches. On going

carefully over the plantation and measuring the top

shoots, I found that the growths of 1872 against the

three preceding years' average were as 12 to 4 inches.

The growth of the Larch, like that of other trees,

is erroneously estimated by the length of the top

shoots, as some seasons arc most favourable to top-

growth, and others to stem or lateral growth. On
dissecting and examining the structure of trees this is

clearly exhibited. For example, the annual layer or

zone of 1868 was fully as thick in many cases as usual,

while the top growth of the same tree was not quite

one-third its usual length. The growth, too, of one

season greatly influences that of the next. One
season, as it were, lays by in store what is next year

to be used in growth. The growth of 1869 was a

clear example of this in contrast with 1S7J, the former

being far above an average, while the latter is below

it. A comparatively dry season, therefore, apparently

husbands strength in the tree, while a wet season

evidently exhausts it. Next to the loss of growth (as

such) was that sustained by the terminal shoots not

maturing and ripening. This, however, need not sur-

prise when we bear in mind the long continuation of

dull, wet weather, and all but entire absence of sun-

shine during the autumn months. .Serious fears were

entertained for the safety of the top shoots, and such

fears were unhappily too well grounded, for in all

low-lying situations, and in some high northern expo-

sures, the injury to the top shoots was a very serious

matter, necessitating the operation of pruning to give

a single leader to the tree. The younger the trees,

generally speaking, the more liable were they to

damage in the top, but few trees over 20 feet high

suffered to any extent.

The least evil and the last we have to record is that

of the fruit or seed. So far as affects the growth of the

tree itself the less seed the better, but as it constitutes

a very important article of rural produce, and is the

basis of the nursery operations of tree culture, its loss

as a crop is too great ot be omitted. Many nursery-

men propagate their Larch seedlings exclusively from

home-grown seed, and the scarcity caused by the

failure in 1S72 caused it to rise in price from 85s. to

I50i. per cwt. In adilition to the scarcity, the seed

was also of very inferior quality, being small and un-

sound ; and instead of producing 1,500,000 plants per

hundredweight, it yielded only about Soo,ooo plants

of an inferior class. Interesting and inviting though

the subject be, we cannot meanwhile follow it further.

C. y. Michk, CiiUcn Home, Ciilkii, Xov. 4.

Cbc mciitljtr.

Natural History.

A Carnivorois lii.ACKiiiRi).— It m.iy interest

some of your readers to recite the following incident

which appeared in the Live Sfock Journal, where the

writer says:—"I was riding along a lane in

August last when I observed a cock blackbird

with something very large in his bill. He
flew along with it for a few yards several times

in front of me, and at last dropped it. I found

it was a mouse, about three parts grown and perfectly

fresh killed." He adds, "I never heard of a similar

case. Can any of your readers furnish us with further

proof as to the carnivorous propensities of the black-

bird ? " E. .Voi-gan, The Bulls, Harrow-on-thc-Hill.
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tempeiatiucs of ihc air observed by night were 26''

at Eccles, 27° at Nottingham, 29* at Hull, and 29-^"

at Wolveriiampton ; the lowest temperature of the

air at Liverpool was 35^", and at Truro was 34"

;

the mean value from all places was 31°. The range

of temperature in the week was the greatest at

Eccles, yf^ and the least at Liverpool and Bradford,

both 157'^
; the mean range from all stations was

20 J°.

The mean of the seven high day temperatures was
the highest at Truro, 52", Plymouth SiA", and Eccles

49.^" ; and the lowest at Wolverhampton, 45^", and
Bradford, 454° ; the general mean from all stations

was 47?''. The mean of the seven low night tempera-

tures was the lowest at Eccles, 29°, Nottingham
31]", and Leicester 32'|°, and the highest at Truro,
42*^, and Liverpool 39!° ; the mean from all places

was 35,1". The mean daily range of temperature

in the week was the least at Liverpool, 7^'^, and the

greatest at Eccles, 2o| ; the mean daily range from
all stations was I2^^
The mean temperature of the air for the week from

all stations was 40^^ being 8^° lower than the value

for the corresponding week in 1877. The highest

were 46!° at Truro, and 43^° at Plymouth, and the

lowest were 38° at Nottingham, and 384° at both

Wolverhampton and Eccles.

Rain.—Rain fell on every day in the week at

Plymouth, Norwich, Nottingham, Hull, and Sunder-

land, and on six days at most other places, but at

Brighton it fell on one day only. The heaviest fall

was 2.16 inches at Bristol, and the least 0.04 inch at

Brighton ; the average fall over the country was
0,66 inch.

The weather during the week was very cold, dull,

and the sky was cloudy.

Snoiv fell on October 29 at Wolverhampton and
Hull, and on the 30th at London, Bristol, Norwich,
Leicester, and Cambridge, and on November 2 at

Wolverhampton.
Fog was prevalent at many places during the week.

Scotland : Temperature,—During the week end-

ing Saturday, Noveniber 2, the highest temperatures

of the air varied from 42^" at Glasgow to 39"* at

Edinburgh ; the mean from all places was 5'°-

The lowest temperatures of the air varied from 30°

at Edinburgh to 34|° at Leith ; the mean value from

all stations was 32^°. The mean range of tempera-

ture in the week was i8^°.

The mean temperature of the air for the week from
all places was 41% being 7^° lower than the value

for the corresponding week in 1877.

Rain.—The heaviest fall of rain in the week was

1.79 inch at Aberdeen, and the least, four-tenths of

an inch, at both Edinburgh and Leith ; at Glasgow
no rain was measured. The average fall over the

country was 0.70 inch.

Dublin. — The highest temperature of the air

was 55*, the lowest 281", the range 261'', the mean
41°, and the fall of rain 0.05 inch.

JAMES GLAISHER.

Reports of Societies.

Scottish Horticultural Association : Nov. 5.

—

The monthly meeting of this Association was held at

5, St. Andrew Square, Edinburgh, when over 100

members were present ; and it being the annual

meeting day of the Scottish Arboricultural Society,

a number of foresters attended. The President

occupied the chair. Mr. C. S. France read a paper

on " Ornamental Planting." He said that the planting

of trees was a science, and had been so from an early

date, it having engaged the attention of the Greek
philosophers. For embellishing rural scenery with

the best objects of Nature they were indebted to

Kent, who in the beginning of last century was
among the first to lay down principles for the guidance

of the planter for landscape effect. He also touched

upon the part which Bacon performed in realising

the true beauties of the garden, spoke of the proper

distribution of trees, and referred to the particular

schools oflandscape planting, and their various pecu-

liarities. The principle underlying the styles of the

different nations was found in the outward features of

each country. The primary rule to follow by all

planters for effect was to imitate Mother Nature. To
have unbroken plantations and at other points vistas,

so as to make the ground appear as large as possible,

was an important principle to be borne in mind by all

who plant to improve the beauties of the landscape.

Mr. Alex. Mackenzie read a paper on "Early
Flowering Pelargoniums," in which he described the

mode of propagation from cuttings and from roots which

he adopted in the Warriston Nursery, and explained

the treatment followed by him in every particular

from the cutting pot to the flowering specimen.

The composition and preparation of the soil used

was minutely described. The time he put in

cuttings was principally from March to November ;

but this operation, for the most part, mighl be

performed all the year round. The temperature,

airing, thinning, and staking, were carefully explained.

The result of Mr. Mackenzie's culture of this valuable

plant was that he had a house of them in excellent

health, bearing a profusion of bloom for twelve or

thirteen months—a result which he could not produce
with any other plant. The principal sorts in his

collection were the following :—Digby Grand,
Madame Lemoine, Triomphe de St. Maud, Bridal

Bouquet, Annie, Fire King, Mrs. Piradshaw, Magnet,
or Marchioness of Lothian, Grandis, Floribunda, and
Red Gauntlet,

Mr. James Gordon also read a paper on the

"Osmunda regalis in its native habitat at Cam-
straddan," where acres of this much prized Fern were
to be found. He stated the diftbrent conditions under
which it luxuriated on the banks of Loch Lomond,
the fronds attaining the length of 6 feet.

Messrs. DicksonstS:Co. exhibited flowers of Schizo-

stylis coccinea fully expanded in the open air, and
blooms of Veronica speciosa and Violas Golden Gem
an<l lilacina. Messrs. Todd & Co. showed flowers of

the crimson East Lothian Stock ; Mr. Henry Rintoul

sent blooms of Vallota purpurea, in great beauty at

this season ; and Mr. Chisholm sent some Gooseberry

roots infested with a parasite. Mr. George Donaldson
sent a new seedling late kidney Potato, which was
highly commended by the new Vegetable Committee.

Answers to Correspondents.

Br.r;0NL\; G. F. Most ol Uie species which are not

tuberous-rooted, are in dieir native country under-

shrubs ; so that there is nothing irregular in defining

them as " shrubby."
Books : 7". H". Ewart's Land Lmproi'crs Pocket

Book, published by Lock\\ood & Co., 7, Stationers'

Hall Court, E.G.—y. R. P. Floral Decorations for
the J>ivclUiii> House, by Annie Hassard, published by
Macmillan & Co., Bedford Street, Covent Garden.

CiNKRAKiAS : y. R. P. Your Cineraria leaves are

attacked by a fungus, l^uccinia glomerata. We know
of no cure for it, and your best plan will be to pick the

affected leaves off and bum them.
DouBLK Pklakgoniums : y. :Scott. The flowers and

leaves you send us of No. i, marked Le Vergier, and
No. 2, marked Ethel Beal, appear to us to be identical.

Gkai'ES : y. H. The fusion of the terminal berries of

the bunch is by no means uncommon.
Insects : G. P. R. Your Cyclamens, Primulas, &c.,

have been gnawed off by the white grubs of the

weevil, Otiorhynchus sulcatus. The adjacent plants

should be carefully examined at the roots and repotted

in earth which would be benefited by being first

charred. The weevils should be looked for after dusk.

A sheet should be laid on the ground beneath the

plants, and the insects fall on the approach of the

light. /. O. IF.

Lime : Perplexed. Lime does not detract from tlie

fertilising qualities of manure if both are dug into tlie

ground at the same time.

Names of Fruits : E. Simpson. Jalousie de Fontenay.
—/'. B. 1, Dumelow's Seedling; 2, not known ; 3,

Beauty of Kent ; 4, Winter Hawthomden.—/•'. i.

Golden Noble ; 2, Kentish Fillbasket
; 3, Winter

Majettin.— Tydia. Apples: 4, Rymer
; 3, Sturmer

Pippin. Pears: 10, 11, Glou Mor9eau ; 6, Old
Colmar ; 8, Josephine de Malines ; 7, Nouveau
Poiteau

; 9, Bergamotte d'Esperen ; others not re-

cognised.

Names of Plants : H. M. E. We do not undertake

to identify florists' flowers. The Chrysanthemum may
be Golden Cedo NuUi, but we cannot say for certain.

— H. A. B. Perhaps Rosa cinnamomea.

—

H. D.
Asplenium Fabianuni. The flower is an Amaryllis of

the Hippeastrum group, but probably a garden variety,

which we cannot attempt to name.
Pampas Gkass : Cor. There is nothing unusual in the

colour of your specimens.

PoTATOs : A Constant Reader. Wc do not undertake

to give the names of proper persons to deal ^\ iUi,

Rosa kugosa : C. IF. D. We have not rooted Rosa
rugosa from cuttings oiU-of-doors, but find cuttings

root freely, or it grafts easily under glass on the Manetti

or Brier. We see no reason why it sliould not also suc-

ceed budded freely on Dog Rose or Manetti out-of-

doors. We may add, it seems to sucker when grown
on its own roots ; so that it would no doubt succeed
layered.

To K]:ep Waenuts : Tydia. Pack them in layers in

dry sand in a box or barrel, and keep them in a cool

place.

Variegated Primulas : H. M. H. That a plant or

two in a batch of seedlings should come variegated is

not a very uncommon occurrence. It is doubtful if

the seeds of the variegated plant would produce others

similarly marked, and is not worth the trouble of pro-

pagating by any other means.
Vines : J. T. S. You cannot learn how to grow Vines

successfully by means of the answers to a string of

questions. You should well study such a useful work
as T/ic Grape Vine, by Mr. Thomson (pubhshed by
Blackwood), and then, if any difficulties present them-
selves, we shall be glad to assist you. To your second
letter we can only reply thnt the details which appear
to be so puzzling to you are clear enough to any one
who can grow Grapes. If you want to succeed, you
must master the rudiments before flying at higher

game.
Vines in Greenhouse: .-/. IV. B. P. You do not

say anything about the internal arrangement of your

greenhouse. What is the position of the stages for

plants, &c. ? Planting Vines against the back wall of

an ordinary greenhouse is about the worst position for

them, and bringing them through the front wall is the

best. If you cannot train them through the wall at its

base, because the stem of the Vines would come in

contact with the pipes, could you not, as the next best

]5lan, train the stem inside the house, immediately

under the wall plate ? That would bring the stem over

the pipes. We had to plant a greenhouse with \"ines

once, and were in the same position as you are, and
got over it in that way. The Vines grew splendidly.

You can cut a hole in the top of the wall as large as

half a brick. If the arrangement of the pipes does not

admit of this, it would be belter to plant a Vine near

the door at the south end of the house. The Vine, if

well treated, would fill your little house in three years.

*^^* Correspondents arc specially requested to address,

post-paid, all communications intended for publica-

tion to the " Editors," and not to any member of the

staff personally. The Editors would also be obliged

by such communications being sent as early in the

week as possible. Correspondents sending news-

papers should be careful to mark the paragraphs they

wish the Editors to see. Letters relating to Adver-
tisements, or to the supply of the Paper, should be

addressed to the Publisher, and not to the Editors.

I^° Foreign Subscribers sending Post-office Orders

are requested to make them payable at the post-office,

King Street, Covent Garden, London, and at die

same time to inform the Publisher at the office of this

Journal.

Erratum : Cimicifuga racemosa.—We learn that,

from a misplaced tally, we were led into error. The
plant figured as C. racemosa' at p. 557, is C. foetida.

Catalogues Received :—W. Foster (Stroud), Cata-
logue of Fruit Trees.—Messrs. E. G. Henderson &
Son (Pine-apple Nursery, Maida Vale, London, W.),
Catalogue of Roses, Fruit Trees, Shrubs, Hardy
Climbers, &c.—Messrs. Little & Ballantyne (Cariisle).

Priced List of Forest Trees, Ornamental Trees and
Shrubs, &c. — Messrs. C. Huber & Co. (Hycres,

France), Catalogue of New Plants, and general Price-

List.—Louis Van Houtte (The Royal Nursery, Ghent,
Belgium), Catalogue of Herbaceous and Alpine Plants,

Roses, Conifers, Fruit Trees, &c.—Messrs. Kelway &
Son (the " Royal Nurseries,"' Langport, Somerset),'

Special Wholesale Price-List of Gladioli.—Messrs.

J. M. Thorburn & Co. (15. John Street, New York,
U.S.A.), Wholesale List of American Seeds for the

European Trade only.

Communications Receded.—Ed. Goeze.—E. Fenzi (with

many thanks).—G. N.—G. S. B.—G. J.—Chevalier.—A. R.

—J. B. S.-W.D.—J. R.—M. &SoD.—R. D.—P. G.-K.K.
—£. B.-C. S.—R. J. L.

litrhcts.

COVENT GARDEN, November 7.

Our market remains much the same, large quantities

of American Apples continuing to arrive, which are only

cleared at

sliort, suppUe

Kent Cobs a

Market,

iiderably reduced rates. Pears continue

from the Continent being very meagre,

i dull. James Webber, Wholesale Apple

Apples, 5^-sieve ..16-
Cobs and Filberts, lb. o 9-
Grapes, per lb. .. i o-
Lemons, per 100 ..60-;

V
s. d, s, d.

Artichokes, English
Globe, doz. .. 2 o- 4 t

— Jerusalem, bush. 40-..
Asparagus, Fr. sprue,

per bundle . . i 6- .

.

Beans, French, p. 100 20-..
— runners, p. bush. 40-..
Beet, per doz, . . i o- 2 (

Brus. sprouts, bush. 70-..
Cabbages, per doz. .. i o- 2 <

Carrots, per bunch . . o 4- o I

Cauliflowers, per doz. 20-31
Celery, per bundle .. 1 6- 2 <

Chilis, per 100 .. 20- ..

Cucumbers, each ..04-11
Endive, Batav. dozen 16-..
Garlic, per lb. ..06-..

The Potato trade

Melons, each

apples, per lb. 4 o- 8 <

Herbs, per bunch . . 02-0.
Horse Radish, p.bun. 40-..
Lettuces, Cos, Eng.,

Mint, green bunch., o 4- o (

Onions, young, bun. 04-0)
Parsley, per bunch., 04-..
Radishes, per bunch o 1- o

;— Spanish, doz. .. 1 o- ..

— New Jersey, doz. 20-..
Shallots, per lb. ..06-..
Seakale, per punnet 26-..
Spinach, per bushel 20-..
Sweet Potatos, per lb. o 6- ..

Tomalos, per dozen 26-31
Turnips, p. 12 bunch. 30-..

the same:-

CuT Flowers.

Abutilon, i

Bouvardia:
Caiceola:

blooms
per bun.

Carnations, per dozen
Cornflower, 12 bun..
Chrysanth., per doz.
— per 12 bunches..
Dahlias, 12 bunch. ..

Eucharis, per do;

Gnrdei
Gladioli, var

Heliotropes,

:

Hyacinths,

blir

Myosotis, 12 bun. ..

Narcissus, papcr-

Pelai 2spr.
— zonal, 12 sprays c

Phlo.x. 12 bunches .. {

Primula, double, per
bunch . . . . ]

PjTethrum, 12 bun..
Roses (indoor), doz. 1 b-12 t

— (outdoor), i2bun. 3 0-12 (

Spirsea, 12 sprays .. i 6- 4 (

Stephanotis, i2sp. .. 6 0-12 1

Sweet Peils, 12 bun. 2 o- 6 <

Sweet Sultan, 12 bun. 60-91
Trop^olum, 12 bun. i o- 3 <

Tuberoses, per dozen 10-31
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Begonias, per doz, .

.

Bouvardias, do
Chrysanth., per doz.
Coleus, per dozen .

.

Cyperus, do.

.

Dracaena terminalis ;

— viridis. per doz. . . i

Erica Caffra, p. doz.
— gracilis, p. dozen— hyenialis, p. doz.:
Euonymus, various,

Ferns, in variety, per

1 Pots.

J. d. s. d
Ficus elastica, each 2 6-is (

Foliage Plants, vari-

Fuchsias, per dozen . 3 0-12 <

Hyacin., Rom., doz. 12 0-24 <

Mignonette, per doz. 30-91
Myrtles, per doz. .. 4 0-12 .

Palms in variety,

each .

.

. . 2 6-21 .

Pelargoniums. scar-

lets, zonal, doz .. 26-91
Primulas, per dozen 50-91
Roses, Fairy, perdoz. q 0-12 '

Vallota, per doz. ..18 0-24 1

SEEDS.
London : Nov. 6.—The market for farm seeds pre-

sented to-day a very dull appearance ; no disposition

whatever being shown to purchase Clover or, in fact, any
other description. English red Clover seed now offers

more freely, and holders, in order to effect sales, have to

submit to a considerable reduction on their earlier

demands. The crop in this country is, without doubt, a
very large one, and probably almost sufficient of itself

for our home requirements. The enquiry from France
and Belgium for English Clover seed still continues.

The American markets are described by cable as steady
;

no accumulation of stock has yet taken place at any of

the Western collecting points—all arrivals thus far having

been at once taken up either by the domestic or foreign
demand. As regards Alsike and white Clover, there is

this week no quotable variation. Trefoils are firm.

Grasses of all sorts unchanged. The dealings in

white Mustard seed have not lately been of import-
ance : new brown seed comes to market in good quality
and condition, and prices favour sellers. English
Rape seed meets a slow sale on rather easier terms.
New Riga Hemp seed for fonvard delivery is offering at
very moderate rates. In Canary seed the tendency is

still downwards. Occasional orders drop in for winter
Tares ; values are now at an unusually low level. For
boiling Peas there is a good sale at an advance of \s. to

zj. per quarter. John Sliaw &» SoTis, Seed Merchants,
37, Mark Lane, London, E.C,

CORN.
Trade at Mark Lane on Monday was firm, and in the

value of Wheat, both English and' foreign, there was an
advance of 'is. per quarter Good malting Barley was
taken off steadily, and there was rather more inquiry for
grinding descriptions. .Malt remained without altera-

tion. Oats were a better sale, and prices a trifle stronger.
Maize was about 6d. per quarter dearer, and there was
some improvement in the value of Beans. Peas were quiet
and unchanged. Flour experienced an improved demand,
and quotations were slightly against the consumer.—On
Wednesday the supply of English Wheat was short,
while the importations of foreign were on a liberal scale

;

but little business w,ts done, at Mond.iy's rates. Good
malting Barley found buyers at full prices, but the
market was decidedly flat for inferior produce. Grind-
ing Barley remained steady. Oats and Maize were very
well supported, and a very firm tone prevailed for flour.
Beans had an improving tendency, but there w.as no
change in Peas.—.Average prices 'of corn for the week
ending November 2 :—Wheat, 391. ; Barley, 39J. gd.

;

Oats, 22J. lid. For the con'esponding period last year ;

—Wheat, 53J. id.
; Barley, 42J. 4^. ; Oats, 2+r. 2d'.

CATTLE.
At Copenhagen Fields onMonday trade was so excessive ly

dull that it was difficult to realise quotations throughout.
The supply of sheep was considerable and the demand
limited, consequently on the average prices were lower.
Trade was steady for calves at about late rates. Quota-
tions :—Beasts, 4s. ^d. to 4f. lod. , and 5.1. 41/. to
SS. laf.

; calves, 5^. 4./. to 6s. 4d. ; sheep, $s. 4,/. to
Ss. Sd., and 6,r. 2d. to ^s.

; pigs, 45. to 5/.—Trade on
Thursday was quiet in tone, and without feature. Beasts
sold quietly at Monday's prices. Sheep were rather
scarce, and sold at previous prices. Calves and pigs
were un.altered.

HAY.
The Whitechapcl market report for Tuesday states

that there was a large supply and trade was very dull,
but no change is reported in prices.—Prime Clover, not.
to II2J.

: inferior, 80s. to 90J. ; prime meadow hay,
7y. to 84J. ; inferior, 40.1. to 70.1. ; and straw. 301. to
38/. per load. — On Thursday there was a moderate
supply. Hay met a better demand, but Clover was dull.
Prices were unaltered.—Cumberland Market quotations ;

—Superior meadow hay, SSs. to gy. ; inferior, 6 v. to
80J.

; superior Clover, iioi. to 120J. ; inferior, 88s. to
loos. ; and straw, 38J. to 44J. per load.

POTATOS.
The reports from the Borough and Spitalfields markets

state that the supplies on sale were rather limited,
and very few sound parcels were offering. The trade
was firm, and the better quahties advanced in price las.
per ton. Kent Regents, iooj. to 1201. : Essex ditto,
90;. to 1301. ; rocks, 70s. to 90;. ; Champions, 80s. to
901. ;

flukes, 130;. to 150U. ; Scotch Regents, iooj. to
120J.—During last week the importation was of rather
small dimensions

; 26,046 barrels were landed from
Hamburg, while the receipts from other parts of the
Continent were confined to 3387 boxes and 1068 casks.

Seud for a PRICE LIST of

BLAKE'S SELF-ACTING

HYDEAIJLIC EAIS,
For Kaising Water for the Supply of

Villages, Irrigation, Kailway Stations, Mansions,

Fountains, Farms.

No Cost for Motive Po^ocr, which is ol'taiiied from the

Stream of Water tassitig through the Rams.

^O OILING OR PACKING REQUIRED.
Made in sizes to raise from 300 to 100,000 Gallons per day.

WILL FORCE TO A HEIGHT OF 1500 FEET.

This Ram will raise a part of the same

water that works it, or will raise pure water

from a well whilst it is worked by a stream

of impure water.

TESTIMONIALS.

, Septa
T, Estcanrt Park,

o tell you. that your

exceedingly well and

than twelve months

" You will be glad to hear, as I am 1

Self-acting Hydraulic Ram has worked
continuously since it was erected, mort

ago. It is, in fact, perfectly successful."

(The deUvery pipe in ilie above case is 4200 feet long, with

ICO feet ri.e.)

t Capiain Townshend, lyttuhain, February 10. 1877.

answer to yOur enquiry, I am glad

Ram you sent me in Nov
well, and gives no trouble,

as it has been several tii

forcing up \

1S75.

: of

to say the Hydraulic
working exceedingly

will work wlien quite immersed,
during the floods this winter,

y pipe 900 y.

gallon!) per day, although you only promised

So.c

Frcm W. Scarth. Esq
Cleveland, Raby O:

" The Hydraulic Ram
of Cleveland in 1875 is

more than two years wit

water than promised."

., Agent to His Grace the Duke of

\i.tlc, Darlington, July 16, 1878.

1 you supplied to his Grace the Duke
a complete success. It worked for

,hout once stopping, and throws more

Deanivater, Wilmsloiv., Novemhe.

"Dear Sir,—In answer to your enqulr

o, 1S73.

therespecting

Hydraulic Ram you tuppHed me with six months ago, I beg to

state that I am more than satisfied with it. as it is in perfect

order, sending up to the top of the house about zroo gallons of

water in the tweniy-tour hours, whereas you only contracted to

deliver in that time 500 gallons. I have, therefore, every reason

to be well pleased with your work, and more especially as I had
a Ram supplied me by another maker which could not send up a

single gallon of water to the height required, and a second
maker informed me that no Ram with a fall of 3 feet could send
up water to the distance required, namely, 120 feet. But yours

is an accomplished fact, and does its work most effectually.—

I

am, yours truly, L. Hanmer,"

From John Taylor, Esq., The Rocks, Bath, Aug. 22, 1878.

" The Self-acting Hydraulic Bam you fixed here in March of
last year continues to work well. It has only the same quantity

of water and fall to work it as the water-wheel and pump which
I used previously to force to a height of 294 feel, and yet the

Ram sends up more than double the quantity cf water than the
wheel did to the same height."

From Jo Penn ON, Esq., Emmott Hnll, ;

ecembcr-z\, 1868.

Colne,

*' Sir.—The Self-acting Hydraulic Ram you supplied m
nine months ago contmues in excellent condition. It re

water from a spring through a 2-inch pipe, of which it

3600 gallons per day of twenty-four hours to a height of g
exceeding all you promised, and far surpassing the water
and force pumps which it has displaced. Its cost is sn
occupies but little space (2 square feet), and in mech
detail is simplicity itself. I have much pleasure in i

mending it as a cheap and efficient method of raising wate

JOHN BLAKE,
ENGINEER, ACCRINGTON.

/'':;<ERMAN LILY OF THE VALLEY,
VJ^ single crowns, extra strong, in splendid condition ;

delivery at once. Price and samples on application to

CHARLES PUTTFARKEN, Brad ford, Yorkshire.

Wanted to Sell about 12 Stone of

WRIGHT'S RED GROVE CELERY,
true, growth 1878. Good samples.

Mr. WM. PARR, Farmer, biyton . Gainsboro'. Lincolnshire.

QTEPHANOTIS FLORIBUNDA. — ForO Sale, a few extra large plants, in excellent condition, and
in No. I Pols, from 25 feet long.

Messrs. HAWKINS and BENNETT, Florists, Lily

Gardens, Twickenliam, S.W.

V^ E B B 'S
GREAT

ROOT SHOW

CUEZON HALL,
BIRMINGHAM,

WEDNESDAY mid THURSDAY,

November 20 and 21,

VALUABLE PRIZES

VEGETABLES and POTATOS.

US' ExMblts cannot be received after Friday, Nov. 16.

PRIZES VALUE
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SEAKALE, stout, 4-yr. old, ^s. per dozen, \os.

per 100, 60^. per looo.

RHUBARB. Johnston's St. Martin, the finest forcing sort

known. 6j. per dozen. 40J. per too.

HENRY MAY. The Hope Nurseries, Bedale, Yorkshire.

Kent, the Garflen of England.
FRUIT TREES TRUE TO NAME.

THOS. BUNYARD and SON.S' new
Descriptive CATALOGUE for 1S78, may now be had on

application. In these extensive Nurseries (nearly loo acres) the

Amateur may select his dozen, or the Market Grower his

thousands of Trees, from a stock of 150,000 well-grown, beauti-

fully rooted, healthy, and correctly named Trees. They will

be packed for any part of the United Kingdom. Large quanti-

ties can be sent in a through truck at a trifling cost. The
carriage will be paid to London or any nearer station, and a

liberal discount given to those who prefer cash payments.

Extra fine Kentish kindsof CHERRIES, KENT COB NUTS,
and every variety of FRUIT noted in the county.

BROCKWO RTH PA RK PEAR.
Thtt fruit of this remarkable Pear is very large and handsome,

the flesh is juicy, melting, and of fine flavour, ripening about the

end of September or beginning of October, The colour is

yellow, richly dotted, slightly crimson next the sun. It has

been awarded a First-class Certificate of Merit by the Royal

Horticultural Society.

Fine Pyramids 3S. oi/. each.

Dwarf'trained {for walls) .. 3J. 6d. each.

We can supply one dozen choice Pyramid Pear Trees of the

most delicious sorts, our selection, including Erockworth Park,

for 18J. —
J. C. "WHEELER & SON,

KINGSHOLM NURSERY. GLOUCESTER.

HARDY FLOWERS
Exhibition^ Herbaceous Border, and Spring

Floioer Gardens.

All choice sorts, true to name.

Carnations and Picotees

Single plants

Clematis
Delphinium
Hollyhocks, from first-

class seed .

.

Iris. German
Pasonies .

.

Pansies, Show .

.

3 6 Violets, Sw

BEDDING PANSIES.—Blue King, Clevedon
Blue, Purple, and Yellow :

Chieftain. Cloth of Gold, Peach

Blossom, and The Tory. as. per dozen, lis. per loo.

BEDDING VIOLAS.—Admiration, Am.ibilis,

Brilliant, Golden Gem, Duke of Edinburgh. Golden Per-

petual. Greivei, Multiflora. Mulberry. Purple Prince.

Sovereign, Sir W. Scott, and Waverley. is. 6d. per dozen.

JOS. per 100: Pilrig Park, is, per dozen. 15^. per 100— this

is the best white,

joo fine Bedding Violas and Pansies. our selection, twelve

varieties. loj. 6rf.

Per doz. Per i
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Lilies—Yellow Martagon.—Folypodlum cambrlcum.Ty HOPWOOD AND SON, Nurserymen,
» » • Chekenham. have a quantity of the above to offer.

sUTTON'S MAGNUM BONUM POTATO
(True).—A limited quantity to offer. ;^io per ton, cash.

R. B. McCOMniE, Christchurch. Hants.

Edelweiss, Gnapliallum leontopodltim (Jaoq.).

(CHARLES SHARPE and CO., having
V-^ received a small supply of Seed of the above lovely httle
Alpine Plant with woolly silvery-white bracts, can offer packets
post-free at 2J. (,d. each. Its cultivation presents no difficulty,
and full instructions will be sent with each packet.

Seed Warehouse. Sleaford.

1000 Bulbs for 203.MY COLLECTION of BULBS for the
Flower Garden, containing looo sound, well-ripened

roots of HYACINTHS, TULIPS, NARCISSUS, CROCUS,
and SNOWDROPS, package included, forwarded on receipt of
Post-office Order for los.

lOHN ROBSON, Altrincham, Cheshire.

To the Trade.

JOHN PERKINS and SON have large
stocks of the following, fine clean-grown well rooted stuff :

—
ROSES, Standard, 75J-. per 100.

.. Dwarf, 30i. per too.

APPLES, a-yr. untrimmed, 50J. per 100.

PEARS, 2-yr. untrimmed, 5W. per 100.

PLUMS, Standard Diamond, 601. per 100.

APRICOTS, fine Dwarf-trained, 31J, to 30J. per dozen.
,, fine Maidens, 5or. per 100.

,, i-yr. cut-back, 3ar. per 100.

ACER NEGUNDO VARIEGATA, Pyramids, 40J. per too.
BERBERIS AQUIFOLIA, i\i to 2 feet, 6oj. per looo.
CEDRUS DEODARA, 3 to 5 feet, 301. per dozen.
LAURELS. Portugal, -M to 4 feet, 70.;. per 100.

PICEA PINSAPO. 4to 5 feet, 241. per dozen.
„ NORDMANNIANA. 3 to 4 feet, 30i. per dozen.

PINUS CEMBRA, 4 to 5 feet, 6oj. per 100.

THUJA AUREA, t foot, 40*. per 100 ; i to i>4 foot, 601.

Special Trade Offer.WBALL AND CO., Bedford Road
• Nursery, Northampton, having a very large Stock of

the following Plants, Trees, &c. , in fine condition, grown espe-
cially for the Trade, have much pleasure in offering ihem at the
following low prices :—
AURICULAS, finest mixed alpine, in 6o-pots, i6j. per loo

,, extra strong, in 54-pots, 25J. per 100

CARNATIONS, in 25 choice named varieties, strong, in 60-

DAISY, aucubsefolia, golden netted foliage, 51. per :

per 1000

„ Crown, fine, 4^. per ior>, 30J. per loco

,, Rob Roy. fine, dark red, 41. per 100, 301. per looa

,, The Bride, finest white, 5J. per 100, 405. per icoo

MENTHA PULEGIUM, -2$. per 100, 155. per 1000

MYOSOTIS DISSITI FLORA, &r, per 100. 50^. per i<

PANSY, Cliveden Blue, 8j. per 100. 655. per 1000

,, Blue King, %s. per 100, 65 J. per 1

; Whit
, 651. per I

„ Yellow Bedder, Zs. per 100, 65^. per

PINKS, in 25 named varieties, q.os. per 100

POLYANTHUS, strong, from laced varietie

PRIMROSE, double yellow, lar. per 100, 8

ROCKETS, double Purple, xis, per loo
Whit

, per

THYMUS, citriodora aurea m

WALLFLOWER. True Harbinger. 3^. per 100. 251
.. Golden Tom Thumb, 15. 6^. per loo, lai. per ii

ALDER, 3 to 5 feet, very fine, 25s. per 1000
ASH, common, 3 to 5 feet, very fine, 30s. per 1000

.. z to ^% feet, very fine, 225. dd, per 1000
HORNBEAM. 2 to 3 feet, -zos. per 1000
PRIVET, i.\i to 2 feet, bushy, t2J. per 1000
ROSES, extra fine Standards, with large heads, fine

4 feet stems, 70J. to 751. per 100
ASPARAGUS, 3-yr., extra fine for forcing, 25 j. per :

. ^^ ,.
^ Standards, in variety, 60J. per 100

SON, The
ve a large and fine

for the Garden or

THOMAS RIVERS and
Nurseries, Sawbridgeworth, Herts,

Stock of the following Trees, of all classe
Orchard :

—
PEARS on the Quince and Pear stock.
APPLES on the Paradise and Crab stock.
CHERRIES on the Mahaleb and Cherry stock.
CURRANTS and GOOSEBERRIES.
FIGS, fruiting trees in pots.
GRAPES, fruiting canes in pots.

PEACHES and NECTARINES, fruiting trees in pots, a
fine stock ; do., tramed trees.

NUTS, standard and dwarf.
ORANGES and LEMONS.
PLUMS.
STRAWBERRIES, RASPBERRIES, &c.
R05ES, standard and dwarf, a very fine stock of the

best kinds ; do., in pots for forcing, stout and well
grown plants.

Descriptive Rose Catalogue free.

Descriptive and Illustrated Fruit Catalogue free by post, yi.
Miniature F-ntit Gardeti, -^s. 6d., free bv post.

Seakale for Forcing-—Unrivalled.
ALFRED ATWOOD, S, Palk Road,

Clapham Junction, Battersea, S.W., having been a
Grower for thirty-five years, begs to inform his numerous
Customers that he is sending out the largest SEAKALE
ROOTS he has ever had the pleasure of offering for Sale, at
gos. per 1000 ; any number under. los. per 100 : js packing for
every 500. Also ASPARAGUS of all ages. RHUBARBS of
all varieties, fine FASTOLF and ANTWERP RASP-
BERRY CANES, GLOBE ARTICHOKES, &c. Price on
application, addressed
ALFRED ATWOOD, Market Gardi

Battersea, S.W.
A remittance to accompany all orders.

Cheques crossed London and County ; Post-offn
payable High Street, Battersea.

GARDEN REQUISITES.—COCOA-NUT
FIBRE REFUS'E, as supplied to Her Majesty and
many eminent Gardeners.

3^/. per bushel ; 100 for 20s. ; truck (loose, 250 bush.), 305.

4-bushel bags, ^d. each.
LIGHT BROWN FIBROUS PEAT, 5^- 6(/. per sack;

5 sacks, 25J. : 12 for 45J., or 36^. per ton.

BLACK FIBROUS PEAT, 51. per sack, 5 sacks 22J. ; 12
for 4o,r., or t,^s. per ton ; sacks, 4<^. each.

COARSE SILVER SAND, i^. gd. per bushel; 15^. half

ton, 26s. per ton ; in 1 cwt. bags, ^d, each.
YELLOW FIBROUS LOAM and POTTING MOULD,

IS, per bushel. 13J. per half ton, 23J. per ton.

SPHAGNUM MOSS, 8j. ed. per sack.

Manures, Garden Sticks, Virgin Cork, Tobacco Cloth and
Paper.

Write for free PRICE LIST. Goods free to rail.

H. G. SMYTH. 10. Castle Street. Endell Street. Long Acre.W.C.

, Clapham Junction,

R -Red Sandstone Rock, forOCKWORK.-
Rockivork, Fern

ital Rock for the purpose on rail here from our own pit*
WALKER AND CO., Farnborough Station, Hants.

COCOA-NUT FIBRE WASTE.—
Invaluable for Potting, Plunging, and Forcing Purposes.

Useful at all seasons. 30'. per bushel, 100 bushels I33 bags) 20s.

Truck-ioad (loose) 305., put free on rail ; -js. for One-horse Van-
load, if fetched from Works. Bags charged ^d. each, returnable
at same rate.—JAMES CROWLEY and CO., Cocoa-nut Fibre
Works. Suffolk Place. Snow's Fields, Bermondsev. S-E.

COCOA-NUT FIBRE REFUSE, as
supplied to the Royal Horticultural Society.—Four-bushel

bag (bag included), u. ; 30 bags (bags included), -zos. ; truck

iRow

pOCOA-NUT FIBRE REFUSE.—
V^ Reduced Price ;—In 4 bushel bags, bags included, at 15.,

or truckload of about 250 bushels, 25s. (truckload delivered free
to rail in London). Post-office Order or Cheque will oblige
with all orders.—J. STEVENS AND CO., Greyhound Yard,
and 134. High Street, Battersea, S.W.

PEAT, Brown Fibrous, superior quahty, for
Orchids. Ferns, &c., £6 per truck. Also good Black

Fibrous Peat for Rhododendrons, Azaleas. &c.. at 165. per ton,
or £^ los. per 6-lon truck, delivered at either Bagshot or Farn-
borough Station on S. W.R., or Blackwater. S.E.R.

Mr. W. TARRY, Bailiff, Bagshot, Surrey.

Fibrous Peat for OrcUds, &c.'DROWN_ FIBR 0_U S PEAT, best
quality for Orchids. Stove Plants, &c.. £6 6s. per l

BLACK FIBROUS PEAT, for Rhododendrons, Azaleas,
Heaths. American Plant Beds, 15^. per ton.
Delivered on rail at Blackwater, S. E. R. , or Farnborough,

S. W. R., by the truckload. Sample bag, 4^ ; 5 bags, 20J. :

10 bags, 36s. Bags 4ci. each.
Fresh SPHAGNUM, los. 6d. per bag.

WALKER AND CO., Farnborouch Station. Hants.

PEAT.—South of England Horticultural Peat
Lands. -C. R. HOLLOWAY, Christchurch, Hants.—

BROWN, FIBROUS, Light-weighing Peat, of excellent
quahty, for Orchids, Ferns, &c., well cut in Turfs and carefully
loaded into Railway I'rucks, at i-js. (ui. per ton, in loads of 4
Tons and upwards. Sample bag, 55. ; five bags, 2ir. : 12 bags,
40s. Some also, of good quality, at 13J. bd. per ton. Jour

fllSH
VJ Used 1_
against Red Spider, .

in solutions of from 1

o( from 4 to 16 ounci
Trees. Has outlived 1

Sold Retail by S.

URST COMPOUND.—
leading Gardeners since 1859,
rips. Greenfly, and other Blight,
s to the gallon of soft water, and
er dressing for Vines and Fruit

ny preparations intended to supersede
U.

SIMPSON'S RED SPIDER, THRIPS,&c.,
ANTIDOTE. Testimonials of the highest order on

application. Per quart, condensed, 6i. : per pint. 35. f>d.

Supplied to Seedsmen and Chemists. Strongly recommended
in the Gardener, and by many first-class Gardeners. Has an
established reputation for eflicacy.

Prepared by JOHN KILNER. Wortlev. near Sheffield.

acOTT'S WASP DESTROYER.—
^_7 The only effectual remedy for destroying these pests :

IS. 6d., 2S. 6d. and $s. per bottle. May be obtained through
all Seedsmen, or direct from

JOHN SCOTT, The Royal Seed Stores, Yeovil.
TA^ Ordiardist, by J, Scott, price y. 6d., the best work in

the English language on Fruit Trees and their Cultivation.

UNDER liOVAL PA TRONAGE.

TANTON'S
IMPROVED ROLLER-CRUSHED BONE.

One Inch, Half Inch, Quarter Inch, Dust.

The value of p'lre pu!ve
exemplified by the immens
sally seen upon E.vhibition
Markets.
AH the leading Gardent

throughout the Kingdom u

stantly being exhibited ai

Kensington, Crystal Palace
Manchester, and elsewhere.

Price Lists posi-fr

A Sample Peck sent tn an

rised Ron
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MAIN'S WALL FITTINGS and ESPALIERS

Per doz
GALVANISED RAIDISSEURS

„ STRAINING SCREWS and HOLDFASTS
„ CLIMAX EYES. aK inch"
„ TERMINAL HOLDFASTS

OalTanlsed Wire Trellla for Training Creepers, &c.

y\id. per square foot, including Holdfasts.

Price Lisls/rec.

A. & J. KAIN <& CO.,
108. QUEEN VICTORIA STREET, LONDON. E C.

" T^HE CLOSER WE SHAVE our customers
J- the better they like us, and if we take, easily, all but

their skin, they are delighted." Thus said, or did, MECHI'S
MAGIC STROPS, PASTE, and RAZORS, which for Fifty

Years have maintained the No. i position.—112, Regent Street,

London, W.—All the nice things in Dressing Bags, Dressing

Cases, and Elegancies for Presentation. Catalogues post-free.

G E E E N'S
P.\TENT

WROUGHT-IRON HOT-WATER
BOILERS,

With Shelves or Tubes, and HoUmv
Grate Bars,

SADDLE BOILERS with Waterway Backs,
and WELDED BOILERS.

Specially adapted for Heating Greenhouses, Conservatories.
Churches, Chapels Schools, Public Buildings, Entrance Hills.

Warehouses, Workshops, &.C

Tliey are the ^ uUi t/ Che afi it Most rffc itive, and
Datable of any extant

THOMAS GREEN & SON,
SMITHFIELD IRONWORKS, LEEDS

54 and 55. BLACKFRIARS ROAD. LONDON s
|

COALS FOR HOTHOUSE
PURPOSES,

WOOD AND CO.'S
STAR ANTHKACITE SMOKELESS STEAM COAL

is now being extensively used by many of the principal Growers,
and IS found to be preferable to any other kind of fuel in respect

to cheapness and durability, and particularly on account of its

being perfectly free from sulphur, and that it does not clinker

the fire-bars.

WOOD AND CO. deliver in truck-loads to any Railway
Station, prices for which can be had on application, or can be
delivered by Wood & Co.'s Vans (in the Metropolis).

WOOD AND CO. append a testimonial given to them by
Messrs. Beckwith & Sons, a firm of great experience, and who
have kindly allowed them to make whatever use of it they may
think fit.

Tottenham Nursery, London, N., Dec. 28, 1877.
To Messrs. Wood & Co.

Dear Sirs,—With reference to your enquiry respecting the
'' Star " Anthracite Coal with which you suppHed us—as to how
it suited, its economy or otherwise—we have much pleasure in
informing you that in every respect it is the best Anthracite we
have ever used. We find there is no smoke from it. which is

very essential, and there is no trace of sulphur. It requires
very little sloking, and leaves very little ash, and certainly does
not clinker. Our consumption of Coal is about 500 tons a year,
and we have no hesitation in saying that, by using your " Scar

"

Coal in the place of ordinary fuel, we shall effect a saving of

at least /loo this year. We attribute this to the powerful and
lasting properties of your coal.— Yours faithfully,

(Signed) G. Beckwith & Sons.

WOOD AND CO. supply all kinds of Coal for House and
Manufacturing purposes, prices for which will be sent on
application.

WOOD AND CO., Coal and Coke Factors. Merchants,

Contractors to Her Majesty's Government, 58, Coal Exchange,
E.G.; and 4. Coal Department, Great Northern R.iilway,

King's Cross, N., and Midland Sidings, St. Pancras, N.W.

WANTED, a GOLD MEDAL or TERMI-
NAL saddle BOILER, capable of heating 7000

feet of 4-inch piping. Apply
B., Gardeners' Chronicle Office, W.C

TO BE SOLD CHEAP, a quantity of CAST-
IRON HOT-WATER PIPES of different sizes, also

VALVES, and other connections. All nearly new and in first-

class condition. Apply to

C. L., Oak Leigh, SunninghiU, Staines.

Price 168.

Petroleum Greenhouse Stove.
Complete with evaporating Pan. Will burn

without attention for Twenty-four Hours.
No Smoke, no Smell, no Injury to the most

delicate Plants.

Oil \s. 7d. per Gallon, supplied by Deane&'Co-
Deane & Co. provide and fix Hot-water

Apparatus for all Horticultural purposes.

Factory, 1, Jacob Street, Dockhead.
Illustrated Horticultural Catalogue Post-free.

DEANE & CO.,
4^, KING WILLIAM STREET, LONDON BRIDGE, E.G.

THE TORTOISE "

SLOW COMBUSTION
STOVE, tile-lined, without grate, is

ihe cheapest and most efficient heating
power for Conservatories, Greenhouses,
&c., being perfectly free from emitting
sulphur fumes ; it burns coke, cinders,
or any refuse fuel without attentiun :

no dust. Prices from 30J. to 60s. each.
Apply for Testimonials to C. PORT-

WAV. Patentee, Halstead, Essex ;

or to HYDE and WIGFULL
(Limited), Sheflield, sole LJcencees
and Makers for the North of England.

STOVES-STOVES.
Terra-Cot/a .' Portable/ For Coal .'

ROBERTS'S PATENT.
Healthy Heat twenty-four hours or longer for about id.,

without attention. For Bedrooms, Greenhouses, or almost any

purpose. Prospectus and authenticated Testimonials sent. In

u^e daily at Patentee's-THOMAS ROBERTS,

112, Victoria Street, Westminster, S.W,

BOULTON & PAUL.
NEW and IMPROVED POULTRY FENCES.

Tb f ce 1 n h e de p f en „ h n h

lat ce pane s w th 00 e s andard nnd s mo e po table be ng
made n leng hs 6 feet long v th double p o ged fc t A r

or pen can be formed of any length or shape without extra cost :

it is easdy fixed or removed : the gate can be placed in any pan
of the fence.

Nut!
Doorway complete, 1 feet wide, includ

Standards and Arched Stay
Angle-iron Pillars for Corners, with Cast O1

5^. per yard.

13J. 6d. each.

Carnage paid on orders of 40J. value. Orders executed on receipt.

NEW POULTRY LIST, with Illustrations, on application.

BOULTON and PAUL, Norwich.

RABBIT-PROOF GARDEN FENCING.

IRON and WIRE HURDLES, RABBIT-PROOF (or
GARDEN ENCLOSURES : STRAINED WIRE FENC-
ING; GARDEN and CONSERVATORY WIREWORK.

See Illustrated Catalc^te.

B. HOLLIDAY,
IRON AND WIRE WORKS.

2a, Portoljeno Terrace, Netting Hill Gate, London, W.

BAYLISS, JONES & BAYLISS,
md Manufacturers of Wrought Iron

CONTINUOUS BAR FENCING,
Iron Hurdles, Strained Wire Fencing,

Field and Entrance Gates, Tree Guards, &c.,

VICTORIA WORKS, WOLVERHAMPTON,
and 3, Crooked Lane, King William .Street. London, E.G.

Catalogues Jree on afplicntwn.

WH. LASCELLES, Horticultural
. Builder,

unhill Row, London, E.G.

Estimates given on application for GREENHOUSLb ar d
CONSERVATORIES of all kinds, and to any design

GARDEN BOXES and LIGHTS. Each.
Portable Box with One Light, 6 (eet by 4 feet, glazed s. d.

good 15-oz. sheet glass, painted four coats, and
packed ready for use . . . . . . . .

.

35 o
Portable Box with T*vo Lights, as above, each light

6 feet by 4 feet 65 o

LIGHTS ONLY.
3 feet by 4 feet light, not painted nor glazed . . .

.

36
Ditto glazed, good 15-oz. sheet glass, and painted 4 coats 10 o
6 feet by 4 feet, not painted nor glazed 60
Ditto elazed and painted 4 coati 16 '6

Gold and Two Bnmze Medals, Paris Exhibition, 1878.

Glasshouses.

HEREMAN AND MORTON
give Prices for all kinds of

HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS itiWOOD
on receipt of particulars. Also for Heating.

A Pam^Hilet T,d. Price Lisls/ree.

2. Gloucester Street. Regent's Park, London. N.W,

BECKETT BROS.,
Horticultural Builders and Hot-watek Engineers.

Patentees & Manufacturers of the Self-adjusting Throttle Valve,
now so much in use for Horticultural purposes.

See Illustrated CATALOGUE, Two Stamps.

Designs anH Estimates on application.

Wn ANTlIOR SI'i ITF.T.MSFORD.

JOHN JiJUWMAN,
Timber and Mahogany Importer and Merchant,

HOR TICUL TVRAL BUILDER,
WEST END STEAM JOINERY,

NE\VCASTLE-OX-TVXE.

GREENHOUSES complete, from £10 to £1000.
Portable Box with One Light. 6 feet by 4 feet,gla2cd 1

16 oz. sheet glass, and painted four coats . . .. S

Portable Box with Two Lights, as above, each Light ) ,^,
6feetby4feet ]°^-

Estimates given for Conservatories and Green-
houses of every kind.

JVell-seasoned Materials ana I-irsi-class Workinaitsldp
guaranteed.
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BELGIAN GLASS for GREENHOUSES, &c,,
Can be obtained in all sizes and qualities, of

BETHAKt & SON,
q. LOWER THAMES STREET, LONDON, E.G.

B. & Son have always a large Stock in London of 20-in. by 12-in.,

HORTICULTURAL WINDOW GLASS.
A large yariety of sizes, 15-oz., lar. td. ; 21-oz., i6j. 6d,

per 100 feet. Large sizes, in Cases, for Cutting up— 15-oz. 4ths,

30J. ; 3ds, 40^. per 300 feet; — 21-oz. 4ths, 30J. ; 3ds. , 40^.

per 200 feet.—ALFRED SYER. Glass, Lead, Zinc. Oil and

Colour Merchant, 8. Pentonville Road. London, N.

TheThames Bank Iron Company
OLD BARGE WHARF,

UPPER GROUND STREET,
JDONDON, S.E.,

Have the largest and most complete stock in the Trade
;

upwards of ;£20,ooo worth to choose from.

HOT-WATER BOILERS, PIPES, and CONNECTIONS,
And all CASTINGS for HORTICULTURAL PURPOSES.

Their New Illustyaicd Catalogue, Wi Edition, now ready

{Jirke Si.vpence).

Hot-water Apparatus erected complete, or the Materials supplied at Wholesale Prices.

MESSENGER & COMPANY,
MIDLAND HORTICULTURAL BUILDING & HOT-WATER

ENGINEERING WORKS, LOUGHBOROUGH.

Horticultural Buildings erected on Messenger ic Co. s Patent Method of Construction are \ery strong, most
durable, li_^ht, elegant, amply ventilated, perfect efficiency for intended purpose is guaranteed, are economical in cost

and maintenance; combine the peculiar advantages of Wooden and of Iron Houses, without their disadvantages.

MESSENGER and CO.. from their long experience, and having large Works exclusively devoted, to the

Construction and Heating of Horticultural Buildings, are in a position to execute with despatch, in the best manner,
the Coders with whicli they are entrusted. Only thoroughly well seasoned timber used.

The Flans of Landscape Gardeners, ArcUtects, and Others carried out.

Plans and Estimates forwarded free o?i receipt of Particulars by Post. Estimates sent free or charge.
Ladies and Gentlemen waited upon.

Illustrated CATALOGUES of GREENHOUSES, VINERIES. HE.ATING APPARATUS. &c.. sent free

on application. Richly Illustrated CATALOGUE of HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS and HEATING
APPARATUS (the Designs taken from Works executed by M. & Co.), post-free for thirty-three stamps. Gentlemen
consulting this Catalogue have the advantage of inspecting designs whose efficiency has been tested by actual

experience.

THOMAS MILLINGTON and CO.
87, Bishopsgate Street Without, London. E.C ,

iMPORTHKs and Dealers in Window Glass of all kinds.

Small Squares in 16 oz.

Prices for the sizes staled, and for not less than a box of 100 feet.

Special price for other sizes will be quoted upon applicatiun.

No. in

100 feet
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SCALE OF CHARGES FOR ADVERTISING.
Head Lint cluirged a! two.

4 Lines .. ..{.o 3 o 1
15 Lines .. .. (.0 3 6

14 25
FOR 1

,
the lowest charge will be 30J.

Page X9 o o
HalfPage 50°
Cohimn 3 5 °

GARDENERS, AND OTHERS, WANTING SITUATIONS.
26 words IS. fid. , and iid. for every additional line

(about 9 words) or part of a line.

Births. Dr
Advertisements for tlie

nd Ma

by TJtii

All Subscriptions Payable In Advance.
Thb United Kingdom: 12 Months, iL\ 31. lod.; 6 Months,

lis. iid. : 3 Months, 61.

Foreign : 26^.. including Postage for 12 Months.

P.0.0. to be made payable at the King Street Post-office, W.C.
to W, Richards.

S'

Rbubirb and Seakale Forcing.

TRONG WELL-MADE POTS for. the
nbove c.in be supplicl by

J. MATTHEWS. Royal Pottery, Weston-super-Mare.
Price List Free.

Rosher's Garden Edging Tiles.

HIE ABOVE and many other PATTERNS
mnde in materials of great durability. The

KITCHEN
GARDENS, as they
harbourno Slugs or Insects,

up little room, and,
put down, incur no /^~~

further labour or expense, '

—

—^
as do "grown" Edgingi;. consequently being much cheaper.
GARDEN VASES. FOUNTAINS. &c.. in Artificial Stone.

very durable and ofsuperior finish, and in great variety of design.
TTx r.r-.i'TTiTT. ^rt », ,

Upper Ground

""S

ROSHER
S.E. Road, Chelsea, S.W.Street. Blackfr

Kingsland Road, E,
Agents for LOOKER'S PATENT "ACME FRAMES,"

PLANT COVERS, and PROPAGATING BOXES: also
for FOXLEVS PATENT BEADED GARDEN WALL
BRICKS.

Illustrated Price Lists tree by Post. The Trade supplied.

ORNAMENTAL PAVING TILES,
for Conservatories, Halls, Corridors. Balconies, &c.,

from 3r. per square yard upwards. Pattern Sheets, of Plain or
more elaborate designs, with prices, sent for selection.
WHITE GLAZED TILES, for Lining Walls of Dairies,

Larders, Kitchen Ranges, Baths, &c. Grooved and other Stable
Paving of great durability, Wall Copings, Drain Pipes and Tiles
of all kinds. Roofing Tiles in great variety. Slates. Cement &c

T. ROSHER AND CO., Brick and Tile Merchants.
See Addresses above.

s I L V E R AND
:es by Post per Toi

or Truckload, on Wharf in London, or delivered direct fron
Pits to any Railway Station. Samples of Sand free by post.
FLINTS and BRICK BURRS for Rockeries or Ferneries.
KENT PEATS or LOAM supplied at lowest rates in an;

quantities.

F. ROSHER AND CO.—Addresses see above.
N.B.—Orders prompllv executed by Rail or to Wharves.

A liberal Discount to the Trade.

Hyacintlis in Pots.

)OTS MADE EXPRESSLY for
HYACINTHS can be supplied by

J. MATTHEWS, Royal Pottery, Weston-super-Mare.
Price Lia Free.

MIndestructible Terra-Cotta Plant Markers.AW AND CO.'S PATENT.—
Prices, Printed Patterns, and Specimens, sent post-

1 application : also Patterns of Ornamental Tile Pave-
for Con^rvatories, Entrance Halls, .'ic.

MAW AND CO.. Rcnlhall W.irks. Broseley.

Under tbe Patronage of the Queen.
SMITH'S IMPERISHABLE

STRATFORD LABELS.

of a White Metal,The abc

The Gardeners' Magazine says :
—*' We must give these the

palm before all other plant labels, as the very first in merit."
Samples and Price Lists free.

J. SMITH, The Royal Label Factory. Stralford-on-Avon.

Q IEVER SAND. — Bagshot Sand, coarse
K^ grit, 75. per ton on rail here ; Reigate Sand, fine,

131., on S.-E. R. : Bedford Sand, coarse, 13^. on N.-W. R. and
Midland Counties, in trucks of 4 to 8 tons. Smaller quantities,
in bags, at \s. -^d. per bushel. Bags charged ^d. each.
RED SANDSTONE ROCK, for Rockwork, Ferneries,

Grottoes, best and most ornamental rock for the purpose.
WALKER AND CO., Farnborough Station, Hants.

IMPROVEMENT OF LANDED ESTATES,
Ily DRAINAGE, ENCLOSING. CLEARING,

The ERECTION of FARM BUILDINGS and COTTAGES,
WATER SUPPLY, &c.

The Land Loan and Enfranchisement Co.
(Incorporated by Special Act of Parliament)

ADVANCES MONEY:
ist. —To the OWNERS of SETTLED and OTHER

ESTATES, for the Erection of Farm Buildings and Cottages,
and for the Drainage, Irrigation, Enclosing, Clearing and
General Improvement of Landed Property in any part of the
United Kingdom.

2d. — To the OWNERS of SETTLED ESTATES in

ENGLAND, for the Erection or Completion of Mansions,
Stables, and Outbuildings, and for the Construction or Erection
of Reservoirs, and other Works of a permanent nature, to

supply Water for the use of the Estate, or for any other purpose.
3d.—To LANDOWNERS generally, to enable them to

fiiibscribe for Shares in Companies for the Construction of Rail-

ways and Navigable Canals, which will beneficially affect their

Estates.

4th.—To INCUMBENTS, for the Improvement of their

Glebe Lands, by Drainage, and the Erection of Farm Buildings
and Cottages.

Sth.—To COPYHOLDERS, for the Enfranchisement of
Copyhold Lands.
The amount borrowed, with the expenses, would be charged

on the Estate benefited, and repaid by a rent-charge, termi-
nating in twenty-five years.

No Investigation of the Landowner's Title is necessary.
Forms of application, and all further particulars may be

obtained of
Messrs. RAWLENCE and SQUAREY, 22, Great George

Street. Westminster, S.W.. and Salisbury; of Messrs.
ASHURST, MORRIS. CRISP and CO., 6. Old Jewry,
London, E.G.; of Messrs. GILLESPIE and PATERSON.
W.S., 8tA, George Street, Edinburgh. Agents for the Company
in Scotland ; and at the Offices of the Company, as below,

T. PAIN, Managing Director.
EDWIN GARROD, Secretary.

Land Loan and Enfranchisement Company.
22, Great George Street. Westminster. S.W.

Steamboat Accidents ! - Railway Accidents !

Accidents of all kinds Insured against by the

r)AILWAY PASSENGERS ASSURANCE
t COMPANY.
The Oldest and Largest Accidental Assurance Company.

The Right Hon. Lord Kinnaikd. Chairman.
Subscribed Capital, .iJi.ooo, 000. Annual Income. ;C2io,000. A

fixed sum in case of Death by Accident, and a Weekly Allow-
ance in the event of Injury, may be secured at moderate Pre-

miums. Bonus allowed to Insurers of 5 years' standing. Acci-
dents occur daily. ;^i,230,000 have been paid as compensation.
Apply to the Clerks at the Railway Stations, the Local

Agents, or 64, Cornhill. London. E.C.

WILLIAM J. VIAN, Secretary.

M A Y F A I R : a Non-Society Journal
of Literature and Politics, unambitiously illustrated.

6d, Has been permanently enlarged by eight columns.

Contents of this week's Number (November 5) :—

1. Stand from Undi
2. Our City Chief.

3. Our Public Ofl^ces (Somer^
set House) — Part II.

The Whole Science of Un-
licensed Djg Prosecutions,

4. The Princess Alice Inquiry.

5. The Tintinnabular Nuis-

6. The Fair in the City.

7. Philanthropic Centralisa-

tion.—By a Conservative
County Magistrate.

8. The Continental Season.

9. The Gospel according to

Walt Whitman.
0. The Chat of the Fair.

1. Fashions in the Fair. 1

May/air, unambitiously illustrated, price 6d. Yearly sub-
scription, 23s, (payable in advance). For sale by all Metro-
politan Newsagents and at all Bookstalls, on Monday afternoon,

and throughout the country on Tuesday morning.

"Mavfair" Abroad.— Mayfair is on sale in the Paris
Exhibition in Messrs. GALIGNANI'S English Kiosque

;

also in the Boulevard des Capucines, Kiosque 213. In New
York, by BRETANO. 39, Union Square. In Malta, by
Mr. WATSON, 246, Sirada Reale. Valetta.

"Mayfair " Offices :— Beaufort Buildings, Str.ind. W.C.

In 2 Vols. 8vo, Cloth, price 2)0s.,

FOREST FLORA
OF BRITISH BURMA.

By S. KURZ, Curator of the Herbarium, Royal Botanical
Gardens, Calcutta.

Vol. I. Ranunculacea to Cornacea,
Vol. II. Caprifoliacea to Filices.

London : TRUBNER and CO.. Ludgate Hill. E.C.

Now ready, in parts, price is. each ; post-free, ij, i//.

,

BULBS and BULB CULTURE.—
By D, T. Fish. Part i.—Snowdrops, Crocuses, Colchi-

cums, Bulbocodiums, Sternbergias, Tulips, and Hyacinths.
Part II.—Anemones, Narcissus, Lilies, Illustrated.

London : The Country Office, 170, Strand, W.C.

Now ready, in cloth gilt, price -js. 6J. ; post-free, -js. locf.,

ORCHIDS for AMATEURS:
containing Descriptions of Orchids suited to the require-

ments of the Amateur, with full Instruction, f.ir their successful
Cultivation. With Illustrations. By Jamks Britten, F.L.S.
(of the British Museum), and W. H. Gowbr.

London; Tie Cmintry Office, 170, Strand, W.C.

Second Edition, Revised and Enlarged, price 15^.,FOOD and DIETETICS,
Physiologically and Therapeutically Considered. By

F. W. Paw, M.D., F.RS., Physician to, and Lecturer on
the Practice of Medicine at Guy's Hospital.

"A standard work of reference."

—

Lattcet. "A book of
first-rate merit.

—

Fractittoncr. "Very full and exhaustive
throughout."

—

Spectator. "The work with which every educated
man ought to make himself familiar."

—

Cluntical News.
London: J. and A. CHURCHILL, and SIMPKIN,

MARSHALL and CO,

THE OBST and GEMUSE ANZEIGER,
a Paper for Advertisements of Offers and Requirements of

Vegetables, Fruit, Flowers. Plants and Horticultural Requisites
of all kinds, is sent post-free on application to

BERNHARD THALACKER, Gohlis. Leipzig.

THE CULTIVATOR.—
A Portuguese Monthly Agricultural Journal, whicq

circulates in Portugal and her possessions, and in the Principal
Towns of the Brazils.

This paper offers an excellent medium for Advertisements of

every description of industry and of every article of Consump-
tion in the countries and places above mentioned.
Advertising charges, 8rf. per square inch. Translation included.
Ten per cent. Discount for six months ; 20 per cent. Discount

for twelve months, if paid in advance.

Address, the Editor of the Cultivator, St. Michael's. Azores.

REVUE de I'HORTICULTURE BELGE
et ETRANGERE (Belgian and Foreign Horticultural

Review).—Among the principal Contributors are :—A. Allard,
E. Andri?, C. Baltet, T. Buchetet, F. Burvenich. F. Cre'pin.

Comte de Gomer, De Jonge van Eilemeet, O. de Kerchove de
Denterghem, P. E. de Puydt, C. de Vis, J. Gillon, A. M. C.
Jongkindt Coninck. C. Koch, J. Kickx, L. Linden, T. Moore.
C. Naudin, B. Oliver, H. Ortgies. E. Pynaert, E. Rodigas,
A. Siraux, O. Thomas, A. van Geert Son. H. J. van Hulle. J.
Van VoUem, H. J. Veitch, A. Westmael. and P. Wolkenstein.
This illustrated" Journal appears on the ist of every month,

in Parts of 24 pages, 8vo, with a Coloured Plate and numerous
Engravings.
Terms of Subscription for the United Kingdom :—One year.

105., payable in advance.
Publishing Office : 143, Rue de Bruxelles, Ghent, Belgium.

Post-office Orders to be made payable M. E. PYNAERT,
at the Chief Post-office. Ghent.

Farms, Estates, Residences.

Any one desirous of Renting a Farm or Residence, or
Purchasing an Estate, can have copies of the

MIDLAND COUNTIES HERALD
supplied free for six weeks on stating the purpose for

which the paper is required, forwarding name and address, and
six halfpenny stamps for postage, addressed " Midland Counties
Herald Office. Birmingham." The Midland Counties Herald
always contains large numbers of advertisements relating to
h'arms. Estates, and Residences for Sale and to be Let.

Belgian.

BULLETIN d'ARBORICULTURE de
,
FLORICULTURE, et de CULTURE MARAI-

CHERE. A monthly horticultural work, with superb Coloured
Plates and Illustrations. Published since 1865 by F.
Burvenich, F. Paynaert, E. Rodigas. and H. J. Van
Hulls, Professors at the Horticultural School of the Belgian
Government at Ghent. Post paid loj. per annum.
H. J. VAN HULLE, Botanical Gardens. Ghent. Belgium.

THE SYDNEY MAIL
NEW SOUTH WaTeS ADVERTISER.

CONTENTS :—

INTERCOLONIAL and GENERAL NEWS.

RECORD of RACES, and NOTES on the TURF.
CRICKET and AQUATICS.
THE FLORA of AUSTRALIA. (Drawn and Engraved

specially for this Journal.)

NATURAL HISTORY. (Original Articles.)

AGRICULTURE, PASTORAL, HORTICULTURE.
GOLD FIELDS and MINING generally.

STOCK and SHARE REPORTS.

ORIGINAL and SCIENTIFIC ARTICLES.

TALES by POPULAR ENGLISH and AUSTRALIAN
AUTHORS.

THE FASHIONS. DOMESTIC ECONOMY.
INDOOR AMUSEMENTS.
THE CHESS PLAYER. THE HOME CIRCLE.

COMMERCIAL NEWS.
SHIPPING INTELLIGENCE.

The SYDNEY MAIL has a wide circulation throughout t

Vustralian Colonies, New Zealand, Polynesia, Stc. It conta:
I large amount of information on a great variety of subjects.

Subscription in Advance, £1 per Annum.
Single Copies, ^d. : Stamped, ^d.

Publishing Office-Hunter Street, Sydney, New South Wale:

ENGLAND.
The undermentioned Newspaper and Advertising Agents are

authorised to receive ADVERTISEMENTS, which must be

paid in advance, for the SYDNEY MORNING HERALD
and SYDNEY MAIL;—
London Mr. George Street, 30, Cornhill, E.C.

Mr. F. Algar, 8, Clement's Lane, Lombard
Street, E.C.

Messrs. Gordon & Gotch, St. Bride Street,

Fleet Street. E.C.

Birmingham .. Mr. R. S. Kirk, 90, New Street.

. Lee & Nightingale, 15, North John Street.

. James & Henry Grace, Royal Insurance
Buildings.

, Robertson & Scott, 13, Hanover Street.

Glasgow W. Porteous & Co., 15, Royal Exchange
Place.
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THE COTTAGER'S CALENDAR of
GARDEN OPERATIONS. By the late Sir Josbfh

Paxton, M.P.
Reprinted from the Gardeners' Chronicle, with numerous

Alterations and Additions.
Price 31/. ; post-free, y,%d.

Post-office Orders are to be made payable to \Vm. Richards,
at the KinE Street Office. Covent Garden. London. W.C.
Published at the Office of the Gardeners' Chronicle, 41,

Wellington Street, W.C.

1^ ADVERTISERS are requested to note that
altliough we do not object to receive Letters to be called

for, -we cannot undertake to fonvard them.

WANTED, a single Man, as WORKING
HEAD GARDENER. Must be thoroughly expe-

rienced.—Address, stating age, wages required, &.C., to P..
Messrs. Dickson & Robinson, Seed Merchants, 12, Old
Millgate, iManchester.

Nursery Foreman.
WANTED, an active, enerj^etic Man, with

a thorough knowledge of the profession in all its

branches, also with a knowledge of Landscape Gardening, and
competent to take charge of Men. To a thorough good man a
liberal salary will be given. Salary to commence at jC2oo a
year, with house. S:c.—Apply, with full particulars, by letter

only, to A. K.. Hurst & Son. 6. Leadenhall Street, London, E.C.

WANTED, a Young MAN, about 24,
accustomed to Hard- wooded Propagating, Roses.

Clematises, S:c., and to assist in the Houses generally. Wages
;^r weekly with bothy.—Apply, with references, to C. W.

,

The Nurseries. Summerhow. Kendal. Westmoreland.

WANTED, an ORCHID-GROWER.—To
an efficient, intelligent and indnstrious Man ihe

situation will be permanent.—Apply personally at Mr.
WILLIAM BULL'S Establishment for New and Rare Plants.
King's Road, Chelsea. London. S.W. _
WANTEi:), a Practical MAN, a^^ccustomed

to the general work of an Outdoor Nursery.—Must be
honest, sober, and industrious, write a fair hand, and without a
yoting family. A cottage on the premises.—Apply to Mr. G.
CLARKE. Mottingham Nursery. Mottingham. Kent.

WANTED, TWO or THREE Young
MEN, who have had e.vperlence in a London Klorisft

Business, Good references required.—J. BROMWICH. js,

Buckingham Palace Road. S.W.

WANTED, a Strong Active LAD in a small
Nursery, to attend to Horse and be generally usedil

when required.—Address Mr. MORLE, 50, Kenningtun Park
Road. S.E.

Country Seed and Fruit Trade.

WANTED, a steady, energetic young MAN,
to take charge of a Small Country Trade in the Midland

Counties, under the occasional superintendence of the Prin-
cipal. He will be required to board in the house. A pro-
gressive salary will be paid to a pushing and careful Man —
Address, staling age, experience, and salary expected to D. T.

,

Seed Trade,

WANTED, a SHOPMAN ; must be expe-
rienced.—Apply, stating age, amount of experience

and where acquired, and salary expected, to C, Gardeners'
Chronicle Office, W.C.

WANT PLACES.

OSBORN AND SONS have on their Register
a number of Men of excellent character and abilities,

and first-class experience in every branch, whom they would be
glad to recommend to Noblemen or Gentlemen requiring the
services of thoroughly practical GARDENERS. FOREMEN
and UNDER GARDENERS can also be recommended.—
The Fulham Nurseries, London. S.W.

BS. WILLIAMS begs to intimate that he
• has at present in the Nursery and upon his Register

some excellent Men, competent either to fill the situation of
HEAD GARDENER, BAILIFF, FOREMAN, or
JOURNEYMAN. Ladies and Gentlemen requiring any of the
above will please send full particulars, when the best selections
for the different capacities will he made.— Holloway. N.

G. HENDERSON
-*—^* AND SON have many excellei

GARDENERS with approved testimonia

for ability now waiting in their Nurseries fi

re-engagement.

E. G. H. & Son will be pleased to answc

any enquiries from Noblemen and Gentlemt
requiring such.—Pine-apple Nursery, Maic
Vale, London, W.

JOHN COWAN, The Vineyard and" Nurseries, Garston. near Liverpool, wishes to recommend
a first-rate Scotch GARDENER, to any Nobleman or
Gentleman who may require such.

r:LARDENER (Head).—Age 45 ; thoroughly
yj acquainted with every branch of Gardening, had exoe-
rience in large places for years. Good character.—A. J., Mr.
Warren, Wormley. Herts.

ARDENER (Head).—Married, no family
;

sixteen years* i xperience in Surrey and Bucks, well up
in both Early and Late Forcing. Good references.—C. B.C.,
Gardeners' Chronicle Office, W.C.

/7J.ARDENER (Head), where three or more
V-*

.
are kept.—Age 28 ; thoroughly understands the profes-

sion in all its branches. Twelve years' experience. Four
years' excellent recommendation as Foreman from last situation—W. L , Post-office, Haslemere, Su rrey.

/^ARDENER (Head). — Middle-aged,
V.^ married

:
_
possesses a good knowledge of General

Gardening, and is a very successful cultivator of forced Flowers,
Fruits, and Vegetables. First-rate references and six years'
character from last place.—T. R., Sandway Farm, Sandway,
Maidstone, Kent,

GARDENER (Head). — A Gentleman,
whose lease will shortly expire, can highly recommend

his Head Gardener (who can leave at once) to any Nobleman
or Gentleman in want of a thoroughly practical Man. Age 46,
married, one child (age five) ; Scotch.—F. E., Moseley Hall,

GARDENER (Head Working).—Age 40,
married, no family ; twenty-five years' practical ex-

perience in Early and Late Forcing. Fruits, Flowers, and
Vegetables. Fourteen years Head Gardener ; five years in

last situation.—E. H., i, Alexandra Terrace, Pence Lane,
Penge, S.E.

GARDENER (Head Working), where two
or three are ;Tcept.—Middle-a^ed, married, three

children (a lad, age 14) : understands Forcing Vines, Cucumbers,
Flower and Kitchen Gardening, could assist in Garden or
Stable. Wife good Laundress if required.-E. WALE,
Ringwould, Dov.

GARDENER (Head Working, or Single-
handed),—Age 26, married ; twelve years' experience.

Good reference.—J. D., Staines Road. Sunbury, Middlesex.

GARDENER (Head, or Single-handed).
—Age 25 ; thoroughly pniciical in every branch of the

profession. Good character.- H. STEVENS, 7, William
Street, Gravesend.

GARDENER (Head Working, or good
Sinhle-handed).—Age 36, married : thoroughly expe-

rienced in all branches, Vines, Melons, and Cucumbers. Good
references.— F. W., at Mr. Scear's, High Street, New Hampton.

/^lARDENER, or GARDENER and
v.* BAILIFF.—Married, no family: has had the General
Management for several years of a medium-sized Estate; is

now at liberty to enter into an engagement with any Nobleman
or Gentleman for a similar situation, or the Management of the
Garden Establishment alone : extensively experienced in every
department, as references and character will show.—C. D.,
Gardeners Chronicle Office, W.C.

GARDENER,—Has had twelve years good
experience in Vines, Stove, Greenhouse. Kitchen and

Flower Garden. Three years' good character from last
employer. Country preferred.—W. S.. 3, Willow Terrace,
Woodland Road, Upper Norwood, S.E.

GARDENER (SECOND), in a Nobleman's or
Gentleman's Garden.—Age 26 ; nine yfears' experience.—C. R.. St. Mary's Lodge, Greenwich Park, S.E.

GARDENER (Second), where four or five
are kept.—Age 24 ; experienced in the £;eneral routine of

Hou«e-work. Three years' eood character.— S. H., Post-office,
Ightham, near Sevenoaks, Kent.

GARDENER (Second).—Age 22, smgle
;

chiefly under Glass._ Thoroughly underst.-inds his dutie-;.
Six and a half years* experience. G^od character. Please state
wages.—J. B., 9, Hanover Terrace, Well's Road. Sydenham,
London, S.E.

ORCHID GROWER, or GARDENER.—
Age 32, married.-Mr. T. Shields will be disengaged

at the end of the present month. Nearly six years with the well-
known collection of the Rev. J. B. Norman. — Mr. T
SHIELDS. High Street, Edgware, N.W.

"POREMAN, in a small Nursery.—Age 28,
J- single

; good Plantsman and General Propagator. Good
reference.—E. H., qi. Princess Street, Edgware Road, N.W.

FOREMAN, in a good Establishment.—
Age 22 : disengaged the middle of November. State

wages, &c. — J. SMITH, Sunnyside, Cleethorpes, Gre.it
Grimsby.

FOREMAN. — The Advertiser will give £1
Konus to .any person who can procure him a good situation

as above. Good testimonials.—G., 13, Godfrey Street, King's
Road, Chelsea, London, S.W.

To Nurserymen.
FOREMAN (Outdoor).—Well up in the

General Routine of Outdoor Nursery Work. Has had
the Management of Men in the execution of Orders, Planting,
&c. Ten years' experience with present employer.—E. V.,
7, Coningsby Place, Blakeheld Road, St. John's, Worcester.

O R E M A N and PROPAGATOR
(General) —Age 3S ; Stove and Greenhouse Plants,
Roses, Rhododendrons, Clematis, and general Nursery

Terrace, Clive Vale. Hastings.

F
Stock.—T. S., 6, Ov<

To Nurserymen and Florists.

FOREMAN and PROPAGATOR.—Age 26
;

has had ten years* thorough good experience in growing
all kinds of Hard and Soft-wooded Stuff, both in London and
the Country Nurseries, well up in Forcing all kinds of choice
Plants for the Cut-flower Trade. Excellent character fiom
present and previous employers.—E. BENNETT, London
Road. Dorking. Surrey.

GROUND FOREMAN or LANDSCAPE
GARDENER (Private or Trade, Job or otherivise).—

Practical man of extensive experience. Highest testimonials —
VINE, Gardeners- Chronicle OfBce, W.C.

JOURNEYMAN.—Age 21 ; can be well-
^ recommended by present employer. Nearly two years
in present situation. Good character fromSlast v\s''" *^'"'~

terms.-H., Hatchford Gardens. Cobham, Surrey.
State

"PROPAGATOR (Assistant).—Age 19; six
-L years' experience in Stove, Greenhouse, and Soft-wooded.
Good references. Near London preferred.—H. H , Nursery
Cottage, North Town, Taunlon,

To the Trade.

GROWER (AssiSTAN-r).-Has had twelve
years' experience in Soft-wood Plants in the market

trade.—J. S., The Alma, Birchwood Coiner, near Dartford,
Kent.

ANAGER b LAYING-OUT and
„ „.

PLANTING Ornamental Grounds, Road Making,
&c. Twenty years' experience. Good references.-R, NEAL,
Riley Street, Coventry.

TO NURSERYMEN,—Wanted by a respect-
able young Man a situation under a Foreman, in a first-

class establishment ; has a fair knowledge of ihe profession both
Indoors and Out. Excellent character.—G. H. C, Mr. Read-
house, 6, Spin Hill, Hombersome Road, Leicester.

O GARDENERS.—Wanted, by a young
Man, aged ig, a situation under a Foreman. Has had

four years* experience in Houses and Outdoors. Can be well

recommended.—W. PALMER, Moseley Hall, Birmingham.

UHOPMAN (Head), or MANAGER. —
^^ Age 40 ; has had over twenty-five years' practical expe-
rience— S. M.,oi, Princess Street. Edgware Road. London, N.W

SHOPMAN.—Age 23, with good knowledge
of the Trade in its various branches, will shortly be dis-

engaged. Excellent references,—Address, in first instance, Q.,
Gardeners' Chronicle Office, WC.

HOPMAN, or COUNTER-HAND,—
Several years' experience in a leading London House.

Country preferred. Has a fair knowledge of Plants.— H. L.,

34, Red Lion Street, Holborn, London, W.C.

QHOPMAN (Second, or Assistant).—Nine
k^ years' experience in London and Provincial houses.

—

A. E. J., Messrs, Harrison & Sons. Seed Merchants,

SHOPMAN (Under).—Age 19; four years'
experience.—A. E., Messrs. Hurst & Son, 6, Leadenhal

Street, London, E.C.

SHOPMAN (Assistant).—Age 22 ; seven
years' experience. Well up in Plants. Good references.

R. BRYSON, I, North Ure Place, Montrose Street, Glasgow.

HOPMAN (Assistant).—Age 23 ;
good

experience in large Provincial Houses.-A. V., Hands-
worth, Sheffield.

SHOPMAN (Assistant).—Age 23 ; seven
years' experience in all branches. Highest references —

W. G., 31, Bayview Avenue, North Strand, Dublin,

QHOPMAN (Assistant),—Young Man of
yj good address, with a fair knowledge of the Seed Trade.
Seven years' experience.— R. FERGUSON, Upper Prince
Consort Road, Gateshead.

s

s
Ch,

HOPMAN (Assistant).—Age 23 ; open
for engagement after November 20. Six years' experience

irst-class Scotch house. Good reference.—C, Gardeners'
w,KVf Office, W.C.

OHOPMAN (Assistant), or INVOICE
r^ CLERK,—Age 20 ; has had five years' experience. Can
be well recommended.—L. B., Hogg & Robertson, 22, Mary
Street, Dublin.

C^OWMAN. — Can manage a Gentleman's
•' place); Wife can mance Dairy and Poidtrv, if required.

Nine years in present situation. —J. MASON", Shortlaods,
Bromley, Kent.

KINAHAN'S LL WHISKY.
The cream of old Irish Whiskies. Pure, mild, mellow,

delicious, and most wholesome. Universally recommended by
the Medical Profession. Dr. Hassal says, " The Whisky is

soft, mellow, and pure, well matured, and of very excellent
quality."-2o. Great Tilchfield Street, London, W.

E P P 8 ' S
GRATEFUL

[James EJtps &= Co., Hotna'opathic Chemistsi)

COMFORTING

COCOA.
ELAZENBY AND SON'S PICKLES,

• SAUCES, and CONDIMENTS.—E. LAZENBY
AND SON. sole proprietors of the celebrated recipes, and
manufacturers of the pickles, sauces, and condiments so lon^
and favourably distinguished by the name, beg to remind the
public that every article prepared by them is guaranteed as
entirely unadulterated.—92, Wigmore Street, Cavendish
Square (late 6. Edward Street. Poiiman Square), and 18,

Trinity Street. London, S.E.

HARVEY'S SAUCE.—CAUTION.—The
admirers of this celebrated sauce are particularly

requested to observe that each bottle prepared by E,
LAZENBY AND SON bears the label, used so many years,
signed "Elizabeth Lazenby."

DINNEFORD'S MAGNESIA.
The Medical Profession for over Forty Years have approved ot

this pure solution as the Ee>t Remedy for

ACIDITY OF THE STOMACH, HEARTBURN,
HEADACHE, GOUT, AND INDIGESTION,

and as the safest Aperient for Delicate Constitutions, Ladies,

Children, and Infants.

DINNEFORD'S MAGNESIA.
HOLLOWAY'S OINTMENT and PILLS.

—During the late autumn, when the atmospheric changes
are alike sudden and extreme, it is a subject for grave and
serious consideration how ihe health can be best preserved. An
occasional alterative, like these pills, will be the surest
preventive of disease, because it overcomes all derangements of
the system, purifies and regulates the circulation, and gives that
needful energy to the nervous structures which carries the
frame triumphantly through trials to which the weak and sickly

would succumb. Neuralgic pains nnd rheumatic agonies derive
present and permanent relief from diligent friction with Hollo-
way's Ointment, which, acting as a derivative, releases the gorged
and irritated blood-vessels Irom their congestion, and the nerves
from pressure.
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THE PATENT DUPLEX BOILER

SUCCEEDS WHERE OTHER BOILERS FAIL.
NOTE PARTICULARS OF ANOTHER SPLE'nDID TRIUMPH, ANNEXED.

Fidl particulars and Illustrated Sheet post-free on application.

J. WEEKS & CO., HORTICULTURAL BUILDERS and HOT-WATER APPARATUS MANUFACTURERS,
KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON. S.W.

ir,i;inrin1 rranminidlions should be addre<<ed to " The Editor;" Advertisements and Business Letters to " The Publisher," at the Office. 41, Wellington Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C

PriSbyWirLlAM Richards at the Office of Messrs. Bradborv, Agnew, & Co., Lombard Street, Precinct of Whitefriars, City of London, iu the County of Middlesex, and Published by the

said William Richards, at the Office, 41. Wellington Street, Parish of St. Paul's, Coveot Garden, in the said County -Saturday November 9. -SrS..
, , , _,saia WILLIAM .vicnAn

,^^^^^ ^^^ Manchestcr-JOKN Hkvwood, Agents for Scotland-Messrs, I. Menzies & Co., Edinburgh and Glasgow.
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EOYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY,
South Kensington, S.W.

NOTICE.—SCIENTIFIC, FRUIT and FLORAL COM-
MITTEES' MEE riNGS. on TUESDAY next. November 19
at II o'clock. EXHIBITION of CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
Competition for Messrs. Carter's, Hooper's, and Sutton's Prizes
for VEGETABLES. By special request, Messrs. Jas. Veitch
& Sons will again exhibit an interesting Collection of HARDY
SHRUBS for Winter Bedding. GENERAL MEETING for
ELECTION of FELLOWS at 3 o Clock. Admission is.

HE THIRTY-THIRD ANNUAL EXHI-
BITION (open to all England) of the BOROUGH of

HACKNEY CHRYSANTHEMUM SOCIETY will be held
at the Royal Aquarium, Westminster, S.W.. on TUESDAY
and WEDNESDAY, November 19 and 20, when, in addition
10 a liberal scale of Prizes, FIVE SILVER CUPS (value Five
Guineas each), will be awarded.
SCHEDULES may be had on application. Entries will be

received up to and including Friday. November 15, by
WILLIAM HOLMES, Honorary Secretary,

Frampton Park Nursery, Hackney, E.

INTER GARDENS, SOUTHPORT.—
The FIRST CHRYSANTHEMUM and FRUITSHOW will be held on THURSDAY and FRIDAY,

November 21 and 22. ENTRIES CLOSE November 18.

A. CAMPBELL, F.R.H.S.. Horlicullural Superintendent.

Noticed

THE ROYAL MIDLAND ROOT SHOW
will be held at Leicester, on November 20 and 21 when

SILVER CUPS and other valuable Prizes will be elven forFARM ROOTS. All entries free. Forms on application to
HARRISON AND SONS, Leicester.

OYAL BOTANICAL and HORTICUlT-
TURAL SOCIETY of MANCHESTER.

FLORAL and HORTICULTURAL MEETING in the
Town Hall. Manchester, on TUESDAY, the 26th inst. Open
from 12 at noon till 4 r.»l. Admission to non-subscribers
^s. each. V or further particulars, apply to
BRUCE FINDLAY, Royal Botanic Gardens, Manchester.

HOOPER'S PRIZES for POTATOS at The
Royal Horticultural Society on the 19th inst are as

follows :-For the best dishes of nine tubers each of the follow-
ing sixnew varieties, viz., McKinlays Pride, Covent Garden
Perfection, Grampian, Triumph, Trophy. Burbank's Seedling.
1st Prize, a Cup and £2 21. : 2d Prize, .£1 1 u. bd. 3d Prize,
isr. Offered by

HOOPER AHl) CO.. Covent Garden. London , W.C.

New Catalogue.AURICE YOUNG, Milford, near
Godalming, Surrey . See Advertisement, p. 617.

NOTICE.—All who have purchased CHRY-
SANTHEMUM "CANNELL'S BRONZE,- are re-

quested to report the same to
H. CANNELL, The Home for Flowers, Swanley, Kent.

CAMELLIAS.—Six large good sorts for Sale,
>-^, cheap, well set with bloom-buds and healthy. For
particulars apply to

_ S. WOOLLEY, Nursery„i.i„. Cl.eshunt, Herts.

M

J.
, , ^ , „ Planting Season.AMES DICKSON and SONS beg to
draw attention to their very superior and very extensive

Stock of hardily-grown and well-rooted TREES and PLANTS
of every description. Priced CATALOGUES post-free

Newton" Nurseries, Chester.

To the Trade.—Seed PotatoB.
CA1?EFULLY SELECTED and FREE FROM DISEASE.
CHARLES SHARPE AND CO.

will have much pleasure in forwarding their

SPECIAL PRICED CATALOGUE of SEED POTATOS,
Grown by themselves this season.

CHARLES SHARPE and CO.. having at much trouble

and expense procured the choicest stocks of all the finest English
and American varieties, can confidently recommend what they
offer. Seed Warehouse. Sleaford.

The Lily Nursery, Ghent, Belgium.

JVANDER SWAELMEN'S English
• CATALOGUES of Ornamental Plants, Winter and

Spring Flowering Plants, Lilies, and other Bulbs and Roots,
can still be had free on application.

HE DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE
of FRUIT TREES is now ready, and will be forwarded,

free by post, on receipt of three penny stamps.
CATALOGUES of ROSES and ORCHARD-HOUSE

TREES post-free on application.

THOMAS RIVERS and SON, Sawbridgeworth, Herts.

Healthy Plants tn Pots of

LILIUM AURATUM, the Golden-Rayed
Japanese Lily, per dozen. i8j., 241., and 301.

BARR AND SUGDEN, 12, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

Roses, Fruit Trees, &c.

ILLIAM FLETCHER'S CATALOGUE
for the present season is now ready, and may be had

application. The stock is very large and most healthy.
The Oltershaw Nursery, Chertsey.

OBERT CRAGG'S Descriptive
CATALOGUE of Roses, Pansies, Polyanthus, Cycla-

1, and other plants, is Now Ready. It contains all the best
'tivation, both new and old. Sent free on

w
K
applit

The Rose Nun , Car Colston, Bingham, Notts.

HARDY EVERGREENS.—The hardily-
grown, thoroughly transplanted, therefore well-rooted

stock ol Messrs. JAMES DICKSON & SONS, ** Newton "

N urseries, Chester, is unequalled for variety, quality, and
extent. Intending planters are invited to inspect.

Priced CATALOGUE and all information post-free.

Vines—Vines.

BS. WILLIAMS begs to announce that
• his stock of GRAPE VINES is unusually fine, and

now ready for sending out. Particulars and price on application.
The Victoria and Paradise Nursery, Upper HoUoway,

London, N.

Vines-Vines—Vines.
T COWAN, The Vineyard, Garston, near^ • Liverpool, is now offering a large and splendid stock ot
strong, short-jointed, and thoroughly ripened GRAPE VINES,
suitable for fruiting in pots and planting Vineries. Catalogues
free. The Trade supplied.

R U I T I N G PLANTS
of PEACHES, NECTARINES, APRICOTS, and

GRAPE VINES, a large and fine stock, now olTered for Sale
THOMAS RIVERS and SON, Sawbridgeworth, Herts.

Gentlemen's Gardeners, Amateurs, and Otbers

A R D E N P^OT^S of best quality,
are requested to send their orders to

J. MATTHEWS, Royal Pottery, Weston-super-Mare.
Pnce List on application.

Hawthorn Haws.
ANTED, 1000 bushels, free of branches
and leaves. State cash price for any quantity and

G

W
Carlisle.

THE GRANDVILLE NURSERY CO.,
Wells Street, Hackney, and at 8, Moorgate Station

Buildings, E.C.. are open to PURCHASE any quantity of
SURPLUS ECHEVEKIA in variety.

ANTED, English ELM (true), grafted,
from 12 to n feet or 18 to 20 feet in height. Must

have straight, clean, stout stems and good heads, for single
specimens,—State price and quantity to

FRANCIS AND ARTHUR DICKSON and SONS, The
*' Upton " Nurseries, Chester.

TyANTED, TELEGRAPH CUCUMBER
T T SEED (true) in quantity.—State lowest price for cash

per ounce or pound to

A. WATKINS, Nursery, Bishop Stortford.

To Market Gardeners and Others.
WANTED, new ASPARAGUS and SEA-

KALE SEED. Address samples with lowest cash
price and quantity to„,,.„..,„„ __ _ _

ind Mer-

WPotatos.
ANTED, offers of the following Sorts :—
Lapstone, Blanchard, Bedfont Prolific, Radstock

Beauty. Lady Webster, Onwards, Edgecott Seedling, Gram-
pian, &c.

HOOPER and CO., Covent Garden, London, W.C.

^TALUABLE PRIZES for VEGETABLES,
V offered by JAMES CARTER AND CO., at the Royal

HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY'S MEETING. November
19 for the best Collection of 10 DISHES of VEGETABLES, to

comprise 12 Onions, 3 Heads of Celery, 18 Round Potatos, 18

Kidney Potatos, 6 Turnips, 6 Parsnips. 3 Red Beet, 3 Cabbjte,

6 Carrots. 3 Cauliflowers (any variety)— First Prize, ;C5 5^- :

2d Prize, li 31. : 3rt Prize, l-^ 21. ; 4th Prize, {.i is.

Full particulars on application to

CARTERS. The Q ueen's Seedsmen. High Holborn, London.

T CARTER'S ROOT SHOW, to be held
at the AGRICULTURAL HALL. ISLINGTON,

November 23. For the best 12 DISHES of VEGETABLES.—
First Prize. jCi : 2d. it : 3d, ;Ci : 4th. 10^. For the best 8

DISHES of POTATOS, 9 tubers each. -First Prize. If : 2d,

li: 3d, /;< ; 4th. ros. For the best 12 ROOTS ONIONS,
spring-rown.— First Prize, jji : 2d, i&J.

Full particulars on application to

CARTERS. The Queen's Seedsmen, High Holborn. London.

ESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of ROSES,
FRUIT TREES. DECIDUOUS and EVERGREEN

TREES and SHRUBS, RHODODENDRONS, VINES,
CLIMBERS, S:c. Free by post on application.

H. LANE AND SON, The Nurseries, Great Berkhamsted.
Herts.

Bulbs of allldnds, OrcMds.&c—New Catalogue (No.40).

rpHE NEW PLANT and BULB
-L COMPANY. Lion Walk, Colchester.— It is with great

our ^ewthat we call especial

CATALOGUE, just published, containing, as it does, some
magnificent New Bulbous Plants. Also, a very select List of

Orchids, and the splendid consignment recently brought from

the higher mountain ranges of Colombia. Post-free on application.

English Yews—Engllsli Yews.

ENGLISH YEWS, 3^ to 4 feet, i2s. per doz.,

8c5. per 100 ; 4 to 4ji feel, i8r. per doz-, ioo.r. per 100.

All recently transplanted. Every plant a perfect specimen.

JOHN PERKINS and S O N, 52, Market Square,
Northampton.

FOREST TREES, Seedling and Trans-
planted.—The very extensive stock of the above is this

season In splendid condition.

CATALOGUES on application.

The Lawson Seed and Nursery Company (Limited) Edinburgh.

OPLARS for SCREENS, &c.—Lombardy,
Canadian, and large-leaved— all sizes, from 3 to 12 feet.

Many thousands. Low prices on application.

RODGER McClelland and CO., 64, HiU street. Newrj'.

ORNBEAM FENCES.— Established
Hedges, 6 to 7 feet, beautifully trimmed, and perfect

screens. Will move with safety. Price per running yard on
application.

CRANSTON AND CO., King's Acre Nurseries, Hereford.

w
48-.

LAURELS, Old and New, the latter very fine,

superior foliage, superior habits, superior consiitution,

distinct shades of green, the largest and best grown stock in the
kingdom. Send for specimen leaves and priced Catalogue.

RODGER McClelland and CO., 64, HiH Slreet, Newry.

INTER-FLOWERING CARNATIONS.
ix best varieties for winter-blooming, well-rooted

pots, just showing buds, Zs, per dozen; fine large plants, in

B pots, set with buds. i6j. per dozen.

R. MOSLEY, The Nursery, Saxmundham, Suffolk.

INTER^FLOWERING"oRCH I DSlbr
SALE, Cheap.—Good plants of Cypripedium insigne,

coming into flower. A few good plants of Ca'logyne cristata,

and a few dozen bulbs of Pleione Wallichiana. Apply to

S. WOOLLEY, Cheshunt, Herts.

HRYSANTHE MUMS.—Our Collection
(which includes all the new varieties of the past season) is

DOW in full bloom. An inspection invited.

T. JACKSON AND SON, Nurseries, Kingston. Surrey.
Nursery adjoining the Kingston Station, L. & S. W. Railway

T ILIES OF THE VALLEY, strong, for

forcing, first quality, all with flowers, price 365. per 1000.

In stock 800,000 pieces. Apply to

GUSTAV A. SCHULTZ, Eckartsberg, Berlin.

HEASANT-EYED NARCISSUS.—Bulbs
of this sweet-scented Narcissus, los. per bushel, 6s. per

J4 bushel, 3J. td. per peck. Terms cash with order. Package
free. Post-offtce orders payable at Vauxhall Cross to

Mrs. J. E. ALDERbON, Langley Lane, South Lambeth,

MULBERRIES, in large or small quanti-
ties, in good condition for transplanting.

PONSFORD AND SON, Loughborough Park Nurseries,
Brixton, Surrey.

TRAWBERRY PLANTS, extra strong
and true to name, twelve leading sorts. Price List and

Sample Box of Twenty Plants (four sorts), post-free for twelve
stamps. C. POCUCK. Nursery, Wincanlon.

For Forcing, Superb RootB.

SPARAGUS, 4, 3, 2, and i-yr., thinly-
sown stuff.

rhubarb, finest stools, 4. 3. and 2-yr., from seed.

C. R. FREEMAN, Seed Grower, Norwich.

A
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SALES BY AUCTION.
Unreserved Sales of Dutcli Bulbs of superior quality,

comprising tlie finest Hvaciuths, Tulips, Crocuses,

Narcissus, Jonquils. Lilies. &c.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE .\Nn MORRIS
will SELL the above by AUCTION, on MONDAY

next, and every following MONDAY, at the Mart, oppositR

the Bank of England. City, at half-past it o'clock precisely.

P. & M. will buy for gentlemen who cannot attend.

Catalogues had at 9S. Gracechurch Street. EX^

City Auction Eooma,'38 & 39, Gracechurcli Street, E.C.

IMPORTANT SALE of about 300 Choice Double CAMKL-
LIAS and AZALEA INDICA. compact pLints, I'i to

T feet, beautilully studded with bloom-buds ; a superb

assortment of 500 handsome Standard and Divarf ROSES,
selected hardy CONIFER*. SHRUBS and AMERICAN
PLANTS ; fine FRUIT TREES, together with some

GREENHOUSE PLANTS in flower, sound DUTCH
BULBS, &c.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
will SELL by AUCTION, at the Rooms, as above,

on TUESDAY, November 19, at 12 o'clock precisely.

On view the morning of Sale. Catalogues had at the Rooms,
and of the Auctioneers. 98, Gracechurch Street, E.G., and

Leytonstone, E,

GREAT SALE of beautifully grown NURSERY STOCK, in

fine condition for removal.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
are instructed by Messrs. Lucombe, Pince & Co. to

SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises. The Nurseries, Exeter,

on TUESDAY, November 19, and three successive days, at

II o'clock each day. a considerable quantity of small and

medium-sized NURSERY STOCK, comprising several

hundreds of unrivalled specimen Couifera; and Evergreen trees,

in great variety ; also large quanlies of Common. Portugal, and

other Laurels, Laurustinus, Biotas, Aucubas, Thujas, Pines,

English and Irish Yews, Green and Variegated Hollies, Rhodo-
dendrons, choice Border Shrubs, Ornamental Trees, a fine

assortment of selected Fruit Trees, all root-pruned and carefully

prepared for removal, comprising a grand coileclion of Standard

and Pyramid Apples, Standard Pears, also Peaches, Nectarines,

Cherries and- Plums, in pots, Standard Roses, and other Stock.

The Stock may be viewed at any time. Catalogues obtained

on the Premises, and ofthe Auctioneers, 9S, Gracechurch Street,

E.G.. and Leytonstone. E.

N. B.—Messrs. P. & M. beg to call special attention to this

extensive Sale, and to the rare opportunity offered thereby to

Gentlemen anti Noblemen improving their Estates, and to the

Trade, and others largely engaged in planting.

Tooting, S.'W.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE AND MORRIS
will SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises The

Exotic Nursery. Tooting. S.W.. on TUESDAY. November s6,

at 12 o'clock precisely, a large quantity of thriving young
NURSERY STOCK, remarkably well grown, comprising
several thousands of choice Evergreens and Coniferje for effec-

tive planting : beautifully grown specimen Conifera:. a splendid

assortment of Ornamental and Forest Trees, fine Fruit Trees.

Hardy Climbing Plants, in pots . Spirsea japonica clumps, a
few lots of Greenhouse Plants, such as specimen Rhododen-
drons, Camellias. Lapagerias. &c.
May be viewed. Catalogues obtained on the Premises, and

of the Auctioneers. 98, Gracechurch Street. E.G., and Leyton-

Streatham, S.W.
Three minutes' walk from the Streatham Hill Station.

EXPIRATION of LEASE.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
will SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises, the

Nursery, Leigham Court Read, on WEDNESDAY. Novem-
ber 27. at 12 o'clock punctually, the whole of the NURSERY
STOCK, comprising magnificent Araucarias, fine common
and Portugal Laurels ; large quantities of Box. Green Hollies,

Aucubas, Poplars : also fine fruiting Pyramidal Apples and
Pears. The whole in good condition for removal.
Now on view. Catalogues on the Premises, and of the

Auctioneers. 98, Gracechurch Street, E.G. , and Leytonstone, E.

Acton, W.
MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS

will SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises. The Nur-
sery, Uxbridge Road. Acton, W., on FRIDAY. November 20.

at It for 12 o'clock precisely, a large quantity of NURSERY
STOCK, consisting of an assortment of choice Border Shrubs.

1500 Golden Arbor-vilse, i to 3 feet ; 2000 Green and Variegated
Euonymus, i to 2^ feet ; a considerable number of Ornamental
Trees. Standard and Dwarf Roses, Fruit Trees in bearing con-

dition, &c.
May be viewed any day prior to the Sale. Catalogues can

te had on the Premises, and of the Auctioneers.

Finchley.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
will SELL by AUCTION, about the end of this month,

a portion of the NURSERY STOCK now growing at the

Nursery. Flnchley, by order of Messrs. Cutbush and Son.
Further particulars next week.

Dutch Flower Boots, for Present Planting and Spring
Flowering, arriving weekly from well-known farms in

Holland—SALES every MONDAY, WEDNESDAY,
and SATURDAY during NOVEMBER, commencing at

half-past 12, and generally finishing about 4 o'clock.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTION, at his Great Rooms. q8. King Street,

Covent Gard^in, W.C. first-class HYACINTHS, TULIPS,
CROCUSES, NARCISSUS, IRIS, SNOWDROPS, LI-
LIUMS. RANUNCULI, &c,, in large and small lots to suit

all buyers. Catalogues on application.

Establislied and Imported Orcliids.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 38. King Street.

Covent Ga-iden, W.C, on FRIDAY, November 22. at half-past

12 o'clock precisely, a quantity of fine plants of Dendrobium
formosum giganteum, D. Hedyosmum, Phalrenopsis grandirtora

aurea and Phalsnopeis Schilleriana, Saccolabium guttatum.
some good plants of Odontoglossum Alexandrse, Oncidium
varicosum, MasdevalHa Davisii, &c., mostly in flower ; several
Collections of established Orchids, an importation of La:lia

Boothiana, Laella Perrini, and other Orchids in good condition ;

an importation of Disa grandillora, a consignment of specimen
Drac^nas, Palms. Tree Ferns. Azaleas. &c., from France;
also strong plants of Grammatophyllum EUisi, growing freely

with strong breaks, 50 Ouvirardra fencbtralis, with from 10 to

15 leaves each, and 50 strong young plants of Ravenalia
madagascariensis.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

M
Llllum auratum.

R. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, i8. King Street,

Covent Garden, W.C. on THURSDAY. November 21. at

half-past 12 o'clock precisely. 4000 fine bulbs of LILIUM
AURATUM. just received direct from Japan in the best

possible condition, lotted to suit the trade and private buyers
;

also a collection of new and rare LILIES, of very fine English

growth : also the new KREESIA REFRACTA ALBA (the

Gem among bulbous plants) ; and a quantity of BULBS from
Holland.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Chertsey, Surrey.
I Mile from the Addlestone and 2 Miles from the Woking

Station on the South-Western Railway.

IMPORTANT FIVE DAYS' SALE of v.-iluable woll-grown

NURSERY STOCK, in the Bros and Woodham Nurseries.

MESSRS. R. AND J. WATERER and SON
are instructed by the Executrix of the Ute Mr. G, Grey

to SELL by AUCTION, in October, the STOCK upon the

above Nurseries.

May be viewed and Catalogues had fourteen days prior to

the day of Sale, upon the Premises, and of the Auctioneers,

Chertsey.

In Liquidation. — 'Wellington College Nursery,
BAGSHUT. SURREY.

Near the Wellington Station on the Reading and Wokingham
Railway.

MESSRS. R. AND J. WATERER AND SON
are instructed by the Trustee to the Estate of Mr.

Thornton to SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises, on
MONDAY, November i8, at 12 o'clock precisely, the valuable

.Stock upon the above Nursery, comprising about 3000 mixed
Border SHRUBS. 1000 Spanish CHESTNUTS, from 2 to 3

feet
; 4000 RHODODENDRONS to name, i foot 6 inches

to 3 leet ; 3400 R. PONTICUM, ditto ; Soo AZALEA
PONTICA. 3000 MANETTI STOCKS, 500 AUCUBAS. too

Golden YEWS, rooo Green and Variegated HOLLIES, from i

to 2 feet ; 150 Pyramid APPLES, 700 CURRANTS, 1500

Scotch FIR.«, from 12 to t5 inches : and a large variety of other

Plants, including CEDRDS DE0DAR4, PINUS INSIGNIS,
THUJA LOBBII, LARICIO. SPIR,«A, LAURELS, &c.

May be viewed and Catalogues had sevea days prior to the

day of Sale, on the Premises ; of D. M. STEVENS. Esq.,

Solicitor. The Mount Guldford. Surrey ; and of Messrs.

WATERER AND SON, Auctioneers and Valuers, Chertsey,

The Nurseries, 'Warminster, Wilts.

IMPORTANT NOTICE of an EXTENSIVE SALE of

SUPERIOR NURSERY STOCK.

MR. W. ABRAHAM is instructetd to SELL
by AUCTION, at the above Nurseries, by order of the

Executors of the late Mr. George Wheeler, without reserve, on
MONDAY, November 18, and four following days, at 12

o'clock each day punctually, a large quantity of superior

NURSERY SrOCK. consisting of Rhododendrons, Azaleas

and other American Plants ; Standard. Bush. Pyramid and
Espalier Fruit Trees ; Standard and Dwarf Roses, Standard
Ornamental Thorns in variety ; Purple, Crested and other

Beech, Cedrus Deodara. Spruce and Silver Firs. English. Irish

and other Yews ; Arbor-vitas, Cupressus Lawsoniana,

Ciyptomeiia elegans, Picea Nordmanniana atid other Conifers :

Limes. Chestnuts, Laurels, Aucubas, Tree Box, Laurustinus,

Privet, Clematis. Hardy Border Plants. Bulbs. Rhubarb,
Strawberry Plants, and a variety of other Nursery Stock.

Catalogues to be obtained at the Nurseries, Warminster, or of

the Auctioneer, Goldworth Nursery, Woking, Surrey.

The Stock, which is in good, healthy condition, fit for

immediate planting, may be viewed seven days prior to the

Sale, and will be found worthy the attention of gentlemen
intending to plant.

The Sha-we Nurseries. Melbourne, near Derby.
To PLANTERS. NURSERYMEN, and OTHERS.

MESSRS. OLIVER, NEWBOLD AND
OLIVER, respectfully give notice' that they are

instructed to SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises, the Shawe
Nurseries. Melbourne, near Derby, on WEDNESDAY,
November 20. at 11 o'CIock. the whole of the superior and
extensive NURSERY STOCK, consisting of i.tgo.ooo Quick,

87,000 Larch, 15.C00 Hollies. 1000 Irish and English Yews. 5000

Scotch Firs, 600 Aucuba japonica. 18.000 Gooseberry and
Currants, 88.000 Privet. 18,000 Spruce. The whole of the Stock

the

TO BE DISPOSED OF, a FLORIST'S
BUSINESS in a highly respectable suburb within a few

miles of London. Well established, with a good business

attached, including an excellent Leasehold Residence. Gothic
style, with two Sitting-rooms, Kitchen and Scullery, .-ind four

Bed-rooms, Shop and Office, large Show-house at side, five

span-roof Greenhouses, 40 feet each, and room for six more.
Lease fifty-five years. Ground Rent. ;C6 per annum. Price

.£1100. Apply to

Mr. PALMER, Auctioneer, High Street, Lewisham, near
Lewisham Junction, S.E.

''ro BE LET, the WOOLHAMPTON
NURSERIES, with immediate possession, in consequence

of the death of Mr. W. Hunt. This genuine concern offers an

opportunity to capitalists rarely to be met with, placed as it is

close to the Midgham Station on the Berks and Hants branch

of the Great Western Railway, and situate in the midst of the

estates of large landed proprietors. Has not changed hands

for more than fifty years. The LEASE to be SOLD, and the

STOCK taken at a valuation. Midgham is situate 9 miles from

jhe important Market Town of Reading. Full particulars of

Messrs. MECEY and SON, Solicitors, Thatcham, Newbury
;

or of Mr. J. A. JOHNSTON, Estate Agent, Newbury. Berks.

To Gardeners, Florists, &c.

TO LET, a HOUSE and GARDEN (| of an
acre), with Vinery, Forcing-pits, Stabling. Piggeries, &c.,

well stocked with Bedding and other Plants. Also a good
Lock-up SHOP in a capital thoroughfare, doing a good
business. To be let at valuation.

F. ALDERTON, Florist, &c., 2 Cambridge Place, Fals-

grave, Scarborough.

F>OYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF
t ENGLAND.

METROPOHTAN EXHIBITION, 1879.

FARM AND MARKET GAR-
DEN PRIZES.

In connection with the Exhibi-
tion of the Saciety ior the year
1879, the following prizes are
offered by the Mansion Hou-^c
Committee for the Best-Managed

s and Market Gardens
: Farir

England and Wale;
Class I. Farms utilising the

people. A Piece of Plate, value

Class 2. Farms utilising the sew-
age of more than 20,000 people. A
Piece of Plate, value ^100.

Section II.—Market Gardens, within a radius of 20 miles
from the Mansion House.

Class 3. Market Gardens, exceeding 10 and not exceeding 50
cres in extent. First prize, ^^50 ; zd, £,-iS : 3d- -£io-

Class 4. Market Gardens, above 50 acres in extent. First

trize, £iQ : 2d. £25 : 3d^/i<
ON III.— Market Gardt

five Metropolitan Counlie
Hertford, and Essex; or

such farms to be within a
Ho

Fa tuated in one of the
z., Kent, Surrey. Middlesex,
tuated in any other county,
us of 50 miles of the Mansion

Class 5. Market-Garden Farms, on which Market-Garden
crops alternate with Farm Crops, above 100 acres m extent.

First Prize, ;C5o : 2d, ;{:75 ; 3d, ^10.
The last day of Entry is November 30, 187S. Forms of Entry

and Conditions of Competition may be had nn application to

H. M. JENKINS, Secretary.

12, Hanover Square, London, W.

c

Roses.HARLES TURNER'.S
Descriptive CATALOGUE of the above is now ready.

The Trtes are very fine this season.

Fruit Trees.HARLES TURNER'.S
select LIST of the above is also now ready.

Trees are strong and healthy.

Ornamental Trees, Sbrubs, &c.HARLES TURNER'S
CATALOGUE can be had on application.

The Royal Nurseries. Slough.

Koses, Fruit Trees, anti General Nursery Stock.

WB. ROWE solicits the inspection by
• Nurserymen of his extensive stock of the above,

which are well-grown, and fit for removal.
Barbourne Nurseries. Worcester.

To Nurserymen and Others.FOR SALE, about 70,000 strong
MANETTI STOCKS, free on rail afWoking Station.

ROWBOTHAiM S: CO.. Goldworth Road Nursery, Woking.

WM. CUTBUSH AND SON beg to announce
that their stock of the above is very fine this season,

both in Fruiting and Planting Canes, which are strong and well
ripened. Prices on application. Special offer to the Trade.

Highgate, London. N., and Barnet, Herts.

To the Trade.
EED NOVELTIES.— Our LIST of
FLOWER and VEGETABLE SEED NOVELTIES

nv ready, and will be posted on application to

F. SANDER AND CO., Seed Growers. St. Albans.

s

HOME GROWN LILIUM AURATUM.
Lovers of Liliums should plant at once really home-

grown Bulbs. "imported Bulbs do die."

CHARLES NOBLE has just harvested this year's crop, and
will give prices on application.

Bagshot.—October 12.

QEAKALE for FORCING. — Extra fine
*^ large roots, gos. per 1000, and ss. packing ; under that

number, 105. per 100, and is. packing. A remittance to accom-
pany all orders, addressed

ALFRED ATWOOD, Market Gardener, S, Palk Road,
Battersea. S.W.

"DASPBERRY CANES for SALE.—About
-»-

V

20,000 to be had, cheap
For further particulars apply to

H. THORNTON, i. Maxwell Road. Fulham. S.W.

To the Trade.
NEW POTATO. ' PRIDE of ONTARIO."
and F. SHARPE are now sending out
the above most prolific and handsome shaped new
Full description and price may be had on application.

Seed Growing Establishment, Wisbech.

H
GIANT LILY of the VALLEY.—E.xtra

strong blooming roots, as. per dozen, 12s. 6d. per 100,
package free.

E. COOLING. Mile Ash Nurseries. Derby.

To the Trade.

POTATO ONIONS, large and sountJ.
Price on application.

HOGG and ROBERTSON. 22. Mary Street. Dublin.

To the Trade.

ROSES, Dwarf, on Manetti, fine stuff,
30J. per 100, .£12 los. per 1000, my selection.

SEAKALE. extra strong. 80s. per 1000: strong. 60s. per
rooo : Planting, 30s. per 1000.

BRIERS, seedling, i-yr., extra fine stuft, 20s. per loco.
For cash only with orders.

R. LOCKE. Rose Farm, Red Hill, Surrey.

To the Trade.
pHERRIES, PLUiM.S, and PEARS
V.> (Standard). 6 feet stems, bushy heads, well set with buds ;

Standard WALNUTS and MEDLARS. Portugal LAURELS,
Horse CHESTNUT, and Evergreen OAKS : all remove with
good balls of earth. Special low prices on application to

J. GEORGE HILL (late John Scott), Royal Nu
Merriott, Somerset.
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TO THE TRADE ONLY
Nurserymen intending to purchase the undermentioned Plants should send their Orders to

A. M. C. JONGKINDT CONINCK,
Because of the following reasons :

—

1

.

Strong zucll-rootedplants are sold at the lowest prices.

2. Packing is most carefully executed, and very little chargedfor.

3- Orders to the amount of £2 are delivered free throughout Europe,

OFTEN TRANSPLANTED -CONIFER.^.-W E L L - R T E D .

The best variegated varieties ; height i foot ... ... ... ... £2 \os. per 100; ^20 175. per 1000

A List of Ike Names gratis andfree on application.

Large Quantities of

CEDRUS ATLANTICA, CEDRUS LIBANI, CUPRESSUS LAWSONIANA and THUJA OCCIDENTAUS,

Of different sizes, at the lowest prices.

ROSA riTIFLORADE LA GRIFFERAIE I

"' '°' '""="'"= "°*'"^ - '=^- "" """"^ ^'° ^^ '°-°°°

DIELYTRA SPECTABILIS, strong clumps 25^-. per loo; ^lo 17^. per looo

CYCLAMEN PERSICUM PL ROSEO, all grown in pots 25.. to 67^, per 100

NOVELTY.-^SPIRv^A PALMATA ELEGANS.-novelty.
A beautiful hybrid between SPIR^A JAPONICA and SPIR^A PALMATA, producing a

large quantity of white flowers with red stamens.

Strong Plants, 6s. each ; Six Plants, £1 ; Twelve Plants, £1 12s.

2-YR. CORDONS -FRUIT TREES -2-YR. CORDONS.

APPLES, on Doucin 42^. per 100
|
PEARS, on Quince 5o^- per 100

AZALEA PONTICA.
Strong plants, often transplanted, well rooted ... ... ^2 lo^. to ^^4 per 100

Large Quantities of HAEDY PERENNIALS, ALPINE PLANTS, &c., at the Lowest Prices.

A List of the Names gratis and free on applieation.

A. M» a JONGKINDT CONINCK,
TOTTENHAM NURSERIES, DEDEMSVAART, near ZWOLLE, NETHERLANDS.
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In Llqtildatlon.

WILLIAM ROLLISSON and SONS,
The Nurseries. Tooling, London.

VINES-VINES-VINES.
Having a very large stock of stout well-grown Vines for

Sale, principally Black Hambiirghs. these are offered at very
modetale prices, viz., Fruiting Canes, 5^. to los, 6</. ; Planting,
Ql. Cd. to 51.

PLANTS for NATURALISING in the
Wild Garden, Shrubbery Border, Woodland Walks, Hot

Banks, Swampy Ground, and in any other position where the
plants are allowed to grow naturally, reproducing themselves.
See present year's ABC BULB GUIDE, free on application.
THOMAS S. WARE, Hale Farm Nurseries, Tottenham,

Xondon.

Florists' Flowers, Roses, and Climbers.

THOMAS S. WARE'S CATALOGUE of
the above, including, in the Florists' Flower portion.

Daisies, Delphiniums, Uianthus, Pyrethrums, Pinks, Bedding
Pansies and Violas, Show and Fancy Pansies, Potenlillas,
Border and Winter Flowering Carnations, Paionies. Phloxes,
and Sweet Violets, may now be had post-free on application.

Hale Farm Nurseries. Tottenham, London.

N G .FOR F O R C I

SPIR/EA JAPONICA. ,os. per loo,

PALMATA. 25J. per 100.

By 100 or 1000. An immense stock, finely ripened. Smaller
f>almatas, for planting, lor. 6d., i$s, , and 20J. per 100. Extra
arge clumps at moderate prices.

CHARLES NOBLE, Bagshot.

To the Trade.

ROSES. — Standard and Half-Standard,
extra fine. Low quotation with Purchaser's selection.

MARECHAL NIEL, in pots, very fine, 755. per 100:
second size, 65J. per 100.

LIST of varieties on application,
GEORGE COOLING, Nurseryman, Bath.

Ornamental Trees and Shrubs, Fruit Trees, Eoses, &c.

THE LAWSON SEED and NURSERY
COMPANY (Limited), Edinburgh, respectfully request

the attention of intending planters to their most extensive and
superior stock of the above.

CATALOGUES on application.

Koses, Primulas, Vines, &c.

EDWIN HILLIER offers as below, all well-
grown stuff:- roses. Tea, on Brier, 48-pots, sor. and

60J. perioo: Dwarf Hybrid Perpetuals. from ground, asj.and 30^.

E:rioo,- Queen of Bedders, 75J. per roo. 1000 PRIMULAS,
ouble White, jS-pots, 751. per 100. POT VINES, very fine,

30i. and 60J. per dozen. CLEMATIS, best kinds, is. per
dozen. MANETTt STOCKS, very good, 21J. per 1000. Cash
r«quired from unknown persons —Nurseries. Winchester.

Cabbage and Lettuce Plants.
XT

J, HARDY, Stour Valley Seed Grounds,
-^--^^ Bures, Suffolk, begs to offer a quantity of strong,
healthy, autumn-sown plants :

—
ENFIELD MARKET and CARTER'S HEARTWELL,

V. per 1000.

RED DUTCH. 51. per 1000.
LETTUCE.—Brown Cos, Siberian, and Champion, 51. per

Package and carriage free for 5000 upwards (or plants equi-
valent), to any Railway Station m England.

Reference required from unknown Correspondents.

WING AND COMPANY
offer to the Trade and large buyers :—

APRICOTS, dwarf maiden and dwarf trained, in quantity,

TEA and NOISETTE ROSES, in pots, very fine, of nearly all
the best kinds, in quantity.

GOOSEBERRIES, of best kinds, i-yr. cuttings, and i-yr. and
2-yr. transplanted.

CURRANTS, i-yr. cuttings, and i-yr. and 2-yr. transplanted,
of Black Naples, Red Dutch, and other best sorts.

LIMES, large-leaved red-twigged variety, with straight stems,
good pyramidal heads, and (most important of all) good

;s, Eaton, near Norwich.

We have about Five Hundred
T>OT VINES, 2-yr. old, grown without
-L bottom-heat. For strength, vigour, ripeness, and promi-
nence of eyes we believe they cannot be surpassed. The Trade
supplied. We shall be glad to send samples to any address : 51.

,cS.

i-the-

To the Trade.

SEED POTATOS.—Our SPECIAL LIST,
containing all the best English and American varieties

pown by us the past season, may now be had, post-free, on
application.

H. AND F. SHARPS, Seed Growers, Wisbech.

A RATHKE AND SON, The Nurseries,
Praust, near Danzig, Germany, have to offer, for cash ;—

EUONYMUS EUROP^US, i yr. seedlings, 91. per 1000, l\
per 10.000 ; 2-yr. seedlings, 131. 6^/. per 1000, /6 per 10,000;
3-yr. seedling s. i8j. per 1000. .£8 per 10,000.

Offer to the Trade.

FORCING ASPARAGUS.—The Subscribers
have to offer the produce of half an acre extra strong

Asparagus with splendid crowns, suitable for forcing. Samples
and price on application to

DICKSON, BROWN and TAIT, Seed Merchants. 43 and
45, Corporation Street, Manchester.

Planting Season.

RAND A. MORRISON'S Stock of LARCH
. and SCOTCH FIR (true native), and other

FOREST TREES, being this year very large and fine, they
are enabled to make low quotations for large quantities.
CATALOGUES on application.

The Nurseries. Elgin.

To the Trade.XT AND F. SHARPE beg to announce that
-*--•-• their Special LIST of GARDEN and AGRI-
CUi-'IURAL SEEDS is Now Ready, and may be obuined on
apphcatioo.

Seed Growing Establishment, Wisbech.

T O THE TRADE,
DWARF ROSES, I MANETTl STOCKS,
BANKSIAN ROSES,

|
LIMES and PLANES.

Good and cheap. Prices on application to

WM. PAUL AND SON. Waltham Cross.

(GNAPHALIUM LEONTOPODIUM, Jacq.)

pHARLES SHARPE and CO., having
VV received a small supply of Seed of the above lovely little

Alpine Plant with woolly silvery-white bracts, can offer packets
post-free at 2S. 6d. each. Its cultivation presents no difficulty,

and full instructions will be sent with each packet.
Seed Warehouse. Sleaford.

LARCH FIR—300,000, 2 to 3 and 3 to 4 feet,
and large quantities of oiher Forest Trees.

NEW HEDGE PLANT, Myrobella Plum, of far more rapid
growth than Quick.

FRtJIT TREES. ORNAMENTAL TREES and SHRUBS,

Priced CATALOGUES, also terms to the Trade, on applica-

J. CHEAL AND SONS. Lowfield Nu :s, Crawley. Su:

Larch—Larch—Larch.SPECIAL OFFER
to the Trade.

500,000 LARCH FIR, transplanted, i to i% foot, i J^ to 2 feet

Also Scotch FIR. Austrian PINES, Silver FIR, ELM,
BIRCH, BEECH, &c., in quantitv.

LAUREL, common, transpl; splendid.
lied

)BERBERISDARWINII. transplanted f
LAURELS. Portugal, transplanled j dition.
THORN QUICKS, seedling, fine quality.

Prices on application.

Cash or Trade References required.
The above are all well grown and in good conditionfor removal
GEORGE R. DAVIDSON, Nurseryman. Newry. Ireland.

sPECIAL OFFERS TO THE TRADE.
MANETTl ROSE STOCKS. 400,000, fit for working.
MAIDEN PEARS on Pear stocks, 10.000, all the leading kinds,

STANDARD PEARS, extra fine.

PYRAMID and DWARF TRAINED PEARS.
STANDARD TRAINED JARGONELLE and other

STANDARDCHERRIES. extra fine.

STANDARD TRAINED MORELLOand MAY DUKE.&c.
Prices and List on application to

CRANSTON AND CO., King's Acre Nurseries, Hereford.

PAUL'S Hybridised POLYANTHUS, strong
blooming clumps in all shades and colours. The above are

a beautiful strain, and will make a great display in early spring,
price 2s. per dozen, los. per loo, -jos. per looo.

HARDY HERBACEOUS and ALPINE PLANTS at 30J.
per 100 : a stock of 700 species and varieties.

CYCLAMEN PERSICUM, in pots, blooming plants, gj. per

CHRYSANTHEMUMS, covered with flower-buds, in 7-inch
pots. 24^. per dozen.

EPIPHYLLUM TRUNCATUM, io six kinds, winter
flowering, i8j. per dozen.

CINERARIAS, extra fine plants, in 5-inch pots, as. per dozen.
PELARGONIUMS, early flowering, strong cut-down plants,

in 5-inch pots, will force into flower by March. These are
very fine plants and the new Covent Garden strain in

twenty five kinds, such as Acme of Perfection, Duchess
of Edinburgh, Mrs. John Wood, &c. Price isj. per dozen,
755. per 100.

HENRY MAY, The Hope Nurseries. Bedale, Yorkshire.

HARDY EVERGREENS, thoroughly trans-
planted and prepared for removal, either in fine speci-

men trees, or in small stuff suitable fsr ornamental planting, to

be sold privately at a low price to effect a clearance, consisting
of Laurel of many varieties, variegated and green Hollies,
nearly every variety of Coniferae, Rhododendrons, named
hybrids and Ponticums, and almost every variety of Evergreen
Shrub and Tree ; also a fine and select assortment of pyramid
and bush Fruit Trees, Apples, Pears, Plums, and Cherries,
i2-yr. and 15-yT. old, well transplanted and in full bearing.

Mill Hill Station on the Midland Railway, Harrow Station
on the Norlh-Westem Railway, and Edgware Station on the
Great Norihera Railway, are convenient for loading trucks :

Edgware Station is quite near for visitors. A previous appoint-
ment for visitors is desirable. Address
PROPRIETOR, Whitchurch Gardens, Edgware. London.

To the Trade.—Immense quantities of extra fine

SEEDLINGS and TRANSPLANTED
PLANTS—Quicks. Scotch Firs, Alders, Fruit Trees,

Shrubs, &c. For Descriptive CATALOGUE, apply to

LEVAVASSEUR and SON, Nurserymen, Ussy. Calvados.
France: or to their Agents. Messrs. R. SILBERRAD and
SON. 15, Harp Lane, Great Tower Street, London, E.G.

Fruit Trees.

SCOTT'S ORCHARDIST, the most useful
work on Fruit Trees in the English langu.-ige, free

for 3J. f)d.

The Merriott Nurseries contain all the best varieties of
APPLES, PEARS, PLUMS. CHERRIES, CURRANTS.
GOOSEBERRIES, APRICOTS, PEACHES, NECTAR.
INES, NUTS, FILBERTS, WALNUTS, &c. Trees of all

sizes and shapes. Priced LIST free on application to.

J. GEORGE HILL, (successor to John Scott), The Royal
, Somerset.

Planting Season.
To NOBLEMEN, GENTLEMEN and the TRADE.

THE ROYAL MERRIOTT NURSERIE.S
are well stocked with immense quantities of ALDER,'

BEECH, BIRCH, Horse CHESTNUT, ELM, Silver, Scotch,
and Spruce FIR. HAZEL, HORNBEAM, LIMES, OAKS,
POPLARS, YEWS, &c, of all sizes. Special low prices will

be forwarded on appl

_J. GEORGE HILL (;

., Merriott, Somerset.
> John Scott), The Royal

SPECIAL NOTICE. — Messrs. Rush &
Yeats, of the Eaton Road and Queen's Park Nurseries.

Chester, beg to announce that they have this day DISPOSED
OFthe whole of their NURSERY BUSINESS, including the
Trees, Plants. Stock in Trade, and all other eftecls belongine
thereto, to Messrs. JAMES DICKSON and SONS, of th?
Newton Nurseries and loS, Eastgate Street, Chester, to whom
Messrs. Rush & Yeats beg to refer all CUSTOMERS for
NURSERY GOODS.—October 23, 1878.

TRADE

I strong and straight.

fp O THE
MANETTl STOCKS, strong, clean grown, and we'.lro.

25J. per 1000.

LIMES, 10 to 12 feet, magnificent trees, 8 to 9 inches ri

a foot from the ground, 251. per dozen.
ELMS. English. 7 to 8 feet, 20s. per 100 : 10 feet, 50J. per

12 feet, extra stout. 12s. per dozen.
HORSE CHESTNUT, 9 to 10 feet,

<)s per dozen.
OAK. English, 10 to 11 feet, fine trees, los. per 100.
CHERRIES. Morello, extra line. dw.nrl-trained 201. p(

H. BLANDFORD, The Dorset Nurseries. Blandford.

T^VERGREENS, fine, large, finely cultivated,
-L^ standing singly, well furnished to bottom, and certain to

PINES, Austrian, 4 to 5 feet, Gs. per dozen, 40J. per 100 :

6 to 7 feet, 12s per dozen. 75J. per 100.
YEWS, English, 5 to 6 feet, and 5 to 6 feet through. 71. id.

each, 60J. per dozen ; 7 to 8 feet, and 6 feet through,
los. Cd. each,

CEDRUS DEODARA, 3 to 4 feet, fine, y. 6d. each, 30J. per
dozen : 4 to 5 feet, ss. each. 435. per dozen.

SPRUCE. English, 5 to 6 teet and 5 feet through, 31. Cd. each,
35s per dozen.

CUPRESSUS LAWSONIANA, 4 to 5 feet, 41. per dozen,
351. per too.

YEWS, English, 2 to 3 feet. 4J. per dozen. 30^, per 100.
HENRY MAY. The Hope Nurseries, Bedale, Yorkshire.

T ARGE TREES for Immediate Effect,
J^-^ frequently transplanted, and will remove safely.
LI.MES, 7 to 8 feet, clean stems, good heads. 8s. per dozen

50J per roo; 9 to 10 feet. 12s. per dozen, 75s. per 100.
HORSE CHESINUT, 7 to 8 feet, clean stems, 81. per

dozen, 4ar. per loo.

SYCAMORE, 7 to 8 feet, clean stems, 8j. per dozen, 40J.

ELMS, English, 7 to 8 feet, 8j. per dozen, 40^. per 100.
BIRCH. Silver. 10 to iz feet. Zs. per dozen, doy. per 100.
THORN. Paul's Double Crimson, 5 to 6 feet, bushy. 12s. per

dozen. 75^. per 100.

BEECH, fine, 5 to 6 feet, fine roots, 12J. per dozen, 75J. perioo.
H. M, holds a stock of many thousands of the above.

HENRY MAY. The Hope Nurseries. Bedale. Yorkshire.

fT^ODEAS.- Healthy young plants of T
-L superba and T. hymenophylloides (pellucida), free and
safe by post. 2.J. 6d. each for prepayment. Trade price (low)
per 100. or lesser quantities, on application.
ROBERT SIM, Sidcup Hill Nursery, Foot's Cray, Kent.

BUDDED CAMELLIAS and AZALEAS.
—Ghent Azaleas, Azalea mollis. Spiraea japonica. Lily

ofthe Valley. Palms and Ferns for decoration, Ficus elastica,
Begonias, &c. Also over one hundred large specimen Camellias,
choicest varieties, splendid pyramids. 3, 4 to 5 feet high, grown
in tubs, and nearly all covered with large swollen buds ready
to flower, are offered at the usual moderate charges.
The new illustrated general CATALOGUE forwarded free

on application.

A. VAN GEERT, Continental Nurseries, Ghent. Belgium.

LEE'S NEW VIOLET ODORATISSIMA.
—Habit dwarf and compact, quite distinct from any

other variety ; colour, purplish azure, changing to pale azure
when fully developed : form, fine ; scent, exquisite. As the
opmions ofthe Press, &c., were given last spring, they will not
be repeated here. Plants at any time when the weather is

favourable, at the following rates :— 15^. per dozen, 8i. 6rf. per
half-dozen, 55. per quarter-dozen. The Trade supplied when
one dozen or more are taken on the usual terms.—GEORGE
LEE, F.R.H.S.. Market Gardener. Clevedon. Somerset.

In Liquidation

WILLIAM ROLLISSON and SONS,
The Nurseries, Tooting, near London, beg to inform

their numerous Customers that the BUSINESS is being
CARRIED ON as USUAL, and that they have a fine healthy
stock of Orchids, Ferns, Palms, Stove and Greenhouse Plants,
Vines, Hardy Herbaceous and Alpine Plants, &c., which they
can offer at very moderate prices. CATALOGUES and
special offers free by post on application.

Annual A B. C. Bulb Guide.

THOMAS S. WARE has much pleasure in
announcing that the present year's issue of the above is

now ready, and will be posted free on application. It includes
complete collections of Liliums, Narcissus. Gladiolus. Iris, and
numerous other families ; also selections of Bamboos and Orna-
mental Grasses. Aquatic and Bog Plants, Herbs, &c. ; and a
fine collection of Hardy Orchids, to which is added a few choice
Perennials, adapted for present planting.

Hale Farm Nurseries, Tottenham. London.

To Gentlemen. Builders, and the Trade.

ROBERT \ND GEORGE NEAL,
Wandsworth Common and Garrett Lane, Nurseries,

beg respectfully to call attention to their large and varied Stock
of HARDY. ORNAMENTAL. FOREST. FRUIT TREES
and SHRUBS, which are grown at their Nurseries, especially
those Trees, &c., which are most suitable for growing in or near
large towns. An early inspection invited. All goods delivered
free on rail in London, or at own residence, within five miles
of the Nurseries.

CATALOGUES free by post on application.

WEBB'S PRIZE COB FILBERTS
AND OTHER NUTS.

Persons desirous of obtaining Trees of the above, grown
by the late R. Webb, of Calcot, should give early orders to

THE MANAGER, Calcot Gardens. Reading.
CATALOGUES post-free on application.

WEBB'S CHOICE POLYANTHUS
AND OTHER SPRING PLANTS.

Early orders are soHciteti for the above choice plants. Apply to
THE MANAGER, Calcot Gardens, Reading.

EWING AND CO. forward gratis and post-
free to applicants. CATALOGUES of their extensive and

well-grown stock of Standard and Dwarf Roses, Pot Roses,
Clematises, Vines, Fruit Trees, Ornamental Trees, and Conifersc,

The Royal Norfolk Nurseries, Newmarket Road, Eaton, near
Norwich.

SUTTON'S MAGNUM BONUM POTATO
—Seed direct from the Raiser. True and pood sample.

£q per ton, or 14J. 6d. per sack (of 168 lb.), sacks inclusive,

delivered on Rail at this Station. Terms cash with order (o*-

satisfactory refeience. Cheques crossed " Wilts and Dorset,"
Post-office Orders payable to

H. T. BATH, Nurseryman and Seedsman, Lymington, Hants,
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cHRISTMAS ROSES.— Helleborus niger,

strong blooming plants. Sample and price on application

10 THOS. KITLEY, Oldfield Nursery. Bath.

One Hundred Thousand

HOTEIA (SPIR/EA) JAPONICA, in very
strong and sound condition.

HOTEIA (SPIR^A) JAPONICA has been awarded several

first prizes, and always considered best shown : 14J. to

LILIUM LANCIFOLIUM ALBUM MONSTROSUM,
very free flowering, 30J. to 401. per 100.

„ „ ROSEUM.soj. t0 26i. perioo.

„ „ RUBRUM, 20i. toj6i. per 100.

.. CHINENSIS TIGRINUM. w. to is. per 100.

CHRISTMAS ROSES, (Helleborus niger), fine, 401. to 16a!.

Trade CATALOGUE free on application. Post-office Orders
or good references from unknown Correspondents.

BUDDENBORG BROTHERS, Nurserymen and Bulb
Growers, Hillegom. near Haarlem, Holland.

CRANSTON'S NURSERIES,
Established 1785.

EIGHTY ACRES.
ROSES, FRUIT TREES. CONIFERS,

FOKEST TREES, &c.

Descyiplive and Priced Catalogues for 1878
now ready.

Address-
CBANSTON & CO.,

KING'S ACRE, near HEREFORD.

HARDY FLOWERS
E.vhibilion, Herbaceous Border, and Spring

Flower Gardens.

All choice sorts, true to name.
2 sorts, per doz.—s. d.

Carnations and Picote'

Single plants
Pairs

6 6

, Show

Pentstemons
Phlo
Pinks
Potentillas

Pyrethrums

Seduras ..
'.'. '.'.

Veronicas, large bushes,

9 to 15 in. through..

3 6

Violel

BEDDING PANSIES.—Blue King, Clevedon
Blue, Purple, and Yellow : Chieltain, Cloth of Gold, Peach
Blossom, and The Tory, 2S. per dozen, i2i. per loo.

BEDDING VIOLAS.-^Admiration, Amabilis,
BrillUnt, Golden Gem. Duke of Edinburgh. Golden Per-
petual. Greivei, Multiflora, Mulberry. Purple Prince,
Sovereign, Sir W. Scott, and VVaverley, \s. ixi. per dozen,
10^. per 100; Pilrig Park, 2s. per dozen, 15^. per 100— this

is the beat white.

100 fine Bedding Violas and Pansies. our selection, twelve
varieties, 105. hd.

Per doz. Per i
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PROTHEROE and MORRIS, Horti-
cultural, Market Garden and Estate Auctioneers

and Valuers, 98, Gracechurch Street, City, E.G., and at Leyton-
stone, E. Monthly Horliculti.ral Reeisler had on application.

PAU L'S N U RSERI ES,
WALTHAM CROSS,

SPECIALITIES.
ROSES 500.000 Plants on Sale

btandards, 15^. to 24J. per dozen, /6 to

;Co per 100
Dwarf Standards, ixi. per dozen, jCj 15^.

to £,s per 100
Dwarfs, 95. to 155. per dozen, £,z loj. to

. £,1 is^per 100.

Climbers, 6j. to 12^. per dozen. £,1 los.

io £3 15s. per 100
Roses in pots, los. (}d. to i8j. per dozen,

£3 i^s. to £6 per 100
Ditto, prepared for immediate forcing,

24J. to 421. per dozen, £y 10s. to

;i:i5 per 100
Roses on their own roots, 9.T, to 155. per

dozen, £3 3s. to £s per 100

BULBS Hyacinths, ^s. per dozen, 251. per 100,

and upwards
Tulips, gd. per dozen, 4^. 6d. per 100,

and upwards
Crocus, zs. per 100, z^s. 6d. per 1000,

and upwards
Polyanthus Narcissus, 2J. per dozen,

and upwards
Snowdrops, is. 6d. per 100, and upwards.

CAMELLIAS Young plants, with bloom, 30J. per
dozen, and upwards. Specimens
from 21J. to £30 each.

FRUIT TREES.... Standard Apples, Pears, Cherries, and
Plums, i8j. to 245. per dozen, £-j los.

to ^10 per 100
Pyramids, i8j. to 42.1. per dozen, ^6 to

^10 per 100
Dwarfs, gs. to igj. per dozen, £3 3s. to

£^ per 100
Espaliers, 30^. to 421. per dozen
Dwarf-trained Peaches. Apricots, and

Nectarines, 42^. to 60s. per dozen
Standard-trained ditto, ys. bd. to zos. 6d.

Fruit trees in pots, 2,6s. to S4X. per dozen
Figs in pots. 24,1. to 42J. per dozen
Strawberries, is. 6d. to 51. per 100

A large number of handsome fruiting

trees of v > kinds in stock.

GRAPE VINES .... Fruiting Canes, 7s. 6d. to las. bd. each ;

Planting Canes, 30^. to dos. per doz.

EVERGREENS.... For planting new. or replenishing old

gardens. Prices furnished on appli-

cation, as these vary greatly.

PARK and ROAD- Limes. Planes, Maples. Ash, Beech.
SIDE TREES Birch, Oaks, Poplars. Chestnuts,

&c. Prices furnished on appli-

DECIDUOUS and All the best sorts, being a selection from
PICTORIALTREES a large number of varieties proved
and SHRUBS over a period of many years. Prices

on application.

SEEDS Kitchen Garden and Flower Seeds in

Collections for large and small
Gardens, lOJ. 6d. and upwards.

Priced Descriptive CATALOGUES and every information
furnished by letter on application to

WM. PAUL & SON,

PAUL'S NURSERIES. WALTHAM CROSS. HERTS.

GENERAL NURSERY STOCK.
WOOD & INGRAM'S

GENERAL DESCRIPTIVE
CATALOGUE of NURSERY STOCK,

FRUIT TREES, FOREST TREES,
HARDY CONIFEROUS and TAXACEOUS

PLANTS. EVERGREENS,
DECIDUOUS ORNAMENTAL TREES :xnd

SHRUBS,
HARDY CLIMBERS,

BOSES, &c.,

Is now ready, and will be sent free on application.

The Nurseries,' Huntingdon.

Large Spruce, Mulberries, Auoubas, &c.

THOMAS BUNYARD and SONS
liave extra fine large specimens of the above to offer,

cheap ; well-rooted.

The Nurseries, Maidstone. Kent.

HCANNELL begs to announce that he
• has a very large Stock of fine Planls of MVOSOTIS

DISSITIFLORA(Forget-me-noO: White IHERIS, 8j. per loo.

Dalillas.

HCANNELL, F.R.H.S., begs to announce
• that he has harvested a large quantity (400 varieties)

of POT ROOTS this season, in the finest possible condition
which can now be dispatched to the furthermost parts of
the world in perfect safety. Purchaser's selection, lis. to 24J.

per dozen ; H. C.'s selection, gj. per dozen, 60^. per 100.

The Home for Flowers, Swanley. Kent.

HARRISON AND SONS, Royal Nurseries,
Leicester, have the following stocks, all well-grown and

healthy trees ; will be pleased to send sample and quote prices
for large or small quantities of any ;

—

5,000 APPLES of best sorts.

3.000 PEARS of best sorts.

=0.000 GOOSEBERRIES.
S.ooQ CURRANTS.

10,000 AUCUBAS, 6 inches to 3 feet.

10.000 GREEN HOLLIES.
10,000 HORSE CHESTNUTS.
10,000 large trees for immediate effect, consi-ting of

LIMES, ACACIA, BIRCH, ELM, POPLARS,
SYCAMORES, &c.

ROSES, fine standard, from 15.?. to \%s, per
' dozen. ^5 per 100.

„ fine dwarf, for beds, gj. to 12s. per dozen, 60s. per 100.

„ fine Tea. in pots, 12s. to iS^. per dozen.

,, fine specimen, in S-inch p-^ts, for forcinR, &c , 30,^. per doz.

,, fine dwarf, Gloire dc Dijon, gs, to izs. per dozen, 75^.

The above Roses cannot be surpassed, and the stock consists of
upwards of 20,000.

HENRY MAY. The Hope Nurseries. Bedale. YorVsVire.

QUEEN OF LILIES, LILIUM AURATUM.
—Imported Bulbs are now arriving, and orders are

solicited. This lovely Lily is quite hardy, and should be gene-
rally grown. Before ordering send for Lily List, where all pani-

Prices. size Noi i. 61/, : No. i. is. : No. 3, i,r. 6d. ; No. 4, is. each.

ORCHIDS.—Special offer of the following fine Orchids,
for ^5 sj. :— i plant Phala:nopsis Schillenana, 2 plants Dendro-
bium formosuni giganteum. i plant Phala:nopsis grandiflora

aurea, 4 plants Dendrobium cretaceum, i plant Saccolabium
guttatum, r plant Dendrobium barbatulum. 3 plants Calanthe
rubra and luteo occulaia, i plant Dendrobium Pierrardi, i pot

atodc!

Lily andAll orders to be accompanied by 1

Orchid LIST sent on application to

WILLIAM GORDON, 10, Cullum Street, London, E.C.,
Lily Bulb and Plant Importer.

Planting.GREAT BARGAINS
for Clearance.

A quantity of Rhododendrons, 3 to 4 feet and under : Abies

Albertii, Cupressus Lawsoniana, Thuja Lobbii, Wellingtonia

gigantea, all from 4 to 8 feet, in capital order for removal. A
large quantity of Tritoma uvaria. fine Pyraminal Pear and Apple

Trees. Lowest prices quoted on application. Good Turf for

Lawns (within 200 yards of Railway Station. S.W.R.), 5s. per

rod if cut by purchaser. Apply to

J. D. CRAIG, The Nursery, Camberley, Farnborough Station.

A Few Thousands of

CAMELLIAS and AZALEA INDICA, fine

plants with buds, at low prices (on application).

COCOS WEDDELLIANA in single pots, 12 inches high, 30s.

ARECA BAUERI, 12 inches high, 301. per dozen.
Apply at once to

JEAN NUYTENS VERSCHAFFELT, The Nurseries,

Ledeberg, Ghent. Belgium.

To the Trade.

TAMES BETTERIDGE, having determined
*^ to distribute his celebrated Quilled ASTER SEED this

season himself and not through Messrs. Carter & Co., begs to

inform the Trade that, having harvested his Seed in very good

condition, he is prepared to supply the Trade only. Also his

new varieties which have taken First-class Certificates at the

Crystal Palace, Banbury, and Reading Shows. Terms on

application to

JAMES BETTERIDGE, Aster Nurseries, Chipping

Norton, Oxon.

QPECIAL OFFER TO THE TRADE.—O SURPLUS STOCK on SALE, as the land must be
cleared for building purposes ; all fine healthy plants, many
times transplanted.

FRUIT TREES.
CHERRIES, Standards, extra strong, gs. per dozen, 60s. per

100 ; half do., do., 6s., per dozen, 45^. per 100.

PEARS. Pyramids. 3 to 4 feet, extra strong. 5^'. per dozen, 30s.

per 100 ; Half-btandards, 4 to 5 feet, strong, 7^. per dozen,

CURRANTS. Black Naples, fine, strong, 8j. per 100. 70^-.

per 1000.

FOREST TREES.
BEECH, 4 to 5 feet, strong, Zs. per 100 ; 5 to 6 feet, z6s. per

100 ; 6 to 8 feet, 25J. per 100 : 8 to 10 leet, 50.1. per 100.

CHESTNUTS, Horse, 6 to S feet, strong, i6s. per dozen ; 8 to

10 feet, 255. per ico.

„ „ Scarlet, 5 to 6 feet, strong, Zs. par dozen ; 6 to S feet,

LIMES, 2 to 3 feet, strong, 4^. per 100 ; 3 to 4 feet, 6s. per 100 ;

4 to 5 feet, loj. per 100 ; 5 to 6 feet, 15^. per 100 ; 6 to 8
feet, 2$s. per 100; 8 to 10 feet, 60s. per 100.

EVERGREEN SHRUBS.
BOX, Green, i to ij'i foot. 2s. per dozen, i-zs. per 100.

RHODODENDRONS, 6 to 9 inches, 8.1. per 100 ; 9 to 12

inches, lar. per 100.

„ fine and bushy, 1 to ij^ foot, 20s. per 100 ; 1% to 2 feet,

25^. per 100.

YEWS, English, g to 12 niches, los. per loo ; ij< to ij/ foot,

I2J. 6d. per loo ; i to 2 feet, i6s. per 100 ; 2 to 3 feet,

25.S. per 100 ; ^ to 4 feet, 45J. per 100, and Oi. per dozen.

B. WHITHAM, Nurseries, Reddish, near Stockport.

•Richard Smith &.C2:
mp Worcester #,

FIFTY ACRES of FRUIT TREES.—
Apples. Pears, Plums, Cherries. Peaches, Nectarines,

Apricots, and other Fruit Trees, as Standards, Dwarfs,
Pyramids, Bushes, Cordon and trained trees in great variety,
all full of vigour, and warranted true to name. Descriptive
Price List, containing a sketch of the various forms of Trees,
with Direcli9ns for Cultivation, Soil. Drainage, Manure,
Pruning. Lifting, Cropping, Treatment under Glass ; also their
Synonyms, Quality, Size, Form, Skin, Colour, Flesh. Flavour,
Use, Growth, Duration, Season, Price, &c., fora penny stamp.

TWELVE ACRES of ROSES.—Standard,
Dwarf, and Climbing, all the popular sorts ; also 80,000

choice Tea-scented and Noisette Roses in pots ; extra strong
Roses in pots for immediate forcing;. See Descriptive Price
List, free for a penny stamp.

GRAPE VINES and ORCHARD HOUSE
TREES in POTS.—Grape Vines, extra strong, and

warranted free from phylloxera, oidium, and all disease ; Planting
Canes, 3^. 6d. to 5^. each ; extra strong Fruiting Canes, -js. 6d.
to 10s. 6d. each. Orchard-house Trees, fruiting in pots, con-
sisting of Peaches, Nectarines, Apricots, Plums, Cherries,
Pear£, Apples, and Figs. Descriptive Price List for a peony

WORCESTER PEARMAIN APPLE
(awarded a First-class Certificate by the Royal Horti-

cultural Society),—One of the handsomest and most useful
Apples in cultivation. For full description see *' Extract from
the Journal of Horticulture," and Richakd S.mith & Co.'s
Fruit List, which may be had for a penny stamp. Coloured
Plates, 6d. each. Maiden Trees, is. 6d. each ; Bushes, 3s.

each ; Standards, Pyramids, and Dwarf-trained Trees, 3J. 6d.
and ^s. each.

HARDY HERBACEOUS and ALPINE
PLANTS, their scientific and English names, height,

colour, time of flowering, and other useful information.
Descriptive Price List for a penny stamp. Collection of ioq
beautiful hardy varieties for Garden Beds, Borders, or Rockeries,

LISTof all the EVERGREEN FIR TRIBE,
suitable for Britain, giving size, price, popular and

botanical names, derivations, description, form, colour, foliage,

crowth, timber, use in arts, native country, and size there,
situation, soil, and other information, with copious index of
their synonyms. Free by post for six stamps.

LIST of STOVE and GREENHOUSE
PLANTS, comprising the best selections of Camellias,.

Azaleas, Ericas, Epacris, Ferns, &c., frte (or a penny stamp.

LISTof EVERGREEN and DECIDUOUS
SHRUBS, RHODODENDRONS, STANDARD

ORNAMENTAL TREES. CLIMBING and TWINING
PLANTS, with their generic, specific, and English names,
native country, height, time of flowering, colour, &c., and
general remarks, free for a penny stamp.

A LL kinds of GARDEN SEEDS, of first
-CX quality, BULBS, MUSHROOM SPAWN, TOBACCO
PAPER, ARCHANGEL MATS, and other GARDEN
REQUISITES. See Lists, which may be had on application.

^M'ChArd Smith &.c5^^
&=: Worcester ^.

TEA ROSES
WINTER fToWERING.
ADAM
BELLE LYONNAISE
DEVONIENSIS
JEAN DUCHER
MADAME MARGOTTIN
MARIE VAN HOUTTE
PERI.E DE LYON
SOUVENIR D'UN AMI

Vll in 8 and 9-inch pots, having
bloom throughi

ALBA ROSEA
CATHERINE MERMET
GLOIRE DE DIJON
MADAME FALCOT
MADAME WILLERMOZ
NIPHETOS
SOUVENIR D'ELISE
MARECHAL NIEL.

ell-trained flowering wood, to

t the winter.

Price, 30s. to 42s. per dozen.

2,000 HYBRID PERPETUAL ROSES, in
9-inch pots, well ripened under glass, and fit for im-
mediate forcing, 30J. to 361. per dozen.

25,000 TEA SCENTED ROSES of all the
leading kinds, in 5-inch pots, extra fine plants, 15s. to

185. per dozen.

The Descriptive Catalogue of Rosesfo) otv ready.

CBANSTOK & CO.,
NURSERIES, KING'S ACRE HEREFORD.

WM. PAUL & SON,

ROSE GROWERS,
TREE, PLANT, BULB, AND

SEED MERCHANTS.

WALTHAM CROSS,
HERTS,

Adjoining the "Waltham" Station,
Great Eastern Railway.

Inspection of Stock invited.

Priced Descriptive Catalogues free by post.
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SEAKALE,ASPARAGUS and RHUBARB.
—Roots for forcing, exceptionally fine. For special

quotations apply to

H. THORNTON, i, Maxwell Road. Fulham, S.W.

SPECIMEN CAMELLIAS for SALE.—
kl? Aibo-plena [very large), imbricata, ochroleuca, Bealii.

Lady Hume's Blush, and four others, all full of buds. Apply to

GARDENER. 58. Larkha ll Rise, Clapham, S.W.

LPAILLET, NURSERV.MAN, Chatenay les

• Sceaux. near Pans, has to offer the following :
—

Roses, Fruit Trees, raaiden or trained ; Ornamental Trees and
Shrubs. Tree and sinensis Pajonies : Magnolia Lenne. oxoniensis

and others : Camellias, Rhododendrons, Azaleas, Clematises,

Conifers. Bamboos, Yuccas, tuberous Begonias, Viola Belle de
Chatenay and others ; Trees for Avenues, such as Acers,

Platanus, Horse Chestnut. FRUIT TREE STOCKS, FOREST
TREES, and OTHERS of every description grown by large

quantities ; Manetti, De la Grifferaie and Brier Rose Stocks.

Send for Trade List and Catalogues to L. P.. as above : or

to his Agents in London, Messrs. R. SILBERRAD AND
SON, 15, Harp Lane, Great Tower Street. E.C.

FECIAL OFFER.s
ASH, Mountain. lo to 12 feet, %s. per dozen, 50J. per 100.

„ Weeping, 10 to 12 feet, -z^s. per dozen.

BOX, green, 2 to 1 feet. 10s. per 100.

BEECH. 5 to 7 feet, \hs. per 100.

CHESTNUT, Horse, 7 to 9 feet, Zs, per dozen ; 10 to 12 feet,

J5i. per dozen.
ELMS, Wych, 8 to 10 feet, 50^. per loo ; 10 to 12 feet, i2i. per

dozen, 90J. per 100.

HOLLY, common, iK to 2 feet, 30^. per 100 ; 2 to 3 feet, 45J.

per 100 ; 3 to 4 feet, i2j-. per dozen.
LABURNUMS. 8 to q feet, gj per dozen.
LAURUSTINUS, \\A to 2 feet, 6s. per dozen, 401. per 100

;

2,'i to 3 feet, i5i. per dozen, iocs, per 100 ; 3 to 4 feet,

24*. per dozen.
LAUREL, common, 3 to 4 feet, very bushy, 35s. per 100.

MEZEREON, red. \% to 2 feet, ts. per dozen, 40J. per 100.

POPLAR. Lombardy, 8 to 10 feet, 5J. per dozen, 32s. per 100.

,, Black Italian, 10 10 12 feet. ^s. per dozen.
PRIVET OVALIKOLIUM. z% to zM feet, 7^. 6</. per 100.

,, Box-leaved, twice transplanted, very stout, 7.%, to 3J^ feet,

5^. per 100.

„ evergreen, twice transplanted, very stout, 3 to 1% feet,

4s. dd. per 100.

SYCAMORE, 10 to 12 feet, 155. per dozen, loor. per 100.

WILLOWS, Weeping, standard American, fine heads, i8j. per
dozen.

^M SUTTON'S ®
ROOT SHOW,

November 23, 1S7S,

WILL BE GIVEN, IN .'ADDITION TO NE.-\RLY

£300 for ROOTS,

Special Prizes for Vegetables,
Valu .ly.. 15

Special Prizes for Rotates,
Value nearly . . 15

SCHEDULE and ENTRY FORM ON APPLICATION.
NO CHARGE FOR ENTRY.

iMnu/o
THE QUEEN'S SEEDSMEN,

READING.

GOOD THlNMSi
THE FINEST NEW ZONALS OF THE

SEASON.—WHITE VESUVIUS, by far the best white

for winter, as. each, iSs. per dozen.

SALMON ditto, splendid both winter and summer, is. 6<f.

each, I2S. per dozen.

STRIPED ditto (New Life), the most saleable all the year,

always in bloom, is. 6ei. each, 12s. per dozen.

DR. J. DENNY, positively blue, 2s. each, i8s. per dozen.

GUINEA, splendid colour, totally eclipsing Jealousy,

decidedly yellow. This and Dr. Denny grand pot plants both

summer and winter, 4s. each.

Good plants of all the above, five for los., package free.

Cuttings half price, post-free.

HCANNELL has now a great quantity of
• the following, in fine condition, which will be sure to

give satisfaction : — PRIMULAS. CINERARIAS, and
CALCEOLARIAS. 2s. per dozen : CYCLAMEN, 35,, 4s., and
5s. per dozen. Splendid Bulbs showing flower. All post-free

Fine Plants of each of the above in pots, is. per dozen extra.

Strawberries and Raspberries.

FROM the fact of my being located in the
midst of hundreds of acres of all the best and most profit-

able kinds, I am enabled to offer unusually fine Plants and
perfectly tiue to name. All those who wish to grow for gain
should have the Kentish well-known varieties. STRAW-
BERRIES, in 6-inch pots, and small for planting, to give a
crop at once, are very fine. Having them from a distance,

together with change of soil, is the very secret of success.

CATALOGUE, with valuable information, post-free.

H. CANNELL, F.R.H.S.,
HOME FOR FLOWERS (adjoining the Railway Station),

S W A N L E Y, KENT.

CARTER'S
CHEAP BULBS

For Planting in Masses.

HYACINTHS, Bright Crimson
HYACINTHS, Bright Rose ..

HYACINTHS, Rich Purple ..

HYACINTHS, Porcelain Blue
HYACINTHS, Pure White ..

HYACINTHS, White Shaded
HYACINTHS, Yellow .

.

In beautiful colours. These bulbs are far si

nary mixed Hyacinths, and can be planted to r

HYACINTHS, MLxed, Red, Blue, and Whit
uch better efl'ecl

TULIPS, Mixed Single, good 3S

TULIPS, Mixed Single, extra hue .. ..50
TULIPS. Mixed Double, good .. ..38
TULIPS. Mixed Double, extra fine .. .. so
CROCUS, Golden Yellow, fine .. ..13
CROCUS, Golden Yellow, splendid . . . . 28

CROCUS, White, fine 15

CROCUS, Blue, fine 15

CROCUS, Striped, fine 15

CROCUS, Mixed, all colours 12

DAFFODILS, Double Yellow .. ..30
NARCISSUS POETICUS, White .. .. 30
NARCISSUS, Sweet-scented Double White 48
POLYANTHUS NARCISSUS, Mixed .. is
SNOWDROPS, Double, good .. .. 21

SNOWDROPS, Double, extra fine .. ..30
SNOWDROPS, Single, good 21

SNOWDROPS, Single, extra fine .. ..30
ACONITES, Winter, fine 28

LILIES, White Garden (candidum) .

LILIES, While Garden (longiflorura)

LILIES. Tiger ..

GLADIOLUS BRENCHLEYENSIS. good
GLADIOLUS BRENCHLEYENSIS.

extra fine .

.

30s. value carriagefree.

Per 1

PARIS EXHIBITION

HIGHEST A WARDS

ENGLISH SEEDS.
&c.

JAMES CARTER & CO.

Have the honour to announce that the Jurors

have awarded their House

FIVE GOLD lEDALS

In Competition with the principal Enghsh
and Continental Seed Houses.

The Queen's Seedsmen,

HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.

ADIANTUM CUNEATUM.—Fine healthy
stuff, in 48-pols. jC:i per 100.

GOLD AND SILVER HOLLIES, grafted last year, 30J.

^
w'.T. MAITLAND, Merton Abbey Nursery, Merton Abbey,

Hardy Permanent Carpet Bedding Plants.

As soon as the following valuable Moss-like Plants become

known our beds will be alike beautiful all the ye.ar.HCANNELL
. begs to offer as under :— Per 100.—J. d.

MENTHAPULEGIUMGIBRALTARICUM. cuttings 1 6

VERONICA REPENS, much higher emerald-green .. 5 o

ACyENA MICROPHYLLA 10 o

LEPITNELLA SCARIOSA. Fern-like 18 o

HERNIARIA GLABRA, dark green 10 o

THYMUS LANUGINOSA, splendid tipped gold • 5 o

,, ELEGANTISSIMA, totally eclipsing all other

PYRETHRUM TCHIHATCHEWI, emerald-green .. 4 °

ANTENNARIA TOMENTOSA, white .. .. 5 o

SEDUM ACRE ELEGANS, silver so
,. CORSICUM, mauve silvery grey 5 o

„ GLAUCUM, grey 5 o

.. LVDIUM, green, very bright 50
STELLARIA GRAMINEA AUREA, yellow .. t 6

AJUGA REPTANS PURPUREA, purple .. ..60
NERTERA DEPRESSA, innumerable orange-scarlet

berries, rooted cuttings .

.

.

.

.

.

• 7 o

DACTYLIS ELEGANTISSIMA AUREA, very much
the dwarfest and best of all, an acquisition ; rooted

cuttings, 6r. per dozen.

STACHYS LANATA, very white and large .. .. 10 o
VERONICA GENTIANOIDES.var., very pretty ..to o

•»• For further and full particulars of the above, and other

valuablePlants for this purpose in pots, see H. C.'s " FLORAL
GUIDE."

The Home for Flowers. Swanley. Kent.

FECIAL CHEAP OFFER.QPECIAL CHE
PEARS and CHERRIES, stout fruiting standards, well-

grown trees.

AUCUBA JAPONICA, I to 2^ feet, very bushy and well-

CUPRESSUS LAWSONIANA ERECTA VIRIDIS, 3 to 3K
feet, beaotifully feathered specimens, and take up with

good balls.

HOLLY, for hedges, transplanted Spring 1S78, bushy and good,

all sizes from i to 3 feet.

,, Gold Queen, Silver, and other variegated and green-

leaved sorts, in great variety, i to 6 feet,

crenau, or Fortune!, 12 to 18 inches, bushy and well-rooted,

fine for winter bedding.

IVY, maculata minor and major, variegated, extra strong

Lists sent post-free on application. Plants extra to cover carriage.

Trade price on application.

lOHN NELSON, Nurseries. Heeley. near Sheffield.

WM. MAULE AND SONS beg to call the
attention of Planters to a few large extra-sized EVER-

GREEN TREES they have in their nurseries to offer, 50

desirable for planting new grounds or forming screens or blinds

so as to produce an immediate effect ;

—

CEDRUS DEOD.ARA, 8 to 10 and 10 to 12 feet, loi. 6d. each.

ABIES DOUGLASII, 10 to 15 feet, 3s. 6ti. each.

PICEA PINSAPO, very bushy, 8 to 10 feet, ^s. 6d. each.

SPRUCE, Norway, 6 to 8 feet. is. id. ; 8 to 10 feet, 2S. 6d. ;

lo to 12 feet, 3J. td. each.

FIR, Silver. 8 to 10 feet. 2S. 6d. each.

JUNIPERUS SINENSIS, 6 to 8 feet, y. M. each.

THUJOPSIS BOREALIS, 6 to 8 feet, 3^. 60?. each.

WELLINGTONIA OIGANTEA, 4 to 5 feet, 51. ; 6 to 8 feet,

•IS. bd. each.

ARBOR-VIT/E. Chinese, 6 to 7 feet, 2i. fd. : 8 to 10 feot,

3s. fid. each.

CUPRESSUS LAWSONIANA, 6 to 8 feet, 2j. id. ; 8 to 10

feet, 3s. td. each.

THUJA GIGANTEA, or CRAIGEANA, 8 to 10 feet, 31. td.

RHODODENDRON, Catawbiense and Ponticum vars., 4 to

5 feet, very bushy in proportion, 3J. id. and 55. each.

AZALE.\ PONTiCA, 4 to 5 feet, bushy in proportion, is. id.

LAURELS, Portugal. 4 to 5 feet, 21 id. : s to 7 feet, 5i. each.

QPECIAL CHEAP OFFER of
O WINTER and SPRING BEDDING PLANTS.
AURICULA. Alpine, fine strain, in 6o-pots, 120J. per 1000, 151.

DAISY, Aucutafolia, golden netted foliage, strong clumps,

30s. per 1000, 4S. per too.

,, Crown, fine, suong clumps, 25s. per 1000, 3s. per 100.

., Rob Roy, fine red, ditto. 25s. per 1000, 3s. per 100.

.. Bride, finest large while, ditto, 35J. per 1000, 4s. per 100.

MENTHA PULEGIUM, strong clumps, 15J. per 1000, 2j.

MYOSOnS DISSITIFLORA, true, well rooted fine dumps,
4CS. per 1000, 55. per ico.

PANSY, Cliveden Blue, fine heahhy plants, 50.1. per 1000,

,, Blue King, ditto, 50s. per 1000. is. per 100.

,, Dean's White, ditto, 50J. per 1000, 6s. per too.

,. Yellow Bedder. ditto, 5&s. per 1000, 6s. per too.

PRIMROSE, Double Yellow, ditto, 85s. per 1000, loi. per 100.

ROCKETS, Double Purple, ditto, los. per \aa.

„ Double White, ditto, 8s. per 100.

CATALOGUE of General Nursery Stock on application.

W. BALL AND CO., Bedford Road Nursery, Northampton.

HARLES NOBLE, Bagshot, Surrey, in a
re-arrangement of his Nursery, finds he has an overstock

of the undermentioned, which he will sell at 50 per cent, discount

for cash, taken in quantities of 100 or upwards m variety at one

time. Sample too, if desired, sent.

Standard .Apples, Pears and Cherries, finest named kinds ;

Gooseberries, White Curranis, and Cob Nuts.

Various Heights.8, 10, and 12 feet high.

Horse Chestnut.
Scarlet Chestnut.
Scarlet Oaks.

','. Thorn.'

Laijurnum.

„ Purple.

Lombardy Poplars

Italian Poplars.

English Elms.
American Elms.
Service Trees.

Sycamore.
„ Purple.

Portugal Laurels.

Common Laurels.
Colchic Laurels.

Mahonia Aqulfolia.

Rhododendron ponticun

,, hybrids.

,, hybrids, named.
Andromeda floribunda.

Kalmia latifolia.

Azalea pontica.

Cupressus Lawsoniana,
Picea Nordmaimiana.
Dwarf Roses.
Erica carnea.
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BY HER MAJESTY'S ROYAL LETTERS PATENT.

'45^*?.

RENDLE'S PATENT SYSTEM OF GLAZING.
This Invention is now adopted by Her Majesty's Government,

All the leading Railway Companies, Public Buildings, Winter Gardens, &c., throughout the Country.

ROOFS and SKYLIGHTS on ORDER, and RECENTLY GLAZED on RENDLE'S PATENT SYSTEM.

Chelsea Swimming Baths,

M
Baths.

I
Knighlslone Swimming Baths,

Lambeth Swimming Baths.

Boat House.
Boat House, &c. , Kew Bridge.

Billiard Rooms.

J. Fuzey, Esq , Walton-on-Thames, | J. Allin, Esq., Heniired.

Breweries.'

Bass. Ratcliffe & Co., Burton-on-Trent.

Carriage Sheds.

J. RIorrell, Esq., Oxford,
| C. Allhiisen. Esq., Slough.

— Moor, Esq., Boughton, Monchelsea.

Colleges, Schools, etc.

Boldon Board School,
|
Eton College,

Grammar School, Manchester.

Com Exchanges,
noncaster, I Lincoln,

Evesham, Mark Lane,
King's Lynn, Romsey,
Leeds, I

Worksop.

Clubs, Societies, etc.
Borough Club, Huddersfield. |

i'ynemoiith Club,
Workmen's Club, Penn.

Factories.

Messrs. Cort & Paul, Syston Station,
]
Sir J. Whitworth& Co., Manchester,

Messrs. Francis & Co., Birmingham, 80.000 feet sup.,

Messrs. Handyside & Co., Derby, Messrs. Small & Boase, Leven, N.B.
Messrs. Perry & Co., Birmingham, I Messrs. Willoughby Bros., Plymouth.

Fine Art Exhibitions and Studios.

Albert Hall, Sheffield. I
Town Hall, Leedi

Golspie Museum. N.B..
H. Hole, Esq., Photo Studi

Greenhouses, etc.

H.R H. the Prince of Wales,
His Royal Highness Prince Christian,

His Royal Highness the Maharajah
Duleep Singh,

Her Majesty's Commissioners for

Parks and Gardens,
His Grace the Duke of Portland,

His Grace the Duke of Rutl:

His Grace the Duke of Sutherland,
His Grace the Duke of Devonshire,
His Grace the Duke of Beaufort,

The Right Hon. the Earl of Nor-

. Lady Lla

The Lord Bishop of Durham,
The Hon. Arthur Kinnaird, M.P.,
The Hon. Martin Sackville West,
The Hon. Ashley Ponsonby,
Sir Daniel Gooch. Bart.. M.P.,
Count Heinrich Zichy, Vienna,
Sir John Burgoyne, Bart.,

John Errington. Bart.,

Sir Frederick Fitzwygram, Bart.,
Sir Aclani Hood. Bart.,

Sir Alexander Bannerman, Bart.
Sir R. Abercrombie,
Sir William Forbes. Bart ,

Sir W. B. Parker. Bart.,

Major T. R. Bridson,
The Baron Amphlett,
S. Majendie. Esq., M.P.,
G. H, Nelson, Esq.,

R. J. H. Parkinson, Esq.,

A. P. Heywood Lonsdale, Esq ,

F. E. Rawson, Esq..

James Macbraire. Esq.,
John Mosford, Esq.,

The Right Hi
The Right Hon. the Earl of Stam-

ford and Warrington,
The Most Noble the Marquis of

Exeter,
The Hon. the Earl of Charlemont,
The Right Hon. the Earl of Maccles-

feld,
Tht Rt. Hon. the Earl of Dartmouth,
Tlit Bt. Hon. the Earl of Portsmouth,
The Right Hon. the Earl of Cawdor, The Rev. Canon Johnstone,
The Dowager Countess of Aylesford, S. W. Norman, Esq ,

The Right Hon. Lord Ebury, ,
Mrs. Bradshaw,

The Right Hon. Lord Vernon, Miss E. H. Nugent,
The Rt. Hon. the Earl of Carnarvon, ' W. B. Buddicombe, Esq.
The Right Hon. Lord Aberdare.

,

E. Christie, Esq.,
n'he Rt. Hon. Lord Alfred Churchill, David Ainsworth, Esq.,

The Right Hon. the Earl of Bradford, Charlham County Asyl
The Rt. Hon. the Earl De La Warr, '

'
' "'

The Rt. Hon. Sir W, G. Hayter, Bt.,

The Right Hon. Lady Rayleigh.
The Rt. Hon. Lord Charles Russell,

The Rt. Hon. Lord Berkeley Paget,
The Right Hon. Lord Boulton.
'I'he Right Hon. Lord De I'lsle and
The Viscountess Galway, [Dudley,
The Dowager Lady Filmer. fton,

The Marchioness Stapleton Brether-
The Lord Bishop of Bath and Wells,

Major Fitzgerald,

Captain Conway,
Captain Castle,

George Blackburn, Esq., Batley,

G. Frankum, Esq..

Thomas Pickard, Esq.,
E W. Harcourt, Esq.,
T. H. Bryant, Esq.,

. York,

others t(

: and many thousand

Woolwich Arsenal :

—

Carpenters' Shop,
Coniract Receipt Stores

Carriage Factory,
Coopers' Shop,
Chain Testing Shed,
Greenhouses.
Miscellaneous Factories

New Painters' Shop,
New Laboratory Roof,

Her Majesty's Government.
Woolwich Arsenal (continued) :

—

Shell Foundry,
Steam Drop Shop,
West Forge, &c.,

Cambridge Barracks. Portsmouth,
Enfield Small-arms Factory,
Portsea Barracks.
Royal Dockyard, Chatham,
Royal Dockyard, Woolwich,
Royal Engineers, Woolwich,
Royal Artillery Quarters, Wool-

SPECIAL ADVANTAGES
OF Rendle's Patent

System of Glazing.
This system is now being univer-

lly adopted by Her Majesty s Govern-

enf, several of the leading Railway

Companies, some of the principal Cor-

ztions, incbtding the Metropolitan

Board of Works, Commissioners of

Sewers, and the Ne^o Winter Garden

Companies througlwut the country.

There is an enortnous Saving in the

Maintena7ice and Repairs of Roofs on

this Systein—say from 80 to 90 per

cent.—and there is no reason why a

Roofshould not be as perfect in 20

years as the first week , because all the

perishable Materials, such as wood,

: or paint, are completely covered

by the glass from the destructible itt-

fiuejices of the weather.

Another great recomjnendation is

that there is 710 breakage from co7t-

traction or expansion eitherfroi7i heat

or cold, as the glass has full play

every dii-ection, Tetis of thousands of

squares are broken from this caust

every year. Nor is there any break

age from vibration of large Raihvay

Roofs in heavy gales of wind, orfr

the passing of express or fast trai.

Indeed, it is well known that a puttied

roof is 7icverperfect in a statio7i where

express trains ru7i through.

In adopti/ig this system, all th<

ez'crlasting cxpc7iscs of repainting o,

rcputtying are co/npletely do/ie away
with : and, as it is ttow used by several

of the Great Railway Compa7iies,

cnor7nous saving will be effected—it

will have a co7uiderable i7iflue7ict

supplying a7i addition to the yearly

dividends.

SUMMARY OF SPECIAL
ADVANTAGES.

i.—Savin^off7-om 80 to qo per cent.

in maintenance a/id repairs.

2.

—

No b7'eakage front contractio7i 07

expa7tsion,from heat or frost.

3.

—

No breakagefrom vibratio7t caused

by heavy winds or passin.

^.^Squaresofgla. be insta7itly

5.— The construction is very strc

a7id durable.
6.— The glass can be put 07i in 0.

fourth the tii/te of the old pla

7.

—

Putty, ce77ient, felt, ^c, are i

tirely dispensed with.

CAUTION.—Proceedings in Chancery
will be immediately commenced against

any one Infringing the Patent, o
adopting any colourable imitation of thi

same,—not only are the Manufacturer;
liable, but also the Sellers and Users
A very handsome Reward will be givei

to any one who will give information of

any infringement of the Patent.

Hospltal8>nd Asylums.

Rawdon Convale: : Ho

Hotels.

1
Hankey's Buildings, Westminster,

i Hotel, Blackfiiars.

Lelth Docks—Warehouses, &c.

Markets.

I

Leeds.
Wrexham.

R AILW
Caledonian Railway-

Carlisle Citadel Station (area of

glazing, 323,000 feel), 1

Gordon Street Station, Glasgow
(area of glazing, 130,000 feet),

Rutherglen Station.
|

City of Glasgow Union Railway ,

Bridge Street Station, Glasgow
(.co.ooo feet sup.),

Enoch Square Station. Cab
Sheds, Glasgow, ,

Kinning Park Goods Station,

Glasgow.
I

Great Western Railway—
|

Bath Goods Station. 1

Cardiff Station. I

Great Malvern Station,

Kidderminster Station,

Landore Station,

Milbay Station, Plymouth,
North Road Station. Plymouth,

|

New Engineer Offices, Padding

Neath Station,

Paddington Station,

Ruabon Station,

Swansea Station,

Stourbridge Station,

Torquay Station,

West Drayton Station,

Waggon Sheds, Westbourn*

AY Si-
Great Northern Railway—

Batley Carr Station,

Bradford (City Road) Station.

Brick Lane Stables, Bradford,
Clayton Station.

Dewsbury Station,

Derby Station,

Greenside Sta
'

tHo iStai
Low Pudsey Station,

Manchester Road Station,

Thornton Station.

London and North - Western
Railway—

Birkenhead Station (84,000 super
Swansea Station, [feet.

Wolverton Carriage Sheds.

London, Brighton, and South
Coast Railway—

Horsh_am Engine Sheds,
' Shop, Brighton,

Ne i Gasw

P.elfast Goods Sheds,
Running Sheds, Dublin.

Great Southern and Western
of Ireland—

Mallow Station.

Goods Station, Dublin.

j

London, Chatham, and Dover
Railway-

New Engine Sheds, Battersea.

I

Midland Railway -

I

Lincoln Station,

I

Row^ley Engine Sheds.

I

North Staffordshire Railway—

I

Engine-house, Smithy, &c,

,

I Sioke-upon-Trent.

I North British Railway—
!

(,>ueen Street Station. Glasgow
i ( 100,030 feet sup.).

I
Dundee Passenger >)talion,

;

Dundee Goods Station.

Pembroke and Tenby Railway
Tenby Goods Sheds.

Stables, etc.

Coburg Row, Westminster, I Leicester Tramway Company.
De Bergue & Co., Manchester, Farm Buildings. Mowich, N.B..
Fire Brigade, Leeds. [(Sewers). Royal Hotel. Dundee,
Letts Wharf (for Commissioners of |

Wolverhampton Tramway Compapy

Tennis and Racquet Courts.

Ofticers* Racquet Court, Wool- I Tennis Court. Brougham,
wich,

I
Tynemouth Racquet Court.

Theatres.
Leicester Opera House.

Verandahs, etc.

M. Collier, Esq., Horrabridge, I
Portsea Barracks.

E. Eyre, Esq., Steeple Aston, I Porch at Rawdon, Leeds.

Darenth Asylum,
|

Warehouses.
Castledine & Nunn, Bury

;

King's Road, Bright
MeSt. Edmunds,

Mr. Drake, Eaton,
Draper's Shop, Covent Garden,
Messrs. Ewing & Co , Alexandria.
Messrs. Eadie, Dalmarnock.
Field's Candle Factory, Lambeth,

Weaving Sheds.

Mr. Boyd's, Bruton, Somerset, |
Mes^^rs. Higgingbotham, Glasgow.

Lewis & Son, Wolverhamp-

Messrs.' Parker's Works, Smithfield,

I Palatine Aicade, Blackpool,

Messrs. Stewart. Coatbridge,
Messrs. Trumble & Co., Leeds.

Messrs. Marshall & Co., Leeds.

Winter Gardens, etc.

Blackpool Winter Gardens.
[
Morecambe Winter Gardens,

Leicester Floral Hall,
" "

"

Royal Aqu.
I
Rhvl Wii.ter Gardens,

For all other information see ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES and BOOKS of DESIGN, which can be obtained from the INVENTOR and PATENTEE.

AVILLIAM EDGCUMBE RENDLE,
3, WESTMINSTER CHAMBERS, VICTORIA STREET, LONDON, S.W.
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SUTTON'S
FLOWER BULBS,

CARRIAGE FREE.

2581 Choice Bulbs in

SUTTON'S £5 5s. COLLECTION
OF BULBS FOR OPEN GROUND.

Carriagcfree toany Port or Railway Station in United Kingdom,

1049 Choice Bulbs in

SUTTON'S £2 2s. COLLECTION
OF BULBS FOR OPEN GROUND.

Carriagefreetoany Railway Stationer Port in United Kingdom.

539 Choice Bulbs in

SUTTON'S £1 Is. COLLECTION
OF BULBS FOR OPEN GROUND.

Carriage free to any Railway Station in England or Wales.

743 Choice Bulbs in

SUTTON'S £5 5=- COLLECTION
OF BULBS FOR POTS AND GLASSES.

Carriage free toany Port or Railway Station in United Kingdom.

. Choi Bulbs i

SUTTON'S £2 2s- COLLECTION
OF BULBS FOR POTS AND GLASSES.

Carriage free to any Port or Railway Station in United Kingdom.

136 Choice Bulbs in

SUTTON'S £1 Is. COLLECTION
OF BULBS FOR POTS AND GLASSES.

Carriage free to any Railway Station in England or Wales.

SUTTOU'S PEIZES
ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY'S

MEETING,

November 19, 1S7S.

t^S*

H.R.H. the
Prince of
Wales.

The attention of Noblemen's and Gentlemen's

Gardeners is specially called to the follow-

ing valuable Prizes given by Messrs.

Sutton & Sons ;—

For Twelve

SUTTON'S IMPROVED READING
ONIONS.

For Twelve Tubers of

SUTTON'S MAGNUM BONUM POTATO.

For COLLECTION of VEGETABLES,
Twelve aiatlnct kinds, to include—

Sutton's King of the Cauliflowers, Sutton's Improved Reading

Onion, Sutton's Student Parsnip, Sutton's Sulham Prize

Celery, and Sutton's Improved Dark Red Beet.

1st Prize-Gold Medal and ..£330
2d Prize-Silver Medal and ..220
3d Prize-Bronze Medal and .. 110

SUTTON & SONS,
THE nUEEN'S SEEDSMEN, READING.

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER i6, iS

^ A WEEK AT THE LAKES.

AUGUST 22, 1878, will be an ever-memor-

able day to me as that on which I first

"went North," though my destination was no

nearer the Pole than Grange-over-Sands, on the

shores of Morecambe Bay. One drawback

there was—and only one—to the pleasures of

my journey : the train went a little too fast for

botanical observation. On little branch lines

in the South of England I have often made
goodly floral catalogues as leisurely as from the

seat of an Irish car ; but this is a taste not to

be cultivated on the North-Western. We live

in a go-ahead age. Some few notes, however,

I did make. Harvest was in full progress on

the chalk slopes of Hertfordshire, diversified

with fields red with as fine a crop of Clover as

one could wish to sec. The fine Beeches of the

chalk were not more striking than the numerous

fine " hedgerow Elms " of the more loamy dis-

tricts, whilst the Oaks attracted attention as

being still in a growing state, showing young

ruddy leaves, as they have done ever since the

early spring.

There seemed but few wild flowers to inter-

rupt the beautiful verdure of what may be

called the Valley of the Grand Junction

Canal, save a few clumps of white-trumpeted

Bindweed in the hedges, and patches of golden

Ragwort. Not till I reached Roade did I see

the Codlins-an'-cream (Epilobium hirsutum)

decking the cutting of blue liassic limestone,

and further on still I passed an Alder-hung

stream bright with purple Loosestrife. Near
Blisworth I was much struck by a combination

of the Mountain Ash and some Furze bushes

—

orange fruit amid bright and graceful green

foliage, borne on a silvery stem rising from a

blue haze of Thorns. North of Nuneaton I

realised the truth of Loudon's remarks on the

distribution of Elms—our English Elm becom-

ing scarce ; whilst from Lichfield, and especially

round Rugeley, the drooping Wych Elm everj--

wheie prevailed. On the triassic sandstones

of Staffordshire and Cheshire pink Ling, mauve
Knautia, and Furze in full bloom were set

against a background of the glossy leafage of

some of the finest brook-sheltering Alders I

have seen, though the far larger size of this tree

throughout the north-west has impressed itself

on me as much as anything.

To a geologist the whole journey was of

the greatest interest. It was interesting to

note the varying " angle of repose," or em-
bankment slope, of London clay, chalk, Lins-

lade iron-sand, Oxford clay and Lias, and the

"false-bedding" of the sand at Whitmore.

The interest culminated when we changed at

Carnforth, where e.Kcavations were in progress,

and heated labourers were laying down iron

rails on the spot on which some old glacier

seemed to have shot its ice-born rubbish—

a

clay formation full of chalk-like boulders

highly suggestive of a moraine. Here we

first saw the step-like contours of the dome-

shaped hills of carboniferous limestone, and

soon we were in sight of one of the most

gigantic evidences of marine denudation in the

kingdom—the sand flats of Morecambe Bay.

There, at the foot , of the varied hills, some

densely wooded to their summits, others bare

sheep-walks mapped out by long lines of grey

wall, lay the flat miles of sand. Some small

porton reclaimed, bore a mi.xture of reeds and

coarse grass, or, further inland, even a little

corn ; but there were miles upon miles of bare

fawn-coloured sand, broken here and there by an

irregular, winding streak of blue water, just

(lotted with \\hite clusters of Sea Campion.

Grange-over-Sands.

Grange-over-Sands is the Pisgah of the

Lake district, though certainly it has a great

advantage o\'er its prototype in hotel accom-

modation. The village itself, once the site of

the rich granaries of Furness Abbey, may now
be said to consist chiefly of the hotel. Here, on

the side of a thickly wooded hill, and facing a

series of similar hills, is an abode of luxurious

comfort, filled with the entertaining varieties of

the species tourist, many preparing to invade

Lakedom, many returning from the task ; task

it would seem to be, as they speak with much
glee of having " done "

it. The French Aca-

demy has not, I fear, done much to protect

their language from slang, or I would pray

for an English academy were it only to suppress

the touristic use of the verb " to do."

Grange is essentially for the pedestrian. To
climb through the woods of Fir, Ash, Sycamore,

and Oak up to a little cairn of bare, grey lime-

stone-rocks with its crannies filled with Asple-

nium trichomanes, Ruta-muraria, Hart's-tongue,

Polypody, and Herb-Robert ; to turn from the

trim wind-clipped Juniper bush at your feet and

look to the intensely blue mountains of the

English Switzerland on the one side, or away

over the bay, where the clouds and sunshine

tint sand and water with every shade of brown,

purple, blue, green, and silver ; to toil up to the

plateau of Hampsfield Fell, or over the hills to

the quaint little town of Cartmell—this is to see

the beauty of Grange.

These two last-mentioned spots we must not

dismiss so curtly. The limestone table-land of

Hampsfield Fell, in some places covered with a

coarse tussocky grass, and elsewhere exposing

sheets of deeply-fissured and grooved rocks,

bare and level—or rather with one uniform slope

as left by the great ice-plane—strongly reminded

me of accounts, now of the wilds of the Falk-

lands, now of a veritable incr dc glace. In the

deep fissures I found Polypodium calcareum,

familiar on waste spots on the Cotteswolds.

From a quaint little tower, christened the

" Hospice," a prominent figure in the varied

beauty of the landscape was the village of Cart-

mell, clustering round its old Priory Church,

which I visited on the 24th.

HoLKER Hall and CartiMell.

We went by train to Cark, and walked past

many a mode! cottage with Honeysuckle and

Clematis-decked porch, and the gayest and

tidiest of gardens, to the park of Holker Hall

the seat of the local king, the Duke of Devon-

shire. Here a pale red-stone mansion of modem
French style, stood out in strong contrast

to the prevailing sjcamore-green of the wooded

background, whilst our attention was more par-

ticularly arrested first by a fine, well-grown

Araucaria, and secondly by a lovely group of

fallow deer reposing under Spanish Chestnuts

and Sycamores—a colour-combination of sub-

dued tone which we coveted the power of

transferring to canvas.

Through a beautiful lane hung with various

Ferns, over some planted hills, where Rho-

dodendrons and Cryptomerias looked incongiu-

ous among Larch and Oak, across a few

fields, and we reached the curious little town

of Cartmell. Surrounded by fields which

stretch at the foot of the down-like hills of

Hampsfield, Cartmell appeared as if its wide

inarket-place, flanked with numerous inns of

fallen greatness had not held a tourist since

the " good old coaching days." Yet the parish

church, once a priory of Augustinian Canons
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Rc-ular, lias been thought worthy of a bulky

archaeological octavo, the Annaks CacnJiolienscs.

Of the Priory we were at once reminded by the

fine old gateway, now leading to the stables of

the " Cavendish Arms," and its lower half con-

verted into a shop. The tracery of the win-

dows remains over the single archway, and

the structure is very similar to the Close

gates of Salisbury, the College gates of Maid-

stone, or that of the Abbey of St. Albans.

The west end of the cruciform Priory Church

—the sight of the town—now draped in Pelli-

tory, picked out with wall Rue, showed evident

traces of a former connection with monastic

buildings.

The most prominent external features of

the fine old pile arc the tower, which

has the peculiarity of having its upper half

placed diagonally across the corners of the

low^er, and the cast window, as large as that now
lost from Furness, little more than half its area

being occupied by the two rows of nine fine

lights. It is 45 feet high and 24 feet broad, and
the interweaving of its curving lines of stone-

work are a poem in themselves. In it are some
beautiful fragments of stained glass, rich canopy-

work and figures of sainted bishops in crimson

chasuble bearing rich crozier. The south door
is a fine dog-toothed Norman arch, and in the

chancel are four other round arches of this

period very richly carved, but the four great

arches of the central lantern, where the tran-

septs meet the nave and choir, are pointed like

those of Furness, which they slightly exceed in

height. As the choir is said to have been roof-

less from the Dissolution to 1640 it is hardly to

be wondered at that the oak stalls are some-
what damaged or that the incumbent should
have invested in what is perhaps the oldest

umbrella now in England—ahuge and ponderous
tarpaulin "gamp," that no church dignitary
either would or could wield single-handed in

our degenerate days. The carvings on the stalls

and their miserere seats, -veritable stools of
repentance, are very similar to those at Glou-
cester, and may interest even the naturalist.

Animals were ihit/nrtc of the artist, so, besides
various conventional ornaments—Roses, goblins,

&c.—we have a hunting-scene of a stag and two
dogs, the head of a holy bull (probably that of
the Nativity), that ancient emblem the elephant
and castle, and the "Asian mystery," the spiral-

homed unicorn, a porcupine, a peacock, a dragon
with his head in a large "gin," a pelican, and an
imaginary "combination" of the day—a full face,

the ears of which form the noses of two profiles.

Lastl)', there is a king betwixt two dragons.
Now this group occurs three times at Gloucester.
What is its story ? The Gardeners' Chronicle,
or any other literature, should have existed in

the fourteenth century to be truly valued. This
is well shown at Cartmell by the handsome and
elaborate tomb of Sir John Harrington of that

date, at the base of which are represented in

stone groups of monks reading, three to a book !

The local thirst for knowledge in the seven-
teenth century caused the collection of a most
interesting library of books, now in the vestry.

Among these—joy to bibliophiles !— is a copy of

the second part of the Faerie Queen, printed for

William Ponsonby in 1596. The oldest work is

a medical treatise by Bernardino de Monte
Serrato, printed at Venice on the nones of

August, 1494. There are several other fine

black-letter books

—

St. Augustine, De Lira's

K«^afe, Bacon's Historla A'aturalis,Sir: Thomas
More's Epigrams, and the works of King
Charles the Martyr. Before leaving a build-

ing of so much and so varied interest our com-
parative memory was once more called into

play on learning that the south chancel is

called the "town choir" and the north the

"piper choir." The priorj' churches of Austin

canons often had a part thus set aside for

parochial use, as in the south aisle of Dorchester,

near Oxford.

Furness Abbev.

If the east window of Cartmell be a sonnet in

stone, at Furness a perfect oratorio stands frozen

into stone. But no— instinct with music as it is,

there is no idea of frost in the warm red of the

triassic sandstone of the Vale of Nightshade.

Built of stone quarried on the spot, many a

moulding, carved by the Benedictines perhaps in

the twelfth century, remains as sharp to-day as

on the day it was cut. The naturally curving

grain of the stone has been frequently taken

advantage of in the simple and yet gracefully

designed ornamentation, whilst nought could

ever surpass in colour the blending of the tcrra-

cotta-like red with bright green Ivy and the

more sombre blue-green background of Syca-

mores. In the cloisters are holes which the

guide informed us were for the beams of the

"verandah!" Here, too, we saw, much eaten

of slugs, the sole surviving Atropa, last scion of

the noble race said to be commemorated in the

old name of the valley—Bckansgill, and by

various sprays of very dubious botanical affinity,

which figure on the Abbey seal as affixed to the

fatal deed by which, in 1 537, Abbot Roger Pele

and twenty-eight monks surrendered the Abbey

to Henry VIII.—a deed now in the British

Museum. Both Atropa and Hyoscyamus are

by no means uncommon in the district, and we

need hardly assume for them a monastic origin.

G. S. Boulgcr.
(To l>c continued.')

ON THE GENUS MASSOWIA.
In 1832, Schott, the well-known monographer of

the Aroidere, founded in his first work on this family

{Mddemata, p. 22) the genus Spathiphylliim, in-

cluding in it two species of widely different e.-cternal

aspect, namely, Dracontium lancrefolium, and a

previously undescribed plant, which he called Spathi-

phyllum sagittifolium. Towards the end of the fourth

decade, and in the beginning of the fifth decade of the

century, I had exceptional opportunities for studying

living Howering Aroids, which resulted in my be-

coming very fond of the plants of this family, and

paying special attention to them, and finally in my
resolving to write a monograph of them. The botanic

garden of Berlin, and the royal garden of Potsdam, to-

gether with the collection of M. Augustin, a zealous

amateur, offered me such a wealth of material as could

be found nowhere else at that period, and such as has

not existed elsewhere since. To M. Augustin

especially I was greatly indebted, inasmuch as

his wide connections enabled him to obtain all

the Aroids in cultivation at that time for his

collection. At that period, too, Warscewicz, the

celebrated plant collector in Tropical America,

was sending, independently of other classes of plants,

a large number of Aroids. Under these favourable

circumstances I was able in the course of a few

years to publish hundreds of new plants belonging

to this important and interesting family.

BiU to return to the genus Spathiphyllum. There

was no doubt that thetwospecies Schott had referred to

this genus could not be made congeneric without doing

violence to Nature ; hence the necessity for establish-

ing a new genus for one or the other of them. As it

appeared to me that S. sagittifolium agreed better

with Schott's diagnosis of Spathiphyllum than S. lan-

cxfolium, I founded in 1S52 the genus Massowia, in

honour of M. Massow, Inspector - General of the

Royal Gardens, to whose liberality in permitting me
the use of these gardens I was much indebted for a

plant known in gardens, .and figured in the Botanical

Alagadne, t. 603, as Pothos cannasfolia (see Bota-

nischc Zeitwig, vol. x., p. 277).

A year afterwards Schott confirmed my view that

Spathiphyllum lanc.tfolium and S. sagittifolium were

types of two distinct genera. Dracontium cann.T}-

folium, Jacq., or Pothos canniefolia, Botanical Maga'
zinc, notwithstanding the good figure quoted, was
probably quite unknown to Schott, for his IMonstera

cannKfolia is, on his own showing, Rudge's plant,

now Philodendron Rudgeanum, Schott. Instead of

accepting my published and described genus Massowia,

as he should have done according to all the rules of

priority and custom, he retained my Massowia in

Spathiphyllum, and established the rtew genus Uro-

phyllum [no doubt a slip of the pen for Urospatha]

for the other species designated by me as belonging to

Spathiphyllum. I believe I am perfectly justified in

claiming priority for my genus published the previous

year. What would be said if somebody suddenly

conceived the idea of retaining the name Pothos for

the old Pothos canna;folia and its allies, and as a

consequence proposing a new genus for those species

now recognised by science as constituting the genus

Pothos ?

Now with reference to the two species exhibited at

the Ghent International Exhibition last spring as

Anthurium Dechardi and A. candidum. The former

was sent by M. Linden, and had already been

figured and described under this name by my honoured

friend, M. Ed. Andre, in the Illustration Horticolc,

t. 269. The other was from .M. de Smet, Ghent,

who received it from Mr. Williana Bull, of London,

though I sought in vain for this name in his cata-

logue.

1. Massowia Dechardi, Koch.^Folia breviter pelio-

lata ; spadtx cylindratus, spatha triente parte brevior,

breviter pedunculatus ; (lores telrameri
;
germen apice

depressum, perigonio inclusum, stigmate trifido coro-

natum.

.\ distinct species, easily distinguished from all

other species of the genus. The short petiole, such

as no other species possesses, terminates in a large

erect blade, which differs from that of all other species,

inasmuch as its greatest breadth is not in the middle,

but in the upper third, from which point downwards
it narrows gradually into the petiole. The spadix is

2 inches long, seated on a stalk three lines long ; and
it is two-thirds of the length of the spathe, which is

at first deflected though afterwards erect, and of a

dazzling white inside.

M. Ed. Andre discovered this interesting and
beautiful plant in New Grenada ; and to him we are

also indebted lov its introduction. As already men-
tioned, I first saw it at Ghent, in the spring of the

present year ; and I there had some conversation

with M. .\ndre respecting its true position.

2. Massffiuia Gardneri, Koch ; Spattiiphyllum Gard'
Hcri, Schott : Anthurium candidum, Hort.— Folia

longissime petiolata ; spadix cylindratus, diniidio spatha
brevior ; pedunculo ad apicem seusim crassiore ; Uorcs
hexameri

;
germen apice depressum, periogoniuni lou-

gitudinc a^quans ; stigmate trifido coronatum.

I have no doubt that my plant is the same as that

imperfectly described as Spathiphyllum Gardneri by
Schott in his beautiful work, Aroidcic. It is greatly

inferior in beauty to M. Dechardi, a circumstance

which may have caused Mr. William Bull to take no
further notice of it. But it deviates in so many of its

characters from the other species of the genus that it

should find a place in every collection of Aroids. The
elliptical-lanceolate blade of the leaf is about 7 inches

long by 15 lines broad below the middle, and borne

on a petiole equally as long or longer. The relative

proportion of petiole and blade is incorrectly repre-

sented by Schott. The slender peduncle is much
longer than the spathe, which is 2^ inches long by

half an inch in diameter. The spadix is borne on a

stalk about 3 lines long, and it is slightly curved

upwards. The flowers are described in the above
diagnosis. Karl Koch, Berlin.

TWO NEW LILIES.

LiLIUM MARiTl.MUM, KcUoggi PiOt. Calif. AcaxL

Sc. vi., p. 140.

'

' Leaves alternate or rarely verticillate, chiefly clustered

near the base, narrowly oblong-lanceolate, subobtuse

narrowing into a short petiole, 3-nerved (intermediate or

secondary nerves obscure), margins scarcely a little

scaberulose, quite glabrous throughout, upper cauljne

successively diminishing to minute linear-lanceolate, ses-

sile leaves, barely ^ inch long. Peduncles elongated,

terminal. Flowers few (i—3), somewhat nodding, short,

or equilaterally obconic - campanulate ; segments lan-

ceolate, slightly revolutc, equal ; style short, straight.
"

This diflers essentially, according to Dr. Kellogg,

from L. canadense, its nearest kin in the stamens

being included. It is a small-flowered maritime Lily,

found in low peaty meadows, exposed to the bleak,

foggy climate of the coast of California near San

Francisco. The flowers are deep reddish orange-

brown, spotted dark purple inside.

The following is quite unknown to us, therefore we
ive Dr. Kellogg's account of it entirely.
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LiLIUM LUCIUUM, Kdlo^g, I.e., p. 144-

Leaves whorlcd, scattered below and above, lanceolate

or ovate-lanceolate, very short, petioled or subsessile,

pseudo-triplinerved or' somewhat 3-nervcd, smooth

tliroughout, short peduncled. Flowers four (or 1—6),

nodding, sepals sessile lanceolate, strongly turbinate-

rcvolute, thickened at the base ;
stamens and style cx-

scrted, abont equal ; style straight, thick, light trans-

lucent yellow-orange, the dark purple spots on the

inside visible from without. June to August.

Bulb spheroid, or slightly depressed oblate-spheroid ;

scales thickened, lanceolate acute, strongly incurved and

very closely appressed, whitish, with a yellowish green

tiiwe, iS—2 inches in diameter, isolated, perennial
;

stem ' central, 2—3 feet high, quite glabrous through-

out : shortish thick peduncles from axils of bracteoid

leaves, lower and larger leaves i—ij inch wide, about

3—4 inches long, diminishing above ; flowers iJ inch in

cxp.ansion, I inch deep ; style \—\ inch long.

A Lily from Oregon and Washington Territorj',

long known, but also considered by authorities as a

variety of L. canadense. Without recapitulating, the

isolated and peculiar bulb, the position of stem, form

and colour of flower surface, equal genitalia, &c., we

take these to be constant characters. Indeed the very

revolute sepals remind us more of L. superbum than

canadense, while the smaller, closer flowers, and

thickened base are peculiar.

DO LEAVES ABSORB WATER?*
The question whether the green parts of plants can

or do absorb moisture by their surfaces, as rain and

condensed dew and inist, or even watery vapour, has

been a subject of controversy for the last 150 years,

but will, I hope, be now set at rest for ever.

History of the Question.

Hales describes an experiment (Vcg. Sttit. xlii.,

1731) of placing one branch of a leafy bough in water

while another branch of the same was in air, and he

found they kept fresh for a much longer time than

similar boughs not supplied with water at ail. He
thence inferred :

— '* This shows how very probable it

is that rain and dew are imbibed by vegetables,

especially in dry seasons."

This experiment has been often repeated in various

ways, as by Bonnet in 1753, as well as with detached

leaves laid on water, and again by myself, and always

with the same result ; hence Bonnet and others have

came to the same conclusion as Hales.

However, several physiologists, including De Can-

doUe, asserted (and that very positively, though they

do not seem to have tested it) that Bonnet's leaves

kept fresh because transpiration was stopped by the

water under the leaf. Had they tried the simple

experiment of fixing watch-glasses on floating leaves

they would have at once proved that transpiration

does go on as before ; hence the freshness retained

was due to the absorption from below being sufficient

to balance the transpiration from above.

Duchartre, in 1856, experimenting on the absorptive

power of plants in a saturated atmosphere, came to

the conclusion that they could not absorb vapour, but

added, "If leaves are deprived of the means of ab-

sorbing watery vapour suspended in the air, in coin-

pensation they possess the faculty of absorbing liquid

water which moistens them, and which in Nature
is derived from rain, and from condensed dew and
mists."

In 1857 Duchartre abandoned this belief, and
appears to be responsible for the change of opinion

now held by other physiological botanists, as

Sachs. Duchartre exposed growing plants to dew
with the pots and earth protected ; having first

weighed them at 6,30 I'.M. He weighed them again

when covered with dew at 6.30 a.m., and then, having

carefully wiped off' the dew, or else waited till the

dew had evaporated in a dark chamber, he weighed
them a third time, and, as a rule, found their

weights to be about the same as they were at first.

Similar results followed like experiments with rain
;

hence he drew his conclusion that rain and dew were

not absorbed.

Criticism of Duchartre's Inferences.

Since it has been repeatedly proved that transpira-

tion is almost entirely checked by darkness, and by
the deposition of moisture on the leaves, and since

root absorption does not cease at night—for the tem-

perature of the earth is not appreciably lowered—it is

obvious that the tissues must becoinc as turgid and satu-

rated as they possibly can do, therefore that no external

moisture would be absorbed is no more than what might

be expected ; but to infer from this that dew is never

absorbed is highly illogical, and for the following

reasons ;—First, that the green parts of plants can

absorb moisture has been proved almost aJ nauseam

by all experimenters, including Duchartre himself,

from Hales to Boussingault (1877), and myself.

Secondly, whenever portions of plants perfectly

healthy but slightly faded by being gathered a few

hours before are exposed to dew [or moist vapour in

a collecting box], or when entire and growing

plants, wilted through great heat and dryness, are

exposed to dew (Boussingault), they invariably

Increase in weight, sometimes to nearly 50 per cent.,

by surface absorption alone. This proves, therefore,

that in exceptional circumstances, in which trans-

piration exceeded absorption, dew is absorbed by all

the green parts of plants. And what applies to dew

applies also to rain and artificial watering. Thirdly,

having proved that if one part of a leaf, or only a

portion of one surface, be kept wet, the other part

keeps fresh for various lengths of time ; or when some

leaves are in and others out of water, the latter

are supported by the former ; therefore, the conclu-

sion I draw is that there is nothing to disprove the

assertion that as soon as the sun rises and leaves

begin to dry, then transpiration recommences

;

and the moment an efflux is set up anywhere, an

influx will immediately take place in adjacent parts,

and so surface absorption will supplement root-

action.

In addition to mere water, Mr. Honeyman's obser-

vations [Gariicncn Chronicle, February 9, 1878,

p. 181) show that leaves appear to absorb nutritious

matter dissolved in water ; and M. Boussingault has

lately proved that leaves can readily imbibe salts dis-

solved in water (Anuales de Chiinie el de rhysiqne,

vol. xiii., p. 362), and this at once leads us to infer

that ammoniacal salts brought down by rain can thus

largely invigorate plants by being absorbed by the

surfaces of their leaves.

Mr. Henslow's Experimexts.

In support of the preceding statements I have been

for some years conducting a large series of experi-

ments to ascertain to what extent the green parts of

plants can imbibe water, as follows :

—

1. The absorption ofwatcv liy intcrnodes.—The ex-

periment consisted of wrapping up one or more inter-

nodes of herbaceous plants in saturated blotting-paper,

and in noting the effects. As a rule the leaves on the

shoots rapidly perished, showing that transpiration

was too great for the supply. The stems, however,

kept fresh for different periods up to six weeks.

2. Absorption by leaves to sec ho-w far they could

balance transpiration in others on the same shoot.—
The general result is that as long as the leaves remain

green and fresh in or on water, they act as absorbents ;

but that the leaves in air keep fresh or wither accord-

in<T as the supply equals or falls short of the demand.

3. To test hou^ far leaves on a shoot can nourish

lower ones on the same.—It appears that it is quite

immaterial to plants whether they be supplied with

water from the absorbing leaves being above or below

those transpiring. Water flows in either direction

equally well.

4. Leaves floating on water. — This experiment

repeats Bonnet's, and I found that one part of a leaf

can nourish another part for various periods though

the edges out of water died first.

5. Absorption of de-w.—Along series of cut leaves

and shoots were gathered at 4P.M. one day last Septem-

ber, then exposed to sun and wind for three hours, then

carefully weighed and exposed all night to dew. At

7.30 A.M., after having been dried, they were weighed

again, and all had gained weight, and quite recovered

their freshness, proving that slightly wetted detached

portions do absorb dew. Boussingault was fortunate

enough to have an opportunity of proving that plants

in Nature wilted by intense heat and drought like-

wise recovered on exposure to dew and rain, but

without the water reaching the roots.

7. Imitation de-w.— Like results followed from

using the "spray," by which I could imitate dew

exactly.

8. Plants gro-.i'ing in pots, and of which the earth

was not watered, were kept alive by the ends of one

or more shoots being placed in water; e.g., Mimulus

moschatus not only grew vigorously and developed

axillary buds into shoots but also blossomed. The

practical issue of the proof that plants can and do

absorb surface moisture is that syringing is not merely

beneficial to plants by washing off dust and insects,

and by cooling the air, but that the watar is actually

absorbed ; so that the general practice of gardeners

may now be considered as based upon scientific proof.

Preserving Cut Flowers.

Lastly, hints may be gathered as to the best method

of preserving cut flowers, since green internodes and

leaves can absorb. If in preparing a bouquet some

plants have buds upon them, let the stalks be

long, and allow a few leaves to remain on and be

also immersed in the water, and the buds will then be

often found to expand successively. The cut end, to

be more absorbent than it otherwise would be, shoidd

be again cut off under water. If the blossoms be on a

ligneous stem, as of Lilac, then the loss of water by

evaporation is greater than the vs'oody stalk can sup-

ply, 50 that in this case the addition of leaves in the

water will greatly aid, and retain the bunch of flowers

fresh for a longer time. On the other hand, if a

blossom be already about to shed its petals, then the

additional supply of water furnished by the leaves on

the stalk appears to hasten the coming dissolution, and

the flower perishes rather sooner than it would other-

wise do.

If, however, allowing for exceptions, the above

principles be borne in mind that it is a mere question

of " supply and demand," and if a little judgment be

used, a bouquet can be made to last very much

longer, ceteris paribus, than it otherwise would do.

One caution is needed. The water must be changed

every day, and the submerged leaves must be lightly

wiped with a cloth, as by endosmotic action they soon

become more or less coated with mucus. No leaves

must be in water unless perfectly green and of vigor-

ous growth.

DR. AINSWORTH'S ORCHIDS.

Those who live in the neighbourhood of large

cities and manufacturing towns, and who are fond of

exotic plants, find that none succeed so well as

Orchids. The introduction of Lycaste Skinneri and

the experiments with that and other species introduced

from Guatemala by the late George U. Skinner, Esq.,

marked an era in the culture of Orchids. Mr.

Skinner nearly twenty years ago kept Lycastes

and Barkeria Skinneri in his drawing-room in

flower from February to Jlay, and from that lime

certain classes of Orchids have been cultivated under

cool treatment with the best results. Those who do

not like the steaming atmosphere of an East India

house can enjoy their cool Orchids in a temperature of

45° to 50°, or in a Mexican house with a temperature

of 50° to 55°, for as a rule Cattleyas are subjected to

too high a temperature. I am certain that C. Mossis,

C. Skinneri, C. Warneri, the labiata and Triana:

sections, and even La;lia purpurata, succeed quite well

when the temperature is not above 50° in winter as a

minimum. Some persons keep the night temperature

of their Cattleya houses as high as 60" at night, but

this over-stimulating temperature certainly accounts

for the unhealthy condition in which some collections

are found ; for when a Cattleya does get unhealthy it

is almost better to throw it away than to try to get it

into good health again.
, „ .

At Dr. Ainswprth's there are houses for all the

different sections. In the cool house I noticed the

Odontoglossum cirrosum growing very strongly in-

deed, and good varieties of this arc amongst the

most' desirable of Odontoglossums ; but for one

Tood variety there are at least six bad ones, and a

variety will come fine one year and of indifferent

quality the next. The spikes, too, run up far too tall

to be graceful. A stem nearly a yard long with a

tuft of flowers at one end of it is not pleasing.

Kestrepia antennifera was in flower in the cool house.

This pretty little plant ought to be grown in every

collection. The flowers are singular in formation and

colour. The ground colour is dark red dotted all over

with minute black spots. It is easily grown and

flowers very freely. Odontoglossum citrosmum, though

it may be grown in the cool house in summer, will

not remain in good health unless it is removed to the

Cattleya-housc in winter. There is a very fine

specimen here with many growths, and spikes of it

have produced fifty-two flowers-truly a noble plant

when so grown. Orchids] in flower under Cattleya

treatment comprise La;lia peduncularis. This is ft
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distinct and desirable species, the liabit and charac-

teristics of the plant Ijcing those of L. acuminata,

but the flowers are darli purple. The plant succeeds

better on a block than when grown in a pot. Cattleya

Schilleriana was also in flower, and is a very useful

species though rather difficult to manage. It flowers

sometimes twice a year, its usual period being June or

July.

Dendrobium crassinode was doing remarkably

well here in baskets suspended from the roof. It

grows well either in the usual baskets made of Teak

wood, or, as I saw it in several places in Lancashire,

in shallow perforated basins made of the usual pottery

material. In all cases the plants are suspended near

the glass. This is a very choice Orchid, and should

be grown in every collection, its peculiarly knotted

stems being one of its distinctive marks.

In a warmer house, with Vandas, Saccolabiuras, ttc,

were some specimens which are well known at the

public exhibitions. In this house was a healthy plant

of a Dendrobium seldom seen but well worth growing

on account of its peculiar hairy stems. The stems are

not more than 6 or S inches in length, but the flowers

are bright yellow in colour and very lasting. It grows

best in small baskets. Dendrobium bigibbum was in

flower in this house. The plant was of large size, and

its rich purple flowers, though not large, are very

pleasing. Phalcenopsis Schilleriana was in very good

health. It seems to succeed remarkably well in pots

with the Vandas. This species succeeds well in a

temperature a few degrees lower than that suitable

for P. amabilis or V. grandiflora ; it will do

with a minimum of 55° to 60". What I noted

here was the distinct character of the foliage,

i^o two plants are alike, and it is certainly

very attractive even when not in flower. It is a

useful exhibition Orchid, but flowers rather early for

the flower shows, and it will not do to pinch oft* the

flower-stem with the expectation that another one will

be formed later, as would happen in the case of P.

amabilis or P. grandiflora. Here also is the Vanda
suavis that held the second place to Mr. Wrigley's

grand Anguloa C lowesii at the last Manchester

Whitsuntide exhibition. The Vanda is certainly a

very tine specimen, and had no less than fifteen

spikes on it at the time it was exhibited. It is pretty

well known that Mr. Mitchel felt aggrieved at

the decision of the judges in the case of these two

plants, but after seeing both, I would be inclined to

award the palm to the Anguloa, as a triumph of cultural

skill, and I have no doubt that the judges were

influenced to a large extent by the evidence of culture.

Exhibitors in a Cvise of this kind woiUd do well to

bear silently with a disappointment. They are not

the best judge? of their own productions, and it

would be well for them to remember the fact that a set

of experienced judgesare more likely toarrive at a right

decision than they themselves are. I have alluded to

this because the subject was brought up amongst all the

Orchid growers about Manchester. There is also a

very fine specimen of Vanda Denisoniana with several

growths, and the plant is quite 3 feet high from the

surface of the pot. It will be interesting to Orchid

growers to know that there is also a fine plant of the

rare Aerides Schroderi with four growths, and an A.

maculosum with a dozen. Odontoglossum vexillarium

does very well here. The plants are removed to the

Cattleya-huuse in winter, but spend the summermonths
in the company of the New Grenada and Peruvian

species. It is also worth notice that the pretty and

sngular Drosera capensis grows freely amongst the

live sphagnum in the Orchid pots. J. Douglas,

PINUS PARVIFLORA*
HoRTicui.TURALLV CONSIDERED, this is a distinct

Ornamental Pine, of great value. I would not knowingly

uphold it at the expense of other ornamental species ;

but there are so few of these that, owing to their size

and general appearance, are calculated to adorn a

lawn of moderate dimensions. The majority grow so

fast, and attain to such majestic proportions, that they

are out of place anywhere except in extensive parks

or on mountain slopes ; nevertheless, such plants

may frequently be seen in small places absorbing, as

• Pinus parviflora, Siebold and Zuccar, Flor, ytip., v. ii.

,

p. 27, t. H5 (1842); P. Cembra, Thunberg, Flora J,i/:, p. 274.

non Linn. ; Parlatore, m D C. Prod. xvi.,part ii
, p. 404 (186S).

A good engraving of the cone of this is given at p. 13 of

Murray's Fines a/td Firs 0/ Jopaii. Proc. Hart. Soc. Land.,

B, p. 273.

it were, all smaller objects in their huge proportions,

and therefore almost always out of harmony with their

narrow surroundings. Fortunately we have in the

subject of this note a Pine singularly well adapted for

such places. It is of medium size and of neat habit,

and its short twisted leaves are of a blue-green colour,

which when sunlit gleam like so many silvery threads.

This colour is most desirable as a contrast to the green

of the lawn and the varied tints of associated foliage.

The species is perfectly hardy, and grows freely in

moist, loamy, sandy, or peaty soil.

The following description is drawn up from the

plant in cultivation :—A medium-sized tree, 25 feet

or more in height, with a liluntly pyramidal head

and leaden-grey bark, which is roughened by

numerous parallel, longitudinal bead-like rows of

irregular blisters indicating the resin courses or

canals. Branches terete, in closely placed whorls,

horizontal, or slightly ascending at the extre-

mities ; branchlets numerous, short, tufted, some-

what angular, recurved, young shoots covered but

not densely with a short yellowish-brown pubescence,

the external bark of these of a shining semi-trans-

parent greenish-yellow, through which the closely

placed resin ducts are distinctly observable. Buds,

narrow cylindrical obtuse, imbricately covered with

numerous small sharply-lanceolate membranous sub-

from twenty-five to fifty, ashy-brown, suflused on the

exposed parts with a plum-coloured bloom coriaceo-

ligneous, i j inch long, and J inch broad, suborbicular,

cuneate at the base, rounded on the exposed edge,

subincurved at the extremity, with the margins acute

and undulated, convex on the back, concave on the

inner face, which near the base is deeply hollowed to

receive the two seeds ; bracts indistinct. Seeds with

a bony dark brown shell, g inch long, and ^ inch

broad, both ends obtuse, thick on the mner, and

sharply angular on the outer edge, with a well-marked,

short, broad, entire, brown wing, which is straight

on the inner, and obliquely rounded on the outer

edge. Cotyledons eight to ten.

Indigenous to the northern provinces of Japan from

36' N. latitude to the Kurile Isles in latitudes

44* to 46'', and cultivated in all the provinces of the

empire.

It is one of the most distinct species of the section

(Cembra) to which it belongs, for although P. korai-

ensis, its geographical neighbour, bears a close rela-

tionship to it, there is, nevertheless, room for several

more or less distinct varieties to link them together

;

and these, so far as I am aware, are non-existent.

Seedlings for the first few years are of unusually slow

growth. It does very well grafted on P. Cembra,

though slightly outgrown by it. George Syme,

Fro. 103.—riNUs rARVii-LORA. cone and tuft of leaves natural size.

ciliated, oily reddish brown scales that are mote or

less free, but not recurved at the points, and which

afterwards form the bracts or fulcra to the male catkins,

or of the adult leaf-buds near the base of the nascent

shoots, falling off early in the first year. Leaf-sheaths

composed of from 8 to 10 oblong-ovate obtuse, entire,

membranous, dry scales which fall off in the first

year. Leaves fascicled, in fives, exceptionallyin fours,

clustered at the extremities of the branchlets, falling

off in the autumn of the third year, from l% to 2j

inches long, and \ line wide in the middle, tapering

to both ends, stiff, brittle, incurved, twisted, or on the

stronger shoots arched singly or uniformly in bundle?,

triquetrous, edges distantly scabrous, keel or inner angle

rather stout and scabrous towards the point, but

never, I believe, below the upper two-thirds, pointed

but not acute, back flat or slightly convex, shining

yellowish-green, with from one to three interrupted

rows of stomata near the extremities, and from four

to five rows of silvery-white stomata on each side of

the keel. Resin canals two, situated one on each

side, immediately over the epidermis of the back.

Male catkins very small, sessile, oblong, pink, crowded
into a cylindrical spike from l to 2 inches long at the

base of the nascent shoots ; scales auricled, mucro-

nate, obtuse ; anthers two-lobed, opening longitu-

dinally at the back. Cones singly and in whorls of

twos and threes ; when young, purplish-crimson,

erect ; when mature, sessile and subhorizontal, from

2 to l\ inches long, and I to li inch wide near the

base, straight, oval-oblong, and ovate-obtuse ; scales

SARRACENIA PURPUREA.
This singular and well-known plant is represented

l^y two or three forms diflfering considerabl<y in the

size of the pitchers, and particularly in the develop-

ment of the lid, which, in the variety here figured

(fig. 104), is much broader and more open than it is in

some of the more recent importations that have

reached this country. The fine purple shade which

it assumes when grown under such conditions of full

exposure to the light, as are indispensable to impart

to the plant its natural high colour, are present in

this to a much greater extent than in the others. It

is a native of North America, and can be grown in a

cold frame, plunging the pots in winter, or it will

succeed out-of-doors when a suitable position is

found for it. I saw it during the summer of 1876
with Mr. George Paul, at his High Beech nursery,

in the bottom of a hollow, showing the pre-

sence of continuous moisture by the patches of
Sphagnum, Sundews, and tufts of aquatic grasses.

Amongst these plants the Sarracenia was perfect in

the form and colour of its pitchers ; luit they did not
attain more than half the size they grow to under
glass with medium warmth, showing that to do full

justice to the plant it requires to be so treated. It

succeeds perfectly under the same conditions of

heat, soil, moisture, and light, as do the other species

treated of at page 2S0 of the present volume of the

Gardeners' Chronielc.

The gardening community as a body are slow to

take to any particular description of plants which
taste, fashion, or whatever it may be termed, has not

made them long and intimately acquainted with.
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To this may l^e attributed the comparntivelysmall num-
ber of plant giowers who have attempted the cultivation

of these, and the allied group of Nepenthes. But it is

a fact gratifying to tliose who have long appreciated

the beauty, singularity, and above all the wonderful

adaptation in form manifest in the plants, that their cul-

tivation is now very much on the increase, and I feel

certain that it will further extend as soon as growers

fully realise the fact that such subjects as these must be

treated in a way that will nfibrd them the conditions

indispensable to their existence, in place of attempt-

ing to make them conform to the treatment found

Bufticient for the generality of plants in cultivation.

T. Baines.

SELECT TREES AND SHRUBS
FOR OUTSIDE WALLS.

(^Contimiedfrom p, 599.)

Rhodohia Champ'umi,—This handsome shnib is a

native of Hong Kong, and somewhat resembles Camellia

japonica in appearance, and is said to be of about the

Towards the end of iummcr it is profusely covered with

its yellowish blossoms, which are succeeded by the

feathery fruit-heads, and afterwards these change to a

cottony appearance, and remain on the greater part

of winter. C. montana is another Indian species, with

flowers about the size of, and much resembling, the

pure white Anemone sylvestris ; C. campaniflora,

Viticella, acuminata, orientalis, florida, cylindrica, the

miniature-fio\v'ered C. tethuscefolia, and a host of

other climbing species, are nil very desirable for a

general collection. There are two of the erect-growing

section that are worth especial notice ; though they

have deciduous stems, yet they thrive much better

against a wall than in the open. C. tubulosa, a native

of North China, with deep green trifoliate leaves, and
bearing dense whorls of blossoms on the upper por-

tion of the stems, which much resemble in form and
.dolour the common wood Hyacinth, but are considerably

larger. C. Davidiana, also from China, a nearly allied

species, yet may be at a glance recognised by the

narrower leaflets, and more spreading corolla of a deeper

hue. Like tlie last it produces a succession of flowers

Fig. 104.— sarrace.ma purpurea.

same degree of hardiness. It is of an erect habit, with

alternate oval leaves, very glaucous on the under-surface,

and with reddish petioles. The flowers are borne in

heads •2\ inches in diameter, each containing about five

and surrounded by a double row of bracts of exquisite

beauty, the outer whorl being of a silky brown, the inner

of a bright rose colour, and which are produced in early

spring. At present it is very rare in gardens, though it

has been introduced a long time since, but it will inevit-

ably become as popular a favourite as the CameUia when

more conrmon. A small plant is thriving well against

one of the walls at Kew, which evidently tends to corro-

borate its reputed hardiness.

Clematis.—This beautiful genus especially abounds in

this region, and it is principally from these that the

numerous fine hybrids have been obtained, which from

their graceful habit, and the large size, and diversity of

colour in their flowers, are pre-eminently adapted for

garden decoration either as wall plants or otherwise. The
species pure and simple are in themselves very lovely

and possess qualities not at present attainable in the

hybrids. C. lanuginosa, and azurea, or patens, are good

examples of the large-flowered type. The pale yellow

C. graveolens (considered by some as a variety of

C. orientalis, a native of North-West India), is a highly

decorative species, and well suited for a wall plant.

during the gi'eater part of summer and autumn. For a

more detailed account of the species, varieties and

hybrids, also cultivation, &c., of this genus, that

excellent w^ork, The Clematis as a Garden Flozvcr,

may be perused with much interest and advantage.

Chimonanthus fragrans.—The merits of this fine old

garden favourite needs no comment, as it is, or should be,

an indispensable adjunct of every collection, be it ever so

small. The dehcious fragrance of the pale yellow and

red blossoms is only equalled among outdoor plants at

the season at which it flow-ers (November till March) by

the modest yet beautiful Violets. For all this it has one

or two detractive points, as its flowers are stalkless.

which is rather inconvenient when required in a cut state,

but they last a long while if placed on wet sand. Being

deciduous, and not producing leaves until after the

flowering season, is another point which is probably the

reason why we see them so often planted in obscure cor-

ners of the garden. The variety giandiflora has, as its

name implies, much larger and more deeply coloured

flowers.

Pnoms triloba.—There are few deciduous Rosaceous

shrubs more desirable for wall decoration than this fine

species from China. When trained to a wall it thrives

vigorously, producing an abundance of slender shoots,

clothed in summer with ovate, coarsely-toothed leaves,

and for several weeks in early spring with a profusion of

its semi-double blossoms, vaiying from nearly white

through all shades to a deep pink colour, rendering it a

very attractive object at that season. It requires the pre-

ceding year's growth to be cut back after flowering, or

othenvise it would soon become too straggling, and
present an untidy appearance.

Kerria japonica.—The double-flowered form of this

fine shrub has been a very common object of culture for

many years, but not so with the type pure and simple,

which is a far more elegant plant, and not introduced

till within the last thirty years. It is not of such a stiff

habit as the double form, but like it is nearly always in

flower. The variegated form is extremely pretty, the

variegation consisting of a blending of sea-green, creamy
white, and pure white, rendering it very striking and
very suitable for a select position against a wall.

Jasmiiuim.—Amongst tlie Jasmines there are some
valuable decorative species from these parts, such as the

fine, winter-flowering, deciduous J. nudiflorum, with its

shoots profusely covered with its golden blossoms in the

depth of winter. J. multiflorum, a Himalayan species,

is a valuable evergreen wall tree, producing an abundant
supply of flowers in early summer. J. revolutum, of

somewhat straggling habit, but- similar in other respects

to the last, adds to the bright yellow colour of the flowers

a delicious perfume. It is a native of Nepal, and has

long been in cultivation. All the preceding are best

suited for covering high walls, and should be planted in

company with others of a like robust growth. There
are several other kinds ot Jasmine, but they so closely

resemble those mentioned that their enumeration is

unnecessary.

Abelia is a genus almost confined to this region, and
all the species are very ornamental shrubs—would thrive

well under open-air wall treatment. A. triflora inhabits

the mountains of North India, and is sometimes found at

an elevation of 9000 feet. It is deciduous, with rather

small ovale leaves, and produces in May and June a pro-

fusion of fragrant pink and white flowers borne in

clusters at the tips of the young shoots. A. rupes-

tris is a beautiful trailing shrub found amongst rocks,

&c., in the Chamoo Hills of China. It has very

slender branches, and small ovate shining leaves. The
flowers are borne in clusters at the ends of the young
shoots, and are about i inch long, with a spreading

mouth, and are white delicately shaded with pink. It

flowers profusely, and in continuous succession through-

out the summer and autumn. A. uniflora is another

species from North China, with larger flowers, and also

of a low bushy habit. Probably this beautiful species

and also the preceding would succeed well, and be more
adapted for wall training if grafted on young stocks of

A. triflora.

Viburnum.—The Chinese and Japanese representa-

tives of this ornamental genus are not less beautiful than

those of other regions, indeed some of the finest are

amongst them, such as the large-headed Viburnum, V.

macrocephalum, an evergreen with rather small ovate,

slightly toothed leaves, and producing in spring immense
heads of pure white abortive flowers, which are in some
instances nearly a foot through, presenting a quaint as

well as an imposing appearance. V. dilatatum, plicatum,

and others produce heads of flowers of the same kind,

but though much smaller are all valuable for decorative

purposes. Those with the ordinary kind of blossoms,

such as seen in the common Laurustinus (V. Tinus), aie

V. Sandangka, a beautiful and little known shrub in

cultivation, which inhabits the Loo Choo Islands. It

has ovate, shining, evergreen leaves, and rather small

corymbs of pinkish white blossoms. It was figured in

the BottiJiical Magazine from a specimen which flowered

in the Scilly Islands not long ago. V. Awafurki has bold

evergreen foliage, the leaves being larger than any of the

genus yet introduced, and are of a leathery texture,

shining, and a bright green colour, which in autumn
changes to various hues. V. odoratissimum is another,

remarkable for the pleasant perfume of its small pinkish

blossoms.

Akebia qninata is an evergreen climber which was

found by Mr. Fortune, in 1845, climbing on hedges, &'c.,

in the island of Chusan, and is remarkable not so much
for the attractiveness of its flowers as for their peculiar

structure and arrangement. The leaves are composed of

five obovate leaflets of a deep green and alternate on the

slender twining stems ; the flowers were produced in spring

in clusters of a dull violet colour and are unisexual, the

pistillate flowers being more numerous and small, the

others f inch in diameter and but few in the cluster.

It succeeds well in the South trained to a trellis or

rambling over other shrubs in the open, but when so

treated it should be afforded the protection of a mat in

winter.

Wistaria sinensis.—Of course this well-known and

deservedly popular climber scarcely needs descripdon

beyond mentioning that besides being well suited for

covering large spaces of wall in a short time, it is admir-

ably adapted to train at the top only, which, when seen

in the flowering season is very effective, and does not at

all interfere with the wall plant below it. For this
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purpose all the branches should be cut away except one

of liic i>lrongcst, and it would soon grow to a length of

100 feet or even more, along the top of the wall. This

desirable mode of training is seldom seen in this country.

Traclidosperminn jasm'uwidcs is the name of a beauti-

ful Chinese climber, generally grown in greenhouses and

stoves, probably under either of its betterknown synonyms,

Rhynchospermum, or Parechites Thunbergii. Though
generally cultivated in houses it is nevertheless quite

hardy widi wall protection in the south-west, but docs

not jiroduce its white Jasmine-like flowers so freely as

when grown inside. The variegated form of it is equally

hardy, and reminds one of the variegated Euonyinus

radicans, which is a capital wall plant, also from this

region.

Hydrangea.—^Japan seems to abound in species of this

genus, many of which are old inhabitants of gardens.

Neither of the rare or little known species can rival the

well-known H. Horlensia with its numerous forms and

varieties, with perhaps the exception of the comparatively

new H. paniculata grandiflora, a variety having all the

flowers of the barren or showy type, wliich form a dense

pyramidal terminal panicle, white, changing to a bright

rose colour, commencing to flower in early August, and

lasting till after hard frosts. This, with many other

species and varieties with less showy flowers, is quite

hardy against a wall ; but as they do not grow high

they are well adapted for growing between those which
are apt to become naked at the base, such as Tecoma
grandiflora, &c.

Loniccra.—Most of the Honeysuckles are garden
favourites, perhaps not so much for the beauty of their

flowers as for their delicious fragrance, and good examples

of this we find amongst the introductions from this

region, as in the case of L. Standishii, which produces

its sweet-scented flowers in the dull winter months, and
though deciduous and presenting a somewhat naked
appearance at this season, it is. however, well deserving of

a small portion of a wall, but it is quite hardy enough to

stand without it. The variety grandiflora is a decided

improvement on the type, as it bears much larger

blossoms. L. fragrantissima is another very desirable

species for a like purpose.

Cydonia japonica.—This old introduction, though one
of the commonest Japanese shrubs we have, should not

be omitted on this account, as it has much to recommend
it. Its large blossoms, which vary from a deep rose

colour to white, are produced more or less profusely

throughout the year. Diervilla (Weigela) rosea and its

varieties also makes a capital wall shrub, producing an
abundance of its showy flowers in early spring.

{To be conti7tued.)

HARDY STONECROPS: SEDUMS.
{Contimied from p. 590.)

** Leaves thick, more or less terete.

+ Leaves sharply pointed.

X Flowers yellow or greenish yellow.

25. S, NlCi^ENSE, Allioni, Fl. Pedemont. iii., 122,

t. 90(1785).

Glabrous. Root-stock thick, woody. Stems 6^S
inches, at first prostrate, afterwards ascending.

Flowering stems erect, 10—12 inches.

Leaves of the barren shoots \, ascending or spreading,

\
—* inch long, less than \ inch wide, glaucous-green,

reddish when old, ovate-lanceolate or oblauceolate,

spine-pointed, scarcely auricled, rounded on the lower

surface, mid-rib prominent above. Leaves of the flower-

ing shoots appressed, lanceolate, distinctly auricled,

slightly oblique.

Flowers \ inch in diameter, greenish yellow, 5—6-

merous, arranged in terminal, many-flowered, crowded

leafless, umbellate cymes.

Flower-buds subglobose.

Clalyx of 5—6, deltoid-lanceolate sepals forming a

broad cup at the base.

Petals \ inch, twice the length of the sepals, spreading,

oblong, boat-shaped.

Stamens nearly as long as the petals, yellow, glabrous
;

anthers small, yellow.

Carpels glabrous, greenish, erecto-patent.

Scales whitish, oblong, emarginate.—Fl. late summer
and autumn.

Syn. S. ochroleucum, Chaix, in Villars, Hist. PI.

Dauphin^, t. i. {1786), p. 325; Smith, Prod. Fl. Gr::ec.,

312, et in Trans. Linn. Soc. x., p. 6; Baker, in Card.

Chron, viii. 1877, p. 307. S. altissimum, Poiret, Enc,
v., 634 {1796); DC. PL Grass., t. 40; Haworth,
Synops., p. 115 ; Wilk. et Lange, Prod. f"l. Hispan. ii.,

135; Boissier, Fl. Orient, ii., p. 785; Reich. Ic. Crit.

iii.. 285. S. rufescens, Tenore, Fl. Nap. i., 248,

t. 41 (i8ii}. S. soluntinum, Tenore, in Guss. Syn.

ii., 827. S. fruticulosum, Brotero, T\. Lusit. ii., 206

(1804). S. altum, Clarke, fide Boissier. S. dioicum,

Donn, Cat., ed. 3(1804). S. [acquinii, Haworth in Phil.

Mag. (1825), p. 174. S. Salsovitzianum and dolomitl-

cum, Hort. Sempervlvum sediforme, Jacq., Hort. Vin-

dob., i., t. 81 (1770} ; Misc. Nat. i., p. 135, t. 5 ; Alton,

Hort. Kewensis, ed. 2, vol. hi. (iSii), p. 173.

Mediterranean region.

A widely distributed plant, variable in the size ami

form of the leaves and ihc appearance of the in-

florescence.

We have cited what we believe to be the oldest name
for the species as a member of the genus Sedum,

though Jacquin had previously described it under

Sempervivum in 1 770. To Villars' Ilisl, des Plantes de

JJaiip/iiuJ Dominic Chai.x, " Parochus," contributed,

under the title " Planta; Vapincenses," a list of

plants found about Gap and Embrun, in the higher

Alps of Dauphiny. It is noteworthy that the plants

in this list are arranged according to the series of

natural orders as proposed by Linnceus. Scdvnn

ochroleucum, as it is there called, accordingly finds a

place among the " Succulcntx'." Our description

has been drawn partly from cultivated specimens,

partly from others gathered by ourselves at Mentone

and at Nice.

26. S. STKNOi'ETALUM, Pursh, ex Wnts. Bot.

40 Parall., p. loi.

Gl.ibrous. Stems 3—6 inches, erect from a decumbent

base ; single or somewhat branched.

Leaves numerous, crowded on the barren shoots,

sessile, fleshy, lanceolate, h inch long.

Flowers bright yellow, pentamerous, in much branched

scorpioid cymes.

Petals linear-lanceolate acuminate, twice longer than

the awl-shaped sepals.—Baker, in Gard. Chron. viii.,

1877. P- 307-

Rocky Mountains, 6000—8000 feet.

27. S. SARMENTOSUM, Bunge, Mem, des Sav. £tr.

de St. Petersb. ii. 104.

Glabrous. Shoots slender, prostrate.

Leaves crowded, opposite or whorled, h,
—

I inch, linear,

terete, or slightly flattened, apiculate, slightly gibbous at

the base. Leaves of flowering-stem scattered, ascending.

Inflorescence a flat-topped, umbellate, 3—5 forked

cyme, with a solitary flower in the forks, branches

recurved, with flowers on the upper surface only.

Flowers numerous, | inch in diameter, bright yellow.

Sepals ovate-lanceolate, fleshy, half the length of the

lanceolate petals.

Stamens yellow. Anthers oblong.

Carpels yellowish, laterally compressed, gradually

tapering into an erect subulate style. Scales white,

emarginate.

China.

There is a variety of this with pink stems and with

the leaves marked with a marginal stripe of white

or cream-colour, which is much grown in greenhouses

and for carpet beds or edgings under the name of

S. carneum variegatum. It is figured in Henderson's

Illustrated Bouquet^ t. 60.

2S. S. AMl'LEXlCAULE, DC. Fl. Franc. Suppl.

226 ; Mem. Crassul., t. 7.

Glabrous, branches 2 to 4 inches, slender, wiry,

ascending, naked beneath, above club-shaped, succulent,

covered with imbricating leaves.

Leaves dilated and membranous at the base, gradually

tapering into a long awl-like point.

Flowering stems decumbent, ascending, terete, about

6 to 9 inches. Leaves alternate, ascending, sessile,

\ inch long, terete, with a membranous auricle at the

base, and a fine inflexed point at the apex.

Flowers numerous, golden-yellow, secund in 2-forked

cymes, with a solitary flower in the fork and with a few

linear auricled leaves intermixed.

Buds cylindric below, conical or prismatic above.

Sepals ovate oblong, acute, furrowed on the outer

surface, united below into a shallow cup-shaped tube.

Petals \ inch, oblong lanceolate, keeled, twice the

length of the sepals.

Filaments greenish, anthers oblong, yellow.

Carpels erect, tapering into a long style. Scales ob-

long retuse, white.—Fl. summer.
Wilkomm and Lange, Prod. Fl. Hispan. 2, 135

(1874).

Syn. rostratum, Tenore, Nap. i, 139, f. 2 ; S. tenui-

folium, Sibthorp, Flor. Grasca, t. .^74; S, retorridum,

Hort. ; S. rupestre, Linn, herb,, Ade Baker ; Semper-
vivum anomalum, Lagasca.

Mediterranean region.

This is a most curious species. The ends of the

shoots swell out into small tubers covered with scale-

like leaves. In the autumn these dry up and remain in

that condition during the winter, so that we have here

a condition analogous to that presented by the Potato,

but in this instance above, not below ground. The
plant is propagated and distributed by means of

these tubers. The cultivator must not be misled by
their appearance, and consider them as dead. The
phenomenon in question seems to be a provision for

the plant to withstand the hot droughts of Spain and

Algerin.

We have received specimens from Mr. Maw, both

from Sjjain and from Algeria. The plant, when
well grown, assumes twice or thrice the size repre-

sented in the figure given in the Gardeners^ Chronicle,

vi., 1S76, p. 204. Mr. Maw also found in the

hills above Bonghari, Algeria, a form of this species,

or possibly a distinct species, with ciliate, not glab-

rous stems, and obovate-oblong rather acute ciliate

leaves ; but in the autumn the ends of the shoots

become tuberous, and the lea\es at this [)ortion of the

stem have a broad membranous base and a subulate-

lanceolate blade.

29. S. ANOPETALUM, DC. Fl. Fr. 526.

More or less glaucous. Branches prostrate or ascend-

ing, cylindrical, of the thickness of a crowquill, 4—6 inches

long.

Leaves in 8 ranks, approximate, sessile, spreading (or

on the flowering shoot, ascending) \ inch long, terete,

awl-shaped, spine-tipped, auricled at the base, greyish

green, red at the tips.

Flowers pale greenish, yellow, J inch in diameter, in

dense, flat, or concave umbellate cymes, about i inch

in diameter.

Bud oblong, pointed, longitudinally grooved.

Sepals 5—7, erect, deltoid, lanceolate, grooved, united

below the centre in a shallow cup.

Petals erecto-patent, narrow, lanceolate, somewhat
folded and keeled.

Stamens rather shorter than the petals ; filaments

yellow ; anthers yellow, apiculate.

Carpels 6—7, erect, elongated, compressed, glabrous,

nearly as long as the stamens. Scales minute, whitish.

Seeds winged.— Fl. July, August.

Wilkomm and Lange, Prod. Fl. Hispan. 2, p.135.

Syn. S. Verloti, Jordan, in Bull. Bot. Soc, France, vii.,

606, is a green not glaucous form of the species ; S.

collinum, and S. ochroleucum, of some gardens ; S.

hispanicum, DC, not of L. ; S. rupestre, Vill, Dauph.
iii., 679, not of Linn.

South Europe and Meditermnean region.

This is a very neat habited pleasing Sedum, the

regularly arranged red-tipped leaves being suggestive

of those of Andromeda tetragona.

{To be continued.')

PLANT PORTRAITS.
/EscuLUS RUBICUNDA Briotii, Jimue HortUok,

October i, 1878, p. 370.—A seedling from the Scarlet

Horse Chestnut, with flowers of a very rich red

colour.

Ananas MACRODONTES, Y..M.oxxen, Belgiipie Hor/i-

coky 1S7S, t. 4 and 5.—The plant known in gardens

as Bromelia undulata, B. macrodosa, and Disteganthus

basilateralis. The flower-spike is elongate-ovoid with

imbricating dentate pink bracts. The fruit is of the

same shape, about 8 inches long, 4 inches in width,

with the perfume and flavour of the Pine-apple.

Brazil,

Anoplophytum strictum, Beer, Bclgique Hoiii-

cole, 1S78, p. 1S8, t. 13.—Leaves tufted, tapering

from a broad base into a long linear recurved blade,

of a green colour speckled with white. The flower-

spikes have showy pink bracts and violet flowers.

It is a fine air-plant, living suspended in the damp
air of the stove.

Antirrhinum hispanicum, Chavannes, 5o/a;;;Vn/

Magazine, t. 6391.—A dwarf habited Snapdragon

with delicate pink flowers. Native of Spain.-

Aristolochia TRII.OKATA, Botanical Afagasiiic,

t. 63S7.—An old inhabitant of our stoves, with

greenish flowers mottled and striped with brown, and

with the upper lip of the perianth prolonged into a

long linear tail. Brazil and ^Vest Indies,

BiGARREAU JACQUET Cherry, Bulletin tfArbo-
riculture, Sept., 1S78,—A good market variety, very

productive, and greatly valued in Belgium. The
fruits are small, black, with the flesh firm, and con-

sequently able to bear transport.

Broussonetia Bii.i.iardi, Rcviic Hoiiicole, 1878,

p, 375.—A curious variety of B. papyrifera, in which
the cellular portion of the leaf is suppressed, all but a

slight portion at the apex of the three leaf lobes,

which otherwise are represented solely by the three

Chevalliera Veitciiii, E. Morren, Belgique

Horticole, 1878, p. 177, t. 9,—This is the yEchmea
Veitchii of Baker, Bot. jila^., 1S77, t. 6329.—The
flower-spike with its recurved scarlet bracts is very

handsome. The plant has continued in flower for
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more than a year. New Granada. Introduced by

Wallis.

CcelogyneHookkkiana, Lindl., Botamcal Maga-
zine, I. 63SS. — A very pretty Pleione, differing

from most of its fellows by producing its leaves and

flowers simultaneously. .Sikkim Himalaya.

Hedysarum MacKenzii, Botanical Magazine, t.

6jS6.—A pretty Sainfoin-like plant, native of the

I'olar regions and the Rocky Mountains. Kew.
X L.ELIA DOMINIANA, Floral Magazine, t. 325,

October.—The splendid hybrid raised in Messrs.

Veitch's establishment between Cattleya Dowiana and
some Lielia.

Lilac, Double, Lemoine's variety, Bclgique

Iloi-ticole, 1S78, p. 174.—A handsome double form,

named Syringa vulgaris Lemoinei.

NICOTIANA SUAVEOLENS, Lehmann, Bclgiijne Hor-

ticole, 1878, p. 187, t. 12.—A New Holland plant,

with lanceolate leaves tapering to both extremities,

p'lowers large, fragrant, white, in loose panicles.

ONCIDIUjr VAUICOSUM VAR. ROGERSII, Rchb. f.,

Bclgiquc Hoi'ticole, 1S78, p. 172.—A large yellow-

flowered Oncid, with a very broad 2—3 lobed lip,

figured in Gai'ilencrs' Chronicle, 1870, p. 277. Brazil.

Pelargo.niums, Ivy-leaved, Floral Magazine,

t. 327.—Three double-flowered varieties, I, Elfrida,

rosy lilac ; 2, Mdlle. .Sarah Bernhardt, double white ;

3, La France, rosy pink.

RlIiES ALPINUM I'UMILUM AUREUM, Rcvue de

ri/orticiil/nrc, 1878, p. 233.—A golden-leaved form

of the common Ribes alpinum itself, not a very attrac-

tive shrub, but according to the figure the leaves are

of a beautiful golden colour. From its dwarf habit it

will serve well as an edging.

Stachys Maweana, Ball, Botanical l\fagazine,

tab. 6389.—" A tall-branched Wound Wort, conspi-

cuous for its silvery hoary character." Flowers
cream-coloured, spicate. Native of Morocco.

Sweet Pea, Butterfly, Floral Magazine, t. 328.
—Flowers white, suffused with pale blue on the outer
surface. Sent out by Messrs. .Sutton.

TiLLANDSiA drachycaulos, Schlechtendal, Bel-
giijue Horticolc, 1878, p. 185, t. 11.—A species with
tufted leaves, reddish on the upper surface, glaucous
beneath, dilated at the base, and gradually tapering
into long linear lanceolate recurved blades. Mexico.

Tulips, Show, Floral Magazine, t. 326.—The
varieties figured are, i. Dr. Hardy, flamed bizarre

;

2, Talisman, feathered byblcemen
; 3, Glory of

Stakehill, bybla'men breeder.

Warscewiczella Wailesiana, marginata, dis-
color, and vittata, Belgiquc Horticolc, 1878,

p. iSi, t. 10.—Four species once referred toWarrea,
but not placed under Zygopetalum. All are in favour
with Orchid growers.

Veronica Traversii, Hook, f.. Botanical Maga-
zine, t. 6390.—A New Zealand shrubby species of
great beauty, forming when well grown a symmetrical
ball, 3 to 4 feet in diameter, completely powdered
with white flowers at midsummer. The decussate
leaves are ovale lanceolate.

KITCHEN GARDEN.
At this season there will be an abundance of heavy

work on hand in this department in the way of digging,
trenching, manuring, &c. Besides thesemattersdraining
will likewise be necessary at those places where heavy
adhesive soil in a saturated state exists. This opera-
tion is most essential in the case of land of such a
description as being the primary means towards its

amelioration and improvement. j\Iany advantages arise

from having these operations completed as early in the
season as possible, and therefore we advise that such
matters be pushed forward as expeditiously as con-
venient when the state of the weather and soil will

admit, of its being carried out properly at this period of
the season, and when frost may be expected to prevail

at any time. And under such a contingency it may not
be amiss here to counsel the necessary precautionary
measures being taken for any emergency in this way,
so as to mitigate in some degree the disastrous con-
sequences which naturally ensue when the subjects

exposed are not sufficiently hardy or inured to with-
stand ils operation without injury. Broccoli and Cauli-

flower, which are coming in now, may be enumerated
amongst other subjects needing occasional super-

vision ; so far a mere tying up of the leaves over the

heads has proved effective, but now the season has so

far advanced this means will scarcely suflice, and we
therefore recommend the lifting with a ball of earth

all those plants with heads which are fit for use and
storing them in a shed or pit, where they may be secure
from injury and where they can be kept cool ; this

will also be the case in regard to Lettuce and the

curled varieties of Endive ; other kinds of the latte

subject, as the Batavian section, are almost hardy,

and in ordinary seasons do well out-of-doors.

Other operations out-of-doors which will also de-

mand notice now will be the plantations of Globe and
Jerusalem Artichokes. In the case of the former we
unhesitatingly assert that many roots are materially

injured, if not killed altogether, by having too much
covering applied round the crowns during the winter

months, whereby decomposition is encouraged and
the plants destroyed. In our opinion, wooil-ashes

form the best substance for this purpose, but this

should not be placed higher than from 3 to 4 inches

round the crowns. Before this is done all decayed
leaves from about the crowns should be removed, and
those which are entire should remain so and be left

on the plants. The tubers of the Jerusalem Artichoke

should be lifted now and stored away for use ; these

iftiquestionably keep best when they are pitted in a

similar manner to Potatos or Swedes, and retain their

nutritious quality far better under such conditions than

otherwise. During the winter months operations

out-of-doors will be frequently interrupted by the

existence of adverse conditions ; advantage should be

taken of such opportunities to advance all kinds of

indoor work, such as looking over stores of Potatos,

Onions, and other roots, and to accelerate every

other kind of preparatory work which can be done at

such times, and which will tend to lessen the pressure

at busy periods of the year.

In the forcing department increased attention will

be requisite to maintain successional supplies of Mush-
rooms, Rhubarb, Seakale, Asparagus, French Beans, &c.

By this time ample supplies of leaves will be obtainable
;

these when mixed with litter from the stable in equal

proportions form a good basis for beds for most

operations, and as pits or frames become vacant

the old beds should be removed and new ones

formed of these materials in readiness for crops of

Potatos, Carrots, &c. See also that an ample supply

of It is maintained in a warm condition for freshening

up any previously made beds which require it. To
have new Potatos at an early period next year it will

be necessary to start a batch of sets at once ; we
prefer having entire moderate-sized sets, and in the

first place these are sprouted, and afterwards potted

or planted out in beds with a slight bottom-heat.

Veitch's Ashleaf and Myatt's Prolific are both com-

mendable kinds for very early work. Roots of Mint

and Tarragon should be potted or placed in boxes for

yielding an early supply. In the frame ground the

chief object should be to keep the subjects as hardy

as possible, for this end Cauliflower and Lettuce

plants which are pricked out—also crops of Radishes,

Parsley, Endive, and Broccoli laid in for use—should

be fully exposed every day when favourable weather

exists, and so also should similar subjects in hand-

lights elsewhere. Geo. T. Miles, IVyeoiiitie AUey.

FRUIT HOUSES.

Cucumbers.—The planting made in the end of

September from plants raised from seed at the end of

the previous month will by this time have covered

the greater part of the space allotted to them. These

plants should not be allowed to frait providing they

have ample scope for root-action, and the fruit is not

required before Christmas. But on the other hand, if

the roots are growing in a confined space, such as in

pots and boxes, and which they have filled with roots,

then I say it will be advisable to allow the plant to

swell off a few fruits, which will be rather advan-

tageous than otherwise to the plant, inasmuch as the

partly pent-up sap will then, so to speak, be
" circulated " by the slight deinand made upon its

organic resources in order to swell the fruit ; but let the

quantity be only sufficient for that purpose, aiid under

the circumstance above indicated, for I believe that

upon the judicious or unwise cropping of the plant

through November and the first weeks in De-

cember hangs success or failure (other points being

properly attended to) in keeping up a supply of fruit

equal to the demand of the establishment throughout

the winter months. Therefore crop lightly—over-

cropping being a specific evil—and otherwise attend

to the stopping, thinning, and tying of the shoots, and

remove forthwith any decayed portion of wood or leaf

that may appear, and let cleanliness prevail through-

out. Damp the house and plants—avoiding the

embryo fruit as much as possible, otherwise they

would be likely to damp off'—morning and afternoon,

shutting up the house at one o'clock. See that the

linings are well attended to during this inclement

weather, and to prevent mildew from attacking the

plants, dust some flowers of sulphur over the leaves.

H. W. Ward, Longford Castle Gardens.

HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.
Of all operations connected with fruit culture that

of root pruningisperhaps the most important, although

there are few places where it receives anything like

the attention or skill that is generally brought to bear

on other branches of gardening. Instead of being

scientifically and carefully conducted, the work is

frequently entrusted to rough inexperienced hands,

whose knowledge of the purposes of the different kinds

of roots and the functions they serve are of the most

crude character. Such men as these hack away with

sp.ade right and left, and cut all that comes in the way
and at equal lengths, whether they be big or little,

feeders or otherwise ; and it is not surprising, there-

fore, that results have been anything but satisfactory

to those who have had it carried out in this manner.

It has, I believe, been stateil by no less an authority

than the late Mr. Rivers, that where you see a coarse

strong shoot forming in a tree you will find a gross

fibreless kind of root, either as a tap going straight

down or drawing its supply of sap from cold wet soil,

or other source where the conditions are not favourable.

Now if this is the case, as from close observation

when transplanting I believe it is, it stands to reason

that if we would restore an equilibrium of growth and
bring about fertility, the right way is to assail all

such roots wherever they may be situated, and shorten

them back considerably so as to force them to throw
out a network of small ones to feed nearer the surface ;

and if this is done at once the trees will have a

chance of making considerable j^rogress towards it

before severe weather sets in. Even a disturbance

of the soil often effects much good, especially in

cases where it is of a stift" wet nature, and where a

little fresh turfy loam and road-scrapings can be

worked in to supply the place of that dug out from
below. Indeed, in all cases of root-pruning this is

advisable, if only to the extent of a few barrowloads

to a tree, as it is astonishing what a little assistance

given in this way works for them in bringing them
round to more fruitful habits. The difficulty, how-
ever, with many is, not how to check their trees, but

how to get sufficient growth and strength to enable

them to carry good crops, and more particularly is it

so with Pearson the Quince stock trained as pyramids,

which in light dry soils always have a starved

look, and seldom ripen iruit fit for eating.

The cause of this is, that they get checked from want
of moisture just at the time they ought to be swelling

fastest, and the skin in consequence becomes con-

tracted, and the flesh hard and gritty, so that when
rain comes the greater portion of them crack open,

and are of no further use. The whole of ours here

used to be in this unsatisfactory condition, but since

we have added a quantity of clay to the soil they bear

splendidly, and are in quality everything we can wish.

Those, therefore, who are troubled in the same way,

or are about planting, cannot do better, if they have

light land to deal with, than set to work and im-

prove it in the same manner, for although it entails

considerable labour, it amply repays it in a few years,

and makes the quarter in which it is done of far greater

value for generations to come. The way we managed
so as to raise the general level was to wheel out as

work progressed about 6 or 8 inches of the sandy sub-

soil ; and in trenching, which was done nearly a yard

deep, the same quantity of clay was brought back to

replace it, and scattered regularly in the lower 2 feet,

where the principal portion of the roots are. Buried in

this fashion, away from the surface, it parts with its

moisture slowly, and always contains a good supply

for the trees to feed on. In trenching these were not

moved from their position or unduly disturbed, but

allowed to stand on a solid base of earth over a yard

through, and all the roots protruding were laid in the

fresh-made soil according to the level at which they

were at. This, as the trees were rather large, not

only saved giving them a severe check, but prevented

them settling irregularly as they otherwise would. In

using the clay it should if possible be dug in when
got fresh from the pit before rain has fallen on it, as

then it can be chopped or broken up finer, besides

being handled and incorporated with the soil at much
less trouble. Although the Quince is such a moisture

loving plant, I have seen Pears worked on it planted

on raised mounds, which, unless on very heavy re-

tentive lands, is the worst thing possible. Better far,

instead of doing this, to allow the collars to be even

at a slightly lower level, that water or sewage can be

easily administered during the summer without loss.

Another matter with the Quince is, that when used as

a Pear-stock, it must be buried low enough for the

point of union of the two to be covered with soil, or

it does not swell sufficiently fast to keep pace with the

top, which forms a large protuberance at the junction,

and soon gets out of health. J. Sheppard.

Seed Adulter.ation. — At the meeting of the

Council of the Royal Agricultural Society, held on

the 6th inst., Mr. Whitehead, Chairman of the

Seeds and Plant Diseases Committee, reported that

the Consulting Botanist had examined many samples

of seeds during the past quarter, and that he had

found much unwillingness on the part of those who
submit seeds for examination to supply him with

information as to their source. In one case of grass

seeds, which were proved to be of especially bad

quality, the sender refused to say from whence he

obtained them. It is hoped that the members of the

Societv who send samples of seed to be tested by the

Consulting Botanist will not hesitate to furnish such

information as may lead to the prevention of the

adulteration and killing of seeds.
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APPOINTMENTS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK

Monday, Nov. Ihcmum Society's

ne of

I Southampto
.'''Chrysanlhe
9

i Aquariu

iciiltural Society's Show.

send Chrysanthemum Society's Show
Uwo days).

Northam|5tonshire Chrysanthemum So-

ciety's Show (two days).

..iverpool Htortici
'"

themum Show.
iafTron

Show.
SaliiiR HorticuUural Socie

Liverpool Htorticuilural Society's Chry!
themum Show.

Saffron Walden Horticultural Socie

s Show

Webb & Son's Root Show at Hirminfjham
(two days).

Harrison's Royal Root Shoiv at Leicester

(three days).

Linnean Society, at 8 p.m.

Chrysanthemum and Fruit Show ,nt South.

,
port (two ,iays).

I
Kingston and Surblton Chry

icty's

Carter's
Hall.

. » days),

3t Show at tho Agricultural

t Show at Reading.

AT the Linnean Society on Thursday last

the Rev. George Henslow revived a

question which the gardeners have long ago

settled for themselves, but which the vegetable

physiologists have not been so certain about.

The question was as to the Absorption of

Water or Watery Vapour by Leaves.

Do they or do they not possess such a power ?

No gardener would hesitate a moment as to

the proper answer to be given to this question.

His whole system of procedure is based upon

it, and to tell him that leaves do not absorb

water is to tell him what his daily practice con-

tradicts. Physiologists and teachers have recog-

nised this, and while they have felt them-

selves bound to accept provisionally the results

of so eminent an experimenter as Duchartre,

and to teach accordingly, yet they have felt

themselves constrained to look about for

modifying circumstances -which should furnish

the clue to the discrepancy between the uni-

versal experience of the gardener and the more

carefully conducted, but it may be none the less

fallacious, experiments of the laboratory. They
have evaded the difficulty by supposing that

leaf-action of the kind indicated does not take

place all the time that root-action is in force,

ijut that directly some impediment is thrown in

the way of root-action, then the absorption by

the leaves takes place, and so forth.

They explain the incontestable good effects

produced by syringing, damping down, and

the like, not by the inhalation of water or

watery vapour, but by the prevention of evapora-

tion. The plant, they say, is prevented from

exhaling moisture, owing to the damp atmo-

sphere, and therefore it does not suffer. Unfor-

tunately for this view, McNab's experiments

show that plants do exhale in a moist atmo-

sphere, provided they are exposed to the action

of light. Of course there is a certain measure

of truth in the speculations of the physiologists,

and there is still more truth in the fact that the

structure of some leaves offers a decided phy-

sical obstacle to the absorption of water. The
thick rind of the Cactus, the hard, dry epiderm

of the Pine-apple, the waxy surface of the

Cabbage, all offer obstacles to the passage of

fluids either into or out of the leaf If egress of

fluid be prevented by the leaf, then of course

there is all the less necessity for imbibition.

We must refer to Mr. Henslow's criticisms

of the inference drawn by Duchartre from his

experiments, and which appear to us to be

specially worthy of notice. We may also call

attention to the brief record of Mr. Henslow's

0"'n experiments in another column, which

appear to us to put the matter on a proper

footing.

In the brief abstract with which we have been

furnished Mr. HenslOW does not allude to one

point which, however, he dealt with effectively

in his paper. We allude to the independent life

possessed by the detached shoot or leaf Objec-

tions have been raised to experiments on such

detached portions of a plant, on the ground of

the lowered vitality of such portions. A limb of

an animal, indeed, dies immediately on removal,

but in the case of the plant the detached leaf

does not immediately begin to die. It main-

tains for a time an independent existence pro-

vided water be supplied, so that though its

vitality may be lowered it is not at once extin-

guished by severance from the parent plant.

Hence the objections alluded to have the less

force.

The preservation of cut flowers in water

receives incidental mention, and here again

Mr. Henslow's conclusions coincide with the

practical experience of the drawing-room or

boudoir.

From a practical point of view we entirely

agree with Mr. Henslow's conclusions, which

are borne out by daily experience in the garden,

and even by what one sees in the vasculum of

the botanist or the tin case of those who have

to send flowers to a distance.

Berkeley Portrait.—This portrait, which

has been painted by Mr. Peele at the instance of

some of Jlr. Berkeley's friends, was presented on

their behalf to the Linnean Society on Thursday last

by .Sir Joseph Hooker. Needless to say that the

portrait was received with great satisfaction by the

Society, and all felt that, in spite of the appropriate

terms in which the gift was presented and accepted,

words were not needed to express the great respect

felt for Mr. Berkeley by all who value his lifelong

services to science, and respect his quaUties as a man.

The portrait will be open for public inspection at all

reasonable hours.

Royal Horticultural Society We are

informed that there is good reason for believing that

the meeting to he held at South Kensington next

Tuesday will be of a more than usually interesting

character. The entries for the prizes offered for

vegetables by Messrs. Carter, Hooper, and

Sutton, are stated to be very numerous, so that a

brisk competition may be anticipated. There will

also be a fine display of Chrysanthemums contri-

bulcd by Mr. Turner, Messrs. Veitch, and other

growers ; and Messrs. Veitch will again exhibit an

extensive collection of winter bedding plants. To
the fitiit department Mr Ross, gr. to S. C. Eyre,

Esq., Welford Park, will contribute eight Smooth

Cayenne Pine-apples.

Royal Botanical and Horticultural
Society of Manchester.—The Right Hon. the

Earl of Derby has consented to be nominated as

President of the above Society at the approaching

annual meeting, in the place of the late Sir James
Watts. The next horticultural meeting will be held

in the large room of the New Town Hall on the

26 ih inst.

A Maori Fe.\st. — In the last number of

Nature an interesting account is given of a " food

feast " offered by the natives to Sir George Grey.

Several hundreds ofwomen took part in the ceremony,

and performed various chants and dances when pre-

senting the food. Among the articles employed

were :

—

Pohiia.—The root of Convovulus sepium (?), as

flowery as a Potato, with a slightly bitter taste.

Sowthistle (Sonchus oleraceus).—The H.auhaus, when
compelled to use cooked Sowthistle, found to their sur-

prise they did not lose condition on this spare diet.

Para.—The thick solid scale from the rootstock of the

grand Fern, Marattia fraxinea. This edible was pinkish

or p<ale purple when cut, solid, tough, almost tasteless,

with a slightly bitter flavour.

Marnaku.—This esculent appeared in thick junks of

about a foot in length ; it is the mucil.aginous pith of the

great black Tree Fern, Cyathea medullari.s. It was pre-

sented ready dressed, was soft, very sweet to the palate.

Roi.—The rhizome or root of the Bracken, Ptcris

aquilina var. esculenta. It was offered in llie uncooked

state, in which it is usually kept ready for use.

Taioha,—The prepared berries of a common forest

tree, Nesodaphne Tawha.
Hakeke.—The |ew's-ear fungus, Hirneola Auricula-

Judae. It is found in the forests of Pirongia ; that which

grows on the Karal^a is most esteemed.

Euphorbiace.e.—Mr. Bentham contributed

a paper on the Euphorbiacea; at the Linnean Society

meeting, No\'ember 7. He treats the subject in his

usual comprehensive way. He observes that among
dicotyledons Euphorbiacece occupies a fourth place in

point of numbers, having 3000 species and 200 genera.

Their evident generally tropical nature is a striking

feature, and judging from various data it is conjec-

tured that their ancient home was in the Old World.

Their affinities have been repeatedly discussed by
botanists, but though there are individual genera

which may exhibit some one character supposed to

ally to other orders, yet no real connection has hitherto

been pointed out. Their isolation is produced, not

so much by any one special character, as by a special

combination of several. As to position in the linear

series, unless the order be broken up, practically it

must remain among the MonochlamydeK, in spite of

occasional presence of corolla in some forms.

COTONEASTER FRIGIDA, which was first

introduced to English gardens by Dr. Wallich,
whose collectors found it in the mountains of northern

Nepal, is a very handsome deciduous tree, retaining

its leaves, however, later than most other deciduous

trees. In April and May it is snow-white with blos-

som : its large bunches of crimson fruits, which now
form the most brilliant ornament of the shrubbery and

arboretum, will remain on the tree far into the winter

if allowed to do so by the birds.

• Cleistogamic Flowers, Mr. Alfred W.
Bennett (Linn. Soc, Nov. 7) states that these

flowers which do not open are of two kinds ;

—

(I) Those which hardly differ from the perfect open

flowers other than in the partial or entire sup-

pression of the corolla and the closing of the calyx ;

and (2) those with a distinct modification in the

flower to aid self-fertilisation. He supposes one has

arisen by degradation, the other by a rudimentary

development of the organ. Most interesting pheno-

mena occur in the mode of emission of the pollen

tubes—these travelling in a straight line from the

anther to the stigma vertically upwards, as in Oxalis ;

horizontally in others, and creeping along the surface

and even back of the ovary in Viola canina. An
unseen agency directs, for none wander with uncer-

tainty ; this is all the more remarkable, for when
not in proximity to the stigma, the pollen grains

protrude their tubes in all possible directions.

Floral Decoration of London Bridge.

—On the occasion of the Lord Mayor's progress

from the Guildhall to Westminster on Saturday last,

London Bridge, over which the procession passed on

its way to the Borough, was decorated in a very

pleasing and becoming manner by Mr. W. Weeks,
Ita Villa, Fulham Road, S.W. Mr. Weeks introduced

about seventy large specimens of Conifers, which he

placed in two rows, and so formed an avenue. The
base of the plants was completely hidden by Chry-

santhemums, of which about 2000 specimens were

brought into use. At either end of the bridge were

arches about 30 feet high, completely covered with

evergreens, and having hanging baskets of flowers

suspended from them.

The West of Scotland Rosarians'
Society.—The annual meeting of this Society was

held recently, when the annual report of the Society,

read by Mr. John .Mitchell, and the treasurer's

report by XIr. Barron, both proved to be of a highly

satisfactory nature, and were ordered to be printed

and circulated among the members. Owing to the

unprecedented success which has hitherto attended

the exhibitions of the Society, and taking into account

the liberal and hearty support which has uniformly

been given to it by the inhabitants of Helensburgh and

Gareloch, as well as by many patrons in other parts of

the country, the meeting unanimously resolved that

the next show of the Society should be held in

Helensburgh, in July, 1879.
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Renanthera (Vanda) Lowii.— Professor

Reichenbach, Botanic Garden, Hamburgh, requests

us to state that a new Orchid (most proliably R.

Rohaniana) having appeared, he is anxious to ol^tain

fresh specimens of both kinds of flowers of Renan-

severe snowstorm I have ever known. It commenced
about 5 P.M. on the nth inst., and continued, with

slight intermission, until noon to-day. The snow is

quite 15 inches deep on the flat, About 6 p.m.

yesterday, when the snow was falling very fast, we

Among these are the Potato disease fungus (Perono-

spora infestans), the Vine disease fungus (Oidium

Tuckeri), the Ergot, both as Sclerotium clavus and

in its later development as the Claviceps purpurea,

and the /F.cidium ^.berberidis, whose] mischievous

Fig. 105.—funicia gkandiflora : flowers and leaf nat. size, pollen grain mag. 320 diam. (see p. 630.)

thera Lowii for comparison, and will be much
obliged to any correspondent for the favour of the

A Severe Snowstorm in Yorkshire.—
Mr. Clayton, writing from Grimston Park Gardens,

Tadcaster, on the 12th inst., says:— "During the

last twenty-four hours we have experienced the most

had two or three very vivid flashes of lightning,

accompanied with thunder."

Models of Vegetable Parasites.— The
Farmer states that for some time past there has been

on view at the Berlin Agricultural Museum a highly

interesting collection of models of the various fungi

injuriously affecting the various ordinary crops.

action on the iood of live stock is well known to most

agriculturists.

EL;EAGNUS glaber of Thunberg, a native

of Japan, is well worthy a place at the side of the

time-honoured Laurustinus and the few other flowering

evergreen shrubs which bloom normally at the present

dull season of theyetr; it is thoroughly hardy, and
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its coriaceous foliage, tleep green above and covered

beneatli with rich red-brown scales, gives it a different

appearance from almost any other hardy shrub. Every

year longsarmentose shoots, several leet in length, are

ileveloped, every portion of which is covered with

ferrugincous scales ; as the leaves get older the

upper surface, however, becomes glabrous. The long

tubular flowers, which are produced in great abund-

ance, either singly or in clusters, are themselves

covered with scales on the outside, but are creamy

white within, and dcliciously fragrant.

Lifting Dahlia Roots.— It was a maxim

withm.any old Dahlia cultivators that "the longer the

roots can be left in the ground with safely, the riper

and sounder they will be." The present season is one

favourable to this view of the case, as generally, in

many instances at least. Dahlias have not suffered to

any great degree from the effects of the late frosts.

It is probably well to allow the foliage to decay

naturally as much as possible, but when an early frost

of unwonted severity occurs and destroys the stems

it is best to cut them away soon after. Towards the

end of the month the roots should be lifted ; it is best

done by raising the roots with a fork having four or

five points, sufficiently to sever the fibres ; by doing

this the foliage will begin to flag, in consequence

of loss of nourishment, and they will not be so sus-

ceptible of frost when it comes. This is all the more
necessary after the recent heavy rains, and the con-

tinuance of an almost uninjured succulent growth.

It is invariably best to allow the foliage to decay

gradually, and not to cut it down if it can be avoided.

If, in the act of partially lifting, any part of the

tubers are exposed, some soil should be thrown

over it.

How ARE Olives Preserved ?—It is well

known that Olives are preserved in salt and water,

and that they retain much of their original colour for

lengthened periods, but some observations of M. DE
Candolle seem to demand a fuller acquaintance

with the process adopted, and which may throw
light on the remarkable results recorded by that

gentleman. More than half a century .ago there

was presented to AuGUSTE Pyramus de Can-
dolle a specimen showing foliage and fruit of

the Coffee, preserved in a bottle of salt and
water. The colour of the plant w.as but little

changed, and the fluid scarcely discoloured or

turbid after the lapse of fifty-three years, but as the

resin covering the cork was cracking, M. de Can-
dolle thought it a good opportunity to have the

liquid analysed, to see what it was that had preserved

the specimen so perfectly for so long a period. On
analysis it proved to be simply a solution of common
salt, in the proportion of about 165 to 1000 parts.

The liquid had apparently been boiled previous to

use. As salt and water have frequently been used

before, and with indifferent results, further informa-

tion is desirable.

Lawns at the Paris Exhibition.—The
success of Messrs. Carter & Co. in this department
has been m.ade the subject of complimentary remarks

in the French journals. The Rcviic Horticolc pro-

nounces their lawn to have been the best of all, and
gives the following details. The seed was sown in the

proportion of 3 hectolitres to the hectare (rather more
than 3 bushels to the acre), and consisted of Lolium

perenne sempervirens, 144 parts ; Cynosurus cristatus,

72 ; Poa nemoralis, 9 ; P. annua, 9 ; P. semper-

virens, 9 ; Avena flavescens, 9 ; Trifolium repens,

3 ; and T. minus, I part. MM. Vilmorin's lawn,

the second best, was composed of three kinds only :

—

Lolium perenne, 75 ; Poa pratensis, 10 ; Creselle

(Cynosurus cristatus), 15. This mixture was specially

contrived to produce a fine effect for a short space of

time, and w,as not suitable where durability is required.

Messrs. Webb & Co., of Stourbridge, also sowed a

plot with the following mixture :—Avena flavescens,

2| ; Cynosurus cristatus, 22i ; Festuca duriuscula, 9 ;

F. ovina, 6.^ ; Lolium perenne tenuifolium, 54

;

Poa nemoralis, 6^ ; P. sempervirens, 9 ; P. trivialis,

2^; Trifolium repens, I5| ; T. minus, 4^; Antho-

xanthum odoratum, z\,

Trop.eolumcanariense [aduncum] Seed.

— Probably seedsmen are scarcely acquainted with

any other article of their trade that varies so much in

price as does the popular annual so called. It should.

however, be noted that it is not Tropx-olum canariense

at all, but P. aduncum, the error having no doul)t

originated from it being popularly called the " Canary

Creeper " from its yellow flower. In 1876—7 the whole-

sale price was from <js. to I2j. per pound. In 1S77—

8

it went up to as much as 20^. per pound ; and this

season there is a material advance in the price over

that of last year. This Tropxolum is always in

demand, and about once in three or four years there

is a scarcity. A long, hot, dry summer will seriously

circumscribe the harvest, and the same experience

holds good in the case of the past cool, moist summer.

In all probability this is owing to the ravages snails,

slugs, &c., made among the young plants. The uses

to which this pretty Tropa;olum is put in gardens are

many, one of the most striking and effective was

witnessed at Muckross, Killarney, a few years ago,

where hedges of the Scarlet Invincible Sweet Pea,

and the Canary Creeper, intermixed, were, as also at

Culford, in Suftblk, one of the features of a place full

of horticultural interest.

Ealing, Acton, and Hanwell Horti-

cultural Society.—The first autumn exhibition

of this Society will take place in the Drill Hall,

Ealing, on Wednesday, November 20. Potatos will

be a leading feature, as in addition to handsome

special prizes offered by Mr. Peter McKinlay and

others, the Society offers many. One interesting

feature will be some special prizes for the best

dish of cooked Potatos, the tubers to be six in number

and boiled without their skins, and taken to the place

of exhibition at noon.

Zonal Pelargoniums for Autu.mn

Bloo.MING.—One of the most effective of the pink-

flowered varieties which take on such a depth of

colour in the autunrn is Pearson's Mrs. Leavers.

The flowers, which are of a deep lilac-pink in summer,

are now of a very bright glow of magenta-rose ; it is

also a free-blooming variety, and will exp.and its

flowers in a cooler atmosphere than some others. The

striped zonal New Life appears to come better in

autumn than in summer, wiien the weather is cooler,

for then the stripes appear to be most distinct, and

the pips large and bold. The great defect in this

unique variety is that the stripes and splashes of

colour which break up the red are apt to be salmon-

coloured rather than white, the white stripes being

more effective than the salmon. The old Vesuvius is

a fine autumn bloomer, and it is not to be wondered

at that it is so much grown for market work. The

best autumn bloomers are those with pips that expand

well, as some varieties cup simply, and do not open

kindly and boldly.

Kainit.—The Agricultural Gazette has re-

ceived from Mr. Clement Cadle, of Gloucester, the

following letter, which appears to be of considerable

importance, describing, as it does, what the writer

calls an important discovery as to the use of this

manure :
—" An important discovery as to the use of

this manure has been largely under my consideration

and observation, from my connection with Messrs.

John Cadle & Co., who have imported about 1500

tons since 1871. It has beenasource of much surprise

to me that its effects were so peculiar, and sometimes

so disappointing. We know the value of potash in

its form as a carbonate (wood-ashes), and I held the

general opinion that the kainit, which contains the

potash as a sulphate, ought to be a good and certain

manure. While the result of the seven years' experi-

ence has been varied and oftentimes unsatisfactory in

the early crops, we have found the Clover crop, even

two or three years later, remarkably affected after

this length of time, showing that the cause is due to

the sulphate of potash in the kainit not being imme-

diately available for plant-food. After endeavouring

for a long time to find out some explanation for this,

my attention was aroused to the subject in reading the

account given in Professor Tanner's small work on

the First Principles of Agriculture. This opened my
eyes to the singular changes which take place in the

soil in the formation of the double silicates, but when

I saw the account he gave of the formation of nitre,

then the difficulty disappeared, and I resolved upon

the following mode of using the kainit. I consulted

with Mr. Embry, one of the science masters in the

Government Science Schools at Gloucester, and as the

proposal appeared to be chemically correct, the

experiment was carried out with the more con-

fidence. A quantity of fresh horse-dung was

taken to the Science Schools and placed in

a large stone cistern, and between difl'erent

beds of manure of a few inches thick we scattered the

kainit. The smell of the dung was strong and offen-

sive, and the pupils complained of it on the day on

which it had been mixed, but in a few hours the

smell entirely disappeared. On the following day

and subsequently no smell was observed, and when

Mr. E.MBRY tested the manure chemically three

months after he found a mutual exchange had been

effected, and instead of sulphate of potash and car-

bonate of ammonia evolved from decomposed manure,

we had carbonate of potash and sulphate of ammonia.

It is unnecessary for me to say that the value of both

of these bodies is considerably greater than that of

kainit, and that both of these have a certain and

prompt action. We think it right to make known

these facts to our brother farmers, and as soon as I

have completed some further experiments bearing

upon similar modes of using the kainit I shall gladly

make them public. One of the first lessons we draw

from this work is, that kainit used upon and mixed

in a dungheap will not only prevent a loss of ammonia

as carbonate of ammonia, and which loss is con-

tinually going on, but cause the formation of two of

the most valuable manurial substances we have, and

that in a few years a manure heap turned up to fer-

ment without an admixture of kainit will not be of

half the value as when that substance is used. I shall

be glad to hear of any one else's experience in this

direction, and would especially recommend my agri-

cultural friends to read the account of the formation

of nitre beds in Professor Tanner's little book on the

First Principles of Agriculture, and they will see the

importance of more attention to their manure heaps."

Philodendron tertusum.—Several writers

have given their explanations of the origin of the singu-

lar holes in the leaves of Philodendron pertusum. The

last we have seen is by Fr. Schwarz, in the Sitzuugs-

bcriclUe of the Academy of Sciences of Vienna. He
states that they originate throvtgh the dying off of the

tissue without any visible mechanical agency. It takes

place before the cells of the tissue have become

dift'erentiated, and it takes place regularly in the bud

when the leaf is about 8 millimetres long.

. Funkia grandiflora.—Decidedly this is

one of the noblest herbaceous plants we have. Its

fine foliage, of a light green colour, and its erect spikes,

of large white trumpet-shaped exquisitely scented

flowers, furnish ample justification for our eulogy. Our

illustration (fig. 105, p. 629), made from an imperfect

specimen, may serve to enable our readers to recog-

nise the plant, but once seen it is not likely to be for-

gotten. We find it quite hardy and not particular as

to soil, but unfortunately the snails and slugs are

exceedingly enamoured of this, as, indeed, of the

other Funkias. The plant is a native of Japan.

There are several other Funkias in cultivation, such

as F. lancifolia, ovata, Sieboldii, subcordata, &c., for

a full account of which, with their distinctive charac-

teristics, we refer to Mr. Baker's papers in our

volume for iS6S, p. 763, 1015, 1040.

Proliferous Pine-api'LE.—Mr. Hunter,

of Lambton Castle Gardens, has sent us an extraor-

dinary specimen received by him from Mr. Dale,

gardener to Viscount Boyne, Brancepeth Castle,

Durham, in which the crown instead of con-

sisting of one single terminal leafy shoot as usual,

consists of a ring of shoots nine or ten in nunber,

some free, others combined and fasciated. So lar the

appearance is like that of the "gills" of some Pine-

apples, but in this case the "gills" are at the top of

tire primary fruit, and each one of the secondary

shoots moreover is a flowering shoot bearing well

developed though immature fruit ; so that here we

have the original fruit some 5 inches in diameter, sur-

mounted by ten or a dozen smaller ones. It would

have been better had this superabundant energy been

concentrated in the original fruit.

Croton Williamsi.—This is one of the

newer kinds, remarkable for the variety in the dimen-

sions and coloration of the leaf. Mr. Williams

lately sent us some leaves of this variety superbly

coloured, the colour ranging from deep port-wine

red, through pink to clear yellow. In the case of

the lighter coloured leaves the ground colour, pink or
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yellow, a,s the case might be, was more or less mottled

with giecii. The general outline of the leaf was much
the same in all cases, viz., oblanceolate, acuminate,

tapering at the base into the stalk, which was about

une-twelfth the length of the blade, stained red in the

centre, but whitish or greenish at both ends.

Orchids in Flower. — The following

Orchids are now, in flower at Messrs. James Veitch
i.\: Sons', Royal Exotic Nursery, Chelsea ;

—

Angrsecum bilobum
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preference to such as Strawberries had been grown
on. During the winter we gave a dressing of gas-

lime, or the water from the gasworks, and at sowing
time drew the drills deep, and filled them with wood
ashes on which to sow the seed, which had previously

been well riibl)ed out with sulphur. This past season

circumstances prevented my getting the Carrot piece

trenched, nor would the state of the soil at the time

of sowing admit of its being so firmly trodden down
as usual, to which we attributed our partial failure

;

but on seeing in your pages the experience of

Mr. Fish and others, it rather makes me sceptical of

the infallibility of my former procedure. This

I do know, that in several gardens where the

Carrot crop was anything but a certain one such

a procedure has been atlendeil with success. The
seed this season with us came up well, and looked
well till the young plants were a few inches high,

when they showed symptoms of grub by flagging,

when we had some soot steeped in water and
run up the rows. They apparently recovered,

but on taking them up, the roots are small and not

clean. The Cauliflower crop with us has been all

that could be desired—in fact, we have the best

Veilch's Autumn Giant it has ever been my good
fortune to produce. I may say that all the Brassica

tribe with us arc pricked out as soon as fit to handle,

as Mr. Coleman relates and advises in your issue of

November 2. J. B. S.

A Large Marrow.—On October 2S I cut a

Marrow which measured 40^ inches in circumference

and 24 inches in length, and weighed 43^ lb. It was
grown on the same plant that I cut the one which
weighed 45 lb. on September 4, and of which I sent

you a note. IVm. Dnff^ Gt\^ Fairfield^ Lancaster.

Eucalyptus globulus,—Whilst the hardiness of

this tree and its aptitude for an English climate is

being discussed it may be interesting to many to

know that Messrs. Spenceley & Son, florists, of New
Brompton, Kent, have a tree in their ground that has

stood out four winters. It is about 14 feet 6 inches

high, and looks the picture of health. Messrs.

Spenceley's nurseries are in an elevated and exposed
situation, the soil is about 3 feet deep, and then comes
the chalk, so that the ground may be considered

poor. Any one who has passed a winter here will

readily testify that this is a bleak place, and anything

but a second Ventnor. It is possible that the excel-

lent drainage afforded by the chalk may render the

tree less sappy, and better able to stand the effects of
frost. J. H. M.

Strawberries.— I send you a small sample of the

Strawberries we are gathering at present. The
variety is Underhill's Sir Harry. I have gathered a

large dish for a dinner-party to-night, which I need
not say are fully appreciated at this season. The
plants are still bearing vigorously, but the fruit will

not be so large after this date. W, Ilinds, Ottcrspool

Gardens^ November 7.

Colouring of Grapes.— It may interest some
readers to learn that a bunch of Madresfield Court
Cirapes grown on a Vine trained against a west w'all

coloured nearly as black as is the usual ripe colour of

this fine Grape under glass. The bunch was nearly

close to the ground, and was the first fruit produced
by a young Vine. Of course they were not ripe, but

were not bad eating, nevertheless. I think this fact

may have interest for those who are engaged in Grape
culture in the open air for wine making, for although

the fruit was not ripe the flavour was brisk, and the

colouring matter contained in the skins would have
proved invaluable. I shall shift this Vine and some
others to a south wall next year, and perhaps, should

it then fruit, may see that in addition to the improved
colour it may fairly well ripen also. Madresfield

Court Grape throws some richly-coloured foliage in

the open air, but I notice that young Vines of it,

Frankenthal, and others keep their foliage green for a

long time. No doubt as screen plants Vines are as

valuable as any other deciduous climbers. A. D.

Yew Poison.—A correspondent in the Gardeners'

Chronicle of the 9th draws attention to the fact of a

donkey having been poisoned by eating Yew foliage :

such cases are far from unusual. A gentleman, resid-

ing at Liss, lost two valuable horses a few weeks ago

in a like manner. They had been standing under a

Yew tree whilst the carts were being loaded, and the

carters, busy at their work, had not noticed that the

horses were eating the branches, or if they observed

it were ignorant of its injurious properties, for they

were allowed to crop their fill. One horse fell dead
as it entered the field in which the master stood

directing his men, and when they \vere trying to dis-

engage him from the harness, the second horse also

staggered, nearly falling on his driver. Both animals

were opened, and fresh Yew leaves were discovered

in their stomachs. It seems singular that so many
country gentlemen, as well as their workmen, should

be unacquainted with the dangerous qualities of this

old English tree, for I believe it has from time imme-
morial been regarded as very poisonous to animals,

though Gerard states that he was wont when a school-

boy to eat the fruit with impunity ; but then he never

swallowed the seeds, and the poisonous principle

lurks in them, not in the pulp. All the old Greek
writers mention the Yew as poisonous. Galen, Pliny,

and Dioscorides, also attribute noxious effects to it.

One ancient writer asserts that it had a pernicious

effect on persons who slept under its shade,

and Caesar relates that Catibulus, king of the Eburones,

killed himself by drinking the juice of the Yew,
but we have not to deal at present with its

effects on the head of the animal creation— man :

we must go to the inferior creatures—horses, asses,

and oxen, all of whom suffer if they venture to browse

on the leaves. " Sheep and goats can eat them," I

am told in one of my botanical books, ** without

suflering any evil consequences," but a lady who dined

here a few days since said that she had lost several

sheep some years ago throughtheireatingsomehalfdead
loppings. Deer, too, havedied from the same cause, and
branches thrown into a pond will stupefy the fish to such

a degree that they can be taken out of the water with

the hand. Some of our English Yew trees live to a

great age, and attain an enormous size. We have
one very fine specimen in Liss churchyard, but it is

a mere baby Yew tree compared to one I visited last

Friday at Selborne—Gilbert White's famed tree, which
is in a wonderful state of preservation, and throws its

venerable shade on the old church, which has lately

been entirely restored. Some writers conjecture that

the Yew tree is called Taxus because taxica was a

common appellation with the ancients for all kinds of

poisons, and others are of opinion that arrows were
in days of yore steeped in its juice, but it is very

certain that it furnished one engine of warfare in the

time of Edward IV., and that was the bow, for there

were certain laws made respecting it by that king,

directing that every Englishman should have a Yew-
wood bough of his own height. Mrs, Alfred IVatney.

Grapes at Charleville Forest, Tullamore.

—

Roberts and Charleville are familiar names to many
readers of the Gardeners' Chronicle and other horti-

cultural papers in connection with the production of

Grapes of first-class quality, as evinced time after

time at the metropolitan .ind provincial fruit shows,

not only in the Sister Isle, but occasionally in England,

and at which shows Mr. Roberts' productions in-

variably not only took first honours, but report says

formed the centre element of attraction. No wonder
then that the writer, like many other gardeners

aspiring to fame in Grape culture, should be found

making a pilgrimage to Tullamore. On my way from

the railway station to the gardens I passed through a

portion of a beautifully wooded park—the soil of

which was a nice yellow loam, but of light texture.

Having found Mr. Roberts, who is, notwithtanding

his many great achievements in Grape culture {as

amply demonstrated in many an exhibition tent), a

very unassuming and gentlemanly man, I was

received by him very courteously and kindly. The
whole of the extensive gardens at Charleville, through

which Mr. Roberts kindly conducted me, are

thoroughly in character with the established reputa-

tion of the place. However, as I may have some-

thing to say of the place in general later on, with

your permission I will therefore confine my remarks

to the vineries, and very briefly tell your readers what

I saw there—admitting that I was fully prepared to

see unusually large bunches of Grapes, fine in berry

and highly finished, and I was not disappointed ; but

I was not prepared to see a bunch of Grapes—a Gros
Guillaume—measuring 2 feet 4 inches across the

shoulders, and 2 feet 6 inches long, the weight of

which Mr. Roberts estimated at 25 lb., truly a fine

bunch in every respect, symmetrical in appearance,

with good and even-sized berries, and at the time

of my visit (end of September) fairly well coloured

—

well coloured for such an enormously big bunch.

The Vine upon which this bunch was growing, Mr.
Roberts informed me, was five years old, but of great

thickness for that age, and this year, like most of the

other varieties of Vines grown at Charleville, it has

made very fine growth ; the shoots, in point of size,

resembling good-sized walking-sticks, the foliage

being correspondingly large and of a leathery feel,

and the foot-stalks of the leaves being proportionally

strong. The above must not in any way be con-

sidered (in point of size) an isolated bunch, inasmuch
as there were many other bunches which for size and
variety would compare favourably with it. The
Muscat of Alexandria {similar to those which carried

away the '* Veitch Memorial Prize" in Dublin in

August last, and which was noticed in the Gardeners'

Chronicle at the time) were in themselves well worth
crossing St. George's Channel to see. They were

large in bunch, and fine and regular in berry, and
well ripened, being of a fine amber colour. The
Black Prince was also very fine, large in bunch and
berry, and highly coloured, reminding me very forcibly

of those shown at the London shows at one time by

the late lamented Mr. William Hill, of Keele Hall ;

Trebbiano, Syrian, Black Alicante, Black Hamburgh
{of which I was too late to see the best), &c., were

equally well done. Mr. Roberts, like the majority of

growers, does not speak very highly of Golden

Champion and the Duke of Buccleuch. I saw a very

good example of the Golden Queen (Pearson's) grow-

ing in a pot, and carrying five or six bunches, good

in berry and fairly good sized bunches, and very

compact and well finished. Most of Mr. Roberts'

Vines are planted in the outside border, and, if I

remember rightly, they are brought into the house

under the wall plate, and grown on the short-rod

system. H. IV. Jfard.

International Potato.—I scarcely know whether

Mr. Douglas is angr)' with me for not having said

anything about the flavour of this Potato, or because

I have said something in its favour. I have never

said the Potato was of first-class quality, but I have

said, and do say, that it is of fair average quality ;

whilst those who like a softish Potato—that is, not

mealy or rough in the mouth, but smooth, dry, and
pleasant—get it in the flesh of International. I claim

for this Potato that it is at once one of the handsomest

and largest cropping kidneys in commerce, equalled

only in the latter respect by Magnum Bonum, which

it beats by being very much earlier, and therefore can

be cleared offlong before the other is ripe. If it is not

absolutely first-class in table quality on some soils it

does not follow that it may not be so elsewhere, and

this is found to be the case where it is grown in light

poorish soils under ordinary culture, where it produces

a splendid crop of superb table tubers. Those who
have grown International hitherto have grown it to

produce large samples, and therefore have in this way
l>romoted coarseness of quality. It is to this very

luxuriant mode of cultivating Potatos now that we
owe the cry about lack of quality. The anxiety to

get big tubers leads to gross cultivation, the result

of which is lack of refinement in the flesh of

the tubers, and, of course, lack of flavour.

Probably next to ourselves the largest growers of In-

ternational during the past year was Mr. Clarke, of

Christchurch, the raiser of Magnum Bonum, who
found it, he tells me, to be a splendid cropper, whilst

thequaUty, as grown in a light peaty loam, is excellent.

This testimony is of more value than is the opinion of

one who admits that he has not grown it. There is

no use in fighting over again the battle as to the rela-

tive quality of the newer sorts of Potatos as com-

pared with old ones. No doubt most of us in our

youthful days found everything, from ruby lips to

Potatos, sweeter and more piquant than we do now that

we are getting old and faded. It is not we that have

lost our natural palates and found depraved ones

—

oh, no, not a bit of it. We have not changed with

years, but things have. Fruits are not what they

were ; flowers do not smell as sweet ; Potatos have

none of the flavour they possessed in our boyish days ;

the world and all things in it are going to the deuce ;

and when we are gone it won't be worth living in.

This is always the story of crabbed age. A. D.

Rapid Growth of Calamus adspersus.—In

the large plant-stove here we have a fine specimen of

this Palm upwards of 30 feet high, the growth of

which during the last eighteen months has been

remarkable. The plant in question was removed to

the house it now occupies when it was 12 feet high,

and since its removal it has grown 18 feet, and is now
showing flower. Have any of your numerous corre-

spondents succeeded in flowering this Palm ? I may
add that after its removal it was put into a large tub

and liberally supplied with water and occasional doses

of liquid-manure. J. C. Leslie^ Gr., Bolton Hall,

Clithcroe.

An Enemy of the Rose.— I have been bothered

very much in the cultivation of my Tea Roses this

summer with a little thrips-like insect, which, on look-

ing at through a microscope, I found to have wings,

but of which I can find no description in books on

Rose culture. Anyhow it is a troublesome little pest.

I can get my Roses to grow fast enough with it even

in the heat of the summer, but after the first blooms

are over they commence work by getting between the

petals, and before the bloom is open it is utterly

spoiled. I have gone over my plants and taken off

all the worst infested blooms and buds, yet before the

next lot could open they were as bad or worse. I

have used paraftin oil, but to no purpose. I have

found that isolated plants sometimes escape it, and

that the Teas are the worst infested with it. I was

able to compete and hold my own at a show in the

neighbourhood before this pest made its appearance.

It seems to me that the hot weather brings it on,

because I had plenty of good Teas until about July 10.

I have read with interest Mr. Prior's remarks on

Roses. He says that Teas do best or require a cool

and partially shaded position ; now that is just what

mine have, but I believe the Tea Rose will grow in a

hot position and do best there, providing they have a
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good depth of soil to grow in. C. Rajill, The Gar-

dens, Tredegar Park, iVru'port, Monmouthshire,

Violets.— I quite agree with what Mr. Insh has
said at p. 600, with reference to the production of

Violets in autumn, spring, and winter. We have
quantities out-of-doors, and have a nice lot in a frame

and pots. In June we planted a north border of the

enclosed variety, the name of which I should be

glad to learn. The plants were kept well watered in

dry weather, and grew remarkably well. In the first

week in September a frame was provided for them,

where they were planted as closely to the glass as

possible, and were kept cJose and shaded for a few
days until they had taken root, when the lights

were taken ofl" in mild and showery weather. We
began to gather from these plants the last week in

September, and have been gathering daily ever since.

I have every reason to think we shall have plenty to

keep us going all through the winter and spring

months. Tho^e in pots were potted at the same time as

the above were planted, and kept in a close frame

until they began to flower. We find them very use-

ful for the conservatory now. We are gathering

quantities of the Neapolitan variety, but I think the

enclosed is superior to that variety, being much larger

with us. G. iMcrritt, Klmpton Hoo Gardens, Nov. 1 2.

[Perhaps Marie Louise. Ens.]

The Grape Tomato.—Mr. Davidson, gr. to Mrs.

]\Iarson, of Highfield Park, Winchfield, has succeeded

in effecting a most valuable cross between Tomato
Ilathaway's Excelsior and T. Red Currant, which for

productiveness rivalsany Ihave ever seen, and for beauty

cannot be matched. The fruit is borne in bunches

—

Grape form, which average g inches in length, with from

sixteen to eighteen fruit on a bunch, the berries ranging

from I to* 2 inches in diameter, and of a bright red

colour. It also appears to be of most robust consti-

tution, for whilst its seed parent, Excelsior, growing
on a west wall, and under precisely the same con-

ditions, succumbed to the Tomato disease a month
ago, it is still (November 9) in full fruit with foliage

as green as ever. The Red Currant Tomato is also

still in full fruit, and has escaped the disease ; thus

showing that the new seedling inherits its robust

constitution from Red Currant, and the size of

lierries and flavour from Excelsior, Mr. Davidson
has several other good hybrids from the same parents,

one very similar to that just described, only that the

bunches do not average more than 6 inches in length,

and another with bunches slightly longer but with

smaller berries ; and although these are both good,

the first described is so much superior that he has

determined to retain that only. He has appropriately

given to it the name of " Grape " Tomato. IV. W,

Salvia patens shedding its Buds.—I have

always attributed the premature shedding of buds of

the Salvia patens to great heat and drought, but it is

probable that it withstands the strong summer heat

badly, whilst it thrives gloriously in the cool autumn.
It is a grand plant in the North all through the

summer, where our summer heats are not common.
Moisture to the roots can be given, but the excessive

heat of the atmosphere can hardly be reduced here.

A. D.

Protecting Aloysia citriodora.— In the east

front of the conservatory and west end of the Italian

garden, and on either side the steps descending thereto

from the terrace at Frognall, Foots Cray, the residence

of Earl Sydney, in Kent, were growing some eight

years ago, and I dare say are still, two fine specimens
of the above much esteemed and agreeably-scented

shrub, and which on the approach of winter were pro-

tected in the following manner. The shoots being

lied into shape, coal ashes to the depth of 6 inches

were placed on the soil immediately over the roots,

then a few Hazel sticks sufficient in number,
and of proportionate strength for the purpose,

were stuck in the ground at about 9 inches apart, and
the space (about 4 inches when closely packed) between
the sticks and the plant filled with dry Bracken, the

former drawn together and tied neatly and securely at

thetop, after the fashion of a nurseryman 'splant basket,

after which the whole was trimmed neatly round ;

thus when finished presenting the appearance of

two huge cones. In this way Mr. Thomas Marsh,
Lord Sydney's able gardener, made his ** Lemon
plants," as they are commonly called, perfectly

secure, let the winter be ever so severe. They
were uncovered again in the following March or

April,according to the state of the weather. H, IV. W.

Packing Flowers.—I find no better way of send-
ing flowers to any distance than packing them in

shallow boxes 3 or 4 inches deep, by about 20 inches
long and 15 broad or so. The flowers should be laid

in-and-in with leaves, ferns, and mosses, which in

decoration will be of as great value as the flowers.

For example, in the bottom of one box nearly filled to

the top may be put variegated Periwinkle, and bunches
of Pelargonium, Heliotrope, iSic, may be stuck over

this layer with ease ; around the flowers on the top

may be put Adiantum Fern and Selaginella, or any
other soft leaves. Again, fill another box with Acacia
Riceana, stud this bed of elasticity with, say, Roses ;

bundles of Violets, bunches of Lily of the Valley;

Epacris, and Heaths may be put on the top around.

Very soft and tender flowers, such as Eucharis, white

Camellias, and some Orchids, and others may be put

in the same boxes, but with the greater care of a sheet

of cotton-wool put below and above. The principle

in this mode of packing is this, that you make a bed

of green on which to carry the flowers, and if care-

Fig. 106.—cut ;

fully bunched together previously they ride wonder-

fully well to their destination. From two to four

boxes may be corded together, and in this way they

arc less liable to rough usage on the rail. Where
smaller quantities of flowers are wanted the same
principle holds good with smaller boxes, and you have

the advantage of cheapness as compared with the

more elaborate mode of a large box with trays,

&:c., for the rough sawn wood answers perfectly.

Cleanliness and as little handling as possible must
be the objects aimed at ; while in wmter flowers

may be cut in the morning and sent by day
train in the summer they must be cut in the evening

107.—:

Trays in position Space for Salads, &c

and sent during night by the last train. Buttonhole
bouquets carry well put into tissue-paper and care-

fully and neatly twisted at each end. Of course, in

using a word such as *' put " and " carefully " more
is meant than one can express here, and it all

depends on the way these flowers are in reality

put in these boxes and handled. Send flowers as you
may there will of necessity always be a good few of

them damaged, rendered useless on arrival on account
of bad usage on rail, or from being sent to the station

in a non-spring cart ; or, as is the case often, too

much fingering on packing, and the flowers too much
advanced when cut. Roses should only be half opened
when cut, and so with other flowers—select those most
firm, budding, opening. Tin boxes may be used in

summer. What I ha^'e used in this way are old

powder-boxes, which are bought at a cheap rate.

One side is cut open with a preserved meat-tin knife

three parts round, leaving one side as a hinge, and

with the lid is in reality one piece. After the

Violets, Roses, or other flowers are put in the lid is

simply fastened down at one corner with a flat bit of

stick. One of these boxes filled with Violets mixed
with their own leaves will tra\el from one end of

England to the other of Scotland if rolled in strong

brown paper, so that powder-boxes may be put to a
peaceable use after they arc emptied of their unpeace-
able contents. Chevalier.

I send a pattern of a tray (fig. 106) and an end
section ofabox (fig. 107) that I have used for several years
for sending flowers by rail, and which has always given
great satisfaction. The tray consists of a piece of deal

or other wood half an inch thick, on one side of which
is placed a covering of thick flannel or felt, drilled

with holes through the flannel and wood, and laced
with elastic. The rows of elastic binders are about

3 inches apart, but I have some trays in which a
greater width is given to suit larger flowers. I always
damp the flannel well before putting the stalks of
flowers under the elastic. As when so held in

position they never move, I find that flowers stand
the rough usage at railway stations much better than
those packed in any other way ; and I have sent

some regularly for a distance of 600 miles, which
always arrived in first-class condition. The dimen-
sions of a box for two trays ore :—Length, 28 inches ;

width, 18 inches ; depth, 12 inches. Ssmall hooks are

attached to the trays to keep them from moving. Mac.

Potatos : The Blue Fluke.—In answer to

F. Douglas, in the last week's Gardeners' Chroniele^
respecting a Potato suitable for ordinary field culture,

I know that of all the varieties of Potatos I grow,
which are not a few, for flavour I prefer the Blue
Fluke. I have been an exhibitor at the International
Potato shows since their commencement, and
although in my success I have had little to boast
of, I have had an eye to the improvements in

shape, size, and other reported good qualities. But
for the use of the family, after the garden stock
is exhausted, and also for my own use for winter,
there is no Potato I would prefer to the Round
Blue or Blue Fluke, the latter the most improved type
of Blue. It is quite a ball of flour in such a season
as this ; being of a pure white, with fine flavour, a
heavy cropper, and generally pretty free from disease,

and in every way quite suitable for the field, but it is

all the better for having about 3 feet of a ridge. A*.

Fanjuhar, Fyvic Castle, Fyvie, Nov. II. .

Bulstrode Park.—I have read with pleased
interest the notes upon the Bulstrode estate at p. 5S7,
but I would submit, subject to correction, that the
legend of the origin of the title of the estate given by
" H. M." is not identical with that handed down in

the locality by oral tradition. I am not going to

assert that tradition in any shape exacts belief; it may
be as lying a jade as rumour, but no doubt all tra-

ditional stories and legends have in them an element
of truth, although that original truth may have become
in time strangely perverted. The story current at

Gerrard's Cross at the time of my residence there,

more than twenty years since, was that when the

troops sent to attack Bulstrode were encamped on the

high-land opposite to the house the defenders gathered
together at night a large number of bulls, and tying
lighted torches to their tails drove them, maddened
with fright and pain, into the enemy's camp, and in

this novel way put the attackers to the rout. I will

not say that it oftered the slightest verification of the

story, but it at least shows what was the nature of the

local tradition when I remark, that in times gone
by, on the sign of the " Bull Inn," adjacent to the

park, was depicted a bull raving and rampant, with
his tail in the air, bearing no indistinct resemblance
to that celebrated model of the British lion when
defiant that used to adorn the portals of Northumber-
land House. There is room for a slight correc-

tion in the statement that *'the park does
not contain a single level acre," When I

resided at Gerrard's Cross I used often to play
at cricket in the park, which was, thanks to the

liberality of the Duke of Somerset, always open freely

and at all times. There was a capital pla)'ground of
several acres just below the " Bull Inn," and close by
also was the enclosed space which was supposed to

have formed the entrenched camp of the besiegers.

In my time the earthworks surrounding this plateau
formed the home of myriads of rabbits, and looking at

the singular fecundity that characterises these active

denizens of earth, no doubt their posterity are as

abundant at this day. Between the Gerrard's Cross
entrance to the park and the house ran a beautiful

verdant valley finely timbered, and from this entrance
to the Hedgerly Lodge at the farther end of the valley,

about a mile distant, was a favourite drive and walk
of the neighbouring residents. Gerrard's Cross lies

high, and is reached by a pleasant drive of about

4^ miles from Uxbridge, or by a very nice and varied

journey of about 5 miles from Slough, passing by
Roke Court, Wrexham, and Fulmer, a charming
little village that twenty years since might have been
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mistaken for Goldsmith's "sweet Aubuin." In the

reverse direction tlic road from Gcrrard's Cross leads

through the Chalfonts, in one of whieh is still shown

a some time residence of John iMilton, and thence on

to Amersham, where prominent lies the fine estate of

the Drakes, Shardeloes, where still dwells that

veteran gardener, Mr. Bailey. The high road which

passes over t;errard's Cross Common from London
and Uxbridgc passes within a few miles through

Beaconsfield, a small place with a big and now
historic name, and thence through Wycombe to Ox-

ford, and beyond. Jaded tourists might find some

new sensation if they would take to the highways of

their native land and explore its many beauties. A. D.

Paraffin as an Insecticide.— I wish to add my
testimony to the many that have already appeared in

your pages as to themerits of paraffin in the destruction

of mealy-bug. I had a quantity of Gardenias badly

infected with this worst of all parasites. After read-

ing Mr. Knight's note I treated them to dose No. i,

which proved very unsatisfactory, the bug next day

being as lively as ever ; -dose No. 2 was equally un-

satisfactory. It then occurred to me that the oil might

be at fault, so I obtained a fresh supply, and asked to

have the best. I then gave them doses' 3 and 4,

whieh has quite cleared the plants, without the

slightest injury to the foliage, so that any who may
have tried the remedy without success I would advise

them to change the oil. ]V. IV.

Liverpool and Kingston Chrysanthemum
Shows.— I read with much interest the announce-

ment of the date of the Liverpool Chrysanthemum
Show, and at once applied for a schedule, with which

I must confess I was somewhat disappointed. The
sjjecial prizes of five, three, and two guineas are not

offered for incurved blooms, as stated at p. 567 (and

also some months ago when the scheme was first set

on foot), but for twenty-four cut blooms of large

flowered Chrysanthemums. Besides, competitors in

this class (A) cannot compete for the other prizes

oft'ered in the schedule. There are only three other

classes for cut blooms, viz., for eighteen, twelve and

six large flowered vars. respectively, the prize money
amounting to ^4 19.V., and ,^17 iSj. for Chrysanthe-

mum plants in pots. This certainly does not say much
for Liverpool, and especially as this is its sixteenth

annual exhibition. Let us contrast this with our

neighbouring society at Kingston, which holds its

second annual exhibition on the 21st and 22d.

Here we find £21 loj. offered for Chrysanthe-

mums in pots ;
;^I5 4.1., and two silver cups,

each valued at £% for cut blooms—apart from

what is offered for cottagers. The above amounts

are offered in classes for Japanese, reflexed, incurved,

Anemone-flowered and Pompon varieties, while at

Liverpool the prizes are offered for large flowered and

Pompons only. It is also worthy of remark, that at

Kingston any competitor may compete in as many
classes as he thinks proper to enter in—a liberal

condition in the schedule that I hope may induce

some of the Northern growers to pay a visit to King-

ston. I wish to ask, with reference to the Liverpool

show, whether we are to understand that the an-

nouncement in these pages is correct respecting the

twenty-four cut blooms, or whether the schedule is to

be taken as right ? If the latter is correct, I suppose

we may expect to see or hear of Japanese, incurved,

reflexed, and Anemone Chrysanthemums (large

varieties), all in harmony, in the various stands for

competition, as I presume they will all be admissible

according to the discretion of the competitors. Will

they not ? I don't see anything in the schedule to

the contrary. J. Ollcrhcad, Wimbledon Home, S. IV.

[Will the Secretary of the Liverpool please decide

this question ? Eds.]

Scarcity of Berries in Yorkshire.—At p. 597
I noticed a paragraph stating that Haws are plentiful,

and that the birds have a good stock of food in store

for a hard winter. Vour correspondent does not say

where this great supply of birds' food grows [a

southern county]. It is not in this part of Yorkshire,

for we have neither Haws, Holly berries, nor Mountain

Ash berries, so that the birds ha\'e a sorry time to look

forward to if we should have a hard winter. Apples

and Pears had to be gathered long before they were

ripe on account of the birds being so ravenous through

the month of September and early part of October.

Our Pears on the walls were all netted, otherwise

they would all have been spoiled. In September

they usually feed on the White Beam tree berries ;

this year we have none in the country. Then come
the Mountain Ash berries, next Haws ; the Holly

berries are left to the last. In mild winters here, and if

other food be plentiful, the latter are never eaten, which

shows that they are not fond of them, but eat them
because they cannot get anything else. This morn-

ing in our village—Snape—many of the cottagers have

had to cut their w.ay out of the houses, the fall of

snow was so great and sudden, with a very high wind,

50 that the roads and doorways were blocked up in

many places. I carefully measured the depth of the

snow in the open in sever.al places .ind found it to

be 9 inches deep ; this, with 9 of frost at some time

in the night, has put the birds on their mettle this

morning. Some are rushing there, and some there,

in search of food, and find none ; others are sitting

in the Holly bushes in despair, as if waiting until the

berries grow. While I am writing the snow is going

away fast. ]ViUia:ii Culvei-i'cll, Tluv-pc Permi',

November 12.

Barbarossa and Black Alicante Grapes.—In

looking through the beautiful and extensive gardens at

Moore Abbey, the seat of the Marquis of Urogheda,

in the county of Kildare, Ireland, a short time ago, I

noticed some fine examples of the above. Truly

noble-looking Grapes they were, growing on young

Vines planted some two or three years since in some
new vineries adjoining the new range ; the bunches

large and compact, the berries fine and beautifully

coloured, reminding me very much of the Grapes I

had seen the previous day at Charleville Forest. The
Vines have made unusually fine growth this season,

wood thick, short-jointed, and beautifully ripened,

and showing very prominently some very plump eyes,

some of which (I should not in the least be surprised

to hear it) may perhaps produce some sensational

bunches next year. Fruit and plants are done equally

well by Mr. P. Wadd, the head gardener ; some of

the latter (Crotons) are the largest and finest I ever

saw, of which more anon. //. IV. W.

Jfaitigii Corrfspii^eiitc.

KlEFF : Hedges in Kiissia.—Among those things

which people here have no idea of as yet, either in

town or country, the use and cultivation of a hedge

deserve particular mention. In England a good

deal has been written against the dense and innumer-

,able hedgerows that occupy so much space, and per-

haps the objections raised against them may have

some foundation. But still all farmers, and garden-

ers especially, understand that hedges, if moderately

and discriminately used, are indispensable for the pro-

tection and shelter of crops against cold cutting winds,

or as fences against encroachments. Nothing, too,

can be so economical in some districts or so sightly

as a Hawthorn hedge by the roadside. Even when
we find it necessary to have a wooden paling we con-

sider it desirable to cover its nakedness by planting a

hedge of Privet or Thorn inside. But in Russia a

hedge is quite unknown, at least except in some

places, where I have introduced it myself, I have

never seen anything like it. In the country the

common fence is made of strong uprights driven

into the ground, and with AVillow or Hazel branches

plaited horizontally between them. Sometimes

these fences are formed with great pains and

even taste. They are generally very strong, but

require to be renewed every five or six years, if not

sooner, and the expense is considerable. For the

most part, however, especially round the cottages of

the peasants, who have but little money and still less

taste in such matters, they are unsightly enough.

It is true that if hedges were only to be formed of

Hawthorn and Privet, or of any other plant usually

employed in England for such a purpose, the expense

and time required would make such fences quite

impossible in such a country as this, especially in the

more southern provinces. But no country can be

more favoured with respect to suitable plants for

hedges ; at least there is one which surpasses all others

I have yet seen anywhere, that is, the common white

Acacia [Robinia]. This species grows freely in every

wood and garden all over the country. As a tree it

attains the largest size, and is remarkable for its

graceful form and the lively green of its foliage.

Its wood is exceedingly hard and pliable, and

on that account is much esteemed for every kind

of agricultural implement. No spade-handle will

last half so long, at least here where the peasants

employed in gardens are but too ready to use a spade

as they do a hatchet ; for hayrakes, too, it is un-

equalled, as the teeth almost never break. The light

carts and wooden ploughs used by the peasants are for

the most part formed of Acacia. But still it is not a

wood that is easy to work except with a saw, for it is

so hard that it will spoil the best hatchet very soon.

It is perhaps for this reason that it is but little used

in the construction of the log-houses or huts of the

peasants, for otherwise it would be much cheaper than

the Oak used for uprights, and quite as durable.

Wherever this tree grows there are always a great

many offshoots from the roots, and these in the course

of a single summer attain the length of 5 or 6 feet,

sometimes much more. It is indeed difficult to get

rid of them altogether. By the autumn these shoots

are ready for hedges, but with the second year's

growth they are still more suitable, being of

course much stronger ; and to have an cffisctive

hedge as soon as possible, or rather at once, it

is desir.able to choose such as have the stems at

least an inch in diameter and 4 feet high, about

8 or 10 inches apart, with younger plants between

them. In this way it is easy enough to have an excel-

lent hedge in the course of two or three years at most,

especially if the Acacias are planted thickly. It is

advisable to plant them in trenches at least I foot

deep any time after September, and to leave the

trenches only partially covered in so as to provide a

receptacle for water or snow. But they may also be

planted of any convenient size, either as hedges or

trees, in the spring to the very time of budding. No
plant or young tree thrives more readily ; the roots

seem to be imperishable, but the extremities of the

young shoots are rather delicate and often killed in

winter. In spring the leaves shrink with the slightest

touch of frost. But it happens that this tree is always

the last to come into leaf.

So easy is it to have a hedge here in a compara-

tively short time, and one valuable property of this

hedge is that it is so covered with terrible thorns that

neither man nor beast will venture to go through it.

When well looked after and trimmed it becomes as

pretty as it is effective, and if grown high enough

—

say 6 feet—it will produce innumerable panicles of

flowers.

The common Laburnum, called here the Yellow

Acacia, is also plentiful, and makes an excellent

hedge, but it does not grow so quickly or become so

strong as the white Acacia. It is very suitable for

sheltering early crops, but having no thorns it does not

make so good a fence as the other. But in this coun-

try people are so wedded to their old routine that it

may be a long time before hedges will be adopted

either for utility or ornament. The usual mode of

forming external enclosures here is to make a wide,

deep ditch, with a fence of branches, such as I have

described, on the top of the earth thrown up. Some-

times the earth is planted with Lycium barbarum.

When fairly established this sort of enclosure is also

effective enough, as the Lycium grows so dense as to

be quite impenetrable. This plant, however, is only

suitable for the roadside, like Brambles in England.

It ahotmds in gardens that have been long neglected,

and cannot be easily extirpated. No crops will thrive

where it is, and it seems that the only way of getting

rid of it is to cover the ground for a year or two with

plenty of manure.

To keep hedges in order, a hedge-bill of course is

of the very first importance, and that is a tool of which

no person here has the most remote idea, except per-

haps in Toola or Moscow. Some three or four years ,

,

ago I succeeded in finding after two or three days' mi

searching, the only one to be had in all Kieff. But if I
people do not understand the use of it why should they '

require it ? In this town there are plenty of hardware

shops and almost everything may be had, but with

respect to garden tools there is a good deal to be said, «;

and perhaps I may trouble you with a few notes on

the subject at another time for the benefit of garden

tool-makers in England. P. F. Kcir. [Please do so.

Eds.]

0f l00hs.
The Herefordshire Pomona, containing coloured

figures and descriptions of the most esteemed kinds

of Apples and Pears. Edited by Robert Hogg,

LL.D., &c. (Hardwicke & Bogue.) Part I, 4to,

tab. col. 6.

We have already mentioned the publication of the first

part of this important publication, but its merits and

interest are such as amply to justify a more extended

notice. Some time since the Woolhope Naturalists'

Field Club, already favour.ably distinguished for its

good worl< in promoting the knowdedge of the natural

products of Herefordshire, and particularly of its

fungi and its trees, undertook to prepare and publish

a work illustrative of the Apples and Pears for which

the county is famous. As time went on the interest

increased, and it was determined not to restrict the

scope of the work entirely to Herefordshire fruits

proper but to extend it so as to include fruits more

widely known and appreciated. To this end the Club
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secured the services of Dr. Hogg, in order to be sure

of tlie correct nomenclciture of the varieties figured.

The part before usopcns will] a very readable and interest-

ing account of the early history of the Apple and Pear,

put together with much pains and' skill by Dr. Bull,

who has availed himself for this purpose of literature,

sacred and profane, from the time of Honrer down-

wards. The legends, the folk-lore, the history are all

treated of with the same fulness and with the same

lightness of touch which characterised the author's

paper on the Mislleto. Where so much is given, and

so well, it seems ungracious to comment on the rela-

tive absence of particulars concerning what we may
call the botanical history of the Apple and Pear.

And yet the botanical history and the geographical

distribution of the wild kinds, their origin.al h.abitat,

and their subsequent dispersion, are not only interest-

ing subjects from a strictly scientific point of view,

but they are interwoven in a very curious and sug-

gestive way with the legends and the archreological

history of Indo-Germanic races. De Candollc's

Giop-aphie Botaniqiic, Karl Koch's papers, De-

caisne's Jardin Fnntic>\ would furnish the clue to

much additional matter of interest contained in less

generally accessible sources. The very singular con-

nection between the Arthurian legend of the island of

berries, and the small-fruited Armorican Pear which

has representatives in Persia and on our own south-

western coasts, was pointed out some few years since

in these columns by Dr. Phene, and forms one of the

most curious illustrations of the mutual assistance and

support which archxological and biological science

may afford one to the other, and supplies also a basis

for reasonable conjecture as to the origin of some of

the best known races of Pears.

Following this article on the history of the Apple

and Pear is one devoted to the career of the late

Thomas Andrew Knight, illustrated by the portrait

which has already appeared in these columns. The

principal points in Rlr. Knight's useful and distin-

guished career are alluded to, but little or nothing is

added to what has been published elsewhere concern-

in" the life of this eminent physiologist. This article

also is the work of the accomplished and energetic

Dr. Pull. In an appendix to this paper is given a

descriptive list of the diflerent Apples to which prizes

were awarded by the Agricultural Society of Here-

fordshire from 1797 to iSog.

The two essays we have alluded to form the preface,

as it were, to the systematic description of the Apples

and Pears, of which illustrations are given in chromo-

lithography, and by means of woodcuts. The chromo-

lithographs are admirable, among the best we have

ever seen. They are the work of M. Severeyns, of

Brussels, and for brilliancy and fidelity of colouring

leave little to be desired. The woodcuts, on the

other hand, are very coarse specimens of the art, and

rather deface an otherwise splendid book. The first

plate is devoted to the Fox-whelp Apple (see Card.

Citron. 1S76, vol. v., p. 273), the favourite cider

Apple of Herefordshire. An interesting descriptive

article is given, we presume, also from the pen of

Dr. Bull. A variety of Apples and Pears are illus-

trated in the remaining five plates. These chro-

molithographs arc so good that we trust the work

will be continued so as to supply a long-felt

want—that of a well-selected scries of figures of

the best and most useful Apples and Pears.

It would add greatly to the value of these plates

if the foliage and flowers wore represented as

well as the fruit. The power of recognising a par-

ticular variety by the flower or leaf is frequently as

important to the amateur or to the gardener as the

faculty of recognising the fruit. We trust the Wool-

hope Club will be liberally supported in this its last

enterpi-ise, for truly the plates are so excellent that

every support ought to lie given to it.

The Botany of Three Historical Records, &c.

By A. Stephen Wilson. Kdinburgh : David

Douglas.

When it is stated that the subject-matter of this

volume is devoted to Pharaoh's Dream, The Sower,

and the King's Measure, it will be seen that the book

is somewhat discursive. That it is of great interest

may be inferred from the preface, in which we find

this passage :
—" If we can find out the character of

the corn which Pharaoh's dream regarded as sym-

bolical of plenty, some comparison may be made
between ancient and modern views of the best forms

of the cereals. If we can find out what was implied

in the botanical illustrations of the parable of the

Sower, the progress of Eastern civilisation 2000 years

ago will become historically more vivid. If we can find

out what was regarded as the weight of a corn of

Wheat about the thirteenth century we may be the

better able to penetrate to the meaning of the forces

which sought to mould the commercial history of

Britain." In the " Botany of Pharaoh's Dream" the

early history of cereals in general is discussed, and the

question raised as to what was the true nature of " the

seven ears of corn upon one stalk, rank and good, and
behold seven thin ears, and blasted with the east

wind, sprang up after them, and the seven thin ears

devoured the seven rank and full ears." After men-
tioning the various explanations that have been given
of this passage the author concludes that the dre.am

01 Pharaoh " was a vision of fertile tillering—seven

thick and seven thin stalks all originating from one
stock."

The par.able of the Sower is explained by the fact

that some seeds yield better produce and more
abundant yield than others, as shown by the results

of selection as practised by Major Hallett :
—"It was

not some fields nor some good grounds which re-

turned thirty, sixty, and a hundredfold ; it was some of

the seeds, all equally thrown into a common good
ground, which gave these returns. Each seed was
an individual personation, and according to its

species, capacity of expansion, and other circum-
stances, it threw an ear of thirty grains, or any other
number up to a hundred ; the three numbers given
being merely typical of good ears under the local con-
ditions of husbandry to which the imagery of the

parable appealed."

The third essay, "The Botany of the King's Mea-
sure " starts with the proposition that the weights and
measures of England were initially derived from the

weight of thirty-two grains of Wheat. It hence becomes
important to ascertain what is the weight of thirty-

two grains of Wheat. We cannot follow the author
in his curious disquisition, nor in his elaborate weigh-
ings ol various corns of Wheat from diflerent varieties,

it must suflice to add his final remark, as follows :

—

" Thus with the assumption that the thirty-two

Wheat grains and the King's measure were equal to

thirty-two troy grains, one large section of British

metrological history becomes organic and clear."

Reports of Societies.

Meteorological: Nov. 7. — The second of a

course of six lectures on meteorology, under the

auspices of this Society, was delivered on Thursday
evening, the 7th inst., at the Institution of Civil En-
gineers, by Mr. J. K. Laughton, M.A., F.R.A.S.,
the subject being " Air Temperature, its distribution

and range." Mr. C. Greaves, President, occupied

the chair. After calling attention to the importance
of climatic knowledge the lecturer dwelt on the

fact that though all heat, as affecting climate,

emanates directly or indirectly from the sun, air

temperatures have but little relation to latitude, except

when the distances are very great. He illustrated

this by reference to isothermal and other maps,
and went on to speak in some detail of the several

causes of the disagreement between isotherms and
parallels of latitude. Locally, there is a \ery great

difference between the temperature of adjacent
localities on account of the sunny aspect or sheltered
situation of one as compared to others, as is shown in

an extreme degree by reference to such pl.accs as the
Undercliff of the Isle of Wight, but geographically a
cause of very considerable importance is the nature of
the soil. The air over sandy or sterile ground is

heated by direct contact and by radiation to a degree
far in excess of what happens to air resting on grass-
grown or verdant plains, and the heat, proceeding from
an obscure source, is unable to escape through the air

just as obscure heat rays may be caught and
accumulated in closed conservatories or in a "lass-

covered box, so that the air may be raised to a very
high temperature. Several instances are on record of
a temperature of 130° Fahr. being observed under
such circumstances. On the other hand, when the
solar heat falls on ground, whether grassy or snow-
covered, that will not easily part with it the air

may remain cool or even cold, as is found in our
everyday experience in summer of the pleasantness of
a field path as compared with a high ro.ad, and as is

shown most remarkably by the great power of the
.irect rays of the sun in the Arctic or at elevated

stations in the Alps or Himalayas whilst the snow is

lying all around, and the temperature of the air is far

below freezing point. But greater far than the
effects of differences of soil are the effects of ocean
currents, which warm the air to an almost incredible
degree. Mr. Croll has calculated that the surface-
water of the North Atl.antic, if deprived of the Gulf
stream, would be reduced to a temperature veiy far

below freezing point ; that the heat which the Gulf
Stream disperses into the superincumbent air would,
if converted into power, be equal to the united force
of some 400,000,000 of ships such as our largest iron-
clads. This heat thrown into the air is wafted by the
S.W. winds over N.W. Europe and very largely over
our own country. It is this that makes the extreme
difference between the climate on this side the
Atlantic and that on the other. That gives us green
fields and open harbours during the winter, whilst
in Labrador or Newfoundland they are buried
in snow or choked with ice. The carrying
jjower of water is so great, as compared with that
of air, that the climatic effect of wind heated by
contact with hot earth is relatively small. The
sirocco of the Mediterranean, a wind heated over the
great African desert, has often been referred to as
the "snow eater" of Switzerland. This has been
jjroyed to be a mistake. The snow-eating wind of
Switzerland is a wind from the Atlantic, warmed by
the Gulf Stream, and rendered dry and hot by the
condensation of its vapour as it passes over the
mountains. Similar winds have been observed in
many different parts of the world—in New Zealand,m Norway, in Greenland, and in North America,
where their peculiar dryness, carrying off all moisture,
renders the grass so inflammable that the smallest
accidental spark lights up a fire which may spread
over a country, and is then the cause of those immense
prairies which are a distinctive feature of North
American geography. But such winds are quite dis-
tinct from such winds as blow from the Sahara or the
stony desert of Australia, or from many other sterile
tr.acts of country ; winds which are merely the escape
of air heated to an extreme degree by contact with
the burning soil. These hot winds are for the most
part merely disagreeable, but cold winds are very
often dangerous

; in the North-west States of America
a cold wind, ushering in a violent snowstorm, caused
the de.ith of more than 300 people in January, 1S73

;

and in many other localities a cold wind, bringing in
a sudden fall of temperature through 40° or 50°, is
.always a cause of grave anxiety. Our English Black-
thorn winter in April or May is only one, and a sub-
dued, instance of the ill-effects of such cold spells.
The presence of moisture in the air by checking
radiation from the ground by night or during the
winter softens the rigour of the seasons, makes the
summers less hot, the winters less cold. It is this
that constitutes the difference between " insular" and
"continental" climates; it is the want of the
vapour screen which causes these excessive climates
such as we read of in the East, where, as near
Khiva, a summer of more than tropical fervour is

succeeded by a winter of arctic rigour ; in a very
extreme degree the climate of Astrakhan contrasts
with that of Fuegia, and yet the mean temperature of
the two IS about the same ; but in the one the seasons
are excessive, in the other the difference is but
small. The difference in the produce of the two
countries is thus very great ; in the one hardy
plants requiring great heat, but able to withstand the
cold

;
in the other plants of a more tender nature

which call flourish with a very moderate amount of
warmth ; in the one Grapes and corn ; in the other
Fuchsias and Veronicas. In studying climate, there-
fore, it is necessary to observe not only the greatest
heat and the greatest cold, but also the mean tempe-
rature. These can only be observed by means of
thermometers, for personal feelings may be the effects
of many other causes, of wind or evaporation, or state
of health, or peculiarity of constitution, and are abso-
lutely no index to the state of air temperature.
The lecturer then proceeded to speak of the differ-

ent kinds of thermometers, several of which were
exhibited, and of the several stands for sheltering
them. The Meteorological Society has decided posi-
tively in favour of the Stevenson stand, and directs its

observers to record the temperature at 9 a.m. and
9 I'.M., as well as the highest and lowest, as regis-
tered by the maximum and minimum thermometers.
He then described some novel and ingenious contriv-
ances for automatic registering, such as the "Turn-
over " of Messrs. Negretti & Zambra, and the
" Chronothermometer " of Mr. Stanley; and con-
cluded by pointing out that these instruments
were but a means to an end, and that the study of
climate was the study of Nature in one of her most
beautiful and most varied aspects.

Scottish Arboricultural ; Nov. 5.—The twenty-
fifth annu,al general meeting of the Scottish Aboricul-
tural Society was held on the 5th inst., at the Royal
Botanic Gardens, Edinburgh. There was an un-
usually large attendance of members. Professor J,
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II. Ualfour, Vice-President, occupied the chair in the

absence of the Right Hon. W. V. Adam, M.l'.,

President. Tlie Chairman, in opening the proceed-

ings, congratulated the Society on the prosperity

which had attended it during the past year. He
referred to the very interesting excursion which the

members of the Society had enjoyed during the

summer to the woods of Scone, and to the admirable

system of forest management which they had been

privileged to inspect. Passing on to refer to the Edm-
burgh Arboretum, he complained of the tardiness of

the Government in completing the arrangements for

laying out the walks, &c. Until these arrangements

were completed there was no chance of instituting a

school of lorestry here, and until the school had been

established arboriculture, he contended, would never

be properly or efficiently taught in Scotland.

On the motion of Mr. France, Penicuik, seconded

by Mr. Til'Corquodale, Scone, it was agreed that the

general meeting should in future be held on the first

Tuesday of October instead of the first Tuesday of

November. Thirty-si.\ new members were dulyelected.

Mr. George Crichton, treasurer,submitted his report for

the past year, which stated that the sinking fund had

been increased, and the Council had invested ^^276 in

a Bank of Scotland share. The capital of the Society

now amounted to £2,2'^. The general fund reached

now ^57, or an increase of £<). The report was

approved of, and Mr. Crichton was appointed a

trustee of the Society in room of Professor Balfour.

Mr. Sadler, secretary, read a letter received from Mr.

Alex. Buchan, M.A., secretary Scottish Meteoro-

logical Society, in regard to the Society's station at

Carnwath Woods. He felt regret that an accident

seven weeks ago, which still deprived him of the use

of his right arm, would prevent him laying a report

on the Carnwath observations before the Society this

year. Mr. Fotheringham, the observer, had intimated

some months ago that he would not be able to con-

tinue the observations, and the probability at present

was that they would not be resumed. In these cir-

cumstances, the best course to follow would be to

allow the matter to lie over till next year, and that the

report then should go more into detail than previous

reports, and go back on the observations from the

commencement, so as to embody a general view of

all the results to be arrived at from the observations.

On the motion of the Chairman, Mr. Buchan's

suggestion was agreed to. The report of the

Society's excursion to Scone Woods in August was

adopted, and votes of thanks were accorded to the

Earl of Mansfield and to Mr. McCorquodale for

their reception of the Society. Dr. Cleghorn gave in

the report of the judges as to the competitive essays.

The awards were as follows :

—

On the planting of deer forests with timber trees for

shelter (Silver Medal), D. F. Mackenzie, forester, Murthly

Castle. Report on the culture and management of Picea

Nordmanniana (Silver Medal), Angus D. Webster,

assistant forester, Penrhyn Castle, North Wales. The
forestry of Scotland (Gold Medal). R. Hutchison, of Car-

lowrie. (Mr. Hutchison presented the value of the medal

to the funds of the Society.) The British Elms (Gold

Medal), G. S. Boulger, London. Die Douglas Fichte

und einige andere Nadelhblzer (Honour.able Mention),

John Booth, of Flotbeck Nurseries, Hamburg. Peeling

and harvesting of native bark used in tanning (Silver

Medal), R. Ross, assistant forester, Darnaway Castle.

Report on the plantations growing on an estate (ist

Silver Medal), D. F. Mackenzie, Murthly Castle.

Report on the old and remarkable trees on the estate of

Gordon Castle (Gold Medal), James Webster, Gordon

Castle. Report on the old and remarkable trees in the

Island of Bute (1st Silver Medal), Jas. Kay, Bute Estates.

Report on the old and remarkable trees growing on the

estate of Ardkinglas, Argyleshhe (ist Silver Medal),

Thos. Wilkie, .\rdkinglas. Accounts, &c., of A. and B.

estates (Silver Medal), D. F. Mackenzie. The forests of

South .Africa, by the Rev. John Croumbie Brown, LL.D.,

recommended for publication. Collection of cones from

Kent (Gold Medal), Malcolm M'Le.an, Vinters Park,

Maidstone. Collection of cones (Gold Medal), James

Duff, wood manager, Bayham Abbey, Kent.

The following office-bearers were elected for the

ensuing year :^

President—The Right Hon. W. P. .\dam, of Blair-

adam, M.P. Vice-Presidents—Professor John Hutton

Balfour, Edinburgh ; Thomas Methven, Edinburgh ;

Robert Hutchison, of Carlowrie ; Sir George D. Clerk,

B.art., Penicuik House : and Hugh Cleghorn, M.D., of

Stravithie. Council—Messrs. William Gilchrist, Cluny

Castle ; Malcolm Dunn, the P.alace Gardens, Dalkeith
;

William Gorrie, of Rait Lodge ; James Robertson, Pan-

mure House ; .Mexander Richardson, Arniston ; John
M'Gregor, Ladywell ; C. Y. Michie, Cullen House

;

]ohn Gr.ant Tli'omson. Grantown \ Charles S. France,

Penicuik House ; D. Scott, Darnaway Castle ;
William

M'Corquodale, Scone
;
John M'Laren, Hopetoun

; John
Lamont, of Messrs. Lamont & Son, The Glen Nurseries,

Musselburgh; James Alexander, jun., of Messrs. Dick-

sons & Co. , Edinburgh ;
Johm-Vuderson, Perth. Secretary

—John Sadler, Royal Botanic Garden, Edinburgh.

Treasurer — George Crichton, Edinburgh, .\uditor

—

John Ord Mackenzie, of Dolphinton, W.S. Judges—
Dr. Cleghorn, Mr. James Robertson, Panmure House ;

Mr. Wm, Gorrie, Rait Lodge ; and Mr. Sadler, Editor

of the Transactions of the Society,

A Royal Charter for the Society.-Mr.

France, Penicuik, moved "That this general meeting

pledges itself to use all the necessary means for get-

ting a Royal charter for the Society with as much
despatch as possible, and that the whole question lie

remitted to the Council to inquire as to the mode of

procedure necessary for obtaining the charter." He
dwelt on the advantages which a Royal charter would

give the Society. It would give them an educational

status ; for, possessed of a charter, they might appoint

an examining board, and issue diplomas to competent

foresters."

Mr. R. Hutchison, of Carlowrie, seconded the

motion, and stated that their President quite approved

of the object, and believed there would be little diffi-

culty in securing what was desired.

After some discussion, the motion was agreed to

unanimously.

The Edinburgh Aruoretum. — Mr. Thomas
Methven brought under the attention of the Society

the condition of the Edinburgh Arboretum. The
Town Council had paid ^'19,000 for the Arboretum,

but the Government had done nothing to it, though

they had promised everything, and it was now allowed

to lie as a wilderness. He was quite sure that the

Town Council would be glad if this question were

opened up, and he suggested that a deputation from

the Society should wait upon the Council to urge them

to make a strong remonstrance to the Government,

who had, in connection with the Arboretum, dealt

most ungenerously with the city. They had all

anticipated that there would have been a School of

Forestry established in connection with the Arboretum.

He moved that a deputation be appointed to wait on

the Town Council, and also, if necessary, upon the

Government.
Mr. Dunn, Dalkeith Palace, seconded the motion,

and spoke of the importance of the Arboretum as an

adjunct to a School of Forestry, which he contended

should be established. It was utterly out of the

question to compare the Arboretum with the forests of

France or Germany, but he held that it would prove

of much scientific benefit to a School of Forestry.

The motion was adopted, and the deputation ap-

pointed /consisted of Sir Robert Christison, Right

Hon. W. P. Adam, M.P., Dr. Cleghorn, Messrs.

Hutchison, of Carlowrie, jMethven, Dunn, M'Corquo-

dale, France, and the Secretary (Mr. Sadler).

Papers.—Mr. C. S. France read a paper on "The
effect of the last two wet seasons on sylvan vegetation,

as shown by the decay and sickly appearance of

Spruce all over the country." The Spruce in some

measure showed the diseased condition to which he

referred where the soil was damp with an underlying

cold and retentive subsoil, combined with a want of

air and light arising from overcrowding in plantations.

An examination of the rootlets showed them to be

enervated, and in many cases entirely decayed from

the presence of fungi. These fungi had, he held,

been more than usually developed by the wet seasons

ot 1S76 and 1S77. Again, there was a w.ant of sun-

light in these years, and necessarily a want of solar

radiation, which prevented the proper elaboration of

the sap, and reduced the evaporation necessary for the

healthy development of vegetable life. All these cir-

cumstances had, he contended, produced the disease

complained of.

Mr. Sadler, Secretary, confirmed Mr. France's state-

ments in regard to one cause of the disease being the

presence of fungi. He described the appearance of

the Spruce woods in some parts of Fifeshire, Hadding-

ton, and Edinburgh, which had been attacked by the

fungi, and stated that in almost every case he had

found the soil waterlogged. Spruce growing on dry

situations were generally healthy.

Mr. M'Corquodale, Scone, said that there were

other causes for the blight on Spruce, such as late

frosts, succeeded during the day by great sun-heat,

accompanied by cutting winds.

Mr. Wilkie, Ardkinglas, said that in his neighbour-

hood the blasting of Spruce was caused by frosts at

night, succeeded by great heat. There was neither

dampness nor fungoid growth where his trees were

blighted.

Mr. Dunn, Dalkeith, said that the trees that had

been diseased in his neighbourhood were recover-

ing, and he thought their sickly condition had been

dM to the combination of damp soil, wet seasons, and

fungi.

Mr. Gordon, Luss, stated that the Spruce were per-

fectly healthy in the Loch Lomond district.

After some further discussion, a vote of thanks was

accorded to Mr. France for his paper.

Mr. M'Corquodale read a paper on "What is the

best course of study to be followed by students of

forestry in this country?" in which he advocated as

means to an end the securing of a Royal charter for

the Society, the establishment of a School of Forestry,

and of a board for the examination of foresters and

granting certificates of proficiency. As to the educa-

tion of forest pupils, they should have a liberal

English education, a fair knowledge of mathematics,

land measuring, plan' drawing, botany, geology,

entomology. Some advocated that first-class foresters

should be able to read French or German, but it was

difficult in remote districts for young men to acquire

either of these languages, and he advocated instead

the translation and publication at regular jieriods, by

a committee of the Society, of the best modern
French and German works on forestry. Every
forester should have a season or two of nursery, and
five years of practical, training under able foresters.

If a School of F^'orestry were established in connection

with the Edinburgh Arboretum, where forest science

could be studied, then it would be quite unnecessary

to send forest pupils to France and Germany for

training for the Indian forest service.

.\ number of foresters spoke in favour of the Society

issuing a curriculum of study for young foresters, and
of examining them afterwards and granting certificates

or diplomas.—Sir Robert Christison said that, from the

experience he had had of the foresters of Scotland, he

was satisfied that there was no occasion for them to go

out of the country to learn their profession.—Mr.
Dunn moved that it be remitted to the Council to

draw up a scheme for the training and education of

young foresters, with the ultimate view of granting

diplomas in forestry when the Society was in posses-

sion of a charter.—The motion was seconded by Mr,
Scott, Darnaway, and adopted.

Dr. Cleghorn said that before passing from this

subject he wished to say that he supported the sug-

gestion of a School of Forestry for the wants of

Britain itself. He had twice visited the Continental

schools, and had seen the good work done by them.

They must take care to agitate in the right direction,

and accept with thankfulness knowledge from all

quarters, just as engineers and agriculturists did. If

they got information from all quarters they could

arrange a curriculum on the best plan. He could

say that the Secretary of State for India was most
anxious to equip the youths for the Indian forest

service in the most thorough manner, and had taken

advice from all sides.

Mr. Gorrie, Rait Lodge, then submitted a paper on
" How to ascertain accurately by measurement the

annual growth of living trees." He urged that the

girth and height of trees should be carefully and
regularly taken, and observations made on the geo-

logical formation, soil, subsoil, altitude, and ex-'

posure of the plantations. By these means alone

could correct ideas of the progress of trees be formed,

and reports rendered really useful. Measurements of

girths should be made at 5 feet from the surface, un-

less where the branches were too low, when the nar-

rowest part of the trunk should be taken. He dwelt

on the importance of marking the spot where the

measurements had been taken, and of identifying the

sites of the trees so measured.

Sir Robert Christison gave some interesting details

of over fifty trees he had measured in the Botanic

Gardens and Arboretum, together with their rate of

growth, measured to the twentieth of an inch. The
best mode of marking trees was with a ring of white

oxide of zinc, which did not injure the trees, and
always remained white.

Votes of thanks were accorded to Mr. M 'Corquo-

dale and Mr. Gorrie for their communications.

Mr. Gorrie exhibited specimens of the Tree Mal-
low which he had grown in his garden at Trinity.

The fibre could be utilised for paper-making, and seeds

for cattle feeding. He was also of opinion that the

plant would give excellent shelter, and make a good
nurse for young plantations on exposed sea coasts.

He also exhibited branches of Plagianthus betulinus,

a New Zealand raalvaceous pkant, which had grown
in Scoland without protection for ten years. The
twigs were composed of a strong tough fibre, likely

to become useful for paper-making. Mr. Hutchin-

son, of Carlowrie, and Mr. M. Jackson, Perth, exhi-

hibited a large collection of photographs of remark-

able trees. Mr. W. W. Robertson, Blinkbonny,

exhibited a mass of Elm roots taken from a drain

which they had completely choked up. Mr. France
exhibited three hedge-bills, one for one year's and
two years' growth, and one for "cutting over." The
blades are perfectly straight, and made of pure steel

backed with iron. They were manufactured by Mr.
Robson, blacksmith, Penicuik. They had been used

for the past two seasons by the foresters on the
Penicuik estate, and given great satisfaction.

The Secretary read a note from Rev. J. Croumbie
Brown, in which he stated that during his late visit

to Russia he obtained a quantity of the seeds of Larix

sibirica and Pinus sylvestris. Theje he wished to

distribute, and would send some of each to any
member who forwarded to him an addressed stamped
envelope.

There were displayed in the class-room the premium
collections of cones ; a beautiful series of named
Indian woods recently presented to the museum at

the garden by the Government, and a rustic old

trunk covered with numerous specimens of named
fungi, the latter being exhibited by the Secretary.

In the evening the annual dinner took place in the

Albert Hotel—Mr. Hutchinson, of Carlowrie, chair-

man, and Mr. T. Methven and Mr. M'Corquodale,
Scone, croupiers.
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Florists' Flowers.

Chrysanthemums at the Crystal Palace.—
Amongst what may perhaps be considered as public

collections of Chrysanthemums, we have as yet seen

no finer this season than that which Mr, Thomson
has provided for the delectation of visitors to the

Crystal Palace. Mr. Thomson has grown a large

collection of these showy and indispensable November
flowers every year since the management of the horti-

cultural department of the Palace passed into his

hands, and though he has always been very successful

we are bound to admit that the floral results obtained

this year are considerably in advance of those obtained

in any previous season. The proportion of large,

well built, and brightly coloured flowers is a large one

considering the number grown, indeed we do not

remember having seen many collections of the same
size which contained so few second-rate or really poor

blooms.

Specimen plants, as such, are of little use at the

Crystal Palace, consequently the plants are grown in

such a way as to bring about the production of flowers

of the finest quality individually, these being con-

sidered more desirable than a greater number of

blooms on a plant, which must necessarily be of a

smaller size, and consequently of a less attractive

character. Before proceeding to note the leading

varieties, it may be advisable to say a word or two

on the subject of their cultivation. The number of

plants grown is about 3000 ; and their propagation

commences as early in November as cuttings can be

obtained ; but as some plants throw up suckers earlier

than others the work of striking cuttings is not com-
pleted until about February. The finest blooms are

always obtained from the plants earliest rooted,

though those struck late come in exceedingly useful

for lengthening the flowering season. From long

experience Mr. Thomson has found that he obtains

the best results from cuttings inserted singly in small

pots, which are plunged in ashes at once in a cold

frame. He submits the Chrysanthemum to no

coddling treatment, and consequently the plants

are ' never submitted to fire-heat in any stage

of their growth. In the small pots the cuttings

remain until March, when they are potted on into

4S's in a good rich compost ; and as soon as the pots

become fairly filled with roots they are transferred

at once into their flowering pots, which are not larger

than i6's, the plants in this size pot being found to

mature their buds better than when their roots have

a wider range. From the time the cuttings are put in

till their dead blooms are cut off", they arc never

pinched or stopped, but are allowed to grow at their

own free will, and invariably break into four or more
growths of their own accord, but their flower-buds are

thinned as soon as they are large enough to get at

easily.

Hitherto the greatest display has always been made
in front of the Grand Orchestra, but from various

reasons the collection has this year been split up into

groups in difierent parts of the Palace—a plan which

we think adds greatly to their enjoyment by the

visitors. Selecting for mention such varieties as are

best represented all round, w"e have notes of the grand,

pure white Empress of India ; the Golden Empress
of India, a large and finely-formed, new, primrose-

yellow flower, that should find a place in every col-

lection; Striped Queen of England, white with a

lilac stripe, not much grown, but a pretty decorative

variety ; Bronze Jardiu des Plantes, an old favourite,

seen here in grand form ; Mrs. Dixon, the exceed-

ingly pretty yellow sport from Mrs. G. Rundle

;

Cherub, a fine golden flower of the Guernsey Nugget

type, and valuable as a late bloomer ; Mrs. Hallibur-

ton, sulphur-yellow, a pretty and useful decorative

sort ; Princess of Wales, white, shaded with rose,

very good ; Pink Perfection, an incurved pink flower,

not always seen in good form, but large and fine here ;

King of Denmark, a pretty bronzy lilac flower

;

Golden Dr. Brock, pure yellow, and finely incurved ;

Golden Eagle, a grand incurved flower; Mount Etna,

fine amongst dark reds, well worth growing for its

colour as a decorative variety ; Lady Talfourd, rosy

lilac, extra good ; Lady Hardinge, rose, and of fine

form ; Princess of Teck, a peach-tinted white flower,

and one of the best of the late bloomers ; Prince of

Wales, dark violet, incurved, and of grand size

;

Barbara, a showy, incurved golden bronze-coloured

bloom ; Mottled Beverley, a very pretty little in-

curved flower ; Prince of Anemones, the finest of its

section ; Beauty of Stoke, orange on the top, and
bronze at the back of the petals ; Gluck, golden

anemone-flowered ; Alfred Salter, delicate pink, and

very large ; Abbe Passaglia, a prettily bronzed yellow,

and large incurved bloom ; Prince Alfred, rosy lilac,

represented by numerous grand flowers ; Julia La-

gravere, dark crimson, a very fine decorative variety ;

Golden Hermine, a fine yellow ; Mrs. Forsyth,

creamy white ; White Globe, very large ; Fingal, a

large rosy lilac ; and Mrs. Sharpe, a beautifully

incurved pink.

In the Japanese section the leading sorts are Fair

Maid of Guernsey, large, and very fine white ; Peter

the Great, a large and showy pale yellow flower ; the

well-known Elaine ; James Salter, lilac, large and
shRwy ; Cloth of Gold, also a fine yellow, with strap-

shaped petals ; and Gloire de Toulouse, a very

effective flower, rose with a white centre.

The Pompons are very numerous, the plants being

well flowered, and carrying an abundance of foliage.

Amongst these, the best are Mrs. Dix; Golden, Lilac,

and White Cedo NuUi ; Adele ; Stella, a good late

flowered Anemone ; Model, Mrs, Hutt, Madame
Pepin, Madame Rouslin, Florence, a pretty cherry-

red and very free-flowering sort ; Salamon, Fairy,

Mrs. Astie, one of the best yellows ; Mrs. Murray, a

large lilac flower ; General Canrobert, Model of

Perfection, Madame Marthe, Mary Lind, and Soeur

Melane, a very fine white decorative variety.
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Nov. 7.—A fine bright day. Clear. Cold. Cloudless at
night.

— 8.—Fine, but dull and very cloudy. Occasional rain.

Cold.
— 9.—A fine bright day. Cold and wintry. Overcast at

night. Lunar halo in evening.
— 'lo.—A bad stormy day. Heavy rains till 7 r. m. Fine,

cloudless after 7 r.M. Gale of wind tilt evening,
then moderated. Mild.

— II.—Generally dull, fine at intervals; occasional rain.
Shower of hail at 1.50 p.m. Cold. Cloudless
at night.

— 12.—Beautifully fine till 2 p.m. : overcast and dull arter.

Fog after 4 P.M. Hoar-frost in morning. Raw

• Barometer reading, November 10, 9 A.M., 29.328 in.;

II A.M., 29.276 ; noon. 29,222 ; 0.30 p.m., 29.182 ; 2 p.m., 29.124 ;

3 P.M., 29075; 4 P.M., 29094; 430 P.M., 29.100: 5 P.M.,

29,106 ; 5.30 P.M., 29.116 ; 6 P.M., 29. 129 : 7 P.M., 29.138; 9 P.M.,

29.166; 10, ,o P.M., 29.150, And the leadings have continued
very low up to this day (Thursday).

London : Barometer,—During the week ending
Saturday, November 9, in the vicinity of London the

reading of the barometer at the level of the sea

dereased from 30.24 inches at the beginnmg of the

week to 29.6S inches by the evening of the 4th,

increased to 29. Si inches by the morning of the sth,

decreased to 29.52 inches by the afternoon of the 6th,

increased to 29. Si inches by the evening of the 7th,

decreased to 29.40 inches by noon on the Sth, rapidly

increased to 30.21 inches by the afternoon of the 9th,

and was 30.13 inches at the end of the week. The
mean reading for the week at sea level was 29. Si

inches, being 0.02 inch below that of the preceding
week, and 0.16 inch below the average.

Temperature,—The highest temperatures of the air

observed by day varied from 46" on the 7th, to 42^°

on the 4th ; the mean for the week was 444°. The

lowest temperatures of the air observed by night
varied from 31^° both on 4th and 9th, to 35° both on
the sth and 7th ; the mean value for the week was ^^°,

The mean daily range of temperature in the week
was ii^% the greatest range in the day being \2%°

both on the Sth and 9th, and the least, gl", on
the 5th.

The mean daily temperatures of the air and the

departures from their respective averages were as

follows :—3d, 38'.2, — f.6 ;
4th, 36".S — S°.S ; 5th,

39'-8, — 5^-6 ; 6th, 39^5, — 5^6 ;
7th, 40^.2, —

4°.5 ; Sth, 3S'.7, — 5"-6; 9th, zf.-j, — 6°.2. The
mean temperature of the air for the week was 38°. 7,
being no less than 6°. 3 below the average of sixty

years' observations.

The highest readings of a thermometer with black-
ened bulb in vacuo, placed in full rays of sun, were 106"

on the 5th, and SS^° on the 7th ; on the 4th the
reading did not rise above 46°. The lowest readings

of a thermometer on grass, with its bulb exposed to

the sky, were 25^^" on the Sth, 27'' on the 7th, 27J'
on the 3d, and 28^° on the 9th. The mean of the

seven lowest readings was 28^".

IVind.—The direction of the wind was N.N.W.,
and its strength was brisk.

The weather during the week was mostly dull,

very cold and dry, and the sky was cloudy.

/(7^ prevailed on the 3d, 4th, and 7th, and a lunar
halo was seen during the evening of the 9th.

Rain fell on Friday, the Sth mst., and the amount
measured was 0,09 inch.

England : Temperature. — During the week
ending Saturday, November 9, the highest tempera-
tures of the air observed by day were 53° at Truro,
504" at Bristol, and 50** at Plymouth and Liverpool ;

the highest temperature of the air at Sunderland
was 45", and at Blackheath, Hull, and Bradford was
46" ; the mean value from all stations was 48*. The
lowest temperatures of tlie air observed by night

were 28° at Truro, 29"" at Hull, and 29.^ at Bristol,

Wolverhampton, and Nottingham ; the lowest tem-
perature of the air at Liverpool was 37°, and at

Norwich was 341" ; the mean value from all places

was 3 1
4°. The range of temperature in the week

was the greatest at Truro, 25", and the least at

Norwich, 125° ; the mean range from all places

was 1 6^°.

The mean of the seven high day temperatures was
the highest at Truro, 51'', Tlymouth 48^", and Shef-

field, 474** ; and the lowest at Sunderland, 43^°,
and Bradford, 44° ; the mean from all stations

was 46°. The mean of the seven low night

temperatures was the lowest at Wolverhampton,
31", Nottingham, 32", and Blackheath and Bristol,

both 33% and the highest at Norwich and Sunder-

land, both 37°, and Liverpool 39° ; the mean from
all places was 34^^. The mean daily range of tem-
perature in the week was the greatest at Nottingham,
14^", and the least at Sunderland, 6^" ; the mean
daily range from all places was u|°.
The mean temperature of the air for the week from

all stations was 39F) being 9^° lower than the value

for the corresponding week in 1S77. The highest

were 43!° at Truro and 42° at Liverpool ; and the

lowest were 37° at Wolverhampton and 3Sf° at

Blackheath, Brighton, and Nottingham.
Rain fell on every day in the week at Truro,

Norwich, Hull, and Sunderland ; at Blackheath it

fell on one day only. The heaviest falls were 1,62

inch at Truro, 1.56 inch at Norwich, 1.53 inch at

Hull, and 1.36 inch at Sunderland ; and the least falls

were 0.27 inch at both Leicester and Nottingham
and 0.09 inch at Blackheath ; the average fall over

the country was 0.S5 inch.

The weather during the week was dull and \ery

cold.

Sno'w fell at Wolverhampton, Cambridge, and
Bradford on the Sth inst.

A thunder-storm occurred at Bristol on the Sth.

Scotland : Temperature.—During the week end-

ing Saturday, November 9, the highest temperatures

of the air varied from 48" at Glasgow and Dundee,
to 44" at Aberdeen ; the mean value from all stations

was 46^* The lowest temperatures of the air varied

from 29° at Perth, to ^l" at Leith ; the mean from all

places was 3of-°. The mean range of temperature

in the week from all stations was 16^.

The mean temperature of the air for the week from

all stations was 39J^ being 8^° lower than the

value for the corresponding week in 1877. The
highest was 40°, at Glasgow, Greenock, and Leith,

and the lowest 38°, at Edinburgh.
Rain.—The falls of rain in the week were the

heaviest at Greenock, 1.30 inch, and Edinburgh 0.97

inch ; and the least atGlasgow, 0.37 inch, and Dundee,

0.30 inch. The average fall over the country was

0.69 inch.

Dublin. — The highest temperature of the air

in the week was 51^% the lowest was 27!°, the

range was 23!°, the mean was 41 i°, and the fall of

rain was 0.67 inch.
JAMES GLAISHER.
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We regret lo reconl the death of Mr. Thomas
Lees, for many years gardener to the Earl of Had-

dington, at Tynninghame, in East Lothian. Mr.

Lees, who was, we believe, the raiser of the Countess

of Haddington Rhododendron, retired from the

management of the Tynninghame gardens in 1874,

when he became the tenant of the Archerfield Farm,

near Dirleton, where he died of dropsy on the 4th

inst., after being confined to his house for over three

months.

©nqutncs.
He that qttestioneth mtich shall learn much.—Bacon.

Decaying Oak Tree.— A few miles from North-
wich there is a fine Oak tree, probably three centuries
old, but still growing freely. A kind of external abscess
led to suspicions that all was not right within the bole.

So an incision was made, with the result of discovering
that the interior was filled with the white spongey sub-
stance, of which I enclose a specimen, for a space 7 feet

long, measured from the ground, by 3 feet in diameter.
This has all been cleared out ; but what beyond addi-
tional drainage can be done to save the tree? Would it

be well to shorten some of the branches ? y. B. [The
white substance is fungus spawn. Eds.]

Planting to Abate a Nuisance. — On the west
side of my garden runs a ditch, or, not to mince matters,

an open sewer, destined to carry off the refuse from about
fifty labourers' dwellings. There being no fall, or cur-

rent, instead of being carried off it remains stagnant,
and sometimes emits such an effluvium that the plea-

sures of my garden become for the nonce imaginary.
Could any of your readers favour me with advice as to

what shrubs or plants, planted along the edge, would
tend to mitigate the nuisance? At present I have a row
of black Currant bushes, but these I find of little avail,

*S^,, Rotterdam, Nov. 6. [We can only suggest the
planting of two or three rows of Sunflowers, or jenisalem
Artichokes. The best plan would be to cover in the
ditch. Eds.]

Douglas Fir.—What is the proper time to gather
cones of this Fir? R. B., Alnwick, Nov. 7.

Answers to Correspondents.

Bottom Heat : S. E. Clear out the old leaves and use
them as a dressing for the ground. Then collect the
fallen leaves and mix them into a heap with
horse-dung, in the proportion of three parts of the
former to one of the latter, and let the heap lie till it

becomes warm before putting it in the pit, where it

should be trodden down firmly.

Fern : C. IV. y. Dicksonia is the hardiest by far ; but
either this or the Cyathea would require shading in the
summer.

Fungus on Celery : D. C. Pffioell. The fungus
attacking the leaves sent is the too well known Celery
Brand, Puccinia apii. It appears to be very plentiful

this season. We know of no cure for it, and can only
suggest the burning of as many of the aftected leaves
as possible.

Names ok Plants : C. C. H. C. Jasione montana.—
G. G. G. Seems to be Aster miser.

—

y. McI. i,

Aster Novse Anglia£ ; 2,''A. laxus ; 3, will you please
send us another and better specimen of this. We
have spent much time over it, but have been unable to
determine even its genus as yet. Can you inform
of its native country?

—

y-Jeffc.
marginatum.

—

C. H., Chester

small for identification.

—

A. ^

J. G. M. I

bud only.

r &=• Sons. Sola
The scraps are too
Erica codonodes. —

d 2, both Erica codonodes, the latter

G. R. Probably Mentha Pulegii
gibraltaricum. — A. Fray. Artemisia Dracunculus,
the Tarragon.

Paint: X. Y. Z. A mixture of lamp-black and lin-

seed oil.

Setting a Boiler : y. T. S. You do not appear to
have tried the apparatus before becoming dissatisfied

with it. There seems to us to be no reason why it

should not act.

Value of a Camellia : Camellia. We cannot tell

you. Apply to some nurseryman who deals in these
plants.

Wells : Livicta. There is no doubt the gas-lime is the
cause of the evil. The plan you propose to adopt is

the best, we think, that can be followed under the
circumstances.

I^ Foreign Subscribers sending Post-oflice Orders
are requested to make them payable at the post-office,

King Street, Covent Garden, London, and at the
same time to inform the Publisher at the office of this

Journal.

Catalogues Received :—Robert Cragg (Car Colston,
near Bingham, Notts), Descriptive Catalogue of Roses,
Pansies, Fuchsias, and other Florists' Flowers. —
Kelway & Son (Langport, Somerset), Twenty-eighth
Annual Catalogue of Gladioli.— E. P. Dixon (TIic
Nurseries, Sculcoates, Hull), Catalogue of Roses,
Fruit. Forest, and Ornamental Trees, Deciduous and
Evergreen Shrubs, Stove and Greenhouse Plants, &c.

Communications Received: — J. S.— H. F.-J. W.— R. D.
—G. L.—W. H.—Robt. Fenn.—J. C.-G. B.—C. T.—J. C
-J. M.-G. F. W.—H. G. B.-E. 0., electros will be sent.—E. Boissier.—J. Tyndall.

COVENT GARDEN, November 14.

Last week's business calls for no remark, scarcely any

trade being done. The glut of common Apples seems

to be over, and good late keeping varieties will now make
better prices. Kent Cobs are dull. James Webber,

Wholesale Apple Market.

t'RUIT.

Apples, J^-sieve

Cobs and Filbert

Grapes, per lb

r. d. s. d
1 6- 4<

Vege

Melons, each
I Pears, per doz.

I

Pine-apples, pe

Artichokes, English
Globe, doz, .,20-4
— Jerusalem, bush. 40-..

Asparagus, Fr. sprue,

per bundle .. 16-..
Beans, French, p. 100 20-.,

Brus. sprouts, bush. 70-.,
Cabbages, per doz. ..10-2
Carrots, per bunch . . 04-0
Cauliflowers, per doz. 20-3
Celery, per bundle ..16-2
Chilis, per 100 .. 20- .,

Cucumbers, each .. 04-1
Endive, Batav. dozen 16-.,
Garlic, per lb. .. 06- ..

The Potato trade is dull, and prices

Regents, looj. to 130J. ; Early Rose, 1

Cut Flowers.

6- :

4-06

Herbs, per bunch .

.

Horse Radish, p. bun.
Lettuces, Cos, Eng.,

Mint, green bunch.
Onions, young, bui

Parsley, per bunch.. 04-..
Radishes, per bunch 01-03— Spanish, doz. , . i o- .

.

— New Jersey, doz. 20-,.
Shallots, per lb. .. 06- ..

Seakale, per punnet 26-.,
Spinach, per bushel z o- ..

SweetPotatos, per lb. 06-..
Tomatos, per dozen 26-30
Turnips, p. 12 bunch. 30-..

the same: —

s. d. s.

Abutilon, 12 blooms o 6-
Eouvardias.perbun. 1 o- .

Camellias, per dozen 3 o-i:

Carnations, per dozen i o- ;

Cornflower, 12 buu.. 6 o- <

Chrysanth., per doz. i o- (

— per 12 bunches.. 3 o- t

Dahlias, 12 bunch... 3 a- (

Eucharis, per doz. .. 4 0-1:

Gardenias, 12 blms. 4 0-1:

Gladioli, various, 12

Heliotropes, 12 sp. . . o 6- i

Hyacinths, Roman,

Begonias, per doz. .. 4 0-12 o
Bouvardias, do ..9 0-24 o
Chrysanth., per doz. 6 0-30 o
Coleus. Der dozen . . ^ o- o o

, 6 0-12 (

30 0-60 (

Coleus, per do

Dracarna terminalis
— viridis. per doz. . . 10 0-34 i

Erica Caffra, p. doz. 60-91
— gracilis, p. dozen 6 0-12 <

— hyemalis, p. doz. 21 0-42 (

Euonyraus, various,
^..-^ ^ _ ^ o_i8 ,

,p. doz. 4 0-18 I

bunches 6 (

white, 12 sprays .. 2 <

Pelargoniums, 1 2 spr. i (

— zonal, 12 sprays o t

Phlox, 12 bunches .. 6 <

Primula, double, per
bunch .. .. I c

Roses (indoor), doz. i t

- (outdoor). i2bun. q<
Spira;a, 12 sprays .. i t

Stephanotis, 12 sp. .. 6 (

Tropxolum, 12 bun. 2 c

Tuberoses, per dozen i c

. ach
Fuchsias, per dozen , 31
Hyacin., Rom.,doz.i2 1

Mignonette, per doz. 3 1

Myrtles, per doz. ,. 4 <

Palms in variety.

Pelargoniums. scar-
lets, zonal, doz ..6 c

Primulas, per dozen 5 c

SEEDS.
London : Nov. 13.—Business in farm seeds continues

to move within very narrow limits, there being as yet no
speculation whatever in any variety. The reports of the

American crop, received by mail, are not so favoiu-able

as formerly ; trustworthy accounts from Toledo estimate
the crop in the States of Ohio, Indiana, and Michigan,
as 20 per cent, below that of 1877—the quality of the
seed, however, being equal to that of last year. From
Pennsylvania and Maryland the latest reports are also
discouraging. One or two samples of the New York
State seed have been received here, which show good
quality, but the crop, on the whole, is badly spoken of.

In Canada, moreover, the prospects are said to be
inferior to those of the past season ; the hot dry weather
which in Ontario is specially requisite for the production
of an abundant yield having this year been wanting. It

is noted that at all the collecting dep6ts of the Western
States the receipts thus far have been smaller than those
for the corresponding period of 1877. As regards values
there is this week no quotable change either in foreign
or home-grovm Clovers. A few more parcels of large
grained English red have been taken for shipment to the
Continent. Alsike must be noted is. to 2j. per cwt.
cheaper ; the supply is large and quality satisfactory

;

prices, too, are lower than they have been for many
years. From Luxemburg, especially, the offerings con-
tinue on a most liberal scale. Fine white Clover is

scarce, but medium qualities are plentiful, and meet with
no attention. Trefoils are firm. In Canary seed there
is no alteration ; Hemp is abundant and very cheap.
Owing to the early advent of winter the trade for boihng
Peas is firmer ; the supply has ktely somewhat fallen off.

yo/tn Shazu &' Sons, Seed Merchants, 37, Afark Lane,
I^ondon, E.C.

POTATOS.
The Borough and Spitalfields reports state that mode-

rate supplies of Polatos were on offer, and trade was
steady. Kent Regents, looj. to 130J. ; Essex ditto,
IOOJ-. to i2aj. ; Champions, jz^s. to gar. ; flukes, 120J.
to 140J. ; Victorias, 120J. to 140?. ; rocks, 701. to 8oj.
per ton. The Potatos imported into London last week
comprised 30,601 bags from Hamburg, 3994 bags 12
sacks Bremen, 1904 Ghent, 163 Dunkirk, 47 packages
Amsterdam, and 153 Rotterdam,

TO THE TRADE.

CAETEE'S lOVELTIES
For 18 7

CARTER'S TELEPHONE PEA.
Wrinkled marrow, with semi-double pods ; exquisite

flavour, and an enormous cropper.

CXTLVERWELIi'S TELEGRAPH PEA.
" The largest and handsomest Pea grown."

Mr. J. GooDACRE, Gr. to the Rt. Hon. the Earl of Harrington.

CARTER'S CHALLENGER PEA.
"The best dwarf Pea I have ever used."

Mr. R. SoWERbv, Gr. to the Rt. Hon. the Earl of Macclesfield

CARTER'S LITTLE WONDER PEA.
'* As its name implies, a capital variety, useful for forcing."

Mr. W. FoWLE, Gr. to Sir H. Mildmay, Bart.

KELWAY'S PARAGON
elya

CUCUMBER.
i cropper,

DELL'S HYBRID MELON.
"Amongst the many exhibited this was the only Rreen-

fleshed Melon pronounced worthy of a ist Class Cerlihcate this
year by the Royal Horticultural Society."

CARTER'S HEARTWELL
CABBAGE.

MARROW

Mr. R. Gilbert, Gr. to the Most Noble the Marquis of Exeter.

ESCHSCHOLTZIA CROCJEA, EL. PL.
First-class Certificate Royal Horticultural Society.

" Hardy ;uinuals are strongly reinforced by Eschscholtzia
11. pi., the product of the famous St. Osyth's Seed Farms.—
Gardeners Chromcte.

ESCHSCHOLTZIA MANDARIN.
First-class Certificate, Royal Horticultural Society.

" A great improvement."

Mr. Patekson, Gr. to Her Majesty the Queen.

E M P R E S
" Unequalled

COCKSCOMB.
egards size by any we have ever seen. The
red 3 feet 2 mches."— y/ii- Garden.

HARDY'S NEW CHYSANTHEMtJMS,
THE SULTAN and LOED BEACONSFIELD.

*' Beautifully edged and striped with gold and maroon."

HARDY'S PERPETUAL STOCK.
'* Producing pure white flowers from January to December."

CARTER»S CHALLENGER BALSAM.
" The most magnificent strain of perfectly Double

Balsam m cultivation."

MALCOLMIA STRIGOSA.
*' A charming annual from Afghanistan."

Star-shaped flowers, of a beautiful lavender-grey colour.

LARKSPVRS-MOONLIGHT andCANTAB
Moonlight silvery white, and Cantab light blue striped ;

very chaimiug and c"

CYCLAMEN STRLa.TA and DELICATA.
" Striata evenly and beautifully pencilled with rich mauve

upon a pure whice ground. Delicata faintly ihot witb bright
; collar, gradually shadmg off.'

EULALIA JAPONICA ZEBRINA.
"A magnificent Japanese striped Grass, highly

ornamental."

GILLA. TRICOLOR RUBRO-VIOLACEA.
"A charming annual with pretty puce or mauve coloured

flowers; very distinct,"

SWEET PEA — VIOLET ftUEEN.
" Suggestive of the beautiful BougainviUea."

P. Grieve.

DIANTHUS—EASTERN aUEEN,
CRIMSON BELLE.

" Greatly admired here."

Mr. W. Patekson, Gr. to Her Majesty the Queen, Balmoral.

PRICES and FULL
DESCRIPTIVE LISTS

ON APPLICATION.

^oAyleJiJ^

HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.
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SUTTON'S
FLOWER BULBS,

CARRIAGE FREE.

SUTTON'S NEW CYCLAMEN
GIGANTEUM ROSEUM SUPERBUM,

Fine bulbs, 5s. and 7s. 6d. each.

Fine Bulbs
CYCLAMEN GIGANTEUM BOSEUM,

Sutton's new variety of 1877 .. ..3 6 and 5 o
„ GIGANTEUM ROSEUM ALBUM .. 2 6 „ 3 6

„ PERSICUM ALBUM, pure white . . i 6 to 2 6

„ PERSICUM MARGINATUM, rosy
white with red base 16,,26

„ PERSICUM ROSEUM, rose with car-

mine base I 6 ,, e 6

„ PERSICUM ROSEUM ALBUM, white
with red base .. .. ., .. i6,.26

„ PERSICUM RUBRUM, bright crimson r 6 ,, 2 6

„ PERSICUM PURPUREUM, purple., i 6 „ 2 6

„ PERSICUM, mixed iS o per doz.

„ COUM, crimson 10 each.

„ EUROP.eUM ROSEUM, hardy .. o t, „
„ EUROP.(EUM ALBUM, hardy.. ..09 „

SUTTON'S CHOICE NAMED HYACINTHS
SUTTON'S SUPERB CROCUS.

Tor full pitrliculars of the above and other flower roots, see

SUTTON'S Autumn Catalogue
One of the most practical works on the cultivation of

IIV.\CINTHy, TULIPS, CROCUS, LILIES,
NARCISSUS, &c..

Yet published. Profusely illustrated.

Price 6d. post-free, or gratis to Customers.

SUTTON & SONS,
THE QUEEN'S SEEDSMEN, RE.\DING.

HENRY SHEPHERD (late Managerof The
Heatherside Nurseries, Bagshot, Surrey), begs to

inform his Friends and the Public that he has undertaken the
Management of the Grandville Nursery Co.. Wells Street,

Hackney, E., and at S, Moorgate Station Buildings, E.G. All

favours will receive prompt attention.

CATALOGUES of general Nursery and Florist Stock will

soon be ready, and forwarded on application.

H. S. would be obliged by the Trade forwarding their

PRICE LISTS.

To Noblemen, Gentlemen, and Others,

TO BE DISPOSED OF, 20 Large Specimen
LIME TREES, suitable for Road or Avenue Planting.

Also a quantity of ROCKWORK. comprising the Fernery of

the late Cremorne Gardens. Apply to

J. W. WIMSETT, Ashbuinham Park Nursery, King's
Road, Chelsea. S.W.

pHRISTMAS TREES. —A quantity for
^—

^

Sale. For particulars apply to

J. GEO. HILL (late John Scott), Royal Nurseries, Merriott,

Somerset.

To the Trade.

HCANNELL begs to announce that he
• has the lollowing Seeds to dispose of. So lar as

quality of both Seeds and Strain, there are none better in

the land. Price, &c. , on application :

—

FOXGLOVE, nearly equal to Gloxinia flowers.

MIGNONETTE, Miles' (true), much superior to the old kinds.

CANTERBURY BELLS, pink, very high coloured.

SVVBET WILLIAM, the nearest perfection.

STELLARIA GRAMINEA AUREA.
VIOLA BLUE BELL, the best Viola.

BETA CHILENSIS. in many varieties of brilliant colours.

BLUE AGERATUM. Lady Jane, the best.

CANNELL'S MARROW BRUSSELS SPROUTS, the best

in the Borough Market last year.

Swanley, Kent.

BROWN FIBROUS PEAT, best quality,
for Orchids, Ferns, &c., £i per truck put on rail at Lynn

Station : sample bag, 2S. SAND. yi. td. per ton. Estimates
given for large quantities. GARDEN POTS, 25. per cast.

A. DRAKE, Gaywood Pottery, Lynn, Norfolk.

PEAT — the best quality in England
;

SILVER SAND. LOAM, ROCK SANDSTONE-the
best selected kinds. On sale by truckloads and packed in

sacks, at modeiate quotations.
W. SHORT, Horticultural Depot, Reigate. Established

1862.

Fibrous Peat for Orchids, &c.BROWN FIBROUS PEAT, best
quality for Orchids. Stove Plants, Sc. £,6 65. per truck.

BLACK FIBROUS PEAT, for Rhododendrons, Azaleas.
Heaths, American Plant Beds, 15^. per ton.

Delivered on rail at Blackwater, S. E. R., or Farnborough,
S. W. R., by the truckload. Sample bag, 45 ; 5 bags, soi. ;

10 bags, 36J. Bags ^d. each-

Fresh SPHAGNUM. 10s. 6d. per bag.
WALKER AND CO , Farnborough Station. Hants.

PEAT, Brown Fibrous, superior quality, for
Orchids. Ferns, &c, £6 per truck. Also good Black

Fibrous Peat for Rhododendrons, Azaleas. &c., at i6j. per ton,

or ,£4 las, per 6-ton truck, delivered at either Bagshot or Farn-
borough Station on S.W.R.. or Blackwater. S.E K.

Mr. W. TARRY, Bailiff. Bagshot, Surrey.

HYACINTHS, CROCUS, TULIPS, &.c.

Dick Radclyffe & Co.'s
ILLUSTRATED

CATALOGUE
IS NOW READY,

.\nd will be forwarded,

GRATIS ami POST-FREE

ON APPLICATION.

128 AND 129, HIGH

^U HORTICULTURAL

REQUIREMENTS

EVERY DESCRIPTIOX
KEPT

I N STOCK.

HOLBORN, W.C.

TheThames Bank Iron Company
OLD BARGE WHARF,

UPPER GROUND STREET,
JDONDON, S.E.,

Ha\'e the largest and most complete stock in the Trade
;

upwards of ^20,000 worth to choose from.

HOT-WATER BOILERS, PIPES, and CONNECTIONS,
And all CASTINGS for HORTICULTURAL PURPOSES.

Their New Illustrated Catalogue, %th Edition, now ready

(J>rice Sixpence).

Hot-water Apparatus erected complete, or the Materials supplied at Wholesale Prices. I

PEAT.—South of England Horticultural Peat
Laiidb.-C. R. HOLLOWAY. Christchurch, Hants.—

BROWN, FIBROUS, Light-weighing Peat, of excellent

quality, for Orchids. Ferns, Sac, well cut in Tcrfi and carefully

loaded into R.-iilway Trucks, at ijs. 6d. per ton, in loads of 4
Tons and upwards. Sample bag, 51. ; five bags, 21s. ; 12 bags,

401. Some also, of good quality, at 13J. 6d. per ton, lour

tons and upwards.

pOCOA-NUT FIBRE REFUSE.—
Vy Reduced Price :—In 4 bushel bags, bags included, at \s.,

or truckload of about 250 bushels, 25s. (truckload delivered free

to rail in London). Post-office Order or Cheque will oblige

with all orders.—J. STEVENS and CO., Greyhound Yard,

and 134, High Street, Batiersea, S.W.

COCOA-NUT FIBRE REFUSE, as
supplied to the Royal Horticultural Society.—Four-bushel

bag (bag included), is. : 30 bags (bags included), 30s. ; truck

free to rail, 25^.

FINLAYSON and HECTOR, Cocoa-Nut Fibre Works,
24 and 25. Redman's Row, Mile End Road, London. E.

COCOA-NUT FIBRE WASTE.—
Invaluable for Potting, Plunging, and Forcing Purposes.

Useful at all seasons, ^d. per bushel, 100 bushels 133 bags) 20s.

Truck.load (loose) 30J., put free on rail ; js. for One-horse Van-
load, if fetched from Works. Bags charged ^d. each, returnable

at same rate.—JAMES CROWLEY and CO. , Cocoa-nut Fibre
Works. Suffolk Place, Snow's Fields. Bermondsey, S.E.

GARDEN REQUISITES.—COCOA-NUT
FIBRE REFUSE, as supplied to Her iMajesty and
many eminent Gardeners.

^d. per bushel : 100 for 20s. : truck {loose, 250 bush.), 30J.

4-hushel bags, id. each.

LIGHT BROWN FIBROUS PEAT, 31. 6d. per sack ;

5 sacks, 2SS. : 12 for 45J., or 36^. per ton.

BLACK FIBROUS PEAT, 5;. per sack, 5 sacks 221. : 12

for 401., or 34J. per ton : sacks, ^d. each.

COARSE SILVER SAND, is. gd. per bushel ; tsi. half

ton, 26^. per ton ; in t cwt. bags, 4'^. each.

YELLOW FIBROUS LOAM and POTTING MOULD,
zs. per bushel. 13J. per half ton, 23s. per ton.

SPHAGNUM MOSS, 8j. 60". per sack.

Manures. Garden Sticks, Virgin Cork, Tobacco Cloth and
Paper.

Write for free PRICE LIST. Goods free to rail.

H. G. SMYTH. 10, (listle Street. Endell Street. Long Acre.W.C.

SCOTT'S WASP DESTROYER.—
The only effectual remedy for destroying these pests:

i^. 6</., 2.J. 6d. and 5s. per boule. May be obtained through
all Seedsmen, or direct Irom

JOHN SCOTT, The Royal Seed Stores. Yeovil.

T/ti' Orcliardist, by J. Scolt, price 3^. M., the best work in

the English language on Fruit Trees and their Cultivation.

GISHURST COMPOUND.—
Used by many of the leading Gardeners since 1S59,

against Red Spider, Mildew, Thrips, Greenfly, and other Blight,

in solutions of (rom i to 2 ounces to the gallon of soft water, and
of from 4 to 16 ounces as a winter dressing for Vines and Fruit

Trees. Has outlived many preparations intended to supersede it.

Sold Retail by Seedsmen in Boxes, is,. 35.. and loj. 6rf.

Wholesale by PRICE'S PATENT CANDLE COMPANY
(Lir :ed).

MILDEW.
FAIRGRIEVE'S MILDEW EXTERMI-

NATOR and INSECTICIDE,
For Destruction of Mildew on Roses, Peaches, Wall-fruit

Trees and all Insect Life, without injury to the plant. Exten-
sively used as a winter dressing for Peach Trees, S:c. Terms
and testimonials forwarded on application to

P. C. McKERCHAR. Dunkeld Laboratory. Dunkeld. N.B.

UNDER ROYAL PA rRONAGE.

TANTON'S
IMPROVED ROLLER-CRUSHED BONE.

One Inch, Half Inch, Quarter Inch, Bust.

The value of pure pulverised Bone has been of late amply
e.vemplified by the immense bunches of Grapes now so univer-

sally seen upon Exhibition Tables and. in our first-class Fruit

Markets.
All the leading Gardeners, Fruit Growers and Exhibitors

throughout the Kingdom use this largely. Samples are con-

stantly being exhibited at the Royal Horticultural, South
Kensington, Crystal Palace. Brighton, Royal Pomona Gardens,
Manchester, and elsewhere.

Price Lists post-free OH application.

A Sample Peck srfnt to any address on receipt of 25.

TANTON'S SEEB and MANURE STORES,
BOROUGH END. LONDON BRIDGE, S.E.

WHOLESALE RUSSIA MAT
MERCHANTS.

NEW ARCHANGEL MATS.
ST. PETERSBURG MATS.
RAFFIA FIBRE. NETTING, C^ANVAS, &c.

MARENDAZ and FISHER, James Street, Covent
Garden, W.C.

ANDERSON'S RUSSIA MATS,
For COVERING, TYING, and PACKING,

are highly recommended for durability and cheapness. De-
scriptive Catalogue sent post-free on application. SACKS and
BAGS of every description. TARPAULINS. HORSE-
CLOTHS. ROPES, LINES, and TWINES.—JAMES T.

ANDERSON. 149. Commercial Street, Shoreditch, London, E.

SILVER SAND. — Bagshot Sand, coarse
grit, js. per ton on rail here ; Reigate Sand, line,

131.. on S.-E. R. ; Bedford Sand, coarse, 13^. on N.-W. R. and
Midland Counties, in trucks of 4 to S tons. Smaller quantities,

in bags, at 15. ^d. per bushel. Bags charged ^d. each.

RED SANDSTONE ROCK, for Rockwork, Ferneries,

Grottoes, best and most ornamental rock for the purpose.

WALKER AND CO., Farnborough Station, Hants.
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GOLD MEDAL

J. J. THOMAS «& CO.
Paris I-lxhibilion, 1878.

FITTINGS for WIRING WALLS.
NEW and IMPROVED SYSTEM.

The tolluwiiii^ pricea give tlic luldi tuat ol each il

including holdfasts, straining bolt, intermediate guiding eyes,

10 feet apart, and best quality galvanised wire :—

LeDgth of Wall—20 yds. 40 yds. 60 yds. 80 yds. it o yds

s. d. s. d. s. d. s. d. s. d.

No. 14 Guage Wire 10 17 21 27 31
No. 13 .. ,, I 3 I 10 2 5 3 o 3 7

Illustrated Lists, with full particulars of the above and
Fittings for Espalier Trainers, on very economical principles,

free on application.

Five per cent, discount allowed for prompt cash on Orders

amounting to zox. and upwards.

Special quotatioJtsfor la^-gcr quiiiitiiics

J. J. THOMAS & CO.,
Paddington Iron and Wireworks,

285 and 362, EDGWARE ROAD. LONDON, W.
P.O. Orders to be made payable at 310, Edgware Road.

RABBIT-PROOF GARDEN FENCING.

IRON and WIRE HURDLES, RABIUT-PROOF, tor

GARDEN ENCLOSURES : STRAINED WIRE FENC-
ING ; GARDEN and CONSERVATORY WIREWORK.

Sec Illustrated Catalogue.

B. HOLLIDAY,
IRON AND WIRE WORKS,

2a, Portobello Terrace, Nottlng Hill Gate, London, W.

MAIN'S GALVANISED WIRE NETTING.
REDUCED PRICES.

COMPARE PRICES and QUALITY.

A. c& J. MAIN & CO.,
108, QUEEN VICTORIA STREET, LONDON, E.G.,

And at Glasgow. Edinburgh, and London.

BAYLISS, JONES & BAYLISS,
Patentees and Manufacturers of Wrought Iron

CONTINUOUS BAR FENCING,
Iron Hurdles, Strained Wire Fencing,

Field and Entrance Gates, Tree Guards, &c.,

VICTORI.\ WORKS, WOLVERH.-\M PTON,
and 3, Crooked Lane, King William Street, London, E.G.

Catalogues free on applieation.

JOHN JBOWMAN,
Timber and Mahogany Importer and Merchant,

HORTICULTURAL BUILDER,
WEST END STEAM JOINERY,

NKWC.ASTLE-ON-TYNE.

GREENHOUSES complete, from £10 to £1000.
PoRTAULE Box with One Light, 6 feet by 4 feet, glazed

j.

16 oz. sheet glass, and painted four coats .

.

• I

Estimates given for Conservatories and Green-

houses of every kind,
Well-seasotied Materials and- First-class Workmanship

£^uaranteed.

W. H LASCELLES,
HORTICLLrLR\I BIMLDER

I I, IL Mill I 1 IW I OXIHIN, E.C.

m
Patent Bent Wood Curved Greenhouses and

Conservatories.
ILLUSTRATED SHEETS sent post-free, and Esti ma

<Tlven for all kinds of Horticnltural Work, without charge.

'Cwld and T-.m Bronze Medals. Paris Exhibition, 187I

RICHARDSON'S PATENT
HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS

SECTION or PATENT ROOF VtNTlLATOct

lllmlrations. Price Lists, and Testimonialsfree.

Hot-water Apparatus fixed in any part of the

Kingdom, and guaranteed.

W. RICHARDSON & CO.,
Horticultural Builders & Hot-water Engineers,

DARLINGTON.

BOULTO N & PAUL, NORWICH.
NEW PORTABLE LEAN-TO POULTRY HOUSE

rh N I 1 t H I ' 1

I
iinted green outside

and hni ^ t '
i ' iih rii i 1 riieath for shade and

shelter new O O shaped galvani ed r~>of, which is very cma-
mental, and affords good ventilation fitted with shifting

perches, shding window, large door and lock for attendant,

small door for fowls, and hen ladder, no nest boxes. Strong
galvanised Wire Run, with corrugated iron roof, door, aad lock,

and all necessary bolts and nuts complete.

Prices—Carriage paid to any railway station in E'tgland

:

ist size, No 7. with run complete, 12 feet long,

4 feet wide £7 S o
2d size. No. 8, with run complete, 12 feet long,

5 feet wide .. .. 8 10 o
3d size. No. 9, with run complete, 16 feet long,

6 feet wide .. .. 12 o o
lUu'^trated Catalogue can be had on application.

BOULTON AND PAUL, Norwich.

Glasshouses.

HEREMAN AND MORTON
give Prices for all kinds of

HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS in WOOD
on receipt of particulars. Also for Healing.

A Pamjihlct 3d. Price Listsfree.

2, Gloucester Street, Regent's Park, London, N.W.

Eosher's Garden Edging Tiles.

^HE ABOVE and many other PATTERNS
inade in materials of great durability. The

sorts are specially
' suited for KITCHEN
GARDENS, as they
harbour no Slugs or Insects,

take up little room, and,

further labour or expense,
as do "grown" Edgings, consequently being much cheaper,

GARDEN VASES, FOUNTAINS, &c.. n Artificial Stone,
very durable and of superior finish, and in great variety of design.

F. ROSHER AUD CO., Manufacturers, Upper Ground
Street. Blackftiars, S.E. ; King's Road, Chelsea, S.W. ;

Kingsiand Road. E.

Agents for LOOKER'S PATENT "ACME FRAMES,"
PLANT COVERS, and PROPAGATING BOXES: also
for FOXLEY'S PATENT BEADED GARDEN WALL
BRICKS.

Illustrated Price Lists free by Post. The Trade supplied.

ORNAMENTAL PAVING TILES,
for Conservatories. Halls, Corridors. Balconies. &c.,

trom 3J. per square yard upwards. Pattern Sheets, of Plain or
more elaborate designs, with prices, sent for selection.

WHITE GLAZED TILES, for Lining Walls of Dairies.
Larders, Kitchen Ranges, Baths, &c. Grooved and other Stable
Paving of great durability. Wall Copings, Drain Pipes and Tiles
ol all kinds. Roofing Tiles in great variety. Slates. Cement. &c.

T. ROSHER AND CO., Brick and Tile Merchants.
See Addresses above.

SILVER SAND,
fine or coarse grain as desired. Prices by Post per Ton

or Truck load, on Wharf in London, or delivered direct from
Pits to any Railway Station. Samples of Sand free by post.

FLINTS and BRICIC BURRS for Rockeries "
KENT PEATS or LOAM supplied at lows

F. ROSHER AND CO.—Addresses see above.

N.B.—Orders promptly executed by Rail or to Wharves.-
A liberal Discount to the Trade.

HORTICULTURAL WINDOW GLASS.
A large variety of sizes, 15-oz. , 12J. 6d. ; 21-oz., \ts. dd.

per 100 feet. Large sizes, in Cases, for Cutting up— 15-oz. 4ths,

30J. ; 3ds. 40J. per 300 feet;— 2i-oz. 4,ths, 30^.; 3ds. . a,os,

per 200 feet.—ALFRED SVER. Glass, Lead, Zinc. Oil and
Colour Merchant, 8, Pentonville Road. London. N.

BELGIAN GLASS forGREENHOUSES, &c.,
Can be obtained in all sizes and qualities, of

BETHAM & SON,
9. LOWER THAMES STREET. LONDON, E.C.

B. & Son have always a large Stock in London of 2o-in. by 12-in..

THOMAS MILLINGTON AND CO.,
S7. Bishopsgate Street Without. London, E.G., iMfOK-

TERS and Dealers iu Window Glass of all kind;,.

Small Squares in 16 oz.

Prices for the sizes s^tated, and for not less than a box of loo feet.

Special price lor other sizes will be quoted upon application.

Orchard House Glass.

In loo feet Boxes.
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ROCKWORK.—Red Sandstone Rock, for
Rockwork. Ferneries, Grottoes. Best and most orna-

mental Rock for the purpose on rail here from our own pits.

WALKER AND CO., Farnboroufili Station, Hants.

PARI S EXHIBIT ION.
FOR PORTMANTEAUS, TRUNKS,

BAGS and HAT CASES,

RILEY & CO., 283, Strand (opposite Norfolk Street).

Also the TOURIST CO.MPANION. Store Prices.

"rpHE TORTOISE"
-L SLOW COMBUSTION

STOVE, tile-lined, without grate, is

the cheapest and most efficient heating
powerfor Conservatories, Greenhouses,
&c., being perfectly free from emitting
sulphur fumes ; it burns coke, cinders,

or any refuse fuel without attention :

no dust. Prices from 3ar, to 60s. each.
Apply for Testimonials to C. PORT-

WAY, Patentee, Halstead, Essex :

or to HYDE and WIGFULL
(Limited), Sheffield, sole Licencees
and Makers for the North of England.

STOVES-STOVES.
Terra-Cotta ! Portable ! For Coal

!

ROBERTS'S PATENT.
Healthy Heat twenty-four hours or longer for about it/.,

without attention. For Bedrooms, Greenhouses, or almost any

purpose. Prospectus and authenticated Testimonials sent. In

use daily at Patentee's—THOMAS ROBERTS,

112, Victoria Street, Westminster, S»W,

T. H. P. DENNIS (& CO.,
MANSION HOUSE BUILDINGS,

QUEEN VICTORIA STREET, LONDON, E.G.,

CONSERVATORY AND GREENHOUSE BUILDERS,

HOT-WATEK ENG-INEERS.

JOHN EDMONDS & CO.,
HORTICULTURAL BUILDERS and HOT-WATER ENGINEERS, LILLIE BRIDGE, WEST BROMPTON, LONDON, S.W.

Conservatories, Greenhouses and Hothouses of every description Erected and Heated in any part oj the Kingdom or Abroad.

Kiosks, Summer-houses, Verandahs, Glass Approaches, &c.— Pit Lights, Garden Boxes, Hand Glasses, &c., in Stock.

PATENTEES OF THE "TUBULAR^ADDLE BOILERyTHE~ BEST CAST-IRON BOILER.
Illustrated Cataloguefree by Post. NOTE.

—

The IVorks adjoin IVest Brompton Station, Metropolitan District Railway.

S. OWENS & CO.,

HYDRAULIC ENGINEERS,
WHITEFRIARS STREET, LONDON. E.G.

THE IMPROVED SELF-ACTING HYDRAULIC RAM.
This useful Self-acting Apparatus, wliich works day and niglit without needing attention, will raise water

any height or distance, witliout cost for labour or motive-power, where a few feet fall can be obLained, and

suited for supplying Public or Private EsLablishiuents, Farm Buildings, Railway Stations, &c.

No. 49. G.^RDE.M ENGINES, of all sizes, in Oak or Galvanised Iron Tubs.

No. 54*. THE C.ASSIOBURY FIRE EXTINGUISHER, as designed for tli(

Right Hon. the Earl of Essex.

No. 44. WROUGHT-IRON PORTABLE PUMPS of all sizes.

No. 4. CAST-IRO.N GARDEN, YARD, or STABLE PUMPS.

No. 37. DEEP WELL PUMPS for Horse, Hand, Steam, or other Power.

No. 63. PORTABLE IRRIG.\TORS, with Double or Treble Barrels for Horse or

Steam Power [Gardens. &c.

No. 4611. IMPROVED DOUBLE ACTION PUMPS on BARROW for Watering

No. 4ga. GALV.\NISED SWING WATER CARRIERS, for Garden use.

No. so and 542. FARM and MANSION FIRE ENGINES of every description.

No. 38. PORTABLE LIQUID M.VNURE PUMPS, on Legs, with Flexible Suction.

S. OWENS AND CO. Manufacture and Erect every description of Hydraulic and General Engineers' Work for Mansions, Farms, &c., comprising PUMPS, TURBINES,
W.\TER WHEELS, WARMING APPAR.\TUS, B.VFHS, DRYING CLOSETS, GASWORKS, Apparatus for LIQUID MANURE distribution. FIRE MAINS,
HYDRANTS, HOSE PIPES, &c., &c. Particulars taken in any part of the Country. Plans and Estimates furnished.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES CAN BE HAD ON APPLICATION.
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SCALE OF CHARGeTfOR ADVERTISING.
Head Line charged as two.

15 Lines .. . . ia 8 6

14 25

If set across columns, the lowest chacge will be 30J.

Page .£900
HalfPage 500
Column 3 5 o

GARDENERS, AND OTHERS, WANTING SITUATIONS.
26 words IS. 6d., and 6d. for every additional line

(about 9 words) or part of a line.

Births. Deaths and M
Advertisements /or tJt£

by Tim

All Subsciiptlons Payable In Advance.
Thk United Kingdom : 12 Months. i,i is. lod. ; 6 Months.

IIS. ltd. : 3 Months, 6s.

FoRKiGN : 26s.. including Postage for 12 Months.
P. 0.0. to be made payable at the King Street Post-office, W.C.

to W. Richards.

PuBLisumG Office and Office for Advertisements,
41. Wellington Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C.

COALS FOR HOTHOUSE
PURPOSES.

WOOD AND CO/S
STAR ANTHRACITE SMOKELESS STEAM COAL

IS now being extensively used by many of the principal Growers,

and is found to be preferable to any other kind of fuel in respect

to cheapness and durability, and particularly on account of its

being perfectly free from sulphur, and that it does not cHnker

the fire-bars.

WOOD AND CO. deliver in truck-loads to any Railway

Station, prices for which can be had on application, or can be

delivered by Wood & Co.'s Vans {in the Metropolis).

WOOD AND CO. append a testimonial given to them by
Messrs. Beckwith & Sons, a firm of great experience, and who
have kindly allowed them to make whatever use of it they may
think fit.

Tottenham Nursery, London, N., Dec. 28, 1877.

To Messrs. Wood & Co.
Dear Sirs,—With reference to your enquiry respecting the

*' Star * Anthracite Coal with which you supplied us—as to how
it suited, its economy or otherwise—we have much pleasure in

informing you that m every respect it is the best Anthracite we
have ever used. We find there is no smoke from it, which is

very essential, and there is no trace of sulphur. It requires

very little stoking, and leaves very little ash, and certainly does
not clinker. Our consumption of Coal is about 500 tons a year,

and we have no hesitation in saying that, by using your " Star
"

Coal in the place of ordinary fuel, we shall effect a saving of

at least ;tioo this year. We attribute this to the powerful and
lasting properties of your coal.—Yours faithfully,

(Signed) G. Beckwith & Sons.

WOOD AND CO. supply all kinds of Coal for House and

Manufacturing purposes, prices for which will be sent on

application.

WOOD AND CO., Coal and Coke Factors, Merchants,

Contractors to Her Majesty's Government, 58, Coal Exchange,

E.C. ; and 4. Coal Department. Great Northern Railway,

King's Cross. N., and Midland Sidines. St. Pancras. N.W.

G- E E B N'S
P.-XTEXT

WROUGHT- IRON HOT-WATER
BOILERS,

J ( 'ilk Shelves or Tubes, andH U \J

Grate Bars,

SADDLE BOILERS with Waterway Backs
and WELDED BOILERS

Specially adapted for Heating Greenhouse Con e va o e

Chnrches. Chapels. Schools, Public Bmlding En an e H
Warehouses, Workshops, &c.

They arc the Neatest, Cheapest, Most Fff i i

Durable ofany extant.

THOMAS GREEN & SON,
SMITHFIELD IRONWORKS. LEEDS; ai

54 and 5s, BLACKFRIARS ROAD, LONDON, S.E.

AGRICULTURAL LOCOMOTIVES,
STEAM PLOUGHING MACHINERY,

ROAD LOCOMOTIVES, TRAMWAY LOCOMOTIVES,
STEAM ROAD ROLLERS.

For Prices, Description, and Reports of Working, apply
to the Manufacturers,

AVELING & PORTER,
ROCHESTER, KENT; 72, CANNON ST.. LONDON,

E.G.: and 9. AVENUE MONTAIGNE, PARIS.

AvEMNG & Porter's ENGINES have gained the highest

Prizes at every important International Exhibition. The two

Medals for Progress and Merit were awarded them at Vienna

for their STEAM ROLLERS and ROAD LOCOMOTIVES :

and at the last trials of the Royal Agricultural Society of

England their AGRICULTURAL LOCOMOTIVES gained

the First Prize after exhaustive trials, when one of their lo-horse

power Engines, fitted with single slide and ordinary link-

motion, indicated 35-horse power, with a consumption of three

a>td one-fi/th Pounds 0/ coal per horse-power per hour.

"ONES'S PATENT "DOUBLE L'
SADDLE BOILER.

These Boilers possess all the advantages of the old Saddle
Boiler, wkh the following improvements— viz., the water-space
at back and over top of saddle increases the heating surface to
such an extent that a "PATENT DOUBLE L SADDLE
BOILER ' will do about twice the amount of work with the same
quantity of fuel ; the cost of setting is also considerably reduced,
and likewise the space occupied ; at the same time these Boilers

construction, and being made of wrought-iron are
t liable to crack. Thev a ade of the folio
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Second Edition, Revised and Enlarged, price 15^.,FOOD and DIETETICS,
Physiologically and Therapeutically Considered. By

F. W. Paw, M.D., F.R.S.. Physician to, and Lecturer on
the Practice of Medicine at Guy's Hospital.

"A standard work of reference."

—

Lancet, "A book of

first-rate merit,

—

Practitiotur, "Very full and exhaustive

throuRhout,"

—

Spectator, "The work with which every educated
man ought to make himself familiar."

—

Chemical Ne^us.

London: J. and A. CHaRCHILL, ,and SIMPKIN,
MARSHALL AND CO.

Crown 8vo., with Coloured Illustrations, Plans of Bulb Gardens,
and Wood Engravings, 3^. 6(/. cloth (postage 4^'.),

THE BULB GARDEN ; or, How to Cultivate
Bulbous and Tuberous.rooted Flowering Plants to Per-

fection. A manual adapted for both the Professional and
Amateur Gardener, By Samuel Wood.
"An excellent manual alike for the amateur and the pro-

fessional %ro-«f:r "—Graphic

.

CROSBY LOCKWOOD and CO., 7, Stationers' Hall

Court, E.G.

ZADKIEL'S ALMANAC for 1879, Now
Ready. Year of Troubles—Voice of the Stars—Weather

Predictions, Hieroglyphic, &c. Zadkiel foretold War in Turkey,
Yellow Fever in America, Troubles in India, &c. Circulation

M A Y F A I R : a Non-Society Journal
of Literature and Politics, unambitiously illustrated.

6(/, Has been permanently enlarged by eigtit columns.

Contents of this week's Number (November 12) :—
8. The Fair Behind the Foot-ting t

9. M
lights

Winter Exhibitions.

The Chat of the Fair

Fashions in the Fair
Turning

2. The Poor Curate

3. The Late Mr. Samuel
Phelps.

4. The Fair in the City.

5. Correspondence. — Philan
ihropic Centrallsatiori.

6. Fancies of the Fair.

7. A Tale of the Caucasus.

May/air, unambitiously illustrated, price 6d. Yearly sub-

scription. 285. (payable in advance). For sale by all Metio-
politan Newsagents and at all Books^taIls, on Monday afternoon,

and throughout the country on Tuesday mornmg.

"Mavfair" Abroad. — Mayfair is on sale in the Paris

Exhibition in Messrs. GALIGNANl'S English Kiosque

;

also in the Boulevard des Capucines, Kiosque 213. In New
York, by BRETANO. 39, Union Square. In Malta, by
Mr. WATSON, 246, Strada Reale. Valetta.

"M.^yfair" Offices :—Beaufort Buildings, Strand, W.C.

1^ ADVERTISERS are requested to iiote that

altJwugh we do not object to receive Letters to be called

fory we ca7inot undertake to forward them.

WANTED, a HEAD WORKING
GARDENER, where two others are kept.—Must

thoroughly understand every branch of the business, and have a

good personal character. Family must be small, and wife or

daughter able to take charge o' Laundry.—Apply hy letter to

X. Z., Dixon & Co., Seedsmen, Moorgate Street, City. E.C.

WANTED, a GARDENER, to take charge
of a Garden in the immediate vicinity of Edinburgh.

—

Apply to Messrs. GILLESPIE and PATERSON, W.S.. 81A,

George Street, Edinburgh.

WANTED, a WORKING GARDENER,
where two are kept.— E.\perienced in the Kitchen

Garden and Houses. Married, without family preferred. State

age, length of service, reference, w.ages, Jic.-R. L. L. , Esq.,

Sandridge Park, Melksham, Wilts.

Nursery Manager.

RP. KER AND SONS require the services
• of an able, intelligent Business MAN, with a practical

knowledge of Nursery Work in all departments In and Out-
doors.—Address, with full particulars, to R. P. KER AND
SONS, Basnett Street, Liverpool.

WANTED, a Strong YOUTH, about i6,

who has some knowledge of Gardening, to reside in the

House and work under an experienced Gardener.—State age,

wages, and experience to Mr. J. PHIPPS, Sunnyside,
Northampton.

WANTED, a Young MAN in the Houses,
where Plants are grown for Market. Good references

required.—Apply personally at The Gardens, 33A, Turner Road,
Lee, near Blackheath.'Kent.

WANTED, a HEAD SHOPMAN, to
Manage the Seed Department of an Agricultural Esta-

blishment in Ireland.—Apply, giving all particulars, and stating

salary required, to M. L., Gardeners Chronicle Office. W.C.

WANTED, as UNDER SHOPMAN, a
young Man who has had two or three years' ex-

perience in a Retail Seed Shop.- Address, with references,

amount of wages, S:c., to CRANSTON AND CO., King's
Acre Nurseries. Hereford.

WANTED, an ASSISTANT SHOPMAN.
—Must be aciiN'e, sober, and attentive, and possessing

first-class references,—Apply, in own handwriting, to

HARRISON AND SONS, Royal Midland Seed Warehouse,
Leicester.

WANT PLACES.

JOHN COWAN, The Vineyard and
Nurseries. Garston, near Liverpool, wishes to recommend

a first-rate Scotch GARDENER, to any Nobleman or
Gentleman who may require such.

OSBORN AND SONS have on their Register
a number of Men of excellent character and abilities,

and first. class experience in every branch, whom they would be
glad to recommend to Noblemen or Gentlemen requirmg the

services of thoroughly practical GARDENERS. FOREMEN
and UNDER GARDENERS can also be recominended.—
The Fulham Nurseries, London, S.W.

E. HENDERSON
SON have many excellent

GARDENERS with approved testimonials

for ability now waiting in their Nurseries for

re-engagement.

E. G. H. & Son will be pleased to answer
any enquiries from Noblemen and Gentlemen
requiring such.—Pine-apple Nursery, Maida
Vale, London, W.

GARDENER (Head), where two or three
are kept.—Age 2S, married, no family. Thirteen years'

experience : character indisputable.—GARDENER, The
Elms. Hesketh Park. Southport.

ARDENER (Head).—Age 36, married, no
family. A Bonus oid will be given to any one getting

the Advertiser a situation as above. Well up in Early and
Late Forcing, and Kitchen and Flower Garden. Good testi-

monials—C. C, Gardeners' Chronicle Office. W.C.

/^ARDENER (Head).—Age 33, single
;VJ practically acquainted with the culture of Stove and

Greenhouse Plants. Flowers, and Vegetables. Good character.
Leaving through the establishment being broken up,—W. F,,
Cold Ashby Ha l l. Welford. Rugby.

GARDENER (Head). — Middle-aged,
married ; possesses a good knowledge of General

Gardening, and is a very successful cultivator of forced Flowers,
Fruits, and Vegetables. First-rate references and six years'
character from last place.—T. R., Sandway Farm, Sandway,
Maidst . Ke

GARDENER (Head, Working).—Age 30,
married ; has had fifteen years' experience in the

culture of Vines, Pines. Stove and Greenhouse. Flower and
Kitchen Gardening. Three years' good character from last

situation.—A. M.. Mr. Mercer, South Street. Epsom.

G"
ARDENER (He.\d, WORKiNToT^e"^,

unmarried. — T. Haniujrv, Ashburton House,
Croydon, can recommend his present Gardener. W. Purnell.
who will be disengaged at the end of the year, as particularly
steady, practical, hard-working, and a teetotaller. Six years'
good character.

ARDENER (He.\d, Working), to any
Lady or Gentleman requiring a thorough practical

Gardener.—Age 35, married ; for the last seven years Gardener to
R. Hudson. Esq.. Clapham Common. Can undettake the
Management of Land and Stock if required -J. P. F. R. S.
W. Rapley, Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper Holloway.'

GARDENER (Single-handed).—Age 24 ;

good experience in Plants and Forcing, also Kitchen and
Flower Garden. Good reference-;. -C. B., 3. Liniel Road,
Grove Estate. Camberwell Grove, S E.

GARDENER (Single-Handed, or where
another is kept.)—Age 28, married

; good practical
knowledge of the profession. Good references.—A. M., 38,
Milbrook Road. Brixton. S.W.

GARDENER (Second, or Single-handed).
—Age 22, single

; good character. Near London
preferred.-A M.. Apple-tree Cottage. Butt Road. Colchester.

ARDENER (Second), where four or fi^
are kept.—Age 24, single ; experienced in House-work

generally. Three years' good reference.—S. HUMPHKIS,
Post-ofhce, lehtham. near Sevenoaks, Kent.

ARDENER (SECOND).—Age 22, single
;

chiefly under Glass. Thoroughly understands the duties.
Six and a half years' experience. Good character. Please state
wages.—J. B., 9, Hanover Terrace, Well Road. Sydenham,

GARDENER (UNDER), where only two are
kept preferred.—Please state wages to U. G., Netherleigh

House. Hornsey Lane, Highgate Hill. London. N.

GARDENER (Under).—Age 24, single
;

has a good knowledge of Flower and Kitchen
Gardening. Can be well recommended.—G. S., Ashford
Buildings, Wilverton, Somerset.

GARDENER (UNDER), Outside, or to assist
in the Houses.—Age 19, single : leaving through break-

ing up of Establishment. Good character. Please state wages.
—A B , Mr. Trussler. Heston, Hounslow. Middlese:

GJ_ARDENER (UNDER). —A GARDENER
^ wishes to recommend a young Man working under him.

Age 19. No objection to attend to a Pony or Cow.—Address,
with particulars, to GARDENER, 4, Robertson Terrace, The
Harrow, Hollington, Hastings.

GARDENER, or GARDENER and
BAILIKF.-Married, no-family ; has had the General

Management for seveial years of a medium-sized Euate : is

now at liberty to enter into an engagement with any Nobleman
or Gentleman for a similar situation, -or the Management of the
Garden Establishment alone. Extensively experienced in every
department, as references and character will show.—C. D.,
Gardeners Chrmiicle Office, W.C.

GARDENER, BAILIFF, and MANAGER.
—Age 40, married, Scotch ; has served upwards of

twenty years in Noblemen's and Gentlemen's situations in the
United Kingdon. Thorough practical man in ranges ol Glass,
Forcing Fruit, Flowers, and Vegetables, Management of Woods,
Measuring Timber, Ornamental Plantingand Improving ; Land,
Stock, Rents, &c. Excellent recommendations from present
and previous employers —R., Torry Hill, Sittingbourne, Kent.

FOREMAN, in a Nobleman's or Gentleman's
Garden.—Age 24 ; good experience and reference.—W. T.

57, Faulkner Street, Bishopsfieids. Chester.

OREMAN, in a Nobleman's or Gentleman's
Garden,—Age 24, single ; has had ten years' experience

places.-E. R., 9, Blakefield Road, St. John's,
Worcester,

To Nurserymen and Florists.

FOREMAN, where Cut Flowers, Plants, or
Fruit are grown for Market. —Age 26 ; has had ten y^^.x<

good experience in all kinds of Hard and Soft-wooded Stuff,
well up in all kinds of Forcing. Would be willing to take a
great interest in it. Twelve months' excellent character.—E.
bENNETT, London Road, Dorking, Surrey.

FOREMAN, age 27.—James Corp.ett, Fore-
man to Sir G. Elliott. Bart., M.P., Aberaman House,

Aberdare, Glamorganshire, is open for re-engagement. First-

class references.—Address as above.

In O R E M A N and PROPAGATOR
(Indoor). — Small Nursery not objected to. Good

reference.—T. S., Wood End Green Farm, Northolt, Southall,

Middlesex.

FOREMAN and PROPAGATOR
(General).—Age 32 ; Stove and Greenhouse Plants,

Clematis, Roses, Rhododendrons, Vines, and General Nursery
Stock.-H., 4, Verandah Cottages, North Hill, Highgate, N.

OREMAN, or good JOURNEYMAN.—
Can produce an excellent character from la'^t employer.

—

Address, stating wages. &c., with lodging, to E. S. R., Water-
ingbury. Maidstone, Kent.

O GARDENERS.—Wanted, by a young
Man, aged ig, a situation under a Foreman. Has had

four years' experience in Houses and Outdoors Can be well
recommended.—W. PALMER, Moseley Hall, Birmingham.

PPRENTICE. — WANTED, to place a
YOUTH (age tS) in a first-class Garden as above.—

Please state terms to T. BROWN. Broughton Street, Beeston,
Notts.

Seed Trade.SHOPMAN (Head) or otherwise. —
Twenty years' e-xperience in a Dublin house. Now dis-

engaged. First-class references.—M. A., Gardeners Record,
Middle Abbey Street. Dublin.

SHOPMAN (Second).—Nine years' expe-
rience in London and Provincial Wholesale and Retail

Houses.-A. E. J . Harrison & Sons, Seed Merchants, Leicester.

QHOPMAN (Assistant).—Age 23 ; seven
>^ years* experience in all branches. Highest references.

—

W. G., 3, Murrell Hill, Carlisle.

QHOPMAN (Assistant).—Age 21 ; sevenO years' experience. Good references,—K. FERGUSON,
Upper Prince Consort Road, Gateshead.

SHOPMAN (Assistant).—Age 19; several
years' experience. Good knowledge of Nursery Trade.

Excellent references.—J. J., 44. Sterndale Road, New Road,
Battersea, S.W.

Seed Trade.
CHOPMAN (Junior).—Age i8 ; six years in
yO present situation.—Reply, stating wages, &c., to W. A.,
10, Sloane Terrace. Sloane Square. W.C.

"I^OOK-KEEPER and GENERAL CLERK.
-L* —Age 24 : six and a half years' experience in Nursery
and Seed Trade, Bookkeeping by single or double entry. First-
class references. — ALPHA, Mr. C. Butler, Nurseryman.
Wellington. Salop.

_ Seed Trade.
T\7'AREH0USEMAN.—Seven years' expe-
» » rience in Scotland and Ireland. Accustomed to travel

amongst Farmers.--A. B., 62, Dame Street, Dublin.

KINAHAN'S LL WHISKY.
The cream of old Irish Whiskies. Pure, mild, mellow,

delicious, and most wholesome. Universally recommended by
the Medical Profession. Dr. Hassal says, "The Whisky is

soft, mellow, and pure, well matured, and of very excellent
quality."— 20, Great Titchfield Street, London. W.

E P P S ' S
GRATEFUL

{James Epps £^ Cc?., Homeopathic Chemists.)

COMFORTING

COCOA.
ELAZENBY AND SON'S PICKLES,

• SAUCES, and CONDIMENTS.-E. LAZENBY
AND SON, sole proprietors of the celebrated recipes, and
manufacturers of the pickles, sauces, and condiments so long
and favourably distinguished by the name, beg to remind the
public that every article prepared by them is guaranteed as
entirely unadulterated.—92, Wigmore Street, Cavendish
Square (late 6. Edward Street. Portman Square), and 18,
Trinity Street. London, S.E.

HARVEY'S SAUCE.—CAUTION.—The
admirers of this celebrated sauce are particularly

requested to observe that each bottle prepared by E.
LAZENBY AND SON bears the label, used so many years,
signed *' Elizabeth Lazenby."

DINNEFORD'S MAGNESIA.
The Medical Profession for over Forty Years have approved ol

this pure solution as the Best Remedy for

ACIDITY OF THE STOMACH, HEARTBURN,
HEADACHE, GOUT, AND INDIGESTION,

and as the safest Aperient for Delicate Constitutions, Ladies:,

Children, and Infants.

DINNEFORD'S MAGNESIA.
HOLLOWAY'S OINTMENT and PILLS.

—Health's Defences. — None save the strongest can
with impunity pass through the sudden transitions from wet to

dry, from cold to muggy weather so prevalent during the late

autumn and early winter months. Influenza, bronchitis, couch,
sore throat, or quinsey will attack those most watchful of their

health ; but they can readily arrest any of these complaints by
rubbing HoUoway's Ointment twice a day upon the .^kin

adjacent to the affected part, and by assisting iis corrective

action with appropriate doses of his Pills. This well-known,

safe, and easy mode of treatment efficiently protects the invalid

both from present and future danger without weakening or even
depressing the system in the slightest degree.
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Charles Sharpe & Co.,
SEED MERCHANTS and GRO^VERS, SLEAFORD.

SHARPE'S
INVINCIBLE

SHARPE'S INVINCIBLE.

NEW LONG-PODDED BLUE MARROW PEA.

CHARLES SHARPE & Co.

Have much pleasure in sending out this invaluable new Main-crop

PEA, which has been raised by Mr. William Culverwell, of

Thorpe Perrow, who has devoted a considerable amount of skill

and attention to the improvement of this vegetable.

The Invincible is a cross between Veitch's Perfection and Essex Rival, and has the

adv.antage of being but little liable to the attack of mildew.

The plant is about 3 feet in height, of a robust branching habit. The pods are

produced in pairs, and occasionally three together, from near the ground to the top of

the stem—the rows having the appearance of being clothed with pods from top to

bottom. The pods are closely packed with from ten to twelve large Peas, which, when

cooked, are of exquisite flavour, and of a beautiful deep green colour.

As a main-crop Pea, either for the Gentleman's Garden or the Market Gardener,

Charles Sharpe & Co. have no hesitation in saying that the Invincible Pea will be

found superior to anything yet sent out.

The Editors of the Gardeiieys' CItronich', in their re\iew of New Vegetables in the

spring of 1878, mention Sharpe's Invincible as one of the three Peas of the season

worthy of notice.

Price, per Quart, 2s. 6d.

Half-pint Packets, free by Post, Is.

TESTIMONIALS.
From Mr. W. Ingram, Belvoir Castle Gardens.

SHARPE'S INVINCIBLE PEA.

"A distinct and valuable Pea, having the merit of a dwarf yet

sturdy h.abit of growth, of 2 to 3 feet, and producing Uirge, clean, handsome

pods that fill well ; maturing eight to nine Peas in each, which preserve

their characteristic greenness when cooked, and are of excellent quality.

Altogether a very satisfactory Pea, and one especially suitable for

gardens of limited size. "WILLIAM INGRAM."

From Mr. Chas. Friscv, The Gardens, lUanhicy Hall, Sleaford.

" This very handsome and distinct Pea of Messrs. C. Sharpe & Co.

is, without doubt, one of the very best Peas yet sent out both in flavour

and colour ; such a fine green and fine pod for exhibition. It is the

finest Pea I ever saw .. CHAS. FRISBY."
"September 7, 1878."

Frojii Mr. John Bolton, Bclton House, Grantham.
" To Charles Sharpe & Co.

"Gentlemen,—Your Invincible Marrow Pea is all that can be

desired—good in quality, the pods well filled, sweet, and good to eat.

" I am, gentlemen, yours respectfully,

"September 6, 1878." "JOHN BOLTON."

Mr. D. LUMSDEN, Bloxholm Hall Gardens, in the Gardener^ Chronicle,

September 7, 187S :—

SHARPE'S INVINCIBLE PEA.

" I have grown this Pea for the last two seasons, and find it an

excellent Pea. This season I have grown it side by side with Marvel,

Dr. McLean, Criterion, and others, all excellent Peas, and I consider

Sharpe's Invincible second to none. Sown April 12, came in flower June

20, gathered July I
;
pods in pairs ; from nine, ten, and eleven peas in

each pod ; very productive and flavour excellent ; foliage light green
;

height from i\ to 3 feet.

"The Invincible Pea was shown at several of the Horticultural

Societies meetings in this county, and has taken the leading Prize against

all competition, viz., Ruskington Horticultural Society's Show, ist Prize,

in the amateur's class ; Nocton Horticultural Society's Show, 1st Prize
;

and also at Caythorpe Horticultural Society's Show, ist Prize, and at the

latter place it was pronounced by the Judges to be the best dish of Peas

they had ever seen staged. " D. LUMSDEN."

PRIG TO THE TEADB ON APPLICATION.
Editorial Gommiji.cations shoulj be addressed 10 " The Editor ;" Advertisements and Business Letters to " The Publisher," at the Office, 41. Wellington Street. Covent Garden. London, W.C.

Printed by William Richards, at the Office of Messrs. Bradbury. Agnew. & Co., Lombard Street, Precinct of Whitefriars, City of London, in the County of Middlesex, and Published by the

said William Richards, at the Office, 41, Wellington Street. Parish of St. Paul's, Covent Garden, in the said County.—Saturday, November 16, 1878.

Agent for Manchester

—

John Hkywood. Agents for Scotland^Messrs. J. Mbnzibs & Co. Edinburgh and GlasgO'
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TURAL SOCIETIES.— The Editors will b.- greatly

obligedfor early infor7na!iou rcspedtng the dates selected /or

holding Horticultural Exhibitions in 1S79.

UNDERGROUND or POTATO ONIONS.
— Having secured a large quanliiy of the above, in fine

condition, we can offer them nn very favourable terms.

JAMES CARTER. DUNNETT, and EEALE, High
Holbom. London, W.C.

w
applK

White Cape Flowers, Immortelles, &o.

AITE, BURNELL, HUGGINSand CO.
w supply the above in quantity. Prices on

Seed Warehouse. 79, Southwark I , SE.

LUy of the Valley.

OSBORN AND SONS have received, in

e.\cellent condition, a large importation of single

crowns of ihe above, from Germany. The flowers of this breed

are larger ihin the Dutch, and produced very freely. Price

7^. 6rf. per
The Fulham N , London, S.W.

ILIES OF THE VALLEY, strong, for

* forcing, first quality, all with flowers, price 36^. per 1000.

In stock 800,000 pieces. Apply to

GUSTAV A. SCHULTZ, Eckartsberg, Berlin.

c
Roses.HARLES TURNER'S

Descriptive CATALOGUE of the above is now ready.

Fruit Trees.HARLES TURNER'S
select LIST of the above is also now ready.

Trees are stronE and healihy.

Ornamental Trees, Shrubs, &c.HARLES TURNER'S
CATALOGUE can be had on application.

The Rov.l Nurseries. Slough.

WEBB'S PRIZE COB FILBERTS
AND OTHER NUTS.

Persons desinms of obtaining Trees of the above, grown
by the late R. Webb, of Calcor, should give early orders to

THE MANAGER. Calcot Gardens, Reading.
CATALOGUES post-free on application.

WEBB'S CHOICE POLYANTHUS
AND OTHER SPRING PLANTS.

Early orders are solicited for the above chjice plants. Apply to

THE MANAGER. Calcot Gardens. Reading,

Qi E A K A L E, ASPARAGUS andO RHUBARB - Roots for forcing, exceptionally fine.

For special quotations apply to
H. THORNTON, t. Maxwell Road, Fulham. S W.

For Forcing, Superb Roots.
A SPARAGUS, 4, 3, 2, and i-yr., thinly-

STRAWBERRY PLANTS, extra strong
and true to name, twelve leading sorts. Price List and

Samfle Box of Twenty Plants (four sorts), post-free for twelve
StPinps. C. POCOCK, Nursery, Wincamon,

s
2581 Cbolce Bulbs In

tJTTON'S li 5J. COLLECTION
of Bulbs for Open Ground. Carriage free to any port or

-ay station in the United Kingdom.

1049 Choice Bulbs in

SUTTON'S £2 2s. COLLECTION
of Bulbs for Open Ground. Carriage free to any port or

railway staiion in the United Kingdom.

539 Choice Bulbs in
aUTTON'S £1 IS. COLLECTION
kJ? of Bulbs for Open Ground. Cariiage free to any railway
station in England and Wales.

743 Choice Bulbs in
JUTTON'S^S 5^- COLLECTION
-3 of Bulbs for Pots and Glasses. Carriage free to any port
r railway station in the United Kingdom.

270 Choice Bulbs in

SUTTON'S £2 2s. COLLECTION
of Bulbs for Pots and Glasses Carriage free to any port

or railway station in the United Kingdom.

136 Choice Bulbs in

SUTTON'S £1 IS. COLLECTION
of Bulbs for Pols and Glasses. Carriage free to any

railway station in England and Wales.
SUTTON AND SONS, The Queen's Seedsmen, Reading.

M Plants tor Winter Bedding.
AURICE YOUNG, Milford Nurseries,

God.iIming, Surrey. See also p. 648.

Planting Season.

JAMES DICKSON and SONS beg to
draw attention to their very superior and very extensive

Stock of hardily-grown and well-rooted TREES and PLANTS
of every description. Priced CATALOGUES post-free.

"Newton" Nurseries. Chester.

PHEASANT-EYED NARCISSUS.— Bulbs
of this sweet-scented Narcissu.*^, los. per bushel. 6s. per

% bushel, 3^. fd. per peck. Terms cash wiih order. Package

Sun

WINTER FLOWERING ORCHIDS for
S\LE, Cheap.—Good plants of Cypripedium insigne,

coming into flower. A few good plants of Ctelogyne cristata,
and a few dozen bulbs of Pleione Wallichiana. Apply to

S. WOOLLEY. Cheshunt, Herts.

\l/'INTER-FLOWERING CARNATIONS.
' » —Six best varieties for winter-blooming, well-rooted

in pots. ju>t showing buds, 8s per dozen ; fine large plants, in
43-size pots, set with buds. i6r. per dozen,

R. MOSLEY. The Nursery. Saxmundham, Suffolk.

H
applic

ORNBEAM FENCES.— Established
Hed;;es. 6 to 7 feet, beauti'^iilly trimmed, and perfect

s. Will move with safety. Price per lunning yard on

CRANSTON AND CO., King's Acre Nurseries. Hereford.

FOREST TREES, Seedling and Trans-
planted.—The very extensive stock of the above is this

season in splendid condiiion.

CATALOGUES on application.

The Lawson Seed and Nursery Company (Limited) Edinburgh.

English Yews—English Yews.
TjiNGLISH YEWS, 3^ to 4 feet, 12^. per doz.,
-L-^ 81 J. per too : 4 to 4J^ feet, i8s. per doz,, loos. per loo.

All recently ttansplanted. Every plant a perfect specimen.
JOHN PERKINS AND SON, 52, Market Square.

Northampton.

Bulbs of all kinds, Orchids,&c.—New Catalogue (No.40).
rp H E NEW PLANT and BULB
-L COMPANY. Lion Walk. Colchester.— It is with great
satisfaction that we call especial attention to our New
CATALOGUE, just published, containing, as it does, some
magnificent New Bulbous Plants. Also, a very select List of
Orchids, and the splen-tii consignment recently brought from
the higher mountain ranges of Colombia. Post-free on application.

DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of ROSE.S,
FRUIT TREES, DECIDUOUS and EVERGREEN

TREES and SHRUBS, RHfJDODENDRONS, VINES,
CLIM BERS. &c. Free by post on application.

H. LANE AND SON, The Nurseries, Great Berkhamsted,
Herts.

WANTED, AZALEA PONTICA, well set
with bloom, not particular as to size or shape : exira

size GUELDER ROSE, well ripened plants; a lew thousand
small seedling plants of EUONV.M US EUR<JP,«US. Apply lo

JOHN STANDISH and CO., Royal Nurseries, Ascot, Berks.

Raspberry Canes
WANTED to Purchase, RASPBERRY

CANES.— Reply, staling sons, quantity to dispose of,

MARKET GARDENER, i6. Crown Court, Russell Street,
London, W.C.

To Market Gardeners and Others.

WANTED, new ASPARAGUS and SEA-
KALE SEED, Address samples with lowest cash

price and quantity to

CHARLES SHARPE AND CO., Seed Growers and Mer-
chants, Sleaford,

To the Trade.—Seed Potatos.
CAREFULLY SELECTED and FREE FROM DISEASE.
pHARLES SHARPE AND CO.
^-^ will have much pleasure in forwarding their

SPECIAL PRICED CATALOGUE of SEED POTATOS.
Grown by themselves this season.

CHARLES SHAKPE and CO., having at much trouble
and expense procured the choicef t stocks of all the finest English
and American varieties, can confidently recommend what they
ofTer. Seed Warehouse, Sleaford.

w HITE CAMELLIA BLOOMS. —
constant supply of very fine Blooms. Price on applicati{

PRITCHARD AND SONS. Nurserymen. Shrewsbury.

c
To Florists and the Trade.

~1AMELLIAS (Double White) and GAR-
' DENIA FLORIDA BLOOMS, 41. to6i.perdozen. Cash

ondelivery.—CHARLES WILSON, Summerhow.nearKendal.

R U I T I N G PLANTS
of PEACHES, NECTARINES, APRICOTS, and

GRAPE VINES, a large and fine stock, now offered for Sale.
THOMAS RIVERS and SON. Sawbridgeworth. Herts.

Vlnes-Vinea—Vines.

J COWAN, The Vineyard, Garston, near
• Liverpool, is now offering a large and splendid stock ot

strong, short-jointed, and thoroughly ripened GRAPEVINES,
suiuble for fruiting in pots and planting Vineries. Catalogues
free. The Trade supplied.

Vines—Vines.

BS. WILLIAMS begs to announce that
• his stock of GRAPE VINES is unusually fine, and

nowready for sending out. Particulars and price on application.
The Victoria and Paradise Nursery, Upper Holloway,

London. N.

WM. CUTBUSH AND SON beg to announce
ihat their stock of the above is very fine this .season,

both in Fruiting and Planting Canes, which are strong and well
ripened. Prices on application. Special offer to the Trade.

Highgate. London. N., and Barnet, Herts.

ARDY EVERGREENS.—The hardily-
grown, thoroughly transplanted, therefore well-rooted

stock of Messrs. JAMES DICKSON & SONS, "Newton"
""lester, is unequalled for variety, quality, and

It. Intending planters are invited to inspect.

Priced CATALOGUE .ind all information post-free.

s
pn-c
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SALES BY AUCTION.
Dutch Flower Eoots, tor Present Planting and Spring

Floweniis, arriving weekly from well-known farms in

Holland.-SALES every MONDAY. WEDNESDAY,
and SATURDAY during NOVEMBER, commencing at

half-past 12, and generally iinishiog about 4 o'Clock.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 38. King Street.

Covent Garden, W.C. first-class HYACINTHS, TULIPS,
CROCUSES. NARCISSUS, IRIS, SNOWDROPS, Ll-

LIUMS. RANUNCULI, &c., in large and small lots 10 suit

all buyers. Catalogues on application.

Llllum auratiun.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 38, King Street,

Covent Garden, W.C, on TUESDAY, November s6, .it half-

past 12 o'clock precisely, 4000 very fine bulbs of LILIUM
AURATUM, just arrived from Japan in the best possible

condition; a consignment of LILIUM TIGRINUM FLORE
PLENO : some choice English-grown LILIES, comprising

rare and valuable sorts; an importation of LILIUMS from
Holland ; a quantity of hardy CYPRIPEDIUM, and an im-

portation of DISA GRANDIFLORA, TREE FERNS,
ECHEVERIAS, Imported and Established ORCHIDS, &c.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

New Seedling Camellias, Llllum Melpomene, New
CEREUS. NEW CONIFERS, Sc.

MR. J. C. STEVENS has received instruc-
tions from Messrs. Hovey & Co., of Boston, Massa-

chusetts, to SELL by AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 38,

King Street, Covent Garden, W.C, early in December, three

of their magnificent seedling CAMELLIAS, viz.. Mrs. Anne
Marie Hovey, C. M. Hovey, and C. H. Hovey, the two latter

of which have never been sold : also a limited quantity of

LILIUM MELPOMENE, by far the darkest and finest of the

Japan Lilies ; CEREUS, C M. Hovey, entirely new, distinct

and superb : AZALEA, Little Beauty ; and CHAM^ECY-
PARIS HOVEYI, a hybrid as beautiful as the Retinosporas,

D.ay of Sale will shortly he announced, and Catalogues ready
a few days before.

Important to tlie Trade and Others.
85,000 CROCUS, including 50,000 large yellow, 15,000 striped,

and 4030 Mont Blanc, pure while ; 1500 choice named
HYACINTHS. TULIPS. NARCISSUS. lONQUILS.
and otherDUTCH BULBS ; 600 LILIUM SPECIOSUM.
and 150 splendid Bulbs of the double TIGER LILY
(L. tigrinum, ll. pi.).

MESSRS. PROTHEROE AND MORRLS
will SELL the above by AUCTION, at The Mart,

opposite the Bank of England, City, E.C., on MONDAY
NEXT, at half-past it o'clock precisely.

P. & M. will buy for those who cannot attend.

Catalaogues at 98. Gracechurch Street, E.C

City Auction Booms, 38 & 39, Gracechurch Street, E.C.
IMPORTANT SALE of about 300 Choice Double CAMEL-

LIAS and AZALEA INDICA, compact plants, iV~ to

3 feet, beautifully studded with bloom-buds ; a superb
assortment of 500 handsome Standard and Dwarf ROSES,
selected hardy CONIFERS, SHRUBS and AMERICAN
PLANTS : line FRUIT TREES, together with some
GREENHOUSE PLANTS in flower, sound DUTCH
BULBS. S:c.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE AND MORRIS
will SELL by AUCTION, at the Rooms, as above,

on TUESDAY, November 26, at 12 o'clock precisely.

On view the morning of Sale. Catalogues had at the Rooms,
and of the Auctioneers, 98, Gracechurch Street, E.C, and
Leytonstone, E.

Tooting, S.W.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE AND MORRIS
will SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises, The

Exotic Nursery, Tooting. S.W., on TUESDAY, November 26,

at 12 o'clock precisely, a large quantity of thriving young
NURSERY STOCK, remarkably well grown, comprising
several thousands of choice Evergreens and Coniferse for effec-

tive planting ; beautifully grown specimen Conifera;, a splendid
assortment of Ornamental and Forest Trees, fine Fruit Trees,
Hardy Climbing Plants, in pots ; Spirfea japonica clumps, a
few lots of Greenhouse Plants, such as specimen Rhododen-
drons, Camellias, Lapagerias, &c.
May be viewed. Catalogues obtained on the Premises, and

of the Auctioneers, 98, Gracechurch Street, E.C, and Leyton-
stone^^;

Streatham, S.W.
Three minutes' walk from the Strealham Hill Station.

EXPIRATION of LEASE.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
will SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises, the

Nursery, Leigham Court Read, on WEDNESDAY. Novem-
ber 27. at 12 o'Clock punctually, the whole of the NURSERY
STOCK, comprising magnificent Araucarias, fine common
and Portugal Laurels ; large quantities of Box, Green Hollies,

Aucubas, Poplars : also fine fruiting Pyramidal Apples and
Pears. The whole in good condition for removal.
Now on view. Catalogues on the Premises, and of the

Auctioneers, 98, Gracechurch Street, E.C, and Leytonstone, E.

Acton, W.
MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS

will SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises. The Nur-
sery, U.tbridge Road. Acton, W., on FRIDAY. November 2Q.

at II for 12 o'clock precisely, by order of Mr. John Reeves, a

large quantity of NURSERY STOCK, consisting of:

considerable number of Ornamental Trees. Standard and Dwarf
Roses, Fruit Trees in bearing condition, S;c.

May be viewed any day prior to the Sale. Catalogues can
be had on the Premises, and of the Auctioneers.

Lewisham, S.E.
Ten Minutes' walk from the Station.

FINAL CLEARANCE SALE, the Land being immediately
required for Building Purposes.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE AND MORRIS
are instructed by Mr. B. Mailer to SELL by AUC-

TION, on the Premises, The Eastdown Park Nursery, Lewis-
ham, on TUESDAY. December 3, at it for 12 o'Clock
precisely, the whole of the thriving NURSERY STOCK, in

fine condition for removal, having been transplanted within two
years, consisting of a fine assortment of choice Border Shrubs,
including 303 Cedrus Deodara, 3 to 4 feet ; 1000 Green Box,
and other Evergreens : 1800 Golden and Green Euonymus ;

5000 Ornamental Trees ; 700 trained Fruit Trees ; 2500 strong
Ivies; 700 Virginian Creepers; 500 Standard Roses, &c.

On view the day before the Sale. Catalogues on the Premises,

at the Seedshop, The Pavement, Lewisham, and of the
Auctioneers.

Brunswick Nursery, Tottenham,
PEREMPTORY SALE.—Under notice to quit from the

Great Eastern Railway for the extension of their line.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
will SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises, on

THURSDAY. December 5, the whole of the GENERAL
NURSERY STOCK.

Further particulars next week.

Tooting, S.'W.

Rf Wm. Rollisson & Sons in Liquidation.

FINAL CLEARANCE SALE of OUTDOOR STOCK.
MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS

are instructed by the Trustee to SELL by
AUCTION, without reserve, on the Premises, the Nursery,

Tooting. S.W., on FRIDAY, December 6. at 12 o'Clock punc-

tually, the whole of the remaining outdoor NURSERY
S'rOCK, comprising a large quantity of Border Shrubs, choice

Rhododendrons, including many best named kinds, Ornamental
Trees, trained Fruit Trees, Ivies in pots, &c. Now on view.

Catalogues had on the Premises; of G. WHIFFIN. Esq..

the Trustee. 8. Old Jewry, E.C. : and of the Auctioneers, 98,

Gr.acechurcli Street, E.C, and Leyt

Finchley, N.
Close to the Station.

IMPORTANT SALE of beautifully-grown NURSERY
STOCK, the whole in excellent condition for removal,

consisting of many thousands of Ornamental Trees,

including 1000 very fine Limes, 2000 Poplars of sorts, 5000

Scarlet Thorns, Evergreen and Coniferae Shrubs. 2000

Green Hollies, 4 to 5 feet ; selected dwarf trained and
standard Fruit Trees, standard and dwarf Roses, and other

Stock.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE AND MORRIS
will SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises, the

Finchley Nursery. Long Lane, Finchley, on SATURDAY,
December 7, at 12 o'Clock precisely, by order of Messrs Cutbush
&Son.
May be viewed at the Highgate Nurseries, where Catalogues

may be obtained, and of the Auctioneers, 98, Gracechurch
Street, E.C, and Leyl

To Seedsmen and Others.
IMPORTANT SALE of 44 Bales of Naples ONION SEED,

comprising altogether about 2 Tons, and consisting of the

following varieties ;—Rocca. Late White, Red Giant,

Early White, Marzajola. and Queen.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
have received insiructlons from M. G. V. de Luca, in

consequence of his relinquishing this branch of his business, to

SELL by AUCTION, at the Mart, Tokenhouse Yard, near

the Bank of England, London. E.G., on MONDAY, Decem-
ber 16, at 2 o'clock (unless previously disposed of by private

ity).

, Gracechurch Street, E.C.

A SPARAGUS (Gravesend Giant), for forcing,

RHUBARB, Victoria and Albert, 16s. per 100.

Cash and packing included.

T. EVES, Gravesend Nurseries.—(Established 1810.)

MULBERRIES, in large or small quanti-
ties, in good condition for transplanting.

PONSFORD AND SON, Loughborough Park Nu
Brixton, Surrey.

CHRISTMAS TREES. — A quantity for
Sale. For particulars apply to

J. GEO. HILL (late John Scott), Royal Nurseries, Merriott,

Fit for Immediate 'Working.

ROSA MANETTI and R. iMULTIFLORA
DE LA GRIFFERAIE, 251 per 1000, proper 10.000.

A. M. C JONGKINDT CONINCK, Tottenham Ni
Dedemsvaart, near ZwoUe, Netherland;

GlANT LILY of the VALLEY.—Extra
strong blooming roots, 2^. per dozen, 125. dd. per 100,

package free.

E. COOLING. Mile Ash Nurseries, Derby.

To the Trade.

POTATO ONIONS, large and sound.
Price on application.

HOGG and ROBERTSON. 22. Mary Street, Dublin.

To the Trade.

DWARF H.P. ROSES, 30^-. per 100, £\i
per 1000, best sorts, package included.

H. BENNETT. Manor Farm Nursery, Stapleford. Salisbury.

To the Trade.

CHERRIES, PLUMS, and PEARS
(Standard). 6 feet stems, bushy heads, well set with buds

;

Standard WALNUTS and MEDLARS. Portugal LAURELS,
Horse CHESTNUT, and Evergreen OAKS ; all remove with
good balls of earth. Special low prices on application to

J. GEORGE HILL (late John Scott), Royal Nurseries,
Merriott. Somerset.

EAKALE for FORCING.—Extra fine large
roots, none to excel the size of them in growth this

season, 90J. per looo, and "zs. packing; under that number,
\QS. Der 100. and is. packing. A lemtttance to accompany all

orders, addressed
ALFRED ATVVOOD, Market Gardener, 8, Palk Road,

Baitersea, S.W. Cheques crossed London and County. P. O. O.
payable High Street, Battersea, S.W.

In Liquidation.

WILLIAM ROLLISSON and SONS,
The Nurseries, Tooting. London.

VINES—VINES-VINES.
Having a very large stock of stout well-grown Vines for

Sale, principally Black Hamburghs, these are offered at very
moderate prices, viz., Fruiting Canes, 5^. to loj. dd. ; Planting,
2S. 6ar. to 51.

UCUBA, i^ to 2, and 2 to 2J feet.
LAURUSTIN''US. I to i^, and il^ to 2 feet.

COTONEASTER MICROPHVLLA, i toiK. and \%
LAURELS, Colchic, 2 to 3 and 3 to 4 feet, [to 2K feet.

„ caucasica, 2 to 2% feet.

„ common, all sizes up to 3J^ feet.

Prices on application.

THOMAS SMITH, Nurseries, Stranraer.

A

I71OR FORCING,
J SPIR.,«A JAPONICA, 20J. per too.

PALMATA. 25J. per lOo.

By 100 or 1000. An immense stock, finely ripened. Smallei

palmatas, for planting. lor. 6i/., 15J. , and 2or. per ico. Extn
large clumps at moderate prices.

CHARLES NOBLE, Bagshot.

rp O THE TRADE.
MANETTI STOCKS, jrs. per 1000.

MUSSEL STOCKS, 45s. per icoo.

CRAB STOCKS, 351. per 1000.

Samples of the above may be had on application to

JOHN STANDISH and CO.. Royal Nurseries. Ascot.

WM. KNIGHT, of the Floral Nurseries,
Hailsham, Sussex. olTcrs from his large Stocks of

Standard and Dwarf ROSES. FRUIT TREES of all sizes,

Scarlet and other RHODODENDRONS well set with buds,

CONIFER/E and EVERGREENS, and DECIDUOUS
TREES for Avenues, by the dozen, too or 1000. at very low
prices for well-grown stuff.

lANSIES and PRIMROSES.
PANSIES. best varieties, named, including Prince of Wales,

Duchess of Edinburgh, Countess of Dudley, Sportsman, Black
Gem, 45. per dozen. 30J. per 100. by post 6rf, per dozen extra.

PRIMROSES, double and single, twelve varieties, yi. per

dozen, free by post f>d. extra.

Trade LIST on application,
FREDERICK PERKINS, Regent Street, Leamington.

c HOICE EARLY FLOWERS.
Sweet-scented RHODODENDRONS, flowers of most beauti-

ful form, pure white, and deliciously fragrant.

The Hardy Sweet AZALEA DAVIESII, and DAPHNE
INDICA RUBRA, healthy plants, to flower about
Christmas.

Descriptive Priced LIST of the above and other Novelties,

also Abridged List of General Nursery Stock, on application.

ISAAC DAVIES. Nurseryman, Ormskirk. Lancashire.

Pelargoniums.
PELARGONIUMS.— Special Offer to the

Trade of Show, French, and Fancy Varieties. Strong
healthy plants, established in single pots, 351'. per 100, packing
included for cash.

JAMES HOLDER and SON, Crown Nurseries. Reading.

STANDARD TH ORN S, Paul's Crimson,
Double Pink, and Single Scarlet, very strong : Weymouth.

PINE, from 5 to 10 feet : CRVPTOMERIA ELEGANS. 4 to

5 feet ; Black Italian POPLAR, 10 to ts feel, to be Sold cheap,

to clear the ground. Price and sample of any of the above ou
application.

RICHARD MASON, Windlesham Nursery, Bagshot, Surrey

To tbe Trade.

ROSES, Dwarf, on Manetti, fine stufif,

30S. per too, £,\i 105. per 1000, my selection.

SEAKALE. extra strong, 8or. per 1000; strong. 6oj. per
1000 : Planting, 3or. per 1000.

BRIERS, seedling, i-yr., extra fine stuft, 20J. per 1000.

For cash only with orders.

R. LOCKE. Rose Farm, Red Hill, Surrey.

WILLIAM WALKER has a quantity of
DEODARS to dispose of. 3 to 5 feet ; likewise POR-

TUGAL LAURELS, 2^ to 3;4 feet. Prices on application.

Also some thousands of GREEN TREE BOX, 3 to 4}^ feet,

Packington Nursery, 1 mile from Ashby-de-la Zouch Station.

To the Trade.

HAND F. SHARPE beg to announce that
. their Special LIST of GAKDEN and AGRI-

CULTURAL SEEDS is Now Ready, and may be obtained on
application.

Seed Growing Establishment. Wisbech.

ROSES. — Standard and' Half-Standard,
extra fine. Low quotation with Purchaser's selection.

MARECHAL NIEL, in pots, very fine, 751. per 100;
second size, 655. per too.

LIST of varieties on application.

GEORGE COOLING, Nurseryman, Bath.

OVAL or BROAD-LEAVED PRIVET, nice
bushy stuff, 2 to 2j$ feet, 8i. td. per loa. COMMON

LAUREL, fine, 3 to 4 feet, 20s. per 100. RHODODEN-
DRON PONTICUM, bushy, 12 to 15 inches. 151. : is to 20
inches, 18^. ; 18 to 24 inches. 255. per 100. AUCUBA JA-
PONICA VERA (the green-leaved, berry-bearing variety) 12

to 15 inches, lor. ; 15 to 18 inches, 155. per dozen. HOLLY,
Shepherdii, fine, iH to ly, feet, 12J. per dozen ; Golden Queen,
fine, 12 to 18 inches. i8f. per dozen. LIST on application.

J. J. MARRIOTT, Highfield Nurseries, Matlock.

Established Upwards of a Century.

DICKSONS AND CO., NURSERYMEN,
Seedsmen, and Florists, i, Waterloo Place, Edin-

burgh, beg to call the attention of those about to plant to their

extensive Stock of FOREST TREES, SHRUBS for Game
Coverts, FRUIT TREES, &c.. which have been grown in

exposed situations.

D. & Co. are now sending out their Bedding VIOLAS and
PANSI ES (of which they hold the largest stock in the country),

Early and Late PHLOXES. S:c.

Descriptive CATALOGUES free on application.

FRUIT TREES, &c.—Fine strong 2-yr. old
White Smith and improved Crown Bob GOOSE-

BERRIES, transplanted. 12J. per 100, {.s loi. per 1000:
Standard APPLE TREES, fine stuff, my selection, loj. per
dozen ; Pyramid ditto, extra large fruiting trees, 12J. der dozen.

For cash with order.

CATALOGUES on application. Samples if required.

N. LAWRENCE and SON, Burnslield Nurseries. Chatteris,

Cambridgeshire.

DIANTUM CUNEATUM, strong, in 48's,

ll per 100.

PELARGONIUMS, strong, in 6o's, all the leading varieties,

such as Grand Duchess, Digby Grand, Rob Roy,
Captain Raikes, Queen Victoria, Beauty of Hoxton,
&c., £,1 45. per 100.

HOLLIES. Rold and silver, worked last autumn, ^i toj. per loo.

"W. L. MAITLAND, Merton Abbey Nurseo', Merton Abbey,
Surrey.
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NE^^^ PEA, MARVEL" (Laxton).
FIRST-CLASS CERTIFICATE, ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

James Veitch & Sons
HAVE MUCH PLEASURE IN INTRODUCING THIS

GRAND MAIN CROP PEA.
The plant is of robust branching habit and growth, about 3 feet in

height. The pods are produced in pairs in great abundance, and are

very large, from 4 to 4^ inches in length, full rounded, much curved
and pointed, of a light green colour, and contain from nine to eleven

very large Peas of exceedingly fine quality. A remarkably handsome,
large, and exceedingly productive White Marrow Pea.

Mr. R. GILBERT, The Gardens, Biu'ghley, writes :—

"Four years back I was presented with a small package of this Pea (Laxtons Marvel), from the raiser. I am
so well satisfied with it that for two seasons past I have grown no other for mid-season supply. This Pea grows
from 3J to 4 feet high, and its branching habits are so dense that it completely covers the stakes with its fine

marbled foliage, bearing its pods in pairs, which literally hang from top to bottom. Each pod contains from
eight to ten Peas of the finest marrow-like flavour. I shall recommend ' Marvel ' to all my gardening friends,

feeling sure that where once grown it will be fully appreciated."

Mr, SHINGLES, The Gardens, Tortworth Court, says :—
" ' Marvel ' was sown under the same circumstances as other first-class Peas, and the results are very decided

in its favour. It is an enormous cropper, and grows with mc 3 feet, producing pods in pairs, and from eight to
eleven Peas in a pod. When boiled they are a good colour and a most delicious flavour, and is by far the best
Pea with which I am acquainted. I had a row about 4 yards long, and it was a grand sight."

Mr. "W. WHAIiLEY, The Gardens, Addington Park, says :—
" We grew your new Pea, ' Marvel,' alongside many of the standard varieties that are grown in this country,

and after testing its merits carefully and fairly, as regards a cropper, cooker, and flavour, wc found it to be very
excellent. It is also a beautiful growing Pea and very prolific, and tliere is very litUe doubt but it will become a
general favourite, not only in private gardens, but also in market. We intend to grow it largely."

Mr, COLEMAN, The Gardens, Eastnor Castle, says:—
" Upon receipt of a small parcel of your * Marvel ' Pea, on March 6, a sowing was at once made by the side

of ' Perfection ' and ' Dr. McLean,' two of the best Peas in cultivation, and the result justifies me in saying it is
worthy of all that can be advanced in its favour. When planted thinly it assumes the robust branching habit of
' Perfection,' grows about the same height, and produces an abundance of large, handsome pods, evenly filled
with about ten Peas in each. The flavour, when cooked, being delicious, I have no doubt this fine Pea will soon
become a general favourite, alike with the amateur, the exhibitor, and grower for market."

Mr. DUNN, Dalkeith Palace Gardens, says :—
" The Pea, ' Marvel ' which you sent me for trial last spring, has proved to be of a nice dwarf, sturdy habit,

averaging when well grown about 3 feet high. Sown in the last week of March, along with several other good
mid-season sorts, it was one of the first ready for gathering, in the third week of July, and lasting three weeks in
fine condition for table. It is a very prolific bearer, with well-filled, large-sized pods, and the Peas equal in
flavour ' \'eitch's Perfection.' I consider it an acquisition amongst the dwarfer growing Peas, and intend to grow
more of it ne.xt season."

Price 5s. per Quart.

Trade Price of above atid other Novelties to be had on app/ication.

ROYAL EXOTIC NURSERY, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

Nozj Ready, a hew and ilwroiighly Revised Edition of the

COTTAGER'S CALENDAR OF GARDEN OPERATIONS.
OPINIONS OF THE PRE33.

It has been carefully revised by an espefienced gardener, and the lists of vegetables, fruit,
and flowers have been corrected by the substitution of the most approved modem kinds, in place
of those which were mentioned in the first edition, and many of which have ceased to be worthy of

thoroughly sound, practical treatise ; but it has been so long before the public
deservedly appreciated, that any special commendatiou of it now is unnecessary."—iT/;V^«*i

cultii

Counties Herald,

"This is a handy volume, consisting of se
much and varied information likely to prove .„ .... ^^^.,...^^^,,

To all such, who require a cheap and reliable book of reference
Lloy(Cs.

ty pages of letterpress and illustration, containing
Tul to all cottagers, &c., who possess a garden.

heartily recommend it."—

" \\ e are quite glad to sec this useful little book once more, and it is like a whifl of perlume
rom the heather in bloom to read on the wrapper ' two hundred and twenty-first thousand.' Wc
advise all who are interested in the promotion of cottage gardening to sow this httle book
broadcast."— Giiri/^ftfri* Magazine.

"The information conveyed in this little book is well adapted for all persons having small
plots of ground. The necessary operations for each month are clearly laid down, and are of a
thoroughly practical nature. The sorts of both fruit and vejietables are well selected, many of

being excellent in quality. To our readers who are interested in the cultivation of their
I safely reconunend this as being a e : and useful

Price 3d., Post Free 3jd.

W. RICHARDS, 41, WELLINGTON STREET, STRAND, LONDON, W.C.
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New Catalogue.

]\/r AURIC E YOUNG
-^^ begs to inform Purchasers of Hardy Plants that his

NEW DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE
may now be had on application.

It contains lists of CONIFERS. RHODODENDRONS,
and other AMERICAN PLANTS,

Standard and Dii-arf ROSES. ORNAMENTAL TREES.
SHRUBS and EVERGREEN.S.

CHEAP EVERGREENS for COVERS,
PLANTS for WINTER D K D D I N G

,

CLEMATIS and other CLIMBERS. Transplanted
FOREST TREES, &c.,

all in splendid condition for removal.

XS' The Nurseries are about one hour by rail from Waterloo

Milford, near Gcdalmin^, Surrey.

C^ EORGE COOPER, the County Seed
VT Establishment, Hertford, begs to cflTer the lollowins. of

the choicest stocks, to the Tr.ide. Special prices on applica-

BEET. Red, Cooper's ExceLior.
BROCCOLI. Hill's June.
CUCUMBER, Improved Telegraph.
PARSLEY, Curled, Cooper's Matchless.
SWEDE, Cooper's Improved Large Purple-top.

TURNIP, Improved Aberdeen Green-top Vellow.
ONION, White Spanish.

„ White Globe.

., Bedfordshire Champion.
CELERY, Cooper's Improved White.
The above cannot be excelled for quality.

Kent, tlie Garden of England,
FRUIT TREES TRUE TO NAMK.

THOS. BUNYARD AND -SONS' new
Descriptive CATALOGUE for 1S78, may now be had on

application. In these extensive Nurseries (nearly too acres) the

Amateur may select his dozen, or the Market Grower his

thousands of Trees, from a stock of 150,000 well-grown, beauti-

fully rooted, healthy, and correctly named Trees. They will

be packed for any part of the United Kingdom. Large quanti-

ties can be sent In a through truck at a trifling cost. The
carriage will be paid to London or any nearer station, and a
liberal discount given to those who prefer cash payments.
Extra fine Kentish klndsof CHERRIES, KENT COB NUTS,
and every variety of FRUIT noted in the county.
THOS. BUNYARD and SONS, The Old-Eslabllshed

, Maidstone ; also at Ashford.

To tlie Trade,

JOHN PERKINS and SON have large
tJ stocks of the following, fine clean-grown well rooted stuff :

—
ROSES. Standard, 755- per 100.

„ Dwarf, 30J. per 100.

APPLES, 2-yT. untrimmed, 50J. per 100.

PEARS, 2-yr. untrimmed, 505. per 100.

PLUMS, Standard Diamond, 6oj. per 100.

APRICOTS, fine Dwarf-trained, 21J, to 305. per dozen.

„ fine Maidens, 50J. per 100.

,, r-yr. cut-back. 30J, per too.

ACER NEGUNDO VARIEGATA, Pyramids, 401. per 100.

BERBERIS AQUIFOLIA, ij^ to s feet, 601, per 1000.

CEDRUS DEODARA, 3 to 5 feet, 30J. per dozen.
LAURELS. Portugal, 3j^ to 4 feet, 70s. per too.

PICEA PlNSAP0.4tos feet, 241. per dozen.

„ NORDMANNJANA, 3 to 4 feet, 301. per dozen.
PINUS CEMBRA, 4 to 5 feet, 60s. per loa.

THUJA AUREA, i foot, 405. per 100 : i to i\i foot, 601.

Special Offer.WB A L L AND C O., Bedford Road
• Nursery, Norihampton, having a very large Stock of

the undermentioned Trees, &c., in fine condition for removal,
have much pleasure in offering them at the following low

ALDER, 4 to 5 feet, fine, las. per icoo
ASH, 2 to 2^ feet, fine, 2o5. per looo

.. 3 to 5 teet, fine, 255. per 1000
BERBERIS, Aquifolia. 1 to \% foot, very good, \is. per looo
CHESTNUT, Horse, 6 to 8 feet, fine heads. 6oi. per 100

,, Scarlet. 6 to S feet, fine heads, iocs, per 100
ELMS, Canadian, 8 to 10 feet, clear stems, with good heads.

100.T. per 100
English (upright), 6 feet, cle; with good heads,

HORNBEAM. 2 to 3 feet, very good, aoj. per 1000
LIMES, 6 to 8 feet, very fine, 535. per loo ; q to 10 feet, very

fine, 70J. per 100
POPLAR. Black Italian, 5 to 6 feet, fine. Zs. per 100 ; 8 to 10

feet, fine, 12J. per loo

,, Lombardy, extra fine irees, 8 to 10 feet, ics. per 100
PRIVET, common, 2 feet, bushy, los. per 1000

,, ovalifulium, 3 to 4 feet, 50^. per 1000
WALNUTS, extra quality. 6 to 8 feet. 6oj. per loo
CHERRIES. Morello, dwa.f trained. 6 to 7 shootcd, strong,

APRICOTS, Moor Paik. d^varf trained, 6 to 7 shooted, strong.

ROSES, extra fine Standards, with large heads, fine varieties,

6. feet stems, own selection, 70s. per 100
APPLES, fine Standards, in variety, own selection, 63^. per 100
PEARS, fine Standards, in variety, own selection, 755. per too
CATALOr.UES of General Nmsery Stock on applicati n.

Oue Hundred Thousand
HOTEIA (SPIR.'EA) JAPONICA, in very

str.Tn-; and sound condition.
HOIEIA (SPIR-LA) JAPONICA h.as been awarded several

first prizes, and always considered best shown ; 14'. to

SPIR/EA l-ALMAFA, red, extra, 60s. to 90s per 100.

,, diMib'e while. 12s to l6s per too
„ ULMARIA AUREA, fol. variegata, 40s. to 4SS. per 100.

DIEI.NTRA SPF,CIAi;iLIS. los. 10 251 p-r 100.

LILIU.M l.ANCIKill.lU.M ALBU.M MONSTROSUM,
very free li nvcriiig. 30s. to 40s. per 100.

„ „ ROSEUM, 2o.<. to a6s. per too.

„ „ f;UnRUM, 2CS. to 2fis. per 100.

„ CHlNENSISTIGRINUiW, ss. to Ss. per too.

CHRISTMAS ROSES, (Hellebotus niger), fine, 40s. to 160s.

per 100.

Trade CATALOGUE free on appllcitlon. Poit-office Orders
or good r;fe,er ces from unknown Correspondents.

tiUDUEVBORG DkOTHERS, Nurserymen and Bulb
Growers, Hllleg-m, near H..arli m, Holland.

In Liquidation

WILLIAM ROLLISSON AND SONS,
The Nurseries, Tooting, near London, beg to inform

their numerous Customers that the BUSINESS is being
CARRIED ON as USUAL, and that they have a fine healthy
stock of Orchids. Feins, Palms. Stove and Greenhouse Plants,
Vines. Hardy Herbaceous and Alpine Plants. &c.. which they
can offer at very moderate prices. CATALOGUES and
special ofl^ers free by post on application.

FECIAL OFFER TO THE TRADE.—
SURPLUS .STOCK on SALE, as the land must be

cleared for building purposes ; all fine healthy plants, many
times transplanted.

FEUIT TREES.
CHERRIES, Standards, extra strong, qs. per dozen, 60s, per

100: halfdo,.do,,6s.
, per dozen, 45s. per too.

PEARS. Pyramids 3 to 4 feet, extra strong. 5s per dozen. 30s.

per 100 ; Half-standards, 4 to 5 feet, strong, 7s per dozen,

CURRANTS, Black Naples, fine, strong, 8s. per loo, 705.

per 1000.

poKEST TEEES.
BEECH, 4 to s feet, strotg, 8s, per 100

; 5 to 6 feet, i6r. per
roo ; 6 to 8 feet. 25s. per 100 ; 8 to to leet, sof. per roo.

CHESTNUTS, Horse. 6 to 8 feet, strong, ifs. per dozen : 8 to
10 feet. 25s, per ico,

„ ,. .Scarier, 5 to 6 leet, strong, 8s. per dozen ; 6 to 8 feet,

los, per dozen.
LIMES, 2 to 3 feet, strong, 41. per roo ; 3 to 4 feet, ()S per 100 :

4 to 5 feet, IDS, per 100 : 5 to 6 feet, 15s. per 100 ; 6 to 8

feet, 255. per too; 8 to 10 feet, 60s, per 100.

EVERGREEN SHRUBS.
BOX. Green, i to ij; loot. 2s. ptr dozen, lii, per too.

RHODODENDRONS, 6 to 9 inches, es. per too; o to 12
. per

and bushy, i to 1% foot. . per I feet,

YEWS, English, q to I2 inches, 10s. per loD : i^ to \\i foot,

I2T. fid. per tco : i to 2 feet, ifs. per too : 3 to 3 feet,

25s per 100 : 3 to 4 feet, 45,?. per roo. and 91. per dozen,
B. WHITHAM, Nurseries, Reddish, near Stockport.

A Few Tbousands of
/CAMELLIAS and AZALEA INDICA, fine
\J plants «ith buds, at low prices (on application).

COCOS WEDDELLIANA in single pots, 12 inches high, 30s.

AREC,\ BAUERI, 12 inches high, 30s, per dozen.

JEAN NUYTENS VERSCHAKFELT, The Nurseries,
Ledeberg, Ghent. Belgium.

Planting.^REAT BARGAINS
^^ for Clearance.

A quantity of Rhododendrons. 3 to 4 feet and under ; Abies

Albertii, Cupressus Lawsoniana, Thuja Lobbli, Wellingtonia

gigantea, all from 4 to 8 feet, in capital order for removal. A
large quantity of Tritoma uvarla, fine Pyraminal Pear and Apple
Trees. Lowest prices quoted on application. Good Turf for

Lawns (within 200 yards of Railway Station, S.W.R.), 5s. per

rod If cut by purchaser. Apply to

J. D. CRAIG, The Nursery. Camberley, Farnborough Station.

HARRISON AND SONS, Royal Nurseries,
Leicester, have the following stocks, all well-grown and

healthy trees ; will be pleased to send sample and quote prices

for large or small quantities of any :

—

5,000 APPLES of best sorts.

3.000 PEARS of best sorts.

20,000 GOOSEBERRIES.
5,000 CURRANTS.

10,000 AUCUBAS, 6 Inches to 3 feet,

lo.coo GREEN HOLLIES.
10,000 HORSE CHESTNUTS.
10,000 large trees for Immediate effect, consi ting of

LIMES, ACACIA. BIRCH, ELM, POPLARS,
SYCAMORES, &c.

HOMAS RIVERS AND SON, The
Nurseries, Sawbridgeworth, Herts, have a large and fine

Stock of the following Trees, of all classes, for the Garden or
Orchard :

—
PEARS on the Quince and Pear stock.

APPLES on the Paradise and Crab stock.

CHERRIES on the Mah.aleb and Cherry stock.

CURRAN'TS and GOOSEBERRIES.
FIGS, fruiting trees In pots.

GRAPES, fruiting canes in pots.

PEACHES and NECTARINES, frultlns trees in pots, a
fine stock : do,, trained trees,

NUTS, standard and dwarf.
ORANGES and LEMONS.
PLUMS.
STRAlV BERRIES, RASPBERRIES. &c.
ROSES, standard and dwarf, a very fine stock of the

best kinds ; do., in pots for forcing, stout and well
grown plants

Descriptive Rose Catalogue free.

Descriptive and Illustrated Fruit Catalogue free by p3st, 3</.

Miuialurc Fnnt Garjeii, v ("i-, free by post,

TUe Following are Offered at a Low Price by
H. ROGERS,

Red Lodge Nursery, Southampton ;

—

RHODOOENDRONS, choice named.
AZALEAS, fine Ghent, and seedlinc,

RETINOSPORA PISIFERA AUREA.
„ LEFTOCLADON.

CUPRESSUS LAWSONIANA DEN3.\,
TAXUS ELEGANTISSIMA.
CUPRESSUS THYOIDES VARIEGATA.

., LAWSONIANA VARIEGAIA,
THUJilPSIS DOLABRATA,

,, BOREALIS, 1 to 3 feet,

WELLINGTONIA GIGANTEA, 2 to 6 feet.

PINUS CEMBRA. 3 to 6 feet,

PERNETTYA MUCRONATA.
ARBUTUS UNEbO, 2 10 3 fee',

DESFONTAINEA SPINoSA in pots,

EUGENIA UGNIand APICUl.ATA In pots,

EUONYMUS OVATA AUREA, In pots,

„ RADICANS VARIEGATUS.
GRISLIENIA LITTORALIS In pots,

LIGUSPRUM OVALIFOLIUM, 2 ket,
OSMANTHUS ILICIFOLIUS,
SKIMMIA lAPONICA. berried,

RHODODENDRON PONTICUM, bedded, 6 to 12 In.

CAMELLIA STOCKS, in single pots,

COTONEASTER SIMONSII, 1 to 2 feet.

AV

EWING AND CO. forward gratis and post
free to applicants, CATALOGUES of their t

well-grown stock of Standard and Dwarf Roses, Pot Roses,
Clematises, Vines, Fruit Trees, Ornamental Trees, and Coniferae,
The Royal Norfolk Nurseries. Newmarket Road, Eaton, near

Norwich,

To Gentlemen, Builders, and tlie Trade,

T30BERT AND GEORGE NEAL,
-Lv Wandsworth Common and Garrett Lane, Nurseries,
beg respectfully to call attention to their large and varied Stock
of HARDY. ORNAMENTAL, FOREST. FRUIT TREES
and SHRUBS, which are grown at their Nurseries, especially
those Trees, &c., which are most suitable for growing in or near
large towns.

_
An early Inspection invited. All goods delivered

free on rail in London, or at own residence, within five miles
of the Nurseries.

CATALOGUES free by post on application.

Annual A B. C. Bulb Guide.

THOMAS S. WARE has much pleasure in
announcing that the present year's issue of the above is

now ready, and will be posted free on application. It includes
complete coll-ciijns of Liliums, Narcissus, Gladiolus. Iris, and
numerous other families ; also seleciions of Bamboos and Orna-
mental Grasses. Aquatic and Bog Plants, Herbs, &c. : and a
fine cotleclion of Hardy Orchids, to which is added a few choice
Perennials, adapted for present planting.

Hale Farm Nurseries, Tottenham. L-ondon.

Lep:'s new violet odoratissima.
—Habit dwarf and compact, quite distinct from any

other variety ; colour, purplish azure, changing to pale azure
when fully developed : form, fine ; scent, exquisite. As the
opinions of the Press, &c , were given last spring, they will not
be repeated here. Plants at any time when the weather is

favourable, at the following rates :— 15s. per dozen, 8s. 6ii. per
half-dozen, 5s, per quaner-dozen. The Trade supplied when
one dozen or more are taken on the usual terms,—GEORGE
LEE, F,R,H,S,, Market Gardener, Clevedon, Somerset,

'pO THE TRADE.
MANETTI STOCKS, strong, clean grown, and we'1-rooted,

9 inches round

[o feet, 5CW. per 100
:

strong and straight.

LIMES, ro to 12 feet, magnificent trees, 8

a foot from the ground, 25s, per dozen,
ELMS, English. 7 to 8 feet, zos, per 100 ; ic

12 feet, extra stout, z2s, per dozen,
HORSE CHESTNUT, 9 to 10 feet, e

_ gs per dozen,
I feet, fine trees, 30s per

ello.

H, BLANDFORD, The Dorset Nr
rl-lrained.

lliiTo

doz.

Fruit Trees.

SCOTT'S ORCHARDIST, the most useful
work on Fruit Trees in the English Language, free

The Hicmott Nurseries contain all the best varieties of
APPLES, PEARS, PLUMS. CHERRIES, CURRANTS.
GOOSEBERRIES, APRICOTS, PEACHES, NECTAR-
INES, NUTS. FILBERTS. WALNUTS. &c. Trees of all

sizes and shapes. Priced LIST free on application to,

J, GEORGE HILL, (successor to John Scott), The Royal
, Me , Son

To the Trade —Immense quantities of extra fine

SEEDLINGS and TRANSPLANTED
PLANTS-Quicks, Scotch Firs. Alders, Fruit Trees,

Shrubs, &c. For Descriptive CATALOGUE, apply to
LEVAVASSEUR and SON, Nurserymen, Ussy, Calvados,

France: or to their Agents. Messrs, R, SILBERRAD AND
SON, 15, H,iro Lane, Great Tower Street. London. E,C,

ARDY EVERGREENS, thoroughly trans-
planted and prepared for removal, either in fine speci-

men trees, or in small stuff suitable for ornamental planting, lo
be sold privately at a low price to effect a clearance, consisting
of Laurel of many varieties, variegated and green Hollies,
nearly every variety of Coniferje, Rhododendrons, named
hybrids and Ponticums, and almost every variety of Evergreen
Shrub and Tree ; also a fine and select assortment of pyramid
and bush Fruit Trees. Apples, Pears, Plums, and Cherries,
12-yr. and 15-yr. old, well transplanted and in full bearing.

Mill Hill Station on the Midland Railway, Harrow Station
on the Norlh-Western Railway, and Edgware Station on the
Great Norihern Railway, are convenient for loading trucks :

Edgware Station is quite near for visitors. A previous appoint-

Cheap Kentish Fruit Trees, etc.
On Ground that must be Cleared ihii Season.i^ECIAL OFFER.
15,000 APPLES and PEARS. Sfandards and Pyra-

mids, from 60J. per loo.

. PLUMS. Standards an 1 Pyramids, from;
Mai.CHERRIES, tail Standard

5os._p_er 100 : irained. from i3j. per di

7SS. per iLIMES.-ind SYCAMORES. lo tc

A van-load delivered free

T. EVES. Gravesend Nurseri

'

r Lo.idc
abli^hed-(Esi 810.)

Special Offer-Very Cheap.
THE c;K()UNU MUSI t;E CLEARED.

WILLIAM KNIGHT begs to call attention
to his very fine Stock of splendid CoNlFEK/E

TREES, all recently transplanied, viz. : -Araucaria i.i.bricata,

5 to S feet
;
Cedrus Deodora, all sizes from 3 to 12 feet : Cupressus

Law.ioniana, loto 12 feet; Picea amabilis and P. lasio^^arpa, la
to IS feet : P. nobilis giauca, 4 to 10 feet ; also P Notdmai -

niana. 3 to 6 feet. &c Price on application. Intending pLnters
would do well to inspect the above.
CATALOGUE (52 page..) of General Nursery Stock sent free

on receipt of three p' sta^e stamps.
Floral Nur,=eries, adjoining Railway Station, Hailsham, Sussex.

/^^ONIFERS, GREEN HOLLIES, and
V>' TREES.— Cedrus Deodara. 3 feet. 2J. 6d ; C Lebanon,
3 feet, 9S. td. \ 'J hujopsis borealiF, 5 feet, 2f. 6d.\ Thi-ji
gigantea, 4 leet, -is. td. \ Cupressus Lawsoniana viridis, 4 leet.
2s. td.; Swedish Juniper. 4 feet, \s. 6d.. 6 feet, 2s. 6i. :

Golden Retinoipora. 2 feet, 2^. id. ; Ericoides, 2 feet, is -

Gold and Silver Hollies, 2 feet, 2^. ; Picea nobilis, ? feet, 3^. ;

Pinsapo, 3 feet, 2^. 6d. ; Nordmanniana, 3 foet, 2J. 6d., 4 feet,

4J., 5 feet, 5s. ; Limes, 15 feet, 2,1. 6d, ; Birch, 15 feet, is. ;

Chestnuts in variety, is. each; Scarlet Oak. 15 feet, ir. ;

Araucarias, 4 feet. 20s. ; 5 feet. 30!-. ; Rhododendrons, scarlet,
rose, white, 2 feet. 25. 6d. ; Green Hollies i to 1^4 foot, 25^.

per I

E. WALKER, Farnborough, H^ni
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PLANTS for NATURALISING in the
Wild Garden, Shrubbery Border, Woodland Walks, Hot

Banks, Swampy Ground, and in any other position where the
plants are allowed to grow naturallv, reproducing themselves.
See present year's ABC BULB GUIDE, free on application.

" "

Tottenham,

TREE FERNS, Alsophila tomentosa, rare,
newly imported, for Sale. Also ORCHIDS. Arundina

chinensis (hardy greenhouse), and Phala;nopsis grandiflora
aurea, Saccolabium species, and others. Address

M. P.. Englefield Green, Staines.

QUEEN OF LILIES, LILIUM AURATUM.
—Imported Bulbs are now arriving, and orders are

solicited. This lovely Lily is quite hardy, and should be gene-
rally grown. Before ordering send for Lily List, where all parti-
culars are given.
Prices, size No. i, (xi. : No. 2, is. ; No. 3, ij. id. : No. 4. 2J. each.
ORCHIDS.-Special offer of the following fine Orchids,

for £,^ 5J. :— I plant Phalffinopsis Schilleriana, 2 plants Dendro-
bium furmosum giganteum. i plant Phalsenopsis grandiflora
aurea. 4 plants Dendrobium cretaceum, 1 plant Saccolabium
guttatum, I plint Dendrobium barbatulum. 3 plants Calanthc
rubra and luteo occulata, i plant Dendrobium Pierrardi, i pot
Lim-itodes rosea.

All orders to be accompanied by a remittance. Lily and
Orchid LIST sent on application to

WILLIAM GORDON, to, Cullum Street, London, E.G.,
Lily Bulb and Plant Importer.

Plants for Winter Flowering and Decoration.

MESSRS. JOHN STANDISH and CO.
have a fine Stock of these for disposal, consisting of the
following :— [per dozen.

AZALEA INDICA, fine plants, and well budded, 241. to 4zi.
BOUVARDIA, in variety, iSs. tn 241 per dozen.
CARNATION. Miss JoUiffe, La Belle, and others, 241. perdoz.
EPACRIS. in variety, 24^. to 301. per dozen. [per dozen.
BRICAHYEMALIS, fine plants, full of bloom-bud, 151. to mj.
LILY OF THE VALLEY, single crowns, 8s. per 100.

PELARGONIUMS, 181. to 241. per dozen.
PINK. Lady Blanche, gr. per dozen.
POINSETTIA PULCHERRIMA, 181. per dozen.
ROSES, in pots, great variety. 24'. to 42s. per dozen.
SOLANUMS. well berried, 15s. per dozen.
PALMS and DRACAENAS, 241. to 42s. per dozen.
ADIANFUM CUNEATUM, and many other FERNS, ,os.

per dozen : besides a large general stock of STOVE
and GREENHOUSE PLANTS.

CATALOGUES of which may be had on application.
Royal Nurseries. Ascot. Berks.

To Gardeners and Flower Forcers
TDHODODENDRON NOBLEANUM, from
-i-*^ 2 to 3 feet high, and 2I; to 4 fett through, with from
thirty to ninety flower-buds each. Compact plants and well
furnished.

NOBLEANUM is apparently not so well known in England
as it deserves to be ; invaluable where flowers are in demand in
Winter and Spring; forces easily in greenhouse or other
warmer structure, and flowers very early out-of-doors. There
is probably no other plant, size for size, yields such a bulky
return of lively coloured early flowers. These vary Irom light
pink to brii:ht red.

DRUMMOND BROTHERS, Larkfield Nursery. Edinburgh

ey, in a
1 overstock
It. discount

(CHARLES NOBLE, Bagshot, Su:
^^ re-arrangement of his Nursery, finds he has
of the undermentioned, which he will sell at 50 per c

for cash, taken in quantities of 100 or upwards in \

time. Sample 100. if desired, sent.

Standard Apples, Pears and Cherries, finest n;

Gooseberries, White Curr;

8, 10. and 12 feet high,

Horse Chestnut
Scarlet Chestnut.
Scarlet Oaks.

„ Maple.
„ Thorn.

Laburnum
„ Purple.

Lombard y Poplar;

Italian Poplars.
English Elms.
American Elms.

;, and Cob Nuts.

Various Heights.
Portugal Laurels.

Colchic Laurels.
Mahonia Aquifolia.
Rhododendron ponttcui

,, hybrids, named.
Andromeda fioribunda.
Kalmia latifolia.

Azalea pontica.

Cupres=.us Lawsoniana,
Picea Nordmanniana.
Dwarf Rosts.

""^^cme ar& (See.. %
MY CHRYSANTHEMUMS.—Never was

there such a collection in such order and correctness,
such a display out-of-doors (450 named varieties flowering),
such a stock, such health, such facilities in executing orders
as you will find at Swanky. Send for H. C's ILLUSTRATED
CATALOGUE of the above, and you will find it the most
correct, best classified, and containing the best and briefest
Treatise on their cultivation ever published. Post-free, six
stamps. H. C is again and has been engaged as Judge every
season now for nearly twenty years.

Ciirysantliemums.

ALL those preparing Plants for Exhibition or
evenDecoration, should see H. CANNELL'S FLORAL

(iUlDE. as It shows you a perfect cut bloom, and how dwarf
incurved specimens and standard plants should be to carry off
the first prize, together with other invaluable information.
Post-free for six stamps.

" Nascby n'ootUfs, Rucby.
"Dear Sir,—At the Northampton Chrysanthemum Show I

exhibited very fine blooms, and gained the following prizes :

—

Special Prize for 12 Cut Blooms First.

12 Cut Blooms, incurved First.
6 Cut Blooms, incurved First.

6 Cut Blooms. Japanese, Anemones, and Reflejced First.

6 varieties, 3 in a Ijunch, large flowers Second.
The above were all cut from plants that I got from you.

" Yours respectfully. H. Hakris.
" Gardener to Capt. G. Ashby Ashby."

Now is the time to see the Zonals in grandest Form
AND COLOUR.

NONE without seeing can form the slightest
idea of the splendour of my loo-feet house, blazing

from end to end with WINTER-FLOWERING ZONAL
PELARGONIUMS Such a display of colour was never
before seen. White Vesuvius. Striped Vesuvius, Salmon
Vesuvius, Guinea, aud Dr. Denny, all grand new colours, &c.,
almost beyond description. One plant of each sent post-free
for loi. 6^/. : twenty-four for winter flowering sent in strong

H. CANNELL. The Home for Flowers, adjoining the
Station. Swanley, Kent.

SWEET VIOLETS.
BLaNDYANUM. Double.
BELLE DE CHATENAY, new.
KING OF VIOLETS, Double,
MARIE LOUISE, best Double.
NEAPOLITAN. Double.
KEINE DES VIOLETS, Double.
NEAPOLITAN, Single.
WHITE CZAR.
VIOLET CZAR.
VICTORIA REGINA. best Single

The above are large clumps, suitable for potting, forcing, or
forming beds aud clumps in flower gardens ; ks. per dozen,

PrInCESS MARIE DE SAVOY, new, 31. id. each.
PATRIE. ij. each.

One plant each 12 vars. free by pO-U, is. id.

Trade LIST on application. P. O. O. payable to

FREDERICK PERKINS, Regent Street, Leamington.

WM. MAULE AND SONS, The Nurseries,
Bristol, beg to call the attention of Planters to a few

large extra-sized EVERGREEN TREES they have in their

nurseries to offer. 50 desirable for planting new grounds or form-
ing screens or blinds so as to produce an immediate effect :

—
CEDRUS DEODARA, 8 to 10 and to to t2 feet, los. id. each.
ABIES DOUGLASII, to to 15 feet, is.id. each.
PICEA PINSAPO, very bushy, 8 to 10 feet, ^s. id. each.
SPRUCE, Norway, 6 to 8 ft., u. id. ; 8 to loft.. 2j. id. : to to

FIR. Silver. 8 to 10 feet. 2j, id. each. (12 ft
, 3s. 6d. ea.

JUNIPERUS SINENSIS, 6 to 8 feet, 3s. id. each.
THUJOPSIS BOREALIS. 6 to 8 feet, 3^. id. each. [each.
WELLINGTONIAGIGANTEA, 4t0 5ft,5t.:6to8ft.,7s id.

ARBOR-VIT^. Chinese. 6 to 7 ft. , 2s. 6./. : 8 to 10 ft.
,
31. id. ea.

CUPRESSUS Lawsoniana. « to 8 ft , 21 id. : 8 to to ft.
,
is.cd. ea.

THUJA GIGANTEA. or CRAIGEANA 8 to to ft., v. id. ea.

RHODODENDRON. Catawbiense and Ponticum vars ,4 to

5 feet, very bushy in proporlion. 35. 611'. and 51. each.
AZALEA PONTICA. 4 to 5 ft

, bushy in proportion, is. id. ea.

LAURELS, Portugal, 4 to ; feet, 21 id. : 5 to 7 feet, 5s each.

M R. GEORGE BUNYARD, Horticul"

Florist (of the firm of Thomas Bunyard & Sous), Maidstone,
Kent. Valuations made for Probate, Partnership, Incoming or
Outgoing Tenants, or other purposes. Terms on application.

THORNS.—Strong, 2 and 3-yr. old, in large
quantities. Samples and prices on application.

RODGER McClelland and CO., 64, HiU street, Newry.

(T^ERMAN LILY OF THE VALLEY,
^—^ single crowns, extra strong, in splendid condition

;

delivery at once. Price and samples on application to
CHARLES PUTTFARKE N, Bradford, Yorkshire.

YEWS, 3^ to 45 feet, go.?, per 100, well rooted,
for Hedies, Sc^ GREEN HOLLIES, t^ to 2 feet,

27J. per too. all well rooted, &c.
JOSH. SPOONER, Goldworlh, Woking.

Large Spruce, Mulberries, AuctJbas, Sec.

'PHOMAS BUNYARD and SONS
J- have extra fine large specimens of the above to offer,
cheap : well-rooted.

The Nurseries. Maidstone. Kent.

Boses—Roses—Eoses.
FINE DWARFS on MANETTI,

all the leading varieties, 35^ per 100.

WILLIAM IRELAND, Pilton Nurseries, liarnslaple.

To the Trade
SEED NOVELTIES.— Our LIST of

FLOWER and VEGETABLE SEED NOVELTIES
is now ready, and will be posted on application to

F. SANDER AND CO., Seed Growers, St. Albans.

UICK, LARCH, &c.—A quantity of very
good transplanted 2-yr. old QUICK, at loj. per 1000.

LARCH, transplanted, 2 to 3 feet. 25J. per 1000.
For cash with order. Samples on application.

N. LAWRENCE and SON, Burnsfield Nurseries, Chatteris.
Cambridgeshire.

Roses, Fruit Trees, aud General Nursery Stock.WB. ROWE solicits the inspection by
• Nurserymen of his extensive stock of the above,

which are well-grown, and fit for removal.
Barbourne Nurseriei

Planting Season.

MESSRS. JOHN STANDISH AND CO.
beg to call the attention of those engaged in planting to

their extensive and well-grown stock of EVERGREEN and
DECIDUOUS PLANTS. FOREST TREES, &c. All are
without exception well rooted and in fine condition for removal.
The following list comprises a few of those Trees, of which they

: quantltic"

FOREST TREES.
Acacia, 3 to 4 and 10
Birch, 3 to 4 feet and

feet.

) 4 feet.Chestnut,
Pinus Lai
Pinus austriaca, i to ijs

foot.

Scotch Fir, I to iK foot.

Weymouth, 3 to 4 feet,

RHODODENDRON, fine

named varieties.

,, seedling. 3 to 4 feet, fine.

„ ponticum, 12 to 18 inches,

YEW, English, 2. 3 and 4 feet.

„ Irish, 3. 4 and 5 feet.

BOX. 2 to 2><( feet.

AUCUBAS. green and

BERBERIS, Darwinii.

„ Aquifolium.

CLEMATIS. IVIES,

LAUREL, »K

obovata, ij^ to 2 feet,

latifolia, I to ij^ foot.

Portugal, iH loa'/ikct.

,, variegated, in variety.

ROSES, H.P., in variety.
Standards.

„ „ Half-standards.

., .. Dwarfs.
„ Tea, in pots, in great

,, Gloire de Dijon, extra

„ Maiechal Niel, extra

CLIMBING PLANTS.othe
riety of EVERGREEN and DECIDUOUS

SHRUBS. Also
FRUIT TREES.—Pyramid Apples. Pears, Plums ; Trained

Apples, Apricots. Cherries, Nectarines, Pears, Peaches and
Plums.

Samples and quotations on application.
Royal Nurseries, Ascot, Berks.

ODONTOGLOSSUMS, CATTLEYAS, &G.

Hugh Low & Co.
Have a large Stock of the undermentioned ORCHIDS, which they can offer by the dozen or hundred.

Prices 071 application. Inspection invited.

ODONTOGLOSSUM ALEXANDR/E
„ CERVANTESI
,, CIRRHOSUM
„ HALLl

„ INSLEAYI LEOPARDiNUM
„ ROEZLI
„ SCHLEIPPERIANUM

ODONTOGLOSSUM ROSEUM
„ VEXILLARIUM

GATTLEYA DOWIANA
„ GIGAS

„ LAB I ATA, Varieties

„ LODDIGESI
DENDROBIUM BENSONI/E

DENDROBIUM WARDIANUM
MESOSPINIDIUM VOLGANICUM
ONGIDIUM KRAMERl

„ VARIGOSUM, Varieties

PHAL/ENOPSIS SCHILLERIANA
PILUMNA fTRIGHOPILIA) FRA-

GRANS

CLAPTON NUESEBY, LONDON, E
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WM. PAUL & SON,

^""ROSE GROWERS,
TREE, PLANT, BULB, AND

SEED MERCHANTS.

WALTHAM CROSS,
HERTS,

Inspection of Stock invited.

Priced Descriptive Catalogues free by post.

L-RiCHARD Smith &.C21
:im^ Worcester ^\

FIFTY ACRES of FRUIT TREES.—
Apples, Pears, Plums, Cherries. Peaches. Nectarines,

Apricots, and other Fruit Trees, as Standards, Dwarfs,
Pyramids, Bushes, Cordon and trained trees in great variety,
all full of vigour, and warranted true to name. Descriptive
Price List, containing a sketch of the vaj-ious forms of Trees,
with Directions for Cultivation, Soil, Drainage, Manure,
Pruning, Lifting, Cropping, Treatment under Glass ; also their

Synonyms, Quality, Size, Form, Skin, Colour. Flesh, Flavour,
Use. Growth, Duration, Season, Price, S:c., for a penny stamp.

TWELVE ACRES of ROSES.—Standard,
Dwarf, and Climbing, all the popular sorts : also 80.000

choice Tea-scented and Noisette Roses in pots : extr.-i strong
Roses in pots for immediate forcing. See Descriptive Price
List, free for a penny stamp.

C:i RAPE VINES and ORCHARD HOUSE
T TREES in POTS,—Grape Vines, extra strong, and

warranted free from phylloxera, oidium, and all disease ; Planting
Canes, 31. dd. to 5^. each : extra strong Fruiting Canes, 75. (yd.

to loj. 6(/. each. Orchard-house Trees, fruiting in pots, con-
sisting of Peaches, Nectarines, Apricots, Plums, Cherries.
Pears, Apples, and Figs. Descriptive Price List for a penny
stamp.

WORCESTER PEARMAIN APPLE
(awarded a First-class Certificate by the Royal Horti-

cultural Society).—One of the handsomest and most useful

Apples in cultivation. For full description see " Extract from
the Journal 0/ Horticulinre." and Richard Smith & Co/s
Fruit List, which may be had for a penny stamp. Coloured
Plates, 6cl. each. Maiden Trees, u. 6d. each ; Bushes, 31.

each ; Standards, Pyramids, and Dwarf-trained Trees, 7,s. 6d.

and 5J. each.

HARDY HERBACEOUS and ALPINE
PLANTS, their scientific and English names, height,

colour, time of flowering, and other useful information.

Descriptive Price List for a penny stamp. Collection of 100

beautiful hardy varieties for Garden Beds, Borders, or Rockeries,

LIST of all the EVERGREEN FIR TRIBE,
suitable for Britain, giving size, price, popular and

botanical names, derivations, description, form, colour, foliage,

growth, timber, use in arts, native country, and size there,

situation, soil, and other information, with copious index of
their synonyms. Free by post for six stamps.

LIST of STOVE and GREENHOUSE
PLANTS, comprising the best selections of Camellias,

Azaleas, Ericas, Epacris, Ferns, &c., free for a penny stamp.

LIST of EVERGREEN and DECIDUOUS
SHRUBS. RHODODENDRONS, STANDARD

ORNAMENTAL TREES, CLIMBING and TWINING
PLANTS, with their generic, specific, and English names,
native country, height, time of flowering, colour, &c., and
general remarks, free for a penny stamp.

ALL kinds of GARDEN SEEDS, of first

quality, BULBS, MUSHROOM SPAWN. TOBACCO
PAPER, ARCHANGEL MATS, and other GARDEN
REQUISITES. See Lists, which may be had on application.

•Rig hard Sm i th &. cv
:@o WORGEStER =:4.

TEA ROSES
WINTER fToWERING.

ALBA ROSEA
CATHERINE MERMET
GLOIRE DE DIJON
MADAME FALCOT
MADAME WILLERMOZ
NIPHETt)S
SOUVENIR D'ELISE
MARECHAL NIEL.

d flowering wood, to

ADAM
BELLE LYONNAISE
DEVONIENSIS
JEAN DUCHER
MADAME MARGOTTIN
MARIE VAN HOUTTE
PERLE DE LYON
SOUVENIR D'UN AMI

Vll in 8 and g-inch pots, having well.tn

bloom throughout the winter.

Price, 30a. to 42s. per dozen.

2,000 HYBRID PERPETUAL ROSES, in
g-inch pots, well ripened under glass, and fit for im-
mediate forcing, yts. to 36^, per do2en.

25,000 TEA SCENTED ROSES of all the
leading kinds, in 5-inch pots, extra fine plants, 15s. to

iSj. per dozen.

The Descriptive Catalogue of Rosesfor 1878 is rmti ready.

CRANSTON & CO.,
NURSERIES, KING'S ACRE, HEREFORD.

SPECIAL CHEAP OFFER of
WINTER and SPRING BEDDING PLANTS.

AURICULA, Alpine, fine strain, in 6o.pots, 120J. per icoo, 15J.

per too.

DAISY, Aucubajfolia, golden netted foliage, strong cIumpF,
3&r. per 1000, ^s. per too.

,, Crown, fine, strong clumps, 251. per icoo, 31. per 100.

„ Rob Roy, fine red, ditto, 25^. per 1000, 3^. per 100.

,. Bride, finest laree white, ditto, 355. per 1000, 4T. per 100.

MENTHA PULEGIUM, strong clumps, 151. per 1000, ss.

MYOSOTIS DISSITIFLORA, true, well rooted fine clumps,
^os. per looo, 5s. per ico.

PANSY, Cliveden Blue, fine healthy plants, 505. per 1000,

,, Blue King, ditto, 50J. per 1000. 6s. per 100.

,, Dean's White, ditto, 50J. per 1000, f)S. per too.

,. Yellow Bedder, ditto, 505. per 1000, ds. per 100.

PRIMROSE, Double Yellow, ditto, 85*. per 1000, loj. per 100.

ROCKETS, Double Purple, ditto, loi. per 100.

,, Double White, ditto, 8j. per 100.

CATALOGUE of General Nursery Stock on application.
W. BALL AND CO., Bedford Road Nursery, Northampton.

;iPECIAL CHEAP OFFER.s
PEARS and CHERRIES, stout fruiting standards, well-

grown trees.

AUCUBA JAPONICA, i to aj^ feet, very bushy and well-
coloured.

CUPRESSUS LAWSONIANA ERECTA VIRIDIS, 3 to 3K
feet, beantifully feathered specimens, and take up with
good balls.

HOLLY, for hedges, transplanted Spring 1S78, bushy and good,
all sizes from i to 3 feet.

,, Gold Queen, Silver, and other variegated and green-
leaved sorts, in great variety, i to 6 feet.

,, crenata, or Fortunei, 12 to 18 inches, bushy and well-rooted,
fine for winter bedding,

IVY, maculata minor and major, variegated, extra strong

Lists sent post-free on application. Plants extra to cover carriage.
Trade price on application.

JOHN NELSON, Nurseries. Heeley. near Sheffield.

GENERAL NURSERY STOCK.
WOOD & INGRAM'S

GENERAL DESCRIPTIVE
C.'IT.ILOGUE of NURSERY .<;T0CK',

FRUIT TREES, FOREST TREES,
HARDY CONIFEROUS and T.\XACEOUS

PLANTS, EVERGREENS,
DECIDUOUS ORNAMENTAL TREES and

SHRUBS,
HARDY CLIMBERS,

BOSES, &c.,
Is now ready, and will be sent free on application.

The Nurseries, Huntingdon.

Florists' Flowers, Roses, and cumbers.

THOMAS S. WARE'S CATALOGUE of
the above, including, in the Florists' Flower portion.

Daisies, Delphiniums, Dianthus, Pyrethrums, Pinks, Bedding
Pansies and Violas, Show and Fancy Pansies, Potentillas,
Border and Winter Flowering Carnations, Pasonies. Phlo.\es.
and Sweet Violets, may now be had post-free on application.

Hale Farm Nurseries. Tottenham, London.

s FECIAL OFFER,
ASH. Mountain, 10 to 12 feet, Zs. per dozen, $os. per 100.

., Weeping, 10 to 12 feet, 24J. per dozen.
BOX, green, 2 to ^ feet. 20J. per 100.

BEECH, 5 to 7 feet, 16s. per 100.

CHESTNUT, Horse, 7 to 9 feet, 8j. per dozen ; 10 to 12 feet,

155. per dozen.
ELMS, Wych, 8 to 10 feel, 50J. per 100 ; 10 to 12 feet, laj. per

dozen, gos. per 100.

HOLLY, common. 1% io 2 feet, 30J. per 100 ; 2 to 3 feet, 45^.
per 100 ; 3 to 4 feet, 12s. per dozen.

LABURNUMS. 8 to 9 feet, 9^. per dozen.
LAURUSTINUS. j\4 to a feet, 6s. per dozen, 40.T. per 100;

2K to 3 feet, isr. per dozen, jozs. per 100; 3 to 4 feet,

24i". per dozen.
LAUREL, common, 3 to 4 feet, very bushy, 351. per 100.

MEZEREON, red, 1% to 2 feet, 6s. per dozen, 40J. per 100.

POPLAR, Lombardy, 8 to 10 feet, ^s. per dozen, 32,1. per 100.

,, Black Italian, 10 to 12 feet, 75. per dozen.
PRIVET OVALIFOLIUM. 2% to 3K feet, 7^. 6d. per 100.

,, Box-leaved, twice transplanted, very stout, 2^^ to 3K feet,

Ss. per 100.

„ evergreen, twice transplanted, very stout, 3 to 3J^ feet,

45, 6d. per 100.

SYCAMORE, 10 to 12 feet. i$s. per dozen, low. per 100.
WILLOWS. Weeping, standard American, fine heads, i8j. per

CRANSTON'S NURSERIES,
Established 1785.

EIGHTY ACRES.
ROSES, FRUIT TREES, CONIFERS,

FOREST TREES, &c.

Descriptive and Priced Catalogues for 1878
now ready.

Address^
CRANSTON & CO.,

KING'S ACRE, near HEREFORD.
THE GOLDEN ^r^^l^

VARIEGATED WEI, -,^IW^,

Medal. Planted by the

! and Princess of Wales,

LINGTONIA
First-class Cenific.

and One Large Silve

ng Royal and noble hands :—
Their Royal Highesses the Prin

and the Duke of Edinbugh.
Their Graces the Dukes of Devonshire, Leeds, Manchester,

and Marlborough.
The Most Noble the Marquis of Waterford.
The Earls Abergavenny, Eective, Cork. Clancarty, Devon,

Ducie, Duniaven, Harrowby, Powis, Sefton, St. Germans,
Warwick, and Wicklow.
The Lords Berwick, Doneraile, Otho Fitzgerald. Hawkshaw,

Huntingfield, Kenlis, Poltimore, Powerscourt, Skelmersdale,
Wrottesley.
The Ladies Langdale, Russell, Pollen, Rolle, and Tennison, &c.
Grand Specimens, 7 feet, ils 5^. ; splendid plants, 5 feet,

Ct, 3f. ; very fine, 3 feet, {.t is. : stout plants, 2 feet, i, is.
;

little plants, i foot, \os. 6d. ; 13 for 12: 55 for 50; 115
fori

R. HARTLAND. The Lough Nurs

G EO, JACKMAN & SON,
(ESTABLLSHED 1810,)

Cultivators of

FRUIT and FOREST TREES
Evergreen and Flowering

TREES and SHRUUS,
ROSES, RHODODENDRONS,
Conifers and Hardy Ctimbers.

THE CLEMATIS

Descriptive Priced Catalogues free.

WOKINO NURSERY, STTRBE'S.

H~A R D Y FLOWERS
Exhibition^ Herbaceous Border, and Spring,

Flower Gardens.
All choice sorts, true to name-

Carnations and Picotees
Single plants

Psoi

In '

Pentstemons
Phloxes
Pinks
Potentillas

Pyrethrums
Saxifrages
Sedums
Veronicas, large bushes,

9 to 15 in. through..
Violets, Sweet .

.

BEDDING PANSIES.—Blue King, Clevedon
Blue, Purple, and Yellow ; Chieftain, Cloth of Gold, Peach
Blossom, and The Tory, 2j. per dozen, 12s. per 100.

BEDDING VIOLAS.—Admiration, Amabilis,
Brilliant, Golden Gem, Duke of Edinburgh. Golden Per-
petual. Greivei, Multiflora, Mulberry, Purple Prince,
Sovereign, Sir W. Scott, and Waverley. i,r. 6d. per dozen,
io,f. per 100: Pilrig Park, is. per dozen, 15^. per 100—this

is the best white,

100 fine Bedding Violas and Pansies, our selection, twelve
. 6rf.

Perdc
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To the Trade.
NEW POTATO. '• PRIDE of ONTARIO."

Hand F. SHARPE are now sending out
• the above most prolific and handsome shaped new

Potato. Full descriptiou and price may be had on application.

Seed Growing Establishment, Wisbech.

ATALOGUES. — His Excellency Pierre
Wolkenstein will feel greatly obliged if Nurserymen and

Seedsmen will kindly send him their Catalogues. They should
be forwarded (by post) to

S. E. PIERRE WOLKENSTEIN, Secre'iaire dc la Society
Imperiale d'Horticulture de Russie. St. Petersburg,

SEAKALE FOR SALE.— Good Forcing,
9^. per 100 : extra large, lo^. 6(/, : planting, 5s. : also

Malyear's Early Red Rhubarb for forcing and planting, the
finest yet out : and other leading sorts. Post-office Order or
Cheque to accompany all orders from unknown correspondents.
Price to the Trade on application to

J. COOPER, Market Gardener, Belfour Cottage, Fulham
Fields, S.W.

Planting Season.

E BURGESS begs to offer the following
• strong Standard APPLES, PEARS, ROSES, Standard

and Dwarf Trained APRICOTS. Turkey and English OAK,
English and Scotch ELMS, LIMES up to 12 feet, BEECH up
to 7 feet, SWEET BAYS, APPLE STOCKS, and a general
NURSERY STOCK.

The Nur<

:es on application.

,
London Road, Cheltenham.

To the Trade.

SEED POTATOS.—Our SPECIAL LIST,
containing all the best English and American varieties

grown by us the past season, may now be had, post-free, on
application.

H. AND F. SHARPE, Seed Growers, Wisbech.

We have about Five Hundred

POT VINES, 2-yr. old, grown without
bottom-heat. For strength, vigour, ripeness, and promi-

nence of eyes we believe they cannot be surpassed. The Trade
supplied. We f hall be glad to send samples to any address : is.
each.
THE MANAGER, St. George's Gardens, St. Anne'

Sea, Lancashire.
i-the.

Cabbage and Lettuce Plants.

TT
J. HARDY, Stour Valley Seed Grounds,

J—-• Buies, Suffolk, begs to offer a quantity of strong,
healthy, autumn-sown plants :

—
ENFIELD MARKET and CARTER'S HEARTWELL,

V- per 1000.

RED DUTCH. 5^. per loco.

LETTUCE.—Brown Cos, Siberian, and Champion. 55. per

Package and carriage free for 5000 upwards (or plants equi-
valent), to any Railway Station m England.

Reference required from unknown Correspondents.

Edelweiss.
(GNAPHALIUM LEONTOPODIUM, Jacq.)

CHARLES SHARPE and CO., having
received a small supply of Seed of the above lovely little

Alpine Plant with woolly silvery-white bracts, can offer packets
post-free at ^s. 6d. each. Its cultivation presents no difficulty,

and full instructions will be sent with each packet.
Seed Warehouse, Sleaford.

To LARGE PLANTERS,
CEMETERY CONTRACTORS, &c.

YEWS, English, 2 to 3, 3 to 4, and 4 to 5 feet,

LAURELS, common, 2, 2 to 3, 3 to 4. and 4 to 5 feet.

LIMES, fine grown, 3 to 4, 5 to 6, .and 8 to 10 feet.

CHESTNUT, Horse, 8 to 10 feet.

Special quotations on application, and sample dozen sent to
any part of Great Britain.

GODWIN AND SON, Ashbourne, Derby.

Planting Season.

To NOBLEMEN, GENTLEMEN and the TRADE.
THE ROYAL MERRIOTT NURSERIES

are well stocked with immense quantities of ALDER,
BEECH, BIRCH. Horse CHESTNUT. ELM, Silver, Scotch,
and Spruce FIR. HAZEL, HORNBEAM, LIMES, OAKS,
POPLARS, YEWS, &c., of all sizes. Special low prices will

be forwarded on application to

J. GEORGE HILL (successor to John Scott), The Royal
Merriott, Somerset.

sFECIAL OFFERS TO THE TRADE.
MANETTI ROSE STOCKS, 400,1

MAIDEN PEARS on Pear stocks, 1

splendid plants.

STANDARD PEARS, extra fine.

PYRAMID and DWARF TRAINED PEARS.
STANDARD TRAINED JARGONELLE and other

varieties,

STANDARD CHERRIES, extra fine.

STANDARD TRAINED MORELLO and MAY DUKE, &c.
Prices and List on application to

CRANSTON AND CO., King's Acre Nurseries, Hereford.

Larch—Larch—Lartdi.SPECIAL OFFER
to the Trade.

500,000 LARCH FIR, transplanted, i Co 1% foot, 1% to 2 feet,

2 to 3 feet.

Also Scotch FIR, Austrian PINES, Silver FIR, ELM,
BIRCH, BEECH, &c., in quantity,

LAUREL, common, transplanted ) All sizes, splendid
BERBERISDARWINII, transplanted } roots, in fine con-
LAURELS, Portugal, transplanted I dition.

THORN QUICKS, seedling, fine quality.

Prices on application.

Cash or Trade References required.
The above are all well grown and in good condition for removal.
GEORGE R. DAVIDSON, Nurseryman, Neivry. Ireland.

LARCH FIR—300,000, 2 to 3 and 3 to 4 feet,
and large quantities of other Forest Trees.

NEW HEDGE PLANT, Myrobella Plum, of far more rapid
growth than Quick.

FRUIT TREES, ORNAMENTAL TREES and SHRUBS,
in large quantities.

Priced CATALOGUES, also terms to the Trade, on applica-

J. CHEAL AND SONS, Lowfield Nurseries, Crawley, Sussex.

PELARGONIUM VOLUNTE
NATIONAL. — The most beautiful large-flowered

Geraninm ever introduced. Good Plants, 35. 6d, each ; free by
post. 35, grf.

FREDERICK PERKINS, Nurseryman, Regent Street,

QTOVE and GREENHOUSE PLANTS toO be Sold at less than half their value, the property of a private

Gentleman who is relinquishing growing. They consist of

moderate sized specimens of Dendrobium nobile, Stephanotis
floribunda, Anthurium, Crotons, Dracasnas, Ferns, Statices,

Palms, Marantas, &c., about forty plants altogether. For further

particulars apply 10

W. KNIGHT, Floral Nurseries, Hailsham.

STANDARD ROSE S.—Clean, straight
Stems, with good heads and well rooted, of leading varie-

ties only. List of sorts and price on application to
FREDERICK PERKINS, Nurseryman, Reeent Street,

Leamington.
*

To the Trade.

GREVILLEA ROBUSTA, suitable for
working, turned out of pots, 25J. per 100.

A quantity of P.'EONIES cheap.
W. H. TURNER, Green Hill Nursery, Garstou, Liverpool.

GARDEN REQUISITES.—COCOA-NUT
FIBRE REFUSE, as supplied to Her Majesty and
many eminent Gardeners.

^d. per bushel ; 100 for 2oi. : truck (loose, 250 bush.), 30J.

4-bushel bags, ni. each.
LIGHT BROWN FIBROUS PEAT, s^- &/. per sack;

5 sacks, 25J. : 12 for 45J., or 361. per ton.

BLACK FIBROUS PEAT, 51. per sack, s sacks 221. ; 12

for 4or., or 34J. per ton ; sacks. \d. each.
COARSE SILVER SAND, li. gd. per bushel ; 151. half

ton, 26J. per ton ; in i cwt. bags, 4 /. each.
YELLOW FIBROUS LOAM and POTTING MOULD,

IS per bushel. 13J. per half ton, 235. per ton.

SPHAGNUM MOSS, Sj. 6./. per sack.

Manures, Garden Sticks, Virgin Cork, Tobacco Cloth and
Paper.

Write for free PRICE LIST. Goods free to rail.

H. G. SMYTH. .0, Castle Street, Endell Street. Long Acre.W.C.

COCOA-NUT FIBRE WASTE.—
Invaluable for Potting, Plunging, and Forcing Purposes.

Useful at all seasons, -^d. per bushel, loo bushels I33 bags) 205.

Truck-load (loose) 30,^., put free on rail ; -js. for One-horse Van-
load, if fetched from Works. Bags charged 4*/. each, returnable
at same rate.—JAMES CROWLEY and CO. . Cocoa-nut Fibre
Works. Suffolk Place, Snow's Fields, Bermondsey, S.E.

pOCOA-NUT FIBRE REFUSE, as
V-.^ supplied to the Royal Horticultural Society.—Four-bushel
bag (bag included), is. ; 30 bags (bags included), 20^. ; truck

FINLAYSON and HECTOR, Cocoa-Nut Fibre Works,
24 and 25. Redman's Row, Mile End Road, London. E.

PEAT, Brown Fibrous, superior quality, for
Orchids, Ferns, &c, £6 per truck. Also good Black

Fibrous Peat for Rhododendrons, Azaleas. &c. . at 16s. per ton,

or jC\ ioj. per 6-ton truck, delivered at either Eagshot or Farn-
borough Station on S.W.R., or Blackwater. S.E R.

Mr. W. TARRY. Bailiff, Bagshot. Surrey.

Fibrous Peat for Orclilds, &c.BROWN FIBROUS PEAT, best
quality for Orchids. Stove Plants, &c., £6 6s. per truck.

BLACK FIBROUS PEAT, for Rhododendrons, Azaleas,
Heaths. American Plant Beds, 151. per ton.

Delivered on rail at Blackwater, S. E. R., or Famborough,
S. W. R., by the truckload. Sample bag, +1 ; 5 bags, 20J. ;

10 bags, 36J. Bags ^d. each.

Fresh SPHAGNUM, iw. 6d. per bag.
WALKER AND CO , Farnborough Station. Hants.

B

PEAT SOIL, PEAT SOIL.—
Brown Fibrous, good quality, for Orchids, Pot Plants,

Ferns, &c. , £6 6s. per truck. Black, good quality for American
Plants, Rhododendrons, Azaleas, Heaths, &c., l^s. per ton, or

6-ton truck for i:4 10^. Delivered on rail at Blackwater, S.E, R.,
or Camberley, S.W.R., by the truckload. Cash with order.

Sample sack, 5^. 6d., or four sacks, 20s.

HOLDER AND SON, Crown Nurseries, Reading.

ROWN FIBROUS PEAT, best qualify,
for Orchids, Ferns, &c., Z3 per truck put on rail at Lynn

Station ; sample bag, 2s. SAND, -js. 6d. per ton. Estimates
given for large quantities. GARDEN POTS, 2s. per cast.

A. DRAKE, Gaywood Pottery, Lynn, Norfolk.

PEAT.—South of England Horticultural Peat
Lands.—C. R. HOLLOWAY, Christchurch, Hants,—

BROWN, FIBROUS, Light-weighing Peat, of excellent

quality, for Orchids. Ferns, SiC, well cut in Turfs and carefully

loaded into Railway Trucks, at ijs. 6d. per ton, in loads of 4
Tons and upwards. Sample bag, 55. : five bags, iis. ; la bags,

405. Some also, of good quality, at 13J. 6d, per ton, four

tons and upwards.

G ISHURST COMPOUND.—
Used by many of the leading (hardeners since 1859,

against Red Spider, Mildew, Thrips, Greenfly, and other Blight,

in solutions of from i to 2 ounces to the gallon of soft water, and
of from 4 to 16 ounces as a winter dressmg for Vines and Fruit

Trees. Has outlived many preparations intended to supersede it.

Sold Retail by Seedsmen in Boxes, is., 3J., and zos. 6d.

Wholesale by PRICE'S PATENT CANDLE COMPANY
(Limited).

SIMPSON'S RED SPIDER, THRIPS, &c.,
ANTIDOTE. Testimonials of the highest order on

application. Per quart, condensed, 6s. ; per pint, -^s. 6d.

Supplied to Seedsmen and Chemists. Strongly recommended
in the Gardener, and by many first-class Gardeners. Has an
established reputation for efficacy.

Prepared by JOHN KILNER. Wortley. near Sheffield.

MILDEW.
FAIRGRIEVE'S MILDEW EXTERMI-

NATOR and INSECTICIDE,
For Destruction of Mildew on Roses, Peaches, Wall-fruit

Trees and all Insect Life, without injury to the plant. Exten-
sively used as a winter dressing for Peach Trees, &c. Terms
and testimonials forwarded on application to

P. C. McKERCHAR, Dunkeld Laboratory, Dunkeld, N.B.

SCOTT'S WASP DESTROYER.—
The only effectual remedy for destroying these pests

:

is. 6d., 2S. 6d. and ss. per bottle. May be obtained through
all Seedsmen, or direct from

JOHN SCOTT, The Royal Seed Stores, Yeovil.

T/te Orchardist, by J. Scott, price 3i-. 6*/., the best work in

the English language on Fruit Trees and their Cultivation.

BAYLISS, JONES &bIyLIS"s,
Patentees and Manufacturers of Wrought Iron

CONTINUOUS BAR FENCING,
Iron Hurdles, Str.iiiied Wire Fencing,

Field and Entrance Gates, Tree Guards, &c.,

VICTORIA WORKS, WOLVERHAMPTON,
and 3, Crooked Lane, King William Street, London, E.G.

Catalogues free on tippliatttoft.

B O U L T O N & PAUL,
NEW and IMPROVED POULTRY FENCES.

This fence is a much stronger description of fencing than the

lattice panels with loose standards, and is more portable, being
made in lengths 6 feet long with double pronged feet. A run
or pen can be formed of any length or shape without extra cost ;

it is easily fixed or removed ; the gate can be placed in any part

of the fence. PRirF'; •

6 feet high, including all necessary Bolts and
Nuts .. $s. per yard.

Doorway complete, 2 feet wide, including
Standards and Arched Stay . .

.

.. 13s. 6d. each.

Angle-iron Pillars for Corners, with Cast Orna-

Carriagepaid on orders of 40^. value. Ordersexecuted on receipt.

NEW POULTRY LIST, with Illustrations, on application.

BOULTON AND PAUL. Norwich.
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J. J. THOMAS & CO.,
MANUFACTURERS OF

GALVANISED WROUGHT-IRON

FITTINGS, &c.

GOLD MEDAL
AWARDED

PARIS UNIVERSAL
EXHIBITION, 1878.

FITTINGS FOR V^ I R I N G ^V A L L S.
NEW AND IMPROVED SYSTEM. IMPROVED

GALVANISED TERMINAL HOLDFAST,

M inches long. I
1

"
l •'-'—Ha , ""iT [iS??^ H-rfiilj, break v

i:». -id. 4J. sn!. 7<jr. gd. per dozen.

The following prices give the total cost of each line of wire, including holdfasts, straining bolt, intermediate guiding eyes.
Length of Wall 30 yards- 40 yards. 60 yards. 80 yards. 103 yards. I LenBthofVVall 20 yards.

No. 14 Gauge Wire is. o,l is. jd. 2s. id. 2S. jd. y. id. I No. 13 Gauge Wire is. 2d.

Eyes and Holdfasts are very much superior to those
/ in use; beioK made with a shoulder,' they do not
len being driven into the hardest wall.

Strongly recommended.

) feet apart, and best quality galvanised wire :

—

40 yards. 60 yards. 80 yards. 100 yards.

IS. \od. 2s. 5(/. 3J-. od. 3^. yd.

PRICES of MATERIALS for ERECTING FRUIT TRELLISES.
IRON TERMINATING POSTS,

No. 169.

Painted. Galv

INTERMEDIATE STANDARDS,
No. 160.

t
feet high

GALVANISED RAIDISSEUBS,
For tightening the Wires.

(One of these required for each Hne of Wire).

Price 3s. per dozen.

BE3T aUALITY GALVANISED WIRE,
Specially prepared.

No.

6d
No No. gauge.

cjd. 2s. od. per loo yards.
he readily fixed by inexperienced hands. The self-fixing bases of the Terminating and

attach them to. The wires are usually placed about 8 inches apart.

GALVANISED WIRE NETTING,
By Improv.d Machinery. Superior Qiialily.

REDUCED PRICES.

%
inch

Usual widths kept

,ch Mesh kept in st

ftocV,
, 18, 24, 30, 36, 48 inches,

es wide. This will be found
very coiiveiiiem lor erecting Poultry Yards.

All II -,Mis Cliiyge,/ at P.opMtwitate I'ricts.

SOFT GAI,VANlSt.;i) TVING WIRE, U per lb

CUTHNG NIPPER^, „ 3,/. p;r pair, very u^fiil for Cutt-

NEW POULTRY FENCING.
Very strong and durable.

REDUCED PRICES, 1878.

No 608

^^'"i"
fi'llTlill

LLj4*

IMPROVED PEA AND
GUARDS.

SEED

Reduced Prices. Superior Quality.

Gahiiiiiised after made.

Galvanised after manufactured,
black, and spaced i feet upar

in the market
This

Yitho
Fenc

Price -6 feet high, 6s. 9d. psr yard.
„ 7 feet high, 6s. 9d. per yard.

Including the Iron Standards and the Bolls and Nuts for
curing the Panels to the .Standards Doors are charged 3^.
:lra except when 12 yaids are ordered, in which case a door is

NEW PATTERN with DIAGONAL STAYS
No. 76, 3 ft. long, 6 in. wide, 6 in. high.

Reduced Price, 7s. 6d. per dozen.

being

is prt

Ordei

included with each dozen.

: mesh than the ordinary di;

le smallest birds. Having
uted on receipt.

This paltci

nond patter

1 large Stctl

5 per ceut. discount for prompt cish allowed on all Orders amounting to 203. and upwards. Special auotations for large quantities.

J. J. THOMAS & GO
.

,

PADDINGTON IRON AND WIRE WORKS. 285 and 362, EDGWARE ROAD. LONDON, W.
Illustrated and Descriptive Latalogues of the above and also Aviaries, Bird Cai^es. Garden Arches, Fiou'er Stands, Fencing, Cattle Hurdles

Garden Engines, Water Barrows, Garden Hose, and all kinds of Horticultural Appliances on application.
'
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TO THE TRADE.

CAETEE'S lOVELTIES
For 18 7 9.

CARTER'S TELEPHONE PEA.
Wiinkled marrow, with semi-double pods ; exquisite

flavour, and an enormous cropper,

CULVEBWELL'S TELEGRAPH PEA.
" The largest and handsomest Pea grown."

Mr. J. GooDACRE, Gr. to the Rt. Hon. the Earl of Harrington.

CABTER'S CHALLENGER PEA.
"The best dwarf Pea I have ever used."

Mr. R. SoWERBV, Gr. to the Rt. Hon. the Earl of Macclesfield.

CABXEB'S LITTLE WONDER PE&.
" As its name implies, a capital variety, useful for forcing."

Mr. W. Fon I.E, Gr. to Sir H. Mildmay, Bart.

KELWATi'S PABAGON CUCUMBEB.
" As an exhibition variety A i.—An enormous cropper,

scarcely any neck."

—

Gardeners' Magazine.

DELL'S HYBBID MELON.
"Amongst the many exhibited this was the only preen-

fleshed Melon pronounced worthy of a ist Class Certihcale this

year by the Royal Hurticulturai Society."

CARTER'S HEARTWELL MARROW
CABBAGE.

" My London agent says, ' Yours are the best Cabbages
in the market.' and they are Carter's Heartwell."

Mr. R. Gilbert, Gr to the Most Noble the Marquis of Exeter.

ESCHSCHOLTZIA CROCEA, FL. PL.
First-class Certificate Royal Horticultural Society.

,* Hardy annuals arc strongly reinforced by Eschscholtzia
fl.-pl., the product of the famous St. Osyth's Seed Farms.—
Gardeners •cic.

ESCHSCHOLTZIA MANDARIN.
First-class Certificate, Royal Horticultural Society.

*' A great improvement."

Mr. Paterson, Gr. to Her Majesty the Queen.

EMPRESS COCKSCOMB.
" Unequalled as regards size by any we have ever seen. The

comb sent us measured 3 feet 2 inches."— 7/t..- Garden.

HARDY'S NEW CHYSANTHEMUMS,
THE SULTAN and LORD BEACONSFIELD.

" Beautifully edged and striped with gold and maroon."

HARDY'S PERPETUAL STOCK.
" Producing pure white flowers from January to December."

CARTER'S CHALLENGER BALSAM.
" The most magnificent strain of perfectly Double

Balsam in cultivation."

m A L C O L M I A STRIGOSA.
" A charming annual from Afghanistan."

Star-shaped flowers, of a beautiful lavender-grey colour.

LARKSPURS-MOONLIGHT andCANTAB
Moonlight silvery white, and Cantab light blue striped ;

very charming and distinct.

CYCLAMEN STRIATA and DELICATA.
" Striata evenly and beautifully pencilled with rich mauve

upon a pure white ground. Delicata faintly shot with bright
rose at the collar, gradually shading off."

EULALIA JAPONICA ZEBRINA.

GILIA TBICOLOB RUBBO-VIOLACEA.
" A charming annual with pretty puce or mauve coloured

SWEET PEA-VIOLET QUEEN.
" Suggestive of the beautiful Bougainvillea.

"

P. Grieve.

DIANTHUS-EASTEEN GUEEN,
CBIMSON BELLE.

" Greatly admired here."

Mr. W. Paterson, Gr. to Her Majesty the Queen, Balmoral.

PRICES and FULL
DESCRIPTIVE LISTS

ON APPLICATION.

'^ClAtDu^

HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.O.

SATURDAY, AVrEJ/BE/i 23, 1S7S.

A WEEK AT THE LAKES.
{(loitcludcd froiji p. 622.)

Windermere.

SO pleasant were the outskirts of the promised

land that, in spite of the wicked leers of a

grotesque stone demon at P'urness, we started

almost reluctantly for Windermere on the 26th,

when our week at the Lakes properly com-

menced. But, though with a beauty different

in kind from that of Grange and its neighbour-

hood, the Switzerland of England soon made us

change our minds. It is useless, however, to

dilate on the well-wom theme ot the varied hues

of the deep-looking water of the lake on whose

surface silver and azure flash in rippling conflict

with dark olive-greens and browns ; useless,

too, to tell again of the clouds furling from

those mastheads and yardarms of earth, the

peaks of Coniston, Old Man, and Langdale

Pikes, and the ridge of High Street. As a

botanist, I was led to the many bogs of the

hills, and a view over one of these may be less

in the beaten tourist track. The dark slate rock,

though peeping out occasionally, was nearly

co\ered by the red flowers of the Ling, but

here and there was grey with lichens, orange-

patched, save where the lighter waxen pink of

the cross-leaved Heath or the bright yellow

Furze lit it up. Here'some dead Heather was a

rich brown, there a sheet of green Bracken was

broken by patches of lighter shades of the same

colour where a frond or two was dead ; whilst in

the foreground the black soil of the bog

peeped out between little pools of water,

clumps of pale green sphagnum, dark

green Rushes with rich chocolate clusters of

blossom, the flame-red fruit-spikes of the As-

phodel (Narthecium), and, above all, the deli-

cate white stars of the lovely grass of Parnassus.

August 28 was a red-letter day to me. Seizing,

in the marshes between Troutbeck and Kirk-

stone, my first opportunity of observing this

beautiful flower in plenty, and, a few days later,

at Grasmere, 1 could not but wonder that Words-

worth should have preferred to hymn the Lesser

Celandine to singing the glories of Parnassia

palustris. For days I e.xamined some hundreds

of these blossoms in every stage ofdevelopment

—

obsen-ing their method of fertilisation, and look-

ing for evidence as to their alleged carnivorous

function. I was greatly impressed by the

economy of the flower. It is markedly protan-

drous, the large anthers being fully formed and

covering the immature apex of the ovary with

their backs when the corolla first expands. The

flowers are remarkably variable in diameter

—

from under three-quarters of an inch to over

I i inch. In this earliest stage all the subulate

filaments are bent back towards the centre of

the flower. The secretion of the glands seems

never very copious ; it has a sweet taste, and I

never detected any acid in it. What 1 saw led

me to conclude that it was produced more freely

in sunshine than on dull days ; but it was by no

means quickly replaced when removed. I

observed a considerable number of insects—

thrips, ants, and small flies—crawling aimlessly

about the corolla, but in no single instance did

I see an insect impeded by the secretion, nor

did I ever find dead insects within the flower.

The anthers mature singly, each filament in

turn, straightening itself, and moving slowly

outHiids till it lies horizontally between two

petals, the anther thus describing an arc

of over 120". The anther falls off after dis-

liiigmg Its pollen, while the stout and now

I filaments are more persistent than the

t lis Not till all the anthers have ripened

I e= the stigmatic secretion indicate its maturity,

ciosb pollination is, therefore, essential. The

Dioseraswere far less common than the Pingui-

culas, which at Kirkstone seemed to be growing

on a face of bare, dry, hard slate rock. On going

to gather it, however, one soon found that the

rock, though bare, was anything but hard or

dry ; it was in fact a perfect sponge, built up of

splintery fragments of the black clayey slate.

Burying its roots deep down in similar watery

crannies, the Parsley Fern luxuriates amidst the

spray of the Ghyll, that dashes down the Patter-

dale side of the well-marked watershed of Kirk-

stone Pass, into the placid tarn of Brothers'

Water, near whose shore the Purple Loosestrife

competes with the glory of the white Water

Lily. The bare inountain peaks reflected in

the lakelet give grandeur to a scene unsur-

passed for romantic beauty.

Stock Ghyll Force: Vandalism.

Naturally shunning tourist haunts one would

not like to miss the charms of Stock Ghyll

Force, so fatally near the town of Ambleside.

Nothing in my holiday was more charming than

the clamber from stone to mossy stone, up the

bed of the quick babbling streamlet as it leapt

from pool to pool along the bottom of the

ravine it has during countless ages been cutting

for itself—a ravine now covered with nut

bushes, draped with Fern and overhung by the

Fern-like leaves and coral berries of the

Mountain Ash. Though not so large as Niagara

it would have been pleasant to stand and watch

the white foamy cataract at the head of the glen,

but for a piece of true British vandalism. A Mr.

Allan Mackereth is, it seems, the proprietor of

the Fall, and has most munificently placed along

the banks one or two wooden benches and an

iron railing for intending suicides to hang their

overcoats on. He has also decorated the trees

with various notices—has enclosed the Fall with

a stout fence, within which he munificently

allows the public to enter on paying 31/. a head
;

and he, moreover, kindly offers a choice assort-

ment of photographs and Ferns for sale, the

latter in lieu of those growing in profusion

around, which visitors are " requested not to

gather," as they are for sale. Lord Duflerin

has protested against the desecration of Niagara

by Yankee "enterprise," so perhaps I maybe
allowed to enter a humbler protest on behalf of

this humbler fane of Nature against the sacri-

lege of the canny Scot.

Grasmere and Rydal.

From Ambleside it is but a short walk to the

two beautiful lakes, Rydal Water and Gras-

mere—sacred to the memory of Wordsworth.

In the quiet churchyard of the latter village,

under a venerable Yew and close to the clear

bubbling river Rothay, he rests side by side

with his wife, his sister, his sister-in-law, his

infant son and daughter, a nephew, and the

unfortunate young friend, son of a great con-

temporary. Hartley Coleridge. The quaint

little church is dedicated to Saint Oswald, as

we learn from a carved oak poor-box inscribed

"
s. oswadys poor-box. 164S;" and within it

is a tablet bearing this inscription :—" To the

memory of William Wordsworth, a true philo-

sopher and poet, who, by the special gift and

calling of Almighty God, whether he discoursed

on man or Nature, failed not to lift up the

heart to holy things, tired not of maintaining the

cause of the poor and simple ;
and so in perilous

times was raised up to be a chief minister,

not only of noblest poesy, but of high and

sacred truth." Below is a bust in relief between

a Daffodil and a Celandine ;
but, alas ! that
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Mr. Woolncr, whose signature, "T. Woolner,

sc, London," appears below, did not consult a

botanist.' The Chelidonium majus, or Greater

Celandine, is represented ; a beautiful plant, it is

true, but very unlike Wordsworth's favourite

Ranunculus Ficaria, the Lesser Celandine.

From his tomb at Grasmere I walked towards

his home at Rydal, and between the two lakes I

sat me down on a round mossy stone by the

brawling stream, whose waters, dark green and
olive-brown, flecked with silver light and snowy
foam, dashed along between grey boulders,

green-crowned with moss, chocolate-crested

reeds, glossy-leafed Alders, a ferny wood-slope,

and a green meadow, whilst the moorhen
popped in and out of the banks, and saw oppo-

site me a broken mass of dark grey rocks

emerging here and there through a bright coat

of bracken, which varied it with streaks of rich

orange-brown. A little further, and in a marshy
pool I found the curious little Bladderwort

(Utricularia minor) spreading its tiny eel-traps.

The wall by the roadside was gay A\ith Scdum
Rhodiola, while from the garden wall of that

home, so suitable in its creeper-hung walls

and view-commanding site for a poet's abode
—Rydal Moimt— I gathered one atnong the

many plantlets of Herb-Robert, a wilding after

Wordsworth's own heart.

.Such were some of the scenes I noted in a

week at the Lakes—scenes that I left with regret

for the very different beauties of the Forest of

Dean. G. S. Boulgcr.

New Garden Plants.

LVCASTE WlTTiail, II. Sj>.*

This is an unusual case of the most astonish-

ing mimicry. When I opened the last Borwickian

case I took out iilfa- alia a four-flowered inflorescence

of short, olive-green, broad, blunt-chinned, shining

flowers, striped with brown, smelling like Quinces,

With sepals and petals upright. It was Lycastc tetra-

gona, Lindl., a well-known old plant—not the least

doubt occurred to me, so close was the resemblance.

The duty of a sincere monographer is, however,

never to believe in his own infallibility, never to rely on

his memory, always to watch and to dissect. Having,

therefore, opened a flower, What did I see ? In lieu

of a concave, sharp, three-toothed shining lip I had a

convex one, with a blunt emarginate middle lobe

covered with hairs, not greenish, but beautiful dark

violet. It was quite startling ! But what could I

do ? I made a water-colour sketch, full analyses, and
enjoyed the unexpected lesson I had obtained once

more. The lip is unusually pretty, the prettiest in all

the group ; the outside is white, with small purplish

dots on the middle lacinia ; the side laciniaj are acute,

rather large, rounded outside, striped with dark
purplish veins a la zebra ; and the dislv is dark
violet-purple. At the base of the anterior lacinia is a

brown emarginate depressed lamella. The column is

whitish, yellow under the stigma, and full of hairs

there, with the three violet stripes on the fool. The
petals are light olive, with a few brown streaks.

I made a curious observation on the smell. I

thought it like that of Quinces, just as in L. tetragona.

I asked a very acute visitor his opinion. He saiil,

with great emphasis, "Ah, what a strong smell of
Roses !

"

The novelty is Brazilian, and was grown by Mr.
Walton. I have to thank for it its enthusiastic pos-
sessor, Mr. Alfred Borwick, who kindly informs me
that it was discovered by M. Emil Wittig, of Rio
Janeiro, a gentleman who has spent much time in

hunting for Orchids, and to whom it is dedicated, at

Mr. Borwick's request. H. G. Rchb. f.

MAXII.L.\RIA CALOGLOSSA, 11. s/.f

This is a novelty in the way of Maxillaria seti-

fera, Lindl., with a certain mimicry of Maxillaria
grandiflora, Lindl., having a strong chin and

* Lycitste IVatlsii. n. sp.— AIT. Lycastidi tetragona:, Lindl.—
Labello trifido, lacmiis lateralibus semiovatis acutis ; lacitiia

emarginala convcxa pilosa, callo depresso

broad lateral sepals. It is yellowish, and has a lip

with velvet on the disk, and purplish lines on the

side laciniii:. It has ligulate ancipitous InUbs and
cuneate ligulate leaves of the texture of parchment.

It is possibly Neogranadian. I have to thank for it

Sir Trevor Lawrence, who flowered it in April last.

//. G. Rchb.f.

THE RHUBARB OF COMMERCE.*
Since the publication of the Rhaharbavolo^y by

Tilling (Frankfurt-a-M., 1679, 4) it has been the endea-

vour of a good many writers to furnish further evidence

as to the origin of the different kinds o( Rhubarb in

medical use. Nevertheless, a certain mystery still

shrouds this question. Even since Professor Baillon

introduced his Rheum officinale, and Dr. von Regel

the Rheum palmatum var. tanguticum to the bota-

nical world and into several gardens in Europe, the

question as to the origin of this valuable drug has

remained an open one, so that further contributions

to the subject will still be received with interest.

At the end of 1S73 Professor Mlinter obtained from

the German Consul in Shanghai, M. Liieder, two

strong roots packed up in two native baskets with

the original loamy soil in which they grew. Though
a severe frost v/hich occurred on the journey

from Hamburgh to Greifswald had injured the

heads of these roots they soon began to show
life, and a few months later they were in good

health. Professor Miinter, as well as the late

Professor A. Braun, who had supposed them to

belong to the Rheum officinale, Baill., now found

characters which are the exclusive attributes of the

tribe with undivided leaves.

In M. Lueder's letter we find the following

remarks : — " Our interpreter, M. Franzenbach,

found the plants in that part of the country of

the Moguls situated in a north-western direction

from the Chinese province Schensi, and the Moguls

assured him that they furnished the Rhubarb of

commerce. The temperature of that region falls to

—3''R. = 25°F; snow falls but little, and the winter

generally lasts eight months ; the summer heat varies

from 18^ to 20° R. (73°—77" F).

"The root attains a length of 3 feel, more or less, and

about 4 inches in diameter. At least six years are re-

quired before the roots arc of any use, then the

Moguls cut them off, 4 inches below the surface. They
are exposed to the air or placed in the vicinity of fire-

places, to get them gradually dried. Thus prepared,

they are sold to the Chinese, who, after having peeled

them, bring them into commerce."
Besides these two original roots there were two

packets of seeds enclosed in the baskets. One kind,

which had been collected by the Chinese in the

province Sczechuan, and which was said tofurnish good
Rhubarb, provedtobelong to the genus Rumex ; but the

other kind, which was gathered in the same locality

and at the same time as the roots, turned out to be a

true Rheum. Of both a good portion was sown in the

spring of 1S74, and they germinated well. As to the

seedlings of Rumex, they presented in their leaves,

stalks, llowers, and even in the form of their seeds, a

great similarity to ;our European Rumex crispus.

But a careful examination after a four years' trial

showed evidence that they did not even come into the

same tribe as that in which Meissner {DC. Prodromus^
xiv.) places the species of Europe. After comparison

with a great many other species from Europe, America,

and Asia, no relationship was traced, and undoubtedly

a new species was in the field, called Rumex Luederi.

Without entering into a diagnosis or a very detailed

description of this species, I shall only allude to the

following points—The yellow orange-like colour,

which most parts of the plant possess, the harsh and
peculiar bitter taste of the roots, and the presence of

numerous crystalline conglomerations in conjunction

with starch. As these are points met with in the

officinal kinds of Rhubarb, they give room to the

conjecture that we have to deal with a plant

used as a drug in China and which, perhaps as a sub-

stitute for true Rhubarb, is sold as "Rhubarb from

Canton."

Coming now to the two original plants from the

emargir ba^i laciniae anticEC ; antherae lobis latet'alibus
oDiusis. nee acutis —Brdzil. H. G Rchb.f.

t Maxillaria (luteo-albae) caloglossa, n. sp —Aff. Maxil-
laria: setiferx. Lindl.— Pseudobulbo Iigulato ancipiti. folio char-
taceo cuneato oblongo : fljribiis brevi pedunculaiis ; bractea
ampliuscula obtusa ovario pedicellato xquali ; mento angulato
valido ; sepalo imparl Iigulato acuto ; sepalis paribus lato ligu-
Ulis aculis ; tepalis linearlbus acutis ; labello trifido, laciniis

* Bcitrag zur RJiabarbarolpgie. Von Professor Dr. Julius
Miinter. Extrait des Actes du Congtcs International de
Botanistes, &c., tenu h Amsterdam eu 1877,

country of the Moguls, and the seedlings from the same
region. Professor Miinter, after five years' close

observation, was at last convinced that the former, as

well as the latter ones, all belonged to one species,

which abounds in forms, and which turned out to I'C

a new species — Rheum Franzenbachii, Mtr. ; R.

Franzenbachii, y3 mongolicum. There cannot exist

any doubt that M. Franzenbach visited a part of the

interior of Asia which no European had entered before

him. It is a pity that this new species of Rheum does

not belong to such a typical form with palmate leaves

as Rheum officinale and R. palmatum var. tanguti-

cum do. The exact habitat of these two species has

not yet been ascertained, and for the present it seems

impossible to indicate with any degree of accuracy the

geographical distribution of the species of Rheum with

divided palmate leaves. It is not at all improbable

that we have obtained in Rheum Franzenbachii and

its variety a species which, in combination with

those with palmate leaves, supplies the substratum of

the finest Chinese, formerly Russian, Rhubarb,

As for the diagnosis and detailed description of this

new species we can only refer the reader to Professor

Miinter's- memoir, which indicates the probability

that R. Franzenbachii, with its variety, and R. pal-

matum var. tanguticum, both grow on the south
margin ol the Gobi desert. Goeze^ Botanic Garden,

Greifs%vald.

ORNAMENTAL PLANTING.*
In laying out ornamental plantations the first and

great principle which ought to guide us, is to take a
view of the general outlines not only of the ground
proposed to be planted, but of the peculiar conformation
of the surrounding country. Who is the great mother
of taste ? Nature, of course ; and what better pre-

ceptor can we have, then, to imitate ? .Speaking of the

laying out of plantations it may be interesting and
perhaps necessary that I should lay down certain- of

the leading principles in their general formation. If the

country generally in which such plantations are to be
formed is hilly or rolling, the great object which the

planter ought to have in view is to make the outlines

as irregular and unformal as circumstances and good
taste will permit. While at the same time distributing

the plantations on the most exposed parts of the ground
so as to render mulual shelter to each other and to the

lower parts, they ought also to possess the appearance
at various points in the landscape of one continuous
plantation, while from other points they should
present to the eye vistas and harmonious views, which
by their informality and irregular outlines may be
duly appreciated by educated taste. While this refers

more particularly to the most extensive branch of
planting, the same principles, on a smaller scale, may
be applied to the more circumscribed areas of orna-
mental grounds. Let us take an example ; it is

proposed to ornament a newly-built villa with shrubs
and other ornamental plants. We shall presume that

the whole ground attached to the villa only extends
to an acre or two, or perhaps even less than an acre.

What should be the first object of the landscape gar-

dener ? It is to give extent to this limited space by
the proper distribution of shrubs and clumps of
plantation.

How can this be attained ? First, by distributing

your clumps in such an irregular manner that the

views, either looking from the mansion or entering

upon the grounds, will be intercepted by these clumps,
and preclude the possibility of seeing at a glance the

full extent of the ground. Again, one object which
ought ever to be borne in mind is, that where it is

necessary to inclose your ground by cither a wall or
unsightly fence, these should as quickly as possible be
masked by some low planting of shrubs or low-Tow-
ing trees ; and if the surrounding country or neighbour-
ing possessions are of a suitable nature, you can then
take possession of the view outside of your own ground,
and thereby give or convey to the observers the idea

of greater extent. This principle, although given in

reference to a residence with a small area of ground
attached, is still quite as applicable to grounds of
larger extent ; and, while in some cases this may be
varied to suit particular circumstances, I consider it

the basis upon which ornamental planting should be
carried out.

Straight avenues of ornamental trees on flat ground
are in jierfectly good taste, so long as they are distri-

Horticultural Association.
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lulled vvilh the object of oblainlnc; vistas, and show-
ing ofi" to the best advantage the symmetry of the

trees employed. But to plant avenues or straight lines

on hilly or rolling ground, I consider quite out of

character. Were it necessary, and had I sufficient

time, I might have gone into the distribution of the

different kinds of trees and shrubs in an ornamental

plantation. As, however, this must vary very much
with the particular locality and nature of the soil and

climate, I prefer to leave this part of the subject un-

touched in the present paper, my object being more to

indicate the outlines of certain leading principles than

to lay down dogmatic rules on this important subject.

I am aware of having very imperfectly dealt with

the whole matter, but if I have by merely hinting at a

few of the abstract principles of ornamental planting,

evoked a spirit of enquiry and observation, I shall

feel satisfied that I have at least done something to

help the progress of knowledge.

SPECIMEN CHRYSANTHEMUMS
FOR EXHIBITION.

The annual series of London and suburban Chry-

santhemum exhibitions arc valuable as keeping alive

the old fire—a desire to excel on the exhibition stage.

This, like the sacred fires of old, must not become

extinguished, and thus as old growers drop aside,

we find younger men, who have caught something of

their old spirit, come on to succeed them. We are

thankful it is so.

One of these young growers is Mr. James Levesley,

Spring Grove Lodge, Isleworth, assisted by his able

lieutenant and successful florist, John Wiggins. There

are some specimens at .Spring Grove Lodge worthy the

highest work of the ablest past grand master in

Chrysanthemum culture—specimens from 4 to 5 feet

through, grandly grown and splendidly bloomed, and

with much more of that natural habit of growth than

is sometimes seen in exhibition plants. There are

some twenty-five specimens in 1 1 J-inch pots, averaging

in not a few instances from loo to 150 flowers—size,

shape, foliage, and blooms, all first-rate.

What striking illustrations these plants afford of the

principle of rapid development in the Chrysanthe-

mum. Early in January last these plants were bought

from a nursery in thumb-pots ; they were pushed on

into growth, shifting them from smaller to larger pots

till they were finally put into their blooming pots in

the last week in June. This was the fourth shift

—

from thumbs to 6o's, then 4S's, then 32's, and then to

the larger size.

The fine development of foliage and flower Mr.

Levesley attributes to Clay's Fertiliser, a patent

manure, which is being much used by market

growers. None of this was mixed with the soil used

during the shifts, but it has since been freely applied

in the form of surface-dressing. Next year it will be

used with the potting soil. This manure is simply

applied as in the case of other fertilisers of a similar

character, sprinkling a tablespoonful on the surface

and watering it in. The rich, deep olive-green of the

foliage, stout and hanl in substance, is attributed to

this manure ; the fine development of the flowers,

seen in their number, size, and colouring, is attributed

to the same source. There is not a plant but is

well furnished to the very base with a fine, free,

healthy growth, and the balance of foliage and

flowers is well adjusted.

A list of the varieties may be instructive. There is

one red variety — Julia Lagravere, a magnificent

specimen, tuUy 5 feet through, shrouded in flowers.

Of lilac varieties—Beauty of Stoke Newington, very

fine ; Lady Hardinge and Lady Slade. White : Venus,

Empress of India, a really grand plant, and Mrs.

Geo. Rundle ; Elaine and Fair Maid of Guernsey,

two free flowering Japanese varieties also come

under this heading. Yellow : Jardin des Plantes
;

Mrs. Dixon, the fine golden sport from Mrs. Geo.

Rundle ; Gloria Mundi, and Golden Empress of

India. Bronze : Jardin des Plantes, with the straw-

coloured George Glenny. Lord Derby, dark purple,

deserves special mention for its fine and striking hue

of colour.

The stems of the plants are supported by stakes,

almost entirely hidden from view by the foliage ; no
framework else of any kind is employed in getting the

plants into shape.

Equally fine in development are the Pompon varie-

ties, which, from the nature of their free growth, are

trained in a more formal manner, of a convex shape, I

the centre of the plant being scarcely more than a foot

above the surface of the soil, the circumference below
the level of the bottom of the pot. Opinions may
differ as to this mode of training, but in regard to the

fine development of the plants there can be no differ-

ence of opinion. The profuse growth permits of no
glimpse of the framework to which the shoots are

tied.

Of red-flowered Pompons there are Bob, that fine

old variety that for brilliancy of colour is not beaten

yet—if it were only a little earlier in getting into

bloom it would be more useful ; Prince Victor, chest-

nut-red, a little dull in colour ; and Fanny, inter-

mediate between the two in point of tint, a capital

grower, good habit, and earlier than Bob. Yellow 1

l»t. Michael (pure gold in colour), Antonius, and
General Canrobert—the three best of this colour for

show purposes. Lilac : Ernst Senary, a beautiful

variety when the flowers are fully expanded, but it

requires a lot of getting out, there being so much
stuff" in the flowers ; and Lilac Cedo Nulli.

Rose : Rosinante, Duruflet, very fine ; an immense
plant of this is coloured in the flowers beyond what is

usually seen ; and Prince of Orange, late, but good.

Purple : Cinderella, very fine ; and La Parnasse,
pucy purple, very fine and distinct ; and, lastly, the
bronzy purple Cedo Nulli.

Some standard Pompons are remarkable for the
splendid heads of bloom they carry. They are on
clean stems, 2 to 2j feet in height, the flowering heads
taking a bush form, and they are much less formal in

appearance than plants tied out to metal supports.

Such plants are invaluable for conservatory decora-
tion at this time of the year. There are not only large

heads of bloom, but such blooms ! The varieties are

Madlle. Marthe, white ; St. Michael, White Trevenna,
a truly snow-white Chrysanthemum ; Matthias Bois,

bronzy crimson, very good ; and two or three other
fine varieties, unknown.
Some of the newer Pompon varieties are to be

found in this collection, viz., Figaro, a hybrid
Anemone, gold and cinnamon, very fine and effective,

and a good exhibition variety ; Odoratum purpureum,
rich purple, very fine bright colour, capital habit, and
sweetly fragrant ; Madame Reine Verne, white, with
golden centre ; Pania de Belocca, white, a delicate

and very fine variety ; and Marechal de Creyne,
golden-yellow, very fine bold flowers, and excellent
habit of growth.
Mr. Wiggins was not far wrong when he said that

success with the Chrysanthemunt depended to a
great extent on the attention given to the plants
during the summer. The plants under notice were
kept growing on in a cold frame till May to guard
them from check from cold winds ; they were never
plunged at anytime, and they were constantly watered
and syringed during the summer. R. D.

EUCALYPTUS GLOBULUS.
It is now more than twelve years since I became

intimately acquainted with the famous Blue Gum from

Tasmania. At that tima I began to reside in the

beautiful South, and the more I saw and heard of that

splendid tree the more I became convinced that it

would by-and-byc turn out the princcps of the arbor-

escent vegetation in Southern Europe. Leaving
Portugal at the end of 1876, I did not say farewell to

my old favourite, but tried, though on a much smaller

scale, to introduce it to the conservatories of our

northern clime. As even young seedlings possess

strong aromatic properties to a high degree, the

thought was not so very far fetched that they might be
tried as air-refreshers.

Lately the director of the Greifswald hospital. Pro-

fessor Mosler, has made some successful experiments

with the cultivation of baby-like Eucalyptus in the

infirmaries, especially in those where contagious

maladies are treated, in order to neutralise, through

the aromatic odour, which even the quite herbaceous

leaves exhale, the miasma always concentrated in

such localities. Four or five young plants about

I metre in height were sufficient to impart a very agree-

able perfume to a somewhat large room, and the

poor sick seemed to be very fond of the peculiar smell.

Further trials on a much larger scale have been com-
menced, and it is to be hoped that the medical staff

of other hospitals will follow the example.
Would it not also be advisable to try the well-

famed qualities of the Blue Gum in schools and other
localities where many people are assembled ? Expe-
rience would soon show if this is an illusion, and if

not nurserymen might be engaged to raise thousands
of plants by seeds. These can easily be procured, and
as the young plants require but very little care the
public would purchase them at a very moderate price.

E. Gocze, Botanic Gardens, Greifsivald, ,

NEW PLANTS CEiaiFICATED
AT THE ROYAL BOTANIC SOCIETY'S EXHIBI-

TIONS, 1873.

*.* B.C., Botanica'- Certificate : F.C., FlonciiHural Cerll/1.
cate ; both being equal to a First-class Ccrtijicn'e.

Abutllon Lady of the Lake . . Osborn & Sons, Mar. 27 -B.C.
Adiantum cydosorum . . .. Veuch & .Soiis, May 22-B,C.
„ Lawsonianum .. .. Vellch & Sons, Apiil 24—B.C.
,, tetraphyllum gracilc .. Bull, June i2—B.C.

Alocasia Thibautiana . . .. Veitcli & Sons, June 12—B C.
Alsophila plumosa .. .. (See Atliynum scandicinum)
Amaryllis Medeia .. .. Veitch & Sons, May 22-F.C.
Anemidictyon Phyllitidis tes-

sellala B. S. Williams, Mar. 27—B.C
AnthuriumDechudi .. .. B. S. Williams, May 22—B.C.
Aralia venusta Bull, June 12-B C.
Areca flava B- S. Williams, June 12—B.C.
„ gracilis Veilch & Sons, May 22— B.C.
.. purpurea B. S. Williams, June 12—B.C .

Athyrium scandicinum . . B. S. Williams, May 22—B C.
Azalea (Ind.) Mad. Lefebvre. . C. Turner, April 24—F.C.
Begonia Baron Leguay .. Lains & Co.

, June 12—F C
,, Davisii Veilch&Sons, lune 12— F.C,
„ Duchess of Teck .. Veitch & Sons, June 12-F.C.
„ La:lia Laiiis & Co , May 22-F.C.
,, Symmetry .. Veitch & Sons. June 12—F.C
„ Peircei vitellina .

.

.. Laing & Co., June 12—F C.
„ President Burelle .. Laing & Co.. May 22—F.C.

Bollea ccclestis Veitch & Sons.June 12—B.C.
Bowenia spectabilis serrulata . Bull. June 12—B.C.
Calyptronoma Swartzii .. B. S. Williams, May 22—B.C
Carnation A. Alegatiere .. Veitch & Sons, Mar. 27—F.C'
Caltleya M.ardelit .. .. Veitch & Sons, June 12—B.C.

,. tricolor Veitch &Sjns, June 12-B.C.
Cibotiura Chamissoi .. .. Bull. June 12—B.C.
Cologne corymb3sa .. .. Bull, June 12—B C.
Coffea Hberica Bvdl, June 12-B.C.
Coletis George Bunyard .. Veitch & Sons, Mav 22— F. C

,. Kentish Fi-e .. .. B. S. Williams, May 22-F.C.
Crinum Verschaffeltianum .. Vtitch & Sons. May 22—B.C
Croton Challenger .. .. Veitch & Sons, June 12—B C.
„ Hanburyanus .. .. Veitch & Sons, June 12—B.C.
„ Prince ol Wales . . .. B. .S. Williams. May 22-B.C-
„ Queen Victoria .. .. B. S. Williams. May 22-B.C.
„ Rex Bull. June t2-B C.

Cyclamen persicum Brilliant. . R. Clarke. March 27—F.C.
Cyphokenlia macrophylti . . [See Ptychosperma rupicola)
Cypripedium superciliare .. Veitch & Sons. June 12-B.C.
Cypripedium porphyreum .. Veitch & Sons. March 27—B.C.
Dactytis glomerata longissima
aurea E.G.Hentlerson. Junei2—B.C.

Divallia elata Veitch & Sons, June 12—B.C.
„ fijiensis Veiich& Sons, June 12-B.C.

Dendrobium bigibbum su-
perbiim B. S. Williams, May 22—B. C.

„ superbiens .. .. B. S. Williams, May 22-B.C.
Dieffenbachia Carderi . . .. Bull, June 12-B.C.
Dioscorea retusa . . . . Veitch & Sons. April 24—B.C.
Doodia aspera multilida .. Bull, June 12— B.C.
Dracxna Bausei .. .. B. S. Williams, April 24—Il.C.

„ Berkeley! B. S, Williams, May 22—B.C.
„ Frederici B. S. Williams, May 22-B.C.
„ Mrs. B.ausc .. .. B. S. Williams, April 24—B.C.
,. Renardii B. S. Williams, April 24—B C.
„ Scottia B. S. Williams. May 22-B.C.
„ vivicans Bull, June i2-B.C.

Echinocactus cylindraceus .. Bull, June 12-B.C.
Erica obbata expoUta .

,

.. Rollisson&Sons, June 12-B.C
Grevillea filicifolia .. .. Rollisson&Sons,April24-B.C.

jasminiflora .. .. B. S- Williams, April 24-B C.
Unique .. .. Veitch S: Sons. June t2—F.C.

,, t^ountess Amelia .. Fisher, May 2a—F.C,
„ Coupe d'Hebe .. .. Veitch & Sons, May 22—F.C
„ DjcdeCazes .. .. Bull, June I2-F.C.
,, Madamoiselle Angelina

Martin .. .. Bull, June 12-F.C.
„ Maggie Wright . . . . Fisher, May 2 1— F. C.

Ha:manthus Ka!breycri .. Veitch & Sons, Aoril 24 -B.C.
Hyacinth Grand Maitre .. Veitch S: Sons, Mar. 27—F.C

,, King of the Blacks .. Veitch & Sons. Mar. 27— F.C.
., Queen of the Blues .. Veitch & Sons, Mar. 27-F.C.

Iris (gerraanica) Darius .. R. Parker, June 12-K.C
Ixorahybrida B. S. Williams, April i4-B,C.
funiperus virginianaalbaspica E. Holmes. June i2-B C.
Kentia rupicola.. .. .. (See Ptvchosperma rupicola)
Lastrea arisuita variegata .. Veitch & Sons, April 24—B.C.

Macrozamia Mackenzii .
. | Vei'lif? & SonsT Jun'e 12-B C.

Magnolia Halleana .. .. Veitch & Sons. Mar. 27—B.C
Microlepia hirta cristata' . , i 5 -fJ^''!;"""' ^"- '^SS-•^

( Veitch & Sons, Mar. 27—B C.
Nephrodium extensum .. B. S. Williams, June 12-B.C.
Odontoglossum cirrhosum
Klabochorum .. .. Veitch& Sons, March 27 -B.C.

Pansy Fred Perkins .. .. H. Hooper, April 24— F.C.
P.avonia Wiotii Veitch & Sons, Match 27—B.C.
Pelargonium Criterion .. C. Turner, June 12— F. C.
„ Douglas Rev. A. Mathews -June I2—

„ Henry

,. Rose Levesley .

Picotee Ne Plus Ultra

„ Laiy Rosebery

F.C.
Rev. A. Mathews, June la—

F. C.
C. Turner, lune 12-F.C.
Rev. A. Mathews, June 12—

F.C.

J. Levesley, Juno 12-F.C.
C. Turner, Fuly to-F.C.
C.Turner, J.ily lo-F.C.

,. aultana C. Turner, July 10—F.C.
Pink Rosa Bonheur .. .. C. Turner, July 10—F C.
Polyanthus Admiral Hornby . G. Smith, April 24— F.C.
„ Duke of Wellington .. G Smith, March 27-F,C.

Platycerium Hillii .. .. Vtltch & Sons, May 22—B Cl,

f B. S Williams, May 22-B C.
Ptychosperma rupicola . . J. Veitch & Sons, May 22—B C

(.Bull, June 12-B C.
Rhipidopteris peltata gracil-

hma .. .. .. Veitch & Sons, April 24—B.C,
Rhododendron (jasm ) Crown

Princess of Germany Veitch & Sons, May 22— F,C.
Rose (H.P.I Boieldieu. . . . W. Paul & Son, April 24—F.C.
„ (H. P.) Countess of Rose-

bery W. Paul & Son. July ra-F;C.
„ (H.P ) Harrison Weir .. C. Turner, July .0- F.C.
„ (H.P.) Jlts. Laxton .. Paul & Son, April 24— F.C.

Sadleria cyatheoides .. .. B. S. Williams, May 22— B.C.
Sarracenia Chelsoni .. .. Veitch & Sons. June 12—B.C.
" ifraga valdensis .. .. E. G. Henderson, June 12—

Wallichia zebrina
Xeronema Moorei
Zamia Lindeni .

.

Zygopetalum Seden

. . . -B.C.
Veitch & Sons, June 12—B.C.

.. Bull, June 12-B.C.

.. Veitch & Sons, June 12—B.C.
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FRUIT-ROOMS.
A coRRivsrONDENT having asked for a plan of a

fruil-room best calculated to preserve fruits for as great

a length of time as. possible, we have thought well to re-

produce from the Jounml ofthe Horticultitral Society,

vol. vi., a valuable paper, with illustrations, by the

late Mr. Robert Thompson, of Chiswick, on a fruit-

room belonging to the late Josiah Moorman, Esq., of

Clapham Road ; and from the Book of the Garden a

description, with an illustration, of tlic fruit-room at

Dalkeith. As both sets of observations arc published

in books not now readily accessible to the general prac-

titioner, yet are too valuable to be forgotten, we need

make no apology for transferring them to our columns.

Mr. Thompson's description of Mr. Moorman's
fruit-room states that the room was not originally

constructed for a fruit-room, but, by a little adapta-

tion Mr. Moorman succeeded in rendering it a most

excellent one, as is proved by the prizes awarded

for the productions exhibited from it, not in any one

year, but repeatedly year after year.

" It is a partioned-off portion of a loft, which extends

over a coach-house and stable, and is that part wliich

is above the coach-house. It was originally fitted

up for a harness-room, the walls, as is usual in such

places, being lined with wood. The roof is slated, the

range of buildings is detached, and faces the south.
" It will be observed that there is a cavity, c, between

the boarding of the walls ; this, I believe, is an important

circumstance, and so is the wooden lining, because air

and wood are known to be slow conductors of heat. The
deiling on the north side is double, and tlie floor is wood
above a ceiling. We may therefore conclude that a

uniformity of temperature in the interior of the room is

insured to a considerable extent.

"There is a small stove, d, but it is seldom used,

and never with the view of warming the air of the room,
unless the temperature is actually below freezing. The
fruit is, therefore, kept cool.

" The swing \vindo\\-, e, is occasionally a little opened,

but it is at all limes covered with a roller-blind, so tliat

the fruit is kept in the dark. A little fire in the stove,

air being freely admitted by tlie window at the same
time on a dry day, is useful for speedily removing any
damp which may arise from the fruit.

'

' The shelves, a a, have a layer of clean dry straw laid

across them, and on this the fruit is placed singly.

" From a consideration of all the above details it may
be inferred tliat if a fruit-room be built over a place

where there is a free circulation of air, its roof double
ceiled, the walls hned with wood, a cavity being left

between these two, it will possess the essential properties

of the one under consideration.

" More important principles necessary to attend to with
regard to long keeping of fruit are uniformity of tempe-
rature, coolness, and darkness. If the temperature is

uniform tliere can be little or no deposition of moisture

on the surface of the fruit, but if the air of the room
should be. say, 10" warmer than the fruit, then the rela-

tive coolness of the latter will cause a condensation of
the moisture contained in the air in contact with the
fruit, justasa cold glass becomes dewed when broughtinto
a warm atmosphere. If the air is indeed very dry, then
a proportionately greater difference of temperature is

necessary to produce the above effect, but in the winter
the hygrometer seldom requires to be cooled more than
a few degrees before it indicates the deposition of mois-
ture. Fruits with a smooth, glossy skin, in close contact
with the cold substance beneath them, are those most
profusely covered with moisture from the above cause.

In russeted varieties, their dry, rough coats serve as a
non-conductor of heat, and hence less moisture is

deposited on them. When the air becomes cooler than
the fruit a contrary action—that of evaporation—takes
place, and the surface of the fruit becomes dry. But this

wetting and drying prove very injurious ; whilst its cause
—alternations of temperature—must likewise effect the
specific gravity of the juices of the fruit. Mr. Moor-
man's fruit is not exposed to such vicissitudes, for when
the weather becomes frosty, it is several days before
the thermometer in his fruit-room is affected as much
as i".

"It may be remarked that in giving air a period of the
day should be chosen when the thermometer outside
indicates the same temperature as that in the room. No
deposition of moisture can then take place inconsequence.
With regard to coolness, it is well known that this con-
dition is favourable to the long keeping of fruit, for we
act on the contrary when we wish to render any variety

fit for use before its usual time. The fruit-room in

question nuist be cooler on an average than if it had been
on the ground, for the latter, under a building parti-

cularly, is warmer than the air in winter.

" Light accelerates the maturity and ultimate decay of
fruit exposed to its influence. If the soundest speci-

mens are picked and placed opposite a window, they

soon become much inferior, compared with those

from which the light is excluded, all other circumstances

being the same. In Mr. Moorman's fniit-room the

light is excluded by a blind even when air is given.

"Explanation of the letters in figs. 108, log:—(Z, Shelves

made with battens, i\ inch wide and i\ inch apart.

/', Close boarding around the sides of the room, c, Air-

space between the boards and the wall. The roof also

has an air-space on the north side between the two
plaster ceilings, as shown on the section, fig, 108. d,

Stove, e, Circular window hung on pivots, and fitted

with a roller-blind. /, Partitions of open work, similar

to the shelves. ^, Coach-house, under fruit-room."

The following remarks are those of Mr. Mcintosh,

taken from his Booh of the Garden, vol. i., p. 493 :

—

" The fruit-room in the Horticultural Society's Garden,

Chiswick, is a long narrow apartment, having a northern

exposure ; the floors are formed of concrete, to prevent

rats or mice from getting in ; a counter-like table occupies

the centre, and the sides are fitted up with shelves of

open trellis-work, on which the fruit is laid. Such, we
may here observe, is the general form and arrangement
of what m.iy be called the better sorts of fruit-rooms.

The fruit-room at Dalkeith is almost a facsimile
of this one, being furnished with shutters to the windows
inside, and box ventilators, a, through the ceiling, and
extended to an opening in the top of the back wall, as

will be seen in fig. iii, p. 657. In this figure we have

if of sufficient size, be divided into two apartments, one of

which may be dedicated to the preservation of the later

kinds, and therefore may be kept darkened and shut up,

while the other department is set apart for cleaning,

packing, exhibiting the fruit, and rip-.;ning it off for iise."

THE EXTREME NORTH.*
May I be permitted to begin my leller with a

report on the weather—yes or no ? (jardeners, we in

the vicinity of the Arctic circle, perhaps more than

those of more southern countries, are too much
dependent upon the weather to avoid commencing all

our conversations by exchanging observations on this

subject. I myself cannot escape this universal law,

and I therefore record that the favourable weather of

which I spoke in my former letter has continued with

slight interruptions up to the present time (July 22),

but we have had some days which certainly did not

deserve the name of summer days. Thus during the

night of June l6 the thermometer fell to the freezing

point, whilst on an estate ten miles [German miles ?]

north-west of Lulea it fell 5°.4 Fahr. below the freez-

ing point, so that Dahlias and other herbs and shrubs

suffered considerably. But it is worthy of note that,

being on a flying visit to the estate in question the

day following the frost, I saw them mowing Fiorin-

FlG loS.—LONGITUDINAL SECTION OF MR. J. MOORMAN'S FRUIT-ROOM.

shown what we consider to be the best kind of b\iikling

for this purpose. The walls are built hollow, to resist

external damp, heat, and cold. Ventilation is carried
on by an opening in the ceiling, and the damp or foul

air made to escape through the bo.T a, and out at the
top of the wall. Roth ends of this ventilating tube are

to be shut, when necessary, by letting down the flap-lids,

b b, to which a line and pulleys are applied for the pur-
pose. The ceiling is triple-coated with plaster, and
packed with nogging above. The slates are laid in

mortar, also to exclude air ; and double thick sarking is

laid under them, tongued and grooved. Thin canvas
curtains, hung on rollers, c <-, are let up and down in

front of the shelves to exclude air and light when it may
be necessary to open the door. The fruit is laid upon
the side shelves, d d, on both sides, and the operation of
sorting is carried on on the counter-like trible, e, in the
centre. Under this table are drawers, / for the finer

specimens of both .-\pples and Pears. The whole of this

apartment is darkened by keeping the window-shutters
shut

; and as the decomposition of fruit appears not to
be so much affected by candle light as solar light, the
necessary operations arc carried on by that light entirely.

We have deemed it unnecessary to give a ground plan for
this erection, as it will appear sufficiently obvious and
clear that a vestibule or entrance apartment may be
made, in which specimens of the various fruits may be
exhibited, and where the necessary operations of packing
and arranging the dessert may go on. The side shelves
may be enclosed by having folding doors in front of
them, and they may also be divided into compartments
of from 6 to 10 feet in length. It will be found incon-
venient to have a fruit cellar under such a room. It mav,

grass {Agrostis stolonifera), which was upwards of

20 inches high and in full bloom. Cold weather con-

tinued for about a week, or till June 22, when we had
a beautiful growing rain. At midsummer time it was
very warm (77° F,, and more, in the shade), and
plants grew with astonishing rapidity.

During such glorious weather as we experi-

enced this summer, it is marvellously beautiful here,

as we enjoy the never-setting sun uninterruptedly.

We also see a number of foreigners, especially Eng-
lish, on their way to the mountain Avasaxa, whither
they resort to view the midnight sun, a sight which
they were fortunate enough to obtain this season.

Visitors are, however, often disappointed who come
hither to witness this grand natural phenomenon.
Last year, for instance, we had cold weather and a

cloudy sky at midsummer, and an Englishman who
had come to see the midnight sun did not attain his

object, resolved, so it is said, not to leave Avasaxa
before he had seen what he wished to see. Now he
may return satisfied before the winter sets in, which
is certainly not mild here.

'' In the autumn of 1876 {not 1S77, as stated in my
former letter) a horticultural union was founded, and
this body has set apart a plot of ground nearly 5 acres

in extent for experimental work. The greater part

of this ground was overgrown with grass, more than

* Extracted from Dcr Deutsche Garten. For some parti-
culars gleaned, from a previous letter, see p. 107 of the present
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half of which was poor shallow soil, and the whole

area requires much labour before it will be suitable

for successful gardening. Last year there was a

failure of all crops, and starvation was only averted

by the economy of the inhabitv^nts in previous fruitful

years. Just in the first year of the operation of the

newly established horticultural society with its any-

thing but favourable garden, it was so cold that the

frozen soil in many spots on the north side of the rocks

comparatively unknown amongst us, but I hope to

see it highly esteemed, because some planted experi-

mentally gave good promise. Seven weeks after

planting out they were as large as ordinary Turnips.

White Dutch Onions, small, for pickling, are good
almost every season, whilst we are obliged to treat the

Red Dutch as an underground Onion, in which way
it succeeds admirably. Shallots grow well, and are

generally cultivated. Aug, Eugbcrg,

Fig. 109.—plan of mr. j. Moorman's fruit-room, (see p. 656.)

did not thaw during the whole summer. Neverthe-

less several garden plants succeeded tolerably well.

Cucumbers in the open air on dung-beds produced

little fruit, and we can only make sure of a crop under
glass. Some seasons, however, very good crops mighi
be secured in the open air. Of Carrots, Parsnips,

short round salad Beet, Turnips, Kohl Rabi, Spinach,

Peas, and white Dutch silver Onions, we had good
crops last year. On the other hand, Ceans, Cabbage,

Florists' Flowers.
Dressing Carnations : False Scents.—Old

florists will have observed, with more of regret than

surprise, that it rarely seems that a point of practice

or a question of principle can be a subject ofdiscussion

without more or less of false scenting being started :.nd

eagerly pursued by the originators or others, until

profit and interest alike arc lost to the onlookers.

-interior view of MR. J. MOORMAN :

frlmt-room.

and Leeks were poor, and Celery and Radishes failed

altogether.

Of the foregoing vegetables, Turnips, Spinach,

and Sugar Peas are the most generally culti-

vated ; the variety of Turnip, the universally known
Swedish Turnip. We tried four sorts of ordinary

Peas, namely. Knight's Marrow, Daniel O'Rourke,

Laxton's Supreme, and Carter's First Crop. The
last-named variety was decidedly the best, for seven

weeks after sowing we were able to begin picking,

whereas the others were later. Kohl Rabi is still

Fig. in.—section of the fruit-room
AT DALKEITH.

*'D. Deal" supplies us with a very marked illustra-

tion of this when writing in the yournal of Hoiiicttlture

on the subject of dressing Carnations. He puts the

question— ** Suppose one person to grow the flowers,

and another to dress them for exhibition, a 1st prize

being awarded them, to whom should the prize go?"
One would have supposed that a false scent so pal-

pable could not have evoked a second thought ; but no

sooner had it been given to the wind than a *' Staftbrd-

shire Grower" takes up the cry, and writes in the

same journal that, "after all that has been written on

the subject (dressing Carnations), there yet remains a

point or two that requires clearing up, especially as

regards thelegitimacy of one fanciergrowing the flowers

and another fancier dressing them. Advancing in his

career of error, the "Staffordshire Grower" assumes
that ''dressing is all-powerful in winning prizes, "citing

a certain remark by Mr. Douglas as a proof of it, and
goes on to say, that though he had been a grower of

Carnations in a small way for many years and had
exhibited and been fairly successful at local shows, he

had not ventured to exhibit in London, nor was he
likely to do so, as he felt he should not be exhibiting

under equal conditions if the practice prevailed of

allowing a grower to obtain the services of an expert

dresser. But "for the purpose of judging of the

quality of the bloom staged in London," the "Staf-

fordshire Grower " made a journey to the exhibition

of the National Carnation and Picotee Society, and
he says, "Many blooms surprised me, especially by
the high quality of their dressing ; but I was equally

astonished to find an overwhelmingly greater number of

inferiorly dressed blooms." Entering " freely into con-

versation with those surrounding the boxes, 'Douglas
first again,' was the general buzz," says the "Stafford-

shire Grower," and was responded to in one way,

which fairly startled him, viz., "Yes, and always

likely to be when he gets Ben Simonite to go
to Loxford to dress his blooms for him." At
the time the "Staffordshire Grower" thought this

merely the "grumble of a disappointed ex-

hibitor," but now he thinks it fair that all

interested should know whether it was a "fact ;
" and

after absolving Mr. Douglas from an unworthy pur-

pose, if he did avail himself of the aid of Mr. Simon-

ite, he adds, " But I, and others who think with me,

do not think the practice right. If I grow and dress

my own flowers as well as I can I feel I am seriously

handicapped if I enter the lists against the best grower

in England, who calls in the aid of perhaps the best

dresser also before he places his flowers on the stand.

If that is not a * two-to-one ' system of exhibiting I

should like to know what is."

As I have said at the outset, florists of experience

note expressions of this sort with more of regret than

surprise, because of the known tendency of all things

on earth to degeneracy ; but I confess in this case my
regret is the greater because of the transparent fallacies

on which the " Staffordshire Grower" bases his com-

plaint. First, the "Staffordshire Grower" assumes

that "dressing is all-powerful in winning prizes,"

entirely overlooking the fact that if Mr. Douglas' suc-

sess should be imputed to the aid given him by Mr.

Simonite, it was most singular that Mr. Simonite's

own flowers, dressed, of course, by himself, should

have been the last only in their classes, whilst un-

doubtedly if I may be presumed to know anything of

the subject, there were other "exhibits very remarkable

for the "quality" of their dressing, which also fell

into inferior places. The truth simply is, good

culture and good dressing must go together. They
cannot be successful if separated, for no art can make
the bad good, though art may make the good better.

Then as to the legitimacy of one grower aiding

another in the preparation of his flowers for exhi-

bition, a moment's reflection will surely show that if

this be illegimate, it must be equally illegimate for the

grower to obtain any aid in the cultivation of his

pets—no hand save his must tie a bud, or weed or

water—and so the argument is reduced to an ab-

surdity. If the views of the " Staffordshire Grower"

were sound, how could the magnificent exhibits of

our large professional growers, set up by their accom-

plished assistants, be maintained? and what a scan-

dalous invasion of principle every exhibition will be.

But in this matter the " Staffordshire Grower's" idea

of right is merely the chimera of a diseased ima-

gination.

As to his feeling, that in coming to London he

would not be exhibiting under equal conditions, I hope

the "Staffordshire Grower" will put away the fear as

unworthy, for if he believes that he cannot meet Mr.

Douglas on equal terms, he will surely be able to

hold a lance against some of the exhibitors of the

" overwhelmingly greater number of the inferior, or

inferiorly dressed flowers ;
" and he should remember

that if his fears could legitimately keep him from a

London show, a similar fear would equally legiti-

mately deter a novice from entering the competition

of those local shows where the " Staffordshire Grower"

had been "fairly successful" and so competition

would cease to exist.

I hope that this may clear away some of the mist
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from the eyes of the "Staffordshire Grower," and

that I shall have to place his name amongst the com-

petitors at the next Southern exhibition of the National

Carnation and Picotee Society. E. S. DodwcU.

HARDY STONECROPS: SEDUMS.
{Coutiniiedfrom p. 626.)

30. S. RUi'ESTRE, Linn., in part ; Huds. Fl. Angl.

195 ; Baker, in Gard. Chron. 1877, viii., 307.

Glaucous, reddening with age and drought.

Leaves i inch long, in very numerous rows, linear,

subulate, apiculate, incurved, convex below, flaitish

above, fovniing dense obconical rosettes, ^

—

t inch in

diameter, at the ends of the sterile branches, which are

clothed beneath with withered, ascending, scattered

leaves.

Flowers numerous, barely J inch in diameter. 5—7-
merous, clear yellow, in umbellate 3—5 forked ultimately

hollow-topped cymes. Flower-stalk 8—12 inches.

Sepals ovate oblong obtuse, united at the base into a
shallow cup.

Petals ovate oblong obtuse, concave, but not keeled.

Anthers yellow.

Carpels erect, glabrous.—Fl. July.

Western Europe.

Of this species, which is found in a wild state in

certain places in Great Britain, there are many varie-

ties, some of which are in cultivation under various

names. The distinctions between these varieties and
those of S. reflexum are often subtle ; more-
over, the varieties rim one into the other. The con-

sequence is, that the confusion in books is very great,

and the synonymy correspondingly involved. To
make the matter worse, even the figures add increased

confusion, for what De CandoUe figured as S. rupestre

is S. reflexum, and so on. We must refer the reader to

Mr. Baker's papers on this subject in this journal,

1877, viii., p. 307. In the main we follow his

arrangement, but in the interest of cultivators we
give greater prominence to the variety best known in

gardens as S. elegans. This we prefer, for our present
purpose, to keep as a distinct species under the name
pruinatum, originally given to it by Brotero.

31. S. PRUINATUM, Brotero, Fl. Lusitan. ii., p. 209
(1804).

Glaucous, pruinose. Branches 6—8 inches, the thick-

ness of whip-cord, trailing, ascending. Flowering stems
erect, i foot.

Leaves in many rows, sessile, crowded, spreading,

slighdy incurved at the ends of the sterile shoots, where
they form flattish rosettes, but not so markedly as in S.

rupestre, glaucous, blue, often rose-pink at the tips, each
about % inch long, liiiear-oblanceolate, aristate, gibbous
at the base.

Leaves of the flowering shoots less crowded, larger.

Cyme at first recurved, umbellate, many branched, flat-

topped, ultimate pedicels longer than the flower.

Flowers bright yellow, \ inch diameter, 4—8-merous.
Buds oblong-obtuse.

Calyx bell-shaped, sepals oblong-acute, half the length
of. the oblong-obtuse concave petals.

Anthers yellow.

Ovaries glabrous, much longer than the style.

Scales minute, greenish.—Fl. late summer.
Wilkomm and Lange, Prod. Fl. Hispan. ii., 135.
Syn. S. elegans, Lejeune, Fl.Spa. i., 205(1811) ; Syme,

English Botany, t. 806 ; S. elegans var. i, majus, Syme,
I.e., Hook. Stud. Flor., 144 ; S. macranthum of gardens

;

S. rupestre, Baker, in G. Chron., Sept. 8, 1877, P- 307.

This is a free-growing form, very handsome in its

serried ranks of glaucous rose-tinted leaves and its

large golden flowers. It is larger in all its parts, and
the sepals are more pointed than in S. rupestre.

The following varieties may be mentioned :

—

Var. Forstcriauum.—Glabrous, or slightly glaucous.
Leaves on tlie barren shoots many ranked, forming
terminal rosettes on the barren shoots, spreading, pale
green, oblanceolate nuicronulate, gibbous at the base.

—

S. Forsterianum, Smith, Engl. Hot., t. 1802.

Syn. S. rupestre, sub-species Forsterianum, Syme,
Eng. Bot., ed. 3. vol. iv.. p. 59, t. 807; S. Forsteri,

Haworth
; (?) S. aureum. Wirtgen, Fl. Pr. Rhein-Prov.,

p. 184; Rosbach, in Bull. Soc. Roy. Belg., t. 8 {1859),

p. 350-

I'his differs from the type in its smaller size, light

green, not glaucous leaves, which are moreover not in so
many rows as in the type.

We have seen a plant in gardens under the name of

S. aureum, but not in flower. It appeared to be a
small form of reflexum, but the true S. aureum of
Wirtgen is, according to the description, a form of
S. rupestre.

The plant commonly grown in gardens as Forsteri-

anum is not correctly named.

Var. vihim.—Glaucous, smaller in all its parts than

the type ; leaves oblanceolate, mucronate, in rosettes.

—

S. rupestre var. minus, Syme, Engl. Bot., vol. iv., p. 59 ;

Hook. Stud. Flor., p. 144.

This is the form found at St. Vincent's Rocks, near

Bristol, and in Wales. It is grown in some gardens

as Forsterianum, but more generally as rupestre. The
terminal rosettes are open in moist weather, but close

when the plant is subjected to drought. Both forms

differ from S. reflexum in their bluish green, flatter

leaves, arranged in more numerous vertical ranks.

32. S. REFLEXUM, Linn., Sp. PI., ed. 2, p. 618,

partly.

Glabrous, scarcely glaucous (except in var. albescens).

Stems trailing. Flovvcr-stems erect, 8—10 inches.

Leaves in six or seven rows, crowded on the barren

stems into a conical mass, but not forming so marked a

rosette as in the typical rupestre ; \—|inch. linear subu-

late, terete, gibbous at the base, spreading or abruptly

decurved.

Inflorescence decurved or erect before flowering.

Cymes umbellate, leafy, many-flowered, many-
branched, with a flower in each fork.

Buds oblong, pointed.

Flowers 4—8-merous, | inch in diameter.

Calyx cup-shaped. Sepals oblong-lanceolate, half the

length of the linear petals.

Stamens linear-subulate, hairy at the base. Anthers

yellow.

Carpels green, erect ; scales whitish.—Fl. summer.
Smith, Engl. Bot., t. 695 ; Syme, in Eng. Bot., 3d ed.,

t. 804 ; Hook. Stud. Flor., p. 144 ; Baker, Gard. Chron.

October 13, 1877, p. 461,

Syn. S. collinum.Wilkl, Baker, Lc, ; S. virens, Willd..

Haworth, Baker, /.r.

This is not an uncommon plant in hedgerows, on

walls, and on old thatched roofs in various parts of

England. It varies considerably in size and glaucous-

ness, and in the fact that the inflorescence is some-
times decurved before flowering, sometimes erect (as

in S. virens). It approximates to some forms of

S. rupestre, but its leaves are usually not in so many
ranks, not so markedly in rosettes, are more terete,

and not so flattened and oblanceolate as in most forms

of rupestre or pruinatum.

The following varieties commonly grown in gardens

require notice. The forms called in gardens collinum

and virens we cannot sufficiently separate from

the type.

Var. cn'staiitm.—Like the type, but the stems are

fasciated so as to form a crest, as in the case of the

Cockscomb. It is grown in gardens under the names
of fasciatum and monstrosum crassicaule. It is tile

S. portlandicum of Lobel's Icones.

Var. albescens, Haworth, Revis. Succ, p. 28; glaucous,
leaves rarely in rosettes. Flowers h inch diameter, often
6-merous. Buds oblong. Sepals acute.

Syn. S. glaucum, Smith, Engl. Bot., t. 2477, non
Waldst. et Kit. ; S. reflexum, var. albescens, Syme, in

Engl. Bot., ed. 3, t. 805; Hook. Stud. Flor., p. 144;
Baker, in Gard. Chron., October 13, 1877.

This form occurs wild in some parts of England,
and we have had it from various Continental gardens
under the name of neglectum (not of Tenore), and
septangulare. We have also native specimens from
Oran, given by the late G. Munby, and from Morocco
by Mr. Geo. Maw.

Var. septangulare.—Very like albescens, but the leaves
are scarcely glaucous, usually too they are somewhat
thicker and in seven distinct rows, often spirally wound
round the stem.—S. septangulare, Haworth, Synops. PI.

Succ. 1812, p. 116. This has not been found wild in
Britain, but it is noted as having been in cultivation
before 1795.

This latter is the plant, in our experience, which is

most frequently grown in gardens as S. Forsterianum.
Under the name Sartorianum (not of Boissier), also,

we received it from Prof. Parlatore. It is not so
free flowering as some of the other forms.

Var. viresccns, Willd. ; Haworth, ex Baker. Gard.
Chron., Oct. 13. 1877, p. 463 ; differs from albescens in
its pale sulphur-yellow flowers.

Var. minus, Haworth, ex Baker, /.r.—The smallest
variety of all, the S. reflexum of Fl. Dan., t. 113.

Mr. Baker (/.r.) keeps up as distinct varieties col-
linum, virens, albescens, minus, recurvatum, sept-
angulare, virescens, and crislatum. We have seen
specimens under these names in British and Continental
gardens, but we have been unable to distinguish them
any further than we have done above. Had we been
dealing with wild specimens, doubtless we might have
followed Mr. Baker more closely.

{To be contiitued.)

FLOWER GARDEN, ETC,

Store plants in pits and frames will now require a

considerable amount of attention ; newly potted

Pelargoniums and other plants from the flower-beds are

at this time showing a large amount of decaying

foliage and mouldy tips of shoots, the result of a dull,

sluggish, and damp atmosphere. All this must be

removed and the mouldy points cut back to solid

wood, and the whole stock thoroughly cleaned and
rearranged. At every favourable opportunity a free

ventilation should be applied, and even in very dull

and heavy weather if a little heat can be turned on,

and ventilation with it, it will greatly assist to keep

the damp and tendency to fog-off in check. This also

points to the great care which should be exercised

with regard to watering the plants. It is imperative

that they should have sufficient to retain vitality, but

for the next two or three months certainly no more,

as the great object is to keep them dormant ; but

here again discrimination is necessary, because these

kinds of plants vary in their power of retaining the vital

principle in the absence of moisture. Pelargoniums

of the scarlet and zonal section, for example, will

retain their vitality without water longer than any
other section of bedding plants kept in store. It is

as well to bear this in mind in the depth of winter,

and not to be alarmed in very bad weather if they

become very dry. And again, pots which are full of

roots, whether of store cuttings or single plants, will

dispose of double the amount of water without injury

that should be given to either stores or plants which
are behindhand in the rooting process. Lale struck

cuttings and late potted plants will come under this

denomination at present, and should have the warmest
end of the pits to assist the rooting process as far as

possible without forcing growth. To further this end
air must be given at all times when the temperature

of the atmosphere is above freezing-point and quiet,,

as sharp cutting winds are especially to be avoided.

The great object to be kept in view at this season of

the year is to secure a sturdy growth for spring pro-

pagation, and any excess of heat or moisture will

produce a weak and spindly growth, necessitating a

considerably greater amount of attention to atmo-

spherical conditions than would be required in hardier

grown plants.

The leaves on deciduous trees appear to be more
than usually persistent this season, for notwithstand-

ing the violent gales, frosts, and heavy rains, there is

yet a great amount of foliage remaining, and this, of

course, will retard all the operations connected with a

thorough clearing-\ip of the lawns and pleasure grounds
as before directed, though leaves may have been
constantly collected and stored for future use. In the

meantime, and until the leaves are all down, atten-

tion may be given to a variety of matters which do
not depend on falling leaves, such as thinning out

and tying in all creepers and such-like plants on con-

servatory walls and trellises, so as to place them in

the best position possible to avoid injury from frost.

Protection to the tender sorts, such as Ceanothus, for

example, need not be applied until severe weather
occurs, but the materials should be kept in readiness,

and should be of such a substance as would be easily

removable in changes of temperature in order to avoid

coddling, for if such protection is kept constantly on,

the trees are rendered tender ; and on the advent of

fine weather in the spring, when neatness is looked
for and the coverings dispensed with, they become
far more susceptible of injury from spring frosts ; such
tender varieties should also be well covered with
mulching for a considerable distance about the

roots and collar of the plants, as the roots may
very reasonably be supposed to be quite as liable

to injury from frost as the branches, and should
be equally protected. This reminds me to observe
that those who are fortunate enough to possess

fine-established plants of Chama^rops Fortunei and
Chamterops humilis will do well to provide temporary
protection, as they have never yet in this country been
tried with a temperature of 32° below freezing point,

which occurred here not many years back, and killed

Pinus insignis of 50 feet high, and many other plants
of sorts that maybe called of doubtful hardiness, both
amongst shrubs and herbaceous plants in borders ;

such things, therefore, as Gunnera scabra, Acanthus
grandiflora, Tritoma grandis, intermedia and Uvaria,
and Phormium tcnax, with the like, will require pro-

tection about the roots and collars of the plants, and
sifted coal-ashes in the form of broad-based cones is

generally ready to hand and quite effective for the
purpose.

The mowing of the lawns being now finished for

the season the machines should be at once dispatched
to the makers to be put into complete order for another
season ; waitingfor a machine to become disabled isnot
good economy, as it generallyhappens at a time'when it

can be least dispensed with, and an annual, or at least

biennial, overhaul becomes indispensable. In the
meantime, to keep up as far as possible an appearance
of neatness in the grass, the roller should be kept
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constantly in use in mild weather, but avoid doing so

if there is the least amount of frost on it, as that would
turn the grass black. John Cox, Rcdkaf,

FRUIT HOUSES.
Orchard-house.—Those who are anxious for

very early fruit may with forcing have the early

Peaches ripe about the end of April, but I do not

advise pot culture when this result is desired. That
pot trees can be forced there is no doubt, but there is

greater certainty in forcing trees that are planted out

than there is in pot trees. It is well to make com-
parisons between the diflerent systems of culture, and
in doing this it is necessary to consider whether the

owner values his trees merely for the amount of fruit

they will produce, or for the higher and more enno-

bling delight of studying the growth of the trees, the

development of bud into blossom and tender green

leaf, the growth and ripening of the fruit, and the

numerous details of the practical culture of the trees.

Many amateurs take a delight in doing this, and even

performing some of the work with their own hands :

for such pot culture furnishes a rich vein of intelligent

relaxation. Training the planted out trees to a trellis

overhead is fatiguing work to arms and eyes not

accustomed to such labour, and it is better to leave it

to those who have a special training in practical

gardening. Very few varieties can be grown in a

given space if the trees are planted out and trained to

a trellis. Three times as many can be grown of

pyramid or bush trees in pots. Now it is just in

this that the practical gardener and the amateur
who makes a fancy of his trees, differ. In nine

cases out of ten the gardener is required to

produce as much fruit as he can out of a given

space, and the amount of funds at his disposal are

usually circumscribed. My advice to such is, plant

the trees out in a confined border entirely under con-

trol, and train the shoots near the glass. There are

some who have done this who started with pot-trees.

Where trees are trained to a trellis they must now be

entirely loosened from it. The trellis, wood and
glass work should be well washed, and the trellis

.and wood work painted if possible. Wash all the

wood of the trees with the mixture recommended two
weeks ago, and then tie it to the trellis when every-

thing is quite dry. Skilful culture consists in arrang-

ing the bearing wood so that it is evenly distributed.

The young bearing wood should be trained during

the growing season to cover the naked stems, and it

ought to be tied there now. If any pruning is requi-

site, remember previous cautions—when shortening

last year's wood to cut at a triple buil. The border

ought certainly to be inside, and if the roots have not

the chance to travel out as well, much judgment will

be necessary as to watering. At no time should the

soil be parched ; over-dryness causes the small fibres

to die altogether ; judicious watering preserves them,

and in mild weather—even at midwinter—they are

making growth. I have watched this, as careful

observation of the buds shows a corresponding

swelling on their part. Our pot-trees are frequently

plunged in cocoa-nut fibre refuse out-of-doors until

January, and on exposing the pots at that time I have

found the surface soil quite permeated with active

rootlets—the soil at the same time has been quite

wet, showing ccnclusively that this does not injure

the roots. In very dry soil the roots do not grow so.

Our own orchard-house is now gay with Crysanthe-

mums, the large-flowered varieties of the Chinese and

Japanese sections occupy the centre of the large span-

roofed house ; these have been grown to obtain good
quality in the flowers : the sides of the house are fur-

nished with trained specimens—each of them carries

100 or 200 blooms, the trees are out-of-doors,

plunged in the cocoa-nut fibre alluded to. It may be

right to observe here that the trees placed outside

receive no dressing of soap or Gishurst, they seldom

require it. It is very interesting to note the difference

in the appearance of the young wood thickly studded

with blossom-buds. J. Douglas, Lo.xford Hall.

Oran'GE-house.—The fruit is now nearly ripe

—the Tangierine would be quite ripe, as this

variety ripens much earlier than the Maltese Blood

and St. Michael's, but none of our trees of this

variety are bearing fruit this season. It is well

that the trees should have a rest for a season after

bearing continuously, as many of them do. We
have had trees in a Pine-house temperature

summer and winter, loaded with fruit all the year

round, and for several years in succession, and one tree

now loaded with fruit has been in the same pot for

three seasons. It has been surface-dressed with rich

compost at intervals ; the leaves are a dark green,

and the fruit this year will be quite as large as

usual. Those growing Oranges for dessert ought not

to omit the Prata or Silver Orange. The fruit is large

and handsome, with a pale yellow or rather lemon

skin, and the flavour is even richer than the St.

Michael's. The house where the fruit is^ swelling is

now kept at a temperature of about 60° to 65° at

night, and the atmosphere rather drier. Less water

will be required at the roots, as too much water with

a moist atmosphere will certainly cause the fruit to

crack, when it is spoiled of course. A few trees may
be now introduced from the reserve in the cool

houses ; they will soon start into growth, and the trees

will be in blossom about the first or second week in

January. If it is convenient to do so, the temperature

of the house into which they are introduced should

not exceed 55° at night for the first two or three

weeks. J. Douglas.

Strawberries in Pots.—Where Strawberry
forcing is carried on to any extent steps will now need
to be taken to prepare and arrange batches of plants

to succeed one another in supplying fruit according to

Ifle requirements of families next spring. As time is

an important matter in early forcing operations it may
be well to observe that under ordinary moderate
forcing such varieties as Black Prince started at the

end of the month will give ripe fruit by the end of next

February—Vicomtesse Hericart de Thurystarted at the

same time will give a succession, and another batch of

the latter variety, started about the end of December,
will yield splendid fruits from the third to the last

week in March, whilst the first week in January will

he early enough to start plants for giving fruits early

in April. These dates are based on practical calcu-

lation and a close observance of the behaviour of

those varieties for several years. The plants intended

to be introduced to the various forcing houses now
being set to work will require to be examined firsf, as

to a clear water run, and next as to top-dressing and the

removal of any decayed leaves. For top-dressing

nothing equals a coating of horse droppings rubbed fine

through the" hands and watered through a rose for the

first time after being top-dressed. See that the crowns
are set on the shelves in the same way they have been

grown throughout the summer, and ring the pots with

a knife or something harder than the knuckles to test

the condition of tlie soil in the pots, as the hard

leathery leaves will not indicate distress till the action

of the roots has suft'ered a check. Autumn Straw-

berries are still abundant and of good quality, and
with a little management I see no reason why we
should not have fine Strawberries "all the year

round. " No water should be spilt in the house except

on the mornings of bright days, and a healthy circula-

tion of fresh air should be kept up on every possible

opportunity. Under these conditions the Strawberry-

house will be perfumed with the rich aroma from the

glistening ripe fruits. IV. Hinds, Ottcrspool.

Peaches and Nectarines.—In a preceding

Calendar I directed attention to the importance of

getting the early house properly cleansed and the trees

tied in ready for starting by the middle of this month
where early Peaches are wanted by the end of May.
To insure success the house should now be closed, but

unless the weather is very severe no artificial heat

need be applied until the buds show signs of moving,

when very gentle firing for a few hours in the early

part of the day may be indulged in, with ample

syringing of the trees, paths, and walls, at least twice

a day. If the roots are confined to the interior of the

house, the borders should be carefully watered with

tepid water until every part of the soil is properly

moistened, when a good ridge of thoroughly sweetened

stable manure and Oak-leaves may be introduced

with considerable advantage to the trees, and as a

means of producing a moist genial atmosphere greatly

superior to that obtained from hot-water pipes.

Indeed so long as the weather continues mild this

treatment will be found sufficiently exciting for the

first three weeks after closing. Give air on all favour-

able occasions as a means of sweetenmg the atmo-

sphere, and allow the temperature to range from 40° to

45° at night, and 50° to 55° by day, with a rise of 5°

to 10° more from sun-heat. Get all Peaches and

Nectarines under glass pruned without delay and take

advantage of wet days for cleaning paint, lime-washing

walls, and thoroughly clearing the trees of scale and

the remains of last season's dressing by careful

washing with warm soap-water. In any houses that

require constant syringing up to the time of ripening

I wash the trees twice with a solution of Gishurst

Compound, 40Z. to_the gallon, in preference to painting

in the usual mixture of lime, loam, cStc, as the latter

often encloses the larvae of insects that have escaped

the first washing, and its subsequent removal by

syringing frequently disfigures the fruit. Protect out-

side borders with Fern or litter, and in the case of

early houses place lights or shutters over all for throw-

ing off snow and heavy rain. /F. Coleman.

Figs.—The house containing the pot trees, from

which ripe fruit is to be gathered early in May, should

now be closed for forcing. Apply tepid water to the

roots at frequent intervals until every portion of the

soil is well moistened. Introduce thoroughly sweet-

ened fermenting Oak leaves, loosely at first, round

and about the pots, to produce gentle excitement of

the roots, as well as to economise fire-heat, for

although the Fig is less impatient than the Peach, a

soft, humid atmosphere obtained by fermenting

materials is infinitely superior to fire-heat. Syringe

the trees and walls every morning, and again about

2 P.M., unless the weather is very wet, dark, and

cold, when the afternoon syringing may he dispensed

with. Commence forcing with a minimum tempera-

ture of 50^, and 5° to 10^ more by day when the

weather is mild ; but at this season, when the

external temperature is so fluctuating, and forcing is

dead against Nature, a lower range may be found

advisable, as much irreparable mischief may be

brought about by undue haste. Keep the glass clean

and free from condensed moisture by the admission

of a little air when the weather is mild, and close the

ventilators when the heat from solar influences begins

to decline. The house containing trees in internal

borders should be ready for shutting up early in

December, when the rules laid down for the

management of the pot trees will apply. Let the

borders be examined, and if they are found very dry

a slight mulching, preparatory to watering, will

greatly facilitate the operation. Use water a few

degrees warmer than the temperature of the house,

and apply it at short intervals, until the whole mass
of soil is properly moistened. Shake out and repot

young plants intended for forcing next season, in order

that they may have time to rest after they have

matured their growth. Brown Turkey, Negro Largo,

and White Marseilles are excellent kinds lor early

work. ]V. Coleman.

PLANT HOUSES.
Orchids.— In the Cattleya-house just now it will

be noticed that several things, more especially Ltelia

purpurata, Cattleya lobata, and Cattleya Wameri,
are each and all in various stages of active growth

;

the two former, in fact, will have been growing since

the early autumn, and therefore will be now well

advanced, whilst the latter, as is invariably the case

with this species, are only just starting into growth.

These will continue growing all the winter through,

and if carefully managed may all be in bloom at the

same time, though naturally C. Wameri will flower

a little earlier than L. purpurata. Grown in the

division set apart for the Cattleyas, £^s well, too, as a

mixed group of other things, such as Miltonias, some

of the Oncidiums, Trichopilias, &c., it will not do to

subject plants in a growing condition to so low a

temperature as may with safety be given to the same

or sitnilar plants when they have ceased growth, and

have entered on a period of comparative rest ; since

some are thus growing, and the principal bloom ex-

pected to appear on the growths now forming, a

growing course of treatment, both as regards water at

the roots and also the temperature of the house, must

individually be followed up ; then, as any finish their

growths, the soil must be kept somewhat drier, by

which means we assist in the maturing and ripening

of the bulbs, as well also as the setting of the flower-

buds for the spring and summer displays. As the

blooms on the Pleiones fade away, and are taken off,

it will be found on inspection that the part enclosing

the flower is the tips of the young leaves of the new
growths, the bloom itself being produced on the top

of the bulb, whilst in a very small and embryotic

state. At the base of these young shoots a quantity

of new roots will be very quickly formed, which will

supply the growths with nourishment and support as

it advances and increases in vigour during the coming

season. If it is found that the soil is sour, they

must be potted now. Make them up in shallow

well-drained pans, using sphagnum moss, peat, silver

sand, and some fine crocks or charcoal, well mixed

together ; keep the centre bulbs well raised, gradually

sloping down to the edge. When thus made up, they

should be grown with the Cattleyas. At first give but

a small supply of water, but as the roots enter the

soil much more must be used, and after the turn of

the dull days a syringing overhead occasionally may
be safely given. If in the growing of this genus a

thought is entertained of its native habitats, the rea-

sonableness of the treatment recommended will be the

more apparent, since the Pleiones are almost invariably

met with in Nepal and Assam growing on the moss-

covered rocks or on trees that are grown over with

moss, and intermixed with a deal of decaying vegetable

fibre. Dendrobium chrysanthum and Cambridge-

anum are now just starting into growth ; Dendro-

chilum glumaceum is also now showing its new

growths, reddish brown, as they are when first they

appear close down upon the soil. These should now

be moved from the cool house in which they have

been for the last two months, and brought back into

the East India house, and watered carefully as they

require it. See that no check is allowed, they will then

come on rapidly, As the bloom-buds ofsuch hings asD.

nobile, Wardianum, crassinode, &c., show themselves,

a little watermust be given, forduring the last fewweeks

little or none has been given. As soon as the forma-

tion and perfecting of the blooms takes place, a heavy

and as it were continuous strain is put upon the plant,

and unless this is assisted by a careful regard to mois-

ture at the roots just when requisite, theperfect develop-

ment of the blooms cannot be expected to take place.

D. Ainsworthii may be treated in all respects smidar to

the old nobile, and when better known will be found to

be a most desirable acquisition. IV. Swan, Fallnufield.
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WHILE the horticulturists and botanists

were dehberating over the objects

presented to them at South Kensington on

Tuesday last, death remo\ed from the scene

of his labours no less renowned a man than

James M'Nab of Edinburgh.

No reader of the gardening journals, and spe-

cially no visitor to the Botanic Garden at Edin-

burgh, is likely to be unfamiliar with the name
of this distinguished horticulturist. The Botanic

Garden at Edinburgh, of which he has had the

charge since the death of his father in 1848, is

an evidence that the right man was in the right

place. The collections generally, those of

Coniferai^ in particular, and the alpine and roclc

plants even more specially, bear witness to the

fact. M'Nab had a difficult task before him

—

he had to preserve a large and varied collection

of plants for scientific as well as for ornamental

purposes, and he had to supply the wants of the

most exacting Professor of Botany in the three

kingdoms—exacting, that is, by virtue of the fact

that specimens to illustrate the chief natural

orders and medicinal plants are wanted year

by year for some 300 students. Add to this

the care and supervision required to manage a

large garden to which the public has access

daily from morning till night, and it will be

admitted that M'Nab'S task was neither light

nor easy. He was well schooled by his father,

who held the post before him for well-nigh

forty years ; he gained experience by his journey

to Canada and the United States in 1834, and
by his management of the Caledonian Horti-

cultural Society's garden — then distinct, but

now merged into the Royal Botanic Garden.

Latterly, too, a large area has been added to

the garden for an arboretum, on the planting

and supervision of which M'N.^B's advice was
constantly sought.

It is not only as a cultivator that N'Nab
achieved eminence, his pen was rarely idle : the

Canadian flora, various points in landscape gar-

dening, in the culture of Conifers, in the rela-

tions of plants to climate, were treated by him
again and again, often in a manner to secure

at once the assent given of right to a master
of his profession, always in a manner to suggest
and provoke inquiry. Many of his drawings
of noteworthy plants grown in the garden were
reproduced in Sweet's Flower Garden and
other publications. The general improvement
of the garden, the feats he accomplished in

the way of transplanting trees, the new Palm-
house, the extensive rockeries, begun in i860
and now the largest and richest in the
kingdom, with compartments for 6000 plants,

all these called forth M'N.\B'S powers, and
they afford prominent evidence of his zeal and
skill.

A man who has made such a mark as this

on the garden entrusted to his care, and who
has inscribed himself so indelibly in the

literature of his art, is not likely soon to

be forgotten. The portrait, which we repub-

lish from an earlier volume, is character-

istic of the man, and indicates the thought and

determination by which his work was marked.

We have little to add to the details of his career

sketched in outline in our columns in 1871,

p. 1033, and in the special supplement devoted

to the Edinburgh Botanical Garden, which we

published in September, 1875. Mr. M'Nab was

born in 1810, at Richmond, in Surrey, but may

be said to have passed his whole life, with but

slight interval, in Edinburgh, and indeed in the

Botanic Garden, in which he was first appren-

tice, then journeyman, then foreman, and ulti-

mately Curator. He was one of the founders

of the Edinburgh Botanical Society, becoming

in 1872 its President. His Presidential Address,

on the supposed change of climate in Scotland

and its effects on vegetation, gave rise to much

discussion in our columns and elsewhere at the

time. It is only left to us to add the last tribute

of respect for a man of marked individuality,

who in the discharge of his duty greatly

enhanced the value and reputation of a large

public establishment, and secured for himself

the admiration and respect which duties so

worthily executed never fail to excite. Mr.

M'Nab leaves a widow, five daughters, and a

son, the distinguished Professor of Botany in

the Royal College of Science, Dublin.

Disease in Vines.—Some time since we

were asked to examine some Muscat Grapes which

had gone oft" in the most provoking manner. Just as

ripening is nearly finished the stalk of the bunch

shows first a little discoloration, then the bark swells

and becomes more or less corky and dried up ; circu-

lation is stopped, and the berries, all but ripe, com-

mence to shrivel. The foliage is all that could be

desired, the wood beautiful, the border in good con-

dition, the roots healthy. The spot occurs, so far as

we have seen, nowhere else but on the stalk of the

hunch, just above the base. Olher Grapes in the

same range at Penrhyn Castle are not affected, but

only the Sluscat. Many of our best gardeners who

have seen the Vines testify to the excellent way in

which they liave been grown, but profess themselves

foiled when they attempt to account for the disease.

Wc were no more fortunate, we could find nothing to

indicate the cause of the malady. Mr. Berkeley,

who was kind enough also to examine the bunches,

writes as follows :

—

" There seems to be no limit to the diseases to which

\'ines are subject, whether from fungi, insects, or con-

stitutional maladies, eliminating all those fungi which use

the Vine as a matrix without materially affecting the

growth. One of the most curious which we have seen,

and, if widely spread, one of the most destructive, has

lately been sent to us from Penrhyn Castle. There

was no opportunity of examining it microscopically

when received (October 22}, but though the berries are

for the most part completely decayed, the essential parts

wliich seem to give the first appearance of disease, which
extends ultimately to the bunches, are in perfect condition.

It is not to be denied that Ihei-e is a little black fungus

belonging to the spurious genus Sphreropsis, with brown
subelliptic spores, with one side straight, about i-i5ooth

of an inch in length, but there is not the slightest

reason to suppose that tliis has anything to do with the

malady. The main stems of the buncll as well as the

corresponding petiole of the leaf first show a little

swelling of the cuticle, which is more or less detached

and beneath this the tissue undoubtedly exhibits threads

of a fungoid mycelium, which are rather thick. These
are not, however, very abundant, but as the cuticle is

not broken they do not appear to be after-growths. This
appearance gradu.ally ascends, the cuticle becomes dark,

and at length bursts, exposing the decomposed bark,

which does not seem to be accompanied by any myce-
lium. .'\ few linear crystals appear amongst the cells.

The disease now extends rapidly, cutting off all supply
of sap, and the bunch presents the appearance of

exaggerated shanking. It is worthy of remark that a
section of the wood below the knot from which the

affected bunch springs shows decided traces of disease,

but it does not appear that this alteration in the tissue

runs up to the node. The base of the fruit-stem where
it originates has the tissue of the bark much decomposed.
Tlie bud in the axil of the leaf is, Uke the base of tlie

fruit-stalk, more or less affected. The disease appears
to be undescribed, unless it is a form of DuN.\L's
Anthracnose—at least we have found no certain account
of it. Unfortunately, we are unable to assign a cause,

much less a remedy." M. J. B.

Wc may add that Mr. Coi.E, of P'ellham, a

market grower, has experienced the same thing, but

only in connection with large-sized bunches of the

Gros Cohnar, not with Muscats or .any other variety.

The Fhvli.oxera.—M. Au'HONSE La-

vai.lee has recently suggested that, as the American

Vines have been found not fully to realise the hopes

held out concerning them, an attempt should be made

to graft the Vines on some of the Asiatic species,

which would be more likely to be free from the attacks

of the Grape louse. M. Lavallke has not, as it

appears, tried the experiment, but from the fact thai

particular insects ofien attack particular species of

plants and leave untouched nearly allied species, he

thinks it possible that the Asiatic Vines may be

exempt from the plague of the Grape louse. M.

Lavallee mentions as worthy of a trial Vitis biter-

nata, Cissus orientalis, V. amurensis, V. flexuosa,

V. heterophylla and the var. humulifolia, V. ficifolia,

V. inconstans, the Ampelopsis tricuspidataof SlEBOLD,

and the A. Veitchii of British gardens ; Ampelopsis

serjaniiefolia, A. aconitifolia, A. cordata, A. bipin-

nata and Cissus japonica ; the latter having strictly

herbaceous stems would perhaps form a bad stock,

nevertheless as Tree Pa:onies are grafted on to herba-

ceous varieties a similar experiment might succeed

with the Vine. The experiments recommended by

M. Lavallee are undoubtedly worthy of trial, though

we should be far from sangiune as to the results. It

must be understood that we have taken M. Lavall£e's

names as we find them. We observe that he speaks

of Vitisantarcticaas a species only known in herbaria :

should M. Lavallee visit England, he will find the

species not uncommon in our conservatories.

The Botanic Garden at Chelsea.—Dr.

Semple has recently published a revised edition of

Field's Memoirs of the Botanic Garden at Chelsea,

continued to the present time. The work is one of so

much interest that we shall take an early opportunity

of alludmg to its contents in a fuller manner than our

space will at present permit.

Canada.—The handbook and official cata-

logue of the Canadian section of the Paris Exhibition,

prepared by the Executive Commissioner, Mr. T. C.

Keeper, is a valuable production, as giving in small

compass a trustworthy account of the physical features,

constitution, and commercial statistics of this \'a5t

dominion. The area is nearly as large as that of all

Europe, the climate, though severe in winter, suffices

in summer to ripen Wheat and Maize, Peaches, and

Melons. Horticulturists will not soon forget the

magnificent Apples sent from Nova Scotia some years

since to the Horticultural Society. The work is

illustrated by two large maps.

Self-recording Balance.—M. Redier, of

Paris, according to the Scientific American, has con-

structed a balance with a platform so arranged as to

move freely according to the varying weights placed

upon it ; and to trace upon a recording sheet the

fluctuations so occasioned. Thus a plant in full growth

gains or loses in weight according to the conditions of

moisture, temperature, &c., and these variations are

duly registered by the machine in question. It is of

course equally well adapted to record the fluctuations

in weight of an animal, of a burning candle, &c. It is

clear that such an instrument will be of the highest

value in physiological investigations, and M. Gran-
DEAU has already utilised it in his experiments upon

the evaporation and transpiration that takes place

from plants and the soil.

LiBERIAN COFFEE IN Ceylon.—Messrs.

A. M. & J. Ferguson reprint from the columns of

the Ceylon Observer a series of letters relating to the

introduction and progress of the Liberian Coffee in

Ceylon. Due credit is given to Mr. Bull for his

spirit and enterprise in the matter, while the exer-

tions of Dr. (now Sir Joseph) Hooker, are thus

spoken of ;
— " The eminent man at the head of Kew

Gardens, to whom the world owes so much, saw to it

that the functions of his establishment in raising and
distributing this new product were fulfilled with . .

industry, intelligence, and celerity." We make this

quotation because some people seem to look at Kew
simply as a recreation-ground for the public, or as a

resource for the botanist, and ignore, or rather are
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ignorant of, the services rendered to the commerce of

the world. The little book before us contnins indeed

much of the history of the Liberian Coffee, as it was

originally published in detached fragments in the

newspaper. No attempt seems to have been made to

connect and condense these fragments into a con-

sistent whole. The book, in fact, suflers from the

want of competent editing. So far as we see, no

reference is made to what has been said at the Horti-

cultural Society with reference to this plant and to

the leafdisease, nor to the numerous notes and figures

pages, February 23, 1878. This year, however, it

did not do so, but has bloomed freely. It is 20 feet

in circumference and 6 feet through. This must be

a fine specimen.

Products of Cyi'Rus.— Notwithstanding

our recent articles on the vegetation of Cyprus, we

may perhaps be allowed to revert again to the subject

for the purpose of giving some notes from a recently

issued report of the British Consul on the trade and

commerce of the island. The report refers, of course,

per quarter, and from 17^. to £\ \2.s. for Barley per

quarter. Cotton produced a fair crop both as

regards quantity and quality, the average price being

about 4./. per lb. The Cotton plant, which is chiefly

grown from American seed, is very carefully and

attentively cultivated. Experiments, it seems, have

been made with the view of introducing the Bamia
Cotton, but it is thought that the dry nature of the

soil is not adapted to its growth. In Madder roots

(Rubia tinctorum) the produce amounted only to

about 250 tons ; owing to the now general substitu-

\

The L.\te J.\MES M'XAB.

that have from time to time been given in our own
columns.

CoLLETIA CRUCIATA.—The articles and illus-

trations we gave of this singular plant have, it

appears, called renewed attention to it. It seems

to be flowering this autumn with unusual freedom, a

small plant in our own garden being literally covered

with snow-white fragrant flowers. Several cor-

respondents have called attention also to the

blooming of the plant, and one of them

—

Mr. Hall, of Kenley—informs us that his plant

grew well, and each year threw out long slender

shoots like those of C. spinosa, as figured in our

to the year 1S77, and the produce of the land

showed favourably in some important articles, and

unfavourably in others. With regard to grain crops

a very fair proportion of land was put under cultiva-

tion, the yield being much less than in the previous

year. Wheat showed Soo,ooo kilos, in 1S77 against

1,600,000 in 1S76, while Barley showed 1,500,000

kilos, against 2,400,000 in the previous year. Of
this a little was exported in the early part of the

harvest, and when it was thought that the crops

would succeed better than they eventually did ; as

the season, however, advanced it was found neces-

sary to import rather than to export, and prices of

grain increased from £1 los. to £2 15^. for Wheat

tion of Alizarine for Madder it is probable that

the root will not be cultivated much longer,

seeing that the expense of growing it exceeds the

actual selling price. The produce of Olive oil was

estimated at 250,000] okes, against 200,000 okes in

1876. The oil-producing districts are Keryina,

Kythrea, Larnaca, and Limassol. As a rule, the

Olive tree only produces abundantly once in five

years. The conditions required for a good yield are

cold and wet weather, when the quantity produced

may reach 400,000 and even 500,000 okes. It is very

rarely exported, but cheap soap is made from it

in such large quantities as to supply Mersine and

other parts of Caramania. The demand for Carobs
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or Locusl Ilcnns (Ccialonia siliqua) is conslantly

increasing, so lliat llic peasants are giving serious

attention to the profitable cultivation of the tree,

which has been hitherto somewliat neglected. A very

large yield was afforded last year. In the early part

of tlic season they realised £,i 51. per ton free on

boartl, and the last purchases were made al £^ per

ton. The pods are most abundantly produced when
there is a severe winter. The cultivation of Tobacco
is a monopoly and is farmed out, there being eight

depots in the island, four of which are in Nicosia,

two in Larnaca, and two in Limassol, opened in 1S74.

The lowest quality is principally sold in Cyprus. The
quantity disposed of in a year is about 100,000 okes,

from which the Government nelts 1,300,000 piastres.

One-tenth of tlie above quantity of 100,000 okes is

exported to .Syria and Caramania in sealed packets.

The Tobacco used in Cyprus is brought from Volo
and Salonica, where it pays tin octroi f\\\\.y of 3 piastres

per oke. Cyprus formerly produced about 20,000
okes of Tobacco, but now, on account of the vexa-

tions to which the grower is subjected, the quantity

grown does not exceed 5000 okes. One of the prin-

cipal industries of Cyprus is the tanning of leather.

At Nicosia the tanneries are said to produce from
1500 to 2000 bafes of leather per annum.

New American Poplars.—One of our
correspondents has been good enough to hand us the

following extract from a private letter he has recently

received, from Professor .Sargent, of Brookline.

"What of this fastigiate Silver Poplar they talk of in

the Gardeners' Chronicle f Have you seen it? And this

reminds me, that as you go in for street trees you should
try two very fine Poplars, which grow in tile West.
They ,ire Populus Fremontii of Western Nevada, and
Populus trichocarpa of the same region and of California.

The former is by far the Iiandsomest Poplar I have ever
seen. It is very much planted as a street tree in Leeson
City and other towns in tliat part of Nevada, and bodi
should be introduced into England, if they are not there
already, whicli I doubt. In Salt Lake City the Mormons
generally plant Populus angustifolia, which is also a good
street tree, but I think less ornamental than either of the
others. Populus tricuspidata is the common Poplar of
the Yo-semite V.alley, where it makes a very handsome
tree. All these Poplars grow so very fast that more
might be done with them than people seem to think."

Sugar and Orange Culture in New
.South Wales.—In a special supplement to the
Sydney Moniing Herald, published expressly for dis-

tribution at the Paris Exhibition and devoted entirely

to a description of the colony of New South Wales
and its products, sugar and Oranges are specially men-
tioned asillustrations of the rapid progress made by two
important introduced plants. The cultivation of the
Sugar-caneasanindustry was introduced into the colony
only about ten or twelve years ago, and has now
grown into proportions of considerable magnitude. In
1S67 we are told that only 116 acres of land through-
out the colony were under Sugar-cane cultivation,

while in the year ending March 31 last the area of
land devoted to sugar was 6755 acres, of which 3524
were productive, the remainder being young plants.
The principal seats of sugar cultivation are on the
banks of the Tweed, Clarence, Richmond, Macleay,
and Manning Rivers, but Sugar-cane has also been
grown successfully on the Hunter River, although on
a small scale. On the before-mentioned rivers there
are several mills where the cane is crushed and sugar
made. During last year there were no less than
seventy sugar mills at work in various parts of the
colony. The weight of cane crushed was over
1,150,000 cwt., which produced about 94,000 cwt. of
sugar besides a large quantity of molasses. The
value of the sugar thus produced has been estimated
at about ;£'i5o,ooo. Besides the cane. Sorghum and
Beetroot have also been cultivated in the colony for
the purpose of making sugar. These sources, how-
ever, are much less certain and profitable than the
cane, and are consequently but little grown now,
e.\cept where they are used for feeding cattle. Regard-
ing the Orange, which now grows luxuriantly in the
open air in and around Sydney and along the banks
of the coastal rivers, we are reminded that so far back
as 1790 Oranges and Lemons were in a very thrivinc
state.

^
The first large Orange plantations formed

were in and near the town of Paramatta, and in the
sheltered nooks and valleys along the Paramatta
River. Other plantations have since gradually ex-
tended to the Hunter and other rivers of the North.
Altogether about thirty varieties of Oranges and

|

Lemons are grown in the Australian orchards. This
branch of culture is specially remuner.ative in the

neighbourhood of Sydney, and as the fruits do not

grow well in Victoria, Tasmania, or New Zealand,

there has long been a considerable trade between
Sydney and these colonies. The value of this export

trade is stated to amount fully to between {,ap,aoo to

/50,ooo a year. Many of the trees are stated to have
attained an immense size, and their produce is often

enormous. As many as a thousand dozens of Oranges
have, it is said, been gathered from a single tree in

one season, and individual fruits of excellent flavour

have been found to weigh as much as 25 oz. each.

Teredo-Prooe Trees.—It is stated in the

Proceedings of the Californian Academy of Science

that the writer. Dr. Kellogg, knows of only two
trees which are perfectly proof against the Teredo
navalis or pile-borer of tidal water. These are the
Palmetto, Chamairops Palmetto, and the Australian
Eucalyptus rostrata. The Teredo will attack the
wood of Eucalyptus globulus, and many other species.

Sweetening Soil.—This is a favourite

expression among some floricultural writers, and by
it is meant that any potting soil should be thoroughly
ail-rated before being used, spreading it out and turn-

ing it over for the wind and sun to play upon it.

Cood potting soil is of great importance, and a "fibry"
loam means one in which vegetable fibre is plentifully

displayed. Some loams are destitute of fibre, and
they are of a close and adhesive character generally.

The finest potting loam comes from the top spit of

a pasture where the grass grows luxuriantly, and this

should be pared off to the depth at which the fibres

are found, the "said fibres being the very life and
soul of your compost," as an old florist once remarked

;

the presence of fibre indicates a fitness for the
purposes of vegetation. Some of the florists of a

generation ago used to regard the presence of the
" golden wireworm " as showing that the loam might
be used immediately with success. Such material
needs but little sweetening in the ordinary accepta-
tion of the term ; it can be placed in a heap for the
fibre to rot and mellow : it can scarcely become sour
"taken as it is at no greater depth than the sun of
many summers and the frost of many winters has pro-
bably penetrated." By laying up a stock of fibry

clods in this way for the winter, the fibre decays and
becomes vegetable mould, and wireworm losing their

natural food betake themselves to fresh pasture. It is

best to lay it in a narrow ridge, and frequently
turn it during winter and early spring to

amalgamate the ingredients, and not so much to

sweeten it as to retain its sweetness. In such a soil

with about one-third of its bulk of rotten cowdung,
and opened with a little sharp grit. Carnations, Pico-
tees, and many plants will do well. The London
growers of plants for market adopt a good and effectual
plan of sweetening the decayed manure they use for

potting purposes. Advantage is taken of a fine dry-
ing day to put a heap of manure in the middle of a
yard, and to allow fowls to scratch and prick it about.
It becomes in this way reduced to a fine mould, and
all insects of an injurious character are destroyed by
the feathered tribe : the manure is then removed to
the potting shed for use.

Ferula fcetidissima. — Dr. Regel de-
scribes and figures a new species of Ferula, F. fo^ti-

dissima, in the Gartettfora, plate 944, which he
believes may be the plant which produces the true
asafcetida. FlVfckicer and Hanbury state (P/iarma-
cographia, p. 280) that there are two umbelliferous
plants now generally cited as the source of this drug

;

but although they are both capable of affording a
gum-resin of strong alliaceous odour, it has not been
proved that either of them furnishes the asafretida of
commerce. The plants in question are Narthex
Asafojtida, Falconer, syn. Ferula Narthex, Boissier,
and Ferula (Scorodosma) fojtida, Bunge. Turkestan,
the home of Regel's new species, is peculiarly rich in
resiniferous Umbellifera;, and it is possible that
asafcetida, like gum-tragacanth, is the product of
more than one species of plant. There is a small
group of the genus Ferula, distinguished from the
majority of the species by their leaves being divided
into lanceolate or oval instead of linear or fili-

form segments. These are the species which
yield the gum-resin in question. Linn.^lus' description
of his Ferula Asafoetida, as far as it goes, though
it is very imperfect, would pass for either of thein,

and Dr. Regel thinks it possible that his F.

fa-tidissima may be the plant Linn.-eus had in view.

Regel's grounds for assuming his plant to be the

source of the true asafcetida are not .absolutely conclu-

sive, but there seems to be little doubt that it is one,

if not the only one, which furnishes this drug. Regel
enumerates eight species of Ferula belonging to what
he calls the Asafcetida group, of which his F. fcetidis-

sima is most productive of gum-resin, and the gum-
resin of this species has the most powerful odour.

Indeed the odour is so penetrating that the dissection

of the fruit under a microscope gives one headache.
This plant was collected in the district of Kokand,
along the Sarawschan River, at an elevation of 3000
to 8000 feet. It differs from all the others of the

Asafcetida group in the characters of the fruit,

which are those of the section Euferula of Boissier,
which has one to three distinct oil-canals in the

dorsal furrows of the fruit and six on the face of each
half of the fruit.

Winter Bedding.—The dreariness of the

denuded flower-beds in winter is one of the objections

most often raised to the bedding-out system. But
this is by no means a necessary eyesore. By the use

of some of the dwarf evergreens, coniferous and
others, a charming effect may be produced in the dull

season. One of the best and earliest illustrations of

this we saw in the nursery of Messrs. Methven at

Edinburgh some years ago, and one of the best to be
seen at the present time near London is at the Crystal

Palace, where Mr. Thomson has introdued them
with great effect. The exhibition of plants suitable

for this purpose at South Kensington by Messrs.

Veitch, at the last two meetings, excited so much
interest that we are glad to be able to give a list of

some of the principal shrubs employed on the occa-

sion ; and may note that most of our leading nursery-

men are turning their attention to such subjects as a

speciality :

—

Araha Sieboldi
Azalea amtciia
Azara microphylla
Buxus, several varieties
Cotoneaster microphylla
Daphne Cneorum major
Elaaagnus pungens variegata

,, japonica maculata
Euonymus angustifoliiis

,, japonicus, and varieties

latifolia

japonica
Ligustrum elegantissimum „ excelsa striata

„ Sabina
Retinospora,
Taxus baccal

Biota orientalis aure
,. ,. sempsraui

Thujopsis dolabrata

Thuja Lobbi
xa Baml.usa au

Rhododendron hirsutum „ Metake

The Groundsel Tree (B.\ccharis hali-
.mifolia) is the best known of a large genus of shrubby
and subfruticose Composite found only in a wild state

in the New World. There are about 200 species, and
some of them are small trees. All are easily distin-

guished from their allies by their producing only
flowers of one sex on the same bush. The female
plant of E. halimifolia is the more handsome of the
two, the silvery pappus and the pretty purplish red
involucral bracts making an elegant combination,
particularly conspicuous at the present time. The
branches are angular, the leaves oblong cuneate and
coarsely toothed. It is quite hardy in this country,
grows from 6 feet to 12 feet high. It does reinarkably
well near the sea, and inland makes a good habited
bush. Some good examples may be seen in the Royal
Gardens, Kew.

Pandanus Linnei.—The flowering of Pan-
danads is by no means a very common occurrence in

this country, and therefore we have the more pleasure
in recording the fact that a fine specimen of a plant
called Pandanus Linnei is expected to be in bloom
shortly at the Crystal Palace. The plant, under Mr.
Thomson's charge, has already thrown out three
large cone-like clusters, proving it to be the female
plant.

Hypericum calycinum
Menziesia polifolia atropur-

,, „ efen^alba
Eiica herbacea mediterranea

var. Mackayana
,, vulgaris alba

„ „ Alportii

Diplopappus chrysophyllus
Daphne elegantissima
Abies pumila
Cupresbus Law
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" Loco " Poisons of Colorado and Cali-

fornia.—In tlie sixth volume of llie Proceedings of

the Califoniiaii Academy of Sciences Dr. A. Kellogg
gives a short account of these vegetable poisons,

which have wrought great havoc in the herds of

horses, cattle, and sheep in. these States. Thousands

of animals have been lost by plant poisoning. Astra-

galus Menziesii, of A. Gray, is one of them, bearing

the popular names of Rattle-weed, Pompous Pea, Pop
Pecip, &c., and it is generally spread over the State.

It appears that horses and cattle will shun it so long

as the pasturage remains good, but when other herb-

age is scarce, and hunger impels them, they will eat

it ; and in course of time they become excessively fond

of this plant, which produces a kind of intoxication.

'* After eating it, horses become intoxicated, stagger,

and are unsteady in all their movements ; act strangely

and stupidly, losing their good 'horse sense' or

common brute sagacity ; in short, acting like a fool
;

hence the Mexican name/iJft?." The animals gradually

get thinner and die, and death often supervenes

suddenly. What is most remarkable, Dr. Kellogg
says, with this and the Colorado Loco (Astragalus

Lamberti), is the permanence of the impression, often

lasting many months, or even for years, half demented,

until at length they die. The allied Tephrosia, or

Devil's Shoestring of the South, although it stupefies

and intoxicates, yet the impression soon wears off.

We are often told that man alone indulges in the

debasing vice of drunkenness, but here appears to be

a clear case against animals—at least American

animals. Dr. Kellogg says the brutes get to like the

plant more and more, being apparently as much
infatuated as the drunkard for his bottle.

Institution of Surveyors.—The next

meeting will be held on Monday evening, Novem-
ber 25, when a discussion will take place on the

paper read last session by Mr. R. W. P. BiRCil on
" The Use of Sewage by Farmers." The chair to be

taken at S o'clock.

Profitadle Cultivation ofWastf, Lands.

—Various attempts have been made in this and other

countries to utilise the spare land on the railways,

and in many places where the soil is suitable vege-

table growing has proved very profitable. Of course

vegetable gardening is impracticable on the sides of

embankments and cuttings, where the principal object

is to secure solidity by binding the soil together.

This can only be effected by leaving the roots of the

plants undisturbed. Where the slope of an embank-

ment or of a cutting is very gentle, the soil may be

partly broken up without detriment to the permanent

way, and extraordinary crops of Vegetable Marrows,

Cucumbers, &c., maybe secured in this way. Squares

of ground, on sunny slopes, tilled and well manured,

yield highly remunerative crops of the vegetables

named, providing always that they are liberally

supplied with water. Fruit trees succeed well on

embankments where the soil is fertile, but this is

rarely the case. The Jahrcsbericht des Friiukischcn

Gartenl'auvercins gives some particulars respecting

the fruit, crops obtained on the Wurtemberg rail-

ways, from which it appears that the undertaking in

competent hands has proved Very successful. The
available space on the State railway which traverses

^Vurtemberg is computed at about 35)000 acres. The
average value of a crop of Lucern or Sainfoin in the

most fertile parts is only about I4J-. per acre, but fruit

trees with grass between them yield upwards of 7 per

cent, on the outlay. Suitable kinds of Apple, Pear,

plum, &c., in the form of pyramidal, dwarf, and

cordon trees are planted, and frequently associated

with Currant bushes and other small fruits. In the

warmer parts of the country Vines are grown. These

trees it is stated hold the soil together and fulfil all the

requirements of the railway engineer ; and as the

crops are guarded by the railway servants they are

secure from thieves.

• Royal Botanic C^arden, Calcutta.—
The following extracts are taken from the "Resolu-

tion " on the report of the above garden for the year

1S76, and dated August 10, 1S77 :~

"The present report again shows that the experi-

ments which have been tried for some years past in cul-

tivating in Calcutta certain special plants have not been

attended with success. It is useless to attempt to grow
in Calcutta plants to which the climate is entirely xinsiiit-

able, and all that can be done is to endeavour to import,

propagate, and raise young stock for distribution to suit-

able localities. Dr. King is endeavouring, by means of

artificial propagation, to grow a sufficient stock of the

Para rubber and Ceara rubber plants of South America,

with a view of their being ultimately formed into small

plantations in places possessing a suitable climate, and

where efficient supervision can be secured. The culti-

vation of Vanilla must be abandoned, as it is now a

decided failure. The Ipecacuanha also cannot be suc-

cessfully grown in Calcutta as a crop, owing to the low

night temperature of the cold season proving too severe

for it ; but a stock of young plants is kept at the Cin-

chona plantation for distribution. Rheea does not thrive

ii* Calcutta so well as in the drier climate of Saharun-

pore ; but the Government of India, having again offered

a prize for the invention of a machine for cleaning Rheea

fibre, Dr. King has very properly put a few acres

of ground under the plant to meet applications for green

stems. The Eucalyptus is not suited to the climate of

Lower Bengal. The Carob. which, if successfully culti-

vated, would afford excellent fodder for cattle, has been

found to fail ; but another fodder plant, the Pitheco-

lobium Saman of Peru, seems to be well suited to the

climate and soil of Bengal. Some of the trees have

during tlie year given seed : the pod is quite as sweet

as that of the Carob, and is abundantly produced,

while as a rapid grower the tree is unrivalled.

"Dr. King has paid particular attention to the

important experiment of growing the various kinds of

paper fibres which have from time to time been sug-

gested to him ; but the result of his experience is not

very hopeful. The Baobab does not yield an annual

crop, and cannot be grown with sufficient cheapness to

pay. The proposals of Mr. Routlkdgf., who has

devoted much attention to the subject, about coppicing

Bamboo, and extracting from its immature shoots a

stock fit for the manufacture of paper, have been put to

a practical test during the last two or three years.

Although the experiment has been conducted under the

most favourable circumstances, the twigs produced by

each clump of Bamboos are not the soft succulent shoots

which are required for Mr. Routledgk's process, and,

on the whole. Dr. King thinks that the proposed industry

is not likely to succeed in India. Specimens of four

common Indian plants were sent to the India Office, in

order that their value as paper fibres should be ascer-

tained. The plants were tested by Mr. Routledge,
who found that they could be employed in making paper,

but the cost of converting them into stock and of tixins-

port to Europe would doubtless be so high as to prevent

any attempt to use them for the manufacture of paper

from lieing commercially successful. As suggested in

the Government Resolution on the report for 1876-77,

Dr. King has procured specimens of the grass which

grows on the Orissa and Chittagong coasts, and hopes

to report the result of his inquiries in future reports.

His attention is again drawn to the grass wliich grows

on tlie banks of the Adjai and Damoodah, and the Lieu-

tenant-Governor will be glad if he will inquire whether

the grass cannot be utilised as a paper fibre.

" The attention of the Inspcctor-Geneml of Gaols will

also be directed to the use of these grasses as paper-

mal<ing material, and experiments may be carried on by

him in some of the gaols in which paper-making has

been adopted as a regular gaol industry."

Golden Queen Holly.—This Holly, which

usually bears male flowers only, has, we are told, in

certain cases this season produced berries also.

Whether the flowers which produced those berries

were hermaphrodite or pistUIiferous only, we do not

know. Was it the true variety ?

The W^eather.—The report for the week

ending November 18, issued by the Meteorological

Office, states that the weather was tolerably fine

in the western districts, but extremely unsettled

in the east and south-east, with frequent and heavy

showers of snow, hail, and rain. Thunder and

lightning reported on some occasions. Temperature

very uniform, maxima reaching 50" on one or two

occasions only, and below 40" at some of the eastern

and central English stations on the 12th. Night frosts

experienced in most places during the early part of the

week, the sheltered thermometer falling as low as 26"

at many of the stations. The amount of daily range

extremely small at the eastern and south-eastern

stations on tho i6th and 17th. The rainfall was

variable. Very much more than the mean in England

north-east and east, several tenths in excess over

England south and south-west, but considerably short

of the mean in Scotland west, England north-west,

and Ireland south. Heavy snowstorm in the northern

parts of England early in the week. The wind

generally was northerly (north-easterly to north-

westerly), and strong in force. Heavy northerly

gales locally in the north and west on the 12th ; a

severe north-easterly gale in the east of England on

the 15th ; and a fresh to strong northerly gale at the

same time in the north-west. Hard northerly gales

at Scilly nearly all the week.

IJoinc C'Orrcsponbcncf.

Colonial Museum for London, and Proposed
International Horticultural Exhibition for 1880.

—I see by the Moniing Post of this date that steps

are being taken by the Council of the Royal Horti-

cultural Society, with a view of allocating as a site for

the Colonial Museum the situation I had the honour

of suggesting in my memorial to His Royal Highness

the Prince of Wales, and Her Majesty's Commissioners

for 1 85 1. I am extremely pleased to see that the

Council have so quickly responded, and that they are

anxious the proposed horticultural exhibition of 1880

should be held. I for one shall be delighted if it

should prove to be the means of stemming the torrent

of adverse fortune which for many years past has

enveloped the Royal Horticultural Society and
destroyed its usefulness in the advancement of horti-

cultural science. It would also be a source of much
gratification to all connected with horticulture and a

joy for every one who loves flowers, if it should prove

to be the means of the gardens at South Kensington

remaining in the hands and under the control of the

Council of the Royal Horticultural Society, and a

great boon to people who live near the gardens :

it will also secure one more open spot for recreation.

It is therefore earnestly to be hoped that

horticulturists and floriculturists of every degree

will join hand in hand and all work with a will to

carry out what will prove to be a grand national

scheme. Now is a great opportunity for developing a

monster International Horticultural Exhibition. Let

all horticulturists unite and feel that they have

only one common interest at heart, viz., the advance-

ment and maintenance of horticulture as a science

worthy of our country. Let us prove to the colonies

how worthy we are of their esteem, and to all subjects

of foreign nations how delighted we shall be to see

and entertain them. Horticulturists have been

treated with every respect and kindness in connection

with many of the great horticultural exhibitions on

[he Continent ; let us for once show our brothers

who are fighting the peaceful battles of horticulture

on the Continent and elsewhere how much we have

appreciated their kindness, and how gladly we will

welcome them to our shores in 1S80. We shall

secure the patronage and most \aluable support of

our noble Prince, which will be in itself a tower of

strength, as all will admit who have seen to what a

successful issue the Great -Universal Exhibition of

Paris has been brought. It is not only horticul-

ture and agriculture that would benefit by the sug-

gested amalgamation ; it would be the means of cul-

tivatmg and improving the minds of millions of Her
Majesty's subjects, and thereby of instructing their

minds in the peaceful arts and sciences which can

only be conducive to their future happiness and wel-

fare, and which must tend in a very great degree to

advance almost every branch of industry, for all

mankind more or less borrow their ideas from Nature,

whether it be from the simple flower, the mighty

gushing torrent, or the lofty mountain which supply

materials for the manufacture of that great civilising

power, machinery, whether applied to the mighty

steam-engine or the more delicate mechanism of the

smallest timepiece in the world. John Wills, Onslmu

Crescent, South Kensitigton, Ncrj. 13. [We fear Mr.

Wills is mistaken in supposing that any action has

been taken by the Royal Horticultural Society in this

matter. Eds.]

Nee Quaerere nee spernere Honorem.—Do
you consider that "good form" in a raiser of Potatos,

Messrs. Editors ? At least allow me to defend myself

against your rather sharp foot-note lecture on p. 509,

and to say of myself that, having been an exhibitor of

the esculent consecutively for nearly thirty years, I

never staged a plate, or a collection of Potatos, in

bad form, according to my lights ; so, at any rate,

I have taken care to exhibit. What good form may
mean I must decidedly differ from, if it means the

scrubbing and rubbing of collections almost to the

deprivation of their skins—honours going to the

biggest ! As to the manner in which the Royal

Horticultural Society dealt with me as an exhi-

bitor and contributor I have never complained,

though I never received my last cards for cer-

tificates of seedling Potatos gained at the Chis-

wick trials. Since' then I have not sought for nor

received honour there, nor till I read Mr. Dean's

paragraph was I aware that my seedling, Woodstock

Kidney, had been grown at Chiswick. I sold the

stock of it last year to the Messrs. Sutton, and a

knew, by my own experience, that it was a variety they

would bring no discredit to the firm. I should have
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acteJ more prominently in ])lacing it licforc the judges

this season, ncvcrtbcless, had not the Messrs. SuUon,

according to my expressed wish, deputed its trial and

certification to Mr. McKinlay. I did, however,

exhibit it in "form," with some other of my new
seedlings, at the Crystal Palace show, unnamed. I

have raised so many varieties of Potatos that I really

do not care whether my name lakes precedence with

them or no. I see Mr. Douglas is complaining by proxy

about International Kidney, at p. 601. I did not like

my bantling at all in Oxfordshire soil, nor did I

intend to send it out to the public, but one who was
wiser than me exhibited it at .Stamford, and gained

first honours, so of course after that I could not help

myself. Then another friend advised me to have it

called the International Kidney in honour of the first

meeting of the Potato Society of that ilk just then about

to take place. "Well," I replied, "it is a large variety

and handsome, and after all it is as good and it has

got a good deal more stamina and sticking-to-the-ribs

in it than any of the American sorts now so popular,

so let it go out under the name, and the

Yankees won't then have the big things all to them-
selves." Now from my soil here, which I don't

think differs greatly from the Essex soil about

Loxford, the International comes very good as a

general purpose Potato. It is a large cropper, not

too late, and it resists the disease quite as well as the

Messrs. Sutton's Magnum Bonum and Red-skinned
Flourball, or Mr. Bennett's — I beg pardon,

Mr. Turner's—Schoolmaster ; and if Mr. Douglas
happen to have any cottage friends who boil their

bacon and Potatos in the same pot—say International

Kidney in one net and Schoolmaster in another
—and the good wives have to wait for some
quarter of an hour after the esculents are done
for the coming of their husbands to dinner, the

Internationals will then be found intact, and the

.Schoolmaster dissolved. As Mr. Douglas has under-
taken to single out Schoolmasters against Internationals

I will also say that the latter is certainly equal to the
former in regard to flavour, for Schoolmaster is in

that respect almost nil when cooked with the greatest

care, though it is the whitest in flesh. My summing
up of the qualities, taken without prejudice, is, there is

six of one and half-a-dozen of the other. I grow
Schoolmaster myself, and it comes as good as it

possibly can do oft' my soil. Well, yes, some of our
new kinds of I'otatos are as good as the old Fortyfold,
excellent though it was, but in regard to that it is no use
repining for ever ; if it could regain its constitution it

is so subject to the disease that it could never be
depended upon. I have long known all the other
sorts that Mr. Douglas mentions ; they suit the cockney
palate, and probably will do for a long time to come,
but are they more to l)e depended upon for a crop
than Champion ? They are all of them better than the
latter at any rate. If Mr. Douglas could alight upon
the old Freebearer, I would advise him by all means
to try it upon his soil. It is a purple-blotched large

deep-eyed variety, but upon his ground it would refine

itself down, and in appearance and taste be analogous
to the old Fortyfold. I saw it very often in different

parts of Devonshire, some years since, sold under the
alias Fortyfold. Robert Fenn, Cottage Farm, Siilham-
steait Abbots, Reading, November ij.

Coffee Culture in Ceylon : a Disclaimer.

—

It was with considerable surprise that I read in

the Gardeners^ Chronicle of November 2 a communi-
cation from Mr. J. Alexander, enclosing a " speech
and resolution that were given by the Chairman of the

Ceylon Chamber of Commerce," for the purpose of

contradicting "statements published by the Rev. Mr.
Abbay" and myself "regarding Hemileia vastatrix

killing the Coffee in Ceylon, and stating that "we \i.e.

the Ceylon planters] have ceased to cidtivate Coffee."

I conceive that it is no part of the duty of scientific men
in this country, and much less of any one holding an
official position, to publish unauthentic statements
calculated to unfairly injure colonial enterprise. You
will permit me, therefore, to state—as my name
appears to have been used in a wholly unwarranted
manner—that neither am I in possession of any facts

leading me to believe that Hemileia kills the Coffee
tree, and that Coffee cultivation has ceased in Ceylon,
nor have I published anything upon the subject.

W. T. Thisclton Dyer, Royal Gardens, Aao.

Eucalyptus globulus. — It is certainly very
amusing to read the articles that have appeared from
time to time respecting this in the daily papers, as by
the writers' showing, fevers and other ills to which
flesh is heir, were to be banished, and towns and
cities made ornamental and enjoyable by the shade it

affords. Unfortunately, however, its hardiness does
not admit of its doing this for us, as nowhere has it

yet been found to endure more than 10° or 15° of frost

at the most, and that only where it can be sufficiently

exposed to get its growth thoroughly ripened. I have
tried it on several occasions, and have had it killed

each time, although the main stem of one of the finest

was bound up with hay bands to try and preserve it

in that way. If, instead of thinking to allay fever

emanations by planting the abovenamed, those who
have waterlogged soil would only drain it properly

and plant Alder or other water-loving trees that

absorb much moisture from the earth for their support,

they would find the wood produced very profitable

and the atmosphere altogether more healthy, especi-

ally if the trees were arranged in groups, so as

to let in plenty of sunlight and air around them.

That the Eucalpytus is a very valuable tree

for a warm, moist climate there cannot be the

least doubt. If its qualities are anything like what

they are said to be for stopping the spread of

malaria, according to some accounts they are much
needed in the island we have lately acquired, and

which is looked on liy many as a white elephant

that it would be better for the nation to be rid of. Be

this as it may, there seems some danger of its being

covered with Eucalyptus globulus instead of hardy

sons of toil and industry, who alone will make it of

much value other than for warlike purposes. J. S.

Patent Manures.—With the winter season comes

also a renewal of the "Battle of the Manures "—a
fight that occurs each successive year, but which by

the introduction of new kinds or combinations bids

fair to increase in intensity, to the confusion of would-

be purchasers. What a list of patent manures may
now be compiled, the larger portion of which are

recommended for garden uses ! Guano, superphos-

phates, kainit, Amies' manure, peat charcoal, Stan-

den's manure, bone-dust, buffalo-horn shavings,

Clay's manure, and goodness knows how many
others, are presented in the most winning aspects, all

more or less truthful, all the ingredients more or less

valuable, but almost all having to be taken on trust,

except where bond fide and impartial testimonials

have put beyond doubt the benefits to certain and

various plants which will follow the proper applica-

tion of some of these stimulants. It need hardly be

said, however, that capable and impartial analysis of

all these compounds would be of great service to the

gardening community. All cannot have the same
constituents, all cannot be equally adapted to furnish

food for all kinds of plants, and it is in this special

sense that authoritative analysis would be of value.

The manure that will furnish luxuriant foliage may
not always be the most productive of ffowers or

fruits ; the substances that will produce the finest

flowers may not be suitable for roots ; and in relation

to all kinds of kitchen garden crops there can be little

doubt that the manures that will produce the finest

and most nutritive Potatos, Carrots, or Onions, may
not be as successful in producing the best Peas, Beans,

or Cauliflowers. But, further than this, the pur-

ch.aser may wish to be assured, not only that the

manure is adapted for the purpose for which he de-

signs it, but also that it is a genuine manurial com-
pound, made up of the elements of nutrition, and not

of substances that are simple adulteration. If horti-

culturists had their own special analyst, just as the

farmers have, no doubt they would find in such an

official a great protection from imposture, whilst the

honest manufacturer of manures would have in the

publication of a good analysis everything to gain. X,

Vine Culture : Watering.—In No. 250, p. 467,

of the Gardeners' Chronicle, Mr. Coleman recom-

mends watering Vine borders equivalent to a rainfall

of 4 feet through the growing season. Will Mr.

Coleman kindly inform the readers of the Gardeners'

Chronicle if he really means 4 feet to be given in

about four months, or should it be 4 inches ? Will

he also say what should be the situation and consti-

tuents of the border to receive such copious supplies

of water? By so doing Mr. Coleman would confer

a great boon on hundreds of Grape growers who read

his directions from time to time with much interest,

knowing him to be a champion Grape grower. J. C.

[In reply to your correspondent, ''J. C.," whose
courteous and complimentary letter I have just read,

permit me to say every line I have written on Grape
culture is a faithful record of my own practice, with

what result I leave your readers, who have seen my
Grapes at exhibitions, or hanging on the Vines, to

determine. If "J. C." has carefully followed my
directions he will have gathered that I recommend
the formation of inside borders upon the following

principles. Clean deep drain.age of broken bricks with

free outlet for water. Compost, good turfy loam with

liberal admixture of old lime rubble, crushed bones,

and charred garden refuse ; depth 2 feet to 2 feet 6

inches, width according to space at disposal. Manure
to be used as a top-dressing or mulching only.

Borders made in this way, in reality an extension of

the pot system, soon get filled with healthy feeders,

and the great secret of turning them to full account

depends upon the quantity of tepid liquid-manure that

passes through them. If allowed to get too dry, the

roots at once strike down in search of moisture, spider

and mildew attack the Vines, and Grapes shank and
fail to colour. On the other hand, if freely watered
the roots remain near the surface, revelling in the rich

supplies of soluble food left in the compost, The

filtered water passes away, and as there is no fear of

stagnation, growth of fruit and foliage is vigorous and

healthy. To lay down precise rules for watering

would in all probability mislead, as much depends

upon the constituents of the soil, position, elevation,

and mode of ventilation. I can, however, safely

assert that my inside borders receive quite 4 feet of

tepid water in the course of the season—not in four

months, as I should be very sorry to allow them to

lie high and dry for the remaining eight, were it even

possible to start a house and complete the growth in that

short period. It is just possible that the 4 inches to

which "J. C." refers might conduce to this rapid pro-

cess of maturation ; but like a house of Melons to which

the late Dr. Lindley once made allusion, I fear the

foliage would ripen before the fruit. In some places

when the rainfall averages 24 to 30 inches many good

Grape growers find their Vines greatly improved by

giving their outside borders an occasional soaking

when the temperature is lower than that of the in-

terior. Add to this the rainfall, and the quantity I have

recommended at p. 467 will not be greatly in excess

of that which passes through the external compost,

/r. Coleman.]

Hardiness of Plants.—My advice and remarks

as to leaving plants out all the winter were intended

to apply, as I stated at the time, to such as were of a

bulbous or tuberous-rooted nature, and not such

things as Acacia armata and others, that, except in

very mild winters or in favoured localities, require a

cool greenhouse for their protection. The natural

place for all bulbous and tuberous-rooted plants is in

the ground, and unless this is wet, heavy, and un-

favourable, most of them will be found to do far

better left alone than dug up and dried with the loss

of roots in the way they usually are. All that is

necessary is to keep the frost from getting at the

more tender kinds by affording a slight protection of

some kind on the surface of the soil above them, and

to aid at starting by giving them a little sand and

leaf-mould mixed, that they may have a comfortable

medium to lie in. Any one having doubts as to the

benefit such plants derive from remaining undisturbed

may soon convince himself by trying a portion of

their stock out to compare with those now taken up,

and I venture to predict if they do this they will see

a very marked difference in favour of the former.

y.s.

The Wilson Raft.—Has Mr. Wilson ever tried a

raft constructed with a flat surface, with holes cut in

it for placing the pots through ? Such a raft could

have the size of the holes cut to suit the size of the

pots and the requirements of the plants, and so be able

to accommodate both aquatic and subaqualic to the

required] depth of water ; the roots would also find

their way through the bottom of the pots, and so con-

tribute largely to their support. I think a raft con-

structed on this principle would be of advantage to the

plants, and have the merit of being cheaper, requiring

less materials, and for the same reason much lighter,

therefore able to float a larger number of plants, and

the pots could not get upset. T. Gifford.

Zonal Pelargoniums for Autumn Blooming.
—In your issue of Novemlicr 16 you mention Pearson's

Mrs. Leavers as one of the most effective of the pink

section. The following I find are all good, including

Mrs. Seavers, and they are now blooming profusely,

viz. :—Brutus, C. Schwind, Mrs. Paget, Sir H. S. Stan-

hope, Mrs. W. Brown, Colonel Holden, Captain Hol-

den, Sybil Holden, Lady E. Campbell, Lady Sheffield,

and Mrs. Gregory, ranging from the softest pink to

the deepest crimson. They are grown in a cool

conservatory, with the temperature not lower than 45°

at night. G. y., Micklcfield, Leeds.

Paraffin as an Insecticide.—The correspond-

ence on this subject may appear to be rather pro

tracted, but such a simple and efficacious remedy for

such a fearful pest as mealy-bug can hardly be too much
extolled or too widely made known. I think the

thanks of all gardeners are due to the discoverer of

this use for it. E. K. Carton.

International Kidney Potato.—"A. D." is

anxious to prove by argument peculiarly his own that

this and other new Potatos are of as good or better

quality than the old sorts. The cry of "old age"
and " depraved taste " is somewhat stale ; nor does

it fit in this discussion. I stated that I wanted to give

Internation.al a trial, and was told by a respectable

dealer that he had proved it to be not worthy ofa
trial. Since my letter appeared in this paper I have
received communications from some of the best,

growers on the subject, and International is con-

demned for lack of flavour in comparison with the old

sorts ; add to this that the tubers become black under
ordinary treatment as early as October. Surely these

are grave faults, and I maintain that it is well that the

public should know about them before purchasing a

Potato at a high price. International may be of good
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quality in " peaty loam ;
" for my part I do not even

know what that article is. Peat is peat, and loam is

quite a different material. It is often dangerous to mix

them, and few people would try. The only way to

settle this question is by trial. I will be pleased to

place a dish of Victoria grown at Loxford against In-

ternational grown on similar soil and have them
cooked in the editorial sanctum at 41, Wellington

.Street, by permission of the Editors. This is only a

fair way of doing it. I repeat again that I have
tried many of the new varieties of I'otatos, and not

one of them is so good in flavour as Dalniahoy,

Walker's Regent, and Victoria. What has old age

or depraved taste to do with it if you try them
both together ? Surely I am neither so old nor so

stupid as not to be able to settle such a question as

this. I further say that, with the exception of

Schoolmaster, they are nowhere for field culture.

J. Dousia!.

Violet, Marie Louise.— I enclose a few flowers

of the above variety, which may prove identical with

that sent by Mr. Merritt, p. 633 [Ves]. Violets are

grown extensively here, and Marie Louise is considered

preferable to any other kind at this season of the year

;

not only are the individual blooms larger than

Neapolitan, but it is also much more prolific of

blossom. Wc have some plants in 5-inch pots that

have shown from twelve to sixteen flowers at one

time. E. Hill, The Gardens, Tring Park, Nov. 18.

Vegetables in the North.—I have been much
interested of late with the accounts of the short-

comings and vicissitudes attending the cultivation of

different garden crops this season, especially Tomatos,

Carrots and Cauliflowers ; and as we grow each of

these extensively in the gardens here I have thought

it worth the trouble to send you an account of the

way in which they have succeeded in our northern

climate this season. The Tomato I grow entirely in

the open air ; wherever there is a spare space betwixt

the Peach and Apricots trees on a southern exposure

the same is made available, and there has not been

the slightest symptom of disease, and the crop has

been a most abundant one. I have gathered 130 lb.

of excellent fruits from thirty plants trained to the

wall as described. The varieties I grow are Excelsior

(Hathaway's) and Orangefield Dwarf Prolific. As to

these having any good efiect in preventing wasps and

flys from attacking the fruit of Peaches and Apricots,

it has not been apparent here, for their ravages this

season were most alarming, after all that we could

do in the way of destroying such pests—as many
thousands of them succumbed to traps and other

expedients employed for their destruction. Carrots

have been an excellent crop, and very free from

canker, which is an unusual occurrence here

;

they have likewise been very large, some of them

weighing over 4 lb. The varieties are Altringham

and Long Red Surrey. I attribute my success this

season to the following cause. I had a large brake

of Strawberries that had been in possession of the

same ground for five years. In the end of Octolier I

trenched down the whole herbage to the depth of

2 feet, ridging up the ground on the surface, so as to

allow the winter's frost to get thoroughly into it, the

soil being a retentive sour clay. In the spring, before

sowing, I merely levelled it down, giving a slight

point over to equ.alise the surface, and immediately

after sowed the seed, and the results have been most

satisfactory. To prove that the new ground was the

cause of my succeeding so well I had a small brake

sown after a crop of Cabbages had been cleared off,

and there was not one of them that could be pre-

sented in the kitchen on account of canker in the roots.

An old friend of mine, and one who served his day

well as a gardener, tells me that to grow a crop of

Carrots after a crop of Leeks is a good preventive

against canker. I intend to give it a trial this next

season, and as the authority is good I can with con-

fidence recommend it to others. Cauliflowers have

been extra good all through the season, and more
particularly Veitch's Autumn Giant, which has been

wonderfully fine, and seems to have suflered no

deterioration from the hands of careless seed growers,

or from any other source likely to impair its good

qualities. Even up to this date (November 12) we
are cutting it daily, and although not quite so large as

it was a month ago still it is very superior to the ordi-

nary varieties of Cauliflower. I sow the seed on a

warm border about the middle of March, weather

permitting, and prick them out to about 2 inches

apart after they will handle easily, and plant them
out any time betwixt the 1st and middle of June,

on good ground, well manured and trenched. My
crop has been grown on ground after Celery, and it

has been the wonder of everybody, on account of the

size and purity and closeness of the heads. George

Berry, Ciillcn House Gardens, Banffstiire.

An Easy Mode of Fixing Trees to Walls.—
Some years ago I called attention to a mode of carry-

ing out this necessary operation much quicker and

easier than by the common way of nails and shreds,

calculated, moreover, to save bruised knuckles and
chilled frozen fingers. It was simply to drive in small

tenter-hooks in the spots to which the branches were
affixed, then take a vulcanised indiarubber band,

of size and strength suitable to the branch requiring

fixing, put one part through the other and then, bend-
ing back the branch to the wall, and loop the end
bough through the hook. A box containing a

gross of assorted sizes may be bouglit for a shilling

retail. They should be of the stouter substances, for

endurance as well as keeping the branches \yell in

place. One advantage of these loops is that they do
not furnish a harbour for insects and their eggs like

the shreds. Another w.ay of training is by means of
" wall eyes " fixed in the proper places. A piece of

tarred string may be put through these in order to tie

lAck the branches. IV. D. Prior.

Flower Stands.—The accompanying illustration

(fig. 113) of an elegantly designed fiowcr-stand in

enamelled white and gold, serves to show to what
perfection the manufacture of such articles de luxe has

been brought by the firm of Messrs. J. J. Thomas &
Co., of 2S5, Edgware Road, W., who were awarded
a Gold Medal at the Paris Exhibition, on the ground

of the artistic excellence of their various productions.

The Messrs. Thomas manufacture a great variety of

such stands, as well as wire-worlced goods of all

descriptions, from a Rose temple, costing nearly /"40,

to a sixpenny wire basket of good design and sub-

stantial workmanship.

Mrs. Pince's Black Muscat Grape.—At The
Towers, Didsbury, I recently saw some very fair

samples of Mrs. Pince's Black Muscat. The crop
was heavy, the bunches good, the berries good. If

there was any fault it was in lack of colour, which is

generally, I believe, the case as compared with the
Alicante. Still the flavour is superior to that
of the last-named variety, which is a great point
in its favour. At The Towers also are some
very fine samples of Alicante beside the one
above mentioned, but it would almost be inferred

that Mrs. Pince was preferred there as a late

Grape instead of it. Some few years ago when
planting the late vinery at Elvaston I had such a
poor opinion of Mrs. Pince from what I had then
seen that, though I planted a Vine of it, I felt as if

I had done wrong in planting it. Were I now to plant
a house in this part for late Grapes, I would plant a
Vine of Mrs. Pince with confidence. Circumstances,
such as soil, situation, and seasons, have great effect

upon Vine culture. It gives confidence to act upon
observed success, though no doubt some good things

are as it were lost sight of for the want of knowledge
of the merits of the subject. R. Mackellar.

^
The Deodar.—At the meeting of the Floral

Committee this morning a special vote of thanks
was accorded by the committee for some male
catkins of Cedrus Deodara. ^ After the meeting I

went direct to Kew, and the first Deodar I came
upon had plenty of male catkins upon it. I then
examined several others, and found them very
common. J. Croucher, iS, Overs!one Road, I/aiiimer-
smith.

The Chromatella Rose.—Having read the note
on this Rose at p. 2S2, I beg to be allowed to report
what happened concerning it when I was on a visit

once to one of the leading nurserymen in London.
Allured by the resounding denomination of a Rose
called Cloth of Gold, I inquired what it was like,

and after some chatting they concluded by saying it

was a synonym of the Rose Chromatella. Consider
how glad I was at being prevented from making
myself the laughing-stock of my men, as the true
Chromatella is nowhere so common and thriving as
on these shores of the Lake of Como. Truly it would
have been just like " carrying coals to Newcastle."
Now in the note at p. 282 it is asserted that clever
judges and Rose growers consider them identical, but
the writer disclaims this, and adds that the true
Chromatella is as rarely met with as "a needle in a
bundle of hay." I would much wish to see published
in your journal the characteristics of the true Rosa
Chromatella, longing to know to which varieties
the many yellow Roses so much admired in my
garden belong. The Head Gardener of the Villa
Paverna, close by Torno. Sept, 11.

Manufacture of Jam at Maidstone.—When
calling attention to this matter on p. 5S9, I put the
annual manufacture at 100 tons per annum. I am
informed by Mr. George Bunyard that this quantity,
large as it is, falls very short of the actual amount
uLinufactured by Mr. E. Steer alone ; in fact he will
this season boil up the astounding mass of 2000 tons.
This extraordinary quantity is chiefly made up of
black and red Cuarants, Raspberries, Damsons and
Plums ; and to contain it seven barge-loads of jars
were required, in sizes capable of taking four and six
to fourteen pounds each. It appears that very large
quantities of this yield of jam go to the Black Country,
where it is no doubt a great and acceptable boon. I

have been very careful in givmg the exact quantity,
lest the statement should be regarded as an outcome
of what the Prime Minister terms "the hare-brained
chatter of irresponsible frivolity." R. D.

Pyracantha.—Nothing in its way could be more
beautiful than this plant, which I saw a few days ago
trained up the wall of a cottage and on either side of
one of the windows. The shoots up the wall-side
were quite crowded with berries, and these, of a fine
red colour, were very eflective under the influence of
the morning sun. When this Crataegus can be had like
this, it certainly is worthy of attention, and will be
considered one of the things of the season, taking into
consideration indoor and outdoor subjects, but it is not
in nearly every case that this plant is seen well
covered with berries—many can be seen which
are fully developed or of a good size and no berries
upon them. The situation no doubt has a deal to do
in the matter ; no doubt the same principles which will
bring other shrubby plants into a profusion of flowers
will bring this. In some positions at the side of a house
where the drainage is good and the soil not over rich
no doubt this plant will develope wood that will
flower and fruit in its season ; where planted in rich
soil no doubt the tendency will be more to grow than
flower. R. Mackcllar.

Pears for Late Use.—There can be no question
that, as your correspondent states both Winter Nelis
and Easter Beurre Pears are most valuable kinds to

come in late, but there are few gardens except in very
favoured localities where the latter can be grown in a
way that it will ripen properly and attain that degree
of perfection which will entitle it to rank as a first-class

dessert fruit, or in any way to compare with the
beautiful specimens of it sometimes imported from the
Channel Islands and foreign parts. Occasionally
it comes very good on south walls in exceptionally

warm seasons, and where the soil is particularly

suited for Pear growing, but as it is so uncertain, to

plant it w^hen there are now hardier and more trusty

kinds that ripen at the same season is to court

disappointment and loss of time. In Josephine de
Malines and Bergamotte Esperen we have most of the

good qualities that can be desired in late Pears, and
both grow freely on the Qumce stock and make
handsome prolific pyramids. In cold districts it is

well to give them a wall having a south-west or south-

east aspect—a position they are thoroughly deserving
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of, as is also GIou Morceau, which when si) favourcil

is second lo none to come in about Christmas.

Winter Nchs, where it turns out right, is a most

luscious fruit, but the tree in many places is not a good

doer, and the I'cars are liable to cracli ; however, it is

wKlh trying in every garden to afford variety, and if

fo'.ind to succeed, to be increased by grafting or other

means accordingly. In naming Josephine de Malines

anl lierg.amotte Eiperen in the special way I did, I

w.is desirous of recommending such as I knew could

h: tlioroughly depended on, as it is always better to

have a few really good kinds than several varieties

that are altogether uncertain. The two last-named

I'ears are of somewhat recent introduction, and will,

I doubt not, when better known, to a large extent

replace such as Easter Beurre, Ne Plus Meuris,

and others that used to be grown for affording a late

supply. I have tried Bezi May, but find it a failure,

as tlie fruit rarely becomes sufficiently soft and melting

to be at alleatable, audit is seldom betterthanUvedale's

St. Germain, which except in size they somewhat

resemble, and from which therefore it has most likely

been raised by seed. As a kind for stewing, this

latter, the Catillac and the Brown Bear of Worcester

are all good, and when dishes are required for show

purposes to make up a dessert some of the best

coloured come in admirably and make a tempting

display. The grand specimens of Uvedale's some-

times seen in Covent Garden under the name of Belle

Angevine and offered at such fancy prices are used in

this w.iy, but it is to be feared that their good looks

often lead buyers astray. J. Shcppard.

Tea Roses, an Enemy of the Rose, &c.—
Under this heading C. RafTell, in your impression of

November 16, appears to have somewhat misappre-

•hended my remarks about Tea Roses. I do not recom-

mend a sliaded but a somewhat sheltered position for

these, or, indeed, for all Roses, and also, when in

flower, non-exposure to the mid-day sun, which soon

spoils any bloom. As to the insects of which he

complains, no doubt they are veritable thrips—at

least they answer to the description of that pest. Dry
heat, indoors or out, tends to invite them, as well as

red-spider ; but, bad as the latter is, the first-named

are far more difficult to contend with, as their presence

does not make itself known till the flowers are spoiled.

In the writer's Rose Groxiihigfor Amatciiis, and Roses

and their Cnlture, both these Rose pests are treated

of, and directions for their cure, so far as such evils

can be cured, are given. The worst feature in both

visitations is the difficulty of applying remedies from

the situations in which they present themselves—the

one in the heart of the llowers, the other on the

underside of the leaves. Perhaps the following

recommendations will meet the wants of more
sufferers than your correspondent. I have noticed also

that thrips is more common in, and more destructive

to, light than dark coloured flowers. The tinted

whites, such as Malmaison, have their delicate in-

terior flushings turned into a dirty tone, and the

petals soon drop from the centre. A strong solution of

Gishurst Compound is esteemed a potent remedy by

some practitioners. The following wash also is as

effective as such applications can be in the cases

under review— six or seven pounds of soft soap,

dissolved in two gallons of rain-water, added to a

gallon of strong decoction of tobacco liquor ; if a

less quantity is required, those ingredients may be

diminished pro rata as circumstances require. Dipping

bodily is the most eftectual way of treating pot plants,

laying the pots afterwards on their sides to drain. A
zinc pail, to contain the liquid, and which can be

held under the bmnches, the fluid being applied

under the foliage with a good-sized plasterer's brush,

is the best mode of administering a dose to outdoor

plants. In both cases the applications should be

washed ofl' before the plants are entirely dry. Great

care ought to be taken to prevent any of these power-

ful liquid insecticides from saturating the soil. A
drenching board is therefore useful for potted plants,

and a piece of tarpauling may be placed over the

ground to catch the droppings during outdoor use.

After all, prevention is better than cure, and if fre-

quent ablution with tepid soft water and copious

syringing does not suffice, the heroic treatment of

stamping out the enemy by cutting off and burning

such blooms and leaves as exhibit undeni.able

symptoms of attack must be resorted to. The re-

commendations here given will apply to all hard-

wooded subjects, as well as Roses, so far as relates to

the two special pests referred to. ]V, D. Prior,

Salvia patens Shedding its Buds.—The
htedding of buds of Salvia patens arises from dryness

as the roots, a condition of the soil of which it is

extremely impatient, as it never flowers really well or

is seen in full beauty till the autumnal rains set in and
a cooler and moister state of the atmosphere than we
get during the summer months prevails. When
required to bloom early, the best way to treat it is to

plant in deeply trenched soil where it can get partial

shade for a few hours during the hottest part of the

day, and if this is done and the surface of the bed

mulched over with half decomposed leaf-mould or

other light non-conducting material of thai kind, and

a watering be given occasionally, it will greatly increase

the strength and number of the spikes, and induce

them to expand their blossoms freely. I have always

found that plants left in the ground all winterso as to be-

come thoroughlyestablished are much more free-flower-

ing than those dug up and treated in the ordinary

way, which improved habit no doubt is owing to the

increased size of the tubers and the greater depth

many of them penetrate to what others do that

are turned out annually every spring. All that is

necessary to preserve them during the winter is to

give them some slight protection by way of a top-

dressing so as to prevent very severe frosts from

reaching the roots, and if these at the time of planting

have a little sharp sand scattered amongst them it is

a great help in keeping them sound and free from

decay. The deep rich blue of Salvia patens is so

choice and beautiful and so distinct among flowers,

that the plant is deserving of all the cultural care that

can be bestowed on it. When cut there is nothing adds

such a finish to a vase as a spike or two of this popular

favourite. From its late blooming habit I am of

opinion that it would be valuable for pots for the

decoration of greenhouses in autumn and early winter,

and I fully intended to give it a trial this year for

that purpose, but frost, cold and pitiless in its destruc-

tion, has forestalled me and cut all off before I

expected, f. S.

New Varieties of Potatos.—Totato raisers of

late years seem to have turned their attention more

to attaining handsome exhibition varieties than to the

production of superior flavoured good eating sorts. I

would suggest to the committee next time a new sort

is placed before them, to satisfy themselves by all

means about its appearance, &c., but before giving it

a certificate to have a dish or two boiled, and to satisfy

themselves about its flavour and cooking qualities.

Perhaps when the committee visit Chiswick to give

their opinion upon new sorts as suggested by " A. D.,"

Mr. Barron would do well to give one of his satellites

a hint beforehand to have a good fire somewhere, and

a pot or two handy, so that before giving any sort

a certificate a sample may be boiled and placed

before the committee, with a modicum of salt, for the

main test of its worth, i.e., its eating qualities. Never

mind though the Potato fraternity may say it is

not the custom to have them boiled in judging their

merits on tbe exhil)ition table. The answer to that

is, more's the pity, as most of the public and growers

generally purchase and grow Potatos, not for looking

at, but for eating. Pict.

Messrs. Sutton & Sons' Florists' Seed
Grounds, Reading.—At the present time the

Cyclamens and Primulas in the above establishment

are simply magnificent, and all interested in such

flowers would Ije amply repaid by a visit, even if that

involved a very long journey, for, spe.aking advisedly,

I verily believe they cannot be equalled, certainly

not surpassed in any garden, public or private, in the

United Kingdom. Should any reader be sceptical

in the matter he may soon verify my words, and give

himself a treat by a visit to the grounds, which are

always open (Sundays excepted), and visitors

courteously received. Of Cyclamens the number
is legion, variety more than great, with colour of

every hue from pure white to the darkest red, and
the plants throughout are the perfection of good
culture, having fine sturdy foliage, flowers well thrown

up, and in great abundance ; indeed, they are alto-

gether so perfect, and each one so like its neigh-

bour, colour excepted, that they might have been

cast in a mould. I have hitherto had a preference

for the persicum varieties, as being to my mind much
more refined both in flower, habit of growth, and
foliage, but the Messrs. Sutton have made such

advances in the improvement of the giganteum section,

especially in habit and splendour of foliage, that I

hardly know now which to admire most. Some
amongst the giganleum section have foliage so large

yet sturdy, and so beautifully marked, that

they bid fair to rival many of our cultivated fine-

foliage plans. The flowers arc proportionately large,

how large I would rather not say, but ask all that can
to see for themselves. Many thousands of Ijulbs are

annually required for the Messrs. Sutton's retail trade

alone, and many hundreds of the best kinds are care-

fully selected for seed production. At the time of my
visit a large span-roofed house was entirely set apart
for seeding, not a plant of which was saleable at any
price. What astonishes one is the incredibly short

time the thousands of plants which are now flowering

so profusely have been in attaining that state. The
great bulk of them are from seed sown in .September
of last year, little more than a twelvemonth, and yet

there arehundreds ofplantsfrom I2to iSinchesthrough,
and flowered to perfection, bespeaking the truth of the

manager's words, on expressing my astonishment,
" Theylike generous treatment," and sure enough they
get it. But good as the Cyclamens are, the Primulas
are, if anything, still better: house after house is filled

with them, the demand for seed being so great that an

addition of two houses has had to be mnde this season,

and which are certainly model houses for Primula grow-

ing. None of the plants are ever potted in larger

than 32-sizcd pots, and the size of the plants, com-
bined with the most robust growth and abundance of

flowers, is enough to arouse the enthusiasm of

the most phlegmatic gardener that might see them.

Of course many varieties are grown, but only two in

quantity, viz., Sutton's White and Sutton's Red, both

having very large fimbriated flowers. During the

last six years over 160 varieties have been obtained

from various sources and grown in competition with

these two, but not one, taking all points into con-

sideration, has yet exceeded the standard attained by

Ihese two kinds. I low to improve the habit of the plant

seemed to have been the Messrs. Suttons chief aim, and
certainly they have their reward, for further improve-

ment in this respect does not seem possible, and the

same may be said of the flowers, especially of a new
variety lately obtained, which has deep rose-magenta

flowers of the largest size, and will probably be put

in commerce next season. Much more might be

written concerning them, but I trust sufficient has

been said to induce some at least of the readers of

the Gardeners^ Clironicle to go and see for themselves.

W. W.

Garden Tallies.—It will not be without advantage
to many at this period of the year to describe a

cheap, simple, home-made garden tally which I hit

upon some years ago. Good garden tallies are cer-

tainly a desideratum for every kind of plant, and I

have found none superior to these now described.

Procure some spoiled Venetian-blind laths, unpainted.

These will cut into any length or size with a ruler and
strong sharp-pointed knife as easily as cardboard.

Write the names distinctly upon these strips with a

gardener's indelible pencil. Afterwards give them a

coating or two with any hard, quick-drying, trans-

parent varnish ; copal is as good as any. Bore a

hole in one end of the tally if it is to be tied on to

plants, through which pass a loop of whip-cord or

tarred strong twine. These are better for the purpose

than wire. Let these loops be long enough to put

the tally easily through. I have some of these tallies

made ten years ago, and they are in quite as good
condition as at first. The manufacture of these

tallies will furnish a not uninteresting evening amuse-
ment for the junior fingers of a family, provided the

knife part of the process is confided only to trust-

worthy hands. W. D. Prior. [Mr. Prior's note

reminds us that we owe it to our readers to caution

them against trusting to the pamt on the foreign-

made labels sold in the seed shops. We have been
using some this season, and find that the names
written on them, as well as the paint, vanish in

about three months if at all exposed to the weather.

El«.]

On Cauliflowers.— I h.ave had seed of a variety

named Eclipse, sent out by Dickson, Brown & Tail,

of Manchester, that has proved to be a first-rate sort.

I sowed in May, planted out from the seed-bed when
the plants were fit, and began cutting at the beginning
of October. They are the finest I ever had, being
white and firm, in fact I don't think they know how to

get frothy. Vou can have them any reasonable size

—

from compact heads fit for the dining-room, up to large

ones for the servants' hall. Any one trying Eclipse I

fancy would not be disappointed. I may add that,

my soil being light, I never earth up the Brassica tribe.

\V, Htttchison, The Gardens, Llwyndu Court, Alier-

i^avenuy, N'ov, 13.

Cypripedium insigne.—I have grown this Orchid
for a long time, but never till last year do I remember
having seen one stem with two flowers ; this year I

have again one stem with two fine flowers, and
another stem with one fine flower, and one not quite

expanded. Is it usual for them to have two flowers

on one stem ? J. M.

Elm Roots in Drains.—Some seven years ago a
service drain was cut here and laid with 6-inch tile-

pipes, and part of it went through a wood consisting

of Beech, Ash, Alder, and a few Elms. The soil

consists of stifl' clay almost impervious to water ; the

drain was cut about 5 feet deep, and the pipes laid at

that depth. During the operation it was observed

that none of the roots descended beyond 15 inches

from the surface, so that the drain was considered

safe from them. All went on well till about two
years ago, when the volume of water from the drain

began to decrease and ultimately stopped altogether.

Fearing the trees had something to do with it, we had
the drain opened, when we found the pipes so com-
pletely choked with a mass of rootlets, that it required

considerable force to dislodge them. We also ascer-

tained that only the Elms had found their way down,
none of the others having descended over 3 feet from
the surface ; but in every instance where an Elm was
within 50 feet the pipes were completely choked up
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by them. One thing struck me at the time, viz., the

great disproportion between these million mouths or

roots, and the small roots connecting them with the

trees—in no instance were they over one-fourth of an

inch in diameter. Are these roots formed in drains

(true feeding mouths) the same as those formed in the

soil ? or arc they similar to roots I have seen formed

by Vines into fermenting materials when their tops

were still dormant, and which seemed to give no
extra vigour to the Vines, but rather the reverse ? I

remember a drain from a spring being choked up in the

same way some years ago. In this instance the Elm
(a solitary one) stood on a sandy knoll some 20 yards

from the drain, which was at least 7 feet deep at this

particular place, the pipes in this instance being 4-inch

faucet pipes, still the Elm found them out, with

the result specified. One lesson we have thus learned

—never to plant Elms near drains unless we can leave

them open. If Vines have the same affinity for

drains as the Elm seems to have, might not a few

be constructed in our Vine borders to create what is

often much needed—feeding mouths ? I have never

seen such a quantity of root in so small a compass as

these formed by the Elms : the water in both in-

stances was sweet and clean, y. Shand, Gardener
and ForesUr^ Meldnim House, Aberdeenshire.

The " Hurricane " Lamp.—I can quite endorse

the statement of your correspondent, Mr. Rowbottom,
respecting the utility of the above as a garden lamp.

It first came under my notice some four years ago,

when living at Bodorgan, being introduced there by
Mr. Ellam, the gardener. I have also had two in

use here for the past twelve months. I think it

requires only to be better known, as when a good
light is wanted, especially in boisterous weather, I

consider this the one for use. E. Hill, The Gardens,

lying Park, Nov. 16.

Yucca gloriosa var. elegans marginata.

—

This grand addition to an already numerous family is

worth a passing notice, not only on account of

its hardiness, but for its beauty. It has the robust

habit of its parent, but its leaves are margined with

pale yellow, and are as constant as the varieties of

V. aloifolia, and far more handsome, quite rivalling

in merit the lovely variegated variety of V. filamen-

tosa. M, E.

Winter Budding of Roses.—At first sight this

may appear a contradictory notion, budding being

an operation performed out-of-doors and in the

summer season. The conditions supposed here are,

however, not so very dissimilar, the process being

applied to prepared stocks full of sap and in a grow-
ing condition, in fact such as have been brought into

the ** house " for the purpose of grafting in more or

less moist heat. Every experienced cultivator of

Roses is well aware that grafted plants are, as a rule,

never so thrifty as those produced from buds, so

that it is surprising, the feasibility^ of winter budding
having been ascertained, it is so little practised as a

mode of propagation. True it is done at some of the

large nurseries as a supplementary practice to use up
crooked and awkward bits of wood with eyes, unfit

to cut into handsome scions ; but its great objection

in the ** trade " is that it does not make plants fast

enough for sale dimensions, yet it is admitted that,

once started, the plants produced are more enduring

than those from grafts. It is, therefore, a system
peculiarly adapted for amateurs who are not affected

by considerations of profit and hasty production. The
mode to pursue is this. Those young Manetli stocks

or Briers brought into the house for grafting are

budded on the main stem with buds taken from the

sappiest shoots which have been stored for making
grafts. In some of these the wood will come clean

away from the shield, in others a piece of the wood
will remain connected with the heart of the eye, as is

often the case with buds in summer. This is to be
left on, and the bud inserted and tied in the ordinary

manner. The after-treatment of those budded is pre-

cisely the same as that pursued with grafted plants,

whether "pushing on" be the system, or the more
safe and certain plan of developing them in moderate
heat. IK D. Prior.

Goodyera pubescens.^What Ana^ctochili are

among stove plants, this singular and pretty North
American herb is amongst hardy ones. The leaves

are prettily variegated or veined with white, forming

an irregular network over the entire leaf. Many years

ago I remember this plant being imported from its

native haunts, and planted in a variety of ways, but

with poor success. It was then tried on the shelf of a

cool greenhouse, where it existed, but it could scarcely

be said that it grew. Having some plants of DarUng-
tonia californica doing remarkably well in a cold

frame planted in a compost of peat, chopped moss,

white sand, and a small quantity of vegetable char-

coal, the thought occurred to me to try the Good-
yera with the Darlingtonias. I did so, and the

success is all that could be desired—the plants are now
fine healthy pieces. So that it is quite evident what

this plant requires for its full development are abund-

ance of water during the summer season, slight shade,

and a mossy compost, resembling a spongy mossy
bog. A'. P,

Rhodoleia Championi.—A paragraph in the last

week's issue of the Gardeners'" Chronicle appears to

me to convey a somewhat erroneous impression of the

value, from a horticultural standpoint, of this rare

plant. The sanguine expectations of its discoverer.

Captain Champion, that it "would probably, like the

Camellia, blossom as a shrub profusely, each branch

bearing six to eight flowers," has not in the slightest

degree been realised, notwithstanding the fact of its

having been known in gardens for a considerable

time. Indeed several skilful horticulturists, after try-

ing the plant under a variety of conditions and failing

in all to make them produce flowers, and this after

growing good-sized specimens, have reluctantly de-

stroyed them, in order to save the house-room they

uselessly occupied. The only record I can at the

present moment call to mind of its flowering in this

country is to be found in the Gardeners'' Chronicle for

185S, p. 150. This was at Trentham, under Mr.
Eleming's care, and even then but a single flower was
produced after eight years of careful cultivation. The
figures in the Flore des Scrres and Lemaire's Jardin
Flciiriste are only reproductions of the plate in the

Botanical Magazine, which itself was prepared from a

Chinese drawing. So much for the decorative value

of the plant. With regard to its hardiness, the Kew
plant does not help us much, as it was only placed in

its present position during the early summer of the

current year. What has become of the large number
of seedlings distributed by Standish and Noble nearly

a quarter of a century ago ? Are any of them still

living? It seems very improbable that, even with the

protection of a wall, Rhodoleia Championi will ever

survive our English winters in the open air. George

Nicholson, Royal Gardens, A'dO.

Reports of Societies.

Royal Horticultural : Nov. ig.—H. J. Elwes,

Esq., in the chair. At the conclusion of the usual

business meeting in the afternoon, the following

gentlemen were elected Honorary Corresponding
Members of the Society :—The Hon. Marshall V.

Wilder, Boston, Mass., U.S.A. ; M. Max Leichtlin,

Baden-Baden ; Professor Charles S. Sargent, Cam-
bridge, Mass. ; Mr. Charles Moore, Botanic Garden,

Sydney, New South Wales ; Signer E. O. Ycnz\,

Florence ; M. Duchartre, Paris ; Baron Ferdinand
von Mueller, Melbourne ; Dr. R. Schomburgk,
Adelaide, South Australia ; and Dr. George King,

Calcutta.

Scientific Committee. — Dr. Maxwell T.

Masters, F.R.S., in the chair. This, the first meeting

since the recess, was well attended, and the objects

brought before the committee were numerous and
varied.

Ancient Ploughing. — Mr, Worthington Smith
exhibited water-colour sketches of ancient ploughing
on Bryn-Glas, an illustration of which was given in

our columns on October 5, p. 433.
Physianthns albens as a Moth-trap.—Mr. MacLach-

lan alluded to the manner in which this plant retains

moths which alight on the flower and only escape

with the loss of their proboscides, as was seen in the

specimen exhibited.—Mr. Hemsley called attention

to the circumstance that this curious faculty was
described and illustrated in the Belgique Horticole

and in the Flore des Serres, torn xvii., p. 137.

Bamboo Penetrated by Borcr.~Wx. MacLachlan,
alluding to the attempts to utilise the Bamboo for

paper-making in this country by Mr. Routledge of

Sunderland, showed specimens of Bamboo received

from Demerara perforated by some wood-boring
beetle belonging to the Bostrichid^e. Some con-

versation ensued as to the use of the Bamboo for

paper-making.
Orchis hircina. — The Rev. H. Harpur-Crewe

showed a dried flowering stem of this plant, from his

garden, measuring between 4 and 5 feet.

Plants Exhibited.—Mr. Elwes showed cut speci-

mens in bloom of a Bomarea which was so hardy as

to resist 9° of frost with impunity. Specimens of

Senecio pulcher flowering for the second time this

season were exhibited, as also specimens of Hedychium
heteromallum, and Gladiolus hirsutus, which flowers

like the Colchicums, before the leaves are developed.

A Botanical Certificate was awarded to Mr. C.

Green, gr. to Sir Geo. Macleay, for Hoplophytum
calyculatum, described in the report of the Floral

Committee, and a vote of thanks was also awarded to

the same gentleman for a fruiting plant of Nidularium
triste.

Pods of LiUnm.—Mr. S.Jennings showed pods of

L. auralum and of L. giganteum, to show how the

valves of the pods were as it were tied together for

some time after opening, in order that the seeds might
mature.

Trees Affected by Lightning.—A communication was
read from Mr. T. 11. Lewis with reference to the notion

that certain trees are more affected than others by

lightning—Cedar of Lebanon and Beech being rarely

struck, while Oaks, Yews, and Lombardy Poplars

are frequently so. Numerous instances were cited by
various members of injury done to trees by lightning

without disruption, the leaves being completely

scorched. Dr. Bennett, of Sydney, mentioned a

similar occurrence as having come under his obser-

vation at Sydney in the case of Araucaria imbricata.

Larch Disease,—Mr. Elwes drew attention to this

disease, and to the difficulty of growing the tree on
soil and in localities similar to those in which years

ago the trees used to thrive. The eftects of frost,

canker, aphis, fungus, &c., were alluded to, but no
definite conclusion was arrived at as to the real cause

of the disease.

Action of Carbolic Acid on Plants.—Mr. McLachlan
alluded to some experiments of Miss E. Ormerod's on
the action of "Sub-Phenyl " in killing the larvK of

Psila ros?e, the Carrot-fly, which feeds on Carrots.

Not only were the larv^^ destroyed, but the growth of

the plant, so far as foliage was concerned, was much
promoted.

A^omcnclatiire of Garden Plants.—Dr. Masters read

a paper on this subject, pointing out the chief diffi-

culties and sources of confusion, botanical as well as

horticultural, and suggesting certain means of remedy-
ing the evils, as by the construction of an authorita-

tive standard catalogue of garden plants ; by proper

supervision and control exercised by the Scientific,

F'ruit, and Floral Committees respectively, &c. The
paper, which excited some discussion, will probably

be printed in the Society's Journal^ and the means
suggested to alleviate the inconvenience now felt,

particularly the formation of a new Hortus Kcivensis,

or similar work, will be discussed at a subsequent

meeting.

Floral Committee.—G. F. Wilson, Esq., and
afterwards Dr. Denny, in the chair. A pleasing feature

of the meeting on this occasion was the marked increase

in the number of visitors,the Council-room and vesti-

bule being well filled from noon until the shades of

evening put an end to the proceedings. As regards the

number of objects on view there was also a noticeable

advance over the preceding meeting, though not so

great a variety of plants. Amongst flowering subjects

Chrysanthemums preponderated, large groups of these

brilliant flowers being contributed by Mr. Turner, of
.Slough, and Messrs. James Veitch & Sons. Mr.
Turner's flowers carried the palm for quality and fresh-

ness, and consisted of a very good assortment of the

best known kinds, which need not be enumerated, but
a word of praise may be said for Sreur Melane, a me-
dium-sized white, and very free-blooming Japanese
variety, which every gardener who has to produce white
flowers for cutting should procure. Another pretty

Japanese variety, of the same stamp, but not so full a
flower, is La Nymphe, pale pink, with a clear yellow
centre ; and amongst dark-coloured flowers in the same
section may be mentioned Triomphe du Nord, bronze-

chest-nut, with broad recurved florets ; and Nuit
d'Hiver, a large reddish-bronze flower, with a yellow
centre. La Nymphe was also well shown by Messrs.

Veitch, whose strongest point was their Pompons, the

leading varieties amongst these being the brown and
golden forms of Cedo Nulli ; Mustapha, a fine dark
crimson ; and Aurore Boreale, mottled orange. Mr.
Turner also staged about three dozen blooms of the

large-flowering varieties, and a dozen of the Jap.anese

type, amongst the latter showy decorative flowers

being Grandiflorum, an exceedingly fine yellow ; and
Gloire de Toulouse, a white-centred rose flower

of rare form. The Chelsea firm again contributed

the interesting assortment of hardy plants for winter

bedding shown at the last meeting, and a list of
which will be found in another column, Mr John
Wills contributed from the abundance of his wealth
of Draciisnas a very neat collection of well-grown
and nicely-coloured plants ; also a specimen, the first

we have seen, of Anthurium Gustavii, a species in-

troduced through the St. Petersburg Bot.anic Garden,
with cordate leaves, 19 inches long, 15 inches broad,

very prominently ribbed. Mr. Bull was the only
exhibitor of Orchids, of which always beautiful and
attractive flowers he contributed a nice group. Along
with other choice plants, Dendrobium bigibbum
was shown in excellent form ; also D. superbiens—

a

spike with twelve flowers ; Oncidium crispum and
others ; and Odontoglossum madrense, a pretty little

species, with small white flowers with reddish-brown
spots at the base of the sepals and petals. It was
graphically described by the Professor of Orchids in our
vol. viii., p. 102, and was to-dayawarded a Second-class

Certificate. Mr. Bull also showed the white spathed
and deep pea-green-leaved Massowia (Anthurium)
Dechardii, andCrotonDermannianus, a new type from
the South Sea Islands, in habit somewhat resembling

C. volutus, but with leaves of the shape of those of C.
Bismarckii, dark glossy green, mottled with greenish

yellow. Messrs. Veitch & Sons exhibited a magnifi-

cent new hybrid Calanthe, named in honour of Mr,
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Seden, who raised it fium a cross between C. vcstita

and X C. Veitchii, tlie last-named parent being itself

a hybrid between C. vestita and Limatodes rosea, the

former being white and the latter a rich rose, and
the progeny {C. Veitchii) of the richest rose

colour. Now by crossing the latter flower with the

white C. vestita, one would naturally expect

the offspring to be intermediate, in fact a pale

form of C. Veitchii ; but the strange fact is that the

reverse is the case, x C Scdcni being of an intense

crimson—an infinitely darker flower than C. Veitchii,

and more nearly resembling its grand-parent the

Limatodes rosea. When Professor Reichenbach
described C. Veitchii, in 1859, he said that "of all

the beautiful Orchids obtained by hybridising, this

curious ]ilant stands first," an assertion which was
true enough up to last Tuesday, but which holds good
no longer, x C. Sodeni is a grand acquisition, and
a First-class Certificate was awar<led. The same
firm also showed a new Cypripedium from l!orneo,

named C. Lawrenceanum, with large, bold, Ijrightly

mottled leaves, and a very large broad, and well-

marked upper sepal. An attractive batch of Cycla-
mens came from Mr. H. B. Smith, of the Ealing
Dean Nursery, who also received a First-class

Certificate for a fine large white-flowered variety,

named Mont Ulanc ; and from Mr. Jaques, gr. to

J. I'errin, Esq., Malvern, came a cut spike of a novel
variety of Odontoglossum Alexandra, named Perrinii,

in which the white petals and sepals are broadly
margined with rosy purple ; this very distinct and
striking form also gained a First-class Certificate.

From the gardens at Chiswick came a distinct

variety of Abutilon, named igneum, with droop-
ing panicles of deep crimson striated flowers ; cut
flowers of various Bouvardias, a strong growing hybrid
Pelargonium, named La France, with large trusses of
deep pink flowers ; and Begonia Moonlight, in better
condition than ever. Mr. Green, gr. to Sir George
Macleay, showed Hoplophytum calyculatum, a Til-

landsia-like pl.ant, with a dense conical spike of
sulphur-yellow flowers, which was awarded a Botanical
Commendation. Mr. Green also showed Nidularium
triste, an odd-looking species, with a mass of closely
crowdedwhite flowers, concealed in the heart of the tuft

of leaves ; also cut flowers of Barleria argentea, a Justi-
cia-like plant, with lavender-blue flowers—a grand
thing for planting-out in a stove. Mr. Cannell sent a
group ofwell-flowered pot plantsof the whiteandsalmon
varieties of the Vesuvius Pelargonium, and cut blooms
of several other highly-coloured sorts. From Mr.
Gilbert, of Burghley, came cut flowers of five of his
new double Primulas, most of which have already
been certificated. The latest gain amongst them is a
fine, full, double crimson flower, named Lord Beacons-
field, measuring quite 2 inches across. Sir Charles
W. Strickland exhibited a flowering plant of
Coburghia trichroma, an old scarlet-flowered Ama-
ryllidaceous plant, from the Peruvian Andes,
seldom seen in flower. A Cultural Commenda-
tion was awarded. Mr. S. Ford, gr., Leonards-
lee, received a special vote of thanks for

cones of several coniferous jjlants, including
male cones of Cedrus Deodara. From Mr. Oller-
hrad, gr. to Sir H. Peek, Bart., M.P., Wimbledon
House, came cut flowers of Chrysanthemum lacinia-
tum, a Japanese blush white variety with deeply cut
florets, certificated in 1S62 ; and from Messrs.
Jackson & Son, Kingston, came a Japanese
variety named M. Crousse — a very distinct
flower, crimson with white underneath, and the
central florets curiously twisted from right to
left, to which a First-class Certificate was awarded.
Mr. Anthony Waterer, Knap Hill, showed young
plants of three forms of the Canadian Spruce,
i.e., Abies canadensis pendula, microphylla, and foliis

variegatus ; and a bright golden, almost smooth-leaved
Holly—Ilex scotica aurea—which was awarded a First-
class Certificate. Mr. Charles Noble showed cut
blooms of Rose Queen of Bedders, and a very hand-
some specimen of Thujopsis borealisaureo-variegata

—

the certificated variety ; and Messrs. Hooper and Co.
contributed a batch of flowering plants of Begonia
Frcebelii, and another of Cyclamens.

Fruit Committee.—H. Webb, Esq., V.P., in the
chair. From Mr. C. Ross, gr. to C. Eyre, Esq.,
\Velford Park, Newbury, came nine Smooth Cayenne
Pines, which were awarded a Cultural Commenda-
tion. Mr.^ Hunter, gr. to the Earl of Durham,
Lambton Castle, sent a handsome-looking seedling
Pine, the^result of a cross between theClueen and the
Smooth Cayenne, the former being the seed-bearing
parent. This was the first fruit that has been pro-
duced, and had been ripe three weeks before the com-
mittee cut it— only to find how much its flavour belied
its handsome appearance. From Mr. J. Atkins, gr.
to Colonel Loyd-Lindsay, M.P., came" half a dozen
good bunches of the Muscat of Alexandria Grape,
which were awarded a Cultural Commendation. Mr.
Sydney Ford showed about three dozen varieties of
Apples, fine in size and highly coloured, as become
the famous orchards at Leonardslee ; also a dish
of red Currants in a fine state of pre5ervation.
From Mr. Wood, gr. to Lady A. Mostyn, Leybourne

Grange, Kent, came a dozen bunches of Gros Colmar
Grapes ; .and Mr. Johnstone, gr. to the Marchioness

of Camden, Bayham Abbey, Kent, had a nice .sample

of Mrs. Pince's Black Muscat. Mr. Gilbert sent from

Burghley three very pretty table fruits of the Telegraph
Cucumber, from 12 to 14 inches long ; and a dish of

Kittoe's LadyGodiva Kidney Potato— a variety which
we hear good accounts of. Muscat Champion Grapes,
grown in a ground vinery, were contributed by Mr.
Harrison Weir ; Peake's Vicar of Laleham, a coloured

round variety of Potato, was shown by Mr. R. Dean ;

and Messrs. C. Lee & Son, Hammersmith, sent

samples of the Russian Transparent Apple.
.Special prizes were offered for vegetables by Messrs.

Sutton & Sons, Messrs. James Carter t^ Co., and
Messrs. Hooper & Co., and in some of the classes

there was a good competition, but the quality of the

products staged was, in most cases, only of an
ordinary character. Mr. Pragnell was a good 1st in

Messrs. Sutton's class for twelve dishes of vegetables
;

Mr. G. Neal, gr. to T. .Southby, Esq., Bampton,
2d; and Mr. W. Iggulden, gr. to R. B. W.
Baker, Esq., Orsett Hall, Romford, 3d. Of some
fifteen dishes of the Magnum Bonum there were
scarcely two samples of the same type, but Mr.
Donaldson, gr. to the Earl of Kintore, Inverurie, was
1st, with a nice sample ; and Mr. Bailey, gr. to

Captain Drake, Shardeloes, 2d ; while the best dozen
bulbs of the Reading Onion also came from Mr. G.
Neal. There were thirteen competitors in the Messrs.
Carter's class for ten sorts of vegetables ; and here
again Mr. Pragnell came in 1st ; Mr. Miles, gr. to

Lord Carrington, 2d ; Mr. G. Neal, 3d ; and Mr. J.
Baker, Broad Street, Bampton, 4th. For Messrs.
Hooper's prizes for six dishes of Potatos there were
only two competitors—Jlr. McKinlay, 1st, and Mr.
Gilks, Wickham, Newbury, 2d.

Chrysanthemum Shows. — Chrysanthemum
growers have had a busy time of it during the last

fortnight, especially in the London district, and the
fact that at one and all of these exhibitions this

glorious autumn flower has been well shown, is a

matter for congratulation. As in former seasons, the
best varieties have taken the lead, and it would be
useless to repeat their names, even did the pressure
on our space permit of this being done. Of decidedly
new varieties the season cannot be said to have been
a prolific one, though we are glad to note the appear-
ance of a few good additions to the Japanese class,

which year by year makes a stronger bid for popular
favour, and we are glad to observe that their great
merits as decorative plants are meeting with a due
meed of appreciation.

BiiiXTON : Nov. 13 and 14.—The ninth exhibition of
the Brixton, Streatham, and Clapham Chrysanthemum
Society was held in the Skating Rink, at Tulse Hill, and
proved to be of a superior character to any of its prede-
cessors, the exhibits including, besides Chrysanthemums
in pots and as cut blooms, several collections of fine-

foliaged plants and Ferns, as well as capital collections
of fruits and vegetables, The finest specimen plants of
Large-flowering Chrysanthemums were contributed by
Mr. Hall, gr. to W, Stevens. Esq., Springfield—

a

remarkably well-grown group of six
; the next best

in the same class came from Mr. Cherry, gr. to
Max. Slee, Esq., and Mr. Young, gr. to T. Hicks,
Esq. The corresponding class for Pompons was
a poor one, but pyramidal trained and standard
Pompons were capitally shown, especially by Mr. Hall,
f'or twenty-four cut blooms the ist prize went to Mr.
Ottaway, gr. to T. Hepburn, Esq., who .also secured the
highest honours with twelve and six blooms respectively.
The finest dozen blooms of Japanese varieties came from
Mr. Howes.
Plymouth : Noi: 13 and 14.—The Western Chry-

santhemum Society held its annual exhibition on the
above dates, in the Guildhall, Plymouth, and it must be
gratifying to the officers of the Society to know that their
show proved one of the greatest successes the Society has
had since it was started at Devonport many ye.ars ago by
Mr. G. H. E. Rundle, of Chrysanthemum renown.
Many other subjects were staged besides the flower in
whose special honour the show was held, but we have not
space to allude to them. .Iniongst the exhibitors who
obtained special distinction were Mr. C. Bulteel, of
Pamphlett ; Mr. E. C. E. Baring, of Membland

; Admiral
Lowe, the Rev. G. E. Carwithen, Mr. G. H. E. Rundle,
Mr. H. P. Mildmay, Mr. W. Derey, General Elliott,
Rev. T. Bewes, and Mr. Symons, of Stoke.
0.\ti.ands, Surrey: Nov. 14.—The Walton and

Weybridge Chrysanthemum Society's show was held on
the .abo\'e date in the schoolroom at Oatlands, a vilLage
which, as well as Hersham, is embnaced in the district over
which the Society's operations extend ; and, speaking
broadly, the display was a very successful one. For
specimen plants, in thelarge-flowered section, the leading
prize-takers were Mr. Ploughman, gr. to ifrs. Allen,
Weybridge

; Mr. Polley, gr. to H. Rogers, Esq., Oat-
lands Park ; and Mr. Burns, gr. to H. .\. Rigg, Esq.
Mr. Polley also took the lead with six Pompons ; Mr.
Reynolds for four, and also for a single specimen ; and
Mr. Masters, the secretary, for two. Cut blooms were
well represented, and the lion's share of the prizes fell to
the exhibitors above-named.
Torquay

: Nn\ 14.—The second venture of the Tor-
bay Horticultural Society proved an e\en more success-
ful exhibition than the first, theshowofChrvsanthemums

on this occasion being the best that has been held in the

district. Amongst the principal contributors we may
mention Mr. W. 1. Watts, who had the best collection

of cut flowers ; Mrs. Singer, Paignton, who had some
good specimens in several classes ; the Earl of Kinnoull,

who sent some very choice flowers and plants ; as did
also the Rev. J. P. Tomlinson and Mrs. Beckett. The
Rev. Mr. Gretton sent the best specimens of fruit as an
amateur. Mr. Pluck, Jersey, sent a magnificent collec-

tion of .Apples and Pears ; and some good collections of
vegetables were also shown, the best exhibitors being
Mrs. Singer, Paignton ; Mrs. Beckett, Mr. Tanner,
Paignton ; the Eiirl of Kinnoull, and the Rev. Mr. Tom-
linson. Mr. Smale and Messrs. Phillips each sent a
capital collection of foliage plants and cut flowers for

exhibition.

TUNBRIDGE Weles : Nov. ts.—The second exhi-
bition of the Tunbridge Wells, Mid-Kent, and East
Sussex Chrysanthemum Society, held on the above day,
was, horticulturally considered, a great success ; but we
regret to learn that, owing to very unfavourable weather,
the financial results are not likely to prove very favour-
able. Of specimen plants there were nearly 200, and
the chief prize winners in this department were Mr. ].

Charlton, Summer \'ale Nursery, Tunbridge Wells

;

Mr. F. Earley, gr. to G. A. Brittain, Esq., Fern-
dale House ; and Mr. H. Tickner, gr. to Mrs.
Maxton, Broadwater Down ; and the same exhibitors
were also successful in the cut bloom classes. Of fruit

some 150 dishes, exclusive of Grapes, were staged ; and
amongst the principal prize-winners were Mr. A. Hender-
son, gr. to |. Deacon, Esq., Mabledon, rst for a collec-
tion of twelve dishes ; Mr. J. Allan, ist for black Grapes

;

Mr. A. Bashford, ist for white sorts ; Mr. G. Gold-
smith, ist for .Apples in several classes ; and Mr. F.
Bridger, ist for Pears. The onerous duties of secretary
were ably carried out by Mr. J. Charlton.
Westminster .Aquarium : Nn\ 19 and zo.—For

the second time the Borough of Hackney Chrysanthe-
mum Society held its annual show in the .Aquarium at
Westminster, and an exceedingly good display was the
result. The Silver Cup given by the Royal Aquarium
Company for the best collection of ten Chrysanthemums
was won by Mr. Hall, gr. to W. Stevens, Esq., who
again staged several of the grand plants shown by him at
Brixton last week

;
the 2d prize in he same cl.ass going to

Mr. J. Levesley, Isleworth ; and the 3d to Mr. J. Holmes,
gr. to J. Hicks, Esq., Manor Lodge, Upper Clapton. Mr.
Levesley turned the tables on his successful rival in the-
hast class, by beaung him with six Pompons in 8J-inch
pots. Mr. Levesley 's plants were admirably grown,
very fresh, and well flowered. For cut flowers of the large
incurved type there were nine classes altogether, three
of which were confined to nurserymen and gardeners
only residing in the Boroughs of Hackney and Finsbury.
Mr. J. Holmes, gr. to J. Hicks, Esq., was ist for
twenty-four with a well-grown and evenly matched lot of
blooms

; and Mr. W. Holmes, Frampton Park Nursery,
was placed 2d. For twelve blooms, Mr. I.angdon, gr.
at Brook House, Clapton, was well ist, Mr. Benger
2d, and Mr. Holmes 3d. For six, Mr. Benger came in
ist, and Mr. W. Holmes 2d. In the amateurs' class for
twenty-four the highest prize went to Mr. C. Butters

; and
in the open class for a similar number Mr. Sanderson, of
Willesden, came to the front in a good competition with
eight other growers, taking the ist prize in the class and
the Silver Cup for the best twenty-four blooms in the
exhibition. The 2d prize went to Mr. Berry, of Roe-
hampton

; the 3d to Mr. Wildman, of Cambervvell ; and
the 4th to Mr. Hillier, of Wandsworth. The open class
for twelve blooms was a very heavy one, there being no
less than twenty competitors, and here again Mr. Sander-
son took the highest honours with a grand lot of flowers.
Jap.anese varieties were extensively shown, and in very
fine order. For twelve blooms, not less than six varieties,
Mr. Himell, gr. to F. Davis, Esq., Anglesey House,
Surbiton, was well ist

; and Mr. Jordan won the cup
given by Messrs. Dixon & Co., of Hackney, for the best
twelve distinct sorts. Extensive collections were con-
tributed to the miscellaneous class by Messsrs. Di.xon
& Co. and Messrs. E. G. Henderson & Son.

Forcing Bulbs into Flower Villa gardeners
are in frequent need of lessons in regard to the matter
of " How not to do it," and some of the most useful
pages in Mrs, Loudon's Amateur Ganicmr's Calendar
are those that give information as to the things not to
be done. Some professional gardeners are not neariy
so well informed as they pretend to be, as was forcibly
illustrated in the following incident : A Villa
gardener, anxious to get a few Tulips in bloom as
eariy as possible, was advised by his gardener to pot
them and put them in a box plunged in cocoa-nut
fibre, over some hot-water pipes in a warm green-
house. This was the gardener's method of getting
Tulips forced into bloom. The result can be readily
foreseen. A spindling upward growth, most deli-
cately attenuated, a prolonged leaf development if it

were not roasted up ere it could make progress, no
root-action, and a bitter disappointment. Happily,
perhaps, for humanity, much of its most valuable
knowledge and experience are gained through failures
and disappointments.

How diff'erently the growers go to work whose
business it is to get Hyacinths, Tulips, Narcissus, and
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other early-flowering bulbs into the market as soon as

possible. They begin early and work systematically,

and a record of their doings might supply some useful

information to inquirers and beginners.

They pot in all probability much as our friend named
above potted, but at that point they eftectually part

company. Instead of putting their pots near to hot-

water pipes they stand them in the open air, and

cover them with a thick layer of rotten manure and

spent hops. The object of this is just that answered by

putting away Hyacinth glasses with bulbs in them for

the purpose of inducing them to root strongly. The
covering does something more. It serves to keep

the bulbs snug and warm, and showers of rain falling

on the covering carry down to the root some rich

food to impart strength and vigour to them. This

surfacing also induces a strong growth, and when
bulbs are well grown the developing buds put in

appearance quite early. The growers watch for this,

and when this state of progress is reached the buds

are taken into a gentle heat and the flowers speedily

show themselves. This is how bulbs are successfully

forced into bloom, and by beginning with Roman
Hyacinths and following on with early Tulips,

Narcissi and Hyacinths, the markets get furnished

with charming flowers in October and onwards. In

this way labour is reduced to a minimum, and the

best results are had in connection with the smallest

outlay of attention.

Berried Solanums.—These pretty berried plants

have been much improved of late, and they are of

great value in a cold greenhouse, in that they succeed

the Chrysanthemums and give patches of bright

colour through a good portion of the winter. As
without in the woods in the cold dull gray autumn and
wintry weather we look for berries to give tone and

life to hedegrow plantations and woods, so within-

doors bright berries take the place of flowers

when the atmosphere is too cold and dull to develope

blossoms.

Our cold greenhouse is now aglow with colour

furnished by Chrysanthemums and berried Solanums

mixed together. The berries are not all coloured,

and perhaps will not take on the rich coral-red

peculiar lo them as they are late, and were made to

berry as late as possible because they should be

serviceable at midwinter. They were planted out in

the open ground early in summer, and kept there til!

within the last month, when they were lifted and
potted. The growers who cultivate berried Solanums
for the market keep their plants under glass until the

berries arc formed, and then place them out-of-doors

to colour. This is the way to have plants in berry

early, but to have them late, planting out in the open
ground early in summer is the best place.

The market growers obtain their young plants from
cuttings struck in heat in early spring. The Villa

gardener can raise his from seed sown in May and
June, and these, if grown on and planted out as

directed the following summer will give him nice

plants for effective service at this season of the

year.

Natural History.
Helix Pomatia. — My specimen of the edible

snail (Helix pomatia) became dormant about the gth

inst. As soon as I found that it had completed its

winter arrangements, and had firmly sealed the mouth
of its shell, I weighed it, and found that its weight

was 505 grains troy (or 33 grammes 10 grains), which
is III grains (or 7 grammes 6 grains) more than it

weighed when it roused itself last April. Then its

weight was 394 grains (or 26 grammes 4 grains).

See Ganiemrs" Chronicle, April 27, 1S7S, p. 535.
Its food has consisted entirely of Lettuce and Cucum-
ber, varied now and then with a tiny piece of the

heart of a Cabbage. It has had many other

vegetables offered to it, but has declined them all.

All the summer it has been kept in a large box, with

plenty of leaves, but has had a run, or rather a crawl,

on the lawn every day, showing, however, a decided

taste for shade from the heat of the sun. At night it

has always been replaced in the box, and taken into

the house. During its present torpid condition it is

singular that it shows no sign of life, even when
taken into a warm room with a large fire. I shall be
curious, when it wakes up in the spring, to see

whether it will have lost in weight as much as it did

last year. E, T. M,
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nursery. Price about 6j. per 100, less by the thou-

sand.
Names OF Plants: W. B. L. 1, Phlebodium areo-

latum ; 2, Polypodium vulgare cambricum
; 3, Nephro-

lepis pcctinata
; 4, Gymnogramma peruviana. No. 2

is a hardy; the others stove plants.—//, M. K,,

Plaistow. I we Jiave not yet identified ; 2, is an ordi-

nary variety of Oncidium crispum.— V. H. Lucas, i,

Aloe arborescens ; 2, Marica coerulea, probably. The
Senebieria was probably introduced in the soil with

other European plants.

PiNUS : Cor., Nonvich. The "Orstrikor Pine," adver-

tised in the paper you mention, is no doubt Pinus

austriaca.

Vines : H. Field, i. Yes, they are thrown away gener-

ally, because it does not pay to force them a second

time. 2. The eyes would be saved from the November
pruning. 3. By laying the shoots in by the heels out-

of-doors, the same as you would Apple or Pear grafts.

Of course they will want a little protection in severe

weather.
Willows : F. E. R. C. We cannot advise you in the

absence of any details as to the nature of the land you
want to plant ; nor can we say anything as to their

value. Your best plan will be to consult Mr. Scaling,

of Basford, Notts, with whom Willows are a speciality.

Catalogues Received : — The Lawson Seed and
Nursery Company (Edinbiu-gh), Catalogue of Forest

Trees, Shrubs, &c. — H. and F. Sharpe (Wisbech,
Cambridgeshire), Special List of Seed Potatos. ^
Dicksons & Co. (i, Waterloo Place, Edinburgh),
Catalogue of Forest and Ornamental Trees and
Shrubs, &c.—Galloway & Graham (138, Queen Street,

Glasgow), Catalogue of Selected Roses and General
Nursery Stock. — R. and A. Morrison (Pinefield

Nurseries, Elgin), Wholesale List of Forest and Orna-
mental Trees, Shrubs, and Fruit Trees, &c.—Thomas
Kennedy & Co. (Dumfries), Catalogue of Forest,

Fruit, and Ornamental Trees. — Wood & Ingram
(Huntingdon), General Descriptive Catalogue of
Nursery Stock.

Communications Received.—D. C. P. (thanks).—G. T. M.
-G. G —J. C. & Co.—J. M.-V/. R.—H. E.—C. W. S.—
J. McI.—M. D. (thanks)— H. M. K.—T. B.—A, D.-J. D.
E. Bradley (please repeat your question).—J. C. L.—J. S.—
W. G.—B. M.-E. O. (next week).

larhcts.

COVENT GARDEN, November 21.

The only alteration we have to quote this week is an
advance in Grapes, the demand being better with a

falling off in the supply. American Apples continue to

reach us in large quantities, samples being generally

good. Kent Cobs are in moderate supply. James
Webber, Wholesale Apple Market.

Apples, 5^-sieve .

.

Cobsand Filberts, lb.

Grapes, per lb. ..

Lemons, per loo ,.

Melons, each . . i o- 3 <

Pears, per doz. . . 3 o- 6 <

Pine-apples, per lb, 2 o- 4. (

GHTABLHS.

Artichokes, English
Globe, doz. ..20-
— Jerusalem, bush. 4 o-
Asparagus, Fr. sprue,

per bundle ..16-
Beans, French, p. 100 2 o-
I — runners, p. bush. 4 o-
Beet, per doz. ..10-
Brus. sprouts, bush. 7 o-
Cabbages,perdoz. ..10-
Carrots, per bunch ..04-
Cauliflowers, per doz. 2 o-
Celery, per bundle ..16-
Cbilis, per 100 ..20-
Cucumbers, each ..04-
Endive, Batav. dozen i 6-

Garlic, per lb, . . o 6-

The Potato trade is dull, and prices

Regents, \oos. to 130^. ; Early Rose, i

Cut Flowers.

J. d. s.

Abutilon, 12 blooms o 6-

Azaleas, 12 sprays ., 16-.
Bouvardias, perbun. i o~ .

Camellias, per dozen 3 o-i
Carnations, per dozen i o- :

Cornflower, 12 bun.. 6 o- 1

Chrysanth., per doz. i o- <

— per 12 bunches.. 3 o- •

Eucharis, per doz. .. 4 0-1

Gardenias, 12 blms. 4 o-i
Gladioli, various, 12

Heliotropes. 12 sp. ..06-
Hyacinths, Roman,

Herbs, per bunch . . <

Horse Radish, p.bun. ,

Lettuces, Cos, Eng.,
6-26

20-40
Plants

Mint, green bunch.
Onions, young, bun. 04-06
Parsley, per bunch.. 04-..
Radishes, per bunch 01-03— Spanish, doz, .. 10- ..— New Jersey, doz. 20-..
Shallots, per lb. ..06-..
Seakale, per punnet 26-..
Spinach, per bushel 20-..
Sweet Potatos, per lb. 06-..
Tomatos, per dozen 26-30
Turnips, p. 12 bunch. 30-..

the same: —

Jasmine. 12 bunches 6 o-i:
Mignonette, 12 bun. 6 o- (

Narcissus, paper-
white, 12 sprays . . 2 o- (

Pelargoniums, i2Spr. i o-
;— zonal, 12 sprays o 6- :

Primula, double, per

Roses (indoor), doz. 1 6-1;
~ (outdoor), i2bun. o-il

Spirsa, 12 sprays ., i 6-
.

Stephanotis, 12 sp. .. 6 o-i
Tropaeolum, 12 bun. 2 o- 1

Tuberoses, per dozen 1 c-
Violei

Pots.

bunches :

» 0-24 I

Azaleas, per dozen
Begonias, per doz.
Bouvardias, per dc

Camellias, per dozenis o-oo o
Chrysanth., per doz. 6 0-30 o
Coleus. per dozen . . 30-90
Cyperus, per dozen 6 0-12 o
Dracaena terminalis 30 0-60 o
— viridis. per doz. ..18 0-24 o
Erica Caffra, p. doz. 60-90— gracilis, p. dozen 6 0-T2 o— hyemalis, p. doz. 21 0-42 o
Euonymus,var.,doz. 4 0-18 o

Ferns, in var.,p. doz. 4 0-18 o
Ficus elastica, each 2 6-1% o
Foliage Plants, vari-

Hyacln., Rom.,doz.i2 0-18 o
Mignonette, per doz. 60-90
Myrtles, per doz. .. 4 0-12 o

Palms in variety,

each .. ..3 6-21 o
Pelargoniums. scar-

lets, zonal, doz .. 6 0-12 o
Primulas, per dozen 50-90

SEEDS.
London : Nov. 20.—Increased animation is observ-

able this week in the seed market ; and, in fact, there is

in all branches of the trade a decidedly improved feeling.

Of new English red Clover a fair supply is offering, and
good samples meet an improved sale at the remarkably
low rates now current. With reference to American
seed the shipments thus far have been most moderate,
only 485 tons having been forwarded to the Continental
ports, whilst Great Britain and Ireland have taken
between them the comparatively small quantity of 159
tons. The arrivals at the western collecting depots, and
also at the Atlantic seaboard, continue on a moderate
scale ; for example, we note that whilst the receipts in

Toledo, Ohio, for the three months ending October 31,

1877, were 4823 bags, the arrivals there for the corre-

sponding period this year amounted to only 2886 bags

—

thus showing the important deficiency this season of

1937 bags. As regards the values of western seed there
is this week no quotable change ; should any occur it

seems hardly possible for it to be in a downward direc-

tion. Some Clover seed of very satisfactory quality has
arrived here from Pennsylvania. This State is one of
the best-farmed Stales of the Union. There is now
more inquiry for extra fine white Clover, but choice
qualities are scarcely to be met with. The low prices,

combined with the excellent quality of the new Alsike,

have {as might have been expected) brought forward
buyers. In Trefoil there has also been more doing.
Bird seeds are without fresh feature ; in Holland the

canary seed market is reported firmer. Blue Peas move
off freely on former terms ; the smaller varieties are mar-
keted less freely. For Haricot Beans there is more
request, ^ohn Shaw 6* Sons, Seed Merchants, 37, Mark
Lane, London, E.G.

CORN.
Trade was very quiet at Mark Lane on Monday, and

there was no material change in prices ; the tone was,
perhaps, hardly so good. To effect sales of Wheat it

was occasionally found necessary to give way to some
extent in price. Barley was quiet, and about the same
in price, inferior kinds remaining very difficult of sale.

Malt was unaltered. Oats were in moderate demand,
but prices were in some instances a trifle lower than on
the previous Monday. Maize was scarcely so well sup-
ported as on this day se'nnight, and the tone was duU as

regards Beans, Peas, and flour.—On Wednesday trade

was very slow for all classes of produce, and the tone of

the market continued weak. No change could be noted
in prices, but where there was any pressure to sell

holders had to give way somewhat in price. The arrivals

of foreign Wheat have been liberal, but otherwise the
supplies show no augmentation.—Average prices of corn
for week ending November 16 :—Wheat, 40^. ^d.

;

Barley, 395. ^d.\ Oats, au. 3(/. For the corresponding
period last year :—Wheat, 51.1. St/. ; Barley, 43J. Zd.

;

Oats, 24J. grf.

CATTLE.
At the Metropolitan Market on Monday the favour-

able weather, and rather better accounts from the dead
markets, caused a briskness in the early trade, but the
finish was dull. Prices were not quotably higher, aUhough
for some choicest qualities rather more was obtained.
There was a short supply of sheep, but quite equal to

the demand ; in a very few instances was there any im-
provement in price. Choice calves were in request, at

fair rates. Quotations :—Beasts, 4J. ^d. to 4^. lOi/., and
Ss. 4^'. to SJ. \Qd. ; calves, 5J-. 6d to 6s. 6d. ; sheep,
5^. 4t/. to $s. 6d., and 6s. to js,

;
pigs, 3^-. jod. to 4J. Sd.

—The cattle trade on Thursday was rather firmer than
on Monday : supplies were short. For both beasts and
sheep the demand was rather active, and fine breeds
realised full prices. Calves and pigs were steady.

HAY.
Tuesday's Whitechapel report states that the supply

of fodder on offer was moderate, and with a steady trade
prices were unaltered. Prime Clover, 100s. to iios.

;

inferior, 80s. to 90J. ; prime meadow hay, 75J. to 845. ;

inferior, 40J. to 70s. ; and straw, 30J. to 38^. per load.

—

On Thursday there was a moderate supply, and trade
WAS steady, prices ruling rather firmer, as follow :—Prime
Clover, looj. to iioj. ; inferior, 80s. to 90J. ; prime
meadow hay, 75J. to 84s. ; inferior, 40J". to 70^. ; and
straw, 30J. to 38J. per load. — Cumberland Market
quotations: — Superior meadow hay, 88j. to 95J. ; in-

ferior, 65J'. to 78J. ; superior Clover, 112s. to 1201.
;

inferior, 80s. to 95^. ; and straw, 38J. to 42J. per load.

POTATOS.
The reports from the Borough and Spitalfields markets

state that there has been no great change in values during
the week. There have been moderate arrivals, and for

all sound descriptions a steady demand has prevailed.

Kent Regents, loos. to 130J. per ton ; Essex ditto,

looj. to I2DJ. ; Champions. 75J. to 90^^. ; flukes, 120T.

to 140.?. ; rocks, 70J. to 80s. ; Victorias, 120s. to 140s.—
The imports into London last week comprised 63,536 bags
from Hamburg, 1117 Ghent, 7178 Bremen, 1401
Antwerp, 244 bags 81 packages Rotterdam, 100 sacks
Boulogne, 239 bags Dmikirk, 200 barrels New York, and
20 bags from Harlingen.

COALS.
The demand during the week has been a steady one,

at the following prices :—Bcbside West Hartley, 15J. gd. ;

Bower's West Hartley, i5.r. gd. ; Springwell West Hart-
ley, i$s. gd. ; Walls End—Haswell, 19J. ; Hetton, 19^.

;

Hetton Lyons, ijs. 3d. ; Lambton, 185. 6d. ; Tunslall,
17s. 3</. ; Tees, i8s. gd.; Hawthorns, 17^. ^d. ; Original
Hartlepool, igs. ; South Hetton, 19^. ; Salvin's Hutton,
jjs. 6d.

Send for a PRICE LIST of

BLAKE'S SELF-ACTING

HYDEATJLIC EAIS,
For Raising Water for the Supply of

Vlllagea, Irrigation, Railway Stations, Mansions,

Fountains, Farms.

No Cost for Motive Po^ver, which is obtained from the

Stream of Waterpassing through the Rams.

NO OILING OR PACKING REQUIRED.
Made in sizes to raise from 300 to 100,000 Gallons per day.

WILL FORCE TO A HEIGHT OF 1500 FEET.

P o.

This Ram will raise a part of the same

water that works it, or will raise pure water

from a well whilst it is worked by a stream

of impure water.

TESTIMONIALS.
FromtJu Right Hon. T. Sothern Estcourt, Esicourt Park,

Glojtcesterskire, Septeviber 6, 1875.

"You will be glad to hear, as I am to tell you, that your
Self-acting Hydraulic Ram has worked exceedingly well and
continuously since it was erected, more than twelve months
ago. It is, in fact, perfectly successful."

(The delivery pipe in the above case is 4200 feet long, with
ICO feet rise.)

From Captain Townshend, Wineham, February lo, 1877.

" In answer to your enquiry, I am glad to say the Hydraulic
Ram you sent me in November, 1875, is working exceedingly
well, and gives no trouble. It will work when quite immersed,
as it has been several times during the floods this winter,

forcing up water through a delivery pipe 900 yards lone; at the

rate of 80,000 gallons per day, although you only promised

From W. Scarth, Esq., Agent to His Grace the Duke of
Cleveland, Raby Castle, Darlington, July 16, 1878.

" The Hydraulic Ram you supplied to his Grace the Duke
of Cleveland in 1875 is a complete success. It worked for

more than two years without once stopping, and throws more
water than promised."

Deamvatcr, IVilmsIow, November 20, 1873.

"Dear Sir,—In answer to your enquiries respecting the

Hydraulic Ram you supplied me with six months ago, I beg to

state that I am more than satisfied with it, as it is in perfect

order, sending up to the top of the house about 2000 gallons of

water in the twenty-four hours, whereas you only contracted to

deliver in that time 500 gallons. I have, therefore, every reason

to be well pleased with your work, and more especially as I had
a Ram supplied me by another maker which could not send up a
single gallon of water to the height required, and a second
maker informed me that no Ram with a fall of 3 feet could send
up water to the distance required, namely, 120 feet. But yours

is an accomplished fact, and does its work most effectually.—

I

am, yours truly, L. Hanmer."

From John Tavlor, Esq., The Rocks^ Bath, Aug. 22, 1878.

" The Self-acting Hydraulic Ram you fixed here in March ot

last year continues to work well. It has only the same quantity

of water and fall to work it as the water-wheel and pump which
I used previously to force to a height of 294 feet, and yet the

Ram sends up more than double the quantity of water than the
wheel did to the same height."

From Jo CoZne,

" Sir,—The Self-acting Hydraulic Ram you supplied me with
nine months ago continues in excellent condition. It receives

water from a spring through a 2-inch pipe, of which it forces

3600 gallons per day of twenty-four hours to a height of 90 feet,

exceeding all you promised, and far surpassing the water-wheel
and force pumps which it has displaced. Its cost is small, it

occupies but little space (2 square feel), and in mechanical
detail is simplicity itseIC I have much pleasure in recom-
mending it as a cheap and efficient method of raising water."

JOHN BLAKE,
ENGINEER, ACCRINGTON.
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Charles Sharpe & Co.,
SEED MERCHANTS and GROWERS, SLEAFORD.

SHARPE'S
INVINCIBLE.

SHARPE S INMNCIBLE.

NEW LONG-PODDED BLUE MARROW PEA.

CHARLES SHARPE & Co.

Have much pleasure in sending out this invaluable new Main-crop

PEA, which has been raised by Mr. William Culvhrwell, of

Thorpe Perrow, who has devoted a considerable amount of skill

and attention to the improvement of this vegetable.

The Invincible is a cross between Veitch's Perfection and Essex Rival, and has the

advantage of being but little liable to the attack of mildew.

The plant is about 3 feet in height, of a robust branching habit. The pods are

produced in pairs, and occasionally three together, from near the ground to the top of

the stem—the rows having the appearance of being clothed with pods from top to

bottom. The pods are closely packed with from ten to twelve large Peas, which, when

cooked, are of exquisite flavour, and of a beautiful deep green colour.

As a main-crop Pea, either for the Gentleman's Garden or the Market Gardener,

Charles Sharpe & Co. have no hesitation in saying that the Invincible Pea will be

found superior to anything yet sent out.

The Editors of the Gardener^ Chronicle, in their review of New Vegetables in the

^\ spring of 1878, mention Sharpe's Invincible as one of the three Peas of the season

worthy of notice.

Price, per Quart, 2s. 6d.

Half-pint Packets, free by Post, Is.

TESTIMONIALS.
From Mr. W. Ingram, Gardener to His Grace the Duke of Rutland,

Belvoir Castle Gardens.

SHARPE'S INVINCIBLE PEA.
"A distinct and valuable Pea, having the merit of a dwarf yet

sturdy habit of growth, of 2 to 3 feet, and producing large, clean, handsome
pods that 111! well ; maturing eight to nine Peas in each, which preserve

their characteristic greenness when cooked, and are of excellent quality.

Altogether a very satisfactory Pea, and one especially suitable for

gardens of limited size. "WILLIAM INGRAM."

Fro)n Mr. Chas. Frisby, Gardener to Henry Chaplin, Esq., The
Gardens, Blankmy Hall, Sleaford.

" This very handsome and distinct Pea of Messrs. C. Sharpe & Co.
is, without doubt, one of the very best Peas yet sent out both in flavour

and colour ; such a fine green and fine pod for exhibition. It is the
finest Pea I ever saw.

"September 7, 187S."
"CHAS. FRISBY."

From Mr. JOHN BoLTON, Gardener to the Right Hon. Earl Brownlow,
Belton House, Grantham.

" To Charles Sharpe & Co.
" Gentlemen,—Your Invincible Marrow Pea is all that can be

desired—good in quality, the pods well filled, sweet, and good to eat.

" I am, gentlemen, yours respectfully,

"September 6, 1878." "JOHN BOLTON."

Mr. D. Lu.MSDEN, Gardener to Lady Mary Hamilton, Bloxholm Hall
Gardens, in the Gardener^ Chronicle, September 7, i S7S :

—

SHARPE'S INVINCIBLE PEA.
" I have grown this Pea for the last two seasons, and find it an

excellent Pea. This season I have grown it side by side with Marvel,

Dr. McLean, Criterion, and others, all excellent Peas, and I consider

Sharpe's Invincible second to none. Sown April 12, came in flower Juiie

20, gathered July i
;
pods in pairs ; from nine, ten, and eleven peas in

each pod ; very productive and flavour excellent ; foliage light green

;

height from 2^ to 3 feet.

"The Invincible Pea was shown at several of the Horticultural

Societies meetings in this county, and has taken the leading Prize against

all competition, viz., Ruskington Horticultural Society's Show, ist Prize,

in the amateur's class ; Nocton Horticultural Society's Show, ist Prize
;

and also at Caythorpe Horticultural Society's Show, ist Prize, and at the

latter place it was pronounced by the Judges to be the best dish of Peas

they had ever seen staged. " D. LUMSDEN."

Aswarby Park Gardens, November 12, 1878.

" To Messrs. C. Sharpe & Co.
" Dear Sirs,—Having grown your New Pea, ' Sharpe's Invincible,' by

the side of the following varieties—Marvel, Veitch's Perfection, Ne Plus

Ultra, and Dr. McLean, I have no hesitation in pronouncing ' Sharpe's

Invincible' Pea the finest in cultivation.— I remain, dear Sir, yours truly,

Gardener to Sir Thos. Whichcote, Bart. " RICHARD NISBET."

PRICE TO THE TRADE ON APPLICATION.
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Under the Patronage of the Queen.JS M I T H 'S IMP K R 1 S n A B L E
• STRATFORD LABELS.

/^.
JOHN ^ 'C^°'?0

The Gardeners' Magazine says :
—

"

palm before all other plant labels, as the very first"i

Samples and Price Lists free.

J. SMITH, The Royal Label Factory. Stratfjrd-c

MIndestructible Terra-Cotta Plant Markers.AW AND C O .

' S PATENT.
;d Patterns, and Specimens, sent post-

free on application ; also Patterns of Ornamental Tile Pa
ments for Conservatories, Entrance Halls, &c.

MAW AND CO.. Benthall Works, Broseley.

ROCKWORK.—Red Sandstone Rock, for
Rockwork, Ferneries, Grottoes, Best and most orna-

mental Rock for the purpose on rail here from our own pits.

WALKER AND CO., Farnborough Station, Hants.

HELLIWELL'S PATENTED
NEW SYSTEM of AIR and WATER-TIGHT

IMPERISHABLE GLAZING. All Woodwork is covered,
and no outside Painting is required. Old Roofs Re-glazed.
Any one can repair or take in pieces.

" It is suitable for Railway Stations. Mills. Weaving Sheds,
&c., but is specially applicable to Conservatories. Plant
Houses, and Orchard Hou-^es, and we should be very much

:d to try the sy-tem. It is certainly worth looking to."

—

de any other similar system

nearly than any-

Thc Builde
" And will, in our opinion, supei

before the public."— 5tt//fl'/«^ TVc

"It seems to meet the end in view
thing we have seen y^\.."~The Field.
" The patent has given high satisfaction to every one using

it."- T/te Ckrhtian Union.

"Convincingly prove the new Glazing System to be worthy
the attention of readers of the Keystone."—The Keystone.

For Estimates, Drawings, or Particulars, apply to
the Patentee,

T. W. HELLIWELL.
Brighouse. Yorkshire ; or. lo. Parliament Street. London. WC.

G R E E N'S
P.\TENT

WROUGHT-IRON HOT-WATER
BOILERS,

With Shelves or Tubes, and Hollow
Grate Bars,

SADDLE BOILERS with Waterway Backs,
and WELDED BOILERS.

Specially adapted for Heating Greenhouses, Conservatories
Churches. Chapels. Schools, Public Buildings, Entrance Halls,
Warehouses, Workshops, &c.

They are the Neatest. Clieafcst, Most Effeetive. and
Dlirabte ofany extant.

FROHI £LtVAI10t4 LOHCITUDINAL SECTION cftos; SCCUQJt

Descriptive Illustrated Price LIST may be had free on
application to

THOMAS GREEN & SON,
SMITHFIELD IRONWORKS, LEEDS; and

54 and 5;. BLACK FRIAR S ROAD, LONDON, S.E.

THE TORTOISE"
SLOW COMBUSTION

STOVE, tile-lined, without grate, is
the cheapest and most efficient heating
rower for Conservatories, Greenhouses,
&.:., being perfectly free from emitting
sulphur fumes ; it burnscoke, cinders,
or ,Tny refuse fuel without attention :

n > dust. Prices from 30J. to 60s. each
Apply for Testimonials to C. PORT-

\l'AY, Patentee, Halstead, Essex
;

rr to HYDE AND WIGFULL
(Limited), Sheffield, sole Licencees
and Makers for the North of England.

Price 16s.

Petroleum Greenhouse Stove.
Complele with evaporating Pan. Will burn

uuhout attention for Twenty.four Hours.
No Smoke, no Smell, no Injury to the most

delicate Plants.

Oil IS. 2rl. perGallmt, supplied by Dearie &' Co.
Deane & Co. provide and fix Hot-water

Apparatus for all Horticultural purposes.

^

Factory, 1, Jacob Street, Dockhead.
Illustrated Horticultural Catalogue Post-free.

D£AN£ & CO.,
46, KING WILLIAM STREET, LONDONJBRIDGE, E.C.

STOVES-STOVES.
Terra-Cotta ! Portable! For Coal I

KOBEBTS'S PATENT.
Healthy Heat twenty-four hours or longer (or about i^.,

without attention. For Bedrooms, Greenhouses, or almost any

purpose. Prospectus and authenticated Testimonials sent. In

use daily at Patentee's—THOMAS ROBERTS,

112, Victoria Street, Westminster, S.W,

COALS FOR HOTHOUSE
PURPOSES.

WOOD AND CO.'S
STAR ANTHRACITE SMOKELESS STEAM COAL

is now being extensively used by many of the principal Growers,
and is found to be preferable to any other kind of fuel in respect

to cheapness and durability, and particularly on account of its

being perfectly free from sulphur, and that it does not clinker

the fire-bars.

WOOD AND CO. deliver in truck loads to any Railway
Station, prices for which can be had on application, or can be
delivered by Wood & Co.'s Vans (in the Metropolis).

WOOD AND CO. append a tettinionial given to them by
Messrs. Beckwith & Sons, a firm of great experience, and who
have kindly allowed them to make whatever use of it they may
think fit.

Totfenkam Nursery, London, N., Dec. 28, 1877.
To Messrs. Wood & Co.

Dear Sirs,—With reference to your enquiry respecting the
" Star " Anthracite Coal with which you supplied us—as to how
it suited, its economy or otherwise—we have much pleasure in

informing you that m every respect it is the best Antliracite we
have ever used. We find there is no smoke from it, which is

very essential, and there is no trace of sulphur. It requires
very little stoking, and leaves very little ash, and certainly does
not clinker. Our consumption of Coal is about 500 tons a year,
and we have no hesitation in saying that, by using your " Star

"

Coal in the place of ordinary fuel, we shall effect a saving ol

at least £\oo this year. We attribute this to the powerful and
lasting properties of your coal.—Yours faithfully,

(Signed) G. Beckwith & Sons.

WOOD AND CO. supply aU kinds of Coal for House and
Manufacturing purposes, prices for which will be sent on
application.

WOOD AND CO., Coal and Coke Factors. Merchants,
Contractors to Her Majesty's Government, 58, Coal Exchange,
E.C. : and 4, Coal Department, Great Northern Railway,
King's Cross, N., and Midland Sidings, St. Pancras. N.W.

Rosher's Garden Edging TUes.

HE ABOVE and many other PATTERNS
are made in materials of great diiral>ilny. The

plainer sorts are specially --,.,..„ ..^_-^

suited for KITCHEN • --^
GARDENS, as they

'

:
- -:--.s>y

harbourno Slugs or Insects, - ,^ -T'

take up little room, and, ^
further labour or expense, -. 13)

as do "grown" Edgings, consequently being much cheaper.
GARDEN VASES. FOUNTAINS. &c., in Artificial Stone,

very durable and ofsuperior finish, and in great variety of design
F. ROSHER AND CO., Manufacturers, Upper Ground

Street. Blackfriars, S. E. ; King's Road. Chelsea, S.W.
;

Kmgbland Road. E.

Agents for LOOKER'S PATENT "ACME FRAMES"
PLANT COVERS, and PROPAGATING BOXES; also
for FOXLEY'S PATENT BEADED GARDEN WALL
BRICKS.

Illustrated Price Lists free by Post. The Trade supplied.

ORNAMENTAL PAVING TILES,
for Conservatories, Halls, Corridors. Balconies, ^c.

Irom 3s. per square yard upwards. Pattern Sheets, of Plain or
more elaborate designs, with pi ices, sent for selection
WHITE GLAZED TILES, for Lining Walls of Dairies,

Larders, Kitchen Ranges. Baths, &:c. Grooved and other Stable
Paving of great durability, Wall Copings, Drain Pipes and Tiles
ol all kmds. Roofing Tiles in great variety. Slates. Cement. &c.

T. ROSHER AND CO.. Brick and Tile Merchants.
See Addresses above.

s I L V E R SAND,
lesired. Prices by Post per Ton

delivered direct from
of Sand free by post.

or Truckload. on Wharf
Pits to any Railway Stat!
FLINTS and BRICK BURRS Slr Rockeries or Fern.
KENT PEATS or LOAM supplied at lowest rai

quantities.

F. ROSHER AND CO.-Addresses see aboy
N.B.—Orders promptly executed by Rail or to Wl

A liberal Discount to the Trade.

BELGIAN GLASS forGREENHOUSES, &c.,
Can be obtained in all sizes and q'lalities, of

BETHAM & SON,
9. LOWER THAMES STREET. LONDON, E.C.

B. & Son have al ways a large Stock in London of 20-in. by 1 2-in.
20-in. by 14-in.. so-in. by 16-in., 20-in. by iS-in., in i5-oz. & 21-oz!

HORTICULTURAL WINDOW GLASS.
A large variety of sizes, 15-oz., 12J. 6d. ; 21-02., i6i. 6rf.

per 100 feet. Large sizes, in Cases, for Cutting up— 15-02. 4ths,
30J. : 3ds, 405. per 300 feet:— 21-oz. 4ths. 30J. ; 3ds., 40J.

per 20O feet.—ALFRED SYER, Glass, Lead, Zinc, Oil and
Colour Merchant, 8, PentoQville Road, London, N.

rpHOMAS MILLINGTON and CO.X 87, Bishopsdate Street Without, London, E.'J .

iMi'OKTERS and Dealers in Window Glass of all kinds.

Small Squares in 16 oz.
Prices for the sizes stated, and for not less than a box of loo feet

Special price for other sizes will be quoted upon applicatioiL

No. in
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PAEHAM'S PATEIT SYSTEM OE fiLAZIia WITHOUT PUTTY
.41, -^te

New ** Registered" Acme Plant Preserver,
Wiih "Truss" Hinge, and no Principals.

The Ridge always fits close, the interior is free from all obsi ruction, the cor
are secured in iron angle-plates: glazed, without putty, with 2i-oz. gla:

Long. Wide. Price. Long. Wide. Pri
L by 3 feet .

.

. . ;^2 7 6 [ 12 feet by 3 feet .. . . ;^4 1

On Channelled Wrought-Iron
Rafters,

Secures almost entire immunity from

Breakage of Glass, great saving in repa rs

and re-painting, and absolute freedom

from Di ip.

WILLIAM PARHAM,
Hortiiultural Buihhr and Hot t

Eughiccn

NORTHGATE WORKS, B VTH

280, Oxford Street, London, \V

6 feet by 4 feet ! feet by 4 feet

*»* Specimens on view at either address.

Illustrated Catalogues and Price Lists free.

Orders amounting to ^3 carriage paid to

any Railway Station in England, and to

Principal Ports in Scotland and Ireland.

*y^

Extra strong Cucumber or Melon Frames,
With 2-inch sashes and ij^-inch red deal frames, secured at each corner with

two wrought-iron strap bolts. Glazed, without putty, with 21-02. glass.

Long. Wide. Price. Long. Wide. Price.

4 feet by 6 feet, i light .. £1 2 o
|

16 feet by 6 feet, 4 lights.. ;C7 5 c

8 feet by 6 feet, 2 lights.. 3 r2 o 20 feet by 6 feet, 5 lights. . 8 15 c

12 leet by 6 feet, 3 lights.. 5 7 6
I 24 feet by 6 feet 6 lights.. 10 10 c

T. H. P. DENNIS & CO.,
MANSION HOUSE BUILDINGS,

QUEEN VICTORIA STREET, LONDON, E.G.,

CONSERVATORY AND GREENHOUSE BUILDERS,

HOT-WATER ENGINEERS.

TheThames Bank Iron Company
OLD BARGE WHARF,

UPPER GROUND STREET,
LONDON, S.E.,

Have tlie largest and most complete stock in the Trade
;

upwards of ^20,000 worth to choose from.

HOT-WATER BOILERS, PIPES, and CONNECTI
And all CASTINGS for HORTICULTURAL PURPOSES.

Their New Illustrated Catalogue, 2>tk Edition, now ready
{price Six-pence).

Hot-water Apparatus erected complete, or the Materials supplied at Wholesale

W. H. Lascelles,HORTICULTURAL BUILDE
121, BUNHILL ROW, LONDON, E.G.

ONS,

R,

BECKETT BROS.,
& Manufacturers of the Self-adjusting Throttle Valv

now so much in use for Horticultural purposes.

Ste Illustrated C.iT.ALOGUE, Two Stamps.
Desi^s and Estimates on application.

WoR ANCHOR STREET, CHELMSFORD.

Glasshouses.

HERE MAN AND MORTON
give Prices for all kinds of

HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS in WOOD
on receipt of particulars. Also for Heating.

A r.unphkt 3./. /</.•.• Lh 's rrr,:

7, nijUL-.-l.;l Sl,-;.l. K,-.-l,l', r,ia:. I,..i,.]on. N \v.

BANGE of PATENT BENT WOOD CURVED VINERIES, PLANT HOUSES, &c.,
recently erected at Croydon.

These Houses are light, strong, durable, and of elegant appearance. Can be made as cheaply
as a plain, straight House, and no Bent Glass need be used.

Illustrated Sheets sent, post-free, on application, and Estimates ^iven ivithout charge.
GOLD and TWO BBONZ£ MEDALS, PAKIS EXHIBITION, 1878,

JOHN JJOWMVN,
Timber and Mahogany Importer and Merchant,

HORTICULTURAL BUILDER.
WEST END STEAM JOINERY,

NE\VC.\STLE-ON-TYN'E.

GREENHOUSES complete, from £10 to £1000.

Portable Box with One Light, 6 feet by 4 feet, glazed )

16 oz. sheet glass, and painted four coats .. ../*'

Portable Box with Two Lights, as above, each Light) g„
6 feet by 4 feet i

Estimates given for Conservatories and Green-

houses of every kind.

WcllseasorKd Materials ana Ftrst-class H'trkmanshif
guaranteed.
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SCALE OF CHARGES FOR ADVERTISING.

Head Line chari:£d as tivo.

4 Lines .. ..^o 3 o
I

15 Lines .. " ^° « 6

Page
Half
Colli

Page

R EVBRV ADDITIONAL LINE.

, the lowest charge will be 30*.

l9 ^ o

3 5

GARDENERS. AND OTHERS, WANTING SITUATIONS.

26 words iJ. 6./., and 6d. for every additional line

(about 9 words) or part of a line.

THBSE ADVERTISEMENTS MUST DE PREPAID.

Births, Deaths and Marriagks. s^- each

Advertisc>mnts for Ou current ivetk must reach tfu Office

by Thursday noon.

AU Subscriptions Payable in Advance.

The United Kingdom: 12 Months. Zi 3^- ^°d.\ 6 Months,

II J. lid.; 3 Months, 6s.

Foreign : 261., including Postage for 12 Months.

P.0.0. to be made payable at the King Street Post-office, W.C.,

to W. Richards.

Publishing Office and Office for Advertisements,

41, Wellington Street, Covent Garden, London. W.C.

ARCHANGliL, KyiA-rQ TETERSBURG
PACKING IVIA I O ETC.

RAFFIA for TYING,
TRAINING STICKS and LABELS,

Bamboo CaneSj Virgin Cork^ &^c.

C. J. BLACKITH and CO.,

COX'S QUAY, LOWER THAMES STREET. LONDON.

ANDERSON'S RUSSIA MATS,
For COVERING. TYING, and PACKING,

are highly recommended for durability and cheapness.^ De-

scriptive Catalogue sent post-free on application. SACKS and

BAGS of every description. TARPAULINS. HORSE-
CLOTHS. ROPES. LINES, and TWINES—JAMES 1,

ANDERSON, 149, Commercial Street, Shoreditch, London, E.

HOLESALE RUSSIA MAT
MERCHANTS.

NEW ARCHANGEL MATS.
ST. PETERSBURG MATS.
RAFFIA FIBRE. NETTING, CANVAS, &c.

MARENDAZ and FISHER, James Street, Covent

Garden. W.C.

MR. M E C H rS ADDRESS
to his OLD FRIENDS and CUSTOMERS and to

the PUBLIC :—
" As it has been erroneously supposed by some that I am no

longer interested in my London business, I think it desirable

to state that I continue to carry it on as energetically, and I

trust as satisfactorily to the Public, as formerly, assisted by
my only son, who will in due time succeed me. It is now
fifty years ago since I first commenced business in Leadenhall

Street, and what changes have taken place ! Then everybody
shaved, and my ra^or and razor-strop trade was immense ; now
moustache and beard are the order of the day, and the razor

and strop trade is comparatively defunct. Then there were no
railways, so people stayed at home and used wooden dressing-

cases : now everybody travels by rail, and we have dressmg-

bags to suit the altered conditions. Fifty years ago the poor

geese supplied our pens, and many a now rich merchant in the

City will remember the quality of Mechi's shilling pen-knives ;

but steel pens have extinguished the pen-knife trade and the

penmaking machines, and the geese are in peace, except at

Michaelmas. In fact, steam has altered, and, I may safely

say, improved everything, and has made us a nation of travel-

lers both by land and sea. I wonder how much time is now
occupied in reading the steam-worked press? and how much
less time is occupied in sipping port wine, as we used to do
fifty years ago, when we could not travel ? Steam will make
our 4 lb loaves cheaper some day, just as it has converted calico

from 2S. 6d. to 6d. or less per yard. Then, again, a letter

which used to cost 6s. 6d. to Cork is now carried for id.

Sir Rowland Hill richly deserves a monument. But to return

to business : fifty years ago. when I first commenced on a small

scale, I made it an axiom that what I sold should be good and
useful, and I believe thousands who used the strop and paste,

which I personally invented, can testify to this ; it fact, it was
sometimes complained of that I stamped on my razors ' Ex-
changed if not approved." I have never, and shall never so

long as I live, deviate from this principle, because it is the true

means to retain and increase one's connection. I devoted my
attention especially to the quality and convenience of arrange-

ments in the dressmg bag and dressing case department, and in

the tasteful selection of articles suitable for presentation, as well

as on the matter of dispatch boxes and writing cases. Although
both razors and penknives have 'gone out.' our sportsmen
r«main, and ' sporting knives ' form one of our special depart-

ments. I feel firmly convinced that there is no fear of the

departure of knives and forks, or dinners, so we make this an
important department in quality and price. In conclusion, I

ask no favours, but simply desire that my customers should
compare the quality and price of my wares with those of other
dependable establishments, and form their o\vn conclusions.

Most of my worthy assistants and workmen have been nearly

forty years in my service, and long ago learned that civility and
attention to our customers are as important as good quality in

the articles sold. Illustrated catalogues will be forwarded
post-free on application."

. X12, Regent Street, W., opposite Vigo Street.—1877.

"rpHE CLOSER WE SHAVE our customers

X the better they like us, and if we take, easily, all but

their skin they are delighted." Thus said, or did, MECHI'S
MAGIC STROPS, PASTE, and RAZORS, which for Fifty

Years have maintained the No. 1 position.— 112, Regent Street.

London, W.~A1I the nice things in Dressing Bags, Dressing

Cases, and Elegancies for Presentation. Catalogues post-free.

Steamboat Accidents ! - Railway Accidents 1

Accidents of all kinds Insured against by the

KAILWAY PASSENGERS ASSURANCE
COMPANY.

The Oldest and Largest Accidental Assurance Company.

The Right Hon. Lord Kinnaird. Chairman.

Subscribed Capital, ;Ci.000.000. Annual Income. .6210,000. A
fixed sum in case of Death by Accident, and a Weekly Albw-

ance in the event of Injury, may be secured at moderate Pre-

miums. Bonus allowed to Insurers of 5 years' standing. Acci-

dents occur daily, jili,230,000 have been paid as compensation

Apply to the Clerks at the Railway Stations, the Local

Agents or 64, Cornhill, London. E.C.

WILLIAM J. VIAN, Secretary.

THE

IMPROVEMENT OF LANDED ESTATES,
By DRAINAGE, ENCLOSING. CLEARING,

The ERECTION of FARM BUILDINGS and COTTAGES,
WATER SUPPLY. S:c.

The Land Loan and Enfranchisement Co.

(Incorporated by Special Act of Parliament)

AOrANCES MONEY:
ist -To the OWNERS of SETTLED and OTHER

ESTATES, for the Erection of Farm Buildings and CotLiges

and for the Drainage. Irrigation, Enclosing, Clearing and

General Improvement of Landed Property in any part of the

""d.'-T^^liT'OWNERS of SETTLED ESTATES in

ENGLAND, for the Erection or Completiori of Mansions,

Stables, and Outbuildings, and for the Construction or Erection

of Reservoirs, and other Works of a permanent nature, to

supply Water for the use otthe Estate, or for any other purpose.

3d.—To LANDOWNERS generally, to enable them to

subscribe for Shares in Companies for the Construction of Rail-

ways and Navigable Canals, which will beneficially affect their

Estates. , ,. ,_ •

4lh.—To INCUMBENTS, for the Improvement of their

Glebe Lands, by Drainage, and the Erection of Farm Buildings

and Cottages.
, „ , , . ,

5th.—To COPYHOLDERS, for the Enfranchisement of

Copyhold Lands.
The amount borrowed, with the expenses, would be charged

on the Estate benefited, and repaid by a rent-charge, termi-

nating in twenty-five years.

No Investigation of the Landowner's Title is necessary.

Forms of application, and all further particulars may be

obtained of „ „
Messrs. RAWLENCE and SQUAREY, 22, Great George

Street. Westminster, S.W., and Salisbury; of Messrs.

ASHURST, MORRIS, CRISP and C(J.. 6, Old Jewry,

London, E.C. : of Messrs. GILLESPIE and PATERSON,
W.S., 81A, George Street, Edinburgh. Agents for the Company
in Scotland ; and at the Offices of the Company, as below.

T. PAIN, Managing Director.

EDWIN GARROD, Secretary.

Land Loan and Enfranchisement Company.
22, Great George Street, Westminster, S.W.

Illustrated Catalogues.

HM. POLLETT'S COLLECTION
• of over SEVEN HUNDRED BLOCKS suitable for

the above purpose. Customers can have the use of any of them

H. M. P. Publishes Small SEED CATALOGUES in two
sizes, which can be altered to suit the requirements of small

consumers. Specimens and Prices on application.

POLLETT'S Horticultural Steam Printing Works, 12 to 15,

Bridgewater Gardens, Barbican, E.C.

Works on Botany, by Dr. Lindley.

Second Edition, Revised and Enlarged, price 15?.,

FOOD and DIETETICS,
Physiologically and Therapeutically Considered. By

F. W. Paw, M.D., F.RS,. Physician to, and Lecturer on

the Practice of Medicine at Guy's Hospital.

"A standard work of reference."

—

Lajtcet. "A book of

first-rate merit.

—

Practitioner. *' Very full and exhaustive

throughout."—i>^f/a/(7r. *' The work with which every educated

man ought to make himself familiar."

—

Cliemical News.

London: J. AND A. CHURCHILL, and SIMPKIN,
MARSHALL and CO.

THE CULTIVATOR.—
A Portuguese Monthly Agricultural Journal, which

circulates in Portugal and her possessions, and id the Principal

Towns of the Brazils.

This paper offers an excellent medium for Advertisements ol

every description of industry and of every article of Consump-
tion in the countries and places above mentioned.

Advertising charges, 8d. per square inch. Translation included.

Ten per cent. Discount for six months ; 20 per cent. Discount
for twelve months, if paid in advance.

Address, the Editor of the Cultivator, St. Michael's, Azores.

Belgian.

BULLETIN d'ARBORICULTURE de
. FLORICULTURE, et de CULTURE MARAI-

CHERE. A monthly horticultural work, with superb Coloured
Plates and Illustrations. Published since iSe? by F.
El'rvenich, F. Pavnaert, E. Rodigas. and H. J. Van
HuLLE, Professors at the Horticultural School of the Belgian
Government at Ghent. Post paid 10s. per annum.

H. J. VAN HULLE, Botanical Gardens. Ghent, Belgium.

THE COTTAGER'S CALENDAR of
GARDEN OPERATIONS. By the late Sir Joseph

Paxton, M.P.
Reprinted from the Gardeners' Chronicle, with numerous

Alterations and Additions.
Price 3^^. ; post-free. -^l^d.

Post-office Orders are to be made payable to Wm. Richards,
at the King Street Office. Covent Garden. London. W.C.

Published at the Office of the Gardeners' Chronicle, 41,
Wellington Street, W.C.

DESCRIPTIVE BOTANY; or, THE Art
OF Describing Plants Correctly, in Scientific

Language, for Self Instruction and the Use of Schools. Price \s.

MEDICALandCECONOMICALBOTANY;
or. An Account of thf. Principal Plants

Emi'Loved in Medicine or Domestic CEconomv. In One
Volume, 8vo, with numerous Woodcuts, price 5^.

SCHOOL BOTANY; or, The Rudiments
of Botanical Scip-nce. In One Volume, 8vo, half bound,

with 400 Illustrations, price 5J. t,d,

THE ELEMENTS of BOTANY, Struc-
tural and Phvsiological. With a Glossary of

Technical Terms and numerous Illustrations. 91. cloth.

This completes the series of Elementary Botanical Works by
Professor Lindlev, cX •^\i\z\i School Botany and The Vegetable

Kini^dom form the other parts.

The First two Parts of The Elements 0/Botany, comprising

Structural and Physiological Botany, and a Glossary of Techni-

cal Terms, are published in one 8vo volume, price gj.

These three Parts form a complete Manual of Botany for

Medical and other Students who have made themselves

acquainted with the Author's School Botany.

N. B. The Glossary may be had separately, price 5J.

London: BRADBURY, AGNEW, and CO., Bouverie

Street, E.C.

MA Y F A I R : a Non-Society Journal
of Literature and Politics, unambitiously illustrated.

Price (>d. Has been permanently enlarged by eight columns.

Contents of this week's Number (November 19) :—

1. Our Pacific Premier.
2. Our Public Offices (Somer-

set House). Part III.—
Duty, Pay, and Promo-

3. Canada and her New
Viceroy.

4. Judicial Politics.

5. Fancies of the Fair.

Princess Alice " Verdi;t.

8. Mr. Secretary Cross and
the Wye Fishermen.

9, Fanny Kemble.
10. The Fair Behmd the Foot-

lights.

11. Shopping.
12. The Chat of the Fair.

13. Fashions in the Fair.

14. Magazine Day.

May/air, unambitiously illustrated, price 6d. Yearly suU-

scription, 28J. (payable in advance). For sale by all Metro-

politan Newsagents and at all Bookstalls, on Monday afternoon,

and throughout the country on Tuesday morning.

"Mayfair" Offices :—Beaufort Buildings, Strand, W.C.

THE SYDNEY MAIL
NEW SOUTH WALES ADVERTISER.

CONTENTS :—

INTERCOLONIAL and GENERAL NEWS.

SPORTING and the FIELD, in which is incorporated

BELL'S LIFE in SYDNEY.

RECORD of RACES, and NOTES on the TURF.

CRICKET and AQUATICS.

THE FLORA of AUSTRALIA. (Drawn and E^raved

specially for this Journal.)

NATURAL HISTORY. (Original Articles.)

AGRICULTURE, PASTORAL, HORTICULTURE

GOLD FIELDS and MINING gener-ally.

STOCK and SHARE REPORTS.

ORIGINAL and SCIENTIFIC ARTICLES.

TALES by POPULAR ENGLISH and AUSTRALIAN
AUTHORS.

THE FASHIONS. DOMESTIC ECONOMY.

INDOOR AMUSEMENTS.
THE CHESS PLAYER. THE HOME CIRCLE.

COMMERCIAL NEWS.

SHIPPING INTELLIGENCE.

The SYDNEY MAIL has a wide circulation throughout the

Australian Colonies, New Zealand, Polynesia, &c. It contains

a large amount of information on a preat variety of subjects.

Subscription in Advance, £1 per Annum.

Single Copies, ^d. ; Stamped, 5rf.

Publishing Office—Hunter Street, Sydney, New South Wales.

ENGLAND.
Tile undermentioned Newspaper and Advertising Agents are

authorised to receive ADVERTISEMENTS, which must be

paid in advance, for the SYDNEY MORNING HERALD
and SYDNEY MAIL :—

London Mr. George Street, 30, Cornhill, E.C.

Mr. F. Algar, 8, Clement's Lane, Lombard
Street, E.C.

Messrs. Gordon & Gotch, St. Bride Street,

Fleet Street. E.C.

BiRMlNOHAM .. Mr. R. S. Kirk, 90, New Street.

LtvERPOOL .... Lee & Nightingale, 15. North John Street.

Bristol James & Henry Grace, Royal Insurance

Buildings.

Edinburgh .... Robertson & Scott, 13, Hanover Street.

Glasgow W. Portcous & Co., 15, Royal Exchange
Place.

Ccpie are filed at the alme Offica

0/Advertisers.
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Crown Svo., with Coloured Illustrations, Plans of Bulb Gardens,
and Wood Engravings, 3^'. td. cloth (poslaRe 4(/.),

THE BULB GARDEN ; or, How to Cultivate
Bulbous and Tuberous-rooted Flowering Plants to Per-

fection. A manual adapted for both the Professional and
Amateur Gardener. By Samuel Wood.
"An excellent manual alike for the amateur and the pro-

fessional grower. "

—

Graphic.
CROSBY LOCKWOOD and CO., 7, Stationers* Hall

Court, E.C.

Farms, Estates, Residences.
Any one desirous of Renting a Farm or Residence, or

Purchasing an Estate, can have copies of the

MIDLAND COUNTIES HERALD
supplied free for six weeks on stating the purpose for

which the paper is required, forwarding name and address, and
six halfpenny stamps for postage, addressed " Midla7td Counties
Herald Office. Birmingham." The Midland Comities Herald
always contains large numbers of advertisements relating to

Farms. Estates, and Residences for Sale and to be Let.

KEVUE de I'HORTICULTURE BELGE
et ETRANGERE (Belgian and Foreisn Horticultural

Review).—.\mong the principal Contributors are :—A. Allard,

E. Andre', C. Baltet. T, liuclietet. F. Burvenich. F. Crupin.

Comte de Gomer, De Jonge van Ellemeet, O. de Kerchove de
Denlerghem, P. E. de Puydt, C. de Vis, J. Gillon, A. M. C.

Jongkindt Coninclt. C. Koch, J. Kickx, L. Linden. T. Moore.
C. Naudin, B. Oliver, H. Ortgies. E. Pynaert, E. Rodigas,
A. Siraux, O. Thomas. A. van Geert Son, H. J. van Hulle. J.

Van Volxem. H. J. Veitch, A. Westmaej. and P. Wolkenstein.
This illustrated Journal appears on the ist of every month,

in Parts of 24 pages, Svo, with a Coloured Plate and numerous
Engravings.
Terms of Subscription lor the United Kingdom :—One year,

loj.
,
payable in advance.

Publishing Office : r43. Rue de Bnixelles, Ghent, Belgium.
Post-office Orders to be made payable M. E. PYNAERT,

at the Chief Post-office. Ghent.

j^ ADVERTISERS are requested to note that

altlwitgh 7ue do not object to receive Letters to ie called

for, we cannot undertake to forward them.

The Situation for a
NURSERY FOREMAN, advertised in the

C.nrdt-tters Chronicle, November 9, under initials A. K.,

is NOW FILLED. — HURST and SON, 6, Leadenhall
Street, London, E.C.

ANTED, a PARTNER, to Extend the
Nursery and Seed Business. Capital required, about

;£5oo. Must have a good knowledge of the Business, and to

take an active part in it.—A. B., Sionefall Nursery, Knares-
borough, Yorkshire.

WANTED, a HEAD GARDENER ; two
kept ; married. Church goers. 25s, per week and

cottage.—State full particulars, to Box 219, Post-Olfice,

Birmingham,

WANTED, a HEAD WORKING
GARDENER, where three others are kept.-Must

understand Vines and Hothouses, and have a good personal

character. Family must be small; single man preferred. ;£6o,

with house, vegetables and firing.—Apply by letter, to

ARTHUR HODGSON, Esq., Clopton House. Stratford-on-

ANTED,aWorkingMan as GARDENER,
used to Forcing Flowers and Cucumbers for Covent

Garden Market. One whose character will bear the strictest

investigation may apply.—E. MIZEN, Market Gardener,
Streatham Common, Surrey.

ANTED, a GARDENER, married
;

must be able to Milk. C^ per week, cottage, milk,

&c.—Rev. A LATTER, North Mymms, Hatfield, Herts.

ANTED, a MAN that understands Grow-
ing Roses and Fruit Trees. Must have good references

as to ability and sobriety. — Apply, with references, to

J. HOUSE, Eastgate Nurseries, Peterborough.

WANTED, a Young MAN in the Houses
(for a permanency), where Plants are grown for Market.

Good references required.—Apply personally at The Gardens,
33A, Turner Road, Lee. near Blackheath. Kent.

Nursery Manager.

RP. KER ."^ND SONS require the services
• of an able, intelligent Business MAN, with .1 practical

knowledge of Nursery Work in all departments In and Out-
doors.—Address, with full particulars, to R. P. KER AND
SONS, Basnett Street, Liverpool.

WANTED, a practical MAN, accustomed to
the General Woik of an Outdoor Nursery. Must be

honest, sober and industrious, write a fair hand, and without a
young family. A cottage on the premises.—Mr. G. CLARKE,
Mottingham Nurseries, Mottingham. Kent.

WANTED, by a Provincial Seed Merchant,
a smart active young Man, as SHOPMAN. Vl'ell

accustomed to Retail Customers, and a knowledge of Nursery,
Fruit and Flowers, would be an advantage —Apply by letter,

stating age, salary required, &c. , to Z., Hurst & Son, 6, Leaden,
hall Street, London, E.C.

ANTED, an Industrious Couple, MAN as
Cowman, WIFE to attend Dairy, Make good Butter,

and assist in Laundry preferred. Wages, a gumea per week
with cottage. Washing paid extra.—MR. LEGG, Hamptons,
Tunbridge.

ANTED, a Young LADY in a West
End Florist's ; must be thorouihly competent,—Apply

to JAMES BROMWICH, 25. Buckingham Palace Road, S.W.

WANT PLACES.

BS. WILLIAMS begs to intimate that he
• has at present in the Nursery and upon his Register

some excellent Men, competent either to fill the situation of
HEAD GARDENER, BAILIFF, FOREMAN, or
JOURNEYMAN. Ladies and Gentlemen requiring any of the
above will please send full particulars, when the best selections

for the different capacities will be made.—HoUoway, N,

E. G. HENDERSON
SON have many excellent

GARDENERS with approved testimonials

for ability now waiting in their Nurseries for

^^.^' re-engagement.

E. G. H. & Son will be pleased to answer
any enquiries from Noblemen and Gentlemen
requiring such.—Pine-apple Nursery, Maida
Vale, London, W.

SBORN AND SONS have on their Register
a number of Men of excellent character and abilities,

and first-class experience in every branch, whom they would be
glad to recommend to Noblemen or Gentlemen requiring the
services of thoroughly practical GARDENERS. FOREMEN
and UNDER GARDENERS can also be recommended.—
The Fulham Nurseries, London, S.W.

TORN COWAN, Thi Vineyard and
f^ Nurseries. Garston. near Liverpool, wishes to recommend
a first-rate Scotch GARDENER, to any Nobleman or
Gentleman who may require such.

GARDENER (Head), where three or four
are kept —Age 28 ; thoroughly understands the

profession in all its branches. Twelve years' experience. Four
years' excellent Foreman recommendation from list situation.

—

\V. L., Lythe Hill. Haslemere, Surrey.

GARDENER (Head).—Age 36, married, no
family, A Bonus of jCs will be given to any one getting

the Advertiser a situation as above. Well up in Early and
Late Forcing, and Kitchen and Flower Garden. Good testi-

monials,—C. C, Gardeners' Chronicle Office, W.C.

GARDENER (Head), where three or more
are kept. — Age 40, married, no family ; a thorough

practical Man in all branches oi Gardening, Orchids, Ferns,
Stove Plants, Forcing, &c. Five years in last situation. Go-ad
character. — E. H , J, Alexandra Terrace, Pengc Lane, Penge.

ARDENER (Head, Working).— Middle-
aged, married, no family ; twenty-five years' experience.

id a half in present situation, fourteen previous.

—

/^__j Mynthurst, Reigate, Surrey.

GARDENER (Head, Working). —
Thoroughly understands Early and Late Grape Forcing,

Cucumbers, Melons, and the general routine of Kitchen and
Flower Gardens. Firstclass references.—R. SMITH. The
Lcasowes, Halesowen, ne.ir Birmingham.

ARDENER (Head, Working), to any
Lady or Gentleman requiring a thorough practical

Gardener.—Age 35, married ; for the last seven years Gardener to

R. Hudson. Esq.. J.P., F.R.S.. Clapham Common. Can under-
take the Management of Land and Slock if required.— W.
RAPLEY, Victoria & Paradise Nurseries, Upper Holloway, N.

ARDENER.—Has had twelve years' good
experience in Vines, Stove and Greenhouse, and Kitchen

and Flower Garden. Three years' good character from last

employer. Country preferred. — W. S., 3, Willow Terrace,
Woodland Road. Upper Norwood, S.E.

GARDENER (Second).—Age 22, single;
has had good experience in lar^e establishments. First-

;ference.—J. G., 32, Longbrook Street. Exeter.

GARDENER (Second). — Single ; has a
good general knowledge of the profession. Good

character.—W. S., 324, Coventry Road, Small Heath,
Birmingham.

GARDENER (SECOND), where four or five
are kept.—Age 24, single ; experienced in House-work

generally. Three years^ good reference.— S. HUMPHRIS,
Post-ofiice, Ightham, near Sevenoaks. Kent.

GARDENER (Under). — Age 20; no
objection to housework. Good character.—W. G. P.,

Chandler's Cottage, Wotton, Dorking, Surrey.

GARDENER (Under).—Age 20 ; fourteen
months' character from last place.—JOHN DOBSON,

Fern Hill, Gerrard's Cross, near Slough.

GARDENER (Under), in a good Garden
establishment.—Age 19 ; outside or to assist in the

houses. Two years' experience in the kitchen garden, and two
in the houses. Good character.—D. COOPER. The Gardens,
Hackwood Park, Basingstoke, Hants.

FOREMAN.—Age 25, single.—Apply for
particulars to Mr. FRISBV, The Gardens. Blankney,

Lincolnshire.

FOREMAN.—Age 24, single ; chiefly under
Glass. Thoroughly understands his duties. Seven years'

experience. Good character. Please state wages.—A. B.,

187, Park Road. Clapham. S \V.

FOREMAN, age 27.

—

James Coruett, Fore-
man to Sir G. Elliott, Bart., M.P., Aberaman House,

Aberdare, Glamorganshire, is open for re-engagement. First-

class references.—Address as above.

FOREMAN (GENERAL).—Age 27 ; the
Advertiser is seeking a re-engagement as above in a good

establishment. Good testimonials.—G. B., The Gardens,
Powis Castle, Welshpool, Montgomeryshire.

FOREMAN, in the Houses, in a Noble-
man's or Gentleman's Garden.—Age 26 ; ten years*

experience. Good character from present employer and highly
recommended by others.-W. MAYBURY, The Gardens, Eden
Hall, Penrith.

To Nurserymen and Florists.

FOREMAN, where Cut Flowers, Plants, or
Fruit are grown for Market.—Age 26 ; has had ten years'

good experience in all kinds of Hard and Soft-wooded Stuff,

well up in all kinds of Forcing. Would be willing to take a
great interest in it. Twelve months' excellent character.—E.
BENNETT. London Road. Dorking. Surrey.

To Nurserymen, Rorists, &c,

FOREMAN GROWER.—Ten years' ex-
perience in all Stove and Soft-wooded Plants. Fourteen

months in last situation.—J. H., 48, Cochrane Street, St.

John's Wood, London. N.W.

PROPAGATOR or FOREMAN.—Age 23 ;

well up in growing Soft-wooded Stuff, Stove Plants,
Ferns, experienced in Bouquet-making. State wages.—A. S.,
II, Conduit Street, Upper Clapton, E.

To Nurserymen.
PROPAGATOR, or PROPAGATOR and

FOREMAN.—Twenty-five years' thorough practical
experience ; is a most successful Propagator and Grower of
New Holland Plants, Winter-flowering Heaths, Azaleas,
Camellias, Vines, &c., and a most successful Grafter. The
advertiser seeks an eng.agement where the above are wantetl
in large quantities.-W. EASTON, The New Road, Barnet,
Herts.

PROPAGATOR and GENERAL PLANT
GROWER.—Age 35 : weU up in the trade. Please state

wages.—E.. Mansfield Cottage, 15, Princess Street,
Leamington.

TO GARDENERS.—A young Man of good
education, and been used to the Kitchen Garden, seeks

a situation in a good establishment in the Greenhouses, &c.^
A. B., Ascott, Enstone, Oxon.

MANAGER, TRAVELLER, or SHOP-
MAN (Head). —Thoroughly experienced in every

branch of the Seed Trade, includnig Clovers and Grasses. Has
a fair knowledge of Plants.-C. D., Messrs. Hurst & Sons, 6,
Leadenhall Street, E.C.

Seed Trade.
H O P M A N (Head) or otherwise. —
Age 28 : twenty years' practical experience in all branchess

sHOPMAN, in a Seedsman's or Florist's.

—

Five years' experience. Good bouquetist. Good refer-
ence.—C. HARMEK, 141. Handcroft Road. Croydon.

SHOPMAN.—Age 28 ; five years' experience.
Pushing and energetic. Highest references.—ALEPH,

Gardeners Chronicle Office. W.C.

QHOPMAN (Assistant).—Age 22 ; seven
^^ years' experience in Seed and Nursery Trade.— 16, Craven
Cottages. Masborough Road, Hammersmith, W.

HOPMAN, or COUNTER-HAND.—
Several years' experience in a leading London House,

Country preferred. Has a fair knowledge of Plants.—H. L.,
34, Red Lion Street, Holborn. London, W.C.

RE-ENGAGEMENT, in any capacity, by
young Man. age 24 ; not afraid of work and long hours.

Experienced in Book-keeping, Correspondence, and Accounts.

—

M.. McDommett, 50, Almorah Road.tDownham Road, Islington,
London, N.

KINAHAN'S LL WHISKY.
The cream of old Irish Whiskies. Pure, mild, mellow,

delicious, and most wholesome. Universally recommended by
the Medical Profession. Dr. Hassal says, " The Whisky is

soft, mellow, and pure, well matured, and of very excellent
quality."— 20, Great Titchfield Street. London, W.

E P P S ' S
GRATEFUL

{James Epps er* Co.^ Kouuropatlik Chemists.)

COMFORTING

COCOA.
ELAZENBY AND SON'S PICKLES,

• SAUCES, and CONDIMENTS.-E. LAZENBY
AND SON, sole proprietors of the celebrated recipes, and
manufacturers of the pickles, sauces, and condiments so Ionic

and favourably distinguished by the name, beg to remind the
public that every article prepared by ihem is guaranteed as
entirely unadulterated.—92, Wigmore Street, Cavendish
Square (late 6. Edward Street, Porlman Square), and i3.

Trinity Street, London, S.E.

HARVEY'S SAUCE.—CAUTION.—The
admirers of this celebrated sauce are particularly

requested to observe that each bottle prepared by E.
LAZENBY AND SON bears the label, used so many years,
signed "Elizabeth Lazenby."

Consumption ajid Asthma in all stages are instantly
RELIEVED liY

DR. LOCOCK'S PULMONIC WAFERS,
which taste pleasantly, and effect a rapid cure. In

Bronchitis, Coughs, Colds, Whooping Cough, Phlegm, and all

Disorders ot the Breath, Throat and Lungs, " they act like a
charm." Price \s. i%d., is. gd., 45. 6d., and ii.r. per Box,

DINNEFORD'S MAGNESIA.
The Medical Profession for over Forty Years have approved ol

this pure solution as the Best Remedy for

ACIDITY OF THE STOMACH, HEARTBURN,
HEADACHE, GOUT, AND INDIGESTION,

and as the safest Aperient for Delicate Constitutions, Ladies,

Children, and Infants.

DINNEFORD'S MAGNESIA.
HOLLOWAY'S PILLS.—Cure for Indiges-

tion.—Indigestion, with torpidity of the Liver, is the
curse of thousands, who spend each day with accumulated
sufferings, all of which may be avoided by taking Hoiloway's
Pills according to their accompanying directions. They
strengthen and invigorate every organ subservient to digestion.

Their action is purifying, healing, and strengthening. They may
be safely taken without interfering with ordinary pursuits, or

requiring much restriction in diet. They quickly remove Noise
and Giddiness in the Head, and dispel Low Spirits and Nervous
Fears. These Balsamic Pills work thecure without debilitating

or exhausting the system ; on the contrary, they conserve and
support the vital principle by substituting pture for impure blood.
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AFTER 12 YEARS' TRIAL
Messrs. Wood & Ingram, of The Nurseries, Huntingdon, give their opinion of the

UPRIGHT TUBULAR BOILER AS ANNEXED:-
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/v^// parlicnlars and Ilhistratcd Sluct post-free on application.

J. WEEKS & CO., HORTICULTURAL BUILDERS and HOT-WATER APPARATUS MANUFACTURERS.
KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

Editorial Comrm jlications should be addressed to " The Editor ;" Advertisements and Business Letters to " The Publisher " at the Ofti
Printed by William Richards, at the Oiihce of Messrs. Bradburv, Agnew, & Co,, Lombard Street, Precinct of VVhitefri'ars. City of Lond
\VlLLlAM Richards, at the Office, 41, Wellington Street. Parish of St, Paul's, Caveat Garden, in the said County.—Saturday, November 23. „,„.

Agents for Scotland—Messrs. J, MsNZiES & Co.VEdTnburgh and Glasgow,

41, Wellington Street. Covent Garden. London, W,C.
the County of Middlesex, and Published by Ihl

Agent for Manchester—John Hbywqod.
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TURAL SOCIETIES.— The Editors will bj greatly

obliged/or early inforinatioji rcspecUng the dates selected for

kolding Horticultural Exhibitiotts in 1S79.

M Plants tor Winter Bedding.
AURICE YOUNG, Milford Nurseries,

Godalming, Surrey. See also p. 683.

To the Trade.—Seed Potatos.
CAREFULLY SELECTED and FREE FROM DISEASE.

CHARLES SHARPE and CO.
will have much pleasure in forwarding their

SPECIAL PRICED CATALOGUE of SEED POTATOS,
Grown by themselves this season.

CHARLES SHARPE and CO., having at much trouble
and expense procured the choicest stocks of all the finest English
and American varieties, can confidently recommend what they
offer. Seed Warehouse, Slcaford.

TODEAS.- Healthy young plants of T.
superba and T. hymenophylloides (pellucida), free and

safe by post. 2S. t>d. each for prepayment. Trade price (low)
per 100. or lesser quantities, on application.

ROBERT SIM, Sldcup Hill Nursery. Fool's Cray, Kent.

THE DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE
of FRUIT TREES is now ready, and will be forwarded,

free by post, on receipt of three penny stamps.
CATALOGUES of ROSES and ORCHARD-HOUSE

TREES post-free on application.

THOMAS RIVERS AND SON, Sawbridgeworth, Herts.

HOME GROWN LILIUM AURATUM.
— Lovers of Liliiims should plant at once really home-

grown Bulbs. „ i„p„„^^ g^ibs d„ die,"

CHARLES NOBLE has just harvested this year's crop, and
will give prices on application.

Hagshot. —October 12.

Healthy Hants In Pots of

LILIUM AURATUM, the Golden-Rayed
Japanese Lily, per dozen. rSy, 245., and 30J,

BARR AND SUGDEN, 12, King Street. Covent Garden, W.C.

cHRISTMAS ROSES.— Helleborus niger,
ng blooming plants. Sample and price on application
THOS. Kl I'LEV, Oldfield Nursery. Bath.

Ornamental Trees and Shrubs, Fruit Trees, Roses, &c.

THE LAWSON SEED and NURSERY
COMPANY (Limited). Edinburgh, respectfully request

the attention of intending planters to their most extensive and
superior stock of the above.

CATALOGUES on application.

s
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SALES BY AUCTION.

Important to the Trade and Others.

Ss.ooo CROCUS, comprising 50,000 yellow, 20,000 mixed, and
several while, blue, and striped varieties ; 11,000 TULIPS ;

i6oo choice named and mixed HYACINTHS: 4000
single SNOWDROPS; 14.000 NARCISSUS: 2000
GLADIOLUS HKENCHLEYENSIS; 350 LILIUM
LANCIFOLIUM ALBUM, pure white, and other BULBS
from Holland.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
will SELL the above by AUCTION, at The Mart,

oppo.site the Hank of England, City, E.G., on MONDAY
NEXT, at half-past 11 o'Clock precisely.

P. & M. will buy for those who cannot attend.

Catalogues at 98, Gracechurch Street, E.C.

City Auction Rooms, 38 & 39, Gracechurcli Street, E.C.

IMPORTANT SALE of about 300 Choice Double CAMEL-
LIAS .and AZALEA INDICA, compact plants, ij^ to

3 feet, beautifully studded with bloom-buds : a superb
assortment of 500 handsome Standard and Dwarf ROSES,
selected haidyCONlFER/E, SHRUBS and AMERICAN
PLANTS : fine FRUIT TREES, together with some
GREENHOUSE PLANTS in flower, sound DUTCH
BULBS, fie.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
will SELL by AUCTION, at the Rooms, as above,

on TUESDAY, December 3, at 12 oClock precisely.

On view the morning of Sale. Catalogues had at the Rooms,
and of the Auctioneers, 98, Gracechurch Street, E.C, and
Leytonstone, E.

Lewlsham, S.E.

Ten Minutes' walk from the Station,

FINAL CLEARANCE SALE, the Land being immediately
required for Building Purposes.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
are instructed by Mr. B. Mailer to SELL by AUC-

TION, on the Premises, The Eastdown Park Nursery, Lewi<-
ham, on TUESDAY, December 3. at ir for la o'clock
precisely, the whole of the thriving NURSERY STOCK, in

. fine condition for removal, having been transplanted within two
years, consisting of a fine assortment of choice Border Shrubs,
including 300 Cedrus Deodara, 3 to 4 feet ; 1000 Green Bdx,
and other Evergreens ; 1800 Golden and Green Euonymus :

Sooo Ornamental Trees : 700 trained Fruit Trees : 2500 strong
Ivies: 700 Virginian Creepers: 500 Standard Roses, &c.

Now on view. Catalogues on the Premises, at the Seedshop,
The Pavement, Lewisham, and of the Auctioneers.

Tottenham,
Adjoining the White Hart Lane Station.

PEREMPTORY CLEARANCE SALE without Reserve.—
Under Notice to Quit from the Great Eastern Railway.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
will SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises. The

Brunswick Nursery. Tottenham, on THURSDAY, December
5, at 12 o'clock precisely, by order of Mr. John Mailer, the
whole of the well-grown NURSERY STOCK, including
Aucuba Stools and Layers, and thousands of young Plants fit

for potting, 2003 strong Limes, 1000 Planes, 1000 Euonymus
ovatus aureus, large quantities of Evergreens, 2000 Lygustrum
ovalifolium. Ivies, 2000 Standard Roses. Tea and H.P. ditto,

2000 Dwarf-trained and Pyramidal Fruit Trees, together with
the remaining Stove and Greenhouse Plants, comprising
Poinsettias, Bouvardias. Genistas, Tree Carnations, Euphorbias,
Camellias, &c. Also FOUR BOILERS, useful GREY MARE
and HARNESS.
Now on 1

Auctioneers.
the Premises, and of the

Tooting, S.'W.

Re Wm. Rollisson & Sons in Liquidation.

FINAL CLEARANCE SALE of OUTDOOR STOCK.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE AND MORRIS
are instructed by the Trustee to SELL by

AUCTION, without reserve, on the Premises, the Nursery,
Tooting, S.W., on FRIDAY, December 6. at I2 o'Clock punc-
tually, the whole of the remaining outdoor NURSERY
STOCK, comprising a large quantity of Border Shrubs, choice
Rhododendrons, including many best named kinds. Ornamental
Trees, trained Fruit Trees, Ivies in pots, &c. Now on view.

Catalogues had on the Premises; of G. WHIFFIN, Esq.,
the Trustee, S, Old Jewry, E.C. ; and of the Auctioneers, 98,
Gracechurch Street, E.G., aud Leytonstone, E.

Finchley, N.

Close to the Station.

IMPORTANT SALE of beautifully-grown NURSERY
STOCK, the whole in excellent condition for removal,
consisting of many thousands of Ornamental Trees,
including 1000 very fine Limes, 2000 Poplars of sorts, 5000
Scarlet Thorns, Evergreen and Coniferie Shrubs. 2000
Green Hollies, 4 to s feet : selected dwarf trained and
standard Fruit Trees, standard and dwarf Roses, and other
Stock.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE AND MORRIS
will SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises, the

Finchley Nursery, Long Lane, Finchley, on SATURDAY,
December 7, at 12 o'Clock precisely, by order of Messrs. Cutbush
& Son.

May be viewed. Catalogues on the Premises, the Highgate
Nurseries ; and of the Auctioneers, 98, Gracechurch Street,

E.G., and Leytonstone, E.

Tooting, S.W.
Re-^m.. Rollisson & Sons, in liquidation.—Preliminary Notice.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE AND MORRIS
are favoured with instructions from the Trustee to

prepare for unreserved SALE by AUCTION the whole of the
Stock, comprising the most extensive and unique collection of
ORCHIDS, STOVE and GREENHOUSE PLANTS ever
submitted to public competition.

Further particulars will appear in future announcements.

Re Wm. Rollisson & Sons, in liquidation.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
beg to announce that prior to selling the Stock they

will offer by AUCTION the GOODWILL of the BUSINESS,
thus giving to intending purchasers the advantageous oppor-
tunity of securing the concern and of buying at auction prices
such stock as may be required for carrying on the same.

Further announcements will shortly appear.

To Seedsmen and Others.
IMPORTANT SALE of 44 Bales of Naples ONION SEED,

comprising altogether about 2 Tons, and consisting of the

following varieties ;— Rocca. Late White, Red Giant,

Early White, Marzajola. and Queen.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE AND MORRIS
have received instructions from M. G. V. de Luca

(late of 41, Wigmore Street, W.), in consequence of his relin-

quishing this branch of his business, to SELL by AUCTION,
at the Mart. Tokenhouse Yard, near the Bank of England,
E.C, on MONDAY, December 16, at 2 o'clock (unless

previously disposed of by private treaty).

An order to view the Seed, together with samples, may be
obtained on application to the Auctioneers and Valuers,

98, Gracechurch Street, E. C.

Lillum auratum.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 38. King Street,

Covent G.atden, W.C, on MONDAY, December 2, at half-

past 12 o'clock precisely, woo splendid bulbs of LILIUM
AURATUM, just arrived from Japan in fine condition: a

consignment of BULBS from Holland, SPIR/EAS from Ghent,
3C00 fine roots of TIGRIDIA GRANDI FLORA imported
direct from New Jersey, 100 LILIUM TIGRINUM FLORE
PLENO, Tuberous-rooted BEGONIAS and GLOXINIAS
ftom the Continent, AMARYLLIS, &c.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

A Consignment of Plants from Holland, Ghent,
JERSEY and FRANCE : also BULBS from HOLLAND,

ROSES from HERTS, Sc.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 38, King Street,

Covent Garden, W.C, on WEDNESDAY, December 4, at

half-past 12 o'clock precisely, choice named RHODODEN-
DRONS, CAMELLIAS and AZALEAS, well set with flower-

buds, DRACHMAS. PHORMIUMS. PALMS, and decorative

Plants, from a well-known nursery at Ghent : first-class Dwarf
Roses from France, Standard and Climbing Roses from Herts,

Carnations and Picotees from Jersey, Fruit Trees, Hollies and
Variegated Maples from Boskoop, and a consignment of

Hyacinths, Tulips, Crocuses, Narcissus. Iris, Anemone,
Ranunculi, Gladioli, and Liliums, Spirajas, Lily of the Valley,

&c., just received from well-kgown Farms in Holland. Lotted
to suit private buyers and the trade.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

New Seedling Camellias, LUiirm Melpomene, New
CEREUS, NEW CONIFERS, &c.

MR. J. C. STEVENS has received instruc-
tions from Messrs. Hovey S: Co., of Boston. Massa-

chusetts, to SELL by AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 3S,

King Street, Covent Carden, W.C, early in December, three

o( their magnificent seedling CAMELLIAS, viz.. Mrs. Anne
Marie HoVey, C M. Hovey, and C. H. Hovey, the two latter

of which have never been sold : also a limited quantity of

LILIUM MELPOMENE, by far the darkest and finest of the

Japan Lilies ; CEREUS, C. M. Hovey, entirely new, distinct

and superb: AZALEA, Little Beauty; and CHAM/ECY-
PARIS HOVEYI, a hybrid as beautiful as the Relinosporas.

Day of Sale will shortly be announced, and Catalogues ready
a few days before.

Tile Cedars, Norwood Green, Middlesex,
Between Hounsluw and Southall.

To NOBLEMEN, GENTLEMEN, COLLECTORS of
RARE and CHOICE PLANTS. PROPRIETORS of

EXOTIC and OTHER NURSERIES, &c.

MR. WOODS will SELL by AUCTION,
as above, by order of the Proprietor (who is removing),

on WEDNESDAY, December 4, and following day, at

12 o'clock precisely, and entirely without reserve, a small
quantity of SURPLUS FURNITURE, and the whole of the

OUTDOOR EFFECTS, ihree capital Cows and Calf, Poultry,

Headed Phaeton, Harness,&c .doubleGardenFramesand Light?,

iron Hurdles, iron ornamental PedestalsandVases, Garden Scats,

Ladders. Implements, Rick of Hay, seven fine healthy standard
Rhcdodendrons, five large American Aloes, fifty splendid large

Camellias, twenty Azaleas, Cyclamen, Primulas, and about
30.000 fine Greenhouse Specimen and Bedding-out Plants,

Ferns, Palms, Heaths, and a magnificent Collection of Chrysan-
themums (all new names).
May be viewed day preceding and morning of Sale, and

Catalogues had ol the Auctioneer, Hounslow.

FOR SALE, as a going concern, a MARKET
GARDENER'S BUSINESS, comprising six large

Greenhouses, Pits, Sheds, Stabling, S:c., and large Dwelling-
house standing in over 2 acres of ground. Close to two
railway stations ; 9 miles from London. Or would be LET.

Address. A. H.. 18. Cawley Road, South Hackney, E.

TO BE LET or SOLD, an Old Established
NURSERY and SEED BUSINESS in the Midland

Counties. Can be had on favourable terms, and for a young
man with moderate capital a really first-class opportunity. By
letter to R. M. JACK, 60, Strand. W.C.

To Nurserymen and Gardeners.

TO BE LET, The WELLINGTON
NURSERY, close to Wellington College Station, South

Eastern Railway. Apply to

MR. BISHOP, Wellington College Station, Berks.

Notice.

OUR NOVELTY LIST is this day
published and posted to all our Customers. Should

any one not have received a copy we request that they will

kindly let us know, when another shall be forwarded.

HURST AND SON, 6. Leadenhall Street. E.C.

QEAKALE for FORCING.—Selected large
kj? roots, none to excel for size in growth. 905. per 1000,

and 2j. packing: loj. per 100. and is. packing. Prepaid
orders. Cheques crossed London and County. P. O. O. payable
High Street, Battersea, S.W., addressed

ALFRED ATVVOOD, Market Gardener, 8, Palk Road,
Battersea. S.W.

Bulbsofallkinds,Orcliids,&c.—New Catalogue (No.40).

rpHE NEW PLANT and BULB
JL COMPANY, Lion Walk, Colchesler.-It is with great
satisfaction that we call especial attention to our New
CATALOGUE, just published, containing, as it does, some
magnificent New Bulbous Plants. Also, a very select List of
Orchids, and the splendid consignment recently brought from
the higher mountain ranges ofColombia. Post-free on application.

Tbree of tbe Most Beautiful Lilies.

pHARLES NOBLE will send by post, on
yj receipt of 5s. in stamps, three dozen Seeds ol LILIUM
GIGANTEUM AURATUM and CZOVI-TSIANUM, with
directions to raise your own Lilies instead of importing.

liae^hnt.

For Forcing, Superb Roots.

A SPARAGUS, 4, 3, 2, and i-yr., Ihinly-

WHITE CAMELLIA and GARDENIA
BLOOMS, 4i. to 61. per dozen. MAIDENHAIR

FERN, 6i. to 9J. per dozen bunches, to the Trade. Cash with
order. C. WILSON . Nurseryman. Kendal.

PINE PLANTS.—For Sale, forty strong
healthy and clean Fruiting and Succession.

ROBERT FEATHERSrONE, St. Ann's Gardens, Burley,
Leeds.

pHRISTMAS TREES, fine, from 6 to 12
V^ feet; and bushy do.. 2 to 4j^ feet.

Strong QUICK, Standard and Dwarf ROSES, and a variety
of other strong Stock.

WILLIAM GROVE . Nurseryman, Hereford.

LMATHIEU, Berlin, W. Kurfurstenst, 114,
• begs to offer LILY OF THE VALLEY (Convallatia

majalis), strong, for forcing, £,\ los. per looo. Terms cash.

German Seeds.

ARIEMSCHNEIDER'S Wholesale LIST
• of Vegetable, Flower, and Grass Seeds is now ready,

post-free, on application.—A. RIEMSCHNEIDER, Seedsman,
Urandenburg-on- Havel, Germany.

K"
"aSPBERRY CANES (Fastolf), 30,000

strong plants, 35J. per 1000. Free on rail for cash with

j. G. MITCHINSON, 9, Chapel Street, Penzance.

Lily of the Valley.

WM. CUTBUSH AND SON can supply the
tiue Berlin Lily of the Valley, which is vastly superior for

Early Forcing to ihe ordinary German or Dutch varieties. Sing'e
crowns lor. per 100

;
90J. per 1000. Trade price on application.

Highgate Nurseries. London. N.

qiO THE TRADE.
-L CHRISTMAS ROSES ), , , .

LILY OF THt; VALLEY^'""^,";* -""''•

SFIR.EA J.\PONIC\ )
at low prices.

GLADIOLUS BRENCHLEYENSIS, GANDAVENSIS,
FLORIBUNDUS, named French and mLxed.

SANDER AND CO., Seed Growers, St. Albans.

TWELVE CAMELLIAS, full of buds, 21s.,

beautiful plants, i to iK foot high, all finest soits in

5-inch pots. Also AZ.\LEAS, finest sorts, full of buds, same
price. Extra sizes of both, remarkably fine, 30S-, 4ZJ., and Cos.

per dozen. P.Tckages gratis for cash with order.

JOHN H. LEY, Rnyal Nursery, Croydon.

HE FOLLOWING to be Sold cheap, at
Colonel WOOLSEV'S, The Warren, Shooter's Hill:

-2 WELLINGTONIAS, 3 DEODARAS. and i ARAU-
CARIA, from 15 to 20 feet : 2 HOLLIES, 2 AircUB-A.
JAPONICA. I ABIES DOUGLASII, i THUJOPSIS
BOREALIS, and i BAY, from 4 to 12 feet.

Still some Good Clumps of

SPIRzEA JAPONICA, for Forcing, at £s per
1000 (including packing), free at the Steamboat at Ghent

only for cash accompanied with the order.

PETER DE COCK and CO., The White Flower Nursery,
Meirelbeke, near Ghent, Belgium.

E L A R GONIUM VOLUNTE
NATIONAL. —The most beautiful large-flowered

Geranium ever introduced. Good Plants, 3J. 6d. each ; free by
post, 3J. gd.

FREDERICK PERKINS, Nurseryman, Regent Street,
Leamington.

THE PRESTON N U R S E R Y and
PLEASURE GARDENS COMPANY (Limited),

Farington Hall Nurseries, Ribbleton, Preston.—We beg to

oflTer the following cheap and healthy Plants :

—

CROTONS in variety. I DRACBNAS in variety.

PALMS in variety. | FERNS in variety.

STOVE and GREENHOUSE in variety.

Prices on application to the Manager. WM, TROUGHTON.

WELVE NEW GLOXInTaS for 21s.,
including the grand new novelties shown at Paris Exhi-

bition, small growing Bulbs in 2-inch pots, or dry, free by post

;

also large-flowering bulbs of fine AMARYLLIS, imported from
Peru, 42s. per dozen.

JOHN H. LEY, Royal Nursery, Croydon.

STANDARD ROSE S.—Clean, straight
stems, with good heads and well rooted, of leading varie-

ties only. List of sorts and price on application to

FREDERICK PERKINS, Nurseryman, Regent Street,

POPLARS for SCREENS, &c.—Lombardy,
Canadian, and large-leaved- all sizes, from 3 to ra feet.

Many thousands. Low prices on application.

RODGER McClelland .^ND CO . 64, Hill Street. Newry.

LAURELS, Old and New, the latter very fine,

superior foliage, superior habits, superior constitution,

distinct shades of green, the largest and best grown stock in the

kingdom. Send for specimen leaves and priced Catalogue.
RODGER McClelland and CO., 64, Hill Street, Newry.

To tie Trade.
NEW POTATO. • PRIDE of ONTARIO."

Hand F. SHARPE are now sending out
• the above most prolific and handsome shaped new

Potato. Full description and price may be had on application.

Seed Growing Establishment, Wisbech.

aUTTON'S MAGNUM BONUM POTATO
k3 —Seed direct from the Raiser. True and good sample.

£c) per ton, or 14s. 6d. per sack (of i63 lb.), sacks inclusive,

delivered on Rail at this Station. Terms cash with order (or

satisfactory reference). Cheques crossed " Wills and Dorset,"

Post-oflice Orders payable to

H. T. BATH, Nurseryman and Seedsman, L>TningtOQ, Hants,
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WILLIAM WALKER has a quantity of
DEODARS to dispose of, 3 to 5 feet : likewise POR-

TUGAL LAURELS, 2^ to 3S< feet. Prices on application.
Also some thousands of GREEN TREE BOX, 3 to 4^ feet,

at ms. per too.

Packington Nursery, i mile from Ashby-de-la-Zouch Station.

To the Trade.

HAND F. SHARPE beg to announce that
• their Special LIST of GARDEN and AGRI-

CULTURAL SEEDS is Now Ready, and may be obtained on
application.

Seed Growing Establishment, Wisbech.

TANDARD THORNS, Paul's Crimson,
Double Pink, and Single Scarlet, very strone : Weymouth.

PINE, from 5 to 10 feet ; CRYPTOMERIA ELEGANS. 4 to

5 feet ; Black Italian POPLAR. 10 to 15 feet, to be Sold cheap,
to clear the groui-d. Price and sample of any of the above on
application.

RICHARD MASON, Windlesham Nursery, Bagshot, Surrey.

Pelargoniiuns.

PELARGONIUMS.— Special Offer to the
Trade of Show, French, and Fancy Varieties. Strong

healthy plants, established in single pots, 35.?. per 100, packing
included for cash.

JAMES HOLDER and SON, Crown Nurseries. Reading.

c HOICE EARLY FLOWERS.
Sweet-scented RHODODENDRONS, flowers ol

ful form, pure white, and deliciousiy fragrant.
The Hardy Sweet AZALEA DAVIESII. and DAPHNE

INDICA RUBRA, healthy plants, to flower about
Christmas.

Descriptive Priced LIST of the above and other Novelties,
also Abridged List of General Nursery Stock, on application.

ISAAC DAVIES, Nurseryman, Ormskirk, Lancashire.

I A N S I E S and PRIMROSES,
PANSIES, best varieties, named, including Prince of Wales,

Duchess of Edinburgh, Countess of Dudley, Sportsman, Black
Gem, 4J. per dozen, 305. per too, by post 6rf. per dozen extra.
PRIMROSES, double and single, twelve varieties, 71. per

dozen, free by post 6./. extra.

Trade LIST on application,
FREDERICK PERKINS, Regent Street, Leamington.

M. KNIGHT, of the Floral Nurseries,
Hailsham. Sussex, offers from his large Stocks of

Standard and Dwarf ROSES, FRUIT TREES of all sizes,

Scarlet .ami other RHODODENDRONS well set with buds,
CO.'^IFER.i; and EVERGREENS, .and DECIDUOUS
TREES for Avenues, by the dozen, 100 or 1000, at very low
prices for well-j ;tuir.

TO THE TRADE,
MANETTI STOCKS, sii. per 1000.
MUSSEL STOCKS, 451. per 1005.
CRAB .STOCKS, 35s. per 1000.

Samples of the above nny be had on application to
JOHN STANDISH and CO., Royal Nurseries, Ascot.FOR FORCING,

SPIR/EA JAPONICA, soi. per too.

„ _ PALMATA. 2SI. per 100.

By 100 or 1000. An immense stock, finely ripened. Smallei
fialmatas, for planting, loj. 6(/., 151 , and 2aj. per 100. Extra
arge clumps at moderate prices.

CHARLES NOBLE, Bagshot.

In Liquidation.

WILLIAM ROLLISSON and SONS,
The Nurseries, Tooling, London.

VINES—VINES-VINES.
Having a very large stock of stout well-grown Vines for

Sale, principally Black Hamburghs. these are offered at very
moderate prices, viz., Fruiting Canes, s^. to loj. 6</. ; Planting,
-is. 6(/. to 51.

To the Trade.

DWARF H.P. ROSES, zos. per loo, /12
per 1000, best sorts, package included.

H. BENNETT. Manor Farm Nursery, Stapleford, Salisbury.

lANT LILY of the VALLEY.—Extra
strong blooming roots, 2S. per dozen, izj. 6(^. per loo,

package free.

E. COOLING. Mile Ash Nurseries, Derby.

Fit for Immediate Worlmig.

EOSA MANETTI and R. MULTIFLORA
DE LA GRIFFERAIE, 25J per 1000, i;io per 10 000.

A. M. C. JONGKINDT CONINCK, Tottenham Nurseries,
Dedemsvaart, near Zwolle, Netherlands.

MULBERRIES, in large or small quanti-
lies, in good condition for transplanting.

PONSFORD AND SON, Loughborough Park Nurseries,
Brixton, Surrey.

SPARAGUS (Gravesend Giant), for forcing,
65. per 100.

RHUBARB. Victoria and Albert, 161. per 100.

Cash and packing included.
T. EVES. Gravesend Nurseries.-(Established 1810.)

Planting Season.
To NOBLEMEN, GENTLEMEN and the TRADE.

THE ROYAL MERRIOTT NURSERIES
are well stocked with immense quantities of ALDER,

BEECH, BIRCH, Horse CHESTNUT. ELM, Silver. Scotch,
and Spruce FIR. HAZEL, HORNBEAM, LIMES, OAKS,
POPLARS, YEWS, &c., of all sizes. Special low prices will

be forwarded on application to

J. GEORGE HILL (successor to John Scott), The Royal
, Me

Cabbage and Lettuce Plants.

HJ. HARDY, Stour Valley Seed Grounds,
• Bures, Suffolk, begs to offer a quantity of strong,

healthy, autumn-sown plants ;
—

ENFIELD MARKET and CARTER'S HEARTWELL,

RED DUTCH, s'r. per 1000,

LETTUCE.— Brown Cos, Siberian, and Champion. 5^. per

Package and carriage free for 5000 upwards (or plants equi-
valent), to any Railway Station in England.

Reference required from unknown Corrcspondants.

pONIFERS, GREEN HOLLIES, and
Vy TREES.—Cedrus Deodara. 3 feet. 2i. 6rf. ; C. Libani,
3 feet, 25. 6r/. : Thujopsis borealis, 5 feet, 2J. dd. ; Thuja
gigantea, 4 feet, 2j. 6rf. : Cupressus Lawsoniana viridis, 4 feet

21. (id.\ Swedish Juniper. 4 feet. is. 6./., 6 feet, 2J. td.
Golden Retino^pora. 2 feet, 2s. 6d. ; Ericoides, 2 feet, is.

Gold and Silver Hollies, 2 feet, 2s. ; Picea nobilis, ^ feet, 31.

Pinsapo, 3 feet, 2s. 6d. ; Nordmanniana, 3 feet, 2S. 6d., 4 feet,

4r., 5 feet, 5s. ; Limes, 15 feet, 2S. 6d. ; Birch, 15 feet, is.

Chestnuts in variety, is. each ; Scarlet Oak. 15 feet, is.

Araucarias, 4 feet, 20s. ; 5 feet, jos. ; Rhododendrons, scarlet

rose, white, 2 feet, 2s. 6d. ; Green Hollies 1 to 1% foot, 25s.

E. WALKER, Famborough, Hants.

Cheap Kentish Fruit Trees, etc.

On Ground that must be Cleared this Season.SPECIAL OFFER.
15,000 APPLES and PEARS, Standards and Pyra-

mids, from 6or. per 100.

20,000 PLUMS, Standards and Pyramids, from soj. per 100.

S,ooo CHERRIES, tall Standards, jw. per 100; Maiden
Morellos, 50J. per 100 ; trained, from i8j. per dozen.

LIMES and SYCAMORES, 10 to 12 feet, from 75s. per ico.

To the Trade —Immense quantities of extra fine

QEEDLINGS and TRANSPLANTEDO PLANTS—Quicks. Scotch Firs, Alders, Fruit Trees,
Shrubs, &c. For Descriptive CATALOGUE, apply to

LEVAVASSEUR and SON, Nurserymen, Ussy, Calvados,
Me:

t Tow rStr,

Fruit Trees.

SCOTT'S ORCHARDIST, the most useful
work on Fruit Trees in the English language, free

for 3J. td.

The Merriott Nurseries contain all the best varieties of
APPLES, PEARS, PLUMS, CHERRIES, CURRANTS,
GOOSEBERRIES, APRICOTS, PEACHES, NECTAR-
INES, NUTS, FILBERTS. WALNUTS, &c. Trees of all

sizes and shapes. Priced LIST free on application to.

J. GEORIjE HILL, (successor to John Scott), The Royal
Me: , Somerset.

'TIO THE TRADE.
MANETXr STOCKS, strong, clean grown, and weU-rooted,

25^. per 1000.

LIMES. 10 to 12 feet, magnificent trees, 8 to 9 inches round
a foot from the c;round. 25^, per dozen.

ELMS. English, 7 to 8 feet. 20s. per 100 ; 10 feet, 561. per 100 ;

12 feet, extra stout. 12s. per dozen.
HORSE CHESTNUT, 9 to 10 feet, extra strong and straight,

gs per doien.
OAK. English, 10 to 11 feet, fine trees, 30s per 100.

CHERRIES. Morello, extra fine, dwarf-tramed, 20s. per doz.
H. BLANDFORD, The Dorset Nurseries. Blandford.

LEE'S NEW VIOLET ODORATISSIMA.
—Habit dwarf and compact, quite distinct from any

other variety ; colour, purplish azure, changing to pale azure
when fully developed : form, fine ; scent, exquisite. As the
opmions of the Press, &c , were given last spring, they will not
be repeated here. Plants at any time when the weather is

favourable, at the following rates :

—

i$s. per dozen, 8s. 6d. per
half-dozen, 5^. per quarter-dozen. The Trade supplied when
one dozen or more are taken on the usual terms.—GEORGE
LEE, F.R.H.S.. Market Gardener. Clevedon. Somerset.

To Gentlemen, Builders, and the Trade.

r>OBERT AND GEORGE NEAL,
t Wandsworth Common and Garrett Lane Nurseries,

beg respectfully to call .ittention to their large and varied Stock
of HARDY. ORNAMENTAL, FOREST. FRUIT TREES
and SHRUBS, which are grown at their Nurseries, especially
those Trees, &c., which are most suitable for growing in or near
large towns. An early inspection invited. All goods delivered
free on rail in London, or at own residence, within five miles
of the Nurseries.

CATALOGUES free by post on application.

A Few Thousands of

CAMELLIAS and AZALEA INDICA, fine
plants with buds, at low prices (on application).

COCOS WEDDELLIANA in single pots, 12 inches high, 30J.

ARECA BAUERI, 12 inches high, 30J. per dozen.
Apply at once to

JEAN NUYTENS VERSCHAFFELT, The Nurseries,
Lede . Ghei

Plants for Winter Flowering and Decoration.

MESSRS. JOHN STANDISH AND CO.
have a fine Stock of these for disposal, consisting of the
following :

—

[per dozen.
AZALEA INDICA, fine plants, and well budded, 24J. to 421.
BOUVARDIA, in variety, iSi. to 24J. per dozen.
CARNATION. Miss JoUiffe, La Belle, and others, 24J. per doz.
EPACRIS. in variety, 24J. to 30s. per dozen. [per dozen.
ERICA HYEMALIS, fine plants, full of bloom-bud, 151.10301.
LILY OF THE VALLEY, single crowns, is. per 100.

PELARGONIUMS, iSs. to 24J. per dozen.
PINK, Lady Blanche, or. per dozen.
POINSETTIA PULCHERRIMA, lis. per dozen.
ROSES, in pots, great variety, 345. to 42J. per dozen.
SOLANUMS, well berried, 13J. per dozen.
PALMS and DRACiENAS, 241. to 42s. per dozen.
ADIANTUM CUNEATUM, and many other FERNS. 30J.

per dozen ; besides a large general stock of STOVE
and GREENHOUSE PLANTS.

CATALOGUES of which may be had on application.
Royal Nurseries. Ascot. Berks.

QUEEN OF LILIES, LILIUM AURATUM.
—Impoited Bulbs are now arriving, and orders are

solicited. This lovely Lily is quite hardy, and should be gene-
rally grown. Before ordering send for Lily List, where all parti-

Prices, size No. 1, (xi. ; No. 2. 15. ; No. 3, is. 6d. ; No. 4. 2s. each.
ORCHIDS.-Special offer of the following fine Orchids,

for £^ 5s. :— 1 plant Phalaenopsis Schilleriana, 2 plants Dendro-
bium formosum giganteum, i plant Phalsnopsis grandiflora

aurea, 4 plants Dendrobium cretaceum, 1 plant Saccolabium
guttatum, I plant Dendrobium barbatulum, 3 plants Calanthe
rubra and luteo occulaia, i plant Dendrobium Pierrardi, i pot
Lim.itodes rosea.

All orders to be accompanied by a remittance. Lily and
Orchid LIST sent on application to
WILLIAM GORDON, 10, Cullum Street, London, E.G.,

Lily Bulb and Plant Importer.

PROTHEROE AND MORRIS, HORTi-
CULTURAL, Market Garden and Estate Auctioneers

and Valuers, 9S, Gracechurch Street, City, E.C. , and at Leyton-
stone, E. Monthly Horticultural Register had on application.

M. MAULE AND SONS, The Nurseries,
Bristol, beg to call the attention of Planters to a few

large extra-sized EVERGREEN TREES they have in their

nurseries to offer, so desirable for planting new grounds or form-
ing screens or blinds so as to produce an immediate effect :

—

CEDRUS DEODARA, 8 to lo and to to 12 feet, loi. 6d. each.
ABIES DOUGLASII. 10 to 15 feet, 3^. 6d. each.
PICEA PINSAPO, very bushy, 8 to 10 feet, 7s. 6d. each.
SPRUCE, Norway, 6 to 8 ft., is. 6d. ; 8 to to ft., 2s. 6d. ; 10 to
FIR. Silver. 8 to 10 feet, 2S. 6d. each. [12 ft., 31. 6d. ea.
JUNIPERUS SINENSIS, 6 to 8 feet, 31. Cd each.
THUJOPSIS BOREALIS, 6 to 8 feet, 31. 6d. each. [each.
WELLINGTONIAGIGANTEA,4t0 5ft.,5i.;6to8ft.,7J.6</.
ARBOR-VIT^. Chinese,6t0 7ft.,2j.6a'.; 8 to loft., 31. 6rf. ea.
CUPRESSUS Lawsoniana. 6 to 8 ft. , 2s 6d. ; 8 to to ft., v.6d. ea.
THUJA GIGANTEA, or CRAIGEANA. s to 10 ft., 3s. 6d. ea.
RHODODENDRON, Catawbiense and Ponticum vars

, 4 to
5 feet, very bushy in proportion. 3*. 6d. and 5$. each.

AZALEA PONTICA. 4 to 5 ft , bushy in proportion, 2s. 6d. ea.
LAURELS, Portugal, 4 to 5 feet, 2^ 6d. : s to 7 feet, 51, each.

CHARLES NOBLE, Bagshot, Surrey, in a
re-arrangement of his Nursery, finds he has an overstock

of the undermentioned, which he will sell at 50 per cent, discount
for cash, taken in quantities of 100 or upwards in variety at one
time. Sample 100, if desired, sent.

Standard Apples, Pears and Cherries, finest named kinds

;

Gooseberries, White Currants, and Cob Nuts.

8. 10, and 12 feet high.
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wThe Following are Offered at a Low Price by

il. R O (; K K h

Rc.l l.nrl^c Nursery. Soutli.imptoii ;

—

RHOn<-HH''. N I) RONS, choice named.
AZAI.KAS, (in. CIkiU. .lud seedliiic.

RETINnsrnK,\ I'lSIKERA AUREA.
.. I.KI'IOI l..\l)ilM.

CUPUKSSII> l.'\WSONIANA DENSA.
TAXUS l'.I.K(;\N riSSIMA.
CUl'RK.S^U.s liniilDKS VARIEGATA.

,. I.AWSdNl ANA VARIEGATA.
THUIOP,SIS DOLAURA'IA.

.. iiOREALIS. I to 3 feel.

WELI.lNGTdNIAC.IGANTEA, 2 to 6 feet.

P[NU.S CEMBRA. i to 6 feet.

FERNET I'YA MUCRONATA.
ARBUTUS UNEUO. j to 3 feet.

DESEDNTAINEA SPINOSA. in pots.

EUGENIA UGNl ,iud APICULATA. in pots.

EUONYMUS OVATA AUREA, in pots.

„ RADICANS VARIEGATUS.
GRISLIENIA LITI'ORALIS. in pots.

LIGUSTRUM OVAI.IFOLIUM,2leet.
OSMANTHUS 11 ICIFOLIUS.
SKIMMIA JAPONICA. berried.

RHODODENDRGN PONTICUM, bedded, 6 to 12

CAMELLIA STOCKS, in siiiele pots.

COTONEASTERSIMONSlr, i to a feet.

HARDY EVERGREENS, thoroughly trans-
pl.inted and prepared for remov.il, either in hne speci-

men trees, or in sm.ill stuff suitable for ornamental planting, 10

be sold privately at a low price to effect a clearance. Consisting

of Laurel of many varieties, variegated and green Hollies,

nearly every variety of Conifera;. Rhododendrons, named
hybrids and Ponticums. and almost every variety of Evergreen
Shrub and Tree : also a fine and select assortment of pyramid
and bush F.mt Trees, Apples, Pears, Plums, and Cherries,

12-vr. and 15 yr old, well transplanted and in full bearing.

Mill Hill btati.jn on the Midland Railway, Hairow Station

on the Norlh-Western Railway, and Edgware Station on the

Great Nonbeni K.iilway, are convenient for loading trucks:
tdgware Station is quite near for visitors. A previous appoint-

ment fir viMt.Ks IS desirable. Address
PROPRlEltlR, Whitchurch Gardens, Edgware, London.

In Llduldatlon

WILLIAAI R0LLI.SSON AND SONS,
The Nurseries, TootiiiB. ne .r London, beg to inform

their numer.ius Cu..lomers that the |;USINESS is being

CARRIED ON as USUAL, and that they have a fine healthy

stock of Orchids. Ferns, Palms, Stove and Greenhouse Plants,

Vines, Hardy Herbaceous and Alpine Plants, &c., which they
can offer at very moderate prices. CATALOGUES and
special offers free by post on application.

QPECIAL CHEAP OFFER.
PEARS and CHERRIES. stouL fruiting standards, well-

AUCUBA JAPONICA, I to 2j4 feet, very bushy and well-

coloured.

CUPRESSUS LAWSONIANA ERECTA VIRIDIS, 3 to

3^^ feet, be.inlifully feathered specimens, and take up

isplanted Spring 1878, bushy and good,
all sizes ti'om i to 3 feet.

Gold Queen, Silver, and other variegated and green-
leaved sorts, in great variety, i to 6 feet.

iforx
IVY. macul;

Lists sent post-free onapplic

lOHN NELSO.V, Ni

hes, bushy and well-rooted,
bedding,
and major, variegated

;over carriage.

Sheffield.

SPECIAL CHEAP OFFER of
WINTER and SPRING BEDDING PLANTS.

AURICULA. Alpine, fine strain, in 60-pjts, 120?. per icod, ifj.

netted foliage, strong clump .
DAISY,^Ajcubsefolia.

1

3&r. per 1000, \s per 100.

„ Crown, fine, strong clumps, 25s. per icoo, 3s. per 100.

,, Rob Roy, fiae red, ditto, 25s. per 1000, ^s. per 100.

,, Bride, finest larije while, ditto, 35s. per 1000, 4J. per i

MENTHA PULEGIUM. strong clumps, 155. per 1000,

MYOSOriS biSSITIFLORA. true, well rooted fine clu:

40J. per 1000. s-v. per 100.

PANSY, Cliveden Blue, fine healthy plants, 50J. per i

,, Blue Kin^, ditto, 505. per 1000. 6j. per 100.

,, Dean's White, ditto, 50J. per looij, 6j. per 100.

,, Yellow Bedder. ditto, 505. per 1000, 61. per luc.

PRIMROSE, Double Yellow, ditto, 85^. per 1000. xos. per
ROCKETS, Double Purple, ditto. 105. per loj.

., Double White, ditto. Sy. per 100.

CATALOGUE of General Nursery Stock on applicatio:

W. BALL AND CO., Bedford Road Nursery, N

SPECIAL OFFER TO THE TRADE.—
SURPLUS STOCK, on SALE, as the land must be

c'e.ired for bniiding purposes : all fine healthy plants, many
limes transplanted.

FRUIT TEEES.
CHERRIES, Standards, extra strong, gj. per dozen, 6oJ. per

100 ; half do,, do,, 6j"., per dozen, i,^s. per 100.

PEARS. Pyramids, 3 to 4 feet, extra strong, 5,5. per dozen, 305.

per 100 : Half-standards, 4 to 5 feet, strung. 7^. per dozen,
50^. per 100.

CURRANTS. Black Naples, fine, strong, Zs. per 100. 705.

per 1000.

poREST TREES.
BEECH, 4 to 5 feet, strong, %s, per joo ; 5 to 6 feet, i6f. per

100 ; 6 to 8 feet, 251. per 100 ; 8 to 10 feet, 50^, per 100.
CHESTNUTS, Horse. 6 to 8 feet, strong, i6j. per dozen ; 8 to

10 feet. 255', per ito.

„ ,, Scarlet, 5 to 6 leet, strong, Zs. per dozen ; 6 to 8 feet,

LIMES. 2 to 3 feet, strong, 41. per 100 ; 3 to 4 feet, ds. per 100 ;

4 to 5 lect, iQS. per 100
: 5 to 6 feet, 15^. per 100 ; 6 to S

feet, 25J. per 100; 8 to lo feet, 601. per 103.

EVERGREEN SHRUBS.
BOX, Green, i to 1 Vi loot. 2^. per dozen, 12s. per 100.

RHODODENDRONS. 6 to 9 inches, 8j. per 100; 9 to 12
inches, 12s. per 100.

„ fine and bushy, i to 1% foot, -zos. per loo ; \'%, to 2 feet,

YEWS, English, q to 12 inches, loj. per 100; x% to \% foot,
I2J. td. per 100 ; 1 to 2 feet, ifs. per 100 ; a to 3 feet.

25J. per 100 : 3 to 4 feet, 45^. per 100, and gy. per dozen.
B WHITHAM, Nurseries, Reddish, near Stockport.

HARDY FLOWERS
l'.xhil)ilion, Hfrbaceous BoniiT, ami Spiin;

Flower Gnrilciis.

All choice sorts, true to name

Carnations and Picotees
Single plants

Clematis .

.

Delphinium
Hollyhocks, from fir:

Pansi , Sho y 6

In .

Pentstemons .. ..3
Phloxes .(

Pinks 4

Potentitlas . . . . 6
Pyrethrums .. ..5
Saxifrages . . • 3

Sedums 3

Veronicas, large bushes,

9 to IS in. through.. 6

VioUts, S*eet .. ..3

BEDDING PANSIES.—Blue King, Clevedon
Klue, Purple, and Yellow ; Chieftain, Cloth of Gold, Peach
Blossom, and The Tory, 21. per dozen, 12s. per 100.

BEDDING VIOLAS.—Admiration, Amabilis,
Brilliant Golden Gem, Duke of Edinburgh. Golden Per-

petual. Greivei, Multiflora, Mulberry, Purple Prince,

Sovereign. Sir W. Sott, and Waverley, is. iid. per dozen.

los, per 100: Pilrig Park, 2j. per dozen, 15s. per 100— this

is the best white.

100 fine Bedding Violas and Pansies, our selecti

. 6rf.

Per do:

ed, white

Per do2. Per

Arabis alpina

,, fol. var.

Aubrietia f

, single white
and red . . 6

, double blue 18

gold-laced
seedlings ..

, ordinary do.

, Black Prince

Sedumacreaurea
acre elegans
glaucum, am
lydium

Stellarea aurea .

Veronica repens.

Piimrose, double
white, double
lilac, double „ califomicum ;

sulphur . . 4 o

CATALOGUES of Fruit Trees, Strawberry
Plants, Evergreen and Deciduous Trees and Shrubs, Stove
and Greenhouse Pl.ints, Florists" Fh.wer:. Bedding and
Soft-wooded Plants. Rhododendrons and Plants for Forcing,

Roses, &c., on applicition.

WM. CMBRAN & SOW,
OLDFIELU NURSERY, -\ LT R INC H.\M.

G EO, JACKMAN & SON,
{E-ST.MlLTSUnU 1810.}

Cultivatora of

FRUIT and FOREST TREES
Evergreen and Flowering

TREES and SHRUBS,
ROSES, RHODODENDRONS,
Conifers and Hardy Climbers.

THE CLEMATIS

Dcscn;'in;: Priced Catalogues free.

WOKING N UBSEBY, SUBBEY.
'^\jik rri H E GOLDEN ,»*;j^.--s

C-^fwf*§ -JL VARIEGATED WEL- , •^Wr

,

^^m^S^r LlNGl'ONIA received Four Xf>,iS^^,.'a
-,«!tf5>^ pifjl.^ljsj Certificates. Four "fTR''

First Prizes, and One Large Silver Medal. Planted by the

following Royal and noble hands ;
—

Their Royal Highesses the Prince and Princess of Wales,

and the Duke of Edinbugh.
Their Graces the Dukes of Devonshire, Leeds, Manchester,

and Marlborough.
The Most Noble the Marquis of Waterford.
The Earls Abergavenny, Bective, Cork, Clancarly, Devon,

Ducie, Duniaven, Harrowby, Powis, Sefton, St. Germans,
W.arwick, and Wicklow.
The Lords Berwick, Doneraile, Otho Fitzgerald. Hawkshaw.

Huntingfieid, Keulis, Poltimore, Powerscourt, Skelmersdale,
Wrottesley.
The Ladies Langdale, Russell, Pollen, Rolle, and Tennison, &c.
Gland Specimens. 7 feet, .Cs 5^- : splendid plant

£1 35. : very fine, 3 feet, £2 _'
'

nice little plants, i foot, 10^. 6d. ; 13 for t2 ; 55 for 50 :

for

plants, 5 feet

feet, / II.

R. HARTLAND. The Lough Nurseries, Cork.

CRANSTON'S NURSERIES,
Established 1785.

E I G ]I T Y ACRE S.

ROSES, FRUIT TREES, CONIFERS,
FOREST TEEES, &c.

Descriptive and Priced Ca/aioi^iies for 187S
now ready.

Address-
esANSTON & CO.,

KING'S ACRE, near HEREFORD.

rpHOi Nu
OMAS RIVERS AND SON, Tlic

Sawbridgeworth, Herts, have a large and fine

jck of the following Trees, of all classes, for the Garden or

Orchard :-
, „ ,PEARS on the Quince and Pear stocks.

APPLES on the Paradise and Crab stocks.

CHERRIES on the Mahaleb and Cherry stocks.

CURRANTS and GOOSEBERRIES.
FIGS, fruiting trees in pots.

GKAPES, fruiting canes in pots.

PEACHES and NECTARINES, fruiting trees in pots, a

fine stock : do., trained trees.

NUTS, standard and dwarf
ORANGES and LEMONS.
PLUMS.
STRAWBERRIES, RASPBERRIES, &c.

ROSES, standard and dwarf, a very fine stock of the

best kinds : do., in pots for forcing, stout and well

Descriptive Rose Catalogue free.

Descriptive and Illustrated Fruit Catalogue free by post, 3^.

Miniature Fruit Garden, V 6^., free by post.

Roses, Fruit Trees, &o.

ILLIAM FLETCHER'S CATALOGUE
for the present seaso.i is now ready, and may be had

on application. The stock is very large and most healthy.

The Olter»baw Nuriery, Chcrtsey.

WARF-TRAINED PEACHES anid

NECTARINES, extra sized. The Trade supplied.

Apply to

w

GEORGE SMITH. The Dell N Rock Ferry. Cheshir

EstabllBlietl Upwards of a Century.

DICKSONS AND CO., Nurserymen,
Seedsmen, and Florists, i, Waterloo Place, Edin-

burgh, beg to call the attention of those about to plant to their

extensive Stock of FOREST TREES, SHRUBS for Game
Coverts, FRUIT TREES, &.C.. which have been grown in

""iTs: fir-aJL^now sending out their Bedding VIOLAS and

PANSIES (,if which they hold the largest stock in the country).

Early and Late PHLOXES. S:c

Desi : C.-\T.VLOGUES free on application.

One Hundred Thousand

HOTEIA (SPIR/EA) JAPONICA, in very
strong and sound condition.

HO I'EIA (SPIR/IiA) JAPONICA has been awarded several

first prizes, and always considered best shown : 141. to

20^. per 100.

SPIR/EA PALMATA, red, extra, 605. to 90^. per 100.

„ double white. 12s. to i6s. per 100.

„ ULMARIA AUREA, fol. variegata. 40s, to 45J. per 100.

DIELYTRA SPECTABILIS, 201. to 255. per 100.

LILIUM LANCIFOLIUM ALBUM MONSTROSU.M,
very free flowering, 301. lo 401. per 100.

, „ ROSEUM, 205. to 26J. per 100.

„ „ RUBRUM, 205, to 26J. per 100.

„ CHINENSIS TIGRINUM, ^s. to 8^. per 100,

CHRISTMAS ROSES (Helleborus niger), fine, 401. to x6j^.

Trade CATALOGUE free on application. Post-office Orders

or good references from unknown Correspondents.

Special Offer.WB A L L AND C O., Bedford Road
• Nursery, Nonhampton, having a very large Stock of

the undermentioned Trees, &c.. in fine condition for removal,

have much pleasure in offering them at the following low

prices :
—

ALOER, 4 to 5 feet, fine, 20s. per icoo

ASH, 2 to 2K feet, fine, 205. per 1000

,. 3 to 5 teet, fine, 35i-. per 1000
Bb'RBEKIS, Aquifolii. i to ij^ foot, very good, 12s. per 10jo

CHtSTNUl", Horse, 6 to 8 feet, fine heads, 60J. per 100

,. Scarlet, ti to 8 feet, fine heads, loox. per 100

ELMS, Canadian. 8 to 10 feet, clear stems, wiih go:d heads.

„ Engliish (upright), 6 feet, clear i th good heads,

o 10 feet, very
HORNBEAM, 2 to 3 feet, very good, ao!

LIMES. 6 to 8 feet, very fine, 505. per loi

fine, 705. per 100
POPLAR, Black Italian, 5 to 6 feet, fine, Zs. per 100 ; S to 10

feet, fine, 125. per 100

,, Lombardy, extra fine trees, 8 to 10 feet, 20J. per 100

PklVET, common, 2 feet, bushy, 10^. per 1000

.. ovalifolium, 3 to 4 feet, 5&J. \ttr 1000

WALNUTS, extra quality, 6 to S feet, 60s. per io3

CHERRIES, Morello, dwarf trained, 6 to 7 shooted, strong,

20s. per dozen
APRICOTS, Moor Park, dwarf trained, 6 to 7 shooted, strong.

ROSES, extra fine Standards, with large heads, fine varieties.

4 (eet stems, own selection, 70^. per 100

APPLES, fine Standards, in variety, own selection, 60s. per ico

PEARS, fine Standards, in variety, own selection, 75^. per 100

CATALOGUES of General Nursery Stock on application.

HARRISON AND SONS, Royal Nurseries,
Leicester, have the following stocks, all well-grown and

healthy trees ; will be pleased to send sample and quote prices

fur large or small quantities of any :
—

5.0J0 APPLES of best sorts.

3.000 PEARS of best sorts.

20.000 GOOSEBERRIES.
5.OO0 CURRANTS.

10 000 AUCUBAS. 6 inches to 3 feet.

10 coo GREEN HOLLIES.
10,000 HORSE CHESTNUTS.
10.000 large trees for immediate effect, consi ting ot

LIMES, ACACIA. BIRCH, ELM, POPLARS,
SYCAMORES. &c.

Kent, the Garden of England.
FRUIT TREES TRUE TO NAME.

THOS. BUNYARD and SONS' new
Descriptive CATALOGUE for 1878, may now be had on

application. In these extensive Nurseries (nearly 100 acres) the

Amateur may select his dozen, or the Market Grower his

thousands of Trees, from a stock of 150.000 well-grown, beauti-

fully rooted, healthy, and correctly named Trees. They will

be packed for any part of the United Kingdom. Large quanti-

ties can be sent in a through truck at a trifling cost. The
carriage will be paid to London or any nearer sution, and a

liberal discount given to those who prefer cash payments.

Extra fine Kentish kindsofCHERRIES, KENT COB NUTS,
and every variety of FRUIT noted in the county,

THOS. BUNYARD and SONS, The Old-Establishtd

Maidstone ; also at Ashford.
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AMERICAN GROWN TUBEROSES.—
The undersigned offers Double Tuberoses, first-cUss

Bulbs, packed and free to Liverpool at ^5 per 1000, in quanti-

ties of not less than 1000.

JOHN SAUL, Washington, D.C.

Large Spruce, Mulberries, Aucubas, &c.

THOMAS BUNYARD and SONS
have extra fine large specimens of the above to offer,

cheap : well-rooted.

The Nurseries, ^faidstonc. Kent.
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TEA ROSES
WINTER FLOWERING.

ALBA ROSEA
CATHERINE MERMET
GLOIRE DE DIJON

ADAM
KEl.LE LVONNAISE
DEVONIENSIS
lEAN DUCHER
MADAME MARGOTTIN
MARIE VAN HOUITE
PERI.E DE LYON
SOUVENIR D'UN AMI

\\\ in 8 anil g-inch pots, having well-tn
bloom throughout the winter.

Price, 303. to 423. per dozen.

MADAME FALCOT
MADAME WILLERMOZ
NIPHETOS
SOUVENIR D'ELISE
MARECHAL NIEL.

d flowering wood, to

2,000 HYBRID PERPETUAL ROSES, in

g-inch pot5, well ripened under glass, aiid fiL for im-
mediate forcing, 30^. to 36.J. per dozen,

25,000 TEA SCENTED ROSES of all the
leriding kinds, in 5-inch pots, extra fine plants, 15s. to

181. per dozen.

The Descriptive Cataloi^ue 0/ Rosesfor 1878 is now ready,

CRANSTON & CO.,
NURSERIES. KING'S ACRE. HEREFORD.

•Richard Smith &.C2-
c®i^|V«Mp^tiBKiigaj^B^l

FIFTY ACRES of FRUIT TREES.
Apples. Pears, Plums, Cherries, Peaches, Nectarir

Apricots, and other Fruit Trees, as Standards, Dwarfs,
Pyramids, Bushes, Cordon and trained trees in great variety,

all full of vigour, and warranted irue to name. Descriptive

Price List, containing a sketch of the various forms of Trees,
with Directions for Cultivation, Soil. Drainage, Manure,
Pruning, Lifting, Cropping, Treatment under Glass ; also their

SvJionyms, Quality, Size, Form, Skin, Colour, Flesh, Flavour,
Use, Growth, Duration, Season, Price, &c., for a penny stamp.

TWELVE ACRES of ROSES.—Standard,
Dwarf, and Climbing, all the popular sorts ;

also 80,000
choice Tea-scented and Noisette Roses in pots ; extra strong
Roses in pots for immediate forcing. See Descriptive Price
List, free for a penny stamp.

GRAPE VINES and ORCHARD HOUSE
TREES in POTS.—Grape Vines, extra strong, and

warranted free from phylloxera, oidium, and all disease ; Planting
Canes, 3s. 6d. to 55. each ; extra strong Fruiting Canes, js. dd.

to loj. dd. each. Orchard-house Trees, fruiting in pots, con-
sisting of Peaches, Nectarines, Apricots, Plums, Cherries,
Pears, Apples, and Figs. Descriptive Price List for a penny

WORCESTER PEARMAIN APPLE
(awarded a First-class Certificate by the Royal Horti-

cultural Society).—One of the handsomest and most useful
Apples in cultivation. For full description see " Extract Irom
the Journal 0/ Horticulture" and Richard Smith & Co.'s
Fruit List, which may be had for a penny stamp. Coloured
Plates, 6(/. each. Maiden Trees, is. dd. each ; Bushes, 35.

each ; Standards, Pyramids, and Dwarf-trained Trees, 3.1. td.

and 5J. each.

HARDY HERBACEOUS and ALPINE
PLANTS, their scientific and English names, height,

colour, time of flowering, and other useful information.
Descriptive Price List for a penny stamp. Collection of loo
beautiful hardy varieties for Garden Beds, Borders, or Rockeries,

LIST of all the EVERGREEN FIR TRIBE,
suitable for Britain, giving size, price, popular and

botanical names, derivations, description, form, colour, foliage,

growth, timber, use in arts, native country, and size there,

situation, soil, and other information, with copious index of
their synonyms. Free by post for six stamps.

LIST of STOVE and GREENHOUSE
PLANTS, comprising the best selections of Camellias,

Azaleas, Ericas, Epacris. Ferns, &c., free for a penny stamp.

LIST of EVERGREEN and DECIDUOUS
SHRUBS, RHODODENDRONS, STANDARD

ORNAMENTAL TREES. CLIMBING and TWINING
PLANTS, with their generic, specific, and English names,
native country, height, time of flowering, colour, &c., and
general Iem.^rks, free for a penny stamp.

ALL kinds of GARDEN SEEDS, of first

quality, BULBS. MUSHROOM SPAWN, TOBACCO
PAPER, ARCHANGEL MATS, and other GARDEN
REQUISITES. See Lists, which may be had on application.

•Ric HARD 'Smith &C5-.
STER '^,

WM. PAUL & SON,

.^'ROSE GROWERS,
TREE, PLANT, BULB, AND

SEED MERCHANTS.

waltham cross,
HERTS,

Adjoining the "Waltham" Station.
Great Eastern Railway.

Inspection of Stock invited.

Priced Descriptive Catalogues free by post.

hyacinths, crocus, tu lips, &c.

Dick Radclyffe & Co.'s
ILLUSTRATED

CATALOGUE
IS NOW REABY,

And will be forwarded,

GRATIS and POST-FREE

ON APPLICATION.

128 AND 129, HIGH

HORTICULTURAL

REQUIREMENTS

EVERY DESCRIPTION
KEPT

I N STOC K.

HOLBORN, W.C.

DENDROBIUM SUPERBIENS.
A dozen spikes, each with from fifteen to twenty flowers, of this very

HANDSOME NEW DENDROBIUM
CAN NOW BE SEEN AT MR. WILLIAM BULL'S ESTABLISHMENT.

The blossoms of this Dendrobium arc remarkably persistent, remaining frcsli and in good

condition for nearly three months, so that they will be in flower for some time to come.

An Inspection is invited.

ESTABLISHMENT for NEW and RARE PLANTS,
KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

MESSENGER & COMPANY,
MIDLAND HORTICULTURAL BUILDING & HOT-WATER

ENGINEERING WORKS, LOUGHBOROUGH.

Horucultural Buildings erected on Meiicnger is Co. b P.ilenl Method of Construction ,-ire very strong, tnost
durable, light, elegant, amply ventilated, perfect efficiency for intended purpose is guaranteed, are economical in cost
and maintenance; combine the peculiar advantages of Wooden and of Iron Houses, without their disadvantages.

MESSENGER and CO.. from their long experience, and h.aving large Works exclusively devoted to the
Construction and Heating of Horticultural Buildings, are in a position to execute with despatch, in the best manner,
the Orders with which they are entrusted. Only thoroughly well seasoned timber used.

The Plans of Landscape Gardeners, Architects, and Others carried out.

Plans and Estimates forwarded free on receipt of Particulars by Post. Estimates sent free or charge.
Ladies and Gentlemen waited upon.

Illustrated CATALOGUES of GREENHOUSES, VINERIES, HEATING APPAR.^TUS. &c. sent free
on apphcation. Richly Illustrated CATALOGUE of HORTICULTUR.'VL BUILDINGS and HEATING
APPAR.\TUS (the Designs taken from Works executed by M. & Co.), post-free for thirty-three stamps. Gentlemen
consulting this Catalogue have the advantage of inspecting designs whose efficiency has been tested by actual
experience.
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New Catalogue.

"MT AURICE YOUNG
-'-'-'- begs to inform Purchasers of Hardy Plants that his

NEW DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE
may now be had on application.

It contains lists of CONIFER.E. RHODODENDRONS,
and other AMERICAN PLANTS.

Standard and Divart ROSES, ORNAMENTAL TREES,
SHRUBS and EVERGREENS.

CHEAP EVERGREENS for COVERS,
PLANTS for WINTER BEDDING,

CLEMATIS and other CLIMBERS. Tran.splant=d
FOREST TREES, &c.,

all in splendid condition for removal.

its" The Nurseries are about one hour by rail from V/aterloo

Station.

Milford, near Godalming, Surrey.

CARTKR'S
CHEAP BULBS

For Planting in Masses.

Per too Per doz.

s. d. s. d.

HYACINTHS, Bright Crimson .. .. 32 o .. 4 6
HYACINTHS, Bright Rose 32 o .. 4 6
HYACINTHS, Rich Purple 32 o .. 4 6
HYACINTHS, Porcelain Blue .. . . 32 o .

.

4 6

HYACINTHS, Pure White 32 o .

.

4 6

HYACINTHS, White Shaded .. .. 32 o .. 4 6
HYACINTHS, Yellow 32 o .. 4 6
In beautiful colours. These bulbs are far superior to the ordi-

nary mixed Hyacinths, and can be planted to much better effect.

HYACINTHS, Mi,xed, Red, Blue, and White 24 6 .. 3 3

Per 1000 Per 100
TULIPS, Mixed Single, good 38 o .. 4 o
TULIPS, Mixed Single, extra tine .. .. 50 o .. 5 6
TULIPS, Mixed Double, good .. . . 38 o .

.

4 o
TULIPS. Mixed Double, extra fine .. .. 50 o .. 5 6
CROCUS, Golden Yellow, fine .. .. 13 6 .. J 6
CROCUS, Golden Yellow, splendid .. .. 28 o .. 30
CROCUS, White, fine 15 o .. 1 9

CROCUS, Blue, fine 15 o .. i 9

CROCUS, Striped, fine 15 o .. i 9
CROCUS. Mixed, all colours 12 6 .. i 6
DAFFODILS. Double Yellow .. .. 30 o .. 3 6
NARCISSUS POETICUS, White .. .. 30 o .. 3 6
NARCISSUS, Sweet-scented Double White 48 o .. 5 6
POLYANTHUS NARCISSUS, Mixed .. 15 o .. 2 o
SNOWDROPS, Double, good .. .. 21 o .. 2 6
SNOWDROPS. Double, extra fine .. .. 30 o .. 3 6
SNOWDROPS, Single, good 21 o .. 2 6
SNOWDROPS. Single, extra fine .. .. 30 o .. 3 6
ACONITES, Winter, fine 28 o .. 3 o

Per 100 Per doz.

LILIES, White Garden (candidum).. .. 2t o .. 3 6
LILIES, While Garden (longiflorum) .. 2r o .. 3 6
LILIES. Tiger 21 o .. 3 6
GLADIOLUS ERENCHLEYENSIS. good 8 o .. i 3
GLADIOLUS ERENCHLEYENSIS.

extra fine .. .. . 106.. 16
zos. value carriagefree.

The Queen's Seedsmen,

HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.

THE

IMPROVEMENT OF LANDED ESTATES,
By DRAINAGE, ENCLOSING. CLEARING,

The ERECTION of FARM BUILDINGS and COTTAGES,
WATER SUPPLY, &c.

The Land Loan and Enfranchisement Co.
(Incorporated by Special Act of Parliament)

ADVANCES MONEY

:

,st. — To the OWNERS of SETTLED and OTHER
ESTATES, for the Erection of Farm Buildings and Cottages,

and for the Drainage. Irrigation, Enclosing, Clearing and
General Improvement of Landed Property in any part of the

United Kingdom.
2d. --To the OWNERS of SETTLED ESTATES in

ENGLAND, for the Erection or Completion of Mansions,
Stables, and Outbuildings, and for the Construction or Erection
of Reservoirs, and other Works of a permanent nature, to

supply Water for the use of the Estate, or for any other purpose.

3d—To LANDOWNERS generally, to enable them to

subscribe for Shares in Companies for the Construction of Rail-

ways and Navigable Canals, which will beneficially affect their

4th.—To INCUMBENTS, for the Improvement of their

Glebe Lands, by Drainage, and the Erection of Farm Buildings
and Cottages.
5th.—To COPYHOLDERS, for the Enfranchisement of

Copyhold Lands.
The amount borrowed, with the expenses, would be charged

on the Estate benefited, and repaid by a rent-charge, termi-
nating in twenty-five years.

No Investigation of the Landowner's Title is necessary.
Forms of application, and all further particulars may be

obtained of
Messrs. RAWLENCE and SQUAREY, 22, Great George

Street. Westminster. S.W., and Salisbury; of Messrs.
ASHURST, morris, CRISP AND CO.. 6, Old Jewry,
London, E.G.; of Messrs. GILLESPIE and PATERSON,
W.S.. SiA, George Street, Edinburgh. Agents for the Company
in Scotland ; and at the Offices of the Company, as below.

T. PAIN, Managing Director.
EDWIN GARROD, Secretary.

Land Loan and Enfranchisement Company.
22, Great George Street, Westminster, S.W.

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 30, iS

ENGLISH FOLK-LOKE.*

THE remark that times change and that we
ourselves change with them, ahhough not

new, has at any rate the advantage of being true

—so true indeed that it is quite unnecessary to

devote any space to the adducing of evidence
in support of so self-evident a proposition. The
old heathen who was called upon to destroy
what he had formerly worshipped, and to

worship that which he had formerly destroyed,

would not have undergone a more complete
revulsion of feeling in complying with this

request than is evinced by the attitude of many
at the present day with regard—let us say—to

such a subject as the study of what is termed
by the convenient, though recently coined name
of folk-lore. We have done all in our power
to eradicate superstition and fable from the

bucolic mind ; we have driven away our fairies

and substituted spirits which communicate
their ideas by the prosaic method of rapping on
tables for the ghosts which lent a gloomy attrac-

tion to many a country mansion ; we have by
drainage or some other method terrified "Jack
0' Lantern " off the face of the earth, for whoever
hears of him now-a-days .' Board-schools and
elegant accomplishments have supplanted the

village school-mistress and the " criss-cross

rows," in fact, but for the proverbial toughness of

popular tradition, we should have succeeded in

abolishing it altogether, just at the very time
when it was beginning to be suspected that even
old wives' fables had their value, and that the

popular sayings and traditions of English people
were after all as interesting as those of the New
Zealanders, or of any tribe of African savages.

And so far have we gone now in an opposite

direction that this very year of grace 1S7S has
been marked by the foundation of a " Folk-lore

Society," constituted for the express purpose of

preserving " the fast-fading relics of our popular
fictions and traditions, legendary ballads, local

proverbial sayings, superstitions, and old customs
(British and foreign), and all subjects relating

to them."

This change of front with regard to folk-lore

is mainly due to the fact that " the researches

of the antiquary and the archjeologist are now-

recognised as important elements in the scien-

tific evidence as to human history." To see

this brought out fully we must consult such
works as Grimm's Deutsch/; Mythologic—of

which we are glad to see an English translation

advertised—or Tyler's Primitive Culture _: while

such points as the world-wide diffusion of

certain folk-stories or fairy-tales are in them-
selves of considerable interest. And it must
not be supposed that all these matters neces-

sarily tend in the direction supported by the

advanced thinkers of the day. Just as the most
recent and most advanced speculations with

regard to man are distinctly in accordance
with the hypothesis that all the varieties

of race are traceable to one common origin,

so the world-wide diffusion of a popular

myth seems to point to some common
source in which all the varying forms of it find

their rise, although we may not perhaps feel

inclined to accept the inglorious supposition

suggested by a juvenile philosopher of our

- English Felk-ltn-e. By the Rev. T. F. Dyer. London :

Hardwicke & Bogue.

acquaintance, who, hearing this matter talked

of as affording ground for speculation, said

—

"Well, I suppose Noah told his children the

stories when they were in the ark, and after-

wards they told them to their children, and so

the stories got spread all over the world." But
when we find, for e.\ample, a Zulu or an Aztec
riddle corresponding almost exactly with one of

our own nursery conundrums, or learn that one
of our own nursery games existed in the days
of Nero, and is now-a-days met with among the

Samoans and New Zealanders, we see how
things trivial enough in themselves may come
to have an historical importance and interest

which at first sight is certainly not apparent.

It is time, however, that we returned to Mr.
Dyer's book, which is the latest contribution to

English folk-lore literature, and is well calcu-

lated to bring the subject in an attractive form
before many w-ho have not hitherto paid any
attention to it. It contains no original matter,

nor does its author speculate to any great

extent upon the origin or meaning of the many
singular beliefs.which he records. This last point

is in his favour, especially as, in one or two
cases where he offers some such speculations,

he seems to us rather unsuccessful. Collected

mainly from that storehouse of folk-lore, and
indeed of information of ever>' kind—we mean
Notes and Queries— Mr. Dyer has grouped his

materials together in a collected and consecutive

form, and the result is a readable little volume,
which ought to stimulate many to note and pub-
lish the folk-lore of their own neighbourhood.
The chapter most connected with our own branch
of science is the first, wherein Mr. Dyer dilates

on the folk-lore of plants. A \olume might well

be filled with this subject alone ; our own columns
two or three years since contained a series of

papers on the subject which our author might
have consulted with advantage, although it

would hardly be fair to criticise on the score of

omissions a volume so inadequate in its propor-

tions to the subject of which it treats. But some
of the most commonly received traditions have
been curiously overlooked : for example, while

wejiave a chaiTn connected with " a Clover of
two," which Mr. Dyer rather vaguely explains

to be "a piece of Clover with only two leaves

upon it," we find hardly anything about
the " four-leaved Shamrock," one of the most
familiar of lucky plants, rendered so to English
ears by one of the prettiest of Samuel Lover's

songs. It is probable that a belief in the

magical properties of the four-leaved Shamrock
is still general in Ireland ; at any rate, it

was but the other day that the writer of this

notice was told of an incident which
happened to an acquaintance of the narrator.

This w^orthy man was walking along the street

(of course in Ireland) with some hay upon his

back, when he saw a cock dragging a beam
along ! Naturally surprised at so unusual a
sight, he directed the attention of a friend to

the circumstance, and was at once informed

that the supposed beam was a " sthraw." This
excited his suspicions, and he found on making
a search that he was carrying a four-leaved

Shamrock among the hay, which at once ex-

plained the delusion under which he had been
labouring

The Hawthorn is another plant which merits

more attention than Mr. Dyer has bestowed

upon it. This tree has long been associated

with the supernatural by the peasantry in

Donegal and other parts of Ireland, where old

Hawthorn trees are looked upon as intimately

connected with the fairies. In Normandyitis said

to have furnished the material of which the crown

of thorns was made, and to have the power of

protecting from lightning ; and among ourselves

it is in some districts, as in parts of Essex and
Norfolk, considered unlucky to bring a flowering

branch into the house. In Sussex it is con-

sidered the safest tree under which to take
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shelter in a thunderstorm. Mr. Dyer's index is

unfortunately far from complete, and on this

account we may over-estimate his omissions,

which, after all, are unavoidable in so small a

work, but it is hardly fair to include under the

head of folk-lore such matters of fact as the

weather indications derived from certain plants.

A great want, too, is a more complete series of

references to works quoted. It seems to us

that in every case of importance facilities

should have been given for the verification of

quotations and statements, but as the matter
now stands a very considerable amount of
trouble must be taken by any one who has a
laudable objection to quoting at second-hand if

he wishes to discover the authority for a given
statement. A greater attention to this point
would have made the book much more useful to

the student, without in any way interfering with

its interest to the general reader. There is

room for improvement too in other particulars,

as in the reading of proofs, and notably in the

index. B. M,

New Garden Plants.
CCELOGYNE MaSSANGEANA, «. Sp."

This is a remarkable new Ccelogyne, that stands
nearest the old well-knownC. asperata (Lowii). It has
all its dimensions, but a far longer laxcr raceme and a
totally distinct lip, so that there can be no doubt left

about its distinctness. The pseudobulbs are pyriform
and bear two Stanhopea-like leaves. The long pen-
dulous raceme bears twenty-two flowers at distant
intervals. The bracts are rather wide, half as long
as the stalked ovary. Sepals oblong, light ochre
coloured, keeled in the middle outside. Petals nearly
equally broad. Lip trifid, its side lacini.-e very much
longer than in C. asperata, beautifully maroon-brown
with ochre coloured veins. Anterior lacinia whitish with
large brown disk. The keels are light yellow. There
are three keels from the b.ase to the base of the anterior
lacinia, rather prominent, toothletted at some places,
and six conlluent rows of very green retuse-angled cells
before, which remind one of human molar teeth.
The column has a retuse membranous border around
the androclinium, is light ochre coloured and bears
longitudinal brown streaks from the base of the stig-

matic hollow to the very base. The rostellum blade
is as energetically developed as in a Vanilla, so that
the just mentioned cavity with its much developed
callous border is scarcely to be seen so long as the
rostellum is not bent upwards. This curiosity comes
from the Chateau de Baillonville, pres Marche, the
residence of Mons. D. Massange, an enthusiastic
orchidophilist, to whom I feel pleased to inscribe it.

M. C. Wildre, clicfde culliire, gave me the informa-
tion concerning it, and informed me that it came from
Messrs. L. Jacolj-Makoy & Co. H. G. Rchh. f.

ASPASIA PSITTACINA, Rchb. f.\
This rare plant has appeared for the second and

third time (as far as I know of), and twice
in Yorkshire. It has a raceme of several flowers
usually one-sided, bent over, viz., keeping their
original position, having the lip turned to the chief
axis. It may he compared to the Aspasia epiden-
droides, but the flowers are larger. Sepals and
petals light green with brown transverse bars, which
sometimes consist of separate stripes, at other times of
confluent ones. The pandurate lip shows two keels
and a few purplish dots over its top. The column is

brown at its top, then violet, white at the b.ase. It
comes from Ecuador, where it was originally dis-
covered by the late Wallis. Now I have obtained
it through the kindness of Capt. Hincks, IJrecken-

* Cxlagyne Mnssan^fann, n. sp.—Aff. C. asperata.-, Liiidl.—
Pseudobulbo pyriformi, foliis petiolatis cuneato oblongis acutis
pedunciilo longissimo deflexo laxinoro, parcissime hinc nigro
aspeiato ; bracteis cuneato obtongis obtuse retusis ovaria
pedicellata vix dimidio Eequantibus, ovariis parce nigro muricu-

sepalis ligiilatis obtusis, extus linea medilatis ;

i-ligulatis obtu!tepili

laciniis laterali&
abbreviata transverse ovali emarginata
ternis crenulatis a basi in basin lacinia; antica;
antepositis alternantibus senis ex papuli

acutis : tabello trifido

lacinia media
apiculo, carinis

carinulis ibi

ice alata, ala
molares humanos smutantibus ;' colui

tusa circa androclinium. //. G. Rchh. f.
\^Aspasia psitiacitut, Rchb. f., in LinnEea, vol. xli.,p.

ancipitibiis carinatis
aiquantibus ; sepalis tepal-

—Hacemo t'ri—quinquefli:

acdtninatis ovaria pedicellf
isque ligulatis obtusis acutis; sepalis lateralibus dellexi
sepalo dorsah ims columna; basi adglutinato ; labello cum
media columna connato anguste ligulato pandurato retusms-

s geminis abbreviatis per discum.
variegata: sepalis tepalisqueLonge recedit ab Aspa;

obtusioribus
;

labelli circumscriptione. defectu pulv.„ii,s
papulosi in labelli basi. Sepala ct tepala pallide viridia serie-
bus ftriarum brunnearum seu fasciis brunneis fasciata.
J..abellum album nunc macula purpurea antice. Columna tri-

;eu quartricolor brunnea, violacea, alba, basi nunc viridis

borough, Thii

Malton. H. G
,k, and Sir C. Strickland, Hildenley,
Rchb.f.

Oncidium lamelligerum, Rchb.f., supra, 1876,
vi., p. 808, Dec. 23.

I was most agreeably surprised to see a fresh flower
of this Oncid (a glorious rival of Oncidium macran-
thum, Lindl., itselO, sent by C. Dorman, Esq., of
Sydenham, through the kindness of Messrs. Veitch.
The flower is equal to that of the just-named species.

The petals are rather undulated and plicated, as in

Oncidium annulare, with brown points on the superior
(interior) part, and a violet claw. The lip is very
beautiful, with most spreading callosities, forming a
rhomboid keel between the two projecting serrated
lamella;, which suggested the name of the species. The
species is one of the discoveries of M. f^dezl's elder
nephew, M. Edward Klaboch, from Ecuador. The
flowering plant is no doubt an offspring of those very
numerous Klabochian gales which have so often
itiMuced great excitement among Orchidists. //. G.
Rchb. f.

STOCKS FOR ROSES.
In verting to the consideration of this important

part of Rose culture, it is not unnatural to inquire

why it is that experiments have not been made with

seedling Manettis as well as with seedling Briers.

Whatever improvement has been m.ade in the last

named as stocks (in my opinion chiefly owing to the

influence of superior cultivation) would no doubt be

paralleled in the first ; at least such is a fair conclu-

sion. It is to be hoped that this hint may attract the

attention of experimentalists, to be carried out at the

proper season, because for dwarfs, and for general

suitability to various kinds of Roses, it is certainly

surpassed by none. In buying in Manettis for next
year's use it will be well to remember the caution to

see that all eyes below the ground line are thoroughly

removed before planting. If this be effectually done,

the plant is safe from suckers. Nothing can eradicate

this tendency in the Brier, which in itself is a suffi-

cient reason for preferring the Manetti, to say nothing
of the more multitudinous character of its fibrous

roots.

In planting Roses themselves, to be wholly or

partially used for stocks, we might employ the pillar

Roses for the purpose, particularly where the sorts

are strong-growing summer varieties, such as Blairii

No. 2, Brennus, Charles Lawson, Vivid, Paul Verdier,

and others of cognate origin. By budding these with
vigorous perpetuals, pinching off the buds of the con-
tinuous sorts at a very early stage, so as not to come
into bloom at the same period with the flush of

summer flowers, an approximation to a perpetual
pillar Rose woidd be made. Jules Margottin (pos-

sibly rightly) has been described as a perpetual
Brennus. Looking at the matter from the standpoint
of similarity of habit, either of these ought to make
good stocks for all of the less robust perpetuals of
similar strain, indicated very greatly by the elongated
sepals beyond the tip of the bud, much resembling in

form that of the Moss. Baronne Prevost again has
very distinct characteristics in its growth, and would
form a stock for many kinds. Madame de Caniba-
ceres, H.P., and Duchesse de Morny, might also be
brought under trial ; indeed there are hosts of fine old
varieties that are worthy of being brought under trial

which it is the object of these p.apers to induce.
It is a confirmed opinion with the writer, as already

hinted at, that worked Roses most frequently fail

from an ill-assorted union being attempted by the
propagator. An incompatibility of temperament, if

not of temper, exists between too many of the parties
to the enforced yoke ; the one thrusts out the other in
disgust, or the other takes itself off in despair ; either
way the plant, as such, is brought to naught. This
might probably be avoided by exercising great care in
the constitutional assimilation of stocks by varieties.

In carrying out this view, it must be recollected
that multiplying plants by means of grafts or buds is

a very different alfair in r.adical principle to that of
producing new varieties from seed by combining
through crossing the qualities of dift'erent parents. It
is probable that the sap of species in the vegetable
differs in certain constituents as much as the blood
does in the animal creation, though the general
elements arc the same. Bearing this in mind, the
absurdity of uniting a weak slow-growing variety to a
vigorous and copious assimilator of sap becomes at
once apparent. These ideas are not laid down dog-
matically, but as suggestions for careful thought by
the pioneers in a pursuit which, after all, contains
scientific considerations as well as inere amusement.

I was particularly struck with the difference in the

constitutional idiosyncracies of Roses, during the past

summer, at a visit I paid to Waltham Cross. There
were several rows of such old varieties as Paxton,

Jacques Lafitte, Anna de Diesbach, and others,

growing in the same soil, under the same conditions

and treatment, in juxtaposition with many of more
recent date. The first were full of vigour, their

branches long, stout, and free ; the second were puny
samples. All were on similar stocks. This struck

me as a patent illustration of the incongruity of the

principle of budding dissimilar habits upon one kind
of stock. In the present stage of our knowledge it

may be necessary to practise the system for trade

exigencies, but for them alone ; meanwhile, let patient

experiment, the parent of discovery, be pursued till

we light upon a more scientific mode of procedure. I

venture to think this may be found in the study of

affinities in the line indicated. The weaker may
perhaps be strengthened by union with stronger

varieties of species, or of cognate origin, but not with

those in many points entirely diverse ; at least, such

is my opinion. W. D. Prior.

HARDY STONECROPS: SEDUMS.
iContinHedfrom p. 658.)

%X Flowers lilac or white.

33. S. PULCHELLUM, Michaux, Fl. Bor, Amer. i.,

277 ; Gray, Manual, 172; Mast, in Gard.

Chron. 1874, ii., 552; Hook. Bot. Mag., t. 6223.

Glabrous. Branches slender, trailing, or ascending,

3—6 inches.

Leaves in several rows, linear, terete, pointed, gibbous

at the base, scarcely \ inch long.

Inflorescence a 3—4-branched cyme, with erect

flowers crowded in two rows along the upper surface,

and each provided with a leafy bract.

Flowers \ inch diameter, rosy-purple.

Sepals linear-oblong, \ inch.

Petals lanceolate, acuminate, half as long again as tlie

sepals.

Stamens of unequal length. Anthers orange-coloured.

Carpels greenish, as long as the stamens. Scales

small, emarginatc.—I'l. July.

S. pulchrum, DC. Prod, iii., 403 ; Don, Gard. Diet.

3. 116.

United States.

A very handsome species, too little known. Its

forking cymes of rosy-Ulac flowers render it very

attractive on a rockwork or in a border (see fig. 114,

There is a white variety described in American books.

1 1 Leaves blunt at the tip.

X Flowers yellow.

34. S. ACRE, Linn. Sp. PI., ed. 2, 619.

Glabrous. Barren stems creeping branched, about 2

inclies, slender cylindrical, rooting near the base.

Fertile stems erect, 2—3 inches.

Leaves minute, \
—\ inch long, crowded {|), thick,

conical obtuse, gibbous at the base, those on the flowering

stem scattered.

Flowers numerous, yellow, \ inch in diameter, in 2—5-

forkcd, one-sided cymes.

Buds conical, elongated.

Sepals like the leaves, half the length of the petals.

Petals lanceolate, spreading.

Filaments nearly as long as the petals, slender, yellow,

anthers minute, yellow.

Carpels elongate, style short, ultimately spreading to

form a star-like fruit. Scales whitish.—Fl. Summer.
DC. Plant. Grass., t. 117 ; DC. Prod. iii.. 407 ; Eng.

Bot., t. 839.

Syn. S. pallidum of some gardens, a large form with

palLT yellow flowers, not the S. pallidum of Marsh. Bieb.

Europe, Northern Africa.

This is the commonest British species, growing on

walls, rocks, hedgebanks, inland or close to the sea.

In cultivation it makes an admirable plant for carpet

bedding, for edgings or for covering bare places. It

will grow almost anywhere, and is on that account a
good plant for towns, and may often l)e seen on the

window-sills of London alleys, which it invests with

a look of cheerfulness otherwise too often wanting.

Its bright fresh green is always welcome and its sheets

of golden flowers are nothing short of gorgeous when
seen in masses. It is one of the commonest, least

considered of all plants, but very few have really .

higher claims to notice. The leaves have an acrid

taste, whence the common name of Wall Pepper. In
cultivation there are two or three varieties which are

worthy of notice,
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Var. aurcum.—Leaves and shool-tips bi'iglit goldcii-

yellow in spring. = S. acre var P, Hawoitli, Synops. PL
Slice. 1812, p. 120.

This is a charming variety, admirably suited

for spring bedding or for giving colour at a dull

time of the year. As summer comes on it loses its

yellow tint, and is never quite so robust as the green

form.

Var. ckgans.—In this form the tips and young leaves

are of a pale silvery colour. It is not so elTective as the

var. aureum, and is much more delicate.

Vai'. maJHS, Mast.—Larger and more robust than the

type. Leaves in seven rows, closely crowded, thick,

deltoid-ovoid, scarcely auricled at the base, flowers
'\ inch diameter in a two-parted cyme, with a central

sessile flower, cyme branches recurved, one-sided. Buds
conical. Sepals hnear-oblong, slightly gibbous at the

Leaves densely crowded in 6—7 rows, spreading or

ascending, each about 2 lines long, linear-cylindric,

slightly gibbous at the base.

Inflorescence a 3—5-branched umbellate cyme, I—

3

inches across, with scorpioid one-sided branches. Flowers
yellow. \ inch diameter.

Sepals linear-oblong obtuse.

Petals I inch, double the length of the sepals,

lanceolate.

Stamens as long as the petals, or shorter.

Carpels smooth, diverging when ripe. Scales pale

retuse.— Fl. July.

Europe, Britain.

Eng. Bot.. t. 1946.

Syn. S. boloniense, Lois. Kot., 71. S. Forsterianum,
Rchb., Ic. 9. f. 1135. S. pulchellum of some gardens,
not of Mich.v.

This is a ncat-habilcd species, answering well for

FlU. 114.—SEULM I'l LCHl-:i.I.UM. I-LOWEKS I'AI.E \1ULET-K0SE. (sEE P. 684.)

base. . Petals twice the length of the sepals. Stamens

10, glabrous. Anthers yello^'. Carpels glabrous, cylill-

dric at first, erect. Fruit not seen. Scales white, emar-

ginate. Morocco, mountains. S.W. of Tetuan. Coll.

iU. Maw.

This is a very distinct variety, perhaps even de-

serving of specific rank. Mr. Ball, however, in his

Spicilcgiiiin Floric Maroccaiuc^ Jotini. Linn. Soc.

xvi., p. 453, 1878, though he speaks of having seen a

specimen from Mr. Maw, does not separate it from

typical acre. I am inclined to think that so acute a

botanist cannot have seen the variety in question,

but only ordinary acre, or perhaps he only saw a dried

specimen, in which the characters are not so obvious.

At any rate, in cultivation the form above described

is abundantly distinct.

35. S. SEXAXGULARE, Linn. Sp.

Glabrous. Barren shoots ascending, 2 —3 inches,

branched. Fertile stems erect, 2—3 inches, very slender.

carpet-bedding purposes. It varies in size, and occa-

sionally the leaves are recurved. The specimen in

LinnreUs' herbarium under this name is S. acre,

according to Mr. Baker. In Hooker's Stiidaifs

Flora the species is not considered as a true native.

On what grounds this conclusion is arrived at we do

not know. AVe found the plant apparently wild and

in profusion on the beach at Hythe, in Kent, last

autumn.

36. S. HiLDEBRA.NDI, Fenzl, Verh. Bot. Zool.

Wien, 1856, p. 449.

Glaucous.

Leaves J inch, densely packed, linear, turgid, subu-

late, erecto-patent, longer and narrower than in S. acre.

Cyme branches \ inch.

Sepals lanceolate.

Corolla I inch, petals lanceolate acute, bright yellow.

Stamens rather shorter than the petals. Anthers

globose.

Carpels yellow, as long as the stamens.— if I. July.

Hungary.

We have not seen this species, and arc indebted
for the above memoranda to Mr. Baker. The plant
so called in many nurseries is S. sexangulare, or

S. lydium.

it Flowers white or pink.

37. S. GLAUCUSt, Waldst. et Kitaibel, PI. Kar.

Hungar., p. 198, t. iSl.

Glaucous. Barren shoots 2 inches, branched.
Flower-stems 3—4 inches, reddish.

Leaves densely crowded, about \ inch, linear, greenish
grey, becoming reddish, studded with fine hyaUne
pimples at the tips.

Cymes 3—7-branched, umbellate, branches spreading,
slightly pilose.

Flower-bud 5—6-angled, 5—6-furrowed, ovoid-acu-
minate.

Flowers 6-merous, \ inch in diameter, pinkish white.

Caly.K-tube shallow, cup-shaped, sepals deltoid,

acute.

Petals oblong, nan-rowed at the base, prolonged at the
apex into a long sharp point, i-nen-ed. nerve prominent
on the under-surface and pink.

Stamens 12. all inseparate from die base of the flower
;

anthers purple.

Carpels oblong, pinldsh, piloic. widi a long style,

erect, ultimately spreading ; scales retuse, pale.—Fl.

July-

Rchb. PI. Crit., t. 1137 ; Boiss. Fl, Orient, ii,. 789 ;

DiUen. Hon. Eltham. t. 256. fig. 332.
Syn. S. hispanicum. Linn. Sp. 618 ; Jacq, Austr.

5. p. S4. tab. app. 47 ; .\iton. Hon. Kew.. ed. 2.

vol. iii. (1811). p. 114 ; Haworth. Synops. PI. Succ.
(1812), p. 118 ; S. sexfidum. Mars. Bieb. Fl. Taur.
Cauc. i., p. 354 ; S. Witmanni of some gardens.

Centi-al and Southern Europe, but not Spain.

This is a very pretty dwarf species, largely used in

carpet-bedding and for other purposes, for which its

neat habit and pretty pinkish glaucous hue render it

suitable. It is described in some books as annual or

biennial, but we find it truly perennial. In cultiva-

tion it does not appear to vary much, but Boissier,

who has studied the plant closely in a wild state,

describes it as very variable but always recognisable

by its 6-merous flowers, pointed petals, &c.

The name hispanicum given by Linnaeus is the

oldest, but it is inappropriate, as the plant is not found
in Spain, and is not mentioned in the most recent

work of Willkomm and Lange on the flora of that

country. Jloreover the name glaucum is that by
which it is best known in English gardens. It must
not, however, be confounded with the varietyalbescens

of S. reflexum, which is also frequently called

As some of the varieties mentioned by Boissier, J.c,

are likely to be met with in English gardens, we
append their names and synonyms.

Var. iciocarpnm.—Carpels glabrous.

Var. eriocarpum.—Carpels more or less hairy.—.S.

eriocarpum, Sibth. Fl. Gra^c. v., t. 449. S. orientale,

Boissier. S. hispanicum. ^ Bu.\baumii. Griseb. Spicileg.

i., p. 324. S. armenum, Boiss. S. modestum, Boiss. in PI.

Kotsch. exsicc.

Var. bythinicum.—Carpels hairy-
;
plant provided with

sterile shoots, and therefore perennial.—S. bythinicum,

Boissier.

This latter apparently is the form most common in

English gardens.

Var. polypdalum.—Petals 7—9.

38. S. LYDlt/M, Boissier, Fl. Orientalis, ii., p. 7S2
j

Mast, in Card. Chron. 1877, p. 521.

Glabrous.

Barren shoots 2—3 inches, erect, reddish. Flowering
shoots 4—5 inches. ,

Leaves crowded. \ inch, linear subterete. greenish of

red-tipped, auricled at the base, and with numerous fine

pimples at the tip when seen with a lens.

Cyme corymbose, many-flowered.

Flowers
-fj,

inch in diameter, pinkish.

Buds 5-angular.

Sepals oblong obtuse, reddish.

Petals oblong lanceolate, twice the length of the

sepals.

Anthers reddish.

Carpels erect, whitish, with a long style.—Fl. late

summer.
Syn. S. lividum. S. pukhellvun. S. anglicum of some-

gardens.

Asia Minor.

A charming little plant for rockwork edgings or

carpet bedding.

(To he continued.')
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BROCCOLI.
ExcKI'TINd, perhaps, Brussels Sprouts, llicre is no

vegetable so useful, or dcscrvint; so large a sliarc of

attralion as Broccoli ; and now that we have that

invaluable early autumn variety of Veitch's, there will

be no difficulty, except in very severe winters, in having

a plentiful supply of either these or Cauliflowers every

day in the year. In order to do this, however,

there should be a proper preparation of the sced-

bod.i, for, like everything else connected with garden-

ing, and more particularly that part of it relating to

the raising of plants, much depends on a good start.

If Broccoli is sown thick and drawn up we.aUly, as is

frequently the case, it is impossible for the plants

to acciuirc th.at strength and hardness of stem so

necessary to enable them to produce fine heads and

withstand sharp frosts and cold cutting winds.

Instead of sowing broadcast in the ordinary way on

small beds, it will be found much better to put the

seed thinly in drill rows 6 or 8 inches apart, so that

they can get plenty of light and air between, instead

of being crowded like Mustard and Cress, struggling

with each other for room, and becoming etiolated

as soon as they are fairly out of the ground.

The only excuse most people have for crowding

them in the confined limits of a bed, is that they can

be the more easily protected from the ravages of birds,

but by the use of a little paraffin oil or red lead or

carbolic soap as a dressing, these depredators may be

put at defiance, and those concerned rest at ease as to

the safety of the seed. If either of the above-named
' liquids are used, there should only be just sufficient to

moisten the shell, and as the carbolic soap is of a

somewhat adhesive nature, a little dust or dry sand

is necessary to get the grains to separate freely. The

digging in of a lot of crude rank manure into the

ground is a great mistake, as the plants are forced

on too fast before there is sun and warmth sufficient

to solidify the growth they make, and even at any

time the use of highly enriched hand for Broccoli is

very questionable, causing as it does a too soft

succulent habit, which, although in exceptionally

mild seasons, may be in favour of increased size, such

plethora is anything but conducive to their hardiness,

as in severe weather the sap vessels become ruptured,

and the after results are a mass of rottenness.

Instead therefore of digging a quantity of manure

into the ground before sowing, it will be far

better to give it a good sprinkling of soot,

which is not only a suitable and sufficient stimulant,

but is most v.aluable for keeping off the maggot that

causes clubbing, as will also wood-ashes, used either

alone or in combination with the soot.

The earliest and best varieties to sow first are ^'eitch's

Early Autumn, Snow's and Backhouse's, the former

turning in from October to Christmas, and the two latter

following close on till Adams' Early White, Knight's

Protecting, and suchlike sorts are ready to keep

up the supply. To carry on from then till Cauliflowers

come in, there are none equal to Dilcock's Bride,

Veitch's Late Spring White, and Cattell's Eclipse, the

latter a most valuable old variety, bearing exceedingly

close firm heads that are beautifully white and remain

compact and fit for use a long time. Not only is this

the case, but their stems are so dwarf and woody that

th^y will endure almost any amount of frost, and it is

not an uncommon occurrence to find these stand when
most other sorts are destroyed. A sowing of the first-

mentioned should be made not later than the last

week in March, and the middle of April will be time

enough for the others, as there is nothing gained by

getting them in too early.

The general or almost a common practice is to

plant from the beds, but nothing pays better than

Broccoli for the trbuble of pricking out, as it induces

a more sturdy h.abit, and greatly increases the fibrous

roots, which are the most important not only to these

but to all other plants. When not pricked out they

generally stand much too long for their welfare, and

it is surprising how soon they take harm if left to

themselves, unless they have much more room than is

usually allotted. As the early kinds come into use at

a dull time of year they sliould be planted in a shel-

tered, sunny spot, where, if necessary, they can either

be laid in or receive protection by having some short

straw, bracken, or something of that kind scattered

among them when severe weather threatens. In cold

districts the best way is to dig them up with good

balls of earth, and let their stems well down in a

leaning direction on some nice south border, where

they will be immediately under notice and readily

accessible for covering quickly whenever occasion

requires. A great number may be wintered in this

way and kept safe from harm with but little labour,

as may also Cauliflowers, which keep far sounder when

so managed than they ever do in pits or frames where

air cannot pass freely among them.

To prevent the attacks of maggots at the roots,

which in some soils Broccoli are very liable to,

it is a good plan when planting to dip them

in a thickish liquid made of lime, soot, and clay,

which will be found to have the desired effect. Much
dilTerence of opinion exists as to the desirability or

otherwise of trenching or breaking up hand previous

to putting out the plants, but much depends on the

nature of the soil one has to deal with, as that which

is shallow and poor requires very different treatment

to such as is of a loamy character resting on a cool,

moist bottom. In a garden of this description. Broc-

coli may be grown thoroughly well without any pre-

paration whatever beyond a surface-stirring with the

hoe to destroy weeds previous to planting, and this is

the practice pursued by some of our best cultivators,

who assert, and very truly, that when so managed the

plants are altogether more compact, and better able

to withstand the vicissitudes of winter. Such a system

of planting where it answers is an immense saving of

labour just at a very busy season, and with a little

forethought it can always be managed to have them

succeed some other non-exhaustive crop, as, for in-

stance, any of the roots, the earliest sown Peas, or,

better still, any of the Strawberry plantations that are

to be destroyed when the fruit is gathered. All

that is necessary is to push away the litter so

as to admit the point of a crowbar with which to make

the holes, and if these are filled in around the roots

by casting a handful of fine soil, and the same washed

down by water poured through the spout of a pot, the

plants will soon start away freely. In di-y hungry

soils the best way is to trench the manure in low

down, and before planting to make it as solid as

possible by well treading ; but in all cases the rows

should be at wide distances apart, and where land is

prepared by deep cultivation it is a good plan to grow

at intervals of 4 feet and have a row of Potatos be-

tween. These being cleared off" early, an abundance

of light and air are admitted just at the time they most

need it to harden up and consolidate their growth.

Plants so favoured will scarcely require the additional

care of heeling in for the winter, although this is a

practice much to be commended with a portion of

the crop, as when so treated the winter must be

exceptionally severe if they then receive injury.

Having much less of their stems exposed, and being

brought so near the ground, their leaves help to

shelter and protect each other instead of foiling away

as they would otherwise do, leaving the hearts bare.

The check caused by the operation is likewise in

favour of increased hardiness, and therefore it has

much to recommend it, especially when the plants are

over robust, y. S.

THE ANNUAL ROOT SHOWS.
It w.as, we believe, Messrs. Sutton who first con-

ceived the idea of exhibiting to the public the best

specimens of root crops and other cattle food from

seed of their own selection and production. Prizes

offered to their customers soon collected the requisite

number of specimens of all kinds—Swedes and

Mangel Wurzel, Kohl I^abi, and field and garden pro-

duce of various kinds ; and large numbers on a

Reading market day assembled to inspect and to

admire. Their exhibition now—on the floors of

enormous warehouses, galleries, and the various

departments of their extensive premises — is in

wonderful contrast to those which we remember of

twenty years ago ; and their example has long been

widely followed.

The entries were this year so numerous that only

six roots were exhibited of each, in place of the twelve

that had been sent. The Globes and Long Red
Mangels and the Tankards and Intermediates were

astonishingly fine. The collection competing for a

20-guinea gold cup was really extraordinary, and

the two between whom the decision lay, united

enormous quantity with really admirable quality.

The Swedes exhibited, as was to be expected, great

variety. The principal awards were given to good
quality along with sufficient weight. The common
Turnip classes, Green and Purple-top Globes,

Greystones, and White and Yellow Tankards were

large classes of good roots. The yellow-fleshed Globes

of greater variety of size, and Tankards a small class

of very various quality. The special classes for roots

from sewage farms were the most surprising and

among the most interesting in the whole show, for the

admirable quality as well as great size of the roots,

chiefly Mangel Wurzel, which they have sent. Indeed

the Reading Sewage Farm could this year have covered

the great floor with roots of uniform excellence,

combining size and quality in a way leaving nothing

to be desired. We saw cartloads outside of (jlobe

Mangels and Kohl Rabi, and were told that the

crop was this year an extraordinary one, as indeed we
are quite ready to believe it must have been. There

was a fine collection of garden vegetables, Potatos,

Onions, &c., and a capital competition among
gardeners for displays of ten or twelve sorts in each

exhibit.

Messrs. Carter cS: Co., of llolborn, were among the

earliest to adopt these annual shows, and first at the

Crystal Palace, and latterly in the galleries of the

Agricultural Hall, an enormous display has been

annually exhibited, which is this year supplemented

by something quite unique in the rugged masses they

present, in the shape of a Canadian contingent present

at the review, a lot o! enormous red Mangel Wurzcls
from Messrs. Carter's seed, weighing more than 50 lb.

apiece. Here, too, are atlmirable classes of Long Red,

Globe, Tankard, and Intermediate Mangels. Nowhere
have we seen such fine Tankard Mangels. One set of

roots exhibited by Mrs. Morten, of Rickmansworth,
with coarse neck, were of such extraordinary weight

that the firm have given an equal 1st prize, and that

although they had been passed by the judges. In

Swedes, too—a very large collection of admirable

roots—the prizes went to well-formed, clean, and neat

roots, by no means of the largest size. In smaller

classes of Turnips, in admir.able classes of Kohl Rabi,

and in extensive classes of single roots, Messrs. Carter

have also had a splendid display. White Carrots and
Parsnips were most admirably represented. In the

class of single roots, in which they are alone anion;'

root shows we have seen, the spectator had an oppor-

tunity of studying perfect form and maximum weight
more easily than he can when comparing separate

dozens with each other. And, certainly, in both
Swedes and Mangels the show has been very fine.

The sewage farms here, too, sent up a very fine dis-

play. And Canada, as we have said, has sent a most
robust and astonishing collection. The show of

Potatos and Onions was very fine, and the garden
competition, too, most admirable.

Messrs. Webb & Co., of Wordsley, later on the

scene, have spruiig full-grown into the competitive

arena. And though this was only their third or

fourth annual show, it already vies with all in the

extent and quality of the display. This year they
removed their many hundred specimens to Curzon
Hall, Birmingham, and on the raised platforms and
on the floors there were an immense collection of all

kinds of farm produce, containing at least one s]3eci-

men—a Long Red Mangel of perfect form, weighing

over 61 lb.—which excels anything we have seen

elsewhere. The specimens were placed in the order of

their arrival, without any attempt on the part of the

firm to give preference to any. The name of the exhi-

bitor was placed under one of the roots, and was not

seen until the award had been made. The classes of

long Mangels were especially fine—Swedes rather

more necky than usual. Tankards and Globe Man-
gels very good. Kohl I'labi first-rate. Turnip classes

small in number and various in size—Cabbat^e

enormous—Carrots and Parsnips very good. Potatos

most beautiful. Onions very good. A most various

and abundant supply of Gourds of all kinds and sizes ;

and a capital display, in which ^^e5srs. Webb stand

alone, of their admirable Wheats, Barley, and Oats.

Messrs. Harrison & Sons, Leicester, held their

ninth annual exhibition on the 2Sth, when a

splendid collection of between 2000 and 3000 speci-

mens of Mangels and .Swedes alone, from all parts of

the country, and grown exclusively from their seed,

were exhibited. The roots were admirably arranged

upon raised benches slightly sloping to the front,

which showed them oft' to the best advantage. The
show was visited by over 5000 people. In the clas-

for twelve roots of Harrison's Normanton Glolc
Mangels, Messrs. Harrison stipulated that they nui-i

be drawn from a crop of not less than 2 acres. Thi>

brought competitors to the number of forty-eight, and
many of the lots were remarkably fine. The class

for twelve roots of Harrison's Normanton Globe
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M.mgels brought together a quantity of very large

examples, including a very fine lot grown by Mr.

Thos. Stirton, farm steward to Sir K. Sutton, to

whom the silver cup was awarded. The class for

Harrison's Giant Long Red Mangels was well con-

tested, the number of competitors being nearly double

that of Last year. Next in interest to the Mangels came

the Swedes, and, although not quite equal to last year,

there was a large competition for the silver cup and

other prizes offered. A fine collection of I'otatos,

Onions, Carrots, Cabbages, &c., was shown in the

seed warehouses, but not for competition. Cottdcusca

from the '^ A^'icnitwal Gazcfte.^^

CRASSULA RAMULIFLORA.
Cape plants have l^ecome rather scarce in our

collections, and if an old, perhaps long forgotten,

representative of that flora turns up .again, it is with a

double satisfaction that we hail it. I enclose a flower-

ing branch of the above-named species of Crassula,

which I discovered by chance at a small provincial

show, ^'ery likely I should not at all have noticed

the plant if it were not for the curious spiral twisting

of the flower-stalks, which struck me at once, and

which Professor Ascherson considers as an interesting

monstrosity. Inspector Bouchc, from Berlin, states

that this phenomenon is not reproduced constantly by

cuttings, nevertheless I shall try if I am more fortu-

nate. I do not know if this species is cultivated in

England ; if not I am quite willing to distribute next

spring small plants of this pretty Cape plant.

Eli. Goczc, Botanic Garden, Grcifnuald. [The stem is

so twisted as to bring all the leaves and the flowers in

their axils into one continuous spiral line. Eds.]

ORNAMENTAL TREES AND
SHRUBS.

I.N the home nursery of Messrs. T. Eunyard &
Sons, which occupies a gentle slope on the Kentish

hills, and has a soil suited to the growth of many plants

of a reputed tender character, a good study of many fine

things in the w^ay of ornamental trees is afforded.

Like other nurseries in close contiguity to busy and

growing towns, it is being gradually encroached upon

by the builder, and possibly before many years are

past these ornamental trees will have to be removed.

Planted years ago when many of the subjects were

new to English gardens, they have established them-

selves, and a record of them may prove of service

now that planters will be Ijusy, and many a new

garden will be designed and laid out, and old ones

improved in some of their details.

Aralia japonica, recently figured in the Gardeners'

Chroniele, is an imposing plant, with its bold

pinnate spineless leaves, and large clusters of white

flowers, having quite a tropical appearance. Aralia

spinosa is flowering now : it is supposed this par-

ticular specimen was planted on this spot fully sixty

years ago ; it has large deejily divided leaves and a

spiny stem, and blooms best in a warm soil. A
variety of the purple-leaved Birch obtained from the

Continent has leaves of a bright bronzy purple colour,

and is very effective. Cripps' variety of the golden

Catalpa was very fine, taking on its best character at

this time of year ; it is a tree that does well in most

soils, but a warm early one suits it best. Ceanothus

rigidus was doing remarkably well in the open, grown

as a shrub, its slate-blue flowers opening early in

April, when it is an extremely pretty subject. It is a

very effective decorative plant grown in this way.

Catalpa Bungei must not be passed over : it has a

peculiar close growth and good leaves, matching well

with the mop-headed Robinia umbraculifera, and

therfore suitable for geometrical gardens.

Some of the forms of Cerasus are particularly

noticeable. A single-flowering variety, known as rosea

pendula, blooms in the beginning of April, freely pro-

ducing fleshy pink flowers. A variety ol^ the Chinese

Cherry, known as Watereri, is also very attr.active at

the proper season. The Mahaleb is also noticeable

for its distinct foliage, and for flowering early—before

the ordinary Cherries. AVhat a fine old shrub Euo-

nymus europKus is, and the variety of it known as lati-

folius is to be commended. At this season of the

year the rose-coloured seed-pods open, and show the

orange-coloured seeds ; and when well covered with

these is a handsome subject, and quite an "object at this

time of the year. Hedera helix maculata is a slrik"

ing object grown as a pyramid when its foliage is well

variegated. A good example of it was growing by

the side of a flourishing plant of liambusa Metake,

and formed a pretty piece of accidental grouping.

The Bambusa is quite hardy, and it is recommended

that it be taken up and divided now and then to pre-

vent it from flowering, as its decorative beauty lies in

its foliage, not in its flowers. What is known as the

Golden Tree Ivy makes a capital shrub, and is a very

pretty object dotted about, especially in spring-time.

Heleborus fcetidus was to be seen in quite large bushes,

but its value lies in its suitability for pl.anting under

the trees quite in the sh.ade ; in this position it has

been found to do remarkably well. Polygonum

Sieboldi somewhat resembles a Spiraja, and flowers

with great freedom and in all directions from the leaf

axils ; it is a vuluable ornament.al flowering shrub.

Van Geert's Golden Poplar is very good, taking on an

excellent golden colour at this season of the year.

Rhus Cotinus in a large state is a very hand-

some subject in autumn, and richly deserves a

high place among ornamental trees. Rhus glabra

laciniata comes into use in the place of Fern foliage ;

the sprays are very handsome, the red leaf-stalks

matching so well with the green foliage. Rhus Obeski

is very fine, having foliage of a very ornamental

character, but to have it in good condition it

should be cut down annually like Fuchsias. A
golden leaved Acacia, obtained from the Con-

tinent, was very good. The fine old Salisburia

adiantifolia must not be overlooked, as it was a con-

spicuous object among other plants. It is a plant

that grows somewhat slowly when young, but after

reaching a certain stage progresses much more rapidly.

A Thuja labelled Lawsoni lutescens is A i among
golden Thujas ; it keeps its colour all the year round,

and promises to be a valuable plant for spring bed-

ding. Thuja Lawsoni albo-spica has a very pretty

variegation also, and may be pronounced very good.

Thuja lutea is also good, but not equal in eftectiveness

to the first-named. Quercus glabra deserves notice

for its effectiveness as an evergreen in a shrubbery

liorder, as also for service as a single specimen on a

lawn.

It would not be difticuU to extend this list, as there

are many other subjects of an equally valuable cha-

racter. The foregoing list serves to illustrate the

material nurserymen are found gathering together to

gratify the taste of those having a taste for fine eflccts

in pleasure-grounds, and valuable additions are annu-

ally made to what is already possessed. R. D,

POT VINES.
I\ many private gardening establishments the

culture of pot Vines for early forcing is preferred to

forcing permanent Vines that have been planted out

in the usual way. It is certainly very exhausting to

Vines to be forced year after year to ripen at the end

of April or early in May, and my experience goes to

prove that the Vines, if they have been fairly well

cropped, become almost worthless in the course of

ten years or less. If the Grapes are not required

until the end of May the strain upon the Vines is not

nearly so great. The main difficulty is to keep the

leaves in good health after the fruit is cut and until it

is time to prune the Vines in September. The leaves

are not of sufficient substance to stand the early

summer heat and if they suffer the Vines are certain

to start into fresh growth, which is also injurious.

Early forced Vines will not be axhausted if the leaves

can be kept in health until the end of August.

I am not sure but another cause of exhaustion in

early vineries is in the custom of covering the oul-^ide

and inside borders with fermenting material. I can

speak from experience as to the use of stable manure

both outside and inside the houses as a fermenting

material. This heats violently for two weeks or less,

and then as rapidly cools down, causing a certain

variation in the temperature ; and I do not think that

violent heat is desirable, especially when the roots are

quite close to the surface. Rather let the outside

borders be covered with dry oat straw and keep it

dry by placing wooden shutters over it. The borders

should be watered with tepid water before putting the

straw on. In the opinion of many persons pot Vines

give the best returns for the money expended, if the

Grapes are wanted from the last week in March until

the en<l of May. But, to be successful, it is necessary

to have strong canes well ripened early in the autumn.

It may be as well to give the system of culture pursued

from the first. Many persons purchase the Vines, but

they are expensive, and it must be owned that it costs

a considerable sum to grow the Vines under any

circumstances. I have grown the Vines from eyes

put in about the first week in January, or from weak

Vines of the previous year cut down and started a

fortnight later. When it is intended to grow Irom

eyes the same season (and I rather prefer canes raised

that way), time is everything. They must be grown

on from the first without any serious check, and to

secure this it is l>est to pot the eyes singly in 6o-sized

pots ; use good turfy loam with a little sand to start

them. The temperature of the house at night should

be about 55°, and the bed in which the pots have to

be plunged is 85* ; and let there be no mistake in this

—if the lest thermometer gives 85' a foot or so below

the surface it will be under 80", perhaps not more

than 75^, at the surface where the pots are plunged.

After the above conditions have been secured, success

or failure depends upon the care with which the

whole of the cultural directions are followed out. The

comi)ost, for instance, used to pot the eyes should be

moderately moist, so tha*. it will not be necessary to

water until the young growth appears above-ground.

If the soil is so dry that it is necessary to water it,

it is very probable that many of them will rot

off before they appear above-ground. A\'hen growth

has commenced water must be applied with caution

until plenty of fibrous roots are formed. The

first roots formed are thick, and strike out at right

angles from the stem and speedily rot through a slight

excess of moisture. When the small pots are filled

with fibrous roots it will be time to shift the young

Vines into 6-inch pots, and for this purpose I again

recommend turfy loam to which has been added some

crushed bones. It is a question whether it is best to

jilunge the pots into bottom-heat again or to simply

place them on the surface of the bed. It is best, I

think, not to plunge them. The best canes I have

ever seen were grown without bottom-heat after

being jjotted the first time. They were placed on a

wooden stage or framework at the back part of a half-

span Pine-house. The temperature was 65^ at night

till May, when it would be 70' or more as a minimum,

and, with plenty of atmospheric moisture, the growth

was amazing, forming short-jointed canes of consider-

able thickness, and the wood wasgenerally well ripened.

The only compost I have used and that has given satis-

faction for fruiting Vines in pots has been pure turfy

loam. That obtained here has been a pasture for cows

and horses for a quarter of a centur)', and requires no

manure except the crushed bones, of which I use about

one 9-inch potful to each barrow -load. I am able to

get the top layer of turf with about 2 or 3 inches of

soil, and this if laid up in a heap for about six weeks

will be sufficiently decayed. I repot from the 6-inch

pots into 8 and 9-inch, and like to repot again into II

or l2-inch pots, which are the best size in which to fruit

them. I use plenty of drainage and place some turfy

loam over it before putting m any of the soil. The
turf I tear up by the hand and in potting the soil is

rammed in rather firmly with a wooden rammer.

Water freely when the Vines have drawn roots and

syringe twice a day at least, and in very hot weather

three times a day, I never use manure-water, nor is

any dressing of manure placed upon the surface.

When the canes are full grown and the wood shows

signs of ripeness, water must not be applied quite so

freely, but it would be a mistake to let them suffer

for want of it at the roots. We still want the eyes to

plump up, the incipient bunch of Grapes must be

formed at the axil of each leaf, and this will take at

least six weeks after the wood is brown. When fully

ripened the renting period has come, and this ought

to occupy at least two months, and I like to have the

canes shortened and the lateral growths -cut off six

weeks at least \>x\ox to starting them. We will

suppose that time to have arrived—say it is the last

week in October. A bed of tan, leaves, or manure

should be prepared, and if the temperature at

the depth of i foot does not exceed 85" the pots

may be plunged in it. The canes should be twined

round three sticks placed in the pots with the point of

it well down so that the buds may break regularly

throughout. Start with a temperature of 50' at

night rising to 60' by day; the Vines should be dewed
over with the fine spray from a syringe—they will

soon start, and when this has taken place increase the

temperature, and it may also be necessary to remove
some ol the buds. The bottom-heat will decline in

the course of a month, but this will be gradual and it

is best to let it be so. Its purpose has been ser\ed by
causing a more regular break than would otherwise

have been possible. Syringing is discontinued after the

Vines are in leaf, and moisture is prorluced l>y evajio-

ration from the troughs, and by damping the walls,
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paths, iS:c. As soon as tlia roots arc in active growth

raise the temperature to 65" at niglit, antl do not

exceed this for Black llamlmrgh, Sweetwater,

Muscadine or I'Vontignan Grapes. Muscat of

Alexandria would require the house to be kept to 70^

at niglit, with a proportionate rise liy day, which would
be 5' more in dull weather and from 10° to 15° more
in sunshine.

I use manure-water whenever routs are licing

formed abundantly, but that is not until the fruit is

set. A good plan is to place some rich dressing on the

surface of the pots, this dressing may consist of rotten

manure and good loam in equal portions. If this is

done manure-water may not be used, but at least three

dressings should be applied, the last one just before

the Grapes take their second swelling, that is, after

stoning is completed. As soon as the fruit is ripe it

will be cut, but that portion of it required for suc-

cession must be kept in a house which is ilrier and
more airy that than in which it has been ripened.

J. Vou-his.

THE ARBUTES.
Jl'si' at this season planters are considering wliat

to pl.ant, while dull flowerless days and approaching
Christmas decorations are suggestive of berries. We
"may, therefore, be doing a service to some in calling

attention to the genus Arbutus as furnishing ever-

green shrubs, elegant in blossom, bright in the bark,

and, in sonic cases, brilliant in the fruit. Moreover,
there is a classical interest about them which adds
to their attractiveness. The species or variaties to

which we intend to allude in these present notes are

the common Strawljcrry-tree, Arbutus Unedo, A.
Andrachne, A. Menziesii, or, as it is generally called,

A. procera, and A. hybrida. There are other species,

but they are not so important for garden purposes.

What the Latin authors meant by their Arbutus is

probably A. Unedo, or it might have been .\.

Andrachne. Virgil tells us that the weaned kids were
fond of browsing on the Arbutus. Young goats in a

general way are not very particular on this point,

liut the most puzzling thing is as to the explanation
to be given to Virgil's lines (Georg. ii. 69) " /«-

scrilur vcro cl iiiuis Arlnttus hon-ida /alu." Martyn
translates this, " But the rugged Arbute is ingrafted

with the oflspring of the Walnut tree." A more recent

translator, a good gardener too (K. D. Elackmore),

renders it, "But nuts are grafted on the rough
Arbute ;" and another has it, "But the prickly Arbutus
is grafted with the Walnut's offspring." Martyn
further tells us that the term "horrida" refers to tlie

bark. It may be so, but we should rather a]iply it to

the prickly fruit. But this is a trifle compared to

the engrafting either the nut or the Walnut on the

Arbutus. We own we are unable to realise the idea.

A. Unedo, the commonest species of those we
have enumerated, is found in .Southern Europe, and is

.also a native of South-Western Irel.and.

In this country it usually forms a large shrub
rather than a tree, with glabrous, obovate-oblong,
saw-toothed leaves, the leaf-stalks, like the young
shoots, being more or less pilose. The flower panicles
are bent downwards, and bear numerous flowers

rather larger than those of the Lily of the Valley, but
urn-shaped, contracted near tlie throat, waxy white,
suffused with pink. These flowers are succeeded by
the berries (see fig. 115) superficially like Straw-
berries, but really widely different in structure.

The little spines by which the fruit is beset are
sharply pointed. The fruit t.akes long to ripen,

so that it is not at all unusual to see the flower
and the fruit on the tree at the same time. In this

country the berries are insipid, and though in

Italy we have partaken of them at the dessert-t.able,

candour bids us say that they are more grateful

to the eye than to the palate. Many varieties are
found in the nurseries, varying in the breadth of the
leaf, the degree of hairiness, and so forth, and there
is one double-flowered variety interesting as to struc-

ture, but as it produces no berries it must rank as
inferior to the ordinary form.

This species is probably the most hardy of the
whole. It is only in very severe winters that it is

hurt in the South of England, and even then it is not
usually irreparably hurt. How far north it can be
grown we do not know, but some correspondent may
perhaps be good enough to tell us.

A. Andr.\chne, Linn., is a more tender species
than the foregoing, but still there are good-sized trees

of it to be seen. Its leathery leaves are quite glabrous

and quite entire, or sometimes serrate. The flower-

])anicles are erect, but our summers are rarely, if ever,

hot enough for the fruit to be produced. We have

only seen green specimens of the fruit, and in them
the tubercles by which the fruit is studded are flattened

at the tips, not pointed as in Unedo. The old greyish

bark peels ofl^ in large flakes as in the I'lane, revealing

the younger bark beneath, which is at first green but

ultimately becomes of a rich red colour, so that a tree

of this kind lights up a shrubbery very effectively.

The flowers are produced in spring, and resemble those

of the preceding species. A. serratifolia is a slight

variety of this species.

A. HYiiRiDA.—This is a charming species or

probably hybrid variety, combining the characteristics

of Unedo and Andrachne. It has deciduous bark

like the latter, and flowers earlier in the spring. The
leaves are oblong-acute, serrulate and glabrous. An
excellent figure of this plant was given in our columns
on February 16 of the present year, p. 211, fig. 37.
It is the A. andrachnoides of Link, and is not
unnaturally supposed to be a hybrid, but we are not
aware whether this was produced artificially or by
accident. We do not know the species or variety at

all in a wild state, so the presumption is that it origi-

nated in gardens. It is figured at t. 619 of the

Botanical /iagistcr, x A. Milleri is stated to be a
cross between the same two species.

A. Menziesii, I'ursh.—This is a Californian

species, better known by the name of A. procera. It

was introduced by Douglas, and is figured in the Bot.

A'f^^, t. 1753. A. laurifolia of Lindley, in the same
publication, t. 67, is a smaller-leaved form of the

same species. Gray, in Brewer and Watson's Flora of
California, speaks of it as a handsome tree with very

hard wood and red bark, flaking off' as in A. An-
drachne ; others speak of it as a " most princely tree."

The leaves are oval or oblong, entire or serrulate,

pale beneath, bright green above. The panicles are

dense, the flowers almost globular, white, succeeded
by orange-coloured berries.

In this country it rarely grows beyond a bush.
One of the finest trees of the kind is or was in Mr.
Rogers' beautiful nursery at Southampton. Generally
speaking, it forms an evergreen shrub with fine

glossy foliage and delicate greenish white flowers.

The tubercles on the fruit in native specimens are

flattened. We are not aware whether it has ever
fruited in this country, but as it is rather tender we
should rather doubt it.

In addition there are A. intermedia, native of
Greece ; A. canariensis, ot the Canary Islands ; A,
macrophylla, with downy leaves, from Mexico ; A.
varians, and A. densiflora, also from Mexico. We
do not know if either of these is in cultivation. In
garden catalogues also we find the names of A.
Crooinii, A. photiniicfolia, and A. Rollissoni ; but we
have no specimens at hand to compare.

Jforfifjir (I'orrfsponbniff.

llouAKi- Town, Tasmania. — In April, 1S75,

during a visit to Hobart Town, Tasmania, I visited

the gardens of the Royal Society, where I met and
went over them with the able director, Mr. K.Abbott.
The present extent of the gardens consists of 25 acres,

of which about 20 are under cultivation; the income
of the gardens only amounts to the annual sum of

^400, and realises by the sale of iruit, flowers, &c.,

about ;^ioo, and the prison labour given by the

Government is calculated to be worth ;^i 50 a year.

It is surprising to me how the garden can be so well

kept stocked with valuable plants, all arranged in

beautiful order, on so small a sum and opened
gratuitously to the public,

I will now proceed to describe some of the trees

and plants which I noticed, or to which my attention

was more particularly directed by Mr. Abbott. On
entering the gardens I observed a fine American
Hickory (Carya nigra), about 30 feet high and bearing

a quantity of fruit ; also a fine Chinese Tree Pa;ony,

or Moutan Rose (P.conia Moutan), and a brilliant

and dazzling row of Telargoniums, the foliage

beautifully \ariegated with gold, bronze, deep red,

and masses of flowers 01 rich and bright colours. I

observed Adenanthos sericea, from Western Australia,

and a fine bed of Nerines, all in full bloom. A
yellow variety from China (Kerine aurea) struck me
as both novel and beautiful. The Argan tree (Argania
Sideroxylon) grew in great perfection. This tree was
twelve years old and about S feet high. It is a native
of Morocco and grows in sandy soil. It is a thorny
evergreen tree, attaining a moderate elevation of 10 or
12 feet, but the trunk attains a large diameter. The
fruit is a small drupe, and the seeds contain a

valuable oil. A large quantity of the Argan
seeds procured at Barbary were, at the request

of the Acclimatisation Society of New South
W.ales, sent to them by the Governor of Gibraltar

in 1865. The seeds were collected by the British

Minister in Morocco, Sir John Hay, at Mogadorc. The
seeds arrived at Sydney in excellent condition, and
were generally distributed over the colony, but from
some unaccountable cause, although the plants grew
but very slowly, they never attained any size or bore
fruit, as I saw them in Tasmania and in Adelaide,

South Australia. The Hottentot Cherry (Cassine

niaurocenia) and the Fontanesia phillyrajoides, a
native of Syria, were very interesting. A singular

Araliaceous tree attracted my attention by its remark-
able growth and large projecting roots ; it was Cus-
sonia thyrsiflora from the Cape of Good Hope

;

when in bloom the foliage falls from the flowering

branch, and when the seeds are mature partially dies,

and the seeds drop. There was an evergreen species
ofjuglans from Mexico, and a choice collection of
Hollies, as the Ilex latifolia, from Japan, a very pretty

and attractive variety, with red and yellow berries,

some with foliage edged with a gold and silver tint,

and many other varieties equally beautiful. There
was an elegant Genista—the c;. monospcrma—with
drooping white blossoms, very ornamental for table
decorations. The Paulownia imperialis, or Foxglove
tree, was in seed ; it is a deciduous tree, a native of
Japan, and grows well and rapidly in the whole of
the Southern Australian colonies. It belongs to the
Scrophularia family, but bears an outward re-

semblance to the Bignonias ; its leaves are large and
broad ; the flowers are in terminal panicles, and of a
purplish violet colour, appearing in October. The
seeds are winged, and contained in a hard, ovoid
acuminate capsule. It is a soft-wooded tree, and
grows rapidly from cuttings. I have seen it from
10 feet to 20 feet high. It is very hardy, and when
in full flower a very showy tree. An interesting tree

in the gardens was the Diospyros virginiana, the
Persimmon, or Virginian Date Plum, a native of the
United States, which attains a great elevation. The
fruit is of a light orange colour, nearly round,
veiy astringent in taste even when ripe, but said
to be eatable after it has been exposed to the
action of frost. The bark of the tree is bitter, and,
like all the bitter barks, is considered in popular
opinion to possess febrifuge jiroperties. It is con-
sidered by American physicians to be viseful in cases
of cholera infantum and diarrhcea. I was surprised
to see so far south the Brachychiton luridum of New
South Wales covered by a profusion of its rose-

coloured flowers, I also observed Entelea arborescens
from New Zealand ; the flowers are drooping, of a
whitish colour, with a yellow centre, and it is closely
allied to the genus Sparmannia of the Cape of Good
Hope. It is a small branching tree.

I remarked the following New Zealand trees

flourishing in the garden :—The Karaka {Coryno-
carpus laivigata). The Coriaria sarmentosa, or Wine-
berry tree, the Tupakihi, or Tutre of the natives

;

the wine made from the berries of this shrub tastes

like Elderberry wine; the seeds are poisonous.
Passiflora tetrandra, named Po-huc-hue by the
natives, bears orange-coloured fruit, with seeds of a
beautiful crimson colour. The Alectryon excelsum,
or Tikoti of the natives, grows to a large size. A
small but handsome tree was the Aristotelia race-
mosa, with racemes of pink flowers and black berries
about the size of a pea, and eatable. The Aralia
crassifolia, Horocka of the natives, w.as growing
upwards of 12 feet high; it is called by Europeans
the F"ish-bone tree, from the singular form of its

foli.age
; no branches are thrown out, unless the

short stalks, from which the tufts of foliage arise in
full-grown trees, can be so named. Near it was
Brachyglottis repanda, allied to Senecio (the Ground-
sel tribe) ; it is a small branching tree, and has a
singular white appearance, from its foliage being
covered below with a soft, white cottony down, as
well as the branches, petioles, and inflorescence ; the
flowers are yellow. It is the Cineraria repanda of
Forster ; the name given to me by the New Zealanders
was Boka-boka

; others give the native name
as Rangiora. A slender climbing plant, the Par-
sonsia albiflora or variabilis, bears panicles of white
sweet-scented flowers; and the Cordyline Banksii

'

with its arboreous trunk crowned with long, broad,
and linear-lanceolate leaves, and clusters of white
flowers, succeeded by white berries, was a very grace-
ful tree. It is named by the New Zealanders
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Tiparce, or Tingahere. A handsome tree is the \'itex

littoralis, the Puredi, Puriri or Kaiiwere of the

natives ; the flowers are in panicles of a pinlc colour,

followed by obovoid fruit of a bright red. The wood

is very hard and durable, and is known as the New
Zealand Teak. The Tliuja Doniana, which I dis-

covered in 1S30, grows to 60 or 70 feet high, with a

circumference of 8 to 10 feet ; the timber is of a red

colour and of an excellent quality either for plant* or

spar. It is named Kawaha by the natives of New
Zealand,

My attention was attracted to a fine collection

of the Berberry family : among them I noticed

Mahonia rcpens, M. Frrtunei, M. nepalensis, M.

flowers, andlargeyellowfruit ; the other was Witheringia

superba, from .South America, with a profusion of

elegant purple flowers. Among a fine collection of

European trees I noticed the common white Birch

(Betula alba), the Horse Chestnut {.'Esculus Hippo-

castanum), both the pink and the double white varie-

ties. The Sycamore (Acer Pseudo-Platanus), and the

Oriental Plane tree (Plantanus orientalis), the elegant

and gr.aceful Weeping Golden Ash {Fraxinus excelsior

var. aurea pendula), and the common Ash (Fraxinus

excelsior), the Oak ((",luercus Robur), Poplars (Populus

alba and P. nigra), .and the Hornbeam (Carpinus

Betulus), were all in perfection. I also noticed the

Osage Orange (Madura aurantiaca), the Agonis

country, preserved in the gardens, as it is fast being,

destroyed in its natural state ; it is the Dacrydium
Franklinii, and its indigenous localities are on

the banks of the Huon and other rivers. I saw

some young pot plants of this Pine in the nur-

sery preparatory to being planted out, and which I

hope will live to become large trees and adorn this

very fine pinetum. There was a noble Pinus insignis,

a native of California; it was nearly 80 feet high,

and was said to be sixteen years old. I found

this species and the Aleppo Pine grew very

well in all the southern colonies of Aus-

tralia that I visited. I noticed also the Larch

(Pinus Larix), the Norway Spruce Fir (Pinus Abies),

FlC 115.—FRUITS OF ARliUTUS UNEDO. (SEE 1'. 6SS.)

Aquifolium, the sweet-fruited Berberis dulcis, rom

the Str.iits of Magellan ; Berberis Darwinii, with

its elegant orange-coloured blossoms, and Berberis san-

guinea. The whole of these are evergreens. I observed

a Judas-tree (Cercis) with yellow flowers, and the

Cassia chinensis, covered with a profusion of rich

golden blossoms. The Carob-tree (Ceratonia siliqua)

was growing luxuriantly, and the handsome Silver-

tree of the Cape (Leucodendron argenteum) ; there

was also the Cajsalpinia Tora in fruit, the flowers of

which are yellow ; and the Olea montana with its

crimson drupes. There was a handsome species of

Tasmanian Acacia, the Acacia Riceana, and two pretty

shrubs—one the Solanum marginatum from South

Africa, with white-edged handsome foliage, purple

* Described and figured by Sir W. J. Hooker, in the I.omhni

yoiir?ial fl/ Bptayty, vol. i., pp. 571, 572. 1S4Z.

flexuosa, with its graceful drooping slender branches

studded with small and delicate white blossoms : it is

indigenous to King George's Sound., but is extensi\ ely

grown in our botanic and other gardens in the

Australian colonies. I also noticed the Garrya ellip-

tica from California. I admired the Cotoneastcr vul-

garis covered with a profusion of pink berries, which

made it a very ornamental shrub in the gardens at

this season of the year, and when planted as a hedge

to a garden border and kept clipped to the height of

3 or 4 feet it was exceedingly ornamental. There was

another species, also ornamental, the woolly or

Qumce-leaved Cotoneastcr (C. tomentosa).

The collection of coniierous trees was very extensive,

and it was interesting to see such a display of fine healthy

well-grown trees of that class from various parts of the

world. I was somewhat disappointed at not seeing

I a good specimen of the Huon Pine in its native

the tree from which the Burgundypitch is obtained ; the

Juniperus drupacea from Syria, the very handsome

rough-branched Mexican Pine (Pinus Montezumas),

the Pinus Pinsapo from Spain, conspicuous from its

most beautiful and singular growth. The elegant

Maiden-hair tree (Salisburia adiantifolia) was growing

luxuriantly, as well as the Podocarpus chilina.

Sequoia gigantea of California, and Retinospora

obtusa from Japan. The Norfolk Island Pines

were very fine, and were from 50 to So feet

high, as well as the Bunya-bunya (Araucaria

Bidwillii), and the Chilian Araucaria (Araucaria

imbricata), the latter, although attaining only a

moderate elevation, about 8 feet high, and of stunteil

growth, bore both male flowers and female cones on

the same tree, from the seeds of which M r. Abbott

succeeded in rearing 100 plants. Until recently it

was believed tn be strictly dicecious, and not to bear
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cones until it has attained a considerable size and

age. There is a jiotice of this fact in the Ganiciien'

ChronUk, as follows ;

—

" A remarkable instance of the provisions of Natnre to

ensure the propagation of a species is recorded in the

Monthly A'olias 0/ P.jpers and Proceedings of the Royal
Society of Tasiitaiiiafor 1873. Under ordinary conditions

the Chili Pine, Araucaria imbricata, does not bear cones

until it has attained a considerable size and age, and the

sexes are usually (?) on separate trees ; indeed until

recently it was believed to be strictly dicccious. How-
ever, a plant in the Botanic Garden at Hobait Town,
Tasmania, about 8 feet high, but of stunted growth,

produced two cones, from which .about one hundred
seedlings have been raised. The fact is very interesting,

not only on account of the smalhiess of the plant, but
also because the sc.ves are often separated. In this case
we have a small isolated plant producing [apparently]

both sexes, and ripening its seed. Is this a fact, may we
.ask, or is it possible that it was fertilised by pollen from
another species? The seedlings will furnish the answer
to this question in time. It is supposed that this is the

tirst instance of this species bearing fertile cones in the

.Australian colonies."

There was also Pinus densiflora, and the Thuja
pendnla from Japan ; tlie spreading-leavcd Pine
(Pinus patula) from Mexico : it is of elegant growth,
and, throwing out its slender branches and foliage,

bears a resemblance to a fountain in full play ; the

Pinus cephalonica, from Cephalonia ; the Himalayan
Spruce (Pinus Smithiana), the Aleppo Pine (Pinus
halepensis), and the Pinus longifolia from the

Himalayas. Jly attention was directed to Totreya
taxifolia, the yellow-leaved Torreya from Florida, and
the Californian Nutmeg (Torreya myristica) ; the latter

was in fruit, which is at first of a dark green, changing
when ripe to a purple colour, and has a powerful
Nutmeg odour. The Deodar (Cedrus Deodara) and
the pretty and ornamental Golden Thuja (Thuja
aurea) from China [?], and the Thuja gigantea from
North-west America, which seeds very freely in this

country, were all in luxuriant growth ; and I observed
also the Libocedrus decurrens, which is often confused
with Thuja gigantea, and although belonging to

another genus, is closely related to Thuja. There was
a fine-grown tree of Cupressus Lambertiana from
California, and the common Savin (Juniperus Sabina).

The Loquat (Eriobotrya japonica), the dwarf Fan
Palms, Chamccrops humilis from the South of Europe,
and Chamairops Fortunei from China, were growing
very well. I observed also an elegant Photinia, a genus
of Pomacea;, allied to Cratsgus : it was Photinia

serrulata, a native of China. It is an evergreen with
handsome shining foli.age, bearing panicles of small
pure while flowers, succeeded by red berries. There
was another species, Photinia arbutifolia, from
California. This is a mere superficial account of the

splendid collection of plants, &c., contained in these

very interesting gardens. George Beiineli, M.D.,
F.L.S., &-C.

Cinerarias. — Soine Villa gardeners may be

getting a little uneasy about their Cinerarias, seeing

that they are occupying a cold frame. There is little

need for fear at present. True the days are dull and
cold, and the nights show signs of frost, which ushers

in the daybreak ; but if the position be a rather warm
and dry one, these advantages, with some covering

put on at night when it appears lik'ely to be a sharp

frost, will keep the plants snug and right for some
time to come. A warm position added to a dry
bottom is of great advantage to both Calceolarias and
Cinerarias. A few days ago we saw some Cinerarias

in a cold frame that were remarkable plants, because
grown in such a stocky manner. Plenty of air had
been given on all favourable occasions, and their

comparatively hardy habit would enable them to bear
a much lower degree of temperature than is ima-
gined. It is when plants are drawn, weakly and
unclean, that cold checks them. As long as they are

doing well in a cold frame they can stay there.

Chrysanthemums and berried Solanums are now
greatly helping the greenhouse display, and there is

plenty of time for Cinerarias.

Just now, while the weather is dull, the plants do
not require much water ; at the same time they must
not be allowed to sufler for want of it. This is

hitting the happy medium ; but it would be difticult

for the best constructed sentences to make it clear to

elementary \'illa gardeners. The Cineraria is a

moisture-loving plant ; what it simply requires is suffi-

cient water to keep growing healthily, \^'c have

alluded to the importance of giving air, but wdien it is

done cold currents of air need Jiot be directed on to the

plants. Tilt up the lights on the leeward side, and

let the air pass freely into them. If the condition of

the frame^is one too cold or daiup, then the plants

should be taken to the greenhouse and put into the

coldest part of it, and the plants kept free from insects

on the leaves and points of the shoots by fumigation or

washing with some insecticide. It is the accumulation

of greenfly that troubles amateur gardeners, and if the

pest be not destroyed in time the ruin of the plants

will surely follow.

Calceol.^rias. — These and the Cineraria are

almost certain to be grown by any Villa gardener with

a greenhouse. Like the Cineraria the Calceolaria is

in its proper place at present if in a cold frame, and

though a little hardier in constitution it yet requires

the same attention. The stronger the plants are now,

the better will they winter, if only they be kept clean.

When greenhouses are kept shut up close in mild

damp weather, greenfly spreads with great rapidity
;

a few careful fumigations will soon settle thern, Init

no time should be lost in the first instarite. As long

as the plants are in the cold frame and air is given on

all favourable occasions, and water is supplied as

required, greenfly will not trouble them much ; it is

when the plants are housed that the danger from this

cause threatens.

Cyclamens.—These are often recommended as

Villa Garden plants for flowering at this season,

but it is rarely bloomed well in a house of mixed
plants. Any one with a desire to grow Cyclamens

—

and it would be difficult to name another plant more
winsome and beautiful at this season of the year

—

should make a speciality of them, and ha\e a small

warm house or case in which to grow them by them-
selves. It is not diflicult to manage when it is under-

stood. Very many Villa gardeners have attempted to

grow it, and have given it up in despair after repeated

trials. At this season of the year Cyclamens in bloom
require to be warm and close, for it is obvious they
would scarcely be in flower at this season of the year

were it not that they had the advantage of the

quickening influences of heat. In a mixed house the

aim of the Villa gardener should now be to keep it as

cool and airy as possible, because many subjects are

sinking into their .autumn and winter rest, and while

the heat required for Cyclamens would unduly and
prematurely excite some of these, the cooler

atmosphere required for plants needing it would
impair the effectiveness of the Cyclamen. All our
leading Cyclamen cultivators have houses for

Cyclamens alone, where they have them under perfect

control. PerhajK, as a rule. Villa gardeners with

limited glass accommodation would do well to make
specialities of a few things for certain seasons of the

year—say the Cineraria in spring. Calceolarias and
Pelargoniums in summer. Chrysanthemums in autumn,
and Cyclamens and Primulas in winter and spring.

.\ greenhouse in two divisions—one being kept
warmer than the other, could with care be made to

insure this floral succession or something similar.

^tirbcii #pcmtions.
KtTCIfEN GARDE.V.

In order to make the most of the general appearance
in this department, during this uninteresting period
of the year, everything which can be done towards such
an object shoulcl be effected. As soon as the leaves
are off the trees let them be collected and removed,
and after the pruning is done let the surface soil be
turned over about trees and in every other part of the
garden where it is practicable. The walks likewise
should now also have attention ; should any of these
require draining, turning, or renewing, now is the time
to set about such operations. In the case of edgings
where Box is used, should this be getting large and
unsightly it should be taken up, divided, sorted and
replanted. March and April we know sre the best
months in which to perform such operations, but at
such a time it is often neglected owing to the pressure
of other important matters, and we therefore advise
its being done now, or at any favourable opportunity

;

the rest of such edgings should be clipped and put
in order as time and opportunities offer.

Proceed with preparatory measures for cultivation in
the way indicated in a former Calendar upon this
subject. When it is intended to sow Peas very early,
the ground if not already prepared should be seen to at

once. In selecting a spot for this purpose avoid having
ground which has been frequently used for this crop.

In many gardens the most suitable positions, namely,
the south borders, have been so constantly used for

early Peas that failure or an unsatisfactory crop
may safely be antici]iated. We, therefore, under
such circumstances recommend a change to some
other spot, even though the position may not be so

advantageously placed. Now is a good time to make
an early sowing of Peas in places which are elevated

and where the atmosphere is dry ; under other cir-

cumstances there is not much benefit to be derived,

and we advise deferring the operation until January.
If, however, it is to be done, Laxton's Unique stands

preeminent with us for a dwarf kind of early Pea. A
spot at the base of a south wall will be eminently
suitable for sowing a row of these, and if sown in rows
across a border the rows should be about 2 feet asunder.

As a tall early kind we like William the First, which
should have about 5 feet between the rows. Our
early sowing is put in between the spring Lettuce, at

6 feet apart. A breadth of lleans may also be planted

in single rows 3 feet apart. If jackdaws or rooks
visit the spot where these are sown it will be necessary

to protect them immediately they show indications of

bursting through the ground. An occasional over-

looking of Lettuce beds, also newly transplanted

Cabbage plants, will be advisable, in order to keep
the plots made up perfect. G. T. Miles.

Forcing DeparTjMENt.—When the forcing of

esculents is extensively practised there will of neces-

sity be much to be done at this season in connection

therewith. For this purpose, if not already done,

no time should be lost in getting together a good
mass of leaves, with which should be incorporated

enough stable manure to generate gentle fermentation.

Under these conditions leaves of every description

can be got together, even such as those from Plane and
Horse Chestnut trees, which of themselves give but

little warmth, but without an admixture of other ma-
terials decomposition will not be effected. The first year

after gathering them this mass should be well mixed
together, and fermentation will then speedily ensue,

and by this means its condition will be improved and
better adapted for immediate use, and the heat which
afterwards is excited by being removed will be reduced

in force, and its duration prolonged. The provision

of these materials, in my opinion, is so essential in

many ways that I reiterate my former advice concern-

ing it, and einphatically recommend the practice

wherever forcing operations are proceeding. Continue

as time and pits fall vacant to make up beds for

Asparagus, Seakale, Potatos, Carrots, and Asparagus.

This delicious and wholesome vegetable will after this

time be much more readily obtained. To ensure having

it in good condition it will need to have .at least about

70° at the roots, and from 50° to 60° about the tops.

Under these conditions it should be aired freely,

and good-flavoureil grass will be the result.

Seakale.—This delicacy is so much superior

when cultivated solely under the influence of heat

arising from fermentation, that other means should

be abandoned. In making up beds for this subject,

be careful about having too much heat at the first

start. At from 50° to 60° it will develope itself perfectly

where forcing is carried out in the ordinary planta-

tions and out-of-doors by means of pots being placed

over the crowns, and then surrounded with ferment-

ing matter. F'requent attention should be given to

the state of the heat lest it should become too

powerful. I'^rench Beans.—Keep up successional

supplies by making fresh sowings at short intervals.

At this season these subjects will require a light

place with an abundance of heat, and should be
as near the glass as possible. They succeed best in

about two-thirds loam and one of decomposed manure
and leaf-mould mixed ; and for this purpose, as well

as for many others in connection with forcing

operations, a heap of soil should be provided, and
placed where it will keep in good order, from which
supplies of it can be obtained as required. As these

plants are so liable to be infested with red-spider,

syringing should not be neglected. Rhubarb should
be well watered as soon as it is introduced into the

iSIushroom-house or elsewhere, and aftewards be kept
moist by copious supplies as needed. Carrots which
were sown last month will now be up. Look well

after slugs, as if these abound any neglect in this

matter will cause the loss of the crop. Put into heat
roots of Mint and Tarragon, and Chicory for blanch-
ing into the Mushroom-house : pots and boxes will

be suitable for such roots. G, T> Miles^ Uyeontl'c

Aihcj:

HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.
The exceptionally fine weather with which we have

been favoured during the autumn has had a most be-
neficial effect in ripening the wood of all fruit trees,

and as the leaves are now fairly oft", planting
operations should be taken in hand at once in order
that the /oots may have time to heal over and form
fresh fibres while the soil still retains a portion of its

warmth to assist them in doing so. To defer this
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kind of work any longer than it can possibly be

avoided is a great mistake, as it detracts seriously

from the strength of the trees, for altliough to all

appearance they are dormant during the winter they

in reality are not so, as the root growth they make
then is something considerable. Whether those that

are left undisturbed do so is an open question, but

that it is the case with all freshly transplanted trees

admits of no doubt, and is a fact patent to any one who
has ever had to do with the removal of deciduous
plants of any description. I have seen striking

instances of this wonderful eftbrt of Nature to repair

an injury, when I have had trees laid in by the heel,

or when from some reason or other trees have had to

be shifted a month or two after being ]5laated ; and
on e\'ery occasion I have found them bristling with
freshly formed young white rootlets that appeared
in the greatest state of activity. Now if transplanting

is put off till the turn of the year or later, there is not

sufficient time allowed for these to be put forth, before

the rapidly-swelling Ijuds are making demands that

cannot be supplied, and the consequence is that they

break weakly, the bark and wood liecoming con-

tracted, through lack of sap, from which condition

the trees are long in righting themselves.

Important, however, though it is that such work
as transplantation should be done early, there is

nothing gained in carrying it on while the ground is

wet and unfavourable for handling or during the time
that frosts prevail, especially in the latter case, as

then much injury is often done by the roots being
exposed and the vessels ruptured through an undue
expansion of the moisture they contain. To avoid

this, after the planting is completed, a good mulching
of half rotten littery manure is a most excellent pre-

servative, as it acts most beneficially, not only in

keeping frost out, but in assisting to keep heat in, and
also in maintaining the soil about the roots more
uniformly moist than it otherwise would be.

In planting Peaches and Nectarines and other choice

stone fruits, althougli it may not be necessary to

form new borders, it is always very desirable that old

ones should be deeply trenched or well broken up,

but in doing this the earth and subsoil should be re-

turned to the same relative positions—not bringing the

latter to the surface, as is commonly done when work
of this kind is being carried out. A few barrowloads
of fresh turfy loam laitl immediately around the roots

of trees will then give them a fair start, but I would
particularly warn all against the use of leaf-mould or

any vegetable matter whatever with it, as when they
get at all dry fungus of some kind or other is sure to

be generated and do irreparable mischief. With sweet
pure loam there is no fear of this, and trees are

always longer lived and far more healthy in it than
when they have a more stimulating root run, besides

which any help they may require can always be given
in the form of liquid-manure when carrying a crop

—

he only time when it is in any way beneficial.

On the other hand. Pears and .\pplcs and most of
he bush fruits are greatly assisted in their growth
and brought quicker into more profitable bearing by
being planted in richer soil, as in their case a greater

ucrease of wood is necessary, but even with these

what manure is given should be thoroughly decom-
posed, and so worked into the soil that it does not
come in direct contact with the roots. Where time
will not permit trenching to ije done for these at

once, rather than defer planting it will be best to put
o.T the former operation and get the trees in at the

proper distance by digging large holes and leaving
the trenching of the space between to be carried out

at some future season. The fresh disturbance of the
soil about them will then be a great gain, as they may
be helped on by an admixture of clay or suchlike
material, according to the nature of the land they
occupy and other circumstances.

In all well ordered gardens, where a thorough
system of rotation of crops is carried out, such
things as .Strawberries, Gooseberries, and Cur-
rants are never allowed to stand many years on
the same ground, as fresh plantations are always
far more profitable, and old quarters on which
they have stood can then be made to come in in

regular course. A good plan of growing tlie two
latter is in single rows, to form the backs of borders
or the margins to walks, where they are easily got at

for gathering or protecting, and occupy less space
than when planted in any other way. J. Slu'pparJ.

FRUIT HOUSES.
Pines.—^During the next and subsequent month

scarcely any beneficial assistance can be expected to

arise from natural causes, and therefore the treatment

of these plants and the conditions aflbrded to them
will necessarily be restricted to artificial means solely,

a state which for the time named will demand con-

siderable time and attention in order to maintain and
regulate it so as to meet the requirements of the

plants in the several departments. Throughout this

period our winter temperatures will be ranged as

follows :—In the sucker pit 57', in the successional

pits 60', and in the fruiting compartments 70° ^t

night, these are the minimum degrees, and will be

regularly enforced, excepting in the presence of very

adverse circumstances, when a few degrees less will

be allowed to suffice. The temperature of the fruiting

compartment should be raised 5'' or 10^ higher every

day, according to outward influences. A similar rise

will, however, not be necessary about the other plants

unless it be successionals, which are required to show
fruit. When this is the case the same conditions as

named for fruiting plants will be applicable in every

particular. The utmost care should be exercised in

regard to watering at this season, and particularly in

the case of plants which are plun:^ed in beds where
but a slight degree of heat abounds. Under such

conditions plants in moderate sized pats will not

require much water, and should only have it when it

is absolutely necessary, and then in a tepid state.

Geo. Thos. Miles, Wycombe Abbey.

Vi.NES.—Where advantage has been taken of the

unusually bright November weather, houses that were
closed early in the month will now be showing signs

of moving. Examine tire rods, and if the terminal

buds are taking the lead draw them down to a

horizontal position, and syringe the less forward parts

three or four times a-day with tepid water. Stir the

fermenting material that has been used for internal

v/armth and moisture, and if necessary add a few

fresh leaves from the reserve ground to be worked in

as turning proceeds. When this stage has been

reached, the outside borders, if it is thought advisable

to adopt the old-fashioned plan, may receive a good
covering of thoroughly worked and fermented Oak
leaves in sufficient quantity to maintain a top-heat of
80° or 85°

; place lights or shutters over all with a

sharp slope to the front for throwing off water, but

do not let them rest upon the leaves. If not already

done, a careful examination of the inside border

should be made by piercing through to the drainage,

and if any part of the soU is still dry steady waterings

must be followed up until this very important con-

dition is secured. .Vdmit a little air when the

weather is mild, and slightly raise the temperature on
bright days ; but a low night range must be main-

tained for the present, say 58° as the minimum with a

rise of 10° during the continuance of mild weather,

and a general reduction in the event of an unfavourable

change. Get succession-houses ready for starting in

December, and follow up pruning, planting, and

cleansing as far as the Grapes have been cut. Collect

and save thoroughly ripened wood for eyes and

grafts ; the latter upon the bottle system should be

put on when the leaf is falling, or during the season

of rest—late houses having had a favourable lime for

casting their foli.age. Grapes that were brought for-

ward with the aid of a little fire-he.at, judicioudy

ap|)lied in the spring, are looking fresh, plump, and

promising, and now the foliage is oft', the most

critical period in the management ol late Grapes

has passed aw.ay ; that is to say. Grapes that have

been ripened by the end of September under

treatment so frequently recommended in these

papers. Unlortunately some people have an idea

that Grapes for spring use should be allowed to

come on naturally without fire-heat to ripen

towards Cliristmas. This is one of the most fatal

mistakes in Vine culture, as the wood never ripens

properly, consequently the bunches are always loose

and spare of berries. The foliage hangs into Decem-
ber, and is generally ripened oft' by a sharp frost, and

if the Grapes escape damping they shrink and become

uneatable as soon as they are removed to the Grape

room—a compartment which now demands attention,

as the time is fast approaching for turning it to

account, particularly where late houses have to be

filled with plants for bedding purposes. Here, as

well as in the vineries, cleanliness and perfect venti-

lation are important items—the more so as too dry

an atmosphere is quite as fatal to long keeping as the

presence of stagmant moisture. The room in which I

have found Grapes keep best is one with thick dry

walls that are seldom affected by sudden fluctuations

of temperature or changes in the weather, with

good ventilation and suflicient heating-power for ex-

pelling damp or allowing the heat to fall below 45°

in severe weather. Having properly cleansed and

whitewashed the room, all the bottles should be

cleaned and filled with soft water, to which may be

added a small lump of charcoal, and placed in the

racks ready for the reception of the Grapes. The
cutting should be performed on a dry day, and care

should be taken that no portion of the wood beyond

the bunch be removed without the immediate applica-

tion of styptic, as a means of preventing a drain upon

the Grapes by the escape of moisture into the atmo-

sphere. When all the Grapes have been cut, any

alterations or additions to tlie inside borders should

have immediate attention, and if the soil has become
dry it should be well watered previous to the appli-

cation of the top-dressing of turf, bones, and charred

wood. \V, Coleman, Easljtor Castle.

Cucumbers, like other fruit, appreciate liberal

treatment while producing and swelling off their fruit,

which, as a rule, more especially from this date till

March next, are of quite as much importance as,

and perhaps mure sought after than, any hot-

house fruit then in season. Hence copious and
frequent applications of tepid liquid manure in

a weak state should be given, for by this time

it may reasonably ' be presumed that the beds,

boxes and pots in which the plants are growing are

well filled with hungry roots. \\'here this is the caie,

and the drainage is perfect, and the plants are making
growth freely, there need not be any apprehension of

over-watering the plants, provided a bottom-heat of

from 75° to 85° is maintained. Let the day tem-

perature range from 70° to 75°, running up 5° or

10° with sun, and should there be any difficulty

experienced in keeping up a night temperature of

from 60" to 65° during severe weatlier, which we
may expect to have this winter, it would be ad-

visable to cover the house or pits in which Cucumbers
are growing with mats or other protecting material, by
which means the necessary heat could be maintained

without overheating the pi|3es ; moreover, the heat

thus obtained is more congenial to the well-doing of

the plants, inasmuch as pipes and boilers, when heated

to their utmost heating capacity, produce a very arid

heat—a kind of sulphury p.irched atmosphere. See

that the plants are kept free of insect enemies, and that

other matters connected with their culture are duly

attended to. II. IV. IFarJ, Longford Casllc Gardens.

PL.4NT HOUSES.
Soine care and attention should now be exercised

in the ventilation of all plant structures. It will not

do to keep houses closed up for days in succession,

and attempt to grow their inmates, as it were, in a

sealed bottle, as the evil of so doing will soon exhibit

itself on every hand. Whether the houses be used as

stoves or greenhouses air should be admitted on all

favourable occasions. In cold weather a little extra

fire-heat would soon raise the temperature sufficiently

to ventilate from the apex, particularly in houses with

a greenhouse or intermediate temperature. In foggy,

wet, or damp weather, a little fire-heat with venti-

lation will be necessary to expel damp ; we say little,

because the pipes in such structures should never be

allowed to get very hot except in cases of severe frost,

under which circumstances it sometimes becomes a

necessary evil. The day temperatures of stoves

should be got up early in the day, in order to admit,

air as long a time as possible. The water-pot must

also be used with judgment. No class of plants

require to be watered indiscriminately, except

aquatics, and yet how frequently do we find

young men given to this thoughtless practice,

never troubling or thinking of the evil results

that follow. Also guard against mildew, which will,

if allowed, spread rapidly at this time of the year.

The foliage of plants nearest the hot-water pipes is

also very liable to get infested with thrips, which

should be closely looked after, or a good foundation

will be laid for trouble next year. Chrysanthemums
in all their various colours and types will now form

the principal display in conservatories, and every

means should be adopted to prolong the flowering

season ; doubtless the most useful section is the

Japanese, which furnishes both earlier and later

flowering varieties than the other sections. Succes-

sional batches of otlier plants to take their place

should be kept on the move. Sericographis will re-

quire careful attention as to air, water, and tempera-

ture. If kept in too confined an atmosphere they are

very liable to drop their flowers before they are ex-

panded. Justicias, Eranthemums, Plumbagos, &c.,

should be well fed with liquid manure. Intro-

duce batches of Roman and other Hyacinths into

moderate heat to get them into bloom ; also

batches of Lily of the Valley into the forcing-pit as

previously directed, with Tulips, Dlelytras, Solomon's

Seal, Azalea indica of the old white type, &c. If

sufticient stock of Ghent Azaleas, Likacs, Sweet Briers,

Weigelas, Deutzias, Spiraeas, Prunuses, Rhododen-

drons, &c., have not been prepared and grown in pots

for forcing, they should now be potted up and

plunged in a bed of ashes or other material in readi-

ness for work, as should severe frost set in, they may
not be get-at-able by-and-bye. Callas will be much
benefited by a little fire-heat, and an unlimited supply

of liquid m.anure. Cyclamens should be kept as near

the light as possible to keep them stocky ; a tem-

perature of 60° will suit them admirably. Herbaceous

Calceolarias and Cinerarias should also be kept as

near the light as possible, all decaying leaves or

matter should be picked from them. Never allow

them to suft'et for want of water, but guard against

over-doing them. On the other hand Pelargoniums

should be kept on the dry side ; a temperature from

40° to 45° will suit them v/ell. A higher temperature

would cause them to grow weak and watery. Tro-

preolum Jarrattii should have the attention in

tying the shoots and keeping them free from greenfly.

All boilers should have the necessary attention by way

of cleaning them out and getting them as free from

sediment and rusty corrosion as possible before severe

weather sets in, and see that all valves are in good

working condition. J. Ollerhea,l, ]ViiMcdoii House.
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(Sitrdciterfr dfltrMtck.
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 30, 1878.

APPOINTMENTS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.

Tuesday,

Wednksd.

, / Sale of Liliums, Spiraas, and I'it'riilias, M
' Stevens' Rooms,

, / Sale of Nursery Stoek, at Eastdown Park

Ilec. s
J

Sale

Dec. 6
I & Sons, Tooting.

' Stock, at tlic IJrunswick

. William Rollis-

i Saleof Nursery Stock, at Messrs. Culbusli

' ^^ 'J Saleof Hardy Trees, Shrubs, liulbs, Sic, at
( Stevens' Rooms.

WE lioirow from the Annalcs Agroiio-

iniqiics the following extracts from a

paper written in Italian, and devoted to the

consideration of the physiological FUNCTIONS
OF THE Le.wes of THE VINE. The Conclu-

sions of the author, M. Macagno, are so inter-

esting that we lay them before our readers as

ikely to be profitable to them, although they

will of course remember that Vine culture in

Italy in the open air is a veiy different

matter from Vine culture under glass in Eng-
land. Still, though the details are different,

the principles are the same, and the experi-

enced culti\'ator \\'ill know how to make the

necessary modifications. M. Mac.vono sets

himself to prove that the leaves elaborate in

their tissues the Grape sugar—glucose—and the

cream of tartar, which are found at a later

period in the berries ; he studies the effect of

light and temperature on the formation of these

substances ; and lastly, he considers the eftect

of pruning upon them.

We cannot give the details of M. Macagno's
paper even in the succinct form in which they

are presented to us by the French translation,

but we may call attention to some of the prin-

cipal results. Grape-sugar and bitartrate of

potash (cream of tartar) are found in the leaves,

and in greatest proportion in the young lea\'es

above the bunches. In the leaves on those

shoots which do not bear bunches, and in the

leaves below the bunches, the quantity of the

substances in question is much less. The Vine
operated on was the Moscatellone d'Alessandria,

which we take to be our Muscat of Alexandria,

and from his experiments the author has no
difficulty in showing that the removal of the

leaves above the bunches must interfere with

the proper nutrition of the latter, and depri\-e

them of a portion of their sugar or sugar-

making substances and of their cream of tartar.

To estimate the effect of light and of its

deprivation he covered half a row of Vines,

sixteen in number, with a white screen
(ioile), the other half with a black screen, so

that the latter received but little light. The
observations were conducted from April 20
to the end of July, observations of the ther-

mometer being taken daily. The mean tempe-
rature of the whole period was 21°. 13 C. in the

open air [about 70° F.] ; 27'.53 C. [about Sl° F.],

beneath the white shading ; and 33°.90 C. [about
93° F.], beneath the black canvas.

At the beginning of May it was observed that

the growth of the Vines under the black canvas
was more advanced than was the case in the open
air, but, as might be expected, both leaves and
bunches soon showed signs of ill-health, and at

the end of May the shoots and leaves were
shrivelled and black. Towards the end of June,
however, new shoots were produced, but without
any flowers.

Under the white canvas the Vines were, at

first, ten days behind those in the open air as
regarded their development, but at the end of

June the foliage and shoots were scarcely
inferior to those of the Vines in the open air,

but the bunches, which were at first produced

in abundance, had nearly disappeared.

At the end of July the shading was removed,

and the ends of the shoots with the leaves, such

as are usually removed by pruning, were removed
and analysed, with the general result that it

was found that the total quantity of potash was
directly proportionate to the intensity of the

light if combined with tartaric acid, so that

when there is much tartaric acid formed in the

leaves much potash is absorbed from the soil,

and much cream of tartar is the result ; but if

the tartaric acid is not formed, or only in small

quantities, then the potash is absorbed in

proportionately small amounts.

The following figures (we omit the fractions)

give the main result of these experiments very

clearlj'. Supposing the normal weight of the

shoots to be 100, under the white shading it is

80, and under the black only 10, and the pro-

portionate quantity of the principal ingredients

was as follows ;

—

Grape sugar .

.

Tartaric acid
Carbonic acid
Ash ..

Lime ..

Potash
Phosphoric aci

Unshaded.
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Fig. 116.—THE lord caringto\ pinf.-ap?i.e. (sef. p. 69

relation to the vast metropolitan population. The

prizes are offered under three classes, viz., for market

gardens within a radius of 20 miles from the Mansion

House, and not exceeding 50 acres in extent, a 1st

prize of £s° '• -<' £^S i =ind " 3^1 )C'°- ^^^° ^°'

gaiden farms within the same radius, and above 50

acres in extent, prizes of the value of £S'^> ^25, and

^10, are affored. A mach more important class to

those who largely combine the cultivation of market

garden produce with ordinary farm crops is found

under the heading of Market Garden Karms, situate

in either of the five home counties of Middlesex, Kent,

Surrey, Herts, and Essex, or in any other county if

within a radius of 50 miles from the Mansion House.

This will admit of portions of Hants, Berks, Bucks,

and Beds being included. These farms are to exceed

100 acres in extent, and the prizes are the same as

offered in the previous classes. It will thus be seen

that the forthcoming exhibition should have special

interest for all largely engaged in market garden work.

.Should the entries be large there can be little doult

that the judges will have a heavy and most responsible

duty imposed upon them. The competition is nove

to both competitors and judges, and therefore a grave

amount of consideration is needful to prevent mistakes,

whilst the principles on which the judgments should

be based should be clearly understood and mastered
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liy lliosc who will be entrusted with the important

duly of m.-iUing the awards. The entries close to-

day—evidently an unreasonably early date, having

regard to tlie sliort notice given. There can be no

good reason why the date should not be e\tendcd to

December 31.

N.vno.NAi, AuRiCLii.A Society. — At the

annual meeting of the southern section of the National

Auricula Society, held on the 19th inst., at the offices

of the Royal Horticultural Society, South Kensington,

James McIntosii, Esq., in the chair, the date of the

next year's exhibition was fixed for Tuesday, April 22,

the place selected being the garden of the Royal

Horticultural Society. The President, Vice-Presi-

tlents, committee, and honorary secretary, were

requested to continue in their respective offices, Mr.

James Douc.las, of Loxford Hall, being appointed

as joint honorary secretary with Mr. DoDWEi.i.,

the work entailed in carrying on the Society with

spirit and success being at times found to be more than

the state of Mr. Dodwell's health enabled him to

accomplish. The Society will be the gainer, since it

must receive an onward impulse from the united

efforts of two such energetic and devoted florists as

Mr. DoDWELL and Mr. Douglas. A few changes

were made in the schedule, which will be printed and

circulated at once. The amount of prizes distributed

last year was £(ii \y. 6(/., and the treasurer holds a

b.ilance of ^13 4f. TJ.

Insect Powuer erom Kagusa. — Mr.

William Barbev, Valleyres, Vaud (Suisse), writes

to say that the plant referred to by the Ragusa

Chamber of Commerce in the circular which we
published (p. 598) is Pyrethrum cineraricefolium,

Trev., DC. Prod, vi., 55, Chrysanthemum cinera-

rlcefolium. Vis., which is cultivated at Valleyres from

seeds brought from Monte Marian, near Spalato,

Dalmatia, by Th. Pichler, in 1871.

Natio.nal Car.vatio.n and Picotee

Society.—The southern branch of this flourishing

society held its annual meeting on the 19th inst., in

the Council-room of the Royal Horticultural Society.

James McIntosh, Esq. occupied the chair, the meet-

ing being, in fact, held concurrently with that of the

National Auricula Society. The treasurer reported

that £(iO 15J. had been awarded as prizes at the last

show, and that a balance of £'] 4^. \d. remained in

his hands. It was decided that the show should be

again held at the Royal Horticultural Society's

gardens, and should take place on July 22. The
various officers were re-elected, and Mr. James
Douglas was chosen joint honorary secretary to act

in concert with Mr. DoDWELL, by which the working

power of the Society, more or less impaired by Mr.

Dodwell's recent indisposition, will be reinvigorated.

The prize schedule was examined and passed, and

will at once be printed for distribution. We hope

to see a further accession to the ranks of exhibitors

in both this and the Auricula Society. The progress,

so far, has been satisfactory, but the seed which has

been sown should now fructify more abundantly.

Prince ok Wales Capsicu.m.—A number
of plants in pots of this fine and useful decorative

Capsicum was a leading feature in the vegetable

department of Messrs. Sltton & Sons' root show
at Reading, on Saturday last. A line of them
elevated along the centre of one .of the vegetable

tables served to show forth the decorative value of the

plants. They were of dwarf standard shape, on stems

18 inches to 2 feet in height, with nice Ijushy heads

literally laden with well coloured fruit, very pretty

and bright in appearance. They had been grown by
Mr. W. WiLDSMiTH, at Heckfield gardens, and were

sent to illustrate how nicely this plant is adapted for

table decoration when well grown. Probably a stove

temperature would suit the plants best, or] a warm
greenhouse, and if their heads of golden fruit were

mingled with those of berried Solanums having coral-

red berries, a pretty eflect would be secured. Now
that berried plants for winter decoration are receiving

much attention from gardeners Capsicum Prince of

Wales may claim its due share of attention among
them.

Royal Botanic Society.—At a meeting
of this Society, held on Saturday last. Professor St.

George Miyart in the chair, it was announced that

since the last meeting seeds had been received from

Bengal of a variety of the Tea shrub indigenous to

the district of Cachar, in the province of Assam,

where it is found growing wild in the forests, and

forming trees of 30 feet to 40 feet in height. Speci-

mens of several varieties of the Tea shrub grown in

the Society's greenhouses were on the table. An
interesting discussion ensued, supported by Professor

Bentley, F.L.S., Mr. S. W. Silver, and Mr. G.

J. SVMONS, F.R.S., as to the extreme importance of

increased attention being given to climatological

botany and to the utilisation of the very great variety

of climatic conditions which exist in different parts of

India. The general opinion of the speakers was that

England, by the aid of its Indian possessions and

colonies, will before long become independent of

other nations for its supply not only of tea, coffee,

sugar, cotton, quinine, but for many medicinal and

economic vegetable products.

Castilleja indivisa. — This interesting

and peculiar plant, which has been recently figured in

the Botanical Magazine, is generally regarded as

belonging to a race of semi-parasitic plants which do

not very readily submit to cultivation. We learn, how-

ever, from Mr. THOMPSON, of Ipswich, who clamis the

credit of first introducing this plant to English gardens

—nay, more, of having actually cultivated it, and

raised a small though sufficient stock of seeds to

enable him to offer it as a rarity next spring—that

when well grown it is really very striking in its cha-

racter. He has been able to do this, notwithstanding

the generally unpropitious character of the season for

har\esting seeds of rarities, so that it may be presumed

it will not be so difficult to manage as has been sup-

posed. Mr. Thompson adds in a postscript that

Delphinium cardinale proves to be a splendid thing.

• Chrysanthemum Beauty of Kent.—P'rom

Mr. Cannell, of Swanley, we have received abloom

of a very choice sport of the variety named Guernsey

Nugget, a well-known bright yellow show variety of the

highest quality. In the sport the flowers are equally

fine as regards form and size, the florets being broad,

short, incurved, and well-filled to the centre, while

the colour is a very distinct and pretty shade of buft'

or fawn colour, passing to yellow towards the centre,

and tinged with rosy pink at the circumference of the

flower-heads. The colouring is quite different from

that of any other flower with which we are acquainted.

We are informed that the novelty is to bear the name
Beauty of Kent. The specimen before us is fully

4 inches in diameter.

Stirling Field Club.—Under this name a

Society has been formed at Stirling to investigate the

natural history and archaeology of the surrounding

district. At the inaugural meeting Mr. Croall in-

dicated the general objects of the Society, and the

means of fulfilling them.

Primula sinensis Ruby King.—The fine

new variety of Primula sinensis at Messrs. Sutton &
Sons' Florists' Seed Grounds, London Road, Read-

ing (mentioned on p. 666), has been named Ruby
King in consideration of the peculiar hue of deep

brig'nl ruby-crimson which characterises it. Whether
the splendid colouring or the size and form of the

flowers be regarded, the variety is most striking and

magnificent in appearance. The measurement of

some of the pips was truly astonishing ; their thick

substance and finely-foliaged character corresponded

with the dimensions of the blossoms.

E.xhibiting Vegetahles.—Some years ago

a question was asked and considered in one of the

gardening periodicals, " Does the kitchen garden

keep pace with the flower garden ? " It was thought

that, as a rule, the kitchen garden did fall behind the

flower garden in regard to the matter of improve-

ments, while in relation to exhibitions, form and

quality in vegetables was -nearly lost sight of in the

admiration paid to colour in flowers. It was ad-

mitted that vegetables do not possess the one, but

they do possess the others, and, if well grown, to an

extent that entitles them to a high place in the esti-

mation of those who attend exhibitions. Their

appearance may not be so striking to the mass of

vibitors, but as examples of the really useful parts of

garden produce, they are deserving of an equal share

of favour. But the further question arises, Does the

mode in which vegetables are shown generally, and
especially at the Royal 'Horticultural Gardens at

.South Kensington, on November 19, on the occasion

of the competition for Messrs. Sutton & Sons', and

Messrs. Carter & Co.'s Special Prizes, tend to show
off the produce of the vegetable garden to the best

advantage ? We think not. The mode of showing

vegetables in a quadrangular space of so many feet

square, with each variety placed in a heap, or in a

line, with the bare labels below, and nothing to

relie\"e the formality of such an arrangement, is not

the best way to show off"vegetables to advantage, and

exalt the productions of the kitchen garden in the

estimation of those who frcfjuent shows. There are

two extremes of showing vegetables which are open

to objection,—the one is the practice which prevailed

at South Kensington ; the other is that of piling up

large heaps in a huge ungainly wooden tray. Both

methods have in their appearance too much in com-

mon with the huckster's stall. In many exhibitions

of considerable importance, and where vegetables are

largely produced, they are too frequently staged in a

repulsive manner—laid out on rough slabs in a hap-

hazard fashion, much as they are on a costermonger's

barrow. Visitors turn from such with something akin

to disgust, as might be expected. The tendency

to isolate vegetables as the least attractive and

interesting portion of a horticultural show, tends

to the depreciation of vegetables as compared with

flowers and plants. Until value is attached to the

tasteful arrangement of vegetables by judges we shall

look in vain for any substantial improvement in the

method of displaying them. The practice of setting

up the varieties in dishes and plates is preferable to

heaping them up on bare boards ; but the introduction

of circular and oval baskets of a neat make, varying

in form and size to suit the various articles, would

bring about a manifest improvement. The employ-

ment of any garnishing material should be deemed

lawful provided it was not used to a degree to hide

from view any article ; and the exhibitors should

be encouraged to vie with each other in bringing

a fine and cultivated taste to bear on the arrange-

ment. The various kinds might not be placed at a

dead level as is too frequently the case ; some might

be elevated a little, so as to break the dull monotony

of a uniform position. Any mixture of flowers with

competing collections of vegetables by way of

garnishing individual groups is to be condemned as

altogether opposed to good taste. It might sometimes

bethought advis.able in an exhibition where vegetables

are numerous to break up the competing classes into

sections, by placing groups of plants between them,

but simply for the purpose of varying the sameness of

appearance such an exhibition necessarily occasions.

In summer, and also in autumn, berried plants, such as

Capsicums, Chilies, Tomatos, Solanums, &c., might

be employed to lend a little embellishment, but they

should be introduced sparingly and employed with

discretion. It would be well if, in leading competi-

tions for vegetables, some encouragement were given

to effective arrangement. But as it might happen

that an indifferent lot of vegetables might show the

best arrangement, one or more special prizes could be

offered apart from the ordinary prizes, in order to

give elfect to the idea. In the great multiplication of

horticultural societies there is urgent need for the

managers to make their exhibitions increasingly attrac-

tive, and particularly is it needed in the department

of kitchen garden produce.

Fine Second-crop Peaks.—The Guernsey

,Ji/tV//Avr states that Mr. RiCHiNGS, of Havelet, has

taken Irom one of his trees three remarkably fine

Pears of the Duchesse d'Angouleme variety. They

were fully ripened, and weighed respectively 12J oz.,

114 oz., and 8 oz. Second crops are stated to

be not very uncommon on Pear trees in the island,

but it is not often that the fruit attains such a large

size.

Winter Pruning.—We have often heard

old gardeners—real representatives of the good old

school, the men who were" content to commence

learning the duties connected with their calling at the

foot of the ladder, and who prided themselves on their _

knowledge of hardy fruit culture—relate their ability

to stand out day after day pruning bush and other

fruits during the coldest weather, when frost and

fog numbed fingers and toes alike, io say nothing

of the worse affections of rheumatism and asthma.

But after all we always looked upon this as a sort of

foolhardy bravado calculated to benefit no one, for

where there is anything like thoughtful supervision
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there is no necessity for this, especially where the

work is (lone in clue season, in which case the pruning

of all e\cept such fruits as Peaches, Nectarines, and

Figs is usually completed before the close of the year.

In the North of England there is an old saying that

" When the days begin to lengthen the cold begins

to strengthen," and there is no doubt that a man can

do in a given time a deal more of this sort of work

better an I with more comfort to himself in the milder

weather generally experienced before the turn of the

days than later on.

The Planting Season.—It is some lime

since wc had an autumn so favourable for ground

work gerierally as this has been, especially the plant-

ing of trees and shrubs, the preparation of the land

for which by trenching admitted of being begun

much sooner than usual on account of the ground

being much more moist than it often is at the end of

August and afterwards. Those who had much of this

kind of work to do, and who took time by the fore-

lock, particularly in evergreen planting, have reason to

be well satisfied ; but after this time, in the case of

evergreens of any considerable size, we should defer

their remo\al until spring rather than risk their being

planted now. With deciduous subjects of all kinds,

including fruit trees, there are still some weeks—should

rost keep off—that experience shows to be the most

favourable time ; for the old planters' adage that

" What you plant in the old year will grow of itself,

but that which is planted in the new,"you will have to

make grow," has a goo^l deal of truth in it.

Australian International Exhiiution,

:879.— The regulations for British exhibitors have

been approved, and are now ol)tainabIe, together

with forms of application, from Mr. Edmund
Johnson, Honorary Secretary of the London Com-
mittee, at the offices of the Exhibition, 3, Castle

Street, Holborn. The space at the disposal of

the committee being limited, early application is

recommended.

Quicklime a Preservative of Wood.
—The Builder states that M. LosTAL, a French'

railway contractor, recommends quicklime as a pre-

servative for timber. He puts the sleepers into pits,

and covers them with quicklime, which is slowly

slaked with water. Timber for mines must be left

for eight days before it is completely impregnated.

It becomes extremely hard and tough, and is said

never to rot. Beech wood prepared in the same

manner has been used in several ironworks for ham-

mers and other tools, and is reputed to be as hard as

iron, without losing the elasticity peculiar to it. Ac-

cording to the A'lirzc Bcrichlc, lime slaked in a solu-

tion of chloride of calcium is used at Strasburg as a

fireproof and weatherproof coating for wood.

ViTIs GONtiVi.ODES.—There were exhibited

at the Linnean Society (Nov. 21) some interesting

examples of roots, tendrils, and tubers in different

stages of growth of certain species of Vines, more

particvdarly to illustrate a communication on Vitis

gongylodes, by Mr. R. IRWIN Lynch. Subterraneous

tubers, as all are aware, are not rare, e,i^,^ the Potato,

but in coiitrast those of the above-named Vine are

aerial, and on dropping to the ground they strike

root. Cylindrical in shape, of considerable size and

exceedingly tenacious of life, they in their native

haunts doubtless serve to propagate the plant under

circumstances prejudicial to the seed. The tendrils

moreover possess terminal adhesive disks, and these

are formed irrespective of the stimulus of contact with

any foreign substance, therefore opposed to certain

other climbers as mentioned by Jlr. Charles Dar-

win. The aerial roots of V. gongylodes likewise

are of great length, 1 1 feet and upwards ; they spring

from each node, and are of a rich crimson colour in

summer, so that they are attractive objects as seen in

the Victoria-house cit Kew.

The Meteorological Society.—The first

monthly meeting of this Society for the present ses-

sion was held on the 20th inst., at the Institution of

Civil Engineers, Mr. C. Greaves, F.G.S., Presi-

dent, in the chair. The Res'. T. L. Almond, O.S.B.,

Rev. T. C. Beasley, M.A., F. T. Birclum, H. F.'

Blanford, F.G.S., G. Chatterton, B..A.., E. Easton,

F.G.S., W. L. Fox, G. F. Lyster, Lieut. -Colonel

W. Stuart, R. Tennent, F.R.S.E., and H. Vool,

were balloted lor, and duly elected Fellows of the

Society. The following papers were read :
—" Report

on the Phenological Observations for 1S7S," by the

Rev. T. A. Preston, M.A., F.M.S. ;
" Up-Bank

Thaws," by the Rev. Fenwick W. Stow, M.A.,

F.M.S. ; "Comparison of Thermometric Observa-

tions made on board Ship," by Captain H. ToVNUEE,

F.R.A.S.

.\ Cheap and Efeicient Fumig.\tqr.—
A correspondent of the Gardeners' Magazine

informs the readers of our contemporary how to make

a simple and efficient fumigator :—Take a wire

basket, such, for instance, as one of those usually

employed for suspending Orchids. Line it on the

inside with wire net about i inch mesh, and with

the same or a smaller mesh make a lid to it. The
chimney, which should be 7 inches in diameter, may
be of either iron or zinc. The legs are formed with

three strong pieces of wire, with a ring of stout wire

to strengthen them. To set it to work, put in some

red-hot cinders, and riddle out the dust by giving the

fumigator a shake. Then put a suitable quantity of

properly prepared tobacco paper on the cinders, and

cover with the lid. The chimney is to be put on the

lid, and by the time this is done it will be found

needful to hurry out of the house, so rapidly are the

dense volumes of smoke emitted. It is indeed the

best contrivance I have used or seen in use for fumi-

gating purposes, so quickly and well does it do its

work. If there should be any flame, the gauze lid

will, I believe, prevent its doing any injury to the

occupants of the house. Certain it is that I have not

as yet seen the most tender foliage injured hy this

fumigator. The smoke as it issues from the top of the

chimney is remarkably dense, and may be likened to

the steam from an engine going at full speed. It is

probable that a second gauze lid on the top of the

chimney would assist materially in stifling the flame

and cooling the smoke, and thus help to make it

doubly safe. I would add, in conclusion, that I make

a point of having the tobacco paper damped in the

morning of the day it is to be used, as it burns more

steadily, and is altogether better than when sprinkled

with water just before the fumigator is set to work.

Ceylon Tea.—Within the last few weeks

considerable quantities of Ceylon Tea have been

offered for public sale in London, the quality of which

has been highly commended. About a year or more

since a small sample of Tea from Ceylon was shown

at the Society of Arts, and was then favourably

reported on. Our contemporary. The Colonies and

India, in drawing attention to this new consignment,

[Joints out that the quality of the Tea will depend on

the altitude at which it is grown and the nature of the

soil, as well as upon the proper manipulation or pre-

paration of the leaves. As a rule, the higher the

elevation at which the plants are grown the finer or

more delicate is the flavour of the Tea. though the

quantity produced is generally less in bulk. The
attention of Ceylon Tea planters is also drawn to the

fact that the plants require a much richer soil than

Cofiee, so that to insure success steps will have to be

taken to secure regular supplies of

Nation.'VL Rose Society.—We are informed that

the annual meeting of the National Rose Society

will, by permission of the committee of the Horti-

cultural Club, be held at their rooms on Thursday,

December 12, and that the Anniversary Dinner will

be held at the same place in the evening of that day.

The Hon. and Rev. J. T. BoscAWEN, Vice-President

of the Society, will preside at the dinner.

The Weather.—The report for the week

ending November 25, issued by the Meteorological

Office, states that the weather was cold and generally

cloudy, especially in the east, with frequent dense

fogs over England and Ireland—highest day tempe-

ratures seldom exceeding 50° and often below 45"

;

the higher values recorded towards the close of the

week. Nights cold, but no very severe frosts reported,

owing to the prevalence of cloud ; the very low read-

ing of 24°, recorded in "England, S.," and "Ire-

land, S.," was observed at two stations only (Strath-

field Turgiss and Parsonstown) ; the minima at other

stations in those districts being nearly 10^ higher.

Rainfall less than the mean generally, and especially

over the western districts, but several tenths above it

in " Scotland, E.," where some heavy falls were

measured towards the close of the week. Heavy fall

of snow in " Scotland, W.," on the evening of Mon-

day, the 25th. Wind generally south-westerly to

westerly in the North, but easterly (N.E. to S.E.) in

the South. On the 25th, however, south-westerly

winds set in at the more southern stations, while

easterly breezes were reported from Scotland, Light

or moderate in force generally, but blowing strongly

in Scotland from N.E. on the 25th.

Gardening Appointments.—;Mr. Thomas
TuRTON, for the past three years foreman in the

gardens at Heckfield Place, has been appointed gar-

dener to John Hargreaves, Esq., Maiden Erleigh,

Reading, at which place the gardens are being re-

modelled, under the direction of Mr. McKenzie.

—We may also mention, though late in the day,

that Mr. Bayi.ey, lately of Trentham, has been

appointed gardener to Lewis Llovd, Esq., Monk's

Orchard, Beckenham, Kent.

CUTTING STRIKING.
This is undoubtedly one of the most important

operations in the cultivation of plants generally, what-

ever purpose they may be grown for. So far is this

admitted that young aspirants in the garden, either

amateur or professional, usually pride themselves

upon being able to strike the plants they grow ; espe-

cially should these be of a nature more or less difficult

to induce to form roots. Further, if we speak of any

one being a skilful propagator, it will almost invariably

be understood to point to his abilities as a cutting-

striker, and not in any way to refer to the raising of

plants from seed. We often hear it said that a

clever propagator never makes a good plant-grower,

and vice vcrsil. There is no need that this should

be so, but there is some truth nevertheless in the

remark, and it may easily be accounted for, in conse-

quence of the two operations being so very different,

each requiring such an amount of practice and obser-

vation, when applied to any considerable portion of

cultivated plants, that many people look upon either

of the two operations being as much as one individual

can master. Then, again, the object of the man who

is exclusively a propagator, and who prides himself

upon his work, is to look upon the greatest number of

small, healthy young stock, whilst the grower takes

an equal pride in displaying his ability to grow a

limited number of plants up to the highest point

attainable within the restricted limit inseparable from

the highly artificial conditions most cultivated plants

are necessarily subject to. For this and other reasons

equally deserving of being taken into account, it will

be better, no doubt, to leave the propagation of many

of the plants in cultivation, especially such as are

difficult to manage, in the hands of those who confine

themselves to the work in the principal establishments

where these are propagated for sale.

Nevertheless in all private places, large or small, a

considerable number of plants must of necessity be

yearly propagated by cuttings, and this is often carried

out in a way that gives evidence that little knowledge

has been brought to bear on the work.

With the rough-and-ready operator a cutting is a

cutting : if it will only strike it will do. Vet any one

with even the most limited experience must have

noticed that a stout sturdy cutting just taken oft'at the

right age, with enough solidity, neither too soft and

watery, nor too hard, will with ordinary attention grow

away after it has rooted, in a very different

manner to what is possible with a weakly cutting,

or one that had got its fibre too far solidified when

taken from the plant that produced it. -Vny attempt

t« convey either orally or in writing the exact con-

dition as to solidity of the wood that cuttings of either

hard or soft wooded, deciduous or evergreen, stove,

greenhouse, or hardy plants should have attained

would be futile. This arises from the fact that

there are a large number of plants that are more

or less exceptional as to the state in which the

wood should be when the cuttings are taken off,

so as to secure the most satisfactory results, liut as a

rule the cuttings of soft-wooded plants are in the best

condition when from one-fourth to half matured, and

the quicker they are naturally in growth the younger

the wood will root, modified by their more or less

woody or fibrous nature. The more succulent the

stems of a plant naturally are, the older the cuttings

should be when inserted. The cuttings of some hard-

wooded greenhouse plants will strike when the wood

is fully matured or in a young state ; in the former it
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is requisite that the process should be much slower,

by letting the cuttings have time to callus, simply

keeping them confined more or less under a propagat-

ing glass in a temperature similar to that in which the

plants have been grown ; and when the base of the

cuttings have become callused at once to put them in

heat, where they usually root immediately. This

method, I believe, is with some species of delicate

plants more conducive to their subsequent lengthened
existence than the quicker and more general practice

of striking from cuttings in a half-matured state, or

still comparatively softer when the stock plants are

cut back and placed in heat to induce growth, in

which case the shoots are often taken off with a slight

heel of the mature wood. A very large numljer of

plants will strike freely from single eyes simply with a
bud attached to a bit of the old wood, either divided
longitudinally or entire, with or without a leaf, but
more usually with the leaf at the base of which the

bud has been formed.

Those plants that are found to succeed from such
cuttings as these, generally form wood of a moderately
firm but not particularly hard nature, even when fully

matured. A very considerable number of jilants

strike freely from root-cuttings ; in fact, some may be
increased this way that are difficult to induce to make
roots from shoot-cuttings ; but in all cases that I have
tried that have succeeded by root-cuttings, the plants
have been naturally more or less thick-rooted, and
the roots not of a hard woody description.

But it is more to the treatment of cuttings when
placed in heat that I would direct attention, and to

the cuttings of such plants as are in a more or less

growing condition when severed from the stock plant.

This applies to by far the greatest number of plants
ordinarily propagated in gardens, and that require
more or less artificial heat to grow them. When a
cutting is taken off the stock plant, which is

generally in a growing state, the first thing that

occurs to the operator is to place it under
such conditions as will in the least time induce the
formation of roots, so that it may be in a state to sup-
port itself, and so begin the work on its own account.
To effect this in the shortest time, and in such a manner
as will best establish the young plant with a view
to its ultimately arriving at the condition it is intended
to, it is placed in bottom-heat, the amount of which
should, as a matter of course, be in accordance with
the temperature the plant requires to grow in. As a

rule the heat applied to the soil in which cuttings are
placed should be equal to the maximum required by
the plants to promote healthy free growth. Anything
very much beyond this is generally highly injurious,

by affecting the cuttings in a way that seriously inter-

feres with their after healthy development, by raising

the top-heat so high as to excite leaf growth when it is

most important to repress it. For this reason the top-

heat, until roots are formed, should never be allowed to

range higher than may be necessary to maintain the

cuttings in a healthy state. The tops, consisting of the
stems and whatever leaves are upon them, are enclosed
within a propagating glass, propagating house, frame,
or other similar contrivance that will effect the

like object, namely, the protection of the leaves from
flagging through the effects of their evaporating from
their surface moisture which there are no organs in

the shape of roots to supply until these are formed,
or, at all events, until on the base of the cuttings a
callus is formed ; this precursor of roots will to some
extent act as a medium by which the requisite supply
of moisture is conveyed, with a sufficient but not exces-

sive supply of moisture to the soil in which the cut-

tings are inserted, and to the atmosphere in which
they are surrounded and enclosed. This then is the

theory of cutting striking, so well known and gener-
ally understood that it would be unnecessary to men-
lion it were it not intimately connectedwith another and
equally important matter in the early existence of cut-

ting raised plants, and to which often little importance
is attached or which is lost sight of altogether—that
is, the necessity for keeping top-growth completely,

or so far as possible, in check, until enough roots

are made to enable the young plant in its first efforts

at leaf and shoot development to impart to these the

solidity and vigour essential to a subsequent healthy

existence. Those who have ever taken the trouble to

note the difference in the after-growth of even a free-

growing bedding plant or a Chrysanthemum that has
been struck from a cutting placed whilst roots were in

course of formation in a position that did not admit of
top-growth, and have watched such plants through
the season, \\ ill have observed that under similar con-

ditions or with even better attention, plants of the same
varieties that whilst striking were so treated as to
cause them to make growth before many or any roots

existed, would never equal the former, and the com-
parison hokls good even in a greater degree with things
of a more permanent character. In the case of plants
that are to be afterwards grown in pots continuously,
immense numbers are so injured during the
striking process through insufficient light inducing
them to make a considerable length of weak stem
that they never afterwards are equal in strength and
vigour to others not so injured ; and incalculable
numbers of cuttings yearly (lamp off that would have
made healthy plants had they been so placed during
the time of rooting by the medium which supplies

them with bottom-heat being raised sufficiently near
the roof glass of the house or pit in which they were
struck.

The question then comes, how to best secure this

dormant condition of the toi)s of cuttings whilst roots

are being tormed. The most effectual means I have
ever found is to place them where they will get plenty
of light, which has more influence in arresting the top
growth than anything I have ever been able to hit

upon. A prevalent idea I know exists that cuttings

root freer when placed in a subdued light, and with
some things I have found it so, but these are gene-
rally plants that are very difficult to root from shoot-
cuttings, and that wdll bear keeping very close as well
as in little light, without a disposition to make top-

growth. The greater portion of propagating-houses,
pits, boxes, or, what many growers have to make shift

with, improvised contrivances in ordinary hot-houses,

are generally very much too dark, or the cuttings are

placed too far from the glass, which amounts to the
same thing. Shade in amount sufficient to protect
the cuttings from the sun is necessary with most things
whilst striking, but the exclusion of light is not, and
the more light they get, provided the temperature of
the structure in which the tops of the cuttings are
placed is not raised too high by the influence of the
sun's rays or with it in conjunction with fire-heat, the
more satisfactory will be the results in the after

growth of the plants.

I have lately seen a very simple arrangement by
which the difficulty here pointed out can be effectually

got over, and a most efficient cutting-striking appli-
ance introduced into any ordinary house or pit where
pipe-heat is already existing, and which at the first

opportunity I propose to describe. T. Baincs.

Sub-Phenyle as an Insecticide.—During the

last summer a fluid (then known as chemical fluid)

was sent me by an entomological correspondent
for trial as an insecticide, which appears to act so

well in other ways besides its original purpose,
that I should be glad to draw the attention of

other observers to its possible value. The original

and main use of this fluid (now brought out under the

name of Sub-Phenyle) is a disinfectant, and it is

recommended for insect and skin diseases in animals.

In the course of experiment with it as a horticultural

insecticide I noticed that where it reached the roots of
the infested plants a vigorous or improved growth
almost always followed. Not quite always—Fernswere
not, as far as I could see, at all improved by it, but with
the ordinary run of garden plants (Rhododendrons,
Carrots, Helianthus rigidus, to give examples of
widely differing growth) the application appeared to
me to be always followed by more luxuriantly de-
veloped and well-coloured leafage. One of the
special components of the fluid is some form of tar,

and to ascertain how far this peculiar principle was
absorbed by the plant, so as to alter its juices to a
degree, rendering it injurious to the insects thriving
on it in its natural state, I had the roots of some of
the plants analysed, the result showing the presence
of carbolic acid, or of a homologue of that substance,
in very minute quantity ; but still sufficient to my own
rough and unscientific treatment to show both to taste
and smell its characteristic presence in the roots that
I experimented on, after careful washing away of any
external adhesions. The analyses, which were taken
with much care, showed no alteration in the ordinary
constituents of the roots, beyond the presence of
carbolic acid just mentioned. The matter seems of
some interest, both with regard to plant absorption,

and also as to the possibility ol having here a material,

very inexpensive, and very easily applied, which may
at once promote plant growth and destroy the larva

that preys on it. It is so, as far as I have tried at

present, but I have only been able as yet to try it

thoroughly on one or two species. I find it also acts

as a poison to the worms contained in soil saturated

with the dilute fluid, as in the case of pot plants, where
they have no means of escaping from the sphere of

its action. In its undiluted form the fluid is im-
mediately destructive to vegetable life, and even in

very dilute form is apt, without great care, to be
injurious to the foliage ; but in the prpportion of
about a table-spoonful of Sub-Phenyle to a gallon of
water (and in much stronger form as the operator gets

more insight into its use) it may be safely applied as

a watering to the roots—the only jioint necessary,

as far as I see, being a little attention at first as to

whether the plant experimented on may be one of

those it does not suit, rather than one which it will

throw into vigorous leafage. O.

The Chrysanthemum Showr at Liverpool

:

a Shameful Disclosure.—In the class (A) in which
special prizes w'ere offered, open to all comers, at

the late Liverpool show, there were six competitors,
and the 1st prize was awarded to a stand of very sus-

picious looking blooms, so suspicious indeed that I

made the following notes :
—" 1st prize, Mr. F.

Roberts : the only good bloom on the stand,
one of General Slade ; the others look as though
a double growth had taken place, which is very
conspicuous in the blooms of Queen of England,
Alfred Salter, Empress of India, and Golden Beverley
by a whorl of small petals formed around the middle
of the blooms." Determined to know if they were
single blooms or two or three cleverly stuck together,

I later in the day, and as the crow'd increased, took
an opportunity of opening the top of a bloom with
my pencil, where I found a good stout pin ; a second
and a third were examined, and each proved to have
a pin in them, which I exposed. I found the owner
and accused him of it, saying that I should protest

against the award. He assured me they were genuine
blooms, but in a few minutes he was missing, and
not to be found. I then found the secretary and one
of the committeemen, who declined to take proceed-
ings without a written protest, which I at once wrote
out. The stand was taken into the committee-
room, and in the presence of a crowd, composed of
committeemen, competitors, and visitors, an investi-

gation was made by the secretary. The first bloom
proved to be made up of two, the second of two, the

third of three, and so on through the whole stand,

only one bloom out of the twenty-four being found to

be genuine. The others were made up, some of

two and some of three flowers fastened together

with pins and gum, and in such a manner that

every one could not detect it. An exhibitor who was
present at the examination said he was only suspicious

of one bloom, but how men with such a reputation

as that possessed by the judges could award the prizes

without seeing something suspicious about them or

detecting a bloom of White Venus stuck into the

centre of an Empress of India, really puzzles me.
Plow long such a practice has existed it is hard to

say, but such dishonest systems cannot be stopped
too quickly. If my memory serves me right, some
one told me the same man carried off the

first prize last year ; and how many years would
he have done it again had he not been stopped,
or how many exhibitors indulge in this practice,

who can tell ? It is the duty of every one acting
as judge to adopt proper measures to ensure the

detection of every unprincipled exhibitor, and no
class of plants do we find a wider field for such
exhibitors to work in than in Chrysanthemums. I

would strongly advise judges to uncup all suspicious-

looking blooms, which is really the only way of get-

ting at them properly. I have written this as a warn-
ing to both judges and exhibitors, and if I have in

any way made an error I trust your correspondent,
Mr. Hinds, or Mr. Manderson, will please correct me,
as they were both \\itnesses to the above. The latter

gentleman very humorously compared the blooms to

little haycocks. J. Ollcrhcad, The GarJais, IVimhlc-
tlon House, S. W. [The facts narrated in the above
letter are so extremely disgraceful to the perpetrator
of the trick in question, and so calculated to bring
exhibitions into disfavour with proprietors of gardens,

and with the public generally, that Mr. Ollerhead has
done a real service in exposing and denouncing at

once the malpractice abo^'e alluded to. .So serious

was the chaige, howe\er, that we should not have
inserted Mr. Ollerhead's letter had we not put our-

selves in communication with the secretary of the
society, who, in his reply to our enquiries, confirms
substantially the charge made by Mr. Ollerhead. It

is satisfactory to know that the culprit was at once
exposed, as he deserved to be, and that the committee
will not allow him to exhibit at Liverpool again ; but
whether they ought not to go further, and prosecute
him for attempting to obtain the prize l>y false pre-

tences, is an open question. Eds.]
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Cleistogamic Flowers.—Will you nllow me to

correct nti inaccuracy in tlie abbtract ot my paper

read at tlie last meeting of the Linnean Society which

appears in the Gardeners Chroiikk for November 23 ?

Instead of saying that I was ''disposed to

regard " homocleistogamic and heterocleistogamic

flowers " as having arisen, one by degradation,

the other by a rudimentary form of the

organ," what I did say was that although at

first disposed so to regard them, further observation

convinced me that both kinds of closed self-fertilised

flowers have originated by degradation. The reasons

for this conclusion, derived from the structure of the

flowers of Impatiens, Ononis, &c., are given at length

in the paper in question. Alfred IV. Bcnnell, 6, Park
Village East, N. IV., Nrcember 25.

The Culture of Apricots.—Being about to take

up some old Apricot trees from a south-west wall,

that have become both shabby and unprofitable in

consequence of whole limbs having perished, with

the view of replanting with young trees, I should be

very glad of any information respecting border

making, the prevention of limbs dying, and in short

anything that would help nie in my desire to cultivate

healthy and fruit-bearing trees. As this fruit is much
esteemed by my employers, I am exceedingly anxious

to grow it successfully. The soil where the old trees

have been growing is of a porous nature with a sand-

stone bottom, and this leads me to infer that the

water gets away too rapidly, and consequently the

trees suft'er from insufficient moisture when in full

activity. I think of throwing out the soil from the

wall to 9 or 12 feet in the border, to the depth of about 2

feet, and putting a stratum of clay at the bottom, then

filling up to the surface with fresh fibrous soil. Will

any one e.xperienced in Apricot growing kindly give

me their advice ? And if any of your correspondents

has tried an artificial clay l^ottom for Apricots I

should be glad to know with what results. E. Bradley,

Gr. to R. Chrimes, Esi/., Moor^ate Grove, Kotlierham.

Japanese Chrysanthemum M. Crousse.— I

should like to know wherein this new variety differs

from Hero of Magdala, raised by the late ^Ir. John
Salter, of Hammersmith, and awarded a First-class

Certificate by the Royal Horticultural Society in

186S, and sent out in 1S69. It was described by
Mr. Salter as "blood-red in colour, the reverse of

the petals orangc-buft". The florets in their young
stage reflex, but as they advance in age the centre

florets take an upward or incurved direction, while

the remainder reflex, thus showing two distinct

colours." Any one who saw the new variety, M.
Crousse, at the meeting of the Royal Horticultural

Society on November igwill admit that the description

given of Hero of Magdala hits it off" exactly. I have

a distinct recollection of Hero of Magdala, having

been a member of the Committee at that time,

and can see in M. Crousse only a reproduction of it.

M, Crousse is in all probability a Continental

importation, received into this country and exhibited

in perfect good faith in the full belief that it was new. If

it can be made to appear to differ from Hero of Mag-
dala it yet comes so very near to it as to render it

unnecessary to maintain it as a distinct variety. R. D.
[Chrysanthemum growers should be able at once to

settle this point. To us M. Crousse appeared to be

cream-coloured at the lower half, .Spanish-red at the

upper half of the floret, which does not exactly agree

with the description quoted by " R. D." Eds.]

Pears for Late Use.— If some of our successful

Pear growers would be good enough to come to the

front and give a few articles on Pears, particularly

good dessert kinds, they would undoubtedly confer a

boon on many young gardeners, and as this is a sub-

ject of much importance it would be interesting also

to many of long practice. Week after week we have
Grapes, CIrapes,butfewseem to speak of Pears, and yet

I consider there is as much judgment and fore-thought

required to keep the dessert well up in first-class Pears

as in Grapes. Moreover, particularly in the first three

months of the year, I think that] some of us have

much to learn, judging from the remark made by
Mr, Sheppard on the difficulties he finds in grow-
ing satisfactorily those two good old sorts that have

stood us so well for many years. Winter Nelis and
Easter Beurre. There are undoubtedly many that

have matle Pears a particular study, and could give

much valuable information not only as to the varieties

most suitable to grow, but also on which stock the

different varieties are found with them to succeed best.

Much may also be told on the time of gathering :

this requires much judgment ; for instance, Easter

Beurre if allowed to hang too long is deficient in

flavour, but if gathered as soon as the pips begin to

turn the slightest tinge of brown, is one of our best

;

whilst W'inter Nelis may hang as long as the weather
will allow with advantage—it will then often keep
well into February. I was much surprised to see

Mr. Sheppard speak of it as liable to crack and
as being a bad doer, for I have always found it the

reverse ol this, never once having seen it crack.

Much may also be said on the temperature of the

fruit-room. Many varieties are flavourless through
being kept too cold. There are some who have
made the Pear a particular study, Mr. Culverwell, of

Thorpe Perrow, I would mention as one ; and I trust

he will kindly give your readers a few particulars of

his long and successful practice with this fruit, which
has made his name famous amongst the many noblemen
who have tasted his splendid Pears at Mr. Milbanlc's

table. Some few years ago I remember seeing, on Nov.

30, at Thorpe Perrow, Mr. Culverwell's dessert (the

occasion being a wedding breakfast), which was splen-

did in every resj^ect ; but I was most struck with the

splendid Marie Louise Pears. I hope Mr. Culverwell

will tell us how he manages this Pear to have it in such

fine condition so late in the season. Thos. Keetley, The
Gardens, Darley Abbey. [The Pears Mr. Keetley
saw were no doubt the produce of a Marie Louise
worked on the Beurre Ranee, and which Mr. Culver-

well can keep till Christmas and after ! We'shall be
glad to receive communications on the subject, Eds.]

X Calanthe Veitchii.—I send you a spike of this

beautiful winter blooming Orchid. In the spring I

potted six bulbs in a mixture of loam, peat, and silver

sand, placing two bulbs in a 6-inch pot, and have now
about ten spikes similar to the one sent. We find them
very useful for cut flowers as they last a long time if

their blooms are kept dry. Care must be taken in water-

ing until they get well started into growth, or they are

apt to get spotted in the foliage, also at the time they

shed their leaves, or tlie bulbs are liable to rot at the

base. ,5'. A. Woods, Gr. to F. J. S. Foljainbe, Esq.,

M.F., Osberton, Worksof^. [A most beautiful speci-

men. The spike measured 45 inches in length,

and bore thirty-one fully expanded blooms, with

about twenty buds to follow, Eds.]

An Improved Road-Scraper.—If tlie operation

of an ordinary road-scraper is observed, it will be

seen that it is faulty in olie important point, viz., that

it leaves the hollows as it finds them, if indeed it does

not scrape them out deeper. It simply smooths the

surface, but does not level it. By the simple addition

of runners, by which it is kept from falling into the

hollows, it will draw earth into them, instead of

scooping them out. The runners are raised an inch

or two above the bottom of the scraper. It will thus

scrape up the loose soft earth and deposit it where

needed, that is, in the hollows, thus levelling as well

as smoothing the surface. The form of the improved

scraper is represented in the engraving (fig. 117).

American Agrienltitrist.

Vanda v. Anguloa.—-Is the t,aste for good Orchids

degenerating ? Such is the question which occurred

to my mind on seeing the result of the judging

at the last Whitsuntide show at Manchester, and

again on reading Mr. Douglas' comments in the

Gardeners' Chronicle of November 16, p, 624, I

have no desire to rush into print, but ask your

permission to publish a few lines as Mr. Douglas

has brought my name before the public. Mr.

Dougkas says, after seeing both he would award

the palm to the Anguloa as a triumph of cultural

skill. Now it is surprising to see a man who is sup-

posed to know Orchids write this. When did he

judge them?—in October, when they had lost all that

they contended for in the previous May, I wonder
if he would like his Auriculas and Polyanthuses judged

in October, Neither he nor any other man could

judge of the respective merits of the two plants in

that way. He gives the nreasurement of the triumphant

foliage of the Anguloa that won it (the medal) ; the

Vandahe saw over"the heads of a lot of other plants, and

could not give a description of it for his life,
^
To class

the cultivation of an Anguloa with a Vanda is unfair.

Any grower will know that to grow a Vanda into the

condition that was in requires far more skill than to

grow the Anguloa, which is considered one of the freeest
Orchids in cultivation. I have heard the majority
of the best practical Orchid-growers in this country
express their opinion on the decision. They one and
all say it was decidedly wrong. Many assert that
five of our plants were a long way before the Anguloa,
The Vanda needs no description here. l'hakx:nopsis
grandiflora, with ninety flowers ; Aerides Schroderi,
with seven good spikes ; Aerides F'ieldingii, with
three spikes over 3 feet long, with five branches

;

Saccolabium prosmorsum, with nine fine spikes, each
one a long way superior to the finest Anguloa ever
grown in point of beauty, value, and culture, and
the fineat plant in cultivation of its kind, Mr.
Douglas says a set of experienced judges are most
likely to arrive at a right decision ; true, but in this
case I ask were they experienced judges ? I am
satisfied they were not Orchid growers, and I
maintain that no man who is not an Orchid grower
can be an experienced judge of Orchids. In our
Rose shows many judges are Rose growers, in fruits
the same, why not in Orchids ? This is my ground
of complaint, E. Mitchell, Broiighlon, Manchester.

Strawberries in November,—At the Liverpool
show on November 20, l\]r. Hinds, of Otterspool,
exhibited a large dish of Underbill's Sir Harry Straw-
berry, which for size and colour almost equalled any-
thing that we can grow here on our gravelly soils in
the month of July. To hear of Strawberries being
grown and fruited at unseasonable times of the year is-

not now an unusual thing, but generally speaking they
are small in berry, bad in colour, and produced in
such misenable quantities that a dish is entirely out
of the question, but those exhibited by Mr, Hinds
m.ade a splendid dish. Of the flavour I cannot speak,
but it was said to be good. On visiting Otterspool I
saw the plants from which the fruit had been
gathered, arid most certainly there was a very full
crop, of which the plants exhibited growing in pots
were a fair sample. Those desirous of obtaining
Strawberries at this time of year cannot do better than
grow the above variety, and adopt Mr. Hinds' prac-
tice as detailed in your colunms. J. Ollcrliead.
Wimbledon House, S. IV.

- Transplanting.—The great drawback to making
extensive plantations has often been the expense and
difficulty in moving large specimen trees from one
part of the estate to the other, I have seen two men
occupied half a day in preparing and lifting a tree to
the level of the soil, while two men, by means of the
plan I am about to describe, can with facility produce
the same effects in one hour, and this with a larger
ball of earth, and the movement given to the ball
reduced to a minimum. The old plan which we used
to adopt here was to dig a deep trench round the tree
.and then dig underneath it, drawing the tree on one
side, filling in the earth, then drawing the tree on the
other side, filling in the earth on this side in the same
way as before, until the ball was placed nearly on a
level with the surrounding ground ; the tree was then
drawn on one side and a thick iron plate (with rings
at each corner to tie the tree to) and the chains for
the draught, were drawn under the ball. Now all this
was too tedious for my " railway notions," and,
besides, I should never have been able to have com-
pleted the breadth of planting which I yearly under-
take had I not adopted a more rapid, and an even
better mode of transplanting. This is now the fourth
year I have adopted this plan, and I have already
transplanted several hundred trees this season, and
Sut of the whole only one has been driven aside
by the late gales and heavy rains (3 inches of rain
having fallen in the last week, the reason being
that we have been able to afford a larger ball
than by the older method. The first implement I had
made was a very strong iron fork, resembling the
spud used for digging hops, but of much larger
dimensions : it consists of three tines, 16 inches in
length, with a plate at the points resembling the blade
of a spade : the handle is cranked, which not only
gives greater leverage, but it enables the men to thrust
it more easily under the tree, an iron being worn on
the boot to give greater force to the thrust ; the
handle of this tool must be 5 feet in length. In moving
a tree two men make from four to six thrusts with
these forks at a proper distance round the trees ; at the
last two thrusts they force up the tree to a level with
the soil. This is a most successful mode of lifting small
trees, and a very large ball of earth can be moved
with them. But for large trees (we are about to

move a Laurel about 14 feet in diameter) the
implements which are used are of a gigantic size

and weight, each implement being of iron, and weigh-
ing, with its movable handle, or rather lever, 50 lb.

It much resembles the other tool, but instead of a
blade to cut through the earth, it has what I think is

termed a duck-foot to each tine. The movable lever

is fitted to the handle of this fork, by means of rings,

in a very simple manner. To commence, then, with
this Laurel. We shall set three men to dig a deep
trench round the tree, leaving sufficient soil for the

ball to weigh about a ton. After the trench has been
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(lug of sufficient depth three forks will be driven under

the ball ; a stout wooden fulcrum will then be knocked

under each fork, the levers, 10 feet in length, will

then lie adjusted, when it will take two men to eacli

lever to force the ball upwards sufficiently high to

enable two strong wooden bars to be placed under it ;

the iron plate before-mentioned will then be

placed under the ball on these bars, and two horses

will draw the tree to its destination. I shall

put half a one-horse load of sand round this ball, and

then cover it over. By this mode I transplanted last

season as late as May, using then a good supply of

water to the sand. To give the jjower of an additional

man to the levers, place the end of each lever in a

2-inch iron pipe, 6 feet in length, this will lengthen

the levers about 5 feet. OheiTcr.

Salvias.—Such Salvias as S. splendens may be

grown like Fuchsias, 5 feet high and as much in

diameter, from cuttings, in one season, with no more

trouble than is required to grow Chrysanthemums,

and for mixing with the latter there is no liner subject.

I am this season growing a variety of S. splendens

called Urunanti, in which both the flowers and calyx

are finer than in the old form. I am also trying one

called S. alba ; it is, however, not white, but cream-

coloured, a free bloomer and effective. My favourite is

Salvia Heeri, a plant with every good property, the

colour brilliant scarlet, the habit compact and good.

This follows S. splendens in blooming rotation, and
'

like it is best grown out-of-doors in the summer to

keep it bushy and clean. Another greenhouse Salvia

is S. gesnera-flora, a very robust grower, and a fine

plant where there is plenty of space. It produces

very large bunches of rich scarlet flowers, strongly

.scented. I have grown this variety 15 feet in circum-

ference. Two old favourites which I have not seen

for a long time (no doubt some of your readers could

tell me where they may be found) are .S. Cammer-

toni and S. invoUicrata. The first I think originated

at Liverpool ; the habit is erect, it is a free grower,

and blooms profusely. The flowers are rosy crimson,

numerous, small, and very sweet. It is the best one

I know for cutting from for house decoration. S. in-

volucrata is well worth cultivation in the greenhouse.

.Salvia fulgens we use extensively outside, and find it a

brilliant and attractive border flower in the autumn.

Young plants struck in the spring and treated like a

Dahlia bloom quite freely in the autumn. Salvia

patens may be treated the same way, and is just as good

in every way, the blue flowers being the best of all for

eflective contrasts. Excellent and attractive groups

may be made of S. patens and Abutilon Thompsoni,

Iresine Lindeni, Lobelia fulgens, &c. U'iUiciin Payne,

Belmont, Taunton.

Seeds Sown by Birds in Trees.—An old and

very large Ash tree growing singly in an open and

somewhat exposed part of the park here had about

one h.alf of its top blown down during the recent high

gales of wind. The part which broke oft' split a part

of the trunk at about 7 or S feet from the ground, and

exposed in what had been the fork or junction of the

limbs a very interesting group of young healthy

plants. These were twelve in number, growing within

a very limited space, varying in height from 3 to 15

inches, and consisted of the following sorts, viz,,

eight Mollies of difterent sizes, two AVhitethorns, one

Gean, and one common Elder. It is not by any

means an uncommon affair to see seedlings of forest

trees growing in a similar manner, but it is rare to

find such a nest of them, all having been carried there

from a considerable distance by the feathersd tribe,

and dropped down from the overhanging branches,

y. Webster, GorJon Castle.

Veitch's Autumn Giant Broccoli This, like

the Autumn Giant Cauliflower, is a true gardener's

friend, and is now, with us, coming in in grand style

with heads close and white as snow, and so solid and
heavy that one or two are sufiicient for a large family.

The flavour, too, is as mild and delicious as can be,

and coming in just at this season it meets a want that

has long been felt, as it is very rare that Snow's,

Osborn's, or any of the early kinds make their

appearance till after the turn of the year, till which
time Veitch's carry us on. Those who have not grown
it hitherto should not fail when getting their seed to

secure some of this most usefiU variety, and once they

make its acquaintance I am convinced they will never

omit to grow it again. The persistent way the leaves

fold over each other forms a capital natural

protection to the flower, which is thereby screened

from frost, and rendered safe from discoloration and
harm. J. Sheppard.

Schizostylis coccinea.— I recollect having had
some difficulty with this plant when first introduced
to this country ; it was given into my care as a plant

which required very great attention and considerable

heat. It was tried and condemned as another dis-

appointment, and finally pushed out-of-doors, where

it helped itself, as many plants will do, and proved it

was worth more than was expected. I must say I had

for many years forgotten it, until lately it has pre-

sented itself in such a showy and attractive manner

here tliat I could not refrain from introducing it to

others who may have made similar mistakes to mine,

and to many who may not he acquainted with its

merits. At this dreary season, when flowers are so

desirable, nothing can be compared to the Sclii/.o-

stylis—perfect hardiness in the first place, free growth

in the second, orn.amental habit all the year

round, anil profuse production of flower-spikes.

The flowers are of the richest rosy crimson, and all

this in dull November. While I write the herbaceous

borders in the gardens ofJohn Marshall, Esq., Belmont,

Taunton, are enlivened with large patches of this

cheerful flower, which, notwithstanding frost and

chilling rains, are bright and beautiful when all others

have passed away. To these qualities another must

be added, and it is one of importance. I allude to

the present desire for cut flowers for house decoration.

I find this a most useful one in every way. In point

of durability it resembles the Gladiolus, and like it,

will go on blooming, opening all its flowers when cut

and kept in water, the same as if growing on theplanl.

Lest any one should be deterred from gro\ying the

Schizostylis, I would say at Belmont the soil in which

they are now prospering so well is stiff strong loam,

and the situation very open, facing due north.

William Payne, Gi:, Belmont, Tannton.

Aucubas, Laurustinus, and Rabbits. — The
planting of the above will be perfectly safe so far as

the rabbits are concerned, but not so as regards the

shrubs, as there are few things among evergreens they

will not nibble and destroy, especially during frosty

weather, if they happen to be short of food through

snow lying long on the ground. The only shrubs

that are really safe from their ravages are Rhododen-

drons, and these are plants that they seldom or never

touch, however sharp they may be driven through

hunger ; and not only are they proof against rabbits,

but they alford the best and most agreeable shelter for

pheasants on account of the way they droop and form

a dense shelter by spreading their branches so low on

the ground, and the great ease with which they can

thread their course and run rapidly among them. The
keepers here are highly pleased with them for game
preserving, and since we planted them largely have

had many more pheasants than they ever had before,

as the nests are so much better protected and hidden

by dead leaves, weeds, and other debris, that always

drift up under them, or grow round about their stems.

Next to Rhododendrons, Box, when cst.ablished, has

the greatest immunity from rabbits, and is likewise a

most enticing shrub for both them and pheasants to

sit under ; but as even the strongest arboreal varieties

are so slow growing, it takes a great many years

before they can be got to a size to be useful. Ber-

beris Aquifolium planted thickly in patches and mixed
in till they get together, are likewise valuable as a

cover for game, and like both Box and Rhododendrons
it will succeed under the shade of trees, and in dry soils

\\'here the latter could scarcely exist. Box and Rho-
dodendrons may be planted at almost any season, but

Berberis can only be moved with certainly of success

about the middle of April, or just as the buds are

beginning to burst—a time when the roots appear to

to have the same capacity for action, and start

actively to work with the top. In light sandy soil

green Hollies do remarkably well, .and form good
ground cover if they have their main leaders cut

occasionally, so as to cause them to branch out and
spread, but they are in no way equal to Rhododen-
drons, and rabbits often feed on the bark if they run

at all short of food. The common Yew, Taxus
baccata, forms a dense spreading evergreen, and
chimps have a fine effect as well as make a good re-

retreat for botli feathered and legged game to get

under. There is one peculiarity with rabbits in that

they are sure to attack all kinds of young freshly trans-

planted shrubs, when old established plants of the

same standing close by are left untouched ; but why
this is I never could understand. The only way
therefore to cope with them is to protect with wire

netting, or some other means, till the plants get a
good start, after which they generally leave them
alone. J. S.

In reply to your correspondent, " F. E. R.
C," I can say from my own experience that rabbits

will entirely destroy Aucubas. R. Ilanlniry, Poles

Ware, Xov. 23.

"F. E. R, C." may safely plant Auculius,
Laurustinus, Berberis, and Rhododendrons where
rabbits are numerous. They will not touch them.
W.

Garden Labels.—I can unfortunately endorse
j-our note as to the nature of the paint found on the
imported Continental labels. After exposure to the
atmosphere for a few months it was found to have
vanished, and with it the writing. Almost worse,
however, is the material out of which many of these
labels are made. I should imagine that it is the

remains of old joists, rafters, &c., as much of it is

worm-eaten, and what resemble stout lasting labels

8 inches in length are found after five or six months'

exposure in the open ground to have become so rotten

that they fall over with a good puff of wind, in

fact, are absolutely valueless. The \'ery best

stuff to make good stout lasting wood labels

is lath-wood, and on wet days, when men are

glad of a dry job, it is better to let them cut up a few
bundles of laths, and thus secure a stock of stout

lasting labels than to buy ready-made rubbish, that

proves to be absolutely worse than useless. They are

misleading when it is found that they have all fallen

over, and have probaljly been replaced in the wrong
situations. A. D.

Cypripedium insigne. — Your correspondent,

"J. M." (p. 666), asks if it is usual for this plant to

have two flowers on one stem. When going through

tlie gardens of Longford Hall, near Manchester, in

the autumn of last year, several examples of this

were to be seen ; so that in this case it may not be
unusual, still there may be something in the variety.

The variety grown at Longford seemed stronger than

usual. At one place the writer lived at, a large

quantity of C. insigne was grown for decoration in

winter, but two flowers on a stem there cannot be
called to mind at present. It is not uncommon in

the order for two flowers to be on the stem. Variety

same as leaf herewith has produced two flowers with

us. R. M.
I have been acquainted with this Orchid for

a very long time, but do not recollect having seen more
than one flower on a stem until about two years ago,

when a plant under my care threw up fourteen flowers

—four single and three double. There is a plant now
in flower here with twenty-nine singles and six

doubles. The plant is about 2 feet in diameter, and
very healthy. I had thought it rather unusual until

now, but I suppose it depends much on the healthy

condition of the plant. J. Batters, Gr., Giilin^hant

Hall, Norfolk, November 25.

We have three stems with two flowers on each
at the present time, and have had one or two flowerifig

in the same way for several years, y. Crouelier,

Siulbiiry House, Hammersmith,

Carrots.—There can be no question that, as your
correspondent, Mr. Berr}', slates on p. 665, a good
crop of Carrots free from canker is an unusual
occurence in many places. The garden here is one
of the worst I have had to deal with as regards Car-
rots and Onions ; the latter are always attacked more
or less by the maggot or grub, and the same may be
said of the Carrots, and those that escape the first evil

are generally so badly attacked with canker that they
cannot be presented in the kitchen. Two years ago
I had a small brake of Strawberries that had been on
the ground four years. In the autumn I trenched
down the whole of the herbage to the depth of 2 feet,

leaving the surface as rough as possible for the winter.

In the spring I merely raked it over to level it, and
immediately after sowed the seed. These Carrots
were an excellent crop, and free from both maggot and
canker, and my employer informed me at the time
that it was the first good crop of Carrots free from
disease he had ever had in the garden. Thomas
Sheasby, Hare Hill, Maeclesfield.

The Highfield Grape Tomato. — A corre-

spondent, " W. W.," drew attention to Mr. David-
son's new Grape Tomato a week or two since in these
columns. Having seen it at this time last year grow-
ing on the garden walls at Highfield, when it was
there in fine fruit, I was anxious to see how it had
fared after such a manifestation of the Tomato disease

as has been seen this season, and called there a few
days since. The plants I found as last year, still

fairly fresh and healthy, having on fruit and foliage

no trace of the disease, but suffering from cold only.

So far they have been protected at night by mats, and
this has saved them from frosts. In addition to its

remarkable fertility, its undoubted excellent consti-

tution is a most valuable feature. The fruit is about
the size of the berries of a Gros Colmar Grape, and is

more briskly flavoured than ordinary kinds. A. D.

Forestry.
Autumn-planting. — Till within the last ten

days planting could not be properly carried on

in this district, but now that the weather has im-

proved, and the ground has become firm, solid,

and dry, every available hour should be devoted

to the work. I have for many years advocated

autumn planting, and the more I practise it the more
I am convinced that autumn and winter planting is

vastly superior to spring planting, not only in respect

to small plants, but those of large size as well,

including evergreens and deciduous trees. I am not

overlooking the various circumstances connected with
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the stale and conrlition of the soil as to wetness or

dryness, nor yet atmospheric influences, as frost, high

winds, humidity, and snow-drift, each and all of which

produce their own peculiar and important effects upon

the growth anil vegetation of trees. Taking all

matters into consideration with the extensive expe-

rience of many years, I am quite satisfied that autumn

planting possesses very decided advantages over

spring planting. Although quite satisfied of these

advantages myself, it may not be so with others, and

for their sakes I make the following statement. The
first important example of the superiority of autumn

over that of spring planting came under my observa-

tion in the year 1S63 : itwas that of an extensive moor-

land enclosure in the district of Strathspey. The
enclosure is a heath-covered hill, comprehending about

500 acres, and was planted in three successive years

ending November, iS6o. Partof the planting each year

was done in the autumn and extended into the winter

till stopped by frost or snowstorm, and the work was

a'ain resumed in spring as soon as the weather would

liermit. The slope of thehill is towards the south, and

the operation of planting was conducted up and down the

hill from top to bottom in regular though not straight

lines. Three years from the time of planting I

observed at a distance that the trees showed a dis-

tinct and marked difference of growth at three places

on the face of the hill. The appearance was that of

one part being several years older than the

other, but on making inquiry of the forester

who conducted the planting, I found that the

difference of growth was entirely the result of the

difference between the autumn and spring planting.

The trees were all of the same age, namely, one-year

seedling twice transplanted Larch and Scots Fir—tile

work done by the same workmen and the ground the

same in every respect ; yet it was quite visible a full

mile distant where the autumn planting ended and

the spring planting began, each year during the

operation. Some parts of the hill had been burned

for the sake of producing young Heath for the grouse

some years previous to enclosing it, and upon such

parts the difference of growth w.rs still greater than

upon the ground where the Heath was not burnt ;

upon thin gravelly parts the difference was greater

than upon loam or clay soils. It was also obvious

that on patches of moss ground the differenceofgrowth

varied in accordance with the different kinds of moss.

Upon that description usually termed black old peat

nw5s, the difference of growth was less than upon

younger or flow-moss. In the latter case the notches

made in the ground for inserting the plant opened

much more upon the spring planted parts than upon

those done in the autumn. One other advantage of

the autumn over the spring planting in this case was

that of fewer deaths having occurred. On counting the

dead plants or blank spaces it was found that only

about 5 per cent, of deaths occurred upon the autumn

planted ground, while from 10 to 12 per cent, had

died upon that planted in spring. The advantages

of autumn over spring planting are even greater

than words can adequately express. It appears

to me that the greatest gain after all consists

in the general vigour the plant acquires in its

new position, for on closely examining the plant a

year subsequent to planting, say in the autumn or

winter after the first growth has been made, the

leaves or pins of the Scots Fir, Norway Spruce, &c.,

are longer, broader, and more fleshy, and the buds

larger and better developed, and the shoots, although

not much longer on the autumn than on the spring

planted trees, yet the whole structure of the plant

presents such a superiority of growth as to convince

any one of the immense advantages it had gained

over that of those planted in spring.

As regards hard-wood trees the advantages gained

are equally great, though manifested in a somewhat

different manner to that of deciduous ones. One very

obvious mark of difference is that of the freshness,

roundness, and fulness of all the buds at the end of

the first year's growth, and the scarcity of dead twigs

at the ends of the branches. On very carefully and

minutely examining hundreds of trees of all sorts and

sizes, I have found that there are decidedly fewer

sickly, diseased, or dead branches upon those trees

planted in autumn than in spring. Other circum-

stances in both cases being equal, as a rule the

larger the plant of whatever species the earlier in

autumn it requires to be planted, not that small

plants are less benefited, but the difference is less

obvious in the growth of very young ones than of

those further advanced. There are also much fewer

deaths proportionally in the latter than the former
class. One other very decided and general advantage
of autumn over spring planting (though different and
distinct from any of the others) is that of overtaking

much of the work of planting, which in many cases

could not be done if left over till spring, for it is but

too well known in the practical operations of forestry

that the spring season of planting, however early

commenced and protracted, is too short to accomplish

the work contemplated ; consequently a considerable

portion of what was intended to be done has to remain
undone for another season, and is consequently often

never done at all. Those, therefore, who have planting

to do, should ever remember not only the forester's

motto, " Aye be stickin' in a tree," but the equally

sage advice to be doing it early, which signifies that

whenever the young wood of any species of tree is

sufliciently ripe and matured, planting may safely be
performed, and that too with alacrity. C. Y. Midtic,

Citlkit House, .Vov. 25.

TiieCiikvsanthemum.— Itis very pleasing indeed

to see the wide-spread and ever increasing interest

which is taken in the Chrysanthemum. The exhibitions

are more numerous than ever. Exhibitors increase in

a rapid ratio, and there is no falling off in the quality

of the flowers exhibited, taking them as a whole.
This year there have been some wonderfully fine cut

flowers exhibited in all the sections, and it is very

desirable that no section should be omitted in the large

exhiliitions. We cannot afford to lose any of them.

The large-flowered incurvedsection standsdeservedly

first, and in this there is nolalling off. In some cases

as many as twenty collections of twelve blooms were
staged for one set of prizes. Some of the schedules

do not specify whether the blooms should be incurved

or not, they simply say large flowers, so that in one
instance an exhibitor had incurved, reflexed, and large

flowered Anemones, all in one stand. The expe-

rienced exhibitor knows better than to risk his chances

of success in that way, but there are many new
aspirants to fame, and it is as well to state for their

information that a stand made up of such flowers,

however fine they might be, would not have the ghost

ofa chance with fairly good stands made up of incurved

flowers. In suchacaseitis no use appealing to the broad
terms of the schedule. The flowers themselves are

eloquent enough. At the Borough ofHackneyshow, held

at the Royal Aquarium, Westminster, some useful

lessonsmight have been learned in staging flowers ofthis

class. There were several collections of cut flowers

from Liverpool shown there, and in the stands were
some of the finest flowers I have ever seen ; but the

exhibitor threw away all his chances of success through

his bad dressing, or rather want of dressing, and also

by putting flowers into his stands that were intrin-

sically bad, and which the most skilful dresser could

not by any means bring up to the stardard of form

required by the rules of the florist. There were a

number of flowers that counted for nothing in the

Liverpool stands. Fingal, for instance, was placed

at the left hand corner of the stand in the back row.

Many exhibitors place their best flower in that position,

and they are wise in doing so ; but in the eyes of a

judge who acts by the recognised yet unwritten

standard of excellence, Fingal would scarcely score a

single point in a maximum of six to each flower. Let

any one compare such a flower with Prince of Wales
or Prince Alfred, also dark flowers ; and a person

who has not even had one point of excellence pointed

out would select the refined incurved flowers.

Compare Mrs. Haliburton and Mrs. Geo. Rundle,

two white flowers of distinct types. A good
flower of the first-named would not count in a

stand, while the latter would almost be sure of the

highest place. There are no new seedlings in this

section ; indeed those regarded as new are simply

different colours sporting from the types.

The Japanese sections has now taken a high place

in the estimation of the public ; their quaint and varied

forms and colours outrage all the notions of the

florist. There seems also to be several workers in

the field trying to raise seedlings, and they may
claim a considerable amount of success. Slessrs.

Dixon & Co. have introduced four very good varieties,

which have been well shown this year, viz., Red
Gauntlet, Sarnia, Ethel, and Peter the Great ; the

last-named may be in direct descent from the

Japanese, but in form it is more of the large-flowered

Chinese, still it is a very fine primrose-coloured sort ;

\'ellow Dragon, Fair ISIaid of Guernsey, Striatum,

Grandiflorum, Gloire de Toulouse, Red Dragon,

Haron de Frailly, and Fulgore were exhibited in fine

form by Mr. Jordan, gr. to J. Boustead, Esq., of

Wimbledon.
The large-flowered Anemones seem to be omitted

in some schedules, but this is surely a mistake.

Although there is nothing new to chronicle in the

section, many of the old ones are singularly beau-

tiful—Fleur de Marie, of delicate purity, and the old-

fashioned Gluck with its golden flowers ; Prince of

Anemones, and Louis Bonamy, too, cannot be dis-

pensed with.

The pretty Chusan Daisy has steadily progressed

under the care of the seedling raiser. " R. D." fully

described the best sorts for specimen culture last

week, although I think the list might be improved.

For instance. Golden Cedo Nulli is the best yellow

sort for plants ; Antonius comes next. St. Michael

is the best for quality of flowers, but it is not so easily

trained. General Canrobert I would omit. Cedo
Nulli, the original type, one of the best Pompons in

existence for pot culture, is not mentioned. The
bronzy purple Cedo Nulli is a bad sport. The
Anemone-flowered Pompons are very pretty, but the

only one useful for specimens is Antonius. Every
large exhibition should provide a class for them. As
cut flowers they are exhibited three blooms together,

with stems and leaves, and very pretty they are.

Madame Montels, Marie Stuart, Dick Turpin, Fire-

fly, Mr. Astie, Perle, Madame Chalonge, and Cal-

liope are amongst the best of them.

The question may be asked. Is there any room for

improvement in the manner of exhibiting Chrysan-

themum flowers and plants at exhibitions ? I cer-

tainly think there is. In most cases the plants

are too severely trained, the shoots are turned and

twisted during the summer to obtain an unnatural

dwarfness, and this also has a tendency to dwarf
the flowers. I recently, in writing of Mr. Gorton's

garden. The Woodlands, Eccles, near Manchester,

commented on the wonderful growth of his plants.

Such examples, if shown at an exhibition as plants,

would certainly stand before the best dwarfed speci-

mens I have seen this year. I have grown plants in

the usual way for exhibition, but I shall not do so

again. The time occupied in training is a great

drawback, and the result does not justify the means
used. Even if the plants were intended for exhi-

bition, a good judge would rather give the highest

awards to plants that had been grown naturally than

to such as had been unnaturally dwarfed. Certainly

a plant, whether for public exhibition or for decorative

purposes at home, ought, if possible, to show the

natural habit of the plant. I would also advise all

exhibitors to grow only incurved sorts, and omit any

that would be considered hybrids. There are plenty

varieties that come up to the florist standard suitable

for specimens, and the judges will always give them

the preference. I certainly would advise a class in

the schedule of the larger societies at least for a group

of plants grown to show the quality of the flowers

and natural training of the plants. Many might

show in this class who cannot find time

to grow the more elaborately-trained specimens.

Some of the Japanese make good specimens, and a

class for them grown in pots would prove an inte-

resting feature. .\s to the cut blooms I certainly

think an alteration might be tried, the long lines of

stands are certainly monotonous. I saw a stand at

Chelmsford in Essex, which gained the 1st prize in its

class i the flowers were shown with leaves as grown,

the stems were about 3 or 4 inches high, which

carried the blooms well above an undergrowth of fresh

green moss. It certainly as a stand was much more

effective than those staged in the usual way with

blocks. It is not likely that exhibitors would show
their flowers in that way, unless the stipulations of the

schedule compelled them to do so. It is not possible

to dress a flower well unless there are means to hold

up the outer petals, and for this purpose the usual

wooden cups answer very well indeed. I would
advise exhibiting the Japanese with foliage as grown,

and would urge the propriety of encouraging triples of

Anemone Pompons ; also a clxss for large flowered

reflexed, with foliage, for they ought to be encouraged

though they have not the least chance with incurved

blooms, y. Douglas.
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Nkw Fuchsias.—Mr. James Lye, of Clyffe Hall

I '.aniens, Market Lavington, is one of those persistent

raisers of new flowers with a strong belief that, for

himself at least, the Fuchsia has not hail its day ;
and

he shows the steadfastness and fervour of his belief by

raising new varieties. As one of the leading exhi-

bitors of Fuchsias in the country he has come to the

conclusion that good exhibition Fuchsias must of

necessity be well adapted for decorative purposes.

This was well illustrated in some of the new varieties

he distributed last year, and notably in James Huntley,

a line free blooming darli variety that will be one day

grown for market purposes ; and Charming, Elegance,

Ueauty of Wilts, Letty Lye, and Miss Lye are all

most useful varieties that exhibitors will be found

looking for in the time to come.

Home new varieties raised in 1877, and proved

again in the present year, are remarkable for their

lar"e, stout, bright-coloured flowers, in which the

hues are both well defined and contrasted. They are

Crimson Globe, massive coral-red tube and sepals,

pale violet-purple corolla, very stout and fine ; and

Spitlire, bright red tube and sepals and pale purple

corolla, large bold flowers. These are both high-class

dark varieties, and are of excellent habit. The pale

coloured varieties predominate, and consist of Miss

Welsh, delicate blush tube and sepals, rich orange-

carmine tinted with violet—a very pretty and effective

variety ; .Star of the West, cream tube and sepals,

pale pinkish violet corolla, with distinct Ticotee

margin of orange — very striking ; Nelly Lye,

white tube and sepals, with a pale orange-rose

•coloured corolla tinted with violet, long like fulgens,

but very stout and fine—a good decorative variety ;

I'ink Perfection, creamy white tube and sepals, rich

pink corolla dashed with violet, stout and fine ; and

Mrs. Grant, blush tube and sepals, pink and orange-

rose corolla, very fine in appearance and massive in

proportions.

That Mr. Lye has worked into a fine strain of seed-

ling Fuchsias cannot be denied, and with a full belief

in the possibilities of his favourite flower he does

wisely to seek to improve it to its fullest extent. It

is by working in this spirit, and with this laudable

object in view, that florists have done such good work

in the past, and are hopeful of cheering results in the

future. .Surely such a worker can declare :—

'
' We live in deeds, not years—in thoughts, not breaths ;

In feelings, not in figures on a dial :

"

and in so far as his thoughts and deeds can be trans-

muted into forms that bear witness to progress, he

does not labour in vain. R. D.

Reports of Societies.

Edinburgh Botanical : Nov. 14.—The first

meeting of the forty-third session was held on the

14th inst. Dr. T. A. G. Balfour, President, occupied

the chair, and delivered an opening address, of which

the following is a brief abstract :

—

Insectivorous Plants.—After a feeling allusion to

the absence of Mr. M'Nab, the President remarked

that he had hoped that, after the appearance of

Darwin's classic work on insectivorous plants, we
should have ceased to hear the objections, whether

in the form of ridicule or of a graver kind, which

used to be urged against this subject. He was

sorry, however, to say that this was by no means the

case, for there were still some of scientific renown

who rejected the conclusions of Darwin on this sub-

ject either in whole or in part. He intended on this

occasion to deal with some of these objections, and to

present to the Society some of the researches which

have been prosecuted since Darwin's book appeared,

and which seemed to him to support the conclusion

.as to the similarity between some of the animal func-

tions and those which the Dionxa performs.* A full

investigation of its anatomy had been made by Kurz,

Casimir de CandoUe, and Franstadt ; Batalin and

others had studied the subject of the motor influences

at work in the closing and reopening of the leaves ;

while Munk and Sanderson and Page had carefully

applied themselves to the study of the electrical condi-

tions of the leaf of Dionrea both in an unexcited and

excited state. But while all these subjects arc most

interesting and inviting, he felt that he must on the

present occasion limit himself to a defence of the three

great functions of this plant, viz., digestion, absorp-

tion, and assimilation, as that would fully occupy the

time allotted him ; and as these subjects form pre-

eminently the field on which the contest is waged.

' For he contined himself to the Dionsea muscipuh-i,

facile priticcps of insectivorous plants, ajid his all

others of that class

functions of Dionaa.

ins 10

iply to illustrate by analojjy the

After having disposed of some subordinate objections

he proceeded to state that the principal scientific

objections seemed to be on the ground that the

functions .attributed to the leaves of Dionrea, &c.,

were opposed to the whole course of Nature. Having

cited instances of these objections he proceeded to

answer them by quoting many instances in which,

both in structure and function, there was a great

resemblance between some animals and plants, and

referring to the interesting researches of Hanstein

and Famintzin as showing the striking fact that the

earliest development in both pvoceeileil from three

layers.

He then took up the special question of "Di-
gestion," and quoted from Gorup Besanez and Will,

who from the seeds of the \'etch had, by means of

glycerine, abstracted a ferment which was capable of

dissolving albuminous substances. He then showed

how Prof. Morren, in his lucid and able memoir

on Vegetable Digestion, had swept away the ground

from beneath his opponents, and after giving

a cursory sketch of the contents of that work, he

next adduced Van Tieghem who, in his recent article

on "The Digestion of Albumen," maintains that ".all

living beings digest," and who, after speaking of

internal and external digestion, declares " that similar

digestive regions can be met with together or

separately upon each of the three fundamental organs

of vegetable apparatus—the roots, the shoots, and the

leaves," and he further showed that the same able

observer and skilful experimenter had proved that in

some instances the albumen of the seed, even when

the embryo was removed, could be digested by the

cells in which it was contained. After dwelling

a little longer on these interesting researches,

he next proceeded to consider the subject of absorp- I

tion, and referred to the recent experiments of Bous-

singault, which proved that leaves could not only

absorb water, but also weak saline solutions, and he

also remarked that the influence of pressure on

absorption, which the same high authority had

announced, had a peculiar applicability to the case of

Dionrea. He next instanced the successful experi-

ments of Franstadt with aniline red and safl"ron, with

which he had stained white of egg, and which proved

beyond doubt that absorption had taken place, as was

also established by the researches of a chemist who,

in the case of Drosera, employed flies soaked in a solu-

tion of chloride of lithium, and afterwards found traces

of the metal in .all the tissues. He next passed in review

the experiments of Mr. Lawson Tait, on Drosera also,

and announced as his conclusion that " it is therefore

perfectly certain that the Sundew can not only absorb

nutriment by its leaves, but that it can actually live by

their aid alone, and that it thrives better if supplied

with nitrogenous material in small qiuantities." The
President then remarked that this last statement of

Mr. Tail's brought us to the final point which he in-

tended to consider, viz., that of assimilation. Here,

after referring to some experiments of his own some

years ago, and to those of De Candolle, he went on

to consider the careful observations of Mr. Francis

Darwin in regard to the Drosera, by which it seemed

to be proved incontestably that animal food was really

assimilated, and so contributed to the nutriment of

the plant, but he also showed that the principal

increase was in the reproductive organs, which

accounted for the mistakes which had been made by

some observers.

As in a remarkable degree supporting these con-

clusions of Mr. F. Darwin, he gave the results

obtained by Drs. Kellermann and Raumer, which

being so exactly alike seemed to settle the question as

to the actual nutriment derived from the leaves, in so

far at least as the Drosera is concerned ; and, as there

are so many points in common between it and the

Dionaea, it seems to be takingno great liberty to assuiue

that the latter is also nourished to a large extent

by its leaves.

In concluding, he alluded to the recent meeting of

the Cryptogamic Society, and trusted that it would

have the effect of awakening a fresh interest in that

department of botany, and of giving a new stimulus

to its more extensive cultivation ; for it is cer-

tainly from the study of these lowly organisms that

we may expect to obtain the solution of some of the

more difficult problems of vegetible physiology.

Mr. France, Penicuik, re.ad a paper "On the

Mycelium of Fungi attacking the Roots of Young
Scotch Firs," which gave rise to an interesting dis-

cussion.

Mr. Sadler, acting secretary, read a letter received

by Professor Balfour from the India Oftice in London,

stating that a collection of specimens of Indian woods

had been recently sent home, which the Government
of India had requested should be presented to the

Royal Botanic Garden at Edinburgh. The collec-

tion consisted of 147 pieces, which had been for-

warded to the Botanic Garden. The President

suggested that a special museum should be erected in

the Botanic Garden for the reception and proper dis-

play of this and the other collections for which no room
could at present be found. Mr. Sadler said that the

Scottish Arboricultural Society had very valuable

collections of woods grown in Scottish forests, cones,

and other forest produce, as well as specimens of the

rocks on which various species of trees grew best, but

the specimens at present were packed in boxes and

placed in a dark room for want of museum accommo-
dation at the Botanic Garden. Such a museum, with

the existing nucleus of collections of home and foreign

woods and cones, would be very valuable, especially

in connection with the proposed school of forestry and

the new .\rboretum.

Mr. Sadler exhibited specimens of the Castor-oil

plant in good foliage and flower, which had been

grown by the Rev. Mr. Hcrdman, Bkairgowiie. The
seeds were taken from a cargo of Wheat imported

direct from Calcutta.

Dr. Paterson, Bridge of Allen, exhibited a branch

of Osmanthus ilicifolius in fine flower, from his garden

there.

Mr. A. Stephen Wilson, North Kininundy, exhibited

and presented to the museum at the Botanic Garden,

beautiful prepared specimens of ergotised grasses,

representing fourteen genera and twenty-one species.

Ealing, Acton, and Hanwell Horticultural
Society : Nov. 20.— If nice autumn weather, an
abundance of exhibits, good average quality, and a

perfect crowd of visitors make up success, certainly

the venturous committee of the Ealing Society is to

be congratulated on their latest enterprise. Having
absorbed within its range of operations the former

local Chrysanthemum Society, it was necessary to

occupy the field before covered by that body, and to

make the show more thoroughly representative

various classes for other plants, flowers, fruits, and
vegetables were largely introduced : thus opening the

competition to all the usual exhibitors, including a

large number of cottagers. As small plants and great

variety in exhibits admit of a more attractive arrange-

ment than where the objects are limited in number,

the very utmost was made of the space at the

disposal of the superintendent and secretary, Mr. R.

Dean, and a most charming whole was produced.

Around the sides varied and beautiful groups of

flowering and foliage plants alternated with tables

filled with cut flowers, fruits, and vegetables ; and
even Potatos, being set up neatly in dishes and pun-

nets, were not incapable of aiding in the general

effect. Down the centre of the hall was jjlaced a

wide table of varying heights, to suit the nature of

the exhibits placed upon it, and this was literally

filled with plants in bloom and cut flowers, whilst

beyond, the raised orchestral platform was filled with

choice plants from Baron Rothschild's gardens at

Gunnersbury, and from his neighbour, Mr. H. J.

Atkinson, whose gardener, Mr. Fludson, was
one of the most successful exhibitors in the various

classes. Fronting these groups of plants were a large

number of boxes of cut Chrysanthemums of remark-

able size and quality, sent by Mr. C. Turner, of

Slough, and Messrs. C. Lee & Sons, from their

Ealing establishment, which is under the charge of

Mr. Cannon. The finest groups of Chrysanthemums
in pots, arranged for effect with Palms, Ferns, &c.,

came from Mr. T. Nye, of Castle Hill, whose gardener,

Mr. Hart, displayed good decorative abilities. The
best collections of Chrysanthemums in pots, and also

cut blooms, came from Mr. Hinchclifie, of Acton ;

but there was considerable competition in all the

classes. A large number of berried Solanums were

sent, the best coming from Mr. Hepper, gr. to C. O.
Ledward, Esq., of The Elms, Acton, whose plants

were of a distinct drooping strain [? capsicastrum],

freely berried, and singularly ornamental. Cyclamens
were of fair average quality, although outdistanced by
the splendid group of those staged by that celebrated

market cultivator, Mr. H. B. Smith, of Ealing, whose

plants were marvels of bloom for the time of year.

Chinese Primulas were remarkably good, the 1st

prize for the best six plants going to Mr. C. Weedon,
florist, of Ealing, all of which would have done

credit to any show. Mr. Weedon also exhibited

a group of these that included several exceedingly

beautiful kinds. Messrs. Hooper & Co., of Covent

Garden, sent a chanuing lot of their elegant dried

flowers and grasses, and Mrs. H. B. Smith had a

superb brace of brida! bouquets and a floral cross, all

most elegantly arranged. Mr. Hudson was placed

1st for a collection of miscellaneous cut flowers and

the same for the best collection of vegetables. Apples

and Pears. A composite Pompon Chrysanthemum,

consisting of seven sorts growing in one large pot,

shown by C. N. Peal, Esq., one of the com-

mittee, was greatly admired as a floral curiosity.

The cottagers vegetables were first-rate as usual, and

were staged in great abundance. The competition

for the best dish of cooked Potatos brought by
cottagers included twelve competitors, six prizes being

given ; there was not a badly cooked Potato in the

entire lot, and most of them were capitally done. There

are more good cookers of Potatos amongst us than

cynical grumblers give us credit for. The show was

kept open until nine o'clock, and during the evening

was visited by hundreds of the working classes. At
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6.30 the Right Hon. Spencer Walpole, President of

the Society, distributed the cottagers' prizes in his

usual kindly and genial way.

Southainpton Chrysanthemum, Fruit, and
Flower Show: yVo;.. 19.—The second winter exhi-

bition of this flourishing Society took place on the

above date at the Victoria Skating Rink, a building

every way adapted for such an e-\hibition, and was a

great success, both as to exhibits and finances, as

over 4000 visitors patronised the show. The flowers

of Chrysanthemums were, on the whole, fine, some

exceedingly so, but good plants were quite the excep-

tion, and, so far as the writer's experience extends,

this is the case generally this season. In the open

class for the best collection of Chrysanthemums

arranged in a space 8 feet by 5 feet there were four

competitors, all showing creditably, Mr. Wills, gr. to

Mrs. Pearce, The Firs, Bassett, taking first honours ;

Mr. Avery, gr. to A. Z. McCalmont, Esq., High-

field, 2d ; Mr. Amys, gr. to the Hon. E. A. Yorke,

M.P., Netley Fort, 3d; and Mr. Browning,

gr. to F. HoUoway, Esq., 4th. In the

class for four trained specimens or standards Mr.

Amys was the only exhibitor, and for a single speci-

men, though several were shown, there were none

calling for special remark. In the nurserymen's

class for eighteen plants in not less than nine varieties

there were but two lots staged ; the first award was

made to Messrs. Jackson & Son, Kingston, for

medium-sized plants which were well flowered ; the

s;cond place being taken by Mr. Ladham, Shirley.

In the gentlemen's gardeners' class for twelve plants

in not less than six varieties there were four lots staged,

the first award going to Mr. Avery, the second

10 Mr. Wills ;
3d, Mr, Amys ; and 4th, Mr. Brown-

ing. The class for six Japanese varieties was a poor

one, three lots only being staged, and one of them was
disqualifie,l for showing four kinds only.

The cut bloom classes were good throughout. In

the open class for twenty-four distinct varieties, Mr.

Wills wai 1st; Mr. Avery, a good 2d; and Mr.

Vickery, gr. to Colonel Bruce, Testwood Park, 3d.

In the nurserymen's class for twenty-four blooms, not

less than twelve kinds, Messrs. Jackson & Son easily

won with a grand lot ; Messrs. W. & G. Drover,

Fareham, being 2d. In the gentlemen's gardeners

clasi for like numbers, there were several competitors,

all showing very good flowers, the first award going

to Mr. Peckham, gr. to T. Walters, Esq., West End;
the 2-1 to Mr. Browning; 3d to Mr. loncs, gr. to

Laily Barker Mill, Mottisfont Abbey. The following

were the varieties most generally shown both in

plants and cut blooms :—Anne Salter, Alma, Alfred

S.alter, Beverley, Cloth of Gold, Countess of Warwick,
Duchess of Roxburgh, Duke of Edinburgh, Fingal,

Globe, Gloria Mundi, Golden Beverley, Golden
Queen of England, Isabella Bott, Jardin des Plantes,

Lady Talfourd, Pink Perfection, Progne, St. Patrick,

and White Globe. Amongst the best Japanese varie-

ties were :—Apollo, Bronze Dragon, Chang, Elaine,

Fair Maid of Guernsey, Fulton, Gold Thread, James
Salter, Ne Plus Ultra, Purple Prince, Red Gauntlet,

and The Sultan. Prizes were offered for groups of

miscellaneous plants arranged for effect in a space of

10 feet by 7 feet, and three competitors entered the

lists, Mr. Wills taking the 1st place, Mr. Amys
a good 2d, and Mr. Browning 3d. In the

nurserymen's class for a similar group Messrs.

Jackson & Son, Messrs. Oakley & Walling, and Mr.
Ladham competed, and the awards were made in the

order named. Though there was a great improve-

ment in the arrangement of these groups compared
with the summer show, there is still room for further

improvement. When will exhibitors of artistic groups

learn that a broken or undulating surface is far more
pleasing than a wedge-shaped one ? Prizes were

offered for Cyclamens, Primulas, and Solanums, but

except the 1st prize lot of the latter, which came from

Mr. Amys, all were poor. Two very good collec-

tions of Orchids were staged, that from Mr. Osborne,

gr. to H. J. Buchan, Esq., Wilton House, containing

finely flowered examples of Cypripedium Sedeni,

Oncidium Rogersi, Oncidium crispum, and Odonto-

glossum Alexandra:. Messrs. Jackson & Son had the

2d award. Amongst the best of theirs were Oncidium
tigrinum, Oncidium crispum, and Oncidium Rogersii.

The show of fruit was poor, as might have been

expected for the prizes offered. Mr. Pragnell, Sher-

borne Castle, had a good Pine, Smooth Cayenne ;

Mr. Budd, gr. to F. G. Dalgettj', Esq., Lockerley

Hall, two good bunches of Alicante Grapes ; Mr.

Avery four good dishes of dessert Pears, and the same
exhibitor three fine dishes of kitchen Apples and

three dishes of dessert Apples, together with about

forty varieties of Apples, not for competition, the

above constituting the cream of all the fruit staged.

Vegetables have not been shown at Southampton in

such good form before. In the class for eight varieties

there were ten competitors all staging fine produce,

the champion vegetable grower Mr. Pragnell winning
1st honours, as a matter of course. In his collection

were magnificent white Spanish Onions, Tender and

True Cucumber, Snowball Turnips, Schoolmaster

Potato, Williams' Matchless Red Celery, Maltese

Parsnip, Veitch's Autumn Giant Cauliflower, and

Leeks. There were several classes for amateurs and

cottagers, but the competition was very limited, and

nothing was shown of superior merit or to call for

speciafremark. The arrangements of the show, which

were perfect, and the success of it, is in no small degree

attributable to Mr. Fuidge, the secretary, who is at

once the most enthusiastic, ubiquitous, and obliging

secretary any society need wish to have.

Ilatitcs nf ^oohs.
Talks about Plants, or Early Lessons in

Botany. By Mrs. Lankester. Griflith & Farran.

This is a little book couched in the form of a dialogue

between a grandmother and her grandchildren. Some
of the more conspicuous flowers of each successive

month of the year are popularly described, and

numerous anecdotes and interesting details inter-

spersed to break the dulness of technical descrip-

tions. As we felt ourselves incompetent critics, and

perhaps prejudiced against the conversational style of

writing books—the conversations being so different

from those in real life—we placed the work in the

hands of a child, who gave the verdict that " she

liked the book very much, but that she couldn't

understand how a 'granny' could know so much."

The instruction, according to her view, should have

been given by "papa." This may be taken as a

compliment to the authoress, as it must be added that

the critic's idea of the acquirements of a granny was

purely subjective, and not derived from personal expe-

rience. The work has had the advantage of revision

by Professor Lawson, and is illustrated by somecoloured

plates which arc more showy than correct.

Publications Received.—Bulletin d'Arboricul-

ture.—Hamburger Garden Zeitung.—Norddeutches

Inseratenblatt. — Sempervirens. — Sachsiche Ge-

werbe-Vereins-Zeitung.—Facts about Flowers.—Der
Deutsche Garten.—Der Deutsche Garten Zeitung.

—

Revue Horticole.—Das Wichtigste aus der Theorie

des Gartenbaues, von Max Kolb, Stuttgart (Eugen

Ulmer)—Report of the Royal Botanic Garden, Ceylon

—Untersuchungen liber die Ringelkrankheit und den

Russlhau der Hyacinthen, von D. P. Sorauer—On
Epping Forest, and how best to deal with it, by

Alfred Wallace—Gartenflora—The Arrows of the Bow,

the Christmas number of the Quiver (Cassell & Co.)

—Die Zinimer Fenster und Balkon gartnerei, &c.

(Window Gardening, &c. ; a free translation of Mr.

Burbidge's Domestic Floriculture).—Familiar Wild

Flowers (Cassell).

Notes o.n the Owl.—It is astonishing what a

vast amount of superstition and ignorance still exists

in various country places with respect to owls. Some

human owls set to work two years ago and destroyed

a family of their far wiser winged relatives who had

occupied an old ruin for ages, declaring that "the

howls carried oflf hevery chick they 'ad." The
" howls " disappeared, and so still did the " chicks,"

when one day the real thief, a large kite, was shot in

the act. The ancients have much to answer for in

associating this bird with horrors ; even the especial

favour of Minerva cannot undo all the mischief Virgil,

Ovid, Pliny, &c., have done in their writings ; and

the (Germans, together with our own authors of more

modern date, have seemed to follow suit — witness

Rare Ben and the Bard of Avon. It is the owl that

shrieks in Lady Macbeth's ear when Macbeth is doing

the fatal deed ; it is the owl that is abroad in the

Masque of Queens, with

" The bat and the toad,

And so is the cat-a-mountain,"

when the third charm is being worked by the witches.

Chatterton also writes of "the Dethe Owle ;
" Cirey

of the "moping Owl;" and both Sir Walter Scott

and Coleridge have placed the bird in rather doubtful

company :

—

" The ban-dogs bay and howl.

And from the turrets round

Loud whoops the startled owl,"

when the Lady of Branksome sits in Lord David's

western haunt. Nor have painters ancient and

modern failed to associate the owl with all that is

repulsive and disagreeable ; see Hogarth's murder

scene in the "Four Stages of Cruelty;" and look

how the bird figures in Fans/, and in Retzch's illus-

trations. But enough of this ; it is time we were

better informed and more enlightened on the subject.

The owl is the farmer's friend. Its sense of hear-

ing is most acute ; its auricular organs are so formed

that they catch even the slightest sound or movement.

Its plumage likewise is so arranged that it can fly

without betraying to its natural prey the approach of

a foe. I wish some naturalist would kindly tell us all

about the anatomy and flying machinery of the owl.

It seems to float in the air like a ball of down when

out foraging, but very different is its flight when

followed by a troop of small birds bent on driving it

homewards.

I have heard it stated that owls will catch fish,

but I never witnessed anything of the kind. A friend

of mine, who is fond of watching the habits of

birds, told me that owls were as partial to perch and

small fry as cats ; that they have been seen to take

them from shallow streams in the vicinity of the nest,

and carry them off to feed the young birds with. But

I have seen owls twice in the course of my life in

rabbit-holes. The first time I was a little startled.

My dog had alarmed the colony, who were popping

into their holes in all directions, when suddenly there

appeared, close to my feet at the side of the bank, a

curiously sage-looking creature blinking at me from

out of a rabbit-hole ; before I could comprehend

what the animal was, it emerged, and took flight

across the fields towards an old mill. I saw by its

flight, &c., that it was an owl, and not, as I had at

first imagined, a poaching cat that I had routed.

.Vnother time, wandering over the hills near Pemmon,

on my way to Puffin's Island, I saw an owl enter a

rabbit-hole, and it has ever since been a puzzle to me

how a big bird, once in, can well get out of such a

place. Owls see in the dark, so perhaps they can

go, like the rightful owners of the runs, right

through ; for it would be impossible, I suppose, for

the bird to turn round in so small a space. Gilbert

While himself, in the neighbouring village of Sel-

borne, could not have watched with greater interest,

the while owls he mentions in his charming work,

than I did the pair who built under the eaves of this

church ; and many a fright did they give a nervous

"unappropriated blessing," then Uving near, who

had to cross the churchyard on her way home from

my quarters. We sometimes accompanied her for

the purpose of hearing the owls hiss as we walked by

their nest, and tried in vain to assure her that the

noises she heard were made by a bird.

It is a really pretty sight to see an owl hunt a field

for its food. There is a farmyard at the bottom of

this garden, and I have often seen the church owls,

as I named them, foraging for mice in it. The num-

ber they caught—judging, as White did, by the

frequent return visits they made to the nest—must

have been very great. Sometimes our owls came out

rather too early in the evening, and got " mobbed "

by small birds. They deserved it, for they were

wont to take young swallows out of the nest, and I

rather enjoyed seeing them driven oflf.

German bird-catchers imitate the note of the owl,

and set up a stulTed specimen, sometimes a tame

living one, in order to secure jays, who particularly

dislike this bird. No sooner do the jays hear what

they imagine to be the voice of their foe than they

fly screeching round him, and get entangled in the

well-limed twigs which have been artfully placed all

round the decoy. A/rs. Alfred Watney.

The Bittern.—My neighbour, Mr. Minion, a

farmer, lately caught a bittern in a trap. It is a

beautiful brown bird, stands 2 feet in height, with a

tassel at the back of his head, something like the

heron. It is very rarely seen in the Midland

Coiinties ; the oldest man living here does not recol-

lect one being caught before. It was caught in a

steel trap placed just beneath the surface of the water

for rats. We have had one visit during the last fifty

years of the osprey, or sea eagle. On one occasion I
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saw a large bird flying over the garden, with something

red and shining beneath him, the spread of his wings

from lip to tip being nearly 5 feet. It settled on a

large Oak close by, and I out with the gun and

knocked it down. The piece of "something red"

came down first, and it proved to be the half of a

good-sized carp which he had fetched out of the lake

below. ]V. Brown, Ukrcvak, Waiiuickshirc,

Nov. 22.

fato '^aUi.

Is A Bailiff Entitled to more than a

Month's Notice?—A correspondent asks us the

following questions :—A bailiff is engaged at a yearly

salary, payable quarterly. He has a house rent-free

and garden, and the agreement for service is in

writing. His master gives him a month's notice to

leave. Can the bailifif demand notice in writing?

and can he demand a quarter's notice, or quarter's

salary in default ?

We think that both questions should be answered

in the negative. For the following reasons :

—

In the case of domestic servants, a hiring without

any engagement as to the duration of the service will

be construed to be a hiring for the year ; the service

in such case may be brought to a close by a month's

wages or month's warning.

A head gardener living in a house in his employer's

grounds has been held to be a "domestic servant"

within this meaning {Nowland v. Ablett, 2 Cr. M. &
R. 54, and Johnson v. Blenkinsopp, 5 Jur. S70). The

same has been held of a huntsman (Nicoll v. Greaves,

17 C. B., N.S., 27).

The hiring may be terminated by word of mouth or

in writing. The latter will make the notice indis-

putable, but is not necessary. If the servant is not

"domestic" or "menial," the presumption usually is,

that he is entitled to three months' or longer notice,

according to the particular custom of his class of

employ. But in this case we think a bailiff comes

under the head of domestic servants or labourers.

(See Reg. z'. S. A. Wortlcy in Pearson's Crown
Cases.) This was an appeal to the superior

court upon a point of law—whether the bailiff

was a partner or a servant. He had been

engaged by the Rev. J. Butterworth at a salary

of £2^ a-year, and one-third nett profits of

the farm in question. He was prosecuted for em-
bezzlement. To support the case for the prosecution,

the agreement was put in. The prisoner's counsel

objected to its being received in evidence, on the

ground that it was an agreeement for partnership,

and as such required a stamp. The question for the

superior court was whether this document should have

been admitted unstamped, and this in turn depended

on whether the prisoner was to be considered a ser-

vant or a partner. The Court consisted of Lord
Campljell, Barons Alderson, Piatt, and Martin, and

Justice Talfourd. They unanimously held that the

prisoner was a labourer (and not a partner). If so,

a fortiori we should say that any bailifif who merely

receives a salary, and in no way shares profits, is a

labourer (or at least a menial servant) in the eye of

the law, and as such is not entitled to more than a

month's notice. If, however, the written agreement

contain evidence of an intention of the parties to ex-

clude the ordinary rule of a month's notice and a

month's warning, the case would be different. Agri-

cultural Gazette.

TjENNANT z-. Rawlings.—In this case, which has

been fully reported in our issue of the 2d inst., Mr.
Moreton attended at the Bloomsbury County Court to

receive the decision of Mr. Judge Russell, and to

move if necessary for a new trial on the point of law
reserved.

His Honour, in reviewing the facts of the case at

considerable length, said that the defence was of a

twofold character, namely, that the work was not done
in a satisfactory manner, and that the plantiff was
debarred in the action by holding the eheque he had

received from the defendant and not returning it, and
on the latter point he had given the plaintiffs counsel

leave to move the Court for a new trial on point of

law, notwithstanding the decision which the jury had

arrived at.

On the first point his Honour considered that the

influx of water into the stokehole of the greenhouse

was not contemplated in the agreement, but still he

was of opinion the work was not executed in a work-

manlike manner inasmuch as, from the state of the

stokehole, the greenhouse was practically useless for

the purpose for which it was constructed, and that the

defendant was fully justified in recovering any

expense he had incurred in rendering the greenhouse

useful to him.

After his Honour's opinion Mr. Moreton moved the

Court for a new trial, which his Honour granted,

allowing it to be fixed for a day to be named, but

reserving the costs of the application.

Variorum.
Singapore Botanical and Zoological Gar-

dens.—The following extracts are taken from Mr.

Murton's annual report to the Governor of the

Straits Settlements for 1877 :—

"The small beds around the Orchid-house have been

very gay during the year, and have proved beyond a
doubt the superiority of small over large beds in the

tropics for decorative purposes ; as in this climate, where
vegetation grows so fast, flowering plants soon put on

a weedy appearance unless they are often renewed and
constantly attended to.

"Some very showy annuals, as Balsams, Zinnias,

Coreopsis, and Phlox Drummondii may also be grown
in small beds, whereas they would be lost in large ones,

and although their beauty is of short duration, they are

so gay while they last that they amply repay any little

additional attention and trouble in sowing, &c.
" During the dry season Crossandra infundibuliformis

was especially sho\vy, and quite equalled some of the

Zonal Pelargoniums used for ribbon bedding in England.

I have also found Cyrtanthera Pohliana and its variety

superba—the latter by far the best—Russelia juncea,

Eranthemum bicolor variegatum, Angelonia floribunda,

Sericographis Ghiesbreghtiana, Iresine Herbstii. Trades-

cantia zebrina, T. discolor, Alternantheras, and various

species of Coleus to succeed here for ribbon planting
;

and for centres of large beds nothing is better than

Dracoenas, Aralia Guilfoylei, or Abutilon Thompsoni
when kept judiciously pinched.

" Economic Garden.—This is now being laid out on the

site of the old nursery, and patches of Liberian, Cape
Coast, and Arabian Coffee have been planted as well as

Cocoa, China and Assam Tea, and Ipecacuanha.
" Several useful and economic plants have been intro-

duced during the year, the most noteworthy being two

new kinds of South American rubbers, viz., Castilloa

clastica and Manihot Glazioui. The Dragon's-blood

tree (Dracrena Dracp). Monstera deliciosa, Musa Caveu-

dishii, Sarsaparilla (Smilax), Alligator Pear (Persea gra-

tissima), New Zealand Flax (Phormium), Cubebs (Piper

Cubeba), Salt-bush (Rhagodia hastata), Psidium Cat-

tleyanum, Camphor (Camphora officinarum). Allspice

(Eugenia Pimcnta), Matico (Artanthe elongata), Nux
Vomica (StrychnosNux-vomica). UpasTiente (Strychnos

Tiente), the Doum Palm (Hyphsene thebaica), Carob
(Ceratonia siliqua), &c.

" Consignments of Liberian Coffee and Heveas have

been received from Kevv, and plants of Liberian Coffee.

Para rubber, Brazil rubber, and the ' Ceara scrap

'

rubber have been planted at Durian, Sabatang and
Kwalla Kangsa for trial purposes, and plants of Ipeca-

cuanha have been forwarded to Sungie Ujong, as well as

plants of Assam and Chinese Tea, for the same purpose.

"The Liberian Coffee plants sent to Larut in 1875

are making good growth, with large healthy foliage,

forming a great contrast to the Arabian Coffee growing
beside it.

"At the request of Sir J. D. Hooker, C.B., &c., I

obtained from Cochin China plants of an enormous and
apparendy litUe known variety of the Sugar-cane called

the Elephant-cane, which has been stated to reach a

height of 4 feet and a diameter of 7 inches in six months.

Plants of this 'variety have been sent to Kew for for-

warding to the West Indies.
" I have been very successful during the past year in

raising the various species of Eucalyptus, which hitherto

have proved very difficult to raise from seed in this

climate.

"As the Salt-bush (Rhagodia hastata and R. para-

bolica) may probably be unknown in the Straits Settle-

ments, I extract the following from the report of the

Director ot the Brisbane Botanical Gardens for 1875 :

—

" ' These two species of Salt-bush, possessing whole-

some and nutritious qualities and much relished by

stock, have been tested, and upon account of their easy

cultivation and the rapidity wiUi which (when protected

from stock) they grow into large and handsome shrubs,

together with their capability of resisting both heat and
drought, they are strongly recommended for artificial

cultivation. Salt-bush might also be advantageously

given in a cut state, in conjunction with dry food, to

sheep and cattle.'

" In Singapore they seem better able to resist heat

and drought than prolonged wet weather, but when the

plants become well established Uiey will doubtless sunive
the wet weather better.

"A good deal has lately been written about the

prickly Comfrey (Symphytum asperrimum) as a forage

plant for India, but I fear that it will prove of but little

use in the Straits, as the climate and temperature of this

colony afford too great a contrast to that of its native
habitats in the Caucasus mountains. Planters in Ceylon
are much disappointed with it, and some speak in
strong terms of the expense they have been put to in
introducing and planting it.

" The plants at present in Singapore, which have
been introduced by Dr. Little, give little promise of
being capable of producing 60 tons per acre per annum
—the quantity advertisers promise on ordinary soils.

"Too much care cannot be exercised when recom-
mending the introduction and cultivation of any plant
into a colony, as it has often happened that the vexation
and disappointment attendant on the failure of one trial

have prevented others being carried out, as, for instance,
the recommendation to plant Cinchona in Province
Wellesley, a proposition which would never be carried
out if its habits and the temperatures of its native habitats
were studied, and more especially since it has been
proved not to succeed as a commercial enterprise at
2000 feet elevation 4° farther north.

" The object that will be kept steadily in view, in the
working of the new Economic Garden, is the intro-

duction of new plants of economic value, and thoroughly
testing their capabilities of production in Singapore,
before recommending them for general cultivation, while
it will also afford an opportunity to intending planters in
the Malay Peninsula of seeing the various plans adopted
for their cultivation, and the amount of success or other-
wise attending each operation.

As regards our native fruit trees, a good deal could be
done with the co-operation of persons possessing im-
proved varieties, as for instance, of the Rambutan,
Durian, &c., which are well known to exist in the Straits

;

as native gardeners can be instructed in the art of in-

arching and budding as well here as amongst the
Chinese in China, of whose handiwork in inarching fruit

trees I have several illustrations.

"I regret that after a lengthened trial with the labels

put down last year as described in my last report, I

cannot report very favourably of the plan I have adopted,
as I find that the paint is not capable of resisting the
combined influences of sun and rain in this climate, and,
after inquiries from various correspondents, I have
arrived at the conclusion that a plan of labelling outdoor
plants in the tropics, capable of standing two years, is

still a desideratum.
" A plan of using iron labels and brushing them over

with a composition consisting of one part of chloride of
copper, one of nitrate of copper, and one of ammoniac
dissolved in sixty-four parts of water, to which is added
one part of commercial hydrochloric acid, has been tried

in the Adelaide Botanic Gardens with considerable suc-

cess, but it was found to be of no use in the Calcutta
gardens."

Prizes for New Varieties of Wheat.—At
the Council meeting of the Royal Agricultural So-
ciety of England, held on the 6th inst., the Con-
sulting Botanist submitted the following report affect-

ing the production of new varieties of grain :

—

Changes in plants are due to

—

1. Soil, food, climate, dfe.—These belong to the indi-

vidual plant, and are not transmitted to its descendants.
2. Spurts, which arise without any apparent cause,

and which are handed down to a larger or smaller
number of the plant's descendants.

3. Cross-breeding, whereby more or less of the pecu-
liarities of both parents are found in the descendants.
Cross-breeding may be of three kinds

—

{a) of individuals
of the same species, and this may either be natural, as in

the case of plants which are actually or practically uni-

sexual, or artificial, when man interferes, and applies the
pollen of one individual to the stigma of another

; [b) of
permanent varieties of the same species, as in cultivated
plants

; and [e) of different species of the same genus.
New varieties require to be tested by cultivation.

Some of the descendants lose the character for which the
variety is prized, and revert to the originaJ stock ; while
others retain these quaUties, and in some they may
become intensified.

It is necessary to select the seed after each harvesting,
in order to secure a uniform and perfect variety. Time is

thus necessary to the production of a new variety. A
variety secured by experiment in r879 should be sown by
the person who secures it for at least three years ; that is,

during 1880, 1881, and 1882, in order to establish its p)er-

manency, to get rid of the parent forms that may appear,
and to secure a certain amount of seed. The seed might
be sent after the harvest of 1882, and be tested in various
localities by the Society in 1883.

In accordance with the above report, the Seeds and
Diseases Committee, of which Mr. Whitehead is

Chairman, recommended the Council to offer two
prizes of £2$ and ^10 each, in connection with the
forthcoming exhibition in London, for distinctly new
varieties of Wheat which shall combine the largest
yield of grain and straw per acre with approved form
and size, smooth and thin skin, full and white kernel,
and high specific gravity in the seed, and with bright,

firm, and stiff straw. The history of each variety

must accompany each entry. One sack must be
delivered to the Society, together with a sample
bundle of the straw, before October i, 1S79. A
portion of each sample will be kept for comparison,
and the remainder, divided into equal portions, will

be cultivated in the ensuing season, in four localities

differing in respect of soil and climate, to be selected

by the Society. The prizes will be awarded for the
best varieties of crop of iSSo, thus cultivated under
the Society's auspices, if in the opinion of the judges
they possess quaUties which entitle them to distinction.
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The produce of the experimental crop of i8So will be

the property of the Society, and will be offered first

to the competitors who submitted the seed. The
Committee also recommended the Council to offer

prizes of ^25 and ;^io for new varieties of Wheat,
upon the same conditions as those enumerated before,

except that the sample sacks shall be delivered to the

Society by the end of October, 18S2, and cultivated

by the Society in the ensuing season. This will give

time for the development of new varieties. The
report was adopted.

SIATE OF THE WEATHER AT BLACKHEATH LONDO\
For the Week ending Wednesday No\ 27 1878
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earth replaced Ijy new soil, which had better be baked

first to kill any vermin. /. O. IV.

Names of Fruit : VVm. Pottcn. Probably Gulden

Noble.
Names or Plants : Jasty. Picea Pnidrow. true. —
J. MIIrtoil. Masdevallia peristeria.—/V. M. Cul-1o-

gync ovalis.—//. M. Kcttlnvcil. i, Saccolabiuni cal-

ccolare, as near as we can tell without leaves.—J/. H.
I and 2, We cannot name from sucli scraps ; 3, Selagi-

nella caulescens
; 4. (Jynmogramma Martensii

; 5,

G. Calomclanos ; 6, G. Massoni.
Pot Vini.s : L. X. R. If tlie Vines have been properly

prepared for fruiling in pots, the use of styptic should

not be neeessary. However, for what little you would
be likely to want, it would be best to buy a small

bottle of Thomson's Styptic from your seedsman, or a

small quantity of painter's knotting from the nearest

oil and colour shop.

Seedling Bkiers : An Old Subscriber will find all the

information he wants on this subject by turning back
to our number for November 9, p. 601. At p. 11 of

the present volume he will also find much that may be
useful to him.

Treatment of Old Vines : J. C. L. Vines thirty

. years old will not usually produce such good fruit as

young Vines, unless they are grown on the extension

system ; still, as you say the border is full of roots, we
are at a loss to account for the " very inferior quality

"

of the Grapes. Is the house full of old wood? That
would account for the small bunches. Vine roots will

travel beyond the prepared borders. Now to your
questions. It is quite right to make a new border
inside for young Vines, and your method is a good
one. If you have to maintain a supply from October
till March, we would plant Alicante and Lady Downe's,
as well as Muscat of Alexandria ; the last named will

not always keep to so late a date. Then you ask,

Will it be wise to keep the old Vines for three years?
Certainly not. The young Vines, if well grown, would
bear some fruit the year after planting, but they will

not succeed amongst the old Vines. If a house of

young X'ines is well managed, they will cover every

part of the glass roof the first season. You can do
nothing to improve the old Vines except to cut out
some of the old canes and train up young ones in their

place.

Trees Affected by Lightning ; Erratum. In the

paragraph on this subject, at p. 667, for " -'Vraucarla

imbricata," read " Araucaria excelsa."

Catalogues Received :—Howden & Co. (Inverness),

Nursery List for 1878-79.—Hogg &. Robertson (22,

Mary Street, Dublin), Catalogue of Forest Trees,
Ornamental Trees and Shrubs, Fruit Trees. Roses,
lVc—Shinn & Co. (Shinn's Nurseries, Niles, Alameda
County, California), Descriptive Catalogue of Fruit
Trees and Ornamental Plants. &c.

Communications Keceivkd:-M. H.-A- Macintosh. --T. B.
-K. W. K. (many thanks).-!. P. & Son. -K. Goeze — R.
Tuley. - J. R. J. - M. J. G.-W. C.-J. G. B.-J. J. B. -
A. M.-H. O. R.—W.-K. vonMuelie!.—J H.- J. H. McE.— M. L. — B. g.-J. K.-J. D.~J. V.-G. F. "W.—J. M. —
J. B.-C. B.-A. de C.—J. H. B.

COVENT GARDEN, November 28.

We have no alteration to quote this week, business
keeping very quiet, and the supply of Pears from the
Continent falling off. American Apples are still arriving

ill large quantities, also Pines from St. Michaels and
Madeira. Kent Cobs quiet. James Webber, Wholesale
Apple Market.

Apples. ^ -sieve

Cubs and Huberts,
Grapes, per lb.

Lemous, prr 100

Artichokes, English
Globe, doz. ..20-
— Jerusalem, bush 4 o~

Asparagus, Fr. sprue,
per bundle , . i 6-

Beaiis, French, p. 100 a o-
Beet, per doz. ..10-
Brus. sprouts, bush. 7 o-
Cahbages.pcrdoz. ..10-
Carrots, per bunch .. o 4-
Caulirtowers, per doz. 2 o-
Celery. per bundle ..16-
Chilis, per 100 ..20-
Cucumbers, each ,.04-
Endive, Batav. dozen i 6-
Gariic, per lb, ..06-
The Potato marki

:-apples, per lb.

Herb?, per bunch . . 1

Horse Radish, p bun. ,

Lettuces, Cos, Eng.,

Onions, young, bun. 04-06
Parsley, per bunch.. 04-..
Radishes, per bunch 01-03— Spanish, doz. . . 10- .

.

— New Jersey, doz. 20-..
Shallots, per lb. ..06-..
Seakale, per punnet 26-..
Spinach, per bushel 20-..
Sweet Potatos, pet lb. 06-..
Tomatos, per dozen 26-30
Turnips, p. 12 bunch, 30-..
without alteration in prices :

—

to 1301. ; Early Rose, iios. to laoj. per ton.

Cut Flowers.

Abutilon, 12 blooms 06-10
Arum Lilies, 12 blms. 6 o-iS o
Azaleas, 12 sprays .. 16-30
Bouvardias, per bun. i &- 4 o
Camellias, per do7en 3 0-12 o
Carnations, per dozen 10-20
Cornflower, 12 bun.. 60-90
Chrysanih,, per doz, 10-60
— per 12 bunches,. 30-90
Epiphyllum, i2blms, 10-30
Eucharis, per doz, ., 4 0-12 o
Gardenias, 12 blms. 4 o-iz o
Gladioli, various, 12

spikes . . ..10-40
Heliotropes, i2Sp. .. 06- i o
Hyacin., Rom.,i2sp. 20-40

Jasmine, 12 bunches 6 0-12 c

Lily of Valley, spray i o- 2 c

Mignonette, 12 bun, 60-91
Narcissus, paper-

white, 12 sprays .. 2 o- 6 t

Pelargoniums, 12 spr, i o- 3 <— zonal, 12 sprays o 6— 2 t

Primula, double, per

Roses (indoor), doz. i 6-12 *— (outdoor). 1 2 bun. 0-18 (

Stephanotis, 12 sp. .. 9 o-i3 <

Tropxolum, 12 bun. 2 o- 6 <

Tuberoses, per do7en i c- 3 (

Violets, 1^ bunches i o- 3 <

Arum Lily, or Rich-
ardia a:thiop., doz. 12 0-24 o

A7.aleas, per dozen . . 24 0-60 o
Begonias, per doz. .. 6 0-12 o
Bouvardias, per doz. 9 0-24 o
Camellias, per dozenitf o-to o
Chrysanth., per doz, 6 0-30 o
Coleus, per dozen . . 30-90
Cyperus, per dozen 6 o-ia o
Dracaena terminalis 30 0-60 o
— viridis, per doz. . . 18 0-24 o
Epiphyllum, per doz. 18 0-60 o
Erica CafTra, p. doz. 60-90
— gracilis, p. dozen 6 0-12 o
— hyemalis, p. doz. 12 0-42 o

J Pots.

Euonymus. var., doz.
Ferns, in var., p. doz.

Fictis clastica, each
Foliage Plants, vari-

Hyacin., Rom, doz! i

Mignonette, per dyz.

Myrtles, per doz. .

.

Palms in variety,

Pelargoniums. scar-

lets, zonal doz ..

Primulas, per dozen
Solanums, ber., doz.

SEEDS.
London : Nov. 27.—A fair amount of activity now

characterises the trade forfarm seeds ; as regards Clover,

however, there is no movement in value. At our markets
this week country holders of home-grown red made a
vain attempt to raise prices ; at the old rates of a fort-

night back buyers for good qualities were readily found,
but no endeavours to realise an advance met with

American red, so far as England is concerned,
dead letter, there being an apparent sufficiency

of home-saved Clover, the quotations current across the
Atlantic excite for the moment little interest on this side.

A very noteworthy feature of the present season is the ex-

traordinary quality and unprecedented cheapness of Alsike
seed ; stimulated by this unusual combination provincial

buyers have now begun to freely operate in this article
;

and although the offerings are still liberal, it does not
seem probable that the present rate of supply can keep
up. Li white Clover there is no alteration ; when a
spell of frost in Silesia and other parts enables fine

parcels to be forthcoming, purchasers will not delay
operations. For bird seed there is a slow inquiry on
former terms. Blue Peas and Haricot Beans arc placed
at last week's rates, yohn Shaw &* Sons, Seed Mer-
chants, 37, Mark Lane, London, B.C.

CORN.
Mark Lane on Monday was very dull, and prices had

a downward tendency. Holders, however, were not
anxious sellers, but a concession was made where there

was any likelihood of concluding business. This applies

not only to Wheat, but to Barley, Oats, Maize, Beans,
Peas, and flour. Very fine malting Barley was scarce
and quite as dear.—Dulness characterised business on
Wednesday, and prices were with difficulty supported.
As regards Wheat, sales could only be concluded on
lower terms, but so little was doing no reduction was
quoted. Fine malting Barley maintained its price, but
other qualities tended downwards. Oats and Maiz?
ware cheaper to sell, and a similar market was expe-
rienced for Beans, Peas, and flour. The attendance
was very poor.—Average prices of corn for the week
ending November 23 :—Wheat, 41.^. zd. ; Barley, 3gj-. <^d.

;

Oats, 2rj. jd. For the corresponding period last year:
—Wheat, 51J. $d. ; Barley, 441.; Oats, 24^. 3^.

CATTLE.
At the Metropolitan Market on Monday the milder

weather caused a slow trade in beasts, and, notwith-
standing a clearer dead market, we cannot quote higher
prices. The demand for sheep was limited. Choicest
descriptions did not alter much in value, but other kinds
were on the average lower. Choice calves were scarce
and dear. Quotations :—Beasts, +1. ^d. to ^s., and
5r, 6d. to 5^. i0(/. ; calves, ^s. 6d to 6s. 6d. ; sheep,

V- 2d. to $s. 6d., and 6s. to js. ;
pigs. 41. to 5J. — On

Thursday the supply of beasts and sheep was not large,

but proved amply sufficient for the demand. The trade

throughout was quiet, at about Monday's prices. Calves
and pigs were unaltered.

HAY.
The Whitechapel report for Tuesday states that the

supply of fodder was large, notwithstanding the wet
weather, and trade was heavy. Prime Clover. loor. to

II2J. ; inferior, 80s. to gos. ; prime meadow hay, 75J.

to S4S. ; inferior, 40s. to yos. ; and straw. 325, to 40j-.

per load.—Owing to the wet weather, the suppiv on
Thursday was short. There was a dull trade as follows :

—Prime Clover, iios. to ii2J. ; inferior, 8oj-. to 90J.
;

prime meadow hay, 75J. to 84J. ; inferior, 40J. to 70^. ;

and straw, 30J. to 40s. per load. — Cumberland Market
quotations : — Superior meadow hay, 88j. to 95^^. ; in-

ferior, 6$s. to 78s. ; superior Clover. 115^-, to 126^.
;

inferior, 88s. to gSs. ; and straw. 40s. to 43J. per load.

POTATOS.
The Borough and Spitalfields reports state that trade

continues steady, and prices show no material change.
The supplies are moderate. Kent Regents, ioo.r. to

1301. per ton ; Essex ditto, 100s. to i2af. ; flukes and
Victorias. j2os. to 145J. ; rocks. 70J. to 80s.—The
imports into London last week consisted of 70,227 bags
from Hamburg. 3371 Ghent. 3218 bags 542 boxes and
120 tons Antwerp. 525 bags Rotterdam, 4004 Bremen.

937 Stettin, 100 sacks Boulogne. 183 Dunkirk, and 63
bags from Ostend.

COALS.
Business during the week has been quiet. On Wed-

nesday Hartleys advanced 6d. per ton. Quotations :

—

BebsideWest HarUey, i6.f. ^d. ; East Wylam, 17^, ^d.
;

SpringwellWest Hartley, i6s. ^d. ; Walls End—Lambton.
i8s. 6d. ; Original HarUepool, igj-. ; Wear, lys. ^d.
Tunstall, lys. ^d.

STOVES-STOVES.
Tcrni-Cotia I Portable I For Coal

!

ROBERTS'S PATENT.
Healthy Heat twenty-four hours or longer for about i^.,

without attention. For Bedrooms, Greenhouses, or almost any

purpose. ProspectUJi and authenticated Testimonials sent. In

use daily at Patentee's-THOMAS ROBERTS,

112, Victoria Street, Westminster, S.W.

THE TORTOISE"
SLOW COMBUSTION

STOVE, tile-lined, without grate, is

the cheapest and most efficient heating

powerfor Conservatories, Greenhouses,
^r , being perfectly fiee from emitting

sulphur fumes ; it burns coke, cinders,

or any refuse fuel without attention:

no dust. Prices from 305. to 605. each.

Apply for Testimonials to C. POR'J'-

WAY, Patentee. Halstead, Essex

;

or to HYDE and WIGFULL
(Limited), ShefTield. sole Licencees

and Makers for the North of England.

SUver Medal, 1874.

mE TERMINAL SADDLE BOILER.—
First-clx'is Certificite. 1867 ; Highly Commended, 1873 ;

icking all the heatis boiler pi"issesses the lare me
le fire,"

—

Gaydetters Ma^azij
ave no doubt the Best Boiler, that will burn any kind of

theTerminal ^z.AA\^."-Joity-nalof Horticulture, p. 327.

r moderate cost and real efficiency the Terminal Saddle

>f the very best."

—

The Garden, p- 95.

Prospectus post-free.

T. JONES, Temple Stieet. Manchester.

AGRICULTURAL LOCOMOTIVES,
STEAM PLOUGlllXa MACHliXERV,

ROAD LOCOMOTIVES, TRAMWAY LOCOMOriVES,
STEAM ROAD ROLLERS.

For Prices, Descriouoti. niid Reports of Working, apply
10 the Mrniifaciurers.

AVELING & POltTEB,
ROCHESTER. KENT: 72. CANNON ST.. LONDON,

E.G.; and 9, AVENUE MONTAIGNE. PARIS.

Avm.lNc & Porters ENGINES have gained the highest

Prizes at every important International E.xhibitioa. The two

Med.ils for Progress and Merit were awarded them at Vienna

for their STEAM ROLLERS and ROAD LOCOMOTIVES;
and at the last trials of the Royal Agricultural Society of

England their AGRICULTURAL LOCOMOTIVES gained

the First Prize after exhaustive trials, when one of their lO-hoise

piwer Engines, fitted with single slide and ordinary link-

motion, indicated 35-horse power, with a consumption of three

a 'id one-fiftti pounds flfcaai per horse-power per hour.

COALS FOR HOTHOUSE
PURPOSES.

WOOD AND CO.'S
STAR ANTHRACITE SMOKELESS STEAW COAL

is now being e.\ten»ively used by many of the principal Growers,

and is found to be preferable to any other kind of fuel in respect

to cheapness and durability, and particularly on account of its

being perfectly free from sulphur, and that it does not clinker

the fire-bars.

WOOD AND CO. deliver in truckloads to any Railway
Station, prices for which can be had on application, or can be
delivered by Wood & Co.'s Vans (in the Metropolis).

WOOD AND CO. append a testimonial given to them by
Messrs. Beckwith & Sons, a firm of great experience, and who
have kindly allowed them to make whatever use of it they may
think fit.

Tottetthnm Nursery, London^ iV., Dec. 28, 1877.
To Messrs. Wood & Co.

Dear Sirs,—With reference to your enquiry respecting the
*' Star " Anthracite Coal with which you supplied us—as to how
it suited, its economy or otherwise—we have much pleasure in
informing you that in every respect it is the best Anthracite we
have ever used. We find there is no smoke from it, which is

very essential, and there is no trace of sulphur. It requires

very little stoking, and leaves very little ash, and certainly does
not clinker. Our consumption of Coal is about 500 tons a year,

and we have no hesitation in saying that, by using your " .Star"

Coal in the place of ordinary fuel, we shall effect a saving <A

at least ,;^roo this year. We attribute this to the powerful and
lasting properties of your coal.—Yours faithfully,

(Signed) G. Beckwith & Sons.

WOOD AND CO. supply all kinds of Coal for House and

Manufacturing purposes, prices for which will be sent on

application.

WOOD AND CO., Coal and Coke Factors. Merchants,

Contractors to Her Majesty's Government, 58. Coal Exchange,

F.,C. ; and 4, Coal Department, Great Northern Railway,

Kins's Cross, N., and Midland Sidings, St. Pancras, N.W.
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PATENT "DOUBLE L'
SADDLfc, LuiLEk

Boilers possess ill the idvantages of the old Saddle
Boiler with the following improvements— viz the water spacu
at back and over top of saddle increases the heating surfiCL to

sucn an extent that a PATENT DOUBLE L SADDLE
BOILER will doabout twice the amount of work with ihe same
quantity of fuel the cost of setting is also considerably reduced
and likewise the space occ ipied at the same time these Boilers

are simple m construction and being made ol wrought iron are
not liable to crack Thev are made of the following sizes —
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THE GARDENERS' CHRONICLE.

SCALE OF CHARGeTfOR ADVERTISING.

t across columns, the lowest charge i

Pass {.<i

HalfPage 5

GARDENERS, AND OTHERS, WANTING SITUATIONS
26 words IJ. 6(y. , and 6</. for every additional line

(about 9 words) or part of a line.

Births, Dkaths and Mai
Advirtiscinents for tfte ciirrei

by T/iuys

SS. each insertion,

MUST reach l/ie Offici

All Subscriptions Payable In Advance.
Thu United Kingdom: 12 Months, Xi 31. loif. ; 6 Months.

iij. lid. : 3 Months, 6j.

FoRBiGN : 26J., including Postage for 12 Months.

P.0.0. to be made payable at the King Street Post-office, W.C,
to W. Richards.

Publishing Office and Office for Advertisements,
4., Wellington Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C.

Kosher's Garden Edging Tiles.

THK ABOVE and many other PATTERNS
are m.ide in materials of great durability. The

'ner sorts are specially

ej for KITCHEN
GARDENS, as they
harbour no Slugs or Insects,

take up little room, and,

furlher labour or expense,
as do " grown " Edgings, consequently being

GARDEN VASES, FOUNTAINS, &c.
very durable and of superior finish, and in gre

F. ROSHER AND CO., Manulacturei
Street, Blackfriars, S.E. ; King's Road, Chelsea, S.VV.
Kingsland Road. E.

Agents for LOOKER'S PATENT "ACME FRAMES,"
PLANT COVERS, and PROPAGATING BOXES: also
for FOXLEY'S PATENT BEADED GARDEN WALL
BRICKS.

Illustrated Price Lists free by Post. The Trade supplied.

ORNAMENTAL PAVING TILES,
for Conservatories, Halls, Corridors, Balconies. &c.,

Irom 3f. per square yard upwards. Pattern Sheets, of Plain or
more elaborate designs, with prices, sent for selection.
WHITE GLAZED TILES, for Limng Walls of Dairies,

Larders, Kitchen Ranges, Baths, S:c. Grooved and other Stable
Paving of great durability, Wall Copings, Drain Pipes and Tiles
of all kinds. Roofing Tiles in great variety. Slates. Cement, &c.

T. ROSHER AND CO., Brick and Tile Merchants.

See Addresses above.

ng much cheaper.

in Artificial Stone,
IL variety of design.

Upper Gr

s L V R
fine ed. Pri

AND,
:s by Post per Ton: grain

Truckload. on Wharf in London, or delivered di

Pits to any Railway Station. Samples of Sand free by post.

FLINTS and BRICK BURRS for Rockeries or Ferneries.
KENT PEATS or LOAM supplied at lowest rates in any

quantities.

F. ROSHER AND CO.—Addresses see above,

N.E.—Orders promptly executed by Rail or to Wharves.
A liberal Discount to the Trade

THOMAS MILLINGTON and CO.,
87, Bishopsgate Street Without, London, E.C., iMron-

TKES and Dealers in Window Glass of all kinds.

Small Squares in 16 oz.
Prices for the sizes stated, and for not less than a box of 100 feet.

Special price for other sizes will be quoted on application.

Orchard House Glass,
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M A Y F A I R : a Non-Society Journal
of Literature and Politics, unambitiously illustrated.

6l/. Has been permanently enlarged by eight columns.

Contents of this week's Number (November 26) :—

War.
Our Public Offices (Soi

set House). Part IV.— I

7. An African Nightingale,
S. The Fair Behmd the Foot-

lights

Leaveof Absence and Sick 9. Bread, Butter, and New

3. Fancies of the Fair.—No. €

Fifty.

4. Canadian Loyalty.
5. The Fair in the City.

6. The Westminster Play.

Brooms.
10. Yakoob Beg.
ir. The Chat of the Fair.

12. My Diary in the Saddle.

13. Fashions of the Fair.

14. Turningover FreshLeave;

May/air, unambitiously illustrated, price 6d. Yearly si

scription, zSi. (payable in advance). For sale by all Met
politan Newsagents and at all Bookstalls, on Monday afterooi

and throughout the country on Tuesday morning.

"Mayfair" Offices t—Beaufort Buildings. Strand. W.C.

M CORE'S ALMANAC for 1879,
•.6d.

This very popular Almanac, which, besides the usual Calen-
dar, contains a fuller account of the Eclipses and Astronomical
?)henomena ol the Year than any publication of its class, was
ately increased by several pages, giving Lists of the Members
of the Government, the Houses of Parliament, and other useful

iuformation, to which has been since added a List of the Prin-

cipal Business Fairs in England and Wales.

Published by the STATIONERS' COMPANY, Stationers'

Hall Court, London, E.C.

Belgian.

BULLETIN d'ARBORICULTURE de
FLORICULTURE, et de CULTURE MARAI-

CHERE. A monthly horticultural work, with superb Coloured
Plates and Illustrations. Published since 1865 by F.

BuRVENicH, F. Paynakrt, E. RoDiGAS. and H. J. Van
HuLLE. Professors at the Horticultural School of the Belgian
Government at Ghent. Post paid los. per annum.

H. J. VAN HULLE, Botanical Gardens. Ghent, Belgium.

Second Edition, Revised and Enlateed. price 15^,,FOOD and DIETETICS,
Physiologically and Therapeutically Considered. By

F. W. Paw, M.D., FRS.. Physician to, and Lecturer on
the Practice of Medicine at Guy's Hospital.

"A standard work of reference. "—Z,a«r<r/. "A bo k of

first-rate m&nx.—PractUiotu-r. " Very full and exhaustive
throughout."

—

Sptctator. " Ihe work with which every educated
man ought to make himself familiar."

—

Chemical Sews.
London: J. AND A. CHURCHILL, and SIMPKIN,

MARSHALL AND CO.

Farms, Estates, Residences.
Any one desirous of Renting a F.irin or Residence, or

Purchasing an Estate, can have copies of the

MIDLAND COUNTIES HERALD
supplied free for six weeks on stating the purpose for

which the paper is required, forwarding name and address, and
six halfpenny stamps for postage, addressed " Midlattd Connties
Herald Office. Birmingham " The Midland Counties Herald
always contains large numbers of advertisements relating to

farms. Estates, and Residences for Sale and to be Let.

EVUE de I'HORTICULTURE BELGE
et ETRANGERE (Belgian and Foreign Horticultural

Review).—Among the principal Contributors are :—A. AUard,
E. Andr€. C. Baltet, T. Buchetet, F. Burvenich. F. Crepin,

Comte de Gomer, De Jonge van Ellemeet, O. de Kerchove de
Denterghem, P. E. de Puydt, C. de Vis, J. GiUon, A. M. C.

Jongkindt Coninck, C. Koch, J. Kick.x, L. Linden. T. Moore,
C. Naudin, B. Oliver, H. Ortgies. E. Pynaert, E. Rodigas,

A. Siraux, O. Thomas. A. van Geert Son, H. J. van Hulle. J.

Van Volxem, H. I. Veitch, A. Westmael. and P. Wolkenstein.

This illustrated Journal appears on the ist of every month,

in Parts of 24 pages, 8vo, with a Coloured Plate and numerous
Engravings.
Terms of Subscription for the United Kingdom :—One year,

lor., payable in advance.
Publishing Office : 143, Rue de Bruxelles, Ghent. Belgium.
Post-office Orders to be made payable M. E. PYNAERT,

at the Chief Post-office, Ghent.

Works on Botany, by Dr. Lindley.

DESCRIPTIVE BOTANY ; or, The Art
OF Describing Plants Correctly, in Scientific

Language, for Self Instruction and the Use of Schools. Price ij.

MEDICALandCECONOMICALBOTANY

;

or, An Account of the Principal Plants
Employed in Medicine or Domestic (Econcmv. In One
Volume, Svo, with numerous Woodcuts, price sr.

SCHOOL BOTANY ; or, THE Rudiments
OF Botanical Science. In One Volume, Svo, half bound,

with 400 Illustrations, price 55. td.

''PHE ELEMENTS of BOTANY, Struc-
-L TURAL and Physiological. With a Glossary of

Technical Terms and numerous Illustrations, gr. clolh.

This completes the series of Elementary Botanical Works by
Professor X,iNDLEV, of which .5'trAW.5i7/rt?(_>' and The Vegetable

Kingdom form the other parts.

The First two Parts of The Elements of Botany, comprising

Structural and Physiological Botany, and a Glossary of Techni-

cal Terms, are published in one Svo volume, price gs.

These three Parts form a complete Manual of Botany for

Medical and other Students who have made themselves

acquainted with the Xyxihot's School Botany.

N. B. The Glossary may be had separately, price 51.

London: BRADBURY, AGNEW, and CO., Bouverie

Street. EC.

1^ ADVERTISERS are requested to note that

altliougk 1UC do 7iot object to receive Letters to be called

for, we cannot undertake to forward them.

WANTED, for a place near Dublin, where
eight Men and four Boys are kept, an energetic young

Man as HEAD GARDENER. One who has been Foreman
in large gardens preferred. Must be fond of his profession and

willing to enter spiritedly into Advertiser's plans. New gardens

are bemg made, and much work going on. Salary Z75. cottage

and firing.—Direct to A,, Balrath Burry, Kells, Co. Meath,

Ireland.

WANTED, a GARDENER, in a single-
handed place ; also to take charge of three cows and

two pigs, knives and shoes cleanmg. Wages i8j. weekly, and
^ood cottage. Character and experience necessarj'.— Write to

C. P. P.. Elstree Railway Station.

wANTED, a NURSERY FOREMAN.—
1st be well up in Fruit and Hardy Trees, sober and
House, rent-free, on the premises. State salary

th references and full particulars, to HARRISON
AND SONS, Leicester.

WANTED, for New Zealand, an active,
young, married Man, as NURSERY FOREMAN;

must have a good knowledge of the business. Also, young
MAN for the SEED TRADE, age from 1 3 to 20.—Apply to
DOVVNIE and LAIRD. Seedsmen. Edinburgh.

WANTED, a married MyVN, to take Charge
of the Houses, where Frutt and Flowers are grown for

Market. House on the premises.—R. CLARKE, Market
Gardener, Twickenham.

WANTED, for the Isle of Wight, a
thoroughly industrious and active WORKING MAN.

able to grow Forced Fruit and Flowers, and to work in the
Gardens at whatever requires to be done. A man and lad
under him.—Apply, stating full particulars and wages required,
to W. A. GLYNN. Esq.. 11, Warwick Square, London, S.W.

WANTED, a SHOPMAN ; must be ener-
getic, sober, with first-class reference and good

knowledge of Seed Trade.—Apply, first by letter, stating wages,
&c,. to J. LAING andCO., Forest Hill, S.E.

WANTED, an UNDER SHOPMAN, for
the London Seed Trade —Apply, by letter only. A.,

Howcrofl & Watkins. Tavistock Row, Covent Garden, W.C.

Invoice Clerk.

WANTED, an active Young MAN for
Omce-work.-Must be a good Penman and quick at

Accounts. One who has had a little experience at the Counter
preferred.—Apply, stating age. where last employed, and salary
required, to DICKSON, BROWN, and TAIT, Seed
Merchants, Manchester.

WANTED, for a Florist's Shop in
Manchester, a Young LADY, competent to lake eniire

charged. Board and lodging provided.—Apply for particulars,
to T. S., Cardeiters Chronicle OITice, W.C.

WANT PLACES.

TOHN COWAN, The Vineyard andO Nurseries. Garston. near Liverpool, wishes to recommend

Gentlei ivho I

ch G.^RDENER, to any Noble
equir such.

OSBORN AND SONS have on their Register
a number of Men of excellent character and abilities,

and first class experience in every branch, whom they would be
glad to recommend to Noblemen or Gentlemen requiring the
services of thoroughly practical GARDENERS. FOREMEN
and UNDER GARDENERS can also be recommended.—
The Fulham Nurseries. London. S.W.

E. G. HENDERSON
and SON have many excellent

GARDENERS with approved testimonials

for ability now waiting in their Nurseries for

gagement.

E. G. H. & Son will be pleased to answer
any enquiries from Noblemen and Gentlemen
requiring such.—Pine-apple Nursery, Maida
Vale, London, W.

GARDENER (Head), where another is

kept.—Age 25.—J. D. WING, North Moreton, Walling-

GARDENER (Head), to any Lady or
Gentleman requiring an experienced Gardener.—Age 30,

married. Good references. —A. L., W. Seale, London Road,

GARDENER (Head). — Age 36, married;
understands Orchids, Ferns, Stove and Greenhouse

Plants, Forcing and Kitchen Gardening. Ten years in present
situation, and twelve years' experience in others. — W. G.

,

Farmers' Library, Edward's Terrace, Kensington, W.

GARDENER (Head), where three or four
are kept —Age 28 ; thoroughly understands the

profession in ail its branches. Four years' excellent Foreman's
recommendation from list situation.—W. L., Lythe Hill,
Haslemere, Surrey.

GARDENER (Head). — Age 32, married,
one child ; thoroughly understands the management of

Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Early and Late Forcing of
Fruits, Flowers, and Vegetables, also Flower and Kitchen
Gardening. Good character, trustworthy and industrious.

—

F. A. B., Mr. Girling. 3. Spring Grove, Kingston-on-Thames.

/^ARDENER (Head, Working).—
V^ Age 40; thoroughly understands the General Routine
of a Gentleman's Garden, also Meadow Land and Stock, or
where Fruit and Flowers are Grown for Market. Would treat
with any Gentleman for the Management of the Place for a
given sum per year.—A. B., Mr. Cubitt, Cheapside, Sunning-
hill, Staines.

GARDENER (Single-handed), or where
more are kept—Age 26, married, no children ; well

understands Vines and Forcing. Seven years' good character.
—E. HOWARD. Sir J. H. Johnson, St. Osyth Priory,

Colchester, Essex.

GARDENER (Working).—Age 33, marriccl,
one child ; seventeen years' practical experience, the last

five in Forcing Fruit, Vegetables, Plants, and Cut Flowers for

Winter Decoration. Three years' good character from present
employer,—C. F., 6, Dalton's Cottages, Church Street, Croydon.

GARDENER (Under), in the Houses
preferred. — Age 23. — C. GRANTHAM, Abbotts

Worthy, Winchester, Hants.

ARDENER (Under), in a good Estab-
lishment.—Age 23 : eight years' good experience. Good

character.— R. B.. Post Office, Merton bridge, Merlon, Surrey.

ARDENER (Under).—Age 20 ; willing to

be generally useful. Experienced, and can be well

recommended by Miss COOKE, Beckley Grove, Oxford.

ARDENER (Under).—Age 20 ; has had
two years' experience under glass. No objection to

out-of-door work. Can be well recommended.—T. CAVE,
Birtles Hall Gardens, Chelford, Crewe.

ARDENER (Under).—Age 19; five years
experience in good places. Two and a half years' good

Avon, Wilts.

GARDENER (Under), under a Foreman in
a good establishment.—Age 23 ;

good reference can be
given from last situation.—Slate wages and particulars to
R. GILBERT, 3, Spring Well, Lower Tooting, Surrey.

FOREMAN, in a Nobleman's or Gentleman's
Garden.—Age 24, single ; has had ten years' experiente

in good places.—E. R., 9, Blakefield Road, St. John's,
Worcester.

To Nursenmien-
PROPAGATOR, or PROPAGATOR and

FOREMAN.—Twenty- five years* thorough practical

experience : is a most successful Propagator and Grower of
Stove and Greenhouse Plants, Roses. Coniferse. Clematis and
Rhododendrons. &c. The advertiser has been accustomed to a
General Nurseiy Stock, and can produce the above in large
quantities. Seven ye^rs in last situation.-W. EASTON,
New Road. Barnet, Herts.

experience in good places. Two and a half years' good
ten—F.J. C, I. Leigh House Cottage, Bradford-on-

rrio
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TWO STERLING NOVELTIES that should be m EVERY CATALOGUE and in EVERY GARDEN.

"TELEPHONE" PEA
(CARTEB).

Awarded a First-class Ccrlifiealr
/'y the Royal IJorticultttral Ht^ciety
after a crucial trial in the Society s
l.ardens.

Selected from Culverwcirs " Tele-
graph." from which it differs in the
seeds beliiK wrinkled whilst the quality
is very superior. Like Culverwell's*
'lelegraph" it is an exlr-tordinary

cropper, bearing myriads of immense
double pods, full of very large

of xquis (la

Highly iccommended^

Price, in Sealed Packets,

per pint, 2s. 63.

"DELL'S NEW HYBRID" MELON.
The only Grccn-flcshcd Mchm awarded a Firsi-dass Certificate by tJie Royal Ilorticiiltiiral Society this year.

This delicious Melon is ihe result of a cross between " Culston B.nssett " and " Victory of Bath," and is certainly the best gieen-llesherl Melon ever tasted. A large number of aspirants for honour
have been submitted to the judgment of the Committee of the Royal Horticultural Society during the present year, but " Dell's Hybrid " was the only green fleshed variety pronounced worthy of a

*' We saw the green-fleshed Melons a few days ago. when goine round the beautiful gardens at Stokc-Rochford, with Mr. Dell, iis raiser. He has grown it for the last six years, and no wonder

when we say that it has a good constitution, is a free setter, and almost invari.ibly proves of unexceptionable quality. All that we have tasted were delicious, and the Fruit Committee gave ii a Fust

class Certificate the first time of asking, on Tuesday last.—" Gardeners' Chronidc," July 6. if*78

Price In Sealed Packets, containing Six Seeds, 2s. 6d. per packet.

PR17FS Five Guineas hi Prizes are offered FOK THH riNi:ST FRUIT ok xnrs siti NDin Mf.I.ON, to be n7oarded at t/ie Rovai /fortindfur.d Soeiet/s Mcetui^s in iSyg.

{t\>r particulars see Scticd.'/te).—Fiitt Particulars on application to

THE QUEEN'S SEEDSMEN,
| GARTERS' |

HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.G.

T. H. P. DENNIS & CO.,
MANSION HOUSE BUILDINGS,

QUEEN VICTORIA STREET, LONDON, E.G.,

CONSERVATORY AND GREENHOUSE BUILDERS,

HOT-WATER ENGINEERS.

PAXTON'S CALENDAR
Now Ready, a Aem and thoroughly Revised Edition of the

COTTAGER'S CALENDAR OF GARDEN OPERATIONS.
ORIGINALLY COMPILED BY THE LATE SIR JOSEPH PAXTON, M.P.

Price 3d., Post Free 3jd.

W. RICHARDS, 41, WELLINGTON STREET, STRAND, LONDON, W.C.

JOHN EDMONDS & CO.,
HORTICULTURAL BUILDERS and HOT-WATER ENGINEERS, LILLIE BR IDGE, WEST BROMPTON, LONDON, S.W.

Ctnservatories, Greenhouses and Hothouses of every description Ereeted and Heated in any part oj the Kingdom or Abroad.

Kiosks, Summer-houses, Verandahs, Glass Approaches, &c.—Pit Lights, Garden Boxes, Hand Glasses, &c., in Stock.

PATENTEES OF THE "TUBULA R"SADDLE BOILER," THE^EST CAST-IRON BOILER.
Illustrated Cataloguefree by Post. NOTE.

—

The Works adjoin West Rrompton Station, Metropolitan District Railway'.

Editorial Commi Jiirations should be addressed to "The Editor;" Advertisements and Business Letters to "The Publisher," at the Office, 41. Wellington Street, Covent Garden, London. W.C.
Printed by Welltam Richards, at the Office of Messrs. Bradborv, Agnbw. & Co., Lombard Street, Precinct of Whitefriars. City of London, in the County of Middlesex, and Published by the

said William Richards, at the Office, 41, Wellington Street, Parish of St. Paul's, Covent Garden, in the said County.—Saturoav, November 30, 1878.
Agent for Manchester

—

John Hbvwood. Agents for Scotland—Messrs. J. Msnziks & Co., Edinburgh and Glasgow.
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-yTO SECRETARIES OF HORTICUL-
^ TURAL SOCIETIES.— The Editors will be greatly

ol'ligedfor early information respecting the dates selected for

Iwlding Horticultural Exhibitions in 1879.

SmltMeld Sbow, Stand No. 90.

/BARTER'S GRAND EXHIBITION
\J OF ROOTS,
From the heaviest field cropi on reciird, grown without sewage.

An inspection invited.

CARTER'S, The Queen's Seedsmen, High Holborn, London.

Wllte Cape Flowers, Immortelles, &e.

WAITE, BURNELL, HUGGINS AND CO.
can now supply the above in quantity. Prices on

application.

Seed W.-irehouse. 79, Souihwark Str<re-, S E.

WELVE CAMELLIAS, full of buds, i\s.,

beautiful plants, i to \% foot high, ail finest soits in

5-inch pots. AUo AZALEAS, finest sorts, full of buds, same
price. Extra sizes of both, remarkably fine, yts

,
42^., and 6oj.

per dozen. Pdckaees eraiis for cash with order.

JOHN H. LEY, Royal Nursery. Croydm.

HARDY EVERGREENS.—The hardily-
grown, thoroughly transplanted, therefore well-rooted

stock of" Messrs. JAMES DICKSON & SONS,
Chester, is unequalled for variety, quality.

Intending planters are invited to inspect.

Priced CATALOGUE and all inforn 1 post-free.

Vines -Vines—Vines.

J COWAN, The Vineyard, Garston, near
• Liverpool, is now ofiering a large and splendid stock ot

strong. short-jointeH, and thoroughly ripened GRAPE VINES,
suitable for fruiting in pots and planting Vineries. Catalogues

free. The Trade supplied.

WM. CUTBUSHandSON beg to announce
that their stock of the above is very fine this season,

both in Fruiting and Planting Canes, which are strong and well

ripened. Prices on application. Special off^er to the Trade,
Highgale, London, N., and Barnet, Herts.

HAMPTON COURT BLACK HAM-
BURGH VINE.—Strong fruiting well ripened Canes of

this well known Grape. 5J.
, is. 6d., and los. 6d. each ; Planting

Canes, v. 6d. each. Also a good stock of most of the best kinds.

T. JACKSON AND SON, Nurseties. Kingston, Surrey.

Fit for Immediate 'Working.

ROSA MANETTI and R. MULTIFLORA
DE LA GRIFFERAIE, 25J per 1000, jCioper 10,000.

A, M. C. JONGKINDT COM NCK, Tottenham Nurseries.
Dedemsvaart, near Zwolle, Netherlands.

LUy of the Valley.

WM. CUTBUSH AND SON can supply the
true Berlin Lily of the Valley, which is vastly .'•uperior for

Early Forcing to the ordinary German or Dutch varieties. Single
crowns, ios. per loo ; 905. per 1000. Trade price on application,

Highgate Nurseries. London. N.

GRAMPIAN POTATO.—The finest Early
Round Potato in cultivation, remarkable chiefly for its pro-

ductiveness, good quality and symmetry ; was shown in most of
the collections exhibited at the International and other Potato
Shows during the last three years. Prices on application.

WM. SMITH AND EON, Nurserymen and Seedsmen,

2681 Ohoice Bulbs in

SUTTON'S £s 5^. COLLECTION
of Bulbs for Open Ground. Carriage free to any port or

railway station in the United Kingdom.

s
1049 Choice Bulbs in

UTTON'S £2 2s. COLLECTION
of Bulbs for Open Ground. Carriage free to any port or

Iway station in the United Kingdom.

639 Choice Bulbs in
QUTTON'S £1 \s. COLLECTION
KJ of Bulbs for Open Ground. Carriage free to any railway
station in England and Wales.

s
743 Choice Bulbs in

UTTON'S ^5 5^. COLLECTION
of Bulbs for Pots and Glasses. Carriage free to any port

ilway station in the United Kingdom.

270 Choice Bulbs In

SUTTON'S £2 2s. COLLECTION
of Bulbs for Pots and Glasses Carriage free to any port

or railway station in the United Kingdom.

136 Choice Bulbs in

SUTTON'S £1 IS. COLLECTION
of Bulbs for Pots and Glasses. Carriage free to any

railway station in England and Wales.
SUTTON AND SONS, The Queen's Seedsmen, Reading.

M
Plants tor Winter Bedding.

AURICE YOUNG, Milford Nurseries,
jodalming, Surrey. See also p. 712.

Plajiting Season.

TAMES DICKSON and SONS beg to
? ' draw attention to their very superior and very e.vtensive

Stock of hardily-grown and welLrooted TREES and PLANTS
of every description. Priced CATALOGUES post-free

'Newton" Nu . Chester.

HORNBEAM FENCES.— Established
Hedges, 6 to 7 feet, beautifully trimmed, and perfect

screens. Will move with safely. Price per running yard on
application
CRANSTON AND CO.. Kln.'s Acre Nurseries. Hereford.

l^pOREST TREES, Seedling and Trans-
-L planted.—The very extensive stock of the above is this

season in splendid condition.
CATALOGUES on application.

The Lawson Seed and Nursery Company (Limited) Edinburgh.

Eng^Usb Yews—English Yews.

ENGLLSH YKWS, 3^ to 4 feet, 12s. per doz.,
Sci. per 100 ; 4 to 4J2 feet. iSs. per doz., loos. per 100.

All recently transplanted. Every plant a perfect specimen.
JOHN PERKINS ANU SON, 52. Market Square,

Northampton.

DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of ROSES,
FRUIT TREES. DECIDUOUS and EVERGREEN

TREES and SHRUliS, RHODODENDRONS, VINES,
CLI.VIBERS. &c. Free by post on application.

H. LANE AND SON, The Nurseries, Great Eerkhamsted,
Herts.

Gentlemen's Gardeners, Amateurs, and Others

GARDEN P "o't's of best quality,
are requested to send their orders to

J. MATTHEWS. Royal Pottery. Weston-super-Mare.
Price List on application.

WANTED, three large Double White, and
one Double Red or Pink CAMELLIAS in bud, fjr

cash, or PART E.XCHANGE in Trees, Plants, Shrubs, Seeds
or Bulbs.

J. GEORGE HILL (late John Scott), The Royal Sied
Stores, Yeovil.

WANTED, a quantity of AUCUBA
JAPONICA, nice healihy stuff, from i2 to 18 inches

high State lowest price for quantity.

G. REEVES SMITH. Aquarium, Brighton.

WANTED, Good SPRUCE FIRS, 2 to 4
feet in height. Address, stating price per loco, to

Mr. A. W. CLACKSON, j, Tavistock Court, Covent
Garden, W.C.

Scotch Fir.

WANTED, 10,000 or 12,000, iS to 24
inches, transplanted. Oflers stating lowest price for

cash, address to

GEORGE CHORLEY, Coaster's Nursery, Midhmst.

WANTED, three or four dozen Scotch FIRS
or other EVERGREEN TREES, suitable for making

a Screen about 15 leet high. Price, including delivery at

Croydon station, also size and other particulars, to be sent to

J. O. S.. Blunt Honor, Croydon.

QUICKS.—WANTED, a few good THORN
PLANTS.— Send price and size, to

C. DIMMICK AND SONS, Nurserymen. Ryde.

wANTED, Maiden
NECTARINES, true to 1

PEACHES and
me. Slate sorts and prices

To the Trade.—Seed Potatos.
CAREFULLY SELECTED and FREE FROM DISEASE.

CHARLES SHARPE AND CO.
will have much pleasure in forwarding their

SPECIAL PRICED CATALOGUE of SEED POTATOS,
Grown by themselves this season.

CHARLES SHARPE and CO.. having at much trouble
and expense procured the choicest stocks of all the finest English

confidently recommend what they
offer. Seed Warehouse, Sleaford.

c
Roses.HARLES TURNER'

Descriptive CATALOGUE of the above is now ready.

The Trees are very fine this season.

c
Fruit Trees.HARLES TURNE

select LIST of the above is also now ready.
Trees are strong and healthy.

c
Ornamental Trees, Shrubs, &c.HARLES TURNER'

CATALOGUE can be had on application.

The Royal Nurseries. Slough.

WEBB'S PRIZE COB FILBERTS
AND OTHER NUTS.

Pers-ins desirous of obtaining Trees of the above, grown
by the late R. Webb, of Calcoi, should give early orders to

THE MANAGER, Calcot Gardens, Reading.
CATALOGUES post-free on application.

WEBB'S CHOICE POLYANTHUS
AND OIHER SPRING PLANTS.

Early orders are solicited (or the above choice plants. Apply to

THE MANAGER, Calcot Gardens, Reading.

QPRUCE FIRS for Christmas Trees, well
k^ formed. 2 to 3 feet high, 30J per ico
RICHARD SMITH and CO., Nurserymen. Worcester.

STANDARDO PLUMS.—The
England, at

PAUL AND SON'S, The Old N

APPLES, PEARS and
lest Standard Orchard Trees in

GOLD and SILVER HOLLIES.—No bf

or cheaper in the land, than at

PAUL AND SON'S, The (.)ld Nurseries, Cheshunt.

Standard Tea Roses.

PAUL AND SON have a splendid lot of fine

Sl'ANDARDS of above. 3M. per dozen. The best way
of growing these beautiful Roses.

The Old Nurseries, Cheshunt.

OMAN HYACINT~HS.— Fine Bulbs, 15.?.

100. Discount to Trade on application

AND SON, The Old Nurseries. Cheshunt.
R
Ornamental Trees and Shrubs, Fruit Trees, Roses, &c.

''iniE L.AWSON SEED and NURSERY

CATALOGUES on applic

c•HRISTMAS ROSES.— Helleborus niger,
ng blooming plants. Sample and price on application

to THOS. KITLEY, OlJfield Nursery. Bath.

Healthy Plants in Pots of

LILIUM AURATUM, the Golden-Rayed
J:ipanese Lily, per dozen, i8^ , 24^., and 301.

BARR AND bUGDEN, 12. King Street. Covent Garden, W.C.

What a Glorious Rose It Is.

S;e letter, November, 1878, from a gentleman of known taste,

THE N '"e'
"
V^ ROSE,

QUEEN OF liEDUERS (Noble).
Good Plants are now supplied at iSs. per drztn.

CHARLES NOBLE, Bagshot.

R U I T I N G PLANTS
of PEACHES, NECTARINES, APRICOTS, and

GRAPE VINES, a large and fine stock no* oflTered for Sale.

THOMAS RIVERS and SON, Sawbridgeworth. Herts.

HE DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE
of FRUIT TREES is now ready, and will be forwarded,

free by post, on receipt of three penny stamps.
CATALOGUES of ROSES and ORCHARD-HOUSE

TREES post-free on application

THOMAS RIVERS and SON. Sawbridgeworth, Herts.

TODEAS.- Healthy young plants of T.
superba and T. hymenophylloides (pellucida). free and

safe by post. 2S. 6d. each for prepayment. Trade price (low)
per 100. or lesser quantities, on application.

ROBERT SIM, Sidcup Hill Nursery, Foot's Cray, Kent.

WELVE NEW GLOXINIAS for 21s.,

including the grand new novelties shown at Paris Exhi-
bition, small growing Bulbs in 2-inch pots, or dry, free by post :

also large-flowering bulbs of fine AMARYLLIS, imported from
Peru, ,2S. per dozen.

JOHN H. LEY, Royal Nursery, Croydon.

EAKALE, ASPARAGUS and
RHUBARB. — Roots for forcing, exceptionally fine.

For special quotations apply to

H. THORNTON, i. Maxwell Road, Fulham, S.W.

s
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SALES BY AUCTION.
Liliuni auratum—Trade Sale.

MR. T. C. STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 38, King Street,

Cuvent Garden, W.C, on MONDAY. December o. at half-

past la o'clock precisely, 8000 splendid bulbs of LILIUM
AURATUM, just arrived from Japan m splendid condition ;

,»oTlGKlDIA GRANDIFLORA just received direct from

New ler^ev and a first-class collection of double and single

HYACINTHS, TULIPS, CROCUSES, NARCISSUS,
LILIUMS, &c., from one of the best-known farms in Holland,

and lotted to suit the Trade.
On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

New Seedling Camellias, LUium Melpomene, New
CKREUS. NEW CONIFERS, ivc.

MR. J. C. STEVENS has received instruc-

tions from Messrs. Hovey & Co., of Boston, Massa-

chusetts, to SELL by AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 38,

King Street. Covent Garden, W.C, on MONDAY, December

g, at half-past 12 o'clock precisely, three of their magnificent

Seedling CAMELLIAS, viz., Mrs. Anne Marie Hovey,

C. M. Hovey, and C. H. Hovey- the two latter of which

have never been sold ; also a limited quantity of LILIUM
MELPOMENE, by far thedarkest .and finest of the Japan

Lilies ; CEREUS, C. M. Hovey, entirely new, distinct

and superb ; AZA.LEA. Little Beauty ; and CHAM^CY-
PARIS HOVEVI, a hybrid as beautiful as the Retinosporas.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Hardy Plants and Dutch Bulbs.

MR. I. C STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 38, King Street,

Covent Garden, W.C, on WEDNESDAY, December 11, at

half-past 12 o'clock precisely, CARNATIONS, PICOTEES
and PINKS, Standard, Dwarf and Climbing ROSES, FRUIT
TREES, Specimen CONIFERS, Hardy Trees and Shrubs,

Herbaceous Plants, Raspberry Canes,_ Gooseberry and Currant

Trees, and an importation of Hyacinths, Tulips, Crocuses,

Narcissus, Iris, Anemones, Ranunculi, Liliums, Gladioli,

Spirxas, Lily of the Valley, &c.
On view mornini of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Imported Orchids.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 38, King Street,

Covent Garden, W.C. on THURSDAY. December 12. a

Importation of ONCIDIUM MACRANTHUM and

On\ r of Sale, and Catalogues had.

First-class Established Orchids.

MR. J. C. STEVENS has received instruc-
tions from Messrs. J. Backhouse & Son to SELL by

AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent
Garden, WC, on THURSDAY, December 12, at half-past

T2 o'clock precisely, a collection cf FLOWERING and
ESTABLISHED ORCHIDS, containing Trichopilia fragrans,

extra strong plants of Odontoglossum vexillariuin, Bollea

ccclestis. Batemannia Burtii. and probably the finest plant of

Masdevallia bella. and the finest masses of Cattleya citrina ever

offered, &c : also several thousand BULBS of LILIUM
AURATUM, just arrived from well-known farms in Japan, in

splendid contiitio

On of Sale nd Catalogues had.

In consequence of the Sudden Death of Mr. Edward
Henry Ward, of Vere Street. Oxford Street. W.. the

following important sale of that eminent Naturalist's Col-

lection is ordered to take place.

MR. J. C. STEVENS has received instruc-
tions from the Administratrix of the late Mr, E. H.

Ward, the eminent naturalist, to SELL by AUCTION, with-

out reserve, on the Premises as above, on THURSDAY and
FRIDAY. December 12 and 13. at hall-past 12 o'Clock pre-

cisely, each day. The large COLLECTION of HEADS and
HORNS of ANIMALS, shot and collected by many eminent
sportsmen and Royal Personages, including H.R H. the

Duke of Edinburgh : also a large number of magnificent cases

and shades of STUFFED BIRDS. FIRE SCREENS,
MEDALLIONS. TIGER CLAW. HUMMING-BIRD, and
other JEWELLERY. CARRL\GE and HEARTH RUGS,
Bird and Animal SKINS, Lions, Tigers. &c., in great varietv;

REPTILES, CABINETS and BOXES of INSECTS, a few
BOOKS. BIRDS' EGGS, SKULLS. SHOW-CASES, &c.

On view the afternoon before, and mornings of Sale, and
Catalogues had on the Premises, and of Mr. J. C. STEVENS,
Auctioneer. 38. King Street. Covent Garden, W.C.

Final Sale of Dutch Flower Roots this Season.
2000 named HYACINTHS, splendid bulbs for glasses, being

the remaining stock of a London Seedsman, and including

many unusually choice varieties, also 100,000 CROCUS.
TULIPS. NARCISSUS, ANEMONES, RANUNCULI,
LILIES. &c., which

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
will SELL by AUCTION, at The Mart, opposite

the Bank of England, City, E.C, on MONDAY NEXT, at

half-past II o'clock precisely.

P, & M. will buy tor those who cannot attend.

The bulbs may be viewed the Saturday prior to the Sale.

Catalogues at The Mart, and of the Auctioneers, 98, Grace-
church Street, EC.

WUlesden, N.W.
PEREMPTORY CLEARANCE SALE. Land required by

the Metropolitan Railway Company for the extension of

M'''eSSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
will SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises, Videon's

Nursery, Walm Lane, Willesden, Middlesex, half a mile from

the Brondesbury Station, on THURSDAY, December 19, at

I o'clock, the whole of the NURSERY STOCK, including

Privet, Laurels. Rhododendrons, Beech, and Ornamental Trees
;

also five GREENHOUSES, with the whole of the Fittings

thereto ; HOT-WATER PIPING, BOILER, some thousands

of BRICKS, .and other effects.
, .

On view one week prior to the Sale. Catalogues obtained on

the Premises, and of the Auctioneers, 98, Cracechurch Street,

E.C, and Leytonstone, E.

To Seedsmen and Others,
IMPORTANT SALE of 44 bales of Naples Onion Seed, com-

prising altogether about 2 tons, and consisting of the fol-

lowing varieties ;—Rocca, Later White, Red Giant, Early
White. Marzajola. and Queen.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
have received instructions from Mr. G. V. de Luca

(late of 43, Wigmore Street, W.), in consequence of his relin-

quishing this branch of his business, to SELL by AUCTION,
at the Mart, Tokenhouse Y'ard, near the Bank of England,
E.C, on MONDAY, December 16, at 2 o'clock (unless
previously disposed of by private treaty) his entire stock of

Auction Ma't, Opposite the Bank of England, City.
CONSIGNMENT of LILIES from J.ipan, just arrived in

fine condition, consisting of 8000 bulbs of Lilium auratum.
200 speciosum album. 200 speciosum roseum, 1000 Thun-
bergianum staminosum, 300 longitlorum, and 500 tigrinum
florepleno ; also a collection of rare ENGLISH GROWN
LILIES, 400 Standard, Dwarf and other ROSES. ,tc.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
will SELL the above at the Mart, on MONDAY,

December 16, at half-past 11 o'clock.
Catalogues of the Auctioneers.

West Ham and Plaistow, Essex.

CLEARANCE SALE.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE AND MORRIS
will SELL on the Premises, Holmes' Nursery, Portway,

West Ham, and McPherson's Nursery, High Street Plaistow,

close to Plaistow Station, by order of Mr. Wm. Holmes, on

FRIDAY, December 20, at 12 o'clock punctually, the whole of

the well-grown NURSERY STOCK, comprising large quanti-

ties of specimen Conifera; and Evergreens, 500 yards Box Edging

thousands of Aucubas of various sizes, 2000 strong Irish Ivies,

6 to 9 feet, in pots ; and other MISCELLANEOUS STOCK.
View one week prior to Sale. Catalogues obtained on the

Premises: Express Office. Stratford ; and of the Auctioneers,

91, Gracechurch Street. E.C, and Leytonstone. E.

Tooting, Surrey.—By Order of the Mortgagees.

PRELIMINARY NOTICE of SALE, by AUCTION of

the highly important and almost unique FREEHOLD
ESTATE of 5A. OK. 251'., distinguished as "The Nur-

series," Tooting, S.W.. now in the occupation of Messrs.

Wm. Rollisson & Sons, together with the excellent de-

tached residence, the extensive ranges of Glass, Trade

Buildings, Seed Warehouse. Office, and other accessories.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE AND MORRIS
are favoured with instructions to offer the above Pro-

perty by AUCTION, at the Mart. Tokenhouse Yard, London,

EC, earlv in JANUARY NEXT.
More detailed particulars will appear next week

Solicitors, Messrs. GATLIFF and HOWSE, 8. Finsbury

Circus, E.C.

Tooting, S.W.

Re Wm Rollisson & Sons, in liquidation.—Prelimin.ary Notice.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE AND MORRIS
are favoured with instructions from the Trustee to

prep.are for unreserved SALE by AUCTION the whole of the

Stock, comprising the most extensive and unique collection of

ORCHIDS, STOVE and GREENHOUSE PLANTS ever

submitted to public competition.

Further particulars will appear in future announcements.

R- 'Wm. Kollisson & Sons, in liquidation.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE AND MORRIS
bee to announce that prior to selling the Stock they

will offer by AUCTION the GOODWILL of the BUSINESS,
thus giving to intending purchasers the advantageous oppor-

tunity of securing the concern and of buying at auction prices

such stock as may be required for carrying on the same.

Further announcements will shortly appear.

Fifty Nurseries, Market Gardens, Florist and Seed
BUSINESSES to be DISPOSED OF.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS'
HORTICULTURAL REGISTER cont.-iins full

particulars of the above, and can be obtained gratis at yS,

Gracechurch Street, E.C.

SPRUCE FIRS, suitable for Christmas Trees,
well furnished, 2j< to ^\i feet high. 25s. per 100.

WILLIAM ROBERTS. Nurseryman, Bridgnorth.

WTAIT AND CO. begto'offerDOGSTAIL
. RI B-GRASS, POTATO ONIONS, and GARLIC, of

fine quality. Samples and prices on application.

W. TAIT AND CO., Nurserymen and Seedsmen, Dublin.

To the Trade.

LONGPOD and WINDSOR BEANS,
bright samples, very cheap. Samples and price on

application.

C. R. FREEMAN. Seed Grower. NQrwich.

To the Trade.
ILLIAM BARRON AND SON'S

New WHOLESALE CATALOGUE
May be had on apphcation.

Elvaston Nurseries. Borrowash, Derby.

w
FOR SALE, 50,000 SPANISH CHEST-

NUTS, very strong, aj^ feet to 5 feet
; 30,000 ASH, very

strong, -zYz feet to 5 feet : 10.000 ALDER, very strong, 4 feet

to 6 feet ; 10,000 BIRCH, very strong. 4 ft. to 6 ft. Apply to

E. TANNER, Plant Merchant, Groombridge, Sussex.

SPARAGUS.—A quantity of Extra Fine,
for forcing. Also SEAKALE and RHUBARB for

forcing and planting. Prices on application to

J. COOPER, Gardener and Florist, Belfour Cottage,
Fulham Fields.

MAIDEN APRICOTS.— 2000 Moorpark
and other finest sorts, to be sold cheap, to clear land.

For price apply to.

EWING AND CO.. Norwich.

H

In LldUidation.

WILLIAM ROLLISSON AND SONS,
The Nurseries, Tooting, near London, beg to inform

their numerous Customers that the BUSINESS is being

CARRIED ON as USUAL, and that they have a fine healthy

stock of Orchids, Ferns, Palms, Stove and Greenhouse Plants,

Vines, Hardy Herbaceous and Alpine Plants, ftc, which they

can offer at very moderate prices. CATALOGUES and

special offers free by post on application.

ARDY EVERGREENS, thoroughly trans-

planted and prepared for removal, either in fine speci-

men trees, or in small stuff suitable for ornamental planting, to

be sold privately at a low price to effect a clearance, consisting

of Laurel of many varieties, variegated and green Hollies

nearly every variety of Conifera;, Rhododendrons, named

hybrids and Ponticums, and almost every variety of Evergreen

Shrub and Tree ; also a fine and select assortment of pyramid

and bush Fruit Trees, Apples, Pears, Plums, and Cherries,

i--yr. and 15-yr. old, well transplanted and in full bearing.

Mill Hill Station on the Midland Railway, Harrow Station

on the North-Western Railway, and Edgware Station on the

Great Norihern Railway, are convenient for loading trucks :

Edgware Station is quite near for visitors. A previous appoint-

ment for visitors is desirable. Address

PROPRIETOR, Whitchurch Gardens, Edgware, London.

s

X"! U C H A R I S A M A Z O N I C A.—
I i Special offer of this beautiful forcing Lily. Several

thousand Bulbs to offer. Price on application.

LITTLE AND BALLANTYNE, Seedsmen, Carlisle.

O R F O R C I~N ^g".

SPIRiEA JAPONICA. 201, per 100.

PALMATA. 25s. per 100.

By 100 or 1000. An immense stock, finely ripened. Smaller
palinatas, for planting, los. ^d., 155., and 20J. per 100. Extra
large clumps at moderate prices.

CHARLES NOBLE, Bagshot.

EAKALE for FORCING.—Splendid large
roots, no better in the land, 92^. per 1000 ; 105. bd. per

100. Prepaid orders.

ALFRED ATWOOD, Market Gardener, S, Talk Road,
Battersea, S.W.

PECIAL OFFERS TO THE TRADE.

MANETTI ROSE STOCKS, 400,000, fit for working.

MAIDEN PEARS on Pear stocks, 10,000, all theleadinj kinds

splendid plants.

STANDARD PEARS, extra fine.

PYRAMID and DWARF TRAINED PEARS.
STANDARD TRAINED JARGONELLE and other

STANDARD CHERRIES, extra fine.

STANDARD TRAINED MORELLOand MAY DUKE.&c.
Prices and List on application to

CRANSTON AND CO ., King's Acre Nurseries, Hereford.

LARCH FIR—300,000, 2 to 3 and 3 to 4 feet,

and large quantities of other Forest Trees.

NEW HEDGE PLANT, Myrobella Plum, of far more rapid

growth than Quick.
FRUIT TREES. ORNAMENTAL TREES and SHRUBS,

Priced CATALOGUES, also terms to the Trade, on applica-

J. CHEAL ,
EONS, Lowfield Nuri , Crawley, Su:

Florists' Flowers, Roses, and Climbers.

THOMAS S. WARE'S CATALOGUE of
the above, including, in the Florists' Flower portion.

Daisies, Delphiniums, Dianthus, Pyrethrums, Pinks, Bedding

Pansies and Violas, Show and Fancy Pansies, Potentiilas,

Border and Winter Flowering Carnations, Pa;onies, Phloxes,

and Sweet Violets, may now be had post-free on application.

Hale Farm Nurseries. Tottenham, London.

CHARLES NOBLE, Bagshot, Surrey, in a
re-arrangement of his Nursery, finds he has an overstock

of the undermentioned, which he will sell at 50 per cent, discount

for cash, taken in quantities of 100 or upwards in variety at one

time. Sample 100, if desired, sent.

Standarti Apples, Pears and Cherries, finest named kinds

Gooseberries, White Currants, and Cob Nuts.
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To Purchasers ot

LARGE OUANTITIES OF BULBS.
MIXED HYACINTHS,
DOUBLE VAN THOL TULIPS,
SCARLET VAN THOL TULIPS.

SUTTON AND SONS will be pleased to quote SpecLiI Prices

for the .ibove in large quantities.

Royal Berks Seed Establishment. Reading.

Roses, Frxiit Trees, &o.

ILLIAM FLETCHER'S CATALOGUE
for the present season is now ready, and may be had

on application. The stock is very large and most healthy.

The Ottershaw Nursery, Chertsey.

EWING AND CO. forward gratis and post-
free to applicants, CATALOGUES of their extensive and

well-grown stock of Standard and Dwarf Roses, Pot Roses,
Clematises, Vines, Fruic Trees, Ornamental Trees, and Coniferai.

The Royal Norfolk Nurseries. Newmarket Road, Eaton, near
Norwich.

SPARAGUS (Gravesend Giant), for forcing,
6j. per 100.

RHUB.iRB, Victoria and Albert, i6i. per lOo.

Cash and packing included.

T. EVES, Gravesend Nurseries.—(Established 1810.)

lANT LILY of the VALLEY.—Extra
strong blooming roots, 25. per dozen, r2J. dd. per loo,

package free.

E. COOLING, Mile Ash Nurseries, Derby.

To the Trade.

DWARF H.P. ROSES, 3oj-. per loo, ^12
per 1000, best sorts, package included.

H. BENNETT, Manor Farm Nursery, Stapleford, Salisbury.

In Liquidation.

WILLIAM ROLLISSON and SONS,
The Nurseries, Tooting, London.

VINES—VINES-VINES.
Having a very large stock of stout well-grown Vines for

Sale, principally Black Hamburghs, these are offered at very
moderate prices, viz.. Fruiting Canes, 5s. to 10^. 6rf. ; Planting,
21. M. to 5S.

To the Trade.

HAND F. SHARPE beg to announce that
. their Special LIST of GARDEN and AGRI-

CULTURAL SEEDS is Now Ready, and may be obtained on
application.

Seed Growing Establishment, Wisbech.

O THE TRAD E .

MANETTI STOCKS, 2ii. per 1000.

MUSSEL STOCKS, 451. per 1000.

CRAB STOCKS, 35J. per 1000.

Samples of the above may be had on application to

JOHN STANDISH and CO., Royal Nurseries. Ascot.

WM. KNIGHT, of the Floral Nurseries,
Hailsham, Susse.x, offers from his large Stocks of

Standard and Dwarf ROSES, FRUIT TREES of all sizes.

Scarlet and other RHODODENDRONS well set with buds,
CONIFER.B and EVERGREENS, and DECIDUOUS
TREES for Avenues, by the dozen, roo or 1000, at very low
prices for well-grown stuff.

Pelargoniums.

PELARGONIUMS.— Special Offer to the
Trade of Shovy, French, and Fancy Varieties. Strong

healthy plants, established in single pots, 35J. per 100, packing
included for c.ish.

JAMES HOLDER and SON, Crown Nurseries. Reading.

STANDARD THORNS, Paul's Crimson,
Double Pink, and Single Scarlet, very strong : Weymouth.

PINE, from 5 to to feet : CRYPTOMERIA ELEGANS, 4 to

S feet ; Black Italian POPLAR, 10 to 15 feet, to be Sold cheap,
to clear the ground. Price and sample of any of the above on
application.

RICHARD MASON, Windlesham Nursery, Bagshot, Surrey.

To the Trade.
NEW POTATO, PRIDE of ONTARIO."

Hand F. SHARPE are now sending out
• the .above most prolific and handsome shaped new

Potato. Full description and price may be had on application.
Seed Growing Establishment, Wisbech.

HE PRESTON NURSERY and
PLEASURE GARDENS COMPANY (Limited),

Fatington Hall Nurseries, Ribbleton, Preston.—We beg to
offer the following cheap and healthy Plants :

—

CROTONS in variety. I DRAC/ENAS in variety.
PALMS in variety.

|
FERNS in variety.

STOVE and GREENHOUSE in variety.
Prices on application to the Manager, WM, TROUGHTON.

Still some Good Clumps of

SPIR/EA JAPONICA, for Forcing, at ^5 per
1000 (including packing), free at the Steamboat at Ghent

only for cash accompanied with the order.

PETER DE COCK and CO., The White Flower Nursery,
Meirelbeke, near Ghent, Belgium.

TO THE TRADE.
CHRISTMAS ROSES 1 , , ,

LILY OF THE VALLEY V
'"'='"';»''"'= .'=''""P5'

SPIRAEA JAPONICA j
at low prices.

GLADIOLUS BRENCHLEYENSIS, GANDAVENSIS,
FLORIBUNDUS, n.amed French and mixed.

SANDER and CO., Seed Growers, St. Albans.

Autumn Planting.

LITTLE AND BALLANTYNE, Nursery-
men and Seedsmen to the Queen, 92, English Street, and

Broomfield Nurseries, Carlisle, invite inspection of their large,
varied, healthy, hardy, well-Rrown Stock of FOREST TREES,
ORNAMENTAL TREES and SHRUBS, PARK and
AVENUE TREES, ROSES, FRUIT TREES, &c.
Special rales to large planters. Cheap railway through rates.

CATALOGUES post-free.

Trees and Shrubs for PuhUo Parks, Cemeteries, &c.W JACKSON AND CO., Nurseries,
• Bedale, Yorkshire, can supply the above in great

variety and of good sizes, to give immediate effect. Properly
grown and well transplanted. Prices very moderate.

CATALOGUES free on application.

Vines—Vines-Vines.

BS. WILLIAMS begs to announce that
• his stock of VINES is this year unusually fine, and

comprises all the leading kinds, including " Alnwick Seedling."

For descriptions and prices, see B. S. W.'s BULB CATA-
LOGUE for this year.
Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper HoUoway, London, N,

BO .\ E D G I N G.—A quantity of good
dwarf. Apply.

To the Trade.
UEED POTATOS.—The subscribers are now
\^ ready to execute orders for large qu.antities of the main
cropping varieties. Good samples, free from disease. Prices

applK
LITTLE AND BALLANTYNE. Carlisle.

GRIGOR'S AOUILEGIA GLANDULOSA.
—^The subscribers have for Sale strong plants of this

beautiful Columbine, sent free by post or rait at 2s. per pair, or

9^. per dozen, on receipt of order or stamps of that value.

The Trade supplied per loo at wholesale rates

JOHN GRIGOR and CO., The Nurseries. Forres, N.B.

Autumn Bearing Raspberry.

BELLE DE FONTENAY. — Several
thousands of the .above, strong canes, to offer : by far the

best autumn Raspberry. Price per loo or looo on application.

CHARLES EVEREST, Jun., Alexandra Nursery, London
Road. Reading.

To Nurserymen and Planters.

THOUSANDS of FOREST TREES
to be sold cheap, comprising Balsam and Black Italian

Poplars, Birch, Walnuts, Elms, Sycamores, Acer Negundo,
Norway Maples. Limes, Horse Chestnuts, Spruce Firs, all from
8 to 15 feet, straight stems, and well rooted. Apply to

EDWARD MORSE, The Original Nurseries, Epsom.

HOME GROWN LILIUM AURATUM.
—Lovers of Liliiims should plant at once really home-

grown Bulbs. „ i„p„„ed Bulbs do die."

CHARLES NOBLE has just harvested this year's crop, and
will give prices on application.

Bagshot.—October 12.

Standard Tea Boses and Budded Camellias from

LEVEOUE ET FILS,' NURSERYMEN, 69,
Rue du Liegat, Ivry-sur-Seine, near Paris, beg to offer a

splendid lot of TEA ROSES. Standards and Dwarfs, from out-

of-doors ; also a splendid lot of CAMELLIAS, well budded
and old, in pots (ALBA PLENA in quantity).

C.-VTALOGUES and prices on application.

The LOy Nursery, Ghent, Belgium.
T VANDER SWAELMEN'S English
fj . CATALOGUES of Ornamental Plants, Winter and
Spring Flowering Plants, Lilies, and other Bulbs and Roots,
can still be had free on application.

To the Trade.

SEED POTATOS.—Our SPECIAL LIST,
containing all the best English and American varieties

grown by us the past season, may now be had, post-free, on
appiic

H. ND F. SHARPE, Seed Growers, Wisbech.

Roses, Fruit Trees, and General Nursery Stock

WB. ROWE solicits the inspection by
• Nurserymen of his extensive stock of the above,

which are well-grown, and fit for

Barboume N Worcestei

F
Roses—Roses—Eoses.

I N E DWARFS on MANETTI,
all the leading varieties, 355. per 100.

WILLIAM IRELAND, Pilton Nurseries, Barnstaple.

A MERICAN GROWN TUBEROSES.—
-i^A. The undersigned offers Double Tuberoses, first-class

Eulbs. packed and free to Liverpool at ^5 per 1000, in quanti-
ties of not less than 1000,

JOHN SAUL, Washington. D.C

DWARF-TRAINED PEACHES and
NECl'ARINES, extra sized. The Trade supplied.

Apply to

GEORGE SMITH. The Dell Nurseries, Rock Ferry. Cheshire.

G
To the Trade.

SPECIAL PRICES ON APPLICATION.
EORGE COOPER, Seed Merchant,

Hertford, begs to offer the following, of the choicest

stocks :

—

BEET, Red,Cooper'sExcelsior ONION, White Spanish
BROCCOLI. Hill's June

! „ White Globe
CUCUMBER, Improved Tele- ., Bedfordshire Champion

graph [Matchless CELERY, Cooper's Improved
PARSLEY, Curled, Cooper's I White
SWEDE, Cooper's Improved

;

B R O M P T O N STOCK,
Large Purple-top Giant Scarlet

TURNIP, ImprovedAberdeen CYCLAMEN PERSICUM.
Green-top Yellow from large flowers.

One Hundred Thousand

HOTEIA (SPIR.EA) JAPONICA, in veiy
strong and sjund condition.

HOTEIA (SPIR-liA) JAPONICA has been awarded several
lirst prizes, and always considered best shown : I4r. to

SPIR/EA PALMA'TA, red, extra, 6oi. to 901. per 100.

,, double white. 12^ to i6j. per roo.

„ ULMARIA AUREA, fol. variegata, 40J. to 455. per 100.

DIELYTRA SPECTABILIS, 10s. to 25^. per roo.

LILIUM LANCIFOLIUM ALBUM MONSTROSUiM,
very free flowering, 301. to 40J. per 100.

„ „ ROSEUM, 20S. to 265. per 100.

„ ,, RUBRUM, 20i. to26s. per 100.

„ CHINENSIS TIGRINUM, ,s. toSi. per roo.

CHRISTMAS ROSES (Helleborus niger). fine, 40J. to i6oj.

per 100.

Trade CATALOGUE free on application. Post-ofiice Orders
or good references from unknown Correspondents.
BUDDENBORG BROTHERS, Nurserymen and Bulb

Growers, Hilles,.m. ne.ar Haarkm, Holland.

English Oalis, 10 to 12 feet.

T GEORGE HILL (late John Scott), The
tJ Royal Nurseries, Merriott, Somerset, has a quantity of

above to offer, well rooted, at 2oi. per loo.
_

" What you plant in the old year will grow of itself, but

what is planted in the new year you will have to make grow.

Christmas Trees.

J GEORGE HILL (late John Scott), can
• supply the above, r foot, at 6l. per loo, 2 feet 151. per too,

well feathered.

The Royal Nurseries, Merriott, Somerset.

English Ye'ws.

ENGLISH YEWS, 4 to 5 feet, \2s. per
dozen, 855. per too.

J. GEORGE HILL (late John Scott), The Royal Nurseries,

Merriott, Somerset.

Evergreen Oaks.

EVERGREEN OAKS, all recently trans-

planted, from 3 to ro feet, at exceptionally low prices.

J. GEORGE H ILL (late John Scott), The Royal Nu:

Merriott, Somerset.

FRUIT TREES.—Pyramidal Pears, fruiting

trees, 6 to 8 feet, my selection, iSr. per dozen ;
Cuirants,

Black Naples, fruiting bushes, 165. per ico :
Standard Morello

Cherries, 6 feet stems, bushy heads, in flower-bud, i8s. per

dozen : Standard Plums. 6 feet stems, bushy heads, in flower-

bud, 18^. per dozen ; Medlars and Walnuts, bushy heads,

i8j. per dozen.
Fruit Tree CATALOGUE gratis.

J. GEORGE HILL (late John Scott), The Royal Nurseries,

, Somerset.

/COMMON LAURELS, PORTUGAL
\J LAURELS, and BAYS.—A quantity of fine stuff, well

rooted. Special low prices on application to

J. GEORGE HILL, The Royal Nurseries, Merriott, Somer;et.

SPANISH CHESTNUT, ASH, BIRCH
and ALDER, stout, well rooted, ^lansplanted. A large

quantity to be sold.

Mr. GEO. CHORLEY, Coaster's Nursery, Mldhurst.

ATALOGUES.— His Excellency Pierre
Wolkenstein will feel greatly obliged if Nurserymen and

Seedsmen wUI kindly send him their Catalogues. They should

be forwarded (by post) to

S. E. PIERRE WOLKENSTEIN, Secretaire dc la SocietiS

Imperiale d'Horticulture de Russie. St. Petersburg.

MR. GEORGE BUNYARD, Horticul-
tural Valuer, Nurservman, Seedsman, and

Florist (of the firm of Thomas Bunyard & Sons), Maidstone,

Kent. Valuations made for Probate. Partnership, Incoming or

Outgoing 'I'enants, or other purposes. Terms on application.

Transit Agency for Plants, Seeds, &c.

CJ. BLACKITH AND CO. (established
• 1822), Cox's and Hammond's Quays, Lower 'Thames

Street, London, SE.— Forwarders to all parts of the world.

Christmas Decorations.

LUCOMBE, PINCE AND CO. are now
booking orders for CAMELLIA. ROSE, ARUM

and EUCHARIS BLOOMS, and other CUT FLOWERS.
The Trade supplied.

Exeter Nursery, Ereter.

Three of the Most Beautiful Lilies.

/ 11IARLES NOBLE will send by post, on
^^'' tec-ipt of 5s. in stamps, three dozen Seeds of LILIUM
GIGANTEUM AURATUM and CZOVITSIANUM, with

directions to raise your own Lilies instead of importing.
Bagshot-

For Forcing, Superb Boots.

ASPARAGUS, 4, 3, 2, and i-yr., thinly-

sown stuff. RHUBARB, Linnajus, Prince Albert,

Victoria, Sc, finest stools, 4. 3, and 2-yr., from seed.

C. R. FREEMAN. Seed Grower, Norwich.

T ILIES OF THE VALLEY, strong, for
-*—^ forcing, first quality, all with flowers, price 365. per 1000.

In stock 800,000 pieces. Apply to

GUSTAV A. SCHULTZ, Eckartsberg, Berlin.

OSES, Standard and Half-Standard,
splendid plants, fine straight stems, 755. per 100.

GENISTA FRAGRANS, fine bushy stuff, in s^-inch pots,

50J. per too : do., in 4-inch pots, 30?. per roo.

PRIMULAS, double white, fine plants, in bloom. 12s. per doz.

MAIDENHAIR FERNS, fine plants, in4-lnch pots, £,i p. roo.

HEATH and son. Nurserymen, Cheltenham.

LUy of the VaUey.
'

OSBORN AND SONS have received, in
excellent condition, a large importation of single

crowns of the above, from Germany. The flowers of this breed

are larger than the Dutch, and produced very freely. Price

75. Cid. per too crowns.
The Fulham Nurseries, London, S.W.

Planting Season.

E BURGESS begs to offer the following
• strong Standard APPLES, PEARS, ROSES. Slandard

and Dwarf Trained APRICOTS. Turkey and English OAK,
English and Scotch ELMS, LIMES up to 12 feet, BEECH up
to 7 feet, SWEET BAYS, APPLE STOCKS, and a general
NURSERY STOCK.

Prices on application.

The Nurseries, London Road, Cheltenham.

TO PLANTERS of GAME COVERS.—
40,000 2-yr. and 3-yr. planted Evergreen PRIVET:

30,000 to 40,000 r-yr. 2-yr. transplanted LARCH, fine. For
samples and prices apply to

HENRY ELLIOT, Nurseryman, Longtown, Cumberland.

FOR SALE, three PEACHES, two NECTA^
RINES, trained, well furnished, 10 feet by 12 feet : or

would EXCHANGE for ROSES. CAMELLIAS, EUCHARIS.
J. GRIFFIN, Florist, Southport.

ASPBERRY CANES (Fastolf), 30,000
Strong plants, 35^. per loso. Free on rail for cish with

j, G. MITCaiNSON, 9, ChaeldStreet. Penzance.
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Special Offer.
, , , „ ,WBALL AND CO., Bedford Road

• Nursery. Northampton, liavuig :\ very larce Stock of

,l,c undermentioned Trees, K.C., in line .rendition f..r 'e'"""!

l.av,: niucli ple.i.Mire in oncring thein at the following \u%t

ALMKR, 4 to .; feel, fine, 20J. per icoo

ASH. J to 5".; feet, fine, 20J. per 1000

.. T to i; led. line, i^s. per 1000

BKRUKKIS, Aquifolia. i 10 ij^ foot, very good, i2J. per 1030

cuts IN Ul', Horse, 6 to 8 feet, fine lieads, 605. per 100

Scarlet, 6 to 8 feet, fine heads. 100s. per 100

ELMS, Canadian. 8 to 10 feet, clear stems, with good heads.

English (upright), 6 feet, cle.ai , with gjod heads.

HORNBKAM, 2 to 3 feet, very good, 20J. per 1000

LIMES, 6 to 8 feet, very fine, S5J. per 100; 9 to 10 feet, very

fine, 70J. per 100

rOPLAR, lilaclj Italian, 5 to 6 feet, fine, 8f. per 100 ; 8 to 10

feet, fine, 12J. per 100

„ Lombardy, extra fine trees, 8 to 10 feet, 2:1. per 100

PRIVET, common, 2 feet, bushy, ]o*. per tooo

., ovalifolium, 3 to 4 feet, soj. per tooo

WAl.NUTS. extra quality, 6 to 8 feet, 601. per 103

CHERRIES. Morello, dwarf trained, 6 to 7 shooted, strong,

.\PRICor.S, Moor P.aik, dwarf trained, 6 to 7 shooted, strong,

ivOSES, .m: I I' I
^ ' : ,1.1s. with large heads, fine varieties,

APPLES I .111 variety, own selection, 6or. per 100

PliARb ill.' I ,..11, 111 variety, own selection, 751. per too

CATALl)i,Uli.3 nt (jeiieral Nuiscry Stock on application.

To the Trade

JOHN PERKINS and SON have large

tf stocks of the following, fine clean-grown well rooted stuff :

-
ROSES. Dwarf, 30s. per 100.

PLUMS, Siandard Diamond, 601. per 100.

APRICOT.i. fine Dwarf-trained, 21s. per dozen.

„ fine Maidens, 47^. per too.

i-yr. cut-back, 30s per 100.

ACER NEtJUNDO VARIEGATA, Pyramids. 40^- P=r 100.

RERBERIS AyUlFOLIA. iH 'o 2 feet, 601. per 1000.

CEDRUS DEI JDARA. 3 to 5 feet, 30J. per dozen.

LAURELS. Porlujal, 354 to 4 feet, ics. per 100.

PICEA PINSAPO. 4t0 5 feet, 24s. per dozen.

,
NORDMANNIANA, 3 to 4 feet, 30^. per dozen.

WKLLINGTONIA GIGANTEA. 2 to 3 feet. 24^. per dozen

52. Market Square. Northampton.

Established Upwards of a Century.

DICKSONS AND CO., NURSERYMEN,
Sek[)SMEN, and Florists, i, Waterloo Place. Edin-

burah, beg to call 'the attenlion of those about to plant 10 their

extensive Stock of FOREST TREES, SHRUBS for Game
Coverts. FRUIT TREES, &c.. which have been grown in

^"rT'sr Co."aJe°now sending out their Bedding VIOLAS and

PANSI ES (of which they hold the largest stock in the country),

Early and Late PHLOXES, S:c

De ; CATALOGUES free on applicatit

THOMAS RIVERS and SON, The
Nurseries. SawbriHgeworth. Herts, have a large and fine

Stock of the following Trees, of all classes, for the Garden or

Orchard :
—

PEARS on the Quince and Pear stocks.

.\PPLES on the Paradise and Crab stocks.

CHER'<IES on the Mahaleb and Cherry sticks.

CURRANTS and GOOSEBERRIES.
FIG-i. fruiting tees in pots.

GRAPES, fruiting canes in pots.

PEACHES and NECTARINES, fruiting trees m pots, a

fine stock : do., trained trees.

NUTS, standard and dwarf
ORANGES and LEMONS.
PLUMS.
STRAWBERRIES, RASPBERRIES, &c.

ROSES, standard and dwarf, a very line stock of the

best kinds : do., in po.s for forcing, stout and well

grown plants
Descriolive Rose Cat.do^ue free.

Descriptive and Illustrated Fruit Cilalogue fre; by pist, 3,/.

jMi'ii'ttitrt- ^.-ii't Gatdcn, v 61", free l,v p-)st

Fiae Calleotlon of Plants for Decorating Purposes.

BWHirHAM, The Nurseries, Reddish,
• near Stockport, has a l.irge quantity of the following

useful plants on Sale :
—

EPIPHVLLU.VIS. in va.iety, fine bu.hy plants, well set with

blooms, i8i. and 24s per dozen,

DRACENAS, Cooperii. nigrescens. terminahs, nice bushy
plants, for table decorati in, 18^ and 24^. per dozen.

CROl'ONS vaneaatum, Veitchii. interruptum, nice bushy
plant-, suitable for table decoration, &c., 18^. and 24J.

per dozen.

Planting Season.

To NOBLEMFN, GtN ILEMK.N and the TRADE.

THE ROYAL MERRIOTT NURSERIES
are well stocked with immense quantities of ALDER,

BEECH, BIRCH. Horse CHESTNUT, ELM. Silver. Scotch,

and Spruce FIR, HAZEL, HORNBEAM, LIMES, OAKS,
POPLARS, YEWS, &c., of all sizes. Special low prices will

be forwarded on application to ,.„»,„, ts ,

J. GEOKGE HILL (successor to John Scott), The Royal

Nu Me

WM. PAUL & SON,

LPAILLET, NURSERYMAN, Chatenay les

• Sceaux, near Paris, has to offer the foll.iwing :
—

Roses, Fruit Trees, maiden or trained ; Ornamental Trees and

Shrubs, Tree and sinensis Pxonies ;
Magnolia Lenne-. o.\oniensis

and others ; Camellias, Rhododendrons, Azaleas, Clematises,

Conifers, Bamboos. Yuccas, tuberous Begonias, Viola Belle de

Chitenav .*n.i others; Trees for Avenues, such as Acers.

Platanus, Horse Chestnut, FRUIT TREE STOCKS, FOREST
TREES, and others of every description grown in large

quantities : Manetti, De la Grifferaie and Brier Rose Stocks.

Send for Trade List and Catalogues to L. P.. as above
; or

to his Agents in London, Messrs. R. SILBERRAD AND
SON. 15, Harp Lane, Great Tower Street. E.C.

Australian Plants and Seeds.

EUCALYPTUS GLOBULUS, PALMS,
, YCvDs. KKRNS, and all kinds of PL\NTS and

ihi-.US indigenous to Australia, Fiji. &c., supplied on the

most reason.il)le terms. Priced CAT.ALOGUES and Special

tbuotations on application.

SHEPHE-RD AXD CO., Nurserymenand Seedsmen, Darling

Nursery. Sydney, New South Wales. (Established 18)7.1

Agents: Messrs. C. J. BLACKITH AND CO., Co.i's Quay,

ROSE GROWERS,
I'RER, PLANT, B'JI.B, AND

SEED MERCHANTS.

WALTHAM CROSS,
V \u,;\ HERTS,

^^A Adjoining the " Waltham " Station,

^^ Great Eastern Railway.

Inspection of Stock invited.

Priced Descriptive Catalogues free by post.

Low;r Thames Street, London, E.C.

•Richard Smith &.C5,

1)^ Worcester =i#

TTIIFTY ACRES of FRUIT TREES.-
X' Apples. Pears, Plums, Cherries. Peaches. Nectarines.

Apricots, and other Fruit Trees, as Standards. Dwarfs,

Pyramids, Bushes, Cordon and trained trees in great variety,

all full of vigour, and warranted true to name. Descriptive

Price List, containing a sketch of the various forms of Trees,

with Directions for Cultivation. Soil, Drainage, Manure,

Pruning, Lifting, Cropping. Treatment under Glass : aUo their

Synonyms, Quality, Size, Form, Sk

Use. Growth, Duration, Season, Pri

TWELVE ACRES of ROSES.—Standard,
Dwarf, and Climbing, all the popular sons : also 80.000

choice Tea-scented and Noisette Roses in pots ; extra strong

Roses in pots for immediate forcing. See Descriptive Price

List, free for a penny stamp.

GRAPE VINES and ORCHARD HOUSE
TREES in POTS.—Grape Vines, extra strong, and

warranted free from phylloxera, oidiura, and all disease ;
Planting

Canes, 3J 6*/. to 5r. each : extra strong Fruiting Canes, TS. td.

to lOi. bd. each. Orchard-house Trees, fruiting In pots, (:on-

sisting of Peaches, Nectarines, Apricots, Plums, Cherries,

Pearr, Apples, and Figs. Descriptive Price List for a penny

stamp.

WORCESTER PEARMAIN APPLE
(awarded a First-class Certificate by the Royal Horti-

cultural Society).—One of the handsomest and most useful

Apples in cultivation. For full description see " Extract Irom

the Jaurna-t nf Horticulticn" and Richard Smith & Co. s

Fruit List, which may be had for a penny stamp. Coloured

Plates, id. each. Maiden Trees, is. 6d. each ;
Bushes. 3s.

each ;
Standards, Pyramids, and Dwarf trained Trees, 3s. bd.

and sr, each.

HARDY HERBACEOUS and ALPINE
PLANTS, their scientific and English names, height,

colour, iim; of flowering, and other useful information.

Descriptive Price List for a penny stamp. Collection of 100

beautiful hardy varieties for Garden Beds, Borders, or Rockeries,

LIST of all the EVERGREEN FIR TRIBE,
suitable for Britain, giving size, price, popular and

botanical names, derivations, description, form, colour, foliage,

growth, timber, use in arts, native country, and size there,

situation, soil, and other information, with copious index of

their synonyms. Free by post for six stamps.

T 1ST of STOVE and GREENHOUSE
I i PLANTS, comprising the best seleclions of Camellias,

Azaleas. Ericas, Epacris. Ferns, &c., free for a penny stamp.

LIST of EVERGREEN and DECIDUOUS
SHRUBS RHODODENDRONS, STANDARD

(IRNA.MENTAL TREES, CLIMBING and TWINING
PL.|\NTS, with their generic, specific, and English names,

native country, height, time of lljwering, colour, &c., and
general lemarks, free for a penny stamp.

A LL kinds of GARDEN SEEDS, of first

Xi- quality, liULBS. MUSHROOM SPAWN, TOBACCO
PAPER, ARCHANGEL MAIS, and other GARDEN
REQUISITES. See Lists, which may be had 00 apphcation.

•KtcHARD Smith 8. c^;

,fe: Worcester =m

TEA ROSES
WINTER FLOWERING.
ADAM ALBA ROSEA
BELLE LY0NNAI3E :

CATHERINE MERMET
DKVONIENSIS GLOIRE DE DIJON
JEAN DUCHER MADAME FALCOT
MADAME MAKGOTIIN MADAME WILLERMOZ
MARIE VAN HOUTTE ' NIPHETOS
PERI.E DE LYON 1

SOUVENIR D'ELISE
SOUVENIR D'UN AMI I

MARECHAL NIEL.
All in 8 and 9-inch pots, having well-trairied flowering waod, to

bloom throughout the winter.

Price, 30s. to 42s. per dozen.

2,000 HYBRID^PERPETUAL ROSES, in

9 inch pi3t>, well ripened under glass, and fii for im-

mediate forcing. 30s. to 36jr. per dozen.

25,000 TEA SCENTED ROSES of all the
leading kinjs, in 5-inch pots, extra fine plants, 13^. to

iSi. per dozen.

T!ie D.-scriptivc Catalogue of Rosesfor 1878 is iwio reaJy.

CRANSTON St. CO.,
NURSERIES, KING'S .\CRE, HEREFORD.

New Catalogue.MAURICE YOUNG
begs to inform Purchasers of Hardy Plants that his

NEW DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE
may now be had on application.

It contains lists of CONI FER^. RHODODENDRONS,
.and other AMERICAN PLANTS.

Standard and Dwarf ROSES, ORNAMENTAL TREES,
SHRUBS and EVERGREENS,

CHEAP EVERGREENS for COVERS,
PLANTS for WINTER BEDDING,

CLEMATIS and other CLIMBERS, Transplanted

FOREST TREES, iic,

all in splendid condition for removal.

it^ The Nurseries are about one hour by rail from Waterloo

Station.

M ilford, near Godalming, Surrey.

Kent, the Garden of England.

FRUir TREES TRUE TO NAME.

THOS. BUNYARD and SONS' new
De-criptive CATALOGUE for 1S78. may now be had on

application. In these extensive Nurseries (nearly 100 acres) the

Amateur may select his dozen, or the Market Grower his

thousands of Trees, from a stock of 150,000 well-grown, beauti-

fully rooted, healthy, and correctly named Trees. They will

be packed for any part of the United Kingdom. Large quanti-

ties can be sent in a through truck at a trifling cost. The
carriage will be paid to London or any nearer station, and a

liberal discount given to those who prefer cash payments.

Extra fine Kentish kinds of CHERRIES, KENT COB NUTS,
and every variety of FRUIT noted in the county.

THOS. BUNYARD and SONS, The Old-Established

Maidstone ; also at Ashford.

HARRISON AND SONS, Royal Nurseries,

Leicester, have the following stocks, all well-grown and

healthy trees : will be pleased to send sample and quote prices

for large or small quantities of any :

—

5,000 APPLES of best sorts.

5,000 PEARS of best sorts,

jo.ooo GOOSEBERRIES.
5,000 CURRANTS.

10 000 AUCUBAS, 6 inches to 3 feet.

10 000 GREEN HOLLIES.
io!ooo HORSE CHESTNUTS.
10 000 large trees for immediate eff'ect, consi ting of

LIMES, ACACIA, BIRCH, ELM, POPLARS,
SYCAMORES, &c.

Cabbage and Lettuce Plants.

HJ. H.'VRDY, Stour Valley Seed Grounds,
• Botes, SuBblk, begs to olfer a quantity of strong,

healthy, autumn-sown plants ;
—

ENFIELD MARKET and CARTER'S HEARTWELL,
V per 1000.

RED DUTCH, 5J. per loco

LETTUCE.—Brown Cos, Siberian, and Champion, 51. per

Package and carriage free for 5000 upwards (or plants equi-

valent), to any Railway Station in England.

Reference required from unknown Correspondents.

Plants, SpeclaL

The present is the best time for planting

HARDY NORTH AMERICAN
ORCHIDS, such as Cypripedium, Habenaria, Orchis,

&c., in their many species, of which we offer a splendid stock

of newly imported plants with strong flowering crowns. Also

DISA GRAN DI FLORA, in imported clumps, full of tubers,

from 5S. each. This is the most beautiful of terrestrial Orchids,

and ought to prove quite hardy in England.

N.B. The North American Orchids, grown as Cool-hou.se

Orchids, are most charming ; and as their prices, for flowering

plants, range from is. 6d. to 3s. 6d. each (and less when more

are taken) they are wiihin the reach of everyone.

CATALOGUES post-free on apolicalion.

THE NEW PLAN-r AND BULB COMPANY,

Planting Season.

MESSRS. JOHN STANDISH AND CO.
be" to call the attention of those engaged in planting to

their extensive and well-grown stock of EVERGREEN and

DECIDUOUS PLANTS. FOREST TREES. Sc. All are

without exception well rooted and in fine condition for removal.

The following list comprises a lew of those Trees, of which they

grow immense quantities :

—

FOREST TREES.
Acacia, 3 to 4 and 10 feet.

Birch, 3 to 4 feet and 10 to

Chestnut, 2 to 4 feet.

Pinus Laricio. i to 2 feet.

Pinus auitriaca, i to i',i

foot.

Scotch Fir, I to 1 5^ foot.

Spruce, 1 5^ to 2;^ feet.

Weymouth. 3 to 4 feet.

RHODODENDRON, fine

named varieties.

,, seedling. 2 to 4 feet, fine.

„ ponlicum, 12 to iSinches,

very bushy.

YEW. English, 2. 3 and 4 feet.

. Irish. 3. 4 and 5 feet.

BOX. 2 to 7]i feet.

AUCUBAS. green and
variegated.

BERBERIS, Darwinii.

,, Aquifolium.

rrFMATIS IVIES, and othei ^
and a vast vanety of EVERGREEN and DECIDUOUS

FRUIT TREES.—Pyramid Apples, Pears, Plums ; Trained

Apples, Apricots, Cherries, Nectarines, Pears. Peaches and

Plums. . ,. .

Samples and quotations on application.

Royal Nurseries. Ascot. Berks.

The Largest Black Grape In Cultivation, Gros

GUILLAUME (ROBERTS' VARIETY).

WTAIT AND CO. can now supply planting

• Canes of this wonderful Grape, which is quite distinct

from the old Gros Guillaume and Barbarossa. For particulars see

C,iy./e«ers' Chronicle, pp. 632 and 6oz. 1 he Canes now offered

are from eyes taken from Mr. Roberts parent Vine at Charleville.

Planting Canes, 7s. td each, stranger, IM. bd. each.

W TAIT AMD CO ,
Nurserymen and Seedsmen, Dublin.

! to 2%

f feet.

riety.

HOLLY. Green, i ti

,, hybrid, ij^ to

„ ,
. 2 to 3 feet.

,, variegated, in '

ROSES, H.P., in variety.

Standards.

,, „ Half-standards.

,, ,, Dwarfs.

„ Tea. in pots, in great
variety.

,, Gloire de Dijon, extra

„ Matechai Niel, extra

r CLIMBING PLANTS.
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DENDROBIUM SUPERBIENS.
A dozen spikes, each with from fifteen to twenty flowers, of this very

HANDSOME NEW DENDROBIUM
CAN NOW BE SEEN AT MR. WILLIAM BULL'S ESTABLISHMENT.

The blossoms of this Dendrobium are remarkably persistent, remaining fresh and in good

condition for nearly three months, so that they will be in flower for some time to come.

An Inspection is invited.

ESTABLISHMENT for NEW and RARE PLANTS,
KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON, S.W.

MAIDEN PEACHES. —A few hundred
Mniden Peaches, in the fuliowing varieties, for sale, viz.,

— Noblesse, Royal George, Royal Kensington, Red Magdalene,
Teton de Venn.';, Grosse Mignonne, &c. Price 50J. per 100,

packing included.

JOSHUA LE CORNU, High View Nurseries, Jersey.

To the Trade.

WM. SMITH AND SON, Seedsmen,
Aberdeen, beg to ofier their surplus stock of the

following POTATOS. viz , Rintoul's Early White and Pink
Dons, Ashleaf Kidney and Champion, all carefully selected.

applic

SPECIAL TRADE OFFER.— 50,000 Dwarf
ROSES on Manelti, finest plants in the trade, my selec-

tion, all nrst-raie sorts, 305. per 100, £\7. loj. per 1000 ; 50.003
strong SEAKALE, for forcinir, 40J. per 1020 ; 100,000 Giant
ASPARAGUS, i-yr.,ys 6(^. per 1000 : 2-yr., 13J. per 1001;
3-yr., 20J. per 1000; 100,000 i-yr. cultivated seedling BRIERS,

'ith ordi

RICHARD LOCKE, Alexandra N
Red Hill. Surrey.

and Rose Farm,

GEO. JACKM AN & SON,
(EbTABLlSHED 1810.)

Cultivators of

FRUIT and FOREST TREES
Evergreen and Flowering

TREES and SHRUBS.
ROSES, RHODODENDRONS,
Conifers and Hardy Climbers.

THE CLEMATIS

Descriptive Priced C.ilahpies free.

WOKING NTJRSERY, BURKE'S.
Important -Important.

SEED POTATOS.—Seedsmen desirous of
securing (at remark.-xbly low prices) a genuine and heallliy

Stock of all the principal English and American varieties, grown
from choice and carefully selected Seed, will please send foi

Special TRADE LIST, post-free on application.
" — ' SONS, Seed Potato Growers,

ADIANTUM CUNEATUM, strong, in 48s,
l^ per ,00.

PELARGONIUMS, strong, in 6o's, all the Iciding varieties,

such as Grand Duchess, Digby Grand, Rob Roy,
Captain Raikes, Queen Victoria, Beauty of Hoxtou,
&c , i,\ 41. per 100.

HOLLIES, gold and silver, worked last autumn, £,i los. per too.

W. L. MAITLAND, Merton Abbey Nurserj-, Merton Abbey,

STRAWBERRIES and RASPBERRIES.—
— From the fact of my being located in the midst of

hundreds of acres of all the best and most profitable kinds, I

am enabled to offer unusually fine Plants and perfectly tiue

to name. All those who wish to grow for gain should have
the Kentish well-known varieties. STRAWBERRIES, in

6-inch pots, and small, for planting, to give a crop at once,
are very fine. Having them from a distance, together with
change of soil, is the very secret of success.

CATALOGUE, with valuable information, post-free.

H. CANNELL, F.R.H.S.. Home for Flowers (adjoining

the Railway Station), Swanley. Kent.

CONIFERS, GREEN HOLLIES, and
TREES.—Cedrus Deodara, 3 feet, 2s. 6d ; C. Libani,

3 feet, 2s. 6d. : Thujopsis borealis, 5 feet, 2J. 6d. ; Thuja
gigantea, 4 leet, 7S. (>d. ; Cupressus Lawsoniana vJridis, 4 feci,

2j. &/. ; Swedish Juniper. 4 feet, i^. 6d., 6 feet. 2s. 6d. ;

Golden Retinospora, 2 feet, 25. td. : Ericoides, 2 feet, is. ;

Gold and Silver Hollies, 2 feet, 2^. ; Picea nobilis, 1 feet, 3^. ;

Pinsapo, 3 feet, is. 6d. ; Nordmanniana, 3 feet, 2s. 6d., 4 feet,

45., 5 feet, 5i. ; Limes, 15 feet, 2^ 6d. ; Birch, 15 feet, is. ;

Chestnuts in variety, is. each; Scarlet Oak, 15 feet, is. ;

Araucarias, 4 feet, zos. ; 5 feet, 30^. ; Rhododendrons, scarlet,

rose, while, 2 feet, 2S. 6d. ; Green Hollies i to 1% foot, 25s.

per 100.

E. WALKER. Farnborough. Hants.

R SALE, CHEAP.
MANETTI ROSE STOCKS.
CURRANTS, all varieties, fruiting trees.

APPLES, nice pyramids, fruiting trees.

PEARS, nice pyramids, fruitbg trees.

APPLE STOCKS, a-yr., good.
COMMON YEWS, fine, i to 3 feet.

LIMES, extra fine specimens.

MAPLES.
PRIVET, fine. i-yr. stuff.

Apply to ROBERT H. POYNTER, Nurseryman, Taunton.

F

BULBS — BULBS — BULBS.
Just imported.

150,000 Splendid CROCUS, colours separate; also a large

collection of fine mixed English IRIS, gd. per dozen. Early

and Late TULIPS, ii. per dozen. LILIUMS, from ^d.

each. ANEMONES, is. per dozen. RANUNCULUS, u
per dozen. GLADIOLUS, from is. per dozen. SNOW-
DROPS, 31. per 100.

TIMOTHY BRIGDEN, F.R.H.S., Importer of Dutch and
Cape Bulbs, sz, King William Street, City, EC. , and at the

South-Eastern Railway Sution, Cannon Street, EC.

To the Traile.—Vines—Vines-Vines.

WG. CALDWELL AND SONS h.ivc
• still extra strong fruiting Black Hamburgh VINES

to offer, excellent siulT, at 5s. 6d each. Also
AZALEA AMCENA CALDWELLII, will set with buds,

i8r and 241. per dozen.

APPLES. Standard, 40J. pel; 100.

,, Pyramid, 6aj. per 100. in all leading varieties.

General CATALOGUE of Fruit Trees, Conifers, Roses, &c.,

post-free on application.

The Nurseries, Knutsford, Cheshire.

w
New Catalogue.

riLLIAM BARRON and S0N\S New
DESCRIPTIVE CVrALOGUE of Conifera:. Hardy

ntal Trees and General Nursery Stock. "may now be
application. A petsonal inspection of iheir unrivalled

stock is solicited.

TheN three minutes' walk from the Birrov

the Midland (Derby and Nottingham) Railway.

Elvaston Nurseries, Borrowash. Derby.

ash

EAST LOTH IAN
NEW CRIMSON.

STOC K,

TODD & CO.
Offer Seed of tins splendid vaiiety, saved from the original

stock which for years has produced go per cent, of double

flowers. It is most brilliant in calour, and possesses the true

East Lothian habit.

Though not quite new, this variety is only partially known,
and deserves wide popularity. Many seedsmen substitute' ihe

scarlet variety for it, supposing no real difference exists.

In October last cut blooms of the Crimson East Lothian

Stock were sent for exhibition before the Floral Committee of

the Royal Horticultural Society, but unfortunately were not

deliveted in time. Mr. Earron in informing us of this, says :—
*' They were, however, exhibited to the company, and very much
admired ; the colour was very brilliant." In September last cut

spikes were sent to Messrs. E. G. Henderson & Son, Pine-

Apple Nursery. London, who say (when ordering seed):—" It

is certainly a very fine variety, being much brighter in colour

than the ordinary scarlet."

Mr. Robertson Munro. Abercorn Nurseries, Edinburgh,

one of the largest growers of flowers for the Edinburgh Market,

says :—" I have given up the scarlet variety, as it is quite super-

seded by your crimson, which is the most brilliant Stock I

know, and should be grown largely by every market florist, and
by all gardeners."

Mr. Alexander Gibson, the Gardener, Vogrie, near

Edinburgh, writes to Mr. Todd :—" I have grown the Crimson

East Lothian Stock every season since you gave me a pinch of

seed in 1871. It is quite distinct and immemely superior to the

scarlet variety, and has been admired by all wh.i have seen it

here. It cannot be too well known. I gained the first pri?e

with it at Edinburgh Autumn Exhibition in 1872."

Rcfa// Price, is. and 2s. 6d. per Packet.

Price to the Trade per ounce on application.

T O D B & CO.,
SEEDSMEN AND FLORISTS, MAITLAND STREET,

EDINBURGH.

H McMillan has some fine well-grown
• ORNAMENTAL TREES and -.HRUBS to offer,

which have all been transplanted within two years. No
reasonable offer will be refused, as the ground must be cleared.

Horse CHESTNUT, 9 to ir inches in circumference at surface

of ground, and 14 feet to 16 teet high.

LIMES, 6 inches in circumference at surface of ground, and

14 feet high ; 5 inches, do., and 13 feet high.

Lombardy POPLARS, 20 feet high.

Also some fine BIRCH, MAPLES. Spanish CHESTNUT.
New Silver POPLAR. &c.

PYRACANTHA, in 48-pots, 2 feet high, very good.

THU TA AUREA. 10 to n leet in circumference.

AUCUBA, 9 to 10 feet in circumference.

Evergreen PRIVET, very bushy.
Irish IVY, in pots and open ground, very fine,

YUCCA RECURVA. fine specimens,

St. James' Road Nursery, Kingston-on-Thames.

QPECIAL OFFER TO TPIE TRADE.—O SURPLUS STOCK on SALE, as the land must be
cletred for building purposes; all fin2 healthy plants, many
times transplanted.

FEUIT TREES.
CHERRIES, Standards, extra strong, 95-. per dozen, 6of. per

100 ; half do., do., ds., per dozen, 45^. per 100.

PEARS. Pyramids. 3 to 4 feet, extra strong. 5s per dozen. 30J.

per 100 ; Half-standards, 4 to 5 feet, strong, -js per dozen,

50.J. per 100.

CURRANTS, Black Naples, fine, strong, Sj. per 100, 70^.

per 1000.

pQjtEST TREES.
BEECH, 4 to 5 feet, strong. %s. per 100 ; 5 to 6 feet, i6v. par

100 ; 6 to S feet. 25J. per 100 ; S to 10 leet, 501. per 100.

CHESTNUTS. Horse. 6 to 8 feet, strong, its. per dozen ; 8 to

10 feet, 255. per ico.

„ „ Scarlet, 5 to 6 leet, strong, %s. per dozen ; 6 to 8 feet,

tos. per dozen.
LIMES, 2 to 3 feet, strong, 4J. per too ; 3 to 4 feet, 6^ per 100 ;

4 to 5 feet, lor. per loo
; 5 to 6 feet, 155. per too ; 6 to 8

feet, 25J, per too; 8 to 10 feer, 6ar. per 100.

EVERGREEN SHRUBS.
BOX. Green, 1 to 1 ! i foot. 25. ptr dozen, iis. per roo.

RHODODENDRONS, 6 to 9 inches, Sj. per 10^; 9 to ta

inches, 12s. per too.

„ fine and bushy, i to l^^ foot, 2or. per 100 ; ij^ to 2 feet,

25J. per 100.

YEWS. English, to la inches. lor. per 100 ; 1% to \\i foot,

I2r. td. per 100 : I to 2 feet, I'fi. per 100 ; 2 to 3 feet,

2-jS per too :
? to 4 feet, 455. per 100, and q*. per dozen.

B. WHITHAM, Nurseries, Reddish, near Stockport.

QPECIAL CHEAP OFFER ofO WINTER and SPRING BEDDING PLANTS.
AURICULA. Alpine, fine strain, in 60 pots, 120s. per ico3, i^s.

per 100.

DAISY, Aucubxfolia, golden netted fuliage, strong clump ,

30J. per 1000, 4^ per roo.

,, Crown, fine, strong clumps, 255. per icoo, 31. per 100.

,, Rob Roy, fine red, ditto, 2^s. per 10:0, -^s per 100.

., Bride, finest large while, ditto, 35?. per 1000, 4^. per 100.

MENTHA PULEGIUM, strong clump?, 131. per 1000, aJ.

11 rooted fine clumps,

heakhy plants, 501. per looo,

MVOSOnS DISSITIFLORA, lru(

4-.r. per 1000. 51. pi

PANSY, Cliveden Blue, 1

6j. per 100.

„ Blue King, ditto, 50J. per 1000. 65. per loo.

,, Dean's White, diito, 5oy. per icoa, hs. per roo.

„ Yellow Bedder. ditto, sos. per 1000, 6s. per 100.

PRIMROSE, Double Yellow, ditto, 855. per 1000. 10s. perloo.

ROCKETS, Double Purple, ditto, loj. per 10--.

„ Double White, ditto. %s. per 100.

CATALOGUE of General Nursery Stock on application.

W. B.\LL AND CO., Bedford Road Nursery, Norihampton

LEE'S NEW VIOLET ODORATISSIMA.
— Habit dwarf i.nd compact, quite distinct from any

other v.itiely ; colour, purplish azure, changing to pale azure

wlieii luliy developed : form, fine ; scent, exquisiie. As the

opinions of the Press, &C-, were given last spring, they will not

be repeated here. Plants at any time when the weather is

fa'/omuble, at the following rates :— 15*. per dozen, 8s. dd per

half-dozen. 51, per quarter-dozen. The Trade supplied when
-GEORGE

Fruit Trees

QCOTT'S ORCHARDIST, the most useful
O work on Fruit Trees in the English Litiguage. free

The ^iemott Nurseries contain all the best varieties of

APPLES, PEARS, PLUMS. CHERRIES, CURRANTS.
GOOSEBERRIES, APRICOTS. PEACHES. NECTAR-
INES. NUTS. FILBERTS. WALNUTS, c^c. T.ees of all

sizes and shapes. Priced LIST free on application to.

J.GEORGE HILL (successor to John Scott), The Roy.al

. Me [t. SiNur;

To tlie Trade —Immense quantities of extra fine

SEEDLINGS and TRANSPLANTED
PLANTS—Ouicks. Scotch Firs. Alders, Fruit Trees,

Shrubs, &c. For Descriptive CATALOGUE, apply to

LEVAVASSEUR and SON, Nurservmen. Us-y, Calvados.

France: or to their Agents. Messrs. R SILBERRAD AND
SOM 15, Haro Lane, Great Tow-^r Street. London. E.C.

N

Cheap Kentish Fruit Trees, etc.

On Ground that must be Cleared this Season.SPECIAL OFFER.
15,000 APPLES and PEARS, Standards and Pyra-

mids, from 6oi. per loo.

20,000 PLUMS. Standards and Pyramids, fromsor. per loo.

5,000 CHERRIES, tall Standards, ^v psr loo; Maiden
Morelli s, 5oy. per too : trained, from 185. per dozen.

LIMES and SYCAMORES. 10 to 13 feet, from 75s. per ico.

A van-load delivered free in or near London.

T. EVES. Gravesend Nur.eries.-(Establiihed i8io.)

URSERY STOCK TO BE SOLD, at

very low price-, as the ground must be cleared :

—

CHESTNUT, Horse, 8 to 10 feet.

ARBOK-VITjE. American, frcm 6 to feet.

PINUS AUSTRIACA. 3 to 6 feet.

FIRS. Scotch, 6 to 3 feet.

LIMES. 12 to 14 feel.

MAPLE, Norway, 14 to 16 feet.

BEECH. 6 to 8 feet, and 14 to 16 feet.

BIRCH. 12 to 14 feet.

OAK, English, 6 to 10 feet, S:c.

Prices on application, to

HENRY MINCHlN, The Nurseries, Hook Norton, Oxon.

l^ETER SMITH and CO., Hamburgh, beg
i- to offer the following splendid and rare LILIES and

other Plants ;
—

LILIUM CALI.OSUM, 241. per doi-n.

,, DAHURICUM, I2S. per dozen.

,
, PU LC H ELLU M. i8s. par do«n.

,, SZOVITZIANUM, i8s. per dozen.

,, TENUIFOLIUM, 15s. per dozen.

„ TIGRINUM, fl.-pl , bs. per dozen.

COLCHICUM SPECIOSUM, 181. per dozen.

IRIS I BERICA. 155. per dozen.
.

LILY OF THE VALLEY, best Hamburgh variety, single

bloming crowns, 395. per looo.

GLADIOLUS, best varieties. 12s. per too, 100s, per 1000.

ARAUCARIA IMBRICATA, single pots. 5 to 7 inches, 4-r.

per 100 ; 7 to to inches, 551. per 100.

THUJA CRAIGI ANA, single pots, 5 to 7 inches, 251. per 103 ;

7 to 10 inches, 35^. per 100.
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BY HER MAJESTY'S

>j5fe.,.

ROYAL LETTERS PATENT.

RENDLE'S PATENT SYSTEM OF GLAZING.

This Invention is now adopted by Her Majesty's Govex'nment,

AH the leading Railway Companies, Public Buildings, Winter Gardens, &c., throughout the Country.

ROOFS and SKYLIGHTS on ORDER, and RECENTLY GLAZED on RENDLE'S PATENT SYSTEM.

Baths.

Cliclsea Swiramlnj Baths,
I
Knighlstons Sivimming Ba

Lambelh Sivimmiiig Ballis,

Boat House.
Boat House, &c., Kew Bridge.

BllUard Rooms.

J. Puzey, Esf| , W.iIton-on-Thames, | J. Alliii, Esq., HcnJred.

Breweries.

Bass. RatclilTe & Co., Biirton-on-Trent.

Carriage Sheds.

J. Morrell, Esq , Offord, |
C. Allhusen. Esq., Slough,

— iMoor, Esq., Bougliton, Moucheisea.

OoUeges, Schools, etc.

BolUon Board Scho-)!,

Doncaster,
Evesham,
King's Lynn

Corn Exchanges.

I

Lincoln.

^^^rk Lane,

1 Worksop.

Clubs, Societies, etc.

Borough Club, Hudderslield.

Factories.

Messrs. Cort & Paul, Syston Statio

Messrs. Francis & Ci.. Bir.ninghar

Messrs. Handvside & Co., Derby,

Messrs. Perry & Co.. Birmingliam.

Fine Art Exhibitions and Studios.

Albert Hall, Sheffield.
|

Town Hall, Leeds,

Golspie Museum. N.B.. York Exhibition.

H. Hole, Esq., Photo Studio,
I
York Lecture Hall.

Greenhouses, etc.. Erected—Glazed.

J. \Vhitworth& Co., Manchester,

H.R.H. the Prince of Wales,

His Royal HighnessPrince Christian.

His Royal Highness the Maharajah
Duleep Singh.

Her Majesty's Commissioners for

Parks and Gardens,
His Grace the Duke of Portland,

His Grace the Duke of Rutland,

His Grace the Duke of Sutherland,

His Grace the Duke of Devonshire,

His Grace the Duke of Beaufort,

The Right Hon. the Earl of Nor-

The Right Hon. Lady Llanover.

The Right Hon. the Earl of Stam-
ford and Warrington.

The Most Noble the Marquis of

Exeter,
The Hon. the Earl of Charlemont,

The Right Hon. the Earl of Maccles-

field,

The Rt. Hon. the Earl of Dartmouth,
The Rt. Hon. the Earl of Portsmouth,
The Right Hon. the Earl of Cawdor.
The Dowager Countess of Aylesford,

The Right Hon. Lord Ebury,
The Right Hon. Lord Vernon,
The Rt. Hon. the Earl of Carnarvon,
The Right Hon. Lord Aberdare,
The Rt. Hon. Lord Alfred Churchill,

The Right Hon. the Earl of Bradford,

The Rt. Hon. the Earl De La Warr,
The Rt. Hon. Sir W. G. Hayter. Bt.,

The Right Hon. Lady Rayleigh.
The Rt. Hon. Lord Charles Russell,

The Rt. Hon. Lord Berkeley Paget,
The Right Hon. Lord Baulton.

The Right Hon. Lord De I'lsle and
Dudley,

The Viscountess Galw.ay,
The Dowager lady Kilmer, [ton.

The Marchioness Stapleton Brether-

The Lord Bishop of Bath and Wells,

The Lord Bishop of Durham,
The Right Hon. Lord Kinnaird,
The Hon. Martin SackviUe West,
The Hon. Ashley Ponsonby,
Sir Daniel Gooch, Bart. . M. P.

,

Count Heinrich Zichy, Vienna,
Sir John Burgoyne, Bart.,

S'r John Errington, Bart.,

Sir Frederick Fitzwygram
Sir Acland Hood, Bart.,

Sir Alexander Baiinerman
Sir R. Abercrombie.
Sir William Forbes. Bart

,

Sir W. B. Parker, B.art.,

Major T. R. Bridson,

The Baron Amphlett.
S. Majendie. Esq., M.P.,
G. H. Nelson, Esq..
R. I. H. Parkinson, Esq

,

, Bart.,

, Bart.

,

A. P. He od Lonsdale, Esq
,

F. E. Rawson, Esq.,
James Macbraire. Esq.,
John Mosford, Esq.,
The Rev. Canon Johnstone,
S. W. Norman, Esq

,

Mrs. Bradshaw,
Miss E. H. Nugent,
W, B. Puddicombe, Esq.,
E. Christie, Esq..
D.avid Ainsworth, Esq.,

Chartham County Asylum,
Major Fitzgerald,

Captain Conway,
Captain Castle,

George Blackburn, Esq. , Eatley,

G. Frankum, Esq.,
Thomas Pickard, Esq.,
E, W. Harcourt. Esq.,
T. H. Bryant, Esq.,
Mrs. York,
Miss Sandars, &c.

Woolwich Arsenal :—
Carpenters' Shop,
Contract Receipt Stores,
Carriage Factory,
Coopers' Shop,
Chain Testing Shed,
Greenhouses,
Miscellaneous Factories,

New Painters' Shop,
New Laboratory Roof,
New Smithy.
Rocket Sheds.

Her Majesty's Government.
,ed) :-Woolwich Arsenal (cont

. Shell Foundry,
Steam Drop Shop,
West Forge. S:c..

]
Cambridge Barracks. Portsmouth,

I

Enfield Small-arms Factory,
Portsea Barracks,

I

Royal Dockyard, Chatham,
I Royal Dockyard, Woolwich,
1 Royal EoEineers, Woolwich,
! Royal Artillery Quarters, Wool-
I

wich.

SPECIAL ADVANTAGES
oi'- R|':n'dle's Patmnt

System of Glazing.
This system is now being univer-

sally adopted by Her Majesty s Govern-

merit, several of the leadi?ig Raihoay

Companies, some of the principal Cor-

porations, includi?ig the Metropolitan

Board of Works, Commissioners of

Sezuers, and the New Winter Garden

Companies throughout the comitry.

There is an enormous Saving in the

Maintenance and Repairs of Roofs on

this System—say from 80 io 90 per

cent.—and there is no reason zuhy a

Roofshmdd not be as perfect in 20

years as the first week, because all the

perishable Materials, such as wood,

iron or paint, are completely coi'ercd

by the glass from the destructible in-

fluences of the zoeather.

Aiiother great reco?nmendation is

that there is no breakage from con-

traction or expansion eitherfrom heat

or cold, as the glass has full play

every direction. Tens of tliousands of

squares are broken from this cause

every year. Nor is there any break-

age from vibration of large Raihoay

Roojs in heavy gales ofivind, orfrom
the passing of express or fast trains.

Indeed, it is well known that a puttied

roof is neverperfect in a station where

express trains run through.

In adoptifig this system, all the

(•:>e?-lc7sting expenses of. repainting or

reputtying are completely done away
7aith ; and, as it is ttoio used by several

of the Great Railway Compatiies, an
enormous saving will be effected—it

will have a considerable influence in

supplying an addition to the yearly

dividends.

SUJttMABY OF SPECIAL
ADVANTAGES.

-Saving offrom

-No breakage fn
expansion,fre

-No breakagefn

) to go per cent.

amirepau-s.
I contraction or
I heat or frost.

libration caused
by heavy winds or passing
trains.

^.—Squares of glass can be instantly

replaced.

5.— The construction is very strong
and durable.

6.— The glass can be put on in one-

fourth the time ofthe old plan.
7.

—

Putty, cemetit, felt, ^c, are en-
tirely dispensed wit/i.

CAUTION.—Proceedings in Chancery
will be immediately commenced against
any one Infringing the Patent, or

adopting any colourable imitation of the
same,—not only are the Manufacturers
liable, but also the Sellers and Users.
A very handsome Reward will be given
to any one who will give information of

any infringement of the Patent.

Hospitals and Asylums.
Bartholomew's Hospital, I

Darenth Asylum,
Asylum, Chartham, I

NicholU' Hospital, Manchester,
Rawdon Convalescent Honie.

Hotels.

Grand Hotel, Charing Cross, |
Hankey's Buildings, Westminiter,

Keyset's Hotel, Biackfriars.

Leith Docks—Warehouses, Sic.

Markets.
Bailey. I

Leeds,

Sheflleld,
I

Wrexham.

RAILWAYS :-

Great Northern Railway—
Batley Carr Station,

Bradford tCity Road) Station.

Brick Lane Stables, Bradfyid,

Clayton Station,

Derby Station,
Dewsbury Station,

Greenside Station,
Great Horton Station.

Low Pudsey Station,

Manchester Road Station,

Thornton Staiiou.

Caledonian Railway—
Carlisle Citadel Station (area of

glazing, 322,000 feet),

Gordon Street Station, Gl-isgow
(area of glazing, 130,000 feet),

Rutherglen Station.

City of Glasgow Union Railw?.y
Bridge Street Station, Glasgow

(ico.ooo feet sup.).

Enoch Square Station, Cab
Sheds, Glasgow,

Kinning Park Goods Station,

Glasgow.

Great Eastern Railway-
Goods Depot, Bishopsgate.

Great Western Railway-
Bath Goods Station.

Cardiff Station,

Great Malvern Station,

Kidderminster Station,

Landore Station,
Milbay Station, Plymouth,
North Road Station. Plymouth,
New Engineer Offices, Padding-

Newport Station,

Neath Station,

Paddington Station,
Offices, Paddington,
Ruabon Station.

Stourbridge Station,

Torquay Station,
West Drayton Station,
Waggon Sheds, Westbom-ne
Park.

London and North - Western
Railway—

Birkenhead Station (84,003 super
[feet.

Wolve 1 Can ; Sheds.

London, Brighton, and Soutii
Coast Railway—

Horsham Engine Sheds,
New Painters' Shop, Brighton,

London, Chatham, and Dover
Railway-

New Engine Sheds, Battersea.

Midland Railway

-

Lincoln Station,
Rowsley Engine Sheds.

North Staffordshire Railway-
Engine-house, Smithy, &c,

Stoke-upon-Trent.

Great Northern RaUway of j,orth British Railway-
Queen Street Station, I

Ireland
Belfast Goods Sheds,
Running Sheds, Dublin.

Great Southern and Western
of Ireland—

Mallow Station.

G)ods Station, Dublin.

Dundee Goods Station.

Pembroke and Tenby RaUway
Tenby Goods Shed.

Stables, etc.

Coburg Row, Westminster. I Leicester Tramway Company.
De Bergue & Co., Manchester, Farm Buildings, Mowich, ]N.B.,

Fire Brigade, Leeds, [Sewers), Royal Hotel, Dundee,
Letts Wharf (for Commissioners of

I
Wolverhampton Tramway Company

Tennis and Racquet Courts.
OfTicers' Racquet Court, Wool- I

Teimis Court, Brougham,
wich, 1

Tynemovith Racquet Court,

s Theatres—Leicester Opera House.

Verandahs, etc.

M. Collier, Esq., Horrabridge,
|
Portsea Barracks,

E. Eyre, Esq., Steeple Aston, 1 Porch at Rawdon, Leed^.
Darenth Asylum,

1

Warehouses.
Messrs. Castledine & Nunn, Bury

St. Edmunds,
Mr. Drake, Eton,
Draper's Shop, Covent Garden,
Messrs. Ewing & Co , Alexandria,
Messrs. Eadie, Dalraarnock,
Field's Candle Factory, Lambeth,

Weaving Sheds.
Mr, Boyd's, Bruton. Somerset, |

Messrs. Higgingbotham. Ola
Messrs. Marshall & Co., Leeds.

Winter Gardens, etc.

Blackpool Winter Gardens, I Morecambe Winter G.ardens,

Leicester Floral Hall,
I
Rhyl Winter Gardens,

Royal Aquarium, Westminster.

Messrs. Parker's Works, Smithfield,
Palatine Arcade, Blackpool,
Messrs. Stewart. Coatbridge,
Messrs. Trumble & Co., Leeds.

For all olher information sec ILLUSTR.\TED C-\T.\LOGUES and BOOK.S of DESIGN, which can be obtained from the INVENTOR and P.ATEXTEE,

WILLIAM EDGCUMBE RENDLE,
3. WESTMINSTER CHAMBERS, VICTORIA STREET, LONDON, S.W.
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THE PARIS EXHIBITION of 1878.

A GOLD MEDAL has been awarded to

us for the Conservatory we exhibited at

the Paris TJniversal Exhibition, being the

HIGHEST HONOUR and ONLY GOLD
UEDAL awarded for British Horticultural

Buildings.

JAMES BOYD & SOIS,
. HORTICULTURAL BUILDERS

In Wood or Iron, and Manufacturers of

Hot-water Apparatus

FOR HEATING HOTHOUSES,
Churclics, Mansions, Public Buildings,

Harness Rooms, £^c.,

PAISLEY.

ESTABLISHED FORTY YEARS.

HOTHOUSES Built with WOOD,

Preserved by Gardner's Patent Process,

Arc rendered practically Imperishable, being

Proof against Damp or Dry-Rot.

HOTHOUSES ERECTED BY US
May be seen in most parts of Great Britain

and Ireland
;

Also in Australia, New Zealand, Cape of Good
Hope, &c

No. 3.

We. find that this Boiler gives great satis-

faction wherever it is tried, and from our own

experience we can recommend it.

HEATING APPARATUS
Erected complete, or the Materials supplied at

Moderate Prices.

ILLUSTRATED CIRCULARS POST-FREE.
Complete Catalogue, 3s.

JAMES BOYD & SONS,
Horticultural Builders and Heating Engineers

to Her Majesty's Board of Works,

PAISLEY.

AMIES'
CHEMICAL MANURES,

NOTICE.
The best evidence of the success of our

Manure is the numerous testimonials we have
received from unquestionable authorities and
practical horticulturists. The Manures are now-

prepared to ensure a quicker action than
hitherto, and we unhesitatingly assert that

Amies' Manures are the best that have ever
been offered to the public. Comparative trials

against other Manures are solicited.

Mr. W. BROWNE, the Park Superinten-
dent of Regent's Park, writes :—

" / liave applied your Manure to Cannas,
Solanums, Ricinus, Coleus, Alternantheras, Ss^c,

out-of-doors, and am well satisfied with result.

Its eject has been equally good on pot plants
indoors, such as Dracceims,- Crotons, Musas,
Palms, Pelargoniums, &-'c."

The Journal of Horticulture of October 17,

1S78, in an article on Regent's Park, says :

—

" Mr W. Browne, the able Superintendent, has
been especially successful in his floral arrange-

ments."

Messrs. FELTON & SONS, Nurserymen, of
Birmingham :—

'^ During the past season ive have given your
Manure a careful trial, and ivc are so satisfied

with it that we are now using it in all depart-

ments of our tiursery. We have more especially

noticed its very beneficial effects on stove plants,

our Draccenas, Crotons, Marantas, fe-'c, having
made wonderful growth and coloured remark-
ably well since treated with it. Ouryoung stuff
potted with it looks grand."

Mr. J. E. ROSE, Gr. to J, H. Renton, Esq.,
Muswell Hill :—

" My experiments with your Manures are of
such a satisfactory character that they deseme
special mention. A batch of old exhausted
French Beans that were only awaiting to be

thrown away, Igave a good top-dressing. The
results were really astonishing. They produced
a second crop, and lasted in bearingfor several

weeks, amifurnished us with a good supply, and
little, ifany inferior to that of thefirst crop. I
also used it as a top-dressing on two plants of
Stephanotis growing in pots. I never in my
experience had such a succession offine blooms—
it has been one mass all through tli£ season, and
promisL f to < ontinuefor a long time to come. As
a pioof how much the Stephanotis appreciate

tht apptuation of .4 lilies' Manure, I applied it

a quaitii ofan inch thick over the surface, and
III thitc di)s after this dressing fileyoung roots

had foi nit I almost a mass through the Manure.
I pal tii iilai Iv noticed it had the same effect on
III 111 lu h heans. Iplanted three rows ofSand-

iij;haiii White Celery. One row after planting
1^1 I. a tan sprinkle of the Manure, andstirred

I in with a gardenfork about the roots. With
this exception all three rows received exactly the

same treatmettt, but there is such a marked
difference in size of head and colour offoliage,
that in going round the garden the other day
with my employer he asked me the cause ofsuch
a difference. He expressed himselfpleased to see

the trial so satisfactory, and said we must liave

a quantity of the Manurefor another season."

Amies' Manures may now be had of all

principal Seedsmen,

In 1 Cwt., 4 Cwt., and J Cwt. Bags, and in

Canisters, as usual.

WRITE for DESCRIPTIVE PAMPHLET.
POST-FREE.

AMIES' CHEMICAL MANURE COMPANY
(LIMITED),

79, MARK LANE, LONDON, E.G.

SATURDAY, DECEMBER 7, iS

PLANT DISTEIBUTION.

AMONG recent publications of the Royal
Geographical Society we note the report

of a lecture on "Plant Distribution as a Field for

Geographical Research," by Mr W. Thiselton

Dyer, a lecture as full of learning as an egg is

full of meat, to use a familiar expression. The
main object of the lecture was to indicate to

travellers in what diverse ways they might
contribute to the advance of practical and scien-

tific botany—and this, without themselves being

skilled botanists, or possessed of any special

knowledge, but merely of the will to be useful.

The lecture is an admirable exposition, in

brief, of the state of our knowledge respecting

the geographical distribution of plants and the

causes which have been instrumental in effect-

ing it. It indicates the general nature of the

problems yet to be solved, and shows how ex-

plorers and travellers may work to this end.

The relations between scientific and utilitarian

botany are well shown, and the gaps in our

knowledge of the sources of so-called economic

plants pointed out. A few extracts will serve

to show the general scope of the address and

the manner in which it has been treated.

It is the fashion in some quarters to sneer at

herbaria as so many haystacks—the intent of

the sneer being to convey the idea that they are

of little scientific value. Mr. Dyer is ofa different

opinion. "However efficiently," says he, "a
scientific botanist may study the plants of a
counti7 in which he happens to be residing, in

the living state, it is clearly impossible they can

be compared with those of other countries unless

specimens can be presen-ed suitable for exami-

nation, and deposited in some central situation

available to students. ... A herbarium , in

modem times is not a thing got together from

the mere blind passion of accumulating rare

and curious things, but is an instrument of

scientific investigation—a method of bringing

together in a convenient space the materials for

studying and comparing the world's vegetation."

This affords an opportunity for impressing on

intending travellers in little known regions the

desirability of collecting and preserving speci-

mens of the plants they meet with. Even if this

be only done in a comparatively desultory un-

systematic manner, the results may be very

important, as is shown by the remarkable results

obtained from an examination of the few scraps

which the late Rev. Mr. New managed to

collect in his ascent of Kilema Njara, a snow-

capped mountain in tropical Africa. Where
more careful and complete collections can be

made, as was • the case with Colonel Grant,

the companion of Speke, the results, of

course, are proportionately more important
;

while of the value of such collections made
by one who, like Welwitsch, resided per- -

manently in the country, it is impossible to

speak too highly. Mr. Dyer alludes to some

very striking instances wherein, so to speak,

casual and very imperfect collections have

proved to be of great scientific importance.

But, as we have said, the practical side of the

question is not omitted, and Mr. Dyer passes

on to show the great value of herbaria for

economic purposes :-^

"The botanical determination of the existence of the

indigenous .Tea plant in Assam initiated the commence-
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mjnt of the Indian Tea cultivation.* In what promises

to be another great branch of Indian industry—the cul-

tivation of Cinchonas, the botanical delerminaiion of

the vakiable species has been all-important. None have

felt tills more than the Dutch, who introduced a worth-

less species (Cinchona Pahudiana) at great cost into

Java, the cultivation of wliich they had eventually to

abandon. To point to more recent instances which fall

within my knowledge, I may mention that after the

India Office had gone to great expense in bringing over

to this country for introduction into India the true

plant which yields Para india-rubber, we learnt that one

bearing the same scientific name (Hevea) was already in

cultivation in the botanic gardens of the East. On ob-

aining authentic specimens we were able to ascertain

that, though a ruljber-producing plant, it was really

quite different from that of Para, and so disappointment

and contusion were obviated. To talie some minor in-

stances ; a substance called Chicle gum was sent to us

from America as likely to be of use in telegraphic engin-

eering. Had it proved of any value—which it did not

—in ascertaining the fact that it was produced by a

widely cultivated tropical fplant (.\chras Sapota) we
should have been able to introduce a new industry into

countries where tlie Sapodilla Plum already grows. A
grass (Uniola virgata), again, was sent to us from the

West Indies as a proposed paper material. Grasses are

so much alike in leaf and stem that but for a fragment

of the inlloresc:nce we could not have identified the

species. When this was done, residents who are

acquainted with the plants of Jamaica would have no

diffiju ty in knowing where to lind it, and, if it proves

worth while, can cultivate it for the purpose. As a final

instance, let me take the introduction of a new drug

. (Daboisia myoporoides) which we owe to Baron von

Mueller. The natives of Central Australia have long

been known to chew a plant which they call Pituri, which

invigorates them on long foot journeys, and e,\cites their

courage in warfare. B.iron von MueUer succeeded in

identifying this plant as Duboisia Hopwoodii. This led

him to test the properties of another species—Duboisia

myoporoides, whicli he found to possess amongst others

that of dilating the pupil, for which purpose it is already

in use in ophthalmic surgery.

f

"And even ot things which find their way into com-
merce, our ignorance of the source is often remarkable.

Till within the last lew years it was supposed on the best

authority that the well-known kinds of tobacco grown at

Lattakia and in Cuba were the produce of some other

species of Nieotiana than N. Tabacum, which re.ally yields

them. St. Ignatius' Beans, which find their way into

the markets of this country as a source of the deadly

poison strychnine, are the seeds of a fruit which is said

to be sold in the market at Manilla, and there our know-
ledge stops. The various kinds of Cardamoms which are

lound in Eastern trade are the seeds of plants most im-

perfectly known, though some species grow in forests

under the charge of Government officers. When we
approach China we find, as we might e.xpect from the

sagacity of that ancient people, that the vegetable pro-

ducts in use amongst them are very numerous, but that

the origin of them is very little known amongst Europeans.
It required ali the energy of Sir William Hooker
to urge his correspondents during several years to trace

out the history of the plant whose pith is the material of

rice-paper, and which is confined to the island of For-
mosa.t It was reserved for Lieut. -Colonel Prejevalsky
as the crown of Ills adventurous journey to Lake Koko-
nor, to settle finally the controversies as to the source of
true or Kiakhta Rhubarb, and to study the real plant
producing it (Rheum palmatum) on its native soil

;

being, says CjI. Yule, the first European who had
seen it there since Marco Polo.'

" During the course of last year the attention of the
In lian Forest Department was attracted by the high
price given at Shanghai for coffins made of Nan-mu
wjod. Of the same wood the Imperial palaces at Pekin
are also said to be built, although travellers were quite
content to believe they were constructed of Teak, just as
antiquaries have held, and with as little accuracy, that
the oaken roofs of our ancient buildings were made of
Chestnut. This tree appears to be indigenous to Yunan

;

and a few leaves collected by Mr. Davenport during the
mission to that country, and examined by my acute col-

l3ague. Professor Oliver, have rendered it probable that
this celebrated timber-tree is at any rate a member of
f-ie Laurel family, and possibly allied to Phoebe pallida,
\/ilh whose foliage its own closely agrees.

'

'
However, I fear I have too long trespassed on your

patience in endeavouring to illustrate by example as well
as precept tli"! im;iieas> services which the ' roring
liuglishman,' and still more the disciplined explorer,
might render to that pi-actical side of botanical studies
wiiich at Kew we never :ose sight of for a moment.
All economic plants, whose range is at all contracted,
progress steadily towards extinition, and t e irs lep n

•A. Burrell, "Indian Tea CuUivatlua " 7>»
Sciiely of Arts, vol. xxv., pp. 206, 207.

f N,tlu<-e, May 24. 1377.
t Jownal ofBotany, 1S32, pp. 50—5

of t,

attempting to obviate this by bringing them under culti-

vation is to make quite sure that we have got hold of the

precise plant which produces the thing of which we wish

to keep up the supply."

We have not space to follow the lecturer in

his rcsumdal the present state of our knowledge

and of our ignorance—which latter, indeed, fur-

nished one main object of the lecturer's discourse

—of the three great primary floras of the world.

The northern flora, with its forests of Conifers and

catlvin-bearing trees extending over vast areas
;

the southern flora, broken up into numerous

local groups ; and the tropical flora, with its

relative absence of herbs and predominance of

trees, are all touched on in this lecture, and the

deficiencies in our knowledge are pointed out in

such a way as to show to the geographers to

whom the lecture was addressed the most ready

means of supplying them.

One thing we miss in this excellent lecture

—

and the omission is to us a source of regret

—

the claims of horticulture are almost entirely

ignored. Is there anything more provoking

for the botanist and horticulturist than the

narrative of the average traveller, telling of

noble trees, lovely flowers, curious plants, of

products and materials yielded by this, or fabri-

cated from that plant, the plant itself being

described in such language that its recognition

is wholly impossible by the practised botanist,

while of course to the general reader absolutely

no information at all is conveyed ? In indicating

to geographers and travellers the points on

which botanical information such as above
mentioned is required, the opportunity might

well have been taken to have also impressed the

necessity for cultural purposes of observations

of extremes of temperature and other climatal

conditions. These are important factors in

" plant distribution," while their practical value

is obvious. But the subject is too vast for

treatment within a few octavo pages, so that

the wonder is, not that one department was
passed over, but that it should have been pos-

sible to say so much and to the purpose, in so

limited a space.

New Garden Plants.

BULI!OI>HYLLUM KHASYANUM, Griff*

This was discovered by the eminent botanist, Dr.
W. Griffith, in the Khasia hills. Later on it flowered
at Chatsworth, having been gathered by the late

Mr. Gibson. Dr. Lindley named it B. Gibsoni, but
it appears that the name was never formally legiti-

matized by any publication, so that it has to give way
to Dr. Griffith's name, given with the description in

his Notiihz. It was found afterwards in Burraah
by the Rev. C. Parish ; and now, at the end of
November, 1878, it is in flower in the collection of
Mr. W. Leach, Oakley, Fallowfield, Manchester,
under the able management of Mr. W. Swan. It

came with Vanda coerulea. This species has unusually
thick oblong leaves, with a rather long petiole,
reaching the length of a span. The slender peduncle
looks brownish, but when you investigate it nearer
you find it greenish, with numerous purplish brown
longitudinal, sometimes confluent stripes. There is one
narrow sheath in the centre of it. The raceme itself

is very dense, with very numerous flowers, and is bent
down into an acute angle to the summit of the
peduncle. There is, however, one peduncle gathered
by Dr. Griffith in Dr. Lindley's herbarium, where
the raceme is ascending. This inflorescence seldom
exceeds the length of an inch. The bracts are trian-
gular, light brown, exceeding the green ovaries.
The single sepal is triangular, acuminate, ochre-
coloured, with three dark chocolate-brown veins ; the
lateral sepals nearly flat, spreading, form one oblong
mass, connate, but split into two lacini.TC with
bristle-like apiculi ; each side with three broad dark
purplish nerves. The very small petals are spatulatc,

BidbofiHyllum kitasyanuiit. Griff. — Pseudobulbo conico
lophyllo a vaginls ligulatis demum solulis slipato ; folio valde
aceo bene petiolato oblongo-ligulato obtuse acutiusciilo

;

pedunculo gracili medio arete univaginato ; racem? densis^imo
brevi refracto

: bractets'triangulisovariapedicellata.superantibus
scpalo imparl trianjulo acumraato irmervi ; scpalis jateralibvis
bl in,^is lacis -niilio m>joribus, apice exceptoconnati^, ibi fissis,
.tpice aoicnlaLis. tepaii^ spatuKiiis ap ce obtusatis, denticulatis
cum apiculu ; labello carnoso litiulaio. basi utrinque minute
angulato. cjr.na de aiigulo us^ue in diicum incurrente

; cjlumna
brevi auricula, erecta membranacea fligulata retusa cum
ap'culo u'L'c\iit\\i&.~BolbophyUum k^uuvamtm, Griif. Not 284
B Ibothylhtm Gibsoni. Lindl. MSS. //. G. Rcht.f.

apiculate, with some small teeth around the apex,
one-nerved. The fleshy lip is oblong acute, with a
small tooth on each side and two keels from those teeth

running in an oblique manner to the centre. The
very small column has on each side a nearly square
u]iright auricule, with a central tooth on the superior

side. The species is very peculiar in its appearance.
//. G. Rchb.f.

OdONTOGLOSSUM CRISTATEI.I.tlM.*

A very curious plant, most probably a hybrid
between O. cristatum and some species like triumphans
or epidendroides. It is said to be very florid, bearing

side racemes. As to that richness I have but a single

flower before me much in the way of that of Odonto-
glossum cristatum, but with hastate petals. The
sepals and petals are light yellow with sepia-brown

few spots. The lip is short, narrow, nearly oblongo-

pandurate, apiculate, undulate, with exceedingly

minute teeth and the callosity like that of the common
Odontoglossum cristatum, Lindl. There stand on each

side six teeth, and before them two rhomboid serrate

lamellx, all yellowish, serrated with cinnabarina-

purple. The anterior part of the lip is sepia-brown.

1 he front side of column has three violet spots on its

base and some brown lines. I have to thank Mr.
Bull for this curious plant. H. G. Rchb.f.

HARDY STONECROPS: SEDUMS.
{(Continued from p. 68s)

39. S. ANGLICUM, Hudson; WilM. Sp. PI. ii., 76S.

Glabrous. Barren shoots trailing or erect, i—2 inches,

forming dense cushion-Hke masses. Flowering stems

2 inches.

Leaves crowded, alternate, sub-opposite, less crowded

on the flower-stem, erect or spreading, ^

—

\ inch, ovate

acute, or ovate lanceolate ;
gibbous, green, becoming

tinged with red.

Cymes dichotomous, few flowered. Flowers \ inch,

Flower-buds pyramidal, 5-angular, sulcate.

Sepals ovate acute, less than half the length of the

lanceolate pure white or rosy tinted petals.

Anthers sub-globose, red, becoming black.

Carpels erect, white, style subulate ; scales red.—Fl,

July.

Eng. Bot., ed. Syme, t. 531.

Syn. S. oblongum. Haw. Rev. Succ, p. 29. teste

Baker.

Western Europe, Britain.

A very neat and pretty species, suitable for rockeries;

l)ut it is not an easy species to cultivate, unless closely

watched.

40. S. MONREGALENSE, Balbis, cx DC. Prod. iii.,

403(1828).

Glabrous, except in inflorescence. Barren shoots

spreading, erect, or creeping, slender, cylindrical, i—

4

inches, rooting at the nodes.

Leaves on the barren shoots crowded, spreading, linear

or obovate-oblong, thick, papillose, ^

—

\ inch.

Leaves on the fertile shoots scattered, narrower than on
the barren stems, often spotted with pink.

Inflorescence a lax terminal many-flowered panicled

cyme, with glandular pubescence, primary peduncles

deflexed, ultimately erect or spreading.

Buds roundish, pointed.

Flowers \ inch diameter, white, 5-merous.

Sepals deltoid, glandular, pink spotted, one-third the

length of the petals.

Petals spreading, deltoid, mucronulate, somewhat con-

cave, white on the upper surface, pinkish brown, and
glandular, pubescent beneath.

Stamens nearly as long as the petals ; filaments white,

anthers pinkish.

Carpels whitish, styles erect. Scales white. — Fl.

Summer.
Syn. S. cmciatum, Desf. Cat. (1829), el DC. Fl. Fr.

361.

North Italy, Corsica.

A very pretty dwarf species, of compact habit, with

leaves of a bright cheerful green, and panicles of

white starlike flowers. The refiexed inflorescence

and glandular hairs on the peduncles give this species

a very distinct appearance.

41. S. DASYPHYLLUM, Linn. Sp. 61S ; DC. Prod.

iii., 406.

Glaucous, glabrous, or glandular.

Stems tufted, slender, 2—3 inches, branching.

* Odontoglossum crisiatellum.—A^. Odontoglosso cristato,
Lindl.—Sepalis basi subhastatis ; labello brevi unguiculato,
lamina ligulaia lobulata undulata aplculata ; limbo minuto
dcuticulatu, callis subulatis obtuse acutis radiantibus in basi,
cariiiis rhombei, serratis duabus antepositis ; columnsc trigona
arcuata bupra basin utrinque, angulaiis quadratis minuta
serratis.—In horto BuIIiano apparuiu B. G, Rchb.f.
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Leaves crowded, sessile, spreading, oblong-acute or

suborbiciilar, thick, studded with crystalline-looking

pimples, \
—\ inch.

Cymc^ corymbose, lax, few flowered.

Rudb oblong cylindric, obtuse.

Flowers \ inch diameter.

Sepals oblong obtuse, fleshy.

Petals 3—4 times longer than Uie sepals, lanceol.tie,

pi^ikish.*

Filaments glabrous ; anthers black.

Carpels white. Styles erect.

.Scales pink or yellow.—FI. July.

Jacq. Vind. ii., t. 153 ; Eng. Bot.. t. 656 ;
DC. I'l.

Grasses, t. 93-

Syn. S. reticulatum, Sclirenk, ex DC. Prod, iii., 406.

Britain, Europe, Northern Africa.

This species, which is found on walls and rocks in

some parts of England, though considered a doubtfut

native, varies in the amount of pubescence, being

sometimes found nearly or quite glabrous. The fol-

lowing variety is often met with in cultivation :

—

Vzx. glandnlifcrum, Moris, FI. Sardoa, ii., 125 ; Hook"

fil Bot. Mag., t. 6027; Ball, Spicil. FI. Maroc. in

Journ. Linn. Soc. xvi., 452, densely glandular pubescent.

^=S. glanduliferum, Gussone, Flor. Sicul. Prodr. i., 519 ;

Tenorc, FI. Nap. iv., 251, t. 232, f. 2. S. corsicum,

Duby, Bot. Gall, i., 299; DC. Prod, iii., 406; Tenore,

FI. Nap. iv., 252.

Mediterranean region, mountains norUi-wcst of

Tetuan. Maw !

Var. oblougifolium, Ball, in Journ. Linn. Soc. xvi..

452 ; differs from the type in its oblong not obovatc

leaves.

42. S. HREVirOLlUM, DC. Prod, iii., 406 ; Mon.
Crassul., I. 4.

Glaucous, pruinosc, tufted, with much the habit of S.

dusyphyllum.

Leaves crowded, in four rows, -^^ inch long, ovoid,

subglobose, pinkish, densely covered with meaty pubes-

cence.

Inflorescence an umbellate 2—3-forked cyme, with a

central pedicellate flower in the centre of the fork.

Flowers \ inch in diameter.

Sepals oblong lanceolate, whitish, with a pink midrib.

Petals oblong acute, with a pink midrib.

Anthers pink.

Carpels white
; glands yellow, emarginate.— I'l. Ju!}

.

I'rance and Mediterranean region.

AVhen well grown this is a beautiful little species,

its dense, pinkish, mealy leaves being very striking.

We have found it, however, troublesome to keep,

tender and impatient of moisture at the root. It is

so pretty that it is amply worth a little e.xtra care.

43. S. ALBUM, L.; DC. Prod, iii., 406.

Glabrous, tufted. Barren shoots erect or creeping,

rooting, terete, olive-brown, sometimes slightly tubercled.

Fertile stems erect. 4—6 inches, pinkish.

Leaves alternate, spreading, about \ inch, linear

oblong obtuse, contracted, but not gibbous at the base.

Cymes 2—3 inches in diameter, corymbose, much
branched, many flowered, ultimate stalks shorter than

the flower.

Buds oblong.

Flower nearly i inch in diameter.

Calyx-tube cup-shaped ; sepals obtuse.

Petals lanceolate, white, spreading, twice the length of

the calyx.

Anthers reddish.

Carpels white or pink, studded with glandular hairs.

Scales yellow.—FI. Summer.
Eng. Bot., t. 157S ; DC. PI. Grasses, t. 22.

Syn. S. neglectum of some gardens, not of Tenore
;

S. farinosnm of some gardens, not of Lowe ; S. cliri-

sianuni (? Clusianum), Hort. Florence.

Britain, Europe, temperate Asia, North Africa,

^Vhen in flower this is handsome, from the profu-

sion of its white flowers. It varies considerably in

size, and to some extent in the fomi ol its leaves.

The following varieties may be mentioned.

Var. terdifolium. Haw. Syme ; Hook. Stud. Flor.,

p. 143.—Leaves much flattened above, sepals and petals

obtuse.

Var. mUranthum, DC. — Leaves on the barren

shoots ascending, not spreading, as in the type; leaves

flattened on bolli surfaces ; flowers smaller. ^ S. micrnn-
thum, Bast, in DC. FI. Fr. v., 523 ; Gren. ct Godr. i.,

623 ; Ball, in Journ. Linn. Soc. xvi., 453 ; S. Clusianum.
Guss. Syn. i., 516, ex Boiss. FI. Orient, ii., 781.

Var. brevifolium, Boissier, FI. Orient, ii. 781.—Leaves
shorter and Uiicker than in the type. = S. Athoum.
DC. Prod, iii., 407, ex Boissier, I.e. ; S. turgidum of

gardens, S, angiUatuni, Hort. Chiswick. In addition,

Mr. Ball, /.r., mentions a var. glanduliferum with
glandular pubescent leaves.

All these forms run one into the other, so that it is

diflicult to identify them in the living state, much
more in the dried condition.

44. S. FAKiNO:!,UM, Low^e; Man. Flor. Madeira,

i., 325.

Gl.ibrous glauco pruinose or mealy. .Stems tufted,

cylindrical, much branched.

Leaves crowded in 4—6 rows, deciduous, scarcely

forming a rosette. \ inch by \ inch—" like grains of Rice

in size and shape : Lowe." but larger in cultivation,

oblong obtuse.

Cyme 2—j parted, flowers crowded.

Buds oblong o\oid. Ilowers white, 5—7-mcruub.

Calyx-tube very short.

Sepals linear-oblong obtuse, jjink-tipped.

Petals lanceolate, acute keeled, white.

Stamens white. Anthers short, obtuse, apiculate,

purpish brown.

Carpels white, erect. Style subulate. Glands pinkish.

—FI. luly.

Madeira.

The plant cultivated under this name in most

gardens is S. album or some form of it, and indeed it

is not unlikely thai S. farinosnm may be an outlying

insular form of that species, but in cultivation it may
be known by its broader, more oblong leaves, covered

with mealy pubescence, and by thelinear oblong sepals.

When grown in the shade the mealiness disappears

to a great extent. The species is rather tender.

45. S. ARIJOREUM, Mast, non Ortega.

Glabrous, suffrulescent, 4—6 inches, with no separate

baiTen shoots, branching from near the base, branches
spreading.

Leaves on the older shoots deltoid, subulate, terete, or

somewhat 4-5ided. \ inch, horizontally spreading, leaves

on the younger shoots more or less crowded, linear,

terete, studded with hyaline pimples.

Cymes terminal, many flowered.

Buds oblong, pointed.

Flowers \ inch in diameter, white, 5-merou5.
Calyx-tube very short. Sepals linear oblong.

Petals whitish, lanceolate, keeled, twice or more
longer than tlie sepals.

Filaments glabrous, white.

Anthers purplish,

Cnrpels white, erect, glabroub. Styles short, subulate.

Scalch emarginate, white.— FI. July.

Hab. ?

This is a distinct looking species, with something

uf the habit of S. acre, but larger, and with white

flowers. I have met with it at Kew and in other

gardens under the name of S. arboreum or S. arbor-

escens, but I am unable to refer it to any described

species, nor can I find any species to match it in

herbaria. Mr. Ellacombe sends a fasciated or crested

variety.

46. S. ^tULTICE^s, Cosson and Durieu, PI. Algier.

select., exsicc, n. 116; Bidl. Soc. Bot. France,

ix. 1S62.. p. 171 ; Mast., in Gard. Chron. 1S76,

Aug. 12, fig. 45. (Fig. 120.)

Glaucous. Stock suffrutescent, much branched.

Branches 2—6 inches, flexuose or erect, giving off

.idvenlitious roots, and bearing at the extremities dense

rosettes of leaves. Flowering stems erect, twice the

length of the barren stems.

Leaves \
—\ inch, glaucous or pruinose, pinkish and

papillose, especially near the lips, linear or oblanceolate,

subterele, gibbous at the base, spreading on the barren,

more or less appressed on the flower stems.

Cymes subscorpioid, many-branched, 2—6 flowered.

Buds oval acute.

Flowers 5-merous, \ inch in diameter.

Sepals linear oblong obtuse, half the length of the

oblong lanceolate spreading pale yellow petals.

.Anthers pale yellow.

Carpels compressed. Style subulate. Fruit-corpels

spreading.

Seeds, according to Cosson, tubercled.

Algeria.

A very distinct and pretty species, little known,
but admirably adapted for carpet-bedding and similar

inirposes. Its flowers are of a pale straw-yellow, so

that it should more properly have been placed in the

yellow-flowered species, near to S. acre.

{To be continued.')

NEW TUBEROUS-ROOTED
BEGONIAS OF 1S7S.

1Ia\ ING again grown in the open air during the

summer now drawn to a close all the new varieties

of the above-named most beautiful and highly orna-
mental plants that I could gather together during the

early part of this year from their various raisers at

home and on the Continent, to the number of thirty-

six varieties with single flowers and three with

double, and having carefully compared these novelties

with the finest varieties of former years, growing side

by side with them and under exactly similar circum-

stances and treatment, I shall now proceed to state

briefly, for the information of those of your readers

who take an interest in this class of plants {a circle

which I am very pleased to believe is year by year

becoming wider and more extended as the undoubt-

edly great merits of these plants become more gene-

rally known), the opinion I have formed of the

respective merits of each of these new varieties in the

hope that my remarks may not be without some
practical use in enabling them to select for themselves

for next year's growth those only that deserve a place

in a really choice collection. Of the thirty-six single-

flowered varieties above mentioned, five were sent out

by the well-known Ghent house of Louis Van Houtte,

named re^jicctively.— i, P. E. de Puydt ; 2, Leopold
II. ; 3, Kdmond Glaus ; 4, Adolphe Dubois

; 5,

Pearcci vitellina. Of these the first is certainly one of

the handsomest and mostdistinct ofallthenew varieties

of this year, beingofextremely vigoroushabit of growth,

and producing in great abundance immense flowers of

the finest substance ofasomewhat lighter shade ofblush

than Lemoinc's Diamant, but opening much more
than those of that variety, their only faidt being that

their footstalks are not sufficiently strong to hold them
in an upright position, so that, unless supported by
forked sticks, they are apt to fall about over the plant

;

otherwise, this would be inconteslably a first-class

variety, and will still doubtless be much admired and

sought after by many.

Leopold II. is almost, if not altogether, identical with

Fontaine's Lelia of last year, so need not be added to

any collection where that beautiful variety already is.

Edmoiid C/izits is a variety of considerable beauty and
mi.rit, of a spreading and branching habit of growth,

and producing mediura-sized flowers, much resembling

in shade of colour those of Lemoine's fine variety of this

year named Charles Baltet, but smaller in size than the

blooms of that variety, though perhaps a little more
brilliant in shade.

Adolplic Dubois is a pretty variety, producing freely

creamy white blooms rather under the medium size, and
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witli a reddish shaded outside to the pemis ; its habit is

good, and its merit about second-rate.

Pearcei vitdlina is of low-growin;? and spreading

habit of growth, producing dark green, pointed, and

deeply-marked foliage, Hke its parent Pearcei, and

medium-sized, deep orange flowers ;
the females, how-

evei, being wretchedly thin and poor in shape; and,

save for the novel shade of colour, this variety has hardly

any merits to recommend it.

Herr Otto Frcebel, of New Miinster, Zurich, sent me
four varieties, named Monte Rosa, a fine strong-growing

tufty-habited variety, with w^cU-formcd blooms, of good

substance, and of a pleasing blush shade of colour.

Solfatara, a variety which, when good, is very fine

indeed, of extremely vigorous habit of growth, and pro-

ducing in great abundance large, well-formed blooms

of a clear primrose-yellow, a great acquisition ; it seems,

however, to vary greatly, as out of three plants, all

growing in the same bed and all received direct from tlie

raiser, only one is really fine, tlie second having smaller-

sized blooms of a paler shade of yellow, and being

decidedly less vigorous in growth, and the third pro-

ducing blooms of a washy whitish hue, and being alto-

gether woithless. The same variation also appears in

this raiser's Mont Blanc, which is sometimes almost pure

white and sometimes of quite a rosy blush tint, but

usually in this latter state of such wretchedly delicate

habit of growth as to be quite worthless. Memoria

Van Hmttci, a seedling apparently from diversifolia,

whicii it much resembles in colour of foliage, but is of

much more close and tufty habit of growth ; the blooms

are small and poor in size, but of a deep carmine shade

of colour ; but as it drops all its male blooms unopened

when grown in the open air, it can only be of any use

for greenhouse culture. Orange is small, poor, and

altogether worthless.

M. Victor Lemoine, of Nancy, sent me four new

varieties this year, and i may also describe a fifth, which

failed to bloom for me last season ; they were John Laiiig,

a very fine variety, with vigorous but compact habit of

growth, and producing, on stout footstalks well raised

above the foliage, an abundance of finely-formed cupped

blooms of a clear light red and of excellent substance.

Raphael de Sinet, certainly one of the finest, if not the

finest of this year's novelties, of most vigorous and

branching habit of growth, and producing an abundance

of immense blooms of a fine, deep, rosy-purple shade of

colour on long footstalks, and perhaps, individually, the

largest of any known Begonia
;
this should be in every

choice colleclion. Charles Daltet, a lovely variety, of

open, spreading, branching habit of growth, and \>xo-

ducing large, well-opened, deep crimson blooms closely

resembling those of \'an Houtte's Edmond Claus above

described, but of larger size and finer substance. Charles

Boinet is apparently quite a worthless variety.

Trophic.—This is a most strikingly beautiful and also

a most curious variety of low and tufty habit of growth,

with dark, glaucous foliage, and altogetlier much resem-

bling in habit the Jules Janin of the same raiser. This

variety produces only female flowers in a perfect state, but

these are of immense size and substance, and of a most

lovely and glowing shade of deep carmine, and are pro-

duced on short, stout footstalks in pairs, each pair having

between them an abortive male flower without any organs

whatever, and usually enveloping tlie bases of both female

flowers somewhat in the manner of a hose-in-hose

Primrose. Altogether a fine and exceedingly interesting

variety, well worth cultivating.

M. Lequin, of Clamart, sent three varieties, of which

Rosea grandifl-ora is a very fine variety, of compact habit

of growth, and producing fine large flowers of great sub-

stance, and of a most pleasing shade of light rose-colour.

Madame Malet and Mdlle. E. Lequht are both of

branching and low-spreading habit of growth, with

smallish blooms, which are creamy white within, and of

n reddish tint outside. They are hardly distinguishable

one from the other, save for some slight variations in the

foliage, and are certainly of not more than second-rate

merit.

M. Nodot's Ceeile Geiite is a small whitish-flowered

variety, of good upright habit of growth, but of no other

merit whatever.

M. Jacob-Maquoi's A/ons/'eur Dieiidonne Massange
resembles Van Houtte's Paul Masurel, with rather smaller

blooms, bat has little, if any, new or fresh merit.

Messrs. Thibaut & Ketelcer, of Sceaux, sent one
variety named Brilliant, a name which it well deserves,

as it is really a very fine and most striking variety, of

completely upright and densely compact habit of growth,

resembling a pillar, and producing all over it an abund-

ance of fine large flowers, all of which arc males, and of

a most brilliant shade of scarlet. This should be in every

collection, being specially adapted for a specimen plant.

M. Bertier-Rendatler, of Nancy, sent one variety, Dr.

Savoiiret, of only indifferent merit, much resembling in

colour Vincent's Reine de Bougival, but by no means so

free-blooming.

M. ]. B. A. Deleuil, of Marseilles, sent five varieties,

of which Le Pliocdoi is an exceedingly beautiful one, of

first-rate merit, with immense flowers, of a novel and

beautiful shade of dee]) rose, produced with great free-

dom and of a vigorous and branching habit of growth.

M. Rougit' Sarrcle is said to be sweet-scented hy its

raiser, but whetlicr the sun in these parts was not power-

ful enough to develope this peculiarity, or the plant was

not strong enough, I failed to perceive any perhime

whatever, but may perhaps be more fortunate next year

when the plant gets stronger. Multicolor \s dull and of

no merit whatever. /J-rw^it-" unfortunately failed to grow

for me at all, so its merits, whatever they may be. must

be discussed among the next lot. Mtsteca seems by

Nature especially tardy in starting into growdi, not

showing any signs of life till the end of August, and only

forming a small plant too weak and late in coming to

maturity to bloom this season, so must, like the last-

named variety, be described among the novelties of

1879.

M. Croussc, of Nancy, sent two varieties, Julie

Chaimbault, a deep rose-coloured variety of no special

merit whatever, and Hcllehorccflora, a low-growing, tufty-

habited variety, producing an abundance of smallish

flowers, the interiors of which are pure white, but the

outsides have a reddish rim round the edge ; a rather

pretty, but hardly more than second-rate variety. It

was, however, very pretty and continuous blooming when

lifted into a pot for the greenhouse.

Herr Ernst Benary, of Erfurt, sent five varieties, of

which Ne Plus Ultra, though decidedly an exceedingly

distinct and fine variety, yet, I think, hardly deserves its

very pretentious name. It is of erect and widely-branch-

ing habit of growth (as most accurately represented in a

finely-coloured lithogram, prepared and distributed by

the raiser as an advertisement of his plant} ; the male

flowers are of very large size, and of a deep shade of

scarlet. Very pendulous in habit. This variety is also

said to reproduce itself absolutely true from seed. Orange

Perfection certainly does not deserve its name. Defiance

is a fine vigorous-growing plant, producing medium-sized

flowers of a deep scarlet shade. Floribunda rosea is

is also a vigorous, tall-growing variety, producing good-

sized and well-shaped blooms of a pleasing shade of deep

rose colour. Mont Rose is a somewhat less vigorous

grower, producing medium-sized blooms of a deep pink.

Messrs. Veitch, of Chelsea, sent two varieties. Monarch

and Queen of the Whites, of which the former is a vigor-

ous branching-habited grower, producing freely fine

medium-sized blooms of a brilliant shade of scarlet. The
latter, originally found as a chance seedling among a

pot of B. rosreflora, is incontestably the purest white that

has yet been sent out ; it has also this curious difference

from its parent, that whereas that is exceedingly shy to

bloom this is a very free-blooming indeed, quite small

plants producing three and four goods stems bearing

three blooms each. The foliage is of the distinct round

and corrugated form peculiar to roseeflora, and the flower-

stems rise as in the ease of B. Veitchii direct from the

tuber, the plant being entirely acaulous or steniless, and

only, therefore, increasable by seed or root division.

M.J. Vincent, of Bougival. sent one variety, named
"Jaune Serin, of low-growing and compact habit of

growth, with hairy stems and most free-flowering nature,

and producing medium-sized blooms of a clear pure

canary-yellow, well deserving its name, and one of the

prettiest varieties that has yet been sent out, but from its

extreme floribundity it afl"ords but very few cuttings, and

will consequently be slow to increase.

Only three new double-flowered varieties flowered with

me this season, all raised and sent out by M. \'ictor

Lemoine, of Nancy, and named respectively Marie and
Emil Lemoine and Orncment. The first-named is decid-

edly the largest-flowered and most fully double of any

variety yet sent out, the fully-developed male blooms

resembling more those of a Hollyhock with several

flower facets than those of a Begonia ; it will also by

many be considered the most beautiful, though some
will, perhaps, prefer the fine glowing scarlet of Gloire de

Nancy, which it most resembles in shape. Its colour on
opening is pale rose, usually with a white centre, but, as

the flower developes, the white fuses into the rose colour,

which assumes rather a deeper tint. It is so extremely

free-blooming that the plants do not grow to a large size,

but when cuttings can be obtained they root freely, so

that this very fine variety should soon become plentiful,

and be included in every choice collection. As in Gloire

de Nancy, so with this variety ; the double flowers

largely preponderate in number over the female singles.

Emil Lemoine resembles in habit of growth and shape

of bloom the first double variety sent out by M. Lemoine,
and named after himself Lemoinei, but is rather a
stronger and more vigorous grower, and the

colour is two or three shades a deeper red

than Lemoinei ; the double flowers are usually rather

thin in the centre when fully developed, and compared
with the exquisitely beautiful last-named variety, this can
only be called at most second-rate excellence, though its

fine deep colour and freedom in producing its blooms
will, doubtless, find it many admirers. Ornemeni is a

charming variety of low and tufty compact habit of

growth, and producing an abundance of flowers of a clear

pale rose colour, the males of which, though, for the first

month or six weeks of the season after being bedded out,

they are only semi-double, and occasionally drop in a bud
state unopened ; still, as the season advances and the

plant increases in strength and vigour, they lose b-jth

these faults and become fully and most beautiftilly

double.

M. Van Houtte, of Ghent, sent out this year his fir^t

double-flowered variety, named Charles Rogicr, but though

1 gotacoupleof tubersatthecommcnccmentof the season,

one did not grow at all, and the other not till too late \o

bloom this year. Among the five novelties to be sent out

next season by this house is the first double yellow, as yet

unnamed, which should be a great acquisition. \V. E.

Gumhlcton.

WEATHER V. PROTECTION.
In most matters that people engage in, a very few

failures, often a single one, goes far to neutralise a

large number of successes—that is, so far as they are

assessed by general estimation : but there are some
exceptions to this, notably one — that is, predictions

relating to the weather. This we see from the oldest

to the newest Old Moore's, and from the original

Murphy down to the modern Murphy of the

present day. Every year, as sure as the autumn comes
round, a lot of predictions crop up in the horticultural

papers as to what the weather of the coming winter is

to be, and there is one peculiarity about them which

is somewhat remarkable, that is, the prognostications

invariably point to a severe winter as imminent. I

suppose the prophets are wise in coming to the con-

clusion that a regular biting season with the ther-

mometer down to zero following their weather auguries

is much likelier to be impressed on the memory than

a dozen mild ones. And in this they are quite

correct. At all events there is one merit attached to

these speculations, that is, they cost nothing to those

who indulge in them, and assuredly do no harm to

any one else.

Vet as to forecasting the weather for any consider-

able time beforehand, such a changeable climate as

this, where ever and anon disturbing elements are

liable to upset any calculations that can be made
even by the most observant, will render the predictions

totally unreliable. And it may be said that the pre-

sumption of those who essay to enlighten the world

on these matters is only equalled by the credulity of

those who have any belief in them. Nevertheless,

there is one thing undoubted, which is, that from the

number of mild winters we have now had in succes-

sion we must inevitably be so much nearer a hard

one, unless the views of those who maintain that the

climate is changing are correct, and which I do not

think meet with much credence, or have much that

is reliable to support them. But looking at the

matter seriously from a horticultural point of

view, especially in its bearing upon decorative

gardening, there never was a time since plants

for growing in the open air were first intro-

duced to this country that so much uncertainty

existed as tothe condition in which a really severe frost

would leave a great number of gardens and pleasure

grounds in the greater part of the kingdom, for in the

South and Midland districts at least there has not

been what may be called a really trying winter since

the memorable one of 1860-61, and in the time that

has intervened there has been a greater number of

trees and shrubs, mostly evergreen kinds, brought

into the country than in any previous corresponding

period, and which from their beauty, distinct

character, and free growth, have so far commended
themselves to the gardening public that in more or

less numbers they are to be met with in the majority

of gardens, large or small. It is also well to bear in

mind that most of them are from parts of the world

that renders their ability to withstand the ordeal of an

exceptionally severe frost to say the least doubtful.

From Japan alone, in counting up what a number of

fine plants have come to us, we must take the Retino-

sporas, Thujopsis, Abies, and allied plants, with the

number of sports and varieties obtained from seeds ; to

these must be added the plants of smaller shrubby

growth, such asElteagnus, Acers, Skimmias, Euonymus
—the latter in its many varieties being amongst the

most useful and adaptable subjects for many purposes

that have ever come into general use. Even these do

not embrace nearly all from the same country. There

are also many others from China, California, and other

parts, the inability even of a portion of which to

withstand a hard winter would leave sad blanks in

our gardens. In the case of such as are doubtful,

that grow to a large size, it is out of the question to
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think of doing much in the way of protection should

the necessity of it become apparent ; but there are a

great number of the very grande t decorative plants

that we possess, such as the Pampas-grass (Gynerium

argenteum) and its beautiful ally, Arundo conspicua,

the presence of which could ill be spared in thousands

of places ; and experience has shown, in many
positions, that if left wholly unprotected, they are either

killed outright or severely injured by such winters as

we from time to time experience, but that they require

no great amount of labour and material to put them
out of harm's way.

And what in this respect applies to them holds good
with quantities of other plants. We are aware that

there is a limit to what can be done in the way of

protection to outdoor plants, yet at the same time it

is often a question of a very little material skilfully

applied that makes the difference l^etwixt death and

comparatively little injury. If a proportionate quan-

tity of Furze, dried Fern, Asparagus haulm, litter,

leaves, or tan are in readiness where they can be kept

dry, a great deal may be done, aided by a watchful

eye, so as to keep a good look-out when appearances

are such as to indicate the immediate likelihood of an

exceptionally low temperature, of which, as is well

known by old weather-watchers, there is usually

sufficient evidence, if only for a brief interval, before

the pinch really comes.

In addition to the plants that are generally made
safe in average localities through the kingdom by

the aid of some protection, there are numbers

of others that from time to time are planted

out-of-doors, and which are amongst the most

beautiful objects cultivated. The exceptionally mild

winters that we have now had in succession have

enabled such to exist, and appear to lead many to

forget that the plants in question are in no way changed

in nature, and to a certainty will succumb when a

severe protracted frost occurs. Consequently in all

cases plants of such a character, enough to satisfy for

propagation or use the ensuing year should be taken

up and wintered out of harm's way. With surplus

stock of these it is always well to let them remain,

giving the protection that may suffice to preserve

them over mild winters.

It is also well in the case of newly introduced plants

that come from high altitudes, even in countries where

the vegetation generally is not such as to withstand

our winters, to try their hardiness, especially in

favoured localities—a portion with protection more or

less, others with none at all. Only by this means is

it possible to ascertain what will live through ordinary

or severe winters, and what will not ; for there is no

doubt that many plants for a time after their first

introduction have been treated as tender, that have

ultimately turned out not to be so, and in all proba-

bility amongst the many new-comers within recent

years there may be some the frost-resisting powers of

which are not yet known. T. Baines.

CATTLEYAS AND L^LIAS.
Notwithstanding the thousands and tens ol

thousands (did not the Gardeners' Chronicle say mil-

lions by one importer ?) of Orchids introduced every

year, the market is not yet overstocked. They bring

good prices in the nursery, and even bundles of im-

ported plants at Stevens' rooms cannot be purchased

cheaper. The genus Cattleya and Laslia contain

some of the grandest flowers in the whole range of

Orchidaceous plants. One would almost be safe in

saying that the whole vegetable kingdom in its most

brilliant phases cannot match them. I have culti-

vated a goodly number of different species very suc-

cessfully, and have not been unobservant of the plants

and their reqirements in the hands of others. During

the last few years I have had frequent opportunities of

inspecting the Cattleya-houses in the nurseries of

Messrs. J. Veitch & Sons, Royal Exotic Nursery,

Chelsea, but not on any occasion have the houses

been without Cattleya and Lcelia blooms. " Frae

November to October," as the Scottish bard puts it,

the gay flowers of some members of the family are

always there to welcome us. There are very few

Orchids in flower at present even in the largest collec-

tions, and yet I found two species of Lcelia and three

of Cattleya in the large house in Messrs. Veitch's

nursery ; and in our own collection at Lox-

ford the Cattleya superba is in full beauty

with a spike of Lxlia autumnalis well advanced,

which makes seven distinct species ; and a visit

to a few more collections would further increase

them.

There are still many persons who have an impres-

sion that Orchids arc difficult to cultivate. I would

like to remove this impression where it exists, and

still further add to the list of cultivators. Cattleyas

and Lxlias will live and thrive when the conditions

in which they are placed favour a healthy develop-

ment. The cultivator must know what these con-

ditions arc, and then he must fulfil them to the best

of his ability. I grow the Cattleyas in three different

houses. In the cool Orchid-house with Odontoglos-

sums, Masdevallias, iS:c., from the mountainous

regions of New Granada and the Andes of Peru, are

jilaced three species that should be in every collec-

tion, viz., Cattleya citrina, a distinct and singular

species from Mexico, singular in its habits. It will

not thrive in a pot like most of the species, nor in a

basket like some others. It does best on a block or

bit of Tree Fern suspended to the rafters with its head

downwards. In that way only will it produce its

large fragrant golden flowers, reminding one of

Chrysolora Tulip. Lrelia majalis is a difficult species

to manage usually. I visited a place once where there

was a fine collection of Orchids containing about

twenty plants of this species, and the gardener told

me that only once a flower-spike made an attempt

to produce a flower, and failed. I bought one

small plant, and it flowers annually in the

cool Orchid-house, in this way. It is fastened to a

block which is hung up close to the glass, and the part

where this Mexican beauty hangs is not shaded. It

must have plenty of sunshine even in summer. Ltelia

autumnalis concludes our two cool-house species.

This thrives well either in a pot or basket, potted in

turfy peat, with live sphagnum, and plenty of drainage.

I do not allow it to have so much sun as L. majalis,

but it must not be kept so closely covered as the

Odontoglots. The temperature of the cool house is

from 40'' to 45'' in winter.

In the Cattleya-house are to be found by far the

largest number of syecies of course ; temperature in

winter about 55^ falling to 50* in cold nights ; but it

is not my object to write about even the best species,

and I will confine the remaining remarks to a few.

The most useful of all the winter-flowering species are

C. Triante and its varieties. I grow this in pots, filling

them three parts with large potsherds, and over the

drainage placing some sphagnum, then the compost,

which is sphagnum and fibrous ])cat in equal parts,

with lumps of charcoal and potsherds mixed with it.

All Cattleyas and La;lias grown in pots require care-

ful handling during the operation of potting, and if

the roots cling firmly to the pots it is best to break

them with a hammer rather than injure the roots by

turning the plants out in the usual way. If the

plants are doing well there is no need to pot often

—

a good grower said, "once in seven years;" this

would refer to large specimens only. There are cer-

tainly more plants injured from being over-potted

than there are from being allowed to become pot-bound.

The species that I saw at Messrs. Veitch's were

the following :—Cattleya maxima, a ver)' distinct and

fine kind grown on a block near the glass, and which

had made very healthy growth. There were five or

six large flowers on a spike, the sepals and petals rosy

lilac ; lip pale purple veined with crimson,

C. bicolor with many-flowered spikes ; (he flowers

had the sepals and petals brown, with a dash of

green ; the lip of this variety is the most attractive

part, it is rosy purple, edged with pale rose, and has

a very pretty and distinct effect.

C. Dominiana was just going off, the colours had

faded a little, but the size of the flowers is very

striking— I measured and found they were over

6 inches in diameter ; the sepals and petals arc pale

pinky white, and the lip pale purple.

Lrelia Stelzneriana is singularly pretty. The sepals

and petals are pure white, with a purple lip.

Lcclia prxstans is a dwarf species, growing best on

a block ; it is distinct and very handsome. The sepals

and petals rosy purple, lip rich purple.

Cattleya exoniensis flowers in September and

October, and succeeds best in the Cattleya-house. It

would be a rash statement to say that this is the finest

Cattleya in existence, still I do not know any that

surpass it. This is a garden hybrid, raised many
years ago by Mr. Dominy : there was a goodly number

of plants raised from his cross, hence the flowers of

the different varieties vary much in colour. The sepals

and petals of some arc almost white, others difierent

shades of rose. It has the sepals and petals of C.

Mossiiv, with the grand purple lip of Lcelia purpurata,

its reputed parents.

We now come to those autumn flowering species

that are best in the warmest house. Cattleya superba

is one of the most distinct and beautiful, and the

blossoms last longer than any other known to me. It

is difficult to cultivate. I obtained six newly im-

ported plants of it nearly ten years ago, and potted

them, as I usually do with such plants, in clean pot-

sherds. They started to grow at once, but after they

had grown so much, the young growth began to die

off, and I could not get on with them either when I used

peat or sphagnum, or when it was not used. For-

tunately I visited a garden where the C. superba was
growing and flowering freely on a bit of Tree Fern,

suspended from the glass roof of an ordinary stove : by
this time my Cattleyas were reduced to two. I then

transferred them to a stump of Tree Fern, and
they started at once to grow vigorously, and do
not fail to produce annually their rosy crimson

flowers. C. gigas I find does best in the same
temperature. It flowers every year with me, and I

have not seen it do so well when kept in the Cattleya-

house. It certainly succeeds best when treated

similarly to C. superba ; the roots push into the Tree
Fern, and clasp firmly round it. This is a splendid

Cattleya, and quite distinct.

Loslia anceps succeeds best with me in the warmest
house. It will be in flower in a week or two. This
is also a very distinct and beautful species. L. anceps

Barkerii is much superior to the species, and is rather

common. L. Dawsoni is very rare ; large specimens

are seldom to be met with, and when exposed for

sale fetch high prices. I saw a specimen a year or two
ago, with only one strong leading growth, sold for

forty guineas. There are several fine varieties to be

found amongst imported plants, and all of them are

worthy of culture. I find it succeeds best in a pot,

grown in the same way as I have described for

C. Trianx. J. Doif^hxs. [The publication of this

note has been delayed. Eds.]

ROSES OF THE FUTURE.
The intelligent follower of any pursuit will not

confine his views to its past or present stages, but

will extend his consideration to the future. This holds

true of every art or science which has either added
to the pleasures or increased the social and material

welfare of mankind. Indeed, it is this spirit of " fore-

cast '' which is the parent of experiment to which dis-

coveries are generally due, though sometimes acci-

dent has proved a not unimportant factor in the pro-

duction of such results. To both these elements, in

a greater or less degree, the race of modern Roses

owe their origin and improvement. This is par-

ticularly illustrated by the discovery of the great class

of hybrid perpetuals, which, if originally owing to

systematic experiment, has derived many of its most
remarkable illustrations by mere chance ; that is to say,

that Nature rather than art has been the artificer in

bringing them to light. There is a limit, however,

to the operations of both, and it has become a serious

consideration with thoughtful rosarians whether the

limit of development has not been arrived at, so far,

at least as the popular section of H.P.'s is concerned.

Notwithstanding the undeniable improvement that

has taken place in this class of Roses, it has been

evident for some time past that decided originality

appears to have become an unattainable quality. The
close similarity of introductions' season after season to

varieties already in existence cannot fail to have forced

itself upon the notice of experienced cultivators. The
most trifling modifications in form and colour have

been held sufficient to constitute a title to a new Rose.

Seedlings little differing from their parents have been

granted a place until it would be quite possible to

*Mut up '* the great number of varieties enumerated in

modern catalogues under a few typical heads, the in-

dividuals of which when grown in numbers are so

nearly alike in their flowers that it is scarcely

possible to distinguish one from another. The ques-

tion then arises. Are we—like arguing in a circle

—

to continue this vicious system of reproduction of

differences without distinctions merely on the chance

of that rare event, an accidental departure from

existing types? If not, what course is it desirable to

])ursue with the object of originating novel lines ?

The most rational method would seem to be a return

to that practice which gave us the hybrid perpetuals
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themielves, viz., lliat of experimenting in new and

untried crosses, bringing into use for such experiments

subjects of cognate origin, though of apparently dis-

tinct characteristics.

In tlie meantime it might afford some little check

to the midtiplication of so many similarities if those

to whom the authority of certificating new Roses

were to exercise greater stringency in rejecting new
introductions, however attractive, unless indisputably

distinct irom any others known ; and if also a

similar rigid verdict were passed upon all sent here

from abroad. It may be admitted that this Draconian

severity might be difficult to practise by the censors :

certainly such self-denial could scarcely be expected

from the generality of raisers themselves. For

instance, one of them succeeds in originating, say, a

fine Rose. He has the opportunity of pushing it into

circulation—even of getting it certilicated. Never-

theless, in spite of its quality, it so nearly resembles

some other in existence as to be really superfluous ;

but it represents money if the public can be induced

to buy it, and so another variety is added to the

already overburdened catalogues. These considera-

tions strengthen our view that the true method of

obtaining entirely new classes of Roses is that first

advanced of beginning t/i/ novo. We shall never get

what we desire on the present system. We want
yellow perpetual bloom>, white, green, and especially

t>litc—in fact all the colours of the rainbow. How to

obtain some of them will form speculations for further

papers.
{To be contimu-d)

PLANT PORTRAITS.
AcTI.NOMERis SQUARROSA, Nutt. ; Meehan, Native

Flowers of United .'ilalcs, t. 39.—A square-stemmed
Composite with winged stems, decurrent, broadly

lanceolate, coarsely toothed leaves, and loose terminal

panicles of yellow fiower-heads.

Albuca ju.ncifolia, Baker, Botanical Magazine,

t* 6395 (Liliacex).—The plant described in our

columns in 1S76, vol. i., p. 534. Hort. Kew.

Apples.—The following varieties are admirably

pourtrayed in chromolithography in the first part of

the Jlcrefonhhirc Pomona (Hardwicke & Bogue) :
—

t. I, Foxwhelp ; t. 2, Pomeroy, Winter Pomeroy
;

t. 3, Joanneting, Summer Golden Pippin, Court of

Wick, Devonshire Quarrenden, Borsdorffer, Wor-
cester Pearmain, Kerry Pippin, Early Spice ; t. 5,

New Northern Greening, .Spring Grove Codlin, Stir-

ling Castle, Worm^ley Pippin ; t. 6, Keswick Codlin,

M.inx Codlin, Lord SufHeld, Ilawthornden, and Tom
PhII.

AmaKVLLIs SOLANUKIKLORA, Llndl., VAK. CON-

SPICUA, Gartenflora, t. 949 (Amaryllidacea:).—

A

species with very long trumpet-shaped flowers of a

whitish colour, the lobes of the limb flushed and

striped with red.

Anemone CAROLIN IAN A, Walter; Meehan, /'A f''..V.

(Ranunculacece).—A charming species, with jjal-

mately lobed or dissected leaves, and blue or whitish

flowers, in the w.ay of A. apennina.

Aspi.ENiUM TiiiCHOMANES, Meehan, I'l. U. A'.

(Filices).—Our British plant, equally at home in

the United States.

Auricula Franiv Si.monite, Florist, October,

1S7S.—Paste broad, brilliant, circular, purest white
;

body colour rich violet blue, edge pure white, tube pale

yellow, form good, free blooming habit. A seedling

raised by Mr. Simonite.

Begonias, DouiiLE-FLOwERiNG Tuuerous Va-
rieties, Revue de FHorticiUttirc Beige—Six varie-

ties are figured, but their names are not given.

Calochortus luteus, Douglas ; Meehan, Fl.

U. S., t. 35 (Lilacete).—Leaves linear-lanceolate,

shorter than the peduncle, sepals oblong, shorter

than the broad, wedge-shaped yellow petals, which
form a cup-shaped flower.

Campanula macrostyla, BoIss. ; Botanical
Magazine, t. 6394 (Campanulacece).

—

.\ loose habited

stcigose annual, I—2 feet high ; leaves sessile

lanceolate ; flowers solitary, stalked, 2—2i inches

diam., calyx with broad ovate appendages ; corolla

turbinate campanulate, blue, lobes triangular, stigma

very large, spindle-shaped. Southern Asia Minor.
Hort. Kew.

Centaurea Fenzlii, Reichart, Botanical Maga-
zine, t. 6392 (Compositas).—Described as the noblest

Centaury yet introduced. The plant is covered with

greyish hairs. Leaves iS inches long, oblong ovate,

upper sessile ; flower-heads numerous, large ; scales

toothed ; florets yellow. Native of Southern Armenia.

Hort. Ware.
CilRYSOPSis Mariana, Nuttall ; Meehan, Aa/.

Fl. U. S,, t. 47.—A yellow-flowered Asteraceous

Composite, I—2 feet high, with pilose stems and

sessile lanccolalc-acule leaves.

Ci.AYTONiA VIRGINICA, L. ; Meehan, Nat. Fl.

U. S., t. 40 (Portulacacea;).—Stock tuberous, leaves

linear-lanceolate, glabrous, flowers pink.

Cleome pungens, WlUd.; Meehan, A'a/. Fl. C. S.,

t. 38 (Capparadicea;).—Clammy, pubescent, with

palmate leaves, segments oblanceolate. Flowers axil-

lary, at the end of the stem, pink, with stalked

recurved petals and very long slender stamens,

giving the flower the appearance of an insect with

long antennoe.

CORYDALIS KOLPAKOWSKIANA, Kegel, Garten-

flora, t. 94S (Fumarlacere).—A Turkestan species,

with bulbous rootstock, glabrous, deeply divided

flowers have red tubes, about 1 inch long, the [Petals

are also red.

Gerardia pedicularia, L. ; Meehan, .\'at. Fl.

IK S., t. 34.—A supposed parasitical plant, with

incised leaves and large irregularly tubular 5-lobcd

yellow flowers.

Iris versicolor, Linn. ; Median, A^at. Fl. U. S.,

t. 48.—A slender species with thin creeping stock,

narrow linear leaves, and violet flowers with narrow

I segments.

j

JUGLANS AILANTiIirOLIA, Kcvue Horticolc, 1878,

I p. 414, fig. 86.

Pachystic.ma Canhyi, Gray; Meehan, Nat. Fl.

I

6^.5'., t. 44.—A very curiouscreeping stemmed Celastra-

ceous evergreen under-shrub, with sessile opposite

obovate lanceolate slightly serrated leaves. "Tocidli-

vators the plant will prove acceptable as an evergreen

I
dwarf bush." The plant has an Interesting history.

Pandanus caricosus, Rumph., Revue Uorlicolc,

1878, p. 405, fig. 84.

!
Pear, the Peach, Florisl, October, 1878.—

A

Fig. 121.

—

young gardeners' residence at trentiiam : plan oe ground-i-loor. (see p. 721.)

leaves, bracts as long as the pedicels, and long

spurred pink flowers.

Damsons, Florist, t. 479.— i, English ; 2, Shrop-

shire ; 3, American.

DiANTHUs ciiiNENsis, Floral Magazine, t. 330
(CaryophyllaceK).—Three fine double varieties from

Chlswick. '

Erythr.ea venusta. Gray, Botanical Alagazine,

t. 6396 (GentlanaccK).— Glabrous annual, 6— 10

inches ; leaves opposite, lanceolate entire ; flowers

I inch diam., pink. In terminal corymbs. California.

Hort. Kew.
Eurvgania o\-ata, Ilook. fil.. In Botanical

Magazine, t. 6393 (Ericaceae).—Evergreen shrub,

with pendent branches. Leaves ovate acute, serru-

late, I

—

1\ Inch ; flowers panlcled ; calyx deep red
;

corolla urn-shaped, red, mouth whitish. Nearly allied

to Thibaudia. Native of Andes of Peru. Hort.

Veitch.

Fuchsia John Sisley, Revue Ilortieole, 1S7S,

p. 410.—A winter-flowering variety, raised by M.
Lemolne from x F. Dominyana, crossed by F. serra-

tlfolia. X F. Dominyana Is itself a cross between F.

spcctabllls and F. serratlfolia. The habit is robust, the

good early dessert Pear, of medium size, pyrlform

shape, oblique at the base, stalk short, eye shallow,

skin greenish yellow, russeted. Flesh yellowish, not
melting, but sweet and agreeable. September.

Pears.—The following varieties are figured in the

first part of the Herefordsliire Pomona :— t. 4,
Monarch, Althorpe Crassane.

Phaius Dodgsoni, Floral Magazine, t. 329
(Orchidacea:).—Flowers in racemes, white, with a
yellow fimbriate lip, with orange-coloured ridges.

Phlox repians, MIchaux ; Meehan, Nat. Fl.

U. S., t. 46 (Polemoniacea:).—Stem pilose, erect, with
creeping runners ; leaves lanceolate or oblong-lanceo-

late, flowers In terminal umbels, pink or purplish red.

It is the P. stolonifera of the Botanical Magazine.

Pogonia opiiioglossoides, Nutt. ; ISIeehan, Nat.
Fl. U. S., t. 37.—An Orchid, with a root of thick

creeping fibres ; stem erect, with I—2 ovate-lanceo-

late leaves, and pink flowers an inch In diameter ;

lip spatulate, crested and fringed.

RiBES alpinum pumilu.m aureum, Revui de

tHorticulture Beige.—A golden-leaved variety of

RIbes alpinum, which, to judge from the figure, must
be a fine dwarf shrub with rich yellow leaves, which
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are staled lo lose their yellow colour as they grow

old.

Rosa cakoliniana, L.; jNIcehan, A'at. Fl. l\ S.—
Cllabrous, with few and scattered prickled leaflets,

hinceolatc, flowers pink, fruits pilose-turbinatej red,

glandular.

Rose Charles Darwin, Florist, t. 478.—One of

Mr. Laxton's seedlings, distributed by Messrs. Paul

& Son, of Cheshunt. It is a II. P. of deep maroon

colour, globular-shaped, with recurved petals. The
foliage is bold and handsome.

Rose Jules Chretien, J. Schwartz, Joiininl

i/es J^oscs, November, 1S78.— 11. P., dark green foliage,

stout conical spines ; flowers large, open, crimson.

Rose Maria-IIknrietta, Tea.

—

X cross between

THE YOUNG GARDENERS'
LODGE AT TRENTHAM.

The accompanying figures give a representation of

the residence erected for the accommodation of the

young gardeners employed at Trentham. Like the

residence of the head gardener, of which we gave an

illustration at p. 701, 1S72, it is a very good example

of its class, and we commend them both to the conside-

ration of those ladies and gentlemen whose garden

servants are not housed with due regard to comfort

and health. A residence of this kind, it will be

evident, will be rather an ornament than a dissight,

and there will consequently be no good reason for

thruslin'^ it into a backyanl, or filling up any as'ail-

we believe the internal arrangements are equally well

planned. The disposition of the ground floor will be

seen from the accompanying plan (fig. 121). The
front entrance is by a porch. A, leading into a short

lobby or passage, in which are doors leading to the

two principal rooms. That on the right is the

reading-room and library, u, and is about 28 feet by

14 feet, provided with a substantial table and well-

filled book-case, (S:c., and well lighted. I'his room is

of course intended for study and intellectual im-

provement. The room on the left hand is the dining-

room, c, which is also provided with the requisite

.accommodation. There is a large and convenient

kitchen at D, where the services of a garden woman as

cook are brought intodaily requisition, and a lavatory

\i:i;s i'Ti";i; .\r tkextham.

the climbing Tea Rose Madame Beratd and the

hybrid perpetual General Jacqueminot, raised by

M. Level, of Lyons. It is spoken of as a red Gloire

de Dijon.

SiMRANTHES CERNUA, Richard ; Meeban, Xal. Fl.

!\ S., t. 4S.—The .Vmerican representative of imr

common Ladies' Tresses.

ToRENIA Bailloni, Floral Maga-.iiic, t. 331

{.\canthacex).—Habit of T. asiatica, but with yellow

flowers, Vith the throat and tube of a rich purplish

brown. N.ative of Cochin China. Shown by Messrs.

Veitch.

Verhena Bessie, Floral Magazine, t. 332 (Ver-

benacea;).

—

K fine bedding Verbena, with purplish

rose or magenta flowers. Raised by Mr. Hooper

Taylor, of Bath.

Viola sagittata. Ait. ; Meehan, A^alivc Fl. of

U. S., t. 33.

able back sheds instead. With all due deference for

personal rights, we would urge upon the employers of

labour that it is their moral duty to those employed by

them, especially those engaged more immediately in

what may be called the ilomestic department, to take

care that they are lodged in a manner which is not

only conducive to health, but also to the development

of those higher faculties to which the superior

educational facilities o( the present day are intended

to give a further impetus, and which, though they

reached a high development in many cases in the

" bothy " of the olden times, are nevertheless such

tenderlings as it is not altogether wise to leave

to struggle on under such uncongenial conditions.

The elevation (fig. 122) shows the ornate character

of the building, which is erected on rising ground where

there is a good circulation of air. So far as the site

is concerned it is therefore very happily placed, and

at E, which is fitted with a series of wash-basins and

a bath. Near this is the pantry n, and lielween the

lavatory and kitchen the passage is continued to the

back entrance. In this passage is the staircase, F,

leading up to the dormitories or sleeping-rooms, in

each of which are three or four beds, each being shut

oft' from its neighbours by a partition, and thus ren-

dered private. Outside the back entrance is a wash-

house and lamp-room, 11—a place for dirty work,

and close by a coal-house, I, and water-closet, K.

The fittings are all of a neat and substantial character,

and the accommodation generally quite adapted to

secure the comfort of the inmates, some eleven cr

twelve in number.
Where a number of young men are thus lodged

together there are of course certain general rules with

which, as a matter of discipline, all the inmates have

to comply. If Mr. Stevens would kindly say what

these are, the information would, there can be little

doubt, be useful in other cases.
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Florists' Flowers.
Auriculas.— In a catalogue issued by Mr. Henry

Groom, florist, of Walworth, about 1840 (one of

several old catalogues full of interest that forms a

most valuable portion of my gardening library), I

find catalogued eighty-five varieties of Auriculas, some

few of which may yet be found oficred for sale, but

many of which have no doubt been lost to cultivation.

The prices of some of the leading varieties were then

very high, as a few examples will show. Booth's

Freedom, Leigh's Colonel Taylor, and Waterhouse's

Conqueror of Europe stand at 30J. each ; and good

plants of the two first named would fetch that price

now. The following arc catalogue^l at a guinea each :

—Hedge's Britannia and Faulkners' Ne Plus Ultra.

Eaton's Lord (Irey, Laurie's Glory, Page's Champion,

Page's Waterloo, and Thompson's Bangup are priced

at \^s, each; and the following at half-a-guinea :

—-Commerce, Oliver's Lovely Ann, Schole's Generalis-

simo, Sykes' Complete, Wood's Delight, and Wrlg-

ley's Northern Hero. Then follows a whole lot at

7^. 6(/., incUuHng Campbell's Robert Burns and

Campbell's Venus, Page's Lord Hill, PoUett's Stan-

dard, Smith's Britannia, &c. This catalogue is

additionally valuable as the raiser's name is given to

each variety, with but one exception ; but it is deficient

in this—that the varieties are not grouped in their

sections of green, grey, and white edges, and selfs, as

is customary now. A raiser named Burch is credited

with not less than eleven varieties ; not one of which

in all probabilty is to be found in cultivation. Of the

eighty-five varieties catalogued by Mr. Groom, I

have sixteen, and as some of these old flowers

are but little grown, I am looking forward to their

flowering with great interest as enabling me to institute

comparisons between them and the newer varieties.

This catalogue also includes a " Few Select Plants
;"

among them appears Clematis azurea grandiflora,

lOJ. 61/. ; C. Sieboldii, \os, 6d. ; Lilium lancifolium

album, 42J.; L. lancifolium punctatum, 63^.; Rondeletia

speciosa, 2iJ-. ; and Stephanotis floribunda, 15^". There

is a vast deal to be learnt from old catalogues and old

advertisements, and they who make a practice of

preserving them will find them grow in value as

time moves onward. R, D.

Sticky and Wet Soils.—" What can I do with

my miserable cold, wet, clayey soil ? " said a Villa

gardener, in great distress, a few days ago. Alas ! it

was the old oft-repeated tale. The plot of ground on

which the residence was built had been, as is com-

monly the case, robbed of everything out of which a

garden that would grow plants could be made ; turf,

loam, gravel—all had been removed, and its place

supplied with the yellow clay dug out in sinking the

foundations of the house, with just a covering of

something like garden soil above, put on for appear-

ance sake. The clay was for ever coming upwards,

and the wet summer had made the surface sour, and

it was in a bad state. If plants were put in it the

slugs and worms ate them or rooted them up. What
could we advise him to do but to renew the soil—to

cart away the clay, taking it out to the depth of 2 feet

or so, and put in its place some good sweet loam, with

some mortar rubbish mixed in with it ? Drain he

could not, but we recommended 6 inches of brick

rubble at the bottom of the opened trench, with some
trimmmgs of a Laurel hedge laid over the debris

before the soil was put in, or some thin strips of turf

with the grass downwards. When this has been

done the fresh soil is to be added, and some leaf or

vegetable mould scattered over the surface and gently

forked in. In this way a garden can be renovated,

and there are hundreds of Villa forecourt gardens that

sadly need renewing in this manner.

There are some loams, so called, that are scarcely

better than clay ; they run together when rain comes,

and become sticky and adhesive, and that is why
some mortar rubbish is recommended ; it keeps the

loam open, and many plants—most plants, in fact

—

like some grit about their roots.

There are some plants that will do well in a clayey

soil. The Aucuba japonica does well in it ; so does

the pretty autumn-flowering Veronica salicifolia ; and

a foreground of this to the Aucubas, with the purple,

white, and pink Anemone japonica dotted among

them, makes a pretty picture. As a foreground,

Pyrclhrumaurcum, Arabisalbida, Iberlscorifolia, and

Myosolis sylvatica, can be used, and other things will

stand also, but the foregoing are sufilicient to make

the bed or border look furnished, and give it a cheery

appearance.

As to the matter of edging to beds, on the north

and shaded side of a Villa residence grass is out of

the question, unless it can be kept trimmed twice or

thrice a week ; but in such a position it is not easy to

get a good bottom. Our forecourt garden is due

north, and only a little sunshine falls on it during the

long days of summer, and grass does badly, because

shrubs are around it, with the dwelling overshadow-

ing it all. We are now trying Sedum lydiuni as an

edging, and think we shall succeed with it better than

with anything else. Worms are very troublesome in

Aich a spot, and they cast up the little tufts of Sedum
as if they thoroughly enjoyed it. It is difficult to

circumvent iheir nefarious designs ; they work in sea-

son and out of season, and appear to have small con-

cern in regard to devices to slaughter them.

FURNISHINT, A COLD GREENHOUSE IN WINTER
AND Early Spring.—This is just now a matter of

importance to many Villa gardeners. It is not that

they are in immediate want of flowering plants, for

are not the Chrysanthemums yet gay, though the dull

sunless weather is telling on them ? With a little

care many of the flowers will last on to Christmas,

and a few berried Solanums greatly assists the homely

display. But after these what is to come? That is

the point. Well, Violets, and especially the double

varieties, can be made useful, if lifted from the open

ground and put into pots, and placed in the cold

frame for a time tilt the flowers appear, covering them
from frost when it threatens. When these plants are

recommended to be put into a cold frame it must not

be supposed that the lights are to be shut down and

kept close, and no air admitted ; this would be a mis-

take, as the flowers would suffer from damp and rot.

The best thing to do would be to stand the plants of

Violets on inverted flower-pots, so as to bring them as

near to the glass as possible, which position would

assist their flowering, and lessen the chances of harm
from damp. The blue King of Violets, the white

Queen of Violets, the pretty reddish coloured Rubra
plena, and the white-eyed lilac Marie Louise, are

the best for the purpose. Then there are Christmas

Roses ; and here it may be remarked that there are

what may be denominated strains of these—some that

both bloom earlier and more freely than others. In

the open ground, buds of a good strain are fast ripen-

ing, so that the flower stems might come forth. How
good and compassionate Nature is to give us pleasant

hardy flowers that bloom at Christmas, when the

vegetable kingdom pauses in its career of progress,

and waits as one who waiteth the passing of a great

crisis. The roots should be lifted at once, before frost

comes, and

" Before the mute snow covers all

The tired land as with a pall,"

and potted ; but little potting soil is really wanted,

as the balls of earth adhering to the plants should be

large enough to just fill the pots, and then only a

little good soil is required. A few pots of Christmas

Roses put on a warm shelf in a greenhouse will soon

get into bloom, and produce charming white flowers.

The foresight that induced the Villa gardener, a

few months ago, to pot up some Roman Hyacinths,

and Polyanthus Narcissi, &c., as well as a few Tulips,

Crocuses, and ordinary Hyacinths, and put them
away under some tan or cocoa-fibre, as recommended
in September last, will now be bearing good fruit in

that some will be making an upward growth. In

these we shall get something to follow on after the

Christmas Roses. The Villa gardener should put in

a few imported clumps of Lily of the Valley and
Astilbe (Hoteia) japonica, putting them into pots,

and, where it can be done, burying them in dung and
leaves, to get them to grow as quickly as possible.

These, in their turn, will follow on after the bulbs,

and yield fair flowers quite on into the spring.

This is as an old tale, but it needs to be repeated.

We want people with small gardens, and only spare

conveniences by which to grow plants, to get all the

enjoyment out of their gardens they can ; and in order

to have this to an approximately perfect degree it is

necessary to enforce simple teachings by every variety

of illustration. The garden should not be regarded as

a locked-up possession during the winter months, but

as open every day in the year ; and the gardener who

gets most enjoyment and pleasure out of it is the one

that best utilises his or her opportunities.

Young Carrots in Autumn. — Many Villa

gardeners might grow and enjoy these in common
with the owners of larger gardens. We were in a

kitchen garden a few days ago, where we saw quite a

large bed of pretty little Carrots ready to pull, and

from which the gardener was getting nice dishes

almost daily. The sort was one of the most delicious

Carrots grown—the Early French Horn. Of this the

seed is sown at the end of July or early in August for

a late crop. The bed was however small, and a small

plot of ground would supply a goodly number of

dishes. But the ground should be warm, light, and

rich—warm in the sense of being in a genial sunny

spot ; then the Carrots come quickly from seed, and

the light rich ground, moistened by showers, causes

the Carrots to swell fast. The faster they swell the

more succulent, tender, and delicious they are.

Gardeners generally sow their seed in lines or drills,

and by sowing thinly and pulling out the forwardest

as soon as ready for table the crop gets nicely thinned.

There is, therefore, no reason why Villa gardfners

should not grow a bed of sweet autumn Carrots.

FLOWER GARDEN, ETC.

The present is an excellent time for carrying out

any contemplated alterations in lawns and pleasure-

grounds where much groundwork is implied, and as

long as the weather continues mild such alterations

may be finished ofl" by laying down the necessary

turf; hut if frosty, the groundwork may be carried on
to completion, and the turfing left until the advent of

milder weather, always taking care not to have too

many turves cut at once ; indeed, it is very good
economy not to cut more in one day than can be laid

down therein, as when once they become frosted

through they become rotten, discoloured, and soft,

and when laid down are very unsightly for

some time, and especially liable to further in-

jury from severe weather. If these alterations

include any amount of replanting shrubs and
trees, or the formation of new plantations, the for-

mation and distribution of the groundwork should be
thoroughly determined upon beforehand, and, if pos-

sible, brought to a completion before any planting

takes place on a large scale. I may say that this is

imperative, because the planter has not only to con-
sider the present effect, which is so desirable in all

new plantations for ornament, but also the effect

which it is desired the plantation shall have in future

years. With the numerous materials at command we
can of course produce very beautiful effects in the

way of contrast of foliage, tSic, at once, but it can
only be attained by planting closely, and in a very
few years the increase of growth under tolerably

favourable conditions of soil and climate will render
the removal of at least one-half a matter of necessity,

and in the course cf years still more, so that the great

object to be kept in view in the first stages of plant-

ing (as I before observed) is the probable effect which
the permanent occupants will have in future years ;

and to further this end it is desirable that we should
select the best specimen plants (not too large) of those
varieties which we have been taught by experience
are best calculated to produce in their future develop-
ment the pleasing contrast of colour, outline, and
foliage, which in combination with their position form
the elements of a pleasing effect not only upon the

eye, but through it upon the mind. The subject is

too intricate, and involves too many practical con-
siderations to be enlarged upon in a Calendarial
article, so that the taste of the planter will be his

principal guide, and his success in the future will be
m accordance with the attention bestowed upon the
practical experience which is available in the present
day to all who study and feel an interest in
ornamental planting. This knowledge teaches us to

plant our specimen plants at such distances as may be
requisite for their perfect development in after years.

The matter should be well studied and the positions of
each specimen perfectly arranged and the whole
planted first, and then, and not till then, the intervals

may be planted in aay manner most conducive to a
pleasing variety and contrast of foliage for present
effect. The after regulation of these beautiful but
temporary occupants will afford much recreation to

gentlemen who take an interest in such matters for

several years, because no tree or shrub, however beauti-

ful, should be allowed to interfere with the perfect
development of the permanent trees which are in-

tended to produce the design contemplated in the
first planting. I should here premise that in making
these remarks on planting I am only alluding to the
planting of the adjuncts of the flower garden, that is,

shrubbery borders and boundaries to the dressed
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grounds, for which there are now so many beaiuiful

shrubs and comparatively iow-growing trees that there

is no necessity for encroaching on the more extended
area of the arboretum, or touching those tall-growing

trees which are much better adapted for grouping in

park scenery, or growing for timber. Still many of
them are so elegant and beautiful in a young state that

the temptation to use them in ornamental borders and
boundaries is very great, and they may be, and in fact

are, so used to a great extent, but in most cases the

growth is so rapid that the time soon comes that they
must either be destroyed, or removed to such sites as

will affortl room for full development, so that their

size and beauty can be duly appreciated. On the
garden side of any mansion of any extent a freedom
from large timber trees, particularly deciduous ones,

is most desirable, for they not only give a dwarfed
appearance to the grounds but where they prevail to

any extent they interfere very much with the perfect

keeping o( the flower gardens proper near the house,

and their presence should be contined to the outskirts

of the clumps and borders of evergreen and deciduous
low-growing shrubs and trees, which form the natural

and complete edgings to the fiower garden and
dressed grounds. After the very dull and sluggish

atmosphere which has of late prevailed to such an ex-

tent store plants for bedding purposes will require

constant attention in removing all decaying foliage

and mouldy tips, at the same time turning on a little

heat to dry up damp and assist ventilation. John Cox,
Rcdkaf.

FRUIT HOUSES.
Peaches and Nectarines.—When the buds in

the earliest house show signs of swelling, sufficient

gentle firing m.ay be indulged in to admit of a free

circulation of air by day and night if the weather con-
tinues mild ; but no addition must be made to the
general range of temperature until the blossoms be-
come more prominent, when a few degrees may be
added to the maximum on bright days. Old trees

that have been forced for a number of years will

stand more heat than young ones of recent intro-

duction ; but in our dark uncertain climate I have
always found it best to err on the safe side, particu-

larly through the early stages, and to make up for any
apparently lost time when the fruit has passed the

stoning process. A great deal also depends upon the

state and position of the roots ; if inside, as the roots

of all early Peaches ought to be, and near the surface,

revelling in good healthy calcareous loam, forcing

may be carried on faster and with less risk than
when they are outside, and although carefully pro-

tected by means of shutters and fermenting materials,

necessarily liable to checks from sudden depressions
of temperature. The regular syringing of the trees,

walls, and paths must have daily attention, but it

must be borne in mind that the young wood should
not be kept constantly wet, and the last syringing
should be performed in time for it to get dry before

darkness sets in. Examine fermenting leaves on in-

side borders, and keep it frequently turned for the two-
fold purpose of obtaining atmospheric moisture and to

prevent injury by becoming too hot where in close con-
tact with the surface feeders. Follow up the pruning of

late houses, and get successions tied in. The fan system
of training is the best for Peaches and other trees

trained under glass. Lay in the wood sufficiently

thin to admit of the full development of the foli.age ;

leave it the full length where the space is unlimited,
and makr provision for a good supply of young growths
by the removal ofall gross watery shoots and shortening
back near the base of the tree. W. C.

Figs.—Examine the fermenting leaves that have
been placed loosely about the pots, and if the heat
does not exceed So" they maybe pressed down firmly,

and a few more brought in from the reserve heap,
which should be protected from heavy falls of rain

and snow, in order that they may always be mode-
rately dry and warm when wanted for use. In some
places, where the pot trees are not over large, it is

usual to place them on the top of a bed of fermenting
material ; but when they attain a large size and
require pots 18 to 20 inches in disimeter—the most
desirable size, as we never hear of the destruction of

pot Figs on account of their getting too old—they
should be supported on pedestals of dry bricks or

inverted pots resting firmly on the bottom of the pit.

The trees then retain their position, and the necessary

turnings and additions can be made without upsetting

the original arrangement. Up to the present time

the fine weather, with a fair amount of sunshine, has
been favourable to early forcing, and aided by the

heat given off by the bed the maximum temperature
given in my last paper has been kept up almost
without fire-heat ; it is not, however, advisable

to dispense with it altogether, as a gentle warming of

the pipes produces a general movement of the atmo-
sphere while it prevents condensation and produces
conditions favourable to more frequent syringing and
damping of the trees and walls of the houses. If not

already finished, lose no time in gettingthe succession

house ready for shutting up. and follow up pruning,

or rather thinning in the later houses, by taking out

the old shoots that have reached the extremity of the

trellis. Cut back spurs that have been stopped, and

spare no pains in clearing the wood of every vestige

of scale by repeated washings with strong so.ap- water,

to which turpentine to the extent of half a winegUass-

ful to 2 gallons may be added. Use a soft brush for

the young wood, as the slightest injury to the embryo
buds may disfigure, if it does not destroy, the most

forward Figs. Tie in and train on the firn system,

leave plenty of room for the extension of the new
growths, and always bear in mind that P'igs having

abundance of leaf space always produce the best

coloured and finest flavoured fruit. \V. C.

Orcharij-iiouse.—-A discussion was r.aised some
years ago on the subject of top-dressing fruit trees in

pots, and I think the late Mr. Rivers, of Sawbridge-

worth, defined top-dressing as being distinct from

surface-dressing. I have tried the culture o( pot-trees

in nearly all the ways that have been recommended,

and some that have not been heard of, and certainly

the system that Mr. Rivers first propounded has

stood the test of time, proving that his teaching had

previously been confirmed by practice. We have

recently top-dressed all the trees that had borne fruit

and were not potted in September. The plan pur-

sued was to carefully pick out as much effete soil as

possible without injuring the roots more than was

absolutely necessary in the process. All round close

to the sides of the pots there are a mass of roots, and it

is necessary to destroy all the fibrous portion of these

to half the depth of the soil in the pots—roots and

soil come out together ; then with a sharp-pointed

prong of iron, work a considerable portion of the soil

from amongst the surface-roots. When this is done

the compost for top-dressing should be worked

in amongst them, and should then be pressed

in firmly with a wooden rammer. The best top-

dressing compost is clayey loam, to two barrow-

loads of which add one of rotten stable manure. The
only danger to be feared is the difficulty of ascertain-

ing when the trees are dry enough at the roots to

require water ; the new soil on the top contains few

active roots at first, and the manure holds water like

a sponge. The bottom soil, being full of roots,

becomes dry when the top is wet, and a young

beginner is often deceived. A little care .and atten-

tion to the trees will soon overcome this difficulty. I

still urge the importance of getting the young
" maiden " trees potted for succession as soon as pos-

sible. Some persons advise planting in the open

ground, and potting the trees when they are two

years old. This I do not approve of. It is by far

the best plan to pot the young trees at once. Now is

the time to have all insect pests destroyed. Labels,

too, should be seen to, and new ones must be placed

where the old are worn out. I prefer to have pointed

labels inserted in the soil to hanging them on the

trees suspended with wires. The forcing-house for

early fruits must be started very gently, and a moist

atmosphere should be kept up by evaporation. The
trees may be syringed very gently on the mornings of

fine days. It is absolutely necessary that the roots

should be kept in a moist state to the bottom of the

border or pots. J. Douglas.

Orange-house.—Those intending to cultivate

Oranges for dessert should visit the nursery and see

the plants before they purchase them. Orange trees

are very liable to be attacked by insect pests, scale

especially, and the demand for plants is not suffi-

cient to cause much care to be taken of them. I

prefer young trees, and they should be clean and well

furnished with leaves. The trees should al=o be

potted into good loam, with a little manure added to

it. They are usually sent home in black peaty-looking

stuff, in which they may grow, but they will not

produce good fruit. In good turfy loain with a fourth

part of rotten manure, Orange trees will grow almost

as freely as strong Willows by the water brooks, if

they are placed in a high temperature with plenty of

moisture in the atmosphere. If there are any trees

on which the fruit is quite ripe, they may be placed

in a Pine-house where the plants are at rest, the

temperature would be about 55° at night and the air

dryish. J. Douglas.

Strawberries in Pots.—Those that were started

from the beginning to the middle of the last month

will be moving slowly, although it will be some time

to come before any appreciable progress is observable.

The walls and paths of houses in which these plants

are being forced will require to be kept regularly

syringed in bright weather, having the hot-water

pipes heated to a gentle warmth at the same time.

A good principle to observe in all early forcing is to

get the maximum day temperature up to the highest

point at twelve noon, and let it fall steadily and

proportionately as light decreases. Sun-heat will of

course be taken advantage of whenever the oppor-

tunity presents itself. At the turn of the year the

majority of people who force Strawberries at all will

be making a start in earnest, and in anticipation of

such seasonable preparations I would direct attention

to a practice which is frequently the cause of much
disappointment, and which cannot be too severely

condemned^ viz., that of starting the plants on beds

of fermenting material. If the plants have been

properly grown as directed in previous papers they

will be well supplied with healthy, lively roots,

capable and ready to sustain every functional demand
that is made upon them consistent with the order of

Nature. If on the other hand they are plunged, or

even laid on the surface of a bed of dung and leaves,

the elaborated sap stored up in the plant finds an out-

let for itself in the shape of premature leaf-growth,

for it were idle to contend that there is any natural

demand for increased root-action in the comparatively

inactive state of the fruit-producing organs. Bottom
heat is only beneficial in the case o( plants that have

lost their roots, and such material cannot be recom-

mended for early forcing. /K. Hinds, Otlerspool.

PLAMT HOUSES.
Orchids.—The treatment now to be recommended

and given to these plants is one that will have more
regard to the individual specimens than to the require-

ments of the collection taken in the aggregate.

While for convenience sake we use the name of the

different divisions when speaking of separate classes

of plants, there are so many representatives from

various localities and native habitats, that the con-

dition or state of growth of one will ever be found to

be much in advance or in arrear of the state of many
others, though we may have to be growing them in

the same house. Turning now to the East Indian

lilanls, such as Vandas, Aerides, and Saccolabiums,

these for the most part will have ceased active

growth, though a slow movement may yet be per-

ceived by watching the young leaves. This resting

period gradually drawing near must be induced or

permitted, for much depends on a good and regular

rest. Having this object in view, gradually lessen

the quantity of water supplied to the roots, so that

the moss may become much more dry than has been

the case during the growing season. As the roots

close, their green points gradually diminishing until

the whole has become compact and white to the tip,

a certain index will be at hand which will indicate

the amount of water required j for if the roots do not

show an active state, it is not wise to give heavy

waterings, let the season be when it will. When,
however, the roots get to work again, water must be

freely given, always bearing in mind that thorough

drainage is essential to all, and that a knowledge of

the manner in which any plant is drained and potted

will be of very great assistance in determining as to

the condition in which the soil should be kept. Some
of those just mentioned are very apt during the winter

time to lose many of their lower leaves ; often when
severe frosts are being contended with, such a state

of things will happen to the great annoyance of the

grower and disfigurement of the plants. As a

caution, let me note that keeping a high night tem-

perature during the next three months is perhaps

the most injudicious course that could possibly be

adopted, and one that would be certain to bring

disappointment and loss to those who try it for

a season. Far better will it be to endeavour

to retain all that has been acquired during the

previous season, and so to mature and consolidate

the same that the coming dull months m.ay have

a less injurious effect upon the plants than if they

were now kept in a growing and excited con-

dition. Keep the night temperatures down during

severe frost. The East India-house had better be at

from 55° to 58° at 7 A.M. than at 65°, for if it stood at

the latter figure there would be little need, or, in fact,

opportunity, of advancing the temperature during the

day-time, as the thermometer would read high enough

already ; but at about 55°, the fire being put sharply

on, an increase of heat soon takes place, the air is

put in motion, and a slight moisture is produced by

the aid of such a rising and advance in the tempera

ture. The Fhala:nopsis, more especially amabilis

grandiflora, and Schilleriana, will now be pushing up

their flower-spikes. These must all be watered with

great care ; large supplies will not be needed, though

it will not be safe to let them get dry at the roots.

Do not allow any water to lodge in the heart of the

plant, as rot is very liable to take hold of them

through a drip falling in the centre of the plant.

Although in some situations they may be said to be

managed very easily, it is nevertheless very true, as

many are ready to admit, that of all the things that

puzzle and annoy them, though they do all that their

judgment and experience would lead them to adopt

and consistently to carry out the species of Phalajnopsis

are the most difficult ; having managed them success-

fully in one place, they have, when removed to

another, found it almost beyond their power to induce

a healthy and vigorous growth. Few things are more

admired than those just named, and they deserve all

the praise bestowed upon them, whilst some of the

other species, though less known, are at the same time

very beautiful, though perhaps not in so distinct a

manner as those named above. P. Portei and P. leucor-

rhoda are at present too scarce to class them with the

others, but may compare in point of beauty with any of

those that have been alluded to. W. Swan, Fallo-.ofiM.
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SATURDAY, DECEMBER 7, 1S7S.

APPOINTMENTS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.

MOSDAY, Dec.
I si^v^ns' Hnnlns.

and Shrubs, Roses, riutch

ulbs, &c., at Stevens' Rooms.

T..,...„„. n-, ., / Sale of a Collection of Drcliids at Stevens'
Thursday, Dec. i2

( ,(„„,„5

Saturday, Dec. '{'

THE history of the DEVELOPMENT OF BUDS

is of so much practical importance, and

bears so much on the operations of Forcing,

that a brief reference to the experiments of M.

ASKENASV, of Heidelberg, may be of interest.

In studying the development of the buds M.

AsKEN.\SY chose specially those of the Cherry,

which produce the blossom before the leaves, so

that the two" processes of flower formation and

leaf formation can be studied separately, and

leaf action can be separated from the pheno-

mena manifested by the developing flower-buds.

At least a hundred buds were taken on various

occasions, each bud being measured and weighed

in the fresh and in the dried state. By such

investigations three distinct stages of growth in

the bud are made manifest :— i, a slow and

gradual process of development during the

summer months up till the end of October

;

2, a period of repose from November to

January
; 3, a period of rapid development,

always increasing, and attaining its highest

degree just before the opening of the flowers.

Increasing weight of solid matter coresponds

with these phases of development. So far

there is nothing very new or important from a

hortictfltural point of view. The relation of

temperature to these phenomena is of more
importance, M. Askenasy showing that the

effect of temperature on the buds in the two

first stages is but slight. Whatever the climatal

conditions of the summer, the length and
weight of the buds was the same on the average

at the beginning of autumn.

As regards the third stage, however, the case

is di Tcrent—the degree of temperature now
exerts, as every gardeners knows, a very potent

influence on the development and expansion of

the flowers. Lastly, the author has made expe-

riments on tlie increased rapidity of develop-

ment caused Ijy submitting the buds to a high
temperature in winter. The results are \-ei-y

variable according to the period of the winter at

which the experiments were commenced, but
show clearly that during the socalled period of

repose considerable changes are going on in the

interior of the plant, though little change may
be conspicuous externally. Some bud placed
in a greenhouse at the end of October did not

develope ; those placed in the house on Decem-
ber 14 opened in twenty-seven days, and those

on January 14 in fourteen days. In spite of

these variations all, nevertheless, were of the

same size and outward appearance.

It will be seen that these experiments at the

first glance seem to tell against the \'iew uni-

versal among gardeners of the effect of a fine

autumn in ripening the wood, and promoting
the healthy, vigorous development of the buds
in the following spring. But it must be remem-
bered that in these experiments one factor only
—temperature—was considered, and the effects

produced were considered solely with reference

to the increased size and weight of the
buds, and the period and relative rapidity of
their increase. So far as we see from the

abstract of the paper before us, the subtler

changes in chemical composition which take
place were not studied ; and here indeed is

made manifest one of the great wants of

vegetable physiology—we mean the study of

the plant as a living being. We want to know
the exact nature and relations of the changes

that take place in the living plant. It is easy

to observe increased size and increased weight,

but we want to know more especially what is

represented by that increased weight, because

it is obvious that that weight may be made up
in \'ery \arious nianners.

IlEI.ENIt'M AUTUMXAI.E.—Among ihe more
showy herbaceous plants this is one of the best. It

grow.s about 3 feet in height, and proditces clusters of

large pure yellow flowers. It is nt once effective and

refined, which c.innot be said of all the yellow-flowered

Composites. Our illustration (fig. 123), which w.as

taken from a plant in Mr. Fraser's nursery, will serve

to give a good idea of the plant. It is a native of North
America, and there is a dwarf form of it differing only

from the type in its smaller size. In Mr. Parker's
nursery at Tooting we have seen a green-flowered

variety of much scientific interest, but hardly to be

recommended for its beauty. As many will be

re-arranging their herbaceous border at this season,

we may safely advise them to procure this fine plant,

which is suitable for the back or middle row of the

borders.

Mushroom Culture.—Growers for market
are notoriously the least communicative of all horticul-

turists, and the last persons connected with the horti-

cultural industry to submit their premises or methods
of ciUture to the inspection of .an outsider. To hear

them talk in the neighbouring market you would
think that "secrete" .and "wrinkles," were their

sole slock in trade, and that if you were once
admitted into their " shop " their occupation would
be gone, and the Duke of Bedford would become,
not the owner of the richeit garden in the world, but
—well, a poor man. Of all the wonderful stories

that come to our ears, none are more wonderful than

those which are related in connection with the mar-
vellous crops of Mushrooms which certain growers
are said to obtain, but which, strange as it may
appear, we have never seen. However, we saw a
crop last Saturday that well merited the

application of the term "wonderful," in Mr. jSIait-

land's garden at Merton Abbey, Surrey, and
which, without exception, is the best example of
Mushroom cultivation that has come under our notice.

Mr. Maitlan'd's Mushroom-house is 155 feet long,

and 12 feet wide, and contains five beds, four for

Mushrooms and one for Seakale, and each of the
entire length of the shed. There is a path down the

centre about 30 inches wide, and the beds are

arranged two on one side, three on the other, and all

aver.iging about i foot in depth. The practice fol-

lowed is to fill up the beds with ordinary " London
manure " beaten firmly down, and then left until the

heat is on the wane before spawning. When this is

done the beds are covered with hay for about a week
to "draw the spawn," and at the end of that time,

or as soon as it is seen that the spawn is freely on the

move, about half an inch of soil is lightly placed over
the beds and merely levelled down. For a week or
two after .soiling the temperature of the house is

maintained at about 60°, and subsequently at about
53° or 54°. In this way the Mushrooms begin to

appear in about thirty days, and in .about five weeks
the beds are in full bearing, as at present, and
producing the delicious "buttons," "cups," and
"griUers," in perfectly astounding quantities. In
ordinary practice it takes six weeks to get a crop, and
then not often a big one. Mr. Maitland's plan
does the thing by express.

The I.ate .Mr. M'Nar.—We learn that
the funeral of this gentleman took place on Friday
last at the Warriston Cemetery, Edinburgh, in the
presence of a very large number of friends and
acquaintances.

The Fraud at the Liverpool Chrv-
SANTHEMUM SHOW.—We have received several
letters commenting in severe terms upon the careless-

ness of the judges on this occasion ; but the wisest
and best of us often err, so that it is not necessary to
add to the annoyance that an hcmest man must feel

under such circumstances. Nor do we think it

desirable to adopt the suggestion of another corre-

spondent, to the effect that the portrait of the de-

linquent shtjulil be given in the (JarUcncrs' Chronicle

—this journal has no desire to emulate the Police

News. We may, however, suggest to Carnation

dressers and others who dress flowers in all good
faith, and against whose honour nobody alleges any-

thing, that they take special care that there is abso-

lutely no concealment about their procedures. Of
course the elect are quite well aware of the practice ;

hut many persons, and even some exhibitors, are not ;

and to the dull Boeotians of the outer world there is

not so very much difference, except in intent— of

which they know nothing—Isetween such procedures

as the experts condemn in one i>lace and admire at

others, say in a Covent Garden bouquet-shop, or on

the exhibition table.

Paris Exhibition Awards. — We are

pleased to hear that the Cross of Chevalier of the

Legion of Honour has been conferred on Mr.

RocERT Charles Ransome, of Ipswich—a "special

recognition of the French Government in appreciation

of the merit of the manufactures of his firm exhibited

in Paris this year ;
" that Marshal McMahon h.as for-

wariled, through M. Waddington, Minister of

Foreign Affairs, to the managing partner of Messrs.

James Gibus & Co., the Cross of Chevalier of the

Legion of Honour, for the exceUence of their

manufactures at the Paris Exhibition ; and to Mr.

W. H. Lascelles, 121, Bunhill Row, E.G., the

Cross of Chevalier of the Legion of Honour, for

his exhibits in classes 17, 66, and 85 in the late

Exhibition,

The Royal Society.—.\t the annual meet-

ing, held on Saturday last—St. Andrew's Day—special

interest was attached to the President's address, as it

w.as known that Sir Joseph Hooker had decided

on relinguishing the Presidency, to which he was

elected five years ago. Towards the end of his

address, of which a summary was given in the Times,

he alluded to his retirement, and stated that though

wholly opposed to the view that the term of the

Presidency of the Royal Society should be either short

or definitely limited, there were reasons, such as

official duties at Kew, and the fear of accumulations

of arrears of work in co-operation with other natural-

ists, which, in his particular case, made it almost

imperative that he should resign the post. The
address was- a retrospect of the progress in various

branches of science during the last five years,

and Sir Joseph said that during this time he

recognised advances in scientific discovery and
research at home and abroad far greater than

any previous semi-decade could show. The essay

of Count Gaston de Saporta, on VAncicmic
Vegetation Polaire, was referred to at some
length, attention being especially drawn to the

way in which the Count suggests a solution of the

difficulty which has always presented itself—how to

account for sufficient light within the Arctic regions

for the rich flora which from fossil evidence it is

known formerly flourished there. Saporta takes his

facts from the work of Heer, though he differs from

him in his inferences. BuFFON, in his Efoqucs de la

Nature, had argued that the cooling of the globe

having been a gradual process, the polar regions must
have been the first in which the heat was sufficiently

moderate for life to have appeared upon it. Starting

from this thesis, Saporta assumes that the termina-

tion of the azoic period coincided with a cooling of

the water to the point at which the coagulation of

albumen does not occur, and that then organic life

appeared, not in contact with the atmosphere, but in

the water itself. Not only does he regard life as

originating, if not at the North Pole, at least near to

it, but he holds that for a long period life was active

and reproductive only there. Passing from specula-

tions regarding the initial conditions of terrestrial life,

the question, the President said, presented itself

with regard to the carboniferous and later floras.

How could plants have flourished in such lati-

tudes if summers were of months and winters of
similar lengths as now ? Saporta suggested that

besides the effects of probable fogs due to southerly

warm oceanic currents, the solar light was, perhaps,

not distributed over the globe as it now is, but was
far more diffusive, the solar body not having arrived

at its present state of condensation. Sir Joseph
pointed out that some of Saporta's conclusions were
supported by the work of Mr. Tiiiselton Dyer,
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who, by a totally cHtl'erent line of research, had
arrived at the conclusion that the northern hemi-

sphere had always played the most important part in

the evolution and distribution of new vegetable types,

or, in other words, that a greater number of jilants had

work in physiological botany was epitomised, and in

the progress made in morphological botany especial

reference was made to the work of CoJiN, of Kocii,

and of K1.EIX, on the development of spores within

the rods of Bacillus. A practical result of these ob-

decorative hardy shrubs suitable for winter bedding

staged by the Messrs. Veitcii & Sons at South

Kensington at the past meetings may have done

much to familiarise the minds of the visitors with the

most suitable material for such a purpose, the arrange-

Fig. 123.—helenium autumnale. flowers clear yellow, nat. size, pollen' grain magn. 320 diam. (see p. 724.)

migrated from north to south than in the reversed

direction, and that all the great assemblages of plants

which we called floras seemed to admit of being
traced back at some time in their history to the north-

e:n hemisphere. Turning to microsopical botany, a

historical sketch was given of the origin and progress

of the study of cells and cell division ; Mr. Darwin's

servations is that Klein has shown that typhoid fever

of the pig is, like splenic fever, due to a Bacillus, and
it is now distinctly proved that two diseases of the

higher animals are generated by contaghtm vivum,

Winter Bedding at Heckfield.—Whilst

the twige exhibited collection of ornamental and

ment of the plants afforded no evidence of the mO;t

pleasing way in which they should be disposed to

produce a gardenesque eft'ect. The exhibit was

intended to show the material available, not the best

mode of arranging it. We have often alluded to

the winter bedding at Heckfield, where it is carried

out in exact conformity with the summer bed-
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ding arrangement, and constitutes not a c stly

contrast Init a clicap and simple continuity,

the summer tender plants in the designs being

taken out early in November and their places

filled with hardy things, in which pretty small

shrubs and elegant little Conifers predominate, and

thus the beds are charming, if not absolutely elegant,

throughout the dull winter months. Tender Alter-

nanlhcra and Lobelia carpets are replaced Ijy Sedums
and clipped Heath ; Echeverias, Agaves, Semper-

vivums, and other dot plants by variegated Conifers,

Hollies, Aucubas, &c., and by dark-leaved Beet, sown
late and grown especially for the purpose. In the

large raised basket beds the tender plants have given

place to an elegant arrangement of various-coloured

Coniferie and graceful shrubs, above which project

noble specimens of the Australian Draccenas. In the

beds the silver Echeverias, Golden Feather, Mentha,
Sedums, and other hardy things remain ; and as the

designs are in all cases formed by these the outlines

remain undisturbed. Good winter bedding is after

all more a matter of energy than of vost, which need

not be excessive even at starting.

Trees and Foundations.—Mr. Edmund
B. Ferrey records in the BiiiUer a curious

instance which has lately come under his observation

of the mischief to the foundations of buildings which

may sometimes be caused by the roots of trees. In

the case to which he refers attention had been drawn
to an increasing settlement in the wall of an infant

school (built some five years since). It was clear

that something was wrong underneath, and so under-

pinning was determined upon. When the ample
and well-executed footings and concrete had been

examined it was discovered that the roots of a row
of Ontario Poplar trees which stood in a neighbour-

ing garden, some 20 or 25 feet distant, had worked
their way down to the depth of some 5 to 8 feet, and
had completely disintegrated the concrete. The roots

were mostly of very fine texture, some mere fibre of

no greater substance than human hair, and a few
larger ones as thick as a man's little finger, all

entwined in the concrete. The soil was a cold clay,

and an experienced horticulturist assured him that

although the roots of Poplars traverse strata which
would repel other trees, yet they generally strike only

to a shallow depth. In this instance the roots had
devoured all the lime in the concrete in the lower

part, which was crumbling away. The upper part

{where no roots existed) was perfectly sound.

Instances of strong roots throwing down walls are not

uncommon, but Mr. Ferrey found, on inquiring f

experienced men, that the insidious work of these

distant trees is unusual. The new foundations, &c.,

have all been executed in Portland cement concrete

at a considerably greater depth than before, and warn-

ing given to the occupants of the adjoining garden.

Thefts at Fruit Shows.—Exhibitors of

flowers and fruit so often have to complain of the loss

and annoyance, resulting from the petty practices of

picking and stealing indulged in by those who ought

to know better, at exhibitions, that we read with

pleasure in the Devon iVee/dy Times that " William
Rawle, a respectably-attired young man," was lately

sentenced at the Torquay Petty Sessions to seven days'

imprisonment with hard labour, for stealing an apple,

value one penny, at the recent Chrysanthemum, fruit,

and vegetable show of the Torljay Horticultural

Society. The offence was clearly proved, and the

Chairman, addressing the prisoner, said he was evi-

dently, from his address and appearance, above the

ordinary run of persons who might be tempted by an

apple. He appeared to have gone to the show,

where property was very much exposed, and was con-

sequently left as much as possible to the honour of those

present. Although a little the worse for liquor, he
could not have been very drunk, for he had a lie on
the tip of his tongue as soon as he was called on to

produce one apple, and he was sober enough after-

wards to try and conceal the other apple. He there-

fore had not the excuse that he made a beast of him-

self first, before he became a thief.

—— The Woodstock Kidney Potato.—At
the large Potato show held in connection with the

recent cattle show at Binglcy Hall, Birmingham,

Woodstock Kidney received a Silver Medal, value

two guineas, as the best dish of Potatos in the show.

The sample was grown and shown by Mr. McKinlav,
of Beckenhani, Mr, Fenn, who raised it, can hardly

decline to admit that at last one of his seedlings has

received the honours due to it.

PliESEttVATION OF ORCHID FlOWERS. —
We are indebted to M. Alphonse de Candolle for

the following particulars, communicated to him

by M. Bornet. It appears that the late M. Thuret
was in the habit of preserving flowers of Orchids in a

saturated solution of common salt. After ten years

the preparations were found to be in good order, and

belter than those made with spirit of wine. It would

therefore be practicable to make collections of flowers

in flat white bottles, which would be very convenient

for examination, the more so as, with management,

several flowers might be placed in each bottle, some

in one position, some in another, so that the flowers

might be seen on all sides without turning the bottle

and shaking its contents. The flowers, in fact, might

be seen arranged for display or examination of struc-

ture just as they would be by a skilful botanical artist.

Institution of Surveyors. — The next

meeting will be held on Monday evening, December

9, when a paper will be read by Mr. T. F. Hedley
on "The Rating of Railways, with Suggestions for

the Amendment of the Law." The chair to be taken

at 8 o'clock.

Royal Botanic Gardens, Ceylon. —
From the Report of the Director of the Botanic

Gardens of Peradeniya and Hakgala for 1877, we
extract the following notes :

—

"In the celebrated Palm group, just within the en-

trance gates (see Gardeners' Chronicle,, vol. i. 1874,

p. 439), two towering Talipot Palms have been dis.

playing for several months their gigantic plumes of

flowers ; unfortunately these fine trees will soon die after

the ripening of their numerous seeds, and after proving,

to the deliglit of visitors, glorious ornaments of the

garden for a period of nearly forty years. The height of

the largest of these trees, including the flower-panicle of

22 feet, is 105 feet ; the circumference of stem with per-

sistent bases of leaves, at 3 feet from the ground, 13 ieet

9 inches ; of naked stem, at 21 feet from the ground,

8 feet 3 inches. It is gratifying to know that there are

other specimens of this fine Palm to come forward as

their worthy successors in due time.

" Coffee.—There is little appearance ol Coffee cultiva-

tion losing its attractiveness, notwithstanding the fears

entertained by many persons that the Hemileia is causing

much injury to the trees. High manuring, especially

when administered to vigorous young trees, is believed

by a large number of planters to obviate the ill-effects of

this pest. There is some reason, however, to question

the desirableness of applying stimulating manures to very

old Coffee trees weakened pre^'iously by severe attacks of

the leaf disease. In such cases cautious and careful

experiments arc to be recommended.
" Liberiiitt Coffee.—Except in its very early stage ol

growth, this species of Coffee appears certainly to suffer

less than the ordinary Coffee from the attacks of the

Hemileia. The existing plantations are said to be

thriving well, and to show promise of producing large

crops. From berries produced by our own specimens

we have raised a considerable number of healthy young
plants, several of which have been planted out in the

tropical garden at Heneratgoda, where they are coming
on very favourably. I am sorry that I have not yet had
ripe berries in sufficient number to justify my using them
for the purpose of ascertaining satisfactorily the quality

of the beverage obtainable from this as compared with

that of our ordinary Coffee."

—— Evergreen Oaks.—Propably one of the

finest groups in the kingdom of these hardy ever-

green trees may be seen at Highfield, near Strath-

fieldsaye, some fifty or more having been planted

many years since. Some of these have now stems

18 to 24 inches through at the base, and have gone up
to a height of from 80 to 100 feet. So large and clean

are many of the stems that but for a view of the heads

they may be mistaken for trees of the common Oak.
This year, in common with other hardy trees, they are

producing a large stock of acorns, the fruit being about

one-half the size of that of the deciduous Oak, and the

shells of a darker tint. These are just now ripening

and falling, being at least four or five weeks later than

ordinary acorns.

Chaumontel Pears.—At the autumn exhi-

bition of the Ealing, Acton, and Hanwell Horticul-

tural Society on November 20 a basket oi fine Chau-
montel Pears was shown by Mr.

J. Heiter, gardener

to C. O. Ledward, Esq., The Elms, Acton. Mr.

Hepi'ER is well-known as a successful cultivator of

this fine Pear, and on several occasions has been

awarded the thanks of the Society for " magnificent
"

examples of this variety, of rare quality. Mr. Hei'I'ER

gets his best fruit from a tree on a west wall growing

in a gravel subsoil : it is gathered in October, and

kept in a very dry fruit-room till the middle of Decem-
ber, alter which time Mr. Hepper finds the fruit to

degenerate in quality. On the gravel this tree makes
but little growth, but it produces a good crop every

year ; and to assist the tree a load of good manure is

given as a dressing every year, with copious supplies

of manure-water at fruiting time. So freely do the

Chaumontel Pear trees bear that Mr. Hepper makes

a point of thinning his fruit while yet green, and

using them for baking purposes, and by so doing

husbands his stewing Pears till after Christmas. The
fruits, when ripe, have that delicious, buttery, melting,

and delicate flavour peculiar to this fine variety when

well grown. It also does well at Acton as an espalier,

but the finest fruit come from a west wall. As
some persons have complained they cannot keep this

Pear in good condition, it may be stated that Mr.

Hepper finds the Pear to keep rich and plump in

the manner stated above.

The Planting of Trees and Shrubs.—
There is scarcely any limit to what has been said and

written, and continues to be repeated in one shape or

other, about what to plant, when to plant, and^how to

plant trees and shrubs of all kinds ; but compara-

tively few of those who discourse on this subject lay

equal stress upon the necessity of due care in the

taking up of the trees that are to be planted. Yet

we have no hesitation in saying that half the unsatis-

factory results, witnessed in the stationary condition

of the trees so planted for a year or two after their

removal, is directly traceable to the barbarous treat-

ment the trees receive at the hands of those who take

them up, particularly in the case of any above the usual

trade size. Where much work of this sort has to be

done it of necessity has to be left more or less to men to

whom it often appears an impossibility to convey

either knowledge or care in the work to be done, and

who chop, wrench, and mutilate the roots of every-

thing that has the misfortune to be touched by them,

as if they were as impervious to harm as the very

tools employed in the work. It is much cheaper,

and we would a deal rather pay a very considerable

percentage more for even the commonest trees if taken

up fairly, than for trees with half or three-fourths of

their roots left in the ground, and the remainder half

wrenched off. It is in a great measure through this

that we so often hear it said it is better to plant the

smallest trees in preference to such as are larger, as

the former usually outgrow the latter.

Mistleto.—In the park at Highfield, the

residence of Mrs. Mason, adjoining St rat field saye,

Mistleto grows most abundantly on the Lime, and as

these trees here are as tall and in their high growth

largely resemble Elms, there are many fine bunches of

the white-berried parasite that have so far escaped the

grasp of the collector for the Christmas festivities.

In another part of the grounds bunches of it are grow-

ing upon the Whitethorn, and close by some seeds

have germinated on the Laburnum, a subject far from

common as a Mistleto stock. The branches of this

tree being nearer to the ground enables the observer

to note that in each case the Mistleto growth has

proceeded Irom the lower side of the stem ; and from

this circumstance it may reasonably be inferred that

the birds, who are very fond of the berries, pass them,

the seeds undigested, and with a portion of the gummy
substance of the berry, so that the seeds slide down
to the under side of the branch on which they are

deposited, and there they remain until germination

ensues.

Cheating the Carrot Maggot.—This

pest is so abundant and destructive in many gardens

that a good crop of spring-sown Carrots is out of the

question. At the recent Ealing autumn exhibition,

Mr. James Hudson, gr. to C. A. Atkinson, Esq.,

of Gunnersbury House, Acton, had in his collection

of vegetables a very handsome bunch of summer-

sown Intermediate Carrots that were as clean, as free

from the attacks of the maggot, as could be desired,

Mr. Hudson stated that spring-sown Carrots were in

his garden out of the question, and therefore he
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cheated the destructive insects by sowing seed in July,

and thus found that the crop, though of less bulk,

was untouched. These Carrots were sweet and

crisp, and delicious eating. It is the practice to

cover a portion of the bed with litter in hard weather,

and thus maintain a supply of fresh-pulled Carrots all

through the winter. A similar late sowing of the

Long Red at Heckfield produced as excellent results,

the roots, though of moderate size, being clean and

perfect for table use.

A Domesticated Quail. — We are not

accustomed to associate the quail with domestic pets,

and yet there is one of these timorous and by no
means common birds running about in the kitchen

attached to Mr. Wildsmith's cottage at Heckfield,

as unconcerned as though it were a tame starling or

jackdaw. It was reared by a bantam hen, and is

now (our months old, and is almost full grown. It

perches upon the back of the dog, and creeps into the

shelter of his body when lying down. It is also on

good terms with the cat, and fears no stranger, but

makes itself quite at home with every one. This

unusual associate of the domestic fireside evidences

what may be done by care and kindness, whilst the

pleasure taken in its society of the dog and cat shows

that even these game-loving animals are not always so

black as they are sometimes painted.

l^OTATOS AT BlNGLEY HaLL. — The
display of Potatos at the annual Christmas Agricul-

tural Show at Birmingham has been of more than

average interest this year. About 400 dishes were

staged, and very few inferior exhibits were sent.

Below we append a list of all the sorts shown in the

winning stands in the principal classes, the number
in parentheses at the end of each name showing how
many times the variety was exhibited inthe prize collec-

tions :—Blanchard (2), Beauty of Hebron (2), Bread-

fruit {5). Bresee's Peerless (i), Bresee's Prolific (l),

Brownell's Beauty (5), Brownell's Superior (3), Car-

ter's Ashtop Fluke (i), Centennial (l), Climax { I),

Early Goodrich (2), Early King (7), Early Rose (3),

Emperor (4), Excelsior (5), Extra Early Vermont (2),

Garibaldi (2), Grampian (5), Giant King (i), Harri-

son's Red Fluke (i), International (4), King of

Potatos (2), Lady Webster (l), Lapstone (3), Late

Rose (i), Louise of Lome {1), Lye's Favourite (2),

McKinlay's Pride (i). Magnum Bonum {4), Man-
hattan {3), Model (3), Perfection (2), Radstock

Beauty (l). Rector of Woodstock (i), Ruby (i),

Shelburne (i), Salmon Kidney (2), Schoolmaster (5),

Scotch Blue (l), Snowflake (6), Suttons' Wood-
stock Kidney {2), Triumph {5), Trophy (5).

Three hundred out of the four hundred dishes staged

are occupied by these forty-two kinds in various com-
binations, Mr. P. McKiNLAY, Woodbine Cottage,

Beckenham, won this year, as he did last, the 1st

prize for twelve varieties {^^5), and Messrs. Sutton &
Sons' extra prize, a Silver Cup, value five guineas,

with a superb collection of tubers, to one dish of

which {Sutton's Woodstock Kidney) was also awarded

Mr. Thomas Ottley's Silver I^tedal, value two

guineas, offered for the best dish of Potatos in the

show. Messrs. James Carter & Co.'s Silver Cup,

value five guineas, was won by Mr. James Pink,

Sheldwich, Faversham, with a capital collection of

eight varieties, four of which were American. Messrs.

G. & J. Perrey, of Acton Pigott, Condover, Salop,

won the 2d prize with a praiseworthy collection.

The same gentleman showed a dish of Carter's

Ashtop Fluke, which the judges commended as the

second best dishes of Potatos in the show. From a

Corrcspomfcnt.

• A Caution to Gardeners and Nursery-
men. — We hear that a well-dressed young man,

having all the appearance of a '* ground foreman,"

has lately been driving a lucrative business in the bor-

rowing line in the counties of Kent, Surrey, and Sussex.

Wherever he calls—be it at a gardener's house, a

nurseryman's, or a corn-dealer's—he introduces him-

self as the foreman at the best known place in each

locality (generally naming the leading nurseryman),

and states that he has had the misfortune to lose his

purse and railway ticket, and that he would be much
obliged for the loan of a few shillings to carry him

back. He has a plausible address, carries an over-

coat on his arm, a respectable-looking umbrella in his

hand, and altogether plays his part so well that he

has succeeded in gaining a good many ''lifts home."

He gives the name of Miles, or Wyld, neither 0'

vvliich belongs to him, and offers to leave" the um-

brella in pledge if there is any doubt as to his honesty.

But our readers should fight shy of the *' gamp," if he

offers another, as the last he left behind him as

security for a lew shillings proved to be a mere stick

and rag.

Florvita. — Under the somewhat high-

sounding name of ''Florvita" Messrs. Prentice
Brothers, of Stowmarket, one of the oldest estab-

lished firms of artificial manure manufacturers in the

country, have introduced a concentrated manure, in

the form of a pink powder, which has the desirable

quality of being perfectly odourless—a boon which

amateurs, and lady gardeners especially, will welcome.

Of a pleasing colour, and free from disagreeable smell,

the preparation appears to be rich in salts of ammonia
and potash, nitrates of potash and soda, and soluble

phosphoric acid—in fact a concentrated compound of

the more valuable artificial manures. According to

our experience of a small quantity, it is readily dis-

solved in water, can be applied to plants grown in

rooms without the least objection, and well answers

its purpose as a fertiliser.

The Weather.—The report for the week

ending December 2, issued by the Meteorological

Office, states that the weather was showery and

changeable, but finer on the whole in the west and

north than in the south and east. Temperature below

the mean in all districts, the deficit varying from 4" to 6^

The maxima seldom above 45° except in "England

south-west," and frequently below 40" in the northern

districts. Several night frosts reported, the most

severe being those of November 29 and 30 ; on the

former occasion the thermometer on the grass fell to

17* at Glenalmond and to 24° at Loughborough, while

on the last-mentioned day the shaded thermometer

fell to 21° at Audley End and Parsonstown, and that

on the grass in London to 17". Rainfall several tenths

more than the mean in the north-east and east of

England and north of Ireland, but less in all other

districts. Showers of snow, sleet, and hail very

general in Scotland and the east of England. Wind
northerly to north-easterly at the southern and eastern

stations, but westerly in the north and north-west

during the earlier portion of the week. Light or

moderate in force generally, but fresh to strong gale

from N.E. in the east of England on November 28.

OUR POISON BERRIES.
Autumn presented us this year with less of its own

distinctive peculiar features than it generally does.

We seem to have passed from a late summer all at

once into winter, with its snow, frost, and ice. The
warm weather we had in September served to retain

for our woodlands and hedgerows their exquisitely

shaded foliage until November. The period of fallen

leaves had not only come, but half run its course.

I visited friends in the country about the end of

October, and was greatly astonished to find many of

our early autumnal wild fruits hanging on their native

stems, untouched by birds or decay.

I saw the black, cherry-like berry of the Belladonna

and several of our late summer flowers fraternising

with their autumn relatives, whilst not a few of our

actual winter berries added their share of beauty to

some of the wild spots I discovered during my
rambles. There were hips and haws, the fruit of the

wild Rose and the Hawthorn tree ; the perfumed

wild Thyme, stately Mullein, and charming little Eye-

bright, all growing in one sheltered nook, even butter-

flies were not wanting to perfect the delusion that

summer was still with us. The bright, warm sun had

either tempted a few of these insects to put off their

winter sleep, or prolonged their brief existence. I

am not sufliciently up in entomology to decide whether

the species I saw were hybernators or not, but must

pass on to our poison berries.

The Atropa Belladonna is most appropriately

named from Atropos, one of the Fates, whose office

was supposed to be cutting the thread of human
life; and Belladonna {beautiful lady), from the various

uses made of it by the Italian and Spanish "Madame
Rachels" as a cosmetic. English readers will pro-

bably know it best as the Deadly Nightshade, called

in some counties the Dwale. It is not a true

native, and botanists imagine, from its being met

with in the vicinity of old encampments, that it

was first introduced by the Romans. The stems are

herbaceous, branched, and rise to the height of 3 feet

or so ; the flowers solitary and purple, the fruit

black, and the size of a small Cherry. Country

children style them " Naughty Man's Cherries ;" but

although a deadly poison the Belladonna has many
valuable properties worthy of mention. It furnishes

medical men with a most powerful remedial agent in

many diseases ; but it would be most unwise to take it

as adomestic medicine, for many fatal cases are recorded

from its injudicious use. One hundred and fifty

soldiers were poisoned by eating the berries at Pirna,

not far from Dresden, and Shakspeare, in the speech

made by Banquo, alludes to it when the latter asks

Macbeth—

" Or have we eaten of the insane root

That takes the reason prisoner?"

—the Belladonna being known to cause a species of

poisonous intoxication in human beings, though

many animals eat the foliage with perfect impunity.

It is singular how few accidents occur from plant

poisoning, when we notice the carelessness displayed

by most people in introducing dangerous vegetable

characters into their gardens. I saw a fine plant of

the Deadly Nightshade in full fruit in a cottage

border not long since, and on asking the mistress

what it did there she coloured up and blurted out

some long story about some " friend of Joe's having

brought it from a far way, and told to be careful of it,

as it were a very rare tree." On my informing her

what it really was her face expressed disappointment,

and she promised to caution the youngsters against

touching the berries. I afterwards found out that

"Joe" worked in the Squire's garden, and that the

Squire, having a fancy for medical botany, cultivated

poisonous plants. The Belladonna was a late importa-

tion, so "Joe" thought it must be "a very rare

tree."

Another poison berry-bearing shrub found in this

and some of our other English counties is the Meze-

reon (Daphne Mezereum), but it is much more rare

in a wild state than the Belladonna, and cannot be

called an autumnal berry, since its fruit ripens early

in the year ; but the drupe (which being of a bright

scarlet hue looks very tempting) has caused several

deaths, so I introduce it here. Its flowers arc exceed-

ingly fragrant, and as they appear before the foliage,

about the end of February, at a season of the year

when blossoms are scarce, it is much cultivated in

shrubberies, where, thriving right well under the

shade of larger trees, it is most generally seen.

It is a very hardy plant, being found as far North

as Lapland, where the natives call it " Koellerhals,"

7.d'., "cellar opener," because one of the berries will

cause such thirst and such a burning sensation in the

throat that copious draughts of ale are resorted to by

the unfortunate peasant who has swallowed it.

The Persian name of " Madgra youn " is far more

poetical. The berries are a mortal poison to most

animals ; six of them will destroy a wolf, according to

Linm^us ; but I have seen some birds eat them—

a

species of finch will do so occasionally, and I fancy

they only take the pulp of the fruit, not the seeds, as

many birds eat the berries of the Vew tree. Our

medical men have long extracted a medicine from the

bark of the Mezereon, but the fruit in its natural state

they deem too virulent for use, and I have known

country people rub a piece of the bark on the face

when suffering from toothache, to cause a blister. It

should be first well steeped in vinegar, and then

applied to the spot affected. Some put an Ivy leaf

over it, and keep it on for hours. It is also in great

repute on the Continent as a remedy for deafness and

some kinds of ophthalmia, but in such cases a per-

petual blister is kept up for weeks by renewing the

piece of bark daily. Spain is, or was, the place a few

years ago wherein to see this shrub in full beauty.

There the " Torbisco," as the natives call it, perfumes

the surrounding air, and it appears to be a general

favourite with the peasantry. The arneros as they

trudge along with their mules gather branches of it

;

the gah'ra drivers patronise it ; and all the pretty

country girls, with their gold earrings hanging down

to their shoulders, and their long gilt bodkins pro-

jecting from each side of their heads, stick a piece of

this blossom in their bodices.

The red-berried Bryony is another of our poison

fruiting plants. A well-known climber is the

Bryonia dioica, seen in our hedges, with its

graceful stems and slender tendrils clinging to

other trees, and adorning them with the beauty

of its palmated leaves in spring, putting forth
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its yt'llowisli yreen-vcineil flowers ciU throughout

June, July, and August, and proudly standing forth

decked with bright red berries at this season

(autumn). The fruit is green at first, but changes to

red as it ripens. This plant was well known at one

time to be the one that certain old womCn, who
pretended to be witches (and this belief has not yet

died out in the isKind of Anglcsca, North Wales), and

many herbalists, passed ofT on the credulous as the

Mandrake. They used to open the earth all round a

young Bryony plant, and insert a mould made of

plaster-of-paris, fastening the roots to it with wire
;

they then filled in the earth again carefully, and left

the roots to grow to the prescribed shape—this, it being

of rapid growth, it mostly did in one summer. One
old woman in our village—a village I lived near when
a child—professed to be able to cure people who
suffered from what she called "the wolf (from what

I can remember, every kind of pain in the stomach or

chest, or a very great craving for food, was termed

"the wolf '') ; and the patient was supposed to have

swallowed a toad, or a frog, or a snake, as the

case might be, when drinking at the spring.

So an application was made to Nelly Jenkins, who
always gave a few doses of the root in milk.

It is a powerful vermifuge, and very drastic in its

effects, so doubtless Nelly's medicine was in many
cases beneficial. [It is ii violent poison. Eds.]

Imagination and faith often work wonders, at

any rate she reaped a good harvest from the

Bryony. That it is a poison plant is a proved

fact, and whenever I bring its beautiful berries in to

decorate my stand, I am particularly careful in

cautioning the servants to throw them into the fire

when I have done with them ; but they will last for

many weeks in full beauty, so they are valuable as a

decoration in winter, when any little bit of colour is

most welcome as an addition to the sparing Ijouquets

the garden at that season furnishes. Mrs, Alfred
Watncy,

|)0nu etiirrijspiihiut.

The Coming Winter.—Twelve years ago an
article of mine was published in WhistlccrafCs
Almanac, S:c., entitled "Recurring Periods in our
Climate." According to a rule I then stated the now
approaching winter of 1S7S-9 should be one of ex-

ceptional severity. The rule referred to is as follows :—" If a very hard winter recurs after forty-one years
it will not usually after eighty years, but if it does not
return in forty-one years, then the eightieth year is

usually very severe." So, if we look back into old
weather chronicles and find that a particularly severe
winter occurred in a certain year, we shall know when
to look for a return of the same weather. In the
article alluded to I said, "As the following list

mentions nearly all the very severe winters in the last

160 years, I believe I may say that, as regards intense
frost forty-one and eighty years are the most regular
recurring periods at present known. Thus, the winter
of 16S3 was severe, 1724 was not a hard one, but
1763 was. An exceedingly hard winter occurred in

170S-9, and after eighty years we had the remarkably
severe winter of 1788-9. The frost was dreadfully
severe in 1716, and the Thames frozen at London
Bridge ; and this winter had its counterparts in

January, 1795, and December, 1796. In 1739-40
there was a terrific winter ; so after eighty years was
the winter of 1S19-20. In all the foregoing instances
a hard winter does not appear to have happened after

forty-one years. The severe winters of 1742-3,
1743-4, ^nd 1744-5, returned respectively, after

forty-one years in 1783-4, 1784-5, and 1785-6. In

1754 the winter was unusually severe, so after forty-

one years was the winter of 1795, but 1834 was
remarkably mild—still, we see, true to the rule. A
severe winter occurred in 176S, especially January,
and January, 1S4S, was severe. The excessively
severe winter of 1775-6 had its counterparts in

February and December, 1S55. The winter of
1779-So was unusually hard, and after eighty years
we have a remarkably severe frost in the winter of
1859-60. Some very hard weather occurred in 17S4,
and eighty years afterwards we had a very hard frost,

n January, 1S64. The winter of 17S5 was very long

and severe, so was the winter of 1S65. The ex-

tremely severe frost of 1788-9 returned after forty-

one years in 1829-30. The severe winter of 1795
will probably return in 1S75 (^^is prediction was
fulfilled). The unusually severe frost of 1796-7
returned after forty-one years In the frightfully severe

winter of 1837-S. The severe frosty weather of

1799-1800 returned in 1840-41, and in both these

winters the month of December was unusually cold.

The hard winter of 1802 will proiiably return in 1S82.

In 1S14 there was a very long and severe frost, and
a fair was held on the Thames at London Bridge : and
after forty-one years a remarkably long and severe

frost occurred in 1S55, when the Thames was frozen

within a few miles of London. The hard winter of

1S19-20 returned after forty-one years in 1S60-1,

and the hard weather of January, 1823 recurred after

forty years in January, 1S64. In 1826 there was a week
of very severe frost soon after the beginning ofJanuary,
so we may expect some days of very severe frost in the

winter of 1S66-7." This last prediction was duly
fulfilled in January, 1867, for at Epsom, in the county
of Surrey, the thermometer soon after the beginning
of that month fell to 12° below zero ; at Datchet,
Bucks, it was 8° below zero ; at Staines, 7'^ below zero

;

at Cobham, 6°.8 below zero ; and at Stafford, 5" below
zero. The very severe winter of 179S-9 did not
return (after forty-one years) in 1S39-40, therefore,

a very severe winter is to be expected in 1878-9.

It must also be remembered that it is exactly forty-

one years next January since we had the terrific

season commonly known as " Murphy's winter." In
that month (of January 183S) the thermometer at

Walton, near Claremont, fell to 14" below zero ; at

Beckenham it was 13.^° below zero; at Wallingford,
5° below zero ; at Greenwich, 4* below zero ; and at

Glasgow, i'" below zero. As this law of recurring

winters has scarcely ever failed, to lake suitable pre-

cautions against the destructive effects of coming
intense frost can do gardeners no harm, and may do
them some good. Geo. D. Bnimhain, F.M.S.,
Barushiir)\ A'ov. 30.

The Liverpool Chrysanthemum Show.—As I

shared the responsibility, in conjunction with others,

of getting up the " special prize " which was duly con-

tested for at the late exhibition held in Liverpool, I

hope I may be permitted to lay the whole facts and
circumstances of the case, as far as I know, clearly

before the puljlic. At the outset I may say that I am
both grieved and pained to have to admit that Mr.
Ollerhead's statement of the horticultural drama
enacted at St. George's Hal! on the 20th of the past

month is but too true. The readers of the Gardeners'

Chronicle will remember the little bit of friendly

banter that passed between Mr. Ollerhead and myself
last spring respecting the relative merits of Chrysan-
themums grown in the neighbourhood of Liverpool
and around London. The result of that discussion

led to a subscription being made amongst the *' Liver-

pool gardeners," or at least that section of them who
are interested in the cultivation of the Chrysanthe-
mum, in order to offer a "special prize" which
would induce the south-country growers to put the

matter in dispute to a practical test^ by entering

into a friendly competition with their north-

country rivals at Liverpool. I was one of those

who collected the subscriptions, and I can pledge
my wnid that I was met with the greatest

enthusiasm in all directions, one and all being
anxious that there should be especial ectat given to

the occasion, and, to use the Secretary's own words,
that there should be a "fair field and no favour " to

every one. And now I have to express (on my own be-

half and on behalf of all connected with the prizes)

our deep and sincere regret that any such wilful and
deliberate imposture should have been practised

(especially by one who was quite competent on his own
merits of contesting the ground fairly and honestly)

for such a grudging selfish end. The delinquent is

a young man of great promise, and it is a pity

that he should have tarnished his escutcheon thus
early in life, probably for no better purpose than to

gratify the sinister designs of a grudging, spiritless,

selfish clique. We now come to a different phase of
the question, namely, How came the judges to pass
over such an outrageous distortion of Nature as that

represented in the abnormal growths set up under the
false pretence of being natural-grown flowers? I put
the question to Mr. Dale, who was the senior judge,
as being of vital import in the elucidation of the
matter, and on which, in the absence of any information
from those who made the award, it would be unfair to

hazard an opinion at present. In the next place, I

am sorry to say that there is a misunderstanding in Mr.
Ollerhead's letter, which I am sure was never intended
by the writer. It is supposed by some of the fraternity

that they can read " between the lines " something to

imply that we ought to be held in some degree respon-
sible for the disgraceful transaction, or at all events
that we have been utterly oblivious to any amount of
fraud and trickery being perpetrated in our ranks.
Well, in the first place there is always an incentive to
crime, be it great or small r but he must be a parsi-

monious wretch indeed who would risk committing a
giganiic fraud for 20j-., the amount of the 1st prize

offered for cut blooms at Liverpool for some years
prior to the present. The oftending party never gained
a 1st prize in Liverpool, but he was 2d to Mr. Tunning-
ton last year with a stand of very large blooms—a fact

I think that I related to Mr. Ollerhead in course of
conversation. I handled most of Mr. Tunnington's
blooms on the night before the exhibition, and I had
an invitation from Mr. Elliott, who gained the 3d
prize, to go and see his flowers before the day of the

show—a fact, I think, that speaks volumes for the good
feeling that exists with the majority ofChrysanthemum
growers. Could human nature with a grain of friend-

ship or reciprocal feeling expect more ? As to who
was the first t^ make the discovery it would be diffi-

cult to say ; a lady who is reputed for the interest she
takes in the cultivation of the Chrysanthemum, hinted

that there was something wrong early in the day. On
entering the hall myself at 4 o'clock in the afternoon

I pronounced the judgment to be egregious, the

flowers were so "impudently wrong-named " that it

is surprising how that fact alone did not create a
suspicion in the minds of the judges and lead to

detection. This was pointed out to one of the com-
mittee who could entertain nothing short of a "written
protest :" but the fact is, no one suspected the real

state of affairs at that time. Later in the evening, as

the gas began to have effect on the flowers, the fraud
became more visible, and I did all in my power to in-

duce Mr. Tunnington, who was entitled to the 1st prize,

to protest ; but he rejected all my proposals for fear of
a mistake. I then urged Mr. Ollerhead (to whom we
are all indebted for his manly and straightforward
conduct) to enter a formal protest, which no doubt
he would have done on his own account, as by this

time he had satisfied himself and others as to the
accuracy of the suspicion which had been the only
question spoken of in the hall for hours before. The
last act of the drama created quite a sensation, but I

hope we shall not all be branded as black sheep be-
cause of one trangressor. I am sure Mr. Ollerhead
will give one and all connected with the show credit

for their sincere reprobation of the act, and a

kindly and friendly feeling towards the stranger ex-

hibitors, who deserved a warm and and cordial recep-

tion for their courage in travelling such a long and
cold journey to take part in the exhibition. W. IHnds.

Lilium speciosum rubrum with White
Flowers.—In an amateur's garden at Watergraafs-

mcer, near Amsterdam, there has flowered this

summer a plant of Lilium speciosum rubrum with

nine flowers, of which the ist, 3d, 5th, 7th, and
9th, beginning from the lower part of the stem,

had the usual colour, but the 2d, 4lh, 6th, and
8th were pure white, like those of the Dutch L.
speciosum album. The plant had been for two or

three years in the same spot, without being trans-

planted. In 1877 it bore five normal flowers of L.

speciosum rubrum. The ground in which it was
planted is a turfy, sulphury fen—Watergraafsmeer
being a "/oA/t:;'," a drained lake, with a variety of

soils, in some of which plants incline very much to

vary temporarily in colour of flowers and leaves. I

should like to know if a similar variation in Lilium

speciosum rubrum, or in other sorts of Lilies, has been
observed elsewhere ? J. IF. A'rch^c, Haarlem,
Nov. 25.

Potato Notes from the North.—Messrs. Sutton
advertise that they will send twelve varieties of

Potatos for \%s. I sent them ^i, and received the

undermentioned thirteen sorts, which I had planted

in a piece of new land in the garden, dugout of grass,

and which had not been cropped for many years, soil

sandy, with a little peat amongst it ; and I now send
you the results, placing the Potatos in the order of

quantity of crop, the most prolific being the first :

—

Early Favourite, nearly double any of the others ;

Magnum Bonum, good crop ; Snowflake, Lapslone
Kidney, Red Fluke, and Crimson Ashleaf, good crop ;

Bresee's King of the Earlies, Paragon, Porter's Excel-
sior, Compton's Surprise, a medium crop ; and Rector
of Woodstock, Alpha, and Ruby, a poor crop. Of all

these Early Favourite is the best quality, a good
mealy Potato ; then perhaps comes Snowflake,
Magnum Bonum, and Lapstone Kidney, but all the

rest were just rubbish—poor watery waxy things.

Those that were most prolific seem also to have been
the best, with the exception of Snowflake, which,
though a capital Potato, was so diseased that the

gardener says he fears he will have hardly seed left

fur next year. I propose next year to try those

Potatos in the field in the ordinary course of cultiva-

tion instead of in the garden, and to see how they will

do there. Early Favourite had also magnificent

shaws, while some of the others had scarcely any leaf

at all. The principal Potato grown here is Walker's
Early. This has been quite an exceptional year in

this district, as good as last year was bad ; such a

good year, in. fact, as has not been known for some
fifty years—a real old-fashioned, dr)', hot summer,
and a good autumn for getting in the crops, first-class
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gr.iss, at least a month or more earlier than fist year ;

a capital grain crop
;
good Potatos, large yield, and

almost no disease ; and as for Turnips every field you
went into looked better than its neighbour. A few
Champions are grown here : the fields have a most
curious appearance—the tops meeting in the rows and
level give the field the appearance of a huge green
shining table, as smooth as a table on top and quite

cUise—not rough as Potato fields usually are. James
KuharJ Ilai-, Blairhill, hv Rtimhruv; Bridi^c, Pcrlh-

shire.

Eucalyptus globulus.— It has been my forUme
to reside in Norlh America for a few years, where I

had various opporLunilies of witnessing the growth
an 1 hardiness of this tree. A great interest was
manifested in its welfare both in the Middle and
Southern States, notso much as an ornamental tree for

lawns and parks as on account of its anti-malarial

properties. From different parts of the States news
came to the eflect that it had succumbed to the severe

frosts, in other localities it had flourished and stood

the winters tolerably well : the conflicting rejiorts led

to an investigation, which proved that where the soil

was retentive and of medium fertility the growths

had been luxuriant and spongy, and invariably killed

in severe weather. It was obvious that the uplands

were best adapted for the cultivation and future

success of this tree; where the soil was calcareous and
dry the wood was short-jointed and well-matured,

thus enabling it to stand the test of hard winters. I

distinctly remember planting a few in Northern Texas,

and approximate to Dallas ; the situation was elevated

and dry, with a full north-western exposure. The
first winter the trees were given a little protection, as

they were not then fully established ; the following

season they grew admirably, and the succeeding

winter, when the thermometer descended to iS" of

frost, with the exception of a few tips of the spr.ay

being killed the trees remained uninjured. The
above necessarily requires a naturally dry and ex-

posed situation, so that no impediment will obstruct

the ripening of its wood, which is absolutely essential

to insure, to "Bome extent, its winter's safety. J.
Wood^ Dnnrobin Gardens, Golspie,

Folklore. — Country people in many parts of

Hants, as well as in Wales, think it a very bad omen
if Hawthorn blossoms are brought into the dwelling-

house. I remember an old servant I had once flung

a spray I had gathered out of window, gravely assur-

ing me a few days afterwards tTiat "Master -'s

sickness was all along of my carrying them nasty

unlucky flowers into the room." Mrs. Alfred Watney.

Krica hyemalis.—This is certainly one of the

m >st beautiful and useful greenhouse plants of the

prjsent time. If the quantities which are sold of this

aniually for ordinary decoration in the small size were
knJ^vn it would be no doubt something enormous.

IJy this it would seem that these plants are killed, or

after being used indoors for some time they are little

good afterwards. That Heaths will not stand too much
of indoor treatment is a certainty, and instead of grow_-

ing plants that have been so weakened the best plan

would be to start with fresh ones. Not only is the

hyemalis valuable as small plants, but where there

is space to grow them, they are equally so as

lirger specimens. We have here getting on for a

dozen from 3 to 3 feet across ; some were in flower

more than a month ago, some are about their best

now, and others will not be at their best for a week
or two yet. No doubt this state of forwardness of

some and not of others is owing to the part of the

houses they have been in—the most favoured and
warmest part bringing some more forward than others.

I think this must be classed amongst the first-rate

things for cutting, as finely flowered sprays are very

pretty, /v. M.

Some Good New Things.—Dendrobium bigib-

bum superbum is a real good Orchid, and one which
will I think hold its position. The colour is very

pleasing and uncommon. It is something like that

of Cattleya Skinneri, or like some varieties of Pha-

l.enopsis .Schilleriana ; the flowers are extremely neat

and of good size, and last a very long time in flower.

Our plant has been in bloom ten weeks, and is not

yet out ; it is very free blooming. Croton Earl Derby
I can fully recommend. I was afraid of it at first. I

thought it was too delicate to be good, and that it

could not carry so much bright gold and green and
be vigorous and healthy ; but I am glad to find I had
underrated its merits. This plant has every good pro-

perty—it breaks well, is compact in habit, good in

constitution, and glowing in colour— a grand exhi-

bition plant, and for decorative table ornamentation

it would be very difficult to find its equal. Croton
M'Arthuri is something in the way of C. majesticus

;

they form a capital match pair, being alike in habit,

but very diflerent in colour—both are elegantly grace-

ful and free and good growers. The former might be
called a fountain of silver and gold—the latter a

fountain of gold and crimson : they are fine, and for

exhibition plants they are indispensible. Dracii^na

Goldieana is also a good grower and a desirable stove

plant. It is far more like a Dichorisandra than a

Dracxna ; however this may be, it is worthy of culti-

vation. New Coleus, Kentish Fire, Lord Falmouth,
and Golden Fleece, are first-rate stove, conservatory,
and table ornaments. I write for the guidance of
others who may not be acquainted with these plants,

and who hesitate not knowing what to buy in the

strong existing competition of the plant market. I

give the results of my experience, having no interest

beyond a desire to prevent disappointment and advance
the cause of horticulture. WUliam PaynCy Belmont
Gardens, Taunton,

Capsicums for Decoration.— I was pleased to

sec in your issue of November 30 mention made of
the Prince of Wales Capsicum, of which I cannot say
too much as a useful pot-plant for table use, and the

berries for table decoration on the cloth. I must also

add a word of praise for the Princess of Wales and
Yellow Gem, having grown them all largely this sea-

son. My mode of growing them is as follows :—

I

sow seed on a slight hotbed in the lirst week in

March, and grow them on in a little heat until the

middle of May, when they are placed in a cool house
for the summer. I prick them as soon as they are

large enough to handle into small pots or pans, and
shift on into larger pots as required ; and should extra
large plants be in request, I place two or three

plants together, and when the pots are well filled with
roots I feed them well with manure-water. They
will repay in autumn and winter for all the trouble

and attention bestowed on them. Joseph Clarke, Or.
to Lord Ilastini;s, Melton Constable, East Dereham,
NorJ'olk.

Pruning and Cleaning Vines.—Pruning is an
operation that in most gardens is deferred till much
too late a period, and especially is this the case as

regards Vines, the cut part on which takes some time
in drying up sufficiently to close the pores of the wood,
and so stop bleeding or loss of sap, which has a most
weakening effect on the constitution of the plant, and
does much more harm than a very heavy crop of fruit

would. The risk of bleeding is not the only evil of

late pruning, as the buds at the base of the shoot are

never so large and so fully developed as those higher
up, the tendency of sap being to flow to the extreme
points, and therefore the sooner its course can be
diverted and concentrated in those below after the

leaves are ripe and of no further service, the better it

is for them, and the finer and larger will the bunches
and berries be. Because we see Vines without foliage

and apparently dormant, we must not conclude that

there is no circulation of sap, as that goes on con-
tinually in a greater or less degree, and by pruning
early the little there is now in motion is confined to

narrower limits where it pushes with greater force to

find an outlet : thus filling and plumping up all buds
that are left till they gradually burst forth into leaf.

Vines pruned early start early, with much less forcing

than would be required otherwise ; and this is a fact

well known to all our best Grape growers, who attach
great importance to helping them on in this way
instead of incurring loss of time and having to apply
artificial heat to make up for the delay. If it were
practicable to remove all buds during the summer
except the one to be left it would be a great gain, but
the season of doing it would have to be hit on to a
nicety, or there would be the risk of the lower ones
starting. To obviate this, however, that at the

extreme end of the shoots might be left as a sort of
safety-valve till growth had ceased, and then cut away
when the whole energies of the jilant would be
devoted where most wanted, and at a time when they
would be of most use. Vines on which Grapes have
to be kept hanging arc often greatly injured by late

pruning, as not only are the Grapes themselves a tax
by taking a good deal of sap to keep them plump, but
there is likewise much expended on the numerous
shoots and buds they contain, so that when starting

time for the back ones comes, they are little prepared
and break weakly through being robbed by the others.

Fortunately the present system of bottling sets ^'ines

at liberty much sooner than they used to be, and
affords a better chance of pruning, which is a great
advantage, and not only this, but the excitement
they were always under through an equable temperature
being maintained to keep the Grapes, had a weaken-
ing tendency by the drain it entailed on the roots. So
convinced am I of the benefit arising from early

pruning that after about the middle of November I

always cut out the wood as the Grapes are used, as

well as any shoots that may nut be bearing ; and the
increased amount of light and air admitted by so
doing acts very favourably on the fruit left, especially
Muscats, the colour and flavour of which are im-
mensely improved thereby. An early pruned Vine
may always be cut harder back than a late pruned one,
from reasons already explained ; but when from un-
avoidable circumstances pruning has to be deferred,

the ends of the cut part should always be touched

over with styptic or white lead, so as to fill up the
pores and make matters sate, for it is next to im-
possible to stop bleeding once it commences ; so great
is the force of the sap, and so continuous the flow, that
the part is never dry long enough to get anything to
stick on it. Many remedies have been tried, but all

are of no avail, and where Vines are in full health and
vigour one may almost as well attempt to stop the
tide as to prevent bleeding after it once fairly sets in.

As reg.xrds cleaning, the barking and scraping which
some Vines annually undergo leaves them bare of
their natural covering and does far more harm than
good, as the exposure to which the inner rind is sub-
jected causes it to become hard and contracted, which
greatly impedes the growth and swelling of the rod.
Ifit were not for the harbour the old bark affords
insects, there would be no reason for interfering with
Nature's work except for the sake of appearance, as
the old garments are always thrown off when no
longer of use, and to hasten her in any of her opera-
tions is not a wise proceeding. This being the case,
instead of stripping the rods bare, as is frequently the
custom, the best way is simply to remove any ragged
portion that may be hanging or that will rub ofl'by
passing the hand round the stem. IJy so doing, any
buds forming around the spurs are left intact, which
is a great thing m the management of Vines, as the
difficulty when the spur system of pruning is adopted
is to keep them near home instead of projecting in an
unsightly fashion some 6 or 9 inches from where they
originated. Such spurs are always knotted and
gnarled, and greatly impede the flow of sap, as may
be seen by the weak way they break and the small
bunches they bear, whereas any shoot issuing from
the main stem is generally stout and vigorous. All
insects that afiect Vines may at this season be
readily smothered in their beds, or exterminated by a
thorough cleansing of the house ; and this is a work in
gardening that is second to none in importance, for
besides the advantage of assailing the enemy when
they are at their weakest, the benefits derived
from clean glass cannot be overrated, as the
extra volume of light admitted by it in comparison
with that coated with slimy matter is something con-
siderable : and light is life to all kinds of vegetation.
During wet weather, when the internal air is heavy
and laden with moisture, a little soap and water and

"a brush in willing hands works wonders, and if fol-
lowed by a garden-engine or syringe, no insect pests
or filth can withstand the onslaught. To settle
accounts with any of the former that may be lurking
in the cracks of the bark of the Vine, there is nothing
so safe .and effectual as a mixture made with clay,
sulphur, tobacco-juice,"and Fowler's insecticide, in the
proportion of about 4 oz. of the latter to a gallon of
water. This, with the same weight of sulphur, and
sufficient stifle clay to give it the consistency of thick
whitewash, carefully painted over the rods so as to
coyer every part well, not only kills thrips and red-
spider, but their eggs likewise, as also the spores of
mildew, which in many cool late vineries is often a
source of trouble. J. S.

The Eucalyptus.— I should like to be iiermltled
to say a few words about the Eucalyptus. In Eng-
land we live much in the country during the late
autumn and winter ; beauty and variety of evergreen
trees and shrubs add in the highest degree to the
cheerfulness of our country-houses. Now, the peculiar
blue-green of the Eucalyptus differs very much from
the colours of our evergreens, and when seen against
a background of Oaks, retaining their brown leaves,
or with a foreground of brown Fern, forms a very
striking, and, to my eyes at least, agreeable contrast.
Even then, if the Eucalyptus does not live many
years with us, it seems to me, considering that plants
can be bought for i-f. or l-c. dd,, or raised at an in-
finitesimal cost from seed, that it is well worth while to
grow it if it be considered as only a biennial or
triennial shrub. Some I have here have stood
through two winters, certainly winters of extraordinary
mildness, and are now 14 feet high. But may we not
hope to see some hardy species which will at least stand
every winter but those exceptionally severe ones
which occur once in twenty years or so? The soil

here is exceptionally poor ; the site 400 feet above the
sea. Lupeniensis.

The Elk's-horn Fern (Platycerium alci-
corne).—I was at some pains to ascertain the opinion
of_ some of our best botanists on the statement that
this plant should be classed as a native Fern, but it

seems that no one with an extensive knowledge of
botatiy will admit it. Still I hear that it has also been
found near Llandudno, another district in North
Wales. No doubt the plants found in out-of-the-way
places have either been placed there by design or
accident. It was no uncommon thing for the students
of a certain professor of botany in the North to intro-
duce foreign plants into wild pl.aces and discover
them afterwards quite innocently— that was one
way. Mr. Andrew Brotherston, an excellent botanist,
writes me from Kelso, N.B. :

—"There are," he says,
*' many plants now wild in this district which are not
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indigenous lo it. They have been inlroducel by

various agencies, principally with foreign wool. This

in some cases is so full of seeds that they have lo be

removed by e.spcnsivc machinery. The rubbish is

thrown into the Tweed, and many sorts of seeds float

down, to find a resting place on its banks. Others

come fr.im abroad amongst seeds intended for the

farms. Large numbers of the plants so introduced

live only one year, and unless there is a fresh importa-

tion they are not again seen. Others become estab-

lished and grow so freely that they quite destroy the

original occupants of the soil." J. Douglas.

Wintering Strawberry Plants in Pots.—The
difficulty with many is to know what to do with these

during winter till the time for forcing comes round,

and it is the practice in some places to slack them up

in ridges with the pots on their side packed in ashes

or Utter ; but although this is an improvement on

letting them stand out abroad exposed to all weathers,

the crowns often sulTer greatly by the cold searching

winds, and the old leaves have the sap and life totally

dried out of them. These are generally looked on

.as of no account, but I am of opinion that they are

of great importance to the plants till young foliage is

formed, as they greatly assist root-action, which,

without these to set them in motion, must necessarily

remain in abeyance. This being the case the aim

should be to preserve as many as possible, and in

no place can this better be done than by standing the

pots in any spare cold frame or pit on a hard coal-

ash floor up near the glass, where they can get an

abundance of air without being exposed to the action

of frost. Although the Strawberry is one of the most

hardy and enduring of plants outdoors, in pots under

artificial treatment they often become much injured,

as the roots then are differently circumstanced to

what tliey arc when buried deep in a bed or border,

where it takes a long continuance of sharp weather

for frost to penetrate sulKciently deep to get at them.

Grown in pots the roots are mostly outside the ball,

where they feel its effects immediately, and being

gorged with moisture are soon ice-bound, bruised, and

ruptured from the expansion that must necessarily

take place under such circumstances. The thing with

them, as with all other plants at this season that are

not growing actively, is to keep the soil in that happy
medium condition neither toowetnortoodry, as all that

is required is that the crowns be maintained fresh and
plump till the time arrives lor them to be started. If

wintered out without the protection of glass, and they

have to be covered with straw or shutters, it should

be borne in mind that light is almost as essential to

them now as later on, and therefore they should

have all the exposure to its influence that the state

of the weather will permit. Next to cold damp
frames the back shelves of any cool airy houses is the

best place to store them, but in situations of this kind

they require frequent looking over on account of the

rapidity with which the soil parts with its moisture.

J.S.

Eucalyptus globulus. — In icfcronce to the

hardiness of the above, I may mention that two trees

were planted here in the autumn of 1876, and for the

sake of experiment they were planted on either side

of a lake, east and west—that on the ecist some 20

yards from the water, in a deep sandy loam, which
was originally thrown from a ditch beside which it is

planted ; that on the west is 10 yards from the lake,

with a soil similar and a gravelly subsoil. In each case

they have made rapid growth, the latter having

stronger and shorter jointed shoots than the former :

this has shoots of a spiral character, and has assumed
the shape of a handsome pyramid. In each case they

are about 15 feet high, and have sustained no injury

from the past two winters. What effect the ensuing

winter may have on them remains to be proved. I

may point out to intending planters that they carry

much wind, and require to be securely staked. "J . j.
Brcnchlcv, Nmnthani Paddox Gardens, Liittcnvorth,

Nov, 27.'

Cauliflowers.— I have read with interest the re-

ports from difterent quarters on Cauliflowers. That
Cauliflowers in general this season have been inferior

there is no doubt. I think the season has had much
to do with it, and it would be a pity to attach any
fault to our enterprising seed growers, at least vmtil we
have had another season's trial. In certain localities

it seems Cauliflowers have never been better than

they have been this year, and some writers attribute

their success to their giving them due attention from

the time the plants are tit to handle, by pricking them
out, and afterwards carefully planting them in their

permanent quarters, in such a manner that they never

know they have passed through so many changes,

which is a very sound practical method. But I would
not like to say the nonpractice of this method has
been the cause of the failures of the past season, as

I certainly adopted it to the letter in the case of my
last planting, the plants being transferred to their per-

manent quarters July 18, and during the then hot

weather they were never allowed to flag a leaf, and the

result has been, I should say, two-thinls came in that

parted manner which has been complained of. My
summer Cauliflowers were much worse. Notwith-

standing, I hare cut some good heads in the course of

the season. Anh. I\Tackie, The Gardens, If'ood/ands,

Darlin:^ton.

Autumn Digging.—To some this may appear to

be a subject on which very little need be written ;

but as a believer in the old adage which says " A stitch

in time saves nine," I may perhaps be allowed to

give a word or two of advice to those who, as a rule,

defer this operation till spring. It is highly import-

ant that all vacant ground in a kitchen garden should

be dug over in the autumn ; the results and advan-

tages derived from it are only thoroughly known to

those who have it done. In the first place the soil

gets well pulverised, myriads of insects are destroyed

{/.c, if the winter is severe) ; we have also the

pleasure of seeing the garden look neat and tidy

during the dullest months, and last, but not least,

we have the great consolation of knowing that the

bulk of the winter's work is, so to speak, vmder

our thumb. Much has been said and written of late

respecting the failure of various crops. It was only

by patience, perseverance, and successive sowings that

anything like a crop of some kinds of vegetables was

obtamed. Carrots and Beet have probably been the

worst. Early Pe.is in some districts were a partial

failure, and caused a deal of trouble and anxiety. On
the whole, I think we may say that this has been the

worst year for kitchen garden crops that we have had

for a long time. Can it be accounted for ? I am
tempted to ask. There are various opinions on the

matter. One or two persons I have heard complain

about the seed, and talk of dealing with a different

firm another year. I have no doubt seedsmen have

had a great many letters this season complaining

about the quality of their seed and so forth, but is it

the seed? I think not. In my own mind I feel

firmly convinced that a great many of our failures this

year may be attributed to the ground being so full of

insects, owing to the several mild winters we have

had in succession. Most of the seeds of Carrots and

Beet germinated, but were eaten off soon after they

did so, and those which made their appearance above-

ground were only saved from the ravages of slugs by
repeated dustings of lime and soot. For my own
part, I should like to see a good old-fashioned winter

—

a regular stinger, as some people would say—with the

thermometer nearly down to zero. I believe it would

do an immense deal of good. Should this winter prove

to be a sharp one I venture to say there will be

fewer complaints next year about the failure of

Carrots, &c. J. //., Hcyieslmry Gardens, IVHts.

Elm Roots in Wall Borders.—I was much in-

terested in the statement of your correspondent, Mr.

J, Shand, at p. 660, on the choking of his drainpipes

by the growth of Elm roots. My experience of the

rapidity wilh which their thread-like fibres increase

and thus travel in search of nourishment is somewhat
analogous. A few years since at considerable labour

and care we prepared here a border for wall trees,

about 40 yards in length and 3 yards in width, the

major part of the soil was the top spit of an old lawn.

After planting for three or four years the growth of

the trees was remarkably favourable to the production

of healthy and vigorous wood. After that period

there were signs of a decrease in their quality, and
although they flowered profusely yet there was an
absence of size in the fruit, and they dropped pre-

maturely. I was certain there were some counter-

acting agency at work, of which I was then ignorant.

I solicited the opinion of my brother craftsmen who
visited me : alas ! none judged the evil although it con-

fronted them. After some consideration I began to

suspect the cause. At one end of the border is a noble

Elm which at a rough guess has outlived some three

or four generations of the human family. Now in form-

ing the border I had taken the precaution to have a

g-inch wall built the depth of the border, so as to

shut out its roots, but as if by instinct they had
travelled some distance along the border near to ihe

base of the fruit tree, where manure has been added.

I have discovered masses of rootlets completely inter-

woven into each other, thus absorbing the moisture

which should have benefitted the trees: quantities I have
removed in digging, yet they are'again renewed. No
doubt the disturbing of so much soil near to the Elm
has been of the utmost benefit to its health, for we
have also a kitchen garden in proximity to it, and
though the soil is turned over three or four times a

year, yet the crops in that particular spot, especially

during warm weather, afford visible evidence of their

presence, to say nothing of the overshadowing by its

huge branches. ?. F. MeEiroy, Gr. to A. J. Lctv/s,

Esq., Moray Lodge, Campdcn Hill, A'enshig/on, JV.

Vanda z\ Anguloa.—Mr. Mitchell, I see, takes

exception to the remarks I made about the Vanda
suavis, exhibited from Dr. Ainsworth's collection at

Manchester. He says it is surprising that I should

write of Mr. Wrigley's Anguloa Clowesii as a

triumph of cultural skill, and that I was not able to

judge the plants in October. Well, then, I will give

the words of the Gardeners' Chronicle report. It is

this:
— "Anguloa Clowesii, a noble specimen; the

plant was fully 3 feet across the base, where there

were neariy fifty of its rich golden cups, surmounted

by a bold crown of perfectly developed leaves ; the

])lant a picture of health and freshness, and magni-

cently bloomed." The same reporter says of the

"Vanda suavis, 5 feet by 4, with fourteen flower-

spikes ; a well-furnished healthy specimen." Certainly

any one but Mr. Mitchell reading the above would

say that the reporter thought the Anguloa was the

greatest triumph of cultural skill. Does Mr. Mitchell

really believe that a person cannot judge of the con-

dition of an Orchid unless it is in flower ? I assure

him he does not improve his position by making such

a statement. I am able to say that the Anguloa is

now in better condition, if that can be possible, than

it was last June ; the pseudobuibs formed this year arc

larger, and I will predict that the number of flowers next

year will be increased by a dozen. If it is unfair to

class the cultivation of an Anguloa with a Vanda,

then it would be also unfair to place the one in com-
petition with the other at a flower show, which would
be absurd. Mr. Mitchell further says that the majority

of the best practical Orchid growers in this country

said that the decision was decidedly wrong. I think

it would have been better had he not made that state-

ment, for this reason : that I saw many Orchd
growers in the North, and not one who expressed an
opinion gave it in favour of the Vanda. When an

exhibitor is so ill-advised as to air his grievances, he
will always find people who will assent to what he

says merely to spare his feelings. Perhaps they were

the same persons who told him that five of Dr. Ains-

worth's Orchids " were a long way before the Angu-
loa." Cannot Mr. Mitchell see that if this had been
the case Dr. Ainsworth's Orchids would have been

1st in the collections, and not Mr. Wrigley's? At last

he says the main ground of complaint is that the

judges were incompetent. The answer to this is that

he is not the proper person to make this charge when
his own exhibits are in question. Let him get only

one of the great Orchid growers to do it for him—it

would look better. J. Douglas, [We can insert no
more on this subject. Ens.]

Marechal Niel Rose on the Borders.—In the

Border county of Roxburgh this fine Rose grows with
a luxuriance seldom witnessed so far North, and in

favourable spots it is to be seen flowering with surpris-

ing profusion in the summer months, especially in

such a fine season as the past has been in the Border
counties. In the parish of Sitchel, in the northern

part of the county, and at an altitude of about 600 feet

above thesea-level, this Rose is a favourite with farmers

and cottagers for training up the front of their houses,

where it always grows freely, and in good seasons
many of the plants flower well, producing full-shaped

and highly-coloured flowers. Again, in the more
favoured valley of the Jed, especially about Nesbit, it

is commonly seen growing and flowering to perfection

on the southern aspects of dwellings ; and in other

more out-of-the-way parts of the county it is some-
times met with in an uncommonly vigorous condition.

A notable instance of this is to be seen on the farm of
Gateshaw, situated on the Kale Water, on the

northern slope of the Cheviots, and at least 500 feet

above the level of the sea. Here the enterprising

tenant, Mr. Robson, has a splendid Marechal Niel
trained upon the west aspect of the farmhouse, where
it grows with great vigour, and flowered profusely

during the past summer. The blooms were large and
well developed, and of a beautifully rich golden
colour, surpassing in this point the flowers usually

seen lower down in the district. The rich, loamy,
fertile soil of many parts of this county is peculiarly

favourable for the culture of fruit trees, especially

Apples and Pears, and where this occurs we naturally

expect to find Roses doing well, and such is the case

here ; but that Marechal Niel thrives and flowers well

at such a high altitude is a fact not generally known
out of the district. AL D.

Apricot Culture.—In making an Apricot border
(see p. 697) your correspondent would do well in

making his border to take the bad or old soil out to

a depth of 2 feet, and fill it up with good rich turfy

loam, no dung—I should say without adding any clay

:

I would prefer giving water when it is needed. The
trees would stand the winter better in the drier soil,

and the branches would be less likely to die off. A
remedy for canker in Apricot trees, and branches
dying off piecemeal, especially in cold heavy soils, is

difticult to prescribe. I have made notes of several

fine healthy trees, I may mention two close at hand.
They are growing directly at the back of two fire-

places, rather under the level of the ground, where the

trees are planted, no branches of these trees have ever
died ofl", and they generally bear enormous crops of
Apricots. I have known them for thirty years. This
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will show clearly that warmth and dryness in winter

is what is wanted to keep the Apricot in a healthy

condition ; a warm flue at the bottom of the wall

would answer the purpose. I have saved cankered
branches many times, by cutting the diseased bark
clean out, and tying the plant carefully up in cotton

wadding, to exclude the air. A very bad case

happened here to a fine tree that had been planted

some six or seven years. Tlie stem became cankered

all round, excepting about an inch, which was healthy.

The diseased bark was cut clean out, and two narrow
strips of healthy bark laid over the bare place, with

ends tucked nicely under the bark of the three, and
carefully tied up with cotton wadding ; in two years

afterwards the sore place could not be seen. The
tree is now fine and healthy. William Ciilvcnvell,

Thorfc l\-i-mi\

It can scarcely be said that natural drain-

age is so injurious to Apricot trees as your corre-

spondent at p. 697 intimates, for here we have a

Moorpark Apricot planted against a wall, and at

3 feet from the surface of the ground a drain runs

under it, which is covered over with a concrete of

Ime 6 inches in thickness, and the remainder of space

filled up with fresh fibrous soil. There is a project-

ing coping of wood over it at the top of the wall, and
it is trained fan-form, with the bunches sufficiently

wide apart to admit of the young wood being laid

in, not crowded but straight, so that light and air may
have access to every part of the tree, with a free

circulation of sap over the whole of it. This tree has

been planted fifteen years, and is quite unimpaired in

itsbranches, and it has never been without a crop of fruit

since it was planted. Of course it has the usual pro-

tection which wall trees of the same character receive

in the cold spring months. John Caic, Imeniry.

Pears for Late Use.—I am glad to see that the

subject of late Pears has been mooted in your columns.

I should like to say a word or two in favour of some

of our autumn varieties, but will confine myself now
to a few of those in use about Christmas and onwards.

Winter Nelis in all seasons and situations I have

always found good. About Christmas I think it one

of the best, but I cannot say as much for Josephine de

Malines, which I have had on a wall with an eastern as-

pect—not worth eating, while Winter Nebs and Ne Plus

Meuris have been very good from the same wall. I

think Ne Plus Meuris a very fine variety. Easter

Beurre must be considered most useful, especially on

some soils. I have seen it excellent very late in

spring. Beurre Sterckmans I should always plant with

late kinds ; I have had it very good from a pyramid,

but it is delicious from a wall, and very telling in the

dessert on account of its colour. And who can say a

word against Knight's Monarch—a free bearer, very

hardy, and of excellent quality ? I will mention one

more—Beurre Ranee—although not always good, but

quite worth planting. If I remember rightly, Mr.

Tdlyard used to exhibit it in fine condition at some of

the Horticultural .Society's meetings late in the spring.

I am speaking of fifteen years ago or more. It appears,

however, not to do well on a south wall, on which I

have had very fine specimens, but quite destitute of

flavour. IV. Kotiiiis, Slokc Park.

Some years ago I made I'ears a special

study. I grew all the kinds I could get, begged

other specimens from my friends and bought

of strangers. I kept them till they were ripe,

painted them on large shee's of drawing-paper, and

placed certain marks and numbers on the drawing to

indicate their size, quality, and period of ripening, so

that the following remarks and list may be of some

uie to your correspondent (p. 697) and others. But

before I go farther I must state that our garden here

is 400 feet above the sea, with little or no shelter,

the soil is suitable but the situation rather bleak for

some kinds. I mention this to encourage those much
farther north that they may depend upon my test, .and

I would remark that the early Pears should always be

planted as standards, keeping the walls for mid-

season and late kinds. In July we have the Doyenne

d'Ete and Citron de Carmes, both nice little fruits.

August brings us the Lammas, .Summer Rose, Wind-

sor, and Jargonelle ; September, Williams' Bon

Chretien, Beurre Giflard, Summer Thorn, and Beurre

d'Amanlis ; the latter is a grand Pear, a fine bearer,

and of excellent flavour. But now we mustlook after

October kinds, and they are numerous and good,

beginning with that sweet little Pear from America,

such a favourite with the ladies—I mean the Seckle,

Brockworth Park, Dunmore, Swan's Egg, Beurre

Bosc, Louise Bonne of Jersey, Marie Louise, and

Gansel's Bergamot ; but the two latter are best on a

west wall ; and so are all the Pears for November,

which are Thompson's, Passe Colmar, Van Mons
Leon Leclerc, Beurre Clairgeau,. Napoleon, and

Beurre Diel. Now we come to the late kinds, .-.bout

which your correspondent inquires : these we grow on

the south walls, and they were planted there for the

following reason. Some thirty years .ngo the kitchen

garden here was completely surrounded with Fir trees,

many of the branches of which reached I or 2 feet

over the walls; the result was that Peaches were as

plentiful as Blackberries, and grown by bushels. A
change came, more ground was wanted for kitchen
garden ; what so simple as to fell the Fir trees, and
plant the ground with vegetables; But alas ! alas ! the
day the Fir trees were gone the Peaches went back in

growth and productiveness, blister came in the leaves,

gum on the branches, till the old trees died. A new
border and young trees, cried my predecessor, but still

they prospered not ; a good drain to the border, said

I ; but still the trees were, like the woman's baby,
" obstinate and would not grow." I reasoned the
thing over with myself, and soon saw it was want of
shelter. A belt of Pines was soon planted round the
whole cultivated ground, the Peaches were grubbed,
and their places filled with late Pears, which
do well and hardly ever miss a crop. I will

arrange them as nearly as I can in their order
of ripening; they usually last three months, and they
are twelve in number:—Doycnn^ du Cornice, (Hou
Morceau, Ne Plus Meuris, Winter Nelis, Victoria
(Huyshe), Jean de Witte, Bezi \'aet. Knight's
Monarch, Bergamotte d'Esperen, Josephine de
Malines, Van de Weyer Bates, and Bezi Mai. Easter
Beurre, Beurre Ranee, March Bergamot, and Ch.au-
montel don't do well with us. Prince Albert, Vicar
of Winkfield, and Winter Crassane I will never plant
again. On the piers of the kitchen garden wall I

have planted a lot of the very prettiest Pears I could
get. They are grafted on the Quince stock, and
fruit splendidly. They are such kinds as I-'orelle,

Beurre Clairgeau, Louise Bonne of Jersey, ISeurr^

d'Amanlis Panachee, Beurre Capiauinont, &c. They
are exceedingly pretty, and great favourites with most
people. Large kinds of Pears, generally speaking,
should not be planted as standards ; the wind is apt
to shake them oft" before ripe, and they bruise in the
fall. Standard Pear trees or any other standard trees

should never be planted in the kitchen garden ; they
spoil the ground for cropping, and interfere with the
proper cultivation of the soil. I know many more
kinds, but these do well here, and the list may be
useful to intending planters. J. Rust, Eiidge Castle,

Timhridsc Wells.

Masdevallia tovarensis. — This lovely Mas-
dev.allia may just now be seen in perfection with
— Bocket, Esq., The Hall, Stamford Hill. There are
eight plants in bloom, the largest of which has thirty-

two spikes of its pure white flowers, borne in pairs

and trios ; one smaller plant has, amongst others, a

peduncle bearing four fully developed flowers ! Is not
this a rare occurrence ? G. W.

Arbutus procera.—A writer in your paper of last

week stated that he was not aware if Arbutus procera
or Menziesii, .as he .also called it, had ever fruited in

this country, but as it is rather tender he should doubt
it. I may say that there is a m.agnificent shrub of
the above-named plant in the beautiful pleasure-
grounds of Singleton, Swansea, upwardsof II feet high,
which about the year 1S6S or 1S69 (I cannot say now
the exact year) was covered with beautiful bunches of
fruit, resembling bunches of Grapes, of a brilliant

orange-scarlet colour. It was a magnificent sight,

and I remember assisting my old friend, John
Williams, in netting the plant to protect the fniit from
the birds, and after a time in gathering the fruit, which
I believe was sent to the >Iessrs. James \'eitch &
Sons, who, no doubt, would have a large stock from
it, for we sowed some ourselves, and had a great
quantity of seedlings. Perhaps Mr. James Harris,
the efficient head-gardener at .Singleton, would say if

it has fruited of late years. J. C, Reading.

Angraecum sesquipedale.—There is nothing
unusual perhaps in having three flowers on one
peduncle of Angri-ecum sesquipedale, as we have here
just now on a small plant ; but what I wish to notice
is the remarkable manner of opening its flowers

—

namely, the last formed opens first, that is to say,

of the three flowers the end one on the peduncle
has been fully open for a week or more, while the
others are only just now expanding. I noticed
this peculiarity last year and the year before, and
seems to be quite its own. The end flower
last year turned yellow ere the one nearest the
plant was open fully. Another peculiarity is that

the flower furthest away is the largest, while they
diminish in size to the one nearest the plant. The
tails also are longer and more vigorous in the same
manner. In Cypripedium caudatum roseum we have
had three flowers on onepeduncle, and we havehad two
on Anguloa Clowesii, and they are common on C}pri-
pedium insigne, but in .all these instances and others the
flowers nearest the pkant always open first. Will
Orchid growers please take note of this and give
examples. The Angrrecum sesquipedale is, moreover,
a very magnificent Orchid, and striking and efiective

to everybody who sees and appreciates plants. //.

A'liig///, /'Yours, Kelso.

Japanese Chrysanthemum M. Crousse. — I

am surprised that " R. D." should only have seen a
reproduction of Hero of Magdala in the variety

recently certificated as M. Crousse. They are per-

fectly distinct. The colours are not alike, neither are

the petals, while in the twist of the petals they .are

very dissimilar. I enclose with this a flower of the

Hero of Magdala, which will represent to you the re-

flexed part of this variety as much as any I have met
with this season, and you will at once be alile to per-

deive that Hero of Magdala has a much liroadcr and
flatter petal than M. Crousse, and in a young flower

the petals are produced erect, but with age, as in the

flower enclosed, they are bent over (inwards) and
show the underside in a kind of incurve after the

manner of Peter the Great. In M. Crousse the

petals, in a young state, quite fall back over (after the

manner of F'ulgore or Triomphe du Nord), exhibiting

a little tuft or crown of golden shorter petals in the

centre of the flower, which renders it very handsome
and attractive. When I first saw this variety, nearly

two months since, in Messrs. Jackson ti Son's
collection, I noted it as a coral-red flower, compact
and good. M. Crousse will be found a much brighter

red in colour than Hero of Magdala, and the peculiar

twist which it exhibits when aged is from right to

left in a kind of whorl, reminding one of the sea

Anemones, or some other zoophyte. M. Crousse is,

as " R. D." suggests, a Continental introduction,

and to the Continent we shall be indebted for many
varieties, which will be found far in advance of exist-

ing ones in this rapidly-growing and popular section

of the Chrysanthemum, y. IV. Afoonnait, Cooinbe

Bank, Kingston-on- Thames.

Keeping Grapes.— I am anxious to get the
opinion of some of your readers as to the best time to

cut Grapes for keeping. My own experience is that

when required to be kept as long as possible they
should be cut in November, with a portion of the
foliage attached, if thoroughly finished by that time.

I have cut them on November 12, and put them into

champagne bottles filled with water and about a dozen
pieces of charcoal, and suspended them in a dry room,
and they have been as fresh at the end of April as

when first cut, while those cut after the decay of the

foliage have not kept so well. I know it is the prac-

tice of some to strip off" the leaves, and others to cut

to a joint beyond the bunch—but how do they keep ?

and for how long? It may be argued that the leaves

will cause a dampness, but it has not been so with
mine, the foliage lasting longer when cut with the

lateral than on the Vine. The varieties tried were
Black Hamburgh, West's St. Peter's, Gros Guillaume,
Lady Downe's, White Lady Downe's, and Mrs.
Pince's Black Muscat. The White Lady Downe's
does not appear to be known or tried much ; it is a
great acquisition, and has as good keeping qualities

as the bhack. M. M. P.

The Planting Season The remarks you make
on planting quite coincide with my experience, as I

have always found that the earlier this imjiortant

operation can be carried out the better do all kinds of
trees and shrubs succeed. Deciduous plants that have
no leaves to mamtain may grow if removed late, but
there is always a vast difference in any moved after

the turn of tire year and those transplanted in Novem-
ber, which is the proper time for the work, as the
roots they then form are sufficient to keep the bark
and buds plump and carry them safely through the
scathing cold winds of winter. The two best months
for transplanting evergreens are those of .September
and April, but I prefer the latter, as then genial
showers and night dews come to our aid and all vege-
tation is on the move, whereas during September and
October the air and land are sometimes very hot and
dry, which causes the plants to flag severely unless

they can receive an unusual amount of attention. In
spring they seem scarcely to feel the change, and
there arc many things that cannot be moved till then
without great risk, among which are Hollies, Arbutus,
and Berberis, the latter being very ticklish subjects
indeed. Box, Aucubas, Rhododendrons, and such-
like are not so particular, as a large ball of earth can
always be had with them, and their natural habit is to

produce plenty of fibrous roots, which feed near home.
Of course much depends on the preparation plants
have to fit them for lifting, as has also soil and situa-

tion, whether bleak or otherwise; and with these
exceptions the old saying you quote applies with much
truth. 7. .S".

Reports of Societies.

Birmingham and Midland Counties Chry-
santhemum, Fruit, and Flower Exhibition :

Xov. 27 and 28.—This was the eighteenth annua
exhibition of this .Society, and it was generally
acknowledged to be one of the best ever held, parti-

cularly was it a most marked advance upon that held
last year. The exhibits were arranged as usual in the

spacious Town Hall, and though the utmost space of
the ground-floor had been utilised to the fullest pos-
sible extent by means of broad stages down the centre

of the hall and the sides, the main and side galleries
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had their occiipanls also, and indeed all parls of the

building glowed with colour and vegetable life. The
charming arrangement of the brond central stage re-

flected great credit on the stewards. Last year, owing
mainly to the bad weather, the .Society suffered a

pecuniary loss ; this year, though the evening of the

27th was wet, the takings at the doors wcic highly

satisracliiry, and it is to be hoped the hnancial results

will enable the committee to carry out in April next a

long-cherished design—the holding of a spring exhi-

bition also.

The specimen Chrysanlhenuims were much finer

than those ]iroduced last year. The best nine jslants

came from T. W. Webley, Esq., Selly I'ark (Mr. W.
II. Dyer, gr.), good, well grown, finely bloomed
])lants, but rather severely trained, consisting of

Bronze Jardin des Plantes, Mrs. Dixon, Baron Beust,

Mr. George Glenny, I'rince Alfred, Lady Ilardinge,

John Salter, Mrs. George I-lundle, and Lord Derby.
Some of the flowers were extremely fine, and the

plants averaged from forty to sixty blooms. L. Hay-
man, Esq., Elvetham Road (Mr. George Newall, gr.),

came 2d with some good plants, lacking the evenness

in size and general good finish of the former, but

some remarkably good. In the class for six varieties

there was a veryspirited competition, two extra prizes

being awarded in this class. The best—a finely

bloomed lot—came from J. Eenton, Esq., Yardley
(Mr. F. Denning, gr.) ; 2d, W. M. Milward, Esq.,

Calthorpe Road (Mr. J- Crook, gr). The best three

specimens came from L. I layman, Esq., and the best

single specimen from J. Fenton, Esq.—a grand plant

of Mrs. Dixon, superbly bloomed.
There was but one exhibitor of nine rom]ion

Chrysanthemums, and it may be remarked that the

large-flowered varieties are better grown, with an
exception or two. This group came from L. Ilay-

man, Esq., and consisted of Mdlle. Marthe, Salaman,
St. Michael, Model, Bob, Rose Trevenna, and the

white, lilac, and yellow forms of Cedo Nulli. T. W.
Webley, Esq., had the best six, very well grown and
flowered plants. The best three varieties also came
from T. W. Webley, Esq., and consisted of Rose
Trevenna, and the white and golden Cedo Nulli

;

F. Oster, Esq. (George Stacey, gr.), being 2d.

The best specimen Pompon was St. IVIichael, from
L. Hayman, Esq., a variety remarkably well grown in

this locality, well furnished with foliage and finely

flowered. W. M. Millward, Esq., came next with
white Cedo Nulli, and an extra prize was awarded to

T. W. Webley, Esq., for St. Michael. Li the class

for one specimen Japanese Chrysanthemum, some-
what poor plants of Elaine were staged.

The Cliinese Primulas shared with the specimen
Chrysanthemums the honour of being the leading

feature of the show. They were not only numerous,
but very fine, being mostly large and well-grown
plants in 32-size pots, and yet it was said they were
not nearly so fine as last year. Primulas make most
effective gaslight plants, their colours came out well

at night, and so did the Poinsettias ; but while such
dark-flowered Chrysanthemums as Lord Derby, Prince
of Wales, &c., lost all their colour by night, the

white and yellow Chrysanthemums were most striking,

especially the fine golden Pompon St. Michael. In

the class for twelve Chinese Primulas that renowned
raiser and grower, Mr. J. Tomkins, .Sparkhill Nursery,
Birmingham, staged plants remarkable for their stocky
robust habit of growth and splendid flowers, being of

great size and handsomely fringed ; some of the dark
colours were very fine. There came also classes for

six plants, open to nurserymen, and also twelve and
six open to gentlemen's gardeners—also classes for

double flowered varieties, but the single forms had
decidedly the best of it as exhibition plants. There
was also a special class for twelve Primulas, the prizes

being offered by Mr. T. B. Thomson, seedsman, Bir-

mingham, and hereJ. Fenton, Esq., staged probably the

best lot in the hall, showing that Birminghamtakeshigh
rank for Primula growing, and that the effort put
forth by Mr. J. Tomkins and others to improve the

Chinese Primrose is meeting with great success. Mr.
Tomkins' fine varieties. Marquis of Lome and Prin-

cess Louise, were finely shown, and he was awarded
a Certificate of Merit for a rich coloured variety

named Brilliant, of superb quality. Mr. B. .S.

Williams' new variety, Coccinea, was also capitally

shown.
Other plants comprised Epacris, Poinsettias, Epi-

phyllums. Cyclamens, Begonias, represented by the
winter flowering varieties ; Mignonette, &c., and
there were special prizes by Messrs. Felton & Sons,

for berried Solanums and Bouvardias ; also for Ivoman
Hyacinths, stove and greenhouse plants in flower, &c.
These groups of plants came in very useful for furnish-

ing the main gallery, and included Abutilon Boule de
Niege, Bouvardias, Chorozema, Azalea mollis, Eupa-
torium, Epiphyllum, lS;c. The best group of nine
miscellaneous plants came from T. W. Webley, Esq.,

and very charming they were, being made up of
Crotons, Dracaenas, &c., all well grown and coloured.

Mr. R. H. Vertegans, Chad Valley Nursery, Edg-
baston, set up a group of flowering and foliage plants

that made a charming display—the Tuberoses, Paper-
white Narcissus, and others attracting much attention.

Messrs. H. Pope & Sons were awarded a Certificate

of Merit for the new Solanum Empress, in excellent

character.

The best eighteen blooms of Chrysanthemums came
from A. A. Everitt, Esq.

(J.
W. Silver, gr.), and

they were generally of great .size and fine finish. Par-
ticularly noticeable were Fingal, Queen of England,
Prince Alfred, Guernsey Nugget, Mrs, Keale, Here-
ward, Isabella Bott, Cherub, Empress of India, Lady
Hardinge, Boadicea, Prince of Wales, Mr. Gladstone,
a fine variety of a golden-bronze colour j Lady Tal-
fourd, and Mrs. Haliburton ; 2d, Mr. G. Walters.
Mr. Everitt was also 1st with twelve blooms,
st.aging varieties similar to the foregoing. The
prizes for the best twelve lilooms for growers residing

within three miles of Stephenson Place was an inte-

resting one, as showing what could be done amid the
smoke of Birmingham. Mr. II. Hawkins was 1st

and Mr. F. Osier 2d, the former staging some good
blooms of John Salter, Empress of India, Bronze
Jardin des Plantes, Lady Hardinge, Golden and White
Beverley, Lord Derby, Prince Alfred, Lady .Slade,

Blonde Beauty, Lady Talfourd, and Bronze Jardin
des Plantes. Prizes were also offered for Camellias,
bouquets, memorial wreaths in flow^ers, button-holes,

wreaths for ladies' hair, &c., and all greatly helped
the show and were interesting to visitors.

Mr. H. Canned, Swanley, Kent, sent a large and
valuable collection of cut Zonal Pelargoniums, that

seemed to astonish the visitors by reason of their great
size and rich colouring; and l\Irs. E. H. Hodgkins,
of 35, Hyde Grove, Manchester, had a large and most
interesting group of skeleton leaves and flowers that

were much admired.
A very interesting and attractive show of fruit was

provided. The best collection of six dishes came
from H. St. Vincent Ames, Esq., Bristol (Mr. W.
Bannister, gr.), and consisted of Lady Downe's and
white Muscat Grapes, Marie Louise Pears, Medlars,
King of Pippin Apples, and Pomegranates said to have
been reared in the open air ; 2d, G. A. Everitt, Esq.,
with some nice fruit. The best four dishes from
growers residing within 4 miles of Stephenson Place
came from H. Lowe, Esq. (Mr. H. Lea, gr.), and
consisted of Lady Downe's Grapes, King of Pippin
Apples, Oranges, and Beurre Diel Pears. 2d, F.
Osier, fisq., who had Mrs. Pince's Muscat and Foster's

Seedling Grapes, Beurre Diel Pears, and Alfriston
Apples. The best three bunches of black Grapes were
Hamburghs from W. Wynn, Esq., Selly Oak (Mr. A.
Sayers, gr.), F. W. Webley, Esq., coining 2d with
the same. Mr. Bannister had the best two bunches
of Muscats, fine in colour and flavour ; F. Osier, Esq.,
being 2d. Black Alicante was placed 1st in the
class for one bunch ('f black Grapes, and Bowood
Muscat in that lor one bunch of white Grapes.

Apples were a leading feature, and made an excel-

lent display. The best twelve dishes, six dessert and
six culinary, came from H. St. \'incent Ames, Esq.,
who had of culinary varieties Carlisle Codlin, Rein-
nette du Canada, Blenheim Pippin, Alfriston, Dume-
low's .Seedling, and one unnamed ; and of dessert
kinds Kirk's Golden Reinette, King of Pippins,
Court Pendu-plat, Ribston Pippin, Margil and Kentish
Pippin. The latter could scarcely have been true to

name, and came very near to the Blenheim Pippin,
even to the danger of disqualification. 2d, E. P.

Shirley, Esq., Eatington Park (Mr. W. Gardener,
gr.), who staged a capital lot. Mr. Ciardener was
1st with six dishes of Ap]>les, having fine examples
of Belle du Bois, Blenheim Orange, Yorkshire
Quince, Adams' Pearmain, Wyken Pippin, and
Fearn's Pippin ; 2d, Mrs. Nelson.
With twelve and six dishes of Pears Mr. Gardener

was placed 1st, staging in the former case Beurre
Ranee, Beurre Diel, Easter Beurre, Doyenne du
Comice, Josephine de Malines, Passe Colmar, Winter
Nelis, Crassane, Ne Plus Meuris, Glou Morceau, and
d'Amour, a comjjaratively new French Pear, suital>le

for stewing. There was no other competitor in this

class, but in that for six varieties G. A. Everitt, Esq.,
was 2d.

The best dish of kitchen Apples was Tower of
Glands, from H. Hawkins, Esq. (Mr. R. Gallier,

gr.). The best dish of dessert Apples, Ribston Pip-
jjin ; the best dish of Pears, Pitmaston Duchess, from
the Rev. Canon Evans (Mr. T. Start, gr.)—splendid
examples of this fine variety.

Later intelligence shows that the takings at the
doors far exceeded that of last year, and have proved
sufficient to place the committee's finances on an
excellent footing.

Scottish Horticultural Association : Dec. 3.

—

The monthly meeting was held on Tuesday, at 5,
St. Andrew's Square, Edinburgh. There was a large

attendance of members. The President occupied the
chair. After the election and nomination of new
members Mr. L. Dow read a paper on the " Kitchen
Garden," being the continuation of his former paper
on this subject. He again urged upon the attention
of young gardeners the great importance attaching to

this part of their profession. The operations of the
kitchen garden he described in a clear and lucid

manner, such as trenching, manuring, and cropping,
and detailed his system of cultivating the Cauliflower,
Pea, Carrot, and Turnip. The various difticulties

attending the Carrot crop on many soils were referred
to, and to remove these ofjstacles in a great measure
he approved of deep trenching and deep manuring, a
dry bog being the soil best adapted for the growing
of this vegetable. Mr. Dow also spoke of the shaws
of the Swedish Turnip as being a good substitute for

Scakale, and strongly recommended it a.s being more
economically and easily managed. Mr. Robertson
Munro next read a paper on " Hardy Spring Flowers,"
which included most of those flowering from January I

to May I. He spoke of the neglect by many gar-
deners of these beautiful flowers, and said that more
time and interest spent upon some of the best kinds
would well repay any extra labour given. It was
one of the prettiest sights to see some of the rarer
gems of this class of plants with their pure colours
coming into flower when the ground was coated with
snow, and vegetation for the most part lying
dormant. The cheery aspect they presented at this
dull season was welcome to lovers of the beautiful.
Mr. Munro then named the most popular kinds, and
explained the treatment of those that required careful
and particular cultivation. The following are some of
the plants referred to :— Helleborus, of sorts ; Snow-
drops, Iris reticulata. Cyclamen Coum and varieties

;

Winter Aconites, Scillas, Sisyrinchum, Leucojum,
Hepaticas, Anemones, Myosotis, Crocus, Daisies,
Primulas Aubrietias, Saxifragas, Tulips, &c. Messrs.
IJownie & Laird sent a nice pan for exhibition of the
Sibthorpia europrea variegata ; Messrs. Dicksons &
Co. exhibited two stands of cut blooms of Chrysan-
themums, containing sixty three varieties, which in-
cluded all the favourite kinds ; and a fine bloom of
Thunbergia laurifolia. Mr. John Webster exhibited
a riew seedling Apple named Beauty of Moray, a
culinary variety, stated to be a free bearer and long
keeper.
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Nov. 38.— Overcast tliroughout, Dull and very cold. Rain
fell before 11.30 A M.. then ceased to 0.45 i-.M,.

after which it fell to 10 l-.M.— 29.—Very fine bright d-iy. Very cold. Partly cloudy.
Overcast at night.

— 30.—Fine, but dull and cloudy. Very cold. Fog and
hoar-frost in morning.

Dec. I.—Overcast, dull day. Thin rain fell frequently till

5 PM. Cold.
'

— 2.—A dull cold day. Overcast. Little sleet in evening.— 3.—Overcast, with occasional snow and sleet till 10 A.M.
Fine and bright till 3 r.M., overcast after.
Little rain in evening.

— 4-—Fine, but dull and cloudy. Very cold. Overcast
at night.

London : Barometer.—During the week ending
Saturday, November 30, in the vicinity of the

metropolis the reading of the barometer at the level

of the sea decreased from 29.92 inches at the begin-

ning of the week to 29.35 inches by the morning of
the 25th, increased to 29.50 inches by noon on the

26th, decreased to 29.31 inches by the evening of the

27th, increased to 30.02 inches by the morning of the

30th, and decreased to 29.98 inches by the end of the

week. The mean daily readings were below their

averages during the first five days of the week, but
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slightly in excess on the other two days ; the greatest

departures in defect of the average were 0.47 inch

on the 25th, and 0.52 inch on the 27th, The mean
reading for the week at sea level was 29.62 inches,

being 0.47 inch below that of the preceding week and

0.27 inch below the average.

Temperature.—The highest temperatures of the air

observed by day varied from 53^* on the 25th to 38'

on the 30th ; the mean vahie for the week was 43^''.

The lowest temperatures of the air observed by night

varied from 28^" on the 30th to 41" on the 25th ; the

mean for the week was 34i°. The mean daily range

of temperature in the week was 9', the greatest range
in the day being 15" on the 24th, and the least 3°,

on the 2Sth.

The mean daily temperatures of the air and the

departures from their respective averages were as

follows:— 24th, 43°, + I '.4; 25th, 47", + 5".4;
26th, 39°.2, — i'.^\ 27lh, 36. S, — 4°.S ; 28th,

39°.2, — 2\2 ; 29th, 34', — 7".7; 30th, 33^7,— 8". The mean temperature of the air for the

week was 39°, being 2°.6 below the average of

sixty years' observations.

The highest readings of a thermometer with black-

ened bulb in vacuo, placed in sun's rays, were 78^°

on the 29th, and 62" on the 25th ; on other days the

highest readings were about 45". The lowest read-

ings of a thermometer on grass, with its bulb
exposed to the sky, were 25" on the 29th, and 26^'

on the 30th. The mean of the seven lowest readings

was 33 i°.

Wind,—The direction of the wind was variable,

and its strength gentle. The weather during the

week (with the exception of Friday, which was fine

and bright) was very dull, and the sky generally

overcast. Heavy rain fell on the 27th and 28th, and
fog prevailed on the 3olh. On the 29th and 30th
the weather was extremely cold.

Rain fell on five days during the week ; the amount
collected was 1.56 inch,

England : Temperainre. — During the week
ending Saturday, November 30, the highest tempera-
tures of the air observed by day were 54° at Truro,
53^° at Blackheath, Plymouth, and Cambridge, 53^

at Norwich, and 52I'' at Brighton ; the highest tem-
perature of the air at Wolverhampton was 41^°,

and at Bradford was 41!° ; the mean value from all

places was 47 .J". The lowest temperatures of the
air observed by night were 24* at Hull, 251" at

Nottingham, 26^° at Wolverhampton, and 28' at

Sheffield ; the lowest temperature of the air at Sun-
derland was 32*, and at Norwich was 3if° ; the mean
value from all places was 294°. The range of
temperature in the week was the greatest at Black-
heath, 25°, and the least at Leicester, 11^''; the mean
range of temperature from all stations was IS^
The mean of the seven high day temperatures was

the highest at Truro, 46|% and Plymouth 46' ; and
the lowest at Wolverhampton, 39^", and Hull,
Leicester, and Bradford, all 39^° ; the mean from all

stations was 42^". The mean of the seven low night
temperatures was the lowest at Wolverhampton, 29J,
Nottingham, 3o|°, and Hull 31^" ; and the highest at

Norwich, 38°, and Truro and Plymouth, both 374';
the mean from all places was 34". The mean daily

range of temperature in the week was the Icvast at

Leicester, 6^", and the greatest at Wolverhampton,
10°

; the mean daily range from all stations was 81°.

The mean temperature of the air for the week from
all places was 37l% being 34° lower than the value

for the corresponding week in 1877. The highest
were 42° at Truro, 41^° at Plymouth, and 41" at

Norwich ; and the lowest were 34^° at Wolver-
hampton, and 35i" at both Nottingham and Hull.

Rain,—The amounts of rain measured during the
week varied from 1.56 inch at Blackheath, 1.48 inch
at Sunderland, 1.08 inch at Cambridge, and 1.05
inch at Truro, to^o.26 inchat Liverpool and 0.41 inch
at Leeds, The average fall over the country was
0.78 inch.

The weather during the week was cold, very
dull, and the sky generally overcast.

i^(?^ prevailed at places on the 30th inst., and snow
fell at Wolverhampton on the 24th inst.

Scotland : Temperature.—During the week end-
ing Saturday, November 30, the highest temperatures
of the air varied from 44" at Aberdeen, to 38^"
at Greenock; the mean from all places was 41 i*.

The lowest temperatures of the air varied from 20°

at Perth to 28^" at Aberdeen and Greenock; the

mean value from all stations was 264°. The mean
range of temperature in the week was 25°.

The mean temperature of the air for the week from
all places was 354", being 3° lower than the value

for the corresponding week m 1877. The highest

was 374°, at Aberdeen, and the lowest 34°, both at

Greenock and Perth.

Rain.—The falls of rain varied from i^ inch, at

both Edinburgh and Leith, to six-tenths of an inch at

both Glasgow and Greenock. The average fall over
the country was an inch and ohe-tenth.

Dublin. — The highest temperature of the air

was 45^°, the lowest was 25^°, the range was 19^,

the mean was 35!", and the fall of rain 0.58 inch.

JAMES GLAISHER.

We regret to announce the death, on November

30, of Mr. WiLLL\M Skirving, nurseryman and

seedsman, of Walton, Liverpool, aged 85 years.

We have to record with regret the death of Mr.

John Wighton, gardener to the Earl of Stafford,

at Cosscy Park, near Norwich, which took place on

the 23d ult. He had just been his usual round to

see that all was well for the night, when he was seized

with an apoplectic fit, from which he did not recover.

Mr. Wighton, who had reached the age of seventy-

five years, having been born in 1803, was a very old

occasional correspondent of the Gardeners' .Chronicle

and of the Florist and Pomologist^ and had been gar-

dener at Cossey Park for over half a century, for he

tells us in an autobiographical notice of his life, pub-

lished, with a portrait, in the Gardeners^ Chronicle

for 1877 (n.s. viii., p. 401) that he "leaped from

Dalhousie Castle to Cossey Park when he was twenty-

four years of age." About two years since he wa>

presented with a purse of money by Lord Stafford as

a testimonial of respect for his faithful discharge of

duties during the long period he had been in service

in his lordship's family.

He tJiat quesiionetk much sftall learn muck.—Bacon.

New Zealand Gooskberrv.—Does " W. W."
mean the Cicca disticha. often called " the Otaheile

Gooseberry?" I can only find the " Barbados" Goose-
berry, the " Coromandel," and the "Tahiti" mentioned

in any botanical work. The Cicca disticha belongs to a

genus of Euphorbiaceas, and its fruit is very like a Goose-
berry—green, acid, and cooling. Mrs. A, Waincy.

Ferns : R. P. We cannot assist you furiht-r without

some particulars of your mode of treatment.

Insects : C. W. S. The scale insect on your Cypripe-

dium niveum is the Coccus stellifer, first described and
figured in the Gardeners' Chronicle a few years since.

/. O. IV.

Is Vicar of Winkfield a Kitchen Pear? George

Goldsmith. Yes, most decidedly ; although it may
sometimes be used for dessert. The same may be

said of Chaumontelle and many others. There are

very few better kitchen Pears than Vicar of Winkfield.

It stood liigh in the great competition for stewed Pears

at St. James' Hall in 1858. There are some Pears

which are fit for no other purpose but cooking, but

any Pear unripe may be used for cooking, and as a

fact many are so used, although preference may be
given to certain sorts. We do not think that the

judges had any power to exclude it. as you have stated.

Locality for a Market Garden': IV. C. We
much doubt if land could be bought westward from
London, north of the Thames, within the distance

named, at a price that would admit of its being worked
profitably as a market garden. Northward from Lon-
don very likely it might, but in this direction the soil

is of a very heavy, retentive nature ; it will grow most
vegetables well, excepting Carrots and Potatos, whicli

latter can more profitably be grown on lighter soil. It

requires a great deal of working, and plenty of ma-
nure, and on it horse labour would be very much
cheaper than manual. Gooseberries, Currants, Rasp-
berries, Apples, Strawberries, and Plums, succeed well

on it, the latter two unsurpassed ; Pears do not do so

well. It is not always that so much as the extent

spoken of would be easy to meet with on sale. Within
two miles or so of a railway station it might be had at

from ^100 to J1/J150 per acre ; within a mile or less of

a station the price would vary from ;^400 to _j^iooo per

acre, according to the greater or less distance from

London. It would be necessary to use care and judg-

ment in the selection, and the district would need to

be traversed personally to find a suitable position.

In this direction manure could be had laid down at

most of the stations at a reasonable rate.

Moorhens.—Will you kindly tell me whether there is

any difference in the size of these birds ? Which is the

largest, the male or the female? H. IV. [The male
birds are considerably the largest. Eds.]

Names of Fruit : Jolm Perkins b' Sons. Your
Apple is Alfriston.—>4. Macintosh. Apple: Carh.sle

Codlin, true.

Names of Plants : T. Cripps 6= Son. The variety

serralifolia of Arbutus Andrachne.— T. M., Wakefield.

I, Rivina humilis ; 2, Gymnostachys Pearcei ; 3,

Pentas carnea ; 4, Lygodium scandens.

—

R. Titley.

I, Liquidambar styraciflua ; 2, Cupressus semper-
virens

; 3 and 4, juniperus virginiana ; 5, Abies

Smithiana.— t;. M. i, specimen insufficient ; 2, Erica

colomns ; 3, Linosyris vulgaris.

—

A. H. y. i, Cassia

corymbosa ; 2, specimen insufficient ; 3, Begonia
maculata

; 4, Begonia Dregei. — Leonard Kings.

I, Panieum capillare ; 2, Pennisetum villosum ; 3,

Lagurus ovatus
; 4, Aira capillaris.— W.D. i, Lavan-

dula Sta2chas ; 2, Sternbergia lutea.

Rf.moving Hollies : W. B. The best time to move
Hollies is during showery weatlier In the month of May
or September ; but it is not of so much importance
that it should be done to a week or two at those

seasons, as it is to do it when the weather is favourable.

Tar in Plant-houses : A Weekly Subscriber. To steep

in tar wood staging intended to be placed over the

hot-water pipes in a range of pits is about the worst

thing you can do. The fumes given off would be most
injurious to plant life.

*,* Correspondents are specially requested to address,

post-paid, all communications intended for publica-

tion to the " Editors," and not to any member of the

staff personally. The Editors would also be obliged

by such communications being sent as early in the

week as possible. Correspondents sending news-
papers should be careful to mark the paragraphs they

wish the Editors to see. Letters relating to Adver-
tisements, or to the supply of the Paper, should be

addressed to the Publisher, and not to the Editors.

1^* Foreign Subscribers sending Post-office Orders
^
are requested to make them payable at the post-office,

King Street, Covent Garden, London, and at the

same time to inform the Publisher at the office of this

Journal.

Catalogues Received :—John Scott (Yeovil, Somer-
set), Descriptive Priced Catalogue of Kitchen and
Flower Garden and Farm Seeds.—M. Bruant {Boule-

vard St. Cyprien b. Poitiers, Vienna), Catalogue of

Trees and Shrubs, Fruit Trees. Conifers, Roses, &e. ;

also List of Begonias.—A. Van Geert (Gand, Bel-

gium), General Priced Catalogue.—Messrs. Osborn &
Sons (Fulham, near London), Catalogue of Hardy
Trees and Shrubs.—-Otto Putz (50, Great Russell

Street. London, W.C), AnnuaJ Trade Seed List,

—

Richard Dean (Ranelagh Road, Ealing, W.), Cata-

logue of Spring Flowers, Choice Seeds, and Potatos.

—

Ewing & Co. (Newmarket Road, Eaton, near Norwich),

Catalogue of Roses, Fruit Trees, Trees and Shrubs,

&c.—MartinGrashoff (Quedlinburg, Germany), Whole-
sale Trade Catalogue of Agricultural and Garden
Seeds.

COMMUN'ICATIONS RECEIVED:— P. I. L.—J. D.—M. J. C—
I. G. B.-W. k. W. (thanks).—Fair Play.—A. C—M. C C.

—An Old Saddle.-W. S.—J. V. & Sons (next week).—O. O.
— E. H. — J. W. J.—J. C. it Co. -J. S. -Subscriber (next

week).—G. P.—J. D. H —D. F.—M. D.—R. M'L.—J. V.

-C. B.—J. H,-E. M. J.—A. W.-J. T.—A. T.— T. C. M
—W. T.-A. W.

DIED.—November 30, at his residence, Walton-on-

the-Hill, near Liverpool, William Skirving, aged

85 years.

iiirhcts.

COVENT GARDEN, December 5.

.American consignments are still the rule in our market,

home goods being confined to small parcels of Welling-

tons, Blenheims, and Nobs, prices of the latter being

better. Trade quiet. James Webber, Wliolesale Apple
Market.

Fruit.

. d. s. d.

Apples, 5^-sieve .

.

Cobsandb'ilberts.lb.
Grapes, per lb.

LemoQS, per 100

Artichokes, Englif-h

Globe, doz.
— Jerusalem, bush.

Asparagus, Fr. sprue,

per bundle
Beans. French, p. 100

Beet, per doz.

Brus. sprouts, bush.
Cabbages, per doz. ..

Carrots, per bunch .

.

Cauliflowers, per doz.

Celery, per bundle ..

Cucumbers, each ..

Endive, Batav. dozen
Garlic, per lb.

The Potato n^.3rket is

Regents, 100s. to i

Melons, each . . :

Oranges, per 100 . . .

I

Pears, per doz. . . ;

I Pine-apples, per lb.
;

2blm;
Azale;
Bouvardias, per bu
Camellias, per dozen
Carnations, per dozen
Cornflower, izbuu..
Chrysanth., per doz.
— per 12 bunches..
Epiphyllum. i2blms.
Eucharis, per doz. ..

Gardenias. 12 blms.
Heliotropes, iz sp. .

.

Hyacin., Rom.,i2sp.
Jasmine, 12 bunches

Vegetables.

Herb?, per bunch . . o 2- t

Horse Radish, p. bun. 4 o- ,

Lettuces, Cos, Eng.,

Mint, green bunch.. 04-*
Onions, young, bun. o 4- t

Parsley, per bunch. . o 4-
,

Radishes, per bunch o 1- (

— Spanish, doz. . . i o- ,

— New Jersey, doz. 2 o-
Shallots.per lb .. 06-
Seakale, per punnet 2 6-

Spinach, per bushel z o-
,

Sweet Potatos, per lb. o 6-
.

Tomatos, per dozen 2 C-
;

Turnips, p. 12 bunch. 3 o-

quiet. and without alteration in prices

335. ; Early Rose. nos. to izcj. per ton

Cut Flowers.

Lily of Valley, spray 1 o- 2 t

Mignonette, 12 bun. 60-91
Narcissus, paper-

white, 12 sprays . . 2 o- 6 <

Pelargoniums. 12 spr. 1 o- 3 <

— zonal, 12 sprays o 6- 2 <

Primula, double, per

Roses (indoor), doz! i 6-12 (

— (outdoor). i2bun. 0-18 (

Stephanotis, 12 sp. .. 9 0-18 i

TropBcolum, 12 bun. 2 o- 6 c

Tuberoses, per dozen i c- 3 c

Violets, 12 bunches 1 o- 3 c
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A RIEMSCHNEIDER, Brandenburg-on-
-l\-» Havel, Germany, has to offer ;—
HELLEBORUS NIGER, strong roots, gcs. per looo.

LILY OF THE VALLEY, German, strong roots, 37J. per

pAMELLIAS ,ind AZALEAS.—To offer,
V_^ by Private Sa'e, 17 Camellias and 10 Azaleas, in named
varieties, from 4 feet to 2 feet high ; healthy and well set with
buds. The property of a customer, and will be sold cheap.
Apply to

CLARK. BROTHERS and CO., Nurserymen, ^s, Scotch
Street. Carlisle.

G 1 L B E RT'S
NEW WHITE-FLESHED MELON

THE "NETTED VICTORY."

]\,TEL01Sr " NETTED VICTORY" was
^-^ honoured with a First-Class Certificate from the Fruit

Committee of the Royal Horticultural Society, South

Kensington, July 2, 1S78, and confirmed November ig, which
makes Eight First-CIass and Special Certificates awarded to

Mr. Gilbert for Melons alone, and the raiser believes " Netted
Victorj' " will exceed all those that have preceded it,

" Netted Victory " is free in its growth, a capital setter, deep
in (lesh, and of exquisite flavour.

Mr, Gilbert isnow sending in Fruit of this variety (November
13). and the flavour at this late season is simply perfect.

The whole of the Stock has been grown from the Fruit which
obtained the Certificate. Sent out by

WILLIAM ife JAMES BROWN",
NURSERYMEN and SEED MERCHANTS,

56, HIGH STREET, STAMFORD.
Retail price, 2s, 6d. per packet. Tr:ide price on application.

CRANSTON'S NURSERIES,
Established 1785.

]7 T r" j-T 'p \^ /J C 7? f '^

ROSES, FRUIT TREES, CONiPERS,
FOREST TREES, &0.

Descriptive and Priced Catalogues for 1S78
iwd' ready.

Address—
CRANSTON & CO.,

KING'S ACRE, near HEREFORD.

pOCOA-NUT FIBRE REFUSE,' as
V-V supplied to the Royal Horticultural Society.—Four-bushel
bag; (bag included), is.

; 30 bags (bags included), 205. ; truck
free to rail, 25^.

FINLAVSON AND HECTOR. Cocoa-Nut Fibre Works,
34 and 25. Redman's Row. Mite End Road. London, E,

pOCOA-NUT FIBRE REFUSE.—
>^ Reduced Price :—In 4 bushel bags. b.igs included, at ij.,

or truckload of about 250 bushels, 255. (truckload delivered free
to rail in London). Post-office Order or Cheque will oblige
with all orders.—J. STEVENS and CO., Greyhound Yard,
and 134. High Street. Battersea, S.W.

ARDEN REQUISITES.—COCOA-NUT
FIBRE REFUSE, as supplied to Her Majesty and
most of the leading Nurserymen and Gardeners.

id. per bushel ; 100 for 20s. : truck (loose, 250 bush.), 30J.

4-bushel bags, id. each.
LIGHT BROWN FIBROUS PEAT, 51. id. per sack;

5 sacks, 25J. : 12 for 455., or 365. per ton.

BLACK FIBROUS PE.Vr, 5s. per sack, 5 sacks 221. : 12
for 405., or 34J, per ton ; sacks, 44/. each.

COARSE SILVER SAND, xs. gd. per bushel; T51. half
ton, zds. per ton ; in t cwt. bags, 4^. each.

YELLOW FIBROUS LOAM, PEAT MOULD, and LEAF
MOULD, II. per bushel.

SPHAGNUM MOSS, 8j. 6d. per sack.

Manures, Garden Sticks, Virgin Cork, Tobacco Cloth and
Paper, Russia Mats, ftc.

Write for free PRICE LIST. Goods free to rail.

H. G. SMYTH. 10. Castle Street, Endell Street, Long Acre.W.C.

OCOA-NUT FIBRE WASTE.—
Invaluable for Potting, Plunging, and Forcing Purposes.

Useful at all seasons, ^d. per bushel, 100 bushels (33 bags] 20s ,

truckload (loose) 30s,
, put free on rail ; 51. for one-horse van-

load, if fetched from Works. Bags charged ^d. each, returnable
at same rate.—JAMES CROWLEY and CO. , Cocoa-nut Fibre
Works, Suffolk Place, Snow's Fields, Bermondsey, S.E.

Fibrous Peat for Orchids, &;o.BROWN FIBROUS PEAT, best
quality for Orchids, Stove Plants, &c,. i6 6s. per truck.

BLACK FIBROUS PEAT, for Rhododendrons, Azaleas.
Heaths. American Plant Beds, 151. per ton.
Delivered on rail at Blackwater, S. E. R., or Famborough,

S. W. R., by the truckload. Sample bag, 4s ; 5 bags, 20J. ;

10 bags, 361. Bags ^d. each.
Fresh SPHAGNUM, lot. 6d. per bag.

WALKER AND CO., Famborough Station, Hants.

T)EAT for RHODODENDRONS and ordi-
JL nary POT PLANTS, in trucks containing 14 yards or
loads, put on rail at Ringwood Station, ;^3 151, Carriage paid
to London or any Station on the L. & S. W. Railway, £^ 55.

per truck of fourteen loads. Cash or reference.

J. PRVER, Manager, Peat Stores, Vauxhall Station and
Ringwood.

PEAT SOIL, PEAT S O I L.—
BROWN FIBROUS, good quality, for Orchids, Pot

Plants, Ferns, &c , £6 6s. per truck. BLACK, good quality for

American Plants, Rhododendrons, Azaleas, Heaths. &c,. 175.

per ton, or 6-ton truck for ^^ loi. Delivered on rail at Black-
water, S.E.R., or Camberley, S.W.R., by the truckload. Cash
with order. Sample sack, 51. 6</., or four sacks, 20J.

HOLDER AND SON, Crown Nurseries, Reading.

GISHURST CO MP OVN dT^
Used by many of the leading Gardeners since 1859,

against Red Spider, Milde%v, Thrips, Greenfly, and other Blight,
in solutions of from i to 2 ounces to thegallon of soft water, and
of fiorn 4 to 16 ounces as a winter dressmg for Vines and Fruit
Trees. Has outlived many preparations intended to supersede it.

Sold Retail by Seedsmen in Boxes, is. 3s., and los. 6rf.

Wholesale by PRICE'S PATENT CANDLE COMPANY
(Limited).

QCOTT'S WASP DESTROYER.—
k_? The only effectual remedy for destroying these pests

:

IS. 6(/., 2S. 6d. and 5s. per bottle. May be obtainetl through
all Seedsmen, or direct from

JOHN SCOTT. The Royal Seed Stores. Yeovil.
The Orclmrdist, by J. Scott, price 31. 6rf., the best work in

the English language on Fruit Trees and their Cultivation.

Safe and Certain.

SIMPSON'S RED SPIDER
and THRIP ANTIDOTE. Per quart, condensed, 6s.

:

per pint. 3s. 6d Supplied to Seedsmen and Chemists.
Prepared by JOHN KILNER, Wortley. Sheffield.

By Permission of the Hon. Board of Customs.

{Free of D„ty.)

N I COT! N E SOAP,
A NEW and UNRIVALLED INSECTICIDE for

PLANT CULTIVATORS.

No other Insecticide will bear comparison with this in killing

properties, with perfect safety to foliage. No known blight can

resist it, and it is the Cheapest in the market.

Price, in jars containing 8 oz., is. 6r/., and 20 oz
, 3s. ; drums,

2S lb., 251.

2 oz. sujfficieittfor i gallon ofwater for ordinary use.

Wholesale from the Manufacturers, CORRY and SOPER,
Bonded Tobacco Stores. Shad Thames. London. S.E,; or

HOOPER AND CO.. Covent Garden. W.C. ; and Retail from

all Seedsmen.

ARCHANGliL, ^>lA-r-C^ PETERSBURG
PACKING IVIM I O ETC.

BAFFIA for TYING,
TRAINING STICKS and LABELS,

Bamboo Canes, Virgin Cork, Sr'c.

C. J. BLACKITH and CO.,
COX'S QUAY. LOWER THAMES STREET, LONDON.

ARCHANGEL AND PETERSBURG
MAT MERCHANTS and IMPORTERS.

T BLACKBURN and SONS
f ' • can now supply HEAVY PETERSBURG MATS, and
?, .'ij^o"'""'.'','?"'^

'" ™^="ng and packing. ARCHANGELMATS specially quoted. Price Lists of all on application at
4 and 5. Wormwood Street, London. E C.

N.B. Buyers please state if Mats are required for covering
picking, or tying, and the goods will be selected accordingly

TheThames Bank Iron Company
OLD BARGE WHARF,

UPPER GROUND STREET,/
LONDON, S.E.,

Ha\'e the largest and most complete stock in the Trade
;

upwards of ^20,000 worth to choose from.
^J

HOT-WATER BOILERS, PIPES, and CONNECTIONS,
And all CASTINGS for HORTICULTURAL PURPOSES.

Their New Illustrated Catalogue, Ztli Edition, now ready

{price Sixpence).

Hot-'water Apparatus erected complete, or tlie Materials supplied at Wholesale Prices.

ANDERSON'S RUSSIA MATS
For COVERING, TYING, and PACKING,

are highly recommended for durability and cheapness. De-
scriptive Catalogue sent post-free on application. SACKS and
BAGS of every descriplinn. TARPAULINS, HORSE-
CLOTHS. ROPES, LINES, and TWINES.—JAMES T.
ANDERSON, 145, Commercial Street, Shoreditch, London, E.

WHOLESALE RUSSIA MAT
MERCHANTS.

NEW ARCHANGEL MATS.
ST. PETERSBURG MATS.
RAFFIA FIBRE, NETTING, CANVAS, &c.

MARENDAZ and FISHER, James Street, Covent
Garden. W.C.

Under the Patronage of the Queen.

SMITH'S IMPERISHABLE
STRATFORD LABELS.

The above Labels are made ol a 'White Metal, with raised

The Gardeners' Magazine says :

—" We must give these the
palm before all other plant labels, as the very first in merit."

Samples and Price Lists free.

J. SMITH, The Royal Label Factory, Stratford-on-Avon.

Indestructible Terra-Cotta Plant Markers.MAW AND CO.'S PATENT.—
Prices, Printed Patterns, and Specimens, sent post-

free on application ; also Patterns of Ornamental Tile Pave-
ments for Conservatories, Entrance Halls. &c.

MAW AND CO.. Benthall Works, Broseley.

SILVER SAND. — Bagshot .Sand, coarse
grit, 7s. per ton on rail here : Reigate Sand, fine.

13s., on S.-E. R. ; Bedford Sand, coarse, 13s. on N.-W. R. and
Midland Counties, in trucks of 4 to 8 tons. Smaller quantities,
in bags, at is. 31^. per bushel. Bags charged i,d. each.
RED SANDSTONE ROCK, lor Rockwork, Ferneries,

Grottoes, best and most ornamental rock for the purpose.
WALKER and CO., Farnborough Station, Hants.

COALS FOR HOTHOUSE
PURPOSE S,

WOOD AND CO/S
STAR ANTHRACITE SMOKELESS STEAM COAL

is now being extensively used by many of the principal Growers,
and is found to be preferable to any other kind of fuel in respect

to cheapness and durability, and particularly on account of its

being perfectly free from sulphur, and that it does not clinker

WOOD AND CO. deliver in truckloads to any Railway
Station, prices for which can be had on application, or can be
delivered by Wood & Co.'s Vans (in the Metropolis).

WOOD AND CO. append a testimonial given to them by
Messrs. Beckwith &l Sons, a firm of great experience, and who
have kindly allowed them to make whatever use of it they may
think fit.

Totienham Nursery, Lottdon, N., Dec. 28, 1877.
To Messrs. Wood & Co.

Dear Sirs,—With reference to your enquiry respecting the
'' Star " Anthracite Coal with which you supplied us—as to how
it suited, its economy or otherwise—we have much pleasure in
informing you that in every respect it is the best Anthracite we
have ever used. We find there is no smoke from it, which is

very essential, and there is no trace of sulphur. It requires
very little stoking, and leaves very little ash, and certainly does
not clinker. Our consumption of Coal is about 500 tons a year,
and we have no hesitation in saying that, by using your " Star

"

Coal in the place of ordinary fuel, we shall effect a saving of

at least ;^ioo this year. We attribute this to the powerful and
lasting properties of your coal.— Yours faithfully,

(Signed) G. Beckwith & Sons.

WOOD AND CO. supply all kinds of Coal for House and
Manufacturing purposes, prices for which will be sent on
application.

WOOD AND CO., Coal and Coke Factors. Merchants,
Contractors to Her Majesty's Government, 58, Coal Exchange,
F..C. : and 4, Coal Department, Great Northern Railway,
King's Cross, N., and Midland Sidings, St. Pancras, N.W.

STOVES- STOVES.
Terra-Cotta! Portable! For Coal

!

ROBERTS'S PATENT.
Healthy Heat twenty-four hours or longer for about k/.,

without attention. For Bedrooms, Greenhouses, or almost any

purpose. Prospectus and authenticated Testimonials sent. In

use daily at Patentee's—THOMAS ROBERTS,

112, Victoria Street, Westminster, S.W,

Price 16s.

Petroleum Greenhouse Stove.
Complete with evaporating Pan. Will burn

without attention for Twenty-four Hours.

No Smoke, no Smelt, no Injury to the most
delicate Plants.

Oil \s. 2d. per Gallon, supplied hy Dcane &^ Co.

Deane & Co. provide and fi.x Hot-water
Apparatus for all Horticultural purposes.

Factory, 1, Jacob Street, Dockliead.

Illustrated Horlicultur.-il Catalogue Post-free.

DEANE & CO.,
, KING WILLIAM STREET, LONDON BRIDGE, E.C.
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GREEN'S
PATENT

WROUGHT-IRON HOT-WATER
BOILERS,

;;//// SIiclvi-s 111- Tubes, and Holtinv

Gnih- Jl.iis,

SADDLE BOILERS with Waterway Backs,

and WELDED BOILERS.
Specially adapted for Healing Greenhouses, Conservatories,

Chiirclic*. Chapels, Schools, Public Buildings. Entrance Halls,

Warehouses. Workshops, &c.

T/H'r ,ur the Neatest. Cheapest, Most Effective, and
Durable ofany extant.

ed Price LlSl' may be had frt

fRMItUVAIION

Descriptive I,

application to

THOMAS GREEN & SON,
SMITHFIELD IRONWORKS, LEEDS:

.14 and ;;, DL\rK I'HIAR ^ RO \n, I.clNnoN, S,

BAYLISS, JONES & BAYLISS,
Patentees and Manufacturers of Wrought Iron

CONTINUOUS BAB, FENCING,
Iron Hurdles, Strained Wire Fencing.

Field and Entrance Gates, Tree Guards, &c.,

VICTORIA WORKS, WOLVERHAMPTON,
^nd 3, Crooked Lane. King William Street, London, EC.

Ciil^itdsucs Jree on applhation. ^

MAIN'S WALL FITTINGS and ESPALI ER

S

New Improvements and Reduced Prices

for the Season 1378 to 1879.

GALVANISED RAIDISSEURS .. ..

„ STRAINING SCREWS and HOLDFASlt
„ CLIMAX EYES. 2!-.; inchts

„ TERMINAL HOLDFASTS

Galvanised Wire Trellis for Training Creepers, &c.,

sJi',/. pet square fcot, including Holdfasts.

Pike Lists/ret.

A. & J. MAIN & CO.,
108. QUEEN VICTORIA STREET. LONDON, E C.

B O U L T O N & PAUL,
NEW and IMPROVED POULTRY FENCES.

THE SOLE HIGHEST AWARD

PARIS EXHIBITION,

GALVANISED WIRE NETTING.

THE SILVER MEDAL
And the Rcj'ort of the Jury that

J. B. B?.OWN & CO.'s Netting was the

Finest in the Exhibition.

Al-.o Sole Prize Medals at Vienna, 1873,

Philadelphia Centennial, 1876.

W. H. LASCELLES,
HORTICULTURAL BUILDER,

21, BUNHILL ROW, LONDON, E.C.

ai-rts:c;5ir^'

/•
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PAXTON'S CALENDAR
Now Ready, a hew and ihoi-oi/ghly Revised Ediiton of /he

COTTAGER'S CALENDAR OF GARDEN OPERATIONS.
ORIGINALLY COMPILED BY THE LATE SIR JOSEPH PAXTON, M.P.

OPINIONS OF THE PRESS.
" It has been carefully revised by an experienced gardener, and the lists of vegetables, fruit,

and flowers have been corrected by the substitution of the most approved modem kinds, in place
of those which were mentioned in the first edition, and many of which have ceased to be worthy of

cultivation. It is a thoroughly sound, practical treatise : but it has been so long before the public.

low is unnecessary."

—

Midland

" This is a handy volume, consisting of seventy pages of letterpress and illu

much and varied information likely to prove useful to all cottagers, &c., who possess a garde;

To all such, who require a cheap and reliable book of reference, we heartily recommend it."

"We are quite glad to see this useful little book once more, and it is like a whift of periume
rom the heather in bloom to read on the wrapper * two hundred and twenty-first thousand.' We
advise all who are interested in the promotion of cottage gardening to sow this little book
hrozdc3iSt."— Gardeners' Magazine.

" The information conveyed in this little book is well adapted for all persons having small
plots of ground. The necessary operations for each month are clearly laid down, and are of a
thoroughly practical nature. The sorts of both fruit and vegetables are well selected, many of
them being excellent in quality. To our readers who are interested Ln the cultivation of their
flower and kitchen gardens, we can safely recommend this as being a most concise and useful
wotk."~Beirs Messenger.

Price 3d., Post Free 3jd.

W. RICHARDS, 41, WELLINGTON STREET, STRAND, LONDON, W.C.

S. OWENS & CO.,

HYDRAULIC ENGINEERS,

No. ^j.

No. 63.

DEEP WELL PUMP.S for Horse, Hand, Steam,

PORT.\BLE IRRIG.\TORS, with Double or Treble B,

No. 49.

No. 54*. THE CASSIOBURY FIRE EXTINGUI.SHER,
Right Hon. the Earl of Essex.

No. 4(. WROUGHT-IRON PORT.\BLE PUMPS of all sizes.

No. 4. C.\ST-IRON GARDEN, YARD, or STABLE PUMPS.

Galvanised Iron Tubs.

designed for therels for Horse or
[Gardens. Sic.

-No. 46.7. IMPROVED DOUBLE ACTION PUMPS on BARROW for Watering

No. 49<«. G.iLVANISED SWING W.\TER CARRIERS, for Garden use.

No. soandst.r. F.\RM and M.ANSION FIRE ENGINES of every description.

No. 33. PORTABLE LIQUID M.ANURE PUMPS, on Legs, with Flexible Suction.

S. OWENS AND CO. Manufacture and Erect every description of Hydraulic and General Engineers' Work for Mansions, Farins, &c., comprising PUMPS, TURBINES,
WATER WHEELS, WARMING APP.^R.^TUS, BATHS, DRYING CLOSETS, G.ASWORKS, Apparatus for LIQUID MANURE distribution. FIRE MAINS.
HYDRANTS, HOSE PIPES, &c,, &c. Particulars taken in any far! of tlie Country. Plans and Estimatesfurnished.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES CAN BE HAD ON APPLICATION.

Every Saturday, of any Bookseller or Newsagent, price Threepence,

Eacli halj-yeaiiy I 'oliiiiie complete in itself, with Title-page and Index,

THE ATHEN^UM:
JOURNAL OF ENGLISH and FOREIGN LITERATURE, SCIENCE, the FINE ARTS,

MUSIC. AND THE DRAMA.

THE ATHENAEUM
Is so conducted that tlic reader, however distant, is, in respect to Literature, Science, the Fine Arts, Music, and the Drama, on an equality in

point of information with the best informed circles of the Metropolis.

Subscription for Twelve Months, 13s. ; Six Months, 6s. 6d.

OFFICE for ADVERTISEMENTS, 20, WELLINGTON STREET, STRAND, LONDON, W.C.
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THE GARDENERS' CHRONICLE.

SCALE OF CHARGES FOR ADVERTISING.

is, the lowest charge will be 30J.

HalfPiige 500
Column 3 5 o

GARDENEES, AND OTHERS, WANTING SITUATIONS.
26 words li. 6</., and dd. for every additional line

(about 9 words) or part of a line.

All Subscriptions Payable in Advance.
Ths United Kingdom : 12 Months. i.i 31. lorf. ; 6 Months.

IIJ. ii£^. ; 3 Months, ds.

Foreign : 26^., including Post.ige for 12 Months.
P. 0.0. to be made payable at the King Street Post-ofEc«, W.C,

toW. Richards.

Publishing Office and Office for Advertisements,
41, Wellington Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C.

"POCKWORK.—Red Sandstone Rock, for
JL V Rockwork, Ferneries, Grottoes. Best and most orna-
mental Rock for the purpose on rail here from our own pits.

WALKER AND CO., FarnborouRh Station, Hants.

THOMAS MILLINGTON AND CO.,
87, Bishopsgate Street Without, London, E.G..

Lmporters and Dealers in Window Glass of all kinds.

Small Sciuares In 16 oz.

Prices for the sizes stated, and for not less than a box of 100 feet.

Special price for other sizes will be quoted upon application.

No. in

100 feet
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M
Price ed.

A Y F A I R : a Non-Society Journal
of Literature and Politics, unambitiously illustrated.

been permanently enlarged by eight columns.

Contents of this week's Number (December 3) :—

1. An Afghan PungU
3. Our Canadian Cousins.

Part I. -A Log.

3. The Fair in the City.

4. A Contemptuous Verdict.

5. Breach of Promise.

e. FanciesoftheFair.—No. 70.

Fairy Presents.

7. The Dudley Gallery.

S. Royalty in Canada
9. The Fair Behind the Foot-

lights.

10. Oxford Types. — No. 5,

The Hunting Man.
11. The Chat of the Fair.

12. Fashions in the Fair.

13. Turning Over Fresh
Leaves.

May/air, unambitiously illustrated, price 6^. Yearly sub-

scription. 28^. (payable in advance). For sale by all Metro-
politan Newsagents and at all Bookstalls, on Monday afternoon,

and throughout the country on Tuesday morning.

" Mayfair " Offices :—Beaufort Euildinfis. Strand. W.C.

THE SYDNEY MAIL
NEW SOUTH WALES ADVERTISER.

CONTENTS :-

INTERCOLONIAL and GENERAL NEWS.

SPORTING and the FIELD, in which is incorporated

BELL'S LIFE in SYDNEY.

RECORD of RACES, and NOTES on the TURF.

CRICKET and AQUATICS.

THE FLORA of AUSTRALIA. (Drawn and Egraved

specially for this Journal.)

NATURAL HISTORY. (Original Articles.)

AGRICULTURE, PASTORAL, HORTICULTURE.

GOLD FIELDS .nnd MINING generally.

STOCK and SHARE REPORTS.

ORIGINAL and SCIENTIFIC ARTICLES.

TALES by POPULAR ENGLISH and AUSTRALIAN
AUTHORS.

THE FASHIONS. DOMESTIC ECONOMY.

INDOOR AMUSEMENTS.
THE CHESS PLAYER. THE HOME CIRCLE.

COMMERCIAL NEWS.

SHIPPING INTELLIGENCE.

The SYDNEY MAIL has a wide circulation throughout the

Australian Colonies, New Zealand, Polynesia, &c. It

I large amount of information on a great variety of subjects.

Subscription is Advance, £1 per Annum.
Single Copies, ^ii. : Stamped, ^d.

Publishing Office—Hunter Street, Sydney, New South Wales.

ENGLAND.
The undermentioned Newspaper and Adverlisine Agents are

authorised to receive ADVERTISEMENTS, which must be

paid in advance, for the SYDNEY MORNING HERALD
and SYDNEY MAIL:-

LoNDON Mr. George Street, 30, Cornhill, E.G.

Mr. F. Algar, 8, Clement's Lane, Lombard
Street. E.C.

Messrs. Gordon & Gotch, St. Bride Street,

Fleet Street, E.C.

Birmingham .. Mr. R. S. Kirk, 90, New Street.

LivERPOoi, .... Lee & Nightingale, IS, North John Street.

Bkistol James & Henry Grace, Royal Insurance
Buildings.

Edinburgh Robertson & Scott, 13, Hanover Street.

Glasgow W. Porteous & Co., 13. Royal Exchange
Place.

1^ ADVERTISERS are requested to note that

although -we do not object to receive Letters to be called

for, we cannot undertake to forward them.

WANTED, a PARTNER, to Extend the
Nursery and Seed Business. Capital required, about

;Csoo. Must have a good knowledge of the business, and
taJte an active part in it.—A. B., Stonefall Nursery, Knares-
borough, Yorkshire.

WANTED, a good WORKING GAR-
dener. Must understand Vines, Melons, and Flower

and Kitchen Gardening. One under Man kept.—Mrs. YEO,
Ealing.

WANTED, a good GENERAL FORE-
MAN—an energetic Man, well up in Roses, Fruit

Trees, &c. Ability and industrious habits must bear strict

investigation, and he must not have been Manager of any
large Establishment.—Applv, with terms and reference, to

CHARLES NOBLE. Bagshot.

WANTED, in Surrey, 14 miles from London,
FOUR MEN for a month's Trenching ; must be used

to the work. Wages i8j. per week. Fares paid from London.

—

ERNEST WILKINS, Holly Bank Nursery, Potters Bar.

Seed Trade, Wholesale.

WANTED, in London, an active Man as
SHOPMAN.—Give particulars of experience and

where obtained, also state age and salary expected, with
reference, to A. K., Gardeners' Chronicle Office, W.C

WANTED, an ASSISTANT SHOPMAN.
Must be sober, steady, and obliging, with a knowledge

of the Nursery Business.—W, BARRON and SON, Seedsmen,
Nottingham.

WANTED, as ASSISTANT, a Youth,
accustomed to the Retail Trade, to assist in the execu-

tion of Seed Orders.—State experience, age, salary, &c., to

C. R. FREEMAN, Economic Seedsman, Norwich.

WANTED Immediately, a Young LADY,
good Bouquet Maker, &c.—H. TAVENER, 35,

George Street, Portman Square, W.

WANT PLACES.

EG. HENDERSON
• AND SON have many excellent

GARDENERS with approved testimonials

for ability now wailing in their Nurseries for

re-engagement.

E. G. H. & Son will be pleased to answer
any enquiries from Noblemen and Gentlemen
requiring such.—Pine-apple Nursery, Maida
Vale, London, W.

BS. WILLIAMS begs to intimate that he
• has at present in the Nureery and upon his Register

some excellent Men, competent either to fill the situation of
HEAD GARDENER, BAILIFF, FOREMAN, or
JOURNEYM.AN. Ladies and Gentlemen requiring any of the
above will please send full particulars, when the best selections
for the dilTerent capacities will be made.—Holloway, N.

JOHN COWAN, The Vineyard aiid
O Nurseries. Garston, near Liverpool, wishes to recommend
a first-rate Scotch GARDENER, to any Nobleman or
Gentleman who may require such.

ARDENER (HEAD).—Age 46, single ; a
good knowledge. Good character.—A. F., 6 York Row,

Sale Street, Paddington, London, W.

GARDENER (He.\d), to any Lady or
Gentleman requiring an experienced Gardener.—Age 30,

married. Good references.—A. L. , W. Scale, London Road,
Sevenoaks.

ARDENER (Head), where two or three
are kept —Age 28, single ; understands Orchids, Stove

and Greenhouse, and Kitchen Gardening. Four years' good
character.-GEORGE ESSEX, Wilmington Lodge, Hurst-
pierpoint, Sussex.

C:;.ARDENER (Head).—Age 45, married
;VJ practical, energetic man. Twenty-five years' experience

in every department of Horticulture and Estate Work,
successful Fiiiit Grower and Exhibitor. E.\cellent references.
—A. K., Ogbourne Maizey, Marlborough.

C:<
ARDENER (He.ad). — Age 37, married;

^ thoroughly skilled in the Cultivation of Choice Fruits,

Plants, &c., under Glass, Early and Late Forcing, and Flo.\er
and Kitchen Gardening or would treat with any one Growing
for Market Purposes. Testimonials, character, &c. — A. B.,
Roberts', Cheshunt Street, Cheshunt, N.

GARDENER (Head). — The Advertiser
wishes to find a good situation for same, with whom he

is obliged to part, as he is giving up his garden, and can
strongly recommend him as being honest, sober and industrious.
Understands Glass, Flowers, Fruit and Vegetables.—R. C,
W. H. Smith & Sons. Broad Street Station, City. E.C.

GARDENER (Head, Working), or
FOREMAN in a good establishment. — Mr. Fish,

Botanic Gardens, Southport, can confidently recommend a
man (age 2S), for either of the above. Thoroughly understands
the business. Four years' good character.

ARDENER (He.ad, Working), where
three or moie are kept.—Age 40, married, no family :

a thorough pr.actical man in Grapes, Orchids, Ferns, early
forcing. Five years in last situation. Good character.—E. H.,
r, Alexandra Terrace. Penge Lane, Penge, S.E.

ARDENER (He.ad, or good Single-
handed). — Age 32. married; understands Vines,

Melons, Cucumbers, &c. Good character.—F. S., Mr. James,
Sarratt Hall, Rickmansworth.

ARDENER.—Middle-aged, married, one
son (age i6 years) ; thoroughly understands the duties.

Son suitable for Garden or House if required. Character
indisputable from present employer. Cause of leaving, garden
discontinued.—J. KINSMAN, B. Barrow, Esq., Glanville
House, Berry Road, Peckham Rye. S.E.

/^''ARDENER (Single-handed), or with
VJ one or two under him ; age 28, single, but about to
marry.—A Gentleman who is reducing his Garden establish-
ment in consequence of his family going abroad, desires to
recommend his Second Gardener as good working Gardener,
either single-handed or with one or two under him. He has
been under good Head Gardener for twelve years, under-
stands Flower and Kitchen Garden, Pits, Houses, Forcing
Grapes, &c. Is active, hard-working and obliging, and
thoroughly honest, sober and trustworthy.—B. E. H. , Mr.
King, Newsagent, Chancery Lane, E.C.

ARDENER (Under).—Age 24; two years
and seven months in last situation.—M. CHARLTON,

Haverlock Street, Race Common Road, Barnsley. Yorkshire.

/':j_ARDENER (Under), in a Nobleman's or
V^ Gentleman's establishment.—Age 27 ; seven years'
experience. Good references.—T. E. E , The Gardens, Went-
worth Castle, Barnsley, Yorkshire.

To NURSERYMEN and FLORISTS.—
The Subscriber offers his services to any Nurseryman or

Florist in want of a thoron2;h energetic working MANAGER,
or FOREMAN and PROPAGATOR, possessing a thorough
knowledge of the business in all its branches; he is also well
qualified to grow Plants and Flowers for Market, and has
no objection to take any separate department in a large firm.
Will be shortly disengaged. First-class references.-B. C,
Cardeiiers' Chronicle Office, W.C.

FOREMAN, in a Nobleman's or Gentleman's
Garden,—Good practical experience in all branches.

—

E. F. G., Rotherby, near Brooksby, Lei

FOREMAN, in a Nobleman's or Gentleman's
Garden.—Age 24, single; has had ten years' experience

in good places. —E. R., 9, Blakefield Road, St. Jchn's,
Worcester.

NURSERY FOREMAN, PROPAGATOR
and SALESMAN.—The Advertiser is well up in each

branch, indu.strious and trustworthy. Satisfactory references.

—

CHARLES WOOD, Harrison & Sons,The Nurseries, Leicester

JOURNEYMAN, in the Houses, in a large
^f establishment, under good Foreman. — Age 2o : good
character.— F. C. P. C, Navenby. Grantham. Lincolnshire.

To Nurserymen.

MANAGER, CLERK, BOOK-KEEPER,
SALESMAN, or TRAVELLER.—Age 39: twenty-

five years' practice. First-class references.—SAMUEL
GROVE, South Reddish, Stockport.

SHOPMAN (Head, or Manager).—Age 40

;

well up in Grasses, Clovers, &c. Over twenty-five years'
practical experience.—Y. Z., Messrs. Hurst & Son, 6, Leaden-
hall Street, E.C.

Seed Trade.

Q HOPMAN.—Age 28 ; ten years' experience

SHOPMAN (Second).—Age 20 ; over six
years' experience in all departments. Good references.

—

ALPHA, Minier, Nash & Nash, 60, Strand, London, W.C.

SHOPMAN (Second).—Age 24 ; nine years
experience in Wholesale and Retail Houses.—Y. Z.

Minier, Nash & Nash, 60, Strand, London, W.C.

SHOPMAN (Assistant).— Age 24; nine
years' experience in the Vegetable, Flower, and Agricul-

tural Seed Trade. Good references.—W., Mr. Steel, 386, Crown
Street, Glasgow.

SHOPMAN (ASSISTANT). — Age 20 ; five
years' experience. Good references.—B. W., 5, St. Paul's

Road, Moseley Road, Birmingham.

SHOPMAN (ASSISTANT), in a good Retail
House.— Five years' experience. Good references.

—

W. W., Barron & Son, Seedsmen, Nottingham.

KINAHAN'S LL WHISKY.
The cream of old Irish Whiskies. Pure, mild, mellow,

delicious, and most wholesome. Universally recommended by
the Medical Profession. Dr. Hassal says, " The Whisky is

soft, mellow, and pure, well matured, and of very excellent
quality."-2o. Great Tilchfield Street, London, W.

E P P S ' 8
GRATEFUL

{James Epps Ss^ Co., Hoimvopatliic Ckciiiists.)

COMFORTING

COCOA.
ELAZENBY and SON'S PICKLES,

• SAUCES, and CONDIMENTS.-E. LAZENBY
AND SON, sole proprietors of the celebrated recipes, and
manufacturers of the pickles, sauces, and condiments so long
and favourably distinguished by the name, beg to remind the
public that every article prepared by them is guaranteed as
entirely unadulterated.—92, Wigmore Street, Cavendish
Square (late 6. Edward Street. Poitman Square), and 18,
Trinity Street, London. S.E.

HARVEY'S SAUCE.—CAUTION.—The
admirers of this celebrated sauce are particularly

requested to observe that each bottle prepared by E.
LAZENBY AND SON bears the label, used so many years,
signed •' Elizabeth Lazenby."

Cures Of Asthmatic Coughs and Colds by

DR. LOCOCK'S PULMONIC WAFERS.
Mr, Gamis, Medicine Warehouse, Yeovil, writes :-

" Instances aie from time to time occurring which prove the
value of these Wafers above all other medicines for pulmonary
disease, coughs, colds, &c."
They instantly relieve and rapidly cure Asthma, Consumption,

Coughs, Bronchitis, Colds, Gout, Rheumatism, and taste
pleasantly. Sold at ir. ij^^/and ^s. gd.

DINNE FORD'S MAGNESIA.
The Medical Profession for over Forty Years have approved of

this pure solution as the Best Remedy for

ACIDITY OF THE STOMACH, HEARTBURN,
HEADACHE, GOUT, AND INDIGESTION,

and as the safest Aperient for Delicate Constitutions, Ladies,

Children, and Infants.

DINNEFORD'S MAGNESIA.
HOLLOWAY'S PILLS.—The sudden

changes, frequent fogs, and pervading dampness sorely
impede the vital lunctions and conduce to ill-health. The
remedy for these disasters lies in some purifying medicine, like

these Pills, which is competent to grapple with the mischief at
its source, and stamp it out without fretting the nerves or
weakening the system. Holloway's Pills extract from the blood
all no.\ious matters, regulate the action of every disordered
organ, stimulate the liver and kidneys, and relax the bowels.

In curing chest complaints these Pills are remarkably effective,

especially when aided by friction of the Ointment on its walls.

This double treatment will ensure a certain, steady, and bene-
ficent progress, and sound health will soon be re-established.
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G I L B E R T'S
BURGHLEY CHAMPION BROCCOLI.

A most useful late variety, selected by Mr. R. Gilbert, of Burghley, from Cattell's " Eclipse."

It is whiter and firmer in texture, later in season, and the most perfect self-protecting Broccoli extant.

If sown the last week in April it comes into 7ise in May and Jime.

Sold in Sealed Packets, marked R.O., price Ss. 6d. each. Liberal discount to the Trade.

OsBORN & Sons,
THE FULHAM NURSERIES, LONDON, S.\^^.

TWO STERLING NOVELTIES that should be in EVERY CATALOGUE and in EVERY GARDEN.

<^^DELU5 HYbIiIdX
MELON

DELL'S HYBRID"
MELON.

PRlZES.^We offer Five Gtdneas in

Prizesfor the Best Fruit of " Dell's Hybrid"
Melon, to be awarded at the Shows of the

Royal Hortieitltural Society. {See Society's

Schedule.

)

The only Green-fleshed Melon
awarded a First-class Certificate by the Royal
Horticultural Society^this year.

"We saw ' Dell's Hybrid " green-fltshed Melon
a few days ago. when go-nc round the beautiful

gardens at Sloke-Rochford. with Mr. Dell, its

raiser. He has grown it for the last six years, and
no wonder, when we say that it has a good consti-

tution, is a free setter, and almost invariably

proves of unexceptionable quality. All that we
have tasted were delicious, and the Fruit Commit-
tee gave it a First-class Certificate the first time of

asking, on Tuesday \asl."—Gardeners' CkroHich\
July 6, 187S.

* Mr. J. Dell sent a seedling Melon of great ex-
cellence. He stated in his communication that he
had grown it for six years,.and had lound it very
hardy and prolific. It has a smooth, deep yellow
bkin, slightly netted, with a very small sialk and
pale green flesh. It was awarded a First-class

Certificate, and the Committee named it 'Dell's

H.yhx\6.:"— Journal cfHorticulture, July 4, 1878.

This delicious Melon is the result of a cross

between "CoUton Bassett" and " Victory of Bath,"
and is certainly the best gieen-fleshed Melon ever
tasted. A large number of aspirants for honours
were submitted to the judgment of the Con -

miitee of the Royal Horticultural Society during
the present year, but "Dell's Hybrid" was the

ONLY GREEN-FLESHED variety pronouHced worthy
of a First-class Certificate.

PRICE.
In Sealed Packets, containing Six Seeds,

2s. 6d. per packet.

" CARTER'S TELEPHONE " PEA.
A-LL'iirded a Ftrst-dass Ccriijicaic hy the Royal Horticultural Society^ after a crucial trial in the Societys Gardens at Chiswick

during the season of 1878.

' CARTER'S TELEPHONE."—An improved selection from Culverwell's " Telegraph," from which it differs in the seeds, being wrinkled, whilst the quality is very
parent it is an extraordinary cropper, bearing myriads of immense semi-double pods, full of very large Peas of most exquisite flavour. Highly

recommended.

'Telephone' Pea (Carter). A green
rtiticate Royal Horticultural Society."

Price, in sealed packets, per pint, 2s. 6d.

nkled 1 height 5 feet ; pods very large and

THE QUEEN'S SEEDSMEN,
| C A R T E R S' HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.

T. H. P. DENNIS & CO.,
MANSION HOUSE BUILDINGS,

QUEEN VICTORIA STREET, LONDON, E.G.,

CONSERVATORY AND GREENHOUSE BUILDERS,

HOT-WATEE ENGINEERS.
Editorial Commi
Printed by WiLi

aid William Richards, at the Office, 41, Wellingi
Agent for Manchester—John Hevwood.

tions should be addressed to The Editor: Advertisements and Business Letters to " The Publisher," at the Office, 41. Wellington Street. Coveni Garden. London. W.C.
KicHARDs. at the UHice of Messrs. Bradbury. Agnbw. & Co.. Lombard Street. Precinct of Whitefriars, City of London, in the County of Middlesex, and Published by tha

Mreet. Parish of St. Paul's, Covent Garden, in the said County.—Saturday. December 7. 1878.
Agents for Scotland—Messrs. J. MsNZiBS & Co., Edinburgh and Glasgow.
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IMPORTANT NOTICE TO ADVERTISERS
/;; coiisvqiu'iu'c of the Christmas liolidays,

the GARDENERS' CHRONICLE for

December 28 will go to Press on Christmas

Eve, December 24. All Advertisements for

that Number must, therefore, reach the Office

by TUESDA Y, the 24th inst.

mS^ The GARDENERS' CHRONICLE

for Saturday, Jan. 4, 1879, will contain a

BEAUTIFULLY COLOURED ALMANAC.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY,
South Kensington, S.W.

NOTICE. — SCIENTIFIC. FRUIT, and FLORAL
COMMITTEES' MEETINGS, on TUESDAY next,

December 17, at 11 o'Clock. GENERAL MEETING for

ELECTION of FELLOWS at 3 o'clock. Admission is.

INTER GARDENS, SOUTHPORT.—
The SECOND SPRING FLOWER SHOW will be

held on MARCH so and 21. Schedules are now ready, and
can be obtained by applying to

A. CAMPBELL, F.R.H S., Curator.

WELVE NEW GLOXINIAS for 2i.r.,

including the grand new novelties shown at Paris Exhi-
bition, small growing Uulbs in 2-inch pots, or dry, free by post ;

also large.flowering bulbs of fine AMARYLLIS, imported front

Peru, 421. per dozen.

JOHN H. LEY, Royal Nursery, Croydon.

ODEAS.- Healthy young plants of T.
superba and T. hymenophylloides (pellucida). free and

safe by post. 2S. 6t/. each for prepayment. Trade price (low)

per 100. or lesser quantities, on application.

ROBERT SIM. Sidcup Hill Nursery. Foot's Cray, Kent.

R U IT I N G FT^^Tn T^
of PEACHES. NECrARINES, APRICOTS, and

GRAPE VINES, a large and fine stock, now offered for Sale.

THOMAS RIVE RS and SON. Sawbridgeworth. Herts.

OTXNDARD apples," pears and
kJ PLUMS.— The finest Standard Orchard Trees in

Kngland. at

PAUL AND SON'S. The Old Nurseries, Cheshunt.

WEBB'S PRIZE COB FILBERTS
AND OTHER NUTS.

Persons desirous of obtaining Trees of the above, grown
by the late R. Webb, of Calcot, should give early orders to

THE MANAGER. Calcot Gardens, Reading.
CATALOGUES post-free on application.

w EBB'S CHOICE POLYANTHUS
AND OTHER SPRING PLANTS,

ly orders are solicited for the above choice plants. Apply to

THE MANAGER. Calcot Gardens, Reading.

DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of ROSES,
FRUIT TREES. DECIDUOUS and EVERGREEN

TREES and SHRUBS, RHODODENDRONS, VINES,
CLIMBERS. &c. Free by post on application.
H. LANE AND SON, The Nurseries, Great Berkhamstcd,

Plants tor Winter Bedding.

MAURICE YOUNG, Milford Nurseries,
near Godalming, Surrey. See also p. 744.

What a Glorious Rose It Is.

See letter, November, 1878, from a gentleman of known taste,

in orderingTHE NEW ROSE,
QUEEN OF BEDDERS (Noble).

Good Plants are now supplied at i8j. per d'Ztn.

CHARLES NOBLE, Bagshot.

CHRISTMAS ROSES.— Helleborus niger,
strong blooming plants. Sample and price on application

to THOS. KITLEV, Oldfield Nursery. Bath.

Ornamental Trees and Shrubs, Fruit Trees, Roses, &o.

THE LAWSON SEED and NURSERY
COMPANY (Limited), Edinburgh, respectfully request

the attention of intending planters to their most extensive and
superior stock of the above.

CATALOGUES on application.

H

standard Tea Roses.

PAUL AND SON have a splendid lot of fine

STANDARDS of .above, 3oi. per dozen. The best way
of growing these beautiful Roses.

The Old Nurseries. Cheshunt.

To the Trade.

ENRY MAY offers the finest Standard
ROSES, at 701. per 100.

HENRY MAY, The Hope Nurseries, Bedale, Yorkshire.

Roses—Eoses—Roses.

INE DWARFS on MANETTI,
all the leading varieties, 35^. per 100.

WILLIAM IRELAND, Pilton Nurseries, Barnstaple.

H
H

F
Fit for Immediate Working.

ROSA MANETTI and R. MULTIFLORA
DE LA GRIFFERAIE, 25s per 1000, £toper to.ooo.

A. M. C. JONGKINDTCONINCK, Tottenham Nurseries,

Dederasvaart, near ZwoUe, Netherlands.

Healthy Plants in Pots of

LILIUM AURATUM, the Golden-Rayed
Japanese Lily, per dozen, 18^ , 245., and 30J.

BARR AND SUGDEN, 12. King Street. Covent Garden. W.C.

ROMAN HYACINTHS.—Fine Bulbs, iss.

per 100. Discount to Trade on application

PAUL AND SON. The Old Nurseries. Cheshunt.

GOLD and SILVER HOLLIES.—No better
or cheaper in the land, than at

PAUL AND SON'S. The Old Nurseries. Cheshunt.

sPRUCE FIRS for Christmas Trees, well
formed, 2 to 3 feet high. 30J per 100

RICHARD SMITH and CO , Nurserymen. Worcester.

English Yews—English Yews.

ENGLISH YEWS, 3* to 4 feet, 12s. per doz.,

8c^. per 100
: 4 to 4j^ feet. i8s. per doz. , roo^. per loo.

All recently transplanted. Every plant a perfect specimen.

JOHN PERKINS and SON, 52, Market Square,
Northampton.

English Yews.

ENGLISH YEWS, 4 to 5 feet, I2.s-. per
dozen. 85i. per too.

J. GEORGE H I LL (late John Scottl, The Royal Nurseries,

Merriott. Somerset.

FOREST TREES, Seedling and Trans-
planted.—The very extensive stock of the above is this

season in splendid condition.

CATALOGUES on application.

The Lawson Seed and Nursery Company (Limited) Edinburgh.

HORNBEAM FENCES.— Established
Hedges, 6 to 7 feet, beautifully trimmed, and perfect

screens. Will move with safety. Price periunning yard on
application,

CRANSTON and CO., King's Acre Nurseries. Hereford.

Evergreen Oaks.

EVERGREEN OAKS, all recently trans-
planted, from 3 to 10 feet, at exceptionally low prices.

J. GEORGE HILL (late John Scott), The Royal Nurseries,

Merrio ~

Planting Season.

JAMES DICKSON and SONS beg to
draw attention to their very superior and very extensive

Stock of hardily-grown and well-rooted TREES and PLANTS
of every description. Priced CATALOGUES post-free.

"Newton" Nurseries. Chester.

THREE THOUSAND or FOUR THOU-

rable offer refused. Addn
WALTER J. CHRISTIE, Nurseryman, Sc, Leatherhead,

ANTED, a quantity of OAK ACORNS,
for sowing. State price per bushel to

LITTLE and BALLANTYNE, Knowefield Nurseries,

Carlisle.

URST AND SON have a small Consign-
ment of RAPHIA, of extra line quality. Price to the

6. Leadenhall Stri E.G.

H
Seeds for the Trade.

OOPER'S TRADE CATALOGUE will

tain subjects of interest to the Trade, who are soli-

ciied to withhold their orders until they have obtained a Copy.
HOOPER AND CO., Covent Garden. London. W.C.

To the Trade.- Strong Bedded Common Plum Stock?.

WM. CUTBUSH AND SON can supply a
few thousands of the above, price 355. per 1000,

Highgate, London. N. : and Barnet Nurseries, Herts.

O THE TRADE.—VEGETABLE,
FLOWER and AGRICULTURAL SEEDS, of ste.ling

quality only. Our own, and other carefully selected Novelties

of the season —SANDER andCO . Seed Growers, St. Aloans.

LOy of the VaUey.

WM. CUTBUSH AND SON can supply the
true Berlin Lily of the Valley . which is vastly superior lor

Early Forcing to the ordinary German or Dutch varieties. Single

crowns, 10^. per too ; gos. per 1000. Trade price on application.

Highgate Nurseries. London, N.

LILY OF THE VALLEY. — Strong
flowering crowns, 35J per icoo, cash. Apply to

SEEMANN AND OOEPEL, Nurserymen. Wandsbek,
Hamburgh.

M

East Lothian Intermediate Stock.

TMETHVEN AND SONS are glad to say
• that the seed of the above has been saved this season

in fine condition. White, scarlet, purple and white wall-leaved,

in packets, is , 2s. 6d., and 5^. each.

15, Princes Street. Edinbutgh.

WELVE CAMELLIAS, full of buds, 2U.,
beautiful plants, i to i',i foot high, all finest sorts, in

5-inch pots. Also AZALEAS, finest sorts, full of buds, same
price. E.\tra sizes of both, remarkably fine. 30J

,
42^., and 60s.

per dozen. Packages gratis for cash with order.

JOHN H. LEY, Royal Nursery, Croydon.

O i^^ F O R C i N G~.
SPIR.EA JAPONICA. 20s. per too.

PALMATA. 25s. per 100.

By 100 or rooo. An immense stock, finely ripened. Smaller

palmatas, for planting, 10s. fid., 155 , and zw. per too. Extra
large clumps at moderate prices.

CHARLES NOBLE, Bagshot.

AIDEN APRICOTS.— 2000 Moorpark
and other finest sorts, to be sold cheap, to clear land.

For price apply to.

EWING AND CO., Norwich.

HAMPTON COURT BLACK HAM-
BURGH VINE.—Strong fruiting well ripened Canes of

this well known Grape, s^., -js. td.. and los. td. each ; Planting

Canes, 35. (>d. each. Also a good stock of most of the best kinds.

T. JACKSON AND SON, Nurseries, Kingston, Surrey.

Vines —Vines—Vines.

J COWAN, The Vineyard, Garston, neiir
• Liverpool, is now offering a large and splendid stock ot

strong, short-jointed, and thoroughly ripened GRAPE VINES,
suitable for fruiting in pots and planting Vineries. Catalogues

free. The Trade supplied.

LACK HAMBURGH VINES, anii other
leading sorts, in Fruiting and Planting Canes. Prices,

&c., on application to

F. R. KINGHORN, Nurseries, Richmond, Surrey.

FOR SALE, 2000 stools Victoria
RHUBARB, also 2000 Faslolf RASPBERRY Bushes.

Apply to JOHN LIVINGSTON, Maiket Gardener, st,

Holmscroft Street, Greenock, N.B.

QEAKALE, ASPARAGUS anti

10 RHUBARB — Hoots for forcing, exceptionally fine.

For special quotations apply to

H. THORNTON, i. Maxwell Road. Fulham, S.W.

B

fpo THE TRADE.—To be Disposed of,

J- BRIERS and NONPARIEL CABB.-iGE SEED, of

good quality. Particulars of
A. BILLIMORE, Florist, &c., Caversham, Oxon.

RAMPIAN POTATO.—The finest Early
Round Polato in cultivation, remarkable chiefly for its pro-

ductiveness, good quality and symmetry ; was shown in most of

the collections exhibited at the International and other Potato

Shows during the last three years. Prices on application.

WM. SMITH AND SON, Nurserymen and Seedsmen.
Aberdeen, N.B.

SEED POTATOS.—Our SPECIAL LIST,
containing all the best English and American varieties

grown by us the past season, may now be had, post-free, on

application.

H. AND F. SHARPE, Seed Growers, Wisbech.

Gentlemen's Gardeners, Amateurs, and Others

GARDEN POTS of best quality,
are requested to send their orders to

J. MATTHEWS, Royal Pottery. Weston-super-Mare.
Price List on application.
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SALES BY AUCTION.
Auction Mart, Opposite the Bank of England, EC.

liXIENSIVli CONSIGNMENT ur LILIBS from Jnpan.

comprising 5000 L. auratum. 200 speciosum rubrum,

SCO speciosum album, .000 Thunbergianum staminosum.

vxi louEiflnrum. ami 500 tigrinum flore-pleno, all remark-

^Uy fine bulb, ; a collection of rare ENGLISH-GROWN
LILIES, inclutling splendid bulbs of pardalinum, pyrcnai-

cura, llumboldtii. giBanteum, candidum pleno, tigrujum

sinensis, elcgaris Balemannx, elegans alutaceum. Brownii.

and sup'erbum pyramidale : fine imported plants of HARDY
ORCHIDS, vi/.. Cypilpedium speciabile, C. acaule, C.

,riL-[i I' ii.nWl iiuin. and C. calceolus : Orchis spec-

ial.,!,,, <i . - i : 11, Hyacintha, BEGONIA.Sof sorts,

HKLI' ill 1.! assortment 01400 Standard, Half-

sian.l... i
K .

!!,. u! ROSES; together with joo lots of

BULi;i I i llu;;..ud, consisting of HVACINTHS,
TULir.S, NARCISSUS, and CROCUS.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
will SELL the above by AUC I'lON, at the Mart, on

MONDAY NEXT, at half-past it o'clock precisely.

P. AND M. will buy for those who cannot attend. _
Catalogues at the Mart, and of the Au:"

church Street, E.C.

To Seedsmen and Others.

IMPORTANT SALE of 44 bales of Naples Oniin Seed com-

prising altogether about 2 tons, and consisting of the fol-

lowing vaiieties :-Rocca. Later White, Red Giant, Early

White. Marzajola, and Queen.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
have received instructions Irom Mr. G. V. de Luca

(late of 4!, Wigmore Street, W.), in consequence of his relin-

quishing this branch of his business, to SELL by AUC I ION,
at the Mart. Tokenhouse Yard, near the Bank of England,

E.G., on MONDAY, December 16, at 2 o'clock (unless

previously diiposed of by private treaty) his entire stock of

NAPLES ONION SEED harvested in 1876.

An order to view the Seed, together with samples, may be

obtained on application to the Auctioneers and Valuers,

98, Gracechurch Street, E.C.

Wlllesden, N.W.
PEREMPTORY CLEARANCE SALE. —Land required by

the Metropolitan Railway Company for the extension of

M'eSSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
will SELL by AUCTION, on the Premises. Videon's

Nursery, Walm Lane, Willesden. Middlese.v, half a mile from

the Brondesbury St.ation. on THURSDAY, December 19. at

I o'clock, the whole of the NURSERY STOCK, including

Privet, Laurels, Rhododendrons, Beech, and Ornamental Trees ;

also five GREENHOUSES, with the whole of the Futings

thereto : HOT-WATER PIPING, BOILER, some thousands

of BRICKS, and other effects.

On view one week prior to the Sale. Catalogues obtained on

the Premises, and of the Auctioneers, 98, Gracechurch Street,

E.G., and Leytonstone, E.

West Ham and Plaistow, Essex.
CLE\RANCE SALE.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
will SELL on the Premises, Holmes' Nursery, Portway,

West Ham, and McPherson's Nursery, High Street Plaistow,

close to Plaistow Station, by order of Mr. Wm. Holmes, on

FRIDAY, December 20, at 12 o'clock punctually, the whole of

the well-grown NURSERY STOCK, comprising large qu.anti-

lies of specimen Coniferje and Evergreens, 500 yards Box Edging

thousands of AuCLibas of various sizes, 2000 sirong Irish Ivies,

6 to 9 feet, in pots ; and other MISCELLANEOUS STOCK.
View one week prior to Sale. Catalogues obtained on the

Premises ; Exf'ress Office, Stratford ; and of the Auctioneers,

gt, Gracechurch Street, E.G., and Leytonstone. E.

By Order of the Mortgagees.-Tooting, Surrey, S.W.,

6J^ miles from the Royal Exchange, in the main omnibus

route to the City, Y^ of a mile from Tooting Junction, and

I mile from Balham Station, whence^a constant service of

trains affords access to London Bridge, Victoria, and Ken-

sington Stations in about 20 minutes.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
are favoured with instructions from the Mortgagees to

SELL by AUCTION, at the Mart, Tokenhouse Yard,

London, E.C, on THURSDAY, January 9, at 1 for 2 o'clock

precisely, the very attractive and almost unique FREEHOLD
ESTATE, of 5 a. or. 25 p., or thereabouts, distinguished as
" The Nurseries," and known also as " Rollisson's Nurseries,"

Tooting, Surrey, established for upwards of half a century,

enjoying a world-wide reputation, and considered to be one of

the leading Nurseries in the kingdom. Comprises an excellent

detached Residence, containing Drawing and Dining-rooms,

five Bedrooms and convenient Offices, also a spacious SEED
WAREHOUSE, with capital Office and Store-room over—very
large and handsomely designed Conservatory adjoining ; the

extensive ranges of gla:s, containing altogether 29,000 feet super.

of glass and woodwork, and consisting of 26 GREEN HOUSES,
and several brick-built PITS, the whole in good repair, and

heated upon the most approved principles by about 650D feet of

hot-water piping, 10 BOILERS, three of which have been

recently fixed, suitable Tanks, Propagating Cases, and all

requisite appliances for growing to the greatest perfection

every class of Plants : also i COTl'AGES, PACKING-
SHED fitted with Crane, STABLING for 4 Horses, COACH-
HOUSE, range of WORKSHOPS and other Outbuildings, the

whole being brick-built and most complete in all their arrange-

The Property has an important frontage of 340 feet to the

Highroad leading from London to Croydon and Epsom, and

is enclosed in front by a brick wall. 11 feet high (which same
boundary extends to some 436 feet on the south side), and by a

pair of folding iron gates, through which an excellent view is

obtained of the tastefully laid-out grounds, having in the centre

an 'ornamental fountnin, from which a natural and unfailing

supply of water is obtained for the whole of the premises

Note.— Special attention in connection with this Sale is

drawn to the following fact: that although to capitalists and
builders the Estate, with its important frontage, possesses

great attractions (or the development of a highly profitable

building project, it undoubtedly offers to promoters of com-

panies and 01 hers desirious of embarking in a high-class Nursery-

man's and Florist's business an unprecedented opportunity

—and as a going concern would be likely, under judicious

management, to prove a great financial success, especially when
it is borne in mind that the purchaser would have the advantage

of securing at auction prices, at the Sales announced to take

place shortly on the Premises, such stock and utensils as he

might require to carry on the business.

Ords to view, together with particulars of Sale, may be

obtained of Messrs. GATLIFF and HOWSE, Solicitors, 8,

Finsbury Circus, E.C. : and of the Auctioneers and Valuers.

98, Gracechurch Street, E.C, and Leytonstone, E.

Tooting, S.W.
PRELIMINARY NOTICE.

In li luid. tion.

—

R^ Wm. Rollisson & Sons.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
are favoured with instructions f.om the Trustee to

prepare for unreserved SALE by AUCTION the whole of the

Stock, comprising one of the most extensive and unique

collections oi OKCrtlDS, STOVE and GREENHOUsE
PLANTS ever submitted 10 public competition They purp-. e

holding the first Sale on JANUARY 13 ne<t aid four follow-

ingdays. further particulars of which will be given in fuluie

Auction and Estate Offices, 98, Gracechurch Street, E.C,
and Leytonstone. E.

LUium auratum from Japan, Bulbs from Holland,

an.l CAMELLIAS and AZALEAS from GHENI'.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTION, at his Great Rooms. 38. King Street,

Covcnt Garden. W.C, on WEDNESDAY, December 18 at

half-past 12 o'clock precisely, several thousand fine Bulbs of

LILIUM AUKATUM and other Choice LILIES from Japan,

in splendid condition; CAMELLIAS, AE vLEAS, and

PALMS from Ghent, and a consignment of Bulbs from

Holland.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Rare Bulbs and Roots.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTION, at his Great Rooms. 38, King Street,

Covent Garden. W.C . on THURSDAY, December 19, at

half-past 12 o'clock precisely, 550 species and varieties of rare

and choice BULBS and FLOWER ROOTS for the Garden

and House culture : among them are 20 species of Crinum,

including the rare amabile, angustatum and Mooreanum ;
the

new Freesia aurea, golden-yellow, Leichtlinii refracta alba,

13 species of H.-emanthus, and 13 species of Lachenalia,

&c. : several thousand Bulbs of Lilium auratum just arrived

from Japan, in splendid condition ; Lilium lancifolium

album. L. tigrinum flore-pleno, Spiraia japonica ;
and a

consignment of Bulbs and Plants from America, comprising

35 Goodyera pubescens. 100 Lygodium palmatum, 20 Polygo-

natum "iganteum, 50 P. biflorum, 7 plants of Nymphaja odorata

var " deficata : " 730 Lilium canadense, 40 L. superbum, 36

Sanguinaria crnadensis, 150 Erythronium americanum, and 120

strong clumps of Cypripedium specabile.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Rare Lilies from Japan and Other Parts.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTION, at his Great Rooms, 38. King Street.

Covent Garden, W.C, on MONDAY, December 23, at half-

p.-ist 12 o'clock precisely. 5000 splendid Bulbs of LILIUM
AURATUM, just arrived from Japan in the best possible

condition also 100 plants of a new PRIMULA from Kashmr,

a quantity of Hardy NERINES from Japan. PANCRATI UMS
from Mexico, a quantity of extraordinary fine BULBS of

various LILIES, also extremely rare imported JAPANESE
LILIES, just arrived in splendid condition, including Lilium

coridion, L. concolor, L. Leichtline, L. medeoloides.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Brondesbury Park, Willesden Lane, N.W.

Close to the Edgware Road Station, N. L. Railway.

A COLLECTION of CHOICE FERNS, STOVE, SPECI-
MEN and BEDDING-OUT PLANTS, GARDEN
IMPLEMENTS. POULTRY. HAY, USEFUL HOUSE-
HOLD FURNITURE and EFFECTS.

MESSRS. GARDENER and SONS will

SELL by AUCTION, as above, THIS DAY, at

II for 12 o'clock precisely.

May be viewed morning of Sale Catalogues on the Pre-

mises, and of Messrs. GARDENER and SONS, Auctioneers

and Surveyors, 42, Universily Street. London, W C

Brooklands, near Manchester.
GREAT CLEARANCE SALE of NURSERY STOCK,

covering Thirty Acres, which inuit positively be sold, in

consequence of peremptory notice to quit, with the least

possible delay, the ground being required for other purposes,

comprising several hundred thousand Shrubs, Evergreens.

Coniferx ; Forest and Ornamental trees, including several

thousand of the finest pyramidal specimen Variegated .Fancy

and Green Hollies, from 4 to 12 feet high, and 3 to 6 feet

through ; 80,003 assorted Hollies, 50,000 Conifetas. includ-

ing many thousand symmetrically-shaped Conifers, from 3 to

12 feet high ; 40,000 Aucubas, 30,000 Rhododendrons, and

20.000 Laurels ; together with a first-class General Collec-

tion of Nursery Stock, also Greenhouses, Horses, Carts, and
the whole of the Working Plant.

MESSRS. ARTINGSTALL and HIND
beg to announce the receipt of peremptory instructions

from Mr. John Hockenhull to REALISE by AUCTION,
on WEDNESDAYS, I'HURSDAYS, and SATURD.-^Y,
December 11, 12, 14. and 18 and 19, and continued in January

next, on the grounds known as Hamnett's Nurseries, which have

been established for seventy years, situate in Washway Road.
Brooklands, near Manchester, the whole of the NURSERY
STOCK, Greenhouses, Working Plant,Carts,Horses,and.Eirects.

Catalogues are in course of preparation, and will be issued

several days prior to each Sale. The whole may be inspected

any day prior to the Sale.
_

For further particulars apply to the Auctioneers, 43, Princes

Street. Manchester.

To Nurserymen, Gardeners and Others.

TO LET, NURSERY PREMISES at
X. Edmonton, about 2 acres of Ground, with Glass-Houses

and Pits, and convenient Dwelling-house. For particulars

app y to

^ MAPLE, 33s, Essex Road, N.

PROTHEROE AND MORRIS, HORTi-
CULTUHAL. Maricrt Gakden and Estate Auctioneers

and Valuers, 98, Gracechurch Street, City, E.C, and at Leyton-

stone, E. Monthly Horticultural Register had on application

THE DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE
of FRUIT TREES is now ready, and will be forwarded

free by post, on receipt of three penny stamps.

CATALOGUES of ROSES and ORCHARD-HOUSE
TREES post-free on application.

THOMAS RIVERS and SON, Sawbridgeworth, Herts.

HOME GROWN LILIUM AURATUM.
— Lovers of Liliums should plant at once really home-

grown Bulbs. „ injpofted Bulbs do die."

CHARLES NOBLE has just harvested ih'is year's crop, and

will give prices on application.
Bagshot. —October 12.

QPRUCE FIRS, suitable for Christmas Trees,

iO well furnished, iM to i,\i feet high, 25s. per 100.

WILLIAM ROBERTS, Nurseryman, Bridgnorth.

FOR SALE, CHEAP, 60,000 Evergreen,
PRIVET, i^ to 2 feet, fine stuft. 7s. 6d. per 1000:

12 000 do . 6 feet, 121. per 1000. Dwarf RtJSES, 23s. per 100.

W. H. BLAND, The Old Nu rseries, Fordham, near Soham.

10,000 Spruce Firs -Christmas Trees.W JACKSON AND CO., Nurseries,
. Bedale, Yorkshire, can supply the above, all sizes up to

5 feet high, from 2 to 3 feet, at loi. per 100. good in colour and

well furnished. For particulars apply soon. No charge for packing.

A MERICAN GROWN TUBEROSES.—
l\- The undersigned offers Double Tuberoses, first-class

Bulbs, picked and free to Liverpool at /s per 1000, in quanti-

ties of not less than 1000.

JOHN SAUL. Washington, D.C.

To the Trade.

WM. SMITH AND SON, SEEDSMEN,
Aberdeen, beg to ofTer their surplus stock of the

following POTATOS, viz., Rintoul's Early White and Pink

Dons, Ashleaf Kidney and Champion, all carefully selected.

AIDEN PEACHES. —A few hundred
Maiden Peaches, in the following varieties, forsale, viz.,

-Noblesse, Royal George, Royal Kensington. Red Magdalene,

Te'ton de Venus, Grosse Mignonne, &c. Price 501. per 100,

packing included.

JOSHUA LE CORNU . High View Nurseries, Jersey.

English Oaks, 10 to 12 feet.

J GEORGE HILL (late John Scott), The
• Roval Nurseries, Merriott, Somerset, has a quantity of

above to offer, well rooted, at 20J. per 100.
" What you plant in the old year will grow of itself, but

what is planted in the new year you will have to make grow."

Freeman's .Superbly Illustrated Chromolithographic

/tARDENING GUIDE and SEED
vX CATALOGUE for 1S79. For practical purposes and
descriptive detail, one of the best Guides to Gardening ever

published. Post-free 12 stamps. To be deducted by purchaser

C R. FREEMAN. Economic Seedsman. Norwich.

Standard Tea and Hybrid Perpetual Roses.

EORGE GRAY and SON can supply
the above. Standards, per dozen 155., half Standards 13s.,

Also PLUMS, Dwarf-trained, 301. per dozen.

PEACHES, Dwarf-trained. Walburton's Admirable and
Noblesse, 361. per dozen.
APRICfDTS. Moor Park and Breda, 30?. per dozen.

Brox Nurseries. Chertsey, Surrey.

/Gladioli, dahlia, canna, achi-
vT MENES, and other MISCELLANEOUS BULBS.
Our Speci.al CATALOGUE of the above for 1878-79 is Now

Ready, and will be handed to all Gardeners and Amateurs,

post-free, on application to

Messrs. MERTENS and CO.. 5, Billlter Square, London,
EC: or to ourselves direct, AN'T. ROOZEN and SON,
Overveen, near Haarlem, Holland.

Important—Important.

SEED POTATOS.—Seedsmen desirous of
securing (at remarkably low prices) a genuine and healthy

Stock of all the principal English and American varieties, grown
from choice and carefully selected Seed, will please send foi

Special TRADE LIST, postfree on application.

D. BRINKWORTH and SONS, Seed Potato Growers,
Reading, Berks.

RUIT TREES.—Pyramidal Pears, fruiting

trees, 6 to 8 feet, my selection, i8f. per dozen ; Currants.

Black Naples, fruiting bushes, 165. per ico : Standard Morello

Cherries, 6 feet stems, bushy heads, in flower-bud, 18^. per

dozen ; Standard Plums. 6 feet stems, bushy heads, in flower-

bud, iSj. per dozen: Medlars and Walnuts, bushy heads,

i8f. per dozen.
Fruit Tree CATALOGUE gratis.

J. GEORGE HILL (late John Scott), The Royal Nurseries,

Merriott, Somerset.

To the Trade.—Vines—'Vines-Vines.

WG. CALDWELL and SONS have
• still extra strong fruiting Black Hamburgh VINES

to offer, excellent stuff, at 5s. dd each. Also

AZALEA AMIENA CALDWELLII, well set with buds,

\is. and 24J. per dozen.

APPLES, Standard, 40J. per 100.

„ Pyramid, 6or. per too. in all leading varieties.

General CATALOGUE of Fruit Trees, Conifers, Roses, &c.,

post-free on applic

G

The N Knutsford, Cheshii

To the Trade.

LONGPOD and WINDSOR BEANS,
bright samples, very cheap. Samples and price on

application.

C R. FREEMAN, Seed Grower, Norwich.

Specimen and Half-specimen Ornamental and
VARIEGATED PLANTS.

EP. DIXON, The Nurseries, Hull, will

• Sell the following Plants cheap, to make room for

young stock. Size and prices on application :

—

I THEOPHRASPA IMPERIALIS.
1 ANNANAS SATIVA VARIEGATA.
2 PANDANUS VEITCHII.
2 COCOS WEDDELLIANA.
2 D-EMONOROPS PLUMOSA.
2 DASYLIRION ACROTRICHE.
2 YUCCA QUADRICOLOR.
2 „ STOKESI.
2 „ ALOI FOLIA VARIEGATA.
2 VERSCHAFFELTIA MELANOCH.ETES.
1 THRINAX EEEGANS.
2 BOUGANVILLEA GLABRA.

C^n also ofi'er in quantity Dracxna Cooperii. Dracaena

Baptistii, Eucharis amazonica, Anthurium Scherzetianuin,

Bignonia grandiflora. Araucaria excelsa. Azalea Mollis. Kalmia
latifolia. Adiantum Capillus-veneris, Adiantura Capillus-veneris

magnifica. Size and price on application to

E. P. DIXON, The Nurseries, Hull.
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Trees and Shrubs for Public Parks, Cemeteries, &c.WJ A C K S O N AND CO., Nurseries,
• Bedale, Yorkshire, can supply the above in great

variety and of good sizes, to give immediate effect. Properly

grown and well transplanted. Prices very moderate.
CATALOGUES free on application.

H

still some Good Clumps of

SPIR.'EA JAPONICA, for Forcing, at i^ per
1000 (iiiclading packing), free at the Steamboat at Ghent

only for cash accompanied with the order.

PETER DE COCK and CO., The White Flower Nursery,
Meirelbeke. near Ghent, Beleium.

HE PRESTON N U R S E R Y and
PLEASURE G.-iRDENS COMPANY (Limited),

Farington Hall Nurseries, Ribbleton, Preston. -We beg to

otfer the following cheap and healthy Plants :

—

CROTONS in variety. 1 DRAC/ENAS in variety,

PALMS in variety. | FERNS in variety.

STOVE and GREENHOUSE in variety.

Prices on application to the Manager. WM. TROUGHTON.
To the Trade.

NEW POTATO, • PRIDE of ONTARIO."
and F. SHARPE are now sending out
the above most prolific and handsome shaped new

Potato. Full description and price may be had on application.

Seed Growing Establishment, Wisbech.

Pelargoniums,

PELARGONIUMS.— Special Offer to tlie

Trade of Show, French, and Fancy Varieties. Strong
heailhy plants, established in single pots, 35J. per 100, packing
included for cash.

JAMES HOLDER and SON, Crown Nurseries. Reading.

W'M. KNIGHT, of tlie Floral Nurseries,
Hailshara, Sussex, offers from his large Stocks of

Standard and Dwarf ROSES. FRUIT TREES of all sizes.

Scarlet and other RHODODENDRONS well set with buds,
C0>J1FER/E and EVERGREENS, and DECIDUOUS
TREES for Avenues, by the dozen, 100 or 1000, at very low
prices for well-grown stuff,

O T H E TRAD E~~.
MANETTI STOCKS, aii per looo.

MUSSEL STOCKS. 45s. per ICO-.

CRAB STOCKS. 35!. per 1000.

Samples of the abave may be had on application to

JOHN STANDISH an-d CO, Royal Nurseries, Ascot.

To tlie Trade.

HAND F. SHARPE beg to announce that
• their Special LIST of GARDEN and AGRI-

CULTURAL SEEDS is Now Ready, and may be obtained on
applii

Seed Grc : Establishment. Wi.bech.

In Liquidation.

WILLIAM ROLLISSON and SONS,
The Nurseries, Tooting. London.

VINES—VINES-VINES.
Having a very large stock of stout well-grown Vines for

Sale, principally Black Hamburghs, these are offered at very
moderate prices, viz., Fruiting Canes, 55. to loj. 61/. ; Planting,

. &d. to 5J.

To the Trade,

DWARF H.P. ROSES, 30.?. per 100, £\2
per 1000, best sorts, package included.

H. BENNETT, Manor Farm Nursery, Stapleford. Salisbury.

IANT LILY of the VALLEY,—Extra
Strong blooming roots, is. per dozen, i2i. 6</. per loo,

package free.

E. COOLING. Mile Ash Nurseries. Derby.

w

EWING AND CO. forward gratis and post-
free to applicants, CATALOGUES of their extensive and

well-grown stock of Standard and Dwarf Roses, Pot Roses,
Clematises, Vines, Fruit Trees, Ornamental Trees, and Coniferce.
The Royal Norfolk Nurseries, Newmarket Road, Eaton, near

Norwich.

Koses, Fruit Trees, &c.

ILLIAM FLETCHER'S CATALOGUE
for the present season is now ready, and may be had

on application. The stock is very large and most healthy.
The Ottershaw Nursery, Chertsey.

I>
O S E S, Standard and Half-Standard,

V splendid plants, fine straight stems, 75J. per too.

GENISTA FRAGRANS, fine bushy stuff, in 5J<-inch pots,
50J. per 100 : do. , in 4-inch pots, 30^. per too.

PRIMULAS, double white, fine pbnts. in bloom, 151. per doz.
MAIDENHAIRFERNS, fine plants, in 4-inch pots, .£4 p too.

HEATH AND SON, Nurserymen, Cheltenham.

Three of the Most Beautiful Lilies.

pHARLES NOBLE will send by post, on
V^ receipt ofsJ. in stamps, three dozen Seeds ol LILIUM
GIGANTEUM AURATUM and CZOVITSIANUM, with

ie your own Lilies instead of importing.
Bagshot.

sPANISH CHESTNUT, ASH, BIRCH
and ALDER, stout, well rooted, transplanted. A large

> Nursery, Midhurst.

Roses, Fruit Trees, and General Nursery StockWB. ROWE solicits the inspection by
• Nurserymen of his extensive stock of the above,

which are well-grown, and fit for removal.
Barboume Nurseries, Worcester.

To Nurserymen and Planters.

THOUSANDS of FOREST TREES
to be sold cheap, comprising Ilalsam and Black Italian

Poplars, Birch, Walnuts, Elms, Sycamores, Acer Negundo,
Norway Maples, Limes, Horse Chestnuts, Spruce Firs, all from
8 to rs feet, straight stems, and well tooted. Apply to

EDWARD MORSE, The Original Nurseries, Epsom.

(^RIGOR'S AQUILEGIA GLANDULOSA.
^-^

.
—The subscribers have for Sale strong plants of this

beautiful Columbine, sent free by post or rail at zj. per pair, or
9r. per dozen,_on receipt of order or stamps of that value.

Vines—Vines -Vines.

BS. WILLIAMS begs to announce that
• his stock of VINES is this ye.ar unusually fine, and

comprises all the leading kinds, including " Alnwick Seedling,"
For descriptions and prices, see B. S. W.'s BULB CATA-

LOGUE for this year.
Victoria and Paridise Nurseries. Upper Holloway, London, N,

H McMillan has some fine well-grown
• ORNAMENTAL TREES and SHRUBS to offer,

which have all been transplanted within two years. No
reasonable offer will be refused, as the ground must be cleared.

Horse CHESTNUT, 910 rr inches in circumference at surface

of ground, and 14 feel to lO leet high.

LIMES, 6 inches in circumference at surface of ground, and
14 feet high

; 5 inches, do., and 13 feet high.

Lombardy POPLARS. 20 feet high.

Also some fine BIRCH, MAPLES, Spanish CHESTNUT,
New Silver POPLAR, &c.

PVRACANTHA, in 48-pots, 2 feet high, very good.
THUJA AUREa, 10 to 12 leet in circumference.

AUCtJBA, 9 to to feet in circumference.
Evergreen PRIVET, very bushy.
Irish IVV, in pots and open ground, very fine,

YUCCA RECURVA. fine specimens.
St. James' Road Nursery, Kingston-on-Tliames.

FOR SPRING-, 1879.

For the Best List

CHOICE KITCHEN GARDEN

FLOWER SEEDS.
SEED POTATOS, (fee.

w

Jikstrated^uide

Price Is., post-free.

Gratis to Customers and intending Puriltasers.

.Should be in the hands of every one having a Garden.

DANIELS BROS.,
Royal Norfolk Seed Establishutcnt,

NORWICH.

wM, L, SKINNER, Nurseryman and
lEEDSMAN, Silcoates, Wakefield, offers the following,

fine condition. Prices on application :

—

CUCUMBER, Rollisson's Telegraph, true, grown from
Rollisson's seed : none else grown,

. SEAKALE, strong.

> ,. 2-yr. seedling.

) CHESTNUT, scarlet, 6 to 8 feet, fine.

I LIGUSTRUM OVALI FOLIUM, 2 to 3 feet.

. AUCUBA JAPONICA, i to = feel.

. RHODODENDRONS, i to 3 feet.

. HOLLIES, green, fine roots, i to 3 feet.

. ., Golden Queen, fine roots, i to 2 feet.

. PRIVET, common, 3 to 4 feet.

LAURUS ROTUNDIFOLIA, 4feet.

„ LATIF0LIA,3feet.
,, COLCHICA,2feet.
„ COMMON. 2 to 3 feet.

WILLOWS. Weeping, fine heads.
GOOSEBERRIES, strong.
POTATOS, Myatt's Prolific, per ton.

QUICKWOOD, iS inches to 2 feet.

ROSES.
. per dozen.

r exhibition, splendid

. Bedale, Y'orkshire.

TTIIRST-CLASS
-f The finest Standard Roses. 12

The finest Dwarf Roses, 61. per dozen.

The finest specimen Roses, for forcing 1

stuff, in S-inch pots, 30J. per do:

HENRY MAY, The Hope Nursetie

The Largest Black Grape in Cultivation,

OROS GUILLAUME (ROBERTS' VARIETY).

WTAIT AND CO, can now supply planting
• Canes of this wonderful Grape, which is quite distinct

from the old Gros Guillaume and Barbarossa. For particulars see

Gardeners Chronicle, pp. 632 and 692. The Canes now offered

are from eyes taken from Mr. Roberts" parent Vine at Charleville.

Planting Canes, 75. tii each, stronger, 10^

W. TAIT AND CO , Nurseryn:

Plants, Special.

The present is the best time for planting

HARDY NORTH AMERICAN
ORCHIDS, such as Cypripedium, Habenaria, Orchis,

Stc, in their many species, o( which we offer a splendid stock

of newly imporfed plants with strong flowering crowns. Also

DISA GRANDIFLORA. in imported clumps, full of tubers,

from 51. each. This is the most beautiful of terrestrial Orchids,

and ought to prove quite hardy in England.

N. B. The North American Orchids, grown as Cool-house

Orchids, are most charming ; and as their prices, for flowering

plants, range from 2^. 6a?. to 35. bd. each (and less when more

are taken) they are wilhin the reach of everyone.

CATALOGUES post-fiee on application

THE NEW PLANT AND BULB COMPANY,
Colchester.

HARRISON AND SONS, Royal Nurseries,
Leicester, have the following stocks, all well-grown and

healthy trees ; will be pleased to send sample and quote prices

for large or small quantities of any :
—

5,030 APPLES of best sorts.

3.000 PEARS of best sorts.

20.000 GOOSEBERRIES.
5,000 CURRANTS.

10.000 AUCUBAS. 6 inches to 3 feet,

lo.coo GREEN HOLLIES.
10.000 HORSE CHESTNUT.S.
10,000 large trees for immediate effect, consi'ting of

LIMES, ACACIA. BIRCH. ELM, POPLARS,
SYCAMORES, &c.

Cover Planting,

TXTESSRS, JOHN STANDISH AND CO.
-i-TjL have the following Plants to offer, in large quantities,

well rooted, suitable lor Cover Planting :—
RHODODENDRON PONTICUM, 12 to .8 inches, and very

BERBEKISDARWINII i'^ to 2 feet,

„ AQUIFOLIUM, and others.

LAUREL, common, 2!^ to 4 feet.

,, Portugal, 2 to 3 feet.

AUCUBAS, and'other Plants.

When large quantities are taken a very liberal reduction wil

be made from the catalogue prices.

Samples and prices on application.

Royal Nurseries. Ascot, Berks.

BULBS — BULBS — BULBS
Just imported.

150.000 Splendid CROCUS, colours separate ; also a large

collection of fine mixed English IRIS, <)d. per dozen. Early

and Late TULIPS, is. per dozen. LILIUMS, from 4</.

each. ANEMONES, ti. per dozen. RANUNCULUS, is.

per dozen. GLADIOLUS, from is. per dozen. SNOW-
DROPS, 3J. per ICO.

TIMOTHY BRIGDEN, F.R.H.S., Importer of Dutch and
Cape Bulbs, 52, King William Street. City. EC. . and at the

South-Eastern Railway Station. Cannon Street, E.C.

Kent, the Garden of England,
FRUIT TREES TRUE TO NAME.

THOS. BUNYARD AND SONS' new
Descriptive CATALOGUE for 1878. mav now be had on

application. In these e.\tensive Nurseries (nearly 100 acres) the
Amateur may select his dozen, or the Market Grower his

thousands of Trees, from a stock of 150,000 well-grown, beauti-

fully rooted, healthy, and correctly named Trees. They will

be packed for any part of the United Kingdom. Large quanti-
ties can be sent in a through truck at a trifling cost. The
carriage will be paid to London or any nearer station, and a
liberal discount given to those who prefer cash payments.
E.«rafine Kentish kinds of CHERRIES. KENT COB NUTS,
and every variety of FRUIT noted in the county.

THOS. BUNYARD and SONS, The Old-Established
Maidstone : also at Ashford.

NURSERY STOCK TO BE SOLD, at
very low prices, as the ground must be cleared :

—
CHESTNUT, Horse, 8 to 10 feet.

ARBOR-VIT/E. American, from 6 to 8 feet,

PINUS AUSTRIACA, 3 to 6 feet.

FIRS. Scotch, 6 to 8 feet.

LIMES, 12 to 14 feet.

MAPLE, Norway, 14 to 16 feet.

BEECH, 6 to 8 feet, and 1410 16 feet.

BIRCH. IS to 14 feet.

OAK, English, 6 to 10 feet, &c.
Prices on application, to

HENRY MINCHIN, The Nurseries, Hook Norton, Oxon.

To the Trade —Immense quantities of extra fine

SEEDLINGS and TRANSPLANTED
PLANTS—Quicks, Scotch Firs, Alders, Fruit Trees,

Shrubs, &c. For Descriptive CATALOGUE, apply to

LEVAVASSEUR and SON, Nurserymen. Ussy. Calvados.
France: or to their Agents. Messrs. R. SILBERRAD and
SON. 15, Harp Lane, Great Tower Street. London. E.C.

To Gardeners and Flower Forcers.

P)HODODENDRON NOBLEANUM, from
^ 2 to 3 feet high, and i^i. to 4 feet through, with from

thirty to ninety flower-buds each. Compact plants and well

furni-hed.
NOBLEANUM is apparently not so well known in England

as it deserves to be ; invaluable where flowers are m demand in

Winter and Spring ; forces easily in greenhouse or other

warmer structure, and flowers very early out-of-doors. There
is probably no other plant, size for size, yields such a bulky
return of lively coloured early flowers. These vary from light

pink to bright red.

DRUMMOND BROTHERS, Larkfield Nursery. Edmburgh.
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New Catalogue.MAURICE YOUNG
hcBS 'o inform Purchasers of Hardy Plants that his

NEW DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE
may now be had on application.

It contains lists ofCONIFERyE. RHODODENDRONS,
and other AMERICAN PLANTS.

Standard and Dwarf ROSES. ORNAMENTAL TREES,
SHRUBS and EVERGREENS,

CHEAP EVERGREENS for COVERS,
PLANTS for WINTER BEDDING,

CLEMATIS and other CLIMBERS, Transplanted
FOREST TREES, &c.,

all in splendid condition for removal.

P^ The Nurseries are about, one hour by rail from Waterloo

Milford, near God.ilming, Surrey.

Plants for Winter Flowering and Decoration.

MESSRS. JOHN STANDISH AND CO.
have a fine Stock of these for disposal, consisting of the

following ;— IP'f dozen.

AZALEA INDICA, fine plants, and well budded, 24J. to 421.

BOUVARDIA, in variety, i8j. to 24s, per dozen.

CARNATION, Miss Jolliffe, La Belle, and others, 24s. per doz.

EPACRIS. in variety, 245. to 30J. per dozen. [per dozen.

ERICA HYEMALIS, fine plants, full of bloom-bud, 151.10 jps.

LILY OF THE VALLEY, single crowns, 8j. per 100.

PELARGONIUMS, i8s. to 24J. per dozen.

PINK. Lady Blanche, or. per dozen.

POINSETTIA PULCHERRIMA, i3j. per dozen.

ROSES, in pots, great variety. 24J. to 42i. per dozen.

SOLANUMS, well berried, 15J. per dozen.

PALMS and DRACIiNAS, 24s. to 421. per dozen.

ADIANTUM CUNEATUM, and many other FERNS, vs.
per dozen : besides a large general stock of STOVE
and GREENHOUSE PLANTS.

CATALOGUES of which may be had on application.

Royal Nurseries. Ascot, Berks.

QUEEN OF LILIES, LILIUM AURATUM.
— Imported Bulbs are now arriving, and orders are

solicited. Ihis lovely Lily is quite hardy, and should be gene-

rally grown. Before ordering send for Lily List, where all parti-

Prices, size No. I, 6(/. : No. 2, \s. : No. 3, \s. 6d. \ No. 4, 2J. each.

ORCHIDS.— Special offer of the following fine Orchids,

for £5 55. ;— I plant Phal^enopsis Schilleriana, 2 plants Dendro-
Ijium formosum giganteum, I plant Phalxnopsis grandiflora

aurea, 4 plants Dendrobium cretaceum, i plant Saccolabium

guttatum, I plant Dendrobium barbatulum, 3 plants Calanthe

rubra and luteo occulaia, i plant Dendrobium Pierrardi, i pot

Limatodes rosea.

All orders to be accompanied by a remittance. Lily and
Orchid LIST sent on application to

WILLIAM GORDtJN, 10, Cullum Street, London, E.C.,

Lily Bulb and Plant Importer.

Florists' Flowers, Roses, and Climbers.

THOMAS S. WARE'S CATALOGUE of
the above, including, in the Florists' Flower portion.

Daisies, Delphiniums, Dianthus, Pyrethrums, Pinks, Bedding
Pansies and Violas, Show and Fancy Pansies, Poteniiilas,

Border and Winter Flowering Carnations, Paonies, Phloxes,

and Sweet Violets, may now be had post-free on application.

Hale Farm Nurseries. Tottenham, London.

CHARLES NOBLE, Bagshot, Surrey, in a
re-arrangement of his Nursery, 6nds he has an overstock

of the undermentioned, which he will sell at 50 per cent, discount

for cash, taken in quantities of 100 or upwards m variety at one
Sample 100. if desired.:

8, 10, and 12 feet high.
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NKVv^ PEA, "MARVEL"
( L. AXTON).

First-class Ccrtificale Royal Horticultural Society.

James Veitch & Sons
HAVE MUCH PLEASURE IN INTRODUCING THIS

GRAND MAIN CROP PEA.
The following description is taken from the

Report of Trial of Peas at Chiswick, 1878 :—
*'

' Marvel,' dwarf white wrinkled Marrow, plant

of fine free compact habit ; height 3 feet, pods

borne in pairs, in great profusion almost from

the ground. They are very long, much curved,

and always well filled, containing from eight to

ten large Peas of very fine quality. Comes into

use about a week in advance of Ne Plus Ultra.

Avery fine Pea, raised by Mr. Laxton. Awarded

a First-class Certificate in 1S73."

Dr. Hogg says of it in his •'Yfar Hook :"~~" Atg-
niarkably handsome, large, and exceedingly productive

white marrow Pea."

Mr. Barron, Royal Horticultural Society's Gardens,

Chiswick. savs:—"This, in my opinion, is the best of all

Laxton's productions."

Mr Coleman, The Gardens. Eastnor Castle, says:—
Upon receipt of a small parcel of your ' Marvel ' Pea,

M'\rch 6, a sowing was at once made by the side of

'erft,ction and 'Dr. McLean,' two of the best Peas

cultivation, and the result justifies me in saying it is

)rthv of all that can be advanced in its favour. When
inted thinly it assumes the robust branching habit of

Lrfection,' grows about the same height, and produces

abundance of large, handsome pods, evenly filled

th about ten Peas in each. The flavour, when cooked,

mg delicious, I have no doubt this fine Pea will soon

come a general favourite, alike with the amateur, the

\!iibitor, and the grower for market."

Mr Dunn. The Gardens, Dalkeith Palace, says :—
The Pea. ' Marvel' which you sent me for trial last

pring has proved to be of a nice dwarf, sturdy habit,

averaging when well grown about 3 feet high. Sown in

ihc last week of March, along with several other good
mid-season sorts, it was one of the first ready for gather-

ing, in the third week of July, and lasting three weeks
111 fine condition for table. U is a very prolific bearer,

with well-filled, large-sized pods, and the Peas equal in

iLivour ' Veitch's Perfection.' I consider it an acquisition

amongst the dwarfer growing Peas, and intend to grow
more of it next season.

"

Price 6s. per Quart.

Trade Price of above and oilier Xoveltics lo be

had on appluation.

ROYAL EXOTIC NURSERY, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, LONDON. S.W.

HYACINTHS, CROCUS. TULIPS, 8cc.

Dick Radclyffe & Co.'s

ILLUSTRATED

CATALOGUE
IS NOW READY,

And will be forwarded.

GRATIS and POST-FREE

ON APPLICATION.

128 AND 129, HIGH

HORTICULTURAL

REQUIREMENTS

EVERY DESCRIPTION
KEPT

I N STOCK.

HOLBORN, W.C.

CARTER'S
CHEAP BULBS

For Planting in Masses.

HYACINTHS, bright c

HYACINTHS, briRht rose
HYACINTHS, rich purple
HYACINTHS, porcelain-blue
HYACINTHS, white shaded

In beautiful colours. These bulbs a'e far

superior to the ordinary mixed Hy.icinths,

and can be planted to much belter effect.

HYACINTHS, mixed, red, blue, and white

P
TULIPS, mixed single, good
TULIPS, mixed single, extra line .

TULIPS, mixed double, good
TULIPS, mixed double, extra fine

CROCUS, golden yellow, fine

CROCUS, golden yellow, splendid
CROCUS, white, fine

CROCUS, blue, fine

CROCUS, striped, fine

CROCUS, mixed, all colours

DAFFODILS, double yellow
NARCISSUS POETICUS. white
NARCISSUS, sweet-scented double while
POLYANTHUS NARCISSUS, mixed ..

SNOWDROPS, double, good
SNOWDROPS, double, extra fine

ACONITES, winter, fine

F
LILIES, while garden (candidum)
LILIES, white garden (longiHorum)
LILIES. Tiger
GLADIOLUS BRENCHLEYENSIS,

GLADIOLUS ' BRENCHLEYENSIS.
ifine

7'a/lic Ca

The (jiiecn's Seedsmen,

HIGH HOLBORN. LONDON. W.C.

STANDARD CHERRIES.
About Three Hundred strong Trees,

consisting principally of

MAY DUKE, BIGARREAU, and MORELLO,

Also other well-known sorts.

To be purled zvtih at an cxxeptioitally low price,

As the Ground must be cleared.

OSBORN AND SONS,
THE FULHAM NTTRSEBIES,

LO.NDON. S.W.

NEW CATALOGUE.
WILLIAM BARRON & SON'S

Ne
Orr

, DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of Conifers. Hard
leiital Trees and General Nursery Stock, may

A personal inspectii of the

be
.liedapplit

slock is solicited.

The Nurseries are three minuter' walk from the B irrowash

Station, on ihe Midland (Derby and Noltingh.im) Railway.

ELVASTON NURSERIES. P.ORROWASH. DERBY.

^/AT^M^ir

ANNOUNCEMEN T. ,

H CAN NELL will again show similar
• magnificent stands of Blooms of ZONAL Pli-LAK-

GONIUMS on the occasion of the Meeting of the Flcral Com-
mittee of the Royal Horiicutural Society next TUESDAY,
the 17th, at South Kensington, as those so highly commended
at Biimingham by the whole Press.

Birmiitsham Daily Press, November 29, 187S.

" At the Birmingham Chrysanthemum Show, at the Town
Hall to-day, the Judges awarded a special prize

Cannell, the well-known nurseryman of Swanley.^e:

for a wonderful display of t

greatly admired."

Gardeners Magazine, December 7, 1878.

" H. Cannell. Swanley, Kent, exhibited a wonderful display

of cut blooms of zonal Pelargoniums, which were greatly admired

,

and to which a special prize a

Vtsuviuswere particularly

als had great for the Eirming-

, December 7.Gardeners' Chr,

. H Cannell. Swanley, Kent,

jn of cut zonal Pelargoniums that seemed to astoi

tors by means cf their great size and rich colouring.'

The Home for Flowers, Swanley, Kent.
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T. H. P. DENNIS & CO.,
MANSION HOUSE BUILDINGS,

QUEEN VICTORIA STREET, LONDON, E.G.,

CONSERVATORY AND GREENHOUSE BUILDERS,

HOT-WATEE ENG-INEEES.

Every one possessing a Garden, and every Lover of the Country, should order

THE CHRISTMAS NUMBER

GARDENER'S MAGAZINE.
It will contain a variety of Ori^;inal and Suitable Papers, Two Sheets of Engravings, with Essays and Sketches on Subjects Pcrtamnig to

Rural Life and to Questions of Scientific Interest, with a few trifles intended solely to afford seasonable amusement.

In the List will be found

—

THE TRUE STORY of the GLASTONBURY THORN,
LIFE IN OTHER WORLDS,
NOTICES OF EXTRAORDINARY NOVELTIES.

THE REAL WIZARD OF THE NORTH,
TOPIARY GARDENING,
WOODLAND TREES.

WINTER IN SWITZERLAND,
THE HEART OF A FLINT,
A SELECTION OF DIALECT SONGS. &c.

ILLUMINATED SHEET ALMANAC,
Suitable alike for the Library and the Counting-House.

READY DECEMBEB 21, IN ILLUMINATED COVER, PRICE SIXPENCE.

Orders for Advertisements should be fiiniished before Deeember 17, to W. H. & L. CollinGridge, 12S and 129, Aldersgatc Street, London, E.C.

LONDON; "THE GARDENER'S MAGAZINE" OFFICE, AVE MARIA LANE, E.G.

STERLING NOVELTIES that should be in EVERY CATALOGUE and in EVERY GARDEN.

CARTER'S SUPERB FRAME CUCUMBER "MODEL."
"Vour
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TEA EOSES
WINTER FLOWERING.

ALBA ROSEA
CATHERINE MERMET
GLOIRE DE DIJON
MADAME FALCOT
MADAME WILLERMOZ
NIPHETOS
SOUVENIR D'ELISE
MARECHAL NIEL.
Il-trainei floivermg wood, to

ADAM
BELLE LVONNAISE
DEVONIENSIS
JEAN DUCHER
MADAME MARGOTTIN
MARIE VAN HOUrTE
PERI.E DE LYON
SOUVENIR D'UN AMI

All ill 8 and 9-inch pots, having
bloom throughout the winter.

Price, 303. to 423. per dozen.

2,000 HYBRID PERPETUAL ROSES, in

9 inch pots, well ripened under glass, and fil for im-
mediate forcing. 301. to 36*. per dozen.

25,000 TEA SCENTED ROSES of all the
leading kinds, in 5-inch pots, extra tine plants, 15;. to

lis. per dozen.

The Dexriplive Catalogue of Rosesfoi no ready.

CRiNSTON & CO.,
NURSERIE.S, KING'S ACRE, HEREFORD.

'Richard Smith 8.C2.
\m^ Worcester =:4,

FIFTY ACRES of FRUIT TREES.—
Apples. Pears, Plums Cherries. Peaches. Nectarines.

Apricots, and other Fruit Trees, as Standards, Dwarfs,
Pyramids, Bushes, Cordon and trained trees in great variety,

all full of vigour, and warranted true to name. Descriptive
Price List, containing a sketch of the various forms of Trees,
with D.reciions for Cultivation, Soil, Drainage, Manure.
Pruning, Lifting, Cropping, Treatment imder Glass ; also their

Synonyms, Quality, Size, Form, Skin, Colour. Flesh. Flavour,
Use. Growth, Dura:ion, Season, Price, &c., fora penny stamp.

TWELVE ACRES of ROSES.—Standard,
Dwarf, and Chmbing, .iU the popular soris ; also 80,000

choice Tea-scented and Noisette Roses in pots ; extra strong
Roses in pots for immediate forcing. See Descriptive Price
List, tree foi a penny stamp.

GRAPE VINES and ORCHARD HOUSE
TREES in POTS.—Grape Vines, extra strong, and

warranted free from phylloxera. oidium, and all disease; Planting
Canes, 3^ (ni. to 5^. each ; extra strong Fruiting Canes, 7^. 6rf.

to loJ. dd. each. Orchard-house Trees, fruiting in pots, con-
.sisting of Peaches, Nectarines, Apricots, Plums, Cherries,

Pears, Apples, and Figs. Descriptive Price List for a penny

WORCESTER PEARMAIN APPLE
(;iwarded a Kirst-class Cenificite by the Royal Hoiti-

cultural Society).—One of the handsomest and most uselul
Apples in cultivation. For full descrioti ,n see " Extract Irom
the Journitl of Horticii'-tnre" and Richard Smith & Co.'s
Fruit List, which may be had for a penny stamp. Coloured
Plates, td. e.tch. Maiden Tree^. is. kd. each ; Bushes. 31.

each; Standard?, Pyramids, and D*arf-trained Trees, 35. tii.

HARDY HERBACEOUS and ALPINE
PLANTS, their scientific and English names, height,

colour, tinii of flowering, and other useful information.

Descriptive Price List for a penny stamp. Collection of loo
beautiful hardy varieties for Garden Beds, Borders, or Rockeries,

LIST of all the EVERGREEN FIR TRIBE,
suitable for Britain, giving size, price, popular and

botanical names, derivations, description, form, colour, foliage,

growth, timber, use in arts, native country, and size there,

situation, soil, and other information, wiih copious index of

their synonyms. Frei: by post for six stamps.

LIST of STOVE and GREENHOUSE
PLANTS, comprising the best selections of Camellias,

Azaleas. Eric is, Epacris. Ferns, &c., free for a penny stamp.

LIST of EVERGREEN and DECIDUOUS
SHRUBS, RHODODENDRONS, STANDARD

ORNA.MENTAL TREES. CLIMBING and TWINING
PLANTS, with their generic, specific, and English names,
naiive country, height, time of fljwering, colour, &c., and
general remarks, free for a penny stamp.

ALL kinds of GARDEN SEEDS, of first

quality, BULKS. MUSH Ri >O.VI SPAWN, TOBACCO
PAPER. AKCHANtlEL MATS, and olher GARDEN
REQUISITES. See Lists, which may be had on application.

pIC H Al?D -SM ITH &. C^p^

,te : W R;C E S T E R #J

WM. PAUL & SON,

^ ,, ^^ROSE GROWERS,
TREE, PLANT, E'JLP,, AND

SEED MERCHANTS.

WALTHAM CROSS,
HERTS,

Adjoining the " Waltham " Station,

Great Eastern Railway.

Inspection of Slock invited.

Priced Descriptive Catalogues free by post.

£HMiiSMBE£&G

SHARPE'S INVINCIBLE,

New Long-Podded Blue Marrow Pea.

Price, per Quart, 2s. 6d.

Half-pint Packets, free by Post, Is.

The "Invincible" is a cross between
VeitcKs Perfection and Essex Rival., and has

the advantage of being but little liable to the

attack of mildew.

The plant is about 3 feet in height, of a
robust branching habit ; the pods are produced
in pairs, and occasionally three together, from
near the ground to the top of the stem—the

rows having the appearance of being clothed

w^ith pods from top to bottom. The pods are

closely packed with from ten to twelve large

Peas, which, when cooked, are of exquisite

fla\-our, and of a beautiful deep green colour.

As a main crop Pea, either for the Gentle-

man's Garden, or the Market Gardener,

Charles Sharpe & Co. have no hesitation

in saying that the " Invincible Pea " will be
found superior to anything yet sent out.

/^i>/- Testimonials see " Gardeners' Chronicle" ofNov.
=3. / 671 ; .'^''W. 16, p. 644 ; and Dec. 7, /. 735.

Trade Price on application.

i
tSLEAPORD

SATURDAY, DECEMBER 14, 187S.

GHORCH DECOEATION.

CHURCH decoration is a subject to be
approached with some diffidence, but

however opinions may vary with regard to it

ecclesiastically, there are some points as to

effect, expense, and safety on which all will

agree.

As to the style, it seems best to consult the

taste of the congregation ; the object of the

whole arrangement is presumably to give a

dressed and cheerful appearance, such as may
accord with the tone of feeling of some especial

body of worshippers at some especial time, and

amateur decorators or new-comers in a district

would avoid many a difficulty by shaping

their floral offerings accordingly. The con-

gregation in some quiet country spot may
be no whit behind the most fashionable

one in real taste and sense of fitness, but they

are different, .ind what is appropriate in one

case may upset all ecclesiastical comfort in

another.

In the general plan of decoration it often

happens that arrangements suggested by the

character of the surrounding country are very

satisfactory to the congregation. Amongst the

Ivy-clad woods of the West of England the

long straight Ivy stems which may be stripped

for yards in length from the young trees in Fir

plantations make decorations without any

labour but that of attaching them to recesses

of the pillars, curves of the arches, edges of

windows, and every place where a strip of

green is available—as simple and natural as if

the stems were self-attached to the stones of

some abbey ruin. Cliffs also, and rocky ledges,

with their fringes of wild flowers and Ferns,

give good ideas for dressing cornices or capitals

of pillars, and in this way rows of Primrose

plants in blossom with Ferns hanging beneath

have a particularly good effect ; the Centran-

thus, either red or white, is also very available

for masses to be placed at some height. Com-
mon Gorse mixed with Fern can hardly be

surpassed for general effect, nor should common
Heath, with its rich purple tints, manageable

form, and fresh, healthy scent, be so much
overlooked as it often is.

It is a great object to keep the colours in

masses. However rare and beautiful the

flowers used may be in themselves, it is only

when they are ofvery large size that they can be

well seen individually by any but those close to

them, and for the general efifect many of our

more durable wild flowers may be utilised with

great advantage, especially where there are not

unlimited funds to be drawn on for decoration ;

and if the contributions from various sources

could be sorted into various colours before the

work of decoration began, rather than applied

as separate mixed collections, the donations

would be much more serviceable.

In ordinary decorative arrangement it saves

much chance of failure in effect to place the

material, whether flowers, plants, or any other

natural growths, only in such positions as they

might be seen in naturally, or according to

some known method of arrangement ; thus,

woodwork or stonework may have plants run-

ning up it from below, falling down from above,

or trailing horizontally along mouldings, or as

if growing on cornices. We are accustomed to

sec cut flowers in vases or arranged in wreaths.
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but if no known kind of growth or ostensible

method of arrangement will account for a dis-

play of flowers in any particular spot, we may
be pretty sure that they are better omitted.

This is particularly to be considered in pulpit

decoration : horizontal or vertical lines of foliage

with one or two colours of flowers have a

picturesque and true effect, but the appearance

of all possible colours, with no ostensible method
of fastening the component parts all over the

flat panels and every available surface, is unsatis-

factory both to the eye and mind.

Occasionally the effect of decoration, very

good for the time of day or state of light it was

arranged in, is entirely spoilt for other times by
the consequences of changing light and shadow
not having been considered, and the arrange-

ment appearing as a dark mass ; this especially

is the case of chancel or east window decora-

tions during the morning service. Generally

speaking, the painted glass and the flowers

between it and the observer are under exactly

opposite conditions—the light that displays one
conceals the beauties of the other ; when the

glass has lost its effect from the evening

shadows the flowers within will appear and vice

versa, and it is sometimes no small disturbance

to those who would gladly not be disturbed to

conjecture what the singular forms can be which
from a little want of thought are presented

simply as forms to the congregation through

half their attendance.

The members of the congregation, each fi.Kcd

for a considerable time in one spot, see the

decorations under very different circumstances,

both mental and bodily, to those of the cheerful

party of decorators full of plans and suggestions,

and it would be well if now and then, when
they had arranged all to their satisfaction, they
would see whether they had not materially

added inconvenience to the officiating minister,

or something totally incongruous to his sur-

roundings.

It may seem uncalled for to mention such
obvious misarrangements, but still more at-

tention is needed to the highly ornamental parts

being kept from being apparent additions to the

dress—this especially (to give a single instance)

in the wreaths of Roses hung on the chancel

eagle. They are beautiful in themselves, but

most objectionable in such combination. The
arrangement of a decoration laid flat all

round the edge of the pulpit cannot fail

to be singularly unpleasant to the fingers that

perpetually have to be removed from its leaves

and stems. One word also might be said for

the safety of the congregation from petty

annoyances and occasional danger. A bough
falling on any one kneeling beneath is (from

personal experience) startling, and might cause a

deal of disturbance, therefore as far as possible

it is well to avoid such arrangements, as either

are (or suggest that they may be) dangerous or

insecure. Greenhouse plants arranged on the

top of capitals of pillars are very beautiful, but

suggest pots ; and amongst the variety of garden
produce introduced into our churches at some
thanksgiving services the Apples are an unfail-

ing source of anxiety to the graver members of

tie congregation. Why the especial reminder
of the Fall should be introduced at all is puzzling,

but whether in piles like cannon balls, threaten-

ing to roll down every instant, or on boughs
threatening to fall at the first draught, there seem
always tobe difficulties

; and, if they must be there,

it might be suggested that a stitch run right

through Apples, Pears, or any similar solid fruit,

so as to tie it firmly to its stem beyond possibility

of misadventure, would be highly desirable.

Of the beauty of the feeling of decorating our

churches with symbols of the earthly blessings

for which we are offering our thanks there ran

be no doubt, but whilst in some cases the

House of Prayer seems a little too much turned
into a conservatory, in others it is rather too

apt to be turned into the field. We need the

corn ears to symbolise our bread, but we do not

(to all minds at least) need to have the whole

sheaves brought into church—stems, weeds,

insects and all. A truly rural thanksgiving ser-

vice is in most things beautiful, but the amount

of farm produce, where the symbol of our daily

bread is represented by a sheaf of which every

bit of the history is known to the agricultural

surrounders, and mentally commented on

through the service, might with advantage be

reduced so as to be suggestive of spiritual and

earthly blessings rather than of agricultural

comparison.

Symbolical forms made of flowers are dan-

gerous ground to venture on, and the reverse

—

imitative representation of flowers or foliage in

wool-work, paper, tinsel, beads, or any other

way—should be totally inadmissible ; but masses

of foliage with any flowers that may be pro-

curable, arranged simply and naturally so as to

show their colours in all lights, will always be

pleasing : and it may perhaps be of service to

mention that if flowers are required to be laid

for a few hours in some position where they

cannot be supplied with water, they will

keep their freshness if the tips of their stems

have been placed for two or three hours pre-

viously in a mixture of about one part of

vinegar to two of water. O.

New Garden Plants.

CVI'RIPEDIUM LaWREN'CEANUM, );. .1/.*

When, last autumn, a frequent visitor at the

Veitchian establishment, I was very much attracted by

a very free-growing unknown Cyripedium, having the

leaves of Cyripedium Dayanum, though unusually

large, but of a very diflerent growth, since it was shoot-

ing above the soil, so that Mr. Harry Veitch in his last

letter compared it to Oncidium flexuosum. When I

left it began to show flower, and now, December i,

I have fresh specimens at hand which give evidence

that we were altogether right when expecting a

novelty. The leaves attain a foot in length, and

have on their inner surface a dark green mosaic on a

light green, nearly whitish ground. The flower is

equal to those of Cypripedium barbatum majus. The
upper sepal is very broad and round, much exceed-

ing a halfcrown-piece, white, with thirteen dark pur-

plish shining veins which run to the edge, and have

usually a narrower and shorter one between them,

which do not reach the border. Tlie connate lateral

sepals are exceedingly small, quite a caricature of the

sepal one usually sees, white, with five dark purplish

nerves. The petals are divaricate, narrow, green, dull

purplish at the top, ciliate, and with the usual fleshy

dark warts on the limb. The lip is as much de-

veloped as the upper sepal, very large, with the

strong lateral horns of the shoe purplish-brown above,

yellowish below, covered with very numerous warts

internally. The slaminode is a special ornament. It

comes nearest to that of Cypripedium javanicum, but

the posterior exterior border is simply split in the

middle, so that the two segments are contiguous

while they are separated by a wide sinus in C.

javanicum. The five anterior teeth have the middle

one very much developed. It is of a light yellowish-

white waxy colour, with a purplish edge and some
green reticulations. Cypripedium barbatum, venus-

tum, purpuratum, have only three teeth at the same
place.

The novelty is one of the numerous discoveries of

Mr. F. W. Burbidge, who has come home quite lately

as if to see his proligj flower. It is dedicated with

many grateful expressions to Sir Trevor Lawrence,
the ardent orchidist and possessor of an Orchid
collection of exceptional richness and beauty. //. G,

R<hb.f.

De.ndkouium liiGinuuM, LiiiJI., sui'ERUum.

Lovely as is Dendrobium bigibbum, with its ex-

ceedingly ornamental La^lioid flower, yet the superb

* Cypridium Lawrenceanum^ n. &p. — Foliis Cypripedii
layani. Ilore C. barbati : tepalis angnstis porrectis, limbo
lergetice verrucosisac ciliatis ; staminodio magno C. jivanici

;

indato, post
staminodio magno C. jiv^

forcipato : dentibus <
sr. roiunaaio, postice nsso, anlice lorcipato : dentibus
nis porrectis, dentibus internis ternis, dente medio v;
filaraentis ferlilibiis sqiialiter bidentatis. H. G. Rchh. /.

variety is grander, though very scarce. It is easily

understood by its much larger flowers, larger and

longer petals, the exceedingly rounded very dark

almost blackish purplish side lobes of lip, and a

longer spur. From an old memorandum in my her-

barium I see that our lamented friend, Mr. John
Gould Veitch, first discovered and introduced it to

England. If I am not mistaken, it was originally

not so much appreciated as now, since the typical

D. bigibbum, as represented in Paxton's Flmvcr

Gankn, was nearly lost sight of. I remember, how-

ever, the late Mr. S. Rucker had a plant of the

Loddigesian stock; he presented me with some flowers,

very inferior to the Veitchian variety, in 1865. It

has generally been believed that Messrs. Loddiges

were the first who introduced and flowered Dendro-

bium bigibbum in 1S59. This is a great mistake :

Dendrobium bigibbum flowered first at Kew as

early as 1S24 (a very good year for Orchidology, as it

gave birth to at least two most energetic and enthu-

siastic orchidists), as may be ascertained in the

botanic rooms of ISritish Museum, where a beautiful

drawing of Francis Bauer is preserved with the just

given statement. It gives me pleasure to thank the

authorities of that establishment for their constant

zeal and perseverance in letting me see their invalu-

able treasures. Fresh materials of both varieties are

at hand from my excellent correspondents, Messrs,

Veitch. //. G. Rchb.f.

Gr.xitiiog.m.u.m aurantiacum, Bakci; n. sp*

This is a small new and very distinct species of

Ornithogalum, just received at Kew in a living state

from our excellent correspondent Mr. Harry Bolus,

of Cape Town. It does not fall satisfactorily into

any of the sections characterised in my monograph
of the genus, as it has bright yellow flowers without

any dorsal band to their segments, the veins being

obscure and dispersed through the whole lamina.

Doubtless it would be best to enlarge the definition

of section Cathissa so as to include it. It is too tiny

to have any general value as a garden plant.

Bulb ovoid, J inch in diameter, pale, with thin

tunics. Leaves two, very slender, erect, subulate,

cotemporary with the flowers, 14—2 inches long.

.Scape very slender, glabrous, flexuose, 3—4 inches

long. Flowers usually solitary in our half-dozen

specimens, rarely two to a scape : pedicels ascending,

\
— \ inch long, almost hidden by the deltoid clasping

scariose white auricled bract, which is about the same
length as the pedicel. Perianth campanulate, bright

orange-yellow,
i|

inch long ; segments oblong, |

—

\
inch broad, without any dorsal band. Stamens one-

third shorter than the perianth ; filaments all six

linear-subulate ; anthers minute, yellow, oblong.

Pistil about as long as the stamens ; ovary oblong ;

style very short ; stigma capitate, y. G. Baker,

TiLLANDSiA (Ali.ardtia) paucifoma, Bakcv,

n. sp.\

This is a tiny species of Tillandsia, now flowering

in the Kew collection, of which we do not know the

exact history. The descriptions of the species of the

genus are scattered so widely, that it is very difticult

to be certain whether any given plant is really new ;

but I have failed to identify it. It comes nearest the

West Indian T. pruinosa, Sw., but here the Icpidote

scales that cover the leaves and bracts form only a

thin adpressed silvery coating, and the spike is only

half as broad as in that species, and contains much
fewer flowers.

Whole plant not more than 4—5 inches high, ihe

bracts and both sides of the leaves coated with ad-

pressed silvery lepidote scales. Basal leaves five or

six in a dense rosette, with large ventricose dilated

bases about an inch in length and breadth, the

squarrose lamina not more than 2—3 inches long,

linear-subulate, tapering gradually from the base to

the tip, channelled down the face. Stem very short,

hidden by its two or three linear erect reduced leaves.

Spike simple, erect, distichous, 3—4-floweted, \\—

2

inches long, |— J inch broad ; bracts about an inch

long, oblong-navicular, much imbricated. Flowers

with a very short stout pedicel inside the bract ; sepals

lanceolate, naked, '\ inch long. Petals violet, ob-

lanccolate-unguiculate, half as long again as the petals.

Stamens equalling the petals. Style just exserted.

' Orr.ithogalum aiLraittu^cum, Baker, n. sp.—Pro genere
minimum, bulbo ovoideo pallido : foliis 2 syi anthiis ercciis

teretibussubulatisscapo; brevioribus ; scapo gracillimo Hexuoso :

3—4 pollicari ; floribusi-2 aurantiacis. pedicellis flore paulo
longioribus; bracleisdeltoideis auriculalis :

perianthiiparvi cam-
panula! i segment is oblon^iis dorsonuUomodo viltatis; staminibus

t Tillandsia {Ailard in) Myici/ilia. Baker, n. sp. — Pro
genere parva : foliis caule bracleisque ubique t nuiter adpiesse
argenteo-lepidotis ; foliis radicalibus 5—6 rosulatis basi in-

signiter ventricoso-dilatalis, lamina supra basin 2~-3-pollicari

squarrosa lineari-subulata facie canaliculala ; caule brevissimo

foil's 2—4 linearibus reductis occulto ; spicS simplici densa
erecta 3—4 flora ; bracleis subpollic libus oblongo-navicularibus

valde imbricatis : calyce nudo braclea paulo breviori. sepalis

lanceolatis ; retails oblanceolato-unguiculatis violaceis calyce

,esqui longioribus : staminibus petalis sequilongis ; stylo breviter
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CURVILINEAR PLANT-HOUSES.
In lig. 124 we give an illustration of some glass

structures built last year for George Orme, Esq.,

Manor House, Sutton, Surrey, by Mr. \V. H. Las-

cclles, 121, Bunhill Row, E.C. The range shown

consists of three wings, and is 20 feet wide, with

a range of vineries in the rear, 84 feet long and

20 feet wide. The structure stands near to Mr.

Orme's residence, and was designed in this form

with the object of hiding from view the kitchen garden,

which it does completely. The houses are built

on the principle advocated by Mr. Lascelles—that is

to say, of bent wood with straight glass, which is no

inore expensive than a plain straight roof. The de-

sign is effective, and in good taste in all respects,

except the arched door. There is no example in

ancient Gothic work of an arch supporting nothing.

The arched door should properly have had a tympanum
of some sort

SPATHIPHYLLUM ?. MASSOWIA.
In the present volume of the Ganhiicrs' C/iroiiitU',

p. 244, is an editorial notice of " the history of

I'othos cannaifolia," in which I am mentioned as

•Spathiphyllum. The genus Spathiphyllum was estab-

lished by Schott in the year 1S32 (Mcktcmala, p. 22),

and the two species there enumerated are S. lancx'-

foliuni, .Sch. (Dr.-icontimu lanca:folium, Jacq., lioii.,

t. 612), and .S. sagitta;folium, Sch. (Pothos sagittre-

folia, Rudge, PL Giiian., p. 24. '• 34)- I cannot

understand why Professor Koch should say this latter

was "a previously undescribed plant," for there is a

description and a good figure in the book quoted,

published in 1805. But these two plants are types

of two distinct genera, as all are now agreed, Schott

himself being the first to recognise this, for in his

Aroidiic, published in 1853, p. 3, we find he placed

his S. sagittrefolium with some allied plants in his new

genus Urospatha, retaining S. lancaifolium, together

with Pothos cannrefolia, Botanical Magazine, t. 603

(S. cann.T;folium, Sch.), and other allied plants in the

genus Spathiphyllum. Here, then, we have evidence

of what Schott's idea of a Spathiphyllum was, which

of itself is surely sufficient, for Schott was a man who

knew what he was about, and with the exception ol

making rather too many genera and a few specific

errors has done his work thoroughly well. But to

proceed. In 1S52 Professor Koch {Bjlanisihc

having identified the plant described by M. Andre

as Anthurium Dechardi with Spathiphyllum cannK-

folium, Schott. This notice, having called forth a

note from M. Andre on p. 345, and two from Professor

Karl Koch on pp. 312 and 622, all denying the

correctness of my identification, besides containing

incorrect statements, and tending to create a con-

siderable amount of confusion, which future workers

at this group of plants may not have an opportunity

of readily disentangling, I feel it incumbent on myself

to state as clearly as the involved subject will permit

the true bearings of the case, whilst all the plants

spoken of are in cultivation.

Of the three notes the second one of Professor

Koch at p. 622, "On the genus Massowia," is

the most confused, and is consequently the most

difficult to deal with. In that note the follow-

ing three statements are embodied ;— 1st, That the

genus Massowia, Koch, has the claim of priority over

Spathiphyllum, Schott. 2d, That Anthurium

Dechardi, Andre, is not specifically identical with

Pothos cannKfolia, Botaiikal Magazine, t. 603. 3d,

That Anthurium candidum, Hort. Bull, is the same

as Spathiphyllum Gardneri. In all three statements

Professor Koch is in my opinion mistaken, as I shall

proceed to show.

First as to the claim of priority for Massowia over

Zcilung, X., p. 277) founded his genus Massowia

upon the Pothos cann^folia {Botanical Magazine,

t. 603), for which we find he now claims priority over

Spathiphyllum, though I fail to see what Pothos

cannaifolium has to do with the question, since it w.as

not a plant Schott had originally included in his

genus Spathiphyllum, and at the place quoted Pro-

fessor Koch makes no mention of Spathiphyllum or

the two plants origin.illy placed in it by Schott, from

which we might reasonably infer he then considered

his M.assowia canna;folia\vas not congeneric with either

of these plants, and indeed, from his statement there,

it is evident he considered Massowia as distinct from

every other Aroid in having a gamophyllous perianth.

However, from his recent note {Gardeners^ Chronicle,

p. 622) we find he now regards Massowia cannrefolia

and .S. lanciefolium as congeneric, and in this he is

correct, for there is a complete gradation between the

gamophyllous perianth of the one and the polyphyllous

peri.anth of the other ; for instance, in S. Lechlerianum

the perianth is polyphyllous, or slightly, or almost

completely gamophyllous in dilTerent flowers from the

same spadix, and other species vary in a similar

manner. He also gives his reasons for claiming

priority for Massowia in the following words :
—" As

it appeared to me that S. sagittaifolium agreed better

with Schott's diagnosis of Spathiphyllum than S.

lancrefoliuni, I founded in 1852 the genus Massowia."

But if that was the case, how is it that, as already

stated, he makes no mention of either of those plants

when describing Massowia? On the contrary it is

evident from the context that he did not regard either

of those plants as congeneric with his Massowia.

From the quotation just made it appears that Pro-

fessor Koch's idea of the genera is :—

Massmoia, Koch.—Syn. Spathiphyllum, Schott, in

part, to include Pothos canniefolia, Dot. Mag., S. lancte-

folium, Sch., and allies.

Spathiphyllum. Schott. —Syn. Urospatha, Schott,

to include S. sagitta;folium, Schott, and allies.

This, however, is an incorrect reading of the

case. Turning to Schott's original diagnosis of

Spathiphyllum, and selecting the three most prominent

characters, they are :—Stamens, 5 to 8 ; ovary

3-celled, stigma 3-lobed, all of which agree ex.actly

with S. lanciefolium, but not with S. sagittajfolium,

which has 4 (rarely 5—6) stamens, an incompletely

2-celled ovary, and an entire stigma. So that to

place Pothos sagitta:folia, Rudge, as the type of the

genus Spathiphyllum, and to turn Dracontium lan-

ca;foliuni, Jacq., out of it, would be placing a plant

which does not possess the described characters of

the genus as the type of that genus, and turning out of

it the plant that does possess them—an unjustifiable

proceeding. Therefore as Dracontium Ianca;folium,

jacq., does possess the characters assigned to

Spathiphyllum, and Pothos sagitt^folia, Rudge, does

not, Dracontium lancefolium must stand as the type

of the genus Spathiphyllum ; and as Massowia can-

nsfolia, Koch, is congeneric with the last-named

species, and was published twenty years afterwards,

the genus Massowia can neither claim to have priority

over Spathiphyllum nor to be kept up as a separate and

distinct genus. The most that can be done for Mas-

sowia is to constitute it a section of Spathiphyllum

characterised by all the flowers having a completely

gamophyllous truncate perianth. This section would

then include S. cann.-efolium, Sch., S. Bonplandii,

Sch. (this species I have not seen) ; S. commutatum,

Sch. ; and S. minahassK, Teysm. and B. ; this last

species was also originally published as a distinct

genus (Spathijihyllopsis, Teysm. and B., in /Y. Nov.

rforl. Bog., Feb. 1863, p. 2).

The second statement of Professor Koch's is, that

Anthurium Dechardi, Andre, is a species distinct

from Spathipl-.yllum cannaifolium, Sch.

I had nf)t made the statement, embodied in the

editorial note on p. 244, that these two plants are

identical, without having taken a sufficient amount of

trouble to be certain of it. AVhen I first saw the

figure of .Vnthurium Dechardi in May, 1S77, I recog-

nised it as being the old Spathiphyllum cann.-efolium,

but it was not until August of this year that I was

able to make that recognition certain, when I examined

a flowering plant of .\nthurium Dechardi, which was

received at Kew direct from M. Linden, July 16,

1877, and, as I had expected, I found it identical in

all respects with the type specimen of the plant

figured in the Botanical Magazine, t. 603, as Pothos

cannxfolia (now Spathiphyllum cannrefolium), at

present preserved in the Kew herbarium (this by the

kindness of Professor Koch I have had an oppor-

tunity of comparing with his type specimen of

Massowia canna^folia, or M. canna;forniis, as it is

labelled in his herbarium, and find they exactly

agree). However, since my identification has been

questioned, I have taken further trouble to make it

certain that I h.ad not by chance got the wrong plant

;

but no ! the plant received from M. Linden exactly

agrees with the figure of Anthurium Dechardi in

L'Illustration llorticolc, xxiv., t. 269, and I have seen

a large number of plants of it at Mr. Bull's establish-

ment, some of which he obtained from M. Linden,

and others he imported from Columbia, besides which

he also has plants of Spathiphyllum cannsfolium

imported from the West Indies : of all these I

have examined living specimens, and find them

identical with each other and with the type of

.S. canna;folium. As to the remarks made in the

note on p. 244 to the effect that the countries of A,

Dechardi and S. canna:folium are different, and that

the spathes of the former are white on both sides,

whilst in the latter they are green on the back, I

answer that besides there being numerous other plants

which we know to inhaliit the West Indies and the

mainland of South America, Mr. Bull has, as already

stated, living plants from both places, and they are

the srme. As to the colour of the spathes most of
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tliosa at Mr. Bull's arc green on Ihc oulsidc, ami
some iilanls will produce entirely white spathcs ati'l

spathes that are green outside ; I may also state

H. blandum, Sch., will do the same thing. This may
perhaps lie tlie cITect of climate. Uut certain it is

that A. IJcchardi is indisputably identical with S.

cann.-elolium. Respecting the plants of .S. cannne-

foliuni in the Jardin des riantes, Paris, referred to by
iM. Andre, I have no knowledge ; but I do know
that in 1S74 there was no ]>Iant of it at Kew, although
there were several plants of -S. blandum, .Sch., wrongly
labelled .S. cannajfolium, and I think it was probably
one of these which M. Andre states was received at

Paris in 1S71. I cannot but think M. Andre is mis-

taken when he says he " knew the old Siiathiphyllum
cannxfolium," for if he did, he would, or certainly

shoidd, have identified it with his Anthurium
Dechardi. N. E. Bro-itm, A'cw.

{To be ciiilmua/.)

THE BOSCOBEL OAK.
Evidence as to identity is sometimes open to

suspicion both in the case of trees and persons. At

p. 3S5, 1876, you published an account of the Royal

Oak in which I hazarded an opinion on the age of

the tree, founded on its size and appearance, its com-

parison with other trees, and the character of the soil

in which it is planted. Others have arrived at different

conckisions from myself.

With your permission, and with the aid of Boscohcl

(a capital account of the Royal Oak, published this

year, by Mr. de Bunsen, the Rector of Doning-
ton), I will call some witnesses to identity. King
Charles 11., in a narrative dictated to Mr. Pepys at

Newmarket, twenty-nine years after his escape, says

that he and Colonel Carlos, furnished with '* bread,

cheese, and small beer, and nothing else, got up into

a great Oak that had been lopt some three or four

years before, and being grown out again very thick

and bushy, could not be seen through." If his

Majesty meant that the tree had been hard pollarded,

and if that had really been so, thepresent tree could not

be the Royal Oak (see p. 501). Blunt says on this subject,

"The Colonel made choice of a thick-leaved Oak."
The Rev. George Plaxton, Rector of DoningLon from

1690 to 1703, says, in a paper drawn up in 1707,

"The Royal O.ak was a fair spread thriving tree ; the

boughs of it were all lined and covered with Ivy.

Here, in the thick of these boughs, the King sat in the

daytime with Colonel Carlos, and in the night lodged

in Boscobel House." He then refers to various other
" strangely mistaken " persons who had reported the

tree "an old hollow Oak, whereas it was a gay and
flourishing tree." This witness goes on to say,

"The poor remains of the Royal Oak are now fenced

in by a handsome brick wall, at the charge of Basil

Fitz-Herbert, Esquire," with an inscription which he

quotes; and he adds, "'Twas put up twenty or thirty

years ago." Probably the Rector meant by " 'Twas

put up," that the inscription and wall were both put

up "twenty or thirty years ago," or some time be-

tween the )^ear5 1677 and 1687.

The brick wall was removed in 1S17, when the Royal

Oak, having survived the loss of its lesser branches,

was fenced in by Miss Frances Evans, the late

owner of the property, with the iron palisade which

still remains. Let us call Mr. Blunt again, the author

of Boscohcl, a work compiled in 1660, in the year of

the Restoration. He says ot the Royal Oak, in

which he fervently believes, and which he speaks of

as once "the palace of his sacred Majesty," that the

numerous visitors had deprived it of all its young

branches, "insomuch that Mr. Fitzherbert, the pro-

prietor, has been forced, in a due season of the year,

to crop part of it for its preservation, and has lately

been at the charge to fence it about with a high

pale." Mr. Blunt is wrong here ; the pale was a

wall.

In the first edition oi Silva (1664), Evelyn does nut

mention the Royal Oak ; in the next edition (1679)

he say^, "I am told " that the Royal Oak had been

served like another Oak which he mentions, and of

which he says, "the people never left hacking of

the boughs and bark till they killed the tree." Dr.

Charlett, head of the University College, Oxford,

deposes, in a letter to Pepys in 1702, that he has just

been to Boscobel, while engaged in a tour through

several counties. " The trunk of the Royal Oak," he

adds, "is now enclosed within a round wall, with an

inscription."

Dr. Stukcley visited the tree in 1713, and his evi-

dence is partly derived from hearsay. The King and

Colonel Carlos, he was told, climbed into the tree by

means of the he ir(j jsl-lad Icr, and tlie family reached

ihcm victuals with a nut-ho:>k. He mentions the

wall. "The Oak," he says, "is in the middle,

almost cut away liy travellers whose curiosity le.ads

them to see it ; close by its side grows a young

thriving plant from one of its acorns."

The above evidence is conflicting. My own verdict

would be, that the tree was a flourishing tree, and not

a pollard, when Charles got into it ; that it suffered

the loss of many small branches before the wall was

built, and that it afterwards recovered itself. It

appears to me to have now reached the period of old

age, and to be growing very slowly, if at all ; and on

this point I prefer the recollection of the Earl of

Bradford, who has known the tree for half a century,

and cannot detect much change in its appearance, to

the measurements and observations of a correspondent

of yours, who discovers a difficulty in getting food

into the tree with a nut-hook (which never ha]>

pened), and reports the height from the ground to the

Inanches, without noticing that four lower branches

have been lost.

The evidence is so confused and contradictory that

I would rather rely on the reports from father to son

which were handed down in Lord Bradford's famil}',

for the assurance that this is the original tree from a

period when a seedling could not have passed for its

parent. It is only sixty-one years since 1S17,

when the palisade was put up, and many aged people

now living in the neighbourhood were capable of

seeing with their own eyes whether the present tree

stood in the centre of the space, surrounded by the

wall, or not. In reference to the age of the existing

tree. Lord Bradford says, "I should myself estimaie

the tree at Boscobel to be 400 or 450 years old.

"

According to Mr. de Bunsen's statement, the pre-

sent circumference, at 4 feet from the ground, is

12 feel 3 inches ; and he quotes the measurement in

1S57, on the authority of Mr. Barnett, at 11 feet

4 inches at the same height from the ground. Know-

in"^ the errors that sometimes occur in measurements,

I still prefer Lord Bradford's memory to this evidence.

Lord Bradford has known the tree for half a centur)',

and says that "it looks now very much as it did

then." If the tree has really grown larger, the

expansion is due perhaps to internal decay and the

filling up with young wood. It often happens that

ao-ed trees increase in their circumference when totter-

ing to their fall. The largest tree in Bagot Park, the

Squitch Oak, which once contained 1012 cubic feet

of timber, and was valued at ^240 I2,f., had a circum-

ference in 1S23 of 21 feet 9 inches, and in 1876, of

23 feet 2 inches (at 5 feet from the ground). The
Beggars' Oak had increased from 20 feet to 23 feet 2

inches (p. 453, vol. vi., 1876). I endeavoured to explain

the process of this senile expansion in an account of

the Cressage Oak (June 20, 1877). When a new
growth of wood takes place within the hollow of an

old tree, its girth increases, and the bark is stretched

by the pressure from within. The Royal Oak has

the appearance of a tree that has done growing.

Everybody recognises this appearance of finished

growth in a little old man, but comparatively few

persons can detect it in a tree. I do not think the

Royal Oak has much more power of growth ; and if

the circumference of the trunk has really increased

II inches in the past eleven years, that may have

arisen from the same cause as in the case of the aged

Oaks in Bagot Park.

As to Dr. Stukeley^s "young thriving plant"

growing near its parent, it is hardly likely that a

seedling would survive the grazing of P'armer Pen-

derel's pigs and cattle from Hoblial Grange, and of

Farmer Francis Vales' cattle of "The Wood," and

of all the live stock from the half-dozen little home-

steads near. These plants, therefore, must have

sprung up after the building of the wall, and that

wouUl make the present tree about 200 years old.

Can any of your correspondents point to an Oak so

large, and yet so young, growing in an uncongenial

soil?

The road from "fertile Donington" to the Royal

Oak, if you will allow me to quote my letter of 1876,

runs through farms set thick with hedges. " There

is a gradual ascent for half-a-mile to Boscobel House,

where the clay is capped by a drift of gravel, and the

soil is better suited to the Elm than to the Oak. The
tree has a full head. There arc three withered

branches under the crown, and the stump of a branch

a little lower, and nine leading and forked branches in

the head, crooked by the etl'ects of a rather ungenial

soil. The statement that this tree is a seedling of the

Royal Oak is absurd ; it is at least twice as old as

any such seedling, and must, therefore, be the original

tree, unless the wall which was intended to be built

round it was built round the wrong tree, which is a

most improba'jle alternative. Near the tree are some

old Thorns, and some English Elms, on congenial

soil, several centuries old, and with a girth in one

instance of 12 feet at 4 feet from the ground."

It seems to me that what is needed in this inquiry

is evidence of the usual size of Oaks of 200 years old,

growing on soil similar to that at Boscobel.

Mr. Breese, of the Petworth Gardens, informs me
that the dimensions of the Cecil Oak in Petworth

Park are :—Circumference of trunk at 4 feet from the

ground, 16 feet 3 inches; length of trunk from ground

to crown, 13 feet ; height of tree, 52 feet ; spread ot

branches, 95 feet in diameter. The Cecil Oak is

about 250 years old, and is now past its best. The
trunk appears sound, but many of the large limbs are

fast going to decay. Mr. Breese says, it has lost

some large limbs during the past ten years. The soil

is a rich loam, iS inches deep, resting on a bed of

stony yellow clay. //. E.

HARDY STONECROPS: SEDUMS.
{Continued /romp, 717 )

III. Annual or Biennial.

* Stamens, 10— 12.

t Leaves flat, tufted on the barren shoots.

47. S. SEMPERVivoiDES, Fischer, in Marschal Bieber-

stein, Flora Tauric. Caucas. SuppK, p. 213.

Pubescent, 4—8 inches high. Habit of Sempervivuni

tectorum.

Ros.'tle of 40—50 obovate wedge-shaped leaves,

about I inch by finch. Leaves on the flowering stem

claspiug, greenish red, oblong-acute.

Inflorescence a many-flowered panicled cyme, 2—
4 inches in diameter

;
peduncles pilose, ultimate pedicels

about the length of the flowers.

Sepals deltoid, acute, pilose.

Petals \ inch, lanceolate acute, briglit red, twice the

length of the sepals.

Stamens equiUing the petals.

Carpels 5.—Fl. July.

Syu. S. sempervivum, Ledeb. in Spreng. Syst. ii.,

434 ; DC. Prod, iii., 404. ; Boissier, Fk Orientalis, il., 786.

Asia Minor, Mountains of Caucasus, &c.

A remarkably handsome species, like a .Semper-

vivum, with deep red flowers. It is as yet scarcely

known in gardens, but will become a favourite when
it is better known. In some gardens Cotyledon

Pestalozz£e, Boissier, is grown for this species ; see

Mast, in Gard. Chron. 1877, viii., p. 456, tig. 89.

48. S. Cerea, Linn. Sp. Plant. 617 ;

DC. Prod, iii., 404.

Glabrous. Stems tufted, simple or loosely branched,

10—12 inches.

Leaves tufted 5

—

\ inch by \ inch, obovate spatulate,

narrowed to a stalk. Stem leaves opposite, whorled or

scattered, narrower than those at the base.

Inflorescence a loose many-flowered panicled cyme ;

branches spreading, purple spotted, often with glandular

hairs ; ultimate pedicels longer than the flowers.

Buds ovoid, elongate. Flowers \
—

\ inch in diameter.

Calyx tube very short ; sepals lanceolate.

Petals twice the length of the sepals, lanceolate acumi-

nate, white, with a pinkish mid-nerve, often widi a few

pinkish spots.

Stamens nearly as long as the petals. Anthers

purplish.

Carpels glabrous, oblong, veiitrlcose, ending abruptly

in filiform styles.

Scales oblong, emarginate.—J^'y-

Baker, in Saund. Refugium, iv., t. 243.

Syn. S. galioides, AUioni ; S. spatiUatum, Waldst.

and Kit. Hung., t. 104 ; S. slrictum, C. Koch ; S.

tetraphyllum, Sibthorp, FI. Grose, v., p. 36, t. 448 {fide

Boissier, l.c) ; Anacampscros Cepzea, Haworth, Synops.

(t8i2), p. 114.

Western and Southern Europe, Danubian provinces.

A weedy species, cultivated in this country as long

ago as 1610. Mr. Saunders remarks that self-sown

seedlings come up freely.

49. S. ALSINIFOLIUM, Allloni, Flor. Pedem., t. 22,

f. 2 J
DC. Prod, iii., 404.

Glandular, pubescent. Stems erect, 3—4inches, forming

a loosely branching weak plant.

Leaves on the barren shoots tufted, ^— ^ inch by if inch,

orbicular-spatulate, tapering to a stalk.
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Inflorescence a lax panicled cyme with a feu' Ic.ify

bracts. Flowers
:f
inch in diameter, white.

Flower-buds sub-globose.

Sep.als linear, oblong acute, pink-spotted.

Petals twice the length of the sepals, oblong obov.ate,

sharply acuminate, keeled.

Stamens white or pink. Anthers short, oblong.

Carpels erect, somewhat compressed, ending abruptly

in an erect subulate style. Scales truncate, pinkish.

—

Fl. July.

Piedmont.

Of no v.\lue as a decorative plant.

49.\. S. STELLUTM, Linn. Sp. 617 ; DC. ProJ. iii.,

404.

Gl.ibrous. .Stems erect, 3—4 inches, branched at die

base.

Leaves on the barren shoots in rosettes, suborbicular

crenate stem le.aves opposite or alternate, stalked,

\
—

\ inch, obovate crenate.

Inflorescence lax, few-flowered, flowers subsessile.

Sepals lanceolate.

Petals reddish, lanceolate, scarcely exceeding the calyx.

Carpels spreading, \ inch ; styles short.—Fl. July.

Sibthorp, Fl. Grnic. , t. 446.

Syn. .S. deltoideum, Tenore, ex DC. I.e.

South Europe, Greece.

I have not seen this species in cultivation, though

it is recorded so far back as 1640, and is to be found

in Haworth and the Hortus Ktioanis.

tt Leaves more or less cylindrical, not flat.

50. S. caiKULEUM, Linn. Mantissa, p. 241 ; DC.
Prod, iii., p. 404.

Glabrous, or pilose in the inflorescence. Stems 2—

3

inches high, branched from the base.

Leaves tufted, \ inch, oblong obtuse, pale green spotted

with red.

Inflorescence a la.x many-flowered cyme, 1 incli in

diameter, with recurved branches.

Flower-b'ids oblong obtuse. Flowers 5—7-merous,

\ inch in diameter.

Sepals oblong obtuse, half the length Of the petals.

Petals oblong obtuse, pale blue.

Filaments whitish ; anthers oblong, subglobose, reddish

brown.

Carpels white, erect, hairy on the inner surface,

gradually tapering to an erect style. Scales emarginate

—

Fl. July'

.Syn. S. azureum, Vahl. Symbol. 2, p. 51 ; Desfont. Fl.

.\tl.ant. i., 362, notof Royle.

Mediterr.aneau region.

A charming little species, its small pale blue star-like

flowers being very attractive. It seems to be rare in

cultivation. Our description was taken from a plant

at Kew.
The following species, named in some catalogues,

I have not seen in cultivation, and as they are of

little importance from a gardener's point of view I

p.iss them over with the mere mention and refer-

ence :

—

50 .\. S. aniiHum, Linn. Sp. 620 ; DC. Prod. iii. 409 ;

Flor. Dan. t. 59 ; Boissier, Fl. Orient, ii., 792.—Flowers

yellow—Syn. S. saxatile, TiCfidc Boiss. ; F'lor. Grreca.

t. 450.—.Alpine and Northern Europe.

50 B. 5. atratum, Linn. Sp. 1674 ; DC. Prod, iii., 405 ;

Jacq. Austr., t. 8; Boiss. Fl. Orient, ii., 792; DC.
PI. Grasses, t. 120.—Flow-ers whitish.—Alpine Europe.

50 c. A". palHJum, Mxrsch. Bleb. Fl. Taur. Caucas. i.,

353; Boiss. Fl. Orient, ii., 790.—Syn. .S. Urvillei, DC.
Prod, iii., 408.—.Vpparently the same as S. hispanicum,

but with 5-merous flowers.

50 D. S. villosiim, Linn. Sp. 768 ; DC. Prod, iii., 405 ;

Engl. Hot., t. 394; DC. PI. Grasses, t. 70; Hook.

Stud. Flora, p. 143.—Glandular, pubescent, flowers

white, or pink.—Alpine and Northern Europe. Moun-

tains of Engkandand Scotland. Grows in bogs and damp
peaty soil.

Of the following I have only seen incomplete

specimens, too incomplete to establish its identity :

—

50 E. S. Wightmajtuianitm, or 5. Whitmaniii of

gardens.—Annual, 3—4 inches. Stem branching, glan-

dular. Leaves crowded, alternate, linear, club-shaped,

greenish, studded with crystaUine pimples. Cymes
many-flowered. Sepals deltoid, lanceolate. Petals

apparently pinkish, lanceolate.

** Stamens 5.

Under this last head may be mentioned a few

inconspicuous annual species of considerable interest

as furnishing a link between the genera Crassula and

Sedum. In the fact that they have only five stamens

(alternating with the petals) they are identical with

Crassula, but the petals are separate, not connected

at the base. They constitute, with a few others

not known to be in cultivation, the section Pro-Cras"

sula of Giisebach. As they are not of much interest

to the gardener, a full description is not given, but

the references will indicate where it is to be foun-l.

51. i". caspltosum. DC. Prod, iii., 405; Baker in

Saund. Refug. v., t. 295.—Cnissula cxspitosa, Cav.

Ic, t. 69, f. 2 ; C. Magnolii, DC. Fl. Fr. v., 522.—Flowers
white.—Mediterranean, Crimea.

52. 5. riibens, Linn. Sp. PL, p. 619 ;
DC. Prod, iii.,

403 ; Plantcs Grasses, t. 55; Baker in Saund. Refug.,

t. 242.—Crassula rubens, Linn. ; DC. Plantes Grasses,

t. 55. Aithales rubens, Webb, Phyt. Can. i., p. 178.—
I'lowers white or pink.—South Europe, Asia Minor.

Canaries.

53. 5. andcgavcnse. DC. Prod, iii., 406.—Crassula
andegavensis, DC. Fl. de Fr. v., 522. C. globulifolia,

Moris, Stirp. Sard., fasc. I, p. 20.—Corsica, France.

With this I bring to a close these descriptive notes

on the hardy species of Sedum. Completeness, from

a botanical point of view, has not been aimed at, but

mention, more or less detailed, has been made of all

the species known to be in cultivation as hardy plants

—omitting those grown in the greenhouse. The
descriptions have been drawn up almost entirely from

living specimens in the garden at Kew, or in my own
collection ; books and herbaria having been made use

of simply to check the descriptions and supply refer-

ences to plates. Of those species marked with a

letter as well as a number I have seen no fresh speci-

men. For the opportunity of examining and studying

the Kew plants, my thanks are specially due to the

officers of that establishment, who have granted me
every facility for the purpose. I have also to record

my thanks to the Rev. IL G. Ellacombe, to Mr. Geo.

Maw, to Mr. Joshua of Cirencester, to Messrs. E. G.

Henderson of the Pine-apple Nurseries, Parker of

Tooting, and Ware of Tottenham, who have kindly

furnished me with specimens and notes. My obliga-

tions to Mr. Baker have already been noted, but they

are deep enough to justify repetition. In the following

number an index of the species will be given. Maxwell

T. MaiUis.

OSMUNDA REGALIS AT
CAMSTR.\.DDAN.*

Osmi:nd.\ kegalis is justly a favourite with all

lovers of plants. It is one of those plants which

adapt themselves to a great variety of circumstances

a;sthetically considered. I have seen it in the fernery

amid the richness and profusion of Australia and

New Zealand — under the verandah of the well-

to-do merchant, vying with rustic columns and

trailing Clematis—at the door-chink of the cotter

among Chinese Roses and pendent Fuchsias ; and in

all cases it seemed adjusted to, and in perfect har-

mony with, its circumstances. At Camstraddan, grow-

ing in a bog, and submerged for several months every

year in water, it rises in spring froi« its watery lair

and aspires in many cases to a height of over 6 feet,

and continues green and beautiful long after the autumn

rains have caused Loch Lomond to rise and surround

it to a depth of 2 or 3 feet.

Those who cultivate this plant, and who know the

small quantity of water required to grow it success-

fully, will be astonished to see it in this watery

habitat assuming dimensions that actually bid defiance

to any specimen of cultivation I have ever seen.

Here one finds it with a stem (composed of the bases

of decayed fronds) 3 or 4 feet high and from 4 to

8 inches in diameter. Some of these stems lie pros-

trate on the ground in curious disorder, while others

lean their formless masses against a coppice stock. The
fronds, as already stated, reach in many cases to a

height of 6 or 7 feet, and are often upwards of 3 feet

across at the longest pinna;. The fact is here worthy

of notice—the best fronds are never formed on the

largest stems ; on the contrary, when the stem has

attained to large dimensions, the fronds are then pro-

portionately diminished in size. Most of you will

have observed this same characteristic in the case of

another fine Fern, a native of America. I refer to

Struthiopteris pennsylvanica, in which you find exem-

plified that strange law of Nature, namely, that the

very energy of life is a condition of death. Is there

no explanation of this apparent paradox of Nature ?

There appear, indeed, to be several causes operat-

ing to produce this phenomenon, three of which may
be noticed. The first may be called morphological,

and consists of a marked constriction of the stem of

this Fern at the point of its junction with the root.

When the plant grows high and is shaken by winds

this constriction is seen to mark a weak point in the

stem, and the fibro-vascular tissue

* Read at the November meeting of the Scottish Horticultural

Society.

conveying the fluids must get ruptured by the swinging

to-and-fro of the stem, causing a diminution of the

ascending materials, and a corresponding diminution

of the plant's food. The second may be regarded as a

physical cause, and consists in decay taking place at

the constricted part. Ferns having no proper bark to

prevent the lodgment of water. The third m.ty be

reckoned physiological, and is found in the fact that,

as Ferns do not grow circumfcrentially, no new

channels for conveying the fluids are ever added to the

stem ; the result being that, as the stem increases in

height, the existing channels become inadequate to

maintain the plant in its wonted luxuriance, the

fronds therefore annually diminish in size, and ulti-

mately cease to appear on large steins.

I have g.rthered Osmunda regalis in several

localities in Dumbartonshire, in Glen Loin at the head

of Loch Long, and near Upper Inverglass on Loch

Lomond side, but nowhere have I found it in such

abundance and in such fine condition as at Cam-
straddan. Why is this? and has Nature been un-

usually kind in this case ? are questions which, in our

attempt to reply, must lead to a few sentences on

Camstraddan and Loch Lomond.

The lands of Camstraddan were owned for a period

of 43 1 years by a family named Colquhoun. In the

year 1S26, Robert Colquhoun, sixteenth owner of

Camstraddan, sold them to Sir James Colquhoun,

tenth baronet of Luss, and they have since formed

part of the Luss property. The original site of the

tower of Camstraddan is a subject upon which contra-

dictory opinions have been expressed. If we may
credit Camden and the Imperial Gazetteers, the tower

and orchard were situated where Loch Lomond now

spreads its ample waters. A collection of stones, seen

when the loch is low, in the bog of Camstraddan, is

said by these authorities to be the remains of the

mansion. This view suggests one of two things

—

cither the loch has risen, or the alleged site of this

old mansion has been depressed. By the kindness of

William Colquhoun, Esq., Rossdal, I have been

favoured with a penisal of a work by Mr. W. Eraser

(Edinburgh, 1869), on the "Chiefs of Colquhoun."

The author states that the stones in the bog, said to be

the remains of Camstraddan tower, exhibit on exami-

nation no traces of masonry, and seems to think that

they, at best, but served to mark a shallow. Mean-

while I am more desirous of obtaining proof of the

apparent rise of the loch than to find the exact site of

this old tower ; but should any member present wish

to have some credible information in regard to it, I may

state that in the year 16S4 the then proprietor entered

into a contract with one Macauslane, a Dumbarton

mason, to add three storeys to the original building ; for

which work Macauslane was to receive so much money,

and so much butter and cheese 1

This inquiry into the supposed rising of the loch is

fruitless enough so far, and, what is worse, I know of

no book or record that gives the slightest aid in the

matter for the last two centuries. And as the sub-

ject is difficult of proof in a satisfactory manner, we

may leave Macauslane to chew his butter and cheese

and mix his mortar, while we fall back on such rough-

and-ready indications of proof as appearances suggest.

Well, suppose it is midsummer, and that you are

standing or walking on the shore in the neighbourhood

of this bog in which Osmunda regalis grows. There is

stretched before you, if you turn your back upon the

loch, what is called a hag of coppice. This coppice,

like Osmunda regalis, isof Nature's planting. Roughly

speaking it is composed of Oak, Ash, Birch, Alder,

and Willow. Other ligneous plants, such as \'iburnum

Opulus and Myrica Gale, are also prevalent. A little

inland from the summer shore, these species are found

in mixed fashion ; but nearer the water a kind of

definite order prevails ; it is somewhat like this :—

Nearest the water you find Myrica Gale. A little

further oft' it you find a few species of dwarf Willows

(Salix) mixed with Myrica Gale and Alder (Alnus

glutinosa). Still further from this shore you find, in

addition to all the above, a few specimens of Ash

and Goat Willow (Fraxinus excelsior and Salix

caprea). At a still more remote distance from the

water you find Ash, Birch, Alder, Oak, Guelder

Rose, and Honeysuckle (Fraxinus excelsior, Betula

alba, Alnus glutinosa, Quercus pedunculata. Vibur-

num Opulus, and Lonicera Periclymenum). This order

means that Nature, whether as landscape gardener

or forester, plants species on soils and situations

adapted to their growth ; or rather, however pro-

fusely she may plant, she grows only those species

for which the soil and situation are predisposed.
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Perhaps it means a little more than this. Th;

Osmunda regalis is not fountl where Myrica is rampant,

neither where Willows and Alder abound. It fallows

hard in the retreat to the high ground of the O.iU

and Guelder Rose. Where you find it nearer the loch

than these it is usually clinging to a coppice sto;k

on a slightly raised site. Remains of it are found in

abundance between the Oak zone and low-water,

proving clearly, to my mind at least, that this Fern

is retreating from the water. And still the loch may

not be rising generally. The water may be advancing,

this Fern may be retiring, and both phenomena may

be accounted for by a depression of the land at this

particular place. To prove satisfactorily that a loch

like Loch Lomond is rising generally must be a work

of many years' careful observation.

While Loch Lomond has many tributaries, it has but

one outlet—the River Leven, which commences at

lialloch and ends at the Clyde, in the neighbourhood

of Dumbarton. This Leven is a navigable river, and

used to be the highway of craft called scows,

luggers, and gobbarts, which were carried down by

the current and hauled up by horses. This traffic

has of late years ceased to a large extent, and one

result is, that the bed of the river at its high end has

got silted up. This silting, which is common at the

outlets of many lochs, was formerly prevented by

frequent disturbance from traffic ; in which case the

slit was stirred and ultimately carried down the river.

This would seem to indicate that the low-water of

Loch Lomond may now be higher than formerly.

And if the low-water be higher, then it follows that

an average amount of rainfall within the area of the

loch's sources would cause a corresponding increase in

the depth at high-water. It is possible, however, to

infer too much from a special rise of the loch. Such

a rise only proves that a specially heavy rainfall has

occurred within the range of its tributary district in a

specially short time.

Sheep-farmers in the west of Scotland seem to have

caught the contagious spirit of the nineteenth century,

and draining of hills is very common. One result of

this enterprise is, that where such drains em|3ty them-

selves into the tributaries of the loch, the banks of

these rivers are torn by the force of the current. This

lets loose a vast quantity of earth and il3ris, which,

after settling at the bottom of the locli, must tend to

raise the water and cause it to encroach on the land.

Further than this it is difficult to go at present.

Though I cannot produce absolute proof that this

loch is rising generally, I am nevertheless profoundly

suspicious that it ii so rising, and that by-and-bye the

place which knew the Royal Fern shall know it no

more.

I was told some time ago that a plan to drain a

considerable portion of Loch Lomond, by embanking

between the islands that stud the loch betwixt l!an-

drie and Bilmiha, w.as put into the hands of the

trustees of the late Sir James Coiquhoun, for their

consider.ition. No doubt the pkan would be feasilile,

and would hold out, among other things, a few hun-

dre.1 acres of additional lan;l to the trustees. I know
itot exactly how these gentlemen thought concerning

the general plan, but I think the schemers would lie

answered by them in a way corresponding to that

adopted by the first Napoleon when his infidel savans

had proved to their own satisfaction that there was no

God :
— " Very ingenious, sirs—very ingenious ; but

who m.ade those things up there ? " Or it may have

been after the manner of the old Scotch wifie, who,

on being vulgarly saluted one day by a cockatoo,

turned her eyes in the direction the salutation came
from and exclaimed, " Guid keep me, but the impud-

ence o' some folk nowadays is past a' bearin'."

If in all this there is one solitary lesson for the

practical horticulturist it seems to be this—plant your

Osmunda regalis on a wet site, in the margin of a

pond if you like. See that it has plenty of peat and

mud-silt to feed upon, and rival vegetation to shade it

from the sun's rays. Do this, and have no fear of

results. James Gordon, Forester, Liiss Estates, Dum-
bartonshire.

TRADE MEMORANDUM.
Tut! necessity for caution in accepting references

without due enquiry is instanced by a case now before

us, in which a firm in a North of England shipping

port appear to be in the habit of giving references to

well-known firms without their sanction, and which

they would in some instances feel it their duty to

decline. If traders would only take the pains to

consult the so-c.iUed referees, they would often be

saved the vexation of ipaking bad debts or giving

long credit,

PLANT PORTRAITS.
Amori'IIOPI!AI.i.us(?) Lacoukii, Lind. ct And.,

IllustraHon HortUolc, t. 316.—The leaves only of

this new Aroid from Cochin China arc described, so

that its generic position remains doubtful. The

petioles are transversely mottled with yellow

markings, the leaves apparently pcdatisect, the ulti-

mate segments lanceolate, yellow spotted. Intro-

duced by M. Linden.

An'e.mone nemokosa var. Robinsomana, Gar-

tenjlora, t. 945.—.A. form of the Wood Anemone,

with pale blue flowers like A. apennina.

Asi'LENHiM I'Ai.EACEUM, R. Br., Illustration Ilorti-

eole, t. 315.—Fronds pinnately divided with a hairy

rachis, pinnules obliquely ovate, serrated, auricled

at the base. Tropical Australia.

.•\ZALEA MOLLIS, Illustration Ilorticok, t. 317.

—

Ttvo varieties are figured^I, aurea floribunda, pale

yellow ; 2, Prince Troubetzkoi, reddish orange.

Cinerarias, Double, Florist, t. 475.—These are

the finest double Cinerarias we have seen. They

were raised by Messrs. Dicksons of Edinburgh. The
flower-heads arc in each case large and globular :

I, Pink Perfection, is pale pinkish rose ; 2, (,)ueen of

Violets, is a rich deep purple ; 3, The Prince, is a

deep magenta-rose.

Crinum Macowani, Baker, in Gardeners'

Chronicle, 1878, p. 298 ; Botanieal Magazine, t.

6381.—A fine Crinum, with large rose-tinted flowers

on very long stalks enclosed within very large spathes.

Natal. Flowered at Kew.
Delarbrea(?) spectahilis, Lind. et Aniti, Illus-

tration Horticole, t. 314.—A handsome Araliad with

spotted stem, unequally pinnate leaves, the pinna;

lobed and serrate. Native of New Caledonia.

Dendrobium Brvmerianum, Rchb. f., in Gar-

deners' Chronicle, 1S75, part 2, p. 323.—A Dendrobe

with large orange flowers and a hairy lip, deeply

fringed with tortuous ciliate lacini.-e. Burma. Hort.

Veitch.

Dieteria CORONOIMFOLIA, Nutt., Garteuflora,

t. 947.—A handsome blue-flowered Aster-like Com-

posite, with irregularly pinnatisect leaves. Hardy

perennial. Native of Missouri.

F'ritili.aria Hookeri, Baker, Botanical Maga-

zine, t. 6385.—A species like Fritillaria macrophylla

(i.e., Lilium Thomsonianum), intermediate between

Lilies and Frilillarias, but nearer the latter. Intro-

duced from Sikkim by Mr. Elwes. The leaves are

lanceolate. The bell-shaped flowers are of a lilac

colour, arranged in racemes ; the perianth segments

have a pit at their base like a F'ritillary. I'd.

Summer.
Ixora SI'LENDEN.S, Florist, t, 474.—A gorgeous

variety, raised by Messrs, E. Cole & Sons. The

leaves are oblong-obovate, the flowers of the richest

carmine-scarlet, grouped in dense globular heads.

Lilium AURATUM, Lindl.; Elwes, vl/i;«.Z,(7., part 5.

—This noble Lily, which was first described in these

columns in 1862, p. 644, is now so well known that

no further detail need be here given. The variety

figured is not the finest we have seen.

Lilium canadense, Linn. ; Elwes, Mon. Lil.,

part 5.— A species with verticillate leaves, flowers

in umbels, campanulate, orange-coloured and spotted,

the colours varying in different varieties. The

manner in which the thick stolons, with their invest-

ing scales, gradually pass into bulbs, is very signifi-

cant,

Lilium cordifolium, Thunb. ; Elwes, Mon. Lil.,

part 5.—A noble and very ])eculiar Lil)-, with large

heart-shaped leaves and terminal spikesof large, white,

somewhat two-lipped flowers ; the stamens and style

bend so as to present a convex surface towards the

upper part of the flower and to bring the anthers and

stigma in a jjosition to face the blotches on the three

lower segments—an adaptation connected with the

visits of insects to the flower, the insects being

attracted by the honey and perfume, and so guided

by the spots that they must needs come in contact

with the anthers anil with the stigma. Native of

China and Japan. See Gard. Chron. 1877, p. 305,

fig. 6.

Lilium ei.egans, Thunb. ; Elwes, .Mon. Lil.,

part 5.—This is the species usually called Thunbergi-

anum. It is very like L. bulbiferum without the

bulbils. It has many varieties.

Lilium speciosum, Thunb.; Elwes, Mon. Lil.,

part 5.—^The well-known and very beautiful Lily,

sometimes called in gardens L. lancifolium. It is

usually stated to be a native of Japan, but was intro-

duced into those islanils from Corea. It is also a

native of China.

Lilium Wallichianum, Schultes, fil ; Elwes,

Mon. Lil., part 5.—A species with scattered, linear,

lanceolate leaves, and solitary, trumpet-shaped, white

flowers of large size. Native of subtemperate

Himalaya from Kumaon to Nepal.

Lilium Wasiiingionianu.m, Kellog ; Elwes,

Mon. Lil., part 5.—A very remarkable and handsome

Lily, figured by us in 1871, p. 709. The bulb is

very curious, being more like a rhizome with long,

erect, fleshy scales. The leaves are verticillate, and

the numerous bell-shaped pink or white flowers

borne in a dense pyramidal raceme. The specimen

figured was an extraordinarily fine one, grown by

Mr. Bateman in a London garden at .South Kensing-

ton. The i>lant is a native of California.

Maxillaria grandifi.ora, Floral Magazine, t.

322.—.\ handsome species, in the way of Lycaste,

with large whitish flowers, the relatively small lip

edged with purple. Native of Peru. Cool Orchid

treatment.

New Picotees, Floral Magazine, t. 324.— I,

Alice, golden-yellow ground, petals edged and striped

with scarlet ; 2, Lord Beaconsfiekl, buff ground,

heavily edged with red
; 3, Henry Tait, ground bright

yellow, heavily edged with scarlet. Three fine

varieties, raised and sent out by Mr. Turner.

Odontoglossum Cervantesii majus, Illus-

tration Horticole, t. 313.—A large variety of a well-

known plant.

Pear, Doyex.ne d'AleX90N, Bulletin ttArbori-

culture, August, 1878.—Sometimes called the new
Doyenne d'Hiver. Fruit ovoid, irregular, eye small, in

a shallow basin, skin rugose, reddish-yellow spotted

with brown and grey. Fdesh while, juicy, sweet,

aromatic. December—March.

Peach, Liefman's, Bulletin d'Arborieulture,

July, 187S.—A middle-sized fruit, flattened at the

top, pale amber-coloured streaked with rose. F'lesh

white, sugary, vinous, perfumed. August.

Rose Harrison Weir, Floral Magazine, t. 321.

—

A fine English-raised Rose, raised and sent out

by Mr. Turner, and said to have been a cross between

Xavier Olibo and Charles Lefebvre ; the foliage

resembles the latter, the flowers those of the former

variety, but are not quite so dark.

Rosa Pompon de Bourgoyne, Rosa parvula,
Rosa pacjuerette. Journal ties Roses, September,

1S78.—Three charming small and double-flowered

varieties. The first is the Centifolia pomponia of

Lindley, with rose-coloured flowers ; the second has

flowers not larger than a sixpence, very double, and

of a blush tint; the third — the Daisy Rose—is a seed-

ling from the Japanese P. polyantha. All three are

delightful.

RUBUS NUlilGENUS VAR. MACROCARPUS, H.B.K.,
Illustration Horticole, t. 312.—According to the

figure a magnificent Bramble or Raspberry with pink

flowers and red fruits 2 inches long and nearly as

much wide. Flavour said to be agreeable, but lack-

ing aroma. This fine plant was well known to

botanists, but it remained for M. Andre to introduce

it from Bogota to ^L Linden's nursery. M. Andre
recommends its culture in the south and west of

France. It would be a grand plant for the

hybridisers.

RUELLIA ACUTANGULA, Nees ; Botanical Maga-
zine, t. 6382.—A Brazilian shrub, introduced by Mr.

Bull, with elliptic acuminate leaves and terminal

forked cymes of orange-scarlet flowers. A very hand-

some stove plant. Fl. May.

LIGUSTRUM SINENSE LATI-
FOLIUM ROBUSTU^L

Tins is a variety of the Chinese Privet, of much

more robust growth than the ordinary form of the

species in gener,al cultivation. This robust growth is

its distinguishing characteristic. The leaves on the

vigorous young shoots are twice the size of those of

the ordinary kind, and the plant is of a remarkably

free-flowering habit. Amongst that class of ever-

greens of which L. sinense may be taken as an illus-

tration, this new or newish variety must be regarded

as a fine acquisition, as indeed our illustration (fig.

125) sufficiently shows.

We saw it a few weeks since in the nursery of Mr.

A. Waterer, at Knap Hill, Surrey, and were par-

ticularly pleased with its bold and striking aspect, its

smooth, clean-looking, ample leaves, and its fine

paniculate inflorescence. The flowers are white, as

in the type. We understand that Mr, Waterer

obtained it from the Continent, T. M,
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Fig. 125.—I.IGUSTRUM sinense i.atifoi.ium robustum,
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IJcrtifcs of §aahs.
Six Months in Ascension : an i'lisiiciilific Aaouiit

ofa Siieniific Expedition. IJy Mrs. (iill. Murray.

Svo, pp. 285.

In 1S77 the "opposition" of Mars ofiennl the most

favourable opportunity of observing the solar parallax,

and of determining the distance of the sun from the

earth. Mr. Gill, with tlie aid of the Royal Astro-

nomical Society, and with instruments of precision

lent by Lord Lindsay, betook himself in that year

to the island of Ascension with a view of determining

tiie problem. The results of various observers place

the distance between the two bodies at between

92,000,000 and 93,000,000 of miles. Lest any should

feel surprised at so large a variation in the estimates,

we are told that "if any one desires to form an ade-

quate idea of the difficulties of measuring the sun's

(iistance to 1,000,000 of miles, let him try to measure

the thickness of a florin piece, looked at, edge on, a

mile off." The astronomer was fortunately accom-

jianied by his wife, and the present work is the

record of their joint experience in this remote

islet. An introduction by Mr. Gill states with rea-

sonable clearness the object of the journey, so far as

observations, measurements, and computations go, and

then we plunge into the narrative—we might almost

call it the log of the expedition—written by Mrs. Gill,

When one reads of an oceanic islet Soo miles

distant from the nearest land, and that land an

islet not much bigger than itself (St. Helena),

and further read what a mere heap of cinder and

dust it is, one might wonder what a lady could have

to tell of a six months' sojourn therein. Surely

the record would be one of discomfort and ennui.

No such thing. Mrs. Gill was intensely in-

terested in her husband's work, and naturally she

was intensely interested in him. The consequence

was that privations and discomforts were made light

of, while the lady's good sense and tact seem to have

served her in good stead, by enabling her to make the

best of the few advantages before her. In any case,

she has given us a lively, animated account of the

voyage, of the establishment of the observatory, the

character of the assistants told oft" to assist her hus-

band, of the fears and hopes attendant upon the

observations, and last, not least, of the natural pheno-

mena of the island. On the way out the astronomer

and his wife touched at St. Helena, and a chapter is

devoted to the beauties of that island—beauties so

great as to make one wish that the six months' sojourn

had been in that island, and not in Ascension ; how-

ever, we have already a good monograph on the

island of St. Helena, while far less is known concern-

ing Ascension. This latter islet has, indeed, a special

interest for us. For some ten years the former Editor

of this journal was regularly consulted by the Admir-

alty as to the best means of bringing this cinder-heap,

or portions of it, under cultivation. Dr. Lindley,

aided by the reports of the several Commandants of

the island, drew up several reports on the means to

be adopted to increase the fertility of the island, and

despatched several gardeners, by whose exertions

much was done to enhance the productiveness of

the island. The reports of Mr. Peter Wallace, who
for some years acted as gardener and bailiff on the

"Green Mountain," are full of interest, and it is a

matter of regret that Mrs. Gill should not have been

aware of the difficulties that have been overcome.

The island, in fact, is for the greater part of its extent

a heap of cinder and lava, but near the centre of

the island rises the " Green Mountain," a mass of

trachyte nearly 3000 feet high, on the summit and

upper part of which a loamy and fertile soil is found

over a considerable area. Here what cultivation is

possible is carried out, here rise the springs which
furnish the somewhat scanty and precarious supply

of water for the naval station at "Garrison," some
6 or 7 miles distant. How things may be now at the

garden, Mrs. Gill does not tell us, but in former years

no slight inconvenience was caused by the jealousy

of naval and marine officers respectively, and by the

disinclination of both to work comfortably with a

civilian gardener. Putting aside these difficulties the

climate of Green Mountain seems to be not unfavour-

able on the whole for cultural purposes, the great

drawback being the heavy gales which sweep over the

island and occasional spells of drought. Nevertheless

vegetables, such as Cabbages, Leeks, French Beans,

Pumpkins, Sweet Potatos, and the like grow well
;

while Pinasters serve to afford shelter, and Eucalypti

and othertrees condense the moisture oftheatmosphere.

A few head of cattle and numerous goats pick up a sub-

sistence on the Purslane which covers the lava at

the upper part of the mountain. Pine-apple planta-

tions were also established in Mr. Wallace's time,

though whether they arc continued now Mrs. Gill does

not say. Probably she would have done so were they

still in existence, for she comments on the fact that

while turtle is abundant and cheap, vegetables are

very dear, and milk and water are scarce and dear

articles. Soon after landing Mrs. Gill set out

to buy and lay in provisions. But this was by no

means so simple a process as she had expected.

'

' No butcher, no dairy, no greengrocer, no fishmonger

—

only this wretched canteen, more full of flies than of any-

thing else. I got quite tired and hot with the frequent
' No, madam, we don't keep it,' or ' Very sorry, but wc
are just sold out.' ... I then turned to the open door

with ' Island Bakery ' written over it, wliere a pallid baker

stood at the threshold wiping the perspiration from his

forehead. Evidently lie made his bread by the sweat of his

brow. ' Can I have some bread?' I asked boldly, thinking

there could be no difficulty here. ' All served out for the

nighl, ma'am.' 'Oh, dear! and when do you bake more?'
" The day after to-morrow," and my lieart was sinking,

\\hen the good-natured baker added, ' but I can make-you
a loaf now if you like.' Tlien I revived. Now about milk,

which David and I were wont to consider a necessary of

life. I was told a mule brings that down every morning
from Green Mountain, ivheii there is any. A belt rings

at 7 o'clock, and every one runs for a 'gill,' except

when there are many sick in hospital—then they get it

all. This was Uvely ! And vegetables ? ' There are

only Sweet Potatos to be had, and none will be served

out tiU next Friday.' Then came the most important
question of all

—'Where shall I find the butcher?"
'Oh,' said Hill, with a grin, 'there ain't any butcher.'

One of the Marines kills sheep twice a-week, and on
Saturday a bullock, which is rationed out, so much to

each man, and our rations are very small just now, as

the sheep and bullocks are starving lor want of food and
water. Hardly any are killed that have not faintedfirst.'

I thought that I should faint too ; and 1 could only gasp
despairingly, ' But surely there's plenty of fish ?

'
' Gener-

ally, ma'am ; but not when the rollers are in.' Utter
collapse. . . . We were indeed in a new country,

and one that taught us, with many other things,

the fallacy of the belief that gold commands
everything. Not even a Rothschild could buy a juicy

leg of mutton here, nor enjoy the luxury of a fresh salad

with his cheese. That mutton !—shall I ever forget it?

Our first ^^'(j/, of hock-bottle shape, would have made
an English butcher faint, and ought to have been sent to

the British Museum, there to consort wltli time-toughened

mummies and testify to future generations the high state

of training attained by Ascension sheep in 1877. Poor
sheep ! they were almost starving ; and so were the
miserable gaunt-looking bullocks that we sometime saw
prowling around the house at night, having wandered
over 5 miles of terrible road from Green Mountain in

search of food and water. I could not bear to see tliem

in sucli distress, and yet we could not reheve them, being
ourselves hmited to one gallon of water a day for all pur-
poses, and our whole allowanct; would have been but a
drop on the tongues of these poor animals
Verily all one's preconceived ideas of the relative values
of things were here turned upside down. Water care-

fully measured and treasured, Potatos ^d. a lb., occa-
sional Cabbages fcom St. Helena knocked down by
auction at \s. 6d. each, milk priceless, and turtle soup
for nothing."

It would be unfair to quote Mrs. Gill's account of
her husband's proceedings on the eventful day, the

hopes and fears, the dread of intruding clouds or

obscuring fog, the ultimate triumph. It is told simply
and delightfully, and makes the reader sympathise
with the zealous astronomer and his courageous wife.

After their wearisome journeys over the rou-^^h lava
the mishaps they met with, and the real hard work of
the observatory, the explorers amply earned a holi-

day, and they naturally spent it in exploring the
island, turning their first attention to Green Mountain
and its environment of extinct craters.

Mrs. Gill makes no pretence to be a botanist, or
she might have told of the Ferns and Brambles on the
mountain peak, interspersed with Buddleia mada<'as-
cariensjs, white Mulberry, Furze, Melia Azederach,
the "Pride of India," Wattles, and Casuarinas. In
the ravines Banana plantations are very productive in
good seasons. The average annual amount of pro-
duce in Mr. Wallace's time was 120,000 lb. of vet^e-

tables and 280,000 lb. of fodder, consisting of the
haulm of the Sweet Potato, Maize, green Oats, and
Guinea-grass. The value of trees for shelter may
easily be estimated in such a situation. The first gar-
dener sent out, Mr. Wren, was fully aware of this,

and planted with much success. Mr. Wallace

followed the same plan, and notes how the moist

vapour coming into contact with the relatively cool

leaves of the trees becomes condensed, so that under

large smooth-leaved trees the " condensation is often

like a heavy shower of rain." How important this is

where every drop of water is of consequence is obvious.

The trees and shrubs most efficient in this way Mr.

Wallace reported to be Laurel, Holly, various species

of Acacia, Ficus, Eucalyptus, and PInus. The rainy

season appears to be from September to December,

and again in April and May, but the total rainfall is

capricious and at best very small for a tropical island.

The reports of Mr. Wallace show that there is

abundance of fertile soil on various parts of the Green

Mountains which only needs means and labour

bestowed on it to become very productive. The
opening of the Suez Canal, however, has diverted

much of the traffic, so that fewer ships than formerly

call for provisions, and the island therefore is of such

comparatively little use in time of peace, that it is ques-

tionable whether any further steps will be taken to deve-

lope what resources it has. Mrs. Gill'sbook gives but

little indication of any extension of cultivation, and

her visit appears to have been paid after a season of

unusual drought.

It is interesting to compare her account of Green

Mountain with that of Mr. Wallace.

" Unlike that of most mountainous countries, cultiva-

tion on Ascension commences at the top, but unfor-

tunately it ends there. In ordinary limes an oasis of

4000 acres decks the mountain with a green cap, but in

this season of drought the cap had shrunk to a mere

shred, and we were very near the top indeed before our

eyes were refreshed by a glimpse of real verdure.

Stunted Aloes [Agaves probably] and Prickly Pears

appeared at intervals ; that was all. But the delightfully

cold wind, now rushing down upon us, banished all

feehng of disappointment, and at last I was stirred

into enthusiasm at the sight of a little family of Ferns,

hiding coyly from the sun under a wild Olive tree. After

this things continued to improve, and for some yards,

under tlie barracks, the native rock covered itself with a

robe of faded green and put forth trees, under the shade

of which we reached the top. . . . Near the top of the

mountain are the farmyard and a small barrack for twelve

or fourteen men, who attend to the cattle, the water sup-

ply, the garden, &c. Here we found Hill, who had pre-

ceded us with the luggage, and with him a sergeant of

Marines, who, taking our pony by the bridle, led her for-

ward through a stone archway, surmounted by a very

rusty bell, into a really pretty garden. I could hardly con-

tain my delight, and yet it was no gorgeous \i5ion that

burst upon me ; only seven or eight large shady trees,

dotted here and there along one side of the path, and

beyond these, and under their shade, about halt an acre

of garden-ground, broken up into plots of young Turnip,

Parsnip, Parsley, and other vegetables. A single Cocoa-

nut tree and a clump of Banana with tattered yellow

leaves grew against the end of a long, low cottage, which

stood here empty for our use. On the side facing the

east a narrow projection was built on, and in the angle

thus formed there were—Oh, joy of joys !—a few yards

of fresh green grass.

"

We have quoted at such length that we cannot cite,

as we should like to do, the account of "Wide-awake

Fair," as the periodical assemblage of myriads of

sooty terns (Sterna fuUginosa) is called, nor the

graphic account of a visit to Boatswain-bird Island,

contributed by Mr. Gill. This island is a mere mass

of rock rising some 300 feet out of the water, its

whole surface covered with sea-birds in countless

thousands. We shall indeed have failed if we have not

conveyed to the reader the impression that this is a very

freshly-written book, and one that redounds as much
to the credit of its writer as the astronomical work
which originated it does to her husband.

PunucATioNS Received.—The Gardener.—All

the Year Round.—Sempervirens.—Grevillea.—Der
Deutsche Garten.—Gartenflora.—American Agricul-

turist.—Die Zersetzungsercheinungen des Holzes der
Nadelholz biiume und der Eiche von Dr. Robert
Hartig (devoted to the investigation of the effects of

fungi upon Conifers and Oaks : twenty-one beautiful

plates).—Familiar Wild Flowers.—Deutsche Garten
Zeltung.—Botanische Zeltung.—Revue de I'Horticul-

ture Beige.—Science Gossip.—Journal of Forestry.

—

Westnik.—Revue Horticole.—Relazione suUa Cul-

tura dci Cotoni in Italia, per Agostino Todaro.—La
Semaine Fran^aise.— Bulletin de la Societe Linneene
de Paris.— Bulletin, de la Federation des Societes

d'Horticulture de Belgique. — Systematische Ver-
zeichniss der in den Garten d. K. Preuss. Forst

Akademie zu Munden.—Vick's Illustrated Monthly
Magazine.
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jaTCUE.V GARDEN.
The importance of having every description of work

which can properly be performed at tliis season of the

year advanced as much as possible is a fact which is

well known to practical men, and which cannot be

too strongly impressed on the minds of others con-

nected with this important department. As season-

able opportunities occur they should be taken advan-

tage of, to accelerate the work in hand which is most

suitable for the occasion. Whenever frost prevails

let the wheeling out of manure and other composts be

effected, and under such circumstances let it be spreatl

out at once ; by so doing many enemies will be fully

exposed to its effects, and be thereby destroyed

entirely. The beds of Asparagus should claim early

attention in this way, and a good covering of manure
of the best description should be applied, from 3 to 4
inches in thickness. A sprinkling of salt will also be

beneficial ; great care should, however, be e.Kcrciscd

in applying this, as too much of it will be most injuri-

ous—a very thin sprinkling will therefore be ample.

At a convenient time the manure on these beds

should be turned in to just above the crowns of the

roots, and the alleys between the beds should also be

forked over and left in as rough a manner as possible,

in order that the soil may be well pulverised and

made friable for surfacing the beds if required next

spring. In like manner should all other vacant spaces

of ground be left for the same purpose, no matter

whether the soil be stiffor light ; in lioth cases the pro-

cess is highly beneficial, and therefore commendalile.

A foretaste of wintry weather, of sufficient force to

necessitate vigilance in regard to tender subjects, has

already come, and as such weather may at almost

any time be expected to prevail in still greater force

it will be wise to see that the means which are

to he employed to prevent its effects from being detri-

mental are prepared and at hand for any emergency.

Look over the breadths of Cauliflower or Broccoli

which may be coming in now, and lift all such as are

fit, and store them away in a place where they will

be safe from the effects of frost. .See likewise that the

winter supplies of Lettuce and Curled Endive are

commensurate with the requirements, and if not an

additional suppfy of these should be housed without

further delay. It will also be advisable to protect

with straw or litter a portion of the crop of Celerj-, so

that the daily supply of this edible can be lifted as

reipiired. The rest of this important crop should also

be fully soiled up as a means of protection. During

inclement weather, if fine overhead, let the annual

supply of Horse Radish be trenched out and laid in

in the place appointed from where it can be taken as

wanted : we use the border at the back of a south

wall for it. In the process of removal let the ground

be perfectly freed of all the small pieces, afterwards it

should have a good dressing of manure and lie re-

trenched ; then all those pieces which have been

selected for planting again should be let into the

ground with a long dibber, made specially for the

purpose, about 3 feet long, and the soil be placed

closely round them in rows 2 feet apart, and

from 6 inches to 12 inches from plant to plant.

The pieces which we select for this purpose are those

which are clean and long, and these are inserted in

their entirety. Another autumn's exp-rience has

served still farther to illustrate the excel'cnce of the

hardy varieties of autumn and early winter kinds of

Cauliflowers which we now possess, in the way of

Veitch's Autumn Giant and Trotecting, both of which

have been very fine and plentiful. We have this sea-

son been favoured by Messrs. Dickson, of Manchester,

with another kind belonging to this class, named
Eclipse, which, as far as our experience goes, is a

most desirable kind also, and is similar in character

to the Autumn Giant and the strain which we had

exceptionally true. Past trials which have been made
with these kinds of Cauliflower indicate that the plants

require to be quickly grown to insure the highest

degree of excellence, and therefore they require, like

spring Cauliflower plants, to have highly enriched

soil, and situations which are naturally somewhat moist.

Although it will be necessary during very severe

weather, such as now (December 10) prevails, to

well cover up Parsley, Lettuce, Endive and Radishes,

in frames, they should be opened whenever circum-

stances will admit, and so also should Cauliflower

plants under hand-lights or frames. G. T. Miles,

Wycombe Abbey Gardens.

HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.
What with trenching, border making, and the aild-

ing of fresh soil to all trees with a view to their reno-

vation and the planting of young ones, the past month

to fruit growers has been an exceedingly busy one,

but with the greater part of this heavy labour now
over, the ne.x't thing of importance is the pruning,

an operation that should always be taken in hand as

early as possible, for until it is carried through most

other garden work must of necessity remain in abey-

ance, and to have to be doing it later on when the

weather is bad causes much discomfort to those

engaged at it. I know that many object to pruning

such things as Gooseberries and Currants at this season

on account of the havoc birds make of the buds, and

particularly is this the case near towns and farm

buildings, but as they are generally more destructive

in the spring when the bushes are just starting, I

never could see much advantage in leaving them to

be nibbled at then, and taking the chance of a crop.

Instead of doing this it will be found far better to

prune at once and syringe the branches with lime-

wash and soot, mixed to about the consistency of thin

paint, with which any handy man may coat over a

great number of bushes in a day. Not only will a

ilressing of this kind effectually ward off birds, but it

destroys all moss and lichen with which the bark may
be affected, and thus greatly improves the health of

the trees or bushes it may be used on. For years past

we have made a practice of applying it about every

alternate season on our pyramidal Pears, Apples, and

Pluuis, and always with the most satisfactory results,

as it at once checks all tendency to scale, American

blight, and other evils already cnamera'.ed. The way
to prepare it is to get a large tub and fresh lumps of

lime with enough soot to colour it when slaked, and

use it fresh, as it adheres better then, and is more

pungent and effectual in killing any conferva. Before

squirting it on, however, it is necessary to stir up and

strain the liquid through a very fine sieve in order

that it may pa s readily through the tube of a syringe,

from whence it can be distributed by a dexterous use

of the finger to any position required. A still day

when the atmosphere is not over dry is the best time

to apply it, and to make sure that the coating is suffi-

cient for the purpose desired it is as well to give the

trees a second turn at the end of a few days or

so, or if not then, sometime again just as the buds

are beginning to burst. This will render all safe

from the various kinds of feathered depredators.

In regard to pruning, the extraordinary development

of fruit-buds there is this season affords a capital

opportunity for thinning out and shortening back any

spurs that may be projecting far from the walls,

which, if done on .all favourable occasions, such as the

present, may soon be got nearer home without the

loss of a crop, and the trees not only greatly improved

in appearance, but in health and vigour likewise, as

gnarled spurs having contracted bark do not admit of

a free circulation of sap. It is surprising the hard

knifing old Pears will stand in this way, and how
regularly they break again if the roots are in anything

like proper order ; but Apricots, Plums, and Cherries

are not quite so free, although all of these may with

safety be cut back to a single eye or bud, which will

keep the spur alive and assist it to become fruitful

again. Excepting with the more experienced culti-

vators, the practice on receiving trees from the

nurseries is to reduce the tops consider.ably, but a

greater mistake than this could not possibly be per-

petrated, for if planted with the branches almost

entire, and these properly laid in and trained, they

would cover more tlian double the space the first

year than they otherwise would, and bear in less than

half the time, as they become much quicker estab-

lished. The more top and leafage a tree is allowed

to carry, the more root will it make, and the less

chance is there of its producing strong gross shoots,

but cut it back, and its growth and strength are con-

centrated in a few buds that start aw.ay rampant in

the spring. Some Peaches and Nectarines we had

home last autumn and treated in the way I now ad-

vocate, cover over 60 square feet of a wall, and will

in another year fill their allotted space, as I never

shorten under any circumstances till they have done

this, unless it may be any of the extreme tips that are

not quite ripe, or are bruised through packing or

carriage. Healthy young trees, such as are generally

supplied, will, if planted early, always break back,

and afford plenty of shoots to choose from without

having the tops reduced, and I am sure that those

who m.iy feel disposed to give this system a trial will

never resort to the old practice again. J. Sluppard.

FRUIT HOUSES.
The Cherry House.—In the Calendar for this

department for the week ending October 19 we

recommended that the requisite attention for the

purpose of clearing and eradicating all insect pests

which may be found in or about this house should be

carried into effect prior to forcing operations being

resumed. These are most vital matters in connection

with forcing operations generally, and no structure

which is used for such a purpose should be allowed

to escape this ordeal at least once in every year.

Presuming, therefore, that this matter has already

been accomplished here forcing operations in the

earliest division should be proceeded with in a gentle

manner at once. Let 40° be the standard at night and

50° in the daytime by artificial means, but to raise the

temperature higher than this fire-heat need not be used

for the present. If, however, the house rises by natur.\I

agencies to 58' give a little air at this point, and take

it off before it falls below the same degree. Under

such conditions the house will keep moderately moist

without very frequent syringings. These should never-

theless be given occasionally whenever the surface

of the borders or trees become dry. If not already

attended to the mulchings should be applied over the

whole surface of the borders, about 3 inches thick,

giving those trees which require nourishment the

best manure, and others which may be vigorous or

gross in habit such material as will merely tend to

prevent rapid evaporation and keep the borders

uniformly moist. G. T. Miles, IVyeombe Abbey.

Vines.—Judging from the questions that sometimes

appear in the columns of the Gardeners' Cliroiiicle

some doubt exists as to the best time to cut Grapes
for keeping up to the end of May. Muscats and
other thin-skinned kinds for use through January may
be cut early in December, but Lady Downe's, Gros

Colman, Gros Guillaume, and the latest keeping

white varieties, which do not attain their full ffavour

and quality before Christmas, should remain on the

\'ines until the fhst week in January, when their'

removal to a properly arranged Graperroom will

insure their keeping fresh and plump over a period

of four months without shrivelling or any appreciable

loss of flavour. My remarks in a former Calendar

having been followed the bottles will be filled and
ready for the reception of the stalks, which should be

cut off down to the pruning-bud in order that they

may have a good hold of the water and admit of the

bunch hanging clear and free of the bottle. In

their removal the berries should not be rubbed

or disturbed, neither should any of the points

or laterals be removed front the wood beyond the

bunch, as every cut forms a channel for the

escape of moisture into the atmosphere of the room.

A steady temperature of 50° or 56", with openings in

the roof or ceiling, arranged for the escape of moisture

without producing a draught, will be found quite

high enough, and the room that requires least fire-

heat for dispersing stagnant moisture will be the best

for late keeping purposes. The bunches will require

looking over once or twice a week for decaying

berries ; but if properly ripened the loss, owing to the

even state of he temperature, will be less than if the

bunches were left hanging on the Vines till March.

It is perhaps hardly necessary for me to say the Vines

should be pruned immediately, in order that they

may have a good three months' rest by free exposure

on all reasonable occasions, and if they can be spared

the injurious influence of damp produced by plants,

particularly bedding rubbish, a few degrees of dry

frost will do them no harm. Unfortunately, in many
places Vines do not receive good treatment after

the crop is gathered, and they naturally resent it by
producing indifferent crops of imperfectly-coloured

Grapes that shrink and shrivel when the leaves fall,

if they have not previously fallen victims to insects

and mildew. I have again fruited Golden Queen in

my early and succession-houses. The Vine is a strong

growing variety, the berries have a thick leathery

skin, do not put on the fine golden colour I expected

under the treatment it received, and the flavour is

not quite satisfactory with me. Mrs. Pearson is the

exact counterpart of Dr. Hogg in appearance and
flavour, less rich in Muscat aroma than the old White
Frontignan, and, so far as my experience goes, in-

ferior to the fine seedling raised and frequently shown
by Mr. Douglas, of Loxford Hall. W. Coleman.

CuciJMBERS.—Since my last paper was written the

weather has been very severe. We have had sharp

frosts for the most part, by day as well as night, with

little or no sunshine, and when the sun does shine forth

to warm the earth which is mocked by frosty winds,

it renders the weather very unfavourable for this and

other forcing departments, and also render sharp

firing, day and night, absolutely necessary in order to

keep up anything like a growing temperature. This,

even in places where the heating surface is liberally

supplied, will be found difficult to do in consequence

of the adverse nature of the weather. But more espe-

cially must it be found difficult—almost impossible,

without having recourse to other resources—to main-

tain a growing temperature in structures, whether

pits, lean-to's, or span-roofed houses it matters not,

where the radiating surface is inadequate to supply

and maintain a given amount of heat ; and from such

houses, imperfectly andinadequately heated, if asupply

of winter Cucumbers are expected, occasional dis-

appointment may also be expected. In such cases, how-

ever, we can only reiterate the remarks made in last

Calendar, on the use of protecting material. Pay par-

ticular attention to the thinning of the fruit so soon as

they have set, and the removing forthwith of male

blossoms and any injured leaves, and let all shoots be

tied down to the trellis as they require it. Very little

,
of the shoots will require being stopped now, except-

ing on vigorous growing plants. Our object will be to

en^our.^ge a free growth. Guard well against mildew

and red-spider, also canker, and should they appear

apply the usual remedies, and see that the plants suffer

not for want of, or from too much, water at the roots.

Atmospheric moisture must be sparingly applied

during the present state of the weather, but avoid

an arid atmosphere. H. D. Ward, Longford Castle.
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SATURDAY, DECEMBER 14, 1S7S.

Al'l'UlNTMKNTS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
(
Rojal Ilnniciiltj.ral Sniicty: Mcji

WtDNKSDAV, Dec l8
Sale of I I II Iltilbs, Azalea*;,

' Mci
: IJuiL ., Kl.,,^l-., &c., at Stevens'

\'i ^ in ' Rooms.
utc, 10

I
Clearance Sale at Viilcon's Nursery,
Hrondesbury Station, by Protheroc

L & .Morris.

II,.,. ,n / Sale of Stock at Holmes' Nursery, West
"^'^- " 1 Hai.i, by I'rotheroc & Morris.

1i,.„ ,, I Sale of Hardy Plants, Uulbs, Roses, &c., at"" -'
I Stevens' Rooms.

OUR readers will not have forgotten the

CuLFORD Vine Sport, playfully called

by some the Culford " apparition," and they will

not think it inappropriate if we refer to it again

at this season when ghost stories are rife. We
need not go into detail as to the history of this

now famous sport. Those who wish to recall all

the particulars of this erratic bud may find a
summary of them in our number for August 18,

1877, and will find a description of the appear-

ances presented by the Vine drawn up by our-

sehes, after careful comparison with other

Vines of Trebbiano and of Golden Champion, in

the number for September i, 1S77. '' '"^V
suffice to say that a stock of West's St. Peter's

\\'as grafted with Black Alicante, and on the

branches of this again were inarched three

distinct varieties, viz., Mrs. Pince's Black
Muscat, Trebbiano, and Golden Champion. In

course of time the rod bearing the Golden
Champion was cut away, leaving a rod of

Trebbiano and one of Mrs. Pince. On the

Trebbiano rod was produced, in 1874, a bunch
" so wonderfully like," to use Mr. Grieve's
words, " the fruit of the well-known Golden
Champion that no one who saw, handled, and
tasted it could perceive the least difference

between the two." In 1875 and 1876 no bunches
were produced from the spur, but in 1877 the

same Trebbiano rod produced, in addition to

bunches of the normal character, three bunches,
which are fully described in our number for

Sept. I, 1877, one of which was, in the opinion

of all who saw it, indistinguishable from Golden
Champion, while the other two were more or

less intermediate in character. The drawings
of these, made by oursehes, are before us as we
write. Doubts were raised in various quarters

as to the correctness of these statements. It

was stated, and is still stated, that experienced

judges have been on other occasions mistaken
in their identification of varieties of Grapes

—

and that they were mistaken in the case of the

Culford sport. This may have been so, but

it is for those who assert it to prove it.

The evidence, however, at present is all one
way. Those who did see and those who
not only saw but carefully examined and
compared the sport, came to the same conclusion

as Mr. Grieve, and found the sport and
Golden Champion to be at least as like as two
Peas. Those who did not see it discredit the

testimony of those who did. Of course if those
who saw, or thought they did, Golden Cham-
pion growing as above detailed can be proved
to have been either incompetent, or untrust-

worthy, their evidence goes for nothing. But
this is not so. No one has impeached the
\eracity or the competence of the witnesses.

We are bound then to accept the direct testi-

mony ol faithful witnesses in preference to the
inference of honest doubters, the more so as
there is nothing inherently impossible in the
matter. Other cases of similar nature have
happened, as is well known to those who have
devoted their attention to questions of bud
variation. To put the matter to a test, how-
ever, 33 ."ar .-.s could be done, Mr. Grieve fur-

nished Mr. W, Tho.mson of the Clovenford

Vineyard «ith eyes from a shoot which came
from the same spur as that which bore the sport

in the pre\ious years, and not an eye from the

" very shoot," as Mr. Thomson states below.

These eyes were struck, and have now borne

fruit which is not distinguishable from Treb-

biano. We give Mr. Tho.MSON's own words :

—

" Some two years ago a controversy arose on this sub-

ject, as many of the readers of the Garde/urs' Chronicle

will no dotibt remember. Mr. Grieve and others,

inchiding Mr. Fisil, believed that a Vine of Trebbiano,

on which at one time there had been a graft of Golden

Champion, produced a bunch of Golden Champion after

that Vine had been cut off from the Trebbiano. I was

one of many that doubted this, and tried to account for

their being deceived, quoting parallel cases of uninten-

tional mistakes of the same character.

"To satisfy me that I was wrong and the advocates

of ' the sport ' right, Mr. Grieve, with his usual

courtesy, sent ni3 an eye of the very shoot the supposed

Golden Champion grew upon, so that I might grow and

fruit it, and be not faithless but believing. I grafted it

on a Muscat Vine, and this year I had si.\ large bunches

on the rod it formed, but, as you will see by the one I

send with this communication, it is not Golden Champion,

but, as I think, Trebbiano. Many gardeners who have

seen the Vine and fruit this season thought it Raisin de

Calabre, but others agreed with me that it is Treb-

biano. Trebbi.ino has this much in common with

Golden Champion that if it is subject to an itrational

mode of treatment its skin gives way, and it gets spotted

and rots. This may h.ave been the experience some of

the advocates of 'the sport ' had of Golden Champion,
and tliey concluded rather hastily that as the bunch on
the Trebbiano rotted also it must be Golden Champion.
W'm. Thomson, Tjoeed Vineyard, Dtc. 3. P.S. I send a

sample of the Grape produced from the Vine sent me by
Mr. Grieve.'

The bunch, or rather portions of a bunch,
received from Mr. Thomson, bear out his

statements. We agree with him that in all

probability the bunch is that of Trebbiano— it

is assuredly not Golden Champion ; but one
very competent authority, who knew nothing of

the history of the specimen submitted to him
by us, thought it might be White Tokay. Let

us, however, take it for granted that it was
Trebbiano. Is not this exactly what might be
expected of an eye produced from the same
spur, but not from the same shoot, which pro-

duced the sport?

Mr. Grieve informs us that the eyes that he
took from the shoot which produced the bunch
died. But even supposing they had lived

—

suppose e)'es taken from the very sport— is it

certain they would have reproduced the sport ?

The probability undoubtedly is that they would
have done so, as cuttings usually reproduce the

form from which they are taken, but it is not

absolutely certain that they would do so in all

cases, and in the instance of variegated Pelar-

goniums we know they do not do so. If we may
be excused an Hibernicism, we retain our faith in

the reality of the Culford apparition, and look for-

ward to the next season with interest, to see

whether after a year's rest it will, as it has done
before, again startle the eyes of the beholder.

As germane to the subject now under discus-

sion we may call attention to the remarkable
case of bud-variation in Lilium speciosum
recorded in our last issue ; but still more to the

point is the case of the Preston Hall sport,

mentioned in our columns on .September 14 of

the present year, p. 342, in which buds of the

White Sweetwater were inserted on to the

Black Hamburgh. Of two bunches resulting

from this union one was a Sweetwater, the other

is described (for we have not seen it ourselves)

as exactly like the Sweetwater, but with the

colour of the Black Hamburgh.
Neither of these two cases furnish an exact

parallel to the Culford sport, but they afford

good illustrations of what people with little

reverence and less accuracy call a " freak of

Nature." From such so-called freaks the Cul-

ford sport only differs in degree, and it is itself

outdone in eccentricity by the now well-known
Cytisus Adami.

River Scenerv.— In May last (p. 629) we
gave a view in the grounds at Corby Castle, the an-

cestral home of one branch of the great Howard
family, and now the residence of one of the most

worthy bearers of the name, riiii.ip Henry Howard,
Esq. Corby Castle is situated on a rising eminence

flanking the river Eden at Welheral, about four miles

south of Carlisle, on the North-Eastern Railway, and

at a point where rock and tree anti fast-flowing water

combine to make one of the loveliest scenes imagin-

able, but of which our illustration (fig. 126) gives only

a glimpse. The combination of such elements could

hardly fail to be beautiful, and it affords a lesson that

landscape gardeners might profit by. The colour of

the white-barked Birches, and their graceful forms,

present a striking contrast to the rugged rocks ; while

the forms of the latter, where subjected to the rush

and swirl of the stream, convey some notion of the

iirresistible force of rapidly moving water.

X.x.\.\K ANCEPS alba.—One of the most

charming of new Orchids is now flowering, under this

name, in Mr. Bull's collection at Chelsea. Its

peculiar characteristic is the purity of its white flowers,

which equal those of a Phatenopsis, and whose

texture may be compared to that of Lapageria alba ;

except the dash of yellow on the disk of the lip it

has not line a or dash of colour, but stands out in

spotless purity. It has ovate, ribbed pseudobulbs,

shorter and paler than those of the type. The single

oblong leaf is thick and firm in texture, and the

flowers are large for this species and remarkably spread

out, measuring across the expanded petals 4 inches,

and from tip to tip of the sepals 5 inches, the sepals

being linear lance-shaped, the petals broader, and the

lip with an oblong undulated front lobe, all the parts

except the disk being of a brilliant opaque white,

forming a very handsome flower—one indeed which

will bear comparison for beauty with any other Orchid

known. .Vnd then it is a cool Orchid. It comes from

Mexico, where it is very rare, from a locality upwards

of Sooo feet above the sea, where the cold is intense,

and where it freezes every night—in the cool season

we presume—so that icicles 2 to 3 feet long are found

hanging from the neighbouring Pine trees. The plant

grows mostly on precipitous rocks, rarely on trees.

It must be seen to be appreciated, there is something

so captivating in its dazzling whiteness.

" La Semaine Francaise."—This is a

new venture, promoted, we believe, by the proprietor

of the Garden. It is a journal in French published

in London, and wholly from the point of view of the

English reader. Many desiring to read French

journals find difficulties in their way, owing to the

generally monotonous character of each journal, how-

ever ably written. It is also quite impossible to

obtain in any one, or e\'en in several journals, any

idea of the ability and variety of current literature in

Paris. These drawbacks, we are told. La Semaine

Francaise aims to remove. The opinions of the best

French writers on the political, social, and other

important topics of the day can hardly fail to interest

those accustomed to look at questions from an insular

point of view. The time that witnesses the brilliant

recovery of France and the good feeling existing

between England and France, appears peculiarly fitted

for making more accessible to English-speaking

people the every-day thoughts of a great and friendly

nation, distinguished in many ways, but in none more

than in the clear expression of clear thought. Paper

and print are all that coultl be desired.

—— Buds on Roots.—Der Deutsche Garten

records an instance of a monocotyledonous plant

throwing shoots from the roots. It was an old,

starved plant of Dracrena umbraculifera. The stem

had been entirely used up for propagating, that is to

say, down close to the ground. Subsequently a

number of shoots appeared, not only from the base of

the stem, the stock, but also from true roots, as was

ascertained by a careful examination.

Garden Pests.—We have often heard gar-

deners complain of their inability to destroy such

pests as sltigs, worms, mice, &:c. Several writers

have proposed remedies, but none seem to have suc-

ceeded to the perfect satisfaction of those interested.

We cannot do better than give the way they get rid

of such things in France in one place that we know
of—that is, at Ferricres. For the last four years

they have had in the kitchen garden a pair of storks,

male and female, and also another pair in their

enclosed nursery ground, where Conifers, Roses,

Strawberries, and such-like, are grown. These birds

have been found most useful, destroying such pests as

toads, frogs, adders, slugs, worms, mice, moles,

snails, spiders, flies, &c. They walk about in the

garden from morning till night, doing their work
;
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they spoil nothing, touching nothing whatever, either

fruit, vegetable or flower. It is very interesting towatch

them when the men are digging or planting. They
remain with them, clearing carefully the soil of

worms, and when they see a man taking a spade

they have the instinct of dogs and follow him. They
give them as food ox's hearts and livers.

• CiMicnarcA RACEMOSA (seep. 557).—Some
time since we gave a woodcut of the stem and seed-

vessels of a plant under the above name. We have
been reminded that the plant represented was C.

americana and not C. racemosa. We were led into

the seed should be planted 6 inches apart each way.

It is oftered at something like \os. per quart. We
gave .an illustration of this Pea in our volume for 1873,

p. 44-

The Pampas Grass.—There are now to be

seen at Messs, Hooi'ER tS; Co.'s, Covent Garden

Market, some magnificent plumes of Gyneriumargen-

teum, just received from Western Canada, of such

great size, density, and exquisite soft silvery whiteness

as to surprise any one accustomed to the medium-

sized and dark plumes grown in this country. It is

presumed that these splendid panicle> are received

lection of E. Wku;ht, Esq., Gravelly Hill, Bir-

mingham. Its yellowish buff flowers, spotted with

crimson, are deliciously scented. Mr. Houge, the gar-

dener in charge, has been very successful in the culture

of this plant, having flowered it twice in one year.

A German View of English Garden-
ing.—There is a German " chiel amang us takin'

notes," wherewith he presumes to instruct and per-

iiaps amuse his countrymen at home, through the

medium of the Deutsche Giirincr-Zeiliinj^\ on the

merits and demerits of English gardening. On
the whole he seems to be actuated by a spirit of

Fig. 126.—river scenery: view on the edex amove wetiierai, uridge.

error by a misplaced tally, and did not verify the plant

as we should have done. Readers will kindly make
the necessary correction.

The Crown or Mummy Pea. — This

i Jteresting old acquaintance, the Crown or Mummy
Pea, which is also known under the names of Bunch
Pea, CUister Pea, Royal Belshazzar, Pois Couronnc,

Pois Turc, Pois Paquet, and Grimstone's Egyptian

Pea, is coming to the fore again, as an enterprising

seedsman is putting it forward as a "remarkable
Pea," and has "a somewhat strange history as to its

origin." We are told, as before, that it is "said to

have been taken from the hands of a mummy—hence

its name." The person who is now sending it out

states that it grows upwards of il feet in height, and

here just as they are grown in their native country,

though their virgin whiteness would suggest that they

had been bleached in some way previous to being

packed for transit across the ocean. Mr. C. A.
Hooper is of opinion that they have not been put

through any cleansing process. They must have

been packed in the most careful manner, as they are

as freshdooking and whole as if just cut from the

plant. There are many decorative purposes peculiar

to the Christmas season to which these fine plumes

could be put, and their cost is not so high as might

have been expected, seeing ihey have come from a

far distant country.

Scuticaria Steelii.—a well-grown plant

of this beautiful Orchid is now in flower in the col-

impartiality, though his generalisatiun^ in many
instances betray a dcploralile lack of knowledge.

Now, we hold that a person settling down in a foreign

country and enjoying its advantages should be careful,

while adhering to the truth, not to make too much of

its shortcomings, and above all to avoid anything

approaching misrepresentation, even in articles which

few Englishmen are likely to read. JMoreover, our

friend is not content with even this rather wide sub-

ject ; he digresses on our bad cooking and strong

stomachs, on the papistical tendency of our clergy,

on the unsocialistic condition of society, on the anti-

Russian policy, on the relative inferiority of English

garden labourers, on the weeds in Mr. Blank's nur-

sery, and on almost every conceivable topic. Ifwisdom

and truth pervaded this gossip, or tittle-tattle, as
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he justly designales il, and ihc cdilors of our youlhful

conlcmporary Ihink it suitable for their readers, well

and good. I3ut in many respects it is calculated to

convey false impressions. We do not propose going

out of our way to refute statements respecting subjects

which do not come within our scope, but we may briefly

examine one or two affecting the gardening interests.

Like too many other persons, the author of this

gossip seems to think that what he likes and has been

accustomed to, must of necessity be best. He says :

"No wonder that not half so many vegetables are

eaten here ; they do not know how to prepare them.

Moreover, the English method of cooking vegetables

is very simple ; almost everything is boiled in slightly

salted water, the water is then poured or pressed olT,

and the vegetables thus served up." No doubt the

all-in-one-pot system of cooking still prevails

to a great extent among the labouring class,

and nicely cooked vegetables are not to be

had in the ordinary eating-houses ; but gene-

rally speaking vegetables are sent to table in

a form suitable to eat with the meat served with

them. Pnnided the vegetables are properly cooked,

the less there is added to them before serving the better,

if they are to be eaten with rich succulent meat, gravy,

and seasoning, according to individual taste. Aspara-

gus, we are told, comes chiefly from Paris. " Knollcn-

Si'Ucric is another vegetable unknown in England,

whereas Celeriac, that is. Celery with long leaves and

no bulbs, is found in every garden." \Ve always

thought Celeriac and KiioUeiisdkric were the same
thing. Mistleto, we are informed on the same authority,

is no longer abundant in England, and is cultivated

with great care. We fancy the careful cultivation of

this parasite is in its infancy, and it is to be hoped that

it will remain so, though some nurserymen are offering

young Apple trees with Mistleto on them. As to its

scarcity in England, we would recommend our

gossiper to go into Shropshire or Herefordshire. We
have said enough to show the danger of generalising

on insufiicient data, .ind we leave Mr. Blank to

meditate on the notoriety of his weeds.

Terrestri.\l Orchius.—.Some years ago
{Gardeners' Chronicle, 1S72, p. 605) we gave an illus-

tration of a pot of Ophrys tenthredinifera, togethei

with some notes on the system pursued by Mr.
Needle, then gardener to the Comte de Paris, at

Twickenham, and a very successful grower of

terrestrial European Orchids. The Berlin il/u^irtor/j/v'/i'

for October has an interesting article on the same
subject, illustrated by a coloured figure of a plant of

Ophrys arachnitiformis, a hybrid between O. aranifera

and O. fucifcra, as well as single flowers of the parent

and other species. For some years, it appears, Mr.
Lanche, curator of the Royal Garden of Instruction

at Sans-Souci, near Berlin, has bestowed considerable

attention on this interesting class of plants, and has
now a very rich collection of them, belonging to the

genera Orchis, Ophrys, Cephalanthera, Cypripedium
(including Asiatic and American hardy species),

Epipactis, Gymnadenia, &c. The compost us(fd l)y

Mr. Lanche consists of a mixture of peat and leaf-

mould and a little loam, with a little chalk rubbish

for the chalk-loving species ; manure of any sort is

injurious to them. To cultivate them in the open
ground, a shady spot is selected and the earth taken
out to a certain depth and replaced by a suitable com-
post, resting upon a layer, 4 to 5 inches thick, of
broken bricks and mortar. In Gerinany it is neces-

sary to protect them from the sun. Generally speaking
these terrestrial Orchids form only one tuber
annually in a wild state, but Mr. Lanche found that

cutting down the flower-stem as soon as the

flowers were over causes the formation of several

tubers which can subsequently be parted. Prop.aga-

tion from seed is difiicult, but Mr. Lanche has
succeeded in raising numbers of Orchis mascula and
maculata in this way. The seed was sown as soon as

ripe on the bed amongst the parent plants, and
slightly covered with crumbled Sphagnum, and the

following year he had a quantity of young plants.

Japanese Products at the Paris E.khi-
BITION.—The rapid strides in civilisation made by
Japan of late years, which has often been a subject of
comment and surprise, was very fully illustrated in the

recent Exhibition at Paris. The Japanese Court in

that huge fair will long remain impressed on the

memory of every visitor for its splendid collection of
china, bronzes, and other artistic productions, as well

as for the fine series of natural products. Notably

amongst those belonging to the vegetable kingdom

was a set of ninety slabs of wood such as are used for

constructive purposes in Japan ; a good proportion of

these were the produce of coniferous trees, the Oaks
being represented by seven species. Amongst
vegetables, besides those of the genus Brassica, and

others that are well known to us here, occur such

plants as Lappa major, known as Gobo ; Colocasia

antiquorum, which is known in a number of varieties,

and the stems of which are eaten ; the Koniakea
(Conophallus Ronjak), from which a starch is pre-

pared ; the tubercles of the Rashu (Polygonum multi-

florum) ; the roots of the Kuwai (Sagittaria sagitti-

folia, var. cdulis) ; the tubers of Lilium tigrinutn ;

Stachys .Sieboldii ; roots and stems of Chrysanthemum
coronarium ; the young leaves as well as the stems

of Kochia scoparia, and many other interesting plants.

Amongst spices and condiments we find such things

as the seeds of the Hemp (Cannabis sativa), of the

Restic (Papaver somniferum), of the Sansho (Xan-

tho.xylum piperitum) ; and amongst edible fruits the

most remarkable are the Kemponushi (Hovenia

dulcis), the Tochi (/Esculus turbinata), and the Shii

(Quercus cuspidata). The most important Japanese

dye-plant seems to be the native Indigo (Polygonum
tinctorium). As is well known, the young tender

shoots of Bamboo are eaten in countries where the

plants are abundant, and the Japanese exhibited a

large number of bottles filled with these dainty mor-

sels, as well as a ^'ariety of edible seaweeds. Judging
from the educational appliances exhibited by Japan,

the method of teaching in Japanese schools must be

in many cases superior to our own. Object lessons

seem to be thoroughly understood by the people ;

thus, in a series of mounted specimens for teaching

botany, we were much struck by their completeness
;

beside the plant itself—or flower of the plant, as the

case may be—was mounted the seeds, fruit, fibre, or

other part of the plant of economic value, so that the

product must necessarily be associated with the plant

in the mind of the pupil.

Masdevallia tovarensis.—There is now
flowering in Baron Rothschild's garden, at Fer-

rieres, France, a fine plant of this beautiful Orchid,

with 137 flowers borne on forty-five spikes, many of

which bear four fully developed flowers.

Orchids at Kew.—The following species

are in bloom in the Orchid-house :

—

Masdevallia polysticta, a
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stove culture at Kew appears to suit it exactly. It is

a native of Guatemala, and is known as Teosinte

;

there it is said to l)e perennial, forming immense
tufts, which are regularly cut, and the cattle fed

upon it fatten rapidly. The habit of the plants now
referred to is much that of Maize, and the similarity

of appearance is also great. The panicle is tall and

lax, with short branches, and the somewhat attractive

appearance it has is due to the long purple stigmas,

which droop together in tassels. According to Dr
AscHERSON, who wrote a paper on the genus

Euchliena, the name Reana should fall before it. A
figure will be published in the Botanical Ma^^azinc.

The Winter. — It is not often that we arc

disposed to place much faith on weather predictions,

so many circumstances being likely to upset the cal-

culations of the weather-wise ; nevertheless, we have

felt it only prudent to warn gardeners, and to induce

them to lake the necessary precautions against a severe

winter. With reference to the statement of Mr.

Brumham in our last issue, M. Naudin writes to

us from Antibes to the effect that M. Renou, one of

the most eminent of French meteorologists, hazarded a

similar prediction as to the coming winter, on the

same considerations as those relied on by Mr. Brum-
ham. M. Naudin also inclines to the same opinion,

from the fact that winter has set in very early in the

South of France. On October 31 the thermometer at

Antibes registered 3° C. = 26'. 6 F., a degree of cold

which occurs ordinarily only in December. Cabbages
in the kitchen garden even were frozen, PVom that

time till now the weather has been bad—windy, rainy,

and very cold. The hills in the neighbourhood of

Cannes and Nice have been covered with snow.

Some plants from Kordofan and Darfour were en-

tirely destroyed by the frost in the end of October,

while Mesembryanthemums, Aloes, and Stapelias are

quite unhurt, in spite of their succulent consistence.

At Cannes itself the cold has been much less severe.

POTATOS.—Some time since we were asked

to give our opinion as to the merits of two Potatos

—

International Kidney and Victoria. The Potatos

were divided into three lots, and cooked by difTerent

cooks for two different family parties under different

numbers. Upon comparing notes the verdict was

found to be unanimous that International was a close,

waxy, or tallowy Potato, with a sweetish, earthy, un-

pleasant flavour ; and that Victoria was a mealy
Potato of mild agreeable flavour. The samples were

furnished by Messrs. Douglas and Turner, and
the trial was made under numbers, so that those who
pronounced on their respective merits were not aware

of the names of the Potatos till after they had given

their opinion.

Rogeria gratissima.—This old-fashioned

fragrant greenhouse shrub is not so frequently seen as

it deserves to be. Last summer, when visiting the

establishment of Messrs. J. Backhouse & Son, York,

we were much struck with a specimen planted oat in

the corner of a cool-house in a sort of square-built

tank, which was filled nearly to the top with a com-
post of peat, loam, and sand. It was a remarkably

fine healthy specimen, from 4 to 5 feet high, and full

of flowers and flower-buds, which continued for many
months. There were also a considerable number of

young plants stan.Ung near, some of which were only

from 4 to 6 inches high and were flowering freely,

proving that young plants, as well as old ones, yield

to the agreeable propensity of flowering freely ; so that

we have not to wait for years until the plants becom3
1-irge before the eye is gladdened by its lovely an 1

delicate blossoms. We can hardly imagine any one

who has really a love for flowers experiencing any

disappointment with this shrub. It is an evergreen,

with opposite, broadly ovate, dark green leaves. The
flowers are of a delicate pink in colour, agreeably

fragrant, arranged in a kind of umbelliferous cluster.

—I- International Potato ExHiniTiox.—At
the International Potato Exhibition, held at the

Crystal Palace in September last, about thirty new
varieties of Potatos were brought forward by exhi-

bitors, who were anxious to obtain for them critical

consideration, it was found to be impossible to deal

fairly with so many in the brief space of time then at

command, and hence there were no certificates

awarded. The committee charged with the task of

in:ju:ring into the merits of new varieties have
now made their final selection, and have, as we

learn, awarded First-class Certificates to two

varieties. It must be understood, however, that

a very considerable proportion of the varieties

brought under their notice were of superior

merit, and may -hereafter obtain the same dis-

tinction as is now conferred on the kinds which,

for the present, they consider the best. It is not

alone sufficient that a new variety should look well on

the exhibition table, and be well spoken of as grown
in the locality in which it originated. It should, in

the opinion of the committee, be characterised by
general usefulness, which includes adaptation to a

variety of soils, constancy in respect of form and
colour, high productiveness, comparative immunity from
disease, and first-rate table quality. The Radstock
Beauty is a coloured round, inclining to pebble shape,

even and somewhat angular, rarely attaining to large

size ; the skin tawny-white, smooth, and silky. The
eyes are few, but conspicuous, the side eyes being of a

rosy purple colour, with arched brows of the same
tint distinctly defined ; the eyes of the crown or nose

end clustered in a patch of a somewhat darker shade,

giving to a good sample an extremely pleasing appear-

ance. The growth is moderate, the produce mostly

of smallish size, plentiful, and clean ; the flesh

fine in texture, mealy, dry, and delicately flavoured.

First-class Certificate. The Woodstock Kidney is a

white kidney, of oblong shape, extremely even and

smooth, the skin tawny-white, silky ; the eyes few

and inconspicuous, set level with the general surface

in a small cluster of dots at the crown or nose end.

So regular in form is this variety that a fair sample

may be likened to a model turned in a lathe. The
growth is moderate and compact, the tubers are plen-

tifully produced, and mostly of middling size,

and are in the very least degree affected by disease.

The flesh is yellowish, fine in texture, and of the

most delicate flavour. This is, all points considered,

one of the finest varieties hitherto submitted to the

International Committee. First-class Certificate.

RovAL Horticultural Society.—At the

meeting of the Fruit and Floral Committees on
Tuesday next Messrs. Charles Lee & Son will

exhibit a very interesting collection ofhardy evergreen

and variegated-leaved plants; Mr. Giluert, Burghley,

will again exhibit his new double Primulas ; and Mr.
(iARDiNER will send a large collection ofApples from
Eatington Park.

Orchids in Flower at the Victoria
and Paradise Nurseries.—Mr. B. S. Williams
has a splendid show of Orchids in flower just now.
The Calanthes are especially fine, numbering some
150 spikes of Calanthe Veitchii and 165 ofC, vestita

varieties, besides several plants of Sophronitesgrandi-
flora ; also the free-flowering Dendrobium superbiens
and Goldiei, which has been flowering in this nursery
ever since this time last year,

The Weather.—The report for the week
ending December 9, issued by the Meteorological

ORice, states that the weather was dull and unsettled,

with frequent hail and snow in the east, north, and
south-west of the kingdom. Temperature very much
below the mean in all districts, the deficit ranging
from 6* to 9** ; the maxima frequently below 40" at

the inland, northern, and eastern stations, and many
hard night-frosts recorded. Lowest shade tempera-
tures registered were those at Glenalmontl, Rotham-
sted, and Parsonstown on the 4th, and Armagh on
the 9th, on each of which occasions the thermometer
fell to 20''

; the lowest grass readings were those at

Prestwich and London on the 9th, where 14" and 15"

were recorded respectively. Rainfall more than the

mean in " England, N.E.,"and about the average in

"Scotland, E.," but several tenths less in other dis-

tricts. Very heavy snow in "England, N.E." on
the Sth and 9th. Wind, N. (N.W. to N.E.), light or

moderate in force generally, but strong in the west on
the 7th and Sth, and reaching strength of hard gale.at

Scilly.—A Birmingham correspondent, writing on the

loth, reports 14" of frost, and the weather very

severe ; and from Norfolk we learn that there was
iS^ of frost the same morning.—Mr. Caie, writing

from Inverary Castle on the Sth inst., says :—"We
are surrounded with snow, and the thermometer this

morning registered S^ of frost,"
—" On the morning

of the loth," writes Mr. D. C. Powell, from the

gardens. Powderham Castle, near Exeter, "the
thermometer registered iS" of frost; this morning,
the nth, it registered 19' ; and this evening, at

5 o'clock, the time of writing, it stands at 21°.

Prior to the increased frost of the morning of the

loth, on Monday v/e had a fall of snow about

1 5 inch in depth. The wind, being N. and N.E.,
there is every appearance of a continuance at present.

The barometer fell very much until the snow came,
since it has gradually risen."

CONCERNING ABUTILONS.
Mr. Barron is to be complimented on the excellent

trial of Abutilons he carried out at the Chiswick

Gardens of the Royal Horticultural Society during the

past summer. The types and varieties have so in-

creased of late that there was much necessity for

gathering them together and grouping them, as Mr.
Barron will no doubt group them when his official

report is made public.

An examination of the collection admitted of these

Abutilons being popularly grouped under a few typal

headings, which though not presumed to be botanically

correct, may yet assist gardeners in realising some-
thing of their individual characteristics.

The old type—striatum—is distanced by the large

and bold Due de Malakoff, which is very fine for

bed.ling, subtropical work, and conservatory decoration.

The well-known variegated form Thompsoni appears

to be a variegated form of striatum, but another varie-

gated variety, under the name ofniveum marmoratum,
is quite uistinct from Thompsoni ; the leaves are more
woolly, and indeed it is a better form of variegation,

and worthy of notice on that score. As far as can be

learned its origin is unknown.

Striatum rosaeflorum and its allies, and the yellow-

flowered Lemoinei, may be said to be capable of

grouping as long-petalled varieties, being in this

respect distinct from Darwinii and its allies, the blooms

of which are much shorter in the petals. Rosceflorum

is now a well-known variety, introduced by Mr.

B. S. Williams, and has salmon-rose coloured

flowers. It is a very free blooming form, well

adapted for conservatory decoration. A variety

named rosxflorum floribundum differs perhaps less in

being more free of bloom, but more distinct in colour,

having less of salmon and more of pink in the petals.

It is a good variety for growing in pots, and would

probably make a gootl market plant. Le Grelot is

paler still in colour, but very pretty, a taller grower,

and not so branching in habit as rosceflorum. A very

distinct and thoroughly good variety is found in Louis

Marignac, much paler in colour, quite a pale pink,

with a little salmon in it, large flowered, very pretty

and bright ; this is to be recommended for planting

out in conservatories. Le Progres is something of a

misnomer, as it is difficult to separate it from

ro.srellorum. Anna Crozy is very like Louis Marignac,

but with large bold leaves like Darwinii tesselatum

and Greu ; it does not, however, seem to be free-

blooming. Lilacci alba and Simon Delaux are much
like th^ foregoing, but a little larger in the size of the

flowers. The three last might be put under the head

of lilac-flowered varieties, having pale margins, bright

in colour on the inside of the flowers, but paler on

the exterior.

The brightest yellow-flowered Abutilon is Reine

d'Or, of a bright yellow colour. Lemoinei has flowers

of a finer shape, which also expand better, and it is

freer of bloom ; and will be best liked for these good

qualities, notwithstanding its paler hue of colour.

Reine d'Or is intermediate in colour between the two,

and that is perhaps all that can be said about it.

The Dar-winii group is a very valuable and inle

resting one, comprising seyeral forms of great value

as decorative agents. The group may be said to

possess two main advantages—the petals are stouter,

and the blossoms expand better. The flowers are alF

shorter in the petals than those of the rosceflorum

type, but by reason of their greater expansion they

are more imposing in appearance. Darwinii has

lively salmon-orange flowers, freely produced. Dar-

winii tesselatum is the same, with a fine variegated

foliage—the best variegated Abutilo;i in cultivation,

Darwinii compactum, is a fine variety, with very pretty

salmon-pink flowers, well adapted for cultivation in

pots. Darwinii robustum has more rose on the

interior of the flowers ; Darwinii grandiflorum has

flowers with a lively orange interior ; and grandi-

florum majus docs not appear to difter from it. The
finest variety of the Darwinii section is Louis Van
Houtte, having large and finely expanded pale purple

flowers, the foliage and habit of growth being the

same as Darwinii, robust, and very free. Alphonse

Karr is a pale salmon-flowered variety of poor quality.

Prince of Orange is like Darwinii in foliage, but is

like rosceflorum in flower ; it is very free and pretty.

Comtesse de Medici Spada also comes into this type ;

it has large bold leaves and pale salmon flowers.

Beranger is a variety so distinct in foliage and

flower that it makes a separate position for itself ; the

flowers are yellow, with distinct red stripes, and are
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beautifully marked. It is a very showy and attrac-

tive variety, well adapted for conservatory decora-

tion. .Souvenir dc McM.ihon has an individuality of

its own also ; being char.acterised by a shrubby

growth, and fine bold thick leaves ; the flowers large,

of a dull pale salmon exterior, orange on the inside.

lioule de Neige is as yet the only white Abutilon,

and as it will require a thoroughly good one to beat it,

it is likely to hold its own for some time to come. Its

wonderful freedom of bloom is its chief characteristic,

and it is very valuable for cutting from in autumn

and winter. A variety named Mongol fier has many
white flowers with dark lines, but it is scarcely

a " desirable acquisition," being so poor in colour.

Lastly come the types megapotamicum and vexil-

larium ; the flowers of these difler in that vexillarium

has the redder tube and brighter yellow corolla, that

of ntegapotamicum being decidedly paler in colour.

This, and its varieties, variegatum and striatum,

have a very erect habit of growth and very large

foliage, and are utterly unlike others in habit ; they

bear pale yellow flowers with red reticulations well

displayed.

A. vexillarium and its varieg.Ued form have a

pendulous habit of growth, and taking .advantage ol

this Mr. Uarron has worked the variegated variety in

the form of standards, which is an admirable type of

greenhouse plant. It does well worked on one of

the strong-growing types, and loses nothing of its

charming variegation by being so grown.

Those who are in the habit of attending horti-

cultural shows during the last half of August and the

month of .September, have not failed to note that in

the case of collections of flowering plants there is

too often an absence of good fresh specimens, and a

preponderance of plants that have been a good deal

hawked about during the summer. It would be well

if exhibitors would take some of these Abutilons in

hand, and grow them into good show specimens.

They are well adapted for the purpose, and lioule dc

Neige especially makes a capital exhibition plant,

and good examples of it have been met with during

the past summer. The Aliutilons would come in

with large-fl 3wered Lantanas, such as tlie dark crim-

son-flowere 1 Le Grenadier, Erythrina Crista-galli,

Plumbago capen>is, &:., and mike up bDld and

showy groups in the exhibition tent.

.Some of the newer Abutilons are certain to

become popular plants. As one looked upon the

capital examples so nicely grown by Mr. Barron, the

question arose in the mind

—

" Could elegance .and gr.ace

B: clothed in forms mjre b>autifully fair?"

and the answer that met the question was—that

rarely has so much beauty and usefulness been found

in combination in a group of comparatively easily

cultivated plants. R. D.

Joiue CciiTtspoiikircc.

Golden Queen Grape.—This, like most of the

new Grapes that have been sent out after having been
proved worthy of introduction by the raisers, has done
well in some gardens, and in others it has disap-

pointed the hopes of the sanguine purchaser. When
this Vine first produced fruit under the care of the

late Mr. J. R. Pearson, of Chilwell, it was thought

by many good judges to be quite an advance upon
any other white Grape in quality and appearance,

with the exception of Muscat of Alexandria. The
first time Mr. Pearson e.\hibited it before the Rjyal
Horticultural Society's Fruit Committee it was
awarded a First-class Certificate. I saw it on that

occasion, and there was no disputing the fact that it

was a distinct Grape, and a first-class acquisition as

exhibited. Now we hear from some quarters that it

still maintains its character, from others that it has

been a failure. It is well that we should know how
it has done in every case. In the case of some of the

recently introduced Grapes, when a gardener frankly

wrote that he had failed there were others not slow
to hint that it was through want of skill on his part.

That it might be so in some cases is no proof that

want of skill was always the reason. It was Mr.
Pearson, I think, who once said in a case of this kind
that "a gardener might very well miss his way in the

culture of a new Grape, and not be exactly a fool."

After these preliminary observations I would like to

register my own experience. I had a good plant

as soon as it was sent out, and had it inarched

as soon as it was possible to do so on the Black
Hamburgh. It grew exceedingly well, an I fruited

for the first time in 1 877. I had a few good bunches,

an.l h:)pc:i t:) show at \^\^ Crystil Palace, b.U the fruit

showed traces of a brownish appearance under the

skin, and although it was fairly good I would not

exhibit it. This year the two rods made splendid

growth, producing over a dozen fine bunches ; all

went well until after the stoning period : again I had
great hope of exhibiting at South Kensington, but
was again woefully disappointed. As soon as the

fruits began to colour the strange disease again

appeared, and made steady progress, until the whole
lot of fruit is now worthless. Now, it would scarcely

be fair to blame the cultivator for this, as it is certainly

a constitutional defect. In one house Royal Vine-
yard, Waltham Cross, and Snow's Muscat, all rather

difticult Grapes to finish well, show no trace of the

disease, and it grows on the same Vine as Waltham
Cross. Royal Vineyard is on one side, and Snow's
Muscat on the other. I send a bunch for your

inspection, and would be glad if you will in-

vestigate it. Vou will see that the fruit is

quite worthless, and I have not yet cut a bunch
for use. 7 Douglas, Loxfoni Hall, Ilfoni, E.
[After a long and careful microscopical examination

of the diseased bunch, we find not a trace of fungus

spawn even in the most diseased Grapes, and we can
come to no other conclusion, after reading the preced-

ing observations, than that the disease is constitu-

tional. The spotting and subsequent decay evidently

arise from some evil pre-existent to the formation of

the fruit. We have had no wood to examine [It is all

that could be desired], nor, indeed, such strong main
stems of the diseased bunches as in the case reported in

our journal of November 23, p. 600, but we have seen

enough to believe that early signs of the mischief must
have been discernible. At the base of the bunch we
find not only that the cuticle is discoloured and its com-
ponent cells gorged with brown matter, but the pith

itself has become of a deep brown. We find in the

earliest spots on the berries the component cells in a

similar condition, sometimes an individual cell, from
which the mischief spreads to the neighbouring cells,

sometimes a group of diseased cells, as also the accom-
panying spiral tissue. In this case there are scattered

globular crystals, apparently of oxalate of lime ; in

the advanced state of decay the walls of the cells are

much decomposed, and "abundant ninepin-shaped

crystals replace the globular. Of course the above
observations require confirmation, and especially

scientific reports of cases where the peculiar variety

has exhibited no similar conditions. It is, however,
certain that peculiar varieties have an especial ten-

dency to spotting, though in a far less degree than the

present. No new variety should ever be sent

out till it has been thoroughly tested : like poetry,

it should be withheld for at least seven year.-;,

and there would then be less chance of disappolnt-

m:;nt. It is notoirious that varieties of great promise
have on further trial been ruthlessly destroyed by the

raiser, and no thought of any present recompense
should induce the sending out of a variety which, to

Say thi least, it at present doubtful. M. J. B.\

Bottom-Heat for Pot Vines. — I observe an

article on pot Vines by Mr. Douglas in the Cir-
dcncrs' Chronicle for November 30, which is both

seasonable and interesting. In reviewing the position

that pot Vines take in gardens where early (irapes

are required, I see Mr, Douglas refers to another

practice which is losing favour every year, namely,

th^ covering of Vine borders with hotbeds for the

purpose of promoting vigorous root-action. I have
discontinued the practice myself, on the ground that

it was impracticable to keep up anything approaching

a uniform temperature for any length of time, and
also because my own observation leads me to think

that the principle is wrong as well as the practice. I

will just give one instance of how people may be
deceived even in what is tolerably popular practice

;

not that I wish to repre.sent the case as being suffi-

ciently strong evidence to condemn the use of such

miterial generally, A neighbour of mine, who is not

orkly a skilled cultivator, but also a successful exhi-

bitor, decided on renewing some of his Vine borders,

and in order to do so it was determined to begin with

one of the inside borders first. The work was set

about in the most careful manner, every known pre-

caution being taken to conduct the operation in such

a way that the principal roots would be preserved and
a new border made (and drained if necessary) to lay

them into. The vinery was built on arches, and the

roots had free scope both outside and in ; it appears,

however, they chose to ramble outside at their own
pleasure in preference to being nursed and coddled
with tepid water and hotbeds, for not a single root

was there in the whole inside border. The Vines are

old, and had been in an unsatisfactory state before the

present gardener took charge of them a few years

ago ; since then they have improved so much that

they have produced excellent crops of Grapes, and
grand bunches for exhibition occasionally. Nluch of

the success was ascribed to the care that was taken
with the inside border, and the result is, I think, to

say the least of it, suggestive and significant. The
outside border was protected in winter with dry
eaves and shutters, and received copious supplies of

liquid manure several times during the season ; this,

with improved atmospheric conditions, was therefore

the true secret of success. But setting aside this

question for the present, it is worthy of remark that

Mr. Douglas recommends a bottom-heat of 85° to

start pot Vines in. For why ? Does a Vine grown
under natural conditions start with a root temperature

so much in excess of its branches? No. Hut I sup-

pose I may anticipate the answer. Pot Vines are

grown for a purpose, and are then thrown away. Just

so ; but that is no reason why we should violate the

laws of Nature, ^^'e turn the seasons right round,

and that is violation enough ; but I submit that a

bottom-heat of 85' will start root growth before

Nature requires, and is therefore unnecessary. I have

discontinued the practice of plunging pot Vines in

bottom-heat to start them in also, and let Nature take

its course. Any one accustomed to forcing can tell

when the slored-up sap in a Vine is becoming ex-

hausted, and if root-action is found to be deficient

then is the proper time to give assistance in the shape

of a mild bottom-heat. It may be contended that the

object is to gain time ; I meet that objection by
suggesting that the N'ines be got in readiness for start-

ing a fortnight or a month earlier. Mr. Douglas says

—and I quite agree with him—that the incipient

bunch of Grapes must be formed at the axil of each

leaf before the Vine is started, and it is no less a fact

that the stored-up sap which Nature has provided

her.selfwith is intended to cherish and develope that

incipient bunch in its earlier stages, and not to make
roots which, as yet, have nothing to support. Win.
Hinds, Ottcrspool.

CalUcarpa purpurea.—This is an excellent plant

for the decoration of a stove or warm greenhouse during

the winter months. In the Botanic Gardens, IJirming-

mam, it is grown in quantities, which Mr. Latham,
the curator, intends to increase, and he is certainly

right, for the graceful habit of the plant with its

bright clusters of purple berries, as seen with him,

render it very attractive, and as it is so easy to grow,

it is certainly worthy the attention of those in search

of a good distinct decorative plant at this season of

the year. A. D,

Pawlownia imperlalis.—My Paidownia ini-

perialis has now an abundance of the buds (little hard

round knobs) for the flowers of next spring. It is a

tree one so seldom sees that I know not if this is

general. William Wickham, Binstcd-Wyck, Alton,

Dcicinber']. [The tree rarely flowers in this country,

but the buds are often produced. El>s.]

Poinsettia pulcherrima.—In Messrs. J. Standlsh

& Co.'s nursery at Ascot may be seen just now a

sight not soon forgotten of Poinsettia pulcherrima. I

did not stop to count them, but their numbers are

given, and all grown in 48-s''zed pots. The plants

vary in height, from 12 to iS inches, I have seldom
seen the foliage so good, while the heads are simply

grand, measuring from 12 to 15 inches across. This
establishment is famed for its winter decorative

plants, such as Azaleas, Bouvardias, Camellias, Car-

nations, Erica hyemalis, Epacris, Lily of the'j\'alley,

Rose.i, and numerous other useful plants, which are

in splendid health and perfect order. They reflect

much credit on Mr. Johnson, the manager. T. Lam-
bert, Tc/iC'jrtli Park', Siiuningliill, Dca-mbcr 10.

Keeping Grapes.—Vour correspondent, *' M. M.
P.,"' wishes to have the opinion of some of your

readers regarding the best time to cut Grapes for

keeping. I think his own plan, which he describes

so well at p. 731, the right one. I think it is an under-

stood fact now with all those who practise the cut

system, that it is much better to cut the Grapes im-

mediately they are ripe, than after they have hung on
Vines till they are half shrivelled. I don't think any of

the leaves should be stripped above the bunch when
cut, that is, if the wood is at all of practical length.

Theie is little difiiculty in keeping all the varieties

"iM.M. P." mentions fresh and plump up to the end of

April, with the exception of Black Hamburghs, which

I am rather inclined to doubt ; I must say I would
like to see a plump bunch of Hamburghs, cut on

Nov. 12, at the end of April. "M. M. P." seems to be

rather sorry that white Lady Downe's is so little

known. My experience of it is, that it is quite suffi-

ciently known, and not to be compared with black

Lady Downe's. Borderer.

A Question about Pine-apples. — In your

remarks on the Lord Carington Pine at 692, you say

the crown is somewhat exaggerated, meaning that

it is shown larger in proportion to the size of the

fruit than what it really was. This leads me to

ask which Pine-apple produces the smallest crown ?

[The size of the crown generally is pretty much a

matter of cultivation], and which variety is the most

suitable to grow in a small establishment, say in a
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lilAco where the facilUiei for Pine growhig are in-

adequate, the pits used for them having been Iniilt for

Ciicumber growing, and are narrow besides being

s>mewhat difficult to heat well? Pines are much

citeemed by my employer, who prefers growing them

if we can only produce a dozen fruits in the year.

The variety we grow I think must be the Black

Antigua. The fruit is large, oval in shape, with

large' and prominent pips. The flesh when ripe is

pAle yellow, and as many as si.x gills are produced

under the fruit, which has an objectionably large

crown. The fruit with us takes from si.'i to sevea

mjnlhs to ripen from the time of showing. I think

fjr our purpose there must be other varieties

preferable, if I knew which they were. We should

like a small crown—or at least my employer would—
and one that would not require a great amount of he.it.

for I think if we had more heat the variety we grow

would ripen quicker than it does. Perhaps some of

your numerous correspondents will kindly reply to my
e.iquiries. T. W.

Marechal Niel Rose in the Border Counties.

On reading " .M. D.'s" account of the above in

last week's issue I was very much surprised. I have

had a good deal of experience with this Rose as well

as others, and I quite agree with " M. D." as to

Marechil Niel';, growing qualities ; I never had any

difficulty with th It—I have known it to make shoots

in one year 20 feet long, but I am sorry to say I can't

a>iree with him as to its flowering ones, I am speaking

of it as an outside Rose in Berwickshire—" M. D."

wrote of it as such in the neighbouring county, i.e.,

Roxburgh. Any flowers I have seen of it outside

were mere apologies for what they ought to be. I

have grown it under glass to perfection, and when it

i ; so I s'lould say there is no Rose that can compare with

it. I have also grown it outside budded on all kinds

of stocks, as well as on its own roots, and my ex-

perience of it as an outdoor Rose for flowering is that

it is not worth growing (of course this does not refer

to southern counties, for I know it does well .South).

Had "iM. D." said Gloire de Dijon was a great

favourite amongst the farmers, instead of Marechal

Niel I should not have been at all surprised, for in this

c itinty so it is ; but I find Marechal Niel is very little

known. Has " M. D." not made a mistake and

given the wrong name to the Rose he saw? Bonierci\

'D::. 10. [" M. D." assured us of the correctness of

his statements. Eus.]

The Late Liverpool Chrysanthemum Show.—
As the senior judge at the late exhibition, allow me to

siy in the first place I did not know one exhibitor, and

entered the hall to give, in the words of the worthy

secretary, "a fair field and no favour." I have been

a judge of the Chrysanthemum for the last thirty year;

in the neighbourhood of London, and am pleased to

say I have never met with such a nefarious attempt to

defraud, and was therefore taken off my guard. I never

expected to find in Liverpool such an accomplished

roTue amongst Chrysanthemum growers or I would

have used the only means to detect such a fraud, by

uncupping every bloom—a coursevery seldomadopted.

I know there are plenty of people wise after the event,

and I must say it appears very strange these worthies

did not discover the fraud till the blooms became

afl'ected by the heat. As it is, I can only say I am
very sorry such a charming pursuit should be marred

by such a mean-spirited rascal, and trust there are not

more in the North like the delinquent, or the

Southerners will be very chiry in accepting invitations

to their floral exhibitions. J. Dak, F.R.H.S., Middle

Temple. [We have received a further communication

from Mr. OUerhead, containing further details of the

transaction, but on the principle that "the least said

the soonest mended," we think that it is not advisable

to continue the discussion. The shanieful fraud was

found out, duly reprobated, and there is an end of it.

Next year no doubt some precautions will be taken to

prevent so painful an occurrence happening again.

Eds.]

Weather v. Protection.-That procUctions as to

the weather, like most other prophecies made now-a-

days, are completely valueless time has proved again

and again, but almanac-makers do the thing in such

a vague way, that whatever occurs can be twisted to

suit, and then pointed to a year after. I have heard

many remark when they see Hollies, Thorns and

other trees laden with their rich coral berries, that we

shall have a hard winter, forgetful of the fact or not

knowing that the previous spring and summer before

that had all to do with putting them there by being

favourable to setting the crop and ripening the wood.

That severe frosts do visit this country at something

like regularly recurring intervals is proved liy the

dates "iven by a correspondent last week, and as Mr.

Baines under the above heading in his remarks wisely

points out, it is best to be prepared with protect-

ing material, as much loss may be averted with very

little trouble. I well remember the havoc that was

wrought amongst evergreens in i86q—61, when even

common Laurel were sadly browned, and many killed,

while the more tender Laurnstinus, Sweet Bay, Arbu-

tus, Phillyrea, and such-like, were mostly destroyed.

Evergreen Oaks, too, showed the scathing effects of

the cold for years after in their shabby folkage and

starved looking condition, as did many other things

that struggled partially through, the sap-vessels of

which had no doubt been ruptured, or the bark and

wood otherwise injured so much that Nature could not

quicklyright matters again. Although not pretending to

make any forecast of the weather, there are signs that

the winter will not be a mild one, as early snowstorms

and cold have come like messengers to warn us to be

prepared for what is likely to follow. It must either

be very cold in Norway, or the fieldfares are short of

food there, as at least a month b.ack flocks of them

visited us and began to make a sharp onslaught

on the Hollies that abound there, and which are

just now exceedingly ornamental in their Christmas

attire. Although it would be impossible, in the

event of a severe frost occurring, to do much
to protect evergreens, some help may be afforded

by a few leaves pushed around their collars, and kept

there by means of branches laid on or stuck in the

ground, to prevent them blowing away. It is sur-

prising what an amount of frost plants will stand

when so favoured, and what slight shelter sometimes

saves their lives ; and knowing this, we generally

make sure with our Pampas-grasses, New Zealand

Elax, ChaniKrops Fortunei, Bamboos, Gunnera,

Uraccena australis, and such-like, by giving them a

coat for the winter. Where the sight of dead leaves,

litter or bracken, is objectionable, they can easily be

hidden by some evergreen br.\nches, which may be

renewed when they get sere and shabby. For

bulbous and herbaceous plants there is no better non-

conductor than a handful or two of cocoa-nut fibre,

unless it be to mulch the ground with partly decom-

posed leaf-soil. Nature's covering, a few inches of

which will keep out a deal of frost, and bo valuable

as a dressing for digging in in the spring. Under such

protection, if in light and dry soil. Gladiolus and

many other things of a like nature are perfectly safe.

J.S.

A Fine Old Pear Tree.— I think we have as fine

an old tree in this parish of Leek, Wootton, as that

described by the Forres correspondent of the Journal

of foi-esliy noticed by you at p. 563, the writer of

which is curious to know if it is not the largest and

most prolific in Great Britain. I sent you notice of

one from T. C. Crich, Chad Derby Nursery, in

1S77, that was blown down in the orchard of Mr.

Robert Hay, of Crich, Ambergate. Mr. Hay believes

its age to be considerably over 300 years, as they

h.we'proof that in 1750 it was a much larger tree than

in iSoD. Up to the time of the storm that laid

this monarch of the orchards low it used to

be most prolific. It had two trunks dividing about

3 feet from the ground-line, the measurements of which

were—circumference at base, 95 feet 5 inches ; at 3 feet,

II feet ; at largest trunk, 6 feet above-ground, 6 feet

6 inches ; at smaller trunk, 6 feet above-ground,

5 feet 6 inches ; at largest bough, 4 feet 6 inches ;

next largest, 4 feet ; height from ground, 45 feet :

that is the largest I ha\e yet met with. The one

here is 3 feet 4 inches in circumference at 6 feet from

the ground-line, which it carries upwards for at least

20 feet ; spread of branches, 65 feet ; height, about

60 feet. It is growing in the orchard of Mr. John
Ragsdale, of the "Anchor Inn," a well-known house

frequented by travellers from Warwick to the ruins of

Kenilworth Castle ; and most pleased is he to show

it to any one, especially if, as it was this year, loaded

with over 12 bushels of fine fruit. Joseph .Murdoch,

Wooton, \Vani<iel;.

Folklore.—The folklore noticed by Mrs. Watney
in your last number—that it is a very bad omen to

bring Hawthorn blossoms into a dwelling-house—is a

survival of a much older and very curious superstition

which connected the smell of the Hawthorn with the

plague. William Wiehham, Bimted-lVyck, Alton.

Potato Exhibiting.—Potato exhiliitors have h.ad

to hear from time to time some harsh and untruthful

things said of them, and probably they are far from

being perfect, or much better than their fellows. Of
one thing, however, they can feel proud—no such

fiasco as that reported recently by Mr. OUerhead as

having been found out at the Liverpool Chrysanthe-

mum show is possible with Potatos, and therefore

there can be no element of suspicion attached to their

lioiia fides. Potatos cannot be made up <; la Chrysan-

themum ; they cannot be dressed as are Carnations ;

they cannot be decorated with smart paper habili-

ments or bedizened flashy paraphernalia ; the tubers

can be shown to the full gaze of the spectators in all

their naked beauty or deformity, and thus cheating

and trickery are impossible. In these respects Potato

exhibiting opens no door to dishonesty, and men who
exhibit have no reason to charge upon it any depar-

tures from the highest principles of morality. Now

and again instances have been known where Potato

exhibitors have oiled their tubers to preserve, as they

say, the colour [Is not this "trickery?"], but

the result has invariably been disastrous, as such

is at once detected, and produces disqualifica-

tion. One such case was seen at the recent

International Potato show, and only one, and it

simply evoked the laughter and contempt of all

other exhibitors. A good deal of nonsense has occa-

sionally been written about Potato polishing, but

polishing of Potatos is simply impossible. Nature as

seen in good cultivation is the only polisher, and no

human eflbrt can do what Nature has left undone.

The more perfect the tubers when lifted the less need

of cleansing, while excessive scrubbing simply tends

to destroy the natural brightness and polish of the

skin, and deteriorates the tubers so operated upon.

No two growers have during the past season shown

Potatos more largely or more successfully than

Messrs. McKinlay and Pink, and yet these growers

simply remove the soil from their tubers as lightly as

possible. There is no roguish road to success in

Potato exhibiting. .4. D,

The Weather Question.^It has been well said

of a prophet that we cannot refute him, but we may
refuse to believe in him. In relation to the interest-

ing topic, the coming winter, it is difficult to do

either, as when we are assured by figures and references

that a hard winter is inevitable we cannot assert that

it is false, neither can we refuse to believe it. We
have simply to hope that such may not be true,

because a hard winter of the type usually termed

severe, always brings in its train not only much suffer-

ing and want, both of which evils we have enough of

already, but it also brings to our gardens, to our

semi-hardy trees and plants, so many deaths and

disasters that we may well shrink from wishing for a

hard winter, even though it may be productive, as

some writers assume, of ileath and destruction to the

insects. It may well be asked what constitutes, in

the prophet's mind, a severe winter. Just as one

swallow does not make a summer, so also does not

one sharp frost make a severe winter. We have had

occasionally during the past quarter of a century some

very sharp frosts, but these have usually been limited

to about one or two in each so-called severe winters,

whilst a long spell of severe cold has been rare, and

few comparatively young men can look back upon a

winter within their knowledge in which the severe

weather has exceeded a couple of weeks at a stretch,

although there may have been during the same season

other disconnected periods of frost, but not exception-

ally severe. It can hardly be correct to class frost

that ranges from 10° to 15' as severe. It is not at all

beyond the average cold and frost that generally

supervened in the winters of our boyish days, but if

we compare such degrees of frost with the limited

amount that has manifested itself during the past few

winters it will be classed as severe. In reality we
have had no very severe frost since 1S60, when on

the Christmas morning perhaps the most severe and

certainly the most destructive frost of the past twenty-

five years visited us. It was not only intense but

remarkably hoar, and perhaps to the fact that it was

so is largely due the great damage done to hardy

shrubs, for then huge liays, Laurustinus, and many
other fine plants were killed to the ground, as though

they had been Fuchsias or Pelargoniums. Probably

also some of the mischief was due to preceding moist

seasons, that had promoted an exceptionally rank and

immature growth ; in any case the severity was not of

long duration, as in a week or two the snow and frost

vanished before one of those warm currents of air that

seem at such times as though originating from some

huge subterranean furnace. In taking a careful

survey of the weather aspects it is necessary to take

account not merely of the assumed recurrence of

cycles of cold, but also of that which is not essentially

or in any way perhaps associated with cycles—that is,

the undoubted gradual but exact change of tempera-

ture that has manifested itself during the past twenty

years. Take, for instance, the fact that for the past

three winters there has not been in the locality of

London enough frost to render skating or sliding

possible, and we are at once met by a fact of the first

importance. It does not follow that we may not have

winters now wherein ice and skating shall be abundant

enough, but there is the fact we have pointed out,

and believe that it is a fact almost unique in weather

annals. There is also the undoubted fact that

even winters of ordinary severity—that is, enough

of frost to make certain garden operations un-

comfortable for a week or two—have of late become

rarer than usual, whilst as a necessary corollary mild

winters have become more than usually frequent, and

it is when we remember these facts and consider them

that we are tempted to doubt whether the cold cycles

so ably quoted have still reference, and some will

perhaps think that they have gone the way of earth-

quakes, skies of blood, fearful comets, and other

terrors that used in times gone by to visit this king-

dom. Whilst this question is under discussion it is

pleasant to turn with interest and profit to the records
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of the wc;ilhc.- llial marked llie j'ccirs of a cenlury

since, as given by Uiat acule ol«ei'ver of the weather

and its clianges, Gillrert White. In his interesting

Nalural History of Sclbonie he gives a summary of

weather that marlicd the years from 176S to 1792—

a

perind of twenty-live years ; and altliough dviring that

lime no s|)ecial reference is made to any extraordinary

frost, yet frost and snow repeatedly marked all the

winters, and is frequently spoken of as hard and severe.

\Vc fail to find throughout that summary one single

winter in which there was not hard frost. This

analys is of theweather of a hundred years since, shows

plainly enough that winters now are not what they were

tlicn ; and the fact that our average winter temperature

is higher, poinls forcibly to the conclusion that, should

any cold cycle visit us, it will be moderate in its force,

just in proportion as the average winter has proved to

be milder also. But there is another aspect of the

weather that can hardly fail to have considerable in-

lUience upon the subject under discussion. Not only

does White show that hard frost was the common fea-

ture of winters of a hundred years since, but also there

was a much greater amount of average moisture than

now affects our seasons. Rain, snow, fog, showers, con-

stantly alternate, and the record is as diverse as possible

from a record of the weather of the present age.

The record of the year 1778 is a very fair

average description of the moisture prevalent then.

"Tothel3thJanuary,frost, with alittle snow ; to 24th,

rain ; to the 30th, hard frost ; to the 23d February,

dark, harsh, toggy weather, with rain ; to the end of

the month hard frost with snow : to the end of the first

fortnight of March, dark harsh weather ; from the

1st to the end of the first fortnight of April, spring

weather ; to the end of the month, snow and ice
;

to the nth June cool, with heavy showers; to the

19th of July hot, sultry, parching weather; -to the

end of the month, heavy showers ; to the end

of September, dry, warm weather ; to the end of

the year, wet, with considerable intervals of sun-

shine." This description, imperfect as it is, of the

weather of that time shows that the brave days of old

were very nasly ones, and not quite so pleasant as

are the days in which we now live. To give more

point to the moisture aspect of the question, however.

White adds a rainfall table for the years beginning

17S2 and ending 1792—a period of eleven years, the

rainfall in each Ijeing thus, as measured at Selborne :

—

50.26, 33.71, 33.S0, 31.55, 34.70, 36.24, 22.50, 42,

32.27, 44.93, 4S.56. This gives for the eleven years

an annual average of about 37 inches, but as I have

no rainfall record of recent years to refer to I am
unable to say how it compares with those given by

White. What is marked is that only one month of

all the years shows no rainfall whatever—a fact that

evidences the humid nature of the atmosphere in his

time. If therefore our rainfall is less now and our

air drier—if our vast systems of drainage and sewage

have assisted to change the climate to some extent

—

and if a lessened number of trees and woods have also

affected the rain average, whilst season after season

tends to show that the average cold is not so intense as

it was, and that frost is rarer—do not all these things

in combination lead to the conclusion that cold cycles

and severe winters may now be regarded, if not as

apocryphal, at least as doubtful and open to

question? A. D. [We shall see. Eds.]

Odontoglossutn Warscewiczii.—I have heard

this rare plant spoken of as a mere botanical curiosity,

but such is fortunately by no means the case. It has

just flowered here for the second time, and proved

itself to be a gem among autumn-flowering Orchids,

quite a 111 companion to the chaste ^lasdevallia

tovarensis, or even the rare Lcelia anceps Dawsoni.

It much resembles in growth a weak O. vexiUarium,

throwing its slender spikes well up among the foliage,

and each spike bearing from two to five flowers, which

in size and form are very like those of O. Phak-cnop-

sis. In colour they come nearest to O. Roezlii, being

pure white, with the exception of a gol'den crest and
a slight central shading of dull rose. The lip is not

so full as in the species last-named, for instead of

sweeping gracefully round it shows a rather large gap
in its low"er outline in the shape of an inverted V»
which bilobes the lower portion of the lip. Odonto-
glossum Warscewiczii succeeds very well under the

same treatment as is accorded to the three species

named above, which I find do well in the coolest

house from April to October, and pass the winter very

satisfactorily in a temperature ranging from 50^ to 60".

Their worst enemy is the yellow thrips, and great

indeed is the evil which these little pests are able to

inflict on the subject of this note. I know of no
Orchid they so speedily and lastingly disfigure. I

have often thought their bite to this plant must be

virulent, for in no other way can I account for the

ink-like stains which appear aftter their working.

The thrips chief feeding ground is the tender blade

of the leaf, from which they can be easily sponged
;

their home is the small cavity formed by the base of

the leaf clasping the bulb. When there no ordinary

fumigation or cleaning will destroy them ; in such

a case I have found it an excellent plan to wedge open

the upper contracted part of the leaf with a flattened

brush end such as is used in cleaning plants, and then

pour down into the axil a mouthful of tobacco-smoke,

which will cither kill the thrips outright or bring them
to the. surface, where they can be easily dealt with.

This Odontoglossum is worth taking care of, for it is

not only rare but very expensive, and is likely to

remain so as, according to ProfessorJReichcnbach's de-

scription in these columns, Odontoglossum Warsce-
wiczii is rare in its native habitat, and extremely

diflicult to import alive. Joseph C. Spyen, Btirfom
Lodge, Dorking.

What is a Pompon Chrysanthemum .'—The
disqualification of an exhibitor at one of our local

exhibitions has induced me to ask this question. The
class was for six varieties of Pompon Chrysanthe-

mums, and the exhibitor was disqualified for showing

Julia Lagraverc as one of the six. It of course

became a vexed question with the exhibitor, who had
carried his plants some miles to the place of exhilji-

tion, and I determined, while Chrysanthemum lore

was still green in the minds of the public, to ask some
of your correspondents' opinion on the subject. I am
fully aware of the fact of its being at all times classed

with the large-flowering section in trade catalogues

and other lists, and can also quite understand the

justness of the adjudication on this head, as the

judges were simply following a well-worn track, but

I quite fail to see how it can be (looking at it in a

plain matter-of-fact sort of way) classed with any

other than the Pompon section. I have grown and

taken a deep interest in this class of plants for some
years, and have never failed to include this variety

among my collection, on account of its rich colour ;

but from its habit, foliage, and size of blooms,

I signally fail in being able to class it with

the large-flowering section, notwithstanding that I

have on several occasions grown it as a standard, and

thinned the buds to a minimum in order to test its

capabilities of producing large blooms, or blooms that

would in any way grace a stand of reflexed flowers :

and have never succeeded in securing blooms much
larger than a Cedo NuUi grown in the same way,

and certainly never larger than Mdlle. Marthe, a

generally recognised Pompon, and one frequently

seen in prize collections on the exhibition table.

J. IV. Sikcr, Knnok Hall Gardens, December 9.

[The Pompons are the varieties bred from the little

Chusan Daisy, introduced by Mr. Fortune, and are

distinguished by a dwarf close habit and rosette-like

flowers. In process of time they have become crossed

with the larger sorts, so that there exists a set of

intermediate varieties which, like the semi-nosegay

Pelargoniums, will gradually become indefinable. But

certainly Julia Lagravere is not a Pompon. It has

possibly sprung from some of the old tasselled varie-

ties, as they were called. Chevalier Domage is of

exactly the same type. Eds.]

Capsicums.—Like others of your correspondents,

I have found the Prince and Princess of Wales Capsi-

cums among the most useful decorative plants we
grow for embellishing warm houses at this season, or

as ornaments for the dinner-table—a purpose for which

they are specially adapted. A large one used as a

centre with two smaller sized Solanums with their red

berries has a fine effect, the rich yellow of the one

with the bright warm colour of the others showing up

in most pleasing contrast. Unfortunately the Capsi-

cums will not endure a lower temperature than 55°

without the leaves becoming shabby, or they would

be more valuable, as they would be available for use

in the greenhouse or conservatory, where they would

be a great help. In such structures, however, they

soon become defoliated, but in mild stove heat,

elevated above the heads of other plants, their droop-

ing pods have a very cheerful appearance when seen

in contrast with Dracaenas and such-like plants. C.

Yellow Gem is not so good as either of the two others

above-named, although, if there be any difference, it

fruits more freely, and is therefore worth growing

on that account. The trio are of very easy culture,

and do best raised from seed sown every year about

the middle of March, and if nursed on for a time they

may be plunged in any cold frame after the middle of

May, where if closed early during the summer after-

noons, they are just at home and set their flowers

with much freedom. They all look best grown as

standards with stems from i foot to 18 inches high, in

which form they show ofi' their pods to great advan-

tage. I have tried cuttings, but they never succeed so

well or make such fine-shaped plants as seedlings,

and being more weakly in their habit are always more
liable to insect attacks. Greenfly and red-spider are their

two great enemies, the former of which cripples them
when small and tender if not stopped by timely fumi-

gation, and the latter assails them if allowed to get

dry at the root or if the air around them is not kept

sufficiently moist by heavy syringings overhead before

closing the lights. Six-inch pots are quite large enough
to grow them in for tabic work, as they do not require

much root-room if well fed with liquid manure
towards the autumn, J. S,

Jforritfii Corrcspoiiiiciitr.

IIav, Murrumuidoei-:.—I wrile from n far inland

liltle township of New South Wales, after my return

from the Lachlan River, where I wished particularly

at this spring season to trace the minute annuals

geographically, and where also I desired to examine

the vegetation of the extensive " Saltbush plains,"

which spread from some portions of the Murrumbidgce

to the Lachlan River. Several species of Salsolacece

sustain horses and cattle, and particularly sheep, even

when in seasons of drought other herbage as well as

grasses may fail. Thus Chenopodium nitrariaceum,

Atriplex nummularium, and various others are

valued by pastoral settlers ; but the two species

which for hundreds of square miles, and sometimes

almost exclusively, occupy the enormous sub-

saline plains (which are often not bounded by any

river at the horizon), are two dwarf species, namely,

Atriplex vesicularia and A. halimoides, the former

usually prevailing over the other, though both are

most gregarious. Both are seldom over 2 feet high,

resist the worst of droughts, and when eaten down by
stock readily spring again. These two Atriplices

deserve to be tried in other countries for pas-

toral purposes, especially on saline depressions, such

as occur in the south-west of France, where also

Phormium tenax might be cultivated to advantage.

I have been able to obtain also many notes on

southern plants, now for the first time shown to grow
as far north as the Lachlan River. A few novelties

were noted, but not many. Fcrd. von Mueller,

Meliiourne : Od. 11.— I have already written

to you from the Murrumbidgce River about the

extraordinary frequency of two of the dwarf salt-

bushes from the Murrumbidgee to the Lachlan

River, and beyond. The traveller may pass over

plains unbroken as far as the eye reaches, and these

almost exclusively occupied by Atriplex vesicaria

and A. halimoides. Both bushes are nutritious to

sheep, and will sustain also horses and cattle, espe-

cially in seasons of drought. I was told that the

heat has exceptionally there culminated in 175" Fahr.

in the sun, and 125° in the shade. This frightful

heat, which drives birds into the buildings of the

settlers, does not shrivel the Salsolacece, nor the

foliage of the Eucalyptus rostrata and some others ;

and there are besides numerous other plants which

will bear this intense temperature, which far exceeds

that given by Sachs as the limit of heat which a general

vegetation will endure. I had an opportunity when
on the Lachlan to trace a great many of the southern

species so far northerly, whilst again a few tropical

plants were found nearly as far south as the Murrum-
bidgee : for instance, Apophyllum anomalum, Good-
enia cycloptera occurred in extraordinary abundance,

Clianthus Dampieri grows here, not on sand, but on
a firm loamy ground ; it is a glorious object, visible at

long distances. Some of the plains were quite white

with Helipterum floribundum, of which stock are

very fond ; other vast tracts have a violet tinge from

the flowers of Swainsona procumbens. I found on

the Lachlan River also the curious Geococcus pusillus,

which, like Cardamine chenopodifolia, buries its pods

in the soil for maturation. Scnecio platylepis, pre-

viously known only from one spot, occurs on the

Lachlan and Murrumbidgee Rivers milllonfold, Ferd..

von Mueller,

SiocKiiOLM.

—

The Orxas Birch.—Under the

signature " E. L." a correspondent has written to the

Swedish Gardeners'" yonrual as follows :—-Having

towards the close of August had occasion to be at

Falun I was enabled to visit Lilla Ornas also, about

\\ mile (Swedish) from Falun, for the purpose of

examining the Birch tree growing there, which is

known by the name of the place. This tree may be

looked upon as one of the most singular in existence,

since no other variety, as far as I can recollect,

springs accidentally from a seed, and it has, by some
botanists at all events, been deemed to be a distinct

species.

The Ornas Birch, known also as the Gustaf Vasa

Birch, but improperly so, as the Birch in question

certainly did not exist at Ornas in the time of Gustaf

Vasa, but is unquestionably younger, is called in a

botanical work by Blom Betula dalecarlica, that

name having been given it also by Linn^us (the

younger?). Wahlenberg (/'"/(?;•. .SV/tv.) also mentions
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W\\< lice as a dislinct species under the name of

lielula laciniata, and Borkhousin speaks of it as

IJelula palmata. More recent botanists have classed

the Ornas Birch, which it properly is, as a variety of

the weeping or variegated Birch, and call it Betula

verrucosa dalecarlica.

The Birch in question grows at Lilla Ornas, not

far from the dwelling-house at that spot, is a tall,

vigorous tree, still in its prime, and may be about

70 feet high. It was probably transplanted to where

it now grows when young, and it stands in a row

with Oaks and other trees. Its age is somewhat

doubtful, but it can hardly exceed 150 years. The

tree is described by Blom in the Proceedings of the

Royal Veterinary Academy for the year 1876 from

the accounts given of it by various botanists, but as

we have not the volume at hand we cannot say

whether any statement is contained in it as to the

size and age of the tree at that time. It is said that

when Lilla Ornas was in the possession of the family

of Hjorl, of Ornas, a member of that family noticed

the tree in the woods, and transplanted it to where it

now stands.

The Ornas Birch is remarkable in this respect, that

the leaves are almost cleft-divided {pardcladc) into lan-

ceolate acute {IXng sfelsade) lobes (Jlikan), and

differ essentially in these respects in form from the

leaf of the common Birch. E. J. [We presume the

variety is that called byRegel, 'mDC. Prod, xvi., part

ii., p. 164, Betula alba var. dalecarlica, and described

as having pinnatifid, laciniate leaves, with the segments

toothed and drawn out into long points. Eds.].

i-iEASONAHLE NOTES : AURICULAS.—The plants

are now at rest, and the attention they require is

limited to removing dead and decaying leaves, admit-

ting as much air as it is possiljle to do. Whenever

the sveather is favourable the lights should be removed

altogether. In the neighbourhood of London and

other large towns the thick fogs continued for two or

three days in succession prove very injurious. In

some cases it is better to keep the lights quite close.

Fumigate with tobacco-smoke until there is not any

trace of greenfly ; if that troublesome pest is quite

destroyed this month there will be no further trouble

with it until the flowering period is over. .Seedling

pots must be watched. From now until March young

plants continue to appear aboveground ; the soil,

therefore, must not at any time be allowed to become

dusty dry. The more quiet the plants can be kept

at this season the better. Trusses continue to fonn

in mild weather, and for this reason it cannot be safe

to allow the soil of such pots to become so dry that

root-action ceases. If trusses form deep in the heart

of the plant, and the incipient buds can just be seen,

depend upon it if circumstances are favourable that

will be an early and good truss. Trusses that are so

far advanced that the stems can be seen should have

the flower-buds pinched off.

Carnations and Picotees.—Like the Auricula

these are injured by a close damp atmosphere, and the

same precautions as to airing must be taken. The

position of the plants in the frames is another matter

requiring some thought. Place the plunging material

into the frame so that it forms a sloping surface, and

all the plants must be about the same distance from

the glass. They probably keep in the best condition

through the winter if the pots are about i foot from

it. Occasionally look over the plants, and remove

the dead leaves ; a pair of sharp-pointed scissors is

most useful for this purpose. When water is required

it should be applied with a small pot, and without

wetting the leaves. During this month every trace of

greenfly must be removed by fumigating.

Polyanthuses.—Some persons do not pot up their

plants from the open ground until this month. It is

much too late, and they do not become sufficiently

established to produce large well-marked flowers. In

the North of England and Scotland the end of July

or the beginning of August is considered the best time.

About Manchester and in all the Midland Counties

potting should certainly be done by August. About

London, from the beginning to the middle of .Sep-

tember is the best time. The trusses are formed much

in the same way as those of the Auricula, but the

Polyanthus does not seem to lake such a long season

of rest. The insect pests, too, are best destroyed

this month by tobacco-smoke. Thrips and red-spider

will not live in the cold weather.

Hollyhocks.—The same instructions as to airing

; he frames holds good for these ; also as to the removal

)f decaying leaves. If they are planted out in the

frame it is a good plan to just stir up the surface soil

if it is wet. The soil should be fairly moist under-

neath l)ut dry on the surface. If the plants in pots

have been placed in a greenhouse or on shelves in any

spare house near the glass, care must be taken just to

keep the roots moist. Seedlings planted out in the

autumn to flower next year must have the surface soil

stirred with the Dutch hoe, and if the weather is mild

slugs will feed upon the leaves if they are not destroyed.

Old plants of named sorts require the same treatment.

Pansies and Pinks. — The surface soil of the

beds should be stirred with a small hoe or other iron

appliance ; weeds must be destroyed. If any of the

leaves are eaten and the depredators cannot be dis-

covered, watch at night with a lamp ; the leather-

coated grub and slugs both feed upon the plants, and

they do so at night. Rabbits are also very fond of

Pinks and other allied plants. Pansies in pots are

quite at rest, but as they are wanted to flower earlj',

the frame should be placed in a sunny part of the

garden, and they should also be fumigated, if greenfly

is present.

Phloxes and Pentstemons. — If these are

planted out in the open ground they will require but

little attention. In mild weather the plants continue

Id make growth. The shoots at the base of the

plants are now forming on Phloxes, and a warning

note must agani be sounded to watch for slugs, as

they eat the tender growths quite ofT. The surface of

the ground must be stirred when necessary ; or if the

roots have become exposed to the frost, a surface-

dressing of rich soil will be highly beneficial. When
severe frosts set in, mulch all such plants with dry

frame manure, or the clearings-out of old Mushroom-

beds.

Pvrethrums.—These may be allowed to remain

in the ground all the winter, and it is very desirable

to mulch the surface of the ground. If there is not

sufficient stock, and increase is necessary, the plants

may be taken up and divided, potting each portion

into a 4-inch or 5-inch pot. If there is not con-

venience to pot them, the dividing of the plants

should be delayed until spring.

Dahlias.—The roots of these will have been

stored away, but they must not be quite neglected.

The stems are rather succulent, and hold much mois-

ture. If this has not been quite dried up the stem

may become mouldy, and this spreading down to the

crowns will destroy the incipient buds. .See that the

roots are not injured by being placed too close to

hotwater pipes.

Tulips.—If these are not yet planted out, the

operation should be performed without delay, choos-

ing a dry day for the purpose. Some of the best

Northern growers do not care to plant out until

December, as the rainfall in November sometimes in-

jures the bulbs. A good time to begin to plant is

when the bulbs swell at the base, showing that the

roots are forming. It is very undesirable that the

ground should have a soaking of rain as soon as the

roots are put out ; therefore, consult the weather-glass

before planting, y. Douglas.

Greenhouse Work in Winter.—Happy is that

Villa gardener who has a greenhouse which can be

heated when required to resist the influences of damp
and cold, and keep at bay all destroying conditions

that would harm his plants. If the fallen snow has

left the heavens all coldly clear, and the icy hand of the

stern frost is tightening its grip on the fettered earth,

he is superior to his garden-loving neighbour who has

only his unwarmed structure, and by means of con-

trivances can manage to mitigate something of the

effects of frost if he cannot altogether hold them at

bay ; though he too, as was shown last week, is not

altogether deprived of intercourse with floral visitants

that bear witness during the dreary parenthesis of

v.iutcr to the sure coining of the time when spring

will unlock the imprisoned flowers to paint the

laughing soil.

Azaleas and Camelllias.— In the warm green-

house Azaleas and Camellias will be foremost in un-

parting a floral warmth to its appearance. There is

the very useful Azalea amcena, with some of its im-

proved varieties, which is now in nice bloom, effective

in bouquets, and useful for a buttonhole, either by

itself or in combination with other flowers. There are

early flowering Azaleas also that come in at Christmas

and soon after, and if these have been kept in heat to

drive them on into flower, they, when removed to the

colder atmosphere of the flowering house should not

be exposed to cold draughts, but for a fortnight or so

kept where they will be close and warm. While they

occupy this intermediate position the plants shruld

be tied out as required and the pots cleaned, so that

when they are placed in a more exposed position

amid the flowering plants they may be seen to the

best advantage.

Who does not love a Camellia ? What Villa gar-

dener can be insensible to the seductive influences of

a beautiful bloom of C. nnbricata alba. The solidity

of such a bloom seems to chime in with the season of

the year wdien there is little of flower in our plant-

houses. Camellias in bloom should bo carefully

guarded from drip during rainy weather, and should

also be afforded a free supply of air on all favourable

occasions, using a little fire-heat whenever necessary

to keep out damp, and maintain a genial tempera-

ture, for the plants are as impatient of a close damp
atmosphere, as they are of a close hot one. It is

to the latter cause, no doubt, that should be attributed

many of the losses amateur cultivators of plants sus-

tain in consequence of their Camellia buds dropping.

What is known as the scale is a garden pest apt to

infest Camellia plants, and the Villa gardener should

have his plants well cleansed from it, if it should un-

fortunately exist, before the buds are so far advanced

as to be liable to be injured by the cleansing opera-

tion. Here it may be remarked that Camellia plants

are subject to the attacks of the scale insects, both

brown and white, the latter being much the worst to

deal with, for if allowed to go on unchecked it soon

increases to a serious extent on both wood and leaves.

The white scale appears to be much more tenacious

of life than the brown one, and in order to dislodge

it a more thorough remedy is required. An ordinary

toothbrush and a sponge and some warm soapy-water

will, however, get rid of it by repeated applications.

Perhaps Villa gardeners are as a nde scarcely alive

enough to the importance of cleansing the branches

and thick leaves of such things as Camellias a few

times during the year. It does the plants good, it

keeps the parts clean, and these acts of cleansing

tend materially to keep objectionable insects from

infesting them.

Let us get back to the subject of Azalea? again for

the sake of touching on a subject of some moment,

that is, the matter of watering. At this season of the

year the plants require comparatively httle water ; but

it is necessary to remember that the keener the frost

the more fire-heat has to be applied, and this pro-

duces a drying atmosphere which tells upon the

plants. It is well to look over the plants twice a

week for the sake of examining them, so that none

may be neglected, and when a plant is found to be

dry it should be watered thoroughly. Remember that

the roots of the Azalea form themselves into a dense

ball-like mass, into which water penetrates but slowly.

When this mass of roots becomes dry it contracts

and is drawn away from the sides of the pot, and the

water that is poured on to the surface of the soil in the

usual manner runs down the sides of the pot between

it and the ball of roots, which it does not penetrate at

all. In this way amateur gardeners lose many plants,

and wonder at the cause of the decay. Any plant so

dry as thus represented should be stood into a pail of

water, and remain there long enough for the soil to

become thoroughly soaked through.

By way of having blooms from Azaleas as early in

the year as possible, we may remark that plants which

set their bloom-buds early in summer, and have had a

long rest, may, if wanted in bloom as soon as possible,

be placed in a moist warm house, when such forms

a part of the A'illa gardener's glass accommodation ;

and if they are properly attended to, and a high moist

temperature can be maintained, may be had in bloom

in January. All, however, depends on the means for

getting them into flower.
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But here a word tjf warning is necessary. The

Villa sjartlener, in his anxiety to get his Azaleas into

lilooin as quickly as possible must not take them out

of the high moist temperature recommentled, and

])Iacc them at once in a much cooler temperature, if

he would enjoy their beauty for any length of time.

To bring the plants into a house where the tempera-

ture falls much below 50° would do them irremediable

h.arm ; a cold, dry, airy house would exercise a bane-

ful influence on plants that had hitherto enjoyed

something much hotter and moistcr. If there is no

intermediate stage, it will be better to allow the

plants to remain in the forcing house till they can with

some degree of safety be changed over to their cooler

quarters.

The CiiiNivSE Primula. — Here is another

charming subject for this season of the year, and in

common with the Cyclamen relays of plants could be

made to bloom successionally. In the warm portion

of the house just referred to—meaning thereby a part

to which a little artificial heat can be applied when

necessary—Cyclamens and Primulas might now be

had in flower ; while in the cooler portion Chrysan-

themums and berried Solanums in particular would

be bright and effective. Many Chrysanthemums are

quite hate this year, and they will keep on flowering

till Christmas, and by that time the Primulas will be

ready to go into the cooler portion of the house.

While there is something in strains of Chinese

Primulas, it is yet needful to employ heat at this time

of the year to get the trusses of bloom displayed well

above the foliage. Solar heat will do this in spring,

but just now, when solar heat is at its lowest, aid

from artificial heat—only a little—is of great advan-

tage. Of late years such great improvements have

been made in Primulas that it is not ditticult to get a

strain characterised by close compact growth and

trusses of large Hnely fringed flowers. The Villa

gardener should not only aim to grow well, but to

cultivate only those things that are worthy his best

attention, for it is found in practice that it is the best I

form of any plant that can lay claim to the greatest

decorative effect, anil yield the largest amount of

pleasure to him who tends it.

1* %S'
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amount claimed, with costs. Mr. McCall gave notice

of appeal to the High Court of Judicature.

A Singular Action between Two Sales-

men.—At the Westminster County Court on Friday

last the case of Thomas v. Hoar was heard before

Mr. Judge Bayley, in which the plaintiff and defend-

ant were both Potato salesmen carrying on business

in Covent Garden. The action was brought to

recover the sum of ^26 ioj., being the balance of an

account with reference to 146 bags of Potatos alleged

to be sold and delivered to the defendant.

The plaintiff having stated his case, it was urged

on the part of the defence that the plaintiff was

debarred from recovering, as there had been no actual

delivery of the goods to the defendant, they having been

consigned by a firm in Antwerp to a person named

Larkinson, a fruit salesman carrying on business at

Wolverhampton, who had the bill of lading, and who

upon it had recovered compensation from the Great

Eastern Railway Company in 1874 for non-delivery

of the Potatos at their proper time.

The plaintifl^s solicitor here stated that in 1876 he

wrote to the defendant, requiring the name of the

person at Wolverhampton to whom the Potatos were

consigned, when it was ascertained that Larkinson

had received the goods and had obtained a. sum for

the non-delivery of them in a proper time.

At this stage of the case, Mr. McCall, who ap-

peared as counsel for the plaintiff, said that as part of

the money had been received by his client, he was

equitably entitled to the whole, as the plaintiff had

actually sold the goods, which defendant, in the course

of his business, resold to his customer at Wolver-

hampton. It was now suggested on the part of the

defence that the case of Renardson v. Walker, quoted

in 40 Law Journal and i Law Reports (Exchequer),

completely put the plaintiff out of Court.

The learned Judge said he thought otherwise, and

considered there was an equitable delivery of the

Potatos to the defendant, who perhaps ought to have

given notice to the plaintiff if he had waived any

right in the Potatos. Still, in spite of which how-

ever, judgment must be in favour of plaintiff for the

the full amount claimed.

The counsel for the defence gave notice of appeal,

which the Court granted.

Variorum.
The Papaw.—At a recent meeting of the Berlin

Natural History Society, Herr Wittmach gave

an account of some researches and experiments he

had undertaken upon this subject, which are thus

summarised in a recent number of the Pharmaceu-
tical Journal.

"A perfectly ripe undamaged Papaw fruit measures

from 7 to 8 inches in length, and 3 to 4 inches in widths

and has the appearance of a rather long Melon ; it has a

beautiful yellow rind, which in its taste also resemble,

the Lemon, though with a slight flavour of turpenliue.

The most interesting and important property attributed

to it, however, is the power of its juice to rapidly render

hard flesh tender.

"As far back as the year 1750, Griffith Hl'GHES
says, in his History of Barhadoes, ' This juice is of so

penetrating a nature that if the unripe peeled fruit be
boiled with the toughest old salt meat, it quiclkly makes
it soft and tender, and if pigs be fed with the fruit,

especially unripe, the thin mucous matter which coats

the inside of the intestines is attacked, and, if the food be
not changed, is completely destroyed.' According to

Browne, meat becomes tender after being washed with
water to which the juice of C. papaya has been added,
and if left in such water ten minutes it will fall from the

spit while roasting, or separate into shreds while boiling.

.\ccording to Holden, the flesh of an animal hung to a
branch of the tree is rendered tender. Karsten says

that in Quito the use of Carica juice when boiling meat
is very general, but in \'enezuela and Costa Rica the

practice is unknown. Some further experiments were
made by Rov, who obtained by making incisions in a

single fruit 28.39 c.c. of the milky juice, which after

evaporating to dryness and again diluting with water,

had a powerful action upon flesh, albumen and gluten,

while starch remained unaltered by it.

" Herr Wittmach, the author of the present paper,

obtained after repeated incisions of a half-ripe fruit only

1.19s grain of white milky juice of the consistence of

cream. This dried in a watch-glass to a hard vitreous

white mass, having what appeared to be greasy spots on
the surtace, but what really were flocks of gelatinous

substance that always adheres to the more hardened
material. The odour and flavour of the fresli juice re-

called that of petroleum or of vulcanised indiarubber.

The microscope showed it to be a fine grumous mass con-

taining some larger particles and isolated starch grains.

Iodine coloured the juice yellowish brown.
" A portion of the juice was dissolved in three times

ts weight of water, and this was placed with 10 grams of

quite fresh lean beef in one piece in distilled water, and
boiled for five minutes. Below the boiling point the

meat fell into several pieces, and at the close oi the

experiment it had separated into coarse shreds. In the

control experiments made without the juice the boiled

meat was visibly harder. Hard-boiled albumen, digested

with a little juice at a temperature of 20° C, could after

twenty-four hours be easily broken up with a glass rod.

P'ifty grams of beef in one piece, enveloped in a leaf of

C. papaya during twenty-four hours at 15° C, after a

short boiling became perfectly tender ; a similar piece

wrapped in paper and heated in the same manner, re-

mained quite hard. Some comparative experiments were

also made with pepsine, and the following are the con-

clusions arrived at by the author :

—

" 1. The milkly juice of the Carica papaya is (or con-

tains) a ferment which has an extraordinarily energetic

action upon nitrogenous substances, and like pepsine

curdles mflk.
"2. This juice differs from pepsine in being active

without the addition of free acid—probably it contains a

small quantity ; and further, it operates at a higher

temperature (about 60" to 65° C.) and in a shorter lime

(five minutes at most).
"3. Thefiltered juice differs chemically from pepsine,

in that it gives no precipitate on boiling, and further that

it is precipitated by mercuric chloride, iodine, and all the

mineral acids.

"4. It resembles pepsine in being precipitated by
neutral acetate of lead, and not giving a precipitate with

sulphate of copper and perchloride of iron."

Hf that questioneth much shall learn much.— h\coti.

Clay's pERTiLibEK.—Where can this manure be pro-

cured ? A\

Poor Rates.—Arc nurserymen rated for poor-rates

the same as other people, or one-fourth less ? H. C. U.

[It depends entiiely on the custom prevailing in each
particular locality. These is no fixed rule to go by.

Eds.]

Adianti'MS : W Smythe. Your Adiantums are not

"in flower" as you suppose; the appearances you
mistake for flowurs arise from some arrest of growth,

the coloured parts being diminutive pinnules.

Abutilons : H. Parr. The flowers sent are small,

but one or two appear to be bright and effective in

colour, especiallv No. 4. and perhaps also No. 3.

The flowers of'the:e plants travel ladly, and when
they have to be sent on for opinion they seldom arrive

in a satisfactory condition. There was. and probably
still is, a good collection of them at Chiswick ; if you
could manage to look in and see them you would judge
belter than we can from a single flower.

Books : P.. Famborough. The Cottage Gardener's
Dictionary is published by Bell & Daldy, York Street.

Covent Garden. Anv bookseller could get it for you.

—E. C. L. Mrs. Loudon's Amateur Gardeners
CalcTular. published by Warne & Co., Bedford Street.

Covent Garden, W.C. Your other question next

week.

Cornus alba : G. M. We should think so ; but the

general practice in the nurseries is to layer it.

Covent Garden : \V. D. The hours of business are

—in the wholesale market from 4 a.m. to 6 p.m. ; in

the retail department from 7 A.M. to 8 p.m.

Edgings Under Trees : Hensell. There is nothing
better than the Ivy. the Honeysuckle will not be so

good. Of the Ivies you send No. i will suit best, but
the small-leaved common English Ivy would also be
suitable.

Fungus : P.. Heath. The common Stinkhorn, Phallus

impudicus. Please do not send any more.

Garden Netting : An Old Sub. The best and
cheapest plan is to send the nets to a lanyard to be
steeped in the bark-pits for three or four days.

Grafting Vines ; J. W. J. You may graft the Vines
upon the bottle system at any lime from the fall of the

leaf to the rising of the sap. T!ie only way in which
it difters from whip grafting consists in leaving a spur
of two or three buds below the union sufficiently long
for insertion in a bottle suspended from the stock, and
wliich must be kept constantly full of water. Grafts

may be put on side spurs or shoots, but having three

rods to each Vine you might cut down one and put on
two grafts ; the latter should be ripe, of medium
strength, and 12 to 15 inches in length. Having made
a neat union, as in whip-grafting, bind tightly with
good string, insert the heel in the bottle, and protect

with grafting clay or moss. Vines grafted in this way
make rods of great strength the first season, and it

frequently happens that they show and mature a
bunch of Grapes \vithout any apparent detriment to

the Vine.

Heating : Querist. You may certainly heat your house
by flues, but we cannot advise you how to arrange
them without the ground plan. To get sufficient com-
mand of heat for forcing you will require the flue to

pass along the front, cross the end, and along the

back path. If well built they will answer, but you
must lake care to supply moisture by the aid of

evaporating pans. You would find hot-water pipes

much simpler and better, and they should not be much
more costly than good flues. The water might be

circulated in earthenware pipes if you cannot afford

cast-iron ones. You would need at least four rows of

4-inch pipe in front.

Names of Plants : 5. Phillyrea media.—7. M. The
Orchid is Maxillaria picta, and the other plant Cocco-

lobia platycladon. The Ferns are too small.— J.
Urquhart. Zygopetalum crinitum.

—

T. W. i, Zygo-

pelalum crinitum ; 2. next week.

—

H. H. A. i,

Calathea zebrina ; 2, Calathea bicolor ; 3, Dalechampia
Roezlii.—C. Prichett. Phajus grandifohus. The Im-

patiens seems to be a white variety of I. flaccida.— IK.

Adams. Euonymus europEeus.

—

H. P., Middlehurst.

The Butcher's Broom, Ruscus aculeatus. It is used in

tanning for sprinkUng the leather with water.— (J. R.

We cannot undertake to name Roses.

Pink-apple Seeds: C. W. In an ordinary fruit no
perfect seeds are developed. The flowers must be
artificially fertilised to produce seeds, which are formed

and developed in the pips.

Red-spider on Orchard-house Trees : \V. B.

Dissolve about 4 oz. of soft soap in a gallon of water,

add to it a thumb-potlul of soot, and | lb. of flowers

of sulphur
;
paint the trees with this mixture. Red-

spider should be kept from the trees during summer
by daily syringing. We never find it necessary to

winter-dress our trees to destroy spider. _7- Douglas.

Sol. Phenvle : Horticulturist. The manufacturers are

Messrs. Morris, Little & Son, Doncaster.

Tuberoses : T., Farnborough. See our number for

October 27 of last year, p. 530.

Tuberous-rooted Begonias : Thos, Davis. You will

find all the information you want in our issue for

November 2, at p. 560.

Vine Eves : J. W. \V. Yes. if you can command
sufllcient heat. Make the bed up the same as you
would do for Cucumbers.

*»* Correspondents are specially requested to address,

post-paid, all communications intended for publica-

tion to the " Editors," and not to any member of the

staff personally. The Editors would also be obliged

by such communications being sent as early in the

week as possible. Correspondents sending news-

papers should be careful to mark the paragraphs they

wish the Editors to see. Letters relating to Adver-
tisements, or to the supply of the Paper, should be

addressed to the Publisher, and not to the Editors.

@" Foreign Subscribers sending Post-oflice Orders

arc requested to make them payable at the post-office.

King Street, Covent Garden, London, and at the

same time to inform the Publisher at the office of this

Catai.ogl'ks Received : — Messrs. Robert Mack &
Son (Catterick Bridge, Yorkshire), Catalogue of General

Nursery Slock, Fruit Trees, Conifers, &c.—Messrs.
W. Barron & Son (Elvaston Nurseries, Borrowash,

Derby), Trade List of Conifcra: and Ornamental Trees,

&c. ; also Descriptive Catalogue of Ornamental Plants,

&c. — Messrs. J. J.
Thomas & Co. (285 and 362.

Edg^vare Road, London, W.), Illustrated Catalogue

of Garden, Farm, and other Iron and Wire Goods.—
Galloway & Graham (138, Queen Street, Glasgow),

Catalogue of Choice Hybrid Gladioli.—Thomas Sludd

(Grange Nursery, Heaton Mersey), Catalogue of

Roses and Easily Grown Plants.

Communications Receivbd.-W. S.-W. R. M'N.-G. T.—
C N.-E. O. f.-R. F.-H. G. E.-P. G.-E. S D.—J. D.

H —H B.—A. T.-G. J.—C. A., Leeds (ih»nks lor the

siisK«tion).-G. P.-J. R.-J. H.-J. V. & Sons-W. P.

H.-W. T.-E. A. O (ihanks).-J, G. B -E. VV. & S,-J. C.

& So.is.-VV. E.-A. C. L-A. F-J. T.-B F.-W.
Bardney (yes. Received with thanks).- A. R.—A. D.-W.
E. R.—A. M.—H. E. W.—A. O. -J. F.-C. H. (many
thanks) -J. S.-A. M.

[nrlicts.

COVENT GARDEN, Daember 12.

Our market remains the same ; large supplies of

American goods still arriving, while the better class o

English Apples command good prices. Kent Cobs

ciuiet. James Webber, Wholesale Afpie Market.

Apples, j4-sieve ..
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Abutilon, 12 blooms <

Arum Lilies, 12 bims. <

Azaleas, 12 sprays ..

Bouvardias, per Sun.
Camellias, per dozen
Carnations, per dozen
Chrysanih., per dor. :

— per 12 bunches..
|

Epiphyllum, lablms.
Eucharis, per doi:. .. 1

Gardenias. la bIms. \

Heliotropes, ta sp. .. 1

Hyacin., Kom.,i3sp. '

Lily of Valley, spray :

Plants
s. d. s. d.

Arum Lily, or Rich-
ardia aethiop., doz. 18 0-30 o

Azaleas, per dozen.. 24 0-60 o
Begonias, per doz. .. 6 0-12 o
Bouvardia5i, per doz. 9 0-24 o
Camellias, per dozeniS 0-60 o
Chrysanth., per doz, 6 0-33 o
Cyperus, per dozen 6 0-12 o
Dracsna terminalis 30 0-60 o
— viridis, per doz...i8 0-24 o
Epiphyllum, pcrdoz. 18 0-60 o
Erica CafFra, p. doz. 60-90— gracilis, p. dozen 9 o-tz o
— hyemalis, p. doz. 12 0-42 o

Mignonette, 12 bun. 6 1

Narcissus, paper-
whice, 12 sprays .. 2 <

Pelargoniums, 12 spr. a i

— zonal, 12 sprays i <

Primul.T, double, per

(outdoor), 12 bun

Violets," 12 bunche;

Hyacin,, Rom , doz.12 o-if

Mignonette, per doz. 6 o- c

Myrtles, per doz, ,, 6 o-i:

Pelargoniums. scar-

lets, zonal doz .. 6 o-i'

Primulas,, per dozen 5 o- <

Solanums, ber., doz. 6 o-ii

SEEDS.
London : Dec. 11.—Business in farm seeds has not

during the present week exhibited any material change.

Of new English red there is a good supply, but the great

majority of the samples show only medium quality—large

and purple seed being exceptional. As regards American
seed the position is unaltered. Fifteen hundred bags on
the way from New York to Hamburg have, it is said,

gone down in the Pomenjnia. From the Board of

Trade Returns just issued it appears that the imports of

Clover and grass seeds show for the past month a most
marked falling off; the e.\:act tonnage received during
November of the following years being as under :

—

November, 1876, 2607 tons ; 1877, 1876 tons ; 1878,

582 tons. Trefoils and white Clovers are neglected :

the low price of Alsike has induced a certain amount of

buying. Hemp and Canary seeds move off slowly on
former terms. Owing to the severe weather there is a
better trade for boiling Peas. White Mustard finds

buyers at late rates ; there is a scarcity of fine Rape
seed, yohn Shaw &• Sons, Seed Merchants, 37, Mark
Lane, London, E.C.

CORN.
Monday's market was very inert, but the price of

English Wheat was fully maintained—foreign Barley

sustaining the quotations of last week. The demand for

Barley, Maize, and Peas was not sufficient to test quota-

tions. Oats gave way 6d., and though there was no
quotable change in flour, the tendency was against the

seller.—Trade on Wednesday was a trifle firmer in con-
sequence of the sharp frosty weather ; but there was no
improvement in the amount of business in progress.

I'or English and foreign Wheat rates were about the same
as on Monday, with the difference that the tendency was
stronger. Barley, except very fine malting, was dull, and
a limited inquiry prevailed for the various other classes

of produce. Oats were perhaps a little steadier ; and
prices were somewhat better supported as regards Maize.
—Average prices of corn for the week ending December 7 :

—Wheat, 40J-. iid. ; Barley, y^s. ^d. ; Oats, 2ij-. id. For
the corresponding period last year :—Wheat, 51J. 4(j'.

;

Barley, 441. id.
; Oats, 23^. jod.

CATTLE.
The weather proving favourable trade in beasts at

Copenhagen Fields on Monday was active, and prices

improved on the average. Trade in sheep was not over
brisk, and ewes and second quality met with a dull sale.

Trade was not particularly good for calves. Quotations :

—Beasts, 4J. 6d. to 5^. 4(?., and $s. 8d. to 6s. ; calves,

$s. 4(/. to 6s. 4(/. ; sheep, y. 4*/. to 5^. 8d. , and 6s. 2d.

to 7s.
;

pigs, 4.r. to 5J-, 4(/.—Thursday's trade was quiet

and without feature. The supply of beasts was above
the average of a Thursday. Of sheep the show was
moderate. Beasts sold quietly at barely Monday's
prices, and sheep were unaltered. Calves were disposed
of at late rales.

HAY.
Thursday's Whitechapel market report stales that the

supply was moderate, and there was a steady trade at

previous prices. Quotations : — Prime Clover, loox. to

iios. ; inferior, 80s. to gos.
; prime meadow hay, 75J.

to 84.?. ; inferior, 40^. to 70.r. ; and straw. 30J'. to 4aT.

per load. — Cumberland Market quotations:— Superior
meadow hay, 88j. 1095.;. ; inferior, 63^. to 75^. ; superior
Clover, io3j. to ii6j. ; inferior, 781. to 92?. ; and straw,

385. to 42^. per load.

COALS.
A brisk demand was experienced for house coals at

market on Monday owing to the colder weather, and
best descriptions rose6n'. per ton. Business on Wednes-
day was characterised by increased firmness, and a
further advence of 6d. per ton was registered. Quota-
tions :—Bebside West Hartley, i6,f. ^d. ; East Wylam,
I7J^. gd. ; Springwell West Hartley, 16s. yi. ; West
HarUey, i6j-. -^d. ; Walls End — Easington, 17J. 9^. ;

Hetton, 20J-. ; Hetton Lyons, lys. gd. ; Hawthorns,
17J. gd. ; Lambton, igs. 6d. ; Original Hartlepool. 26s.

Wear, iBs.; South Hetton, 2aT. ; East Hartlepool,
icjr. gd. ; Salvin's Hutton, i8.r. 3'/.

RAUCEBY HALL MELON.

This splendid new Gieen-fleshcd Melon has

been raised by Mr. Krown, the gardener at

Rauceby Hall, and has during the past two

seasons been exhibited seventeen times — in

every case gaining a First Prize. It is hardy, a

fine setter, and a very heavy cropper. The fruit

is very beautifully netted, the flesh juicy, sweet,

and melting, and of a very rich flavour. Alto-

gether it is a variety of unquestionable supe-

riority, and worthy a place in every garden.

Price 2s. 6d. per packet.

TESTIMONIALS.
B.-h'on- Casth Gardens.

"Dear Sir, -The Green-flcshed Melon exhibited by Mr.

Brown at the Sleaford sho* this year, and to which the Fir t

Prize was awarded, was of exceptional excellence, having a rich

flavour, and being sweet, melting, and very juicy.

*• November ii, 1877." " W. INGRAM."

Bclvoir, Grant/iam.
" Dear Sir.— T beg to thank you for the packet of Melon seed

you were good enough to send inc. If like produces like I may

look forward to something of special excellence in Melons next

season. If I had reason to believe that the Melons generally

exhibited at moit shows were only half as good as Brown's, I

am sure T shjuUl apprctch the task of tasting them with less

misgivings of possible cholera than I have often experienced.

" A good Melon is quite the exception at the exhibitioiis at

which which I have officiated of late years.

" December 14, 1377.- " W. INGRAM."

ShtdU-y, near RipOH.
" Dear Sirs, — According to promise I have grown your

Rauceby HsU Melon, and submitted it to compciiiion at the

Yoik Gala, where an immense quantity of fruit was shown, and

I am glad to inform you it won the First Prize. It appears a

ha-dy good grower, sets well, and will be a valuable Melon to

those who have to supply the table constantly.

"June23, 1873." 'JOHN CLARK."

The Gardens, Hutton Halt, Guisborough, Yorksldyc.

" Dear Sir,— In answer to yours respecting the Rauceby Hall

Melon, I have found it to be a very good sort, of high flavour.

" September 6, 1378." "
J. McINDOE."'

The Gardens, Dartcy Abbey, Derby.
" Dear Sir,—I have carefully grown your Rjuceby Hall

Melon in three successions, with four other well-known first-

cla'-s varieties, and I have much pleasure in being able to speak

in the highest terms of the Rauceby Hall, particularly for early

work It is a free setter and quickly swells off hands ime fruit

of fine flavour.

" At table here it hi'^ been quite the favourite of the seasin.

I consider it a first-c'ass Melon, and shall hope to grow it largely

anotlier year. '* THOS. KEETLEV."

Kaucchy Hatl Gardens.
" Dear Sir,—My seedling Green-fleshed Melon has a very

hardy Ciinstitution. It is a free setter and immense cropper,

beautifully netted, and unquestionably the handsomest and

fincit flavoured Melon grown averaging from 3 to 4J4 Ih.

in weight. I have exhibited it myself several times, and it has

never been beaien. Vou can safely recommend it to be the very

best Melon ever sent out. and the entire stock is In yout hands.
" November 12, iS;?." " JAMES BROWN."

Sysfon Par/;, Grantham.
" Dear Sir, -I have tasted, and also seen growing, the Melon

ciUed Rauceby Hall Seedling,' and I believe it to be a really

first-class Melon, most delicious in flavour, free setter, and a very

robust constitution. It is medium in size, thin rind, and very

juicy. A most handsome fruit for the table.

" November 16, 1877-" " C. BILLESON."

Haverholme Priory, Sleaford.
" Dear Sir,— I hive grown your seedling Melon the last two

seasons, and find it to be ofgood constitution, a very free setter,

fruit of medium size, beautifully netted, handsome in appear-

atice, and of excellent fliv^ur. It ripens its crop oflf very much
quicker than many other varieties now in cultivation, which
will make it valuable for early and late crops.

" November 9, 1877." " GEORGE SANDY."

r/u- Gar„\:,s, r,ctton Home. Grantham.
" Gentlemen,— I find the * Rauceby Hall ' Melon hardy in

constitution, beautifully netted, a ihin rind, and splendid

flavour, and looks well upon the table.

" .September 6, 1S78." "JOHN EOLTON."

Trade Price on application.

^SLE/\EQRE>^

Jolinstone's St. Martin's Rhubarb
I.j^ARLIKST and BEST in CULTIVATION,
-LJ forces well, and has a splendid colour.

Strong roots, gi. per dozen. Trade price on application.
RHUliARb, Prima Donna (newl, 2j. id. each.

.. Princess Royal (newi, is. M. each.

W. P. LAIRU AN D SI NCLAIR, Nurserymen. Dundee, NT..

To the Trade.WTAIT AND CO. begtoofferDOG.STAIL
• RIB-GRASS, POTATO ONIONS, and GARLIC,

of hne quality. Sainples and prices on application.

W. TAir AND CO.. Nurserymen and Seedsmen, Dublin.

HARDY EVERGREEN.S.—The hardily-
grown, thoroughly transplanted, therefore well-rooted

stock of Messrs. JA.MES DICKSON & SONS, "Newton'
Nurseries, Chester, is unequalled for variety, quality, and
extent. Intending planters are invited to inspect.

Priced CATALOGUE and all information post-free.

To the Trade.
ILLIAM BARRON AND SON'S

New WHOLESALE CATALOGUE
May be had on application.

Elvaston Nurseries, Bi.rrowash. Derby.

w
DWARF-TRAINED

NECTARINES, extra sized.

Apply to

GEORGE SMITH. The Dell Nurseries. Rock Ferry, Cheshire.

(•"1ARNAT10N.S.—Souvenir de la Malmaison,
V^' pink and white varieties, a fine and healthy stock. Price
on application.

Descriptive CATALOGUE of ROSES and FRUIT TREES
forwarded free on applic:ilion

IRELANDANp TH O.MSO.V.Craig leiih Nursery. Edinburgh.

For Forcing, Superb Roots.

ASPARAGUS, 4, 3, 2, and l-yr.,

sown stuir. RHUBARB, Liunxus, Prii:

Victoria, &c., finest stojls, 4. 3. and 2-yr,, from seed,

C. R FREEMAN. Seed G:

PEACHES and
The Trade supplied.

thinly-

ich.

TRANSPLANTED FOREST TREES.
ASH. Common, 2, 3, to 4 feet, stout.

BEECrl, Common, I'i to 2'4 feet, stout.

LARCH, Fir, 1 to 1,'.; foot, vtry fine and cheap.
HAZEL. Commjn.sto 3, an.t 3 to 4 fe=t. very fine.

POPLAR, Black Italian, Balsam and Lombardy. 2, 3, to 5 feet.

TRANSPLANTED FRUIT TREES.

Mussel. Bromptol

TRANSPLANTED CONIFERS,
TREES AND SHRUBS.

CEDRUS DEODARA, bushy, fine, iK. 3 5. tt> 7 ft".
CRYPTOMERIA ELEGANS, 2, 3, to 5 feet, fine.

CUPRESSUS LAWSOMANA, i to 10 feet, suitable for

PICEA NOKDMANNIANA, perfect specimens, 2, 3. 5. to

I'INUS CEMBRA, fine,2. 3. 5, to 7leet. !? feet.

RETINOSPORA PLU.VIO3.1, 1, 2. 3. to s feet, fine.

THUJA GIC.ANTEA, 2, 3, 5, to 6 leet, fine.

., LOBBI, 6 to 8 feet, suitable for screens.

THUJOPSIS BOREALIS. 3, 4, to 5 feet. fine.

AUCUBA JAPONICA, bushy, i)i to 2 feet.

HOLLIES, Gietn, bushy. 3. 6. to 9 feel.

., Variegated, bushy, 2, 3, 4, to 6 feet.

YUCCAS, ..f sorts, fine.

CHESTNUT, Horse, 7. 8, 10, to 12 feet.

THORNS, Standards, of sorts, extra fine.

POPLARS, of sorts, 8, to, to 12 feet.

LIMES, very stout, 10, 12, to t5 feet.

PRIVET, Bojt-leaved, i, 2. to 3 feel, suitable for hedges or

MANETIT Rose stocks, fine. [covert.

AMPELOPSIS VEITCHII, in pots.

CLEMATIS JACKM ANNI, and others, in pots.

DAPHNE CNEORUM.fine.
•1 he whole of the above Stock is in excellent condition for

removal, of hrst-class quality, and grown in large quantities.

For particulars and Prices apply to

GEORGE J AC KM AN and SON,
Woking Nursery, Surrey.

To the Trade.

LIMES, 4 to 6 feet, 20s. per i<x) ; 6 to 8 feet,

3ar. per loo.

ASH. Mountain, 4 to s feet, 30s. per 1000.

WALNUTS, 6 to 8 feet, 30s. per too.

PINE, Weymouth, 2-yr.. 2.yr. out, 2;r per 1030.

General Nursery TRADE LIST on application
W. P. LAIRD AND SINCLAIR. Niiriervt.-ii. I'lindee, N B^

East Lothian Intermediate Stock.

pOWE'S NEW CRIMSON.—A beautiful
V^ novelty selected by Mr. Cowc, a well-known success'ul
cultivator of the East Lothian Stock. It is of an exqu'site

crimson, distinct from all other varieties yet offered, and coming
rather later into llower it will prove a valuable acquisition to

these popular Stocks. Packets 2j. tii, each.

THOMAS METHVEN and SONS, 15, Princes Street,

Edinburgh.

U R P L U S
ASH, transplanted, 2 to

ELM, Wych,
row-l

iEAI
All as good 'c

S T O
3, 4 and 5 feet.

id 6 feet.

ibe.

C K

Prices of above, and also general NURSERY CATALOGUE
(Retail), on appHcition to

JOHN CARTER. Nurseryman. Kei

g

hiey. Yorkshire.

East Lothian Stock, New Crimson.

TODD AND CO., Seedsmen, Maitland
Street. Edinbvirgb, offer SEED of this splendid variety,

saved from the original stock, which for years has produced 90
per cent, ol double flowers. It is most brilliant in colour, and
posses-^es the true East Lothian branching habit and perpetual

Fit opinions of eminent horticulturisf;, who have seen and
grown it, see Gardeners' Chronicle of December 7.

Retail price, js. and 25'. 6d. per packet.

Trade price per ounce on application.

Todd & Co. can also supply the Trade
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SPECIAL NOTICK.

The Gardeners' Chronicle
For JANUARY 4, 1879, luill contain a

BEAUTIFULLY COLOURED ALMANAC (19 in. by 13 in.),

From an Original Design by W. H. Fncir.

As tJiis Number ivill have a large Extra Ciradation, Applicationsfor

Advertisement Space are requested to be sent in as early as possible.

W. RICHARDS, 41, WELLINGTON STREET, STRAND, LONDON, W.C.

G I L B E R T'S
BURGHLEY CHAMPION BROCCOLI

A most useful late variety, selected by Mr. R. Gilbert, of Burghley, from Cattell's " Eclipse."

It is whiter and firmer In texture, later in season, and the most perfect self-protecting Broccoli extant.

If sown the last week in April it comes into use in May and ynne.

Sold in Sealed Packets, marked R.O., price 2s. 6d. each. Liberal discount to the Trade.

OsBORN & Sons,
THE FULHAM NURSERIES, LONDON, S.W.

JOHN EDMONDS & CO.,
HORTICULTURAL BUILDERS and HOT-WATER ENGINEERS, LILLIE BRIDGE, WEST BROMPTON, LONDON, S.W.

C'lnsematories, Greenhouses and Hothouses of every descriplion Erected and Heated in any part oj the Kingdom or Abroad.

Kiosks, Summer-houses, Verandahs, Glass Approaches, &c.—Pit Lights, Garden Boxes, Hand Glasses, &c., in Stock.

PATENTEES OF THE "TUBULAR SADDLE BOILER," THE BEST CAST-IRON BOILER.

Illustrated Catalogue free. I)v Po-it. NOTE.

—

Tlje Works adjoin West Bromfiton Station, Metrnpolitan District Railway.
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ERICA GRACILIS, Bushy Plants in 48-pots,
in full bloom. 30^. per 100, ^s per dozen.

MORLE. 50. Kcnninctoii Park Road, S.E.

CRANSTON'S NURSERIES,
ESTADUSHED .785.

EIGHTY ACRES.
ROSES, FRUIT TREES. CONIFERS,

FOKEST TREES, &c.

Descriptive and Priced Catalogues for 187S
7101^ ready.

AJdress-
CRANSTON & CO,

KING'S ACRE, near HEREFORD.

Seed List.

pHARLES SHARPE and CO.'S
V^ WHOLESALE LIST of VEGETABLE and FARM
SEEDS is now ready, and will be sent post-free on application.

CHARLES SHARPE and CO , Seed Farmers, Sle.-iford,

and at 31, New Corn Exchange, Mark Lane, London, E.C.

To the Trade.—Seed Potatos.

CAREFULLY SELECTED and FREE FROM DISEASE.

/CHARLES SHARPE and CO.
V^ will have much pleasure in forwarding their

SPECIAL PRICED CATALOGUE of SEED POTATOS,
Grown Ijy themselves this season.

CHARLES SHARPE and CO., having at much trouble
and expense procured the choice- 1 stocks of all the finest English
and American varieties, can confidently recommend what ihey
offer. Seed Warehouse, Sleaford.

AsMeaved Potatos.QPECIAL OFFER
r^ for large quantities.

EARLY ASHLEAF,
|

MYATT'S PROLIFIC,
RIVERS' ROYAL.

CHARLES SHARPE and CO. are p-.nared to make low
quotatio> s for the ah v^. wh^n 1 1'l-.- nnantit -s ar- taken.

SLEftFORK
PEAT SOIL, PEAT S O I L.—

BROWN FIBROUS, good quality, for Orchids, Pot
Plants, Ferns, ,<ic , {,(> 6s. per truck. BLACK, eood quality for
American Plants, Rhododendrons Azaleas, Heaths. &c . :^s
per ton, or 6-ton truck for .£4 tos. Delivered on r.iil at Black-
water, S.E.R.. or Camberley, S.W.R., by the truckload. Cash
- ilh order. Sample -sack. 55. 6,/.,

HOLDER and SON, Cr< I Nu

PEAT for RHODODENDRONS and ordi-
nary POT PLANTS, in trucks containing 14 yards or

loads, put on rail at Ringwood Station, jCi 155. Carriage pai.l

to London or any Station on ihe L. & S. W. Railway, ;is 5s.

per truck of fourteen load^. Cash or reference.

J. PRYER, Manager, Peat Stores, Vauxhall Station and
Ringwood.

PEAT.—South of England Horticultural Peat
Lands. -C. R. HOLLOWAY. Chrislchurch, Hants —

BROWN. FIBROUS, Light-weighing Peat, of excellent
quality, for Orchids, Ferns, &c , well cut in Turfs and carefully
loaded into Railway Trucks, at 17J. 6d. per ton, in loads ol 4
Tons and upwards. Sample bag, sr. ; five bags, 215. ; 12 bags,
4ar. Some also, of good quality, at t^s. dii. per ton, lour

B
Fibrous Peat for OrcHlds, &o.ROWN FIBROUS PEAT, best

quality for Orchids. Stove Plants. &c . i,b 61 per truck.
BLACK FIBROUS PEAT, for Kludodendrons, Ajaleas

He.aths. American PLant Beds. 15J. per ton.
Delivered on rail at Blackwater, S. E. R , or Farnborough,

S, W. R. , by the truckload. Sample bag, 4J ; 5 bags, aoj. ;

10 bags, 36J. Bags ^d. each.
Fresh SPHAGNUM, toj, 6,/. per bag.

WALKER AND CO , Farnborough Station. Hants.

pOCOA-NUT FIBRE WASTE.—
V^ Invaluable for Potting, Plunging, and Forcing Purposes
Useful at all seasons, yl. per bushel, 100 bushels 33 bags) sol

,

truckload (loose) 305., put free on rail
: 5^, for one-horse van-

load, if (etched from Works. Bags charged 4,/. each, returnable
at same rate.-JAMES CROWLEY and CO. , Cocoa-nut Fibre
Works. Suffolk Place, Snow's Fields. Bermondsey, S.E.

GARDEN REOUIsTtES.—COCOA-NUT
FIBRE REFUSE, as supplied to Her Majesty and
most of the leading Nurserymen and Gardeners.

^d. per bushel : 100 for 10s. \ truck (loose, 250 bush.), 3oi.
4-l.ushel bags, 4.1'. each.

LIGHT BROWN FIBROUS PEAT, is. id. per sack;
5 sacks, asj. ; 12 for 455., or 36J. per ton.

BLACK FIBROUS PEAT, ss. per sack. 5 sacks 21s. ; 12

IS. gd. per bushel ; i$s. half
toil, 20s per ion ; in 1 cwi. bags, 4;. each.

YELLOW FIBROUS LOAM, PEAT MOULD, and LEAF
MOULD. IS per bushel.

SPHAGNUM MOSS, Ss. 6d. per sack.
Manures, Garden Sticks, Virgin Cork, Tobacco Cloth and

Paper, Russia Mats. &c.
Write for free PRICE LIST. Goods free to rail.

H. G. SMYTH, to. Castle Street, Endell Street. Long Acre W.C.

G

COARSE SILVER SAND,

cOCOA-NUT FIBRE REFUSE, as
supplied 10 the Royal Horticui'ural Society.— Four-bushtl
(bag included), is. ; 30 bags (bajjs included). 20s. ; irutk

FINLAYSON
24 and 25, Redm:

aCOTT'S WASP DESTROYER.—
yj The only effectual remedy for destroying these pests:
ij. 6^., 2S. 6d. and $s. per bottle. May be obtained through
all Seedsmen, or direct Irom

JOHN SCOTT. The Royal Seed Stores. Yeovil.
TJie Orchardist, by J. Scoit, price 35. 61/.. the best work in

the English language on Fruit Trees and their Cultivation

I S H U R S T COMPOUND.—
Used by many of the leading Gardeners since 1859,

against Red Spider, Mildew, Thrips. Greenfly, andother Blight,
in solutions of trom i to 2 ounces to the gallon of soft water, and
ot fiom 4 to i6 ounces as a winter dressing for Vines and Fruit
Trees. Has outlived many preparations intended to supersede it.

Sold Retail by Seedsmen in Boxes, is . 3*.. and loj. bti.

Wholesale by PRICE'S PATENT CANDLE COMPANY
(Limited).

By Permission of the Hon. Board of Customs.

[Free of Duty.)

NICOTINE SOAP,
A NEW and UNRIVALLED INSECTICIDE fur

PLANT CULTIVATORS.

No other Insecticide will bear comparison with this in killing

properties, with perfect safety to foliage. No known lli^ht can

resist it. and it is the Cheapest in the market.

Price, in jars containing 8 oz. , is. 6d , and 20 oz , y. ; drunis,

28 lb., 255.

2 es sufficientfor 1 gallon qfivater for ord.nary nse.

Wholesale from the Manufacturers, CORRY and SOPER,
Bonded Tobacco Stores, Shad Thames. London, S. E. ; or

HOOPER AND CO.. Covent Garden, W.C. : and Retail from

all Seedsmen

HELLI WELL'S PATENTED
NEW SYSTEM of AIR a- d WATER-TIGHT

IMPERISHABLE GLAZING. All Woodwork is covered,
and no outside Painting is required. Old Koofs Reglazed.
Any one can repair or talce in pieces.

•• It is suitable for R.iiKvay Staiioi-s, Mills, Weaving Sheds,
&c , but is specially applicable to Conservatories. Plant
Houses, and Orchard Hou-es, and we should be very much
inclined to try the sy.stem. It is certainly worth looking to."

—

Ihe BniUiir.^
" And will, in our opinion, supersede any other similar system

before the public."

—

Building Neivx.
"It seems to meet the tnd in view more nearly than aiiy-

thing we have seen yet."

—

The Field.

"The pjient h^s gtven high satisfaction to everyone using
it."- The Chris'ian Union.
"Convincingly prove tt'e new Glazing System to be worthy

the attention of readers of the Kcys'one."— The Keystone.

For Estimates, Drawings, or Particulars
the Parentee.

T. W. HELLIWELL
ouse. Yorkshire : or. ig, Parliament Ptree

, apply to

BOULTO N & PAUU NORWICH.
IMPROVED PORTABLE POULTRY HOUSE,

PHEASANTRY or AVIARY.

hade
and shelter ncA- c rcular shaped galval sed roof, wh ch is very
ornamental and ifTords good ventilation fitted with shifii g
perches sliding w ndow large door and lock for attendant
small door f r fowls nrd hen lidder nn ne t bo\es Strong
galvani ed Wire Run is ill s nted with door and lock and all

necessary bolts and nut. c mplete
Priies— Carriage paid to any railway siation in Englami

:

ist size. No I. with run Complete, la feet long,

4 feet wide /8 o o
2d size. No. 2, with run complete, 12 feet long,

5 feet wide 9170
jd size. No. 3, with run complete, 16 feet long,

6 feet wide 15 o o
Houses can be had without urns if required

New Illustrated Ca'alogiie free on application.
HOUSTON AND PAUL. Norwich.

BAYLISS, JONES &BAYLISS,
Patentees and Manufacturers of Wrought In

CONTINUOUS BAR FENCING,
Iron Hurdles, Strained Wire Fencing,

Field and Enirance Gates. Tree Guards, S:c.,

VICTORIA WORKS. WO LVERH.\ M PTON,
and 3, Crooked Lane, King William Street. London, E.C.

Cat.ile.^ncs Jnv m „prli,,xlim.

GOLD MEDAL

FITTINGS for WIRING WALLS.
NEW and IMPROVFI) SYSTEM.

The following prices give the total cost of each line of wire,
including holdlasts, straining bo t, iniermediate guiding eyes,
10 feet apart, and best quality galvanised wire :

—
Length of Wall—20 yds. 40 yds. fo yHs 80 3 ds. i oyds

s. d. s. d. s. d. .'. d. s d.

No. 14 Guage Wire 10 17 21 27 31
No. 13 .. ,, 1 3 I 10 2 5 3 o 3 7

Illustrated Lists, with full particii'ars of the above and
Finings for Espalier Trainers, on very economical principles,

Five per cent, discount allowed for prompt ca:,h on Orders
amounting to 20s. and upwards

Special quotationsfor larger giiantilits

3. J. THOMAS & CO.,
Paddington Iron and Wireworks,

285 and 362, EDGW.\RE RO.^D, LONDON, W.
P.O. Orders to be made payable at 310, Edgware Road.

THE SOLE HIGHEST AWARD

PARIS EXHIBITION,

GALVANISED WIRE NETTING.

THE SILVER MEDAL
.\nd the Report of the Jury that

J. B. BROWN & CO.'s Netting was the
Finest in the Exhibition.

Also Sole Prize Medals at Vienna, 1873,
Philadelphia Centennial, 1876.

i per Lineal ] 'ard, 24 in. Iiigli :

of

Mesh

2 in.

IJin.

Uin.

Mostly used tor

Dogs or Ponltry .

Sm.ill Rabbits, &c.

.Sni.illcst Rabbits.

s>
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STOVES-STOVES.
Tcrra-Cotta .' Portable! For Coal

!

COALS FOR HOTHOUSE
PURPOSES.

ROBERT S'S PATENT.
Healthy Heat twenty-four hours or longer for about i^.,

without attention. For Bedrooms, Greenhouses, or almost any

purpose. Prospectus and authenticated Testimonials sent. In

use daily at Patentee's-THOMAS ROBERTS,

11 2, Victoria Street, West minster, S.W.

HE TORTOISE"
SLOW COMBUSTION

STOVE, tile-lined, without grate, is

the cheapest and most efficient heating
power for Conservatories, Greenhouses,
&c., being perfectly free from emiiting
sulphur fumes ; it burns coke, cinders,

or any refuse fuel without attention ;

no dust. Prices from 301. to 60s. each.
Apply for Testimonials to C. PORl'-

WAY, Patentee, Halstead, Essex :

or to HYDE AND WIGFULL
(Limited), Sheffield, sole Licencees
and Makers for the North of England.

t Nursery, London, N., Dec. 28, 1S77.

WOOD AND CO.'S
STAR ANTHRACITE SMOKELESS STEAM COAL

is now being extensively used by many of the principal Growers
and is found to be preferable to any other kind of fuel in respect
to cheapness and durability, and particularly on account of its

being perfectly free from sulphur, and that it does not clinker
the fire-bars.

WOOD AND CO. deliver in truckloads to any Railway
Station, prices for which can be had on application, or can be
delivered by Wood & Co.'s Vans (in the Metropolis).

WOOD AND CO. append a testimonial given to them by
Messrs. Beckwith & Sons, a firm of great experience, and who
have kindly allowed them to make whatever use of it they may
think fit.

TottenJu
To Messrs. Wood & Co.

Dear^ Sirs,—With reference to your enquiry respecting the
'' Star " Anthracite Coal with which you supplied us—as to how

have much pleasure in

ry respect it is the best Anthracite we
smoke from it, which is

no trace of sulphur. It requires
- Very tittle ash, and certainly does

not clinker. Our consumption of Coal is about 500 tons a year,
and we have no hesitation in saying that, by using your " Star

"

Coal in the place of ordinary fuel, we shall effect a saving ol

at least jCioo this year. We attribute this to the powerful and
lasting properties of your coal. — Yours laiihfully.

(Signed) G. Beckwith & Sons.

WOOD AND CO. supply all kinds of Coal for House and
Manufacturing purposes, prices for which will be sent od
application,

WOOD AND CO., Coal and Coke Factors. Merchants,
Contractors to Her Majesty's Government, 58, Coal Exchange.
E.G.; and 4, Coal Department, Great Northern Railway
King's Cross, N., and Midland Sidings, St. Pancras, N.W.

informing you thai

have ever used. We find thei

very essential, and thert

stoking, and le

TheThames Bank Iron Company
OLD BARGE WHARF,

UPPER GROUND STREET,
LONDON, S.E.,

Have the largest and most complete stock in the Trade
;

upwards of ^20,000 worth to choose from.

HOT-WATER BOILERS, PIPES, and CONNECTIONS,
And all CASTINGS for HORTICULTURAL PURPOSES.

Their New Illustrated Catalogue, 8tA Edition, now ready

(J>rice Sixpence).

Hot-water Apparatus erected complete, or the Materials supplied at Wholesale Prices.

LEGION OF HONOUR (Paris Exhibition) : GOLD MEDAL.

W. H. Lascelles,HOETICULTUEAL BUILDER,
121, BUNHILL ROW, LONDON, E.G.

RANGE of PATENT BENT WOOD CURVED VINERIES, PLANT HOUSES, &c.,
recently erected at Croydon.

These Houses are light, strong, durable, and of elegant appearance. Can be made as cheaply
as a plain, straight House, and no Bent Glass need be used.

Illustrated Sheets sent, post-free, on application, and Estimates given iLiithout clian^e.

'ONES'S PATENT "DOUBLE L'
SADDLE BOILER.

Boilers possess all the adv.inl.iges of the old Saddle
Jiler, with the following improvements-viz., the water-space
back and over top of saddle increases the heating surface

-- - that »
BOILER"willdoabou(
quantity of fuel

; the cos
and likewise the space o

not liable to crack. Thi

'paTENt"dOUBLe"l SADDLE
twice the amount of work with the same
of setting is also considerably reduced,

:cupied ; at the same time these Boilers
n. and being made ol wrought-iron are
y are made of the following sizes :

—

Sizes.
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SCALE OF CHARGES FOR A0VERTISIN6.

Page
Half Page
Coliinlu

GARDfiNERS, AND OTHERS, WANTING SITUATIONS.
26 words 15. 6./., and hd. for every additional line

(about 9 words) or part of a line.

Deaths and Marriages, 51. each insertion.

nts for tlt£ current iveek MUST reach the OJjTici

by Thttrsilay ftoon.

All Subscriptions Payable in Advance.
Ths Unitbd Kingdom: 12 Months, Ix 3s. 10,/.; 6 Months.

Its. lid.; 3 Months, 6^.

FoRRiGN : 26^.. including Postage for 12 Months.

P. 0.0. to be made payable at the Kinj Street Post-oflica, W.C,
to W. Richards.

Publishing Office and Office for Advertisements,
41, Wellington Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C.

RICHARDSON'S PATENT
HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS

ŜECTION OF PATEN I ROOF vc TIU^TOa

IHusliihoin Pi III lists aiij 1 i^limonhtlsfrtc.

Hot-water Apparatus fixed In any part of the
Kingdom, and guaranteed.

W. RICHARDSON & CO.,
Horticultural Builders & Hot-water Engineers,

DARLINGTON.

JOHN BOWMAN,
Timber and Mahogany Importer and Merchant,

HORTICULTURAL BUILDER.
WEST END STEAM JOINERY,

NEWC.\STLE-ON-TYNE.

GREENHOUSES complete, from £10 to £1000.

Portable Box with One Light, 6 feet by 4 feet, glazed >

16 oz. sheet glass, and painted four coats .

.

. .
^35^.

Portable Box with Two Lights, as above, each Light I r

6(eetby4feet . . / '5^-

Estimates given for Conservatories and Green-
houses of every kind.

Wetl-seasoHed Materials and Ftrst-class Workiitanship
guaranteed.

Glasshouses.HEREMAN AND MORTON
give Prices for all kinds of

HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS in WOOD
on receipt of particulars. Also for Heating.

A Pamphlet yl. Price Listsfree.
2, Gloucester Street. Regent's Park, London, N.W.

SILVER SAND. — Bagshot Sand, coarse
grit, 7J. per ton on rail here : Reigate Sand, fine,

13J., on S.-E. R. ; Bedford Sand, coarse, 13*. on N.-W. R and
Midland Counties, in trucks of 4 to 8 tons. Smaller quantities,
in bags, at \s. -xd. per bushel. Bags charged 4(/. each.
RED SANDSTONE ROCK, for Rockwork, F

Grottoes, best and most ornamental rock for the purpose.
WALKER AND CO., Faraborough Station, Hants,

To Artificial Manure Manufacturers and Sewage
COMPANIES.

IT'OR SALI'", about 8 miles from London, a
. nearly new patent MANURE CRU.SHER, with

Elevator, Revolving Iron Screw and Gear complete, all ready
for use. Apply to

W. HAMPTON, Hoddesdon, Herts.

THE GRAVEL-WALK METAL
SCRAPER MATS.—They improve the appearance of

Entrances, ate suitable for all kinds of Gravel-walk Entrances, in

all weathers, either to remove the loose grit after summer showers,

or the dirt or snow of winter. Their texture gives a firm hold
to tlufeet in •whatever direction you step. T'hey are the width
of an ordinary step, and being directly in the path cannot escape
use, save much wear in other mats, floorcloths, and carpets, and
their endurance is inc:alculable. Lengths, 2 feel 3 inches, price

feet 6 inches, 125.
; 3 fet

3 feet 8

Tidcombc's Patent Gravel-walk Metal bcraper
suitable for Mansions, Villas, French Casements, Conservatories,

Hothouses, Greenhouses, Flower Gardens, Kitchen Gardens,
Places of Worship, Colleges, Schools, Manufactories, Hotels,

Public Institutions, and all Entrances leading from Sandy,
Gritty, or Gravel Walks. Delivered on Railway on receipt of re-

mittance, payable to G. TIDCOMBE and SON.Watford, Herts.

WOOD TRAINING STICKS and
TALLIES comrae ded by Royal Horticultural Society ;

BAMBOO CANES RAFFIA for tying. VIRGIN CORK,
ARCHANGEL and other MATS, PACKING MATS, &c.
Wholesale pr ces on qppl cat on to

C J BLACKITH AND CO., Cox's Quay, Lower Thames
S reet L ndon E C

M
Indestructible Terra Gotta Plant Markers.

AW AND CO.'S PATENT.—
Prices, Printed Patterns, and Specimens, sent post-

i applicAtion ; also P.-itierns of Ornamenlal Tile Pave-
for Conservatories, Entrance Halls, &c.

MAW AND CO., Benthall Works. Broseley.

Under tlie Patronage of the Queen.

S M ITH'S IMPERISHABLE
STRATFORD LABELS.

The Gardeners' Magazine says :

—"We must giv»

palm before all other plant labels, as the very first in

Samples and Price Lists free.

J. SMITH, The Royal Label Factory. Stratford-c

T HOMAS MILLINGTON AND CO.,
87, Bishopsgate Street Without. London, E.C., Imfor-

RS and Dealers in Window Glass of all kinds.

Small Squares in 16 oz.
ces for the sizes rtated , and for not less than a box ot too feet.

Special price for other sizes will be quoted on application.

Orchard House Glass,
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Steamboat Accidents ! — Railway Accidents !

Accidents of all kinds Insured against by the

RAILWAY PASSENGERS ASSURANCE
COMPANY.

The Oldest and Largest Accidental Assurance Company.
The Right Hon. Lord Kinnaird. C/iairmin.

Subscribed Capital, ^i.ooo.ooo. Annual Income. /zio.ooo. A
fixed sum in case of Death by Accident, and a Weekly Allow-

ance in the event of Injury, may be secured at moderate Pre-

miums. Bonus allowed to Insurers of 5 years* standing. Acci-

dents occur daily. ;Ct.230.000 have been paid as compensation.

Apply to the Clerks at the Railway Stations, the Local

Agents, or 64. Cjrnhill, London. E.C.

WILLIAM J. VIAN. Secretary.

'WoODQvfcli^IsllS;
' V/oiiTHi ^^QTo^"Q. Imitr .

,0 ___Lo>rDoi^uc_

Illustrated Catalogues.

HM. POLLETT'S COLLECTION
• o( over SEVEN HUNDRED BLOCKS suitable for

ihe above purpose. Customers can have ihe use of any of them
gratis.

H. M. P. Publishes Small SEED CATALOGUES in two
sizes, which can be altered to suit the requirements of small
consumers. Specimens and Prices on application.

POLLETTS Horticultural Steam Printing Works, 12 to ts,

Eridgewater Gardens, Barbican, E.C.

Belgian.

BULLETIN d'ARBORICULTURE de
FLORICULTURE, et de CULTURE MARAI-

CH ERE. A monthly horticultural work, with superb Coloured
Plates and Illustrations. Published since 186.5 by F.

BuRVENicH, F. Pavnasrt, E. RoDicAS. and H. J. Van
HULLE. Professors at the Horticultural School of the Belgian

Government at Ghent. Post paid lox. per annum.

H. J. VAN HULLE. Botitnical Gardens. Ghent, Belgium.

THE OBST and GEMU.SE ANZEIGER,
a Paper for Advertisements of OITers and Requirements

of Vegetables. Fruit, Flowers, Plants and Horticultural

Requisites of all kinds, is sent post-free on application to

BERNARD THALACKER. Gohlis. Leipzig.

THE SYDNEY MAIL
NEW SOUTH WALES ADVERTISER.

CONTENTS :-

INTERCOLONIAL and GENERAL NEWS.

SPORTING and the FIELD, in which is incorporated

BELL'S LIFE in SYDNEY.

RECORD of RACES, and NOTES on the TURF.

CRICKET and AQUATICS.

THE FLORA of AUSTRALIA. (Drawn and Egravcd

specially for this Journal.)

NATURAL HISTORY. (Original Articles.)

AGRICULTURE, PASTORAL, HORTICULTURE.

COLD FIELDS and MINING generally.

STOCK and SHARE REPORTS.

ORIGINAL and SCIENTIFIC ARTICLES.

TALES by POPULAR ENGLISH and AUSTRALIAN
AUTHORS.

THE FASHIONS. DOMESTIC ECONO.MY.

INDOOR AMUSEMENTS.
THE CHESS PLAYER. THE HOME CIRCLE.

COMMERCIAL NEWS.
SHIPPING INTELLIGENCE.

The SYDNEY MAIL has a wide circulation throughout the

Australian Colonies, New Zealand, Polynesia, &c. It contains
a large amount of information on a great variety of subjects.

Subscription in Advance, £1 per Annum.
Single Copies, ^d. ; Stamped, sit.

Publishing Office-Hunter Street, Sydney, New South Wales.

ENGLAND.
The undermentioned Newspaper and Adverlisinc Agents are

authorised to receive ADVERTISEMENTS, which must be

paid in advance, for the SYDNEY MORNING HERALD
and SYDNEY MAIL:—
London Mr. George Street, 30, Cornhill, E.C.

Mr. F. Algar, 8, Clement's Lane, Lombard
Street, E.C.

Messrs. Gordon & Gotch, St. Bride Street,
Fleet Street. E.C.

Birmingham .. Mr. R. S. Kirk, 90, New Street.

LlVERHOOL .... Lee & Nightingale, 13, North John Street.

Bristol James & Henry Grace, Royal Insurance
Buildings.

Edinburgh Robertson & Scott, 13, Hanover Street.

Glasgow W. Porteous & Co., is. Royal Exchange
Place.

Second Edition, Revised and Enlarged, price 15s.,

TTIOOD and DIETETICS,
J^ Physiologically and Therapeutically Considered. By
F. W. Paw. M.D.. FRS.. Physician to, and Lecturer on
the Practice of Medicine at Guy's Hospital.

"A stand.ard work of reference."— Z.<i/<fi-l'. "A bo >k of

first-rate mezh.—PfairtUraHer. " Very full and exhaustive

throughout.''—S/fc/rt^tf*-. " Ihe work with which every educated
man ought to make himself familiar."—C/ifwrca/ News,

London; J. and A. CHURCHILL, and SIMPKIN,
MARSHALL AND CO

Now Ready, Illustrated by numerous Engravings and Coloured

Plates. Urge 8vo. cloth, 35s.,

THE GARDENER'S ASSISTANT:
PRACTICAL AND SCIENTIFIC.

By ROBERT THO.MPSON,
Of the Royal Horticultural Society's Gardens, Chiswick.

genllem

sold by

By THOMAS MOORE, F.L.S..

tor of the Chelsea Botanic Garden, Co- Editor of the

Gardtncrs Chronide." &c : assisted by

Eminent Practical Gardeners.
best book of is kind, and the only thoroughly compre-
work, adapted equally well for the gardener and the

>n : BLACKIE and SON, Paternoster Buildings; and
all Booksellers.

^- ADVERTISERS an requested to note that

atlkoui;k wc do tn^t object to receive Letters to be called

for, wc cannot undertake to forward them.

WANTED, a PARTNER, in a Landscape,
Seed, and Nursery Business ; one who can make Plans

and take the Management of Workmen preferred. Capital

required. .£300 to /;500 -Give particulars to FLETCHER,
Post Office. Wolverhampton.

WANTED, in Ireland, a hard-working prac-
tical GARDENER.—Must understand Flowers, Vines,

and Vegetables. A married man. whose Wife would help in a
Laundry. preferred-J. SULLIVAN, Esq., Curramore, Broad-
f.jrtl, Charleville, Co. Limerick, Ireland.

WANTED,, a good GENERAL FORE-
MAN—an energetic Man, well up in Roses, Fruit

Trees, Stc. Ability and industrious habits must bear stiict

investigation, and he must not have been Manager of any
large EyUtblishment. —Apply, with terms and relerence, to

CHARLES NOBLE. Bagshot.

WANTED IMMEDIATELY, a young Man
.as PLANT GROWER and PROPAGATOR. First-

class testimonials as to character and ability indispensable.

—Apply to SALT.'klARSH and SON, Chelmslord.

WANTED, a MAN of good experience in

Growing Soft-wooded Plants (chiefly Pelargoniums) for

Market. References required.—Apply personally, at The
Gardens. 33 A, Turner Road. Lee, near Blackheath. Kent.

WANTED, in Hertfordshire, a Married MAN,
between 30 and 40, without family. One that under-

stands Gardening, the Management of Land. Live Stock, &c.

—

Apply by letter to Mr. GEORGE SHAW, 27, Queen Anne
Street, Cavendish Square. London. W.

WANTED, an ASSISTANT SHOPMAN.
Must be sober, steady, and obliging, with a knowledge

of the Nursery Business.—W. BARRON and SON, Seedsmen,
Nottingham.

w
Pla.

ANTED, an ASSISTANT SHOPMAN.
— Unexceptional references required

;
permanent

>n to a suitable person. -G. & W. YATES, 2!, Market
Manchester.

Junior Clerk.

WANTED, in a Wholesale London Seed
House, a young Man as above ; must be a good and

quick writer.—Apply, by letter only, stating age and salary
required, to ALPHA, Messrs. Goodinge & Son, 8, Falcon
Street, E.C.

WANT PLACES.

JOHN COWAN,
^,* Nurseries. Garston

The Vineyard

Scotch GARDENER, to any Noblen
such.

E. HENDERSON
SON have many excellent

GARDENERS with approved testimonials

for ability now waiting in their Nurseries for

re-engagement.

E. G. H. & Son will be pleased to answer
any enquiries from Noblemen and Gentlemen
requiring such.—Piue-apple Nursery, Maida
Vale. London, W.

/:<ARDENER (He.ad), to any Lady or
V_^ Gentleman requiring a thoroughly pracucal Man. and
where three or four are kept.—Age 28.— F. S., The Gardens,
Ottershaw Park. Chertsey. Surrey.

ARDENER (Head).—The Advertiser will

give £t^ to any one who would be the means of getting
him a good f.iiuation as above. Has over nineteen years'

experience and a first-class character.—M. F., Osborae Cottage,
Pelhurst Road. Ryde. Isle of Wight.

G~
ARUE"n'eR (Head), where two or three

are kept —Age 28, single ; understands Orchids, Stove
and Greenhouse, and Kitchen Gardening. Four years' good
character.-GEORGE ESSEX, Wilmington Lodge, Hurst-
pierpoint, Sussex.

ARDENER (Landscape).—Age 26, single
;

thoroughly understands Landscape Gardening in all its

branches. Drawing of Plans, Laying-out, &c. German. Highest
references. Frencii correspondence.—G. WERMXNG, Woking.

GARDENER (Working).—Age 33,
married, one child ; seventeen years' practical experience

in all blanches of the profession, the last five in Forcing Fruit,

Vegetables, Plants, and Cut Flowers for Winter Decoration.

Three years' good character from present employer.—C. F ,

6, Dalton's Cottages. Church Street. Croydon, S.E.

GARDENER (Under).—Two years and
seven months in last situation, -M. CHARLTON.

Havelock Street. Race Common Koad. Barnsley, Yorkshire.

GARDENER (Under).—Age 20; has had
two years' experience under Glass, no objection to out-

of-door work Can be well recommended.-Mr. F. FORD,
Gardener. Capesthorne. Chilfond. Crewe.

GARDENER (Under). — Age 20; four
years' experience at Cambridge Botanic Gardens, good

character from present situation.—A. HARVEY, care of W.
Thompson, Seedsman. Ipswich.

To Nurserjrmen.

MANAGER, or FOREMAN.—Wanted by
a Belgian Gentleman, speaking English Huently, a

situation as above in a Horticultural Establishment. Highest
proofs of ability can be produced. State salary.—A. B. C.,

Post-office, Forlis Green, Finchley, N.

FOREMAN, in a good Establishment.—
Age 22. Good references can be given from last situa-

tion. State wages and particulars —T. SMITH, Mr. Poole,

Comberton, Cambridge.

To Nurserymen and Florists.

FOREMAN, where Cut Flowers, Plants, or
Fruit are ^rown for Market.— Age 26 : has hati ten years'

good experience in all kinds of Hard and Soft-wooded Stuff ;

well up in all kinds of Forcing, and would be willing to take a
great interest in it. Twelve months' excellent character. —
MELVILLE. The Cottage, Stapleton. Dorking, Surrey.

I71OREMAN, PROPAGATOR, and
- GROWER —QuaHfied to Grow Plants and Cut Blooms

for Market. Successful Grafter of Roses, Rhododendrons,
Camellias, Azaleas. Goodreferences.— 2, Church Walk, Hendon.

To' NURSERYMEN and GARDENERS.
—A respectable Man (age zj), desires a situation in a

Nursery or Gentleman's Garden. Good character.—A. B.,

Post-Office. Fairford, Gloucestershire.

SHOPMAN (Second).—Age 24 ; nine years'
experience in Wholesale and Retail Houses.—Y. Z.,

Mini^r. Nash & Nash, 60, Strand. London. W.C.

QEED TRADE.—A Nurser>'man would have
yj great pleasure in recommending his Son to any Seed
Mercliant in London.—Age 25 ; has had thirteen years' prac-

tical experience.—A. J., 146. Lynton Road, Berniondsey, S.E.

EED TRADE, or FRUITERER'S.—Age
23, In either. Good character.—W. BECKWITH. 5,

Park lerrace, Crouch End, Hornsey. N.

KINAHAN'S LL WHISKY.
The cream of old Irish Whiskies. Pure. mild, mellow,

delicious, and most wholesome. Universally recommendej by
the Medical Profession. Dr. Hassal says. " The Whisky is

soft, mellow, and pure, well matured, and of very excellent

quality."-2o, Great Titchfield Street. London, W.

E P P S ' S
GRATEFUL

[James Epps i5-= Co., Homwopathic Cliciiiists.)

COMFORTING

COCOA.
71 LAZENBY AND SON'S PICKLES,E SAUCES, and CONDIMENTS.-E. LAZENBY

AND SON. sole proprietors of the celebrated recipes, and
manufacturers of the pickles, sauces, and condiments so long

and favourably distinguished by the name, beg to remind the

public that every article prepared by them is guaranteed as

entirely unadulterated.—92, Wigmore Street, Cavendish
Square (late 6. Edward Street. Portman Square), and 18,

Trinity Street, London. S.E.

HARVEY'S SAUCE.—CAUTION.—The
admirers of this celebrated sauce are particularly

requested to observe that each bottle prepared by E.
LAZENBY AND SON bears the label, used so many years,

signed "Elizabeth Lazeiiby."

DINNEFORD'S MAGNESIA.
The Medical Profession for over Forty Years have approved of

this pure solution as the Best Remedy for

ACIDITY OF THE STOMACH, HEARTBURN,
HEADACHE, GOUT, AND INDIGESTION,

i. Ladies

DINNEFORD'S MAGNESIA.
HOLLOWAY'S PILLS and OINTMENT.

-Influenza, Coughs, and Colds.— In diseases of the
throat and chest, so prevalent in our changeable climate,

nothing so speedily relieves, or so certainly cures, as these
inestimable remedies. These disorders are too often neglected
at their commencement, or are injudiciously treated, resulting

in either case in disastrous consequences. Whatever the
condition of the patient, HoIIoway's remedies will restore, if

recovery be possible ; they will retard the alarming symptoms
till the blood is purified and Nature consummates the cure,
gradually restoring strength and vital nervous power. By
persevering in the use of HoIIoway's preparations, tone is

conferred on the stomach and frame generally. Thousands of

persons have testified that by the use of these remedies a'one
they have been restored to health after every other means had
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SUTTON'S
New or Improved Varieties of

VEGETABLES, &c. ^
A NEW AND DISTINCT TOMATO.

SUTTON'S
ROYAL DWARF CLUSTER.
A novel and distinct variety, raised by an eminent

gardener by crossing Red Currant and Excelsior. It

produces enormous bunches of fruit in clusters, cer-

tainly three times larger than Red Currant, while it is

more hardy and robust than that variety. Exceedingly

ornamental.

Price Is. 6d. per Packet.

A NEW RUNNER BEAN.

SUTTON'S
GIANT. WHITE RUNNER BEAN.

A great improvement on the old-fashioned White

Dutch, and much more prolific than the Scarlet

Runner. The pods often attain to 12 inches in

length ; very hardy, standing several degrees of frost

;

peculiarly fleshy and tender, equal to the best Kidney

Bean, exceedingly prolific, and a valuable acquisition.

From Mr. R. DRAPE3, Or. to the Most Noble the Mariiuls

of Londonderry.

" I found >

Scirlet Runner
came into beari
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SALES BY AUCTION.
Great Sale of Lilies.

MR. J. C. .STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTION, at his Great Rooms 38, King Street,

Covent Garden, W.C, on MONDAY and TUESDAY.
December a-} and 24, at half-past 12 o'clock precisely each

day, several imoortations of BULBS from Japan, in large and

small lots to suit all buyers, comprising 12,000 Lilium auratnm,

many of them of extraordinary size ; also from Japan 1000 Bulbs

of L. longiflorum, 1000 L. Thunbergianuni stammosnum, and

500 Bvdbs of a new Lily ; .also 100 plants of a new PRIMULA
from Kashmir, PANCRATIUMS from Mexico, and a quantity

of extraordinary fine Bulbs of various Lilies, importation of

TREE GRASSES in fine condition, 500 Clumps of LILY of

the VALLEY, 1000 SPIR/EA JAPONICA, 3000 strong

roots of the splendid Crimson TIGRIDIA from New Jersey,

Tuberous BEGONIAS, beautiful New FREESIA, fine Collec-

tion of English grown LILIUMS, DISA GRANDI FLORA in

fine imported clumps, hardy North American ORCHIDS in

fifteen of the most beautiful varieties, suitable for either outdoor

culture or for cool-house treatment ; 500 line imported Bulb^iof

Lilium tigrinum [flore-pleno : a quantity of Hyacinths, Tulips,

Crocuses, Narcissus, Iris, Anemones, Ranunculi, Gladiolus, and
other Roots from Holland.

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

By Order of the Mortgagees.-Tooting, Surrey, S.W„
y< of a mile from Tootnig Tunction, and i mile from

Balham Station.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE AND MORRIS
are favoured with instructions from the Mortgagees to

SELL by AUCTION, at the Mart. Tokenhouse Yard,

London, E.C.. early in JANUARY NEXT, the very attractive

and almost unique FREEHOLD ESTATE, of 5a. or. 25 p.,

or thereabouts, distinguished as "The Nurseries." and known
also as " Rollisson's Nurseries." Tooting, Surrey, established

for upwards of half a century, enjoying a world-wide repu-
' "^ —

: of the leading Nurseries in

icellent detached Residence,

i and Offices, spacious SEED WARE-
HOUSET with capital Office and Store-room over — very

large and handsomely designed Conservatory adjoining : the

extensive ranges of glass, containing altogether 2Q,ooo feet super,

of glass and woodwork, and consisting of 26 GREENHOUSES,
and several brick-built PITS, the whole in good repair, and

heated upon the most approved principles by about 6503 feet of

hot-water piping. 10 BOILERS, three ot which have been

recently fixed, suitable Tanks, Propagating Cases, and all

requisite appliances (or growing to the greatest perfection

every class 'of Plants: 3 COTTAGES, PACKING SHED
fitted with Cr.ane, STABLINGfor4 Horses, COACH-HOUSE,
range of WORKSHOPS and other Outbuildings, the whole

being brick-built and most complete in all their arrangements

Cards to view, together with particulars of Sale, may be

obtained of Messrs, GATLIFK and HOWSE. Solicitors, 8,

Finsbury Circus, E.C. ; and of the Auctioneers and Valuers,

98, Gracechurch Street, E.C, and Leytonstone, E.

Tooting, S.W.
PRELIMINARY NOTICE.

In liquidation.—fff Wm. Rollisson & Sons.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
are favoured with instructions from the Trustee to

prep.arefor unreserved SALE by AUCTION the whole of the

Stock, comprising one of the most extensive and unique

collections oi ORCHIDS, STOVE and GREENHOUSE
PLANTS ever submitted to public competition. They purpose

holding the first Sale on JANUARY 13 next and four follow-

ing days, further particulars of which will be given in future

Auction and Estate Offices, (jS, Gracechurch Street, E.C,
and Leytonstone, E.

Nursery and Market Garden.

TO BE DISPOSED OF, a small NURSERY
and MARKET GARDEN, with good connection, in a

thriving neighbourhood. No other Nursery within 30 miles.

For particulars apply to

H. W. HUMPHREYS, Seedsman. Bangor.

O BE LET OR SOLD (through death)
a SMALL NURSERY, little over 4 acres, with good

Business of over thirty years' standing, with Dwelling House,
Outhouses, Vinery, Greenhouses. Propagating Houses, Pits,

&c. If required, 6 Acres of rich Meadow Land adjoining. At
Shipston-on-Stour. Apply.

JOSEPH CURTIS. Charlbury, Oxon.

To Nurserymen, Gardeners and Others.

TO LET, NURSERY PREMISES at

Edmonton, about -IK acre of Ground, with Glass-houses

and Pits, and convenient Dwelling-house. For particulars

apply to Mr. MAPLE, 335, Essex Road. N.

AMERICAN GROWN TUBEROSES.—
The undersigned offers Double Tuberoses, first-class

Bulbs, packed and free to Liverpool at £^s P^r 1000, in quanti-

ties of not less than 1000.

JOHN SAUL, Washington. D.C.

EnOR SALE, a quantity of home-grown
VANILLA PODS. An annual supply could be obtained.

S. A. WOODS. Osberton Gardens, Worksop.

ORCHIDS (winter flowering).—For Sale,
cheap, a few plants of C<Elogyne cristata and a quantity of

Pleione Wallichiana and Calanthe vestita rubro occulata. Price

on application to

S. WOOLLEY. Cheshunt, Herts.

ASPARAGUS.—A quantity of Extra Fine,
for forcing. Also SEAKALE and RHUBARB for

forcing and planting. Prices on application

CATALOGUES.— His Excellency Pierre
Wolkenstein will feel greatly obliged if Nurserymen and

Seedsmen will kindly send him their Catalogues. They should
be forwarded (by post) to

S. E. PIERRE WOLKENSTEIN. Secrc=taire de la Societe'

Imperiale d' Horticulture de Russie. St. Petersburg.

HE DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE
of FRUIT TREES is now ready, and will be forwarded

free by post, on receipt of three penny stamps.
CATALOGUES of ROSES and ORCHARD-HOUSE

TREES post-free on application.

THOMAS RIVERS and SON, Sawbridgeworth, Herts.

LARCH, 30,000, well transplanteti, for Sale'
2!< to 3 feet. Address

GARDENER, Post-Office. Exeter.

M R. GEORGE BUNYARD, HORTICUL-

Florist (of the firm of Thomas Bunyard & Sons), Maidsl

Kent. Valuations made for Probate, Partnership, Incotnir

Outgoing Tenants, or other purposes. Terms on applicatlc

LONGPOD and ^WINDSOR BEANS,
bright samples, very cheap. Samples and price on

app ica ion.

^ preemAN. Seed Grower. Norwich.

Roses, Fruit Trees, and General Nursery Stock.

WB. ROWE solicits the inspection by
• Nurserymen of his extensive stock of the above,

which are well-^rown, and fit for removal.
Barbourne Nurseries. Worcester.

QPANISH CHESTNUT, ASH, BIRCH
10 and ALDER, stout, well rooted, transplanted. A large

old.

Mr. CEO. CHORLEY, Co: i Nu ,
Midhuri

w Roses, Fruit Trees, &o.

ILLIAM FLETCHER'S CATALOGUE
for the present season is now ready, and may be had

ication. The stock is very large and most healthy.

The Ottershaw Nursery, Chertsey.

EWING AND CO. forward gratis and post-

free to applicants. CATALOGUESof their extensive and
well-grown stock of Standard and Dwarf Roses, Pot Roses,

Clematises, Vines, Fruit Trees, Ornamental Trees, andConifetx.

The Royal Norfolk Nurseries, Newmarket Road, Eaton, near

Norwich.

p lANT LILY of the VALLEY.—Extra
Vj strong blooming roots, 2J. per dozen, 12^. 6(/. per 100,

package free.

E. COOLING. Mile Ash Nurseries, Derby.

To the Trade.

HAND F. SHARPE beg to announce that
• their Special LIST of (GARDEN and AGRI-

CULTURAL SEEDS is Now Ready, and may be obtained on

app ication.

^^^^ Q^„^j.j„j, Estahlishment. Wisbech.

To the .Trade.—American Tuberoses.

HURST AND SON have now received their
consignments of the above-both the ordinary Double

variety and the Improved Double Pearl, and will be happy to

send lowest price on application: alsoGLADIOLUS BRENCH-
LEYENSIS. The samples are good, and in fine condition.

6, Leadenhall Street, London, E.C.

Geum coccineum plenum.
THOMAS S. WARE begs to offer this first

. class Hardy Border Plant. For full description ant

te, see this week's issue of the Ga>\ieu.

For price see my A. B. C. CATALOGUE. No. 45.

Speci.il prices per Too and_ 1000. on appl'

Hale Farm Nurs . Tottenham. London.

Planting Season.

E BURGESS begs to offer the following
• strong Standard APPLES, PEARS, ROSES, Standard

and Dw.arf Trained APRICOTS. Turkey and English OAK.
Enghshand ScotchELMS, LIMES up to t2feet, BEECH up
to 7 feet, SWEET BAYS, APPLE STOCKS, and a general

NURSERY STOCK.

The Nurseries. London Road. Cheltenham.

East Lothian Stock, New Crimson.

TODD AND CO., Seedsmen, Maitland
Street. Edinburgh, offer SEED of this splendid variety,

s.aved from the original stock, which for years has produced 90
per cent, of double flowers. It is most brilliant in colour, and
possesses the true East Lothian branching habit and perpetual

blooming character.

For opinions of eminent horticulturists, who have seen and
grown it, see Gardeners' Chronicle of December 7.

Retail price, is. and 2J. 6(/. per packet.

Trade price per ounce on application.

ToDU & Co. can also supply the Trade with carefully

selected strains of the PURPLE, SCARLET and WHITE
EAST LOTHIAN STOCKS.

Johnstone's St. Martin's Rhuharh
EARLIEST and BEST in CULTIVATION,

forces well, and has a splendid colour.

Strong roots, rjs. per dozen. Trade price on application.

RHUBARB, Prima Donna (new!, 2S. td. each.

., Princess Royal (newt, zs. 6d. each.

W. P. LAIRD AND SINCLAIR. Nurserymen, Dundee, N.B.

To the Trade.

LIMES, 4 to 6 feet, 20s. per 100 ; 6 to S feet,

305. per 100.

ASH, Mountain, 4 to 5 feet, 301. per 1000.

WALNUTS, 6 to 3 feet, 30J. per .00.

PINE, Weymouth, a-yr.._2-yr._out. ^is_v^r

WM. L. SKINNER, NURSERYM.\N and
SEEDSMAJ4, Sllcoates, Wakefield, offers the following,

all in fine condition. Prices on application :—
CUCUMBER, Rollisson's Telegraph, true, grown from

Rollisson's seed : none else grown,
lo.coo SEAKALE, stiong.

lo.oco .. 2-yr. seedling.

1,000 CHESTNUT, scarlet, 6 to 8 feet, fine.

10,000 LIGUSTRUM OVALIFOLIUM, 2 to 3 feet.

10,000 AUCUBA JAPONICA, i to a feet.

5.000 RHODODENDRONS, i to 3 feet.

3,000 HOLLIES, green, fine roots, i to 3 feet,

t.soo „ Golden Queen, fine roots, I to 2 feet.

10,000 PRIVET, common, 3 to 4 feet.

LAURUS ROTUNDl FOLIA, 4 feet.

„ LATIF0LIA,3feet.

WILLOWS. Weeping, fine beads.
GOOSEBERRIES, strong.

POTATOS, Myatt's Prolific, per ton,

QUICKWOOD, iS inches to 2 feet.

CARNATIONS.—Souvenir de la Malmaison,
pink and white varieties, a fine and healthy stock. Price

°"DescrTpti've"cATALOGUE of ROSES and FRUIT TREES
forwarded free on application.

IRELANDandTHO.VISOiV, Craigleith Nursery. Edinburgh.

DWARF-TRAINED PEACHES and
NECTARINES, extra sized. The Trade supplied.

Apply to

GEORGE SMITH. The Dell Nurseries, Rock Ferry, Cheshire.

HARDY EVERGREENS.—The hardily-
grown, thoroughly transplanted, therefore well-rooted

stock of Messrs. JAMES DICKSON & SONS, "Newton'
.. Chester, is unequalled for variety, quality, and

It. Intending planters are invited to inspect
Priced CATALOGUE and all information post-free.

To the Trade.

WTAIT AND CO. beg to offer DOGSTAIL
• RIB-GRASS, POTATO ONIONS, and GARLIC,

of fine quality. Samples and prices on application.

W. TAIT AND CO.. Nurserymen and Seedsmen, Dublin.

IT^IRST-CLASS ROSES.
The finest Standard Roses, lis. per dozen.

The finest Dwarf Roses, 6s. per dozen.

The finest specimen Roses, lor forcing or exhibition, splendid

stuff, in 8-inch pots, 30s. per dozen.

HENRY MAY, The Hope Nurseries, Bedale, Yorkshire.

WmT^^TgHT, of the Floral Nurseries',
Hailsham. Sussex, offers from his large Stocks of

Standard and Dwarf ROSES. FRUIT TREES of all sizes,

.Scarlet and other RHODODENDRONS well set with buds,
CONIFER/R and EVERGREENS, and DECIDUOUS
TREES for Avenues, by the dozen, 100 or 1000, at very low
prices for well-grown stuff.

O THE TRADE.—VEGETABLE,
FLOWER and AGRICULTURAL SEEDS, of sterling

quality only. Our own. and other carefully selected Novelties

ofthe season.—SANDER and CO., Seed Growers. St. Albans.

To the Trade.

CHOICE GARDEN and FARM SEEDS,
of reliable quality, for Market Gardeners and Seedsmen.

Our Priced LIST is now ready, and will be sent post-free.

Apply to HARRISON and SONS. Seed Growers. Leicester.

Pelargoniums.

PELARGONIUMS.— Special Offer to the
Trade of Show, French, and Fancy Varieties. Strong

healthy plants, established in single pots, 35^. per 100, packing
included for cash.

JAMES HOLDER and SON, Crown Nurseries. Reading.

To the Trade.
NEW P0T.1T0, ' PRIDE of ONTARIO."
and F. SHARPE are now sending out
the above most prolific and handsome shaped new
Full description and price may be had on application.

Seed Growing Establishment, Wisbech.

Trees and Shrubs for Public Parks, Cemeteries. &c.W JACKS ON AND CO., Nurseries,
• Bedale, Yorkshire, can supply the above in great

variety and of good sizes, to give immediate effect. Properly
grown and well transplanted. Prices very moderate.

CATALOGUES free on .application.

WELVE NEW GLOXINIAS for 21s.,

including the grand new novelties shown at Paris Exhi-
bition, small growing Bulbs in 2-inch pots, or dry, free by post

;

also large-flowering bulbs of fine AMARYLLIS, imported from
Peru, 425. per dozen.

JOHN H. LEY, Royal Nursery, Croydon.

H
Potatc

GLADIOLI, DAHLIA, CANNA, ACHI-
MENES, and other MISCELLANEOUS BULBS.

Our Special CATALOGUE of the above for i87li-7<) is Now
Ready, and will be handed to all Gardeners and Amateurs,
post-free, on application to

Messrs. MERTENS and CO.. 5, Billiter Square, London,
E.C. ; or to ourselves direct, ANT. ROOZEN AND SON,
Overveen, near Haarlem. Holland.

East Lothian Intermediate Stock.

COWE'S NEW CRIMSON.—A beautiful
novelty, selected by Mr. Cowe. a well-known successful

cultivator of the East Lothian Stock. It is of an exquisite

crimson, distinct from all other varieties yet offered, and coming
rather later into flower it will prove a valuable acquisition to

these popular Stocks. Packets is. bd. each.
SONS. Strc

GRAMPIAN POTATO.—The finest Early
Round Potato in cultivation, remarkable chiefly for its pro-

ductiveness, good quality and symmetry ; was shown in most of

the collections exhibited at the International and other Potato
Shows during the last three years. Prices on application.

WM. SMITH AND SON, Nurserymen and Seedsmen,
Aberdeen, N.B.

ASH, 100,000 Strong, twice transplanted, 2 to

3 feet, 20J. per tooo, 3 to 4 feet, 30J. per looo. 4 to 5

feet, 40J. per 1000. All other FOREST TREES equally

"^

"""'r. TUCKER . The Nurseries. Faringdon, Berks.

English Oaks, 10 to 12 feet.

T GEORGE HILL (late John Scott), The
fj • Royal Nurseries, Merriott, Somerset, has a quantity of

above to offer, well rooted. L. ,---

" What you plant in the old year will grow of itself, but

what is planted in the new year you will have to make grow."

10,000 Spruce nrs-Christmas Trees.W JACKSON AND CO., Nurseries,
• Bedale, Yorkshire, can supply the above, all sizes up to

5 feet high, from 2 to 3 feet, at 10s. per 100. good m colour and

well furnished. For partic ulars apply soon. Nocharge for packing.

O THE TRADE.
MANETTI STOCKS, 21s. per 1000.

MUSSEL STOCKS, 451- P" 1000.

CRAB STOCKS, 35s. per 1000.

Samples of the above may be had on application to

JOHN STANDISH and CO., Royal Nurseries, Ascot.
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Special Offer.WBALL AND CO., Bedford Road
• Nursery. Northampton, having a very large Stock of

the undermentioned Trees, &c. . in fine condition for removal,

have much picasiu-c in offering them at the following low

ASH, 2 to i\i feet, fine, los. per looo

., 3 to 5 feet, fine, 25J. per 1000
BERBER IS, Aquifolia. i to i^ foot, very good, 12J. per 1000

CHESTNUT, Horse, 6 to 8 feet, fine heads, 6oj. per 100

,. Scarlet. 6 to 8 feet, fine heads, loof. per 100

ELMS, Canadian. 8 to 10 feet, stems, with good heads,

„ English (upright), 6 feet, j

per I

, with good heads,

GORSE, single, los. per 1000, iK W 2 f«'. strong.

HORNBEAM. 2 to 3 feet, very good, 201. per 1000

LIMES. 6 to 8 feet, very fine, 50s. per 100 ; 9 to 10 feet, very

fine, 70J. per 100
POPLAR. Black Italian, 5 to 6 feet, fine, 8s. per 100 ; 8 to 10

., Lombardy, extra fine trees, 8 to 10 feet, 30s. per 100

PRIVET, common, 3 fef t, bushy, loj. per 1000

,, ovalifolium, 3 to 4 feet, 505. per 1000

WALNUTS, extra quality, 6 to 8 feet, 601. per too

CHERRIES, Morello, dwarf trained, 6 to 7 shooted, extra fine

2ar. per dozen
APRICO IS, Moor Paik, dwarf trained, 6 to 7 shooted, strong,

ROSES, extra fine Standards, with large heads, fine varieties,

4 feet stems, own selection, 70J. per too

APPLES, fine Standards, in variety, own selection, 6oj. per 100

PEARS, fine Standards, in variety, own selection, 75s. per loo

CATALOGU ES ol General Nulsery Stock on application.

Establlalied Upwarils of a Century.

DICKSONS AND CO., Nurserymen,
Sekdsmen, and Florists, i, Waterloo Place, Edin-

burgh, beg to call the atteniion of those about to plant to their

extensive Stock of FOREST TREES. SHRUBS for Game
Coverts, FRUIT TREES, &c., which have been grown in

exposed situations.

D. & Co. are now sending out their Bedding VIOLAS and
PANSI ES (of which they hold the largest stock in the country),

Early and Late PHLOXES. &c.
Descriptive CATALOGUES free on application.

THOMAS RIVERS and SON, The
Nurseries. Sawbridgeworth. Herts, have a large and fine

Stock of the following Trees, of all classes, for the Garden or

Orchard :

—

PEARS on the Quince and Pear stocks.

APPLES on the Paradise and Crab stocks.

CHERRIES on the Mahaleb and Cherry stocks.

CURRANTS and GOOSEBERRIES.
FIGS, fruiting trees in pots.

GRAPES, fruiting canes in pots.

PEACHES and NECTARINES, fruiting trees in pots, a
fine stock ; do., trained trees.

NUTS, standard and dwarf,

ORANGES and LEMONS.
PLUMS.
STRAWBERRIES, RASPBERRIES, &c.
ROSES, sundard and dwarf, a very fine stock of the

best kinds ; do., in pots for forcing, stout and well

grown plants.

Descriptive Rose Catalogue free.

Descriptive and Illustrated Fruit Catalogue free by post, -^d.

Miniature Frttit Garden, 3J. fid., free by post.

CONIFERS, GREEN HOLLIES, and
TREES.—Cedruj Deodara. 3 feet, 2t. id. : C. Libani,

3 feet. 2f. id. ; Thujopais borealis, 5 feet, af. id. ; Thuja
gigantea, 4 feet, aj. id. ; Cupressus Lawsoniana viridis, 4 feet,

21. id.; Swedish Juniper. 4 feet. ir. id., 6 feet, -u. id.-.

Golden Retinospora, 2 feet, »j. id. : Ericoides, 3 feet, i*. ;

Gold and Silver Hollies, 2 feet, 3X. ; Picea nobilis, 3 feet, 31. ;

Pinsapo, 3 feet, 3X. id. ; Nordmanniana, 3 feet, 2r. id., 4 feet,

4J., 5 feet, 5J. ; Limes, 15 feet, 3r. id. :,Birch, 15 feet, \i. ;

Chestnuts in variety, iff. each ; Scarlet Oak. 15 feet, ix. ;

Araucarias, 4 feet, 20J. : 5 feet, 301. ; Rhododendrons, scarlet,

rose, white, 2 feet, 2f. id. ; Green Hollies i to \% foot, 25^.

per 100.

E. WALKER. Famborough. Hants.

To tlie Trade.
SPECIAL PRICES ON APPLICATION.

GEORGE COOPER, Seed Merchant,
Hertford, begs to otfer the following, of the choicest

BEET, Red.Cooper'sExceUior 1 ONION, White Spanish
BROCCOLI. Hill's June „ White Globe
CUCUMBER,ImprovedTele- ., Bedfordshire Champion

graph [Matchless I CELERY, Cooper's Improved
PARSLEY. Curled, Cooper's i White
SWEDE, Cooper's Improved I

BROMPTON STOCK,
Large Purple-top Giant Scarlet

TURNIP, ImprovedAberdeen CYCLAMEN PERSICUM,
Green-top Yellow

I

from large flowers.

One Hundred Tliousand

HOTEIA (SPIR/EA) JAPONICA, in very
strong and sound condition.

HOTEIA (SPIRjIiA) JAPONICA has been awarded several

first prizes, and always considered best shown : 14J. to

iai. per 100.

SPIR/EA PALMATA, red, extra, 60s. to 90/. per 100.

„ double white, i3f. to lis. per 100.

„ ULMARIA AUREA, fol. varirgata, 401. to 451. per 100.

DIELYTRA SPECTABILIS, 201. to 251. per 100.

LILIUM LANCI FOLIUM ALBUNI MONSTROSUM,
very free flowering, 3or. to 40J. per 100.

„ „ ROSEUM, 20s. 10261. per 100.

„ „ RUBRUM, 201. to36r. per 100.

„ CHINENSIS TIGRINUM. v. to Ss. per 100.

CHRISTMAS ROSES (Helleboruj niger), fine, 401, to lios.

Trade CATALOGUE free on application. Post-ofEco Orders
or good references from unknown Correspondents.

BUDDENBORG BROTHERS, Nurserymen and Bulb
Growers, Hillegom. near Haarlem. Holland.

To Gentlemen, Builders, and the Trade.

ROBERT AND GEORGE NEAL,
Wandsworth Common and Garrett Lane Nurseries,

beg respectfully to call attention to their large and varied Stock
of HARDY. ORNAMENTAL. FOREST. FRUIT TREES
and SHRUBS, which are grown at their Nurseries, esjKcially

those Trees, Sec, which are most suitable for growing in or near

large towns. An early inspection invited. All goods delivered

free on rail in London, or at ovm residence, within five miles

of the Nurseries.
CATALOGUES free by post on application.

WM. PAUL & SON,

ROSE GROWERS,
TREE, PLANT, BULB, AND

SEED MERCHANTS.

WALTHAM CROSS.
HERTS,

Adjoining the "Waltham" Station,

Great Eastern Railway.

Inspection of Stock invited.

Priced Descriptive Catalogues free by post.

Richard Smith SuC^-

1^^ Worcester -^z

FIFTY ACRES of FRUIT TREES.—
Apples. Pears, Plums, Cherries. Peaches. Nectarines,

Apricots, and other Fruit Trees, as Standards, Dwarfs,
Pyramids, Bushes, Cordon and trained trees in great variety,

all full of vigour, and warranted true to name. Descriptive
Price List, containing a sketch of the various forms of Trees,
with Directions for Cultivation, Soil. Drainage, Manure,
Pruning, Lifting, Cropping, Treatment under Glass ; also their

Synonyms, Quality, Size, Form, Skin, Colour. Flesh. Flavour,

Use, Growth, Duration, Season, Price, &c., for a penny stamp.

TWELVE ACRES of ROSES.—Standard,
Dwarf, and Climbing, all the popular sorts ; also 80.000

choice Tea-scented and Noisette Roses in pots ; extra strong

Roses in pots for immediate forcing. See Descriptive Price

List, free for a penny stamp.

GRAPE VINES and ORCHARD HOUSE
TREES in POTS.—Grape Vines, extra strong, and

warranted free from phylloxera. oidium, and all disease; Planting

Canes, 3J. td. to 5.1. each ; extra strong Fruiting Canes, 75. 6rf.

to loi. td. each. Orchard-house Trees, fruiting in pots, con-

sisting of Peaches, Nectarines, Apricots, Plums, Cherries.

Pears, Apples, and Figs, Descriptive Price List for a penny

WORCESTER PEARMAIN APPLE
(awarded a First-class Certificate by the Royal Horti-

cultural Society).—One of the handsomest and most useful

Apples in cultivation. For full description see " Extract from
the Journal of Horticulture," and Richard Smith & Co.'s

Fruit List, which may be had for a penny stamp. Coloured
Plates, iid. each. Maiden Tree*, n. 6d. each ; Bushes, 3J.

each : Standards, Pyramids, and Dwarf-trained Trees, 3,1. 61/.

and $:. each.

HARDY HERBACEOUS and ALPINE
PLANTS, their scientific and English names, height,

colour, time of flowering, and other useful information.

Descriptive Price List for a penny stamp. Collection of 100

beautiful hardy varieties for Garden Beds, Borders, or Rockeries,

LIST of all the EVERGREEN FIR TRIBE,
suitable for Britain, giving size, price, popular and

botanical names, derivations, description, form, colour, foliaEc,

growth, timber, use in arts, native country, and size there,

situation, soil, and other information, with copious index of

their synonyms. Free by post for six stamps.

LIST of STOVE and GREENHOUSE
PLANTS, comprising the best selections of Camellias,

Azaleas, Ericas, Epacris, Ferns, &c., free for a penny stamp.

LIST of EVERGREEN and DECIDUOUS
SHRUBS, RHODODENDRONS. STANDARD

ORNAMENTAL TREES. CLIMBING and TWINING
PLANTS, with their generic, specific, and English names,
native country, height, time of flowering, colour, &c.. and
general remarks, free for a penny stamp.

ALL kinds of GARDEN SEEDS, of first

quality, BULBS. MUSHROOM SPAWN, TOBACCO
PAPER. ARCHANGEL MATS, and other GARDEN
REQUISITES. See Lists, which may be had on application.

•Richard Smith &.
c^-

^ Worcester ^,

TEA ROSES
WINTER fToWERING.
ADAM
BELLE LYONNAISE
DEVONIENSIS
iEAN DUCHER
lADAME MARGOTTIN
MARIE VAN HOUTTE
PERI.E DE LYON
SOUVENIR D'UN AMI

ALBA ROSEA
CATHERINE MERMET
GLOIRE DE DIJON
MADAME FALCOT
MADAME WILLERMOZ
NIPHETOS
SOUVENIR D'ELISE
MARECHAL NIEL.

I 8 and g-inch pots, having well-trained flowering wood, to

bloom throughout the winter.

Price, 30s. to 42b. per dozen.

2,000 HYBRID PERPETUAL ROSES, in

9-inch pots, well ripened under glass, and fit for im-

mediate forcing, 30J. to 361. per do2en.

25,000 TEA SCENTED ROSES of all the
leading kinds, in 5-inch pots, extra fine plants, 15^. to

j8r, per dozen.

T/u Descriptive Catalogue of Rosesfor 1878 is now ready.

OBANSTON & CO.,
NURSERIES. KING'S ACRE, HEREFORD

New Catalogue.MAURICE YOUNG
begs to inform Purchasers of Hardy Plants that his

NEW DESCRIPTIVE CATALOQUE
may now be had on application.

It contains lists of CONIFER.^. RHODODENDRONS,
and other A.MERICAN PLANTS.

St.indard and Dwarf ROSES. ORNAMENTAL TREES
SHRUBS and EVERGREENS,

CHEAP EVERGREENS for COVERS,
PLANTS for WINTER BEDDING,

CLEMATIS and other CLIMBERS, Transplanted
FORE.ST TREES, &c.,

all in splendid condition for removal.

K^ The Nurseries are about one hour by rail from Waterloo
Station.

Milford, near Godalming. Surrey.

IT'RUIT TREES.—Pyramidal Pears, fruiting
iL^ trees, 6 to 8 feet, my selection, i8f. per dozen : Currants,

Black Naples, fruiting bushes. \is. per 100 ; Sundard Morello

Cherries. 6 feet stems, bushy heads, in flower-bud, i8f. per

dozen ; Standard Plums. 6 feet stems, bushy heads, in flower-

bud. 1S5. per dozen: Medlars and Walnuts, bushy heads,

i8r. per dozen.
Fnlit Tree CATALOGUE gratis.

J. GEORGE HILL (late John Scott), 1 he Royal Nurseries,

Merriott, Somerset^

PECIAL OFFERS TO THE TRADE.s
MANEITI ROSE STOCKS, 400,1

.MAIDEN PEARS on Pear stocks, i

splendid plants.

STANDARD PEARS, extra fine.

PYRAMID and DWARF TRAINED PEARS.
STANDARD TRAINED JARGONELLE

STANDARD CHERRIES, extra fine.

STANDARD TRAINED MORELLO and MAY DUKE, &c.
Prices and List on application to

CRANSTON AND CO.. King's Acre Nurseries. Hereford.

Florists' Flowers, Roses, and Climbers.

THOMAS S. WARE'S CATALOGUE of
the above, including, in the Florists' Flower portion.

Daisies, Delphiniums, Dianthus, Pyrethrums, Pinks, Bedding
Pansies and Violas, Show and Fancy Pansies, Potentillas,

Border and Winter Flowering Carnations, Pxonics, Phloxes,

and Sweet Violets, may now be had post-free on application.

Hale Farm Nurseries. Tottenham, London.

QUEEN OF LILIES, LILIUM AURATUM.
— Imported Bulbs are now arriving, and orders are

solicited. 'Ihis lovely Lily is quite hardy, and should be £ene-

rally grown. Before ordering send for Lily List, where all parti-

Prices, size No. I, 6d'. ; No. 2. u. : No. 3, \s. t>d, ; No. 4. 2J. each.

ORCHIDS.— Special offer of the following fine Orchids,

for ^$ Si. ;— I plant Phalanopsis Schillenana, 2 plants Dendro-
bium formosum giganteum. 1 plant Phalsenopsis grandiflora

aurea, 4 plants Dendrobium crelaceum, i plant Saccolabium
guttatum, I plant Dendrobium barbatulum. 3 plants Calanthe
rubra and luteo occulaia, i plant Dendrobium Pierrardi, i pot

Limalodes rosea.

All orders to be accompanied by a remittance. Lily and
Orchid LIST sent on application to

WILLIAM GORDON. 10, Cullum Street, London, E.G.,

Lily Bulb and Plant Importer.

Plants for Winter Flowering and Decoration.

MESSRS. JOHN STANDISH and CO.
have a fine Stock of these for disposal, consisting of the
following :

—

[per dozen.

AZALEA INDICA, fine plants, and well budded, 24J. to 421.

BOUVARDIA, in variety, i8t. to 241. per dozen.

CARNATION. MissJolhflTe, La Belle, and others, its. perdoz.
EPACRIS. in variety, 24^. to 30J. per dozen. [per dozen.

ERICA HYEMALIS, fine plants, full of bloom-bud, tsj. to 30s.

LILY OF THE VALLEY, single crowns, 81. per 100.

PELARGONIUMS. 181. to 24!. per dozen.
PINK. Lady Blanche, or, per dozen.
POINSETTIA PULCHERRIMA, i8j. per dozen.
ROSES, in pots, great variety, 24^. to 42f. per dozen.
SOLANUMS. well berried, rsi. per dozen.
PALMS and DRAC/ENAS, 241. to 421. per dozen.
ADIANTUM CUNEATUM, and many other FERNS, 30J.

per dozen : besides a large general stock of STOVE
and GREENHOUSE PLANTS,

CATALOGUES of which may be had on application.

Royal Nurseries. Ascot. Berks.

EE'S NEW VIOLET ODORATISSIMA.
—Habit dwarf and compact, quite distinct from any

other variety ; colour, purplish azure, changmg to pale azure
when fully developed : form, fine ; scent, exquisite. As the
opinions of the Press, &c., were given last spring, they will not
be repeated here. Plants at any time when the weather is

favourable, at the following rates :—15^; per do2en, 8j. fid. per
half-dozen, 5J. per quarter-dozen. The Trade supplied when

H McMillan has some fine well-grown
• ORNAMENTAL TREES and SHRUBS to offer,

which have all been transplanted within two years. No
reasonable offer will be refused, as the ground must be cleared.

Horse CHESTNUT, 9 to ri inches in circumference at surface

of ground, and 14 feet to 16 teet high.

LIMES, 6 inches in circumference at surface of ground, and
14 feet high ; 5 inches, do., and 13 feet high.

Lombardy POPLARS. 20 feet high.

Also some fine BIRCH, MAPLES. SpanUh CHESTNUT
New Silver POPLAR, &c.

PYRACANTHA, in 48-pots. 2 feet high, very good.
THUJA AUREA, 10 to 12 leet in circumference.
AUCUBA, 9 to 10 feet in circumference.
Evergreen PRIVET, very bushy.
Irish IVY, in pots and open ground, very fine.

YUCCA RECURVA. fine specimens.
St. James' Road Nursery, Kingston-on-Thames.

The Largest Black Grape in Cultivation,
GROS GUILLAUME (ROBERTS' VARIETY).

WTAIT AND CO. can now supply planting
• Canes of this wonderful Grape, which is quite distinct

from the old Gros Guillaume and Barbarossa. For particulars see
Gardeners' Chronicle, pp. 632 and 692. The Canes now offered

are from eyes taken from Mr. Roberts' parent Vine at Charleville.

Planting Canes, 7^. 6d. each, stronger, loj. 6d. each.

W. TAIT AND CO., Nurserymen and Seedsmen, Dublin.
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WAITE. BURNELL, HUGGINS k CO.'S
GENERAL WHOLESALE CATALOGUE

OfGafdcn. Agricuhui-al, a„d Flower Seeds .snow ready,

nnd will be forwarded post-free on application. A cJpy has

this day been posted to all our friends, shoidd it not be received

we will forward another copy en receiving an intimation to

'rg'jsOUTHWARK STREET. LONDON. S.E.

CATALOGUE.NEW
WILLIAM BARRON k SON'S

New DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of Conifera;. Hardy
Ornamental Trees and General Nursery Stock, may now be

had on application. A personal inspection of their unrivalled

stock is solicited.

The Nurseries are three minutes' walk from the Birrowash

Station, on the Midland (Derby and Nottingham) Railway.

ELVASTON NURSERIES. BORROWASH, DERBY.

FOR SPRING, 1879.

For the Best L^ist

CHOICE KITCHEN GARDEN

FLOWER SEEDS,
SEED POTATOS, &c.,

SEE

Price Is post free

Gratis to Customers and intending Purch isers

Should be in the hands of every one having a Garden.

DANIELS BROS.,
Royal Norfolk Seed Establishment,

NORWICH.

CRANSTON'S NURSERIES,
ESTABLISHBD 1785.

EIGHTY ACRES.
ROSES, FRUIT TREES, CONIFERS,

FOKEST TEEES, &c.

Descriptive and Priced Catalogues for 1878
no-iii ready.

Address

—

CRANSTON & CO.,

KING'S ACRE, near HEREFORD.
HENDER & SONS'

LARGE-FLOWERING PETUNIAS,
The finest in Cultivation.

" T obtained a packet of your Petunia Seed, and from the
seed-pan I .selected thirteen to grow on. They turned out
splendid, hardly two alike. Out of these I selected six, and
showed them at^ainst seven or eight competitors, at the Royal
Western Horticultural Exhibition, and obtained the first prize."

—J. Rklland, Gardener to VV. Radford, Esq., Mount Drake,
Plymouth (1S76).

Per Sealed Packet, 250 Seeds, zs,

W. HENDER AND SONS, Bedford Nursery, Plymouth.

GRAPE VINES.— Fine strong planting
Canes of most of the leading sorts, 30J. and 365. per

dozen for cash.

T. MILNER AND SON, Nurserymen, Bradford, Yorkshire.

To the Trade.—Immense quantities of extra fine

SEEDLINGS and TRANSPLANTED
PLANTS—Quicks, Scotch Firs. Alders, Fruit Trees,

Shrubs, &c. For Descriptive CATALOGUE, apply to

LEVAVASSEUR and SON, Nurserymen, Ussy. Calvados.

France; or to their Agents. Messrs. R. SILBERRAD and
SON. rs. Harp Lane, Great Tower Street, London, E.G.

Kent, the Garden of England.
FRUri' TREES TRUE TO NAME.

THO.S. BUNYARD and SON.S' new
Descriptive CATALOGUE for 1878, may now be had on

application. In these extensive Nurseries (nearly too acres) the

Ainmeur may select his dozen, or the Market Grower his

thousands of Trees, from a stock of 150.000 well-grown, beauti-

fully rooted, healthy, and correctly named Trees. They will

be packed for any part of the United Kingdom. Large quanti-

ties can be sent in a throujh truck at a trilling cost. The
carriage will be paid to London or any nearer station, and a

liberal discount given to those who prefer cash payments.

Extra fine Keniish kindsof CH ERRIES. KENTCOB NUTS,
and every variety of FRU IT noted in the county.

THOS. BUNYARD and SONS, The Old-Estahlished

Nurseries. Maidstone ; also at Ashford.

HARRISON AND SONS, Royal Nurseries,
Leicester, have the following stocks, all well-grown and

healthy trees ; will be pleased to send sample and quote prices

for large or small quantities of any :

—

5.050 APPLES of best sorts.

3.000 PEARS o( best sorts.

20.000 GOOSEBERRIES.
5,ooj CURRANTS.

10,000 AUCUBAS, 6 inches to 3 feet,

lo.coo GREEN HOLLIES.
.0,000 HORSE CHESTNUTS.

ing ol

QPECIAL CHEAP OFFER of
k3 WINTER and SPRING BEDDING Pl.ANTS.
AURICULA. Alpine, tine strain, in 6o.pots, 120J. per icoo, 155.

per 100.

DAISY, Aucubsefolia, golden netted foliage, strong clump>,

30J. per 1000, 45 per 100.

,, Crown, fine, strong clumps. 25J. per icoo, 3s. per 100.

,, Rob Roy, fine red, ditto, z^j. per 1000, 3.7 per roo.

.. P.ride, finest larae white, ditto. 35J. per looo, 4^. per 100.

MENTHA PULEGIUM, strong clumps, 15S. per .000, 2S.

per 1

ell rooted fine clumps.MYOSOl'lS DISSITIFLORA,
4-5. per 1000, 5i. per 100.

PANSY, Cliveden Blue, fine healihy plants, 50J. per 1000,

., Blue King, ditto. 50J. per 1000. 6s. per roo.

PRIM ROSE. Single Lilac, strong. 6s. per 100.

.. Double Yellow, ditto, 85s. per 1000. loi. per 100.

RUCKE IS, Double Purple, ditto. loi. per 100.

„ Double White, ditto. 8s. per 100.

CATALOGUE of General Nursery Stock on application.

W. BALL and CO., Bedford Road Nursery, Northampton.

Plants, SpeciaL
The present is the best time for planting

HARDY NORTH AMERICAN
ORCHIDS, such as Cypripedium, Habenaria, Orchis,

&c., in their many species, ol which we offer a splendid stock

of newly imported plants with strong flowering crowns. Also
DISAGKANDIFLORA, in imported clumps, full of tubers,

fr,,m ss. each. This is the most beautiful of terrestrial Orchids,

and ought to prove quite hardy in England.
N. H. The North American Orchids, grown as Cool-hoiise

Orchids, are most charming . and as their prices, for flowering

plants, range from 2S. firf. to 3J. 6d. each (and less when more
are taken) they are wii hin the reach of everyone.

CATALOGUES post-free on application.

THE NEW PLANT AND BULB COMPANY,
Colchester.

To the Trade.—Vines-Vines-Vines.

WG. CALDWELL and SONS have
« still extra strong fruiting Black Hamburgh VINES

to offer, excellent stuff, at 51. 6d. each. Also

AZALEA AMCENA CALDWELLII, well set with buds,

i8s. and 241. per dozen.

APPLES, Standard. 40s. per too.

,, Pyramid, 60s. per 100, in all leading varieties.

General CATALOGUE of Fruit Trees, Conifers, Roses, &c.,

post-free on applic

The Nuri , Knutsford, Cheshii

To the Trade.

LAURUSTINUS, fine, well-rooted plants,
set with buds, 2 to 3 feet, aos. per 100.

SPRUCE FIRS, good shaped, 2 to 3 feet, 30J. per io;o, fit

for potting.

STANDARD ROSES, the best sorts, including many Teas,

J. MORSE AND 'son. The Nurseries, Dursley, Glouces-

LPAILLET, NURSERY.MAN, Chatenay les

• Sceaux. near Pans, has to offer the following :-
Roses. Fruit Trees, maiden or trained ; Ornamental Trees and
Shrubs. Tree and sinensis Psconies ; Magnolia Lenne. oxoniensis

and others ; Camellias, Rhododendrons, Azaleas, Clematises,

Conifers, Bamboos. Yuccas, tuberous Begonias, Viola Belle de
Chatenay and others ; Trees for Avenues, such as Acers.

Platanus, Horse Chestnut. FRUIT TREE STOCKS, FOREST
TREES, and others of every description grown in large

quantities ; Manetti, De la Grifferaie and Brier Rose Stocks.

Send for Trade List and Catalogues to L. P.. as above : or

to his Agents in London, Me-srs. R. SILBERRAD and
SON, rs, Harp Lane. Great Tower Street. E.C.

Planting Season.

MESSRS. JOHN STANDISH AND CO.
beg to call the attention of those engaged in planting to

their extensive and well-grown stock of EVERGREEN and
DECIDUOUS PLANTS. FOREST TREES. &c. All aie

without exception well rooted and in fine condition for removal.

The following list compiises a lew of those Trees, of which they

FOREST TREES.
Acacia, 3 to 4 an
Birch. 3 to 4 feet and 1

15 feet.

Chestnut. 2 to 4 feel

1 feet.

Pinu to I'A

Scotch Fir. I to 15^ foot.

Spruce, I J^ to 2^ feet.

Weymouth. 3 to 4 feet.

RHODODENDRON, fitu

,, stediing, 2 to 4 feet, fine

iSiiichef

I bushy.
YEW. English, :

„ Irish, 3. 4 and" 5 leei

BOX. 2 to 7'yi feet.

AUCUBAS. green
variegated.

BERBERIS. Darwinii.

„ Aquifolium.

CLEMATIS, IVIES, and othei

LAUREL,

„ Portugal, rj^ to a^f^et.
,, .. 3 to 4 feet.

HOLLY. Green, i to iH foot

,. hybrid, iH to 2 feet.'

,. variegated, in variety.

ROSES, H.P., in vanely,
Standards.

„ ., Half-standards.
irfs.

pots, in great

ty of EVERGREEN
SHRUBS. Also
FRUIT TREES.—Pyramid Apples, Pe:

Apples, Apricots. Cherries, Nectarines,

Gloire de Dijon,

Maiechai Niel,

CLIMBING PLANTS,
nd DECIDUOUS

Vines -Vines -Vines.

BS. WILLIAMS begs to announce that
• his stock of VINES is this year unusuilly fine, an.l

comprises all the leading kinds, including " Alnwick Seedling."

For descriptions and prices, see B. S. W.'s BULB CATA-
LOGUE for this year.

Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper HoUoway, London, N.

GENUINE SEEDS ONLY."

James Veitch & Sons
BEG TO ANNOUNCE THAT THEIR

CATALOGUE of GARDEN and FLOWER SEEDS for 1879,
Containing Lists of Novelties, Horticultural Implements, and other Garden Requisites,

is now published, and will be forwarded post-free on application.

Descriptmts will be fotmd of the following New and Choice Seeds

:

—
BROCCOLI. Veitch's Self-protecting Autumn, per pkt.

CAULIFLOWER. Veitch's Autumn Giant

CELERY, Major Clarke's fine solid Red .. „

CUCUMBER, Tender and True .. .. „
ENDIVE, Picpus, Green Curled ..

ENDIVE, Round-leaved Batavian.. .. per ounce

LETTUCE, Californian, Curled .. .. per packet

LETTUCE, Early Paris Market ..

LETTUCE, Hicks" Hardy White Cos .. pi

MELON, Eastnor Castle Green-flesh .

.

pi

MELON, Read's Scarlet-flesh

PEA, Criterion pe

PEA, Marvel (Laxton), new
TOMATO, Hathaway's Excelsior .. .. P'

TURNIP, Veitch's Red Globe .. .. p
POTATO, Prince Arthur pi

POTATO, Veitch's Improved Ashleaf Kidney

POTATOS.
7. r. & Sons havefine samples of all the ncicest and best kinds. For prices see Seed Catalogue.

ROYAL EXOTIC NURSERY, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, S.W.
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STERLING NOVELTIES
CARTER'S

"TELEPHONE" PEA.

li

y

THAT SHOULD BE IN CAETER'S

EVERY CATALOGUE and in EVERY GARDEN,
model-cucumber.

CARTER'S "TELEPHONE" PEA.
Awarded a First-class Certificate by the Royal Horticultural Society after a Crucial Trial

in the Society's Gardens.

Selected from CalverweU's " Telegraph," from which it differs in the seed being wrinkled, whilst
the quality is very superior. Like Culverwell's " Telegraph " it is an extraordinary cropper, bearing
myriads of immense semi-double pods, full of very large Peas of most exquisite flavour. Highly
recommended. ppi^e, in Sealed Packets, per Pint, 2s. 61.

CARTER'S "MODEL" CUCUMBER.
The handsomest Cucumber grown. As the result of careful cultivation we have succeeded in

producing what may be fairly described as the model of perfection in Cucumbers, embodying the fine
form and general characteristics ot Tender and True, with the prolific habit and strong constitution of
the Telegraph. Perfect in outline, wiih scarcely any neck, and of fine flavour, thii> variety has
become popular both for exhibition and table purposes.

" Your Model Cucumber is the model of what a Cucumber should be—handsome, productive,
and of delicious flavour. "—Mr. J. Goodacre. H^^ad Gardener to ilie Right Hon. Earl of Harrington.

Price, in Sealed Packets, 2s. 6d. and 3s. 6d. per Packet.

PARAGON CUCUMBER (Kelway).
Figured in the " Gardeners Magazine," November i6, 1878.

A remarkably productive, handsome, and very distinct Cucumber, with scarcely any neck, and
.iveraging from 18 to 34 inches in length. It is an enormous cropper, producing fine fruit at nearly
L very joint. Prico, in Sealed Packets, 3s. 6d. per Packet.

DELL'S NEW HYBRID MELON.
The only Green-Jieshcd Melon awarded a First-class Certijicate by the Royal Horticultural

Society this year.

This delicious Melon is the result of a cross between " Colston Bassett " and " Victory of Bath."
;ind is certainly the best green-fleshed Melon ever ta>ted. A large number of aspirants for honours
uere submitted to the judgment of the Committee of the Royal Horticultural Society during the
|itesent year, but '* Dell's Hyorid " was the only creen- fleshed variety pronounced worthy of a First-

y iass Certificate.

Price, In Sealed Packets, containing Six Seeds, 2s. 6d. per Packet.

CULVERWELL'S TELEGRAPH PEA.
*' The largest and handsomest Pea grown."— Mr. J. Goodacre, Gardener to tlie Right Hon. the

Earl of Harrington. jn Sealed Packcts, per Pint, 2s. 6d.

CARTER'S CHALLENGER PEA.
rii*ed,"-Mr, R. SoivERSv, Gardener to tlu Right Hon. theThe best dwarf Pea I ha'

Kill of Macclesfield. In Sealed Packets, per Pint, 2s. 6(1.

/ ( V offer valuable Prizesfor Dell's Hybrid Melon and the New Peas named
in this advertisement at the S/um's of the Koyal Hortintltiiral Society.

^a.^LtDiJ0
A

^-.^^ ^JiW THE QUEEN'S SEEDSMEN,^^
) HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.O.

iMl
»» '^1

PAXTON'S CALENDAR
Now Ready, a New and thoroughly Revised Edition of the

COTTAGER'S CALENDAR OF GARDEN OPERATIONS.
ORIGINALLY COMPILED BY THE LATE SIR JOSEPH PAXTON, M.P.

" It has been carefully revised by an experienced gardener, and the lists of vegetables, fruit,

and flowers have been corrected by the substitution of the most approved modern kinds, in place
lany of which have ceased to be worthy of

OPINIONS OF THE PRESS.
*' We are quite glad tc

1 the heather in bloom
all who ; isted

" This is a handy v

much and varied infori

To all such, who reqmr
Lloyd:s.

rae, consisting of seventy pages of letterpress and illustration, containing
ion likely to prove useful to all cottagers. &c., who possess a garden.
,
cheap and reliable book of reference, we heartily recommend it."—

\itQ2.Ac^s.\.."— Gardeners' Mi
' The information conveyed in thi

^eful little book once more, and i

the wrapper "two hundred and i

he promotion of cottage gaidei

whift of perfume
thousand.' We

AT this little book

. __ _Il adapted for all persons having small
plots of ground. The necessary operations for each month are clearly laid down, and are of a
thoroughly practical nature. The sorts of both fruit and vegetables are well selected, many of
them being excellent in quality. To our readers who are interested in the cultivation of their
flower and kitchen gardens, we can safely recommend this as being a most concise and useful
work."

—

Belli Messenger.

Price 3d., Post Free Sid.

W. RICHARDS, 41, WELLINGTON STREET, STRAND, LONDON, W.C.
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SPECIAL NOTICE.

The Gardeners' Chronicle
FOR SATURDAY, JANUARY 4, 1879,

WILL CONTAIN A

BEAUTIFULLY COLOURED ALMANAC,

(18 inches by 13 inches),

FROM AN ARTISTIC DESIGN BY FITCH.

PRICE FIVEPENCE.

POST-FREE <,\d. ; OR WITH ALMANAC ENCLOSED IN CASE, ']\d.

Purchasers are Specially recommended to OJ'der the Almanac in a Case, to prevent injuryfrom folding. The cost

of the Number with the Plate so protected, will be 6d., if obtained through a Newsagent.

NOTICE TO ADVERTISERS.

As a large Extra Sale of this Number is guaranteed, it will be a very valtiable

medium for Advertisements.

APPLICATIONS FOR SPACE SHOULD BE SENT IN AS EARLY AS POSSIBLE.

W. RICHARDS.
41, WELLINGTON STEEET, STEAND, LOINODION, W.C.
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Send for a PRICE LIST of

BLAKE'S SELF-ACTING

HYDEAULIC EAIS,
For Raising Water for the Supply of

Villages, Irrigation, Kallway Stations, Mansions,

Fountains, Farms.

No Cost for Motive Power, which is obtained from the

Stream of Waterpassing through the Rams.

NO OILING OR PACKING REQUIRED.
Made in sizes to raise from 300 to 100,000 Gallons per day.

WILL FORCE TO A HEIGHT OF 1600 FEET.

This Ram will raise a part of the same

water that works it, or will raise pure water

from a well whilst it is worked by a stream

of impure water.

TESTIMONIALS.
From the Right Hon. T. Sothern Estcourt, Estcouri Park,

Gloucestershire. September (>, 1873.

"Youwi!! be glad to hear, as I am to tell you, that your

Self-acting Hydraulic Ram has worked exceedingly well and

continuously since it was erected, more than twelve months

ago. It is, in fact, perfectly successful."

(The delivery pipe in the above case is 4200 feet long, with

ICO feet rise.)

From Captain Townshend. Wmehant, Febritary 10, 1877.

" In answer to your enquiry, I am glad to say the Hydraulic

Ram you sent me in November, 1875, is working exceedingly

welt, and gives no trouble. It will work when quite immersed,

as it has been several times during the floods this wmter,

forcmg up water through a delivery pipe goo yards lon^ at the

rate of 80,000 gallons per day, although you only promised

50,000."

From W. Scarth, Esq., Agent to His Grace the Duke of

Cleveland, Raby Castle, Darlington, July 16, 1878.

" The Hydraulic Ram you supplied to his Grace the Duke
of Cleveland in 1875 is a complete success. It worked for

more than two years without once stopping, and throws more

water than promised."

Deanivater, IViltnslow, November 20, 1S73.

" Dear Sir,—In answer to your enquiries respecting the

Hydraulic Ram you supplied me with six months ago, I beg to

state that I am more than satisfied with it, as it is in perfect

order, sending up to the top of the house about 2000 gallons of

water in the tweniy-four hours, whereas you only contracted to

deliver in that time 500 gallons. I have, therefore, every reason

to be well pleased with your work, and more especially as I had

a Ram supplied me by another maker which could not send up a

single gallon of water to the height required, and a second

maker informed, me that no Ram with a fall of 3 feet could send

up water to the distance required, namely, 120 feet. But yours

is an accomplished fact, and does its work most effectually.—

I

am, yours truly, L. Hanmek."

From John Taylor, Esq., The Rocks, Bath, Aug. 22, 1S7S.

" The Self-acting Hydraulic Ram you fixed here in March ot

last year continues to work well. It has only the same quantity

of water and fall to work it as the water-wheel and pump which

I used previously to force to a height of 294 feet, and yet the

Ram sends up more than double the quantity of water than the

wheel did to the same height."

*' Sir,—The Self-acting Hydraulic Ram you supphed me with

nine months ago continues in excellent condition. It receives

water from a spring through a 2-inch pipe, of which it forces

3600 gallons per day of twenty-four hours to a height of 90 feet,

exceeding all you promised, and far surpassing the water-wheel

and force pumps which it has displaced. Its cost is small, it

occupies but little space (2 square feet), and in mechanical

detail is simplicity itself. I have much pleasure in recom-

mending it as a cheap and efficient method of raising water."

JOHN BLAKE,
ENGINEER, ACCRINGTON.

NOW READY.
Great!)' Enlarged and Improved Edition.

Post-free One SlilUing. Gratis to Customers.

ALL WHO WISH TO GROW

THE BEST VEGETABLES

THE CHOICEST FLOWERS
SHOULD SEND FOK

Profusely illustrated with beautifully executed

Coloured Plates, and hundreds of high-

class Engravings, and containing

A SELECT LIST OF

THE BEST

VEGETABLE and FLOWER
SEEDS

(AT VERY MODERATE PRICES),

Complete Instruetionsfor Successful Cultivation.

*' This publication is alike remarkable for its extreme

elegance and thorough usefulness."—CarrfwKri' Magazine.

" A most excellent specimen of the modern seed list and

horticultural euide to successful cultivation." — Midland

Counties Herald.

All Goods of 20!. value and upwards Carriage Free.

Five per Cent. Discount for C.\sh.

THE QUEEN'S SEEDSMEN,

WORDSLEY, STOURBRIDGE.

EVERLASTING AND DYED
FLOWERS, ETC., FOE, CHRISTMAS.

A MOST remarkable development of the

trade in dried and dyed flowers and grasses

has taken place of late, and the demand for

these for decorative purposes during the winter

months, and especially during the Christmas

season, is one of an unprecedented character.

A desire for bright and pleasant colours at

Christmas appears to be inherent in human

nature, and as flowers supply these in the most

abundant manner, in the absence of fresh ones

—which cannot be had in mid-winter save at a

very great expense—preserved flowers are fur-

nished to an extent and variety truly extraor-

dinary to those unacquainted with the resources

at command.
A quarter of a century ago the trade in dyed

flowers and grasses was in its infancy as far as

this country is concerned, and was confined to

Gnaphaliums, Helichrysums, Xeranthemums,

and a few others, and a select number of grasses ;

but now, owing to so much enterprise and in-

ventive genius being thrown into the trade, both

at home and abroad, many flowers of a supposed

fragile character, and apparently unfitted for the

purpose, are first of all dried and then dyed-

some dried only—and employed in making up

bouquets of everlastings of a very charming

character. These bouquets are made up of

various sizes, some of them put together with so

much artistic skill as to rival in expressiveness of

good taste the famous bouquets of cut flowers

for which Covent Garden Market is so famous.

It is worth while looking into the composition

of one of these bouquets. The groundwork is

made up of Roses, Scabious, Helichrysums,

Acroclinium, Statice, Xeranthemum, Tagetes,

and one or two others ; and rising above these,

so as to give an elegant ahaiidoii, are Rhodan-

thes, Pansies, Convolvulus minor, Xeranthemum,

&c. One of these bouquets, when tastefully

arranged, is a present fit for a princess. The

perfection to which the drying and dyeing pro-

cesses have been brought leads to a close

imitation of natural tints, and if some of them

may be said to adorn Nature

"With colours notherown;"

they are yet in keeping with the season of the

year.

Messrs. Hooper and Co., of Covent Garden

Market, have developed a trade in dyed flowers

and grasses of so extensive a character as to

necessitate the recent building of a very hand-

some and commodious block of new business

premises in Hart Street, that may be truthfully

described as the largest warehouse in use for

this purpose. From the basement and ground-

floor, where the dyeing processes are carried

on, to the roof, where drying processes are

carried out—with all the intermediate floors

specially fitted up with drying-rooms, sorting-

rooms, working-rooms, &c.—the place teems

with evidences of an extent of trade absolutely

surprising to outsiders. The greatest demand

for the various kinds and combinations of ever-

lasting flowers, &c., is during the last four

months in the year, and about Christmas-time ;

and in the last six months of the year as many

as fifty hands are employed in dyeing, drying,

and making up the combinations, all the

bouquets being made up on the premises.

Mention has already been made of the variety
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of flowers used. The pretty little Gypsophila
paniculata is imported in very large quantities,

and is extensively used as bases for bouquets,

and as a sort of foundation to arrangements of

cut flowers. .Statice incana, light as it is in

bulk, is imported by the ton, so useful is it in

various ways. Zinnia Haageana is also in great

request. The white Cape Helichrysum is

specially worthy of notice, because of its

beautiful soft white colour; it is obtained in very
large quantities from the Table Mountain and
Cape Town. Then there is the rich blue Corn
Cockle, Lily of the Valley, and others too

numerous to mention ; while constant experi-

ments are being made to widen the area of

choice in the matter of flowers. It is from
Germany and France that the chief supplies of

flowers are drawn ; some that are intended for

dyeing are dried in the air to get the moisture
out of them before packing ; others are packed
carefully in layers of sand, and so dried and
stiffened without loss of colour. How some of

the Roses, Pa^onies, Carnations, &c., are pre-

served in such an admirable manner, so as to

maintain their colours, is indeed a subject for

wonder. It is supposed that the Paeonies are

hung up and not placed in sand in the first

instance, but dipped into it afterwards when
the drying has reached a certain stage.

The beautiful white Cape Helichrysum, to

which reference has been inade, is unpre-
pared in any way — it is supposed not
bleached even, but to be used in a natural state.

White flowers are in very great request, and the

supply hardly keeps pace with the demand.
Referring again to the drying process, it may be
stated that the flowers are laid in metal trays

with layers of sand between them, and warmed
in a moderate heat ; and not only do they not
lose colour, but the action of the sand and
heat deepens and intensifies the tints of some
of them. It is surprising what a rich tone of

blue is found in the undyed Corn Cockle.

The grasses mostly used are Stipa pinnata,

imported by the ton from the South of Russia
and Hungary, where it is grown as the common
grass of the fields, and animals feed upon it. It

is stated that in one district of Southern Russia
there is a hospital famous for its curative suc-

cesses in regard to consumption, and the patients

are treated to mare's milk taken from animals
fed on the rich succulent Feather-grass. Next
comes Agrostis pulchella, obtained from Italy,

Germany, as well as from this country ; and it

is largely used in forming the groundwork (in

combination with Feather-grass) of bouquets of
grasses. Then there are the Brizas, Bromus
brizaeformis, one of the grandest of grasses ; and
Lagurus ovatus, all obtained from the same
sources as the Agrostis. Others are Avena
sterilis, a favourite and charming grass ; Uniola
paniculata, an imposing looking grass from
Florida, growing some 6 feet in height, and
vary useful for large combinations of grasses

;

Erianthus argenteus, a beautiful silky form ; all

the Poas and commoner types, and many
others. The best examples of many of the
grasses come from the South of France.

While on the subject of grasses, it may be
stated that they are all put through a bleaching
process, of which chlorine forms the base.

This is done by Messrs. Hooper & Co., who
receive all their grasses in the natural state.

The bleaching agent is used variously according
to the materials operated on, and any beautiful,

light, and graceful colour tells best on a
bleached ground. Next comes the process
of drying after bleaching, and the great thing
is to get out the moisture as thoroughly as
possible. The grasses are placed in a centri-

fugal drying machine, which, revolving with
amazing rapidity, throws offsome go per cent, of

the moisture through a wire fencing forming the

circumference of the revolving chamber. The
pressureof business makes it necessary to have the
drj'ing done as rapidly as possible after bleach-

ing, and it is required that the grasses be dry in

twenty-four hours They are then taken to a
drying-room specially designed for the purpose,
the dimensions 15 feet by 8 feet, cased with iron-

plated walls, floor, and roof, and heated by
means of 4-inch hot-water pipes, which are laid

on over the building, as it would be almost im-
possible for the young girls employed in making
up the bouquets, &c., to work were it not for
the consideration shown for the comfort of their

workpeople by Messrs. Hooper Sa Co. The
grasses are suspended till the moisture is quite

dried out of them, and they are ready for dyeing.
The heating of this immense warehouse is

admirably done, there being five storeys above
the source of heat.

The pans used for dyeing are like huge
preserving pans heated with gas. The various
dyes are used at nearly boiling point ; the dye be-
comes incorporated with the water at the boiling

point.andtheyarcthenthickenedas required. To
this important department of the business great
attention is paid, and nothing is left undone to

perfect the system and modes employed to the
utmost possible extent.

The sale of bouquets, &c., of everlasting
flowers is so enormous that any reliable statistics

would be regarded as incredible by many. Of
bouquets alone, of all sizes, some 100,000 are
required for a season's supply. The greatest
demand for them is in the Black Country, in

Lancashire, Yorkshire, and in all the great
manufacturing and industrial centres. Small
bouquets of dyed Gnaphaliums find a ready
sale

;
some of the orange, purple and violet tints

are remarkably fine.

The consumption of moss is one of the
wonders connected with such a business. It is

imported very largely, in three shades of green,
all perfectly natural greens, vivid in colour as
they are

; one in particular is of a fine dark hue,
submitted to some process to intensify the
natural tint. The commonest German moss is

imported so largely that Messrs. Hooper &
Co. require several tons for their own work-
ing up, in addition to a large wholesale trade
in bunches. One importation received not
long since consisted of 500 cases, each con-
taining twenty dozen bund'es of moss, and this

was but one of several transactions.

Couronncs of preserved and dyed flowers are
made in great numbers, and in almost endless
combination

; the base is a white lichen from
America, and the white Cape Helichrysum and
orange Gnaphaliums play an important part in

their construction. Porcelain coiinmjies made
of what is known as biscuit china, are in con-
siderable demand, formed in all kinds of flowers

with a general fidelity to Nature. Then there
are mortuary couroniies in great variety, made of

japanned tin painted to represent leaves and
flowers. Then there are combinations of tin and
china, some of which are very good, and the re-

presentations of English grasses and flowers are
admirably executed. Little bouquets and
buttonholes, with bunches of leaves, are also

manufactured in biscuit china. These are all

of foreign manufacture, mostly of German and
French make. Especial mention should be
made of the porcelain couronncs representing
white Lilac and white Roses in combination.
Another remarkable ramification of this

business is the artificial plants, which have be-
come quite a feature. When the redundancy of
imaginative conception on the part of the native
artist gives place to a truer imitation of natural
productions, these plants will become even
more popular. Those most in demand are
representations of foliage plants, Begonias and
Caladiums being the leading ones. Begonias
are well produced, and the same holds good of
Aralias. These plants are manufactured of
cambric, stifl^ened by the application of dye.
They are manufactured in France, and the
native artists succeed better in imitating leaves
than they do flowers.

|

Such is a rapid sketch of some of the leading
features of an aspect of horticultural enterprise as

surprising in extent as it is admirably wrought
out. The thinker in giving play to his inventive

genius does not scorn to be utilitarian ; and the
worker out of the products of the designer's

mind is for ever rising to a higher level of perfec-

tion in his handiwork. It is the old truth, in

ever-recurring felicity of illustration :

—

' Men my brothers, men tlie workers, ever working
sometliing new

;

What they yet hnvo done but earnest of the things
they yet will do,"

R. D.

New Garden Plants.
Ckassula ALPESTRls, Thiinbcrg, ex Hanjcy ct

Soulier, Fl. Capcns. ii., 341.

This is a small, neat-habited, pretty, white-flowered
species, received at Kew from Herr Max Leichtlin
under the name of Sedum alpestre, which, however,
is quite inappropriate. On examination it proves
to be a Crassula identical with native speci-
mens from Drege and others of Crassula alpestris. It
has hitherto been grown in a cold frame, but it would
probably be more suitably housed in a cool greenhouse
where it could be made secure from frost. The
following description is taken from cultivated speci-

Glabrous, stems erect, cylindrical, of the thickness of
fine whipcord, reddish, simple, or but slightly branched.
Leaves sessile, opposite, connate or slightly decurrent,
spreading or ascending, i inch long, fusiform, subterete,
apiculate. Cymes terminal, r—ij inch in diameter, 3—5.

forked, many-flowered. Buds elongate ovoid. Calyx-
tube shallow, cup-shaped

; hmb of five deltoid subulate
pinkish segments, half the length of the petals. Corolla
i inch long, cylindric-campanulate, of five petals united
at the extreme base, above consisting of five linear-oblong
obtuse i-nerved white petals, which are thickened and
somewhat hooded at the recurved tips. Androscium
of five stamens attached at the base to the corolla tube,
opposite the petals ; filaments white ; anthers basifi.xed,
ovoid acute, purplish ; carpels five, oblong, tapering
above into long linear subulate styles, opposite the
petals

;
glands five, emarginate, orange-vellow

; seeds
lubercled. Cape of Good Hope. M. T. i\l.

Begonia platanifolia (Grah.) Ohlen-
DORFFIANA, iiov. var."

This Begonia was imported from Brazil by ti\.

Herrmann Ohlendorff, of Ham, near Hamburg. It is

very curious, having short woody stems and very
ornamental leaves with white blotches, which may be
grown dark purplish or beautifully green, according
to the temperature, it becoming green as the tempera-
ture is raised. Thepetioles, the very base of leaf, and
the inferior side are more or less purplish. The leaves
have a very peculiar shape, since they are quite inequi-
lateral, nearly cut, as is B. maculata, with sinuses and
projecting angles on one side and of not very thick
structure. The recently introduced plant showed the
obliquity and unequal shape in an extravagant
manner. After a time the leaves become a little wider,
so that I finally think it is better to regard the plant as
a highly curious variety than a species. The flowers
stand in a few-flowered cyme, and have broad sepals,
which are very distinctly serrate, which I did not see in
the specimens of the Kew herbarium, and which may
aflbrd another mark, though the original drawing (Bo-
taiiical Magazine, 3591) shows some little crenation.

P'inally, M. Ohlendorfl^s plant has many white
blotches on the leaves, which were not seen in the
original plant (see Botanical Magazine, I.e.). I have
great pleasure in dedicating the plant to M. Herr-
mann Ohlendorff, of Ham, near Hamburg, a most in-

dustrious nurseryman, whose father was the assistant
of Professor Lehmann at the foundation of the Ham-
burg Botanic Garden, later at Ham, where I remem-
ber having seen in 1S54 Rhododendron chrysanthum
and Cyrtopera Woodfordi in flower under his clever
management.
As I have never made a very special study of

Begonias, I was but too grateful for the advice of
London fellow-workmen. I consulted about the plant
Professor Oliver, Dr. Masters, Messrs. B. Clarke and
N. Brown, who each enlightened me with his views.
Neither of them had seen it before. H. G. Kchb. f.

TiLLANDSIA (WaLLISIA) CIRCINALIS, Griseb.,

PI. Lorcntz, p. 224. t

This well-marked species of Tillandsia has been in

English gardens for some time, but has never been
named. Now, upon revising the Kew collection, in

• Begoftia flaiani/olia (Grah.) OkUndorffiatta.—A typo
recedit foliis valde inzqualibus albo-maculatis ; sepalis ener-
getice serratis. H. G. RcM. f.

t Tillandsia (IVallisin) circiftalis. ~C3iule prodiicto fnliato
semipedali

: folijs 12—20 lanceolato-subulatis 6 — poll, longis
crassis patulis aoice circinnatis ubique dense adpresse argenteo-
lepidotis : pedunculo semipedali foliis reduclis adpressis in-
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which there is a fine specimen, I find that it agrees

with a plant lately named and described by Professor

Grisebacli, from specimens collected in the Argentine

territory by Dr. Lorentz. It seems to have been
originally discovered long ngo by Tweedie in Uruguay,
and there is a specimen gathered by him in the Kew
herbarium. It belongs to the small section of dis-

tichous Tillandsias, on which Regel founded his genus

Wallisia, in which the blade of the petal protruded

outside the calyx is cuncatc in shape, and about as

long as broad. The two species of this group, which
are already familiar to cultivators, are T. xiphioides,

Ker, from the same country as circinalis and T.

but spread over a produced stem 4—6 inches long,

their dilated bases (which arc above I inch broad)

clasping it tightly, the spreading lanceolate-subulate

blade reaching a length of 6—9 inches, \—} inch

broad where it leaves the stem, tapering gradually to

a thick channelled more or less circinate tip, both

sides densely coated with adprcssed silvery lepidote

scales. Peduncle about \ a foot long, its small lepi-

dote leaves adpressed to it up nearly or quite to their

tips. Flowers in a small compact panicle 3—4 inches

long, consisting of several ascending few-flowered

dense spikes and a similar end one. Ultimate bracts

oblong-lanceolate navicular, ^—| inch long, much

Fig. 127.—INFLORESCENCE, ETC., OF COXOrilALl.US (?) TITANUM. SPADIX 6 FEET LONG ! (SEE P.

cyanea, K. Koch, best known in gardens as T.

Lindeni or T. Lindeniana. The singular thick rat's-

tail-like leaves of the present plant mark it at a glance.

As Dr. Grisebach says of it," Species pulchra robusta,

foliis infra apicem circinato-gyratis caudte Rodentium
similibus."

This proves to be identical with Phytarhiza Duratii

of Visiani, in Mem. Inst. Ven. 1855, p. 340, cum

Leaves 1 2—20, not aggregated in a dense rosette,

structo ; spicis, pluribus densis brevibus'ascendentibus 3—4-

tloris in paniculam parvam aggregatis, bracteis uliimis oblongo-
lanceolatis semipoDicaribus valde imbricatis dorso lepidotis ;

sepilis nudis lanceolatis praeter bracteam breviter exsertis
;

peialLs violaceis calyce sesqui-longioribus, lamina lata cuneata ;

genitalibus ultra calycem baud protrusis.

imbricated, acute, lepidote on the back. Calyx \ inch

long, naked, just protruded beyond the bract, its

lanceolate acute sepals tightly convolute. Petals

violet, half as long again as the sepals, the protruded

cuneate lamina \— ^ inch long and broad, rounded at

the top. Stamens and style not protruded beyond the

calyx, y. G. Baker.

The Laisurnum in Flower at Di'nrohin
Castle.—Mr. Melville writes: — "A Laburnum
tree here is at the present time bearing a quantity

of flowers, a few samples of which I enclose. Flowers

on the Laburnum in the middle of December I should

say is rather a rare occurrence in the North of Scot-

' land."

PLANT SHADING.
TiiF, jiroblcmatical egg which is laid, according to

Mons. \'an Volxem's excellent paper on Orchid shad-

ing {Ganlcuers' Chronicle, May ii, 1S78, p. 58S),

has, we flatter ourselves, already been hatched out at

Colchester.

" The problem," as he puts it, " stands thus : to

admit the largest amount of difiiised light, and at the

same time to prevent the heat produced by the con-

centration of the sun's rays in a closed space without
being obliged to give a strong current of air. The
screen must not present a large surface to the wind,
which would soon wear it out, or blow it away alto-

gether. All the shadings that I know of do not
answerwell that double purpose. Canvas requiresmuch
work to roll up and down, so that the glass gets often

broken ; it is soon rotten and blown to ribbons if not
resting upon the roof, and if resting upon it the glass

gets heated through, and allows too much heat to

pass through ; and, above all, canvas is always too

dark, so that the fair daughters of the ever sunny
climes enjoy the least light in the few days when in

our climate they should have the benelit of the sun's

rays." And, again, after citing his observations made
on Orchids growing in the Andes of New Granada
and Peru, also in Ceylon, Singapore, Philippines,

&c., he remarks, "I think I can safely infer that

plenty of light is a necessary element in the

proper cultivation of Orchids ; but it is not only to

prevent sun-burning that we shade the glasshouses, it

is to prevent an excessive degree of heat, and its con-

comitant scorching, drj-ness of atmosphere, aggravated
still further by a free draught of air, which is worse
still if the wind blows from the east."

In the Bamboo-shading which we have had in use

since 1S74, first for our Lilies, and for the past three

summers for our Orchids also, we have, we think,

solved the problem thjis put. This shading consists

of light Bambo rods, a little stouter and stronger than

Reeds, varying from fj to % inch in diameter, the

smaller size alternating with the larger size, while

stouter rods J inch thick are interspersed here and
there to strengthen the whole, interlaced about every

9 inches apart with a coarse, strong, and durable

twine made from the outer husk of the Cocoa-nut, |n

widths of from 8 to 10 feet, and in lengths as ordered.

The rods when put up run horizontally ; the mat
being perfectly flexible and very light can, when in

use, be easily rolled up in a bundle by a cord fastened

above passing downward and beneath the mat, round

the roller of the mat at its lower edge, then up again

to the top, whence passing over a pulley the cord

descends again to the bottom of the mat, where it

comes within reach of the manipulator. The Bamboo
rods are nearly as light as Reeds, and therefore there

is no fear of glass breakage, yet are too substantial

and stiff to allow of the wind getting beneath and
doubling them up. The Bamboo being coated

externally with a polished siliceous glaze, is strength-

ened, stiffened, and rendered waterproof, thus

becoming durable. A water-tight covering is, of

course, necessary to protect the mats when rolled up
from wet, which, though it would not damage the

rods, would in time rot the fibrous twine which binds

them together ; yet this interlacing fibre, being made
from Cocoa-nut husk, is very wiry and lasting, dries

easily, and will stand a great deal of wet before

rotting.

Each rod is kept a little apart by means of the

stout interlacing twine, hence there are little inter-

spaces of one-sixteenth to one-eighth of an inch here

and there between each rod, allowing a small portion

of the sun's rays to pass inside, whilst others are

broken up and somewhat reflected by the glossy sides

of the rods ; thus a large amount of difl[iised light is ad-

mitted, scorching is entirely absent. The materia! is

very durable. With the exception of some little

fraying at the ends of the rods, there is no perceptible

difierence between the condition of the mats now in

use by us and that when first put up. They cannot be

doubled up by the wind. Being light, they are easily

rolled up, and in consequence of their stiffness can be

made to wind up easily on two or three bearers at a

distance of 10 to 12 inches above the glass, thus

admitting a cool current of air between mat and

glass. They have also another great advantage

besides their durability, viz., their cheapness, for

they can be supplied for a little less than 4</. per

square foot, and all the fittings they require are a box

at the top to keep away wet, staples screwed in above
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to hold tliem up, cords to roll up, and a wooden roller at

botloui ofeach mat, 2 inches in diameter, to roll up on.

In case of hailstorms, if unrolled they would alford

a complete protection to the ^lass, and owing to their

elasticity would receive little or no damage. Revert-

ing to the leading article on shading, April 20, 1S78,

p. 491, you write :

—" It becomes a matter of the

greatest importance that even when something must
be done to interCL-pt the sun's rays when most powerful,

the means employed should be such as to alfcct

the object required with the least possible exclusion of

light. This can only be done by studiously avoiding
the use of any material that will do more than break
the sun's rays. Anything more than this becomes a

positive evil, the unavoidable influence of which is the

production of weak, soft, spongy wood, with foliage

l)roportionately thin and weak, and ilevoid of the

lasting ijroperties it should naturally possess—the

plants being more or less of a drawn-up character,
and in the case of those that are intended to produce
flowers, reducing to a minimum their blooming
capacities, &c.
" Plants that are grown under the influence of too

much shade soon become permanently weakened, and
ultimately succumb or get into a sickly state, such as

to render them valueless.
" The materi.al of which blinds for plant-houses are

made should never be thicker or closer than simply
necessary to break and difi'use the sun's rays : all thick

or closely woven canvas should be rejected.
" In Orchids there can be no doubt but that much of

the disease existing, and the immense value that has
been sacrificed in them has been largely contributed
to by over-shading.

"

Comparing the experience during the past three
years of our Bamboo shading with what is demanded
here, we think it has exactly fulfilled the conditions
laid down ; certain we are that our Orchids have thriven

remarkably well in the houses thus shaded ; while the
interior is extremely pleasant and grateful, all glare

and scorching are absent, and an agreeable diffused

light prevails.

When used out-of-doors, as shading for Lilies, in

hot sunshine, our children have slung their hammocks
beneath, luxuriating in a pleasant cool retreat from
the blaze of sunshine. Avery agreeable summer-house
might with the mats easily be extemporised by a

couple placed slanting at an angle of 45°, turned
southwards, and a portion of the mats overlapping
above for a roof. These mats might also be used in

the spring to guard from frost the blossoms of wall
fruit trees ; in full summer to protect tender plants
from sun-scorching and east winds, when placed
temporarily out-of-doors ; or in our southern climes
to cover outside the windows and walls of apartments,
when the full blaze of the sunrays would render the
interior inconveniently or injuriously hot or light.

I once saved the life of an aged invalid on a tropical

summer day by reducing some 10° the temperature of
the apartment in which she lay, by covering the
windows, walls and leads of her room with sheets and
blankets spread outside : another much younger
])atient. similarly ill, died the same day in a room in

which I was not able to adopt the same measures,
liamboo mats suspended outside would have an
equally good result qiuad the reduction of tempe-
rature, but with the advantages that while conferring
a delightful coolness, they would admit light and give
a pleasant brightness in the interior far preferable to

the r-looni and shade of closed shutters and darkened
windows.
We must apologise for writing so much about our-

selves, but our excuse must be the introduction by us
of a perfectly new material, cheap and durable, for

shadmg purposes, useful in a variety of ways, but
peculiarly so for horticultural uses, and especially for

Orchid culture. We do not recommend it as an
untried thing, but after an experience of four years
we fully believe it will be found to possess all that we
claim for it. We shall have pleasure in sending to

your office samples of the new shading for inspection.

Alexander Wallace, New Plant and Bulb Company,
Cokhesler. [The sample received appears to be the
same as the shading commonly used in Italy. Eds.]

GLOXINIA MACULATA.
This is one of the pleasant old faces in the plant-

world with which Sir George Macleay, through his gar-
dener, Mr. Green, from time to time treats the visitors

to the South Kensington meetings, and very welcome
are they to those lovers of plants who appraise them
according to their innate worth, and not by their com-
mercial importance. This latter test is often too strictly

applied in the judgment of the plants there exhibited.
This novelty, it is urged, will never become popular

—

that is, not wanted, it has now so many allies; a third is

held to be beaten by some old or new favourite, and
therefore must be tabooed ; and so it comes to pass that
many a plant whose beauty must perforce pass unchal-
lenged is given the cold shoulder, and then sinks into
comparative neglect. It is from this undeserved neglect
that Mr. Green, and cultivators of his stamp, from
time to time lirinsrs forth a iiem.

These remarks apply to the subject of our illustration

(lig. 129) on p. 7S9. Introduced in 1739, or earlier

—

for in that year it was cultivated in the Chelsea Botanic
Garden, and figured in the Botanical Magazine in

1S09—it was recognised by few cultivators of the

present day when recently exhibited. And yet it is

not only a beautiful plant as regards all the features

which go to malte up plant beauty, but it is also a
showy subject, and therefore one which should not

have been elbowed out of our hothouses by the

myriads of foliage plants which have forced their way
into them.

Our present subject is the type species upon which
L'lleritier fcunded the genus Gloxinia, and has also

been retained by Decaisne and others as the type of

the modern restricted genus, our popular Gloxinias

being referred to Ligeria, and differing from Gloxinia
proper in having larger solid tuberous rhizomes
instead of amentiform scaly stoloniferous tubers like

those of Achimcnes, by which the true Gloxinias arc

increased. It is thus a stove perennial with annual

stems, as in Achimenes, but is of a much bolder and
more sturdy growth. The erect fleshy simple spotted

stems grow about i foot high, and are furnished with
broadly ovate, glossy serrated, thin succulent leaves,

sparsely hairy above, reddish beneath ; in the axils of

these arc produced the bold showy flowers, which are

large, downy, ventricosely campanulate, with a slightly

spreading limb, of a purplish-lilac colour. The " four

anthersare connected together at one extremity nearthe

insertion of the filaments, from which point the lobes

of the anthers diverge and form an eight-rayed star."

It is a native of New Granada, and bears the synonym
of Martyniaperennis of Linnaeus, and Salisia gloxinias-

flora of Kegel. An allied species, G. pallidiflora, from
the same country, which has rather smaller flowers,

paler in colour but more inclining to blue, was intro-

duced to Kew about 1844, but is probably now lost to

our gardens.

These plants are of easy culture, requiring a stove

temperature and light rich soil. They should have a

season of rest, the scaly tubers being repotted and
started into fresh growth in spring. T. M.

NEW PLANTS CERTIFICATED
BY THE FLORAL COMMITTEE AT THE ROYAL
HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY'S MEETINGS, 187S.

•„* F.C., First-class Certificttic ; S.C, Secotid-ctass Certifi-

cate; H.C., Highly Commended ; B.C., Botanical
Corftmendation.

Abutilon Louis Mariguac .. Bull and Lemoine, Aug. 16

—

F.C.

„ Reined'Or .. .. Veitch, Aug. 16—F.C.
Adiantum cyclosorum . . .. Veitch, June 4—F.C.

,, Lawsonianum .. .. Veitch and Williams- May 7,

F.C.

„ neoguineense .. .. Williams, May "21—F.C.

„ tetraphyllum gracile .

.

Bull, April 16—F.C.
Aerides vandarura .. .. Veitch, Feb. 19— B.C.
Alocasia Johnstoni .. .. Bull, April 16—B.C.
Alsophila plumosa [Athyrium
scandicinum] William?, May 21-F.C.

Amaryllis Crimson Banner .. Little, April 2— F.C.

„ E. Pilgrim .. Williams, April 16-F.C.
„ Mrs, Ra*son .. .. Williams. March 5-F.C.

AndrosAce sarmentosa.. .. Atkins, May 7—B.C.
Anemidictyon Phylliditis tes-

sellata .. Williams, May 7-F.C.
Anthurium Scherzerianum
album Veitch, Oct. IS—F.C.

AquUegia alpina superba .. Dean, May 7— F.C.
Athyrium scandicinum — see

Alsophila plumosa
Auricula (alpine) Silvia .. Douglas, May 7-F.C.
Azalea mdica Kaiser Wilheira Veitch, May 7—B.C.

„ „ Madame Eeckhaute Veitch, May 7—F.C.

„ (amcena) William Car-
michacl .. .. Williams, March 5—F.C.

Begonia Chiswick Blush .. R.HS.. Aug. 6-F.C.
,, Louis Thibaut .. .. Hooper, Sept. 17— F.C.

„ Mrs. Dr. Todd .. .. Laing, Aug. 6—F.C.

,. President Burelle .. Laing. May 21—F.C.
Billbergia nutans .. .. Green, Dec. 17— B.C.

Blechnum interruptum .. Clayton, Aug. 20—B.C.
Bollea Patinii Veitch, March 19— F.C.

Bomarea Caldasi .. .. Ellacombe, May 7—F.C.

,, Carderi Bull and Green, Oct. 15—F.C.
X Calanthe Sedeni .. .. Veitch, Nov. 19— F.C.

XCattleyaMitchelli .. .. Mitchell, Aug. 20— F.C.

.. Veitchiana .. .. Veitch, Aui. 20— F.C.

Caltha palustris fl.-pl. minor .

.

Parker, April 16— F.C.

Camassia Brownii .

.

.

.

Elwes, May 7—F.C.
Chrysanthemum (Japanese) M.

Crousse Jackson & Son, Nov. ig-F.C.
Cinerarias(the strain) .. .. James, Feb. 19—H.C.
Clematis Earl of Beaconsfield. Cripps, June 18— F.C.

C^oleus George Bunyard .

.

Veitch, May 7—F.C.

,, Kentish Fire .. .. Williams, May 7— F. C.

Crinum purpurascens ., Veitch, April 16—F.C.

Croton Williamsii .. .. Williams. Aug. 20- F.C.
Cycas media Williams, May 21—F.C.
(Tyclamen persicum Mont

Blanc Smith, Nov. 19—F.C.
,, roseum grandiflormn .. Edmunds, Feb. 19 -F.C.
„ Rosy Morn .. .. Smith, Feb. ig— F.C.

„ White Beaiuy .. .. James, Feb. 19— F.C.
Dactylis aurea Cannell, June 18-F.C.
D.nhlia Aurora Keynes, Sept. 17—F.C.

„ Clara Rawlings. Sept. 17— F.C.

„ Gaiety .. .. .. Keynes, Sept 17—S.C.

,, Helen Macgregor .. Turner, Aug. 20— F. C.

,, Joseph Ashby .. ., Turner, Sept. 17— F.C.

,, lutea Cannell. Sept. 17— F.C.

„ Paragon Cannell, Sept. 17— F.C.

„ Prince Bismarck .. Turner, Aug. 20— F.C.
Dav.lllia fijiensis .. ., Bull, April 16— F.C.

Dendroblum d'Albertis

,, linguiforme

Di'etes Hmtoni ..

Di

Epidendram Wallisii .

.

Erica obbata polita

Eulalia japonica zebrina
Freesia refracta var. alb;

Gladiolus Goigonius ..

Gloxinia Beauty of An.rley .

Gievillea robusta var. filicirolii

,, fasciculata

Hsemanthus Kalbreyeri

Hoplophytuin calyculatun
Hyacinth Grand Master

., King of the Blacks
Ilex scotici aurea
X Iris Leichtlinii

Iris (not named)
Jochroma elegans
La:lia anceps alba
Lastrea aristata variegata

Lathyrus Drummondii
Liliura tenuifolium ..

Liparis elegantissima .

.

Macroramia cylindrica
Magnolia Halleana
Mamillaria sphacelata.

.

Marica pacihca .

.

Masdevallia radiosa.

.

„ trijlochin .

.

,, vilifera

Microlepia hirta cristata

Narcissus incomparabilis
Leedsii aureo-tinctus

Nelumbium luteum
Odontoglossum Alexai

,, pardinu
Pelargonium

frida

Williams, Aug- 6-B C.
R H.S., March lo-B.C.
Williams, Jan. 15-F.C.
Green, April 16.— B.C.
Veitch. May?— B.C.
Bull, June 18-F.C.
Veiich, March 5—B.C.
Rollisson, June 18-F.C.
Laing, Sept. 17— F.C.
New Plant Co , July 2—F.C.
Kelway, Aug. 6— F.C.
Kelway, Aug. 6-F.C.
Kelivay. Aug. 6— F.C.
Wills, May7-FC.
Rollisson. April 16—F.C.
Green, Dec. 17— B.C.
Gre-n.June4-F.C.
Veitch, Miy 21— F.C.
Bull, Feb. 19— F.C.

, No 19— B.C.

(ivy-leaved) El-

Cutbush, March i

Veitch, March 19-FC.
A, Walerer, Nov. 19—F.C.
Elwes, May 7-F.C.
Rawson. Junei8-B.C.
Green. May 7— B.C.
Bull. Dec. 17—FC.
Bull, April 16 ; Veitch, Oct.
-F.C.

Dean. June 4-F.C.
Wilson, May 2i— F,C.
Veiich. May 21—B.C.
Bull. Sept. 17—F.C.
Veitch, March 19—F C.
Boiler, Oct. 15- F.C.
Bull. May 7— F.C.
Williams, April 2—B.C.
Low. Dec. 17— B.C.
Pull, Oct. 15—B.C.
Williams, Jan. 15 -F.C.

Jaques, Nov. 19-F.C.
Bull, Nov. 19—S.C.
Mill, March 19-F.C.

Lucy Lemoine
,, (double-flowered ivy.

leaved) Mdlle. Adri-
enne Barat .

.

,, ,, A. F. Barron

,, ,, Sarah Bernhardt

„ „ Viscountess Cran-

„ (zonal) Jean d'Arc '.'.

,, ,, Sophie Birken
,, ,, Dr lohn Dtnny
„ ,. CEthe

„ (double zonal) Delobel ..

., ., Ernest Lauth

.. .. JranDolfus..
,, ,, Nymphe

Pernettya mucronata lilacina .

Phalajnopsis violacea .

.

Lemoine, Aug. 16—F.C.
Lemoine, Aug. 16— F.CT.

Lemoine. Aug. 16—F.C.

Lemoine, Aug. 16—F.C.
Lemoine, Aug. x6— F.C.
Pearson, Aug. 16— F.C.
Sisley. Aug. 16 -FC.
Denny. Aug. 16—F.C.
Lemoine, Aug. 16— F.C.
Lemoine, Aug. 16-F.C.
Lemoine, Aug.

Da
, Aug 16-F.C.

Turner, July 24-F,C.
„ Eleanor Turner, July 24—F.C.
,, Henry Tail .. .. Turner. July 24— F.C.
„ Lord Beaconsfield .. Turner, July 24— F.C.
„ Mrs. Payne .. .. Turner, July 24— F.C.
„ Ophir Turner, July 24- F.C.
,. Royal Visit .. .. Turner, July 2(—F.C.

Platycerium Hilli .. .. Veitch, June 4— F.C.
Potentilla Prince Arthur .. Marcham. June 18 -F.C.
Primrose Ealing Crimson .

.

Dean. March 5— F.C.
,, Octoroon Dean, March 5—F.C.
,, Prince Chirming .. Dean, April 2—F.C.
,. Scott Wilson .. .. G. F. Wilson, March s-F.C.

Primula acaulis sulphurea
major .. .. .. Veitch, May 7—F.C.

cinea Williams, February 19-F.C.
,, ,, Lord Beaconsfield .. Gilbert, Dec. 17— F.C.

Pterostylis Baptisiii .. .. Williams, January 15—B.C.
Ptychosperma rupicola .

.

Williamj, May 21—F.C.
Rhipidopteris peltata gracil-

lima Veitch, May 7—F.C.
Rhododendron The Tocsin .

.

Noble, June iS— F.C.
Rose (H, P.) Countess of Rose-

berv W. Paul. July 18-F.C.
., „ Duchess of Bedford .

.

W, Paul, July 2— F.C.

,. ,. Harrison Weir .. Turner. luly 24—F.C.

,, „ Penelope Mayo .. Turner, July 2—F.C.

„ „ Dr. Sewell .. .. Turner, July 2-F.C.
Saccolabium calceolare .. Rollisson, Feb. 19— B.C.
Sadleria cyatheoides .. .. Williams May 21— F.C.
Saxifraga calyciflora .. .. Atkins, May 7— F.C.

,, (fvleaasea) purpurascens Parker, April 16—FC.
Torenia Bailloni . . .

.

Veitch, Aug. 6—B.C.
Verbena Mrs. Emilie Hulter.. Eraser, Aug. 16-F.C.
Wallichia zebrina .. .. Williams. April 16—F.C.
Xeronema Moorei .. .. Veitch, June 4-F,C.
Zamia corrugata .. -. Bull. Jan. is—F.C.
„ lucida Bull, Jan. 15—F.C.

NEW FRUITS AND VEGETABLES
CERTIFICATED BY THE FRUIT AND VEGETABLE

COMMITTEE, ATTHE Rl.lVAL HORTICULTURAL
SOCIETY'S MEETINGS, 187S.

*,• F.C, First-class Certificate.

Apple B.rumann's Red Winter
Pearmain R.H.S.. Oct. 15-F'C.
,, Dr. Hogg Ford, Dec. 17—F.C.

Melon Dell's Hybrid .. .. Dell, July 2-F.C.
., Netted Victory .. .. Gilbert, July 2—F.C.

Orange. The Long .. .. Rivers, Jan. 15—F.C.
Pear Dr. Hogg Rivers, Sept. 17—F.C.
Plum The Sultan .. .. Rivers, Aug. 20— F.C.

Vegetables.

Gilbert. Dec. 17—F.C.
Vilmorin, Oct. 11—F.C.
Carter. Minier, Veitch, Vil-

Cabbage Broccoli, new
Endive, fine curled Picpus

,, round-leaved Batavian

white curled Can
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SPATHIPHYLLUM v. MASSOWIA.
{Coficludcd from p. 750,

)

I WILL now offer just a few remarks upon I'rofessor

Koch's description of his MassowiaDechardion p. 622.

In the Latin diagnosis there is nothing that will sepa-

rate it from four or five other species of Spathiphyl-

lum, except the words '*flores tetrameri," which I

cannot reconcile with the truncate gamophyllous

perianth and six to eight stamens I have always found

in flowers of this plant. In the English description

he says, "The short petiole, such as no other species

possesses, terminates in a large erect blade, which

differs from that of all other species, inasmuch as its

i^reatest breadth is not in the middle but in the

upper third, from which point downwards it narrows

gradually into the petiole." The italics are my own.

The petioles of the living plants which I have seen

vary from 5— 10 inches and more in length ; now
S. Schomburghii, S. floribundum, and one or two

other species known to me, have as short or shorter

petioles. As for the leaf-blade, I do not say that such

an one as Professor Koch describes may not be found

on the plant 'in question, but I have never seen one :

the leaves are broadly lanceolate, or elliptic-lanceolate,

acute, as described by M. Andre, and are broadest in

the middle part. Professor Koch's description agrees

better with S. floribundum (Anthurium floribundum,

Andre), which generally has its leaves broadest in the

upper third, and I think it very probable that Pro-

fessor Koch has confused the two species, and

described the leaf of A. floribundum for that of A.

Dechardi. The following is a description of Spathi-

phyllum canncefolium, drawn up from West Indian

specimens ; and any one interested in the matter,

who will take the trouble to compare my description

with Anthurium Dechardi will, I think, come to the

same conclusion that I have, viz., that the two are

specifically identical.

SpathiphyIhtm canmrfoiiuin, 'ichoii, A.xo\<\gx, p. i,

t. i. ; Prodr. p. 424 ; S. cann^eforme,* Engler, in Fl.

Bras., fasc. 76; Aracece, p. 103, t. 16, f. 2; Pothos

cannsefolia, Bot. Mag., t. 603 ; Massowia cannxfolia,

Koch, Bot. Zeit. x., p. 277; Anthurium Dechardi,

Andre, L'lll. Hort. xxiv., t. 269; Whole plant

glabrous. Petioles suberect, deep green, stout, 5— 10

inches long (there is one leaf in the Kew herbarium

with a petiole more than 15 inches long, but I am not

quite sure it belongs to this species), often sheathing

nearly or quite up to the geniculus, sheath directed

forward, not spreading outwards, the part above the

sheath 2—3 lines thick, and probably thicker in old

plants, terete, channelled down the face, with numer-

ous grooves down the back
;
geniculus well marked but

scarcely thickened. Blade more or less spreading,

deep green above, paler beneath, 10— 16 inches long,

31—60 inches broad, broadly lanceolate, or oblong-

lanceolate, or elliptic-lanceolate, acute or acuminate

in a curved Hne from one-third below apex,

gradually narrowing from a little below the

middle' in a slightly curved line into the somewhat
caneate acute base ; midrib and primary veins im-

pressed above, prominent and rounded beneath, where

the midrib is grooved like the petiole ; primary veins

parallel, ascending, curved, 2\—5 lines apart, with

usually three slender intervening secondary veins.

Scape erect, a foot or more long, 2—3 lines thick,

terete, smooth or slightly grooved, green. Spathe4i—

7

inches long, i\—2 inches broad, oblong-lanceolate,

acuminate, flat, ascending or spreading, white on the

face, green on the back (always?). Spadix shorter

than the spathe, cylindric, stalked, stalk 3—4 lines

long, green, flowering part white, 3—5 inches long,

3—4 lines thick
; perianth completely gamophyllous,

truncate ; stamens 6—8 ; ovary not longer than the

l»erianth, subtruncate, crowned with a sessile 3—

4

lobed stigma, 3—4 celled, with two or more ovules in

each cell. Odour fragrant. West Indies, Columbia.

, Thirdly, I propose to show that Professor Koch is

wrong in placing S. Gardner! and Anthurium candi-

* Engler in the place quoted, heads the synonymy of this

plant as follows :— " Pothos cannieformis. Curtis, in Bot.
Mag., t, 603: Lodd. Bot. Cab., t, 471; Rudgc, PI. Guian..
t. 33; Kern. Hort-. t. 416: H'.B.K. Nov. Gen. etSpec i , 62 !

"

But neither in the Bot. Mag. nor Bot. Cab. ns quoted, is the
name Pothos cannseformis to be found—in both it is P. canna:-
fntia; Kern, Hort., I have not seen, but Pritzel quotes it

P cannjefolia The P. cannasfoHa of Rudge (not cann^forinis as
Et-gler has it) is a Phiiodendron, P. Rudgeanum, Sch. and
Engler himself correctly quotes it as such on p. 134 of the
s.^me work. In H.B.K., Nov. Gen. et Spec. i. 62 (p. 76 in the
Kew copv), the plant is wmnglv quoted as P. cannaeformis, and
as this is" the only book which'Engler marks as having seen, I

presume he has simply copied the error, and considered Schott,
Koch, S:c., to be wrorg in writing it P. cannsfolia.

dum together as one species. From what he states

on p. 622 it is evident that his description is based

upon Anthurium candidum, Bull, Cat. 1S75, p. 3,

t. iii. ; though it is strange that he should say, *' I

sought in vain for this name in his [Mr. Bull's] cata-

logue," since in the catalogue quoted there is a

description and good figure of the plant, and in the

catalogues for 1S76 and 1S77 the description is

repeated, but in the one for this year (1S78) the name
only occurs, the description being omitted. Compar-

ing the two plants I find they have no specific simi-

larity. It may not be out of place to here state that

we have at Kew the best set of Gardner's Brazilian

plants, with all his original labels, and of Spathi-

phyllum Gardner!, Schott (Gardner, No. 1867), we
have good specimens named by Schott. The differ-

ences between the two plants may be tabulated

thus :

—

S. Gardner!, Sch. Anthuriutn candidum, Bull.

Fctiolc more than 8 inches Petiole 5—6 inches long, the

long (the specimens are not cut part above the apex of sheath
fell length), the part above the H— i inch long, '% line thick.

apex of sheath 5—6 inches
lon^, 1% line thick.

Blade 10 inches long, 2J4 ,

Blade 4%—6 inches long,

inches broad.
;

i—ij'j inch broad.

I have not seen the inflorescence of A. candidum,

but judging from the figure and descriptions it seems

to be much smaller than that of S. Gardneri. Besides

the differences in size above given, the leaves of the

two . species are widely different in outHne and

venation. From all of which it will be readily under-

stood that the two are distinct species.

When Schott originally described and figured S.

Gardneri, Aroideic, p. 2, t. 3, A., the leaf was un-

known to him, and I have little doubt that the

accurate description subsequently given in his Pro-

dromus, p. 425, was made from the Kew specimens.

Concerning the leaf of S. Gardneri, Professor Koch
says, " The relative proportion of petiole and blade is

incorrectly represented by Schott." Now Schott has

nowhere figured the leaf of S. Gardneri ; but if it is

the left-hand figure of pi. 3 of Schott's Aroidcte

which Professor Koch refers to, it is evident that he

has mistaken a back view of the spathe for a repre-

sentation of the leaf. I also object to the sentence in

Professor Koch's diagnosis of M. Gardneri, "Folia

longissime petiolata," inasmuch that the word " lon-

gissime " should be used with reference to the other

species in the genus, or when the blade is relatively

very short. Instead of A. candidum having a very

long petiole, according to either sense, it has a petiole

much less than a foot in length, and about as long as

the blade, whereas there are other species in the

genus with much longer petioles, and S. longirostre

has petioles 3—4 feet long and about twice as long as

the blade.

Anthurium candidum, Bull, belongs to the genus
Spathiphyllum, and is closely allied to S. Patini

(Anthurium Patini, Mast., Amomophyllum Patini,

Kngl.) The following is a description of it :

—

Spathiphyllum candidum, N.E.Brown; Anthurium
candidum. Bull, Cat. 1S75, P- 3* t. iii. ; Massowia
Gardneri, Koch, Gardeners' Chronicle, n.s., x., 622
(non S. Gardneri, Sch.). — Whole plant glabrous.

Petioles erect, 5—6 inches long, green, minutely

speckled with whitish dots, furnished to %— i inch

below the apex, with a pale whitish green, very open
and nearly flat-spreading membranous sheath, 2 lines

broad on each side, the part above the sheath very

slender, \ line thick, nearly terete, with a flat, nar-

rowly-edged face, quite smooth
; geniculus 2 lines

long, and about I line thick. Blade ascending or

spreading, 4^—6 inches long, 12— 16 lines broad,

narrow oblong-lanceolate, gradually narrowed to an
acuminate apex from a little above the middle, base
cuneately roimded from about \ above base, bright
green above, paler beneath ; midrib and primary
veins impressed above, prominent and rounded
beneath, midrib quite smooth or with faint indications
of striation ; primary veins ascending, curved, 2^—

4

lines distant near the midrib, but gradually becoming
closer together near the margins. Scape about as
long or alittle longer than the leaves, slender, thickened
and often curved just below the spathe. Spathe erect

or spreading, according to the amount of curvature of
scape, oblong-lanceolate acuminate, 34 inches long,
I inch broad, white on both sides. Spadix straight,

slender, terete, shorter than the spathe, shortly
stalked. Columbia (Shuttleworth).

In conclusion I would say a word on the genus
Amomophyllum, Engler, in the Gardeners' Chronicle,
1S77, vol. vii., p. 139. This genus was founded
upon Anthurium Patini, Mast., and the characters
given by which to separate it from the genus Spathi-
phyllum are a different shaped ovary with I -ovulate

cells. There is nothing in the shape of the ovary t.

separate it from S. Lechlcri, S. Schomburghii, S.

Gardneri, &c., which latter Engler places in Spathi-

phyllum ; and as for the i -ovulate cells, his observa-

tions must have been imperfect, or he had imperfect

ovaries, for although I have dissected numerous
ovaries taken from several spadices I have always

found two ovules in each cell. From the gamo-
phyllous perianth and short truncate ovary of S. can-

na-folium, to the polyphyllous perianth and long

conical ovary of S. longirostre, there is a gradual

transition, and Anthurium Patini is only one link in

the chain of species that form the very natural genus

Spathiphyllum ; its synonymy will therefore stand

thus: — Spathiphyllum Patini, N. E. Brown; syn.

Anthurium Patini, Mast., Amomophyllum Patini,

Engler. The synonymy of Spathiphyllum flori-

bundum, Andre, is

—

Anthuritifu Jloribundum, Andre,
Amomophyllum floHbundumf Engler, N'. E, Brozvn,

Herbarium, Keiv.

ON THE CULTURE OF PELAR-
GONIUMS FOR AUTUMN AND
EARLY WINTER FLOWERING.*

The large flowering Pelargoniums recognised as

early flowering or forcing varieties have been growing

in popular estimation for many years, and are now
largely grown for their early flowering qualities.

Coming into flower, as they do, two or three months

before the ordinar)' stage section, they have for several

years past formed a special feature at our spring

shows, and do good service to gardeners and others

whose business it is to furnish the flowers now so

much used on the dinner-tables of the wealthy and

in the drawing-rooms of the refined. While, how-
ever, their utility as spring producers have been so

largely recognised, it seems to me that the same
advantage has not been taken of their capacity of

producing their flowers in the waning months of the

year, I mean from the end of August onwards—

a

period in which most growers have some difficulty in

obtaining that variety and choice of flowers so much
sought after. It is then with special reference to this

phase of their cultivation that the following observa-

tions are directed.

To begin with their propagation. I put in cuttings

from March to November. Those I want to have in

flower during the months of August, September,
October, and November I put in any time from the

middle of October to the end of November, and my
method of procedure is this :— I have a number of

5-inch seed-pans, drained in the usual manner, and
filled up to within three-quarters of an inch of the

top with a mixture of loam, leaf-mould, and sand in

equal proportions, and firmly pressed down ; over

this half an inch of clean sand is placed, and receives

a gentle watering with a fine rose, and they then stand

over until the cuttings are prepared. These I take from

the plants which have flowered during the summer,
and have been fully exposed to the sun in the open
air after being turned out of the greenhouse. The
cuttings are made from tops, side shoots, ripe wood
with undeveloped wood-buds ; and of any variety I

want to increase in quantity, I use the roots as well as

the branches for purposes of propagation. Previous to

inserting the cuttings in the pans prepared for them,

they are all sized and sorted into separate lots—/.f.,

of tops, side shoots, ripe wood, and roots—and planted

in pans by themselves, for in rooting I find that one
class of cuttings will form roots sooner than another,

and it is an advantage to have the cuttings in each pan
as nearly of one size as possible. These are inserted

about a dozen in each pan, and receive a good water-

ing to settle the soil about them ; the pans are then

placed on a shelf in an intermediate-house, where they

are kept moderately moist until they show signs of

rooting, and as soon as this happens they are re-

moved to a cold house, where the only care they

require through the winter is to be supplied with water
according to their wants, and if any of them' threaten

to grow ahead of its neighbours these must be pinched

back.

The root cuttings require somewhat difTerent treat-

ment. They are first cut into lengths of i^ inch and
inserted round the edge of 4-inch pots, taking care

that the thick end of the root is kept uppermost with
its top just visible on the surface of the sand.

After receiving a slight watering the pots are plunged
up to the brim in a gentle bottom-heat and covered

over with a sheet of glass just large enough to cover

* Read at the meeting of the Scottish Horticultural Associa-
tion, on November 5, by Mr. Alex. McKenzie, Warriston
Nursery, Edinburgh.
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the pot. This sheet of glass should be removed every

morning for an hour or two, and great care should be

taken in the watering until they show signs of growth,

which they will do in about ten days or so. When
they are sufficiently established they must be gradually

raised out of the bottom-heat and be allowed to stand

on the surface of the propagating bed for a few days

longer, after which they should be raised up to the

glass until they are strong enough to be removed to a

cool house. Root cuttings usually send up two or

more shoots, the strongest of which should be reserved

to form the future plant. Some varieties form most

symmetrical plants from roots, others again grow long

and lanky, and as a rule, plants grown from roots

should not be again propagated from by this method,
as the finer sorts have a tendency to revert to their

original sorts or to run out, when too often pro-

pagated from roots.

In February or early in March the cutting pans
rtre taken to the potting bench, where they are care-

fully shaken out and again sized, and potted into 2,

3, and 4-inch pots, according to their size and strength,

and placed in a cool house as close together as the

pots can stand, but fully exposed to light and air ; they
receive no other attention than a sprinkling overhead
with water when they require it. Towards the middle
of April they are removed to a cold frame, and placed
on a layer of ashes so wide apart that their leaves do
not touch each other. Here they are gradually accus-

tomed to the open air, and after the first week or two
the glasses are thrown off during the day, merely pro-
tecting them from heavy rains, cold winds, and frost.

J3y-and-bye the sashes are removed altogether, and
more room given between the plants. At this stage
they are all gone over and each shoot is pinched back
to the same length, say 3 or 4 inches from the pot,
when the robust character of the plants will cause
them to break away at every joint, and by the middle
of May are fine bushy stuff ready for more pot-room.
They are now shifted into 6-inch pots and returned to

the cold frames, the sashes are placed over them, and
they are kept somewhat closer, to guard them against
receiving a check until they have taken to the fresh

soil, giving air of course during the day, and gradually
tilting the sashes at night, till they are removed
altogether.

They will now be growing vigorously, and for the
next month will require no other attention than falls
to them in the daily routine of watering, keeping them
free from insects, weeds, and dead leaves, and occa-
sionally turning them round to the sun, so that all sides
of the plant may be equally matured by exposure to
the air and light. This I consider a point of great
nnportance, and one that should never be lost sight
of in the case of plants growing in cold frames. By
midsummer the pots are full of roots in vigorous
action, and the plants are sturdy in constitution, stifi"

and short-jointed in habit, with leaves clean, thick, and
glistening with Nature's varnish. They are now get-
ting ready for their final shift, and we prepare for it

accordingly by going over them a week previously
and pinching back any shoot in advance of its fellows,
or that shows flower-buds prematurely, and at the
same time remove any misplaced shoots or thin out
where too crowded.

I will at this stage describe the compost I employ
both for their final shift and all previous pottings, and
as I attach the highest importance to its proper pre-
paration I will endeavour to describe the process at
length. The main ingredient is of course good sound
loam, which has been laid up for some months pre-
viously. This is chopped up with the spade, and spread
out in fine weather in a layer of about 6 inches deep,
to this I add about a sixth part of fresh horse drop-
pings, or, when it can be got, the sweepings of a
horsc-shoemg forge, where the parings and raspings
of the hoof, along with the filings of the iron, add
greatly to the manurial value of the droppings. To
this I add another sixth part of leaf-mould. The whole
IS then mixed together, spread out as before, and
turned over once a d.iy, much as a brewer turns over
Jiis malt, the object being to expose every particle of
the mass to the fertilising influence of the atmo-
sphere.

When it has thus lain and been turned and re-turned
for about a week it is thrown into a heap and covered
over with mats. Here, owing to the large amount of
solar heat absorbed and the presence of the manure,
a slight fermentation takes place, which I esteem of
great importance in reducing the mass to the ijroper
condition for potting. This compost I use for all
soft-wooded plants, and of the thousands I c^row
annually I seldom have a plant turn sour at the roots.
10 this I add for Pelargoniums one 7-inch potful of
bone meal for every barrowful of compost. The whole
is thoroughly incorporated on the potting bench, and
IS then ready for use.

f To he continued. )

HARDY STONECROPS: SEDUMS.
Concludedfrom p. 751.

Index of Names.— In the following list the names
of adopted species are given in small capitals, thus

—

S. ACRE ; varieties are marked by italics, synonyms
by ordinary Roman type. The first number refers to

the page, the second to the number of the species.

Where a letter is used as well as a number the in-

ference is that a living specimen has not been seen,

but that the species has been described from dried

specimens, or from books.

Sedltm ; descriptive
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some floricultuval enchanter— as the text for the

remainder of this paper, let us see what varieties our

ancestors of forty or fifty years ago had at command
approaching this Inie. The following all belong to

the Bengal section :—Bella Villaresi, full, light purple
;

Darius, very double, light violet or lilac ; Lord Byron,

pale lilac ; King of Saxony, deep lilac ; Rose Telson,

pale violet ; Bengal Dido, light lilac ; Themis, pale

lilac, tea-scent ; La Charmante, deep lilac ; Beauty

of Monza, pale purple, often marbled, deeper shade ;

Amphitrite, pale violet ; L'Argentee, light violet.

Berenice, pale lilac ; Salicetti, light purple. Violet

Bengal (one of the Boursault section) is also given as

having purple or pale violet Howers. Other varieties,

ilescribed in contemporary lists, might be turned up,

no doubt, with patient research ; but those given

are sufficient to show that, at one time at least,

" material " existed for approximations towards blue

Roses ; and it must not be forgotten that approxima-

tions are the steps toward final success. If we could

obtain any of the above for practical use, the purples

and violets would probably be most valuable for our

purpose. The violets, however, are the most

promising subjects, blue being the largest constituent

in the formation of that colour. Those which are

seed-bearers should be fertilised with the pollen

from some of the bluest tinged of our present dark-

purple crimsons, and vice vend. A few years ago

there was a Rose, Reine des Violettes, excellently

adapted for this course of experiment. Although a

vigorous free grower, as it was not a big and bulky

exhibition Rose, it was denounced as " rubbish ;
" it

is still, however, quoted in the French lists. Ardois^c

de Lyon—with a slaty-bluish flush upon the petals

—

might also be tried. This also is still to be had at

some of the French nurseries, though it made no

impression here. .Some of our veteran Rose nursery-

men—such as Mr. \Vm. Paul—could no doubt point

out other suitabilities, as well perhaps as where some

which have been named could be found. In this

course of experiments "colour" is the point first to

be tried after, all others being left for future develop-

ment. Unfortunately the occult causes of the dif-

ference of colours in flowers, whether dependent on

light, soil, secretive action, or other causes, is im-

perfectly known ; but with the rapid advance of

horticultural chemistry in the present day it is

reasonable to hope that this portion of culture will

soon cease to be as a sealed book. IV. D. Prior.

(To tc centmutJ.)

A CURIOUS ONION.
The remarkable Onion of which a figure is annexed

(fig. 12S), offers an illustration of the power that many

plants have of forming adventitious buds when injured.

In the case of Celery, we have frequently seen small

buds formed at the point where the stalk had been

broken. In the Onion before us twp bulbs have

formed in a similar way, of course at the expense of

the parent bulb, which is proportionately weakened.

Propagation by leaves depends on this faculty of

producing buds m consequence of injury.

of getting some light on this obscure subject. I

searched in vain for a " yellow bullock " or six bulbs

of the same animal, and as I was strolling out of the

show in despair, down an avenue of cocks and hens

and Turnips and Potatos, I stopped to glance lovingly

at my early favourites.

I here found th.at Turnips were termed " bulbs,"

and that the name " bullock bulb " really belonged

to a famous Turnip : here let me quote the name in

full, for such as may not yet be fully acquainted with

this treasure—" Green-top Yellow Aberdeen Bullock

Turnip." One of the 1st prizes for Potatos went to

the " Red Bog Earlies," a name too seldom seen in

the South. The unsophisticated Edinburghers have

a primitive way of fixing their names and labels to

their Turnips and Potatos—they are nailed on to the

Turnips with rough nails 3 or 4 inches long. In

regard to the Potatos these nails are driven right

through the Potatos into a deal board beneath. The

attendant who drove in the nails seemed every time to

exclaim between his teeth, as he gave the finishing

blow, " Come on, Macduff."

A Glencorse forester told me a lugubrious tale of

BULBS AND FUNGI IN THE
NORTH.

When a traveller finds himself in a magnificent

city, with stone houses eight and nine storeys high,

and where " haggis " is sold in the provision shops,

and where " tripe," " hot tripe," " hot tripe suppers,"

meets him printed at every turn, where in the ancient

and venerable and archteological slums he sees "por-

ridge at 8 " painted on privileged gates, and where

hardy northmen, emerging from " wynds " and
" closes," throw glasses of " usquebaugh " down their

throats without the glass touching or nearing their

lips, then he may feel sure he is in Edinburgh.

There was last week held in Edinburgh a show

of fat Christmas oxen, and it was announced in

one of the papers that a prize had been awarded

for "six bulbs of the Aberdeen Yellow Bullock."

This was what might be termed a "floorer" for a

botanist, if not for a zoologist ; a yellow bullock must

be a queer animal I thought, and how could a bullock

be raised from a bulb ? Had bulbs really been made

to jump " at one fell swoop " from the vegetable to

the animal kingdom ? As the question " Wh.at is a

bulb?" has more than once been asked of late in

reference to a new book termed T/ie Bulb Garden, I

decided upon visiting the Cattle Show, in furtherance

emcticus and Agaricus oreades are both quite out of

date.

7. Tuber albidum, white Truffle. This is a serious

error. Tuber albidum is a synonym for T. restivum,

the common Truffle. Tuber album (not albidum) is

the synonym for white Trutlle, whose more correct

name is Choiromyces meandriformis. But is this

plant really edible ? If so, certainly only to a favoured

few ; for Mr. Berkeley, together with Dr. Hogg,

suffered some unpleasant preliminary symptoms from

eating this fungus some little time ago. The account

was published.

8. A string of the edible Boletus bovinus. These

fungi look uncommonly like B. scaber.

9. A string of Boletus scaber. These fungi look

uncommonly like B. bovinus.

10. " Common Pufl'-ball, Scleroderma (Lycoperdon)

Bovista. Highly digestible when properly fresh."

No doubt the "common Puff-ball, Lycoperdon gigan-

teum "
is " highly digestible when properly fresh," but

the thing exhibited is no Puff-ball, but Scleroderma

vulgare. The label might well be altered to " highly

disagreeable if not poisonous whether fresh or stale."

I believe one enthusiast did once eat a specimen of

this fungus, but on my applying to the greatest living

authority as to the nature of Scleroderma, he said he

would " rather eat a slice of a crocodile." IVorlliington

G. Smith.

an Edinburgh savant, who had recently made a mis-

take over a fungus, and had been in consequence

considerably inconvenienced.

They have a collection of models of fungi and dried

fungi at the Museum of Science and Art at Edinburgh,

so (being a confirmed fungus-eater) I felt bound to

visit it. The collection might be the better for a

little revision, so I will venture on a few remarks, and

chance receiving a hole from a claymore next autumn
at Forres.

1

.

Morel should not have two I's.

2. The popular name of Clavaria coralloides is not

Hercules' Club—the latter name belongs to C. pistil-

laris, a club-shaped fungus : C. coralloides is like a

branch of coral.

3. " All the species of Clavaria are edible !" Are they

really ! I had some doubts about the yellow-spored

species, but it is pleasant to find they are "all edible."

4. " Edible Helvella—Helvetia esculenta, " is better

known as Gyromitra esculenta.

5. "Agaricus ulmarius"^is said to be edible and rare

in Britain ; this is possibly correct, but it is as tough

as rhinoceros hide, and has a r.ank taste. It is not

uncommon round London.

6. If Lactarius is given as a genus, why not its

twin-brothers Russula and Marasmius? Agaricus

PLANT PORTRAITS. .

Agave Goeppertiana, Gartcnflora, 1S78, p. 331,

woodcut.

Aloe Cooperi, Baker, Bot. Mag., t. 6377.

—

A remarkable Aloe, with long thin linear subulate

leaves.

Amaryllis Solandiflora, Lindl., Garlciijlora,

t. 956.

Apple, Prinxess Mary, Bulletin ifArhneulture,

November, 1S78.—Fruit medium sized, ovoid, oblong,

yellow, red on the sunny side, eye open, stalk short,

set in a shallow basin. Flesh white, juicy, acidulous.

Season, August—September. A Dutch variety.

Auricula Booth's Freedom, Floral Magazine.

t. 318.—A fine old green-edged Auricula, with black

ground colour and yellow eye. It is a little too

uneven in the edge to please strict florists.

Auricula John Simon ite. Floral Magazine,

t. 312. — A remarkable fine white-edged Auricula,

raised by the late Mr. John Walker, of Sheffield.

Azalea Duke of Edinburgh, Florist, t. 472,

August, 1S78.—A very fine, free-flowering large-

flowered variety, with flowers of good shape and

substance, and of a rich salmon-red, the upper side

of the flower being moderately spotted with deep

crimson. It is an English seedling, raised by Mr.

Parsons, and deservedly received a First-class Cer-

tificate in 1876.

Azalea Louisa Pvnaert, Ticvue de THorticulture

Beige, September.—One of the largest, if not the

largest, double Azaleas known. The flowers are pure

white, here and there splashed with red.

Betula aliia, var. fol. atro-purpureis, Fcvuc

de rHorticulture Beige, August, 187S.—A very dark

purple-leaved Birch, raised by Dauvesse, of Orleans.

BuDDLEiA INSIGNIS, Kcvue Horticolc, Sept. i,

1S78.—A seedling variety from B. curviflora, with

spike-like erect panicles of purplish flowers.

BULUOCODIUM Eichleri, Regel, Gartcnflora, t.

952.—Leaves three, linear. Flowers two, one herma-

phrodite, one male, both white, six-parted, not unlike

those of an Ornithogalum. Caucasus.

Calla palustris, L. ; Meehan, A'ative Fl.

U. S., t. 27.—An interesting aquatic Arbid, with

cordate ovate acute leaves, and white spathes.

Cassandra calyculata, Don ; Meehan,

Flowers U. S., t. 32.—Shrub with oblanceolate firm

leaves and one-sided racemes of small pure white

urceolate flowers. It is an Ericaceous shrub, commonly

grown in peat beds in this country.

Castilleja indivisa, Engelm., Bot. Mag., t. 6376.

—A Scrophulariaceous annual or biennial, allied to

Eyebright, 6— 12 inches high, leaves sessile, ascending

oblong, the upper ones margined with orange-red,

and the bracts wholly carmine-red. Introduced and

sent to Kew by Mr. W. Thompson, as recently noticed

by us. Native of Texas.

Clematis Mme. Emil Sorbet, Rcvuc Horlicole,

August, 1S78.—A seedling from C. lanuginosa, and

very like its parent.

Diospyros Lycopersicon, Revue Horlicole,

December 16, 1878.—A Japanese Persimmon with
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Biiiooth globular fruit, like a Tomato, whence the

name, though it surely has no claim to rank as a

species.

EuniORPiA COROLLATA, L. ; Meehan, Nalivc Fl.

U. S., t. 28.—A weedy species with forked spread-

ing branches and small flower-heads surrounded by

white bracts, whence the name.

Ferula fcetidissima, Rgl., Gartcnjloi-a, t. 944.

— A botanical curiosity with trisect leaves with

hipinnatisect segments, the ultimate segments oblong,

irregiUarly toothed. A near ally of the plant yielding

asafoetida. Native of Turkestan.

Fir. Col di .Signora Bianca, Florist, t. 473.—

One of the most delicious Figs in cultivation. The

fruit is pyriform, with a rather long neck, skin thick,

green, changing to yellowish white.

GiLIA Kuandeci, Gray, Botanical Magazim,

t. 6378. — Stem 6—S inches ; leaves glandular

pilose, elong.ate, pinnatisect; flowers ij inch,r.acemose,

funnel-shaped, straw-coloured. Native of Colorado.

It has the straight glabrous filaments of Gilia and the

habit of Polemonium, while in the colour of the

flowers it differs from both.

HousTONIA ca;RULEA, Linn. ; JNIeehan, Fhr.

r. S,, t. 25.—A charming little plant, 3—5 inches

high, with pairs of oblong spathulate leaves and small

tubular pink or lilac flowers, with a four-parted limb

and a yellowish eye. Nat. ord. RubiaceK.

Huernia brevirostris, N. E. Brown, Botanical

Magazine, t. 6379—A succulent Stapelia-like plant,

with a distinct tube to the corolla. Flowered at

Kew. Native of Graaf Reinet.

Hydrangea hortensis, Thomas Hogg, Rcvuc

de tHorticulture Bclgc, July, 187S.—A beautiful

variety, with fine snow-white flowers of large size and

substance. Introduced from America by Messrs.

Veitch.

Iris Eulefelde, Regel, Gartenflora, t. 954.—

A

species with a creeping thick rhizome, short strap-

shaped leaves, two-flowered scapes ; falls obtuse,

bearded, violet with darker stripes, standard reddish.

Native of Thian-Schau (Turkestan), where it was

discovered by Dr. Albert Regel.

KOLPAKOWSKYA IXIOLIRIOIDES, Regel, Garten-

flora, t. 953.—A bulbous Amaryllid, with the habit

of Ixiolirion. Leaves linear ; flowers trumpet-shaped,

with a long slender tube and a six-parted limb, with

six narrow acute segments.

LiMNANTHEMUM LACUNOsuM, Gray ; Meehan,

Flowers of the United States.—An aquatic, with

small mottled heart-shaped leaves and clusters of

small white flowers.

LiNUM PERENNE, L.; Meehan, Flowers U. S., t. 30.

Magnolia stellata (syn. Halleana), Floral

Magazine, t. 309.—A beautiful hardy shrub, whose

spreading white narrow petaled flowers appear

before the leaves. Native of Japan. Introduced by

Messrs. Veitch.

Marica braciiypus, Baker, Botanical Magazine,

t. 6380—Like M. Northiana, but with yellow flowers;

the sef^ments arc barred at the base with horizontal

brownish Ted stripes. Native of Trinidad. Flowered

at Kew.
Mentzelia ornata, Torr. et Gray, Keinie Horti-

colc, November, 1S7S, p. 430.—A grand biennial

with deeply laciniate lea/es, and very large terminal

white flowers, with a central tuft of yellow stamens.

It is nearly allied to Loasa.

P.iiONiA Moutan Elizabeth, Floral Magazine,

t. 311.—A noble crimson variety, considered to be

"perhaps the best and freest flowering of the whole

list of varieties."

Pansies, Fancy, Floral Magazine, t. 320.—The

varieties figured are— I, Lady Falmouth ; 2, Mrs.

Postlethwaite ; 3, Mrs. Janneson. These are from

Jlessrs. Downie & Laird, and justify the reputation

of that firm.

P.4SSIFI.0RA vitifolia. Floral Ma:;azine, t. 317.

—^A brilliant scarlet flowered Passion-flower, which

we must suppose to be difficult to keep, as it is an old

plant frequently introduced and not unfrequently with

a new name. Native of Central America.

Peach Golden Frogmore, Florist, t. 469.—

A

handsome Peach, raised at Frogmore between Belle-

garde Peach and Pitmaston Orange Nectarine, from

which latter it inherits its yellow flesh. The quality

is good, and the tree healthy, not subject to mildew.

Pear Mikado, Rcz'uc Horticolc, August 16, 1878.

—A Japanese variety with very long-pointed leaves,

the teeth ending in hairs, and having depressed egg-

shaped fruit, with a yellow skin and a long stalk.

The quality of the fruit is said to be bad. The

flowers are described as of a rosy tint.

Pedicularis megalantha, Don, Gartenflora,

t. 943.—Leaves pinnately lobed, with crenulate seg-

ments ; racemes terminal ; flowers large, yellow.

Native of the Himalayas.

Pelargoniums, Decorative, Floral Magazine,

t. 319.—Two glowing market plants, bright in colour

and very eff'ective— i, Mermerus (probably Cerberus

was intended !) ; 2, T. A. Dickson. Both a rich

crimson, the first of rounder form than the second,

and with a smaller blotch on the upper petals.

Pelargoniums, New Zonal, Florist and Porno-

logist, t. 468.—The varieties figured are Lady Eva

Campbell, "in all respects a most charming flower,"

raised by Mr. Pearson ; and Dr. Denny—the most

purple-tinted and nearest to blue of any zonal in

existence.

Philodendron serpens. Hook, f., Bot. Mag., t.

6375.—A very handsome Aroid, introduced by Messrs.

Veiich from New Granada, and well suited for the

wall decoration of a humid tropical house. The stem

s scandent, rooting at the nodes, leafy at the summit,

clothed between the leaves with dense masses of

fibrous scales. Leaves I— I J foot, oblong cordate,

spathe 5 inches long, pale flesh coloured, contracted

in the middle, convolute below, open above.

Platanthera fimbriata, Meehan, Fl. United

States, t. 23.—A fine hardy Orchid, like O. foliosa,

but with the three divisions of the lip finely fringed.

Potentilla fruticosa, Meehan, Flo^vers U. S.,

t. 29.

Red Currant, Gogginger's red Pear-shaped

variety, Gartenflora, t. 955.—A Russian variety of

the Red Currant, with pyriform or top-shaped fruits.

Rose Laure Davoust, Journal des Roses,

June, 1S78.—One of the multiflora type, with

numerous small rose-pink flowers, very double and

very free-flowering. An old Rose, but a great

beauty.

Rose, Madame Bonnin, Journal des Roses,

December, 1S78.—II. P., large flowers, well-shaped,

very full, bright rose.

Rose Madame Rocker, Journal des Roses,

August, 1878.—According to the figure a remarkable

hybrid perpetual Rose, as full as a Pieony, and not

unlike one in colour. It is a seedling from Triomphe

de I'Exposition. The flowers measure S inches in

diameter.

Saxifraga Maweana, Baker, Botanical Magazine,

t. 63S4.—A handsome white-flowered Saxifraga of

the hypnoides section, described and figured in our

columns in 1S71. Native of Morocco.

Saxifraga Schmidtii, Regel, Gartenflora, t. 946

—One of the large-leaved forms, like crassifolia, but

with denticulate leaves. It is supposed to be a native

of the Himalaya, and is perhaps only a form of some

well-known species.

Sedum Nevii, Gray ; Meehan, Fl. of the U. S.,

t. 30.—A small species with rosettes of leaves and

erect forked cymes of small snow-white flowers.

Native of Virginia.

Tephrosia virginiana, Meehan, Mative Fl.

of the United States, t. 29.—A charming pinnate-

leaved Leguminous plant, with flowers of the size of

our Ononis.

Trop.4:olum Lobbianum Perfection, Floral

Magazine, t. 310.^A new seedling, raised at the

Bedfont seed grounds. The flowers are rich glowing

crimson,

Tulipa altaica, Pall., Gartenflora, t. 942,

figs, a, e, g, h.—A native of the Altai, with the scales

of the bulbs hairy on the inner surface, broad leaves

with white margins, and small crimson flowers.

Tulipa Kolpakowskyana, Regel, Gartenflora,

t.951.—Flowers small, campanulate, segments spread-

ing, oblong acute, yellow or red. Turkestan.

Tulipa triphylla, Rgl, Gartenflora, t. 942.

—

Scales of the bulbs hairy at the tips on the inner sur-

face only. Leaves subverticillate, narrow ; flowers

yellow or red. Native of the Steppe.

Verbena Gruss aus Erfurt, Floral Magazine, t.

323.—This " Compliments from Erfurt " is described

as a thoroughly good bedding Verbena, with flowers

of a bright red hue. It has been tried at Chiswick,

and the " Compliments" found to be sincere.

Viola pedata, L. ; Meehan, Native Flowers

U. S., t. 26.—A plant well known to collectors but

rarely seen in gardens, where V. cornuta has taken

its place. The present species has the leaves pedately

divided into very narrow segments.

Xanthosoma sagittifolia, Schott ; Meehan,

Flo^uers U. S., t. 31.—An Aroid with sagittate leaves

and white spathes, in the way of Calla palustris.

Apiary.

I THINK I hear most of your apiarian readers say-

ing, as they see in your index " Apiary," What in the

world can be said about bees at this season ? Well,

perhaps not much ; but the interest I take in them,

and the sympathy I feel for them, compel me to write

on their behalf. When I take a walk across the

country I can see a great many stools standing with

scarcely a covering of any kind to protect the crown

of the " skeps." Now this I think is very cruel ; the

crown of a colony of bees of whatever description

ought to be kept thoroughly dry. I do not care how
much they are exposed at the sides, they will never

die of cold if kept dry, especially in straw skeps ; but I

am not so sure about wooden ones. I would advise

that they should be wrapped with straw. A capital

plan, and one I have found most effectual, is to gel

some roughly-made straw ropes, then beginning at

the bottom of the " box " continue rolling the ropes

round, keeping the rolls close to each other until you

arrive at the top, then fasten the end, place some

loose straw on the top, finishingoff with a good water-

proof covering. Place something heavy on the top

of the whole, as a precaution against strong winds.

The waterproof covering must be sutticiently large to

throw the drip on to the ground. This I consider is

a very safe plan for colonies that are wintered in

wooden boxes. However, with regard to straw hives

it is a matter of indifference, so far as the inmates are

concerned, whether the sides are covered or not; but

for the sake of protection to the skeps, those who can

find time and material ought to cover them, they will

last double the time. But I once more say, above all
•

things keep the crowns dry : damp getting in at the

crown will prove fatal to the strongest and healthiest

swarms. See that there is no snow left on the hives

anywhere, for it is a nasty sopping substance, and

bees generally are set down where the sun will strike.

The consequence is a little of the snow melts daily,

the result being that the skeps are kept in a constant

state of dampness—a state of matters which cannot be

too carefully guarded against. Another thing I would

press on all apiarians, and this perhaps may look a

little strange to some at first sight, i.e., if snow lies

on the ground do not let a single bee out

while it lies, even though it should lie for six weeks ;

keep them in, but in stuffing them up take care that

there is sufficient air allowed to enter. I know of

nothing better for this purpose than a small piece of

perforated zinc : the mortality of the bees, when shut

up in this way, is not half so great as when they are

left to their own way. A great many people instead

of shutting them up in a storm turn their entrance to

the north. This in my opinion is not a good plan,

for they still come out, and when they return they

seek the entrance at the original place, and there they

perish. A few words to explain the shutting up

principle. Whenever snow lies on the ground it is

cold weather, but for all that it is often warm for a

time about the middle of the day, which has the eftect

of bringing out the bees as if they were going to

swarm. I have gone to see certain apiaries after such

occasions, and a sorry sight it was—the snow in front

of the colonies instead of being white was actually of

a black tinge with dead bees : the moment they alight

on the snow they become numb, and never rise.

Borderer.

A Snowdrop Guard.—"One day I was w.alking

with the Emperor of Russia in the Summer Garden
of St. Petersburg, when, coming upon a sentinel in

the centre of a lawn, I took the liberty of inquiring

why the man was placed there. The Emperor did

not know. The adjutant did not know. The sen-

tinel did not know, except that he had been ordered

there. The adjutant was then despatched to ask the

officer of the watch, whose reply tallied with the sen-

tinel's
—'Ordered.' Curiosity awakened, military

records were searched, without yielding any satisfac-

tory solution. At last an old serving man was routed

out, who remembered hearing his father relate that

the Empress Catherine II., one hundred years ago,

had found a Snowdrop on that particular spot, and

given orders to protect it from being plucked. No
other device could be thought of than guarding it by

a sentinel. The order once issued was left in force

for a century." From the " Memoirs of Prince

Bismarck.
"
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The collecting and storing of the fallen foliage of

trees, particularly from park timber trees, is an im-

portant operation to be attended to at this season ;

and it is as well to detach as many hands as can be

spared in order to get over the operation quickly,

before the leaves become embedded in the grass, or

full of snails and other vermin, which is often the

case when they are allowed to lie long ^^vi the ground

either before or after raking up. They are so use-

ful in so many ways, in the hands of practical men
who know their value, that it is worth a little sacrifice

of time to gather in a good store. They are valuable

for mixing with stable manure for forcing purposes, as

they serve to moderate the rank heat of the manure,

and the admixture retains heat longer than manure

alone, which soon burns itself dry ; and as pure leaf-

mould is indispensable for potting purposes, a good

store should be laid up to decay for future use.

A more severe frost than we have experienced of

late years is now upon us, and if it continues it will

be an important matter to look well forward to see

that the means adopted for the protection of plants of

doubtful hardiness are efficient, as it will not be too

late to increase such protection should tlie severity

continue ; but on the recurrence of milder weather

such extra protection should be removed, as it is not

advisable to coddle them up too much, thereby ren-

dering them more tender, and less able to resist the

seventy of frosts in spring, which, coming at a time

when the vital principle is forcing on the growth,

renders them more susceptible of injury than when

they are dormant. In the absence ot snow, composts

of all sorts, as well as the stores of loam, leaf-mould,

peat, and manure of which they are formed, cannot

be too much turned and knocked about in frosty

weather ; vermin are thereby routed out, and the soil

becomes aerated and sweetened, and thereby far

better adapted for cultivating purposes, so that not

one of the comparatively rare opportunities when such

operations may be carried out under the most favour-

able conditions should ever be neglected ; at the same
time composts already prepared for future use may be

wheeled out and stored up in the nearest positions to

where they will be required in the summer for the

various requirements of the flower garden, in order

that time may be saved when every day brings more
than its share of work. For the same reason, during

the prevalence of frost or other hindrances to the

regular work of the garden, a good store of hooked
pegs for training out bedding plants should be pre-

pared ; Birch and Beech boughs, from their habit of

growth, are very suitable for the purpose, and neat.

The common Brake also furnishes excellent neat and

small pegs for the finer divisions of carpet-bedding
;

these should be stored up in thousands. Such as are

used for Roses will require to be of greater length and

stouter wood. In addition to these, labels for naming
choice varieties should be prepared for future use, and

also pegs for marking the situations of herbaceous

plants which die down out of sight, as well as stakes

of various lengths for tying out plants requiring sup-

port. All these and many other operations for the

saving of time in the summer, which will readily occur

to the practical mind, will find abundant occupation

for indoors work during inclement weather. In mild

weather the principal operations in the flower garden

will be to keep gravel walks well rolled, to sweep

over the grass lawns now and then, and to keep them
rolled frequently after rain ; to continue the digging

up of shrubbery borders, so as to bury the fallen

leaves, and prevent them from blowing about, as a

littery appearance is always objectionable in dressed

grounds under any circumstances; and evidences of

care-taking in the maintenance of neatness is more
appreciated in this dormant season of the year than

later on, when so many bright objects of interest com-

mence to develope their beauties, and so charm the

mind and relieve the eye by greater variety. Any
inequalities in the surface of the lawns, particularly

such as interfere with the action of the mowing
machines, should be regulated at this season by simply

baring the surface with the turfing-iron and removing

the humps into the hollows, or otherwise filling up

and relaying the turf. The opening year will soon be

upon us, and all its daily increasing duties, so that all

alterations, whether projected or in operation, should

be brought to a close as speedily as possible ; nothing

militates so much against the perfect keeping of the

garden during the summer as the carrying on of

alterations until late in the spring — in fact, unless

extra labour is put on at that season it is rarely pos-

sible to retrieve the lost time until late in the sum-

mer, and indeed it is not always that lost time is

regained through the season, because the neglect of

many operations to-day may only become apparent

many months hence. J. Cox, Redlcaf.

FRUIT HOUSES.

Strawberries in Pots. — The
^
state of the

weather during the past fortnight being more than

usually severe, protection in some form or other will

have been advisable for all plants standing out-of-

doors. I have noticed on more than one occasion

lately that on the advent of severe weather these plants

are taken indoors and laid on the borders of vineries

and peacheries, where, on account of other occupants,

more or less fire-heat has to be used. The balls of

earth soon become dust-dry, and are allowed to

remain in this state for fear of exciting them into

growth before the proper time : a worse condition

of things cannot well be imagined. Some varie-

ties of Strawberries require a little extra care

in winter, as for instance that grand variety. Sir

Charles Napier, which has a tendency to form leaves

till late in the season, which do not get properly hard-

ened, and are therefore more liable to be injured by

frost. Such plants we generally house first, and others

follow, according to their condition and hardiness.

All our plants that arc housed in pits are kept on the

dry side on approaching frost, and are covered up with

litter or mats in that state in preference to exposing

them to alternate changes by uncovering them daily.

Plants standing out-of-doors on a dry bottom simply

require a thin coating of dry wheat-straw or other

litter strewn over them. Forcing must now be con-

ducted very slowly in the absence of sun and light ; a

night temperature of 50°, with a rise of 10' through

the d.ay, will be a safe maximum for the present.

We have still a sprinkling of fruit hanging on autumn

bearing plants ; these are kept in a dry equable tempe-

rature, and will be dispensed with altogether after we

make the last gathering for Christmas-day. W. Hinds,

Otterspool.

Orchard-house.—There is very little that can be

done now in the way of attending to the trees. Pot-

ting of the fruiting trees ought to have been perforined

long ago, according to instructions given at the right

time. Top-dressing is also performed, or if it has not

yet been attended to there ought to be no further

delay ; and I would certainly advise not to dig down

too much amongst the roots so late as this. If certain

instructions are given at a set time to do any such

necessary work, if it is delayed perhaps two months

later than advised, and then carried out carefully in

all its details, still the person who gives the advice

cannot be held responsible, as much of the success of

the subject deiiends upon its being done at the right

time as well as in the right way ; and it is certainly

not the right time to seriously disturb the roots of

fruiting orchard-house trees so late as this. Our own

pot trees are still out-of-doors, the pots plunged deeply

in cocoa-nut fibre refuse. There is still time to pot

up maiden or one-year-old trees from the buds to fruit

after having made a season's growth ; still I would

rather advise potting these in November—about the

middle of that month is a good time to do this. If

severe frosts continue an opportunity will be afforded

to have the house thoroughly cleaned. Our own

house is stdl quite full of Chrysanthemums, and two

rows of Strawberry pots have been ranged all round

the house. If a house has been started to force a

portion of the trees earlier it is very undesirable that

too much heat should be maintained ; better not

exceed 53° at night until the buds are much advanced.

Careful attention as to the state of the roots is of the

greatest moment.

Orange Trees in Pots.—The temperature of the

house where fruit is ripening is 95° at night, and a few

healthy trees loaded with their golden globes at this

season is a treat too seldom enjoyed. The only

insect pests that seem to cause us any anxiety are

scale and mealy-bug ; the latter never ought to have a

chance, as it will not thrive when the trees are at

rest, and either of them may be destroyed

by washing with soapy water. A correspondent,

writing from the west of Scotland for instructions,

wants to know where to get the trees, and what is the

price ? Any respectable nurseryman can supply healthy

young plants at 51. each. The best sorts to grow are

the Tangierine, St. Michael's, Maltese Blood, and

Prata or Silver Orange. Then I am asked if the

trees should be kept in the Pine-house all the year

round. The trees certainly do well so ; one crop of

fruit is not gathered before another is in course of

development. How often should the trees be shifted ?

Those frequently repotted have not done so well as trees

that have been three or four years in the same pot

;

healthy and strong development being maintained by

surface-dressing. When should the plants be pur-

chased ? They are grown in pots, and may be

purchased at any season of the year. Yet another ques-

tion is asked—Will the trees bear in a small state ?

Yes, they will. Sometimes fruit is borne upon the

trees the second year after grafting. J. Douglas.

PLANT HOUSES.
Orchids.—During the week just passed we have

had on several nights 12°, 16', and lS° of frost in our

immediate neighbourhood ;
20° was registered on

'he morning of the 14th, and during the daytime

heavy fogs have almost invariably prevailed, so that

the amount of light that has penetrated into our

houses, or, in fact, anywhere else just about here,

has been very truly reduced to a minimum. Yester-

ilay, the 15th, and to-day we have had falls of snow,

so that the cold just now is not quite so intense as it

has been ; the fog, however, is to-day worse than

ever, scarcely light all day. This severe weather has

necessitated an extra amount of care and attention

being bestowed upon this department, for whilst on

the one hand every endeavour has been made to

prevent the houses falling below a given point, there

is also a danger that by a continuous driving of the

heating apparatus the temperatures may advance

above what is desirable, and if such a course is

allowed the harsh dry feelmg on entering the houses

will assuredly be the cause of a number of leaves turn-

ing yellow very quickly, which must be cut away,

whilst another pest, even red-spider, will soon put

in an appearance, and permanently disfigure anything

it settles upon. Though probably the weather we
have had, and even now are passing through, may
not have been everywhere the same, there is every

probability that, if not just now, before long, severe

weather will have to be contended with in almost all

localities and situations in these islands ; therefore,

let the effects of an injudicious course be borne in

mind, so that a careful method may still be adopted,

and no cause given for the ill-effects and consequences

just alluded to. In all things avoid extremes, main-

taining a low night temperature in all the divisions.

The Odontoglossum-housc during very severe weather

will be the better if at 7 A.M. the glass stands at 45°. A
few degrees even lower than this will do no harm to

the majority of its occupants, but at any time all plants

are not in the same stage of growth, and just now we
find many are only halfway on with their breaks and
flower-spikes, and the object should be to adopt that

course which will be most certain to ensure success, not

how near we may approach danger, and yet find

we have been enabled to escape it. Fire-heat

in this division must always be kept as low as pos-

sible, for among other evil consequences the yellow

thrips soon get a hold in the centre of the young

growths, and resolutely maintain a footing unless

quickly mastered, which can be done either by

tobacco-powder blown gently from a duster, or by

blowing a little tobacco-smoke into the growths.

The Cattleya-house at 50° to 53° will also be suffi-

ciently high during severe frosts, of course advancing

several degrees by the aid of the fire ; it is, however,

certain that where a number of plants are in flower,

more especially such Cattleyas as TrianEe, maxima,

cxoniensis, labiata, Laelia anceps and autumnalis,

if the houses are kept too low at night-time, the mois-

ture settles upon them so that they soon become

spotted, and do not last nearly so long as they other-

wise would. The whole of the plants must now be

treated carefully. Let no excess of water be used any-

where ; see, too, that the moisture that is sure to

collect on the inside of the houses does not drop into

the hearts of any of the East India plants, for many
fine plants have been injured by this, which may seem

a very trifling cause. The greater part of the Dendro-

biums will require but a small amount of water ; that

which is given must be regulated by the condition of

the young growths of any of the more forward species,

or by the state of the flower-buds as they show along

the pseudobulbs. Such species as D. crassinode, nobile,

Wardianum, &c., now showing very freely for bloom,

must of course be kept a little moist, so that the

perfect formation of the flowers may proceed, whilst

they are enclosed in the little bracts that first appear

when the buds startswelling on the bulbs. D. Fal-

coneri, if not already moved, must now be placed in a

cooler house, where the night temperature will run

down to 45° or even 40°. Here it must remain for

about ten or twelve weeks, after which, on taking it

back to the warm house, it will show flower freely

along its slender and knotted stems. The success of

the species depends in a large measure upon the

growth made during the previous summer, for if these

are not sufficiently stout the winter treatment can only

be expected to develope the latent flower-buds that

should have flowered the previous spring. The main

essentials for the growing and flowering of this species

are heat, light, air, and continuous moisture during

the growing summer months ; then when the resting

period has come round to place it where it can

be kept cool, dry, and enjoy plenty of light.

Vanda teres must now be stood in a cooler house,

and also kept dry. This in some cases is rather

difficult to flower. It may be that .some plants or

varieties are more shy than others, but whether

that be so or not all should be grown very freely

as regards heat and moisture, and rested in a house

where it is much drier and cooler, there remaining

until about the middle or end of March, when,

on taking it back into heat, it will in most cases

show its flower-buds ; these in due time will develope

into spikes of bloom which will be prized alike for

their rich colour, their singular form, and the length of

time the blooms will remain fresh and perfect. \V.

Swan, Falloi'.'ficld,
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IN our number for November 9 we gave,

through the kindness of the Cavahtire

Fenzi, an extract from a letter from the distin-

guished botanical traveller Dr. Beccari, de-

scriptive of a Gigantic Aroid—one whose
proportions are so gigantic as to cast all similar

productions into the shade. When writing of

Corynophallus Afzelii in 1S72, p. 1619, we called

attention to a West African species of larger

dimensions even than the Godwinia, up to that

time supposed to be the biggest species, but this

and the Godwinia are Lilliputians compared with

this new Brobdingnagian. The tuber, as stated

in our former article, measures 5 feet in circum-

ference, while the much divided leaf covers an
area of 45 feet in circumference ! To Signor

Fenzi we are indebted for further particulars

relating to this vegetable giant, and for the

accompanying illustration, fig. 127, p. 7S1. Dr.

Beccari writes as follows from Western
Sumatra :

—

"The Rafflesia Arnoldi is superseded ; it is no longer

the largest flower in the world, The giant among
flowers is the Conophallus (?) Tilanuni. Yesterday.

September 5, I was able to obtain a flower of this

extraordinary plant. In e.>:ternal appearance and in dis-

tribution of colour it is much like the flower of Amorpho-
phallus campanulatus, the shape of the spathe being nearly

the same. As to its generic character I consider it to be
nearly intermediate between the two genera, Conophallus
and Amorphophallus ; but as I have no books with me
I am not able to give any decided opinion on this sub-

ject. I have preserved the reproductive organs in alcohol,

and I hope to give in due time a full illustration of this

plant. The following is a summary description of the
flower :—As I have said before, it looks very much like

Amorphophallus campanulatus, which is generally con-

sidered to be a very large flower, but this new kind is ten

times larger. The specimen I examined possessed a
spadix 1.75 m. long (nearly 6 feet,) the height of a
rather tall man, and this not including tlie height of the
scape, and measuring the length of the flower from the
point whence the spathe expands to the top of llie

sterile appendix. The scape was not mueli taller nor
thicker than the stalk of some leaves (which I found
50 centimetres long and 8 centimetres thick), of a
green colour, marked with small whitish orbicular
spots. The largest diameter of the sjjathe was 83 cen-
timetres (nearly 3 feet), and 70 centimetres deep ; it is

campanulate in shape, with patent and deeply toothed
edges, which are also closely crumpled. The deeper
portion of the interior is of a very pale greenish colour,

but the limb is of a bright black-purple hue. The outside
of the spathe is pale green, smooth in the lower portion,
but thickly corrugated and crisp above. The spadix,
deprived of the spathe, measured more than 1.50 metre

(5 feet) ; for 20 centimetres of its length only it was
covered with pistils underneath and with stamens above
them, the sterile organs being entirely wanting. The
appendix is in consequence reduced to a tot,al length of
1.30 metre, having at the base a diameter of 18 to 20
centimetres, gradually tapering towards the apex, which
is extremely obtuse. The surface of the appendix is

nearly smooth, but widely corrugated or sulcate in the
sense of its length. Its colour is dirty yellow at the base,
becoming nearly livid towards the top. The ovaries are
purple-coloured, trilocular, or sometimes bilocular, with
a single anatropal ovule in each cell. They are free,

globose-conic shaped, tapering into a long style, ter-

minated by a globose externally trilobed yellowish stigma.
The stamens are sessile, with globose subdidymous
anthers, opening by two narrow fissures or pores at the
apex. They are of a pale yellow colour. In a former
letter I gave the description of the fruit [see p. 596]. I

have found lately other specimens, which generally have
their scape thinner and shorter than the stalk of the
leaves. The first specimen I met with in fruit had its

scape already fallen to the ground and putrified, so that
I was not able to take its measurement. I have pre-
served in alcohol an entire spadix with fruits

; it is

60 centimetres long, its peduncle being more than 1.50
metre high and 10 centimetres thick. The leaves of the
plant, as I said before, are much like those of Amorpho-
phallus campanulatus, but much larger in size."

The accompanying illustration (fig. 127, P.7S1)
v's taken from an original sketch sent by Dr.

Beccari. It will convey a sufficient idea of the
general appearance of the flowering plant. It

is reduced to about one-thirteenth ! It is to be
hoped that, more lucky than its coinpatriot and
rival, the Rafiflesia Arnoldi, this extraordinary
flower will be admired in our stoves sooner than
we expected. Dr. Beccari has succeeded in
sending a few tubers, which have safely arrived
in Florence and look quite healthy and sound.
Such is the history, so far as we at present

know it, of this most extraordinary plant. On
looking at fossil reinains of plants and animals
we are often disposed to say, "Verily, there
were giants in those days," but Sumatra may
boast of giants still in existence. From the
neighbouring island of Borneo an Orchid has
lately been imported into this country by Mr.
Bull with gigantic leaves "as thick as a
board," of which we shall hear inore further on.

Meanwhile, in order to give some idea of the
enormous dimensions of Dr. Beccari's Aroid
we cite the following measurements from other
large Aroids which have come under our notice,
and which have been described and figured in
our columns.

Tuber.
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tioii was entered into or this purpose, and was

liberally responded to. The annual dinner took place

in the evening, the Hon. and Rev. J. T. Boscawen

again being chairman. Dr. Hogg occupied the

vice-chair.

The Frost in Yorkshire.—Mr. William
CiJLVERWELL, Writing from Thorpe Perrow Gardens,

on Friday, the 13th inst., states :
—" We have a

ter.ible storm on now : fortunately we have a good

covering of snow
;
9" on Monday, 14" on Tuesday,

19" on Wednesday, 23° on Thursday, 20" on Friday,

with a blinding fog, which makes it hard to bear."

We have thus come face to face with something akin

to an old-fashioned winter before Christmas.

A *' Happy" Gardener.—An itinerant

revivalist preacher is going about the provinces,

designating himself ** the happy gardener." There

can be no objection to his doing this, only that it is

suggestive of the idea that gardeners are not happy

till they become the recipients of a certain set of

opinions. We are acquainted with many gardeners

who are very happy in their lot, and not at all likely

to pose themselves as revivalist preachers. The
name borne by this "happy" gardener is not,

so far as we know, associated with any record of

gardening work worthily done in the past when
following his avocation. Was he a fniUire in this

line, and was this the cause of unhajipincss in

him? If unhappiness is associated with the pro-

fession of gardening, the least that he could have

.
done would be to have stuck to his old profession

and sought to mitigate something of its unhappy

condition. Perhaps his efforts in this respect were not

appreciated by his brethren of the craft, and in all

probability it pays better to cultivate the moral rather

than the material soil.

The Edinburgh Curatorship.— " Edin-

ensis " writes that some dissatisfaction is felt among

practical horticulturists in that city at the alleged

nomination of a gentleman as successor to the late

Mr. M'Nab, whose attainments in practical horti-

culture have yet to be tested. Every one who knows

Mr. Sadler speaks in the highest terms of him, and

there can be no doubt as to his efficiency and zeal in

the posts he has hitherto held. Mr. Sadler also has

conferred valuable services on the horticultural and

arboricultural community, so that there is no doubt

that on many grounds his appointment would give

satisfaction, the more so as no one can be more

familiar than he with the general working of the

garden. On the other hand, any deficiency in prac-

tical horticultural knowledge would be a very serious

matter. Under the circumstances our correspondent

suggests that open competition should be resorted to,

to secure the election of the best quaUfied candidate.

• The Prize Competition for Market
Gardens and Farms.—At the recent meeting of

the Royal Agricultural Society it was announced that

in the competition for prizes offered for market

gardens and farms within the area of 50 miles from

the metropolis, two entries each had been made in

two classes, and three entries in the other. This is,

it must be admitted, an admirable illustration of the

proverb, "Much cry and little wool," although it is

not improbably a case in which a little longer cry

might have produced greater results. There ought to

have been a score at least of entries in each class,

but as the time for closing .entries followed so soon

after the publication of the competition, better resulls

could hardly have been looked fur.

Abutilon Boule de Neige, and Euphor-
bia splen'dens for Cutting from in Autumn
and Winter.—How valuable the former of these

two plants is for cutting from at this time of the year

is shown in a remarkable manner at Mr. T. Hewitt's
nursery, at Solihull, near Birmingham. In a north

house was planted out against the back wall some

time ago some plants of Abutilon Boule de Neige, and

these were brought up standard-fashion behind the

plant-stage, and then tied out to wires, much as

Peaches are trained in a Peach-house. The pl.anls

have broken well into growth, and they bloom with

great profusion ; and the flowers are much in request,

and capable of being made useful in many ways. One
of these is to turn the petals back after the Arum-like

sheath in the centre has been removed, when it takes

the appearance of a beautiful shining white Nastur-

tium, and is used with Camellias, &c., in the con-

struction of funeral wreaths. In one of the warm
greenhouses for growing exotic Ferns for their fronds,

a large plant of Euphorbia splcndens is planted out

in a kind of pit-bed at one end, and is almost con-

stantly in flower, the pretty bright-coloured small

trusses coming in very useful for working into button-

holes. In Birmingham, as in other great centres, the

cut-flower trade has largely developed of late, and the

nurserymen find it necessary to augment the supply.

lust now cut flowers are scarce—Camellias, Epacris,

early Ericas, Abutilon Boule de Neige, Roman
Hyacinths, Bouvardias, and Primulas being the lead-

ing flowering subjects.

Birds and Insects.—One undoubted good

has resulted to gardens through the recent severe

weather—the birds have been driven to seek for food

in unaccustomed places, and have thus got rid of

myriads of slugs, snails, and troublesome insects that

had taken shelter under leaves, shrubs, and trees.

When the birds are driven by hunger they become
very anxious and energetic, and accomplish wonders

in ferreting out food that would not meet with atten-

tion were the weather open. Whether to be taken

as indicative of a severe winter or not, there can be no

doubt that migratory birds are more abundant in our

fields this winter than usual, and perchance it is tlie

case that as mild winters render our own birds less

active in the search of food, so also have they, by

keeping from us more largely the company of northern

birds, been instrumental in adding to the myriads of

insects with which we have of late been atllicted. If

this be a correct view of the matter, what can exceed

the folly and wickedness displayed by those who take

advantage of the hard weather to kill and destroy

wholesale these, our most useful feathered friends ?

The flocks of starlings, fieldfares, redwings, plovers,

lSic, that come South come for food, and they find

it chiefly in insect life. What good for us they are

accomplishing it is impossible to estimate, but that it

is invaluable is beyond doubt. To go forth with net

and gun, and slay these birds wholesale may be thought

good sport during the coming Christmas season, but

that sport brings death to the birds, and life and

renewed existence, to work mischief, for myriads of

destructive insects. The birds are our best friends.

Without them our crops would be ravaged and we
ruined ; don't let us reward their friendship by killing

and destroying them in the cruel and mistaken name
of sport.

• Protective Taxes in Germany.—Some
time ago we announced that the Gcsellschaft dcr

Gartcufreitndc in Berlin intended to petition the

Government to impose a tax on imported flowers and

leaves employed for decoration, making bouquets,

&c. To aid them in effecting their object the

members of the Berlin Society resolved to apply to all

the other horticultural societies in Prussia, some 170

to 190 in number, asking for their support. We are

pleased to learn that only about thirty of them

responded to the appeal. In consequence of the

little interest evinced by the provincials in this Berlin

cry for protection, it has been decided to let the matter

drop for the present.

Products of Queensland.— It is* gener-

ally acknowledged tliat the British Colonies made an

excellent show of their produce at the recent Paris

Exhibition. It was not only in large and striking

specimens that the colonies excelled, but also in

products, the value of which are perhaps little known
beyond their own countries. It is remarkable how
the medicinal properties of plants appear to attract

the notice of contributors to collections of this kind

;

thus in the Queensland Court was exhibited a collec-

tion of indigenous medicines and tanning barks,

gums and resins, essential oils, tinctures, iSzc.

Amongst these latter was tincture of Crab tree (Petalo-

stigma quadriloculare, F.]\I.) ; it contains a very

powerful bitter principle, and is said to have

the same properties as Peruvian bark. From
Gelsemium nitidum, Mich., a tincture is also

prepared which is said to be useful in neu-

ralgia. Another tincture is that from the so-called

Bitter-bark {Alstonia constricta, F.M.) The tree is

described as being common in the scrubs, and as having

a thick deeply fissured yellow-coloured bark, which

has an intensely bitter taste, and is used instead of

quinine in fever and ague. From Eupatorium Aya-
pana, Vent., a stimulant tonic bitter is obtained, in the

form of infusion, used in dyspepsia. In the miscel-

laneous exhibits from Queensland were shown some
sticks, both rough and prepared, of the well-known

Midgen Cane, which have quite recently been proved

to be the stems of the Areca monostachya. Another

species of Areca, namely, Areca minor, from Bellenden

Ker, Northern Australia, is also said to furnisli

the Midgen. Of still another cane that has come into

commerce in this country recently, considerable

quantities having been imported, is known as the

Cardwell Cane. On the authority of the catalogue

of the Queensland exhibits this is referred to Flagel-

laria indica, L.

A New Feature in the Kew Museum
collections is the addition of a fine series of photo-

graphic and other views in various botanic gardens of

the world, as well as views of tropical scenery illus-

trative of the vegetation of far-off climes. These views

have for a long time been accumulating at Kew, and

have been presented from time to time by the respective

directors or superintendents of the botanic gardens

represented. Many of them have been exhibited in

the Museum for some time past, so far as the limited

wall space would allow ; they are now brought

together in one collection and arranged in one of

those neat, compact, space-economising stands, which

we believe, had their origin at the South Kensington

Museum. The collection numbers already over

100 views, comprising a fine series taken in the

Botanic Garden, Adelaide, South Australia, showing

the Palm-house, Victoria-house, museum, the islands

in the lake, the rosary, and other points of interest.

Amongst other Australian gardens represented are

those of Melbourne and Brisbane : in the latter garden

some special plants have been photographed, such,

for instance, as Cocos plumosa, Seaforthia elegans,

Macrozamia Miquelii and M. Mackenzii ; while the

large expanse of the lagoon covered with the flowers

of Nymph^ea gigantea indicates what floral pro-

fusion may be met with out-of-doors in climates more

favoured than our own. Here we also notice some

views of the Queensland Acclimatisation Society's

garden at Brisbane. The Botanic Gardens of India

are represented by those of Calcutta, Saharunpore, and

Bangalore, as well as those of Ceylon. The new plant

house at Calcutta, with its singular roof constructed

to prevent the ingress of the strong rays of sun and

heat, is here shown, as well as the Mahogany avenue

and other picturesque points. One feature in the

Saharunpore garden, as shown at Kew, is a fine

avenue of Casuarinas, forming a splendid shade,

a quarter of a mile long, some of the trees

being about 100 feet high. In the Botanic Garden,

Mauritius, a fine row of tall trees of Oreodoxa regia is

shown—the lofty, smooth and swollen trunks, of uni-

form height and thickness, havmg a remarkable

appearance to those accustomed only to see living

Palms in our stoves. The remaining botanic gar-

dens represented are those of Hong Kong, Pisa and

Cambridge, Massachusetts, besides the gardens of

Government liouse, Barbadoes, also a fine series of

views in New Zealand, Rockingham Bay, Queens-

land, and in Palestine. It is intended to augment the

collection by views of other gardens already in hand,

or by those which may be received from time to time.

Exhibited in the same case with these photographs is

a series of old engravings of Kew Gardens and the

neighbourhood, perhaps the most complete collection

of the kind ever brought together, and extremely

interesting as indicating many of the old landmarks

which in another generation might be entirely

forgotten.

Ferments and Grape-keeping. — M.

Pasteur read at a recent meeting of the French

Academy of Sciences a paper which created great

interest, as coming from one who has connected his

name for ever with the subject of fermentation. A
late celebrated colleague of M. Pasteur, M. Claude
Bernard, left some notes, published after his death

in the Rcvite Scicntifiqiic^ of Paris, in which he took

up the hypothesis of M. Bartlelot, that the fer-

ment existed already formed in ripe Grapes, and this

was supposed to have given useful and unlocked for

support to the advocates of spontaneous generation.

M. Pasteur now shows, proof in hand, that there

exist no germs of ferment in the juice of Grapes from

which the air has been carefully excluded at the time

of maturity. The berries, when green, contain no

such germ ; and if ripened without contact with

the air, the ripe berries also- contain no such
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germs. The juice of grapes so ripened never

ferments. Another fact is also brought out which

may interest Grape growers, namely, that

Grapes thus grown kept good almost indefinitely,

although the isolated branch be close to others on

which the ripe berries are perishing in the usual way.

The isolation mentioned is simply that produced by

the glass of a Grape-house or a simple bell or other

shaped glass ; so that according to this theory the

keeping quality of Grapes is in direct proportion with

the smallness of the amount of air allowed to reach

them from the moment they begin to ripen.* M.
Eerthelot's hypothesis of a soluble ferment existing

naturally in the berries of the Grape Vine is declared

by M. Pasteur to be absolutely imaginary.

RORNEAN Nepenthes.—Der Deutsche

Cirlcn, qvioting from another German periodical,

makes Dr. RElCHENBACir say that a number of new
soecies of Nepenthes, exhibiting the most marvellous

and colossal forms, have been discovered in the cold

region, at an elevation of 13,600 feet, on Mount Kini-

Balu, in Borneo. N. Rajah is mentioned as "one
of them." We hardly think it true that he could have

said or written such a thing, inasmuch as the extreme

height of the mountain is about that given, and only

one ICuropean, we believe, has reached the summit.

It is true that some of the species of Nepenthes grow
at a great altitude.

Plant Geography.—The SHchsischc Gc,

zvsii'C' Vcrcins-Zdiiing contains a most remarkable

article on plant-geography. It is entitled "Self-

sowing of Plants," but the gist of it is an explanation

of the means by which seeds -are conveyed to a dis-

tance from the parent, and thus species become dis-

persed. Under the heading, "Retaining Gcrmi-

native Force for a Long Period," we are told the

seeds of Gourds and Melons retain the power of ger-

mination for thirty to forty years, and that many
seeds taken from herbaria, eighty to one hundred

years old, have germinated, and seeds found in Celtic

and Roman tombs 1500 years old grew, and grains of

corn which had lain in mummy coffins at least 2000

years were still fit for sowing. Among external

agencies are wind and water, and the author gravely

asks why could it not be that seeds of plants in the

Alps were conveyed by the river and sea to Sweden
and Norway, for the species are the same. He has

also discovered that several water-plants are common
to Europe and Australia, and wishes to know what

should hinder us from assuming that seeds of them

were carried from Europe thither by the sea. The
author of this paper, so rich in new ideas, is the

director of a school for artisans at Dresden. This is a

case of a schoolmaster abroad in more than one sense

of the phrase.

Self-Reproduction of Trees nv Layer-

ing.—Many of our readers, doubtless, have seen and

admired that fine Beech tree in Kew Gardens whose

branches have struck root in the ground, so that the

parent tree in now surrounded by a circle of daughters

of various ages and sizes, many of them still in organic

union with the parent but some of them become in-

dependent in consequence of the decay of the branches

which gave them birth. Whether the tree received

any assistance in the first place we do not know, but

most likely Mr. John Smith, the ex-curator, whose

memory is evergreen, could tell us. We are reminded

of this tree, one of many favourites we periodically

visit at Kew, by seeing a record in the Botanische

Zd-Z/w;/^ of a similar occurrence on Peacock Island, near

Potsdam. But this is a Spruce Fir with five daughters.

Although this phenomenon is not exactly rare in

European forests, it is by no means common, and only

possible where trees stand out from others. Dr.

SCHUBELER, in his work,Z>/t' Pfianzenivclt Norzvegcns,

describes several instances, and at a meeting of the

Berlin Botanical Society, when a photograph of the

Peacock Island Spruce Fir was exhibited by Dr.

Magnus, it was stated that it sometimes occurs in the

Yew, Birch, Juniper, Oak, &c. Usually it takes

place only on that side of the tree where they are

sheltered from the prevailing winds.

Indian Products at the Ke\v Museum.

—The museums of the Royal Gardens, Kew, have

been recently considerably enriched by the receipt of

* The question naturally arises whether this excUision or

partial exclusion of air during the ripening of fruits in general

niay not be turned to practical account.

a very fine collection of Indian forest products, con-

sisting of woods, Bamboos, fibres, gums, resins,

caoutchouc, lac, leaves, flowers, barks, fruits, and

seeds. The entire collection numbers over a thou-

sand specimens, the wood series being very complete

and extremely well got up. The whole set of pro-

ducts is as nearly as possible identical with that sent

to the Paris Exhibition and exhibited there during the

past summer, that collection bemg destined at the

close of the exhibition for the French National Forest

School at Nancy. These collections have been got

together under the special superintendence of Dr.

Brandis and Mr. J. S. Gamble, Assistant Conser-

vator of Forests. These have been collected from all

the provinces of India, including the Presidencies of

Madras and Bombay, Many of the gums and resins

are extremely fine, and some are quite new to the Kew
collection.

The Holly Bank Nursery, Potter's

Bar.—We understand Mr. E. Bennett, landscape

gardener, florist, &c., Rabley, Herts, has taken the

ex'icnsive forcing establishment, Holly Bank Nursery,

Potter's Bar, late in the occupation of Mr. Monro,
in conjunction with his home nursery.

Cordycei's ]\Ienesteridis,—There is a

group of fungi which is of such interest, viz., those

which attack the living larvae of insects, or the insects

themselves, that it is always with pleasure that we
receive any addition to the list, which is already a

large one. Baron MuLLER. has lately sent us one

130. —C0RDYCt!P5

from the banks of the Varra, near Melbourne, gathered

by Mr. C. French on the caterpillar ofMenesteris

laticoUis, BoiSD., of which we give a figure (fig. 130)

from the pencil of Mr. Broome. Unfortunately the

fruit is not mature, but this is perhaps of less conse-

quence, as there is so little difference in the several

species in this respect. It may be characterised as

follows \~-Cordyccps Mcncstcridis, M. and B. " Stem
slender, attenuated upwards at first with the elliptic

rufous head, dotted with the orifices of the perithecia,

white and pulverulent."* Stem | inch long, pileus

about \ inch long, at length sienna-brown, sometimes

sending down a long root. M. J. B.

The Weather.—The report for the week
ending December 16, issued by the Meteorological

Office, states that the weather is tolerably fair in the

western and northern districts, but with occasional

showers ; very dull and foggy in the south-east and

east. Temperature a great deal below the mean ior

the season, the deficit ranging from li^in "Ireland,

S."to 15** in "England, N.E." and the Midland

Counties — the maximum readings seldom reaching
40'* except at the south-western stations, and fre-

quently below 30" in the midland and northern

counties of England, where also the minlmums were

often below 20", the lowest of all being 3"* and 9' at

Durham and Silloth respectively on the morning of

the 14th. Rainfall rather more than the mean in

"England, S.W.," but less in all other districts, the

amounts being largely composed of hail and snow.

Wind very variable ; chiefly north-easterly or easterly

in the early part of the week, but shifting to N.W. or

W. at its close, and generally light or moderate

in force.

Gardening Appointment.—Mr. C. Sand-

ford, hue gardener for twelve and a half years to the

Earl of Bective, at Underlcy Hall, has recently

been appointed gardener to C. P. PHIPPS, Esq., of

Chalcot, Westbury, Wilts.

Pontc CffiTcsponbciitc.

The Hot-water Apparatus. — We have often

read of certain boilers doing wonders with little or

next to no lue, and it is ag:iinst this sort of teaching

that I wish to protest, as it is very misleading to the

amateur, the employer, and often to the gardener.

Thirty years' practice has taught me that if you want

heat you must have fire, and that the best and cheapest

fuel for large apparatus is 4 bushels of coke (broken

rather small) mixed with one of coal. The heat

is much stronger than when coke only is used, and

if the dampers are properly regulated it will not

burn away so fast. To say how much an apparatus

will burn is a folly, as for instance, say boiler No. i,

will heat 3000 feet of pipe, and do its work well

;

boiler No. 2, of the same size and make, with 3000

feet, will burn double the quantity of fuel, and then

will do its work badty. Is this the fault of the boiler

or the fire ? I say no, it is not.- What is it

then? some one asks. I say go and examine how
the bad working boiler is set, then examine the

pipes, next go and examine the good working one,

and have the blunders (if any) in the setting of the

bad boiler put right. If there are any bad connections,

arrangements, or levels in the pipes, have them put in

workmg order, and always bear in mind that hot

water will ascend, but will not go down hill

v/ithout a large and wasteful amount of fuel.

Some will say, that if a particular boiler was put in

the place of the one you have it would do two, or

three times the work with less fire ; this sometimes is

the case, but it is only when the pipes are pro-

perly arranged, and an improvement has taken place

in the setting of the new boiler. As far as the shape

of the boiler' is concerned I must give the preference

to the flued saddle. I should do a great injustice to

other boilers to condemn them, as all are useful ; but

I do condemn the unskilled manner in which we so

often find them set and arranged. Independent

boilers are the very best for heating 200 or 300 feet of

pipe ; but it is utterly useless to expect them to do as

much as those set in brickwork. On the other hand,

it is better to have two boilers than one monster for

anything above 2000 feet. In mild weather one can

be dispensed with, and at the end of the year you

will find that the two have not consumed more fuel

than the one monster. I have read of boilers wanting

no attention for twenty-four hours : such may be

the case in summer, but how different in a cold

winter ? Whether the boilers are large or small they

must have proper stoking and sufficient fuel. All may
rest assured that if a boiler is properly set, with the

pipes properly arranged, it will do its full amount of

work, with a great saving of fuel. It cannot be too

clearly understood that the same quantity of fuel that

will heat 100 feet of pipe will not heat 1000 feet. I

could give many years' account of the quantity of

fuel consumed in a year by various forms and sizes

of boilers. I shall only add that I have proved the

llued saddle the best. If agreeable I should like to

have a say on stoking, as this is often a source of

failure with the inexperienced. R. Dciisham, The

Gardens, Leigham Court, Strcatham Hill, Sitrrcv.

[Do so by all means. Eds.]

The Weather.—It will doubtless be regarded as

a singular commentary upon my recent observations

on the weather that at the very moment they appeared

in print we were experiencing the coldest weather and

severest frost that has visited us for a long time. Mr.

Brumham may well regard this as supporting his

theory of weather cycles, whilst it generally tells

atrainst my views of the subject. So far I admit that

facts are against me. Still a week of cold weather

and sharp frost does not make a winter, and we can-

not decide who is right or who wrong for several

weeks. The present cold may disappear soon and

not again return this winter, or it may be but the pre-

cursor of even severer weather and sharper frost.

What, however, is more to the purpose than the mere

fulfilment or falsity of a prophecy is an elucidation of

the basis upon which these prophecies are made. Mr.

Brumham supports his statement of a reference to

dates, which seem to show that severe winters will

inevitably recur at certain specified periods, but even

if this be exact it does not explain why it is that such

.severe cold does thus occasionally occur. It is in this

practical direction that meteorologists should turn

their attention, because we are not content to have a

belief or prophecy announced without wishing to

know the grounds for making the same. I shall not

re»ret to be shown in the wrong (little as I desire a
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haril winter) if Mr. IJrumham or other correspondents

will give lis a tangilile explanation of the fact that

whilst nine winters may be mild the tenth shall be

severe. A. D.
In the south-cast of England the weather

has been unusually severe during the last week,

and still continues. On Sunday the Slh snow
commenced to fall at 6.30 P.M., and in about an hour

covered the ground to the depth of an inch; it then

ceased and commenced again about 10, and on

Monday morning there was fully 3 inches. It appears

to have been very partial, as at Canterbury and Heme
Bay, each about 12 miles distant, there was no snow.

Since the Sth we have had severe frost ; on the morn-

ing of the 13th the thermometer registered iS", or 14°

below freezing. Monday, the l6th, we had a slight

thaw in the morning, rain in the afternoon, and snow
at night. This (Tuesday) morning we have again

3 inches of snow, and the thermometer at 26°. Thos.

I'Vooiiford, Qitcx Park, Margafc, Dec 17.

We have had a very severe night of frost.

The thermometer showed 28*" of frost at li o'clock

inside our garden walls, and 31° in the park in the

open. This morning at 3 o'clock 30° in the garden,

outside, 1° below zero. T. Roivlands, The Gardens^

Baldcnby Par}:, Thirsk, Dec. 12.

The weather report for the week ending

December 14 leads me to conclude that we are getting

frost more severe in this part of ^he country. On the

nth inst. the thermometer registered iS" of frost, and
on the 15th we had 19". We have had nothing like

it here for the last fifteen years, this being considered

a very mild part of the county. We have had an
unusually large quantity ofsnow for the past fortnight,

and up to the time of writing the weather still con-

tinues to be very severe. S. Sakvay, The Gardens,

Flete, Ivy Bridge, South Devon,
The weather here is very severe for Ireland.

I hope some of your correspondents are satisfied—

I

am more than so, for I cannot get on even with

trenching, the ground being so hard. We registered

at 7 o'clock on Monday night, 21^; Sunday, 19°;

Saturday, 21°; Friday, 20°; Thursday, 16"; Wed-
nesday, iS' ; Tucsdav, 19". John Clews, The Gardens,

Hcadfort House, Co! Mcath.
The storm in this neighbourhood has been

very severe ; heavy falls of snow on the 7th and Sth,

followed by hard frost, my thermometer on a north

wall in a rather sheltered situation registering 17" of

frost on the night of the nth, 20"* on the 12th, and 24''

on the 13th. In more exposed situations in the imme-
diate neighbourhood I hear it has been 6° lower. We
have been fortunate in having a covering of from 15

to iS inches of snow, which has protected many
things, though I fear many of the large Aucubas, iS:c.,

have suffered greatly. \V. J, Watson, Ncivcastle-on'

Tync,

Winter Blooming Pelargoniums.—I visited

JNIr. Cannells nursery last week, and was much
pleased to see his beautiful collection of the above in

full bloom at this dull season of the year. A bit of

scarlet Pelargonium is always admired in the winter,

and Mr. Cannell has a house entirely devoted to them,

which I think is far superior to any I have ever seen.

Among many others I especially noticed White
Vesuvius, which for winter use is a perfect gem,
and at the present time is one mass of bloom ; its

habit and profuse flowering qualities are exactly the

same as in the old Vesuvius, and as it produces such an
abundance of white blossom at this time of the year

it cannot fail to become a favourite for winter use. I

also noticed most especially Oberon, Mrs. Leavers,

Jealousy, and many others, too numerous to mention.

I doubt not that a visit to Swanley would well repay

any one who is a lover of winter flowering Pelar-

goniums. \V, Evans, Gr,, Shcnstone,

Potatos to Look At and to Eat.— I cannot agree

with "A. D." when he says that cheating and trickery

are impossible with his favourite tuber, or that Potato

exhibiting opens no door to dishonesty, and men who
exhibit have no reason to charge upon it any depar-

ture from the highest principles of morality. Were
the exhibition table the destination of all Potatos,

and were they only to be judged for their good looks,

and after that the hog-tub, no harm would be done
and probably nobody would take exception to "A. D."
or any one else expressing themselves as quoted above.

Potatos are principally grown as an article of food,

however, and while we have many fine standard old

sorts of excellent eating qualities, the public are very

ready to grow and to pay a high price for kinds

which are represented to be better than the old sorts.

Now when a new variety is shown a few times and
gets a few first prizes and a certificate, and is after

all only fit to look at, not to eat, then on the strength

of these prize honours and certificate is sold, and
greedily bought by a confiding public at a fancy price

offrom;i^2 to ;i^3 per bushel, and found after being

grown for a season by purchasers to be not so good
as kinds already in their possession, or which could be

bought for one-fourth of the money—I should say the

matter is more serious than Chrysanthemum trickery,

and probably a stronger word would be required to

express the difference. In my own case I bought
last year three new kinds at fancy prices on the

strength of first prizes and certificates. I grew them
last season and saved all for seed, to grow next
season for my employer's table. On trying them, how-
ever, when cooked, I find their good looks are all they

have to recommend them, and they are not fit to place

before my employer or any one accustomed to such
sorts as the Fortyfold Fluke, Regent, Myatt's Proli-

fic or Dalmahoy. Now it appears to me that if

Potato censors did their duty by the public they would
have two classes of certificates—one, as at present, for

potatos grown for their good looks, and the other for

first-rate table qualities. The public could then

purchase Potatos for either purpose, according as they
might want them to look at, or to eat. Pict.

Mr. George's Abutilons.—When persons hear
or read of these, and are not acquainted with the pre-

sent new strain, they are apt to associate them with

tall lanky objects with two or three flowers at the

top. Mr. George, of Putney Heath, has led the way
amongst English hybridiscrs, and even the Continental

hybridists cannot be said to be in advance of him.

Some of his plants are not more than 15 inches high,

and when I saw them at their best some time ago
had as many as two dozen flowers open at a time.

Some of the larger ones that were planted out and
lifted had 150 blossoms. As these were seedling plants

we may naturally infer that they will be much dwarfer
when grown from cuttings. Mr. George's first step

with these was what might be termed a pure accident

;

his primitive stock were Darwinii and Boule de

Neige. The former I believe was the accidental

seed-bearer. The seeds were sown and came up as

well and as soon as if they had been good seed of

Mustard or Cress, and several varieties were the result.

.Selecting the best of these for further crossing gave
good results. A selection of the best six passed into

the hands of Messrs. Osborn, and Lady of the Lake
received a First-class Certificate at the Royal Botanic.

A further cross with the best of these gave another
batch, from which the same firm thought fit to select six

more, and these will appear before the public in

due time. Mr. George has now another batch,

and they are those I have already named as

being dwarf and floriferous. Amongst the dwarfs is

No. I, a p.ile pink, and very pleasing ; 2, dark pink

with magenta veins
; 3, pale orange, with dark

orange veins ; 4, bright carmine, a near approach
to scarlet ; 5, salmon, with deep red veins. The
taller ones are— i, orange-red, all through of great

substance ; 2, pale pink, with greater substance of

petal ; 3, salmon-pink, with deep red veins. Mr.
George finds the first week in April a good time for

sowing the seed. They are sown in pans, pricked

off into small pots, and shifted as they require it,

until they are in a 32-pot, a fair size, Mr. George
thinks, to prove their merits. They have flowered in

a 4S-pot. At the early stage of their growth they are

kept in a temperature of 65" by day and 60° at night,

and as the season advances it is not difficult to

maintain that temperature until they get into a
flowering condition. The plants in flower now were
sown last April. They have been in flower since

the early part of August, and will be so until June.
They are not particular as to soil, but as they are in

the same pots so long Mr. George prefers giving them
loam and peat or leaf-mould in equal proportions,

with a spinkling of coarse sand. The flowers of these

are well adapted for cutting, as they will last quite

nine days in water after they are cut. I have some
which I carried in my hat for six miles ; they were
put in water in a room not very far from the fire, and
they are now (the fourth day) as fresh as they were
when taken from the plant. The length of the foot-

stalk of some ,
of the flowers is quite 6 inches. It

is rather singular that though one of the original

parents was white Mr. George has only had one white
seedling, nor, if I remember right, not a shade of
yellow. One might infer that by crossing white and
orange, sulphur or shades of yellow would predo-

minate, but such was not the case. R.

Another Case of Fraud.—The shameful dis-

closure recently made by Mr. Ollerhead will,

it is to be hoped, be a warning to both judges and
exhibitors. Such dishonest practices cannot be too
strongly reprobated ; they have a tendency to disgust

both visitors and honest exhibitors with flower shows.
Unfortunately, the system is not confined to Liver-

pool. In September last a similar instance occurred
at a provincial show in the south-east of Scotland.

Like that at Liverpool, it was also in a lot which
gained the 1st prize ; the subject which was oper-

ated upon in this case being a plant of Nertera
depressa, which was shown in a class for six alpines,

but unlike the Liverpool case, it was not detected
until the next day. The plants having been left in

the exhibition hall over the night, the next morning a
gentleman, who had a strong suspicion that every-

thing was not right, in the presence of several on-
lookers, after lifting off a berry, pulled up. a piece of

small wire on which it had been stuck, repeating the

operation until he had done the same to some half-

dozen of them. To show the exhibitor that his fraud

had been detected, the berries were replaced on the

points of the wires, which were left projecting about

an inch above the surf;ice. When he saw that his

trick was discovered, he made the excuse that a child

had pulled off the berries a few days previously, and
that he had only replaced them ; but, unfortunately

for the plausibility of this account, they were stuck on

the part of a plant which could not have fruit on it

—

the creeping shoots of the same season's growth.

What should be done in a case of this sort ? Fair-

play.

An Answer Concerning Pine-apples.—The
Enville Pine-apple does naturally possess the least

crown of any variety with which \ am acqu.iinted.

Pits such as those described in your last week's issue

by " T. W," naturally possess the chief elements

which tend to attenuate and enlarge the crown on
Pine-apples—a disfigurement which is most objection-

able, and a loss too, commercially speaking. To avoid

these consequences, it will, in the details connected

with the management, be necessary to insist on a course

of ventilation which will dispose of any superabun-

dance of moisture and likewise set the stagnant at-

mosphere in motion ; the plants, ** particularly

throughout the winter period," should be kept in close

proximity to the glass, and not be closely crowded

together. The Charlotte Rothschild and smooth-

leaved Cayenne varieties are the best to meet the

requirements of such conveniencies. The Enville has

also a good constitution, and if the ripe fruits can be

secured between August and January it comes very

fine with a top as wanted. The period which is

taken up to develope and perfect a Pine-apple varies

considerably according to the season when it is grow-

ing, the variety, and other circumstances. In the

ordinary way of cultivation a Queen takes about

eighteen weeks and a Charlotte Rothschild or smooth-

leaved Cayenne about twenty-two weeks. G. T, Miles,

IVycombe Abbey,

What is a Pompon Chrysanthemum.—I think

we find the true Pompon type in Model of Perfection,

a variety worthy of a place in every collection ; but if

Julia Lagravere be included in the Pompon section,

then I think there are others that could be quite as

fairly termed Pompons, such as Dr. Sharpe, Progne,

Alma, Aurea multiflora, and many others. I think

Mr. Silver must be in possession of a miniature

variety ofJulia Lagravere, as he has never succeeded

in getting blooms any larger than Mdlle. Marthe. I

have had blooms of this variety this year fully 4 inches

in diameter, which I think would look very odd if

staged amonst Pompons. I think it would be far

better if promoters of Chrysanthemum shows would

consider the different sections of the Chrysanthemum,

and arrange their schedules accordingly ; it would be

the means of avoiding disputes, such as we frequently

hear of. I would also suggest that dressing the blooms

of the Chrysanthemum be duly considered, as in my
opinion the practice is so far indulged in as to render

the exhibition of the Chrysanthemum open to fraud

and deceit, to say nothing of the unnatural appear-

ance caused in some cases of what I term over-floing

them, shall I say with gum, and portions of other

blooms. E. Morgan, The Butts, Harroxv-on-the-HilL

Storks and Toads.—At p. 756 of your last issue

a method of destroying garden pests by storks is set

forth, which is all very well as far as adders, slugs,

mice, &c., are concerned ; but I regret to see my
friends the toads and frogs not only set down as pests,

but also to be devoured by the said storks. As far as

my experience goes, these friends of mine are valuable

as destroyers of garden vermin upon which they

entirely live. Would it be possible to "break in
'

the storks to *"ware frog? or could an indiarubbcr

ring be placed round the bills of these otherwise useful

creatures just so far as to circumscribe their capacity

for so large a morsel ? C. L., Hounsloic, Dec. 16.

Laurustinus, Berberis, and Rabbits.—Where
rabbits abound, and are hard pressed, they eat these

shrubs greedily. Box and Yews are far more safe

from their ravages, and Rhododendrons are so seldom

touched that they may be practically accepted as

rabbit-proof. " ]. P.," however, over-estimates the

value of Rhododendrons as game covert, unless

planted thin on dry soil, in which case they often

lose many of their bottom-leaves. Pheasants rather

shun Rhododendrons, as the density of the foliage

keeps the ground moist and cold under them nearly

all the year round. So much is this the case that I

never remember finding a pheasant's nest, nor seeing

a good rise of birds out of masses of Rhododendrons,

while I ha\e known several good keepers decidedly

object to them as game covert. As underwood, how-
ever, where rabbits and hares abound, and plants that

will grow freely under the shade of trees, there is no
shrub to match the Rhododendron, and of course it is
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needless in these columns lu write of its beauty as an
ornamental plant. D. T. Fisli.

Dressing Zonal Pelargoniums.—In a recent
paragraph an allusion is ni.ade to " Carnation dressers
and others, who dress flowers in all good faith." May
I ask if this "dressing " is countenanced in the Zonal
Pelargonium ? If so, it is obvious that many who pur-
chase varieties from their appearance at shows will
be greatly deceived. My attention was attracted last

June to a variety at a London show that had been
apparently dressed, and one of the petals had evidently
been split in the attempt. I have myself made a
handsome flower by everting and reflexing the some-
what concave petals of a medium class variety, but I
cannot say that I have looked long, or with any great
amount of satisfaction, at the result of my experiment,
and however much " dressing " may be allowed iri

Carnations, &c., I do not think it should be en-
couraged or even allowed in the Zonal Pelargonium.

J. Morion.

Keeping Grapes.—When mentioning the varieties
of Grapes cut on November 12, which kept fresh and
good to the end of April, I named Black Hamburgh as
one of them, and it was cut at the same time, but did
not keep till the end of April, although one would be
under the impression, by the wording. I should
have said that the Black Hamburghs were the first

used, and they kept well till February
; then followed

AVcst's St. Peter's and Barbarossa into April ; Lady
Downe's, white ditto, and Mrs. Pince's Muscat, last
cut on April 25. The Lady Downe's, although a
looser bunch than its compeer, has all the other
qualities. Perhaps the stock might improve it :

mine was worked on the Raisin de Calabre. M. M. P.
• It is now ten years since I adopted the

system of cutting Grapes and putting them in bottles
of water, and for these last few years I have had them
nice and plump on IVIay i—the sorts being Bar-
barossa, Lady Downe's, and Alicante ; for these
last seven years' I have had Mrs. Pince's Muscat up
to the same date. I have cut all the above Grapes
with their foliage on, and cut them without foliage,
and found the latter to keep best. A few years ago
Mr. Wildsmith—no better authority on keeping
Grapes—said, "Cut behind the bunch as far as possible,
and leave nearly or all the wood beyond the bunch ;

'''

that is the system I adopt, and the time I cut the
Grapes is when the foliage has fallen in the month of
December. A few years ago one of the best Grape
rooms in England was fitted up, and several hundreds
of bunches inserted in bottles of water—with their
foliage and all, or nearly all, decayed before the
present date : my advice is not to leave a single leaf
after the bunch is cut. A. C. L.

Exhibiting 'Vegetables.— I hope your remarks
on this subject may induce exhibitors to be more
careful in arranging their vegetables for e.vihibition.

I think an exhibitor, whether of flowers, fruit or
vegetables, should always bear in mind that his pro-
ductions are seen to much better advantage when
placed or arranged in an artistic manner. Certainly
the way in which some exhibitors place their
vegetables on the exhibition-table is in no way credit-
able to their taste. In classes for collections of
vegetables at more than one show I have seen the
dilTerent sorts placed in ("thrown in" would be a
more appropriate word) the baskets in a manner
to suggest the idea that they had had a severe shaking
on the road. Of course there are some exceptions in
which the exhibitor has evidently taken some trouble
to place his productions so as to be seen to the best
advantage, and in which the arrangement would have
been perfect had he taken colour into consideration, for
even amongst vegetables there are sufficient colours and
shades with a little arrangement to give a basket of
vegetables an artistic effect. At many flower shows
prizes are oftijred for the best arranged groups of
plants—and rightly so, for it tests the artistic capa-
bilities of the exhibitor, and thereby encourages one of
the highest arts of horticulture. Now I see no
reason why prizes should not be offered for the best
arranged collections of vegetables, leaving the sorts,
as in the case of the group of plants, to the discretion
of the exhibitor. I feel confident it would make the
vegetable department of the show much more attrac-
tive to many visitors than it is at present. Ed-oard
Halliday, The Gardens, Prcshiite House, MarlboroiHi
December I.

" '

It is to be hoped that your remarks on this
subject (see p. 694) may lead to a much desired
improvement in the mode of showing these indispen-
sable products of the garden. The chief practical
difficulty of the tasteful display of vegetables is the
danger of hiding up any part of them from view of
inspection. Hence the single dish of half-dozens,
dozens, pecks, &c., will possibly always continue in
vogue, as affording the easiest facilities for inspecting
and comparing individual excellence. But associated
with these, prizes might be given for the best collec-
tions as now, and also for the best collections arranged
with most taste. Injustice may often be done by

confounding two such separate and distinct matters as
the quality of the vegetables and the taste in arranging
them. Singularly enough it seems generally found in
actual practice that those who produce the best veget-
ables most frequently exhibit the worst possible taste in
putting them up. Having secured substantial merit,
it would often appear as if they despised all ajsthetic
aids in setting up their products. This difficulty
was felt several times in judging collections of vege-
tables during the past season. Seldom, indeed, were
the best looking collections really the best vegetables,
and yet it seemed a pity that the taste exhibited in
some of the ornamental collections should have had to
go for next to nothing. Round or oval baskets brought
up to a sort of pyramid in the middle or back are
generally the most effective. These, formed with
judgment as well as taste, may generally be so built
up as not only to look extremely well, but also exhibit
the greater portion of the vegetables of which they
are formed. Those who have not turned their atten-
tion to the ornamental arrangement of vegetables will
be surprised to find what rich combinations of form
and colour may be produced by their skilful massing
and artistic disposition. Tomatos, Capsicums, Par-
sley, and other herbs also give brilliant colouring and
almost every hue of verdure, while Cauliflowers,
Turnips, and Mushrooms supply the purest white.
Much also depends on having all the vegetables
scrupulously clean, and each specimen fresh and per-
fect. Not a bruised nor imperfectly formed root nor
a faded leaf should be seen. The basket or tray
should also be without spot. The grouping system is

also the most effective. By showing each sample in
several specimens the effect is better, richer on the
whole, and the vegetables are more easily judged.
The masses fill the eye better, and quality is

far more easily assessed thus than scattered
in units all over or through a large group, as the
different vegetables sometimes are in collections.
Another point of immense importance seems gener-
ally overlooked by the usual run of exhibitors—that
is, a uniformly high standard of merit in the whole of
the e.xhibits. No doubt this is somewhat difficult to
attain, but without it a first place is hopeless where
there is any great amount of competition ; and not a
few exhibitors seem to throw away their chances of
success almost recklessly. In dozens of collections
one or more vegetables are often hopelessly bad ; and
could the judges only transfer a single dish of them
their awards would not unfrequently be reversed ; but
twelve fairly good vegetables may often carry off a
prize from ten first-rate ones, and two strikingly in-
ferior. It may be noted in passing that Mushrooms are
as a rule very badly shown at provincial meetings
—huge floppy things like a Highland laddie's battered
bonnet, rather than those beautiful white morsels
developing from buttonhood into Mushroomhood,
delicate as the tenderest chicken and white as a Lily.
Another great mistake in exhibiting vegetables is the
choosing of them too large, and it often seems as if

this rage for size ran to seed in Cauliflowers and
Cucumbers. But my main purpose now is

to suggest improved modes of showing vegetables
rather than that better vegetables should be shown.
Nearly all advanced here, and also by yourselves at

p. 694, is as applicable to collections of fruit as vege-
tables. The general mode of showing fruit reveals
its quality rather than exhibits to any degree its artistic
value as a room or table decoration. Groups of fruit

are no doubt far more difficult to arrange than groups
of vegetables, plants, or flowers. There is also a great
practical difficulty-the danger of injuring the appear-
ance and quality of such fruits as Grapes, Peaches,
&c., in any attempts to form them into masses and
groups ; and yet the attempt should be made. Our
'leading societies should offer prizes of such value for
the most artistic group of fruit as to make it worth
the while of exhibitors and artists to compete for them.
The ornamental exhibition of fruit is one of those
branches of horticulture that is retrograding instead of
advancing. By virtually bringing the conservatory or
flower-garden on to the dinner-table, the fruit has
either been pushed off or into a corner. Anyhow,
the dessert, which used to be the main feature and
chief ornament, has been pushed into quite a
secondary place. Much might be done to developc
the artistic value of fruit by giving liberal prizes for
the most tastefully arranged groups. The prizes for
desserts have not hitherto led to much improvement
or freshness in the display of fruit artistically. There
has been too much of the butler and far too little

of the artist about most of them. Glasses, napkins,
decanters, flowers are all very well, but no painter
would think of either as accessories to the superb
colouring and matchless forms of a rich group of
fruit. Now why should not cultivators, who have
such an intimate knowledge of fruits, not only imitate
but teach artists to paint and group fruits to better
advantage in the future than it has ever yet been done
on table or canvas in the past ? £). T. Fish.

Standard Pelargoniums. — Among the many
useful things for winter these stand well to the front.
On taking charge here twelve months ago I found a lot

of leggy plants, and wishing to get rid of them I cut a
portion down for propagating. Of others I cleared all

the small growths away and saved one strong shoot,
about 2 to 3 feet long, took out the eyes up the stem,
pinchid the top, shook out and potted on, and placed
them in a little warmth, where they soon threw out side
shoots, and during the summer made fine heads. I

potted them again in August, pinched the growths
and flowers out, trained slightly and stood them on a
hot gravel walk in the full sun, which hardened them
well. I placed them in the conservatory in September,
where they have flowered profusely and are now full of
bloom, especially Vesuvius. Amongst the white
Chrysanthemums they are rich. These standards are
bedded out largely. In some places I have spent days
securing them to stakes, large plants 3 and 4 feet
through. M.agnificent they are in large beds and
borders. Standard Roses are put in the shade with the
lasting properties of these standard Pelargoniums.
Variegated kinds too look well, and they do not take
much heat or room in winter. \V. Ravenhilt, Gr.
Boiues Manor.

When to Strike Chrysanthemums.— I should
feel greatly obliged if .any of your readers could inform
me the best time and way for striking Chrysanthe-
mum cuttings for making large exhibition plants.
Somerecommend putting thecuttingsinin November
a practice I have tried, but without success, the plants
getting sickly and stunted during the winter months,
and unable to make that strong and vigorous "rowth
so essential to good specimens. Others are in°favour
of striking them in February, and I find this time
much preferable to the former, inasmuch as the plants
can be kept growing without any check until the
flowering season. As I intend growing a large quan-
tity of specimen plants next year I should like to
have the opinion of some of your readers before com-
mencing. A. C.

Schizostylis coccinea—Valuable as this Irid-
aceous plant is for outdoor work, it is far more
so for embellishing greenhouses and conservatories at
this dull season, where, associated as we have it here
with a number of white Chrysanthemums and other
light flowers, it has a most striking effect. Grown in
the open without protection it blooms too late to
withstand the effects of frost and rough wet weather so
generally prevalent at this season, but under glass the
blossoms expand for weeks in succession, and it

frequently happens that when the plants are strong
and vigorous, fresh spikes are sent up at intervals
during the whole of the winter. So enduring are
they in water when cut, that we grow them largely
for the purpose, and last year I raised a quantity from
seed sown in heat in February, the whole of which
flowered finelyjin the autumn, and have greatly aug-
mented our stock. Those that are the best with us are a
lot we kept plunged in pots all summer in a half-shady
border, where they were well supplied with water
overhead and at the root, which prevented red-spider
attacking the foliage, and helped them on wonder-
fully. Hitherto I h.ad always planted them out, and
lifted them again in the autumn, but so satisfactory
and superior in every way have these been, that I
shall adopt this plan of growing them in future.
Although most of them are only in 6-inch pots, they
average about twenty spikes each, with more just
showing, whereas those lifted have not near that
number, neither do they look so fresh and well as the
others so thoroughly established. The only drawback
to growing them in pots is that it involves more
labour, as they require so much water, but any extra
attention in this respect is amply compensated for in
the extra return the plants make, and the longer
period they continue in bloom. The Schizostylis
coccinea may be readily increased to almost any
extent by division made any time till the spring, and
those who are not so fortunate as to have it in their pos-
session will find the present season a favourable one
to start with, as a good clump or two made the best
use of now, will afford at least a dozen others next
autumn. If grown in pots, the most suitable soil is

fibry loam, well enriched with mild rotten manure,
and if potted in this and stood in a cold frame till the
spring, they will get nice hold before plunging them
out. During summer they cannot well have too much
water, as, like most of the Iridacea;, they are moisture-
loving subjects, and only thrive really well when they
get a plentiful supply. If planted out, the best way
is to prepare shallow trenches for them, by digging in
some leafmould and dung from an old Mushroom
bed, in which mixtures they will revel and form fine
crowns. J. S.

Salvia splendens.—A correspondent remarks at
p. 597 that Mr. Roberts, of Gunnersbury Park, pre-
pares his Salvia splendens for winter blooming by
planting them out during summer. This I have
myself done with half-a-dozen plants, which grew into
immense plants, with gross wood and black
foliage, but a paucity of flowers as compared with
pot-grown plants. These with me have been a mass
of spikes since the second week of September. The
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plantcd-out Salvias were Uken up in the early part

of October, and potted in large pots. These have

been of no value yet, but as they get pot-bound, and

the wood more hardened, I have no doubt they will

be useful later on. These remarks may be of use to

those not acquainted with this Salvia, as any who arc

not may discard such a good thing by the plantmg-

oul system, and not obtaining the results which occur

from pot treatment, viz., slower growth, shorter-

jointed wood, and well-developed flower-buds. At-

tention to feeding will do this even in small pots. A
dusting of soot occasionally will keep the soil free of

worms. Red-spider attacks them, and soot-water

absorbed through the leaves helps to check it.

IV. Ravenhill, Gi:, Boives Manor, Soitthgatc.

Flowers Least Affected by Gas.—I have

found that the flowers of Salvia patens will not stand

the gas; Mrs. Marshall Fuchsia, on the contrary,

seems to stand it better than anything. The flowers

of double Pelargoniums resist its effects well, but the

leaves turn yellow in a day or two. IV. Ravenhill,

Gr. , Jl<niics Manor.

The Culture of Apricots.—Mr. Bradley (see p.

697) can hardly do better than make his border from

9 to 12 feet wide, and 2 feet, 30 inches, or even 3 feet

deep. A clay bottom may also prove useful on a

sandstone base, but Mr. Bradley must be careful not to

use too much clay, or he will form a waterproof basin

under his trees which will certainly injure them in

wet seasons. The clay bottom would in fact be

better dispensed with, or a fourth or a sixth part of

the clay incorporated with the fibrous loam with

which Mr. Bradley proposes to form his border. The

trees will no doubt thrive in the new soil, but as the

subsoil is warm and dry, if the situation is also warm

several good soakings of water at the roots and an over-

head sprinlding on the evenings of hot days will help

to sustain the health of the trees and enlarge and

otherwise improve the quality of the fruit. As to

limbs dying there seems no remedy for that but to

remove the tree as soon as it developes itself to any

serious extent, and plant young ones. This weakness

or disease is much more prevalent in some localities

and districts than in others, generally it is very preva-

lent in East Anglia, and my remedy for it here is to

plant it out—that is, always have some Apricot trees

on hand ready to fill the places of trees wrecked in

their prime by limbs perishing. Apricots raised from

seed and left to fruit unworked, have fewer limbs

than budded trees. I have also found a cooler aspect

to check limb-perishing. The trees lose far fewer

limbs on south-east and" north-west aspects, than on

south or west walls. Have others cultivators observed

this ? It confirms an opinion I have long entertained,

that limb-perishing is caused chiefly by an excess of

heat, something like sun-scalding, of which in fact the

dead or dying boughs seem to afford evidence at the

affected parts. This troublesome disease, too,

diminishes in intensity as we go further north, which

still further confirms the opinion that it may

originate in or be intensified by sun-scorching.

D. T. fish.

Your correspondent, Mr. E. Bradley, cannot,

1 think, possibly do better than to dig out his Apricot

border as he proposes, and work in a quantity of

clay, except that in being satisfied with a dept of

2 feet, I should advise going down a yard, as it is

the deep roots in a dry time that trees have most

to depend on, and none suffer quicker from an in-

sufficient supply of moisture than Apricots. The

way we managed with ours here was to dig out the

whole of the soil, when doing which we wheeled

away from 6 to 9 inches of the gravelly portion at the

bottom, and on returning the top, previously dug out,

we added clay, as the work progressed, to bring the

border again to its original level. This was done by

scattering it in regularly amongst the soil as the filling

in went on ; and so satisfactory has the work been, that

we are now busily engaged in serving all our Peaches

and Pears in like manner, and hope to continue doing so

yearly till the whole is complete. So striking was the

difference between trees growing in borders treated in

this manner, as to be seen nearly from end to end of our

garden ; those on one wall looking flagged and dis-

tressed, while those on the other portion, having the

same aspect, kept their leaves as healthy and fresh-

looking as possible. The branches of Apricots will

occasionally canker and go oft', even in the best of

soils, but I have always found them to do so in a

much worse degree in such as are light and dry and

wanting in calcareous matter. If what your correspon-

dent has to do with lacks this, I should advise the use

of a sprinkling of fine chalk in addition to the clay,

as lime in some form or other is almost indispensable

with this class of stone fruits. It is just possible that

an entirely new border is unnecessary, as the clay

added will most likely be quite sufficient, with the

addition of a few barrow-loads of fresh loam to each

tree, to give them a start. This is all we did here,

and I find the growth quite strong enough, and the

habit more fruitful than if they made more vigorous

wood. In digging out the borders I was careful to

have the top cultivated soil ke])t by itself and returned

to the same position again. That immediately under

is of a yellowish sandy nature, and any soil of this

character, with the addition of clay worked amongst

it, will grow Apricots well. A good plan in over-

hauling these is to plant the old trees at wide dis-

tances apart, and to place the young ones between,

as by so doing there is no loss of a crop, and

old trees that get new soil to their roots often

take a fresh lease and become more healthy and fruit-

ful than ever. This has been the case with many of

ours, and I never like discarding any that have served

us well till absolutely necessary to make room for

others or the aged ones show symptoms of decay

beyond hope of recovery. I ought perhaps to add

that the clay we get is of a bluish cast, that crumbles

when exposed to the air or frost, so that we have no

difficulty if carted when dry in getting it to pieces.

This is the kind trees prefer, as that which is yellow

and tenacious is not so good, but most pits where

brick earth is found yield such as is suitable. From
the experience I have had of it in light soils, I am
convinced that no labour pays better than that of

adding clay, for though the work may be costly at the

time, the improvement is not limited to a few years

but lasts a lifetime and even for generations to come.

Buried some distance below the surface, its absorbent

powers are great and it parts with its moisture slowly.

Tree roots seem to have a great instinct in finding it

out, when they are not slow in threading it through

and through with their fibres. On lifting some just

lately, and on many previous occasions, I have seen it

hanging like Potatos, and so tight that it could not be

shaken from them. In old exhausted gardens it has

a wonderfully renovating effect, and is of far more

value than manure however lavishly it may be applied.

If thrown on the surface now for the weather to pul-

verise, it will be in fine order for digging in a month or

two hence, and will then be in proper condition for

any plants to feed on and to become thoroughly in-

corporated with the rest of the soil. J. S.

Abutilons.—" R. D." has done good service in

bringing before our notice what Mr. Barron is doing

in the-way of collecting together the different varieties

of this most useful genus, so easily grown and so

effective in the greenhouse, in the flower borders,

and as affording cut flowers. Boule de Neige is, I

think, the hardiest of all the Abutilons. It has stood

6° of frost here this season with perfect impunity, and

then kept its flowers. It is planted ag.iinst a wall,

and quite unprotected. If a good plant of this were

grafted with several grafts of the variegated vexil-

larium and megapotamicum, what a striking iiovelty

might be produced by the combination. I miss one

of my greatest favourites from the assemblage, and

one which would, I think, prove the queen of them

all. I had' it from Messrs. Backhouse, of York,

many years ago. It is called A. insigne, I planted

it out in a warm conservatory, as I observed it pos-

sessed a strong constitution, and it at once commenced
growing away vigorously, making growths from

15 to 20 feet long. These I ripened well, and with-

held water for three or four weeks in September
;

then I watered with liquid manure, and syringed often,

and was compensated with a profusion of flowers the

whole of the winter and spring until I had to cut

down the plant in course of preparation for next year.

I never failed in following out this plan to secure

the same results. The leaves are of the most beautiful

green, about the size and similar to Vine leaves.

The flowers open quite flat, something like a Convol-

vulus, the colour being a very bright maroon. They
are about the size of a florin, and are produced most

plentifully on very long flower-stalks, and when
looked up into from beneath are extremely pretty.

They are very useful for supplying cut flowers, very

effective in any arr.angement, and do not soon

fade. What an invaluable race of winter-flowering

Abutilons might by hybridising come from this and

the other members of the Abutilon family now under

Mr. Barron's care. IVilliam Payne, Belmont Gardens,

Taunton.

Arbutus Unedo.—In your p.aper of a late date

a writer asks if the Arbutus grows in the North. Of
late years I have noticed several shrubs of the

.\rbutus in gardens about this town, but they are

mostly poor specimens. There are, however, two

very fine shrubs or trees growing in the cemetery

grounds. The largest is about 15 feet in height and

about 10 in diajneter, with a trunk about 13 inches

thick : a grand conical bush. About a month ago it

was crowded with its dense ])anicled racemes of

waxy white flowers, with a greenish tint at the tips.

Its flowers are falling oft' now, they cannot stand the

winter. You can in the South by far outdo us in the

production of the fruit (though it is impossible to beat

us as regards the blossoms), for it is a rare thing for

us to get a ripe berry from the tree, in fact we never

see the ripe berries except those brought from the

South. I did gather some of the fruit off the trees in

the cemetery, but they were a dullish grey colour, and

when bitten into were almost like a piece of wood,

and had quite a sour taste, which would impress on

us the word Unedo. The trees themselves never take

any hurt from the frost. John Hutchinson, Kendal.

Arbutus procera.—Having raised seedlings of

the Arbutus procera (so called) from the Singleton

tree, the fruit of which was sent me in the year 1868,

I have strong doubts of its being A. procera. It is

rather, I think, A. hybrida or A. Menziesii ; at any
rate it is quite different in appearance, more espe-

cially in foliage, from the A. procera which was under
my charge at Riccarton, Midlothian, for many years.

This kind also ripens its fruit occasionally, and from

which I raised plants. The young seedlings of both
varieties are rather tender, but become quite hardy

after a few years' careful nursing. This Arbutus is in-

teresting at all seasons : its fine foliage, beautiful

white Andromeda-like flowers, and the large quantity

of .Strawberry-like fruit it bears in autumn, to say

nothing of its fine bark (cinnamon coloured), which it

sheds every year, should ensure a place for it in every

collection. It is remarkable that its stem should feel

so cold to the touch in the warmest weather : what
wilt your scientific readers say to this ? Wni. Baxter.

Diinrobin.

Sutton's Primulas and Cyclamens.—I can
speak in terms of high praise of Sutton's strains of

these flowers. They are very fine indeed. I pro-

cured several packets of their seeds of Primulas

and Cyclamens. The plants are now in full bloom,
especially the Primulas, and I can truly assert that

they are the most carefully selected strain I have ever

grown ; one and all are as true as possible, and the

blooms of the Primulas are as large as two-shilling

and half-crown pieces, and some even larger. There
is not one bad flower in the whole sowing, and the

habit and constitution of the plants are all that can be
desired. They have been greatly admired, y. Clarke,

Gr. to Lord Hastings, Melton Constable, East Dere-
ham, Norfolk.

The Best Season for Planting.—The letter of

your correspondent "J. S." at p. 567, like all the

communications on the subject of planting that I can
remember, is merely an expression of the writer's

opinion without any facts to support it. "J. S."
says that he prefers April to September for planting

trees and shrubs, because in the former "genial
showers and night-dews come to our aid "...
" whereas in September and October the air and land

are sometimes very hot and dry." Now as my own
experience goes entirely with the old saying, "Plant
a tree' in autumn, and command it to flourish

;
plant

it in spring and entreat it to live," it appeared to me
to be worth while to ascertain at which season the

atmospheric and other conditions were most suitable

for planting. As the amount of rain that falls during

and after the operation is probably the most important

element in the question, I have taken from Mr. G. J.
Symons' valuable British Rainfall the average of

seven years' fall for the months of April—May, and
September—October at six stations, representing both

sides and the centre of England. The result is as

follows :

—

RE, Kent (Hytht)
NE,, Yorkshire (Pock-

lington)
I

S. . Central, London (Cam-
den) .. ... ..I

N., Central, Leicester|

f Loughborough)
S.W., Devon (Bovey
Tracey) 5.67

N.W., North Wales (Port
Madoc) 4-83

April—May.
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conclusion I draw from the above data is, that as a

rule it is better to plant evergreens in September than

in April, except perhaps in cold and retentive soils in

the central or eastern parts of the island, and even

then only when care in the way of mulching and
watering can be given for two or three months.

Alfred O. IValkcr, Chester.

Severe Winters.— I observe a correspondent in

your issue of last week speaks of the winters as not

being the same as they used to be, and that they are

in general milder. This I believe to be a complete
mistake. In an old number of, I believe, Chambers''

Journal of about forty years ago I met with an

article on the subject of the weather, in which the

writer stated that people were saying that the winters

in their time [i.e., in 1830) were milder than when
they were boys, and that they remembered the snow
piled up many feet high, and the splendid skating

they had in those days. The above writer goes on to

say that this was a complete delusion, for if an aver-

age of fifty years or thereabouts be taken no difference

is perceptible. The fact is, that every ten or fifteen

years there comes a severe winter, and we remember
these severe ones, but we forget the mild ones. The
best proof that our winters are usually mild is to be

found in the tables of temperatures, from which it

will be seen that on an average of sixty years the

average coldest day, which is about the middle of

January, is 4" above freezing-point. The average

temperature of January is more than that. Julius

Cj^sar it was, I believe, who said that '* Britain has not

the warmth of summer of the Continent, but neither

has it the cold of the winter." T. PF.

Pears for Late Use.—I am glad to see that some
at least of your correspondents come forward, and
give their experience of the value and quality of

Pears for late use, for, except Grapes, Pears are

unquestionably the most important of any fruit grown,
and the principal things many have to depend on
for supplying dessert after Christmas. Anything
therefore that will add to our knowledge of and better

acquaintance with the sorts most suitable for late use

cannot be without profit to numerous readers of the

Gardeners' Chroniele^ especially just at this season

when the want of good eatable Pears is lirought

home to us, and the time of year is here to set about
rectifying the deficiency by planting—an operation

that should be taken in hand as speedily as possible.

It would be a great mistake, however, to uproot old

trees that are in a healthy condition, even though the

kinds may be of the most worthless description, for,

being already established, they form the best of stocks,

and are in full bearing in a quarter of the time it takes

to get a crop from any young ones brought in from
the nurseries. Not only is time gained, but many of

tlie sorts are much improved by being double worked,
and more particularly such as are on the Quince,
where strong growing varieties appear to act as

buffers between. The credit of finding this out is, I

believe, due to the late Mr. Rivers, who was a most
keen observer and the greatest pomologist we have
had. [A very old practice, revived by Mr. Rivers.

Kds.] It is a well-known fact to those conversant
with fruit culture that Pears are about the most
capricious things grown, and that those which are all

that can be desired in one part of the country are com-
paratively worthless in another, or what may be good
in one county is inferior in the next adjoining, and
even in different gardens not far apart. This diversity

of quality arises from many causes, the principal of
which are soil and aspect, both having a great in-

fluence on the flavour of Pears, as well as on their

texture and tlcbh. Kinds that would be rich, smooth,
and buttery in warm well drained soils invariably come
hard and gritty in those that are of a reverse character ;

but the greatest factor in improving their quality is

plenty of sunlight and air, the solar rays converting
the crude juices into saccharine matter, and pre-

venting those hard woody formations that occur
near the core when conditions of climate or soil

are unfavourable. It often happens that Pears
which are good in a garden one year are just

as deficient the next, although gathered from the
very same trees, and at the proper time, so much
effect has a fine or an unfavourable autumn to do with
them. That aspect has a potent influence on fruit

growing on the same tree is exemplified here in the

case of several on west walls, over the top of which
their branches are trained ; and so great is the difter-

ence in size, colour, clearness of skin, and richness

of flavour, that there is no comparison between the
two. Some of this difierence in favour of those on
the sunny side is of course owing to the better position

they occupy by being principally on the ends of the

leading shoots instead of on spurs lower down, where
they would not get so well fed, but more of their

improved appearance and quality results from the

extra light and warmth they enjoy just at the time
they are finishing off. Another striking instance of
the effect aspect has on Pears in the same garden
came under my notice some years ago, when having
to put up a Peach-houso on a wall where a Duchesse

d'Angouleme was growing, we removed the tree to

a fresh position, where it gets much less sun, since

which time the fruit has, although considerably

larger, been quite worthless except for the purpose
of cooking. Before this change of situation took
place they were of medium size for that variety,

always very russety and highly coloured, the flesh

richly perfumed, and in every way most excellent
;

whereas now they are large, green, and coarse, as are

also those we get from pyramids, though generally

these are somewhat better than the one on west wall

already alluded to. It just comes to this, therefore,

that those who would have this superb Pear what it

ought to be must grow it in a south or sunny position

to get it up to the mark ; and the same may be said

of many more of the sterling sorts that we see so plen-

tifully in Covent Garden. Take the Chaumontels, for

instance, that are generally imported from the Channel
Islands, and nowhere except in the most favoured
localities in England, or under some special treat-

ment, such as that recorded in the Gardeners' Chronicle

of the one at Acton, is that particular kind of much
value as a dessert fruit. Here in East Anglia,

although our subsoil is of a very sandy nature, and
the climate good, we never get Beurre Ranee, Easter

Beurre, or Ne Plus Meuris in any way equal to what
they are grown in the South. The best with us at

Christmas is Glou IMorceau from a tree on a wall

with a south-east aspect, the fruit irom which are

beautifully clear, and the flesh so smooth and soft as

to melt in the mouth. After these are over conies

Josephine de Malines, the only fault of which is

that it is rather small and slightly astringent in flavour,

]jut for all this it is by far the best of its season. Our
next standard variety is Bergamot Esperen, a delicious

late Pear, and these two kinds we grow in quantity

as they usually serve us well. Passe Colmar is like-

wise a favourite here, and in fine seasons is rich and
juicy, but this season they are not equal to those we
have had in other years, y, Shcppard.

Bolbophyllum khasyanum : Cypripediums.
— I send you by this post a bloom of Bolbophyllum
khasyanum similar to those I sent Professor Reichen-
bach, whose observations you have printed ; also

flowers of Cypripedium insigne, imported with the

above, now bringing eighteen blooms. You will

notice it is much smaller than the usual type, lighter

in colour, whilst on the upper sepal the white extends
much lower than is usually the case, and being such a

clear pure white it has a much more lively appearance
than the old variety, though that is much grown and
a universal favourite. I have a variety also in

flower similar in size to the one sent, but much
darker than this ; this, however, is an established

piece, and is to be met with in a few establishments.

I also send flowers of Calanthe Veitchii superba, a

fine variety, of which we have a quantity in flower

just now. Long spikes are produced, and the whole
spike when in bloom has a very much more beautiful

and cheering eft'ect than the pale and dull coloured
variety often to be met with. I was much pleased to

hear of Messrs. Veitch's new C. Sedeni, and con-
gratulate them on their success ; I, myself, four years

ago fertilised a bloom of the C. Veitchii superba sent

with C. vestita lutea and seed was produced which I in

due time sowed, and raised a number of seedlings. I

looked to getting at least something distinct, and now,
after waiting just four years since the cross was effected,

three of the bulbs flower, and the results are the blooms
sent. The strange thing is that C. Veitchii should
produce the seed and from that pod the yellow and
rose varieties of C. vestita should have been produced.
I^began to fear that C. Veitchii would have been no
use for fertilising purposes, but find that it is as

effectual in that respect as any of the species that have
been tried before. C. Sedeni, I should imagine, must
be a very fine and distinct thing, and it is a great en-

couragement to us all to try again, W. Swan^ Oakley^

Fallowfield.

Carbolic Acid as an Insecticide.—My experi-

ence teaches me that sulphur, no matter how used
and in any form, is in no way fatal to the red-spider.

An eminent surgeon in London, whilst on a visit to

me, told me he had used carbolic acid water in spray to

destroy aphis on his pot Roses and other flowers with
unqualified success ; thereupon I tried the plan to

some Cucumber leaves, with the same marked success.

My belief therefore is that carbolic acid water, not
too strong, say one part of the acid dissolved in an
equal part of glycerine mixed with forty of pure water,

is as effectual an insecticide as sulphur is an antidote

for mildew. My reason more especially for writing

to you is to ask for the following information :—Is it

your opinion that the solution of carbolic acid, of the

strength I have named, and syringed on the surface

of infested Vine leaves, even should the bun:hes be
hanging, would prove in any way detrimental to the

fruit or leaves of the Grape Vine in growth ? My Vines
were most terribly afflicted last season with red-spider,

would adding carbolic acid to the dressings and wash-
ings be detrimental to the rods? also washing the

glass and woodwork of the vinery with carbolic acid

soap. I am convinced that the remedy will destroy

and prevent the ravages of the insect. W. E. B. A.,

Faversham. [Carbolic acid is no doubt a most valu-

able insecticide, but we have no practical experience

on the precise points raised by our correspondent. We
may refer him to the statement made at the meeting of

the Scientific Committee on November ig, p. 667 ; and
to the letter on Soluble Phenyle on p. 696. We can

only suggest that experiments as to strength should be

made with plants of little or no value, to begin with.

Eds.]

Paulownia imperialis.—At p. 760 reference is

made to the Paulownia imperialis. It may be of

some interest to know that there is, or was a year
ago, a splendid specimen of the above growing in

Ashtead Park, near Epsom. Height about 20 feet,

with fine spreading branches. It was planted some
thirty years ago, I believe soon after being intro-

duced into this country. Small hard knobs generally
form about this time of the year, and unless severe

frosts set in about March or April the tree never
failed to flower freely. For the last twelve years it

has only missed flowering twice, when I observed
that the spring frosts had destroyed the flower-buds.

It usually flowers at the end of May or the early part
of June. It has beautiful large foliage, somewhat
resembling the Catalpa ; the flowers are of a lilac

colour, and have a Gloxinia-like appearance. Thomas
Carlton.

Mistleto on Portugal Laurel.—Among the
many trees on which the Mistleto has been noticed
growing I do not recollect having seen the Portugal
Laurel mentioned. In the year 1S57 or 1858 a large

Portugal Laurel was cut down in the garden at East-
well Park, near Ashford, Kent, on which was grow-
ing a fine piece of Mistleto. There is a great quan-
tity of Mistleto in Easbwell Park, especially on the
Lime and Whitethorn trees, but during a residence of
eighteen years I only saw that one case of its growing
on the Portugal Laurel. Thomas Woodford^ Qitex
Fark^ Margate.

ORESTR^;

Although for the present all works of tree plant-

ing are completely suspended, yet it is well to be pre-

pared and ready for active operations when the

weather again proves favourable for the work. In my
last article I endeavoured to show some of the

numerous advantages of autumn of spring plant-

ing of small forest trees, and I shall now state a

few particulars respecting the removal and transplant-

ing of large ones, such as are usually above the size

found in public nurseries but lifted from amongst
other trees in plantations, or single trees removed
from one place to another, to produce some of the

varied desirable results arrived at by such undertak-

ings. It may be stated in the first place that the

greatest disappointments I have met with in planting

large trees {that is, trees from 12 to 20 feet high and
upwards) have arisen from the fact that the roots

with which the tree was lifted underwent decay

in its new situation. After witnessing the ineffectual

yet repeated eff"orts and struggles of transplanted trees

of various species to make progress and start into

growth I have dug them up, and found that in almost

every case of failure the cause lay in the decay
and rot of the principal roots, so that the only source

whence nourishment was procured was through a few

small fibres at the base of the stem, quite inadequate

to sustain a tree of such large proportions with food,

and consequently the branches gradually died, as also

the upper part of the stem. When a tree is

removed with a ball of earth large enough to include

in it sufficient roots for absorbing its requisite susten-

ance the results are favourable and usually satisfac-

tory; but when, on the other hand, the earth has got

detached so that the greater part of the roots are bare

and exposed, and consequently have on being planted

to come into immediate and direct contact with soil

other and different from what they had grown in for

years, they almost invariably rot and die away, and

an entirely new class of roots has to be formed from

the lower part of the underground stem suited to their

new soil and condition. Now it is ver}' evident that

in order to secure successful transplanting one of two

things requires to be done, namely, either to remove

the tree with a ball of earth which includes abundance

of roots, or, failing to do this, to put the bare roots

under such favourable conditions as to food, &c.,
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that they will not die and rot away. Two cases

of interest may be quoted which throw some

light upon this important subject ; one was the lift-

ing of some large-sized shrubs and ornamental trees

for the purpose of building a house upon the site.

This was done in July, 1S57, in the following

manner. Most of the plants had no earth-balls

attached to them, and not many fibrous roots, the

work being done with common unpractised labourers,

who by no means over-tendcrly handled them. On
their removal they were planted into a large heap of

half-rotten leaves, with a .spadeful of sharp white

sand sprinkled amongst what immediately came in

contact with the bare roots, and were at the time of

planting, and occasionally afterwards during summer,

well watered. Not one of the plants died, or indeed

lost a single branch or twig. I did not see them

removed to their permanent situation, or know how
they afterwards succeeded, as I shortly thereafter left

the scene of operations and the district as well.

The other case to which I refer was the removal of an

Araucaria 10 feet high, and well proportioned. The

soil in which it grew was clayey, and the tree con-

sequently lacked small fibres. A trench was dug

round it the year previous to removing, forming a

circular ball 4 feet diameter. The digging round

stopped its growth almost entirely for a year, and

some of the lower branches withered and conse-

quently have never again recovered. When dug

round the trench was filled with leaves partially de-

cayed, with a mixture of sharp sand sprinkled amongst

them. On opening the trench for removing the tree

,it was found that the extremities of the cut roots had

made some fibres, and these were carefully guarded

against injury on the transit of the tree. On trans-

planting a similar mixture of leaves with sand was again

used, and during that and the succeeding summer it

was watered once or twice a week in dry weather.

The tree is now growing rapidly, and will soon to all

appearance make up for the interruption it sustained

during the process of removing and transplanting.

Being in the practice of transplanting from fifty to a

hundred trees, or thereby, of large size, every season,

I find that those dug round and removed forthwith to

their final destination succeed upon the whole fully

better than those dug round and prejiared. In the

latter case the check first given by cutting the roots,

and then by removing the tree before it has regained

its former vigour, produce worse results upon the

future health of the tree than one though somewhat

severe check for all given by removal. This, how-

ever, is a safe guide in transplanting or removing any

tree, namely, not to attempt the operation with any

tree, from whatever cause produced, that is at all in a

sickly condition ; and again, fast growing trees should

only be planted in soils that will produce rapid and

luxuriant growth—the Poplars, for example, should

never be planted in light or poor soil, nor the Norway

Spruce upon other than soft, loose, and cool soil.

The Birch luxuriates in sand, and succeeds well upon

the site of an old turf dyke, and dislikes anything

rich or stimulating. Oak trees and Thorn hedges

appear to relish limed soils, while the Rhododendron

and probably all species of Coniferx are poisoned by

it. C. Y. Michk, Cullm House, Dec. 16.

Reports of Societies.

Royal Horticultural: Dec. 17.— Sir Trevoi

Lawrence, Bart., M.P., in the chair. So few persons

were present at the afternoon meeting that only the

usual routine business was transacted ; and the meet-

ing broke up after the Chairman had paid a well-

merited compliment to Messrs. Charles Lee & Son

for a remarkably effective group of hardy ornamental-

foliaged plants, exhibited by them in the entrance

court.

Scientific Committee.—Sir J. D. Hooker,

K.C.S.L, in the chair.

Nomenclature of Garden Plants.—Some conversa-

tion took place as to Dr. Masters' paper on this sub-

ject, read at the last meeting : but it was decided to

postpone the discussion until the paper was printed

and in the hands of the Fellows.

Monstrous Vei^ctable Marraie.—Dr. Masters showed,

on the part of Mr. Hepper, The Elms, Acton, a dried

fruit of a Vegetable Marrow, raised on a long stalk,

such as that which supports the male flower.. As the

specimen was now dry and detached from the vine,

it was not possible to give the correct explanation of

this singular specimen.

Conophallus '! Titanum.—Dr. Masters read a letter

from Cav. Fenzi of Florence, giving further details as

to this gigantic Aroid. (See p. 78S.)

iMistleto.—Dr. Masters contributed on the part of

Mr. Corderoy of Blewbury, Didcot, specimens of

male and female Mistleto, supposed by the sender

to be parasitic the one upon the other ; the

female branches are shorter and closer in habit

than the male, which arc long and whip-like. The
specimens were referred to Rev. Geo. Henslow for

examination and report. At one of the meetings of

the committee in 1869 similar specimens were shown,

which were considered to be illustrations of monoecism

{see Masters' Vegetable Teratology, p. 509).

Dried Bananas.—Mr. G. F. Wilson exhibited

specimens of Banana fruits, peeled and dried in the

sun.

Beetle in Ascension. — Mr. MacLachlan reported

that the beetle which causes great injury to the Vines

in the island of Ascension was Siderodactylus ornatus,

a beetle allied to Cctonia.

Mokurrus Resin.—Ht. M. C. Cooke showed speci-

mens of a substance used in India as an astringent,

the source of which had hitherto been a subject of

dispute. It has, however, been recently ascertained

by Mr. Baden Powell to be the produce of Bombax
uwhibaricum. The nature of the substance is still

doubtful, as there are no traces of insect-puncture, nor

is the substance produced as a result of artificial

injury to the tree.

Plants Exhibited.—From Mr. Low, of Clapton,

came the singular little Masdevallia triglochin, a

small-flowered species, with flowers of a yellowish

lirown, with long antenna-like t.ails. From Sir Geo.

.Macleay's garden, Mr. Green, gr., brought Bilbergia

nutans, an elegant Bromeliaceous plant, with a nod-

ding spike beset with pink bracts and greenish flowers,

with blue segments edged with white ; Grevillea fas-

ciculata, a nearly hardy Grevillea, with orange-red

flowers smaller than those of G. rosmarinifolia ; and

.Echmea Weilbachii, a Tillandsia-like plant, with a

branched spike of coral-red bracts and violet-purple

flowers.

Floral Committee.—Jlr. C. Noble in the chair.

With the exception of a large and most tastefully

arranged collection of hardy ornamental plants, con-

tributed by Messrs. Charles Lee & Son, of Hammer-
smith, there were comparatively few subjects to be

placed before the committee. Mr. Bull exhibited

the very fine new La;lia anceps alba, noticed by us

last week, and which to-day was awarded a First-

class Certificate. Mr. Green, gr. to Sir George

Macleay, received Botanical Commendations for

Grevillea fasciculata, a sm.all narrow-leaved species,

with orange-scarlet flowers ; and Bilbergia nutans, a

somewhat slender species, with a drooping panicle of

flowers somewhat resembling a rcflex-petalled Fuchsia

in shape, the segments being green, distinctly mar-

gined with blue or bluish purple, and the anthers

yellow ; it has pinkish bracts on the flower-

stalk. Mr. Green also showed a flowering plant

of /Echmea Weilbachii, with coral-red bracts and

violet-purple flowers. From Mr. R. Gilbert, gr. to

the Marquis of Exeter, Burghlcy Park, Stamford,

came specimens of his fine new double Primulas,

Marchioness of Exeter, blush white ; Mrs. A. F.

Barron, white ; Princess, blush, striped and mottled

with rosy purple ; and Lord Beaconsfield, bright rosy

magenta, a flower, like the others, of good size, and

perfectly double. It was shown in the cut state at the

last meeting, and having seen the plants to-day the

committee gave it a First-class Certificate. Mr.

Noble again showed Thujopsis borealis aureo-varie-

gata. From Mr. J. George, gr. to Miss Nicholson,

Putney Heath, came Abutilon Rose Queen, one of a

number of promising seedlings which he has raised ;

and which, besides being of neat habit, has flowers of

a rich soft sh.ide of rose. Mr. Cannell received a vote

of thanks for cut blooms of Zonal Pelargoniums, re-

markable for their fine size and rich colours, and we
might almost say their profusion considering the

season and the weather. The principal contribution

was a couple of dozen bunches of named sorts, so

brilliant and good in every way that we give their names
as a guide to othergrowers :—H. Jacoby, Lizzie Brooks,

Belle of Surrey, Samuel Holden, Dr. Denny, David

Thomson, M. Pouton, The Shah, Mrs. Leavers, Mr.

Pollett, Rienzi, Circulator, Ivleon, Titania, Remus,
Mr. Chandler, A. Henderson, Louisa, Miss Gladstone,

Mrs. Whitely, Colonel Seely, Lady Shefiield, and

Mr. Parker. Of the white and salmon varieties of

Vesuvius and New Life Mr. Cannell staged a dozen

bunches each. An attractive group of Cyclamens,

shown by Mr. H. B. Smith, Ealing Dean, also gained

a vote of thanks. Mr. Hepper, gr. to C. O. Led-

ward, Esq., The Elms, Acton, received a similar vote

for nine plants of Solanum pendulum, a seedling with

somewhat of the habit of .S. Capsicastrum, but with

the midrib of the leaves white. Mr. C. Batters, gr.

to Mrs. Gerard Leigh, Luton IIoo Park, Beds, senl a

fruit of Pandanus reflexus, a subglobose mass covered

with small spines, like a Pine-ajiple. The fruiting of

a Pandanus is a rare occurrence in this country,

so rare indeed that we did not meet with any one

present who had seen one before. The committee

awarded a vote of thanks. Mr. Helms, gr. to F. A.

I'hilbrick, Esq., Avenue Road, Regent's Park, con-

tributed a flowering specimen of Odontoglossum

Warscewiczii, and a splendid mass of Sophronites

gr.andiflora, with between thirty and forty of its richly

coloured crimson-scarlet blossoms—a grand piece,

which gained a Cultural Commendation. Messrs.

Hugh Low & Co., Clapton, received a Botanical

Commendation for Masdevallia triglochin, a very

small-leaved Br.azilian species with distinct yellowish

brown flowers, described last year at p. 648, vol. viii.

Mr. Thomson, Garden Superintendent at the Crystal

Palace, sent cut branches of Eucalyptus globulus,

bearing fruit, obtained from specimens measuring

respectively 48 feet and 80 feet in height, growing in

the Crystal Palace building. Mr. Thomson received

a vote of thanks.

Messrs. Charles Lee & Son were awarded a Gold

Flora Medal for their splendid group of hardy plants,

above alluded to, and which, consisting of specimens

varying in size from a tall pyramidal Holly to a very

dwarf Euonymus, gave them an opportunity ot creating

a pictorial effect, which was exceedingly pleasing,

and which admirably illustrated the great value ofsuch

subjects for the enlivenment of our gardens during

the dull months. We add the list of plants shown,

and may remark that the group will remain on view

at Kensington for some days yet :

—

.\bies aurea, gold ; A. Engelmanni, grey ; A. Menziesi,

grey.

.\ucuba vera foemina, berried, green and red.

Biota, Chinese .'\rbor-vit£e, varieties—B. argentea, silver

speckled ; B. aurea, golden bronze ; B. a. variegata.

gold speckled ; B. elegantissima, bronzy gold

;

B. e. picta, gold, speckled silver ; B. fi'liformis,

bright green ; B. perfecta (new), green in winter,

bright sulphur-gold in spring ; B. semper-aurea ;

golden bronze.

Bcrberis pygmzea, deep green.

Buxus nana variegata, silver and green.

Cedrus Deodara alba spica, silver.

Cupressus Lawsoniana varieties;— C. alba penduUi,
white and grey; C. a. spica, white and grey; C.

argentea, silvery grey ; C. aurea variegata, large

gold blotches ; C. erecta viridis, bright green ; C.

lutea, yellow ; C. nana glauca, grey ; C. ochro-

leuca, yellowish white.

Cupressus macrocarpa Crippsi, green, speckled white
;

C. sempervirens variegata, green, speckled gold.

rUoeagnus pungens variegata, golden margin.

Euonymus japonicus, varieties :—E. aurea maculata, gold

in centre of leaves ; E. Due d'Anjou, light and dark
green striped ; E. latifolia argentea, gold and silver

;

E. 1. a. elegans, bright silver ; E. 1. aurea elegan-

tissima, deep gold margin ; E. microphylla or pul-

chella, deep green ; E. radicans variegata, bright

silver margin ; E. rotundifolia argentea, silver

Gynerium argenteum compactum elegans, silver striped.

Hedera (Ivy) varieties :—H. arborea argentea, bright

silver margin ; H. a. aurea, gold blotched ; H. a.

elegantissima, silver edge ; H. a. Roegneriana, dark

green ; H. a. yellow berried, green leaf,

Juniperus varieties :—^J.
chinensis aurea, straw colour;

J. drupacea. bright green
; J. japonica aurea.

entirely gold ; J. j. argentea variegata, silver blotch ;

J. j. aurea variegata, gold striped; J. Neoboriense,

greyish green
; J . virginiana argentea, conspicuous

white speckles
; J. v. columnaris, dark green ; J. v.

elegans (Lee), dark green, suffused with cream.

Ligustrum (Privet) varieties :—L. coriaceum, dark green
;

L. japonicum, dark green ; L. lucidum aureum
variegatum, bright gold margin ; L. ovalifolium,

brightest gold margin ; L. sinensis tricolor, green,

silver, and rose colour.

Osmanthus varieties :—O. ilicifolia argentea, silver mar-

gin ; O. i. aurea, dull gold margin.

Prumnopitys elegans, light green.

Retinospora vaiieties :— R. cupressoides, light brown ;

R. ericoides, liglit brown ; R. filifera. green ; R.

juniperoides, bluish purple ; R. obtusa nana aurea,

entirely gold ; R. pisifera lutea, yellow ; R.

plumosa.'light greenish white ; R. p. alba spica,

tips of branches white ; R. p. lutea, yellow ; R.

squarrosa, whitish grey.

Taxodium alba spica. bright silver tips to branches.

Ta.\-us (Yew) varieties :—T. aurea, gold striped ; T.

elegantissima, silver striped ; T. fastigiata aurea

(Standish), entire gold ; T. f. v.ariegata (Fisher

Holmes), gold variegation ; T. gracilis pendula,

deep green, elegant ; T. pyramidahs variegata, gold

striped ; T. W.ashingtoni, bronze.

Thuja (American Arbor-vita;) varieties :—T. alba spica,

white tips to branches ; T. pUcata lutea, entire

gold ; T. Vervajueana, light bronze.

Fruit Committee. — II. Webb, Esq., in the

chair. The principal contributions to this meeting

were admirable collections of Apples shown by Mr.

Gardiner, Eatington Park, Stratford-on-.\von, and

Mr. Louis Killick, Mount Pleasant, Langley, Maid-

stone. Mr. Gardiner put up forty varieties of Apples

and six of Pears, the former including most of the

best known sorts, represented by fine well-coloured

examples, and which, in the case of one or two

sorts, and notably of Adam's Pearmain, were con-

siderably above the ordinary quality. Mr. Gar-

diner was .awarded a Silver Knightian Medal.

Mr. Killick's collection included about thirty

dishes of unusually highly-coloured specimens ; and

a Cultural Commendation was the reward. Mr.

tjilbcrl, gr. to the Marquis ot Exeter, again sent
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specimens of the new Cabbage Broccoli which he
exhibited last season, and which after being boiled

to-day proved so good a vegetable that a First-class

Certificate was awarded. The specimens placed
before the meeting were of good size and solid, and
of mild flavour and tender when cooked. It had the
flavour somewhat of a Marrow, and must become a

great favourite, no other plant of a like nature coming
so large or so good at this season. Mr. Gilbert also

showed a handsome brace of Taylor's Montrose
Cucumber Dispatch, a blunt white-spined variety in

the way of Telegraph. Seven varieties of Apples
were exhibited by Mr. S. Ford, gr. to W. E. Hubbard,
Esq., Leonardslee, Horsham, including a seedling

named Dr. Hogg, which proved to be of sufficiently

good quality and distinct enough to gain a P'irst-class

Certificate. It is a medium-sized culinary variety,

somewhat flat, and ribbed or angular in shape, and
of a pale greenish-yellow colour, with the short-

grained, brisk-flavoured, white flesh peculiar to such
sorts as the Calville Blanche. G. F. Wilson, Esq.,

showed a sample of dried Bananas, of very nice

flavour; and Messrs. Ross, Coates & Co., of Dunster
House, Mark Lane, sent a sample of Apples
dried or evaporated after being sliced, and which
proved to have lost none of their flavour in the pro-

cess. When good Apples are scarce these will

prove an acceptable substitute for the table.

From Mr. D. Wilson, gr.. Castle Hill, South Molton,
came a couple of fine Smooth Cayenne Pine-apples,

weighing together 15^ lb., which received a Cultural

Commendation. A good dish of Tomatos was con-

tributed by Mr. Iggulden, gr. to R.B.W. Baker, Esq.,

Orsett Hall, Romford ; and Mr. F. N. Dancer,
Turnham Green, sent specimens of the Reinette de
Caux and Dutch Mignonne Apples ; and a highly

coloured variety, named Waltham Cross, came from
Messrs. William Paul »S: Son. Mr. Douglas showed
bunches of the Golden Queen and Royal Vineyard
Grapes illustrative of his remarks in our last issue.

London : Earontctcr.—V>\\x\x\^ the week ending
Saturday, December 14, in the vicinity of London the

reading of the barometer at the level of the sea

decreased from 29.60 inches at the beginning of the

week to 29.47 inches by mid-day on the 8th, increased

to 29.89 inches by the morning of the lith,

decreased to 29.59 inches by the afternoon of the

14th, and was 29.67 inches at the end of the week.
The mean daily readings were below their averages

on every day of the week, the amounts being as

follows :—Sth, 0.44 inch ; 9th, 0.28 inch ; loth,

o.llinch; nth, o. 11 inch; 12th, 0.22 inch; 13th,

0.29 inch ; and 14th, o.37inch. The mean reading for

the week at sea-level was 29.71 inches, being 0.27 inch
below that of the preceding week, and 0.26 inch

below the average.

Temperature.—The highest temperatures of the air

observed by day varied from 34!' on the Sth and
34'' on the nth, to 29^ on the 12th and 29^^ on the

13th ; the mean value for the week was 32". The
lowest temperatures of the air observed by night

were as follows :—Sth, 32° ; 9th, 27^9 ; loth, 26°

;

nth, 25°.9 ; I2th, 25*". 7 ; 13th, 20°.4; 14th, I9°.2
;

the mean value for the week was 25 5;°. The mean
daily range of temperature in the week was 61", the

greatest range in the day being ii^"^ on the 14th,

and the least 2%" on the 8th.

The mean daily temperatures of the air were very
much below their averages on every day of the week,
as will be seen by the following :—8th, 33^2, — 8°. 2

;

9th, 31.°,— 10". 2; loth, 28^*. 2,— 12°. 8; nth, 3o°.2,
—10^6; i2th, 27°.5,— 13°.2; 13th, 25'.3,— 15°.3 ;

14th, 25^.8, — 14'^. 9. The mean daily temperature
of the air for the week was 28^7, being 12*. 2 below
the average of sixty years' observations, and 10°.

8

below the value for the corresponding week in 1877.

The highest readings of a thermometer with black-

ened bulb in vacuo, placed in sun's rays, were 49|°
on the 13th, and about 40" on the Sth, 9th, and
14th ; on the 12th the reading did not rise above 30".

The lowest readings of a thermometer on grass,

with its bulb exposed to the sky, were 13;^° on the

14th, 16° on the 13th, and about 23"* on the loth,

nth, and 12th ; the mean of the seven lowest read-

ings was 22|°.

Wind,—The direction of the wind was N., and
its strength very gentle. The weather during the

week was intensely cold and foggy.

Snffw fell on the nth. The sky was overcast from
the Sth to the I2th inclusive ; but on the 13th and
14th the sky was generally clear, and the sun shone
brightly at times.

Rain.—A little rain fell on the Sth ; the amount
measured was o.oi inch only.

England : Temperattire. — During the week
ending Saturday, December 14, the weather was very

cold and unusually severe. The highest tempera-
tures of the air observed by day were but 43.^° at

Plymouth, 40° at Truro, 39" at Leeds, and 384" at

Bolton ; whilst the highest temperature at Cambridge
was only ITX^ ^^^ ^'^ Leicester ^t^^^

; the mean value

from all places was 37°, The lowest temperatures
of the air observed by night were 13" at Truro,
Bolton, and Sunderland, 16" at Hull, i6;|'^ at Brad-
ford, and i6^° at both Cambridge and Wolverhamp-
ton ; the lowest temperature at Brighton was 24",

and at Liverpool was ii)^ \ the mean value from
all stations was 18°. The greatest range of tempera-
ture in the week was 27° at Truro, and the least,

1 1*, at Brighton ; the mean range from all places was
19'.

The mean of the seven high day temperatures was
the highest at Plymouth, 38', Truro 37", and Leeds
34^°; and the lowest at Leicester, Cambridge, and
Hull, all 30.^^ and Wolverhampton 31" ; the general

mean from all stations was 32^°, The mean of the

seven low night temperatures was the lowest at Bolton,

18I', Wolverhampton 20^ and Hull 20^"; and the

highest at Brighton and Leeds, both 25-4'', and Black-

heath and Sunderland, both 25^° ; the mean from all

stations was_23^.° The mean dailyrange of temperature
in the week was the greatest at Truro, 14" ; and the

least at Blackheath, 6.^" ; the mean daily range of tem-
perature from all stations was 92".

The mean temperature of the air for the week from
all places was 2S^ being I2|° lower than the value

for the corresponding week in 1S77. The mean
temperature for the week was the highest at Plymouth,
31^°, and Truro and Leeds, both 30^ ; and the lowest

at Wolverhampton, Bolton, and Hull, all 25!°,

Leicester 26,^°, and Cambridge and Nottingham, both

27^
The following table shows the extreme maximum

and minimum temperatures of the air in the week,
also the extreme range of temperature, and the mean
temperature of the air for the week at several places,

rnni;ing from the extreme South to the North of
England :—

Plymouth ..

Brighton ..

Bristol

Blackheath

Cambridge ,

.

Norwich .

.

Wolverhampti
Nottingham
Liverpool .

.

Botton
Hull
Bradford .

.

Sunderland

0"-i!
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firemen of Paris have thus extinguished in January of

this year 32 out of 51 fires; in February, 81 out of

103 ; in March, 138 out of 165 ; or in all 251 out of

319 lires. And these 251 extinctions have been to

some extent instantaneous, without the necessity of

mounting the roof or in any way disarranging the

apartments. Times.

He tliat guestioneth muck shall learn wttf^.—Bacon.

What is a Nurseryman ?— I'lease give me a defini-

tion of the term nurseryman. The appearance of this

term in a schedule of prizes has given rise to much dis-

cussion, and it is sought to define it as clearly as pos-

sible. Do you consider a jobbing g.ardener who em-
ploys three or four men in keeping small gardens in

order, h;is a quarter of an acre or so of ground on which

he grows a few shrubs, hardy plants, a:c., and a small

stove and two or three houses for the growth of bedding

plants and a few cut flowers in winter and spring, to be

a nurseryman in the ordinary acceptation of the term?

D. R. [Yes, cert.ainly ; any dealer in plants is practically

a nurseryman. Eds.
J

Moorhens. — Will some of your readers tell me the

best way of preparing moorhens for the table? Some
say the birds should be skinned ; our gamekeeper says
" No—pluck them and treat them the same as you would

wild ducks, and then they are very good ;
though they

are very hard things to pluck, but perseverance will over-

come the difficulty. The down should all be plucked off

clean." T. W.
Yew.—An article in the Agricultural Gazette states

that of the Yew trees growing at Molecomb, in Good-
wood Park, some are harmless, while others are poison-

ous. I have recently heard it stated that this distinction

lies in the sex of the tree. Can you inform me if there is

the smallest evidence to that effect ? H. K. [We know
of none. Eds.]

Qmwm
(jyrmipcmsUnU

Apricots : Henry H. Jennings. We see no rcasun

why your Apricot trees should not bear. From your

remark that " they make abundance of new wood and
no bloom," we suspect that they may be overpruned.

The Apricot flowers are borne on the young wood.

Care should be taken to lay in a fair supply of this in

summer, but not crowding it ;
and if growing freely,

spare the knife, and do not shorten any of these shoots.

Should this not have the desired effect, try gentle root-

pruning.

Catsup : Sarah. The following is Mrs. Hussey's recipe,

given in an abbreviated form :—Use sound Mushrooms
only ; cut off the stems, and if soiled peel them ; do

not cut, but break them up small
;
powder every por-

tion with salt, and set the mass in an earthen colander

placed in a bowl. The quantity of salt is not of im-

portance. After twenty-four hours, press the pulp

down in the colander ; all the liquor which thus runs

off is to be preserved. To make it keep, procure a

quart of spirits of wine, and, to flavour, add any spices

you prefer. After the catsup has been strained, let it

settle twelve hours, then put it in half-pint bottles ; fill

them up to the shoulder, add the spiced spirit to fill

the neck, and cork the bottles tightly. The spirit

should be left floating on the top, to exclude the air.

Before using shake the bottle thoroughly.

Clay's Fertiliser. — In answer to " R." and others,

we may state that the manufacturer of this manure is

Mr. S. Clay, 174, High Street, Homerton, London,

who informs us that, owing to certain legal obstacles

preventing its manufacture, he is not at present pre-

pared to place it before the general public.

Glass : R. S. Hartley's rough plate glass is not to be
recommended for glazing vineries.

Heating : Querist. The pipes would be better laid

about a foot from the ground, under the stage in front,

and near the pathway at the back, then taken one

above the other, the front ones side by side. Four or

six inches glazed pipes should be used ; they should

be put together with puddled clay. There should be

openings along the front part of the stage to allow the

heat to rise near the front sashes.

Hydrangea Culture : E. C. L. You will find a good
practical article on the subject in our pages, vol. vi.,

1876, p. 102. The subject is of too great length to be

dealt with in this column.
Monstera deliciosa : J. F. This is a strong-growing

Aroid. requiring a stove temperatiu-e and good loam
to grow it well. It thrives admirably over a tank,

where its roots can reach the water, but soon grows

out of bounds, and on that account you may find it

most convenient to allow it to run up a wall or pillar.

Moorhen : H. £. W. According to my own observa-

tions the female bird is the smaller and less deeply

coloured, and I do not remember to have examined
any examples in which I did not find this to be the

case ; but I am bound to have some regard to the

contrary statements advanced by other ornithologists,

and I can only suppose that in some instances the

male is the less brightly-coloured bird. Alfred Newton,
Magdalene College, Cambridge.

Names of Fruit : J. M. Striped Beaufin. — J. K.
Old Colmar.

Names of Plants : J. Chapman, i, indeterminable

without flowers ; 2. Odontoglossum carinilerum.

—

J.
Davies. Leptospermum sericeum.

Nasturtium, Scarlet Tom Thumb : Subscriber.

This now famous flower was raised at Messrs. James
Carter & Co.'s Seed Farm. Dedham, by Mr. W. H.
Dunnctt, and was sent out for the first time by that firm

in the spring of 1859 ; to the seed trade in the

autumn of 1858.

Skeletonising Leaves : W. Lovell. Mr. Kaye. of

Didsbury, near Manchester, publishes a cheap little

book, which gives minute information on this subject.

The price is 3J. id., post-free in this country.

Testimonials, Agreements, &c. : Ferity, i and 2.

an employer is not justified in keeping the testimonials

received by a servant from a former employer, and
submitted for his inspection, unless they are in the

form of letters addressed to himself. We may add.

that on principle we have an objection to all open or

general recommendations, for various reasons. A
servant should always be in a position to get a fair and
honest direct statement of( character from his last

employer, and it should be addressed personally to

the individual into whose service he seeks to enter.

3 and 4, under the circumstances—that is, where there is

night-work attending fires and Sunday work, neither of

them paid for—it would not be usual to stop payment
for an occasional hour or even half-day ; but there is

perhaps another side to the question. Obviously,

since you ask about " prosecution " for refusing to do
tliis Sunday work and night work, there is something
altogether wrong between you and your employer, and
you had better make a fresh bargain or part, which

latter you can do by giving the month's notice referred

to as part of your agreement. It makes no difference

that the occupation is in the department of market
gardening.

1^" Foreign Subscribers sending Post-office Orders
are requested to make them payable at the post-office.

King Street, Covent Garden, London, and at the

same time to inform the Publisher at the office of this

Journal.

Errata.—In the account of a " Fine Old Pear Tree,"

Dec. 14, p. 761, for " 95 feet 6 inches in circumference

at base," read 9 feet 6 inches ; and for the one at

Wootton read, instead of "3 feet 4 inches." 8 feet

4 inches. Joseph Murdoch, Wootton, Warwick.

Catalogues Received :—Messrs. Rodger, M'Clelland
& Co. (64, Hill Street, Newry), Catalogue of Roses,

Fruit Trees, Strawberries, Herbs, &c. ; also Catalogue
of Trees and Shrubs, Gras.se5, Conifers, &c.—Messrs.

James Cocker & Sons (Aberdeen). Descriptive Cata-
logue of Trees, Shrubs, Conifers, Roses, Fruit Trees,

Vines. Strawberries, &c.—Alfred Solhtt (ii, Queen
Street, Scarborough), Priced List of Tiffany, Netting,

and Canvas.

Communications Received : — Borderer (yes).—Sir T. L.—
C. H. H. — G. W.—W. B. H.-F. H —J. C—A. C.-A. M.
—J. D.—F. G. D.—G. G.—J. C.-J. S.—E. A. O.-E. W. S.

— H. K. — Comme il faut.—M. J. B.—A, S. K,—A Market
Gardener (next week).—A. G. L.—A. G.—C. L.—W. N.—
E. O. F. — W. C. — W. R. M'N.—J. C. — H. F.—W. F. —
J. K.

[arkcts.
COVENT GARDEN, December i

Business does not improve to any extent

better class goods. Good samples of Grapes
manding higher rates, as also late Apples. Ja
ber, Wlwlesale Apple Market.

sxcept in

are com-
nes Web-

Apples, 5^-sieve

Cobs and Filberts

Grapes, per lb.

Oranges, per i

Pears, per doz,

Pine-apples, i

3 o-»<

Vegetables.

Lettu
Artichokes, English

Globe, doz. .. 20-40
— Jerusalem, bush. 40-..

Asparagus, Fr. sprue,

per bundle . . i 6- .

.

— English, per bun. 30-..
Beans, French, p. 100 20-..
Beet, per doz. . . 10-20
Brus. sprouts, bush. 70-..
Cabbages, per doz. .. i o- a o
Carrots, per bunch . . 04-06
Cauliflowers, per doz. 20-30
Celery, per bundle .. 16-20
Chilis, per 100 . . 20- .

.

Cucumbers, each . . 04-16
Endive, Batav. dozen 16-..
Garlic, per lb. ..06-..
Herbs, per bunch . . 02-04
The Potato market is quiet, and without alteration

Regents, looj. to ty>s. ; Early Rose, 110s. to 120

s. d. s. d.

Radish, p.bun. 40-..
es, Cabbage,

Mint, green bunch.. 04-06
Onions, young, bun. 04-06
Parsley, per bunch.. 04-..
Peas, per quart ..12 o- ..

Radishes, per bunch 01-03
— Spanish, doz. . . 10- .

.

— New Jersey, doz. 20-..
Rhubarb, doz. ..10 o- ..

Shallots, per lb. .. 06- ..

Seakale, per punnet 26-..
Spinach, per bushel 30-..
Sweet Potatos, per lb. 06-..
Tomatos, per dozen 26-30
Turnips, p. 12 bunch. 30-..

Pla

Lily, or Rich-
ardia xthiop.,doz. 24 0-30 o

Azaleas, per dozen.. 24 0-60 o
Begonias, per doz. .. 6 0-12 o
Bouvardias, per doz.iS 0-24 o
Camellias, per dozeniS 0-60 o
Chrysanth., per doz. 6 0-30 o
Cyperus, per dozen 6 0-12 o
Dracsna terminalis 30 0-60 o
— viridis. per doz. . . 18 0-24 o
Epiphyllum,perdoz. 18 0-60 o
Erica Caflfra, p. doz. 60-90— gracilis, p. dozen 9 o-ta o
— hyemalis, p. doz. 12 0-42 o

: 6-is -

J POTS.

Euonymus, var. , doz.
Ferns,invar.,p. doz.

Ficus elastica, each
Foliage Plants, vari-

Hyacin., Rom., doz. 12 0-18 c

Mignonette, per doz, 6 o- g c

Myrtles, per doz. ..{,6 0-12 <

Palms in variety,

each .. ..2 6-ai <

Pelargoniums. scar-
lets, zonal, doz . . 6 0-12 <

Primulas, per dozen 6 0-12 c

Solanums, ber., doz. 6 0-18 (

Abutilon, 12 blooms
ArumLilies, i2blms.i2 0-24 o
Azaleas, 12 sprays .. 16-40
Bouvardias, per bun. 10-40
Camellias, per dozen 6 0-18 o
Carnations, per dozen 16-40
Chrysanth., per doz. 20-60

Cut Flowers.

. d. s. d.

Lily of Valley, spray ;

Mignonette, 12 bun. 1

Narcissus, paper-
whiie, 12 sprays .. ;

Pelargoniums, 12 spr. 1

— zonal, 12 sprays :

Primula, double, per
bunch .. .. :

Roses (indoor), doz. ;

Tropieolum, 12 bun. ;

Tuberoses, per dozen 30-60

bunches.
Epiphyllum, i2blms. i o- 3 <

Eucharis, per doz. ..10 0-18 <

Gardenias, 12 blms.i2 0-24 <

Heliotropes, 12 sp. .. 06-10 Violets, 12 bunches .

Hyacin., Rom.,i2Sp. 2 o-

"»* These prices cannot be depended on during Christmas

week, on account of the large demand for church decora-
tions, &c.

SEEDS.
London : Dec. 18.—The position of the seed trade

has not this week undergone any appreciable alteration ;

home-grown parcels are marketed somewhat more
sparingly, and of choice seed there is a continued

scarcity. As regards American red there is no new fea-

ture ; meantime, whilst England neglects this article,

Germany is quietly buying it—the export movement to

Hamburg having recently assumed quite important pro-

portions. Fine white Clover does not offer freely, and
medium qualities fail to attract attention. Many pro-

vincial houses are taking advantage of the low price of

Alsike to get into stock. Last week's advance of j^2 per

ton in the value of best Trefoil is fully supported. The
exports of Timothy seed from New York since August to

date have been— to the United Kingdom 53 tons, to the

Continent 260 tons. For Hemp, Canary, Linseed, &c.,

the demand, as is usual towards Christmas, is slow.

Blue Peas find buyers on fully former terms, Good
Haricot Beans, being cheap, are in fair request. John
Shaw &' Sons, Seed Merchants, 37, Mark Lane, Lo?i'

don, B.C.

CORN.
At Mark Lane on Monday business was seriously

interrupted by the prevalence of a dense fog. As regards
Wheat the few sales concluded were at about the rate of
the previous Monday, but trade was altogether in an'
indolent and uninteresting condition, and it was not
difficult to perceive that the market was adverse to

holders of produce. Barley was slow of sale ; Oats and
Maize were held for previous rates ; Beans and Peas
were without change, and flour was dull with a drooping
tendency.—On Wednesday trade was almost at a stand-
still. Holders of Wheat not anxious to force .sales asked
previous rates, but offers of less money were not alto-

gether rejected. Barley, Oats, and Maize were slow of
sale, and prices were quoted as on Monday. Beans,
Peas, and flour with difficulty supported the rates pre-

viously given.—Average prices of corn for the week end-
ing December 14 :—Wheat, 401-. xod, ; Barley, 38J". xod.

;

Oats, 21J. td. For the corresponding period last year :

—Wheat, 5ii. ']d. ; Barley, 44J. ; Oats, 24J.

CATTLE.
At Copenhagen Fields on Monday the usual Christmas

market was held. There was immense variety among
the show of cattle. Herefords were in considerable
force ; the Devons were also very conspicuous ; the big
Sussex breed was well represented ; animals fed, if not
bred, in the Midland Counties, showed well in the varied

spectacle ;
shorthorns towered here and there, and Scot-

land sent a large quantity of animals, including some
good specimens of the Highland breeds. A considerable
number of beasts had crossed the Atlantic expressly for

this market ; and ninety-three of them had, it was stated,

just arrived from Chicago. The sheep seemed on the

whole to meet with a quicker sale than the cattle ; but
with regard to the former as well as the latter, as the day
advanced there were many complaints of slow demand.
The number of beasts that entered the market was 6830,
the number of sheep 10,850. The numbers were about
the average ; the quality, according to good judges, on
the whole somewhat below the average. Quotations :

—

Beasts, 4J. 4^. to 5J. Q.d., and 5^. 4^. to 6j. ;
calves,

5J. 6(1'. to ts. 6d. ; sheep, 5J. .^d. to 5^. 8(/., and ts. ^d.

to js. 2(/. — Trade on Thiu^sday ruled dull in tone. De-
mand was inactive for both beasts and sheep, and prices

were barely so firm as on Monday. Calves and pigs

sold slowly, at late rates.

POTATOS.
The Borough and Spitalfields Markets reports state

that there has been a fair trade doing in sound Potatos,

and prices remain steady. Inferior Potatos are dull of

sale. Kent Regents, looj. to isoj. per ton ; Essex ditto.

80J. to looi. ; Victorias, iioj. to 12,0s. ; flukes, iios. to

135J. ; Scotch Regents. 65^. to 95^.—The imports into

London last week consisted of 40,285 bags from Ham-
burg, 1659 Ghent, 1004 Bremen, 681 Antwerp, 572 Dun-
kirk, 100 Rotterdam, and 17 barrels from New York.

COALS.
At market on Monday the demand for house coals was

brisk, owing to the cold weather, and the price was ad-

vanced i^. per ton. Wednesday's business was done at

the following quotations :—East Wylam, i8j. <^. ; Walls
End—Easington, i8j. gd. ; Hawthorns, i8j. gd. ; Lamb-
ton. 20s. 6d. ; Original Hartlepool, 21s. ; Wear, iSs. gd. ;

Chilton Tees, 19J. 6d.
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Important to Foresters, &c.

SNOWBERRY (Symphoricarpus racemosus),
30,000 strong, bushy plants, 4 to 4^^ feet high. This is a

rare opportunity for those contemplating the formation of Game
Covers, Underwood, Hedges, &c., to procure extra good
plants, at very reasonable rates. Price on application.

J. T., 23, Upper Sackville Street, Dublin.

SEAKALE, no larger in the land; 4000
strong Standard and Half-standard Victoria PLUMS,

RHUBARBS, Ashleaf Kidney POTATOS.
Price on application.

ALFRED ATWOOD, Matket Gardener, 8, Palk Road,

Battersea, S.W.

pOCOA-NUT FIBRE REFUSE.—
V^' Reduced Price :—In 4 bushel bags, bags included, at \s.,

or truckload of about 250 bushels, 251. (truckload delivered free

to rail in London). Post-office Order or Cheque will oblige

with all orders.—J. STEVENS AND CO., Greyhound Yard,

and 134, High Street, Battersea, S.W.

OCOA-NUT FIBRE REFUSE, as
supplied to the Royal Horticultural Society.— Four-bushel

bag (bag included), is. : 30 bags (bags included), 20J. ; truck

free to rail, 25J.

FINLAYSON and HECTOR, Cocoa-Nut Fibre Works,

24 and as, Redman's Row, Mile End Road, London, E.

GARDEN REQUISITES.—COCOA-NUT
FIBRE REFUSE, as supplied to Her Majesty and
most of the leading Niu-serymen and Gardeners.

3(/. per bushel ; 100 for 20J. : truck (loose, 250 bush.). 30J.

4-bushel bags, id. each.

LIGHT BROWN FIBROUS PEAT, 5s. 6d. per sack :

5 sacks, 35J. : 12 for 45J., or 36^. per ton.

BLACK FIBROUS PEAT, 51. per sack, 5 sacks 22J. ; 12

for 405., or 345. per ton : sacks, id. each.

COARSE SILVER SAND, is. gd. per bushel ; 15s. half

ton, 26s. per ton ; in i cwt. bags. 4'. each.

YELLOW FIBROUS LOAM, PEAT MOULD, and LEAF
MOULD, IS. per bushel.

SPHAGNUM MOSS, 8s. 6d. per sack.

Manures, Garden Sticks, Virgin Cork, Tobacco Cloth and
Paper, Russia Mats. &c.

Write for free PRICE LIST. Goods free to rail.

H. G. SMYTH, 10, Castle Street. Endell Street. Long Acre.W.C.

Fibrous Peat for OrcHlds, &o.

BROWN FIBROUS PEAT, best
quality for Orchids. Stove Plants, &c.. i,6 6s. per truck.

BLACK FIBROUS PEAT, for Rhododendrons, Azaleas,

Heaths. American Plant Beds. 15J. per ton.

Delivered on rail at Blackwater, S. E. R., or Farnborough,

S. W. R., by the truckload. Sample bag, ts ; 5 bags, 70s. ;

10 bags, 36s. Bags id. each.

Fresh SPHAGNUM, lol. id. per bag.

WALKER AND CO., Farnborough Station. Hants.

EAT for RHODODENDRONS and ordi-

nary POT PLANTS, in trucks containing 14 yards or

loads, put on rail at Ringwood Station, .^3 15s. Carriage paid

to London or any Station on the L. & S. W. Railway, £i is.

per truck of fourteen loads. Cash or reference.

J. PRYER, Manager, Peat Stores, Vauxhall Station and
Ringwood.

PEAT SOIL, PEAT S O I L.—
BROWN FIBROUS, good quality, for Orchids, Pot

Plants, Ferns, &c., Z6 6s. per truck. BLACK, good quality for

American Plants, Rhododendrons, Azaleas, Heaths. &c. , 17s.

per ton, or 6-ton truck for ^4 loi. Delivered on rail at Black-

water, S.ER., or Camberley, S.W.R.. by the truckload. Cash
with order. Sample sack. 5s. 6d. , or four sacks, zos.

HOLDER AND SON, Crown Nurseries, Reading.

GISHURST COMPOUND.—
Used by many of the leading Gardeners since 1859,

against Red Spider, Mildew, Thrips, Greenfly, and other Blight,

in solutions of from i to 2 ounces to the gallon of soft water, and

of from 4 to 16 ounces as a winter dressing for Vines and Friiit

Trees. Has outlived many preparations intended to supersede it.

Sold Retail by Seedsmen in Boxes. 11.. 31.. and loj. 6d.

Wholesale by PRICE'S PATENT CANDLE COMPANY
(Limited).

Sate and Certain.

SIMPSON'S RED SPIDER
and THRIP ANTIDOTE. Per quart, condensed, is. ;

per pint, 3s. 6d Supplied to Seedsmen and Chemists.

Prepared by JOHN KILNER. Wortley. Sheffield.

COTT'S WASP DESTROYER.—
The only effectual remedy for destroying these pests ;

IS. 6d., 2S. 6d. and 5s. per bottle. May be obtained through

all Seedsmen, or direct from

JOHN SCOTT. The Royal Seed Stores, Yeovil.

Thtr OrcJtardist, by J. Scott, price 3s. 6rf., the best work in

the English language on Fruit Trees and their Cultivation.

By Permission of the Hon. Board of Customs.

{Free of Duly.)

NICOTINE SOAP,
A NEW and UNRIVALLED INSECTICIDE for

PLANT CULTIVATORS.

No other Insecticide will bear comparison with this in killing

properties, with perfect safety to foliage. No known blight can

resist it, and it is the Cheapest in the market.

Price, in jars containing 8 oz., is. id., and 20 oz-, 3s. ; drums,

2S lb., 25s.

2 oz. snjftcietttfor i gallon ofwater for ordinary use.

Wholesale from the Manufacturers, CORRY AND SOPER,

Bonded Tobacco Stores, Shad Thames. London, S.E. ; or

HOOPER AND CO., Covent CJarden, W.C. ; and Retail from

all Seedsmen.

ARCHANGEL AND PETERSBURG
MAT MERCHANTS and IMPORTERS.

T BLACKBURN and SONS
f I • can now supply HEAVY PETERSBURG MATS, and

all the usual kinds lor covering and packing. ARCHANGEL
MATS specially quoted. Price Lists of all on aophcation at

4 and 5, Wormwood Street, London. E.C.

N.B. Buyers please state if Mats are required for covering,

packing, or tying, and the goods will be selected accordingly.

ANDERSON'S RUSSIA MATS
For COVERING, TYING, and PACKING,

are highly recommended for durability and cheapness. De-
scriptive CaUlogue sent post-free on application. SACKS and

BAGS of evefy description. TARPAULINS, HORSE-
CLOTHS. ROPES. LINES, and TWINES.-JAMES T.

ANDERSON. 149. Commercial Street, Shoreditch, London, E.

"POCKWORK.—Red Sandstone Rock, for
X\l Rockwork, Ferneries, Grottoes. Best and most orna-

mental Rock for the purpose. On rail here from our own pits.

WALKER AND CO., Farnborough Station, Hants.

TERRA-COTTA more durable than Stone.—
V.ase5, Tazzas, Flower Trays, Pedestals, Balustrades,

Brackets. Terminals, Cornices, &c. For designs and prices, apply

to JOHN M. BLASHFIELO, 42. Berners Street. W.

Under the Patronage of the (}ueen.

SMITH'S IMPERISHABLE
STRATFORD LABELS.

MATS ^™-"^^ARCHANGEL
P.\CKING

RAFFIA for XTING,
TRAINING STICKS and LABELS,

Bamboo Canes, Virgin Cork, dr'c.

C. J. BLACKITH and CO.,

COX'S QUAY, LOWER THAMES STREET, LONDON.

The Gardeners' Magazine says :—" We must give these the

palm before all other plant labels, as the very first in merit."

Samples and Price Lists free.

J. SMITH, The Royal Label Factory. Stratford-on-Avon.

Indestructible Terra-Cotta Plant Markers.

MAW AND CO.'S PATENT.—
Prices. Printed Patterns, and Specimens, sent post-

free on application ; also Patterns of Ornamental Tile Pave-
ments for Conservatories, Entrance Halls, &c.

MAW AND CO.. Benthall Works. Broseley.

STOVES-STOVES.
Terra-Cotta! Portable! For Coal

!

ROBERTS'S PATENT.
Healthy Heat twenty-four hours or longer for about \d.,

without attention. For Bedrooms, Greenhouses, or almost any

purpose. Prospectus and authenticated Testimonials sent. In

use daily at Patentee's—THOMAS ROBERTS.

112, Victoria Street, Westmi nster, S.W.

Price 16s.

Petroleum Greenhouse Stove.
Complete with evaporating Pan. Will burn

without attention for Twenty-four Hours.

No Smoke, no Smell, no Injury to the most
delicate Plants.

Oil is. 2fl'. per Gallon, supplied by Deatte &* Co.

Deane & Co. provide and fix Hot-water
Apparatus for all Horticultural purposes.

Factory, 1. Jacob Street, Dockhead.

Illustrated Horticultural Catalogue Post-free.

DEANE & CO.,
46, KING WILLIAM STREET. LONDON BRIDGE, E.C.

PAEIAI'S PATEIfT SYSTEI OF GLAZII& WITHOUT PTJTTY

New "Registered" Acme Plant Preserver,
With "Truss" Hinge, and no Principals.

The Ridge always fits close, the interior is free from all obstruction, the comer
are secured in iron angle-plates : glazed, without putty, with 2i-oz. glass.

Long. Wide. Price. Long. Wide. Price.

6 feet by 3 feet .. .. £2 7 ^ \ 12 feet by 3 feet .. .. £4 o <

6 feet by 4 feet .. .. 3 o o | 12 feet by 4 feet . . .. 50.

On Channelled Wrouglit-Iron

Rafters,

Secures almost entire immunity from

Breakage of Glass, great saving in repairs

and re-painting, and absolute freedom

WILLIAM PARHAM,
Horticultural Builder and Hot-water

Engineer,

NORTHGATE WORKS, B.\TH
;

280, Oxford Street, London, W.

*»* Specimens on view at either address

Illustrated Catalogues and Price Lists free

Orders amounting to £z carriage paid tc

any Railway Station in England, and tc

Principal Ports in Scotland and Ireland.

:?»"

Extra strong Cucumber or Melon Frames,
With 2-iiich sashes and t>^-inch red deal frames, secured at each com

two wrought-iron strap bolts. Glazed, without putty,

Long. Wide. Price. Long.

4 feet by 6 feet, i light . . Li
8 feet by 6 feet, 2 lights. . 3 i

12 feet by 6 feet, alights.. 5

oz. glass.

Wide. Price.

6 feet by 6 feet, 4 lights.. £7 5 o

o feet by 6 feet, 5 lights. . 8 15 o
4 feet by 6 feet 6 lights. . 10 10 o

T. H. P. DENNIS & CO.,
MANSION HOUSE BUILDINGS,

QUEEN VICTORIA STREET, LONDON, E.G.,

CONSERVATORY AND GREENHOUSE BUILDERS,

HOT-WATEE ENGINEEES.
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"rpHE TORTOISE"
JL SLOW COMBUSTION

STOVE, tile-lined, without grate, is

the cheapest and most etncient heating

power for Conservatories, Gteenhonses,
&c., being perfectly free from emitting

sulphur funries ; it burns colce, cinders,

or any refuse fuel without attention :

no duit. Prices from 301. to 6oj. each.

Apply for Testimonials to C. PORT-
WAY, Patentee, Halstead, Essex ;

or to HVDE and WIGFULL
(Limited), Sheffield, sole Licencees

and Makers for the North of England.

STEVENS'
TRENTHAM GREENHOUSE BOILER,

After lone expeiience, has proved the most SIMPLE.
ECONOMICAL, EFFECTUAL, and LASTING BOILER
extant : recently improved.

See Testimonials from Highest Authorities.

For Illustrations, with full particulars, aoplv to the Sole Makers,

F. & J. SILVESTER.
HOT-WATER ENGINEERS, &c., &c.,

Castle Hill Works, Newcastle, Staffordshire.

S^ Our Boilers are the ONLY ones made with the sanction

and under the inspection of the inventor, Mr. Stevens— ail

others being base imitations.

G-EE B N'S
P.VTENT

WROUGHT- IRON HOT- WATER
BOILERS,

With Shelves or Tubes, and Hollow
Grate Bars,

SADDLE BOILERS with Waterway Backs,
and WELDED BOILERS,

ihouses, C
Idings, E

Specially adapted for H
Churches, Chapels, School?

Warehouses, Workshops, S

Tliey arc tlic Neatest. Cluapcst. Most Effective

Durabte ofany extant.

THOMAS GREEN & SON,
SMITHFIELD IRONWORKS, LEEDS; a

54 and 55. BLACKFRIARS ROAD. LONDON, S.E.

COALS FOR HOTHOUSE
PURPOSES.

WOOD AND CO/S
STAR ANTHRACITE SMOKELESS STEAM COAL

is now being extensively used bymany of the principal Growers

and is found to be preferable to any other kind of fuel in respect

to cheapness and durability, and particularly on account of its

being perfectly free from sulphur, and that it does not clinker

the fire-bars.

WOOD AND CO. deliver in truckloads to any Railway

Station, prices for which can be had on application, or can be

delivered by Wood & Co.'s Vans (in the Metropolis).

WOOD AND CO. append a testimonial given to them by

Messrs. Beckwith & Sons, a firm of great experience, and who
have kindly allowed them to make whatever use of it tliey may
think fit.

TottenJuim Nursery, London, N., Dec. 28, 1877.

To Messrs. Wood & Co.
Dear Sirs,—With reference to your enquiry respecting the

" Star " Anthracice Coal with which you supplied us—as to how
it suited, its economy or otherwise—we have much pleasure in

informing you that in every respect it is the best Anthracite we
have ever used. We find there is no smoke from it, which is

very essential, and there is no trace of sulphur. It requires

very little stoking, and leaves very little ash, and certainly does
not clmker. Our consumption of Coal is about 500 tons a year,

and we have no hesitation in saying that, by using your " Star
"

Coal in the place of ordinary fuel, we shall effect a saving ol

at least iJioo this year. We attribute this to the powerful and
lasting properties of your coal.— Yours faithfully.

(Signed) G. Beckwith & Sons.

WOOD AND CO. supply all kinds of Coal for House and

Manufacturing purposes, prices for which will be sent on

application.

WOOD AND CO., Coal and Coke Factors. Merchants,

Contractors to Her Majesty's Government, 58, Coal Exchange,
E.G. ; and 4, Coal Department, Great Northern Railway,

King's Cross, N.| and Midland Sidings, St. Pancras, N.W.

JOHN BOWMAN,
Timber and Mahogany Importer and Merchant,

HORTICULTURAL BUILDER.
WEST END STEAM JOINERY,

NEWCASTLE-ON-TYNE.

GEEENHOUSES complete, from £10 to £1000.

Portable Box with One Light. 6 feet by 4 feet, glazed 1

16 oz. sheet glass, and painted four coats .

.

i" '

Portable Box with Two Lights, as above, each Light
\

6 feet by 4 feet
65s.

Estimates given for Conservatories and Green-
houses of every kind.

Wett-ieasoTted Materials ana htrst-class Worltmansttip
guaranteed.

Glasshouses.

HEREMAN AND MORTON
give Prices for all kinds of

HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS in WOOD
on receipt of particulars. Also for Heating.

A Fam/i/ilet yt. Price Listsfree.

2, Gloucester Street, Regent's Park, London, N.W.

Legion of Honotir (Paris Exhibition) : Gold Medal.

'^Cf H. LASCELLES, Horticultural

Estimates given on application for GKEENHl-
CONSERVATORIES of all kinds, and to any desi

GARDEN BOXES and LIGHTS.
Portable Box with One Light, 6 (eet by 4 feet, gl

good 15-0Z. sheet glass, painted four coats,

packed ready for use
Portable Box with Two Lights, as above, each

6 feet by 4 feet

LIGHTS ONLY.
3 feet by 4 feet light, not painted nor glazed
Ditto clazed. good 15-oz. sheet glass and painted 4 <

by 4 feet, not painted nor glazed
Dit glazed and ,

Pit Lights.-Pit Lights.

RICHARD, Steam Joinei^
Edmonton, London, is prep:ired to supply :

nf Pit Lights, 4 feet by '
'

rdeli' ;red within four

Works,
nv quantity

BECKETT BROS.,
Builders and Hot-water Engineers.

Patentees & Manufacturers of the Self-adjusting Throttle Valve,
now so much in use for Horticultural purposes.

See Illustrated CATALOGUE, Two Staynps.

Designs and Estimates on application.

; : ANCHOR STREET. CHELMSFORD.

Railway,

BtLGIAI\rGLASS^forGREENHOUSES, &c.
Can be obtained in all sizes and qualities, of

BETHAM & SON.
Q. LOWER THAMES STREET. LONDON, E.C.

B StSonhavealwaysaUrgeStock in London of 20-in. by ij-in.."

2o-in. by 14-in.. 20-in. by i6-in., zo-in- by i8in.. in i6-oz. & zi-oz.

TORTICULTURAL WINDOW GLASS.
A large variety of sizes, 15-oz., izj. dd. ; 21-oz., its. 6d.

per 100 feet. Large sizes, in Cases, for Cutting up— 15-01. 4ths,

30J. ; 3ds, 40J. per 300 feet; — 21-oz. 4ths. 301.; sds., 4o''

per 200 feet.—ALFRED SVER, Glass, Lead, Zinc. Oil and

Colour Merchant, 8. PentonviUe Road, London. N.

MESSENGER & COMPANY,
MIDLAND HORTICULTURAL BUILDING & HOT-WATER

ENGINEERING WORKS, LOUGHBOROUGH.

Horticultiral Bu Id ngs erected on Messenger &. Co s Patent Method of Construct on are erv strong, most

durable, liqht. I i it i ply t I t t perf t effi i l for intended purpose ib gu ui t 1 axe e onomical in cost

and maintenance . combine the peculi<ir advantages of Wooden and of Iron Houses, without their disadrantages.

MES.SEXGER AND CO., from their long experience, and having large Works exclusively devoted to the

Construction and Heating of Horticultural Buildings, are in a position to e.xecute with despatch, in the best manner,

the Orders with which they are entrusted. Only thoroughly well seasoned timber used.

The Plans of Landscape Gardeners, Arohlteots, and Others carried out.

Plans and Estimates forwarded free on receipt of Particulars br Post. Estimates sent free of charge.

Ladies and Gentlemen -uiaited upon.

Illustrated CAT,A.LOGUES of GREENHOUSES, VINERIES, HE.\TING .'\PPAR.\TUS, &-c.. sent free

on application. Richly Illustrated CAT.ALOGUE of HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS and HE.ATING
APPARATUS (the Designs taken from Works executed by M. & Co.), post-free for thirty-three stamps. Gentlemen

consulting this Catalogue have the advantage of inspecting designs whose efficiency has been tested by actual

experience.
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SOLE ENGLISH MEDALLISTS

AT THE

UNITED STATES
"iNITEDSTATEsW

H"^, CEMENMAl l^Fr-l

CENTENNIAL EXHIBITION "^^Ma ^F0
PHILADELPHIA.

ROYAL LETTERS PATENT.BY HER MAJESTY'S

WRIGHT'S ENDLESS-FLAME-IMPACT
HOT-WATER BOILERS.

iMM

New Descriptive Pamphlet, New Price List 0/1"]^ 1^oilers, Opinions of
the Press, and Twenty-four Pages of Reportsfrom those at work, on application.

^VILLIAM WRIGHT & CO.,
A I E, D R I E, N.B.

TheThames Bank Iron Company
OLD BARGE WHARF,

UPPER GROUND STREET,
LONDON, S.E.,

Have the largest and most complete stock in the Trade ,

upwards of ^20,000 worth to choose from.

HOT-WATER BOILERS, PIPES, and CONNECTIONS,
And all CASTINGS for HORTICULTURAL PURPOSES.

Their New Illustrated Catalogue, 2>tk Edition, now ready
{price Sixpence).

Hot-water Apparatus erected complete, or the MateriaU supplied at Wholesale Prices.

THOMAS MILLINGTON AND CO
87, Bishopsgate Street Without, London, E.G..

Jmi-ohters and Dralers in Window Glass of all kinds.

Small Squares in 16 oz.

Prices for the sizes stated, and fornot less than a box of

Special price for other sizes will be quoted upon application.

feet.

No. in

.oofcct
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THE aARDENERS' CHRONICLE. THE SOLE HIGHEST AWARD

SCALE OF CHARGES FOR ADVERTISING.
Head Litu charged as two.

n« .. ..£0 3 o 16 Lines .. . . £0

ND SIXPENCE FOR EVERY ADDITIONAL LINE.

t across columns, the lowest charge will be 30J.

Page /9 o °
HilfPage 500

GARDENERS, AND OTHERS, WANTING SITUATIONS.

Births. Deaths and Marriages. 5^. each insertion.

Advertisetftetcis for the current lueek must reach the OJjfici

by Thursday noon.

All Subscriptions Payable In Advance.
Thi United Kingdom: 12 Months, i,x 31. 101/.; 6 Months,

lis. lid, ; 3 Months, 6^.

Foreign : 26s., including Postage for 12 Months.

P.0.0. to be made payable at the Kins Street Post-office, W.C,
to W. Richards.

Publishing Office and Office for Advertisements,

41, Wellington Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C.

BOULTON & PAUL,
NEW and IMPROVED POULTRY FENCES.

This fence is a much stronger desLnptioii of fencing than the

lattice panels with loose standards, and is more portable, being
made in lengths 6 feet long with double pronged feet. A run
or pen can be formed of any length or shape without extra cost ;

it is easily fixed or removed : the gate can be placed in any pan
of the fence.

Price'^ —
6 feet high, including all necessary Bolts and

Nuts .. .. .. sj, per yard.
Doorway complete, 2 feet wide, including

Standards and Arched Stay . .

.

. . 13^. 6d. each.

Angle-iron Pillars for Corners, with Cast Orna-
ments .

.

.

.

.

.

. . .

.

. . 3J, each.

Carriage paid on orders of ^os. value. Orders executed on receipt.

NEW POULTRY LIST, with Illustrations, on application.

BOULTON AJWJ PAUL, Norwich.

GOLD MEDAL

iJ. J. THOMAS & CO,
Paris ExJiibition^ 1 878.

FITTINGS for WIRTnG WALLS.
NEW and IMPROVED SYSTEM.

f^iil
The following prices give the total cost of ea-n .-ne 01 wire,

including holdlrsts, straining bolt, intermediate guiJing eyes,

xo feet aparr, p' d best quality galvanised wire ;

—

Lengthof Wall—2oyds. 40 yds. 60 yds. 80 yds. 100 yds
J. d» s. d. s. d. s. d. s. d.

No. 14 Guage Wire 10 17 21 27 31
No. 13 ,, ,. I 3 I 10 2 s 3 o 3 7

Illustrated Lists, with full particulars of the above and
Fitiings ior Espalier Trainers, on very economical principles,

free on application.

Five per cent, discount allowed for prompt cash on Orders
amounting to 20^. and upwards.

Special quotations/or larger giianiities.

J. J. THOMAS & CO.,
Paddington Iron and WLreworks,

285 and 362, EDGWARE ROAD, LONDON, W.
P.O. Orders to be made payable at 310, Edgware Road.

PARIS EXHIBITION,

GALVANISED WIRE NETTING.

THE SILVER MEDAL
And the Report of the Jury that

J. B. BROWN & CO.'s Netting was the

Finest in the Exhibition.

Also Sole Prize Medals at Vienna, 1873,
Philadelphia Centennial, 1876.

P/tcii /> > I lilt It Yard, 24 in. high:—

Size
of

Mesh.
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M
Price 6d.

A Y F A I R : a Non-Society Journal
of Literature and Politics, unambitiously illustrated,

been permanently enlarged by eight columns.

Contents of this week's Number (December 17) :

—

Personalities on the Bench.
, Our Canadian Cousins.

A Log. -Part IIL
, Oberon.
, The Chat of the Fair.

. Magazine Day,
Fashic in the Fair.

1. On the Watch,

2. Bullying and Cringing.

3. Personal Experience on
Tramp, — No. i. Doing
the Spike and the Skipper.

4. Fancies of theFair.—No. 27.

The Jolly Jingo Bishop.

5. The Fair in the City, 1878.—A Ketrospect

May/air, unambitiously illustrated, price 6.7. Yearly sub-
scription, 28J. (payable in advance). For sale by all Metro-
politan Newsagents and at all Bookstalls, on Monday afternoon,
and throughout the couutry on Tuesday morning.

" Mayfair" Offices :—Peaufort Buildings, Strand. W.C.

EVUE de THORTICULTURE BELGE
et ETRANGERE (Belgian and Foreign Horticultural

Review).—Among the principal Contributors are :—A. Allard,

E. Andre. C. Baltet. T. Buchetct. F. Burv«nich F. Crcpin.
Comte de Gomer, De Jonge van Eilemeet, O. de Kerchove de
Denterghem. P. E. de Puydt. C de Vis, J. Gillon. A. M. C.
Jongkindt Coninck. C. Koch. J. Kicks, L. Linden. T. Moore,
C. Naudin, B. Oliver, H. Origies. E. Pynaerl, E. Rodigas.
A. Siraux, O. Thomas. A. van Geert Son. H. J. van Hulle, J.
Van Volxem, H. J. Veitch. A. Westma.;l. and P. Wolkenstein.
This illustrated Journal appears on the ist of every month,

in Parts of 24 pages, 8vo, with a Coloured Plate and numerous
Engravings.
Terms of Subscription for the United Kingdom :—One year,

loj,
,
payable in advance.

Publishing Office : 143, Rue de Bruxelles, Ghent, Belgium.
Post-office Orders to he made payable to M. E. PYNaERT,

at the Chief Post-office. Ghent.

THE CULTIVATO R.—
A Portuguese Monthly Agricultural Journal, which

circulates in Portugal and her possessions, and in the Principal

This paper offers an excellent medium for Advertisements of
every description of industry and of every article of Consump-
tion in the countries and places above mentioned.
Advertising charges, 8rf. per square inch. Translation included.
Ten per cent. Discount for six months ; 20 per cent. Discount

for twelve months, if paid in advance.
Address, the Editor of the Cultivator. St Michael's. Azores.

Farms, Estates, Residences.
Any one desirous of Renting a Farm or Reside

M
chaMne of Ihe

IDLAND COUNTIES HERALD
supplied free for six weeks on staling the purpose for

which the paper is required, forwarding name and address, and
six halfpenny stamps for postage, addressed " Midland Counties
Hiritid Office, Birmingham." The Midland Counties Herald
always contains large numbers of advertisements relating to
Farms, Estates, and Residences for Sale and to be Let.

Belgian.

BULLETIN d'ARBORICULTURE
de FLORICULTURE, et de CULTURE MARAI-

CHERE. A monthly horticultural work, with superb
Coloured Plates and Illustrations. Published since 1865 by
F. BuRVENicH, F. Pavn.iert, E. Rodigas, and H. J. Van
Hulle, Professors at the Horticultural School of the Belgian
Government at Ghent. Post paid, \os. per annum.

H. J. VAN HULLE, Botanical Gardens, Ghent, Belgium.

THE SYDNEY MAIL
NEW SOUTH WALES ADVERTISER.

CONTEXTS :—
INTERCOLONIAL and GENERAL NEWS.
SPORTING and the FIELD, in which is incorporated

BELL'S LIFE in SYDNEV,
RECORD of RACES, and NOTES on the TURF.
CRICKET and AQUATICS.
THE FLORA of AUSTRALIA. (Drawn and Engraved

specially for this Journal.)

NATURAL HISTORY. (Original Articles.)

AGRICULTURE, PASTORAL, HORTICULTURE.
GOLD FIELDS and MINING generally.

STOCK and SHARE REPORTS.
ORIGINAL and SCIENTIFIC ARTICLES.
TALES by POPULAR ENGLISH and AUSTRALIAN

AUTHORS.
THE FASHIONS. DOMESTIC ECONO.MY.
INDOOR AMUSEMENTS.
THE CHESS PLAYER. THE HOME CIRCLE.
COMMERCIAL NEWS.
SHIPPING INTELLIGENCE.

The SYDNEY MAIL has a wide circulation throughout the
\ustralian Colonies, New Zealand. Polynesia, &c. It

I large amount of information on a great variety of subjt

Subscription in Advance, £1 per Annum.
Single Copies, \d. ; Stamped, ^d.

Publishing Office—Hunter Street, Sydney, New South Wales,

ENGLAND.
led Newspaper and -Advi sing AgentsThe und(

authorised to receive ADVERTISEMENTS, which"
paid in advavce, lor the SYDNEY MORNING HERALD
and SYDNEY MAIL :-

London Mr. George Street, 30, Comhill, E.G.
Mr. F. Algar, 8, Clement's Lane, Lombard

Street, E.C.

, Gordon & Gotch, St. Bride Street,

Bll

Fleet Street, E.C,

Mr. R. S. Kirk, 90, New Street.

Lee & Nightingale, 15, North John Street.

James & Henry Grace, Royal Insurance
Buildings,

Robertson & Scott, 13, Hanover Street.

W. Porteous & Co., 15, Royal Exchange
Place.

Copies of each Joumal are filed at the aboi'e

for thi use of Advertisers.

w

1^ ADVERTISERS are requested to note that

althoitgh iv€ do not object to receive Letters to be

called for^ we cannot tmdertake to foi-ivard them.

ANTED, a HEAD WORKING
GARDENER, who thoroughly understand Forcing

Vines, Peaches, and Flower and Kitchen Garden. Wages. 25^^.

per week ; house, coals, and vegetables. A married Man pre-
ferred.— E. P. G.. Thirkleby Park, Thirsk, Yorkshire.

ANTED, a HEAD WORKING GAR-
DENER. where assistance is given.—A married man

without family or young children. Must have unexceptionable
character as to sobriety, honesty, industry, and thorough
knowledge of all kinds of Forcing and Garden Work.—Address
with terms, to Blounts Court, Devizes.

"\17-ANTED, a SINGLE-HANDED GAR-
VV DENER. who understands Forcing, and who will

make himself useful.— .'Vpply, between the hours of lo and ti,

or 4 and 5, to Mr. GAMBLE, I, Gresham Buildings, Basing.
hall Street, London . EC. _

Nursery Foreman Wanted.

THE LAW.SUX SEED and NURSERY
COMPANY (Limited), are in WANT of an experienced

FOREMAN, who thoroughly understands the Working of
Rhododendrons, Hollies, Roses, Conifera:, &c,, in large
quantities.—Address applications, with copies of testimonials
or references, to Mr, DAVID SYME, Manager, i, George IV,
Bridge, Edinlnirgh

Ground Foreman,
WANTED, in one of the principal London

Nurseries, a GROUND FOREMAN, to take charge
of an extensive collection of Fruit and Ornamental Trees.-
Apply by letter, X. X., Gardeners' CItronicle Office.W.C.

MESSRS. WM. PAUL and SON are
quuing additional Hands as IM PROVERS, for the
ason. Slate wages expected.—The Ni

Improvers.

WANTED, Two intelligent YOUTHS, not
under 16, as Improvers.— For particulars and terms

address W. COLEMAN, Easmor. Ledbury.

Book-keeper.

WANTED, an experienced BOOK-
KEEPER and CORRESPONDENT, with some

knowledge of the Wholesale Seed Trade —Full particulars as to

previous employment, experience and salary required, to L. M.,
Gardeners' Chronicle Office. W.C

WANTED, an ASSISTANT SHOPMAN,
Must be sober, steady, and obliging, with a knowledge

of the Nursery Business—W. BARRON and SON, Seedsmen,
Nottingham.

WANTED, an ASSISTANT SHOPMAN,
with from six to seven years' experience in the Retail

Trade ; must be well recommended for sobrietyand general good
conduct,—Applicants must state age, give references and salary
expected, to W. TAIT and CO.. 120, Capel Street. Dublin.

WANT PLACES.
DOWNIE AND LAIRD can at present

recommend with every confidence several (irst.rate

SCOTCH GARDENERS, whose character and abilities may
be thoroughly depended upon, either for Large Establishments
or Single-handed Situations ; also FOREMEN, UNDER
GARDENERS, and FARM BAILIFFS. — 17. Frederick
Street, Edinburgh.

BS, WILLIAMS begs to intimate that he
• has at present in the Nursery and upon his Register

some excellent Men, competent either to fill the situation of
HE.AD GARDENER. BAILIFF. FOREMAN, or

JOURNEYMAN. Ladies and Gentlemen requiring any of the
above will please send full particulars, when the best selections

for the different capacities will be made.— Holloway, N.

O HENDERSON
AND SON have many excellent

GARDENERS with approved testimonials

for ability now waiting in their Nurseries for

re-engagement.

E. G. H. & Son will be pleased to answer
any enquiries from Noblemen and Gentlemen
requiring such.—Pine-apple Nursery, Maida
Vale, London. W.

OHN COWAN, The Vineyard and
Nurseries. Garston. near Liverpool, wishes to recommend

first-rate Scotch GARDENER, to any Nobleman or

E.

J
Gentleman who

GARDENER (Head).—Age 46, married, no
family: understands the Cultivation of choice Fruits,

Flowers and Vegetables, and Hardy Fruits. Good character
and testimonials.— Mr. T SMITH. Horton. Epsom.

GARDENER (Head), in any Nobleman's
or Gentleman's establishment.—Age 30 ; has a thorough

knowledge of the profession in all its brai.ches, including Early
and Late Forcing in every department. First-class references
from present and previous employer.—J. McD., Craigleith
Cottage, Edinburgh

GARDENER (Head, Working), where one
or more are kept.-Age 30. married ; understands Vmes,

Peaches, Melons. Stove and Greenhouse and Kitchen Garden.
Four years' good character—C. G., Boothby Hall, Lincoln.

ARDENER (Head, Working).—Age 30,
married, one in family ; has had eighteen years* practical

experience in the Cultivation of all kinds of Plants, Fruits, and
Vegetables in first-class establishments. Is active, energetic
and obliging ; total abstainer and well recommended.—WM!
PLUMB. Thurcroft Hall. Rolherham, Yorkshire.

GARDENER (Second, or Single-handed),
—Age 26, married ; leaving through reducing the esu-

blishmenl. Good character,—A. B. CLARKE, Cobham, Surrey,

/"^RDENER (Under),—Age 24 ; two yearsVJ and seven months in last situation.—M. CHARLTON,
Havelock Street, Race Common Road, Barnsley, Yorkshire,

GARDENER (Under). — Age 20; four
years' experience at Cambridge Botanic Gardens : good

-A, HARVEY, W, Thomp-

GARDENER (Under).—Age 19; five

years' experience in good places ; two and a-half years
under glass Good character.— F. <j. C, i, Leigh House
Cottage. Bradford, Wilts.

FOREMAN, in a good establishment.

—

Age 22 ; good references can be given from last situation.

State waees, &c.—J. SMITH. 89. Sidney Street, Mile End. E.

FORE iMAN, in a good establishment.

—

Age 25 : eleven years' experience, two years in present
situation as Foreman. Good Floral Decorator and Bouquetist,
&c. Can be highly recommended.—For full particulars as to
character, &c . apply to Mr. R. LONLDALE, The Gardens,
Ripley Castle. Leeds, Yorkshire.

To Nurserymen and Florists.

FOREMAN, where Cut P^lowers, Plants, or
Fruit are grown for M-irket.—Age 26 ; has had ten years'

good experience in all kinds of Hard and Soft-wooded Stuff;
well up in all kinds of Forcing, and would be willing to take a
great interest in it. Twelve months* excellent character.

—

MELVILLE, The Cottage, Stapleton, Dorking, Surrey.

OREMAN, or SECOND, in a Nobleman's
or Gentleman's Garden,—Age 23, single : eight years'

experience in good establishments. Can be highly recommended.
—Address, for particulars, to GEORGE ECCLESTON, Head
Gardener, Wolsley Hall, near Stafford.

O NURSERYMEN and GENTLEMEN.
—A thorough handy Man seeks a re-engagement on a

Gentleman's or Nurseryman's Estate; understands Carpentering,
Painting, GIa?ing, Plain Bricklaying, Fixing Hot-water Appa-
ratus, Pipes, &c. Good reference.—H. W., New Road. Barnet,
Herts.

HOPiMAN (Head), or MANAGER.—Age
38 ; over twenty years' practical exoerience. Good

references —H, H., Messrs. Minier, Nash & Nash, 60, Strand,
London, W.C.

To the Nursery and Seed Trade,

MANAGER, TRAVELLER, or SHOP-
MAN.—Engagement wanted by a Man of many years'

experience in the Nursery and Seed Trade. Disengaged
January i, 1879. Just returned from a three months' journey.
Extensive Retail Connection in the North of England and
Midlands. Good references. Age 35.— T. ARMSTRONG,
38, West Worsley Street. Regent Road, Manchester,

BOOK-KEEPER, or some position of trust,
in a Nursery, Seed, or Florist Business.—Age 34, First-

class references.—M., Letter Exchange, 1, Corn Street, Bristol.

KINAHAN'S LL WHISKY.
The cream of old Irish Whiskies. Pure, mild, mellow,

delicious, and most wholesome. Universally recommended by
the Medical Profession. Dr. Hassal says. " The Whisky is

soft, mellow, and pure, well matured, and of very excellent
quaUty."-3o. Great Titchlield Street. London. W.

E P P S ' S
GEATEFITL

{James Epps Is' Co., Homceopathic Chemists.)

COMFORTING

COCOA.
LAZENBY AND SON'S PICKLES,

• SAUCES, and CONDIMENTS.-E. LAZENBY
AND SON, sole proprietors of the celebrated recipes, and
manufacturers of the pickles, sauces, and condiments so lone
and favourably distinguished by the name, beg to remind the
public that every article prepared by ihem is guaranteed as
entirely unadulterated.—gz, Wigmore Street, Cavendish
Square (late 6. Edward Street. Portman Square), and 18,
Trinity Street. London. S.E.

HARVEY'S SAUCE.—CAUTION.—The
admirers of this celebrated sauce are particularly

requested to observe that each bottle prepared by E.
LAZENBY AND SON bears the label, used so many years,
signed "Elizabeth Lazenby."

More Cures of Throat and Chest Disorders (this

WEEK) BY

DR. LOCOCK'S PULMONIC WAFERS.
From Mr. Midgiey. 100, Wellington Road, Toxteth

Park. Liverpool, December 2, 1878 :—" As a preventative to
Throat and Chest Affections, and all Bronchiel Disorders, they
are invaluable ; they give mstant relief."

Sold by all Druggists, \s. \\id. and is. ijd. per box.

DINNEFORD'S MAGNESIA.
The Medical Profession for over Forty Years have approved of

this pure solution as the Best Remedy for

ACIDITY OF THE STOMACH, HEAETBURN,
HEADACHE, GOUT, AND INDIGESTION,

DINNEFORD'S MAGNESIA.
HOLLOWAY'S OINTMENT and PILLS.

—Much watchfulness must be exercised at the present
time, and the earliest evidences of ill-health must be immedia-
tely checked, or a slight illness may result m a serious malady.
Relaxed and sore throat, diphtheria, quinsey, coughs, chronic
cough, bronchitis, and most other pulmonary affections will be
relieved by rubbing this cooling Omtment into the skin as near
as practicable to the seat of mischief. This treatment, so simple
and effective, is admirably adapted for the removal of these
diseases during infancy and youth. Old asthmatic invalids
will derive marvellous relief from the use of Holloway's
remedies, which have brought round many such sufferers, and
re-established health after every other means had signally
failed.
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The Most Complete and Practical Work on Vegetable and Flower Gardening yet published.

SUTTON'S AMATEUR'S GUIDE
IN HOETICULTUEE,

New and enlarged edition, contains 3 beautiful Chromo-lithograplis, including 26 New and
Popular Varieties of Flowers, as grown at Messrs. Sutton's Florists' Flower Seed
Grounds, and nearly 300 Illustrations of the best Vegetables, Flowers, and Potatos.

Seedsmen to

Nov/ Ready,
PRICE ONE SHILLING, POST-FREE for FIFTEEN STAMPS,

OR GRATIS TO CUSTOMERS.

Seedsmen to

THE NEW AND GREATLY ENLARGED EDITION.
Her Majesty the Queen.

SUTTON'S

AMATEUR'S GUIDE
Contains Original Articles on :

—

"A YEAR'S WORK IN THE
KITCHEN GARDEN,"

from Janiiaiy to December.

'THE CULTIVATION OF
VEGETABLES,"

with instructions how to ensure a

good supply all the year round.

"THE CULTIVATION 01

F LOWERS,"

and how to make a garden pretty

at all seasons.

'A CHAPTER ON ZINNIAS:

mmwwwwwmwwwwwmwwmwmi

SUTTONS

,-'•0

INHORTICULTURI
|j^-( fQ-N'SoyiaM'

^/Suttoo&Sons"lS'<H

^^yimjyuiLjajiiJiiJiiJtui^^

H R.H. the Prince of

SUTTON'S

AMATEUR'S GUIDE
Contains Original Articles on :

—

"THE CULTIVATION OF THE

POTATO,"

including

Planting, I Soil,

Change of Seed,
|

The Sets,

Enemies of the Potato.

'THE ERADICATION OF
GARDEN VERMIN,"

Aphis,
I

Blight,

Scale, Thrips,
Caterpillars,

|
Red-spider,

&c., &c.,

M'i/h l/ie best means of destroying

them.

SUTTON'S PRICED DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE
Is also ready. It contains Descriptions with Prices of the Best Vegetables, Flowers and Potatos,

in the form of an Order List—the most convenient mode of Ordering.

GRATIS AND POST-FREE.

N.B.—Garden Peas and other Seeds are well harvested and fine this season, and Prices very moderate.

THE QUEEN'S
SEEDSMEN, £jUf0vf/oom

READING,
BERKS.

Editorial Communications should be addressed to "The Editor ;" Advertisements and Business Letters to " The Publisher," at the Office, 41. Wellinljton Street. Covent Garden. London, W.C.
Printed by William Richards, at the Office of Messrs. Bradburv. Aonbw. & Co. . Lombard Street. Precinct of Whitefriars, City of London, in the County of Middlesex, and Published by the

aid William Richards, at the Office, 4t. Wellington Street. Parish of St. Paul's, Covent Garden, in the said County.—Saturoav, December 21, 1878.

Agent for Manchester

—

John Hbvwood. Agents for Scotland—Messrs. J. Mbnzihs & Co., Edinburgh and Glasgow.
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for Saturday next, Jan. 4, 1879, will contain

a BEAUTIFULLY COLOURED ALMANAC.
For further particulars, see p. 80S.

RICHMOND HORTICULTURAL
SOCIETY.

President-H.S.H. THE Duke of Teck. G.C.B.
The Flflh SUMMER EXHIBITION of Plants, Flowers,

Fruit, &c., will be held in the Old Deer Park, Richmond, on
THURSDAY. June 26, 1879.

The first AUTUMN SHOW of Chrysanthemums, Fruit, &c.,
will be held in the Assembly Rooms of the Castle Room,
Richmond, on WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY, November
12 and 13. 1879.

Schedules can be obtained of the Honorary Secretary.

ALBERT CHANCELLOR, Hon. Sec.

I, King Street, Richmond, Surrey.—Dec. 18, 1878.

To the Trade.

CARTER, DUNNETT and BEALE'S
General CATALOGUE of Garden, Flower and Agricul-

tural Seeds, has been rested as usual to all their customers ;

should any fail to be delivered a duplicate copy will be sent on
application. High Holbom, London, W.C.

To the Trade.

CHOICE GARDEN and FARM SEEDS,
of reliable quality, for Market Gardeners and Seedsmen.

Our Priced LIST is now ready, and will be sent post-free.

Apply to HARRISON and SONS, Seed Growers, Leicester.

Notice.

UR CATALOGUE of GARDEN SEEDS
has been Posted to all our Customers. Should any not

'e received same, they will oblige by communicating at once.

HURST AND SON. 6. Leadenhall Street. London, E.C.

o

M
To Seedsmen.

ILES' NEW HYBRID MIGNONETTE.
-The grower of 6 lb. of the above (very true), solicits

an offer for it at per pound.
T. VIGOR, 2, Baker Street, Brighton.

R U I T I N G PLANTS
of PEACHES, NECTARINES. APRICOTS, and

GRAPE VINES, a large and fine stock, now offered for Sale.

THOMAS RIVERS and SON, Sawbridgeworth, Herts.

EBB'S PRIZE COB FILBERTS
and OTHER NUTS.

Persons desirous of obtaining Trees of the above, grown
by the late R. Webb, of Calcot, should give early orders to

THE MANAGER, Calcot Gardens, Reading.
CATALOGUES post-free on applicatioa

EBB'S CHOICE POLYANTHUS
AND OTHER SPRING PLANTS.

Early orders are solicited for the above choice plants. Apply to

THE MANAGER. Calcot Gardens, Reading.

UTTON'S M A G N U M B O N U M
POTATO, warranted true, sound, and a good sample.

SNOWFLA KE, just Imported from America. A few tons each
of the above to be sold cheap. A sample sack (168 lb.) of each
sort on receipt of 27^. 6rf. , new sack included.

Trade List of other Seed Potatos on application.

D. BRINKWORTH and SONS, Seed Potato Growers.
Reading.

To the Trade.

SEED POTATOS.—Our SPECIAL LIST,
containing all the best English and American varieties

grown by us the past season, may now be had, post-free, on
application.

H. AND F. SHARPE, Seed Growers, Wisbech.

Beautiful Lily.

T ILIUM NEILGHERRENSE gives flowers
-^^ nearly a foot long, deliciously fragrant. Fine bulbs that

will flower, los. 6d, each, free by post.

Being an annual importer of many thousands of Lilies direct

from iheir native haUlats, Mr. William Bull can supply the
best sorts in large or small quantities.

Establishment for New and Rare Plants, King's Road,
Chelsea. London, S.W.

M
Plants tor Winter Bedding.

AURICE YOUNG, Milford Nurseries,
Gotlalminp, Surrey. See also p. 807.

TUBEROUS ROOTED BEGONIAS.—
Extra fine mixed Seed from the best named varieties,

including Massange de Louvre-v, Etna, Paul Masarel, Vesuvius,
Magenta Queen, Aurora, Velours, iic.

In packets post-free for 18 stamps ; large ditto, 30 stamps.
T. (ACKSON AND SON, The Nurseries, Kingston-on-Thames.

iOLD MEDAL BEGONIAS.—Seed saved
lied collection of named varieties, in

led packets, is. 6it and 2^. 61/. post-free. Special offers to

.. Nurseries. Forest Hill. S.E.

G

Planting Season,

TAMES DICKSON and SONS bej; to
'" draw attention to their very superior and very extensive
Stock of hardily-grown and well-rooted TREES and PLANTS
of every description. Priced CAI'ALOGUES post-free.

"Newton" Nu . Chei

Superbly Illustrated ChromoMttiograptilc

GARDENINC; GUIDE and SEED
CATALOGUE for 1879. The most beautiful

Chromolithograpbic Gardening Guide yet published. Post-free
12 stamps. To be deducted by purchaser when ordering.

C. R. FREEMAN and FREEMAN, Economic Seedsmen,
No ,\A.

TODEAS.— Healthy young plants of T.
superba and T. hymenophylloides (pellucida), free and

safe by post. 2S. 6d. each for prepayment. Trade price (low)
per 100. or lesser quantities, on application.
ROBERT SIM. Sidcup Hill Nursery, Foofs Cray. Kent.

cHRISTMAS ROSES.— Helleborus niger,
rong blooming plants. Sample and price on application
THOS. KITLEY, Oldfield Nursery. Hath

Ornamental Trees and Shrubs, Fruit Trees, Roses, &c.

THE LAWSON SEED and NURSERY
COMPANY (Limited). Edinburgh, respectfully request

the attention of intending planters to their most extensive and
superior stock of the above.

CATALOGUES on application.

Standard Tea Roses.

PAUL AND SON have a splendid lot of fine
STANDARDS of above, 30^. per dozen. The best way

of growing these beautiful Roses.
The Old Nurseries, Cheshunt.

Fit for Immediate Working.

ROSA MANETTI and R. MULTIFLORA
DE LA GRIFFERAIE, 35i per 1000, /lo per lo 000.

A. M. C. JONGKINDT CONINCK, Tottenham Nurseries,
Dedemsvaart, near Zwolle, Netherlands.

Healthy Plants in Pots ofLILIUM AURATUM, the Golden-Rayed
Japanese Lily, per dozen. r8j, , 24J., and 30J.

BARR AND SUGDEN. 12, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

To the Trade.

NUTTING AND SONS having now posted
their Annual Wholesale Garden, Agricultural and

Flower Seed CATALOGUE to all their friends, if not to hand,
on application another shall be immediately forwarded.
NUTTING AND SONS, Seed Merchants, 60, Barbican,

London. E.C.

To the Trade.

EDMUND PHILIP DIXON'S New Trade
CATALOGUE of Garden and Agricultural Seeds.

Sent free on application.

EDMUND PHILIP DIXON, Seed Merchant. Hull.

pARNATIONS.—Souvenir de la Malmaison,
V-^ pink and white varieties, a fine and healthy stock. Price
on application.

Descriptive CATALOGUE of ROSES and FRUIT TREES
forwarded free on application.

IRELANDandTHOM son, Craigleith Nursery, Edinburgh.

ANTED, SCOTCH FIR, 15 to 20 inches,
and I J^ to 2 feel. State price per tooo, and quantity to

FISHER, HOLMES, AND CO., Handsworth Nurseries,
Sheffield.

ANTED, good straight, safe. Purple
BEECH, 10 to 12 feet high. State number to offer

and price per dozen, to

RODGER McCLELLAND AND CO., 64. Hill Street, Newry.

ANTED, Maiden APPLES, PEARS,
PLUMS, CHERRIES, APRICOTS, PEACHES

and nectarines, true to name. State sorts and Prices
per 100. Address to

A. BLACKITH and CO, Cox's Quay, Lower Thames
Street, London, E.C.

Five
Gold

Medals,
Paris,

1878.

Now Ready, price Is. 3d
ARTER'S ILLUSTRATED
VADE MECUM for 1879, containing Beau-

ful Lithographic Plates and Illustrations of the best

.erling Vegetable and Floral Novelties of the year.

Gratis to Purchasers,
he Queen's Seedsmen, High Holbom, London,W.C.

c

HORNBEAM FENCES.— EstaWished
Hedges, 6 to 7 feet, beautifully trimmed, and perfect

screens. Will move with safety. Price per tunning yard on
application,

CRANSTON and CO.. King's Acre Nurseries, Hereford.

QPRUCE FIRS for Christmas Trees, well
^^ formed, 2 to 3 feet high, 30J. per too.

RICHARD SMITH and CO . Nurserymen, Worcester.

English Yews-English Yews.

ENGLISH YEWS, 3* to 4 feet, I2.f. per doz.,
^cs. per roo

; 4 to ^]4. feet, iSs. per doz., 1005. per 100.
All recently transplanted. Every plant a perfect specimen.
JOHN P E K K I N S AND SON. 52. Market Square,

Northampton.

FOREST TREES, Seedling .and Tians-
planted.-^The very extensive stock of the above is this

season in splendid condition.

CATALOGUES on application.
The Lawson Seed and Nursery Company (Limited) Edinburgh.

LARCH, 30,000, well transplanted, for Sale,
2',^ to 3 feet. Address

GARDENER. Posl-Office. Exeter.

TTARDY EVERGREENS.—The hardily-
-^-L grown, thoroughly transplanted, therefore well-rooted
stock ol Messrs. JAMES DICKSON & SONS, " Newton '

Nurseries, Chester, is unequalled for variety, quality, and
extent. Intending planters are invited to inspect.

Priced CATALOGUE and all information post-free.

M. KNIGHT, of the Floral Nurseries,
Hailsham, Sussex, offers from his large Stocks of

Standard and Dwarf ROSES, FRUIT TREES of all sizes
Scarlet and other RHODODENDRONS well set with buds
CONIFER/F, and EVERGREENS, and DECIDUOUS
TREES for Avenues, by the dozen, too or looo, at very low
prices for well-grown stuff.

EWING AND CO. forward gratis and post-
free to applicants, CATALOGUES of their extensive and

well-grown stock of Standard and Dwarf Roses, Pot Roses,
Clematises, Vines, Fruit Trees, Ornamental Trees, and Conifera;.
The Royal Norfolk Nurseries, Newmarket Road, Eaton, near

Norwich.

To the Trade.—Erica gracilis, in good colour.

WM. CUTBUSH .\ND SON have a
very fine lot of the above, in 40-size pots, suitable for

Christmas Decorations, 75J. per 100.

Highgate, London, N., and Barnet, Herts.

WELVE CAMELLIAS, full of buds, 2r:r.,

beautiful plants, i to 1% foot high, all finest sorts, in
5-inch pots. Also AZALEAS, finest sorts, full of buds, same
price. Extra sizes of both, remarkably fine, 3crf,, 42J., and 60s.
pet dozen. Packages gratis for cash with order.

JOHN H. LEY, Royal Nursery, Croydon.

RCHIDS (winter flowering).—For Sale,
cheap, a few plants of Ccelogyne cristata and a quantity of

Pleione Wallichiana and Calanthe vestita rubro occulata. Price
on application to

S. WOOLLEV. Cheshunt, Herts.

AMPTON COURT BLACK HAM"-
BURGH VINE —Strong fruiting well ripened Canes of

this well known Grape. 5J.. 7^. fjd., and los. 6,/. each ; Planting
Canes, 3r. 6J. each. Also a good stock of most of the best kinds.

T. JACKSON and SON, Nurseries. Kingston, Surrey.

Vines—Vines—Vines,

J COWAN, The Vineyard, Garston, near
• Liverpool, is now offering a large and splendid stock ot

strong, short-jointed, and thoroughly ripened GRAPE VINES,
suitable for fruiting in pots and planting Vineries. Catalogues
free. The Trade supplied.

T>LACK HAMBURGH VINES, and other
-L' leading sons, in Fruiting and Planting Canes. Prices,

' F. R. KINGHORN, Nurseries, Richmond, Surrey.

HE DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE
of FRUIT TREES is now ready, and will be forwarded

free by post, on receipt of three penny stamps.
CATALOGUES of ROSES and ORCHARD-HOUSE

TREES post-free on application.
THOMAS RIVERS and SON. Sawbridgeworth, Herts.

FOR SALE, 2000 Stools Victoria
RHUBARB, also 2000 Faslolf RASPBERRY Bushes,

Apply to JOHN LIVINGSTON, Market Gardener, 51,
Holmscroft Street, Greenock, N.B.

ASPARAGUS ROOTS.—A superb lot of
extra strong Connover's Colossal, for forcing ; also a

large quantity of r, 2 and 3-yr.

RHUBARB.-LinnEus, Victoria, Scarlet Defiance, Prince
Albei stools.

FREEMAN, Seed
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SALES BY AUCTION.

By Order of the Mortgagees.- Tooting, Surrey, S.W.

^4 of a mile from ToDtuig .liinction, and i mile from
Balliam Station.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
are favoured with instructions from the Mortgagees to

SELL by AUCTION, at the Mart, Tokenhouse Yard.

London. E.G., on THURSDAY, January 9. at 1 fnr 2 o'clock

precisely, the very attractive and almost unique FREEHOLD
ESTATE, of 5 a. or. 25 p., or thereabouts, distinguished as
" The Nurseries." and known also as *' RoUisson's Nurseries.

Tooting, Surrey, S.W., established for upwards of half a cen-

tury, enjoying a world-wide reputation, and considered to be

one of the leading Nurseries in the kingdom, and offering as

a going concern to any one desirous of embarking in a high-

class Nurseryman's and Florist's Business an unprecedented

opportunity. Comprises an excellent detached Residence,

containing seven Rooms and Offices, spacious SEED WARE-
HOUSE, with capital Office and Store-room over — very

large and handsomely designed Conservatory adjoining ; the

extensive ranges of GLASS, containing altogether 29.000 feet

super, of Glass and Woodwork, and consisting of 26 GREEN-
HOUSES, and several Brick-built PITS, the wliole m good

repair, and heated on the most approved principles by about

6503 feet of hot-water piping, 10 BOILERS, three ot which

have been recently fixed, suitable Tanks, Propagating Cases,

and all requisite appliances for growing to the greatest per-

fection every class of Plants : 3 COITAGES. PACKING
SHED fitted with Crane, STABLING for 4 Horses, COACH-
HOUSE, range of WORKSHOPS and other Outbuildings,

the whole being brick-built and most complete in all their

arrangements.
Particulars may be obtained at the Mart, of Messrs.

GATLIFF AND HOWSE. Solicitors. 8, Finsburv Circus,

E C. ; of Messrs. LEWIS, MUNNS and LONGDKN, Soli-

citors, 8, Old Jewry, E.C.iof Mr. GEO. WHIFFIN, Account-

ant, 8. Old Jewry. E.C.; and of the Auctioneers and Estate

Agents. 98, Gracechurch Street, E.C.

Tooting, S.W.
In Liquidation.- A-f Wm. Rollisson & Sens.

HIGHLY IMPORTANT CLEARANCE SALE of INDOOR
STOCK at the Nurseries. Tooting. ->< of a niilc from

Tooting Junction, and i mile from Balham Station.

MESSRS. PROTHEROE and MORRIS
having been instructed by the Trustee to SELL by

AUCTION the whole of the INDOOR STOCK (the contents

of Fifty-six Greenhouses and Pits), without the slightest reser-

vation, purpose holding the first Sale on the Premises, the

Nurseries, Tooting, S.W., on MONDAY, January 13 and four

following days, commencing at 12 o'Clock precisely each day.

The stock to be offered will comprise the whole of the extensive

and beautiful collection of established ORCHIDS, including

several fine specimens, amongst which ma^ be specially

named Cattleya quadricolor, Mendelii, gigas, Trianae,

Regnelli and others ; Laslia flava, purpurata, autumnalis,

Perrinii ; Oncidium sessile, Cymbidium eburneum, Odonto-

glossum vexillarium Roezlii ; Saccolabium guttatum. Cypri-

pedium Sedeni, Harrisianum, Parishii, villosum, and super-

biens ; many fine Vandas, Ccelogyne cristata, Dendrobium
Falconeri, filiforme ; also upwards of 7000 medium-sized

and smallerplants, including complete collections of VANDAS,
including Parishii (very rare), suavis, Veitchli. and Rol-

lissoni, tricolor, formosa, meleagris, 50 ccerulea, 50

coerulescens. 50 Gowera; (rare) ; Dendrobium Wardianum,
100 cambridgeanum, crassinode, suavissimum, thyrsiflorum

and Farmer! ; Camarotis purpurea, 100 Saccolabium ampul-

laceum, 200 S. curvifolium ; 100 Aerides Lobbii, affine, superba

(the finest variety bloomed in this country) : 200 Cattleya citrina,

200 L^elia autumnalis,and a large and rich assortment ofother Cat-

tleyas and La:lias, complete collection of Milton las, Masdevallias,

Cypnpediums. Lycaste Skinneri, Odontoglossums in great

variety, including 36 O. Phalanopsis, 200 O. Alexandrse, 300 O.

cirrhosum, 40 O. citrosmum, 200 O. Insleayl leopardinum ;

Anaectochilus of sorts, Spathiglottis Lobbii, and other rare and

valuable kinds ; a quantity of Phalsnopsis Schilleriana and

rosea: also a fine assortment of STOVE and GREENHOUSE
PLANTS, including 50 handsome Tree Ferns, with splendid

•trunks and well-developed heads, ranging from 4 to 8 feet ; also

a beautiful assortment of Crotons and Dracamas. including all

the recent novelties ; several choice Palms and Ferns, including

Cyphokentia macrocarpa. VerschafTeltia splendida, Kentia,

Wendlandi ; Todea intermedia, grand specimen ; several T. pel-

lucida, Nephrolepsis Duffi ; a considerable number of Camellias

and Azaleas, mostly set with flower-buds ; also the entire col-

lection (believed to be the most complete of its kind) of half-

specimen and quarter-specimen hard-wooded HEATHS; also

the entire stock of young Heaths in No. 6o pots and stores,

including 22.000 E. hyemalis, 15,000 E. gracilis. 7000 E. \Vil-

moreana, and other soft-wooded species ; also 2000 choice

hard-wooded Heaths in 60-pots in great variety, together with

a selected assortment ofNEW HOLLAND PLANTS, includ-

ing Boronia elatior. Grevillea Pressii. Pultaania rosea, Leschen-

auUia formosa. Aphelexis macrantha purpurea, Genetyllis

tulioifera. Lapageria alba and rosea, 500 Fruiting VINES in

pois together with collections of VEGETABLE and FLOWER
SEEDS.

, . _, ^ ,

The stock may be viewed at any time. Catalocues may be

had on the Premises; of Mr. GEORGE WHIFFIN,
Accountant. 8. Old Jewry. E.C. : of Messrs. LEWIS. MUNNS.
AND LONGDEN, Solicitors. 8. Old Jewry, E.C. ; and of the

Auctioneers and Valuers, 98, Gracechurch Street, EC, and

Leytonstone, E.
i^QTE.—One week will be allowed for the clearance of the

stock, but in thd event of frost setting in the time will be

extended to one month. Purchasers can arrange with the

Manager, Mr. Gower, to have their lots packed and despatched.

Gentlemen who cannot attend the Sale can have their commis-

sions attended to by the Auctioneers.

Lilium auratum from Japan, Tigridia grandiflora

from NEW JERSEY, and BULBS from HOLLAND.

MR. J. C. STEVENS will SELL by
AUCTION, at his Great Rnoms, 38, King Street.

Covent Garden. W.C, on WEDNESDAY. January i, at half-

past 12 o'clock precisely, 5000 fine bulbs of LILIUM AURA-
TUM, just arrived from Japan in good condition; 3000 good

roots of TIGRIDIA GRANDIFLORA. from New Jersey; a

quantity of hardy English-grown LILIES, embracing some of

the finest in cultivation : and the bulbs are remarkably fine, in

some cases the largest that have ever been offered. Importa-

tions of LILIUMS, GLADIOLI, and other BULBS from

Holland. ^ ,

On view morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

Nursery and Market Garden.

TO BE DISPOSED OF, :i small NURSERY
and MARKET GARDEN, with good connection, in a

thriving neighbourhood. No other Nursery within 30 miles.

For particulars apply to

H. W. HUMPHREYS. Seedsman. Bangor,

PROTHEROE AND MORRIS, HORTI-
rULlUKAL, MARFiKTGAIUH'.N.-lnd EsTATB AUCTIONKIlKS

and VAi.UiiRs, 98, Gr.^cechurch Strc-i, City, E.C, and at Leyton-
stone, E. Monthly Horticultural Register had on application

To the Trade.

BELL'S ALNWICK SEEDLING GRAPE
VINE EVES, for propagating, are now being sent out

in prime condition. For terms apply to

D. P. BELL, Clive House, Alnwick.
First-class Certificates from the Royal Horticultural Society

and the Crystal Palace Company.
N.B.—A'<? other variety true.

Special Offer to the Trade.
OOD AND INGRAM have just compiled

Special LIST of NURSERY STOCK, including a

e lot of extra transplanted British Oak. which they can offer

quantities, at a reduced rate Free on application.

The Nurseries. Huntingdon.

w
To the Trade—Immense quantities of extra fine

SEEDLINGS and TRANSPLANTED
PLANTS—Quicks, Scotch Firs. Alders, Fruit Trees.

Shrubs, &c. For descriptive CATALOGUE, apply to

LEVAVASSEURand son, Nurservmen, Ussy, Calvados.

France: or to their Agents. Messrs. R. SILBERRAD AND
SON. 15, Harp Lane, Great Tower Street. London. E.C.

H
To the Trade.—American Tuberoses.

URST AND SON h;ive now received their
f the above—both the ordinary Double

ty and the Improved Double Pearl, and will be happy to

;alsoGLADIOLUSBRENCH-
e good, and in fine condition.

Leadenhall Street. London, E.C.

tpru
LEYENSIS. The sampl

To the Trade.

HAND F. SHARPE bee; to announce that
• their Special LIST of GARDEN and AGRI-

CULTURAL SEEDS is Now Ready, and may be obtained on
application.

Seed Growing Establishment. Wisbech.

Roses, Fruit Trees, &o.

ILLIAM FLETCHER'S CATALOGUE
for the present season is now ready, and may be had

application. The stock is very large and most healthy.

The Ottershaw Nursery, Chertsey.

w
Roses, Fruit Trees, and General Nursery Stock.

WB. ROWE solicits the inspection by
• Nurserymen of his extensive stock of the above,

which are well-grown, and fit for removal.
Barbourne Nu , Worcester.

AMERICAN GROWN TUBEROSES.—
The undersi;?ned offers Double Tuberoses, first-class

Bulbs, packed and free to Liverpool at £,s per looo, in quanti-

ties of not less than 1000.

JOHN SAUL, Washington, D.C.

To Gentlemen, Btiilders, and the Trade.

ROBERT AND GEORGE NEAL,
Wandsworth Common and Garrett Lane Nurseries,

beg respectfully to call attention to their large and varied Stock

of HARDY. ORNAMENTAL, FOREST, FRUIT TREES
and SHRUBS, which are grown at their Nurseries, especially

those Trees, &c., which are most suitable for growing in or ne.ar

large towns. An early inspection invited. All gootls delivered

of the

N

. rail in London,

CATALOGUES free by post on applic

One Hundred Thousand

HOTEIA (SPIR/EA) JAPONICA, in very
strong and sound condition.

HOTEIA (SPIRAiA) JAPONICA has been awarded several

first prizes, and always considered best shown : 14^. to

20s. per 100.

SPIRjEA PALMATA, red, extra, 6oj. to 90s. per 100.

„ double white, i2j. to \bs. per 100.

„ ULMARIA AUREA, fol. vanegata, 40J. to 45s. per 100,

DIELYTRA SPECTABILIS, jos. to 25s. per 100.

LILIUM LANCIFOLIUM ALBUM MONSTROSUM,
very free flowering, 3or. to 40s, per 100.

„ „ ROSEUM, 2M. to 26s. per 100.

„ „ RUBRUM, 20J. toj6i. per 100.

„ CHINENSIS TIGRINUM, v- to 8j. per 100.

CHRISTMAS ROSES (Helleborus niger), fine, 4oi. to i6oj.

per roo.

Trade CATALOGUE free on application. Post-office Orders

or good references from unknown Correspondents.
BUDDENBORG BROTHERS, Nurserymen and Bulb

Growers, Hillegom, near Haarlem. Holland.

To the Trade.
SPECIAL PRICES ON APPLICATION.

GEORGE COOPER, Seed Merchant,
Hertford, begs to offer the following, of the choicest

BEET. Red.Coopcr'sExcelsior
BROCCOLI. Hill's Ji

CUCUMBER, Improved Tele-
graph [Matchless

PARSLEY, Curled, Cooper's
SWEDE, Cooper's Improved

Large Purple-top
TURNIP, ImprovedAberdcen

Green-top Yellow

ONION, White Spanish
„ White Globe
,, Bedfordshire Champion

CELERY, Cooper's Improved
White

BROMPTON STOCK,
Giant Scarlet

CYCLAMEN PERSICUM,
from large flowers.

THOMAS RIVERS and SON, The
Nurseries, Sawbridgeworth. Herts, have a large and fine

Stock of the following Trees, of all classes, for the Garden or

Orchard :

—

PEARS on the Quince and Pear stocks.

APPLES on the Paradise and Crab stocks.

CHERRIES on the Mahaleb and Cherry stocks.

CURRANTS and GOOSEBERRIES.
FIGS, fruiting trees in pots.

GRAPES, fruiting canes in pots.

PEACHES and NECTARINES, fruiting trees in pots, a
fine stock : do., trained trees.

NUTS, standard and dwarf.
ORANGES and LEMONS.
PLUMS.
STRAWBERRIES. RASPBERRIES, &c.
ROSES, standard and dwarf, a very fine stock of the

best kinds ; do,, in pots for forcing, stout and well

grown plants
Descriptive Rose Catalogue free.

Descriptive and Illustrated Fruit Catalogue free by post, yl.

Miniature Fruit Garden^ -^s. 6d., free by post.

TO THE TRADE.
MANI'.-n'I STOCKS, aiJ. per 1000.

MUSSEL STOCKS, 455. per 1000.
CRAB STOCKS, 35!. per 1000.

Samples ot the above may be had on application to
JOHN STANDISH and CO , Royal Nurseries. Ascot.

GLADIOLI, DAHLIA, CANNA, ACHI-
MENES, and other MISCELLANEOUS BULBS.

Our Special CATALOGQH of the above for 1378-70 is Now
Ready, and will be handed to all Gardeners and Amateurs,
post-free, on application to

Messrs. MERTENS akd CO.. 5, Billiter Square, London,
E.C. ; or to ourselves direct. ANT. ROOZEN AND SON,
Overveen. near Haarlem, Holland.

rpWELVE NEW GLO.XINIAS for 21s.,
J- including the grand new novelties shown at Paris Exhi-
bition, small growing Bulbs in 2-inch pots, or dry, free by post

;

also large-flowering bulbs of fine AMARYLLIS, imported from
Peru, 42s. per dozen.

JOHN H. LEY, Royal Nursery, Croydon.

Trees and Shrubs for Public Parks, Cemeteries, &c.W JACKS ON AND CO., Nurseries,
• Bedale, Yorkshire, can supply the above in great

variety and of good sizes, to give immediate effect. Property
grown and well transplanted. Prices very moderate.

CATALOGUES free on application.

To the Trade.
NEW POTATO, '• PRIDE of ONTARIO."
and F. SHARPE are now sending out
the above most prolific and handsome shaped new
Full description and price may be had on application.

Seed Growing Establishment, Wisbech.

H
Pelargoniums.

PELARGONIUMS.— Special Offer to the
Trade of Show, French, and Fancy Varieties. Strong

healthy plants, established in single pots, 35J. per 100, packing
included fot cash.

JAMES HOLDER AND SON, Crown Nurseries. Reading.

rno THE TRADE.—VEGETABLE,
J- FLOWER and AGRICULTURAL SEEDS, of sterling

The Largest Black Grape In Cultivation,
OROS GUILLAUME (ROBERTS' VARIETY).

WTAIT AND CO. can now supply planting
• Canes of this wonderful Grape, which is quite distinct

from the old Gros Guillaume and Barbsu-ossa. For particulars see
Gardeners Chronicle, pp. 632 and 692. The Cancs now offered

are from eyes taken from Mr. Roberts' parent Vine at Charleville.

Planting Canes, ^s. td. each, stronger, lor. dd. each.

W. TAIT AND CO., Nurserymen and Seedsmen, Dublin.

EE'S NEW VIOLET ODORATISSIMA.
—Habit dwarf and compact, quite distinct from any

other variety ; colour, purplish azure, changing to pale azure

when fully developed : form, fine ; scent, exquisite. As the

opmions of the Press. S;c , were given last spring, they will not

he repeated here. Plants at any time when the weather is

favourable, at the following rates :—isr. per dozen, Zs. btl. per

half-dozen, 5J. per quarter-dozen. The Trade supplied when
one dozen or more are taken on the usual terms.—GEORGE
LEE, F.R.H.S., Market Gardener, Clevedon, Somerset.

Plants for Winter Flowering and Decoration.

MESSRS. JOHN STANDISH AND CO.
have a line Stock of these for disposal, consistin<; of the
following :— [per dozen.

AZALEA INDICA, fine plants, and well budded, 24s. to 421.

BDUV'ARDIA. in variety, i8j. to 24^. per dozen.

CARNATION. Miss Jolliffe, La Belle, and others, =41. perdoz.
EPACRIS. in variety, 24J. to 30J. per dozen. [per dozen.

ERICA H YEMALIS, fine pLants, full of bloom-bud, iji. to 30J.

LILY OF THE VALLEY, single crowns, 8j. per 100.

PELARGONIUMS, i8j. to 24s. per dozen.

PINK. Lady Blanche, or. per dozen.

POINSETTIA PULCHERRIMA, i3j. per dozen.

ROSES, in pots, great variety, 24^. to 42J. per dozen.

SOLANUMS, well berried, 151. per dozen.
PALMS and DRAC/ENAS, 241. to 42s. per dozen.

ADIANTUM CUNEATUM, and many other FERNS, loj.

per dozen : besides a large genera! stock of STOVE
and GREENHOUSE PLANTS.

CATALOGUES of which may he had on application.
Royal Nurseries, Ascot, Berks.

UEEN OF LILIES, LILIUM AURATUM.
—Imported Bulbs are now arriving, and orders are

solicited. This lovely Lily is quite hardy, and should be gene-

rally grown. Before ordering send for Lily List, where all parti-

culars are given.

Prices, size No. i, kd. ; No. s, xs, ; No. 3, is. 6d. ; No. 4, 2s. each.

ORCHIDS.— Special offer of the following fine Orchids,

for £5 5s. :— I plant Phalasnopsis Schilleriana, 2 plants Dendro-

bium formosum giganteum, i plant Phalsnopsis grandiflora

aurea, 4 plants Dendrobium cretaceum, 1 plant Saccolabium

guttatum, I plant Dendrobium barbatulum, 3 plants Calanthe

rubra and luteo occulata, i plant Dendrobium Pierrardi, i pot

Limatodes rosea.

All orders to be accompanied by a remlttanee Lily and
Orchid LIST sent on application to

WILLIAM GORDON. 10. Cullum Street, London, E.C,
Lily Bulb and Plant Importer.

Florists' Flowers, Roses, and Climbers.

THOMAS S. WARE'S CATALOGUE of
the above, including, in the Florists' Flower portion.

Daisies, Delphiniums, Dianthus, Pyrethrums. Pinks. Bedding
Pansies and Violas, Show and Fancy Pansies, Potentillas,

Border and Winter Flowering Carnations, Peonies. Phloxes,

and Sweet Violets, may now be had post-free on application.

Hale Farm Nurseries. Tottenham, London.

sFECIAL OFFERS TO THE TRADE.

MANETTI ROSE STOCKS, 400,000, fit for working.

MAIDEN PEARS on Pear stocks, 10,000, all the leading kinds,

splendid plants.

STANDARD PEARS, extra fine.

PYRAMID and DWARF TRAINED PEARS.
STANDARD TRAINED JARGONELLE and other

STANDARD CHERRIES, extra fine.

STANDARD TRAINED MORELLO and MAY DUKE, &c.
Prices and List on application to

CRANSTON AND CO., King's Aae Nurseries, Hereford.
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New Catalogue.MAURICE YOUNG
begs to inform I'lirchasers nf Hardy Plants tliat his

NEW DESCKIPTIVE CATALOGUE
may now be had on application.

It contains lists of CONIFER/E. RHODODENDRONS,
and other AMERICAN PLANTS,

Standard and Dvvarf ROSES, ORNAMENTAL TREES,
SHRUBS and EVERGREENS,

CHEAP EVERGREENS for COVERS,
PLANTS for WINTER BEDDING,

CLEMATIS and other CLIMBERS, Transplanted
FOREST TREES. &c.,

all in splendid condition for removal.

eS' The Nurseries are about one hour by rail from Waterloo
Station.

Milford, near Godalming. Surrey.

Specimen and Half-specimen Ornamental zmd
VARIEGATED PLANTS.

EP. DIXON, The Nurseries, Hull, will

• Sell the following Plants cheap, to make room for

young stock. Size and prices on application ;

—

THEOPHRASTA IMPERIALIS.
ANNANAS SATIVA VARIEGATA.
PANDANUS VEITCHII.
COCOS WEDDELLIANA.
DyEMONOROPS PLUMOSA.
DASVLIRION ACROTRICHE.
YUCCA QUADRICOLOR.
" ALOI FOLIA VARIEGATA

VERSCHAFFELTIA MELANOCH^TES.
THRINAX ELEGANS.
BOUGANVILLEA GLABRA.

Can also oft'er in quantity Dracsena Cooperii, Dracsena
Baptistii, Eucharis amazonica, Anthurium Scherzerianum,
Bignonia grandiflora. Araucaria exceisa. Azalea Mollis. Kalmia
latifolia, Adiantum Capillus-veneris, Adiantum Capillus-veneris

magnifica. Size and price on application to

E. P. DIXON. The Nurseries. Hull.

Plants, Special.

The present is the best time for planting

HARDY NORTH AMERICAN
ORCHIDS, such as Cypripedium, Habenaria, Orchis,

&c., in their many species, of which we offer a splendid slock

of newly imported plants with strong flowering crowns. Also
DISA GRANDIFLORA. in imported clumps, full of tubers,

from 5^, each. This is the most beautiful of terrestrial Orchids,

and ought to prove quite hardy in England.
N. B. The North American Orchids, grown as Cool-house

Orchids, are most charming ; and as their prices, for flowering

plants, range from 2f. dd. to 3s. ^d. each (and less when more
are taken) they are wiihin the reach of every one.

CATALOGUES post-free on application.

THE NEW PLANT AND BULB COMPANY,
Colchester.

SPECIAL CHEAP OFFER of
WINTER and SPRING BEDDING PLANTS.

AURICULA. Alpine, fine strain, in 6o-pots, 120J. per icoo, 15J.

per 100.

DAISY, Aucub^efolia, golden netted foliage, strong clump?,
3ar. per 1000, ^s. per 100.

„ Crown, fine, strong clumps, 25J. per 1000, 31. per 100.

„ Rob Roy, fine red, ditto, 25.1. per 1000, ^s per 100.

„ Bride, finest large while, ditto, 35^. per 1000, 4,^. per 100.

MENTHA PULEGIUM, strong clumps, 15J. per 1000, 2J.

per 100,

MYOSOTIS DISSITIFLORA, true, well rooted fine clumps,

40.S. per 1000, 5s. per 100.

PANSY, Cliveden Blue, fine healthy plants, 50J. per 1000,

6j. per 100.

„ Blue King, ditto. 50J. per looo, (>s. per 100.

PRIMROSE. Single Lilac, strong. 6^. per 100.

„ Double Yellow, ditto, 85.?. per 1000. \os. per loo.

ROCKEl'S, Double Purple, ditto, 10^. per 100.

,, Double White, ditto. 8j. per 100.

CATALOGUE of General Nursery Stock on application.

W. BALL AND CO., Bedford Road Nursery, Northampton.

Cover Planting.

MESSRS. JOHN STANDISH and CO.
have the following Plants to offer, in large quantities,

well rooted, suitable for Cover Planting :

—

RHODODENDRON PONTICUM, iz to i8 inches, and very

BERBERIS DARWINII. \% to 2 feet.

„ AQUIFOLIUM, and others.

LAUREL, common, 2>4 to 4 feet.

„ Portugal, 2 to 3 feet.

AUCUBAS, and'other Plants.

When large quantities are taken a very liberal reduction will

be made from the catalogue prices.

Samples and prices on application.

Royal Nurseries, Ascot, Berks.

WM. L. SKINNER, Nurseryman and
Seedsman, Silcoates, Wakefield, offers the following,

kU in fine condition. Prices on application ;

—

CUCUMBER, RoUisson's Telegraph, true, grown from
Rollisson's seed : none else grown.

10,000 SEAKALE, strong,

10,000 ,. 2-yr. seedling.

1,000 CHESTNUT, scarlet, 6 to 8 feet, fine.

10,000 LIGUSTRUM OVALIFOLIUM, 2 to 3 feet.

10,000 AUCUBA JAPONICA, 1 to 2 feet.

S.ooo RHODODENDRONS, i to 3 feet.

3,000 HOLLIES, green, fine roots, i to 3 feet.

1,500 ,, Golden Queen, fine roots, I to 2 feet.

10,000 PRIVET, common. 3 to 4 feet.

LAURUS ROTUNDI FOLIA, 4 feet.

„ LATIFOLIA, 3 feet.

„ COLCHICA, z feet.

„ COMMON, 2 to 3 feet.

WILLOWS. Weeping, fine heads.
GOOSEBERRIES, strong.

POTATOS, Myatt's Prolific, per ton.

QUICKWOOD, 18 inches to 2 feet.

FRUIT TREES.—Pyramidal Pears, fruiting
trees, 6 to 8 feet, my selection, i8j. per dozen ; Currants,

Black Naples, fruiting bushes, i6j. per 100 : Standard Morello
Cherries, 6 feet stems, bushy heads, in flower-bud, i8f, per

dozen ; Standard Plums. 6 feet stems, bushy heads, in flower-

bud, i8j. per dozen ; Medlars and Walnuts, bushy heads,
l8j. per dozen.

Fruit Tree CATALOGUE gratis.

J. GEORGE HILL (late John Scott), The Royal Nurseries,
Merriott, Somerset,

GRAPE VINES.— Fine strong planting
Canes of most of the leading sorts, 305. and 36^. per

dozen f.ir c.isli.

T. MILNER AND SON, Nurserymen, Bradford, Yorkshire.

CRANSTON'S NURSERIES,
Established 1785.

k i g h tv acres.
ROSES, FRUIT TREES, CONJFERS,

FOREST TREES, &C.

Descriptive and Priced Catalogues for 1S7S

now ready.
Address

—

CRANSTON & CO.,

KING'S ACRE, near HEREFORD.
CATALOGUE,NEW

WILLIAM BARRON & SON'S
New DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE of Conifers, Hardy

Ornamental Trees and General Nursery Stock, may now be
had on application. A personal inspection of their unrivalled

stock is solicited.

The Nurseries are three minutes' walk from the Borrowash
Station, on the Midland (Derby and Nottingham) Railway.

ELVASTON NURSERIES, BORROWASH, DERBY.

WAITE, BURNELL, MUGGINS k CO.'S
GENERAL WHOLESALE CATALOGUE

Of Garden, Agricultural, and Flower Seeds is now ready,
and will be forw.^rded post-free on application. A copy has
this day been posted to all our friends, should it not be received
we will forward another copy on receiving an intimation to

that effect.—Dec. 20.

79, SOUTHWARK STREET. LONDON. S.E.

Now Ready, Post-free.

B. S. W. begs to announce that the above

Illustrated Seed Catalogue

is now ready, containing upwards of 70 pages

of all the New and Choice

FLOWER and VEGETABLE SEEDS,

with Coloured Plate and numerous Engravings,

also full Directions for Sowing, &c.

•«* All Seeds amounting to 20J. Carriage Free to any Rail-

way Station in England, and all of 40J. to any Railway Station

in Scotland or Wales, or any Steam Port in Ireland.

Flower Seed! Free by Post, except tieavy tiiuis.

Vegetable&FlowerSeeds

Seed Potatos.Toois&c
Best ^uajlitt- €ajsmm^g:eEbteje,

Rai'JEJD CArrAJLOGHE'-PoSTlkEI!.

SEED.^GROWERS.

IOSEastgateSt.

CONIFERS, GREEN HOLLIES, and
TREES.—Cedrus Deodara, 3 feet, 21. 6rf. ; C. Libani,

3 feet, 2S. dd, ; Thiijopsis borealis, 5 feet, 21. 6(/. : Thuja
gigantea, 4 tcet, 2j. (id. : Cupressus Lawsoniana viridis, 4 feet,

2J. dd.; Swedish Juniper, 4 feet, IJ. 6</., 6 feel, 25. bd. ;

Golden Retinospora, 2 feet, 2j. dd. : Ericoides, 2 feet, u. ;

Gold and Silver Hollies, 2 feet, is. : Picea nohilis, 3 feet, y. ;

Pinsapo, 3 feet, 2j. 6rf. ; Nordmanniana, 3 feet, 25. 6d., 4 feet,

4?., 5 feet, 5J. : Limes, 15 feet, 2S. i:d. \ Birch, 15 feet, IJ. :

Chestnuts in variety, is, each: Scarlet Oak. 15 feet, IJ. :

Araucanas, 4 feet, 201. : 5 feet, 30J. : Rhododendrons, scarlet,

rose, white, 2 feet, 2i. id. \ Green Hollies i to i\i foot, 25J.

per I

E. WALKER, Farnborough, Hants.

Establislied Upwards of a Century.

DICKSONS AND CO., Nurserymen,
Serdsmen, and Florists, i, Waterloo Place, Edin-

burgh, beg to call the attention of those about to plant to their

extensive Stock of FOREST TREES, SHRUBS for Game
Coverts, FRUIT TREES, &c., which have been grown in

D. & Co. are now sending out their Bedding VIOLAS and
PANSI ES (of which they hold the largest stock in the country),

Early and Late PHLOXES, &c.
Descriptive CATALOGUES free on application.

Special Offer.WBALL AND CO., Bedford Road
• Nursery, Northampton, having a very large Stock of

the undermentioned Trees, &c., in fine condition for removal,

have much pleasure in offering them at the following low

ASH, '2 to 2H feet, fine, 20J. per 1000

., 3 to 5 feet, fine, 251. per 1000
BERBERIS, Aquifolia, i to i}^ foot, very good, 12J. per 1000

CHESTNUT, Horse, 6 to 8 feet, fine heads, 60!. per joo

,, Scarlet, 6 to 8 feet, fine heads, looj. per too

ELMS, Canadian. 8 to 10 feet, stems, with good heads,

,, English (upright), 6 feet, IS, with good heads, :

I feet, veryLIMES, 6 to 8 feet, very fine, 50^. per i

fine, 70J. per 100

POPLAR, Black Italian, 5 to 6 feet, fine, 8s. per 100 ; 8 to 10

feet, fine, \is. per 100

,, Lombardy, extra fine trees, 8 to 10 feet, 30J. per 100

PRIVET, common, 2 feet, bushy, jos. per looo

,, ovalifolium, 3 to 4 feet, 50s. per rooo
Walnuts, extra quality. 6 to S feet. 60s. per too
CHERRIES. Morello, dwarf trained, 6 to 7 shooted, extra fine

20S. per dozen
APRICOTS, Moor Park, dwarf trained, 6 to 7 shooted, strong,

ROSES, extra fine Standards, with large heads, fine varieties,

4 feet stems, own selection, 70s. per 100
APPLES, fine Standards, in variety, own selection, 60s. per 100

I'EARS, fine Standards, in variety, own selection, 75s. per 100
CATALOGUES oi General Nursery Stock on application.

FELTON & SONS'
SEED CATALOGUE FOR 1879

Gratis and Post-free.

ROYAL NURSERIES and SEED WAREHOUSE,
Harborne Road, Birmingham.

AH Seeds we Sell are New and Unadulterated.

TEA ROSES
WINTER FLOWERING.
ADAM
BELLE LYONNAISE
DEVONIENSIS
JEAN DUCHER
MADAME MARGOTTIN
MARIE VAN HOUTTE
PERLE DE LYON
SOUVENIR D'UN AMI

Vn in 8 and g-inch pots, having
bloom throughc

ALBA ROSEA
CATHERINE MERMET
GLOIRE DE DIJON
MADAME FALCOT
MADAME WILLERMOZ
NIPHETOS
SOUVENIR D'ELISE
MARECHAL NIEL.

ned flowering wood, to

: the %

Price, 30s. to 42s. per dozen.

2,000 HYBRID PERPETUAL ROSES, in

Q-inch pots, well ripened under glass, and fit for im-
mediate forcing. 305. to 7,6s. per dozen.

25,000 TEA SCENTED ROSES of all the
leading kinds, in 5-inch pots, extra fine plants, 15s. to

iSs. per dozen.

Ttic Descriptive Catalogue of Rosesfor 1878 is now ready.

CRANSTON & CO.,
NURSERIES, KING'S ACRE, HEREFORD.

WM. PAUL & SON,

ROSE GROWERS,
TREE, PLANT, BULB, AND

SEED MERCHANTS.

WALTHAM CROSS,
HERTS,

Inspection of Stock invited.

Priced Descriptive Catalogues free by post.
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SPECIAL NOTICE.

The Gardeners' Chronicle
FOR NEXT SATURDAY, JANUARY 4, 1879,

WILL CONTAIN A

BEAUTIFULLY COLOURED ALMANAC,

(18 inches by 13 inches),

FROM AN ARTISTIC DESIGN BY FITCH.

PRICE FIVEPENCE.

POST-FREE 5^^.; OR WITH ALMANAC ENCLOSED IN CASE, ']\d.

Puir/iascrs arc specially recommended to order the Almanac in a Case, to prevent injury fro7n folding. The cost

of the Number with the Plate so protected imll be 6d., if obtained through a Newsagent.

NOTICE TO ADVERTISERS.

As a large Extra Sale of this Number is guaranteed, it will be a very valuable

fyiedium for Advertisements.

APPLICATIONS FOR SPACE SHOULD BE SENT IN AS EARLY AS POSSIBLE.

W. RICHARDS,
41, WEXiLlNGTON STEEEiT STEAND, LONDON, W.C.
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vines-Vines-Vines.

BS. WILLIAMS begs to announce that
• his stock of VINES is this year unusually fine, and

comprises all the leading kinds, including " Alnwick Seedling."

For descriptions and prices, see B. S. W.'s BULB CATA-
LOGUE for this year.

Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper Holloway, London, N.

To the Trade.-Vines—Vines-Vines.WG. CALDWELL and SONS have
• still extra strong fruiting Black Hamburgh VINES

to offer, excellent stuff, at 51. 6J. each. Also
AZALEA AMCENA CALDWELLII, well set with buds,

i&s. and 245. per dozen.
APPLES, Standard, 401. per 100.

,, Pyramid, 60^. per 100. in all leading varieties.

General CATALOGUE of Fruit Trees, Conifers, Roses, &c ,

post-free on application.

The Nurseries, Knutsford, Cheshire.

FOR SPETNG-, 1879.

For the Best L.ist
OP

CHOICE KITCHEN GARDEN

FLOWER SEEDS.
SEED POTATOS, &c.,

Ill
Price Is , post-tree.

Gratis to Customers and intending Purchasers.

.Should be in the hands of every one having a Garden.

DANIELS BROS.,
Royal Norfolk Seed Establishment,

NORWICH.

East Lothian Stock, New Crimson.

TODD AND CO., Seedsmen, Maitland
Street. Edinburgh, offer SEED of this splendid variety,

saved from the original stock, which for years has produced 90
per cent, of double flowers. It is most brilliant ! colour, and
possesses the true East Lothian branching habit and perpetual

blooming character.

For opinions of eminent horticulturists, who have seen and
grown it, see Gardeners' Chronicle of December 7.

Retail price, 15. and -zs. Sd. per packet.

Trade price per ounce on application.

Todd & Co. can also supply the Trade with carefully

selected strains of the PURPLE. SCARLET and WHITE
EAST LOTHIAN STOCKS.

Kent, the Garden of England.
FRUIT TREES TRUE TO NAME.

THOS. BUNYARD and SONS' new
Descriptive CATALOGUE for 1878, may now be had on

application. In these extensive Nurseries (nearly 100 acres) the

Amateur may select his dozen, or the Market Grower his

thousands of Trees, from a stock of 150,000 well-grown, beauti-

fully rooted, healthy, and correctly named Trees. They will

be packed for any part of the United Kingdom. Large quanti-

ties can be sent in a through truck at a trifling cost. The
carriage will be paid to London or any nearer station, and a

liberal discount given to those who prefer cash payments.

Extra fine Kentish kindsof CHERRIES, KENT COBNUTS,
and every variety of FRUIT noted in the county.

THOS. BUNYARD and SONS, The Old-Established

Nurseries^ Maidstone ; also at Asbford.

NOW READY.
Greatly Enlarged and Improved Edition.

Post-lree One ShUUng. Gratis to Customers.

ALL WHO WISH TO GROW

THE BEST VEGETABLES

THE CHOICEST FLOWERS
SHOULD SEND FOR

Profusely illustrated with beautifully executed

Coloured Plates, and hundreds of high-

class Engravings, and containing

A SELECT LIST OF

THE BEST

VEGETABLE and FLOWER
SEEDS

(AT VERY MODERATE PRICES),

Complete Instructionsfor Successful Cultivation.

'* This publication is alike remarkable for

elegance and thorough usefulness."

—

Gardeners' Magazine.

" A most excellent specimen of the modern seed list and

horticultural guide to successful cultivation." — Midland

CeuHttes Herald.

All Goods 0} 20s. value and upwards Carriage Free.

Five per Cent. Discount for Cash.

THE QUEEN'S SEEDSMEN,

WORDSLEY, STOURBRIDGE.

SATURDAY, DECEMBER 28, iS

EPPING FOEEST.

MR. WALLACE'S pamphlet on the re-

planting of Epping Forest, repub-

lished from the Fortnightly Review under the

title of " On Epping Forest, and How Best to

Deal with It," is a contribution of much value

at this crisis of the Forest.

The brief prelude describing past litigation

need not be here alluded to,' suffice it that the

legislature has placed the management of the

Forest in the hands of a committee composed

of twelve members of the Corporation of Lon-

don and four verderers, who are four country

gentlemen living in the neighbourhood or on the

outskirts of the Forest. The committee is there-

fore new to the work, not having hitherto had,

like the Metropolitan Board of Works, to deal

with the formation of parks or open spaces.

The City, however, has been so uniformly suc-

cessful in dealing with any large matters to

which it has applied itself, that in this too it

will probably act energetically, and with some

distinct aim.

Mr. Wallace, starting practically with the

question, "How can the wide tracts of land be

best dealt with for the future recreation of the

public ?" points out that the Epping Forest Act

empowers the committee to form play and

cricket grounds in suitable places, but thinks a

very few .acres will serve for this purpose, or are

indeed at all suitable for it ; adding that there

remains by far the larger portion of the space

to be dealt with.

We think Mr. Wallace rather overlooks

what throughout has been the evident intention

of Parliament—that the whole space was to

remain as common, subject to the rights of

pasturage, pannage, &c., hitherto enjoyed by

the inhabitants of the twelve parishes in which

the wastes are situated.

Still the Act gives the committee power to

make bye-laws to regulate the exercise of these

rights, and also distinctly allows the committee

to enclose, " temporarily," certain portions for

replanting. To this, in further examining Mr.

Wallace's suggestions, we may have to allude.

Considering that all was originally forest, and

that Parliament retains it as a forest, he goes

on to say, that on the ground of the retention

of the rainfall, and the comparative scarcity of

forest scenery amongst our many open heaths,

the restoration of this land to forest is desirable

;

but he asks, of what kind? He objects to

the replanting with the ordinary native trees,

such as Beech, Oak, &c., as being for the next

generation uninteresting woodland, and equally

ur^es reasons for not making in one part a

gigantic arboretum, necessarily second to Kew.

The plan Mr. Wallace proposes, and which

he claims as " novel, perfectly practicable, in-

tensely interesting as a great arboricultural expe-

riment, attractive alike to the uneducated and to

the scientific, not more expensive than any other

plan, and perfectly in harmony with the domain

as essentially forest," is to "form several distinct

portions of forest, each composed solely of trees

and shrubs which are natives of one of the great

forest regions of the temperate zone."

Quoting from Professor Asa Gray's works,

Mr. Wallace points out the comparatively

greater richness of the western forests of Asia,

Europe and America, than of the eastern forests

of these continents. The native trees of Britain
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numbering only twenty-eight—of which twenty

are common—the choice would be extremely

limited were the space only planted with native

trees, while the same authority says that

" England can grow double or treble the num-

ber of trees the United States can." The forests

of the several zones proposed to be here

represented are :—

1. The Eastern American forest with its many
deciduous trees, either free-flowering or with

fine autumnal tinted leaves.

2. The Western American forest, with its

rich and numerous Conifers.

3. The forests of Eastern Europe and

Western Asia, with the plants of the Mediter-

ranean coasts.

4. The most remarkable of all the forest

regions of the temperate zone—that of Eastern

Asia and Japan. This Mr. Wallace proposes

to increase by adding the plants of the tem-

perate regions of the higher Himalayas.

5. The forests of the temperate southern

hemisphere, with the plants of Chili and Pata-

gonia, Australia and New Zealand.

Referring to the earlier parts of Mr. Wal-
lace's pamphlet, it is evident from his descrip-

tion that the portion of the Forest nearest to

London already so feels the effect of the smoke
from many factories of the East-end that

planting in the way he suggests would be

useless in that part.

Proceeding northwards the ground rises

in height somewhat above sea-level, but the

soil is pi'incipally of a heavy nature until we
reach the large tract of undulating rising

ground which, beginning north of Buckhurst

Hill, and bounded on the cast by the long

straggling village of Loughton, rises till it forms

a plateau with an elevation of 600 to 700 feet

above sea-level at High Beech—thence stretch-

ing a distance of 4 miles to the old market town

of Epping.

Here, if anywhere, is the situation for the

forest Mr. Wallace suggests. The soil is

various. On the hill-top a surface soil, about

2 feet deep, is of light sandy loam, in the

open covered with heather or bracken of some
years' growth—amongst the pollarded Horn-

beam and Oak the surface soil having a deposit

of the leaves of many past years. Below the loam

there seems to be, or to have been, some varying

depths of gravel ; below this sand, or clay without

sand. The soil of the intervening valleys seems

to consist principally of the clay, with washed
down deposits of the gravel in the watercourses,

the springs of which rise in bogs abounding with

Drosera and other bog plants.

Where the plateau becomes broader, towards

Epping, some of the wider undrained 'open

spaces are covered with a hea\-y sour peat.

There are in this portion some large groves of

high Beech trees, which are one of the most
popular resorts ; but most of the land is open,

or at least covered with the pollards already

alluded to.

A nursery in this neighbourhood, established

some eighteen years since for the culture of such

plants, seems to have almost anticipated Mr.

Wallace's scheme, or at least stands ready to

bear witness to the fitness of the soil and site

for his experiments. Taking his several zones,

the plants of each which have been found to

thrive extraordinarily well there can be cited.

Of the trees and shrubs of his first or Eastern

American zone, of course Rhododendrons,

Azaleas, and other lower growing shrubs, as

Kalmias, Andromedas, are thoroughly at home,
while the bog plants, the Cranberries, the

Rhodoras thrive. In the bogs likewise, side

by side with our native Droseras, the Sarra-

cenias thrive, flower, and seed. The herbaceous

plants of these woods, the Trilliums and Spcr-

gulas, as well as the glorious North American

Liliums, supcrbum and others, grow, flower,

and increase as if at home.

Of the forest trees of the zone which have

taken kindly to the place we can instance the

Scarlet Oaks (which in one year grow as

much as in the lower Lea valley in three). The
Tulip-tree, in its several forms, the Robinias,

the beautiful Acers, such as saccharinum, dasy-

carpum, and others ; Gymnocladus, Gleditschias,

and Liquidambar ; while the deciduous Mag-
nolias, such as M. glauca, M. acuminata, all

attain tree-like growth. The deciduous Cypress

is at home, and the evergreen Firs of the

zone, P. rigida and P. Strobus, succeed well,

George Paul.
(To he continued.^

New Garden Plants.
Cycas siamensis, Miq.*

A species resembling C. circinalis. The specimen
before us has a stout, glabrescent, oblong stock,

16 inches in circumlcrence, marked with cir-

cular furrows, almost as in the root of Bryonia
dioica. The leaves measure about 30 inches by
8 inches, are oblong in form, fiat or slightly

revolute at the edges, and pinnately divided into about
sixty-five pairs and one terminal segment. The
lower thirteen or fourteen segments are represented

by spines which extend nearly to the base of the

stalk, there being no intermediate form between the

leaf-segment and the spine. The rachis is puberulous,

rounded above, more so beneath. The segments in

the centre of the leaf measure about 4 inches by
\ inch, and gradually diminish in size towards the

apex and towards the base ; all are linear-lanceolate,

abruptly spine-pointed at the apex, and decurrent at

the base along the rachis ; the midrib is prominent on
both surfaces.

The species was imported from Cochin China, and
is now in the collection of Mr. Lull. M. T. M.

ZaMIA? AMPLIFOLIA, Iloj-t. Bull^ n. I473.t

This is a handsome species, with an oblong obtuse
glabrous caudex. The leaf-stalks are erect, terete,

purplish, puberulous, 15— r6 inches long, about the

thickness of the little finger, and with scattered

minute prickles. The blade is unequally pinnatisecl,

4.^ inches long, the segments in two pairs ; each
segment is about n by 3—4 inches, glabrous, coria-

ceous, yellowish green, broadly ovate, lanceolate,

acuminate, obliquely wedge-shaped at the thickened
base, entire, strongly ribbed on both sides, rachis

angular.

•This seems to differ from any species in cultivation,

and is not referable to any form described in books
or herbaria. Possibly, however, when better known
it may prove to be a variety of Zamia Roezlii or

Z. muricata. M. T. M.

Encephalartos acantha, sp. nov.X

This is a very distinct looking species, presumably
an Encephalartos, though the fructification is not yet

known. It was introduced to Mr. Bull's nursery
from Graham's Town, and there is at Kew a small

specimen in cultivation, but it is not represented in

the herbarium, unless a fragment from Natal be refer-

able to the same species. The stock is subglobose

(4—6 inches in circumference), afterwards becoming
cylindrical, with ash-grey woolly tomentum, and
marked above with the prominent triangular bases

of fallen leaves and with perulce.

The leaves, which are arranged in a terminal

crown, measure some 2S—30 inches (inclusive of the

petiole, 4 inches), by 3—4 inches, and are oblong-

obtuse, arching and conduplicate. The petiole and
rachis are terete or somewhat flattened on the upper
surface, destitutp of spines but covered with woolly
down at first, the segments closely crowded, nearly

opposite, in 120 pairs, ascending, those in the middle
of the leaf 3 inches by \ inch, the others gradually

diminishing in size towards the base and apex, all

linear oblong, scarcely tapering at the base, ending
suddenly at the apex in a short translucent spine,

somewhat glaucous above, marked beneath by five

prominent nerves, and with thickened margins. The

* Cycas sianie>tsis, Miquel ex A. D.C. Prod, xvi., ii.,

p. 528 : Regel, Cycadearum Gen. et Spec. Revisio, p. 10,

+ Zamia ? amplifolia, Hort Bull.—Petiolis pubescentibus
sparse aculeatis ; foliis 2-jugis segmentis subsessilibus late

oblique ovato-Ianceolatis acumiDatis integris basi cuneatis in-

crassatis, utrinque prominenter plicato-nervosls glabris 11X3
poll.—Ex. Nov. Granat. in hort. Bull, introduct

J EttcepJtalartos acantha. Mast., n. sp.—Caudice subgloboso,
serius cylindrato, elato, cinereo-lanuginoso superne foliorum
defluxorum reliquiis crassis trigonis notato ; foIiis (petiolo
4— s poll- incluso) 28—30 poll. X 3—4 poll, oblongo-obtusis
arcuatis compUcatis pinnatisectis, petiolo inermi rachique tere-

tibus vel supeme parum complanatis lanuginosis glabrescenti-
bus ; segmentis numerosissimis (ad 120-jugis) suboppusilis
ascendentibus oblongo-Hnearibus integris basi vix attenuatis
apice subito in spinulam desinentibus, superne subglaucis sub-
tus prominenter 5-nerviis, marginibus incrassatis vix revolutis

in medio folii 3 poll. long. ^ poll. laL basin et apicem versus
gradatim decrescentibus ; strobilis hucusque ignotis. — Ex
Graham's Town, Afr. Aust. in hort. Bull introduct. Speci-
mina 4 vidj.

name acantha = spina piscis, is applied from the

resemblance of the leaves to the vertebral column of a

fish. M, T. M.

Stanhopea tricornis, Lindl.

A delicate pallid small Stanhopea plant of the usual

shape, with a pendent peduncle with two flowers

of extraordinary size, when compared with the

small bulbs. The flowers are quite astonishing.

Nobody could decide at a distance they belonged to

a Stanhopea. The lateral sepals are spread, the

odd one is bent backwards over the ovary. The lip

cannot be seen, for the petals make a cover over

it, leaving part only of the broadly winged column
to be seen between them. The petals are commonly
infle.xed at their tops, as if to protect the anthers

against the insects, to speak in modern manner. The
lip has a nearly half-globular hypochile, ligulaie acute

horns, with a tooth on the inferior side, and an oblong
retuse epichile, that has a sort of a goitre under its

apex, just as one sees in Vanda alpina and its allies

of the cristata group, or in Renanthera labrosa

(Arrhynchium labrosum, Renanthera bilinguis). A
triangular depressed blade stands at the base of the

epichile, showing a few indications of obtuse teeth.

The column has broad oblong wings. When I saw the

flowers fresh they were of a whitish ochre colour,

having their tips a little darker. Crimson spots

stand internally on the disk and base of petals and on
the very base of sepals, shining through the rather

pellucid hyaline tissue. The ochre-coloured hypo-
chile has white longitudinal Imes externally. It is

rough internally, showing at once some rather dark
purpledots. Thehornsandepichileareof a darker ochre
colour, verging to light undecided orange. Wings of

column of most pallid ochre, body green.

These were the colours of the just expanded flowers.

I took them to Ems, and when I there opened my
precious box I was exceedingly puzzled to see the petals

and base of the lip of alight copper colour, as in Phajus
cupreus, Rchb. f. (Limatodes mishmensis, Lindl.),

where they are other times light purple. A woodcut
showing a flower and a lip had been published both
in these columns, 1S50, p. 295, and in Paxton's Fhwcr
Gai'dcn^ !., p. 31. I could well understand ihecorrcct

representation as soon as I had seen the living flowers.

The discoverer of the species (my late celebrated

friend, J. Von Warscewicz) had sketched pink petals,

other parts white. No doubt he saw the flowers only

at a later period. They appear to last a good while

longer than is usually customary with Stanhopeas.

The species has been collected quite lately {April, 1S77)

by Mr. Low's excellent collector, my German coun-

tryman, Mr. F. C. Lehmann. He found the flowers

yellowish white, coming, no doubt, when they just

had expanded.

This very rare and very extraordinary plant was
once in the garden of old Horticultural Society at

Chiswick. I possess a very good specimen, with Dr.
Lindley's autographic label, sent in 1855. The plant is

also very well represented in his herbarium. I never
saw the plant alive. Thus you may imagine my
pleasure and satisfaction when I saw it in Septem-
ber flowering at Burford Lodge, Box Hill, near
Dorking, in Sir Trevor Lawrence's collection which
might be called an orchidic Jecric, My gratifica-

tion even increased when the two flowers were in my
possession, well packed in a box. They were sketched
at Kew and sketched at Ems, and I dried them quite

reluctantly, sorry to lose sight of their interesting

features. I had some scrupulous thoughts in naming
it, the more since Dr. Lindley's types in his own col-

lection show very different, far straighter, narrower
horns. Vet my|seven specimens show all transitions,

and I finally can state that those organs shDW great

variation. Sir Trevor Lawrence kindly informed me
that his plant was obtained at a Klabochian sale

ensconced between the stems of a Bollea coslestis, and
probably quite overlooked or despised by the other

visitors. //. C. Rchb.f.

Cymbidium affine, Grij^.^ saltern Lindl*

This is in the way of Cymbidium eburneum and C.
Mastersii in growth, with flowers more like those of the

last species in arich raceme. The lip supplies the differ-

ence. The flowers are white, with a few purplish

dots on the anterior part of the Up. As to the hairi-

ness of the lip it only appears afterwards, when the

specimen is dried. I have seen it in the very

types of at least Dr. Lindley's C. afline. I

believe myself right in combining this with C.
micromeron, [Lindl. As to Dr. Griffith's repre-

sentation, tab. 291, it [might be better not to

quote it at all. It looks so much like the common
C. Mastersii, and the inner surface of the lip not

* Cymbidium a^ne,Gn^. Not. iiL.s, sahem LindL, Cont-
n. 180.— Foliis linearibus acuminatis loratis rigidis ; racemo
erecto seu prono subaequalibus ; racemo vaginis acuminatis
densis vestito apice plurifloro ; bracteis triangulis obtusatis

;

sepalis ligulatis acutis ; tepaJis linearibus acutis, labello

flabellato apice trifido. laciniis lateralibus triangulis antrorsis ;

lacinta media cuneata obloDga undulata, carinis geminis a
medio disco usque ante basin lacinize media:, ibi semiovato
dilatatis : columna trigona angustc alata apice inclinata basi

cum labello connata.

—

CymbiUiufn 7nicromeron. Lindl. Coat,
d. 1S4. H.G. Rchb.f.
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being represented at all, it cannot be judged. It

might perhaps be wise to call it C. affine, LindL, if

Dr. Lindley had not apparently described it a
second time. It is at once the second C. densiflorum
of Griffith. Grave mistakes Ji^ve been connected
with this plant. I have to acknowledge the late

Dr. Lindley's assistance and to thank Mr. Low
for various materials. Lately I had an excel-

lent inflorescence from Messrs. Jacob-Makoy, Liege.

H. G. Kchb.f.

THE WEATHER AND GARDEN
PETS.

The weather during the first half of the month of

Decemberhas been very severe, very much more so than

it has been for several years past. Ever since the month
commenced the ground has 'been covered with snow,

and the minimum temperature has never exceeded
32*^, or freezing-point, and on the night of the 13th

the mercury fell to 10", or 22" of frost, and the

temperature has on several occasions been only 28"^.

So, while the necessary protection is being very pro-

perly accorded, as far as is possible, to all tender, or

supposed tender, plants, I should like to say a

wor 1 in behalf of certain birds and animals, whose
misfortune, I may say, has placed them in the position

of what are known and have been alluded to in your

columns as garden pets, and which, when severe

weather such as we are at present experiencing sets

in, are too frequently, I fear, left to their fate, which
means a miserable death from cold and starvation.

Now this ought not to be the case, for many of them
are very useful in their places, and all of them are

more or less interesting ; and besides that, we have

taken it upon ourselves to deprive them by some
means of their liberty, consequently they are entitled

to our consideration and protection. Soft -billed and in-

sectivorous birds are generally selected for this purpose,

and to prevent their escape they are usually pinioned,

or the strong feathers of one wing removed. And
when such are turned into walled-in gardens they are

seldom any further trouble, as they will generally con-

trive to get their own living, unless it be during very

severe weather, when the ground is frost-bound, and
a supply of insect food is not to be obtained. During
such weather it is necessary to give them the protec-

tion of a shed of some kind; or even an orchard-

house or similar structure, where they will do no harm
to trees or plants the house may contain. While
during their necessary confinement they should be

supplied with food as nearly approaching in character

to their natural supply as possible, with access to

water, and as soon as a favourable change in the

weather takes place, they should be restored to their

partial liberty, namely, the run of the garden. Treated
thus, birds will live to the full or natural term of their

existence, enjoy life, and become familiar with their

protectors, and evidently appreciate the kindness

shown to them.

Of birds suitable to be adopted as garden pets are

various kinds of ornamental water-fowls, ducks, sea-

gulls, teals, and even the stork. But in the case of

most of the above feedmg will be necessary, as the

extent of an enclosed garden will be unlikely to afford

an adequate supply of insect food ; and there is also an
objection to large web-footed birds on account of their

treading upon flower-beds, Sec. But this objection does

not apply to the smaller species of gulls and other sea-

birds, the water or moor-hen, the curlew, the lap-

wing, &c., all of which tread so lightly that injury

from the same is hardly possible to the most delicate

plant or flower, and the amount of insects of various

kinds which some of them will consume is very con-

siderable, and, as has been already stated, they will

only require attention in the w.ay of feeding and pro-

tection during periods of very inclement weather.

Birds of the sea-gull species generally become very

tame, and will follow about those who are in the habit

of feeding th«m ; and the pretty little lapwing is readily

induced to do the same. The] curlew, however,

although a very pretty bird, with an exquisitely

beautiful eye, does not by any means appear to be

vain as regards his personal appearance, and keeps as

much as possible out of sight, and on account of his

peculiar shade of colour it is somehow not very easy

to perceive him at a distance, nor even when at hand.

And apparentlyin possession of a knowledge of this fact

he takes advantage of it, and instinctively throws him-

self flat upon the ground, with view of avoiding obser-

vation, and so certain does he appear to be of having

si;cceeded in doing so, that he will not unfrequently

allow himself to be picked up. Altogether he is one
of the shyest of birds, and even when cold and
hunger induce most of our feathered pets to become
more familiar, a,nd to seek for food and shelter

still, as it were, from the hand of man, the curlew

declines to do so, but will seek a sheltered spot, and
quietly lay himself down to die when his supply of

food entirely fails him. Consequently he should be

looked up when the weather becomes fairly frost-

bound, and turned into a structure of some kind,

where he will be found to take kindly to beef, mutton,

or an animal diet of any kind, which should be cut

into conveniently small pieces. His natural food is

earthworms, caterpillars and grubs of all kinds,

ants, and I believe slugs—m fact few things come
amiss to him so it may well be supposed that he is

a really useful garden pet, and, unlike most of them,

he feeds principally during the night. P. Grieve^

Citlford, Dec. iS.

ARTIFICIAL HEAT.
Along with the season of Advent and Christ-

mas, wc have to make preparation for withstand-

ing the cold weather, for our variable clime is

subject to serious changes, grievously affecting young
plants in the nurseryman's hands, and threatening

things more established ; in short, trying every green

thing. It was but the other day that we read in the

newspapers of her Majesty taking an airing in a

sledge through the deep snow in Aberdeenshire, and

this may be regarded as " Coming events casting their

shadows before,'* for when foul weather has got a

footing in one country, it may be looked for in the

neighbouring localities, and may be truly called a

sign of the limes. The safest prophecies are those

that come after the event ; they never err,

because they do not forecast. The coming good we
may hope for, but the past is a matter uf history,

and runs no risk of failure ; therefore, wc may safely

say that the winter of 1S7S has begun to show its

teeth early, and plants call for protection, covering,

heat, »S:c., to tide over a long and severe winter,

should such be our fate, and to live where coals are

cheap. At Oakhill, East Barnet, in the late Sir

Simon Clarke's time, there were three Pine-stoves,

quite models of perfection, with copper styles between
the squares of glass, and the iron rafters were per-

forated, so that two bolts held each light from sliding,

and these were worked by a catch, so that air could

be given or taken away insfantcr, which is a matter

of the greatest importance in changeable weather
;

but the greatest improvement in the artificial heating

was in the way the Tine-stoves were protected from

the cold and wet at night. I speak advisedly when I

name keeping off the wet, for if the glass is wetted

with rain or hoar-frost the cold at once begins to tell.

These stoves were duly thatched every night during

cold weather with reeds mounted on light frames, and
fitted with casters to save friction on the sashes. The
saving of fuel was worthy of consideration, but the

snug way that moisture was retained during the dark

hours of night was quite sufficient to give the prefer-

ence to this mode of covering over that of Russian

mats, &c.

Artificial heat is not desirable, and many plants do
well with straw coverings in all sorts of ways, but

when actual firing has to be resorted to, it is no easy

matter to imitate a mild climate. When it is only to

keep out frost, as with a house of Pelargoniums, dry

heat is best ; with sturdy exotics like Pine-apples,

moisture is wanted as well as heat, but the plants

being short in stature are easily managed in low

pits. It is quite different, however, with such

rambling plants as the Vine, which require the

heat and moisture, one way for growth and
another for flowering and fruiting. Mr. Pince's

foreman (Lucombe, Pince & Co.) had a roll of

straw in the form of a web, tied at one end by twine,

so that it could be easily rolled on to the cold frames

or off, and being light could be worked by boys. The
plants thus covered were not quite in darkness, as

some light passed through the straw covering, such as

one may see under deep snow. The late Dr. Lindley

had an idea that in order to cultivate the rare alpine

plants we should imitate the snow on the mountains

by covering the cold frames with mats, &c., for a

time in the depth of winter ; and this was tried at

Chiswick along with Ferns on rockwork made of

castaway bricks ; and it was no easy matter to know
such plants as Osmunda regalis, a true aquatic, 6 or

7 feet high, in a standing pool in its native habitat,

from the dry-land specimens at Chiswick.

But to return to the reed covering. Reeds are far

preferable to straw, as they are longer and stronger

than straw, and so very light and wear so well. Those

at Oakhill were made by a carpenter, and were no
makeshift things, and to my knowledge they had done

good service for twenty years, and had saved their

cost in fuel. It is the wind that is always the trying

point with artificial heat : it is easily maintained in

calm. Captain Parry's crew found the wind unbeat

able in the northern regions, and every gardener

knows to his cost the value of shelter, and how small

a protection makes all the odds between life and

death to a plant quite hardy in one place and tender

in another, Akx. Forsyth^ Salford.

PEARS FOR LATE USE.
At p. 697 Mr. Keetley alluded to the culture of

Pears at this place, and asked for information. I

find it very difficult to lay down any straight line of

proceeding for the culture of winter Pears — the

whole thing is wrapped up in so many circumstances,

the greatest of all being atmospheric changes. We
never get too much heat, but often too much cold

and too much wet, in the absence of heat ; moisture

and sun-heat are two essential elements in the culture

of good Pears. The soil, which is various in different

localities, has a wonderful effect on the growth of

Pears. No doubt a good strong rich loam is the best

suited for Pear culture. The border should be as rich

as a Vine border, both for making good strong spurs

and for growing the fruit to a good size and full of

quality. The spurs should be as near the wall as

possible, to allow the fruit to get the benefit of the

heat contained in the wall.

Root-pruning the Pear I have a great objection to,

because the fruit must be small if the feeders are cut

away. If my trees are too vigorous to make fruit-

spurs, I ring the branches by taking out about one-

eighth of an inch of bark all round with a sharp knife.

This will have the desired effect of producing spurs,

and the following season fruit is almost certain, the

weather being favourable. The ring in the bark

should be made as early as possible, when the bark

will separate from the wood, and by autumn the two

barks will lie united, and ready to assist the swelling

of the fruit in the following summer. If once a good

quantity of spurs and fruit is produced, ringing is

hardly ever necessary afterwards, as Nature will do

its own work, and the tree bears fruit in consequence.

The varieties I now grow are very limited, and it

must be taken into consideration that I am situated

40 miles north of York, and I find so many of the

varieties so highly recommended by writers in the

South to be quite useless here—some are too small,

and others not at all suited for the climate. It would

be difficult for me fro name a promising variety that I

have not tried here, quantities of them have now dis-

appeared and are almost forgotten, and have given

place to a few favourites.

Marie Louise is the greatest favourite of all, and no
wonder, for I can supply the table with this Pear

through themonthiol" October, November, December,

and a little into lie new year; the size, if not very

large, runsupto 10 oz., and it is exceedingly handsome.

Our daily average use in November is about thirty

Pears. I have the Marie Louise Pear grafted and in-

grafted four times over in some places, and I must say

the stock has a wonderful influence on the fruit. One
grafted on the white Doyenne Pear comes in very

early, and often ripens on the tree by the last week in

September ; the next for earliness is twice grafted on

the Autumn Bergamot, the one after this is three

times worked, the last on the Swan's Egg Pear. I

have a fine lot from this stock generally, and they are

the best we have in quality. Those ingrafted on

Gansel's Bergamot are great bearers and grow to a

good size ; those ingrafted on the Beurre Ranee are

in use now, and will continue through the month.

Winter Nelis is the next favourite sort to follow

the Marie Louise. It is four times grafted, the last

timeonUvedale's St. Germain's. This sort has wonder-

ful vigour so grafted, always bears plenty of fruit, is

always good, and never cracks. This sort is no use

here on the Quince stock, it grows too weak.

Glou Morceau twice grafted, the last time on

Beurre Ranee and on a south wall, is generally good

and comes in for January and early in February ; they

are not so fine as I have had them other years : th^
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earliest blooms were killed in the spring, consequently

they did not grow so large as usual. They are fine for

stewing, and for that purpose they are being used this

year.

Easter BeurrtJ is the next favourite, and a grand
old Pear it is, always good ; if not left to spoil itself

on the trees, with a little management this Pear might

be had in use for a long time. This sort I have grafted

on various stocks, but none on the Quince. The sorts

I have named will carry me through a winter, but I

have many other good useful sorts to fill up a gap if

needed. The common early summer Pears are no use

here for table.

The Jargonelle is the first to be of use to me : this is

grafted on the Pear stock, and is very fine generally;

on the Quince it is subject to canker and useless.

Marie Louise ingrafted on the Jargonelle never bears

any fruit worth naming, and what it does bear is very

small. I expected great things from this stock, and
grafted three trees, two of which are now destroyed

—

the other I will give another trial, as it has a good
promise of fruit-buds, after being very liberally treated

at the roots, to give it strength. The blooms of this

tree are very tender, and stand no frost when in

flower.

The next to follow the Jargonelle is that monster
Pear, Souvenir du Congres, two fruits of which will

make a dish, and if eaten just when it is ripe it is

delicious. It has a nice colour, and is very handsome
on I lie table.

Williams' Bon Chretien comes in about the same
time, and like Souvenir du Congres requires to be
gathered before it is ripe to have it fine in flavour.

Beurre d'Amanlis ingrafted on Hacon's Incompa-
rable is always very large and excellent in flavour, and
will ripen on the tree or in the fruit-room.

Louise Bonne of Jersey is another fine-flavoured

Pear,but should always be on a vigorous stock. It is

poor on the Quince stock, and apt to crack.

The Seckle Pear I have tried on various strong
stocks, but to no purpose ; it is highly perfumed, but

only required to be sent to table here once or twice in

a season : it is too small.

When I added Doyenne du Comice to my stock, I

thought I had a great catch. I ingrafted it on
various strong-growing stocks, and tried to palm it oif

as superior to Marie Louise, but Mr. Milbank pro-

nounced it too sweet and wanting the fine aroma of
the Marie Louise ; however, it is a good useful sorl

for our climate and soil, and does well on any stock
except the Jargonelle.

Beurre Diel ingrafted on the Swan's Egg Pear is

delicious and very large, but always a little gritty,

Duchesse d'Angouleme is never first-rate here,

neither is Beurre Clairgeau.

Dunmore is a large, handsome Pear, and well
suited to this climate ; although it is not of the first

quality, it is a good Pear.

Hacon's Incomparable is a large handsome Pear of
first-rate quality on the old Pear stock, but is rather

shy in bearing, though it bears well on the Quince,
but the fruit is rather small.

Josephine de Malines is very uncertain in quality,

but bears well on any stock ; not thoroughly good
ex::ept in very fine seasons, but useful for the kitchen.

Beurre Hardy is a most delicious Pear ingrafted

on the Pear. Beurre Sterckmans,|Knight's Monarch,
and Ne Plus Meuris, are only very moderate sorts

here. Beurre Ranee never ripens here, and is only
good for stewing.

Beurre Superfin is a good useful autumn Pear, if

grafted on the Quince ; grafted on the Pear here it is

very poor in every way. Bergamot Esperen in fine

seasons is very useful.

The gathering of Pears requires to be studied very
particularly. The melting Pears will mostly bear
hanging long on the trees without losing the flavour,

while the gritty sorts should be gathered as soon as

they show signs of ripeness, and are much improved
if finished olif in a warm temperature. William Cul-
verwdl, Thorpe Pcrrow.

ON THE CULTURE OF PELAR-
GONIUMS FOR AUTUMN AND
EARLY WINTER FLOWERING.

iConcludedfrom /. 784.)

The pots and their preparation will be the next

matter for consideration. The size I use is S-inch.

These, if new, are previously soaked in clean water, or

if they have been in use are well washed both out-

side and in, and drained by placing one large piece of

broken pot over the hole in the centre, and a few

pieces placed carefully round about it. I may here

say that I am by no means an advocate for the

traditional 2 inches of drainage which used to be the

universal precept and practice as well when I first

began to crock pots. I am persuaded that a few pieces

of drainage carefully placed in the pot serve the

rposc as well if not better than any quantity thrown

in promiscuously, and at the same time preserve for

the use of the plant additional feeding space where it

is most wanted.

The plants are now taken to the potting bench and
turned out, the old drainage removed with as little

injury to the roots as possible, and any loose or

exhausted soil about the top of the ball cleared ofi".

A few rough pieces of the compost are now placed over

the drainage and pressed down firmly, leaving the soil

in the bottom of the pot in a slightly conical shape.

On this cune the ball is placed with the loose roots

hanging round its sides—not doubled up under the

ball, as is too often done by careless operators. The com-
post is now filled in and firmly pressed down with the

potting stick and finished, so that there is a clear

space ol an inch left for water. I may here observe

that in all the potting operations I have with Pelar-

goniums, hard potting is the rule. This induces a

stifl" habit of growth, the formation of flower-buds

in greater profusion, and enables the plant to hold out

much longer. The plants after being potted are again
returned to the cold frames, and placed so wide apart

that each plant stands a few inches clear of its neigh-

bour. They then receive a copious watering, which
by the way is the only care they will require for the

next six weeks.

If greenfly put in an appearance during the summer
it must be instantly suppressed. My plan to destroy

this pest on plants growing in cold frames, is to dip
them in a composition made up by dissolving soft-

soap in rain-water in the proportion of 2 oz. to the
gallon ; to every 10 gallons of this liquid i gallon of
tobacco liquor is added, and strained through a piece

of double tiffany. I have a barrel filled with com-
position always at hand, into which any plant

infested with thrips or greenfly is dipped overhead
as soon as observed, and I have had no trouble

with greenfly since I adopted this plan. If, how-
ever, our plants are grown freely, and guarded
against checks of any kind, insects should not give

much trouble.

By the beginning of August our subjects are arriving

at maturity and showing their flower-buds in great

abundance, and this is the time to have them tied out.

With the compact growing sorts of the Digby Grand
type I simply insert one stake in the centre of the

plant, tie the longest shoot to it, and loop the others

to it with a strand of matting. The taller growing
varieties have, in addition to the centre stick; from
four to seven round the side of the pot to which the

side shoots are tied, care being taken that the sticks are

not longer than the foliage will hide. In short, when
this operation is properly done the sticks are little

seen, and the stick nuisance reduced to the minimum.
By the end of the month I prepare to have them
taken indoors, by having them dipped as already

described, the pots washed clean, and the drainage

seen to be in good order. They are then placed in

the position they are to occupy during the winter,

which should always be the driest and Hghtest part of

the greenhouse or conservatory, where they will for

the next three months amply reward the cultivator for

all the care bestowed upon them.

The treatment they require under glass does not

differ in principle from that which I have already

described. Plenty of pure air, judicious watering,

freedom from insects and damp, constitute the sum
total of their requirements. At the same time it

would be folly to say that during the dull and often

sunless days of September, October, and November,
the application of these principles is as easy as during

the summer months. No, it requires considerable

discrimination and care to know when to give air and
when to close, when to give water and when to

withhold ; and as for insects there is but one way
with them at all seasons, viz., extermination. For
the benefit of my younger brethren I will make one
or two observations on each of these heads.

With air I will associate temperature, and say that

between So" and 60" I consider the safe medium for

plants of this class in flower or coming into flower

during these months. Air is admitted every day, and
in mild weather at night as well, but in less quantity.

If, as often happens at this season of the year, we
should have wet and sunless weather, I turn on the

heat for a few hours during the day, leaving the ven-

tilators open. This counteracts the tendency to damp
that obtains so largely with plants grown in the open
air. Avoid by all means a close and moist atmo-
sphere, for Pelargonium flowers cannot be kept many
hours in condition in a close atmosphere surcharged

with moisture. Cojd draughts are equally to be

avoided, for in addition to the direct injury done to

the plants greenfly invariably follows.

The water should always be of the same tempera-

ture as that of the house, and never be administered

until the plants are in want of it. Aim at keeping

the roots always in the same condition as to moisture
;

nothing brings disappointment and failure so soon as

extremes of watering. Weak guano-water will be

beneficial when the plants have been in flower for

some time, or a pinch of Standen's manure may be

sprinkled on the surface of the pot once a month.

If the air, temperature, and water have been care-

fully attended to insects will not be troublesome. If

they should appear a gentle fumigating on a dull

calm afternoon when they are dry, or a dip in the

soapy-water barrel will keep them in check. In

every stage of their growth greenfly is their deadly

enemy, but at this season it is positively fatal, and
there can be no success while they are tolerated.

It will be necessary at this season to go frequently

over the plants and pick off" the foliage any fallen

petals, or dead leaves, which, if left on, will soon

communicate their own taint to the healthy parts.

Early in December I induce them to rest by with-
holding all stimulus to grow. By the third week in

January they are again encouraged to grow, and by
the middle of March they will again flower, and by
generous treatment will bloom in profusion during
the spring and summer, and even until their

successors are ready the following August. I have
plants at present, treated as I have described, which
have been in flower for more than twelve months, and
that is more than I can say for any other plant I grow.

I will now mention a few of the sorts I find most
useful, and which I can recommend to every one
who wishes to grow these lovely flowers.

Madame ToulongcoJi.—A variety not so well known as
it deserves to be. The flowers are large, rosy carmine,
shaded with violet in the throat, and suffused with wliite.

A great producer ; the habit is somewhat loose, but
withal it is a splendid variety.

D/gby Grand.—Flowers pearly white, with veined spot
on llie upper petals, and fringed edges. A well known and
free-blooming variety, and one ot the best habited Pelar-

goniums in cultivation.

Marie Lemohic.—One of the most useful and charming
of its class. Its blooms are of the purest white, with
feathered spot of delicate pink on the upper petals, and
of excellent habit. Though not so protuse a bloomer
as the preceding yet, from the chaste beauty of its flowers,

it is invaluable wherever cut flowers are required.

Triomple dc St. Maude.—A light purplish crimson
flower, with dark spot on the upper petals. Large flower,

of great substance, produced in bold trusses, fine stiff

habit, a most desirable variety.

Bridal Bouquet.—An extremely free-flowering and
attractive variety, producing fine large trusses of beauti-

ful pure white flowers, with delicate rose spot on upper
petals, and finely fringed.

Annie.—Pure white flowers with feathered pink spot ;

large truss, robust habit, and abundant bloomer.
Fire A'i'tg. — Deep magenta with crimson-purple

shade ; a fine large crisped or double variety of good
habit. The flowers are the most persistent of any Pelar-

gonium I know.
Mrs. Bradshaw.—A French variety, with white flowers

and dark spot on each petal, produced in great profu-
sion ; a dwarf-habited and useful variety.

Marchioness of Lothian or Magnet.—A light purplish
crimson variety, with dark spot on upper petals ; a free-

blooming and useful variety, though the form of the
individual flowers will not pass muster with florists of
the Glenny school.

Grande.—Pure white flowers, without spot or wrinkle,
of dwarf compact habit ; indispensable wherever white
flowers are required.

Floribundum.— Bright rosy crimson flowers, produced
in great profusion. Habit is all that could be wished,
though the size of the flowers is smaller than most of
the preceding, yet a most useful variety.

Red Gauntlet.—Bright rosy carmine flowers. A well

known variety.

Alex. Jlfc/Cenzie, JVarriston N'urscry, Edinbttrgh,

ICE-WELLS AND ICE-HOUSES.
At this season of the year, and especially this year,

when King Frost is asserting his old authority over the

earth and the water, the following illustrations of

various structures for preserving ice may be of use to

some of our readers :

—

Fig. 131 represents an ice-well which is said to cost

from £1^ to £\(>. Such a well is perfectly adapted

for use in either a chalky or a clayey soil, but in

porous soils, or where water is found near the surface,

an ice-house above-ground, with double walls, must
be substituted. If the soil be wet and stifl" clay or

chalk, the sides should be brick or concrete, and well

wattled before the ice is put in. There is a small

door opposite the large one, 2.\ feet square ; this door

and a small one of 15 inches in the large one is to be

opened every evening, and shut before daylight.
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Fij;. 132 is another ice-well set beside a deep ditch.

This illustates one very important principle in keep-

ing ice, which is that the water formed by the melted

ice must be got away, and that without the possibility

of the air finding its way in by the drain-hole. The
best plan of securing this is to use a bent pipe as at

A in this figure, a shows the well, S or lo feet deep,

the adjacent ditch being deeper ; b are faggots placed

on the bottom, c is the curved pipe already men-

tioned ; D is earth taken from the well to make the

sides higher. The sides should be lined with dry

Barley straw.

Fig. 133 shows another form of well, a li is a

conical hole in the ground ; c D are stones or rubble

18 inches deep to act as a drain ; a d are slabs 4 feet

high above the surface ; E is the door ; F is a trap-

door to answer a similar one on the opposite side, to

be opened in a dry state of the air and carefully closed

when the atmosphere is damp. Both this and the

former plan are said to be cheap and effective.

Fig. 134 is an ice-house of a difi'erent character.

Mere in the diagram a is the centre of an arch 10 feet

in diameter, and at this point a post 15 feet above the

ground level is set up ; B B represent fifteen posts

9 feet high and about 2 feet apart ; c c c are fifiy-

four posts 5 feet high : the 4-feet space between

these circles of posts is packed firmly with straw; E
is a passage through the wall, D being the outer and

K the inner door, b shows a section where, as at N N,

the straw is shown to be dense and firm, c is a

view of the roof, which is formed of well prepared

Wheat or Rye straw, 4 feet thick.

Fig. 135 shows in section a natural contrivance for

preserving ice. In this figure a represents the ice,

r, a wall of fern 3 feet to 4 feet in thickness, c the

thatch. The walls are first built up, then shored and

secured with hurdles. A little clean straw is first

strewn over the ice, then iS inches of fern, and after

that comes a waterproof straw thatch. An ice-house

of this kind answers perfectly when placed on an

incline so that water may naturally drain away. The
necessity for this natural drainage indicates that in

the case of artificial excavations they should be made
in dry soil, or in that which is perfectly well drained

both from surface and subsoil water. In an icehouse

on a bank, such as that shown in the figure, shade is

desirable but not essential.

SALVIA SPLENDENS, Etc.

Permit me lo endorse the high estimate given of

this fine old plant in a recent nvmiber of the

Gardenci-s' Chronicle. It is assuredly one of the

mo'st valuable of all plants for the winter decora-

tion of the conservatory, cool stove or intermediate

house. The practice of planting out in the summer

and lifting in the autumn also suits this and

kindred Salvias remarkably well, though they

also flower freely when grown in pots in the open

air from May to September. Another good

mode of treating this Salvia is to strike late

cuttings in June, pot in rich soil, stop two or three

times, give a (inal shift into 6, 8, or lo-inch pots in

August, and by this means secure dwarf plants

that hide the pots with their fine vigorous

foliage and dazzling spikes of brilliant scarlet

l!]'

throughout the most flowcrless months of late autumn
and winter. These look fresher and better than

older plants. This Salvia also docs well kept as

dwarf as possible and pegged down as a basket

plant. Those most familiar with its brittle character,

however, will at once recognise that this style of

treatment needs considerable care and caution, for the

shoots break like glass unless carefully handled. Uut

to succeed in basketing the Salvia splendens is worth

some extra pains and labour, as few sights are more gor-

geously rich and beautiful than a well-filled basket of

this fine Salvia, with its bending plume-like spikes,

filling the eye of the beholder as he looks up to it.

Tall plants are also most useful, and form a rich and

brilliant contrast at this dead season of the year to

the prevailing colour of Chrysanthemums and other

plants. A white variety is advertised, which I have

not yet grown, which will prove useful as a contrast,

and the more so as white flowers of that character

are extremely rare.

From the fugitive character of the separate flowers

after the spike is cut, and the difficulty of mounting

them separately or in masses, this Salvia is of less

value for cutting than might be expected. It forms,

however, a rich mixture and contrast with other

flowers while it lasts ; and as new spikes and fresh

flowers are produced in succession for a long time it

is, as you say, a plant from which the decorator

may cut freely, and come again and again for more on

each succeeding morrow. But it is as a decorative

plant in pot, tub, basket, or planted out in conserva-

tory bed or border that the Salvia splendens appears

in its truest and best character, and almost without a

rival among plants.

The Salvia gesneriflora flowers very much later than

the splendens, though almost as brilliant and useful in

its season. It bears heat also as well or better. The
finest specimens I have ever had of this Salvia were
planted out in June, lifted and potted in September,

allowed to stand in a cool house till the middle of

November ; they were then placed in an early vinery

at work about the end of the year. The sudden
change of temperature and treatment caused nearly

the whole of the ample foliage to fall oft". This caused

much disappointment for the moment, but as the huge

plants in 1 2-inch pots made haste to break into young
shoots, it was decided to leave them where they were.

The result was the noblest specimens of this grand

Salvia ever seen before or since. They were almost

too brilliant to be looked at, the dazzling spikes of

scarlet being all the more prominent as they stood

well out from the young leaves. The plants were

removed about the end of January to the conservatory,

and alternated with white Camellias and white

Azaleas, and not even a noble specimen of Rhodo-

dendron arborca, with fifty trusses of its glorious

blossoms, could eclipse the dazzling brightness of

these specimens of Salvia gesneriflora, which went

on flowering from January to April. We have had them

of different sizes, good, since then, but none equal to

these, our first specimens, though we have tried to

repeat the practice. So difficult is it in horticulture

to reach the high level of one's accidental best.

There is one other Salvia, grown under the name of

Heerii, which comes in well with or after gesneriflora.

It is hardier than either of the others, and flowers

remarkably well in 6-inch or 8-inch pots, on the con-
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scrvatory or greenhouse shelf, without any special

culture or treatment whatever.

Retarded plants of Salvia patens, or those produced

from late cuttings, may also be forced to throw in

their inimitable shade of blue with those bright shades

of scarlet and crimson, and thus, with the addition of

the white variety of splendens, furnish the rich trio of

popular and universally admired colours— rc<I, wliitc,

and blue—throughout the dead season. D. T. I'ish.

THE WILDERNESS, NEAR.
READING.

When that once famous and magnificent estate of

the Churchills, Whiteknights, situate near the Berk-

shire capital of Reading, was cut up into several

allotments, that portion of it known in old time as the

Wilderness passed into the hands of a building specu-

lator, who erected thereon a handsome residence, and

converted the somewhat uncouth grounds into the

appurtenances of a family residence, without materially

affecting the established features, or removing those

fine objects that have for many years been the pro-

minent characteristics of the place. The property is

now tenanted by a lady of taste, the lion. Mrs.

Marsland, and she is fortunate in having in Mr. Lees,

her gardener, a man of intelligence and capacity to

understand the prominent features of old White-

knights, and to improve in a garden sense, without

defacing the memorials of the past. When, in years

long past, this noble estate passed from the hands of

the then Duke of Marlborough, it became the property

of the late Sir Isaac Goldsmid, who allowed the

estate to be at the free disposal of the inhabitants of

Reading for many years, but it was eventually cut up

into six lots and leased for building, the extent of the

allotments varying from fifty to one hundred acres.

The grounds are flat, and those of the Wilderness

especially would be deficient in beauty and variety

were it not for the grand specimens of many rare trees

and shrubs that dot the lawn, and also for the noble

trees and huge masses of Rhododendrons and other

flowering shrubs that border and decorate the exten-

sive pleasure grounds.

Whilst yet the estate was Whiteknights, and an

appanage of the Duchess of Marlborough, there stood

in the park, just outside the Wilderness, a huge

accumulation of gigantic boulders that had been, at a

vast expense, brought from the Marlborough Downs,

in Wiltshire. These the taste of the Duke of Marl-

borough had formed into a miniature Stonehenge,

presenting perhaps the nearest resemblance to that

ancient and mysterious formation to be found in the

kingdom. As these had in many cases fallen from

their high estate, and presented a somewhat ruinous

aspect, it occurred to Mr. Lees last winter that in

these boulders were the elements of a gigantic rock-

work or fernery ; and therefore all were, with a great

expenditure of labour, carted into a hollow place in

the pleasure grounds, surrounded with trees and

shrubs, and there fashioned into the massive

arrangement now presented. When in years to

come the Ferns and other suitable plants that inter-

.sect these stones have made a full development, the

rockwork will be a fine feature in the place. As a

geological fact, it may be of interest to state that these

stones, to the number of 104, and many now weigh-

ing over a ton each, were, it is believed, floated to

Marlborough Downs in prehistoric days from the

Welsh hills by means of floating masses of ice, and

there deposited. How many thousands of years

have passed since they took this involuntary voyage

it would be difficult to guess, but in the presence of

these ancient voyagciirs Saxon and Norman remains

become but things as of yesterday.

Of trees of note that dot the lawns there is a noble

pyramidal Oak (Quercus pyramidalis), of some 80 feet

high—a very handsome specimen ; a beautiful example
of Fraxinus sylvatica [?Ornus], or the blooming Ash,

the flowers of which resemble a silver plume not unlike

the feathery tufts of the Pampas-grass, the foliiige

also being singularly handsome. A peculiar feature

in this tree is the enormous development made of the

stock of the common Ash in which it is grafted as

compared with the stem of the tree itself; the bark of

the stock is rough and uneven, and that of the scion

tree perfectly smooth. A huge specimen of one of

the varieties of the Hazel-nut is a very interesting

tree. It has several large stems, and the tree has a

circumference of about 150 feet. Near to this is an
old gnarled specimen of that most deterring of Thorns,

the Gledilschia horrida, on the stem of which are grow-

ing spines of some 4 inches to 6 inches in length, that

form a perfect chcvatix dc frisc against predatory

climbers. This Thorn is not uncommonly known as

the " Christ's Thorn " of the Crucifixion, but this is

a mistake, as the Gleditschia is of American origin.

Tliere is a large specimen of the Fern-leaved Beech

(Fagus heterophylla), the foliage of which is singularly

handsome and striking. In this tree is a curious

instance of sportiveness, a single branch having re-

verted to the form of the common Beech. There are

some very fine examples of the deciduous Cypress,

large specimen Magnolias in variety, huge masses of

Ponticum Rhododendrons, facing which have been

planted most of the finest new kinds.

In the small portion of the ornamental water enclosed

in the grounds are varieties of the common Flag, the

yellow kind (Iris Pseudacorus) being abundant, but the

chief interest centres in the sweet-scented kind, Acorus

Calamus, the foliage of which is of a paler hue than is

that of its commoner neighbour, but which, when

crushed in the hand, emits a most delicious perfume.

One of the beds on the lawn was remarkable for the

eflective appearance presented by a number of the

herbaceous Phlox planted amidst Kalmias \ the fine

heads of bloom of the Phloxes just overtopped the

shrubs, and were extremely handsome and telling.

In other garden features the place owes much to the

perseverance of Mr. Lees, who is a good plant culti-

vator, and is now a successful exhibitor, and making

his mark at the local exhibitions. Of Fuchsias a

large collection is grown, and it is pleasing to find

that here at least is one who is in reference to this

fine old exhibition plant ably endeavouring to follow

in the footsteps of the famous western growers. The
huge pyramids that stood taking their ease in well-

earned retirement, after winning prizes at the shows,

gave evidence of the ability of the cidtivator, and the

good example here displayed may perchance tend to

induce other gardeners to follow in the wake. Mr.
Lees grows most of Lye's newer varieties, all of which

are of excellent natural habit, very floriferous, and,

not least valuable, do not quickly drop their flowers

in travelling. Such an excellent characteristic will

far outweigh other properties in the eyes of the exhi-

bitor. Of good sorts now in cultivation at the Wil-

derness are, of red kinds, Gazelle, Warrior Queen,

Elegance, Charming, and Lizzie Hexham ; and of

whites, Wiltshire Lass, Letty Lye, Arabella, Beauty
of Wilts, Blushing Bride, and Albo-coccinea. The
building up of a good pyramid Fuchsia is a work of

slow growth, but when such a plant is obtained it

may, with care, be made serviceable for several

years.

Heaths are largely grown, both for exhibition and
for conservatory decoration ; and the well-built speci-

mens standing out in sheltered nooks and pits show
that the gardener has a thorough comprehension of

the requirements of these denizens of far-ofl' regions.

As shown at the Wilderness, it is evident that some
kinds of Ericas may well be classed amongst carni-

vorous plants, with the exception that although they
catch insects by myriads, there is no evidence that

they digest their captives. Such kinds as E. remula
and Wilsoni emit a glutinous substance during the

summer months that is singularly adhesive, so much
so that last year a plant of the latter kind caught at

intervals three sparrows, and held them fast as with
birdlime. One of the most charming kinds in flower

in the month of August was Erica verticillata rubra,

the flowers of which were of a beautiful carmine
;

this is one of the best summer-blooming Heaths. In
the plant-houses were some excellent show specimens
of stove and greenhouse culture, all of good flowering

qualities, and fsome specimens of kinds not common
on the exhibition table. The pretty Pentas carnea,

with its woolly foliage and numerous trusses of pale
mauve flowers, like to those in form of the old

Cuphea. The Chironia ixcifera is another exhibition

specimen far from common ; the flowers are of a
charming rosy pink hue, and singularly striking ; as

an autumn show plant it is most valuable, but re-

quiring in the winter stove treatment. Stigmaphyllon
aureum is a charming climber that will train into a
capital specimen, Mr. Lees' plant having done fre-

quent duty but was yet Iresh and vigorous. This
plant has curious five-petalled flowers, yellow in
colour. In other specimens we find Ixoras, Alla-
mandas, &c., such as are common enough in col-

lections of stove and greenhouse plants on the
exhibition table, and therefore there is more interest

centred in the one or two old plants than in the

plants with which frequent meeting has made one
familiar.

Grapes, stove fruits. Melons, and all the ordinary

fruits of the garden, are grown here ni sufficient

quantity to suit the requirements of a moderate family,

and all these are good. In Peach culture under
glass Mr. Lees takes out all spare shoots as soon as

the fruit is gathered, as in his estimation it greatly

facilitates the ripening of the fruiting wood. Allu-

sion has already been made to the excellent crop of

good table Grapes produced in one of the houses from

a temporary plant of Pearson's new Golden Queen,
without doubt the best of all new white Grapes ; and
the simple treatment to which it had been subjected

in a Black Hamburgh house leads to the inference

that it is easy of cultivation, and well worthy the

attention of amateur cultivators. The kitchen garden

quarters are good and well filled, Potatos especially

turning out well on the sandy loam of this Berkshire

locality.

All the appointments of the place are excellent,

and all neatly and cleanly kept. The Wilderness is

no rival of the great show places of the kingdom, but,

such as it is, it is not deficient of many features of

interest, and is during the summer months well

worthy a visit. A. D.

VARIATION IN PLANTS.
Herk HoFFiMANN has contributed the results of

another series of cultural experiments to the Bo-
tanischc Zeiliing. We have already given abstracts of

some of his former papers. A dwarf form of .^thusa

Cynapium, li to 2 inches high, had been observed for

twenty years past on the plateau of Kbnigsberg near

Giessen. It grew in a most barren, stony soil, and pro-

duced perfect seed. Last year seed taken from some of

the smallest plants was sowed in pots. The seeds ojf

one plant grew into seed-bearing plants from 3 i to 74
inches high, whilst the largest from another attained

nearly lo inches. So here was a case in which,

under not very favourable conditions, there was a

reversion to the typical form in one generation.

A yellow-fruited variety of Atropa Belladonna pro-

duced black fruit in the fourth generation, and yellow

again in the fifth. The writer remarks, however, that

there was a possibility, though little probability, of its

having been effected by bees.

Some experiments with a wild form of Brassica

oleracea gave some interesting results. The wild

form employed was from the Black Forest, and

grows ordinarily 4—6 feet high without branching. It

is a very marked, probably climatic, form, and has

been under cultivation since 1S64. Succeeding

generations were gradually dwarfer, the leaves rela-

tively larger, and the general resemblance to common
Cabbage greater. The 1869 generation, however,

still retained many of the peculiarities of the wild

form, but the plants did not exceed 4 feet in height.

Seedlings from the 1869 generation were of much the

same character. In 1871 the plants were only 2 feet

high, and in one of them the heart was blown at the

beginning of September, and the following winter it

exhibited the characteristics of Brussels Sprouts.

Short shoots were produced in the axils of the upper

leaves. In 1872 the original character was almost

entirely lost ; the plants were scarcely 3 feet high.

Moreover, the majority of the plants had more the

character of Cabbage ; some of them, however, were

more like the Savoy and Brussels Sprouts. In 1877
the progeny had something the character of Savoy,

though not exactly that of any commonly cultivated

sort, and the original character of the wild form

was quite obliterated. Experiments with the variety

laciniata. Will., were undertaken to test whether it

was really fixed. Two plants out of four of the

fourth generation had flat leaves, and were almost

identical with the wild seacoast so-called parent form.

In 1877 all the characteristics of the variety had dis-

appeared.

Of seedlings raised from' Fragaria vesca var. mono-
phylla, some had two and some three leaflets, though
the majority had only one.

The fruit of Medicago helix is spirally twisted to the

right in some plants, whilst in others it is twisted to

the left. HoflSnan found the two forms tolerably

constant, though seedlings of one sometimes produced

the other. He also observed pods coiled in contrary

directions in its upper and lower halves.

Experiments were undertaken with Mercurialis

annua to ascertain the proportion of male and female
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plants according to the age of the seed. It appears

that usually there is an increasingly larger proportion

of female plants as the seed gets older, though this

does not hold good for all plants.

The dimorphic fruits of the ray and disk flowers of

Zinnia, separately sown, produced identical flower-

heads, bearing both disk and ray flowers.

^s^^^^^feki.

Untersuchungen uber die Ringelkrankheit

und den Russthau. Von Dr. Paul Sorauer.

lieriin and Leipzig, 1S7S, Svo, pp. 55; mit 19

figurcn in holzschnuit und I chromol. tafel. (The

Diseases of Hyacinths, &c.)

It is perhaps not quite generally known that there

is at Berlin a very extensive cultivation of Hyacinth

bulbs for the market, as well as in Holland. The annual

produce is said to be above a million and a half, but

that it decreases yearly in consequence of disease.

A pamphlet has lately been published at Berlin and

Leipzig by Dr. Paul Sorauer, in which he treats of

the several diseases to which the bulbs are subject.

They are known under various names, but they arc

reducible to three, the leaf-disease, the ring-disease,

and the black rust, of the two latter of which the

memoir treats more especially. Every cultivator of

Hyacinths in this country is aware that when his

bulbs are taken up many appear with the outer coats

loose and distorted, while the sound portions of the

bulb within are in an unpromising condition. Very

frequently there is mould about the base, and some-

times more or less extensive decomposition within.

In this latter condition a careful examination shows

that the bulbs are affected with the Ringelkrankheit,

or ring disease. This may occur, however, m bulbs

which are apparently perfectly healthy externally. The
disease is very insidious. It commences at the top of

one of the inner or rather median coats, in the shape

of a slight brown spot ; this gradually spreads down-

wards and all round, till it reaches the vegetative base,

destroys the tissue from whence the roots spring, and

eventually developes masses of PenicilHum, very

frequently in that form which is figured by Greville

under the name of Coremium. Every gardener

knows that in selecting bulbs, especially those of

high price, he must examine the base and reject

those which show the slightest symptoms of

disease or mouldiness there, however slight, or

he will be sure to be disappointed. In all

such cases he has probably met with bulbs affected

by ring disease. We do not, however, agree with

Dr. Sorauer that the Penicillium has really anything

to do with the disease. The fungus is clearly an after-

growth, which may aggravate constitutional disease

already present.* Our belief from the whole of the

account is, that the constitution of the bulbs

has in the process of time been deteriorated by

the use of too nitrogenous manures, aggravated by

lifting the bulbs when not quite perfectly mature.

Whether, however, we are right or wrong about

this matter, we fee! convinced that the black-rust

(Russthau) is not in the least due to any of the various

moulds or organisms which are so copiously developed.

Pleospora herbaruni in its various forms, and com-

plicated mycelia, is abundant everywhere on dying or

diseased vegetables, even seaweed not being exempt
;

and we must therefore look to some more hidden

cause. In either disease the little yellow blisters

which occur on the coats are very curious. The
treatise will be read with profit by wholesale cultivators

of bulbs, as it contains several useful suggestions. In

this country we are rather consuqiers than producers.

'/• 7- B.

' In the sectional figure which gives the structure of the

Misters 0[i thii coats, the mycelium is nmiited for the sake of

clearness It is necessary to make this remark, to avoid a
mialike which might very easily be made.

Publications Received.—Systematisches Ver-
zeichniss der in den Garten der Konigl. Preuss. Forst-

akademie zu Munden kultivirten Pflanzen. Ange-
stellt von H. Zabel, Miinden. (Systematic Catalogue
of Plants cultivated in the Royal Prussian Forest

School at Miinden.) A list of 2320 species and
varieties of hardy trees, shrubs, and under-shrubs ;

1050 krantartigen—hardy plants ; 250 topflanzen :

the whole comprised in S45 genera. A good cata-

logue, well printed. — New Commercial Plants, by
Thomas Christy.—The Christmas Number of the

Masonic Magazine.—Monatsschrift des Vereines zur

Befdrderung des Gartenbaues in d. K. P. Staaten.

—

American Agriculturist.—Vick's Illtistrated Monthly.
—Bulletin de la Federation des Societes d'Horticul-

ture de Belgique.—Grevillea—Bulletin d'ArboricuI-

ture.—Moniteur Horticole Beige.—Live .Stock Journal
Almanac. — Agricultural Gazette Almanac. — The
Gardeners' Monthly.

HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.
Although the Strawberry is generally looked on as

very hardy and enduring it often occurs that the plants

suffer much in severe winters, the biting winds and
frosts together acting most injuriously on the exposed
crowns, which, if the cold is of long continuance, are

in a great measure robbed of their vitality. A
dressing of soft decomposed manure put on the beds
now, will not only prevent this by the excellent

shelter it affords, but will greatly improve the health

and vigour of the plants in the spring by the manner
it enriches the soil and encourages surface roots,

which to perennials of this class are the principal

feeders that are renewed regularly every year. To
dig among Strawberries at this season, or indeed at

any other, is a great mistake, as it causes a wholesale

destruction of these, and renders the plants much
less able to contend with adverse weather than they
would be if left undisturbed. The removal of

the old foliage, too, which is their natural pro-

tection, is likewise detrimental to their welfare,

as it lays bare the most tender part to every blast, and
if these sere leaves were not required we may be sure

they would be cast oft" in the same way as others are,

instead of which, as if to protest against being rudely

severed, they always cling to their position with the

greatest tenacity, and only loose their hold when the

young ones appear in the spring. Next to Straw-

berries in point ot importance among what are

generally considered the common kinds of hardy
fruits, Raspberries are, perhaps, in the greatest esteem

;

for however small a garden may be, almost every one
endeavours to grow at least a few canes ; but the

difficulty with many, where stakes are not to be had,

is how to support them. At the low price iron now
brings, there can be no question that in the long run rods

of this metal are by far the cheapest, as those of \ or

\ inch are quite large enough, and if tarred before

being used, to keep them from rusting, would last a

lifetime. Besides being so durable, they are far neater

than wood, which not only are clumsy-looking but

soon rots in the ground and snaps off at the surface,

thus entailing a constantly recurring expense to keep
them renewed. Two or three strained wires answer
very well for training Raspberries on, but the gain in

using them is small, as they must have supports of

some strength at the ends with others at intervals

along the rows, besides which they are not so portable

when it is desired to make fresh plantations, or so

convenient to get amongst for the purpose of gather-

ing the crop and manuring and getting about on the

ground. A low, half shady wall or dead fence that is

not available to grow anything else except Goose-
berries or Currants forms a capital place for Rasp-
berries, the roots of which delight in the cool and
moisture such a position affords, and the canes are

easily supported by giving them a tack-up by means
of a few nails and shreds.

Raspberries, like Strawberries, are surface-rooted

plants, and should be disturbed as little as possible.

No system of cultivation suits them better than having
the soil just pricked over for the purpose of cleaning

it, and then giving a good mulching of half-rotten

manure to lie during the spring and summer, the

effect of which is to intercept evaporation of the

moisture contained in the land, and add considerably

to the yield. If it were not for the more tidy and
dressed appearance it gives to gardens, the ground
between Gooseberries and Currants would be the

better left as it is, at least so far as the bushes are

concerned, and what digging takes place among them
should be done with a fork, and not be carried to any
depth to loosen or interfere with their hold.

The more stirring work of thinning-out overgrown
trees in orchards may with advantage be carried out

during dry weather, when it would be much too cold

for ordinary pruning to be done with any degree

of comfort to those engaged in it. The thing to aim
at with all standard Apples is to keep the centres thin

and open, and the branches from crossing and inter-

lacing each other, by doing which not only is the

symmetry of the trees spoiled, but the light and air is

shut out, and the fruit they bear never attains any-

thing like the size or colour it should. A sharp saw,

with a quick eye and ready decision on the part of

those using it, will soon improve matters even in the

most neglected place, but in order to get the wounds
made to heal over quickly and properly, they should

be smoothed off with a keen-edged knife or large

chisel, which will prevent wet from entering and carry-

ing decay with it, Next to proper and judicious thin-

ning, nothing tends so much to the welfare and health

oforchard trees as keeping their bark free from mossy
growth—a parasite to which, in some soils away from

the influence of the smoke and the atmosphere that pre-

vails near towns, some are particularly liable. Where
it occurs to any extent, the best way is to scrape the

trunks and main stems with some blunt instrument,

such as a small narrow hoe, and then paint them over

with thick limewash, used as fresh as it can be got.

The smaller branches can be dealt with by squirting

it on from a Read's syringe, a few well directed

streams from which will cover every part, and bring

about a thorough cleansing of the whole. Standard

Plums, Damsons, and such-like, that in some locali-

ties are annually stripped of the gieater part of their

flower buds, pay well for a little attention in the same
way. J. Shcppard^ Woolvcrstonc.

FRUIT HOUSES.
CacUMitERS.—Every opportunity should be taken

on bright days (which of late have been "few and
far between ") to entrap the sun's rays by shutting up
the house early in the afternoon—say at one o'clock,

sprinkling the house at the same time with tepid

water. The house, pathways, and the plants (using

a very fine spray for the latter), should be damped
over every morning, otherwise spider will be trouble-

some, in consequence of the continued severe firing

which has been rendered necessary through the severe

nature of the weather, and which to Cucumber-
growers, in the generality of places, is a trying ordeal

through which to pass with anything like ordinary

results. Let tepid liquid-manure, in a weak state, be

given to plants which are making a free growth ; but

on the other hand, should the plant show the least signs

of a stagnant growth, it will lie advisable to withhold

the liquid manure until they have again shown un-

mistakable signs of free growth. A top-dressing,

composed of the following ingredients, viz., one

part of peat, two of loam, and one of horse-droppings,

having been previously warmed to the same tempera-

ture of the soil in which the plants are growing, by
placing it in the same house for twenty-four hours,

will have beneficial and invigorating influences upon
the plants. Some fermenting materials, consisting of

two pots of Oak or Chestnut leaves, and one of stable

dung (including the horse-droppings), should be

thrown together forthwith, wherewith to make a

hotbed next month in which, where no better

means is at hand, to raise young plants, and sub-

sequently to plant them in. H. W. IVard^ Longford
Castle Gardens,

—— Testing the Growth of Seeds.—The
horticultural world is sometimes hard on seedsmen,

and is occasionally apt to charge them with sending

out seeds, not only of indifferent growth, but of poor

quality. The seedsman often has to bear the sins of

others, and though strictly honourable himself, is

occasionally the victim of WTong-doing, of which he

has no knowledge. The wholesale Jseedmen, m so

far as they can, prove the growth and test the quality

of seeds to their utmost extent, before sending stocks

out ; but it is frequently obligatory on them to send

out stocks before they can be proved : they are yet

tested at the earliest opportunity. Just now the

wholesale seed houses are very active in the matter of

testing the growths of seeds before sending them out.

The trial-room at Messrs. Hurst & Sons, at

6, Leadenhall Street, E.C., may be taken as sug-

gestive of the care-taking propensities of the seed

trade. In the centre of the room is a square stove

for burning coke, and on the top a shallow pan for

holding water, but with cross-pieces so arranged as

that pots can be stood on it when necessary. The pots

containing the samples are stood on a broad shelf

about breast-high. There is no bottom-heat, but an
atmospheric temperature of from 50'' to 60" is main-

tained. One hundred seeds of each sample to be

tested are counted out in two lots of fifty seeds each,

and two pots are sown, so as to ensure the most
reliable average. Only twenty-five seedsof Mangel and

Beet are put into a pot, and they are regularly dibbled

in, so as to get at the individual growth of each.

Mangels and Beets will produce two and three

or even more growths to a seed, and a record is kept

of the number of seeds that germinate, as well as the

number of growths put forth in the aggregate. The
samples are carefully counted out, and sown in a light

sandy soil, in wide-mouthed pots made for the pur-

pose ; the whole work being done in the most careful,

systematic, and reliable manner. All proofs of quality

are made at the trial grounds at Croydon.
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GLOOMILY the year ends. Wars and

rumours of war in place of peace on

earth. A real old-fashioned Christmas come at

last, but—sad accompaniment—an extra amount

of distress and misery. Sorrow in high places

finds a sympathetic response amid all classes,

proving once more the eternal truth of Sh.\ke-

SPE.\re'S dictum,
—" One touch of Nature makes

the whole world kin." At such a time it is well not

to dwell too much on the present, but to look back

to the past and see if lessons of hope, courage,

duty, may not be found for the future. And
indeed the Retro.spect of the Ye.vr now

waning is full of interest, full of hope; if dashed

with sorrow and disappointment, it is at least

radiant with promise—promise, too, that is so

near to fruition as to belie anticipation even.

Not to speak of politics, when in the history

of civilisation have such surprises and such vast

results been shown by science ? Microphones

which render audible the tramp of a fly—phono-

graphs which register the speech of the moment,

and will reproduce it elsewhere—on the other

side of the world—it may be six months

hence, it may be as many centuries—telephones

which put our old speaking-tubes to shame by

their efficiency—electric lights which light our

streets with an effulgence not equalled by the

moon at her brightest—spectroscopes which cause

the sun to reveal the secrets of its composition

and condense the very elements till it seems as

if the dreams of the alchemist were at length

about to be realised, nay, they have in a measure

been already realised—vacuum tubes in which a

new kingdom of Nature, we know not what to

call it, is revealed, which is not solid, nor liquid,

nor gaseous, but something different from all,

" ultra gaseous." Surely these, which are recent

gains of science, mark a rate and depth of pro-

gress such as the world has never known even

in the nineteenth century. And what hope in all

this ! The possibilities of good, the ever ex-

tending bounds of knowledge, the ever increas-

ing benefit to mankind—truly, we should be un-

grateful if we allowed a temporary feeling of

gloom induced by present circumstances to

assume permanent sway. The results to our

own speciality of these astounding discoveries

may be remote, but they are none the less cer-

tain : the theory and practice of manuring will

in future be modified by them, while as to the

electric light it is no mere fancy to suppose that

a time may come when in the gloomy days of

winter th; heat and moisture of the forcing

houses will be supplemented by the light of the

electric lamp, for it is known that the electric

ight exerts, in a degree, precisely the same
effect as the solar ray, so that forcing by the

electric light is quite one of the possibilities of

the future.

And the weather—well, we can't get away from
it ; and those who have to contend against its

evil effects—those who have to dread its fatal

power— as much as the gardeners do, will note

the contrast between the present Christmas and
that of last year, when, as is recorded in our

columns, over 100 species were in bloom in the

open air in a Cornish garden. Contrast that

with the letter of the Hon. and Rev. J. T.

BosCAWEN in our present issue as to the state

of things in the same county at present, and it

will ^be admitted that we have a climate of

extremes.

Of the new plants, new fruits, new vegetables

of the year we shall, according to our custom,

speak more at length by-and-bye, meanwhile

we do not think that it will fall to our lot in

many years to be the means of publishing to

the world the measurements of so gigantic an

Aroid as that we mentioned last week, or of so

diminutive an Orchid as that described in our

present issue. Neither can we hope in many
years to publish the details of so curious a piece

of architecture as that practised by the bird

gardener who builds his nest of Orchid-stems,

and forms a garden of flowers in front of it

!

Reverting to the discoveries of the year we
may mention one which may be of direct interest

to the gardener, we mean the demonstration

which IVIr. F. D.\RWIN has given of the use to

the plant of a flesh diet absorbed by the leaves.

It will be remembered that while some ques-

tioned the fact that Uroseras, Dionaias, and

other so-called carnivorous plants had any such

property at all as was imputed to them, explain-

ing the observed facts in other ways, others,

acknowledging the fact, doubted whether any

use accrued to the plant from this digestive

process. The report in our columns, 1S7S,

vol. ix., p. 1 1 2, effectually disposes of that objec-

tion. We may also note the conclusive experi-

ments of the Rev. George Henslow on the

absorptive power of leaves as a matter of direct

interest to gardeners.

The opening of the new laboratory at Kew
will, we trust, be the means of elucidating many
a similar problem in vegetable physiology, for

whether the practical men acknowledge it or

not, the fact remains that the soundest practice

is the outcome of the soundest insight—intuitive

perhaps—into vegetable physiology. And so

we hail with satisfaction the signs around us

that vegetable physiology, so long neglected m
this country, is being anew studied by the rising

botanists of the day, and Germany will not be

allowed to monopolise, as she has done of late

years, the particular branch of botanical science

in which England took the lead, and for a time

kept it, and on which the progress of agriculture

and horticulture so intimately depend. In the

same connection we may be permitted to recal

with satisfaction the progressive step made by
the Society of Apothecaries in instituting an

examination in botany for young women, while

the University of London has thrown open all

its degrees to women as well as to men, so that

we may hope that the teachings of physiology

and other sciences may be brought to bear

more efficiently than ever on the business of

life and the health and comfort of mankind.

The exhibitions of the season have been as

numerous as ever—too numerous perhaps—and
their quality has been generally good. It be-

comes a question whether the host of small

societies for the advancement of the cultivation

of this, that, and the other hobby-horse would not

do well to merge their shows with those of the

larger bodies while retaining so much independ-

ence as may ensure the fulfilment of the

requirements of their promoters. At any rate

we trust we shall see no more special societies

instituted. The country shows, as at I\lan-

chester, York, and many others that might be

cited, are formidable competitors with the

London exhibitions, and the provincial show of

the Royal Horticultural Society at Preston—so

unsatisfactory in many ways—was at least a hor-

ticultural success. Across the water our Ghent

friends celebrated their quinquennial show with

a little less t'clat than usual, but with a very fine

exhibition nevertheless. In Paris the system

of fortnightly shows proved as great a failure as

in 1S67—the alliance of horticulture with these

big exhibitions is evidently not felicitous. The
arrangements were bad, and many complaints

rife : most of these would have been obviated

had the horticulturists been allowed to have

managed their own department in their own
way. At the same time the Roses, the fruit

trees, the Caladiums, and the numerous exhibits

of jVIM. Vilmorin throughout the entire

season are worthy of a place in the merest

summary of the events of the year

Our own countrymen did not exhibit in num
bers in the horticultural sections, but Mr.
Wills covered himself with honour by his

unquenchable zeal and enterprise, which quailed

at no trouble and flinched at no expenditure.

The records of the successes achieved by this

exhibitor at the Versailles show, as also by
Messrs. Veitch, Carter, Sutton, and other

exhibitors are they not written in our columns .'

Still, after all, the horticultural department of

the Paris Exhibition but poorly represented the

gardening of the world.

Of making books there is no end, so that we
cannot undertake to name a fraction of the

books of the year ; but one or two call for

special notice. The completion of the Flora
Australicnsis, by Mr. BENTH.\>r, with loyal aid

from Baron VON MUELLER, is an event upon
which British botany may be congratulated,

and which is in every way a remarkable feat.

The new edition of IVhitc^s Sclbornc, by Pro-

fessor Bell, revealed to the delighted public

what may be termed an entirely new volume of

White's delightful book—a volume, too, as

full of charm as its well-known predecessor.

American botany also has received valuable

additions in the continuation of Dr. Gray's
Flora of the United States and in the Synoptical

Flora published by Mr. Sereno W.atsON. Of
more general interest is the resumption of the

publication of De Candolles Prodroinus in

an amended form. Of horticultural works
proper we may allude to the new edition of

Thompson's Gardeners' Assistant, an encyclo-

paedia of horticultural knowledge; to the com-
mencement of a sumptuous work on Fruits,

under the auspices of the Woolhope Club ; and,

though small in size and simple in subject, fresh

and delightful, a Monograph on Water Cress

by Mr. Shirley Hibberd.
The legislation of the year, so far as it con-

cerns horticulturists in particular, includes an
Act for the amendment of the Adulteration of

Seeds Act—an Act rendered necessary by a
technical flaw in the indictment of a very gross

case. The flaw would never have occurred had
the legislators listened to the recommendations
of the seedsmen in the first instance, but the

parliamentary luminaries thought they knew the

business of the seedsmen better than the pro-

prietors themselves, and hence the breakdown.
However, that is now, we trust, set right. As to the

Weights and Measures Act, with its absurd and
unworkable provisions, we can only say that the

intent is better than the fulfilment. We trust

neither ourselves nor our readers will incur the

penalties threatenedorsupposedto be threatened,

for the officials themselves do not seem to know
which, against those who infringe its provisions.

Three portraits of men whom Horticulture

delights to honour have been added to the

galleries of the Horticultural and of the Lin-

nean Society, those of the late G. Ure Skinner
and John Claudius Loudon, who have passed
away ; and that of the Rev. M. J. BERKELEY,
who happily is still with us to help us on with

his apparently inexhaustible fund of knowledge
and his genial epcouragement.

The obituary record is a long one, and it

includes names that are not likel y soon to be for-

gotten. Thomas Tho.mson, the botanist, the

friend and companion of Hooker in those

Himalayan wanderings to which our gardens

are so much indebted. Fries, the veteran

mycologist, representative of a state of know-
ledge now undergoing rapid transformation.

Dumortier, the chivalrous and courteous

Belgian, to whose devotion to his loved science

Brussels owes the reorganisation of its botanical

museum and garden. KuRZ, the keen botanist

who explored for our behoof the forests of Birma.

Andrew Murray, the versatile naturalist, the

quaint humourist, the warm friend who helped

us so much by his essays on Conifers and on
the insects destructive to our crops. John
Keynes and Victor Verdier, of Rose cele-
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brity. William Menzies, the poetic forester,

and James M'Nab, but lately taken from us.

Alas ! many more—whose work ceased not with

their lives, but still animates and impels others

to progress in the same career of usefulness.

Did we not say well, in drawing a lesson of

hope for the future, the year's work has on the

whole been well done, and it is not to be

effaced by any temporary gloom. May we add
another instance, showing the wide interest

taken in horticultural pursuits ? It is taken from

the record of our " foreign correspondence " by

abroad—assistance which has been the means of

extending the circulation of this journal beyond
precedent during the past year—we earnestly

trust that they will co-operate as zealously with

us in the future, and year after year reciprocate

our wishes for a " happy and prosperous New
Year."

Dendrobium Bensonl-e. — The accom-

panying illustration (fig. 136) represents one of

several superb plants of this choice Dendrobe, which

bloomed last spring in the collection ofW. S. Leach,

The Frost.—Already the tale of woe has

begun, and we fear it is likely to be a long one, for

months must elapse ere the full complement of killed

and wounded can be determined. The following note

will show how the pinch has been felt in Cornwall :

—

"I left home Monday, the 9th inst. : that morning
there were 16° of frost : Monday and Tuesday 24°, that

is. the thermometer stood at 8°
; Wednesday morn-

ing at 6°—or 26". I find a Lapageria rosea, 25 feet

high, quite dead to the ground ; tlie Blue Gum—Euca-
lyptus globulus—from 25 to 30 feet, quite dead ; all the
Laurustinus dead ;

many Camellias, no doubt, dead

—

Fig. ij6.—dendrobium bensonl^;.

which we find that our columns have been en-

riched by communications, not only from

quarters whence we might fairly expect to re-

ceive information—from Caithness to Cornwall

and Kent to Galway, but from localities far and

w-ide indeed, from the Riviera and from the

Rocky Mountains, from Swan River and

Sweden, Perak and Auckland, Cyprus and
Affghanistan, St. Kilda and St. Helena, Ascen-

sion and the Scilly Isles, Delagoa Bay and King

George's Sound, Canada and the Transvaal,

JamaTca and New Guinea, Egypt and Fiji.

In our own special duties we can but feel

encouragement from such facts as these, and

while gratefully acknowledging the assistance

rendered us by our correspondents at home and

Esq., of Fallowfield, under the care of his very

successful gardener, Mr. Swan. The plant, it will

be remembered, is a native of Moulmein, and was

named after Mrs. Benson, wife of Colonel Benson,

by whom it was sent to England. From its tufted

habit of growth it will be seen that it forms handsome

specimens, while its delicate colour renders it at all

times pleasing and welcome. The colour is snow-

white, with a broad stain of rich deep yellow over the

disk, and two purple blotches near the base of the lip,

which is orbicular, convolute at the neck and denti-

culate at the edge. Botanically its nearest ally is

Dendrobium nodatum. From a decorative point of

view it is one of the most charming species of a

genus which abounds in species of first-class merit.

others uncertain ; Erica codonodes dead, 10 and 12

feet high ; many Rhododendrons twenty years old are

killed to the ground. I will write and tell you of all

casualties when the frost is gone. There was skating

under my house last week, but I hear that at Penzance

that there is no ice on the pool there, but we had 14° of

frost last night. 'The sun is shining brightly at this

moment. I must add that my bees were out on Friday

the 13111 after the severe frost of Tuesday and Wednes-

day. Verily this climate is a most treacherous one.

J. Towns/tend Bosciiweil."

The Smallest Orchid in the World.
—Last week we were privileged to give a figure and

description of the largest Aroid known, and which will

probably turn out to be a Brachyspatha. Contrast its
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spadix, 6 feet long, and ils leaf, covering an area of

45 feel, with the tiny Orchid with leaves and flowers

each ahout one-eighth of an inch in diameter, men-

tioned by Baron Von Mueller in the following

letter :—
" More than twenty years ago the late W. S. McLiiAV

showed to the writer a very minute creeping Orchid,

rom tlic vicinity of Port Jaclison, highly remarkable for

its extremely small disk-like leaves. The little plant in

Mr. McLeay's conservatory was at the time not in

flower, nor could subsequently any flowers be obtained,

as the plant seems to have been lost. He told me, how-

ever, that he had examined it in a flowering state, and

had found it to be a Dendrobium ; hence temporary

notice was taken of this singidar plant as Dendrobium

minutissimum in the FragmeiiUi and also in the Flora

Amimlianis. The plant was lost sight of until very

recently Mr. Favvcett rediscovered it on the Richmond

River, and forwarded fruiting specimens. At my request

this zealous investigator of the Richmond River vegeta-

tion secured at last the flowers of this pigmy plant, which

prove it to be a true Bolbophyllum, to which the name

B. minutissimum is now given. The leaves are sessile,

on a creeping rhizome, often forming br.aadlike series, on

wliich account the name B. moniliforme might be

employed for the species, as first adopted by Mr. McLeav,

though that name is preoccupied in Dendrobium. The

leaves are orbicular, flat, horizontal, and only one-eighth

or one-sixth of an inch in diameter ! Thus this Orchid

has the smallest leaves of afl in the whole order. Indeed,

seeing the plant creeping among mosses, the observer

might take it for a species of the Hepatiece. The flowers

are singly produced on peduncles hardly longer than the

leaves, while the wee red flowers measure also only one-

sisdi of an inch. The aflinity of this Bolbophyllum is

with B. lichenastrum, but its dimensions are much less,

and the disk-like leaves are thinly cartilaginous and adnate

to the centre. While thus East Australia possesses the

dwarfest of all Orchids, it counts among its plants also
'

the one with minutest flowers, namely, Oberonia palmi-

cola.

"

The Late Mr. M'Nab.—The following

story is going the round of the Press—credited to the

World:—

"A story is sent to me about the late Mr.

M'Nab, curator of the Edinburgh Botanical Gar-

dens, When DUBUfE's celebrated paintings of

Adam and Eve were on exhibition, Mr. M'N.^b

w.as taken to see them, and was asked for his

opinion. ' I think no great things of the painter,' said

tlie great gardener. ' Why, man, EvE'.s temptin' Adam
with a Pippin of a variety that wasna known until about

twinty years ago.' As genuine a bit of criticism as that

of the farmer, who told George Mokland that he had

never seen eight httle pigs feeding without one of them

having his feet in the trough. Morland altered the

picture."

The story has a basis of truth in it, but the anachron-

ism complained of was a hybrid perpetual Rose—the

product of the skill of the gardener—not an Apple

—

which formed part of the flora of the Garden of Eden.

After all, we know so very little of the contents of the

Garden of Eden and of the skill of the "grand old

gardener," that the painter might retort upon the

gardener of to-day that he knew nothing of the doings

of his great ancestor. That Mr. M'Nab was con-

sulted on such matters we ourselves can personally

testify. Some few years since we were in a shop in

Edinburgh with Mr. M'Nab, when a gentleman,

whom we afterwards found to be Sir Noel Pato.n,

hearing Mr. M'Nab's name msntioned, inquired

of the shopman if that was the celebrated Mr.

M'Nab, and on being told that it was, the painter

proceeded to ask some question as to the plant which

had furnished the "Crown of Thorns," when a

conversation ensued as to the anachronisms of GuiDO,

Correggio, and other painters, who introduced the

spines of Gleditschia, an American tree, into tlieir

pictures, in illustration of an event which occurred

fifteen or sixteen centuries before the discovery of

America. If we remember rightly it was Paliurus

aculeatus which Mr. M'Nab considered to have

probably furnished the Crown of Thorns.

The Gardeners' Royal Benevolext
iNSTITtJTION.—The annual general meeting of the

members of this Society is announced to be held at

the Bedford Hotel, Covent Garden, on Thursday,

J.anuary 16 next, for the purpose of receiving the

report of the committee and the accounts of the Insti-

tution for the present year, and electing ofiicers for

the ensuing year, and also for placing seven pensioners

on the funds. The committee recommend that the

following seven applicants—whose cases have been

investigated and found in every way satisfactory, and

who, or their husbands, have been subscribers for over

fifteen years—be placed on the pension list without

the trouble or expense of an election, in accordance

with Rule No. 6.

John Camis, of Bramdean, Alresford, aged 80, sub-

scriber of ^i xs. yearly for twenty years.

Thomas FiiEKM.\N, of Spath, Uttoxeter, aged 6r,

subscriber of ^i u. yearly for sixteen years.

Wn.LiAM Gardener, of Manorfield, Aberdeen, aged

76, subscriber of ^r \s. yearly for twenty-four years.

.\nn Godfrey, of Terling, WJUiam, Essex (widow of

the l.atc James Godfrey), aged 79, subscriber of ;^i ij.

yearly for thirty-four years.
' .MakvKimi", of Brompton (widow of the late B. K imp,

of Exeter), aged 64, subscriber of £1 is. yearly for

twenty-eight years.

John Martin, of Farningham, Kent, aged 63, sub-

scriber of £1 ij. yearly for thirty-five years.

.\dam Taylor, of Foots Cray, Kent, aged 63, sub-

scriber of j^i i^. yearly for eighteen years.

Carnivorous Plants.—Mr. Peter Hen-
derson, according to the Gardeners^ Monlhly, has

been repeating Mr. Darwin's experiments on feeding

the leaves of Dioncea Muscipula with flies. The most

careful examination and comparison failed to show the

slightest difl'erence between one hundred plants that

had been fed and one hundred that had not been fed.

Mr. ?Ienderso.\, however, does not tell us in what

his most careful examination consisted. It seems

probable from the opening paragraph of his letter that

he has only read a brief abstract of Mr. F. Darwin's
observations, and has not seen the record of facts and

figures which to our thinking prove very conclusively

that a benefit does result, although it is not obvious to

the merecasual observation. Meanwhile itis certain that

the function of digestion does not conduce to the long

life of the particular leaf or pitcher. In going through

a nursery the other day we noticed several pitchers of

Darlingtonia rotten from the decay engendered by an

ilation of dead insects.

Nitro-phosphate and Odams' Chemical
Manure Company.—We are requested to state that

the chief offices of this company have been removed

to more commodious premises at 116, Fenchurch

Street, facing the top of Mark Lane.

• Two New E.kperiencks.—A long life leads

some to exclaim there is no new thing under the sun.

What, then, must be thefeelingsof Cleopatra's Needle,

whose prismatic summit now bears a cap of snow
such as it probably never wore before, and whose sides

are now nightly illumined by the electric light ! The
effect of the capping of snow, and of the drift in the

incised figures, is weird and striking ; and among
all the varied experiences to which this obelisk has

been subjected, these must surely be the most novel.

Odontoglossum Lindeni and the rare

Saccolabium pertusum, also Oncidium ornithorhyn-

chum albiflorum (deliciously sweet) are amongst the

many novelties in flower at Parkfield Hallow, Wor-
cester (C, W. Lea, Esq.), under the charge of IMr.

John Cox.

The Late Liverpool Chrysanthemum
Show.—We have received from Mr. J. Kentish,
secretary of the Maidstone Gardeners' Mutual Im-

provement Society, a copy of a letter which has

been sent on behalf of that Society to Mr. Oller-
head, thanking him " for exposing the very disgrace-

ful conduct at the recent Liverpool Chrysanthemum
show." The Society also thanks the Editors of this

journal for publishing Mr. Olleriiead's statement.

The Gardeners' Magazine.—The Christ-

mas number of our contemporary is filled with a

great variety of illustrations, some of a very amusing

character, albeit a little satirical. The letterpress is

similarly varied ; sound teaching, bubbling fun, good
nonsense, and sentimental romance, all find a place

in our contemporary's Christmas number, which

moreover is further adorned by an almanac in colours.

TODEA Wilkesiana.—A very fine specimen

of this superb species, a native of the Fiji Islands,

introduced and sent out a few years ago by
Messrs. Veitcii & Sons, of Chelsea, may be seen

in the fernery at Davenham Bank, Malvern Links,

the seat of J. D. Perrin, Esq. It is over 3 feet in

diameter, and is planted in the rockwork, where it

stands on a very prominent point, its beautiful fronds

forming a graceful plume-like head, which is very

attractive. The plant is undoubtedly one of the

finest of the species, and well worthy the attention of

those planting.

A German View of English Gardening.

—Our comments in a recent number (p. 757) on

some articles on English gardening &.Z., which

appeared in the Dcubcltc Gdrliier-Zcitimg, have been

the cause of our receiving a letter from the author,

wherein he states that he was animated by no bad

motives, that he wrote from a German point of view

for Germans, and that we have misrepresented him.

We find that we unintentionally made him say that

the greater part of the Asparagus sold in Covent

Garden is imported from Paris, whereas he was

alluding to forced Asparagus at Christmastide. The
author also reminds us that he has written articles

which have been highly appreciated in this country.

We do not doubt it for a moment, but we had not

those articles under consideration ; and we still main-

tain that he was wrong in the assertion pointed out,

though he declares our adverse criticisms arose from

a defective knowfedge of the German language.

Celery, he states, is called Celeriac in some parts of

Germany ; Mistleto is rare in England as compared

with Germany, and he wrote of cooking by and for

the labouring classes. Let those who are interested

in the matter, and understand German better than we,

judge between us.

Crassula lactea.—For the decoration of a

conservatory at this season of the year this is a most

bvely plant, and it is also useful for cutting from.

We saw it the other day in large quantities at the

nurseries of Messrs. E. & J. Perkins, of Leominster.

Plants in 48-pots were producing as many as six

beautiful spikes of lovely white flowers, so valuable at

this season of the year ; and as it is also easy to

grow it is well worthy the attention of those requir-

ing a good useful decorative plant.

North American Willows. — Professor

C. S. Sargent, Director of the Botanic Garden of

Harvard University, Cambridge, Mass., informs us

that cuttings of the following North American Wil-

lows can now be supplied by mail to the correspond-

ents of that establishment. They have been grown

and determined by Mr. M. S. Bebk, of Illinois, who
has devoted many years to the study and collection of

the genus Salix. Applications, indicating by number

the species or varieties desired, should be received

before February I, 1879.

1. Salix nig'a, Marsh. i
and 9,

2. S. amygd.iloides. Andeis.

3 S. luciilr., Muhl , v.ir.

laufnlia. i and ?.

i. S. lasiandra. Benth. i
and J.

5. S. longifolU, Muhl. i
and ?.

6. S. discolor, Muhl. i and
9.

7. ,, var. eriocephala.

Amends moUiter vd-

losis densifloris, foliis

subtus rufescenti-

S. S. rostrata, Richards, var.

obovata, Anders, d"

and 9.

s oblanceo-

S. h

myrtilloides, L., var.

pedicellaris.

petiolaris, Smith,
forma typica. 9-
v.ir. gracilis, Anders.

i and ?.

Limllis, Marsh. <J

and 9.
var. longifolia, Anders.

S and 9.
Ulis, Ait.

jidata, Muhl. (J and

23. S. pyrifolia, Anders. i
and 9.

24. S. aderwphylla. Hook. 9.
25. S. Barclayi, Anders, i

and 9.
26. S. myricoides, Muhl. 9

(sericea X cordata).

27. ,, var. angustata Capsu-
lis primo lenuiter seri-

ceis, demum, glabra-

tis. 9.
2S. „ var. subsericea Cap-

29.
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and requesting the loan of 2s. 6d. to carry him home,

at the same time offering, not his umbrella, but his

gaiters as security. But Mr. MooRE had read his

Gardeners' Chronicle^ and at once recognising the

person who was addressing him, quickly presented to

the gaze of the astonished swindler the paragraph

relating to his transactions. It is needless to say that

after this he "made tracks," and quickly shook oft

the dust from his feet over Chichester. The Super-

intendent of Police at East Grinstead informs us that

the man is " wanted" at that plaoe, and he would be

much obliged should he call upon any of our readers

if they would give him into custody, and call the

attention of the police to the Police Gazette of Dec. i6

under the heading of " Larceny." Warrant issued.

Orchids in Flower at Davenham Bank,

Malvern Links. — Amongst the many grand

examples of good cultivation at this place the follow-

ing are in flower, and testify to the abilities of Mr.

Tacques, the gardener :

—

Calanthe vesi

,, Veitchii

Caitleya

OdODtoglo: Ale:

Cypripedium insigne, se

very fine specimi

,, Sedeni—grand for v

work — several

„ longifohum

,. Mautei
Dendrobium formosum \

Epidendrum ibaguense
La:lia prsestans

Lycaste Skinneri

Maxillaria picta

Masdev, -

Maxilla
punctata

superb variety, with
fourteen grand flowers

„ Insleayi leopardinum

,, Rossii niajus, fine var.

[

„ Uro-Skinneri

! Oncidium ornithorhynchnm

., tigrinum
Pescatoiea Roezlii, very deli-

Phaltenopsis intermedia, a good

I

very close

„ amabilis

,, grandiflora

Restrepia antennlfera

Sophronitis grandiflora, several

Vanda coerulea
'

,, suavi^, Veitch's variety,

and a fine one also.

These are beautifully arranged, and make a very fine

display,

Wintering Dahlia Roots. — The sharp

frosts of the past fortnight make it necessary that

Dahlia cultivators keep a good look-out that no harm
comes to their store roots. It is not that they require

a warm, drying atmosphere, but simply protection

from frost in cool, dry quarters ; and now that out-

door operations are in suspension the grower should

avail himself of the opportunity of looking over the

roots, to see that damp and decay have not reached

them. There sometimes happens an outbreak of

moisture about the crown, and this frequently leads to

decay. When this is discovered the affected parts

should be cut away and powdered with charcoal dust,

and the roots put in a dry room, or, if practicable,

exposed to the atmosphere for a few days, to stop the

decaying process as far as possible. The roots of

some sorts are much more difficult to keep through

the winter than others, and it shows itself by the

appearance of damp, when others about them will

remain quite dry. It not unfrequently happens that

some of the best varieties of Dahlias are of delicate

constitution, and need constant watchfulness on the

part of the cultivator to keep them in good and plump
condition for propagating purposes in spring. There

is no cessation of the responsibilites to which the

gardener is subject.

American Apples for Europe. — Ten
thousand five hundred barrels contain a good many
Apples—yet, according to the December number of the

American Agriculturist, this quantity left New York
city for Europe on a recent Saturday. "There is

always a demand for American Apples abroad," says

our informant, "even in years of plenty there, as our

fruit is much fairer and finer than theirs, as well as

higher flavoured. While we are glad that the

Europeans get our fruit, we regret that but little of the

profit of the shipment reaches the hands of our

farmers. In this case the shippers make the money."

The Weather. — A Midlothian corre-

spondent, writing on December iS, states that the

frost is very severe and the snow deep. "It has

been snowing all day, and the ground is covered to a

depth of 9 inches. On the night of Saturday we had
22 , on Sunday 13'", on Monday 16", and on Tuesday
19° of frost. The thermometer has not stood above

freezing point till to-day since the 9th inst., and to-

night a keen frost lo^is set in again. As I write,

8 P.M., the thermometer stands at iS''— 14° of frost.

Hard lines for early forcing, but a rare time for

curlers and for filling icehouses. The snow is

thoroughly protecting the crops and all tender things,

and the ground being dry when the storm set in there

appears to be no serious harm done yet."—Mr. Til-

lerv, writing on the weather in North Notts, says :

—"The frost in the past week has been very severe

at times. On the 12th 15^ of frost was registered,

and on the I5lh 19", in Welbeck gardens. The severe

frost still continues, for this morning 14° was regis-

tered, with the barometer rising, so that it is likely to

continue. Owing to the mild growing weather in

October the main crops of Broccoli were in a very

growing and succulent state ; I had, therefore, in

Noveniber all laid down with their heads to the

north and the stems well covered with earth. I hope,

therefore, if we have no killing frost, as in 1S60-61,

they will escape. Some of the latest Veitch's Autumn
Giant Cauliflower and Veitch's Self-protecting Autumn
Broccoli, between 400 and 500 plants, I had laid in a

cold pit filled with Oak leaves and soil put on the

roots. This was done just before the frost set in, and
we are now cutting a good supply from them when
wanted."—Mr. Caie, writing from Inverary, states

that on December g there was 10° of frost, 11" on
the loth, 12" on the nth, iS" on the 12th, 21" on
the 13th, S" on the I4lh^ 6° on the 15th, 13'' on the

l6[h, and l" on the iSth, on which day snow was
falling in large flakes and the wind still northerly.

IJoinc (iToiTtsiionbtitce.

Rhubarb for Market.—In seasons of scarcity a

good substitute for Apples is frequently a siuctjtici non

in most houses, and is generally found in forced Rhu-

barb, which has already made its appearance in the

neighbouring market in very fair quantities. In

former seasons the earliest supply has always come

from the growers for market round London, but this

year the first consignments came from Leeds and

Manchester. It is forced in very large quantities,

and, as in the case of that grown in the open air, is

bundled for market in the manner shown in fig. 137 ;

each bundle containing from nine to twenty "sticks,"

according to their length and thickness.

Paulownia imperialis.— I have read in your

journal for December 21 a very interesting letter, from

Mr. Thomas Carlton, relative to the growth of

Paulownia imperialis. I would much like to know
whether the fine tree in Ashtead Park has ever

received, or continues to receive, protection during

the winter months, what is the condition of the soil,

and the situation ? Surely there must be something

exceptionally favourable that the tree at Ashtead Park

should be such a free bloomer, the experience of

most gardeners elsewhere being, I believe, that it

rarely blossoms. The spring of 1S76 was conducive

to its flowering ; trees in Gloucestershire, and other

parts of England, which had never blossomed before,

proved very prolific that year. Mongredien states

that '* the buds are produced in autumn, and conse-

quently are often injured by the winter frosts, other-

wise they expand in early spring before the foliage is

developed." Hemsley also writes : "In consequence
of the flowers being formed iri the autumn preceding
the spring, when they should expand, they are often

destroyed by frost." During a visit last April to some
philanthropic institutions at La Force, in the rich

valley of the Dordogne, I noticed some very fine

Paulownias in the ground covered with beautiful pink
blossoms of exquisite Violet-like perfume : the finest

vineyards in Europe were also there. The flowers

appeared to have had scarcely any peduncles, but to

grow on or out of the bark. The Catalpa grows well
in London, and I think Paulownia might do so too.

What would be its protector against winter or spring
frosts ? Evidently frost is the chief factor in prevent-
ing its blooming in England. John Colehrook.

Potatos to Look at and to Eat.—The letter

of your correspondent, " Pict," is a very sensible one,
as there is no doubt that a great many of the new
Potatos, especially the American ones, are not fit to
put on the table in a boiled state ; and though they are
superior to many of the good old kinds in produce and
in power of resisting disease, I do not think they are
worth growing in this country. I have tried a good
many new sorts, and never, if I can help it, eat any
of them. Early Ashleaf varieties for summer and
autumn, and I'aterson's Victorias, Flukes, or Regents,
for winter and spring use, are in most people's
opinion incomparably superior. There can be no
doubt that an exhibition of Potatos, to be of any prac-
tical value, ought to be accompanied by a dish of
boiled tubers of each variety exhibited, for there can
be no greater folly than awarding prizes to sorts which
arc only pretty to look at. With respect to appear-
ance, the only points which I think worth con-
sideration are the absence of deep eyes, which cause
waste in paring, and the size, provided that size and
weight are not accompanied by a loss of flavour or
deterioration of flesh. Soils and seasons no doubt
affect the eating qualities of Potatos considerably, and
.omc varieties which ate uneatable in October are
tolerable in May. I do not know whether a chemical
analysis has ever been made of the different varieties,

but it might be of far more practical use in judging
iliem than the mere colour and appearance. H. J.

Decorative Pelargonium Mermerus(p. 786).—
The name of this Pelargonium is rightly spelt. It

w.as a fancy of the raiser, Mr. W. Brown, of Hendon.
to name it so, I think, after a ship in which a son or
friend of his once took a passage. During the past
summer it was shown on two or three occasions at the
meetings of the Royal Horticultural Society under
this name. I imagine the word should be rightly
spelt Mermeros, a centaur, also a Trojan name
[incaning, anxious] ; but Mr. Brown has circulated
his Pelargonium under the name of Mermerus, and it

is well to follow his lead. R. Dean.

Truffles in America.— I read in the report of a
botanical club, whose meetings are held in "Columbia
College," that Truffles are not quite so rare in
America as one has always imagined them to be, for

a member exhibited a tulier found at Staten Island,
close to the city of New York, and said that he
thought Truffles were only deemed rare in the New
World because they had not been looked lor. Some
enterprising persons will now probably get a few
Truffle dogs over to hunt for them, and we may soon
expect to hear of rivals in size to the famed tubers of
the South of France. Mrs. Alfred IValney.

The Weather Question.—Chiming in with the
weather discussion in these pages comes an inte-
resting article on the subject of mild and severe
winters in a recent number of the Ee/io, from the pen
of that eminent observer, iMr. Richard Proctor. Its

special value as a contribution is found in its complete
disposal of the migratory bird theory as bearing on the
probable nature of the winter weather, and in the
proposition that the actual cause of severe winters is

to be found in the extension in a southward direction
of the Arctic ice-fields, and that it is the influence
exercised by those that produce severe cokl. Mr.
Proctor urges that rather than waste time on the
observation of the habits of migratory birds as showing
evidence of the probable nature of the coming winter,
meteorologists should turn their attention to the
arctic regions, the home of frost and snow. If the
early autumn shows an unusual extension of ice south-
wardly it may be accepted as conclusive that a severe
W'inter will follow. It must however be evident that
even the ascertaining of so much as this does but
touch the fringe of the subject, because even unknown
and unexplored ice-fields are not governed by erratic

laws, but owe their existence, as well as occasional
expansion or contraction, to some defined causes
which it is necessary we should know before we can
grasp the vast subject contained in the reasons
why winters are sometimes severe and sometimes mild.
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It will probably further be found tliat more or less ice

i n the northern regions docs not alone govern our winter

temperatures. We do not now Ijelieve so implicitly

in the powerful influence exerted on our western

coasts by the Gulf Stream, but whether that stream is

at times potent for warmth or not, at least when
westerly winds prevail we invariably have a soft mild

time. Whence do these westerly winds originate ?

and do they temper the cold currents sent forth from the

northern ice-fields, or do they come because the ice-

fields are more remote and less capable of influencing

our English climate ? In considering all these varied

causes of severity or mildness—if causes they are—
we get into a far more practical field of inquiry than

is found in speculations upon cold cycles, all of which

some diverse arrangement in Nature may at any

moment upset. Mr. Proctor is rather hard upon the

believers in sun-spots and their weather influences. It

is not so long since that the Potato disease was

attributed to cosmical influences, as governed by sun-

spots ; but no one preaches that theory now. We
know more about the disease and its operations, and

have not found that the presence or absence of sun-

spots have influenced it one atom. Time will very

likely show that both sun and moon have compara-

tively little to do with the winter weather. It may

be that Irom the earth itself, and alone, come all the

causes that tend to produce heat and cold, wet and
• V drought. It may be that there are occasional shiftings

in the heat-centres of the earth, and that from these

subterranean changes come the fitful waves of warmth,

or the bitter blasts of cold and frost. That there are

clearly defined and comprehensive causes for all that

takes place m Nature no one doubts, but so far we

find the further we inquire the greater is our apparent

ignorance. A, D.

Keeping Grapes.—Referring to the notes that

have recently appeared, I have this day (December 21)

harvested as many as our Grape-room will hold, and

had I room I would cut the lot, for the simple reason

that, being fully ripe, no advantage would be gained

by leaving them on the Vines longer ; besides, ex-

perience has taught me that it is " risky " to do so,

i.e., if intended for bottling. Two or three years ago

I did not harvest them till the sap had began to work,

and the consequence was many of the Grapes

cracked, and all kept but indifferently : last year they

were cut about this time, and we had Lady Downe's

plump and fresh till the beginning of June. In

cutting the bunches off the Vine I like to have all the

wood I can get, and therefore cut close "home," and

the wood in front of the bunch is sacredly preserved.

As to foliage, there is none to preserve, nor ought

there to be at this season. I attach the greatest im-

portance to leaving the wood beyond the bunch in-

tact. I know it looks untidy, but what of that ?

" Utility rather than neatness " must have sway here,

for, little though it seems, it just makes the difference

between the Grapes keeping well and indifferently.

The wood serves as a safeguard to divert an excess of

moisture being taken up by the fruit ; when cut off

close to the fruit (I have tried it repeatedly) cracking

goes on ad libitum. IV. Wihismith, Hcckficld

Gardens, Wiiichfuld.

Pity the Poor Birds.—At times of hard frost,

when the snow covers the ground and food is scarce,

we may compassionate the hungry members of the

leathered tribe, and condone something of the mis-

chievous propensities they are apt to exhibit in spring

and summer. I have now quite a little colony of

sparrows, robins, thrushes, and blackbirds, that look

out daily for the crumbs and house refuse thrown out

for them. The two latter come very near to our

dwellings in rough weather, and every crevice where

some insect may have taken up its winter quarters is

closely watched, and many a marauder, all unconscious

of the presence of its enemy, devoured. Looking away

across the snow-covered fields the birds appear to be

the only representatives of life in the landscape, and

that is something to be grateful for. Let it be re-

membered, too, that the birds become thirsty as well

as hungry, and a saucerful of tepid water put out

occasionally will prove a great boon to the feathered

tribe.

" Though hate is strong, and mocks the song

Of peace on earth, goodwill to men,"

let the blessed Christmas-time stir some warmth of

sympathy in human hearts, and the birds be the

sharers of a little of it at least. A". D.

The Beauty and Protective Power of Hoar-

Prost. Seldom if ever have trees been covered so

thickly or so long as this winter with hoar-frost.

For more than a week at a stretch every plant was

veiled from head to foot in spotless white, and all the

trees were brides. The sight was beautiful beyond

description, seen imperfectly through the shifting fog,

but when the sun burst forth, as it did at rare intervals,

and each frost-crystal became a pearl or a tangled

mass of white coral, lit up with light and radiant

with glory, and the whole framework of deciduous

trees were transformed into masses of frosted silver.

the sight was rich and beautiful beyond description.

The frost-crystals were piled up, heaped on in such
manner that in cases where the trees overhung the

main walks a temporary change of weather brought
down the hoar-frost in such quantities as to cover

these two inches deep. I have never noticed so much
frost on trees and shrubs before, and one of the greatest

peculiarities of it was, that every tiny bough was
covered not only on its upper surface as with snow
but on either side and on their under-surfaces. Neither
did the overhanging of the upper branches of

deciduous trees seem sensibly to reduce the supply of

hoar-frost to those under them, as might have been
expected. In fact, from many careful observations it

does not seem as if these frost-crystals on trees were

the result of mere radiation ; if so they would
nepessarily, I presume, be thickest and longest on the

upper surfaces of the boughs ; but as already

observed this did not seem to be the case.

As far as the eye could measure with any
exactness, the hoar-frost was pretty equally

distributed all round the boughs. The air was
doubtless fully charged with moisture, and as this was
all-embracing round the tree, each branch and twig

was decked all round with its fretted network of

silver. Crystals were more linear in form, too,

than ever I remember to have seen them. The pro-

tective power of such loose masses of frozen vapour
is doubtless very considerable. Nature seems an adept

in the practice of homreopathic principles—like cures

or mitigates the evils of like. Cold is her most
powerful antidote against more cold ; and thus

ministers to conservation of heat. This is powerfully

illustrated in the protective power of snow — that

is a complete protection to the roots of plants, and
also a partial and effective protection to the top, as

far as so applied. But the hoar-frost hugs the plants

closer, embraces every part, and probably affords

them even more protection. What say our scientists

to the protective ministry of hoar-frosts? The subject

is seasonable, and its discussion could hardly fail to

prove useful. I should also be glad and grateful of

further information on the law that governs the dis-

tribution of hoar ; the form and rationale of its for-

mation, and wherein these differ from the distribu-

tion of dew, excepting in the fact of the vapour being

frozen. The distribution of rime or frost on trees is

surely different from that of dew ; the latter being

deposited on the upper sides chiefly—owing to these

being the coldest. An essay on hoar-frost on the

same lines as Wells' inimitable essay on dew, is

much wanted, and could not fail to prove useful. D.
T. Fish.

Anthurium Dechardi.— It becomes more and
more clear to me that there are in cultivation two
distinct species under the name of Spathiphyllum

cannKfolium. Which is the true Simon Pure ?—that is

the question. The plant I knew under that name,
and which induced me to regard my Anthurium
Dechardi as new, was determined by the late M.
Brongniart, and has been cultivated at the Museum
for many years. Moreover, M. de la Devansaye, a

great lover of Aroids, informs me that he also pos-

sesses Spathiphyllum canneefolium side by side with

Anthurium Dechardi, and that the two plants are as

unlike one to another as the day is to the night. He
writes that he will bring me a leaf and a spathe of his

.Spathiphyllum cannxfolium when he returns to Paris.

I will then send the leaf and spathe to Mr. Brown
after I have examined them, and we shall then be

able to throw some light upon the matter. I send

you M. de la Devansaye's letter, begging you to

return it after perusal. You will there see that his

synonymy differs markedly from that given by Mr.

Brown, and that it is much more extended. Ed.
Andri', 67, Rite Blanche, Paris.

Young Gardeners' Lodges.—I hope the illus-

tration and description of the young gardeners' lodge

at Trentham is only the first of a series, descriptive of

the accommodation provided for the young men in

various gardens throughout the country, where they

are lodged with some degree of comfort, and in

accordance with the laws of health and common
decency. Young gardeners as a class are not so

well remunerated as those engaged in most

other occupations. The majority of them are

intelligent, well-educated young men ; their duties,

especially in the management of the glass

departments, are usually trying and arduous,

still they have not as a body resorted to the

questionable tactics of unions and strikes for the

bettering of their condition, but have as a rule left it

to the laws of supply and demand, and the sense of

justice of their employers and chiefs. They have thus,

it appears to me, a strong claim to be lodged in a

way conducive to their health and comfort, although

it is notorious that in many places they are lodged in

a manner conducive to neither. A series of such

papers and illustrations, showing what is being done

in various parts of the country in the way of providing

proper accommodation for young gardeners, would do

a world of good, and be a real service to the gardening

community. In many cases where alterations have
been gone about they have been left to estate

authorities, who, while appreciating and enjoying
comfortable quarters for themselves, seem slow to

recognise the necessity of introducing a bit of comfort
into the bothy. In many cases this may arise through
ignorance of what is being done in this matter in other
places. Were this want to be supplied through the

medium of the Gardeners' Chronicle, there is no
doubt it would in time bear good fruit, and where
alterations are to be gone about, in many cases the

work would be done in a more liberal spirit, and jnit

on a more satisfactory footing, by seeing what others

had done in the same field. The young gardeners'

lodge at Trentham is well worth the attention of
those who have their young gardeners lodged in back
sheds. This lodge is placed in a conspicuous, cheer-

ful position, is comfortable and well-fitted in every
way for the purpose for which it is intended ; it is an
ornament to, and in harmony with, its princely sur-

roundings at Trentham, and is altogether creditable

to his Grace of Sutherland, while it has settled the
bothy question at Trentham for generations to come.
Cotntne il fant.

Bottom-heat for Pot and Other Vines. I

have no doubt that in the course of a few years the
practice of applying bottom-heat to Vines will, like

many other old-fashioned ways of conducting forcing
operations, become obsolete. No one would now
think of making huge heaps of fermenting material
over their Seakale and Rhubarb beds, and yet at one
time that was the only way ever thought of to pro-
duce those favourite esculents during the winter, but
at the present time it is found they can be got with
much greater cert.ainty and with only a tithe of the
labour and bother by digging the roots up and pack-
ing them close in a Mushroom-house or other place
where a little warmth can be afforded. This was
thought a great innovation at the time it was began,
but the superiority of the system soon proved itself,

as forcing Vines without bottom-heat will if it only
has a fair trial. There is an old homely saying that

the proof of the pudding is in the eating, and I have
long since proved to my own satisfaction by practical

experience that Vines can be kept in better health
without bottom-heat than they can by its use, as the
excitement the roots undergo when it is applied is

quite disproportionate to that of the tops, and has a
weakening tendency. The closer Nature is followed
in all her doings, whether they belong to the animal
or vegetable world, the better ; and if her laws are
violated in any case the penalty has to be paid in

some way or other. It may be objected that forcing

is not natural, but I maintain that it is, at least most
of us eng.aged at it try to make it so, by imitating as
closely as we can the different seasons through which
the class of plants we cultivate have to pass in their

own native habitat. All we do is to get things out of
their ordinary course by starting at a different time of
year to what they would if left to come of themselves.

When Vines do this the ground the roots occupy is

not a hotbed of So° or more, neither is it necessary or
desirable that a border should be so, for when covered
with fermenting material, independent of the harm
heat does used in this way, the soil is rendered close

and inert by the compression it undergoes and the
steam and moisture confined in it. Air is the great

purifier and sweetener of the earth, but in a border
hermetically sealed as it is with a mass of dung and
leaves on the top, how is it possible for air to get at

it ? This evil some have tried to remedy by using
hot-water pipes underneath, and surely if bottom-heat
were such a good thing it ought to answer here, but
what has been the result ? Those who have gone to the
expense know how useless it is, and would be glad
had they never embarked in such a visionary under-
taking that has yielded no return for the labour. In
regard to pot Vines, I believe that Mr. Gilbert of
Burghley and some of our best cultivators have
given up the use of bottom-heat, and find that they
start stronger and produce better fruit than they got
under the less natural system of growing them with
their toes constantly in a warm bath. If bottom-heat
is so necessary for Vines as some appear to suppose
it is, why not equally so for Figs and Peaches that

are forced ? And yet one scarcely ever thinks of
subjecting them to the same treatment ; but the Vine
is of a very enduring, accommodating sort of nature,

and puts up with it all for a time, and is very slow in

showing its resentment of bad treatment. It will,

I think, be readily admitted that Mr. Baines grew
plants as well as most people, and if I mistake
not he came to the conclusion that bottom-heat in

most cases did more harm than good ; and if so with
such subjects as the occupants of stoves, how much
more so with a hardy plant like the Vine ? I note

that your correspondent, Mr. Hinds, writing on
this same subject, speaks of stored-up sap, as if

Vines and other trees supplied themselves with
that commodity to hybernate on for the winter.

[And so they do. Eus.]. As well might people
talk of stored-up blood, when it is a well-known
fact that a fresh supply of that fluid in animals
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and sap in plants is being constantly manufactured to

keep up the loss of the tissues. There is, I believe, a

closer analogy between the animal and vegetable

kingdom than many suppose ; but be that as it may,

certam it is that roots during the whole winter and

the entire period of their existence arc pumping up sap

[water] to meet the demand made by the weather and

other circumstances, and that they are always in a state

of greater or less activity, so long as there is life in

them. Cut off the said roots at this season, and how
long does the stored-up sap last ? and how many days

will the roots so disconnected from their support be

before they become dry sticks? Vine prunings

that ought to be full of this stored-up sap soon want

some more, and have to be stuck in the ground if

kept only a few weeks, or they would be worthless

for affording eyes for striking. Depend on it, roots

have their functions to perform in winter as at any

other time, and instead of, as Mr. Hinds says, having

nothing to support, they have the whole fabric of the

plant to keep alive and nourish ; and be it a Vine or

whatever else, they cannot in any way do without

them, as though leafless there is no real rest, and

there are daily losses to make good and fresh

organisms to build up. J. Sheppavd.

Carbolic Acid and Soluble Phenyle as In-

secticides.—In reference to the inquiries of your

correspondent, "W. G. B. A." on the subject of

carbolic acid in various forms as a safe insecticide, it

may be of interest to him to mention that the mixture

known as Soluble Phenyle has been found by a nur-

sery gardener, to whom I gave some for experiment,

to answer perfectly well in keeping the Stephanotis

free from scale. It has been tried now for some
months. The fluid, I am told, was used in a very dilute

form—about a teaspoonful to a gallon ofwater, and was

sponged over the plant and leaves, and {on making
inquiries again to-day on the subject) I am told that

it has completely cleared the scale, and no injury has

resulted to the foliage. In my own experiments through

the summer I used a much stronger solution, as I was

chiefly endeavouring to ascertain the action of the

Phenyle on plant life by absorption in solution through

the roots, and thence (when absorbed into the plant

system) on the insect-feeder. I found the roots

would bear a much stronger solution thay the pre-

paration above-named, and that plants of ordinary

habits benefited by it, and also (as far as I saw) it

was harmless to bark, excepting in a soft state on

young shoots, where I cannot speak as to its effects.

I should conjecture that as the fluid certainly dis-

figured and injured foliage excepting when (as men-
tioned before) extremely diluted, it would similarly

injure quite young bark, but in this diluted form I

have used it with great success for keeping off attacks

of Celery-fly from the young plants just pricked out.

The scent of the fluid acts in some degree as an insect

deterrent, but I believe the great value of the remedy
is by its absorption into the plant, making it utterly

distasteful to its feeder. Should your correspontlent

wish for any details as to my experiments with the

Soluble Phenyle, I should be most happy to give him
every information in my power. 0.

A Plea for our Little Songsters.—At this

lestive season, when our hearts are inclmed to bene-

volence and goodwill perhaps more than at any other

time, let us not forget our little birds. Now that the

country is deeply clad in her wintry robe, one can

notice daily how the poor little birds, which enjoy

our hearts with their cheerful song in the spring and
free our orchards from damaging insects, cluster

mournfully together suffering from hunger and cold.

Thousands could be saved Trom starvation if every

mistress of the house will give instructions to sweep
a small space free from snow, and throw to them
every morning a few crumbs. There are few kind

actions which can be done more cheaply and easily.

iV. H.

Arbutus procera.— I am happy to inform your

correspondent " F. C," that the Arbutus procera he

refers to at p. 731 still bears immense crops of its

clustered berries, in fact it has not missed doing so

since the year he t^ientioned (1S6S). This year it has

been particularly fine, there being scarcely a branch

but what bore a bunch of its beautiful orange-scarlet-

coloured berries ; but ripening its fruit before any
other kind of Arbutus they soon get devoured by

birds, unless protected, the plant is now about

25 feet high, and 14 feet through. Jas. Harris, The
Gardens, Singleton, Swansea.

TheBoscobel Oak.—Your correspondent " H.
E." in his remarks upon this tree appears to throw

discredit on the measurements given of it in Mr. de

Bunsen's Boscobel. As I was the person who took

the measurements in 1857 I wish to assure " H. E."

that those measurements were correctly taken and

that they are correctly stated in the book Boscobel, It

is almost impossible for any mistake to have happened

as I was closely watched by the late Beriah Bot-

field, Esq., my then employer, and the Rev. J.

Brooke. These gentlemen took the measurements

down at the time. I was not there this year when the

tree was measured by Mr. Kemp, but I have no rea-

son to doubt his doing it correctly. Allow me to

state that I consider this measurement evidence the

most trustworthy in settling the question as to whether

or not this is the tree in which King Charles II. hid

himself. Seeing that the tree has increased II inches

in circumference in the last twenty-one years (not in

eleven as stated by " H. E."), and that when it " has

the appearance of a tree that has done growing, " what

must it have increased in such a period, when it was

in the vigour of its youth ? I find that young

Oak trees on this estate have increased over

2 feet in circumference during the last twenty-two

years. In 1857, after measuring the Boscobel Oak,

I examined a number of Oaks here, by taking their

circumferences and counting their annual rings of

growth, so as to enable me to form an opinion of the

age of the Boscobel tree. The conclusion I then

came to was that it could not be 200 years old, and I

must say that the knowledge gained of its growth

during the twenty-one years since has confirmed me
in that opinion. The Boscobel 0.ak has the appear-

ance of having grown quickly while young ; it shows

no sign of being starved by an uncongenial soil. It

has been thought by some that the present tree is a

shoot from the old stool of the original tree. To test

this I dug down about a foot and a-half by the side

of the tree, but found no sign of any old stump ; I

found a brick, which I think rather shows that the

present tree was very close to the wall which once

surrounded it, as is stated by .several of the witnesses

mentioned in Boscobel, and is a point against it being

the original tree. John Barnett, Gr., Decker Hill,

Shifnal.

In the short article I sent with the

photograph of the so-called Royal Oak, I gave

very plainly these figures :—In February, 1S57, the

tree measured 1 1 feet 4 inches in circumference, at

4 feet from the ground ; in July, 1878, at the same

height, 12 feet 3 inches in circumference ; and I

calculated that the tree had increased about half an

inch annually for the Last twente-one years, and not

II inches in eleven years, as misquoted by " II. E."

I do not believe in the dictum advanced accounting

for the said increase in size ; and if the lead that

covers an old wound were removed I think this part

of the mystery might be cleared up. There is an old

Oak near the farm that looks much older than the

Royal Oak, not far from a pit or horse-wash, which

at 4 feet from the ground gave 13 feet 3 inches. The
soil about the Royal Oak, as upheaved by the rabbits,

seemed to be a sandy loam, but probably this may
have been composed of soil carted there for top-

dressing. In the garden adjoining it seemed of a

more sandy nature, with a sprinkling of fine gravel.

That Oaks vary much in size at the same age is well

known ; we have several examples on the estate at

hand. Years ago my employer went to a good deal

of trouble in securing the dimensions of different Oaks

from timber merchants, and they invariably were more

in circumference than the Royal Oak, i.e., those con-

taining 200 annular rings. Again, why should we
despise King Charles's account of the tree being

lopped? Perhaps on the same score as the house-

keeper at Boscobel, Mrs. Stubbs, who said, " He"
(King Charles) " didn't know whether it was an Oak
or an Elm that sheltered him, and he cared much less,

but the Pendrells could not be mistaken." I am not

disloyal, but I nearly wish the tree would fall, so tlmt

we could thoroughly convince the "believers" in the

tree of their error. If " H. E." has not been to see

the evidence in the Bodleian library, I would advise

him to go. A. S. K.
I have some very wee Royal Boscobel Oaks

in my garden, and value them greatly, though I

believe them to be only the grandchildren of the very

tree in which King Charles was protected. I may
be mistaken, but I think the person who gave me the

acorns said he was told at Boscobel that the real

Royal Oak was dead and gone, but that a young tree

wiis reared from it, and that from this tree my acorns

were gathered. That my acorns were gathered from

what is called the Royal Oak I am as certain as if I

had gathered them with my own hand, as Henry
Skinner's word is not to be doubted, and he went

miles to get them for me. He would not accept

those offered him by the people in charge of the

house, but gathered them from the tree. I shall

write and ask if I am right in what I say, and I feel

certain any one who will write to the people in charge

of Boscobel House will be told what is correct. Of
course I should like best to have had the children of

the Royal tree, but I value the grandchildren very

much. Elizabeth Chilling-oorth, Whitlemh, HartU-

bury.
The Rev. W. A. Leighton, Luciefelde,

Shrewsbury, sends us the following communication on

this subject :

—

" As such diversity of opinion exists as to the identity

of the present Boscobel Oak, founded only on oral tra-

dition, it may be well to place on record my own remi-

niscences. In 1820, when a boy of fifteen years old, I

was a pupil at Wolverhampton Free Grammar School,

under the head master. Rev. Wm. Tindal. At the

Easter and shorter holidays I used to visit an aunt of

my mother's, Mrs. Lucy Careless, who resided at

Brewood, about 2 miles from Boscobel. During these

visits I was more than once taken to see Boscobel House
and the ' Royal Oak.' But I was expressly told, both

by my aunt and all the families around with whom she

visited, that the present tree was not the original Oak,
but a sapling which grew near to the original tree, which
itself had long ago gone to decay. The original tree

was an old pollarded Oak, and, when in decay, had been
femoved piecemeal by visitors, and she gave me a small

rotten piece of ' touchwood, ' which she stated was a
fragment of the original ' Royal Oak,' and which she

herself had taken from it. This also was the universal

tradition of the neighbourhood. The present tree

was, when I saw it in 1820, enclosed with a square

brick w.all 7 or 8 feet high, in one side of which
was a wooden door, and over it, let into the brickwork,

a br.ass plate, on wliich was engraved an inscription in

Latin ; but there were no remains of the old tree. The
stone table, now broken and embedded in the ground
near a gate in the garden, was then entire, and in the

alcove on the mound. My aunt w.as baptised in 1757,
.and her husband, Mr. Thomas Careless, in 1750, and
both lived to nearly eighty years of age at Brewood.
Mr. Careless* father was an assistant master at Bre-

wood Gramm.ar School, and of course could not but be
acquainted with the traditions of the locality, which pro-

bably he handed on to his son. Supposing then that he
W.TS born about 1730, we have, down to the present year,

an uninterrupted oral tradition of 148 years, founded on
a credible basis, and as worthy of belief as any other

similar tradition. Mrs. Careless' description of the

trees tallies in all respects with what Dr. Stukely saw on
his visit, and confirms the Doctor's statements. No one,

on inspecting the present tree, can hesitate in observing

that it can never have been pollarded, though some of the

lower boughs have been roughly pruned off. See Beauties

ofEnglandand Wales, Shropshire {lii^). p. 312, as to the

present tree and the Latin inscription. Boscobel House
was in 1820 either occupied by or was the property of

Mr. Lockley. 'a mighty hunter' in his day, W. A.
Leighton, F.L.S.'

CIjc mt\\\\n.
STATE OF THE
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17th, 0.50 inch ; iSth, 0.72 inch; 19th, 0.71 inch;

20th, 0.45 inch ; 21st, 0.19 inch. The mean reading

for the week at sca-Ievel was 29.51 inches, being 0.20

inch below that of the preceding weel;, and 0.49

inch Ijclow the average.

Temperature.—The highest temperatures of the air

observed by day varied from 394" on the iSth and

38J" on the 19th, to 32^° on the 17th and 32!° on

the 20th and 2Ist ; the mean value for the week
was 35°. The lowest temperatures of the air observed

by night were as follows :— 15th, 22° ; l6th, 27°.3 ;

17th, 25°.4; iSth, 23°.9; 19th, 29°. 7 ; 20th, 27°;

2Ist, 26°.4; the mean value was 26°. The mean
daily range of temperature in the week was 9°, the

greatest range in the day was 15!° on the iSth,

and the least SJ" on the 20th.

The mean daily temperatures of the air and the

departures from their respective averages were as

follows : — 15th, 30°, — I0°.7 ; i6th, 31°.!, — 9°.6;

17th, 2S°.9,—n°.6; iSth, 33°.6, — 6°.6; 19th, 34°.5,

— S°.5; 20th, 30°.5, — 9°.2; 2ist, 29°.?, — 9°.6.

The mean temperature of the air for the week
was 31°. 2, being 9° below the average of sixty years'

observations, and I0i° lower than the value for the

corresponding week in 1S77.

The highest readings of a thermometer with black-

ened bulb in vacuo, placed in sun's rays, were 65^°

on the iSth, and 514° on the 15th and 19th ; on other

days the sky was generally overcast, and there was

no sunshine. The lowest readings of a thermometer

on grass, with its bulb exposed to the sky, were
19° on the 15th, 20° onl the l8th ; on other days the

readings ranged between 21° and 24° ; the mean for

the week was 22j°.

IVind.—The direction of the wmd was variable,

and its strength gentle. The weather during the

week w.as very cold, but somewhat brighter than the

preceding week.
Snmt) fell on the 15th and l5th, and fog prevailed

on the i6th, 17th, and 20th.

Rain.—A little rain and snow fell on the 15th

and 1 6th ; the amount measured was 0.c6 inch.

England : Temperature.—During the week ending

Saturday, December 21, the weather was again severe

and very cold. The highest temperatures of the air

observed by day were 46° at Truro, 42° at Plymouth,

and 41 i° at Brighton ; the highest temperature of the

air at Bolton and Bradford was 35 J°, and at Hull was
36" ; the mean value from all places was 38.^°. The
lowest temperatures of the air observed by night

were [74° at Bolton, 13° at Hull, 13^° at Nottingham,
17° at Norwich, 17^° at Bristol and Bradord, and

1
8° at Sunderland ; the lowest temperature of the air

at Liverpool was 23^°, at Blackheath was 22", and

at Brighton, Sheffield, and ] Leeds was 21° ; the

mean value from all stations was iSJ" only. The
range of temperature in the week was the greatest

at Bolton, 28°, and the least at Liverpool, 15^° ; the

mean range from all places was 20^°.

The mean of the seven high day temperatures was

the highest at Truro, 43°, and Plymouth, 38" ; and

the lowest at Bolton, 31!°, and Hull, 32^°; the

mean from all stations was 35^°. The mean of the

seven low night temperatures was the lowest at Bolton,

I7i°, Hull I9i°, Nottingham 194°, Norwich 2\\°,

and other places about 24° ; the general mean from all

places was 24^°. The mean daily range of tempera-

ture in the week was the least at Liverpool, 6i', and

the greatest at Truro, 14!°, and Bolton, I4i° ; the

mean daily range of temperature from all stations

was 11°.

The mean temperature of the air for the week from

all places was 29!°, being 1
1° higher than that of the

preceding week, and I2j° lower than the value for the

corresponding week in 1S77. The mean temperature

of the air was the highest at Truro, 35^°, Liverpool

33°, Plymouth and Brighton both 32°, and Sheffield

3iJ°; and the lowest at Bolton, 244°, Hull 26°,

Nottingham 264°, Norwich 274°, and Leicester and

Bradford both 284°.

Rain.—The amounts of melted snow during the

week were the largest at Truro, 1.65 inch, Plymouth

0.90 inch, and Bolton o.Si inch ; and the least at

Blackheath, Cambridge, Norwich, Wolverhampton,

and Hull ; the average amount over the country was

0.32 inch.

The weather during the week was very cold and

gloomy, and sncna fell generally. Fog or mist was

frequently prevalent all over the country.

JAMES GLAISHER.

Answers to Correspondents.

Christmas Flowers : C. Z. Any of the Japanese or

other late Chrysanthemums, and the early-flowering

Tulips, such as Van Thol. For Easter any of the

Indian Azaleas might be had in bloom. Your ques-

tion is too open for any more definite reply.

DiCKSONiA ANTARCTICA ; G. C. We cannot say what

is the lowest temperature this Fern will bear. In its

native habitat it is subjected to frost and snow, .and it

has stood out uninjured in various parts of England

and Ireland, but we imagine anything like severe frost

would severely cripple it, unless the stems and crowns

were suflrcicntly protected. Slight frosts do not appear
to injure it. but it probably suffers more from our
comparatively dry atmosphere.

Houses for Fruit Forcing : A Market Gardener.

Going the cheapest way to work, we should prefer to

make the roofs a fixture, with ventilators under the

coping of the back wall, rather than adopt the more
expensive plan of having sliding lights ; and instead of

adopting the system of glazing without putty, would
bed the glass well in with putty, but put none on the

top, as is usually done. The sash-bars should be
about 2 inches by l\ inch, and be slightly bevelled off

on the under side, and fixed about a foot apart, with

every lourth or fifth bar of stouter wood than the

others—say 3 inches by 2 inches, or something like

that. It does not matter what size the squares are
;

use that which you can get cut the cheapest. For
general work the best angle for the roof is 45°, and for

early work somewhat sharper. The best early Grapes
for market are Black Hamburgh and Buckland Sweet-

water ; and for late use Muscat of Alexandria, Lady
Downe's, and Black Alicante. Gros Colmar is not the

same as Gros GuiUaume : the latter produces very much
larger bunches than the former, but is not so large in

the berry, nor so round in shape.

How TO Cooiv Moorhens.—The skin is very tough
and indigestible. I always had these birds skinned
(their breasts and wings covered with buttered paper),

and roasted like teal, served with Lemon or Orange
sauce, and a tureen of good brown gravy. The but-

tered paper should be removed a short time before the

birds are served, so as to what cooks call "froth"
them. Mrs. Alfred Watrn-y.

Ice : \V. L. H. You should put a good layer of straw,

or any other non-conductor of heat, at the bottom and
sides of the ice-house, and break the ice tolerably

small as it is thrown in. It is not necessary to use

salt.

Mushroom Bed : J. Kent. Many fungi delight in

half-decayed stable manure ; the spores of these fungi

are always flying about in the air, and when they

happen to light on a ready-made Mushroom bed they

are just in their element, and the new-comers take

possession of tlie position at once. The fungi sent

belong to an abnormal form of A. virgineus, a com-
mon aggressor on Mushroom beds, and one often

mentioned to former correspondents of the Gardeners'
Chroniele.

Names of Fruits : J. H. Heyuiard. i. Pear : Chap-
tal. Apples : 2, Norfolk Beaufin

; 3, King of the

Pippins.

Names of Plants : G. M. i. Veronica speciosa varie-

gata:'2, Ornithogalum longibracteatum
; 3, Erica

colorans.

—

Inquirer (Huntroyde). Send further parti-

culars, as to habit, hardiness, &c.

—

y. McRonald.
Calotropis procera.

OsMUNDA regalis AT Camstraddan.—In the second
column, at p. 751, the word " Rossdal " is used for

Rossdhu in a very harmless manner ; but in the same
column the word "bog" is twice used for the word
"bay," which rather significantly mars my conten-
tion. J. Gordon.

Catalogues Received: — Messrs. J. Veitch & Sons
(Royal Exotic Nursery, King's Road, Chelsea, S.W.),
Catalogue of Garden and Flower Seeds, Horticultural

Implements, &c. — Messrs. J. Carter & Co. (High
Holborn, London, W.C.), Vade Mecum ; a General
Illustrated Descriptive Catalogue. — Messrs. Felton &
Sons (H<arborne Road, Edgbaston, Birmingham),
Spring Catalogue of Seeds for the Vegetable and
Flower Garden.

Communications Received.—W. R. M'N.—A. T.—T. F. I.

—T. C—J. R.— F. V. M.—D. T. F. (next week).—H. M.—
W. N.—E. O. F.—C. L.—J. C—H. F.—H. K.—G. T.—
C. N.—C. H.—N. P.—E. U.—R. T. C—J. T. B.—J. D.—
A. O. W. (you will see your suggestions tiave been antici-

pated).—J. W. S.—J. S.—J. D.—J. Mayo, Drury.—J. B. R.
—W. M. P.—R. B., sen.-W. H.—J. C. (thanks).—
C. F. & F.-J. R. J.

©nqutnes.
He titai questioneth much sliall learn tft7icA.^3acot^.

Grafting Old Grapes.—Would some of your cor-

respondents be kind enough to give their experience in

grafting, or bud-grafting, of old Grape Vines? To" my-
self and many more gardeners it would, no doubt, be
very interesting and instructive, IV. W,

[arkcts*
COVENT GARDEN, December 24.

A quiet business and bare market have made this one
of the gloomiest Christmases we have experienced for

some years, foreign importations considerably falling off

this last week or two. Fair samples of Grapes are still

in good demand. James Webber, Wholesale Apple
Market.

Plakts
s. d. s. d.

Arum Lily, or Ricb-
ardia ECthiop.,doz. 24 0-30 o

Azaleas, per dozen.. 24 0-60 o
Begonias, per doz. . . 6 0-12 o
Bouvardias, per doz.iS 0-24 o
Camellias, per dozeniS 0-60 o
Chrysanth., per doz. 6 0-30 o
Cyperus, per dozen 6 0-12 o
Dracaena terminalis 30 0-60 o
— viridis, per doz. . . iS 0-24 o
Epiphyllum.perdoz.iS 0-60 o
Erica CafFra, p. doz. 60-90
— gracilis, p. dozen 9 0-12 o
— hyemalis, p. doz. 12 0-42 o

4 Pots.

s. d. s. d.

Euonymus, var.,doz, 6 0-18 o
Ferns, in var., p. doz. 4 0-18 o
Ficus elastica, each 2 6-if; o
Foliage Plants, vari-

ous, each .. ..2 o-io 6
Hyacin., Rom., doz. 12 0-18 o
Mignonette, per doz. 60-90
Myrtles, per doz. ..^,6 0-12 o
Palms in variety,

each .

.

. , 2 6-21 o

lets, zonal, doz .. 6 o-iz o
Primiilas, per dozen 6 0-12 o
Solanums, ber., doz. 6 0-18 o

Abutilon, 12 blooms 06-11
Arum Lilies, isblms. 12 0-24
Azaleas, 12 sprays .. 16-41
Bouvardias, per bun. 10-41
Camellias, per dozen 6 0-18 1

Carnations, per dozen 16-41
Chrysanth.. per doz. 20-61
— per 12 bunches.. 9 0-18 <

Epiphyllum, i2blms. 10-3.
Eucharis, per doz, ..10 0-18 1

Gardenias, 12 blms.12 0-24 i

Heliotropes, i2sp. .. o 6- i 1

HyaciQ.,Rom.,i2sp. 20-41

Lily of Valley, spray 10-20
Mignonette, 12 bun. 6 o- g o
Narcissus, paper-

while, 12 sprays .. 20-60
Pelargoniums. 12 spr. 20-40
— zonal, 12 sprays i o- 2 o

Primula, double, per

Roses (indoor), doz. 2 0-12 o
Tropa;olum, 12 bun, 20-60
Tuberoses, per dozen 30-60
Violets, 12 bunches 40-60

Apples, j4-sieve ..16-5
Cobsand Filberts, lb. 09-1
Grapes, per lb. ..20-6
Lemons, per 100 .. \ o-io

Vegetablhs.

Oranges, per 100 .

.

Pears, per do^.

Pine-apples, per lb.

r. d. s. d.

Mint, green bunch.. 04-01
Onions, young, bun. 04-01
Parsley, per bunch.. 04-..
Peas, per quart ..12 o- ..

Potalos, ntw, basket 10-..
Radishes, per bunch 01-0,

•— Spanish, doz. . . 10- .

.

— New Jersey, doz. 20-..
Rhubarb, doz. ..10 o- ..

Shallots, per lb. ..06-..
per punnet ;

Artichokes, English
Globe, doz. ..2 c

— Jerusalem, bush. 4 c

Asparagus, Fr. sprue,

per bundle . . 1 (

— English, per bun. 3 t

Beans, French, p. 100 2 c

Beet, per doz. ..it
Brus. sprouts, bush, 7 <

Cabbages, per doz. .. i <

Carrots, per bunch .. 04-06
Cauliflowers, per doz. 2
Celery, per bundle .. i

Chilis, per 100 ..2
Cucumbers, each .. 04-16 Spinach, per bushel 3 (

Endive, Batav. dozen 16-.. Sweet Potatos, per lb. 06-..
Garlic, per lb. ..06-.. Tomatos, per dozen 36-30
Herbs, per bunch .. 02-04 Turnips, p. 12 bunch. 30-..

The Potato market is quiet, and without alteration in prices .

—

Regents, 1005. to 130.?. ; Early Rose, iioj. to i2cs. per ton.

SEEDS.
London : Dec. 23.—This being Christmas week, a

very quiet feeling, as might have been expected, charac-

terises the seed market. English red Clover, unless of

superior quality, does not meet with attention. Choice
English Trefoil is firm at the recent substantial rise in

value; finest parcels being with extreme difficulty met
with, whilst of yearling seed llicre is none whatever
obtainable. Consequently country holders, anticipating,

still higher rates, are unwilling to part with their hmited
stocks, even on the current advanced terms. Cable
advices describe the American Clover market as strong,

with a brisk Continental demand. The 116 tons sunk in

the Pommcrania, en route to Hamburg, have of course

had to be replaced ; but, apart from this, the consump-
tion throughout Germany increases most markedly year

by year. In neither while Clover nor Alsike is there any
quotable alteration. For bird seeds, and also for Rape
and Mustard, the sale is slow. Blue Peas and Haricot

Beans move off at late rates. John Shaw b' Sons, Seed
Merchants, 37, Alark Lane, Loudon, E.C.

CORN.
Trade at Mark Lane on Monday was particularly

inactive ; indeed so few were the transactions that the

term trade would appear to be hardly justifiable. Quota-
tions ruled as before in the case of Wheat, though a
concession might have occasionally been made to force

sales. The supply of English Wheat was short, while
the show of foreign was pretty Uberal. The fact of the

market closing on Wednesday had the effect of curtailing

business to some extent. Barley was dull, but the value

of fine malting produce remained firm. Malt was quiet

and without change. Oats and Maize were held for

previous rates, but in the absence of business the market
may be reported as nominal. Beans and Peas were in

limited request, as also was flour, and prices showed
little or no variation.—Average prices of com for the

week ending December 21 :—Wheat, 40J. Zd. ; Barley,

39J-. ^^d. ; Oats, aii. \d. For the corresponding period

last year :—Wheat, 51J. \ii. \ Barley, 43J. 3^/ ; Oats,

23-^. ii«'.

CATTLE.
The market at Copenhagen Fields on Monday pre-

sented quite a holiday appearance. The number of

beasts being very small, they were quickly disposed of at

better prices ; in a few instances our top quotadon was
exceeded. The supply of sheep was also small, but in

this department trade was not so brisk, indeed there

were very few buyers, and a clearance was not made.
The few calves on offer were readily sold at high rates.

Quotations:—Beasts, 4-r. td. to 5J-. 4*/., and 5^. td. to

(:>s. ; calves, c^s. 6d. to 6s. 6d. ; sheep, ^s. ^d. to $s. 8d.,

and 6s. 41/. to js. 2d.

POTATOS.
The Borough and Spitalfields reports state that with

good supphes on offer, trade remains very quiet, and
prices show no material change. Kent Regents, locw. to

115J. per ton ; Essex ditto 80J. to loai. ; Victorias, iioj.

to 130J. ; flukes, iio^. to 135.^, ; Champions, 8o.r. to gos.

—Potatos continue to arrive in moderate quantities.

During last week 24.720 bags were received from Ham-
burg, 5924 bags 20 tons Antwerp. 2214 bags Louvain,

545 sacks Rouen, 152 Dahouet, 200 Boulogne, and 15

bags 30 packages from other parts of the Continent.

COALS.
House coals have been in good demand, and an

advance of i^. per ton was obtained for both best and
second. Quotations :—Bower's West HarUey, 15^. gd. ;

Walls End—Harton, igs. gd. ; Easington, igs. gd. ;

Haswell, 22j^. ; Hetton, 225-. ; Hetton Lyons, igs. gd. ;

Original Hartlepool, 22s. ; Ttmstall, igs. gd. ; Tees,

2is. gd.
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GENUINE SEEDS ONLY."

James Veitch & Sons
BEG TO ANNOUNCE THAT THEIR

CATALOGUE of GARDEN and FLOWER SEEDS for 1879,
Containing Lists of Novelties, Horticultural Implements, and other Garden Requisites,

is now published, and will be forwarded post-free on application.

Descriptions will be fo7md of the folloiving New and Choice Seeds

:

—
BROCCOLI, Veitch's Self-protecting Autumn, per pkt.

CAULIFLOWER. Veitch's Autumn Giant

CELERY, Major Clarke's fine solid Red

CUCUMBER, Tender and True

ENDIVE. Picpus, Green Curled

ENDIVE, Round-leaved Batavia

LETTUCE, Californian, Curled

LETTUCE, Early Paris Market

J. V. 6= Sons havefin

per packet

LETTUCE, Hicks' Hardy White Co
MELON, Eastnor Castle Green-flesh

MELON, Read's Scarlet-flesh

PEA. Criterion .

PEA, Marvel (Laxton), new
TOMATO, Hathaway 's Excelsior ..

TURNIP, Veitch's Red Globe

POTATO, Prince Arthur

POTATO, Veitch's Improved Ashleaf Kidney

P O T A T O S.
y" all the ncivest and best kinds. For f,

per packet

per peck

7 Seed Catalog.

ROYAL EXOTIC NURSERY, KING'S ROAD, CHELSEA, S.W.

Ii**f~ <itS^

EVEFvYONElHOHAS A CAKM. i^
^^ SHOULD READ (f

^' Iti

[BEAUj^'

jaTOE MOST PRACTlGAL\WORli.^|

ON CARDENINC.YCT PUBLISHED
iW?i ^^2-<^ PRICE ONE SHILLING /

,1 1 , I'nSfKrcm POST fREE FOR IS STAMPS.
iJr'-, JLJiJ^IMO^PJ WlTi^ COLOR E AND

OTHilR'fiNCRAVINGS-

SUTTON'S AMATEUR'S GUIDE in HORTICULTURE
CONTAINS ARTICLES ON THE FOLLOWING SUBJECTS :

—

THE CULTIVATION of FLOWERS.

THE CULTIVATION of the POTATO.

THE ERADICATION of GARDEN PESTS
—Insect Plagues and Specific Remedies for their

A YEAR'S WORK in the KITCHEN
GARDEN—January to December.

THE ROTATION of CROPS in the
KITCHEN GARDEN.

THE CULTIVATION of VEGETABLES.

With a Descriptive LIST of the best VEGETABLES, FLOWERS, and POTATOS.

" ' Sutton's Amateur's Guitie ' is the best book of its class that has come under our notice, and if regarded as a
trade circular is certainly a remarkable producuon. In the printing and getting up it is a model of elegance
throughout."

—

Gardeners' Magazine.

THE QUEEN'S

SEEDSMEN. uMyf^<^
READ! NG,

BERKS.

TheThames Bank Iron Company
OLD BARGE WHARF,

UPPER GROUND STREET,
LONDON, S.E.,

Have the largest and most complete stock in the Trade ;

upwards of ;£2o,ooo worth to choose from.

HOT-WATER BOILERS, PIPES, and CONNECTIONS,
And all CASTINGS for HORTICULTURAL PURPOSES.

Their New Ilhi^strated Catalogue, Zth Edition, now ready
{price Sixpence).

Hot--water Apparatus erected complete, or tlie Materials supplied at Wholesale Prices.

•Richard Smith 8^C5„& Worcester ^
FIFTY ACRES of FRUIT TREES.—

Apples. Pears. Plums, Cherries. Peaches. Nectarines,

Apricots, and other Fruit Trees, as Standards, Dwarfs,
Pyramids, Bushes, Cordon and trained trees in great variety,

all full of vigour, and warranted irue to name. Descriptive

Price List, containing a sketch of the various forms of Trees,

with Directions for Cultivation. Soil. Drainage, Manure,
Pruning, Lifting, Cropping, Treatment under Glass : also their

Synonyms, Quality, Size, Form, Skin, Colour. Flesh, Flavour,

Use. Growth, Duration, Season, Price, &c., for a penny stamp.

TWELVE ACRES of ROSES.—Standard,
Dwarf, and Climbing, all the popular sorts ; also 80,000

choice Tea-scented and Noisette Roses in pots ; extra strong

Roses in pots for immediate forcing. See Descriptive Price

List, free for a penny stamp.

GRAPE VINES and ORCHARD HOUSE
TREES in POTS.—Grape Vines, extra strong, and

warranted free from phylloxera, oidium. and all disease ; Planting
Canes, 3s. dd. to 5J. each ; extra strong Fruiting Canes, 7.;. ^d.

to loi. 6i/. each. Orchard-house Trees, fruiting in pots, con-

sisting of Peaches, Nectarines, Apricots, Plums, Cherries,

PearE, Apples, and Figs. Descriptive Price List for a penny

WORCESTER PEARMAIN APPLE
(awarded a First-class Certificate by the Royal Horti-

cultural Society).—One of the handsomest and most useful

Apples in cultivation. For full description see " Extract from
the Journal 0/ Horticulture;' and Richard Smith & Co.s
Fruit List, which may be had for a penny stamp. Coloured
Plates, 6(/. each. Maiden Trees, is. 6d. each: Bushes, 35.

each : Standards, Pyramids, and Dwarf-trained Trees, 3J. 6d.

and 5^. each.

HARDY HERBACEOUS and ALPINE
PLANTS, their scientific and English names, height,

colour, time of flowering, and other useful information.

Descriptive Price List for a penny stamp. Collection of 100
Ijeautiful hardy varieties for Garden Beds, Borders, or Rockeries,

T ISTofall the EVERGREEN FIR TRIBE,
-LJ suitable for Britain, giving size, price, popular and
botanical n.iines, derivations, description, form, colour, foliage,

Growth, timber, use in arts, native country, and size there,

situation, soil, and other information, wich copious index of
iheir synonyms. Free by post for six stamps.

T 1ST of STOVE and GREENHOUSE
XJ PLANTS, comprising the best selections of Camellias,

Az.ileas, Ericas. Epacris, Ferns, &c., frte for a penny stamp.

LIST of EVERGREEN and DECIDUOUS
SHRUBS. RHODODENDRONS. STANDARD

ORNAMENT.AL TREES. CLIMBING and TWINING
PLANTS, with their generic, specific, and English names,
native country, height, time of flowering, colour, &c., and
general remarks, free for a penny stamp.

A LL kinds of GARDEN SEEDS, of first
-t\. quality, BULBS. MUSHROOM SPAWN, TOBACCO
PAPER, AKCHANGEL M ^ IS. ^.-

I
.iK-' GARDEN

REljUlSlTES. See Lists, which may be had on application.

•Richard Smith 8. c^;

fc Worcester =:#,

3EAT SOIL, PEAT S O I L.—
BROWN FIBROUS, good quality, for Orchids, Pot

iantp, Ferns, &c , £6 6s. per truck. BLACK, eood quality for

merican Plants, Rhododendrons, Azaleas, Heaths. &c., t?^.

:r ton, or 6-ton truck for £4 los. Delivered on rail at Black-
ater, S. E. R. . or Camberley, S. W. R. , by the truckload. Calih

ilh order. Sample sack, 5s. td., or four sacks. 205.

HOLDER AND SON, Crown Nurseries, Reading.

PEAT for RHODODENDRONS and ordi-
nary POT PLANTS, in trucks containing 14 yards or

loads, put on rail at Ringwood Station, ;^3 15^- Carriage paid
to London or any Station on the L. & S. W. Railway, ^5 55.

per truck of fourteen loads. Cash or reference.

J. FRYER, Manager, Peat Stores. Vauxhall Station and
Ringwood,

Fibrous Peat for OrcMds, &c.

BROWN FIBROUS PEAT, best
quality for Orchids. Stove Plants, &c., £6 6s. per truck.

BLAClv FIBROUS PEAT, for Rhododendrons, Azaleas,
Heaths. American Plant Beds. 15^^. per ton.

Delivered on rail at Blackwater, S. E. R., or Farnborough,
S. W. R. , by the truckload. Sample bag, 4s ; 5 bags, 20s.

;

10 bags, 365. Bags ^d. each.
Fresh SPHAGNUM, 105. 6d. per bag.

WALKER AND CO., Farnborough Station. Hants.

GARDEN REOUISITES.—COCOA-NUT
FIBRE REFUSE, as supplied to Her Majesty and
most of the leading Nurserymen and Gardeners.

^d. per bushel ; 100 for 201. ; truck (loose, 250 bush.), 30J,

4-bushel bags. Ad. each.

LIGHT BROWN FIBROUS PEAT, 5^. 6d. per sack;
<; sacks, 255. : 12 for 45J., or 365. per ton.

BLACK FIBROUS PEAT, 5^- per sack, 5 sacks 22J. : 12

for 40.1., or 34.r. per ton ; sacks, ^d. each.

COARSE SILVER SAND, is. gd. per bushel; 15J. half

ton, 26s. per ton ; in i cwt. bags. 4</. each.

YELLOW FIBROUS LO.\M, PEAT MOULD, and LEAF
MOULD. IS. per bushel.

SPHAGNUM MOSS, 8^. ed. per sack.

Manures, Garden Sticks, Virgin Cork, Tobacco Cloth and
Paper. Russia Mats. &c.

COCOA-NUT FIBRE REFUSE, as
supplied to the Royal Horticultural Society.— Four-bushel

bag (bag included), is. ; 30 bags (bags included), 20J. ; truck

FINLAYSON and HECTOR, Cocoa-Nut Fibre Works,

2( and 25, Redman's Row, Mile End Road, London, E,
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SCOTT'S WASP DESTROYER.—
The only effectual remedy for destroying these pests •.

IS. 6d., IS. U. and 5s. per bottle. May be obtained through

all Seedsmen, or direct from

JOHN SCOTT, The Royal Seed Stores, Yeovil.

Tlu Orchardisl, by J. Scott, price 31. id., the best work in

th e English language on Fruit Trees and their Cultivation.

I S H U R S T COMPOUND.—
Used by many of the leading Gardeners since 1859,

against Red Spider. Mildew, Thrips. Greenfly, and other Blight,

in solutions of from i to 2 ounces to the gallon of soft water, and

of from 4 to 16 ounces as a winter dressing for Vines and Fruit

Trees. Has outlived many preparations intended to supersede it.

Sold Retail by Seedsmen in Boxes, is . is., and los. 6rf

Wholesale by PRICE'S PATENT CANDLE COMPANY
(Limited).

By Pennission of tlie Hon. Board of Customs.

(Free of Duly.)

NICOTINE SOAP,
A NEW and UNRIVALLED INSECTICIDE foi

PLANT CULTIVATORS.

No other Insecticide will bear comparison with this in killing

properties, with perfect safety to foliage. No known blight can

resist it, and it is the Cheapest in the market.

Price, in jars containing 8 oz., is. id , and 20 oz , 3s. ; drums,

38 lb., 2SJ.

a oz sufficientfflr 1 gallon 0/water for ordinary use.

Wholesale from the Manur.tcturers, CORRY and SOPER,

Bonded Tobacco Stores, Shad Thames, London, S.E. ; or

HOOPER AND CO., Covent Garden, W.C. ; and Retail from

all Seedsmen.

OCKWORK.—Red Sandstone Rock, ior

Rockwoik. Ferneries, Grottoes. Best and most orna-

mental Rock for the purpose. On tail here Irom our own pits.

WALKER AND CO., Farnborough Station, Hants.

TERRA-COTTA more durable than Stone.—
Vases, Tazz,ts, Flower Trays, Pedestals. B.,lu,irades.

Brackets. Terminals, Cornices, &c. For designs and prices, apply

to JOHN M. HLASHFIELI ', 42, Berners Street. W.

RICHARDSON'S PATENT
HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS

SECTION OF PATENT f^oOF VENTILATOR

Illustrations, Price Lists, and Testimonialsfree.

Hot-water Apparatus fixed In any part of the

Kins iom. and guaranteed.

W. RICHARDSON & CO.,
HorticiiItur.il liuildcrs & Hot-water Engineers,

DARLINGTON.
Glasshouses.

HEREMAN AND MORTON
give Prices for all kinds of

HORTICULTURAL BUILDINGS in WOOD
on receipt of particulars. Also for Heating.

A r.uuphlet id. " ' '
'- ' "

GIr t's P.itk. Londoi N.W.

Pit Llghts.-Plt LlghtB.

RICHARD, Steam Joinery Works,
Edmonton, London, is prepared to supply any quantity

of Pit Lights, 4 feet by 6 feet 2 inches, at 5s. each, free on
Railway, or delivered within four miles.

Legion of Honour (Paris Exhibition) : Gold MedaL

W. H. LASCELLES,
HORTICULTURAL R U I L D E R

,

121, BUNHH.T ROW. I.ONIXIN, E.G.

Patent Bent Wood Curved Greenhouses and
Conservatories.

ILLUSTRATED SHEETS sent post-free, and Estlma
vci. for all kinds of Horticultural Work, without charge.

THE GRAVEL-WALK METAL
SCRAPER MATS.—They improve the appearance of

Entrances, are suitable for all kinds ol Gravel-walk Entrances, in

all weathers, either to remove the loose grit after summershowers,

or the dirt or snow of winter. Their texture gives a finn Iwld

to thefeet in whatever direction you step. They are the width

of an ordinary step, and being directly in the path cannot escape

use, save much wear in other mats, floorcloths, and carpets, and

their endurance is incalculable. Lengths, 2 feet 3 inches, price

los. : 2 feet 6 inches, 12s. ; 3 feet, 14s. : 3 feet 4 inches, i6s. ;

3 feet 8 inches, iSs. ; 4 feet, 2cs.

TldCMinb.^ P.itent C.ravel-walk Mi
suitable fur .Mansions, Villas, French Casements, Conservatories,

Hothouses, Greenhouses, Flower Gardens, Kitchen Gardens,

Pl.ices nf Worship, Colleges, Schools, Manufactories, Hotels,

Public Institutions, and all Entrances leading from Sandy,

Crittv or Gravel Walks. Delivered on Railway on receipt of re-

mittance payable to G. TI DCOM K E AND SON.Watford. Herts.

BAYLISS, JONES & BAYLISS,
Patentees and Manufacturers of Wrought Iron

CONTINUOUS BAR FENCING,
Iron Hurdles, Strained Wire Fencing.

Field and Entrance Gates, Tree Guards, &c.,

VICTORIA WORKS, WOLVERHAMPTON,
and 3, Crooked Lane, King William Street, London, E.G.

Catalogues free on application.

BOULTO N & PAUL, NORWICH.

IMPKOVED PORTABLE POULTRY HOUSE,
PHEASANTEY or AVIARY,

JOtlN I50\ViMAN,
Timber and Mahogany Importer and merchant,

nonriLULruK il builder.
WEST END STEAM JOINERY,

NEWC.ASTLE-ON-TYNE.

GREENHOUSES complete, from £10 to £1000.

Portable Box with Onb Light. 6 feet by 4 feet, glazed >

16 oz. sheet glass, and painted four coats .

.

.
. 1

^^ '

Portable Box with Two Lights, as above, each Light ( ^^^
6 feet by 4 feet

Estimates given for Conservatories and Green-

houses of every kind.

Well-seasontd Materials ana First-class Workmanship
guaranteed.

THE SOLE HIGHEST /K\NARD

PARIS EXHIBITION,

GALVANISED WIRE NETTING.

THE SILVER MEDAL
And the Report of the Jury that

J. B. BROWN & CO.'s Netting was the

Finest in the Exhibition.

Also the Sole Highest Awards at Vienna, 1873.

Philadelphia Centennial, 1876,

tf tL'hcrcvcr the Netting has been exhibited.

The R:>ostiiiE Laying: House is made of wood, painted green

outside and lime whited inside with run underneath for shade

and shelter new circular shaped galvamsed roof, which is very

ormmental, and affords good ventilation fitted with shifting

perches, sliding window, larg<

fitted

and lock for attend:

^..lairdoor for "fowls, and hen ladder, no nest boxes. Strong

galvanised Wire Run, as illustrated, with door, and lock, and all

necessary bolts and nuts complete.

Prices—Carriage paid to any raiiivay station in England

:

No I

i feet wide
with iiplete, 12 feet long,

complete, 12 feet long,

I complete, 16 feet long.

£8

Houses can be had without runs if required.

ew Illustrated Catalogue free on application.

BOULTON AND PAUL, Norwich.

Prices per Lineal Yard^ 24 /;/. high :-

Size
of

Mesh.
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STERLING NOVELTIES.

DELL'S NEW HYBRID MELON.
The only Grcev-flcshed Melon aiua.rcled <i First-class Certificate by the Royal Horticultural Society this year.

This delicious Melon is the result of a cross between *' Colston Bassett " and *' Victory of Bath," and is certainly the best green-fleshed
Melon ever tasted. A large number of aspirants for honours were submitted to the judgment of the Committee of the Royal Horticultural
Society during the present year, but " Dell's Hyorid " was the only green-fleshed variety pronounced worthy of a First-class Certificate.

Price, in Sealed Packets, containing Six Seeds, 2s. 6d. per Packet.
PRIZES.—Fife Guineas in Prizes are offered kok the finest fkuit of this .splendid Mf.lon, to be awarded at tht

Royal Horticultural Society's Meetings in 1879. (For particulars see Schedule.)

CARTER'S "TELEPHONE" PEA.
Awarded a First-class Certificate by the Royal Horticultural Society after a Crucial Trial in the Socidy's Gardens.

Selected from Culverwell's " Telegraph," from which it differs in the seed being wrinkled, whilst the quality is very superior. Like Culver-
well's '* Telegraph " it is an extraordinary cropper, bearing myriads of immense semi-double pods, full of very large Peas of most exquisite
flavour. Highly recommended. Price, in Sealed Packets, per Pint, 2s. 6d.

We offer valuable PRIZES for this and otlicr Peas at the Royal Horticultural Society's Meetings in 1879.
[^For particulars see Schedule.)

For

THE
descriptions see CARTER'S ILLUSTRATED VADE MECUM for 1879, price Is. 3 d., post-free, gratis to Purchasers.

QUEEN'S SEEDSMEN, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.

PAXTON'S CALENDAR
Now Ready, a New and ilwroughly Revised Edition of thi

COTTAGER'S CALENDAR OF GARDEN OPERATIONS.
ORIGINALLY COMPILED BY THE LATE SIR JOSEPH PAXTON, M.P.

l>rice 3d., Post Free SJd.

W. RICHARDS, 41, WELLINGTON STREET, STRAND, LONDON, W.C.
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THE GAEDENERS' CHRONICLE.

SCALE OF CHARGES FOR ADVERTISING.

Head Line cJuirged as two.

3 6

AND SIXPENCE FOK EVERY ADDITIONAL LINE.

If set across columns, the lowest charge will be 30J.

Page j£9 o
Half Page 500
Column 3 5 o

GARDENERS, AND OTHERS, WANTING SITUATIONS.

36 words IS. 6il., and 6d. for every additional line

(about g words) or part of a line.

THESE ADVERTISEMENTS MUST BE PREPAID.

Births, Deaths and Marriages, 55. each insertion.

Advertisements for the current weak must reacJi iJie OJjfice

by Thursday noon.

All Subscriptions Payable In Advance.

Thb United Kingdom : 12 Months, Xi 3s. 10//. ; 6 Months.

1 1 J. \\d.\ 3 Months, 6i.

Foreign : 265., including Postage for 12 Months.

P O. to be made payable at the King Street Post-offica, W.C.,

to W. Richards.

PuBUSHiNG Office and Office for Advertisements,

41, Wellingtou Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C.

SUver Medal, 1874.

THE TERMINAL SADDLE BOILER.—
First-class Certificate, 1S67 ; Highly Commended, 1S73 ;

and First-class Certificate, 1S75.

"This boiler possesses the rare merit of sucking all the heat

from the ivi^."—Gardeners Magazine, p. 254.

" I have no doubt the Best Boiler, that will burn any kind of

fuel, is the Terminal S-^ACi\^."—JonrnalofHorticulture, p. 327.

" For moderate cost and real efficiency the Terminal Saddle

is one of the very best."— ?"/« Garden, p. 95.

Prospectus post-free.

T. JONES, Temple Street, Manchester.

"ONES'S PATENT "DOUBLE L"
SADDLE BOILER

These Boilers possess all the advantages of the old Saddle
Boiler, with the following improvements—viz. , the water-space
at back and over top of saddle increases the heating surface to
such an extent that a "PATENT DOUBLE L SADDLE
BOILER " will do about twice the amount of work with the same

jf setting is also considerably reduced,
upied ; at the same time these Boilers

, and being made of wrought-iron are

quantity of fuel ; the c(

and likewise the space
simple in construct

not liable to crack. They a ade of the following s

Sizes.
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THOMAS MILLINGTON AND CO.,
87. Bishopsgate Street Without, London, E.C., Imfok-

TERS and Dealers in Window Glass of all kinds.

Small Squares in 16 oz.

Prices for the sizes stated, and for not less than a box o( lOO feet.

Special price for other sizes will be quoted on application.

Orchard House Glass.

In
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GARDEN SEEDS-GARDEN SEEDS.

OSBORN & SONS'
ANNUAL DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE

Of the above is now ready for distribution.

n contains a Choice Selection of KITCHEN GARDEN and FLOWER SEEDS of every description,

im/iid/iti^- Ihc follo-tviiii;:—

GILBERT'S BURGHLEY CHAMPION BROCCOLI.
A mo« useriil hie variety, selected by Mr. R. Gilbert of IJiiraliley from Callcll's Eclipse.

It is whiter and firmer in texture, later in season, and the most perfect sell-protecliiig Broccoli

It is undoubtedly a novelty of sterling merit. Sown the last week in April it comes into use

the following year during the months of May and June.

Sold only In sealed packets, marked "R. 0.," price 23. 6d. each

OSBORN'S WINTER WHITE BROCCOLI.
One cif the best inid-\

flavour, and by successive

eties in cultivation. It produces pure vi-hite heads of delicious

commencing in March, may be had in use from November to

Price 2s. per ounce.

OSBORN'S EARLY FORCING FRENCH BEAN.
Cener.illy admitted to bo the finest Dwarf llean ever introduced either for forcing or for the

open ground. It is very dwavf, very early, and wonderfully prolific.

Price 2s. per quart.

POTATOS.
All the best sorts, both new and old, at very reasonable prices.

OSBORN'S SELECT RED BEET (Dell's Crimson).
The true and original slock as raised many years ago by Mr. Bogue, and selected by us with

the greatest care ever since. It is one of the finest for culinary purposes, and a great acquisition

for the flower garden on account of the rich colour of its foliage.

Price Is. 6d. per ounce.

SCOTT'S SUPERB WHITE COS LETTUCE.

Price Is. per packet.

OSBORN'S SELECT MUSHROOM SPAWN,
Which never fails to give satisfaction. (See testimonials in catalogue )

Price 5s. per bushel.

MATS—best Archangel,
For covering and other purposes, 24s. per dozen.

GARDEN TOOLS, KNIVES, &c., of the best quality.

N.B.—All Orders for Seeds will be forwarded. Carriage Paid, to any Railway Station in England, if amounting to 20s. or upwards; and to

any Railway Station in Scotland, or Seaport in Ireland, if ainomiting to i,os. or upwards. Five per Cent, discount allowed on payments made within

One Month of date of Invoice.

CATALOGUES FORWARDED, POST-FREE, ON APPLICATION.

THE FULHAM NURSERIES, LONDON, S.W.

S. OWENS & CO.,

HYDRAULIC ENGINEERS,
WHITEFRIARS STREET, LONDON, E.G.

THE IMPROVED SELF-ACTING HYDRAULIC RAM.
This useful Self-acting Apparatus, which works day and ni.i;ht without needing attention, will raise water to

any height or distance, without cost for laboiar or motive-power, where a few feet fall can be obtained, and is

suited for supplying Public or Private Estabhshments, Farm Buildings, Railway Stations, &c.

No. 37. DEEP WELL PUMPS for Horse, Hand, Steam, or other Power. No. 49. GARDEN ENGINES, of all sizes, in Oak or Galvanised Iron Tubs.

No. 63. PORTABLE 1RRIG.\T0RS, with Double or Treble Barrels for Horse or No. 54*. THE CVSSIDBURY FIRE EXTINGUISHER, as designed for the

Steam Power [Gardens. &c. Right Hon. the Earl of Essex.

No. 46a. IMPROVED DOUBLE ACTION PUMPS on BARROW for Watering Nq. ^, WROUGHT-IRON PORTABLE PUMPS of all sizes.

No. 49«. GALVANISED SWING WATER CARRIERS, for Garden use. No. 4. CAST-IRON GARDEN, YARD, or STABLE PUMPS.
No. so and 54./. FARM and MANSION FIRE ENGINES of every description

No. 38. PORTABLE LIQUID MANURE PUMPS, on Legs, with Flexible Sucti

S. OWENS AND CO. M.anufacture and Erect every de5eription of Hvdraulic and General Engineers' Work for Mansions, Farms, &c., comprising PUMPS, TURBINES,
WATER WHEELS, WARMING APPARATUS, B.ATHS, DRYING CLOSETS, G.ASWORKS, App.aratus for LIQUID MANURE distribution. FIRE M.\INS,
HVDR.'^NTS, HOSE PIPES, &c., &c, Partkulars taken in any fart of the Country. Plans and Eslimalafurnhlied.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES CAN BE HAD ON APPLICATION.

Editorial Communications should be addressed to "The Editor ;" Advertisements and Business Letters to " The Publisher," at the Office, 41, Wellington Street, Covent Garden. London, W.C.
Printed by William Richards, at the OlSce of Messrs. Bradburv. Agnew. & Co., Lombard Street, Precinct of Whitefriars. City of London, in the County of Middlesex, and Published by the

said William Richards, at the Office, 41, Wellington Street. Parish of St. Paul's, Covent Garden, in the said County.—Saturdav, December 28, 187S.

Agent for Manchester—John Hbywood, Agents for Scotltmd—Messrs. J. Mknzies & Co., Edinburgh and Glasgow.
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